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THE following shows the intelligence of some~ sands away from_ their religious duties and
of the men who hav it in their power to say I· tended to the desecration of the Chirstian Sabwhat shall go through the mails and what sha!J ~ bath. This'statement looks plausible, and the
'I:HE Rev. Arthur A. Waite, an evangelist, not: A country postmaster wrote to the Ilost 1source from whence it emanates is worthy of
THE new year opened in New York with a
clol'ed a revival at Lynn, Mass., by running master-general lately, saying: "A man's wift !, ,credit. We think, however, that a jurist holdsnow-storm.
dropped a letter in this office addressed t< f ing the high position of Judge Morrison would
away without paying his bills.
OscAR WILDE, the apostle of estheticism, is
'rHE marriage service uniting a Chicago another man. The husband suspect~ some oe very careful in allowing ecclesiastical influ- in this city.
thingwrong.
Shall
Idelivertheletterto
him?'
nee
to
bias
his
legal
decisions
one
way
or
couple was, it is asserted, performed by departed
Strange to say, the postmast~r was iustructe< ~ 1nother. Such things hav been, though, and
Two Mormon missionaries were mobbed in
spirits, a-medium acting under their control.
that the husband could not get the letter in tha·, ; tistory, it is said, repeats itself. It is curious London on the 1st.
THE unflinching persistence of ex-Shepherd way.
·
1:o note that with regard to this Sunday law,
THE New York Socialists hav expelled Justus
Cowley in clamoring for that $6,500 which he
AL
T ,
. "A h'l d ;-which is, literally speaking, an effort to enforce
· claims the city owes him for starving the young
, IVERPOOL ory paper says.
P 1 a e1· ~ she observance of the Christians' Sabbath on Schwab from their party.
lambs in his "Fold " is regarded as one of· the phta •merchant sent a cargo of goods
to Con 1t h'IS commum·ty, th e Ca th oli o' aud th e p nr1·t au
A BURSTING dam caused a loss of "'
<~>20,000 t'n
·
most noteworthy of the ecclesiastical pheuo~- sbralutmopdle.bAfter th~ snpercdargo had ~een.tht i .nortal enemies, are for once united. Judg~ Providence, R.I., on the 2d.
ena of the day.
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where they should l)e stored. ~Leave then \ on'lson as r~u ere
.e . e()ISlo~, au
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oMALL-Pox is raging in New York city and
THE fnends of a poor man at Stillwater II h
··t
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. t . ht ,
h
~ )ther element will enforce 1t, if posstble. They other large places in the state.
1
Minn., gratuitously dug a grave for his dead 'B
erect; I dwou tralm ~-hmg ' was t de rep1Y ! -viii leave nothing undone to accomplish that
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GEN. McCoMB, the well-known railroad man,
nstzan sexton refused to per- 0 f th,
d
b 8t 1 , ·a th '
i m ; IS 1s cer am.
ere can e no doubt died of apoplexy. on the BOth ult.
ch , u
e
mit the funeral procession to enter the cemee gToho sMmhay e
en, salh
el supher: ! hat public sentiment is host;i! to this obsolete
h' h 'f nf
d
ld
e o ammec1an mere ant aug ec l l
GEoRGE DREWILL, the trainer of Hanlan and
tery, on thegrouu d that heh.ud beeu.cheated cargo.
. d 'D , b
h·
d
f·· d·! aw,w w ,1 e orce ,won makeSauFrant 0 f th . b
as e rep11e ,
on t e a1arme , my nen , , . ,
t . f 1S d
ou
e JO ·
I there is not a Christian within a hundred mile1 ! msco s preseu JO~ u uu ay a .g1oomy, dre_ar~, other celebmted ~cullers, is dead.
THE six-day walking match last week was
PRESIDENT PORTER of Yale takes occasion to
desolate day. Bigots are perSIStent, and lt lS
declare that in the instruction department of
Is.
well to remember that 'eternal vigilance is the won by Fitzgerald, who made 582 miles.
the college no religious tests are applied. It is
THE trustees of the Lutheran church a' price of liberty.' "
THE Jewish committee in Vienna say that
not even demanded that instructors shall for- Dearborn, Mich., sit in a pew together. Thert
·
twelve Jews were killed in the riots at Warsaw.
mally express a faith in God, or shall use any was a dispute as to whether Thwark or Thie,
ONE of our friends, G. W. Lawson, writes to
A SATISF ACTOll.Y tria] trip W!LS made by the ·
had been elected to fill a vacancy,-aud on the • the Portland (W.T.) 01•egonian: "Mr. Beecher directors through the St. Gothard tunnel last
religious influences. ·
THE Roman Catholic Bishop of Cincinnati in following SEnday both took seats in the trus is reported as having said in a late sermon that week.
consequence of danciu"' having been allowecl at tees' pew. Thiel ordered Thwark to get out, Judge Cox was au imbecil at one end of a court,
AN Arkausas woman named Bolin recently
Some church faz'r·• has" 1·s~ued a 01·rcul . 0 •.1_ and then violently ejected him. The pastor ran (trying a vagrant fool at the other. I doubt the shot her husband in bed and then committed
~,
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a·
tivly forbidding dances after dark at entertain- own rom , e pu p1 , crymg,.
u ou
1e , re~ort.
IS _1sco~rteous to the bench and unsuicide in jail.
ments given for church purposes, and round and put. out t?~ mo~entaryv1~tor. The rest of fmr to the patient Jll,dge, who tries to hold the
A NEGRo named Daniel Webster died recently
dances at any times.
the trustees JOI_Ded m the sc_nmmage, the pew scale.s w1t~ ~ steady hand, though the beloved
.
.
was torn -to p1eces, and Thiel was eventually Garfield 1s m one balance and the hated Gui- in Philadelphia at the age of 105. He leaves
A NUJIBER·?f Mormons who clal~ that Bng- thrown into the mud of the street.
teau in the other. Besides, Mr. Beecher knows 128 descendants.
ham Young mtroduced the doctrm of pol~gfrom his own hard case that it takes a long
A HUNDRED horse-power boiler exploded in
~my an~ blood atoue~eut contrary to t~e ong.
THE daily newspapers are to be burned out time to try such cases, the bigger the fool at Oswego, N. Y., last week, killing a watchman
mal belief hav orgamzed a new church m Salt of existence. Such seems to be the prophecy the other being the usual cause. Judge Cox and doing $15,000 damage.
La~e City. They renounce polygamy, and re- made by the clergym.'ID who writes as follows cannot break through general rules to hang
Two Condantitt, N.Y., school-girls, aged 13
fuse to pay any more tithes.
to the Watchman: "We hear about the glorie> Guiteau instantly. There was a day when Mr.
and 14, one day last week whipped tbeir teacher,
1
PASTOR SEGUIN, who is laboring among the and the greatnesses of the daily press. Faugh Beecher could hav been hung by a lynch court
a man weighing 250 pounds.
French Protestants in this city, has issued a It is au abomination. It is as completely en- for riding 'on the ragged· edge of despair'
A WEEK of prayer has been begun under. the
pamphlet to show that the apostle Peter was slaved to th~ god of this world as i~ the theater with the soft-eyed Elizabeth, and he ought not
never in Rome. One of his principal argu- and the satlor's dance h?use. ~ a~, for ~y to s!tvagely refuse a calm court hearing for the auspices of the Evangelical Alliance at tbe
ments is that the epistles of Paul make no men- part: gl~d to know that ~ fire 18 kmdled m despairing, fat office-hunter Guiteau. Every Bro~tdway 'faberuacle in this city.
FouR cars were wrecked, one man killed,
tiou of having s'eeu Peter there.
God s JU~t' auger that shall_ c~nsume _the las~ ~aJlls_penchatlt, if not his failing, and
sheet of ~~.
_Just when th1s ~nteresting-per- even the poor devil Guiteau should hav his and eighteen persQns injured by a railroad acBAKER, of the Halifax Mayflower, naively forma~c_e 1s g~mg to take place IS not stated by due. And besides, Mr. Beecher ought further cident near Kennebunk, l\le., on the 2d.
says: " For my part, I cannot understaucl how
the m1mster ·
to recollect, in behalf of charity, if for nothing
Two young men near Belleville, N.J., fought
a parson need e1'er be caught. He can always
Two
worthy
c1tizens
of
Nankin,
Tenn.,
had
else,
that Guiteau is the natural victim of his a duel one day this week. They had quarmake pastoral calls, without the object of his
visits being questioned; and yet here is the a spat seventeen years ago, and since then they own teachings. How often has Mr. Beecher reled about a lady. The result Wlj.S not fatal.
melancholy fact that in a few of the states 917 hav been bitter enemies. Recently the three commended Abraham for daring to lay murThE steamer Ethiopia, the vessel on wh_ich
parsons were convicted, the last three years, of clergymen of the town undertook to effect a derons hands on his own sou at the command Mr. Bennett sailed for Europe, went aground
adultery, rape, seduction, and even nameless reconciliation, but the peaceful arguments add- of a Jewish demon or tribal god. Nor should near London recently, and has been docked for
iug to the flames brought on a shooting affray. he forget that his teachings caused poor Free- repairs.
crimes.''
Last week a good-natured citizen invited the man, of Pocasset, to thrust his murderous knife
AN examination of the books in the City
IN a sermon preached on Sunday, the 18th, enemies to his house. He had studied carefully through the heart of his helpless little daughter,
the Rev. Dr. John Hall said: "Let us act so their tastes. One he entertained with apple- because Abraham offered up Isaac in a blind Hall, Newark, N.J., shows that the defalcathe community may say, 'He is a lawyer aud a jack iu the library and the other with beer in faith. No man of Mr. Beecher's intelligence tions of the auditor and town clerk amount to
Christian· man;' 'he is a physician aud a Chris- the sitting-room. Both got to be brimful of livs but in his heart of hearts knows that $300,000,
IT is reported that Prof. A. L. Rawson has
tian man.' " "It strikes us," says the New good nature. The adroit peacemaker got those murderous teachings are but the bloody
York Sun, "that of late years it has been quite one to say finally that he, really liked So- myths of barbaric ages, and utterly unworthy been elected alderman in this city, and has also
as easy to make either of these remarks with and-So. The remark was overheard, and the of the Caucasian intellect and orgauizaLiou. been requested to accept the position of Ministruth as to say, 'He is a clergyman and a Chris- sliding doors between the rooms were pushed And llfr. Beecher further knows that he had ter to Jerusalem.
tiau man.'"
apart and the enemies shook hands.
much better be engaged with Bob Ingersoll in
IT is understood that Mr. Bradlaugh will apmaking a grand bonfire of all such horrible pear before the bar of the House of Commons
WHEN the counsel for the prosecution in the
Co~!MENTING on the recent Sunday-law agita- persouatio,ns and perversions· of the great spirit and make claim to hav the oath administered to
Guiteau case asked Dr. Spitzka "if he believed
in God," he replied: "To answer from my tion iu San Francisco, the Jewish Times says: of the universe than to be holding up that him on the day on which Parliament reassemstandpoint, that is an impertinent question, in "There has been a great deal of comment as to bloody old insane father and monster, Abra- bles.
a country which guarantees civil and religious the causes which ledJudgeMorrisou to render his ham, to make Guiteaus with. I will propose to
WHiLE a festival of the Knights of Pythias
• liberty. I ani here to discuss imauity, not the- uo1V famous decision in declaring the ol.Jsolete Brother Beecher subject for a future sermon: was in progress New Year's EveiuShanesville,
ology.'' When asked if he would" consider a Sunday law constitutional. Judge Morrison, it 'Au Amendment to the Murder Laws.' L0t Ohio, the floor gave way, and three hundred
man insane who prayed to God as a ctlre for is known, is a very zealous Catholic, and popu- it be enacted by all civilized peoples that here- persons fell with it. Fire was communicated
disease," he replied, "No, not insane, but weak 1ar opinion is unanimous in declaring that " he after all human life shall be sacred to its pas- from the stove, and ten lives were lost.
owes his present position on the bench to the sessor; th!lt there can be no lawful taking of
in judgment."
THE standing committee of the Episcopal
Catholic vote." Popular opinion is sometimes the same except upon the verdict of a jury or in
TH,E Rev. A. W. Wild preached a particularly right and sometimes wrong, and as to the de- case of war; that all personal, voluntary, wil- church in Maryland hav declined to recomeloqueut sermon on the death of President Gnr- cision, it is on record. A little light wns thrown ful, and knowing destruction of human life mend for ord!uation Mr. C. Bishop, of Balti·
field, in the Congregatiomtl church of Peacham,, on the subject last Monday evening at a m~et- shall be murder in the first degree. Such more, the first colored graduate of the General
Vt., and admiring members had it published in iug of Auxiliary League No. 190, !t branch of a law, established and practiced for a few Theological Seminary in New York. The reapamphlet form. Brother Parker, who disliked the National Liberal Lengue, when President years, would dissolve these supposed part,.. son for the action is supposed to be the color of
the pastor, did not believe him capable of pro- J. L. Hatch announced that he had been in- nerships uetween God and assassins, and both the candidate.
duciug such a discourse, and set about finding formed by a prominent lawyer of this city that religious and political cranks would consider
GuiTEAu's counsel say they shall require two
its source. After a long and·imlustrions search, Judge :Morrison was ' under the direct aud their services uncalled for, either for God 'or weeks more to examin wituPsses in surrebuttal
he has found that about a fourth of it is idemi- powRriul influence of Archbishop .dJemany,' party, when they knew that the sure end thereof of the testimony furnished by the prosecution.
cal with an article in the Christian Statesman. and that the latter favored the Sunday law be- was the hangman's rope and the gallows. Guiteau now calls himself au "Abrahamie"
Mr. Wild admits the plagiarism, but says it cause his Catholic flock was addicted, during Brother Beecher, these are stirring times, and crank, and says he intends to laugh the case
amounts to nothing, as nearly all clergymen in- the season, to 1m·gely attending picnics and I groat lessons are before the people. Those who out of court. His conduct has become so boiscorporate newspaper clippings into their ser- spending money which, morally speaking, be~ j' can should use them for instruction, and not for terous that. Judge Cox was obliged to 1'6•
mons.
longed to the church. The practice kept thou. , detraction or malediction."
maud him to the dock.
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J!fLJ ld ton. Figs are a specialty, and are grown largely in of Polycarp, ·all the same. Taylor nevertheless says,
1ft ~or · t.he adjoining Aidin districts. The curing of them "The name of Polycarp, his bishopric,.hii!! martyr-

is a secret which tbe Smyrna women keep closely to dom, are entirely unknown. to rational or cr.ed~ble
themselves. The yearly export of Lhis fruit is over history." It is not to be demed that some Chnsttans
Smyrna·, Ephesus, Rhodes, and Cypress, to 5,000 tons. Black and Sultana raisins are al"!o ex- were put to death in the first two centuries of the e;'Bey rout.
ported in large qua11tities. The value of spong-es istence of the church, but they have abundantly pa1d
Nov. 4, 1881.
Ahipped from this port is sai!l to amount to $2,500,. he debt. For- every Christian that was put to ilea~h
KIND PATRONS: We left Constantinople, aE\ I ad- 000 annually.
They are from the neighboring by unbelievers, the Chl"istians have put to death Ill
vised you in my last letter, and with the set- islands
The valonia-tree is a species of oak. 'l'he the most m·uel manner not less than five hundred
ting ~un we steamed ilown in front of tl.te city, view- acorns are gathered, the cups of which contain a poOl" victims for not entertaining ~he r_ight sort.of
ing for the last time its domes and minarets, its large percentage of tannin, and are used for tanning belief. In inflicting torture and tak1ng hfe for_opm·
palaces and large P'lblic bui1dit1gs, its towering, purposes. Of the madder root large quantities are ion's sake Christians have far exceeded the believers
dark-green cypress-trees, its squalor and its filth. shipped. Considerable has been done in silk, but in all other religions.
The rain had ceased, the wind from the north was the trade varies; when the prices are good the peaWHAT WE sAw OF SllfY.RNA.
blowing briskly, the weather wafl apprt'ciably cooler, ple turn their attention to it and prosecute it with
It was not until after we had partaken of breakand the charm we experienced when six days before considerahle vigor. Mulberry-trees abound in the fast-which on the Saturno is at ten o'clock, coffee
we came up the Bosphorus was very much lessened. locality. Angora goats' wool--the material of which and tea being served from seven to eight-that we
We have a material 11rldition to the number of our mohair goods ·are made-is produced in considerable were put on shore by boat, when a guide took us
pastlengers, those of tl1e nrst class filling the state- quantity in the interior. It is called tiftik. Galls ahout the city, leading us first to the post-offi~e,
rooms and fullv two hundred Turks and other are an article of large commerce. Olive oil is pro- where we mailed some letters, then through the prmnstive~ of this part of the world occupying the main duced in some parts, but not of first quality .. Turkey cipal streets and bazars, where we saw shops similar
deck even to the bow of the boat. These have suil·j carpets and r~gs, and s?me .lace,, ar~ cons1derably to those in Constantinople, where all sorts .of merplied themselves with mattresses, blankets, etc. 1 and manufactured m seve1·almt_enor dtstncts. Attar of chandise are offered for sale. Ern broidered goods
for the six days' ride before us will make their homes I' roses is a v.aluabl~ commodity of ex.I?ort.
are conspicuous am011g the variety of merchandise
under the awning 11tretched for their protection.
T~e anme~t h1stor~ of Smyrna 1s very. obscure, presented, and many are rich in gold and silk. The
They also furnish their own food, as I nnderAtand 1 and IS lll:uch mvolved m ~yth and the fanCies of ar- bazars are not as extensive a~ those of Constantinoit· at all events there is no table set for them and I· cbreologtsts. It was a otty long before the Greeks ple. The streets, however, are better paved and
sa~them eating tJwir food where they sleep, ~losely: e?~ered. Asia Minor_:_one of the SO· called Amazon smoother, aud not so dirty, and the dwellings are of
packed together. We have also a lot of four-footed mties, n~med from ih_e A~a~OJ_J, Smyrna.. ~t has a better character, some streets having a decidedly
cattle on board. This morning we 11 topped at the been subJe.ct to the vanous vwtssitudes and me1dents pleasant appearance. A very striking feature was
small town of Gallipoli. Arriving at noon at the of successive .co~qnes~s and. w:nfare so common_ to the number of camels we saw from the interior, ROme
Dardanelle~, we waiLed two or thr·ee hours at the all the countnes lll th1s portion of the world, whwh lad8n with the commoditie~ there produc<!d and
Turkish town by that name and hnd plenty of time it is hardly worth_ while to enter into. Its f~:ntLmes others with mercha:.dise to take back in return. We
to view the fortifieat:ons on either side ano to look have been varied m the numero.us wars whwh de- met many of these ti·aius on the narrow streets and
at the place where Leander and B)'rou ~warn across vastated Asia Minor, once so filled with f.!Opulous in the bazars, and must have seen nearly two bunthe strait.' On the hill hack of the little village cities ~ud a pro_lific population. In the days o~ <;ire- dred camels in all. A train usually consists of six
on the north side we saw ten wiutl-mills uot far oian greatness 1t became the school of rhetonCJans camels in single nle, with a rope extending from the
apart, all goiog at the same time, aud a~ the wind and sop_hists, of whom many records are to be fouo_d first to the Ja~t, which has two cow-bells on his neck,
was brisk they were revolving pretty livelv. If a in Greman anthon;!. It was cal_led the Forest of Ph1- one on each side. The train is led by a man, or
plenty of grain was in the t)oppers a good deal of losophe1s, the Mus€u~ of Io~na, the Asyl?m of the oftener by a donkey, the man following in the rear.
:flour should have been turned out.
~fuses and Graces. Smyrna HI a great polUt for the A large saddle is on each camel, and upon them are
collection of curious and rare antique coins, lashed with ropes the sack of merchandise which
whieh iu olden times were largely coiued in they transport for hundreds of miles. They walk
_ the varions cities of Asia, Minor. These are patiently, sedately, and majestically aloug, as though
still fouud in considerable numbers in the in- but little in the world l!ad the power to affect thf>m,
terior and brought into Smyrna, where they and look inoffensive and harmles~, though I noticed
are buught up by dealers and by them sold the larger portion of them had muzzles over their
again to those in different parts of the world niouthH to prevent them from bitiug. The sight
who make collections of these relics of the of so many camels made us think we had really
paAt.
reached the land of the ~~ast. These camels are
Ohri,;tianity was early !ntrouuced in Smyrna, finer and larger than the miserable affairs sE.en in
and the first of the seven churches of Asia, al- the menageries.
lt1ded to in the first two chapters of He velaThe st.reet porters here Eourprist:d me still more
tion, waB located here. Chl'itltians claim it than those in Constantinople. 1 could hardly believe
as t.he fulfilmeut of a prophecy that Smyrna men able to carry about f<ueh loads. I saw two parstill 1wlds an existence, while tbe other citie!:l ters with each a buiJdred boxes upon his hack, each
where the churehes were e!itablished have twelve or fiftet>n inche~ in leHgtb, eight iuches wide,
pas~ed away. 'l'be causes, however, which and five or six in depth. I presume they were for
mako Smyrna a. city to-day are other than figs. The stuff, c•£ course, was r10t tllick, but the
that blind allusion about a candlestick in boxes made a great bulk, aud must have weighed
S11YBNA.
Revelation.
When, also, it is taken iuto nearly two hundred pounds. I saw several porters
Before dark we hail passed thr01lgh the narrow consideration that Smyrna has been destroyed each carrying six or seven plank for joists or other
channel and were again m1t in the M.editerranean, six:· different times, it would seem that the light building purposes, 21t inches thick, eight feet long,
Rhaping onr conrse sontllward, leaving the islands of in its candlestick would havo flickered considera- and a foot in width, which seemed to be green, and
lmbros ani! Teneilo"' on onr right, and keeping on bly. The gre:o.t extent of prod11ctive country probably weighed th1·ee or four hundred pounds. The
our left the mainland, Asia Minor, near the north- back of it and its very favorable position for saddles of the porters here are larg(;'r than in Conwest corner of which stood the once.famons city of shipping are sutlicieiJt reasons why it continues to stantinoplt', and look as though they wfre enough
Troy. The north wind contimwd brisk through the exist. St. Polycarp is said to have been bishop of for a load thernflelvPs; but when their loads are piled
day, and made the sea rough as Poon as we reached Smyrna, to have had a church here, and to also ha.ve np squarely upon these saddles, the porters march
the opBn Mediterral>ean. The weather continues suffered martyrdom here. ll11t it must be confessed along in their stooping po~>ition without the load becool and fall-like.
that there ilol mwh that i10 mythical in the story of ing bound on or falling off.
Saturday, Nov. 5th.-Through the night we made Po!ycarp. Dr. Middleton, in his preface to his lett(;'!"
Smyrna has some twenty-five mosques, with one
our way, passing iuside the large island Mitylene, from Rome, }Jei"tinently says, "It i~ a thing to be minaret each. They are not so extravagant here in
making one stnp on its rocky shorel:l. With r<:turn- confessed and lamented by the gravest divines of the amount of minarets as in Constantinople, where
iog day w•~ fotltld ourselves steaming into the eapa- the Roman Catholic communion that the names au.-l they have two or four to each mosque, and to one
cious bay of Srnyrna, and soon the city was beauti- worship of many pretended saints, who never had six. There are few or no domes in Smyrna. The
fully spread ont before us, snugly nel'ltled iu a valley, any real existence, had beeu fraudulently imposed Chrilltian churches, thanks to the liberality of the
with lofty, rocky hills all around, aud patches of tall up_on. the chure~." .The _lmprv?able story of this Turkish government, conceding to all freedom in recypresses in the background. The bay is large ~aw~ IS t_hat h~vwg ltved 1u und1sturb~d tranquillity ligious opinion, are about as numerous as the
· enough to hold a1l the shipping in the world, and m h1s b1shopnc under a Nero and a Domitian be mosques. A majority of the churches are Romish,
on each side of it the hills, or almost mountain~,. was dragged in his eighty-sixth year to a cruel d~ath as the Catholics outnumber the Greeks and the Ptotrear their heads. Smyrna presents a beautiful appear- by fire under the govemment of the moral, virtuous, estants six to one; but to conform to the prejudices
ance from the incoming steamer. Its population is and philosophical Antoninus. It is said when he of the Turks and the Armenians against image warestimated at nearly 200,000, and is compoRed of a w:~.s fastened to the Rtake theie came a voice from 10hip, they indulge in few or no images. The church
mixture of Turks, Greeks, Armeniaos, Jew~, Givsies, heaven, sayirg, "Be of good cheer, Poly carp, and play of H.ome has ever shown herself very accommodating
and Arabs, in about the following proportions: the man." The procon~ul demanded of him whether in conforming to popular prejudices, first in adopting
Tttrb, 80,000; Greeks, 90,000; Jews. 12,000; Ann<>- ~e was tha~ Polyc~rp, _b!;!ckou~llg that he should deny pagan rites and festivals esteemed by the people, and
nians, IO,OUO; Levan tines, 15,000; Europeans, 1,000. It, and addlilg, "Consider thwe age-swear by the then in modifying them where she could gain strength
The lauguages spoken are as varied as the people, fortune of C~sar-repent thee of what is past; say, by it. We visited one Greek church in the Byzanand are much merged and modifi~d.
remove the WlCked." But Polycarp exclaimed, "0 tine style-whether it was t.he oue Polycarp is said
Smyrna is a very old city; for centuries it has Lord~ remove the _wicked," and after concluding a to have preached in or not I will not vretend to say
been the largest city bt Asia Minor, and to-day pos- mystwal prayer with tl1e usual doxology at the end _but it was elaborately furnisheil and figured with
sesses the larg(!SC commerce of any city itt the Turk- of a sermon, was committed to the fiame~; bat the bronze ornamental work differm:t from 11 nything .I
ish empire save Constantinople. The imports and flami11g tire, framing it~:~elf in the form of a vault 01· have before seen, and the pnl pit, though small, is
exports are said to amount to $15,000,000. It is the sail of a ship, refused to Gum so good a man· upon highly deeorated. There i!:l also about the usual
only city of it~J size and importance which has no which the tormentors were ordere•i to Le fetched to number of paintings of Jesns, tlJe Vi 1·gin, and the
chamber of commerce or board of exchange. Tht~ whom OJ"deTs were given to limce the body of 'the saints that 1 !:law in the churches at Ath.ens, and I
traders of the different nationalities who do bPsi11ess
St'ff
· th e SI"d e w1"t''u a spear, f rom w h"1c1l wiEh to remark tba t the Greek church repre~entations
•
• c11.· 11g sa·m t m
·here have a system of their owu, with hut little co- when he had ended his prayu, such a stream of of Jesus and the Virgin make entirely different-look2
operation with each other. 'l'he succe;:.,; with which blood 1ssued forth as to entirely extinguish the ing characters from those in the Catholic churches·,.
trade is conduct.Bd here is ascribed to the labors of flames
· · )l y ran t h at they do not loak so d"1srnal and unhappy, and I like
,
· Dr ·. 'l'a y lo r "~_ays th e. s t ory or1gma
the 'furks in the interior and not to the Greeks, the wncn the sawt was pterced m the brea 8 t a dove flew thfJm deuidedly better. I see no use in being a son of
former furuiahirg all the produce. Smyrna produces out of hill lJOdy. The devil is abo said to have inter- God, or even a virgin, if it makes one wretched and
vet·y_little hei:self,,but is th~ ~hippin_g-port of all this ferr·d J,Jti.J prevented the body of the saint being unhappy. As widely, however, as the Greek church
·
1ous wor k8 1)e and the gorms
· 11 churc h differ iu their representations,
Portron of A~1a Ji.lmor. It IS the chtef Beat of trade fottud aft "' r· l•e
' wa s d <:a c1 , 1es t mua<:,u
in fig8, raisiml, drug.
s, inclndiDg opium, madder, a11d pe1·for""'u'l
lJy Ill.~~ 11· t' t.: ltss tl .:s h an d· b one!$ au d b ecome I am char1ta
· bl e enoug h tot h"mk one is equally as cor1
"'
• "'' ·
licorice; valouia spooges, emery, chrome ore, and cot- an object of worship. Bu.L we were sho.;,..n the grave. rect as the other.
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This i~ the Jew's Sabbath, and many of tlle more ~orne tl1ree feet of earth between the strata and were. anxious to venture alone far from their companpious rmes, and the women who Wi!>h to show their a~ove all nea1·ly a bundrrd feet of ea"rth and a q~tarry ions. This brigandage is not attributed any more to
diamondA and fine apparel, turn out to the ~vr1a- of rock a~; well. It, is an int.PrestiJ 1g quP.stion how the Turb than to the Greeks, the villianons oJ,es
gogue11, of which there are a few here, but which am these shells cn!ne there. It i~ po~!_sihle the vein run!! among whom are said to gather here from the islands
represented as b~;ing so dirty and uninviting I did through thfl hlll.. I ask again, How did they come aa being a good field for booty.
not care to s:ee them.
.
there, and lww thd all that earth and stone come to
Upon our return we stopped at two or tl1ree fig
This al~;o being the third day of the Mohammedan be on the top of them {
·
Rtores, and saw them packing new figs in small
~ea~f. '?f ~oorha?-b3:iram, the Tt~rks are rejoicing,
:Mar~ Twain thiJd<s they are sug-gestive of a very boxes. Many of the company bought a box each,
mdulgmg m thetr kmd of unmnswal mnsic and va. extcn!!ne oyster Raloon, once conducted there, where containing neady two pounds, at one franc, or
rious specicR of .bila:rity. We ~et one company who the ancient Smyrnians opened millions of oysters, and twenty cents, per hox. I preferred snme raisins.
seemed to have Imbibed sometlnng which mane them t.hrew the shells in piles, but that hardly accounts for We also saw lots of melons, both water and musk,
very nm~y; , Other companieB were working in some the earth and stOJJe over them. He thinks, besides, which looked very tempting? hut we were rather teo
order, vuntwg the house of a friend, whence we ~]Jat ~restaurant conld _hardly have paid up there on far from the boat to carry them. It seems late in
could heal' the cliscmd~.nt notes of the pipe nnrl the SHle of thatstPep h1Il, and that the oyster husi- the year to see melons around so plentiful.
drum. ~ larger ptoporuon of the people here wear ne~s could not have been 11o'exten~ive as to account
Relics of antiquity, such as pieces of statuary,
the Tnrk1sh or country costume than in Consttlnti- for all those she]is. He suggests, however, that in fragments of old pottery, etc., are to be seen in Tanople. Not ove1· one-third of the inhabitants wear Smyrna's palmy days they might have had pll.laces up rious parts of the. city, being in many instances
the ntgnl:w H:ul·opean garment. The tnrhan and the the hill!!ide, and that the ·inhabitants might have worked into the walls of modern buildings. At the
baggy pctti<~oats sewed up at the bottom, which men been fond of oysters; hfl is willing to accede that northwestern extremity of the city, near the water's
wear, are seen .in _great n~mbers. The large wbite there might have been one oyFter saloon np there, but edge, are the I'ernains of the templP. of Jupiter, hut
fezes of the whtrhug dervishes OI' me~vlevy, as their he is staggered about the three strata and the bed of little remainFI now -except fragments of pillars and
proper name· is, 8J'e seen here in con~iderable nnm- earth three .f('et thick between. He asks if they other parts of the structure. We were told also
hers. They have their 1Mecl!s-the name of their could have had restamants up there at three different. about Jacob's well being not far out from the city,
roonasteries-as iu all otoer parts of :Mohammedan. eras of tlJe world. He concludes that the restaurant but we knew that if Jacob ever existed be was not
dom, women wearing tbP.ir Yashmak, the name of theory will not answer, and thinks it barely po~sible within five hundred miles of thiB place, and so thorthe thin white muslin veil, which they wear over the that Mount l'agns was really Mount Ararat, that oughly realizef"l the fraud of the pretense that he
fa.cfl, are met here in great numbers. The women, Noah's ark rested th~:we, and that Noah and his fam- ever had a well here that we did not care to he led
a.s a rule, are mu.ch better looking than in Constanti. ily ate the oysters and threw the shells overboard. to the insignificant pool. ·When one is humbugged
nople. Dark veil<~ are worn over the face independ- But 1}iscovering that. that hypothesis does not account he wants at least that a slight semblance of possibilent o.f the _Yashmals, so as to preclnde the possibility for the strata of earth between the strata of shells, ity should exist.
of dJscm·umg the features. Bllt, for the life of mP be iFI compelled to abandon it; hesides, he is of the
EPHESUS
I cannot see the propri.,ty of hiding the face
opinion that Noah and his family, though evflr so Is but forty.eight miles from Smyrna, and our comuncovering the bosom.
fond of oyster~, could not have eaten all that those pany was very anxious to visit it, tl1inking it quite
/We passed through the Turkish quarter on our ~:~hells contained in the two or three months he was feasible to charter an extra train to take us out and
wa:r up to M?unt Pagus, the Acropolis. of Smyrna, compelled to stay th~;>re, waiting foi' the waters to back. Fourteen of us were willing to give a pound
which stands In the rear of the town. It is\8. hill five subside. He next starts the suggestion that the beasts ($5.00) each extra to see the old ruins there, while so
hundred feet above the sea, and though not as steep with Noah might also have fed i1pon oysters, hut he near, but our conductor was either a little dilatory
as Lycahettus !lt ~theos, ·it is quite steep enough for abandons it as too absurd to be entertained. He de- about the matter, or did not want the bother of geing
comfOI'tablecltmbmg Abm1t two-thirds th~wayup cid~>s that Noah mm;t have known more tb&.n to feed out. He concluded that it would not he safe to go
we came to what purports to be the grave of Poly- wild beaBts on oyster 8nppas_ In his dismay here. out, aR the steamer might go and leave us before our
carp. tholtgh who discovered it and how the discov- sorts to one ruore possible theory. He says: "It is return. This, however, was a groundless fear, as the
ere1· learned that Polycarp was buried there is not painful-it is even hnmiliatirJg-but I am reduced at steamer did not leave till seven in the evemng, af. explained. The Mohammedans have huilt a cruile last to one slender theory: that the oyllters climbed fording us ample time to go out and back. The old
mom1ment Ol' alt.ar over the place and regard it with there of their own accord. B 11 t what ohject could city is too important a place in aneient history to be
muP-h veneration. Rome of them take their sheep up they have had in view? What, did t.hey want up paRsed over in !!Hence, now that I am so near it, so
there to Racrifice. We saw the fresh blood which there? What could an oyster want to climb a bill perhaps if I draw somewhat from memory I may be
has thus been shfld there during the pri't;ent festival. for? To climb a hill must necessarily be fatiguing ;lble to give
a mo1·e acceptable description of it
A pions Mussulman was alHo there goiug through the and' anuoyi11g exerci8e for an oyster. The most nat- t,han though had seen it myself. Let us see.
ceremouy of prayer, repe:,tedly rising, bowing, and ural condusion would be that the oyster climbed up
Ephesus, the modern name of which is Ayasolook,
kneeling with hili face toward Meeca.. And on the there to look at the scenery. Yet when one comes to is situated close to the river Cayster, the Bay of
stuntP.d trees growing near are numerous bits of rags reflect upon the nature of an oyster it seems plain Ephesus, and the Smyrna and Aidin railway, and on
tied by credulous l•elievers, who think by so doiug that he does not care·for scenery. An oyster has no a stream called the Selinus. The population lR about
they obtain a seat in heaven. It occurred to ~orne taste for such thiugs; he cares nothing for the beau- four hundred, made up principally()[ lireeks engaged
of us that seats up there are getting ':ery che:ip. tiful. An oyster is of a t·etiring disposition, and not in the cultUl'e of figs, the orohards of which are a
Who would not tie a hit of rag tl'l the limb of a lively-not even cheerful above the average, and mile and a half away.. The old city occupied two
shrub t(l thereby gain an entran~e into the world of never ente1·prising. But above all, an oyster does hills-:Mount Pion, or Prion, and the slopes of Mount
bliss? 0 superstition! when will yon depart from not take any intexest in scenery-he scorns it. What Coressus. Ephesus Rtands out conspicuously as one
amm1g men? It is a: curious fact that since the have 1 arrived at now? Simply at the point I started of the cradles of Hellenic mythology, as the metropMohammP,la.ns have taken this place, called the from, namely, those oyste'r-shells a're the1·e in regular olis of the Ionian confederacy, next to Athens, M re'fomb of Polycarp, for their sacred spot, the Chris- layers, five hundred feet above the sea, and no man n.arkable for having been the scene of memorable
tians have pretty much abandoned it, and don't much knows how they got thel'e. I have hunted up the events, for having the great school of art, and as bethink now that, Polycarp was buried there at alL
guide-books, and the gist of what they say is this: ing, next to Jerusalem, the holiest of Christian cities,
Not far below this place iB the old Stadiurr., or 'They are the.re, hut how they got there is a mys- and the most noted in apostolic labors. In earlier
race-conrse of the ancients, capable of holding 8ixty tery. '" One might .go a. st.epb.rth.:Jr, and think they mythic bpochs Ephesus was t,he reputed refuge of
thousand people. In another place is the ruins of an might have been marle out of nothing at the time the Latona j the place of the metamorphosis of Syrinx
ampitbeater said to have been capable of eontainiug rest of the·world was constructed out of. the same into a reed j the lurking-place of Pan; a chief Reat
seventy thousand peopl<J, But lit.tle is to be see11 rather thin material. But then it is likely that wheu of the Amazons, ~o ancient that Bacchus contended
now save the excavations made in the earth.
tht~ maker was in a hm·ry to get his job done by Sat- with them, and Hercules defeated them, when they
We proceeded on to the Acropolis, the highest mday night so as to have a rest, he would stop to took refuge in the temple of Diana; the great ~eat
point of Mount PagnR, whieh iR believed to have bean make tht·ee strata of oyster-8hells on Mount Pagns, of the worship of Diana, wlwse birthplace was
t.he center of the ancient city, and a citadel of great and strew slmta of earth th•·ee feet thick between? marked Ly the original olive-tree, even after the
strength. It iR not so abrnpt, nor FlO rocky as the It is hardly probable. The terrible commotions that Christian era, and consecrated hy a heaven-born imAcropolis at Athens, and is four times as roomy on in the ages }JaRt have taken place in this part of the age. Ou Mount Solmissus the angry Juno had vainly
the summit. The heavy ruins are still standing, wo!'ld, the strong proofs of volcanic formations that watched, and bad been deafened by the sounding
Apollo, on havingo slain
though hundreds of tons of the towers and walls exist all around here, aud especially at the deep cut arms of the Cretes.
have heen thrown down the hillside by time and ou the Aidin railway but a short distance from the the Cyclops, found there a retreat from the vengeance
earthqua-kes, which have many times visited this town, with the numerous earthquakes that have taken of Jupiter, Many of these reputed 11ites are .still to
locality. The first structures here were erected so place hereabout, may suggest the thought that in the be seen by the visitors to Ephesus.
On the migration of the Greeks to Asia Minor,
-..,Jong ago that it is nnknown who built them. It is long ~~go, this hill, like the hill at Athens, on the top
..::-believed, however, to have been a Cyclopean work,- of wh1Ch sea-shells m·e found, was thrown up from Ephesus was occupied by an I()nian colony, the eventa
Ac~executed not les~ than a thousand yea•·s before the level of the sea, oy~;~ter-shells and all, after the counect~ed with which are obscm·ed by fahle.
~the Christian era, as were temples of ~lnpiter, Bac- earth had been deposited thereon. I cannot say this cording to one account, the founder~ consulted the
'cbus HerculeA, Nemesis, Cybele, aud other gods and 1was the case, but it remains t.rue that great disturb- o!'acle, supposed to be that of the Ephesus, which
~god1iesaes; that these fortificatio!ls were taken and I ances )lave_ taken place here that the writer of Genesis told thew. that a fish would show them, and a wild
... Vdismantled by Alyattes aml the temples destroyed, i kDBw noth1ug about, alld whwh be makes no expJa. boar conduct them. Some fishermen being busy
~and thus laid in ruins until rest.ored by Alexander 1nation of. However it may he, like Mark 1'waiu, I dressiug their dinner of fish near the fountain Hype\and J~ysiroachus. fi'r!l.gment:< of marble are seeu! know the shells ~re. there, and I have brought some toous and the sacred port, one of the fillh leaped out
of the fire with a hot coal in his mouth, which, set)[lying around, and these are all that are to be seen of i of them away With ·~e.
.
..
');the old temples, thoug-h some of the walls. of the an-1 . There are some thmgfl sa1d about the pP.o~le hv1~g tinj:( ti_!:e to the dry bushes, spread flames to a thicket
_ "'cient· fortificationll :ue thirty feet in h1ght. We lm and about Smyrna not altogether to the1r credit. in which a wild boar wall ensconced, and the hoa1·
-~climed the ruined staircase to the top of the highest! It is said that brigandage and robbery abound here darting out ran along the mountain 'l'rachsia and was
':part of the wall, ami ~rom that poiut we .had. a mag-: to an alal'ming extent. It is eveu sa_id to be :msafe at ltmgth killed whcr~ the temple of Miue1·~a. stood.
!'I' nificeut view of the mty fa1· below us, wtth Its dull,' fOl' a stranger to walk about the Clty alone m the The coloniRts ac:;Ot·dmgly settled there, dnvmg out
-red little roofs, its towering cypress-trees, and its daytime, and th>ot if he ventures away from the the Lelegs anil Lydiaus from the upper city, but
;: Rolitary minaret~:! as well aB the magui.tieent hay, the< town he is almost sure to be atta~ked aud robbPd, allowing the AmazQn women settled near the temple
g extensive valley,' and the grand old monntain1o1 all' even if his l~fe is spared. Ther~ are said to be tw.o of Diana to remain. It is curious bow much fish
around save at the opeuing of the bay. A more· classes of lmgandl:l here; class]!.( o. 1, who are se~n have to do with these remarkable miracles performed
beautiful view is seldom seen. The day was pleas- hoHorable fellowR, seize a stranger and secrete him in olden tiroe, and that is doubtless a very good
ant though the wind was very fresh.
, in the mountains till his friends offer a liberal re- reason why they are aU of such a fishy character.
be about as wonderfeatnr.e of special intere!lL in aaceuding and de-; w~rd; aud class No. 2, who shoot down a stranger This legend, however, seems to
1
~!Cending Monnt Pagus-for we ascend by one road without the sl~g~test com]Jnnction, and take whatlle ful as any of them, and proba Jly po$sesses about the
and descend by anotber~is the wonderful accumula- has, whether It Ill a hundred doll:11'B or a hundred saroe amount of truth. According to another legend
tion of oyster-shells to he seen. I saw tb~m ou ~he centt> .. _They follow thiH bn.sin?s~ in the smnmer and the Iouians brought no women wiLh them, but slew
way up and picked up some of them, but 1n eou.nng fall, h vmg out of doors wlnle tt IS warm enough, but the men of the country and married the women,
<lown I saw many more. The:y lie iu three separate i~ the win~er they flock in~o the city to bt!come po- which of Murse was pretty hard on the 8lain men.
The Ionians were headed hy Androcles, one of the
trata at least three hundred leet above the level of hcernert. The adage that It takes a rogue to catch a
younger
sons of Codras, king of Athens; but tbQugh
·the pl~in, of two aud three feet in thickness, with rogue may hold good here. None of our company
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his descendants were honored in Ephesus and ~ulti-/ nificence naught but fragments exist. It has a charplied there, bearing the title of kings and'being clad' acter of desolation of its own. The population has
in purple, Ephesus was mostly a republic, either: passed away from the site, and of the monuments
oligarchic or democratic, generally from natural of marble scarcely enough remains above ground to
sympathy in alliance with the Athenians, but occa- 1 mark their sites. In one place there are ranges of
sionally from political motives joining the I,acedre- 'subt~rranean vaults, and all else of the colossallilupermonians. Although occasionally the city enjoyed· structure is gone; in another place there is a Corinthgreat power, ruling over Magnesia, Samos, and the i~n column in one block, in the flute of which one can
neighboring islands, and having trading facilities! walk, and yet this is all that remains of many such.
from the Black Sea to Egypt, it was more frequently: For the absence of smaller columns we can account
in subjection to the kings of Lydia, or the satraps of! -they were carried off to embellish Constantinople,
Persia, and its political vicissitudes subjected it to< Pisa, or the Saracenic cities; but what was difficult
many sieges, and brought into communication with: to be removed has almost entirely disappeared, leavit many eminent men.
! ing but a wreck behind. What has become of the
Ephesus was one of the places claimed as the birth- 1 numerous statues which adorned the temples we can
place of Homer. The poets Callinus and Musreus not tell, unless they have been burnt to lime, pounded
were born there, and a long list of eminent pbiloso- into the rubbish which covers the plain, or burphers. It had famous schools of painting, sculpture, ied beneath the soil.
architecture, metal work, philosophy, rhetoric, and
Still Ephesus is one of the most remarkable archremagic. The great painters, Evenor, Parrhasius, and ological sites. At Athens all is concentrated; here
Appelles were born there. Among eminent men the monuments are widely dispersed. There are reconnected with Ephesus may be named Lygdamus, mains of all ages, from Cyclopean walls down to
king of the Cimmerians or Tartars, who attacked the those of the Saracenic sultans. The name of thecity twenty-five hundred years ago; Crcesus, king of mountain on which the earliest settlement wlis
Lydia, whose nephew was its tyrant; Artemisia, the formed, is, as observed, called Prion or Pion, and it
famous queen of Caria, who was then guardian to consists of two rounded hills. It has been attempted
the children of Xerxes, after his defeat at Salamis; to connect with this mountain the legend of HerOimon, the Athenian; Alcibiades; Lysander, the cules being sent to Omphali, queen of Lydia, against
Spartan; and Agesilaus, king of Sparta. Xenophon the Cecrops. He caught two of them, Passalus and
was herP h<>fnrP hP ioinf'il AQ"PRihu!<. Alf'x~tni!Pr AchPrmnn, nni! !<trlmQ" thf'm likP h::~rf'A to thP r!i.'! of
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being 925 by 685 feet. The gymnasium of the
Stadium is located on the northern slope of Mount
Pion. The gymnasium of the theater is. recognized
between it and the Agora. The thea~er 1 ~ where St.
Paul, in Acts xix, is saiil, to have w1shea to enter
when some of his friends advised him not to attempt
to enter when the town clerk made a very sensible
speech ~nd dismissed the crowd. Paul is sa.id to
have remained in Ephesus over two years, domg a
lively l::fusiness at preaching and spi·eadingthe Christian faith. It was there that he addressed himself
to the young believers, asking if they had received
the Holy Ghost, when tht:y replied that they had not
so much as heard that there was a Holy Ghost. When
Paul heard this he baptized about a dozen of them
and introduced them-to the Holy Ghost, who for some
thousands of years had been closely in the background, so that not only those men of Ephesus had
never so much as heard that there was any H~ly
Ghost, but Abraham, :Jacob, Moses, Samuel, D~v1d,
and Solomon were all m the same unfortunate dilemma; they also bad never heard that the_re was a Holy
Ghost. But to return to the theater, 1t was a capacious one, holding 60,~00 perso~s. Though now a
mass of ruins, its m~tlwe can st1Il be traced. The
Stadium was a capaciOus one, seatmg 76,000 persons.
The Odeon was excavated by Mr. J. T .. Wood, and
was found tolerably perfect.. The Serapwn, ano.ther
building for amusement, was m front of ~he Stadmm.
Ofthe tf'mplNI of Rnh<>f'lnR thf're wf're, hes1des those of

HOWLING DERVISHES.

the Great arrived at Ephesus four days after taking his club, whence he obtained the name of MelamSardis, by way of Smyrna. He assigned large reve- pygus. In the territory of Ortygia, the birth-place
nues to the temple of Diana. He had his portrait of Apollo and Diana, there was a magnificent woods
taken by Apelles for the temple of Diana.
of cypress and other trees; there were also temples
Ephesus was contended for by the successors of and statues, and the college of Curetes was kept up.
Alexander, Antigonus, Lysimachus, Demetrius, It is here Orion was supposed to have been slain by
Ptolemy, Philadelphus, Antiochus, Tbeos, and Anti- Diana. The Panionium, or general plaoe of meeting
ochus the Great. Hannibal met Antioch us here. It and l!!acrifice of the Ionian cities, originally at Mycah,
fell into the hands of the king of Pergamus. Ptole- was removed to the vicinity of Ephesus.
my Evergetre and his wife Irene were killed in the
Among the noted places in the city were tho Great
temples of Diana. Here Laodicea poisoned Anti- Agora, 'or Agora Civilis, for holding public assemochus, Theos, and Berenice, and threw Danae, wife blies. In its center was a lake, and in later times a
of Saphron, from a precipice. The wars of Mithri- double Christian church was erected here. Here,
dates brought the Romans into the province, and the also, was the tomb of Heropylus, the restorer of libnames of Manlius, L. C. Scipio, P. M. Scipio, Lucul- erty to the Ephesians; and Dionysias of Miletut!, a
~us, and Sylla are found. Antony, entering the city rhetorician, was buried here. The statues of Lysanm the chara~ter of Bac.chus, her~ passed one of the der, Et~oniku~, Pharax, and other benefactors, were
scenes of h1s mad trmmph w1th Cleopatra. In placed m the Agora. Here the laws of the Ionians
Ephesus tribe~ of players and musicians were col- were publicly exhibited. Here Antony one day, prelected, and sailed for Samos with a splendid fleet. siding in his court, abandoned the pleading of a oeleAlthoug~ Antony allow~d the follcinvers of Brutus brated orator, and leaped forth to attend upon Cleoand Cassms a sanctuary m the temple, he took them patra, who was being carried past in her litter. Here
and slew the brothers of Cleopatra.
·
were extensiv colonnades, and here it is held that the
. C:i?ero mentions ~hat on hi~ way t? the province of colloquy took place between Justin Mart.yr and TryCihCla tho Ephesians received h1m w1th games. phon the Jew. There are supposeil to have been two
Pompey and Augustus visited the city. Being other Agoras used as markets.
The Opistholeprian Gymnasium was one of the
finally subdued by the Romans, the political history
of Ephesus came to an end. After this came its re- most celebrated in the world. It was here that
ligious and Mussulman history. If the glory of Agesilaus assembled his Spartan forces and exercised
the Ephesus was great, its ruin is no less remarkable., them.
What remains attests its vastness, but of that mag_
The Great Gymna!lium, however, was the largest,

Diana and Hecate, those of Jupiter Olympus, Jupiter
Pluvius, Mi~erva, Ap?llo, Venus, Bacchus, Neptune,
Ceres, Serap1s and Is1s, Mercury, Hercules, Fortuni
Harpacrates, Romulus and Remus, Julius Cresar and
of Rome, and of Claudius, to which have been- added
Juno Pronuba, Mil eager, Curcarilla .and Geta, Septimus Severns, and Elegabalus. It IS thought there
were other temples of Diana, Jupiter, Juno, Latona
and Apollo. Diana, Bacehus, Pan, and Hercule~
were believed to have bodily manifested themselves
and that they did so the proofs are about as strong
as that the Holy Ghost did so. At all events the
superstition in the belief that they had done so was
strong enough to produce a great attachment towards
those buildings.
THE TEMPLE OF DIANA

was one of the largest, most celebrated, and most
magnificent in the world, but it has for centuries been
completely overthrown, and its few remains were so
de.eply buried be~eath t~e gradually accumulated
ROil of the low plam that Its very site was long lost ·
but. by the energy and enterprise of Mr. Wood it
was unearthed and brought again to the light of day .
He began his explorations without any funds save his
own private means, and with no assistance .from
others save a firman obtained for him by the trustees of the British Museum. - Beginning with the
Odean, he proceeded to clear out the area of the
great theater where Paul got into an uproar with the
peopl~; where. he feund a number ?f inscriptions, one
of wh10h furmshed a clew t9 findmg the temple of
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Diana. He next discovered the Magnesian Gate of
the city. From tliat gate, according to Philostratus,
a covered way led to the temple. Just outside the
d
gate Mr. Woo found about eleven feet underground
an ancient road, with tombs on each side, pointing
in a northeast direction, and at the side of the road
·
h
a row of square p1ers, sue as would have served to
support a stoa. This road :L\ir. Wood continued to
explore during the years 1867, '68, and '69. On one
of the inscriptions he had discovered it was stated
that the procession from the temple of Diana entered
the city by the Magnesian Gate, and returned through
the Corresian Gate. He consequently conclud.ed that

a·
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late1y after this the seventh temple was built in a ving has told us remarkably well the American legstyle of such grandeur that Herostratus burnt it in end of how Rip Van Winkle slept a hundred years,
order to perpetuate his name. This occurred on the and how the place where he thus passed a century in
same night on which Alexander the Great was born, a snooze was called Sleepy Hollow ever after. But
356 B.C. The erection of the eighth and last temple here in Ephesus were seven Rip yan Winkles, who
":as COI!lmenced at once, and it was the most mag- slept two hundred years without opening their eyes
mficent of them all. It is said that Alexander of- or turning over. The story runs in this wise: Two·
fered to pay the whole cost of the restoration on the centuries after the dawn of Christianity in the city
condition that his name should be inscribed upon it; of EpheBUB seven young men who resided there, to
but the EpheC>ians evaded the offer by the flatterinc escape persecution, fled to a cave, taking with them a
1 h ·
"'
~ep y, t at It was not right for a god to make offer- dog. Al!l one account has it, they pilfered from a
mgs to gods. The quarries from which the marble neighboring store some several bottles of very temptwas taken were on the north side of Mount Pion. ing-looking liquor, which, when they got to the
the temple stood at the junction of the two roads. Strabo says that in order to defray the enormous ex- cave, they partook of, and the liquor put them to
Having found the Corresian Gate, and noted the line penses the women consecrated their ornaments and sleep so effectually that they did not wake up for the
of the road from it, he easily fixed the spot where the men their goods, and all Asia contributed of- term named-two hundred years. A singular thing
the two roads would meet; and there in April, 1869, ferings.
about that nap was that they all went to sleep at the
_he struck upon the angle of the pe'l'ibolos just where
It would seem that there was an original statue of same time, and I think the little dog slept with
it might have been expected to be. In the wall was the goddess, which according to the tradition had them. But when they waked their surprise was very
an inscription stating that the Emperor Augustus come down from Jupiter, as alluded to in Acts xix, great, as they went forth into the city and saw no·
had. rebuilt the peribolos wall round the temple of 35. It was probably of wood, and preserved with body they knew or who knew th,em;, and they found
the goddess Diana; this was in the yP.ar 6 B.c.
scrupulous care in the sanctum of the building. But everything so changed that they could scarcely be, Having so far been successful in discovering the the form of the great statue of the goddess, the figure lieve they were in their own city, still supposing,
long-lost site, he proceeded to follow the two lines of which has come down to us, was entirely different. of course, they had slept but a l!lingle night. Even
of wall, and also sunk a number of pits in the inte- The face and head were bare and surmounted with a the language of the people was so changed that they
rior. In one of these he came upon a pavement of mural crown. On the breast are the signs of the zo- could not understand what the people said. They
square blocks of white marble nine inches thick, laid diac; the necklace is of acorns, the primeval food of went to the street where they formerly lived and
on a level bed of black marble, together with two man; lions are on the arms. and denote power; the called at the houses which were once their homes,
marble sculptures. These lay buried under eighteen hands are stretched out to show that she is ready to but they could find none they could recognize, and
feet of alluvial deposit, the lower stratum of which receive all who come. Her body is covered with none who ever knew their former relatives and
was composed of splinters of fine white marble, breasts and monsters to show that she is the.. sup- friends. Whereupon they became so disconsolate
which appeared to have been calcined by fire. He porter of life and mother of all things; the legs are and unhappy that they went back to the same sleepy
soon afterward found several drums of marble col- inclosed like those of a mummy, and the covering is cave and lay down and died, and never waked up
umns six feet and one inch in diameter, one of which ornamented with various animals. The statue was any more. Whether the dog lay down and died too
was in situ; and he also laid bare a small portion of concealed from the multitude by a veil, which, ac- is not positively stated, but it is not unreasonable to
the south cella wall. of the temple itself. As the cording to Pausanius, was raised toward the ceiling. suppose that he was sensible enough to do so. What
work proceeded other fragments were discovered.
As a treasury of works of art the temple contained had he to live for, when all his folks were dead, and
Among these were the lower drum of a column, the finest specimens of sculpture and painting in the the whole city had become Christian?
Mohammed heard of this sleepy story, and was so
nearly entire, with figures sculptured on it in_nllil:lt, ancient world, the productions of the great school of
and large fragments of two or more drums-similarly Ephesus, and of the distinguished artists who re- impressed, not only with its probability, but its truth,
sculptured; also tbe base of a pjlaster, sculptured in sorted thither. In the sacred grove was the cave of that he incorporated it into his Koran. He devotes
relief, on the same scale as the drums. The largest Pan, and also the statue of Hecate, which was of a chapter to the subject, entitled, "The Chapter
of them bears on its least injured side a composition such splendor that the priests were under the neces- of CaveJ~." Of course that chapter is just as much
of six figures, three of which are supposed to repre- sity of warning those who entered the temple to inspired as the rest of the chapters making up the
Mohammedan bible, and, for aught I know, as much
sent Mercury, Victory, and either Juno or Ceres. shield their eyes lest they should be injured by it.
On the pilaster is a female figure which appe~rs to be
The temple had the right of possessing property, inspired as the chapters of any other bible; and it
struggling with Hercules. It seems probable that and acquired a large revenue; its treasury, besides affords, in an easy lesson, an insight into how inspirathe sculptor had taken his subjects from the myths containing its own wealth, was a place of deposit and tion is gotten up. The faithful Mussulman has a
connected with the early history of Ephesus. Those custody for all Ionia. It and its precincts had the great reverence for the story, and the cave is sol·
sculptured drums are manifestly portions of thirty- privilege of an asylum or sanctuary for criminals and emnly pointed out where the sleeping took place.
six columns of the temple which Pliny describes as debtors. Free women, however, were not allowed They even revere the memory of the dog Ketmehr
sculptured in relief.
to enter the temple, though maidens and slave women which is so connected with the legend. The story
When the site had been completely cleared and could. The priests are said tp han been eunuchs, seems to have been an adopted one from the hea·
the measurements taken, the temple was found to and were styled megabzyns. The names of the thens, like many otherlf gotten up about that period.
have been of the Ionic order,-octostyle and dipteral, chief priests are sometimes found recorded on coins. The original story is in Diogenes's Laertius, and of
having eight columns in front and two ranks of col- The priestesses are virgins, and divided into three Epimenides of Crete, who, when a young man, being
umns on the flanks; one hundred of these columns, classes: candidates, priestesl!les, and part priestesses. sent in charge of some cattle, wandered int0 a cavern
which were six feet in diameter, and nearly sixty feet King Antiochus the Great, perceiving the priestess and went to sleep. On awaking at the end of forty
high, surrounded by naos, or cella; thirty-six were of Diana ·to be very beautiful, left the city that he years he returned home and found his younger brother
grown to be a gray-haired old man. The stories do
sculptured, and five examples of these sculptured might not be led into temptation.
col)lmns were found on the site. The size of the
The history of the fall of the temple is very ob- not end alike, as it would take but slight ingenuity
temple was 343 feet in length by 164 in width. Its scure. About 253 to 260, under the Gallieni, the to change them to that extent The Cretan, finding
foundation was nine and a half feet above the pave- city was sacked by the Goths, by Respha, Wed~cko, himself looked up to with respect and. wonder, set
ment surrounding it on a platform which measured Thur, and Waro, who set fire to-the temple of D1ana. himself up for a prophet, and lived to the age of 189
on the lowest of fourteen steps 418 feet by 239 feet. It is curious to find the name of Thur here recorded years. Now you have heard both versions of this
The cella was nearly seventy feet wide, and was prob- as common in that time. The final destruction of the pious story, and I leave it with you to take your
ably adorned with two tiers of columns and contab- temple is supposed to have been in consequence of choice between them. They are just of a price, and
latures. These measurements show, when compared the decree of Constantine in 342, 346, or 352. From as you pay your money you can choose for yourself.
If I thought you could believe the story about the
with those of the Parthenon, the enormous size of that time there is no account of it.
the temple of Diana. The Parthenon, it will be
The Eleusinian mysteries were celebrated at Eph- Seven Sleepers any easier, I could give you their
remembered, is but 228 feet long by 101 broad. The esus in honor of the goddess Ceres. It was more- names, for they have been faithfully preserved,
great temple of Baalbec approaches it in size, as it over a school of magic, and there in the temple of together with that of the dog; and the Mohammemeasured 290 feet by 160, and its columns were even Hecate the Emperor Julian was instructed in the dans place these names upon their houses, together
larger, being seven and a quarter feet in diameter at magic art, and there he is said to have renounced with that of the dog, for good luck, to keep evil
the base, and ·seventy-five feet high, including base Christianity. There is a claim that St. John had spirits away, and to prevent their being burnt. But
and capital. Other interesting points were brought charge of a church in Ephesus, and that he died knowing how unbelieving many of you are, and as
to light by Mr. Wood, which it is hardly necessary there and was buried under one of the churches, but the names are rather hard ones to remember, I will
to giv in detail. At the extreme end of the Elgin this is not authenticated, and is probably one of the omit them. The Mohammedans, however, all over
Gallery in the British Museum may be seen three of idle myths, of which there are so man~ wit~ regard the East, retain a great respect for the dog Ketmehr,
the sculptured drums, the base of one of the columns to the ancient city. Mary Magdalen 1s clanned to and allow him a place in paradise with a few other
of the peristyle, a portion of the frieze, the capitals, have also been buried there on a hill adjoining the favorite bea!>ts upon whom they bestow special fa•
a lion's head from the cornice, and several other church of St. John, near the cave of the Seven vor, and they have a sort of proverb, when speaking
fragments.
Sleepers, the legend of which latter you must know, of a covetous man, that "he would not throw a bone
The origin of this famous temple is clouded in and which appears to be as well founded as some of the to the doll of the Seven Sleepers." It is moreover
myth and fable. A temple of the Ephesian Diana other legends. The tomb of Timothy is also said to said that they have the superstition to write the
appears to have been as old as the city itseU; Paus- have been at Ephesus. That may have been so. He name of the dog Ketmehr on letters which have to
anius says it is old~r than the colonization of the would be as likely to die at Ephesus as at a_ny_other go far, or which pass the sea, as a protection or talis•
lonians. He adds that Crresus, a native of the place, point, though, like the grave of Moses, h1s IS not man to preserve them from miscarriage.
LTO BE CONTINUED.]
and Epesus, who is thought to have been a son of the known at this day.
river Cayster, raised this temple, and the city reEphesus was noted for its massive walls, its aqueceived its name from the latter. According to ducts, its games and ceremonies; but they have all
A JERSEY CITY justice the other day refused to
Pliny, the temple was burnt seven times, and that of passed away. Desolation now reigns ~here _once·all commit a lottery man on an affidavit sworn out by
which the ruins now exist was the eighth. But the was life and activity. It is perhaps qmte fittmg that Comstock. He did not state his reasons, but it was
accounts which have come down to us of the first the murderer Constantine, who pretended that probably because he did not consider Anthony's
five are very uncertain, and they do not appear to a cross had appeared to him in the heavens, and oath worth much.
have stood upon the same site as those which fol- who established Christianity in blood, should be one
-------.~-----lowed them. The foundation of the sixth is said to to destroy the works of art, _learning, ~nd ·.be~uty
CoL. A. B. MEACHAM, of Washington, D. C., has
have been laid about 600 B.C.; and to guard against which a people had expended 1ts wealth m erectmg. changed his paper, the Council Fire, fr~m a sixtee!learthquakes, a marsh was chosen for the site, and It was such deeds that inaugurated the dark ages, page quarto to a thirty-two-page magazme, and will
the ground was made firm by layers of charcoal which expelled learning from the earth and produced hereafter advocate the principles of arbitration, as a
rammed down, over which were laid fleeces of wool. the blackest darkness the world has known.
means of settling international difficulties, as well as
The work proceeded very slowly, as it was forty
THE SEVEN SLEEPERS.
the policy of peace and justice toward the In~ians.
years later when the columns were set up. It was
The
price of the Council Fire and Arbitrator 1s $1.
Ephesus abounds in legends, and perhaps few of
nearly a hundred years before it was completed.
Eusebius gives the information that itwas destroyed them are more extraordinary than that of the Seven
A CATALOG of the books for sale by D~ M. Ben4
on the same day Socrates drank the poison which the Sleepers who took a sounder nap than any other
tourt of Athens imposed upon him, 400 B. c. lmme- seven y~ung men ever heard of. Washington lr· nett will be sent free up application to this office,
0

0
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for having been one of the most famous disciples of Some- Impious and ·sacrilegious Utterances.
the apostle!!, is the one who has furnished us with
[It lqoks as though .Bro. Young had been stirring up the
the history of the combat between Peter and Simon, "border ruffians", o11t in his state. He hfto caused the followthe pretended magician so celebrated among the ing pithy remarks, ar!dreHsed to the genernl_Publ_ic, to bt· printFd
The Tomb of Fanaticism.
primitiv Christians. Upon this imposture alone is' in circnl~r form for distribution. 'fhey epltom;ze the P'·pnlar
thnt hav been (linged in the ears vf Chtislianity for
AN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE'S DOO- founded the belief that Peter came to Rome.
That arguments
the past century without receiving ~ direct answer from any
is the fable which established the popes in all their one competent to speak with 11.11thonty. As lor:g_ as the docTRINS.
grande11r, so shameful to the human race, and alone trin that God so loves the world that he damns mne-tenths of'
WRiTTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN 1767.
would make their grandeur a mark for ridicule were its inhabitnnts is p1·eached, these m·guments should nevPrbe out
[Translated from the French by Avery Meriwether.]
it not that their numberless crimes hav rendered of print.-En. T. S.]
.
CHAPTER XX.
them odious.
The editor of the Reveille has my sincere thanks,
THE PRINCIPAL IllfPOSTURES OF THE PRIMITIV CHRISThe following is what Abdias relates. He pre- for publishing articles designed to excite and encour1'l.A.NS.
tends to speak from personal observation. Simon agA free and independent thon~bt in his reader:s.
The testament of the twelve patriarchs which we Peter Barjonah came to Rome in the time of Nero.
But a change has come over h1m, and I am out m
still hav in Greek, a translation of John surnamed Simon the magician arrived about the same time. A the cold.
St. Chrysostom, is one of the moRt ancient impostures young man who was some relation of Nero died. It
He is undoubtedly sincere in assigning as the
of those energetic innovators. This old book, be- was thought necessary to rf'suscitate bifu. The two reason for his course that I write from an "impious
longing to the first century of our era, was evidently Simons undertook the affair. Simon the magician or sacrilegious " standpoint.
written by a Christian. This is proved by a passage made it conditional that the one who failed should
But sincerity is no proof of sound reason o~ any
in which some one is made to say to Levi, in Article be put to death. Simon Peter accepted this, and the subject-especially on religion.
•
viii of his Testament: "The third will be a new other one then commenced his operations. .. The
The nativs of some of the South Sea Islands dename because he will be a king of Judea and perhaps corpse shook its bead, and all the people cried for voutly believe, wnen the old moon fades from the
a priest for all nations," etc. He who planned the joy. Simon P~ter requested them to be silent., and heavens, that the gods hav eaten it, and feel shocked
charttcter of Jesus Christ could never hav made it said,'' Gentlemen, if the defunct has life why does he at the impiety of those who doubt the soundness of
public by other than such deceptions. Some one evi- not hav the goodness to lift himself up and walk and their faith.
dently predicts the coming of Jesus in Article xviii, talk with us?" The body did not move. Then Peter
The Jew, tbe Ohristian, and the Mohonimedan,
after being made to sa.y in Article xvii that the said to it, "My son, lift thyself up; our master J esns each in turn, regards the others as impious for not
priests of the Jews commtt sins of the flesh with Christ will heal you." The young man raised up, accepting his belief.
beasts".*
spoke, walked, and Simon Barjonah sent him to his
And coming down to our humble selvs, our conSome one evolved from his imagination the tes- mother. Simon his adversary complained to Nero vif'tions on religion are as widely divergent as north
tamEmt of Moses, Enoch, and Joseph and the ascen- that Peter was only a miserable charlatan and igno- from southern pole.
sion or translation to heaven of Abraham, Elda, rant fellow. Peter then appeared before the emWhile my friend considers true pi'ety to consist in
Moda, Elijah, Sophonias, Zachariah, and Habakkuk. peror and whiiipered in his ears: "Believe me, I cherishing the doctrins yclept "orthodox," I can
They forged about the same time the famous books know more than be does; ::tnd to prove it giv me se- but regard them as in the highest, or rathu lowest,
of Enoch, who alone is the founder of all the mys·- cretly two loaves of bread. Yon will then see that I degree "impious or sacrilegious.
teries of Christianity, since 1n this book is to be shall fortell his thoughts and he cannot foretell mine-''
Acoording to orthodox theology, God consigns a
found the history of the rebelling angelst who Peter was handed the two loaves, and he conceaied
sinned in paradise and became devils in hell. It can them in his mantle. Very soon Simon let loose two large majority of mankind to endless misery for act.
be demonstrated that the writings attributed to the ·fierce dogs who were his guardian angels. They ing just as he foresaw they would act as the legitiapostles were only composed after the fable of Enoch, were about to devour Peter when he cunningly cast mate result of instincts and attributes with which
and were written in Greek by some Christian of before them the two loaves. The dogs stopped to he endows every one before he comes into conscious
·
Alexandria. Jude, in his epistle, cited Enoch more eat, and forgot to harm the apostle. "Now, then," existence!
But. if piety leads one to believe the God of the
than one time; he reports his own words; he is lack- said Peter, " you see I know his thoughts, but he _is
univers-e out-devils the devil in that style, I choose
ing in_sense when he tries to assure us that Enoch, unable to know mine."
the seventh rnan after Adam, wrote the prophecies.
The magician demanded a new trial. He prom- to remain as impious al!! possible.
The average Christian is supposed to believe the
Here, then, are two of the grossest impostures ised to fly through the air as Dedalns did. A day was
proved-the first is the imposture of the Christian appointed; he flew without any effort, but St. Peter Bible to represent the devil as the basest, most
who ;illannfactured the ~oo.ks of Enoch; the second prayed to God so heartily th;l.t Simon fell and brokP treacherous, cruel, and heartless being imaginable.
on_e IS that of th.e Ch~Istiarr who dreamed of the his neck. Nero was indignant at having lost so good But if he will read the whole book with the honest
epistles of Jude m whwh the words of Enoch are -a mechanic through the pra.yers of Simon Peter, and desiTe to see what it really does teach, he will find
quoted. Never was a tale more false.
caused him to be crucified with his head downwards. Satan represented to be the embodiment of all the
:would be exceedingly useless. to hunt up the
Who would believe that this tale is not only relat.ed virtues, compared with the character it givs the Inp_rmmpal _author of these dreams whwh are so insen- by Abdias, but by two other contemporary Christians, finit!
It is true there are some sweeping ch~rges pres1bly attnbute~ t? the wrong people; there is. som~ Hegesippus of whom we hav already spoken, and
reason for behevmg ~hat a man named Ht;geslppns, Marcel? Marcel adds a few finishing touches after ferred agai:n8t his Satanic Majesty-such as, "He
whose fables were qmte popular, and were cited by his own fashion. He resembles those writers of the was a liar from the beginning." But if the reader
Tertullian and copied by E~sebins, was ~he author of g~spels w~o contradict each other. Marcel agrees will examin the first three chapters of the book, he
the dreams. It was Hegestppus who sa1~ that Jude ~Vlth paulm part; he adds that Simon the magician, will see that, while his snakeship tqld the truth as
~elon~ed to the race of Da;Id, and that ~~~ grannson li1 order to comrince the emperor of his power, said, to the effect the pippin would hav on the unsophistihved m t_he t1me of t~e Er:r;tperor Dom1tum. That "Do me the honor to strike my head off, and I cated pair, Jehovah fibbed it.
And there are numerous accounts of similar foibles
emperor, 1f we can beheve h1m, feared very much to promis you to resnfcitate myself in three days." The
b~ thong~t one of the ~escendants of . that great emperor did so, and behold on the third day the on the part of the latter.
See the following samplrs:
King David, who had an mcontestable right to the q~agician appeartJd before Nero with the most beau"For this cause God shall send them strong dehtthrone of _Jerns~lem, and consequently to ~he tb~one tifnl head in the world upon his shoulders.
of. the entue umverse. H~ cau~ed those 1llnstn?us
Let the reader reflect a moment with me. Suppose sion, that they should believe a lie" (Thes. ii, 11).
"Now, therefore, behold, the Lord hath put a lying
prmces to be summoned betore h1m, bQt ~fter hav~ng that the three fools, Abdias, Hegesippus, and Marseen whom·they were he let them loose Without do1ng eel, who related those pitiful little tales, had been spirit in the month of all these thy prophets" (1 Kings
any harm.
.
_ less maladroit, and had invented stories more proba- xxii, 23). "The Lord sentan evil spirit"(Judgesix,
_Bnt Jude, then wandfa~her, who has been ranked ble than these of the two Simons, would they not hav 23). "And if the prophet be deceived when he hath
With t_he apostle~, IS ~omet1me~ called Thaddeus, and been regarded to-day as the fathers of an infallible spoken a thing, I the Lord hav deceived t-hat prophet"
sometimes Lebbms, hke the pwkpockets who always church? Would not all of our learned men hav (Ezek. xiv, 9).
The devil is also accused of going about like a
hav two or three fictitious names.
cited such unimpeachable truths? Would not the
There was a fictitious letter of Jesus Christ, ad- professors at Oxford and Sorboune hav proved the roaring lion seeking whom he may devour. But as
~ressed to a supposed gov~r~o.r of E~es~a, which was truth of these writings by their conformity with th<' there is no instance specified of his having devoured
circulated among the pnmitiv C~nstians for four Acts of the Apostles, and ·uice versa, hav proved the any one, his roaring may be simply for fun. The
hundred years. Edesl!!a at that time never had a truth of the Acts by the writings of Abdias, liege- worst crime named against him is sruiting Job with
governor.
sippus, and Marcel? Their histories are assuredly sore boils; but it will be seen by examining the recAll those who had written a gospel, .or all those as authentic as the Act~ of the Apostles and the gos- ord that the Lord gave him the wink to do it, which
wh~ ~ad a~terupted to teach. a growmg floc~ of pels. _ These ~ere untried and untested in the past places one about as deep in the mud as the other in
Chnst1ans, Imputed to Jesus discourses and actwns ages. There Is no reason why we should reject the the mire.
But the second chapter of 2 Kings describes a
of which the four evangelists hav not spoken. Thus one and not the other set of tales.
in the Acts of the Apostles (xx, 35) Paul cites the
I pass by in silence the rest of that history-the crime, whic.h the hook ascribes to the Lord, compared
wor~s o~ Jesus," It is more blessed to giv.than to beautiful story of .t:\-ndre, of James the Great, of with which Job-'s affliction was a slight affair. In
receive.
These words are not to be fcund 111 Mat- John, of James the Ltttle, of Matthew, and of Thomas. fact, boils are generally blessings in disguise, to rid
thew, Mark, Luke, or John.
Let them read these silly tales who wish to do so. the system of morbific matter, for the promotion of
The travels of Peter, the Apocalypse of Peter, the The same Apirit of fanaticism, the same weaknesses, the general health.
The account refered to is substantially this:
Acts of Peter, the Acts of Paul, of Thecla, the let- are to be fonnd in them. I stop, for a satire too long
One Elisha was going up to Bethel, when a comters of Paul to Seneca and of Seneca to Paul, the is too insipid.*
pany of mirthful lit,tle children mocked him, and
AQ_ts of Pilate, the letters of Pilate, are all very well
* Lord Bolingl.rvke has good reason for sn.ying this. No· h- said, " Go up, thou, bald head." Now it wasn't
known to learned. men. We can find all about them
without searching the archives for dreams and foolish ing but a mortal weariness overcor.mes the reader of th•' se pretty in the children to speak so, but any old man
books who undertakes to eX11miu that which he cannot resist. with a bald head who loved children and knew he
writings.
Where are the magbtrate~, the warrior,, the negoth~.tors the was a child once, would hav talked so kindly to them
We could indulge in the ridiculous to the extent farmers,
the literary men who are mentioned in the Gest:.~ of
of writing the history of Claudia, Procula, or the the happy apostle, Andre, and in the Jetter of t-it. Ignfttius the that they would never hav repeated such language
martyr to the Virgin M>try and in the answer of the virgin? to anybody. But what does old Lishe do but turn
wife of Pilate.
An unfortunate man named Abdias, who undouht- Would. w~ _hav ~D£?Wll a Eingle one of the>e letters 0£ the Jews back, look at those giddy little children and " curse
edly is reputed to hav lived with Jesus Christ; and and p~m1t~v Clm"llaHs 1f the g:nt Ierne!! eng11ged in th" business 1 them in the name of the Lord," when out of the woods
of beatmg m our ea1:s the senptmes ~id_ ~ot find such letters came two bears and tore forty. two of those little
profitable r They, m fact, muke their hnng out of our ere- h 1·10
t
·
f
•~t is an astonishing fact t~at he alwnys spoke of the be tial dulity.
'l'here is nothing in this world more ridiculous and c
ren n ,P 1eces.
.
habits of the Jews. There IS only 0ne verse in the works of mure coarse th~n the fable about the.voyagc- of Sim•m B11 rjonah! Why don t ~.be clergy ~ake th1s and some other
Latin authors (a line in Virgil, "novimus et qui te'') aml a pai'- to Ro~Je. It rs upon such ~tuff a~ Lhis that the tbroue of the pnssages that I nm. selectlllg for them as texts for
sage in Apulus where there is a question of their infamous pope 1s fnnn!led .. It is 1his ,,hich ha~ plu11ged the bi,hops r.f sermons? Such preachillg would draw.
charr.cter r1771].
t~e same f~llth_ mto depemlcney.
It is this which givs tire! A few more illustrating the piety of Bible worship
tThe fable about ~he sins ~f t~e angels came frr,m India, b1shops then· tJtlrs by permis,H•n, where"s th~y sho11ld be may be in order: "I will not pity nor spare nor hav
where all of thP.rn or1gmated; th1s raule was known to the Jews ~qua!
to ~he P'•pe acc .• rdJ:<g to the l>tws of their church.· lt.
.
• , (J
-'·· 14 " '
of A.l.-xundri>t ~nd to the Christians, who wHe l>tte in adopting 1s tiJJs whiCh gave tt 1e fJflpe~ their dom~in in Italy. lt is this mercy, but deRtlOy them
er .. xm, ). AJJd thou
it [1771]. 'This is the first stone in the edifice of Christianity which despoiled thirty italian princiJ•alilies to enn.ch that iJ.ol: shalt consume all the peopl.tl whwh the Lord thy God
{1775].
of the veople [1771].
!~:~hall deliver ~hee" (Deut. vii1 16). ''Now go and smite

~~anslalions.
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Amalek, and utteJ·ly destr.oy all they hw and spare
them no', but slay both man and woman infant and
suckling" (1 S11m. xv, 2, 3). "The Lord cast do= 1J
f
"
great stones rom heaven upon thtm and they
died" (Josh. x, ll). "Becaffile they had looked into
the Ark of. the Lord, even he smote of the people :lift
thousand and threePcore and ten men" (l Sam vi·
)Y
"A d h
· ·
' ' 19
n t e spmt of the Lord came m'ghtily upon him
· · an~, he ·. ·,slew a th~usand men" (Judges xv,
14,15). David md that whwh was right in the Right
of the Lord, and tnr~ed not aside from anything
that ~e commanded him all the 'days of his life, save
only In the.matter of Uriah the Hittite" (l Kings xv
5). "A~d David Rl~w of the Syrians seven thousand
men wh·ch fqught m chariots, and fifty thousand
foo 1men ".Cl Chron. xix, 18).
.And this same David was guilty of enormous
cnmes too numerous to mention, and in flensuality
out-Mormoned the average Mormon. And yet the
the Bible calls him a m'ln after God's own heart! In
this oonnection the re:oJ"der's attention is called to the
story of Solomon, who cast all Mormondom into the
shade by his lascivious life and sonQ'S' but still the
Bible tells us that he was the wisest ~an that ever
did or ever will liv! The Mormons, therefere are
the wisest people on earth.
'
More selections from the inspired book:
"Who ever doeth any work on the Sabbath day
shall surely b€ put to death" (Ex. xxxi, 15). "They
found a man gathering .stickR on the Sabbath day,
and the whole congregatiOn stoned him to deatb as
the Lord commanded Moses" (N urn. xv, 32, 36). '
According to the thirty-first chapter of Numbers
God commanded Moses to make war on the Mid ian~
ites. He did so, and took all their property, put all the
males and married won: en to death, and gave the
virgins over to a life worse than death· the reason
for this wholesale outrage being, not tha't the. people
had done any wrong to Moses or his banditti hut
that the Lor~, li~e t?e editor in my case,- reg~r(Ld
them as lackmg m piety. But I hav no fears of my
friend's wishing_, to come the Jehovah on me, as he
is far higher in the moral scale than the book he
swears by. But, as there are those who might consider themselvs moved a la Bible to emulate the
piety of Moses, David, and the hears, all of whom
are represented as under divine guidance, I breathe
freer and deeper for the waning power of the mythical book.
There is, if possible, a still lower deep to orthodoxy than anything yet noticed. Reference is made
to the dogma of vicarious atonement.
Language is impotent to properly- characterize it.
Suffice it to say that an infinitly wise, just, and merciful God is blasphemously represented as refusing
to pardon sinners from eternal torments, however
humble, contrite, and penitent they may be, save only
by the cruel and bloody murder of his only begotten
and innocent son!
The animus of the dogma is far below the code of
Southern chiv~lry.
No chivalric son of the South could ever hav meted
out vengeance to any but those he considered in the
wrong. But that is just what God is said to hav
done, or caused to he done.
Nothing short of the sufferings of a God like himself could appease his anger, caused by the sins of
mankind! Such is the justice of piety!
And here it may be well to elucidate the mathematics of the" Adorable Trinity." Well, there are
three personal Gods-yet there is but one God.· In
other words, as applied to the triune God, three are
no more than one, twr is one any less than three.
So now, dear reade~, you know how it is yourself.
It is one of the "mysteries of godliness"-and don't
you forget it.
So the wrath of the father (one-third of God) could
be appeased, sated, or satisfied for the sins of the
world only by the cruel and ignominious death of his
own innocent son (another third of God, who was
just as old as his father, and equal in all respects).
And these sufferings of Christ are imputed to sinners,
and they go scot-free .. For the doctrin is that the
passion of the cross was a full atonement for the sins
of all mankind who will accept such means of free
grace.
Therefore if Christians suffer too, it is sharp practice-God is extorting double price. But here, as in
most matters, Bible believers reason in a circle. In
one part of their orbit they say Jesus made a full
propitiation for the sins of the whole world. They
then swing around to the opposit point, and declare
that all that will liv godly in Christ Jesus shall
suffer persecution (2 Tim. iii 12). " And ye shall be
hated of all men for my name sake " (Luke xxi, 17).
"Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, and scourg.
eth every son whom he receiveth" (He b. xii, 6).
"Jordan am a hard road to trabel," etc., etQ.
It is impossible to believe that a human being
ever existed so void of mercy as this dogma represents the Infinit to be.
And it would be difficult to devise a religious
· tenet more demoralizing to all who can believe it, or
which could hav stronger attractionA for the ignoble
and selfish, than this dogma of vicarious atonflment.
There can be no doubt .that this feature is what
wou ~e blood-~tained Emperor Constantine to Chris-

tianity. He hoped it might save him from punishment for his atrocious crimes.
I{
ow comforting to the hardened criminal to believe that Jesus died for him, suffered in his stead,
has taken away all his sins, if he will believe on
d
· h'
h
an trust m Im; t at he will he accepted at the
eleventh hour; that though his sins are as scarlet,
the blood of Jesus will make them white as snow.
. Probably ninety-nine per cent of all criminals belleve this doctrin. Some years ago it wa!1 ascertained
that the convicts of the Auburn (N. Y.) state prison
(situated in my nativ county) were orthodox to a
man, and eighteen of them clergymen.
And it is well known that convicted murderers,
almost or quite without t>xccption, are orthodox, and
speak with their last breath with the utmost confideuce of swinging from the scaffoid to paradiRe
direct. And thiR may be the reaeon why clergymen
are RO unanimous for the gallows.
But how about the noble and magnanimous? Can
they wish to enter heaven, not for any good they may
hav done in the world, but to sneak in over the blood,
sufferings, and merits of another?
They cannot. But paradise is not an inclosure;
but the result of unselfish devotion to the good of
mankind.
"Who hath assuaged a widow's wo,
Or wiped an orphan's tear, doth know
Of heaven beginning here below."
_ The ~ogn:a of ':"icarous atonement could not liv a
_decadem th1s enlightened age but for the Sundayschool, in which the confiding, unreasoning, and plastic mind of childhood is bent, twisted, and distorted
into the most u·nnatural and grotesque forms, which
crystallize in many cases and go through life. I once
heard Dr. K., of Mechanicsville, Ia., boast' in public
of never having allowed himself to harbor a doubt
of. anythi?g taught hi;tn at Sunday-school when_ a
child. Hrs teachers might therefore ha;v made him
~life-long b.eliever that Jonah swallowed the whale,
mstead of vzce versa.
But "the world moves." And the Bible, from
having been so long the judge on the bench, has become the culprit in the box. Amen, Selah.
Memphis, Mo.
STEPHEN YouNG.

gaining ground every day . . After the termination·
of the conference procf'edin!!S Mr. Alexander Wheeler
proposed the following resolution:
"That in view of the confn~ion of opinion which prevails
amongst medical authorities when the subject of vaccin~tion is
discussed, it is unwise, impolitic, and unjust to enforce it; that
such enforcement retards all improvement in the treatment. and
all discoveries for the prevention of smallpox; and that all
compulsory legislation with regard to vaccination ought to be
repealed."
This was seconded by Dr. Haughton, and carried
amidst applause, with only two or three dissentients,
in an overflowing assembly.
London, Dec. 7, 1881.
W11L YoUNG.

A Lette1· from California.

To THE EmTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER. t<Jir:
I promised you some time ago that I would giv your
readers an idea of where immigrants could :firid
some good farming, and also where hunters could
find plenty of game and "toilers of the sea" plenty
of fish. Since the promis was made I hav read the
very interesting letter of Dr. J. I,. York, of San Jose,
in this state, published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
last week, and also some articles from W asbington
territory, publiRhed in the Investigator. Oregon
and the territory around are the regions of which I
was to speak, but I would also include British Columbia and Alaska. As to the British possessions on
the Pacific, an American can feel as much at home
there, substantially speaking-, as in Alaska, Oregon,
or Washington territory. The inhabitants of all the
vast. regions spoken of speak the English language,
habits and customs are the same, and the most fraternal feelings exist.
As to agricultural and grazing lands, there nre
millions of acres, and " as good as ever lay outdoors," as the saying is. But let us understand each
Qther thoroughly. I look upon all Freethinkers as
constituting one great family, and when I giv inf;Jrmation, counsel, or advice, I do so unselfishly, as a
member of that family, and am proud_ of the honor.
Now if any Freethinker along the Atlantic seaboard,
the great West, OJ' elswhere, the other side of the
Rocky Mountains, is comfortably situated, and life is
The Revolt Against Compulsory Vaccination in prosperous with himself and family, }Je had better
England.
·
not break up the old home. Let its memories be saTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir .' The cred unto him, for this beautiful and blessed earth is
recent conference of the London Society for 'the the Freethinker's heaven. If we get to t.he other we
Abolition of Compulsory Vaccination has given a will try and make it a greater heaven still.
further impulse to the now irrepressible agitation
As to men who hav determined to make a move,
for the repeal of all compulsory vaccination legisla- let them not hesitate a moment to strike for the Pation. The chair was taken by Mr. I. Passmore cific coast. Young men who are resolved to go West,
Edwards, member of Parliament for Salisbury, and as good Horace Greeley.would say, should not stop
proprietor of the Echo and other well-kiwwn jour- before casting their eyes on the glorious and apparnals, wb.o denounced the tyranny of the laws which ently boundless Pacific Ocean. These two classes,
subjected parents to repeated fines and imprisonment whom I know to be composed of earnest, honest, infor their non-compliance with what they believed to dustrious men, cannot fail to prosper. I should sugbe a mischievous medical infliction. There was a gest northern California, Oregon, and Washington
large attendance of medical men, sanitarians, mem- territory for those intending to pursue farming and
ber~ of hoards of guardians, and others interested cattle-raising. Irrigation is Ilf'cessary in southern
in questions relating to the public health, among them California. Hunters will :find Washington territory,
Dr. Clark, Dr. C. T. :Pearce, Dr. Edward Haughton, British Columbia, and Alaska a veritable bonanza,
Dr. D .•Tones, Dr. C. R. Drysdale, F. R. C. S.; Mr. ':l.S will fishermen.
The climate, generally speaking, is mild, owing,
W. J. Collins, M. B., M. R. C. S., Dr. Thos. Nichols,
Dr. Renner, Mr. Alderman Rees (chairman of the the scientists sa:v, to the Japanese gnlf-stream.
Dover Board of Guardians); Mr. Zadok M. Spear, of Right here in San Francisco you can imagin what an
Philadelphia, U. S. A.; Mr. Alex. Wheeler of Dar- Eden it is. Three weeks ago I planted out some
lington; Mr. T. Martin of Lewes, Mr. Robeit corn in a large vase and left it on my window-sill,
Blackie, of Liverpool ; Dr. Alice Vickery, and out in the open air. To-day I measured my green
other lady doctors, Mr. Mozley, barrister at law, crop, and all the blades are from one to two inches
Mr. W. Tebb, Mr. William White, Mr. Cornelius high, and healthy and strong. And this in the midPearson, and many others.
Dr. Drysdale read dle of the month of December. All my flowers are
an interesting paper on .. the origin of vaccinia green and blooming, and the trees in the gardens
and .the progress of animal vaccination, which was are just commencing to bud. Nature is thus imfollowed by an animated discussion. Mr. William pulsiv through a great section of California at .this
Tebb furnished Aome important details relating to season. Think of this, you who hav four or :five
the progress of the movement against compulsory months of ice, snow, and cold winds before you.
Truly we hav a paradise on the Pacific, but here,
vaccination both in England and on the Continent;
upwards of a quarter of a million tracts and publi- as elsewhere, life is a struggle, and there are those
cations had been published and circulated by the joys, griefs, those hopes and fears which are the
London society alone during the past twelve months, common lot of humanity. All things considered,
new anti-vaccination leagues and societies had been however, we really hav a paradise on this coast. I
formed, and old ones revived. An able article in presume the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER goes to
the Journal of' J:Jcience for November, entitled," The his office in a heavy overcoat, has warm gloves to
Vaccination Question Reconsidered," showed that keep his hands in good trim, and a fire all day to enrecent parliamentary and other official documents able him to work. I do not know what an overcoat
demonstrate the inutility of vaccination as a preventiv, is, and I hav not seen a :fire in my office this winter
and its d'eleterious effects on the public health, which or last, and never feel the want of such a thing. I
facts could not be much longer concealed by the present these facts to show your readers that " the
boasted climate of California" is deserving of its
leaders of the pro-vaccinating party.
The International Anti-Vaccination Congress held good name. Of course people hav fires here, but
in Paris last year had been the means of intensifying they are more a necessity for cooking and the old
the opposition, and awakening public attention to the folk1'1 than anything else.
I hav received several letters in reply to my last
subject to a large degree. Deputations of the delegates had been granted audiences with M. Tirard, correspondence, to some of which I hav replied.
the minister of agriculture and commerce ; also The general facts herein stated must be a reply to
with M. Constans, the mmist.er of the interior; and the others. My friend, Mr. A. Berenz, has also rethe main facts against vaccination laid before them ceived a number of letters, and he -requests me to
had led to the rejection of M. Lionville's bill for say politely to his correspondents, all readers of TH:tl:
making vaccination and re-vaccination compulsory TRUTH SEEKER, that the facts stated in my last letin France. The International Congress recently held ter with regard to the boot and shoe trade are the
at Cologne, at which eight nationalities were repre- same as then, and that the artisans who are detersented by forty delegates, would, he (Mr. Tebb) ven· mined to come here will :find remunerativ work, as
tured to hope, precipitate the repeal of the vaccina- stated. With an "aloha" for all, I remain, as ever1
San Francisco, Dec. 11, 1881. BYBOli! ADoiU~J,
tion acts in Germany, the opposition to which was
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NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JANUARY 7, 1882.
Welcome, 1882.
This number begins a new year and a new volume
of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Last year had fifty-three
Saturdays, and consequently our readers had fiftythree papers. Some weeklies skipped one issue, but
we could no17 afford to do. it. We intend to _giv
every patron who deals with us his full money's
worth and not take advantage of any freaks of old
Father Time to get out of our honest obligation to
publish THE TRUTH SEEKER everY' Saturd~y. If the
white-headed old man takes a notiOn to stiCk a hundred and three Saturdays in 1882 we shaH print a
paper for every one of them.
.
.
Since THE TRUTH SEEKER started as a httle eightpage monthly out on an Illinois pra~rie it has seen
many vicissitudes, and its honored editor has known
how bitter is the lot of him who speaks his honest
thought surrounded by Christian enemies. He has
felt the overpowering love which has in all ages so
preeminently distinguished the followers of the meek
and lowly Jesus, and has tasted prison fare because
of his unswerving devotion to what he considered
right. He lay for eleven long months in a Christian
prison because he maintained the right to utter the
honest thought of others. He was put there by a
Christian society because he,was an Infidel, a Freethinker, a truth seeker.
But he survived and came out stronger than ever,
more widely known and honored. His reception in
this city will long be remembered as a red letter day
for the Liberals of this city, the country, and the
world. Kind greetings came even from over the sea.
But that was not honor enough, and he was sent as a
delegate to the International Congress of Liberals at
Brussels, from whenne he took a tour over the eastern
part of Europe, "The Truth Seeker in Europe," a
volume of 850 pages, being the result. So well pleased
were the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER with his letters that Mr. Coleman made the proposition that he
go around the world and giv the Liberals of the
country the benefit of his travels through these columns, and also in book form. From being a mere
suggestion the enterprise soon took definit shape,
hundreds of people pledging the five dollars for the
book, and on. the 30th day of last July he sailed, and
the weekly letters now appearing are the result. The
fund is still growmg, and we believe that ultimately
. enough will be tmbscribed to pay the entire expense
of the trip.
From being the inmate of a Christian prison "to
traveling around the world as the eyes of several
thousand people is l1 long step. The churches of
this country can best tell whether the project of imprisoning the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER has been
a satisfactory and paying investment.
And so we welcome 1882. We start out on the
new volume under happy auspices. If our friends
do their part the year will be a grand one. It will
see the editor home, the travels· completed, and the
first Liberal history of the old world written. The
aims of the paper will be, as ever, to inculcate and
perpetuate science, Liberalism, and truth. We hav
no creed nor dogmas to ask others to subscribe to,
but are in favor of independent thought, free inquiry, free speech, and everything that tends to
break the chains of mental bondage, ignorance, and
superstition. This should be the platform of all charitable, Liberal, honest men. Upon this platform the
paper has stood for eight years, even when whirlwinds
of slander and vindictiv opposition hav roared around
it. It has never faltered in its opposition to Christian
priestcr3.ft-a system that has fasten eO.· an incubus
upon the world more blighting than any mildew ever
brea·thed from heaven. It will at all times defend
the right and denounce the wrong. It will wage an
unceasing warfare upon the shams of the church and
the crimes of the priesthood, and the cruel creeds
which bind as in chains the minds of hundreds of
thousands all over the country. The paper will
never cease to oppose a system of religion which resorts to lying, intrigue, and imprisonment to smother
honest thought. Christianity claims to be founded
on the merits of a meek and lowly man, but its followers hav been the most intolerant of opposition,
the most bloodthirsty toward unbelievers, of any religionists. They ha v persecuted the good, the true, the
brave; hav imprisoned the scientist and burnt the
heretic.
To rescue man from a belief in a superstition which
has done this is the mission of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
It has consistently pursued this course since its birth,
and will continue to do so. That the light of truth
p1ay l:lpread 11till more rapidly over the world~ that

voted wish and purpose.
We welcome 1882 because eve~y ~ear the paper
livs the stronger it becomes, and with 1ts permane!lcy
insured there will always be one b~lwark agai~lflt
Christian encroachment and persecutwn-:one v_oiCe
always lifted up in a wildernes~ of trucklmg, tn~e
serving papers for the preservatiOn and perpetu~twn
of the institutions founded by our Infide_l £01 efathers. So long as THE TRUTH _SEEKER exists there
will be one defender of human nghts; one denouncer
of Christian wrongs.
·
That it will liv for a hundred years-ay, :a-orewe firmly believe. It surely will if every f~Ien~ of
freedom does his or her duty. The only thmg .hat
can imperil its e1..'istence will be the apat~y of ~he
Liberals of the country, and we do not thmk f01 a
moment that such apathy can exist .. Great P!ogress
has been made during the last year I~ speadmg _the
light of reason. The strug&"le of Liberals_ agan~st
the dominant church persecutiOn has passed mto history. There may hav been a few stragglers from
the grand army left by the wayside,_ but the van and
tha great body hav pressed steadily forward! and
Liberalism to-day is far in advance of what It has
been at any other period in time. Its ranks hav
been strengthened by the be~t minds o~ th_e day, the
clearest thinkers, the most learned SCientists. The
time has clearly come when our movement must no
longer be merely a negativ opposition to ol~ myths
and superstitions, but we must show by our hve.s and
our works that we hav something better to offer,
something to take the place; and in this, as lJl its
opposition to the creeds of the churches, THE TRUTH
SEEKER will be found in the lead.
And so to the Liberals of the country, to those
who love liberty, those who value free speech, who
place honesty above hypocrisy, who _r_refer the f!lcts
of science to the theories of superstitiOn, the thmkable and knowable to the unthinkable and unknowable, reasonable opinions to the iJ?se d~xit of Ignorance, neigh]:JOrly charity to burnmg b1gotry, ~e
appeal for support the comin&" year. . All we ask IS
reward according to our mer1t, and It shall not be
our fault if it is not as generous in the future as it
has been in .the past. ,We hope ~hat every I?erson
intereRted in the cause of human nghts-of hherty
for all alike-will do what he can to help along THE
TRUTH SEEKER. Let all seek for truth, and when
we hav found the jewel in the grass, let us bring another to view it with us. A diamond loses nothing
of its luster by being looked at by the multitude, and
the truth will bear the roughest handling. All it
asks is a fair field and no favor. .
Remember THE TRUTH 6EEKER is the largest, boldest, and freest Liberal paper in the world. It will
be sent, postage paid,
One year,
$3.00
Six months,
1.50
Three months,
. 75
In order to introduce it, we shall continue to send
it to new or trial subscribers three months for 50
cents. We do not make anything on this, and we do
it simply to take the stranger by the hand, trusting
that he will like the paper well enough to continue
taking it at the regular rates.
We wish all our friends a new year free from
worry and vexation, from financial distress, sickness,
and suffering, and trust that in their prosperity they
will not forget THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Religion and Insanity.
The Miss Nancy who writes the esthetic articles
for theN ew York Tribww is much shocked that levelheaded people are attributing to religion the" crank.
edness" of the fanatic now undergoing trial at
Washington. The fact that some persons hav cautioned ministers to be careful how they preached
from the biblical story of Abraham about to sacrifice his son lest it might lead religious people, like
Freeman and Guiteau, to commit murder, is dwelt
upon and deplored .. The cause of insanity, says the
long-stockinged young man, is always physiological.
Now, we did not hear anything of this kind when
the president was first shot. On the contrary, every
minister said it was the result of Freethought, and
preached lurid sermono against tile Infidelity of the
times. But when it is incontestably proved that the
assassin is one of the most religious of the religious,
the ministers shrink from· their own reasoniug and
say that religion never had anything to do with it.
How would it hav been had it been shown that the
wretch was an Infidel? Would not every Christian in
the land hav said the crime was the result of his belief,
or non-belief? And would not the Tribune hav said so
too? The Liberalism of the century would hav had
to bear the opprobrium, and now that it is shown
that the Bible and the Christian religion are the source
whence the murderer drew his inspiration, we propose
that the church r:.hall bear the obloquy, and not its
opponents.
Infidelity has no sacred· standard for murder, no
inspired record of holy crimes, no deity who li<anctiona and commands assassination, no scheme of redemption whereby the innocent is made to bear the

sins of the guilty, but, on the contrar:y, every F~ee
thinker is guided by the principles of nght and JUS·
tice. If he commits a wrong he cannot say lie was
led to it by his religion, or that his god Sf1nc~ions it.
He must square his. life by honesty and JustiCe, and
stand on his own merits.
Religion givs a man a chance to ~o all sorts of
wickedness, and then escape by repentmg at the ~ast
moment' throwinO'
,..,_ all the sin on Jesus, and keepmg
all the glory for himself.
.
The fact that religion has crazed a good many IS
amply shown by the statistics of the insane asylums
of the country, and all the disclaimers by the me_n
of God cannot make it any different. At present It
looks as though the W ashin~ton cra~k was riot
insane, but only a shrewd rehgwns f_anatrc . . At ~ny
rate, religion must share _th.e opprobrmm of. his cnme
until it is shown that rehgwn nevm· committed murder, and we take it' that will be a hard matter to
establish unless all books are burned and all human
testimony thrown aside as counting for naught.
More Arbitrary Meddling with the Mail.

A few days ago~an edition of the paper called House
and Home was detained at the post-office on the pretext that it contained some proposition for premiums
touching somewhat on the statute forbidding the
offering of prizes. A e~p_y of the paper was sent to
vVashington for the deCISIOn of t_he m~guls at he~d
quarters, and they returned it with t~Is astoundmg
.aecision : The lottery and gift enterprise sta'tutes a~e
not violated, but it should not be allowed to hav mall
facilities because it contains an advertisment of Dr.
FQote's "Health Hints !" We do not profess to giv
the phraseology of this order, simply its substance.
Why does not the department r~le out t~e N ~w York
Weekly Tribune and the Philadelphia !Saturday
.Evening Pf!st fo~ the same rea~on? These pape~s
are publishmg thrs same advertrsment. When this
question is settled we would ask to ~now wha~ there
is objectionable in either the advertisment or m Dr.
Foote's "Health Hints?" Things seem to be growing terribly foggy down at the capital, and every old
government scow seems to be bumping against Dr.
Foote's health excursion boats. But, seriously, what
rights hav the newspapers in the mails? _Where is
this meddlesomeness to end? If such arbitrary rulings are permitted, what may c?me next? Is t~is
censorsl1 ip of the press to be contmued until the hberty of the press and mails is wholly subverted?
These are serious questions for the consideration of
the American people.
.-.:::___ _.....,_ _ __
ltlr. ·wakeman's Two Lectures.
We ask the serious attention- of our readers to
these remarkable leptures upon "The Harmony and
:Meaning of the Scientific Gospels." The first lecture
was concluded in our last paper with the close of the
year. It laid the objectiv scientific basis of Liberal"
ism concisely yet thoroughly. Mr. Wakeman deserves the thanks of all for collecting in so short a
space the substance of hundreds of volumes, which
ordinary mortals hav no time to read and digest.
As far as we can see, his work has been admirably
done. It furnishes a foundation upon which Liberal-·
ism can rest and build securely for the future.
We shall commence the second lecture with our
next number. It promises to be not so deep and scientific, but more practical and generally inte1·esting
than the first. It takes up the main questions of our
age, and, upon the scientific foundation laid in the
first lecture, givs their solution from the Positiv and
human point of view. He oal)s it the subjectiv order_;
but the point is to show how that The Religion of
Science and Humanity is the only safe and practical
solution and guide of human life, at least, on this
eflrth.
Mr. Wakeman is advertised to repeat this second
lecture, in substance, before the SoCIETY oF HuM.AJI;ITY
next Sunday evening at Science Hall. It will be the
first of a course of lectures to be delivered Sunday
evenings this winter by members of that soeiety.
Those who are so fortunate as to be able to attend
this course will soon learn that those who talk about
"shallow Infidelity" are sadly if not wilfully behind the age. See the announcement of this course
in another column.
--------~~-------

WE hav sent OLlt bills to all our subscribers who
are in arrears. We are needing the money and hope
none will take offense s.t receiving the notice, for all
may be assured it would not be sent were not the
money needed. We hav, of course, a great many
bills presented to us, and hav to scratch around and
pay them, and to do this the hundreds of little bills
owing to us are necessary. We ha.v reckone_d the
bills up to January, but we hope all who can :Will renew in advance for 1>182. When the amount IS for a
part of the year, friends can just _inclose $3 and let
it go on for the year, or they can mclose the amount
for the fraction of the year and also $3 for 1882,
which latter course would assuredly please U" best.
The amount is not large for each individual, hut in
the aggregate the accounts amo.unt up to a handsome
sum, and if paid promptly will make THE TRUTH
SEEKER all right for the coming year. We earnestly
ask our friends to pay early attention to the bills.
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Charles J. Guiteau and the Great Trial at issue. It is tbey that are on trial; not merely in the between Guiteau, Freeman, and Abraham. The Teal
. Washington.
court-house, but in millions of individual minds over questinn is, How came this man to hav that convicthe whole world. Is inspiration a truth? Was tion? The answer is at hand: In his highly nervous,
Abraham divinely inspired to murder his own and sensitiv organization, with some lack of balance; and
I hav been for some time under a strong" pressure" dearly beloved son? If so, why not Guiteau to slay in the facts of his education. He was taught from
-that is the phrase now-to say a few words about the president? Rev. Robert Collyer preached a ser- his infancy by his father, and trained for six years in
the trial of Guiteau for the "removal" of President monon Abraham and Guiteau. He denied the in- his most impressible period of youth, in precisely the
Garfield. It strikes me forcibly that, it is really not s.piration of Abraham, at least, by inference. But doctrins he is now reiterating with the stanchest conso much Guite11u who is on trial as it is the Christian that is to cease to be either Jew, Mohammedan, or fidence every day. They are the doctrins of John H.
church, and religion itself as it has been and is under- Christian. Rev. Dr. Fulton preached back again. Noyes and his followers, who talk familiarly of God
stood and taught in most countries. Especially is it His argument was little more than abuse of the or deity as a person in daily and actual communicaJudaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity, the other pulpiteer-abuse of him as worse than Guiteau, tion with them, and inspiring them, especially Mr.
three great religions of the occident, which are on for comparing Guiteau to Abraham, when nothing Noyes, in all they do. Mr. Noyes himself was when
trial; and to convict and hang Gl}iteau will go a long but the prejudice of sentiment could surmise a dif- young a revivalist preacher, in dead earnest. He
way toward rendering a verdict against the funda- ference-granting the sincerity of each. But in the differed from the whole Christian world around him,
mental doctrin of these three great religions-the midst of the bad logic of Dr. Fulton, his talk showed in the single fact of actually believing what they
one doctrin in which they all agree, and by which painfully the struggle of the heart; he sensed pro- taught and are teaching, while they but half believe it,
they are affiliated as of the same descent. That doctrin foundly the awful strain which has come upon the or think they believe it, but do not do so in very
is, faith in the direct inspiration of individual minds doctrin of faith and inspiration.
His sermon truth. I hav been anxiously waiting to hear Mr.
by the deity, which inspiration may and does, in su- sounded like a wail, and a terrific protest against the Scoville examin Guiteau and other witnesses, to show
preme instances, lift the individual so inspired out of stern logic of the case. He for one evidently sees the influence under which Guiteau formed his charachimself, cancel his responsibility, and make him the and knows that it is the church and the current re- ter and his convictions, and especially upon the pemere agent of the higher power; and further, that ligion which are on trial.
·
culiar and very impressiv teachings of Oneida upon
the grandest and sublimest test of the overpowering
But then what is to be said in this matter? Is the these very subjects. I venture to presume that Guipresence of such inspiration is its requisition upon church and are the traditions of all past times wholly teau',;~ defection from Mr Noyes was on the ground
the individual to do some act so aohorrent to his nat- wrong; and are the new-lights of the hour the only that Mr. N"yeg even was not extreme enough in his
ural affections and reason that nothing but such a people who hav ever known the truth about it? Are belief of this very doctrin of implicit faith in personal
divine pressure upon him from without himself could they even settled among themselvs on the subject? inspiration, and in the actual and overpowering preshav induced him to, and hav sustained him in, the act. As I write there comes to me in the New York Her- ence of God in the mind of the true believer.
Such was the act of Abraham in his proposed sacrifice ald of yesterday (Sunday, Dec. 19th), the report of
Guiteau has lived all his life enveloped in this inof his son Isaac at the supposed and assumed com- a sermon by Rev. M. J. Savage, of Boston, in which fluence. His surprise and wonderment are perfectly
mand of God; and it was that supreme aut of faith he sets forth the present position of Mr. Frothing- genuin, I do not for a moment doubt, that the Chrisin what came to him as an inspiration, and of obedi- ham, about which much misunderstanding has ex- tian community at large has not flocked around him
ence to the command so communicated, subjectivly, isted.
and rallied as one man to his defense. In all this he
or through the operations of his own mind, that con"Let me outline as briefly as I can," says he, "lHr. Froth- is perfectly logical. They should do so, and espestituted and constitutes Abraham "the Father of the ingham's present religious attitude. Has there been any real cially the Oneida people should do so, if faith were
Faithful," and, as snell, the historic head of the three change in his view of things? Yes, there has; and this is the not either dead or half dead among them. It is their
great religions above mentioned. All of them date little. flame at the heart of all this heaven-filling cloud of issue, made boldly with the world, maintained verbback to Abraham for their origin, and to this one act smoke."
ally for some thousands of years, and now brought
of Abraham as the sign and seal of the divine saneMr. Frothingham, it seems, would not blot out one to an actual test in the court-house of a civilized
tion of their own faith -the very reason of their ex- single word of all his past utterances, but would sup- country. I repeat, in conclusion, that it is the church
istence.
plement them with a new element of faith. He and the current religions of the world which are on
What Abraham did, or proposed to do, Guiteau does not tend backward but forward, except as ex- trial at Washington, and if they had the courage of
has Q.one. The cases are as nearly identical as can tremes meet, and the '!"hole embraces the parts.
their opinions to stand bravely up for his defense, as
well be i.magined. Abraham was the Guiteau of his
they might do with oceans of divine and no small
"Now, then, for his change. To put it into my own phrase,
f
h' 1
h ·
b k h
G ·
day; Guiteau is the Abraham of our day. Guiteau I should say he has come to be a more pronounced Theist. The amount o philosop ICa aut onty to ac t em, Uland Abraham are virtually one. We, who stand point toward which his thoughts converge is 'the mode of com- tPau would be properly defensed; and without that, if
aside and judge, hav no means of knowing the facts, munication between the divine mind and the human,' to quote convicted and hung, he will be judicially slaughtered,
except what Abraham must be supposed to hav told his own words in conversation. He said,' For many years l hav having been deprived of the defense he is justly en.
d h G ·
II been inclined to try to prove that everything comes out of the t' tied to
some one OI; ones about It, an W at mteau actua Y earth from below ; that religion is purely earthlv. in its origin; I
·
does tell us, and repeats, every day, about it. We something made by man-his effort to perfect himself, to use
cannot enter into the subjectiv chambers of their Mr. Abbot's phrase; and I hav not, as I now think, taken
Book Notices.
minds and actually know what occurred there. enough account of the working in the world of a divine mind.
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What is claimed as havmg happene IS, owever, lead;'
• and in his own use of that term he looks for larger reveF RAUDS. BY Th omas
· · EXPOSITION
Pr·ice "'1
00 RELIGIOUS
Detroit •
r1spm.
•w • •
the same in both cases; and if it be granted and lations of God and truth in the future. 'I hope,' said he,
Mich.
claimed that such a thing can h,appen, and did hap- ·that new light will break out-not of God's word, in the sense
This is by a man who conceives he knows more
pen in one Catle, that raises a strong presumption that of a book, but of God's universe. The new light;, he thinks, about the Holy Ghost than ordinary people, and conit did happen, or may hav happened, in. th~ other will come, not by studying old creeds or standards or Bibles, but sequently is able to tell what is a sin against it. He
case. It is not my purpose to deny that It did hap- by looking forward for new manifestations throllgh natural seems to be a little church, with a little creed all to
· · t h a~ th'IS methods in the human soul." .
.
.
himself, and has about the same number of vaganes
pen in the case ·of A bra h_am; b ut t_o msi~t
is the real question at Issue. Gmteau IS logwally
The gist of all this is that . Mr. Frothmgham that most lay theologians who try to effect a reform
and precisely right in a:ffirming that there are two is laboring with this very questwn, ''the mode of within the church hav. He appreciates the true
and only two questions rightly before the court: _(1) communication between the divine ~ni~1d a~d the hu- worth of the priesthood, for he says: "The last fifty
Was he under a divine pressure, an ovflrpowenng man," and this nota:s a matte: of bibhcalinte.rpret~- years hav demonstrated pretty satisfactorily to most
influence, compelling him to do an act from which tiQn, but as a questiOn of umversal and somal phi- people that the clergy are no more to be relied upon
personally he won.ld hav recoiled, both in his senti- losophy.
.
for truth, honesty, and virtue than the politician or
ments and in his reason? and (2), Does the presence of
Now, in order to understand this new d~partur~, the general run of mankind. Each is bound to dea divine inspiration, thus lifting a man out of him- we may at least glance at the past. The anment phi- fend the doctrins of his own particular church, and
self constitute such a special variety of insanity as losophers come to believe in a fate or fatality which they are as a class almost void of the moral courage
alsd to lift him above all responsibility to human overmasters the wip of bo~h gods and men. Shaks- necessary to enable men to stand up for. the tru~h
laws.
pere says, "There IS a de~tn~f that sh3pes. our ends, alone." With the exception of an occ~swnal l~md
Of course it does not follow, if inspiration is a rough-hew them as we WI_ll.
More spemfical~y the interval like this paragraph, the book IS as tediOus
truth, that every man w4o claims to be inspired i~ so, ancients believed in a umversal pneuma, a ventabl_e as works written by more orthodox expounders of
really. The first question divides. theref~re mto holy ghost, which permeated the at~osphere and um- the mysteries of the H. G. and the trinity.
two: (1) Is inspiration of the kind m questiOn ever versa] things, and affected t~e mn~J.s of. men for
true? and (2), Was Guiteau's pretended inspiration good or evil. This all-permeati_ng spirit or mflue_nce, GEORGE Fox INTERPRETED. The religion, revelations, motivs,
and mission of George Fox, " the first and chief elder
one of the genuin kind, or otherwise?
impinging on the human mi~d, they persomfied
among the people called Quakers," ~nterprete!l in the light
1 am not arguing for the yea or nay of any one of sometimes as· male and sometimes as female. It
of the nineteenth century, and applied to the present eonthese questions. But I am saying that they are very was from this idea that the ductrin of the Holy
clition of the church. By Thomas Ellwood Songshore.
vital questions for the church and for the current re- Ghost arose in the churches. Where the philosoPrice, paper, 50 cts.; cloth, 75 Jents. ·For sale by the auligion among us. It is the church and the c~rreut pher personified, the theologians impersonated. ¥r·
thor at Philadelphia, Pa.
religion that are on tri:1l. Is there any such thm~ as Frothingham is begi~ning to. believe. in the p_hlloGeo. Fox is canonized by the Quakers, who cherish
inspiration having the power o-yer the human mm_d sophical phase of thie doctrm. Gmteau behaves him as a saint. and this book was written to destroy
to snatch it from its anchorage m reason and hurl It absolutely in the theological aspect of the same doc- in some meas~re the superstition they hold respectinto the current of what woultit otherwise be the trin. Extremes meet.
ing him and his faith. He is the text f?r th_e es~ay
·
If yes, th en G u I'teau
I must stop. I might well write a volume. on t_he because his name may enlist and exmte mqmry
direst and most h orn'bl e cnme.
may be telling the eimple, unadulterated truth. If subject. The Guiteau case presents exceed~ngly_ Ill- among his followers. The book, it is thought, may
no, the very keystone is knocked. out of ~h.e arch teresting problems for the students of sociologwal help ~hem in defending themselvs against the charge
which sustains the three most promment rehgwns of psychology. Ordinary psychologists compass bnt of heresy, and in enlightening what ~he ~uthor calls
the world.
half the problem. There is a sense in which all the misguided. The book is not radwal m thought;
The church and the current religion are on trial in mankind, nay, all things, are one, as well as a sense it was not written for the mentally full, but for the
this very case as never before in the whole history in which they are individual or many.. Judge Por- enslaved to superstition, and is desig~ed for a step·
of the world. If God reigns, and if it were. his ex- ter will throw his strength, probably, mto the. effort ping stone to farther-on truth, for whwh the author
press design to shatte: the old f_orms of faith and to prove that Guiteau is and has ):>~en shan:mmg or professes supreme reverence. The book is permehasten their downfall, m preparatiOn for the ~ew or- pretending; and with his great abihty, on his plane, ated with the kindly spirit of the Quaker sect, for
der of the pure reason, or if, ~n the other hand It? ~ere and his powerful magnetic sphere, he ~ay ve~y prob- which we must hav deep sym~athy and_respe?t, ho_w·
his purpose to resuscitate faith by an?th~r brdhant ably convince the jury, and, for the time bemg, the ever much we may di.oagree With them m theu rehginstance like that of Ab ra h am, t o pu bl IS h It Suddenly community, and Guiteau may be hung;_ bu. t the pea- ous tenets.
to the whole world and so to burnish up the whole ple of a riper development and ?eeper.msight _of t~e
'1· ·
·
· ne'the ·case next generation will reverse theu verdiCt, and m his.
.
.
armor of thfl old re Igwus warrwrs-u~ I I
to he will come to be regarded as a sort of martyr
THE large cut whwh we prmt. this we_ek of the
could he, seemingly, hav wo_rked to. his en<i bett;r torfhe ignorance of the world we liv in. There is, howling dervishes performing t~eu wor~hip-a_ sort
than by provoking this Gmteau tr~a~; an? herem almost certainly, no more honest mlJ.n living than of Mohammedan prayer and prai~e meetmg-wlll be
may be the otherwiee inscrutab~e divme Wisdom ~f Gtli'teau, I·n the sense of a profound conviction of the. found. alluded to m Mr.. Bennetts l~tter from Conthe whole transaction. But whwh of these two IS
1 Th
1
f
t
f the grave
h
truth of his inspiration. If there can be a possible stantmop ~e peen. Iar con orma IOn o
.the design of deity?. Whi?h doc~rin as to go _to doubt I·n hi' a case, there can be non. e in that of Fre_e-1 sto.nes. whwh the writer remarks can be noted Ul
the wall? Or is there a thud whwh shall reconmle
"
BY STE_PHEN PEARL ANDREWS.

i
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them ? The church and religion ctnwot evade the man. There ia not a 11hadow of a dz:lference otherw1se thzs p1cture.
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in your invasion of the sovereignty of tl1e individ- and bursting with fm; at every pa.ra~r~ph. It is cerual? Remember, if there was no deman~ the sup- tainly the most comic and entert:nnn:g doc~ment
ply wQu]d not be forthcoming. Men do not manu- that has ever emanated from the prohfic bram and
facture reapers for the uf'e of lumbermen, nor does fertil pen of itfLauthor, J. R. Moni·o~, of t~e Seymour
Patent Morality.
the saloon-keeper sell whisky to the German when 1 imes If I was able I'd buy fifty copie~ at once
To TRE EmToR· OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: the latter can get beer. You may Cllll ~ntemperance and send them out on a missionary enterpnse whose
"Law" and "Liberta" are discussing prohibition. a vice and I shall not stop to quarrel With you, but I fruits would be of i.ncalculable ben~~t to the cause
Perhaps I hav no business to interfere in t?is fig~t, shall ~iv a much broader sig-nification to the word of common ·sense against superstitiOn.
Address
but as the patent-moralitv people are trymg, With than do you. lpt~mperance is an a:hn~npal, unbal- J. R. Monroe, Seymour, led.
good prospects of success, _to secure. t~e adoption of anced use of the forces of our orgamzatwn, and may
a prohibitory amendment m Iowa similar to the o~e take the form of over-eating, overworking, late
Than~fulness.
their Kansas brethren haven grafted upon the orgamc hours, e.xcessiv, insufficient, or non-~agnetic ste_xual
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A
laws of the state, my intrusion may possibly be par- intimacies, expensiv, improper clothmg, .over-~ Ifill- sudden and painful accident bas thro:vvn m~ on my
'tloned hy your readers and by" Law."
lation of the mental and nervouR OI'gamsms, mdul- back for near two months past, and given le_Isure for
But it seems to me that each of these gentlemen gence in the use of alcohol, tobacc~, opium, drug~, thoughts. I trust I may be pardoned f?r laymg some
has chosen a somewhat inappropriate n?m de plum_ e. medicins, etc., etc.- All these are evidences o£ m~n s of them before your readers. Imagm a party of
·~Law" really speaks ou behalf of hberty, wh1le ignorance of how to use his mental and phys10al three -in a carriage behind a spirited team. Every" Liberta" voices the demands of those who would powers. How are you going to work to remove these thing about wagon and t_eam seemed safe and strong.
sacrifice liberty in the name of statute morality. Let evils? Hav you anything but force to o:!fer? Must A rapid drive of two miles brought us to the brow
this pass, howev<>r.
.
you ever insultingly a~su~e that he who IS not a pro- of a steep hill; descending. with some speed, sudThe moment a man differs from them m regard to hibitionist is necessarily mtemperate. Do you not denly, as all such things will ,happen, the _tongue
methods in reform, the patent-morality people vocif- thus show your own intemperate zeal without jud.g- dropped in front, leaving no method of holdmg the
erously charge him with being the enemy of moral- ment, and good intentions without sci~ntific analysis? wagon save with thB rear end of_ the horses .. NQw
ity, goodneF~, and human w~lfare. Be~ause "Law"
It is asserted that intemperance IS the cause of spirited horses are averse to _holdmg wagons m that
does not beheve that certam words wntten upon a every crime. If by intemperance is meant o~ly the way, and I don't see who could be, so ~eartless as to
piece of paper can change the nature of men, sl!per- use of stimulating drinks, nothi~g could be ~Ider of blBme them. I could not even at that t1me, although
sede or neutralize conditions of birth and environ- the truth than this. Every passion of man, his every knowino- the peril was imminent. It seemed but a
ment, make an ascetic of a glutton, or a' sage of a desire, every unbalanced fa~ulty, has he~ped .to swell flash until the tongue was in the ground and th~ veboor "Liberta" says that he is wanting in moral- the crime list. National pnde ! count Its wmdrows hicle was raised in front and came down with a
ity
a desire to elevate the morals of his com- of slain. Ambition! view its fields of carnage. crash. In a
more I found myself mingled
munity intimates that he would recruit the ranks of Revenge! how many daggers has it R~larp~ned, ho;v with the debris of broken wheels, torn cushions, and
8 wood splinters.
Libera!'ism in the "sinks of immorality," and' says many vials of poison m;worked! A vance! .m
Upon straightening up I found part
that he is very much ashamed of" Law."
.
name lift not the veil. Jealousy! see Its VICtims of me was loose, dangling, which _soon forced the
This is the spirit manifested by nearly or qmte all bleed' hear their anguiRhed moans. Parental igno- painful· conclusion. that -~ had a ?roken le~. My
of those who advocate con,pulsiv methods in temper- ranee' and inharmony bequeathing to children mal- friends escaped With pamful bnuses. Assistance
ar:'ce work. "Liberta" should not bd blamed for formed bodies and erratic brains! go gaze upon the came and we were soon back to town. After
this intolerant Phariseeism. He inherited it. From scaffolds they hav built.
.
good surgeon had neatly an~ swiftly p~rformed his
_ the church he got his ideas of right and wrong, _and
Now, bring on your. statute _law specific f01: all part in the program, and while I was lymg upon IIJ.Y
he simply wants to ,use her tools of reformatiOn. these diseases. What good will you accomplish? back vainly trying to get ease and. rest,_ my .good
Professing to be the apostle of peace, force has ever None; on the contrary, you will postpone by many a friend I'! congratulated mu on my providential escafle
been her ideal means of grace. She has alwayfl per- day the deliverance of man from the slavery of ante- from sudden death, and tolCLme I had great reason
secuted men for their good. God has be~n t~e natal influences and bad habits.
.
to be "thankful" that it was not my neck instead of
shibboleth, but the good of man her end. The mqmsYou are misdirecting the energies of good men my leg. Of course I made strenuous effort to feel
itor sought to conserv:e morality, an_d his conception and women. You are seeking to advance by going thankful but thoughts would 'come up ~nd binder
of morality was obedience to the Will of God as re- backwards.· You would kill a tree by trying to lop the "wo;k of grace," I ptesume. I kept thinking
vealed in th.e Bible.
off- a few branches. You seek to destroy effects that if he Providence, really did save my neck on
Men must obey God. Why? That they might while the causes remain. You think to make your that occasion, how easily he might hav kept ~hat
be better and happier, if not here, then somewhere neighbor temperate and moral _by standing guard, tongue from dropping and
saved a~l the su~erm.g,
110
else. To the end that men should escapfl hell here- over him with a policeman's club. In short, yon all the losl'! of time, and even
saved him11elf this cntafter, the church endeavored to force her ideas of would make man an intelligent, self-respecting, duty- icism on his manner of doing things in this world.
morality and duty upon all. ~en.~e. ?arne racks, doing being by taking fro~ him liberty. ~our i?eal I agree with Mr. Babcock,- who says, "We want a
thumb-screws, gibbets, stakes, mqttisitwns, heresy man is an automaton. With the best of mtPntwns God who, when be l:'lees a chance to help a fellow, will
laws, etc., etc. Little o-r no attempts to better con- you are doing all possible to destroy manly inde- pitch in and not wait to be a ked." But I must not
11
ditions, to study nature, nothing but law and force pendence, to murder volition, to make us all puppets, expect if he refuses assistance
to ~ many hapless
everywhere and alwayfil.
to wither the hopes of the race. If you succeed you cre-atures in :Michigan and the president of a great
Partly to save men from the same hereafter hell, will hav established a terribly dangerous precedent. nation, that he will stop the harp music to prevent a·
partly to keep them out of the hells of the here .and There is no logical halting-place between you and little smash-up on the road.
now, the patent moralists, prohibitionists, ob~cen.Ists, the czar, the pope. Your methods are theirs. You
We are told that we are to be thankful for whatand all others of that genus,seek to force theu vieWs all fear reason and science. You all distrust liberty. ever is sent. Though he lead us through fire itself,
of morality and temperance upon all, regardless of
Prohibitory legislation is antagonistic to the spirit we are still to praise hip:i. 1 wonder If any of the
all differences of organiz~tion and environment; n~t of Liberalism. Its weapons are in no sense those of poor Michigan sufferers felt like singing, "Glory to
only their views, but their methods of reform, their Freethought. Facts, reason, better conditions, right God, who hath just brought us thr_ough a fiery orcure-all specifics. Hence prohibitory laws and generation, justice, love, lib~rty, ~hese shall ci~cum: deal!" It does look from this standpomt that he rather
amendments, fines, penalties, impri~onment, confisca- scribe day by day the domam of mtemperance mall enjoys seeing them squir~. It does seem a~ if the
tion and disfranchisment. The inquisitor and the its multiform phases. Your laws hav retarded, preachers are right. He IS
fond of ~uffenn~ he~e
prohibitionist are one as regards both motivs.
retard, and always will retard the work of the re- in this world, I would not be80in the least surprised If
he had a good warm fire for those _of us who.are not
means. The inquisitor sought to better the conditiOn former. Goodness is impossible without liberty.
of humanity; so does the prohibitio~ist. T~e a?ored
It is my settled conviction that the use of intoxi- "thankful, for the pain and angmsh he so hberally
specific of each, force, legal, physical. The mten- cants is in every way injurious. Others do not think bestows here. One cannot resist the conclusion ·that
tion, good_. The mea~s, subversiv of all liberty, so. How shall I convince ~hem? By force? Is he en·
the suffering of hiA creatures when we see
0 8
how 1b!ndantly
it is supplied.
alien to sCience, totally madequate to secure the end that the reason of the Freethmker?
sought.
There are tens of thousands of men who use cerCan we love him? Ought we to praise him? Has
Prohi~itionists are ever unjust to tho~e >yho cannot tain of tbes_e alcoholic beverages. They woul~ be the sufferer any reason to be thankful? Say what
. agree Wit~ them as to methods. Thts IS natural. better off Without them. ~But t~ey do n_?t so t~mk. ~we may, the theologies, dead and living, hav given no
The worshiper of _force regards all who do pot kneel They ar~ good fathers, honest neighbors, mdustrw.us, ~quieting answer. Spiritism does not solve the pro bat the same shrme, as rebels. A~d he Is always frugal,kmdl~. Theyre~ard anya~t~mpt.toprescnbei lem. ·Even with its sweetpromis of summerland and
ready to help put down the rebelhon. He knows for them their food or drmk as a Vlmous'mterferencel
the blank blue and stony suffering of this
that he is right, and if others don't, why, they've got with their rights, as indeed it is. Do you suppos\3 roses~
Materialism' offers nothing better. I can
8
to, that's all_. This it _is that has cu~bered ?ur stat- that you will in any wa~ ?etter t~eir opinion if you ~~fai~x~laim
with Tolliver in "The Mill on the
ute books Wit~ a multitude of la_ws, m~ety-m.ne h~n- make them any more wllhng to listen ~o yo~ a~ a Flo~s, "It is all a mystery." What to our mind todredths of ~h10h are needless, 1mpertment, mvasiv, teacher when ~on_ sha~l hav succeeded m ravish~ng 1d-ay s~ems best, to-morrow may be the worst. Whatand tyranmcal.
.
.
from them theu liberties? Would such a conclusiOn I ever ma be the ower ruling the universe, I fail,
Any person who has the te~~~:rtY. to :hssent _from be natural? Or _would you not naturally suppose I even wiltt effort
be thankful. L. E. HuGGINS.
the dictum of your true prohibitwmst IS by him at that by such actiOn you would build between you
'
• _
once classed with the enemies of temperance, is called and them a fence impossible to pass, rendering futil
[From the St. 1homas 1imes.]
an ally of the rum-seller and a foe to morality. These every attempt of yours to mingle with and educate
legalsuasionists get together and styl~o themselvs the them? Such will invariably be the outcome of your
An Agnostic in Court.
"Temperance party," t:tus classing all w~o cannot proscriptiv methods if they hav in their veins the red
The attention of the county court was occupied
agree with them as to methods in a great m~emper- life-currents of men. If they quietly submit and kiss throughout Monday aft.ernoon in th~ bearin~
the
ate party. An amiable, courteous, and modest pro- their jailer's hand, they are only fit to be slaves, and cause, Mitchell vs. White. The actwn was m Itself
oeeding, surely!
. slaves they will be. When you resort to force you unimportant, but it involverl the question of belief in a
Says "Liberta," "The great crime of our a_ge IS confess yourself beaten in the arena of science, rea- God and a future state. When the defendant, Albert
intemperance. It is the father of every ?ther cnme." son, and love, and thus establish your incompetence White, of Orwell took the stand, Mr. James Glenn,
Per contra, the great misfortune of this and every to deal with so tremendous a -problem.
counsel for plaintiff, stated that. before the wit~ess
age is and has been ignorance; ignorance of how to
E. C. W .A.LKER.
was sworn he desired to ask him a few questiOns
so adapt ourselvs to our environme.nt as to secure the
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Dec. 20, 1881.
touching his religious belief.
·
largest possible resultant of happmes~ for ourselvs
"Do you believe in God?" inquired the counsel.
and others; ignorance is the father of mtemperance,
"Will you describe to me what you mean to imply
Elmina Says" It's Just the Thing."
poverty, bad generation, and all. other secondary
causes of human unhappiness wh10h act and react
LIBERAL FRIENDs: When I sit down to a feast of by the term God?" said Mr. White.
His honor Judge Hughes Lere remarked, " You
upon each other, becoming in turn the cause and good things I always want others to share it. I hav
effect each of the other. Thus ig-norance is the father just received a little fifteen-cent pamphlet called can't ask a man to describe what is indescribable."
" Well," returned witness, "if you ca_n't descri~e
of crime but intemperance is not a crime, per se. If " Genesis Revised," pur.porting to be the only auwhat
God is you can't expect me to believe what IS
it is,- wh; do you not arrest and fine the man who thentic history of creation. It is uniquely illustrated indescribable."
drinks, rather than the one who sells, the glass of and the story is told in an off-band, easy, eonversaThe prisoner was then asked by Mr. T. W. Crothers:
beer?
tional style, and is so full of quaint and ridiculous
"Do you believe iu a future state of rewards and
~ it ;Q.Qy becaUBe you dare not to-day go that far expressions that one feels like ;roaring with laughter punishments f"
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mo~ent
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0
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"I _believe in rewards and punishments," rt<plied
the witness.
"Do you believe in rewards and punishments in a
future state.?"
"I don't know anything about a future state."
"Do :you be_lie_ve in eternity?"
To thts 'a Slmtlar answer was returned, and his
ho_nor remarked, "~hat being the case! witness is
evtden~ly an AgnostiC, and I cannot receive the evidence.
.
.
.
. Mr: Crothers sa1d he considered_ It ux:fortunat_e that
hts _client should not be able to g1v evidence Without
tak1I?g an oath on the Bible.
H1s honor remarked most emphatically that he did
not consider it at all unfortunate. He heard that a
judge in Toronto had lately expressed himself in a
strain similar to Mr. Crotbers-that he regretted the
law could not be changed so as to admit of such evid~nce being given; but he himself entirP ly disagreed
With the learned judge, and believed it was a very
fortunate thing that such evidence was not allowed
to be given except upon oath sworn on the Bible.
Mr. Wh!te, who is a prominent and highly-respected resident of Yarmonth township, then retired,
and the case proceeded.

"The Radical Pulpit."

is:_" You who liv in the light k_ now that J"ustice reqmres t h at you shall be juet; that purity demande
that you shall be pure, and that love calle you to lift
up the stricken and helpless poor. By Its fruit a
tree is known, and by its works shall Liberalism be
known. Let us strive to liv this higher life that is
expressed in our triple idea of justice purity and
,love. - That is what we hav to offer 'the ch~rch,
which is now dying and which no God can ever
again save."
It is a beautiful book, full of beautiful things. One
more treasure added to the Liberal catalog of good
books for good men and women.

" Ob: ! may the heart of every man,
By tt nth be renf!ere<l free ;
And brought into the perfect law
Of love and liberty.''
ELMIN.A.

D.

SLENKER.

What I Don't Believe.
PART II.-NO. 66.
741. Is it not a very extraordinary thing that a book like the
New Testament·, admitted to be of divine origin should have

remained so long in obscurity, and at last be only saved from
everlasting obscurity through the presumption of a cunning,
interested, and despotic' priest, and finally determined to be gennine by a mere dicta of a council of priests equally as de<>eitful
and arbitrary as himself? I cannvt relieve that mch a set ~f
me-n are capable of settling for the world what must be accepted
as the inspire word of God.
742. It is a pertinent question to a~k, How did that counc·il of
Laoilicea obtain the wisdom 'to decide that the books composing
the canon of the New Testament were the true word of God?
Did they really receive light from heaven to guide them in this
blmd species of labor? No, this could not be, for we are informed that they decided the matter by vote; decided he matter
as a town meeting of the voters of a township would elect super-

1t

author, Mr. Tindal, thns discour.-es: ''For tl,ough they r.re
most obstinate as to power, they are most- flexible as to faith,
sud in theil councils complimented the emperor with whatever
creeds they had a mind to, and never scrupled to recant what
they had before enacted, or to re-enact what they hall before
recanted. Nay, so very V;triable were they that St. Hilary,
bishop of PoictiE>rs, says that 'tiince the Niceue synod we do
nothing but write creeus; that while we fight ab\)ut words,
while we raise questions about novelties, while we quarrel about
things doubtful and about authors, while we contend in parties,
there is almost none that is Christ'E. ·We decree every year of
the Lord a new creed concPrning God; nay, every change of
the moon our faith is altered." The following fact, mentioned
by Pappius in bis-Synodicum, sh(•uld also be read in con!lection
with the foregoing. He gives tho information of the manntr
in which the true gospels were ~~ledetl from the false at that
memorable council. "This was done," says be, "by placing
all the books under a communion table, and,- upon the prayers
of the council the inspi!·ed books jumped upon the table, while
the false onPs remained under.'' Who can longer have doubts
about the purity and honesty of tho8e councils, or the certainty
of the inspiration of the scriptures?
746. After the Cour.cil of Laodicea, in the year 363, two
other great councils were held, one in 406 and the other in 680.
Tbe council 0f 406 rejected se>eral r-ooks deemed cai:wnical by
the council of 363, but the council of 680 restored them again
to their formH standing. It can be <een how in this way the
wc,rd of God wus toyed a,nd played with by these Christian
councils, us a little girl dr.ssfs her doll, or as older children plHy
battled ocr and shutth cock. Let those doubt who chooEe that
the New Testament publisllfd by the leamed Evanson iu 1807
contains only the gospel of St. Luke, Act~, teu of Paul's epistles
and Revelation, and even thosP, as abundautly ttdmitte,J, abounll
with manife~t and unml'rous interpolat:onf. The g(,spels of ;'!I atthew, Mnrk, and J obn he t:orn empt• OttSl_l" rPject.s a:; spurious (•rrduct ons of thes~uon•l century. The :':>wetlenborginns admit only
four gospels anll ReYelation. The Germ•tn D11ptists itntl the followers of Servetus nre a•sertell t.o not rocdve the gospel of Mat! hew;
and the learned f"rof. Bauer, h1 1803, denounced it as an actual
"forgery.'' The second Ppis:le to Timothy and to Titus were
n·jrc!ed by Dr. Eich• rn, and the first epist!P to 1'1mothy hy Dr.
Sc!Jldermacher. 'l'he; o:-pel of St. John was r"jPctrd by Dr.
Bretsclllleider, and 1he first cbalJier of Mal the,~ and Luke were
repudiated by the Unit!lrians, in th• ir morJLhly rcpo:;itoJy as
'absoln!e fulsities." The Protesta11ts :-ay the Cal holic Bible
abounds with innumerable gross <ll'l"OlS untl with shocking bar.
barity of style, with a great obocur~tion of the Eeuse of the in·
spired writers. Still this Bible was pronounced >tnthentic by the
Council c.f Trent, and miliions haYe accepted it as the divine
and unrorrupted word of God. 'fbe Protestant Bible, on the
other hand, is denounced by the Catholics in the s!rt·ngf~t
terms. In 1816 the pope declared it to be "pregnant with
en·ors.'' Even Brough ten, a Prote~tant, repudiuted the accepted
version as" perverting the text of the Old Testament in 848
places, and causing miliions to reject the New ttnd to run iuto
everlasting flames." As to the prese nt version, prominent
Catholics s•:y, "It ought to be abhorrell to tlle depths c,f hell.''
Is it strange that doubts rxist as to the integrity of the Chrisrian Bible?
747. Educated Christi11us admit numerous translations and
interpolations. Calmet, the diotinguisl..:ed Bible scholar, declared that the ~eventh !tiH.l eighth vc·rses of ~he fifth cbapt~r of
John's first epistle'' nre ;.ot in any anuient B1ble." This iuterpolation was justly !'l"OLouncell·' lin important stroke to support
the doctrine of the trinit.y."' Capellue says he was thirty-six
years in writing the books in which he detects the numtrous
errors und frauds in the Protestant Bible. Dr. John Mill, an
English dhin<', says that thirty yenrs' researches upon the New ·
Testament alone enabled him to detect the enormous number
of Eighty thousand different readings of that book. El'en the
best sentence that Jesus is credited with, Love thy ndghhor as
thyself, has been pronounee~n intc rpdation. Orig~:n, the
Christian FathPr, aud who also may be reg1,rded as the father
of our version, used this larignage: "If indeed there was no
disagreement in other copies it would be irreligious to suspect
that expression was interpolatetl, and not pronounctd by our
savior. But now, alas! what with the blundms of transcribers,
what with the impious temerity of correcting the text, what

This book comes at an opportune time;' just when
we waat to re-read some of the beautiful utterances
of Mr. 0. B. Frothingham, a man who bas said so
many strong, truthful, . an~ soul-stirring things,
but who now halts, hesttatmg whether to stand
still, go backward, or progress onward to the beautiful land of the fre<>, whose sunny sheen shines so
invitingly and temptingly in the advance.
His "New Song of Christmas " is the first discourse . of the vol~me, and _is _full of intere1-1tiug informatiOn concermng the ongm and uses of this day.
He says: "To me the story of the birth of Christ i~
legendary, it is a myth. We do not believe that vi:wrs, select men, and a path-master to direct the repuiring uf
such a person as Christ ever lived; . . . that rhe l1igbway. Had the vote chanced to hav been dijferent from
•
what it wa~, that'which is now esteemed the word uf God would
each year t h at s.u~c.ee d s t h ~ years gone by will bring
some new acquuntwn of light and power _is _to me have been denounced as f11lse, an'.l that which is now denounced
the grandest quality to glorify human nature."
as spurious would haye been revered as G(,d"s impired word
In the discourse on "The Departed Years," he says from the celestial regions. William PPnn, tlJe celetn ated and
"The past has given all you hav; everything i~ honored Quaker writer, in urguir g that the Biule cannot be 1he
welded together." He shows that each year only rule of faith and practice, says: ''I deman•l of our 1\dversa'ies
adds its own mite to progress and advancement, and if they are well assured uf tbme men wl·o first collec~ed, emthat we ate what we are of necessity; that if we hav t·odied,and declared them [the scriptures] authentiC', by a public
made mistakes we ~:<hould be consoled by think- canon which we read was in the Couucil of Laodieur, held three
ing: We did our best. We a,cted under the -circum- hundred and sixty yeHrs afttr Christ. l say bow do they know
stances. There was nothing else we could do. We tltat those men rightly distove1ed the true from the spurious?
did it; we were obliged to do it."
Now, sure it is that w1ne of the scriptures taken in by one
In the "Consolations of Rationalism" he asks if council was rejEcted by another for apncryphul, and that which
faith in a hereafter can be proved~ He says: "I hav was left out by the formf'r for apocryphal was taken in by the
been a clergyman more than thirty years; I hav at- latter for cauonical. Now, visible it is thut they cC<Utradict eaob
tended death-beds; I hav waited 'Upon funerals; I other. and a~ tille that they hath ened respecting the present
hav seen people in all stages of disappointment, de- belief" (P,•nn's Works, vol. ij. I n·g>trd Pt•xm's opinion more
spondency, and grief ;-I hav attended the funerals of valuable than scores of those who have had more authorit-y in
old men and women, of men and women in middle deciding what the canon should be.
life, of children who sat upon life's threshold. It
743. That it may be known what kind of men these councils
· w_as always the same thing. I hav never found people who welcomed death because it sprnng open the 11 ere wmposed of who decid~d for us which should be accPpted
golden door. I hav ne'er stood in the chamber of hy us as tLe word of Gcd, some opinions of C(•mpetent men mb,y
sorrow, or in any company of mourn~'>rs at a funeral be calltd to mind. Upon the authority of no less. a Christian
where there was the least gleam of joy.
writer 1han Tindal, in his work," Rights of the Christian
Yet they believed in the hereafter. If I had breathed Chml'h," St. Gregory Nazianzen, in his letter to Procopius, says
a-- misgiving of the hereafter in their preflence they that he"' fled all assemblies of bishops because he newr saw a
would hav been horrified and shocked. Yet their goorl at.d happy end of any council, but thut they did rather
faith, all faith, rests as a hazy tradition upon the itJcrease t!Jan lesEen the evil; that the love of contention and
mind. It is accepted as sufficient in our glad hours; it ambition alw:;ys ' vercomes their rea~ on." Further on he reitis praised when we are talking upon theological ques- erates his determi11atiox: of nevt-r going to any council, because
tion, but when the hour comes whPn this faith is to nr,thing is to be beard but geese and cranes who fight without
be the reed we lean on, then this faith, this orthodox twdt•rstandi!'g one anc.tht·r." Can any sensible person believe
belief, the Christi:J.n belief, we feel to bend and th,.t ~uch a body of men would l::e the -kind to decide the quesbreak under the lightest pressure we trust to it."
tion as to which is God's word? I cannot believe it.
And again he says: "Another consolation belongs
744. As furtlier proof of the character of the Christian
to the Rationalist_; he has not imposed upon him the council~, let Mr. Tindal have a word more to my. Of the
task of saving his own soul. Those who hav not Council of Nice he says: "And if the accusations anrl libels
reflected upon it hav no conception of the misery, which the bishops at the Council of Nice gave in of one an·
the pain, and the sorrow, the wretched agony, that other to the emperor were now extant., in ull probability we
comes from that responsibility.
Our concern is not to save our souls, but to do our duty as should have such rolls of scandal that few would have mu~h with the licentirusness of others whs interpolate and expmgate
life goes on. We can consequently train uurselvs, reaeon to boast of the first Ecumeuical Council, wher~, with just what they please, it is plain the copits do strangely dis·
cultivate our faculties, use our opportunities, enjoy such heat, pa~oion, and fury the bishops fell foul on one an- agrer." Cooper says it has been proved by a record in the
our privileges, and make the most of society and ex- otLer, insomuc_h had not the empPn)r by a trick buri.Jt tlreir Oronicon o~ ~luis ~hat a gencml'alteration of the four gospels
istence without any awful ~isgivings of the future, cht~rch memonuls, probably they must ha;e brqke ~p 111 con-~ to~k place m the sixth ce1~tury by order of tle E~peror A?a~
such as torment the Christian. We can lie down to fust\•n. AftH that Counml was over the bJoli<•ps maue so great tat:uo, who decreed that 'the holy gospels as wnttfn, Idwtw
rest; we can sit under the shade of the trees; we a btktle and disturbance, and were so umuly, that the good Evangelistis, are to be corrected and ameuded." T!Jis fad is
can laugh and sing; we can enjoy our time to the j emperor was ft'rced to tell them that if they would not be more mentioned by Scaliger, and Dr. Mill voucl.es for the truth of
fullest extent; we can use our gifts; we can drink in quit·t abd peaceal.Jle for the future he would no longer continue the recurtl, aud says Mess ala was consul at the time. Cooper
the strength of nature from the gladness of the Lis expedition against the Infidels, but must return to keep remarks: "Well might the New Testament Le c0mpured to
morning, from the peace of the evening, from con- them in order." "Indeed," says Timlal, "the confusion and Lord Chancellor Eldon's silk stocking that was tlarued all uver
versation with a friend; in a thousand ways we can t!iso1der 1were so geeut amongst them, especially in their synods, with worsted until there was no siik remaining." Probably
draw in the refreshing water of life to cool our that it sometimes came to blows, as, for instance, Dioscol"Lls, th~se remodelings were much like the revision of our own time.
thirst."
l-ishop of Alexandria, cuffed and kicked Flavianus, patriarch So many revisions of what was imperfect and corrupt at first
. Thtre are so many sugge~tiv ideas that I hav only of Constantiuople (ut the second syn~d (,f Ephesus), with that are not cah:ulatcd to improve the general COIJfidence in their
space. to quote a few sp_eCimens of the gr~n~ f1nd fury that within thrre dtqs after he died." Comment on such: immutability.
~ea~tl~ul ~hhohl~- He cldwgs to the word .1 ehgwnd conduct is unnecessary. Can there Le any who believe such I 748. It should be here •t..ted thut all the copies of the New
ut It 18 Wit th Im ~ ~?r p~t t~ ne; ~eafmtngs a1_11l men fit ones to deliberate and decide on heavenly things, to' Testament books that have been seen by any known Christian
18
.ahew uhsl_tgesth' t ou15h tlh
tldo e ~pe tb ewourdusrehoWlld 1 settle fur thousands what they must believe, aml that they have 'are m~rcly copies. If any one saw the original~, nobody knows
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to polllt out 1e nauow pa way who he was or whP-n It was. MtchaelJs, the tl!stmgtUshed
goTa:_ew:lo~ing discourses of the book are by Prof I to heaven r I certainly cannot. They at·e t~<l l~tst class of Gcrmrtn professor, as translated by Bishop Muesh, s.ass that the
Felix Adler and these too are full of gems ofj! men worthy to be taken as guides, leader, a~d-ltltt'l'preters.
most anuient manuscripts of this portion of the w01d of God
thought and' fresh Liberal utterances, one of which 74(). A.J> to the honesty of the ea.rly Chnsttan counc.ls, o~ were written so la.tely as the sixth century-, that is, nearly five
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hundred years later than the originals are claimed to have been
written. The originals of the New Testament, indeed, ''have
not been seen," says Michaelis, "by any writer extant, nor do
they record that any one of their contemporaries had seen them.
The holy Fathers themselves do not profess to have seen the
originals." He further observes: "None of the most early
Fathers, as Ignatius or Tertullian, appeal to the originals, or
had seen them." Prof. DuPin, in his" History of the Canon,"
remarks : " We do not find that the two greatest men of the
church, I mean Origen and St. Hierom, who had searched tho
ancient copies of the scriptures with so much care and diligence,
and have visited so many churches in the East, have ever
spoken of the originals of the New Testament, written with the
hands of the apostles, which they would not have failed to do if
there had been any in their times." He continues thus: "But
it hath been made to appear elsewhere that it is no wonder that
the primitive Christians, who had not a regular body of a state
in which they lived, and whose assemblies were, on the contrary.
furiously disturbed by the Jews and pagans, had lost the originals of their books." "Nay," says he," in the primitive ages•
there was no talk of reading the scriptmes in their originals;
any copy whatever, provided it were used in the orthodox
churches, might be relied upon, a~ if it had been the first original written with the hands of the apostles." The Rev. Dr.
Campbell, in his work on" The Four Gospels," p. 117, says:
"The autographs (the origir.als) it is acknowledged on all hand£
are nowhere to be found. What we have in their Etead is the
copies of copies-through how many successors it is impossible
to say-which were originall,t taken from these autographs.
The Rev. Dr. Hang, in his" Introduction to the New Testament," goes still further; he affirms that "it is probable there
could have been no autographs oi theN ew Testament at all."
Since, then, the originals of the New •restament !Ire absolutely
lost, and, according to :Michaelis and Du Pin, have not been
seen by any writer extunt, or any of their contemporaries, it i~
very plain there is nothing to depend upGn but the copies of
copies th~t have been banded down to us. It is, indeed, a matter of great doubt, in the first place, whether there were any
original manuscripts by the apostles, and in the next plape, after
the great number of copies that have been made, with all th~
changes and interpolations that have taken place, whether any
thing of the original has been preserved.

LEADVILLE, CoL., Dec. 17, 1881.
MR. D. :rrr. BENNETT : I inclose a money order for
$5 on the Round-the-World trip.
J. BEAUVAL.
Fraternally yours,
EAST SETAUKET, N.Y., Dec. 27, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, to be used for the
Round-the-World fund. I hope you may get enough to
pay the expenses of the trip.
Very truly yours,
JoHN C. RoE.
STOCKTON, CAL., Dec. 19, 1881.
1\fR. EDITOR: Inclosed find money order for $8, for

the Round-the-World trip and subscription to the
paper.
Yours, _etc.,
G. C. HYATT,

~

.
RAVENNA, MIOH., Dec. 23, 1881.
friend Bennett that we are getting a full and unbiMR.
EDITOR:Inclosed
find $14-$5 for Round-the
ased account. I am anxious to read his experiences
in the Holy Land and. to see how he and other trav- World trip and $9 for a year'& subscription for' each
elers agree. 1\Iy wife and I send greetings to 1firs. of the within named persons.
·
Your&_fraternally,
J. F. TIBBITS.
Bennett, and hope for the good health _and safe return of Mr. D. M. Bennett.
B. B.. PoWERS.
DuBLIN, IND., Dec. 19, 1881.
DAVIS, ILL., Dec .. 20, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been borrowing THE TRUTH
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find money order for SEEKER, and hav become so much interested in read$8-$3 to renew my subscription to THE TIWTH SEEKER ing Bennett's fine, easy, intelligent, and grand deand $5 for the books of Mr. Bennett's trip around scription of all he sees, I am c;.nstrained, though
the world for Thomas Hayes. I hav worked hard to it possibly be the last day in the afternoon, or after
get him to take THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I think that night, to send in my" V," for I shall want the book;
after he and his wife hav read the books they will it will be a book to refer to. It seems, in reading
take the paper. Please send me a couple or those and following him, we feel as near as we can that
colored posters, for I want so show the orthodox that we bad seen the many things described. Inclosed
the .world moves and Liberalism too.
find post-office order for $5.
Yours truly.
ELIJAH CLARK.
Yours truly,
1 E. A. SMITH.
WYOMING, IowA, Dec. 11,1881.
GALE, IowA, Dec. 17, 1881.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed is $5 for the purpose- of
MR. EDITOR: You will please find $5 inclosed to
helping D. M. Bennett on his way horne.
help bring Mr. Bennett home from the Round-theRespectfully yours,
JoHN K. CoNMEY.
World trip.
Yours truly,
MRS. MARY CRoss.
MILTON, OR., Dec. 8. 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose a ten-dollar postal money
order-$5 for the Round·the-World trip. I would like
to hav my name in the starry roll; for I think it is
a grand enterprise and I want a hand in it. Three
<.lollars is for THE TRUTH SEEKER another year.
T. V. NICHOLS.

NEWARK VALLEY, N. Y., Dec. 17, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEJ']KER: Inclosed please find $5 for
the Round-the-World trip, to be sent to C. Dimmick,
of this place. So the good work goes on. I do not
see q:tany subscriptions in your letter columns from
this· place, but I will say this, "'['here is an infiue:race
at work here that will bear fruit by and by, and
rlon't you forget it;" "Truth is mighty and must
JAMESTOWN, N. Y., Dec. 23, 1881.
prevail." This is a superstitious, priest-ridden comMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find check for $5 for munity, but the Christian bubble will burst after a
subscription to the Round-the- World trip.
while. I shall send for Bennett's travels as soon as
Yours truly,
CH.A.s. W. MoRGAN.
I can spare the money,
Yours truly,
E. W. CAUNCILMAN.
INDEPENDENCE, KAS., Dec. 25, 1881.
l\IR. EDITOR: Inclo$ed find check for $9.50-$5 for
PoTTSVILLE, PA., Dec. 26, 1881.
trip around the world, $1.50 for a copy of the "BenMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find check for $8-$5
nett-Mair Discussion," and $3 to pay one year's sub- for the Round-the-World trip and $5 to renew my
scription to the paper, which is long since due. I subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ought to hav sent this in long ago, but better late
Respectfully,
SAMUEL CoHN,
than never. Please send the book as soon as you
'
can, as I hav promised it to one of my Christian
OsAGE MISSION, KAN., Dec. 21, 1881.
friends, and I hope it will do him good.
MR. EDITOR: I send you a post-office order for $8Respectfully,
G. W. DoNALDSON.
$5 for the book Around-the-World and $3 to renew
my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
GARFIELD, CoL., Dec. 17, 1881.
Yours truly,
NELSON VAN DYKE.
MR. EDITOR: I see in a late number of the paper
that it is not yet too late to take part in the RoundMoMENCE, ILL., Dec. 23, 1881.
the-World trip, so I send $5 for one share in thP
MR. EDITOR: I am a paid subscriber to THE TRUTH
same. I hav been somewhat tardy in coming to the SEEKER, but I hav a friend to whom I wish to giv a
·front, but it is better to come a little late than never. token of friendship, so please enter the name of B.
' Yours for truth and liberty,
L. J. WisE.
F. Gray and send the book or books when published
to him at Momence, Ill., and I will inclose you a
~
STERLING, ILL., Dec. 23, 1881.
post-offioe order for the same.
l\IR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find draft for $5 for
Yours for the truth,
I. SToDDARD.
books- of. D. M. Bennett's travels around the world.
I hav no apologies to make for being late. for had
NEW BERLIN, PA., Dec. 26, 1881.
not promised to furnish it, but as I hav donated
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find, my check for $5.50
to build orthodox churches, I ~hought it would be as my dues for voyage round the world. I add fifty
proper to do a little for Freethought.
cents for interest.
Yours respectfully,
·
Yours respectfully,
MARTIN BARE.
M. L. ScHOCH.

+

LoNDON, Mo., Dec. 17, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: The year is drawing to a close, and
with it my subscription. I was not a subscriber to
the Round-the-World fund, but thinking it would be
as acceptable when I got it I said nothing about it.
Inclosed is $15-three to renew my subscription, five
for the book of tr<~vels, and six for_ James Parton's
"Life of Voltaire;" and I wish you to send me the
lives of the Bona partes. If you have not an extensiv
account of them in one volume send me the life of
Napoleon I. Wishing the seekers for truth success~
I remain,
Yoms truly, MRS. PHEBE A. STAFFORD.

LeNG LAKE, MINN., Dec. 22,1881.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $8-three for the
renewal of my subscription from Jan. 1st, and five
for the book. I did not send my name because I was
opposed to Mr. Bennett going on that pilgrimage
around the world, and around the sun, and I come
at the twelfth hour to help Bro. Benne~t home. I
hav taken your paper ever since its first issue, and
it is now indispensable to me. 'It is, I think, the best
Liberal paper in the world. And now, Bro. MacdonMANKATO, KAN., Dec. 20, 1881.
ald, if I know anything about book-making, I know
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Please find inclosed post-office
your firm cannot furnis.. that work for $5. So call
upon us when necessary, aud the most of us will re- order for $5.10 for a copy of your travels around the
world, and also Prof. Faraday's-two papers on "The
spond to the tune of a dollar or two. W. ARCHIBALD.
Origin of Life."
RocKFORD, ILL., Df\c, 25, 1881.
Yours most respectfully,
E. WALTERS.
MR. EDITOR: I hav inclosed post-office order for $8
NuNICA, MICH., Dec. 24, 1881.
-$3 to renew my subscription to the paper and $5
for your book of travels, "Around the World;" but
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find money order for $6.50
better late than never. I hope it is not too late, for -$5 for Mr. Bennett's Round· the-World trip and $1.50
I've been trying for a long time to get hold of the to apply on my subscription. Though late to conmoney to send and hav at last' succeeded. I enjoy tribute my mite to the R()und-the-World fund, I am
reading the paper more than I can tell, and I am glad to be able to do it at this late hour.
I remain your friend,
WM. M. BRucE.
not willing to do without it as long as I can pay for
it. The bool{S I know will be very interesting, because there will be a beautiful description of all Mr.
BusHNELL, ILL., Dec, 22, 1881.
Bennett sees. May health, happiness, and prosperity
FRIEND BENNETT: I inclose $8-$5 to pay for your
reward him for his labors.
MRs. S. B. l\iiLLER.
book of travels Round the World, and $3 ta pay for
THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1882. I see by the tab that
AYLMER, ONT,, Dec. 23, 1881.
my time expires the 1st of January, 1882, and nothEDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed find money order ing does me more good than to be able to pay for
for $8-$5 for the Round-the-World trip and $3 tore- such a noble naper in advance; and the Liberal that
new my subscription for THE TRUT.ti SEEKER for 1882. will take it and not pay, unless he has some very
Yours respectfully,
H. J. BROWN.
good excuse, is, in my judgment, as bad as a thief
and a robber.
Yes, even worse; he is almost as
CoLON, MICH., Dec. 21, 1881,
bad as the sect of people that expect Jesus to pay
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find draft for $5 for their debts.
Yours truly,
J. DENNING.
the Round-the-World trip. I am rather late, but it
is better late than never. So you can apply as you
ScoTIA, NEB,, Dec. 14,1881.
see proper, to the sending away or to the bringing
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find money order for $8, for
back end of the journey. I want my name in with which I wish to hav one share of Round-the-World
the list of friends who are anxious to learn the truth stock, and to hav you continue to send THE TRUTH
as far as possible. And I see by the descriptions of SEEKER througb 1882,
Witb much respect,
Nit cw~~r1M tlld places tbus fa.r vis1tea b1 Q\lr old
A. ~ElLLOOO.

s.

STONY FoRK, PA., Dec. 26, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find my check for $8-$3 for
THE TRUTH SEEKER another year and $5 to help bring
brother Bennett home. One year ago I could hardly
afford to take THE TRUTH SEEKER, but I did t;:;ke it,.
and hav found that I cannot afford to do witl10ut it.
It is a truth finder, and its pages are full of en·
couragement to all who are willing and will try-to
do right. I wish you a happy New Year and many
of them.
Very truly yours,
W. F. HoRToN.
PATALUMA, CAL., Dec. 17, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find money order for $8-$3
for one. year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKEB:,
and $5 for Round-the-World trip,
Yours respectfully,
W. H. PEPPER,
GENEVA, NEB., Dec. 14, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed order for $8-$5
for the Round-the World trip and $3 to apply on my
subscription. Please change my paper from Alpine,
Neb., to the above address and oblige,. There are
lots of Liberals in this part of the West, but they
are mostly of the do-nothing kind that think the
majority of mankind are so bad that it is best to
hav them hell-seared once a week in order to make
them keep the peace,. and the result is, but little
progress is made in the cause. I tell you, Mr.
Editor, if all the Liberals in the country were once
aroused they would be a mighty power in the land,
Your friend,
T. J. WHITZEL.
GARNETT, KAN., Dec. 20, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed find $3 for the pa•
per for another year, for I find my tab will soon de·
mand renewal. I can't do without the good old paper much better than I can my daily rations at my
table. TRUTH SEEKER No. 48 failed to reae1h me for
some cause; don't know if it has gone off on a side
track and a missionary tour. If so, all right, but I
want another to keep my file all right. Would be
glad to send "V" for Round-the-World trip; will
yet if possible.
Yours for more truth,
c. E. DEWEY.
P. B.-Inclosed find $8, including the within $3-$5
of which secures my "star," Send books when out
to wltbin ad.clree11.
0. E. D,

THE TRUTH SEEKER., JANUARY 7, 1882.,
SouTH SAGINAW, MICH., Dec. 27, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH .SEEKER: Inclosed find post-office order for $5.- Please send your new book, when published,' entitled Around the World, and oblige
FRED BRADDIGAN.
Yours tr~ly,
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the money making business. They put him in a
Catholic protectory where he could be prayed, and
chanted, and said mass over, and whipped for the sin
and wickedness of youthful rag-picking. But the
parents couldn't spare the boy to go to ·that school.
They wanted him for home consumption; so they
applied to the law firm of W dkeman & Latting to
get him out of the Protectory. Mr. T. B. Wakeman
applied in person to the " Prevention" folks, but
they wouldn't let him out. Then he wrote them a
letter, and then they thought they would let him out,
and they did. This is Mr. Wakeman's second Italian
Liberal News.
boy, rag-picking case. He bids fair to build up a
MR. BENNETT's present address is care of Oriental profitable line of rag-picking business.
Bank C
f
C 1 b C 1
A ·
orpora wn, o om o, . ey on, Sia.
Justice to Infidels.
, IN a recent discussion between Mr. Bradlaugh and
Christian
professors
must be more careful of their
Dr. McCann Mrs. Besant was in the chair.
judgments upon the Liberals, Fmethinkers, and InfiE. F. EoYD, author of "Uncle Sam and Ameri- dels of to-day, or they will be apt to merit, in a way
cus," is writing a review of 'Henry George's "Prog- very displeasing to themselvs, the rendering of their
ress and Poverty."
acknowledged criterion, the scriptures, ''Judge not
WE had a very pleasant call from George Chainey lest ye be judged." I am led to the consideration of
when in town last week. He says that his paper, this subject of judgment because there seems to be
such a lack of what should be the primest Christian
This World, will be a s~ccess. It ought to.
virtue among Christian professors, charity. Among
RABBI BROWNE 'l.dvertises himself as "the man of Christians, charity in the judgments of others upon
whom Col. Ingersoll is afraid." We would like to their actions and motivs, and particularly the former,
see that man, but we are afraid Browne is not he.
is expected, demanded, whenever a- Christian errs.
MRs. AMELIA H. CoLBY will lecture next Sunday In no case, where an Infidel errs, does there seem to
morning and evening at the Harvard Rooms, corner be any reason why a Chri~tian should show any lenity
or Uhristian charity. Condemnation is the only
of Forty-second street and Sixth avenue, this city.
THE Rising Sun, a Liberal and Spiritualist paper resort, and condemnation, whether the Infidel does
of Portland, Or., has been obliged to suspend on ac- right or wrong, is the most common of dispensation
count of the ill-health of its editor, Mrs. Lucy L. from so.called Christians.
As Christians liv in houses made of glaes, and thin
Brown.
E. C. WALKER wl-ites that the census authorities glass, too, they are very assailable suhjects,-p:uticuhav applied to him for statistics about the National larly when they attempt to teach Liberals how they
Liberal League.
Why don't they go to head- should think religiously that they may liv trnly religious. Life is the. only representativ of true
quarters?
religion. If a m:m, woman, Christian or Infidel, livs
CHAS. E. ToWNSEND, of Locust Valley, Long !Aland, righteously, subm·ly, and goodly before men, as well
N. Y.; and George StephenA, of Moline, Ill., hav as behind men's eyes, his or hers is the right doctrin.
recently taken life memberships in the National Lib- Comparisons are worthy to be drawn between the
eral League.
generosity, the charity, the true Samarit:m idea in
WE regret to learn that Ella E. Gibson has been force, between Christians and Infidels. Among my
very ill. We trust that she will speedily recover, so-called Infidel friends I find an excess of charity,
and that her friends and correspondents will be in- b<mevolence, temperance, and honesty, according to
their minority, numerically speaking, when comdulgent with her.
GEORGE STANDRING, of London, has issued a short pared with those professing Christianity. A Chrisbiography of Col. Ingersoll. 'l'he desire to lmow tian.should be known not so much by his profession
all about the eloquent orator is no less strong in as by his excellency of good works, good life. I hav .
a friend who has been terribly assailed by Christian
England than in this country.
professors, and there seems to be but little let-up to
A N~W auxiliary Liberal League has been chai·tered their aspersions. I will kindly ask all of my Chnsat New Boston, Ill.; H. H. Roberts, Secretary. J. tian brethren to compare the life and testimony
R. Baker, of Keithsburg, lectured there, and F. F. among men and women of my Infidel friend, and the
Follett did the drumming up.
very best among the so called religious laity. My
A MONUMENT to Victor Hugo is to be erected in his friend is,not an occupant of a pulpit, nor pew, nor
island home of Guernsey by the inhabitants, who are superintendent of Sunday-schools; nor is he an elder~
much attached to him. The Two Worlds says Hugo minister, nor bishop; he iR simply and solely a free
is an outspoken Spiritualist.
thinker and a free writer of what he thinks is right.
A GREENBACK paper, House ancl IIome, has been I hav known him for more than thirty years to be in
reduced from pound to ounce rates of posta~e, be- all respects what a man_among men should be, and
cause it contained one of Dr. E. B. Foote's ad- barring what many think to be the crime of Infidelity
vertisments. The Defense Committee are sitting I can scarcely name one among his thousands of peron the case.
· secutors who are as good and :>cceptable models of
THE Banne1· of' Light has a "God's Poor Fund." what a Christian should be, as this, my Infidel friend.
He is a total abstainer from intoxicating drinks,
The gifts don't go to God, as might be supposed, but
to the poor. Would our esteemed Spiritual contem- from t!J.e principle of good physiological living. We
porary not do better to drop the God and just call it do not think he has taken the pledge to abstain, so
that if he chose to taste lager beer or wine he yet
the poor fund ?
could do so, as he owns he recently did under presONE of our items had too much "and" in it last sure in Switzerland, and yet keep within the bounds
week. It should read that the secretary of the N a- of being practically a teetotaler, and how many best
tional Liberal League "is receiving many letters Christians can prove so much for themselvs? He
fro.!ll Liberal, Antichristian Spiritualists, making neither smokes nor chews tobacco, and detest; its
overtures to unite forces to secure a free secular state use in any form. As to his sexual morality we
as the first thing in order."
believe he stands as pure and on as high a standard,
FRIEND SEAVER had a very handsome Christian and in many known numerous cases far higher, than
present in the shape of a Webster's Unabridged. It his accus<Jrs. In short, we know of none who can
was presented by his almost life-time friend, J. P. prove anything against him on this ground, however
Mendum, and his younger ones, J. A. O'Malley and much may hav been hoped to hatch from a lot of
Ernest Mendum. A neat mahogany stand for it to rotten eggs set by an Abbot. Honest to a penny in
his dealings, liberal beyond the reason of his purserest upon accompanied the cumbrous volume.
strings, truthful as the sunshine, and nobl.e to all,
T. A. BLAND, at one time editor and publisher of even to an enemy. Let any bring on one of his
the Ladies' Ma(/azine, has started a paper at Wash- Christian assailants who can show less soiling and so
ington, D. C., c'alled the Spectator. It is an organ
for Dr. Bland to manifest himself through, and will much of benignity. We profess Christianity, and
be (so we are informed by the doutor), thoroughly honestly differ from our friend in many particulars,
independent in politics and religion. Success to the but this h0nest difference has not hidden from our
view many resplendent virtues in this Infidel which
publisher!
we would be glad to be more fully the possessor of,
THE SoCIETY OF HUliiANITY has inaugurated a lect- and wish the same for very many of our very bigoted
ure course for every Sunday evening for fourteen Christian friends.
weeks, beginning to-morrow evening, January 8th.
We hav not purposed adulation in this article; we
The lectures will be given at Science Hall, 141 8th would not hav so written of our friend had he been
street, at 8 o'clock punctually. The opening dis- at home, but we would ask of all professing Chriscourse is by T. B. Wakeman, on "The B.eligion of tianity that, before "dealing damnation round the
Humanity the Only Practical Solution and Gospel of land" upon any Infldel, they first inform themselvs
Human Life." It will be a general outline and state- whether such are as good models of manhood or
ment of all the society's work, while the lectures to womanhood as we know D. M. Bennett to be. And
follow will be more devoted to special departments witho\.lt asking the question whether Infidelity has
of the Humanitarian philosophy.
done so much for him, to be sure that inasmuch as
BoYs musn't pick up rags in New York. It is we claim Christianity to be superior to Infidel princiagainst the law. One of the "Societies for the Pre- ples, we should present superior fruits in life, worthy
G. A. LOMAs.
vention "-made the law. But an Italian boy couldn't of the assertion.
read_the law. He picked up rags and got caught at
Shakers, N. Y.

people hav prayed to Mumbo Jumbo, as they hav
two churches there, and he has sent some of his
pitying angels down, who hav banished it as St. Patrick did the frogs. Guiteau has got our Christians
in a pretty bad fix. They are strong for divine inspiration and bitterly opposed to it. They remind
ST. PAUL, TEX., Dec. 20, 1881.
me of the Dutchman who went out to hunt his olrl
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed tlnd my "V" for Round-the sow. He came to the river and told Jake to "make the
World fund. Excuse procrastination, which has river across and go up dat side, and I goes up on dis
Yours truly,
caused me to be almost too late.
side, and, by hanks, we finds hlm on J;>oth sides."
WM. CALAWAY, M.D.
Yours fur truth,
ENOCH WICKERSHA~L
MARSHALL, KAs., Dec. 11,1881
MR. ED!TOR: I had almost despaired of being able
to contnbute toward the Round-the-World fund
But good luck llas it, and here is five dollars' worth
of the "root of all evil," just enough to get the
great work, also $3 to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER
another year.
'.:L'here are no Liberals in this " neck o' woods"
except myself. The Baptists are a majority, and
fine times they hav. One good brother went up on
the river goose-hunting on Sunday. His excuse was,
he thought it was Saturday. This was a good one,
and perfectly satisfied the anxious brot_hers ana sisters of the church.
It is said their herder is a personal acquaintance
of Col. Ingersoll, and that the colonel told him that
he (Ingersoll) was no Infidel. Look out for an exposure. This will be a terribl~ slam on our venerable Bob.
Hoping to soon see my name on the roll of honor
with a star to illumin it, I remain most respectfully
yours,
S. V. MULKEY.
NIMASILA, 0., Dec. 20, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find three dollars, which will
pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER for the current year up
to June, 1882.
I think that by the time D. M. Bennett gets ar.ound
on this side of this ball I will be able to buy his
book. If it is not too late, I wish that l\!r.- Bennett
would examin while he is on the fiat sidA of God's
footstool_ all about that rock which t.he old woman
alleges this earth stands on and reaches all the way
down. It must be on the flat side, as the oval sid<>
has been pretty thoroughly explored by quacks. We
hav five churches in this town. The Lutherans
started to grind out a small grist last night. They
hav not had any grinding to do for the last three
years. Next a few follow_ers of the old lunatic Albright, who started business about a century ago in the
neighborhood of Harrisburg, Pa.; but they .hav forgotten the name of their founder, and now call theruselvs evangelists. They hav been out of power to
grind for five years, but they think they hav a grist
or two on hand now. Next the old reformed and
new reformed. 'rhey hav also forgotten the name of
their savior and founder. Some think that they
started out about twenty-five centuries ago. Another
thinks .it was later-as late as the time of the Reform-ation, and think that it was an old Swiss by the
name of Zwingilus or Zwingilii who was crucified, or
died in some other way, at the time of the fight between tue factions of the followers of Luther and Zwinglius. They hav much more money than love for
one another. They would not be caught in one
another's churches. The Campbellites think they
were always a church, and date their origin back to
the year one, claiming a relationshi•• to the fathers
of the first century. They think that Campbell was
resurrected merely for the purpose of reviving and
renewing their claim of relations hi n of those old
fathers, hence they call themselvs disciples of the
Jesus who lived, a·s their old brothers tell them, at
the beginning of this em. They believe in enough
water to reach around them in baptism. They do
their baptizing below town in a mill-pond. The
owner of the pond has now forbad them to baptize
in it any more, as it killed all the fish. S. TRANSUE.
TusTIN, MICH., Dec. 18, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Can it be possible that all the people
of this new country, except D. R. Marvin, William
Shuck, and S. B. Root are so righteous that they
will not help support the best of all papers, THE
TRUTH SEEKER ? Those letters from our old veteran I
consider super-excellent. If you will send me some
of those colored posters I will try to get. a few more
names ct"Ossed off the Lamb's Book of Life and add
to that number who think and act for themselvs, I
will pledge $1 each year for five years for the establishment of an orphan home under Liberal auspices.
Who will receive the mon<'y and make a start in the
work? There will be enough to contribute to such a
fund if some influential persJn will just make the
start. With a good wish and kind word for all LibYour humble servant,
eralists, I remain,
S. B. RooT.
GREEN HILL, 0., Dec. 25, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $6.25, to be applied as below.
I was in hopes that I could hav made a little canvass in behalf of our darling pet. I think I could
hav several new subscribers, but the smallpox broke
out in the town of East Rochester about six weeks
ago, and the people got so terribly cranked about it
that this truth seeker had to stay at home. It was
in that town and vicinity that I wanted to do my
canvassing. It is subsiding now. I ~uppose the good
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THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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THlS 'WORLD.

Song.

In this broad-br<>nthing age werench
Deep into fearless act and 'lJbech,
Bound to no ~ingle ruler save
Truth that is ~tronger than the grave,
Truth tbat is brawn and power to us,
Which gave us spirits to wo:rsblp thus.
We hav outg1·own dull fables, mocked
Grim supergtitions; we hav locked
l\fvthology in its antique books
And i<lols in their cobwebbed nooks;
}!'rom thiS hesperian world we cry
o,,,. passion to the earth and sky.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY
By GEORGE CDAINEl',
•

We long to voice our freedom, we
That are what others died to be;
We gather knowledge where we can,
Drtlnnt of either god or man;
\Ve liv amid the wonders of
The cosruiu universe above.
Our hearts are still the hearts of ol<l,
As passionful, aml wild, and bold,
As weak and sad; our sins, we know,
A1'e portion of our fiesb, and throw
Their shadow over all our way.
The root of beauty i~ decay.
Impe:rfeet, mm·tul, J'onsed to bear
'l'he eternal bu1·den of despair,
Our life is grown a!Jout with weeds
That choke the fiower of Tighteous deeds
And love that yearns for ample skies
l\fost often era wls, and writhes, and dies.
Weare not better than the men
Who lan~hed when Greece was young, or when
Horne nore her martial fiag unfnrled
Along the bi~throads of the world,
Bnt we~ re braver for the right
A])ove the sanguin sword of might.
We hav fought against red slavery, fought
l<'or Jioer' y of the lmman thought,
And for tile kinf{ell!p of the soul;
We hav tlown against the harsh contml
01 cba•wl',_which may uplift a fool
To an Imperial throne and rule;
We bav fought the stBJwart fight of truth
\\'ith t11e whole vigor of our youth,
We hav stoo<l for one humanity, stood
Sublimely for tl<e common good;
We llav s1riven to make the name of man
Diviner since the world began.
We hav risen frr>m ignorance which debased
Men, when their reason was outraced
By llle uiind fflry of the mobWhen to thiuk jqstly was to rob
A pope or pri,.st r•mn of the right
To gag some CI inging acolyte.
We hav rjsen frotn ignorance; we hav claiHH•.d.
A faith 9nd glory once unname<l,
A faith that whoso livs sball 'know
iVhatever wisclom can bestow,
That Natm·e and her works belong
'ro the whole world, like speech or song.
We stand within our centurv, he1~e
Where the black fog> of a~res clear
Where reons and peoples meet-we treatl
The earth with prouder· heart and head,
And move by many a skyward slope
Toward the eternal hills of hope
Creeds totter as we pas•, and dreams
ATe drawn to air like shallow streams.
We east aside the old lwlief8
Tllat weighed npon our hearts like griefs;
We are iconoclust•, and joy
Inspire• us when our hands destroy.
We break. we !<ill, we mar the u;race
Wreathed on the ~hams of commonplace;
We peer beneath I be veil that hides
Tbe lust and fiame of hollow prides,
We strike relig-ion; which are stilt
The Jnggernauts of tmman will.
Yet we build nobly, for we raise
New watch-towers for the unborn days.
And if we war with time and life
And the unknowable God, our strife
Cuts sharp for justice; every stroke
I~ aimed at some enslavinu; yoke.
We di'eam of no millennium, we
Who know what dark a<lver•ity,
What struggle and what anguish tear
The heart and lay its pathos bare.
We know that men shall toil with fate
\Vhile earth has fire for love and hate.
Yet we fore•ee that, mad or bltnd,
We solve the 1·iddle of the mind
Even as we go, and that our lives
l\Ionnt by some law which calmly thrives
Beyond us like a star; we feel
The spur of an immortal zeal.
NP.y. we shall hold our way, and sing
Of fi·eedorn and the recurrent spring,
And learn what sweeter truths we may
or the wide night or brighter day,
Yet net !"her f~<lter, fttint, nor doubt
'l'illlife is crnsh~d forever out.
-G. E . .1rm1ty(fm·r1J.

51 Fort ave. (Ro1 bury), Boston, 11Iass.
Te1·ms, $2
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theories, of whot nevet· can be known, it devotes its co:umns to thinga of thta world alone, and leaves the next, if
there be ont, to tbolie who haY entered tts unknown
shores. Belt~vln~ that lt 1iil the duty of mortals tu work
f11r the iutereats of tkiil world, it con:fineii itself to tl1e
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~~{~~~n°t :~.~~~~:n~ ;~i: fOr-!ti~pu~;f1/~~ ttto!~;:~~:a~~
0
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ple~sc
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llfs Birth, Li1'c, Trial, Execution, etc., is a Myth.

fiv':.!t!U~g:~f v~~~eper~i!'r~:rs 8bJ~~~?;:::~~~~~n~~cnty-

R 00

¥or sale at this omne

Inventor of' tile "Wilsonia, anti Lecture•· on £1ectl·ical Therapeuti.es, Autltor of "The 'l'rial of Medicine," "'l'he l~an·
ua;e of Disease,". '' .l!ledica' Fallacies," Etc,, Et.c,

.'!.Y BE CONSlTI,TED DAILY J<'ROI'IlO A. :u. '1'0 S P.~I., FREF. OJ<' UHA:R.GE.

"WILSONIA." oppli:mces are not merA pacls whk~ los"' tbeh
efliLacs in a few wee ~._but. are 1w scient.ifieally constructed Htat they
WlLL LAST FOU 'l'"ENI'Y YEARS, and Cllu he worn b.v different
members of the ~oanHl f~mily from time to time.
J:A!iiTE'RN Dl~TRJ(JT e.U,.o\NCH NOW OPEN AT 44 FOURTH
STREET, NEAR SOUTH EIGH'I'H Sl'REET.

No. 695 BROA 0 WAY,
No. 1337 BROA.HW AY,
No. 2310tHIRD AV.,

} NEW YORK

QUAliFIED ASSISTANTS ALWAYS iN ATTENDANCE.
er, David Cotter, called u,t your office, in response to a tele
gram received hy me. Ue WH.B then told that you were
away in the countrv. He went straight from your office to
thn.t or Howe & Huimnel, n.nd there met a private detectiv
who otrcro.d t.here u.ucl>:'thcn to di!l.Close the whercn.l>outs or
Anthony Comstock. If the $100 reward, which I hud ntrered
for his arrest.~bould he given him. This w.\S /Komise%

OPEN LETTER
TO

Anthony GOmst0Gk

h~?d~l~~~~~~~~~~.t~;~~ ~~~~y\~~~taflrdg~p~1~~ ~o ·~g~~v~

I fice, when tllcv were

jPmtll told by person• R!ttlng there
that you were !lW.t/' HJ:d rhey clid not know when you

rPturn; when•upon the officer, acting upon the in
Iwould
format1Pn
by the detectiv above na.med, proccede<

In A 111m Cl'

ttl

H ito

fl}H'll

I

t.o the

l~nockinf

of tlie o:tllcer, wheu a number of gt-!ntle

I~Nter ;r~~h~;;e <J'g,<;;;~;g~n'~'~s"';::~~l~e~"~1~1-~'8a~~ ';;e~1~nJn~~~e

Sent to tlte Newspapers.
___

~!Yen

to a room w the upper pal t of the building wherein sev

eral VIJices were llenrtl. TUc dour wat:.·opeHed in response

Upon r"tir!ng '\'ofccs were heard In a room

c!os~

Comstol'l\: was not there, when the d,_,m· was closed.

My

there.

~b'c J~:;.~:~y,_;~~·~~~~ee,\t 1t~t~g~{ i;,"t!ft~:i'ct~1:;_a~;;ft~~nv

half-brother, who wus waiting in tile lnlJby, made a ruse as
ii running down stairs, t1Ie ofiicer, all the time standing

outside. beside tilt• door. The same person who bad beforP. opened the door (•pened it u.gn.in. The officer, by a
rapid movement of the foot, kept the <lour open and then
walked in and :ureeted rourseH, ~ntlwny Comstock. If
tllfs was1~ot hldtug from arrest, I tan to underF.tand wha
hiding meam;, ttnd as y(JU h1lV in your opPll letter me~
t.ioncu the fact or my hn\~1ng oft'el'ed une hundred doiJars
rcw:trfl, and that I h:td refused to pu.y the person giving
the informtttiou. I lJeg leave here to state thu.t the llun.
(Jrcll do~l<trs 'filS paid to t.he detcct!v fn the pre8ence o
several witnesses, one of whom wast~ merchant and manufacturer in your immet11n..te neighborhood of Nassau
street.. So much for your arrest. ·was it with or withuu
evasion?
Now, us to the next portion of ynur open letter: You
say tllere iH a h1w prohilJfting the transmtssiou ·of letters
and circulars concerning schemes to deceive and defraud
the public or olJtaiu money hy false pretense~ tbrough the
ma.iis. You knew very well when you were writing that

r~::!;;;ucc~ltJ~~l~J~~ 1;bn.;~i;'~~NJ~<~t\~¥t~-~~~~t~,~;~}t;<;s%Ia;~s~t

Brooklyn was before you. olfcring every physttcan or scien tine man a free entry Into my factory and consultinf
r~~~r~<:~~~~ o1 ~~egg~~~et~e;1;~rp~~~c~~I1fr~6~l~~ouw~~ ~~d
yuu not uvail yourself uf the offer and lmy called at my
consulting ro(JlllS a.nd manufactory fur inquiry before

t

cl~~~~f Yyl~~ J~~~~0l~~i~~~·~~;gs~ ~~s ~~t~Wl;~~Hn~rpl~~' f~

11

this reason, vfz., thttt my establishment is one of the most
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FHUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.
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J~NUARY

Address
ltl.

1•. (). BOX .NO. 23,
Campbell Hill, Jnckson Co., Ill.

prominent in Brooklyn, and In close proximity to your
1

1

1

1

g~~d rhe:~c\~ld~ec:S y~!~· ~.o i~;~ i~T-i ~t;n ~~~¥~e a)~~~~~?~ti\1;
1

tl1e following otier to the physicians of Brooklyn was be-

[~i:lu0~I~~n~:;~e;t~~l;~~; g,~tf~\~~rlt~et~~f;~l ;6~~~.Jt~~

you wish to excuse

your::~elf

re-read the following:

orr

WM. WilSON'S OPfN LETTtR
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may see for themsel'vs the p~1.Uenta who hav been reliev
by mr appllances. All pllysi~!aus and chemists who h
examined my goods lmv U.V<Llled themselv .1 of my inve
tlon, .'lre to-day wea.l'ing. my appliances, and recommen

lu~l~l~e a~~~~~fdt~T£[ ~,~t'jr~Ew¥Mu~~~~u'fi'6rtARS'

¥10l'th of goods will be delivered from time to time as
agr~ed upon by a C')mmittee of yourselvs, on application
to me a few days TI advance, stating the disease for which
t.hey are required, au that I can supply the best possible
form of my 1nver tion. Hoping you will avail yourselvs of
m! affer, I remain, gcntleme~ILLfARi'8W\~~ ~~y,
No. 465 Fulton st., Brooklyn.

8

In face ot the above letter, what pretense can you find
for your conduct? Why d!<l you not g!v me the names of
the parties whom you pretended had wricten to you? The
fnct is. no one did write to you except a·lot of conspiring
doctors, and to plea~e them you became their tool.
In the next part of your open letter you refer to a letter
you sent ·ne, and say as, follows: •• Why did you, llke Anau!as and Sapphira of old, keep back a part· why <lid you
not tell the public that I wrote you per~:~onahy on the 15th
of September?" Your memory must be very bad in this
particular, or you did not read the newspapers. insomuch

I

~~~~~~'l:g~~~~1arch, and

by an accident, he goes on to .say
Now it i n'f,was ma4.e complete.
that WIL!:I~ e seen fi"O:W re~dlng the above formull\,
and a half ea M WILSO~ S pa.tent. was taken out two
ment thro~ h rs before Professor Wfi1te made his stateIt is u g the columns of the H_erald.
WILSO.Npuu the Gutta Percha ~~lm pntente~ ~F MR.
whuli lie's: that the secret of the WILSONIA S force
Pll ~!clan
l
!
i
d
s, e ectr clans, and scientists are, therefore,
S{)NfA fp Jxamtn ~rit,lc:11Jy Into t~e nu.ture of the" WILI b ;
AGNEriL CLOTHING, and, with the formu~en~~~; ;hem, go_ ln~o ·their laboratories and expertt emselvs. 'I hey wlll then know that the
--

pearwhen the Wtlsonta Magnetic Ganmmta R.re usad as directed I will undertake to cure 90 per cent of the so-called
incurables now in the hospitals in the United States, ami
will phtce mv garmeRts unon such patients free of charge,
the only condition I make being that the authoritL~s
governing such hospitals shall not allow any medicin to
be given the pat tents during the wearing of my garment::.
and th!lt the cures shall be puhlicly advertised as soon a!'O
made. CITIZENS OF AMERICA! when and where iu
the history of the world h·\S such an offer as this been
made? Here, 1n New York and Brooklyn alone, there are
thQnsands of poor !nyallds in our hospitals passing through
the ordeal of a. protracted and living death who might, it
my offer be accepted, be r~stored to the world as useful
memt>ers of society. and this free of charge. If my o:tref

il

0

~~enot;~f;t~~~d~Js~~~aE~Y~~c;f~lc8te J ~~1n~~~~t:~~et~~~i

carefessness toward the poor lnva.lids Intrusted to the~r
cn.re. I ha.v sold my patent to a company with a view or

WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING

fa~f~rti~~tr~1ti~e 0f~:~~rlv~t~ga~~~a~a~'ht~~~;i~~~iaif;~~~~~

D. M. Bennett's Publications.
Truth Seeker Library.

u.,.

The '\f"orld's Sages, Thinkers, and
forDlers. The Biographies of three hundred of the

~oots~g~~;~~i)s,hf~~~e~'t~ei~~~~ o¥hjl~~Jh~~h~w~~e:e~t~
!IY D.l\1. Bennett. 1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth, $3.00: IL~J.er

ill
'I' he ChaDlPions of t>he Cbnreh ; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical sketche•
of prominent Christians far worse than Infidels. A com.
panlon book to "The World's Sages," etc. By D. M. Ben.
~;;~o, g~ftoed~'~!~ ~~~~s. cloth, $3.00; Ieathe~, $4,00; mo

f4,00i morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of' Ancient and

Is the GreatestWonder of the Age, ~:;~ei0~-~~~~lf~lf~~e~~1fl~ly8 ~~ 1lg~s~b~o~dg~}~}l~~~~;ii~ Modern 'l'imes. VoL I g!vs a fnU account of all the
5~~~~~~~ n~~~~~~ ~h~heH~~:tl~~;s~, ~~~~ip6g;i;t~c~i~u~~l~y
appliances.
Aft.er years of study 10 the particular direction of elec
Mary, and the Bible. 835 pages, 8yo. VoL 11 describes f 11
and yet withal one of the most trical
therapeutics, I hav from time to time made man} all the rell~ious systems of the world, including Judaism,
improvements on mv first conception of what was needeu
1
0
fer the relief and cure of disease until the,. Wllsonta"ir.:.
M~~~:::,~eg~~~T.itf;~n~lNt:tl:i~~\{~. t~Z9 a~i~~- 'il'~f5.1~
~~~tt~~~~~~~r~~P~~~~m~e~a~~~J~~l?:'ff~~en'h";,sg~~~~ ~,~
1-'imple of Inventions.
its present form contains all the elements of what huf
Bennett, written in prison. In cloth, $8.:J per volume. or
Anthoi~Y

Comstoclc'd Anest, n.nd what Led to It," and di~
rehc!tcly fyoolluows,tyug t._1heeve$,!00norte!'c:Ve"dr-.d, I refer to the very letter
h
"' I
" And the hext morning I received a cringing let.ter
written after the reward was offered, as shown by the pos:
ta1 date on the envelope. Brooklyn postmark, 2 .A, M., Sep.
tember 16. Now I was told In his otlice on the 15th oi

__
I.
·
n the sam.e open letter which you sent to the newspapers you ma.llciuusly attempt to belittle me by assuming
that, because I had been a cabinetmaker, I could not
therefore attain to a know led ere of curatfv agencies distinct from the methods laid d~wu by the sehools. In an-

W

gone before in the same direction. TJ~e continuity of cur
rent is made complete, the d>tngers ot ·n-ventlla.tion ur{
entirely overcome. This is an import. + point in tht.
"WUsonia." Thousands of pt'rsons u.re tv "l.y sufi'crin~

fh~~w~~~e?f{ilct~ t~~ ~~~~n~~~ lh~r~~~~~~g~~ en_vi~ftlb~~

of tha body. The expensiv nature 'i' the "W1~ 11.ia"
combination in all Its entirety mn.kes tb. • ur1ce some"" '\t
high, but yet it is far the cheapest in thb. -1nd, Inasmuch
bra.te.d Dr. John Hunter of London8 worked at the bench as as the curatlv force will continue fur yeH.. s although a
kind wm frequently result In man ~,ous cures.
bi~~ee~~a~;~~~~~i1~~;~tt~rir~~~~ t~fEaJ{~'p~n?d :~~e~~~~~ commoner
These co~moner goods we sell at the following -;>""ices:
tlle Hunterlan :Museum in London is a living monument of
that cal1lnetma.ker's skl!l? Do ....you not also know that all
PRICE I .. I ST.
great inventions ever made emantlte from among those
whom we least suspect as the originators of new thought'?
LUNG INVIGORATORS ....... : ............... $6 00
.Another imr)oitant reference In your open letter I refer
BODY BELTS ................................... 5 00
to: On a boarrl sign you say as follows: u Read the Anthony
Comstock letters in favor of' WllBonla.'" In answer to
THROAT PROTECTORS ...................... 1 !10
which I simply say that I hav the copies of flftr--five letters
KNEE CAPS ....................... .'· .......... 3 OU
sent to yuu In favor of my garments, the parties sending
LEG
BELTS .................................... 400
such letters being those to whom you had conveyed your
I libelous communication. Therefore I call these letters of
SCIATIC APPLIANCES ....................... 5 00
II ~Y patients the Anthony Comstock letters, and shall conHEAD CAPS .................................... 4 00
tmue to publish them in a pamphlet dedicated to the
Young Men's Christian AssoCia.tir•n of Brooklyn and New
Yorl{; nor you nor your society shall intimidate me against

~~f!e:ebeek~ a~~~ i~1S1 ~~1~ffiC:~ 0 ~iJT1~t ~~~~~~tfso~;b~~Jl ;~~rf~~ ~~~sr ~~~~~~~n crfoY~~~· ~octa~gg~ ~~~tt~g~ 1c~VZ
~:~~sd~~Y:~ggt~it~~~.t{G~ft.~;~ 1 ~fft~t;(![l~~n. jj~~~~db 0 ~~~~

with the detectivs and the court 1 flicer, went to Com~
stock's office. They wcrH told th<Lt he was In the country
and dt<lnot know when he would return. They were tneU
told that a lett,cr was written by Comstnck to W111iam Wilson t.he night /H'cvlous. At this the clerks sP.emed sur~
prise d. and stL d, 'Well, we du not know wllere he is, nor
when he will return.'
"A private detectiv then told my half brother where
to find 111m, u.ud s~~id he was hid away in an upper room in
the su.me building. 'fhere the ofiicers went, knocking at
one door where volce;3 were heard within, but r.he door
was locked. Then In another room adjacent an attempt
was made to discover him among a company of gent.Iemen
sitting apparently in committee, but ComstoCk could nut
be seen A ruse of runulag down stairs was made, only
to retrace their stepo just iu time to 1ind the door gently

"Wilsonia

1

gMc~~~f1t ~:~ V~~~ol~~~e~r~~~e!~ t~~ddJ~~~jt~ul~c~~g: ,;~ft,: 1 t~c~~~p~~i~;~~oi. a~Y!h~;::;l~~b fuW~ ~f~~b~1~~~ b~c~o

Itlag~etic

Applianees"

Anthony Comstock. you: To sign bonds for $5,000 If you can prove that I~ not w111 cnntinue_the same price as before offered; but If you
wish the chea·per kind, us otrc1·ed el'iewhere, we will sel
~y ~fnt:~e ~ p e~~rce ~ t~I~£~l~nlith and committed in the ~~~~o~;,n0~~fl;;o~~~~ ocint~I~1~c~1~~~~s aTl~1~ o;;~a~r !~~ at
the above priCf~H, being one-half of the cost of the su,mt.:
"'It <l.ppearing to rn~ Uy the within depositions and wa.s not derived as promised on the pure:hase of the go·)ds, articles elsewhere advertised.J
statements tlmt the ct·iwe thereln mentioned has been s!lch goods being worn as directed. a~ to quantity a.ud to
committed, and that there Is sufficient cause to believe tlle time. I iJelieve your society reqmres mouey to C•trry on
lng into

1

t~e room, arrested the great

0 18

01 1

$500 REWARD!

ihi~£ 1 ~~~~11f~~~dAt~t~~~~~o~~tb~kalf~H~[e~h~~eg;'u\~rfl~~· }~snd~~rt~fW~lsg~r;~ t~oerfJJ~~~·i~~~~~~~~f ;oo:~n t;h~~

sum of five hundred dullu.rs, and be committed tu the war- one tcstimonbl pulllished by me th<tt was not genu in~ and
Any person giving information nf the infringement of
den or keeper of the city prison of the c1t~ot New York will pa.y all exr:enses of the six physicians on whom vou the \VII,SONIA PA'J'EN'i' shall receive the above
until he givs such bail.
soL.9~Polic~~~~~~e. ~~~i~di;igewJ~lre~e~~~~e~ ~i~J~b~~~~s ~0b~~ ~~cii~c~la;f reward upon the conviction of the o.fienders.

~~~ng~s~~~~~tJ~[d~etg~~ti~~;~it~t~~~'6rngJ~ibYo~J. ~~~ u~~

Dated September 16, 1881.'.,
--You will therefore see, on referring to your poen let
ter, that you admit that my first public communication
against your act was printed on the 14ch day of Sept., and
yet you clu~orge me with being like Ananlasand Sapphira
of old by keeping b·.1ck a part How could I mentt·In
'
i . ·' f h
·,
·,
;n,
my commuh catiOn o ~ e, 14 1h tnat which was nor.
written by you unt11 t!!e ltJtll ~ But vou know very well
that the .letter you refer to as. h!ivlng beeu,kept back
was referred to as ab.ove on the 2?t~ day of_ :s.~~tembel',
that being the first letter~ from mybt.lf after 1 ecelVlu_g tile
letter written b~ you on~ the 15th. You therefore utterly
fall to show in Jour up en letter that 1 had kP.pt anything
if'

Suffering Invalids,

1

"
L 1 .a1
...
-Before you purchase any bogus arrangement, send for
.
1 H !
tl
d
1
d 1
1
a.v ng 1~8 open Y .mswere your etter, an w shing
Pamplilct and Price Lht,
1 the whole ~hmg to be clo8ed up, I her!:! with make you this
offer, viz: rha.t you shall, upon the examination of the
. deeds referrecl. to in my letter as above, between your at00
torney and Mr. Colgate. upon the conclusion of such inves- .f~~t~tnb~gc t~;i~~~~3st~~~~~;Jepne~;~~~ ~~ r e~l: t~nfe~ftj
tigation. giv me a letter of apology for having been lnstru. to the value of "'VILSONIA" Thm·cfure ask for tue
mental in c:t.sting discredit upon my Invention. I am quite " \VILSONIA," and see that you get it.
willing to accept your plea of tgnorauce of the facts and
that you were deceivea by others.
'
Upon receipt of such letter of a_Qf)logy I wlli withdraw
~:;l~;,ite\~ee~~~{i~t~g~ l~tt8b.?'~~urWt\t1~~ ~~'(;~~~: ~~. allfurcher prucee(}!ngs.
WILLIAM WILSON.
No.&!Jj Patrick street, Cork, and thu 1J1ust malicious act i
-that any man could conceive is the taking the trouble of ·
~vur;;:g c_e between electricity an"\~TIILnag nAe~i smWaisLaSOcNm.·a-

-The Unknown God.

~~~~n~utgtff~l~~g,!~i~;;'~~r':'ea~~~~e~~st~~il~;go~e~~~Yr· t~~

A LECTURE.

READ 'l1HE FOLLOWING REl'ER~l'!,'"l/ti'a'lr~Pi,tl;~g~ ~ut~;~~~ hc.~~%n~~~~~ict;:'.:lfe~~~'
ENCES SHOWING MR.
you to publish at your own cost :your open letter. as I at
1
0
0
~~c e~Unci~h~h:~~lj~~~~~!!et~~-th~ 1~'wU:~/l"~~~~"ec.Jd\V'e't': :
COMS'l 0CK HIS
ton and myself as rtvalmanubturers arrd large employers
MIS'rAKE:
yr~~~o; i~~L:d ~;~;:ut~~ rt~ftPs~ t-~~v~~~~eo~e~\~~~.~~~~~~ ~
1

By James W. Stillman.

1

the se tlemeE.t of th•\t suit ao above referrdd to, such
deed binds my opponents to pay me a. large sum of mcuey
in settlement thereof. Your attorney, .Mr. 1'euney. Ol'
Mr. Colgate, your President, can see that de~d whenevel'
they chouse to call at my o1iices. Yet you, in your open

lft~~f~ ~~~~~~~~~~~t?: ~!jrcie~~~~~e~a~uii~T oi~~I~~i~

~~~ s~a~~irw~~~~~:' ~~r~'t~~I~a~~t.uu~~et ~~aut~~~a;~~;

well that the circular trom whtcll you oUtuined the
name~ of my patienU3 cuntains also tile following description of my pa.tent:
"During the past few years seven or eight different

~~t~~~t~u~a~h~c:i~a~a~;fnegtu~nf~~c~l;~tJi~ 1fn0~ tA~~~uue~!;
been a want of means whereby the magnetism once im-

f~fi~e~;~rt~~;:e cy~ 1 ~h~e rwli~oegia' 1e~se~~[g~~ h~il::a~

Wilson struck the happy Idea. of attaching a series of
Volta.Ic Piles to the .Magnets, which by absorbing tlle natural exudations of the skin giv out a constant galvanic
1

f~~enl~~~ge~h~~~~e~~~~gr~acri~1 Ve~t~~~ ~~Pt~ ~ .o{viif:~ci\~t;

Invention is this \Veo.rers of these garments never experience unpleusant shocks and are never afllicted with
sores, whicll inevitably result from wearing galvanic
chain bands-they ht-wing to I.Je steeped In vlu(~gn.r to render them capable of imparting any curativ prvperty, and

¥ii~~lt'1J'~~f 'c~~~feer ~kun & Co). Ferry st.

Colunel BAY .AitD CLARK, 54 Eust Forty-ninth street,
New York.
Dr. DI!:~IAREST, One Hundred and Twenty-seventh st.,
Harlem.
Mr. J. DUGGAN, Undertalcer,330 Clermont ave.
uve.

These and thousands of others can be referred to Dare
a man like Comstock mingle with such gentlemen as the
above?

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Sem~e.
BY E. B. l!'OOTE, i\f D.

Medical Common

This book is a plain talk about the hUman system, the
habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
d1sease, our sexual relations and social natures. It ts me{l·~
icalcommon sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
women to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage,
ete. Embelltshed with two hundred lllustratlons. Price,
~1-50. Sold by
D. ltl. BENNE'.l"l';
141 E!~:hth street. New York.

Read also the Testimonials <11'72 A WJ!EK.
Printed in " The Tl'Uth See k er" •IP outtit free.
~~r~ 1~l!~~~~e1~:r bl~~~~e~~1h~~\~11~~~~~¥ 1~u~~~o~: of Nov. 19th.
fortable to wear as any undergarment. These appliances

keep tlle body warm in the cold seagon, and, by tllelr
power of u.bsorpt..lon, Impart, In the summer, a refreshing
coolne.as.''

A.lso the Method of Manufacture.

11

W!sonia" Magoetlc Clothmg:

These goods are made as explu.tned below, and every
person following out the tn~::~truct.ions here given cu.n
make for themselvs u.nd their own wearing any garments
to l~~o~~~!ri~t~l~ra·tentcd the invention, I giv any one

~~: 1~hJtda~~~u~i~~k~-h~h~~~ 1 ¥~~ b~t~~-~ \gr~~;~~~t~t~~~

1

IMPORTANT TO INVALIDS.
COMPETENT ASSISTANTS IN EVERY STORE,
PRIVATE DRESSING AND CONSULTING ROOMS,
AND EVERY CONVENIENCE, WITH FEMALE
ASSISTANTS FOR LADIES.
ALL OUR GAR.
MENTS ARE THE SAME, NO M.A TTER AT WHAT
DEPOT THEY MAY BE PURCHASED.
OFFICE HOURS, 10 A . .M. TO 8 P. ~!.

$12 u <lay at home easily made. Costly
Address TRUE & Co., Augusta, Maine.

THE

Angel of Horeb.
:
:
:
:

~
:

A critical review of B11)J!cal Insp!rut!onan<l Divinity. By
M. B. Craven. Price, 10 ccnt8. Address
D. U. BENNE'I''I',
1418th street, N.Y.
11

DESIGN" IN NATURE.
REPLIES TO THE

··························· .................................'. "Christian Guardian" and" Christian Advocate."
In•I•orh•nt to the Suffering and Aillieted

By ALLEN PRINGLE.
\Vho 1-l,.v Been Deceived by A<lvet'sou.
tisiug Nostrunt Venlle:a:s.
This pamphlet was considered necessary because the
The great success nttendJn& the introduction of my paper attacKing Mr. Pringle refuEled to publish his reply
world-famed \VIL§ONJ",i. GAiUiiJ>N'i'S ilfis incited ~a1~st a~s~~~tl~~~tuV:,sagSott~t~1~or~b~~1t:rnsa~g~~;n~h~
a host of speculators to pl\ce upon the market several bo- attack and reply. It Is valuable. as it presents the strong.
gus !trra.ngements under the specious tttlfle of "Magnetic
1'1\ICe a sheet of cloth, or any woven fabric, lay It upon Clotllin~" ur ".Mttgnetic G!trments.'' One unprmcipled est Christian evidence for the exigtcnce of God with the
another gheet of gutta perc1t~1. ti~:me. then lly a l:JH ct pcrsou na~ actmJ.lly copied my engraving representing my complete and overwhelming refutation.
Price 10 cents. Sold at this office.
of musiiu CtJI'respontllug In size; f~Lt:>I.Cll these toger,aer. doth in~. su t.lmt ~ person not seeing the garments would
Then ti\ICB ha.•·d ::>tcf~l plate~ (brittle HS glt~tl!:l they need be
8 8
for our purpm~e), cnt them Into ~~~~rruw strip~ about one ~i~~?1~; ~~r lf~~u\~i 1t!S~.~i.i~~~ e ~u~~~~r~~;~e~~~~e~u~
and u. h'ilf iucllcs lung; perforate each plat.c, nnl{ill~ a. InK t.he ch)t.lling being identical with those issued IJy my~
hole lu.rge enuugh to t.al\.~ 1u an an ordluury ::ilwe eyelet. suit thus tt.~ntliog tu defraurl the public by their purchasing
0
1
worthless artlul~J for the cure of some malady or other.
ie~C:£ £~a~~~ t~~~~~.u~~~~1 bs~.tli~);~~· tii' ~a~ 7tt ~~~Jin:~~~ aThis
same person has copied, almost vcrl.Jatiru, the lanN!!:HVJC INVIGOHATOH. Over these plate9, when fa,. gunge of my own circulars. One of these garments W<lS
tened t.o the ft~IJrlc, we phtce another sheet of 1n~h~ rub- llrought. me dtrect t"rom the vender. I tlnd. It to be u
ber tit~sue. Over thh:~ ugalu we place ~mother B!H~et.. or
1
1
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.
ruuslin nnd fasten the whole mttss together Witll hot ~~~~~~ i~~V~~tNf~c~rn t~ :a?~:~r~~~~a~,~~~!t\~~~~ ;~~~\i~~et~~
Irons. \Ve then puncture the eyelets t_he whole thickness
18
1
of the.iu.brlc ::;o fa'dteneU together, havwg about tire hun- ~~~~~~In~ ~~;~r;~~en~i ~snl ~n~~~n~~i~t~l~~ft~~~. P~~i~~~a~~fl
With
an Int1·odudion ·by R. G. IngersoU.
dred openings t,hruugh the garments. 'l'hen we cover the then tlnd that t\11 ntteillfltat illlita.tion has l.Jeen muae by
whole with a. lining of any material to suit the fH.ncy t•f uu engravedcircularc•)Ut.:J.Inlog copies of my own circular
1
the wearer but preferably canton 1hmnelshould be used, m; ,~bove stated, ~.md oo cuuoimdy has the device been
1
When the g,trmcnt. is so far tlnished it is magnetized by C!~rried out that partles purclu-~stng the goods from such Bo';~~:~:, ihJaJSr~~~~.sPafn°e~~,~e~r~e~,e~~~~~~f'st~~~ f~i,
and Prof. Ernst Haeckel. ·
.
a powerful electro magnet uutil every plate or the whole
1
1
Pr·ce,
$1.50.
For
sale
by
D.
M.
BENNETT,
8eries Is Lhoruughly !:HLtUI'!\tcd wttli nMgnetfsm,
fJ~;~ i~r'~Vt~u~~lsg~~~t~i~1~t!~ ~~~~~ s(o~~[~~~~~~~~;~~
141 El>:ht.h street, N. Y. c!tv.
Having described tile process as above. I again Bl\Y that as dltfereut as anything can possibly be conceived. If,
if you make the g;u·nnmts us I direct they will lJtJ you however, persons will call at any of our STORES in New
just as much goou 1\S though I m:llle them myself. But York or Brooklyn, or elsewhere In til~ United States
the above l.Jeing my pal.ent, I ~lltd!progecute any one who
dares to mal-w til em fiJI' pi oJlt, n.nd. sha.ll use the utmost ~r~~~~~]~d~~?~:rdt~PW~~~~c ~g~~1~~t1h~r C~lk~~~Es~rr~
point to put forward when the matter of disease
rt~o~·\~; ~~~~~~/~e~~ P~g~;g~tl1~gfiuackery with w_ith the an.ndpoor
life and deat.ttls In the balance. My reputation now
W lLSON fA 'I" \Vlly do not the t:dvertisers: of qua.~k is so uuparf~lleled that never l.Jefore in the history of the
l;!ostrumll tell purchasers how to mftke their compound~! world ilav such J:emarkt~blc cures been effected as thobe
BY
Now,u.s to l'l'of. White's gl'eat discovery: He told us<~ folluwlng tne timely use of the now world-renowned Wil"JW weeks <tgo, througll the columns of the New York sonia garments. The bllud hav been made to see, the
S'I'Jo;I•JIEN PE.'-IU, ANDitEWS
1
deaf to hear, the llelph~s8 pa.rulyttc to walk erect. the de~
{fi~;~at~C ~~~l~~l~~e~~.~~ ~}n~~tei ~~~~1~~g1r~~s~\'1Jl' Gv;~~ mented to become stme, the martyr to catarrh aml asthm:J.
PlUCI£ Tl'N CENTS.
notus or electric eel lay wholly in the fact that tile said to speak and breathe freely, the terrified with heart dis
~lectr'tc ell wu.~::~ enveiOvetl in a film, wherehJ its electric ease to walk forward among the public without the terror
Address.
D. M. BENNE'l''l',
o! twpondll\j( d~th. AU a11d every torm ot dlieaso dliaP141 E!ghtil street N. Y;c!ty,

Process of Manufacture.

Modern Thinkers,

.VHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.

THE

LABOR DOLLAR.

;:tX,g:aaw~=~n~rer ;~~~~n~"tii:~~~~lll\i~;~e~~r:n ~1

ta~~~t~·::rr's1;r~·~~~.;'~~~~~M~i~~ft?o~~~fth ~~':;

steel engravfugs-a medallion portrait, aud a full length
llkenesH of the author. Cloth, $3.00; leather, red burnished
edges, $<.UWJ; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into the
reality of divine revelatlen. Decidedly tne most thor·
ough and exhaustiv work on the claims of supernatural
ism ever written. By F. W, Newman, Emeritus Profes.
sor of the London University 1,115 pages, Svo. In clothj
$4.00; leather, $5.00; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

Analysis of Religious Belief'. An Examination
of the Creeds, Hites, and Sacred Writings of the world.
By Viscount Amberley son of tho late Lorrl John Ru:~sell,
twice Premier of Engmud. ComElete from the London
~~~~~~O,~flt~~ge:~, t~sO. In clot , $3.00; leather, $4.001
The Great \Vorks of 'l'hoDlas Paine. In·
eluding The Age of Reason, Examln&tion of Prophecies,
0

~:li~c~~!s~~~t~~ ~~ang:!,i&gt~~rrJt~n~ fh~r~~li l~;~~
1

Deism, Common Sense, The Crisis, and 1'he R~hts of
Man; the whole &receded by the Life of Paine, and u. steel
~~~:~J~6~t~il:e:ges:$ffS: Bvo. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
The foregoiu&' eiyht volumes are called " The Truth
~ig~is~~b::IJ01~/ wttU t~e g~~~~~~Jo¥;~~ert~~dp~~get ~~
each.
Nature's Revelations of ()haracter; or

u.oo·

~~lu~{~f:m~·~~ftr!:!~'b~rtt~e~~inJ~~~~~~~~c;ngrr~~

tures. Illustrated by 260 wood cuts. By Joseph Simms,
~iPed~~s!'$f.~.'8vo. Cloth. $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
Paine's \Vorks.
Paine's Theological \Vorks, including Tue
A~e of Reason, Ex.amintttion of Prophecies, Letter to the

~o~~~E,o:tc~~~rci.~\~~8 1~ tfinrorr~~l~:· ~~~te: ~~e~i-~Ii~~: ~

pore mit. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine's Great 'Vorks (complete) In one vo~
ume, as above. $3, $4, $4.50 .
Paine's Political 'Vorks, !ucln<l!ng Commo.:.
Sense, The Crisis, un<l Rights of Man. Cloth, $1.50.
The Age of.Reason. An investigation ot true
and fabulous theology. \Vithout a peer in the world.
Paper, 25 cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
The Age of' Reason and An Exaanination
ol· the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 7:!
cents.
(Jonunon Sense. Paine's first work. 15 cents.
The Crisis. Containing numbers from 1. to XVI.
incluslv. Paper, 40 cents; cloth~ 75 cents.
The Rights of Man. For the oppressed ot humantty. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

D.ltl. Bennett's Works.

COMMODORE GAHHlSON, Bowling Green.
Mr. FRAZER, corner of Reade st. and Broadway, New
York,
.
Mr. DEGHAFF (DeGra1I & Taylor). Fourteenth st., New
York.
Mr. TAYLOR, of the same firm.
Mr. F.AYI!:RWEATHER (F. B. Hoyt& Co.), Spruce st.,
New York.,
lieuator McPHERSON, Was'dngton.

~~: ¥oti"~~~B~t~t~~~~~ ~~S.>fll~~~f;~~e

$5,00for the two volBumes; in leather, $700; in morocco
.gilt edges, $8.00

The \Vorld's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
t·orrneJ.·s. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The (lllarnpions of the Church; Their
(Jrhnes u.nfl I•er~ecutions. Bvu. l,ll9 pages.
Cloth, $:5.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $•1.50.

r.lo~;~r~~_t~~~~.:~~ fw~~~~~~~. ~~:~~~~~t r'rs~:!:
0

In cloth, $8.00 per volume. or $5.00 for the two voPumest
in leather, $7 .00; In morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
From Rebind the Bars. A sertes of letters
written In prison. Over 700 pages. Prioe, $1.50.
. ._
An Infidel .~\.bJ.~oatl. A series of letters written
during a dsit of ten weeks in Europe. 850 pages. Price.
$1.50.

The fiientitie Gotls anti the Bible. Treating
1

1

~g!i~!v~\~~ s~~~~~~. glieti!~l:ed~ti~!~, ~J~~~~ t1 1~f~~!~~~{~ V\~:Pn

Mary, and tlic Bible. To the latter 2~~0 pa.gcs :ue devoted.
showtng that tJool>: to lJe :\very Inferior production for u.
Jirst-clas~ God. 333 hLrgc pages. Paper eovcrs, 60 ceo ts;
ctoth, $1.

,l~I~·:!::i~~~rn~r~f 1 ~1s~~:!1c~'?;' ':t~~~· g~~~l~;~nr ~1;

t.houn-ilt to he the must damaging exhibit or Christianity
t1lolt c-oh..ts appeared. 500 large pages. Price, $1.50.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,Essays
lt~ui IJectures. 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents;
cloth, $1.
1 ~.
Tile llinr.:at•hrey·Bennctt Discussion. A
llehate on Chr!f~ti<\llity and lntldclity, betwc~n D. M. Ben.
uett awl Rev. G. U. Humphrey. 550 pages. Price, $1.
U2nn(l-tt·'l~eed Discussion.
Between D. M.
Beuactt a111l Cyrus Romulus 'l'eetl. .Jesus ttlc Lorn -God
Creutur of Ilea yen and Earth. Paper, 30 ce'!ts; cloth~ 5o
CCPt.S,

...c•l,f"J"t·o~:ttorie~

to J eho?:"·f•Ja. Being3,000 ques-

tion.:; pnqJilU!Idcd t!J his ,Jcwislt_:Gndship upon a
t.:tj-' of :~u>.Jj~cts. Paper, 5U Ct}pt!i"; cloth, 75 cents.

great vari-

•N:aat I ;)au•t Believe, lV}.:•t l Do Believe,
350 pp,.

\\'h:t· and \\"ilt~rcfore. (l!orthcuming.)
l2uw: P.qJcr, 60 cents~ cloth, $1.50.

J)e~t<"on Sliithnore's ! .. etters. First Deacon of
Ztou Hm Baptist Church, giving many church Incidents
ana

his evolution from Chrh;t1anity to Liberalism. Paper

50 cents; cluth, 75 cents.

Anthony Co1nstock : H!R Career ot Cruelty and
Crime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 cent~.
Eighth nn<l I.ast Letter from Ludlow•
Street Jl:til. 10 cents.
J,ctt.'rs front Aib•uay Penitentiary. 25
.,eots. •
l
Jiattec·, ;'!lotion, (,ife, and l!lintl. 10cents.
'I' he Gotts o_:· Snt•erstit!on. 8 cents.
'I' he Ga·eat Religious of the \Vorld. 10cts.
Open J,etter to §:nunel ()ol;;ate. IOcents.
J esns (~ht•isL Considered as an Infidel. 10 cents.
,\n H<Ht> \\'ith the Devil. 10 cents.
~inlu 1 ~alut"' :.:111 Sinful Sbet•herds. 10
..:ei·.tb.
i i •me>;! questio>::i: nntl lion est .-\.nswers.
5 cents.
,\.n ()!'"" f,ctter to Jesus Christ. 5 cents.

8. t'. Untlerwood's \Vorks.
~ssays atul Lectnre,s. Embracing Influence of
Chri.,;l.hmity on Civilization; Chrlsti:;nlty and Materialism;
W!ut LiiH.•r,tllsmo11crs in Place uf Christit\n1ty; Scientific
:,l ~tcrLlllsm: Woman; Spiritm.tlism frOll) a Muterlalistlc

'"'t·w•h·lillt;
p.Jine tilt~ 1->olitical and Religious Hefotmer:
\[..t~·r 11 1 Ji...:m ;p;1l Crime: \\..,.ill
Coming M:m Worship
., C•·tnh~s and Cruelties of Christ,ianttr; the Authority
i r !te Bihh~; Freethnught Judged hy its fruits; Our Ideas
~~r God. 300 pp., p;~ per, liO C 1..'lltS; Clflth. $1.
h1!h><'lt<"<" ol" ('llrtstianity uu•on Civiliza. i-r.u. 25 cen ti3.
t'hri~.. 1ia.nity n:ull'flaterinlisnt. t5cents.
Whnt I.iberaUsm Offers in Plact" o•
('!brJ~ff!"ln.ity. 10 cer.LS.
~
<;.o~"''~~li:.bl<ll Mg,tel!'l"'l'Jlllm! l';q ••~ • • •

1 ; ... !

--lllliili~llilll'o lH~aill.

the
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LIBERAL HOME.S

SAVE THE

LIBIERAL M il\CAZINE.
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D DEATH, how bitter is th" t·emembrance of thee
to a man that liveth at re't in his possessions, unto
tile man tltat hath nothing to vex: him, and that
bath pr·osperity in all things; yea, unto him that is
,Yet able to receive meals I 0 Deatb, acceptable i'
thy sentence unto the needy and unto him where
strength faileth, that is now in the last age, and Is
vexed with all things, and to him tbat despaireth
and hath lost pa~ience !-Ecclesiastes x:li, 1, 2.
0 DEATH, the poor man's dearest friend,
The kindest and the best I
Welcome the hour my aged limbs
Are laid with thee at rest I
The great, the wealthy, fear thy blow,
From pomp and pleasure tm·n;
But oh, a blest relief to those
That weary-laden mourn!

-Bums.
IF one thing is clear, it is that faith is large in
proportion as It dares to put things to the proof.
Fear and laziness can accept beliefs. Only trust
and courage will question them. To reject conse.
crated opinions demands a consecrated mind. The
moving impulse to such rejection is faith - faith in
reason, faith in the mind's ability to obtain truth.
The great skeptic must l'Je a great believer. None
hav so magnificently afiirmed as they who hav
audaciously denied.-0. B. Frothingham.
is bad or good as it affects the well-being of
society, or, let us call it, humanity," said Richard
l!,ullerton. ~'There can be no intrinsic evil, no
positiv sin, where there is no community to be
harmed by. your acts." l\Ir. Fullerton brought
forth the old argument of the desert island, and
how a man could not sin ·by himself. If he could do
no ill to others, he could do no ill at all; spiritual
wickedness, self-generated, self-destructiv, and
offending God only, being a myth and an impossibility. This was naturally utterly opposed to tbe
theological view which makes sin a thing in itself
between a man's own soul and God, and in no wise
because of rts action on the community; which
sees in it primarily an offense against heaven even
when it is a crime against society-damnable because disobedient to divine command rather than
to be punished because of the evil handling of ma.n 's
body and property.
" ALL

SooN will the earth cover us all; then the earth,
too, will change, and the things also which result.
from change will continue to change forever, and
these again forever. For if a man reflects on the
changes and transformations which follow one
another like wave after wave, and their rapidity, he
will despise everything which is perrshable.-.M• .A.
.Antoninus.
THE poor man weeps-here Gavin sleeps,
Whom canting wretches blamed;
But with such as he, where'er he be,
l\Iay I be saved or damned I
-Burns.
OF late, the death-beds of believers bav been
less peaceful than those of unbelievers Terrible
doubts hav intruded themselvs. Orthodoxy is
bound to believe that Voltane and Paine, and
other so-called. Infidels, died miserable deaths, and
still goes on asserting ittbough there is not a parti.
cle of proof. But it would not be difiicult, were tbe
truth abundant, to match these cases witlt a score
to one of tbe unhappy deaths of orthodox Christians of the most saintly cbaracters.-Chadwick' s
Victory over Death.

A FRUIT of the battk-iield-grape.
The Libm·al 1~ a m"nthl.v n;ngnztne published by G. H.
0
A LoUISVILLE belle ha~ in ber parlor a be·> ntiful ~~~~erT\}i~~~nf~~~ii 1~ iR "t;~~:~d }~~'i1f:~~~"~~ ~~l~tltrc;cnLailJ~
1
1 1
embroidered motto," E PlurIbus, ynm, yum.'.'
f.1 :: i~~ ~ ~\~ 8 6~1 &;~ ~~ ~~~~til~i~~,i'l:_~t~~ ~f~l~d~~ii1?~~;~~l~n~~ff
wh~>re they c:m enjoy the full fruition of
LAST words of tbe halloonist, "It's all up with Spiritualists,
universal ment1ll liberty. The town is growing rapidly.
n1e." Last words of the gosling, "It's nll down lt lws no preacher, no church, no drunlwnne~s. no a·tloon,

no Hod, no Christ, no ht'll. no devil. But peace, civility,

with me."

'!'hC"~§:tw.k4'J'

Has for fifteen

Eye mad Ear Ba!lilam

ytJ<Lf'~ prnn~d tiHi l.hJsr

remedfui applicatlnn

for .IF:.iliug- §l;.:-1>1, lm~;air.,•l Hea.-iU~J;". O!>h·
t."!utin:Jin.., and all lllllammutlnug and affections of Eyes
aud Eu.ra. Print.ers, lU'ti3ta, u.ntl tltost~ ovcrtt!Xfng the
eyes find an 1mme~.1ht.t.e l'clief.

Soft cu.turacts hav'been

removed by 1t. By lLR uoe tlle wem:ing of glasses is de-

THERE are some days when you can't lay up a ¥e~~~'e~!appl~~~·.;~~nd Jo~~W'li~'j,;n~,"ff~~~~l: ~¥~~n~~ [~'e ferred. Price, SO canto.
cent, and other days when you can't get hold of a
Made and sold only 1>7
G. A. LORIA8.
THE
cent to lay up.
Sltf
Shakers P. O.,N.Y.
IT is more blessed to giv than to receive, when a
kick from a No. 10 boot is at issue.
~'JUST LET ME SHOW YOU"
DR. FOOTE'S
"Tms world is all a fleeting show," 'Said a priest
BYAN
to a culprit on the gallows. "Yes," was tbe reply,
Hand-Book of Health Hints
Ungodly
Woman
of
the
19th
Century.
"but l'd rather see the show a little longer."
AND READY REOIPES,
Nearly 950 pages. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 eta.
CusToMER: "You say that those figures are life
Worth $25. Cost 25c.
size? l\Iy dear sir, tbey seem very small.'' Artist:
SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY :
~~Perfectly correct, sir; you know 'life is short.'"

GODLY WOMEN OF .THE BIBLE.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL teacher: "Wby was Joseph put
into tbe pit?" Boy (who goes to theater sometimes): "Because there wasn't room in the
family circle."
"You promised to pay that bill yesterday," said
an angry creditor to a debtor. "Yes," calmly replied the other; "but to err is human, to forgive
divine, and I forgot it."

Ancient and Modern.
3y JAMES ANTHONY FROUDE.
Price, 25 cents.

~hnptors onJiygicno
S1m~e on Common
lllcuHIIn•a, How to
Chllrlrcn, Knucks
Knowing, IUnts on B!lthlugo, ou 1\ursing the
Sick, on Emcn:~cuclc", lJ\uts for
\Yomen, tog~:thel' with Bllll\6 or tho PriVI\te
Formulro of Dr. FooTl':, 1\U•l othel' Jlhyaicluns
of hi(;h repute, nn1l d !J•t•cl!"n H for
(11od &a.dnvalJUa. IJ?'AOfi:NT:; WANTED.

.THE PYRAMID OF GIZEH.

Address D.lll. BENNETT
Ulli:lglltl.! st., New \ ork.

CONSULT!.,.

HEALTH MANUAL

The maiden tied, and now
Tbe editor, I trow,
Doth daily play that little game of bis;
He knows girls cannot stand
His locks of auburn, and
The quarter-stl"etch expression of hls pbl.z,

-cawago TrWun~.

WJII.HART,l!:irksville,I!i.- .

Worth
Prcgnat.t
preparing

J

The Relation of Ancient Egyptian Civilization to the Heb1·e~o Narrativs
, in Genesi3 and Exodus, and
the Relativ Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered.

A DARKEY minister says, "How can dem Intldels
say dare am no debbil? I knose there must be a
debbil, case how if there was no debbil could they
make bis pickter so like bim ?"
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
., YES," exclaimed Brown,~· you always find me
Price, 25 cents.
with a pen in my hand. I'm a regular penholder,
my boy." Let's see," snid Fox, musingly,,. a penECCE DIABOLUS,
bolder is usually a stick, isn't it?"
in which the. worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
WHY doth tbe festlv Injun squaw
is shown to be devil-worship, with some obImprove eacb shining minute,
servations upon the horrible and cruel on1iAnd scratch her head from morn till night?
nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-off.,rings.
Because there's millions in i ".
"No," said tbe charming actress to her devoted By the VERY REV.EVANDAVIES,LL.D,.
lov.er, •'No, Charlie, I won't marry you; but you
Atch-Druld of Great Brltalu.
Price, 25 cent8.
.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - can hav the privilege of paying for all my little
THE
suppers andcarriao:es after tbe theater, and you'll
be envied by all tbe boys. That ough~ to satisfy
you."
.
A CLERGYMAN who not long ago had entered into
Devoted to healing by means of nature's higher foi ees
the happy state of matrimony with a maiden lncludlng the
named Grace, rather surprised his bearers on tbe
HEALTH GUIDE.
ensuing Sabbath by giving out as bis text, "The
Re..-lsed and Improved, together with brief tre~tises onGrace that is given me of God." The sermon, RS the Fine Forces: Vital .Magnetism. in answer to Dr. Brown
might bav been expected, was well worthy of the Sequard on Nerve Force, and Cllromopathy, the new
selenee of healing by light and color.
newly-made Benedict.
By Edwin D. Babbit.t, D. M.,
A MAN who was continually grumbling at every. Author of ••Principles of Light and Color," '• Wonders o
thing that happened to him died and went to Llgbt and Color." Prlee, cloth, $1. Sold at tbls office.
heaven. A friend of his subsequently met him
aloft, and thinking there could be no possible
C_MPUTATION b~ MECHANISM
chance of bearing tbe other complain, asked bim
Additiou 1Subt.r~tctlon, Mul·
bow be found himself. 'l'be dissatisfied gentleman
tiJ>IicatiOn, !lnll Division.
rubbed his bead about and l"eplied, "Just like my
Sample Macb.ine, postagefr3b,
infernal luck! why, can't you seetbis blessed halo
$2.50. Circulars Free. Agent:
Wanted. Factory, WaterOury
of mine doesn't tit?"
Conn. .Address the Patentee~

AN American wbo stat·ted to ride from Colima
to l\Ianzanillo, inlllexico, was stopped on the highway by a well-armed bandit.
''Pardon, senor," exclaimed the latter,'' but I
perceive that you bav my coat on. Will you hav
the kindness to remove it? "
The American produced a six-shooter, and cocking it, replied:
"Senor, 1 am of the opinion that you are mistaken abont that coat."
HERMIONE supposed tbat some things wbicb she
"On closer observation I perceive that I am,"
heard at church were true; but sbe did not realize the bandit answered, and disappeared in the wood.
tbem, and she more than half doubted Ute rest. In
THE LoRD'S PRAYER.- A report on tbe state of
tbe state in wbicb she was, religion was rather an
irritation than a support, and the Bible perplexed religion in Nevada would be almost as brief as tbe
instead of strengthening her. She did not know tbe famous chapter on snakes in Ireland. The folwbat in it was true. nor feel what in it was elevat- lowing anecdote might, however, be inserted. At
ing. If there were such a thing as tbe divine life, tbe recent opening of the Nevada legislature an
the present vicar of Crossholm, sleepy, indolent, Eastern minister was mvited to perform the relig_
•' unawakened" old l\Ir. Asten, could not lead ber ions service. He accepted tbe call and closed the
to Its knowledge; and at borne sbe was even ceremony with the Lord's Prayer. When he had
farther from help or guidance. Her husband's tlnisbed, State Senator Doolan turned to Senator
studies bad led him into the opposit camp, and he Hammond and remarked audibly: "He stole tbat
had become a pronounced Freethinker, Agnostic be prayer, and I'll bet on it. I beard it almost word
called himself; Infidel he was called by others. He for word in Eureka at a funeral over ten years
bad placed science in tbe seat of theology, and bis ago."
A HEARTLESS CIDCAGO EDITOR.
life's endeavor now was to weaken tbe hold of the
Christian faith on the minds of men-not by revilTbe editor so gay
. ing tbe creed and its professors, but by showing
Is feeling well to-day,
the contradictions wbicb exist between nature and
Because of poems be bas burned a score;
revelation, Genesis and science; by substituting
He'@ tilted back bis chair,
knowledge for superstition, reason for faith, and
His feet are higb in air,
history for mythology.-Under Which Lord! by .Mrs.
And he's ready to incinerate some more.
E. Lynn Linton.
A step is on the stair,
The editor's red hair
UTILI'l'Y teaches tbat tbe general happiness is to
Begins to rise like quills on porcupine;
be the aim of tbe individual. Tbe criterion of an
His face a dreadful frown
action of A. B. is not whether A. B. thereby seAssumes, his feet come downcures or increases bis own happiness, but whether
He's a kind of human giant-powder mine.
tbe tendency of tbe action is beneficial or detrimental to society. If A. B. secures bis own happiIn steps a pretty maid,
ness by a course which injm·es others, or which, if
Her hair is just tbe shade
generally pursued, would be prejudicial to tbe inOf summer sun that gilds tbe lofty spires;
terests of tbe community, he is at once condemned
She's pretty and piquant,
by tbe principles of utility, even although he may
"Whatever can sbe want?"
bav thereby increased bis own individual happiTbe editor soft of himself inquires.
ness. llfr. J. S. l\Iill justly remarks tbat the stand"I came, sir," she began,
ard of utilitarianism "is not tbe agent's own in" To ask yon if I can
dividual happiness, but the greatest amount of
A Christmas story for your paper write;
happiness altogether; and if it may possibly be
I don't want any pay,
doubted whether a noble character is always the
My name is lllyrtle llfay;
happier for bis nobleness, there can be no doubt
I'd
like
to stand on fame's immortal bight.
tbat it makes other people happier, and that the
world in general is tbe gainer by it." It is one of
"Oh, Myrtle," he replied,
the merits of utilitarianism that it cultivates tbe
•·· You'd better be my bride;
social feelings and tends to bind men into a brothI'm lonely since tbe trotting season's o'er;
erhood, wherein the good of all is the aim of each.
As wife of one who writes
-.Mrs . .A. Besant's 7.'rue Basis of .Morality.
Of ball games and cock fights
You'd bav of f!J-me a quite sufficient store."
WHAT though on heavenly f"re we dine,
Wear hodden-grey, and a' that;
Giv fools their silks and knaves their wine,
A m:m's a man for a' that.
For a' that and a' that,
Their tinsel show and a• that;
The honest man, tho' e'er sae poor,
rs king o' men for v,' tll!\t.
-BumQ,

AND

EY~S

HEARINC.

ANDA

VINELAND, N.J.
edttcA.ted

and legally quallfled pbyslclan, and ~
\i!ostsuccessiul, as his pr!l.ctice will prove.

A regularly

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS..
EASES.
Spermatorrhea an<l Impotency,

the refilult of eelf-S.buse ln youth, se:roal excesses In maturer
vears, or other causee, and producing eome of the following effectu
~ ervousnese, Seminnl Emissions (night emi.E-alons bydrenms),Dim-

B.S

;,~~e,0i:e~~~~ Poa~~~~!~1 ~}F~~~~s~:ro~~~d~::lid;!~~~!so~

.Sexue.·.

~awer,

thC'ro~g;:_;Jy

&c., rendering m!U"!"iago improper or unhappy, an

and permanently cured by an

EXTERNAL APPLIC .TION,

\Vhich ls the lJoctor'e lat!.'st and greatest med
which he hns so fnr f>reecribed for this bnneful
etnge! without a failure to cure In a l!lingle c:tH
Wel"& i:i:! n. terribly shattered condition-had

discovery ad
~ nlnint in ahita
• some of them
:~. in the Insane

1

3

d~~~~z;~~~;h,~~if:a~i~negn~~~~~i:Ji~icq~· ~ o1Jh~~~

Able to take care of themselves.

t~Y~!!~l~~(;~~J:?iEA:aGL~i:ttj!;e~rfcr::~c:'~~h~

l'it:rma. (or Rupture)) Piles, and other private disenaea quickly

cured.

SEND TO-

ELMIN ...8.
FOR Tfl!EM.

Middle·Age<l and Ol<l Men.

'!here are many rit. the a~e of thirty to sixty who are troubled

r-:g~ s::tr~i:~ ~~u.~~~f:g0 ~ctnhs~~~~~d~doz~:~~~~~!~·dtt~

system in ll mauncr tho patient cannot nccount for. Ou examining
the urinary deposits n rapy or cotton·like sediment, or sometimes

small particles of nlbumen will apnenr, or the color will be of a

thin or lpilkis~ huo, again chan~ing to a dark nnd to~id app~ar
ance, which plnmly show.s that the semen F-nssesoffwith the Ul1ne.

~~~~~ D r.F~l!o:a~0E~l~~~~o R~~:ayd.:v~.1u~:fri~~~~~~n! p~~~~~
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cure tn all such cases, nnd a benlthy restoration ol tho organs.
~Consultations by Jetter free nnd I-nvited. Charges re!!sonabl•
and conespondenco strictly confidential.

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.
TEN

CENTS,

ONE BOX OF

DR. YORK'S

Liver and Kidney Pills,
Or Three Boxes fm.• 2:> cts.
These pills will be found (If taken according to directions) a SURE cure for .ALL diseases of the liver and
kidneys .
This o!Ier will bold good only from Jan. 1st to Apr.lst
1882. After April 1st the price will be 25 cts. per box, or
live boxes for $1.00.
Address, wltb one-cent stamps Inclosed,

.JAMES A. BLISS,
13t53.

47 Greenwich St., Providence, R. I.

week In your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free
$66 a Address
H. HALLET & Co., Portland, Maine.

BLISS'S

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.
1
ho~=~~~:~;:~':~~~~~: lrs8a~~~~~ltW~~t~e~:.-~~i~tgtoi\::~

:""lllptoms, horr1blecffects,nnd curo, followed by atrongtestimonlal.;.
p;a.ded by nn nffl«lnvlt nato their genuineness. Should berea4
i!S all. ~ Remember no me1H~Ine IR g[Vctle Addreu
DR. R. P. l~'ELLCHVS, VJnelmui, New J"rsey. Be
a;,;,) and Btato 1u. ,..W>+·l!~WOr ~ou sa.w this.

[From the House and H<Yme, N. Y.]
Among the successful pllyaiefana who hav departed
tr-Jm the narrow Ueaten track of ortltotluxy, we may rank
D1·. Feliows, o.f Vinelu.nd, N. J. Bia principles are true.
ht systelU bused upon acientfic I act."

[From the (Mo.) L'beru.l.
The 1·eputo.t1on of Dr. Fellows is sufficieut to warru.ut
G-ny one in reposing eontldence in his aklll and ability.
'!'hose in need of bts u.ld should nnt fu.n to cousult hint a.t
once. Procrastination is tl!e thief of t.ime, and often casta
the lifo of a human be!nR:."

Lll.,E OF VOlJTAIRE.
.BY .iAlUES PARTON.
With t•ortraits auoJ other Illustrations.
This work, which has OCCUJ)led Mr. Parton many years

~~~~.P~;{~~~~~ogaJ~r~~ii'd r~~ii~Cd 1ttn i~utd. ~%0a/~~~~.vol·

Mr. Parton as a. historian and biographer hafl no superior,
as his hiotf"rc\phies of Jacl{aon,.Franklin. Jetteraon, Greeley

~1'!~t·f~~t i~u8.'i~ ~~~1r~' al~d~~~~~ ff~beg; ~~i\~~i~ t~avi-~tf~::
111
~~~~~~:~t~Jt?~g~~.riedL~~!~~g,ctd~~~~lGf~ ~·oll~i~~j~~~;g~~~~~~

Electro-Magnetic
Planchette.

transcendent philosopher, n grea.t rcEfurmcr, a brtlliunt wit
and poet, and aetttny forth what faults lie hml as a man.

DeslJw:~·!'.~J~~~!~~!~J!!i~:i~eJre~.r:.~:!~!'m-

traiture of a t.ruly remarkt~hle man, whethm· he is viewed
as the champion of Liberalism. a powerful and persever

Arter months of careful study and experiment., Mr.
James A. Bliss, the well.known medium, of Providence,

erance and liberty. It Ia the arsenal fl·om which Liberals

~~~ l~i· ~h~r~nt~tl~}~ f~~ua~~,~~~~r)~1~1 t~ ~~~~~:, )~~fe~g~g~~eJ~~

~~g~f~e~·~~~i~tf~~d·a~~ci~al~ett~~~;~~~s;~3 1 ~~~:Y~h~le b~f~~f

will d.ra.w weapons to refute the alandera and lies of the
(formerly of Plllladelph!a, Pa.), ha• perfect,ed !tis church
u.hout Voltaire! and Mr. Parton's reputation will
Writing Plancbette, aud although many Improvements hav muke
It the authority In regard to his life, b1s work, bla
been made, thA price rem~tina the same us heretofol"P.
tlo~tli.
Bliss's Electro-Niagnelic I•Inucbette Is a
In two vols. 8vo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.
~o~~e;:u~!~t;~~!n~~~~m~~;·nJ~e~i~l1 ~l~h~te16i:8 ~I}~n~~~r1~ A.ddreas, J). :U. Bennett, 141 Elgbth st., New York.

R 1.

Spiritual J:l!Rnifeatattona It has convinced thousands tlmt
it was moved by a power independent of llunda placed

~f.~~.i~JV~~~ ;.;ke~i~~~~~;ti~~~~vl~~da~~~~oue~~~~

derful communfcu.ttona frum your spirit friends

SkeJltics are r:.~~~~f~:lr.:'lf':itctl to exJ.erThe general verdict of the persona that. hav used Blias'A
Pl-·mcltette is, 'l'ltnt it 1vill 1VJ.•ite 1nessa.r;es

"The Infidel Pulpit."
Lectures by Gcor!,l"c (:.haiu cy.
VOL. I. CONTAINS

LesaonH :trom the I.. tfe and Work of Knri Heinzen; Minot
Savage's Talks about Uud; MortLl OLJNc!.lons to the God
izetl J•laucltette will •·erunin ruotiouless. Idea; Nu.ture anti Decltne of Un1tu1· anhnn; Hobert G.
Reonetuber this i•I~tnchette is not only Ingersoll; .AHHUHHir~atlon of the Uzar; Llgltt!i and Sltadea
the best, but it is tile chenJ•est in •lle of Li!Jera.lhnn; The Spirit of tile Presl:!: He lies of Burbar.
1VileJ.•e the CC))DIII:ROil '\VOOdeu Ulllll.ttr.;"Uet•

1
1 1
1
0
1
0
tnu•·ket.
~~'; f~~ ::r 8v~ ;L~t xW~Il~u~~!\ ~r~gv]J~~~ .~;~,~~;s; ~fY ~~f~~:
The Planchette, with wheels, pencil, and full directions toua Experience; 'l'lle ].(leal Man nnd YVumu.n; What Is
will be securely Inclosed In a box and ma!Ied to any ad- Morality 1 What ts Uellg!onY '~'he Church of tbo ~·uture.
dress In tbe United States only, upon tbe receipt of oO PvlcP, ,J,
D, l\1. BENNETT.
cents. For sale at the office of THE TKUTH SnKE>l.
Ull>lalltb ~t .. N.
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AN effort is being made in Hartford to enforce an old Blue law which makes concert
going on Sunday nights a penal offense.
LEOPOLD VON RANKE, the historian, celebrated his eighty· seventh birthday a few days
since. He is still in full vigor, and the third
and fourth volumes of his" Universal History"
hav just been published.
ST. JoHN, the temperance governor of Kansas, has officially recognizf'd the claims of women to official. station by appointing Mrs. Cora
M. Downs, of Wyandotte, to be a regent of
the state university.
THE question whether Noah Webster ever
taught a singing school in BaltimorR has been,
.after a thorough and somewhat excited discussion in that city, decided in the affirmativ. He
became pressed for money while on a journey
to Washington, and stopped long enough to fill
his purse in that manner.
THE census returns just given in Bombay are
quite interesting. Asked to state their profession or calling, the simple Hindoos hav filled
up the paper with an accuracy that might iR
vain be sought for in any other country. In
Bombay there are, upon their own confession,
twenty-six gamblers and swindlers, one dogpoisoner, sixteen wizards, and 698 tattooers.
THE Rev. John Jasper, of Richmond, has a
rival in Prof. Johnson of Hamilton. The professor is also a colored man, and he also believes that " the sun do. move,'' and, like Bro.
Jasper, he quotes from the Bible to prove his
theory. He frankly acknowleages that his
views are not in accord with the more advanced
men of science, but, believing in the Bible, he
can but believe that the sun goes around the
earth.
A. LoNDON company, with a capital of $2,500,000, has acquired a million acres in Manitoba
and the northwest territory, and intends to
divide it into farms of 160 to 640 acres each,
with certain improvements in the way of buildings, stock, 1\!ld implements. The tenants are
to work the farms, and the harvest is to be
divided equally between the two parties to the
contract. Some of the Canadian newspapers
are opposing the scheme as introducing objectionable landlordism.
WE learn from an English paper that" Moody
and Sankey are falling dreadfully flat in the
north of England. Like ginger pop, they lose
their gas after being once uncorked. One
thing is certain, they've swamped Richard
Weaver's little trade; but the heavenly Richard bears it all with a lamb-like spirit. Oh!
the Lord will make it up to him, never fear;
he'll get a nice, cosy, cushioned throne in the
bright and better land, and there'll be no abandoned girls to trouble him there."
\ THE Rev. Mr. Miln, of Brooklyn, some time
ago became uneasy in the Congregational
church of which he was pastor, and felt that he
would be happier in the Unitarian fold. So he
accepted a call to Unity church, Chicago, of
which Dr. Collyer has been pastor. Now he
:finds that he is theologically crippled and fettered by the doctrins of the Unitarians. He
wants something broader and more suited to
his advanced views. Therefore he resigns the
pastorate of Unity church and strikes out for
new fields of theological investigation.
THE new belief which has become dominant
in the empires of Germany, Russia, and Austria is that the Jews are at the bottom of all the
mischief caused by the spread of Nihilism
throughout the east and north of Europe. And
it is· the knowledge of this fact which has caused
the persecution of the Jews by the rabble and
the lukewarmness of their defense by the authorities. Judaism is acknowledged at last to
be the greatest power of all in politics on
account of its command of wealth, and its hold
)lereby over every government in Europe.
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The children of Israel are knit together in a
bond of Freemasonry, arid, it is charged, are
using Nihilism for the end they propose, of
scaring European sovereigns into submission
by the necessity which the most powerful will
ere long find themselvs under of borrowing
money from Hebrew hoards. In the end they
will be compelled to remove those restrictions
with which the Hebrew race has so long been
burdened.
IN Europe the clergy do not oppose cremation as strongly as formerly. The Protestant
clergy in Gotha and in Munich, the archbishop
of Paris, and the bishop of Manchester, hav
declared in favor of it. The Roman Catholic
priesthood in Italy docs not oppose it. The
Copenhagen Cre)llation Society, which counts
two thousand members, recently applied to the
government for permission to erect and operate
a crematory in one of the suburban cemeteries;
the application was strongly approved by the
boa.rd of health. Bodies recently exhumed in
Danish burial grounds were found after thirty
years to be yet in the first stage of decay.
THE University says: "If we are to enter
into a crusade against heresy, we must transform the minister of customs into inquisitorgeneral and every coll!1ctor into an inquisitor.
Already the minister of justice has received intimation from Toronto pulpits that he can hav
any number of inquisitors for the asking. And
this in the year of grace 1881." And the London 1!'7-ee Press adds: "No free people would
tolerate such an intrusion uporr their rights as
a custom-house inquisition of their literature
presupposes. The circumstances of tbe seizure
hav elicited the expression of much manly
opinion as to the qaestion of sustaining inai.
vidual rights as opposed to the attempt to restrict them."
THE Glasgow Free Presbytery is discussing
again the Sabbath question in its bearing on
the opening of museums and libraries, and the
proper 'length of a Sabbath day's joqrney for a
clergyman who is going to preach. Some of
the clergy hav been laying themselvs open to
the criticisms of their brethren by hiring cabs
on Sunday. The.question now arises as to how
far a healthy clergyman ought to walk on Sunday, and for how great a distance a cab becomes what the law of ·the church recognizes
as a thing of "mercy and necessity." Some
of the members of Presbytery declare themselvs able to walk five miles, but think that if
called to go a greater distance they ought to
take a cab. Others insist that a minister who
is on Sunday going to preach more than five
miles from his home ought to go on Saturday
night ll.lld return on Monday morning. Others
hav small objection to the hiring of a cab, pro.
·vided no money is paid out on Sunday. Instead of destroying the sanctity of the day of
rest by settling the bill at once, they would hav
"cabby" call on Monday for his pay. Thus
gnats are strained at and camels are swallowed.
Presbytery did not arrive at any solution of the
cab question, but passed a resolution to the
effect that museums and libraries ought to be
closed on the Sabbath.
THis is the way the Arkansas people look
after their shepherds who leave "between two
days." It appears in the El Dorado (Ark.)
Eagle, signed by eight persons : " We, the undersigned, would like to hav the character of
D. D. Booth published in the Eagle, aud his
general conduct in this vicinity exposed. It is
generally known that after the difficulty he had
with Mr. Reed, the old man Primm and his
wife took Booth to their house and nursed him
and cared for him (about seven months) until
he was well, and then how he conducted himself afterward. We want to inform the people
how he has taken advantage of a deaf and
dumb girl, the daughter of old Mr. and Mrs.
Primm, by making rash promi~es to marry her.
He promised to liv in town with her and get a
fine horse and buggy and take her to all the
big meetings and get her all the fine dresses she
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NEAR BROADWAY.

wanted, and went so far as to ask the old folks
for her, and then seduced her. He has acted
a malicious scoundrel with her, and it is now
said that he has run away and left the state,
and we hav every reason to believe it. He is
known as a big Baptist preacher, and we want
to warn all deaf and dumb and orphan girls of
the danger of associating with him. He is
none too good to stoop to anything that is low
down and mPan. We also warn everybody to
watch him, both male and female, for he is an
infamous scoundrel. We bav good evidence to
support these statements, and we are responsible for everything we· say in this instrument.
We wish that we couid explain this exactly as it
is. We would not misrepresent a single feature
of the case. We want everybody to know
what kind of a man he is, and want this published everywhere throughout the United States,
if possible. We further desire to state that he
taught school in this neighborhood, and that
he tried to seduce a ten-year old child that w:ts
going to him. We can establish these facts.
This grand rascal is about five and a half feet
high, dark complexion; in fact he is a black
Dutch, and has a scar from a knife on his right
hand and another on his left eye near to the
nose. He is forty-six or forty-seven years old."
THE London JJ'.reethinlcer reads the Brooklyn
mountebank this well-deserved lesson: "AC·
cording to Swift a nice man is one with nasty
ideas. Talmage is a nice man. His style of
preaching against the vices of New York shows
that he is intimately acquainted with them.
No doubt he has mr.de many a round of the
haunts of dissipation to freshen up his knowledge. Any other purpose is of course out of
the q11estion. Some years a.go there was a
great uproar in Glasgow about the " can-can."
which was being danced nightly at a music-hall
by some young htdies in remarkably short
dresses; and the result was that before the
dance was suppressed half the officials of the
city went to see it in the interest of public morality. Talmage goes the midnight round for
the same reason. His last "nice" sermon is
against" impure literature," and shows a pretty
good acquaintance with erotic publicalions.
Not satisfied with exhibiting his extensiv erudition in that line, he goes out of his way to
malign D. M. Bennett, editor of THE 'rRuTH
SEEKER, who was sent to prison in America,
just as Mr. Truelove was in London, for selling
a pamphlet on the population question. Talmage alludes to him as " a filthy creature,"
and classes him with the vendors of obscene
books. These Christian libelers don't care how
much mud they fling; they hav any quantity
of it in stock. We tell Talmage that his holy
book, the Bible, is filthier than any publication
ever sold by a Freethinker, and we make him
a present of the following story. The great
Goethe was present at a meeting of the Dutch
clergy, when it was proposed to establish a censorship for the expurgation of improper books.
He expressed his admiration of the plan, and
recommended them to begin with the Bible.
Whereupon the king of Holland said to him,
'My dear Goethe, pray hold yottr tongue. Of
course you are quite right, but it won't do to
say so.' Talmage thinks Free thought quite as
bad as indecency. 'What are you reading?'
he asks. ' Bolingbroke? Theodore Parker?
Andrew Jackson Davis's' tracts? SwedenbOt·g's dreams? Tyndall's Glasgow University
Address ? Drop them and run.' But the oracle of the Brooolyn Jabernacle doesn't stop
there. He runs a-muck against Homer's' Iliad' and all the warlike _epics of the world, because they foster a taste for blood.
ut how
about the bloodiest epic ever written, the Bible
story of the Jewish war3? Begin at home,
Talmage, begin at home. Homer's ' Iliad'
doesn't claim to be inspired, an,d your Bible
does. Purge the vileness from that before you
go abroad. And don't imagin that mankind
will ever be so silly as to banish the masterpieces of heroic literature ant! feed their minds
on the weak, wnshy, everlasting flood of your
sermons.''
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PRoF. JoHN W. DRAPER. died on the 4th.
THE governor of Madrid, in Spain, is dead.
RoN. RICHARD H. DANA died in Rome on the
6th.
SKATING accidents are beginning to be re·
ported.
WILLIAM H. AINSWORTH, the novelist, died
last week.
GARA.BALDI's carriage upset the other day,
injuring him severely.
BILLY THE Km, a notorious burglar, broke
jail at Albany last week.
BEECHER found >l new-born female child on
his stoop on the morning of the 9th.
OscAR vVILDE, the so-Citlled esthete, lectured
in Chickering Hall last Monday evening.
THE churches at Port Jervis, N. Y., were
closed on the 8th on account of small-pox.
RoBERT LINCOLN, son of Abraham Lincoln,
is talked of as candidate for chief magistrate in
1884.
A. SO-CALLED Fenian ram was SIJllk last week
by accidental collision with a tug-boat. It was
raised.

AN attempt to 11teal the bodies of Napoleon
and the prince imperial is said to hav been discovered.
THE defense in the Guiteau case is closed,
Juage Cox having refused to admit any further
evidence.
FmE caused a damage of $20,000 to the
Westminster Presbyterian church in Baltimore
last Sunday.
SEVENTEEN Brooklyn aldermen were arrested
and put under bail last week for defying a
court injunction.
NINE men were injured, four fatally, by an
explosion of fire aamp in a coal mine at Mauch
Chunk, Pa., on the 8th.
THE sale of pews in Beecher's church this
year brought in about ten thousand dollars less
than the average in years past.
FrvE or ten thousand Scandinavians are to be
imported to be employed in the construction of
the Northern Pacific Railroad.
THE sugar refinery of Havemeyer & Elder,
in Brooklyn, N. Y., was destroyed by fire on
the 8th at a loss of over $1,500,000.
THE German newspaper Allgemeine Zeitung
has been seized by the authorities for calling
King William's manifesto a coup d'etat.
IN Russia Sara Bernhardt was pelted with
stones by Christians for being a Jew, and with
cucumbers by Jews for being a Christian.
DR. HAmiOND of this city, lecturing upon
the Gniteau case, stated that the assassin was
undoubtedly a lunatic, but was legally responsible, and ought to be hung.
MARTIN KANKOWSKI, the murderer of Mina
Muller in Weehawken, N.J., was hanged on
Friday last. lie died protesting his innocence.
Six other murderers were hanged on the same
day.
P ARNELr}s friends are making a movement
toward securing his release before the opening
of the next Parliament, and the English government is believed to hav the matter under
consideration.
1\lR. BEECHER, two weeks ago, charged that
in Brooklyn a school-teacher's virtue was the
price of a place. The board of education hav
appointed a committee to call upon Beecher for
an explanation.
THE crew of the Almon Bird, which sank in a
storm off the New England coast la,st week,
were not picked up until two of the number had
perished, and the rest were nearly starved, hav·
ing drank the blood from their dead shipmates'
veins to relieve their thirst.
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Jll[rnth ~tthtr JJronnd tlrt lforld.
Smyrna, Ephesus, Rhodes, and Cyprus, to
Beyrout.-Concluded.
DEPARTURE FROM SMYRNA.

seve~ o'clock
last evening that we had put off all the freight for
this plac'3 and taken on other freight, as well as some
additional passengers. In leaving_ the Smyrna harbor and resuming our course to the south we had to
pass around a considerable peninsula, Karabournou,
and down the Chios, or Scio, strait, leaving the vol.
canic island immediately on our right, of course passing on the opposi.te side of the is!and from '!hat we
passed when gomg to Constantmople. CI:ws, the
principal town, is also one of the places claimed to
be the birthplace of Homer, "the blind old man of
Scio's rocky isle," and here, as in Ithaca, the inhabitants still point out the ruin which they call Homer's
School. This island of internal commotions has also
had its full share of political disturbances, conquests,
and revolutions. At one time it had a considerable
army, and could muster one hundred fighting vessels. It bas often been conquered and held in subjection by the Ionians, the Greeks, and other~.
We have had a strong north wind since we left
Constautinople, and as we struck out this morning
into wider waters and neared the passa~e between
the islands of Samos and Nicaria the sea had become
so rough that more than half the passengers were too
seasick to go to the table, and I am compelled to admit that I was weak enough to go over to the majority. :My old stomach bas for many years shown it
self reliable under the most trying circumstances,
but when the sea goes beyond a certain line of roughness, and the steamer tosses and rolls beyond the
bounds of propriety, my stomach absolutely rebels
and will not be quiet. I have found that by keeping
the recumbent position tbe sickness is generally allayed, but I have on occasion!! tried to keep up rather
too long, and despite repeated swallowing my stomach has per~isted in emptying :tself two or three
times. But I have not suffered nearly as much atJ
:Mr. Bridges and several others of the passengers.
As soon as my stomach has had its way, and" thrown
up Jonah" it becomes quiet and I feel all right.
We have regretted this cold, rough weather, but
the captain says he expected it when he saw so many
of the black-coated and black-hatted gentry (priests)
coming aboard. He says he never ships a lot of
priests but he knows he is about to have a rough.
spell of weather. If holy men do bring rough
weather, we have enough of them to create a hurricane. There are five or six Greek priests on board,
and two or three Roman Catholic priests. Their
business cannot be excessively remunerative, for they
travel second-class or on deck, so we are troubled but
little with them in our quarter. They bunch in with
the Turks, etc. Besides the clergymen, we have in
our own company two or three American. ~issio~a
ries who joined us at Smyrna. These misswnanes
are a gentleman and three ladies of Massachusetts,
and their field of labor is in Syria, not far from
Beyrout, where some of them have been residing
two years, and others longer. The women are very
chatty, and no not seem any mo_re religious than
common people. We have some m our own company who can discount them largely in the piety l~ne.
It il! cheering, moreover, to know that these miSSIOnaries are sufficiently supplied with funds from America to enable them to occasionally do a little visiting
as a relief from their exhausting labors. They are
now returning from a visit to Athens, Smyrna, etc.
It is kind of the people of America to be so generous
with their money.
The island of Nicaria, or Icaria, which we passed
on our right, derived its name fr?m ~ legend of
Icarius, son of Dredalus, who, havmg mcurred the
displeasure of Minos, made wings of feathers anil
wax for himself and his son so as to eecape from
Urete. But Icarius, mounting too high, the sun
melted the wax of his wings, and he fell into the sea
near this island. It has not distinguished itself so
much in the history of the paAt aA many others of
the islands in the Levant. Htgh chains of mountains
occupy the entire extent, and its inh~bitants are considered the rudest and most unpohshed of all the
modern Greeks. They maintain themselves principally by the sale of charcoal to the nei~hb~ring
islands and to the towns on the coast of Asia Mmor,
and by the exportation of fire-wood, with which
their hills, unhke the rocky masses of many others
of the islands, are well covered. The population of
the island amounts to about 8,000. They pay an
annual tax to the pacha of Rhodes like the neighboring islanders.

Sunday, Nov. 6th.-It was not till

S.AMOS

is a laTger island nearer tbe m,:~.in-land, and is one of
the priucipal islands of the 1Egean Sea. It is "CParat•·d from the main-land ~imply by a narrow
strait. It is about thirty miles long and eight in
width, on an average; aud though mouutainous, has a
good proportion of ferttle land. · It had its varied
features i~ war1 the same as the neighboring islands,

sometimes triumphant and sometimes overpowered;
sometimes having a king and government of its own
and sometimes completely depressed; sometimes
joining with one neighboring power, and sometimes
with another, until in the second century, e:x:haustei!
by repeated wars, it sunk into comparative insignificance. Its property was at one time partially restored by Antony and Cleopatra, residing there for
a time, 32 B. c., and afterwards by Octavinces, who
made it a free state. It was afterward deprived of
its liberty by Vespasian, after which it rapidly went
down in importance and wealth. Vathy is the capital. The population of the whole island is 20,000.
It pays a tribute to the sultan of Turkey, but, otherwise is free. There are ruins of several pagan temples on the island.
Between Icaria and Samos are several small rocky
islands, borne of which are occupied by a few shepherds; and some, mere masses of rock pushing up out
of the water, are uninhabited. In one. place we
seemed for a time shut in by the rocks, but the pilot
found the channel without difficulty, and we were
again in the open sea.
Twenty miles south of the extreme point of Samos
we came to the small, rugged, worthless island of
Patmos, where it is claimed, with little.. probability
of truth, that St .•John wrote that crazy, unmeaning
account of wild visons of dragons, beastR, and scarlet
women called the book of Revelations, which never
did anybody any good so far as heard from; because
no man ever lived who could understand it, and if ]te
did it would be very apt to set him crazy, as it has
many who unwisely spent their time in poring over
it. Patmos is a solid, angular mass of rock, bleak and
barren, ten mile!! long and five wide. It has three
or four thousand of poor, starved-out Greek inhabitants, who have to emigrate to other islands and· to
the main-land for employment in the busy seasons of
the year, and work for forty cents a day.
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The ancient Rhodians were eminent for their early
civilization, their valor, their knowledge of marine
affairs and their cultivation of art and literature. It
will r~quire too much space and time to give even a
hurried sketch of the marked events in the history of
the people of t~i~ ~sland, and I will not atteu;pt
it. The most pnmltive Greek records make mentiOn
of it. Mythological stories ascribe its origin to the
vower of Apollo, who raised it from the sea; an.d several traditions traced the early prophecy of the tsland
by the inhabitants of the countries of western Asia,
probably the Pbcenicians. Long before the Trojan
war they made long voyages to distant countries and
were so enterprising as to establish colonie!'! in many
places, the principal of which was Rhoda in Iberia,
Gela in Cicily, Parthenope and Sybaria in Italy, besides various settlements on the coast of Asia. The
government of the island was divided between its
three principal citieA, each of which seems to have
been a separate monarchy, but later on they united
under a sort of republic or confederat,ion. In the
Peloponnesian war it cbangeo sides for twtmty years,
cooperating with the other Dorian states in supporting Athens, but after that it turned over to the Spart:uis, joining the alliance against Athens. In 408 B.C.
the city of Rhodes was founded and peof1led by the
inhabitants of the three more ancient cities. It was
built by Hippodamus of l\'liletus, whom the Athenians employed to embellish Pirreus. The new city
soon became distinguished for the splendor of its
public edifices, and of the paintings and statues with
which they were enriched. It was, indeed, one of
the most magnificent cities of the ancient world.
Strabo, who bad "een. Rome and Alexandria, gave the
preference to Rhodes, and Pindar had long before
extolled the grandeur of Rhodes in one of his noblest
odes. The wealth of th~> Rhodians was derived partly
from their fertile soil and advantageous situation, but
still more from their extensive commerce and the wisdom of their laws, especially those referring to maritime affairs. Such, indeed, was the estimation in
which the latter were helCi that many of their regulations were embodied in the Roman civil law, and
have thence be~>n adopted into all modern codes.
After the Peloponnesian war, the history of the
island presents a series of conflicts bet_ween the democratical and oligarchical parties, and of subjection
to Athens and Sparta in turn, till the end of the Social war, 355 B.c., when its independence was acknowledged. Its internal dissensions were at length
composed by a mixed form of government, uniting
the elements of aristocracy and democracy. The
Rhodians submitted to Alexander; but at his
death they expelled the :Macedonian garriRon. In
the ensuing wars they formed an alliance with Ptolemy, the son of Logus, and Rhodes succes,.fully endured a siege by the forces of Demetrius Poliorcetes,
who at length, in admiration of their valor, presented them with the engines which he bad used
against their city, from the sale of which they defrayed the cost of the statue to the sun, long celebrated under the name of the Colossus of Rhodes
as one of the seven wonders of the world. It was
the work of Chares, of Lindus, a favorite pupil
of Lysippus. It was a statuary in bronze, one hu?-dred and five feet in bight. It was twelve years m
being erected, at a cost of three hundred talents. It
stood at the entrance of the harbm~ of Rhodes, but
there is no authority for the statement that its legs
extended across the entrance of the port. It was
overthrown and broken in pieces by an earthquake
in 224 B.c., fifty-Abc years after its erection. ~ts
fragments remained on the spot for 922 years, till
they were sold by the general of the Caliph Othman
IV. to a .Jew of Emesa, who carried them away on
nine hundred camels in 672. Hume says, in his" PopTHE COLOSSUS OF RHODES.
ulousness of Ancient. Nations," that the siege of
We also passed the islands of Arkei, Zipso, Lero, Rhodes by Demetrius Poliorcetes affords the only exTelando, Kalymus, and Kappari, but they are small, ample to be found in antiquity of the establishment
very rocky, and undeserving of special notice. Kos, of a cartel for the exchange of prisoners.
or Stanclis, is much larger and more distinguished as
In the wars with Antiochus and Mithridates the
the birthplace of Apelles the painter and Hippocrates Rhodians gave the Romans the powerful aid of their
the physician. It was still more distinguished as fleet, and they were rewarded by the supremacy of
being the only state in Asia Minor which refused to southern Caria, where they had settlements from _an
obey the edict cf Mithridates, ordering the massacre early period. In the Civil war they took part with
of the Roman cit.izene. It is twenty- five miles in Cresar, and suffered in consequence from Cassius 42
length, but narrow. Its fortunes in the past were as B.c., but were afterward compensated for their losses
varied as its neighbors, which I will not trouble you by the favor of Antony. They were ~t length d~
to trace. It has now some 25,000 or 30,000 inhab- drived of their independence by Claudms, and their
itants all told, half Turks and half Greeks.
prosperity received its final blow from an earthquake
RHODES.
which laid the the city in ruins in the year 155 of
Later on we passed by the small island Yoli, and be- our era. On the division of the empire this island
tween Cape Kris, an extended projection of the main- was allotted to the emperors of the East. It 'Y'as
land and the island of Nisgro, leaving Telas consid- seized for a short period by the Saracens, but havmg
erably to our right and S'ymi on the left. Early in been recovered by the Greeks, it was in 1 308 prethe evening we reached the famous island of Rhodes, sented by the Emperor Emmanuel to the Knights of
and stopped fov two or three hours before Rhodes, S.t. John of .Jerusalem, who a short time before had
itl!! principal town, putting off some passengers and heen expelled from Palestine. The Knights, as t~e
taking on others, but the sea was so rough it was at- declared enemies of the Infidels, were engaged m
tended with difficulty. The steam~>r does not go much perpetual warfare with the 'furks, and sustained sevnearer than within a mile of the towns, and sma.ll eral blockadeR a no sieges. They retained possession
boats have to conie out with mail and passengers and of Rhodes till 1522, when, after a steadfast resisttake out whatever is to be sent ashore. It was all the ance, they were compelled to surrender to Suleiman
waterman could do to get their boats along against the Magnificent. The knights retired first to Crete
wind and waves.
,
and next to Sicily, where they continued till 1530,
Rhodes, from the most ancient periods, has occu- when the Emperor Charles V. ceded to them the
;pied a distin~uished position in the pages of history. 1sland of Malta.
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The island of Rhodes is of a triangular form, rising
gradually from the sea, until toward the center it
attains a considerable elevation, terminating in the
lofty summit of Artenar\'t, 4,600 feet above the sea,
upon which once stood a temple of Jupiter. The
hills and mountains were formerly covered by dense
·pine forests, which were cut off for ship-building.
The country is dry, but quite fertile, producing oil,
oranges, citrons, and other fruits. If properly cultivated it is capable of producing in profusion most of
the necessaries and luxuries. The climate is the
finest in the Mediterranean. Hardly a day is said to
pass in the whole year when the sun is not visible;
the burning radiance of the Ealilt is modified by fresh
ocean breezes, while at night the heat is tempered
by the cool wind from the Caramanian Mountains of
the main-land. The only beasts of burden used on
the island are mules and donkeys, there being no
camels and but few horses, and those few are owned
by the wealthy Turks. Partridges are said to be
vers abundant. various species of excellent fish,
with co:ral and sponges, are found in the surrounding
sea.
The city of Rhodes is situated at the northeast extremity of the island, and has an imposing appear.
ance from the steamer, with its two lighthouses
shining brightly out at night. It is built in the form
of an amphitheater, on ground rising gently from the
water's edge, and is stronglyfortified, having a moated
. castle of great size and strength, and being surrounded by walls flanked with towers. These works
were constructed by the Knights of St. John, and
bear evidence of the same skill afterwards evinced
.on the island of M:alta. Above the ramparts rise
cthe domes and minarets of the Turkish mosques, to:gether with some palm-trees, while a highly orna:mented Gothic gateway
ieads from the quay to the
·town. 'fhe moon was shining so brightly that we could
see the tow,J;l nearly as well
as if it had been daytime.
· There are said to be considerable Hellenic remains
in the neighborhood and
elsewhere on the island, and
the scenery is of the more
beautiful character. Mountain ridges divide the island
by natural barriers into three
divisions, of which the three
ancient cities were the capitals. There are now fortyfour villages, many of whose
names are evidently Hellenic. They are thinly inhabited, the largest, after
the city of Rhodes, containing 800 people. The population of the whole island
amounts to about 30,000,
of whom 6,000 are Turks,
1,000 Jews, and the remainder Greeks. Of this whole
number, 10,000 constitute
the population of Rhodes.
. Monday, Nov. 7th.-For half the daywe steamed
along in sight of the towering Caramanian Mountains of the main-land. The higher portions reach
the hight of six or seven thousand feet above the
level of the sea and are thoroughly white with snow.
After losing sight of the Asiatia continent we will
see no _more land till the rocks of Cyprus heave in
sight. The air to-day, like the preceding days, has
been clear, and the sun bright, but the north winds
have continued very brisk, which, with the removal
of freight, causes the steamer to toss .and roll too
much for. those of us who have rather sensitive
stomachs. Several of us were glad to retain arecumbent position a good share of the time. There
.are some ills in nearly all conditions of life. If people will continue to go to sea, some of them must be
seasick. It is only fair for those who dance to pay
the fiddler.
CYPRUS.

Tuesday, Nov. 8th.-With the return of day this
morning the highlands of Cyprus were close on our
left; we having passed down on the southern side,
where the two principal ports are located. Before 8
o'clock we had stopped before the town of Limissol,
or Limasol, a place of 5,000 inhabitantR, pleasantly situated at the water's edge, and semicircular in form.
This is the point where the Turks first landed when
they took the island in 1571. It is a clean, tidylooking ~lace.' We lay there some four hours, taking
aboard a few dozen casks of new wine, a hundred or
two bags of raisins, and many tons of carobs, which
are the pods and beans of the carob-tree, a species of
.the locust, which grow about the town and the neigh.lboring forests in great quantity. The seeds or beans,
·which are sweet and nutritious, are ground up in
Italy, Russia, and even in England, by wholesale, as
food for cattle. They are said to be the ''husks"
alluded to in the parable of the Prodigal Son upon
which the swine were fed, and of which the prodigal
himself was fain to eat. Perhaps, in deference to
· UUs varable or fable, the Greek church, during their

long fast, or lent, allow tbeir devotees to eat of noth- l coast of the island is mountainous, and 'the whole
ing but these carob beans, cr cattle food. I have de- appears to have always been subject to earthquakes,
cided not to join the Greek church. These beans are as is the case wi$ nearly all the islands of the 1Hedipressed in bales about the size of cotton bales, and terranean. Paphos is in the center of the Uyprus
are exported very ·largely; From the steamer the Mour:tains.
town, and the 'plain which stretches back to the left
In former times Cyprus was thickly covered with
of it, covered with a multitude of bright-looking wood, which was first used in the extensive ccppergreen carob-trees, with the rugged mountains of rock mining operations carried on here, and afterv.aidB
for a background, present a most beautiful appear- ship-building. Its cedars are said to have even surance.
passed those famous ones of Lebanon. The copper
Four hours' steaming along the southern coast interests were so great here that all the anciPnt«
brought us to the town·,of Larnaka, the ancient Citium kri'ew of the fact, and it is with much probability
or Chittim, and the principal seaport of the island. claimed that it was from Cyprus that copper obtained
I think it contains some 10,000 inhabitants. We its name. 1Es Cyprium came to be shortened into
reached it j:g.st before sunset. It has two mosques, a Cuprum, and anglicized into "copper." Copper min·
hazar well-stocked ~ith the usual variety of merchan- ing and the manufacture of swords, armor, and arti•
dise, and a Greek church named after St. Lazarus; and cles of bronze formed the staple trade of Cyprus
here it is pretended that Lazarus, after serving for from the heroic ages down to the time of the Ro·
many years as a bishop, was buried when he died mans. That the quality of the armor was highly
the second time, and Jesus was not around to raise prized in Homer's time is evident from hi,; account
him again from the dead; but nobody who has su:ffi. of the present made by Cinyras to Agamemnon.
cient good sense gives any credit to.the silly claim. Alexander the Great had a Cyprus sword given him
As Matthew, Mark, and Luke knew .nothing of Laza. by the king of Citinm, and Demetrius Poliorcetes,
rus, nor of his being raised from the dead, it is very when besieging Rhodes, got two suits of armor from
safe to conclude that there was no such person, and Cyprus, which the maker is said to have tested by
that the peiton who wrote the gospel of John either exposing them at two hundted paces to darts shot
had a vision, or drew largely upon his imagination from ari. engine. It appears also that the fine arts,
for his facts. There are no bones in the tomb as- especially sculpture, were greatly cultivated in the
Rigned to Lazarus, and where his bones are no man island. In literature it occupied no mean ·place,
knows unto this day.
having produced one of the celebrated epic poems of
Larnaka is situated in the worst part of Cyprus, antiquity, the "Kypria." Solon spent the last days
the country around it being arid and without verd- of his life in Cyprus.
ure. We saw, however, some fine-looking palmAccording to heathen mythology, Cyprus is held
~rees in the vicinity of the town.
It was undoubt- to have been the birthplace and favorite abode of
edly selected as a seaport owing to the safety of it~ Venus, who was said to have risen from the foam of
anchorage compared with other places on the island. the sea, off Paphos. A fair, called by a Greek word
signifying deluge, is annually held at Laruaka fifty
days after the Greek Easter,
which 1mqnestionably derives its origin from the
same pagan source men.
tioned by Herodotus and
other Greek authors. Traditivn states it to be the anniversary of the birth of
Venus; and the inhabitants
still flock from all parts
of the island to attend it.
No Cyprian would on ~y
consideration dispense with
going upon the water on
that day. 'l'he festival in
ancient times was proverbial for its lascivious ritas,
and even now peasant girls
suppose that their presence
at the f:lir facilitates their
marriage, as formerly it was
the custom for young men
~o come from distant parts
1n order to select wivPs
from among the . females
atteudiug the fair.
It
BEYROUT, SYRIA.
is pos~i uly in connection
with the rites and pracThere is little doubt that Larnaka is the Chittim, tices attendant upon tl1e anniversary of Venus
or Kittim, referred to in Genesis x, 4, and in Num- that females too much ~isposed to those indulgences
bers xx1v, 24, as it is not at all likely that either of eame to be called Cypnans. Well, well; Venus may
the books named were written more than six or seven have done some naughty things, but there is, after
years before the Christian era. It was for a long :1ll, something very attrnctive a bout the goddess of
time the stronghold of a Phamician colony, and in love. She may have been naughty, but she was units commercial dealings became the rival of Tyre. qnestionaLly nice. S1.y what you will, love is the
In the time of Sargon, 707 B.c., the king of Citium highest, the best, and most amiable qnality that
was one of the kings of Cyprus who paid homage exists in the organization of man or womau.
to that Assyrian monarch, as appears from a cuneiCyprus was known to the ancients under the various
form inscription on an AssyrLm bas-relief, discov- titles of Acamautis, Cerastis, 1\laearin, Mcosa, Amaered in Larnaka in 1846 and now in the Berlin 1\lu- thnsia, PaJ:hol', and Salamis: AccordiJJg to Herodseum. Gesenius gives a number of Phrenician in- otus, the Island was eolomzed by three different
scriptions from Citium in his" Scripturre Lingureqne nation-Greeks, Libyans, and l'hamicians-who each
Phrenicia;" these show that the city was longinhab- founded cities on its coasts for the purpose of comited by the Phcenicians; and so late as the time of merce. It was early tributary to l£gypt, and afterCicero it appears to have been regarded as a Phce- ward passed under the dominion of the Persians
nician town, for he calls Zeno, the founder of the whose yoke it several times ineffectually f>ndeav~
Stoics, a Phcenician, because he was born in Citium, ored to throw off. It acknowledged allegiance to
though it is well known that his parents were Greeks. Alexander the Great and n.fterward came under the
Cyprus-in Turkish Kubris-is the most easterly protection of Ptolemy Lagus, and was mnde a provisland in the Mediterranean, and is but forty-five ince of l£gypt. Subsequently it passed into the
miles distant from the nearest point of land in Asia hands of the Romans, and upon the disruption of
Minor, and sixty miles from the nearest point in that power passed under the control of the Eastern
Syria. Larnaka is two hundred and fifty miles from emperors. It remained under the dominion of Greek
the Suez Canal, and three hundred from Alexan- governors, who bore the title of dukes, till 1191, when
dria; one hundred and fifty from Beyrout, five hun- Richard Cceur de Lion, to avenge the insults offered
dred and fifty from Smyrna, and six hundred and to some of the princesses of his family who had been
fifty from the Dardanelles. The island is one.hun- wreckPd on the coast on their way to the Holy Land,
dred and forty-five miles long from the extreme east in a very Christian manner attacked and devastated
to the western point, but the eastern part for fifty the island, put the Duke Isaac Comnenus to death,
miles is simply a narrow, rocky ridge. In form the and himself assumed the title of king of Cyprus.
island has been compared to a deer's skin spread out, Two years later its captain made it over to Guy de
the eastern narrow ridge serving as the tail. The Lusignan," a rich compensation," as Gibbon observes,
principal mountains are in the west, and the highest "for the loss of Jerusaltm." By Guy it was ceded
peak has an elevation of 6,590 feet. From its sum- to Henry, count of Champagne, and was governed
mit, it is said, a fine view is to be had of the entire hy the Lusignan family for some time cturiug the
island, as well as of the coast of Asia Minor and [insane and unsuccessful attempt to wrest the Holy
Syria. In an e~stern prolongation of this range is, Land from the Mohammedan. Becoming much
Mount St. Croce, 2,380 feet high, on which once~~ weakened, it passed again under Egypt, until constood a temple of Jupiter. The whole northern quered by the Genoese, and held by them for ninet
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years, till they lost it in the reign of James the Bas- maj:!nificence, richness, and splendor of all could racks, and saw a p:~rt of a regiment of soldiers pass
out. I think I never saw a more hardy, resolute,
t<l.rd, afier which it walil taken l•y the Veneti:ms, by bardly be exaggerated.
whom it was held for eighty years. It was tfl.ken by
Wednesday, Nov. 9th.-We left Larnaka about invincible looking' set of men. If they had good
the Turks under Sultan Selim II. in 1571. The nine o'clock last evening, and had a quiet and "Pleas- commanders I feel confident they would be equal to
island rose in insurrection in 1822, hut the revolt was ant night, sailing quietly toward the coast of Syria. auy in the world.
While looking through the hazar I saw ~ome fruit
quieted with much slaughter, and the condition of \Vith the early morn the mountains of Lebanon hove
the island was much injured. By the Anglo-Turkish in sight, the higher parts of which are white with new to me, and wishing to try some of it, I took two
Convention of 1878 the government of Cyprus was snow, while the sky in every direction is soft., and copper coins from my pocket, thinking I was making
a very generous investment when I tend<3red them to
handed over by Turkey to England, by which ar. the air genial and warm.
At 9.30 we cast anchor off the coast of Syria, in the dealer and motioned to him that I wish"d the
rangement the government of England pledges itself
to pay to Turkey the annual sum of $500,000. Up front of the city of Beyrout, sitting beautifully in value in his fruit. He shrugged his shoulderfl, and
to this time she has found it a sort of white elephant a crescent form, and rising gradually above the sea. looked very despondent, as much as to say, "You
upon her hands, the revenues of the island not We were glad to see the good-looking town, as you are spending- a very small amount of money," and
amounting to the sum named. As a military station, may well imagine. In half an hour forty boats were he consequently gave me a very small amount of
however, it doubtless possesses much value in retain- hovering around the steamer, having made a swift fruit. I afterwards learn~d that the value of the
ing the control of the Mediterranean islands 1!-nd the race to see which should arrive first, and such a coins is one-seventh of a cent, and then I did not
western portions of Asia. The island is improving clamoring and yelling one does ·not often hear. We blame the Syrfan for shrugging his shoulders at an
under British rule, and affords snug positions for saw a motley crowd of Turks, Arabs, Moors, Afri- offer of two of them.
several of her sons who wish to be drawing salaries cans, or Ethiopians, and men of almost every conWe walked about the town considerably, and saw
from the public pm'se.
·
ceivable oriental nationality. But in a short time fine orchards and gardens of :fig, orange, and mulAntiquities of great interest were in former times we were duly installed in boats, gladly bidding herry trees, with garden veg;otables and many lovely
discovered in Cyprus belonging to the Phcenician, the Saturno good-bye, feeling that the fare and flowers. I noticed a wonderful growth of cactus,
Greek, and Roman ages, but it is only within the treatment we had there received were not first-class. which is cultivated for fences, being usuall'y set out
last few years that systematic explorations have taken In another hour we were on shore. Here we are now on the top of stone walls; and it seems to have the
place on a large scale. These were inaugurated by in the orient. We shall look around the city to- faculty of growing on the top of n. pile of stones as
General di Cesnola, who resided on the island as an day, and to-morrow morning mount horses and pro- well as in the earth. I saw mileA of this kind of
American consul for ten years. He began his explo- ceed to Baalbec, Damascus, and then the "Holy fence. Many of the plants are a foot in diameter at
rations in 1866 in the neighborhood of Larmka, where Land." I will try and keep you advised of what I the crown.
he discovered more than two thousand tombs, most see, and my impressions concerning the same. GoodThere are no antiquities worthy of mention, but the
of which dated from 400 B.c. to the beginning of the bye to you all.
D. M. B.
city is somewhat noted for schools. The Christians
ChriF>tian era. He also discovered remains of temof America sustain a college h<'re, commanding an
Beyrout, Baalbec~ and Damascus.
ples of the Greek age. In one tomb wss found a
imposing situation on the high ground in the rear of
bro,nze urn containing about six hundred gold statues
the town, with departments in Arabic literature,
MouNT LEBANON, SYRIA, Nov. 10, 1881.
of Philip and Alexander. There were also PhceniDEAR READERs: A~:~ you learned from the closing mathematics, natural sciences, modern languages,
cian remains. He next excavated at Dali, the ancient of my last letter that we had arrived in tbe princi- medicine, jnrisprudence, with, of course, biblical and
Idalinm, opening some :fifteen thousand Pbcenician pal seaport of Syria, I need not again ~tpprise you of religious literature, and what is called moral science.
tombs. Thence he proceeded to Golgos, where he tl1e fact. We put up at the Hotel Bellevue, and It is under the general control of trustees in the
laid bare the ruins of two templet~ containing nearly after di!!patching a late breakfast, having failed to United States, where the present funds are invested.
· a thousand statues representing the best periods of receive one on the Saturno, we had leisure to look Our very pious Christian citizen of New York, W m.
Egyptian art, with bas-reliefs and other sculptures of abont the city of Beyrout, containing 100,000 in- E. Dodge, who some twelve or :fifteen years ago was
the Assyrian, Greek, and Roman ages. He next went habitants, and I cheerfully bear witness that I am pretty extensively engaged in the import;ation of
to Salamis, but other antiquarian11 had been there rather well pleased with it. It suits me better in block tin, in the form of statuary, on which he has
a~:res before him, and little remained.
Proceeding to many respects than any town we have visited since the reputation of trying to defraud the government
Cape Pedalium, he identified the site of Leucolla and leaving Athens. It has not the tumble-down appear- of its legitimate revenue, and also an earnest memdiscovered some curious terra-cotta coffins. Travel- ance of Constantinople, and is much cleaner than ber and contributor of Com~tock's obscene society,
ing onward, he found the cites of several ancient either that city or Smyrna. It is beautifully situated is the principal pillar of the institution. Perhaps he
cities, and discovered some remarkable temples and on a promontory, which extends some three miles cheated the government, on his block tin importatombs. After exploring Paphos, Pissouri, and Ama- into the Mediterranean. The shore line is indented tions, to do a very nice thing for this school in Syria.
thus, he made his final crowning discoveries at Cu- with :fine rockR and cliffs. The ground rises grad- His son also takes a warm interest in the same direcrium. Here, in the subterranean treasure-chambers ually from the :first shelf o:r tahl<>, so that the town tion, and has been over here several times. '],'he stuof..the old tem-ple, he was so fortunate ·as to :find an presents a most favorable appearance from the sea; dents are mainly native Syrians, and seem to be
immense number of engraved gems and ornaments, and a few miles in rear of the town, in the back- rather proficient in their studies. Such schools are
cups, vases, and other articles of gold, silver, crystal, ground, rises undulation after undulation of the of decided service in any country, even with the
and bronze, which in variety and archreological, as gigantic mountain-range called Mount Lebanon.
superstitions taught therein. · This has a resident
well llS intrinsic, value must be regarded as one of
.An ancient Phcenician ci1.y once occupied the site board of managers, composed of America,n and Britthe most important discov,eries of the age. The dis- where Beyrout-now stands, by the Greeks and Ro- ish missionaries. All sects are said to be admitted,
covery of the treasure of Curicum is a true revelation mans called Berytus. When the Romans became and among those represented among its one hundred
of the glyptic art, and its rise and progress from the masters of other parts nf Syria, Beyrout came into and forty stwJents are Protestant, orthodox Greek,
earliest times down to the beginning of the :fifth their possession. Augustus made it a colony, Agrippa Papal, VJ.tin, Maronite, Druse, and Armenian. Concentury before our era. It embraces Assyrian, Egyp- instituted games and gladiatorial sports, and Alex- siderable effort is made to indoctrinate students in
tian, Phcenician, and Greek objects, some of which ander Severns established a splendid law school, the orthodox Protestant creed, or what are denomiare of the most exquisite workmanship. I hav6 which lasted till the sixth Clentury. When the Sara- nated the correct and "distinct features of evangeliviewed a large collection of these antiquities, includ- cens overran Syria, Beyrou1t fell into their hands, and cal truth." A printing-press is connected with the
ing vases, idols, terra-cottalil, and pottery of many during the war of the C:rusades it often changed college, and of course is an engine of power in diskinds, at the Museum of Antiquities, on Fourteenth hands.
seminating true orthodox faith,
strellt, New York, which I recommend such friends
The Romish Jesuits have also a large school here,
In 1840 Beyrout was bombarded by the English,
as have not seen them to cnll and examine. They and recaptured by the Tu:rks. After the massacre where the original articles of Christianity accordii).g
will be found very interesting. I learn that a large of 1860 many Christians came and settled there, and to Gregory the Great, John XXIII, and Alexander VI.
collection of the antiquities excavated in Cyprus are from that date the prosperity of Beyrout has been are duly instilled into such of the Syrian youths as
also in London. Few things are more interesting greater than in any previous period of its history. can be induced to attend. Many of the Jesuits who
than looking at the workmanship of artists who lived The houses are substantial and of semi-E11ropean were driven from France have come to Syria, and
three or four thousand years ago.
build. Probably one-fourth of the inhabitants dress with their characteristic energy are strongly estabThe inscriptions found on the ancient monuments in the European s~yle, and the balance dress in Turk- lishing themselves. The British Syrian schools,
and objects of Cyprus are in three languages: 1. ish and Syrian costume, a portion of which is of a founded in 1860, include a normal training instituCypriote, which is thought to be a branch of the primitive character. The men and women have to tion, day school (elementary, infant, Moslem), giving
great Aryan family. The characters resemble those some extent reversed the fashions of Europe and instr.uction to 680 pupils. There are also schools for
of Lycia. 2. Ph03nician ; and 3. Greek. D~ Ces- America-the men wear petticoats and the women the blind and cripples, which unfortunately seem to
nola gives a full account of all in his work on paJ;ttaloons or drawers. I will not object to women be plentiful in this country. There are six braneh
Cyprus.
getting on trousers if they can accomplish it, but schools of Lebanon, with over 400 pupils. The
The principal products are wheat, barley, cotton, men wearing petticoats I do view with a perfect Jews of Beyrout have a school under the auspices of
silk, madder-root, oil, wine, raisins, carobs, and salt. abomination. Let me explain that the petticoats the church of Scotland, but I have heard of no conThe greatest drawbacks to production are the want worn by the men are thin-a single thickness of versions here from Judaisjll to Christianity. There
of water, most of the streams becoming dry in sum- striped, colored, or white muslin, and sometimes are several French institutions, including an orphanmer, and the ravages of locusts, which one year with black stuff-which, fitting very closely around their age, day schools, boarding schools, etc. The Italian
another are said to consume one-half the crops. If narrow hips and shapeless shanks, looks far worse government supports the Scuola Reale Italiana Elethe raising and pasturage of goats could be discon- than the same garment upon a woman. Some of the rnentare. The Germans have· an orphanage and
tinued for a quarter of a century, to allow furest men's petticoats are sewed together at. the bottom, school. with 130 pupils; thus it will be seen that
trees to spring up, rains would undoubtedly be largely leaving two places for the feet to poke through, and Beyrout is pretty well supplied with schools.
increased, and the products of the island trebled. sometimes left open, in which case the slit at the
A few miles north of Beyrout, Dog River, which
The climate is varied, the northern part is the most sides extends to the knees, after the style of a shirt. takes its ri~'>e in the Saunin, one of the highest emhilly and wooded, and the heat in that district is In many instances, the poorer classes have very short inences of Mnunt Lebanon, 8,570 feet, empties into
tempered by the cool breezes from the Caramanian skirts, and their legs are entirely uncovered, and from the Mediterranean. The river was so named from a
Mountains, in Asia Minor, which in the higher parts the sun and the natural dark color of the skin, they tradition that once upon a time, when a foe apare snow-capped the most of the year. The heat is are nearly as black as negroes'.
proached, a dog, roughly hewn in the rock, gave an
great in summer on the southern slopes, but upon
Tho bazars of Beyrout do not present an oriental alarm by barking. The dog was thrown into the
the whole the climate is most agreeable and healthful. appearance, like those of Constantinople, and the sea, though by whom it is not statea, an<\ a rock is
To-day three splendid views were enjoyed by us: building and pavement are much better. Many of still pointed out as that same dog; For a wonder no
The first was a beautiful, clear sunrise, the sun com- the places for stores are occupied by shoemakers and fish is connected with this veritable legenll save
ing apparently out of the waters in magnificent tailors. I think I never saw so many shoe-shops in those tha,t still continue to swim around the dog.
style. The next was an equally lovely sunset, the a town of its size, and they all looked as though tlH•y Not far from this stone dog is the locality where St.
sun resplendently sinking down into the water. An were making good work. I left my blessing with George, the patron saint of England, killed the
hour or so later we had a double moon-rise; that them, for from early a!jsociations, as well as those of dragon, and tbe very pla.ce is pointed out where the
is, the moon came up out of the Mediterranean two years ago, I entertain a kindly feeling tow:1.rds valorous deed, which you have all seen most religlooking like a ball of :fire; and a little way above the disciples of St. Crispin. The mechanic shops iously pictured, was done. This is more fishy than
the horizGn was a narrow strip of heavy, dark cloud, there are of good size, and looked far better than in the stone dog barking, btlt still there are millions of
which, obscuring the moon for a short time, afforded Constantmople. All hands seemed busy, and few Christians perfectly able to believe it, for a cha}Jel
~n()ther moon-rise equally as :fine as. the first. The idlers were to be seen. We walked up t() the bar- is erected on the spot. But when it is taken into
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consid_eration that there never was a dragon, aTid! a mile, and where carriag~'~ riding, to say nothing of and a half we were again in the saddles, with our
v_ery hkely n~ver a St. Geo:ge, the ability of Chris- railroads, is wholly out of the question. With all faces still turned towards the summit of Mount Leb
t~ans to believe fishy stones will be duly appre. the ability claimed for the tutelar deity who madE" anon, one of the higher points, Clllled the Sannin,
01ated.
an attempt to conduct a countrv of his own special and capped with snow, being on our left, looking to
· . Ther.e are, ~owe:ver, some relics of an.tiquity, in the selection, containing less that 5,000 square miles- be some five miles away, but really not less than
Immediate neighborhood, a thousand times more re- about one-twelfth the size of the state of New twenty. The air is c;o very clear here that distances
liable t?an that stone dog barking, or Saint George's York-be seems to have done nothing toward in- are very deceiving, being at least twice as great as
fight With a dragon. On a bold promontory which structing the people he was so partial to ahout road- tbfly seem.
projects out int~ the Mediterranean are nine sculpt- making; neither did the g-reat lights and teachert;
The road we are traveling-the regular diligence
nres, three of whiCh are Egyptian and six Assyrian. ha.ve any more conception of a macadamized carriage- road from Beyrout to Damascus, and the only good
Ont> of the former is dedicated to the Egyptian god road than a Bedouin Arab has to-day. It seemR to road in Syria-is very smooth, of easy gra~1e, and
Phtbah, the special deity of Memphis; anothAr to Ra, be thought a thousand times of more importance to well made, without regard to expense. It belongs
the sun;-god; the third records certain expeditions of instruct the people how to dress a kid in its mother's to a French company, who have4 a grant for it for the
Sesostns (Rameses II). .The Assyrian sculptures are milk, in what fashion the priests should cut their term of ninety years; they have been running it for
reg~rded as the work of Sennacherib, who invaoed ephods, and how they should sprinkle the blood of eighteen years, during the first nine of which it was
Svna 701 B. c. Before reaching them an in~crip- hnllocks and rams on their right thumbs, their right run at a loss, but since whiob time they have been
tion is observed, from which it is learned that the bigctoes, on the tips of their ears, and all over t.beir making money. From this it is easy to judge the
rocky_pass was cut by order of the Emperor Marcus garments, than to tell how to construct good carriage- last half of their term must be profitable. I think
Aurelms, who is here designated Germanicus, which roads, or how to build comfortable dwellings.
two diligences go every day both to and from DaM.Y HORSE.
mascus. There are also a good many freight wagons
fixes the date when the road was constructed as beI naturally felt a trifle anxious to see the horse passing over the road, though the greater part of the
tween the years 175 and 180.
We were wakened this morning, bright and early, allotted me, not knowing but that there might for my carrying is done by camelR, mules, and donkeys. Of
by the singing of birds, which seemed to abound in use be brought forth a fiery untamed steed that the "ships of the desert"-camels-we see great
numbers, and to possess a dispof!ition to make the would fly away with me, M·•zeppa-like, over valleys, numbers, caiTyiug all sorts of commodities. A full
morning cheerful. Under such circumst:1nces we could hllls, and crags, until I was red)lced to such a state that load for a camel is·six hundred pounds, and with that.
hardly do otherwise than feel their influence. At ten my most intimate friends would not recognize me. load they will keep up their slow, steady pace the
o'cloek, all things being in readinesa, the circus com- But when No. 8 was called out, and I wt:>,,EL told that whole day through. I think a certain Bible reader
menced; that' is to say, the horses were brought out No.8 was for me, I was. pleased to see that he did called them saw-mills. In reading the passage about
for our party, which we are to ride for the next not look ferocious or malicious, but that he might be straining at a gnat and swallowing a camel, he spelt
thirty days. A Rev. Mr. JameSJ, of Northampton, def!!cribed as a demure, well-disposed little horse, not it out in this way: g-n-a-t, gate, and c-a, saw, m-e-1,
England, of the regular English church, arrived here likely to give much trouble to a reasonable person m~l, reading thus: "Str~in at a gate and swaliow a
this morning by steamer, and joined our party, to like myself. I am not .like death, to ride a pale saw-mill. So it is a frequent remark among. Ul'l,
journey with us through Palestine and Egypt. Judge horse, for mine is the deepest in color of the entire "There come more saw-mills."
Lawson, wife, daughter, and son, the latter of who)ll lot, be being a deep brown, approaching black.
SYRIAN HOUSES.
joined us at Limasol, Cyprus, will also accompany us There may be a fitness in this, as I may be regarded
The houses of Syria are a style by themselves, and
as far as Damascus, whence they will return by dil- as ihe black sheep of the party. But, at all events, remind me of pictures we often see of Palestine and
igence, and take steamer to Jaffa, thence by horses I endeavored to place myself at once on good terms this part of t,be world. They are but one low story
or diligence to Jerusalem, etc.; so there were just a with my new acquaintance, and said to him that as in bight, have a flat roof, and are without windows.
haker's dozen of us to try our skill at equestrianism. we were to be close companions for the next thirty The walls are of stone, and the roofs are made by
Besides our regular party there is a strong force of days, we ought to have a good understanding be- laying strong poles from wall to wall, then a course
dragomen and attendant~, fifteen in number, with tween us, and become very good friends. I do not of brush or flat stones, over which are laid six or
twenty-four mules and donkeys to carry baggage, suppose, however, that he comprehended the nature eight inubes of earth, and this forms the roofs of
tents, and food for the party; for it must be under- of my remarks, my language and my style being nearly all the houses in the country. To prevent
stood that we are to camp out while sojourning equally unfamiliar to him. I did not learn whether the rain penetrating, the earth on the roof is packed
through the Land of Yahweh, be not having pro- he has a name, but thinking he should have one, I firmly and rolled on the surface. Nearly every bou~e
vided any hotels in his country when ke undertook cast about to see what the name should be. It was is supplied with a stone roller, thirty inches in
to run it, nor since. We have also changed con- not long before occurred to me the name of the length, and weighing perhaps one hundred and fifty
ductor, still having a Mr. Clark (Herbert E.); not horse which transported Mohammed up to the pounds. The rolling ha11 to be repeated pretty often,
the one who accompanied us from Cyprus, but an seventh heaven in such a brief space of time. or the roof becomes so loose and porous that the
elder brother, who has been longer in this country, Though I did not expect my little Brownie to take me rains readily soak through; and with all the rolling
and consequently is more experienced. The change to heaven, he was at least to bear me to the "Holy that is done, there are but few of the roofs but what
is in our favor.
•
Land," and so I cal~ed him Al Borak.
leak when anything like a protracted rain comes. If
The embarkation per horseback was the occasion
·THE STA~T.
.
more descAnt was given to the roofs the rain would
of some excitement, in which I participated. I never
We were soon all mounted and on ourwaytowards doubtless run off better; but they are made as nearly
was much of a rider, and never fond of horseback Mount Lebanon, passing fertile gardens and orchards flat as possible. The roofs are much uRed for drying
diversion. I had not till to-day been upon a horse's of figs and mulberry-trees, with an occasional palm- grains and other articles upon, also for sitting ou in
back for more than nine years. The last time wall tree, and, on the plain, a pineret, or grove of pine-. the cool of the day in the warm season of the yeaT.
in the vicinity of Paris, Ill., when I hired a horse at trees, set out some forty years ago by the order of If they used lime in the outer coat, making a ktnd of
a livery stable to ride some fifteen miles across the some pacha. Before us lay the grand old moun- cement or concrete, these roofs would be much more
prairie to a point not far from the village of New- tain of Lebanon, which we haa to :o~,scend, and the impervious to water; but, owing to the great scarcity
man. The horse was a d:1ngerous one, having had road which we were to take stretched up its side like of fuel, burning lime is nearly out of the question.
several runaways, of which fact, however, I was not a huge serpent from one station to another. We The houses look for all the world like the foundaapprised. I made the trip out without difficul~y, and met many of the natives of the country, some with tions for buildings--as though somebody had comon the following morning started on my return, and donkeys, going toward the city. Among the rest menced a house and had ~ucceeded in getting up a
rode some four miles, when I was•obliged to alight we met with two or three bevies of girls half-grown, wall for the foundation, but his funds had run short,
to shut a gate through which I had to pass. While I who saluted us very prettily as we passed, making and he bad to suspend operations. As they have no
was remounting, the hors-e sprung away suddenly, use of the best English they could command, some windows, as the floor is usually the earth, or someprobably startled by some hunters who were near in saying "Good morning," and some "Good evening," times stones; as they are only six or se:Ven feet high,
the bushes, and being rather inexpert I was thrown as was most familiar to them. It is always pleasant and not decorated or finished at all, it can well bt
to the ground and dragged a considerable distance to be saluted by the damsels of the rising generation, understood that these houses would be considered
with my foot iu the Atirrup. I do not know how far, and it is but just to say that many of the Syrian girls cheerless places of abode by the bulk of Americans.
for I seemed to be knocked ~1enseless by the fall; but are good looking and bright. '!'heir eyes bespeak in- And as it would seem not very desirahle to become
from what the hnntenJ ~:~~tichtfterwards, it must have telligence and good nature. The people of the coun- the tenant of Ruch a house, so it is no great thing to
been some- twenty rods. It was fortunate that my try are all respectful towards us. Their manner of get upon the house-top; to rise six feet from the surfoot left the "'tirrup, otherwi;;e I must have been salutation is peculiar and beautiful. Sometimes they face of the earth-probably about the distance David
killed, for the horse ran like the wind for four miles- put their hands to the forehead, sometimes to the ascended when he from his bouse-top stealthily and
It was t.hougbt he stepped on me, or kicked me, for lips, and sometimes over the heart, but oftener over lasciviously obtained a view of his neighbor Bathone of my ribs was brokeu, and I could feel the the three, the meaning of which is as follows: over the sheba taking
evening bath, which so aroused his
bones grating together for some time afterward, heart, ''I love you;" over the lips, "I praise you;" amorous passions that he at once committed ailultery
and I wa"' extremely sore. I was wholly unable to over the foreheaO., "I revere you." It is all done with her, and then planned the murder of. her faithmount the horse again, and was carried horne in a with military precision. I try not to be outdone by ful husband that he might take the Wife perma·
spring wagon at the expense of considerable suffer- Syrian politeness,, and return this salute whenever nently to his own sensual bosom, the man after
ing .. I remained unconscious for several hours after given.
God's own heart that he was; and thus, as we are
the injury, and some who came to my relief thought
By twelve o'clock we had made considerable assured, securing the line from whence sho~ld del would hardly recover, but I did, and have done a ascent of the mountain, and at every t'Irn could look scend, seven hundred years later, the great Prmce of
good deal of hard work since. I do not claim that baok and see the .Mediterranean, the city of Beyrout,! Peace, the only begotten of the Father, whose r_emy life was saved by an interpot>ition of Providence, and the plain we had cros~ed. The view is beautiful ligion has caused more suffering and bloodshed m
for if that imaginary individual did not want me to all the wrty along. As we climb the mountain, wei the earth than all other religions put together. Posdie, I cannot understand why he allowed me to come ;ue struck with the difficulties under which agricult- i sibly if David had had no house-top to look down
near it by being so badly hurt. If my Christian ure is prosecuted. The steeper part of the moun- i from, or if it had been steep, none of this mischief
friends choose to consider that my time had not yet tain is cultivated in figs, in vine~, and in mulJ:erry-1' would have hap.pened.
_
come, my "work" not yet accomplished, I will not trees; also in grains; but the entire surface Is ter(To BE coNTINUED. J
quarrel with them about it, for I had not at that raced, a wall being built every ten or fifteen feet, to 1
·
time sta1·ted THE TRUTH SEEKER, nor begun to get the superabundant stones out of the way, and to
.An Error Corrected.
preach the ·glad gospel of truth. If I bad died at prevent the soil from washing. These walls are
WE were requested by a friend to say that Col.
that time I should not have made this tour around some three feet in hight on the lower side, and even Ingersoll was not in the Guiteau ca~e. It se~med st:the wvrld, and you would not have been inflicted with the soil on the upper side, and but for them the perfluous, but we did so, and hav smce recerved this
with these long letters; so, if you can, let us try to earth would all wash down the mountain in heavy card:
be glad that that result was a favorable one.
rains.
In your issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 31st, uuder the
You C:J.n hardly think strange, however, that after -At twelve we stopped to lunch. The muleteer head of" Notes and Clippi 1 ,g~," you say," yv_e are,1equested t.o
that untoward event I should have decided, Hiber- with the lunch fixings had preceded us somewhat, state that the 1\Ir. ln.~er>oll who b tllle of Gmteau s counsel rs
nian-like, that the-next time, and ever after, when I and had a carpet spread under a shaded plac.e, and on it not Col. R. G. Ingersoll, uc.r a relativ of his.'' Your informant
rode on horl'leback I would go afoot; but oue cannot a good collation of boiled eggs, cold cbiCkE>n, etc., is misbken. There b no counsel in the Guiteau case. by the
name of In<>'ersoll. Doubtless his mistake has urisen from contell what be may be compell"d
to do when he comes =ith
grapes and oran,ges in abun d ance. . I t was a fi ne foundio<>' the
" Guiteau case with t he Ch ustrancy
. ·
d'rvorce case.
v
,..
to God's country-a land where there is not, and picnic meal, and all seemed to enjoy It very much, Edwaru"C. Ingersoll, Esq., is counsel in the Iutter case. He is
probably never was, a continuous decent road fit to and all congratulated themselves and each other on not a relatiT of Col. R. G. Ingersoll.
trundle a wheel-barrow or push a hand-cart for half the success made at horseback riding. In an hour
Yours truly,
R. G. WGERSOLL.

an
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ignorance or imperfect knowledge, in the solution of
Man's lot and fate on earth. The greatest question
of the age is, then, What is the subjective order of
human life which will accord with, and be the correlaLiberty, Science, and .Hitmanity.
tive of, the objective and true order of theW orld. In a
The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific word, how shall the new and true religion take the
place of the old and false with its base of illusions?
Gospels.
It will be impossible to read the list of works
TWO LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THEN. Y. LIBERAL CLUB
which precedes these lectures without perceiving that
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
these new "Gospels of Science " recognize, or at least
LECTURE II.
tacitly assume, this Subjective and religious position,
THE SUBJECTIVE OR HUMAN ORDER; OR, THE RELIGION OF and, we may say, obligation, of Science. The :first
HUi\IANITY THE ONLY 1.'RUE ti.ND PRACTICAL SOLUTION h~rmony under this point of view is that recognition,
OF i\IAN AND HIS WORLD.

modify~or change thy order, let me annex it to me
as if a part of myself.

" That to the beautiful order of thy works
We may conform the order of onr lives." •

So much seemed necessary to say to explain the
change of the scientific and intellectual view under
1
•
the SUBJECTIVE ORDER.
But what position do the emotions hold under this
new point of view?
No question is more important than this, and it
must be the next one considered.
(TO BE CONTINUJJ;D.]

VIZ.:

The Tomb of Fanaticism.
Under the twelve heads of our last lecture we saw I . - " THAT IN ORDER TO DESTROY YOU MUST REPLACE;"
the World. explained as far as sP.ience and Positive
THAT SCIENCE IS SOCIALLY AND MORALLY CONSTRUCTIVE, AN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION OF LORD BOLINGBROK~'S DOO·
philosophy have been able to read and to classify it.
AFFIRMATIVE, AND RELIGIOUS* IN ITS TENDENCIES AND
TRINS.
From that review man £nds himself to be the obULTIMATE RESULTS.
WRITTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN, 1767.
jective rPsult and product of this whole World, ex[Translated from the French by Avery Meriwether.}
tending from th 6 In£nity of space inward until step
That is to say, that as man becomes more scienCHAPTER XXI.
by step, that is, from science to science, from Astron- tific he must become really and truly more religious,
THE
DOGMAS
AND
METAPHYSICAL TEACHINGS OF THE
omy to P~ychology, he climbs the pyramid of posi- though less and less theological.
PRIMITIV CHRISTIANS.-OONOERNING JULIAN.
tive knowledge and :finds his brain, with its wonIt is not necessary to explain again and again how
Justin, who lived under Antoninus, was the first
drom thoughts and feelings, at the summit. From this word, "religion," has at last become divorced
this purely scienti£c view man is seen to be the ob- from theology in the usage of Liberals and of one who possessed a touch of that which we call phi"ject, that is, the outcome and creation of the World, most all intelligent people.
Like many similar losophy. He was also one of the first who gave due
which is his maker. He is here, as he is, because all words, it has at last attained to a true and distinct credit to the oracles of the sibyls, to the new Jerusaof theW orl.d has been, and has acted as it has, through scienti£c meaning. It is the sum and bend of Man lem, and to the six years' sojourn of Jesus Christ
to him unknowab1e time and space. Man is seen to to the World, his Fellows, and his Future. As we upon the earth. . He pretended that all the !'cience
be not a miraculous but a natural product, and sci- pass under the realm of Science old words, like old of the Greeks came from the Jews .. He certi£ed in
enre reveals the whole World as h1s true and only coins, do not become valueless. Their real value in his second apology for the Christians that the gods
pro9ucer or creator.
the true currency of the world becomes defined, and were only devils who came in the form of demons
But now the scene is to be reversed as we come to the with a new and true qualification they continue and witch~s to lay with men and women, and that
subjective order. We are, in this lecture, to imagine their mission of usefulness. Thus the New Faith Socrates was compelled to drink hemlock because he
man from the lofty summit upon which objective sci- need not strike, and really has not stricken, a single preached to the Athenians that truth.
We do not see how any one before the time of
ence has placed him, as the crown and intelligence of word from our language, but it has given clear and
the World, to turn back, and to use this wonderful good meanings to many words which were before Christ could hav spoken of the mystery of the trinity, as we speak of it to-day. If only JuRtin's work
intelligence to inquire:
false or confused. t
What of this World of Nature and of Man?
Let no one then be repulsed by the use of the had not been falsified; he, in his exposition of the
How am I related to it?
words " Religion " or "Gospel " of Humanity be- doctrin of faith, clearly says, "In the beginning
How shall I regard it?
cause they have been appropriated wholly by theol- there was only one godhead in three individualities,
It seems to tell me whence I am.
ogy in the past. They now pass into the domain and the father, the son, and the Holy Ghost. . . The
But what shall I be in it?
use of the highest science, the science of collective father is not begotten, but the Holy Ghost proceeds
Whither !'hall I go, with it, or from it?
Man. They mean that as the real relations of man, from him."* But in order to explain the trinity in a
What shall I do, and why?
society, and the world become known, his practical manner different from Plato, he compares the trinity
What am I here for?
and highest life must be administered, governed, to Adam. He said that Adam was not created; he
Such are the questions Man has ever asked since he and bound, i. e., re-ligated or re-ligioned by those mingled himself with his descendants, and thus the
father commingled with the father and the Holy
began to think at all, and the "Religions" of the relations.
world are merelv his attempts at an answer. They
Man's life will be solved by consciously and intel- Ghost. Justin also wrote against Aristotle. If, as we
were childish answers or religions in the infancy ligently adapting his nature to the vVorld or modify- are assured, Ari01totle did not understand himself,
it is certain that Justin understood him less.
of our race, and they have developed more and more ing the world, where he can, to conform it to him.
He assure~ us in Article xliii of his answers for the
in science an<l sense from age to age. They have · Tbis is the subjective or religious problem in
passed 3n;wng intelligent penples, from Fetich ani- which he takes hi~ position at and as the head of the orthodox that men and women shall be resuscitated
miHm to Polytheistic art, to Monotheistic intensity and World, and makes or regards it as a part of himself. with their generativ organs, since they will be a
war, to Positive science and its human knowledge, This constructive, affirmative, human, and religious perpetual reminder that without them they would
indu~try, peace, devotion, and love.
character of science is substantially asserted in the never hav known Jesus Christ, and would never hav
. Let it it be remc·mbered, then, that Science is sim- last two Harmonies of Prof. Fiiilke cited in our first been born. All the fathers, without exception, hav
ply the last "l~eligion" of the world. That is to lecture, and this tendency is now fully admitted and reasoned like Justin; and in truth, to lead the ignosay, it is th<J last and best explanaLion of the World, cherished by all Liberal scientists worthy of the rant it is not necessary to reason in any better way.
which l'!lan has been able to make.
name.
,
Locke and Newton did not hav the true reli~inn.
To conclude, Justin and all the fathers who sucIt is not only the last, but as wag shown in the preBy that phrase we mean scientists who are free,
vious lecture, it is the only true, verifiable, and reli- that is, practically emancipated from theology and ceeded him believed with Plato in the preexistence
of souls. 'l'hey admit that the soul is a spirit-a
able one.
metaphysics.
. The first and the great q~estion_, ~hen, of o~r age. It is this all-important religious use and meaning kind @f air, or wind, or invisible gas which is a comIS, Can the great ever-standmg rehgwus questiOns,
of science that makes it an inspiration to the noble position of sub til material. "The soul is evidently
•: Whence am I?
souls of the age such as Goethe Comte and :!Hill
It composed of something," says Tatien in his sermon
'
• not merely
·
Wh t.th er go I?·
to the Greeks, "or else how could it manifest itself
means that Science
has taken as' her own,
in the body?" Arnobe speaks more positivlyof the
What shall I do?"
.
.
. .
the objective world, but the destiny and duty
be ~nswered at all, under the SCientific or Positive so- man's life as based upon it. Thus in our "Positive Clas- emhndiment of the soul. "Who could not see,"
lutwn of_ t~e W orl~. and. l'llan. If they can be an-/ sification," it not only includes the two lower divisions, said he, "that the soul which is immortal and simple
swered, IS It not qUit_e evident that the answer must sensation and intelleqt, but the two higher, will and cannot suffer from grief? The soul is only the ferbe of tr~nscenden~ Importance? If we can g:-t a emotion. All there is of man fallR within the scien- ment of life, the viscidity of an inoissoluble subtrue, ve:Ifiable, reh~ble re~ponse to_ thes~ quest~ons tific province. No question or subject that concerns stance." Fermentum vitae, rei dissociabilis glutinum.
from SClence, must It not, ~n every mtelhgen~ _rmnd, him can be omitted. The order of science is the
take the pla~e o~ the nesClenc~ and superst~twn of foundation of the order of art, and of all human
CHAPTER XXII.
ch.Ildhood,,with Its myths~ gobhns, gods,_ devrls, and endeavor which ever lies and depends upon its obCONCERNING TERTULLIAN.
f~uy tales? But as the_ £rst step_, ~nd m order to jective base. The solution of human life is the
'l'be African Tertullian lived after Justin. The
grve any answer:-that Is, a_ny :ehgrous answer-at adapting of these two orders each to the other.
a~l to thes_e questiOns, the sc~entrfi? _rna~ must re?ogHow this adaptation of Man to the World should metaphysici::m Malebranche, a man celebrated in his
~:nze that 1le must reverse his positiOn II_~ the obJe?t- be made, to what end this human will should country, called Tertullian a fool, and the writings of
1ve ?rder, and l?ok _at the world from himself, as Its count, and how it may count most "in the order of that African justified MaJebranche. The only work
subJect, or nommat1ve case. H~ must ~ry to parse events," is the question of life, gqvernment, society, of 'l'ertullian that any one reads in the present time
~nd construe the wor~d_as the ob;ect of h1s own feel- and now of all science! For the human will from is his " Apology for the Christian Religion."
rng, thought, and acttvl~f.
, . its mountain bight of objective science turns back Abaddiet and Honteville regarded this work as a
In other words, the Sentence of Ex1stence IS upon the Cosmos and says, :Be in order for me, for chef" d'ruuvr·e. They failed to cite any passage from
read ~nd parsed _tJms, as the grammar and basis of my needs, and uses, and ideals, and where I cannot it. The great merit of this book in their eyes conall Smence and Philosophy:
'
sisted in abusing the Romans instead of praising
Object.
Verb.
Subject.
them; in imputing crimes to them and petulantly
*This use of the word "religion" is explained at lertgth, toL
L
&
repeating assertions which prove nothing whatever.
1. Obj. Order: THE WORLD
PRODUCES (develops) MAN. gethPr with many similar words, in "An Epitome of the PosiHe reproached the Homans (chap. ix) because the
tive
Philosophy
and
Religion,"
written
by
the
lecturer,
and
to
2. Subj. Order: THE WORLD (uses) PERCEIVES
J\fAN

of

(3.)

(2.)

(I.)

(The last line must be read backward, i. e., from
right to left).
All religions are the reading01 that Man has made
of the World from this subjective point of view.
That point of view is inevitable, because the world
is infinite, and his syntnesis or philosophy of it cannot
be otherwise than his own at bottom. The trouble in
the past bas been that childish man had no objective
science to underlie and correct his subjective view,
and so he put theologic and illusionary imagination,
or limited and superficial know~edge, as the foundation of his subjective interpretation or religion.
Now Science mnF.t take, because it cannot avoid,
the same point of view, but it must place the true objective reading of the world, in the place of theologic

be hau at the
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office, price 25 cts.

tThe word "universe " is an Pxample.
.
Its old meaning under the Ptolemaic astronomy falls with thllt
syste~, as was show'! in ou~ last lecture. '!'he meUtpltysical
meamng, as tlJe totahty of exrstence, alFo fidls Uiltler the scientific idea of Infinity, which has no totality, wh, le, or systmn at
all. Btd: the woru bas gained a trne menuil1g when 8i3plied to
tha_t which do~s "turn upon itself," viz. lhc Solar System,
whwh more directly of all of the heavenly botliPs concerns
Man, and which is comidered as a who!P in nnd of itself. The
derivatives, 1Jll;iVe1'8a!, univer.~ity, etc._, _mny thus still, and very
properly, retmn therr old and famrhar uses !tud mem:inCYS
though Hnive1"8e, from wh~ch they were formed or to which tl~y
are rel11ted, must change 1ts base or become t1 pscmlo tileological or metaphysical conception.
The only nell' word as yet introduced by the New Faith is
C_omte's wo:d, altruism (from French altrui-others), to sigmfy the socml and benevolent part of human nature, which is
opposed by e{!oism. But for more of this see the "Epitome."

"'lt is very probable that these words were interpolated in the
text of Jus tin, for how could Justin, who lived so long after
Lactltnlius, hav spoken of the trinity, while Lactantius had only
spoken of the rather and son?
It is very evillent that the Christhws would never hav adopted
the doclrin of the trinity but for the teachings of the Flatonist
of their sect. "'I' he trinity is a doctrin from Plato, and is certainly not a uoctrin of J·esus Christ's, since he never had spoken
of it in his villllge [1771].
,
·
.
"Saint Justin," says Potter, "attempted continually to prove
the dunlity or doubleness, never the triplene~s or trinity, of the
Christian Gou. And when he advances from this point he
cites passnges from the Old Testament where God manifests
himself plurally, from which he draws favorable conclusions
about the Jivinity of J·ehus, without the least mention of a sacreel spirit-a third god or a third part of the same god."

t Abaddie and Houteville were no more foolieh than TertulIian [1776.]
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people of Carthage in secret sacrifices immolated
to whom Hermas was addressing himself made reply thus :
What I Don't Believe.
their children upon the altars to Saturn, in spitP. of
"As the lie is now up you had better keep it up, as in time it
PART II.-NO. 67.
the express commands of the emperors fm·bidding
will come to be believed, and will answer as well as the truth."
such und~r the penalty of capital punishment.*
749. Mosheim bears this testimony: "The interest of virtue Hone~t lovers of the truth do not believe in this doctrine, and
This was au occasion for praising the wisdom of the and true religion suffered yet more grievously by the monstrom cannot affiliate with it.
Romans, and not for insulting them. He reproached errors that were almost universally adopted in this century (the
752. In the reply from the Unitarians to Dr. Magee this lanthem for p~rmitting gladiatorial combats between fourth), and became a source of innumerahle calamities and guage is used: "This text is an impious forgPry. It Appears to
ferocious animals and condemned criminals. 'l'his mischief in the succe~ding ages. The first of these maxims be little less than bla~phemy to retain it in a book which is repwaR merely a method by which the Romans perwas that it was an act of virtue to deceive and lie when by that resented to be inspired." Similar charges are in othPr places
mitted the condemned to save their lives. For this
means the interest of the church might be promoted; and the made by the Unitarians against all the verses in the first chapthey deserve praise; but for their voluntary gladiater of Luke, after the fourth. The whole of the second chapter
torial combats Tertullian should hav condemned second, equally horrible, though in another point of vww, was
that errors in religion, when maintained and adhered to after is pronounced "spurious," and only to "serve the purpose of
them. ·He does not even speak of this.
He ventures to say (chap. xxiii): "Bring me your proper admonition, were punishable with civil pennlties and certain ·sects." The same with the first chapter of Matthew
celestial virgin who promises rain, and your Escu- corporeal tortures. The former of these erroneous maxims was after the seventeenth verse, and the whole of the second. Tb.e
lapius who saves lives for those who would hav them now of long standlng; it had been adopted for some ages past. eminent Methodist, Dr. Adam Clarke, in his commentary on the
after a little. If they do not confess that they are and had produced an incredible number of ridiculous fables, Bible, protests against those passages in the third chapter of
in league with the devil (and they dare not lie be- fictitious prodigies, and pious frauds, to the unspeakable detri- GenesiR, which declare that Eve was tempted by a serpent, and
fore a Christian), then let us spill the blood of that ment of that glorious cause in which they were employed. And inFists that it was a monhy and not a serpent. Mr. Bellamy
rash .Christian. What is more manifest? What is it must be frankly confessed that the greatest men and most declaras that the story in the Old Testament abont Balaam and
more proven? "
eminent saints of this century were more or iess tainted with his ass is a complete misreprPsentation, and ought to be immeAt all this the. wise reader will answer: What is the infection'of this corrupt principle, as will appear evident to diately "revised." He further says: "RPally, it is time you
more extravagant and more fanatical than that dis- such as look with an attentive eye to their writings and actions. should get rid of such childish notions. To say any more on
course ? How could these fellows tell the first con- We would wiliingly except from this charge Ambi·ose and ~uch absurd conclusions would be a waste of time. Depend
verte~ Christians that they were devils? In what Hilary, Augustine, Gregory, Nazianzen, and Jerome, but truth, npon it that whatever they may do now, asses never spoke in
age, and at what place was such a 1)rodigy seen? It wbich is more rtputable than these venerable fathers, oblige8 the_ time of Balaam." Bellamy must be credited with having
is possible that Tertullian was quite sure that the us to involve them in the general acctlsation." He further more good sense than many who have more faith.
Romans would never read such a ridiculous apology,
753. "According to the Unitarian version," says Cooper,
observes: ".A.t the time 'Yhen he lHerrnas] wrot41, it was an
and that the statues of E8culapius were not given
established maxim with many of the Christians to avail them- ''there are no less than one hundred and fifty thousand readhim to be exorcised, because he dared to advance
selves ef fraud and deception if it· was likely they would con. ings of the scriptures, all of which are more or less different.
such absurdities.
His thirty-second chapter, of which I hav never duce toward the attainment of any considerable good." "And A.nd this book about which such innumerable and serious diffispoken, is a remarkable one. " We pray to God," it wns considered," he again says, "that they who made it their culties exist, and that, too, against the most lParned of our race,
he said, "for the emperor and for the empire; but business to deceive, with a view of promoting the cause of is the only book which is to guide us to everlasting truth and
that is beeause we know that the dissolution which truth, were deserving rather of commendation than censure" joy. I am apprehensive it will prove a blind guide, for if there
menaces the universe, and end of the ages, will be (Eccl. Hist., vol. ii, chap. 3). This policy of deceptinn and are so many contradictory readings as declared by the Unitarifalsehood has been kept up in ~the Christian church during all ans, it will be one hundred and forty n!ne thousand nine hundelayed by it."
Unhappy man! You would never hav prayed for the centuries thnt have supervened. vVe see it in our own times ired and ninety-nine to one if we have the right one." The
your masters unless you had thought that the world and in both divisions of the church. It is but recently that fo.regoing quotations are taken from Cooper, and it must be
would still exist. What was it Tertullian said in his Chancellor Howard Crosby, the leading divine of the Prasbyte- otdmitted they are quite sufficient to shake the belief of any
barbarous Latin? What did he mean by "the rian church in America, stood up in a public meeting in New thoughtful person in the integrity and truthfulness of the
reign of a thousand years ? " Did he understand that York city and defended fraud and falsehood, when at the same scriptures. My belief in them as inspired words from heaven
the end of the. world was announced by Luke and vme,he rejoiced over the imprisonment of the writer of these is slight in the extreme.
Paul, but that the time had not come? Did he mean pages. He approved or the fmud that had been Ubed in that
754. Truth compels the admission that thou~ands of errors of
that a Christian could by ml:'ans of his prayers pre- case, and avowed himself an advocate nf falsehood. I do not copyists, errors of translation, are to be added to the great numvent God from making an end to the world, after believe in that kind of religion ; honest paganism is far prefer- ber of wilful errors purposely inserteu in to the scriptures by
God had so resolved? Is not that the idea of one able to it.
false and designing priests and bishops who for centuries had
posRessed by the devil, who is really able to put
750. A French Protestant says : "It mightily affects rne to the existing copies of the scriptures under their sole charge.
sense into some people?
see how many there were in the earliest times of the church King James's translation was published in 1511. In 1711 it
[TO BE CONTINUED,]
*Is there anything more ridiculous than 'fertullian's reproach who considered it a capital exploit to lend to heavenly truth the was corrected by Bishops 'l'euison and Lloyd, thousands of
of the Romans, because the Carthagenians violaled wise and help of their own inventions in order that the new doctrine errors having thus been discovered anrl expurgated. In 1669
good laws, and secretly sacrificed their children?
might be received by the wise among the Gentiles. These offi- Dr. Blayney corrected a multitude of errors, reformed the text
But what is more horrible than, a-; he sa,ys in the same chap- cious lies, they sa,id, were devised for a good end." Le Clerc, in many places, and rectified many material errors in chronolter (nine) que plusieurs dames romaines avient le sperme de-leurs
ogy. More recently the "British and Foreign Bible Society,
amants? What relation C>tn there be between such licentious- assenting to these statements of Casaubon, observes that "dissemblers of truth are nowhere to be met with in such abund- after having circulated millions of copies, have declured that a
ness and religion?
Tertu\lian was really a fool. His book on the Mantel is suf- ance as among the writers of church history." Paul himself faithful examination of it gives rise to serions doubts whether it
ficient proof. He says that he changed his dress for a doak be- proved himself an advocate of deception and falsPhood; these can be truthfully called the word of God'' The American
canoe the serpent changes his skin and the peacocks their feathBible Society, in 1847, appointed 1!. committee of its members to
ers. Such are the reasons by which he proves his Christianity. are some of his moral sentiments : " But be it so, I did burden
P"epare
a standard edition of King James'~ translatirmfree from
you
;
nevertheless,
being
crafty,
I
caught
y;,u
with
guile."
Fanaticism can hav no better reasons (1771].
•' For if the truth of God hath more abounded through my lie typographical errors. They prepared such an edition, correctunto his glory, why yet am I also judged as a sinner?" "For ing, as they stated, twenty-four thr,usand errors, hut so alarmed
Children's Liberal Literature.
though I be free from all men, yet have I made myself servant did they become at the attac.:ks maJe upon it by those who were
It seems as if some of THE TRUTH SEEKER con- unto all, that I might gain the more. And unto the Jews I opposed to correcting any errors that might exist, that it was
tributors who hav been agitating this subject were became as a Jew, that I might gain the Jews; to them that are withdrawn, as they dared not to put it in circulntion. The
not aware that all the best children's books now in under the law, ·as under the law; to them that are without laws Bible Society continues to this day to print and senu over the
the world were written by Infidels. "Sanford and as without law (being not without law to God, but under the world~ book as the "word of God" containing by their own
Merton," and" The Evenings at Home" were in my law to Chrbt), that I might gain them that are with law. To adrmsswns not less than twenty-four thousomcl positive errors.
And for ten years pnsl the Bible ltevision Commit<ee consistchildhood standard. Neither of them contain an the weak because I am weak, that I might gain the weak ; I ing of learned scholars from both hemispheres, ba,·e be~n busilv
'allusion to religion, except here and there a very
made all things to all men, that I might by all means save eng·•ged in London at getting up a revisedediiion of the scriptures. The New Testament bas already been issued and has
slight one, in which the mature eye at once recogsome." A truly honest man would hardly sny this false course received a very extensive reading, but though great numbers of
nizes a sarcasm. " Helen's Babies," and the later
is more commendable than oue strictly upright 11nd truthful.
the errors have been corrected, it still abounds in errors, interworks of the same author, deliberately hold orthodox
education up to ridicule. I hav found them very
751. There are many individual cases of deceit, duplicity, polutions, Mnd inaccuracies. Although it is said that the revision
committee have corrected one hundred aud fifty thou.•anu errors
amusing and disillusiv to my children.
The and imposture all the way down till now. Bishop Horsely, in of one kind and anoth~r, it is still a most imperfect, incongru"Nursery" and "Chatterbox" are, I believe, free his reply to Priestly, stated that " Origen was not incapable of ous, remodeled, and bPJUmbled affa1r; and thr ugh h may have
from all taint of orthodoxy. I speak of the original asserting in argument what· he believed not, and that a strict as many revisions as it has errors, it will still be a very imper"Chatterbox "-will not answer for the other. The regard for truth in disputation was not one of the virtues of his fect, untruthful, i'laccomte, misguiding, man-made affair. I
do not believe anything else can be made of it.
stories of Miss Edgeworth, adapted to children from character." The bishop further adds, "Time was when the
their very earliest period to maturity, are destitu..te practice of usiog unjustifit~ble means to serve a good cause was
Three Things.
of the least allusion to religion, their world-famous openly avowed, and Origen himself was among its defenders."
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treme Infidel, wrote much for children. Mrs. Trimt e twm a ommat10ns o liquor and tobacco as
mer's and Mrs. Marcet's famous series are of a sim- fables and lying narrations." Mosheim says of Justin Martyr, evils to be eradicated, and the third is the valuP. of
.
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h
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l "Mu~h of what Justin says is wholly undeserving of credit." some good magazine for children. I've written my
Ilar gnostiC c aracter. These JOO '8 are most y
rather old-fashioned now, but they liv, while the St. Jerome, who stood very high among the early fathers, and temperance articles, and now I will do my work for
whole ambitious swarm of orthodox child-literature translator of the Vulgate, very pointedly says," I do not find the blessing. It is far more pleasant to speak words
expir"s "before the suu." "Robiuson Crusoe" was fault with an error which proceeds from a natred toward the of praise than of condemnation, so with a glad call
written by a Christian, but not originally as a child's Jews, and a pious zeal for the Christinn faith." Naziauzen, of cheer I bring before your notice my new pet and
story. A very little expurgation will take all the often surnamed "the Divine," frankly admitted to Father favorit, Our Little Ones and the Nursery, two of
superstition out of it. The one-sy liable version now Jerome that "nlittle jnrgon is all tha.t is necessNry to impose the very best magazines for children combined in one
so popular, co;ltains, I believe, nothing worse than upon the people. '!.'he less they comprehend the rriore they and for the price of one. It is just splendid. My
pure Deism. Some of Mrs. :Marcet's scientific works admire. Our forefathers and doctors of the church have often specimen number is literally worn out with lendingmay need a little revision; but I would be satisfied said, not what they thought, but what circumstances aud ne. The school children hav learned pieces from it to
I'f I cou ld get f or my f ann·1 y a goo d new e Itwn of cessity dicta~ed to them." Bishop Heliodorus, in his" Romance speak, and old and young hav read it. it is beauti· l y I n fid e 1 c h"ld'
th e a b ove, Wl'th one posz·tw
I s h'IS t ory. of Theagues and Charicles," frankly admits, "A falsehood fully illustrated, and the print is clear and plain. Th.
I sho.u~d th.ink you could. mak.e money. out of su?h is a good thing when it aids the speaker, and does no injury to articles are written by good authors, and contain
an ed~tiOn, If some one Will wnte the. history .. His- the hearers." St. Synesius declared early in the fifth century: good and useful ideas as well as valuable instruction.
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burn a Bruno has any sympathy with the science he the truth of his theory of the earth's sphericity the
taught? BruiJ.o was an Infidel. He doub~ed tran- church, by its highest authority, agaiq committed itD. M. BENNETT, EDITOR..
sub~tantiation and the immaculate conception. He self to the theory of its flatness.
___ was also a devoted student of science, and for these
Magellan encountered t.he same opposition from
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDA.y AT $3.00 PER YEAR. things he was consigned to the flames. How the the Christians. Even after he sailed around the earth
---------- church did love the heretic! how she aided science! the church still swore it was flat.
Can it be said •that the science of geography owes
The ZargeBt and. cheape..'ft Radical Jom-nal piblished in Europe Sacred science was confined to four propositions,
·
;!
or America, contrtining nearly seven hundred squa'l'e inches '17Wre every one of which has been disproved. They were: anything to the church ?
1. That the date of creation was not more than four
For thirty-six years Copernicus did not dare publish
of reading mattn than any other jOllrnal of its kind.
or five thousand years before Christ; 2. That the his "Revolution of the Heavenly Bodies." And
world was made in six days from nothing; 3. That when he did the church burnt his book, and had he
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JANUARY 14, 1882. the deluge was universal, and the animals which sur- not died would undoubtedly hav served the author
vived it were preserved in the ark; 4. That Adam in the same way. Martin Luther, the great apostle
was created perfect, but fell in consequence of hav- of Protestant Christianity, said: "People gave ear
Christianity as a Civilizer.
ing been tempted to eat an apple.
to an upstart astrologer, who strove to show that the
Most men of intelligence will readily concede that
All science outside of these ridiculous and untena- earth revolves, not the heavens or the firmament, the
the tendency of religion is to petrify men in one form. ble propositions _was of the devil, and its promulga- sun and moon. Whoever wishes to appear clever
To be religious a man must believe just so much and tors were given in this world a foretaste of what mu,st devise some new system, which of all systems
no more. His mind must he stagnant. He must be their heavenly father was preparing for them in the is, of course, the very best. This fool wishes to rea Bourbon-neither learning nor forgetting, neither next. Errors in religion, even, were punished with verse the entire science of astronomy. But sacred
going ahead nor retreating.
corporal tortures, and errors in this "sacred science" scripture tells us that Joshua commanded the ~un to
But the Christian asserts that his religion is au ex- were promptly followed by death.
stand still and not the earth." Me~aucthon, another
ception, that to it the world owes all progress, all
As for philosophy, the church, Protestant and great light of the church, said substantially the
material proRp~rity, while all the evil is ascribed to Catholic, did all it could to discourage its study. same. And so did the whole Christian world.
the inflLtence of Infidels, to the spread of Freethought. The Catholics murdet·ed Hypatia; and Luther and
The doctriu of Copernicus was denounced by the
Christianity must claim all this, else its influence and Melancthon, the leaders of the Reformation, were church aR "heretical" and "atheistic." The Dominipower wane and the priests must look elsewhere for determined to banish it from the church. "Luther can father Caccini said that "geometry is of the
a livelihood.
declared that-the study of Aristotle iswhollyuseless; devil, and mathematicians should be banished as the
It has been always the case that the church has his vilification of that Greek philosopher knew no authors of all heresies," and for this scientific utteropposed innovation, progress, invention, in short, all bounds. 'He is,' says Luther, 'truly a devil, a ance he was promoted by the church. The bishop
science, a.e long as it <Jould, and when compelled to horrid calumniator, a wicked sycophant, a_ prince of of Fiesole screamed in rage against the system. The
retreat. from its untenable position, has turned round darkness, a real Apollyon, a beast, a most horrid im- archbishop of Pisa sought to deliver Galileo to
and claimed the m·edit of championing the advance. postor on mankind, one in whom there is scarcely the Inquisition .. The archbishop of Florence conSo it was in the abolition of slavery, the church pray- any philosophy, a public and professed liar, a goat, demued the doctriu as uuscriptural. The whole
ing the negro into shvery and keeping him there a complete epicure, this twice execrable Aristotle.' Christian church took up arms against the heresy,
with texts from the Bible, hurling anathema after The schoolmen were, so Luther said, 'locusts, cater- and Galileo was finally imprisoned by the Inquisition.
anathema at the heads of the Abolitionists for want- pillars, frogs, lice.' These opinions were also enter
Christianity was in existence fifteen centuries being him free. But when the Infidel Lincoln struck tained by Calvin.''
The worthies held that the fore it produced an astronomer, and when one arose
his fetters off the church turned round and said, Be,. Bible contained the sum and substance of all knowl- the church persecuted him so that he delayed pubhold our work. Proof that the church did nothing edge useful or possible to man- Everything in phys- Iishing his work over thirty years.
can be found in thousands of sermons, in the fact that ical science or in philosophy must lie npon the proCan it be said that the science of astronomy owes
the aiders and abettors of the whip-scarred slave crusteau bed of the Pentateuch.
·
anything to the Christian religwn?
'were Infioels and Quakers, and further that all the
And yet the leaderR of Christianity teach that to
Mediciu was also opposed to the church. St. Auold prominent Abolitionists are now in the ranks of Christianity we owe the civilization of this century. gustine speaks of the "medical men who are called
the Freethinkers, lecturing and working for the They are, indeed, blind teachers of the blind. If anatomists," and says that "with a cruel zeal for
emancipation of white men's minds from a slavery no there is one invention of importance, one step for- science they hav dissected the bodies of the dead,
less degrailing, from a thraldom no less galling, than ward in progress, one new fact in science that has and hav pried into the secrets of the human body to
physical slavery.
not been fought by the church, we do not remember learn the nature of disease and how it might be
The influence of Christianity upon the world has it. Printing, the art that has done so much for the cured." In the thirteenth century Pope Innocent
been conservativ. Its measures are the measures of world, was to the churchmen of the middle ages the III. forbad surgical operations. Pope Honorius
hundreds of years ago. The church is the coffin of work of the devil. Steam locomotion was, according forbad medicine to be practiced by those under his
science, the graveyard of ideas. Churchman is but to them, an idea which proceeded from the same spiritual authority. The Dominicans banished books
another name for a fossil; orthodoxy is a mausoleum source; the idea of sending a vessel across the ocean on mediciu. Pope Boniface VIII. interdicted diswherein is laid the mummied intellects of all the cen- propelled by steam was thougl1t by a Christian com- section as sacrilege. The greatest physician of the
turies.
munity to be flying in the face of providence. God time was accused of sorcery, and of dealing with the
The late Prof. Draper, who is one of the best au- had made the winds to fill the sails, and to use any devil. The archbishop of Tarragoua excommunithorities on the conflict, says: "The history of other power was sacrilege. The telegraph met with cated him. He was driven from Paris and Moutpelscience is not the mere record of isolated discov- pious opposition. Grave old deacons solemnly pro- lier, and finally every place in France was closed
eries; it ia the narrativ of the conflict of two con- tested 3gainst putting lightning-rods upon houses be- against him and he became au outcast. According
tending powers, thr• expansiv force of the human cause God made the lightning and hurled the bolts to the church all the astronomers WPre Infidels and
intellect on one side, and the compression arising from his own hand. To thwart his will was, to say Atheists, and the chemist" and physicians were sorfrom traditionary faith and human interests on the the least, very impious. The fanning mill was blas- cerers and leaguers with the devil. Even inoculaother.'' This "expansiv force of the human in tel- phemy.
tion for the cure of small-pox, for which Christian
lect" is t~e brave.heretic~ which every age has proNo one dares claim that Christianity ever had a physicians contend so strenuously now, was dedu~ed-pwne~rs m cleanng t~~ way thr~mgh. theo- kindly feeling for science. The primitiv church was nounced as of the devil; and the use of chl01:oform
logtcal labyrmths; . the traditiOnary fa1th IS. the_ for abolishing all philosophy from within its limits. in obstetrical operations was opposed as avoiding
church; the human mter_ests the eff~rts of a pnest- During the hundreds of years wheL the church the primeval curse of woman pronounced by God in
hood to enslave mankmd. The mterests of the swayed her scepter over the old world all was intel- the Garden.
church_ was and is best subserved by keeping the lectual darkness. Scarcely a layman could he found
Can it be said that medicin is indebte.i to Chrispeople 1gnorant. K~owledge of the shal~owness.a~d who could sign his own name. While the Moors and tiauity for the progress it has made?
false.ness of the claims of the self:appomted mims- Mohammedans were making vast strides forward the
Geology and geologists suffered the same perseters IS a dangerous weap~u. to put mto the hands ?f Christians were persecuting them, burning every book cutions at the hands of the churchmen. From the
a layman, a.I!-d the a.uthonties of the church kr;ew It. it could lay its hands on and beheading every man first inception of this science war was waged upon
They kno'Y' It n~w bette; that; ever, and th~t IS w~y who wrote them. Magnificent libraries were ruth- it, for the ehurch saw in it, as it had in astronomy,
wehearthispersistentrelteratwnoftheservweC~rls- lesslyconsigned to the flames. The astronomy of the the complete overtbrow of the Mosaic account of
tianity has rendered to the w:orld. If the pnests church consisted in saying the earth was fiat, and the creatiou. The Christian idea was that God made
can only make the people behev~ they_ ar~ or hav sun, moon, and stars were lights set by God in the everything just as we .see it at the beginning, and to
been of some use they hope to retam then s~uecure~. firma1,11ent. Its physicians consulted the entrails of say that anything had been made since was heresy.
To bear the churchmen talk one would thmk the1r sheep and nailed bloody tokens to the doors of houses In the. sixteenth century the faculty of Paris deestablishment had d~ne nothing but build colleges to influence the sex of children. All the knowledge stroyed all treatises on geology, bani~hed the authors
for the spread of s.cience, when e~ery one know~ they got must first be measured hy the Bible.
from Paris, and forbad them to liv in towns or
that the pages of history ar~ red With the blood of
If persecuting every student of nature, every one enter places of public resort. In the middle of the
thousands of martyrs to sCience. Every; man who who endeavored to help mankind riAe from low sav- eighteenth century Buffon attempted to state simple
ga-ye ~irth _to a new thought wa~ h~uted dow;n and agery to enlighte:;ted civilization, is retarding prog- and fundameutal geological truths, when the theogolslam, If pnestly power could dolt. 'As to smence, ress, then the Chnstian church has certainly been a cal facnlty of the Sorbonne set upon him, forced him
she has never," as the same author says, "sought to bane to the world. It opposed astronomy and im. to recant, and to print his recantation. And the
ally herself to civil power. She has never attempted prisoned the astronomers. It opposed medicin, and .most hitter war upon this science was waged by
to throw odium or inflict social ruin on any human burned the doctors. It has waged a continuous war- Protestants, English theologians being the most
being. She has never subjected any one to mental fare upon science. In the fourteenth century the fierce.
torment, physical torture, least of all to death, for church burned alive a man of seventy years because
It can hardly be claimed that Christianity did
the purpose of upholding or promoting her ideas. he said the earth was round, and one of the greatest much for geology.
She presents herself unstained by cruelties and painters of the time represented him as stru.l\·gling
And ~Jo it bas been with all sciences. Even the
erimes. But in the Vatican-we hav o~ly to recall in the flames of hell. Every one knows what Galileo rude scimJee of agriculture was opposed by the
the Inquisition-the hands that are now raised in suffered for his heresy. The existence of the anti- ohurch. The peasants of H.ussia were at one time
appeals to the Most Merciful are crimsoned. 'l'hey podes was denied because "the apostles were eorn. I interdicted from raising and eating potatoes. A&
hav been steeped in blood. The church was over- manded to go into all the worli!. and to preach the before mentioned, the use of the fanning-mill was
thrown in the conflict as to the shape of the earth; gospel to every creature. They did not go to any blaBphemous, and contrary to the text that the "wind
in her insistence that the earth ia the central and such part of the world as the antipodes, they did not bloweth where it listeth;" and in the early part of
most important part of the universe; and also in the preach to any creature there, ergo, no antipodes this century such use was considered as being in league
controversy respecting the age of the world.
exist."
wit,h the devil, and sufficient excuse for excommuuiWho does not remember Hypatia and Cyril-phiWhen Columbus said that by Hailing west a new cation from the Scotch church. The introduction of
losophy and Christian bigotry! As Cyril treated "lOntiuent might be discovered, be was laughed to railways into France was declared by an archbishop
Hypatia so has the church in all ages treated phi- ACorn by the learned men of the church. No such to he an evidence of divine displeasure agaiustcounlosophy and science. The fate of the gifted woman continent was mentioned in the Bible; therefore it try tavern -keepers who had given their guests meat
ws,s intended by the church as a warning to all who did not exist. The theologians overwhelmed him on fa~t-dayl:l, and railro3ds and telegraphs were dewould cultivate profane learning.
with quotations from the Psalms, from St. Paul, nounced from hundreds of pulpits as being "hera~ds
Can any one believe that a religion that would from Augustine. Even after he had demonstrated of Antichrist." The discussion of the question
-·----~--------~--------~----------·--
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whether man sprung from one pair or several pairs
was in. our own country but a few years ago declared
Atheistic, and the prol)oser of the question was called
to order and silenced by a noted Protestant divine.
At one time it was held by the church that any map
of the world that did not place J erusal•3m in the center was impious. The taking of a census was denounced in Sweden and our country by the church.
Life insurance, too, has been regarded as blasphemous.
The writings of Darwin, Huxley, Lyell, and others
hav been denounced by archbishops as "shameful
theories," and fatal to morality. A college of medicin was, but a few years ago, denounced because
one of its professors could find no soul in man.
Christianity, as a religion, has never done. anything
:for the education of humanity. Some men hav arisen
iin all ages, who, although Christians, could not be
kept down by the church, and they hav founded
;schools and advanced science. But the church has
:always hunted them as heretics. Could Copernicus,
Galileo, Bruno, Bacon, speak from their almost forgotten graves the'y could tell how Christianity aided
science in the Middle Ages. ·And wherever the
.church got control of a !School it either destroyed it
or confined its teachings to the arithmetical problem
.of how to make one three or three one. It was not
Christianity that founded universities, but the irresistible spirit of progression which the cl:.urch could
not wholly repress. The Roman Catholic church
hated the Reformation, yet the Reformation came.
Christians might as well claim that the Church aided
that as to say Christianity aided science. The near,est approach to a perfect' Christian im;titution was
the Inquisition, which Paramo of Sicily traces from
the Almighty down through the patriarchs· Moses,
Nebuchadnezzar, and King David.
'l'he church has been the great drag upon the
world, keeping it back as long as she was able,
:and then when anything has been accomplished
in spite of her she has claimed the credit. We could
multiply these instances a thousand fold. But we
hav said enough to show that to the Christian religion the world is indebted for nothing, while to the
brave, persistent efforts of heretics it owes everything. Thus far science has conquered in every case.
As Prof. White says, "There has never been a scientific theory framed from the use of scriptural texts,
wholly or partially, which has been made to stand."
Every time the Bible and the church hav had to giv
way to science and scientifie methods. Religious
men hav accomplished much; the Christian religion has done nothing. It has been a tremendous obstacle to all reforms, all advancement.
But men are rapidly learning its trt1e worth, and it
will not be many years ere they will laugh to scorn
its pretensions as a civilizer, and he will be a brave
minister indeed (or else idiotic) who will claim that
it is anything but a bundle of superstitions anii traditionS'•which should be laid on the same shelf as
the mythology of the pagan gods.
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THE Freethinkers of Greece hav determined to afdimmed with tears brightening, and sobs becoming
hushed. Col. Ingersoll said:
. filiate themselvs with the International Freethought
Federation. · The Syllogue Litteraire de Byron, of
~1Y FRIENDS: I know how vain it is to gild a grief with words ,
and yet I wish to take from every grave irs fear. Here in this Athens, has written Mr. Bradlaugh, as chairman of
world, where life and death are equal kings, all shoulc1 be brave the General Council, notifying him officially of the
enough to meet what nil the dead. hav met. The future has appointment of two representativs for the year 1882.
been filled with fear, stained and polluted by the heartless past.
CHARLES BRADLAUGH writes to the Investigato'l'
From the wondrous tree of life the buds and blossoms fall with
ripened fruit, and in the common bed of earth the patriarchs that he will probably visic this country next summer.
He wishes to be kindly remembered to all his Amerand babes sleep side by side.
Whv should we fear that which will come to all that is? We ican friends. We hope he will come, and we know
cannot tell, we do not know, which is the greater blessiul!, life he will receive a hearty welcome. He has done an inor death. We cannot say that death is not a good. We do calculable amount of good for Liberaiism in England.
not know whether the grave is the end of this life or the door of
another, or whether the night here is not somewhe1·e else a
DR. J. L. YoRK is stirring up the dry bones of ordawn. Neither can we tell which is the more fortunate-the thodoxy, and waking up the Liberal element in Sacchild dying in its mother's arms before its lips hav learned to ramento, Cal. He will remain there until the 15th.
form a word, or he who journeys all the len~th of life's unevPn
wad, painfully taking thelast slow steps with 8taff and crutch. He will be in Stockton Jan. 22d, 23d, and 24th, and
Every cradle asks us ·' Whence ? '' and every coffin in Modesto, Cal., on Jan. 27th, 28th, and 29th, at
"Whither?" The poor barbarian, weeping above his dead, which time the Liberals of Modesto propose to hold
can answer these questions as intelligently and satisfactorily as a red-hot Paine Memorial meeting.
the robed priest of the most authentic creed. The tearful ignoON the 16th of last month, Mr. Bennett writes us,
rance of the one is j]!st as consoling as the learned and unmeaning words of the other. No man, standing where the horizon he was just leaving for :l nine-days' trip up the Nile.
of a life has touched a. grave, has any right to prophesy a fu- Two hundred and twenty-five miles were to be made
ture filled with pain and tears. It may be that d0a\h givs all by rail, and. the I'ei!t hy steamer. On his way he was
there is of worth to life. If those we press and strain ag&inst to visit Thebes and Kamae. Letters to reach him
our hearts could never die, perhaps that love would wither from should be <Erected care Oriental Bank Corporation,
the earth. May be this common fate treads from out the paths
between our hearts the weeds of selfishness and hate, and Colombo, Ceylon, Asia.
I had rather liv and love where death is king,- than hav eternal
MRs. H. S. LAKE "had a run," as the theater folks
life where love is not. A.nother life is naught, unless we know say, of three month's lecturing before the League at
an<1 love again the ones who love us here.
Elgin, Ill. She is now called for two months of
They who stand with breakiag hearts around this little
grave need hav no fear. The larger and the nobler faith iu all ministration at Burlington, Iowa. She will do well
that is and is to be tells us that death, even at its worst, is only to look out-the IIawlceye will be upon her. W. F.
perfect rest. We know that· through the common wants of life Peck succeeds Mrs. 'Lake at Elgin. There will be
-the needs and duties of e>J.ch hour-their grief will lessen day music wherever he is around, and the children will
by clay, lmtil at last this grave will be to them a place of rest fioek to his Sunday-school.
and peace-almost of joy. There is for them this consolation:
GEo. P. FISHER, professor of ecclesiastical history
The dead do not suffer. If. they liv again, their lives will surely
be as good as ours. We hav no fear. vVe are all children of in the Yale Divinity School, will attempt to answer
the same mother, and the same fate awaits us all. We, too, Ingersoll in the FebrMry number of the J{o?·th
hav our religion, and it is this: Help for the living, hope for the Amerh;an Review. .Judge Black seems to know
dead.
when he is beaten, and withdraws from the contest.
At the conclusion of Col. Ingersoll's remarks, the Let's see, isn't there somewhere something about
little coffin, covered with beautiful and fragrant somebody stepping in where angels don't like to
:flowers, was lowered into its resting-place.
walk? But then, Black isn't an angel, that we
know of.
Liberal News.
NOTWITHSTANDING the r;torm of last Sunday evenWE are obliged to the Weekly Record, of Scott- ing, a fine audience greeted Mrs. Colby and Mrs.
Smith at Harvard Rooms, cor. 42d st. and Sixth ave.;
dale, Pa., for its favor.
CHARLES BRIGHT, the Australian Liberal lecturer, and the interest manifeHted looks toward a new impetus so long needed in this city among that branch
recently arrived at San Francisco.
of Radical Liberalists known as Spiritualists. The
THE meetings of the Second Society of Spiritual- lectures will continue during January at the same
ists in Frobisher Hall hav been discontinued.
place, Sunday morning and evening. Their address
THE House and Home newspaper didn't stay long is 1294 Park avenue.
out in the cold where ounce rates of postage prevail.
THE first number of This Wo1·ld is at hand, and is
Dr. Foote got his back up, and the government an exceedingly neat pamphlet. It consists of sixteen
backed down.
pages, d\vided into three parts. The first is, of
THE Toronto Globe says that one of Col. Inger. co~n·se, lVIr. Chainey's lecture in Paine Hall; the secsoH's daughters has joined the Presbyterian church. ond a radical story by S. P. Putnam, of this city, enThe Globe is a good Christian paper, and conse- titled, " The Golden Throne;" the third contains a
quently don't mind lying a little for the glory of short story for the education of children in Liberal
God.
sentiments and principlei. The story this week is by
IF any of our friends hav a TRUTH S:mERER of
THE Rev. Joseph Lehman, a Berlin, Germany, George Chainey, but hereafter it is to· be by Aunt ElAugust 27, 1881, No 35, and will send it to us we minister, says that in that plaoe the people hav for mina. The title of the main discourse is " This
shall feel very greatly obliged, as we are short that the most part given up the belief in God, and that World," and is up to the usual high standard of exnumber for our bound volumes. If thoBe who send the Bible has become a forsaken oracle. Good for cellence.
will mark their name and address upon the wrapper, Berlin!
MosEs HuLL says "~"or some reason the Lineswe will send them any 10 cent pamphlet they may
T. B. WAKEMAN delivered the first of the course ville, Pa., Liberal 'League hav not got quite ready
wish.
of lectures before the Society of Humanity, at Sci- to publish their program of the anniversary celebraWE hav just received from Mr. Bennett several ence Hall, last Sunday evening. The next one will tion of 'fhomas Paine's birthrlay, Saturday, Sunday,
long letters, which will defer the publication of the be by Dyer D. Lum, on "Humanity and Castes: and M"nday, January 28th, 29th, and 30th; but this
much the president requests me to state, that is: We
first volume of his travels for several weeks, so the The Significance of thA French Revolution."
are going to hav the largest celebration ever held in
Round-the-World list will be open for some time yet,
THE Liberal League executiv committee for the western Pennsylvania. The speakers already posiand we shall be pleased to add more names. W fl state of New York has been appointed, ann consists tilJly engaged to be here are J. H. Burnham, of
want a thousand to make expenses, as the New of H. L. Green, chairman, Salamanca; 0. H P. Michigan; 0. P. Kelley and A. H. Wright, of Ohio;
Englanders say.
Kinney, Waverly; W. F .. Graves, Castile; S. S.
Ball, Penn Yan; Eugene M. Macdonald, New York A. B. Bradford and Moses and Mattie E. Hull, of
Pennsylvania. Other speakers hav partly promised
[From the lVa<hington Post of Jan. 9tlt.]
city.
to be here. The friends hav arranged to entertain
W. F. JAMIESON gave lectures in Greensboro, some from a distance, for others they obtain reduced
''Whence and Whither."
Spiceland (where the Quakers have a large church
In a remote corner of the Congressional cemetery of 700 members), and Knightstown, Ind., Dec. 29th, fare at the hotels. The Liberals extend an invitation.
yesterday afternoon, a small group of people with un- 30th, and 31st, and J:m. 1st; and six in Paxton, Ills., to ministers of good standing in their respectiv decovered heads ranged around a newly-opened grave. Jan. 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th. For lectures, nominations to be present and take part in the exercises.
They included Detectiv and Mrs. George 0. Miller, addrestl him at Albion, Mich.
'l'HE 145th anniversary of the birth of Paine will
and family and friends, who had gathered to witness
CoL. JoHN R. KELSO recently lectured in Roches- be celebrated by our Boston friends at Paine Hall
the burial of the former's bright little son Han-y.
ter
on
"Spiritualism
from
the
Standpoint
of
the
on Sunday and Monday, Jan. 29th and 30th. The
As the casket rested upon the trestles, there was a
painful pause broken only by the mother's sobs, until Bible." He has returned to Modesto, Cal. His following is the program:
Sunday, 10:30 A.M.-Conference meeting. Openthe undertaker advanced toward a stout, :florid-com- book, the" Deity Analyzed, and The Devil'sDefense"
plexioned gentleman in the party and whispered to (price, $1.50), which we are printing, i.s nearly com- ing speech by Horace Seaver, followed by W. S.
Bell, J. S. Verity, Dr. L&mb of Portland, and others.
him. This gentleman was Col. Hobert G. Ingersoll, pleted, and will be ready in a few weeks.
WARREN CHASE, of California, who has just closed
2:45 P.:M.-Elizur Wright and George Chainey.
a friend of the Millers, who attended the funeral at
7:30 P.M.--Either T. B. Wakeman or S. P. Putnam,
their request. He shook his head when the under- a course of ten lectures in New York, lectured in
taker first addressed him, and then said suddenly, Dr. Rhodes' hall, No. 505~ N. 8th street, Philadel- of New York.
Good music will be provided for each session.
"Does Mr. Miller desire it?" The undertaker gave phia, on Sunday, January 8th, at 11 A.M., on "MediMonday, Jan. 30.
In the morning, at 10:30,
an affirmativ nod, Mr. Miller looked appealingly to- ums and Mediurnship," and at 7:30P.M., on "What
annual meetings of the Paine Memorial Corporaward the noted orator, and then hastily Col. Ingersoll we Know and what we Believe about Spirit-life."
advanced to the side of the grave, made a motion
A SERIES of able articles by Courtlandt Palmer, tion, Paiue Hall Liberal League, and Paine Memodenoting a desire for silence, :Jnd in a voice of ex- on "The Religion of Humanity," appeared lately in rial Lecture Society.
Afternoon, commencing at 3, the opera of " The
quisit cadence delivered one of his characteristic the N. Y. Sun. They hav called out much comment
eulogies for the dead. The scene was intensely and discussion-Bo much that the editor givs notice Sleeping Beauty," performed by the choir of the
dramatic. A fine drizzling rain was falling, and that he must shut down. One anonymous divine, be- Lecture Society.
Evening, commencing &t 8, Birth-day Anniverevery head was bent and every ear turned to catch hind the screen of "A Reader," takes a wide survey
the impassioned words that fell from the lips of the of his own little parish, and denies t~t there is any sary Ball. Supper, 10 to 2. Speeches, !Songs, and toasts.
'l'icketE: for ball, $1.00 (these tickets also admit to
speaker. Col. Ingersoll was unprotected by either rise in the l~eligion of cHurnanity or decline in the
hat or umbrella, and his invocation thrilled his hear- religion of God. He will "he'lr something drop " the opera); tickets to the opera, 25. cents; reserved
seats, 25 cents extra.
ers with awe, each eye that had previously been be- one of these days.
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from the father," the latter might, in fact, be the There is not a single royalist in it-neither le.gitimist
grandfather, and the Holy Ghost the father of Jesus. nor imperialist hail anypla?~ there. The.re.Is no atSuch seems to have been the doctrin of Photius, the tempt to conciliate opposltion by admitt~ng men
famous patriarch of Constantinople, admitte~ by his whose position ii at all doubtful or uncertam. The
.A Letter from London.
enemies to have been the greatest theologian and c&binet is a unit. From head to foot, from top to
Some excitement has been caused in this country thinker of his age. His doctrin was, however, bottom, it is for the republic ~rs~, last, and always.
by the report of a ~Nvernment hallo?~ having .carried judged heretical by both the Eastern and Western
From this first movement 1t IS 11pparent that reaway with it a member of the Bnt1sh Parhament, churches, which decided, on the strength of the ligion of any kind has nothing to expect from the
and there seems but little likelihood of its ever being words in italics, that the Holy Ghost proceeded from pres~ont government. It
he tolerated, and it
heard of again. If such an event .had occurred the father and the son. Jesus thus appears to be his may even he supported; for with Gambetta at the
some centuries ago, among a b~rbanc people who own gmndfather. Bnt the Greeks, sympathizing head and Paul Bert as the right hand, the question
knew nothing regarding these aenal vessel~, It would with Photius, afterwards got up another heresy, of church and state is simply a question of policy,
hav excited great awe and wonderment, and some which flourishes in their church to the present day. which has nothing to do with the private beliefs of
vague tradition would. hav been ~anded down from
The Holy Ghost, according to their doctrin, pro- either. They are ready to support one church or
generation to generat.wn, embellished and enlarged ceeds from the father through the son. This ma~er.J half a dozen, for they are probably of the opinion of
upon by each successtv narrator. The unf?rtunate Jesus his own grandmother. The man who marn~d some of the old Roman emperors, who "regarded all
aeronaut would hav been represented as a deity or an his son's wife's daughter was no circumstance to tins! religions as equally true, or rather as equally false,"
angelic messenger who ca.me dow.n from hea_ven on a The conference of Bonn, which reunited the Greek and were willing to indulge all classes, rich and poor,
divine mission and mysteriOusly disappeared m course and Ena-lish churches, declared Jesus his own progen- !earned and unlearned, wise and ignorant, in their
of time in a vehicle sent down for h1m by the great itor in "'the second degree, condemned the Roma:n favorit superstitions. B.ut this kind of contemp~u
father of all.
doctrin that he is his own grandfather, but left It ous toleration, or a natwnal supp<'>rt bestowed hke
In the Bible we see narrated the departure of doubtful whether he should be called his own grand- the giving of alms to the poor, is as galling as O}Jen
Moses Enoch and Elijah in a most unaccountable mother or not.
and persecution.
mann~r. Jeh'ovah killed and buried the first, took Do not suppose, 0 TRUTH SEEKER (well may you hatred
Not long ago the police made a raid upon all the
away the second, and sent down a fiery chariot for seek), that you hav now got to the. bottom of the elementary schools of Paris, and seized the crucithe last-named.
matter. For all orthodox Christians hold that the fixes, which were tossed into cabs and carts and carPresuming ther.e tales are not pure ~ctions, they father is Christ's very father, and not his grandfather ried off with little respect for the feelings of those
were doubtless founded on some very stmple occur- or his mother, and that Jesus is his son and not his who were outraO'ed by such desecration of emblems
rences, though of a very remarkable nature to the daughter. They hav good reason to dodge the which had for them sacred associations. The thing
ignorant people by whom th~se notables w~~e sur- question how the Holy Ghost was got hetween the~. was done with a degree of harshness and brutality
rounded. Judging by the btography of EliJah, he
But, besides all this, Jesus is the son of :Mary, his which gave offenile not only to Catholics but to
was a knowing sort of a man, and occasionally." as- own creature(" for without him was not anything Protestants as well, who preferred that even t~e
tonished tl:.e nativs ;" and as he would most likely made that was made"). And, if any Christian is
work of destruction should be done with order and
prefer to end his life in a d~~matic style, it may I;>e disposed to get out of it by distinguishing the man deeency.
within the rana-e of probability that he went off lll Jesus from the eternal son of an eternal father, I can
After such a demonstration naturally the public
some sort of :flying machine one fine night with a tell him that this is impossible without reviving
were curious to know what attitude the new governsupply of firewor~s to highten the effect .. To the heresies much older than the Reformation. It is the ment would take towards religion, nnd on this point
devout believer this may not seem a very satisfactory N estorian heresy to deny that :Mary is the mother ?f
they are not left in any doubt.. The' war against the
explanation, but I thiNk it is more feasible than the God; and, by parity of reasoning, the Holy Ghost Is
religious orders is to be contmued, a~d to become
red-hot chariot and horses.
:
the father of God. Jesus is thus his own graHdIt appears to be a general belief with Freethinkers father, or perhaps grandmother, on the God side, more relentless than ever before. It IS to be a war
that the Bible is a book that should be kept out of while on the woman side he must hav been his own not only of suppression, but of extermination; and
it will be well if this war against the religious orthe way of women and children, and, to a great ex- ancAstor by thousands of generations.
ders
be not turned into a war against religion itself.
tent no doubt, the feeling is quite right. It is ofton
Now, Mr. TRUTH SEEKER, I don't want you to get
As if to emphasize the hoBtility of the governsaid: "Why waste time in reading such nonsense, into trouble about ob~cene literature any more, so I
when it might be flO mt~ch better emp_loyed ?" If all will only say that if you will read up the book of ment, Gambetta has chosen for the minister of public
wor11hip (of all positions in the world) a man who
looked upon the book m ~he sam~ light ~h~t Free- Deuteronomy you will find that the Christian gods
thinkers do it would speedily fall mto obhvwn, but hav smashed pretty much the whole of the laws is an avowed Atheist! Thifl is Paul Bert, a man of
as there are li!O very many who believe its contents they made against the deeds not to be named to (but some note in the scientific world, but who is a Positivist of the school of Comte, and to whom all reare divinely inspired, and take all. it says as trut~, only seen by) Comstock.
ligion
is superstition and folly. A few months .since
the Freethinker must be as well mformed about It
It was once said of the South that she went to war
as the believer. In fact, he must hav a better and lost all but honor, after which she went into he delivered a lecture at whwh Gambetta presided,
acquaintance with it, or he will never be ab1e to Congress and lost all that iihe had saved from war. in which he spoke of the doctrin of a Creator as an
confute his opponent. But he must not stop the~e; May we not s3-y of the Hebrreo-Christion God that exploded idea. He said that "the morality of a
it is necessary that he should study the sacred writ- he came out of the Old Testament with no virtue but country increased in proportion as religion .d~clined."
ings of the other great religious bodies, and find chastity, and lost in the New Testament whatever To appoint such a man to the charge of rehgwn, says
Dr. Field, is about as appropriate as it would be to
out the points of similarity, and be able to show virtu~ he had saved from the Old? C. L. JAMES.
put Bob Ingersoll at the head of the churches in
clearly that a great deal. ~ontained in the Bible is
America!
copied from the older wntmgs of the east. In peNaturally the appointment o~ such a man. has
rusing the scriptures of the Parsees, known as the The Wail of ProU:lstants and Roman Catholics
given great offense. The Catholics look upon It as
Zend-A vesta, one cannot fail to be struck with strikOver France.
the a-reat.,st insult and outrage. The Roman church
ing similarities between certain portions of it and
Gambetta is the republican president of France; is still the church of France. It is supported by the
what are called "The Psalms of David;" and we and he is making a record in his official career which
also find that the Jews hav given their God the same causes all Christendom to tremble. Rev. Dr. Field, state, with which, of eourse, it must have very intinames that the Parsees claim for theirs, such as "I editor of the N. Y. Evangelist, one of the leading mate relations. 'l'o put it in any way under the conam" "I am that I am," etc. A short time back I organs of blue Presbyterianism, is now writing let- trol of an Atheist, Dr. Field thinks, is shocking.
wa~ mentioning this to a Parsee of my acquaint31nce, ters from France to his paper. :fie states that only Devout Catholics regard it as a blow aimed diand be informed me that it was commonly said by one person in every forty of the papulation of rectly at the church. 'rhis impression is enforced
them that the Jews made up most of their religion France is nominally Protestant. He also states that by what is known of the purpose of Gambetta himself, who probably hates the church as mu~h as his
from the Zend-A vesta during the captivity.
Gambetta is the man of the hour. He is to-day the
The Christian church may deny it, but it is an most powerful man, not only in France, but on tl::.e minister of public worship, hut who, agamst the
undoubted fact that during the last few years Athe- Continent, with perhaps the ~;ingle exception of Bis- views of mauy of his own party, holds to th11 conism has exercised a wonderful influence upon the marck, and it may he doubted whether even he ill an cordat by which tbe chur~h is bou~d to the s.tate,
orthodox religion. The pr~ests are wi_lling ~nd anx- exception, since the recent German elections hav whiRpering sotto voce to his more vwlent ttssoerates
ious to make many concessiOns to retam their power crippled his power. Gambetta has a.lso the advantage who would cut the cord at once, that he "will use
as long as possible. They are quite. ready to throw in age-he is twenty years younger. He is onlv the concordat as a rope to strangle the church."
overboard the account of the creatiOn narrated qy forty-three years old, in the prime of manhood, with
Moses; they will admit that the sun and moon did a reasonable hope of thirty years-the life-time of a
Foo(l for .Fools.
not stand still at, the command of Joshua, and that gener.l.tion, as we are wont to measure the period in
To THE EmTog OF THE TnUTH SEEKER, Sir :
the sun did not go back even one de~ree _on Heze- which one division in tbe great army of workers in
kiah's sun-ilial · and many of them will grv up the the world's affairs moves off the stage and another Each day discloses the audacity aucl the. coolness of
miracles, and
suppose the next thing will be that comes on-in which to exercise a:n immense power orthodoxy as published and otherwise promulthey will have to pitch overboard the w~o~e lot. for good or for evil. How will he use his great op- gated as "food for fools" by the so called religious
There will then be a chance for the rehgwn of portunity? That remainlil to be seen. If he fails it press. I clip from the Syraense (N.Y.) Journal, of
humanitarianism; and when this is understood and will be from his over-confidence leading him to as- Dec. 24th, among other articles under the heading of
acted upon there will be no oc~asion to lo?k ~o~ any sume 1 oo much the tone of a master, and regarding "The Heligious Press," as follows:
" T·he Wesleyan publishes n letter fr?m a mother giving au
millennium, or the second commg of any mdlvidual too little the feelings of the nation which he under~Lceotmt. of the cure of her <laughter from whP.t. Rbe deemed a
to cause a further disturbance.
takes to govern.
fatal illness. A joumey to Unlifornia was a.b.andone~ bec<m~e
In tbe mean time let us do our best to spread the
Gambetta is at this moment the most popular man the physician rt-fused to take the resp.onslblllty, saymg, 'It Is
light disabusing men's minds of superstition's long- in France-a year hence he may be the most unpop- too late.' The rhmghter and the latter s husbil.ucl. then wen~ to
ingA,' and, by fixing their thoug~ts up~n the only ular. All will depend on his wisdom and judgment. .Boston, where the' cure' was eJiected at Dr. Oulhs's estabhshworld of which they know anythmg, brmg them to He will have to know the times and seasons, and to ment as foilows:
the knowledge that they will serve best their own balance diverse interests, if he is to be able to rule a ~~ • On Sabbath evening- Nov. J3tll- ·while in thB Beucon J-Ill! chn~ch
o1· 'li'U.illl rl r~lining College," as it is caJiec~. sh~ _wa~ kneellug with
interests by r~erving the interests of others. J. D.
country of diverse parties and populations. If he .llr. Gllllie, ~ivinp.; '""'self wllolly to God, With htltli that Got~,wonld
the promis, '" 'rhe prayer of fa1th ~_hall ~ave tbe s1ck, when
iJ£London, Eng., Dec. 17, 1881.
__
begins by insulting where he ought to conciliate, his y,-:rifv
lH..:alii1g power fell nvon the IJOor, Rn1r(~l'IB~~· IJody. un<l. sbe felt. tl~at
f-lhe
was
m!Hle whole She aroee 11euleLl an<l rnnewf!d 1n ull tlle ltfe
rule will not be long. He will raise up enemies
God. She approached her husband ~who was standing a !lttle
Slightly Mixed.
faster than he can put them down. One thing only is of
w 11 y from her) RO ctmnged that she said. ·I tlnnk l?e was 1tfra1d of
me •• On the JGth of November t.hey.retnrnetl to ~'Jttsfield, an~ t~e
Did you ever consider what was the relationship certain, that the career of Gambetta will not he one feet
that went out so recently trembling anti ful ermgcttme flymg.m
butween Jesus and the Holy Ghost? According to of tameness and mediocrity, it will be either glori- with no a nus around her to I.Jeai' t!Je W<:ak, emaCiated body, but With
vigor
she clw;•ped rne in herurms, exelatnnng, ~> 0 mother,~ am well,
Luke i, 35, the Holy Ghost was Jesus's father. Jesus, ous or inglorious. As to the general policy of Gam- very well;
all the chille and fever!md night sweat~ and dountyappe.
however, did not mean the Holy Ghost when ~e betta, of one thing at least we are sure-that it will lite are gone" Stle walked a m1le Wltliout.weurllless, played and
sung several Pieces, sleeps all night like_ a111nfaut, eatH u.s heart1~y
spoke about his father, .for he says (Jolin ~v, 26), be thoroughly republican. He is a strong, almost as any one at the table, works when she find_s any work t.o do. When
slw returned to l'ittsfield so changed, the fnends who ;were so skep.
"When the comforter IS come who·m I wLll send fierce, republican. All his traditious are associated tical
about. the healing when she left were deeply atlocted. Some
j"rorn the {ather, even the spirit of' truth, which pro- with t.he repub~c; all his honors have come from it; wept some "ere spe•·chless, some doubu;d sull. All felt that she
ceedeth fr·om the jather, be sha!l te.s~ify of me." it.s failure would be his personal humiliation, :wd his had dome to Pittsfield to die.' "
It has never been disputed that this spmt HI the same pride and his ambition are involved in its success.
The sight of such an a~·~icl~ in a. new~paper claimperson atj the Holy Ghost, and 11ince he "proceeds His cabinet is, like himself, out-and-out republican. ing any title to respectability m this enlightened age

g[ott(tqnnicatiJJn#.
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THE TRUTH
is truly disgusting, and urges the necessity of education among the masses, and especially the need of
general circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER, the twoedged sword of truth, doing noble senTice in the
scientific and Liberal lines oi march it has taken up
until those who are now struggling under the old
papal banner stained with human gore, and the villainous rag stained with every species of cussedness
first borne by black Henry VIII., and since by the
contemptible Comstock conspirators, become enlightened men and women. Let the word be onward
until truth, science, and intelligence shall be the
motto and watchword of every household·in our land,
and the thousands of church buildings shall be converted into printing-houses for the dissemination of
scientific and truthful literature instead of the stuff
now scattered broadcast over the land, ancient and
modern, of what are claimed as inspired Bible writings.
·
:M. C. W .A.GGONER.
.Toledo, Ohio, Dec. 25, 1881.
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feet at that tim!l, and Prof. Draper developed it.. people, and I learn that is about the size of the audiHe introduced bromin to quicken the process, and enee at every meeting. The Pittsburgh Liberal
by that means too he secured a clearer and more ~eague is an ~c~iv bo.dy and is doing a grand work
sharply defined picture. Prof. Draper was the first m. that superstJ.tl<;us city, the most superstitious chy,
to adapt the daguerreotype to the purposes of por- I Judge, there 1s m the Northern states. Here they
traiture, and his wife and two daughters ·were his fined Col. Ingersoll and B. F: Underwood when they
first subjects.
lectured there, or th~ committee that engaged them.
Prof. Draper was a most industrious worker. His Here t~e Presbyte~Ian chur~hes are so pious that
life has been devoted to experimental research, and they will not permit a muswal instrument to be
he has written much. He has studied especially the brought into the church. I asked one of the mominfluence of sunlight upon the growth of plants. The hers what objections they had to having musical inresults of much of his study 4,ave become incorpo- struments in the churches, and she replied," We do
rated in the hody of accepted scienti£c fact all over not find any authority in the scriptures for it." I
the world. He made discoveries of the first impor- wond~r if th~y find a'?y authority in the scriptures
tance in spectrum analysis, and has contributed much for usmg sewmg machmes, telegraphs, and railroads.
to science by his experiments in the endosmosis and . And I am pleas~d to ~now that such a live League
exosmosis of plants.
IS planted to stay m this dark and benighted place.
Prof. Draper wrote many papers for the London At the League meeting every Sunday they bav a
and Edinburgh Philosophical Journal and the person statiOned at the door who hands out Liberal
American Journal of Science and A1·t. His tracts and Liberal literature. And permitmfl to sug" Treatise on the Forces which Produce the Organ- gest to tbe readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER that those
ization of Plants" was published in 1844. This was who hav any back numbers of the paper or any other
Death of Prof. Draper.
followed in 1846 by a text-book on chemistry, and Libera~ p~blications that they wai1t to place where
John William Draper, M. D., I"L. D., the oldest, later by his "Human Physiology." In 18ti2 his they w1ll do the most good, mail them at once to s.
as be was the most eminent and widely known, of "History of the Intellectual Development of Eu- :B'. De .Tones, the activ president of the Leaaue, at 99
American students of natural science, died early on
rope" was published, and it has since been translated Fifth :wenue. Pittsburgh. is .a good ~i~sionary
the morning of the 4th inst. at his home on the hill into French, German, Italian, Polish, and Russian. ground, and we should a~l aid th!s League m Its good
at Hastings-on-the-Hudson, in his seventy-fi1·st year. His largest work was the "History of the American work. So send on the Lrberal literature to brother
Prof. Draper's father was a Methodist clergyman, Civil War," published in three volumes, between Jones.
but among his ancestors were men devoted to scien'While at Pittsburgh I enjoyed the pleasant home
1867 and 1870. It has been_criticised, but Prof.
tific research, and it was one of his good-humored Draper always regarded it as a work which would of Bro. Robert Feet, one of the number who
boasts that he could trace his own taste for chem- be better appreciated later when the prejudices of favored the Grand Pacific connection last fall and
ittry away back to the days when alchemy flourished, the time were worn away. Four lectures, in which who now givs in his support earnestly to the Li,beral
and before the science of chemistry had arisen. he gave his "Thoughts on the Future of Civil Pol- movement. I was also plea1-1ed to take by the hand
P10f. Draper was born at St. Helen's, near Liver- icy in America," were delivered before the New at Pittsburgh the _late ~' ~ev." Thomas Grunday,
pool, England, on May 5, 1811. He attended as a York Historical Society in 1865, and were afterward recently a Methodist mwister, who has been conboy the Wesleyan Methodist School, Woodhouse printed. His "Conflict of Science and Religion" verted to the gospel of reason, and who often lectGrove, and there was placed under the care of tutors. created a great deal of discussion when it was pub- ures for our Freethoilght friends in tbe vicinity.
With private instructors he first studied chemistry lished, and its influence for good has not yet ceased He should be constantly employed. And among
and natural philosophy, and as a boy he showed the ta be exerted. It was widely circulated, and has other friends I met at Pittsburgh I can remember
taste and aptitude for study and scientific investiga- been translated into twelve European languages. now the names of l{,oman Stan!ey, Robert Graham
tion which hav since placed him among the first men One of his latest works is a memoir of importance, Charles Martin, and Dr. Lee.
.
'
of his time and profession. He chose to devote him- the tenor of which is that what is known as chemical . I am P!eased to learn that t.he Pit~sburgh LAagne
self especially to the study of chemistry, and to that force in the sun's ray is not limited to the violent IS p1·epanng to celel)l'ate Pame's birthday i 11 fine
end entered tl;te University of L0ndon.
region, but that it is uniformly distributed through- style. Hon. A. B. Bradford, Parker Pillsbury, and
Befor.,; the war of the revolution in this country out the spectrum, and displays its activity according other able speakers are engaged for the ocutsion.
some of the early members of Prof. Draper's family to the nature of the receiving ~ubstance.
And now allow me to make what I consider a
had come to Amerioa, and otherR of his relativs had
Prof. Draper was a man of great common sense. most important suggestion, and that is, that on the
followed, so that when, in 1833, he himself came He did not accept any scientific whims without first evening of the 29th day of this month wherever our
here, he found himself not entirely among strangers. putting them to the test of experiments. Most of Liberal friends are cel.ebrating Paine's birthday, they
He continued his studies in the University of Penn- his work for these many years was done in the uni- telegraph to the Assocrated Press, New York city, the
sylvania, and in 1836, after a three years' course versity building. In personal intercourse he was a fact. Then on the day f 0 llowing we shall see in the
there, he received from the university the degree of man of cordial and amiable manners. His wife died papPrs of the country a brief account of all the celedoctor of medicin. His graduating thesis was some ten years ago. He leaves three sons a~d two brations of that character. The effect will he o-ood
selected by the medical faculty as worthy of publi- daughters. His son Henry, the well-known astrono- on the general public and pleasing to the Liberal
cation. A very few weeks after his graduation Dr. mer, and also a professor in the university, Railed public. FriendR, do not forget this sugg('stion.
Draper was elected professor of chemistry, natural from Havana for New York on the 4th inst. Daniel
My ?e.x;t lecture was given in Conewango Valley.
philosophy, and physiology in Hampden-Sidney bas made a specialty of meteorology, and Dr. John I was mvited there by .J ameB P. Allen, a subscriber
College, Virginia. It was there that he began his C. Draper is professor of physiology in the College and admirer of TuE TRUTH SEEKER. On account of
original experiments in chemistry and made investi- of the City of New York.
a heavy rainstorm the audience was small, but those
gations in novel channels in physiology. He pubpresent listened very attentivly for an hour and a
lished the results of these studies at the time in the
half to what I had to say. The audience was made
Amer·ican Journal of Medical Sciences. He also
H. L. Green's Lecture Trip.
up largely of young men, and I hope some good seed
wrote much for European magazines, and, indeed,
was so":n. lYir. Allen. and his brother Henry and
nearly all of his earlier writings were first published
AROUND HOME.
other fnends are movmg there to form a Liberal
across the Atlantic. He pursued this course because
When I Teturued home from my first lecturing trip
League. I wrts the guest of Bro. James P. Allen
of the backward condition of science in this country I intended to start west again very soon, but as I reand enjoyed my visit there. very much. He bas ~
at that time. Indeed, when he first suggested the ceived a number of invitr.ti.ons to lecture in this
idea of spectrum analysis he was publicly laughed vicinity I desired to remain here and fill them, ani! pleasant, intelligent wife, and three bright, pretty
at, and the idea was ridiculed by a prominent gen- I was glad of the opportunity to longer remain with little girls.
Friday evening I spoke in Rixford, Pa., an oil
tleman of Boston. By rea!'.on of his contributions to my family. I now expect to go west about the 15th
town, to a large audience in the Opera House. The
foreign periodicals, Prof. Draper's reputation in En- of the present month, but for some. time my postaudience was an intelligent one and listened attentrope was established long before he was widely office address will be Salamanca, N. Y.
known in this country.
Last week, Thursday evening, I lectured in Youngs- ivly for over two hours.
I went to TUxford on the invitation of H. A. ScoHe found frequently that discoveries which he had ville, Pa. I was invited there by Mr. Darius Green,
ville,
Esq., "' popular young attorney of the town,
made and described in European publications ten one of your subscribers. It was the third time I had
and I had a very interesting visit with him; also with
and twenty years ago were being rediscovered and lectured in that town, and always under lYir. Green's
J. L. Brooks and his family, who is a great admirer
claimed in this country. To preserve his own credit supervision. Mr. Green is a very intelligent, earnest
of Mr. Bennett and his paper. He paid me for Col.
and reputation he therefore collected these earlier Liberal, and is the best posted on the Bible of any
Ingersoll's, D. M. Bennett's, and Thomas Paine's pictpapers in a single volume, which was published man I ever met. He called my attention to a great
ures. :Mr. Brooks has an interesting family, all inunder the title "Scientific Memoirs," by Harper & many strange things in God's holy word that interBrother.
ested me much, for instance, as to who was the grand- telligent Spiritualists aud Liberalists. I also made
the acquaintance at Roxford of Mr. H. Krohn, P. S.
Dr. Draper became professor of chemistry and nat- I father of Jesus. In Matt. i, 16, we read, "And Jacob
Campbell, and Earle .Van Slyke. At Rixford they
ural philosophy in the University of New York in begat Joseph, the husband of Mary, of whom was
1839. He was connected with the University until born Jesus who is called Christ." And in I.uke iii, contemlpate forming a League soon.
I very much enjoyed my ride from Bradford to
the time of his death, and, with one exception, was 23, we read, " Jesus himself began to be a bout thirty Rixford over the mountains or the narrow-gage railthe senior professor in the faculty. During the past' years of age, being as was supposed the son of Joroad. Persons who hav never visited this wonderyear he has not been able, on account of sickness, to seph which was the son of I-leli." If both of these
ful country will find it interesting to do so.
attend to his duties there, and his son and his son-in- passages were inspired by God it is a little singular
On my way to Hixford I had to spend an hour or
law, the Rev. Mr. Morey, hav heard his classes. how he got them so mixed. But "God's ways are
so
in Bradford, and was pleased to meet the followProf. Draper was one of the founders of the medical not our ways." "Great is the mystery of godliness."
ing named Liberal friends there, all live workers in
department of the university, and in 1841 occupi~;cl! From Youngsville I went to Oil City, where I met
the Liberal vineyard, and all, I think, subscribers to
its c~air of ~hemi~t:Y· In 1.850 he was professor ~fj a nu.mber of earnest Freethinkers. I enjoye~ the 'l'rm TRUTH SEEKER: G. W. Hardenberg, D. L.
physwlogy m additton, and m 1874 be became pres1- hosprtality of D. W. McLane, whom I found an mtelLewis, Hart Harris, H. Webster, C. F. Blakeslee,
dent of both the scientific and the medical depLLrt- ligent Liberal. He is a subscriber to the Index, -and
ments.
has been heretofore somewhat opposed to the League John M. Willis, and C. J. Curtis. Mr. Curtis very
Prof. Morse, the inventor of the wording tele- movement since the Syracuse split; but he says that generously invited me to dinner with him, where we
enjoyed a pleasant chat. They hav a League here,
graph, was chosen a professor of the the university the action of the late Chicago congress is perfectly
but at present it is not very lively. But they intend
in 1855. He had a little room in the building in satisfactory to him, and he is now in favor of startto
commence activ work soon.
H. L. Gro:RN.
Washington square, directly over the lecture-room ing an auxili1>ry League in Oil City, and he will soon
of Prof. Draper. It was at that time that he was take measures to that effect. I must not forget to
experimenting with his telegraph, and much of his state that Bro. McLean has a brisk, pretty little dog
MATTERS hav reached a fine point in Russia, where,
work was done in Prof. Draper's studio and with his tha-t he has named Hobert G. on account of his inassistance. Afterward, when Morse was in Paris ex- clination to chase and worry black squirrels and as reported by cable to the London Times, an American Jew at St. Petersburg, performing in a circus,
hibiting his telegraph, he first saw the pictures of blaek cats.
landscapes and statuary taken by the inventor and
From Oil City I went to Pittsburgh, where I lect- has received orders to quit the capital, on account of
artist Daguerre. He undertook to introduce the ured last Sunday for the Pittsburgh Liberal League. his faith. There should be a protest from_the civilprocess in America. It was, however, very imper- The audience numbered some three or four hundred ized wodd a.gafust such bigotry.
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~EEKER,

JANUARY 14, 1882.

I am a friend to Liberalism, and ·I like your paper;
and when I read of the imprisonment of'D. M. Ben·
n,ett for the stand he had taken to liberate the human
mind from credal bondage, I determinr-d to send in
NEw BEDFORD, PA., Dec. 27,1881.
my mite to perpetuate the paper and advance free
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $8-$5 for the Round-the- thought, free speech, freedom of the press, and eventWorld trip and $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1882.
ually a nation freed from the bondage of orthodoxy
Yours truly,
E. M. STEVENSON.
and. everything that retards progression, without
which the existence of the human family would be a
WARREN, PA., Dec. 11,1881.
farce and the whole plan of creation a gTand failure.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5 to bring' Mr. Bennett
Yours for freedom,
MRs. E. E. KIMBALL.
home by the way of China and California.
Yours truly,
Guy C. IRVINE.
SALINA, RAN., Dec. 29, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed money order for
PoLO, ILL., Dec. 29, 1881.
$6.50-$1.50 on subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find order for $14, and $5.00 on the trip Around the World.
which apply as follows: $5 for the Round-the-World
I should be glad to pledge five dollars more to or.
trip, $3 for my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for ganize a Liberal traveling theatrical company. Peo1882, and the balance for books and tracts, for which ple want theatrical representations, and more and
you will find slips cut from your paper.
better novels. Singing, novels, and theaters are exYours respectfully,
RuFus PERKINS.
cellent mediums through which to propagate morals.
Yours for u~iversal mental liberty, JoSEPH HENRY.
PAoLI, Wis., Dec. 28, 1881.
MRs. D, M. BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $10-$3
LosT CREEK, TENN., Dec. 24, 1881.
to apply on THE TRUTH SEEKER, $5 for Mr. Bennett's
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5, which I wish
expenses abroad, and $2 for yourself.
to contribute to the ftind to take our noble friend,
Respectfully,
PETER CLARK.
D. 1\L Bennett, around the world. Although I came
at the eleventh hour, it was not for the want of deWEST UNION, IowA, Dec. 28, 1881.
votion to the good ca,use we are all enlisted in. ThereMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $12. J. W. Kendall has fore, wishing to hav my name on that starry roll OJ
concluded to help our friel'l.d Bennett home, so please honor of which you speak, I, at this late hour, send
use $5 of the same for the Round-the-World trip.
my little mite, hoping it will be accepted and my reYours truly,
J. F. SMITH, JR.
ward equal to those who sent at an early day.
Hoping to hear from you soon, I am, your friend
STERLING, ILL., Dec. 26, 1881.
indeed,
JoHN DUNLAP.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $8-five for the Roundthe-World fund and three for the paper for another
. LEROY, ILL., D~f>. 2tl, 1881.
year.
Your friend,
HENRY KAUFMAN.
MR. EDITOR: The time has come for me to renew
my paper.. I inclose money order for eight dollal'f
·SERENA, ILL., Dec. 28, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $13-$3 to renew -three for the paper and five for the Round-themy subscription, which expires Jan. 1, 1882, and $10 World trip, to bring Brother Bennett home. I
think T'HE TRUTH SEEKER the best paper I can find
for two shares in the .Round-the-World trip.
to read. I am well pleased with the letters from
Yours respectfully,
L. DoMINY,
abroad. I am seventy-eight years old, and very
deaf. I can't hear much, and I take pleasure in
HAVANA, ILL., Dec. 26, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $13-$5 for the Round- reading your paper and hearing from different
minds. Some people make a great wonder about
the-World trip.
Yours,
G. H. HoLZGRAFE.
King James's Bible. It fs merely a record of manDONALDSONVILLE, Dec. 27, 1881.
kind-of their good and evil works. It takes a great
Inclosed find money order for eight dollars, three deal of siUng to separate the good from the evil.
being !or THE TRUTH SEEKER up to Jan., 1883, and five If people would read their Bible more, and look at
for the Round-the-World trip.
N. D. VEGA,
it with the eye of reason, they would certainly understand it better. I am glad to read THE TRUTE
IowA CITY, IowA, Dec. 31, 1881.
SEEKER and hear from Freethinkers all around the
MR. EDITOR: I inclose money order for ten dollars. world. I bid adieu for this time, hoping Brother
You will please send me one copy of Parton's "Life Bennett may return safe.
D. NETTLETON.
of Voltaire," and one volume of Bennett's "Around
the World." Credit balance on subscription for THE
WHEELING, W. VA., Dec. 31, 1881.
TRUTH SEE:ICER.
Yours,
J. R. STRAWBRIDGE.
MR. MACDONALD: On May 27th, 1881, I had the.'
thanks of Mr. Benn<'tt for five dollars. That was t<·
SILEX, ARK., Dec. 27, 1881.
help make him commander of the old line-of-battlf
FRIEND MACDOlULD: I was among the first who sent ship, and to send him to foreign lands to cruise and
five dollars for the Round-the-World trip, and rlo'-1· harbor in theological waters and send us such inforI will inclose one dollar to help pay the extra ex- mation as he found to be facts. Herewith fin<
pense of the 'engravings. I think every friend who another five dollars to bring him back. And you a'
possibly can should contribute a trifle.
mate-don't stop crying "Money ahoy" until you
Yours respectfully,
H. L. BAILEY.
duplicate the fives that sent him away. Then wheJ,
the commander hears "Ship ahoy" from home, ht
GLOVERSVILLE, N.Y., Dec. 30, 1881.
can cheerfully loose the old ship from her mooring
M:a, EDITOR: Inclosed find money order for $8-$3 right her helm, and lay her keel straight for th(
of which place to my credit on account oJ' subscrip- port of San Francisco with her jib-boom as an index
tion, and $5 for the Round-the-World fund. I bav pointing to truth, And on the commander's arriva 1
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER from its start, and will say in America he should be furnished with a specia;
it has given me the best satisfaetion of any paper I Pullman palace car. And as the iron horse, with hithav ever taken. Bennett's letters alone are worth
fiery breath belching forth hell and damnatioD
more than the price of the paper, and thus we hav through his nostrils, speeds his way across the conihe other good things it contains for nothing. With tinent and bears him home to friends and glory, le:
the compliments of the season, I am,
all Liberals along the wayside wherever he stops tc·
Respectfully,
F. W. SHoFFER.
quench his burning thirst gather for miles to see the
old veteran of the Liberal army and pay him respect
DuNcANSVILLE, ILL., Dec. 15, 1881.
for
his works of victory over superstition. Let the
MR. EDITOR: I am in my eighteenth year and THE
dry bones be shaken up, and the rams' horns be
TRUTH SEEKER is the best paper I ever read. So
b,own, until the people in every Jericho becon··e
Ho for THE TRUTH SEEKER !
alarmed at the coming of the commander of MateriLong may it wave
alism.
Truly yours,
JAMES M. WHEAT.
A.nd be our companion
From the cradle to the grave.
BELOIT, Wis., Dec. 29, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER; My tab says Dec. 1, 1880, and
I inclose the sum of $1, for whkh please send me
the life-size lithograph of Mr. Bennett and R. G. In- I suppose you hav put me down as a dead beat, but
gersoll. I want to send on for a list of your Liberal you won't find me half as bad as you hav reason to
books and pamphlets. This winter I want my name believe. Please find inclosed $5 to put me on the
square with THE TRUTH SEEKER again. My religion
in the Round-the-World list.
don't spoil me or mar my integrity in the least. HyYours for liberty and truth,
ANNA DARNALD.
pocrisy and indifferentism 1s the state of things here,
with few exceptions. There are many milk-and-waRoYAL CENTER, IND., Dec. 27, 1881.
J\b. EDITOR: I wish a happy new year to all con- ter Liberals here. I think succ<'ss will make them
nected with THE TRUTH SEEKER. The best thi~g to bold. There are followers as well as leaders in our
make them happy is to pay up for another year. ranks, as well as all others, and we must disciplin
I am more than satisfied with Mr. Bennett's trip so them to fight this monster which has been gnawing
far, although the most interesting part has not yet the vitals of society, glutting its insatiate rapacity to
its utmost. I am young-twenty-five years·-and am
commenced. Inclosed find six dollars.
GEo. HENDEE.
occupied at farming, so that I hav not the opportunities I wish for studying books since I left school. I
hope to be able to get a good Liberal lecturer to
CoLORADO SPRINGS, Dec. 28, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find postal order to come here soon. I think that good seed would not
cancel my arrearages for your paper for 1881, also for fail to take root here and bring a bountiful harvest.
i~s continuance for the coming year. Please giv me I circulate 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER far and wide, and hav
credit for $5 for Mr. Bennett's Round-the-World trip. opened the eyes of many, I was reared a good LuI also send you a new subscriber for three months. theran, but hav always been a doubter.
I am, your Materialistic friend and co-worker,
For the balance or the money inclosed pleaie send
NELiE CIUUI>l'ENSEN.
me eome of your Liberal tracts.

WINCHESTER, ILL., Dec. 26, 1881.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: Once more that day of heathen
and Christian festivity has come and gone, that day
OB which more .than one demi-god, so claimed, has
made his advent into this life through the weakness of some foolish\ maiden and the lust of some
god as a mediator l:;etwfilen some whole-god and poor
fallen humanity.
Now of course I am one or those who believe all
the stories about Christ and the rest of the God
company being born on the twenty-fifth day of December, because we get the account through· THE
TRUTH SEEKER; and as it is inspired, and is edited b.1'
that noble god, Bennett, there is no reason why all
true believers should not believe.
Now, Mr; Editor, as I am one of Bennett's followers, and read and believe his Bible to be true, I think
that I hav a right to make a small request by the
way of a short prayer to him .. I will try to make
my prayer short, as I know he is too busy to listen
to a long one.
MY PRAYER.
Our Father, who art in Asia; thou who hast ever
3hown by word and deed that thou lovest thy followers w. th a love equaled by no other god; thou
who givest thy time, yea, and who freely offerest thy
life for the happiness of thy children; thou who
suffered revilings, persecutions, and impr:_isonment
that those who would be snved might be saved
from the black and eternal night of superstitious iguorance and woe; thou who art even now traveling
in a foreign land where pestilence and famin, deceit
and treachery, abound; thou hast gone even there
shat we, thy adorers, might learn the ways and con.
Jitions of the children of men, the false teachings
and works of other gods, not so noble, grand, and
loving as thou. Hear thou my prayer, and grant this
my petition. Thou didst, through thy spirit of Jove,
oend me thy Bible (THE TRUTH SEEKER), which took
'he scales from my eyes, and the blind did see.
·-rtwu didst thus enable me to change my course in
!ife, and as I did follow thy words of wisdom,
wherein thou teachest us to love one another, and
did thereby obtain a wife, abo one of thy children;
'Lnd as she did aid me to increase and did bear
me a son, and he, 0 Bennett ! was born on the
;;wenty-fifth day of December, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-one, thereby, through the power
of thy word, he is thy son an1l also a god with thee.
Now, 0 Bennett! hear thou this my prayer, and
~rant this my supplication.
Breathe thy holy spirit
upon him, anoint him with the oil of thy love; clothe
him with thy wisdom; gird upon him the sword of
thy power, and let him be a god like unto thee.
Bless thou my son, thy son, James Bennett Travers,
and thine be the glory, the power, and the supremacy now and forever. So be- it.
J. B. TRAVERS.
INGALLS, RAN., Dec. 15, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: My father was a Methodist exhorter
who believed that to spare the rod would spoil· the
child, and he calculated that if they were spoilt God
Almighty would not hav the chance to lay it at his
door, and so he would ply the rod until his children
had at least as many stripes as ever a zebra had. He
wanted to be Christlike. He had read how the meek
'Lnd loving Jesus made a scourge of small cords
\probably out of the string of an old harp) and then
flogged the people. Well, the old man died, and, of
,;ourse, he went to heaven, because he was a firm believer. He believed Moses turned all the dust of the
·3arth into lice, s.nd I recollect telling him it was a
•lamned lousy piece of business, and I had to dance
lor it with no more clothing on than old David had
on when he danced naked before the Lord. I had
'Jeen taught when a boy to believe that he who had
oinned in the least was guilty of all, that God would
Jet down every idle word and wicked thought, and that
che man who looked upon a woman to lust after her
O.ad committed adultery in his heart and was just as
oad as the man who committed adultery nineteen
dmes a day, and that all such wicked people would
i)e plunged into the f'Ulphuric flames of an endless
i1ell, where the worm dieth not and the fire is never
quenched; where there will be weeping and wailing
md gnashing of teeth; and, of course, if one sllould
c;e so unfortunate as not to hav any teeth his gums
·.~ould hav to catch it, for his old jaw would hav to
.vork any vyay, while God sat on his heavenly throne
Jaughing at his calamity and mocking at him. That
L< my old dad's God, and if you should meet him in
/our trip around the world you 'will know him from
.his description. His hair is white as wool and his
~yes like two balls of fire, and in his mouth is a
·,wo-edged sword, and out of his noetrils go fire
;mel smoke, and his nose turns up like a squash, and
when you see him he'll make you laugh. This is
dad's God; he's a buck-cat bully god, and the God
of old rotten orthodoxy. He is the same old God
that sent two old bears to tear to pieces forty little
children because they laughed at an old man that
had no capillaries on the top of his cranium where
capillaries ought to grow. I could tell you many
other things about this God, bow about six thousand
years ago he jumped out of heaven and lit straddle
of the equator, with both feet on one side, made the
earth out of nothing, man out of mud, and woman
out of a crooked bone, pronounced them good, how
he repented that he had made them, got mad and
drowned them, and then repented that he drowned
them and put the bow in the he~vena that he would
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never do such a piece of infernalism again. He will
never drown the earth again ; he's going to burn it
up the next time. When I used to believe these
things my most earnest prayer was that I might be
as though I had· never been born. My hair turnPd
grav at the age of ten, having the nightmare over
hell, a.nd life was a curse. I lived with a full determination never to be the meaBs of bringing into
existence a being that would hav to run his chances
of hell. But Bennett's writings years ago changed
me, and to-day I thank kind providence. that I am
in the world. My earnest prayer is that the world
will be better for my having lived in it. Life is a
joy. I stand in fear of no hell,. no devil, no ghost,
holy ghost or any other kind of a ghost, and I feel
as though I owe Bennett a debt of gratitude. May
his work go on, and his life be spared.
.
A. BUTTERFIELD.
BoWLING- GREEN, KY., Dec. 30, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you post-office order
for $3. Please renew my subscription for THE TRUTH
SEEKER for the current year. Permit me to ~ay tha1
the letters of Mr. Bennett are one of the great attractiv features of the paper. The rnany historical
facts placed before the public, heretofore unknown,
will inevitably redound to great good in the advancement of Freethought, in breaking down the barrien·
of bigotry and religious creeds and dogmas founded
upon superstition and ignorance. I refer particularly to his letters from Athens. I do not agref
with Mr. Bennett's ideas of the Irish Land bill referred to by your correspondent, Mr. Joseph Fran.
kowski, from West Meriden, Cmm., as I believe nothing but an Irish Parliament, the complete abolishment of landlordism as it now exists, an act of
Parliament by which the people who liv upon the
soil can be enabled to purchase it in a limited quan_
tity of acres upon a reasonable time to pay for it.
In other words, no man should be permitted to QWD
more than a limited number of acres, say fifty or one
hundred, and make the title to it as easily transferrable from one to another by deed, as it is in America; still Mr. Bennett is not presumed to be able to be
thoroughly conversant with every social question of
foreign countries. Hie! letters display great research
in unearthing facts which the Christian world, from
some cause, we know not why, hav seen proper to
pass over or leave unsaid.
Yours most respectfully,
JoHN L. Row.
Fox LAKE, Wis., Jan. 2, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find money order for $6 for
two copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1882. I think I
wa~ the first to introduce the paper in this town, ano
I think there are not more than half a dozen taken
here now, but what few there are 'hav done good missionary work. There are six chu:r;ches in this town,
and five years ago they were all running on regular
time. Now the Methodists and Congregationalists are
running a partnership concern. The colored Methodists hav a concern of their own. '1Jhe Catholics are
without a pastor, the Episcopal without a rector, and
the Baptist without a shepherd. Now if evangelical
religion is on the increase, as Mr. Frothingham says,
what is the matter with all these churches? Why
are they not running as usual ? I would say that
saloons hav fallen off in ;tbout the same proportion,
so the town is much more quiet and peaceable than
when churches and saloon!!! were in the hight of prosperity. Has THE TRUTH SEEKER had anything to do
with this change of things? Maybe not, but I would
recommend any town that is cursed with too mucl.•
religion and whisky to try a few copies.
Yours truly,
J. H. WILLIAMS.

R.nd fire the fatal shot. Inconsistent as 1l!is claim
m,ay seem to be as a matt;;r of defense. does it not
find its audacious parallel in the pN·sistent claimfl
of the clergy that the said scriptures, which furuis,b
so many killing examples of inspired men, should b!•
regarded with absolute venPration as nn infallible
guide to morals? This book of Yahweh's divine
commands should, in my opinion, be placed in the
prisoner's dock for trial along with G11itean, and
whether the latter escapes the halter or not, the
former should be bung up forever. WM. J. CoNDIT.
ALTOONA, PA., Dec. 28, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: I hav heard a great many
lady orators, but do not think that I' ever heard , s
able a cme as Mrs. H. S. Lake, of California. I had
the pleasure of hearing her lecture at Hornellsville
last September, and all Liberal Leagues or Freethought societies wishing a speaker should not fail
:o obtain this eminent lady. She is a finished and
'lloquent orator, a superior elocutionist, a deep and
l.'adical thinker, and one whose whole heart is enl.isted in the noble cause of mental liberty. Though
•macqualnted with her, yet I will venture to assert
that there is not upon the American rostrum to-day
a finer thinker, a more brilliant speaker, a granrler
or nobler worker in the cause of truth, than Mrs.
Lake.
Yours truly,
W. J. BURNS.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IowA, Jan. 2, 1882.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Friend W. C. Claw inquires
about the Liberal colony in Iowa which became so
bad that the better-disposed members had to send
for a Christian missionary. Don't know anything
about it out here. Didn't know there wns a Liberal
colony in the state. Will some one please locate
this colony? No! there are no missionaries here to
:;pare to send to Liberal colonies. They are all kept
busy ministering to their brethren and late co-workers, in the Anamosa and Fort Madison penitentiaries, and in praying to the legislators in Des Moines
assembled that they may not tax church property
and may murder personal liberty. What infamou~
hypocrisy for ,the church to make snch claims Of
superior goodness as that voiced by the Oregon lawyer whom friend Clow mentions!
E. C. WALKER.
WEBSTER, MASS., Jan. 2, 1882.
MR. EDIToR: Your note reminding me of my indebt.
edness for THE TRUTH SEEKER came duiy to hand, and
to tell you that I am very much ashamed of myself
for being so slack and shiftless does not half speak
my feelings. I say slack and shiftless because there
was no real :treed of this delay on my part, and it is
so unlike what I once thought myself to be. In my
past life. when I hav dealt with people who seemed
purposely slack, my most, charitable feeling for them
was, if I could take them by the nape of the neck
and throw them out of a third-story window, it
might possibly wake them up to business. But I was
afraid of the law, and had to get along with a much
poorer kind of swearing. But now that I hav committed the same crime I am heartily glad that I did
not happen to kill anybody for the same offense.
Accept my apology if you can, and please find inclosed a check ef six dollars to cancel my present
indebtedness.
For the coming year I wish THE
TRUTH SEEKER and all its patrons most unbounded
success, and hope that none of them will allow their
accounts to drag them down to the morLification that
I feel in owing a year for a Liberal paper.
Very truly yours,
MARGARET FLINT.
ALDEN, N. Y., Dec. 28, 1881.
MR. EDIToR: Find inclosed $4-three of which is to
renew my subscription, and one for the lithographs
of D. M. Bennett anrl R. G. Ingersoll.
Your paper is well gotten up in all respects; the
print is clear and open, being well adapted to "old
eyes." I am now in my eighty-third year, and I will
probably read it as long as I read anything. I hav
long been a reader, a thinker, and an advocate of
Liberal views. Twenty years ago there were but two
Liberal thinkers besides myself in this town, but. now
there is a large number of stanch Liberals, and many
of them are the very best men in this world. llfr.
Bennett's letters are pleasing and very instructiv to
me. I shall not regret contributing my mite to further his Round-the-World project providing he shall
return in safety. Hoping I may liv to hear of his
safe return, I remain, Yours, IsAIAH FuLLERr,'ON.

NoRTHFIELD, MINN., Dec. 25, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: This year, 1881, is fast going to join
her previous sisters, never to return again.
Twelve seemingly short months hav gone by since
I made your very agreeable a~'quaintance, and not
wishing to do without your company and weekl:y
visits as long as we will agree, I renew my pledge
to entertain you another year to gladden and brighten
my home. To-day i:;; Christmas. One thousand
eight hundred years ago to-day our savior made his
appearance on this little globe of ours, so they say,
but I do not wish to be held responsible for the authenticity of this story, for I did not happen to be
in Bethlehem at the time. As it is not of much consequence whether it was our Lord or some other
lord born on that day, we will pass it by. I wish to
our beloved editor who is on the other side of the
SouTH DARTMOUTH, MAS!!!., Dec. 25, 1881.
globe a merry Christmas and a happy New Year.
l\fR. EbiTOR: It is a good plan to occasionally take
We wish' the same to those friends at home who are
piloting THE TRUTH SEEKER safely through while the a retrospectiv view of matters and things appertaincaptain is away. Ypurs for truth, justice, love, and ing to the cause of Freethought, and so I will at the
present time go back in memory's golden chambers
liberty,
MRs. S. J. LENONT.
and giv the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKEP. some idea
of the past and present status of Freethought in this
BING-HAMTON, N. Y., Dec. 29, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: The Jewish scriptures are replete immediate vicinity. As long ago as the year 1850 or
with examples of murders, assassinations, and crimes '51 I first became interested in the cause which we
of the blackest dye, therein justified mainly under all prize and value so highly. It was then I .became
the plea of inspiration and the command of the Jew- aware of the existence of the Boston Investigator and
ish Jehovah. And now we hav the plea of Charles first had access to its columns. It was through the
Guiteau, claiming that he was governed ~Y the same instrumentality of 1\-~r. ~ames Law, whp came to this
inspiration in the act of killing the Pres1de~t; that place from the sea-girt ~sle of N,.ntucket, that I bethe same irresistible pressure, the same fa1th and came cognizant of the fact that there was such a
justification by which the knife of Abraham was paper. There was, at the period to which I refer,
raised to slay his son in obedie~ce to the co~mand in this village very little, if any, interest manifested
of t)le Jewish deity hn;pelle<l 4~m to raise l:us arm in FftJetuoug~t i<lef!.e. The church had eveqrthing

under its thumb, and I believA l\fr. Law was the only
pronounced advocate of Liberal views in this place.
About five miles from here, at a village known as
Rus"ell's 1\iills, was a man of much n:ttural tal<:>nt,
as a.lso eloquent flow of language, who did much 1o
disseminate Liberal thought. This man, Oliver H.
Seaburg, and also a. not far distant neighbor, Philip
Gidley, testified against the churches in no uncertain
manner. And I think they succeeded in bducing
many to giv in their adhesion to Libera.l views. Both
these pioneers in the cause of Freethought in this
town of Dartmouth hav left the scenes of life. All
this occurred about 1850, or possibly a very feW! years
previous thereto.
I may next bring to the notice of the readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER the advent of Spiritualistic ideas
in our midst. Tllis occurred, I believe, either a very
little before or immediately after the year 1552. Prominent among the advocates of this form of Liberalism
were Mr. Barl{er Cushman, Mr. Wing Rnss<:Jll (both
of whom are not living), and Mr. Thomas C, Smith,
who still remains, and is somewhat advanced in years.
Spiritualism got quite a foothold at Russell's Mills,
and also at what is termed t'he" head of the Apponagansett River," about two and a half miles from this
village. It did its best toward breaking the thick
crust of orthodoxy here and in our near vicinity.
And the decline and !all of the Methodist church at
the head of the Apponagansett River and the Baptist
village (both of which places hav long been closed),
the tottering and shaky condition of the one only
remaining church-the Congregational-in this village, are in no small deg-ree due to the efforts of
Oliver H. Seaburg, Philip Gidley, and the progress
1pade by Spiritualistic ideas. Not far from the year
1852 there was also considerable progress made in
Freethought ideas in this village through the ageney
of Jeremi<th Hacker. His paper, publiRhed at that
time, called the Portland Pleasure Boat, was quite
largely circulated , here. I think it was also the
means of driving deep the plowshare of Freethouo-ht
through the hard, arid soil or orthodoxy. I rem~
ber about this time the appearance in our midst of
Owen Wilbur, of Little Compton, in the neighboring
state of Rhode Island. He spoke in a direct and
forcible manner against the superstition and priestcraft of the churches, and, like others to whom Irefei'l'ed, has passed away. Coming down to the immediate present, I may state that, although there
may not, perhaps, be so much direct evidence of the
existence of Freethought in our midst as in vears
past, still the result of past efforts in that dire.~tion
is very plain and apparent. As I said before, two
churches hav been closed, and the only remaining
one is in a fair way to share the fate of the others
in the same respect. The future looks auspicious
for Freethought and quite the opposit for orthodoxy.
Yours,
EDWIN H. BARTLETT.
STONE CREEK, 0., Dec. 27, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclos~>d find thirty cents, for which
send me by return mail "The Holy Bible Abridged."
I sold mine and must hav another. This book
should be in 'the hands of every Freethinker in the
land. If this reGlommendation will do you any good
publish it.
Yours truly,
D. HocHSTETLER.
OxFoRD, 0., Dec. 18, 1881.
l\'LY DEAR FRIEND MACDoNALD: This is the first time
that I ever raised my pen to scratch a few words to
you. I hav always had my old friend D. l\L Bennett
to write to, but he is now on his way around this
little ball that is swinging in mid-air. I had the pleasure once to take him by the hand and giv him a hearty
shake. I don't believe I ever shook bands with any
one that I thought so much of as I did of him.
I hav taken his paper from the very first start, when
it was but an infant, and now it has grown to be a
man.
I would just say to you that I sent $1 to start Mr.
Bennett out, and I now will send $4 more to help
bring him back. The reason I didn't send it all I
will tell you, as I told him. I met with a loss of
one thousand dollars cash. I told Mr. Bennett that
I would send the balance as soon as I could. I now
hav sold corn enongh to send the balance, so inclosed you will find post-office order for $10-$4 for
the trip, $3 for the paper for the year 1882, and $3
for the paper for my friend M. A. King for 1882. I
clid hate to see my name in the Round-the-Worldtrip and no star to shine; and now let it shine f·,rth
like the sun at noonday, without a cloud to obscure
the sight. Let it shine both day and night. I would
just say that it was a professor of religion that took
my thous11nd dollars. I don't hav much faith in
hell, but !~would like to Sf'e him in a fiery pit a few
hours at least. So farewell.
THOMAS H. DoDGE.
THAT ecclesiastical mountebank, Clark Braden, ha!
been lying a good deal lately about Col. Ingersoll sending his villainous circulars all o_ver tb~ country. In
an~wer to one ?f t~e~, W. P. Kirkpatnck, of ~r:ow
sm1th, Ill., wntes.
Mr. Clark Braden-;S~r. ~n
your pamphl.et you .say that Col. Ingersoll s note ~s
u~ban~able m Peona, Ill. Now, let me say, that If
you will go to the trouble to find one. of those unbankable notes,. Mr. A. T .. Ives, of this place. (formerly of Bloommgton), 'Yill gladly trade. a bill ?f
house rent he holds agamst you for an mterest m
one
those ~bankable notes of R. G: Ingersoll's."
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THlS W"ORLD.

Cleopatra,
BY ALHAZA.

A Judean p-rovince you've conquered, love,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY
Gay, glorious, bright, as the stars above;
,
By GEORGE <.:HAIN~V,
No, the light of their gems was quenched in blood,
And broken hearts rained a crimson flood,
When Israel wandered, a vengeful band,
51 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass.
And corpses were strewed on either hand.
Women dishonored and ripped and torn,
Terms, $2 pm· Annum.
Infant~ murdered and maids forlorn,
This World Is divided Into three parts.
Dragged by the hair to a fearful fate,
PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George
No Grecian damsels such tales relate.
Chalney.
Better the altars where heroes prayed
PART II.-A continued story af • Liberal and Radical
And Iphjgenia's white corpse laid.
character.
Such fai~ is a blot en the scroll of time,
PART III.-A short story devoted to the education of
A leaky bark on the sea of crime.
our children In Liberal sentiments and principles.
Vinyards were watered with many a tear,
Send t'o:o: a l!lantple copy.
The holiest thing was a S4ddening fear
The most blessed angels were tire and flood,
And Jehovah fattened on feasts of blood.
What vile reformers such men must be,
Oh, keep their festering land from me,
Where Samuel dark, for a brutal whim,
Hewed princely Agag limb from limb.
Rispr.h watched o'er her murdered seven
Till David's :fiendish word was given; ·
His rage was sated. "Take them down,
Their skeletons cannot touch my crown."
Then to steal all the treasures of Heshbon and Ar,
Their •ons to enslave, what a barbaro;J.s war I
He~vy n.l>Jate Paper, 20x2S.
How Joab served David in blood and in gloom,
SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR
And corpses rained faet into Potra's dark tomb.

WILLIAM WILSON,
MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN,
r

Invento1· of' the "Wi.blonia, and Lecturer on Electrical Tllcrapeutt.es, Autllor of " The Trial o:f Medicine," "The Lanua;;e of' Disease," "Nledical Fallacies," Etc., Etc.

LIFE-SIZE

CENTRAL OFFICE,

LITHOGRAPH

4:65 FULTON STREE'r, BROOKLYN.

OF

D. M. BENNETT.

At Rabbah, enfeebled with st:trving and panic,
David placed :Moloch's crown on his temples satanic
With holiest vengeance sud free booting ire,
IDs eaptivs destroyed both.wir.h torture and :fire;
Then played on his harp when his mind became

WITHOUT FRAME.
Sent by Mail :for Fif"t;r
~

ADDRESS

centt~.

" WILSONIA" appliances are not mere pads which lose their
e:fh<,acy in a few wee s, bu.t are so scientifically constructed that they
WILL LAST FOR 'rWEN1'Y YEARS, and can be worn by difl:erent
members of the same family from time to time.

HIS OFFICE.
EASTERN DISTRICT BRANCH NOW OPEN AT 4-1 FOURTH
S'.l'REET, NEAR SOUTH EIGillTH STREET.

C>tlm,

And wrote the sweet words of the twenty-first
Psalm.
How he bru'alized women, the sensual :fighter,
By the light of my pearls, my own kin~:dom is
brighter.
A:ftd this mixture of sava2;e and wild buccaneer
G&ve out to the world that they once hav lived
here.
Though they cannot in art or in learning re:ll.ne,
And know not a word of our language divine,
And lately they brought an old manuscript here,
Such.a vile, loathsome mass that it cost scholars
dear
To chasten its thoughts and to giv it a glow,
That grand, GreciHn 5Hgescould reacl it, you know.
'-rwas rude, and quite wanting in classical marrow
Such theories coarse and such sentiments narrow
All the book that they hav is a Very late version,
And the tenets redeeming were borrowed from
Persian.
·
Pray, Anthony, leave their detestable soil
For some Arab marauder to plunder and spoil,
And :tlnd a fair kingdom far over the sea,
To send spices and gems as a tribute to me.

H&Y :BE CONSULTED DAILY FROH 10 A.M. TO S P.M., FBEE OF CHARGE.
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.Address
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Shakers, N. Y.
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THE hADIOAL PULPIT.
Comprising discourses of advanced thought by

er, David Cotter, called at your office, in respmt8et:o a tel~
gr:1m received !1y me. Be wn.a tben told tbut you were
a.wa..r in the country. He went straight from. your office to.
that ot Rowe&. Hummel, and there met a pPivate detecttv
who ofl'6red t.here a.ncl then to diQclose the whereabouts of
Anthony Comstock, 'lf the $100 reward, which I had 0fi'ered
for his arreet, ghould be given him. This was prom1sed,.

OPEN LETTER
TO

Anthony

.8oc
COm t k

h~~~~h~1 ~v~~~~;~,t~~3 ti~~·~t~~~tafJndg~P~~; ~~~~~;v~~

I fice, when thev were

jointly told hy person• Rittlng there
that you were a\va.v nud they did not know when you
would return: whereupon the ofiicer, acting upon the in-

~r:~;)~~n fr!'~~g~ bJ'Pt~~er ~~~ic~l'~bt~oti:ndi~~e~h~i·~~~e~;~

eral veices were heard. The door was opeuert in response•
to the knockinr of the officer, when a number of gt>ntle-
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Testament.
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:By Felix Adler:
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tiv circular. with terms to Leagues, etc., free. Address
tae originator and patentt'ucY L. CHURCHILL,
West IUcltjield, Summit county, Ohio.
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ORIGIN OF LIFE:
OR,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
The evolution of the spirit from matter through organic proCesses; or, how the spirit body grows.
Two papers given in the interest of Spiritual science
1Jy the dictation of the late PROF. M. FARADAY, ol
England. Price 10 cents Sold at this oflice.

Wanted.
Correspondence with single ladies between the ages of
sixteen and thirty. Object, mutual frleudshlp, and, If desirable, matrimony. State age, colo1· of han and eyes.
The wrtter of this tea young man, and wishe-s t1) secure a
f?.Od wife. I am 28 years old. Address J. Cllarlstoll,

!'ltrraTIIIot Ilona oqpt;r, 0~1.

fie must

fi:;~~~t1~~~1~~: fe~Pe~:wa~dktnhC::ei~r~~~: a~as;~ta~:~~~or'i~~
1

toward

Proving conclusivlythat

~~~~t~fa, ~~y~gcre~S:it~~nngd ~ ~s~t~l1~~fiyr1~~~~ ;1.nR'!~'d~~:
0

1

please send your subRcri'ption for
11

~lx

months or on~ year,

isn~~~a'~~t~~~ :~twsg~1~ ist wi~~ \~e ~~t~~bu~ :1~~s~g~~o;

longer_
<.1>,·

h,

t!iJV

3m53

to $90 Address
per day at home. Samples worth $5 free.
STISSON & Co., Portland, Maine.
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Col. Robert G. Ingersoll's

Forthcoming Letter.
The Ja.nnary number of the Iconoclast w111 contain n.
long letter of Col. R. G. Ingersoll's in answer to questions
propounded to hlm by Jead1ng clergvmen of Indhmapolis.
The IconocLast containing the letter may be obthined at
11

TI;:~a\s~~~~g~~~:t~d~~~~~<f £~s ;~~~d'ealers,
Address

4t

W. H. LAMASTER,
N oblcsvllle, Ind.

MACHINERYi

~fl~e~~rie~~~0 !r0/e~Pcedf~~~r~~Pr~ lhnetgg~~ ~o~~s~gkt.h~

this was not hidillg from arrest, I fail to underAtand what

:Y 1~a~i~:~J~r~g~~~~p~~n~~~tJrd~~~;

{~f~ld0 ~h~nn~~e~~~~u~~~ g~tfg~~:~e~£~ ~ ~~t~~lt~~

0

you wish to excuse yourself re-read the following:

0

¥f

lou, advised you not to submit to an examination.

PRICE, $3.00 per_annn111: J'lin;o:-le copies, ~~t,g~ o!~~~~tab~lPa~~~~E~~~~~~t~~cfge~h~~ t:~;t ~~t
seven cents. Sn>eCimen copies sent on re· the spirit an<ilntent of your libelous letter should be gone
ceipt ot· a two-cent sttunp to I>ay 1•ostage. into, but the actual wording only should be considered,
The lnvesttgator is devoted to the Liberal cause In religion; or in ot.ber words, to universal mental liberty. Indenendent in all its discussions, discarding superstitious
theories, of what never can be known, it devotes its col.
umns to things of this world alone, and leaves the next, tf
there be one, to those who llav entered its unknown
shores. Believing that it is the duty of mortals to work
fnr the interests of lhiR world, it confines itself to the
things of this life entirely. It has arrived at the age of
fifty-one years, and asks for a support from those who are

The person who openerl the door replied that .Anthonv·
Comstock was not there, wheu the door was closed. Myllalf-brother, who wn.s waiting in the lobby. made a ruse a.51
if running down stairs, the officer, ali the time standing:
outside, beside the door. ThP. same person who had befl..lre ·opened tlle door opened lt again. · Tbe officer, by &

reward, and that. I hlld ret'used to pay the persDn giving;:~~~f:E~~~~k:~in~~bl~~sP1~~~~Y~~ ~~r~11·o~ l1~::'~~L~ the
information, I lieg lea.ve here to state that the hun-.
lie the true inwardness or the mu.n wllo could pen such a dred dollars wae paid to the detectiv iu the presence oi'
letter, and yet chim to be a Christian and a protector of several witnesses,_one of whom was a merchant and manthe public from the vicious members of society, A more
vicious letter could not be penned, and the evidence of ~~;ec~~re~o ~u~g'}~/~~i~i~rt:at~e~~~~[~~~g g~ Jtt~~~t
m..a.lice crops out in every sentence. You first claim that evasion?
as to the uext portion of your open letter: You
t~~~o~J~hp~no[tbl&~~c~~~~;~l~~abf: ~~~~~l~i.th~o~ sayNow,
there ie a law prohibiting the transmission of letters
were arreste~for publishing a malicious libel, and taken in and circulars concerning schemes to deceive and defraud
the charge of an otlicer before the mag1Hrates. You then the public or obtain money by false pretenserl through the
mails. You knew very well when you were writing that
:~~~e:o~x:~i~at~~nexi~{g~ti~~d? wrft~~~ ~~ts~~~1~ 't~~ sentence
that It had no application whatever to my case,
courttoconfrontyou onyour vile charge. Youweresi- inasmuch 11s the following open lett( r to the physicians of
lent.
Brooklyn was before you. offering eycry physlican or sciAfter the lapse of several weeks I received a.n order entific man a free entry into my factory and consul tinE
from Judge Smith's court to attend auch cou~"'t ·respecting
11
0
10
my charge against you, and believing that you would sub. f~r stp~o~~g of ~hyeg~~~etbe:~~~rp~g;~1 fi1~6i1;~~u~h~ ~~d
1
1
you not stva1l yourself of the offer and bav called at my
;~h~~:C~~~a:r:J g~ ~~~rg tit~~~~t~;~~;~ ~~r tb~~raa;~'e~ consulting Tooms and manufactory for inquiry before
ctal court haE to be set aside for mylapecial case against
0
you. Well, let us examin as to what followed. I stood TI~~~~·~ Y.Y~~ ~~~~d t~!~~t;·~i~gs~h:S ~~un~~'!:n8~1~~~ f~
th>Jre without counsel, ready to defend my order of arrest. this reason, viz .. that my esta.bltshment 1s one of the most
I was strong in the proof of my charge against you, and prominent in Brooklyn, and In close proximity to your
did not require an attorney to quibble on poJnts of law. own residence. so th"t nothing but malice aforethought
You, on the other hand, had a.n attorney-a man in whom could hav induced you to hav written such a letter, while
the following otrer to the physicians of Brooklyn was be·
solicitor, is a gentleman anrl anoble·heartedman.

Edited l)y HORACE SEAVER.

1

~~E:l:ili~l~e tR~b~\~~;i~ u~f p~~~~t ~if~oegr tl~b~~~~~~h t~~ ~~~d~~N ili:al!~tagf

:~ ~T~~~:w~alat~~~~;~~~~ga~~~~ ~/~~a}d~vr}~e;~:n?yoo~~

Gy JOSIAH P. MENDU.M.

Price. 25 cents. For sale at this o:!ll.ce.

T~~b;;-,i;e d~~~:J~~~~.:'tl~~~~~c;rbf ~r~sa~~ 1 ae~~~dm~Wnei
1
L~~reinq~}~~u~;~i~~~ev~;~~tl;~~~ b~~~~t~~:~~~~~~k)~~:

and that therefore the same should be adjudged as a privileged communication, and on this ground pleaded for a
dismissal. This I objected to, whereur,on your solicitor

WM. WilSON'S OPEN lfTTfH~
·

•

d

h

.n

'.l'o tile Physicians an t e ..... :om~·
missionei"s of Cbaritics of
I then stated in the presence of that court, that all l required was a full Investigation into the facts. It was then
the City of' Brooklyn.
~~a~;s~~ !~a~r~~~fu~~~c~~t~~~?,~ 5~~~!~ft~}~hceha;:~P~~ GENTLEMEN-Two years ngo in Europe I invented and~

~~~~~;;~ ;I:;~~~;f~fnf~l~iiP.tr;g,;, ·:~~g~~ fg~t~~~i;,1.~~t

against Anthony Comstock, I being promised at that time patented a magnetic appl1ance for the reltef n.ud cure of
that such inyr itigo.tion should Ue made on the following diseaRe. My system is one thn.t was never before at-'Vednesday. J3ut, feeling that there was some crooked I tempted, but Its shnpltcitY places it among the many great;
business going on. a.nd an attP.mpt being made to frustrate 1 improvements in the history of science which, after its•
jw~tice, I employed one of our best attorneys, and he wrote l inception, bas caused thousands to wouder wily so valua ..
a let.ter to the Judge, to the District .AttornP.y, and your ble an addttiou to the necessities of our race should hav·
attorney for cf)py or nature of such br ef. Not only se, been so long overlooke(l.
,
but rl!yself and attorney applied at Je!ferson Market PoThflsuccess of my appliances in the cure of disease iru
lice Court next day, and we were told that Justice Solon England wus such that over THIRTY THOUSAND perSmith llad gone iuto the country and would not be back sons were clothed in them, and not one case of failure
unttl Monday following, the court ~tllcer to whom we spoke when the proper appliances were worn as recommended.
intimating that as t·te Comstock case was in the hands of In tbe face of such guccess in Europe, I determined that.
Justice Solon Smith, nothing would be done until his re- the people of America should be HH\de acquainted witb.
turn. Picture, therefore, my ast.onishrnent upon receiv- the fact. I arrived in Brooklyn only a few months aflO and
ing a notice from the courG that the case had been dis- commenced the sale of my g()ods at No. 465 Fulton Streety
missed without an investlga..tion into the facts whieh Ieel since which time I ha.v, in Brooklyn and neighborhuod,
to the writing of your letter, neither myself nor one of my over a THOUSAND pers?ns wearing my npptlances for
witnesses beiilg called, a ... d yet you hav in your letter the the diseases above menti.lfled-aU of whom came to me
audacity to tell the public that you were honorably u.c- only as a last resort, having failed to get relief from any of
quitted. May heaven save the public when such honor- their physic1anl5. And these persous were as readily re ..
&ble acquiV.als sllall follow the publlc•tlon of such vile let- lleved as wero tlw•e of Europe-NINETY-NINE PEB
ten1 as th•lt penned by you to hundreds of my patients! CENT of whom wtll te1l you to-day on appltcll.tion to
So much for your" honorable acquittal." Now, as to your them tho.tn!Yafpliancesg-&ve time ali the rellefpromtsed.
uaving evaded .trrest or not, the facts are these: I did not A printed 1st o my clients is at ynur disposal so that you
dream of having you arrested until after I had written may sa.ttsfl yourself of th~ truth of the above statement.
my letter to you, which appeared in all t,he newspapers. My propmlition therefore is t]..tu.t I hand over to the mediI called at your oflice personally three or fourtlmes, as did cal men of Brooklyn ·FIVE T ,JOUSAND DOLLARS
also my half. brother, David Cotter. We w~re each told by worth of my appliances. to be used only on the person sot
persons in youro:ttice that you had gone into the country the slck poor now and likely
to be in your charita.ble iustt
and woniG. not be back for a wPek; but on being told b-j tutions and hospitals. 'l1 he only condition I make is that I
persons on Nassau street that you were seen in the imme- myself clothe tfie patients according to my own judgment
atate neighborhood not long after my call1ng, 1 felt that and be ft..llowed to retu.in watchers at my own expense that
you were evading me, and deliberately refusing to giv me the patents do. not receive auy mcdiciu during the wearthe names of those whom you pretended lmd made stttte- fng ofmy appliiJ.nces, and thu.t a proper report be supplied
ments against me. It was your thus evading me which from 1me t,o time. so thu.t I. at my own1 expense. can pub· .
caused me to take criminal proceedings against you, and Ush t.he record of the cures hy my appJances.
I furthet
forthwith instruct counsel to sue out a warrant against you wish that every medical man in Bro 1>klyn should cu.U at my
for criminal libel. Atter such warrant was in the bands of mcmuftiCtory ll.nd exu.minfor himself the processes of men
the officer, such omcer and several of my witnesses sought uf1tcture and make himself thorougHly acquainted with
you at your office. They were told by persons tn your of- my system. My factory Is open for Inspection at all houn ·'.
fice that you had 10ne into the country, as I had before , to any physician, chemist, or scientish_and in close _prox· ..
bQ8n toll!. Oil th!l· W.OlUiil& Qf J'Olll Wlltt 111J lllllfollrOtll llllltr to W.J' OWII bUIInOII PlQDilaOI Will IIUIIII PhnloiW ·
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pearwhen.the Wtlsonin. Magnetic Garments JUe usad as directed. I will undertake to cure 90 per cent of the so-called
the above fol'~ul~. incurables now in the hospitals in the United States, and
that WILLIAM WILSO-:'l'S patent was taken out two
and a half years before Professor White made his state- ~i~ ~~~ ~rid?tf~e¥tsn~~~~ sb~1~fattl~~~t~~~e~~~~~l~~T:s
governing such hospitals shall not allow any rnedicin to
ment through the columns of the Herald.
lle given the po.tlenta during the wearing of my garmeuta,
0
J&~"o~~ t't~~~hi'~.;~ere;rr~e ~!~n~s&~i11s ~r r~~~.; and that the. cures shall be puhlicly aUvertised as soon as
made. CITIZENS OF AMEHIC&! when aod where In
whollylles.
Physicians, electricians. and scientists are. therefore, tlle history of the world has such an offer as tllis been
made? Here, in New York and Brooklyn alone, there a.re
1
~'iJ#li },oJi"G'1i~ii ,51 ~£16T~i'k'8."a~~~~rt~r ;~·; ·;:~~: thou:;~a.nds of poor invaltds in our hospita 's passtng through
la be;ore them, go into their laboratories and experi- the ordeal of a protracted and living death who wight. If
my o:ticr be accepted, be restored to tb.e world us useful
ment for themselvs. They will then know that the
members of sOciety, and this free of charge. If my o:trer
be not accepted by the physicians of the hospitals, then

fruitle!!s research, and by an accident, he goes on to say

th:&~1 ~1e ~~hn~:~~:af~~o~tf~J[;g

foinY~~~ec~~~~~tafoW~~t~1~· ;6~~o~r;1\?:: ~h~ l~~e~~~

the parties whom yon pretended had wri·ten to you? The
tact is. no one did write to you except a lot of conspiring
doctors, and to please them you became their tool.
In the next part of your open letter you refer to a letter
you sent ne, and say as follows: .. Why did you, like Ananlas and Sapphira of old. keep back a part; why did you
not tell the public that I. wrote you personally on the 15tll
of September?" Your memory must be very bad in this

WILSONIA MAGNETIC et~OTHING

~~;efe~~~i;~:~gw~~Jt ~R~n~o~~nl~~~1tds0 \tf~~~~~~e:~;~~

care. I hav sold my patent to a company with a view of

~~iNit~~ty~i~~ 0f~:oi~lv1:lJa6b~~a~a~~f~:;;~~~~fa~f;~sr~~

0
rna:;~e~0:n°~~J~~rg~e=u~;l;~~~~~=a~b:o~ rl~~~~~~~~~;~~
Is the Greatest Wonder of the Age, appliances.
After ye&rs of study m the particular direction of elec
and yet withal one of the most trical
therapeutics, I hav from time to time made many
improvements on mv first conception of what was needed
0
fer tile relief and cure of disease until the., Wllsonia"in
r:!~i~~l:~ti~~J·~~~~~p~ :r~~u1;\yl~e;~y:p:~~g.~~~u~~
Simple
of
Inventions.
its present form contains aU the elements of what hllf
Sept,..mber 20th, under the caption of" 'fhe Romance of

Anthony Comstock's Arrest, and what Led to

It,~'

u

gone before in the same direction. T.t'e continuity of cur.
rent is made complete, the d,1.ngers ot ··n-ventilation di'E
entirP.ly overcome. This is an import. .. point in the.

and di-

~eh'l~h ~o~~:;.~f ~~~~£:~o~~:e"J'~· I refer to the very letter
And the next morning I received a cringing let.ter,

~1fj~~~ ~t~~~~en~~fo~~ ~~~g:i;~e~o~~~~~~~2li. ~~? j~~:

tember 16. Now I was tuld in his ollice on tlle 15th ot
0

~;r!e:~~ek: a~}ig i~Irtt:fri~·fo~£J~~t ~r~~:1tfs ~;bao~~l

nates so to do, or did tlley do sO of their own accord·~ The
next day, September 16th, my half brother, David Cotter,
with the detectivs and the court • illcer. went to Comstock's office. ·They were told that he was in the country,
and did not know when he would return. They were t·1en
told that a letter was written by Comst,ck to William WI'-

~~·Ys~~~ a~NhstafJ:e.v~~fl: w~t J~~oi 1~~oc~e~~e~~e~e~s, 8~~;.

when he w.i.II return.'

to'~!d blf~~~~J:~T£~~! :;inh[a>~~~/i~~~ ~~o~~e:o'ci!ei~

the same bulldlng. Tl1ere the ollicers went, Knocking at
one door where voice~ were heard wit. hi n, but the door
was locked. Then in another room adj<~cent an attempt
was made to discover him among a company of gentlemen
sitting apparently in committee, but Comstock could not
1

~; :i~r~ce1;~~·es~!P~ufu~ :Ynd~iinne ~~aU~di~~ fo~~~e~~1~

open that had before been tried and found locked. The

vi~;~~ :~l~igR;~ ~~~~~~~~chb~ft~t~:n~~ t~eai:U~fnag ~~~Is~~~a-~1f~~~~~t~~~~de~er~~~=Pt;:tl~un, -ty ~r~er~~~

that, because I had been a cabinetmaker, I could not
tllefefore attain to a knowledge of curativ agencies distiuct ·from the methods1aid down by the schools. In answer to this assumption of yours, I can only su.y that I pity·
you forvourstupidity. Do you not knowtba.t the celebrll.ted Dr. John Hunter of London worked at the lJench as
a cauinetmaker at fort"-two years of age, and afterward
became the moat eminent surgeon in Europe? and to-day
the Hunterian :Mu~eum in London is a living monument of
tha.t cabinetmaker's skiU? Do you not also know that a1\
great inventions ever made emanate from amon2 those
whom we !east suspect as the originators of new thought?
Another imf)ortant reference in your open letter I refer
to: Oua boaril sign ynusay asfo1lows: u Read the Anthony
Comstock letters in favor of' Wilsonia..'" In answer to
which I simply say that I hav the copies of fift1-flve letters
sent to you in favor of my ga..nnents, .tl.le (larties sending
such letters being those to whom you llad conveyed your
libelous communication. Therefore I call these letters of
my patients the Anthony Comstock letters, and shall con.
tloue to publish tllem In a pamphlet dedicated to the
Yonng Men's Christian A~sociat1C)n of Brooklyn and New
0

[u~r:~~g~il~t~o~~r ~~[hsi u~~~a~Pr~~igra~~~~er ~:~~~~~~:

thrown back into the organism the poia,}nous en. ·'aLione
of tha body. The expensiv nature 't the '' Wt. 'lia"
combination in all its entirety makes th .. m1ce some~ qt
high. but yet It Is far the cheapest In th• 1nd, Inasmuch
as the cur8.tiv force will continue for yea."' although a
i~~: 0c~~!~~~;'i~1~Ji ~uee~;:rite:{;!tioii~;fri~ ·~~:c~~~·es.

PRICE LIS'J'.
LUNG INVIGORATORS .•..•.•...•.•.....•.... $6 00
BODY BELTS ..•..............•................. 5 00
THROAT PROTECTORS ...................... 1 00
KNEE CAPS .................................. 3 00
LEG BELTS .................................... 4 00
SCIATIC APPLIANCES ....................... 5 00
HEAD CAPS ...................................• 4 00

$500 REWARD!

:o

11
t~~S:&~Ye ~~Y~go£eb~Ycfo~se'rie;~?I b~~~~eitt;~:~~ ;~~\bi~
KF~fd~ub~h~~~~i~: ~1~~ ~e~~~t . kir~~ac~~~da\<1 ~frftV£~~~ offer,
viz: That you sball. upon the examination of the

in my commutlication of the 14"h, that which was not
5

~riit~gebfe~~~r u:~~ i·~~e~ 1~ ?asB~!vlg~ ~~~:ik~C:l b~~l~
was referred· to as above on the 20th day of September,
that being the first letter from mysr.lf after receiving the
letter wriuten by you on the 15th. You therefore utterly
fall to show lu your open letter that 1 had kept anything
back. In the same open letter you refer to a lawsuit in
Irelaud between Wetton & Co., and William Wilson, of
No. 64~ Patrick street. Cork, and the most malicious act
that any man could conceive is the taking the trouble of
writing to Ireland tor inform<ttion respecting u. man, and
when such information is received, telling one~ha.lf the
~~~J'/~a~:P~~f~~~~ t~;~; ~g~lhca:~~n~~~~iJY ~h;Ife~~~

you to publish at your own cost lour open letter. as I at
0

1

0

~~c e~ftg~~t~eh;~a1~~¥~~et~~·the ~w~~l~c~oe~~a;~~n{Pe~~

ton and myself as rival manuf~~turers and large employers
of labor is au act unwo1·thy of tb.e commonest informer.
I ha.v a deed from the British government wherein, on
~e·ae tlemeat of that snit as allove referred to, such
deed binds my opponents to pay me a large sum of money
in settlement thereof. Your attorney, .i'tir. Tenney. ur
Mr. C.olgate, your President. can see that deed whenever
they choose to call at my o.ftlces. Yet you, in your open

Suffering Invalids,
Pamplllet and Price Lht,

deeds referred to in my letter u.s a.bove, between your at- f~~k~inb~~ t~~~~~~~~g~J:af~~ep~~~~~~ ~~~o~c~IJJ? t~n~~?tj
torney and Mr .. Colgate, upon the conclusion of such inves- to
the value of "WILSONIA." Therefore ask for the
tigation, giv me a lt·.tter of apology for h\\Ving been instru. ,. llriLSONI.A,''
and see that you get it.
mental in cJ.sting discredit upon my invention. I a.-rn quite
willing to accept your plea of ignorance of the t'acts, and
·-~-------------that you were deceivea by others.
a!R:~~~;eerc;~~~~~d~~~~. letter of a~offll~lll"i{~'U~llJ;r

The Unknown God.

READ THE FOLLOWING REFERENCES SHOWING MR.
COMSTOCK HIS
MISTAKE:

COMMODORE GARRISON, Bowling Green.
l\Ir. FRAZER, col"Uer of Reade st. and Broadway, New
York.
J\Ir. DEGRAFF (DeGraff & Taylor). Fourteenth st., New
i~t{~fS ~~~~~{~~~~fc~~: ~~~fle~~h~1e~a~uf~t{ oi~~I~~i~ York.
Mr. TAYLOR, of the same firm.
Mr.FAYERWEATHER (F. B. Hoyt& Co.), Spruce st .•
~~~ sE~~~~~f~~~:·~~r~~b~~~:~~-nuf~~ ;~~t~~a;~~; NewYerk.
well that the circular trom which you obtained the
Senator McPHERSON, Was\lngton.
na.me~ of my patients contains also the following descripE. B. >lTIMPSON, Spruce st.
tion of my patent:
THOMAS HALL (Kestler, Hall & Co). Ferry st.
u During the past few years seven or eight di:tierent
Colonel BAYARD CLARK. 54 East Forty-nlnthstreet,
York.
ret~~~~t~u~aih~e:fta~a~:t~g&u~nf~~c~1 ~~tJi~lr~~ t~~fnne~~~ New
Dr. DEMAREST. One Hundred and Twenty-seventh st.,
been a want of means whereby the magnetism once im- Harlem.
·
1
J. DUGGAN, Undertaker, 330 Clermont ave.
F~fJ~e%~~;~~e c~i: ~h~e f~1[~oe:{.,.' -r;g~e~~(~~: h~n~/'a~ Mr.
Mr. E. STCLAIR CLARKE, 758,_ Lafayette ave.
Wilson struck the happy idea. of attll.ching a series of
Mr. YOUNG, Artist, Bergen st., ..Brooklyn.
Voltaic Piles to the Magnets, which by absorUing the natual exudations of the skin giv out a constd.nr, galvanic
These and thousands of others can be referred to Dare
0
fs%~e~~~ige~h~~~ef£~Cr~C:tn~~na~~~~ ~~Pr.lf:~ · {vtf:~~i~t; a man like Comstock mingle with such gentlemen as the
invention is this. Wearers of these garments never ex- above?
perience unpleasant shocks and are never afiiicted with
sores, which inevitably result from wearing galvanic
chain bands-t/t~y having to be steeped in vin1•.gar to reu·
der them capable of imparting any curativ pr0perty, and

A LECTURE.
By James W. §tillman.
An ably-written and handsomoly-!Jound pamphlet of
34: large pages. Priae, 15 cents. Address
D M. BENNETT.
141 Eighth street, New Yo1·k.

-·------------------

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M.D.
This book 1s a plain talk about r.he human system, the
habits of men and women, the causes and prevention Of
rltaea.se, our sexual relations and social natures. It ls medIcal common sense t~.pplied to causes, prevention, and cure
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
women to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage
etc. Embellished with two hun<lred Illustrations. Price,
~1.50. Sold by
D. l'll. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street. New York.

Read also the Testimonials
A W.EEIC
Printed in " The ':rruth Seeker" $72 outfit free.
}cir~~l!~~~~e~~:f ~~~~~e~~~h~~~1t~~!i:? i~n~~~~~~
fortable to wear as any undergarment. These appliances of Nov. 19th.

keep the body warm in the cold season, and, uy their
power ot absorption, impart, in the summer, a refreshing
coolness.''

Also the Method of Manufacture.

'W11sonia '' Magoetic Clothing:

IMPORTANT TO INVALIDS.
COMPETENT ASSISTANTS IN EVERY STORE, :
PRIVATE DRESSING AND CONSULTING ROOMS,~
AND EVERY CONVENIENCE, WITH FEMALE ;
ALL OUR GAR· ;
ASSISTANTS FOR LADIES.
J\IENTS ARE THE SAME, NO MATTER AT. WHAT ~
DEPOT THEY MAY BE PURCHASED.
OFFICE HOURS. 10 A. M. TO 8 P.M.

Truth Seeker Library.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and lee
CorDJ.ers. The Biographies of three hundred of th
most distinguished teachers and philosophers (who were
not Christians), from the time of Menu to the pNsent;.
!lY D.M. Bennett. 1,()75 pages. Svo. Cloth, $8.00; H.~!ler
~.00; morocco, ~ilt edges, $4.50.
..
·rhe ChamPions ot' the Church 1 Their
CriJDes and Persecutions. Biographical sketche&
of prominent Christians far worse than Infidels. A com.
panion book to "The World's Sa_g_es." etc. By D. M. Ben.
nett. Svo. 1,119 pages. Cloth, :j;3.00; leather, $4.00; mo
rocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The Gods and Religions ot'Aneient and
l'llodern Tinles. Vol. I glvs a full account of all the
gods the nations of the earth hav worshiped, Including
Jehovah, Satan, The Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ. Vlrldn
Mary, and the Bible. SS5pages, 8vo. Vol. II describes fUlly
all the religious systems of the world, including Judaism,
MohammeUanism, and Christianity; the latter occupyi!J.g
872 pages, going fully Into its merits. 94~ages. By D. M.

fs~&nf~t;'t'ti!1~~g !~~ri~~~·, i~n~~~fge~·$7 &~riri~~~~r

gilt edges, $8.00
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary. Con.
taining nearlfr 1,300 pages-a complete edition-with two

rr~~~e:gdl;h~~o~e8I~~h~$s~&r~l~~t~~~ r~lt!:r~1~~~~
1

edges, $4.(10; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
lilupernatural Religion. An Inquiry Into the
reallty of divine revelatlen .. Decidedly tne most thor•
ough and exhaustiv work on the claims of supernatural:
ism ever written. By F. W, Newman, Emeritus Pl'Ofessor of the London University 1,115 pages, Svo. In cloth,
f4.00; leather. $5.00; morocco, giU edges, $5.50.

.,ft~a~~~~~.0J.'I~~1!f£~~~~e~r~ft;,:S':,~~t~ :;~8f.
1

By Viscount Amberley son of the late Lord John Russell,
tWice Premier of Engmnd. Comclete from the London
~~~~~~;,,7ifltPe':f;:~. t~oo. In clot , $8.00; leather, $4.00;
The Great Works or TboDJ.as Paine. In·
eluding The .Age of Reason. Examination of Prophecies,

~:fire~0:S~·~~~t~~ ~~8:!·drit~":rrf~n~'fh!r~~g~!:""J

"Wilsonia Magnetic .Appliances" i\:i~~th~~h~11'en ..Se~~';fedb~eth~r~l:;, ~F~afnhe~ a~:f~;~e~~

In conclusion. I again make the foll0wing challenge· to will continue the same price aS· before oticred; but if you
you: 1'o sign bonds for $5.000 if you can prove that I do not wish the cheaper kind. as oiTered el:::Jewhere. we will sell
the a.hove prlcPS, being one·hi.\.lf or tile cost of the B1\me
~~~£o~~~;rt~l~;~~~~~o~·;~~t!~ec~;;;~;~s a'l~1~ ~J:~e&f ~~~ at
was not derived as promised on the purchase of the go 1ds, articles elsewhere advenised.,
such goods being worn as directed as to qtu.ntity and to
t1me. I IJeli.eve your society requires money to Ct\rry on
its operations; here. therefore, is a chance to add to Its
rtf!Ph6~~mhee~d~~t~~~~~~o:~Y}~kaN~il~?e~1 ~~eg~il1 1~rg~! funds. I will aiao sign bonds for a like sum if you can show
sum of five hundred dolhtra, and be committed to the war- one testimonit~.l published t>y me that was not genuin, and
den or keeper of the city prison of the city of New York win pay all exBenses of the six physiGlans on whom vou
until he glvs such ball.
SOLON B. SMITH,
~~~i~dtrirgewJ~lre~e~~~te~ ~ig5Iy ~~v~s b~c:? ~~di~J'c~1~f
"'Police Justice.
scientists that 'these physicians ~know nothing of the na"• Dated September is, 1881.'.,
ture of nerve fluid, the constitution of the bloed, nor the
1!rr:::~[.e between electricity an~'Eti'111lnM:UO'ieYou will therefore see, on feferring to your poen let
er, tllat you admit that my first public communication
Before you uurchase any bogus arrangement, send for
against your act w.:~.s printed on the 14th day of Sept., and
1

r~ci~tg ~g~~~·ol£~ :~~~~~~~~~~~~;t dxo~J.ao~~ ~g~is'i~~~:

He was taken betore Justice Smith and committed iu the
following words of committal:
"'It appearing to me by the within depositions and
statements that the crime therem mentioned itas beeu
committed, and that there is sufficient cause to believe the

D. M. Bennett's Publications

$12 a day at home easily made. Costly
Address TRUE & Co., Augusta, Maine.

THE

Angel of Horeb.
A critical rP.vlew of Biblical Inspiration and Dlvlnlty. By
M. B. Craven. Price, 10 cents. Addrezs
D. M. BENNE'I'T,
1418th street. N.Y.

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE,
REPLIES TO THE

~ pafea, Svo. Cloth, $5.00 ; leather, $•.001
mT~o;cf~r~~~~i~dge:; $h{lllyolumes are oo.lled " The Trntb
Seeker Library~' li all are ordered to11ether and sent by
plate portrait.

expresS, one dollar will be deducted. from the price of
each.
Nature's Revelations ot· Character; or
Physiognomy Illustrated. The science of In·
dlvldual traits portrayed by the temperaments and fea.
tures. Illustrated by 260 wood cuts. By Jos~h Simms,
~iPed~~s~if.'i:J.'Svo. Cloth. $5.00; leather, $4. ; morocco,
1

Paine's Works.

A ~~~~~:!on~:x~~~~.flto~ao\ :~~~~T.is, 't~~~!~t, ~g:
Bf.hop ot Llandatr, Reply to ~ir. Erskine, Letter to Camille
Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of Paine and a steel-plate
portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth. $1.50.
Paine's Great 'Vorks (coDJ.plete) In one volume, as above. $3, $4, $4.50.
Paine's Political Works, Including Commor.
Sense, The Crisis, and H!ghts of Mau. Cloth, $1.50.
The Age or Reason. An Investigation of true
and fabulous theology. Without a peer in tllc world.
Pape1·, 25 cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
The Age ot'Reason and An E:o:aJDination
ot· the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 7e
cents.
ComJDon Sense. Paine's llrst work. 15 cents.
1

The Crisis. Containing numbers from I. to XVL
inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents; cloth. 75 cents.
The Rights of:Man. For the oppressed of humantty. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
D~

:u. Bennett's Works.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re•
CorJDers. 1,()75 pages. Svo. Cloth. $8.00; leather, $4.00:
morocco, gilt edges, $4-.50.

c':i~!e.f~~~~~~\~~=c~~tf!'.~... c~~.re?,i1'f~~!~
Cloth, $3.00; 1eathcr, $4.00; morocco. gilt edge a, $4.50.
The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern '.l'intes. Two VOlumes. Written in ~riso~;
~~ l~~~~~r~i~tJ;ei~ ~~~~~o~~fi5t~d~~~. ~~~ot~vo vo ume
Fr<nn Behind the Bars. .A series of lettero
written In prison. Over 700 pages. Price. $1.50.
,·
Au Infidel Abroad. A series of letters written
during a visit of ten weeks in Europe. 850 pages. Price.
$1.50.
The SeJDitic Gods au•I the Bible. Treating

~gg~v~~ie s~~a~. ~~et~~~;~f;!~, ~~~~sntt\~f~~(i.~it~ V\~;:~

Mary, und the Bible. To the latter 230 pugesurc· devoted,
showing that book to be a very inferior produetion for a
first-class God. 383 large pages. Paper covers. 60 cents!
cloth, $1.
.Jutlaisn~, Christianity, an<l l!J:ob:unmcd·
nuism examined historically ami crltiC!lJly. It h
thought to be the most damaging exlllblt of Cl!rlsttmlty
that has u.ppeared. 500 large pages. Price, $1.50.
'rhirty Discussions, Bible Stories,Essays
aud LectD.J..es. 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents;
cloth,$!.
'·The Hnmpllrey·Beuuett Discussion. A
debate on Christianity and Infidelity, betwe~n D. ~',.1. Bennett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 550 pa.ges. Price, :til.
Beunett•'l'eed Discussion. Between D. M.
Bennett and Cyrus Homulus Teed. Jesus the Loru ,Go~
Crellt(Jl' of Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50
cePt.s. ~
.nterro;:atories to Jebol"nth. Being3,000 qnestious propounded to hts Jewish:Godsllip upon a great vari..
ety of suUjects. Paper, 50 Qents:: cloth. 75 cents.
What I Don't Believe, What I Do Believe.
Wby llnd \Vhcrefore. (~'orthcomlng.) 350 pp.
12mo. Papcr.60cents: cloth,$1.50.
Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First Deacon ot

" Christian Guardian" and " Christian Advocate."
!~~nhf! 1~~~~~i~s~ f~~~t~1~rfi;~~it:tan£ig~~~~~mi.nc~~l~Jr~t~
By AI.LEN PRINGLE.
This pamphlet was considered necessary because the
paper attac<lng Mr. Pringle refu&ed to pui>l\sh his reply
to it. Its criticism was upon Mr. Pringle's argument
against design in nature, and this work contains both the
attack and reply. It is valuable. as it presents the strong.
est Christian evldenc:e for the existence of God with the
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Modern Thinkers,
IVHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

With an Introdudion 7Jy R. G. IngersoU.
With Eight Portraits: Compte, Swedenborg, Jeremy
Br.ntham, .A.da.m Smith, Pu.lne, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
and Prof. Ernst Haeckel.
Price, $1.50.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, N. Y. city.

THE

LABOR DOLLAR.
BY

STEPUEN PEARL ANDREWS
PRICE TEN CENTS.
Addreae,
D. H. BENNETT.
41 Bl&lltli street, N Y.•c!ty,

00 cents; cloth, 75 ceBts.
Anthony CoJDstock : His Career or Cruelty an'
Crime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 cents.
Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow
Street .Jail. 10 cents.
Lett..-rs froDJ. Albany Penit<·ntiary. ~•
cents. .•
'
l'llattcl'• l'llotlon, Life, and ~liu<l. !Ocent•.
Tbe Gods O:Superstition. R cents.
Tbe Great Religious ot· the \Vorlll. !Oct.'
Open Letter to SaJDnd Col~ate. 1\\cerltR.
J esns Christ. Cons!dcrccl as an infidel. 10 cent.'
An HOUk With tUw ne,·il. 10 cents. •
Sinful Saint<: a":l ~infnl l>>hepber<ls. IU
Cei!t8.
Honest (tu<>~ti''"··· and J!ionc"l Au,w<•rs.
5 cents.
A.n Open [;~~~ t{';l' t~ J e!-itt~ Ch:i"!i"-lt. 5 c1~ntR

'
B .. _r.·_ l-t:!1h"rl.Vr'vof:·!", r,var1.;:!•i~ssays n..:n:\ ~·::'1:~ttn.·P~l·., t·:m.!1.r :''i:.~~~~ !l.ll1_n,~:~t;c. of
Christianity o.n t'jy;~I<J,Ltton>~.l .11 ·~:.t.l·•o~:~~ :·:'': 1·:·'·!-·~.l.~.lsm:

Wh·•f· J.. i<H' rall'5i:t uli l'!'8ll\ }J:;ee (', 1 .·, ,;:,t,,.Ptl,t ~ ~CI~utilic
\f>tt\r;. 'Jsnl· \\'·Jman · tipiritualisin lro~m ·1 .'-L~t~rtal1st1c
St'a~l~·~~ i;Lt; 'r,dnt~ tile Political :-uul. t;c'tiginn Hel01mcr~
Mater alfsm and Crime; Will t.~JP r:om.in~ 1-,Lul Worship
God'? Crimes and Cruelties of Chrtstln.ntt.y: t.:tc A utlwrfty
1

of

tllC

Bihle.~ FrcethoughtJudgecl by !ts 1<'ru1ts: Our lclel\&

of God. 200 pp., paper, 60 cents; clot~I, ~t.

Inllu.,uee of Christianity UJ>OU (.~h·iHzf>O
tio.:..:. '2:1 ceuts.
!5cents.
Plac~ o!
·

, ,Cbristiauity and l!faterialisJD.
Wha.t J,ibcrnllsm Otrers in
II :Ubrl!!itiauity.
10 cents.
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REMEMBER it is circum,.,,auces that make "
',what we are .. l do not blame men as ~orne ao,
or call the~ 111 names becau."e. they are somewhat tyrarucul over women. It IS the outgrowth
of the ages that has done this, and this outgrowth is etill going on, bnt it will b1·ing about
a higher civilization that will make man mo1·e
womanly and woman more manly. It will tone
each class down into a more perfect completeness. Man will become gentle, kind, and forgiving, and woman will become self-reliant, self-supporting, and truly cultured. The domineering
tyranny that now exhibits itself in nine-tenths of
the men in their ron duct toward mother, sister,
and Wife. Will be changed into respect, true affection, and kindly consideration. The doll-baby pettiness and languid idleness of some women and
the domestic slavery of others will be exchanged
for real industry, intellectual development, and
self-dependence; the man and woman will b'\
equals in all things, and friends, companions, and
co-workers.-E/mina IJ. Blenker.
THE mother of superstition was ignomnce. Its
foster-nurse has been the clergv. These hav
tended and matured the misshapen babe, rmd
under thei1· care it has grown a very powerful and
dominant mon~ter. So careful ha• been their tending of it, so close!y.bav thev allied themselvs with
it, that now with itg fate their own is bound up,
and with it they must stand or fall, and every blow
aimed at this hom· at ignorance and superstition
falls also upon tltem. With tbe slaying of snperstition, or the slaying of the acceptance of that
which is not proven, the downfall of the clergy
mnst necessarily come.-IJr. A.veling on Superstition.

LIGHT-light breaks on the century's farthest
round;
Light in the sky, light in tl1e humblest home.
The unebbing tides of God, where errors drowned
Sink down to fathomless destruction, cor"e
Swelling amain. Truth bnilds her eternal dome
Vast as the sky. Nations are linked in one
Light, love, henceforth shall reign forever and
alone.
-The GhU1·ch, by G. P. Granch.
THE religion that says one man is savior is a
false religion. All men are saviors, all trnth lights
the world, all virtue saves mankind. I believe ln
self-religion, self-atonement, and s"If-salvation.
This religion wants no man-god, no book-god, no
creed-god. Christianity says to other forms of
idolatry, "My Christ is better than your Christ.
my Bible is better than your Bible, etc. I am th~
only agent, authorized agent," etc. . . But no
man is great enough, nor can be great enough, to
stand to this age for God.- L. K. Washburn.
THE Rev. lllr. Lascelles, knowing the world.
knew that a man like 1\Ir. Richard Fullerton, openly
professing Rationalism-which Christians take to
be high-polite for Atheism-is a man having no
solid foothold. in English esteem. He mdy be as
virtuous as J\Iarcus Aurelius, as truth-loving as
Socrates, as great as Plato, but-he disbelieves the
seven days, the handful of clay, the rib and the
tower of Babel; he denies that the sun and moon
were ever stayed ; be proves by amJ.tomy that
Jonah could not hav been swallowed by a whale;
be doubts the cruse of oil and the ravens tba.t fed
the prophet; and he asks bow all the kingdoms of
a sphere could hav been seen from the top of any
mountain in Judea or elsewbe1·e; and it is therefore supposed that be is capable of every crime
that can disgrace humanity, and that if he b.av not
committed himself hitherto it has been for want of
temptation, not for want of wi!l to yield, sboulcl
tbllt temptation arise.-Mrs. Linton's Under Which
Lwd!
I CANNOT but think that the foundations of all
natural knowledge were laid w ben the reason of
man came face to face with the facts of nature;
when the savage first learned that the fingers of
one hand are fewer than those of both; that
it is shorter to cross a stream than to head it;
that a stone stops where it is unless it be moved,
and that it drops from the hand which lets it go;
that light and heat come and go with tbe sun; that
sticks burn a way in a fire; that plants and animals
grow and die; that if he strnck his fellow-savage a
blow be would make him angry, and perhaps get
a blow in return, while if he offered him a fruit he
would please him, and perhaps receive a fish in
exchange. When men had acquired this much
knowledge, tbe outlines, rude as they were, of
mathematics, of physics, of chemistry, of biology,
of moral, economical, and political science were
sketched. Nor did the germ of religion fail when
science began to bud.-Hua:ley.
"BUT Mr. Fullerton-what is be like?" said
the sister. "Pleasant and well-bred enough, but
an outrageou~ Infidel; one of those presumptnous
fools puffed up with a little psendo knowledge who
think themselvs capable of settling every subject,
and who boast that they believe in nothing which
theY cannot see and touch-a rank J\Iaterialist, livwithont God in the world. As a man he is wei
enough, but as a soul he is as much in the clutches
of the devil as was ever Judas. I feel that in fig!Jting against him and his diabolical influence here I
am fighting against Satan in bodily form.'' "Ana
so yon are," said his sister. ''I hold all Infidels to
be possessed. They are the em !Bsaries of the evil
one, and his so-called modern science is the means
by which be works."--Un.dt1' Which Lord! by Mrs.
E. Lynn Linton.
IT seems to me that the most orthodox Christian

must admit that many of the miracles recorded in
the New Testament are extremely childish. They
must see tbat the miraculOllS dranght of fishes,
changing water into wine, fastiug for forty days,
inducing devils to leave au insane man by allowing them to take possession of swine, walking on
the water, etc., are all unworthy of an inilnit being
and are calcnlated to provoke laugllter, to feed
auspicion, and engender donbt.-Ingersoll.

IT ls the nature of foolish reason ill!-'' to eeem good

to the foolllll!. ;reasoner.-Georqe Eliot's
,~

Tkeophrastus

Judge Waite's Grf'a.t History

OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION TO .Ln. 200.
Mur.h ls o!Jscure prior to that time. The Judge iJas
thrown
a. flood of ligbt over tlto doing~, writiugs of t.he
LIB~RAL
AC,~ZU\~E.
Chrietlan F:l.· he'!'"s, controversies, etc., ot thP,t Der1od: pre\I'lliiOTHY, 0 Howe is it with thee as P.li:I. G.?
The Liberal Is a monthly magazine pu!Jllslwd by G. U. sentij us wftlt th~:l yurio:us g~1sne1s orip;fnn.tiug Jn u.ur{ subsew~\lser n.t, L1b('rnl, Mo., nt tho low priet' of flftr ce~a:_: .L quent tp tha.t time. Kvery man w18hlng to know the
"AFTER the cloud~ the sunshine., after the row, year.
This magazine ia issued in the '1nt,'·l"u"t ut true L1b- v.dldlty of the New Testament should hav t.bls lal'ge ecthe policeman.
'
'
1
history of 455 octnvo p!lges. Beaut16ully and
~1~·~Il~~ri~t~816~I~~~ ~~trg~~~~l~~d~~d ~{:f~~l?~~\?~~~~1 ~;~~ ciesitt~ticu.l
8Ubs1n.utlally IK'nntl. Pri"~""· $2.50 P'•stpnld. l"or P:ale by
Sp1ritu:tl1sts, wJp•ro they ca.n enjoy the fnll frutr.ion of
1m2
D. l-liGBJJt Burto:1, Slliwasscc Co-, ~MJch.
A ZULU proplw:c' g ls without much on her in unl\·ersn.l
mental liberty. The t~>wn is r-:rnw1ng rnpldly.
her OWl! country.
It has no preacht:r, no clmrcll~ no drunkeum:rti', no x tlno:-~,
no Cllrist, no li' ll, no devU. Hut pe.:tce, civ-Wty,
NEW version for an r.fter-Christmas song- no God,
~re~~1Je~appld~S:~e:nd &o~~WAl§~R:lfb~~T, ~~?ng iPe A hH~y in good standing would lik~ to meet two or
"Empty is the wallet, dollars gone."
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THE cast of Gnitecm's head should be reproduced
in rubber. It would be an iru mense football.
VENUS was the only infant" rocked in the cradle
of the deep." Was Davy Jones her father!"
JEREMIAH is not so Black as he's painted. They
used to make the same remark about what'S-hiSname.
"VERY odd," said the compositor as he stood
mournfully gazing on a mass of pi; "very odd, indeed. Stewed tripe for breakfast and strewed type
for dinner."
"CAN any good thing come out of Nazareth?" We
don't know; but the remains of the sea-serpent
hav come out of New Jersey, and Nazareth should
not despair.
A MILKMAN once reported a match off because
one morning when be ca.lled at the bouse to deliver
milk tile young man who was courting the girl bad
departed earlier than usual.
THE oftice of postmaster at Norwalk Depot, 0.,
pays a salary of four dollars per year, and yet no
one will hav it. ThPre is once in a while an office
that an American won't touch for either dignity or
money.
SoME o!Jserving person says that "if there were
no bald-beaded men there wonld be no ballet." It
is a poor rule tllat "·on't work IJotc ways. If there
were no ballet there would be no bald-headed men
-on the front seats.
BEGIN tbc new yeu1· by ·w1•it.ing a swear-o:tf on
the :first page of your diary. with some little epL
gram or historicul reference. For instance, say
that rum is b?.d from its >ery inception. For the
man wbo starts it rai.ses cane.
JA:il!ES, take my book and draw that $5 out of the
savings bank this morning. I know that bank is
going to burst. The cashier has given $100 to the
Hottentot Young Men's Anti-Eating Missionary
Society, and I know he cannot afford it.
THE best sermon in the world ne>er yet reconciled the uroud man, trying to curl his feet up and
out of sight nuder the pew, to the paiufnlly ob.
trusi v and e.vident fact that the wife of his bosom
bad used his blacking brush to polish the kitchen
stove.
·
THERE is notlling which so forcibly reminds a
veteran soldier of old times on the Cbickabominy
ns wlJcn an ex-mr.jor general of volunteers buttonholes him on the street and asks him for tile loan
of n. qnarter. It recalls the days when there was
no quarter.
ONE of the stingiest men in Austin fell from a
street car and broke his leg in two places. " Are
you burt?" asked one of the parties who came to
his assistance. "Not a particle," replied the sufferer, grinding his teeth in pain. " I pay my doctor
!!O much a year."
A WESTERN judge has decided that "a married
man must support his mother-in-law." This is a.
strange decision, but not as wonderful as if the
judge had decided that an unmarried man must
support his mother-in-law. This rnling will be
apt to make a young man select a wife who never
bad a mother.
WE learn from an advertisment that prices for
masked ball costnmes are various. You can be a
kind old gentleman with a long white beard for ten
dollars; but if you want to be a monk yon must
pay forty dollars, and to represent a first-class
devil with hoofs and a plenitude of -tail costs seventy dollars. Some men, however, can personate
the latter individual without expending a cent.
They can't help it.
OSCAR WILDE hath crossed the sea,
Cabined snug in Guion steamer;
His " mamma" came not with heCoddled esthete, dawdling dreamer.
Let this spoony view the town,
Holland grit and thrift created,
And while he's in study brown,
Oscar should be vaccinated.
When his scab bath fairly bloomed,
How the too-too tutelary
Saintly Osca1' will be groomed
By each light-brained ordinary.
Nob by noodles on tile "Av."
Christened" Fjftb," in highway lingo.
Will his affectations hav
Down demfoine; they will, by jingo!
THEY were seated armmd the red-hot stove of a
tavern in a little village in Kentucky, oblivions of
the snow storm that was raging fiercely without.
The subjects of discussion were toddy and the
Guiteau trial.
"Yes, gentlemen," said the blacksmith, who was
noted near and far for the power of his argument,
"the trial at Washington is a mere farce, and the
sooner that scound1·e! Guiteau is strung up the better. He is no more crazy than you or I."
·
''I dun' know, I dun' lrnow,'' dubiously remarked
the man who kept the store at the cross-roads.
"Yon don't !mow!" ecboed tile blaclrsmitb,
gazing warmly at him. "Why, when I read in the
country papers some months ngo that the poor
President died from blood-poisoning, I says to myself, says I, • The cowardly varmint is only playing
tile insanity dodge!' For, if he bad the cunning
forethonght to poison each of the bullets before he
loaded his pistol, thinkmg thereby to make a sure
job of it, why, it only uoes to prove that he is too
devilish sane for t.he common good. Them's J.IlY
sentiments!"
He paused, inverterl his glass, and Iookedaronud
with an air of conviction. All were silent for some
time. Then the cross-roads man, in a scarcely

llo\l\Uble voice1 ordered toddy for the crowd.
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THE

GODLY WOMEN OF ~HE BIBLE.
BYAN

Ungodly Woman of the 19th Century.

cltildr(~n on two or tb1·ee hundred acres, therel>v securihg
them a lwmc far llfe and to stnrt. tills lnstltut.[on for chndren. She will contribute her share towards ft. For furtl1~~ partlcul.rs address
MRS. E. HALL, this office.

~'JUST LET ME SHOW YOU"
DR. FOOTE'S

Hand<Book of Health Hints

Nearly 350 pages. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cts.

AND READY REOIPES.

SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY :

Worth $25. Cost 25c.

Ancient and Modern.

lly the author o t
"PLAIN lroMETALK'' AND "MEDIOA.L

By .JAl'IIES AN'I'HONY Jo'ROUDE,

Co~tMON SENSE."

128 ~!~~~pf~e:io";ccu~~o:: c?o~~~~!arti~

Price, 25 cents.

menh; n. vallll\hlo Book of Reference ror ever,.
Famlly. Only 25 cents.
Tho HBm\book con tn.lne chapters on Hyglfme
ror all ecnson!!, Comlllon SonRe on Common
Ills, Hyglonic Curn.tlvo Mcaslll"c.11, How to
Avoid Undt•slralllo Chi1dren 1 KnackA Worth
Knowing, Hlu ts on Bathing, on Nm·slng tho
Sick, on Emerg-oucle!l, Hlnta for Preg-nant
'Vomon, together with eome of tbe Prlvat!l
Formuho of Dr. FooTE, 1md other physJcin.nll
of hlgh repute, ant.l (l\t'I!Ctinns for fll"I'!JHldn&"
tot luvalldaa llir"'" AGENTS \V ANTED.

THE PYRAMID OF GIZEU.
·The Relation of Ancient Egyptian Ci·vilization to the Hebrew Narrat't:v's
in Genesis and Exodus, and
the Relativ Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered.

(nod

~ddreu

D • .M. BENNETT
14l.t>lgllth st., New York.

By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LI•. D.
Price, 25 cents.

CONSULT!-.

ECCE DIABOLUS,
ill which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
is shown to be devil-worship, with some ob
servations upon the horrible and cruel ordinance of bloody sacrifice and bmnt-o.tfprings.

By the VERY REV. EVAN DAVIES, LL.D ••
Price, 25 cent::;.

Arch-Druid of Gl"e:tt Britain.

TH:M

HEALTH 1\{L\NUAL
Devoted to healing by means of nature's higher fm ces
!ncludlng the

HEALTH GUIDJ::.,
ReTlsed and Improved, together with brief treatises on-·
the Fine Forces: Vital Ma.gnetism,in answer to Dr. Brown
Sequard on Nerve Force, and Chromopat1ly, the new
science of heallng by light and color.

By Edwin D. B&bbitt, D. l!I.,
Author of ·•Principles of Light n.nd Color,''" Wonder:-. ,)
Light and Color." Price, cloth, $1. ~·Jld ali this ollice.
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b~ MECHANISiifi.

Ad•lition,Subtradion,lllnl•
tiplicatJOn, and Dh·ision.
Sample Machine. postage freb.
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Conn. .Address the

Patentee~

VINELAND, N.J.
..1'\ regu.la.Tl.Y ed~cnted and. legally quaMed phyalclan, and the ·.no:::tsuccesslul, ns his prnctice will provo.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS·
EASES.
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Sexun.1. .~ower, &c., rendering tont:-ir.go improper or unhappy, an
thcronghly and permanently cured by an

EXTERNAL APPLIC ,.TION,

which ts the Doctor's lnt~st and greatest met'
which he has eo fnr.pre1cribed for thia baneful
11tnge~ without n failure to cure In a single ens\'
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Middle-Aged and Old Men.
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EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.
PRovmEYCE, R.I. Jan. 1, lRSl.
JJy direction of Dr. York (my medical adviser and spirit
guide), I will send postpaid upon receipt of
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and correapondtmce strictly confidential.
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PRIVATE COUNSELOR.

SE>nt to any address aecurely sealed for two three-cent filtnm~
tr.:!a.ting- on Bpennatorrhea. or Scmfzm! Weakness, giv1ug ita eaus..
horribleefi'ects,and cure·, followed by stro1Itestimoni~

r·~toma,

Varu1~ btyn G~~::~~:e~ !~ t~!~st:i~~~e~~s~rv:~~dl~

i(ll. R. P. FF.u.ows, Vlnelnnd,

OQ;ttandltaW lu. ph<>•.~ louaaw i.bia.

[From tM-

Hous~

New

.;r.,..,..,,.. s.

ami Home, N. Y.]

Among the successful physicians who bav departed
fr::.m the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
!Jr. Fellows, c.t Vineland, N. J. His prlnclples are trne,
bl system based upon sclentllc fact."

[From the (Mo.) L•beral.
The reputation of Dr. Fellows Is sufficient to warrant
These pllls will be found (If taken according to dlrec-' e.ny one In reposing conJldence In bls sklll and ability.
ttons) a son.E cure for ALL diseases of the liver and Those In need of ills alu should not fall to consult blm at
once. Procrastination Is the tble! of time, and o!ten costa
kidneys.
This offer will hold good only from Jan. 1st to Apr.lst the life of a human belnl<."
.-4~-------------~~~·b.;i~ts"Io~$f.\lo:st the price will be 25 eta. per bo:x:, or
Address, with rme-cent stamps Inclosed,

Or Three Boxes Cor

21)

cts.

JAitiE§ A. BLISS,
13t53.

47 Greenwich St., Providence, R.I.

week In your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free
H. HALLET & Co., Portland, .iUa1ne.
$66 a Address

BLISS'S

Electro·Magnetic
Planchette.

LlFE 01) VOLTAIRE.
BY .fAl'mES PARTON.

With Portraits and otbcr Illustrations.
Tb!s work, \vltlch baa occupied Mr. Parton many yean.,
1

0

~~~~.P~~~~:~~oga~:r~~;ii~:i~ed fnil~ol~, ~'re ar't~~~-vol1

~~r;Jif:~t i~u;J~1~ ~~0r1i:' u.I~di; ~~ ~~~art ~~i~~~i: aeav:.~zfiar::
;u~g~~~r~;ty~g~~~e~~~~~r,dd~~~~l~I~111 V·o1~~~~~j~:~~!i,~;

transcendent philosopher, a great re~ormer,
1

It

br!Ilfant wit~

If~ w~~ttl~~tltl~;ttl;~~fa~'J~.t~~gt : b~b~rt%'h~~~ftSal'r~~~

had In the English language. lt~B a most Interesting por-

Designed Especially: to OeveloJ> lUediu•n· traiture of u. truly remarkable man, whether he ts viewed
btic Persons as \VJ.•itiug· lllc<iintns.
as the champion of Llberu.Hsm, a powerful and persever
After months of careful study and experiment, Mr.
James .A. Bliss. the well-known medium, of IJrovil.lence,
1{... 1. (formerly of Philadelphia, Pa.), has perfected his
\Vriting Plancllette, and although many improvements hav
been made, th~ price remains tJ1e sume aslieretofor~.
Bliss's Eleeb·o·l'llagnelic t•Ianchette Is a

~o~~a~:~~~~;~~~n~;~~Ini~·nt;e~ 1 ~1la0!~:~~L1e~~tl1f~~~~ 11i1~

Spiritual manifestations lt has convinced thousands that
it was moved by a power iHdepeudeut of .hands placed
upon it wh!le exrerimentlng lt w!ll answer either
~~~r~~~~~ri:'u~f~tt~~:•rr~~~~!~'!~~~itaf:1e~1Js you won.

SkeA>tics are f'i'We~~f~~~ii:•;;?tcd to exper•

·

Mr. Parton as a 1l1storian nnd biographer has no superiorr..
as hisbio!rapllies of Jackson, Franklin. Jefferson, Greeley •

~~glf~eer~£~~t~~~d'a~~o~t~~ea~~J~Is~~~3 ~~~iy~1~~le b~t~~

1

erance and llberty. It ls the arsenal from which LiberalS
will dmw weapons to refute the shtnders and lies of the
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation will
make It the autlwrltJ In regotrd to bls life, ble work, h!s
delltb.
In two 11ols. Bvo. Pric•, $6; half calf, $11.
Address, D. Bl. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.

"-T~.:u~ Infidel Pulpit."
I .. ecturcs by Gcor;-c Chalncy.

VOL. I. CONTAINS
Tbe general verdict of the persons that llav u.sed BUss'n
Pl \nclwtte ts. 'l'h.nt it will lvu·ite nu~ssage~ Lessons !rom the Life and Work of Karl Heinzen; Minot
Savage's Talks all out God; 1\Ioral Objections to the God
rz!:~·~~~,::::h~c::::·~y:; ~~~~:~~~~:·u:!!~~~~~~f!~~~- Idea;
Nature and Decline of Uuitarla.ntsmj Robert G
1
1
80
UenH!IIlber this :;•IanclteUe is not only
the best, but it is tltc cllettj;est in tbc ~¥t1f> P- ~Ai1~r~~aj~,~~a~t~l~i~fof ~tecp~~:;~a~ fi~ffc:~~ B~ralJ~~~
tsm i The ~hinx; The Choir Invtsli.Jle; LeAsons for To
JnllrJ~et.
1
Tho Planchette, wlth wheels, pencil, and full dlrectlona ~~J~ !k~~erie~~e 7~i~~~~dJ~fr~~n Dae~3oW"gtriain~\v~;l f;,
w!ll be securely Inclosed In a bo:x: and ma!led to any ad. Morality 1 What I~ Re!lillon? The Church of the Future.
drese !n the United States on!~ upon the receipt ox GO l'rlce,,l,
l), )4, ;B.BNNETT,
cent~~. ;For 81118 ~~~ ~1111 o111o11 ot ·ull l'!ll7lH l>lliltllll.
~u ilaiiUlll.JII
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THE project of a world's fair in Boston has
been abandoned. Talk was plenty and money
scarce.
THE question whether a Methodist layman
may race horses without sin is before a Troy
church.
SPURGEON has just cracked his best joke. 'He
says that Christians meet with nothing but persecution in this world.
THE father of the British army is Gen. Geo.
· Macdonald,. who entered it in 1805, and is aged
ninety-seven years and two months.
THE color line has extended into Canada.
Two citizens of Toronto ·were refused admittance to the skating-rink because ·of their
color.
A COLORED preacher and three of his congre;gation are under arrest in Montgomery county,
Md., charged with tearing down and hauling
:away their meeting-house.
THE Rev. George Sanger, vicar of Carltonin-Cleveland, in England, has beAn arrested on
' a charge of. wilfully and maliciously setting fire
to his own church on the 19th of October last.
THERE was so much drunkenness in Salt
Lake City, Utah, on the Christmas holiday,
that the eity council passed a special ordinance
forbiddmg the sale of intoxicating liquors on
New Year's day.
A coLLECTION of letters written by Voltaire
to the private secretary of the Empress Catharine will shortly be published. They were recently discovered, hid away in the library of a
Russian country home.
THE officials of London, Canada, hav distinguished themselvs by decliclng to protect
the first Chinaman who settled 'in that city,
and as the roughs gave him no peace be was
compelled to quit the place.
JosEPH CooK and wife are said to hav lunched,
Thanksgiving Day, on the Acropolis, at Athens.
Most people would hav preferred turkey, but
no doubt the Acropolis is easier of_ digestion than
one of Mr. Cook's lectures.-BostonHerald.
AT the funeral of Chief-Justice Pierpont, of
Vermont, at Vergennes, the preacher caused
some resentment among the mourners by expressing sqn·ow that the deceased bad " never
given expression to those views which are considered necessary to the Christians."
WHILE preaching from the text, "He giveth
his beloved sleep," a Toledo minister stopped
in the middle of his sermon, gazed upon his
sleeping auditors, and said, " Brethren, it is
hard to realize the wondrous unbounded love
the Lord appears to hav for a good portion of
this congregation !"
SWITZERLAND, which has, iike ~everal other
small states, hitherto refused protection or encouragement to inventors, is not unlikely to
hav a patent law before long. On the recommendation of the Federal Colmcil, the National
Assembly is engaged in considering a bill having this object in view.
THE religious census which has been taken
in Dundee shows that in respect of church attendance things are no better in Scotland than
in England. Out of a population of 142,000,
only some 30,000 people were present in any
place of worship on a recent Sunday. Of these
only a little over 8,000 were in the established
churches. ·

M. RENAN is writing his confessions, and the
history begins at the seminary of St. Sulpice.
The theological college is curiously described.
Here is an example of the reverent· way in
which a theologian speaks of his first spiritual
director: "M. Cottofrey had the ravishing,
rosy face of an English miss. It was the most
extraordinary example of suicide by mystic orthodoxy. I never knew a man who could hav
been better loved by women. He had in him
·an infinit wealth of love,"

t
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whom he had canonized. If he claimed the
temporal power, in order to secure the independence of hi,; spiritual power, he was accused
of being a rebel and an enemy of Italy. It
GALVESTON, Texas, had a nearly $2,000,000
was only natural that the faithful throughout fire on the 13th.
the world should display anxiety for the presST. JoHN, the temperance governor of Kan•
ent and the future. In conclusion, tho pope
sas, is East" delivering lectures.
said he expected more persecution in the time
Two hundred and fifty persons were killed
to come.
by a recent earthquake in China.
THE London Freethinlce?'; waxing sarcastic,
A RICH financier died the other day in Paris.
A ST. Lours grand jury refuse to indict a de·
He fell down on the boulevard iri a fit and was asks : "Hav we not all read how, several cen- tectiv for killing a Chinaman who resisted at•
carried into a private house. The inmates, see- turies ago, Freethinkers burnt Christians to rest.
ing him at the point of death, and not knowing death, and tortured them with the rack and. the
EvERY building in the little town of Kemp,
what his religion was, brought a crucifix and ··thumbscrew? And do we not remember how
Texas, was destroyed by an incendiary fire last
put it to his lips. The old Hebrew stared at the the solitary Christian who got elected as a memweek.
emblem with a glazed eye, and with his parting beF of Parliament not long since went" up to the
THE burning of the big sugar refinery in Wiibreath murmurecl, "I can't lend more than· House of Commons aml was chucked out by
two francs on it."
fourteen big policemen? And don't we know liamsburgh is said to hav materially advanced
the price of sugar.
FATHER CoLLINS, secretary and chancellor that the arbitrary"majority were all FreethinkTHERE French missionaries were recently
to the Roman Catholic Bishop McNierney, of ers, and that the speaker, Charl\)s Bradlaugh,
Albany, was arrested in Utica a few days ago occupied outside the House of Coml!,lons the murdered near the oasis of Ghadames in the
for being illtoxicated in public. He gave his office of president of a tyrannous society for the Desert of Sahara.
name at first as Brown, but subsequently re- crushing of stray Christians like fleas? Poor
THREE· are over forty cases of small-pox in
vealed his identity, giving the thin excuse that Christians ! How they do suffer! But the Port Jervis, N. Y. The disease is also said to
he had taken some quinine pills before going to Lord will reward them a hundredfold:"
be spreading in Illinois.
a card party, and that the wine that he drank
TALMAGE's subject last Sunday was the Iufi·
AN American traveler has revisited the village
there, though in itself insufficient to unbalance
delity of Ingersoll, whom he termed the cham•
of Oberammergau, where he had seen thfl last
him, did so in connection with the quinine.
pion blasphemer of America.
performance of the Passion play, and he writes
THE New York State Woman Suffrage Asso·
THE OMistian Intelligencer has this wail: to the Springfield Republican that he regrets
'·It cannot be said to hav been a year of relig- having don.e so. The woman who acted the sociation will hold its annual convention in
ious prosperity. There has been an almost un- Virgin Mary be found digging potatoes in a Chickering Hall, this city, Feb. 1st.
precedented lack of conversions, a painful field, barefooted, disheveled, and filthy; Mary
W. H. LoCKE, ex·postmaster at Eufaula,
growth of the spirit of worldliness, and covet- Magdalen was on her hands and knees, scrub- Ala., being charged with appropriating public
ousness, and formality over the church, !LCCom· bing a floor, and presenting an unsightly np· funds, shot and killed himself on the 15th.
panied by a decrease of cand;dates fflf the pearance; and the personator of Christ was
MR. BEECHER, last Sunday, took back his
ministry. The undermining of faith in funda· carving ornaments which had beon ordered by
mental truth, in the Bible, in God himself, has tourists who had seen and admired him in statement made the previous week, that in
gone on, inside and out of the church, among the play. "A mug half full of beer was on a Brooklyn virtue is the price of place for a school•
the learned and the vulgar."
rough bench withrn his reach, and as his chisel teacher.
AT the Wentworth, Out., assizes·, t1. girl who
INFIDELITY is said to be making rapid prog- was nimbly tracing and forming the intricate had been called as a witness was committedfor
and
delicate
designs
on
the
piece
of
wood
beress in Japan. Says a missionary : " Infidelforty-eight hours for contempt of court, because
ity is vigorous and aggressiv, clothed in the fore him, he was at the same time vignrously she refused to take the oath, on the ground that
that
hung
down
puffing
a
huge
German
pipe
garb of the highest culture. Prof. Morse, for
the Bible commanded her to "swear not at
some time a leading mind in the Imperial uni- over the red shirt that covered his bosom." all."
But
something
still
more
disenchanting
was
versity at Tokio, was a pronounced skeptic,
THE pope declined to comply with the Jaw
exhibiting almost the zeal of a ranter against seen in the village inn, kept by Herod. "Nicorequiring him to fill up a census paper, but a
demus,
Pontius
Pilate,
Judas
Iscariot,
St.
John,
the Christian religion, and the prevailing sentimonsignor gave the return, showing that there
ments at this seat of learning is anything but St. Peter, St. Matthew, Barnabas, and two or
are five hundred persons living in the Vatican,
three
of
the
centurios
were
making
metTy
over
favorable to evangelical faith. Infidel literanearly one· half of whom are women, though in
ture, including Paine's 'Age of Reason,' is be- their beer mugs. They were in a discussion of
what capacity is not stated.
divisthe
Passion
play,
there
evidently
being
a
ing translated and industriously placed before
ion of opinion as to how certain parts could be
Srx murderers were hanged in different parts
the publi<f."
acted with the greatest effect. John and Judas of the country on Friday, the 15th. There
THE Banner of Light sa.ys: "Rev. E. B. were in a half-ma)).dlin state, and were singing seemed to be a unanimity of belief among them
Hopkins, of St. Johnsbury, Vt., recently found snatches from some of the choruses in the that their admission into heaven was assured,
guilty of larceny and forgery in connection with play."
and one, a negro, rewarded a favor by promis·
his insurance business, the claily prints inform
ing the donor a "lift" when he (the murderer)
the public, has been committed to the BrattleR.Ev. HENRY WARD BEECHER said in his Fri· got to the other side.
boro asylum in an exhausted state of insanity. day night talk, at Plymouth church, that "ten
A FRIGHTFUL accident occurred on the New
Had l\fr. Hopkins been a Spiritualist what a months in the year are quite enough for any
howl of condemnation would hav gone up from minister to work. During the other two months York Central and Hudson River Railroad, at
the church organs I But, in this and similar properly trained Christians are perfectly well Spuyten Duyvil, on the evening of the 15th.
cases, when one of their own teachers is a vic- able to take care of themselvs." The question The Atlantic express train halted to repair a
tim of insanity-no matter what the cause- that naturally presents itself to the inquiring brake just after rounding a curve, and a local
these journals are as silent as death upon the mind is, What is a "properly trained Chris- Tarrytown train, running at full speed, crashed
into the rear car of the standing train. Two
subj~ct. It makes all the difference in the tian?" Is he a being who waters stock during
world with them whose ox is gored."
the week and passes the plate in church on Sun- cars were telescoped. Ten or twelve persons
perished, including State-Senator Wagner, and
day? Or is he the man who expects from his
TALMAGE is preaching against Ingersoll every employees a man's work for boy's wages, and a Catholic priest, the rear car having caught
Sunday, but it is the shallowest rubbish we contributes a large sum for his pastor to go to fire from a stove. The blame is attached to a
ever read. A Sunday-school boy could do bet- Europe? Or is he the man who looks.upon the brakeman, whose duty it was to go back and
ter. If he thinks his congregation will take his theater with horror, and goes to questionable signal the approaching train to stop, which it is
stuff for law and gospel he must hav a mighty balls on the sly? Or' is he, perhaps, the godly claimed he failed to do.
poor opinion of their intelligence. He said the man who compels his children to go to church
TrrE Guiteau trial is dragging its slow length
universe was not made from nothing, but from three times on Sunday, and makes the day,•to along. The closing speeches are being made
God's omnipotence. Is omnipotence any more them, one of terror instead of rest? It would by defense and prosecution. Judge Cox cle·
tangible as a raw material than nothing, Mr. be really quite interesting to know what a cided not to allow Guit~au to address the juryl
Talmage ? If God could make a limitless uni- ''properly trained Christian" is. '!'here hav and the latter has given his intended speech to
verse out of his omnipotence, can't you make been such bad examples lately of what may the Associated Press. He calls it a "historical"
just a little one out of your little omnipotence? possibly become of truly good people that there document, and depends upon it for vindication
It would be such a very little one, we know, is not a little anxiety to see some of these peo- before the American people. The speech is of
but we would like to see you try the experi- ple whom it is safe to leave without spiritual great lengLh. It contains a letter entitled "A
ment.
consolation for the space of two months. It Genuin Christian on the G-uiteau case," which
THE pope received at the Vatican, on Satur- was generally believed that when churches were originally appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER, but
day, Dec. 24th, the cardinals residing in Rome, instituted it was for the improvement of the un- which the assassin, by some strange conceit,
who went to present to him their congratula- godly and the conversion of the unregenerate. attributes to providence. He harps on the in•
tions for Christmas and the New Year. In re- But Brother Beecher opens up a new idea. They spiration theory, warns the Americans· not to
ply, his holiness said his position was becomirg are intended for "properly trained Christians." fly in the face of the Almighty, and concludes
more and more intolerable. Only recently he Who is to decide when the training is proper? that is best to hav the shooting officially recog•
nized as the act of a madman.
had been insulted in the persons of the saints -Truth.

A LoNDoN bookseller has done what the
church would hardly dare to do-put the devil
do~n in his proper Place as a dignitary of the
church. In his catalog he advertises a book
containing "sixty-nine engravings either from
wood or metal, twelve of which bear inscriptions
representing scene• of Christian mythology, figures of patriarchs, saints, devils, and other dignitar-ies of the church."
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the soil where the grain is strewn around and way of ten'ts to compare with these modern ones of
trod out b/cattle,and the clearing up or winnowing :rhom_as Cook & Son, whic~ were made by the
done by the breezes of heaven. The straw and chaff mgemo~s wome11 of Alexandria, Egypt, at a cost of
-=
•
are carefully saved as food for the cattle and don- about sixty dollars e~ch for th~ needle-work. The
Beyrout, Baalbec, and Damascus.-Contmued. keys.
tents ~re placed suffimently contr~u<:ms, so that. no~e
FINE viEWS.
As night came on I found that Al Borak h~d lost are widely_ separated, and the dmmg-r?om tent Is
.
·
considerable of the spirit or "vim" with which he central among them. I must not omit to menIn ~he .tft~rnoon our nde up Mou_nt Lebanon was set out in the morning, and that I had to urge him tion, so perfect are the arrangements _that there are
most mterestmg. On o~r left was stil_l hoary-~eaded considerably to induce him to keep up with the rest also two small square tents marked With a 6! on one
and snow-capped S~nmn; fifteen miles. behm~ us of the company. The traveling is done principally for gentlemen, and L o_n the other, for ladies. Inc_ould we see the City of Beyro~t nesthng qm~tly in a fast walk but Al Borak iR not a fast walker, and side are all the modern Improvements.
down by the sea and for :fifty miles could we VIew
.
. '
· d h·
f b· d t
d
·
.
b
iful Mediterranean s read out in vast ex- I_find .a s~Itch s~rves to rem~n
liD o IS . u y an
By the time we got washed, our hair combed, and
the_ e~ut b
t"f l d u ruihed mirror Owina to aids him m keepmg along with our cumpamons. If aot some books, etc., from our satchels, the gong, or
p:ns~ like a eau I uf aili.e :tmo~phere he~·e one ~an not a good walker, he is at least a good stumbler, ~ather Syrian horn, sounded the notice that dinner
t e ri~~sp::~~iJer~ble clearness at much greater e~pecially in the after pa~t of the day, when he b~- was ready;_ a~d no~hing loth, after the day's ride, wel1:ta-:oes than in our oountr ' or in most others. gms t? grow weary, and If he dofls. not succeed m marched '!llhngly mto the saloon-tent, where a fine·
Th
eather is erfect th~ugh in the middle) throwwg 3bout on~ hundred and erghty pounds ~f feast awaited us. The first course was soup, and:
~ ~ th d t? un 'is too warm and burning. Infidel flesh over his head OJ?-e of these fine days It better we have. not tasted in many a day. The next;
ra~ ~ t e ay bl e sIn the warm art of the day will not be his fault.. He, :With ~he other h_orses of course was chicken, well cooked. I will remark here~
t~e ~~~:m~~:::r i:dicates from 72°~0 80°; at night the. ?Ompany,_has be~n. lymg Stlll.some mne days by way of parenthesis, that chicken is a very USUal
the merour sinks to from 40o to 50o. It is not the J wa!tmg for this e:xyechtwn,.and I thmk th_ey all feel viand in this Eastern world. Scarcely a. ~ay and
heat of the ~idday that is so oppressive, but the con- a little weary to-mght, as well as do the riders.
hardly a mea~ pass.es but what we have ch1cken, hot
stant burning glare of the sun without a moment's
OUR CAMP.
or cold. This smts me. I could n?t be .better
cessation. For days together we have a cloudless
Much compensati011, however, was realized by all suited than to be kept largely on a ohwken d1et. I
sky, without a fleck or spot to change the monotony of us for the day's labor by coming_ to our camp for have _of.ten thought I haye one, at least, of the charof the blue expanse. As we ascend the m~unt the J the night on a level spot by the side of the road. acter1stws of a l\'Iethod1~t preacher-a fondness for
fertility of the soil deoreas~s, but the plentifulness The dragomans and m~leteers had preceded us, and young, yellow-legged chiCken~. I pr~sume you have
of the stones increases, and m some places there are had the tents already pitched and prepared for us by nearly all heard how the chwkens m the western
so many of the stones there is no soil at all, and the the time we arrived; and a neater, more cheerful, par~ of ou: oo~J?-try .f~rme;ly became so well aohusbandmen are forced to abandon it entirely to the and more inviting place to a party of weary travelers quam ted with tnts mmis~erial weakness that. whensun and the winds. The manner in which tlie strata can hardly be imagined. It4 is almost wonderf~l how ever they saw a :M:eth_od1st parso.n approachmg on
of rock lie here is very noticeable. In places they skilful these dusky so!IR of the sun-land are m t~e horseback, or otherw1s_e, th_ey mstantly sec~eted
ara perfectly perpendicular, and seem to have been equipments of camp life. Ther~ ~re seve~ tent~ m themsel_ves; but lately, learnwg by d~ar ~xpenence
thrown up at::. former era of the earth, the mountain all-one being for the sa~oon or dimng-te~t, m whwh that resistance is useless, and :that the mevitable can
being left while all around shrunk with the rest of we take our meals at a mcely set and furmshed table; ~ot be evaded, the_y walk qmetly ?P to the behea~
the earth's surface-and whichever way it was the :five are devoted to the members of the party; and the Ing-block, lay their necks up_on It, and cross the~.r·
writer of the book of Gen'
legs_ 1~ the m~st ex.empla.ry:
esis seems to have known
Chnst~an resig~atwn. Of~
nothing of it, or was unable
such IS the . ki_ngdom of
to make any explanation
heaven.
Th1s 1s. the end!
of it-while in other places
of the par~nthes1s.
The
the strata lie horizontaly,
next course IS beef and pofitting together with great
tatoes, the_ ne_xt a desert. of
regularity, like bloc !r s
pas:tr_v, wmdlllg up With
in a pavement. It is mdehcwus. grapes, dates,
deed curious to look around
and Syna walnut meats,
on the noble old mounwhich, by the bye, are very
tain and see how little its
fine.
scenery looks like the mounOur oo~k is said __ to be
tains and hills in our own
the best m all Syna, but
country. Here, w he~ e
let that be as it may, he is
mighty cedars are sa1d
good enough for Queen
to once have grown, there
V:ictoria, or _King Kalakua.
is now not a tree or bush
himself. H1s name-that.
• to be seen save the fig, mulis to say, the .cook's- il!J
berry and trees of that
George, and he IS an Abys:...
sort ~lanted by the hand of
sini~n,_ and cons:quently 111
man. All is rock, rock,
Christian. He 1s as blaev.
and rock and earth blended
as an ordinary Guinea n'<l.together. The soil_seems
~ro, but has not the tb:wk
to be of a very mellow charhps and obtuse nos·e of
aoter, and only bas to be
th_at species of. Africans.
stirred up with the crude
H1s cook-stove 1s a sheetplows of the country to
iron box three or four
turn up as mellow as an
B .A. A L B E c.
inches deep,, three feet
ash-heap.
There are no
long, and ten. inches wide,
clods or lumps of clay here; and it is quite well it is remaining one to the conductor, M:r. Clark, the drag- with feet to it. The fuel is charooa4 which is oarso for there are stones enough to answer all reason. omans, muleteers, etc. Mr. Bridges, the Rev. Mr. ried along in sacks; and that is the range on which
able demands. We see great numbers of men plow- James, and myself are assigned to one tent; the he roasts, fries, b~ils, and bakes, al!! well as makes
ing, the teams being invariably small oxen, and the Rev. Mr. Getz, M. Levebre, and Master Wetmore capital tea and coffee. In every way we live as well
-plows of the rudest construction, and of the same to another; Judge Lawson and son to another; Mrs. as at a first-class hotel; and if the Lord, or rather
fashion as were in use here three thousand years Moots, Miss ,Brayman, and Miss Rose to another; Cook & Son, have not provided munificently for us,
ago-an upright piece of wood which looks like the and Mrs. Lawson and daughter to the remaining one. I would like to know the reason why.
limb of a tree, the lower end Rharpened to a d11ll Each tent is nicely carpeted; every person has a sepWe have come, the way the road serpentines up
point; this stands with the upper end leaning back- arate bed-a portable iron bedr,>tead on the uot plan- the mountain, some eighteen miles from Beyrout,
ward, and a foot from the lower point a mortise is and to each is assigned a wash-basin and a pitcher but still it is plainly in sight from our camp, and we
made through which what serves as the beam of the of water. In every tent is a table, for lights and to being nearly four thousand feet above, are, of
plow passes, and to the front end of which the cattle write and read upon. The tents are twelve feet course, able to look benignantly upon it, and it seems;
are hitched-or perhaps the mortise is made in the or more in diameter, and on the plan of a huve um- not more than eight ot· ten miles away. And Oh r
horizontal piece; but the whole affair does not weigh brella with a staff in the center, only the apex is what a beautiful view it is! It is so charming I can1
more than one-tenth part what one of our plows does. more pointed than that of an umbrella, and the hardly speak of it often enough to make you realize it;
On the lower point of the upright piece an iron or lower edge is some six or seven feet from the ground. as we do here. I would be willrng to forego my hopes
steel shoe or point is placed, somewhat like a small An extra piece of tenting fills the space, leaving of paradise for the space of fifteen minutes if you
corn-plow or point, which simply stirs up the earth a doorway for entrance, which is covered, when de- could all take in the lovely view of the Mediterrathree or four inches deep, and turns the furrow just: sired, by an extra piece of the same goods, so that nean, the town of Beyrout, and all the intervening
as much one way as the other. These imperfect' each tent makes a little circus by itself, and is as country, as we can here on this Lebanon eminence.
plows are all they know of here, and they seem to be snug and exclusive when ino.Josed as a room in a The air is considerably cooler here than in the town
all that is necessary, for by scratching the earth's sur- hotel, and nearly as co_nvenient. The conical and last night. It is not strange; the thousands of feet
face with them the soil produces abundantly, though upright portionR of the tents are supplied with ribs we have risen, and the proximity of snowy Sannin
crops have been taken from it for these three thou- of wood, much on the plan of an umbrella, and accounts for it. But we are content; we are on glosand years, and without any fertilizer being put back which keep the affair in proper form; and the whole rious Mount Lebanon, and everybody is, or ought to.
in return.
is well se'cured by cords attached to stakes, carried he, happy. Several of the males, including the H,ey~
It is indeed a most prolific and a most remarkable for the purpose, which are driven into the ground. Mr. James, are in the saloon-tent taking a few rubsoil. This is the season of the year for putting in The tents are double, the outer thickness being of bers of whist, but having more of a pious turn mythe fall grains-wheat and barley-and the plan is common canvas, while the inner one is of black self, I have remained in our own tent putting in
. to sow the grain before the plowing is done, and goods with ornamental pieces of many colors, bear- some two hours at writing, but I am weary and.
when the surface has been scratched over in the man- ing some resemblance to vines, leaves, flowers, and sleepy now, so good-night, and pleasant dreams.
ner described the cultivation for the year on that other vegetation, which are sewed on with deFriday, Nov. 11. We were called to arise from.
portion of land is ended. Oats are not known here, cided ingenuity, and which give the inside of the our cots this morning by such a novel tom-tom.taand rye is very little grown. I also see nothing like tent a fantastic and gaudy appearance. It is very laber-tin as is not often heard. The performers.
meadows, no hay-stacks, and no barns but a few low doubtful if the great Sardanapalus had anything consisted of six persons, led by Mr. Clark with the
stone stables, which look much like the dwellings for like them in his day, or if Solomon in all his glory Syrian horn, and five of the natives beating tin pans.
the people. There is also very little paF~turage here, was not arrayed like one of these; while there is not together and drumming on kettles. It equaled a.
there being but slight grass of any kind natural to the least probability that even Abraham, the father first-class charivari, and one might suppose the wedthe country. The harvesting '-'f the grain is done of the faithful-who, so Freeman-like, willingly pro- ding of some hoary patriarch to a damsel of fifteen
altogether by :the sickle, a_nd ·the threshing is done oeeded to sacrifice his little boy, and got up the was bAing celebrated. Nobody could sleep amid such
Q:U the old-fash10ned threshmg-:fioors---smooth places original "Pocasset tra?edy "-had anything ip the a din as that, so little remained for us to do bu.t tO>·
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"rise, dre~s, !!,~Y our prayers, (th~ Rev. Mr. Ja~es i that simile; it seems too suggestive of lard oil or
prays qmte enou&"h for the three m the tent bearing soap grea11e; it is not good, but the "dew of Her. the sta.rs and stnpes), and get ready for breakfast. mon" is grand.
. In h:~.lf an hour we were ?ailed _in, and partook . The meaning of the euphonious name of Hermon
· heart1ly of poached eggs, a little chwken by way of IS "lofty" or "prominent peak," and the mountain
variety, bread and butter (the latter a canned article, bearing the title occupies a most commanrHng posiall the way ~rom Copenhagen, and very nice "witha!), tion and is said to be visible from Sarepta, Tyre, and
~~raw:berry Jam, apncot marmalade, and black cur- even from the depths of the Jordan Valley, near the
rant Jam, With tea and co!fee. If a man could have IDe~d Sea, and of. cours~ from nearly all parts of Palthe cheek to find fault With such a breakfast as that e~t1~e. The _anment _B1ble names given it all bear a.
he wouldsurely gr~mble were he to b~ hung.
· s1m1lar meanmg-"Swn" (t.he upraised), because it
In a very short t1me after we had nsen from the towers above all the neighboring mountains. " Siritable the tents were taken down, rolled skilfully to- on" (the glittering), as it was called by the sidonions.
gether and packed; the bedsteads were doubled up in "Shenir" (the 0lattering), by the· Amorites. Both
. a_very compact form, the luggage. plac~d in sacks ?ar- of. th_e words also mean "breast-plate.". The moun. r~e~ for the purpose, and everythmg dis~osed of m a ta~n 1s now called ~ebel-esh-Shiekh (the chief mounS1m1lar manner, and placed on the mules backs. No . tam) also suggestive of its imposing appearance.
. . set of circ~s men could ~e ·more expeditious. Our Twice in scripture the name Baal-Hermon is given
, horses· havmg been curned, fed,, and saddl~d, we to the mountain, no doubt because the worship of.
soon mounted for our second days march, w1th the Baal, or the sun, was conducted upon it. It is said
fine oriental sun sending down his bright beams the ruins of temples of Baal or the sun are still
upon us. I need hardly repeat that our entire c~m- ~ound on its summits as well as on the other hightF
pany makes a _very r~spectable caravan, and I thmk m the same range. The lofty bights of mountains
it would be d1~cult m a party of the _same number, J have from'tiine immemorial been selected by the de. :as Y?U would _PlCk them up, to find a greater amou~t vout of. all natio~s as fittin~ places to worship the
·:?f p1ety.. T~1s ought not to be 'Yond:re~ 3:t w~en 1t most h1gh accordmg to theu conception, and it is
IS borne m mmd that I count one m th1s d1stmgtushed not at all strange that the Jews should have parcompany.
taken of the same idea, and tbat, though Hermon was
Hoar~ ~annin _looks ver:y: good with early _morn in~ not within their territory, they felt a very high derays stnkmg fa1rly upon 1t, though not with suffi- gree of reverence for.it.
cient force to melt the coating of snow which covers
Mount Hermon has been called the Mont Bl:wc of
it. The air is as clear as can be imagined; as we Palestine. It was the great lsnd-mark for the northride along we can count from one point fifteen sepa- ern border of the "promised land." Three separatP
rate villages in the little valleys and on the hill-tops bights form the summit, and these are nearly thref'
of. Mount Leban~m. '!'hese villages, of course, are thousand fee~ higher than the general range of Antine1ther large or 1mposmg, but nevertheless they are Lebanon, whJCh latter term meanB "the white mounvillages, composed of quite~ group of th~ low, ~at- tain over against Lebanon." The loftiest peak is
:oo~~d houses I ha;e descr~bed. There 1s nothmg on the north; the. second is three hun~red yards to
·mv1tmg about them, very S~Jg~t show ?f gardens or the south of the highest one; beneath 1t, about five
. -flo:wers, and not a fence w1thm ten :n.1les of. them; thousand feet f_rom the summit, ar_e the bigbest
: ne1the~ are there fences by the roads1de. W1th the sources of the river Pharpar; the third bight is a
· e~ceptwn of the fig-trees and. the mulberry-trees, quarter of a mile to the westward, and separated
'With a meager show from the vmeyards, everything from the others by a small valley. The views from
\is barren, but still grand. Nothing in the way of these summits are said to be grand. The course of
tshrub, bush, or tree grows spontaneously. Some one the Jordan can be followed, the mountains of Moab
:borrowed the switch I had yesterday, and feeling are seen, as are also the lake of Tiberias and Lake
-<that AI. Borak would ~e encouraged. by the gentle Huleh, Samaria, Galilee, Carmel, Tyre, and the Medwersuaswn of somethmg of the kmd, I looked iterranean.
about to see what I could find; but not on this mounVALLEY OF LEBANON.
;:ta~n, once celebrated for its cedars, could I find anyBetween Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon is the beauti· thmg to answer the purpose, save the sprout of a ful Valley of Lebanon or Crule Syria, a magLificent
"ai?e-vine, and in the necessity of the case-,--and ne- plain of intervale, about fifty miles in length byfrom
ces. •uty knows no law:-I was con~trained to cut one. five to eight in width. We had a splendid view of it
' SomL' of the party tned to make 1t appear that I had as we reached the summit and began to descend. It
comm, itted petit larceny, but I deemed it so petty spreads out before the beholder with still green tree~,
' that a L 'ase could ~ardly b~ made out. I said the and, in·places, green fields, 11howing that the entire
shoot I h 'ad cut m1ght poss1bly have produced next tract is under a pretty high state of cultivation. In
'year two l ,lusters of grapes; these,· in this land of the spring of the year, when nature is at her best,
. grapes, wou1 '~.be ~orth thre~ cents! which misfort~ne this valley, when viewed from the mountain on either
would be trifl.. •ng m compar~son With that of havmg side, must present. a splendid view, for even at this
a slow horse.
I do. not w1sh to be left far in the season of the year, when we look for little that can
rear and at at 'Y time would .sacrifice a Syrian's be· admired in the vegetable world, it presents a very
grape-sprout rath~. ~r than hav~ it occur:
agreeable landscape.
We still ascend t b.~ mou~tam,_ and still from favorOur descent was far more rapid than the ascent,
able points obtain .1mgermg VIews of Beyrout and for the very good reason that the distance is far less.
the sea. We reach a ~uge cliff. of perpendicular The valley itself is some 3,800 feet above the level
rocks by the roadside, With a Synan name hard to of the sea; so by an uncommonly serpentine and zigremember, but which ~e~3ns. a very cold place, where zag road we reached. the valley by 11: 30. A mile
.· the snow falls deep Ill wmter, and where many or so along in the plain we stopped for lunch in a
. weary storm-bound travelers have succumbed and rich mulberry orchard, where vegetables and trees
frozer/. to death. We sigh inaudibly and pass on. were luxuriant all around us. The northe9st side of
We near the summit of the pass, and as we reach Lebanon is steeper and far less fertile than the souththis elevation we get almost beyond the line of cui- west side, which we ascended, and but a small portivation. The lands above the barren, rocky cliffs are tion of it is worth cultivating; but the valley makes
never plowed.
amends for all. It is wonderful to contemplate what
Lebanon means "white;" "the white mountain," it has continuously produced for these thousands of
a L 'arne partly g_iven i~ from the snow which cov_ers years without compensation, and how fertile it still
th l).ighest portiOn of 1t through the greater portiOn remains, though it has never had a thorough plowing
f eth 'year, and partly from the whitish or chalky in all that time. I could hardly help asking myself,
0
.e 'D.ce of the naked rocks. In Jeremiah xxvii, ·will the soil of America hear such treatment as that,
i~pear~t i.on is made of the" snow of Lebanon," and and hold out so well? I fear it is quite too much to
• 'tf:echa \dean paraphra~e the name of Lebanon is expect.
!~ e ou 'l.tain,"which is synonymous with a mod.A CALL AT z.A.HLEH.
snow
m ' :, ''P.P~, 1atwn
.
.
ern
Arabic
som~t1m_es
u se d , J eb elf-ethIn due time we were on our way again, leaving
Th 1. The h 'gmest mountams Ill a 11 parts o t 1 e the village of Shtora behind liS, and turning up a
o~l~ have a
millr signification.
rugged, stony hill to reach the town of Zahleh, the
w
\lOUNT HERMON.
largest in Lebanon. Including the suburb Meiallake
':
About 10:30 .A.~r. we reached the pass, 5,800 feet it contains about sixteen thousand inhabitants, !!obout
above the sea-level. Here we had l~st ~ight of Bey- nine-tenths of whom are Christians, the other tenth
·
t
d the Medite.~ranean, but m 1ts place, or being Moslems. Bat just such a town I never wiRh
.·rotuh an
the opposite side, loomed proudly up to see again. I never did see a place containing the
ra
er on
· ~ ca 11 ed :\nti· L e?- same popu Iatwn
· w h"IC h possesse d so f ew pomts
·
another
range of bold IDL'~u~tam
of atth southern part o~ w 1c1 termmates m traction. It is composed of the low, dingy, cheeranon,
tHe on often mentioned in the Bible. Its less, one-story houses I have described, and being
M
. built on a side-hill the streets are steep, besides being
h" oun
ht · ter,m1 e ' thousand feet above the sea, and 1ts
t~g is ~lw:;svcapped with E!now. , It is a majestic narrow, very roughly paved, dirty, muddy from
lo~king bight, and while viewing 1t1 apparen_tly not water running down them, and most irregular and
more than ten miles away, but really f'ully twwe. t~at cheerless. We rode through the town to nearly its
distance, I could realize the grandeur of the S1m1le highest part to visit the school presided over by the
· p 1 8 cxxxl·I· 1· where the goodness and Rev. Mr. Dale of America, who has made his home
d Ill
use
sa illof brethren
'
pleasantness
dwelling toge~her in here for over nine years. I:I e had not returne d from
unity is likened to the dew of Hermon. I hke that !3eyrout, w~ither he had gone,dbutfw~ had ~n interestf
b tt
th n that other simile in the same mg talk With Mrs. Dale, a la y o mte 1gence and
~:lme a~~ut t~e same unity between brethren being pleasing manner. We made man~ inquiries r~lative
hke p~ecious ointment put upon the ·head an,d run- t? the Mhool and the country, whwh ~he replied to
·
d
th beard aud even down to the skirts of 11 kmdly. We learned that the school1s for boys ex•
nmg,g rments.
own e P.11haw!
' there is nothing nice \\~boutlclus1ve
1y; t h at about t h"uty atten d regu1ar l y, t h oug h
qle
3
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some forty-eight are on the roll. The school is free,
no pay being require€!, and much tact bas to he employed to induce a regular atteudance. In the winter time, when the weather is cold, the boys, having
no fireti at home, gladly go to school to have a warm
place. The same is true of the qhurc~h where :M:r,
Dale preaches, in Arabia. His sermons are much the
best ·attended in cold weather, when a good fire is '
kept up. Fuel is dear, it being a poor quality of
small soggy stuff, brought a long way on the backs
of camels.
The boys learn readily the lessons taught both in
Arabic and English. Considerable pains is taken to
give a religious education, which, of course, means a
Uhristian education. It seems hardly necessary for
Americans to throw their lives away to come here to
teach Christianity, for the people have had it all the
time. Here Syriac Christianity has existed for eighteen hundred years ;_ here th~ Greek c~mrch has
had a strong hold for centunes. Here 1s a ~trong
division of the Greek church, called the Catholic, but
IJOt the Roman Cath_dic. Here _ar.e also strongly r~p
resented the Marotntes, a Chnst1an sect, much like
the Romish chure>h, with the exception that the service is not in the Latin ~a?guage, but ~n the language
of the country. In addit·.on, the Jesm.ts of the Homish church are strong here, and are usmg much exertion to induce the youth of the country to attend
their schools and take their sample. of Christianity.
And besi,:les all this, the Presbyterians of America
and the Rpisco;,als of England are "movieg heaven
and earth," so to speak, to get their share of the
spoils. The boys' school is sustained by the Presbyterians of .Americ'a, while the girls' school, foundPd
by a Mrs. 1\Io~t, is kep~ UJ? by t~e EngliBh church, or
members of 1t. So 1t 11:! a lively contest to see
whether the worshipers of the virgin or of her son
Bhal~ e_nroll the gre~test number, tho_ugh th~~ are all
Chnst1ans and gomg to heaven With positive certainty, but hy diffe;ent roads. .
I made up my mmd to two tbmgs; first, that" the
game is not worth the candle," or, in other words,
that the saving of souls from the virgin and giving
them to the son, or taking them from Mohammed
and giving them to Jesus, costs more than it comes
to. Second, that this people and this country are
suffering more fm·other things than for Christianity;
they need a good government to know how to make
good roads, build good plows, make carts, till the
land better, erect good houses, and to learn to lead
pleasant, useful lives.
Dr. Dale has been fortunate enough to make
friends with the pasha of the Zableh district, who is
an Italian, and who shows much favor to the Protestants. Dr. Dale lives in the best house in town;
the room we were received in is high, has a marble
floor, and a rude painting of Constantinople at one
end on the wall. It is large and cold in winter, and
the doctor and wif_e wished a stove in it to keep it
warm. The owner IS a very wealthy man, who, however, rose from a position of camel-driver to what
he is. Dr. Dale put up the stove, but the owner was
so displeased that he came up, and, being a large,
powerful man, set the stove out of doors. The doctor did not like this, and wrote a letter of complaint
to the pasha, who was at Beyrout, and the pasha
immediately sent word for the house-owner to he
arrested and brought before him to Beyrout. His
orders were executed, and the house-owner, though
very wealthy, was compelled to remain in prison
several weeks, when, upon his making an apology to
the reverend doctor, he was lBt out of prison without a trial, since which time he has treated his Presbyterian tenant with becoming respect. In another
instance, after Dr. Dale had caused the church to
be erected in which he preaches, a prominent mernher of the Gr~e~ church. entered it and cursed the
Protestant religion. Tlns, of course, was too great
an outrage to be submitted to. Another letter was
written to the pasha and the Greek Uhristian wall
suddenly incarcerated in prison until he got so humble that he was very willing to ask pardon and promise to behave himself properly in the future. This
.
. h teous ne.~ts, w h e~ t h eh pas h a 1s
· on t h e
supeno_rd
ng
same SI e, most g onous 1y trmmp s.
Mr~t. Dale kindly served eac~ of us with a tiny cup
of coffee, when we bade her adieu, and got down the
brea_k-neck hill the best W ay w~ could, t_he greater
portiOn of us onffoot. B\\7 e wabited awh 1Ie for ~he
doctor to return rom eyrout, ut as t 1 e evemng
shades wei e approaching we were compelled to leave
· h out see~ng
·
h1· m. _I must reeorf,
d a Iso, th at a~ ~e
Wit
were entermg t 1 e VI 11 age one o. our party, n ISS
Brayman, fell from her horse. 1 wo of the horses
,
" w h en
got to fi g h tmg,
or somet h"Ing of t h e k"mo,
bi~ing and kicking were indulged in, and in the melee
Mtss Brayman came to the ground, but fortunately
was not hurt.
.
We had proceeded somewhere ahout a mile when
we came to the tents duly set up, and supper, or
"a·mn~I·, " as It IS ca ll e d , was near Iy rea d y f' or us.
Aft~r 1t was wedll font ofBthe wa£, thde ~ev .. Dr. Df ale,
avmg returne
rom eyrou , an
earmg o our
c~ll, very politely came ?ver a_nd sp_ent t~e even!ng
With us, aud we found h1m a1_1 mtel!Jgent, mterestmg
gentleman. He gave us ,considerable news about the
· Ch nsts
· ' mora1 vmeyar
·
d ; b u t f ear
state of t h"mgs m
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ing that you are not intensely interested in that oftener the owners of the l!wd, and the laws are less 'by contact with other nations, or by acquaintance
.direction, I will forego the pleasure of telling you oppressive. But in Italy the greatest distress exists, with those abstractions from nature which gave rise
all about it, but suffice it to say Christ and his vine- although the soil and the climate are the best the to the wealth of form and color which characterized
yards are all right; business is looking up here in world affords. There t.he average of human life is ancient mythology. The three _great religions-the
his line, and upon the whole the sun seems to be eight years less than in France, and sixteen less than Jewish, the Christian, and, indirectly, also the Mogaining gradually upon his virgin mother, though in Norway, with all its sterility of soil and seyerity hammedan-have had their or.igin in Syria, and the
the race is "neck and neck." Dr. Dale, however, of climate. In 1878, in Lombardy alone, no less than Semites are thuR entitled to an important rank in the
imparted considerable intelligence which was even 14,000 peasants were a:ffiicted with the pellagra, a world's history. The last phase which religious
more interesting to me than the moral-vineyard l;wrrible disease, supposed to arise from the eRforced tlJOnght assumed among the primitive and unmixed
news. I was anxious to know what kind of ·a gov- consumption of damaged corn. The corn trade, Semites was Mohammedanism-the last practical
ernment the people have, who own the land, and once so prosperous, has been killed by excessive tax- attempt to introduce theom·acy on the part of the
what the prospects are for a temporal improvement ation. In the province of Rome, alone, two thousand people who deemed such a system necessary.
The MoslemR form about four-fifths of the whole
here in this life. We learn tbt the government is little properties have been sold to pay last year's
bad; the pashas are tyrannous and corrupt; the peo- taxes. In Spain, it is said, with much truth, that the population of Syria. They still regard themselves
ple are heavily and unreasonably taxed; the land is condition of the peasant class is worse than that of as possessors of the special favor of God, and, as
held under different tenures, part by the villages, convicted criminals- In Russia one-third of the rulers of the world, preferred by him to all other
part by wealthy land-owners, and some by the peo- land is in the bands of small communal proprietors, nations. In Egypt European influence, having been
ple who till it. The mode of levying taxes is very about one-sixth in the ownership of large laud-holders, encouraged at court since the beginning of the presunjust. The pasha or his officials fix it among while three-sixths are held by the state. In Middle ent century, has greatly mitigated Moslem arrogance
. themselves what the taxes of a tiller or peasant are to Russia the peasant is unable to lin by tillage alone, toward strangers; but in Syria the contrasts between
be. It matters not how heavy they are, they have to and is forced to wander about and pick up such work the different sects are still very marked. Mohambe paid, or a gang of soldiers are sent to lbe quar- as he can find. Count W alujew reports that the con- medanism, being conscious here of having retained
tered upon the poor.man until the taxes are forth- dition of the farming class in Russia is yearly grow- its hold on the bulk of the population, displays uncoming. O,f course every exertion is made to raise ing worse. Thus, even in Russia, as well as in other masked its true fanatical spirit, and thus renders
the money as soon as possible, for the soldiers and countries, the concentration of wealth is going on, itself more interesting to the student of human nahorses will soon eat up all he has. Suppose the sum the condition of things is producing an increased ture.
is eight hundred piasters; when he pays it to the sol- state of pauperism. The question of the tenure of
The Christians of the East belong to the Greek
diers they put their beads together and decide to pay land is a deep and important one, and must needs church, and as, with few exceptions, they speak
over five hundred and keep three hundred for their engage the attention of good men of all countries. Arabic, their services are usually conducted in that
own benefit. Well, in about three months another The data used in the foregoing remarks are from an language. Most of the superior clergy, however,
demand is sent from the officials for three hundred article in the .Fortnightly Review.
are Greeks by birth, who read mass :n Greek, and
more piasters. In vain does the injured man claim
The feeling between the sects of Christians is understand no other language. The members of this
that he has paid the full amount to the soldiers; he strong and bitter, and they work against each other chur11h are called orthodox Greek, and those of Syria
is told that the three hundre& never reached the in many ways. Each sect has a chief of its own are&divided into two patriarchates, that of J erusaofficials who must have the money, so more soldiers selection, and these amount to petty rulers and law- leml and that of Antioch. The patriarch of Jeruare sent to him. He has only one thing to do, and makers for those under them. Evils grow out of salem~hasijurisdiction over the greater part of Palesthat is, to raise the money.
tine. The patriarchate Of
Of this three hundred the
Antioch was removed to
soldiers keep one, and in
Damascus in 1531, and has
another three months the
recently been transferred to
third demand is made for
Beyrout. The Greeks are
the remaining hundred pigenerally very fanatical, but
asters; and thus the very
the Roman Catholics are far .
life-blood of the poor toiler
more bitterly hated by them
is wrung from him by the
than the Protestants.
most relentless injustice and
The Armenians and Copts
wrong; and in this way the
are principally found at Jehard-working people of the
rusalem, but there is a sect
country are kept ground
akin to the latter, called
down to the very face of
the Syrian Jacobite'church.
the earth.
The J acobites are monophyTax collecting is often
sites-that is, they adhere
farmed out by the pacba;
to the doctrine condemned
it is too much trouble to
by the Council of Cbalce!1 i m to look after such dedon, that Christ posses!'es
tails. He fig~res up what
one nature only; or, in other
he thinkR the tnxeR in a
words, they admit the existgiven district should b<~,
ence of his two natures,
and eall~ Borne of the men
but maintain that in him
of capital together and
they become one. They desells to them the tax clain;s
rive their name from a cer.
at a decirled reduction for
tain Jacob Baradai, bishop
cash in hand; he often
o~ Edusa, who, during
sells the claims at aucthe persecution of his sect
tion, or receives bids, and
under .Tustinian I., wanMOUNT LEBANON.
closes out to the highdered through the East
est bidder. ·The man who
. in poverty, and succeeded
makes the purchase, not caring to make collections, the system. Mr. Dale explained the difference be- in making numeroulil proselytes. Like the Greeks,
farms them out again to smaller operators. These between the various sects.
I was anxious to they use leavened ·bread for the communion,
"put the screws" in the severest manner, compelling know what the Druses are. They are a kind of and cross themselves with one finger only. The
the peasant to bring their little stores of grain to cross between Christians and Mohammedans, and Greeks and Syrians use the Greek calendar, and
the village at his own cost, when it is weighed and have a secret religion, and secret rites of admission the monks still sometimes reckon from the Selucidre.
the tax taken out, and the balance graciously re- and observance. In some respects they seem of Their ecclesiastical language is ancient Syrian. The
turned when the collector gets ready to do so. It pagan origin, tbou~h but about a thousand years patriarch of the Jacobites formerly resided at Ansometimes requires many days for this to be ac- old. They seem in one respect to be good followers tioch, but his headquarters are now at Diarbeker and
complished, or rather the matter is delayed pur- of Paul, who, you remember, was a Greek with the Merdin. Most of the Jacobites reside there, and
posely, to wear out the patience of the poor peasant, Greeks, a Jew with the Jews, etc. So the Druses, some of them still speak Syrian. These Syrians are
who, not seeing the game played with him, and see- when with the Mohammedans, are good Moslems, for the most part, poor, and of very humble mental
ing that his expenses will soon eat up all he has, and when with the Christians are good Christians, capacity, and their monks are deplorably ignorant.
cries out in despair, "Take a quarter, take a third, but when away from them they are bitter toward The Jacobite monks, like the Greek, never eat
take half, take two-thirds, if you will, but let me both. In 1860 they got into Zahleh, and burnt the meat; with almost the whole sect, indeed, religion
have a part and go home."
town down, and, I think, caused some lives to be is a matter of mere external observance.
This unjust and oppressive mode of taxation, and taken. They also did much the same in other neighThe Roman Catholic or Latin church in Syria likethe very unfavorable land tenure which curses this borhoods; but Christians and Mosl~ms turned upon wise embraces several sects. Generally speaking,
country, are sufficient to account for much of the them, and many of them have been compelled to re- the Roman Catholic clergy are far superior to the
poverty and wretchedness which are only too appar- tire from the country to the east of the river Jordan, Greek and the Syrian. For several centuries
ent. The land tenure is the crying evil of the times, where they abound in considerable numbers.
past Rome has made great efforts to obtain a firm
and exists in many countries besides this. There
POPULATION AND RELIGIONS OF SYRIA.
footing in the East, and she has succeeded in foundnever can be a full measure of prosperity, things
.I notice that Baedecker, in treating the population ing two affiliated churches, the Greek Catholic and
never will be as they should be, so long as the soil is and religions of Syria, gives the population, consist- the Syrian Catholic, among the Greeks and Sy1·ians
owned by a few, and so long as those who till it have ing of Syrians, Greeks, Arabs, Turks, Jews, and respectively. To this day Lazarists, Franciscans,
no ownership in it. We well know what the troub~ Franks, including the districts of Antioch, Damas- and Jesuits are actively engaged in extending
les are, have been, and will be in Ireland; it is cus, and all that is embraced in Syria, at two mill- these churches. These oriental Oatholic churches,
really no better in England, Scotland and Wales; it ions of people. The grand divisions of the relig- however, have hitherto asserted their independence
is the smaller number of the tillers of the soil that ions are Mohammedans, Christians, and Jews, which of Rome in some particulars. They celebmte
have any legal ownership in it, and the laws are are subdivided into many sects, with sects which be- mass in Arabic (at least the Greek section), the7
most oppressive upon them. In France but about long to neither. The three Semitic races which peo- administer the sacrament in both kinds, and theu
one-third of the land is owned by the farmer class, ple Syria-Jews, Syrians, and Arabs-are similar in priests may be married men, though they may
and two-thirds are owned by the excesAively rich. intellectual character. The Semites possess a rich not marry after ordination. The Greek Catholic
In one department alone there are 27,000 land-owners fund of imagination, but little capacity for abstract church (Melcbites) is a very important body. It is
who never till themselves. It is still worse in Ger- thought. This fact affords the reason why they governed by a patriarch at Damascus, and to this
many; a large percentage, amounting in some dis. have never produced any philosophical system, prop- sect belong the wealthiest and most aristocratic of
tricts to fifty per cent of thR peasantry, are on the erly so called; nor have they ever developed the the Christians. The Syrian Catholics have a patriverge of bankruptcy. · In Bavaria alone Beven hun- higher forms of epic or dramatic poetry, or shown arch at Aleppo, who sometimes also resides at
dred tenant farmers were evicted in the first three any taste for the fine arts. To some extent, this is Merdin.
months of the present year. In Holl.and, Belgium, to be accounted for by the fact that they have had
Since 1182 the Maronites have also belonged to
~:ud Switzerland it is better, because( the tillers are little opportunity for enriching their imaginations the Romanists. They were originally monothelites;
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· that is, they held that Christ was animated by one of our eommon parent, even the venerable and much- to put it together, the Jews never possessed much
will only. Their name is derived from one Maron, lamented Adam, you must ·not think strange. ~f I architectural skill; and in my opinion these temples
·.who is said to have lived about the year 400. The find it I will try to drop a tear on it in your behalf, built at Baalbec required morP ability than Solomon's
·.complete subjection of the Maronites to the Romish and feel sure I can accomplish it with the aid of an temple and every other house and shanty that ever
. church was effected about the year 1600. They still onion. I did not try to shed tears over the grave of stood in Palestine. · It is absurd to talk about Solo. hold the right to read mass in Syrian, and for the Noah, partly because I had not quite enough tears; mon having built the temples at :Baalbec. It is not
inferior clergy to marry. They are a vigorous, war- partly-well, because, being a sea-faring man, he W'iS impossible that the Greeks may have had something
like people, though intellectually undevelopeil. They a "tough old salt," and I don't feel very tender to- to do with building the templeR, as the architecture
are most hitter enemies of their neighbors, the ward him; besides, I don't like him very well for is somewhat in their style, while the absence of
' Druses. The entire Maronite population amounts to keeping. alive tigers, wolves, hyenas, panthers, the cement and brick argues against the Romans having
about 200,000.
poisonous snakes, the scorpions, the tarantulas, and done it. The stones employed in the structures are
Among the Latins must be included the foreign all the venomous bugs, insects, and fleas which are much heavier than either the G-reeks or Romans used.
Frank monks, who have long possessed monasteries only a torment to the world; besides, he got very It is more reasonable that the construction of such
of their own. in the Holy Land. The Franciscans drunk, and cursed one of his own dear boys, and massive and expensive edifices, requiring many
have also been active, and have won credit by their made all his posterity black slaves, and that simply years to complete, must have been done by people
kindnees and accommodation to travelers. They are because the boy made a little sport at the old man occupying and owning the country, than by people
,generally Italians and Spaniards, with a few French- going on a spree. With Adam it was different; the living more than a thousand miles away, who would
men.
only bad thing he ever did was to taste jlJ.st onA ap- in preference havt adorned their own countries.
The Prote.;~tants in Syria excite less prejudice than ple too many; and, being fond of apples myself, I The Phamicians had the wealth and ability to perother Christians; they are chiefly converts from the cannot find it in my heartto blame him ! I shall not form the work; they owned the country, and it is
Beyrout school, and number about 300. The chief fail to weep "Ver his untimely end, if I can only find highly probable it was they who did it. The first
· reproach directed against them is that they ob- his grave. Poor old Adam! Had it not been for temples built were probably not the ones whose
serve no, fasts.
that one bite of apple he might have lived to a good ruins are now on the ground; the first were smaller,
There are several different sects of the.oriental Jews, old age, and been an honorable and useful member and seemed to give place to more magnificent structsome from Spain, some from Russia, Hungary, Bo- of society! How wrong to place such tempting, ures.
hernia, Moravia, Germany and Holland. These are dangerous, and deadly fruit before an unsophisticated
The site of the temples is the acropolis of the
. again subdivided into numerojls sects. I am decid- young man just made! Let us weep!
ancient city, on which the two principal temples were
ly of the opinion that this poor country has quite too
ON TO BAALBEC.
built, the one a temple of the sun, the· other dedimuch and too many kinds of religion.
About twenty miles still lay before us to the north- cated to all the gods, but afterward ascribed to
Mr. Dale confirmed the report I had before heard, east, before reaching the ancient old City of the Sun, Jupiter. The massive walls, nearly a hundred feet
that the Syrians are inveterate liars, and that it is as where are the ruin8 of old temples-so old that no high, inclose and include several acres; and the
natural for them to lie as to breathe; the same as it man knows when they were erected. The road is hewn stones of which they are composed are the
is the very nature of a Bedouin to steal. A Bedouin pretty long and tedious; for several miles it skirts largest ever placed in a wall, varying from the size
is the very soul of honor in faithfully fulfilling a along at the edge of the plain, and at the foot of of a carpenter's tool.chest to an omnibus and a strf>etcontract; for instance, if he agrees to transport a Mount Lebanon. I fear I have a little to take back car. In the wall of the larger temple are thrPe
party a certain distance for a certain sum of money, about the fertility and superiority of the soil of the enormous stones, two sixty-four feet long and thirthe same can be paid to him at once with safety, and plain, and the country generally. Since seeing more teen feet square, and the third 6ixty-nine feet long;
he will keep his contract implicitly.; but if he can of it I am inclined to think it is not extraordinarily and these massive stones were brought from the
see a chance to steal something, he is not the person productive, and some of it is about as stony as any quarry nearly half a mile away and raised upon the
. to let the opportunity slip by unimproved. Stealing land I ever saw that was cultivated. The boulders, wall twenty feet from the ground; and as they are
is his trade, and if he can steal a camel, or a lot of or "cobble-stones," from the size of a man's fist to estimated to weigh twelve hundred tons each, I will
them, he is sure to do it, and then exultingly boast half the size of his bead, lie so thick together in some not attempt to, explain by what means they were
of it afterward, as having done a good stroke of places as to render the ~oil. almost invisible. They transported and lifted; but the achievement i" one
business. I think we have an honest set of Syrians undoubtedly contribute to the warmth of the soil, but of the greatest marvels of t!:J.e world. In the quarry,
as dragomans; they may lie, but I do not believe they must interfere greatly with cultivation. In places gotten out, squared, and trimmed, is a mate t0 the
steal. One of our company dropped some money the plain presents the appearance of being poor.
three stones; it is fourteen feet square and nearly
from his pocket in the tent, and when they took the
This was one of the most burning days we have seventy feet in length. It was moved a conRidertent down they found the money and returned it to had, and as we had decided to make the whole dis- able distance, and why it was not placed upon the
the owner. They are also quiet and obliging.
tance before stopping for lunch, we had some five wall is not known. The men have disappeared, but
li'OAH's TOMB.
·
and a half hours' continuous riding. My face be- the stone still remains, a marvel to all who behold it.
Saturday, Nov. 12th.-Before starting out this came sunburnt, and for some reason I felt fatigued The entrance to the temple is under an archway
.. morning we walked something like a quarter of a and overdone long before reaching Baalbec. The built of the massive hewn stones described, having
··mile to visit the tomb of Noah-Captain :N'oah, I tall poplar-trees surrounding the town hove clearly to a length of six hundred feet or more, besides sevshould have said. It is not generally known that old ·in sight when we were still several miles away. erallateral branches. Upon arriving in the interior
Father Noah was buried exactly at this point, but When,.we were, as I supposed, within three or four court the beholder is struck with wonder at what is
now that I have seen his grave, I don't see how you miles of the town, I, feeling that I was hurting the presented before him. Six of the stately columns of
can entertain any further doubt upon the subject. saddle, or the saddle hurting me, concluded the la1:ge temple are still standing in good order, with
What passes for his grave is in a building with a to dismount and walk in. But the distance was the bases, capitals, and architrave in pretty good
dome, which looks as though it might have been greater than I calculated, and I found the walk in condition. They are of the Corinthian m·iler, and proberected two or three hundred years ago, or more, for the sun with tight shoes particularly wearisome. I ably the largest columns in the world, being eight
a mosque. What is called the grave looks as though was by no m~ans sorry to· reach the edge of the fe·et in diameter at the base, and with the architrave
it might be a section of an aqueduct, and is a hun- town, where the lunch table, or carpet, was spread. ninety feet in bight. Still they look graceful as they
dred feet in length. I suggested that Noah lived so I could not regret that traveling for the week was stand, though ma&sive and huge when lying proslong ago, the grave was not, perhaps, as long as it over.
trate on the ground, the diameter reaching considerwould have otherwise been, and that possibly they
Baalbec must have been a wonderful city in its ably above a man's head. Many of the prostrate
doubled him up as a matter of economy in digging prime, though it is now but an obscure place of columns are lying around, and much of the debris of
the grave and making the coffin. The grave, or about five thousand, consisting of narrow, irregular the two temples. The larger temple was three hunwhat passes for it, is not over four feet wide, and stnlets, and the houses mostly of the one-story, flat- dred feet long and one hundred and sixty feet wide,
the same in bight; so, making due allowance for the roofed, stone variety I have described; a portion, with a colonnade of fifty-four columns around it like
thickness of the wall, it will be seen that the old however, are of two stories, but built in the same the six left standing. The carving of the capitals
navigator, considering his bight, must ha.ve been way, and some of them are plastered over, giving the and the entablature is e·lahorate and artistic, and one
very thin-extremely thin. The whole story is re- exterior a smootbish appearance, though crude. It is constantly filled with wonder how and by whom
markably thin. Mark Twain suggests that the old was not the modern town which induced u11 to make such mighty work ws,s accomplished. Including the
captain must have cast a shadow like a lightning-rod. this wearisome journey, but the ruins of the past base and capital, which are almost as large as a
I could scarcely help thinking, if Noah was as tall as greatness; and I must say that these ruins, in point of 2mall house, the columns are composed of five pieces
his grave represents him, what a cramped time he extent, magnificence, and immense size of the stones each, and the joints are so straight and true, and
must have had for the thirteen months he was in the employed, leave all the other ruins we have seen, and polished so smooth, that they fit together like two
ark, ·which was but forty-five feet high. The poor allm the worlil, for th:J.t matter, far in the shade.
accurately planed blocks. The joints are perfect,
fellow could not have stood up straight during all
But little seems to be known when these old tern- and this is the case with the joints of the vast ruins
that time, unless he stuck his head away through the ples were erected, or by whom, as there is very little all around; the closeness with which they fit without
window, and he could not do that, for God had history bearing upon the subject. But there is cement of any kind is a m:ll'vel. Well may they be
closed the window and shut him in. You may en- hardly any doubt that four thousand years ago it called "hair-juints."
tertain some doubts about this Noah business, but was a sacred place, and that sun-worshipers occupied
The other temple is smaller, but is far better preplease remember there is the grave, and here the the country. The name Baalbec means the city of served. One row of nine columns is left at one end,
pious Moslems have tied bits of rag to the window- the sun, even as Baal was held to be a representative with others on the sides and at the other end, and
gratings, to insure a safe past!port to heaven. We of the sun. The ancient Phcenicians were worship- these still sustain much of the porch or roof reachlooked inside to see if we could discern the features ers of Baal. They were a remarkably enterprisin~, ing from the columns to tte cella walls.
These
of the old daddy well enough to recognize him, but ing1mious, and energetic people that once occupied blocks are massive and elaborately carved on the
unfortunately there is no opening in the aqueduct, this ccuntry, and it is altogether probable that it was under sides, so as to somewhat resemble fresco-work
and we could not see Noah at all. When it is re. they who built Baalbec and erected the magnificent when looking up from the ground. The blocks of
membered that the story of Noah and his flood was temples which adorned it. It has been claimed that the same that have fallen look huge indeed, and one
a borrowed one, learned by the Israelites when they they were built by the Greeks or by the Romans; stands and studies the intricate carving and baswere in bondage in Babylon, and after that for the and Dr. Dale advanced the claim that they were relief sculpture upon them with wondering interest.
first time refened to among them; that the whole erected by Solomon. This last theory strikes me as "What a marvel of architectural beauty and grandstory is beset with hundreds of utter impossibilities being extremely improbable. Had Solomon erected eur this edifice must have been when it was new!
and absurdities, it may easily be decided how much such magnificant edifices anywhere, the Hebrew And what a noble picture it and its statelier companthe story of Noah's graveis worth. The building is writers would never have been done boasting about ion, with the chaos of mighty fragments scattered
in good preservation, and has no antique appearance; it, and full accounts of the prodigies would have about, yet make!"
still it is Noah's grave all the same. On the other been found in their sacred writings; whereas there
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
side they have a grave sixty feet long, which con- is not a word on the subject. . Neither Solomon nor
tains the body of Seth-the" prophet" Seth, though the Jewish nation had the architectural skill to build
CoL. A. H. H. DAWSON will deliver a lecture on
no~ody knows what he ever prophesied about. They such. t~m~l?s· Even to bu~ld his. own diminuti-:e cremation in Chickering Hall on Monday evening,
clatm that the grave would have been as long as 'and umgmficant temple, wh10h, if 1t was all that 1s Jan .. 23d,, ur:der the auspices of ~he New ?'"ork OreNoah's had they not doubled up his legs, as one I claimed for it, was little more than a shanty com- matwn Somety.. The colonel 1S som.ethm_g of an
would close a jackknife. So you see I have got I pared with the magnificent structures at. Baalbec, orato~, ani! he _wtl~ doubtlet"s pres~nt thts s~~ous and
near the cemetery of the antediluvians and if on~ Solomon was under the necessity of sendmg out of j practical questiOn m a way that w1ll make It mterestone of these bright days I stumble updn the grave' the country both for the material and the mechanics ing as well as instructiv.
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only keep up his longing and crying, but to acWhat I Don't }"lelieve.
tually argue that his longing for it to be a llbeese
PART II.-NO •.. 68.
was proof that it must be one in spite of Science,
Liberty Science and H~tmanity
for else he would not have thfl longing! Yet it
755. As a summing-up of the qttesti!l n of the Bible, theee
'
' •
· • · .
i'l easy to find volumes of this kind of sentimental points may be repeated: 1. It is a human ~ 1roduction, there beThe Harmony and .Meamng of tlle Scwntlfic' logic. If we can't hwe what we want, the cure ing not the slightest proof that any part of it was written by
Gospels.
is to make the most of what we have.
any other agency. 2. The writers of the gN, ater portions of it
TWO LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THEN. Y. LIBERAL CLUB
2. Nor is this SO difficult as it appears at first. As are utterly unknown. 3. Very few of the wd, ~ers even set up
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
soon as the heart is fed bv the truth it learns to love
the feeble claim of being inspired by a power snl nerior to themLEcTURE I I .-CoNTINUED.
it, and to feel contented imd happy under it, while
selves.
4. The writings in themselves present nCl ' proofs of inthe old feelings seem more and more narrow, dim,
spiration. 5. Very few of the entire books were m .··itten by the
THE EMOTIONS UNDER SCIENCE.
and unsatisfactory.
If what has been Aaid about tte position of the intelThe savage, and even those who prior to 1600 persons who~e names they bear. 6. The writers w, ere mostly
lect and reason under the subjective view seems new lived under the "Universe" of the Ptolemaic As- an ignorant class of men, not understanding the simp\ est teach~
' and strange, what shall be said of the emotions?
tronomy, had the comfort of Heaven just above the ings of science. 7. They knew nothing of astronomy,~ ;eology,
It must be certa-inly that they are peculiarly 1 mountains from whence the guardian saints and geography, chemistry, and numerous others of the reco, (\"nized
within the subjective domain, for our feelings relate angels were watching them, and passing to and fro. sciences. 8. It abounds in errors, improbabilities, absurc. 1iiies,,
to what we need, and wish, and do, rather than to How terrible to the heart to have all this Heaven de- contradictions, indecencies; impossibilities, and falseb01. •ds~
that which we think. Therefore in all ages the stroyed by a glance through Galileo's telescope ! 9. It imparts very little really valuable information of. ·a l!!eet:ur
emotions summed up in the word "heart" have he en Yet who is there now who feel'! the glorious freedom and practical chR.racter. 10. It is largely made up of crude acconsidered the !'.ource llnd also the substance of re- of his mind and soul as it wanders through the counts of wars, battle~, bloodshed, marrying and begetlling;
ligion. But this is a superficial view. The source infinity of space and worlds, who would have the old children, concubinage, rapes, adulteries, incests, sacrificeB, Use>-.
has always really been deeper. It has been such firmament replaced and the telescope abolished?
less CPremonies, and crude superstitious. 11. Even if it possessed
science and practical life as the progress of the age
So it is with every other illusion-the larger the any value to the world at the time it was written, it has very
afforded. Under religion there was always lying truth, the better and the more comforting will it be
little now. 12. Every original copy of the different parts of it:
some theory of the world, and some practical life as in the end, even to the most religious of our emoits foundation, even in the lowest Fetichism.
tions. The heart will soon grow to £t the facts. was lost long, long ago-that of the Old TestamEmt twenty-fiveSome proof by the senses has always been the Let Prof. Tyndall have no fear ihat this "problem hundred years, and that o1 the New Testament eighteen hunground of the prevailing science or philosophy. of problems" can be solved satisfactorily in any way dred years ago. 13. All that we h>J.ve are transcripts of tran-.
Therefore the four divisions or stories of our'' Posi- but by the continuance and extension of Science it- scripts, and copies of copies, containing thousancls of changes~
tive Classification" show an enduring truth, because self into the very heart and domain of these relig- additions, int~rpolations, and forgelies. 14. The men comthe Senses have been the foundation upon which the ious emotions. Science beals th€' wounds she brings, prising the councils that have uudertuken to establish the canon,
intellect, then their activity, and then the emotional if she is trusted and given the opportunity to show were designing, tricky, and weak. 15. There was no harmony·
in those councils; quanels, contentions, and fighting was the·
life of Man have ever rested.
her medicinal powers.
It will thus be seen that though the emoti(lns have
3. To accomplish this change of feeling comfort- general rule. 16. Thousands upon thousands of errors of copy-.
not, as is often erroneously supposed, a logical value, ably, it is only necessary to live under the subjective ists, compilPrs, and revisers are known to exist. 17. The book is
yet they are the subjective flower and the glory of all order, that is, with Science and for Man. In this ill calculated to give an exalted idea of the supreme being.
life; but they can bloom beneficently only as they are 1. wise the old sentiments derived from Theology are 18. On the other hand, it represents him as a fickle, irascible,
sustained by the sensation, intellect, .tnd activities of 1 soon and beneficently destroyed, because replaced passionate, changeable, whim~jcfll, anthropomorphic, unlovable.
man. Evidently, then, man must have and cultivate by the glories of the actual world, and the glory revengeful, cnwl, malicious beilig. 19. It is regarded by Chrisfeelings under the new philosophy, different from the and dignity of Man and his life, under the Infinite tian~, particularly the Protestant portions of them, as the savold. This is plain enough. The new scientific found a-~ World, and the infinite hopes and !POSsibilities of his age tribes of Africa regard their feticbes-as possessing some
tion must give us a new "heart." The difficulty in mak- future. The child longs for the Theologk play- hidden, marvelous, mysterious, supernatural power-but which
ing this emotional transition is really the greatest ob-. house and the happy feelings he cherished there, but
'Btacle in passing into the new world. The heart is used the man rejoices in his strength and powers, and glo- they do not possess. 20. It is a relic of the benighted past,
to the old story and cannot suddenly respond to the ries in his manhood by putting away childish and does not belong to the present advanced age of the world.
It is stationary and unprogressive. Its God knew just as much
new.
things.
.
Man bas become so in the habit of believing what he
4. But then shall we have naught left but an or- five thousand years ago as now, and hence be can learn nothing
wishes to be true, rather than what the senses and rea- phaned world? Naught hut a beating heart and a new, and neither can his worshipers. The best interests of tba
son prove to be true, that he lingers long on the desert? Ah, no ! Such it will not be but to those age and the race demand information superior to what is to be
border-land of science with the heart. Prof. Tyn- who are blind to the transformation going on every obtained in the Bible. It is my belief that none of us can do
dall, in his Belfast address, beautifully states and ap- day around them. Others will find far more than better than to embrace the light and truth which science gives
preciatesthis problem and its difficulty in these words: they lost, and more than they sought. We are told us, to study the universe and its laws, and let the legendary fa"There are some things woven into the texture of man, that it became a saying in Israel that "Saul the bles of the Bible takA their place with the outgrown relics of
as the feeli• g of awP, reverence, wonder-and not alone the .son of Kish went forth to seek his father's asse§ and the old systems of religion.
sexualloYe just referred to, but the love of the beautiful, physi- found a kingdom." Words of this kind read by us
756. In connection with the New Testament and the princical, moral in natnre, poetry, and art. There is also that deep- in y.outh in the Hebrew Story, and re-read at the
pal character treated in it, it may not be amiss to give the
set feehng which, sitJce the ea, liest dawn of history, and probaG
bly for age" p· ior to all bisto•y. incorporated itoelf in the relig- end of oeth_e's "Wilhel.m Meister," point to the l~w views of some distinguished Christian fathers and writers upon
ions of the wo,-ld. You who ht,ve esc••ped from these religions ~hat the see:kmg to do faithfully the humblest service the subject of its antiquity and originality. Justin Martyr wrote
into the high and dry ligbt·ofthe iLteiJe<;t may deride them, but ,- IS the path to the highest fortune; the true location
this apology, addressed to Antoninus Pius, about the middle of
in s.o dc,ing you deride; aceiden~s o~ form J?l>:rely! aud fail ~o 1 of heaven is at the en~ of duty done.
touch the 1mme~'ate o~s s of _the relJgJ.oussentl!llc~t m H;e n~"ture 11 And story of Saul Illustrates well the role that the second century: "If, then, we hold some opinions near akin
of man. 1'v yulcl tlns sentunent reasonable sattsfactwn zs the S i
h
1 d · tb h"
f h
ld I
to those of the poets and philosophers in most repute among
p1·oblem of JWoblems at tlze pre3ent hou1·. And i-!rotesque in e e~ce as. P aye , lll e Istory o t e wor · . ts
relatic'n to seientific culture as many of the religions of the or1gm was Ill bumolest efforts to make human hfe, you, why are we thus unjustly haled ? For in saying that all
world have been aild are-c1a.ngerous, nay, destructive to the especially domestic and social life, more tolerable. things were made in this beautiful manner by God, what do we
d~ar~st privi!eges of ~rfemen as some of _tbeD?- m:doubte~ly It began as the drudge and servant of human needs. seem to say more than Plato? When we teach a general conhave been, nn<l woulu, 1f they could, he ag,nn-Jt w1ll be w1se It was deemed good and useful only as it served and fiRgration, what do we teach more than the Stoics? By opto recr•gJJize them as tbti forms of B, force mi•chievous if perr d tb
.· I
f th 1\,f"
mitted to intrudtJ on the region of lcnowler.lge, o..-er which it supp Ie
e matena necessities o
e .aJ.as~el' as It posing the work of men's bands, we concur with Meander the
hold~ no command. but l'apable of being guided to noble issues w:as drawer of water, hewer of wood, or as It sought comedian ; and by declaring the Logos-the first begotten by
in the region of emotion, which is its proper and elevated h1s asses. And there are some now who pretend to be God, our master Jesus Christ-to be born of a virgin, without
sphere."
Scientists, (and sham& upon them!) who have not risen any human mixture, to be crucified aud dead, and to have
The recognition of the constructive and religious above this bread-and- butter slavery of Science. But risen again and ascended into heaven, we say no more in this
nature of Science by the heart as well as the bead of it was the dream of the .glorious Lucretius that her than what you say of those whom you style the sons of Jove.
Man is now his greatest difficulty. It is only by ultimate mission was to throttle superstition and .B'or yon need not be told what number of sons the writers
mastering the suhjactive view that this difficulty can wholly replace her a.s the Queen of Man.
most in vogue among you assign to Jove. There is l\fercury,
be overcome. That is the reason for calling attenLike Cinderella, she has gathered strength and Jove's interpreter, in imitation of the Logos, in worship among
tion to the position of the emotional nature of Man heauty qnietly,.silently, among the uses of material you. There is 1Esculapius, the physician, smitten by a thunin this connection, for the heart of multitudes fails needs and duties, to be revealed in the fullness of derbolt, and after that ascending into heaven. There is Bacto recognize the true position of Science in its relig- time as the Q11een. Gradually in the course of dutichus, torn to pieces; and Hercules, burned to get rid of his
ious value.
fnl progress she has ascended the golden ladder of
pains.
'rhere are Castor and Pollux, the sons of Jove by Leda;
How can the discordant demands of the head and the Special Sciences, bringing light and order into
and
Perseus,
by Dame. Not to mention the others, I would
heart be reconciled? Until they are, the practical the domain of each, until she has touched now the
life of man is but a chop-sea of contending science brian and the heart of Man himself. She has begun to fain know why you always deify departecl emperors, and have
and rebellious feelings. Prof. Tyndall is by profes- reduce that to order, and so bas founded THE KING- a fellow on hand to make affidavit that be saw Cmsar ascend to
heaven from t.he funeral pile. And as to the son of God,
sion only a physical scientist, and as iluch he wisely DOM OF MAN.
restates this "problem of problems," and leaves
She turns at last subjectively to rest her eye upon called Jesus, sbr.mld we allow him to be no more than man? Yet
it to those eng,ged in the study of the higher Sci- her work, her splendid duty done. Behold, she has the Iitle of the Son of God is very justifiable on account of his
encPs directly affecting Man, his !Wciety, progress, gained unspeakably more than all she or her Master wisdom, considering you have your Mercury in worship, under
nature, and religion, to indicate the temporary alle- dreamed. She started to seek but the kingdom of the title of the Word and Messenger of God. As to the objecviation, and the final remedy.
Earth and matter-then the realm of life and living tion to our JPsus being crucified, I say, suffering was common
This all-important problem such men have not things became her.>-now even the kingdom of the to all the aforementioned Sons of Jove, but only they suffered
been slow to attempt. At first their answers seemed, Society of Man acknowledges her laws and control. another kind of death. As to his being born of a virgin, you
but a confusion of tongues, and many supposed and: But when she turns and would see this Kingdom of have your Perseus to balance that; as to his curing lhe lame,
still suppose that Science will here fail. But finaily; Man realized under her sway, behold, like a trans£ or- the paralytic, ttnd such as were cripples from their birth, this
sufficient clearness has been attained to enable us to mation scene, it becomes the Kingdom of Heaven is little more than you say of your lE~culapins." It will be seen
perceive the following at the fundamental harmony itself! Heaven is pointed out by her as not above, by Justin's own showing that Christianity contains no belief that
of the Scientific responses.
but beyond us.
1. It is idle and foolish for sensible men and
The dream of heaven tba"t our race has cherished pog,ms had not previously held to. I do not believe there is
women to suppose that they can go on wishing, long-, in all times past is seen not to be the reality, but anything new iu it.
757. Justin Martyr again says: "It having come to the devil's
ing for, and expecting- with the heart, the fond hopes' only the rnira,qe of the reality, whieh this Kingdom
and kind of a future which the old Theologic ex- i of Man on earth is to render pa~Aihle more anci more ears that the prophets bad foretold that Christ would come for
planation of the world jLtstified as reasonable, but· under the sway of Science and Man-the Religion of the purpose of tormenting the wicked in fire, set the heathen
poets to bring forward a great mnny who should he called the
which the Soientific solution shows to be illusory. Humanity.
The child who had learned from its nurse that the, Can it indicate the solution of the grellt religious sons of J nve. The devil laying his scheme in this to get men
moon was certainly a huge cheese might perhaps as a· and practical questions of life? Let llS tfl,k(;l np the to imngine that the true history of Christ was of the same charboy long and cry for it, but when he grew up and more important of them and see.
·
acter as those prodigious fables." It is hardly likely the devil
learned the truth from Science, how ridiculous to not !
[TO BE CONTINUED. J
was so mucl,J. of a prophet as to sie more tha:q. a thousand years
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ahead, or that he was ·ahle to influence the Hindoos, Persians,
Egyptians, Greci~ns, and IVmians to get up systems of mythol·ogy as prototypes of the Christi8n system which was to come to
.;be believed later. It is far more likely that the Christian idea was
taken from the older religions which he found in existence long
before it was known.· It is preposterous, that even with the
devil's help, the olll could pattern af er the new, anymore than
a father could take pattern by his son before he was born.
Justin should have explained how the devil was able to know
so long beforehand what the Christian system was to be.
758. Tertullian, a Latin Christian father, was born at Carthage in 150. In an apology for the Christian religion, he admits the existence of the doctrines of the gospel in Gentile literature, and in explanation said, "The heathens, from a design,
or curiosity, put our doctrines into their works." How wrong
of the Gentiles to borrow thus from the Christians, when they
(the Gentiles) lived many hundreds of years the earlier! I
doubt Tertullia.n's correctness.
759.' Melito, bishop of Sardis, in Lybia, in an apology addressed to Marcus A.ntoninus in the year 161, a fragment of
which was preserved by Eusebins, spoke in this way: "Pious
men are now persecuted and harrassed throughout A.sia, which
was never done before; and impudent sycophants, and such as
covet the possessions of others, take occasion from the edicts,
rob without fear or shame, and cease not to plunder those who
have offended in nothing. . . . For the philosophy which
we profess truly flourished a.foretime, but having blossomed
again iu the great reign of Cresar Augustus, thy ancestor, it
proved to be ab0ve all things ominous of good for thy kingdom.
. . . Retain, therefore, the religion which grew as your empire grew, which began with Augustus, which was recovered
by your ancestors before all religion. Only Nero and Domitian,
through the envy of certain malicious persons; were disposed to
bring our doctrines into hatred." Orig-en, in reply to Celsus,
said, "I answer, that since I have granted that sonie notion~
of good and evil are originally implanted in minds of men, we
need not wonder that Heraclitus and others, whether Greeks or
barbarians, have acknowledged to the world that they held the
very same notions that we mention." Again, he says of the
hel!then, " God revealed those things to them, and whatsoever
they have well spoken." It seems God rev.,aled it just about
:as well to the heathen as to the elect. . A.mmonius Saccus, a
prominent father, said: "A.ll the Gentile religions, and even
the Christian religion, are to be illustrated and explained by
the principles of universal philosophy; but in order to do
this the fables of the priests are to be removed from paganism,
and the interpretations from Christianity." St. Clement, of
Alexandria, an eminent father, explained Christian belief in
this way:· '• One ·article of faith is that Christ is the first
begotten of God, and we have proved him to be the very
Logos of universal reasen, by which mankind were all partakers; therefore those who live by reason are in some sort
Christians, notwithstanding they. have passed with you as
Atheists, such as among the Greeks were Socrates, Heraclitus,
and the like. Such among the barbarians were Abraham,
A.nanas, :i\iizcal, and Elias." He further says: '' A.ll virtuous
thoughts are imparted by divine inspiraLion, and that cannot
be evil, or of evil origin, which tends to promote good; therefore the Greek philosophy is good. But God is the author of
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CHAPTER XXIII.
CONCERNING CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA.

The Tomb of Fanaticism.

·

Clement, a priest of Alexandria, always called the

I Christians Gnostics. Was that one of those sects

noc-! which diviJe the Christiana, and will continue to
divide them? Or was it. well that the Christians
adopted the title of Gnostics? However that may
WRITTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN 1767.
be, the only thing that is instructiv and pleasing in
(Translated from the French by Avery Meriwether.]
1 the works of the Gnostics is the verses from HomeT,
1 Orpheus, Mnseus, Hesiod, Sophocles, Euripides, and
CHAPTER XXII.-CONTINUED.
! Mena"drus, which are cited very badly indeed, hut
One remark is very important; it is that at the: nev'3r.theless are relished with great pleasure. Clewclose of the second century there were many very: ence I~ the only one
the fiJ:thers of the fi_rst three
rich Christians. It is not at all strange that in two centuries w_ho has wntten With the followmg good
hundred years the Christian missionaries, impulsiv t~ste: he displays a profoun~ ~nowleilge of. the .an-.
and indefatigable, had attracted the best people to. ~Jent. Gr,:e~ works .of the Asiatw aJ_Id ~~yptta? nt~s
their party. Excluded from high office because they In his
ExhortatiOns to the NatiOns, and m h~s
would not participate in the ceremonies instituted fo;r ~· Stromates ;" he does not reason very much, but this
the generd welfare of .the empire, they carried on IS so. much the bette~ f(:r the re.ad~~·
.
tn,de, just as the PresByterians and other nonconHts ~reatest fault IS m constdeung the fables .mformists do in France and in England, and they en- vented Dy_ tJ:e poets androt;nancers as the fou?datwn
riched themselvs. Their love-feasts were grand of the rf'hgwn of the Gentiles-a fault ~hat IS _comreunions; they were reproached for their luxury and mon to t~e fathers an~ all the pol~m1cal wnt~rs.
fine living. Tertulli;m thus speaks of this (chap. The fooltshne.ss t~ey Impute to thetr adversanes;
xxxix): "YeR," he says," did they not indulge in what they beheve. I~ all nght-or rat~~r, they m~ke
good living in the Egyptian and the Athenian mys- ~n allowance for rtd1cu~e. They say: If you thmk
teries? The little expense we make is both useful It bad that our Jesus IS the son of God, remember
and pious, since it benefits the poor." Quantiscwn- you hav your Bacchus, yom: Hercules, your Perse.us,
que sumptibus constecllucrum est pietatis, siquidem who are th~ sons of God; If our Jes?-s was ca:ned
inopes 1·efrigerio isto juvarnus.
by the devrl to t~e top of ~he mountai?, your gtants
The unruly Tertullian complained that the philos- hav cast moun tams at the nead of JupIter.
opherJ were not persecuted sufficiently, and that
"If you do ~Jot wi_sh to be!ieve that. our Jesus
they repressed the Christians (chap. xlvi): "Is there changed water mto wme a_t a village festival, we, on
anyone who compels the Christians to sacrifice and the. other hand, do not beheve that the d~ughters of
swear byyout gods?" Quis emin philosophmn sacri- A?ms cha_nged all that the.y touched mto wheat,
ficare a:ut dejn1·are? This difference clearly proves wme, or ~nl." The parallel IS the same, and exant
that the philosophers were not dangerous, and that on both sideEI:
.
.
. .
the Christians. -..yere. The ph~losoph,-;rs ridiculed . The most smgular muacles m all ,P~ga_n a~JtJ~mty
popular superstitiOns, but they did not create a party IS rep?rte?, _hy_ Clement, of Alexa~wrm, m his Exor a faction in the empire; but the Christians, on the h?rtatton; It IS ahout Bacchus m Hell. Bacchus
other hand, commenced tO> form a faction so danger- did not know ~he way the1:e; a man named. Prosymous that in .the end it contributed to the destruction nus, as Pausamus and Hygmus were otherwise called,
of the Roman empire. We judge from this alone offered to show him the way upon the condition that
that they would hav been more cruel persecutors h2.d he would upon ~is return _repay with fav?rs, and that
they been masters; their sect was unsociable and in- he would supphcate Jup~ter to mak~ htm a Ganytolerant, and only desired for the moment more lib- mede, and turn Al?~llo mto a h~acmth. Bacchus
erty in order to snatch freedom from the rest of accepted the conditiOns; he went to hell, but upon
mankind.
hi~ return. ~e f?und P~·osymnus dead. He did not
Rutilius, a prefect of Rome,* spoke as follows of ~Ish to failm hrs prom1s. He found a fig-tree growthat half Jewish and half Christian faction:
mg· near the tomb of Prosymnus, and he cut a
branch, and planted it in the name of his benefactor
".A.tque utinam nunquam Jadaea subacta faisset
in its destined place, according to promis, so that he
Pompeii bellis imperioque Titi!
would not be reproached.
.
Lathts e.<:cisae pestis contagia se7·pztnt; ·
Such
extravagant
tales
are
common
to
almost
all
Victo1·esque s·uos natio victa premit.''-the ancient religions. They prove very clearly that
("·would that Judea had never been conquered in the wars all those who avoid the true religion and the true
of Pompey and by the empire of Titus! For far and wide philobophy (which is the adoration of God without
spreads the contagion of the destroyed nation, and the conquered superstitiou)-all those, in a word, who deliver thempeople press upon the conquered themselvs."]
selvs up to rites and creeds, cannot deal otherwise
We see from these lines that the Christians made than in such nonsensical stories.
In good faith, are not the Milesian fables the
a parade of the most fearful and intolemnt dogmas:
they published it everywhere that they would destroy foundation of the Roman religion? Would the
all good, and therefore the Greek philosophy is from Gorl. It the ancient religion of the empire, and we see that senate hav erected a temple to Bacchus for defiling
follows that the law was given to the Jews, and philosophy to it was either a question of extermination or extermin- himself? To Mercury, a robber? Ganymede had hie
the Greeks, until the advent of our Lord." He further on ating others with the Christians. But the leniency temples. Hadrian, in truth, erected a temple to his
~ays, "This philosophy the pagans received from the fertiliz- of the Iioman senate was such that there were very friend Antinous, like t,hat Alexander erected to
ing influence of the divine Logos, which descended at the same few capital condemnations, as Origen admitted in Hephmstion; but did they honor the wretches? Is
time upon the Jews, giving them the la.w and the prophets; and his answer to Celsns in book iii.
' there a medal, or monument, which was inscribed to
upon the Gentiles, giving them philosophy, like rain which
We cannot here make an analysis of the writings Antinous, the Sodomite? The fathers of the church
falls on the house-top as well as on the fields." It was generous of Tertullian. We hav ncit examined his work, en- made merry at the expense of those they called the
in St. Clement to let the pagans have a full share in the bless- titled "The Scorpion," in which he pretenils to say Gentiles; but the Gentiles h<id their revenge ! The
ings in the divine L0gos, and he seems to think they received~ t~at the Gnostics sting as s_corpions; nor hav we r~a~ fact that a pretender called Joseph was the bosom
about as good a share as the Jews or the Christians. I cannot h1s book upon mantles, whwh l'vlalebranche has ndl- companion of an angel; that a God was a carpenter,
see but they were equally as ·fortunate and equally correct. c:lled sufficiently. But we cannot pass by in silence and that his ancestors were adulterers, and immoral
Again, this father has the fairness to ask: "Doth not Plato hts work u~on. the soul_; not only does he atten;.pt to prostitutes; that a man named Paul as<Jended to the
mention both the rivers of fire and that profound depth of the !?rove that It lS _matenal, as all the fathers of the third heaven; that a man and his wife were beaten
earth which the Jews call Gebenna? Does he not ro betic- fi~st three centurtes thoug~t; not only does he agree to death for not having given all their goods to
Simon Barjona-all these furnish the Gentiles with
· T
. P P.
w1th the great poet Lucretms
a ll y ment1on artarus, Cocytus, A.cheron, Phlegtthon, nvers
'
terrible arguments! Is the story of the angtols of
of fire, and certain other like places of punishment, which !eel
" Taugere enim ac taugi, nisi corpus, nulla potest 1·es,"
Sodom any more probable than that of Bacchus and
to correction and discipline?" Another concession that even but h e assures us t h at t h e soul is marked with figures Prosymnus, or the fable of Apollo and Hyacinth?
in the invention of a future place of punishment the p1tgans and is colored. Such were the champions of the
Common sense is the same the world over, and
were many hundred years in advance of the Christians.
chtlrch, the fathers. As for the rest, we must not should be the same guide for Clement as well as his
760. Eusebius, born in Palestine in 270, and one of the first forget that he was a priest and husband. This is not brother priests (vide Stromates, vi).
God, accordChristian writers of his time, tbe first historian of the church still a part of the sacrament., for the bishops of ing to Clement. made the world in six days, and
did not believo, any more than I do, that Christianity contain~ Rome did not defend the institution of marriage reRted upon the seventh, because there are seven
anything new or original; but he tried to explain the mystery among the priests when they became powerful aud wandering stars; because the little bear, a constellaof the pagans earlier holding to the s1tme view on the silly desirous of controlling in a part of Em·ope a 9ody tion, is composed of seven stars, likewiRe the Pleiground that the devil stole the Christian doctrines from heaven of soldiers who were wi~ho_ut fami!y and country, ades; becausE> there are seven chief angels; because
the moon changes its face in seven days; and because
a~d.~ave th~m ~o the poets and philosophers of pagtwdom. In I and were more than submissrv to their orders.
the seventh day brings the crisis of all sickness.
h1s Eccleslllstwal Htstory," book i, chap. 4, entitled "The~--Religion Announce~ by Christ Nothing New nor Strange," he. * Lord Bolingbroke decei.ved himself. Rutilius lived. more There are people of thiA faith who prefer this stuff
asserts that every pwus person, from A. braha-m to the first of! .than tt century after Jus tin; but this proves how all honest to the philosophy of Plato and Cic:ero, and they
the human race, was a Christian, and concludes that "the Romans were >tWare of the progress of superstition. lt made think it necessary for us still to revere all those obdoctrine of Christ is not a new or strange doctrine." A.<>ain immense progr~ss during the tl:ird ceutury; it. b~came n kiiig- scene pedants w~10m the indulgent l~omans permitafler giving a translation of Philo' cc 0 1 t 0 f tl18 'rh . ~ ' dom wtthw a kwgdom, ~o that It was very po!Itw m Cootantms- ted to teach their fanatical reveries in Alexandria,
.
sa m
erapeuts Ohlorus and Ius son to put themselvs at the head of a factiOn where, indeed, the doctrins of Christianity were
of Egypt, before the birth of Christ, and which people had which became ~n rieb and powerful. It "·as not the same iu chiefly formulated.*
churches, scriptures, gospels, and epistles, be expresses the the timeof 'l'ertulliau. His "Apology," written by s, man so
opinion that possibly the New Testament gospels came from obscure, it was only kno_wn i_n the time of the emperors as
* VoltRire forgot to say that Clement believed in. the indeEg t A. ai
ft .
f
M
.
h
the trash of tlie Presbytenans IS known to Q11eCII Anne. No
YP ·
g . n, a er quo mg l arcus Aurelius, t e pagan em- Roman has spoken of Tertullian. l;.J] that the Christians to-day structibility of matter, ~tnd in the exioteuce of many worlds
peror and wnter, to the effect that l\iercury was the Word, by relate with so much ostentation was at th,.rt time unknown. previous tc ours, and in the tran~migmtion of souls, etc.
whom all things were made; who was with God and was God· This faction has prentiled; well and )IOOd-some one must prewho uescended into a body, and, by putting on il!ish took th~ vail over the others in a countrY:. But let it at least not be
A. P. HEYWOOD, of Houlton, Maine, has taken a
It pearanc of
t h h
.
· '
tyrannwal ; or tf 1t must ever seize upon our goods or bathe .
.
P
e_ man, e c., e ere recogm~d the har~ao.ony ba- itself in our blood lit ua at least put a check upon its avarice hfe membershrp in the National Liberal League.
tween Grecian paganism and Christianity,
.
and its c:ruelty. '
1 Long life to him.
A.N EXTENSIV EXAMINATION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE'S
TRINS,
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testify against the woman Woodhull, she instigated from the protists from which were evolved vegetaher lawyer to question him in regard to his religious ble and the lower brute life. The evolutionist is
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
opinions, and, finding he did not believe in the Jew- very far from being stuck in the mud for want of
::=~==::::_-_-_::::::::::-=:::-==---=--------------=--=-__:_-=---==== ish J ehovab, his ~estimony was rejected. His case· a "first cause." Matter being indestructible and unPUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. is not an isolated one, but bas been paralleled many creatable, it follows that it must always hav existed.
---.---- ·-----·---·-···
. --------------------------------------- ----------times. Discriminations for opinion's sake are con-, and cons.equently ·no "~r~t ca;us.e" is noeded. But.
The largest and cheapest Radical Jou?-nal published in Europe stantly being made all over the country. Liberals what a dilemma the ChrJstian IS m who says to every
or .America, containing nearly seven hundred squa1•e inches rrwre are denied privileges which Christians can hav for' question asked him, "God ! " If because the unithe asking. The leaders of the Young Men's Chris- 'verse exists, it must hav bad a creator, or "first.
of reading ma te?· than any othe-r }ournal of its lcind.
tian Association can advertise so-called immoral ::rti- cause," how much more does that creator need a
cles with impunity, while Infidels are dragged to "first cause?" And what was the\ first cau~e of
NEW YOHK, SATURDAY, JANUARY 21, 1882. prison for selling books which ar~ purity itself com- that first cau~e? Could any creator make time?
pared with the Bible. Christian people can load the Could any "_first cause" create space?
.
.
Judicial Bigotry.
"
mails with thousands of pounds of worthless stu:ff,
Let the editor of the O~server make a IIttle time
Three interesting cases of judicial bigotry hav whilea Liberal is deniQd the privilege of mailing a and space. He cannot do It-;not even a little space
recently taken place in Canada.
few hundred copies of his anti-orthodox journal.
in. his paper for the truth. Time and space are enThe first was the refu~;al of the presiding judge to - Just as fast as the church can she is obtaining con- titws. If they were created, what was there before
let Mr. Belford, an Agnostic, giv his evidence. The trol of this government. She began by getting their creation? No, the trick of pulling "God"
decision was rendered in obedience to Canadian law, Christians into office; then her chaplains into our frox_n the skies1 and putting ~·First Cause," with
which Jaw was condemned by the judge, although legislatures, our army, our navy, thereby drawing_ capital letters; m the place, _will not do. The first
he felt bound by it.
thousands of dollars from the public treasury to feed 1 ca~se cann.ot be any _mor~ than the l_ast e~ect. Th_e
The second was that of Albert White, who, like- the pious drones, humbugs, and hypocrits who fatten I m;nverse did n?t hegm WI!h _the J e~I.sh Bible, and It
wise, is an Agnostic. His evidence was barred out, at the people's expense. Then· she got her own- will not e;nd '_V'Ith the <?hristian rehgwn.
the bigot on th~ bench taking the occasion to differ property exempted from paying its share of the pubThe RCientific Athe_Ists of the present_ day are
from his legal brother, saying he regarded the law lie burden; then she instigates laws against unbeliev- neither feeling nor crymg after God. He I~ to them
as very fortunate and good.
ers, and puts her own judges upon the bench to en- the unknowable, and they- are content to ~et him be the
The third is that of a young woman who refused force th<>m. Let this go on for another fifty years, u;n~nowable. The Atheism of. the. past IS the Agnosto take the oath because Jesus said, "Swear not at and the United States be bound in a theocracy as j' eimsm of the present. The smentists do not presume
all." She was convicted of contempt of court and galling and as absolute as ever flourished in Gen- to "know ~tall." They_ are con ten~ to study and tqo.
committed to prison for forty-eight hours.
evaf'under John Calvin. The only salvation of this! learn. It Is only the pnests, who hv upon the peoIt seems to us that things are getting much mixed country from such exhibitions as hav disgraced Cane pie, who pretend t? hav a first m?rtgage on all the
over the line. Heretical books are seized by zealous ada is in Liberalism. It rests with the men who secrets of the umverse, and ghbly deal out as
secular officials, men are thrust out of court for being know and respect the intentions of the founders of science the pretended writings of a man who was so
Infidels, and women an• imprisoned for being zealous this Hepublican government-a government sadly s~pernaturally smart that he wrote an account of
Christians. What can a person be to be safe from and ingloriously perverted. With the Liberals of his own bm:ial.
Christian bigotry? So far, it appears to be safer to this country rests its future honor or dishonor. Let
'
--------be an Agnostic, for they are only put out of court, us work for a strictly secular government, a governTHE pope hs having a rather hard time of it in
while the too literal Christian is imprisoned. Messrs. ment without a priest in its pay or a God in its Con- Home. Since Italy took away his temporal power,
Belford and White should congratulate each other. stitution. Unless we hav such a government the he has been treated on some occasions with scant
Especially should Mr. White congratulate himself, United States will surely, and that ere long, repeat respect. Where he is known the best he is most
for the judge, had he the power, would undoubtedly the history of Old World nations. Its institutions feared and hated, because of his intrigues. An Italhav imprisoned him, if not worse.
will be undermined, and secular government, under ian legislator, in debate the other day, gave utterAll of these cases are a disgrace to Canada. It is which all men can worship, or not worship, as they ance to this sentiment: "I would rather see Rome in
infamous in a country to make a law debarring any see fit, will be sacrificed te the Moloch of Christian ashes than again under the dominion of the Vatiperson from giving evidence on account of his or her superstition. One such judge as he who sits across can." He, evidently, is a student of history. He
religious opinions. It is infamous in a judge to so the Canada line is more dangerous to our liberties knows what Home was, what all Italy was, under the
r~le against an important witness. It is infamous in than Nihilism to the Russian throne.
reign of the popes. ·He knows the corruption, the
a judge, after having taken the Bible as a standard,
debauchery, the ignorance, the superstition, the
to imprison any one for living up to that standard.
bloodshed, that prevailed in the old times of church
Canada can now take rank among the first ChrisThe ''Observer" and Mr • .l!'rothingbam.
rule. Any Italian who has the welfare of Italy at
_tian countries. She can go back alongside of Spain
Irenams Prime's blanket-sheet pats the Evening heart must aJ?plaud his sentiment. And any statesand Italy. She is earning a great reward from the Post approvingly on the back, in its issue of Decem- man of any tim~, any lover of a~t country~ must say
hands of the church. Her government ofllcials, her ber 29th, for its course in regard to Mr. 0. B. Froth- the sa.me _of his own. Catho~ICism. and Ignorance
clergy, her judiciary, hav all put their shoulder to ingham's doubts. In view of what has been pub- -are twm sisters, and fl,ll t?e c~·Imes m the calendar
the wheel to roll their land back to the dark ages, lished since tb~ri, we must say the Observer has not are and hav been but their children. 'f'hey should
when differences about theological tenets and heresy improved its morals since it lied so maliciously about never be allowed to secure a foothold m any land.
were punished with imprisonment and death.
THE TRUTH SEEKER and its editor.
It is not Catholic officials who seize Paine's and
The only change in Mr. Frothingham's opinions is
THE Boston Globe says the Bible is about the only
Voltaire's and Volney's works; it is not Catholic that he is a more pronounced Theist than formerly. book New England people will not borrow and read.
judges who shut out Agnostics; it is not by a Oath- He rejects now, as formerly, revealed religion; but If that is so, it shows much improvement in that
olio that a woman is immured for forty-eight hours evangelical religion is revealed religion, and the steril region over the time when the Puritans hanged
in a. cell for interpreting the Bible just as it reads, rejection of the one is the rejection of the other. witches on Boston Common, in accordance with the
but it is by Protestants that all these things are The Evening Post's first report was erroneous, and it command of that book; for in those days the Bible
done. And it is a Protestant government that sane- is dishonest now in claiming it was not; and the Ob- was about the only book allowed to be read. But
tions by its silence these crimes against society. For server and other religious papers must share in the the world is going ahead, and the path it is followthey ;1re crimes, although committed by those who dishonesty of the transaction if they support its ing does not lead toward Christianity.
are supposed to protect the people. An Agnostic course.
may be sole witness to a murder, and yet he could
Because Mr. Frothingham has a "growing suspiBEECHER recently preached again against hell, saynot testify to bring the murderer to justice. Sup- cion that there is something behind or below revealed ing he wished to "clear God's skuts of any such
pose that the Canadian law obtained exclusivly in :r;.eligion that cannot be accounted for at present, but aspersion," which leads the Graphic to ask if God
this country, and that Col. Ingersoll had been the which nevertheless exists," does not make it so. But is of the feminin gender. We c:tn tell the Graphic
only witness to the assassination of Garfield, Guiteau 1\'Ir. Frothingham never was an Atheist. He has (which is not an esteemed contemporary) that the
could hav walked free till shot by some good Chris- never regted securely in the knowledge that man only account there is of God makes him to be a big
tian, as he undoubtedly would hav been in less than knows not "God," and never can. He has restlessly man, but there is no doubt that if he had been of
twenty-four hours.
beensearchingforhim, butneverfoundhim; and now the other sex he would hav been a good deal less
It was a crime none but a dastard bigot would he has but a "growing suspicion" of him. A "sus- brutal, cruel, and bloodthirsty than his own so-called
commit, to imprison a woman, perhaps weak in in tel- picion" of him, whether growing or not, is all any word makes him out to be. The loving heart of a
lect, for clinging tenaciously to teachings that hav one can hav. Mr. Frothingham is of the school of woman would never hav given the Midianites over
been instilled in the race for centuries. The Bible Chadwick and Savage, both Theists, and both reject- to slaughter, save the maidens kept for the lust of
has been pounded into the race with pike and mus- ing more or less of the dogmas and creeds of Christian- the soldiers; would never hav taken cities and killed
ket-butt. Is a poor, weak woman to be imprisoned ity. It is not surprising that he should be a Theist, every man, woman, and child; wouldneverhav comfor believing what her father believed, and what nor that the Observer should endeavor to make out manded a father to slay his son or daughter, nor
she learned at her mother's knee? Such work is a that he has materially changed hiA belief; but it is hav done any of the hundreds of cruel deeds recorded
disgrace to humanity.
surprising that a secular paper should go deeper of him. We imagin the world would hav seen
But it all goes to show that Christianity is a cruel into the mud and mire of falsehood to support much less bloodshed had the Jewish deity been aniand useless religion, In Canada it is wedded to the statements made by a reporter who should hav been mated by the loving spirit of a woman instead of
state and is called a part of the common law. When discharged for maliciously distorting a man's words the tyrannical instincts of a barbarous man. The
so interpreted the world has seen what injustice has and sentiments,
idea of hell was _never conceived in a woman's
been perpetrated under it. 1\'Ir. Belford is an bonThe Observer asks, with a solemnity which is mind.
est, honored, and intelligent buBiness man. Yet in laughable, if it is "not true that the scientific Infian important case he is denied the right that would delity which two years ago taught that men are
A SHOCKING accident occurred on the New York
be accorded the most ignorant Catholic in Canada. born of brute beasts, and therefore hav no immortal Central railroad last Friday night, by which several
Mr. White is a prominent and highly respected re8i- souls, is now silent, if not converted? Is it not true people were killed, among them W6bster Wagner,
dent of Yarmouth, and yet because he does not be- that Atheistic evolution sticks in the mud because it the monovoly senator. The Chicago express stopped
lieve in the JewishJehovah he is cast asidewith less must admit a First Cause, an admission as fatal to to repair an accident to the air-brakes, and the two
respect than would be a Hottentot who swore by his itself as pulling out the staple by which the chain rear cars werfl telescoped by a following train. The
fetich. The evidence of a Chinaman who swears on holds fast?" and adds, "If Atheism has not yet blame is being industriously shifted onto the shoulthe entrails of a fowl can be received; so can that of found courage to cry out af:.er God, it is feeling ders of a poor, under-paid brakeman, who is under
a circumcised Hebrew, or a prophet-adoring ·Moham- after him if haply it may find him,"
arrest, while the parsimonious and over-paid officers
medan, but the testimony of an intelligent, honest
We should say decidedly that it is not true, Sci- of the road sit in their easy-chairs and say they are
man is rejected because he has no fetich to swear by. entific Infidelity does not claim t-hat "men are born sorry. It is a significant commentary on the power
Canada is called a Christian and a civilized country. of brute beastR," although the obtuseness of religious of money that rich officials are never troubled, whiln
So is the United States. And yet we liav known of editors is a first-class premis to start such a propo- the lowest subordinate is singled out to be punished.
the same things here. But a year or two ago a man sition from. Scientific Infidelity claims, that man It is a good deal like the Christian scheme of salvawas incarcerated in Ludlow-Street Jail, in this city, has evoluted from lower to higher conditions and tion, which these officials so generously support
for the same reason as the woman in Canada. When_ states, but the monera, or protists, from which man with money better spent in employing more me
Joseph Treat, an Infidel, was called to the stand to sprung were made different by different conditions to look aftet the safety of the passengers.

Liberal News.

, dent of the meeting, and John W . .Abbot, secretary.
hall
The meeting was called· for the pmpose of organizTHE Port Huron, Mich., Spiritualists own a
ing a Liberal lecture bureau. It proceeded to a perand hold regular meetings.
manent organization with the following results: Dr.
GEORGE CHAINE¥ will giv his great lecture on J. H. Rainey, president; Hon. C. N. Henkle, secre"The Clergy" at Norwich, Conn., January 26th.
tary; Mr. Alexander Slack, treasurer.
THE League paper, Man, is out with T. B. WakeA LADY rather prominent as a Spiritualist recently
man's great speech at the Chicago Congress· in full. died in New Haven, Conn. The funeral was. anE. C. W .ALKER has changed his post-office address nounced to be held at the Universalist church, and
to Norway, Benton county, Iowa. Correspondents the pastor, Rev. Mr. Houghton, was to officiate. At
will please take note.
the last moment the one-man-power of one of the
THE Chicago League has a membership of over trustees was used, and the church denied, and a pubone hundred, and its Sunday meetings at Fort Dear- lic hall in the city was opened for the occasion. Mr.
Houghton took occasion during the services to tell
born Hall are well attended.
THE London Lancet is greatly opposed to church the cause, to name the party to blame, and to conbells, regarding their "ding-dong and jangle" as a demn the action.
CoRRESPONDENTS should be careful how they write
very serious annoyance to the sick.
H. L. GREEN is on his way West, lecturing, organ- to editors what they don't want printed. The recent
izing Leagues, and taking subscriptions for THE letter from D. P. Wilcox, concerning his League
hotel enterprise in Deadwood, Dakota, it seems, was
TRUTH SEEKER and other Liberal papers.
mflant to be private. Besid~s, there occurred an error
THE next lectme before the Society of Humanity in it which got him into trouble. He was made to
will be on Jan. 22, at Science Hall, by Wm. Frey, say that the hotel had been "a rum-hole run by
on "Humanity: Its Growth and Continuity."
Christians and courtesans." It should hav been
M. HEROLD, French Prefect and Senator of the printed, "Run by Christim citizens." Also what
Seine, who died recently, was a Freethinker. The was said about mottoes should read "t~pread mottoes
funeral services were of an entirely civil character. upon the walls of the interior and exterior front."
GEORGE CHAINEY was recently the recipient of a But we hope his League Hotel will be a success all
generous contribution from his Boston friends in ap- the same.
preciation of his good work for Liberalism the past
THE National Reformer says: "The Canadian
year.
customs is the censor of the Canadian press. Its
M. M. PoMEROY requests the exchanges of the officers hav made another seizure of books, which are
Great West to say that he is neither dead nor busted described by the Toronto Mail as 'bestial' and as
up in business. He has been sick for several weeks, 'indecent' and 'immoral.' When we tell our
readers that ''those books are Paine's 'Rights of
but is worth a good many dead men yet.·
THE treasurer of the N. L. L. has, in the short Man,' 'Age of Reason,' and 'Co·mmon Sense,' and
time he has held the office, spent several hundred Volney's 'Ruins of Empires,' they will understand
dollars more than the receipts. He says he is wil- that the Toronto Mg,il would do well to find an
ling to 9-o his share, but this is a littl11_ more, and he editor who understands the English language. A
week or two ago we noted that some works of Paine
cries out for help.
·
TH:/Jl British Parliament will meet early in Febru- and Voltaire had been seized, and now comes the
ary, when Mr. Bradlaugh will again endeavor to be news of fresh seizures. Our Canadian brethren must
be up and doing, or they will soon only be allowed
admitted. It is to be hoped that England will not
such scanty food for their brains as will suffice for
further disgrace herself by shutting the legislativ
those of their customs' officers."
door in his face.
THE Liberals at Liberal, Mo., in League assembled,
MESDAMES CoLBY AND SMITH hav been very successful in their evening lectures at the Harvard Rooms. resolved that "we regard Sec. 1 of Art. III. of the
They will continue them until further notice. Soci- Constitution as wholly uncalled for, not necessary,
eties desiring their services may address them at and should be struck out; that we believe Judge A.
Krekel's view of the article as sound, viz:
1,294 Park ave., this city.
"We had always supposed, and do now affirm, that the ConWE regret to note the death by paralysis on the
of the United States provides for a secular government
11th inst. of Mrs. Laura Kendrick. She was well stitution
and no other, however much we may, in practice, hav departed
known all over the country as one of the ablest of from its provisions."
Liberal lecturers, and her demise will be learned
The article in the National Liberal League Constiwith regret by thousands. She was only forty-nine.
tution thus opposed is as follows:
THE Denver, Iowa, League will celebrate the
"ART. III. As means to the accomplishment-of this general
birthday of Paine on the 29th. M. Farrington, of
object, the specific objects of the National Liberal League
that place, writes us that he has lived in Denver more shall
be:
than thirty years, and never before heard of that " 1. To urge the adoption of such a ' Religious Freedom
Liberal colony in Iowa told of by that Portland, Or., Amendment' of the United States Constitution as shall effect
lawyer (liar) referred to by Brother W. C. Clow, of the complete secularization of the government in all its departments and institutions, state and national, and shall secure to
Forest Grove, Or.
every Anwcican citizen the full enjoyment of his opinions on the
THE National Liberal League ;;ecretary reports subject of religion, whatevflr they may be, without molestatwo new Leagues this week. ¥r· Follett organized tion, disability, or deprivation o! any civil or political right."
one at Bloomington, Ill., A. S. Burrows, secretary;
and the soldiers at Fort Keogh, Mon. T~r., hfl-v en[From t/u. Sv<Lnty (Am.) Htrald.]
listed to form am~ther, Price Moody, secretary.
New
Ideas an~ Philosophy.
These Leagues carry up the number of chartered
auxiliaries to 235.
Dr. Simms lectured last night to a crowded audiTHE letter which appeared in THE TRUTH SEERER ence in the Temperance Hall, Pitt street, upon the
a week or two 11ince under the headinl!, "A Genuin "N erv&us System and Mind," and his discourse was
Christian on the Guiteau Case," was copied by the uDdoubtedly a most philosophic and instructiv one.
religious wretch in full in his Htatement to the press. In his happy style he chained the attention of the
He said it came to him providentially, and it did as audience throughout the lecture, and the frequent
much as anything is done by providence; it was cheers and outburst!;! of laughter attested the effect
of his essays of wisdom and the natural but unUimal
sent to him by mail.
THE first parlor meeting of the Institute of Hered- and striking association of original ideas. He lectity in this city will be held at 120 Lexington ave., ured on the brain and nerve work in substantially
Jan. 26th, at 8 P.M. Those interested are invited. the following manner: The first thing formed in
All who would be informed of the objects of the animal life is a cell. Aroun(,l that cell others form,
movement, and also of the time of subsequent meet- and at last it is a system of living cells. Every aniings, should send their address to E. B. Foote, Jr., mal is formed on the cell plan, man being no exception. Every portion of animal structure is made of
M. D., secretary, 120 Lexington ave.
cells. The brain consists of millions of cells. No
MRs. E. L. FERNANDEZ delivered a most entertain- cell can be formed without a nucleus around which
ing lecture before the Liberal Club last Friday night. to form. In the brain the nucleus is phosphoric oil.
Her lecture was "The Story of a Factory Girl." We start in life as an egg, 1-120th of an inch in diShe worked in a sketch of the club itself, whose lect: ameter. Animal life may be divided into four great
ures her heroin attended, and touched up some of classes-the mollusk, articulate, radiate, and vertethe prominent members in a way that was highly brate. All living organisms having a nervous sysrelished even by the subjects of her scalpel. Mrs. tem are enabled to move, reason, remember, feel, love,
Fernandez, though new to the lecture platform, is an obtain a livfng; and many of the small ones, like
undoubted success.
ants, carry ori war, own slaves, and are very indusFRIEND Joseph White requests us to ask for in- trious, according to Sir John Lubbock. Yet ants,
formation regarding two sisters of his, who are caterpillars, and all the Hymenoptera-the last being
somewhere in the West. The names are Mrs. David insects, having four membraneous wings-hav no
Williamson and Mrs. Mahaffy. The last he knew brains. He then proceeded to refute the proposition
they were in Garden Grove, Iowa. He has not that brain is an organ of thought. Many men conheard from them for many years, and if this comes found brain and mind. We find in Dr. Draper's
to their notice, or to that of any one having infor- "Physiology" an account of cases in Frll.nce, where,
mation of them, they are requested to write to him when the head was severed by the guillotin from the
at 258 lith st., Jersey City, N.J.
body, the latter showed resentment and performed
PuRSUANT to call, a meeting of the Liberal citizens thoughtful aots, the same as when having a head.
of Canton, Ill., was held in the Stockdale Hall on Harper's "Journal" has recorded similar facts. If the
Saturday, Jan. 7th, Wm. Donn being chosen presi- brain is an organ of thought, how can a~body with-

out brain· perform thoughtful acts? A proposition
brought forth by some persons is that the size of the
brain, other conditions being equal, is a meatmre of
power. As other conditions are never equal in any
two individuals, so this proposition kills itself by
being untenable. Upon investigation it will be found
that many of the greatest men and minds had small
brains. John Selden, one of England's ripest liCholars, had a small head, as had Shelley, a great poet.
John Marshall, a chief justice of the United States;
Raphael, the greatest painter tbe world ever saw;
Byron, the greatest poet of modern times-all had
very small heads. Captain Cook, England's greatest discoverer, posses11ed a small head; likewise Archbishop Whately, a religious metaphysician, and Geo.
Bancroft, an American historian. Prince Talleyrand's head in horizontal circumference, measured
only 20 and 4-10ths inches, which wall smaller than a
thousand idiots' who resided in France, while he wail
the wisest diplomatist, wit, and statesman of that
country; his head was extremely small in every measurement. Sir Walter Scott had a small brain-not
large, at most. Dr. Watts, who wrote beautiful linea,
belonged to the little-headed-not small-mindedclass, as did Grote, William of Orange, and Francis
Jeffrey, founder of the Edinburgh Review. A proposition as to intelligent and <>ultured men possessing
thin skulls was also, the lecturer said, erroneou1.
History informs us that Porson's skull was one of the
thickest ever observed; Agassiz had a very thick
skull, and his brain weighed only 53 oz., which is 10 oz.
less than that of hundreds of men in Sydney. Comte,
the author of the Positiv Philosophy in France, had
an unusually thick skull. Many large heads hav belonged to idiots. Joachim's brain weighed almost
as much alithatof Cuvier, and Joachim was imbecil.
Esquirol speaks of a monomaniac whose head measured in circumference over 26 inches, and mention&
an idiot whose head measured 33 inches; also, anotaer
that measured 22~ inches, exactly the size of the head
of the Rev. Charles Spurgeon, the great preacher.
Esquirol mentions Audry, an idiot with a 22-inch
head. He also says there is no form proper to idiocy;
that idiots' heads offer as many varieties aB do the
crania of sound men. The lecturer measured two
idiots in the insane asylum at Dunedin, in New
Zealand, and each head measured 23 inches in circumference, and were as bold in their front head and ail
high as those of intellectual men. Proportion in all
bodily parts is the seuret of mental power. The
brain does not think, but the spirit which fills the entire frame does; and when it leaves its bodily abode
the finest brain and body no longir think, because
that which thought has taken its eternal flight, to continue to think and improve forever. The office of
the brain is that of supplying nervo-vital fluid to the
body and feeding the spirit. That it givs life to
every portion of the body may be demonstrated by
cutting any nerve, and the part dies where that nerve
reached. Cut the six nerves that extend down the
axiliary or inside region of the arm, and the arm i1
instantly dead, and loses all feeling, motion, and life,
and dwindles away. Large heads are found in the
cold regions, and smaller ones in warm regions.
The Lancet, publisbed in London, once 1tated that
men with large heads endure cold better than thol!li
witli small onel!l. More vitality is required to su!ltain
life in cold climates than in warm ones, hence nature
give largest heads at the north. The Lapps hav the
largest heads in Europe in proportion to their size.
Norwegians next; then come Swedes, Danes, Germans, French, Italians. Arabs hav the smalle.st of
all men in Europe. Muscular men hav wide headl!l,
because the large muscles on the sides of the skull
pulling daily while chewing pull the side plates outwards. Bony men, with stronger bones and le!!s
powerful muscles, hav narrow, long heads. There
are signs of character in the form of the skull, but
they are less reliable, not so easily scanned, and
there are not one-tenth as many as in the face. 'fhe
form of the head is principally given by the bones
and muscles, and not by the brain, as some believe.
Here the lecturer gave an amusing description of the
cause and cure of sick headache; also an eloquent
discourse on the effect of light on the mind. He related a very amusing story illustrativ of the force of
imagination. The entertaining character-readings
of the faces of ladies and gentlemen brought the instructiv and valuable entertainment to a close.
WHAT shall we say when Christians tell us that
hypocrits and frauds are not Christians? That the
church is responsible for them as long as she tolerated
them; that the system to prove its efficacy must present uniform virtue in every member; that dogma and
doctrin obscure the moral vision and lead the mind to
rely on belief in irrelevant things; that no belief can
be of a saving nature unless it applies immediately to
an act of the body or mind affecting ourselvs and
our fellow men; that men think so much of God that
they hav no room left to think of man; that in the
churches is found such a difference of conduct among
the members as to furnish indisputable evidence the
men may believe exactly the !lame theologically, and
yet act diametrically opposit in a moral point of view.
Hence Christianity, which is all theology, does not
make men better~or..worse.-Reuben .Dailey.;;;;,~
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Lukewarm Liberalism.-Innovations Wanted.

Hall, an effort will be made to gather together these
scattered forces, and range 1hem in line of battle for
the world's work? Who will respond? How many
bav time, and enthusiasm, and interest1 and courage
to meet me at Mozart Hall each Sunday evening,
and cooperate in the work of Rerving the world upon
a new basis? How many in adjacent towns will
communicate with me to arrange for week evening
meetings for the same objects?
The harvest is ripe and the laborers are few.
MRs. H. S. LAKE.
Burlington, Ia., Jan. 5, 1882.

And now may great peace and. loving kindnestf.
abide with you. Yours for life, and the good I may
do,
W ORTBY PUTNAM.
Berrien Spring!J, Mich.
[We accede to our respected friend's wish, and t.riv
below the Commandments of Jehovah and Judge
Putnam side by side]:

To THE EmTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
Fate bas removed me one Rtate farther west. My
11eason of labor for the Elgin Liberal League has exPUTNAMISTIC.
JEHOVISTIC.
pired; they hav a Libe'ral Sunday-school, and a sufiicient number of members to keep the flag of liberty
1. Thou shalt hav no other1. Thou shalt hav no other
afloat if each one stands bravely by his colors. But
gods before me. Thou shalt god before him who is knownc
the indifference and cowardice of Liberals is the
not make unto thee any graven to be God and good.
2. Thou shalt not take in.
image, or the likeness of any
great obstacle to success in our movement. Some
thing that is in heaven above, vain the name of any thing that
of the answers which one receives when making inThose New Commandments.
or that is in the earth beneath, is known to be ~acred.
quiries in regard to arranging for Liberal meetings
3. Thou sh>>lt kePp, by thy
or that is in the water under
are really amusing. One will write, "I am heartily
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: the earth; thou shalt not b::>w words and works, all days holy
· in sympathy with your work, I am a 'pure' Infidel, I hav read with pleasure your article on the new down thyself to them norsBrve and pure.
4. Thou shalt be industrious
but the town is run by Christians, and I wish you commandments. I thank you gratefully for your them; for I the Lord thy God
am a jealous God, visiting the and honor labor.
the greatest success in ypur labors elsewhere, but pleasant and able notice of the same.
5. 1'hou shalt honor relativs
ca.n't encour_age you to come here."
Anoth-er
The evangelical world has for centuries stood in iniquity of the fathers upon the
unto the third and lhat are true and all others
will reply," We-that is, a few friends-would be the sorest need of new comm:wdments, as well as childt'en
fourth generation of them that thnt.deserve honor from thee.
glad to hear you speak, but really the most of us are corrections and amendments of the monstrosities of bate me; and showing me~cy
6. Thou shalt not ass>tult
so busy gettin~ ready for Christmas" (celebrating the the Decalog, given to the world by a murderer and unto thousands of them that another nor commit murder.
7. Thou sh~t not practicebirth of the Christian God!) "that we hav no time to conjurer (according to his history written by him- love me, and keep my comlewdness.
arrange for the lectures." Others will write," We self) as written by the "finger of God," on the mandments.
8. 1'hou shalt deal justly
2. Thou ~halt not take the
cannot feel like interesting ourselvs in getting up authority simply of the "say-so" of Moses. The name
of the Lord thy God in with all thy fellow-beings, and
meetings unless we know you are a genuin Spirit- Catholics, long since,. had the good sense to amend vain; for the Lord williJOt hold not despoil another of his
ualist." Others, organized into Leagues, wish to ar- the Decalog, conforming it to better language, him guilll~ss that taketh his goods.
·.
range with you, but they want Infidelity, pure and better !lense, and making it a better moral guide for name in vain.
9. 1'hou shalt not lie for any
3. Remember the -Sabbath purpose.
proper, preached; they will take no Socialism, Nihil- human conduct.
10. Thou shalt render justic&
Those new commandments are dedicated and sub- day, to keep it holy.
ism, Spiritualism, or Liberalism, in their mental pab4. Six dt~ys shalt thou _labor, for evil.
ulum.
mitted to the prayerful consideration and adoption and
11. Thou shalt be temperate
do all thy work; but the
Societies are organized sometimes, by ~orne lucky of the Protestant world. To show their great need, seventh day is the Sabbath of in the use of all things.
influence, only to be split up, later, into this and that I will note one command only as .a specimen : the Lord thy God; in it thou
12. Thou shalt not persecute
faction, representing this or that phase of the great "Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy shalt not do any work, thou, thy fellow for his religious opinLiberal movement.
neighbor;" and that is all about lying. The heathen nor thy son, nor thy daughter, ion.
13. Thou shalt depress anger
thy man-servant, nor thy maidNow the question is, as it appears to me, why can commandment is, "Thou shalt not lie!" Nature's servant,
nor thy cattle, nor thy and uEe kind words in thy internot all classes of Freethinkers unite to learn of, and intuitional moral precept is, "Thou shalt not lie." stl anger that is within thy course with mankind ..
discuss, all subjects which agitate the minds of men. St. Paul acknowledges be lied for the glory of ~ates; for in six days the Lord
14. Thou shalt use domestic
This must be done if Infidels are to be preserved God, and the orthodox, taking the cue from Paul, made heaven and earth, the animals kindly.
15. Thou shalt be honest,
from the bigotry and one-sidcdness of most Chris- lie for the benefi-t of the "cause of Christ," not to sea, and all that in them iR,
tians.
mention their laxity in this matter in daily life. and rested on the seventh day; kind, just, and true at thy home
the Lord blessed the and abroad.
And, more than this, they muRt also learn that, if Tho ninth new commandment is, "Thou shalt not wherefore
Sabbath day and hallowed it.
the Liberal movement ever succeeds, in any sense lie for any purpose."
5. Honor thy father aud thy
whl>tever, there is work to do as well as talk to listen
I cannot here note in detail the amendments to mother, that thy days may be
to. With the exception of the labor of Felix Ad- the Decalog, so far as the new commandments fol- long upon the land which the
ler, and the contemplated movement in that direc- low it, but the above must serve as a specimen of the Lord thy Gud giveth thee.
6. Thou shalt not kill.
tion· by George Chainey, I know of nothing being whole.
7. Thou shalt not commit
done in that direction. I read, a week or two since,
:Moses's commandments are like a bucket of sap- adultery.
of an enterprise inaugurated by some Christian there is some sweetness in them; but they need man8. Thou shalt not steal.
9. Thou shalt not bear false
ladies iri Chicago, to giv good, nutritious, and dacture to find the valuable, throwing away the
witne:os against thy neighbor.
wbole~ome food in a bright and attractiv room,. at a debris and skimmings.
10. Thot< shalt not covet thy
most moderate figure, thereby hoping to attract the
You candidly state that it would hardly do for
neighbor's hou~e, thou shalt
empty stomach of the working man from the grog- Liberals to adopt the first and second of the new not covet thy neighbor's wife,
gery to this resort, but I hav yet to lea.rn of any commandments. At first blush, or prima facie, as nor his man-servant, nor his
wide-spread movement for humanitarian purposes lawyers say, it might seem that the teaching is that maid- servant, nor his ox, nor
(excepting the two already mentioned) on the part of some god, so called, is known to be God and there- his ass, nor anything that is
wealthy· Infidels. It is not necessary, indeed, that fore no other god must be had before him; but on a thy neighbor's.
these movements should be inaugurated and carried second view and thought, it will be seen that the
The Twelve Commandments.
on by people of large means, unless we confess that whole teaching is truly and deeply Agnostic. Simwe lack that enthuliiasrn and devotion to the cause ply, we muot first know there is a being who is God
To THE EmTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
which is so continually displayed by some little, and good, and then the honors will be easy. The I rRad with pleasure those 1:1ew commandment~
struggling, unpretentious congregation and church in same principle applies to "everything known to be which came to our worthy friend Pn~nam a few
the small towns scattered over our country. I do sacred" in tile second commandment.
nights since, and noted al~>o your exceptiOn to one or
not myself wonder at :Mr. Frothingham's plaintiv
I am glad and thankful that your criticism bas two of them, which OJles are, perhaps, after al~, only
lament, "My work seemed to am0unt to nothing." been so light and kindly. Will not the view I bav friend Putnam's way of wording a precept whwh all
I think I can appreciate fully the feeling that in- given (which I apprehend must be the meaning of Rationalists should feel tbemselvs bound to respect,
spired his remarks, though I cannot lay claim to the the first two precepts referred to), be accepted and only differing as to the choice of words in which .the
\ long aml honorable service which he bas given the satisfactory to Liberal thinkers? Then may not sentiment should be expressed. I hav been lookmg
cause of Freethougbt. He felt, and feels, I presume, these new commandments "serve for the meridian" them over, and by culling and pruning h:~;v reduced
that while be has given of his brain and his being of all Liberals, saints and sinners, "great and small, the number to twelve (an interference whwh I trust
the be!lt that he had to bestow upon the world, still short and tall."
friend Putnam will pardon), in which form they rethe spirit that prompts men and women to go into
Could I bav bad these fifteen new command- tain essentially all the principles of ~be list as first
the hospital, and Oll the battle-field, into the slums ments deeply impreBsed upon the plastic mind of my given, with the merit, perhaps, of bemg mo.re ~on
of filth, and dens of disease, in search of wretched- youth, I feel_ that I should hav been a better man cise. It was a good idea of our honored fne~d sness to relieve is found very largely within the all my life. How much more ,good I might hav this giving of the duties wbic~ e_very earnest. L1beral
church.
done in moral teachings in the three hundred and should strive to observe. Chnst1ans ha.v their DecaAnd if we are not to hav in our ranks many more fifteen public schools I superintended four years ; log (more honored in the breach than the observance),
who will halt for "more light," we must hav more in the institutions of learning in which I taught, with the added commandment of the holy Nazareneorganizations like that upon which Felix Adler and in the teachers' inlotitutes I served by lessons and the principal word of which they seem to have transbreathes the breath of his heroic soul, inspiring it to lectures in seven states of the Union !
lated hate-why should we not "go them one betwork out the problem of society's salvation. If
Is it not time, high time, and over tim~ that the ter," and present to the world the twelve commandwe would not giv our Christian friends at least a good sense of the world should repudiate as false ments of Rationalism which inculcate a higher moralpretext for taunting us with inhumanity, we must the bungling and defectiv precepts of the Decalog, ity, and in which is found no echo of the mutterings
•band together and bestir ourselves in season and out enunciated by a murderer and conjurer? (See Ex. of a jealous God. Liberals, repeat the creed!
of season for the ohject, not only of breaking every ii, 12-16, and iv; also the plagues of Egypt.) And
1. Thou shalt have no God but goodness.
intellectual fetter from the soul of man, but also bind- while you are about it, please read the last half of
2. Thou shalt not persecute for opinion's sake_.
ing up the broken he?st, and brightening the deso- the nineteenth chapter of Exodus, and -see how Moses
3. Thou shalt render equal and exact justice to all
late pathway of our brother.
describes the acts and chamcter of the God he says mim.
From many quarters I hear the cry of dead wrote the Commandments. If such acts were imputed
4. Thou shalt keep all days holy through good
Leagues. vVhy dead, my fl'iends? Is the world's to a man, the world would call him a deeeiver, a liar, words and deeds.
work done? Is ill and evil conquered and the millen- and as ferocious as a wild beast.
5. Thou shalt strive to alleviate the sufferings and
nium insured'? Or are ydil so weak or weary that
Pardon the length of this letter; as Sheridan said promote the happiness of t~y fe~low-men.
.
.
you cannot carry ~he b~rden of t_he work, and dro:p "A speech is in me, and must come out." I ba~
6. Thou shalt be industnous m work, upnght m
it for your Chnst1an fnends to lift and carry on~ strongly bound in the heart of my memory the fif- deal, and temperate in the use of all things.
" By their fruits ye shall know them." I write teeuth commandment for my own especial benefit,
7. Thou shalt honor truth, and justice alone shalt
this from the city of Burlington. It numbers 20,000 to wit, "Thou shalt be honest, kind, just, and true thou worship.
inhabitants. There are several churches rearing at thy home and abroad."
8. Thou shalt abstain from sin and practice virtue.
their costly and untaxed heads, supported quite
Now, my good friend, will you hav the goodness
9. Thou shalt be merciful to domestic animals.
largely, no doubt, by the means of Infidels; there is to publish, side by side, at the foot of this letter, the
10. Thou shalt fairly compensate all hired labor.
a Young :Men's Christian Association reading-room, Decalog and the New Commandments, that all may
11. Thou shalt refrain from slander, and be not
and the usual machinery of the Christian church. compare, judge, and choose the good.
h:J.sty in reciting thy neighbor's faults.
But there is no Liberal reading-rqom, no Liberal
I hav often thought of that noble desire and prayer
12. Thou shalt do all the good thou canst, and as
Sunday-school, no Liberal lecture platform. Yet I of Beecher for the health, preservation, and safe re- little harm as possible.
am told there are large numbers of Infidels, wealthy turn of Theodore Parker when be crossed the sea.
Fellow Truth-seekers, do you not think our twelve
and influential, as well as these in more moderate The same desire animl\tes the Liberal!! in regard to commandments more comprehensiv and better than
circumstances. Next Sunday (Jan. 8), at Mozart, OlU' dear Bennett.
the old Jewish ten. I think them worthy of inserip-

THE. TRUTH SEEKER,. JANTJABY
tion on the primary card of the "Brotherhood of
Humanity," of which I believe our fr.iend Putnam is
playfully termed "the.Bishop." At all events, they
are a brief synopsis of those duties which are alike
incumbent upon all, and neBd no indorsement by a
mythical deity to render them obligatory in their
nature on those who seek to "make the world better
for having lived in it."
D. Lours BonGE.
Greenwich, N.Y., Jan. 3, 1882.

Cremation.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKEB, Sir :
You lately announced the formation of a cremation society in San Francisco, but l!leem to hav overlooked a similar organization nearer home. Permit
me to inform your many readers here and elsewhere
that a cremation society was organized in this
city in March last by some thirty persons, that it is
duly incorporated under the laws of the state, and
now number!! over one hundred members. Meetings
are held semi-monthly, and several valuable and interesting papers upon the subject of cremation, and
the disposition of the dead in its various aspects,
hav been read before the society. Cremation societies are also forming in Chic~ go, Washington, and
Savannah; they eiist in several parts of Europe,
including one of. two thousand memben in Copenhagen. Crematories are in successful operation at Milan in Italy, at Gotha in Germany, and at Waking in
England, and there. will soon be one in th1s city, ,a
cremation company having been chartered and its
stock in part suhlilcribed.
Cremation is not popular here because it is an innovation. People hav become so ~ccustomed to putting their dead into a hole in the ground,
" To lie in cold obstruction and to rot,"

not try ,to lie out of it. When a church-member! in Kansas so far. I believe that evolution and edufalls, they say he was not a Christian after all. We , cation will slowly and surely lift mankind above all
don't stand in a position to say this inan was not a forms of intemperance and ignorance; that strinLiberal nor a Freethinker. He was too liberal- gent license and anti-treat laws, with other regulawith other people's money; he was .too free, alto- tions, can accomplish more good than prohibition;
gether-freer than he will be for months, if not years that inebriety is a disease, and every inebriate
to come.
should be promptly sent to a state inebriate asylum;
His course of crime was not the result of Free- that beer, wine, and cider are harmless drinks as to
thought-it was in spite of Freetbought. It however quality, if pure, but that distilled beveragee contain
l!lhows the importance of making morality the corner- murder and pauperft!m, and their retail sale should
stone of Liberali11m.
be restricted to druggists, ann then sold only to
Seneca V. Halloway, charged with taking from the sober adults, and put up in bottles labeled on one
bank of which he was teller $57,000, is the mere side with the skull and cross bones, and the word
wreck of a once bright, honest, Liberal gentleman, poison! The other side should be ornamented with
who was loved, and honored, and trusted far more the most horrid and frightful picture possible, in
than it is the happiness of most men to be. A wreck, colors, of a man with the jim-jams, tearing his hair,
a dilapidated man-rum has done its work upon him. and fighting . forked-tongued serpents.
Beneath
Had he never ~sed intoxicants he would to-day hav should be this legend: "The fate of fools who drink
been an honored member of our Liberal ranks.
this poison."
.
Let Ul'! no longer permit the hypocrits in their
As for me, I do not drink it; n.either do I stimulate
sheep's clothing to steal the livery of decency with with tobacco, tea, coffee, or sp1ces. But should I
such an incongruous phrase as "Gospel temperance.' ever become so narrow as to wish to compel my
We want just a little Infidel temperance, and we neighbor to gauge his appetite by mine, or to force
must make it as g€1od a preserving article as the one him to hunt through the statute-book, or consult a
labeled by the gospel mill. Such howling cranks as lawyer, in order to find out what, where, and how
Talmage and Sawyer and 1/he whole tribe of solemn much he may legally eat or dtink, I hope my friends
old monkeys who follow in their wake make any will take me to a lunatic asylum.
cauflle disgusting, and do more harm than good to the
S. R. Sm<:PHERD.
very thing they pretend to help. Instead of setting
Leavenworth, Kan., Dec. 21, 1881.
an old toper to praying to God to take his thirst
Radical Pulpit.
2.way, we should find him work, if he needs it, sober
society, and words of encouragement. It is· time
"The Radical Pulpit " is the title of a volume isIrtfii}elity began to show its helpfulness. Felix Ad- sued by the Liberal and Scientific Publishing Honse
ler is to-day at work with his Ethical Culture Society, of D. M. Bennett, New York. It contains a series of
making a place for the young beyond the reach of disconrses by two of the most eminent men of the
superstition and vice that is inestimable. We should age, 0. B. Frothingham and Prof. Felix Adler. The
encourage him. Every word from week to week most radical thing about these discourses is that
uttered by him as a public te;tcher should find its Christianity is looked upon as a thing of the past,
appropriate place in THE TRUTH SEEKER. The corps and upon its ruins the grand edifice of the Religion
of Liberal writers whose names appear in Liberal of Humanity is being constructed. The morality inpapers ought to giv this matter a little attention. I culcated in " The Radical Pulpit" is pure and beautibav been looking for a terrible blast on this point ful, and is full of hope for the human family.
from the "Institute of Heredity." Surely there is
Of the fifteen discourses in this volume ten are by
much to be said of the drunken father, the drunken 0. B. Frothingham, every one of which is well worth
mother. What hope is there for the child begotten reading. Mr. Frothingham's present attitude in the
in the very arms of drunkenness, carried in the womb world of religious thought will naturally cause the
of drunkenness, nursed at the bloated breast of book to be read with more interest than it otherwise
drunkenness, and then weaned upon a bottle of alco- would, and his treatment of the following subjects
hol? The answer is, idiocy, insanity, a drunkard's will attract special attention: "The Consolations of
couree of crime, at last a drunkard's death.
Rationali,;m," "The New Song of Christmas," "The
Liberalism comes as a herald of a new day; it is Sectarian Spirit," "The Dogma of Hell" and "Life
her province to point out and assist in removing the as a Test of Creed." Prof. Adler is a speaker and
the curses that ignorance and vice hav laid upon the writer of great ability, whose merits are well known
human race. Superstition and intemperance are twin to the adherents of radical views in religion.
monsters. Let us attack them with a fury that will
"The Godly Women of the Bible" is a volume of
never abate, though guided ever by reason and 345 pages, issued by the same house. It is a critical
justice.
LIBERTA.
survey of the influence of the Bible on women, and
4
is specially severe on the attitude of Paul toward
•
" the divine sex." The authoress is sairl to be a resProhibition.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKim, ·Sir_. ident of southern California, and is evidently of the
strong-minded persuasion.-Jewish Times.
" Libehrta'a" ~'aLvag~,, ~abr~pt!fi andt Gniteauish ons1~u~ t upon. aw IS Stgm can . It betrays the
Obituary.
spmt. :W?I,ch 1mpels too many of our advocates of DIED, !n the thlrtv-second yea1· of her agp, at the residence of Dr. e.

.

while preyed on by the "politic worm," that the
·question of its propriety never arises, and the sllggestion of any other method is almost, or quite
shocking to them. It 1s the business of cremation
societies to dispel this unreasonable prejudice and
disseminate enlightened ideas regarding the disposal
of the dead.
It is true that cremationists believe in burning
people; but it is the dead they would burn, not the
living; and in this. world, not the next; and with the
view, not to purify or punish souls, but to preserve
from corruption the air we breathe and the water we
drink.
There are nineteen public cemeteries in New York
and its suburbl!l, which receive annually more than
three thousand tons of human bodies, to Slowly rot,
exhale noxious gases and poison the wells nnd other
water-sources in the vicinity. It is not a pleasant
thought.
'
Mr. Bennett il!l now, I believe, in a country where
crem:;~.tion prevails, and I suppose he will giv us, in
his letters from India and Japan, some information
on this question, with a description of the rude processes of incineration which he will see anywhere on
tbe banks of the Ganges, and to some exLent in the
land of the tycoon.
But cremation as practiced in the East at the presl\I. Clarke, inllletamom, Ohio, l\Ir•. Anna Kahle, wife of Daniel
'"
. .
.
.
I" Jll'OJ'l'~lltlon"
Kahle, aftm· an illne~o of ovm· seven months, of chronic inftament day, and as.:,1t was pract,wed by the Greeks and
mation of the bowels, followed by a fatui dm·angcment of the
Romans, is a very different tb. ·ng from the modem . I• roi;l rea?,mg thmr artiCles I should certamly
heart, wllicll ended her life wiih very unexpeCied suddenness.
and scientific process, which I will not take space to ]ndge •Litw to be th~ m01:e temperate ?lan
the
Deceased was a faithful and loving wife, much respected and
describe here, but which I may say is simple, speedy, 1 two. I ~are s~y ~e IS qu~te ,~ndeservmg 01. the loved by her acquaintauces, Hnd had .lJeen a constant reader of
economical, unobtrusive, devoid of offenr;ivne!ls in ch,.rge.s,. • wantmg m mora~ tty, et?. ~u my hum- THE 'l'IWTH SEEKER mure than two years. She bad cea~ed to
any way and must commend itself to every thouo-ht- ble opmwn no a~vanced Liberal w1ll fhng ?ut such believe ir,t the terrifying threats of a revengeful (:J od as taught
ful mind' as far preferable to earth burial.
"'
grav~ c~1arges agamst a brother for a mere dtfference by the Bible and the Christian churches getJerally, hence she
had no fear of future puDiohment, and Jived the last few years
D W OR UG
of opnnon.
Few qnestions are harder to solve than this ever- of her life and diet! wnhout any anxidy concerning her soul's
salvation. ShE' attended with her husuand the Freethinker's
.
Gospel Tern erance.
last~ng, so-c~1led tempe_rance question._ . So let us Convention at Lake Chautauqua, and the following year at
P
avo~d nobbtes, dogmatism, and fanatiCism. The Hornellsville, when she and her husband joined that a~socia
If there is any ridiculous combination of words, It Irii"ht road 0o-enerally lays somewhere near midway tion. In respect to the feelings of her Christian parents and
is that above this sentence. As if there were more, b~tween two extremes.
relatin, the services of a Methodist minister were engPged for
than one kind of temperance, a gospel temperance I Inte;:nperance in drink is an evil. Does prohibi- the funeral. The services were introduced by the readi"g of a
and an anti-gospel temperance.
tion cure, prevent, or curtail it? No. Does not its chalJter in the Bible concerning the truth of God, etc., which of
comse could not hurt the feelings of the doce~tsell, and poseibly
It is largely our own fault as Liberals that we hav univer~al failure everywhere seem to indicate that was a comfort to soma.
not brought the temperan{te cause forward as a part the principle is not in strict accord with the unwrit·--...-<~--HE Kanl!!as Liberal givs us this pleasant notice:
of the moral teaching of Liberalism. We hav allowed ten law of the universe? Does prohibition commend
the church to make its fling at lager-beer Infidels itself to the mind of any real, deep-thinking, philo"We hav just received from the publishing honFe of D. M.
a~d hav never :espo,nded with a· practical total-ab- sophical Liberal as a legitimate mot_iv power for Bennett some large lJOsters advertising that sterlmg F1·eethou~ht
stwence Freethwker s argumentR.
tl 1 e ear of progress. Good, well-meamng men bon- journal, 'l'HE TRU'l'H SEEKER. A.s many of our readers know,
Some of our German friends drink hger-heer, estly believed the Inquisition to be a legitimate agent ttte editor of 'l'nE TRUTH SEEKEit is now making a tour of the
world, and writing weekly letters to his paper describing the
therefore some of our Liberal papers, ano most of for moral reform-for the salvation of mankind. scenes
and incidents met with in his traveb; and, what is of far
our Liberal writers and speakers, think it a great They also believed in fire and fagot as a means of greater importance, giving the ouservations and reflections of a
n;'-istake for an~ Freethinhr to. ~dvocate the prohibi- gr,Jee; ~ud that nothing could promote holines~ and fearless, outspeaking, and close-observing Freethinker upon
twn of the enttre accursed tradit:.
cause righteousness to run down the streets hke a the manners, customs, and religions of foreign lands. It has
The Germans wbo hav come to t,hic country are river equal t.o penal law against unbelief. But those been too much the hubit of tourists heretofore to write books of
travel with a view chiefly to making money out of them; and
fast fi~ding out that wh~tever lag<Jr-bee~ n:;\y do .for/ delicious times hav passed. Now it ~s ~ome~hing hence
they hfLV been careful not to ofieml the prejudices of
them lD the fathedand, w th;s eonnLt'Y, 1t 1~ vrovlllg i else. Not !lo b~d, it is true, but .the prmmple 1s the their Christian readers by Jetting them see wherein tbe morals
a curse, and a dreadful one, to the Germani'! them- 1 same. The emment poet who sa1d,
and religious customs of so-called Christian countries show to a
selvs. Here, under a lager- beer diet, a German I
disadvantage when compared with those of heathen lands. The
" 'Tis a sin to steal a pinlast Jetter from Mr. Bennett was written from Athens, whence
bloats almost to bursting, ;~,nd can barely move
'Tis a greater to steal a tater,"
he went to Constantinople, and hence his opportunities will be
about from the gout. If our German frieiHlR wish to
ample for comparing the workings of Chriotian creeds with
compete with the lithe, activ, intelligent Yankee, widely missed the mark. Stealing a railroad is tho'e of Mohammedanism. THE 'fRUTH SEEKER is published
no more wrong than stealing a pin. The right to weekly at 141 Eighth street, New York, at $3.00 per annum;
they must stop the lager-beer business.
There is no occasion whatever for Liberals to drink "rot-gut" is not a very valuable right, one trial sulJscribers for three months, fift.y cents."
handle this liquor question with such tenderne~C!: would think; still, such as it is, I doubt the equity
WM. H. LEFF, of Tip-Top, Arizona, says he was
Hum is just ali! certainly a poison to a FrGethinker as of roLbing a man of it. The validity of nine sober
it is to a Christian. The defaulting teller in the men's titles to their right cannot be affected by the "born, bred, baptized, and raised a Roman Oatholic." Nevertheless, he has jnst sent a dollar for an
PoughkPepsie Bank was not only a Freethinker, a acts of one drunkard.
How the prohibitionists will succeed in jerking .or! annual membership in the_National Liberal Leagu~.
Liberal, but he was a libertin and a subscriber for
ejecting ou~ race up the hill ~f kn?wledge_ by legts- W:ho says Homan Catholics never abandon the1r
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The long slimy hand of crime is upon us, and let us lation remams to be seen. It lS a d1Smalfa1lure here fa1th?
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a good, sufficient rest, make a trip through ·the not written more than the letters to Mr. Mair, his
states at home, so that about every one of the pat- name would shine and liv forever in the wreath of
rons of THE Tl!.UTH SEEKER can ha v the privilege of the celebrated. May the burden of years not be too
~=========================
seeing, and hearing him talk and recite his expe- heavy upon him if he ha.s to carry his mule awhile
WoRCESTER, MAss., Jan. 12,1882.
enre of that trip, as occasion may require, providing (like Mark Twain) to keep up with his company.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for THE TRUTH the loV•lrs of truth and liberty will donate enough to May he not spend a decenium in study of Sanskrit,
SEEXER Round-the-World trip.
Yours truly,
pay all reasonable expenses. I will start fl.rst by the lik-e Volney, to disclose the secrets of Hindoo religJoHN A. LowE.
pled~e of another "V " for the home trip.
Will ion. American Liberals can arJ.d will protect him
not
call
it
missionary
work,
but.
a
visit
to
·all
sub- against pawnbrokers, but are powerless against cholNEWCASTLE,._ IND., Jan. 5, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find draft, Tor which I will be- scribers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I do not mean visits era and disaster. I hav passed .a terrible half hour
of the Methodist style, but to visit towns and coun- on the Atlantic, when shrieks and blazes mingled in
come a subscriber for the Round-the-World trip.
ties
so that every one can, by going a few miles, see the air; I hav seen the pe .. rls fly in the trembling
Yours truly,
JoHN PAYNB.
and hear him speak.
Yours for the right,
fingers of the praying-machines on board. Yes, to
s. D. WADSWORTH. count prayers at such a moment required machineCHILLICOTHll, ILL., Jan. 1, 1882.
work. I resolved not to go in that fiery vehicle tp
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find a post-office
PARIS, ILL., Jan. 1, 1882 .. heaven, like Elijah, but to rather keep house within
order for $5 for the Round-the-World fund.
MR. EDITOR: A happy New Year to THE TRuTH the whale, like Jonah. We were saved, not by·the
WM. McLEAN.
Yours truly,
SEEKER working corps and all its patrons and the virgin mother, but by the energy of the officers,
Christian world ; but then, how can the lat.ter be hap- who, fortunately, did not stop to pray. May Bre.
GREEN 0Ax, MICH., Jan. 2, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find post-office order for $8- PY with a frowning, revengeful God overhead ll.nd a Bennett never hav to decide between fire and water,
$5 for Mr. Bennett's book of travels round our little yawning hell beneath ? I am happy to be able and and escape from the lion and the cholera.
Bro. Bennett is to search for descendants of the
Planet, and $3 to renew my subscription for THE willing to send you the within draft for $5 to help
our old friend and neighbor around the world· on widow's jug that never wa<>. f9unrl empty, for a full
TRUTH SEEKER.
Yours in search for truth,
his mission for facts and truths. Witl1 a good wish jug, like a full purse, is welcome to all nations. But
WJ.RREN C.U.LEN, SR.
for a safe and pleasant voyage to the nld veteraB,
tG make his journey most beneficial to mankind he
YourR truly,
JACOB CREToRs.
is to take those dead weights from the wheels of
CAMDEN, ME., Dec. 30,1881.
MR. EDITO:n.: Inclosed please find $8 in payment of
pr9gress, those indolent idlers, those leeches who
WEST NEWTON, MASs., Jan. 1, 1882.
my subscription for one year, and $5 please credit to
absorb the beggar's penny as well as the banker's
BRo. BENNETT: I wish you and yours a happy New dollar, and which he so well described in his" Truth
me in 'the Round-the-World list, if not too late.
Year. ·And now I propo~e to make you a New Year's Seeker in Europe." Take from the land of lemons
Rours ~ruly,
J. W. SIMPSON.
prl'l!!ent of $8.50, for which I expect in return you will superstition and hierarchy; from the land of oranges
make me a present of the good old TRUTH SEEKER for ignorance and poverty. Take them around to the
LEAVENWORTH, IND., Jan. 8,1882.
MR.• EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8-$5 of which is 1882, a life-size lithograph of yourself, and print my thousand isht.nds of the south Pacific Ocean, where
to go to the Rouno-the-World fund, and the remain- name in the forthcoming book of your travels, as the Feejees use them as material for steaks. Italy
one who givs $5 for your safe return home to your will bless our hero for such energetic purification of
ing $3 for my subscriptio,.,,
Yours fraternally,
s. A. 0DLE. f>lmily and friends. I want the books bad enough that country, for thev would, if only once in their life,
to deny myself of an inherited appetite for that feed the hungry. May their road from the teeth of
nasty, disgusting weed called tobacco. And I the Feejee to resurrection run smoothly, for "Jordan
.
SKowHJIGAN, Jan. ~. 1882.
·MR. EniTO:R: Inclosed :tind check for D. M. Ben- hope the powE>r that governs this country which you am a hard road to travel." I pity the poor
nett's book Round the World. I hope I am not too are circumnavigating will help me to do away with pagans, for they will all die of dyspepsia if they
late to hav my name in the book.
the use of this filthy habit, and thus make me a man continue such obnoxious, unwholesome diet. How
Yours respectfully,
T.
BIG:JlLOW.
instead of an animal which chews its cud. And I natural to these children of nature to eat up and
would say to my brethren all over the world, Go put out of the way their oppressors, and how perAusTIN, NEV., Dec. 29, 1881.
thou and do likewise. Try it one year, my friends, fect and radical the cure! How unnatural of our
MR. EDITO:R: Inclosed find postal order for $12- and see if you don't feel yourselvs more like men Christian neighbors to eat their Savior, redeemer,
. $6.50 for the Round-the-World trip, and the rest for than the cringing slaves you now are to the use and benefactor !-eat the flesh and blood of a Jew
books. I raise that Michigander 25 cents on the or a filthy weed which even a hog won't touch. who died a criminal death two thousand years ago,
book. I come in at tho eleventh hour, but the big Come one and all, commence the new year with me. and offer such a horrid feast as a universaJ·remedy
book says they are the ones most looked after. Send your $5 to the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and for all sin whatsoever; and whosoever doubts that he
With kind wishes, I am,
receive in return his books of travel, which is truth, really eats the flesh and drinks the blood of Christ
Yours truly,
w. A. CLIFFORD. and truth elevates and ennobles, while tobacco used shall
be damned! Can a person with sound reason,
in any form (except to kill lice and sheep-ticks) de- with common sense, go to heaven? Impossible.; only
MINIER, ILL., Jan. 9, 1882.
grades our manhood and poisons our blood.
cannibals and idiots are worthy and able to go to that
M:a. EDITOR: Your card is at hand stating that
Earne&tly and sin,.erely your friend in the cause of insane asylum. How absurd for Christians to claim
the list of subscribers to Round-the-World is still progression,
·
CHARLES N. WooD.
that their religion is the foundation of all morality;
open, and I now incloae postal .order for $5, for
how absurd to say outside the c.hurch morality does
which please add my name. I want the work in
LmoaA,
IND.,.
Jan.
3,
1881.
not exist! I turn the lance around; an action or deed
the best style of binding. I will send additional eost
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Permit me, though a little done in the hope of reward of heaven, or fear of punwhen the work is out.
late, to greet you with a Happy New Year, and not ishment in hell, is not moral in the purest sense of
Yours truly,
WM. J. NICoLAY.
you alone, but all the brave men and women in this the term. The doctrin of absolution is degrading and
semi-happy land who hav dared to throw o:l'f the immoral; the doctrin that the greatest sinner is most
CYNTHUNA., KY., Jan. 1, 1882.
M:a. EniTo:n.: Find inclosed $5 for the RounrJ-the- yoke of orthodox superstition to bask in the genial welcome in heaven (there is more joy in heaven over
one sinner who repentetb than over ninety-nine right-·
World trip, which I hope is not too late to be ac- sunshine of mental liberty.
When· the Round-the-World trip was being can- eous) is persuading to sin, and most immoral; the
ceptable.
Yours truly,
H. A. BEAMER.
vassed pro and con, I pledged a V to Mr. Bennett, creed that the deepest sinners, even murderers, by
LUDVILLE, CoL., Dec. 30, 1881.
provided he would stay at home, instead of banish- repentance in their dying moment will secure free adM:R EDITO:R: Inclosed find $5 tor the Round-the- 'ing- himself for a year in the lands of all the orig- mittance to the right hand of the judge, among the
World trip, I !want to see my name with a star inal gods, such as Al!ah, Yahweh, Jo':e, Bacchus, sheep who hav washed their garmentA in the blood
just once before you quit publishin~ the list.
Confucius, Jesus~· Chr1s~, Holy ~obgobhn, etc._; and of the lamb, is still more immoral. How impudent,
Yours truly,
B. F. RICE.
I saw fit to giv h1m an mtroduct10n to Mr. Bndges, then, of Christians to say, "I cannot believe a Freean estimable young friend of mine, as a traveling thinker, even under oath, because they do not tear
companion. He is sending us such intensely inter- God." Now, Christians never see the beam in their
SERENA, ILL., Jan. 9, 1882.
MR. El>ITo:R: I take this opportunity to send five esting accounts of the various countries tthrough own eyes; but can justice rely upon a witness who
dollars. I want to hav my name in the first ..,.olume or which he passes, describing manners, customs, arts, settles his bill, perjury included, by confessing to the
Round-the-World, for I want the honor of bringing agriculture, religious rites, ceremonies, and foolish- priest-the priest who absolves and forgivs the murhim back as others hav of sendin~ him around the ness, gods, god-houses, temples, and ruins, that I derer-and while an innocent victim su:l'fers death or
world. You may think this is a little late, but you must break my pol edge and send for the bo•k; and life-long imprisonment, atid his family do suffer disgrace and shame, the real murderer rests easy and
know that the Bible &ays the first shall be last, and I hope a thousand more will do likewise.
soft on the pillow of his absolution, and the priest is
Frat.ernally yours, M. M. HENRY.
the last shall be first. If that is true, I am all
doomed to silence by the creed of his religion? Verright.
Yours as ever,
H. K. PARR.
GOMER, OHIO. Jan·. 5, 1882.
ily, they hav their eyes full of beams and their brains
··-~MR . EDITOR: I am sorry that I neglected to forward too. How can tbey claim moral actions if not a hair
LIBERTY, 0., Dec. 28, 1881.
MR. EDITO:R: I notice in your paper you a.re likely my subscription when my time expired, but through can be lost without the will of their governor, who
to be short of means to take you round the world. your kindness hav been receiving your paper regu- dE~stined ninety-nine per cent to hell before they are
Inclosed find $5 to help you through, I hav been larly. I send you $5, which place to my credit, includ- born?
taking THE TRUTH SEEKER since May 1, 1881. I like ing the time that has passed. I cannot well do withScientific education 'is tb.e fountain of morality, of
it very much. I think for the good of humanity out it. I liv in a hotbed of orthodoxy, where the virtue, and of humanity. Morality and virtue are on
every intelli~otent man and woman OUI{ht to read it. majority are full of ignorance and superstition, though the increase since the progress of science in spite of
Since I ha..,. been reading your paper I hav sent sev- we ha.v a few Liberals, and they are gaining in num- the degrading doctrins of religion. Knowledge, not
eral orders !or books and tracts, which I hav en- bers. I hope Mr. Bennett will hav a successful trip faith, is the cornerstone of morality. We Freethinkers
around the world; it is a journey that was needed know t-hat no god nor priest can forgiv or annihilate
d~avored to make the best use of
by such a man, so we can have the truth about the the consequence of a bad act, and will liv so as to look
Very respectfully,
NoAH CoLER.
h!iathen lands, as we hear but little from there but on our past life with pleasure when Charon's ski:l'f apLAKE MILLS, IowA, Jan. 4o, 1882.
from the missionaries, and I hav but little confidence proaches. We do not hope for reward nor fear punEDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Find inclosed postal draft, in them.
Yours, etc.,
JAMES NICHOLAS.
ishment after life; our aim is the welfare and happifor which you will please continue my name as a
ness of the human race. We find our reward in the
KEOTA, IowA, Dec. 22,1881.
subscriber for THE TRUTH SlliEDR, a paper that bears
estimation of the righteous and educated, and in the
for its heading two of the grandest words in the EngMR. EDITOR: I inclose you post-office order for ten contentment of our own heart, and the sentence of a
_lish catalog of words; $5 for the book that is to be dollars-three on my subscription, two for the "Trin- just spirit should grant iJ.s reserved seats in Walhalla
styled "A Trip Around the World." I was among ity of Freethought," and as you offer stars so cheap if continuance of thought could be possible after life
the few that were not in favor o! the trip, but as it as $5 apiece I will take one, although as Materialists is extinct and the f'apacity to think has ceased. This
ill being made, and the book forthcoming, I shall not we are to leave those ethereal possessions for Spir- letter is growing entirely too long, else I should serve
go back on my pledge for the '' V." The book will itualists. May it be one drop in the ocean of "fives " a few remarks to Mr. D. Thing's" Spiritual Arm," in
be well worth the money, but the money that is to flood Bro. Bennett's canoe toward sweet home THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. lOth.
spent in the trip, had it I.Jeen used judiciously in again. It. is said who travels livs twice, and by travYours. most respectfully,
CHARLES NAUMANN.
missionary work at home, I think would hav eling he may gain the year he lost in the hands of
LION CITY, M. T., Dec. 14. 1881.
done more good than it will now. I find in the the modern inquisition. I would rather see him take
MR. EDITOR: I beg to acknowledge receipt of yours
course of life that if we make a mistake it sometimes a recess at home and circulate his publications in
'can be corrected. Now to correct this one and to the land of the free than to write up half-civilized of the 25th ult., also back numbers of the paper, for
make it a satisfactory correction, I will suggest that nations; but tt1e word "rest" is not in the lexicon. which I thank you, and sincerely appreciate your
Mr. Bennett, on his arrival .a.t home, and ha.Tin&" ot a man of his ability and character. Had he even courtesy. It is rather slow work in this region in-
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A squeamish Infidel ~>hould be unknown. Every,
traducing light, as moat of the inhabitants are either· age to ship the spirit. of! to heaven, or -hell, or anyScandinavians or Poles, and the latter think they where else, when the body and brain hav ceased to one should be cool and brave, and never shun the
hav not lived sufficient.Iy long and near enough to the act? I 21hould like to know how it is done, anrl inventors and perpetrators of pious frauds and
classic world to retrograde, even for Luther's sake. per.ijaps some brother Spiritualist, or any one else shams. Therefore, my brother Materialists, fight
superstition, wherever found.
T. WINTER.
They think it is a new kind of orthodoxy, and fancy I who claims to know, will inform me.
it will tend to atop work on Sunday. I pity the poor ·
Yours truly,
BENJAMIN WHALEY.
FLINT. MICH., Dec. 30,1881.
fellow who would pass here with a white necktie, or
MR. EDITOR: I herewi: h send you five dollars, which
who WOUld pass a saloon Without Visiting it, DoubtTHE SERPENT-RODS, OR BATTLE OF THE GODS.
please credit as follows: two dollars for arrearages,
less· their education was slightly neglected in their 1
SoLEBURY, PA., Nov. 'J7, 1881.
infancy. They. h~v a god of creation-lucre-and' "They cast down every man his rod, and they becs.me ser- a.ud three dollars for THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1882. I
how they worship It, equal to any creed but the one! pents; but .Aaron's rod swallowed up their rods" (Exodus could not well do without the paper, although money
And they worship nothing but what they can elope vii, 12).
is rather hard to catch onto just now. I would like
with. The Turk, Hindoo, Malay, Tartar, Chinese,
MR. EDITOR: Permit me, if you please, to cast my very much to send you five dollars more for the
Siamese, and every other nationality I hav been mite, with other mites, to your valuable paper, be- Round-the-World trip, but must wait for better
amongst, when they hav lost all faith in their orig- ing an individualized entitity among the many enti- financial conditions to do this. The letters are
inal and nativ castes, feel sufficient degradation ties, and formed, as I conceive, from the atomical very interesting, and well worthy of an extenaiv
to be on an equality with a Christian. None of the substance of the universe, from whence all per- reading.
I sent you two new subscribers the past year, and
above will touch, taste, or handle anything after a ceptible matter has its being, according to the laws
am in hopes to do better for the year 1882. May sucChristian until it has been thoroughly purified. It of nature.
may be said they will sell their daughters, barter
I will now proceed to answer, according to my cess crown all your etrorta for the right and the
their honor, and thereby sell their own squls. Need view, the puzzling query, "Is there a God?" This truth, and may you in due time reap the full measwe _go far to find whether the heathens are the only query taking into consideration the many reputed ure of reward that your sacrifices so well merit.
During the past year I hav noticed in your columns
ones who are so sordidly ambitious? Believe me, gods ~nd saviors of mankind, reminds me of the
the question is too easily answered even to cause a Hibernian's reply when asked for the number and some quite spirited letters on Materialism vs. Spirblush within our own range. :;:Believe me, our worthy names of his brothers: "Well, air, I hav fourteen itualism. And since they hav failed to clear up the
explorer will ~ear and see more than has ever been brothers, and they are all named Bill, but .Bob, and mist, and hav seemed careful about staking out the
divide, I would like to ask that some one more fine
written of oriental customs, manners, and habits. his name is Tom."
Most books that I hav read of oriental nations hav
in the distillation of thought come out squarely
There's lords many, and gods many,
had too deep a daub of sale-coloring for a traveler
and tell me through your columns just where
Like the Hibernian's pun·
to draw the line. They ha.v all aflirmed that
to make a passport of. I hav ever found them genOr, like the figure of the rods,
They center all in oneerous to a fault until some Christian or civilized
matter is not inert, and if that is so, then matter can
One stupendous mighty whole,
trick was performed, and when they found it out I
only be rationally considered in ita correlation or conCircumference like the air,
suppose they became civilized or .Christianized as
nection with the spirit or life principle or the same.
Existing perfect in itself,
well. Inclosed please find $3, my subscription to the
And
since every manifest of the spirit, so-called, reWith center everywhere.
paper for next year. It is a paper that has no equal
quires this correlation to make it visible to our
Science laws they govern cause,
for assisting every human being in carrying out the
senses, I am led to ask, What are the true meanings
In all the realms of nature;
maxim of one of the greatest philosophers that ever
of these words ? Again, as they hav asserted that
They form the orbs that roll in space,
.And every tiny creature;
lived, "Make your heaven on earth."
"something can't be nothing, and nothing is not,"
Hence all matter has it! being.
Yours respectfully,
are not all these generic forces and variegated powers
R. YEAMON.
A.s we may plainly eee,
so co-allied, yet as separately and analytically considFormed from ever-working power,
ered, but qualitate properties of matter?
A.s fruit developed from a tree.
MoUND CITY, KAB., .Tan. 1, 1882.
Ism, when affixed to a won!, implies philosophy-a
When science laws are understood,
MR. EDITOR: Happy New Year to you and your enmethod of thought, a certain line of reasoning~and in
Mankind
will
then
applaud
tire corps. Inclosed find post-office order for your
so considering these two subjects I am wholly at a loss
The power of the universepaper for the ensuing year. I see that our hero is
The one eternal Godto know how to think the one independent of the
prospecting close to the .Jordan, where he probably
A.nd sleep no longer in a name,
other, and together only under the observed comparwill take a cool bath and shake of! the rubbish he
Belonging to tradition,
ativ law of relat! vs, whe~her tangible or intangible.
encountered in going through my old, priest-ridden
Of the saints in creedal chainsTo my mind as yet matter and spirit are so closely
The
chains
of
superstition.
birth-place. Good wishes to you, Mr. Macdonald, for
allied as to preclude all possible separation; in fact,
When
science
knowledge
shall
be
free
the good management of our great paper.
but ditrerent forms of matter; the one so ethereal as
To all as ambient air,
Your friend,
FRED MANTEY.
to require tbe grosser to make a tangible or visible
'fhen the priests will cease to preach
.And utter vocal prayer.
manifest. There is, no doubt, a possible limit to
~LIBERAL, Mo., Jan. 4, 1882.
Till then free souls mrist labor on,
man's think, the finite within its radius, the infinit
· MR. EDITOR: We hav just got over a grand, good
If they be thought a~ saucy,
:tlways beyond. Yet as we grow into the realm of
To
win
the
prize
that
is
in
store,
time we had on New .Year's Day, at Freethought
the latter in t,he work of to-day, it becomes the aubAs said the poet Massey:
Hall. It w>~s given out a week or so previous that
stantiv for to-morrow"a research, etc. And yet If I
Triumph
and
toil
are
twins
:
and
ay~
we would hold p. basket picnic at the hall, and all
,hould aRk, What the think and its genebis? but few
Joy sees the cloud of ~orrow,
partake of a "co-operat1v dinner." We know if the
would be hasty in responding. But I will tease
And 'tis the martyrdom to-day,
co-operativ business was not carried out to perfec) ou with but the one query now, simply to know
Brings victory to-morrow."
tion at that dinner it was simply because the indiE. w. ALLEN.
where the line is to be drawn between the two recvidual could not eat his share. But we believe they
ognized ums, ror as yet I am of the opinion that
did. The League was to meet that day to transact
these conjoint philosophies are really but one, and
MILWAUKEE., OR., Dec. 21, 1882
some business, but it was simply absurd to mar the
i\'IR. EDITOR: After a long hunt I hav round $3 iII form the basis and baptismal fount for all truth.
enjoyment of that occasion by any "formality," so greenbacks, which I forward to apply on my TRUTH
This being your first letter from Flint, I will add,
we postponed.
we haT a nice, enterprising, litUe town situated on
SEEKER account.
We are now making grand preparations for the On the banks of the Willamette sat I musingly nne day,
Flint river at the junction of the G. T. and F. P. M.
celebration of Thomas Paine's birthday. All our en- Watching its placid waters :flowmg maJestically and gay ;
railroad; population, ten thousand; manufactures,
tertainments heretofore hav been a success. We Sat I there musing, musing, an eye cast o'er its waste,
principally lumber, wool, and cotton. Good hotels,
hav had crowded houses; but we intend 'that this Caught something in the distance that seemed to make some schools, and churches. Of the latter we hav nine,
haste,
shall be best of all. There will be nothing left unrepresenting eight different routes to the ''kingdom
done that will tend to make the celebration of the A.ud as I nearer moved, I clearly could make out
come" and "city of many mansions."
founder of American liberty a. day long to be re- A. man was being swallowed, for I ~aw two legs sUck out.
Liberal thought, however, is g~tining ground. C.
Some said it was a salmon in the act of swallowing man,
membered by all the participants.
Fanny .Allyn is now discoursing with people here and
We hope every Liberal society throughout the But that's not my opinion; I hav another plan.
exciting some thought. She is a rf'ady talker. Her
United States will make that day resound with their .Although the salmon's a big fish, ths idea we will snub,
discourses and arguments are very logical and reasonFor in these mountain waters it seldom partakes of grub.
demonstrations.
able. She speaks impromptu on subjects given by the
But it's my real opinion old Jonah and his whale,
THE TRUTH SEEKER seems to be the main paper cir- For to surprise the world anew concluded to take a !ail.
audience. Bros. Jno. H. Burnham and M. Babcock
culated in Liberal, outside of our: home Liberal, ·and
are expected with us for one Sunday in January.
we watch with much anxiety the course of "the .And starting for the center, the hub of all the world,
.Asking pardon for this lengthy intrusion, I will
He sailed up the Willamette; now the mystery's unfurled.
wanderer." We wish THE TRUTH SEEKER friends, one It's well to keep eyes open and look for more anon,
Fraternally yours,
WM. R. ALGER.
close.
and all, a very happy new year, and hope to meet For .Arab Noah and his old ark is sure'to come along.
many of them soon at Liberal. One has no time to The way I'm doing it's all been done, the religion of to-day,
SoUTH BARRll, N. Y., Jan. i, 1882.
get lonesome here ; we keep something on the The story started first for fun, which moves us now to pray.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find my dues for the past
"boards" moat of the time. We hav our dramatic
Yours truly,
BoRDER RumN.
year. Am sorry to be so tardy, when we know you
club, dancing club, library, singing, and benefit
need every dollar in advance for the paper. Hard
meetings. We meet at some private house, and
UNION IS STRENGTH.
as it may be to raise the money, the paper we muet
each will write a subject on a slip of paper, and the
hav as long as we liv, and :t is published. We hope
CINCINN.A.TI, 0., Jan. 9, 1882.
slips are thrown into a hat, mixed up, and then
MR. EDrro:a: At the beginning of the present year the old hero will liv to circumnavigate the ~lobe
each draws out in turn any a·ubject he or she may the great body of Materialists should unite and be- and return to wife and friends again ; yet we do not
happen to get; they then speak upon the subject come as one man, and work together with a. resolute think it worth while to spend our time in prayer to
five minutes. This givs the ladies, and those not ac- zeal worthy of so true and noble a cause. The great God for his safe return, but rather depend upon his
customed to speaking, a means of development, and masses of people are floundering along with a. dead environments or surroundings. We hav recently had
is also very amusing and inatructiv.
weight of clerical creeds, dogmas, and meaningless a big job of prayer in the case ef President GarYours fraternally,
S. PARIS DAVIs.
superstitions, with all ita ponderous expense and field, and, as usual, nothing came of it but great exlecherous suckers. Is it not time for free minds to pense and loss of time.
JAVA VILLAGE, N. Y., Jan. 8, 1882.
0 human folly, when will people cease to be so
act ? Is it not time for every sincere Materialist to
lfR. EDITOR: I inclose $5-$3 of which is to pay show his real colora, and step to the front with his blind? Never, as long as led by popes or priests
for THE TRUTH SEEKER one year. The other day I co-workers, and boldly attack the ~ly and hypocrit- If the interest on the money spent for what is oalled
found a postal which you sent me stating that your ical bigots and dogmatic bummers, and cause them religion was spent for THE TRUTH SEEKER and other
paper was $3, instead of $2, which was the amount to lose their grip on the credulous multitudes? Liberal, Spiritual, and scientific books and papers,
I sent. I reckoned on the basis of fifty cents per Religions of all kinds are impostures, and the peo- including T. B. Wa.keman'a "Scientific Gospels,"
quarter. I see that you credit me OR your paper ple should know this, and refuse to sustain them and their doctrins read and put into practice, it
for. a full year; but as yours is not an orthodox with money. All the clerical drones of the whole would develop our manhood and womanhood. We
paper, it teaches me no way to cheat you out of it, world could not supply one moment of life, and should then be in search of truth, with some prosand get God to credit me with it.
death is final against the power of one hundred pect of obtaining a small portion of a.n endless
I should like to ask a few questions through the gods. This world iR our all, and outside thereof amount of truth and fact yet unknown to this age.
columns of your paper: 1. Has tbere ever been any nothing. Therefore the jargon and twaddle about I shall want the bia- book "Around the World." I
"'•· way discovered by which thought, mind, or spirit, another world is the most ridiculous and farcical lost one a colporteur gave me once, which; if I reas they see fit to call it, can be produced without buncombe. As Materialists, let u& try to block the member, said something about the world-that it
an activ brain and ·body? 2. If there·ia a way, way; then the wheels of superstition must stop, and was flat, and made in a hurry, and such like. I did
what is it? And if there is none, how do they man- millions ot peopJe be largely benefited thereby,
not think much ot it tor truth.
l\1", B. DELANo,
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Is It Come 1
•· Is it come?" they said on the banks of the Nile
Who look for the worl<l's long-promised day,
And saw but tbe stride of Egypt'" toil
With tbe desert's sands and tbe granlt gray;
From pyramid, temple, and treasured dead,
We vainly ask for· her wisdom's plan;
They tell of the slave and tyrants dread,
Yet there was hope when that day began.
The ChalGlee came with his starry lore,
That built up Babylon's crown and creed;
And bricks were stamped on the '.rigris's shore
With signs which our sal':es scarce can read.
From Ninus's temple and Nimrod's tower
The rule of the old East's empire spread,
lJnreasoning faith and unquestioned power;
But still," Is it come!" the watcher said.
The light of the Pereian's worshiped tlame
On ancient bondage its splendor threw;
..A..nd once on the West a sunrise came,
When Greece to her freedom's trust was true.
With dreams to the utmost ages dear,
With human gods and godlike men,
No marvel the far-olf day seemed near
To eyes that Jooked through her laurels then.
The Roman conquered, and reveled too,
Till honor and faith and power we1·e gone;
..A..nd deeper old Europe's darkness grew,
As wave after wave the Goth came on.
The gown waalear·ning, the sword wa!'! law,
The people served in the oxen's stead;
But ever some gleam the watcher saw,
And ever more, "Is it come P' they said.
Poet and seer that question caught
Above the din of life's fears and frets;
It marched with letterl!-it toil!ld with thought,
Through schools and creeds which the earth
forgets;
..A..nd stateAmen tritle, and prie5ts deceive,
And traders barter our world a way;
Yet hearts to that golden promis cleave,
And still, at times, "ls it come?" they say.
The days of the nations bear no trace
Of all the sunshine so far foretold ;
The cannon speaks in the teacher's place,
The age iR weary with work and gold;
And high hopes witller anct memories wane;
On hearths and altar·s tbe fires are dead;
" A.nd has our faith but lived in vain?"
But this is all that our watcher said.
REPLY.

Watcher, WI1at of the Night1
The Nazarene came with the cross and crown,
And the Jewi•h altars were laid in the dust,
And a new light, 'twas said, o'er the nations was
thrownA light that would giv the promised rest,
So said the preacher, but the watcher i!aw
Naught but contention and armed men;
The earth stU! reeling with passion and war,
And the world still in arms even now as then.
Next came l\1ohammed with crescent and sword,
And an Eden of bliss was promised tben
To all who accepted his one true lord;
The nation's false gods they were to condemn.
Then the watcher he pondered and drew aside
The veil that so long had his vision obscured,
To see the new doctrins spread far and wide,
One God worshiped and his prophet adored.
Straight the Nazarene's follow<-rs took the alarmA war was commenced. 'Twas a holy war;
Their standard, the cross, was a powerful charm
The Christians to rally from countries afar,
Their leader a hermit, a Christian austere,
Blinded with zeal for the Christian creed;
Their watchword, the holy sepulcher,
Where tradition reported their prophet was laid.
Thus the watcher saw that the promi~ed rest
With the saints on earth was glorious war,
Christian, like l\Ioslem, fighting his best,
• Giving blow for blow, and scar for scar.
, Then the watcher grew weary and sad at heart,
And doubted the story so often told,
Of a people saved-au infallible chart
To conduct the Sheep to the shepherd's fold.
Thus the watcher continued his weary round,
As the the seasons waned and the years rolled by,
But still there came neither sign nor sound
In response to the watcher's weary cry,
!!till the watcher stood at his post, and cried,
"What of the night?" as he did of old.
And the voice of science at once replied,
That their age of rest wos greed and gold.
That prophets prophesy, and preachers preach,
Only against gold when beyond their reach.

Book Notices.
[From the (chicago 1imos.]

'' THE PYRAMID OF GrzEH" is the title of a
little brochure by Van Buren Denslow, LL.D.
of this city, whieh has just been issued in NeV:
York. Much, possibly >111, of the matter bas
appeared before in the columns of some newspaper or periodical, but this is the first time it
·has appeared together. It professes to discuss the relation of ancient Egyptian civiliz>~tion
to the Hebrew narrativs in Genesis and Exodus, and the relativ daims of Moses and the
pyramid to inspiration. The latter clause of
this sentenc~ is rather ari odd way of putting
the matter,_ smce probably Moses and ?ertaiuly
the pyramll.l, hav never made any claim to iu~pi~atlon. l\lr. Denslow himself rather strongly
mstSts upon the fact that there is not even a
hieroglyphic asserting or claimiog anything to
·be found on or in Lhe pyramid. Some hav
pr?bably claimed a sort of inspiration for the
builder, but a moment's thougllt will show
th~t t?e o~ly pos,ible object or purpose of inspiratiOn IS the commurucution of knowledge
which cannot lu its nature be otherwise couveyed. It is a curious way to communicate
information to lock it up in !l, V!i,St pile of stone
the very object of whose exi,tenee ~hall be ~
standing mystery to the whole race for thousards of years. Of course Mr. Denslow does
not subscrib~ to the inspiration theory, and it is
~ntioue\1 beca.use it seems bene~th the ui~Gnity
.

.

1
'VoLTAIJtE IN ExrLE," by Benj. Gastineau,
contains many good things. Although the
church apostrophized him as a fi.\:ebrand of
llell, tool of Satan, oldest,son of his Plutonic
majesty, miscreant of the damned, and with
other swe~t sonorous names, he said, did, aud
wrote things that liv in the hearts of a grateful
and appreciatiT world, when his malignance will
rest in the tomb of oblivion. Voltaire was
usually logical, always satirical and witty.
Spe>tking of the devil, he says: "'fhey speak
to you of the evil one, they frighten you with
the mere name of the devil because they want
to hav you believe that devils are the most
wicked, mean, and frightful of beings. Hut
our painters deceive themselvs when on their
canvas they represent devils as monsters frightful to see; they deceive themselvs, I say, and
deceive you, as also do your sermonizers, when
in th,eir pictures or sermons they make them
Hppear to you so homely, hideous, and misshapen. They should rather, both painters and
preacherB, represent them to you as these finB
grandees and nobles all-as these fine ladies and
young damsels whom you see so well tricked
up, so well dressed, curled, and scented, and
so dazzling with gold, siiver, and precious
stones. The devils which your preachers and
painters ~ketch for you and represent under
Sllch homely and mvnstrous forms and countenances are certainly no more than imugin;.ry
devils who could only frighten children or
ignorant boors, and who could only inflict imaginary evil on those who bear them. But
these he and she-devils, these ladies and fine
gentlemen of whom I speak to you, are certainly
not imaginary, they are really visible, they must
assuredly know how to inspire fear, and the
evil they do to the poor is most undeniably real
and palpable."

of so incisiv a thinker to consider it at all. The
location, charactsr. dimensions, and the various
theories of the purpose and meaning of the huge
structure are discussed with abundant evidence
of wide reading and shrewd, critical thinking.
The author has plainly studied closely the
works of pretty much all the Egyptologists
and all the Hebrew literature relating to Egypt
ant! the Israelitish captivity there, and criticises
them all with the ease and freedom that come
of thorough familiarity. He can scarcely be
said to announce any affirmativ results except
that the pyramid is a huge mystery which nobody has y~t found a key to, but among the
hegativ results of his reseal."ehes he practically
holds that the whole story of the sale of Joseph
into Egypt, his rise to power, the long captivity
of thA Jewir h people, and their final delivnrance.
is simply a Hrbrew novel-" only this and
nothing more." This little work may not convince anybody of anything beyond its author's
CRpacity to write a pungent and learned paper,
but it certninly is good proof of that.
[Frmn the Boston Invtsltgatar.]

."~HE

RADICAL PULPIT."-A. pulpit of this
kmd Is the best. that can be got up, and in the
one before us we hav a nnm ber of discourses
on i_nterestiog topics by 0. B. Frothingh11m and
FeliX Adler. Tllese lectures are very able and
Liberal. and as all their discourses are of a high
order of merit, their friend• will read thb eollectiou of sennonlii with much interest and satisfaction.
·
"THE GoDLY WoMEN oF THE BIBLE."Tbis volume of 345 pages, written by au '' Ung-odly Woman of the NineteeQth Century," as
the author ~tyles heroelf, is a history
the
more prominent W<?men of the l'lible, or those
whom the clergy and church hold up as patterns 1;nd models of the female sex. ''An
Ungodly Woman" is strictly Biblical in her
Uographies, but no Liberal can read them
witb.ont concluding that the women of to-day,
though. they can be improved some, no doubt,
ara yp" very far superior in every commendable
respo
to the "godly women " of t'J.e Bible.
As wit
'en.so with women; they improve with
'wf knowledge and the ad vanti\ges
the incL
growing
:of R wber and a better civilization.
The abov . Lwo volumes are published by D. M.
Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.

of

[From the Liberal (Jfo.) Liberal.]

IT is wonderful with what rapidity the land is
being fill~d witl:t Freethou;rht books-all good,
all to th~ point, and many very excellently
composeu. Among the good books just issued
by the publishing house of D. M. Bennett is
"The Godly Women of the Bible," by "An
Ungodly Woman of the Nineteenth Century."
This book presents, for the first time, the godly
women of the Bible in their true light to the
public.
In the introduction she touches Eve, the
snake, God, and the apple, thusly: "Oh, that
accursed apple ! what has it not co~t us! 0
Eve! thou mother of nllliviog, what a powerful
being wert thou, since thou didst change the
dacrees of almighty Gnu; since thou (and the
serpent) didst pervert the whole order of nature,
turn topsy-turvy all God's work, upset hisinfi.nit
divine plans, thwart his best-made schemes'
putting him to his wit's eods, compelling hi~
to pause just where he stood and begin again
and do his work all over. What a power in
one snake and one woman I
"' E_art!J felt the wound, and Nature from her seat,
Srghmg throug·h all her works, gave signs of
woe
That all was lost.'
" 0 snake, how eouldst thou do this? how
couldst thou encourage in thy wicked heart a
desire to overthrow thy God? 0 woman ! 0
man! behold thy work ! the work we are called
to contemplate in these histories of the godly
women of the Bible, without whom the Be brew
records would be incomplete, a savior unknown,
and man unredeemed."
WE hav before us a most excellent book,
"The Radical Pulpit," by 0. B. Frothingham
and Prof. Felix Adler, wlJich is simply gr<~nd.
Prof. Adler in one of his lectures, says: '• What
we desire we h>tv declared; a religion so plain
and clear that the most simple understanding
shall grasp it, so strong in its commands that
the mostobdurate heart shall own its swaydom,
Rnd yet so high and pure that the elite of mankind-;-those ctloice, rare souls that dwell upon
the hl'';hts of humamty, shall own it as their
religion; nay, shall declare in humility that the
scope of its tlemands far transcends ivbat even
they can ever hope to accomplish. And we hav
found what we desire. We are like men who
hav discovere~ a great _treasure and who go
abo_ut and ag-am and agam publish the news of
theu· good fortune. We are like men wbo hav
beeu tossed on the mad sea and who now
stand on the rocks, whence the surges can no
more dash them. We are like men who hav
feared the loss of some dear friend and to whom
th~ir friend has· been given back, ~ven. from the
brlllk of death. All this hav we endured. We
h~tv been tossed on _the _macl sea of doubt; we
~a:' seen the fnendltest.lnfiuenre of human life
Ill Jeopardy-ot~r trust 111 the goocl. H they ask
you of our reltgiOn, tell them, the pursuit of jus~ice, purity, love-this is it." In one of FroLhwgham'R, on the "LangnHge nf the Old and
N ew Testament," the philologist says at once
·
_., could not hav
a boo k COli ta"unng
sueh worus
been written by .i.VIose~, for he could not hav
· h on1y cal!le mlo
.
em1'1oyeu,, wo1 ·ds whIc
use five
or sa huuUl"ed years a.fter he died.

Fellows is no charlatan, but .an honest, straightforward, able physician, whose career has been
blessed by thomands of cures, and whose very
name is loved .by thousands.
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Wll also bav 3ome veryinter~sting pamphlets.
One lS about" 'l'he Pyramid of Gizeh," by Van
Buren Denslow, LL.D., of Chicago. Speaking
of the grandeur of the pyramid, he says: "The
tourist of to-day moves among the pillars of
the temple of Carnac, sixty feet high and thirty
feet in circumference, yet rising on either hand
ENTS
through long corridors.of columns, as if they
ONE OXOF
were but saplings growing in the nurseries of
the gods j and leaves them with the mental query,
DR. ': ORK'S
What m?tiv ever induced this mighty race to
sacr1fice 1ts nerve and muscle, blood :md life, so
prodig>>lly, so wastefully, upon these altMs of
stone ? When St. Peter's at Rome shall ha'v
Or Three Eoxe" Cor 25 cts.
crumbled to dust; when Macaulay's' New Zea- These pills will be found (If taken according to direca SURE cure for AJ.L diseases of the liyet· and
lander' shall hav climbed up the archless tur- tions)
kltlneys.
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the American republic-supposing this republic
.JAJJIES A. B•.Iss,
to endure like that of Rome, for thirtePn cen~7 Greenwich St., Providence. R. I.
turies-even then the sphinx: will look out in 1St5S.
------stony mystery upon the Lybian desfrt, and the
tourist will find the pyramids as difficult a riddle as they are to-day, but essentially as perfect
in their preservation."
THE PYRAMID OF GIZEH.

EXTRAORDIN AR,Y OFFER.

"Liver and hidney Pills,

"SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY, ANCIENT AND MoDERN," is the title of a sprightly pamphlet by
James Anthony Fronde. Be says : " Religion
had been the curse of J;be earth, and thongh
fools might still torture themselvs with a belief
in it if they so pleased, Lucretius, speaking
the very inmost conviction of the imperial Roman mind, informed them that religion was a
phantom begotten of fear and ignorance. 'l'he
universe, of which man was a part, was a system of things which had been generated by
natural forces. God there might be somewhere
in space, created by nature also, but not gods
who troubled themselvs about men. All things
proceeded from eternity iu one unchanging sequence of cause and effect, and man had but to
understand nature and follow her directions to
ereate his own happiness undisturbed by fear
of supernatural disturbance. If the sufferings and enjoyments of this world were distribUted by a superintending providence, it was
a providence which showed no regard for
moral worth or worthiness. The good were
often miserable, the wicked flourished, and
a power so careless of justice, even if it
existed, did not deoerve to be reverenced.
But it existed only in the brain of man. Evils
or what.were called evils, were a necessary part
of an lmp;..rfect existence. But evil was disarmed of half its power to hurt when its origin
was known, and the more carefully the laws of
nature were studied, the more successfully man
could contend agaiust it."
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The reputation of Dr. Fellows ie autncient to warrant

: THE MOST EXTREME CASES OF DISEASE,

~ SUCH AS PARALYSIS, HIP GOUT, CONSUMP.

llny one in reposing conndcnce in h"~s skUl and a.lJillty.

Those in need of hts aia sllould nt1t fall to c•:.ttsult hirri at
.-.nee.· Procrl\.stinn.tion ts tlJe thief of time, a.ud often coats
the life of a human betn2."

: TION, HEART DISEASE, HUMORS, CAl\CERS,

~ ETC., THERE BEING NO DISE~.SE THE WIL-
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: SONIA WILL NOT RELIEVE.

BY J.A.ItiES PARTON.
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OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION TO ..1..n. 200.
Much Is obscure prior to that time. The Judge has
thrown a tlood of light over the doings, writings of tile
·Christla.n l!"'a.thers, coutr!wersics, etc., of ttlf~t llerlod; pl'e.aentB us with the various g ;soels originating in anrl subse:quent to that time. Every ma.n wlslJ!ng to know tlle
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tranACeudent pbtlusoplJer, 1t great rc~ormt:r, a lJrtllirtnt wit
>J.nd })Oet, and SPtting forth what f<l.ultP~ he had as a ffi[i.D.
lt Is the tlrst truthful o.nd t.horou~lt !Jlogrnphy Voltn1re has
h!l.d in the Engli~lJ ln.nguage. It 1s a most 1ntere&thii portridture of a truly remarkal1le man, whether he ti viewed
8.8 the clmmpion of Liheralistn, u. powc1·ful awl persever
tog foe to higvtrv, or Rathe fcrtllsclwhtr of every !Jran<:h
of literature and i>dvoca.te alwayFi s.nd everywhere of tolerance and 11\Jert.y. Jt 1s the arsem~l from which LiheralB
wfll draw weapontt to refute the l!hmdera tlnt.l lies of the
church about Voltaire. and Mr. Pt\rton'f:l reputntion wm
make It the authority In re~ard to his life, his work, Ws
death.
In two vols. Svo. Price, $6; Ita if calf, fll.
Address, D. :M. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.
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Among tlte ~:~ucco~sful physieianl! who hav departed
, .. 'Jll1 the narrow heaten trac1r ot orthodoxy, we mny mnk
Or. l!""'ellowa, o.f Vlnclund. N.J. His prl.nniples u.re true,
hl ayetem ht\scd upon fleientAlc h\ct."

Bennett-Mair Discussion.
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Oll.lght smnrting or burnin~t aotlat\tion, aud a wellkenlng of the
8]'3tf'm in A liHJimer the pntient cnnnot nccour•!. for. On oxamlninctho udn;)T"Y de}>')5lt.a n. -ropy or cotton·lik.e sediment, OT &omet;nw&
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BEWARE OF FRAUDS.

The oldest reform journal in the
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whlcb he hns so furr,rescribed for tWa baneful
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"THE WI.LSONU." MAGNETIC GA.millNTS
WILL CURE EVERY FORM OF DIIEAI'IE,
No matter of how lonK standing,
ONE HUNIJRED THOUlilAND
Cureo In Brooklyn and Now Yorl<:

This World Is divided Into three parts.
PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by GeOrie

Chalney.
.PART !I.-A continued story of ~ Liberal and Radical
character.
:·PART III.-A short story devoted to the education of
our children In Liberal sentiments and principles.

the result of aelf-abuae in youth, aexual exces•ea in maturer

~e!!.n, or other c•naea, and producing &ollle of the following 61Tectal
~ ervouaneat, Seminal Ernasiona(ui¥bt eml•aions bydreama).DIIDw

ORIGIN OF LIFE:

THlS "WORLD.

•

Cm·es all forms of PRIVATE.
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS.
EASES.
·
Spermatorrhea an(l Impotency,

CENTRAL OFFBCE,

THf SHAKfR EYE AND EAR
BALSAM
Is proving to hundreds the most eftlcaotous remedy for
all deleterious affections. Falling sight, dullne•s of hear.
tng, or H roarlng" of the ears. as wen aa overstrained a.nd
weak eyes, arc lmmediu.tely 1m proved by its use. Infiammatlons and all ophthalmic dltllcultles reiulated.
SO eents per box.
Address
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers, N.Y.
tf

"The Infidel Pulpit."

D. M. BENNET'!' and G. M.l't.IAIR.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

Lectures by Gcorr.;-c Chaine)'•

Tha tillle8t DiNcussion yet Published,
~iving the Dogntas and (Jlaims ot
ChrisUauit.y a thoroul:"h ExaminatJ!ou pro and eon.

VOL. I. CONTAINS
Lesson!! from the Ltfe and Work of Karl Heinzen; Minot
Savage's Tall<s ~bout, Gotl; Moral OJ,jecr,ions to the God
Idea; Nu.turc and Decline of UnitarJanil"tn; Rolwrt G

This book is a thorough examination of the ChrJr,.:tlan
system of reHgton, divtded into the followhl~ theees:

1

~(ijf,~~~~ii~~~a!J~J; ~n~i~)~~~~fo ~~l~~ eCI~~~~s~ fi~ ifc: ~1 8,~;~~~~
ism; 'rhe Sphinx; Tile Cliotr Invls1ble; Leflt~ons for To
clay, from Walt Whitman: True Democmcy; My Hcligioua ExRerJence: The Ideal Man Rnd Womun: What 111
Mt1mllt.r? Whnt. ~. ft-,>IJ21on? 1'lJe Cburch of the Jl'ntura
u.,.,. r•,
lJ. M HICN.Nlt'J''1'.

ro~~f~:t.~~~ttlct sfr~i~ti~~~c~e<~d~~rs~~~~~~~L 'ofe;~ffgY~~~:
1

1

1 0

~aJo~~h~r~1 !~fvN~t~ 1s ~r;f;I~n~ t~~~~~~n~ ~~~~.~~~~~ratg~~

0

the mythical story of Jesus and his vtrglu mother. (b)
Other ao-called saviors and redeemers hav been believed
in and reported to ht\V been crucified and to hav died on
the cross m~tny hundreds of years before the iiU.nJC was

•1

"A·

1

~~i~g:e~~~;·1n(c6t;;~ s~J~ni1yn~ta~ ~~H~~~·{~t:it's~aft~a~;~~~

W.h:rhn "'t-

LIBERAL !:JOMEc:

g~~~TI!~f~:Uw~~ek~~~~ri~d t~o6 ~~~~j~10usaml years before
0

fu~i/~~~dl~~~l;~~c~~&~J~~tg~h~:~~!~&~~ t~I~~ ~~~n~~~~ ~~

religion as to Jesus.
LIB~RAL.
s. The storJ of Jesus and his mission In t.he world is unhtstoricai; it is not corrobol'ated by conteUiporaneous}ItsThe Li1Jeral 1~ n monthly magazine puLUshed by G. H.
tory.
W:dser at Ltb(·ral, Mo., at tlw low prfct of llfty cents a
4. The teachings of Jesus are defectiv 1n morals, fntellJ. year. This nwguzlne Is is~ued in the 1Dt"re-:t <...f true Lib·
gence, and ~:~cientlfic inf"ormu.tion, and, so far as they are of

M iiCAZINE.

i~~~~~)~~~~N~~~l~~~ ~~1X~~~~-~~~~~~d~~I1J.~~j~~L~g~~:l~~~~~

~~~;·a~~e~a :d t~~6~~~~S:h"odpi·~~~d~"J'~~i~~reT~~t1fi}g~ ~f.
0

1

Spirttuu.Jists, wh1're they can enjoy tile full fruition of
universal mental liberty. The t(,wn Is grow1n2" rapldly.
It has no pn•ucher, no church, no drunkenness, no saloon,
no God, no Cl!rlst, no 111 ll, no deytl. Fut peace, ctvflity,

selt was written by men illy informed in scientific know I.
edge, and does not harmonize with the facts and principlea
in nature known to be true.
5 The doctrins and claims of C1Jrist1an1ty lmv }Jeen a

~re~t~~~~lapplrc\~~r"~s~nd Go~.iW'A'J:~~R~Lf~~~f, J!~~ng :pe

t~!i~a~"~}eg~t~f ~ ~~1r:1gg ~~ ~~~~l{ ~!~ ~~~~ri~~ft~~~ri

of lHtte. conten~on, wrt.r, and bloodshed. It has fostered
ignorance, superstition, and falsehood. and lias retarded
eaucation and scteuce in the world. It recognfztjs and
supports the obnoxioua systems of kingcraft and priest.
cruft, upholding slavery, dcspothnn, and every form of oppression in its assertion tlwt all p<1wcr is of God. As a
proof of this the le..tders and bright stars of the Cllrfetian
church hav been among the worst tyru.uts and oppressors
of human lih€'rty the world has known.
6. The Bible and Chrtstfanhy bav oppreBsed woman and
hav deprived her of the rights to whlcll by nature she Is

ju~~ tl~~m:~~- and Christianity are unprogresslv In their
nature; they are founded upon the d<Jctriu and u.uthortt
of Crod llhnself, and are therefore iucapaiJie of ptogres
and Jm pruvement.
8. The BI!Jle and Christianity cto not teach the higher
class of truth ~lnd the best variety of religion. wi.}ich man
kind ure cupaiJle of receivlnll.
Prlce,
U.Go.
AddreH
D, ltl, BENNETT,

1
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"f"ork.
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GODLY WOMEN OF 1:HE BIBLE.
BYAN

Ungodly Woman of the 19th Century.
Nearly 350 pages. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cts.

SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY:

Ancient and Modern.
B;y JA.liiES ANTHONY FitOUDE.
l'rtoe, 115 cent.l. ,,
r·.

i~
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TRE TRUTH SEEKER.

You acknowledge that the whole Bible is not
me, useful, or good, for you only prench certain portions of it. You pick out parts of " God's
word'' and silently ignore the rest of it. There
are whole pages you could not be hired to read to
your audiences. There are passages and texts you
never .dream of quoting, and if asked to preach
from them you thrust into them meanings never
int.ended by the writer. You quibble, re-transhtte,
and improve God's word till you get it in some unre<..'Oil'nizable shape, and then call it divinei-EImina D. Blenker.
IT is quite impossible to resist a feeling of sadness sometimes, as we sit in a great and brilliant
assembly of people and think how short the time
will be ere every one, the youngest, brightest, fRir·
est, ae well as the most venerable, will hav vanished from the sight and even from the memory of
men. But, unless we are thoroughly selfish, a
deeper sadness would afflict us if we knew that
the1·e c<>Uld be no others come to take our places.
The thoughts which robs death of its enmity is
that when we are gone, others as full of life as we
will swarm into our places. Death is impartial
distribution. What it stands for is "the greatest
good of the greatest number." Though there
ehould be no ot~er life in store for us, we should be
willing to move on and make room for the new
comere.-J. W. Ohadwick.
IF thou art worn and bard-beset
With sorrows, that thou wouldst forget,
H tho~ wouldst forget read a lesson, that will
keep
Thy heart from fainting and thy soul from sleep,
Go to the woods and hills I No tears
Dim the sweet look that nAture wears.
-Longfellow.
WHETHER a heathen, to whom the light of the
gospel was never made known, can be saved by
obeying the law of reason, and whether salvation
be attainable in such bhristian societies as are
generally corrupt in very important doctrine, are
questions to which our Savior would hav replied,
"What is that to thee? Follow thou mel" But
one thing is very certain, that no man can be saved
who does not sufficiently endeavor to find, out
the truth for himself; who wilfully propagates
known errors, and has no solicitude to reform his
own vices, and (as far as lies iri his pnwer) the
· vices of his companions and friends.-Dr. Samuel
Olarke.
CoNSIDERING Rll the heresies, the) enormous
crimes, the wickedness, the astounding follies
which the Bible has been made to justify, and
which its indiscriminate reading has suggested;
considering that it has been, indeed, tbll sword
which our Lord said he was sending;. and that not
the devil himself could hav invented an 'implement more potent to fill the hated world with lies,
and blood, and fury; I think, certainly, that to send
hawkers over the world loaded with copies of this
book, scattering it in all places, among all persons
. . . is the most culpable folly of which it is poe.
Bible for man to b~ guilty.-J. A. Froude.

The Unknown God.

D. M. Bennett's Publications.

AIJECTURE.

Troth Seeker Library.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and )~e·
formers. The Biographies of three hundred of the
most distinguished teachers and philosophers (who w er~
not Christians), from the time of Menu to the pres~ut.
By D. M. Bennett. 11<n5 pages, Svo. Cloth, $9.00; 1L.....>e>'
~.00; morocco, gilt eagea, $4.50.
3
'l'he ChamPions of' the Church; '!'heir
Crimes and Persecutions. Blo~aphlcalsketche•
of prominent Christians far worse than Infidels. A com .
paulon book to ".The World's SaKe~t etc. By D. M. Bennett. avo. 1,119 pages. Cloth, f:!,W ; leather, ~,00; mo
rooco,a;llt edKes, $4.50,
'
The Gods and Religions of' Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I glvs a full account of all the
gods the nations of the earth hav worshiped, Including
Jehovah, Satan The Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, Vll'ldn
Mary, and tho Bible. 885 pages, Svo. Vol. II describes fllllJ
all the religious systems of the world, Including Judaism,
Mohammei:lanlsm, and Christianity; the latter occupying
872 pages, going fully Into Its merits. 949 pages. By D. M.
Bennett, written In prison. In cloth, $S.OO per volume. or
f5,00 for the two volilumes; In leather, $7 00; In morocco
slit edges, $9.00
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary. Can·
talnlng nearly 1,300 pages-a complete edltlon~wlth two
steel engravings-a medallion portrait, and a· full length
likeness of the author. Cloth, $9.00; leather, red burnished
edges, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
Supernatural Religion. An Inquiry Into the
reality of divine revelatl$n. Decidedly tne most thor.
ough and exhaustlv work on the claims of supernatural'
Ism ever written. By F. w. Newman, Emerltu• Prore..
sor of the London Un:lverslty 1,115 pages, Bvo. In cloth,
~.00; leather, e5.00; morocco, gilt edKes, 15.50.
·Analysts of Religions Belief'. An Examination
of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred Writings of the world.
By VIscount Amberley son of the late Lord John Russell,
tw>lce Premier of Engumd. Complete from tho London
edition. 745 pages, Svo. In cloth, $S.OO; leather, $4.001
morocco, Kilt eages, $4.50.
The Great Works or ThoDtas Pntne. In·
eluding The Age of Reason, Examination ot Prophecies,
Reply to· Bishop of Llandatr, Letter to Mr. Erskine! E•saY
on Dreams, Letter. to Camille Jordan, The Rel!g on ol
Deism, Common Sense, The Crisis, and The Rights of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and a steel
plate portrait. BOO P:fCB, Svo. Cloth, $S.OO ; leather, $4-.00t
m¥~i"?oN~~!i,dge:i ilii50voinmes nre called "The Truth
Seeker IJbrary ~·
all are ordered together and sent b7
express, on& dollar will be deducted !rom the price of
each.
Nature's Revelations oC Character 1 or
PhYsio~omy Illustrated. The science of In•
dlvldual tralta portrayed by the temi>eraments and f6!\o
tures. illustrated bf 260 wood cuts. By Joseph Simms,
M.D. 650 pages ,Svo. Cloth. $S.OO; leather, $4.00; morocco,
gil~ edgeo, ~.!50,
Paine's Works.
<·'
Paine's Theolo~ical Works, Including Tile
Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies, Letter to tile
Bfshop of Llandall:, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Camille
Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of Paine and a steel-plate
portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine's Gr~at Works (complete) In one volo
nme, as above. fS, $4, J4.50.
Paine's Political '\Vorks, Including Common
Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of Man. Cloth, $1.50.
The Age of Reason. An Investigation of true
and fabulous theology. Without a peer In the world.
Paper, 25 cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, l50 cents.
The Age oCReason and An Examination
ot· the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75
cents.
Conunon Sense. Paine's !lrst work. 15 cents.:
The Crisis. Containing numbers from I. to XVL
!nclnslv. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
The Rights of Man. For the oppressed of hu:m&DItJ. Paper, 40cents; cloth, 75cents.

CAIN was the first policeman. He clubbed th•·
head of Abel, and then got broke.
By Jam~s W, Stillman.
THOUGH vinegar is often sour and disagreeable•.
A abl
Itt
d h d
ely bound pamphlet of
it was never known to go back on its mother.
34 r.:'rge {;:0~. '!:>~!&~~ 15 c~~t~?mAddreBS
D M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New York.
"ALL full inside," shouted a Broadway stRa:edrlver on New Year's Day. And you may be, sure
he knew his load.
WHEN Dav1d /ZOt within a stone's throw of Go·
liath, he feit in his inmo•t soul that he had the
REPLIES TO THE
whirled in a sling.

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE,

DIOGENES, when last hea"'d from, was at Newark,
N.J., armed with an Edison illuminator, and pursuing his fruitless quest, as usual.- The Ju,fqe.

" Christian Guardian" and " Chris·
tian Advocate."

By ALLEN PRINGLE.
This pamphlet wa• considered neceiiSRry because the
NEWARKERS hav seen the old adage, "E,ery p,aper
attacking Mr. Pringle refu•ed to publish his reply
man has his price." and gonP. one better, as fol0
1
~\~st a~.~':~V~ ~::lu~::'a~S fht~~oi'i~~~~~lnsa~~k"rli'~
lows: ·• Every man has his peck "-peculation.
attack and reply. It Is valuable. aslt presents the strongTHE New York plumbers are to hav a paper. est Chrl•tlan evidence for the existence of God with the
Probably one of the craft was called to mend a pipe cofrf~:t~0a~~n~er:Olj3~1M:~~~~~on.
in a newspaper office and has taken the establishment for his bill.
RUTHERFORD B. HAYES hates slang, and will not
listen to it. He has even been known toleavewben
a Sunday-school song was sung to the tune of WHAT THEY THINK ANDWHY.
"Swanee River."
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW,
THE esthetes say that they hav a sufficient dinner when they hav softly gazed at a lily for an
With em Introduction
R. G. Ingerso'll.
hour. But chickens, according to an agrlc altura!
authority, eat all the ~untlowers.

Modern Thinkers,
ln.!

ANOTHER foreign actress is coming to this coURtry. As she is not accompanied by an ad ,interim
husband, it is safe to predict that she will not create a furore and return home with a fortune.

THE

"THE only way to put an end to the innumerable suicides which occur in France every year,"
said a speaker in the As•embly, "is to make the
act a capital offense, punishable with dea tb."

LABOR DOLLAR.

A BOY in Germany can repeat the Lord's Prayer
in eighteen languages. By a remarkable coincidence, this is exactly a dozen and a half more than
many boys in this country can repeat it in.- TILe

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS
PRICE TEN CENTS,
Address,
D.](, BENNETT,
141 Ellrhtb etreet,. citJ', N. Y

BY

Judge.

A BALL was recently given by a church congretion in Denver to raise money to pay the preach.
er's salary The preacher has resolved not to
preach against the evils of dancing as long as his
salary is in arrears.
THE Chicago Inter-Ocean holds that the beet cosmetic is cold water ILnd fresh air. Cold water and
fresh air may be good enough for the Chicago
cheek, bnt the Chicago nose needs something a little more sustaining.
THE vessel that always accompanies a courtship
is a "smack." The course of love, by the way,
may be full of craft, and the tug comes after marriage, when, if the husband chance to be a little
fleet, the wife's happiness is freqr1ently disturbed
by the too frequent sail of the schooner.

A NEWS item in a country weekly says a neighbor "is building a three-story ben-bouse for his
IF I owe a person monfly and cannot pay him, chickens with skylights." That's right. Such
and be threatens to put me in p1ison, another per• thoughtfnlness is commendable. If any fowls de
eon can take the debt upon himself and pay it tor serve to liv in a three-story hen-house it is chickme; h•1t if I hav committed a crime, every circum ens with skylights. They are valuable, and should
stance of the case is changed. Moral justice can be carefully protected.
not take the innocent for the guilty, even if the in
THE boys were being examined in astronomy.
nocen t would offer itself. To suppose justice to do When it came the visitors' turn to put questions,
this is to destroy the principle of its existence, somebody asked what the constellation in which
which is the thinll itself; it is then no longer jns- the Pointers are !orated is called. The Infant phetice; it is indiscrimint~.te revenge.-Pa:ine's Age of nomenon of the class promptly answered, "The
Bea•on.
Great Dipper." "Why is it calied the Great DipIP you are ashamed of rational religion, go back per ? " asked another visitor. " Because the gods
used
it to take a drink out of the Milky Way," reto the leeks and onions of the traditional taitb.sponded the phenomenon.
(Jh.arJ.wick.
il' Christians would teach Infidels to be just to
SEE the little snowdrops
Christianity they should themselvs be just to Infi
Coming down in joy,
delity. It can do truth no services to blink the fact,
Each a sparkling diamond
To the happy boy.
known to all who hav the most ordinary acquaint·
ance with literary history, that a large portion of
See his mother bang him
tlle noblest and most valuable moral teaching has
Through the woodshed still,
been the work, not only of men who did not know
Because he froze his fingers
but of men who 'knew and rejected the Christian
Coasting on the hill.
faith.- Mall'& Liberty.
AN entirely new scheme has been developed by
THANKS to thee, 0 death; there is never any lack the ladies of Washington. They bav organized
of little children in the world; never any lack of· themselvs into "Guardian Angels," for the purboys and girls; never any lack of fresh young pose of warning such Congressmen as drift over
minds trying anew to solve the old, old problems; the line of moderate d1inking Into the sphere of
never any lack of fresh young hearts to thrill with guzzling. What could be more pleasant than for
the ol<i, old rapture; never any lack of fresh intel- one to find a little note like this on his desk? " To
ligence and curiosity and will; never any lack of the Honorable Member from Podunk: My dear sir, it
men and women, in their full-orbed maturity, becomes my painful duty to warn you that if you
ready and glad to grapple with the tasks and ques- are as drunk to-night as you were last night, a
tions of their day. 0 death, thou art the life. postal card will be forwarded to your family.
giver, the health-giver, the joy-gi-rer I We will With deep solicitude, YoUR GUARDIAN ANGEL."
sing praises to thy great and holy name. But for
A Goon mrmy years ago, when a certain place in
thee how stale, fiat, and unprofitable would be all
the uses of thil world I And, thanks to thee, what Texas was a very small town, quite a number of
prominent
citizens went out on a hunting expedi.
everlasting freshness, what perennial love and joy
tion. One night, when they were all gathered
and strength aboundi-J. w. Ohadwick.
around the camp fire, one of the party suggested
On I what would the world be to us,
that each man should giv the time of and reason
If the children were no more ?
for his leaving his nativ state and coming to Texas,
We should dread the desert behind ns
whereupon each one in turn told his experience.
Worse than the dark before.
Judge Blank had killed a man in self-defense, and
What the leaves are to the forest,
left Arkansaw, Gen. So-and-So had forged another
With light and air for food,
man's signature to a check, while another came to
Ere their sweet and tender juices
Texas on account of his having two wives. The
Hav been hardened into woodonly man who did not make any disclosures was
a sanctimonious-looking old man, who was usually
That to the world are children;
called " parson."
Through them it feels the glow
"Well, parson, why did you leave Kentucky 1"
Of a brighter and sunnier climate
"I don't care to say anything about it. Besides,
Than reaches the trunks below.
it was only a trifle. None of yon would believe me
-Lonufellow'• Ohildren.
!!EEN in the light of universal order, we see that
death is no fatality,no accident. We see that death
is just as natural as life; that it Is a necessity of
the human organism; that there is a time to die;
that when this time arrives death is a relief from
pain and weariness; no em!my, but a most true and
tender friend.-J. W. Chadwick.
DUNCAN is in his grave:
.After life's fitful fever he sleeps well;
~cason has done his worst; nor steel nor poi9on,
;Malice domestic, foreign levy, nothing,
~ touch 111m further I
-Sfl,akspm.
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anyhow."
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liOOKS SOLD BYD. M.. BENNETT.
CO:wiY & RICH'S P1JBUCA'l'IONS.
nems f'rom the Inner LiCe. B7 Lizzie Dot< -,. Price, $1.50.
·:.ems ot' Propess. ll7 Lizzie Doten. Price,

:If

D.M. Bennett's Works.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re•
Cormers. 1,075 P!'ges, Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00 l
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

c'!'it::ie~l,!~r:p~~~=e:~ti!'-:s. crv~.rc?,hl'~.::~

Cloth, $S.OO; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The Gods and Religious ot' Ancient and·
Modern 'l'iDtes. Two VOlumes. Written In prison.
In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes:,
In leather, $7.00; In morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
Fro01 Behind the Bars. A series of Iettau
written In prison. Over 700 pages. Prloe, $1.50.
..:
~ ~e~i~~:."dljle~\',Y ~~ft~~n~n~e~~~1r,;.i"&~n~l;~~~~·
An Infidel Abroad. A series of letters wrltteli
t J. Price, $2.
during a visit of ten weeks In Europe. 850 pages. Price,
<'"I alms ot' Ltte. By John s. Adame. .Price, ~1.25.
$1.50.
llill.osophy oi: Creation. B7 Thoma~ Paine
The Semitic Gods and the Bibl~. Tree.t!ag
t!·· nugh the hand ot George S. Wood. Cloth, 60 cents\ upon the gods of the SeJUitlc nations" inclu'dlng Allan,
Jehovah, Satalh the Holy Ghost, Jesus c;hrlot, tile Virgin
r··~.. ~er, S5 cents.
Mary and the tilble. To the latter 230 pages are devoted,
·~ancllllette; or, The Despair of Science. B7 Epes
showing that book to be a very Inferior production for a
.!lent, :Price, $1.25,
first-class God. SS3 large pages. Paper covers, 60 cenblll
eloth, $1.
~tartli!ng Facts in Modern Sptrttuallsm.
N. B. Wolf8, M.D. Price, $2.
Judaism, Christianity, and Mohalll.Uied•
ioll~r an<:!! ~plir:i.tnal Light, and other lectnre11.
auisDl examined lllstor!cally and critically. It 18
Cora. L. V. Tappan. Paper,15 cents.
thought to be the most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that has appeared. 500 large pages. Price, $1.50.
• ~~~. ~!~l~f~1tlch~~~<IJ~i:J.~~~~:81g~:ts~nd PoeinB.
Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,Essays
pirlituaJOJism as a Sciience and Spiritual· and Lectures. 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 centa;
mas a Reli&-ion. BJ CoraL. V. Tappan. Paper, cloth, $1.
'~
ents.
The Humphrey·Benuett Discussion. A
debate on Christianity and Infidelity, between D. M. Ben.
•pll.r;.ctua~ :,;caoes. A new collection of words and
.;!c for tile congregation and social circle. By s. W. nett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 550 pages. Price, $1.
Jker. Paper, 25 cents.
Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M,
ipt..lituallil!lm as a New Basts of' Beltef'.' Bennett and Cyrus Romulus Teed. Jesus the' Lorn :Go.d
Creator of Heaven an<l Earth. Paper, SO cents; clotn; 50
John s. ~·armer. Price, $1.50.
cents. ~
•CJ,el!llltllic Jl!.as:!s ot·spiritualism. B7 Epes
:.interrogatories to Jeho1'18b. BelngS,OOO ques.gent. Prlce,$1.50.
tions propounded to his J ewlsh((iodshlp upon a great varl·
•tnrit and lt.latter. A 'dram& 1n II% acta. B;y G. ety of subjects. Paper, l50 QeJJ,tlri cloth, 75 cents.
J
mlaul. P.M.L. :Price, 50 cents.
What I Don't Biliteve, What I Do Believe,
l'he iliife. Price, 50 cents,
Why and Wherefore. (Fortllcomlng.) 850 pp.
'.'ae ~pirnt WorJld Its Locallty and Conditions. 12mo. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.50.
:b:v the sp1rlt of Judge John Worth l'.dmonds, Price, 20
Deacon SkidDtore's Letters. First Deacon of
cr....~'ts.
Zion Hill Baptist Church, giving many church Incidents
and
Ills evolution from Chr!•tianlty to Liberalism. Paper
be .:Uoeliiill;'~on ol( Spiritualism. By Eugene
50 cents; cloth, 75 cen.ta.
\.. rwen, M.D. --price, 15 cents.
Anthony
Comstock : His Career of Cruelty and
:ranscend!entai Pbysilcs. 'l'ranslated from the
C nnan, with a preface and appendices, by Charles Carle. Crime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 cents.
t<.~}dassey,ofLondon, barrister-at-law. :f'rlce, $1.50,
Eighth and Last Lettel' f'rom Ludlow'
l'"be <i~R.G.ttn.E."C!ne; or, Spirits in Prison. By J. 0. Bar- Street Jail. 10 cents.
r- ..•and J. M. Peebles. Price, $1.25.
Lett~rs f'rom Albany Penitentiary.
25
l
ill.e
e <!Jase • Its Facti! and .Lessons. A Record cents. •
a::-~o a. \Varn~ng. By" M.A. (Oxon)." Price, 2Q cents.
Jtlatt'e1·, ltlotlon, Life, and Min(l, 10 cents.
'te Symbol i'!leries of three lecture•. By Cora
The Gods O:Superstition. scents.
IT, Tappan . .Price, lU cents.
'l'he Great Religions of the 'Vorld. 10 cts.
\sious o1! time Beyond by a Seer of To-Day; or
Open Letter to SaDtuel Colgate. 10 centa,
::! , ubollc Toachlngo from the Higher Life. Edited by
r.~~rmi1n Snow. Price, $1.25.
J esns Christ. Considered as an Infidel. 10 cents.
, ltai··1lll.agnetic tJure. By a magnetic physician.
An Jiou1 'Vith the De,•tl, 10 cents. 4t
"6, $1.25.
Sinful Saints ami Sinful Shepherds. 10
l'by I am a Spnritua:Ust, and Why I am not an cents.
O••hodox. By J. B. Angell. Price, 10 cents.
Honest (luestionr. and Honest AU:swel's.
'ledhun.ship; It" Laws and Condition•.. By J. H· 5cents.
?···well. Price, 25 cents.
An Open Letter to Jesus Cbrist. 5 cents.
ljatty; a §pirit_;. His Portrait and his Life. By
.Auen PUtnam. Paper, tiU cents; cloth, 75 cents.
B.]>', Underwood's Worl~s.
, 3igl•t.-il:!ide of 1~ature.J or, Ghosts and Ghosts)llsgays and Lectu•·es. Embracing Influence of
Beets. lly Catherine Crowe. rrlce, $1.50.
Christianity on Civilization; Christianity ani:! l\laterlallsm;
>On lllh••ades an(J 1-'loderu Spir1tualisDt, What Liberalism offers In Pla~e of Cilrist.lanlty; Scientific
Mll.tertalism; Woman; Spiritualism from a. Materialistic
tlv Alfred ll. Wallace, F. R. G. S.; F. z. S. Price, $1.75.
stu.ndpoint; Pa.tnc tile Polltie;al a.n£1 He11gtous Heformer;
.~•sycllo. Physiological
Sciences
nud Mll.terialtsm n.nd Crime: Wtll the Coming M!m 1Vorslllp
the it• Assail~tnts. llelng a response by Alfred R. God Y Crimes and Cruelties of Chrlsti•nltv: tile Authority
W1\lhlee, Pr~,r. J. R. Buchanan, Darius Lyman, and Epes oft he Blhle; Freetllought Judged IJY Its Fru!LH; Our Ideas
oems. B7 the well-known medium, .A.chaa lt.
P "'i:Ue, Price, $1.
('Oof'Palpable of'IDtmortallty. B7 Epea
&~ ~ent, Cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
'">etns ot· the LU'e Beyond and Within.

Jte"b!

" Out with it I Did yon shoot anybody ? "
"No, gentlemen, I did not. As you want to
know so bad, I'll tell you. I left Kentucky because
I did not build a church."
Deep sHe11ce fell on the group. No such excuse
for coming to Texas had ever been heard of before.
There was evidently an unexplained mystery at Sal'gent., to the Attacks of Prof. W. B. Carpenter, of Engthe bottom of it. The Parson was called on to fur- atHl, anti others. Price, 50 cents.
illan nn•I His Relatious. By Prot. s. B. Brittan.
nish more light.
Pl''''.e, $1.50; large quarto edition, $3.50.
•
"Well, gentlem_en, you see . a congregation
Ji"e<>ple f'rom the Other World. Containing
raised $3,000 and turned it over to me to build a rulland lllustratlv descriptions of the wonderful seances
ohuroh-IUldl didn't bull(! the church. That's all." held by Col. Olcott with the Edd,y's, Holmeses, and lo1J'Io
~~n.

l'r!oe.ea,oo.

of Go<l. SOO pp., paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.

Influence of' Cbll'istianity upon Ctvilizao ·
tion. 25 cents .
1Jllristtauity an<l ltlater!:Llisnt. 15 cents.
What Libernlisut Offers in Placf}. ol ..
(lbristianity. 10 cemAl.
·
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•
PRoF. HuxLEY is invited to occupy the chair
of natural history in the University of Edinburgh. It is worth $10,000 a year.
A. LADY at New Cross, England, a few days
ago, died while saying her prayers. The jury
found a verdict of " Death from the visitation
of God." Why was not the murderer committed for trial?
SPURGEON boasts of his" Calvinism, out-andout Calvinism," and says that "John Calvin
was the grAatest divine that ever lived." We
suppose he was especially divine when he
roasted Servetus to death.
A. CoNNECTICUT jury set aside a will wliich
had been made by a Spiritualist. The ground
of this verdict was that a person who is a
Spiritualist is necessarily insane. The parties
interested in the will appealed the case, one of
the chief grounds of appeal being that the jury
was composed chiefly of Congregational deacons who were prejudiced against Spiritualism.
IT is a mere waste of space for the Chicago
Herald to say, "The Deacon Smith of Manayunk, Pa., who was arrested for kissing a
pretty girl on the public street without her permission, must not be confounded with the truly
good Deacon Smith of the Cincinnati Gazette,
·oat on a lark." A.nd it is wanton and brutal
'in the Herald to add, "The truly good deacon
•was never known to kiss a pretty girl more pub1icly than behind a hall door."

t
f

Ne-w York, Saturday, January 28, 1882.

AARoN KING and Joseph Edwards, colored
murderers, were yesterday cleansed of their sins
by the sacrament of baptism. The baptismal
ceremony took place in the jail, with the Rev.
Mr. Lewis and a deacon of his church officia'ting. In the cell there are two bath-tul:-s, which
were specially filled with water for the occa~ion.
The two men knelt down in the tubs, and the
minister pressed upon the heads of th~ neophytes
and pushed them backward until their entire
bodies were covered with water while the words
were being pronounced. The ceremony over,
the two men cameforth.-St. Louis Republican.
THE St. Gothard tunnel is now daily traversed by eight trains, four each way. Touching solidity of construction, the tunnel leaves
nothing to be desired. The official inspectors
express themselvs perfectly satisfied with the
condition of the work. Particular attention
was paid to the windy stretch, which has caused
so much trouble and given rise to so many
fears, but the Jtassive granit masonry with
which this part of the passage is stayed seems
admirably adapted to its purpose, and shows no
sign of yielding to the immense pressure that
weighs upon it. The ventilation is good, and
no inconvenience was experienced from the
temperature. The tunnel is lighted with lamps
placed about two hundred. rods apart.

j SCIENCE HALL, 141 Sth St.

f
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legislation in the national Congress.
The
departed Brigham was wont to speak very
contemptuously of Congress, boasting that he
cared nothing for it, because he could influence
T!fE Hon. Clarkson N. Potter died on the 23d.
its votes with money whenever he deemed it
desirable. A.nd there is reason to thiuk that
IcE gathering has begun in some parts of this
his boast was not wholly idle."
'
state.

J/Jtws olf tht f!ttlt.

SoME time ago a man named Chesnut, while
digging a well in Louisiana, found, sixty feet
under the surface of the earth, what he supposed to be a wonde~ully large bone of some
wondelfully large animal. After excavating
the jaw and tibia bones, the water rushed in
upon him so rapidly that he was compelled to
leave further investigations to time and curiosity. He succeeded, however, in bringing up
with him the jaw and " shin " bones of the
monst0r. It is almost incredible to speak of a
jaw-bone three feet in length, yet such is the
length of a part of a jawbone. The teeth are
.exactly like the teeth of a human, and the
jawbone, in all its peculiarities, indicates that it
belonged to some gigantic specimen of the family remotely and orthodo:xly represented by
A.dam.
Several physicians examined the
bones, and declared their inability to name
their origin. One prominent physician, the
best anatomist probably in the state, after consuiting works upon th~ subject,' declared the
bones to be those of a gigantic mastodon. Men,
though, who hav visited the world's best anatomical museums, say that the jawbone does
not resemble that of a mastodon; but that it is
au enormous type of the human jawbone. The
"shin" bone also is strikingly correct in comparison with the known bone of a human
being.

THE Chicago Sal;> bath Association formally
requested the publishers of the newspapers to
use their influence to stop the- noise made by
newsboys on Sunday mornings. The: Times
declares itself "most earnestly, unalterably,
WHEN the Dunkers of Indiana made up their and ferociously opposed to everything 'in the
minds that the study of grammar was friv- nature of needless noises on Sunday."' But it
olous, they pl'otested agaiust their children takes the occasion to put forward the following
being taught it in the public schools. The theory : " It cannot be supposed that the memLiberty reads this hard lesson toW. J. Colteachers refused to be bound by the protest, bers of the Sabbath committee are so inapprewhereupon an appeal was made to the super- ciativ as to think the musical notes with which ville, who performed the last rites over Laura
intendent, who has decided that teachers may the newsboys arouse slug~ards from their sleep Kendrick. Mrs. Kendrick was a Spiritualist,
omit the o:ffensiv study. He insists, however, on Sunday morning deserve to be called noise. not a Christian, and ColvillA's remarks about
that they shall impart orally to all Dunker pu- They resemble, rather, in their dulcet cadences "Christ Jesus" were insufferably impudent.
and pious use, the Turkish muezzin's call to No Spiritualist should snivel at the door of the
pils'' all that is practical on the subject."
A. NEWLY-MARRIED pair on their wedding tour prayer. Let the committ:ee remember how church-no true Spiritualist would; but a
stopped at the Hotel Bennett on Friday, and many pious but drowsy Christians would inev- mvuntebank might. Colville well deserves Mr.
being given a room, were escorted to the ele: itably doze in bed through the hours of mom- Tucker's castigation: "In another column of
vator. A.fter viewing the interior of the little ing service in church every Sunday but for the this issue is given our estimate of the life and·
room in the elevator, the groom stepped out newsboys' cheery summons, and they will ap- eharacter of an earnest fellow-worker recently
and asked the clerk if he took him for a green- plaud rather than condemn so important an taken from the ranks forever. It iB written from
our own standpoint, as it should be. Hut how
horn. The clerk; replied in the negativ. " Then aid to piety."
A.ROUNll some of the parsonage houses of far one who accepts the task of conducting
giv me a room with a bed in it," replied the
unsophisticated young inan. Matters were ex- England may yet be seen enormous barns dat- an actual funeral ceremony is justified in
plained, ~nd the elevator shot upward to the ing from the t\me when tithes were paid in flying in the face of the dearest beliefs of
kind. The author of" Not Many Years A.go" the deceased is another question which
the third story.-Binghamton Leader.
relates some8tories about this period which few we are driven to consider by the action
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We ll-t o- d o f armer of Chautauqua county, New t k th
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mediator, will wal 8 a1g , erect, an fearYork, was taken sick with fever. Dewey ~ e e m.
e cows, an on ose occa- lessly into the presen"e of the great white
would not hav a doctor. He said that the sick- swns the milker was not too careful to extract th
th
to rece've. her sentenc confid t
the last drop. ·•
. roue, ere
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en
ness was sent upon his wife as a judgment on
m the power of her own vrrtues to ach1eve her
his sins, and she could only recover through
W .AGONS loaded with the various products of own salvation. Nor was the Lord'her shepherd.
his doing penance and praying for forgivness. Utah industries are constantly passing through Her role through life was that of a shepherdess.
Edward Dewey, his father; Joseph Luce, Will- the gate into the tithing house in Salt Lake. She belonged to no flock, but tended many.
iam Luce, and Elder Collins, neighbors of the The Mormon law requires that one-tenth of all A.nd if, the other side the grave, there are green
farmer, agreed with him. The five men sur- the things produced by the labor of the faithful pasrures and still waters, our word for it she
rounded the sick woman's bed, and for five days shall be given to the church, and the compli- will discover them unaided, and lead countless
remained in constant prayer for her recovery. ance is in the main honest, though attempts at others to enjoy their benefits. Mr. Colville, by
None of them took nourishment during the shirking are occasionally detected. The annual reading these passages, outraged her memory
time, and gave no care or attention to the income from this source is kept a secret by the and insulted her friends; and. nothing but the
wants of the sick woman, who was raging with ~ulers, but has been estimated as high as proprieties of the occasion. saved him from
delirium. A.t the end of three days other! $5,000,000, and undoubtedly reaches $3,000,- being confronted with at least one rebuking
neighbors forced their way into the house, and 000. "It is tho11ght by the gentiles," says a protest on the spot. He cannot plead ignoDewey was arrested and placed under bonds to 'correspondent of the Boston Heralil, "and in- ranee; he knew her too well for that. We can
giv his wife proper cari. She died soon after- timated by the saints themselvs, that a portion view his conduct only as a feeble imitation of
ward. Dewey is to be held responsible for her of the tithing fund has been employed, and 1the cowardly efforts long practiced by the
death,
· very e:ffectivly employed, in securing favorable Christian church to capture the Infidel dead."
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SMALL-Pox has been declared epidemic in
the United States.
GLADSTONE has applied to the pope for help
in the Irish question.
HowE has been appointed to succeed James
as postmaster-general.
· A.s soon as the Guiteau case is ended the Star
route swindlers are to be tried.
Gov. ST. JoHN, of Kanslts, lectured on ternperance in Brooklyn last Sunday evening.
THE terms of Parnell and Dillon, the Irish
agitators, hav been extended three months each.
THE coldest weather of the season, accompanied by a blustering wind, struck New York on
·the 22d.
THE court-house and post-office at Abilene,
Kansas, were burned last week, with several.
other buildings.
A. TREATY of peace has been declared between Bolivia and Chili, Bolivia making important concessions.
THE widow of Abraham Lincoln is hereafter
to receive a pension from the government of
$5,000 per annum.
A. BROOKLYN man recently recovered $6,000
from a man who, he claimed, had alienated the
affections of his wife.
THE t-wo Malley boys and Blanche Douglass
are to be tried together in New Haven, Conn.,
for the murder of Jennie Cramer.
PADDY RYAN, the Troy giart, and John L.
Sullivan, of Boston, are to engage in a prize
fight somewhere in Louisiana on Feb. 7th.

•

A. KIND of street car has been adopted in
Chicago which carries its track along with it in
the form of big steel rings, inside of which the
trucks revolve.
THE Guiteau trial may end this week. After
Lawyer Porter's speech and Judge Cox's
charge the case goes to the jury. Guiteau was
allowed to read his speech in court.
DEA.CON W. W. ELLis, of Providence, R.I.,
while opening a bottle of communion wine on
Sunday, the 1st inst, cut his hand with a piece
of the glass, and has been seized with lockjaw.
SPEECHES were made before the House committee on the Rights of Women at Washington
last week by Matilda Joslyn Gage, Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, Mrs. Sewell, and Isabella
Beecher Hooker.
THE London Times says that on Mr. Bradlaugh's presenting himself in the House of
Commons to take the Parliamentary oath Sir
Stafford Northcote will move that he be not
allowed to do so.
A. MA.N in Detroit sued four newspapers for
$50,000 each, because they accused him of an
atrocwus murder. The jury returned a verdict
for the newspapers, and the man was indicted
and is to be tried for the crime.
THE church in Washington which Garfield
used to attend has, since his death, been nearly
deserted. The pastor, however, took advantage
of its temporary popularity, and succeeded in
procuring subscriptions amounting to $30,000
toward a new building.
THE coroner's jury are investigating the cause
of the railroad accident at Spuyten Duyvil in
which Senator Wagner was killed. The rear
brakeman says he ran. back a suffi<lient distance and made his signals for the oncoming
train to stop. The engineer on the locomotiv
says hA did not, and passengers on the wrecked
train corroborate bo'th statements. The conduct.
or says there were liquor and drunkenness
among his passengers, particularly the legisla•
tors from Albany, but the latter deny it.
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were a remarkable people to make a minute record should enr oome to Baalbee let me recommend to
of all the events that transpired in their country, in- them the Hotel de Palmyre; charges ten francs per
eluding the crops raised on their farms, the number day. I have spent considerable of the time to-day
of fowls kept, and the number of eggs gathered. If on the housetop in the. sun; that is to say, on the
Beyrout, Baalbec, and Damascus.-Concluded. such events as are told of Moses and the Israelites top of the one-story part of the hotel, a portion only
This temple stands on a lower plane than the had ever occurrtd, the Egyptians would not have being of two stories. My room is in the second
story, and it is pedectly easy to walk out upon the
other, and the columns are somewhat smaller, being failed to have a full account of it.
I would next have shown that n,o explorer or trav- roof; and as the hot:el is on th& principal street,
over six feet in diameter and sixty-five feet high.
There were forty-six of these columns originally, of eler has ever been able to find any such rock as Mo- in sight of the bazns and most of the traffic of
which nineteen still remain, one having fallen ses is said to have brought a gushing stream of water the town, I even sat there in the sun and did some
'reading and writing, for it has not been so warm 41
against the cella, where it still stands in a leaning from by hitting it a tap.
I should also h"ave shown that there is an account to-day as to be uncomfortable, while rather cool in
position. The portal of th~s temple must indeed
have been· beautiful. Incredible as it may appear, of but two years of the wanderings of the Israelites the shade. I was much amused to watch the manners
the door-posts are monoliths, ornamented most richly given in the Bible, and that if it is true they ~ere of the people. Early this morning I saw some half a
with foliage and genii. The architrave is of three forty years in making the journey, there are thirty- dozen calves being butchered in the street in front
stones, and on the lower side is the figure of the eight that the Bible says nothing about. It is of the little meat shops; the blood was allowed to
eagle, the emblem of the sun. The cella is one hun- therefore the merest &ssumption to undertake to say flow into the street, where there is no pavement.
dred feet by seventy, and is exceedingly rich in orna- what was done for those people during all those forty Soon the little stores were opened and the business
mentation; eight fluted half-columns are on either years. It is at least worthy of note that it is very of the day begun. Many sell a little grain or a few
side, with niches in the spaces between, probably strange that forty years should be required to make vegetables on the street, the same being carried on
used for statues.
a journey of_.a hundred miles or so, which Joseph the back of a donkey. I could but observe how
The circular temple, said to have been erected to and his virgin wife and child were able to make in a much noise it requires to transact a little bu~iness.
Venus, is just without the massive walls which in- few days, when fleeing from Herod. There ill, how- The outcry made over a peck of grain, half a dozen
close the two large temples, and is a gem in the exte- ever, one drawback about Joseph's journey to Egypt. fowls, or half a bushel of vegetables is almost deafrior, though there is nothing remaining in the inte- Matthew is the only evangelist who said anything ening. It reminded me of tht:~ remark the devil is
rior to particularly attract attention. Eight Corin- about it, and seems to have sent them there to fulfill said to have made when he sheared the hog-"Great
thian columns, each of which is a monolith, surround a prophecy which was never made-" Out of Egypt cry and little wool." The Syrians appear to be a
it, and a richly-executed frieze of flowers adorns the have I called my son," which referred no more to quarrelsome people. Not less than half a dozen
wall of the cella. The entablature is heavily laden Jesus than to Mohammed, Napoleon Bonaparte, or quarrels were gotten up to-day in the vicinity of my
with decoration. The Christians, down to a century Joseph Smith. At the very time Matthew was hur- place on the housetop; they are, however, princiago, used this as a church. The sm~ller of the tem- rying Jo~eph, Mary, and Jesus off to Egypt, Luke pally wars of words; the combatants shouted, gesples on the acropolis was also used by the Christians ~afely ensconced them in Nazareth; and at the end ticulated fearfully, and looked the fiercest kind of
as a place of worship. ·
of forty days took them to the temple in Jerusalem. daggers at each other, and all the idle Syrians ran
When the Romans possessed Syria, they held the If one told the truth the other certainly told an un- up to aid in the melee, but it blew over and nobody
temples o£ Baalbec as sacred, and probably rededi- truth; both cannot possibly be true.
was hurt. I-saw sevetal Bedouins from the interior,
cated them to their own gods; but when the bloody
I should have undertaken to show that if the rock and they certainly present a very villainous nprwarConstantine came to have power there,"after he had of Horeb was a reality, it could not have been Jesus; ance. I .watched several trains of camels tramping
become a convert to the new religion, with the zeal of nor is there the first word in all that has been ~it- slowly by, carrying loads of different kindl'l, looking
a new convert he must, of course, endeavor to strike ten about that forty-year Israelitish joo.rney to show as grave and serious as old Time himself. The
down the gods that had been worshiped t.here, and that Jesus was there or had anything to do with it. camel is not a frolicsome animal.
.A W.ALK.
substitute the one he had adopted. He caused the If the Rev. Mr. Getz iscorrect in saying that Jesus
magnificent works of art to be destroyed, and the was with the Israelites on that journey (whether he
In the afternoon, feeling altogether better, I took
statues to be demolished, as he did at Ephesus; and was the rock of Horeb or not), a very shabby trick a walk outside the town to what is called the founhe caused a large basilica to be erected in Baal bee of was played upon Mosf's as well as upon all the patri- tain, which is a magnificent spring; enough water
the columns of porphyry aiM other costly stone taken archs and prophets, for though they held such con- gushing out of the earth at the foot of Anti-Lebanon
from the temples described. The columns of this stant communion with Yahweh, and knew his will to run half a dozen mills, and the liquid as clear as
basilica are still standing. In view of the df'struc- most intimately, they were kept entirely in the dark crystal. It is this stream that makes a town here
tion of the fine work performed by men who lived about the existence of Jesus. If he did have an ex- possible. As I followed along up the stream I
centuries before his time, as well as for much else istence prior to his conception, and if he was able to stepped into several rude mills, where wheat is being
that he did, his name deesrves to be execrated by be a rock and produce a stream of water, then Mo- ground by the water-power which the stream affords.
good men among all nations.
seR was egregiously fooled, for he had not the slight- The whole affair is very simple. The wheel is not
est idea of it. John was the only evangelist who an overshot nor an undershot, but a sort of side.A SERMON IN THE TEMPLE.
had a thought that Jesus had- an existence previous shot; the shaft is upright, the paddles or arms of the
Sunday, N ov.l3th.-Our tents were pitched within to his conception, and that book was not written by wheels are horizontal, and the stream, being conthe walls of the Acropolis, in the very court of the John, but by some one in the last half of the second ducted so as to strike the side, of course makes it go
large temple, and here at our leisure we can wander century to establish the Hindoo and Egyptian doc- round. The millstones are much like those used
around among the old ruins, and look through the trine of a trinity as a Christian doctrine. The other in our country; and the upper one rests on the shaft
large rooms still surrounded by massive walls which three evangelists had no knowledge, and never even of the wheel, and goes around with it, but rather
tower up heavenward, as well as explore the vast dreamed, that Jesus existed before he was begotten. slowly. No curb is required, and the stones are
subterranean arches and storehouses under the tem. The very idea of a person existing thousandR of naked, the flour falling quietly by the side of the
• ples, which for ages have been used as places of safe years before he was begotten is monstrously -absurd. lower stone. The hopper is suspended over the
deposit for valuables of all kinds. Grand thoughts But the whole system is so full of absurdities and stones by cords, and the wheat runs in very slowly.
are awakened here, and a profound veneration is untruths that one can but be appalled at them.
As I was once a miller, I, of course, was interested
aroused for the giants who once peopled this country.
.A LITTLE ILLNESS.
in flour-making. The grinding I did, however, was
Pursuant to an inyitation extended last evening to
In the afternoon I grew worse, and had a stub- drugs-roots, barks, and herbs--but I could dress a
the Rev. Mr. Getz to deliver a sermon to us, our lit- born attack of dianhea, with vomiting, amounting set of millstones right well.
tle company assembled at half-past ten this morning almost to cholera morbu!l, a disease to be feared in
Over the stream, on a level grass-plot, I saw sevin the old temple to hear him. As we have two this oriental world. The cause was a subject of dis- eral females sifting and cleaning something; and,
preachers in our party it would seem that we ought cussion; some thought it was the grapes I had eaten, wiRhing to learn what it was, I went to them and
to have a little preaching. I was feeling quite ill, but I do not. It is true only yesterday I bought a began to investigate. Hound it was coarsely-ground
but I deemed it best to show the courtesy to listen to cluster of grapes of people who w(;lre gathering them wheat that had been cooked, and they were sifting
him; besides, I had a curiosity to see what ability by the roadside, and I ate them with a good relish; it on large sheets, and spreading it to drJi. It is
he possessed. The sermon was preceded bY: a long but it was no more thah I had done on preceding quite an article of diet with the people of this conninstallment of the church of England servwe, and days; in fact, I have eaten freely of grapes since I try; upon asking them the name of it, I think they
prayers, which under the circumstances became very came upon the continent. Grapes never hurt me. I called it Yahma, or something that sounded like
tedious. After reading two chapters in the Bible believe in them, and cannot think a single cluster of that. I tried to be !lociable with them, but not bethe reverend gentleman read a sermon he brought grapes brought on that attack of cholera morbus. I ing able to understand each other, we could not get
with him from home, and which possibly he has de- am much more inclined to think it wa8 the excessive on very well. They were very pleasant, and did not
livered several times b8fore. The text was from heat and my getting greatly fatigued, that were the seem to regard my visit as an intrusion. They gathPaul, to the effect that "Christ is the Rock." The causes. Be that as it may, I sent to the little apothe- ered around me, about twenty of them, from ten
gentleman then started off with .l'Yloses and the cary store in the village and had a few pills made, years of age to fifty, and l!!ome, of course, of a nry
children of Israel in their forty years' journey in t~e containing a grain each of opium, camphor, and cap- interesting age. 'l'hey seemed as much interested in
desert, and said that ~s Moses smote the .rock at sicum, and two ?r th~ gave relief, though the first me as I was in them, and I trust the admiration was
Horeb, and obtained living waters for the great num- I could not retam.
mutual. Many of the girls were really good-looking,
ber of people with him, so every day for the forty
Jlfonday, Nov. 14th.-! did not feel well enough barring the dark complexion. Some had their faces
years he ministered directly to the people, and gave this morning to undertake a three days' ride to uncovered, while otherR kept the yashmak constantly
them the waters and the bread of life. He then took Damascu!l over a very rough mountain road; and as over the lower part of the face. I motioned them to
the position that the rock which Moses struck, and Mrs. Judge Lawson, a lady about my own age, does remove it, but they chose not to; but what I lacked
from whence living water flowed, was Christ; that not feel able to stand the ride, and has decided to in seeing the face was made up in busts; I do not
Christ being eternal with the,Father, was with Moses wait here one day and take the diligence back to remember seeing so much bosom at any one time
and the children of Israel during all their wander- Shtora, and then the main diligence from Beyrout, I' since a small child. 'l.'hey were not afraid of me,
ingR, and that it was Christ who guided and pro- concluded to join her. We accordingly took our nor was I afraid of them; one examined my watchtected them all those years. This was the substance leave of the party in the camp and went to the Hotel chain, opened the locket attached to it, and, of course,
of his remarks.
de Palmyre in the village. She speaks French some, wife's picture and my own bad t0 be shown around;
I would like to have made a short reply to hls re- so we make out to be understood: I have spent the then the watch had to be seen and opened. Noticing
marks, but it would have been throwing a firebrand day in rest and fasting. I think more of these two they were fond of pictures, I showed them some
into our little camp, and would doubtless have made remedies in curing many ills than of drugs or poi- photographs I had with me, at which they were very
my traveling companions more or less unhappy. It sons. I am feeling better to-night.
much pleased. I left a couple of my own with them,
is but right that I should consult their feelings, and
Tueaday, Nov. 15th.-We were unable to leave and bade them adieu. Some followed me quite a litnot mar their happiness while on their journey to to-day, as the seats in the diligence were all engaged. tle distance.
and through the " Holy Land." I should, however, I was, however, quite content to remain here another
Near the fountain is the ruin of an old temple,
have shown that no man has ever been able to find day, for the quarters are very comfortable, and it is which was converted into a church, and afterward
1
in Egypt, on papyrus or monuments, the slightest just as well to wait here another day as to have to into a mosque, thus illustrating
how one religion suerecord that such a people as the Israelites ever ltved wait for our party in Damascus. This hotel is kept ceeds another. I followed down onP of the streams
in Egypt, that they ever escaped from the country, by an Italian by the name· of Pericly D. Mimikaki. from the large spring, and apr,roached where some
or thP..t its king and army were overwhelmed in the He underst'lnds how to keep a hotel, and has women appeared to be washing clothes. At seeing
,JWd Sea while pursuing them, though the Egyptians been very attentive to us. If any of my readers me approach they evinced disple&sure, or alarm, and
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shouting out, " Yarrah! Yarrah! Yarrah !"
up their arms as though they were driving
what yarrow is in our country, though
acquainted with th-e sa.me in Arabic; but I
ini'",.'""rl that it means, Go back, don't come this way,
.·.for they evidently did not wish a visit from me.
Possibly some of them were en deshabf,llej but, how. ·ever that might have been, not wishing to intrude, I
, ·.
·and struck off to the left, up through a
·
to the summit of a hill four or five hundred
where stands the ruins of a small temple,
ve been devoted to the worship of the sun,
afterward used as a mosque, but now is
as the roof is gone. It is some fifteen or
square, and some ten feet from the ground
are drawn in so as to make an octagon,
niches inside for statues. Some fragments
and cut stone are lying arori.nd. I climbed
·. · :to the top of the heavy wall which yet stands, and
· from thence I had a fine view of the town below, the
piles of ruins, and the extensive valley extending
.,, . :north and south, as well as the two Lebanons, one on
' either side.
Some thirty or for.ty miles north of Baalbec are
said to be some four hundred cedars, of all sizes,
.some of them thought to be very old, and large,
.... though not tall; and those are all
/i(':~(,~here are left of the mighty cedars
r,/,."Qf Lebanon, of which so much
:;' · .was said in olden times. Nearly
:< ,:'all of the two Lebanons, as I have
!;·.:.,intimated, is entirely barren of
'; •'' trees.
,i; '
· Returning to the hotel, I visited,
with Mrs. Lawson, the missionary
snhool for girls which is aonducted
here under English.auspiqes. Over
the gateway is a sign reading in
this way:
JEHOV.A.H-JIREH.
! jjritish-Syrian School for Girls.
'
Established in 1870
··by Mrs. Bowen Thompson.
. · The sign looks as though Mr.
'Jireh, whose first name is Jehovah,
'ran the establishment. Some fifty
or sixty gids attend the school,
. and are taught both Arabic and
· .English. We were informed that
the girls learn readily, and are
pleased at doing so. I was given
1~)>pecim~n of penmanship of .one
f;':'t~:f;,, t];le girls, eleven years of ·age,
'•:· •;\vritten in Arabic, with a transla. tion in English. The teachers
are educated Syrian women. I
noticed that needle-work is taught
the scholars. Such schools are
beneficial, though some errors are
also taught.
We also visited the extensive
, old c'4urch, said to have been
· erected by order of Constanti:p.e.
Many columns are here standing,
.tak~n from the old pagan temples
.on the acropolis. We then again
visited, for the last time, the grand
old ruins, which are most inter. esting; though not so much so
as they would be were the history
. of them as well-known as is that
of those at Athens and Rome.
ON TO D.A.M.A.SCUS.
·. Wednesday, j Nov. 16th.-We
•were called at4.A..M.,and, aftertak-~
ing an early breakfast, at five~
o'clock took the coach for Shtora.~
T. he diligence be.ing fully.engaged.t J ·
by a party of Spa~iards who were~ '
on t?e Saturno With our pa:ty, we secured a private
carnage bJ: oursel~~s, whiCh was more expensive
than a· seat m 'the diligence, but was more comfortable. The road proved to be not so rough as the
~ppearance of_ tho_usands of small stone up .it had
led me to thmk It would be. For six hours we
t:etraced the road we had gone over by horseback
.· .three days be~ore, and at ten rested at Shtora, where
,we had to wait an hour and a half for the diligence
from Beyrout for Damascus.
In the meantime
good dinner was se_rved up. We were waited upon
··.by two young Synan damsels, the first female
'waiters I have seen since leaving London.
. At 11: 30 :V~ took ou~ sea~s in the coupe of a regular French· diligence, With SIX horses in front three
-abreast, and ar? rolling finely across the vahey of
Lebanon to Anti-Lebanon, on our way to the ancient
city of Damascus. Anti-Lebanon is not so interesting as Lebanon, and is far more barren, but a small
portion of its surface being plowed or cultivated at
, '.all. Much of it is rugged, naked rock, and where
·the red earth does appear it seems too poor to raise
even trees, the largest shrubbery to be·seen being
about the size of walking-sticks. Much of the
. ~ountain appears. made up of semi-independent
)ulls thrown promiscuously up, leaving between a
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ravine or gullay, up which the road ascends. In forta.ble place of abode, where we stop till Monday,
some places the road takes decidedly· a serpentine the 21st.
Thursday, Nov. 17th.-..:Yes, here we are in what
course, and, in order to make· the steep ascent, a very
zigzag course is pursued. The grade is made easy, is considered, according to Bible story, t1Je oldest
and the road is very smooth, so that the horses trot city of the world, though I presume there were cities
the most of the way up the hill. A change of horses in central Asia and in China before Damascus was
is made about every hour, station-houses and founded. From all we can learn, those countries
stables being located once in five or six miles. had a population before this portion of Asia. Where
Scarcely any other dwellings are to be seen on the man first evolved from the lower orders of animal
mountain.
life cannot now be determined; perh~ ps the claims
It took nearly five hours to rise the mountain, of Damascus are as good as those of other localities.
4,700 feet above 1he sea, on the' western side, and to There is a story that the Garden of E<ien was here,
make the descent on the eastern side. It -has been and the two rivers, Barada and Abana, are cited in
a cloudy day, and a little rain fell while we were proof; but they hardly fill the description, for it
crossing the mountain. When we reached the foot must be remembered that four rivers took their rise
of the mountain, we came to a huge spring gushing in that celebrated garden. No four rivers take their
out of the base, mu«h like the one described at Baal- rise in the vicinity of Dam a' en~, nor is there any
bee-not a mere spring, but almost a full-grown garden-spot on the earth where four rivers do take
river-which for four thousand years haFI thus been their rise. Such a state of thing~< exists nowhere exthrowing up this beautiful crystal stream, which is cept in dream-land. Probably someboily tho'ught
called the river Barada, and which, joined with the this to be the Garden of Eden bec~use of its greenwater of another similar spring, forms the water- ness and fertility in comparison with the barren dessupply of Damascus, making the place a grand erts and mountains which surround it. With regard
oasis in a large extent of de~ert stretching away to to the two rivers, they are hardly worthy to be called
the east for hundreds of miles. We were kept. rivers, for when the two form one stream, I think the
hedged in among the hills, the road keeping close to , entire body of water could easily run through a tube
four feet in diameter.
Damascus is said to have been
founded by Uz, the grandson of
Noah, but whether it it was so or
not there is no way of deciding.
It is also claimed to have been a
city before the time of Abraham,
for it was here, in this very city,
that he picked up his steward Eleazar; and, to go still farther back,
it is claimed that Cain murdered
Abel here, and no less a person
than Shakspere helps .to sustain
the theory. In his "King Henry
VI." he makes Winchester say:
"Nay, stand thou back; I will not budge
a foot;
his be Damascus, be thou cursed Cain
o slay thy brother Abel, if thou wilt."

Every person who chooses to
believe that this is the place where
Cain killed his brother, can do so
without violating any law. The
deed, if done, might as well be
here as anywhere.
The fame of Damascus began
with the old patriarchs and has
continued to the present time.
It is older than Athens, and older
thaw Troy; older than Ephesus,
and older than Smyrna. It may
be older than Thebes, but that is
hard to determine.. It was prob.
ably founded before Palmyra and
Baalbec, and has outlived them
both. While Babylon il'l a heap
in the desert, and Tyre contains
but a pitiful five thouAand inhabitants, Dama11cus remains in a comparatively flourishing condition .
Position and water are what have
done it. The two unfailing springs
which for thousands of years have
supplied the city with water, and
have made its surroundings teem
with fertility, and its position as
the natural supply-place for the
vast extent of couutry east of it,
have kept it up midRt all the vicissitudes and calamities which
have befallen it.
Frequent mention is made of
Damascus in the Bible. In 2 Sam.
DAMASCUS
viii, 6, and 1 Chron. xviii, 6, it
speaks <tbout David establishing
the little river, untii we neariy reached the~city.
a garrison here after obtaining one of his bloody
Just a few minutes before six WEl.,entered the city victories; and in 1 Kings xi, 24, of the opposition
gate, and the diligence came to a halt at the govern- presented here to Solomon. The history will
ment building, where the formalities of official in- be remembered of Naaman, who belonged here,
spection have to be gone through with. Here Mr. and who to be cured of leprosy was ordered by
Clarke, the muleteers, and some of our party were Elisha to bathe seven times in the river Jordan,
waiting to receive us, and l!!eemed very glad to find when the proud Syrian expressed a preference
my health .again so good; they having arrived for the magnificent rivers of his own land.' In
nearly four hours before ns. I learned that the horse- the chronicles of Jeroboam and Ahaz, in the propheback trip had been very severe on the party, and cies of Isaiah and Amos, allusion is also made to this
that Mr. Bridges and some others had been forced ancient city. Ezekiel also alludes to it in describing
to succumb. In view of this, though my diligence the commercial greatness of Tyre. Beyrout, howfare and hotel bill had amounted to over ten dollars, ever, has taken the position with reference to Damas.I felt that it had been money well expended. I 1 cus once occupied by Tyre. .
.
doubt whether in the condition I was in on Monday, j Alexander the Great Sflnt his general Parmemo to
I could possibly have withstood the hardship; for the' take it, while he himself mar~he~ from Tarsus to
traveling was very rough, in some places the horses •Tyre. Pompey later on occupied It. The Romans
having to descend mere narrow strips i~ the _rocks· called it" T?e Eye of th~ East.':
two feet wide, where great danger existed, If the
It was while Paul was JOUrneymg from J~rusale~
horses slipped, of going headlong down a precipice of to Damascus to persecute those who believed m
fifty' feet. Yes, I was glad I came by diligence, if Jesus that it_is.clai~ed he was smitten to the earth
it did incur an extra expense .. I mi~~cd some good by_ a verJ:' bnlliant hgJ:!t from heave~, and heard a
mountain scenery, and the ruinR of ~orne old pagan vowe whwh spoke audibly. Such forcible arguments
temples; but I had others in return, and withal a are well calculated io convince any one of the existpleasant ride.
.
en.ce of a power a little out of the .commo!l course of .
Here we are at the Hotel Demetn, a very oom- thmgs; and I thought, as I was Journeymg toward
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this city, whether it would not be a good stroke of like the cities of Europe and America. Its popula-l his inspiring command, attacked the army of the .em.
business for me to be converted to Christianity in !!. tion is estimated at 250,000, 200,000 of which are' peror of Morocco, sixty thousand strong, and entirely
similar manner. I do not kn@w that I am any wm·se JYiohammedanlij; 2!),000 Christians, mostly of the i defeated it. 'l'he fanatics came in sight. Singly he
than Paul was when he was visiting over the country Greek church; 7,000 Jews; and the bal~nce divided Icharged i~1to the!!" _miils~ and drew up. ''Wretches,"
for the express purpose of persecutingtbosewho had up into numerous small sects. The mty probably he exclaimed, I.s this the way you honor thA
embraced the new religion; in fact he was much the has as much relicrion for the number of its inhabit- prophet? May h1s curses be upon you! Shame
worse, for I have persecuted no one, but simply used ants as can be f~und anvwhere, though there iR no upon you, shame I You will live to repent. You
such arguments as to me seemed tenable. I hold more harmony among the devotee~ ?f the different think you may do ~s y~u ple~se with the Christians,
myself open to conviction, and am ready to embrace systems than in other places. Rehgwns seem to act but the day of retnhutwn Will come! The Franks
the truth whenever I am convinced that truth exists to make enemies of the human race. Everyindivid- will yet turn your mosques into churches I Not a
which I have not. I cannot think it would take any ual is certain that he has the truth-that his religion Christian will I give up! They are my brothers!
stronger knock-down arguments to col!vince me than is directly from God. Of course all devotees of Stand back, or I will give my men the m:der.to fire!"
it did Paul, and it might be a good thing to convert other systems are believing a falsehood, and conse- The crowd dispersed. Not a man of that Moslem
me; who knows but I might be a shining light in quently are enemies of God, dese:rving castigation and throng dared raise his voice or lift his arm against
the ranks of Jesus if I could only be thoroughly death. The Mohammedans here are said to be very the renowned "champion of Ist·ael." Consternation
converted? If I could only rf>turn home and tell you fanatical, and to entertain a positive hatred toward spread throughout Syria, and in every town and viihow I had been felled to the earth by a strong light, Christians, whom they regard as degenerate dogs. lage the Christians anticipated a speedy doom. Such
and a voice not from a human source had instructed This •mirit of fanaticism and enmity broke out here is the effect of religious fanaticism. When men un.,
me what to do, some of you, knowing me somewhat in 1860, as it did in all the principal towns of Syria, dertake to d.o the work of God they make this kind
and not regarding me as a great liar, might be con- and a terrible massacre ensued. In Damascus of a mess of it.
verted also, and tht> number of believers would be seven thousand Christians were put to death, and in
The French and English squadrons, however, were
increased by a few hundreds. All we. require is all of Syria the nun.ber of the victims was estimated seen off Beyrout, and the French standards were soon
the unmistakable arguments that carry conviction at fourteen thousand. This was a terrible state of waving on the soil. But for the promptitude with
with them; we are ready to accept Christianity at things; but, while it was later than any Christian which assistance came, it may have been that the
any moment when we can be convinced of its truth; massacres of a similar character, it pales into insignif- whole Christian race would have been immolated,
but we will have to have real arguments, not false icance in comparison with many Christian massacres the impression among the Mohammedans being that
ones or untruths. Nothing of that kind, however, which bad taken place within the past few centuries. the sultan bad issued a decree for the extermination
seems to be for us; no such luck in our favor; if we One has but to recall the terrible massacres of the of the infidels. As it was, sufficient restraints were
ever become Christians, we will be compelled to Waldenses1 the Albigenses, the Huguenots, the her- looE'ened to give power to the vengeance and lusts of
accept the weak arguments and the untruthful clai.ms etics in the Netherlands, the mutual slaughterings the Turks, who, on a small scale, performed such
which seem so potent to gain the assent of others. of Catholics and Protestants in England, Scotland, bloody tragedies as have so recently been carried out
We will have to take as facts a mass of fable" and and Ireland, to become convinced that the Moham- to a more fearful extent in the" Bulgarian atrocities."
silly stories which a person of good hard sense can medans fall far short of the Christians in the busi- The sequel of this Syrian slaughter was, one pasha
not believe; that is all that is to be offered to ns; it ness of killing and slaughtering for opinion's sake. was shot, also three Turkish officer!l, and one hundred
is that or nothing; consequently we cannot become In the Netherlands alone fifty thousand were put to and seventeen individuals, chiefly B11shi-Bazouks,
Christians.
death in cold blood, while of the Huguenots alone, police, and wandering characters. About four hunThere are four different places pointed out in the on the occasion of the massacre of St. Bartholomew, dred of the lower classes were condemned to imprisvicinity of this city as being the identical place where one hundred thousand were put to death in France. onment and exile. Of the citizens, fifty-six were
Paul's conversion was effected, and I am inclined to The Waldenses and the Albigenses were pursued hanged. Of the notables, eleven were exiled to
give one just as much credence as the other, and to for years, and thousands upon thousands were put to Cyprus and Rhodes, and their property seq11estered
believe them all equally correct. I regard it as a death, while those who escaped with their lives were for the time being; but it was afterward restored
pity that there is such a variety of statements about driven from their pleasant homes to the glens and and they were enabled to live in luxury. Such is the
this important matter. Paul himself seems to have rocks of the mountains. The Christians surely have amount of retribution imposed for this most bloody
been troubled to tell a consistent story about the mat- very few stones to throw at Mohammedans on the and savage outrage-one class of religionists attemptter. In the first statement it does not say that the score of massacres and persecutions.
·
ing to suppress.a rival class.
It was on the 9th of July, 1860, that the MohamWALKS ABOUT THE CITY.
companions of Paul saw the light; but in his speech
at Jerusalem he positively asserts they did. In Acts me dans of this city perpetrated the bloody deed alTwo guides who can speak English were furnished
it says that the companions of Pa11l heard the voice, luded to. By sunset the whole Christian quarter us to go with us through the bazars and to visit the
while Paul, in his speech, expressly contradicts it. was in flames; tlle water supplies were cut off, and various parts of the city. The bazars,of course, were
This is a deviation from the truth, something like miserable thousands were hemmed in by a hopeless the first objects of attention, and they are indeed
the statement that Paul returned to Jerusalem imme- inclosure of fire and steel. There was one good man numerous, though not as rich in goods and appeardiately after his conversion, while in Galatians he among the Mohammedan fanatics, Abd-el-Kader, ance as some of us had dreamed. There are some
asserts positively that he went into Arabia, and did who no sooner gained intelligence of the frightful miles in all of the bazars, much like those of Constannot return to Jerusalem for three years. In Acts xv work that was being perpetrated than be sent his tinople-narrow streets covered over with a roof on
an account is given of a council helil in Jerusalem, to faithful Algerines into the Christian quarter with top. All along on hoth sides are sm11ll shops, from
which Paul and Barnabas were sent from Antioch. orders to rescue all the wretched sufferers they could six by four feet to ten feet square, on the shelves of
Paul, in Galatians, gives a very different account. meet. Hundreds were safely escorted to his house which the goods are displayed so as to attract the
Again, in Acts, it is decreed that even gentiles must before dark. Many rushed to the British consulate. passer's attention. Customers never enter the shops,
abstain from meats offered to idols; while Paul, in As night advanced, fresh hordes of marauders- as with us, for there is barely room for the shopthis epistle to the Corinthians, orders directly to the Kurds, Arabs, Druses-entered the city and swelled keeper, but step up to the front and make their purcontrary. Acts mentions a visit of Paul between the furious mob of fanatics, who now, glutted with chases. The shop-keeper can reach from hiR seat
the first council and the one alluded to; Paul makes spoil, began to cry out for blood. The dreadful nearly all the goods be has for sale. The shops of
a different statement. In Acts the gift of tongues is work then began. All through that awful night the same kind are usually together in a locality by
a remarkable gift of the Holy Ghost; while Paul in- and the whole of the following day, the pitiless themselves. One street is nearly filled with shoesists that it is unmeaning, unintelligible gibberish. mass:J.cre went on. Hundreds disappeared, hurried makers, and in a space ten feet square six or eight
The account in Acts of the arrival of Paul in Rome away to distant parts of the surrounding country, persons are busily at work. It is very interesting to
is entirely different from what Paul says about it in where, to save their lives, they were married to Mo- watch the different mechanics at tbeir various avohis epistle to the Romans.; in the first Christianity is hammedans. Men of all ages, from the boy to the cations, their style of work being so unlike what we
virtually unknown, in the second a flourishing church old man, were forced to apostatize, were circum- see in our country. I accidentally, in stopping to
is in existence. It is such discrepanc~es and contra- cised on the spot, in derision, and then put to death. look at something, got separated from the rest of the
dictions as these that make the Jewish scriptures un- The churches and convents, which, in the first par- company, and wandered around for two or three
reliable. Aman muststultifyhimself exceedinglyto oxysms of terror, had been filled to suffocation, pre- hours by myself, mainly watching the various artibelieve both sides of such direct contradictions about sen ted piles of corpses, mixed up promiscuously sans at their labor. The work of the silversmiths
the most simple matters. Can it be that the cause of with the wounded and those only half-dead, whose and the coppersmiths is quite interesting, as they
truth requires so many falsehoods and contradictions last agonies were endured amidst flaming beams and turn out many articles of curious workmanship. The
to sustain it?
calcined blocks of stone falling upon them. The furniture ma.kers, whose work is extensively inMohammed is said to have visited Damascus while thoroughfares were choked with the slain. Abd-el- laid with pearl and silver wire, exhibited a .great
he was still a camel driver, and before be set up Kader alone stood between the living and the dead. amount of ingenuity. On some small articles, like a
business as a prophet. He did not enter the city, Fast as his Algerines brought in those whom be had work-box or small stand, are inlaid thousands of
but viewed it from the hill northwest of the town; rescued, he reassured them, consoled them, fed pieces of pearl in the form of leaves and vines. The
and to him, after traveling many days over the arid them. He had himself gone out and brought in turners are a numerous class •.and seem to be a long
sands of Arabia, the city, with its vesture of green numbers personally. Forming them in detailed par- way behind the same craftsmen in our country.
foliage, its gardens, and orchards of orange, ties, he forwarded them under successive guards to Their lathes are extremely Bimple, being two points
lemon, fig, and pomegranate trees, looked indeed the castle. Then, as the terr~fic day closed in, on which the piece to he turned is placed, with an
like a paradise. He viewed it with delight, but nearly twelve thousand, of all ages and sexes, were iron bar for a rest. This is generally on the ground.
would not enter the city, saying, "There is but one collected and huddled together, a fortunate but ex- The turning of thll piece is effected by a bow with a
paradise, and I prefer to have mine above, and not hausted residue, fruits of h~s untiring exertions. loose co.rd which winds once around the article being
in this world." It has been thought by more than There they remained for weeks, lying on the bare turned; with one hand the bow is manipulated, turnone person that the prophet acted sensibly, for to grmmd without covering, hardly with clothing, ex- ing the stick backwards and forwards, the chisel,
view the city from whence he did it presents a lovely posed to the sun's scorching rays; their rations, which is held by the other band and.tbe toes, cutting
appearance; but to enter it, and travel its narrow, scantily served out, cucumbers and coarse bread. only half the time; that is, when the stick makes the
dirty streets; to pass through its miles of somber Lest they might obtain a little repose, the Turkish forward motion. It is a slow, imperfect process, and
mud-houses, or rough walls, plastered with mud; to soldiers kept alarming them with rumors of an im- I think our turners could dispatch twenty pieces to
wind among its crowded and dingy bazars; to see pending irruption, when they would all be given to one of the Damascus turners. Bedposts, banisters,
its mass of miserable beings ekeing out a hapless ex- the sword.
and even larger objects a.re turned in this way, as
istence, takes away all the charm, and gives one to
Abd-el-Kader himself was now menaced. His well as articles of brass and iron.
understand that it is not much of a paradise after bouse was filled with hundreds of fugitives, European
The coppersmiths seem to understand their business
all. Mohammed doubtless ever retained a better consuls, and native Christians. The Mohammedans, pretty well, and by continued beating their heavy
opinion of the city for not having entered it.
furious a.t being thus balked of their prey, advanced sheet copper they bring out kettles, pans, and other
THE MASSACRE OF 1860.
toward it, declaring they would have them. In- vessels with decided skill. Their shops are noisy
Sunday, Nov. 20th:-This is our ~ourth ?ay, a~d formed of the movement, the ~ero coolly ordered his places, but I like _to stand and watch the steady
we have spent the time somewhat mdustnously m horse to be sa,ddled, put on his cuirass and helmet, change they effect m the wares they turn out. The
looking around the ancient city of Da~as~us, but I and, mounting, drew his sword. His faithful wll,.ow- confectioners are an important class, and many of
cannot say that I am hugely pleased With It. It of ers formed around liim-brave remnant of his old their shops are to be met with. They do not make
course pnssesses objects of interest, but a great deal' guard, comrades in many a well-fought field, illustri- much candy like ours, but they manufacture a great
that is repulsive and offensive. It is an oriental city ·ous victors of the Moulaia, where, on the 18th of variety of sweetmeats. Damascus has long enjoyed
jn the strictest sense of the term, and is wholly un- December, 1847, twenty-five thousand men, under a reputation for its sweet!", and they are sent abroad
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. 'many directions. The bakers are also nllmerous; is a kingdom of all time, and thy dominion lasts
We were taken to the house of Judas, or what is
· flat, limpsy, half-baked cakes are met with in through all ages." And, strange as it may appear, said to be the house of Judas, where Paul tarried
parts of the town, and are hawked about by nu- the Mohammedans have allowed this inscription to when in Damascus, and thence to the house of Anpedlers. The cakes do not present a very remain, though it is not often seen, one having to anias, who cured Paul of the blindness with which
appearance. The fez- makers who bow the climb to the top of ·some of the bazars to see it. the Lord smote him. This same house has been conwork it into the proper form, and full it up, Although the temple was thus formerly ascribed t~ verted into a small Christian church or chapel. The
it bright red, press it into shape, and at• Christ, it seems to have passed entirely from his pos- place is also shown where Paul was let down in a
a black tassel to the top, are often to be en- session or the custody of his followers. The caliph basket when it became desirable for him to leave the
. Almost .every body wears the fez here, ent,ered the church with his guards, when it w~s city. It is well we were all allowed to believe just
those who have the regular turban. Those who decided to eject the Christians, and order€d the as little as we pleased as to the reliability of these
made a pilgrimage to Mecca are permitted to removal or destruction of every vestige of Christian claims. It is highly probable that nothing whata green turban, and in this way they are bon- worship.. Standing on the great altar, W alid himself ever is known as to where these houses stood or
distinguished. It is also ·said that the de- directed the work of spoliation. Seeing his position, where the basket act was performed.
of the Prophet are allowed to, wear the one of his followers, more fanatical or more :timid
We were likewise guided to two missionary
turban.
'
than the rest, thus add}:essed him: "Prince of the schools, one for girls and one for boys, where the
struck with the number of small boys who Faithful, I tremble for your safety. The power of ehildren look bright ana intelligent. The girls'
at the different mechanical arts. They are that image against which you stand may be exerted school embraces some sixty scholar!'!, and' is divided
instructed in the business which they are to pur- against you." "Fear not for me," replied the proud into two classes, according to age, the older scholars
life. I saw several as young as six and eight, Moslem, "for the first spot on which I shall lay my studying both Arabic and English. The smaller
worki:t;tg as steadily as old men. They battle-ax will be that image's head." Thus saying, class are little more than infants five and six years of
have much chance for acquiring education, l).e lifted his weapon and dashed the image in pieces. age, who go to the school to be kept out of mischief,
all the days of childhood are spent working at The Christians raised a cry of horror, but their but who, as scholars are by no means easy to be had,
trade. Here are many weavers, weaving fine voices were drowned in the triumphant shout, "Ull- are readily taken. They sang to us in both English
fabrics, as well as cotton. Damascus has long ahu Akbar." Having thus obtained possession, and Arabic. The boys entertained us by doing some
noted for its rich silks and satins. Much of W alid spared neither time nor expense in decorating examples in mathematics. The schools are under
. , clasli! of goods is decidedly beautiful. There the building. He made it the most magnificent the control of British missionary societies. A Mr.
·here many wholesale shops, called khans, where mosque in his wide dominions. And even now, Phillips, a Presbyterian of the Irish persuasion, is in
vy stocks of silk goods are carried, and where dilapidated as it has become, it has fe:wequals in the charge. They are undoubtedly doing some good in
from distant parts obtain their supplies. The Mohammedan empire. ,
·'
learning the young Syrian ideas how to shoot.
of Damascus are taken many hundred miles
The entrance archway is impressive, with its
We then visited three private mansions, two in the
directions. The. manufacture of common antique workmanship. The interior is spacious, with Jew quarter and one in the Christian quarter-for
.,,,,...nnr.~"·'~"v is extensively conducted here_; nearly all the nave and aisle supported by numerous columns.
The Jews and Chris·tians seem to live in quarters by them:; . ·· .
vessels for carrying water in, etc., are red lamps suspended from the ceiling, the antique stained selves. These houses are gotten up in oriental mag:: ,ea,rthenware. I have not seen a wooden pail or windows and mosaic work overhead in the lofty nificence; they are entered by -passing through . two
\':Ttmcket since entering the country; the water in all domes and arches, the inscriptions of passages from the or three courts, a·ttended by a subordinate, whence
/'i instances is conveyed in a large earthen bottle, a bout Koran in many places, and the variouspraying-plaoes, visitors are ushered into the main court, neatly paved
./ the size of a demijohn, holding from three to five furnished with rich carpets, cannot fail to attract with finished marble, with a fountain in the center,
ga~lons, carried on the shoulders of women. I have attention.
In the transept is a "chapel" said to and with orange and othe1· rare trres growing around.
' se~n hundreds of women going to and from the contain the head of John the Baptist, though there The reception room, some twenty by fifty feet in
.W,~lls and fountains with these large bottles upon is not probably the slightest authority for the claim. area, and twenty-five feet in hight, is rich in the
; their should.ers_. The Damascans delight in bright Around it several Moslems were muttering their extreme. The upper portion, to a distance of some
. cl)lors, and It IS common to see weavers turning out prayers. The pulpit is solid and handsome. The ten feet down, is highly gilded, and below that is
· ·. J~ands a?d straps of the most brilliant hues. Some court by the side of the :mosque is very spacious, and sculptured marble from Italy, but carved here in
do ~othmg but make sandals, generally of red mo- is paved with marble flagstones, which the feet of very elaborate style. Ht>Jf of the room is some
: l'OC.(}O, while large numbers of others are engaged in the faithful have polished by constant wear. In the twenty inches higher than the other part. The furlil:aking wooden clogs with a sole which raises the center is a fountain where ablutions are performed niture is of Damascus make, and richly inlaid with
.. wearer from two to six inches from the ground. Many before entering the mosque. Corridors surround the pearl and upholstered with Damascu8 silk of the
· 'of these are worn by the women, and are held on the court, and traces may be seen of the gilding with richest pattern, The floor is of fine marble of many
.feet by a strap over the ball of the foot. They are which they were once beautified. In the western colors, and in small pieces, p\1t together in figures
· -very good to keep .the feet from the wet, but are an part of the court, standing upon a circular colonnade, like mosaic work. Near the entrance of this room
. ; .a ~~ward, clumsy kind of foot-gear. The manufact- is the "Dome of Treasures," said to contain ancient is a b"autiful and expensive white marble fountain,
Yiii,':· . · :Of swords and knives has long been a character- :manuscripts of great value, but the contents are cut with elaborate design. On the south side of the
' istic of Damascus workmanship. The fine quality never under any circumstances exhibited.
court is an open room, and it is a very agreeable
".·;·<>f "Damascus blades" has been known for many
The mosque is supplied with three minarets. One place to pass the time in bot weather. This style of
,·::;,;,ce~turies. I saw many cutlers forging themand fin- is called the" Minaret of Jesus," from a legend that court, recess, and divans is common in all the bet';!'.i.,ishing them up. Many of the blades are orna- when Jesus comes to judge the world he will descend ter residences, being consiJJ.ered a sine qua non in
"f; mented with figures and etchings, while a high pol- first to this minaret. Perhaps he will when he does 'I this warm climate. We also looked into the garden
. isll. is given the steel. Nearly all the mechanics come. We ascended the "Minaret of the Bride," of the first mansion visited, and saw a fine growth of
work in a sitting, kneeling, or squatting position, which is the most ancient. We climbed the one hun- orange, lemon, fig, and myrt.le trees, though it is
and the feet are made to play quite an important dred and eighty steps and had a splendid view of rather late in the season for flowers and small plants.
pllort' in their work. Nearly all are barefooted, and the city spread out before us, with its thousands of The owner of the first house visited was not in, or at
~.>~;tie toes become very handy in pelforming a share fiat roofs, a fair display of domes, large and small, least did not show himself; but the second one vis·: ·of t'he work. The streets on whwh the bazars are and some thirty or forty minarets. There are some ited was home, and the females of his household
1o(}ated are traversed a good deal by camels, don- imposing-looking buildings, but only a limited num- received us very kindly and seemed pleased with our
keys, and horses, laden with all sorts of commodi- ber. The castle or citadel is a rather fine building, call. Through the guide he aAsured us he was glad
.·· · ties, transporting them from one part of the city to and is one of the prominent objects from a distance. to see us, and that he felt great respect for Ameri. another. If a person is not watchful, he is often' run It is a large quadrangula<. structure, built. in 1219, cans. He had two rocking-chairs of American make,
against or knocked aside by the bulky loads thus and is surrounded by a moat. The walls, whose ap- of which he seemed very proud. He pointed to them
being transported. Street porters are not seen here pearance of strength' is exaggerated by twelve im- and said, "America, America." He explained to the
'· ·as,in Constantinople and Smyrna; neither are dogs mense towers at the four corners of the building, guide that as it was th{~ir Sabbath he was not at libi'' .as plentiful as in the former city, though they are in are supposed to be very ancient. Some cnrious erty to offer us refreshments, but were it any other
!';' 'nowise scarce. The street called Straight, mentioned weapons are preserved there, and also the sacred tent day he would take pleasure in offering them. Both
in the New Testament, is the principal one in the carried i11 pilgrimages to :M:ecca. Around the city, the Jews whose houses we visited are bankers, and it
i' ' city, and is something more than a mile in length, particularly off toward the east, is a beautiful growth is pretty evident that banking here, as well as else·reachin~ from one side to the other, from west to of green foliage, consisting of orange, myrtle, and where, is remunerative. These mansions cost many
east. It is not so wide as it used to be, as it was pomegra.nate trees, lovely to behold, and which thousands of dollars, and bespeak great wealth on
thought too much space was allowed it, and the gives an aspect like paradise to the city. But little of the part of the owners. The Christian whose house
houses were brought nearer together. It is largely these gardens can be seen, however, in going near we visited we did not see, but learned he is a very
' ,~()Ocupied by bazars and shops.
them, as they are obscured by high mud .walls. wealthy merchant in silks, etc. He is a Syrian. His
;l···: ·
THE GREAT MOSQUE.
There is no plea~mre in perambulating the city, the l mansion is rather plainer than the other two, but is
:! ,. This, o~ course, has to be visited by all sight- streets all being of the same narrow, dull, and rich enough, and very beautiful. All these mansions
1.. · s~ers.
It IS only a few years since Christians have monotonous character, with houses without windows, have miserable surroundings, the streets in their
~·;,been allowed to tmter it, and now the number is limited on the streets, or having the blind walls described.,1 vicinity being as mean and dirty as elsewhere. The
· .•. ><~6 t.wenty persons, and a charge of twenty-five francs Some of the streets are but six feet in width, some contrast between the interior and the exterior is very
:' ... Is made for the party. We are not allowed to wear eight, some ten, some twelve, and a few as much as great indeed.
' .. ou;r shoes within its h~ly precincts, but must take twenty. But as narrow as they are, the same space
The Hotel Demetri, where we are stopping, is gotkt>~hem off a?d put on slippers. The mosque stands is not allowed all the way up; the second story pro- ten up on the same plan-a large court and a mag1ll?()n the site where once _st~od a pagan temple to jects into the street, with braces underneath, so that nificent fountain of water; a rich divan on one side,
C Rimmon; then a large Chnstian church was erected when the ways are nanow the projections meet, and the recess room, with lounges, on the other;
1. '< ..6p:_ ·the same ground, and when the Mohammedans shutting out the light from the streets below, and orange-trees laden with fruit, and myrtle-trees, lookr;,),;/.~onquered this country they became joint occupants giving them a dismal, cheerless appearance. And ing beautiful with their small white buds. It seems
t:·: in the c~ur.ch; but by some sharp practice they ousted these streets are never strilight or regular, but wind like emerging from dull earth to pai'adise to pass
!'(:,;the Christians, a?d. have since occupied it entirely and twist around in the most confused manner. You from the street to the court of the hotel.
r:.,:· themselves. This IS the greatest mosque in Syria, can easily imagine that such streets, with no windows I liave to-day been outside the city walls, climbed
·f:;\·.'Mt ev~n surpassed in si~e by the great mosque of in the lower parts of the houses, must have very little upon the hill six or seven hundred feet high, and.
:;.'9ma~ m _Jerusalem. It 1s a long and large edifice, to give variety or interest. These remarks apply to taken a good view of the city from the very place
il.·/~·~andmg m the mid~t of a spacious quadrangle, nearly the quarters where dwellings only are, and not to whence Mohammed is said to have viewed it. The
~ft<:.~~Je ~und.red fee~ m length by nearly_ half t~at dis- that portion where the bazars are located.
sight is far more lovely than the reality; it looks bet~~,,!tance m '!Idth, With two rows of plam-lookmg colWe were taken to a pretty fine Greek Christian ta at a distance than near by.
~c,'IJ;lli~s, whwh were taken from the heathen temple churcl:f, built since the massacre, and attended a
.Judge Lawson, wife, son, and daughter left this
~;,·;.':\~h.10~ once stood on the same ground. Thus do the funeral service when two priests read in a chanting morning at four o'clock, per diligt'mce, for Beyrout,
,\,''~;~ehgiOns succeed one another.
.
voice a long service out of their holy books; but IJO so our company will be lessened by that number.
~'::it·. When Arcadius, the son of Theodosius, ascended discourse was given. The coffin was placed near the He is obtaining the fine salary of $20,000 a year for
~.t'}le th~one, he de?icated thi_s oldyagan tempi~ to the altar, aucl manv of devout were on their knees, sittiug in court in Dublin, Cork, etc., with a furlough
;;:~f~,W:~rshlp of Chm.t, changmg It from Jupiter to crossing themselves, and going through the formali- of two months each year. Verily his condition is
n~1(i~~·~,us, a:nd ca:us~d this inscription ~0 be placed oyer ties of Christian prayer, which to me seem no bet- much more desirable than that of thousands of his
fellow-countrymen.
t~;0 of Its prm01pal doors: "Thy kmgdom, 0 Christ, ter than the Mohammedan formula.
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avoirdupois from the land of the Ohio and Miami, Iwhich emptieth into the river Pharpar, which floweven the city of Cleveland which lieth on the lake as eth from the high mount of Hermon, even to the
you go from Buffalo to T~ledo.
southern side. of Damasc.us. .
..
17. Her paternal relative hath made much gold in
_10. Here d1d all the pllgnms stay the~r st~machs
the oil trade, and she doeth well in helping scatter With meat, and bread, and eggs, and did drmk of
the same.
the waters of the brook Mishpath, and were re18. Nextly cometh Master Fred. S. Wetmore, of freshed.
. .
.
.
.
the land of William penn, even the town of Warren, · 11. When the pil~rqns a gam set their faces towhere the man of God Getz dwelleth. Fred hath ward the Land of Yahweh, ·lo, the windows of
not seen a great number of years (needing to tan'y heaven _were opened, and the rain fell; and b~hold,
some time in Jericho till his beard groweth), but he the scnbe had D:o umbr_ella. to shed the rams of
hath much to say of himself, and delighteth greatly heaven fr?m commg to his skm.
.
to narrate how many schools he hath attended, with
12. Neither had he a waterproof to put on Wlthal,
the wonderful events which beftlll him during his he having decided to go even to the ends of the earth
long experience.
without such incumbrances.
. .
19. Lastly cometh Monsieur Levebre, of the land of
13. Then were the hearts of the pilgrims cast
Bullfrogs, from the great city of Paris, which lieth down, and even di? the captai? of the host lift his
on the river Seine, and who withal parlezvous in eyes to the clouds m a beseechmg ma:nner.
Franyaise and not in Anglaise.
14. Even. the man of God Getz did lo?k sore of
20. These be the nine who make the number of heart, and mdeed he prayed that the wmdows of
pilgrims that journey together through the Land of heaven might be closed.
•
Yahweh, it being the same number which it taketh
15·. Then did the Scrib.e sa! to the man of God,
to make up a side in the game of baseball.
· Getz, Go to, thou of great faith, for peradventure
21. Howbeit E. A. Lawson, who sitteth in judg- the windows of heaven may soon be closed, and thy
ment in the chief cities of the land of the Hiberna heart may be glad once again.
(even where the Mickeys think their troubles are
16. Then ciid the man of God, Getz, groan and
very sore), for which he receiveth each year the say, Even so may it be.
sum of four thousand pieces of gold, each
17. And it came to pass when the pilgrims had
The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims in the goodly
piece being the .Name as twenty pieces of silver of journeyed a ~eague and half a leaj;!ue, behold the
Land of Yahweh.
the value of one shilling;
windows of heaven were closed and no more rain
CHAPTER I.
22. Together with the wife of his bosom, his son, fell on the earth.
who is member of the Royal Civil Engineers, and
18. But the winds blew, and their teeth did chatTHE PILGRIMS OF DAMAScus.
his fair daughter, who hopeth to catch a husband; ter, as the :fierce gusts came up from the Land of
1. And it came to pass in the :first year of the reign and it is time, withal, for verily she must have seen Yahweh, and even from the U].OUntains of Moab, and
of James the Fourth in the land of Unclesam, even twenty-five summers already;
the land of Bashan.
.
the year that he was shot by Guiteau, the son of
23. These four, who were with us aforetime, even
19. But the pilgrims were not faint of heart,
Belial, who also believed much in the "Holy One;" from Corfu, and Athens, and Constantinople, and neither did they look back toward Damascus, but
2. That I, De Robigne Mortimer, the Scribe, son Smyrna, and Beyrout, and Baalbec, and Damascus, each did urge his horse to go quickly.
. .
of John, surnamed Bennett, and of the great city did leave us at the last named, and by diligence did
20. And at the fourth hour, when .a spmt of
which lieth by the sea, aforetime called Manhattan; depart for Beyrout to take ship for Jaffa, and will weariness had come upon all, and when they had
3. Being sent by many friends to make a journey be with the pilgrims no more.
come unto Kefra Hawway, the white tents of the
to the uttermost parts of the earth, even to the land
24. Moreover, be it. known that we have acaptain camp came in view, and the heart of every one was
where the sun riseth, and to make a trne and full for our band of pilgrims; even Herbert E. Clark, lightened, and they said, This indeed is the hour of
report of all the wonders of the various lands;
from the land of granite, in the land of Unclesam, gbdness, howbeit the man-servants and the mules
4. Did after many days visit the city of Damascus, who hath journeyed much withal in the Landof Yah- which carry the tents, and the cook do not stop at
whieh lieth northeast of Mount Hermon, and In the web, and knoweth every foot thereof, even from the noon-hour, but hasten on to have all things in •
way bPfore you take the desert road to Palmyra and Dan to Beersheba.
readiness for 'the pilgrims when they arrive.
Bsgd~d, which latter city is forty days' jcurney from
25. He goeth before the pilgrims; he is their
21. Then did every rider hand over his horse to
Damascus; and so be it, there is little water on the cloud by day, and their pillar of fire by night: he the man-servants, and seek his tent, and even gathway for the camels and-the travelers to drink withal; doth provide bountifully of bread, and meat, and ered round the :fire where the Ethiopian was prepar5. And peradventure many have famished with eggs, and milk, and such things as gladden the ing s:wory soups and meats, wherewith to make the
great thin•t while crossing this desert, and some heart of the weary pilgrim.
heart rejoice.
camels and some men have perished and laid down
26. He, too, hath men.servants, to the number of
22. And it came to pass that nigh unto the camp,
and given up the ghost; and when they awoke in the half a score and two, to pitch their tents, to serve the tradition saith, is the tomb of Nimrod, the mighty
morning they were all dead corpses. ·
pilgrims, and to look after their comfort withal. He hunter before the Lord.
6. Howbeit, the city of Damascus was famous hath moreover a cunning cook, Abou Meriam, an
23. And then did the pilgrims walk forth to what
aforetime, and much-did her merchants increase their Ethiopian, who, with much skill, can make savory a son of the desert pointed out to be the tomb of the
wealth by the goodly profits which they made on the dishes for the weary pilgl'ims, and who doeth much mighty hupter.
silks, the steel blades, and the w~res of copper and to make them forget their troubles in the Land of
24. And then the Scribe bent over the tomb and
of bras& which her cunning workmen did make with Yahweh.
.
essayed to weep onthe grave, but nary a weep could
their hands.
27. It seemeth needful also to Herbert to have he raise.
7. Now these be the names of the Pilgrims who many mules and asses to carry the tents, the bag25. And then did the Scribe speak in a loud voice,
did hear company to the Scribe while making the gage, the food for man and beast, and all the arti- and plaintive, 0 Nimrod, where art thou, and where
journey of many days in the land of Yahweh;
cles which the pilgrims need on their journey. The is thy brother Ramrod? And behold, no answer
8. First was De Witt Clinton, son of Charles, sur- number of these mules and asses be a score and 1 was vouchsafed by the mighty hunter.
named Bridges, the same being from the land of three, besides a horse for each of the pilgrimR.
26. Then came forth the captain of the host, and
Hoo!lier, even. in the land of Unclesam, in which
28. These be all the band of pilgrims, and the spake words of derision to th_e pilgrims, saying,
fioweth t~e nver
abash, and moreover who also ·I captain, and the men-servants, and the mules, and Know ye not ye have be~n deceived? y e _hav~;~ not
accompameth the Scnbe to the uttermost parts of the, all that belongeth to the band.
been to the tomb of NImrod; but lo, It heth here
earth.
l
hard by the stable where the asses·are fed.
9. Next, that man of God, Henry S. Getz, who l
CHAPTER II.
27. Then did half the pilgrims return in disgust to
talketh much with his mouth, and is of the land of j
the camp; but the Scribe and three others came to
Williampenn, even the town of Warren, which lieth i
THE PILGRIMS DEPART ON THEIR JOURNEY.
the true tomb of Nimrod, but they shed no tears.
among- the hills nigh unto the region where the oil 1 1. And it come to pass on the twenty-first day of
28. And the Scribe said, Peradventure Nimrod is
oozeth from the ground; also even in the land of the eleventh month, and early in the morning, Captain no more here than there, for verily this looketh to
Unclesam.
, Herbert saith to all the pilgrims, Go to, know ye be an old temple of the sun.
10. Next is another man of God, named A. 0. not the time cometh when we must leave the wicked
29. Then did the Ethiopian call all to meat, and
James, of the land of J ohnbull, even the city of the city of Damascus?
every pilgrim was content, and the captain said, We
plain which is called Northampton, the same which:. 2. Know ye not that every man and every woman have come a score of miles and half a mile from
sent Charles Bradbugh to the House of Parliament,' must set their face toward the holy city of Jerusa- Damascus.
where all the laws are made for the land of John- lem, in the land of Yahweh?
(TO BE CONTINUED.]
bull;
3. Let every 'one gird his loinl~ and strengthen his
"Utopia."
11. Howbeit that body of lawmakers did most un-' spirit, for behold the road lieth before us; and let
justly deprive said Charles of the seat to which he none be afraid, for lo, I will accompany you, and
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Mr.
was justly entitle?, wherewithal they did exhibit abide with you, and show you the way wherein your: H. L. Green, in the last issue of your paper, givs us
much mahce and bigotry.
feet must walk.
'and our League a decided "boost." In regard to
12. And the next is a widow, named Cornelia .1 4. Then were all the pilgrims light of heart, for the Paine celebration Mr. Green refers to, I desire
:iHGots, whose husband has been nigh twelvemonth: of a truth they did not mourn that the time had to offer a word of explanation, as well as an apology,
in his grave, who in the hnd of theW olverines, even. come to leave the city of Damascus.
to the persons named therein, Parker Pillsbury and
in Bay City, did make much gain by selling iron,· 5. At the eighth hour, wh"en all had eaten meat, Hon. A. B. Bradford. But Mr. Green forgot to mensteel, nails, gimlets, and divers cheap cutting instru- each one mounted his horse, and the captain, and his tion the" noblest Roman of them all," Mrs. Jane
ments made likewise of hardened steel.
men-servants, even those who carried the food for Grey Swisshelm.
13. The next is a maiden of matureye~rs from the man and beast, led the band straightway out of the
We are very sorry to say to Bro. Green, as well
land of Badger; yea, even Prattville, in Grant gates of the city.
as the parties named therein, that we are forced
county, whose name is Mary Brayman, and who hath
6. And they did pass on the left bank of the river to suspend with the Paine celebration, owin_g to cirseen nigh unto forty summerA, and hath piety suffi- Barada, which supplieth Damaseus with water, and cumstances over which we hav no control. We had
cient f~)l' six damsels still older _than herself. .
.
maketh he~· gardens and her orchards gre.en withal. partly engaged Parker ~ills bury, and had alre3:dy
14. The same hath been and lS a teacher, duectmg
7. And It came to pass· that, the captam and the made an engagement With Mrs. Jane Grey Swissyoung mind£ how to shoot; and greatly doth it de- pilgrims did set their faces toward tne southwest, helm; the Hon. A. B. Bradford we claim as one of
light her soul to read the Sunday-school papers, and even nigh unto Hermon, whose bead is hoary with ourselvs. But still we hope to hav some one to deto teach the Bible class.
the mists and the snows that fall thereon.
liver us a lecture on that day, and probably we shall
15. Verily? such faith as this damsel hath is not
8. And as they came nigh unto th13 f?undations of hav a banquet in the evening.
.
.
often found m Israel; she knoweth of a truth that Hermon, they passed over the stony plams and naked
And now, Mr. Green, by the way, IS a very mce
she hath found the true way, and that she hath a fields which lie round about;
man, the old lady in Pittsburgh to the contrary notthrough ticket for the Happy Land of Canaan above
9. And lo, it was so that when the twelfth hour withstanding. (This is telling tales out of school,
the clouds.
had come, the captain and the pilgrims did balt1 and but I cannot help it, it is too good to keep.) Mr.
16. Next cometh Miss Evelyn Rose, a damsel of there upon the ground beside the brook Mishpath, Green, while delivering his lecture, "Religion of
It would he desirable to visit the ancient site of
Palmyra, some six day's travel off in the desert northeast of this place, and view the extensive ruins of
ancient temples which are there; but the time anil
expense neoessary to reach it are so grPat as to preclude the enterprise. The temple of the sun, which
was built there, had three hundred and ninety columns, and richness in proportion. Many of these
c:>lumns are said to be still standing, reminding the
beholder of the grandeur of that city in the time of
Queen Zenobia. But few, however, have the enterprise and hardihood to make the journey. I shall, at.
all events, endeavor to be content with what ruins I
may be able to :find without making a visit to Palmyra.
I will remark, before closing, that extensive camel
trains come to this city and depart thence. I am
informed tltat a train of camels is now here, four
thousand in numher, which leaves on a journey
across the desert within a few days.
Now we are about done with Damascus. To-morrow morning we start for the "Holy Land," and will
reach it in course of the day. You will be likely to
hear from me while there, and now I bid you goodbye. I bear you in daily remembrance, and trust you
do not forget me.
Sincerely yours,
D. M. B.

-w:

THE ·TRUTH SEEKER. J ANU ABY 28.,
Humanity," before our League, a la R. G. IngersolPs
" Mistakes of Moses," and down to the atonement
business, kept his audience well under control. Rut
in that assembly were Scotch-Irish covenanters, blueblooded UnitPd Presbyterians, and in their ei!timation nothing but the" blood of the I . .amb" could
wa~h the Pitt.sburgh smoke, soot, and sins from them.
And· under the circumstances it was nothing but natural that they should differ from the salvation scheme
of Bro. Green's" Religion of Humanity." And one
old lady in particular could not stand it any longer,
and: with a discernible frown upon her face, arose
from her seat and started to wend her way toward
the door. But all of a sudden she came to a liltandstill, drew back the right foot, pressed the toe of it
against the left· heel, wheeled about face, took one
square look at Bro. Green and one toward the ceiling, shool<'her clinched fist, and asked God to take
Mr. Green back to the "fold." And once more !!he
started to go, but the idea of such a nice man as Mr.
GrePn to be made into kindHng wood for hell was
too much for the best part of her nature, and once
more she turned back to "wre'ltle with God," as it
Wf'l"e. She pawed the air threateningly with her umbrella, and made this last and final appeal, "I hope
God will take this man back once more to the fold."
And with that she disappeared throug-h the door.
"Selah." But lo! that is not all of it, for evidently
the affair had become contagious. Just as the old
lady had disappeared, her worst half (by odds) arose
from his seat with a mingled feeling of pity and contempt, ahook his clinched fist at Mr. Green, and delivered himself of a little orthodox material, "A
mother's prayer stands between you and hell, sir."
Now, it is no wonder that Mr. Green thinks Pittsburgh a good missionary field. H.e knows how it iS"
himself.
Yours,
·
S. F. DEJ ONli:S.

Universalism and Universalists.
BY STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS.

I hav for a long time had it in mind to write, for
140me one of the accredited organs of progrei!siv
thought, an article on the right, and a statement of
what seems to me to be for our times the necessary
and indispensable use of these two words Universalism
and Unive1·salists. These great words hav been appropriated by one of the smaller Christian sects,
which is characterized by the belief in universal salvation, and this belittling appropriation has been
hitherto unthoughtedly acquiesced in by the world, at
large. A word is urgently needed, however, to denbte
that far larger and rapidly-increasing class of the
community whose distinctiv characteristic is the interest it takes in universal ideas and purposes.
The true Universalist is the individual, man or
woman, who transcends ordinary, petty, sectarian,
and selfish views and aims, and whose life is concerned with the universal affairs •and interests of
mankind; and true Universalism is that state of
mind and range of interests and activities wkich are
correspondingly related. We hav no common term
to cover the whole army of progressive, reformers
and universal aspirationists; and the moment we ha~
such a word generally adopted we shall appear to
be, as we really are rapidly becoming, in fact, the
strongest party in the world. All Christian sects
hav the common name Christians, and therein in
part, lies their strength. In the want of some st;iking, common designation, lies, on the other hand
much of _th~ seeming weakness of the great army of
progresswmsts. We are called Infidels, Secularists.
Spiritualists, Free Religionists, Humanitarians, Pos~
itivists, Pantarchians, Anarchists, Nihilists, Socialists, and by a hundred other names, without the existence of any common attribution which all accept
and by which the world would recognize us.
'
Probably the one t~rm '!h~ch ~s now growing to
be most popular and mclusiv Is L1berals, which is in
some mea~ure replacing the name Reformers, which
has. also, m .some degree, ~erved as a commop. designat~on. Ne1th~r of ~hem Is, however, striking, magnetic, or replete w1th any great rallying power.
The_y a:e vaguely descriptiv, anrl suggest neither orgamzatwn nor esprit d-u corps. They describe a mob,
a~d not an army .. They suggest an aggregation of
disconnected parts, rather than a something which
has a centerh~g unity of purpose and movement.
But there Is another reason why the terms Universalism and Universalistil are needed. They are
not quite synonymous, either with l~eform aud Reformers, or with Liberalism and Liberals. The Universalist, in the true sense of that word is as I bav
~aid, the person who interests himself i~ ~very sub.
Ject of human concernment, in ideas, in sentiment
and in ~ffort. An old Latin poet expressed thi~
thought m the words, Homo sum, et nil humanum a
me alienum puto _; I am a man, a.nd I deem nothing
what~oever human foreign, for me. I concern myself, I_D othe~ words, with everything which concerns
manku~d; With all k.uowledge, with all philanthropy,
and w1th all beneficent enterprise and exertion.
Then~ are among reformers unfortunately some, nay,
many, who are not entitled to be called Universalists, in this enlarged and comprehensiv Reuse· and
there are among UonsCl·vativs some who are so: Reformera are too apt to be mere Specialists in reform,
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to interest themselvs in the particular twig of the nounced all mesmerizers and animal magnetizers as
tree upon which they happen to perch. The Infidel, quack~, and these biologists as the worst _of al~ quacks.
for example, has no other thought for humanity, Now, if ther~ is any one word that Will frighten a
than to blaFit the influence of the church, the Bible, scientist out of his shoes, it is to call him a quack !
and the prieRthood; the Spiritualist knows nothing Here, then, W!J.S a dilemma. They must h~v the
and cares for nothing but to prove the fact that word Biology for the new, and large, and all-Impor,spirits communicate; the temperance man sees all tant sci!Ontific designation of one whole half! and
evil distilled into whisky, and all good involved in the more important ~a If, of all natural sc1~nce.
total ahstinence; and so of many others. But all They must Pven call1bemselvs and be called BJO_lothis is far less the case than it was even a few year~ gists. But Biology and Biologists were terms wh_wh
a~o.
There is rapid progress being made toward the world about them understood to mean a tbmg
Universalism. The horizon is steadily broadening, and a class of- people which they themselvs had
in this way, for all within as well as without the taken great pains to teach were arrant quaekery and
churches; within as well as without the older forms quach. And so timid are they on this subject that
of political existence. Reforms are becoming con- they are like Cresar's wife. To be _accused, to be
fluent; and conservatism is becoming reformatory. even mentioned in a certain connectiOn, was nearly
A word is specially needed to express that toward a!l bad as to be convicted. What, then, was to be
which this uniform drift of human progress is tend- done in this dilemma?
I remember very well h~ the sdentific men
ing. An interest has begun to. be established in
planetary politics; in the unity of the peoples; in the ~qnirmerl, ·and dodged, and explained; and how
Republic of the World. A univer~al administration gradually they "ate their leek," an? got over ~he
of the common interests, a universal Religion of Hu- huge difficulty. The words in ql!e~twn were too_Immanity, a universal Language-" all the Unities," in portant to he a handoned to the httle and desp1sed
fine, are getting themselvs first realized in thought, horde of lecturers, who, nevertheless, bad a hundred
in preparation for their realization in fact. Con- to hear them for one that knew anything of the scisciously, and still more unconsciously, men's minds entiRts. But the little and despised horde subsided
are broadening. 'There is an influx into the souls of Romewhat, soon after; and the scientists hav now
men from they know not where. The spirit of tht> completely established their title to the words "biolage is the spirit of enlargement. Old superstitions og-y" and " biologists;" and the other pretenders ~re
and belittling conditions of thought are_hastening to driven out of the t;eld. This is one remarkable mbe done away with, and to giv place to universal stance of suit for, and recovery of, words in .the court
conceptions, to universal aspirations, and to universal of popular usage.
At present the word ''psychology" is extensivly
activities. Patriotism is get~ing to be too narrow an
idea, and humanity rules paramount in the thought used Ill an almost identical manner with the earlier
'tnd quackish use of." biology," in this country.
of the world.
N eede must be, however, that som.e portions of But right. alongside of this use, it is also regularly
mankind advance, or, indeed, that one great portion P-mployed on its old, and, heretofore, well settled
of mankind advances faster, in this career toward sense, as the science of mind, quite at large. This
universality of development than a remaining por- word means, etymologically, soul-science ; and iution, which includes, comparativly, the laggards. It asmuch as soul means. either a part, or a special asis those who are so in advance who need to be dis- pect of mind, it is being replaced, in this latter, but
tinctified as the Universalists. This term belongs older' sense, by the word "mentology, " for t I1e. tota I
to them of right, and inust be recovere61 for their science of mind; and it may prove best to disconuses. In the civil law they hav the good old legal tinue the suit now being prosecuted by the "regutechnicality, revendication. To revendicate a prop- lars" for the recovery of that word; in which case
erty is to seize it back, after it has been unjustly or it would quietly be left in the posse!lsion of George
illegally alienated; to bring suit for, get a judg- Francis Train and those others who deal by a direct
ment for, and so re-annex the object claimed to the "psychological" influence with the s0uls of other
estate to which it belongs. We must revendicate the men. Other iustances of the recovery of lost words
terms Universalism and Universalists. Those others, press upon my recollection, hut time and space forwho hav squatted on these rich inheritances of the bid their due mention.
English language, must be dispossessed, evicted, put
It is in this sense that I now propose that we reto rout, and these indispensable terms seiz.ed upon vendicate the words Universalism and Univerand· appropriated by the great rising and swelling salists. The firm of John Murray & Co-John Murhosts of humanity, who cannot be rallied so appro .. ray was the founder of Universalism and the Unipriately under any other banner. Tho~e others must versalist church in this country-is now regularly
content themselvs with being called Univer-sal Salva- cited to surrender the property in those two words,
tionists, or must lose tbemselvs by merging them- at the suit of the people, who need and require them
selva in the larger army. They hav done good and for higher uses. Among reformers, or Liberalists at
gallant work in their day, in enlarging and enfran- large, there will he, on the other band, some skitchising the human mind, and they should hav hon- tishness with regard to the free use of these words,
orable mention on the surrender of their name to which they will incline to regard as "damaged litthe mightier host of human progress. To allow erature," no longer fit, from old associations, for
them to retain it e:xclusivly, as heretofore, would be their use. They will, as I think, get over that diffias absurd as it would hav been to surrender the culty after a while, as has happened in other cases.
American continent to a few scattered tribes of In- The need will be too pressing, if others come to think
dians, to the exclusion of all the rest of mankind.
and feel about the matter as I do, for the influlgence
This recovery of a word from a too special or ill- of that fastidiousness. For my own part, if the rechosen application, for the greater benefit of all, formatory world should hnppen at any time to wish
will by no means be an entirely new phenomenon. to confer some "title of honor upon some great leader
Precedents aud illustrations exist, if they do not in the direction of grand ideas, I don't know that
abound. Some thirty years ago the word Biology •h~y could do better than to call him THE GREAT
had been taken up and appropriated by certain pub- UNIVERSALIST PnEACIIER.
lic lecturers and experimenters in a branch of ani[P•·ont til< G•·•at !Vest.]
mal magnetism, who showed the possibility for one
human mind to take a sort of absolute control of
'l'lle Truth Seeker.
certain other minds, irrespectiv of rhyme or reason,
This able, lively and Liberal paper, published in
and by a i!irect influence quite like that which the
New
York by D. M. Bennett, is now unusually inmagnet effects on the soft iron. This truly wonderful and important phenomenon, which is now again teresting, containing as it does each week a letter
coming up and m::citing a new and marked intere~t from it~ talented editor, who is now making a trip
in scientific quarters, is still by no means so impor- around thA world. Hi11 sixteen-column letter in the
tant as to entitle it to appropriate a term of such issue of December 31st, from Cotistantinople, is inwide etymological meaning as Biology, which means tensely interesting. A very large number of the
honest, liberal, progressiv subscribers to that paper
science of life.
Bnt the habit of so calling it was already well are giving $5 each as a complimentary fund to defray
established, and no other need had been felt for the hiR expenses fnr a trip that consumes a year or t":o.
use of the word, when, a littl~'> later, the same word The price of THE TRUTH SEEKR~i" $3 per ye3:r, and Its
was imported among us from France, ~h~re it _had editorial correspondence alone IS worth five t1mes that
been utilized to mean the science of all hvmg thmgs sum to any one in want of interesting information.
(vegetable and animal)-for which great branch of Address D. M. Bennett, 141 Eighth street, New
Universal Science no single name bad heretofo_re ex- York city.
isted .. We had Botany and Zoology for the ISCiences
A Trinity of Lithographs.
of Plants and of Animals, taken separately, but no
generalized term to express the scienc~ ~f both, as
WE hav for sale the lithograph likenesses of the
distinguished from the inorganic or unhvmg world. three leading Liberals of this country-Thomas
The need for such a term was obvious and pressing. Paine, D. M. Beunett, and R G. Ingersoll. They
No sooner was the word mentioned in that sense are all splendidly executed, and with a neat frame
than the scieutific world recognized its appropriate- around them-which can be procured from pictureness for that use. But, unfortunately, here in frame makers at slight expense-will be an ornament
America, and perhaps in England also, the word to any home. They will be sent, secure from breakage,
had been already seized upon (perhaps i_nven~ed for hy mail at the following prices: D. Jlrl. Bennett and
that purpose), and applied and popularized m. the R. G. lng-enwll. !)0 eents each; ThomaR Paine, $1.
other and uarrower sense, for a branch of ammal
magnetism, and for the most offensiv branch of that
A CATALOG of the books for sale by
M. Benaltogether unpopular and offensiv subject, for the
prejudiced jjCientific men of that day. They de- nett will be sent free up application to this office.
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the scientific,' are unbelievers. Her students are which has done so much harm to the bodies and
growing up rejectors of the Bible and religion .. E~ minds of men, is losing its power over the one and its
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR..
ucation is compulsory, and compuh10ry education 1s influence over the other. But its fangs are not all
one of the swiftest death-blows ever struck at the drawn. It still is capable of doing, ,and does do, inPUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA:R• church. The intellect of Germany is all tending to- calculable injury. While we can rightly congratuward Liberalism, and "as goes the intellect of a late ourselvs on our 1 advancement in numbers, we
country,
so, sooner or later, will go the mass of the must not lose sight of the fact that we hav much
The largest a:ni1 cheapest Radical Journal pUblished in Europe
work yet to do. Every one of us must be a missionpeople."
or .AmeTica, containing nearly seven hundred square inches more
In England the people already look with conte:n;pt ary to yet further spread the glorious cause we all
of reading matter than any oth&r journal of ita kind.
upon the aristocracy of the church. They see mill- love, and never rest until an Infidel has the same
ions of pounds wrung from them and squandered rights as a Christian, and is not forced to pay for
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JANUARY 28, 1882. upon a small body of men who are of no use to any one. the support of a system of religion he denies as unWhile they themselvs lie in squali~ wre~c.hedness, true, and discards as an enemy to humanity.
ill-paid, ill-fed, and overworked, the1r spmtual adThe Growth of .l!'reethought.
visers roll in luxury and· rank with the lords, and
Fisher against Ingersoll.
The San Francisco Chronicle has been figuring up even with majesty itself. The landlords parcel out
As announced, the February number of the North
the assets and liabilities of the church in this country, the land, and the bishops parcel out the people. American Review contained Mr. Fisher's reply to
and it find!! the liabilities, in the shape of Freethink- What the former do not take is given the latter by Col. Ingersoll's assault upon Christianity.$. As it is
ers, much heavier than it had supposed. We could the government or begged by the clergy .. The peo- put forward as the best the church can do, we may
hav told our contemporary that the proportion of out- ple begin to see this and reject the pretensiOns of t~e revert to it at some future time. At present we hav
spoken Infidels and men of the world who care but church. Religion has been an evil to them, and 1s room only to giv two secular opinions. Under the
little whether the church keeps or not-to paraphrase gradually going along with other evils.
· head of "A Dangerous Defender" the New York
a well-known expression-formed a very respectable
"In these three great European nations, then," Sun says:
percentage of the fifty millions who call this country says the Chronicle, "religious influence must be
"The Rev. George P. FishPr, one of the professors in the
home. And in the next half century the proportion regarded as on the wane. In each of them the Yale Divinity School at New Haven, makes, in the February
will be very much greater. The labors of the Free- power of its orthodox church is disintegrating and North .American Remew, a reply of fifty pages in length to
thought papers and orators, and the quiet, but being undermined by elements not quite new to this Robert G. Ingersoll's assaults upon Christianity previously
e:ffectiv, work of individuals in their respectiv neigh- century, but receiving from it a vigor which was printed in the same review, and incompletely answered by the
Hon. Jeremiah S. Black. We do not know how his performborhoods, are bearing good fruit. l£verywhere there
probably not anticipated by such philosophers as ance impresses other people, but it seems to us to be as far off
is a growing disposition among the people to investi- Rousseau
and Voltaire in the eighteenth century. as Mr. Black's was .from silencing the audacious Infidel and
gate, especially among the educated classes. The To speak more pointedly, Atheism and Freethinking dissipating his arguments.
Roman Catholics, who are kept in ignorance by their hav become more potent enemies of religion than
"The ground taken by Prof. Fisher at the commencement
priests, do not, of course, get out of the church bonds the Reformation was of Roman ism three centuries is a practical abandonment. to his opponent of the vital point in
very fast; it is only now and then we hear of one and a half ago, when Luther, Calvin, and Henry dispute:
question respecting any creed proposed for belief, whether
who, having gone where there is no priest, renounces VIII. disorganized the church of R ome in E urope in"'The
religion or philosophy, or scien<'e, is whether the reasons for it
Catholicism and joins the rankB of the unbelieving
·
E
1
d
b
·
t
·
f
1
are
stronger
thantothe
reasons
againstChristianity
It, and whether they are
Y 1n erposmg a more power U or- enough stronger
satisfy
credence.
asks no more
an d 1n ng an
multitude. But many of the orthodox Christians, ganization
in opposition to it."
for itself than is conceded to every other system and theorv .'
having renounced hell, are getting Liberal enough . In our own country the statistics show that about
"That is, Christianity is not a divinely revealed system of
to extend the walls of heaven so as to take in more, forty per cent of the population are outside the pale doctrin, demanding reverential faith, but one concerning
while the Unitarians and Universalists are fast leav- of the church, although unjustly paying taxes to sup- which we must weigh probabilities and form an opinion, as we
would concerning any other subject. Consequently, Prof.
ing their hybrid religion and jo~ning the Infidels. We
Fisher vindicatPs it from Mr.' Ingersoll's charge of having
rejoice greatly that this is so, and it is a matter for port it. The Chronicle figures it out thus:
"In
1870 the national census showed the exi~tence of twen· caused great misery and bloodshed on earth, by saying that
congratulation that the secular press in some parts of ty-four different religion§_ societies in this country, not including human love and human government hav done the same. Mr.
the country-albeit they pretend to feel bad about twenty-seven others nnder the heading 'miscellaneous:' These Ingersoll asserts that Christianity is a humanly cnntrived sysit-can see the true state of the case.
twenty-four distinct church organizations claimed 72,450 con- tem and therefore imperfect. It is susceptible of perversion,
. The Chronicle says it is generally conceded, even gregations, 63,082 church edifices, and 21,665,062 memberships. and'has been perverted to the grossest cruelties. Prof. Fisher
says the same, and to that extent backs un Ingersoll!
"by churchmen, that during the last half of the nine- The ten leading ones were stated .as follows:
co·ngregaMember"In regard to the inspiration of the Bible, Prof. Fisher is
teenth century the influence of religion bas very seritions. Churches. ships.
equally unreserved in his concessions. The Old Testament
ously declined." And it adds that the decline has
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - was merely provisional, and its laws 'fell short of the absolute
been most marked in those countries which ha~made Methodists ............... .
21,337 6,528,209 standard of moral duty.' The gospels, he sa,vs, w«'!re not
the greatest progress in education, civilization, and all Baptist................... . 25,278
14,4"~4
12,857 3,997,116 written until years after Christianity was complete, and no one
their concomitants. But while this seems an anomaly Presbyterian .............. .
5,683 . 2,198,900 holds that they were dictated to the writers by the deity. That
6,202
to the Chronicle, it really i!! not. It is but the result Catholic.................. .
4,127
3,806 1,990,514 thev contain no condemnation of slavery is because such a
2,715 1,117,212 condemnation would hav been injudicious and perilous at that
2,887
of effect following cause. Giv a man a knowledge Congregational ............ .
2,835
2,601
991,051 time. 'When all the litorary evidence is scanned and all the colof even the multiplication table, and he will begin Episcopal ................. .
Christian, or Campbellite ... .
3,1'i78
2,882
865,602 lateral proofs weighed, the conclusion will be that we hav pre. to doubt the trinity. Educate him in the fact that Lutheran
................. .
3,032
2,776
977,332 sented to us in the gospels the story which the apostles told of
the earth revolves around the sun, and he doubts the German ReformQd ........ .
1,145
1,256
431,700 what they had SPen and heard in their intercourse with Jesus!'
biblical story of Joshua. If he sails around the United Brethren .......... .
1,445
937
265,025 Yes· but did they observe carefully and tell accurately?
Prof. Fisher says Y11s! Mr. Ingersoll says No! A.nd, the
earth he does not find thi:l "four corners," and thus
Totals.......... 65,114 56,739 19,362,661 divine inspiration of .the New Testament being admitted by its
pitches another text overboard. The simplest facts
advocate to amount to n<1thing, the record becomes insufficient
taught in primary schools overthrow some portions
to settle the dispute.
.
"These
19,362,661
memberships
include
all
the
children
bapof the scriptures; and if some portions are false, why
"A.fter these wholesale surrenders to the enemy, Prof.
tized
in
the
respectiv
church
denominations
or
born
of
parents
not all? Thus doubts are sown by the children's belonging to them. The above ten denominations are credited Fisher's eulogium of Christianity, and his picture of the melanprimers which become settled facts and convictions with over 90 per cent of all the people of all ages in the United choly condition of mankind without religion, are of small
further on in life. We venture to say that every States in 1870 who belonged to any church. The remaining 10 moment.
"The difference between Prof. Fisher and Col. Ingersoll
theological student of average brain has been troubled per cent (2,302,401) are credited to the Unitarians, Jews, appears
to be merely a difference in degree.''
Friends,
Evangelical
associations,
Moravians,
Mormons
(87,with doubt, and it is only by losing himself in a
838),
Shakers,
Spiritualists
(6
970),
Universalists,
Second
AdThe
following extract from an editorial in last
labyrinth of theological metaphysics, artfully thrown ventists, and a few other sects. A.s the total population in the
Sunday's
Truth shows in what estimation that paper
around him by subtle professors-paid advocates of United States in 1870 was 38,558,371, and the total of church
ignorance, like any lawyers-that he h,as finally gone membership but 21,665,062, it would appear that the number holds Fisher and his work:
into the ministry. Religion demands the blind faith not belonging to any church, or possessing any form of religion,
"Prof. Fisher's article in the February number of the
of ignorance. Education and civilization create crit- was 16,893,309, or. nearly 44 per cent of the whole population.'' North American Remew, though the third of the series that has
appeared in that pRriodical on 'The ChristiaJ:.l Religion,' is in no
icism, and religion cannot stand that, of all thing11.
Upon the above showing,· the same authority sense a reply to the article by Colonel Ingersoll, which pre:
So it is but natural that in the most civilized and adds:
ceded it.
best educated countries-the United States, England,
"It is a remarkable circumstance that Judge Black, who met
"In
France
and
Germany
the
best
intPlligence
of
the
people
France, and Germany-the influence of religion is out of aU church organizations, and deeply imbued with the Ingersoll so valiantly at first, soon left the field in a pet, and
should decline the fastest.
principles advocated by Voltaire and Robert G. Ing-ersoll. If that Prof. Fisher declares at the outset that he will not enter
Among the many points of progress made by these the same rule of rating applies to the United States, in 1870 the into lhe controversy. It would indicate that the controversial
talent which was oncA so marked a feature of the Christian
countries the Chronicle speaks of the disesta·blish- majority of thinking people were probably inclined toward church
disappeared with racks and thumbscrews.
A.theism and total unbelief in the inspiration of the Bible."
ment of the English church in Ireland, and adds:
"Professor Fisher's article is not a defense of the Christian
Although no intelligent Freethinker is so sanguin religion j it is only a resume of it from a standpoint by Prof.
" That the orthodox church of England will go the same way,
is regarded by philosophic statesmen as certain. The abroga- as to believe, much less claim, that forty-four per Fisher.
'·He claims all the advances of civilization as results of the
tion of its powers and privileges is but a question of time. cent of the population of this country are outspoken beneficent
influence of Christianity, complacently overlooking
When any human institution ceases to be useful to the major- Freethinkers, yet the showing is very cheerful. the effects of
material devE>lopment, and declaring that all those
ity, it is in peril of extirpation ; and the orthodox church of There is no doubt that there is a vast latent obstructions ·which
the Christian church has opposed to the
England, if it has not already reached that point, is rapidly ap- force of Infidelity scattered through the land, which, moral and intellectual
growth of the world were the work of
proaching it."
could it be gathered together and numbered, would 'unlliscerning or interested cler11ymen and churches.'
In France the decline of religious ideas is still giv the church greater cause for fear that it has yet "A.t the outset, almost, Prof. Fisher says that Christians
more felt. Although nominally Catholic, the church had. Among business men in large cities there is are not all agreed in their opinions, and it is unreasonable to
them to concur on all points. In illustration of this he
is but little loved by t.he people, who, judging by comparativly little religion. They let their wives expect
takes the example of some Christians who hold that everything
past events, know it to be inimical to their best inter- and daughters go to church, and they giv liberally that is said in the scriptures is correct and of divine authority,
ests. The present government is anticatholic, and to the same institution, yet they themselvs believe while others hold that, whatever biblical writers knew of the
many of the highest officials are Atheists. The ex- scarcely any of the dogmas. They are afraid of physical world, they accommndated their language to the scienee
pulsion of the Jesuits, as a religious order, was an what their neighbors would say, and they go .on in of their time; and others, again, hold that in the ~.ible are J?OSimmense stride to take, yet it did not cause a revolu- that way for years, when if they would all come itiv errors in science, which, however, do not militate agamst
its authority as a teacher of moral and religious truth. None
tion, as it most assuredly would hav done a quarter boldly out they would be surprised at their own im- of
these are to be denied the name of Chrbtians. The points
of a century earlier. France is one of the most mense numbers. But each hates to be the first of are not essential points From all of which we are led to infer
prosperous nations of the earth to-day. Her national the community to break the way, and so they go on that the Christian religion is based upon the essential points of
the Bible. and is not affected by the errors in non-essential
revenue was over $50,000,000 greater than was esti- living in the bondage of hypocrisy.
But what are the eRsential points? Is each man to
mated. . She and her sister republic, the United
Revivals, says the Chronicle, are the mere tempo- points.
for himself, or will Prof. Fisher judge for all? Is
States, are the two most antichristian nations, and rary upheavals of the froth of superstition and judge
not the divine origin of the Bible an essential po•nt? Then the
at the same time the most prosperous and powerful. hypocrisy. Their so-called "converts" do not stay question arises, How shall we know _it is of divin_e ?rigin? There
It seems, indeed, that a nation's greatness is in in- converted, and the revivalists succeed only in making are but two way•-first, the assertwns of Ch!Istians; second,
verse ratio to its piety.
monkey shows, with themselvs as principal char- its own intrinsic worth as evidence. The first IS of no value, for
Prof. Fisher himRelf concludes thR.t Christians disagree;some
It is notorious that Germany is a nation of Free- acters.
asserting its divinity as a whole, and some as to a part only.
thinkers. , Her universities are Agnostic, if not AtheAll this is very gratifying to the friends of intel- A.nll if we look for the intrinsic proof wn thus first weigh those
istic. Her leading men, in the political world as in lectual freedom .•It is good to know that the church, portions about which we can hav absolute knowledge, and, if
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Heywood, A p
Moore Sam T
erroneous as to science and history, we must cer- Balgre, yenfiy h
Heyworth, Geo .A
Morgan John W
its claims to a divine origin to that extent; for ! n::tfymJ' ~ ug
Morrison C
Higbie, D MD
not hav taught mankind false science any more \Dar~ James W
Jli\f.h.M:~'b~h;{s
~g~~.og, ~
would hav taught false morals or false religion. If, B~~~~ ~I~ s H
Hllkeman, August
Morse John
Hllleukamp F
·
Morse, S MD
m~:lj~;~~riW•tie;slook at i~s m?r.~ features, and_ find it approv:ing _of B;;~s:Fibel
Hiller J N
Moss J E
16'
from whtch mvthzed men rec01l, we must reJect tts Deeds, James A.,
Hirsch, Tbeo.,
Moyer, Dr E
Hoene Wm 'R
Mulkey. S. V ..
,./::'PI'el:.Em:;iolls to that extent also. And having weighed it in B:~::c;ggJ~;;,_es B
Jigi~~JD~ J
Myers, H. C,.
and found it wanting, shall we yet accept it as Detmoye!' John
auth<Hi1;atJlV teacher of other subjects? If its science is BfJ:~~.c,J~b'T.,M.D., ~gJ~~~~. E::beth
Nachtshelm Friedrich
Hollenbush H ,W
Natha.n, Jacob F
morals ·are barbarous, are we forthwith to hail it as Didle!' .Tohn
Neal James R
Holme .A. C
1"A'"A1R1iion of divine religion?
B\:;ii~Y~/
Holzgr':ite: G."'n.,
Neihart, Jacob
Horton, W. F.,
Neilson, D
When Prof. Fisher asks ' What is there bad in relig- g1srowT~eo H
Hough A Bennett
Nelson, G. B.,
?' he should specify the religion to which he refers, for Jlgd~:on A~r:;:s ·•
~~~::ctG~~Wn
~~~~l~;~nE~··
are m~ny religions. At this point, however! he defines it gg:;i/;v~t~~ander
Hughes N L
Neuber. Jo•eph.
quotatiOn from the Old Testament, '·to do JUstly, and to Don•ldson, G. w.,
fj~fih~o~:~es
Ne'!~~~es~~orge (two
all!l to walk hu~bly befom thy God.' If that was B~gg~~fi!e"o'Ylr'e
Humphrey, Mrs Mary TB Nichols. T.V.,
·or••m,oull there would be nothmg bad in it. But that is not the Dorchester P
Hunter Henry E
Nichola B F
Hunter Capt wm Jr
Nickerson Cyrus
religion.
ChTistianity, according to Prof. Fisher B~fi~~ %filn A
Hyatt, EUsha.
Nicolay, Wm. J.,
Hyatt, G. C.,
Niemann J H
a belief 'in the supernatural mission of Jesus in his gunhaml
Hyland, B F
~~~:~ i~~n
in the authority of his teaching and of the D~[f.;'~: L~~.;'y
apostles, in his spo~lesB excelle.nce, in his mira- B:!.~~Jitl1J~a
Ide L H
death and resurrection.' Prof. Ftsher should hav Dwinell Hiram
Odle,S.A.,
Ihrlnger Frank
O'Donnell, E. G.,
Irvine. Guy C.,
that it is also a belief that this belief is necessary to sal8fJ~r:-~'!J H
from everlasting punisllment.
Eads,M!lton
Olds, A. K .. (3 shares,)
Jackson F C
"Perhaps. there is nothing inherently bad in the Christian E1~rnshaw, John
Oliver James
Jackson. H"~mblett,
Eggleston B F
Ordway, J 11
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Ellis
Caroline
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Johnson Allen
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Johnson, PC
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Johnson,Wm
!'F:great moral and intellectual allvances of the world which Prof. Everly Frank
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Jones S P
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~:!;:,_Fisher now claims as fruits of Christian influence.
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, · 'tion· because it is a record of gradual growth from barbarism to Fisher, HM
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" lt is 'fery strange, too, if it be true, as Prof. Fisher ~~:~~~~~~H.,
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says, that the direct influence of Christianity abolished modern Flagler G Z
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,;: ,:inJluence of Christianity that accomplished the great reform.
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two shares),
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· ' ·pretense of a logical defence of the claims of Christianity to a Fuller
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Round-the-World Fund.
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.each (one share) to help take THE TRUTH SEEKER
· editor round the world. Those who observe errors
· i~ the spelling of their names will confer a favor by
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Mr Bennett finds so much that is new and interesting in the far-away East that he has concluded he
cannot get it all in two volumes, and so there will be
three. Volume I. will include all up to the Chronicles, and has already appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER·.
We shall at once make up the volume and as soon as
the il1ustrations are ready, hav it printed and sent
to the subscribers to the fund. In a few weeks all
who hav paid the five dollars will receive the first
volume, and the remaining two as soon as completed.
The "form" in which the names are printed will
be left to the last to giv all who wish a chance to
subscribe and hav their names in the first volume.
All names accomnanied with the five dollars received
between now aJul the 20th of February will appear
in the first volume, We hope to see a very much increased list, and shall take pleasure in adding new
names.

Liberal News.
MRs. J. V. MANsFII:LD i!! again very ill.
'SPIRITUALISM is increasing in the South.
THE Mi1·ror of Progress bas stopped for lack of
support.
THE Liberals of Flint, Mich., will celebrate Paine's
birthday on the 29th.
JunGE A. ScHELL, late of Albany, lectured at Modesto, Cal., on the lOth.
,
WILL Mr. John T. Gray be kind enough to send
his address to this office ?
THE Spiritual Reasoner has suspended, owing to
the illness of the editor and proprietor, J.D. McLennan.
EvERY Liberal in the city should attend Mrs. Colby's lectures Sunday evenings at the Harvard
Rooms.
A WESTERN paper says a man needn't know much
to make a popular minister. The editor must haT
had Talmage in his mind.
CoL. JoHN R. KELso bas reached Modesto, Cal·
The Liberal cause· is growing in that place, and the
29th will be !luly honored.
HuGH BYRON BROWN will deliver the next lecture
before the Society of Humanity, at Science Hall, on
the 29th. His subject is "Positiv Principles and
Financial Theories."
OuR friend James Bridger, of Newark, N.Y., wae
married in Rochester on the lst, the bride being Misll
Bertha E. Duncan, of the latter place, and the ceremony was performed in a secular manner by Judge
Sill.
THE Board of RE~vision of taxes of Pennsylvania
has decided th~t parsonages and church property not
forming an integral part of a church are subject to
taxation, and will be assessed. This is good so far.
as it goes, bnt it don't go far enough. Churches
should be included.
DR. J. B. TENNEY, of Dunedin, Fla., one of our
subscribers, is detained in this city, to see to the completion of his yacht, and will sail thither in the early
spring. He will be pleased to giv any information
he can to parties seeking that most charming country for either pleasure or permanent settlement. He
will be found at the Liberal Club Friday evenings,
and communications will reach him at 209 W. 20th
st., care of James Bagley, Esq. His plantation is
on the sea-shore near Tampa Bay, and he livs part
of his time in "The Cottage by the Sea."_ ...u..i .. . . . -
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The lliovement in Favor of Ignorance.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
Probably everyhony knows that the church is opposed to knowledge. But it may not be so generally
known that many of her leading !1pi1·its are opposed
to it activly as well as passivly-that there is a positiv movement in favor of ignorance. That's my
discovery! There is such a movement; and though
it seems the end could only occur to a fool, I assure
you the means are chosen with all that proverbial
caution, sagacity, and firmness whiflh belong to priests
as an organized body. The idea of reconciling science and theology is becoming unpopular, and the
church is cutting loose from it, and returning to attack the inductiv philosophy with her old weapons
of ridicule, misrepresentation, and persecution.
About persecution yon know ~omething; but giv
me time to point a moral. That vast extension of
the laws agamst obscenity effeoted, or nearly so, by
the efforts of Comstock in the lobby of Congress,
and the decisions of a few judges like Clark and
Benedict, has virtually made it penal to discuss any
physiolo.qical questions -except 'Within the limits prescribed by the '' re,qular" school of' medicin. Surely
this w11s accomplishing a greati' deal, but it is quite
likely even you do not see the ptofound judgment
which dictated this move-not taken, you ma:v.: .be
sure,_ without a great deal of previous discus~on
among the conspirators. The support of the "regular" practitioners-a most powerful veiled interest
-is secured at once. And it is not too much to sav
that if' the laws which imprisoned Bennett and Bradlaugh can be loosellj construed, but strictly enforced,
for twenty years throughout En_qland and America,
this would kilt sciwce in those countries. Life can
be destroy8d by a bandage as well as a wound. Let
1cience become "cabinned, cribbed, confined, t.o saucy
doubts and fears;" let its cultivation be forced to go
gingerly, lest they tread on Aunt Priscilla's trail or
Brother BulloecJ.:'g corns, and, mighty at! it now appears, it will be henceforth but a blind Sampson,
wearing out his life in prison. In proof of this, I
will not cite instances BO old as the destruction of the
1ciences in Egypt or Ind,ia by their priestly trammels,
or in the H. oman empue hy Christianity. Only some
thirty years >lgo, scientific secularism had made so
much progress in Denmark that a large proportion
of the tax-supported clergy adopted it, and members
of the legislature proposed changing the churches
into higher schools. It was then the famous word
"neology" originated, signifying the corruption of
. Christianity by nf,W words, whtph made it very different from what it seemed. Wchat became of Danish
neology? Chambers's Encyclopedia says it died" of
its own shallowness." Very probably. It deserved
it. The Danish preachers who lectured about agriculture and history, soon found that both Christian
and Infidel hearers only judged them" deep" enough
for a day's sensation. But suppose they had talked
of marriage, heredity, and divorce? I guess there
would hav been no compl~int of "shallowness" tben.
That would hav made a row. Perish reform whieh
has not snap enough to make a row!
The minor weapon of ridicule is being vigorouely
used for the purpose of discouraging knowledge. I
do not speak now of that mere foolishness which
ignorance, never before disturbed, pours upon Darwin and other revolutiOnary discoverers. If you
will giv a little study (as I bav done) to the Christian Statesman (the God-in-the-Constitution organ
of Milwaukee), the Ladies' Repository (a widely-circulated Methodist magazine for women of education),
the Advance, the New York Observer, etc., you will
find them fnll of insinuations that the revelations of
geology-nay, even the heliocentric theory of the
planetary system, are not so certain as the word
science implies. You see the effect. When educated, or rather half-educated, people are taught to
suspect that science is a good bit of humbug, they
will either verify its claims for theniselvs, or cease
to be interested in it and to desire to hav it taught
their children. The first may happen one time in a
million. This is part of the Gad-in-the-Constitution
movement.
Abtmrd as it seems to talk of argument against
demonstration, the church, wiser in her own· way
then we, takes the measure of human minds, and
eees that most of them are more accessible to any~
thing else than the strict reasonings of science. Rev.
John Jasper is, of course, an ignoramus. But does
the chunJh repudiate him as li!UCh? No, indeed.
The p11pers above mentioned giv the warmest praise
to such men's godliness, dodge their queer notions,
or good-naturedly joke about them, or guardeJly
insinuate that they may turn out right after all.
Such meu are doing immense service to Christ1anity.
He has not read history aright who thinks that, because they are ignorant, vulgar, and ungrammatical,
they can do no harm. When Jasper ousted Copernicas from the negro churches, the godly darkies
(who can vote) enjoyed the biggest revival on
record. When the people about Bald Mountain,
N. C., were alarmed at some noises (which were
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afterward traced to blasting operations at a great
distance), preachers floeked to the place from every
quarter, the church got lots of money out of the poor
frighteneil "corn-crackers," and the priests were
rewarded in conscience, and also temporally, for not
uRing their knowledge to dispel tl•e delusion, by seeing :> gteat church estn.blished iu this wild "moonshininr.;" region. Thus ignorance brings preacherF
money, and preachers use the money to expd every
gleam of light from the places they can still control.
And how many of such plaees are there ? Do not
imagin that they are limited to the habitations of
negroes and crackers. The truth is that the knowledge of scientific methods is very little taught to
people fairly, or even what is called well, educated.
You remember Joe Cook and Wilford Hall? The
way in which their absolute nonsense was received,
even by college professors, shows how much more
science is talked about than studied. And the
church, in her new line of operationR, is taking care
to hav it j tlst as little stud ieO. as poRsi ble. \Vit1J
ostentatious fairness, she admits the works of Tyndall and other authors, whieh are bound to be read
any way, into libraries where the directors are cler·
gymen; but she takes care to keep out everything of
an innovating character which is HOt yet able to force
an entrance. Similarly, she sends out scientific lecturers, but these lecturers dodge evolution, season
their oiscoursefl with theology, exhibit electricity
and chemistry as mere toys, and, above all, steer
clear of anything like the inductiv method, and
cleave firmly to the dogmatical object-lessons of
the Sunday-school.
Thus, by shutting off all science from social matters, excluding it as much as possible from the educational system, giving all the encouragement practicable to Jasper, Moody, and other men who positivly boast of ignorance, and declare they need no
library but the Bible; and; above all, teaching that
science must he taught superficially, and without
giving the students any insight into tho8e processes
which make its assertions anything more than dogmas, the leaders of the movement hope to rai"e a
generation disposed to thi!ik in dogmas and willing
to m~-tke Christianity part of the statute law; after
which, by the temporary combination of all sects,
the progress of science could be effectually stopped,
and the railroads and telegraphs of the nineteenth
century be bequeathed to a twentieth century too idle
and sensual to add anything to them.
·
I do not believe the scheme can succeed. But,
given the combined effort~ of Catholic and Protestant Jesuits, the definitness of the aim, the coherence of the means, the immense amount of money,
power, and prejudice, all ready at hand, the vaRt and
unexpected suceess which the enemy has already
achieved ia the new postal laws, his pertinacious
return to the attttck whenever temporarily checked,
and the awful consequences of his ·possible triumph,
I think it is time to take a stronger position than we
hav yet done. We must expose the wickedness, of
whose existence few hav any idea; we must insist
more vigorously on liberty of the press and the
mails, no matter who is scared; we must, above all,
make it a point to advance real scientific teaching,
which is the heavy artillery of knowledge, and not
waste strength in ~:kirmishing, to the neglect of this
capital point. Christianity and Infidelity hav been
struggling now a longtimo; the former may or may
not be as hopelessly on its last legs as statistics and
recent literature l!eem to indicate; but one thing, at
least, is certain: that each has done best when it
stood firmest-Infidelity on new truth, Christianity on
time-honored absurdity. When Christianity trie~; to
get "reconciled" to science, it falls into deserved
contempt
When science spares Christianity, it
"dies of its own Bhallowmess "~and ought to die.
The recent change of front of the church shows that
she has got good leaders. May ours not be found
wanting.
C. L. JAMES.

..........

[From

th' Cloud County Blade.]

The Radical Pulpit.
This book is of more than usual importance just
at the present time because of the alleged recantation
from his radical position of one of the authors, Mr.
Frothingham. Every intelligent person would like
to know the extent of the defection from the I,'iheral
ranks of so able and eloquent a man as is Mr. Frothingham. Liberals want to investigate the matter and determin for themselvs whether or not Mr. Frot)Jingham succeeded in getting himself entirely free from
the old scow of orthoO.oxy befol"e he jumped on board
again, and the ''believers" want to know wht>re he
stood and what he said when startling the world with
his pulpit eloqu(Jnce, that they may ha v arguments
to hurl at "Infidels."
Th~~.:B~rothingham s11,ys he has not gone back to any
pos1t10n he had abandoned, and what doctrins, or
t~achings of theology has he abandoned? This questiOn can be answ-ered by reading this book, which
wi}~ be found to be exceedingly interesting.
I he sermons are on the subjects," New Song of
Chri~o>tnut!'," >t part of wlJtch we gave l:u;t week; the
"Departed Years," "Life as a Test of Creed," "The
Sectarian Spirit," "The American Gentleman," "Language of the Old Testament," "The Dogma of Hell,"
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"Value of the Higher Sentiments," "The American
Lady," and "The Consolations of Rationalism."
Professor Felix Adler is one of the foremost
thinkers of tbe day, his lectures the very best, always
entert:tining, ir1teresting, uRefnl. Among the collection in thiR book we find, "'l'he Ethics of the Social
Qnestion," "Emancipation," "Our LPaders," "Bav
We still a Religion?" "Conscience," etc.
\Ve giv below an extract from his lecture on "Con.
science:"
"I remember also one of the despised race of the
.T ews, one not known, as these are known, but who
should be known, who deserves to be ranked
with the great and good, and whose story I long
to tell in closing He was very young; twenty,
five summers had passed over him. He was
hig-hly connected, highly gifted, learned, and,
what was better, loved. He heard that his people
we1·e persecuted in a far land, and he set sail to aid
and free them. In a certain Portuguese port the ves.
sel wa1:1 boarded by the officers of I11quisition. He
was dragged to Lisbon and thrown into a dungeon of
that dark tribunal. The authorities of Inqui9ition
were anxious to save him and win him over to their
faith. They promised, they besought, they threatened, they tortured him in vain ; they could not
shake his resolution. At last they condemned him
to die by fire. It was a fine morning late in December in th<> year 1647. An eager crowd pressed
through the streets of Lisbon to the great plaza. It
was near the time of the birth of Christ. There was
to be a great festival that day-an auto-da-f'e-in
honor of the god of love, in which martyrs should
be burned unto the Lord. A dense multitude were
uow gathered, the procession moved on, the priests
in their long robes, the soldiery, and in their midst
the young De Castro; such was his name. He stood
still and calm on the place of execution. The fagots
were heaped about him. The priest stepped up, ·
showed him the crucifix, and called on him to "re-.
pent, recant," even now before it was too late. He
answered not a word. Again the cross was shown
him, and again he remained silent. Then the burning brand was thrown upon the fagots, they caught
fire, ila.mes rose high, the smoke wreathed and curled
about its victim. For the third time the priest presented the crucifix and cried, "Repent, repent, and
save thy soul !" A great hush fell upon the throng.
Then from amid the flames and smoke rang out into
the silence, loud and clear, these words, " Hear,
Israel ! God, our God, is one ! " And not an eye remained tearless in that great assembly. The flames
sank down and the multitude dispersed and silently
went to their homes and whispered one to another
those terrible words which sounded like an accusing
conscience in their ears, " Hear, Israel!" and so profound was th~ impression that the officers of the Inquisition issued an edict forbidding, under heavy penalty, that the words " Hear, Israel," should be uttered
in the streets of Lisbon."
·

What I Don't Believe.
PART Il.-NO. 69.
761. Constantine is shown by Gibbon, in his "Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire" (vol. ii, chap. xx), to hold that
the" fundamental doctrines of Christianity had been earlier
made known to the pagans.
762. Arnobias, a prominent Christian teacher of the third
century, seems not to have believed Christian morality superior
to pagan morality. He said," If Cicero's works had been read
as they ought to have been there would have been no· need of
Cluisiian writers.''
. 763. Lactantius, another learned and influentiai Christian
Father. uml teaeher of the third century, said, "If there had
been any to collect the truth which was scattered among sects
and individuals [pagans] into one, and to have reduced it into
a system, there would, indeed, have been no difference between
him and us" (book ii),
764. St. Augustine, the ablest polemic writer of the Christian
Fathers of the fourth century, evidently did not believe that
Christhmity had much claim to originality. He said : " 'fhe
same which is now called the Christian religion really was known
to the ancients, nor was wanting at any time, even from the beginning of the human race, uutil the time Christ came in the
flesh, from whence the true religion, not as haYing been wanting in former times, but having in later times received a new
name" (Oper. Aust., vol. i, p. 12).
7135. This admission of Augustine was confirmed by Faustus,
a Christian bishop, who addr'essed the former thus: "You have
substituted your Agapm for the sacrifices of the pagans; and
for their idols yonr m!lrlyrs that you serve with the same
honors; you !lppease the shades of: the dead with wine and
fe!lsts; you celebrate the solemn festivals of the Gentiles, their
calends and their solstices; and as to their manners, those you
have retaineu without any alteration. Nothing distinguishes
you from the Gentiles except that you assemble apart from
them."
760. Abulrnerar eviuently did not believe any more than I do
in the originality of the Christian vi1·gin and child, but knew the
idea was taken from pllgans. He Sll.id: "vVe have in the first
ueciitles the sign of the virgin, following the most ancient traditions of the Peroians, the Chaluuns, the Egyptians, IlermiS
and Esculapius, a young woman CtLil~u in the Persian language
Seclinidos de Darmma; in the A.rabic, A.dunedfa-that is to SAY
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a chaste, pure, immaculate virgin, suckling au infant, which
some nations call Jesus, but which we in Greek call Christ."
The representations of Isis, the Egyptian Madonna, and her infant Horus were taken from Egypt to Rome in the first Christian century and were used for the Virgin Mary and Jesus, and
served as the models for the millions of Christian Madonnasvirgin and child-that have since been turned out, and with
which Christendom has been filled.
767. I do not believe that the doctrine of the Trinity was first
a Christian doctrine. It was a thousand years earlier taught by
the Hindoos in their Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva; by the Persians in their Ormuzd, Astarte, and Mithra; by the Egyptians
in their Osiris, Isis, and Horus. In fact, nearly every ancient
pagan religion had their trinities and triads.,
768. I do not believe that Jesus was the first son of a God, or
demi-god believed to have been begotten by a god. A.m(lng
such characters believed in from 500 to a thousand years before the existence of Christianity are Christna, Rama, and
Buddha, of India; Mitbra, of Persia; Horus, of Egypt; Tham. muz,· of Syria; Crete, of Cha1dea; Apollo, Mercury, Mars,
Prometheus, Hercules, Vulcan, Perseus, Theseus, and many
others of Greece ; Hesus, of the Druids ; Thor and Balder, of
the Scandinavians; Quiriuns, of Rome, and many others too
numerous to mention. These were all divinely begotten.
769. I do not believe that Jesus was the first demi-god believed to have been crucified as an atonement and propitiation
to the gods for the sins of the world. Among those who were
believed to have been crucified from 500 to 1200 years before
the Christian era, and prominent among them, were Cbristna,
Thammuz, Tao, Prometheus, and several others of those just
named.
770. Jesus was not the first demi-god at whose birth the stars
performed office. The same was claimed for several of the sons
of gods before the Christian demi-god.
771. Jesus was not the first demi-god said to have been born
in a stable, or in a cave-for it is claimed that he was born
both in a stable and in a cave-for the same was much earlier
claimed for others of the demi-gods.
772: Jesus was not the first whose birth was announced by
angels and bhepherds. This was previously claimed for others.
773. J esns was not the first demi-god believed in to whom'
wise men, or magi, paid their respects in early infancy. The
same was much earlier claimed for Mitbra, and others.
774. The 25th of December was not originally the birthday
of the Christian demi-god, nor originally a Christian festival.
Mitbra, or the sun, was believed by the ancient Persians to
have been born at that time, when the sun, after sinking to the
lowest point in the winter solstice, begins to rise from night,
or death, and may be said to be born anew. The 25th of December on this account was a great festival day, or holid>ty, not
only among the Persians, but among several other nations, particularly the Druids, the ancient Romans, and several others.
It was cel.;brated with great pomp, ceremony, and rejoicing,
and was very popular with the peopre. For this reason the
early Christian Fat!J,ers chose it for a Christian festival, and fixed
the birth of Jesus upon that day. There is the greatest diversity of opinion among early Christian authorities as to the time
when Jesus was, born, nearly every month of the year being
claimed as the month be was born in. If he was born at all,
probably it was not on the 25th of December.
775. Jesus was not the first to have such titles as these applied to him: 'l'be Most High, The Lord of Life, Son of God,
Holy Living God, Mediator, Savior, Redeemer, .Redeemer of
the World, the Lamb of God, the Ram of God, the Holy
Lamb, the True Light, the Sun of Righteousness, Light of
Men, Guide to the Erring, Advocate with the Father, etc.
These and many similar terms were applied to pagan demi-gods
long before they were to Jesus.
776. The claim that a child was saved from destruction when
all the other infants were killed, was not first made in his case.
This was specially made in the case of Christna, about a thousand years earlier, who was also born among the shepherds, as
well as similar stories with regard to other sons of gods.
777. The retirement in the wilderness for a forty-days' fast,
and the subsequent temptation by thedevil, were reported of
others long before Jesus.
778. Jesus was. not the only demi-god who was beliend to
perform miracles. This claim bas been stoutly made for every
son of god which men have believed in.
770. Jesns was not the only savior or divine teacher who
had a band of disciples to follow him about and listen to him.
This was claimed for Ohristna, Buddha, and many others of
those characters.
780. Jesus was not the first to teach multitudes in villages,
on the highways, in the fields, and in the wilderness. The
same was claimed for Christua, Buddha, Confucius, and many
others. '
781. It was not first claimed for Jesus that. at his crucifixion he sun was darkened, and that an earthquake took place.
This was before claimed at the death of others of god's sons.
Matthew is the only evangelist who says anything about such
a circumstance bavmg taken place at the death of Jesus, and
it is thought the writer of that gospel adapted the story from
the older legends.
782. It was not first reported of Jesus that be descended
into bell after his death. This was before claimed for others.
783. Jesus was not the first to have it claimed for him that
he arose from the dead, and appeared again among his followers. Similar claims were earlier made for others.
7i4. J11sus Willi not tho firit crucified savior for whom it WIJJI

claimed that he ascended liP to heaven. The same claim was
earlier made for other oriental saviors.
785. The belief in a Holy Ghost is not original in Christianity. The same ide& was much earlier entertained in some of
he eastNn countries.
786. The bPlief in a future life was not first taught by Jesus,
nor believed in br CbristiA.ns. It is as old as religious belief,
and was pointedly believed ,in by the Rindoos, the Persians, the
Egyptians, the Grecians, the Rnmans, the Scandinavians, and
many other nations.
787. J QSUS was not the first to teach about the existPnce ol' a
devil and evil spirits. A_ belief in demons and devils is one of
the oldest among mankind. The Hindoo8 taught it, and so did
the Persians, the Egyptians, and nearly all other nations. The
Hindoos bad their Ravenna and Rakshasas, the Persians their
Ahriman, and devs and arcb-devs; the Egyptians their Ty·
phon, the Greeks their Plutg, and Scandinavians their Loke,
and nearly every other nation their prime devils and lesser
devils.
788. The Christians were not the first to believe in bell.
Every nation named had their place of unhappiness for the
wicked; but the Christian zealots, in their intensity of cruelty,
made their bell more monstrous and horrible tbau the hell of
any other nation. But the idea was a borrowed one.
789. In the same way angels and good spirits were not first
believed in by Christians, nor was Jesus the first to teach them.
They were believed in more than a thousand years sooner by
paga:p. nations.
790. Heaven, or a place of happiness, was not first taught
by Jesus, nor believed in by his followers. The belief was
entertained by pagan natiom;. for more than a thousand year-s
before Christianity existid.
791. The cross, as a religious symbol, was not first US8d by
Christians. It was in use in India, Tbibet, Egypt, and other
countries long, long before the Christian era. It is· believecl
to have originated in sex-worship far mor& than a tbonsantl
years before Christianity.
792. The personalized idea of "the word," or "Logos,"
was not a Christian exprllsE-ion. It is of pagan origin. John
is the only gospel writer who hag anything to say of it, and there
are strong grounds for believing he borrowed the thought and
the language from Plato, who existed five hundred years earlier.
793. Baptism by water was not first practiced by ()blistiaus.
It is an old pagan ceremony, and for more than five hundred
years earlier than Christianity baptizing nnd vurifying by
water was followed in the Ga,nges and in the Nile.
794. The belief that the Holy Ghost descended in the torm
of a dove is not Christian in origin. It is an old pagan legend.

Liberty, Science, and Humanity.

The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific
Gospels.

How necessary, important, and practic(l.l a new
discovery of God must he is well pointed out by the
great Descartes (1596-1650), the founder of modern
Philosophy. In founding modern thought he began
with his·sanction of "universal doubt," and his great
maxim, ''I think, thenfore I am." After he had
taken tht>se two steps, he found they led to the third,
the discovery of the true God, as the inevitable
foundation of any Philosophy of life. His wofds, wonderful from their grasp and weight, are as true now
as then, and give the question which Science in it11
advance must re-solve, if it would gain the solution
of our perplexing world and life. His fundamental
words are these:
·
" And thus I very clearly see that the certitude and truth of
all science depend on the knowledge alone of the true God;
insomuch that, before I knew Him, I could have no perfect
kn(lwleu"'e of any other thing. And now that I know Him, I
possess the means of acquiring a per~ect knowledg~ respectin~
innumerable matters, as well relattve to God himself, and
other intellectual objects, a~ to c01-poreal nat~we" (Descarte~'
"1\Iedita.tions," section5) .
That "the time~ are out of joint," means that the
old conception of God, even the modified conception
that seemed so sufficient to Descartes, is found to be
untrue to the intellect, and inconsistent with moral
and social progress.
There is no alteruative for scientific men but to
reverently review this fundamental conception, and
indicate the direction in which changes and modifications are compelled to take place by the advance
of science. There can be no order, nor hope, nor inspiration iu the human or moral world until science
indicates the real true center, or God, upon which
that world truly scientifically depends, and under
which its order and progress must be ;Jecured. Thill
was the third step of Descartes, and it must be our
third step also
What, then, is the verdict and harmony of science
upon this vital issue? It is; in substance this:
III,-THAT THE OLD AND iHMPLE, BUT FALSE, CONCEPTION
OF GOD, LIKE EVElWTHING ELSE UNDER 1.'HE PROGREii!B
AND .ANALYSIS OJ<" SCIENCE, HAS UNDERGUNE DISIN'l'EGRATION AND DIFl'ERENTIATION,
The old idea of Gou, in fact, has fallen into three
factors. Mrw has in turn deified three great object!!,
viz : As Man looks out upon the worlc1, the farthest
from him lies the Infinite Spaoe (the Grand Miliew),
then the Cosmos, and next' to him the Human Race.
Each of these are immensely beyond and above him.
To each ef these he had trusted as his God, and ha
will ever look up to each of them with wonder, fear,
awe, reverence, and, if possible, with love. He will
ever stand in this position before this inevitable
Trinity upon which depend his fate and destiny.

TWO LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THEN. Y. LIBEHAL CLUB
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
L E T R E I I .-CONTINUED.

2. The Infinit,.

c u

1. Tl'te

THE SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTION OF GOD.
Uuder the subjective order we are compelled at
the first step to ask to what end, and how, human
life and effort should be directed and conducted.
This brings up the next question, Whitlwr? That
is, what should be, and must be, the grand central
object, th6 GoD, or unity, to which, by which, and in
relation to which, all human affairs must be solved?
To this question, as the highest of human e:x:istenee,
all ages and religions have given only such answers
as their knowledge permitted. But as to the necessity of a new answer, if Man i~ to be more than an
animal-if he is to sustain his higher and civilized
'life as J\ll.A.N-there has been, and is now, no serious
question among scientists and sociologists.
What is the object and destiny of Man on earth?
That is the main question which Science, too, has
come to ask, and this general concurrence in asking
it makes it our second Harmony under the subjective
oraer, viz:

Co~mo&.

3. Mankind (Hurrw,nity).

MAN.

As man loolcs up he sees :

1. At first he attempted to interpret the Cosmit.
world so as to gnide human life by that. The emphasis was first placed upon the material world above
man, and with what result,? Fetichism, Animism,
Naturism, Cosmism, l\hteria.lism, were successively
the consequences of this view of the world.
If man attempts to regulate life according to and
by the imagined wills, or real properties, or laws, of
the Material World, such will be the conclusionl!l
U,-THE DISCOVERY AND APPRECIATION OF THE REAL GOD forced upon him.
OR UNITY OF THE HUMAN RACE MUST PltECEDE ALL
2. But, finally, he will conclude that one will, Or
SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS AT THE SOLUTION m" HUUAN LIFE- God, dominates all of the subordinate wills, or godl!l,
COLLECTIVE on INDIVIDUAL.
who control this external world~ He will pass from
The NEw F..t~.ITH, as did every form of religion or Fetiehism to Polytheism, and Monotheism. That
practical Philosophy of the.old faiths, must begin with one God must (as shown in the last lecture) be impositing, its summum bonum, its highest object, God, agined outside of the "universe," and his designs,
and central attraction, or it can never hold the social wishes, and commands must be the only true knowlworld together, much less control and direct its fu- edge or guide of life, if they can be known at all.
ture progress through the depths of time. It is Theology, which is this supposed knowledge, is the
from this main source and motive of human life that result and completion of Fetichism, and has its cenall of its relations are deduced and legislated upon. Iter in a supposed personality of the Infinite.
Even the extent and D;ature of our thoughts and
3. But suppose that the emphasis in explaining
knowledge of the objective world, to a far greater the world is placed upon the third factor-Mao-the
extent than _is ~ommonly supposed? depend. upon this human r_aee as a w~ole, past, pr~sent, and f~t~re, i.e.-,
central subJeCtive nature and pomt of VIeW. Our, Humumty, what kmd of rehg10n must arise P EvlGod is our center, from whence our world is solved. ! dently a new one in many important respects. It
It is the only point of view from whence we look upon I must be a new faith; and if science indicates that
it. It can never be too often repeated that the world: the empha;;is is now rightly placed there, it must be
as we know it is at bottom only our subjective syn-! the New :B'aith.
thesis. It is the world only as it appears to us even
That such is the fact; that science is really in barin its most objective aspect. The external object- mony in regard to each of these God factors; that
ive world is only our objective, assumed as such by it gives the truP value to each; ancl that it founds,
us. Man regards his involuntary sensations as mat- and is compelled to found, the Heligion of Humanter and forces foreign to him and separate from him, ity, MaN as its center and unity, we shall next· proand therefore as a world independent of and object- oeed to show.
ive to him.
(TO B.K CONTINUED.]
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and " The Crimes of Preachers." I believe there
are no class of men in existence, or ever has been,
that hav been the cause of so much ignprance, superstition, and bloodshed as the sheiks, priests, or
ATLANTA, ILL., Jan. 3, 1882.
clergy. I am inclined to hope they are losing their
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find money order for ten dol- power for mischief; but they are losing it quite toe
lars, five to help pay for Bennett's trip Around the slowly. Parents that hav got the films somewhat frorr:
World, three for THE TRUTH SEEKER another year, and their eyes, and the shackles from their limbs, ar1
the balaijce to use where it will do the most good. too. slow and heedless in regard to the right cultivaA. C. HoLMES.
tion of their children. Too willingly their childrer
[We are greatly oblige•l to friend Holmes for the go with the tide if it is popular (if it should leac
"V," and also for the donation. We will use it to them to an orthodox hell), thinking that when theiJ
illustrate the Round-the-Werld book.-En. T. S.]
children broome older they will select the good fron:
the bad. That I consider quite wrong; for, when tht'
CLEVELAND, 0., Jan. 14, 1882.
M:rt. EDITO:rt: Inclosed please find draft for $6-one wrong or bad is instilled into their young minds, i1
dollar for balance due on THE TRUTH SEEKER, and is hard for them, when they become older, to eradi·
fiTe dollars for Mr. Bennett's tour Round the World. cate their early impressions, though they may b•
As soon as I can settle down I will favor you with an quite dogmatic and unreasonable. It should not b£
expected that the stream will be purer than th<
order for books, et". Truly yours, H. C. MYERS.
fountain-head unless the stream is purified by som<
artificial process.
FONTANA, KAN., Dec. 25, 1881.
Now the fountain-head to all Protestantism is th<
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find postal order for $5 for the Bible, a book lined with traditions, It teaches anc
Round-the-World trip. I should liked to hav remit- upholds all kinds of sin and iliiquit.y. Slavery, poted sooner, with the suggestion that there be ·a lygamy, slaying men, women, Mld children; licentious·
family record attached to the volume.
ness, and obscenity. Such teaching engenders wick
Yours for truth,
WM. PoLHAMUS.
edness. The clergyman at the head, the members at hi,
feet .. Point the priest to the absurdities of the Bibl•
DALLAS, OR., Dec. 30, 1881. .and he will turn his ejes upward, and say," 0 my son
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $5 to the Round- you are so unregenerate!" Poiut the contradiction;
the-World fund, provided you will allow me to come to the members of the church, they will say and af.
in on the home-stretch.
firm, and state under oath, if need be, there are nc
Yours truly,
JoHN FORD.
contradictions in the Bible; it was inspired by God,
and every word is holy. Every idea presented ir
18
16
OTTUMWA, IowA, Jan. • 82.
it is clear as noonday to the converted, who pres>
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: I did not promis anything the book to their bosoms in apparent ecstasy of joy.
to send Mr. Bennett Around the World, for I thought That is the way the children,. after they becom•
he was doing well enough at home; but he has gone, older, select the good from the bad by thinking then
and I am well satisfied, for he seems to be doing well, is no bad in the scriptures. There is a true sayinp
and THE TRUTH SEEKER is, if anything, better than herethat "as the twig is bent the tree's inclined;" anc
tofore. Inclosed find $14-$3 for '.rHE TRUTH SEEKER when the young and tender minds are bent to befor 1882, $5 for the Round-the-World trip, $1 for the lieve the dogmas taught in the Bible and promnl
Infidel Pulpit, and $5 for "Supernatural Religion." gated by the priests, and made to believe the boo];
Yours truly,
JAJIIES l\'I. WINN.
holy, sacred, and divine, written by God Almight}
L ocKwooD, N. Y., Jan. 9, 1882.
.himself,. it is hard,
Th very hard, to eradicate the earl)
M:rt. EDITOR: I like your paper very much. I am Lmpresswns.
ey may not, perhaps, join the churcl·
eighty-five years old, and hav taken your paper since in their early days, for they hav been taught then
you started it. Now I send $ 5 to bring you back is an eleventh-hour system, and they may as well
from the Round-the-W odd trip, anu $ 3 to renew my wait until then, provided they subscribe liberally fo,
subscription for the year 1882 _$8 in all.
the priests' support. Taey go to church every Sun
Yours truly,
HENRY LYONil.
day for various reasons; some to sing, some to se
the opposit sex, or show their new dress, but hav no
a thought of criticising anything the minister shoul•
AINSWORTH, WASH. 'J.'ER., Dec. 30, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me the book "Around the say, even if it were very ridiculous, but gobble it a]
World," as soon as printed. Inclosed please find $5. down as. good gospel; and they hav been taught t,
believe that it they criticise or doubt a worrl of thE
Yeurs very respectfully, · W. R.· KAHLON.
priest's explanation of the scriptures, they are on tht'
broad road to hell; therefore they are brought up tc
SALEM STATION, Wrs., Jan. 10, 1882.
F:rtiEND MACDONALD: I see by the tab on my paper believe it is their Christian duty to stifle all though1
that my ticket on board your ship has· expired. In- or reason that may arise.
Now when we take the fountain-head, the Bible, anc
closed you will five dollars, and I want ·a ticket that
wi!l carry me on board your ship as long as that its teachings into consideration, it is no wonder to m'
will pay for. I want THE TRUTH SEEKER to prosper. mind there is so much iniquity in the churches, so
spreading the light of reason until the last vestige little love for humanity outside their church, so mucb
of superstition is wiped out and man steps forth free lying, fraud, stealing, and seducing the ewe IambE
of their flock by the priests. They make free to
from its poisonous \>reath. Long may you wave!
slander and say things in their pulpit they woulti
Yeurs truly,
A. D. CoRNWELL.
not say in the street.
One priest, not far from here, gave his hearers a
MR. EDITOR: Toldoth J eshu received. I nonsider it the
most valuable contribution to Freethought literature feast on Bennettism last Sunday. He told them wha1
and am glad to see 'this third edition issued. It will an awful man Bennett was; dealt in obscene literaalways sell, and it is almost a total eclips of the ture ; made that his business so much that thf
authorities had him arrested, tried, condemned, and
Christian's gospel.
B.
sent to prison.- Oh, a very wicked man! He said tha1
SOUTH DARTMOUTH, MASS., Jan. 13, 1882.
Anthony, if he came direct from heaven, could not be
MR. EDITOR: In my article of Dec. 25th, which ap- as pure as he is now, and also that that wicked Inpears in THE TRUTH SEEKER of this week, the name gersoll went. to Toronto, Can., to promulgate his Atheof one of the advocates of Freethought at the vil- ism, but the good Christians of Toronto forbad his
lage of Russell's Mills, in this town, should hav been lecturing, and told him they. had a God there. If I
printed Oliver H. Seabury, instead of Oliver H. Sea- learn Ingersoll saw their God, I shall write him for
burg, as it appears in the paper. Very likely, in a full description.
writing the article, I hurriedly penned the name in
I was glad to notice in the New Year's editorial
such a manner as to convey the impression that Sea- your courage in the Liberal cause. It gave me courburg was the correct method of spelling it. Further age, but I am of the opinion still that there are but
on please read "Baptist church" instead of ·"Baptist few compared with the many that know there is such
village," which is one of the trio-churches in this a paper printed as THE TRUTH SEEKER, or such a man
village of, South Dartmouth, as it is sometimes living as D. M. Bennett; and many there are who
called "Padanaran," aRd has been shut up for a do know it by the way of such stories as were detailed
long term of years. Please insert this brief commu- to them last Sunday, not far from here, in which the
nication.
Very truly,
EDWIN H. BARTLETT.
man who told them strove to create as bad an
impression in the minds of his hearers as he could
STATE CoLLEGE, PA., Jan. 1, 1882.
leaving the wicked editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER i~
MR. EDITOR: Indeed I cannot explain how sad I prison. It is on the same plan the priests deal with
feel for not getting THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 24th. Thomas Paine's arguments. They put him on his
AI; I said, I hav been long in Eastern countries, and death-bed, set him to cursing, swearing, and blasyou can imagin how pleasant it is to read about those pheming God, and repenting that he ever wrote the
places, the sayings and remarks of our very wise and "Age of Reason," and there they leave him to go into
singular D. l\'1. Bennett; therefore I ask you to be God's heaven No.2, prepared for the ungodly, all for
kind enough to giv me a few lines in your worthy Christ's sake. Yours as ever in the cBJuse of truth,
paper through which to represent to your friends and
c. A. WHITE.
readers my very deep sadness; and I hope that one
out of the many Liberals and good-hearted friends
CHENEY, WAI!!H. TER., Jan. 1, 1882.
will please loan me for a short time THE TRUTH
MR. EDITOR: I send a $5 bill for renewal of the paSEEKEB of Dec. 24th, wherein commences the descrip- per to George Plumb, Cheney, W. T., and the foltion of Constantinople. I will return it.
lowing books: "Bennett-Mair Discussion," "Ecce
Yours truly,
P. F. NsHIKAN.
Diabolus," and "The Godly Women ·of the Bible."
I hav been waiting patienLly to see if these latter
EDEN MILLS, VT., Jan. 7, 1882.
excellent articles would be published in book form,
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $2.46 for the "Apocry- that I might lend it to Christian ladies for them to
phal New Testament," "Trial of D. M. Bennett," learn something from its clever argument, I want
"When Were the Gospels Written?" by Bradlaugh, to take a few shares yearly in the Liberal Orphan

Home. George Plumb, a Liberal here, will giv
llll.OO yearly. I ha.v often thought how necessary
mch an institution is that Liberals' children may
be free from the poisonous bias of Christianity on
their young minds. I11' case I die and leave my
little fatherless girl, I shall now feel easier in mind
about her fate. I hope kind-hearted persons, fond
of children, will be chosen for thn charge, who will
govern by kindness alone.
Yours truly,
ANNIE EvEREST.
SuPERIOR, NEB., Jan. 14, 1882.
EDI'l'OR TRUTH SEEKER: Since the proposition for a
Liberal orphan asylum was made by Mr. Butts, ollly
chree Liberals hav responded. Is it possible that
mch an enterpnse finds so little interest? The rea;on must be that a good many think it is not ear'lestly meant by those who made the proposition.
Now, let me tell you, for my own part, that lam
u earnest. My farm which I hav offered for that
Ja\ilse is worth $5,000, and I hav earned it by hard
vnrk. Last year it brought $300 rent; this year I
,vill get a third of the crop, I am a single man, and
un sixty-two years of age. I would like to do somebing for the good of Liberalism, but I would like to
be indepenqent while I liv, at the same time; there:ore, I propose to deed or to giv a bond for a deed
'n my farm to the Liberal League, if I am insured
3200 per annum and allowed two rooms in the big
wuse to liv in the balance of my life; the said
·sylnm to be built on the premises. It is near the
enter of the United States.
It seems to me that it would be very easy to raise
he necessary funds to build whatever the Liberals
.vish to erect.
Giv a start, my friends. I am sure there are many
,;enerous hearts among Liberals, and if every one
>Vill do what he can, we will soon hav a good thing
)f it.
If I hear nothing of my proposition being accepted,
[ will sell the farm; if I sell, I promise $1,000 for
shis cause. Now, friends, reflect, and answer for the
;ood of humanity,
Yours truly,
A. MINSKI.
DETROIT, MICH., Jan. 1, 1882.
FRIEND McDONALD: Inclosed please find $1 for THE
rRUTH SEEKER from Nov. 30th. I hav let it run longer
chan I ought, or intended. I do not like to read
other people's papers; I like to own them before I
l'ead them. I am sorry that you are obliged to send
e>ut bills to your friends. I cannot see any reason
why we should not hav United States full legaltender paper money enough in circulation to pay
J.ll debts, and hav no more debts. If it is wrong
Eor a man to be in debt, it must be wrong for fifty
millions ot people to be in debt. You have an item
~n the last issue of your paper as a joke, that silver
dollars with holes in them are unpleasantly numerms, but that holes .without any silver dollars are
>till more painfully abundant. I think that if you
vvould adopt the matter at the head of one column
of the El'ish Wm·ld, that the use of money as usury
is theft, you would set many thinkers to thinking.
For many years past the head-line to one column
of the Irish Wm·ld has read, ''Usury is Theft." This
is plain sense, t0 my mind, and the only way to
;;top interest, or usury, is for the government to
pay its own debt and supply its people with a full
legal-tender money in sufficient amount to pay all
debts at once, and hav no necesssity to borrow. If
this were so, there would not be so many men in
this country claiming more wealth than many millions of their fellow-men.
There are many corporations in this country who employ four, five, or six
b.undred men and women, and pay them on the lOth
or 15th of the second month; thus holding the year
roul}d many thousand dollars of the money belonging to those who are barely able to liv. This is
wrong. I know a corporation that thus holds money
enough to do a very large business. They declare
large dividends among themselvs from the profits
thus made on the use of the money that belongs to
poor men and women. The government that will
not supply its people with money of its own cn~a
tion, made a full legal tender, in sufficient amount
to pay all debts and save all interest, is unworthy
)f support from the laborers, or respect from any
·)ne. Our prisons, jails, and work-houses are getting
CJrowded with those who would be at work if there
was money enough .. Our cities are vast monopolies,
>Vhere honest; men become thieves, liars, tramps,
md murderers in a struggle to obtain a little of the
tool that buys or pays for victuals and clothes.
Money is m .. de scarce on purpose, that bankers,
pawnbrokers, and sharpers may get rich on interest
of debts.· Wall street would soo"t be vacant i-f there
was money enough for the people's use. All the
surplus of people in om· cities would go out and find
homes, and health, and happiness in other places,
if there wa.s plenty of legal-tender money in circulation. How long shall we poor liv for the sole purpose of supporting an aristocracy ?
Yours ~ruly,
J. H. WooD.
CARROLLTON, ILL,, Jan. 5, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: My tab tells me that my time is up;
and as I don't wish to get behind, I will here inclose
the amount ($3) for my passage in your good old
ship another year. As I intend to go with Bennett
Round-the-World, I wish to start with the commencement of the year. I am well pleased with
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IThese
same church coal-bosses charge the people who
consume the coal outrageous prices, and would rather

Mr. Bennett's letters; they are very lengthy, but I
never fail to read them; they are very pleasant reading. Mr. Bennett is cert-ainly the easiest writer to
read I ever knew, and I venture to say that he
can get more information in the same length of
time than any writer that can be produced; he can
just move right along, seemingly, without an effnrt.
It is really a disgrace to the nation that such a noble man should hav been sent to prison. Who
could blame him for the stand he took something
over a year ago in regard to the party in power? But
still he made a blunder when he introduced politics
in THE TRUTH SEEKER; he lost several subscribers by
it. We must remember that neither Comstock; Benediet, nor HayeR is the Republican party. I don't think
we hav any reason to expect any more from the
Democratic party than from the Republican. True,
they both made a bid for our vote lftst year, although
a very modest one. I firmly believe it would be an
up-hill business to try to force the Liberals to join
either party; but let that be as it may, I believe we
elected the best man we could have elected, and one
that :would hav done the Liberals and Freethought
generally more good than any president we hav had
for many years, if we could hav kept~ bim; but that
Guiteau-that shameful Guiteau ! What a terrible
blunder he made in killing such a noble man! But
mean as he is, and crazy as he is, I cannot giv my
consent to hav him hung. I think it will be a blunder if the government hangs him, and still a greater
one if the mob destroys him, although I look upon
him as a perfect nuisance.
Yours truly,
WM. BLACK.

.

-·

·:~:t:

MonESTO, CAL., DPc. 23, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Please find in(·losed $3 for nne year's
see them perish by wii1ter's freezing cold than giv subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
thflm coal at a reasonable price. This country is
I would like, with your P•:,rmission, to say a few
governed by a greedy, grasping, heartless monopoly. words to your readers which might be of interest to
Who :J.re the monopolists? They are believers in them. First, Free thought in Modesto has been, as it
God, and lovers of Christ. If God loves such tbiev- were, at a stftnds•i!l ever since Dr. York left us last
ing, praying curs as some of those who belong to year. We hav a large cla~s of respectable citizens
this <>hurch, and hates such rth~n as Bennett, Under- who are conscious of the waning power of the church,
wood, .tnd Ingersoll, he is an unjust God, and ought' men who treat the claims of the church with ridicule;
to.let the devil run thinl?"s for a term or two. In this who say that its believers hav a c~ildlike credulity,
church the preacher deilivers what are called ser- and say that they are aware that science has demmons. There is neither sense, eloquence, nor any- onstrated the Ealsity of the claims put forward by the
thing but lies in them.· He has lied about Paine. a church and her various creeds .. Yet these !llen assist
man who is as far above him as a mountain is above pecuniarily and by their presence the various preacha grain of sand. He frightens little children with ers of this town. Yes, t.hey appear to drink from
his infamous screams about "hell-fire;" he states them all the spiritual humbug these small guns are
that everything done is permitted by God, and .in firing at us as law and gospel of love; and we hav a
many instances he uses men a& his agents-for in- couple of them who dJ this with so peculiar a sang
stance Guiteau and the builders of the Holy Inqui froid that the old woman holding up the old hulk
sition; he also says God made everything. WheJ of the sinking "ship of Zion" exultingly exclaims,
asked if he made hell, he said "No." Did he mak. "How can an Infidel. continue to assault the church
the devil? ''No, the devil is self-created." 0 Y· and its religion?" Their irnbecil tirades seem to sa'theathen readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, know ye tha isfy that. class who ought by their intelligence to be
God did not make hell and ,the devil, yet he mad• in the ranks of Liberals. Why are they not? Simeverything. Bully for God! This preacher claim ply because it is popular to be on the church's side
that the credit for the enlightenment of this centur; and their business might suffer.
and age is due to Christianity. This is too much fo:
Second, some of these sPcured mfiln hav had that
an Infidel friend of this town, who sent the preache1 problem brought to be faced by themselvs in a way
a challenge to discuss in public the following prop- which was unexpected. ''Sunday law" cries were
osition: "That the influenc'l of Christianity upon raised from end to end of California. Temperance
the world has been injurious." He has received no organizations and churuh orthodoxy joined hand in
answer as yet, although it is too soon to expect one, hand. Arrests are made by them, and those who
and the chances are he never will. The name of' the keep open are brought to trial. Their main blow is
Infidel is Ed. Moody, and the preacher, if he meet8 against saloons, because publie opinion is in favor of
CAMPBELLTON, TEX., Jan. 2, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been receiving your paper since him, will get beaten, as sure as Talmage is a fool. temperance. To defend themselvs in Modesto they
October last, and cannot refrain from expressing to Preachers don't like to bother with Infidels, as the were ob'iged to form themselvs into a branch League
you my great appreciation of the paper and the Infidels get the better , of them every time. If you of Freedom. Who do you suppose came to their resable, bold, 'and fearless' way in which it is edited. I will send me some posters showing THE T!I.UTB cue? A few brave members of the Liberal Leaguelike the way in which you score it to the old Chris- SEEKER's worth, I will put them where they will be the Lea'!Ue which had laid dormant since Dr. York's
tian moss-backs. I was born and raised a Quaker in seen and read, and try and get some of the wooden- visit last, Thomas P11ine's· birthday; ye.3, myself, Dr.
eastern Ohio, but some ten years ago I happened to be heads to subscribe, for I know if they will r~ad TH:E Wilkild, Captain James, etc., who are temperate and
prowling around among the old books that had been TRUTH SEEKER thc;~y will soon be men. Hoping you! rtdvocate tempPrance principles, allied with men who
tossed away in the loft of tbe house of an uncle paper will be extensivly circulated in this vicinit) deal with spirituous liquors simply to fight for a principle which may be summarized as follows-the adwith whom I was living, and I there found Thomas before long, I remain
Yours truly,
w. T. BECK. vocacy, support, and defense of the rights of the few
Paine's "Age of Reason." I brushed the dust off it
against the many, and the etwroachment on our prinand put off to my room to peruse it, taking care to
ciples by the orthodox church. It is trying to hold
turn the key of the door. That, was the entering
BERLIN, N. J., Jan. 16, 1882.
wedge to Atheism for me. After that I read IngerMR. EDITOR: I hav been reading the letter of S. P. on to a power which is passing away. It has brought
soll's "Gods and Other Lectures." I see in THE Andrews in a late number of your paper,' and agreE about a terrible rupture with a class, the large maTRUTH SEEKER for December 24th an article by J. with him that not only Guiteau, but the Bible and jority of which were the church's strongest supportAllen Noe, entitled" God or No God." He says that all the systems of religion founded on it, hav been ers. This warfare, and the church too, brought about
he is no half-way man; but a full-blooded Atheist. on trial at Washington all these weeks; and not only this question, " Is it right to legislate In favor or a
I count myself in the same row. We hav no need in that court, but throughout this nation and all 3Pecial religion in the Uniterl States?" This qu~st.ion
has now to be met., and the Leag_ue of Freedom comes
or uoe for a God, particularly a Christian God. In other nations that hav read the trial.
to the front; to battle with the Liberal League and
fact :i: would rather there were no God. It is the
Prayer for the life of the late president has already
most consoling thought to me to think that there been tried in the balance and found wanting; people 3ecure vietory if possible. And since it has come, and
is no hereafter, particularly no orthodox hereafter. mut~t now ,believe either that God does not hear ~he chureh being our common enemy, is it too much
As to hell, I hav no use for it, and can see no good prayer or that all the Christian nations hav not co ask Liberale of all shades of opinion to come to
or fun in going to heaven and howling around the "faith equal to a grain of mustard seed." Inspira· &he front and, with them, giv the Christians a hard
fight ? ·The League of ]'reed om here has forty memthrone of God.
Yours truly,
HENRY BuNDY,
tion, too, is on trial, for there is just as much prool bers, about twenty being saloon-keepers and six or
that Guiteau was inspired to kill the president Sf seven men!bers or the Modesto Liberal League. Our
there is that the freebooter Moses was inspired to Liberal League nnmbers abont fifty members. We
WEST BELLEVILLE, ILL.,. Jan. 17, 1882.
MR. EDIToR: I hav tried many a time around here slay whole tribes, not even sparing innocent women expect lectures from A. Schell, of Knight's Ferry, a
to get a few trial subscribers to the noble TRUTH and harmless children. 1\foses said he was inspired big gua in the Liberal ranks, on the 10th of January
SEEKER, but so far ha.v failed. The hard times arid to do so, and Guiteau says he was inspired, and tha1 and for five days following, to be followed by that
lack of brains in the town make it pretty hard to is all the proof we hav in either case; and the wore friend of progress, Dr. York, of San Jose, Cal., who
get the paper introduced. The leading features of of Guiteau is quite as good as th_at of 1\:Ioses, for. delivers the oration on Paine's birthday.
this town are beer saloons and churches, both a judging by their acts, Guiteau is a saint compared
DR. A. A. GILLMORE.
curse to the human race; botb hav always placed with the old thief, liar, and wholesale murderer and
man in a fettered and disgraced condition. One fills plunderer held up by the Bible as a man of God.
KENT, 0., Jan. 12, 1882.
President Arthur says it pleased God, in his in
his body with poisonous corruption, clothes him in
MR. EDITOR: The murder or. President Garfield by
rags, and causes him to act like a fiend, and ill- scrutable providence, to remove the president, anc:
treat those he should protect and love; the other scores of clergymen say his death was a mysteriou t Christian fanatic has occasioned a great deal or
teaches him to submit to tyrant kings, to be a slave; dispensation of divine providence for the good of th· prayer and talk about prayer, which brings to my
it tells him if he had his just dues he would be cast people, and that is just what Guiteau says; and if so. mind some conversation that took place between
into an eternal hell, but through the blood of Christ the assassin was a chosen instrument to do the di- chree citizens of our place, which I wish you would
giv to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. A man by
he can commit any sin and yet be saved. A great vine will, and why do they try him for murder?
Many divines say God was willing to save the presi- the name of Hall, a Presbyterian deacon, and an
many men around here are not free, but rather
coward slaves who bend beneath the lash of igno- dent, but the wound was mortal from the first, and Infidel by the name of Quier, were having a discusrance and idiotic churchism. All drunkards. I hav it was impossible to s•we him; but this is denying sion on prayer, and a good, honest German by the
seen believe in a God; and will abuse you if you the Bible. If God could create a world out of noth- name of Warner was l)reeent listening to the conattempt to deny, the reality and divinity of Christ. ing in six days, make a live man out of dust in a versation. Mr. Hall was telling whnt wonders could
Yet we hav some Liberal fellows here who are men moment, take a rib from that man before surgical be accomplished by prayer. Mr. Quier listened to
in every sense of the word, who despise wrong and instruments, or so much as a butcher-knife, had been him for a while, but finally, becoming disgusted, he
love right, and who, if able, would gladly help such invented, and of that rib make a full-grown woman, spoke up in his abrupt manner and said he did not
papers as yours.
The Methodist church in this he could hav turned the bullet from the sufferer or believe in any such damned nonsense, but if anybody else did he had no objections to their indulgtown is having revival meetings, where they tell God hav made him an entire new spine if necessary.
ing in it. Mr. Warner spoke up and said. "Well,
what to do, and stir up the devil besides; and the
It is evident to me that if Guiteau had never read
way the "spirit of the Lord" causes them to act is the Bible he never would hav thought of committing for my part, I can't. say whether prayer does good
astonishing. You can hear them howl for blocks, that crime. The Old Testament is a record of bl.:JOd or not; but, Mr. Qnier, I yoost want to dell you one
and the way they shriek is fearful; they moan, groan, and carnage imparted from an imaginary God that ding-if it don't do any good it lool{S a little better,
B. F. CoNAWAY.
growl, and squeal in a manner that beats all that will was always hankering for blood. If he got ever so anyhow."
be heard in hell when the wicked wail. Among the angry, the smell of blood or the burning flesh of a
JoLIET, WI!'l., Jan, 5,1889.
leaders of this revival are two women who go about bullock or an old ram would make him as mild and
MR. EDITOR: Please put my name on your book us
working and helping "Almighty God." No doubt they "gentle as a sucking dove." That Old Testamen~
hav never studied the 11th, 12th, 13th, and 14th verses of has been the cause of more bloodshed and misery a regular subscriber. This month I will be seventythe second chapter of 1 Timothy, and other places in than all other book ever printed, and I would sug- two years old, and don't expect to liv many years
the holy .word of God. They sing songs about a gest, if Guiteau is hung, that the Old Testament and- more, but hav lived to be converted. Mr. D. M. Benfountain filled with blood, and a person plunging an effigy of the imaginary God that inApired it-if nett is my godfather, and Mr. T. B. Wakeman, Col. R.
into this flood of blood and coming out without a. an effigy of such a bloody and hateful monster can G. Ingersoll, and a host of other Liberals the bishstain-in fact, white as snow. Think of a man bloody be invented--:be tied•to his heels, and all go down in ops that confirmed me. THE TRUTH. SEEKE.R is my
up to the ears, and white as show. Think of a man shame and disgrace together. Then cranks, or Bible and tex.t-book. I hav long been seeking for
.
being forgiven all the dirty acts he may qav com- crack-brained fanatics, can no <longer olaim divine truth, and now can exclaim Eureka.
Mr. E. H. Spinning, a firm Liberalist, died in th1s
mitted, through the blood of a murdered man. authority for their bloody deeds.
In making this suggestion I feel that I am vindi- city on Dec. 20th. He retained his senses to ~he end
Think of the coal-bosses around here, some of whom
belong to this church, and who steal, steal, everlast- eating the character of the true God, if there is such and his last words were, "I am satisfied; all Is well.'
ingly steal from the poor miner who works for them, a being; for one worthy the name of God never did I hav inclosed stamps for a paper published by the
National Liberal League.
Yours truly,
who can hardly clothe his children, or get them de- nor ever will inspire man to slay his brother.
!our~ truly,
J, l!AOJtE~.
S. G, S,
cent food after working hard and by strict economy,

'"
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Mental Slavery.
BY RORERT SW AIL.

They are but slaves who fear the godsBut slaves who dare not use their brains.
Obsequious, fawning worshipers
Forge their own intellectual chalna.
Worship inthralls the worshipers
In servtl boncls on every band,
Makes the worshiped thing a tyrant
Who their worshiping slaves command.
Those who put on the yoke Of Christ
And never kick outside the trace
Putthemselvs on a level with
The poor bestraddled donkey race.
Like asses they are bought and sold
Who swallow dogmas down on trust.
Men who believe at priests' command
Bnt stamp their manhood in tho <lnst.
Liberty livs by vigil'lnce,
Is lost by selling it to knaves.
Usurpers, kings, lords, priests, and pope~,
Are made by voluntary slaves.

.Moral Cosmetics.
Ye ..,..howould save your features iloricl,

Lithe limbs, bright eyes, unwrinkled forehead,
From age's clcvastation horrid,
Adopt this plan;
'Twill make, in climates cold or torrid.
A hale old man.
Avoid in your youth luxurious diet,
Restrain the passions' lawless riot;
Devoted to domestic quiet,
Be wisely gay;
So shall ye, spite of age's flat
Resist decay.
Seek not in mammon-worship pleasure,
But find your richest, dearest treasure
In books, friends, mnsic, polished leisure.
Tbe mind, not sense,

Made the scale by which ye measure
·
Your opulence.
This is the solace, this the science,
Life's p•Jrest, sweetest, best appliance
That disappoints man's reliance,
Whate'er h\s state;
But challenges with a calm defiAnce
Time, fortune, fate.
-Springfield Republican-

A Ballad of' Reason.
BY ALHAZA.

A ballad-a ballad of reason;
For Thomas the Rhymer stood
Where, from tbe veins of martyred men
There rolled a crimson flood.
And if God speaks out loud to man,
What reason can there be,
Why bloody faith rules every town
And every fair countrie!
.'Neath Egypt's dim, sepulchral sky,
Whet·e crypt and dark recess
Were filled with frugmnt rnanu•cript~
Bright son~c~ in ancient dressDid reason light the preciou!3 mass,

And burn the brain's full sheave!,
While the first Bible fille<l the air
With scorcbing, perishing leaves.
.And reason where, when Constantine
Pursued his murderous way;

And Charlemagne bad been baptized
To end each bloody fray;
.And cardinals made slaves of kings,
And human beasts displayed
Their hellish lust for blood and power,
And innocence betray<Jd 1
With rea5on, does the narrow Christ
Our every thought engage,'
While soldiers of the cross hav P"nred
Dark "streams o'Ar history's page;

Laws trampled out, the poor crushed down,
And this with fiendish glee;
While devils ruled the bleeding world
For many a centnry!
And now., because sweet reason's light
Beams out on history's page,
A.re bigots ruled by common sense
Who burn with pious rage?
While sounds upon the sleeping air
iVith fearful lightnings wake,
.As superstitition's ships were rent
By the guns of Francis Drake.

Liberal League Notes from Illinois.
FRIENDS : After a long silence I am happy to
speak to you once more through our beloved
T:RUTH SEEKER. Since leaving my rig at
Pratt Station 1 hav been doing some good
work for our cause. I started a new Liberal
League at New Boston, Dec. 25th, and another
new League here in Bloomington last week. I
a.m now beginning to make arrangements f!lr
the next annual state League convention, which
l expect to convene here in Bloomington on
June 3d and 4th, and if I receive the co-operation of the Liberuls of Illinois, which I should
and hope to rec~ive, we will make the next
me~ting of the Liberal League ODe of the most
interesting gatherings of Liberals ever con..-ened in the northwest. Between this and the
time for holding the state League' convention 1
expect to make a ~rip into the northeastern
part of the state, going as far south as Paris,
the birthplace Of 'l'RE TRU'l'R SEEKER j and 1
hope to organize some new Leagues on my
route there and back.
I shall expect to be back here in time to complete arrangements for the state League convention.
Friends wishing to help me in the work can
do so by writiug me at Bloomington, Jll.
I would like to remind the Liberals of the
country of the great importance of trying to inCfilase the circulation of our .Lih<-r , l papers.
Wh$rOVllr I find a. TRUTH BEEKER reau.<Jr I find

BLISS'S

a live Liberal, and one who is awake to the
great interests of progressiv !Jiberalism.
Now, friends, please let me hear from you.
One dollilr makes any man or woman a life
member of the state Liberal League of Illinois.
Ple11se send me as many names as you can for
memberships to the state League.
l!'. F. FoLLET,
Secretary State Liberal League, Illinois.
Bloomington, Ill,, Jan. 11, 1882.

"This is for the prayen of all nations of the
earth to come through. If it were not for that
funnel they woulll spread out over the other
planets so we could not hear them, for this is my
seat. Now, Robbins, put your ear down and
listen to it." This excited my curiosity, and I
Especiaii:r: to Develop Uedium•
put my ear to the mouth of the funnel. You Desill,"ned
istic Persons as Writin"" Uedinm&.
may imagin my surprise wh~n I heard the v_oicA After moutha of careful study aud experiment, Mr.
of man praying to God to make it rain, while James A. Bliss. the well-known medium, of Providence,
R. 1. (formerly of Philadelphia, Pa.), has perfected hla
others were praying for dry weather. Thinks I Writing
P!anchette, aud although many Improvements hav
to my.oelf another time, Which prayers will God been mu.de, thP. price reml\ins the same as heretofor.-.
Bliss's Electro-:Uitgnelic Planchette lo a
answPr?
But
I
had
no
time
to
reflect,
for
I
Church Taxation in Michigan. heard all the ministers of the North and north- wonderful little Instrument, It w111 operate In the hands
of many persons who hav never had the least faith In
manlfeotatlons It has convinced thousands that
To THE EDIToR OF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: western states praying to God during the J·ebell- Spiritual
It wao moved by a power IHdependent of hands placed
The publication by you of my note and the ad- ion to assist us in the bloody work, calling aloud, upon It while exr,erlmentlng It w!ll anowe>' either
dress of the Equal Taxation Committee is bear- "0 Lord, assist us in this great undertaking, r.,•r~~,~~l~u~fc~ti~~!~r~:~~~;~~~~lt"fr~e~~. you woning fruit. I am receiving requests by almost that the victory may be ours, and the praise
every mail for copiEs of petition and circulars. thine, both now and forever. Amen!" But I Skeptics are r~~~~l~:Ir.:w-:tted to exper•
Hiram Olmstead, of Saranac, wrote me some had no time to reflect, for I heard all the minis- The general verdict of the persons that, bav used Bliss'•
time ago that he had the names of three- ters of the Southem states and the chaplain~ of Plmchette Is, 'l'lutt it will write tnessages
where the cotnmon wooden unmagnetfourths of the business men of his place already the Southern army tell God that the Yankees ized
·plancltette will rentuin motionless.
on the petition. Wan·en Hutchins, of Remus, were stealing away their property and burning
Remember tbis J>Janellette is not only
:Mecosta county, has undertaken the appoint" their dwellings; ''and we pray thee, 0 Lord. to the best, but it is ·the cheapest in the
ment of agems in that section of the state with let justice prevail in our nation. Stretch forth market.
The Planchette, with wheels, pencil. and full dlrectlonl
good success, S. D. Moore, of Adrian, pro- thy mighty arm and assist us in our great un- will
be securely inclosed In a box and mailed to any adposes to see to his county (Lenawee). Mr. P. dertakiug, that the victory .may be ours. and <lre!Bin the United States ouly, upon the receipt of GO
~~nt,.q
"Fl\1" R~lf'\ at the otllce of TRB T~UTR 8-u;"RKliR.
Thurston, of Burr Oak, does the same for St. the pra\se shall be thine, both now and forever.
Joseph county. We want a thorough agent of Amen!" Boom! boom! goes the cannon. I
CEN'l'ENARY OF VOLTAIRE.
this sort for each county.
hear the beating of drums and the playing of
Our state legislature will be called together bands of music. I hear the cracking of thouas soon as Congress a.cts upon the new con- sands of muskets, and the whistling of minie
gressional appointment; and when they meet, the balls, and oh, what a chill of horwr seized my His Life and Works in France
re-vidon of the tax laws will be their special frame when I heard the dying moan of my feland Abroad.
work. 'vVe must pour in petitions by the thou- low-man! Oh, how I felt for the wickedness
sand in favor of equal taxation. Never before of man when I heard one army charging the (Enil&nd, Holland, Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland), with
unpublished leht~r~t\'!t~~~:alre 1\nd Mme.
hav the Liberals of Michigan had an oppor- other, with flaming eyes, and vengeance in their
tunity to make themselvs heard in a form so countenances, calling upon God to damn their
BY BEN.JA.MIN GASTINEAU.
eminently practical.,
enemies' souls to hell, while the ministers in the Translated with the author's approval by :Messro. F. Vogell and Edmond Dubourg.
A confe•·enee of a few friends was held in background pleaded with God to take theit· ~ide,
this city Thursday, Jan. 12, at which a commit- I heard all the ministers of France and of Ger- This work I• au epitome of the life1 of the great Intldel,
tee, consisting flf Edward Chope, E. W. Med- many offering up the same kind of p•·ayers dur- j~!~~rJ!~~6en~a~d c}~~t~~~~~~d ~{;g~ ~~pl~~t~1~grt~~f~e.b!t
daugh, and C. Schulenburg, was appointed to iPg their bloody w11r. I heard all the ministers ~~j~~~.;~~~~~a~~;.u!fare~ r~;t~~~u ~!tl?gyJa~~~~v~r~;aF:
ngitate the wbject of church taxation locally in of Turkey and Russia doing the same. I heard
~gft7Sr:!~d ~~~i;~yl~s~~~feuf~· E}~~~~Dj,all~n~~d~c:£1~~~~:
Detroit. The committee will enter upon their thousands of Ar,•b& worrhiping God through Prusstn.,
S'witzerland; his relattOUB with Jean Jacques
work with eamestness and zeal. ,They hav au- Mohammed. I heard such a pandemonium Rousseau, Frederick tlle Great, Catherine lL, and Pope
Benedict. XIV.; what be did n.tFerney, how he improved
thority to add to their number.
·
that my pPn fails to describe it. Thought I, I the town, built a church, fought the Jesuits. l:Llll1 defended
I expect in a few days to start on a tour would not be God for the world. If l had five ~~~:hJ~~th~s1 t~1ur~~~~o~s r~~~~;\g~~rfs6 ~t~~~~~~~\,e!~sd;f
through the state, primarily in furtherance of hundred children, aLd they got into a quarrel exile, and ends with chapters on his work. his phllusophisystem, his enemies, and some hitherto unpublished
tbe <:lmrcb tax,ltion work, but will also lecture o-ver their little property, and, being divided, ca.l
etters.
on Liberal topies generally. My absence will both parties called upon me, their father, to as- Many volumes hay been w1itten upon Voltaire, but none
its size contains so much information as this. }-.rom it
not interfere with correspondence, which will sist them in their bloody work, I would say: of
s. clear ide~~t cu.n be obtained of tlle immense influence he
reach me and be attended to on the route.
''Children, behave yourselvs. It is your love
~~dr~~~~h~nc~~~ggel~~det~r';g~lgh~~~~s~~i~i~n~og~~~~~
The following contributions hav been re- of money and ynur wickedness. Not I will aR- to step out of the orthodox paths of thought.
ceiYedsinc~ tbe list heretofore published by you sist in your bloody murders
You are all my
. PRICPAPER75 cents; CLOTH, $1.00.
Addreos ]). M. Bennett. 1418th st., New \"ork.
w;;s printed:
children." But what are five hundred comWm. A. Bruce. Nunica ....... ., ................. $1 oo
) pared with millions upon millions that aTe daily
E. G. B., 1\lavie Hapids ... ·· · ···· ··· ······ ······ 1 oo
calling upon him in a similar manner? I raised
!!END TO
ii,.:'Jt~i~l~~~]!?~~.~;,~~~?~:·:::::::::::::::::: ~ !my head from the funnel in disgust aud looked
'
g~~~ ..ljj;f/,:' 0 ~-~~~:'·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~
up. And the Lord said, "Robbins, what do
A
M.P. 'l'l>urown, B··rr Oak....................... 1 oo
you think about it?" '' 0 Lord," sllid I, "I
FOR T HEll.l.
A.K1-<ugent,Lanslng .......................... 1 co
1 do not understand it." "Well," said the Lord,
The Darwins. Price, paper, 50 cenis; cloth, 75 cents•
~:.lt:~~~~;--~~~·l;'u~>~;:iiie::::::::::::::::::::::
~
"did you hear that old gr!.ve-faced Deacon The
C1ergyman's Victims. Price, 25 cent!3. John's Way,
1
cents. Stuc!Ying the BPJle, 75 cents. \ Specimen
~d.W.eunJ~'J~~ fM{~.;"~~·s::i:i."b1;;0 ,:.;::·:.:::: sg i Jones a~kh1g my blessing on his dinner just 15
copies of the Physwlogist_,_ 10 cents. Stamps gla<ltv re"Y
ceived. AddroR8
-"'·D. SLENKI!:P.,
The total contributions thus far are about :i no_w ·1"
·
" es, L oreI• Icrl"•
lC; ,ai·di : "W8 ll"
,
Snowville, PulAAk1 Cc , VA..
$50, which is hut a drop in the bucket in view I
he, I ha-v known h1m ever smce he was 40tf
of the work to be done. I will be glad ro for- , a httle boy_, an~l _nearly all the propert,y he h~s
ward circuhtrs and blank forms for petition to he got by iLegJtllllate. m~ans-b; cuttmg cord EXTRAORDINARYOFFE~
any one who can. use them, on application, and, wo~d t~ree feet and m~e mches .m lengt~ _and
PROVIDENCE, ~· 1. Jan. 1, 1R81.
those who can do so should add something to, selling 1t _for fo~ feet, by puttmg the ta1h~gs
the expense fund. Address,
?f w~eat m the m1ddle of the sa?k and selling gu~de~~rr"~f8~~~f;~Jg~rd <,~J()~:~J~tbt~rlser and spirit
"
S. B. :i'iicCRACKEN, Prov. Sec.,
~t for good wheat, and by putting rotten corn
TEN OEN'I'S
Room 84, Seitz Block.
m the botto~ ~~ the wa~on an~ the good on
ONE BOX OF
Detroit Mich. Jan. 17 1882.
t~p. Rol?bm_s, he contmued,
hav heard
'
'
'
h1m tell h1s w1fe to put lots of salt m the butter,
DR.
YORK'S
for salt was worth one cent and butter twentyProf. Robbins's Dream.
five. I hav seen him go to the railroad and get
two or three rides on one ticket. Now, Rob bins,
As I was plowing in the field one day in the the man that will rob the railroad company will
Or 'l'hree Boxes Cor 20> cts.
month of J\<lay the rays of the 5Un beat down plunder the stores at the midnight hour if it
These Pills will be found (If taken according to dlre•upon me ami my te11m so hard I was obliged were not for the law. Take away the law, and
a sunE cure for ALL disea8e! of the livm· and
to rest; and a~ I slept I dreamt a dream; and Deacon Jones is a thief. Then be loans money tions)
kidneys.
This offer will hold good only from Jan. let to Apr. lot
behold, I soared up into an imaginary heaven, at unl»wful interest, although I gave in~truc
in the presence of the orthodox God. There he tions through Jesus Christ, my son, that he ~~~·b!~t.:'fo~$f.~~st the price will be 25 cts. per box. or
sits upon a throne of nothing. I;re was about should not take usury money. 'fhe laws of the Address, with one-cent stamps inclosed,
three feet thick and nine feet high. He had a
·
h h ll k b
JAlliES A. BLIS8,
crown of gold unou his head, anll was robed in ntttion say e s a ta e nt t<•n per cent, but
"
he dodges the law by drawing a note for one
15t5S.
47 Greenwich St., Providence, R. I.
a white. garment, with a black book and a white hundred dollars and giving his neighbor only
book, takiug down the deeds of men; l\ify vis- ninety dollars at ten per cent; and he goes to
6
6
a week in )TOur own town. Ten~s and $5 outfit free
Address H. HALLET & Co., Portland, Maine.
ion grew keen, and I looked; and lo! thousands church and tries to work it off every Sunday in $
of angels fiouti~g to and fro promiscuous}y. long prayers and hypocritical groans." Tbis
THE PYRAMID OF GIZEH.
Eyery one,wa~ like unto a beautJf';'-l younng lrl, so excited my nervous system that I R,woke out
w1t~ eagle s w1ngs on. the back of 1ts shoulders .. of my dream.
ISAAC L Ro IN
5
The
.Relation of .Anci~nt Egyptian CivI d1tl not see a wrmkled-faced old woman ,
·
BB •
ilization to the Hebrew Narrativs
among them, neither did I see any with whisk- 1 ==================
ers. I think there was only one kind there.
/
in Genesis and Exodus, and
And as I looked, lo! there was a street of'
the
.Relati1'
Claims of Moses and the
solid gold. Thinks I to myself, thiR is the street
?f the new Jerusalem; I will take a walk along
.M.
This Bad~e tsaaa~ted fpr the use o! all Pyramid to Inspiration Considered.
By VAN BlJREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
1t. And as I _traveled along the street I soon
~lt"t~tg~tt•~g~~~~ f[:·de~1~t:,err~:1~~t
Price, 25 cents.
came to the b1g cow pasture, where thousands
shows the desl~&n and size, out not lt•
0
0
of cows were being milked by Ferpetual motion,
~f.~8:Y~ou~ ~gldg~6~· ~1k75 ~ ~\?~~r t~l~·
and the milk was flowing down a golden gutter. l
PostaJ,;e paid and package~ rcgl~tered:
ECCE DIABOLUS,
Remit and
by mention
post-office.this
order
or registered
. .f or awh"l
Aft
. . er l oo k mg
l e I crosse d over t h e way. I,
letter,
paper.
JJescrll'·
1looked, and lo ! there were t~ousantls of bee- ~h';, c~~f"~~~t~I~~Je;~~u~~e~eagues, etc., fn,e. Address in which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
is shown to be devil-worship, with some obhtves. The bees were gathermg honey from·
LUCY L. CHURCHILL
servations upon the horrible and cruel ordithe never-withering flowers in those extensiv : 6meow25
West Richfitld, Summit county, Ohio.
fields of living green, and the honey was flow- ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offArings.
By the VERY REV. EVAN DAVIES, LL.D.
ing down auother golden gutter. Thinks I to' C u R
N oC
"'
myself, I m~st hav passed through death, for I,
n
0
W
D I S EAS E S,
Arch-Druid of Great Britain.
Price, 25 cents.
hav awoke m a laud where milk and honey Embraclngthoseo!thebloodaud Nerves, theDiseaseso!
1
flow. I rejoice~ to think that I was so fortu-' ~~";.ic~~~u~ ~~~~r, 1~idfno~g~r,e",:\'1.r~h~aT:r~~:a~:~·~· $72 A WEEK. $12 a day at home easily made. Cost
outfit free. Address THUE & Co., Augusta, Maine •
uate as to dwell 111 the presence of angels and· that plainest of boolra, PL'iiN HOME -FALKY,:~EMBRAC·
rIV on sueb nc
.· h f oo d f orever.. I t IS
· netrh er' · h ot lllustmt!ons,
INH MEDICAL
COMMON
SENSE-nearly
l,tw pages,
200,
by Dr.
E. B. J!'OOTE,
of 120 Lexington
ave
nor cold, never any sickness enters here nor do New York_, to whom all letters from the sick should be aciPLAIN HOME TALK,
·
~.. k h
h
. '
· dressed. 1n lts Issue for J~tn. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
tlneves
u.ea t roug alHl steal. I Will go back· SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical publicaEMBRAOING
to my seat for I do not want to return to the tlous: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and lutl.'
' mately, and we say with all the assurance that -knowledge
h
eart agam. Aud ns 1 sat down I cast my eyes · lmparts.that he Is a man of the highest Incentive and
to'Yard earth, _and was abo~t to say," Farewell, Wr~~~~· Jif.0!:ng~~b~f,i' ~'\,en gf~fuut ;~.;~~~~~~':ft 1~~da~'t
BY E. B. FOOTE, M,D.
vam earth, With all thy swkness and sorrow wen ca~culated to enalie them to'be more healthy, more
This book Is a plain talk about the human system, tile
hypocrisy and super~titionl" when I as str ck' happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.
._,
•
W
U
Hla medical works possess the highest value, and hu.v been habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
Wlth surprise by observin~ a large funnel bot- Introduced and thoroughly read In hundreds of thousands
·
.
of families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing testl· dl!ea.se, our sexUal relations and social naturea. It is med·
t om Sl e up. I·r was a b out SIX
weh es m
tam- mony to the great benefit they hav derived from the ph s.
eter at the top, a.nd it grew so large when it lologlcal, ~,Yglenlc, and moral lessons which he has so a~l icalcommon sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
reached the earth that it covered the wLoJr. tm;:;;~~ers of PLAIN ·HOME TALK are at IIbert to of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
globe. Thinks I to myself ngain What is tbis CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall,Fru. women to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage
.
.
.' . . .
.
Price of tile new Popular Edition, by mall, postage prefm.me l f or? And, bemg a little mqUJSltlv, I lll- JUjd· only $1.50. Contents table free. AGENTS WANT- etc. Embellished with two hundred Illustrations. Pr!ca
fl.50. Sold by
D. M. BENNETT,
quu:ed of the Lord, and he answered and sai(!; I •
llUBBAY lliLL l'~~J~~ .~.?~#l~rk.
143. liilallth 1treo,, Now YQl'k.
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THE RADIOA£ PULPIT.
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~) ·

Comprising discourses of advanced thought by
B. FBOTHINGHAl!Iaiid FELIX ADLER.
two of America's clearest thinkers.
·

~i..
By of
o. Chrlat;..
B. Frot;binghalll:
·~:·The
New SOnjl
The Dogma of Hell.
mas.
The Vo.!ue of the Higher
lft~
~sef'T'!:f oY~:-!ed.
The Sectarian Spirit.

Tg;~:;::,~~!n

Lady.
The Consolations of Ra..
The American Gentleman.
tlonaltsm.
The Langua11e of the Old
··:·Testament•
.,;f;k
By Felix Adler:
n.r>The Ethics of the Social
Our Leaders.
!:'ii!;; Question,
~':,~J:,~~~:n a Religion?
z;f~~~~~~P::~'h~ Second Ant.
\!;{Yil;~hf'c~nfJf:r~~clety for
'

p E E R L E s s· WI L s 0 N I A .

Corre!lJlOndcnce Wanted.

A lady of intellect anh culture wlshea to c- rree11ond
-wlt!J s··me ~entieman between the ages of forty and
PJ~K':ilg.t;ie~\';W~t;nllhis ~J:N~.~~ views and lm some
21.4
ERMINA THOMAii, Box 102, Eagle V'tllage, N.Y.
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MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN,

~:1~1:..~:·.;..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _P_r_ic_e_._ln_c_lo_t~h-·_'1_._

:

Inventor of the "Wilsonia," and Lecturer on Electrical Til era·
pcutics, Author o:f " The Trial o:f Medicine," " Tile .Lan·
;;uaie o:f Disease," "l'lle,dical Fallacies," Etc., Etc.

"Antichrist:"
Proving conclusivlythat

VINELAND, N, J.
.A reguinrly ednc!l.ted nnd leg-n!Jy qual1tled physJctan, and the

.coct succelistuJ, ns his pr'\ctlce wi!l prova.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS•
EASES.
Sper1natorrhea an<l I1npotency,

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRlS'I',
His Bb·th, Ltl"e, Tria», lBxecutton. etc., is a Myth.
P'or AAlA at t.b1A otlhlfl

~RICIN
"."

OF LIFE:
OR,

CENTRAL OFFICE,

4:65 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.

a.a tbe result of self..nLuse In youth, ae:o::unl e:rcenea in tnnturn
:'l.'~nt·s,

or other cn:..tass, e.nd producln~ "-Ome o( the foltowinp.; elf~cta~
Nervousness, Semi us I EmiBiliona (nigbt ernlfllllona by dreur,.,a), Dlm-

~=e,0i::~¥~~ foc~~~\~~y~~F~~~:~c~~(;~ ~f~st~~r:fia~~~IJ?:.~
1

"ow~r. &c., rendering m:tr~iat;e impro!Jer
th(':rc,:~:;,_:.ly and pormanon~ly cured by an

Se.:-;ur:

CENTRAL NEW YORK _OFFICE, 25 EAST FOURTEENTH ST.

wbch 1s the ;,odor'& lntrl'it And gTeatest m.
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THlS 'WORLD.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY
By GEORGE CUAI:NEY,

51 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass.
Terms, $2 per Annum .

.::· ·p,.is 'world is divided Into three parts.

q,bJe ·>.' tal•ccur{) ol thcm!!r.lvcs.
8'1tl!<JIII~~ ~.; ~o~ith•f'!:'i" en rod.

WINTER IS UPON US.
PROTECT YOURSELV/3
Against asthma or consumption hy wearing WILSONIA.
clothing. Cold feet are the precursors of endless ills that
flesh is heir to. Wear the,WILSONIA soles and a veld such
du.nger.
TAKE :l.fEDlCIN AND DIE,
WEAR " WILSON !A " AND LIV.

.

;
:
:
:
:
:
:

THE WILSO~IA MAGNETIC CLOTHING COMPANY HAV DE<CIDED TO CO~!MENCE THEIR
GIFT OF TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS' WORTH
.
OF WILSONIA MAGNETIC GARMENTS TO THE
SICK POOR OF BOTH CITIES. THESE GIFTS
WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO THE APPLICANTS
UPON THE HECEIPT OF WRITTEN RECO:!<l·
MENDATIONS OF THE CLERGY AND OF'FICERS, AS ABOVE STATED. ALL PERSONS INTERESTED IN THE RELIEF OF THE SICK :

~ POOR WILL PLEASE COMMU.::<ICATE WITH
WILLIAM W 1 LSON, 465 FULTON ST., lliWOK:u~
N. B. IN TilTS DISTRIBUTION WE PREFER
THE MOST EXTREME CASES OF DISEASE,
SUCH AS PARALYSIS. HIP GOUT, CONSTJMPTION, HEART DISEASE, HUMORS, CAJ.;CERS,
. ETC., THERE BEING NO DISEASE THE WIL; SONIA WILL NOT RELIEVE.

No. 465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.
NO 69> BROADWAY,
N0.1.3H7llROADWAY,
NO. 2.3HI THIRIJ AV., /NEW YOR!I:.
NO, 72 NASSAU ST.
NO. 25 E. 14th ST.,
NO. 44. FOURTH S'!'., NEAR SOUTH EIGHTH ST ..
BROOKLYN. E,D.
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Edited by HORACE SEAVER-.

A treatis on the Population Question.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
~iON'i'HS, Jlost.a~·e

please send your subscription for >i1X montlls or one year,
and if aou are not satisfied with the way the Investigator

~5·

to

vork.

.

~20

per day at home. Samples worth :1:5 free.
Address STrNSON & Co., Portland, Maine.

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll's

Forthcoming LetterQ
The Jannary number of the Iconoclast w'll contain a
long letter of Col. R. G. Ingersoll's In answer to questions
propounded to him by leadmg clergymen of Indizmapolis.
The lc"!'oclast containing the letter may he obtlllued at
Ave cents a copy by addressing its editor.
Liberal inducements offered to news dealers,
, 4t
Addres•
W. H. ~~~~s~Kfe~ind.

J'udge Waite's Great History
OF: THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION TO .A.D. 200.
·.:Much Is obscure prior to that time. The Judge has
thrown a flood of light over the doings, writings of the
Christian Fathers, controversies, etc., of that neriod; presents us with the various g.Jsoels oriii;·1nating Jn and subsequent to that time. Every man wishing to know the
. vall~ty of the New Testament should hav this large ec.
· :. eleaiasttcal history of 455 octavo pages. Beauti6ul!y and
· snbstantlally bound. Pri<:e, $2 50 P"Htpald. For Bale by
1m2
D. HIGBIE. Burton, Slliwussee Co-,lt!tcb.

~'JUST LET ME SHOW YOU"
DR.

FOOTE'S

liand-BJok of l!ealth Hints
·AND READY REOIPES.
Wor·th $25. Cost 25c.

By the author or
upLAIN HO)ffiTALJI.'' AND "MEDICAL
COMMON SENSE."

12S ~!~F.S or Af~~~cCn~r::: Jon~~!a~ltl~
on Hygiene

on Common
How to
Worth
on J\ urz;::ln g the
for Pregnant

of the

of hlfh re•,ut~, aud ,
inodWrlnvt~.liJa.

Pr1~ate

I other phy11lcla.na

rJ,ns for pl(>Jmrtnr

~Af:j,El'oiTSWANTED,

Addre10 D. M. liRNNR'fT

141 ~h~ at.,

.blew tork,

tmd cc.rreJ>ponUtmce mrictly contltlentiAl.

PRIVATE COUNSELO.H..

t;.~ut tC~ nny adr!tt\ss securely•e:1lert l~rt.wo thrc~~<!Nti ~tRnt~
~atine: on Spcrmatorrhcu or Sr.Illinrd Wer.lme11!!, )Ziving its cau&&,
···'lnptotnil, b0rrlbloclforu,nnrl cu1 tr. JOJ!owcd lly ntron~rtcatirnouln1J

sded by :m nffi,\nvtt tHl to tlv~lr ~~ouuineneM. Shoul1\ he reiUi

Jt{l{~I·n:~:. 1 i~Pi~i:Wl~\:rJ: 0Y~ 1r~~~~~!~~!~;1,c J.~~~i'Je~~ile~~~.'i:

"1•.;;.-lll-Dd 1Jt8t(lin u-h""·UAWIJJ: YOU SI~W t.L.lJ..

[From tht'. R01J.,1it! 1tnd Ilome, N.Y.}

Among the succeP!sful phye:fch:mo who hnv departed
trJm the narrow hen ten t.racl; or ortJHHluxy, we muy rrmk
Dt. Fellows, of Vineland, N. ,J. Hta prJnc!plee are true,
h1 ey~tem based upon ICientnctact."
[Jif?'om thr. (.l/(1.) Lt1ural.

The reputation of Dr. Fellows fa sutnc1ent to warrant

o.ny one in repustng cont\dence in h's si(Ul t~nd n.hillty.
Tltoee In need (I{ hili aiu should not fail tu cPnr.ult him at
(1nce. Prucruatinatlon is the thief of t,tme, o.ud oft.en coAts

the llfe of s human

betn~.

11

LlFE Ol' VOLi\llRE.
Thts work, which

ANNIE

occupied Mr. Parton many yean
1

Burr, ao:f"Butler prove, and his great a!Jillty is even more
manifest in tlii8 work. It is a h~bor of love, H8 wnll ae a
monument of research nnd f!Cholur~h1p. H IH jm.;t, en.ndld,

discriminat-ing. and cx.n.et, descrlh!ng Vo\t.~l1r~ a~ he wa.s, t\
transcendent phUo~oplwr, a great reformer, u !JrUit~.nt. wit
aud poet, and setting forth what fttultl:l he lwd ~~ ~~ n:nn.
It is the 1lrst truthful and thorough biography Vo't.alre llfl!J
lw.d tn the EugliHh h.t.ngU!lge, It JR a mof:lt lnterfJ8tlng por'Lru.iturc of n. trnly remnrka ble man, -whet,her he 1s viewed

BESANT.

·wHAT OBJ1UliONS 10
C"i::'RISTIANIT~"f'
.,f;.J!..

hR~

~~~~:.Pci~~;~:;~J~tlr:~r ~~~vd r~~\~~~Cd \\1 \~o~d. ~~~ur ~~~~-vola
1
1
8
as~fs ~~7,rt~~r h~ eas ~isJ:l~~\~~o~~~~,~~~~~tr !J~~Jt~~g~ . GF:~~~~;'

Jt;.

THE

'JJennett-Mair Discussion.
BETWEEN

tW

~l~~~~~ uD'r.~~:;ro.~:~;'\:~·::~n~io ~~:~~\i/~:~u~;~:~~~~:~~:~:~~ r~~:~~·,·
~Jft·o~~~I!~:~~!~n~:~:;~j(r\ ·;~.~ l~e~~;~~~i~~~~t~~~'~t~b~r: ~~.~~ ~1 ;:l ~;·;_',·;:~~:.

With PortJ·aits nnd other Illnstrat.Jonfi.

AND

I

HIEigbthsl

:
;
:
:
:

Price, 25 cents . .For sale at thJs ofiice.

FOR FIF'.I'Y <CEN'.D.'S.
f~~t:i~!. ~~ ~~aft~~~~u~~~~'J:'~ g~~c!~illgd:~Jt~'i'fi~tg:;l~
, umns to things of this world alone, and leuves the next, if
Fnll letters froun the Editor, ttow on a
tbere be one, to those who hav entered its unknown
shores. Belteving that It is the duty of mortals to work
'for ·the interests of this world, it confines itself to the tour around the wol'ld, ai>pear weeldy. ·.:
things otthisltfe entirely, It has arrived nt the age of 'l'bese alone are worth the .i>l'i<ee a>!ked.
.ftftyaone years, and asks for a support from those who are
0
1
Ad<llreso
D. 11!. BENNE'i'T,
Jgn~O.,~~ ucted, we won't ask you to continue with ~~ry

:

JH~ADLAUGH

paid,

~~~~t~~~ ~~Y::C~~a:~t~~n;d f ~s~f~~~~~fiYr1~~~·~ ;Ln~':!'d~~~

~
;

BY

!
A WEEKLY LIBE"'AI· JOlJRNAT.
""
•
""'"·
Witl!I sixte_en large J>ages, will be sent '
for Tl!'IREE

~Ien.

'.':here aro mnn_y at. the nr"' of thlrtv to ~lxty >rllO are ~r(l!d•:,.l
·, .tb too frt:qtw'lt c:v:wur.twn of the 6l1tdder, oftu1 necmnpnnio<d )H·
~i!Zl:t nmnrtm~ or lmrnln.~ 15rnsatlou 1 aud a wcnkt•:dug 0f th",,
,q•,tom in~~ lllll!.!lf'l' tho J•!l1iont ca:mot nccot:·lt lnr. On e.:>:f!.:J.inin.:
-i~'".l uriu:rr>' 4c:'( sitii u tC}•)' or t·ottcm.JiJ.;o s,·,::mtmt. ()!' ~;ometi•n:•:
II'Uilll})ll.tt\ch'll nl n\hum~~n, will ~!""<~:n·, or \.hu co\•'1' w\11 bo u< ;1nio or Iri!!d:'h hue, 1.1)!:,in ch!ln~ill)"l; to 11. dark tmd t?rpid epp· •tr
e~::ce, which p':dnly ~ho1r3 thut. 1.l;.11 ue:n11n ];'1~~C2"ll'tnt 1 : 1.!Jo urii.~.

BY .TAltiES PARTON.

FRUITS OF l)HILVSOP llY.

The Investtgator Is devoted to the Liberal cause In reltg,Jon; or in Ol!)ler words, to universal mental liberty. Inde-
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"THE WILSONIA" MAGNETIC G.1RMENTS
WILL CURE EVERY FORM OF DISEASE,
No matter of how Jon~>: standing.
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
Curea in Brooklyn and New York.

'·PART I. contains the -weekly lecture delivered by George
BEWARE OF FRAUDS.
· Chalney.
.............. :
PAR'l) II.-A continued story af ,. Liberal and Radical
character.
BOGUS
GARMENTS.ARE
ON THE MARJ!:ET.
PART III,-A short story devoted to the education of
onr children In Liberal sentiments and principles.
The WILSONIA Is studdei! with metallic eyelets, showing the metals on the face. All others Rre frauds. Send
Send for a sa111ple copy.
for pamp 11Ieta contqfning testimonfa.Js from the best p€'0ple in Ameri'!.a.. wh0llav been cured uftel' all ff)rms 0f
medlcln had failed.
N "·te onr addresses,

The oldest reform journal in the
United States,
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ah iblo

·!.1int in

1

C ONSlJLTATION DAILY FR.Ol'll 10 A.lii. TO S P.M., FREE OF ()HARGE .
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:nON,

":nl:;;cb he bna so fur /'rP~cribed for thla bunrll•
Jlt.:tf,!:'."! without fl lui vre to cure in a Bingle ~~
'W(•l-' til. & fRrril>ly t>h:~.tten~d condltioD-h:<t.

,;::1,WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
:'·'"The evolution of the spirit from matter through or.
.·:~tc. processes~ or, how the spirit body gl'ows.
·: . Two paper• given In the Interest of·Sp!rltual science
· l!:r the dictation of the late PROF. M. F.ARADAY, ol
·.England. Price 10 cents Sold at thls o1fice.

or unhappy,

EXTERNAL APPI.a:c

as the ehamp1un of Liheru.lfp,m, a powerful uud pen~ever
iug foe to bigotry, or ns the fert1~scholu.r of every hranch
of literature and udvocute nlwuya and evct"J'Wlit're of tolerance and llherty. It Is tha arsenal from wlllcil LiherH.lB
wlll draw weapon~ to refute the t;la!Hlers antl lies of the
clmrch abOut Voltaire, and Mr. Purton'e reputt~tton will
make It il.- Rutl:ority In regard to his \tfc,lli! work, 111•
d';!tl,!,ll,
1n two volr. Bvo. Price, 'G; half calf, ~11.
Address, D. III. Bennett, 141

Rip,ht~

st., New York.
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LITHOG-R~AP H

I ... e~turcs by George Chainc:r.

Tb<l t'u!lest Discus§lion yet Published,
giving the Do~ru«s aud Claims of
Christianity a tho•·ongb .Kx-

OF

This JJooJ;: Is a. thorough examination of the Christtan
system uf religion, divided into the !'ollowln~ thefiCS:

D. M. BENNETT.
Heavy Plate
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1

the mytllical story of Je~us and 111s virr.dn motlJer. (b)
Other so-yalleclsaviors and redeemers ll<w been believed
in a.nrl reported to ha:v been crucified and to lmv died on
the cross m»ny hundreds of yeurs l>et'ore the R:tme wa.s
1

~~t~g;eir~~~~- in<ct;1'!-;rB~~-:~n f~yn~ta~ ~~~~~6'tr~t:ts~af~d~~~

systems from Jive hundred to two thousand years
l:hr1sttan1ty was known in the world,

IJct"or~

fu1i/~~d~~~1;~~c~~~~~'l~tg[~~:~~!~ft~~~e~~~ ~~~;d~~~ ~~

VOL. I. CONTAINS
J..~estmns

trom the Life r.nd Work of Karl Be1uzen; Minot
S&va.ge's Talks u.hout God~ Moru.l OIJjections to the God
Ide:l; Nature and Decline of Unitarianism; Bobert G
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----------------LIBERAL HOf./.lE::::
.AND A.

religion as to Jesus.
LIB~RAL
~,C~ZU\IE.
s. The story of Jer,u,:; :~nd his m1sslon in t.he world is unThe Liberal IRa monthly magazine pu!JIIshed by G. H.
h1storic;.~.l; iii is nut corroborated by contempora.neou8 hisWH-lr;er at Liberal, Mo., at the low pr1cc of tifty cents a
tory.
4. The teachings of Jesus are defectiv in morals, 1nte1l1- year. Thismrtgaz;1ne is 1"8'-~uetl in the 'ntnrc~t tlf true Libgence, ~..:.nd. sctentlilc informc~rion, and. so far ad they are of
1
1

Yl.

M

r~~~~~~~;:r~~fti~~l:J~l~ ~~<il'~~~~~l~I(~~~d~il~f~· ~1f~~l;t~l~ni~H

~~~~;·i!~c~~~~d t~~~~~~~~~nodp~·~~~~~IIJ~Ii':'n~r~~l~~JI~~
Spir1tualfsts, wh1·re tln~y can enjoy the full fruition of
sell' was written by men 1lly informed In st:ientffic knowl- universal mental liberty. The town Js gwwfng ruptdly.
edge, and does not llarmonlzc witlJ the facts and principles lt has no preacher, no church, no drunl\Cnness, no saloon,
no God, nu Chri~t, no llt ll, no devil. JHit. peace, ctv1Iity,
in nature known to be true.
5 'l'he doct,rins and claims of Christianity ha:v been a 1
curse instead of a. bleBsing to mankird in ma::ty respects. ~ ~~t:~e~appl~!~~seH~nd Go'II!~VAr:C~~~h~11~~~~i, }l~:Jng
J BsteHd ut being: a religion of love~ it has been a relfg:!on
of !nte, contentwn, war, and l>loodsheU. lt lws fostered
Is proving to hundreds the most efficacious remedy for Jgnorauce,
THE
superstition, nnd falsehood, and h<lH retarded
ali deleterious affections. Failing slgl1t, dullness of hear, education a.n<l science in the wor1d, It recugnlzcr; ana
ing, or·~ roaring" of the eare, U!! well as overstmined and ~~£&~)~;1~i~~~~~E~~~~:. ~~t~c~is1~1~ a~~J~~~~~ r~~~! ~~·l~;J~
weak eyes, nro immediately 1m proved by its ut~e. Inflam- pression fn its assert-Ion that all power 1H of God. As a
proof of this tha lectders a.ud brfght sturs of the Chriattan
mations and all ophthalmic di1ficnltles regulated.
church hav been umong tl1e worst tyrants and oppressors
BYAN
or llunmu li!H~I"tv the world has known.
SO cents per box.
Address
G. A. LOMAS,
6. The B1lJle ai1d Chrlstia.nity llav oppressed woman and
tf
hav deprived ~er of t~e r1g~ts to w~ir,~ by nature s~e Is Ungodly Woman of the 19th Century.
Shakers, N. Y.
1
1
ju~: 1·1~~ ~~~~~· 8.nd CbristJanity are unprogressfv in their Nearly S50 pages. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cts.
nature; they arc founded upon the dm.:trin and autlwrit
of 1..·011 Limself, and arc tlierefore incapable of prog:rcs
and lmpJ"ti\'Clllent.
B. Thu bl1>le and Christt::mity do not teach the higher
chtsd or t.ruth Hnd. tile !Jest variety of religion wllicll man
kind are ca})a!Jle of receivfnsc.
Price,
$1.50.
D, ltl. BENNETT,
.A.ddreea
B7 lAMES ANTHONY I'ROlJDE.
1'1 Elihth l't.,New York,
:PriDe, 25 OOIItl,

THESHAKER EYE AND· f AR

;re

BALSAM

GODLY W0&1EN OF THE BIBLE.
SCIENCE AND 'l'HEOLOGY :
Ancient and Modern.

' ·,

THE TRUTH SEEKER.. J"ANU ARY 28.,·

The Unknown God.

fldds a:nd .6nds.
WHAT Is proof to one brought up in u. lJelief and
Indoctrinated in il from every possible source is no
proof at all to another who has tried and tes'ted the
anthoritie!j,and learned to d<'lubt their very exist
ence. It is a well-known fact that men may study
and pore over the wildest visions and weave about
them reltlities, beauties, and truths-p1·each, write,
and argue till they at last not only themselvs be·
lleve, but bring others to the views they cherish.
Just think of the millions of miracles that are said
to hav been wroug:lt through the prayers of poor,
ignorant, faithful believers in the holy mother of
God, Animals tamed, life restored to the dead,
sight to the blind, poisons• rendered innoxious,
lameness cured, lakes dried up, rivers divided, and
so on, by petitions to little six-inch images of the
virgin mother 1-Elmina D. Blenker.
INSTILLING opinions without the evidence, and
at an age when the parties into whom the opinions
are instilled are incapable of understanding the
evidence, is a practice which necessarily engenders
habits of complicated misconduct toward evidence.
It engenders the habit of neglecting evidence and
the holding of opinions without regard to their evidence-a habit which is the foundation of all Intellectual and moral depravity.- Westmin,ter Review.

1882~
1

A LECTURE.

TJ.•uth Seeluu.• Library,

THE Oneida Community, according to Griteau,
were amalga-mated.
I!Jy .James W. SHUman.
"I'LL be up to take a look at you in the morning,"
An Roly-wrltten and bandsome~-bound pamphlet of
• 34 large pagen. Priee,_ 15 cents. A Jrij~ BENNETT,
said the declining sun to the dusky landscape.

"CAUGHT on a belt," is what the factory girl
cried when her father burst into the parlor and
saw her fellow's arm around her belted waist.
0 FISHERMAN true, on the waters blue,
Why sing you so jolly while you are so wet?
I sing when I'm blue of my lady-love true,
Keeping time as I sing with my old cast-a-net.

The Woi•ld's Sage'S, Thinkers, and l<;:e.
formers. The Blogmphles of threo hundred of the
most distinguished teachers and philosophers (who were
not Christians), from the time of Menu to the pr~.sent.
~yD. M. Bennett. 1,())5 pages, Bvo. ClOth, $S.Il0; 1:. .... ~81'
:U.OO; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
~
·rhe (Jhampions of' tile (Jbn•·ch ; Their
(Jri01es and Persecutions. Blographlcalsketche'
of prominent Christians far worse than Infidels. A com.
panlon book to "The World's SaKeS "etc. By D. M. Ben.
nett. 8vo. 1,119 _page•. Cloth, 1\3.00; leather, $4,00; mo

141 Eighth street, New York.

SmiE one remarked that D.V. means the same as
providence permitting. Then said the old me.n,
"Let's havsomeeauD.V."

rocco.~rilt

REPLIES TO THE

" Christian Guardian'' and" Christian Advocate."
.By ALLEN PRINGLE.
This pamphlet was eonsidered necel!flRry bocauae the
paper· attaeklnfc Mr. Pring! a refuoed to publloh his reply
0

EMERSON once thought that he would do as other ~\~st a~sl'i:"~\~ ~~u~:.· a~~ rbl~~oii~~~\e~rns&~~:':~~
and reply. It Is valuable. as It presents the strong.
men do. He went into a sGloon. and, sitting for attack
eet Christian eVidence for the existence of God with the
awhile, finally asked for a whisky skin. Tl1e baroo:Wrf~~t!
0a~~n~:.er;o~Jl~lt'1~:~~~~:lon.
keeper looked at him for a moment and said, "I
guess what you want is ginger pop."
1

Modern Thinkers,

"WHY," said llfrs. Jones, the esthete, to 0'lcar,
as they were getting into a boss car, " how poetical the pap era are getting. They mnst be speaking WHAT THEY THINK .AND WHY.
of little male calves out West, when they say that
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.
there are plenty 6f cow -boys." This ')Vas an Irish
No error is fully confuted till we hav seen not boveline translation.
With
an Introduction by R. G. Ingersoll.
only that it is an error, but how it became one;
lESOPS FA:BLES.-REVISED VERSION.
till, finding that it clashes with the principle of
Bret Harte has produced in London a new book
truth estnblished in our own mind, we :find also in
what way it had seemed to harmonize with the of fables from which we make the following selecprinciples of truth, established in that other mind, tions:
THE GOOD SAMARITAN.
perhaps so unspeakably superior to ours.-Oarlyle.
A certain man went from Jerusalem to Jericho
THE first duty of a wise advocate is to convince and fell among- thieves, who beat him and stripped
THE
his opponents that he unders'tands their arguments him and left him for dead. A good Samaritan, seeand sympathizes with their just feelings.~Oole ing this, clapped spurs to his horse and galloped
DOLLAR~
ridfle.
away, lest he should be sent to the house of detenBY
tion
as
a
witness
while
the
robbers
were
released
·wE cannot hav conclusiv reason for believing
STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS
on
bail.
that the human faculties were incompetent to :find
Moral-The perceiver is worse than the thief.
PRICE TEN CENTS.
out moral doctrins of which the mora!'faculties
Address.
D. U:. BENNETT,
THE KIND-HEARTED SHE-ELEPHANT.
can perceive and recognize the excellence.-J. S.
14! li:lRhtb street,. cl13'. N. Y
Mill.
A kind-hearted she-elephant, while walking
THE materialism of irre tiona! science is not the through the jungle wbEJre the epicy breezes blow
only real materiali•m. Nor is it the worst. The soft o'er Ceylon's isle, hee!llessly set foot upon a
church has its sacramental materialism, fancying partridge, which she crushed to death within a few
a magical influence in the waters of baptism or the Inches of the nest containing its callow brood.
eucharistic bread and wtne or the oil of extreme "Poor little things," said the generous mammoth,
unction. It has its dogmatic materialism, fancy- "I hav been a mother myself, and my atfection
Ing that an abnormal physical event can recom- shall atone for the fatal consequences of my negmend a sacred teacher or an ethical system. From lect." So saying, she sat down upon tile orphaned
sucb materialism, equally with that of pseudo birds.
Moral-The above teaches us whnt home is with8cience. rational rP.ligion a1fords us a complete deout a mother; also that it is not every pe1·son who
liverance.-J. W. Chadwick.
should be entrusted with the care of an orphan
Wo to the unlucky man who as a child is taught, asylum.
even as a portion of his creed, what he must forTHE PHTI..OSOPHER AND THE SIMPLETON.
swear. Faith endures no barking of the surfa0e;
A simpleton having had occasion to seat himself
it is a fair, delicate plant transported out of parad i~e into an alien garden, where surest care alone sat down upon a pin, whereujoon he made an outcan foster it. BUG wound the tenderest shrub-but cry unto Jupiter. A philosopher who happened to
----------------:----s_m_r_h_t_5_
break away one single flower. and though it linger be holding up a hitching-post in the vicinity, re- buked
him,
saying,
"I
can
tell
you
how
to
avoi!l
on for years, feeding upon ~timuhtnts and struggling through a languishing vitality, it has had its hurting yourself by sitting down on pins, and will .lJOOKS SOLD BY D. M. BENNETT •
death-blow; the blighted juices fiy trembling back if you will set them ,;p_" The simpleton, eagerly
COLBY & RJ.(JH'S PUBLl(JA.'A'IONS,'
into the heart, never to venture out again.-J. A. accepting, the philosopher SW>Jllowed four fingers
l'ttems f'rom the Inner Lif'e. By Lizzie Doo
of the rum which perisheth, and replled, "Never tt....
JJ'rQUde.
Price, $1.50.
sit down." He subsequently acquired a vast fol··,uems ot' Propess. By Lizzie Doten. 1'rl8eo
Is there nothing in that faith which seeks for hap- tune by advertising for agents, tow hom he guamnpiness out of self in the happiness of others and in teed $13 a week for light and easy employment at "' 'II.
oems. By the weli-known medium, Achsa W.
the glories of nature? Content that in death the their homes.
e~ue. Price, $1.
sense of personality shall pass away and that you
Moral-The wise man saith, "There is a nigger
"'Jl'oot·Palpable of'Immortallty. By Epea
shall be as you were before you were-in a sleep for in the fence," butthefoolsendeth on twenty stamps Ba .11ent. Cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
ever more?-H. G. Atkinson.
r·t'9ems ot' tile Lit'e Beyond an(l Witlnin.
for sample and is taken in.

THAT the love of a special subject is a great spur
to industry needs no proof, and it has never yet
been shown that the mind is less exercised when it
Is exercised with pleasure. Every experienced
!ltudent knows that the great secret of study is to
read with appetite.- Goldwin Smith.
To business that we love we rise betime
.,t\nrt go to it with delight.
• -Shakspere.

THE PRUDENT TIGER.
A prudent tiger having observed a procession
bearinJ>: a way the remains of a sainted Brahman to
the tomb, communicated the intelligence to his
wife, who said, "My dear, we are almost out of
meat, and though the deceased, from the austerities of his pious life, was in poor condition, I make
no doubt that among his surviving friends we may
encounter others more succulent.'' " Miserable
tigress," exclaimed her lord, "cannot you see that
if we permit the deceased to be canonized, pilgrimages will be instituted to his tomb, and the
producer and consumer will be brought together
in accordance with the true principles of political
economy? R~tther let us o1fer a chromo for each
new pilgrim." This prudent adviee being followed, the tiger enjoyed a free breakfast table to
the end of his days.
Moral-Beware of breaking the egg that hatches
the golden goose.
Some of the fables in the book seem almost to hav
been written with an eye to passing events. Take,
for instance, the followmg, and read it in connection with the extraordinary incidents in the trial of
Guiteau:
THE WOLF AND THE LA~IB.

IT is an old remark that, as men are, sucb they
paint their gods; and as in themselvs the passionate, or demoniac nature, long preponderated, so the
gods they worshiped were demons like themselvs
jealous, capricious, exacting, revengeful-the f!,.-:
A wolf one day, drinking from artmningstream,
ures which fill the old mythologies and appear observed a lamb also drinking from the same
str@am at some distance from him.
partly in the Old Testament.-Froude's Neme$is.
"I hav yet to learn," said the wolf, addressing
All to the fallacy of all arguments for a conscious the lamb with dignified severity, "what right you
existence after death, I agree with you entirely. I hav to muddy the stream from which I am drinkthink that not only is the desire taken for evidence, ing."
but the desire itself is a factitious thing; that many
"Your premises are incorrect," replied the lamb
(and this I know) do not desire at all, and that with bland politeness, "for if you will take the
others never would ifitwere not forced upon them trouble to examin the current critically you will
from the hour of the awakening of the understand- observe that it fiows from you to me, and any dising. The argument of compensation by means of turbance of sediment here would be, as far as you
a future life appears to me as pueril and unphilo- are concem.ed, entirely local."
sophical as the design argumep.t in the account in
"Possibly you are right," returned the wolf,
regard te creation.-Harriet Martineau.
" but, if I am not mistaken, you are the person
who, two years ago, used some influence against
WHAT is it to die 1
me in the university."
To leave all disappointment, care, and sorrow,
"Impossible I" replied the lamb;" two years ago
To leave all falsehood, treachery, and unkindness,
I was not born."
·
All ignominy, su1fering, and <iespair,
"Ah, well," added the wolf, co)llposedly, "I am
And be at rest forever I 0 dull heart,
Be of good cheer I When thou shalt cease to beat wrong again; but it must convince every intelligent
person who has listened to this conversation that I
Thl'n shalt thou cease to sn1fer and complain.
am altogether ineane, and consequently not respon-Lonf1fellow.
sible for my actions."
HOW sick one is of all sermons such as they are I
With this remark, he at once dispatched the lamb
Why will men go on thrashing over and over again and was triumphantly acquitted.
the old withered straw that was thrashed out cenMoral-This fable teaches us how eiToneous may
tnriell &8Q1 when every :field is waving wit 11 fresh, be the popular impression in regard to the distriQuite o~~. craving for tlleirhand?-Froudf's bution of lllluvium and tlle formation of the river
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edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of' Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I ·glvaa full account of all the
gods the nations of the earth hav worshiped, Including
Jehovah, Satan, The Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, ViriOn
Mary, and the Bible. BS5 page•, 8vo. Vol. II describes fUlly
all the religious systems of the world, Including Judaism,
Mohammeaanlsm, and Christianity; the latter occupying
872 pages, going fully Into Its merits. 949 pages. By D. M:
Bennett, written in prison. In cloth, $8.00 per volume. or
$5,00for the two voi.Bumes; In leather, $7 00; In morocco
gilt edges, $8.00
'
Voltaire's Philosophical Dict;iona:ry. Con.
talnlng nearly 1,800 pages-a complete ed!tlon-wlth two
steel engravings-a medall!on portrait, and a full length
likeness of the author. Cloth, $8.00; leather, red burnlslied
edges, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $•.50.
Snpernatnrat Religion. An Inquiry Into the
reality of divine revelation. Decidedly tne most thoro
ough and exhaustiv work on the claim• of supernatural'
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$4.00; leather, $5.00; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

·Analysis ot' Religions Belief'. An Exaljllliatlon
of the Creeds, Rites, aud Sacred Writings of the world.
By VIscount Amberley son of the late Lord John Russell,
twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, avo. In cloth, $8.00 ; leather, $4.08t
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
Tile Great; Works ot' Thomas Paine. In·
eluding The Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies,
Reply to Bishop of Llandaff, Letter to Mr. Erskine, Essar
on Dreams, Letter to Camille Jordan, The Religlon ol
Deism, Common Sense, The Crisis, and The Rfghts of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and~ a steel
plate portrait. sou pUes, Bvo. Cloth, $3.00 ; leather, U-00!
m~'ji';cl~r!f.~~ii,dge:j htr,ovolumes are called "The Trnth
Seeker Library~· 1~ all are ordered together and sent b;y
express, one dollal,' will be deducted from the price ot
each..
Nature's Revelations ot· (Jilaract;er; or
Physiognomy Illustrated. The science of individual traits portrayed by the temJleraments and fea.
tures. Dlustrated by 260 wood cuto. By Joseph Simms,
M.D. 650 P!\ges ,Bvo. Cloth. $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
silt edges, :u.oo.
Paine's Works.

LABOR

WHAT an emancipation it is to hav escaped from
the little inclosure of dogma and to stand-far, indeed, from being wise, but free to learn 1 How 1
wonder at myself now for having held (and very
confidently held forth upon it, I am ashamed to
say) that at all events it was safe to believe dogma:
that, for instance, whether there was a future state
or not, it was safe and comfortable to believe it;that even if there was no God, serving as a model
to man-the original of the image-it was safe and
tranquilizing to take for granted thttt there was.
Tile enormity of this mist.o'tke was not fully appar
ent till afterward.-Harriet lfartineau.

D. M. Bennett's Publications.

Paine's Theological Works, Including Tne
Age of Reason, Examination a! Prophecies, Letter to the
Bishop of Llandaff, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Camllle
JOTdan, etc., etc., wltfl a life of Paine and a steel-plate
portrait. 12m a. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine's Great Works (complete) In one yolo
ume, as above. $3, $4, $4.50.
Paine's Political Works, lneludlng Commo"
Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of Man. Cloth, $1.50.
1
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Paper, 25 cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
Tile Age of' Reason and An .Examinat;ion
or the PJ.•ophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 7&
cents.
(Jommon Sense. Paine's first work. 15 canto.;
The (Jrisis. Containing numbers from L to XVL
lnclnslv. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents. .
.
The Rights oflllan. For the oppressed of humal&o
lt;r. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
D.lti. Bennett's Works,
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Be•
t'ormers. 1,())5 pages, Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00 I
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The (Jilampions of' the Church; Their
(JriDies and Persecutions. 8vo. 1,119 pages.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The God" and Religions of' Ancient and
Modern •rimes. Two Volumes. Written In prison,
In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes!
In leather, $7.00; In morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
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From Behind t;lle .Bars. A series of Jetl;il'l
written In prlion. over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
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V'~>- 'Ces from many lands and centuries, saying, u Man, thou
slC.lt never die." Edited and complied by Glles B. Stebo
t'~ .1!- Price, $2.
<'~alms ot LUe. By Johns. Adams. i'rlce, $1.~5.
"' b.Hosophy oli' Creation. By Thomas Paine
t}t:·:Ougb the lund ot George s. Wood. Cloth, 60 cents,
f"¥~r. S5 centa.
'1ianc..nette; or, The Despair of Science, By Epes
"' ·'!"ent. Price, $1.25.
'l!lt;artHil.ng Facts in lJiodern Spiritualism.
~ N. B. Wolfe, M.D. Price, $2.
loiar anu.i>lpllriltualli..igbt, and other lectures.
)· .. CoraL, V.'rappan. Paper,15cents,

An Infidel Abroad. A series of letters written
during a visit of ten weeks In Europe. 850 pages. Price,
$1.50.
The Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating
upon the gods of the Semitic nations\ Including Allali,
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter230 pages are devoted,
showing that book to be a very Inferior production fora
first-class God, 8S3 large pagC<l. Paper covers, 60 cents I
cloth, $1.
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thought to be the most damaging exhibit o! Christianity
that has appeared. 500 large pages. Prlce,$1.50.
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Poems.
as a Science and Spiritual·
~ .~i!~ a Religion, By Com L. V • Tappan, Paper,

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,Essays
and Lectures. 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents;
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Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
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What I Doh'tBtllieve, What; I Do Believe•
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12mo. Paper, 60 cents: cloth, $1.50.
Deacon "'kidmore's Letters. First Deacon of
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;pu.-it and llllatter. A drama 1n s1x acts, By G.
J u•i:.ml,P.M.L. Price, 50 cents.
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JWell, M.D. L'rlce,15 cents.
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Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 10 cents.
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A PROFE;ssoR in a Connecticut college de. clares that out of 16,500 B11ptist ministers
·only 150 are thoroughly educated.
A NEPHEW of the poet Bums-an old man•of-war's man named Gilbert R. Regg, eighty
.years of age-is now living in a charitable in'Stitution at Glasgow.
GAMBETTA'S New Revision bill proposes to
~bolish the article of the French Constitution
which provides that the clergy shall pray God
to bless the deliberations of the two chambers.

IF colored theologians of the Rev. John Jasper :tripe do not look to their laurels the Rev.
T. DeWitt Talmage will beat them all as the
champion biblical astronomer .-Sun.
FRANCE and Italy hav hitherto produced sugar only from the beet root. The sugar ca.ne
has lately been introduced in both countries,
and its rapid growth threatens the beet in• · dustry.
ABouT 'a thousand million dollars of our
national debt hav been paid since the w:.r
ended. France has now nearly treble our
· debt, and Great Britain more than double.
Even Spain has a bigger debt than that which
remains of ours.
CHARLES H. FoSTER, the noted Spiritualist
medium, is declared incurably insane. He is
:in the asylum at Danvers, Mass. His medium.· .ship does not seem to hav enriched himperma., nently, though at times he made money rapidly, and an appeal for charity is made in his
:behalf.

IT is feared that a famin is imminent in
· Tunis. A very large portion of the agricultural
land has been, in consequence of the recent
· troubles, left unsown ; and it is estim~ted by
·, those capable of judging that when the scarcity
' of food begins to be felt in the interior of the
'country another and probably a fiercer insur: rection of the population is likely to break out.
THE Roman Catholic priests of the Pittsburgh
·aiocese hav begun to carry out the policy of
· their church in the matter of secret societies,
.against the Knights of Labor, a trades organi:zation of rapid growth and great numerical
:strength. In a conference on the subject, the
clergy agreed to refuse absolution to all members of the or.der, and formal notice of this
action has been given in sixty congregations.
A CORRESPONDENT of the Sun asks this.question: Why should Talmage charge Ingersoll
with "tremendous ignorance" in not knowing that in Gen. ii, 21, 22, the Hebrew word
translated rib means side, when in all the translations it is rib ? What a reflection he casts
upon the learned translators of King James's
and the Douay Bible, to say nothing of the
Septuagint, two thousand years old, which
also has rib.
TRUE believers are greatly agitated over the
expected coming of the Mehdi or Mohammedan
messiah. The prophet himself foresaw this
event, and prophesied that he would be an Arab
and descendant of his own house. El Mehdi
is expected to unite the faithful, restore Islam,
and rule over 'the Mohammedans throughout
the world. According to a prophecy that has
for several years been carefully circulated
among the Moorish Mussulmans, he will make
his appearance on the first day of the month
Moharram in the year i300 (Nov. 12, 1882).
He will be forty years of age and of noble appearance, and one of his arms will be longer
than the oti).er. A religious devotee of great
sanctity in North Africa is already known as
El Mehdi-literally, the teacher-and in personal appearance corresponds exactly with the
description in the prophecy. He will probably
attempt to play the part of the Messiah, and,
aided by a fanatical following, may seriously
threaten European influence in India, Egypt,

A!ld Ala-eria,

New York, Saturday, Febru rv 4,188~.

IT is interesting to note that the Dutch are at
present engaged in reclaiming half a million
acres from the Zuyder Zee. Between 1840 and
1852 45,000 acres were rescued from the sea at
Haarlem. When such a process is attempted
in Britain it generally results in some landlord
proclaiming a right to the foreshore, which precludes further operations. In Scotland, e3peciaUy of late years, private enterprise has been
effectually balked in this way, and on the
Friths of Jl'orth and Clyde valuable acquisitions
to the state hav been lost by the stupid opposition of riparian proprietors, who would not
themselvs spend a penny to reclaim the land,
but were prepared to prevent others doing so at
any cost.
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NEAR BBOADWAT.

der of the archbishop. The suit is for damages,
and eminent counsel are engaged on each
side.

HARRISON, "the Boy Evangelist," worked
up a great religious revival in Indianapolis last
spring, and the numerous converts swelled the
membership of the Roberts Park church beyond that of any other Methodist body in the
city. Harrison has now returned amj. begun
similar services. The Methodist clergy discussed him in th"lir Monday meeting, and the
weight of sentiment·was strongly against him.
One minister accused him of insincerity, on the
ground that, while professing an entire devotion to revivalism, he always demanded high
wages, and went where the greatest pecuniary
inducement was offored. Harrison replies that
IT was recently announced that the Rev. his detractors are simply jeah.us on account of
George C. Mlln, of Chicago, had become so
his success in saving soals, and prays for them
heterodox in his theology that he was no longer in an emphatic manner.
at home 'in the Unitarian church, and that he
consequently felt the necessity of reaching out
THE Rev. C. A. Johnson, the Canadian colinto some religious fellowship where he would ored advocate 9f the theory that'' the sun do
be free to adopt and preach any new theories move," has been lecturing in Troy. In addiwhich might present themselvs to his mind. tion to a sun revolving around the earth, he deWith this view he was about to give up his scribed a square, fiat earth. "I hav no reachurch. But he has now taken a new view of son to doubt," he said, "we are dwelling on a
the situation, and has concluded to remain four-cornered earth. John, the relevator, speaks
where he is. His people hav urged him to of angels, standing at the four corners of the
withdraw his .resignation, and he has consented, earth. How do scimtific men hav better knowlthey giving him the largest liberty to preach Qdge than the scriptures? When men became
from their pulpit such doctrins as may seem too inquiring they discovered the eatih was
good to him.
round. My friends, this is all a mistake-a
grand mistake. It is said that while it is night
THos. MYERs, a negro living at Rantowlos, S. with us it is day with people opposit us on the
C., conceived that it was his duty to offer up a earth. If that be so and the earth is round, at
human sacrifice to God. Nobody could reason nig)lt people must be standing on their head~.
the idea out of his head, though on other sub- I don't believe we are standing on our heads.
jects he was rational. He chose his son, aged I believe the earth is a great plain surrounded
thirteen, as the victim. The boy followed him by water. The assertion of scientific men
into the woods unRuspectingly when ordered to should not be blindly received, but the scripdo so, and was killed by a shot. Myers glories tures can giv us authority." Some of the
in the deed, and believes that it makes his sal- preacher's h•arers put questions to him, indivation sure. The negro lives a little too late. eating that his arguments were not convincing,
Had he lived two thousand years ago, and been but for all he had the same reply: "I am not
called Abraham, he might hav sailed down the here to answer questions. You mav ask them
ages as a glorious example of pious faith. As if you choose. But if the sun didn't move,
it is he may hav a dance upon nothing, unless how did Joshua make it stand still, as the
he can employ doctors to convince a jury of the scriptures prove he did?"
in~anity of following biblical example.
WM. ALGER, of Alton, Ont, writes to the Na-
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J!Jtws o/( lht flttb.
GAMBET'I'A, prime minister of France, has resigned.
GEN. GRANT has been elected director of a
life insurance eompany.
THERE has been enough cold weather in this
state to insure a good crop of ice.
AN examination of'the accoun.ts of the postmaster at Reading, Pa., shows a shortage o:f
$3,000.
A BILL is before the Iowa legislature designed
to make the issuing of free railroad passes
against the law.
A RECENT number of the London Punch was
confiscated in Berlin on account of a cartoon
which it contained.
THE embezzlements of ex-auditor Palmer, of
the broken Newark s11vings bauk, at last ac
counts foo_t up $200,000.
A TUNNEL is to be constructed under the St.
Lawrence at Montreal, and the contract has
been awarded for $3,500,000.
ffimpus TYRANNUS, a Greek play written by
Sophocles, in Athens, Rbout 500 B. c., is being
presented at Booth's Theater in this city.
A DIREOTOR of a school ln West Jefferson,
Ill., being called upon by the teacher to quell
a disturbance, was struck and killed by a
pupil.
DR. H. W. BELLows, the eminent Unitarian
minister, died on the 30th ult. He had been
for some forty-three years pastor of a church
in this city.
EIGHTEEN students of Princeton college hav
bPen fined $360 for disorderly conduct, and hav
had to pay the city $200 for street lamps broken by them.
VANDERBILT has ordered that no more free
pass11s be issued on his road to women and children. He does not say anything about official
and legislativ deadheads.

INCOMING steamers report continued storms
and rough weather. . One steamship which has
A LuMBERMAN broke his leg in the Wiscon- tional Reformer his opinion of Col. Ingersoll. just reached this port from Liverpool was thirsin woods, and desired to go to his home at He says : " In the National Reformer of De- ty-six da.ys making the passage .
AN immense mass meeting was held in CoopSore!, Canada, where he could receive good cember 4th I see a statement that there is an
treatment. But Sorel was a thousand miles increased demand for Ingersoll literature in er Union on the evening of Jan. 30th, to PXaway, and he had but a few dollars. In this 'Canada. The statement is correct, and the de- press sympathy for Ireland, and to indorse the
dilemma he r!Jsolved to travel cheaply as mand is due to the following reasons: In the no-rent theory of the [rish tenantry.
freight. He made a box six fee.t long, two feet first place, he has been extensivly advertised in
SMALL-POX still continues to spread. As prewide, and sixteen inches high, marked it "This the pulpit of nearly every Christian church in
viously noted, the national board of health has
side' up with great care," and had himself Canada, thereby awakening a spirit of inquiry declared the disease epidemic in the country,
nailed in and shipped. Some cracks gave him which bodes no good to orthodoxy. About two though what is the exact significance of this
air, and he took along a supply of food and years ago the Colonel deliverQd lectures in some declaration, and what is to be its effect, are not
water. He got along very well, though not of our leading cities, and produced a very faclearly understood.
without di~comforts, until ·he arrived at Mon- vorable impression on all who had the good
THE Rev. II. 0. Hoffman, of Bloomingdale,
treal, where the box was set up on end, and fortune to hear him. As an orator he stands
the inniate left standing on his head. He was without a peer on this continent, and he has Ill., was on the 26th ult. found guilty by a
forced to make an outcry. He had been three the po:wer of holding his audience as it were unanimous verdict of the church committee, of
days on the journey, which the railroad officials spellbound, one moment melting them to tears seduction and bastardy. He is forty-seven
enabled him to complete as a regular passenger. in sympathy with his expressions, and in an- years old, and one of the most prominent and
other moment eliciting from them ringing talented ministers of the West.
A LAWSUIT has been instituted against the cheers or shouts of laughter. His personal apTHE jury in the Guiteau prosecuticn returned
Roman Catholic archbishop of Boston and the pearance is greatly in his favor. A giant, a verdwt of " guilty" on the 25th ult. within
Rev. Father Fleming to recover some intrin- physically and mentally, tag and robust, with half an hour from the time the case was given
sically valueless figures of Cupids, which were a massiv head above his square, br0ad shoul- to them. Lawyer Scoville will move for a new
originally cut from a valentine. Two years ago ders, and on his clean-shaven face the physiog- trial, and has filed a bill of exceptions. He also
a young girl named Lizzie l\L Gannon had a nomist can see depicted the prominent traits of claims to hav new evidence of the insanity of
violent att{\ck of hysteria, and declared that his character. Good-natured, fearless, frank, the assassin.
she had visions of heaven. She described open-hearted and open-handed, he is the jolCtJNDUCTOtt HANFORD and brakeman Melius,
while entranced persons who had long been liest, sunniest specimen of humanity that the
of the train that was wrEcked at Spuyten Dnydead, and thoroughly convinced those around writer has ever come in contact.with. His privil two weeks ago, hav been put under bonds
her that her clairvoyance was genuin. Father vate life and character are unimpeachable. A
The verdict of the coroner's jury includes
Fleming found her gazi~g reverently at the faithful husband, an indulgent and loving
something like a dozen persons, who are indipaper figures mentioned, and she assured him father, a kind friend, a generous opponent, and
vidually and separately held responsible for
that they had been miraculously delivered to a good citizen of the great republic. He practhe eight lives lost.
her. She regarded them not as Cupids, but tices at home what he preaches abroad, and
A FIRE which destroyed the old World buildangels. The priest took them away from her, commands the respect of those who,differ from
tore one up, and carried the rest away, charging him. His charity is a household word in Wash- ing in this city and a number of human livesher to disabuse ht?r mind of such folly. This ington (where he resides). Should he visit variouly estimated at from ten to forty-oc·
shock threw the girl into convulsions, and she Enrland in the capacity of a lectnrer, I trust CUtTed on the morning of the 30th ult. The
has since had consciousness only at intervals, th~tL your readers will avail themselvs of the offices of the Scientific American, New York
when she begs piteously for the images. But opportunity to hear the great apostle of liberty, Observer, Scottish-American, and several other
papers w11re burned out.
the priest destrored them 1 acting under the or- love, a:1d law."
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20. If they were warlike, their god would be' war- tions, as well as all fo~ce ol' power. Ti1ere is no
like; if they were peaceful, their god would be power disconnected from them, and for this reason
peaceful; if they were malicious, their god would matter and fQrce are· justly considered as twin eter.
delight in deeds of malice; if they were morose, nal existences, outl!lide _of or apart from which no i
The Book of the Chronicles of the Pi1grims in their god would be taciturn and severe; if t~ey were existence is possible.
·
the Land of Ya:hweh.-Continued.
38. These elementary forms. of matter, as I have
amorous, then their gods would be noted for their
amorous pleasures and excesses; if the mak~rs were already declared, constitute the sum and substance
CHAPTER III.
black, their gods would be black; if they were ~>f all existences; and inseparably connected with
A VISIT FROM ONE oF OLDEN TIME.
white, their gods would be .the same; and so every 'them is all the power or force that has existence, and
1. Yet a little while, after all had partaken of qualitywhich the people possessed would be reflected .apart from the material substances alluded to can
soup and bread and chicken, the pilgrims did recount in their gods.
no power or force be found.
the sore trials through wl;J.ich they had passed on
2~. The only_ reason w?y the cha.racter of Yah_weh
39. Thus matter and force constitute the universe;
their journey toward the Land of Yahweh; and ?as Improved sm~e the,time w:hen he .was _worshiped thus matter and force are the Most High; matter and
when the ninth hour had come did each pilgrim seek m the land to whwh thou art J?urneymg, IS because. force are the all in all, and it is those who are ·poorly
his tent to repose in the arms of 1\'Iorpheus.
~he .P~~ple _who have adopted h1m are more advanced informed, and who reas"on imperfectly, that can !
2. So be it the Scribe soon remembered his troub- m CIVIhzatwn, the works of art, and_ all that elevat~s accept the possibility of any god, or any individual.
les no more, and was soon in the land of dreams conduct. Ya~weh has been much Improved by his ity separate from these.
and· visions.
present ~o~shipers; and d? not forget that ~he cause
40 . This Most Hi h is the god to whom I was
3. When he thus lay on his cot, and all was dark of all_this Is to be fou?d m the fa?t t~a~ _his _present riest and I am rou~ to say that I am still priest to
and quiet, then did a venerable man and a grave worshipers oc?UP~ a ~I~her plane m civihzatiO~ and fhe sa'me od. ~or he alone is the true god, and
cast aside the door of the tent, and straightway walk morals than did his origmal creators and worshipers. b ·a h' g ll th
f
Th' I
+h
· so1em:ri tones t h us
· wou ld. seem' tot h e casua1 ob seryer esi e b Im a d do ers. tareth a 1se. ld Is, pray " ee'
·
to the bed of the S cribe,
an d m
22. 0 fa trut h It
1
0
did he speak: ·
.
that the Yahweh who isnowwonihiped in Europe and remem er an . ec a~e
_e wor · .
4. Thou chosen Scribe from the land of Unclesam, America can hardly be the same god that used to be
41. The Scribe did agam open his m?uth, and
I have come· to utter a few words unto thee. Behold, worshiped among those hills, but a day's ride from uttered these words: Most Venerable Friend, thy
I have knowledge of the journey thou hast under- where thou now art; but they are the same; save the words seem good and tru~ to thy grate~ul servant,
taken, even of the many truth seekers who have sent natural evolution through which he has passed by an~ th~y are. a confir~atwn of the belief he hath
thee so far from thy home and thy land, and I more- time· and the change in worshipers.
·
mamtamed for a long time;
over know all the trouble thou hast seen.
23. Had the peop1e of Europe and America selected
42. But may thy servant inquire of thee whether
5. I come with words of peace unto thee, and know one of the gods of the Hindoos, the Persians, the the gods which the nations have worshiped in 1the
of a truth I will do thee naught but good, for I never Egyptians, the Grecians, the R9i:nans, or the Scandi- times long past were 'not crude recognitions on their
navians, they would -have had nearly the same rev- part of the powers and forceli! of nature, and to that
have done harm to any one.
6. Lo and behold, the Scribe was not afraid, and erence for the god thus selected as they now have extent were they not worshipers of the Most High?
he made answer in these words:
for Yahweh, and with equally good cause.
To which the Venerable Visitor made answet:
7. Venerable Visitor, I thank thee for coming to . 24. Truth also urges me to say their morals would
43. Thou hast spoken wisely. All the principal
see me, and that thou speaketh words of peace unto have been quite as good, for net one of the gods gods which men have worshiped were originally imthy servant. And now may I ask thy name and the alluded to is credited with so immoral a character as perfect conceptions o~ their part of the eternal matthat given to the God of the Jews.
ter and force in the universe already alluded to.
purpose of thy visit?
8. 'fhen did the venerable visitor reply in this ·25. Tbe Scribe listt:~ned to these words with great
44. The sun, the center of your system of planetwise: Behold, I am Melchisedec, who in the ancient .interest, when he ventured 'to open his mouth and aryworlds for thousands of year~, has been regarded
times was called King of Salem and Prince of Peace. speak _in this wise: Indeed, Venerable Friend, thy as the principal or supreme power, and has been
I have come to tell thee many things, and to bear speech causeth me to marvel not s. little, though the looked up to as the source of life and of being.
thee company through the land of Yahweh; for know views thou hast advanced are in nowise new to me,
45 .. ~t is not strange, then, that the sun has been
thee of a verity I feel friendly to thee; I am mindful fQr I have for many days been of a similar mind.
the principal object of worship .with many nations,
of what thou hast passed through, and I would do
26. What thou hast said seemeth very reasona- and, in fact; directly or indirectly, by all nations.
thee good.
·
ble to thy servant, who hath hearkened to thy words Of a truth, nearly all the gods I have named to thee, :
Then did the Scribe open his mouth a~d say, with deep interest; and though thou seemest a little as well as many more that may be named, were
/Good Melchisedec, art thou then what is called a severe on the gods of olden time, thy servant in no- crude personifications of the sun and the aetive forces
spirit, and am I to regard thee as one who once lived wise can say thou hast not spoken truly.
of nature.
in the flesh?
27, But may I ask thee which of the gods thou
46. The same remark 'Yill apply with equal truth
10. Then did the visitor make answer: Nay, little hast named was the god in whose service thou wast to Yahweh. He was originally the sun, or its repone, I am not a spirit, neither am I a ghost; but I a high priest? or, if it was not one of these, wilt thou resentative, fire; and as with other god~ which were
may say I am the genius or the memory of him who tell thy servant which god it was?
worshiped long before him, he degenerated into a
hath been called Melchizedek. My other and better
28. Then again did the visitor thus speak: As personal monster deplorable to contemplate.
name is Commonsense, and in that capacity and of- thou art a truth seeker, I am glad that thou inquir47. That Yahweh was primarily a conception of
fice only could I be the priest of the Most High God, est thus of me, for of a truth I wish to tell thee many this kind, several passages from the Hebrew Bible
·in that form only could I be without beginning of things, and I would hold nothing back which thou will amply demonstrate. I will name some of them:
days or end of life.
and thy readers should know.
48. There is none like unto the god of Jeshurun,
11. To which the Scribe answered: Honored
29. Know then that I was not high priest unto any who rideth upon the heaven in thy help, and his exfriend, thou doest me great honor, and thou dost of the gods I have n~med, nor unto any of the gods cellency on the sky (Dent. xxxiii, 26).
raise a great interest in my mind. Pray tell me, which men have devised. But thou must remem49. Extol him that rideth upon the heavens by his
wert thou a high priest of. Yahweh who once ruled ber that I was a priest of the Most High God, of the name Jab, and rejoice before him (Ps. lxviii, 4).
over the land to which we are journeying? To this true God, who ruleth forever and ever, and who
50. To him that rideth upon the heavens of heavthe visitor replied:
held supreme rule over all the domain of the uni- ens which were of old; lo, he doth send out his
12. Nay, nay, in no wise: know ye of a truth I verse, eve·n long before man had existence.
voice, and that a mighty voice (Ps. lxviii, 33).
was not a priest.of Yahweh; else I could not have . 30. Yea, remember I was priest to the Most High
51. Who layeth the beams of his chambers in the
been a priest of the Most High God; for, mark my God; that is, the God of Reason, Truth, and Endless waters: who~ maketh, the clouds his chariots: who
words, Yahweh was not the Most High God iti. the Duration-the God who existeth eternally in the walketh upon the wings of the wind (Ps. civ; 3).
times past, nor is he to-day. Then again did the universe, or, in other words, in all things that have · 52. His going forth is from the end of the heavScribe venture to speak:
ever existed.
ens, and his circuit unto the ends of it, and there is
13. Indeed, ancient friend, thou almost startlest me
31. The Most High God is that which, dwells in nothing hid from the heat thereof (Ps. xii, 6).
with thy words: but I pray thee go on: then may I all existences, which are parts of itself; which was
53. Yea, he sent out his arrows and scattered them,
ask, who and wb.at was Yahweh? Then the visitor never created by men, which never made something and he shot out lightnings and discomfited them (Ps.
responded':
.
from nothing, but which ever has lived, and ever xviii, 14).
14. My words are truth: Yahweh was simply the must live, in everything which has existed or which
54. These, in the poetic language of. ancient times,
god of the Jews, the same asBrahma was the god of now exists.
·
clearly mean the sun, and cannot sensibly be'applied
the Hindoos, Ormuzd the god of the Persians, Baal
32. Let me say to thee that each of the gods to anything else. It must be remembered that fire
the god of the Phrenicians, Osiris the god of the which I have named-and it is the same with scores is also referred to .as the sun, and spoken of in conEgyptians, Jupiter the god of the Greeks and Ro- of others not named...,-was claimed to _be the crea- nection with the several gods of the sun. Here are
mans, Odin the god of the Scandinavians, and many tor of the world and of all worlds; that he was other passages referring to the Hebrew God in this
more which I will not stop to name, and m!1ny wHich the origin of all things; or, in other words, that he light:
,
thou already knowest of.
created everything from- nothing.
55: And there came a fire from the Lord and con15. None of these gods, be it known to thee, were
33. Such a thing is an utter impossibility. No sumed the two hundred and fifty men that offered
creators of the world and all .the worlds: none of god that man hath ever de:vised, or ever can devise, incense (Num. xvi, 35).
them, Yahweh inuluded, ever created anything: in could convert nothing into something. One of the
56. Get you up from among this congregation,
fact, not one of them ever had any existence save in great men hath said, Nothing is averypoor material that I may consume them as in a moment (Num.
the imaginations of superstitious and mistaken men. of which to make something, or to make worlds.
xvi, 45).
,
16. Be it also known to thee that Yahweh is not
34. No god, no number of gods, could by any pos57. For I will not go up in the midst of thee; f?r
the greatest of the gods whjch men have made: but sibility make a particle of something out of nothing. thou art a stiff-necked people, lest I consume thee m
in' truth he is the least. He ruled over a smaller ex- Nothing cannot be converted into something; and it the way (Ex. xxxiii, 3).
.
tent of country than any I have mentioned. ,
is only those who do not give due thought to the sub58. I will come up into the midst. of thee in a mo17. ·He excelled, however, in some respects; he ject who think such a thing possible.
.ment, and consume thee (Ex. xxxviii, 5).
was more fickle than any of them, he was more · 35. Existences, or rather the material which con'59. And Mount Sinai was altogether on a smoke,
addicted to anger, he was more bloodthirsty, he was stitute existences, are eternal. Not one of them was bec.anse the Lord descended on it in fire (Ex. xix, 18).
more malicious, more vindictive, more murderous, ever created; not one of them was ever brought into
60. And the sight of the glory of the Lord was
and caused more men to be put to death for the existence. Nothing can be brought into existence like devouring fire (Ex. xxiv, 17).
.
most slight offenses, and on the most trivial pretexts, save it be an individual plant or animal, which seems
61. And there came out a fire from before ~he
. of any god who ever had a fancied existence.
only to have a new life becaus~:~ a new combination Lord, and consumed upon the altar the burnt-offermg
18.' The cause of this is to be found in the charac- is formed of the material and the atoms, which have and the fat (Lev. ix, 24).
ter of the people who created him; the traits most an eternal existence.
62. The mountains melted from before the Lord,
36. In the entire domain of the universe, which, even that Sinai, from before the Lord God of Israel
conspicuous with them were imparted to their god.
This was the case with all the gods which have been howbeit, is more wide and extended than the mind (Judges v, 5).
'I
wonhiped iri the world.
of man is capable of conceiving, there are various
63. For our God is a consuming fire (Heb. xii, 20;
19. If there was· no other. way of judging the forms of existence termed matter, which combine in and Deut. iv, 24).
character of a god, thou wouldst only need to study forming all suns, all wo~lds, all existences.
64. His throne was like the fieryflame, and his
· the character of the people who created him, or de37. These, in the aggregate, constitute the .uni- wheels as burning fire (Dan. ix, 10).
vised him1 or wprshiped,him.
·
verse1 these are the sources of all life 7 all organi20 a65. His body was like the beryl, and his face as
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the appearance of lightnings, and his eyes as-lamps
of fire (Dan. x, 6).
66. God came from Ternan, and the Holy One
. from Mount Paran. Selah. His glory covereth the
heavens, and the earth was full of his praise. And
his brightness was as the light (Hab. iii, 3).
, 67. Other passages tending the same way can
easily be quoted, but these will suffice to show that
the qualities of the sun, light and heat, were clearly
meant.
68. Now if I have found favor in thy sight let me
depart in peace. I will prolong my stay i10 further
at this my first visit, but I will come and see thee
every night after thou hast retired to rest, even so
long as thou sojournest in the Land of Yahweh.
69. I will be pleased to say much to thee, and to
answer such inquiries as thou seest fit to make. In
return I have;.a single request to make, and that is,
that what thou writest, while in the Land of Yahweh, be done somewhat in the style of the ancient
residents of the country to which thou goest. This
I ask of thee out of respect for the manner of olden
times. I bid thee good-night.
70. The Scribe returned his grateful thanks and
pro)llised compliance with the request; and wh;n he
looked the Venerable Visitor had departed. And in
the morning the S.cribe felt as though he had had a
dream.
CHAPTER IV.
THE SECOND DAY'S JOURNEY.

1. And it came to pass when the morrow had come,
and all had taken meat, each of the pilgrims did say
to the men-servants who had the horses and the
mules and the donkeys in charge, saying, Saddle me
the ass [horse], and they saddled him.
2. Then did the captain of the host lead the way
along to the southward and to the westward, hard
by Mount Hermon, and all the pilgrims did follow,
and moreover the dog.
.
3. And when the pilgrims lifted their eyes to the
top of the mountain, lo and behold, its head was as
white as wool because of the dew and the rain and
· the snow which had fallen upon it.
,
4. Many times did the pilgrims cast their': eyes
upon Mount Hermon; and often did they lift their
eyes in the 'opposite direction, even toward the Hills
of Bashan, which are also hills of renown.
.. 5. ~nd it came to pass as the pilgrims journeyed
on their way, that the way became exceeding stony,
and all the land over which they passed was covered with stones, like the sands of the sea for multitude.
6. They also w~nt up steep hills and dQwn steep
hills, so rocky, so covered with stones, as to be unfit
for men or devils to travel over.
7. But the hearts of the pilgrims were stout, and
they fainted not.
·
8. About the tenth hour the pilgrims came unto a
Mohammedan village, of low, fiat-roofed huts, fit
stables for sheep; but with which human beings
should not be content withal.
' 8. And the name of the place is Bei.t-.Tenn, and
it standeth at the mouth of tw.o valleys, and up on
the hillside. Of a truth no man of good sense would
wish to live in such a place: howbeit, the name of
the place means "the house of paradise."
. 9 .. Th~n .did the ~cribe lift his voice a~d say, Ver.tly, If this IS paradise, then, as my soul liveth, I will
look farther for some other place.
10. At the twelfth hour, after passing 9ver much
omore bad and rocky road, which was so steep that
the horses could hardly climb or the riders stay on,
they descended into the.pleasant valley of Merj-elHadi, where they did dismount and partake of meat
:and boiled eggs, when all forgot their sorrows.
11. Howbeit on this day two riders were thrown
Jfrom their horses. One was the man of God James,
•of the land of Johnbull, and the ot1J.er the French:man from the land of Bullfrogs; but their heads
·were not broken nor the skin of their bodies cut.
12. More hills, more rocks, more stones were what
'the pilgrims saw after the midday meal; and when
the fourth hour had nearly come, they came nigh
1U~to t~e castle of Subeibeh,_ which standeth upon a
.lugh hill, and the ascent to It causes great weariness
'Of body.
13. The road to this was so rough with rocks and
so steep withal that the Scribe was sore afraid his
~lumsy horse would fall and that he would break his
·neck.
. 14. Then did the Scribe dismount and lead the
horse, but both did climb with exceeding great dif:ficulty. Then did the Scribe sweat like rain, and he
puffed like an old man who hath no wind.
15. Then did he make fast the horse and proceed
again, and at last reached the summit. Whereat he
was exceeding glad, and said, This is worse than
~limbing Mount Vesuvius.
·
16. But when the hight was reached much compensation was felt. The o!d ruins are massive and
..grand, and the view of all the surrounding country
"is the finest in Syria.
17. The hill on which standeth the old castle is
'2,500 feet in bight ~bove the sea-level7 .and7 as it is

disconnected with other hills, it is an object of interest.
18. It is thought a castle has long existed on this
hill, and the places in the rocks worn by the horses'
feet which climbed here in the long-ago are plainly
to be seen.
19._ A castle was built here by the ancient Pbrenicians, but whether they are the first which thus used
it no man knoweth; and, later on, the Romans and
the Crusaders added to it and strengthened it.
20. The old edifice is nine hundred feet in length
and three hundred in width at each end. The stones
are beveled, and, the masonry is massive.
21. Inscriptions and ornamentation are to be seen
in many places. Much of the wall has fallen down
the precipice.
22. There are deep vaults and cisterns for water,
which required great labor to build.
23. The view of the surrounding country is most
beautiful to behold. The, southern end of Mount
Hermon comes close to the castle hill, and qn the
left, as you look toward the south, lie stretched
along for a great distance the noted Hills of Bashan.
24. Next comes the Plain of Huleh, or the upper
part of the valley of Jordan, with Lake Huleh, or
the waters of Merom, a small lake in the valley.
Beyond that comes the Mountaius of Naphtali,
which are a continuation of the hills of Anti-Lebanon.
25. Still farther away toward the southwest
Mount Tabor rears its head, and looks majestic and
isolated to some extent.
26. .At the foot uf the castle hill lies Banias,
aforetime called Cesarea Philippi, and earlier by the
Greeks called Paneas, beca1:1se their sylvan god Pan
had a cave-temple there.
27. The town was once adorned by Herod the
Gre&t, who erected a temple there over the source of
the Jordan in honor of Augustus Cresar.
28. Herod's son, Philip the Tetrarch, enlarged the
borders of the town and called it Cesarea, in honor
of Tiberius Cresar; and as another Cesarea was on
the coast, he added Philippi to this to distinguish it.
~9. Hard by the borders of this now miserable
town the pilgrims' tents were pitched for the night,
in the northeast' corner of the Land of Yahweh,
which the pilgrims had sought, lo these many dayf!.
30. Glad were all the pilgrims to meet the white
tents of peace on this occasion, for all were weary
with the fatigues of the day.
31. .And the distance traveled this day is one score
of miles and two miles; and a more wearisome road
no man need to wish to see.
CHAPTER V.
SECOND VISIT FROJI( MELCHISEDEC.

1. And it came to pass when the Venerable Visitor
of olden time made his entrance into the tent bearing the Stars and Stripes, he approached the cot of
the Scribe, when he lifted up his voice and spake
these words:
2. Hail, Truth Seeker! I perceive thou art weary
with the fatigues of the day, and I will not tarry
very long at this time, but suffer thee to take thy
repose in peace. Has thou any inquiries to propound?
3. To this the Scribe did thus make answer: Venerable Friend, I am not so weary but that thy visit
is a welcome one, and I gladly express the deep reverence which I feel toward thee. I have a few inquiries I would make.
4. In giving some description of the Most High
God in whose service thou wert and ~still art a
priest, although thou didst represent that he did not
create the universe, thou didst not say whether he
possessed intelligence, or whether his will and commands are always reasonable and just? Wilt thou
give a few words on this matter ?
5. Cheerfully will I reply to thy questions. Truly
did I say that the Most High did not create the universe, because the universe never was created. It has
passed through countless changes in keeping with its
inherent nature, but it ever existed in its substance
and its force the same as the Most High himself hath
ever existed.
·
6 .. To the second part of thy inquiry I have to say
that the Most High contains within himself all the
qualities, elements, and possibilities possessed by the
universe, including intellectuality, mind, and thought.
7. But the power of thinking is the product of individual organization, and can only exist in connection with the organization adapted to its production.
All forms of animal life possess this quality in some
degree, and in varying quantities, but always in keeping with their organizations. Man surpasses other
animals in the quality of. intellectuality s~mply because his organization is capable of producing a more
perfect quality. Man has greatly improved in this
respect; he is now much more intellectual than he
was one hundred thousand years ago.
8. The Most High, who is above al1 and who contains all, is not an organized being; cou.:equently he
has not the apparatus which prorlllces mentality. He
does not plan, he does not thiuh':, he does not change
his mind, he does not repent. I repeat, he contains
all the elements which produce the functions pecul-

iar to human beings, but he is not a human being;
he does nought that human being!! do.
·
9. Then did the Scribe make this inquiry, Thou
speakest of the Most High being above all, including
the entire universe; wilt thou please explain wherein
he differs from the universe?
10. Then again, said Melchisedec, He does not differ
from the universe, because he is the universe. The
universe is the Most High. It contains all that exists, or that is possible to have existence. There is
nothing above it; there is nothing without it. When
men imagine gods, and claim that they are superior
to the universe, and that they made the universe,
they err greatly. There is no power superior to the
universe, and there is no power that could ever create it.
11. It may sound strange to some for me to say
that the Most. High does not think, but it is nevertheless true. Thinking is only done by a brain, as
seeing is done by an eye, and. hearing by the ear,
The Most High has no brain, no eye, no ear; hence
he does not think, does not see, does not hear, though
he gives the capabilities for each of these.
12. Thou mightest ask how, if the Most High doth
not plan, doth not devise, doth not adopt, how the
world and all things in it move so harmoniously, and
exhibit such perfect adaptation. To this I make answer: Every result that has ever taken place is in
obedience to a potential law which cannot be evaded
nor set aside.
13. Everything is just as it is because, according
to the unchangeable and ever-existing laws of the
universe, it cannot be any other way. Two halves
are equal to the whole; not because some being has
planned it to be so, hut because it could not be any
other way. Everything that takes place is as it is·
because, under all the circumstances governing the
case, it could not be any other way. Ten times ten
are a hundred, not by design, but because it could not
be any other number.
14. So it is with everything in the domain of
events; it is just as it is, not pursuant to some grand
design, but because the eternal laws of the universe
com_pel it to b<il just as it is
15. Were not the universe equal to this, it could
not be a perfect uuiverse. But it is so perfect that
it is superior to the design of any being or any god
which beings have devised. It is immensely superior
to any beings and all beings who have to plan, to
£t, and try, and change their tactics. The universe
is superior to all men combined, including all the
gods men have devised.
16. The conception of gods, and the seeming necessity for them to account for the perfection of
things as they exist, have arisen from the imperfect
state of knowledge to which men have attained.
The more ignorant and superstitious men are, the
more they imagine the necessity for gods; and the
more enlightened they become with true and perfect
knowledge, the less use they will have for gods, and
the more completely will they discard them.
17. The time is approaching when men will no
longer create godR, nor imagine them. They will
perceive in the universe the cause of all results, yea,
the cause of all causes, and they Will have no need
to look beyond the universe to account for any of
the phases of existence they see.
18. That will be a happy time for men on the
earth-a time which will far transcend any period
which men up to this time have experienced. In the
past men have not only lost much time in devising
and creating gods, and in striving to placate them and
to appease their anger, but it has cost the world an
incomputable amount of treasure in getting up these
gods, and in supporting the countless retinue of
priests which thetJe gods have been thought torequire, to study and reveal their will, and by powers
of persuasion to induce them to change their course,
and to cease frem doing various kinds of mischief
which they would otherwise perpetrate.
19. If the labor and treasure which have been (JXpended in the manufacture of gods, in the erection
of temples and houses for them to be worshiped in,
and to pay the millions of priests who in the aggregate have been supported in idleness and luxury for
pretending to interpret and reveal the will of the
gods, had been employed in benefiting the world,
and improving the human race, every swamp ·upon
the face of the earth could have been drained, every
country in the world could have been furnished with
good carriage roads and railroads; every square mile
of the earth's surface could have been supplied with
a good, durable school-house, a teacher, and a good
library.
· 20. If the wealth that has been paid to priests for
proclaiming fables and fictions and falsehoods about
gods and the will of gods could have been employed
in increasing the knowledge and usefulness of the
human race, the world to-day would occupy a position immensely in advance of that which it now occupies.
21. If the time that has been employe~l in working
for priests, and in listening to their fables and fabri
cations, could have been used in studying the laws of.
the universe-the only governing principle in existence-the world would be vastly more advanced ~
the pursuit of truth 7 virtue, and happiness.
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22. Tbe!·e never bas been a ?lass of men who pre-\ f~thers and sons togetl1er, saith the Lord. I will not will suffice. There ca~ be no. ~ou ht tba~t Yahweh
tended to Know so much as pnests; there never bas, pity, nor spare, nor have mercy, but destroy them. i wa>1 a cruel, blood-thirsty, fidJ~, and tevengeful
been a class of men who claimed to know what they IIn 1 Sam. xxiv, 1, he is descrioed as an inciter of 'I god. I will now bid thee. good-mght, and take my.
did uot know so much as priests; there never bas ! eyil.
.
.
. .
. dep7rture.
.
.
.
..
been a class of men who have taught so many lies as I 34. A few speCimens of his laws ~Ill portray ~JH<
46. 'Fbe Scnbe_ thanked the enerable V1s1tor and
priests; there never bas been a cl~s.s of men who true charac~er: _When thou c?mest mgb unt? a City bade him good-mght. 'l'hat mght he slept long and
have increased darkness and superstitiOn so much as to fight agamst It, then proclaim peace unto 1t. And soundly.
pri'ests; there never has been a claRs of men who it shall be if it make thee answer of peace, and open
---have been such a fearful damage to their fellow-men unto thee, that all found therein shall be tributaries
CHAPTER VI.
as priests; there never'has been a class of men whom to thee, an~ they shall serye thee. And if. it make
TH:III THIRD DAY's TRAvEL.
to exterminate and to no longer tolerate would so no peace with thee, but wtll make war agamst thee,
1. When the morning meal had been partaken of
benefit the remainder of the human race as priests. then thou shalt besiege it. And when the Lord thy the captain of the host led the pilgrims on foot up
23. Thanks to growing and ever-bripiant truth God hath delivered it ll:nto thy hands thou shalt smite the stream to the foot of Hermon, where is one of
and science, thanks' to increasing knowledge of the every male thereof with . the edge of the sword. the fountains of the Jordan. Up near the rocks
a
laws of the universe, and the principles of eternal But the wo~e~ and tl;e httle ones, and ~he cattle, small basin the clear waters gush up amid the stones,
justice and humanity, the priests are losing their and all that Is I~ the c1ty, even all the spoil thereof, and were the place cleaned out and a dam built
power and influence, and are destined to pass away sha!t thou _take unt? thys~lf, and thou shalt eat the across the lower part a fine pond could be made
even as the belief in genii, gorgons, gnomes, fairlee, SI_>oil of thme enemie~·whwh the Lord thy -~od h~th withal.
.,,
.witche11, and all that retinue of impossible·monsters g1ven thee. Thus shalt thou?o unto the Cltiesw~I_ch
2. Water enough flows from this spring, if utilare passing away. Let tllem go; the sooner they Iare veryfar_off from thee, whw~ _are not of the Cities .ized and the fall taken advantage of, to run a score
are gone, the better it will be for humanity.
! of ~hese natwns.
But of the c~ties of these p~ople, of mills; but here there is nothing for milia to do,
24. Tht:n did the Scribe open his mouth thus: I ~hwh the Lord thy God dot_h giv~ thee for an mher- and few people to give them work.
thank thee, Venerable Friend, for the words thou bast 1tance, thou shalt save ·notbmg ahve that breatheth
3. The Scribe did take a seat upon a stone be!ilide
spoken, and I feel that they have been prompted by· (Dent. xx, 10-16).
the stream, and with his right hand did dip up the
35. Here is &.nother of his commands: Thus saith water of the river Jordan near its source; and drink
the principle of eternal truth; and I am pleased to
say they confirm the opinions I have for some time the Lord God of Israel, Put every man his sword by thereof. If he has not now eternal life he would
maintain~d- Now, while thou art upon the subject his side, and go in and out from gate to gate through- like to know the reaROn why thereof.
of the gods, may I call attention to a remark thou out the camp, and slay every man his brother, and
4. Under the rocks is a cave once sacred to the
madest yesternigbt with reference to the character of every man his' companion, and every man his neigh- worship of the god Pan, and in the solid rock niches
Yahweh, touching his being fickle, vindictive, jeal- bor (Ex. xxxii, 27).
and shrines have been carefully cut, with inscriptions
ous, cruel, and bloodthirsty? Wilt thou be so good
36. That he carried his mali9e for a long time this to the sy Ivan god. Here are also ruins of a temple,
as to say a few words on these points?
passage will stand as proof: Thus saith the Lord of .said to have been erected by Herod; w bile on the
25. Then did Melchisedec again speak these hosts: I remember that which Amalek did to Israel summit of Hermon are the ruins of a very ancient
words: To show that Yahweh was fickle-minded, and [four hundred years before]. Now he laid wait for temple to the sun.
.
. often repented of what he had attempted, I have only him.,, etc. Now go and smite Amalek, and utterly
5. The south gate of the old city was next visited,
to call thy attention to a few portions of what is destroy all they have; slay man and woman, infant and where Roman inscriptions were seen. A w~ll once
called his word. Not long after he is said to _have suckling, ox and sheep, camel and ass (1 Sam. xv, 2, inclosed the town round about, but long since it fell
made the world and placed man upon it did he be- 3). There is much more in the same line, but I have into ruins. The bridge, said to be older than the
wail what he had done, and said, It repented him quoted enough.
time of Herod, still stands-a relic of ancient times.
that he had made man on the earth, and grieved him
37. Of his fondness for bloodshed, I have only to
6. The present town consists of some two score of
at his heart (Gen. vi, 6). He repented of the evil call your attention to the fact that for hundreds of miserable low stone huts, with no windows or chimhe thought to do his people (Ex. xxxii, 14). He years he required a steady flow of blood from bul- neys, and the streets are even too muddy and -fflthy
repented that he made Saul king (1 Sam. xv, 35).
locks, rams, and he-goats for his special pleasure. for hogs to wallow in withal. Thus has tl:te glory of
26. A marked instance of his change of plan and At the time of the in,troduction of the ark into the ancient Cesarea Philippi sadly departed.
of his repenting of what he had undertaken, is told in temple she13p and oxen were sacrificed in such quan7. A due portion of the gospel story is connected
the story of the land toward which thou hast turned tities that they could not be told nor numbered for with Philippi. Jesus visited this place with his
thy face. He early set it aside for his chosen peo- multitude. At the dedication of the temple twenty- disciples; and here, after asking his followers whom
pie, and, with much show of magnanimity, several two thousand oxen and a hundred and twenty thou- men said he was, he asked Peter whom he considered
times over gave it te Abraham and his seed as a sand sheep were slaughtered.
him to he.
perpetual possession, and promised that the seed of
38. But the most cruel of all was he when he
8. In response, Peter made a flattering little speech,
· Abraham should become as numerous as the sands of deman!led the blood of his only . beloved ~<on to by saying, Thou art Christ, the son of the living
the sea.
answer the demands of his justice, and 'to make it God. Whereupon Jesus returned the compliment by
27. Again, some three hundred years later, he led possible for him to look with any mercy upon his saying, Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will
the descendants of Abraham a wearisome journey own offspring.
build my church; and the gates of hell shall not prethrough the desert, and formally gave them posses39. His disregard for human life is most marked vail against it; I will give unto thee ~he keys of the
sion of the land before given to Abraham, renewing all along through his word, from the time when he kingdom of heaven; and whomsoever thou shalt bind
t'l:le promise that they should possess it forever; but sent a flood to drown all the inhabitants of the earth, on earth shall be bound in heaven, and whomsoever
they had to obtain the country by putting t0 the including the innocent animals; from the time when thou shalt loose on earth shall be loos~d in heaven.
sword in the most cruel manner the people who long be caused the death of the first-born of every family in
9. This little address has been made great use of
had bad it in quiet possession.
·
Egypt, and drowned a million or two Egyptians in by the Romish church, and from it they have taken
28. He, however, seems to have changed his mind, the Red Sea, to the destruction of fifteen thousand the authority of their popes based upon the successo far as the perpetual possesBion is concerned; for children of Israel in the desert by plague; and the sion of Peter; and from these words they have drawn
after. an unsteady and precarious possession-the slaughter of the Midianites, when be not only ordered the authority to persecute unto death thousands
country being "taken from them several times, and all the males, including the little babes, put to death upon thousands who have dared to doubt, even in a
they carried away into captivity on several occa- in cold blood, but even every woman who had ever small degree.
sions-they were finally utterly d~feated, and de- lain with man, while the young maidens, the girls,
10. It is a matter· of considerable doubt whether
prived of the land so repeatedly promised them as a and the little female infants were kept for the use of these words were spoken as they come down to us,
perpetual possession, showing that he had changed the soldiers.
but, at all events, they have been rife with i.ll to the
his mind in the pr~mises, or was unable to fulfill his
40. The campaign of Joshua in the land of Canaan, human race.
·
promises. For eighteen centuries the seed of A bra- when he moved by direct command of Yahweh, was
11. ·Near this very place is the termination of
haUJ.-never made a thousandth part as numerous as one of the most bloody and disastrous to human life Mount Hermon, an eminence which is said to be
promised-have been deprived of that land as a on record. Massacres, slaughters, and carnage were the self-same place where Jesus was transfigured.
home and possession.
kept up for years. Numerous cities were destroyed, True, tliere is some dispute among authorities
29. That he possessed a,n irascible temper and and often all the men, women, and children extermi- whether it was· on this mount or on Mount Tabor,
yielded to anger on the slightest occasion, there are nated by the edge of the sword.
south of Lake Tiberius, or the Sea of Galilee.
an abundance of facts to prove. Such expressions
41. On one occasion Yahweh smote with sudden
12. But fortunately the pilgrims are not compelled
as these are common in his accorded word: His death fifty thousand and seventy men because one to accept either to the disadvantage of the other.
anger, His fierce anger, His anger was kindled, it man had ventured to lift the lid of a box in which This is one of those cases where those who pay their
waxed hot, his wrath waxing hot, and many others the person of Yahweh was said to have taken up its money can take their choice.
of a similar chara,cter.
; abode.
13. There is also a slight difficulty in this trans30. His hatred is as often alluded to. He says,· 42. On another occasion he smote with death figuration story. It was a remarkable circumstance,
Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated. He seventy thousand of his own people because hisser- if it really took place; but Matthew, who describes
will uot slack to him that hateth him. He will vant David had numbered the people, when he had the event, says John was one who was present on
repay to his face. The Lord hateth us. Then I himself moved David to the act, and the people who that momentous occasion; but John, in his story,has
hated them, I will love them no more. He visit!\ were smitten with death had nought to do with it.
not a word to say about it. rrhe probabili~ies are
the iniquities of the fathers upon the .third and fourth! 43. The wars of the children of Israel, in which very strong that no such event ever occurred.
_
generations.
·
i Yahweh was on one or both sides, and caused great
14. When the Scribe lifted up his eyes to the bare
31.. His jealousy is frequently mentioned; I, the, destruction of life, were often extremely bloody. rocky mass before him, where a shrub cannot grow
Lord thy God, am a jealous God. They provoked i 'When he assisted Abijah against Jeroboam five large enough for an ox-goad withal, and where one
hi~ to jealons_y wi~h strange gods:
He is a j_eal- hundred thousand Israel_ites were slain in_ a single probably never did grow, he opened his mouth and
ous God. I will give thee blood m fury and Jeal- day. On another occasiOn he changed sides, and said:
ousy; a~d much like_unto this.
helped Pekah of Israel to pu't to death one hundred
15. As my soul liveth, if I _were to· be trans~g32. His vengeance 1s often referred to. He often and twenty thousand of the army of Judah. Thus ured and have a good time with Moses and Ehas,
says: I will take vengeance.
Vengeance is he alternated from one side to the other, but left a and could not find a more pleasant place for it than
·mine. The day of vengeance. is in my heart; with balance against Israel of three hundred and eighty this naked, cheerless hill of rock, I would pass,
others of the same tenor.
thousand.
and let the next one make it-in short, I would
33. Of his cruelty and murderous disposition there
44. He was especially found of slaying tqe men of not be transfigured at all.
is_ no end of proof. On on_e occasion, when ~e J?et the ~djoining nations wh? engaged in war with his
16. After the pilgrims had mounted their s_teeds
his ~wn man Moses ~t an mn he sought to kill him. spe~Ial people. At one time one h~ndred thousand for another day's ride, they moved on to t~e site of
In his own word he Is rel?resented ~s a de~troyer of Synans under Benhadad were slam, and twenty- the ancient city of Dan, the northernmost city of ~he
man and beas~. Accordrng to !sarah xxx1v, 2-8, he seven thousand more of the same army killed by a Land of Yahweh; the same being not an hour's ride
is represel?'ted as a slave-dealer. In Joel iii, 8_, be wall fallin~ upon them. At another time one hun- from Cesarea Philippi.
says, I will send your sons and your daughters mto dred and eighty-five thousand Assyrians were slain
17. The city could not at any time have been an
the hands of the children of Judah, and they shall by Yahweh in a single night.
exceeding large city, for the mound, two score and
sell them unto the Sab~ans, to a peo_I_>!e far off, for , 45. But the subject is an unpleasant one to dwell ten' feet high, upon whic;h it w.as builded, is two
the ~ord hath spoken .It. I_n Jer. xm, 14, he says: upon, ~nd though I ~ave ~ent~oned but a small pa~t: hundred paces across, and IS nearly round; and not a
I Wlll dash them one agamst another, even the of the Instances of hlB tak1ng life on a large scale, 1t · house, not a but, now stands there.
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18. It was near this city of Dan that Lot wafl and they fell upon them. And the Lord delivered
Liberal News.
taken prisoner and carried off, whereupon Abraham them into the hand of Israel (Josh. xi, 4-&). The
THE Liberals of Mauston, Wis., celebrated the
armed his household and secured his relatives, and mercy of the Lord enilureth forever.
Praise his birthday of Paine with a lecture by W. F. Jamieson
pursued his enemies even unto Dan. So reads the name, all ye people. Selah.
at their Opera Hall.
word; but that account could not have, been written
37. Then it was by the waters of Merom, where
THE Great lVest makes copious extracts from Mr.
by Moses, for dnring his lifetime there was no such the blood of thousands had been spilt, and close by Bennett's letters. Brick Pomeroy knows a •good
city as Drm.
the hill on which had been built the city of Razor, thing when he sees it.
, 9. After the children of Israel entered the Land did the Scribe lift his voice and say: Of a truth this
PRoF. ADLER has gone West fnr two weeks to fulfil
of Canaan, the descendants of Dan made a foray is the land of.Yahweh; this is the land he gave un' o lecture engagements. He has lectures at Cincinnati,
against the people of Laish, and smote them with his chosen people as an everlasting possession; this Chicago, and St. Louis.
the edge of the sword, and burned the city with fire; is the Holy Land which I have heard of thousands
E. H. HEYWOOD, of Princeton, Mass., is in dange.I
and they built a city and dwelt therein, and called of times from the days of my childhood. I am sur- of losing hiR home through financial difficulties, and
the name of the city Dan, after the name of Dan, rounded even now by this Holy Land.
appeals to his friends to help him.
their father (Judges xviii, 27).
H
38. Then did the Scribe take up a handful of this
THE lecture before the Society of umanity next
20. Close by the side of the low mound upon which holy soil, and did look at it closely: he even looked
Dan once stood is another of the sources of the J or- at it through his spectacles; he smelt of it; he even Sunday evening will be by W. H. Harris, on "Hudan. Here is another ver,y large spring-larger than put some in his mouth, and did taste it withal; he manity as a l~eligious Conception."
ON February 7th Mr. Bradlaugh expects to present
the one before described-and one can see the crys- took it from the north side of the camp, and from
tal fountain as it bubbles up continually. This the sonth side of the camp, and he did examine it a pPtition to Parl;ament, containing 100,000 names,
spring, with the one at Cesarea Philippi, make the with exceeding great care that he might discover the requesting that he be allowed to take his seat.
principal sources of the river Jordan.
holiness, if any thflre were in it.
H. L. GREEN should he an dressed until further no21. These two springs make one stream, and after
39. Then when he had made an end of his search tice in care of Willie E. Green, Otsego, Mich. He'
a few miles they empty into Lake Huleh, or the and fonnd nought out of the common course of spoke at Elysia last Sunday, and will ~'~peak on the
waters of Merom, a little body of shallow water, things did he speak in this wise: As my soul liveth, 16th speaks at Hart, Mich.
·
two· or three miles in length, and half a score of I see and smell and taste no more holiness in this
MR. CREW, of Henry county, Iowa, was recently
miles farther down the plain of Huleh, or the upper boil that I do in the soil of America and in the soil elected to the legislature of that state. Being a Libvalley of the Jordan.
·
of Europe .. If there was ever any extra amount of eral, be refused to take the oath, and was allowed
22. For the whole day the journey of the pilgrims holiness in it, i~ is not there now.
to affirm. Iowa politicians are growing.
lay along this plain of Huleh, the northeastern por40. Peradventure, when Yahweh did relinquish
JosEPH HAHT, an aged shoemaker of Wilmington,
tion of the Land of Yahweh. For many miles it is his experiment, and abandoned the land and th'l peo- Del., an avowed disciple of Thomas Paine, who regexceedingly rocky, not one acre in a score being pos- pie which he had chosen, and betook himself to the ularly decorated his shop with American flags upon
sible to plow. The rocks vary in size from those crowded cities of Europe and to the wilds of Amer- the anniversary of Paine's birthday, died on January
a man can lift up to some of a thousand pounds, and ica, he extracted from this· soil all the holiness 9th, the day he loved to celebrate.
2
they are so thick together that a man could walk he had put in it and reserverl it for the possessions
D J W D
fi
h'ld .
E h f
. R. .
. RAPER 1eaves ye c I ren. . ~c o
miles upon them and not touch his foot to the ground. be might next select.
1
41. Or, peradventure, when he no longer dwelt in hrs three so~1s has mad~ an en viable reputatiOn m ~he
23. Then did the Scribe inquire in this wise, Why
did Yahweh in getting up a country after his own this land, his holiness was dried up by the sun an 1t walks ~f ~mence-Danre! Draper as .a meteorolo~Ist,
heart, and just to please himself, take the trouble to .blown away by the winds, and thus was cast upon J?hn Clmstopher -?rape.r as a <'::mist and physrologist, and Henry Draper as an a. tJOnomer.
make so many rocks for it? No answer was received. the desert air where it could be of no use.
42. Verily Yahweh's ways are not as man's ways;
Gum~TTA is a ~r~ethinker. l~e has publicly pro24. In riding down the plain the hills of N a phtali, the same being the continuation of the moun- for if a prudent man had taken unto himself a ~ess~d hr~~elf a diSCiple of Voltarre, and. stated th~t
tains of Lebanon, were on our right, and the hills of goodly country, and had placed therein a. people m his opmron Com~e was the greatest thmker of this
Bashan were on our left. The valley between, which he had selected from all the nations of the century. He presided, three months :.tgo, at Paul
earth, he would no~ quickly abandon the enterprise Bert's Atheistical lectures, and led the applause.
called the plain of Huleh, is five miles in width.
25. When the rocky portion was passed, sections and give it up in disgust, because a few discourageGEo. B. CLARK is the latest Unitarian minister
of better land were reached along the border, while ments arose; but he would rather use extra exertion, who has given np his orthodoxy and taken to preachin the oenter it is very swampy, and nothing but especially if he possessed the power to execute his ing the gospel of common ownse and truth. He is
:flags, or papyrus plant, and :fiat grass can grow there. will; and he would not own himRelf vanquished un- desirous of engagements to leeture, and auy soeiety
26. For the noonday meal the pilgrims halted at til he had exhausted all his abilit.y.
or person desiring his ser·vices may address h1m at
a place which the Scribe called Mill-race, because
43. But Yahweh doeth not so; he either under- 51 Fo1·t Avenue (Roxbury), Boston, Mass.
there a stone race had been builded to conduct a took more than he was able to accomplish, or he bad
MESDAMES COLBY and Smith hav removed their
smalll'ltream of water to a mill.
not t~e prescience to foresee ~hat the natu~e of his lectures from Harvard Hooms to Frobisher Hall,
27. No other habitations are here, save several exponment would be; or he ~~ too fickle-mmde~ to Fourteenth street, between Broadway and Fifth ave.
tents of the Bedouins, who abound in these parts. hold t.o one purpose g~nerat1on after ge~erat~on. Htreafter the services will be in the morning at
They gather the papyrus plant, which is a tall flag, Great IS Yahweh! Let hrs great na~e a~d his prarse~ 10:30, and evening at 8. The lectures are well atand they weave it into a coarse matting, of which be sounded th~·ough all ~ands, ~av~ m lus own la~d · tended and proving a great success. Mrs. Colby is
they make their tents by stretching it over slight
44. Then did the Scrrbe cast his eyes about him, one of the best lec.turers in the field.
poles. For the roof they use coarse black woolen and looked upon the miles of rooks which stretched
TnE change of owners of Man, and change from a
blankets.
themselves before him and which were over the hills weekly to a monthly, made a new registration as
28. They are a dark, wild-looking people, seeming of N aph tali, and then d,id he ask questions in this second-class matter necessary. The application was
to be cut out for pirates and brigands. They dwell wise:
referred from theN ew Yol'k post-ofiice to the departupon high landR in the summer and come down in
45. Go to n0w, are all these rocks more holy than ment at Washington. There they had to sit on it
the valleys for the winter.
all the other rocks in the earth ? And if holiness seventeen days before they could come to a decision.
· 29. They gathered around us when we eat, and the was once in them, is it Mtill in them now? And Then they didn't decide, but cot1fd only issue a
women and children repeatedly ask for back- would it take more fuel to roast them into lime than "temporary permit" to mail the· paper at pound
sheesh, which, being interpreted, means a gift. as though no holiness was in them? Or, from the rates. So llfan is registered as a kind of "ticket-ofThe Scribe had many small Turkish coins, and he long abilence of Yahweh in distant parts of the ea.rth, leave 'IIfan." This slowness of the postal authorities
gave one each to a score of them. But some thought bas the holiness evaporated out of these rocks also, has delayed the February number. It will be out
the sum too small.
even as water evaporateth out of a sponge?
about the lOth.
46. Then did the Scribe shake his head in dismay,
30. VIllages composed. of these Bedouin tents
GEK\IANIA Assembly Hall was filled in honor of
were passed in this day's travel. The men mostly and cast his eyes toward the earth; and even did
carry a long flint-lock musket, and the women stain he speak words like unto these: As my soul liveth, I the Author-Hero of the Hevolution on the evening of
or tattoo their faoes, especially their under lip, understand not the mystery of holiness; 1 understand the 29th ult. Prof. Hobinson furnished some brillwhich does not improve their natural uncomeliness. not how, if 1:ahwel,l once filled this soil and these iant pumo solos, and Mr. George W arr and Miss
They would not draw the. hearts of men astray.
rocks with holiness, why is it not here now? I un- Bell Warr sang and Mr. Brown played on his violin31. As the sun settled 1n the west the white tents derstand nqt, if holiness be not now in these hills and cello. Mr. Wilson, an old-time veteran, presided,
of the pilgrims were pitched at Ain Mellahah, a plains, how it was ever therein. I understand not, if and gave an account of the career of Thomas Paine.
comely place, hard by a rich fountain, ample enough Yahweh placed holiness here, who should presume Mr. W arr read testimonials from George Washington, Mme. H.oland, and others, vindicating the good
to turn a mill-the same being over against the wa- to take it away, or what was done with it withal.
ters of Merom, not much more than a mile distant.
47. Again did the Scribe shake his head in great name of Thomaf! Paine. Samuel P. Putnam deliv32. Right by our side is a high hill of rock, claimed doubt; aga,in rlid he look restlessly about him, hiR ered an address showing the grand ideas and princito be the site on which the ancient city of Razor trouble of mind waxing great and his doubts increas- plesfor which Paine stood-lib<)rty, humanity, science,
dtmocracy, and intellectual clearness and thoroughstood, whose king, Jabin, aroused all the sheiks and ing within him.
going
honesty of opinion. The meeting was in every
48. Then did he retire into the tent which beareth
chiefs in the neighborhood to join him in giving battle to Joshua when he made a victoriouR conquest of the Stars and Stripe01, and say unto himself, I will lay sense a success. The music was of a high order, and
the Land of Yahweh.
me down to rest; I will not longer weary myself showed what can be done to stir the hearts of the
33. It was at this spot between our camp and the about holiness of which man knoweth but littie; I people when· this noble instrumentality is used for
,.
waters of Merom where the deadly battle is said to will seek sweet sleep and gather strength for to- the expression of J..,iberal ideas.
FRANK.
M.
PixLEY,
editor
of
the
Lan Francisco
have been fought, and where Joshua whipped out morrow'lii journey. Howbeit this day the pilgrims
.A1'{JOnaut, writing home to his paper fro~ this city
all his adversaries.
had journeyed about a score of miles,
says: "Yesterdav I spent half an hour With Colonel
34. Howbeit, there is some disagreement of opinE. A. STEVENs, of Chicago, writes us: "In an- Ingersoll, and it took him all that time to tell me, in
ion as to whether this hill of rock by us is where Hazor sto~d. Dr. Robinson says yes, others say no. swer to several personal inquiries .as. to. the no~-ap- ~is enthusia~tic and hearty mann~r, w~at a superlapearance of the Liberal League (m rssmng which I tivly splendid fellow .General ~r,hur Is, whll:t a suAll agam are left free to make their own choice.
35. As the king of Hazor had a great JlUmber of was associated with .Mr. Magie), allow me to say: ·premely excel~ent pr.esident he wrl~ make, h~w mcomchariots, with which i:te came down to fight Joshua, shortly after the a.ppearance of the first number, and parably supenor h.e IS to any president we hav ever
it would seem most unlikeiy this mount could have when I had prepared the larger portion of the sec- had or are ever likely. to hav, and ho:v gra~eful we
been the place, for the Scribe is sure no chariot ever ond, a change of employment necessitated my ought to be f~r the accrdent that has g.Iv~n hrm to u?.
went up or down that masR of rock.
giving my time either to the paper or to husiness. He _laud~d hrm to .the ~e~ve~s for his mtellect, his
3~. There can be no mistake about the waters of After consulting wrth Mr. Magie, who owned the gemu~, hiB. ~enerosity, his JUSttee. He P.ossesses th.e
Merom being the battle scene where Yahweh said to material and was willing to continue its publication, finest quaht~e.s of head a~1d heart, and Will adorn h1s
his General Joshua, Be not afraid because of them; I withdrew. All correspondence, subscriptions, etc., e.xalted position. He wil.l s~ed luster on the Rep~b
for to-morrow about this time will! deliver them all as they hav arrived· at my addresR, hav been turned lwan th.rone .. In a wo~rl, 1f Colonell~obert had hrmslain before Israel; thou shalt hough their horses, over to that gentleman. Hereafter all matters per- self l;JehevQd m the existen.ce of God, he would hav
and burn their chariots with fire. So Joshua (as the taining to the Liberal League (paper) should be ad- convmced ~ne that .the presidency of General Arthur
story runs) came, and all the people of war with dressed to Jas. K. Magie, 939 W. Madison St., Chi- was a special provrdence for the good of the country
and the good of the Republican party."
him, against them by the waters of Merom auddenly: cago.
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fl[~anslations.

one.''* Some hav added, "and these three are in they were injured persons, and proclaimed far and
Jesus.'' These various passages, each one different wide civil war which should, for the sake of argu.
from the other, are not found in the old manuscripts; ment, desolate the world.
none of the fathers of the first century hav cited
We !'hould not forget that Origen is noted more
The Tomb of Fanaticism.
them; be~ides, what good could they recJive from than all others in 'translating the facts of the scriptAN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE'S DOC· those admitting the falsification? How could they ure into allegories; a;ud it is well to add that these
say that the spirit, water, and blood form the Trinity allegories are extremely pleasant. The fat in the
, TRINS.
and then are not one? Is it because it was said that sacrifices is the soul of Jesus Christ; the tail of the
WRITTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN 1767.
Jesus had sweat blood and water, and then turned animal whichis offered upon the altar signifies the
' by A.vecy Meriwether.]
[Translated from the French
into the spirit? What relation is there between these perseverance of good works. If it is said in Exodus
three thin~s and a god in three personal substances? :xxiii that God took Moses in the cleft of a. rock, and
CHAPTER XXIV.
The trimty of Plato was. another kind; it was not that Moses saw the buttocks and not the face of God,
CONCERNING IREN..EUS.
well known; we can find such in his Tim(J3us. The that cleft in the rock is meant to be .Jesus Christ,
Irenams in truth knew nothing of science, philo.So- eternal demiurge is the first cause of all that e:x- through which one could see the rear of God the
phy, and eloquence; he always limited himself to re- ists; his archetypal idea is the second cause; the uni- father.*
peating that which Justin, Tertullian, and others versal soul, which is his work, is the third. There
I think, now, enough concerning the fathers is
said. He believed with them that the soul is a light is some sense in this idea of Plato. God conceives made known to clearly see upon what fodndation
and aerial body; and he thought that the reign of a the idea of the world; God makes it, he animates it; they hav built an ill-omened edifice, which has
thousand years in the New Jerusalem would come but never has Plato been foolish enough to say that already demoralized the reason. Reason has always
upon the earth. We find out in his fifth book, chap- there were three individuals in one God. Origen was declared that religion should be clear, simple, uni. ter xxxiii, how much corn one grain produces, ana a Platonist; he took what he could from Plato, and versal, within the reach of every soul, because it is
how many hogsheads of wine a vintage in that beau. made a trinity in his own fashion. This system re- intended for all; its morals should not be disguised
tiful city will yield.* He predicted the Antichrist mained so obscure during the early centuries that 'by dogmas; nothing absurd should disfigure it. Reaat the end of a thousand years, and explained the Lactantius, in the time of the Emperor Constantine, son has in vain dictated this, but fanaticism has overmystery of the numbe1s 666, which were to be the called by name all the Christians in explaining the reached reason; and what worse evils has fanaticism
mark of the beast. We cannot see wherein aH this origin of the church, but did not say one word <>on- not produced?.
differs from what the other fathers of the .church cerning the Trinity; upon the· contrary, he says, in
To BE coNTINUED.
said.
,
chapter xxix, book iv, of his "Institutes:" "Perhaps
* It was a very ancient superstitious belief, among almost all
But there is one thing more important, which ilil some one will ask why we adore a single god. When
not to be brushed aside. That is where he assures we assure them .there are two, a father and son, we people, that they co1.1ld not see their gods as they reallv were,
us that Jesus died in his fiftieth year, and not at do not make any distinction, because the father could without suffering death. This is why Semele was consumed for
having wished to lie with Jupiter. One of the numberless
thirty"one or thirty-three, as we infer from the evan- not exist without his son nor the son without his contradictions found in the Jewish books is found in a verse in
gelists.
father."
Exodus: " Thou shalt see my back parts." The hook of NmnIrenamst takes the evangelists as proof of what he
T~e sacred, spirit was completely forgotten by, Lac- bers chap. xii, says expressly that God made himself visible t.o
says. He uses the testimony of the old man whd tantms, and some years afterward a slight notice was Moses as a friend to a friend, and that he saw God face to face,
lived with-John and the other apostles; and declares. taken of it by the Council of Nice; for after having and spoke to him mouth to mouth.
'l'he miserable theologians take this passage in the proper
most positivly that there were some who came too made a declaration, as solemn as unintelligible, con- sense,
and another passage in a figurativ sense. It is not neceslate to know the apostles, and it is those who are of earning the doctrin of his book, that the son is of the say to flap them upon the nose with hogs' bladders, in both the
a contrary opinion. He himself adds, contrary to same substance as the father, the council was content figurativ and real senses.
his usual custom, as proof of his conclusivreasoning: with simply saying, "We believe also in the sacred
I
"The evangelist John said to Jesus, 'Your father spirit."t
Abraham has been exalted· that he might see my
We can say that Origen was the first to lay down Mr. Noe's Psycho-Atomic Theory Examined.
days: be has seen them and is greatly rejoiced.' that metaphysical chimera which has been a source
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In
And the Jews respond: 'Art thou a fool? Thou of great discord, and which has been absolutely use- your issue of Dec. 31st J. Allen N oe takes me up on
hast not lived :fifty years, and yet thou boastest to less .. It is evident that a man ,may be very honest the question whether there is anything that may be
hav seen our father Abraham."'
or Wise or m,oderate with one personality or with called "God " or not, and argues that there is no one
Irenams concludes that Jesus was very nearly fifty three, but these theological niceties bav nothing in first cause, but that the universe is made up of atoms,
years old when the Jews spake thus. In fact, if Je- common with our duties. Origen attributed a subtil out of whose mutually limiting forces development
sus had been thirty-one or more years old at that body to God, the angels, and to all souls; and he proceeds, and therefore there is no place for a God.
time he wonld not hav spoken of fifty years. Fi- said that God the father and God the son are two dif- He also says that these atoms contain immortal souls
nally, since Irenams calls upon the evangelists for ferent substances; that the father is greater than the thus adopting the theories of Liebnitz rather than of
proof, and upon all the old men who had written son, the son is greaterthan the sacred spirit, aud the Epicurus.
any~hing, it proves that the evangelists of that pe- sacred spiri:t is greater than the angels. He said that
Well, I admit that >the theory of a world made up
riod were not the same as those which we hav to-day. the father is good in essence, but that the son is not of living atoms, which, when organized into living
Their books hav been altered just as other books hav good in himself; that the son .is not a truth in com- bodies, supply from their own life the consciousness
been. -But because they change, that should not ren- parison with his futher, but only the image of the which these bodies exhibit, may do for a hypotheder them any the less reasonable.
father; that it is alone to the father we should ad- sis. It is certainly an improvement on the old-fashdresl8 our prayers; and that the son carried to heaven ioned Materialism, with its impassable gulf between
CHAPTER XXV.
the ~e!ih wit~ which he was clothed by his mother, unconscious and conscious matter. But as an attempt
CONCERNING ORIGEN .AND THE TRINITY.
and Ill mountmg to heaveD' be left his body in the to explain everything, it does not seem to me to be
sun.t
any more of a success than the ten thousand other
.Clement of Alexandria was the first philosopher
He declared that the Virgin Mary, in giving birth metaphysical systems which aim at the same impracamon·g the Christians. Origen was. the first reasoner. to the son of God, delivered herself of an after-birth ticable result.
But such philos~phy as they had in those times! He like ot~ers, and t_hat she was compelled to purify
Where did the atoms conie from in the first place?
was celebrated as a child, and taught at a very oppor- hers~lf 1 ~ the _Jewish temple, because they think that If they hav already existed forever, how much
tune hour in that great city of Alexandria, where the nothmg 18 so Impure as an after-birth. The coarse longer than forever will they hav existed to-morrow?
Christians had a public school. They had Iione in and petulant Jerome r.eproached him bitterly about How can the life-principles of millions of indivisible
Rome. Among those who assumed the title of the one hundred and fifty years after his death, and atnms be fw~ed into one, as it is in my own conscious
bishop of Rome we do not know of a single man of many of his opinions were similar to those of Jerome. l~fe? To these and millions of equally natural ques·ability, and, what is more remarkable, this church, for since the primitiv Cbrist.ian.s were concerned i~ tiOns no answer is possible. Plainly, then, the
which in the end became so powerful and so prond, having dogmas, they published to the world that "monadology" of Liebnitz, which Mr. N oe has
derived all from the Egyptians and Greeks.
adopted, does not explain the universe. Moreover
. There is, without doubt, a great deal of folly in the
"'Many are troubled to know if these words are John's or nothing can explain it. To explain is to class t~
philosophy of Prigen, which is evident in his advice not. '_l'wo of the Uhrist-lovers who hav rejected them attest exhibit what appeared to be an exception as a ;ase
about emasculation. Epiphanius wrote that a prefect an anc1ent manuscript in the Vatican in which these words are of some general rule. This is possible only with
of AlexandTia gave him the alternativ either to serve not found. Those who believe they are John's words show this
as Ganymede to an Ethiopian, or be sacrificed to the by more recent manuscripts. But without entering into a use- something finite. .But the universe is infinit or at
less discu~sion, either the words are John's or they are not. 1f least indefinit in extent; anJ not only this, but withgods, nnd that he was sacrificed for not ministering they
are, 1t would hav been n<Ocessary to confine John in the out any natural lines of division. When we take up.
_to the passions of an Ethiopian (Epiphan. Haeres 64 Bedlam o~ his time, if they had one; if they are not his, they any class of phenomena, as Liebnitz does, even in his
~-il~
.
.
' are forgenes of a very foolish anJ impudent kind. It is neces- theory, we make an arbitrary beginning. Behind
If this is the reason which caused him to make sary to state tha~ nothing was more common among the first th t b · · r
1· d ·
fi
a egmnmg Ies an unexp ame 'mde nit mystery.
himself a eunuch, or if there was an0ther reason, I f~llowers _of Chnst t_han such unblushing buppositions. They
l~ave it to the savants ~~o :make a specialty of the d1d not discover the1r forgeries because such works were rare "Mystery of godliness," Mr. N oe says, sarcastically·
and ~his ~owing faction only permitted those who were initi~ ~ut it _is the boundless de~th of being in which ou;
history of eunuchs; I hm1t myself to the history of ated
m thell' mysteries to see them!
little sight surrounds us w1th so very small a radius
the follies of the human mind.
· We hav already mentioned that the crime more heinous tlian of knowledge, worthy to be mentioned with conClement was the first one who popularized that all others in the er.es of this sect was to show the gentiles tempt?
I h
I
~onsense a_b~ut the T~inity that has been forgotten .what they called the1r sacred books. What strange inconsistope am the last man to disparage the glorious
smce the time of Justm. A f,.w among the Chris- ency among these unfortunates! They say "We shall preach
Christianity
all
over
the
earth,
and
we
shah
not
show
any
one
results
of
science, or the severe exactness of the scitians at that time began to regard the son of. Mary
the books in .which that. Christianity is expiained." What entific method. I wish to all tte gods it were more
as a god, as an offspring of the Father, as the first would we say to that crowd of beggars who come into the hall generally and thoroughlyt understood, especially by
dawn, as an identical being in some way with the of Westminster to reclaim the goods of a m~tn who died in Freethinkers. But even when it has made "earth
· Father; but they had not yet deified the sacred spirit. France, and who refused to show the will or testament of their
d'
d
para 1se an hell a fable," we shall still, I say, know
They never thought of the falsification, therefore I dead friend? [1771.]
far
less
of
the universe th:1n one animalcule knows
do not know in which letter attributed to John they
t What
an unfortunate mistake was the sacred spirit, that b t th
I
·
· 1 1
1
agwn
pneuma
of
whkh
the
followers
of
Christ
hav
made
a
third
a
ou
e
sea.
magm an amma cu e proclaiming
inserted the following ridiculous words, "There are
three who hav testified in heaven, the Father the g-od! • _That word signifies breath. The following can be that he knows all there is to know about the ocean.
Word, ~nd the Sacred Spirit." Should we da;e to ~?und m the gospel U;ttribut~d to John (chap. xx, 22), has a theory which explains its e¥:istence. and all it~
:Vhen he says these thmgs, he blows upon them and says, Re- pr?perties, and in particular refutes entirely those
spe_ak of the three substances, or divine beings, ce1ve
the sacred spirit." Remember this was an ancient cere- ammalcules who, though not superstitious enough to
whwh, taken together, make up the substailce of the m_ony of the mag-icians. They blew in the mouth of those they Helieve that it was made by the Gulf-stream or the.
divine creator of the world'? Did they say that Wished to enchant.. Here, then, is the origin of the third god trade winds, are not "entirely free" from the f' c, ,I
·
the
they would giv proof ? ' There are other examples ?f t~10se fools. There is nothing more bh;,sphemous or more ·
still more ridiculous, "There are three who testify 1mpwus. Hav not the mussulmans good reason for regarding SlOn t};l.at there may be in it some "intelligence ;;· 1. d
such as wicked idolatry? [1771].
.
and beyond" that of an animalcule. HGw :i}-x. e
in matter, in spirit, and in blood, and the three are
more 'Y'orthy ?f imitation th~ e~ample of New(l ..,..
t " You ha v made a God of Jesus " said Celsus. " We do
· *Each vine produces ten thousand clusters, each cluster' ten not build," answered Origen, "statue~ or temples to .Jesus, who who sa1d of h1s great generahzatwn which flatterers
thousandgrapes, and each grape ten thousand measures [177lj. lw~ exhorted us not to adore anything material or human · said explained all nature, "I feel myself like a child
who wishes us to adore God alone. We do not adore Jesus~ picking up sl;l.ells upon the sea-shore. The great
, tirenreus, book 21 chap. :uii~ edit de Paris 1710,
•
we admire him."
' ocean of truth lies unexplored before me."
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. It lies just as much unexplored before us;. though
Ah, what humiliation, what' a rankling thorn in tions, to form this protoplasm, is not that virtually
;J.lready we hav advanced far enough beyond New- the great, proud, and tyrannical church'sside, is this the same as spontaneouR generation_?
Mr. Wakeman says that "the bridge between the
ton for the dullest scholar to see that his modestv triumph of Liberalism! Our valiant leader, high up
.... , w~s in n? way e:x;cessiv, I do not ~nvy. the state of on fame's ladder, commands an outlook of the world, two worlds-the world of inorganic matter, and the
mmd whwh sees m the boundless, maccessible truth
I like Mr, Chainey's idea of cartooning Bible world of vital organismf', RO exceedingl;v diff~rent
nothing but. a subject for either ridicule or defiance, sceneR of a miraculous nature, as well as some not is protoplasm, which is the physi?al bas1~ o_f hfe, _and
The Agnostic is neither forced to the belief in a per- so miraculous, This is a fine keynote; let it be the one peculiar substance of whiCh all hvmg thmgs
sonal God who made the universe out of nothing, sounded, Who shall be the Nast to immortalize his are formed." But he fails to make it clear how this
substance is formed .. He condemns the Materialistic
nor can he declare his independence of the "nn- cravon?
'- .~known !'nd unknowable." The more he breaks away
Mr. Allen Noe's article on "God or No God?" is view in toto, for be says, "Prof. Tyndall's expres'
from every form of worship which claims to repre- apropos. The quotation from Humboldt seems a sion about finding the promis and potency of life in
sent the great Supreme, the more he finds that there truism-'' Natural law, or the inherent forces of na- atoms of matter other than protoplasm is entirely
' is such a mysterious power, and that he does "lean ture, brought us here, hnlds us here, and will take misleading. Life is not in matter," he says; "it is
, u~on" it! and cannot even imagiu himself existing us hence; we must all'succumb to the inherent forces the action and reaction of protoplasmic _bodies, an~
·1 without It. OnP reason why modern Freethought of nature.". We are not only hPre, from no willing in them only is it found." If life is not ~n matter, It
'
does not spread faster is that the absence of cordial of our own, but mentally and physically are predes- certainly is not out of it, for where there Is no matter
recogl'1ition for the religious instinct repels the tined, antenatal conditions having molded us inex- there is no life. Life itself, of course. is not matter,
masses who are conscious of such a feeling in them- orably, or, as Lizzie Doten has beautifully and poetic- any more than sound; but wherever life. is, there is
an organized structure of matter. We m1ght as w_ell
. selvs. This is an inevitable inconvenience, doubt- ally voiced it:
say strength is not in the horse or ox, as to say hfe
less, but a· very great one. SpiritualiRm spreads
is not in matter. Some scientists contend that all
faster than pure Agnosticism, because Spir-itualism
"Out of earth's elements mingled' with flame,
·
f
h
.
f
Out of life's compound of glory and shame,
matter is alive; and no fact is more evident than
gr:vs
ro~m or t e ~x~rCise o the. religious faculty.
Fashioned
and
shaped
by
no
will
of
their
own,
I,
that where life is manifested there is always a ma~referrmg AgnostiCism, because It asserts nothing
And helplessly into life's history thrown;
terial organization of tht- elements. To assert that
but what ca~ be pr?ved true, I must yet regret that it
Born by the law that compels men to be,
life is not in matter, is worthy of a genuin orthodox
presents no rmmediate adequate satisfaction for the ·
Born to conditions they could not foresee,
Christian, dyed in the wool. If life is. not in the
minds of those who not only agree with me in admirBorn by one law, through all nature the sameorganisms of matter, it must be hovermg around
ing to enthusiasm that in which we liv, and move, and
What made them to differ, and who is to blame?"
hav our being, but cannot be content, as I can, withParenthetically I wo"'ld say, Let us extend the them, like iron-filings around the point a magnet.
Mr. Wakeman leaves us in the dark with regard
out a theory and a form to match their instinct of warm hand of fellowship to the Institute of Heredde':'otion. .I must, th~refore! very strongly press its ity. To the article of Samuel P. Putnam, on H~Jred to the origin of ,protoplasm. He seems decidedly
elarms agamst anythiDg whwh assumes to go still ity, in your issue of Dec. 24th, I say "Amen ! " The to reject the views of Materialists, that :11llife ~nd
·furt~er, and assures us that there is nothing to admire, question of heredity is one of paramount importance. intelligence is the effect of the action of chemiCal
.· .;,nothmg to reverence, nothing to sympathize with, we must begin at the fountain-head of life to purify forces and combin::t.tions of the atoms of matter .
Now, do the action and reaction of the atoms of
, ·except man, whom perhaps (though willing to help and call forth living streams.
' him) we hav not found very admirable, reverend, · One word about the God idea. Under "Gems of matter form protoplasm, or any other living organor sympathetic; but, on the contrary, a good deal of Thought" .we see" Deity," "the being who directs," isms? Materialism says, Yes.
Now protoplasm is either formed this way, or is
a dunce, very much of a rogue, and at his best an ig- ".God requires not men," etc., quotations given as
noramus. Mr. N oe proposes that we "increase the gems, In one of these Paley "saw deity more not. If not, how, then, is it formed? Is it eternal,
divine within." I should like to know how, except clearly in the pleasures of a young child than in any- coequal with matter, or is it created by an in~nit,
by getting into rapport with the divine in nature. thing else in the world." Had he sought out the watch- unbounded power by special acts? These questiOns
But why follow up an opponent who yields the ful mother, the source of the child's happine~s and are the real point in dispute. 'Mr. WakPman says
point? If he admits a "divine" either within or pleasures, his God would hav been lost in her. A the Materialists are off the track. They will probably
without, Mr. Noe is clearly not an Atheist "in the neglected, sorrowing, hungry, filthy child is a fair return the compliment by telling him that it is he
representation of a God in the skies. His "finger of himself who is off; at least, with only one foot on,
full sense of the word."
C. L. JAMES.
Eau Claire, W%s.
a God and the disposition which directA it" in the and the other neither off nor on.
The Materialists are doubtless often mistaken in
child's happiness, is all found to proceed from the
their
views and opinions with regard to the unknow. loving, true mother.
Several Things.
In the .Investigator I see a notice that H. I~. Green able and unprovable, for they are but men and
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: Geo. is campaigning for the,N ew York State Freethinkers' women, and as such are fallible.
Mr. Wakeman should be a little cautious how he
Chainey, in his "Liberal Press" lecture, says: "Cover Convention of August next. Let us each now decide
a fault"with silence rather than bring it to the light to be in attendance-work for that end-going not throws out his dogmatic opinions and speculations,
of publicity. I hold in measureles8 scorn the practice alone, but having our twelve disciples with us, each with such a confidential air, as if they were demon6f hunting down and blazoning to the world all the bearing hiA mite of interest to aid in giving life, zest, strated facts; for he should remember that it is a
. crimes of the clergy." To this may be added the and enthusiasm to the convention. When I told mighty easy matter to be mistaken. Mr. Wakeman
, adage,_ "He who stops to kick a barking cur but de- friend~ what a soul-refreshing, joyous, jolly time we is undoubtedly a deep, logical reasoner, and a splenlays his own progress." But so long as the Christian had last year, they said, "I should hav gone, but did debater; and, being a young man, I believe, will
world seeks every available opportunity to injure, be- supposed it would be lonely, not knowing any one improvfl with age.
I shall ever remember gratefully the able and nolie, and misrepresent the Liberal cause, it seems nec- there.'' This idea must be put to flight; the social
essary to resort to their own mode of warfare in the feature must become prominent if you would hav ble manner in which he maintained his ground
contest. A wise man, when asked with what tore- these conventions a success. The social and intellect- against the giant intellect of Col. Ingersoll in that
ward unkindness, replied, " Reward kindness with ual must be blended; the one stimulates and calls memorable encounter at the Liberal J~eague convenJ. M. KING.
kindness, but unkindness with equity." To conceal into action the other. The more grandly human, tion.
Bart, Pa., Jan. 12, 1882.
our opponents' faults, to silently submit to vitupera- the greater our love, our sympathy. To be esteemed
tions, sla.nderous detractions, and defamations is not by the estimable is a moilt excellent standard to
Another of Talmage's Lies Nailed.
an equitable reward. Had we only to deal with the which to aspire. To these conventions come our
· cultured, the thoughtful, the fair-minded, instead of leaders and best lay members. Let us come together
To THE EDITOR oF TuE TR.UTII SEEKER, Sir:
the class who hay ever contended it is right to de- to know e:J.ch other, and to win respect, honor, and In a late remark by Mr. Talmage upon "Impure
ceive and falsify for Christ's sake and the orthodox love. Let us go prepared to· add something of in- Literature," after accusing Col. Ingersoll of a desire
cause, we would need only to address om·selvs to the terest-some item, a poem, or a greeting to a distant to break down every barrier to its circulation, he
reason, the intellect. Alas! humanity, as found to laborer who has come up to share in the baptism. Our says: "No wonder the mayor of Toronto, when Col.
exist, has not yet evoluted from animal traits suffi- cause is that of humanity, fraternity is onr bond of Ingersoll applied to him for the use of a hall,
ciently to appreciate ur reciprocate the return of good union; enfranchisement from creeds, ostracisms, and replied' No, sir; you may hav no God in the United
for evil. Consider the unfa,irness of even the jurist, imprisonments the incentiv to our labors; to oppose States, but we hav one in Canada, and you cannvt
Judge Black ! If such unfairnesss comes from the wrong and uphold right is my life dedicated.
stand up here and defame him.'" During the sum1 best minds of the opposing faction, what are we to
mer of 1880 Mr. Anthony Comstock gave a lecture
E tkland, Pa.
GRACE L. P A.RKIIURST.
expect from the worst? Pistol balls in lieu of fagots!
in this place, in the course of which, after making
Judge Black saw himself powerless to answer Col.
the usual accusations against Mr. Ingersoll, he told
Ingersoll's masterly arguments, hence he sought reSome Inquiries by Mr. King.
the same story of the colonel and the mayor of
treat through detraction of his antagonist's abilities
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Toronto.
-"his mental peculiarities, his habits of shallow I should like to ask Mr. Wakeman a few questions.
WiHhing to know the truth of the matter, I wrote
thinking, and rash talking," etc. First, he "excori- In his lecture on Biology he asserts that the chem- to his honor the mayor, asking if there was any
ates the great Infidel !" Greatness, shallowness, and istR and Materialists are off the track in attempting truth in the statement. The following is a copy of
rashness are no~ usually associates. Not only Col. to find life in the properties of matter. He says: his reply:
Ingersoll, but his compeers, Geo. Chainey and B. F. "Life is a property of protoplasm as a mass, and only
MAYOR's OFFICE, ToRoNTO, ON·r., Aug. 30, 1880.
Your letter receivet1 as to the r1uestion about Col. lngersoil's
Underwood-~hose eloquent and telling discourses after it is formed, and not at all of its chemical or
are barbed. with keen truth, and carry conviction physical eompol}ents, before they combine and extin- application for a h:dl in this city to lecture in, and my reply
to every thoughtful mind-are called "wild loose guish each other in making this wonderful substance. thereto. As no applkation was ever made, to my knowledge,
not hfLV giveuany answer. At all events,lnever m11de
sen~elel:ls, ~ll?gical, blasphemous," by the cle1~gy and Much less is there proof that life exists in any other Ithecould
answer mentioned m your letter of the 26th of August.
their Chrrst1an followers, who thus confess their in- of the sixty-seven or more chemical Alements which
Yours truly,
JAMES BEATY, JR.
ability to meet them by fair argument. Hence we make up the material world, and whip,h arfl not even
This, I think, spoils that little story.
maybe compelled to resort to our opponents' tactics; protoplasm at all."
~
Plattsburgh, Jan. 2, 1882.
W. L. WEVER.
exp~se their. faults and immoralities; prove that they
Now, I shall not deny that thiF.! organic germ (if
are mall thmgs human; not exempt from crimE), wan- there is such a thing-and I don't dispute that
THE Sydney (Australia) B~tlletin says:
to~¥ess, and passion ungoverned; that they are de- either) lis the beginning of vital organic life and
"There Cl1n be no doubt that the two most notable visitors to
cei~ful; _that they !esort. to any subterfuge to carry intelligence. But how doet:~ Mr. Wakeman know
their pomt, to sustam their creed, and to uphold their this? ffas he witnessed the hatching of a living or- the colonies during th(\ pnst year nre 1\Ir. Proctor n.nd Prof.
Denton. \Vhat we owe to the one iu the matter of astronoms':'-perstitions! _Yes, there is still need to pause to ganized creature from one of these wonderful germs, ical
seience we l1re indebted to the other in respect of geologkwk thE)se barkmg curs. One feels better for having like the hatching of a bird from an egg? And how ical scienc~. · 'l'he two men lmv, by their cnpable and lucid
'~~l'I!led his duty, however disagreeable it may hav does he know that the sixty-seven elements do not treatment of hnrd facts. given an incentiv to study in the direc' M10'7his duty_ and its discharge were never better generate living vital organisms under favorable con- tion iuclicHted that was certainly never previously experienced
hi, ,.d than m the life of D. M. Bennett. For ditions? It does not seem any more wonderful that here, and never expeetr,d. The popuhr style in wh1ch P~of.
f ·: he was compelled to parry with these brig- these elements should generate a living organic givs in his ''Story of the !1;arth," the rel'elatJons of geologiCal
resca.reh, has had t]JC eiiect of <Lwakcning inquiry as to the nat. ·; 'but now ~e h_as left them like so many slain structure, than that they should generate this won- mal history o( our own continent. In Victoria m~d in. this colwol~es ,alo?g h_Is _tnuJ?phant course. Abroad he is derful germ called protoplasm, provided the ele- ony his lectures hav been largely attended, and 1t IS s;ttJsfactory
~eceivea ~Ith disti?gUished honors, and his pen glow- ments do generate it. If these six elements-namely, to find thnt from l1 financial, l1S well l1S a scientific point of
mgly depiCts foreign scenes and life, as around the nitrogen, carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, phosphorus, view, the professor's visit to Australia is not without• good
world he goes,
and sulphur-unite chemically, 'in certain propor- results."
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ment, you do not submit to the man who made it. same relation to Christianity that ~he' moderate·
Christianity demands a certain obedience, a certain drinker does to the total-abstinence society. The
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
blind, unreasoning faith, and parades before the eyes total-abstinence people say that the example of 1the
of the ignorant with great pomp and pride the names moderate drinker is far worse upon the young than
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. of kings, soldiers, and statesmen who hav admitted ~hat of .th'e dtlfnkard-tha~ the ~runkard is a warnthe truth of the Bible. Mr. Talmage introduces as mg, while the ·moderate drmker IS a perpetual tempThe largest and cheapest Railical Journal puhlished in Europe a witness the Rev. Theodore Parker. This same tation. So Christians say of moralists .. According
or America, containing nearly seven hundred aqua1·e inches more Theodore Parker denounced the Presbyterian creed to them, the moralist sets a worse example than the
as the most infamous of all creeds, and said that the criminaL The moralist not only insists that a man
of reading matter than any other jour71;al qf its kind.
worst heathen god, wearing a necklace of live can be a good citizen, a kind husband, an affection_
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4,
snakes, was a representation of mercy when com- ate father, without .religion, but dempnAtrates the
1882 pared with the God of John Oalvin. Now, if this truth of his doctrin by his own life; whereafl the
witness is false in any particular, of course he cannot criminal admits that in and of himself he is nothfng
Col. Ingersoll and tl1e Rev. Mr. Talmage.
be believed 1 according to Mr. Talmage, upon any and can do nothin~, but that he .needs assistanpe
Col. Ingersoll is continually besought by ministers subject, and yet Mr. Talmage introduces him upon from the church and its ministers.
throughout the country to engage in a controversy the stand as a good witness.
The worst of criminals of the modern world hav
with them upon the subject of the Christian religion.
Although I care b~t little for names, still I wiU been Christians-I mean by that, believers in ChrisCol. Ingersoll has never refused to enter into a con- suggest that, in all probability, Humboldt kne-w- tianity-and the most monstrous crimes of the modtroversy where the person desiring to so engage is more upon this subject than all the pastors in the ern world hav been· committed by the most zealous
of sufficient importance to make him worth answering. world. I certainly would hav as much confidence in believers. There is nothing in orthodox religion,
Recently Mr. Talmage, of Brooklyn, announced that the opinion of Goethe· as in that of William H. Sew- apart from the morality it teaches, to 'prevent the
he would begin a series of sermons directed especially ard, and as between Seward and Lincoln, I should commission of crime. On the other hand, the peragainst the doctrin of Freethought taught by Col. take Lincoln; and when you come to presidents, for petual proffer of forgivness is a direct premium upon
Ingersoll. This sermon has been widely circulated. my part, if I were compelled to pin my faith on the what Christians are pleased to call the commission
The Times correspondent, yesterday, called upon sleeve of anybody, I should take Jefferson's coat in of sin.
Col. Ingersoll and asked him if he would reply to preference· to JackRon's. I believe that Haeckel is,
Christianity has produced no greater· charactel:'
Mr. Talmage through the Times. This he consented to say the least, the equal of any theologian we hav than Epicteus, no greater sovereign than Marcus·Auto do. His reply as made has been carefully rev:ised, in this country, and the late John W. Draper cer- relius .. The wickedness of the past was a good deal!
ann, as written, represents one of the best of the later tainly knew as much upon these great questions as like that of the present. As a rule, kings hav been'
productions of the colonel. It is one of his most ex- the average parson. I believe that Darwin has in- wicked in direct proportion to their power-theirtended efforts since his last appearance in the No 1·th vestigated some of these things, that Tyndall and power having been lessened, their crimes hav deAmerican Review, which excited so much attention. Huxley hav turned their minds somewhat in the same creased. .As a matter of fact, paganism of itself did
As he has practically left the lecture platform for direction, that Helmholtz has a few opinions, and not produce any great men, neither has Christianity.
some time, on account of large business interests in that, 'in fact, thousands of able, intelligent, and Millions of influences determin individual characother fields, what he has to say will be read with honest men differ almost entirely from Webster and ter, and the religion of the country in which a man
special interest on account of the rarity of his utter- Jackson.
happens to be born may determin many of his opinances to the public. He was first asked:
So far as I am concerned, I .think more of reasons ions, without influencing, to any great extent, his
Question: Hav you read the sermon of Mr. Tal- than of reputations, more of principles than of per- real char~cter.
mage, in which he exposes your misrepresentations? sons, more of· nature than of names, more of facts
'There hav been brave, honest, and intelligent men
Answer: I hav read such reports as appeared in some than of faiths.
in and out of every church.
of the New.York papers.
It is the.,same wit:P. books as with persons. ProbQ. Mr. Talmage says that you insist that, accordQ. What do you think of what he has to say? A. ·ably there is not a book in the world entirely desti- ing to the Bible, the universe was made out of nothSome time ago I gave it as my opinion of Mr. Tal- tute of truth, and one not entirely exempt from error. ing, and he denounces your statement as a gross
mage that, while he was a man of mo!lt excellent The Bible is like other books. There are mistakes in misrepresentation. What hav you stated upon that
judgment, he was somewhat deficient in imagina- it, side by side with truths-passages inculuating subject? A. What I said was substantially this :
tion. I find that he has the disease that seems to murder and mercy-laws devilish and tyrannical, "We are told in the first chapter of Genesis that
a:fll.ict most theologians, and that is a kind of in tel- and others filled with wisdom and justice. It isfool- in the beginning God created the heaven and the
lectual toadyism that uses the names of supposed ish to aay that if you accept a part you must accept earth. If this means anything, it means that God
great men instead of arguments. It is perfectly as- the whole. You must accept that which commends produced-caused to exist, called into being-the
tonishiog to the average preacher that any one should itself to your heart and brain. There never was a heaven and the earth. It will not do to say that Go'd
hav the temerity to differ, on the subject of theology, doctrin that a witness or a book should be thrown formed the heaven and the earth of previously existfrom Andrew Jackson, Daniel Webster, and other entirely away because false in one particular. If ing matter. Moses conveys, and intended to convey,
gentlemen eminent for piety during their lives, but in any particular the book or the man tells the truth, the idea that the matter of which the heaven and the
who, as a rule, expressed their theological opinions a to th'at extent the book should be accepted.
earth are composed was created."
few minutes before dissolution. These ministers are
Truth is made no worse by the one who tells it,
This has always been my position. I did not supperfectly delighted to hav some great politician, and a lie gets no real benefit from the reputation of pose that nothing was used as the raw material; but if
some judge, soldier, or president certify to the truth its author.
the Mosaic account means anything, it means that
of the. Bible and to the moral character of Jesus
Q. What do you think of the statement that the whereas there was nothing, God caused something to
Christ.
general belief in your teachings would fill all the exist-created what we know as matter. I cannot
Mr. Talmage insists that if a witness is false in p~nitentiaries, and that in ·twenty years there would conceive of something being made, created, without
one particular, his entire testimony must be thrown be a hell in this world worse than the one expected anything to make anything with. I hav no more eonaway. Daniel Webster was in favor of the fugitiv in the other? A. My creed is this:_
fidence in fiat worlds than I hav in fiat money. Mr.
slave law, and thought it the duty of the North to
1. Happiness is the only good.
Talmage tells us that God did not make the universe
capture the poor slave mother. He was willin·g to
2. The way to be happy is to make others happy. out of nothing, but out of "omnipotence." Exactly
stand between a human being and his freedom. He Oth& thingt~ being equal, that man is happiest who how God changed "omnipotence" into matter is not
was willing to assist in compelling persons to work is nearest just--who is truthful, merciful, and in tel- stated. If there was nothing in the universe, omnipwithout any pay except such marks of the lash as ligent-in other words, the one who livs in accord- otence could do you no good. The weakest man in
they might receive. Yet this man is brought for- ance with the .conditions of life.
the world can lift as much nothing as God.
ward as a witness for the truth of the gospel. If he
3. The time to be'happy is now, and the place to
Mr. Talmage seems to think that to create somethi.ng from nothin,q is simply a question of strength,
was fals.e in his testimony as to liberty, what is his be happy is here,
affidavit worth as to the value of Christianity? An4 Reason is the lamp of the mind-'-the only torch t~at it re~uires infinit muscle, th~t it is only a quesdrew Jackson was a brave man, a good general, a of progress; and instead of blowing that out and de- t10n of bweps. Of course, ommpotence is an attripatriot second to none, an excellent judge of horses, pending upon darkness and dogma it is far better to bute, not an entity, not a raw material; and the idea
and a brave duelist. I admit that in his old age he increase that sacred light.
that something can be made out of omnipotencerelied considerably upon the atonement. I think' 5. Every man should be the intellectual proprietor using that as the raw material-is infinitly absurd.
Jackson was really a very great man, and probably of himself-honest with himself, and intellectually It would hav been equally logical to say 1hat God
no president impressed himself more deeply upon hospitable-and upori. every brain reason should be made the universe out of his omniscience, or his omthe American people than the hero of New Orleans· enthroned as king.
nipresence, or his unchangeableness, or out of his
but as a theologian he was, in my judgment, a most
6. That every man must bear the consequen0es at honesty, his holiness, or his incapacity to do evil. I
decided failure, and his opinion as to the authentic- least of his own actions; that if he puts his hands in confess my utter inability to understand, or even to
ity of the scriptures is of no earthly value. It was the fire, his hands must smart, and not the hands of suspect, what the reverend gentleman means when
a subject upon which he knew probably as little another. In other words, that each man must eat he says that God created the universe out of his
as M.r. Talmage does about modern Infidelity. the fruit of the tree he plants.
"omnipotence."
Th_ousands of people will quote Jackson in favor of
I cannot conceive that the teaching of these
I admit that the Bible does not tell when God erereligion, about ;which he knew nothing, and yet hav doctrins would fill penitentiarit;lS or crowd the gal-, ated the universe. It simply said that he did this
no confidence m his political opinions, although he lows. The doctrin of forgivness-the idea that "in the beginning." We are left, however, to infer
devoted the best part of his life to politics.
somebody else can suffer in place of• the guilty-the that "the beginning" was Monday morning, and
No man should quote the words of another in notion that just at the last the whole account can be that on the first Monday God created the matter in
place of an argument, unless he is willing to accept settled-these ideas, doptrins, and notions are calcu- an exceedingly chaotic state; that on Tuesday he
all the opi~ions of that man. Lord Bacon denied lated to fill penitentiaries. Nothing breeds extrav- made a firmament to divide the waters from the
the Copermcan system of astronomy, and, according agance like thtt credit system.
waterR; that on Wednesday he gathered the waters
~Mr. Talmage, ha!ing made that mistake, his opinMost criminals of the present day are orthodox together in seas and allowed the dry land to appear.
IOns upon other subJects are utterly worthless. .Mr. believers, and 'the gallows seems to be the last We are also told that on that day" the earth brought
We~ley believed in ghosts, witches, and personal round of the ladder reaching from earth to heaven. forth grass and herb-yielding seed after his kind, and
deyi!s, yet upon many subjects I hav no doubt his The Rev. Dr. Sunderland, of this city, in his sermon the tree-yielding fruit, whose seed was in itself, after
opm10ns were correct. The truth is that nearly on the assassination of Garfield, takes the ground his kind." This was before the creation of the sun,
everybody is right about some things, and wrong that God permitted the murder for the purpose of but Mr. Talmage takes the ground that there are
about most thin_gs; and if a man's testiq~.ony is not opening the eyes of the people to the evil effects of many other sources of light; th:1t there may hav
'to be ta~en until he is right on every subject, wit- Infidelity. According·to this minister, God, in order been volcanoes in activ operation on othe11 planets.
nesses Will be extremely sc~rce.
to show his hatred of Infidelity, ''inspired," or al- I hav my doubts, however, about the light of volP~rsonally, I care nothing about names. It makes lowed, one Christian to assassinate another.
canoes being sufficient to produce or sustain vegeno d1fference t<? me what the supposed great men of
Religion and morality do not necessarily go to. table life, and think it a little doubtful about trees
th_e past hav sa1d, except as what they hav said con- gether. Mr. T~lmage will insist to-day that moral- growing only by volcanic glare. Neither do I think
tams an ~rgument, and that argument is worth to me ity is not sufficient to save any man from eternal one could depend upon "three thousand miles of
the force It ~aturally has upon my mind. Christians punishment. As a matter of fact, religion has often liquid granit" for the production of grass and trees,
forget that lil the realm of rea~on there are no serfs been the enemy of morality. The moralist has been nor upon light that rocks might emit in the process
and no monarchs. When you submit to an argu. denounced by the theologians. He sustains the of crystallization. I doubt .whether trees would
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succeed simply with the assistance of the "aurora t,o believe their translation or be eternally damned. He could hav changed the climate for that occasion.
borealis or the aurora Australis." There are other If the window went clear round, the inspired writer He could hav made all the rocks and glaciers pro.sources of light, not mentioned by Mr. Talmage- should hav said so, and the learned translators duce wheat and corn in abundance. Certainly God,
lightning-bugs, phosphorescent beetles, and fox-fire. should hav given llS the truth. No one pretends who could overwhelm a world with a flood, had the
I should ·think that it would be humiliating, in t,his that there was more than one door, and yet the same power to change every law and fact in nature.
age, for an orthodox preacher to insist that vegeta- language is used about the door, except this-that
I am smprised that Mr. Talmage is not willing to
tion could exist upon this planet without the light of the exact size of the window is given, and the only believe the story as it is told. What right has he to
the sun; that trees could grow, blossom, and bear peculiarity mentioned as to the door is that it shut question the statements of an inspired writer? Why
fruit, having no 'light but the flame of volcanoes, or from the outside. For any one to see that Mr. should he set up his judgment against the Websters
that emitted by liquid granit or thrown off by the 'l'almage is wrong.on the window question, it is only and Jacksons? Is it not infinitly impudent in him
crystallization of rocks.
necessary to read the story of the deluge.
to contrast his penny dip with the sun of inspiration?
There is another thing, also, that should not be ' Mr Talmage also endeavors to decrease the depth What right has he to any opinion upon the subject?
forgotten, and that is, that there is an even balance of the flood. If the flood did not cover the highest He must:' take the Bible as it read!-!. He should
forever kept between the tGltals of animal and vege- bills, many people might hav been saved. He also remember that the greater the miracle the greater
table life; that certain forms of animal life go with insilits that all the water did not come from the rains, should be his faith.
certain fm·ms of vegetable life. Mr. Haeckel has but that" the fountains of the great deep were
Q. Yon do not seem to hav any great opinion of
shown that "in the first epoch, algm and skulless broken up." What are "the fountains of the great the chemical, geological, and agricultural viewl!l exvertebrates were found together; in the second, ferns deep?" How would their being " br,oken up" in- pressed by Mr. Talmage? A. You must remember
and fishes; in the third, pines and reptils; in the crea~e the depth of the water? He seems. to imagin that Mr. Talmage has a certain thing to defend. He
fourth, foliaceous forests and mammals." Vegetable that these "fountains" were in some way imprisoned takes the Bible as actually true, and with the Bible
and animal life sustain a necessary relation; they -anxious to get to the surface, and that at that time as his standard, he compares and measures all sciexist together; they act and interact, and each de- an opportunity was given for water to run up- ences. He does not study geology to find whether
pends upon the other. The real point of difference hill, or in some mysterious way to rise above its the Mosaic account is true, but he re!.\ds the Mosaic
between Mr. Talmage and myself is this: He says level. According to the account the ark was at account for the purpose of showing that geology
that God made the universe out of his "omnipo- the mercy of the waves for at least seven months. cannot be depended upon. His idea that one day
tence," and I say that, although I know nothing If this flood was only partial it seems a little was a thousand with God, and that therefore the
·whatever upon the subject, my opinion is that the curious that the water did not seek its level in less "days" mentioned in the Mosaic account are not
universe has .existed from eternity; that it continu- than seven months. With anything' like a fair days of twenty-four hours, but long periods, is conally changes in form, but that it never was created chance by that tiine moat of it should hav found tradicted by the Bible itself. The great rea.son
given for keeping the Sabbath day is t.hat "God
nor called into being by any power. I think that all its way to the sea again.
that is is all the God there is.
There is in the literature of ignorance no more rested on the seventh day and was refreshed." Now,
· Q. Mr. Talmage charges you with having misrep- perfectly absurd and cruel story than the account of it does · not say that he rested on the "Aeventh
period," or the "seventh good while," or the "seventh
resented the Bible story of the deluge. Has he cor- the deluge.
I am very sorry that Mr. Talmage should disagree long time," but on the "seventh day." In imitation
rectly stated your position? A. Mr. Talmage takes
the ground that the flood was only partial, and was, with some of the great commentators. Dr. Scott of this example we are also to rest, not on the ~eventh
after all, not much of a flood. The Bible tells us telll! us that, iu all probability, the angels assisted good while, but on the seventh da.y. Nothmg dethat God said he would (<destroy all flesh wherein .in getting the animals into the ark. Dr. Henry in- lights the average minister more than to find that a
is the breath of life from under heaven, and that sists that the waters in the bowels of the earth, at passage of scripture is capable of several interpretaeverything that is in the earth shall die;" that God God's command, sprung up and flooded the earth. tions. .Nothing in the inspired book is so dangerous
also &laid, "I will destroy man whom I hav created Dr. Clark tells us that it would hav been much Pa- as accuracy. If the holy writer uses general terms
from the face of the earth, both man and beast, and sier for God to ha v destroyed all the people and made an ingenious theologian can hR.rmonize a seemingly
the creeping thing, and the fowls of the air, and some new ones, but that he did not want to waste preposterous statement with the most obdurate fact.
every living substance that I have made will I destroy anything. Dr. Henry all!o tells us. that the lions An ''inspired" book should contain neither stawhile in the ark ate straw like oxen. Nothing could tistics nor dates, as few names as possible, ~.nil not
from off the face of the earth."
I did not suppose that there was any miracle in the be more amusing than to see a few lions dining one word about geology or astronon1y. .~\i r. Talmage
Bible larger than the credulity of Mr. Talmage. The heartily off of straw. This commentator assures us is doing the beRt he can to uphold tne tables of the
flood story, however, seems to be a little more than that the waters rose so high that the loftiest moun- .Jews. They are the 'foundation nf his faith. He
he can bear. He is like the witness who stated that tains were overflowed fifteen cubits, so that salva- believes in the water of the past and the fire of the
he had read "Gulliver's Travels," the stories of Mun- tion was not hoped for from any hills or moun- future-in the God of flood and flame-the eternal
chausen, and the "Flying Wife," including "Robin- tains. He tells us that some of the people got on torturer of his helpless children.
son Crusoe," and believed them all; but that Wirt's top of the ark, and hoped to shift for themselvs, but
T.ALM.A.GE, as our readers know, has devoted his
"Life of Patrick Henry" was a little more than he that in all probability they were washed off by the
rain. When we consider that the rain must hav fal- last few Sundays to "answering" Col. Ingersoll.
could stand.
It is strange that a man who believes that God len at the rate of about eight hundred feet a day, I A correspondent of the Chicago Times had an interview with Col. Ingersoll last week, during which tho
created the universe out of omnipotence should be- am inclined to think that they were washed off.
Mr. Talmage has clearly misrepresented the Bible. Colonel paid his respects to the Brooklyn preacher.
lieve that he had not enough omnipotence left to
drown a world the size of this. Mr. Talmage seeks He is not prepared to believe the story as it is told. He uses him up completely. A factitious importo make the storv of the flood reasonable. The mo- The seeds of Infidelity; seem to be germinating in tance is given Talmage from the fact th3:t ~i.s serment it is reasonable it ceases to be miracu1ous. his mind. His position1 no doubt will be a great re- mons are widely reported (perhaps as cunos1t.1es of
Certainly God cannot afford to reward with eternal lief to most of his hearers. After this, their credu- Christian literature), and we surrender our editorial
joy a man for belie.ving a reasonable story. Faith is lity will not be strained. They can say that there pages to Mr. Ingersoll, knowing our readers will
only necessary when the story is unreasonable, and was probably quite a stormsome rain, to :1n extent keenly appreciate his reply.
if the flood only gets small enough I can believe it that rendered it necessary for Noah and his family
Book Notice.
myself. I ask for evidence, and Mr. Talmage seeks -his dogs, cats, and chickens-to get in a boat.
to make the story so little that it can be believed This would not be unreasonable. The same thing THE BRAIN AND THE BmLEj or, the Conflict between Mental
without evidence. He tells us that it was a kind of happens almost every year on the shores of great
Science and 1'h»<llo!,(y. By Edgnr C. Beall. With a
preface by R. G. ingersoll. (f:iee advertisment on last page.)
"local option" flood-a litle wet for that part of the rivers, and consequently the story of the flood is an
If Col. Ingersoll's name were not signed at the
exceeding! y reasonable one.
eountry.
Mr. Talmage also endeavors to account for the mi- end of the preface we should think he had written
Why was it nece~~sary to save the birds? They
certainly could l1ave gotten out of the way of a real raculous collection of the animals in the ark from the whole work. The author has adopted Feuersmall flood. Of the birds, Noah took fourteen of the universal instinct to get out of the rain. There bach's sentiment, that "the purpose of my writing is
of each species. He was commanded to take of the are at least two objections· to this: 1. The animals to make men anthropologians instead of theologians;
fowls of the air by sevens-seven of each sex-and, went into the ark before the rain commenced; 2. I man-lovers instead of god -lover~; students of this
as there are at least 12,1500 species, Noah colleeted hav never noticed any great desire on the part of world instead of candidates for the next; self-reliant
an average <>f about 17 5,000 birds, provided the flood <lucks, geese, and loons to get out of the water. citizens of the earth instead of subRervient and wily
was general. If it was local, there n.re no means of Mr. Talmage must hav been misled by a line from ministers of a celestial and terrestrial monarchy "and
determining the number. But why, if the flood was an old nursery book that says, "And the little fishes throughout the hook the author's love of humanity
local, should he hav taken any of the fowls of the got under the bridge to keep out of the rain." He is conspicuous. Tbe object is to ~ender. t~e prii.JCiples
air into his ark? All they had to do was to fly tells us that Noah described what he saw. He is of virtue more secure and to punfy and mtensrfythe
away, or "roost high;" and it would hav been just the first theologian who claims that Genesis was religious nature of man by directing it to its legitias easy for God to hav implanted in them, for the written by Noah, or that Noah wrote any account of mate objects of flesh and blood. After the preface
moment, the instinct of getting out of the way as the flood. Most Christians i'nsist that the account of by Col. Ingersoll the bock contains the Author's
the instinct of hunting the ark. It would hav been the flood was .written by Moses, aud that he was in- Preface and Introduction and chapters upon "The
quite a saving of room :>nd provisions, and would hav spired to write it. Of course, it will not do for me Pilot of the Passions," "The Fall of Man," "Change
materially lessened the labor and anxiety of Noah to say that Mr. Talmage has misrepresented the facts. of Heart," "The Plan of Salvation," "Is Nature
Q. You are also charged with misrepresentation Self-existent?" " The Design Argument," "J OSF·ph
and his sons.
Besides, if it had been a partial flood, and high in your statement as to where the ark at last rested. Cook's Scientific Theism," "The Correlation Arguenough to cover the highest mountains in that coun- It is claimed by Mr. Talmage that there is nothing in ment," "The Logic of Jesuitism," ''Popular Objectry, the highest mountain being about seventeen the Biblfl to show that the ark rested on the highest tions to Infidelity," " Our Substitute for Christianity."·
Mr. Beall is a practical phrenologist, and his book
thousand feet, the flood would bav been covered mountains. A. Of course I hav no knowledge as to
with a sheet of ice several thousand feet in thick- where the ark really came to anchor, but after it is" Phrenology vs. Ortl:O(]oxy." He has few peers,
ness. lf a column of water could be thrown seven- struck bottom we are told that a dove was sent out, says the Cincinnati Commercial, in the .science, an~
teen thousand feet high and kept stationary, several and that the,dove found no place whereon to rest her he is indorsed by the highest phrenological authorithousand feet of the upper end would freeze. If, foot. If the ark touched ground in the low country, ties. The book is as interesting as Ingersoll's
however, the· deluge was general, then the atmos- surely the mountains were out of water, and an or- "Gods" which is tte highest encomium we can pass
phere would be forced out the same on all sides, and dinary mountain furnishes, as a rule, space enough upon it. It should be read by every Freethinker
for a dove's foot. We must infer that the ark rested and student.
the climate remain substantially normal.
Nothing could be more absurd than to attempt to on the only land then above water, or near enough
lP in the conflagration which burned his office last
above water to strike the keel of Noah's boat.
explain the flood by calling it partial.
Mr. Talmage also says that 'the window ran clear Mount Ararat is about seventeen thousand feet high; Tuesday morning, and from which he himself so
round the ark, and that if I had only known as and so I take it that the top of that mountain was narrowly escaped, Irenmus Prime sees a :Esp~nsation
much Hebrew as a man can put on his little finger where Noah mn aground-otherwise, the account of providence, we shall not quarrel wrth hrm. In
reviewing his past mis.dee~s, if. he. f~il .to find o.ne
I would hav known that the window went clear means nothing.
Here Mr. Talmage again shows his tendency to which would seem to JUStify thrs vrsrtatwn by fire .
round. To this I reply that, if his position is correct, then the original translators of King James's belittle the miracles of the Bible. I am astonished so near the birthday of Thomas Paine, we would refer
edition did not know as much Hebrew as they could that he should doubt the powe'r of God to keep the him to the editorial pages of the Observer for the
hav put on their little :fingei·s; and yet I am obliged ark on a mountain seventeen thousand feet high. months of September, October, and November, 1877.
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rates enjoined: "Return not an iniury if you have received one. be unjustly smitten. None but a fool would act in that way,
Return not evil for evil." Plato inculcated: "The unrighteous and Christians, though many of them might be denominated
PA.RT II.-NO. 70.
man, or the sayer and doer of unholy things, had far better not fools, very rarely keep this commandment ·of their savior. If
795. The sacrament of the Eucharist, or the Lord's Supper, yield to the illusion that his roguery i~ cleverness. For men a man is unjustly compelled to go a mile it is a very sill,y remwas not first practiced by Christians. The pagans had it long glory in their shame; they fancy they hear others say of them, edy fo:r it to repeat the injustice by performing another mile.
before them.
' These are not mere good-for-nothing persons, burdens on the If also a coat ,has unjustly been taken f:rom a man there is not
796. Anointing with holy oil is not a Christian ceremony. It earth, but such as men should be who mean to dwell safely the slightest sort of reason in his yielding up his cloak to the
was assuredly borrowed from the pagans.
in a state.' There are two patterns set before them in nature, same unjust man. It is simply paying a premium for unjust
797. A. belief in a day of judgment was not first entertained the one blessed and divine, the other godless and wretched. deeds and courting their repetition. If there is any sense in a
by Christinus. The Persians, the Egyptians, and even the Gre- Honor is a divine good, and no evil thing is honorable. The man's parting with his coat because he ha!l lost his cloak, the
cians, taught it at a much earlier date.
perfectly just man is he who loves justice for its own sake, not same reasoning would cause him to give up his pants, and even
798. A. belief in the resurrection of the dead is not Christian for the honors and advantages that attend, and is wjping to pass his shirt, hat, and boots, and assume the condition Adam and
-in its origin. All pagan nations believed in it.
for unjust while he }!lractices the most exact justice, and will Eve were in when turned from the hand of their maker, and 'l:!e799. Religious fasting was by no means first practised by not suffer himself to be moved by disgrace or distress, but will fore they ate any apples. If this kind of shedding clothes by
continue steadfast in the love of justice, not. because it·is pleas- command were advisable in warm weather, the advice would
Christians. It was common in all pagan religions.
800. The power to forgive sin was not first promulgated by ant, but becau~e it is right." Sextus enjoined: "What you be most impracticable when the mercury stands 20 degrees beChristians. Pagans were hundreds of years before them in this. wish your neighbors to be to you, such be ye also to them. En- low zero. I am sure that not one of the old pagans ever taught
SOl. A. belief in bibles and sacred writings by no means first dure all things if ye would serve the gods." A.ristotl~ wrote: Sl1Ch absurdity.
existed with Christians, nor even with Jews. The Hindoos "We should conduct ourselves toward others as we would have
817. Jesus again said: "Love your enemies, bless them that
much earlier had their sacred scriptures, and so had the Per- them act toward us." .A.ristippus saiJ: "Cherish that recipro- curse you, etc." Possibly pious Christians may think this sound
sians, the Egyptians, and other pagan nations.
cal benevolence which will make you as anxious for another's and sensible teaching, but I do not. It has no sense in it, be802. Prayer to the gods and celestial dignitaries did not orig- welfare as for your own." !socrates taught: "A.ct toward oth- cause it is impossible to follow it. A. man cannot possibly love
inate with Christianity. Every nation in paganism exercised it ers as you would have them act toward you." Publius Syrus one whom he knows is his deadly enemy, and who •is doing
and .enjoined it.
•
thus inculcated: "Pardon the offenses of others, but never all he can to injure him and WI'ong him. He may treat him
803.· The doctrine of a second birth did not originate with your own. · You can accomplish by kindness what you can civilly in return for his bad conduct, he may even return good·
not by fo:rce. Better overlook an injury than avenge it. It is deeds for evil ones, but it is impossible for a man to really love
Christianity. Some of the pagan nations believed in it.
804. Repentance and humility were not first taught by Jesus. a kingly spirit to return good deeds for evil ones. Receive an his enemy if he knows he is an enemy. He might just as easily
Zoroaster, Chrishna, Buddha, Confucius, and others taught it 1njury rather than do one.'' The Essenes in their religious in- love the fire ror burning his flesh, or a club that had caused him
long before him.
structions taught: "Lay up nothing on earth, but fix your mind great pain. It is not in h~man nature to love that which does
805. Love to God and love to human beings was very far solely on heaven. Forsake father, mother, brothers and sis- us the most deadly injury. It is simply idle to command a man
from being first taught by Jesus. Every ancient sage and phi- ters, houses and lands." Hillel said: "Do not to others what to love his enemy.
818. A.gain, Jesus enjoined: "Be ye therefore perfect, even as
losopher strongly inculcated it.
you would n'ot like others to do to you." Philo wrote: "It is
806. The Golden Rule was not first taught by Jesus. The our first duty to seek the kingdom of heaven and its righteous- your Father in heaven is perfect." This, with man's proneness
same sentiments were earlier inculcated by Buddha, Pythag-o- ness." Cicero taught these most excellent truths: "We are to faults and mistakes, with his .fallible human nature, is just as
ras, Confucius, Thales, Bias, Socrates, Pittacus, Plato, Hillel, created for· the sake of mankind and to be useful to each other. impossible for him to perform as though the command hafl
and others.
Nature endears man to man. Nothing is more natural to man been, Be as wise as God; be as powerful as the eternal ; be as
807 • .Monasteries and monks did not originate in Christianity. than kindness. Knowledge seems isolated and barren unless infinite as the Omnipresent; leave the gross earth and rise in
808. Christianity was not the first religion to have priests accompanied by love of all men and trust in our common the ether miles above the earth's surface. Such commands ·
and holy men to commune with the gods. Every ancient·pagan brotherhood. All men are plainly bound together. Duty is would be as absurd as impossible. A. finite mortal cannot be
religion had its priests.
always performed when the advantage of mankmd is sought. expected to equal infinity in anything-, and it is not wise to re809. The surplice, the cope, the dalmatica. and all else of the He is a good man who benefits as many people as possible and quire it. No wise ruler will require of his subjects what is imtoggery of priests did not originate in Christianity, but were all harms nobody. True philosophers have not neglected the ad- possible for them to perform.
'vimtage and interests of mankind. Care for other men and
borrowed from the pagans.
810. I don't believe that the God of Judaism and Christian- serve the common brotherhood. Nothing is so much in accord The Next New York Freethinkers' Convention.
ity had much invention, if he could not devise some new rites, with nature as utility. The standard of utility is the same as
As the readers of Tu:a: TRUTH SEEKER will rememsacraments, ceremonies, and rlogmas, but he was compelled to that of morality. Whatever is really useful is virtuous, though
make up his new system wholly from the worn-out and dilapi- it does not at first seem so." Seneca taught these excellent ber, the late Freethi.nkers' Convention, held at Horndated shreds and patches of the older pagan systems which had moral precepts: "The grandest of empires is to rule one's self. ellsville, N.Y., adjourned to meet next year at W atbeen in existence for many centuries.
There is nothing grand that is not also calm. Who has most? kins Glen; and in accordance therewith it will be
811. I do not believe, however, that Christianity found any He who desires least. Throw away all anxiety about life and held there for five days, commencing Aug. 16th,
and the association will probably, as heretofore, in·
model in the pre-existing systems of religion for the bitter and make it" pleasant. If you' hear that others have spoken ill of
vite the Freethinkers of the United States and Candeadly persecutions which she has mercilessly dealt out .to those you, consider whether ypu have not done the same, and of ada to meet with them, and thus make it really a
within her power who presumed to entertain views and opin- many people. How much better to heal an injury than to National Convention.
ions not in keeping with her own demands and unlike the stand- avenge it! I shall take the world as my country. Guard rigAnd thus early I desire to call the attention of the
ard which she has elevated for all to approach and yield sub- orously that social tie which binds man to man and establishes Freethinkers of the nation and of Canada to the fact
mission to. In persecution she has been original. She has in the rights common to the human race. Life is warfare, and that it is '!{ery desirable that the coming convention
none of the religions which preceded her found any warrant or those-who climb up and down steep paths and go through dan- be one of the largest and most important ever held.
example for the lives she has taken and the blood she has spilt. gerous enterprises are the brave men and leaders in the camp;
Watkins Glen is one of the most pleasant and atIn this she transcends all other systems.
b_ut to rest basely at the cost of others' labors is to be a cow- tractiv summer resorts in this country. Its natural
812. I cannot see, despite all that is claimed for them, that .ard, safe because despised." A.ntoninus said: " Be to every and picturesque scenery is nowhere surpassed. Thouthe teachings of Jesus excel in sound morals and love for hu- one kind and friendly." Marcus Aurelius thus taught: "Be sands :flock there every year from all parts of the
manity the teachings of many of the old sages and reformers cheerful and not seeking external help, the tranquillity which world to witness it, and it will well repay, of itself,
who lived long before him. They do not appear more excellent others give. A. man must stand erect and not be kept erect by a long journey to view it~ The hotels and boardingthan the inculcations of many of the old philosophers and others. Never value anything as profitable to thyself which houses of Watkins are numerous, large, and well
teachers. Menu, a thousand years before him, said: "Endure. shall compel thee to break thy promise, to lose thy self-respect, kept, and the proprietors will very greatly reduce
injuries and despise no one. Commit no hostile act even for to curse, to act the hypocrite, to devise anything which needs their rates for all who attend the convention. And
your own preservation.'' Christna taught: "He who can bear walls and curtainR. If thou boldest to this, expecting nothing, I am assured by some of the general passenger agents
of the various railroads that lead to Watkins, that if
up against the violence produced by lust and anger in this life is fearing nothing, but satisfied with thy present activity accordthe friends of the convention will make an e:ffort to
properly employed and.a happy man:" Buddha sa~d: "Let a ing to nature, with heroic truth in every word anq sound which
make the coming convention one of large proporman overcome anger With love; let him overcome evil by good; thou utterest, thou wilt live happy, and there is no man able to tions they will giv us very much lower rates than
let him overcome the greedy by liberality; the liar by the truth. prevent this." Much more equally as good of the the te.ach- they hav ever given us before ..
Not to commit any sin, to do good and purify one's mind; that ings of the ancient sages might be cited but this is deemed aufSo thus early I desire to call upon all the friends
is the teaching of the awakened." Confucius: "Do unto ficient.
'
'
of Freethought everywhere to commence making
813. I do not believe the teachings of Jesus which his follow- preparations to make the Second Watkins Convenanother what you would have him do unto you, and do. not to
another what you would not have him do unto you. Desire not ers admire so greatly will compare with the foregoing in sound tion one that shall command thA attention of 'the
the dea~h .of thine enemy. Hold faithfulness and sincerity as and practical wisdom and common sense. I will give a few world.
,
first prmmples. When you have fault!! do not fear to abandon specimens whieh certainly are not equal to the inculcations of
I was pleased to learn on my late tour through
them. To subdue one's self and return to virtue, to propriety, the pagan philosophers.
·
Michigan that many of our leading Freethinkers of
is perfect virtue." Thales said: "Avoid doing what you would
814. Here is one specimen of Jesus's teaching: "If thy right that state are making their calculations to attend at
blame others for doing. Cultivate friendship for an enemy. Be eye offend thee, pluck it out and cast it from thee ·" that is to Watkins.
As before stated, it is a most pleasant summer rekind to your friends that they may continue so, _and to thine say, if your eye becomes inflamed from auy ca~se or pains
enem.ies that they may become so. Prevent injuries if pos~i- you, gouge it out and throw it away. There is ce~tainly no sort, and the Freethinkers of wealth in the country,
ble; if not, do not revenge them. Be to everybody kind and good sense in such commands. It would be far better tore- who desire to hav a vacation from business of a week
or two during the summer months, should make
_.friendly. Speak ;~n of no one, not even thine enemies:" Py- move tlie cause of the difficulty, and save the eye.
arrangements
to take their vacation at Watkins, and
815. Jesus furthPr said: "If thy right hand offend thee cut
thagoras taught: Every man ought to speak and act With such
during the time "take in" the great conveBtion.
' integ~ty that~o .one w~uld have reason to doub~ his simple a~- it off and cast it from thee." That is equivalent to saying,' If a
And now that the "pipe of peace was smoked" at
firm~tion. It IS lillpOSSible he Can be free Who lS a Slave to his boil comes upon your hand, or it becomes lame, cut it off and
Chicago last fall, and all our contentions were there
passwn.s. ~? r~venge !ours~lf up~n !our enemy make him throw it on the dung-pile-most foolish advice to give, and a most amicably settled, let every branch of the great LibY?Ur friend .. Bias thus.ms~ucted: . ~t.Is a proof of a weak and foolish injunction to simple followers 1 It would be infinitely eral party be represented at Watkins. I hope to
~~rdered mmd to desire u~possibllitles .. The greatest f~lic-· better to care for the boil or the lameoess of so important a mem- see at the convention every Liberal editor in the
Ity IS to be able to endure misfortunes patiently. Great mmds ber and save it for future usefulness. There is nothing in the United States and Canada, and nearly every,Liberal
alone can. support a sudden. r~verse of fortune. The most pleas- teachings of the pagan sages a thousandth part as foolish as such speaker. Let the Materialist, the Spiritualist, the
a~t state lS to be always gammg. Be not unmindful of the mis- ·talk about cutting off the right hand for any little ailment that Free Religionist, the Liberal Christian, the Shaker, .
enes of others.. If you are handsome do handsome things; if might befall it.
and all others who believe in Freethought, and are
816. Again, Jesus said: ''Whoever shall smite thee on the willing to be known as Freethinkers, in the broadest
deformed, supply the defects of nature by your virtues. Be
slow in m:dertaking, but resolute in executing. Praise not a right cheek, turn to him the other also. Whoever shall compel and most liberal sense of that word, be there repreH. L. GREEN,
worthless man for the sake of his wealth. Do all the good you thee to go a mile, go with him twain. If any man sue thefl at sented. Come one ! come all !
Sec. N. Y. S. F. A.
can,.and. whatever good you do, ~scribe the glory to the gods. the law and take away thy coat, let. him have thy cloak also."
Lay. I~ Wisdom as the s~ore of yo~ Jo~ey from youth to old ag.. , I count this senseless advice, and far inferior to that given by
for It Is the most certam possesswn.
Pittacus said · " Do not the pagan teachers Beca'· us a
h b
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e man as een wrong u y snn GEORGE C. DARLING, author of "The Bible Balto your neigh or tha.t wbic~ you wpuld take ill from him." Soc- ten is a very foolish reason for his offering another part to also anced," has been visiting Seymour, Ind., recently.
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~ 'rHE COSMOS .A.S GOD, OR COSMISM:.

The :fh·Bt thought of man was to find his solution
and guide of his life in the world or cosmos around
. him. Thus began a series of interpretations of nature, ;which have extended step by step sidewise and
scientifically from Fetichism to Materialism, Cos' mism, and Pantheism; while· at the same time, ac. cording to the law of the three states, the progress of
religious steps has been upward from Fetichism to
Polytheism and Monotheism. But while under this
law the growth of God-conceptions has been emotionally and dynamically upward and tree-like, the body
.of the tree has been enlarged intellectually and statically ring by ring on the sides-i. e., from Science
to Science-until in that direction the original solu. tion of nature by the will has ended in every Scianoe
iu a solution by law. While, therefore, Theology
. has grown upward from Fetichism to Monotheism,
.Science has grown outward from the same Fetichism
to Materialism and Cosmism. Thus:
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This brings us to the fourth Subjective Harmony.
' IV.-THAT NO CONCEPTION OF NATURE OR OF THE COSMOS CAN
BE TO CIVILIZED MAN HIS COMPLETED GOD, i. e., HIS
SOLUTION, GUIDE, AND UNITY OF LIFE.

A little meditation will show· them that all of these
names are applicable to an explanation of the
materiat world only, and can therefore in the first
place only be parts of the Positive Philosophy, and
in the next place they can have, for reasons above
intimated, little or no religious value except to Fetichists. The last phrase, "Cosmic Theism," is an
amusing contradiction unless an intellectual return
to Fetichism is meant by it, commo:l:tly called Pantheism. Modern German speculation often, favors
the use of this word.
But this Pantheistic hypothesis cannot answer
effectively for religicus purposes the questions: Is it
true? Is it good?
It assumes that the whole Cosmos or knowable
world, is or acts as a· whole and as 3 will or god, and
that there is a mind infused through the whole-mass
of things, which is the cause of their motion and
forms. As Virgil says, "Mens agitat molem "-it
is mind which moves the mass. Now it is enough
to say of this belief that it has not the slightest
proof. Objectively it is not provable. It is merely
an intellectual phase of Fetichism which assumes
inherent mind instead of wilt as the mover of things
or of the Cosmos as a whole.
Nor is this Pantheistic belief good-that is, subj~ctively it is not of much religious value. It is too
intellectual to be valuable as Fetichism, and too
emotional, and general and confused to be good law
or science; and so it ever remains, a sterile hybrid
between a Religion and a Philosophy. It has never
been the basis of a sect, much less of a polity, or of
the life of a people.
.
But in the aspect of Art the Pantheistic view of
the world. has been, and doubtless will be, of the
greatest value. "Pantheism is the Atheism of
Poets," says Littre; and Comte has grandly shown,
in his introduction to his "Synthese Subjectif," that
we are all children, and therefore Fetichists, at the
bottom of our hearts. We can no longer to the intellect explain the world by Wills, but we use it and them
by constant fiction as the m·eation and symbols of our
emotions which' we embody and express by and reflect
from the face of Nature. Thus in modern times
schools of Nat'ure-Poetry, Romanticism, and especially of Landscape Painting, have arisen, the inspiration of which is but a reflected Fetichism of the heart.
We replace).n Nature for emotional and artistic purposes, from our hearts, the wills which Science hns
exorcised. This, as Cornte shows, is legitimate if peohave sense enoughnot togettheirpoetryandphilosophy mixed, whi.ch is, however, as yet very generally
not the case. But the modern Art1 which, in this
way, has come to make Nature the reflection of the
human soul, is the highest, truest, and purest teacher
of Humanity .. Nature is infused and· mada a vocal
.symbol, and so echoes bsck, even to the most stupid,
the human feelings and sympathies which make us all
one. Such touches of Nature make us all akin; and
more, they make us kind. Art revives and expresses
under this inspiration the beautifulest, gentlest, and
most rel·igious sentiments of the human soul and
make them a common gift and inheritance to all
whose hearts are open to feel and receive.
This suggestion may explain and increase the
charm that rises from the pages of Shakspere, Goethe,
Byron, Shelley, Wordsworth, Coleridge, or Keats.
It will enable us to see in the galleries of modern
paintings not simply represent~tions of things more
or less accurately drawn, but symbols of that human
spirit world of thought, feeling, and sympathy, which
endures from heart to heart and from age to age
when the fleeting symbols themselves have perished.
Would one know how much this suggestion may
mean, we would advise him or her to study Goethe's
Faust (both parts), from year to year, under the
light of Positive Philosophy and Religion, for that
Faust is, when we grasp it, the last and our truest Bible.
Our next topic must be to consider the religious
value of The Infinite.
(TO BE CONTINUED. J

We say to civilized Man: In the early history of the
race the case was far different. Fetichism was the
only religion possible then; for as man solved the
'world by.knowable W,ills.supposed to haunt or dwell
within objects, he could guide himself by their supposed wishes. This savage part'of, the story is well
told by an incident in that most delightful book of
travels, Darwin's "Voyage of the Beagle" (p. 68).
Out on the pampas on the Rio Negro, in. South America, stands a large and wonderful tree, grand, sub.
lime, and desolate in its loneliness. To the Indians
it is at once a landmark and· a Fetich God. They
have strewa and almost covered it with t}Jeirvaluable
and hard-earned offerings; for to them it is. the
;.,. ;;. source of a~l ~f their J:lealth, .safety, ~nd f?rtune.
'ij,;.. To Darwm It was mterestmg for rts history as a
:J~~·; landmar~, and as a.. tree botanic~lly, and because it
.~r
was socially an obJect of worship to the natives.
·'! But for him there was no conscious or wilful Godship present, as there was to his Indian guides.
Where they .saw supernatural powers, he saw only
natural objects and their material, vegetable, and
social results.
The state of mind of our race when all Theology
was in this savage Fetich condition is well illustrated
in many parts of the same work of Darwin (see pp~
212 to 216). Now what science did for this wonderful tree to Daxwin, it has done for the whole Cosmos to the more intelligent part of our race. It has
exorcised and banished the Gods from it. Instead
of explaining the Cosmos by wills, inherent in or
about it or its parts, it has place<:~. the explanation of law under every part and the whole of it.
Scientific Materialism or Cosmism consists in the
running of laws through the knowable world as the Views of an Episcopal mergyman on the Guiwarp of which all phenomena are the woof.
teau Case.
Now what is the effect of this side-growth of
Fetichism into Science-this passing of wills into
I hav followed minutely, step by step, the unfoldlaws throughout the external world ? -Plainly its ing of the evidence in this case, and found enough
effect is to destroy the religious value of the Cos- material to form a most unqualified judgment of the
mos. There can be little unity caused by the con- m.erits of the question of responsibility of the assassin.
:ception of law, except to the intellect, which may be But apart from the direct responsibility of the assasexercised in common to understand it. The social sin himself, I hav been forced to discover a responemotions are not moved to any concurrence by the sibility also resting on not mere individuals, but even
-~' machine. of the universe" or Cosmos.
·
on communities of people, and those professedly
Materialism and Cosmism, or "Cosmic Theism," Christian people, without whose influence the assassin
may therefore be important parts of the Philosophy of as suc,h would not hav existed. Gniteau is naturally
the world, but it cannot be the religion of intelligent a fanatic, and only required fostering by some particpeople, because they cannot return to Fetichism or ular organization of other fanatics to develo[> his
Atrolatry or Sun-worship. There can be no social own fanaticism into what has come to pass in him.
· union or religion to propitiate or placate those gods The charge of malice does not destroy this view, but,
· which Science has replaced by 1laws as to which a:ll if true, only enhances the certainty of the wretch's
such sacrifice, union, and labor would be as idle. and final development. I must admit, however, that not
ridiculous as for Darwin to join the Indians in the much can be laid to the charge of the Oneida Comworship of their tree-spirit. ·
.
munity, for Guiteau had been made before he had
.. These remarks are worthy of consideration by got to them; and indeed he neither suited them nor
,.those Liberals who seem to be willing to accept the they him. He suited Moody and Sankey better, and
name "Materialism," or "Cosmism," or " Cosmic if his mind had been better balanced he might hav
Theism" as some kind of a "religious" designation. completed a wonderful trinity. There is one fac-

ulty wanting in Guiteau-a faculty which John Calvin
possessed in an eminent degree-the faculty of enduring cunning and self-preservation. In this he has at
every stage of his life shown himself to be sadly
wanting. Had Guiteau been a Romsn Catholic he
would not hav committed the deed; and it is very
likely that, had he be.:>n an Episcopalian, he would not
hav done it, for a deference to priestly counsel would
hav been an impenetrable bar to his l,apse toward the
actual crime. Guiteau was trained in the same school
as that which produced thewitch-bu~uersand Quakerkillers of New England, and for tha:t school he would
do anything in his power. I hav not the least doubt
that he was aiming at becoming president in the end,
and that most of his wild statements in court are
genuinly his heart's thought. It may 1-Je said that
the idea of his committing the murder through religions fanaticism is irrelevant, inasmach as it was more
connected with politics than religion; but we must
remember that it was religion first, then anything
else-politics if it came in the way-aud that with
a Puritan like Guiteau politics and religion are inseparable. Iwill tell you what I think: Guiteau
might make a pretty good president of the United
States in Rome respects, but for some of us he might
prove the death. Some religionists hav a hobby in
this country; they are constantly endeavoring to
bring to pass the realization of the union of religion
and the state, especially in favor of the Congregational
form. Guiteau could hav gone in for that, even if he
had to reasort to a mighty coup d'etat. Guiteau
would establiRh a state religion, murder or d1·ive
out Romanists and the strictest of the Episcopalians, inaugurate a general St. Bartholomew among
Infidels, bend the necks of Baptists, Methodists,
Evangelical Episcopalians, and others of the like kind
to complete subjection or union, and charter a supreme congregational 1·egime with a line of popes and
priests and deacons, monks and everything thereto
appertaining. The grand culprit of the times would
be Henry W a.rd Beecher, who would be executed in
the state of New York with the most exquisit tortures
that man could devise, as the profoundest Judas of
the congregational community, and cast into hell nre
as the vile serpent of their paradisr. A ll"W r~vela
tion would be added to the Bible to complete a third
Testament containing all the laws and regulations of
the new community. Upon the whole I am convinced
that Guiteau is not alone responsible for the murder
of the preflident, though he may de~erve to be hanged
for it, and may hav in the face of thebwto formally
answer for it, without a chance of being protected by
the insanity cloak. Ye men and women of America
..:..many of you, not all of you-I call your attention
to your wretched brother Guiteau. Will ye allow
him to die on the gallows, afte<" he has done so much
for you, and while ye yourselvs are as much to blame
as he?
Thou, Lex Americana, and thou, Justitia, are ye
going to hang Guiteau and let the crowd who nouriRhed his every thought go unpunished? But perhaps
ye cannot help yourselvs. We hav a lesson in Guiteau of the actual condition of human thought and
the bent and d11ngers of certain human actions in
America; let us do all we can to improve on our
knowledge.
***

.Florida.
Shall we hav a colony of Liberals in the southern
part of the state-a real heaven on earth? I believe
we can if we only will; and now is the time to start
it while land is cheap. With twenty-five in number, and each having $500, we can buy the land and
divide it in lots to snit us. We can start it in cultivation by hiring or otherwise; and in a few years
we can hav a visible heaven, one that we can either
make a horne in or visit in winter, as would suit our
condition best. I went to Orange county last winter and bought ten acres of land, one mile from Orlando, set it in ora!lge-trees, and I now hav about
eight hundred in a prosperous condition. If the
Libet·alH will investigate the matter, I am sure they
will come to the same conclusion that I did. I believe it is the eaRiest and best project for' moneymaking in the world; and I am not sure but that it
is even better than the great banking system J. B.
Weaver speaks about. Liberals, will you investigate? If so, send for Rome state documents, and
the Orlando Re'Oorter. Whatever knowledge I hav
I will gladly giv. Address me a~ Bushnell, Ill.
J. DENNING.

Garrison in Heaven.
I hav just read this unique little ten-cent pamphlet, Denton's dream, and must say the dream is
well dreamt and better told. I think if Christians
had only had an inkliug of the consequences of sending Garrison to heaven they would never hav allowed
him to enter the pearly gates, but would hav sent
him to keep company with Agassiz, Parker, Washington, Lincoln, and others in the regions below. If
you want a vivi(l picture of heaven as it is before
Garrison runs all hell into it through that underground railroad he and Denton are to inaugurate,
send for this little gem of a dream. It is comic, convincing, and readable. Address D. M. Bennett, 141
Eighth street, New York.
ELM:INA.
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MoosE CREEK, MoN. Jan. 7, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Herewith find inclosed $10-$5 to be
applied to subscription on THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $5
to be dedicated to the valiant truth seeker abroad.
I wish for his ideas as he has them. Pl.ease add
my name to the fund if not too late. I want his
book, for he will tell us what he sees with hl;J natural eyes. He will tell natural men and women
about natural things. I do not think he is inspired,
so anything he sees and writes will be instructiv and
tangible. Inspiration is awful slippery; now you hav
.it, and now you don't; now you see it, and now you
don't see it. It seems very thin. The truth seeker
thinks that· he is earthly both in body and mind
hence I hav great faith in what he sees and what he
describes; besides, I ·wish to help him and others.
I would hav pledged myself for five dollars long ago
but I bav bePn real hard up, and could not while the
good TRUTH BEEKER was being sent to me without
pay; but if nothing happens I will keep even after
this.
Yours re.spectfully,
J. B. THoMPSON.
FILLMORE CITY, UTAH, Jan, 1, 18811.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber for several
years, and greatly admire THE TRUTH SRBKER for its
bold and fearless utterances in defense of mental
freednm and its well-directed blows in assailing superstition and error of every kind. It seems wonderful that in spite of all the absurdities inherent in
the various religions of the day, the majority of
mankind either cling to them or giv a tacit consent
thereto, so that a man of earnest thought is in danger of losing caste should he giv expression to his
honest convictions respecting them. For inetance,
what an absurdity is involved in what is termed
Thanksgiving Day. Shipwrecks on our coasts may
hav brought mourning into a thousand families; the
fire-fiend may hav rendered desolate ten thousand
homes, and one-half of our crops may \>e destroyed
by an element which under more favorable circumstances produces fertility, yet when the regular sea.:
son comes round the old stereotyped thanksgiving
proclamation is considered in order. Can it be reasonably expected that the mourners w:ill giv thanks
because of their bereavements, or that those who hav
been made childless or orpha.ns, and hav been
stripped of their all by fire and flood should giv
thanks to him who is supposed to control all events'
Surely not .. How, then, can those who sympathize
with humanity, and do all within their power to
alleviate its sorrows and sufferings, join in thanksgiving to a being who (if all-powerful, as he is supposfid to be) could by the slightest effort hav prevented all those calamities ? Again, in view of those
evils which afflict mankind, does it not seem a burlesque to repeat this scripture: "Not a sparrow
falls to the ground without his notice; even the
very hairs of your head are numbered"? or what
advantage is it t.o notice the sparrow, if nothing is
done to prevent its fall? or t\) number the hairs of
our head, if the entire body is suffered to perish ?
If there is a being behind nature to whom praise
is due for alt t,hat happens to giv joy and comfbrt
to hu~anity, is U not reasonable on the same principle to attach blame to that being for all that happens to produce pain and sorrow ? Surely the contemplation of such a deity cannot in the nature of
things produce in us very exalted ideas of his character. It seems to me much more reasonable and
satisfactory to consider, with the highest intellects
of the age, that eTerything in nature is governe.d by
inevitable law or necessity without the slightest regard to the wishes or welfare of men (or any other
sentient being), who must either liv in conformity to
those laws, or suffer the consequences. But I must
not enlarge on this eubject, and will, therefore, come
to business. I inclose $10 to renew my subscription, and for the Round-the-World trip and some
books.
Yours truly, ·
JoHN KELLY.
RANDOLPH, N.Y., Jan.llO, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Herewith please find $10 for two copies
of your book "Around the World "-one copy for
Mrs. Sarah W. B. Skidm9re and one for myself. It
is a· little late, but I hope it is in time. I was not
aware until now of your terms.
J. E. WEEDEN.
STAMFORD, Or., Jan. llQ, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find my check for
$8-$3 to pay for the paper and $5 for the book. I
shall go to New York before long and see you. Let
THE TRUTH SEEKER come right along as long as I liv,
and when I die, send the bill to the probate judge.
Yours most truly,
H. A. TYLER.
RoYAL CENTER, IND., Jan. 12. 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I send you $5. for the Round-theWorld
fund ·and $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Hoping you are
all well, I remain,
Yours,
GEo. HENDEE.
SALEM, ILL., Jan. 25, 18811.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find money order for
$5 for Mr. D. M. Bennett's historical trip around the
world. I hope it is not too late to get my name in
the volume. Better late than not at all.
Yours most respectfully,
S. S. SACXE'J:T,

PORT PERRY, PA., Jan. 18, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed six dollars-five
for Mr. Bennett's trip Around the World, and send
me two of the books called: "Fruits of Philosophy."
The remaining half-dollar put down for a trial subscriber for three months; I am very well pleased
with THE TRUTH SEEKER, and nope that it may ha.v a
greater circulation in t.he future.
Sincerely yours,
HAMBLET JACKSON.
EPWORTH, IowA, Jan. 21, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I see by your card that the Roundthe-World fund is still open. Inclosed find $i for
the above fund.
JoHN W. SHUMWAY.
.
LEMOORE, CAL., Jan. 15, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8-three for THE
TRUTH SEEKER and five to aid Mr. Bennett to return
home. I had nothing to do in sending him, but per·
haps should hav had had I not been from home
most of the time for the last year, and c:mly occasionally read a TRUTH SEEKER. but I see he writes as brilliantly as ever, and of course I must hav his book, as
everybody 01lght to. I like your comments on Wm.
T. Wisner's letter. Wonder if it will open the eyes
of the blind, or are they hypocrite?
·Yours truly,
DR. L. S. MooRE.
[The letter of Mr. Wisner's referred to is the one
incorporated by Guiteau into his address to the jury
and which has been circulated
over the countr/
It is, perhaps, useless to remark that Guiteau omit.•
ted to append to this "remarkable letter" the com.
ments of THE TRUTH SEEKER.-ED. T. S.]

all

RooK ELM CENTER, Wm., Jan. 16,1882.
:MR. EDITOR: Please find $5 inclosed, and add to the
Round-the-World trip the name of
S. J. Fox.
THE DALLEs, OR., Jan. 8, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed eight dollars,
five for the Round-the-World trip, and three for THE
TRUTH SEEKER for. o' e year. You will get two or
three more subscribe
from this place soon, a'lso an•
order for some book
:M. LYMAN.
MoNTAGUE, TEx., Jan. 22, 1882.
FRIEND MACDONALD : As I was opposed to. Bro. Ben.
nett's going round the world just at this critical
time when he was so much needed at home, and I
could not help him to go, I suppose you will allow
me to come in on the, return trip with $10 for the
two volumes of his travels. Two TRUTH SEEKERS
failed to get here from some cause· within a few
months, and I giv away all the rest and circulate all
the Liberal works I can get. "Gods and .Religions''
is l.ent most of the time. I don't get a chance to
read it myself. I am selling Judge Waite's book, and
lending it, too; and also the Agnostic; and being ip
a grist-mill givs me a chance to talk to the people
considerable. I am circulating Greenback papers,
too; I came from the North, and hav been here four
years, but can't say I like this country. There is too
much ignorance and superstition· here. The effect
of slavery still exists, and this generation will not
outgrow it. For some unaccountable reason No. 35
of THE TRUTH SEEKER did not get given away, so I
will mail it to you. If you receive it send me an
"Open Letter to Jesus Christ" and "Honest Questions and Honest Answers." The first money I can
spare I shall send for more books and pamphlets to
circulate. I expect the bigots destroy some of my
books, for I hav lost several of Thomas Paine's
among the number, and Robert Dale. Owen's "Debatable Land." Well, I will be with them while I
stay, and make as large a break into their old fortifications as posaible.
Yours truly,
GEORGB W. CARPENTER.
'
PITTsBURGH, PA., Jan. 15, 1882,
MR. EDITOR: I thank you for continuing to send
me my paper, although I hay been your debtor since
August. I do not wish to be without THE TRUTH
SEEKER while I am able to read it, and so long as it
continues to teach and preach such good doctrin as
radical Liberalism. I am. none of your half-way or
compromise-with-orthodoxy Liberals, but hold the
opinion that if orthodoxy and superstition are wrong,
the further we get away from it the better we are.
There is no lurking-place between right and wrong,
and hence my radicalism toward that which I know
to be right. Mr. Bennett's letters ate getting more
interesting every week. I do hope, and were it any
use praying, I surely would ask and pray, that he be
restored safe, first to his noble wife, and then to the
American Liberals, all of whom will be glad to hear
of his safe return.
I am glad to see by last week's TRUTH SEEKER that
the "V's" are still coming thick and fast. May they
continue to come. I think it is a good idea to hold
baQk a little while longer the publishing of Vol. I. of
"Around the World." I, for my part, am not in any
hurry, as I am getting it all from the paper. I say,
fill up the volumes full, and make them fat, as Mr.
Benn·ett at first promised, and you bet he never would
feel satisfted if he thought that one of his promises
to his subscribers was unfulfilled. I say fill them up
with Mr. Bennett's news from abroad, interlined with
some of his own good logi-c, and if $5 don't pay for
the work, let Mr. Bennett say so, and I hav the confldence in his subscribers to the work that they will
each of them advance $1 or $2 more, if required to
complete the work. I, for one, will make ~ood
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proposition. I sho'U,ld be sorry to hear of the word
fail getting into such'ill,l enterprise.
I notice in your last '\:~sue Mr. H. L. Green's visit
and lecture in this city; ·~nd, by the way, he givs a
very true description of the. superstition and bigotry
of this eity. I am glad to ht~ar, through him, that
our Liberal League of this city .is doing such a good
work. There is surely much n6,ed for it. You perhaps wonder why I am mot a memper of the League.
Well, my answer is, that I am obliged to work twelve
hours per day seven days in the week, and so hav no
time to attend any daylight meetings, but I intend
to use what influence I min as an individual to spread
the new gospel of Liberalism through iny little circle
of acquaintances to help me in this, I bring to my
aid THE TRUTH SEEKER, which is a never-tiring advocate. of the principles I preach. Mr. McSteen and I
will send you, at an earl¥ day, the balance of this
year's subscription. Wish we could do so at this
writing, but cannot. Hoping that the good work will
go on increasing, I remain
r
Yours for truth,
H. B. MAXWELL.
FERNDALE, CAL., Jan. 7, 1882.·
1\IR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find post-office order
for $8.50-$3 for subscription, and for the fifty cents
I wish you would send tracts or leaflets containing
arguments against the Sunday law, as we hav one in
this state, and the Christia.ns are trying to enforce
it, which is putting the state to thousands of~dollars,
expense. I believe the majority of the people want
the same law for Sunday that we hav for the rest of
the week. We intend to mA.ke a big effort to hav
the Sunday law repealed at the meeting of our next
legislature. If you hav none on hau.d I think you
could do a great deal of good by getting up some.
The enforcement of the said law is kicking up a big
fuss. Leagues are forming here, the same as in
Kansas, to enforce and to resist the Sunday law, and
I sincerely hope you will send us ammunition from
your bounteous magazine that will help us to victory. I am a temperance man, but I don't want
the Christians to use our legislatures to prop up their
tottering structure. As long as our government legalizes the selling of intoxieating liquors the tights
o! the liquor dealer should be protected the same as
other branches of business. When will Christians
learn to do by others as they would that others
should do unto them?
Yours truly,
A. SwEET.
MIDDLE FoRK, IND., Dec,'28, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I write to inform you of the death of
my father, Jesse Gard, who died a few weeks ago,
He was an old subscriber to your paper, and requested me to write you of his death, and notify you
to please discontinue his paper. He said to tell Mr.
Bennett that he took hi's paper as I ong as he lived
and was only sorry that he could not take it' with
him into the great beyond. He died perfectly calm,
and realized fully that he stood in the immediate
presence of death. Yet he met the grim monster
bravely, and approached the grave "!.ike one who
wraps the drapery of his couch about him and lies
down to pleasant dreams." His burial was very
largely attended, thus showing the high respect in
which he was held by his friends and neighbors.
His daily life was a complete refutation of the Christian slander that an I.pfidel cannot be a good man
and a good citizen. His death gave the lie 'o those
hypocritic.al fanatics who are always telling us that
an Infidel must necessarily repent before he makes
his final exit into the realms of shade. With my
best wishes for the success of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Yours respectfully, . M, H. GARD.
RIDGEWAY, KAN., Dec. 17, 1881..
MR. EDITOR: The neigborhood of my date will interest your readers. Seventy years a.go there was
born in old Virginia, of Lutheran par<'lnts, a son, who
was trained in that faith. As he grew up and read
his Bible in Sabbath-school, he was troubled at the
skipping of certain passages by his teacher. On asking the wherefore he learned that they were obscene.
On asking again why the good Lord would write
such, he was told that it was not for us to inquire
-"Who art thou, 0 man, that repliest aga.inst God?"
This begot the germ of his skepticism, which, under
fair, honest culture, grew into brave, truth-loving denial of inspiration. At sixteen he, with his parents,
six brothers, and three sisters, removed to Harrison
county, Ohio, in a Quaker settlement. There he got
into a Bible-investigating society. The older member
first read a chapter, in answer to questions giving
his views, and then the others followed, each expressing his opinions freely. In a few sittings the
females dropped out to spare their blushes and disgust at the lessons' filth. The men, however, still
continued, and by fair, honest investigations every
one came out Biblical· skeptics. As they emerged
from absurd, superstitious fables, they moved o.p the
road of common sense and science.
Hiram M. iieberling, the Vi.rginia son' referred to,
married at a suitable age, and afterward spent three
years in California, assisting to make it a free state.
and extracting a little fortune from its mines, the
.half of which was spent in doctoring and burying a
number of his sick comrades.
Filially, as KanRas opened to free-soilers, Mr. Heberling, wife, and children gathered all together to
come hither. Here, with remarkable bravery, they,
without losing a. member, passed through all the
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troubles, withstanding successfully all the border.
ruffians. With his three unfaltering ;,ons, all well
armed, the heroic father engineered and fought
straight through every emergency and danger. While
too many of his neighbors were plundered, and more
than a few, far and near, .murdered, this remarkable
family came through with the loss of a single mule.
The mule being a stubborn free-soiler, it is more
than doubtful whether he> went the villainous ways
· ·of his wretched captors. Had he gotten loose, he
had evidently made. a bee-line for home.
In· the way of labors and means to sustain the
struggle for freedom, Mr. Heberling spent two or three
thousand dollars, and yet has obtained, by industry
and economy, independence; and still better, wide
usefulness. He served in the first state legislature
in '61-'62, and from that day to this impressed all
his associates with the luxury of doing wrong to none
and right to all. 'rhe unfortunate and the poor hav
always found in him and family true friends. Besides, he has never suppressed his honest sentiments.
To the pious, the superstitious, and the clergymen he
has invariably spoken his knowledge and belief, as
they did theirs. At neighboring gatherings, picnics,
etc., he would take food and baskets of apples, say'ing, "These are the best prayers I hav to offer." As
Franklin, when asked to giv a bell for a church, returned a library, saying that "sense was better than
sound," ·so he would say "mellow apples are better
than windy prayers;"
· Within a radius of two miles and a half, including
some two hundred families and one thousand population, hiss than one-fifth are religious. The overwhelming majority are truth-loving Freethinkers.
To no on.e agency is so much of this freedom due
as to Hiram H. Heberling. Out of seven living children and eighteen grandchildren, each and all neither
believe nor profess more than they can learn by
and from their common sense. Moreover, the nfligh. ·borhood, embracing the township, six: miles. square,
·without a church or preacher,is exemplarily moral.
No ·One township, though full of church-members,
can be found more so nor as much so. Indeed, the
heaven of common sense and truth has happily spread
to contiguous townships. As our war closed peace
and prosperity set in, and with a glass on one of the
hills the domicils of some two hundred independent
.farmers and eleven well-built and furnished schoolhouses are seen.
Instead of preaching and praying over the wild
fancies of another world, t.he people consider the
wiser means of utilizing this; so much the more do
they improve and enjoy it. For years Mr. H. has
.taken and carefully read THE TRUTH SEEKER, with
' other true papers and books. As he reads he distributes to his neighbors. Though up to his three
.score and ten he is vigorous and activ, notwithstandi,ng his life of dangers, exposures, and uncommon
toil. In view of his final repose he assured me today that he felt a pleasure ra<;her than a pain; the
~ore. so as he saw :the cause of truth and freedom
gaining over ignorance and superstition. Truth is
mighty and will prevail, so sure as it is wisely handled by its friends.
Yours truly,
W. PERKINS.
DEs MOINES, IowA,.Jan. 1, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: For the first time of my existence I
venture on a communication to you. Until I was
quite a lad I was brought up in the old orthodox
style-that is, .in ignorance and superstition's school.
It may not be out of order for me to tell you what
brought me to begin to do my own thinking. In
the town where I was born, which is· Dow lair, in
Glamorganshire, Wales, the populace on a certain
day held a great jubilee, carrying the effigy of the
immortal Thomas Paine through the streets, mocking it with infernal delight and derision. After they
had ,paraded thies effigy to their heart's content, and
got hoarse with their devilish yelling, they took
It to the bonfire, from whence they sent it off, as
they thought, to glory-or to hell, I do not know
which-having previously charged it with gunpowder. That was the end of their infer~al sport for a
time. But it did not stop there, but came in another
shape. They then made hob-nails with "T. P."
stamped on the heads. These were for the woi·king
men to wear in their shoes to trample his name in
the dirt. 0 ignorance, when will you open your eyes?
I, for my part, would rather subscribe to erect a monument to his memory than to the memory of any
other man that ever lived on earth.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is the best food for thought I
hav ever read. A friend of mine showed me a copy
·.of it, and I cannot do without it now.
G. E. WARD.
Y urs. for truth and liberty,
SHERIDAN, MICH., Jan. 16, 1882.
. Mit, EDITOR.: Inclosed please find $3 for your paper
for one year. I hav been a trial subsr.riber, and the
paper has already become a favorit with the family.
Father says any one who takes it for three months
will want it longer; so I think you can count on us
for life subscribers. You are doing very I;Duch to
hasten the good time coming when the world will
realize the fact that
~·We shape ourselvs the joy or fear
Of which our coming life is made,
And fill our future's atmosphere
With sunshine or with shade."
l\{ISS

E. A. GLEASON. ,

GLEN BEULA.H, Wis., Jan. 19, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: What makes your paper or special interest to me is that much of its religious (if I may
call it so) sentiment is antilgonistic to my 0wn. It
is of slight value to me to hav my own opinions substantiated. Ot.her people's thoughts, while differing,
captivate attention, and in this way, I snppose, we
get rid of our theoretical crotchets.
Permit me an idea in reference to Guiteau's case.
My friend Stephen PeA.rl Andrews, in your issue of
Jan. 8th, makes some valuable statements. I wish he
had dipped deeper into the psychic phase of our sociology applicable to that admirable subject. As Mr.
Andrews says, church theology is on trial; but I fear
if the authorities apply the barbarian remedy o! hanging that theology will not hang too. With all their
acquired and transmitted divinity, theologians are
not apt to see behind results of force. Hanging Guiteau will be construed as a grand vindication of God's
justice! But what if they cannot catch the real Guiteau? But what if that magnificent expedient to rid
the world of such a wretch simply furnishes him a
better opportunity for mischief, if so disposed, "over
there." As, like everybody else, Guiteau is a child
of society, society is bound to disoiplin him and fit
him and all such by correot education for better uses
of his abilities than to prey on presidents. Hanging
'only "raises the devil." Justice is never vindicated
on the principle, "he deserves it." Its true office is
correction for improvement and reform-nobler uses.
Saviorhood consists of right gestation in the first
place, then right instruction to right character.
There is a philosophy in Guiteau's statement about
"inspiration " or "irresistible pressure." Does not
the electric positiv control the electric negativ ? Is
not the negativ under" irresistible pressure ?" Men
constitutibnally demented in moral perception, but
exqisitly impressible in the sense of selfishness or
animal impulses, are but mere tools of others in of·fered or compelled service. Guiteau is simply the
agent or medium that voices the moral plane of political and the<tlogical society. He appropriated and
demonstrated in the actual the murderous elements
generated in our poiitico-credal pandemonium. No
one hired him, no plot was concocted, but certain
·politicians did wish Garfield were out of their way.
In an organically murderous vehicle like Guiteau that
wish took murderous• form. He reasoned, yes, crazily
reasoned, that "the end justifies the means "-that
Garfield removed would restore harmony in the party
and thus save the country. God would be vindicated!
Elemental murder in the very air itself, the consideration mixed up with salvation to the union and
the glory of God-was not thfs an irresistible force
to a man of moral idiocy?
There are other psychic influences co5perating in
this national drama of which I hav not space now
to speak. Were the judge, lawyers, and jury in Guiteau's trial posted in psychologic laws, tracing from
effects back to causes, their ruling, argumentation, and
decision would be very different, in accord with the
life law of reformatory justice.
J. 0. BARRETT.
MILNERSVILLE, OHIO, Jan. 19, 188Z.
MR. EDITOR: I hav one copy of the ''Book of Mormon "(Mormon Bible), by Joseph Smith Jr., author
and proprieter, printed by E. B. Grandin, for the author, in 1830. This is one of the first edition, in good
condition, bound in leather. It is one of the scarcest books published in the nineteenth century. I
will sell it or trade it for other books. To collectors
of rare books this is a chance not often found.
DR. W. B. RosAMOND.
EDGERTON, 0., Jan. 1, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: It is very seldom, in these skeptical
days, that we find an erlucated man who is a genuin
Christian, but I hav found one at last. Prof. C. E.
Newberry, the present superintendent of our schools
at this place, is a Christian, sincere even to 1anaticism. He devotes fifteen minutes of precious time
each morning to prayer to an impossible, unknown
nondescript, whom nature ia constantly ruling over
as if he were a mere baby, For my part, I will try
to get along the rest of my life without wasting any
time in praying to a great unknowable nothingsomething that does not exist.
The above seems to imply that I am an Atheist,
which I am in the full sense of the word. I am
aware that it is somewhat unpopular at present to
hold Atheistical views, and it wiH be unpopular just
as long as the people will not stop to think and investigate for themselvs. There are but two sides to
the God question, and if one of the two theories can
be proved absolutely impossible, then we may consider the other as established. Either the boundless
universe, including all matter and all force, was created out of nothing by a god, or e>lse it is self-existent and eternal, never having been caused or created by a)ly extraneous power. That the universe
was made out of pothing is absolutely impossible,
f()r the reason that nothing, possessing no potencies,
inherent qualities, etc., could never possibly become
the cause ef something-of the infinit all. The human 'mind, with all its efforts, cannot conceive of any
thing that has not a material basis. Has any one
an imagination strong enough to conceive of nothing
being changed into something? Certainly not.
From nothing there can nothing be made. And all
the gods and devils deluded and ignorant man has
devised cannot make on.e a.tom out of nothing. The
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idea IS crude, absurd, and really 'unthinkable, and
•)ught t.o be and will be disc<J.rded from the minds
of a,ll intelligent men and women.
"But,., says the 'fheist, "all things must hav a beginning." IE so, please tell us when your god began. Did he not hav a creator? Did n()t this creator hav a creator, and so on back forever? How
many creators would you hav? All finite things
must hav a beginning, and the od man, reasoning
from this fact, concludes that the infinit must also
hav a beginning. But the same method of reasoning cannot be applied to the universe,ibecause there
is no analogy between the finite and the infinit. In
considering the question, ·"Whence came the universe?" the human mind is indeed lost upon the
sea of "the unknowable," unless we accept the only
true answer to the question, which is this: It never
came, it never had a ,beginning, it has ever existed,
and will continue to exist during ail the succeeding
ages of eternity. The universe contains within itself all the powers, potencies, and possibilities to
produce all existing phenomena; therefore it will be
seen that a god is wholly superfluous, that there is
nothing for a god to do in the infinit economy of
nature; and that he must of necessity vanish before
the increRsing light of science. I know it is very
difficult to giv up belief in a god, but as knowledge
advancefo God recedes, and in time hEl. will hav to
step down and out. The Greeks mourned when
Zeus was no longer supreme. The Romans grieved
when Jupiter no longer hurled thunder-bolts from
his thrt'>n~ in the heavens. The gods are tumbling
from their thrones one by one. The throne of Jehovah is crumbling, and he must sooner or later
share the fate of his brother gods. Science is fa"t
diminishing the realnr of the supernatural, and substituting the natural instead. When we hav learned
to worshit> the natural instead of the supernatural
we will become purer, grander, and nobler men.
'
A. J. SHAFER.
Yours for the religion of nature,
MURDEROUS GODS,
.
CINCINNATI, Omo.MR. EDITOR: The great mtellectual people of America hath an idol of bloody proclivities. The assassin
Guiteau pruclaims that it was the American deity
who shot Garfield, and he is not in the least responsible. If that be so, what are the American
people doing that they should recognize so cruel
and bloody-minded a deity? Moreover, behind this
supposed deijy the most atrocious of villains might
shelter their foul carcasses, and defy any court to
hang them. So long as the people believe in this
dogma of inspiration it can be used for the vilest of
purpo~es. There is .n?. time to be lost wherein every
well-dtspos~d and ClVJlized person should deeply refle"t on this monstrous doctrin of inspiration. Already it hath soaked the earth with human "'Ore
and now is the time to see to it that every mu;der:
ous wretch who puts in a plea of inspiration as an
excuse for his bloody crime should die without mercy
and any deity or God having power to commit th~
rt•volting crime of murder should be execrated by
~verything h_uman .. And as to his swarms of spongmg, plundenng pnests, they should be ignored as
a!ders and abettors in. the black swindle of inspiratiOn. Can lt be possible that the American people
will still bow and cringe as abject slaves to any
deity who slays their good president, and that without one particle of cause ? Surely the people are
not sunk so deep in superstition as to worship any
deity who is a cold-blooded destroyer of good and
true men. But any number of men, women, and
children hav been destroyed in the name and for
the glory of this relentless tyrant of the sky,
But now, once for all time, deny the right or
power of God or men to take life in any murderous
or reveng,~ful manner. Hang every pious or impious
crank, or any other wretch on earth, sky, or any
other place, whose hateful propensity is the shedding
of innocent blood.
Sir, is there no way of waking up the people to a
se_n~e of t?eir danger th~ough this miserable superstitiOn winch seems destmed to make our beautiful
planet a huge lunatic asylum ? Cry aloud, and spare
not, for we are drifting rapidly to a fearful crisis
Yours in hope,
T. Wn1T~B.
SACRAMENTO, CAL,, Jan, 14, 1882, ..
MR. EDITOR: In reply to the letter of Dec. 11 1881
. " from S an Francisco, contained
'
'
?f "Byron Ad oms,
Ill THE TRUTH SEEKER Of the 7th inst., allow me to
state that it is greatly exaggerated as to the "Paradise of the Pacific." Everybody else but him
knows here what an overcoat is, and they are worn
here to good advantage, too.
In proportion to the population we hav more poor
people here in California than there are in the
East, and poor people do not liv on air either however good it may be. Talking about San Fr;ncisco
being an Eden, when nine out of every ten tourists
will tell you that even in midsummer you hav to
change your overcoat three times a day there!
California wants immigration, but let truth prevail
first and at all times.
Yours truly,
HENRY FucHs,

A C.A.TALt>G of the books for sale by D. M. BeU.:
nett will be sent free up application to this o:ffioe. ·

THE TRUTH SEEKER, ·FEBRUARY 4., 1882.
its varied impressed moods and forms, to hav such senseless matter, to so arrange the universe works, we might, if we had no knowledge of
any cognition of or control of the same, or for of elements and their effects, to adjust the re- his directing mind, quite as rationally infer that
The lopped tree in time may grow again,
Most naked plants renew bOth fruit and fiower, m·ind to bav any self -manifesting existence in quirements, even such as we now behold, here such performances were inherent, self-acquired
the absence of such interdependence, as being only pm;tially considered; and with the crown- capacities of his body only. In short, material
The veriest wight may find release of pain,
The driest soil suck in some moistening shower; the unconscious media for all our manifesta- ing glory of minds acquired and their modes of minds are a necessity ·for mechanical action
Time gently turn•, and chances change its course, tions in impressions and expressions-matter instruction-between objects and subjects-the upon other matter which is not conscious, and,
alone acting upon matter. In fact, mind has doctrin of the exclusiv intelligent origin of all therefore, has no volitional potency of its own.
From foul to fair, from better hope to worse.
no tangible existence without unconscious mat- things becomes an irresistible conviction, an Such associate minds invent a purpose, a deThe Sea of E'ortune doth not even fiow;
sign, and then by their co-op!Jrating will-force,
ter in association, as interdependent forces, co- axiom, to all unprejudiced minds.
She draws her favorit the lowest ellb;
In connection, I ask of any candid, sensible· acting mechanically, are the' only understandoperating in harmony of design, by mental inHer tides have equnl times to come and go;
Her loom doth weave the fine and coarsest web: vention; and with will-force for execution, by observer and thinker, can all such wonders of able potential powers in cosmos capaple of givwhich all unconscious matter is, alone, brought cosmos come from unintelligent matter only, ing coherent laws of action to universal unconNo joy so great but runneth to an end,
into subjection in coherent phenomenal condi- without a foreseeing design or purpose in all scions matter for any and every phenomena.
No hap so great but may in time amend,
-Southwell (1560-1595).
Beyond such intelligent impress there can be
tions and forms. Hence, material minds be- their combinations, mental acquirements, and
come the sole factors in nature and art for all mechanical perfections, and corresponding acts? no inherent potency in ·unconscious matter, or
the coherent and highly intellectual disposition wh.ich so self~evidently require the highest intel- any coherent phenomenal actions in the unj•
Compensation.
of unconscious matter; and, therefore, intelli- ligence for their conception or invention, and. versP; simply because of the absence of the only
It was the time Of autumn.
gent and non-intelligent matter are co-related co-operativ will-forcepower of a material mind possible co-operativ power, intelligence, in givWhen leaves are turning brown,
and co-eternal mutual necessities, being an inter- to bestow such finite minds, atjd to giv effectiv ing phenomenal expressions to matter, for a
Green to yellow, and pie<i, and black,
dependence for all mental impressions and ex- mechanical laws. to unconscious matter, thus purpose-all material actions exhibiting a purAnd som·e were tumbling down.
pressions, in inventiv designs and expressiv materially to enforce their observed executiv pose, proclaims a guiding des1gn, which can
It was the time of autumn,
executions upon unconscious matter-uncon- acts-matter of itself only being impotent for only come from a co-operating, directing in telWhen fruits are gathered in,
scious and so unintentioned matter,. having, no such effects? We know, too, that with our in- ligence. The universe being compounded of inSome for the press, some for the vat,
choice, is but the dependent yielding tool to finitly less knowledge and power, all our co-op- telligent and non-intelligent materials, as coeval
And some for the mille1·'s bin.
conscious will-force power for all material phe- erativ intelligence is required for the accomplish- characteristics, the former controling the latter
Then poor men fall a-playing.
nomena. The conscious mind being material, ment of our comparativ. small control of some into all its phenomenal acts.
l<'or that their work was o'er;
Minds thus characterized of imperishable
alone enables it to act thus mechanically upon matter; while such matter, of itself, has not
And tich men fell a sighing,
the matter which is not conscious, to giv it its even the potentiality to imitate, or form the ma- materials-eternal matter, coeval with the unThat they could play no more.
coherent laws of action-J,llatter alone acting chinery which our minds devise and compel, by conscious elements-are, by necessity, as ·inupon matter-which we call its protentiality." our wilJ.force, such unconscious matter to per- distructible as is all·matter,:and are therefore
For the summer time is a merry time,
If a man has leisure to play;
but is, more properly, its mental enforced con- form-,-and such matter never resists our man- immortal. As all minds are 11like in kind, difBut the summer time is a weary ttme,
ditions.
ipulations and control, as if it .had an irresisti- fering only in degree, so are all animal minds
To him *ho must work all day.
The assumed .potentiality of matter, as self- ble way of its own; a potentiality that our minds equally eternal; and thus can we, with equal
acquired. self-adjusting, and self-acting-i. e., could not alter, direct, and force it into new ac- certainty, be most pleasantly assured that out
Thanks be, then, to the giver,
without intelligent origin of its laws of action- tions and forms.
dumb companions and cherished pets in this
That loves.both great and small;
Herein, as above shown, ar~ all finite minds world will bear us company in that assured
is a Pilpable contradiction, since such Atheistic
To every one it something givs,
But to no man givs all.
doctrm invests unintelligent, unconscious, sense- proved to be co-creators, in a ,small wa' ; and succeeding life to which we all aspire. There,
less, and so unintentioned matter, with the vol- yet very important ways for their well- eing, in as here, our minds and theirs will be evolutionThe rich who careth for himself,
untary co-operativ attributes of mind· charac- their various devises; and, as· such cr -creators, ally progressing in new fields for observation,
l!'inds, after pleasure, pain;
teristico, with its highest inventiv capacities and are filly supposed, by my theory, to J.erive their and thus of continued educ!ttion; and so of
But the toller, whom he cares not for,
will-force power, to account for the elements minds from cosmic mind-matter, , ~individual- progress in keener perceptions, by more deliRests, and is glad again.
assuming such wondrous co-operativ acts and ized parts of the great cosm; mind-matter, cate sense-media, and modes of communication
effects, in the production of needed combina- which, in its entirety, const' .utes the infinit with each other, including those of our own
.Me:iJ.tal Evolution and Potency of tions and highly complicated .and ingenious cr·eativ mind, in giving laws for the actions of here dumb but intelligent companions, whose
Matter.
mechanisms, everywhere exhibited in nature's universal unconscious matter, a~ the only possi- kind acts and eloquent expressions of affection
htboratOl'V, in cosmos and microcosmus- ble factor for the coherent actions of all matter we so much desire to rejoin and perpetuate
As animal organizations rise in i.he scale of whereas "the reftectiv mind knows that co- -thus giving it all its seeming (self-acting) po- with our kindred and other human friends.
being and adaptable use and corresponding operation (a word which can, alone, describe tentality; as we giv to some matter, which our·
These conclusions are the, necessary results
mental advance, we observe that such increase such marvelous actions of matter) is an exclu- minds, by invention and will-force, control. of the wholesome and most intelligent doctrin
in mind capacity is attained through increased siv act of intelligence in combination for such Creation is not jn making matter, but in con- of the materiality of all minds whose evolunerve susceptibility, by which their sense nerves effects.
troling its disposition.
tiona! progress is oboervable. from incipient inCan any single adion of unconscious matter
become more and more delicately impressed by
Thus as a first cause must exist, adequate for fancy to maturity in this life. This being an
external objects-i. e., objectiv expressions exist, or take place, without a cause, without a all effects-;-every phenomenon-so we are con- established characteristic of material minds,
which improved sense nerves transmit to the preceding impmlse adequate for the effect? If strained to infer and, per force, admit for na- here must consistently be perpetuated-as matbrain and mind-and, thus, as the mind be- not, then the vaunted potentiality of such mat- ture's wondrous works, that such primal cause ter is persistent-with our identity, our ego, in
comes correspondingly more delicately im- ter, as self-pos•essed, is, in every instance of its must be an intelligent invention-a design.- another life, through ull time. Such material-'
pressed it becomes more perceptiv and acutely action-single.or combined-but the effects of capable by co-operativ will-force to impress its ity of minds, of course, wholly dispels the deluexpresJv, idealislic, and so mor~ i~aginati':, a preceding cause, and so is not of its own do- behests, mechanically (as being a material sion of mystic immaterial supernaturalism, as
and hence, in greater contrast w1th 1ts assoCI- ·ings, its self-acquired acts, or potency, as the mind), upon yielding and unconscious matter, having no place in a universe of exclusiv matate \ower animal promptings, desires, and ex- cause of its motions or effects. This same ab- all its laws of action, as the only assignable ad- ter and law.
pressions.
surd potential claim applies to the universe of equate power for its coherent acts, everywhere
Thus let us imbue our minds iri this life with
Here nerve flmctions cease, and the separate matter, in all its multifarious works; in which exhibited. Hence the consistent and necessary all useful intelligence and moral goodness, that
entity of mind takes up and weaves -its judg- some one primal cause is necessary for all after propriety of considering the universe as com- we may attain enjoyment here, and thus prement of nerve impressions; and here, too, we effects, and. their intermediate chain of secondc posed of intelligent and non-intelligent materi- pare us more satisfactorily to recognize our
trace the clue to man's greater antagoni~ms, ary causes and effects, in the consecutiv grow- als; the former as the inventivfirst cause of all identity, our ego, in a succeeding life; and
between his inherited low animal desires, ing combinations and mechanisms of matter,in actions of unconscious matter and the, thus, thus the more readily to participate in the only
promptings, or proclivities, and his attained cosmos. And certainly, no conceivable paten- mechanicalcontrolingpowerof the latter, as the consistent inference of our evolutional mental
higher mental char~cteristi~s, w~ich 1 in their tiality of matter, without a guiding, intelligent, unconscious materials to form all phenomena; progress there as here.
unrestrained expresswns, so 1magmat1vly pam- will-force origin of its laws of action, is possi- and, therefore, that the two forces· (primary
This doctrin of our future life is based uppn
. per his animal dPsires, indulgences, a.nd COJJSe- ble for such incoherent materials to thus act co- and secondary-master and slave) are co- the indestructible material element of all
quent excesses that too frequently degrade him, herent!y-i. e., for unintelligent matter to pur- related and co-eternal iJ?.dependent necessi- minds-which I think I hav fully proved· in my
morally, below the les~ imaginativ. hab~ts of sue intelligent ways, or to ape intelligent modes. ties of the universe of coherent phenom- books and published papers, as here-with our
lower animals (from whwh he has ansen) m the Such claim presupposes that all matter is in tel- ena.
So neither were ever created; but corroborativ experiences in this life; against
scale of organization. So man, in such unre- ligent, to thus pursue intelligent ways; which both, jointly, forever existing as mutual de- which, I believe, no reasonable argument or
strained transitional state, frequently becomes must be an absurdity. As, in all human per- p;mdences and necessities. This alone solves sophistry can prevail.
more vile than the lowest brutes, in consequence formances, every act or effect, upon uncon- the· riddle of' the universe of mind and matter
So subtil is the element of mind that we
of his capacities for imaginary indulgences too scions matter, we know to be the exclusiv result and· their modes of operation and effect. There- know each other only by acts of our bodies, in
often expressed in cunning and practical cru- of an invention of our minds, as a first eause of fore any supposed potency inherent in matter works, writing, speech, expression, and inferelty. Their increased perceptions and imagin- all such actions, impressed upon unconscious alone, as self possessed-the same not being co- ences therefrom. So, too, we can only know
ary appetites-not properly educated-take the matter by our will-force. An infinit will-force operativ (co-operation being an exclusiv act· of the mind of the great Intelligent First causeform of unrestrained selfish cunning and inilul- must act, by the same intelligent processes, mind) is unintentioned and senseless-is, self- God-from the widespread book of nature (the
over .the equally unconscious and incoherent evidently inadequate, and so is incompetent to only biography), where is amply displayed such
gence regardless .of the rights of others.
My' theory (an axi~m t~ me) is that t~e un~- materials of the universe.
perform. Just as we find to be the fact in finite wondrous wisdom, power,~and beneficence as
verse is composed of mtelllgent and non-mtelhWhen we take a comprehensiv survey of the mind. performances with unconscious matter, a bounteous provider; that permits no other ingent materials, and that all finite !llinds are material universe and behold its mechanisms, which such minds alone co-operativly impel ference of character to such Intelligent First
derived from cosmic mind ·matter-as individ- its order, harmony, and 'exactitude of motions into all its artificial combinations and forms.
Cause and fountain-head of cosmic phenomualized parts of the in fin it creativ mind-at- and relations, in space and times; and its marMind may be proved to be material-however en a. To such is due our admiration and our
tracted to such organisms incipiently, and as velous adaptability in its adjustments, not only subtil-from the. well-known facts that it is adoration, as the sole religion of appreciating
they rise in the scale of. ?rganic devel~pment, to avoid confusion and conflicts, but to secure moved, or impressed; by the motions of matter, finite minds, without any attached mysticisms
in proportion to ~he s~ns1t1v~ess of their nerve proper combinations !Mid needed results as a as that of the body or external objects, conveyed and ambiguity, or of exclusiv priestly knowlconstructions, bemg mcreasmgly developed by whole, and in detail in each globe, for all their by our sense-nerves; and, conversely, by the edge to dominate-nature is the exclnsiv edusuch sense nerves as instructors of outward useful and esthetic arrangements, and require- motions or expressions of our minds, conveyed cator and refiner for all minds.
objects-our environments-and so become ments, everywhere exhibited in space and in through nerves and muscles, do we move the
CHAS. E. TowNSEND.
practical, but limited, co-creators, in their ex- our immediate environments, we but so confirm unconscious matter of our bodies and outside
Locust Valley, N. Y.
pressions. It, thence, follows that the scale of tbe reign of universal law and forethought, and objects as desired. Thus the mind feels the
mental being-our capacities to acquire kno~lc thus of their intelligent and highest inveritiv or- motion of matter by its impacts, 'tremors, and
edge-rise, evolutionally, by gradually acqmr- igin. And when we contemplate the won- vibrations; and, responsivly, expresses itself by THE WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS~
ing keener nerve susceptibili~y inherited from drously complicated and delicately adjusted its own motions, conveyed through nerves and
AND REFORMERS.
ancestral perceptiv uses; bemg thus succes- machinery of animal and vegetable organiza- niuscles for necessary work. The science of
The
biographies
of three hundred of the most distinsivly acquired and transmitted to their poster- tions, in their countless numbers and variety, dynamics proves that matter can only be moved guished teachers and
phlio"ophers (who were not Chrisity in mol:e and better educated susceptible scattered through every clime on our globe, and by other matter, hence mind is material, how- tians), from tbe time of Menu to the present. By D. M.
Bennett.
1,075 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco
sedse nerves, as the adaptable mind instruct- each adapted to their local environments, with ever subtil it may be, as its feeling is thus gilt edges, $4.50.
ors. Hence, the posterity of educated parents its peeuliar sustentation; and everywhere im- proved to be engendered by motions of matter.
always tends to increasing the facilities to ac- mersed in a sea of atmospheric gases, or liquids, The mind's abstract feelings, or sentiments of
The Champions of the Church;
quire knowledge by such growing susceptibility so exactly adjusted in their components and love, sympathy, admiration, and all mental proc
Their Crimes anll Pe•·secutions.
of sense nerves, and particularly when con- temperature that.the slightest variation in their esses, are induced from the products of mem- Biographical sketches of prominent Chrl~tlans who diS·
ducted through a long line of ancestral cultiva- compounds would cause illness and death to ory of former. motions of matter-,-its education g,.aced· manktnd. A companion to "Tbe World's Sages,''
etc. By D. M, Bennett. Bvo, 1,119 pages. Cloth, $8; leather,
tion-only acquired by education. Thus the such organisms; and excess of temperature be- -then directly, affecting our sensibilities.
$4; morocco, gilt edges. $4.50.
· ·
prospectiv importance, with all classes, for ~d- yond certain limits would· render such sections
At the risk of some repetition, I will conclude
ucation to enable them to transmit such increase uninhabitable, makes the doctri:n of intelligent this part of.my subject with the reaffirmationof cultivated sensitiv nerve media betw.een mind provisional ol·igin of everything too palpable deeming it to be a highly important doctrin
Inquiry Into the reality of divine revelation. By F.
and objects-between the subjectiv. and the for doubt. And when we further add to the -that mind invention is the primal and W.AnNewman,
Emeritus Professor of the London Unlvers•
objectiv environments-as the only means to account of these marvelous constructions and only possible first cause of all coherent ac- lty, 1,115 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $4; leather, $5; morocco, gilt
attain perceptiv mentaladvanceforourselvs1 or necessary adaptable adjustments· of the inor- tions to unconscious matter, which is di- edges, $5.50
evolutional mental progress to our posterity. ganic to the organic,. the further wondrous be- rectly engaged in the pro!luction of all phetW 1
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Benighted and degraded man-mentally and queathment and development of finite min(ls to nomena~ 'l'he laws enforcing which are pri- The Grea
morally-will continue throug;h all suc?essiv all animal tribes, differing only in degree of marily due to intelligent will-power over such Including:
.
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ceptiv capacities to acquire knowledge) are neg- ings than do the vegetable kingdom; all sup- thus mechanically; i.e., simply matter acting :f~:6~~~~~~~onof Deism,
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lected · and thus forever perpetuating class dis- posed possible potentiality to unintelligent, un- upon matter, as the only possible dynamical The whole preceded by the life of Paine and a steel plate
action.
As
we
see
only
such
effects-the
cause
portrait.
BOO
pages,
Bvo.
Cloth,
$8; leathQr, $4; morocco
tincti~ns, or caste, in society, as well as conscious, unthinking, and so of unforeseeing',
gilt edges. $4.50.
degrading superstitions, and so are led by de- senseless, and unintentional matter, of itself being .hidden-we as blindly imagin such laws
THE
signing selfish men.
begetting and controling such wondrous di- of matter-not look;ing beyond the results-to
Materiality of all miml;;-as paramount .versity in minds, mechanisms, and adaptable be the inherent, self-acting property or characRnmpb1ey~Bennett Discussion.
foroes-are a necessity, and are inseparable arrangements, fails wholly of· any possible ex- teristic of matter only. As, analogously, look- A d,ebate onChrlst!anltyandlnftdellty, between D.M.
~ ~tjou with unintelligent matter, ili planatocy attributes, or conceivable power of ing only tQ tho operatiolllj of miUI'S bOdilf Beline~ and Rev. G. B. Humphrey. 51511 Paae•. l'rl9e, fl,
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BOGUS GARMENTS ARE ON THE MARKET.
The WILSONIA Is studde<! with metallic eyelets, showIng the metals on the faee. All others are frauds. Send
for pampl1lets cont•lnlng testimonials trom the best peo.
pie In America. who hav been cared after all forms of
medlcln had failed.
Note our addresses,
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OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION TO A.D. 200.
Much Is obscure prior to that t.lme. The Judge has
thrown a flood of light over ,the doings, writings Of tho
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Among the successful physicians who hav departed
from the narrow beaten track o:t orthodoxy, we mu.y rank
Dr. Fellows, of VIneland, N. J. His principles are true,
Ill system based upon sclentllc !act."
[From the (Mo.) Lt1J€1'al..
The reputation or Dr. Fellows Is sufllclent to wnrrant
1>ny one In reposing confidence In h<s skill o.nd ability.
These In need of his al<t should not fall to consult him at
once. Procrastination Is the thief of time, and often costs
the Itfe of a human beinc:t."
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SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY
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Ancient and Modern.

CHRISTIANITY

D. lll. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st., New York.

Judge Waite's 'Great History
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A WEEKLY LIBERA.L JOURNAL
With sixteen large pages, will be sent
tor THREE ~ION'I' HS, postaJI,'e }>aid,

LITHOGRAPH
quent to that time. Every man wish tng to know the
validity Of the New Testament should hav this large ecclesiastical history of 455 octavo pages. Beauti6ullb and
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Middle·Aged and Old l'fien.

THE W!LSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING COM-;
PANY HAV DE<JIDED TO COMMENCE THEIR
GIFT OF TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS' WORTH
OF WILSONIA MAGNETIC GARMENTS TO THE
SICK POOR OF BOTH CITIES. THESE GIFTS
WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO THE APPLICANTS
UPON THE RECEIPT OF WRITTEN RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE CLERGY AND OFF!.
CERS, AS ABOVE STATED. ALL PERSONS IN·
TERESTED IN THE RELIEF OF THE SICK :
POOR WILL PLEASE COMMUNICATE WITH ~

r11HE TRUTH SEEKER
a:
· ,

$20perday at home. Samplesworth\1:5free, tour around the world, appear weekly.
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Maine. These alone are worth the price asked.

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll's
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1 erms $2.00 pe1' annum.
This World Is divided Into three parts.
WINTER IS UPON US.
PROTECT YOURSELVS
PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George Against asthma or cqnsnmptlon by wearing WILSONIA
Chalney.
PART II.-A• continued story <>f ~ Liberal and RadiCAl clothing. Cold feet are the precursors of endless Ills that
character.. ·
ftesh Is heir to. Wear the W!LSONIA soles and avoid such
PART II I.-A short story devoted to the education of danger.
our children In Liberal sentiments and principles.
TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE,

. .~~lh~~k~

1

CONSULTATION DAILY FROM 10 A.lll. TO 8 P.lll., FREE OF UHA.BGE.
"THE WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS
WILL CURE EVERY FORM OF DISEASE,
No matter of how long standing.
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
Cures In Brooklyn and New York,
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.EXTERNAL APPLH' TION,

By JA.liiES A.N'I'HONV FROUDE.
f.,.1ce, 25 (~f'IOtM

THE

Bennett-1\l!~E!liscnssion. ·GODLY WOMENHOF THE BIBLE.
D. M. BENNETT and G. M. MA.IR.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

The t'nllest Discussion yet Published,
K"iving the Dogmas and Claims ot
Christianity a thorough Ex•
aDlination pro and con.

sy;~~~b6'f0~elfgfo~~~1~f9~d ~~~m~g~t!~fto~l~h~h~~~!~tlan
1. Ohrlstlanlty Is neltller new nor orlglna~, being borrowed or copied from much older systems of religion.

BY .AN

Ungodly Woman of the 19th Century.
Nearly 350 pages. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 eta.
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BALSAM

the mythical story of Jesus and his virgin mother. (b)
so-called saviors and
ha.v been believed Is proving to hundreds the moat eflicac1ous remedy for
In and reported to bav been crucified and to hav died on
the cross many hundreds of yea.rs before the same was all deleterious al!ectlons. Falling sight, dullness of hear~~i~~:e~~~;·in<c6h~~~I:n~~Yn~~a~ ~~~~~{~t;ls~af:~a:~ ing, or" roaring" of the ears, as well as overstrained and
tr~:~~!~f~;"w~~'k~o~~~~dtf:'e ~~lJ~ousand years before weak eyes, are 1mmedtately 1m proved by its use. Inflam ..
matlons and all ophthalmic difficulties regulated.
fu1iy~~r3~~~~;~~c~~E:Xni6t~ili~:~~~ti;~e:~ ~~~n~~~~
SO cents per box.
Address
G. A. LOMAS,
religion aa to Jesus.
Shakers, N. Y.
s, The story of Je•u• and his mission In the world Is un- tf
historical; it is not corrobor~ted by contemporaneous his.a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free
toJ!Tne teachings of Jesus are defectiv In morals,lntelll.
Address H. HALL>:T & Co., Portland,ltialne.
gence, and scientific information, and, so far as they are of

Other

redeemers

6i

$66

=~~;~s~~e~a~~\g~~;~~wtnodp~;:~!f~~~~~rT~~~~b~ ~{.
self was written by men Illy Informed In scientific knowledge, and does not harmonize with the facts and principles
ln nature known to be true.
5. The doctrlns and claims of Christianity hav been a

THE PYRAMID OF GIZEII.

The Relation of Ancient Egyptian Ci'l:This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years
ilization to the Hebrew Narrativs
1
¥~~~;3~}e~~i~f
~
~~1f:l~~
~
i6~~k{[-~~~
?J!~~Y
i"~:ft~1~~
1
~~~:,Pt:lba::~o~a ~~:dr;;i~"ed\~ gaf3 ~fe~/~~t~. vat~ of bRte, conten~on, war, and bloodshed. It has fostered
in Genesis ana Exodus, and
Mr. Parton as a hYstorlan and biographer bas no superior,
8
0
as his blo.faphles of Jackson, Franklin. Jel!erson, Greeley ~Wu i"a~~~~' :gges~it~~ig:'in ~~:a~~~l~~d,I~nr~~~nf~:r~~3 the Relativ Claims of Moses ana the
1
~'!~·r:!\ 1:u:b1~ ~~rk~' artd~~~ rarbe~; ~~ ¥6'ii: ~v~~~r~:: ~~rft~~~h~ai~~~?:~~;, 'feSs\~~~fs~: a~~~~~~ f~~~ ~i~SJ~ Pyramid to Inspiration Considered.
monument of research and acholarahl~. It Ia just, candid, pression In Its assertion that all power Is of God. As a
By V A.N BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
proof of this thsledders and bright stars of the Christian
fi!~~~~~~~~~h~fo~;;~~;: ~~~~~~~~oci!~~r; g~Rfai:i!:t~ church
bav been among the worst tyrants and oppressors
Price, 25 cents.

:r

and poet, and setting forth what faults he had as a man.
It Is the first truthful and thorou~h biography Voltaire bas

~:S1t~~~ho1 !~~~~~r~~fr'~~ie ~a~.aw~~~t~~t~~er;':li,~~~

as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and persever

of human liberty the world has known.
6. The Bible and Christianity hav oppressed woman and
hav deprived her of the rights to which by nature she Is

ja~~fti'gil\h1~· and

----------------------ECCE DIABOLUS,

Chrlstlanlty are unprogresslv In their
nature; they are founded upon the doctrtn and autborit in which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
~~~l~e~!ru~1~~raa~~o~~~ea1:J~~s~~8 1:~~;r~h~?~ b~t~e of
Liod himself, and are therefore incapable of progres
erance and liberty. It is the arsenal from which Liberals and improvement.
is shown to be devil-worship, with some obwill draw we&pons to refute the slanders and lies of the
0
1
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation will c~sTo~et~A~e,.:g~h~\"~:l'~~~7et~ of~~~f:f.:'~ ~gfc~ N.~~r servations upon the horrible and cruel ordimake It the authority In regard to his life, hla work, his kind are capable of receiving.
·
nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offerings.
death.
Price,
U.!>O.
In two 11018. 6110. Price, 16; half calf, 111.
By the VERY REV.EVA.NDAVIES,LL.D,
.6.ddre1111
D.liL BENNETT,
Aroli·Druld ot ~roa~ Brltalll.
l'nct, :IS celltll,
1~ lliglltll ·~·• :New J;orlti.
A!Wrfllll, »•llL Bennett, 141 Blglith 11~ .. New York.
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NONE of us can tell whal we might do or might
not <lo under a strong pressure of f •vorable or unfavorable circumstances. We move a" we are
moved, and it is well that the besetting irnpulso of
all humanity tends in gene1·al toward the big best,
noblest, an<~ best. It is well that goodness, love,
humanity, industry, sobriety, and all the virtues
predominate over their opposit, so that the great
preponderance of circumstantial influence is to·
ward elevatinll pro~<rPsS, happiness, and true mo-

WOULD it be vulgar to call
:p.apper?

soothino~r

syrup a kid-

.A MAN cannot smoke a cigar too short unles» he
smokes it too long.
.A BoiL in the kettle is wo~th two on the nc,se
corn on the ear'is worth two on the toes.

,\.

"LET'S 'lustrate it," hiccoughed a political orator. "It's beautiful. You see, an old farmer
comes
to town loaded with new wheat, an' he goes
NONE but the utterly illiterate can entertain the
notion of an individual deity who has a seat above home loaded with old rye."
the clouds and directs the separate aJfairs of men
THE Mail, at ?r!alta, illinois, glories, or someand women. The f><ith in miraculous interventions thing like it, over the fact that there is a $250 baby
cannot e:s:ist in an acti v mind. It may be main- in that county for whom no father can be found.
tained by a persistent refusal to admit knowledge; It may hav been left over from some campit may be preserved as a relic of the memory, but meeting?
it cannot be actmtlly held by any intellect that is
"Do you pretend to hav as good a judgment as I
awake to the issues of modern thought.-0. B
hav?" exclaimed an enrage'l wife to her husband.
li'rotkingltam.
"Well, no," he replied slowly, "our choice of partLIVES of great men all remind us,
ners for llfe shows that my judgment is not to be
We can make our live~ sublime,
compared with yours."
.And, departing, leave behind us
CARLYLE being mice asked the difference be·
Footprints on the sands of time;
tween a natural fool and an educated fool, replied,
Footprints that perhaps another,
''Just about the ditference between you and me, I
Sailing o'er life'• solemn main.
suspect." The questioner was never able to deterA forlorn and shipwrecked brother,
min which kind of a fool he was.
Seeing. shall take heart again.
"ELLA, is your father at home?" said a bashful
Let""· then, be up and doing,
lover to ltis sweetheart. " I want to propose someWith a heart for any fate;
thing to hi!ll." "No, Clarence, papa is not at
Still achieving, still pursuing,
home. but I am. Couldn't you prepose to me just
Learn to labor and to waitl--Lonqfellow.
as W(·ll? " .And be did, with perfect success.

ABSOLUTE trust in reason is the fundamental
axiom of rational religion. Whether "whatever
is is best" or not. whatever is is best to know, that
somehow we may adjust onrselvs to it, and not liv
our lives on a false ba•is. Emancipation from tbe
fear of knowledge is a great emancipation If
rational religion did nothing more for us than to
secm·e ns thi• emancip•ltion, it would make no
slight demands upon our gratitude and our allegiance.-J. W. Chadwick.
No ONE can bFl a great thinker who does not recognize that, as a think..,r, it is his first duty to foL
low his intellect to wbatever conclusion it may
lead. Trnth gains more even by the errors of one
who, witb due study and preparation, thinks for
himself, than by the true opinions of those who
only hold them because they do not sutrer themselvs to think.-Mill's Libertv.
HE that is strongly of any opinion must suppose
(unless he is self-condemned) that his permission
is built upon good grounds, and that his assent is
no greater than wbat tbe evidence of ,the truth he
holds forces him to; and tbat they are arguments,
and not inclination or fancy, that make him so
confident a ad positiv in his tenets. Now if, after
all his profession, he cannot bear any opposition
to his opinion; if he cannot so much as glv a patient hearing, much less examin and weigh the
arguments on the other side, does he not plainly
confess it is prejudice governs him ?--Locke.

KNOWLE;DGE is as food. and needs no less
Her temperance over appetite, to know
In measure what the mind may well contain;
Oppresses else with surfeit, and soon turns
Wisdom to folly, as nourishment to wind.

-Mtllon.
IT is our business, for our own sake, for God'.s
sake, for the world ·s sake, to find what is true, and
let the heart come after and learn to love and venerate and worship the truth. It is not the heart's
business to lead the head, but the head's business
to lead the heart.-J. M. Savaqe.

THEY THINK AND WHY.

BY PHOF. VA.lli BUREN DE:!I'SLOW.
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and ?rof, Ernst Hneokal .
Pr'ce, $J.<nl.
For R~le by D. M. DltNN]ITT.
·
141 l'llghth st.reat, N. Y. r,ity.
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BY

BY

S'l'EPHEN PEARL ANDREWS
PRICE TEN CENTS.
Addresa.
n. M. BENNETT.
141 Elilhth street .. city, li. Y

EDGAR 0. BEALL.
WITH .A PREFACE BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
uTruth wears no mask; bows at no human shrine:

The 1Jnknown God.

seeks neither place nor applause: she only asks a hearing.
Let no man fear corruption from her teaching, though
new; neither expect good from error. though long
believed."

A. LEC'I. URE.

By James W, Stillman,
An ably-written and handsomely-bound pamphlet

U lar!!" P"lll<>•. Prl...,, 15 cents. AddroBii

Price, $1.50.

oi

D M. BENNETT,
ill Blghth sti"eet, New York.

Sold by D. M. BENNETT, 141 EIGHTH
STREET, NEW YORK.

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE.
REPLIES TO THE

MAN.

"THE sentence of tbe court is," said Judge Porter, a popular Irish magistrate, to a notorious
drunkard, "that you be confined ln jail for the
longest period the law allows; and I hope yon will
spend your time in cursing whisky.' "l will, sir;
and Porter too."

"Christian Guardian" and" Chris·
tian Advocate.,.

A ntonthly journal, eight pages, 25 cents
per annum.
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
.Man Is the exponent of the prlncl"les of t.he National
Tlols pamphlet was considered necessary because 1!be
Liberal Leqgue, which is an organization made up of local
societies. known as Auxiliary Liberal Le•gues. There paper attack\~ Mr. Pringle refu;ed t<o pabllsb h!B reply
are now 236 of these Leagues.
The objects of tlle National Llberol League are In brief: ~l~st at,:.,';~ In Ism u';~ ag~ofhi~~oiJi~tl~rn::;~::fi'!
Is valuable. as It presunts the SW"Olll:·
total separation of church and state, including the att.nck and reply.
"JOHN. dld you go round and ask how old llfrs. ''The
equitable taxation of church property. seculuriza.tiOn of est Christian o>Vldence for the existence of God wltm ..ae
Jones is this morning, as I told you to do last the public schools. abolition of Sunday laws, abolition of
co~~r~~tu·~~n~'lo~Jl~\'lfl:~ilt~~~lon.
night?" u Yes, sir." ''Well, what's the result?" chaplaincies, prohibition of public appropriation for rellg.
ions purposes, and all othEH measures for the same gener;~.l
•· Sbe said that, se~>ing as you were impudent end!'
enough to ask how.old she was, she had no objecChaterfeeforanAuxlllary ........•.......... $500
·tion to telling you she's seventy-four."
Annual Membership...... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Life 1
••
• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
25 00
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Diseases of
AN Oil City gentleman, who recently traveled in
Men, the Diaeaseu of Women, and the various causes
Address,
. ·
pny•lc~l and social. leading to them are1/lnl~ treated b
'.1'. C. LELAND, Seereta•·y,
Europe. naid he was at dinner one day in Paris.
0
8
5t5
744 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
>md 'while telling a story was attacked with a sudi¥.-"J
~~'ber~11. ~ 3~r ir1l!Nfk!J~~earf\oc.lJ'i~e~~~
lllustr&tlon•, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave.,
den and continued fit of sneezing. When he
New Yorl!:, to whom alll~ttelll from the sick should be ad·
cea•e<~, a Russian gentleman at another table, ANALYSIS ~ RELIGIOUS BELIEF. dreaaed. In Its l•aue for Jan. 19. 18i8, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
named Plltcheekee, turned about and compli- An examination of the creeds, rites, and 'sacred writings SEEKHR thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical publica..
tlgns: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and Inti·
mented him on his coiTect pronunciation of the
J~~~eR'ri~~l<li, t!1c~i~~~~;e~~bE~~fans3.n ~o~el:tt; k~~ 1:~:~. •ij,~f~:'fs 'ii':ga~u o\h~~:S~~~~~tt~~.;<~~~le~~~
Russian language!
the London edition 745 pages, 8vo. Cloth, $3; feather, $4; mot!vs, whose life has been spent In Instructing and lmmorocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
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CH RONIO DISEASES,

HIN THE GOLD ROOM."

HP.r golden hair feU on the wall of gol\1
Like tbe delicate gossamer tangles spnn
On the burnished disk of the marigold,
Or the sun-flower turning to meet the sun
When the gloom of the jealou~ night is done,
And the spear of the lily is aureoled.

·

·

-Osrar Wilde.

"WHAT did you do with tbat letter that was on
my table?" asked Gus de Smith of the colored boy
who cleans up the room.
"I tnk ·it to de post-office, sah, an' put it in de

hole."

FROM BEHIND THE BARS.
A series of letters written in prison.
BY D.M. BENNETT.
Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.

AN.INFIDEL ABROAD.
A series of letters written during a tenweeks visit in Europe.

"What dill. you do that for? Did you not see
BY D. M. BENNETT.
there was no acldress on the envelope ? "
850 pages. Price, $1.50.
"I saw dar was. no writin' on de velup. but I
'lowed yer did dat ar on purpuss, so I couldn't tell THE SEMiTIC GODS AND
who yer was a writin' ter. I'se an edicated nigBIRJ~E.

ger, I is."

THE

~1~W~O,.~c~\~{:go;,-~~~JJfe ~hl~~fb~~~~g~'i'l~t~.n~~r~

happy, and to be better and more usaful men and women.

~\~:~~~ ai:"3;t':,fg~~~~s t,!:,~~~f~"i:~;J:~Ji ~~dt~~ri!~~~

1

of !amllleo, who to-day s&nd re&dy to bear willing teotl
many to the great benefit they hl!ov derived from the phya
!ologlca~ hylllenlc, and moral leoaons which ha has so abl·
lm/:r';~~S~lll of PLAIN HOllE TALK are at llhort to
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In pQraoD. or by mall,F~
Prloe of the nQw Popular Edition, by mal], po•ta~ pre.
~aid only $1.50. Contento table free. AGl!iNTS W AJIT·
D.

MURRAY HILL

Freethinkers' Badge Pin•.
eli.~~·. ~f~~r~~~~,i'j~~~ ~P{r~fie~:l 'll:~~·

tal Ltberty" being Its device. The cut.
shows the design and size, but not it&

beauty.

1

pv~~~~ .:i.?~:lrk.

S0lld gold. 18k, double thick,

M.OO ; solid gold, lOk. $1.75 ; sliver, $1.00.
Postage paid and packages registered~

UNDAUNTED.-A TRUE STORY OF OOAT ISL.AND AND lrra~~'1e~~~~ll~hseaF~g."tg~ t~~~~e~~t~~t~t~~ ~ir~~~ 'il~~~~
[!~~~~a~ £oe"~t~~nc1h~~dpe;P~rr.'e!J~~g4,~
and the Bible. To the latter 230 pages are devoted, showTHE BAY.
ing r.hu.t oonl{ to 1H' q vP.ry inferi01· production for a first- tlv circular. with terms to Leagues, etc., fr·ee. Address
class God. By D. M. Bennett. Sia 1Ar11e p>;geH. i'..per the originator and patQnt'£'ucy L. CHURCHILL
We sat on the deck of the feiTy-boat-:.
covers, 60 cents: clotb. $1.
The gallant El CapitanWtll Riohfuld, Suntmit county, Ohio.
And as the darkness about us closed
Oi~«CUi'Sion~<,
And no one saw us, as we supposed,
$12 a day at home easily made. Cost
E!i!~ayl', ltnd Lt>ctures.
Address TnuB & Co., AuguBta, Ms!n e.
My dexter I gently ran.
About her delicate waist.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Now you must know that this girl divine
700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1.
Was altogether and wholly mine,
Which fact I meRtion;.Jest you opine
EMBRACING
' The dexter conld be misplaced.
0

Thirty

fHbJe Stories,

PLAIN HOME TALK,

Interrogatories to Jehovah.

You may rest satisfied tha.t what is nonsense
upon a principle of reason will never be sense "Sweet child," I said, as her dainty head
Coquettishly. touched my: own,
upon a principle of religion.-South.
"The 'night is beautiful! Wonld that we
IT ie as natural to die as to be born; and to a Had wild ducks' pinions, that we might flee
little mfant, perhaps, the one is as painful as the
Away to some happy zone
other.--Bacon's E•aavs.
Where sorrow and care come not.
Bu·T this we know: Our loved and dead, if they Upon Goat Island I'd like to make
could come this dayA habitation 1or thy sweet sake,
Should come and ask us, " What is life ?" not one
.And liv with thee in a grot.
of us could say.
What joy to wander with thee a while
Life is a mystery as deep as ever death can be,
Among the boulders of that loved isle;
Yet oh, how dear it iii to us, thiB life we liv and see. To chase the clam through the wilderness,
And feed on strawberries--more or less !
Then might they say-those vaniShlld ones-and Wouldst like it, dear one 1." She answered, "Yes."
blessed is the thought,
So death is sweet to us, belov'd, tho11gh we may "Wouldst like it?" I said, but I said no more.
show you naught;
.A shadow. fell on the canvassed floor,
){oiling is known, but I believe that God ia over. And harsh and sudden a voice chimed in;
head;
... juet so, my cherubs; 'we'll now begin t "
And ae Life is to the living, so Death is to the dead. Whereat, the monster, with iron hand,
Raised me up by the collar-band,
IF there are any persons who combat a received And dropped me over the starboard rail. .
opinion, or who will do so, if law or opinion will ·• Good night;" he said, as my frantic wail
let them, let us thank them for it, open our minds
Rang out on the midnight breeze;
to listen to them, and rejoice that there is some "Go build your grot on the island dimone to do for us what we otherwise ought, if we I'll guard yom· charmer ad interim,
hav any regard for either thecet"tainty or the vitalBut write to us often. please 1"
ity of our conVictions, to do with. much greater
labor for ourse1vs.-Mill's'Libe1ty.
I heard no more, so I swam ashore,·
And shivered the long night through,
IN the ordinary theological treatment of it, rea- .Among the rocks 'neath the brazen bellson is alternately patronized and discarded.. Whieh clangs and clasheil above the swellAgainst Romanism and its dogmas and rites, the ,When tempests and'fogs are due.
popular Protestantism uses reason with uncom- And thus I mused as I nursed myself
promising energy, vehemence, and ridiCule, allowAnd shook from my locks tile dew;
ing the claim of no self-styled infallible church, as "Thiil angry parent believes, no doubt,
interpreter of an infallible Bilble. But to free, in- The crabs are picking my eye-balls outqniring criticism, philosophy; and science, this
He thinks I am cold and still.
same Protestantism utters deprecations and warn- Dream on, old rooster; my clothes are wet,
ings againat blind and false and proud and mis- But·l'm not feeding the fish, you bet I
leading human reason, and throws itself back for I'll woo the charmer and win her yet I "
absolute truth on an assumed infalllble book,
so help me Jove, l will I
PlOusA mteJ.llreted by fallible me~.- W. Tennq. , . ,.
-/), S, {.liohard1on 1
'
.

a.

~VHAT

With an Introduotion by R. G. Ingersoll.

OR,

OF course smoking is worse than chewing, for
the old adage says, " Of two evils chw& the least."

rality-Elmina D. Blenker.

NOTHING is true because ' it hath been said;."
nothing is false because it has been denied; "Truth
is so." Goldsmith says, " As ten million circles
will never form a square. so the united voices of
myriads of men will never giv tbe least reality to
what is false." Theodore Parker. thought the stars
might keep their places "however men's heads
run round."--Ckl-istian Reqister.

~RAIN ANO THf Bl~l[

And;

Being- 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety of subjects.
BY D. M. BENNETT.

Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M, D.

This book Is a plain talk about the human system, the

habits of men and womerl', the co.UBes and prevention of
dissa.se, our sexual relations and social natures. It is med·
ica.l common sense applied to <le.ue.es, preyentton, and enre
of chronic diseases, the naturl\1 relatlona of mon and
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Embracing, Influence of Christianity on Civilization; women to each other, eociety, lovu, marriage, parentage
ete. Embelllshed with uwo hundred lllnstmtlons. Prloe
~l:i~~tl~~~~h~f~,~il~';'a~~~~tiX~·~~t~;r.:;l~·:, w~~.~~ $1.50.
Sold l:>y
D. M. BE~NETT,
1
1
~~~rtf~a'l ~~ ~~~:;:,~:S Ji:f~~::,~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~!; a~~~g~i!~~
141 Elllhlb onreet. New YO!'IE
Will the Coming Man Worship Go~? Crimes and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Authorl'y of the Bible; Freethought
Judged by Its Fruits; Our Ideas of God.
300 pages. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.

Paper, 30 cents i cloth, 50 cents.

ESSAYS and LECTURES.

THE

·-------

Gods and Reli~ions of Ancient
and Modern Times.
Glvs a full account·of all the gods the nations of the earth
hav wnrshlped,lucludlng Jeliovah Satan, the Holy Ghost,

BLISS'S

Electro·Magnetic
Planchette.

i~fl~saR~~~t~~~~y~~. ~Wlen~.n~f \~"e !~bjl~·. ~~g1~J~~~~~~~ »eslftf:~~~~fo~~:'!!!Y~~iR:i~eJrJ:.r~~?m··

da1sm, Mohammeda.nlsm, and Christianity. Two:volumes.
1R34 pages .. Bv D. 1\I. Bennett; written In prison. Cloth,
$3per volume, or $5 for the two volumes; leather, $7; mo.

rocco, gilt edges, $8.

After months of careful study and experiment, Mr:..
James A. Bliss, the well~known medium, of Providence~
R. 1. (formerly of Philadelphia, Pa.), has perfected hiS'

WrltlngPlanchette, and although many Improvements haV
been mu.do, the price remains the same as heretofoYP,

Bliss's Elcctro-~lagneHc I•Iuncbette Is ,.
wonderful little Instrument: It will operate In the hand&
of many persons who hav never had tbe least faith In
Spiritual manifestations It has convinced thousands that
It was moved by a power ladependent of hands placed
upon It while exf.erlmentlng It will answe1· either
~r~~\a.;~~:ii"u~rc~tio~:~r~~~~~;~~~~lt"frM!J.You wonSkei>tics are 1~~~~~~!lf~IJi':tted to exper•
The general verdict of the persons that. hav used Bliss's

Pl-.nclJette is, 'Jl'hnt it 'vi.DI '"•·ite 1nessnges

l~~:i·;~I,!:::..~~:!:~Yll ~!:~,~~\C::1n!~~l~':a'f~~~~·

Rententber this J.•iuncltette is not only
the best, but it is the cheaJ>est in the
marl~et.
.
The Planchette, with wheels, pencil, and full directions
amrhl5

~~~l,~et~~cWti'lle~n~~:t~~'6n~y~~~~gh'::al:~~e\~tagl ~~.
e11ta. For 1111e at the olllee e! T11.111 Tllllrll BuKu,

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Entered at the Pos~ce at Nell' York, N.Y•• .,. Second-class Matter.
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~ lJlot~s

BY D.

u. BENNETT.

and fllippit(!JS.

THE Rev. George W. Dunlap, a Western revivalist, has eloped with a fair Kentucky convert.
WENDELL PHILLIPS heads a petition againgt
compulsory vaccination, and so do thirty Boston physicians.
A JHOOTING-G..U.LERY in Denver city has a
:figure of Guiteau for a target, and the business
'O:e the place is " away up."
AT Genoa all dead bodies may now be legally
burned instead of buried. The crematory fur·
naces are in full working order.
IT is estimated that as the result of the persecution of Jews in Russia 100,000 Jewish families hav been reduced to povertv, and property
has been destroyed to the extent of £16,000,000.

___

A. RING has be!m formed in an opposition
colored Ebenezer church at Richmond, Va.,
against the Rev. John Jasper, the author of the
"sun-do-move" theory. Bro. Jasper has taken
up t}:le cudgels, and is on the war-path.
"I DA'B.E Ingersoll," said Talmage last Sunday, "to take his mother's Bible on some 8unday afternoon and go into his room and lock
the door, and kneel down and read the fourteenth chapter of John." Talmage is a great
joker.
THREE men who had committed murder in
cold blood were lyriched by the citizens of Seattle, W. T, a short time ago. The coroner expressed himself as unable to determin by whose
hands the murderers came to their death, but
~i.. S...ilthat '·'-sub~tantial andspe'edy justice '~ had been subserved. ·
THE verdict of a Methodist clerical jury in
the ecclesiastical trial of the Rev. H. 0. Hoffman, of Bloomington, Ill., was reached at two
o'clock in the morning. The defendant asked
leave to lead in prayer, just before the vote
was tabn, and was accorded the privilege,
which he used most fervently.
WILLIAM S. W .A.RD, a St. Louis negro, started
a spirited revival in a negro congregation between his conviction of murder and the hanging. He was not allowed to attend the meetings, of course, but he wrote fervid exhortations, which were read with a " wonderfully
moving effect upon the people."
THE failure of Mr. Thomas Hughes's Rugby
colony is announced by the Rugbean, which
says that the venture was " a ll.asco almost before the echoes OI applause OTer its beginning
had died away." The location of the settlement in the wild mountains of Tennessee was
unfortunate, and the men who joined it were
not of a kind to hew success out of a forest.
"Now, little Marie," said a French lady to
her godchild, as they passed a. confectioner's
shop in which a wealth of sweetmeats was displayed, "shall I giv you Faith, Hope, and
Charity in chocolate·?" Marie reflected for a
moment, and then rose to the occasion :
" Merci, chere rriarraine, but I should like
the twelve apostles, because they will be more
to eat."
FRENOH Protestants are much discomforted
about the approaching suppression of the theological faculties at the University of Paris.
Hitherto their degrees hav had the stamp of the
state equally with those of the Roman Catholic faculties. They agr~e that the latter are
usele8s and should be suppressed, but they wish
to retain state sanction for their own teaching.
Since the timtt of Luther the Protestants hav
not been wanting in cheek.
A.N enterprising burglar caught a-burgling a
few days ago remarked, "Well, God made us
all, some for policemen and some for thieves."
This gentleman has in a few words given an
excellent summary of the only true faith. God
made the shark and the sailor's legs, the lion
and the sheep, the policeman and the thief, and
just :fitted them for each other. A.li his works
do praise him, and even the burglar joins in

the chorus,-Lond<m Fretthinklr.

New York, Saturdav, February 11. 188Q.

A. NoRTH A.DA.M!l clergyman, commenting in
his sermon upon the w&y in which churches
raise money in these degenerate days by means
of festivals, fancy fairs, and the like, made the
remark that in Bible times "Jesus Christ didn't
dish out ice .cream at fifteen cents a plate, and
hav the twelve apostles act as waitera, nor did
St. Paul tend door at ten cents a head." He
might hav added that it is not known that St.
John ever condescended to a grab-bag, and Judas Iscariot was not mean enough to put two
oysters in a stew and sell it for twenty-five eenta •.
THE following charitable sentiment was uttered by Pentecost, the revivalist, la.st week:
"When a man boldly defies God and rejects
Christ, he is 'done for,' and might as well
be left alone. He can't be saved. This attitude damns him. Christ givs him up-why
should his servants quarrel with him before
their people ? Such a course is contrary to the
spirit of the gospel and in defiance of common
sense. I hope I shall never again hear the
name of Ingersoll from a minister's lips.'' The
particular minister from whose lips Mr. Pentecost does not desire to hear again the potent
name of Ingersoll is thought to be Bro. Talmage, of whose popularity Bro. Pentecost is
exceedingly envious.
IN speaking of the attempt now being made
in Connecticut to obtain & repeal of the old
Sunda;¥ laws, the Hartford Time& mays: "The
hour on the great century clock is no longer
what it was in the Puritanic, Quaker-persscuting and witch-hanging days; and our statutebooks should represent that fact.'' The Sunday law in Connecticut is peculiarly behind
the age. Sunday excursions are illegal, and
boats only in defiance of the law could earry
passengers on Sunday to the Niantic Camp.
In closing a long editorial on the " Modificacation of the Sunday Law," the Tilmes says:
"Moreover, there is a larger class than either,
who oppose this intolerant legislation, top and
bottom; and it may be just as well to remember that this latter is the growing class."
ALGERNON SWINBURNE, in a note "On the
Character of Mary Queen of Scots," in the current number of the Fortnightly Review, referring to th11 assertion of l'vir. Fronde that Mary
left the world with a lie on her lips, energetically observes that the Catholic God of her
worship would no more hav been o:t'fended at
this than the god of Dahomey is offended at
human sacrifice. "Witness all the leading
spirits among his servants, in that age if in no
other, from pope to king, and from kin&" to cutthroat; from Gregory XIII. and Sextus V. to
Philip II. and Charles IX., and from Philip II.
and Charles IX. to Saulx-Tavannes and Manrevel. To their God and hers a lie was
h>U"dly less acceptable service than a murder.
Blessed Judas was a servant only less commendable than Saint Cain. Nor, on the whole,
would it appear that the lapse of time has
brought any perceptible improvement to the
moral character of this deity. The coup d'etat
of Aug. 24, 1572, was not an offering of sweeter
savor in his expansiv and insati11ble nostrils
than was the St. Bartholomew of December 2,
1851. From the same chair· the vicar of the
same God bestowed the same approving benediction on Florentine and on Corsican perjurer
and murderer."
HERE are some of the pastoral utterances by
which Barnes, the Kentucky revivalist, expects
to bring the intelligent sheep of the blue-grass
pastures into the fold. The account is given
by a reliable Lonisville pP.per: Wednesday
night Barnes preached on the travels of Paul
and Silas. A.fter introducing his subject, he
took his Bible, held it up to the gp.ze of the audience, turned it inside out, twisted it into all
sorts- of shapes, and after explaining minutely
for five ruiuutes the excellence of the book a.nd
its binding, he said: "That's the kind of Christian I· am-just like the Bible-Levant morocco, silk-sewed, kid-lined, Baxter's best,
bound inflexible. God grant you may all be
found lnJlexiblt.'' Among other notionble

lllfltJIENCE HALL, 141 8th St.,
NEAR BROADWAY.

things he said: "Pray the Lord to limber us
up. Don't be old sti:l'l'eys." " I'm not going
up to let any boarding-house keeper make anything off of me till I get to heaven. Let the
Lord look out for your boarding-houses; he'll
always do it. Just drop; Jesus will catch you.
The people up here in Louisville don't know
the Lord from the devil. They think a good
many things the devil does are done by the
Lord. 0 Lord, you're good; the devil's mean.
I'm taking pot-luck through this wicked world.
But you're good. Praise the Lord! Don't
imitate the fashionables and say, 'How d'ye
do ? ' ' Pretty well, thank you.' Say, ' Pretty
well, praise the Lord.' God took up the world
and shook it like a terrier would shake a rat,
and there was a big earthquake."
A.11 we predicted, the fanatics hav commenced
the work of enforcing the Sunday law in this
city. The war has been carried on f('r some
time in the country towns, and already one life
has been offered up as a sacrifice on this altar
of intolerance. The fight in this city commenced on Tuesday last, when a l!trge number
of citizens engaged in various occupations were
arrested for violating the law. Among the
Jewish-Americans arrested are Adolph Levy
and Charles Myer, boot and sh"e dealers, A.
Roos and H. La.ndo, clothiers, J. and A. D.
Heineman and J. Pausen, cloth1ers, M. A.
Gunst tobacconist. The arrested parties gave
bail. 'The complaining witness is one Marx P.
Schetzel, of No. 100!1 Market st., but of course
he ill only the agent of the aggressiv band of
fanatics lea.gued together for the purpose of enforcing the Christian Sunday on this community. The fight promises to be long and bitter,
but although the Supreme Court has declared
the law constitutional there will be trouble in
enforcing it, owing to the hostility of public
sentiment and the fact that trying too manY
cases would clog the law courts. Now that
the advocates of the obnoxious Sunday law
are determined to enforce it, it is the duty of all
classes of liberal-minded citizens to unite in legally preventing as far as possible undue hardships from being perpetrated upon any special
class. Wholesale arrests, on information given
by the opponents of the law, would, in all probability, be the best means of bringing the Sundav law into even greater contempt than is now
heid for it. Let there be wholesale arrests of
railroad magnates, steamboat men, newspaper
proprietors, hotel-keepers, druggists, wholesale
butcliers, grocerymen, lawyers, who are all
found in their offices "breaking the Sabbath,"
managers of theaters, apd all classes in general,
and then the issue will be brought to a focus.
Stop a.ll business, make Sunday a day on which
the power of th1;1 tyrant of intolerance is felt to
the very marrow, and then this public which
has so long enjoyed social liberty and passed
the Sunday as conscience dictated will find what
it is to groan under the blue laws. We think
that the best way is not to fight this particular
law, but, as we say, actually enforce it-enforce
it so thoroughly that both the law and its advocates will become a stench in the nostrils of the
community. If we are to hav a Christian Sab·
bath let it be a genuin institution, smelling of
brimstone and tasting of gall to the dregs of bitterness. If its enforcement in thb merciless
sense will not wake up the liberty-loving people
of San Francisco and the state to wipe out the
law and cover its fanatical advocates with
odium, then we are mistaken. The Sunday of
the past has been to the masses of San Francisco a day of rejoicing and happiness, a day
on which as free men and free women thBy had
a respite from the grave cares of life and could
say "their souls were their own.'' Thousande
of the working classes sought nature's fields for
rest and recreation; thousands enjoyed themselvs at the theaters and other places of innocent amusement. Stop all this, pen men and
women up as if they were cattle, dictate to them
as if they were slaves and serfs, burden their
lins with peLty tortures, and you enforce the
Puritanical Sunday and the Christian Sabbath.
Enforce it until the public vomits this spawn of
fanatical tury.-~anFrcmcii«J JMil• Tfmfl.

t $S per Ye a r •
5

JHtws of tht iftth.
GuiTE.A.u is to be hanged on June 30th, his
motion for a. new trial having been overruled.
THE attempt to arrest two Mexicans recently
led to the death of four men-including the two
Mexicans.
SLossON, an American, won a billiard match
over Vignaux, the French expert, last week,
for $2,000.
A. RECENT change in the ownership of a Massachusetts railroad resulted in the delivery of a
check for $7,500,000.
THE Rev. F. L. Dapont, of Farmington, Ky.,
attempted ~uicide by taking opium on the .5th
and prus~ic acid on the 6th.
AN immense snow-storm has visited this city
and many Atlantic states, delaying the mails
and impeding travel to a great extent.
NEARLY every inhabitant of one town in Ireland was arrested last week on suspicion of complicity in the murder of a process server.
THE conductor and rear brakeman on the
wrecked at Spuyten Duyvil hav been indicted by the grand jury and held to bail.
tr~tin

CASHIER B.A.LDWIN, defaulter, of the Mechanics' bank of Newark, N.J., was last week sentenced to fifteen years in the state prison.
THE three per cent Funding bill passed the
Senate on the 2d. It is said to deprive banks
of the power to suddenly contract the currency.
A NEW source of danger from fire has been
found in the cables of the electric light· companies, and the running of them over roofs is to
be prohibited.
A. FII:M.A.LE elephant owned by P. T. Barnum
gave birth to a young elephant last week
weighing 145 pounds. Barnum has insured
the baby for $300,000.
THIRTY-TWO men lost their lives by an explosion of gas in the Midlothian coal-mine in Virginia. It will be several days before all the
bodies can be reached.
THERE has been no falling off in the number
of small-pox cases in the state during the past
week. Some towns are deprived of their mail
facilities for fear of spreading the infection.
THE Rev. W. R. Cowl, pastor of a Methodist
church in Sharpsburg, Pa., has resigned that
charge, and, owing to a change of faith, has
taken another in Chicago, of the Unitarian denomination.
THE Miami Indians hav been bought out as
a nation by the United States government for
$221,000, each .Indian getting about $700,
which they are said to hav already spent on a
grand drunk.
THE Annual State Convention of the New
York Woman Suffragists was held in Chickering
Hall in this city last week. Most of the ladies
whoRe names are familiar in woman suffrage
circles were present and a.ddresscd the convention.
A. YouNG clergyman named Glovor, who,
having made a failure at preaching, was employed as brakeman on the railroad, fell from
the Washington express train as it passed
through New Haven on the 2d inst., and was
killed.
A.LL of the bodies hav not yet been recovered
from the ruins of the World building. Three
were taken out on Saturday, and identified as
the remains of the foreman, assistant foreman,
and office boy of the Observer. The Rev. Iremens Prime's library of religious books was entirely destroyed.
THE long-talked-of prize fight between Paddy
Ryan, of Troy, N.Y., and John Sullivan, of
Boston, Mass., took place in Mississippi City,
Miss., on the 7th. It was won by Sullivan in
nine rounds. The fighting is said to hav been
the most terrific ever witnessed. Sullivan wins
$5,000 and the champion11hip of A.merioa.
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rectly written. It was not until they had been parts of" the earth are inoontroverti?Ie :proofs of th,
conquered and subdued bl the natic;ms that. s!l~- gr~at age of_ our g:lo_be. Your smentlfic _men ar1
rounded them that they began to acquire the civth- qtitte correct m demdrng that these deposits are 01
I
zation and spirit Qf progress which other nations pos-; vegetable formation, land that they are the produd
The Book of the Chronicles of the Pilgrims in s.essed in excess ofthem.
.
of an imll).ens.ely fertile growth of plants adapted t<
the Land of Yahweh.-Continued.
15. They were not more moral, they were not more such productiOn, and that those plants could only
peaceful, theyw~re notmore t~!!~hfnl, than the 11:ations have· :flourished in a wa~m~r and more humid atmos.
CHAPTER VII.
which
surrounded them. Tliey possessed as many phere than that now existmg on the earth. And a!
HELCHISEDEC'S THIRD VISIT.
vices as the nations round about, and there was no these coal deposits are found in abundance in manylat
1. And it came to pass when all the camp was reason why they should be ac.cepted, to the exclusion itudes and climes, even within the polar circle-whicl
quiet, when the pilgrims, the men-servants, the of all other people, by any god that ever existed or with the very slow movement of the earth changet
horses, the mules, the asses, and moreover the dog, was ever devised.
.
its poles and its equator:-it. must have required
had betaken themselves to repose, the Venerable
16. It is unwarranted and very unwise to accept some hundreds of thousands of years for the polar
-Visitor of olden time again ·drew rein at the couch for truth an· im:possible assertion, simply because it region t& have occupied the place of the torrid zone.
-of the Scribe, and thUs did salute him:
is old, or to behave the gods spoke it because it has
25. Again, those who have ma.de the races of men
2. Hail, earnest Truth Seeker, I greet thee again come down from ancient times. The gods can do their study find the earlier or prehistoric races were
on this occasion, and fain would give thee renewed precisely as much to-day: as they did thousands of a crude, wild, undeveloped class, who possessed
assurances of my friendly regard. Hast thou aught years ago, and could do precisely as much thousands nothing of the intelligence of the men who have
on· thy mind concerning which thou wouldst like to of years ago as they can do· to-day-and that is peopled the earth for the last few thousand years.
inquire of me to-night? If thou hast aught that is nothing at all. It is. strange thatmen will continue By the crude stone in:wlements, by the fact that
not well settled in thy own understanding, I will to give credence to an old, impossible story, when human bones have been found in caves and un.
cheerfully come to thy aid.
·
' · they would not believe it for a minute if told of der deposits and formations that must have re.
3. Straightway the Scribe made answer in this events that occurred a few months or years ago. quired tens of thousands of years to perfect, and side
wiae: Venerable Friend, again art thou welcome, and What would be impossible four months ago would by side with the bones of animals that passed out of
again would I assure thee that thy visits are most be equally impossible if dated back four thousand existence long prior to what are called historic
agreeable. to me. If I may dictate to .thee what I years ago.
..
times-even more than six thousand years ago; by
would that thou discoursest upon to-night, let it be
17. To begin with the Jewish Bible story, I will these and other proofs that cannot be thrust aside
the story connected with this land of Y ahweb, in take up some of the points 'and give you my views irrevocable proofs are establ~shed than. man .existed,
which theae pilgrims are now sojourning; thou wilt upon them. The story of the Garden of Eden, the on the earth more than ten times as long ago as the
give me joy if thou wilt declare unto thy servant if creation of the wo~ld, the fo~ation of man and Bible writers kn~w anythin_g about, they being wholly
all the record is true that is written of this land; and woman, the temptatiOn and fall, IS only a poem, or unable to explam these thmgs.
if it 10 be that all is not true, wilt thou graciously fable; nor did the same originate with the Hebrews.
26. These truths-and truths they are'-demon. :
point out the true from the false ?
They obtained their ideas of cosmogony, and the strate with unerring certainty that t~e Bi?le story is .i
4. Then mildly answered the Venera-ble· Visitor: story of the Garden of Eden, from the Babylonians, but an idle fable; that, so far from Its being true, it
Know ye, then, that the story connected with the when held by them in captivity, and proofs of this is false in every particular, even though it be the
land of Yahweh does· not differ greatly from the are abundant by the fact that practically the same foundation of the Jewish religion, and of. the Chrisstories of other ancient lands; and it is well at all stories have been found stamped upon earthen tab- tian religion-which is largely an outgrowth of the
times to bear in mind that in the stories of olden lets in the rui:t;ts of Nineveh and Babylon, and which older absurdity.
,
.·
days in all lands the imagination of the writers pad ~ere so inscribed many centuries before the Israel27. As the Bab~lonians in their d_ay knew.nothing
much to do. ·
Ites were taken there.
of the demonstratiOns of modern smence whwh ~ave
5.. In all that men call ancient history but little is
18. The Babylonians' were far more advanced in been brought to light within. the last two centuries, i
truly worthy of the name of history. So much fable literature and civilization than were the Hebrews, and as the Hebrews largely obtained then views l·
wal! mixed up with their facts, and the accounts were and the latter obtained from the Babylonians the from the Babylonians, of course they necessarily re. :.
written so long after the events transpired, that many greater share of the learning they took back with mained in the same dark ignorance.
~
times the story i11 wholly unlike the. real truth. This them to their country. The Babylonians learned
28. These are truths that cannot be averted nor J1
remark applieth not only to one particular country, very little from their captives, but their captives disposed of; they are facts which no Jew nor Chris. !:
· but to all countries the l!ame.
learned very much from them. The greater share tian ~n disprove; and at one fell swoop they brush i.
6.- In ancient days there were very few who were of the Old ~esta,ment was. not wri:t~n till af~er the a.war the entire substructure of J1~daism and Chris. 1.
capable of being historians, neither possessing the return from the, Babylonian captlVIty,.and m that tiamty. ·And I state as another axwm of truth that f:
learning requisite for the undertaking nor the fidel- way can easily be accounted for the introduction of where the foundation of any system is wrong, not 1·
.ity to write nothing but the truth. The utterances the _Babylonian theory of cosmogony, the first pair all·that can subsequently be built upon it, all the rev. ,
of nearly all the ancient writers should be read with of human beings, their temptation and fall.
erence that can be extended to it, all the repetitions I
a great measure of allowance.
19. That this poem-for that is all that it is-is ~hat can be made of the false ~heory; e<>~ ovor m•b 0·
7. I will furthermore state that the writers of untrue there ar. e. most ab:un.. dant proofs.. ~dam and It true for one moment. The B1ble story 1~ a.s~uredly
all nations and aH countries, as well as in all times, Eve were not the .first pair of human bemgs who false. It has not the shadow of truth m lt, and
do what they do by their own knowledge and abili- existed. In a score of countries in different parts of every time it is repeated a lie is surely uttered.
ties, and in no other way do they write. The gods the earth have been found the bones of human These are fables which had their birth in the brains .
have never helped men to write any more than they beings who lived on the, earth fifty thousand, and of igno~ant, imaginative men, and no God had aught f
help them to plow, to plant, and to· reap. Man's even a hundred thousand, years ago. These proofs to do with them.
·
·
·
.
'
work must be done by man alone; the gods never do are found in Asiatic countries, in the countries of Eu29. Another great untruth has a thousand times
-men's wcnk, and it is only idle to claim that they rope-not omitting England and Wales-and even been utter~d in the silly story about Noah and his
·have done so or ever will do so. Writing history is in thy own country, cal~ed the New W?rld, ~hou :lioo~. This f~ble was also borrowed from. the Ba?·
man' I work, not the work of the gods of any people. hast abundance of proofs: that human bemgs hved ylomans, and 1s as false as that, the earth IS but s1x
8. When the claim is set up by any people that there not less than :fifty thousand yeal"S before the thousand years old.
any of the gods wrote any given story or account, do time of Adam. .
30. Many nations, whose knowledge, as well as ,
not forget that the claim is untrue; ;no God hath
20. The same is true of the age of the earth. their fable, was borrowed one from another, had '
written anything of :the kind. Jt is very easy to There is riot~.ing better prove~ than the fact that the ide~s more o~ .less wild and -vagl~e about a flood i
make such a claim, but it is. impossible to make it earth has ex1sted more than stx thousand years. The which once VISited the earth. Thu~ fable was not 1
trUe. Remember it is an axiom of truth that the truth is, it has eXisted many hundreds of thousands general with all nations; some entertained it and ;
goda never do the work of men. Man .must ever do of years. I niys!;llf am unable to·'tell thee how some did not. For instance, the city of T.hebee in 1
·
·. ·
hi1 own work. ·
many hundred thousand or millions of years have Egypt, which was founded. ~eiore. the time set for I
. 9. There ·is a substratum of truth in the stories of rolled by since the earth was separatedofrom the pa- the :flood,_ has no such trad1t10n, and nev.er h~ard of
·nearly all ancient countries, th~ugb all a.bound with rent body, the sun; 'when it took upon Itself a sepa- such a thmg as a general deluge, as described m con·
more or less of fable. The JeWish story IS no excep- rate existence, assuming the spherical form, condens-· nection with Noah.
tion to this rule. Their gods, for they had more ing by parting with its superabundant heat, until it
31. The' Pbcenicians, also a very ancient people,
·than one, wer~ no more able tQ write than 'the gods approached)something like its present size, when its had no such tradition,. and never drea~ed that th~
of other nations; and if it were possible for any of s.?-rface crystallized in the form of rock!!, a .lar~e por- ·earth had been a yAar un?er water, whwh drowne.d
them to write, their staries would be no more reliable t10n fqrmmg also from the clayey deposits m the every man .and every .ammal sa!e · ~oah . an~ h1a
than if men alone had written them.
·
water which surrounded the earth.
family and the menagerie be had with him.· Neither
10. In the Jewish story it is not very difficult to
21. Howbeit it .:must have '·required a hundred have the Chinese, who claim to have reliable reoor~s
point out that which by no possibility can be true. thousand years for the surface 0f the earth to running back for twelve thousand years, any tradl·
It by no means follows that possible narratives are become cool enougl;t to admit of water remaining tion of Noah o~ his :flood. If Noah and h;is God got
al""ays true, but it may be accepted as truth itself upon it i:ri a condense.d or liquid state. One class of up a :flood, it· d1d not reach so fa:r as ~hi~a ~n the
. that impossibilities are never true though they have rocks, by the lapse of ages, became hardened into one hand nor Egypt on the other; or If It did the
been written thousands of years, and have been reit- stone, and are called aqueous rocks; while those people never learned a~ytbing about it.
.
erated thousands of times.
32. But the Babylomans had such a legend, and ~t
termed igneous were thrown up by volcanic action,
: lL All that is supernatural in the Jewish story, as and when cooled off became aolid stone.
bas been found inscribed on their tablets in cunei·
·well as in all other stories, is untrue. Every cl,aim
22. The outer portion Of the earth is made up of form characters, which are thought to have been
of a. miracle having been wrought, of the impossible several strata of aqueous and igneous rocks, which executed not less than four thousand ·years ago.
havmg been performed, of the laws of nature having are found both separately and together, and which There the Jews learned it; and afte_r they retur~e~ to
been superseded, is a false and superficial claim. To have occupied hundreds of thousands of years in their own land it was very easy to mcorporate It mto
this extent, at least, t~e Jewish story is false. Other forming. In those farthest down no trace of animal their writings, and for those who ,came after to
parts may be true (though they are not, as already or vegetable life is found, showing conclusively that believe it waB the work of a God .. When men and
remarked, necessarily so), but miracles are never true. for incomputable ages the earth existed as a sphere, women are ignorant enough they will be f01md capa·
12. In Jewish story, as well as in the stories of other doubtless having the motion)t now has, and without ble of swallowing without a strain or a wry face the
nations, there is a basis of truth. The Jews were a a particle of organized life of any kind upon it.
most utter falsehoods.
Semitic race, and moved into what is called Pales23. In the strata above these the remains and fos33. It would seem that there are so many utter
tine from Arabia and Chaldea more than three thou- sils of a low order of life are fonn.d, and from these, impossibilities in connection with the :flood story
sand years ago.
as we asoend in the scale of time and eiamine the that no sensible person could believ;e it for one
13. They were not very much unlike what thou accumulating strata, tlie remains of quadrupeds and minute. But when it comes to the religious fals~·
sees~ in the Bed?n!ns to-day~ they were wil~, no- mammals are found; and finally man hims~lf comes hoods of the age of three thousand years, there 1S
madw, pastoral, hvmg by their :flocks, and without to view. These strata, the111e fossils,. and these re- nothing too monstrous, nothing too absurd, to be
fixe? habitatio~s, ~nd roving from place to place. mains were not brought into existence, were not ,told, and nothing too ridiculo-qs to be believed; and
Their charaateristiCs, I repeat, have been retained formed within. six days of each other, but millions as the tales have been told over and over, ~here are
. by the Arabs and the Bedouins now living. .·
of yea~s must }lave elapsed between the earlier stage .hundreds of. th?mta~ds of. tolerably well-mformed i
11~ .~heY: had no literatm;~, th~YP()SSessed l?ut lit and. the later.
. . · ,,
. . . ,, ..
.
.peopll'l wh.o readily give. the~r assen~ t? those baseless i
tie OlVlbzationi and had no history that was ever cor- 24; 'l.'he carbOiiifeio., dej>Oiilll of ooal in numero"' .,.allons who wonld not thmk of gmng, them • m•~
1'.
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credence if told at the present time and by with what he had heard-confirmatory as it was of
12. On the western side and at 1.be northern and
whom they know.
the convictions he had already entertained-and to southern ends tbe hills rise more gradually, but they
It ia indeed marvelous to note with what facil- express the hope that the Venerable Friend would are so rocky that in many places a shoat would require
men can belieTe that rain could fall continually not fail to come again. In the morning the Scribe to have a very !!harp nose to be able to introduce it
and night for forty dayl'l, and with such rapidity felt that he had had a refreshing sleep.
between the rocks withal; howbeit an animal of the
to raise the water over the entire earth to the
swine breed has not been known in these partl'l for
· s of the highest mountain!!, making the rain-fall
five hundred years, more or lel'!s.
seven hundred and. tw:enty-tive feet per day, or
CHAPTER VIII.
13. There are, peradventure, ten thousand' acres of
feet per hour, Or lllX Inches per minute. It is FOURTH DAY'S JOURNEY-SEA OF GALILEE REACHED. land, or, more properly L'!peaking, rook!!, which descend
.
how they can per!luade theml'!elvel'! that the
1. And it came to pass on the four and twentieth toward the Sea of Galilee; and of thil'l body not five
atmosph~re could sul'ltain such a volume of water, to day of the month, after the pilgrims had partaken hundred acres can be plowed, or ever were plowed,
say nothmg about where it could all find a place to of the viands which the cunning Ethiopian had pre- so continuou!l are the rocks withal.
,: go after the work of killing was performed,
pared for them, and the men-!lervants of the tribe of
14. Here and there are little nooks and patche!l of
· 35. It is most singular how they can believe it Syria had indulged in their usuai morning quarrel half an acre, an acre, and peradventure five acres,
pol'!sible for a man a.nd hil'! three sons to gather into about the disposal of the luggage, and which part which could be plowed, while the residue could only
one vel'!sel pairs or sevens of all animated creation, each Syrian should perform, tqe pilgrims were L'!eated be cultivated with a sharp-pointed pick, and the hills
with the exception of the fil'!hes, lobl'!ters, crabs, and in their saddles, and each man and woman, and for miles upon miles are naked rock1:1 and nearly as
turtlel'l, which are supposed to have been able to moreover the dog, set their faces toward the Sea of barren of vegetation as a tile roof in the month of
s~and the prolonged freshet, and this from all the Galilee.
.
August.
•
zones and climes on the face of the earth, whim the
2. The captain of the host led the way when
15. When the Scribe did cast his eyes about and
·:- same feat would require hundreds of men to work BridgetJ of the land of Hoosier was not in the lead, saw the utter sterility of the greater share of the
faithfully for a year.
which was mostwise the case. As for the Scribe and country before him, he raised his voice and broke
36. It is astonishing how sensible people can be- his horse Al Borak, neither is ambitious. The one forth in these words:
lieve that the sa.me force of men, beside!! accumu- is willing to bring up the rear and the other does not
16. Know all men by these presents, that were I
lating in one place the millions of quadrupeds, make himself unhappy about it. If, however, a god of unlimited power, and essayed to make a
bipeds, bird!!, reptiles, !lnakes, inl'!ects, including bugs, Al Borak would walk a little faster, the Scribe would world and a country to 11uit myl'lelf, and to be the
beetles, worms, spiders, fleel'!, lice, and thousands of in nowise murmur.
abode of the people I selected from all the nations of
those varietiel'! of animated exil'!tencel'!, could secure
3. About the UL'!ual number of the dusky sons of the earth, and moreover to be the residence of my
the necessary multiform kinds of food needful the desert were met to-day, with the ever-accompany- only well-beloved son, whom I should send here to
to keep that val'!t menagerie alive for thirteen months. ing donkey or came.l and the old flint-lock musket. spend his vacation, and to die withal, to atone for
37. They scarcely L'!top to think that there must Among the Bedouins met this day was one who the sins of wicked men and women who had lived
have been a great diversity of the kinds of food recognized Al Borak, the horse of the Scribe, and out the natures with which I had endowed themrequired, and that much of it could be kept only with straightway did he come toward him as a man ap17. Yes, that this innocent son must die to repair
extreme difficulty. For instance, many of the ani- proaches his friend. When the Scribe perceived the blunders I had made and to enable me to forgive
mals must have fresh meat,. and that every day; that two friends had met, he stopped his beast and the helpless wretches who had lived as I had desome must have fresh fish-salt or stale fish would not remarked to the Bedouin, Thou knowest this horse, signed them to live-then if I could not get up a
a.nswer; some must have fresh leaves, and they must then? When the Bedouin said, Yallah, hallah, better country than this, as my soul liveth, I would
not be allowed to dry up; L'!Ome must have-the bark bellq,llah, or something that sounded like that, and throw up the contract and turn the job over to my
of trees; some mul'!t have L'!eedl'!, and a great variety straightway he came to Al Borak and fell upon his adversary, the devil, and at once start a barber's
would be necel'!L'!a.ry; twme would require roots; some neck, threw his arms around it, and kissed him upon shop with a borrowed razor. (Howbeit Yahweh
would require honey; while many exist on insects the mouth.
says in his book that he did once borrow a razor,
alone, including antl'! for some, bugl'l for many, worms
4. The Scribe was gratified to see such marks of but whether he ever returned it deponent saith not.)
for many, with a great variety of otherforms of food affection on the part of the Bedouin, who was not Witness my hand, De Robigne, the Scribe.
unnecessary to mention.
very old nor exceeding ugly; but he was only sorry
18. Signed, sealed, and delivered in the presence
· 38. It is passing L'!trange how people can believe it to see that Al Borak did not adequately return the of the man of God Getz and the man of God
pos!lible that such a gathering of several millions of caress; in short, he did not seem to be specially moved James, of the land of William penn and the land of
animall'l, little or big, even though they had all the by the touching incident, and, regretful to relate, he Johnbull, aforesaid.
kindl'! of food they required, could for one day, or did not return the kiss. From that hour the Scribe
19. Furthermore did the Scribe say, If this land
even for one hour,'livethul'! L'!hut up in a vel'!L'Iel corked knew that his horse was of the Bedouin stock; but ever flowed with milk and honey, of a truth the cows
and pitched air and water tight, with but a t!ingle he rejoiced not, neither was he abashed, but went on have died off with starvation and the bees have emdoor and a 11ingle window, which Yahweh closed his way.
igrated to some other country.
after they had all got in, to L'!ay nothing of the thir5, As the pilgrims neared the southern end· of the
20. For the midday meal the pilgrims halted at
-_teen- months. which they were obli~ed to L'!pend plain of Huleh, they saw one hundred and forty- an old caravansary of the middle agel'!, called Kahn
together, unfitted al'! they were by their very natures four thousand of ravens or crows (computed), which Yubb Yosef, where a stone house !!till stands, and a
to be thus shut up in the dark without fresh air.
were flying about in a dense body, keeping up well which affords good water. Be it known that
39. It would seem that the believers in the story a continual cawing and croaking, which sound even this is the main camel-road from Egypt and Damasof this big rain should recognize the necessity of worse than Syrian singing; howbeit, Syrian singing cus, and while beforetime it was greatly traveled, it
of Noah and his sonl'! providing for the vegetable as is simply horrible, and the pilgrims hear it continu- is no longer much used with camels bearing rich
well as the animal kingdom. Plants, 11mall or large, ally.
merchandise.
including herbs, shrubl'l, and trees, mul'!t inevitably
6. Some of the pilgrims did greatly marvel at
21. Hard by this place is what is said to be the
die if kept under L'!Uch a volume of water for a year. what so many ravens could mean, and hoped none of veritable pit in which the youthful Joseph was cast
It was just .as necel'!l!ary that they should be taken the hor8es of the host were seriously endangered. by his evilly disposed brothers, who were envious of
into the ark, transplanted into the flower-pots of Then did the Scribe make this remark: Peradvent- him because he could dream more than they, and
graded size•, 88 it wal'! to take the animals.
·
ure those sable birds are holding their fall elections. also because his father furnished him with a fancy
40. The very fact that the vegetable kingdom wa!l Be it known, moreover, that the raven!! of the Land coat of manv colors.
not destroyed despite the flood, prove!! t~at the ani- Iof Yahweh, who fed Elijah when he led off in the
22. When the father sent him to see what had bemal kingdom could have withl'!tood the watery ordeal' Dr. Tanner business; are somewhat larger than the come of the other eleven of his sons, they saw him
nearly al'! well.
Icrows in the land of Unclesam, and they have a approaching and said among themselves: Here com41. In short, the whole story i!l too absurd, too coareer voice withal; nor are their notes as beautiful eth that dreamer: let us kill him and put him out of
silly, for L'!ensible people to give their attention to, or! as the nightingale, which one gladly sits up all night the way so that he will trouble Uil no more.
serioul'!ly entertain .for one moment. The que!ltion to listen to.
23. But the elder son Reuben possessed more
then inevitably ari!!es, IL'! the L'!tory the truth or is it a
7. As the pilgrims ascended the hill, at the termi- kindness of heart than the others, and he persuaded
1
fall'!ehood? I proclaim, with the utmost emphasis,· nation of the plain of Huleh, and passed over the the boys not to kill the lad, but to cast him into this
that it il'! fall'!ehood, and nothing but falsehood; and, interminable rooks which no man is able to number, deep pit, whence he could in nowise escape. The
t? say that the cause of truth and virtue requires the ·1o and behold, when they lifted their eyes, did the good-hearted Reuben doubtlel'!s intended to release
belie"Ving of such L'!illy tales is as false aa the story famous Sea of Galilee heave in sight. Then did the lad in due time, and let him return to gladden
it!lelf. There is no virtue in belie"Ving fall'!ehobd • the heart of every pilgrim rejoice, and mentally did the hea-rt of the aged parent at home; but the other
under any oircuml'!tances.
i he exclaim, Glory to God in the highest; mine eye boys with evil hearts did sell the !!tripling to some
42. It is L'!Uch idle tales as this that make the' hath now seen this great little body of water, and Ishmaelites who were journeying to Egypt, where he
Jewish and the Chri!ltian religion nothing less than now can I depart in peace. Selah.
became a great man, even greater than the king .
24. The wicked sons, however, took off the lad's
. contemptible. When any aystem of religion has to j 8. Be it known that this Sea of Galilee is the most
depend upon a masl'! of !luch foolieh and senseles!l diminutive body of water in the world that is coat of many colors, and dipping it in blood, took it
tales as thi11, it is time for men and women of good Icalled a sea, over which so much has been said, to the father and wickedly made him believe that
sense to discard it utterly. It ia enough to condemn, and about which such a great fuss has been made. wild beasts had torn and devoured the old man's
any syl'!tem of faith that in it is incorporated one. Some little sheets of water called panels, in the land favorite. Altogether it is a nice little Sunday-school
such grol'!s falsehood as the story of Noah and his of U nclesam, look nearly as large as does this famous story, but let us not pursue it further at this time.
f
ISea of Galilee, otherwise the Lake of Tiberias, or 25. When it is remembered that the Scribe hath
flood.
43. Of a truth more liel'! have been told in the· the Lake of Genesareth. The Scribe was reminded seen the pit into which poor little Joseph was cast,
0:1UL'Ie of gods and religions than in all other causes in by it of the little body ef water by the side of which it is hoped .the reader will be duly appalled at the inthe world; and in this rel'!pect no L'!ysteml'! have gone he was born-to wit, Otsego Lake, in the land of the telligence; but there is one little drawback which parfarther than Judail'!m and Christianity. Though they Mohawks. The Sea of Galilee is a trifle the larger, tially spoils the felicity and the happiness of this
have L'ltood for thousands of yearl'!, they are based but Otsego Lake is a thousand times the prettier, occasion; a few miles away there is another veritable
upon fall'!ehood, and del'!erve the honest and hearty including the surroundings.
pit in-:.o which the veritable Joseph was cal'!t, and
execration of mankind.
I 9. The Sea of Galilee was still some miles away from which the veritable big brothers sold him
· 44. Falsehood l!hould alwayl'! be despised, under when the eyes of the pilgrims first beheld it, and for into- Egypt. The poor Scribe was so perplexed
whatever garb it L'!eekl'! to l!helter itself, but mm'!t of an hour and a half did they ride over a continual to decide which of the two was the simon-pure
all when it clothel'! it!lelf in the habiliment!! of relig-' mass of rocks that were enough to make the heart of pit which the lad was cast into, that, sad to relate,
ion and virtue. Let me advise thee to beware of the traveler grow weary and faint.
he came near doubting whether he wal'l thrown into
religious fall'!ehood, and I &L'!k thee to extend the ad- , . 10. Many of these rocks are honeycombed with an either pit. But the happy reader, having paid his
vice to thy numerou!l readers.
exceeding great honeycombedness, even like un'to money, il'! at liberty to take hil'! choice .
. 45. But I will now take my departure; to-morrow' the L'!kulls of camels and horsel'! and asses and oxen
26. Mter the meal was dispatched the Scribe
mght I will call upon thee again, when, if thou scattered all over the face of the earth round about. walked forth to the small plain hard by and gathohoowt, thil'! subject shall be rene~ed. Good-night;
11. On the ea!ltern side ?f the Sea of Galilee ~re ered seeds of what the captain of the host says are
may
!!leep be sweet and refreshmg.
·the abrupt and barren hills of Bal'!han, on wh10h Lilies of the Valley: al11o of the squill plant now
~·'1 he Scribe barely had time, as the shadow was nothing can grow or ever did grow. These same shooting up in luxuriance, and which looketh a little
,pass . . ~mtthe t~nt door, to return his good-night, to hills, howbeit, do not belong to the Land of Yah- like tulips in the spring, but very much more stocky.
:;_.,.
1m for h1s visit, to express his satisfaotion weh.
The same is a pretty plant, and also possesses muoh
1
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utility. It grows abundantlyin these parts, having to be his sister for gain,.or supposed prudence, even naan. Now, as the statement is made that Moses ti~
roots like unto large onions.
after she had become nearly a hundred years )f age; got very old and died before the children of Israel ··27. Anise likewise grows wild here in great a bun3. It matters little whether he slept.with his hand- reached the borders of the land of Canaan, he cer..
dance, and is a neat, clean-looking plant from six to maids as wives; it matters little now whether he at- tainly could not write what they did after he was:·
twelve feet in hight. The seeds have been mostly tempted to offer up his young son Isaac as a sacrifice dead and buried. The blindest devotee should be r
gathered, or they have fallen to the earth.
to his god Yahweh; it matters little whether he took able to see that.
.
~--·
28. The Scribe did also gather seeds of the olean- six fresh wives after he became one hundred and
16. In Deuteronomy iii, 11, is this languag.e': For f'
der, which grows plentifully in this locality, and is twenty-five years old and rai~ed a good-sized family; only Og, king of Bashan, remained of the remnant}.
even yet in blossom. To those friends who will and even though these things were not so, it would of giants; behold, his bedstead was a bedstead, of i
write a nice letter to the Scribe, directed to Yoko- scarcely be worth the while to correct the state- iron; is it not in Rabbath of the children of Am.
. homa, Japan, care of the Oriental Banking Corpora- ments; but there are portions of the narrative which m~n? Nine cubits was the lePgth thereof, and four
tion, he will be pleased to mail some of each of these I will take the trouble to point out.
cubits the breadth of it, after the cubit of a man. ,
seeds. He will also remark that tens of thousands
4. The parts representing that Abraham held con- To say nothing of the positive falsehood that a man
of pink and white crocuses of small size are now versation with Yo.hweh face to face, or in any other ever lived who required a bedstead eighteen feet 1
springing up in abundance, presenting their beauti- way, and that they entered into a eon tract and made long and eight feet wide, it is only necessary to note'·
ful, modest, little blossoms.
bargains upon any subject whatever, is entirely false. the impossibility of Moses having been the writer of' ,
29. A short afternoon's ride brought the pilgrims No man held any conversation with any god at any this statement, for in his day nothing was known of·
to Kahn Minyeh, close by the side of the Lake of time or in any country. Such tales are just as true the Israelites of Rabbath, for it was not taken till
Galilee, and where a gushing spring springs up from of Jupiter or Odin as they are of Yahweh or Brah- David's time, when his general Joab, as stated in
the earth. Here we found the white tents w·ere ma, and it is the extreme of silliness to relate them 2 Samuel xii, 26, fought against Rabbath of the chil.
already pitched, and thtJ pilgrims gladly alighted.
for the purpose of inducing men to believe tkem, and dren of Ammon, and took the royal city. The most
30. The pilgrims were now on very historical it is worse than silliness for people who pretend to superficial should be able to see that Moses could ,
ground, if the gospel story can be considered his tor- have good sense to spend their time over such frivo- not have written anything about Rabbath of Ammon,
ical. Here, where stands the camp, is said to be the lous falsehoods.
and it could not have been written till at least four
site of Capernaum, and hard by is the land of Ge5. No God who has ever been devised has ever hundred years after Moses was dead.
·
nesareth, so often mentioned. Here also, about this spoken awordeitherto man orto another god. They
17. In Deuteronomy ii, is this: The Horims also
little lake, Jesus is said to have spent a considerable are dumb as the grave; and every time it is said dwelt in Seir•beforetime; but the children of .Esau
share of his ministry; here he chose Peter and John in any book, or by ~my person, that the gods or any succeeded them, when they had destroyed them, and
and James to be his disciples, and here he performed ·god have spoken, a falsehood of the deepest dye is dwelt in their stead; as Israel did unto the land of
several miracles. Howbeit, there is another site, for told.
his possession which the Lord gave unto them. This,
6. It would possibly answer for man in his child- of course, ref-ers to events after the Israelites had
Capernaum, and the Scribe was again thrown into
the same perplexity as to which is the true one.
hood age to amuse himself in relating tmch stories, possession of the land of Canaan, and clearly could ,
31. The day was still warm, and the Scribe re- to see if he could induce other childish men and not han been written by Moses, who died before the .·
solved that he would have a bath in the great Sea of women to believe him, but it is very poor business, land was so possessed. To believe that Moses was i
Galilee, and he went apart along the coast and took in this advanced age of the human race, for men to able to write out the history of what occurred hun- :.
a fine wash. The shore is lined with stones pretty occupy themselves in this sort of exercise.
dreds of years after his death, is what, has to be •
well worn, though they still cut the feet not a little.
7. It may be pardonable for insane people and done to accept him as the author of the-Pentateuch. :.
He waded into the water on which Jesus is said to those of very weak, unbalanced minds to give them18. In Deuteronomy xxiv, 14, is this: Thou shalt ·
have walked, and in which Peter would have sunk selves up somewhat to vagaries of this kind, even to not oppress a hired servant that is poor and needy,
had not the Master saved him; yes, here did the the extent that Yahweh has commanded them to whether he be of thy brethren, or of the strangers ·
Scribe,lie down and let the incoming waves (for the take the life of a dear little child, but it is the hight that are in thy land within thy gates. The same rewind from the east was blowing briskly) of the Sea of culpable absurdity for people of sound mind to marks are applicable to this; the passage was writ- .
of Galilee pass over his prostrate form. 'fhe water delude themselves in that way.
.
ten after the Israelites had a land to possess-after i
was so warm as to be agreeable, and he gr(latly en8. As a matter of fact, I will state that the story they needed to employ laborers-and could not therejoyed the bath withal; and straightway all the pil- of Abraham is mythical; there .was never such a fore have been written by Moses.
grims did likewise bathe in the same sacred waters. person who was the father of the Jewish race. The
19. In the same book, chapter iii, 14, is this: Jair, ;,.
32. The extreme length of the lake is twelve sto;ry of him was not written for many hundred the son of Manasseh, took all that country of Argob,
miles, and this is measuring from the longest points. years aft~r the time assigned to him, and the per- unto the coasts of Geshuri and Maachathi, and called
The greatest width is six miles, and in some places son who wrote it did not know whether there was them after his· own name, Bashan-havoth-jair, unto
not more than half that distance, and the waters such a man or not. He was practically a borrowed this day. This wal! written as hiitorical, and after
near the shore are decidedly shallow. · This indeed idea, taken from Brahma, of India; the name is the events had transpired, and not as prophetical, beseems like a small body of water to call a sea, and nearly the same, an A being prefixed to the begin- fore they occurred, and hence Moses could not have
ning and two letters transposed. ·
been the writer. The expression, Unto ,this day,
fo'r 1hips to be floating upon.
· 33. The Scribe wondered in his heart what kind
9. Brahma was the father of the gods of the Hin- shows that the writing was not done till a long time
of ships they could have been, where the timber was· doos, and consequently of the faithful of that land. after-probably hundreds of years.
obtained to build them, and how much business As Abraham was a copy, he was also the father of
20. Leviticus xviii, 24, 28, reads in this way: Dethey could have found carrying freight the enor- the faithful of Jewry. Sarai was also a change of file not yourselves in any of these things . .
mous distance of eight or ten miles. In view of all the name of Saravasti, the prominent goddess of that the land vomit not you out also as it vomited
·
forth the nations which were before you. Can any
this, the· Scribe did speak in this wise: Of a truth the Hindoos.
this country has been vastly overrated. If this little
10. The book of Genesis, in which the story of sensible person believe this was written before the
pond is a sea, then a ship should not be much larger Abraham appears, is pretended to have been written Israelites reached the land of Canaan?
than a wash-tub; and if all the events named in the by Moses, together with the four books that follow
21. In Genesis xi, 15, is this, For I was stolen out
story were in proportion, the whole thing must truly called the Pentateuch; but a more false statement of the land of the Hebrews. The same remarks
have been a small-potato affair.
could not be made. Moses never wrote a word of also apply to this. It was WI'itten after the Hebrews '
34. The river Jordan, a turbulent; muddy stream, them, nor were they written in the time when Moses had a land, and could not have been done by Moses.
enters the lake through something like a gorge at was said to have lived. A candid examination will It is preposterous to think that he wrote about what
the northeastern extremity, and passes out again at convince any reasonable person that this assertion is was stolen out of the land that was not acquired
the southern end of the lake, a clear and passive true.
until after his death.
stream, and tl!J.ence flows through the valley of the
11. In the first place, in those books are recorded
22. Genesis xxiii, 2, reads thus: And Sarah died in '
Jordan to the Dead Sea, sixty miles or more to the the death and burial of Moses; he certainly could Kirjath-arba, the same is Hebron in the land of
not have written that; if he did, he was wholly Canaan. The name Hebron was not given to that '
south.
35. It is a fact worthy of note that the Sea of Wllike all other persons who have ever lived. And the place till after the country was occupied by the IsraelGalilee and tht~ Jordan are nearly seven hundred expression, in speaking of his grave, No man know- ites. Moses never wrote that name.
feet lower than the MediteiTanean; so that if a eth of his sepulcher till this day, clearly implies
23. Genesi~ mv, 19, reads thus: And Rachel
canal, as has been talked of, should be cut through, that the account was not written till a long time sub- died and was buried in the way to Ephrath, which
all this Jordan valley would be deeply submerged, sequen~ to the event; under any other condition the is Bethlehem. The twenty-seventh verse reads:
but same of the surrounding country would doubt- expression would be an absurd one.
And Jacob came unto the city of Arbah, which is
less be improved.
·
12. Again, in speaking of Moses, it says in one of Hebron. As the names Bethlehem and Hebron were
36. El Ghuweir, or the Little Ghor. is the ancient the books of the Pentateuch, There arose not a not in existence until after the Israelites occupied
land of Genesareth. The meaning is ~upposed to be prophet since in Israel like unto Moses. A sensible the land, the passages using those names could not
either Valley of the Flowers, or Gardens of the person can hardly believe that a man would speak in have been written by Moses.
Prince. It is nearly three miles long, and in its that way of himself, even if the form of the expres24. The allusion made to the city of Dan in Gengreatest .breadth nearly a mile, capable of making sion did not unmistakably convey the idea that the esis xiv, 14, proves conclusively that the book could
four or five good farms. This lies along by the narration was written long subsequent to the event. not have b,een written by Moses, for there was no
side of the lake, and a considerable portion of it is If a man should write thus of himself, he would be Dan until after the Israelites entered the land of
not so stony but that it can be plowed. It. now a person unfit to be believed.
Canaan and took the place where the city of Dan was
13. T,he passage in Genesis xxxvi, 31, And these afterward located. Men tre not apt to write about .
grows principally thistles, squills, oleanders, and a
shrub that hears some resemblance to the willow. are the 'kings that reigned in the land of Edom, be- .cities, or even to mention these names, when they
This is nearly all the good land there is near the fore there reigned any king over the children of are not in existence. If they should do such things
Sea of Galilee.
Isra;el, clearly shows that that book was not written they would thereby prove themselves utterly un·
37. This was a short day's ride, not over half a until kings had reigned in Israel, which would bring truthful.
score and five miles.,
the time down nearly a thousand years. It can
25. In Exodus xxxviii, 8, looking-glasses are
hardly be conceived possible that any person would spoken of. As looking-glasses were unknown until
mention the kings of Israel before there had been hundreds of years after Moses was no more, he could
CHAPTER IX.
any to mention.
hardly have writte:Q. about them. I have mentioned
14. The expression again in Numbers xii, 3,Now but a part of the passages of this kind that might be
MELCHISEDEC'S FOURTH VISIT.
this man Moses was very meek, above all the men cited (and these have been alluded to by others), but
1. And it came to pass, about the usual hour, on '!hich were on the face of the earth, could. not pos- I have introduced enough to show conclusively that
the fourth night, that the Venerable Visitor made s1bly have been written by the man himself, unless Moses did not write the books of the Pentateuch, and
his appearance, and said, Unless you have other ~e was the veriest braggart and boaster that ever that there is not the slightest probability that t~ey !
wishes, we will continue the conversation where we hved. A man who could speak of himself in that were written' for several hundred years after the time ;
left it at our last interview. To this the Scribe manner would be incapable of writing a truth.ful when Moses is claimed to h_ave ~iv~d, and m_ore than
assented.
account of anything._
.
a thousand years after th~ time assigned ~'{>, Abra·
2. It matters very little, so far as the story of the
~5. In Exodus x~, ·35, It reads thus: And th_e ham.
.
. , thel .f ~
Hebrews is conce~ed, whether there was such .a children of Israel did eat manna forty years, until
26. Just consider for a moment the Igno tinforme,._.~
ma.n as Abra?am IS represented to be, or not,_· .It they came to a land inhabited· they did eat maim_a the. progenitors of the Je.ws thirty-five h.uL, b. les ;l·t.
.~tters very little whether he represented his wife until they ~came to_ the borde;s -of the land 0~ Ca- four thou1and years ago, when it is aaifl {;ma!eJllO· ,1'
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..... ~bmham lived-not one man in a thousand could impossible events which were said to have transpired ness to do his fasting in no man knoweth. Which
ttritl;l, a.nd no history of those times wa~ written. in the two years (for there are thirty-eight of the hill round about was called an exceeding high
>j &'early fifteen hundred· years ·after the time when forty years concerning which there is no account mountain which the devil took Jesus to, and from
· Abraham is said to have lived and to have entered given) is all mythical, all romance, all false. Not a which he'was able to see all the kingdoms of the
earth; the Scribe is unable to state.
into a contract with Yahweh about a quantity of word of it is true.
11. The highest mountain anywhere about is Her:.,,reaLestate here in Syria, a desire was felt by '(ertain · 34. The prolonged details about Moses having
8\mbitious people to get up a sort of national history, interviews with Yahweh; about the terrible fireworks mon, and that is differently described as being ten
d·.the job was attempted by persons who knew oil Mount Sinai; about the engraving of the tables of and twelve thousand feet above the sea. On clear
, $.ing of who had lived fifteen hundred years pre- stone; about Moses obtaining a view of Yahweh's days from the top of it one can see seventy-fi"!e
. · ous, or of the events that bad occurred so long be- back parts, are all romance, all positively untrue. As miles, or possibly a hundred; but that view takes m
: ·.ire. It is, perhaps, hardly strange, then, that in I have said before, no god has ever held conversa- but very few of the kingdoms. of the earth, and
at was written the imagination and invention of tion with man, and no man has ever held a personal leaves out all the important ones. The Scribe fears
t :e writers were brought into exercise much as is the interview with a god. Whenever a statement has been that statement is not strictly correct.
12. Josephus tells about fighting in a naval and
c,~ with our romance writers of the present day; made that gods and men have talked together, and
a. :.d, as I have said before, ancient romances are no that men have seen the gods and heard them speak, land battle near the upper end of Lake Genesareth,
't · : er than modern ones.
a falsehood has been uttered. No matter how plau- or the Sea of Galilee, in which he had the misfor· . 27. As, then, Abraham was only a myth, and had sible the story; no matter how much poetry is woven tune to be thrown from his horse and receive a
n& real existence, the same is true of Isaac and Jacob; into the tale; no matter how much sanctity is wravped wound which caused his defeat. But Josephus
tli:iy are also mythical characters. No such persons around it, it is all a lie; and, as I said, religious lies never heard of the marvelous works which Jesus
performed hereabouts. It does not look now herea~r descr~ bed in the Jewish scriptures under those are the worst of all.
35. I have, however, said enough for this time. I abouts as though twenty men could be raised to fight
n.a~es ever lived_. Even if it _is admitted for a moment
th~·'t those men hved, the wnters of the books named shall have more to say to thee on the occasion of any kind·of a battle. There are no more ships, and
ha no possible means of knowing anything about future visits, and do not wish to weary thee or thy very few men.
13. It was the will of the pilgrims to take a ride
· th. ,m, save what might possibly be handed down by readers too much at a time. I will now leave thee to
upon the Sea of Galilee, but the wind had blown
thy
reflections
and
to
sweet
repose.
Good-night.
.
tr·,··.~·····. iti.on, a~d all ~ust see how utterly unreliable that 36. The Scribe reverently bade the Venerable Vis- from the east so briskly that the owner of the single
w;o ld he With an Ignorant and barbaromJ people 3-fter
a, ,.riod of fifteen hundred years had elapsed.
itor good-night, with thanks; and his sleep that night old boat on the lake deemed it. unsafe to venture out,
.. · 8, If Jacob did not exist, neither did his sons; was so sweet that in the morning he could hardly especially as there is no one here now who can quiet
the tempest and still the waves. So the boat ride
1i.h~ were simply a creation to take the place of, or realize that he had had a visitor at all.
had to be abandont:\d, and the pilgrims mourned
to~· present, the twelve signs of the zodiac, which
ha . an impertant place in nearly all the religious
CHAPTER X.
greatly.
14. The ground was retraced to the place of campI!YS ems older than that of the Jews. The !!ODS Of FIFTH DAY'S O
SAIDA CHORAZ1N MAG
JaC1~b were simply a borrowed idea from other and
J URNEY.-BETH
'
•
- ing, and the pilgrims continued their j0urney through
· '1.
T his
· assertion may not be
DALA, AND TIBERIAS.
Genesareth to Magdala, where they stopped to lunch.
mo{~.· mte1 1gent nations.
· cre<Vted by many. who all their lives have given
1. And it came to pass on the morning of th6
15. This is the spot celebrated as the birthplace of
cre~d'ence to these old myths referred to, but it is nev- twenty-fifth day of the m<mth, when the savory Mary Magdalene, a young woman who was unwise
ertfteless strictly true.
viands of the Ethiopian had been judiciously dis- in her love affairs, and did not succeed in building
~- I mnst also spoil another pretty tale, or rather posed of, and all the pilgrims were seated in their up a first-class reputation. Many since have done
a~eries of them .. The story in the Bible about saddles, that the captain of the host led them up the similarly, and not a, hun~redth part so much said
s~v .rrty of the descendants going into Egypt and re- shores of the Sea of Galilee to the sites of the towns about it. The very spot is pointed out where the
ma: ning there some two hundred and fifteen years, of Bethsaida and 0qorazin, tlO noted in gospel story. house stood in which she was born, but one spot
in 't:}lich time, thqugh under severe oppression, they
2. But it must be confepsed that there is here answers just as well as another. M:uy has done
ha~1ncreasE)d to be three millions of people (which again more uncertainty as 6 the localities, for two nothing amiss for eighteen hundred and fifty years.
n~ber they must have reached to turn out six hun- or more sites are claimed i'.'for each town; but the Let her be remembered kindly.
~;;.c,,..<J
.,.·-all:ed thousand men able. to bear arms and go into glorious privilege of taking choice still remains.
16. Directly on the opposite side of the lake are
b~ttle) is wholly mythical. No such event ever oo- Peradventure it does not make a world of difference t.he ruins of Gergesa, or the country of the Gergesenes,
<l~Fred. It is only a part of the romance. which the if we do not get all the places rightly located; so if where Jesus is said to have cast a lot of devils out of
Je~ish writers were so ingenious as to devise.
we take the country all in, the main thing is accom- two wild men who lived among the tombs, and which
he gave permission to enter some two thousand swine
ap. It has been correctly stated that the Egyptians plished. 1
wer~. a people who made record in their rock tern3. At the upper town we saw the remains of what that were feeding hard by, and who thereupon
ple!!,~on their monuments, and on papyrus, of all the is called an old synagogue; but as there were images rushed headlong down a steep place into the sea and
•. n.ot~le events which occurred in their country, even and figures carved upon the stone, the Scribe thought were drowned.
·
,_ "~<t~~-products of their farms, and their poultry- it more likely to be the ruins of a temple under Ro17. It, never has been satisfactorily explained
yardj. This being the case, to conceive that a man auspices, as the Jewish law prohibits any kind whether there were two thousand devils in these two
peo~ should dwell in their country over .two of representations being cut in stone. Howbeit the unfortunate men, or whether one devil was able to
huied years, in which time they reached the blocks of cut stones are now lying around in con- get into two thousand hogs at the same time, but it
nu • er of Jilome three Il:l.illlons; that when they siderable numbers.
seems they were drowned all the same.
deci~ed to depart f!·om the country and the Egyptian
4. Hard by the ruins a family of Bedouins reside
18. To the Scribe the affair has seemed as not only
kin:~· ''saw .fit to detain them, tf!e most unheard- in their tent, and the pilgrims walked down to see a hoggish trick, but as an unfair transaction; if the
of c amities fell upon the country, among which was the women making and baking bread. One was owner of the hogs was ever paid the value of the
the ~rning of the river Nile and all the rest of the mixing the dough in a large copper pan, and another pork no record was made of it, and the inference is
wat~ 'in the country into blood; frogs overnmning was rolling it out in very thin slices and sprllading that not a_cent was handed over, inasmuch as Jesus
the ?~untry in such a terrible manner as to get into the same upon convex sheet-iron, under which a was requested to leave those coasts. It is not singuthe ~chenil, the kneading-troughs, and everywhere slight fire was kindled. The dough is rolled so thin lar that such a desire was felt.
else;.,t.tightning and hail killing all vegetation and that a small fire suffices to do the baking. Two or
19. There are, however, a few discrepancies about
nearly all animal life, and this in a country where it three stone huts and a tent or two are all that are this devil and hog story a little difficult to reconcile
rarelf ever lightens and where hail never falls; left.
with an infallible account. Matthew says there were
locust~ in immense swarms eating up all the ,regeta5. The females, as do nearly all the Beiiouin two of the men who had all those devils in them,
tion ~fter the hail and fire had killed it; a perfect women, have their lower lips, their faces, and their while Luke insists that one only contained them.
ava.hi~che of lice; a most des~ructive murrain among hands, tattooed, or stained with some dye that makes Matthew says the affair happened in the land of the
th~ .~ttle, which killed them all; the first-born of their uncomeliness much increased, until it seemeth Gergesenes, while Luke and John say it was the land
all t]:@ familie~ of the land, from the king down to strange that any man could fall in love with them of the Gadarenes, a different place; and, what makes
the ~mblest, killed in one.night; and, finally, that withal.
it worse, no tombs have been found at either place
wheU.Jj;hree millions of servile people really left, the
6. As remarked, this is the locality, here about which the men with devils in them could have made
Red~a opened and let them pass through on dry this lake, where Jesus is said to have performed their stopping-place.
and s.~lid ground; and when the king of Egypt 11nd many of hili mighty works. He is said to have pro20. With equal differences, Dr. Thomson points
aU hi~ hosts, with horses and chariots (the horses nounced woes upon those towns around the lake, out Gergesa as the steep place where the l!lwine ran
had, J:lo1fever, been killed from one to three timel!l saying it would be better for Tyre and Sidon in the down into the sea, because there is no other place
befo($, rushed in after· the escaping people, the day of judgment, where such works had not been that answers the description; while the Bible dictionwatet~ closed back upon them and dwwned them performed.
ary states that the place was a town in Moab called
every<<t>ne-to suppose- all this could occur and the
7. It was in these waters that the remarkable haul Gadara, now Um Keis, some distance away, where
intellf~nt and learned people of Egypt have no of fish was made. It was here that Peter was the swine would be under the necessity of taking a
kind ft. record of it, and say nothing about it directed by Jesus to catch a fish out of whose mouth hard gallop of two, hours to reach the sea. They
in the~ history, is to suppose the most egregious a coin was taken with which to pay the tax. In fact, must have had a large quantity of devil in them to
monstr,~sity true that ever was imagined. No such the pilgrims were shown one of the same kind of cause them to do that. The Scribe does not underevent e;rer took place; it is all a romanee.
fish, and the Christians at Tiberias keep small ones take to settle the disagreement between the evangel. , 31. I:restate it, the Hebrews never lived in Egypt; of the same kind for sale. Of course they are holy. ists and the good men who undertake to tell what
,they nerer made brick there; the plagues of Egypt
8. It is claimed that it was near this la_ke that the they meant. Should he attempt to settle all these
never took place; that vast army of men, women, famous Sermon on the Mount was dehvered, and disagreements he would have more to do than he
, and cht'dren never got out of Egypt in one night; that near it the :five thousand were fed with the five could attend to.
the Re~ Sea never parted its water in the manner loaves and two fishes. Truly there are mounts
[TO BE CONTINUED.)
desorib~; the king of Egypt and all his army were enough hereabouts on which many sermons might
not droy;ned. All, all is a fiction.
be preached, but it would now be a very difficult
Prof. Huggins's Prayer.
1• 32. Tli:;l remarkably meek man Moses is also a feat to perform, to feed five thousand hungry Syrians
To ·THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, t)ir :
:myth. Uis not true that he was adopted by a daugh- and Bedouins with five loaves and two small fishes, Since we hav a revised decalog, it would be proper,·
ter of tte king of Egypt after being :fished out of and it could be done now as easi~y as ever_ it C<?uld. no doubt, to present to the Liberal public a revised
·tne wata,:. Moses, the lawgiver, was merely a copy
9. From what was called ·a: ship Jesus IS said to "Lord's prayer." I offer the following as a substigotten U:~after the pattern of Menu, the lawgiver of have delivered to a large audience en the shore ·one tute, hoping it will meet the approval of your many
India; 1\fpnes, the lawgiver of Egypt; and Minos; of his memorable discourses. Verily the ship must readers.
L. E. H.
the law-gver of Greece. These were all believed in have been smaller than those which traverse the AtTHE J,ORD S PRAYER REVISED.
and had 8 reputation long before the story of Moses lautic, or he must have spoken with a very loud
Our mother and f>1ther who are everywhere! We strive to
was wri~· n.
·
voice to be heard, for the waters are so shallow a
thee. Thy kingdom is universal, thy will is ever
~3.
story of the children 'of Israel roaming long W3Y f~o~ shore that a b?at of much size could comprehend
done throughout space. We desire to work for our daily bread.
~ ~·"~ '1.6
s through the desert between Egypt and net come Withm a furlong of It.
. We want to pay our debts, and desire our debtors to pay us.
i
: f Canaan in accomplishing a journey which 10. It was in this neighborhood that Jesus is said Tham leadest none into temptation, and did we but comprehen l
It
e been performed in a few days, and their to ~ave performed the Dr. Tanner feat of going forty thee, we could avoid evil. We strive for the beautiful, the
f: '
. ':f1. on manna all that time, with all the other da.js without eating, but where he found the wilder- true, the just, evermore. Amen.
\
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With reference to the report of the committee
Cheering.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Those the House of Commons in 1871, it will be found
'Liberals who form their opinions of Spiritualism: reference to Hansard'• report& that .auch
.,
The Wonderful Advantages of Soft Money. mainly from the scurrility of.the ilecuJar press ha v but was granted only after the expresled intimation that
. h k
1d
f h
I
f h' k no doubt aa 'to the value and importance of vacoinaTo THE EDITOR .OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: as1tg t now
panes
.
. te geb o w atHvarious
·
If ob t m - twn
cqu ld poss1"bly b fl awak ene d t h e_re b y, and conse-,,
I hav been very much interested of late in the finan- ers t h· e su bfJec· em, races.
avmg
myse
een an
vis
1·
h
f
d quently. such members as were con11dered aafe wer.JI .
.
d to aerve t h ereon. N everthelea1 one a,.:-.
.
Cl.al problem, so I will giv you a fe"""
.. thoughts upon' e:xammer o Its pecu
. Iar p ases or many years, an nommate
at"
that very important question. Mr. J. H. Wood, of a listener to the vartous conclusions expressed by its least of those members haa, from his subsequent
d
.
__Detroit, Mich., in his letter printed January 28th, converts, I feel impressed to drop you a few lines.
quines,
compete
1 1y reverse d t h e opinions he the;
.Iir'
Some converts, strongly evangelical in their early held on thia que!!tion. The principal witnesses e:,;
comes the nearest of any one to my ideas, only he
v!i
does not go far enough.
teachings, hav really a hard time of it. Taking amined on the government side, also, were salari(f
'i~i
.Among other good things he says :
the Bible for a starting-point, they are inclined to medical memben of the vaccination departmed:
:WJ
"For many years past the head-line to one column of the measure everything by it!l dictum i a Catholic from which should be borne in mind by the judicial, exa1,•
th.
Irish World has read,' Usury is Theft.' This is plain sense, to his credal standpoint; a Universalist from his; a iner in summing up the real import of the entire e1 . '
ca
my mind, and the only way to stop interest, or usury, is for Presbyterian from his; an Israelite from his; a d
T B
1
ai
the iovernment to pay its own debt and supply its people with Quaker from his; ,a.n .Atheistic Materialist (if he can e~t
E:
J
1882
. · AKEB.,
tr,
a. full legal-tender money in sufficient amount to pay all debts be prevailed upon to examin the subject at all) from
ingscote, ng., an.
·
at once, and hav no necessity to borrow. If this were so, there his rather captious analytic standard. Thus Spirit- .Report of and oral evidence given before the Committee of . ,;
no
would not be so many men in this country claiming more
·
h
House of Commons on Vaccination, 1871 (see especi ":•
.
b
wealth than many millions of their fellow-men. The govern- us. 1ISm em races a curwus admixture of t inkers who
page 283 )_
.
.
th.
ment that will •not supply its people with money of its own by frequent intercourse with each other beget a felReturn by the Registrar-General to the House of Comm.
as
creation, made a full legal tender, in sufficient amount to pay lowship which has a -Liberalizing tendency on the No. 433, session 1877.
,I
na
all debts and save all interest, is unworthy of support from the mars; but yet, heaven be praised! no 01·edal or priestly
Return by, the Registrar-General to the House of Comm., ':
th:
laborers, or respect from any one.''
organization.
No. 76, session 1, 1880.
,·
ha
If the government would make all our money paper
I hav noted another curious fact, that it is far
Return by the Regi,trar-General to the House of Comm·': ' 'th,
·
k
No. 392, session 2, 1880.
money, and a f uIll egal tender, we would not need easier to ma e a convert, of an out-and-out analytic Return by th~ Local Government Board, No. 50, session 1J
tra
in the arts one-quarter of the gold and silver in the skeptic by the presentation of facts and 'intelligence
•l
w:c
land. This would break up most of our large mining than of a professed religionist. With the former,
P. S.-1 know not in what manner e:ffectuall'.;
corporations, who now absorb so much time, labor, corroborativ intelligence and phenomenal facts are communicate with the President, except through''.!. .. li:·I·'
and capital, all of which could go into other and all that he needs. Not so with the Bible credist; pub.lic press, and it is a bad time of year to br:; ·
thE
more useful industries. With enough greenback he has a severe straggle. Having been early indoc- the .Atlantic; but ho_w gladly would I take the 11 •
to
money in the country to pay off all debts, public trinated with the terrors of orthodoxy, and the belief age could I be permitted to lay the numeroua f i .'
ha~
and private, we would be able to do all business on that the devil and his emissaries can take any shape in relation to vaccination recently brought to L- '
sys
a cash basis; we would not need any lawyer to col- and complexion to deceive the very elect and circum- in Europe, before the United States cabinet 9
Jac
lect debts, as there would be no trust, consequently vent poor humanity; they approach the quiet, philo- Congress.
T. :•,.
mo
no debt-all would be cash. But the bankers who sophie circle of sitters with holy trepidation and tipIs It Special Providence 1
·~
·ere
now rob the people by charging interest on the toe solemnity !
ere
money that cost& them nothing, will aay in reply:
In ,a recent article in a prosperous Spiritual jourIt will be remembered by the readers of '~ ·
ert
"The price of labor and all commodities is measured nal it was remarked that "Spiritualists should culti- TRUTH SEEKER that about two years ago, when'
.~
by the gross amount of money. Now, if wheat is vate the most kindly feelings toward skeptical Ma- bUls were posted for a lecture at Irwin's Sta1 ' ·
a 1
worth $1-30 per bushel with say one billion of money terialistic lecturers. They were essential co- workers Westmoreland Co., Pa., by B. F. Underwood, ' .
sew
in the country, if you increase that amount to ten in the advancing army of thinkers, who, with their clergy of that place heartily denounced the lecf ',
rna:
billions wheat will f:O up in price several hundred 'merciless scythes and grubbing-hooks among the and all his kind, admoniilhing their congregat ' ,i, ·:
in ,
per cent." Well, what if it does, will not the farmer briers and brambles of superstition and priesteraft, to use, any means to prevent hi1 speaking.
i,
hac
get just so much more for his toil, and will he not be prepare the ground for the seed of living truths."
The final result was that Wm. Crookston, Ar\
nur
able therefore to pay hit hired man ten or fifteen
From my long observation of Spiritual facts and Bowser, and B. F. Underwood were arrested ar .....·-'([ti
dollars per day while he now starve& ~im on one intelligences I cannot bat take the same view as the taken before the Westmoreland county court1
bl?~
dollar? But, says the banker, who now sits in his above-mentioned writer of progressiv unfoldment. thereby involving heavy expenses on their side.
c~~~
easy-chair while other people's.money is at work for It should matter nothing to the Spiritualist what are
But here comes a reverse. The Rev. Mr. K1.
Jev.
him nights and Sundays," .After a while wheat, labor, the utterances of such bold but honest writers and pastor of the Baptist church at that place, JY ·
3
and every commodity will rise in value so that it lecturers as Wakeman, Underwood, Chainey, and himself very con1piououa in the oau1e of Ohri..
wei
will be just as hard to earn the price of a bushel of Elmina. Let them fulminate and amuse themselvs lending hi• time and tonr:ue against the Irwin; '
pie!
wheat in 2l"eenba.cks as it now is to earn $1.30 in heartily with the ridiculous aspects of some of our erals, 1110 much so that hi• church became inv• J
, not
gold at the present price." This would· be true if spirit messages and so-called delusions and surprising in debt to such an ex.tent that it had to be s. cl "--- "--toe:•!
we stopped the printin2-presses and made no more phenomena! These Liberals are generally learned, sheriff's sale. Mr. Crookston was the purr-yar,
money-and this is the fatal point in limited green- honest, energetic, and logical; and if they hav not and now it is a payinf: institution by the na.'..
peo
backism-but I would propose a continual issue of had the same opportunity to learn what we know; Crookston's Opera Hon~e.
·
huu
But to return to Mr. Knox. He sought _t
nun
government paper money, enough to :fill every de- who would thank them to play the hypocrit?
mand of trade, so that there could be no stop, no
Speaking from my Spiritual standpoint, I hav the fields of labor, but none seemed to prosper '
dec
dull times, no dull trade. This would check over- assurance from advanced spirit intelligences that his influence. Two weeks ago hA resigne}
kin!
production; as we would all be out of debt and hav mortals who from untoward circumstances or for want charge of the flock of the little stone chur
of c
money to spare, it would be easier in many cases to of opportunity leave this rudimental spherejn a state Weaver's Old Stand, in the same county, to lt
the
buy than to produce.·
of moral degradation, sensuality, and ignorance hav into the world and earn his bread by the SWi
wat
We would not hav to work one-quarter of the time of necessity to seek every avenue of instruction and his brow, as his congregation could raise hs
the
we now do, which would giv us all an opportunity resume their neglected education should they aspire more salary. He has become a book agent, '1. •
the
to study finance, and improve our minds. We would to higher elevation in their future home.
the "Life of President Garfield," whose ortP;
else
hav no government taxes to pay, as there would be
The skeptic may desire it, and prate about the pros- is questionable and who wa1 a Republican in p l
neaJ
no government debt; no _local ~axes, because all im- pectiv luxury of an "eternal sleep," but 1 can safely which is in antagonism to the political views
rare
provements would be patd_for m ca&h. All govel!l- assure all such they cannot take this eternal snooze Knox, who is a very strong Democrat.
1 '
locu
ment expenseii' co!lld be paxd by the gove;nment m should they by suicide attempt it. Belief or unbe"
But, what was my surprise on returning frf
tion
paper money, which would oost comparatxyly _noth- lief ~a;s no~hing to do _with our po&ition in spirit life daily toil on last evening, to find that Mr. Kn t
aval
mg, and ~onld a~swer ~very purpose of com, xf the -Spmtuahst or skeptw. It is knowledge and the put up at my house for the ni~ht, and was a1ki'.
th~
use of com was discontmued bJ>: la_w, and full legal- practice of humanitarian labors. Hence when any hospitality. .Although I do not keep a public'
all1
tender paper money was placed m 1ts stead.
of our humanitarian liberators and bold thinkers like I long ago made up my mind never to send ,:
the
"But," says hard-money Shylock, "foreign nations Mesns. Bennett, Ingersoll Wakeman, and Eh~ina tramp away hungry so lon~ as I had a m1
whe
would not take our greenbacks." That is just what hav lived the "leatle of nature" hav recovered fro~ divide. But how times change human affai':
Red
we w.ant; if they refuse. our. paper money, we sha~l their agreeable surprise ai;J.d had their private chuckle o:aoe orthodox bully in .two short years
and
hav JUSt so much more m thts country to use. It 1s at the knowledge of immortality, this univeraal leg- shelter of out-apoken Infidels, while wa' i
all j
no advantage to us to export our tools of trade acy to man, it will be found that their labors hav not as a vagrant in the same county in which he.;
had,
while "!V'e need them. at home.
.
been fruitless. Nor will they wonder when appealed bitterlyasaailed them; while his opponent Mr'
bef<J
.Agam the wor1h1per of the golden calf wtll ob- to by sensual popes, bishops and cramped-minded ston has become a wealthy merchant! Can
watl
ject, saying, "If all our money is ~_>a per money, men of God;-~ayhap the sh~meless .Anthony him- special providence?
W. F. BAB ·
i:t~~
when .a man wants to go abroad he Wlll hav to pay self-for a lift m the way of purity and moral honMt. Pleasant, Pa.
:
kind
a high price for coin or bullion to use in other coun- esty.
· D. BRUCE"
·
• '' So muc h t h e better; h e Wl'11 spend his greenH. L. Green's Le'!ture
Tri·p. ,f
m t:
tries.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
"
mo.n
backs here, and our stock of money will not be·deTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SElilK ·8
ever
pleted as it now is by every traveler who lea-yes our
On the 9th of the pre1ent month I started _'.t
31
shores.
The Vaccination of Immigrants.
my second lecture tri:p, and am pleased 'Y
.they
When we buy more abroad than we hav goods to
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: wherever I go that tbe mterest in Freethouf~s
neve
sell we must now' pay the balance of trade in coin, Many English inquirers as to the utility and phys- tiona is increa11in~. A number of circumsta'·
, arid
and a large part of our money leaves the country; ical effects of vaccination hav been astonished to recently transpired that hav stimulated th.
the ,
but if we had nothing but paper money we should :find that efforts are being made to induce the author- that direction. The public generally has -~
desc
not buy more abroad than we hav goods to pay for, ities in the United States to legislate with a view to discussion in the North American .Reviet'ia
not~
and all our money would consequently remain at making the practice compulsory in tha.t country, es- CoL Ingersoll and Judge Black, and has.·
;, 32
home. Yes, Mr. Editor.
pecially .upon immigr:i1onts on landing in .America how thoroughly the great defender of ortb'bd i
_mytl
When we drive the lazy bankers out of their easy- from countri.es in which it has long been enforced, all vanquished. Then the Garfield prayer ~ !
tei' 1
chairs and into industrial pursuits by an unlimited of whom must therefore hav already been '\"accinated. shaken the faith of many in the efficacy cu ;
tile 1
issue of full legal-tender greenbacks, there will be Whether there exists any political motiv-i. e., a de- .And Guiteau's deity dodge has done much .aJ ;
gott1
no more fifty-million-dollar estates, no more poor or sire to repress such immigration, we cannot tell. But faith in divine inspiration.
:n
lndi;
work-house~, but all will be on an equality financially. before any such high-handed measure is adopted by
The first town I visited was Meadville, •ey
the 1
There will be no inoentiv to accumulate more Congress,ItrustthatPresident.Arthurandhiscabinet, there enjoyedthe hospitality of Joseph y/ne
and
than one's pro rata share, for there will be no debt, in the interest of the people of the states themselvs, your subscribers, and an especial frir,J an ~
was
and greenbacks will draw no interest. Each and will apply thro'ugh thE<ir ambassador to the British TRUTH SEEKER. Meadville is a very sura·
33
every one will hav enough money, and all will be foreign office to be furnished with the official docu- town, and there are but few outspoken LibE f
.
~:,.;.4
financially satisfied.
.
ments mentioned below, and refer the same for strict .A number of Freethought lectures .hav tue ·.
Yours for unlimited greenbacks,
critical examination and report by some judicial legal ered in Meadville, but Mr. York always :1e
paliJ
SOFT MoriY.
authority accustomed to sift and weigh evidence.
most of the expeijses. I was glad to llll i ' hal

iz;

1

.'
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·.· .·. ~.'heeler's :p.ame to your subscription list. The Uni- ness upon it."
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Althou~h th~ old man had great religion in the world .has such a bloody, murderous record I

i~l tnJihs" hav a theological university here, but as it faith and frrmly believed tnthe Trhiity, he could not No, not all the other religions combined can equal it.
~;; ' ·'...9.·iiefth~'r
orthodox nor
Liberal, it has' •but little ef- reconcile it with, reason, and could only .hope that
822. We read of Jesus taking with him on the Sabbath his
.
'
.
·~~·~.

; · ·~~t upq:p. the l!entii:p.ent of the commumty.
At Gi:een:ville, Pa., I enjoyed a short, pleasant
visit with<J)r. David Edgar, a great admirer 6f Mr.
·~nnett!''He informed me he had just visited THE
a:ruTI{iSJm'EKER offir::e, and was soon going to engage
~1spllf~g THE TRurH S~EKER publi~ations. . As the
,D(Rt<?T lll a very energetiC man I thmk he,wlll suc,Y:ill;l ·.·, E;ere .'Mr. W. Washburne consentea to take
t;,,:m 'l:;RUTH SEEKER four months on trial. I preW:l~.he"will become~ permanent subscriber.
th~was'much
pleased with the Liberals of Warren,
0
~~6t~n.d I think they will soon organize a Liberal
~:~~.gie there. I was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. F.
l', &~illy-most admirable people. . Mr. Reilly
.· ie from Catholicism to Protestantism, and then
nq ~rreethought. He says since he landed on the
th~:, foundation of Freethought he has enjoyed life
as ·;e never did before. Here I made the acquaintDar, of Duncan McLaren, James H. Smith, Mr. and
~~;. Charles Van Wormer, and James Boyes> all
· ara-awake Liberafs. Mr. Duncan McLaren, the
~~e'·oa,d
ticket-agent, is one of the best read men I
3
'linet for many a d~Y:·
•
.
w;otle next town I VlSlted was Youngstown, Ohio,
~·]~·e I lectured Sunday afternoon before the new
th .ral League just organized there. This League
·· e~J.t a few months old, but bids fair to be
~0 ~?f the best Leagues_ in existence. ';l'he officers
at·~
0. p, Wharton, ed1tor of the .Dazly Journal
8
.~, president; Griffith S. Williams, secretary;
. ac' 1Thomas Cohan, treasurer. Mr. J. A. Wright,
· · one of t h e most act1v
· work ers m
•
. mor1
doungstown, 1s
ere,' vineyard" in the state of Ohio. He is a. good
crteb'{:ei·, Rnd.proposes to enter the lecture field soon.
er .-Je
' ·h e may meet w1t
· h a b un d ant ·success.
2
·· rom Youngstown I went tQ Alrron, and on my
a ll,:stqpped an hour at Ravenna, and was pleased
BEl~! ke by the hand C. S Curtis, one of your friends
?Ia~;~ubscribers.
~~;;dare are manr i~telligent Liberals in Akr~m: bnt
·
lack orgamzatwn, and some ·person Wlt.h the
nur· .
l"fi
.
.
H
,,_,·-'({jj:~.Jllsary qua 1 catwmi to get up meetmgs.
. ere I
:
bl/t Judge. S. W. McClure, ex-Gov. Edgerton, H.
. :eath-, W. C. Allen, .T. J. Hall, Z. C. Jones, J. H.
_William Buchtel, S. M. Wilson, and C. C.
8
3'1 ~i:Jom, all of our household of faith, and all leadH!tizens of Akmn.
to
were ·!1;
·~·l e a t Akron I receive
· d · an· mv1tat10n
· ·. ·
f rom
1
P .e!'l,,, a,s· Sharp to lecture in Salem, Ohio, and I spoke
~~~~:h'-!1. a large and in~elligence audience in that
· · · d!! ''On Sunday evemng last. For many years
y:r0 i 'bas been a stronghold of Infidelity, and l was
E.id to take by the hand there those live andren~~t F~eethiukers, Meti!srs. J. B. and F. Purdy, Elid 'dlhmery, and Thomas Sharp. On the followk~ci · Jnday evening I lect1,1red in Peninsula, Ohio, to
mg, ~e audience in the town hall. Mr. Erastus
0f
theca.·
tuon, a man o·f property an d stan mg, an d a l'f
1 ewat r \freethinker, invited me there. With the exthe ~ 0'1 of a lect~re giv~n in that town by W. S.
the kilme years smce, thu;; was the only lecture of
else. j:d ev_er delivered in Peninsula ~nd I never
nea
audience that gave better attentwn. · At the
rar:l ·f my talk of two hours and a half, William
locuJi 1,_ the. lawyer of the place, rose and expressed
tiona; CJ.Iration for the le~t~~·e, and offered a ~esolu
aval~L~at th~ speaker be ~nv1ted to return at h1s ~~r
the .c~~nvemence a~d _dehver ap.other lecture. Tms;
all· thr 'rSe, Was grat1fywg to your correspondent.
the ht text lecture was delivered last Thursday evenwhen Grafton, Ohio. The lecture was arranged
Red
Maria Pierce and l!Irs. R. W. Hinkley,
and sc~ritualist ladies,- and I never before met two
all his »f more energy and perseverance. They first
had h• 'for each of the churches, and, :when refused,
bef~re, •r the school-house; and when they failed
waters ~~ey enga~ed a hall in one of_ the hotels. They
every c:Xth penml, wrote. out handbills, and put_ them
intellig:nd town, and notified almost evert one m the
kind m by word of m_outh. ~en ~he evening of
in thei1 1re ca~e the ram was falling m torrents, but
monstrc~tandmg the hall was well filled, and I think
event e,:ra_l cause has .been inaugurated in Grafton.
31. I ,Ld1es now pro~ose to hav l~ctures there at
.the · ne\1e_ a mo~th, wh!ch fact I des1re to bring to
nefer t<Jtwn of our ~beral lecturers .. I hope ~~
and chilellogg, 4!who hvs not far off, Wlll soon VISit
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describe a vert1se to spea m . t e opera ho~se In
not drow'morrow (Sunday) evenmg, ~nd our Liberal
'• 32 Th e at work to-day to make 1t a success. I
myth. It\k in _Hart, Michigan, on t_he 16th of Febtel' of th! desire to request the Liberals of northtlle. wate1ilichiga~ in the vici_nity ?f Ha~t to noti~y
gotten up ElY des1re my· serviCes m the1r respect1v
India. M€ ereafter friends may address me in care
the la'w-g;; E. Green, Otsego, Mich., until further
and had a·.
H. L. GREEN.
was writtr?O., Jan. 28, 1882.
33. ""~',(!
.
.
..
:..r-'7 tb ~:&·Written to President Williams, of Yale,
·
46. ':l''~?atts, has just been discovered, in which he
p. assjnz.';.ting to the doctrin of the Trinity, " All the
· ~bank -~·~s I hn yet seen do still leave great dark-
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light would break in upon him when "Christ's kingdom" came. That contipgency not occurring in his
day, he went to his grave without knowing how three
could be one. A good many men will go down before thatt" divine" mystery is solved. What a pity
God could not hav been a little elearer in his mathematics; or rather, what a pity it is that intelligent
men will muddle their brains over the idiotic salvation scheme of barbarous ignorance!

disciples, and straying into a corn-field not his own, and plucking the corn, and authorizing his fellows to do the same. This
was breaking two commandments· at the same time-the first,
not keeping the Sabrath holy. In the Old Testament we have
an account of a man being put to death for simply picking up a
few sticks on the Sabbath; Jesus did far worse than this, and
deserved death more. Second, he took what did not belongfJ
him, and that ·is stealing. The command is, "Thou shalt pot
steal." I am qmte certain none of the old pagan sages would
have set such an example.
. What· I Don:t Believe.
823. In one place Jesus says that to be bathed in his blood
PA.RT, II.-NO. 71.
washes away all sin; but in another place he contradicts this
819. A.gain, Jesus is said to have given these commands: statement by declaring that those who speak against the Holy
"Therefore I say unto you, take no thought for your life, what Ghost shall not be forgiven in this world nor in the world to
ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink, rior yet for your body, come. One of these two statements must be a falsehood. And
what ye shall put on; Behold the fowls of the air; they sow in this connection I am reminded of a heavenly tale written by
not, neither do they reap, nor gather. into barns. Consider the a monk of the sixteenth centnry, illustrating the difficulties in
lilies how they grow; they toil not, neither do they spin.<...TakA fulfilling both these conditions laid down by Jesus. The acno though~, saying,-what shall we eat? what shall we dt~~~ count is reported by Coolridge; it runs in this wise: On a ceror wherewithal shall we be clothed? Take therefore no thougGo tain occasion a Christian, who fully believed, died; but, unforfor the morrow; for the morrow shall take thought for the tunately, he had sinned against the Holy Ghost .. When he
things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof." I went up to heaven's gate ami wished to gain !ldmittance, Peter,
am sure no pagan teacher ever gave such foolish instructions, the gate-keeper, hesitated about letting him in. "I don't
and never laid down a code of rnles so utterly subversive of know," said he, "that you belong in here." The man replied,
humari prosperity and well-being of life. If men and women ''I am a Christian, and believed in .Jesus." "But," said Peter;
took no thought for the morrow; if they made no provision for "some of your conduct ha.~ not been quite up to the requirethe future; if in youth and the days of their strength they pro- ment." Just at this juncture the Son, who happened to be
vided not for old age and debility; if in summer they laid up standing near, turned to Peter, and said, "Let the man come
no stores for winter, when, nothing can grow, they would not in; he has been washed' in my blood." But, as bad luck
only be reduced to the lowest degree of, savagism, but they would have it, the Holy Ghost was but a short distance away,
would absolutely perish with the se-verities of a winter climate, and be resolutely spoke up and said, " That man cannot come
or starve to death for the want of food. What makes civiliza- in; he has sinned against me." Whereupon Jesus turned to
tion superior to sa-vagism is the foresight, the provision for fu- the third member of the firm and remonstrated, "But don't
ture n'eeds, the cares of parents for the coming needs of their you s~e, Holy .Ghost, that I said that whosoever is washed in
offspring; the consideration of the necessities of coming gen- my blood, his sins shall be forgiven?" "Yes, yes," said the
eration~. Without this wise pr,eparation for the wants sure to Holy Ghost; " bnt you also said that whosoever speaketh
arise we would be reduced to a wretched degree of mendicancy, against the Holy Ghost -shall not be forgiven, and that law
starvation, and death. I submit thatJh6 fowls of the air nnd must be observed. 1'he man cannot entPr." A.t this Jesus
the lilies of the field are very poor models for men to pattern shrugged his shoulders, and, with compressed lips, said, " This
after-the first ha-ve to migrate at the commencement of cold is an outrage ! It is a pretty state of things, indeed, after all I
weather to a distant southern clime, and the latter are killed passed through, thnt my friends, who hnve been wnshed in my
down to the ground and every part of them that is exposed to blood, cannot come in. H my friends are not permitted here I
the winter frosts is utterly destroyed. It is most absurd to will not stay here myself." " .T ust ns you please," coolly retench that men should make no more provision for the appronch plied the Holy Ghost; "go, if you wish to." ."I will speak to
of winter or the needs of the future than birds and lilies. The my mother about it." He soon met the Virgin, and told her
assertion that to-morrow will take thought for the things of itself how the IIoly Ghost hnd treated him, and that he was going
is without truth or meaning. To-morrow makes no provision for to'iea-ve. Like all affectionate mothers, the Virgin immedianything, any more: than the':winter provides food nnd clothes ately took sides with her son, saying he wns in the right, and if
for those who have followed Jesus's instruction and taken no he went she would go too. Jesus then saw his disciples, told
thought for it.
them of the row that had lnken plnce, thnt he nnd his mother
820. In another place Jesus said: "Think. ~ot that I am were about to leave, and he wanted them to go also. They
com\\ to send peace on earth; I come not to send peace, but a promptly replied thnt they had faithfully followed him so far,
sword. For I am come to set a mnn at variance against his and that they should continue to do so; wherever he went they
father, and the daughter against her mother, and the daughter- would go also. Then he told them to sea all they had conin-law against her mother-in-law. A.nd a man's foes shall be verted, and all thnt the converts had convertsd, nnd get them
they of his household." I cannot believe such a mission to be to go along. He gave Peter a hint to see all his successors, the
a good one. Whoever comes to spread dissension and quarrels popes of Rome, and all the bishops, nnd get them to join the
between members of the family, between different families, army of revolt, and they would run 11 strong opposition busiand between nations-who comes to .destroy peace and send neS!!. Peter said he would attend to it, and the result was all
the sword, bloodshed, anJ carnage-has certainly a very bad who had followed the Son nnd had been washed in his blood,
mission, and had far better not come at all. But judging him and all who worshiped the Virgin, agreed to leave with thorn.
from the rigor and bloodthirstiness with which the followers of In this way heaven was about to be seriously dividPd, fully
Jesus have used the sword and sent w11r, carnage, and wretch- half going off to set up br themselves. Soon the intelligence
edness over the face of the earth; in view of the millions whose reached the enrs of some of the higher nngels, and they became
blood has been spilt by those who profess to follow him, of the very much alarm~d, and said one to another: "This is a very
millions of wives who have been made widows by those who bad business. If the Son, and the Virgin, the ap(i)stles, and
clnimed to do his bidding, the unnumbered millions of infants the popes and bishops, lenve, it will be too dull for us to stop
and children that have been rendered fatherless orphans by the here with the Holy Ghost and a few more, ~tnd we cannot stand
admirers and worshipers of Jesus-it would seem that he had it. Something must be done to stop this qu11.rrel; what shall
accomplished what he undertook-to destroy peace in the it be?" Gabriel said he would send for JGseph, the old carworld, to send contention, war, and bloodshed, and that he had penter, and see if something could not be done to mend the
caused deadly feuds between brothers and sisters, between par- rupture. Joseph was duly consulted, and he thought he could
ents and children, between neighbors and friends, and between see the contending parties, and show them the folly of such a
nations and peoples. Far better would it have been if such a qunrrel, and get them to make up and be good friends again.
bloody religion had never been preached or never been known And, to mnke a long story short, he saw both the Holy Ghost
and his step-son, and told them that they we~·e carr_ying this
in the world. I am sure none of the g.ood old pagnn sages and thing too far, and that they had better ench yield a little, and
teachers ever taught such a bloody doctrine, or ever sent war, hnve no division. Being very persuasive, he induced them to
bloodshed, and carnage over the fair earth. This very fact be good friends again, and the Holy Ghost graciously thought
shows the superiority of their morals and religions over those of perhaps the man did not really intend to sny much against him,
and he would consent that he might come in. 1'his peaceJesus.
making service on the part of Joseph was not only duly appre821. On another occasion Jesus commanded his disciples to ciated in heaven, but by the faithful on earth as well; and after
provide themselves with swords, and so earnest was he that the pious monk made the mntter known a lar'e sum of money
was raised to bmld a splendid church to Joseph. I cannot
they sh0uld be in possession of this bloody, life-destroying vouch for the truthfulness of the story, but it can at least be
weapon, that he enjoined them, if they could not otherwise seen how bad it might be to have two lnws, one conflicting with
obtain the deadly weapon, tp sell their garments and buy one. the other.
Swords they must have, whether they had a coat, or shirt, or
JAMER H. KNOWLTON, of Wheaton, Ill., gave the
not. Why should he be so persistent that they should have
swords, unless it was to use them, to shed blood with them, to following reasons in his will why he did not wish
any prayers said over him: "Sickness and disease,
take life with them? If he did not mean this, his commands
hav the great portion of my life attended me with
were foolish and meaningless. I insist that none of the old great fidelity, and I hav suffered much from pain
pagan snges ever taught such a horribly repugnant doctrine. that will cease, and when it does I urgently request
None of them tried to destroy the peace of the world. None of that no prayer be made and that no sermon be
them tried to induce men to provide themselves with deadly preached or delivered over my remains by any one
weapons, and with them to spill the blood of their fellow- who professes to believe that there is an all-wise, allbeings. There is no question but what the introduction of powerful, and infinitly just being, who now is and
Christianity in the world has been the cause of scores of mill- always has been abundantly able to prevent human
ions of lives being taken, of seores of millions of wives bemg suffering and all wrong doing, but who does nothing
made widows, a.nd hundreds of millions of children being turned and never has done anything to stay or diminish
upon a cold world without the~ natural protectors. No other either."
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most orientals. Yet the great painters hav always
delighted in making him a blonde. The most " auD. M. BENNETT, EDITOB..
then tic" picture of. Christ represents him as a negro
infant. By the way, how do our orthodox friendaPUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T f3.00 PER YEA.R. especially the former alav.eholders and their north-.
ern clerical supportera-like th& idea of being "reThe largest and chea;pest Radical Journtil puhZuhed in Europe deemed" through the merit11 of an African. who,
Br America, containing nearltv &even hundred SIJ.U4re inches more thirty yearil ago, might hav died under the lash administered by their own hand inatead of upon a
of readin(l matter than any other journal of its lcind.
cross ?
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, FEBRUARYU, 1882.

An " Original Quotation."

]

turkey buzzard-like a rose staaling its perfume from decaying.~::_,~
offal. The orthodox feel toward Col. Ingersoll about as the gas !' .
men feel tLward Edison; and what they say, either concerning ';,
him, or anything, corresponds in brilliancy with what he says v-.
about as the gas corresponds with the electric light; and Col t.
Irlg~rsoll troubles himself about what they say in the same d~ t_~·.·.
gree that the electric light cares for the envy of the gas. They ~ are too low, and he is too high, to allow of anything else on t ',.
their side but envy, or anything else on his _side but contempt ~
The eagle, wheeling in the sky with the sunlight flashing on I
his wing!, heeds not the envious cackle of the barnyard fowls !
a mile b0neath him.
I. C. B. '.
These charges of plagiarism against the colonel
are absurd. He has no need to steal other men's
thoughts or language. But his Christian opponents
are not so guiltle1s. The man who 11tole his para.
graph on tempt.rance was a most atrocious literary I
thief. He not only took matter from Mr. Ingersoll :
but appropriated liberally from others. What h~
did not get from the colonel he got from Dr. Gunn,
as is shown by the following nottl:
ALTOONA, PA.
To T!IE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: That portion
of a temperance speech of which Colonel Ingersoll disclaims be.
ing the author, can be found on pa!!:e 111 of Gunn's "Family
Physician,:' a book written by Dr. John Gnnn, and published ,
in Cincinnati al?out twenty ago.
Yours truly,
W. S. BuxNs. :
So much for that charge.

A friend of oura way down in Maine hail been to
Shall Freethinkers Swear on the Bible 1 church,
and he wanta to know where the preacher
Our friend Henry Fuchs, of Sacramento, Cal., getl hi1 texta. He is in trouble and desires us to help
writes us aa follows:
him:
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Two articles
DEAR TRUTH SEBKJ:R: To-daT, while listening to a very earin THE TRUTH SEEKER-in your issue of January 7tb, page 1, nest sermon by a youni minister, I found my scriptural knowlcolumn 4, ("It is understood that Mr. Bradlaugh will appear," edge, which had bet>n cult-ivated with diligence for many a year,
ew.); page 10, column 3, ("A.nAgnosticin Court'')-involvethe put to a decided shame (as it seems to me at any rate). He
question of swearing on the Btble, one in the British Parliament, gave a quotation thuil, "I am the God full of paps," and
the other in a United States county court.
repeated it several times, then urged hia hearers to come to God
Now, this being a state law, I cannot see why a law-abiding that they may never more hunger or want. I cannot find the
citizen should not so swear. A. Freethinker will tell the truth quotation at all in the. Bible, and am inclined to suppose it a
whether be swears on anything or not; therefore it does not margin_a.l rendering of some passage. Can you enlighten me ?
mattt.r whether·he swears on the Bible or on a mule's tail. There The passage is rather funny withal, for some young girls in the
are a number of laws which we do not consid& good, but, never- audience were so excited by it as nearly to burst their costal
theless, we hav to take the consequences of breaking them.
bands. It was wicked in them, though. A.n Infidel on his
A. word from you, Mr. Editor, would certainly change the death-bed once said that the Christians eat their God. Now it
current of this false interpretation in swearing matters.
appears that some of them think they can suck him also. That
Another.
is the ine"fitable conclusion from the above. The preacher also
The above involves more than at first aight ap- said, "It matters not how moral you are; it matters not how
BENEZETT, PA.
pears. First, it contains an error of fact. The article :~'nerous, nor how pure, if ye believe not in the son your por- To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Being also a
"An Agnostic in Court" hal reference to an occur- tion will be everlasting death in the place where tbe worm never setker of truth, I would like to ask you a question for the ben:
renee before a Canadian J'udge, not in a United States dieth, and where there shall be weeping and :nashing of teeth." efit of myself and a few Liberal fr;ends.
:.
A. few d"Y" •go I had a conversation w1"th a m•n 1'n refer. 1,
Yours'
CABALIST .
court, but geographical location doel not affect the
ence to R.a G.~ •Ingersoll, in thfl course of which he~stated that :"
principle. It may at the moment seem of little imp orWe can do nothing for our correspondent. The he had lately met and conversed with a son-in-law of Inger. ,
tance whether an Infidel a.llowa himself to be the preacher hal got ua on thepa.p queation. Like" Cab- soil's, who stated to my informant that Ingersoll did not prac.
viotim of superstition, yet in the long run it is always ali•t," we hav aometimea read the Bible, and further- tice at home what he advocated and preached abroad; but, on ,
best to protest against it. It is argued by all more we possess a nry complete concordance. . But the contrary, instructed his family in the Christian doctrin in ,
Freethinkers that the state ahould hav nothing to do neither our own reaearchea into the "word" nor the its fullest orthodox sense.
·
h
B'
1b
f M C d
M A h
1' h
Now neither I nor my Liberal friends believe the statement;
With the churc , yet every tble that cumbers the a ors o
r. ru en, · ., t row any tg t upon but as a few Christians were present and heard the statement,
court room is an evidence that the state is to that the interesting text quoted by the Portland preacher. it gave them great satisfaction, owing to the fact that this man
extent a partner of the church. It i1 goin~ to take We spent a good portion of last Sabbath in overhaul- is one of th~ most prominent church-members in this county,
a good many protests on the part of unbelievers to ing the "Holy Scripture•" for the text, but, alas ! and also a citizen of considerable prominence.
remove this rag idol; and the sooner it is begun our labor waa in vain. If God ira full of papa, he
I trust that you will not treat this question with silence. I
and vigorously kept up, the sooner wi_ll the state be don't mention the fact in our copy of hill word, and would ask if the above statement, so far as you know' is true.
I would be be greatly pleased to see your answer in THE TRUTH
separated from superatition.
our copy is as good a1 anybody's copy. In auch SEE:I:EB., and shall certainly spare no .pains in circulating it. I
The pains and penalties of perjury are quite auffi- matters we hav ·the best, because. we want all the am the only subscriber to T:n:E TRUTH SEEKER in this county
cient for the purposes of the law. The Bible never light to be obtained. If any of our readers know
Yours fraternally,
L. D. HAwLEY.
kept a man from lying if he was inclined that way. where the text ia they will oblige our friend and ourThe charge our correapondent mentions is almost
A great many men hav been convicted of perjury, selvs by putting their finger on the place ,and hold- too ridiculous to demand serious notice. We assure
but we never heard of an Infidel who refused to take ing it there till we can mark it with a big blue mark; our friend that Mr. Ingersoll practices what he
his 6ath upon the Bible being amon~ the number. otherwise we shall hav to apply to the preacher, and preaches. The story is about the same kind of a
The policemen of thia city afford a good illustration we would regret exceedingly to disturb the man of yarn as that started by a Canadian pa.per to the !'
of Bible swearing. They are nearly all Irishmen, the papillary God in hi1 mystical lucubrations. He effect .that one o£ the colonel's daughters had joined
consequently nearly all Catholics; yet they tell an needs all his time to originate such beautiful pas- the Presbyterian church. It seems that when Chrisenormous number of lies in court. The Bible exer- sagea.
tian editon hav nothing else to do they invent some
ci11es no restraining power over them.
But when the young preacher gets down to· the falsehood concerning Mr. Ingersoll or some member
Mr. Bradlaugh'a manly protest/against swearing Christian cre~d, that good works an'd clean lives of his family. In future, whenever our friend hears
by a God he does not believe in has almost revolu- avail nothing, we can tell juat where he gets his such statement&, he can safely tell his Chri~tian
tionized English parliamentary methods. Even if authority. He gets it' from the New Testament. friends that they are misinformed, and ask them for
he does not succeed in getting an affirmation bill He gets it from the teachings of Christ himself, and proof o£ their charges.
·
paased, he baa done an -incalculable amount of good from the words of the apoatles. "He that believeth
m calling public attention to the fact that there are and is baptized ahall be saved, but he that believeth
Around the World.
thousands of people who reject the Bible both in not shall be damned," is ample authority. Faith· is
We
hope
there
will be no cessation in taking shares
court and out, and he has brought so much nearer all that is necessary. A believer can hate his father
the day when the law and the church will be no 'and mother; he can atone te d.eath the unbeliever; in the Round-the-World journey which Mr. Bennett
longer partners. The disestablishment of the Eng- he can kill every witch he finds; he can slay his is now engaged in making. The expenses of the
lish church will be the easier for the efforts he has brother and outrage his aister; he can do all these trip will be close upon $3,000, and the cost of the
made. In that wa:y he has done a great good. Let and a thousand other heartleaa yet godly and Chris- books, with their illustrations, will not be less than
every Freethinker m this country follow his exam- tian deed1, and still go to heaven because he believes $1,500 or $2,000. So his friends who hav sent him
. ple, and the years that the Jewish idol will disfigure on the "Lord Jesus Chriat." The unbeliever may be away will see that many more names are necessary
our court• will be few. If we differ from our friend the beat man in the world-generous, honest, pure, before the bare cost of the undertaking is paid.
Fuchs, it ia because we look farther ahead. We aee, and noble in all thinga-yet for hia simple unbelief The idea is that the work shall be a sort of joint
aa President Madison 11aid our revolutionary fathers h6 muat go· to the everlaating torture prepared by enterprise, the J?eople contributing the money and
Mr. Bennett givmg his time. It is not fair to ask
did, "all the consequences in the principle, and avoid God.
the consequences by denying the principle;" and with
The beauty of auch a system ia too obvious to need him to giv the year necessary to make the circuit
of our glob& and pay for _getting out the books in
him we add, "We revere this lesson tcio much to pointing out.
addition. And, besides, he is not able to do it.
forget it."
Colonel Ingersoll.
The work will be dedicated to those advancing
the $5's, and their names will be enrolled in the
WiSHINGTON, D. c.
About Paine's Lithograph.
Some gentleman is attempting to show that Col. Ingersoll first volume, which is being fl.)rwarded at the rate
The orthodox people are getting very particular stole the beautiful words that he delivered a short time since over of thirty-five or forty pages per week. It will take
lately. They even question such small things as the a child's grave. This gentleman produces a poem, or part of until about March let for it to be finished, and ungenuinness of the portrait11 of Freethinkers, as the a poem, purporting to be the original from which he claims til that time the starry roll of honor is open to those
that Col. Ingersoll plagiarizes, but he pretends he cannot refollowing card shows:
member the name of the author of the original. This poem who want to be pioneers in getting the truth. There (
JAoxsoN, MICH., Jan. 22, 1882.
D:u.B. SrB.: I am in receipt of the lithographs of Paine, In- was constructed by taking a few t~f the touching lines from has been plenty of books of travel written, but all
gersoll, and our old hero, D. M. Bennett, and am well pleased Col. Ingersoll's ora.tion and distorting them into such a shape as hav catered to some pious church prejudice, and so
with them. I can easily understand how you obtain the por- to make them, while they bore some resemblance to his, appear far as telling the actual state of affairs existing in
traits of the last two, but am at some loss to know how you as if coming from the pen of another person. In tbis the gen- the "Holy Land" and the orient, were worth no
come to get a correct likeness of Pain11. I was asked the tleman accomplished his object; for, with the exception of that more than what they would sell for as waste paper.
question by a. friend of the orthodox persuasion, and had to part of it st.olen from Mr. Ingersoll, the rest, which is this
take a back seat, as I was not aware of his having had any poet's own production, is as poor in thought and as steril in Those who hav rlilad Mr. Bennett's travels in Europe,
likenesses taken during his life. Please post me and others beauty and rhythm as it is possible to conceive of, even though WI·itten last year, will agree with us that his descrip·
coming from orthodox medriocrity. The sentences which this tiona are faithful portraits of actual facts. He tells
through THE TB.UTH SE:tm:ER.
'
mixture of enTy and mendacity steals from Ingersoll, battt>red everything that he sees, and he has a shrewd way of
Respectfully,
G. M. STANLEY.
and bruised though they are, shine in the miditof histra.Rh like
The lithograph was taken from an oil painting by a broken necklace of diamonds &mong garbage. Was Col. seeing everything that i!l going on around him. His
Jarvis, now belonging to Mr. Mendum, of the In- Ingersoll's tribute over his brother's grave stolen from the same letters so far hav been marvels of descriptiv writing.
vestigator. It is the same as hangs beside the pict- author whose name this man has been so unfortunate as to for- The work, we feel sure, will be greatly superior to
ures of Voltaire and Kneeland in Paine Hall. The get? Were his tribute at the Grant banquet at Chicago, his any account o£ a journey around the world we now
most carping Christian critic can find no fault with matchless oration to the soldiers at Indianapolis, the thousands hav, and we want all our friends and their friends to
other beautiful and tender things that he has said, also
its authenticity. It may be a matter of news to some of
stolen, or were they begotten of his own brain? If these oth- aid in disseminating it.. There will be over one hun· ,
Christian~ that oil pamtings and portraits are no ers, never equaled by pen, were written by some one else, bis dred and fifty full-page illustrations of scenes denew things. But we can assure them that over the name would be on the lips and in the hearts of millions, but the scribed, besides many smaller cuts. These will add
life of Paine there hang no such misty doubta as en- world acknowledges them to be Col. Ingersoll's. Then why greatly to the interest of the work, and with the ·
shroud the career of Jesus Christ. We hav seen should such a man steal from one wbo has never written well faithful and close description will present Old-World i
enough to be remembered? The fact is, were Col. Ingersoll to places in a very familiar light. It will, be as good as b.
hundreds of portraits of the latter imaginary indi- steal
from the best of them, he would simply be patching his
. vidual, and no two were alike. If he existed at all broadcloth with shoddy. It would be like a bird of paradise I!Ulkingthejourney. And in ordertopayforallthis II:
he was a Jew, and consequently rather dark, like eompleting the beautr of his pl~age with feathers from the we shall keep the list open yet awhile loll/ger in the
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hope that many more will yet send in their names.
lt isn't exactly·square ·that the eleventh-hour laborers should get as much as the early workers; but if
that is divine justice, poor fallible human beings can
not be blamed if we giv the ones who subscribe now
just as fine books as those who subscribed to send
the editor off. We can call it that the first sent him
away and the last bring hini back. The Round-the'' World List for the first volume will. be open until
· · the last of the present month.
1

W:m can supply a limited number of copies of THE
TRUTH SEEKER containing Ingersoll's answer to Talmage's tirades.

----------------

OWING to the great number of Paine celebrations
held throughout the country on the 29th ult., and our
deiire to publish as many of them as possible, we encroach upon the" Letters from Friends" to a great
extent. Under the circumstances, we know our
friends
pardon us for 80 doing.

will

Liberal News.

arranged, above which was the w·ord 'Truth.'' The
portrait of Washington on the west side of the hall
was decorated with flags, and that of Garfield on the
east with the flag of our country arranged with
crape. Humboldt was in living green, and the name
of Voltaire was dressed in mol!.s-work. Elegant stage
scenery, just completed by S. P. Davis, brought out
the whole scene in grand relief. It is needless to say
all of this decorated work is attributable to the ladies
of Liberal.''
THE first of a proposed series of parlor meetingil
to consider the subject of heredity and prenatal
influences was held at the office parlorll of Dr. E. B.
Foote, 120 Lexington ave., on Thursday evening,
the 26th ult. After the reading of the secretary's and
treasurer's report, Mrs. E. B. Foote read an interesting letter from Mr. Loring Moody, of Boston, intended for this meeting. Then followed letters
which were written to the Heredity Convention, but
which, for want of time, were omitted on that occasion. Among the most entertaining were one from
Rev. Phrebe Hanaford; one from Mr. Charles. W.
Gardner, of Portsmouth, N. H.; from Rev. Robert
Collyer; from Mrs. Caroline B. Winslow, M.D., of
Washington; from Mr. Alfred H. Love, of Philadelphia; from Mrs. Ellen H. Shf'ldon, Washington;
from Mrs. Abbie Knapp, M.D., Michigan; and f10m
J. C. Jackson, M.D., Dansville, N. Y.
The discussion turned mainly on the iubject of
the temperaments and their influences on the physical and mental stamina of children. Dr. Reuben
Garter, Stephen Pearl Andrews, Dr. Foote, Dr. Sarah
B. Chase, Mrs. Cynthia A. Leonard, Mr. S. P. Putn!l.m, and Mr. Ryerson presented their respectiv views.
Two parlors were well filled with an interested audience, and it would seem as if theiie meetings had
started out with a fair promis of success. The next
meeting will take place on the last Thursday eveninu;
in February at the same place.
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pose to bequeath as little oppression and as much
justice as possible !
Because state tyranny is infused through state
measures where hard to reach, it is freedom's worst
foe, and must be resisted in its quiet as well as daring
aggressions. And because as fully blest with social
measures where not so environed, it can be affected,
as well as affect the masselil. Those seein-" the thrall
thrown around its victims, the psychology disabling
responsibility, hav some chance to interpose, should
openly demur and stand aloof. A line of Liberal
labor should encourage those who hav outgrown
their place and those who hang on the order of cere,
monies for selfish objects to turn to themes their
highest growth can reach, and help the cause that
helps the world. I see the difficulty of the labor,
when the wealthy church has such control in common
affairs as to hold in mute compliance people who
never believed in it, but know its stupidity and guile;
and when mercenary Spiritualists can be induced into
its &ervice. But iteady effort tells on an institution
whose only defense is force, and only strength is unopposed sway. Here is a symptom showing it realizes its vulnerable composition; it readily senses Liberal element, is startled by its approach and weakened by its action, so great is the disparity and
antagonism. Though its power hail been centuries
accumulating, its factors are such broken, brittle, untempered materials that all its claims and compartments are shattered by a.short argument, a rational
idea of nature, or a fact of hi~tory. Hence the care
in past ages to destroy reasoners and their books;
hence present strife to hnrt the influence of great
minds and litop the spread of advancing science. No
clearer proof is needed of the merit of persons and
books than its raid upon them. Nothing could more
plainly tell the freedom-teaching mission of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, or the good culture supplied by lJr.
Foote's Health Monthly. If the doctor's "Medical
Common Sense " had not been an excellent educator
it had not been feared, hated, and fought. 'The best
part of the conclusion is, its fear and persecution
evinces its fallible nature. Perseverance in the reforms comprised in Liberalism, physiology, and
hygiene will disintegmte its material and liberate its
intelligent and well-meaning subjects sooner than its
present power implies. But unabated action is
reqriisit, and can be afforded better than aught else.
We'll rest and not retire. Gained ground is to stand
on till not a slave stands on the planet. Much talk
and time must be given, and all the money not
needed as competence, being not transferrable to
the next sphere, is in demand. Now the Liberal
Leagues are in accord, well officered, and, aside
from the members, Man to assist them to multiply
and prosper by uniting with them and resisting the
measures of enemies of progress.
Reformers should carefully note the article "A
MovemPnt in Favor of Ignorance," by C. L. James, in
TnE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 28th. Instead of coloring with anxiety or sensational facts, he has given
a mild and impartial view of the movement which has
been long developing, and is nearer critical measures
than apparent features reveal. Mr. James thinks
"the scheme can't succeed," probably because he
trusts strong enough "poAitions will be taken" to
rebut it. That will depend on how generally the
scheme is seen, expoHed, and repelled. The little
opposition already made only stimulates it.
M. E. TILLOTSON.

MB . .AND MRs. BLISS are mourning the loss of a
.daughter. She was their little "Sunshine."
FEBRUARY 12th Mrs. Clara N eymann will lecture
before the Society of Humanity, at Science Hall, on
"Woman's Mission in the Service of Humanity."
0. A. PHELPS starts from Colorado about February
15th for Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, and Nebra11ka. Lib-.
erals desiring his services may address him at Kansas
City, Mo.
"CEPHAS" writes to the Banner oj' Light that" Ingersoll surrenders every time he preaches a funeral
sermon." Ingersoll never denied immortality. In
nearly every one of his lectures may be found a hope
for, but not a belief in, a future life. His heart would
like one, but his reason cannot find it.
A CORRESPONDENT of the Banner of" Light says of
Mrs. Colby, who is lecturing this month at Frobisher
Dalliance With Danger.
Ha.ll, this city, that "her orations at Erie, Pa., are
remembered by the people. She lifted some of the
All phases of progress in all countries show that of
sectarians out of their seats, and there was a burial all things requiring vigilance liberty is chief; yet reof creeds after the discourse was oyer."
ceives dalliance instead.
While sketching a fraction of my regret and wonTHE Christian regents of the Nebraska State Univarsity played a sharp and dishonorable game with the der that the majority of Liberals are so slow to grasp
~hree Freethinkers in the board recently. When the the knowledge that their privilege to speak and act
Illness of one member left the bigots in the majority from convictions of right requires earnest resistance
they expelled all the Infidels. This dishonorable to wrongs, even at this point of the criiis, wten all
procedure is in keeping with all the acts of the shad:es of tyranny combine to crush th'e last we posP:ious against Freethinkers.
sess of liberty-while contemplating the hard task
·
of repeating sad faets that are patent to clear minds. W. F. J.A.HIESON closed an engagement in Mauston, the last TRUTH SEEKER brings the brave Mrs. Lake's
Wis., four lectures, and a public castigation of a encounters with the same indifferent loitering among
reverend calumniator of Paine, a Rev. Mr. Brown, snares laid by foes, the same giving of means, time,
in Opera Hall, Feb. 1st, as announced. He has an and power to rites and customs, the observance of
engagement at Escanaba, Mich., for ten lectures, h" b ·
11 · fl
h 1 ·
h h h b
Feb. 9th, lOth, 11th, 12th, 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th. w w gtvs a m uence, too, e pmg t e c urc ro
the cause of truth and its brave advocates, with the
Address him for lectures as usual, at Albion, Mich. craven and reckless adherents. It is a moral palsy
MBs. LAKE spoke at New Boston, Ill., January calling for "innovation." When we wish a re11pit
26th and 27th; at Burlington, 29th, and February from usual labor, time can profitably be given to
5th; ~t
_.· ~· Madiaon, Iowa, 3d. At Burlington she progressiv work or innocent amusemeiJ,t. Freehas or , 11Zed a League; officers, W m. Ellery, presi- thinkers and Spiritualists might quickly lay away
dent; -Jornelia Boecklin, treasurer; Max Stempel, Christ-mass, fast, and thanksgiving to Bacchus, on
secre ;_,,.ry. She speaks at Durand, TIL, the last of the shelf, with the old homage to Venus and her parFebruary. Parties wishing her services in Indiana, amours. West, East, everywhere, the great body of
Illinois, and Michigan during March and April, may lovers of liberty are sleeping over dangers shaping
address her at 164 Ashland avenue, Chicago.
to en gulph them simply for" business interests" and
THE Sun says that the Liberal League of St. Louis "popular standing," supposing others will defend
had to call on the police for protection against.several liberty, though their weight be thrown against it.
members of the Young Men's Christian Association, The facts are, they must di~over their fallacy, and Scraps from Reuben Dailey's "Moral Code."
who attended the meetings and interrupted the arouse to counteract their traitrous coherence with
1. Be moral men and women. Now what does
speechelil with such exclamations as "Blasphemer," malignant opposition, before our nation can be safe.
"Fool," "Liar," and" Lord pity him." The Leaguers And women should be activ as men, and organize for that include? Much; indeed, everything. If we are
should hav taken those young idiots and thrown special culture; they hav even more rights to contend moral we will do no wrong. We can be guilty of no
~hem head first into the street. The gospel of peace for, and remaining in the old ranks is more damage dishonest act toward individuals or government.
1s well enough, but when Christian rowdies invade to the general cause and their particular interest in Honesty includes industry, because every man owes
the gatherings of Liberals they should be taught a it. Their subjection makes slaves of all men, half of to the world a return for that which he uses in the
lesson, and it takes something besides soft words to whom are tyrants. While education is the great maintenance of his life, as also it includes a willingpenetrate their thick skulls.
secularizing lever to be moved long and patiently by ness to pay a fair price for a fair a1·ticle at all times.
2. I would recommend that each person take an inG
agencies not yet operating, there are many of both
EORGE R. WENDLING, of Chicago, in a lecture sexes now fet'ling oppressiv schemes and seeing the terest in the charities and philanthropies of the day
last Monday evening in Brooklyn, said that avowed situation, yet failing to note the proximity of danger and manifest a willingness to bear equally the burden
Infidels. sowed irreverence and reaped disrespect. or to trace relief to their own efforts, redoubled by of the support of the unfortunate and deserving poor,
Tom ~ame never would be anything else but "Tom," being bestowed on organized forces. Mrs. Lake as the widow, the orphan, crippled and blind.
even If a hundred monuments were erected to his should be aided by hundreds who will stir the dozing
3. I would recommend that each person show a
memory, and fifty million Americans would never thousands to patrionism, that dare protect what they neighborly disposition at all times, giving a practical
know Ingerso~ by any other name than "Bob." hold most dear. The "standing" now valued and recognition of our foundation principle that all men
He did not take the trouble to state how it hap- paid for by the surrender of purse and pr:nciple, are created free and equal.
pens that Franklin was and still is referred to as the lucrativ "business" further bartering honor, will
4. I would recommend kindness to those whom
"Ben" Franklin; Lincoln is spoken of ail "Abe" · k l"k
1 d·
f
f
B.laine as "Jim," and Cary as "Sam,·, nor why'it loo 1 e poor pottage contemp ate m a ace-to- ace the world recognizes as our inferiors financially and
contact with abject submission, or with fines, gags, socially.
IS that fifty million Americans will never know Cook and cells. If for truth to human welfare, slander,
5 . I would recommend courtesy to all, kindness to
by any other name than " Joe."
and despite be meted out, we can better repel them the unfortunate, and a general conduct in life that
ThE Liberals of Liberal, Mo., celebrated Paine's in our strife for justice than tamely succumb, or be inspires the lowly to approach us in confidence of
birthd~y in an appropriate manner. "The hall," says mocked by sham courts.
kind treatment.
the L~beral, "was most beautifully decorated with
Popular respectability developed by chureh usage
6. I would recommend that each man and woman
:flags, mottoes, names of distinguished men in ever- "is so venal and false that honest natures should scorn tl'y to keep order in their house and perform the funcgreen mos_s, and portraits of different men. The to accept it on the terms of conformity. A just tions of ruler of the home with quietness, k4\duess,
m~st promment, of course, was the picture of Thomas course by all who lean to liberty's side would sooner moderation, and wisdom; to study the co~ :ort of
Pame over the center of the arch above the stage, expose and transform old varnished corruptions than home and keep it clean, in good repair, and orderly.
arranged among flags festooned and beautified with is imagined. It is blindly s&lfish to feel what is
7. I would recommend attention to personal ap~stefulty arran~ed flowers and evergreens. On the often said, "craft and greed oan't be uprooted in my pearances. We should be elegant if we can, but
~Ight was the p1Ct.ure of R. G. Ingersoll, and above it day, and I'll not rack my brain with the trial." How never fail to be clean and decent. Above all, our
~ moss-work set In sea: shells the word 'Love.' On much wiser to say, The claims of posterity on my ex- children should giv constant evidence of attention to
his left was the portrait of D. M. Bennett similarly ample and influence shall be balanced by my pur- their personal comfort and neatness of attire.
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~citniifi~.

'There is one God, supreme a.bove all gods and men that be; my old acquaintances, and made the acquaintance of
Not like a mortal thing in shape, nor like in thought, is he.
Alonzo Heeley, J. Richardson, J. Hutchinson, and
A.ll eyes, all ears, all thought is God, the omnipresent Soul,
A.nd freed from toil by force of mind, he moves the mighty George Stahley.
Liberty, Science, and Humanity.
wholA"
My next halting-place was Farley, Dubuque county.
The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific . That the Infinite cannot be considered as two, or Here orthodoxy has lost about all its selfishnessGospels.
divided, is plain enouO'h ,· but who knows, or dares to thanks to the serene courage and earnest work of H.
•
Gilmore.
TWO LEaruRES DELIVERED BEFORE THE N. Y. LIBERAL CLUB add, the last two linea quoted? They are but contra.,.
t 1 G F B k
R C M "ll L M"ll
~ me ' a so, · · ar er, · · · ern ' · · I ·er,
dictions of the two lines which precede them, and
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
are as glaring as anything the poet has ridiculed and C. A. Joseph. Freethought is growing right
LECTURE I I.-CONTINUED.
above.
.
,
along here, owing to the conscientio;us devotion and
Our
Greek
poet
presents
only
the
more
refined
hard
work of these and others of our comrades. I
THE INFINITE AS GOD.
form of Anthropomorphism in the last two lines. WllS kindly entertained by Bro. Gilmore an.d family,
It is evident enough from what has been said that He ia merely trying to retain the falsehood of per- and to Bro. Miller I am also indebted for help and
neither the Cosmoll, nor any part of it, is ever again Bonification while hiding and denying its grossness. cheering encouragement. Would that every town
to become the Goil of licientific people. Thili iii g-en- All this, no matter how far refined, is equally incon in our state had as many go-ahead Liberals as has
erally admitted; but may not THE lNFINITli:, which is sistent. An infinite Person is an infinite contradic- Farley. The church has received many a hard
suppo11ed to extend beyond the Cosmos, be the,,God. tion.
shock here, and 1he will be surprised more than
or the chief dwelling-place of a spirit-God, or be perWe have seen no exception taken to Prof. Fiske's once ·again. I had a little confab with the "city"
sonified a1 Goil in. some way. Can t.hia be 10? Can showing that our word" God" is but an old form of n;tarshal ~1pon the subject of licenses. That functhe Infinite, or any conception of it, be the unity the name of Odin, the Personal Hero and Deity of twn3:ry, hke most. other h_enchmen of the state, _had
solution, and guide of intelligent people in thia and our ~avage So"ndi·navi·an a d Sa
t
cs·ee bno higher
conception of right than that entertamed
•
..
n
xon ances ors.
th
h t
· "1 " · · h
A
future ages? ·
Fiske's "Myths and Myth Makers.")
y . e masse.s-~ a ever ~~~ . aw ~s rig t.
cTo this quPiition Theology answers, yes; and modWhat justification can there be for describing and cordmg to this VIew-and It IS the view of nearly
ern Science, No.
limiting the Infinite by the name of this "heathen" a_ll-we are bound to alw:ays obey law, even a fugiThe Scientific verdict on thili issue ia undoubtedly mead and blood-drinking b haria
tiv slave law. Comment Illl unnecessary.
:
the Agnostic. Our fifth !!Ubjective harmony must
Intel1igence is foresight, ~~e ad~ptation of means
~onticello sadly needs a reyival. of_ L~bera:li~_m.
then read thUB:
to ends, and is thua the denial Qf the infinite Power With _probably scores of heretiCs W:Ithm Its limits,
v.-THE INFINITE, BEING FROK ITS vERY NATURE BEYOND and Knowledge. The infinite Love and Mercy deny our _Liberal papers are not taken, wit~ very few exTHE RELATIONS BYWHIOH MAN OAN HAVE ANY KNOWL- the infinite Justice, and the creation of the Devil; cept10~s. John Blanchard? H. W. Gill,_ Dr. Henry,
EDGE, II UNKNowABLE TO HIM; AND ALL BELIEFs AS and lio each attribute is the denial of the other. So Dr. Mill~tt, and Henry Wright I fou~d m~erested m
TO IT ARE IDLE IMAGINATIONS, UNVERIFIABLE, A''D of the Trinity, the begetting and death of a son, etc., progreSFJIV thought. Mr. _Blanchard IS editOI' of the
THEREFORE" USEL:iSB AS ~·HE SOLUTION AND GUIDE· oF etc, are all denials of the Infinite. We have been Express, and has .a fine l~brary, bu~ he needs to beHUMAN: LIFE.
· taught to wonder at the ridiculous stories of Polythe- come better acquamted with th~ Liberal movement
The line of thought which has brought modern ism, but they are rationality itself in comparison to of to-day, that h~ may not so "?-nJustly condemn so~e
Science to this concluliion is the law of the relativity Monotheiem. Its limited deities were only latger-not of our J:es_t wo1kers. Montwello has bee!! qmte
of all human knowledge:·explained in our firlit lect- infinite men, and they loved and hated and quarreled favored Ill :,ts clergy~en, and so I fou_n~, quite a deure. It may be followed from Hume to Kant, from as beilt they could. , Monotheism condenses all of mand. for The Crimea of Pr~chera. . ~ersonal
Kant to Sir William Hamilton and Comte, and th~ir contradictionil and limitations into one and then acq:Iai_ntance always make& us mterested m such
thence to Dean Manriel, Spenm1r, Huxley, Haeckel, contradicts them all by adding the conception of the statistiCs.
.
.
.
.
·and to Liberal scientiata generally.
infinite unity. It is for this reason J. S. Mill, in his
But Anamosa, with. the _Penitentiary, IS not far
It may be granted that the Infinite is the necessary essay upon Theism, in order to make· any showing away, and so the_ Mont_well01tes do no~ worry as much
third factor of the world, which ia always thought for it, was obliged to imagine a limited God or Demi- ag they ?therwise mi~ht over. clerical escapades.
of as a trinity, v£'z., aa Man, the Cosmoa, the Infinite- urge as creator of the world, who did, not as· well as Anamo~a Is fam?us for Its beautiful stone and excelYet there is no alternative but to consider the In- he wanted to, but the best he could. But this, of lent brick, and IS a pretty town, because of them,
finite as but the continuation without limit of the course, was in substance a return to Polytheism probably. Here we hav some good worker~, notably
Finite. To find the Infinite we extend matter, with its for it left invincible and opposing powers, that is: Mrs. M. E. Preston, Nelson Pot_te~, Israel Fishe~, ~nd
inference, space; and force, with its inference, time. real Gods outatanding.
, B. F. Shaw, _state fish commiSSIOner. . To. friends
All of these may be reduced to our ultimate idea of
There iil something too absurd to argue, now that ~otter and Fiiiher I am under great obhgl\tiOns f~r
power, or re&iiltance to motion, as common to all. Biology has become a licience, in the conception th!).t kmdne_ssea most cheerfully bestowed. Mr. ~otte! IS
Thus we conceive the Infinite ail the power we know, the Infinite is .or can be an animal with eyes and ears ~ rela~Iv of A. L. Potter, of L~Motte, and, hke h1m,
but as limitless and unconditioned. We cannot and brain; and yet without· these even Lucretius asked Is a Liberal all the way !ound_ and clear through.
think that there is a limit to matter, nor to force, nor how could there be thoughts or design. How can the
I~ nearly every town. m whwh I s~op I am ~o!d by
to 1pace, nor to time; nor to power, as the sum or unlimited have laws and limitations? How can there a friend that the place IS the most bigoted ana mtolc
simpleat conc~ption of these. We feel that there is be an animal conceived of without these? There ill e!ant of all plac~s. _Of course. they cannot· al~ h!l
alway& a brther on-never an end or vacuum. Thus no proof that the Infinite has any animal faculties. r1ght, but I a?l mclmed to thmk that Wy~mi'ng,
in onr Clasaification (on p 12) the Infinite appears in p-nfortunately, a scientifi~ co~tradiction or difficulty Jones.county> I~ as near heaye_n ~~ any town m the
the Emotional or upper division ail the Plenum or the Ilil not gotten over by calling lt a "mystery."
state, If pr?ximity to heaven Is md_wated by the numInfinite Power. In the Activity or Will division be~s ~n the case of th_e Co•mos, the deanthropomor- be~s and vuulent ~rthodoxy o~ stiff-back~d Pres bylow it, there is vacancy, for we can hav no relation phiZatwn of the Infimte has rendered abaurd all at- ~erians and whooping Methodists, cant, bigotry,- an~ .
nor do anything in regard to the Infinite. In thought, ~empts to att!ibute know_able animal, human, or Spir- ~ntolerance. It does not seem to know that the devil
or the Intellectual division, we can merely think anel Itual propertieS or faculties of any kind to it. There IS de3:d and the ~res of _he!l are put out, E[eethought
question as to what lies beyond finite &pace; or the is a final divorce of perlilonality from Infinity.
growmg, and smence kicking a~ J~hovah s chamb~r
Cosmos, ail illustrating the freedom of our thought,
.
[To BE CONTilfUE>.]
door. _Whoso does not pay hi!! tithes regularly m
and so it ill marked. So with the senses, in the lower
Wyommg may look out for northers-no, I mean a
division. Man, by the aid of the telescope, can only
s·Notes of Travel by E. C. Walker.
sirocco. He'll hav a time of it anyway. But. Wysay ail to the practical infinity of space that there is
oming may yet be saved. There may not be ten
always a farther space beyond. .
•
Through the mingled sunshine and storm of an Freethinkers in the town, but there are some splenThe feelinga of awe, wonder, and reverence to- Iowa Decemb~r I hav been meandering through por- did ones in the country round about. I stopped over
ward and in regard to the Infinite Power Science tiona of the counties of Buchanan, Delaware, Du- Sunday and had a grand visit with Mr. and Mrs. AbsuRtaina and cherilihes-nay, unlipeakably increaaes; buque, and Jones in search of the truth and truth ner Kimball and their sons and daughters, and son-inbut for more it aeea no warrant! It is the decla- seekers.
law, John Conway. Here is a family whose houseration of the limitleua, and of the freedom of the
At Quasqueton, a pretty little country village in hold gods are none of the old heathen Christian
human soul, and aa &uch is of inconceivable value. Buchanan county, snugly nestled down beside the deities, but the fair, sweet angels of science, art, and
It is the neces&ary and inevitable foundation and murmuring Wapsipinecon, and undisturbed by rum- Freethought. There is no concealment of unpopular
background of knowable existence, and of our human ble of cars or scream of locomotiv whistle, I found opinions here, but the Liberal and Spiritual colors fly
conscioUIImess. To seek to make it more, or other, is Laura Walker and the little ones awaiting the arrival bravely in the breeze of friendly discussion, and
to make it leea-i•, in fact, to deny and to destroy it. of the househo~d goods, when housekeeping would from the walls of parlor and hall lithographs and
".lfeeling is all," 1ay1 Faust. Let no one dare to hide be con;tmenced ane"!', but with the inspiring impetus photos of distinguished Freethinkers and scientists
it bywords, or names, or symbols, or personifications. of an mdependent hfe-work to cheer and inaugurate are prominently displayed, and untiring induliltry and
Excusable these may be in a Fetich worshiper, but in the little matron, she having now commenced the deft fingers hav fashioned many a beautiful orna~
proportion to the progress of mankind these idols study o~ m~dicin in earnest. Not any system of ment from nature's varied productions for the grati"
and symbols of the imagination drop out of sight drug_ P~Isomng, but na~ure'~ metho_ds of healing and fication of the esthetic faculties. No "In God we
and use. They are seen to be nothing mo:~:e than rebmldmg and _magnetiC reJuvenatiOn.
trust" or "God bless our home" mottoes giv 'the lie
the reflecting of man's own nature upon the Infinite,
Outspoken Liberals are not very plentiful in Bu- to the principles professed, and one instinctivly feels
obscuring and falsifying it. The cruder form of I chanan county, ~ut Dr. D. C. Hastmgs has done very when he enters this abiding-place that he is in a secthis personification business was ridiculed by the· much to. humamze and broaden these people whom ular home. I shall long remember this bright oasis
old Greek Xenophanes, who allowed to the lower ani-. he h~s hve_d a?long for so many years, and, in spite in the dreary desert of apathy, indifference, and selfmala, in this lively manner,'the same privilege of per- of his radw_ahsm, he ~as conquered for himself a ishness through which I hav journeyed in my wanBonification that men indulge in who call it "relig- ·warm place m the affectiOns an_d e~teem of his neigh- derings. May such centers of progressiv thought
ion:"
·
\bora. He has been true to his smcere convictions, and life increase and multiply as the gospel of nat" If sheep and swine, and lions strong, and all the bovine ' an~ already the ?rop fro!ll t~e seed he has sown uralism spreads among_ the people.
crew,
amid storm and ram IS whitenmg for the harvest.
I must not forget to mention our fearless young
Could paint with cunning hands, and do what clever mortals
Manchester has a large Infidel element, but it sadly friend, Geo. Gilbert, a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER
do,
.
. .
needs electrifying. There are a few goQd workers, and North American Review.
Depend upon It every pig WI~h sn~ut so broad and blunt, .
but the masses here, as elsewhere, hav inherited so
The Iowa division of the lllinois Central Railway
Would g~~t a Jove that hke himself would thunder with a much from th~ c~urch th_at they do not often think some five weeks ago put on three regular Sunday
A.nd every lion's god would roar, and every hull's would bel- of the future m Its relatiOn to the work of the pres- trains, which certainly is a great accommodation to
low,
'
en.t; they do not see that every stone which they the traveling public, and a step in the right direction,
A.nd every sheep's would baa, and every beast his worshiped mig~t b_ut do not remove from the highway of hu-' which will be appreciated by all save the real godly.
. fellow
mamty_ IS a. "rock of offense" left in the pathway Other through lines will soon be compelled by the
Would
theofimmortal
form,or and
existswine."
divine,
0f th eu ch Ild ren. Of course these remarks do not force of competition to do likewise, and we may soon
But
badfind
the ingait
lion, sheep,
ox, nought
or grunting
apply to ~<uch as V. Schelling, J. Van Antwerp, H. look in vain for the familiar "except Sunday" when
In these imaginations of the Infinite every people S. Walter, G. R. Buckley, and C. W. Mead. Win- examining Western railroad time-tables. And thus
ridicules those below and reverences those above chester should be made one Of a "circuit" for some will "the Sabbath" get another terrible '4break,"
them. The very Greek who furnishes the above rid- good speak_er.
and people visit their friends on Sunday instead of
icule proceeds to do the same thing, only in a higher
At Earlville I .met N. W. Clark, Charles Sohucert, listening to the recital of Joshua's exploits.
form, by adding these lines to the foregoing: .
Peter Hess, F. Werkmeister, and R. Zimmerman, of
E. C •. WALKER, Sec. Iowa L. L.
1
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respect for the feelings of others.

They are per-

A ()ha.raeteristie. Letter .from Col. Ingersoll. fectly willing to wreck the life of any man who has
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Paine Celebrations.

:BURR OAK, MICH.
All of the honest and truthful members of the or- the courage to express· his honest thoughts. They
The Liberal League of Burr Oak, Mich. (No. 167),
thodoxy who know anything about Col. IngertiOll would be delighted to .see his wife in want, and his on Jan. 29th celebrated the 145th anniversary of the
personally, are forced t_o adll!it that so far as his children clad in rags. They would repeat with in- birthday of Thomas. Paine, that grand patriot, author,
life his character, and his habits are concerned, they finit unction the prayer recorded in the 109th Psalm. and hero who fanned into quickening fires the sparks
are'above reproach; that in hia own family he is a With folded hands and upturned eyes they.would of liberty that were smoldering within the breast of
model husband and a model father; that his home is sar; ~etGh~: children be fatherless and his wife a our revolutionary fathen, and who, with his master
one in which there is a perpetual reign of sunshine
· ·
h ·
f h
t widow. Let his children be continuously vagabonds, pen, nerved them to 11trike for freedom and independand joy, an d that as a Citizen e ls one 0 t e mos and beg. Let them seek their bread also out of ence; and who, in that long night of revolution, at
' kind-hearted and benevolent of men.
times when disaster and despair tlireatened to engulf
We recently, however, clipped from a good, pious, their desolat.e places. Let there be none to extend the mighty Washington and hi11 little army of heroes,
sweet-tempered, Golden-Rule-observing, orthodox mercy unto them, neither let there be any to favor when the bright iitar of American liberty grew dim
paper, 11ome very aavage assaults upon Col. Inger- hisOfatherless children."
Th
aud almost faded from aight, was found writing by;
soH's private character, &aid to hav been made some
f course, there are many exceptions.
ere are the dim light of the midnight camp-fire words that,
time before, by a couple of Chicago clergymen, at a good, honest, self-sacrificing men in the pulpits and when read to the bleeding, atarving 11oldiers, restored
ministerS'' meeting in that city. The charges bore pews; but, judging from my experience, I would their lost energy, arou11ed them to the performance
on their face evidences not only of untruthfulness, almost hate to say how few.
of deeda of gr,eater valor, cauaed them to endure
R. G. INGERSOLL.
but of bitter malignity. Thinking that possibly
Yours truly,
hard&hips more liQVere, and to awear by their burned
Col. Ingersoll might not hav seen these charges, we
and waated homes, the wives of their bosoms, and
.A. Letter to Mrs. Slenker.
clipped them out arid sent them to him, accompanied
their helpless little ones, to fight until they gain for
by a brief letter, in which we· stated to him that DEAR MADAM: Our attorney-general was out to see me yester- America her independence, or until the last murwhile he is peraonally respected by the masses of the day, and in the course of our conversation he made the assertion dered patriot should aink into a hero'il grave.
people, and by the maa&eil even who are still tied to that the Bible was not read in the public schools of any of the
We held two meetingi, onQ in the day-time and
the churche1, yet there are some clerical bigots states ..·If such is the cas~ I hav been wrongly informed. I one in the evening. By invitation of our League
who would evidently crucify him if they only had am satisfied that you are fully able to giv us acorrectstatement S. D. Moore, of Adrian, Mich., was with ua on the
in regard to the matter. So I hope you will do so in the colthe power, and who, feeling that something must be umns of THE TRUTH SBII:J[ER. If you can, giv us the number occasion. Although the day was pretty coli!, we
said by them to offset the sledge-hammer biows that of the states wherein the Bible is read in the public schools. I bad a fair-iiized audience at both meeting11, who lishe has given to some of their pet dogmas, hav made wish to show your statement to the learned limb of the law. tened with rapt attention to Mr. Moore'• able and
them11elva believe that they are entirely justifiable in Hoping to see a statemint from you at the earliest opportunit'·, scholarly expose of the Chriatian religion. I cannot
attempting to blacken and besmirch his private I remrdn,
Yours respectfully,
J. S. MARTIN.
refrain from aaying that be i11 a live Li.berli.l of pleascharacter, even when they can only do so at the exREPLY.
ing address, who11e earneat word& cannot fail to impense of truth. In reply to.that note, Co!· ~ngersoll
To say that" the Bible js n.ot read in the public press his hearer11 with the hone•ty of purpoae with
recently sent us the followmg characteristiC letter: school of 1my state" is a great mi11take. Right here which he pleads the cause of truth and justice. After
in Snowville-a little town of two hundred inhabi- Mr. Moore's address in the morning-, the writer, one
COL. INGERSOLL'S LETTER.
tants-one that boasts of a fine public library and of our League members, pronounced a eulogy on
W .ASHINGTON, Jan. 3, 1882.
several large private libraries, a first-class school, a Thomas Paine, which was followed in the evening
MY DEAR },{R, MITCHELL: Much obliged to you ladies' reading club, a Masonic hall, a Good Tem- by our secretary, A. H. Thurston, in the aame litrain,
for your letter of the 29th. The clippings you aent plars' lodge, and a Campbellite church that nearly together with another able addre111 by Mr. Moore,
me appeared in'the papers two or three yeara a~o. I run1 them all-the school-teacher, who is a preacher and some appropriate remark& from our president,
had a correspondence with one of the minister~~ upon of this dipperite fraternity, uses the Bible as a Mr. E. E. Campany. We closed at a late hour our
the subject, and convicted him of having told a school-book, and if there is a single state in the meeting, the friends separating, feeling happy and
falsehood. These ministers were really not worth Union where the Bible is not (in some part of it) glad that they had attended. Yours for the cause
noticing. I had delivered a lecture in Chicago that read in the public schools, I am totally unaware of you are so ably and fearlAssly maintaining,
the clergy could not answer. Fifteen or twenty of it. I hav liTed in New York, Pennsylvania, TenS. K. THURSTON.
thetn tried, and yet the people, speaking through the nessee, and Virginia, and in several different places
principal paper~ of the city, decided that the replies in each state, and always found the old Jew book
PITTSBURGH, P.A.
were entirely un11atillfactory. This arou11ed these used as a Bchool-book; and, indeed, when I was a
Yesterday
Maltby
Hall, on Fifth avenue, Pittsparticular preachers up to the lying point.
Yankee 1choolma'am) I had to allow it read in my burgh, was gaily hung with evergreens and decorated
As they could not answer my arguments, they did own school in many districtil, but generally manthe next best thing-they attack~d me. They could aged it ao that it was gradually and imperceptibly with mottoes and portraits, aa an eager throng filled
not lie so a• to~ answer the points I had made, be- dropped; and the1·efore when it ceased entirely to the house, seemingly anxiouii to make amends for
popular delay in doing jullticQ to one of freedom's
cause, as a matter of fact, there is no logic in lie11.
be read no notice wail taken of it.
martyrs.·
As lies cannot hurt logic, they used them to deNow, with my pre&\)nt convictions of the bad inThe occasion was the one hundred and forty-fifth
stroy, not the logic, but the logician. I can always fluence of the volume, I could not consent to allow
anniversary
of the birth of Thomas Paine. Just back
tell when my arrows hav reached the heart of super- it read in any school where I was teacher, unless I
stition. If the points I hav made cannot be an- was free to expound ita meanings according to my of the ro11trum hung an excellent portrait of the
swered, then my character gets bad, as my argu- own reason and judgment. I am satisfied that the author-hero, :flanked on t4e right by that of Colonel
ments get good. I presume if I were to make a book, ail now read, is really making more Infidels Ingersoll, and on the left by Lincoln and Garfield.
The mottoes were happy aelectionil from Paine's
weak speech, my reputation would be excellent.
than Christian11, even in our public schools. Chil- "creed," as laid down in the "Age of Reason."
Of course my reputation has nothing to do with dren are, in thilil age, taught to reason, analyze, and
The bright, earne11t faces of the intelligent audithe question, one way or the other. Admitting that I compare. They are taught science, philosophy, and
encA
ahowed plainly that they were expecting a realam the worst man in the world, still there ia some practical knowledge; and when they read of a :fiat
ization
of Uharles Mackay'11 couplet,
doubt about the general deluge. If it should be earth, of men made of dust, of serpentil that talk, of
"Ever dolls truth come uppermost,
provad that I am the unfortunate possessor of all the its taking more time to make our little earth than
A.nd ever is justwe. done,"
vices, still some people might hav their doubts about all the 1uns and iltars, and of a small ark holding
the whale's having swallowed Jonah. And shoul<I I such a multitude of animal& and their food for so and the enjoyment of "the fellow11hip of kindred
be so unfortunate ail to die in the penitentiary, even long a time, and the ten thou1and other myths re- minds," and they were not disappointed. The comafter that 11ome folkl might ilay that the doctrin of lated in the old myth book, they compare the state- mittee of arrangements of the Liberal League,
the trinity wag mathematically absurd.
ments with natural history, geology, and philoso- Mes11rs. Staley, Schade, and Grundy, had made ample
I hav no time to answer all the attacks made upon phy, and declare there mu1t be something wrong. provisions for their entertainment and edification.
me;, and if I had, I might be engaged in better busi- They read of God, devil, ghost, and the " aon of A varied program of addre11ses, muaic, recitations,
ness. There i1 an old saying that he who takes God," and rea1on that none of these are now mani- songs, and toasts had been arranged, to conclude
· niedicin every time he feels unwell will iloon ruin his fested to the perception11 of people, and so doubts as with a banquet at the fineat restaurant in the city.
constitution, and that he who defends his character to the correctness of the pious old school-book creep
Mr. James E. Emerson, of Beaver Falls, Pa., was
from every attack will aoon lose it. I ha v been into their minds, never more to be eradicated. the first speaker. He gave a maaterly resume of
charged with everything; but what has that to do Wherever I hav known of prayers and Bible-reading Paine's life and services; dwelt upon his literary
with the existence of the supernatural? Suppose in schools, I hav noticed many of the scholars who achievements, his patriotiiim, hi11 modesty, his moral
all these charges to be true, is_ the Bible then in- prefer being late to listening to the monotonous courage, his magnanimity, his honest expression of
spired; and i1 an eternity of pam the lot of nearly humdrum.
unpopular opinions and constant fealty to his hi~h
all the sons of men?
est
convictions of truth in death. After vindicatwg
A little more work, brother and sister Liberals, a
A very good story is told of Sidney Smith. He little more patience, and we shall see the Christian Paine from the aspersions of his enemies, Mr. Emerwas convening with a young man, who it seems used myths placed with all the millio~s of other myths of son concluded by saying," The 'Age of Reason' has
a great deal of profane language. After a while, antiquity. All we hav to do Is to keep right on never yet been met hyother arguments than dander,
Mr. Smith said to him, "Let us admit, for the pur- teaching science, truth, and real knowledge, and and it never will be squarely met by the orthodox
pose of this conversation, that everything in the uni- then legendi!, fables, and fictions must be ousted. church."
verse has been thoroughly damned, and go on with In science theology
After some excellent music by the band, Prof.
the discussion.)) So I ~ay to the ministers, "Let us
William Seymour, of Philadelphia, Pa., took the
" Hath met a plain-faced foe,
go on with the discussion." No matter what I may
stand, and paid a glowing tribute to the genius of
Lacking in subtlety and outward grace,
hav done, and no matter what I may do, gentlemen,
the man who was despised and defamed by the igBut with an eye that pierceth through the veil
be kind enough to answer what I say.
norant bigots of the age in which he lived, but honOf mystery the conquerer holds up
Moat of these gentlemen claim that they love even
ored and loved by such men as Franklin, Washington,
To daze men's sight, and with an' arm that makes
A. mortal wound at every blow it strikes,
their enemies. In order to get a little practice, so
and Jefferson. The professor contrasted Paine's
A.nd with a stride that moves but slowly, true,
that to love enemies will at least be comparativly
creed with the popular theology of the day, very
But never draweth back, and with a heart
easy, would it not be well enough to commence by
much to the disadvantage of the latter.
That dareth all, so that it find the truth.
treating those decently who are not the1r enemies?
At the close of Prof. Seymour's remarks the pubI do no not ask their friendship. I do not want their
l~c meeting of the League adjourned, and it was
. . . . The veil is rent in twain;
Serene-eyed science standeth in the breach;
praise. · I hav only one request to make of the clergy
transformed into a social.
The holy place, forbidden unto men,
of the whole world, and that is that they will not
The afternoon was spent very pleasantly, the enUnknown and unexplored, yPt held in awe,
tell falsehoods about me. There are two things I
tertainment being varied by an address of welcome,
Proves but a vacant chamber. One step more,
would like to hav them stick to-one is the subject
by Mr. Thomas Grundy; "The Maiil of Midian"
Another blow like that which rent the veil,
under discussion, and the other is the truth. Until
(recitation), by Mr. Dovey; "Why should the Spirit
A.nd through the very wall light shall come in."
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
I read some of the attacks that hav been made upon
of Mortal be Proud?" by J. E. Emerson; music,
me, I had no conception of the malignity of the
songs, etc.
.
Presuming there is a future life, it is certain that
modern churches. They do not seem to care for the
At 7 o'clock, as announced, the company adjourned
consequence .of their acts. They are wining to a happy life here will not be a charge against us in to Reineman)s restaurant, where;a sumptuous repast
malign men, women, and children. They hav no the next.
was spread for the express purpose of filling an ach-
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ing void (for Liberals, ladies as well as gentlemen,
do get hungry), which haTing been discussed to the
satisfaction of all parties, toasts were in order.
"Thoma• Paine" was responded to by Mr. W.
Scott Douthitt; in closing he said, "The duty of
every lover of truth, and the object of our celebration, is to raise his memory from the grave of
calumny in which bigotry has buried it for so many
years.?'
"Voltaire" was responded to by Mr. J. E. Emerson, who said : ~'He battled against tyranny in
every form, and feared neither priest nor king.
Reason destined him :first for her poet, second for
her apostle, and last for her idol." Prof. Seymour
paid a neat compliment to ''The Press;" Mr. Emerson eulogized "The Ladies," and Thes. Grundy did
justiQe to" TheN a.tionaland Local Liberal Leagues."
Tlie occasiQn waa one long to be remembered, and
if the faith of our Spirituali&tic friend& is not.altogether in vain, Thomaa Paine last Sunday looked
down from the hi,gher spheres and said: "Republics
are not always ungrateful."
HARRY HoovER.
Pitt1burgh, Pa., Jan. 30, 1882.
LINESVILLE, PA.
The 28th, 29th, and 30th of January were gala
days for the Linesville Liberal League. For several
Years past the Liberalists of all shades. of opinion hav
celebrated the debut of the Author-Hero' of the
American republic on to this mundane stage. Each
• h a1 exce118 d a 11 Ot h ers In
• earnestneSS an d
ce16b ratiOn
enthusiasm. The late celebration has beaten them all.
Laat year it was asserted, and I think :firmly believed, by the Christian portion of this community,
that we were tO hav the last CelebratiOn" the WOrshipers of St. Tom Paine " (if you will indulge tne
in Elder Braden'• peculiar claasic}were ever to enJ·oy. Elder Clark B.raden, assi'sted. by the home
clergy, was to annihilate the last vestige of Liberalism. . When the meeting .proved to be the largest
one ever held in this place, they said, "No wonder
it is large; yon had Elder Braden and the Christian
minister& to call out an audience."·
This year the ministers and the ch.urch determined
to l'gnore Ull to death • They would not countenance
us; now we would hav a failure sure. They carried
out their part of the program to the letter, so we did
Our.. The roads Were I'n such a condl"tl"on that l•t was
almost impossible for people to get here with teams,
So many Ll'berals wi'thi'n ten mi'les stai'd at home·'
neverthele1s, our success waa greater than ever known
before. We were compelled to adJ' ourn from our
own hall to the opera house, the largest hall in the
·
d
h
d
•
f
village, an , notwit stan ing an admittance ee was
taken at the door to keep un. interested p' erso. ns away,
the seating capacity of the hall was insufficient to
.
.
d te th
accommo a
e au Ience.
The speakers were A. B .. Bradford, J. H. Burn•
h am, J . A · W right, 0 • p • K. e 11og, M att'1e E • H U 11,
and the writer of this. Every speech, except one or
two of the writer's, was terse, pointed, and eloquent,
and received with enthusiasm. Our Liberal League
received about forty new members, and others went
· d t f
L
• th •
h ome d et ernune
0
orm new eagues m
eu·
vicinity. Especially deserving· of notice is Mr.
Bradford'i discourse on ·the Old Testament saints as
•zed by Paul in Hebrews n· If they were
oano n 1
·
what he proved ··them to be, the world were better
·
th
d
'
•
1
fill e d WI
evi s.
Mr. Burnham delivered the r.egular Paine memo• 1 d'
I
·
•
f 1
.na
liiCOurse.
t was a masterpiece o e oquence,
logic, and new thoughta on an old theJille·
J. A. Wright, of Youngstown, Ohio, is a mechanic
who has recently been ealled to preach the gospel of
Liberalism. He is ali earneat s~udent, deep thinker,
and cloae reasoner. His neighbors call him a splen-'
did fellow.
Some of the leading daily papers of this vicinity
were represented. The. Erie IJispatch sent a pious
cuss to report for its columns. In his report he says:
•• The three days' celebration of the 145th anniYereary of Tom
Paine's birthdav, by the Liberalists, Freethinkers, and Infidels of
northwestern Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio, closed to-night with
a grand ball at the opera house. The attendance trom various·cuies and townships within a radius of several hundred miles was
large; and the Liberalists are congratulating each other upon what
they call a gigantic success. Hotels and private houses hav been
taxed to thelr utmost to accommodate the hundreds of visitors to
the convention. The craft of the Infidel was seen m the action of
the Liberal League of Linesvlll!l, which, at ll'l'eat expense, brollght
together :live eJ<-ministers of the gospel to preach against the plan
of salvation by the cross ot Obrist. These ministers, all eminent
scholars, powerful in debate, and clergymen of many years• standing, made a big team for the clergy here to contend against, and although the League has·induced many people to renounce the pure
religion or Jesus Christ for the uncertain ·and damnable rocks of
Infidelity, the success may only be temporary. When the glamou~
shall hav worn otf, when calm retlection and the still small voice
shall speak in the silent hours of the night, these poor Iambs who
bav strayed from the fold into tbe den of" the wolf may eJ<perlence
another change of heart, and.:find. their way back to the churches
they hav left for Liberal Hall
"The Rev. Moses Hull is the leading character in this soul tragedy
which is being played here. He opened the convention by announc..
lng a song with • words by the devil. and the tune by God. • Th$1
the beautiful 'Sweet By and By' was desecrated by being sung
to blasphemy."
·
The Cleveland Leader, the leading daily paper of
eastern Ohio, also had a representativ here whom it
editorially announces as "strictly orthodox." Of
course he was in disguise. The only thing we can be
sure of is that it was not one of our Linesville clergymen, as they were neither of them present at any
session of the ·convention, and as they are not the
kind· of men who would report without knowing what
they were reporting~
·

a·

i::,

In his Saturday evening's report he .says:
"At this juncture fraternal telegrams arrived from the Liberals of
New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, San Francisco, London, and
Paris. They were read by Rev. Moses Hull, who was ap\)olnted t.o
draft replies. The following is a copy of what was wired to all the
ctties:
"The L!bera.IB of ea.stem Ohio o.nd western Pennsylvania, beltevinil the
'Age of Reason • Is here, and hotn~ In aU things to be governed by •Common
~8~~\'i~~J,~g~~~r:r:!fe"n~!no~~h~ , ~~;;:'of'il~'i.J!~h the Liberals of - , and

wit, tact, and courage of a new lady worker in the
fold of Liberalism for this reform in the press.
We must not omit to state tliatthe leading ladies
of the society gave a complimentary supper consisting of the most choice viands, at which nearly fifty
people participated. Yours for progress,
B. T •..

WASHINGTON.
At the anniversary celebration of the birthday of
Thomas Paine in WasP,ington last Monday, Mr~ W.
H. Burr paid the following tribute to the memor.y:
of the great revolutionary patriot:
. .
" For nearly a century the name of Thomas Paine has been
the synonym of diabolism. And yet I challenge the world to
show a single smirch on his moral character. He was the most
secretiv of men 1 and yet the most conscientious. So secretiv
was he that he was scarcely known as an author until he wrote.
the 'Rights of Man,' in 1791. Paine was then fifty-four years
of age. His • Common Sense,' published in January, 1776, and
his' Crisis,' in sixteen numbers, from December, 1776, till De~
cember, 1783, were all anonymous. If his name appeared in
any of the many editions it was without his sanction. . As an
author he was known only under the nom de plume ' Common
Sense.' He was fifty-six years of age before he wrote a sentence that would indicate what were his religious views. Nor
would he hav written his' Age of Reason~ as early as 1793, if
0
th~~e~~ft,';.i[. ~~\'l.~>T;~~~!~:~dJo~~~~£~:~~n:od ~~:~J"'it'! ~Yf~~lfE~:cC:.nfn~~ he had not apprehended speedy death by the guillotin. He
~~~f~~·tt~~~~~~;,"gftrget~0';,~~;ogeneonsnesa of our Institutions and endan- intended that work as his last offering to the world; and the
that the first p.trt of it was hurriedly written,·with the
th"fg:;r~~~·,,i~~ft:fn~s':i\,~:~::;~~~gg; w:;1~c:~l~~~'i.,~g:~8~~n~'t,~~ fact
guillotin impending over him, ought to silence imputation
are
Indorsed
as
models
and
exemplara
of
the
•avln~r grace of faith by tbe
apostle Paul, Ia the eleventh chapter of the epistle to the Hebrews;
upon the purity of his motiv. His earliest \Jiographers were
tirVt~ER~~~in~~~:rfo'rm:,r~:_~~~ %J;~~f."t:."'k~lat'~~n~:1~~:~~~.~u~ British tories and libelers. Oldys (a ,fictitious name) insinuated,
good ~hrlstlans. hav never been Qn•wered, viz,: Tt•at beolnes being pesltlvlY in 1791. that Paine was dismissed from the excise office in 1765
permitted
the Old Testament,
It Is nowhere
the Ill,
"ew
Testa.- for dishonesty, and attempted to adduce evidence that his
ment,
but IsInconnived
at, If not tacitly
apfroved,condemned
by Paulin 1InTim.
2, where
~tf~.'t~~;ts ~tg~,~~g;~cg~~~:;,g~~~~~gt
;~~';; ;~~r:rr,~~a;:i~lr~le~mpii- second dismissal, in 1774, was for dealing as a grocer in smuggled
·1. Resolved. That In the judgment of this meetlnillt Is both lncenslstent tobacco. The British tory, Cheetham, in 1809, though a.misera~~1..~~g~~~b~~~~~~~~ ~':,~r~·e~rt~~~.~~~~~e~s s~att'l:et~~;g~E:\~llffm~l. ble de~amer, acquitted Paine of the charge in the first instance
rltory, a religious Institution sanctioned In the 1llb1e. and sanctified by the ex- and dared not indorse it in the second. And yet a recent author
ample Of 'Saints,' whose lives are held up to US 88 modela by the 'inBplred' has stated in his book that Paine was twice dismissed for
"P2~s~'!,~fv':1t~'lrt~tefJ•~?e~ ~p~~~~r~~~ious facts, the first thing to be done ~muggling-. The charge is baseless and false, as I h11.v publicly
\1J~Y~F.~.t'.!~'f{~il'~rfg,~";,~to~a~;g.n~~f;~~~~ ~~~~~~":;e"~g~~E.~: proved, During the last year or two of Paine's service as exciseman he had to continue the business of his deceased :fatherlng
the truth
that the
Bible of
Is fai•b
not, neither
does Itand
claim
a plenary and
Infallibly
lnsylred
standard
and morals;
thatto Itbe,condemns
the in. law, who was a grocer and tobacconist, and all the founda1
Ngi!.rm_~~'f:,n:~~~~'\,~ ~h~e!lfe'::d't,.~~~~s.;r~~·f~g~~e~a-:'it~tt'i.~f<i tiOJ::: for the imaginary charge is that tobacco and snuff were
(see 1 Kings xv, 5), and by the apostle Paul In the cases of the other polyga- excisable articles. The cause of Paine's dismissal in either case
amlsts who are named and canonized by him In his epistle tn the Hebrews.
T:.::~~t"1nit?t~tl~nn.v~~d'" ~t:~~tl:l~lot':.se ~~~~l~nsla:~~ r:~~~~~~ does not appear. But that it was not for any moral delinquency
tre88ure to abolish It, It Is the l,udgment of this meeting tEat ~onilress. during is apparent from the fact that his superior in office, George
~t'h~~'i~tfi£~~~~J:.~!.i.Yo~~:tr':.~l'n"g"t'~{:~t:~~:~):;·.m,~:r.;fdk~:!~~:f~:,1!:i'd Lewis Scott, a former tutor of Prince George III., and cothe
monogamic
Influences
or onr civilization,
ultimatelybytothecure
theasevil
of editor of Chambers's. Cyclopedia, first sought to restore Paine to
polygamy,
or to destroy
It Immediately
s.nd relentleBBly
sword
a po.
the service, and failing in th"at recommended him to Benjflmin
lltlcal
nuisance;
since
hls,ory
in
generaL
and
the
history
of
Mol'IIlonlsm
In Franklin.
particular, proves that the persecution of anT religious creed or church as
Before the year closed Franklin sent Paine to A!ller0
8
~~g~r~~~~~~t~y,~~~~~::;o'i't~~n~J~l<f ~~~.~~et'!fehe":e~~~ 0~hfh'ef~ ica, with recommendations as tutor or surveyor. I find that
sovereign power a.s a nation, hav the same right. In Con~ress assembled, to ·Paine did some surveying in America, and that emplovment as
suppreas
polygamy
any state orforterritory
evil, that
theygovern.
wonld tutor in private families was offered to him on advantageous
hav to ouppTess
an 1n
organization
setting as
up ..anpolitical
Independent
kingly
terms, but whether he accepted the offer does not appe»r. He
mentonthesollandUndertil.eJlagoftherepubllc.
"In tlil.e evening the opera. house was crowded again, standing also began to write anonymously for the Pennsyl·vania Magazine;
room not being obtainable at the hour of commencement. Tbe and it is ~aid he engaged to do so for £25 a year; but he ceroration to Paine's memory was thrillin~rly delivered by Rev. Burn- tainly made no such engagement at first, IIi appears by his letham.
The blasphemously
thread of his argument
up by and
Rev.Lot
Moses
Hull, who
remarkedwas
thattaken
• if Tamar
had ter to Fmnklin, March 4th; and I cannot belien that he was
lived in the nineteenth century, they would now be inmates of the ever paid for his contributions to that magazine. Indeed, I
penitentiary.•
· ,
"He was followed by Mrs. Mattie Hull, whosetalkwaschie:fiycon- hav recently discovered him again in England in the fall of
centrated upon the subject of rearing children to become men and 1775. What took him back so suddenly? I think I can griess.
women in the trne sense of the word, fit to be heirs of nineteenth It was reported that he started the manufacture of saltpeter in
century knowledge, and :fit to b6ll'et heirs worthy of transmittinw America. That must have< been a ruse. Saltpeter requires two
that knowledge to.
(
.. o. P. Kellog, a well-known Ohio Infidel ranter, was also in great or three years to be produced artificially. It is a natural product
demand at each session of the convention, and his speeches, always of India, whence Great Bntain gets all her supplies. In Octohighly humorous, were received with great applause. At the close·
had penned· up General
of each session an invitation was given to join the League. On each ber, 1775, General Washington
The people wondered why our army
occasion there was a big rush to slli'U, notwithstanding the fact that Howe in Boston.
each slgner had to put up one dollar as entrance money to para- did not attack the town. The reason was that the Condise (?) through- the Infidel gate. Such were the attraction of the tinentals had not five rounds of powder to a man. This se~ret
blasphemous lecturer, and the enthusiasm aroused, that old and
young of both sexes pressed forward in their ea~>terness to cast otf Washington told to Franklin in camp at the time. In Decemthe faith of their fathers, which is the hope of the world, and be- ber following Franklin writes to a friend in Paris, saying, 'We
come Liberals or Infidels. An old churchman, who was present, are endeavoring to make saltpeter,' but he wants the merchants
gazed with the Leader man at the sad spectacle, and remarked, with
tears in his eyes, that he had rather died than hav witnessed such to send 'both arms and ammunition, of which the bearer, Mr.
a sight. .
.
·
·
Storey, can more fullv inform you,' and Franklin incloses £100
"All the aforementioned speakers took part in the exercises to- to his friend to pay for his time and expenses in promoting
day, and a freilh batch of •converts' were gathered in, The meet- that object. Paine at this time was either on his way back to
ing- concluded this evening with a ball, which, in a social sense, was
a hig_hly enjoyable affair, but auch a termination is an additional America or had returned. And I hav a right to infer that he
eye-sore to the good Christian people of LinesTill.e. Said one to
the reporter to.night: •It is hellish 1 It is the incarnation of hellish- had gone on a similar mission just after the breaking out of
ness! These In:!ldels are like st,;Tar;es; having captured their 'Vic- hostilities, April19, 1775. Without saltpeter independence was
time, they are now mdulging in a wll:r-dance over them. God help impossible.
them 1 It looks as though they had the bleeding souls of their Vic-,
" It is said that Paine was intemperate, and some fanatics
tims han:inu; from their belts, like so many Kory &caips.'"
say intemperance is a crime. In itself it is no more a crime than
One of my neighbors informs me that the Pitts- insanity. Intemperance is s misfortune, but it is scarcely an
burgh .Dispatch also had a report, but as I hav not evil, except from its injurious results. If Paine was ever a
drunkard, which has not been proven, his intoxication never
seen it I can say nothing about it.
harmed either himself nor anybody else.
.
In conclusion, permit .me to say that Mattie and
" He came out of prison in Paris with an abscess in his side
I came here over one year ago to stay only ten days. and recovering from a fever. Possibly ass sick man he took
We were importuned to stay one year. Now they too much wine or spirits; but during the last seven years
want us more another year than they did the \first. of his life in this country he was practically a temperate man,
They are laboring, with hopes of success, to raise and his death at the age of seventy-two was never charged to intemperance. It is a certifi•d fact that his daily allowance was
money to keep us another year.
one glass of rum sweetened at dinner, anil he lived at a time
E
b d
k
11 f T
T
S
very O Y spea 8 we 0
HE. RUTH EEKER. when almost everybody <bank at least that mucl:i, and at a time
May it liv fore~er.
MosES HULL.
when writers on temperance said a pint of rum a day was all
that any man ought to drink. It has always been presumed
that Paine was a poor man. His wants were few, but that he
PHILADELPHU., PA.
always had a moderate independence I hav no doubt whatever.
It is with pleasure we inform you and our friends
"He held public office altogether some fourteen yearsgenerally that all went merry as a marriage bell. eleven years as exciseman, with a salary of £50; nearly two
We could not hav desired better success. A large years as clerk to the Committee on Foreign Affairs, in America,
at a salary, I believe, of $700, which, in Continental money,
aud~ence, enthusiastic and appreciativ, attended each
was 'worth not more than $250, and one year as clerk of the
sessiOn.
Pennsylvania Legislature, at a salary of $500, all of whieh he
Many good things were said, among which is one gave to saye Washington's army. He also accompanied Col.
worth noting. Our lady speaker, Mme. El-D. Louie, Laurens to France, where a loan was procured, which enabled
gave a most eloquent and able,address, which ought the combined Continental and French armies to defeat Cornto hav been published, in which she fired hot shot wallis at Yorktown, for which service he was never paid by
Congress. He did, however, after the war, receive £500 in
iuto the enemy's camp with most admirable effect. currency from the state of Pennsylvania, and a confiscated
This speaker made reference to the stupidity, or, per- farm from New York, which in the course of twenty odd years
haps, perverseness, of people who persist in calling got to be valued at nearly $30,000. But this $500 in American
Infidels Atheists, and referred to Mr. Da-vidge in the currency and the meager proceeds of the farm could not hav
late Guiteau case, who spoke of "'fom Paine, the supported him abroad for fifteen years, and when he died, in
he left $1,500 in bank-stock. Whence, then, his life-long
Atheist," adding that she hoped no reporter present 1809;
resources? Whence his moderate independence, which he kept
(there were several) would make so absurd a mistake, a secret from everybotiy ?
and then explained Paine's religion. And we are
"I will tell you. He spent several years at sea in his youth
proud to add that not one paper used the term Athe- as a privateersman, and got to be known, it is said, as captain
ist in their notices the followxng day-the first time, or commodore. He probably left that service with s considershare of prize money. His conscience doubtless revolted
we believe, that the enemies of Thomas Paine ever able
at that piratical but legalized calling, ahd he resolved to use
spoke respectfully of him. We are indebted to the the unjustly-acquired money in doing good to mankind.
He certainly drew on his imagination for telegrams from ove1· the big pond. True, we received
telegrams and replied as above, but none from over
or und()r the sea. The Leader'II report has such a
sweetly solemn ring that I feel inclined to forgiv
its .inaccuracies and giv its concluding paragraphs.
Here they are:
·• Upon opening the Sunday session another of 'God's tunes' was
utilized,' Coronation,' and the Rev. A. B. Bradfm·d delivered an
address entitled, 'The Model Saints of the Bible,' the chief aim of
which was to destroy Christian confidence in the virtne, honeety,
and veracity of Lot, Tamar, Rahab, David, Solomon, Jacob Abraham, and Guiteau. and others, who)}) the speaker classed as l saints
of the church,' the latter allusion beinll' a charActeriStiC outrage
upon truth and equity.
"In refening- to the question of Mormonism the speaker mentioned
the large anti-Mormon meetln~ to be held that night at Erie, Pa.,
and his sentiments on the question were ordered. to be put in the
form of resolutions, which were immediately adopted as a text for
the guidance of the League. The followlnu; are the resolutions:
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"Let us now turn to Paine's literary work. Before me lie his
· ,so-called complete works, in three volumes. They are not much
.read now, but I find m them more political and religious wisdom than in any other three volwi'ies I ever read. Of his first
great work, ' Common: •Sense,' more than one hundred thousand were sold, all .the profits whereon accrued to the colonies,
to which he ga.ve the copyright.
'"His '' Crisis' followed at intervals through the Revolution
and was e:xtensivly published; but Paine took no profit fro~
either publication. Of his next great work, the 'Rights of
Man',' 1791~'92, nearly half a million were sold in England
besides translations in other countries. Paine gave away ali
the profits on that work. 'In a great affair where the happiness
, of man is at stake.' says he, in 1802, ' I love to work for noth· ing. ''
'I take n~ither copyright nor profit,' sa.ys be, in 1807
'from anythin!f I publish.' These three volumes were sup:
posed to be Pame's complete works by the man, now living in
Philadelphia, who spent some $4,000 many years ago in their
publication. But they are not Paine's complete works. In
January, 1872, exactly one hundred years to a day from the
date of the last letter of 'Junius;' I announced publicly the
discovery, and exhibited the first copy of the book demonstrating that Paine was' Junius.' In January, 1879, I found
an anonymous pamphlet, published in this city in 1803, entitled' Plairi Sense,' which I at once identified as the work of
Paine.
"In October, 1880, I ~scovered in the Congressional library a
bound copy of an English weekly paper, entitled The Crisis,
published !rom January, 1775, till July, 1776, part of the same
being republished in America, in which I detected the hand of
Paine, who, as 'Casca,' contributed about thirty numbers.
Among these was an extDa number, entitled' A Crisis Extraordinary,' printed also as a separate pamphlet, which the
learned librarian, Spofford, had identified before me as the work
of Paine. These contributions by ' Casca,' who was unknown
to the publisher, were all in the style of Junius, and in advocacy of the cause of America. Much more may yet be found,
I doubt not, of Paine's seeret work, and I know the man who
'hopes to be able to spend five years in the research. ' I am
the sole depository of my own secret,' said Junius, 'and it
shall perish with me.' But critical §tnalysis, like the spectroscope which reveals the composition of the stars, has discovered
that secret.
"The letters of Junius are probably the most vigorous and
bultless specimens of human eloquence the world has ever
seen, except in the works of Thomas Paine. But what is eloquence without a cause? Junius meant the cause of the peoP,le; and so did Paine. Paine alone, of the forty or more
'Writers on whose behalf a claim has been set up, answers to all
the characteristics and redeems all the pledges of Junius.
Paine, like .Tunius, peremptorily rGlfused to receive any profit
from his work. There is not such another parallel' in all time.
Indeed, I am not· able to discover a single other example. 'I
hav lived an honest and useful life to mankind,' says Paine in
. hi11last will and testament; 'my time has been spent in doing
good, and I die in perfect composure and resignation to the will
of my creator, God.'
'' Paine and Franklin made this nation. It is not his political
work, •-a
but his t'Age
of Reason,' that is the bugbear in Amer·!Ca.
ALL
ye th e sen ti ments o·f 'The Age of R eason , are
now enunciated from some of our popular pulpits. But before
he wrote a word on religio~ he was an awful bugbear in England. Writing to Americans in 1820, he says, 'The government of·England honored me with a thousand martyrdoms by
burning me in effigy in every town in that country.' I think
I know as much of Paine's life and works as any living man,
and, I know of no grea,t historical character who combined in
himself such brilliant genius, disinterested benevolence, stern
.integrity, noble ambition, life-long persistency, and world-wide
philanthropy.''
·
CHICAGO, ILL.

.

A Chicago paper reports as follows the celebr.ation by the Scandinavian Freethinking Society of
that city, and the Chicago Liberal League:
" The fifteenth annual celebration of the birth of Thomas
Paine w.as held last evening at No. 228 Milwaukee avenue, un. der the auspices of the ::lcandinavian Freethinking Society.
About one hundred and fifty persons were present, the sexes
being about equally represented, and almost all were of Scandin~vian birth. An oil painting of Paine hung above the speaker's stand, flanked by portraits of Ingersoll and other noted
champions of Freethought. Mr. Marc Thrane, president of the
society, occupied the chair, and introduced Gen. I. N. Stiles
who was received with applause.
'
" Gen. Stiles complimented his audience on their devotion to
the memory of Paine, the patriot, lover of liberty, and champion
·of Freethought. In all ages, and among all peoples, the man
who dared to entertain a belief as to matters of religion differ. ing from that accepted by the great majority had be'im despised
and persecuted. Even at tJ:>Js day a Freethinker was looked
upon by the orthodox as a dangerous man. The speaker could
not see why all men should be called on to think alike about
religion ~ny more than about politics. and referred to the attempt to mcorporate the mtme of God in the United.StatesConstitu~ion, to which· he was, of course, opposed. l\f&n knew
nothmg _about God, and the idea of men trying to figure out
the attl1?l!tes of. a. supr!Jme being was like a couple of musketoes g1vmg their Idea of mankind. All the speaker knew
of God was that he knew nothing, and didn't believe anybody
~lse knew any mor~. He was content to _liT for this life, trymg to behave rightly toward his family and neighbors
and to do right as far as he knew how, and to leave a futur~
life to take care of itself. If, as Paine believed, a great and
wise being did exist, it would certainly be safe to trust him for
the future. Thomas Pains did as much as any one man to enlighten public opinion in the British colonies, and to render the
establishment of the American republic possible and successful. The priestly crew had striven for years to blacken his
memory, and had falsely alleged that he was a drunkard and a
blasph~mer, and had died a horri?le death, suffering the pangs
of ternble remorse. But all pnests were enemies of Freethought, and all they wanted was that men should believe, and
pay. And religion that tended to make men better was good,
1but not a religion that preferred canting hypocrits and praying humbugs to honest men who tried to do right, but could
not believe in priestly intercession.
"A feast song, written for the occasion, was sung by a quartet
to the t~ne of' Greenland's Icy Mountains.' Capt. Langs followed. w1th a'?- interesting sketch of the life and public services
of Pame, dehvered in Swedish, and Dr. Paoli made a stirring
address in the Norwegian tongue. Singin~, music, and dancing
c!~~ed the _evenin~, which was much enJoyed by all present.
The Chicago Liberal League met at the corner of Madison
~lld Halsted streets last evening, for a similar purpose. The

attendance was large, and the occasion interesting. James K.
Magie, the president of the League, presidsd, and the exercises
consisted of singing, brief addresses laudatory of the life and
services of Paine in the cause of Freetbougbt, and recitations.
Gen. I. N. Stiles was the orator of the evening, and, besides
paying a high tribute to Paine, gave expression to some of his
individual religious views, holding that doubt was the key to
thought, and that the foundation of the churches depended
upon their ability to make the people believe in their peculiar
tenets without thinking, and that if Paine Jived in thib age he
would be behind the times, for, while he believed in a God, the
people were now seriously inquiring into that part of the faith.
He was followed with poems by Messrs. Stevens and Sloan,
recitati ]us by Misses Emma Bishop and Alpha Magie, songs by
Mr. Pe k, and brief addresses by Benjamin Sibley, Mrs. Mills,
Prof. oohey, and others."
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fore the foundation of the world that the Son must
suffer and die-that there was no other way whereby
man could be saved from his si!ls. Now, it occurs
to me if this is all true the other part of the story, the
fa.ll of man, must also hav been dt>creed by~~e same
greitt author of all things to make the great plan of ·.
any effect. I asked one of the leading members of
the Methodist church his opinion on this subject. He
said that he did not believe anything of the kind.
He sairl that God placed man here and gave him a
choice, but did not know which course he would pursue, thus denying the foreknowledge of God. The
old saying came into my mind, "When doctors dis·
agree, who shall decide?" The application of the
sermon to the dec• ased, as far as his future destiny
is concerned, was to consign him to that everlasting
bottomless pit, he, being an unbeliever, never having
had his sins washed out by the blood of the Lamb.
Glorious consolation to the bereaved widow and
BosToN, MAss., Jan. 31, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find check for $5, for weeping children and the aged !ather, who was thua
which send to my address" Around the World,'' also called upon to part with his only son, the staff of
his declining years. When will such mockery come
please send catalog of books.
EDWARD BRYANT.
to an end? I, for one, hav requested my family and
friends to allow no such nonsense to be performed
ALBERT LEA, MIN., Dec. Dec. 30, 1881.
Yours truly,
A. ATwooD.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed find draft on New OV@r my remains.
York. I am deeply interested in .tbe letters[from
FARLEY, IoWA, Jan. 24, 1882.
Mr. Bennett, and I. want his picture to look at, and adMR. EDITOR : I hav just returned from a short trip '
mire his person as well ae his genius. With a sincere wish that he may be blesse,( with1health, and into Wisconsin, where I met many Liberal friends,
and am glad to report that the cause of Freeth ought
a speedy return, I am,
is rapidly gaining ground in the badger state. I had
Yours truly,
E. K. PICKETT.
a short visit with one of your subscribers, T. G. Collins, at Jamestown. He is zealous in the cause, and,
OREGON, Mo., Jan. 6, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: At the beginning of the new year, I is a warm friend of Mr .. Bennett. I think that he
feel it my duty, after havh1g reviewed· THE TRUTH will continue to take THE TRUTH SEEKER as long as
SEEKER for the laEt six.weeks or more, to congratu- he livs, for he lilres it well. He had the sad misforlate you on its management. Such variety, ability. tune to lose one of his daughters, Mrs. Carl Sweet,
and general excellence in selection •of articles and on the 15th inst .. Mrs. Sweet was twenty-nine years
let~ers published never before ha'· been surpassed, old, the mother of three ·small children, and, like
if ever equaled, in any publication. Not too much father, mother, and husband, was a solid Liberal.
All the friends being of the Liberal type, no religof any;.one-just enough of all.
ious services were held. The remains were quietly
Yours truly,
CLARKE IRVINE.
lowered into the grave, after which the family called
at the house of a neighbor and partook of a good,
EUTMANVILLE, MICH., Jan. 7, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find funds to pay for TRUT:r.I warm supper, and spent the evening there in social
SEEKER for the coming year, together with a little converse, interspersed with vocal and instrumental
more to be used as directed. · I wish you all the music. I like this much better than the old Chrisgood luck possible, and hope in due time to hear of tian way of filling the friends with fear of hell and
the safe return of the traveler to the bosom of his the worm that never dies.
While on my trip I learned ot one Catholic church
family and his many friends.
W. Ar.uGH.
that had lost eighty of its male memb!'fs, who were
c ABBONDALE, K AN., J an. 20, 1882. excommunicated for joining the Odd-Fellows' .order.
MR. EDITOR: For forty-five years I hav been a Their wives also lett the church, and do not allow
reader and author of literature. and science, hav ad- their children to attend. Tiley were all Germans.
The Methodists, held a three-weeks' "revival" at
mired and wr~tten many editorials, and can truly say
that no one has ever gratified me so much as that Jamestown this winter, and failed to get a convert.
I hav just read, "Christianity as a Civilizer," in the The church there numbers eleven members. When
last TRUTH SEEKER. It is well worth the subscription the old fogies die off the church will be for sale, for
·
f h
f
Th
prwe o t e paper or one year.
e false claims of the young people are nearly all Liberals. We are
the Christian system must be exposed, the war must not so well organized in the West as are the Liberal
go into Africa, and there this editorial ably carries forces in parts of the East, but in almost every vilit. The defensiv position we take is generally ap- lage and hamlet there are one or more individuals
propriate and efficient, while at times the aggressiv that are at work circulating our-literature, and doing
is demanded and evan made 'efficient.
a little talking as occasion offers; and I think we
hav reason to rejoice at the strides our c:1.use is
"Lay on, Macduff!
making throughout the West.
And damned be he wh first cries, hold, enough ! "
I will say to the Oregon liar that I hav no knowlInclosed I send you stamps for copies, to be sent
as directed, trusting the good seed will spring up edge of any such colony in Iowa as he mentions,
and bear fruit in the honest minds of the readers . but "if the truth of God hath more abounded through
Being powerful, the truth in the hands of its wise, his (the liar's) lie unto his (God's) glory, why should
faithful friends must prevail. H crushed to the he (the liar) be judged a sinner?" Go on, brother,
lying and slander are tlle main stock in the Chrisearth, 'tw:ill rise gain.
The time draws nigh when traders will no longer tian storehouse. You haT one consolation, you will
need to conceal their honest common sense doubts never be scarce of stock a<( lou~ as there are any Christo escape lilUperstitious scorn, and to hold their ~us tians to peddle it. Now, in closing let me urge every
tomers. I am glad to find myself among the honor- subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER to keep the papers
able seekers of truth and liberty. As I a.m lecturing on the move; don't destroy them; don't waste them;
to free the mind, it would be gratifying to read let- but hand them to some one, or mail them to those
ters !rom this class. As each one of us already free whom you think will read them. One paper, one
and getting free learns to become mor& activ in dis- article, may change the tide and secure to us a good
seminating truth to make others free, life te all will worker. I hav known several such cases. If any of
you hav Liberal papers that you can't use, send
beceme more reasonable and enjoyable.
them to me, and I will use them as I haTe indiW. PERKINS.
cated. Wishing Bro. Bennett and the paper prosperity, I am,
Yours truly,
.H. GILMO:rtE.
MABSHALL, KAN., Jan. 20, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Liberals everywhere are agitating the
CAR:ftOLLToN, ILL., Jan. 30, 1882.
question of woman suffrage. Are they not hastening
MR. EDITOR: I wish to know if you are acquainted
their own ruin by such a course 1 I think they ~re,
and this is why I think so: Woman has always been with Mr. Jeremiah Hacker, of Berlin, N.J., and the
the main stay o! the church. She has always favored circumstances surrounding him ? I find that he is
church rule and church persecution, and she favors now nearly 81 years old, with a poor, helpless wife,
it still. Giv her the law-making power to.day and and no one to take care of either or them; and, also,
we will hav an adopted church to-morrow. Then without means of support. As I believe him to be a
our religious liberty which we are ~11 laboring for worthy old philanthropist, I think it would be a very
would be like Tom's tune, " Over the hills and far charitable act to get up a subscription for his benaway." '!;his is my view of the situation. I may be efit, to assist him in getting through the winter. If
wrong, but I verily believe that if women were en- my memory serves me he is the same man that Mr.
franchised now it would not be ten years before such Vale. used to speR.k of some forty years ago, when
men as Colonel Ingersoll and D. 1\f. Bennett would he published the New York Beacon, If so, he has
haT to "shell out" to help pay the preacher, and had rather a hard life, and I understand he is now
almost without any means of support. Now, Mr.
keep very mum in the mean time. S. V. MuLKEY.
Editor, if you think my opinions are well founded
EATON, MICH., Jan. 27, 1882.
and publish this letter, together with your approbaMR. EDITOR: I seldom sit under the droppings of the tion, you can open a subscription with my name for
sanctuary, but recently it became my duty to attend $10. If you think that I am laboring under a misthe funeral of on& of my neighbors. The pastor of take, please inform me.
the Baptist church of the city waa called upon to
Sincerely yours,
WM. BLACK.
speak consoling words to the mourning friends, and
[Mr. Black is not mistaken; Jeremiah Hacker is a
among the absurd things that he said was that the worthy man for the Liberals to aid. He is old and
great plan of salvation to save a. lost world was con- without means. He is deserving, and has done a
cooted and deoreed by the Father and Son long be-. irea.t dea\ for Liberalism.-ED, T. S.J '
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THE TRUTH
A Happy Land.
[C<mtributed.]

What constitutes a happy land? Where every one
is free,
.\nEl nonf'\,,Mll crouch In fear or to a despot bend
the'ifuee;
Where e'en the weakest proud may walk erect before the strong,
.And In the land no right exists that's founded on a
wrong;
Where none a million acres holds with vass8ls at
his call,
Whilst 'mong a million toiling slaves there's not
one foot for all;
Where none dares claim a right divine his fellow.
men to bind,
.And superstition has not put Its fetters on the
mind!
Where none shall say, "By birth we rule, to serve
us you are bound;"
Another, "In our sacred book all truth is to be
found!"
I; 1t men shall speak their honest thoughts, nor fear
the social ban,
.l.Dd weman will in everything the equal be of
man;

Where Ignorance and crime shall cease~ and education's door
Be opened wide, and priests and kings and war
shall be no more;
Where reciprocity will reign, and each @ne feel
there can
No higher thing for worship be than liberty for
man!
Where none is called a Socialist who thinks he
should be free,
.A Nihilist who dat·es to break tbe chains of slavery!
.Assassin who, of all bereft- friends, children,
home, and wifeIn l'ighteous frenzy lifts his hand to take a monster's life I
Say, speak! !hall they who faint and choke not
seek an atmo!pbere
Of purer air! Tbey pant to feel the air 1hat we
breathe here I
They ask for food and i'et but steel; for drink, and
get but lead:
For shelter, lo! a dungeon theirs; for rest, a grave
their bed!
We see a shell upon the shore and pluck it from the
strand,
Yet seldom think the thingwe hold solightlyln
the hand
Once held a life-a being dwelt within this narrow
cell;
.A stronger power crushed its life and left it but a
shell!
Look round the world-the shores of time with
wrecks like this are strewn
{)f human lives of men like us who only asked the
boon
To liv, aye, but to breathe, and in their day in
peace to dwell.
With freedom gone, say, what is life? and man,
·what but a shell 1
0 happy ltu:td, born of my dreams, where will thy
birthplace be 1
-Where all exultingly can cry, "We feel, we know
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" Oh t may the grave be late to close
O'er neighbor David's bones I"
" There's surely one for me at last I"
But Satan cried, "Not Y'it I"
He merely wants the man to llv
lfntil he pays a debt I"
.And s" they waited till the stars
Went out at dawn of day;
Then Satan seized bis bags of souls
And sped his homeward way.
Upon high heaven's glittel'ing wall
Long had they listening stood,
But not a mortal all that night
Prayed for his brother's good I

Progress.
To THE EmToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Sir; There is so much truth and withal
so much of prophecy and promis to
our country, and, it seems to me, to Utah
in particular, and (I think) so much to
cheer and comfort the few friends of
Freethought and equal rights out here
who are watching the little patch of
blue which beginl!! to show itself through
the dense clouds of superstition that hav
hung over this part of our fair country
so long, in the incloeed editorial article
which I hav cut from the Salt Lake
Tribune, that I concluded I would send
it to you, thinking perhaps you would
deem it worthy a place in THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
Respectfully,
WALTER w .ALKER.

§ph·itualisru Crom altlaterialiMtic Sl ui
great drama or tragedy which has been enact- point.
10 cents.
ing through these years on the national stage
Paine
Political and ReligioUll Beappears to hav been lost on these men. They forlller. the
10 cents.
seem to think that the divine law of progress is
\l'o1nnn: 111:cr Past and Present; He:r
to prove abortiv in the presence of this crime JIU"bts and \Vrongs. 10 oents.
:lilnterialisnt and Crime. lOcents.
against God and human nature. They talk
about miracles, about the miracles of the gold'WHI the Coming l'/lan Worship Ged ~
lO
cents.
en plates, and of the establishment of the Mor{'rinoe" ,..... cr.. elties ot' Christianity. 10
mon church. What is it in comparison with eentH.
the miracle of the resurrection of a world from
the darkness and thralldom of the middle ages,
'l'w<>lwc 'l'racts. Scientific and Theological. 20cts.
of the religious and political emancipation of d~~g'~~i~~~~ll~\~ru~.fe~!o~.:i,~":r~r. o~l."~~r~':!O:
mankind, of the. founding and growth of this [',i,rr,:;;~~~l!s~ri~:l~ fc~~~~';;1~e::po~P:A~tl~~ ~P~Iv~~~~·
nation? A.s the glow-worm's spark to the full c,u ceats; cluth, so cents.
glory of the midday sun is all they pride themt:•u1<~Jrwood-1tia••J>les Debat;e• .A four nights
selvs upon compared with what the American 1~-~!J~;ebp';;~~3~ f,;.~';,~~g~~';i~so;dc~g!,h~~~e~~~~ Marples.
citizen justly prides himself upon. They are so
shrouded in darkness that they do not even see
lllh;ceUaueous 'Vorks.
how the doom of polygamy is silently being ef'lrD1e ltitn·t:r•·tlom ot· i'IIan. Embracing the four
1
fected. In the first place, material progress, ~})';.;:;~~~~g; 1 ~:'~~:;;l~! nl'~'~·~~~~~~Vrig~~/y~~~~~~";-wfn:~~
the building ef raih·oad~, working of mines, and . 2~,"$1'¥ . New edition. f>l-1 pages. Price reduced from $S
5
increase of trade, is emancipating the people of
·~·n.e ~-'•·ecd of Christendom. Its foundation
Utah. Ten years ago they had to kneel before c<>ntl'a8tcu with It• superstructure. lly w. Rathbone
Brigham Young's despotism or starve. Where i_i;.[;,; $f!~: of the cle>'rest <md al>lest works ever written
ne,·olntious o.f Antichrist. .An exbaustlv work
now is that despotism? The resident of Utah
in 1868, or for some yGars thereafter, would not prov1ng mmclusivly tlmt uo such pel'l!On as Jesus Christ ex
now recognize it as the ~arne country, and this tste<lta ctw reign of'l'lberlus, but that a Jesus, the son of
applies to the church people vastly more than tt;~,'{,;[~~~~:~~l;!~~~.'~'g,~g:~ft:~'~j:~~~f~~~f,~~~~:I;'d'[g~ea;~~
to business. Business success and business op- n~ i::,·~~s ~~~:~~~~)n,~~~~:~'." ffi~fgc,b$/.'iJb~ the Ctulstlan era.
portunity hav largely opened the eyes of the
'li'be .~amieson-Ditzler Debate • .A nine
Mormons'to the undesirability and impractica- ;~·~~;~· ~fet;·~;"~,::~,~~~.'N.'~~?~~onc~~~st~,:r~~YJ.:'c~~ ¥J~f:~
bility of continuing their former policy, and to- ll.i>. l'aper. 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
day their chief organ is daily denying that they
ever held certain monstrous doctrins which
'irltc J•n·o and (Jon of' Supernat;nral
Re
1
they hav been compelled to abandon. That ~u1·~~~~·~~-u~Y;~,~~~~f:/~/~~;z':r~:~ 1-~~~~~nsb"~en~~ cfot~
5U c~nts.
polygamy must and will speedily follow in the
The T•·nth Seeker Collection of' Forms,
wake of these disowned monstrosities is as sure ~h' mus, •uui I~ec!tation!!l. Containing forms tor
ns to-morrow's sunrise. This in obedience to !',;\'~',\'/~i~~M~~~\~tl~~tfc:~~~:g~;.~'l,~e~£c~e'1l~sr3tT/gfr'!{
the inevit~tble law of progress, and because of ""'I :;pmtuall"t.ie Hymns tor pubilc meetings, funerals
the almighty forces and influences everywhere ~~~~~~~~:t\~~r;~~~~~~cim1:?1 :~~~~it~~~d~ bp~u'~6~ 6~
working against follies and abuses. The im- Qents; cloth. ·;5 cents.
mediate cause-will be the recovery of men's rea- 1The n:enthens of tile Heath. A finely written
son and independence through the improvement tl;;~:"~!";;~/G;''t~-~-cd~,Y _ti~~n 0~'lfe~~.n;&. a!il1h~~~p~:
of enlarged business opportunities. Twelve r~<lueed. htper, w cents; cloth, $1.25.
y~ars ago Utah was as dead materially as it was
Nnthnuicl ''".ughnn. A Radlcalnovelofmarked
religiously, and in both it was the counterpart ~\~~~~;Ito ~LJ'.rederilm M•cdonald. 404 pages. Price reof Europe before the recov~ry of the lost artil
'Jt'hc D•n·w!lns. A domestic Radlcalotory. By Mrs.
and the discoVHJ of new arts led to its resur- Elmina Drake Slenk~r, author of John's Way, Studying
rection .from the death of the middle ages. The ~\;;'t~~~J~e':r~~- numerous essays. 257 PP· P"per, 50 11entB1
immense material benefits of railroading and
.Joint's \\'ay. A pleasing domestic Radical otory.
mining to Utah ha.v done much for her already. By ltir•. B. D. clunker. 15cents.
They would do iufinitly more were her social
'I'ile C!e11·~yman•s Victims. .A Radical sto3:
and political institutions made to conform to .;;~~~dirr f:,~'J."'1l;1},~~ J~~-nfa!'i~m:M'~~t;~.by the profess
those of the rest of this country. It is this that
Tl
leal
will compel it to be done, and soon.
Fron~~L~~r~~~fo~tedlfro~~ext:Wib.:;~~Wife!t:.~ autg~"li

It has been remarked that it is not to religion
we owe our liberty to be and do as men, our
safety in person and property, our advantages
and comforts as civilized beings; it is to invention issuing in the industrial ar~ .. The arts of
working stone, bronze, and iron, fhe invention
of monble alphabetical type and of the !Iteam
engin, hav made the chief epochs in history,
not the founding of new religions. Sdence is
now closely CI'Owding on the heels of industry,
but is rather its handmaid than 1ts rival. SociE>ty, polity, morality, art, literature, religion
itself, hav in- all ages followed, not preceded,
mechanism. The orators, poets, priests, artists,
philosophers, and statesman did not exist as separate classes until mechanical and industrial art
had provided mean~ for their support. The superiority of our time is primarily due, not to the
greater purity of our religion, or excellence of
CENTENARY OF VOLTAIRE.
our poetry, or wisdom of our philosophers, but
to the possession of improved tools, which hav
enhanced the results of labor, enabled men to
liv with more security and comfort, given them Hi8 Life and Works in Fmnce
leisure, opportunity, and motiv to educate themand Abroad.
selvs, and thus, while securing them from inva- (England, Holland, Belgium, Pruoela, SwltMrland), with
sion and conquest by savage foes, carried them
unpubllohed letter• of Voltaire and Mme.
Du Chatelet.
to higher intellectual and moral conditions.
BY BENJAMIN GASTINEAU.
To any one who has closely studied the course
the author'• approval by Messro. F. Voof human affairs, progress is the great fact Tranol.ated with
gel! and Edmond Dubourg,
which they illustrate, and· its steady gathering This work Is an epitome of the life of the great Infidel,
w~'re free?"
of weight and momentum in spite of sn:!cessiv
Yet through the clouds I see the light; ere long the reverses, until it bas come to hav all the chvrac- ~~~~osr~~~~oen~~~dca~~~~;~~~d ~~6:~~f:bl~f~~~l!f;~,bft
Is just the work.
was written by Benjamin GAstineau,
world shall find,
teristics of destiny, or rather of immutable law, of Paris. and translated for us with his approval by 1<'.
The glorious sun of freedom bursting forth upon operating in human &ffairs as well as pervading
~~rt;.Vr!~d !~tli~h1a~~?~u~~·lt1~~nnr,l!~u~d~~~~t~~~
1
mankind!
all nature, is exceedingly impressiv. How fntil Prusala, ana Switzerland; his relation• with Jean Jacques
Rou1sea.u, Frederick the GrQat, Catherine II., and Pope
must be all opposition to it, all expectation th&t Be
.. dlct:UV.; what he did at Forney, how he Improved
fonght the Jesuits. aM defend•<!
The Gage of Prayer.
it will be arrested, all belief that it is in itse!i the town, built a church,
0 1
wrong l A.s De Tocqueville says of Democracy, ~~r~ti~~thif: t~~;~~~~ ~ r~~~r~d~~~rfse~~~~~~y~· e!~~d~f
.As Ss.tan passed through heaven
exile,
and
enda
with
chapters
on hlo work. blo phncsopbl"The various occurrences of natural history hav c•l oystem, big enemies, and some
From & walk on earth, one day,
hitherto unpubll•ned
The Lord looked up and questioned himeverywhere turned to its advant"gil; all men hav etters.
•
volumes havbeen written upon,V'oltalre, but none
" Dldst hear my creatures pray 1"
itided it by their exertions, those who hav fought ofMany
Its
size
contains
so
much
Information
as
this. From It
·• .Ay, Lord I I heard thy prayer resound
against it as well as those w~o hav labored a clear idea c;,~.n be obta.ined of the immense inftuence he
Where'er I listening stood;
in i~ cause-all hav been dnven along one ~;;r"~~~'lt~nc~~~~geh'!'.det~;r~~~~!l~i:~•~~~ll~'];'og~~~~~
But, by my aoull not one of them
track, all hav been instruments in the hand to step out of the orthodox patho of thought.
Prayed tor his brother's good I''
PRIC PAPER. 75 eenta; CLOTH, :u.oo.
of God." A.nd Burke, after exerting his godAddreso D. liL Bennett, 141 fitb st., New i'o•·k.
Then looked Jehovah fu·e and fiame,
like powera for years in reeistance of progress
.And spake this fierce decree:
because it was accompanied by the wild excesses
" Who makes a selfish prayer Is thine;
of the mad Frenchmen of '73, a3 if under conThe others come to me!"
viction that his herculean labors were vain,
Then all that nill'ht on heaven's walls
that he had been contending against the inevPROVIDENCE, R.I. Jan. 1, 1R81.
The ~ord and Satan stood
itable, says at the close : "If a great change is gu~a.~!r e~l?J~~~f~;,Jg~l',rc~Jo::'~g~~~t~IIser and oplrlt
To see how many eons of men
1
to be made in human affairs, the minds of men
Would ask a brother's &'Ood.
will be fitted to it, the general opinion and feelTEN CENTS
.Alas 1 they watched there many an hour,
ing will draw that way. ffivery fear, every
ONE BOX OF
.And yet there came no sounds;
hope will forward it, and then they who persist
The poor they prayed for pennies, and
DR.
YORK'S
in opposiog this weighty cun;ent in human afThe rich. they prayed for pounds;
fairs will appear rather to res1st the decrees of
The ugly prayed for beauty, and
providence itself than the designs of men. They
The awkward prayed for grace;
will not be resolute and firm, but penerse and
Or 'J.'bree Boxes t'or 2ii et8.
The old ones prayed for youthful looks
obstinate." Burke might well hav dispensed These plllo will be found (If taken according to dlreeTo hide a wrinkled face;
with his "if'' in this mag• ·ificent delivery, and tions) a SURE cure for ALL diseases of the liver and
The limping prayed for healthy joints;
had be done so no saying of the Hebrew seers kldneya,
The red-haired prayed for brown;
This otrer will_ hold good only from Jan. 1st to Apr.1st
would hav been more truly prophetic. Enn in ~~;'bo~~~·foiN'f.lJo~•t the price will be 25 cto. per box, or
The short ones prayed for longer legs; .
France, which for some years in Burke's time Addre1s, with one-cent stamps Inclosed,
The long to be cut down;
mig;ht fitly hav been compared to an eruption
The brown-eyed prayed for blue ones;
.JAlliE§ A. BLUS,
The cross-eyed prayed for straight;
of hell, progress at last triumphs gloriously
The fat ones prayed for melting down;
47 Greenwich ot., Providence, R. I.
after a century of reverse. The greatest nation 14t58.
The lean ones prayed for weight;
that ever existed, greatest in eve-ry sense, and
The doctors prayed tor sickness, and
still in its toddling infancy, on the noblest field GARRISON IN HEAVEN.
The undertaker, death;
A. DREA.M.
afforded by this planet, is proving the truth oi,
The captiva prayed for sunshine, and
BY WILLIAM DENTON.
Burke's foreboding and of De Tocqueville's in1'he phthisicy for breath;
PRICE JEN CENTS.
ference from history. In the last twenty years
The maiden prayed for lover's vows;
Sold by D. 111:. Bennett, 141 Eighth st.. New York.
this nation has, in the faf'e of obstacles which
The soldier prayed for war;
made all but the very greatest men faint with
The beggar prayed for horse to ride;
Books of Practical Value.
apprehension, destroyed slavery, not only withThe drunkard prayed for "more;"
in the national limits, but everywhere, and
The sick man prayed for break of day,
placed the liberty of men under the protection L ov0 and Transition.
The· thief for longer night;
of law m practice as well as in theory, so that A r.oetlc volume. meant to ald8 ln:Jiulrers. It Is &n er.lc
The miser prayed for IDOl'S of gold;
The blind mon prayed for sight.
reactionary forces can never prevail against it. ~~~~~s~tg~~Tnr:~Ahv~bheis~~~~~ P~~se~~,e.~~dmr~Y!t\~:S ~~
The sun of progress has dissipated the clouds ~~~n~u~i~~~en~~~~~Xr}tj.~~~zl~~~~~iop~i~ ~~OO.an needs
At last there came a tearful voice
that obscured ·its face, it fills all the western
Up to the starlit sky:
sky with resplendence, and, by the power of il"Oh I may my uncle's soul this night
Progress vs. Fashion.
lustrious example above, it is driving injustice A hygienic essay-reasons for dress reform.
Rest with the Lord on high I"
"There's one for me I" Jehovah cries,
and oppression from its strongholds in the Old
WOMAN'S WAY OUT.
·"Not sol" the devu said;
World.
Testimony of ahle &Uthoro on need of changing the torm
He's heir to all his uncle's wealth,
A. quarter of a century ago this great nation of woman'a clothes.
Hence ,wants the old man dead I"
pronounced the doom of polygamy, and every S2 pp. each, P~we 10 cents each, Sent post.paid on receipt
little while it is taunted, by men in Utah, with ofpriceb]J
Just then there came a.nother voice,
Jtiar;r-E. Till01illon, Vineland, N.J.
·havillg pronounced that dooni. in vain. The liiiOi
Ill aupplioe.tbl&' to11e11;
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.A reguiarly educBted and leg-BUy ql1&1.1ft.ed physlclan, and tbl
.noN aurcef.!ltul, ns }J;ll pnctice will pro,· e.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DisEASES.
'
Spermatorr11ea and Impotency,

465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.

THIS WORLD.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY

By George CJhainey.

ave.

(Roxbury,) Boston, Mass.
'I erms $2.00 pe~· annum.
T!tis World is divided into three ]!arts.
PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George
51. Fort
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The oldest reform journal in the
United States,

Is published every Wednesday at the
Paine Memorial Buildin,q,
Boston, Mass.,
By .JOSU.II P. MENDUM.

WINTER IS UPON Uil.
PROTECT YOUR!IRL'Viii
Against asthma or consumption by wea•lng WILSONIA
clothing. Gold feet are the precursors or endless lllo that
flesh is heir to. Wear the WILSONIA ooles and avoltlouch
danger.
TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE,
WEAR" WILSONIA" AND LIY.
•••••••••••••••••••••••
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BOGUS GARMENTS ARE ON THE MARJS:ET.
The WILSONIA is studde<! with metalllc eyelet•, showEdited by HORACE SEAVER.
ing the metals on the facr. All others are fra.uds. Send
rc-for pamphlets containing teotimonlala from the best poo.
PRICJE, $3.00 }ler annum; single copies, ple in America. who ha.v been eured after a.ll forms of
~:r;r:t:1-wo~l!::i~":io'~~;..c;r~" ~::~~:::.~:: medlcln llad falled.
N0te our addresses,
The Inv.sttgator I• devoted to tile Liberal cause in rellg.
No. 465 FULTON STREET, BROOII:LYN.
ion; or in.ot,her words, to universa.l mental liberty. lndeN0.695BROADWAY,
'pendent In all ito dlscuoslono, dlscardlnr superatltious
NO. 1,387 BROADW AT,
theories, Of what neye.r can be known, it devote a ita colN0.'2,3!0THIRDAV., ~NEW YOI':K.
·umns to things of this world alone. and leave• the next, if
N0,72 NASSAU ST.
the-re be one, to those who ha.T enterei3. 1ta unknown
NO. 25 E. 14th ST.,
shores. Belleving that it is the duty of mortala to work
for the interests of this world, it confines itselt to the NORTH FOURTH ST .• NEAR SOUTH EIGHTH llT.
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Address STINSON & Co., Portland, M~lne.

Judge Waite's Great History

TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
A WEEKLY LIBERAL JOURNAL

~e~i:~:~h~~~~ay~~fot~~~~~~:~~, ;;t,a~~tf~~tig;~~~hg~~:

quent to that time. Every man wlohlng to know the
valldlty of the New Te•tamont should hav this larf,e ec-

Fnll letters !'rom the Editor, now on a
tour around the world, appear weekly.
~~'l,s;t:~W!lt~~~~;J'd~f ~~fci:c~_'Sg C.\'~~~il~~':-t!if~ t;nd
These alone are wol'th the price asked.
1m2
D. HIGBIE, Burton, Shlw..see co., Mich.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 EIK"hth st., New York.

Reuben Dailey's Printing Office.

Send for a. circular price Uat or send for bids. I guaran •
tee to send my Liberal friends their printing prepaid as
cheap as it can be got at home.

Reuben Dailev's Moral Code,
Just Published in Tl'act Fo•·m.
Your Moral Code Is a. va.luo.ble collection of practical

~1;J~~:g~gJ~~~~~ t~~~h~e::Ja£h~ 8fc;gpce~~u~~n!~g~r;gn~l

tending to improve men here, and !lave them from mean~
ness, injustice, and crime.-R. C. Trobridg~, Tully, N. Y.
I hav just read with a great deal of pleasure your re.
marks a.t HornellrJville -R. Sayres Hannibal, Mo.

-~~ J?J,:"J~?td~.~~~~ns the beot code of morals extant.
Senh prepald,lO cents a dozen, SO cents for 50. or 50 cents
per lw.
Address
REUBEN DAILBY,
6mo5
Jeffersonville, Ind.
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FOC>TE 7 S

Ha.nd·B:)ok of !Iea.lth Hints
AND READY RECIPES.
Worth $25. Cost 25c
Dy the nuthor of
u

PLAIN HOME TALK '' AND .. :MEDICAL
CO"':I-'I:MON SENS"E,''

12 S ~~X~~cf~e~\(~~;ccu~-~o~; 8a 1~~in~~1n~! 1t1~
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menta; n valuai,Je Book of!~efercncc for cvcr1
Family. Only 25 cc·nlft,
Thtl Handbook con bin~ r:bnptcrl'l on Hyglcne
for all een.sons, Common Scnfle on Common
Illli, H}'tdf~nlc CnrAIIYo Mealllll"f's 1 How to
Avofd Uudt!Hirnble Ch1lrlrcn, Knack!'! \\'orth
Knowing, HintB on Batbln,L;", on l';nrslng- thn
Sick, on Emcrg(lnCll'!ll 1 Hlnts for Pn:r;nani

Women, together with eo me of the Private

or Dr. FonTF.,
other phylllclana
ofFormnha
high repute, AUd 111.-l'('!inne for prcJwlitlg
{oodCo.r!DYI•IldR. Wfi'"'""-IC"''·'I'.;.; W.\,'JED
Glld

A.ddreas D. M. BENNETT
141 Blghth at., New York,

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. M. BENNETT.
Heavy Plate Paper,
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WITHOUT FRAME.
Sent by Dian .for Fifty cents 1
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LlFEOF VOLTAIRE.
BY JAJfiES PARTON.
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TO THE CLERGYMEN AND OFFICJ'IR& OF
c:IRARITABLE INSTITUTIONS OF
Bli\OOKLYJ!: AND NliW TOR)(.
THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHINQ COU·
PANT HAT D&<::IDJI.D TO COMMENCE THEIR
GIFT OF TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS' WORTH
OF WILSONU MAGNETIC GARUElNTS TO THE
SICK POOE OF BOTH CITIES. THESE GIFTS
WILL BE DHlTRIBUTED TO THE APPLICANTS
UPON THE RECEIPT OF WRITTEN RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE CLERGY AND OFFI.
Cll:RS, AS ABOVE STATED. ALL PERSONS IN·
TERESTED IN THE RELIKF OF THE SICK
POOR WILL PLEASE COMMUNICATE WITH
WILLIAM WILSON, 465 FULTON ST., BROOKLTN.
N. B. IN THIS DISTRIBUTION WE PREFER
THE MOST EXTREME CASES OF DISEASE,
SUCH A3 PARALYSIS. HIP GOUT, CONSU1fP.
TION. HEART DISEASE. HUMORS, CANCE!{S,
ETC., THERE BEING NO DISEASE THE WIL·
SONIA WILL NOT HELIEVE.
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"'j'tomA, horrlhloofTects 1 nnd curo, fol lowtlfl bv Rtrong- testlmonln1&1
n, (•J IJy nn nf111lnl·lt osLo their fonuim!nt'IIIJ. Shmlld boreaa
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FRUITS OF l)HILOSOPHY.

1

1

tr~.,...)

1

Nld stnto iu. wlu·•· ~Will' rou so.w tl.ll.a.,

1Jl'rmn the Hour• and Home. N. Y.]
Among the successful physicians who hav departed
rrom the narrow bet.l.ten tru.ck. ot orthodoxy, we ma.y rank
Dr. Fellows, of VIneland, N. J. His principles are true,
hi syatem ba.r;ed upon !c1entnc tact.''
{From the (Mo.) Llbera!.
The reputation of Dr.l''ellowe ts autllclent to warrant
any one In repoolng confidence In his sklll ond ability.
'!'hose in need of his alu should not fall to consult him at
once. Procraotlnatlon Ia the thief of time, and otten coBtB
the life o! & human beina:."

H

With sixteen larili"e pages, will be aent
OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION TO -A.D. 200.
tor THREE MONTHS, posta;:;e paid,
Much Is obscure prior to that t.!me. The Judge ha•
thrown a flood of ll&ht over the doln~:•. wrltingo of the
FOR FIF'l'Y CENTS.

DR

wb:cb he hns ao fu.r/Jreacrlbed. for- tbis. bnnefnl
stng'el!- without 1\ fni uro to cure In a !Ingle ClUJ:
\Veo;"ll l~ a terribly shnttcrcd cond\ti.on-bnd

BROOKLYN, E, D.

or one year,

A.'!Ci

.EXTERNAL APPL'H' TION,

wl:.ich lB the L octor'e lntt>st and greatest me<.·

_CONSULTATION DAILY FRO:MlO A.ll(. TO 8 P.M., FREE OF CHARGE.

Liberal and Radical

THE BOSTON INVESTiGATOR,

$5 to

~~:e,0i.~c1fs~~~ Poo~~~\~~y ~}F~:J~h~~~Co~~sfo~C:f'id:!~~~

Bexutt· uower, &c., renU~ring tnnr!"lago improper or unhappy,
thNC'.,~·-•ly nud p\lrtn.nnent.ly cuted by an

character.
PART III.-A short story devoted to the education of "THE WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS
our chlldren in Liberal sentiments and principles.
Send tor a sarnple copy.
WILL CURE' EVERY FORM OF DIIlllASB,
No matter of how Ionll standing.
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
Cures in Brooklyn and_ Now York.

-please send your aubacription for

as tho result of eolf·nbusa l.n -youth, ~crrual excea~as \n matul'el'
'\'tmra, or other causea, and producing aome o( thefollowingeJfectst
~m\i'aions bydtenma). Dim-

'N ,·rvouauesa,Seminn.\ Etnissiona (night.

~rhe

Infidel Pulpit."

Lectures by George Chalney.
VOL. I. CONTAINS
0

A. treatis on the Population Question.
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Price. 25 cents. :E'or a&le at this otfice.
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SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY :
Ancient and Modern.
By JAltiES ANTHON-Y Jo'ROUDE.
Prtce, 25 cenr.o.

THE

Bennett-Mair Discussion.

THE

BETWEEN

GODLY WOMEN Of THE BIBLE.

D.M. BENNETT and G. M. M!.IR.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

BYAN

The fnllei!lt Discussion yet Publi!<bcd,
a-ivinr; the Dor;ntas and CJlaim8 ot
CJbrii!lttanity a thoroug-h Ex:amtnation pro and con.

Ungodly Woman of the 19th Century.

This book 11! & thorough examination of the Christian
system of reltgion. divided toto the followtn~ these6:

THf SHAKtR f~f ANO fAR

rol.w~dh~:t!io~\tg"d1~r~~tl~~che6'1d~~r s~~~.~~: ~~e~~ftg?6~:
~~oi'~1~~~~tv~~~~~so~;~)iJ;n: t~~~~n~e:~~~~~JS~r\ff~~

Nearly S50 pages. Prlce, paper, 50 cents; clotb, 75 ctll.

BALSAM

tlie mythical otory of Jeaus and Ills virgin mother. (11)
Other so-called saviors and redeemers haT been believed
in and reported to hav been cruc10ed and to hav died on Is proving to hundreds the moat emcaclous remedy for
the erose many hundreds of yeara before tlle same was all deleterlouo af!ectiono. Fall!ng si11ht. dullness of hear.
~~~~~;e~6~;·1n(c6h~~!~f:nl~y0 ~ta~·~~~~~~tr~t;[s1nf~~~~en~ ing, or u roe.rlng" of the earl!, a.l! well M overetra.ined and
system• from :five hundred to two thousand years he~e
weak eyel5, &re tmmedtately 1m proved by its use. In.O.am·
Chriatla.nity watl kno-wn 1n the world.
0
and all ophthalmic dlillcultles regulated.
fut/'!~~~~~~;~~c~~b~S t~tg[~~:~~~6~~~e~~~ ~g~n~~~~ ~~ matlons
50 cents per box.
Address
G. A. LOMA~.
reltgJon as to Jesus,
s. The story of Jeans and his mission in the world Is un.
tf
Shakers, N. Y.
lllstortcal;, it is not corroborated by contemporaneous hts.

to.[?'The teachings of Jesus are defecttv In morals, tntelJt.
gence, and scientlflc information, and, so far as they a.re of
~~~;' s~~e~~n~~~~~:~;s;h~?p~~:~~n!~11~1~reTft~~}g~ Yl

self was written by men tHy informed in scientific know I.
edge, and does not harmonize with tbe facta and principles
in nature known to be true.
5. The doctrins and claims of Christianity ]1av been a
Thb work, which has occupied Mr. Parton mauy years curse instead of a blessing to mankird in many rea~ecta.
in its pre'haration, Is now ready. lt is tn two large vol0
1

With Pol'traits and other Illuatrations.

week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit tree
$66 a Address
H. H.u.r.ET & Co., Portland, b.fa.lne.

THE PYltAMID OF GIZEH.

The Relation of Ancient EgJ!ptian Civilization to the Hebrew Narrativs
~fs~;:~.
~~~t~
~~~n~
~~:~~n°J
~~ci~JJ~e~~a
~~e~lsa
foeal~i~d
u%~~,~~to~a!! ffiY:~~r~~: ftfJ~~d ;~p~~~~h~;e:~ !~g~~lor,
in Genesis and Exodus, and
0
0
0
as hls b1o!rapl.lie:ll of Jackson. Fra.nfun. Jetrerson, Greeley ~gd~ d:t~g~, :ga_e~~t~~~g~'i: t1l:a~~~l~:d,I~ fe~g;nfi~r~~g
the
Relativ
Claims of Moses and the
0
1
~!~'r~~t ~~u;t~~ ~o rk~· aud i~ : ~~~; ~~~}~~i: :av~~~T~ar: ~~fft~~~ht~~~~~~?ax~~~;, ctJc~t;btfar~: a~~1 ~;~~ f~~~~ ~r/~s~~ Pyramid to Inspiration Considered.
monument of research and scholars hi~. It ie. just, candid, pres! ion 1n 1tl5 assertion that all power is of Uod. As a
proof of thts tha leaders and bright stars of the Cluletfan
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
t;!~~~~!d~~~th~Po~:~~;; ~~~t!~~~~o~~~t'r: g:iftt6a:~ft church
hav 'ueen among the worst tyrants and oppressors
0
Price, 25 cents.
ltberty the world has known.
of
~~1. ~g~tfi:~v,;:~i~fa~ .n~;g~t tit~~~rah:h:~~ft':.fr~\~~· 6.human
The Bible and Chrlatlautty hav oppressed woman and
had in the Englioh 1anguagc. It~. a most interesting portraiture of a truly remarkable man, whether he ts viewed
as tbe champion of Lib6ralfam, a powerful and persaver
ing foe to bigotry, or aa the fertn scholar ot every branch
of literature and advocate alwayo and everywhnre of to].
erance and llberty. It Ia the arsenal from which Liberals
will draw weapons to refute the eland ere and Ues of the
church about, Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation will
lfe~~g_Jt the authority in regard to hi• life, hi• work, his
In two vols. Bvo, _Pric<, $6; half calf, $11.

AcldlOIII, D. !1. Bennett, 141 El&bUut .• New York.

hav deprived her of the rights to which by nature she Ia

jn~~~f~~~ib~~- and

Christianity are unprogresslv in tbeir
nature; they are founded upon the doctrfn and nuthorit
of t:iod himself, u.nd are therefore incapable of progres
and improvement.
a. The Bible and Christianity do not teach the higher
class o! truth and the best variety of religion which man
kind are capable o! recelvln".
Price,
U.liO.

AddlCIIB

D. !1. BENNETT,
w ll:lalltb lt., New YorlJ:.

ECCE DIABOLUS,
in which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
is shown to be devil-worship, with some ob·
servations upon the horrible and cruel ordinance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offerings.
By the VERY REV.EV.&NDAVIES, LL,D,

moe.
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·Modern Thinkers,

THE

NHAT conscience dictates to be doue, or warns me
not to do;
This tench me more than hell to shun; that more
than heaven pursue.-Pope.
THE llfohammedans say their Koran was written by God. The Hindoos say the Vedas were;
we say the Bible was, and we are but interested
witnesses in deciding abaolutely a,nd exclusivly for
ourselvs. If it be immeasurably the highest of
the three, it is not because it is the most di ville,
but the most hum11.n. It does not ditfer from them
in kind; and it seems to me that tn ascribing it to
God we are doing a double dishonor; to ourselvs,
for want of faith in our souls' strength, and to
God, in making him responsible for our weakness.
There is nothing in it but what men mi~:ht hav
written; much, oh I much which it would drive me
mad to think any but men-and most miser!lble
men-had written.-lfToude's Nemesis.
IT Is by being taught to contemplate himself as
an outlaw, as an outcast, as a beggar,as a mum per,
as one thrown, as it were, on a dunghill, at an im.
mense distance from hie creator, and who must
make his approaches by creeping and cringing to
intermediate beings that man conceives either a
contemptuous disrettard for everything under the
name of religion, or turns what h'e calls devout.
In the latter case, he consumes his life in grief.
He calls himself a worm, and the fertil earth a
dunghill. He despises the choicest gift of God to
man-the gift of reason-and having endeavored
to force upon himself the belief of a system against
which reason revolts, he ungratefully calls it hu_
man r~ason, as if man could giv reason to him.
self.-Paine's .Age of Reason.
THE m~txim of" doing as we would be done unto''
does not include the stl'ange fJ.octrin of loving our
enemies; for no man expects to be loved himeelf
for his crimes, or for his enmity. It is not incum.
bent·on man to reward a bad action with a good
one, or to return good for evil; and wherever it is
done, it is a voluntary act, and not a duty. It is
.also absurd to suppose that such doctrins can make
any part of a revealed religion. We imitate the
moral character of the creator by forbearing with
each other, for he :forbears with all; but this doctrin would Imply that God loved man, not in proportion as he was good, but as he was bad Paine's Age of Reason.
SoME men, who are vain of their fine feelings,
ove themselvs dearly, but hav little regard for the
ndivlduals about them. They are very polite to
e;x:traneous society; but follow them home and see
how they conduct themselvs toward their family.
Very sad is tbe story told by the late Dean Ram.
say, of Edinburgh, of a little boy who was told of
, heaven, and of the meeting of .the departed there.
"And will faather be there?" he asked. On being
told that" of course, he will be there,'' tlte child at
once replied,'' Then I'll no gang. ''-Dr. Sam. Smiles.
MAKE not thyself an underling to a foolish man;
neither accept the person of the mighty. Strive
for the truth unto death, and the Lord shall 1lght
for thee. Be not hasty with thy tongue, and tn
thy deeds slack and remiss. Be not as a lion in
thy house, nor frantic among thy servants. Let
not thy hand be stretched out to receive, and shut
when thou shouldst repay.-E'cclesiasticus i-v, 27-31.

" ARE you dead, Tim 1" said an Irish fathel' to his
son wbo had fallen down a w~alL "Not dead,
father, but spacheless," came up from the depths.
"YEs," said the farmer, "barbed wire fence I•
but the hired man doesn't stop and rest
OR,
for five minutes on the top of it every time he has
to climb it."
AT a young ladies' seminary, recently, dul'ing an
examination in history, one of the pupill was inBETWEEN
terrogated thus: "Mary, did Martin Luther die a
natural death!" "No," was the reply; "he was
excommunicated by a bull."
MENTAL SCIENCE AND 'l'HE·
HE wa!! a country YOllUI fellow,a little awkward
OI.OGY.
and bAshful, but of sterling worth of character.
She was a Cincinnati bell~a and h11.d sense enough
BY
to ll.ppreciate his worth, despite his awkwardness
and bashfulness, and was his .fiancee. On a gloomy
EDGAR C. BEALL.
Sunday evening this winter they were standing- in
front of tbe window in the parlor of her home on
WITH A PREFACE BY
East Walnut Hill, watchin~: the enow:flakes rapidly
falling outside. He was not up in society small
ROBERT G. INGER§OLL.
talk, and, bei:ag hard up for something to say, remarked as he watched the snow falling, " This will
"Truth wear! no mask; bows at no human !hrine:
be hard on the old man's calves and eheep." seeks neither place nor applauoe: ohe only asks a hearing.
"Never mind, dear," said she, slipping her arm Let no ·man fear corruption from her teaching, though
around him; "I will t!l.ke care of one of them."
new; neither expect good from error. though long
expen~iv,

Tl-IE CONFLICT

THE WRONG HOUSE.

Not long since a couple were married at North
Orange, Mass. The bride 'a home was in Royalston,
nine miles distant; but she had many friends in
Nol'tk Orange, and the brass band took a barge and
went out upon the evening of the wedding day to
serenade the happy pair.
It was not late when they arrived at the home in
Royalston, but darkness shrouded the house, .auq.
seeing a cottage brightly lifihted a little further ori
they concluded it must be the place they were in
search of; so they approached it noiselessly in
order to surprise the happy pair, and h!l.Ving
formed in front of the house, struck up one of their
most gll.y and festiv airs.
At the close. a gentleman appeared at the door
and asked for the leader.
Visions of creams, pies, and cakes began to rise
before them, but instead there was a break for the
barge when the leader rushed back and exclaimed
in a stage whisper: " Good thunder, !Joys I get out
of here, quick! We are serenading a corpse!"
THE editor was sitting in his revolving cane.
bottomed chair when Ternado Tom, the traveling
terror of Texas, came in and demanded retraction
of the statement that he bad swindled an orphan
out of $4.
"It's a lie clear through," said the terror, strik·
lug the table with his fist. "I'm as good a man as
smells the atmosphere in this section."
·
"Perhaps you are better," said the editor, meekly.
"My record will compare favorably with yourn,"
said the tarror, with a ~neer; " perhaps there are a
few little back rackets in your life, sir, that would
not bear a microscopic investigation.''
"0 sit·," eaid the editor, visibly agitated," don't
recall the paet; don't bring up tbe memories of the
tomb; I know I've led a hard life-I don't deny it.
I killed Shorty Barnes, the Bowery boy of New
York-hacked him all to piece2 with a knife. I hav
atoned for it ,. thousand times. I blew a man's
head off at a log-roll in Kentucky, and bitterly hav
I repented of my folly. I slew a lot of inoffensiv
citizens of Omaha over a paltry four-dollar 'pot,'
simply because I got excited. Oh, could I but cheat
the tomb of the men I hav placed in its maw I
would be happy. But it was all owing to my hi:h
temper and lack of early training. I know that 1
hav been w~<yward, wicked,·and you hav a right to
come here and recall those unhappy memories;
!Jut it's mean for all that. Nobody with a heal't
would treat a man like you hav me. Don't leave,
stranger; I'll tell you all. I sawed a man's head off
with an old army saber just for --" The Tex11.e
terror was down stairs and holf way around the
corner, while the editor, taking a fresh chew of
rattlesnake twist, continued his peaceful avoca·
tions quietly as a law-abiding citizen.

IT is childish to talk of a devil who tempts to do
vil-humiliating to common sense and manhood
to. fear eternal puniahment if we hav done eviland what grosser superstition has the world ever
seen than the Christian doctrin of God, incarnate
in man, that we might all hav a better chance of
heaven-a better chance, mind you; not a cer.
ainty f and the whole universe disturbed that we
might be less unfairly handicapped? No, no, my
friends! man is only part of the whole-a unit of
the sum, and there is no more value in his life than
there is in the life of a fly or an an•, save such as
he makes :for himself bv hie higher intelligence.
We hav to liv for humanity, not for our own souls.
Never let us forget that. Our duty is here-our
SOME NEW GEOGRAPHY.
work is here; we know nothing but life-can }>rove
Of what is the surface of the earth composed 1
nothing but matter-and to waste our strength in
Of corner lots, mighty poor roa.ds, railroad
vague speculations on things that are unprovable tracks, baseball &'rounds, cricket :fields, and skatis the sorriest use to which we can put it.- Under ing rinks.
Which Lord! b?J .Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
What portion of the globe is water f
About three-fourths; sometime!! they add a little
"TRUTH," retorted Hermione, disdainfully,
gin
and nutmeg to it.
"How do you or any of us know what truth is?"
What
is a town f
"We may all of us know what it is not, if we
cease to U!e our senses," replied Mr. Fullerton. A town is a considerable collection of hons&B.and
"Is it not a collection of Old World fables, current inhabitants, with four or :flve men who ·• run the
at a time science was nowhere, whon the laws of party" and lend money at fifteen per cent interest.
What is a city 1
evidence were not understood; and when men were
A city is au incorporated town with a mayor
so ignorant that they could be made to believe the
most monstrous lies which the imagination could who believes that the whole world shakes when he
invent; just as the Breton peasantry of our own happens to fall t!!l.t on a cross walk.
What ie commerce,?
day are made to believe in trumped up miracles."
Borrowmg $5 for a day or two and dodgln~: the
-Under Whick Lord! b?J .Mrs. E. LJJnn Lynton.
lender fer a year or two.
IT is the womanly nature of the mythical Jesus
Name the different races 1
that is most admired and venerated. His love,
Horse race, boat race, bicycle race, and racing
forbearance tendernes~, and non-resistance, are around to find a man to indorse your note.
all womanly traits, and hav made him the idol of · Into how many classes Is mankind divided 1
civilization for eighteen hundred years. These
Six; being enlightened, civilized, half civilized,
virtues hav been exalted and exaggerated, and his savage, 1oo utter, not worth a cent, and Indian
manly traits hav been kept in the backgrounn, agents.
and thus Ills name has become the synonym for
What nations are called enlightened f
all that is beautiful and god-like. But Infidels are
Those which hav had the most wars and the
now searching ont his manly traits; they are worst laws and produced the worst criminals.
showing up his revengeful, cruel, murdereus in·
How many motions has the earth f
Btincts, his domineering tyranny, and overmaster·
That's according to how you mix your drinks and
ing propensity to rule or ruln I The command to which way you go home.
hav his enemies brought up before him and slain
What is the earth's axis f
is never commented upon by his admirers, be·
The, lines passing between New York and Chicause it is not the outburst of a civilized or beauti· cago.
ful womauhood. Calling men" vipers," "Satan,"
What causes day nnd night f
and other ill names, is not a good trait, or tbe
Day is caused by night getting tired out. Nlght
p1ark of gentle, non-resisting forbearance. No is caused by everybody taking the street car and
woman would sav, "Hate thy father and mother." going home to supper.
No woman would send ill-begotten, badly-reared
Wbat is a map f
men and women to endless punishment, as the
A map is a drawing to show the jury where
man-nature of this Jesus did; and simply because Smith stood when Jones gave him a lift under the
they did not believe as he did, and were not mor- eye.
ally capable of being good and virtuous.-Etmina
What is a mariner's compass 1
.P, lilfnktr·
A JuBi .I:IOldtnBi four pllolll!,

With Eight Portraits: Compte, Sweden borg, Jeremy
Bontham,Adam Smith, Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Elglith •tteet, N.Y. city,

~~~~d'i,oli.~.nat Haeckel.For oale

"How 1 (Jured MyselC oc tbe OptnDI and
Morphine Habit."
Address,wlthotamp,
~t6

A. E. JONEfi,
Prospect, Oneida Co., N.Y.

Correspondents Wanted.
I am all alone In the world, and would like to correspond
with a few moral, t.emperate, and Ltberalgent'emen with
a view to mll.trlmony. should there be found among them
one who pleases and Is pleased; who Ia willing to loTe and
be loved. I am thirty-one years of age, and haT nothlllg
to o1!er but myself. Friends will please Inclose stamps for
replle•.
Address
St6
JENNlll: JON.II:S, Snowv1Ile, Va.

The Unknown God.
A. LEC'l URE.

llellenEl."

By .James.al", Stillman.

Price, $1.50.

An ably-written and

Sold by D. M. BENNETT, 141 EIGHTH
STREET, NEW YORK.

hand>ome~·bonnd

pampblet of

S4 latge pa~~:es. l'rloe, 15 centa. A Jr~~ BENNETT,

141 Eighth otreet, New York.

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE.

MAN.
A. DIOntbly journal, eight J,a"es, 2i> eents

per annum.

.I!an lstha exponent of the prlncl•ies or the National
Liberal Le•1r11e, which ls an organl2atlon made up of local
sodetleo. known ''" Auxiliary Liberal Leagueo. There
are now !fSiil of these Leagues.
The object• <>f the National Llber•l Leegue are in brief:

REPLIES TO THE

" Christian Guardian" and " Chris·
tian .Advocate."

By ALLEN PRINGLE.
This pamphlet woo oonsldered noceosary beca.W!e the
paper attacll:lng Mr. Pringle refused to publish bls reply
~q~~:atY~<li:ifU~&Ji~~ ~tucr~tr~~;;e~~~~·a~~~~,~!~fo!~i to it. Its criticism was 11pon Mr. Prlngle'o argument
the publlc 1choo1e, abolltlon or iiiund•y l•w•. abolltlon of against deolgn In n~ture, and this work eonta.!na both the
ohaplalncieo, prohibition of public appropriation for rellg. attack and reply. It Is valuable. as II present& the strong•
~~':!~;~urpcses, a.nd all other m&aaarea for the Mme .:eneral est Christian iJ.Vldence tor the existence of God wl$11 the

frf~~t~o·~~n'a."'lo~8:\~\sr~~~~~lon.

00

Chn.terfee for an Auxiliary ................... $ 500
Annual Membership ............
1 00
oo oo. ooOO . . . .

Life

Addre..,
!!t5

"
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25 00
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T. C. LELAND, Secretary,
7« Brudway, New York, N. Y

CHRONIC DISEASE 8,
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Dlseaua of
Men the Djseasea of Women and the varlona causes
fJnyoicaJ and social, leadlnito them IU'8 .]1~ treated b

~¥!'/0.5, t 8tfilb% §~N~~~earl l,OOOE~e~~
ANALYSIS ~ RELIGIOUS BELIEF. JfJ
llluitr&tlons, by Dr. 11:. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington an.,
0

An examination of the creed~, rites, and saered writings Now· York, to whom all lettera !rom the sick should be adof ths world, By Vlacount Amberloy, •on of the lote Lord dreued. In Ita Issue for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett'!l TRUTH
lohn Rus•cll. twice Premier of Eflgland. Complete from BEEUR thu• speak.& of Dr. FOOTE and blo medical publica.
the London edition. 7(5 pageo, 8To. Cloth, fS; leather,$.!; tten~: "We know him (Dr. Foote) person&lly and Intimately, and we say with all the aaourance that knowledge
morocco, gilt 01dgea. $~.50.
Imparts that he Ia a man of the highest lncentlvs and
motlvs, whose life has been spent In Instructing i.nd lm.

FROM BEHIND THE B.A.RS.

1

~~lt~~c~\~£;a oi6·~~~bi! ~hl~~~!j,~ug,~;~g~~~~.n~~r~

happy, and to be batter and more useful men and women.

A series of letters written in prison. Ii.~~~~~~J'~~3~t~Fg~~~;t,!;,~~ 1 f,i"h"~riJ'~~38 ~~dtg~~~'il!
BYD.M. BENNETT.
0Ter 700 page a. Price, $1.50.

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
A series of letters written during a tenweeks visit in Europe.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
850 pages. Price, $1.50.

THE SEJUlTIC GODS AND THE
BIBLE.

of families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing test!
mony to the great benefit they hav derived trom the Phys
lologlcal. hyr;len.tc, and moral lessons which he has ao abl
lmp&rted."
Purchasero of PLAIN HOME TALK are at llbertyto
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FREE.
Prlr.a of the new Popular Edition, by mal£._ poata~:e. pre.
l'ald only $1.00. Con.ten.k tabla tree. AG!>NTil W .ANTED,
MUiilUY HILL :r-g~~g 1f?~.:~~-

Freethinkers' Badge Pin.
cl;.~~~ ~f~~~!~~.i'J'!~~ !P{j-~[';e~l ~e':i~

tal Ltberty" being Its do vice. The cut
shows the desl~:n and size, but not ltl
beauty. S0lld !!Old, 18k, double thick,
$4.00; solid gold, ;Ok, $1.75; oliver, '1.00.
Postage pain t.nd package• realstered.

F.~~~: a~ £~5~t1~c~h1~dpC:p"t,.ref>~::;;:,~

tlv circular. with term• to Leagueo, etc., fr«. Address
tile originator and patentox':ucy L. CHURCHILL
6meow25
Wut Richfield, Summit county, Ohi<l.

Thii·ty OiscmJ8ions, HibJe ~tories,
WJI:EK.
Esl§ays, and Lt>ctures.
$72 Aout!it
free.
BY D. ?>I. BENNETT.
700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth; $1.

Interrogatories to Jehovah.
Being- 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety of 'subjects.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, SO centsi cloth, 50 cents.

$12 a day at home easily made. Cost
Andres• TRUE & Co., Augusta, Me.ine.

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBR.lOING

Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M.D.
This book 18 a plain talk abont the human system, the
habits of men and women, the ca.usee and prevention of
dlaeiiSe, our sexual relations and social natures. It Is medical common sense applied to canset:~, prevention, and cure
ot chronic diseases, the natural relation• of men and
women to each other, society, love, marriqe, parentage
etc. Em belilahed with two hnn<lred lllustratlono. l'rlee
$1.50. Sold by
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Jiil;htlo street;, New York.

THE

Gods an{l Rcliaions of .tncient
and Mod.ern Times.
Give o full account of all the gods the nations of the earth
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BLISS'S

Electro·Magnetic
Plan chette.
Designed EspeciallY to Develop Medium•

fully ail the rellgfous systems ot the world, Including Ju. '
istic I•ersons as-Writing MedhtJD8.
da.ism, Mohamroed!\nfsm. and Christianity. Two volumes.
After months of careful study and experiment, Mr.
1R34 p~~.j;es. Bv D. M. Bennett; written In prfson. Cloth,
James
A. Bliss, the well·known medium, of Providence,
$3pe volume. or $5 for the two volumes i leather, $7; mo.
R. 1. (formerly of Philadelphia, Pa.), has perfected h1s
rocco, gilt edgeo, $8.
Writing Plancliette, and although many Improvements hav
been made, the price remu.1na the aame a.a heretofor~,
Bliss's Electro·Magneuc Plaucbette Is a
wonderful Ilttlo Instrument. It will operate In the hands
of many persons who hav never had the least faith In
Spiritual manl!estatlona It has convinced thousands that
It was moved by a power ladependent of hands placed
upon It while experimenting It will anowe>· either
naeut,.l or spoken quest,ions and glv you won.
derful communications from your splr1t friends

Skeptics are f:fe~~~~~f.f'/llted to exper•
The general verdict of the persons that. hov used Bliss'•
Pl·mchette Is. That it will write messages

where the co1nmon wooden unmagne~
ized planchette will rem,.iu DiotionJess.
ReDiember this J•Iaucbette is not only
tbe best, but it is the cheapest 1n the
JUarket.

The Planchettel wfth whee !a, pencil, and full directions
dr.IU be securely nclosedw a box and mailed to any ad·
resa In tire United States only, upon the receipt of GO

n•ll. For ..Uo •c tile Qmo• of TD 'l:llll!Tii
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THE funeral of Joseph Hart, a devoted follower of Paine, took place in Wilmington, DeL,
and was conducted by Rev. J. B. Parmelee,
A. CHuRCH adjoining that of the "Holy of the Swedenborgian church. The reverend
Stairs," at Rome, is used by the Italian gov- gentleman startled his hearers bywarmly;prais' ing the deceased Atheist as a kinder man than
ernment as a stable.
THE Christians in Russia hav murdered most Christians. He assured the Agnostic au.
.
dience that Mr. Hart would in the next world
scores
hundreds of• attam
. a st at e depen
· d ent not upon h'IS f a1'th
. h of Jew1sh dmen,. vwlated
d
J ewJs women, an rume thousands of Jew- b t
h' lif
'
'
,ish homes by plunder and fire. After this u upon IS e.
pious exercise they proceed to s.ing, " Gentle
Jesus, mgek and mild," and ask him to pity
· · 1· •t
th elr
s1mp lCl y.
CoL. INGERSOLL does not mean that it shall
be said, after his death, that he turned from
Infidelity on his dying bed. His secretary,
who writes shorthand, is instructed to take
down accurately whatever he may say on that
occasion. "There will then be no opportunity," he says, "for any one to put into my
mouth utterances contradicting the expressions
of my entire life."

·
J SCIENCE HALL, 141 8th St., { 111!
l
NEAR BROADWAY.
S'IP 3 per

IN one of Connecticut's most thriving cities
the church bells became objectionable, principally because the church services were held
without any concert of action as to the time of
meeting. Action by the Council was invoked
in order that the bells might be rung simultaneously instead of jangling' at half-hour intervals during the morning, afternoon, and even·
T he Common Council passed a re5olumg.
·
,R
d
h
tion: ' esolve , that ereafter the churches
that hav bells that are rung, be rung at the
same hour for morning and afternoon service."
The bell-ringers are puzzled, and are wondering what will be the effect on the Sunday dinners. It is the grammar of this resolution that
will. make it immortal.

yea~.

Jltws of fht flttlt.
PETER CooPER was 91 years old on the 12th.
JARDINE, the famous organ builder, is dead.
BAsE-BALL clubs in this vicinity are forming
for the season of 18~2.
THE King of Burmah, India, has issued a
mandate abolishing monopolies.

A.T a salvation meeting in Halifax some weeks
HANLAN, the champion oarsman, is in Engago one of the speakers was a woman. Her
land, training for a race with Boyd in .May.
language was highly esteemed by the dirty
THE president of the Riley county bank,
bedlamites who listened. . we hesitate to pririt
Kan., has been arrested. Shortage, $35,000.
any part of her speech, but we giv just one perHALF of the hundred million subjects of the
iod in order to expose these filthy fools and to
Russu. and Roumania are the only remain- Russian czar are said to be revolutionists and
show what is being said and dane in the name
Nihilists.
of Christianity. " I hav been an awful wo- ing European states in which Jewish disabiliWILLI.U! MILLER, the oldest Freemason in
man," she said; "I've slept in the arms of a ties now prevail. In some parts of Asia, howpoliceman, I've slept in the arms of a soldier, ever, and especially in the Flowery Land, the the United States, died in Ohio last week, aged
I've slept in the arms of a sailor; but now, children of Israel still lie lmder a prohibitory ninety-eight.
bless and praise his holy name, I sleep every law which excludes them from participation in
TIIItEE outlaws were shot dead in an encoUn•
night in the arms of Jesus."-London Fru- any civil rights whatsoever, and prevents them ter with a sheriff's posse in Albuquerque, New
A. WICIHTA paper says: "We would respect- thin@er.
from exercising any trade or profession in the Mexico, on ~he 12th.
fully call the Lord's attention to a poor girl who
character of Chinese subjects. Jews, however,
lies on a pile of straw in the old Nugent bakery
IT is predicted that another comet will go
THE Rev. Mr. Leftwich, pastor of the Tulip- hav established themselvs in all the Chinese
building Mrth of the Occidental Hotel. The street Methodist Episcopal church, Nashville,
ports under the protection of different Euro- tearing through space the latter part of this
girl is very sick, and has neithe~ friends nor has got himself in trouble. Some time ago a
pean flags, and som!l of the wealthiest Jewish month in sight of the people on this planet.
money. When the Lord gets through with his little son of 1\frs. Cooper fell from a train on
THE most heard at present about the Star
firms are on the best of terms with the provin"church fairs, festivals, raffles, and gambling, which he was stealing a ride and broke his arm,
cial authorities, who constantly giv them the route persecution is that the govern·ment is mak•
we wish he would giv this girl some medicin which was afterward amputated. In a sermon
preferenca over their Christian and Buddhist ing "great efl'ort to obtain material evidence."
and a nurse."
Mr. Leftwich took occasion to hold up young competitors for government contracts.
THE Rev. Sewall S. Cutting, D.D., has reTHE Massachusetts legislature, in 1779, con- Cooper as a model bad boy, and assailed his
cently died, He was the author of "Historical
character
in
a
most
merciless
manner.
Mrs.
THE
sermon
with
which
the
Rev.
George
C.
sidering that" the manufacture of strong beer,
Vindications," a work of reference. for Chrisale, and other malt ·liquors, will promote the Cooper feels outraged at the attack on her son, Milne astonished his Unitarian congregation, tians.
and she and her granddaughter hav expressed in Chicago, by a renunciation of belief in God
~~~~purposes ofhusbandry and commerce," passed
TucKER, the composer and song writer, is
.. ,, . the following exemption act: " Be it enacted, a determination to cowhide the minister. Those oi: a future life, was a bitter attack on Chrisdead. Among his works the songs " When
etc., That all brew-houses that pr;oduce a hun- who heard Mr. Leftwich say he was particularly tianity. Speaking of the gel?-eral disbelief in a this Cruel War is Over " and " Sweet Gene·
dred barrels of beer annually shall be exempt severe, almost slanderou~, in his remarks con- literal hell, he said : ''Yet defenders of con- vieve'' are probably the most familiar.
servativ theology would do well to guard
from taxation or duties five years." A.nd such cerning the boy.
THE citizens of Adrian, Mich., hav discovslorongly the gates of hell, for when they fall
were the Puritan fathers!
WE learn that the Missionary Baptists (col- the chief scourge in the hands of the church ered that their mayor has issued $150,000 in
A.N i'fort is being made to organize and con- ored) had a sweepstake fight at the Christmas has lost its lash. Nay! the system then al- unauthorized bonds and negotiated them in
centrate- the Republican feeling of England, in tree distribution. A. father slapped his noisy ready totters to its fall; for the foundations of New York. The mayor has disappeared.
order that its united influence may be brought married daughter in the mouth, when her hus- orthodoxy are laid in the bed of hell." A.s to
A. YOUNG woman of Ottawa, Ill., recently reto bear upon the political and social questions band pitched into the old man, then a general the doctrin of eternal existence, he admitted its covered $50,000 from her family physician f r
0
of the day j to further the progress of Republi- battle ensued. While one-half the congrega- comforting influence, but added: "If I could the loss of her virtue, of which she claimed he
can views by literary and platform propaganda; tion were thus celebrating the natal day of believe there were a future life, how gladly had robbed her while she was under the influand to encourage and aid the formation of local 'their savior the other half were busy stealing would I let loose my imagination to picture its ence of anresthetics.
societies for the same end. A. provisional com- the presents off the sacred branches, A.nd we possible glories ! Not the gentle John himself
PADDY RYAN, the Troy giant, defeated in a
mittee has already been formed.
see by the Clarksville standard that the col- should beat the air with more eager pinion to
fight
last week by Sullivan, of Boston, says he
ored churches at Texarkana had a similar row; reach the gate which I would fain believe opens
TALMAGE says that "Christianity was to be
also that the Northern Methodist;s (white) had upon the fields of paradise. But, friends, I shall never enter the ring again. Sullivan,
the pacification of all iooividual and internaa confl.agrated Santa Claus. He had covered cannot afford to deceive you, anc1 so I say that however, declares his mtention to win a great
tional animosities." Perhaps it was tobe, but
himself with cotton, which caught fire, and he however beautiful the dream may be, the many more battles.
it has not turned out so. The Roman empire
was severely burned.
THE Rev. Geo. C. Milne, pastor of the Unity
chance of its fulfilment seems to me remote
under the great Cresar was in a state of settled
church, Chicago, the former charge of Robert
and
improbable."
He
thinks
that
the
churches
peace compared with modern Europe. More 'IN Spain the workingmen's organizations are
Collyer, has turned Atheist and Freethinker,
blood has been shed by Christians in war dur· taking formidable proportions, and the anarch· of a century hence will teach morality for its
and disbelieves in heaven, hell, a future life,
ing the last century than in all the battles ist journal of Madrid, the Re?Jista Social, con~ own sake, and leave the question of a future
and the existence of a. God.
fought by the Romans from~Julius to Constan- tains entire columns in every number announc- life to speculation. Mr. Milne was until lately
A. QUARREL took place in the office of tile
tine.
a
Congregationalist.
ing the constitution of new sections and trades
Washington RepulJlican last week, in which Mr.
THE chances are that Col. Bob will at once unions. The Cadiz salt workers hav just united
WHEN the mob in Sheffield assaulted the Clarence Barton, editor of the paper, and A..
proceed to hunt for a good place to hide. Mr. themselvs. In all the industrial centers of S!~-lvation Army, it was 'thought that if Gen.
Hugo Preyer is going to lecture on the "Mis- Catalonia the w<ilrkmen of various trades hav and Mrs. Booth were to ride in a carriage at the M. Soteldo were shot, the iatter fatally. The
shooting is believed to hav been done by the
takes of Ingersoll." The wor~t mistake that adhered in mass to the federation and hav head of the procession, it might hav a civilizing
the able Infidel ever made was to lay himself formed sections varying from one hundred to effect on the ruffians, and soften their wicked brotiler of Soteldo.
A. MR. BuRD turned on the gas at a spiritual
open to a thing of this sort. Now then he can four hundred members. The various branches hearts. But it was found to be of no avail.
take down his doleful triangle, and hit it with of the bnilding trade in Madrid are following Then two more carriages were procured for seance at Brooklyn, last Saturday night, dura curling iron while he sadly sings, "How the example set by others; and everywhere, other officers of the "Army," and these led the ing a materializing act, and revealed the me· mflch the heart can stand and yet not break!" above all in Andalusia in the midst of the way, accompanied by a band of music. There dium, Mrs. Crindle-Reynolds, in a nearly disvineyard workers, is this desire of union showrobed state, wearing a mask upon her face and
-Great West.
was also a" converted wrestler," a sinewy sort
ing itself.
hol<ling another at arm's length, from which
of person who was supposed to hav muscle
A. NUMBER of Israelites of Matamoras wanted
depended drapery of the kind supposed to be
to hold religious service in company with some
SonEBODY from California writes to the New enough to put down all opposition. But even used by spirits.
fellow-believers in Brownsville, Texas, and York Sun to inquire what is meant by a "new over all this imposing parade the violence of
THERI!: is war in Brooklyn between the Rev.
crossed to the latter place with one of the birth," or being" born IJ,gain." Mr. Dana is the Sheffield mob triumphed. Mud, bricks,
parchment scrolls on which the Books of Moses helpless for once, and makes an assignment by and decayed vegetables were thrown at the Sal- Dr. Fulton, the Rink preacher, and his late asare written in Hebrew, and which are always referring his correspondent to the following vationists to such an extent as ·to hav a very sistant pastor, the Rev. Geo. Conway, of negroused for reading aloud at synagog service. quotation from the Bible: " Veriiy, verily I say discouraging effect on them. The "converted exodus fame. Conway says Fulton owes him
A.t the custom house on the river they found, to unto thee, except a man be born of water and wrestler," who was mounted on horseback, and for services, and Fulton defends himeelf by saytheir surprise, that they could not pass without the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of dressed in scarlet, found himself unable to ing that Conway's services were worthless. A.
going through the formality of getting 'the God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh, wrestle with the forces of sin. He was thrown committee to whom the matter was referred descroll registered, a thing necessary to do, as a and tlla.t which is born of th~ Spirit is spirit. from his war horse, and battered so badly that cided against Fulton.
rule, with articles which it is the intention to Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye must be he was carried in a very exhausted condition to ·CRAB. BRJ.DLAUGH has again been denied the
bring back. The Mexican guards, exclaiming born anew. The wind bloweth where it listeth, a hospital. The probability is that this cham- privilege of taking his seat in Parliament.
that they were "afraid to touch the Jewish and thou hearest the voice thereof, but knowest pion of evangelism will not recover. The po- OneS. Nortllcote moved that he be not perGod," would not go near it. They showed not ·when3e it cometh, nor whither it goeih. lice of Sheffield did not furnish any material mitted to take the oath, and the motion was·
marked anxiety to get rid of it as soon as possi- So is every one that is born of the Spirit." assistance. They do not sympathize with the carried by a small majority in spite of the opble, and hurried the custodians off; and when The person who can tell any more about it af- Salvation A.rmy, but, on the contrary, regard position of Gladstone, who insisted that it was
it was returned the following week, they again ter reading this passage than he could before it as & nuisance. So it is in other British the duty of Parliament to see only that tho
forms of the oath were ob:sened.
cities,
gave it a. wide berth.
desenes a. reward in this world and the nut.
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21. The statement that :fire and brimstone were
sent from hPaven; by which the cities were suddenly
·'
3. I need hardly again call attention to the unsci- consumed, is wholly untrue. Brimstone exists in
entifi.c character of the :first book in the Jewish the earth, and is not sent from heaven. God burnt
The Book of the Chronicles of the Pilgrims in Bible; to the positive discrepancies existing between no more cities with fire and brimstone three thouthe Land of Yahweh.-Continued.
the statements there given and the unmistakable sand years ago than he does to-day. The story is
teachings of science touching the age of the earth, wholly a fabrication.
.
CHAPTER X.-CONCLUDE:O.
the order and periods in which life appeared upon it,
22. The assertion that a woman was ever converted
21. Peradventure the Scribe ought to feel very and the difference in the eras of time between the into a pillar of salt is a very foolish falsehood. The
grateful that he is permitted to visit the places where appearance of the lower forms of animal life and the thing is an utter impossibility, and no person ought
Jesus performed such wonderful works as restoring higher. What I have said upon that subject will to be simple enough to believe it.
the blind and lame, healing the lepers, stilling the suffice.
23. The frequent talks between God -and Abraham,
waves, feeding vast multitudes with very little food,
4. The statement that the sun was not created as before remarked, are wholly fabulous. Both
raising the dead, and all that sort of thing; and he until after" the earth, not until after all the vegetable characters are myths. If God promised this land to
tries to realize it to the best of his ability. Here on kingdom had existed long enough to produce leaves, the seed of Abraham forever, the promise has failed
this lake Matthew was called to be a disciple, and flowers, fruits, and seeds, is too ridiculous and absurd si~nally in the fulfilment. They have not possessed
he distinguished himself by nauating many things to be entertained by any sensible person.
it m two thousand years. The promise, ~iso, that
that nobody else· ever hea.rd ·of, and by s~ating many
5. The fable about the creation of woman from the seed of Abraham should 'be as the sands of the
things differentl.Y from his contemporaries.
the rib bone of a man, and her being the result of sea-shore and the dust of the earth for multitude,
22. There is httle of Magdala now but a few low an afterthought, when Yahweh found the man is equally untrue. They never reached one ten-millhuts, without windows or chimneys, inhabited by would be lonely without a companion, together with ionth part of the number of either.
miserable-looking human beings, clad in a single, the two different ways in which the story is told, is
24. The claim that a woman between ninety and
dirty garment, which hardly serves to cover their too childish to inerit credence.
a hundred years old became a mother and bore
nakedness. The rising generation run after the
6. The narrative about a snake of the field being a child is in opposition to the fixed laws of napilgrims and cry, Backsheesh, backsheesh, hoping able to subvert the purpose of his maker; about his ture, and hence is untrue.
for a few coins; but this cry is heard nearly a thou- being able to speak a human language, and to hpld
25. It is not true that the seventy descendants of
sand times every day, where the children of the converse with the woman, persuading her to do the Jacob in two. hundred and :fifteen years could increase
natives are met, and no attention is paid to it.
very thing which Yahweh did not wish her to do, is so rapidly as to numb'er three millions of people.
23. Less than two hours' ride from Magdala of the same imbecile character.
It would necessitate that each mother should bear
brought the pilgrims to the town of 'l'iberias, an old
7. The claim that a being of infinite goodness and one hundred children and that no deaths should
walled town, toward the southern end of the lake, knowledge would create death ani! eternal destruc- occur. No such increase has ever taken place in the
built by Herod Antipas in the year 20, and by him tion in the form of fruit growiBg upon trees of his world.
dedicated to the Emperor Tiberias, after whom also own plantin!l, and place them within reach of the
26. The story about Jacob wrestling with God the
the lake was called. The wall runs down into the ignorant pair of beings he had just made, when his better part of a night is a crude and childish conlake and was much shaken by the earthquake of knowledge must have apprised him of the result ception.
1837. Tiberias was the principal town of Galilee:
that must ensue, is too derogatory to the character
27. It is not'true that Yahweh ever assumed the
24. After the destruction of Jerusalem it became of an infinitely good being to be entertained for a appearance of fire in a bush.
the seat of the Jews. In the second century the single moment.
28. It is absurd to claim that Yahweh wanted the
sanhedrim was r(lmoved here from Sepphoris, and for
8. The idea of the·fi.rmament given in -the narra- Israelites to leave Egypt and at the same time influ. a long time it was noted fqr its rabbinical school. tive, that it is a solid substance placed in the heav- enced Pharaoh to prevent their doing so.
Here the Mishna and Masora, the principal tradi- ens to divide the waters above it from those below
29. The story about a rod being turned into a sertional works of the Jews, were published. Its sub- it, exhibits the most utter ignorance and untruthful- pent is without truth. The thing was never done.
sequent history is merely that of captures by Per- ness.
30; The claim that Moses produced what are called
sians, Arabs, and crusaders.
·
9. That it should require Yahweh five days to ere- the plagues of Egypt is without truth. No man
. 25. The modern town has some buildings compara- ate this globe, while he was able to perfect the sun, could ever do anything of the kind; nor was there
tively goo_d-looking, built decentl~ of sto_ne, some two moon, all the planets, and millions of other suns eveT a god who could do it.
·
stories high, and absolutely With wmdows ; but and worlds immensely larger than those pertaining
31. The statement that the magicians of Egypt
the streets are narrow,rcrooked, and very filthy, with to this system, in one day, is a proposition entirely could perform the feats of turning a rod into a snake,
a great abundance of fleas, which have passed into a repugnant to proportion, reasou, and truth.
changing water to blood, producing frogs, locusts,
prover8. A few palm-trees add to the appearance
10. The representation that the sun was made and etc., and do all the other feats credited to them, is
·
placed in the heavens expressly for the benefit of wholly devoid of truth.
from without.
.
26. The inhabitants number over three thou!'land, of this earth is. wholly untrue. It is equally as much
32. That the Israelites, who were so numerwhom nearly two-thirds are Jews of the two fanatical for the other planets and some two hundred aste- ous that they had six hundred thousand fighting
sects, the Ashkenazim and the Sepharuim; the former roids as for the earth; but the writer of the narra. men, were moved out of Egypt in a single night, is
have five synagogues and the lattPr two. They are tive knew nothing about the planets.
an utter impossibility. It could not have been done
beggars, and are supported by alms sent them by
11. The statement that omnipotence became weary in a week.
with the creation of. the world, and found it neces33. That such a body of water as the Red Sea
rich Jews in Europe.
27. These Jews hold Tiberias to be a holy city, sary to take a rest, as a man would after performing should par~ and wall up on each side, leaving· a dry
and they claim that when the messiah comes he will a hard week's work, is very derogatory to infinite roadway through it, is an egregious falsehood. W a·emerge from the lake, gather together his people at power.
,.
ter never did anything of the kind. Even if the
Tiberias, and march with them in triumph to Safed,
12. The statement in one chapter that 'man was waters had divided, the slime and deposit at. the
a holy city on the top of a high hill a few miles north- made before the animals, and in the next that he bottom would have been such that it could not have
west of the lake, where his throne will be established was inade after the animals, exhibits the untruthful- been a dry roadway.
.
ness of the story.
\l
34. The claim that· such a body of people could
forever.
28. The Jews of the place can easily be distin13. The representation that the creatures deity subsist in an arid des~>rt, even for a week, is wholly
guished from the other inhabitants, being lighter in had made, eating the fruit he had made, should be untrue. Even if food were sent them, they must
complexion and rather more intellectual looking. enough to damn them and their offspring forever, still have water.
Many of tpem dress very grotesquely in flowing makes the creator no better than an incarnate fiend.
35. The statement that manna fell daily for forty
robes of calico, and wear large black hats, scarfs,
14. The pretense that the serpent class of reptiles years, to keep three millions of people in food, is a
sashes, etc. They look effeminate and half-starved. walked upright, and possessed the power of speech most extravagant falsehood. Nothing of the kind
There are also Mohammedans and Christians here, previous to the curse that was pronounced upon ever occurred.
with mosques and churches. All are supported, in them, is too absurd for serious consideration. Snakes
36. That a large stream of water, sufficient for
part at least, by money from other countriet;J.
are now, in style of locomotion, and in the food they such a vast body of people and all their cattle, should
29. The tents of the pilgrims were pitchQd near eat, as they ever have been. They never walked, they burst forth from a rock in an arid desert, where there
the lake shore nigh upon a mile south of the town, never ate dust.
are no streams, no springs, and never any rain, simwhere some of the pilgrims availed themselves of
15. The representation that thorns and thistles did ply by its being hit with a rod, is too preposterous
another bath in the holy lake. As in .the night be- not exist until after the curse was pronounced upon to merit the slightest credence.
fore, the waves of the lake could be heard as th(ly Adam and Eve is wholly devoid of truth. They
37. The claim that a pillar of fire by night and a
lashed the shore, easily mingling with our dreams. were not created on that occasion.
cloud by day should for forty years hang around any
30. Half a mile further south, near the shore of the
16. The statement that men used to live to be people is a most absurd one. No such phenomena
lake, is a remarkable hot spring, where water enough nearly a thousand years old has no truth whatever. ever took place.
to turn a mill gushes out at the foot of the mountain38. The,statements that repeated interviews oc17. The statement that the sons of God took the
wb'ich rises rather· abruptly-so hot one Qannot daughters of men for wives, and thus produced a curred between Yahweh and Moses, that they talked
. hold his hand in it, reaching 142 degrees -hot hybrid race, half gods and half men, has too much face to face, and that Yahweh showed his back parts
enough to ·cook an egg. The water is very salt, absurdity and falsehood about it to be entertained to Moses, are utterly untrue.
·and impregnated with sulphur and some other for an instant.
39. The assertion that Yahweh engraved two. tasubstances. If used externally and internally, it
18. The "?-ntruths connected with the story of bles of stone, and that Moses got angry and threw
would doubtleas be excellent in rheumatism and kin- Noah and his flood need not be alluded to again. them down and broke them, contains no truth. No
dred diseases. If easy of access or near some large Scores of gross falsehoods and impossibilities are god ever did any stone-cutting.
city, it would· doubtless prove a fortune. The fine connected with it.
40. It is untrue, if the manna fell six days in the
air, the pleasant lake, with facilities for fishing, com19. The claim that because one of Noah's sons week, that it did not also fall seven; and that, if it
bined with the waters of the spring, would make the made sport of him while he was in a state of would keep forty-eight hours at one time in the
place very attractive if it could be conlJeniently intoxication,· the posterity of the '!On should be week, it would not also at other times. Nature
reached.
cursed with perpetual slavery and servitude, rep- does not work in that way. With her all days are
resents injustice far more than truth. It was in- alike. The story was written to sustain the observfinitely worse in Noah to indulge in excessive drunk- ance of the Jewish Sabbath.
CHAPTER XI.
enness than it was for Ham to laugh. If either
41. It is not true that such a people could be on
THE FIFTH VISIT.
deserved to be punished, the father was the man, and the tramp for forty years through a d,esert and their
1. Hail, young Trutb. Seeker I said the Venerable not the son; besides, it was the worst of injustice to clothes and shoes not grow old and wear out, or that
Visitor, as he entered the tent. I will not stay to punish the descendants of Ham with perpetual slav- those articles should grow with the growth of the
children. It requires people of inordinate credulity
weary you this night; but, after talking for a little ery because their ancestor had laughed.
20. The story of men undertaking to build a tower to believe f!uch idlR tales.
while on -the subject touched upon at my last visit,
to reach to heaven is without truth or sense; and the
42. It is untrue that a people leaving a country as ·
will take my departure.
· 2. I do not propose to point out all the myths fable that God became so alarmed lest the tower hurriedly ~s the Israelites are represented to have
mentioned in the Jewish scriptures, nor to· call atten- would rea.ch his domain that he confounded their done ·should have had with them munificent supplies
tion· to all the impossibilities and improbabilities speech, and thus introduced many languages into the of gold, silver, brass; blue, purple, scarlet, and fine
linen, goat's hair, rams' skins d.yed red, badger~t'
;:t::: .pa~q~ioned 1u that book; but, in keeping(lvith the line world, is equally absurd. . .
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shittim-wood, oils, spices, sweet incense; onyx
and a small-sized lumber yard containing
large enough to make the tabernacle, the
mercy-seat, tables, altars, etc., or that an
God should attach any special value to
things. If that people were able to accumuvaluable goods and merchandise, including
of metals with which to make cherubims
rings of gold, dishes, bowls, spoons,
lamps, tongs, snuff dishes, caskets,
imnges, pans, lavers, shovels, basins, flesh
fire-pans, and numerous other vessels and
u.u~:~n:•J..U,,.. ts, they could not have been held in a very
. state of slavery.
It is extremely unlikely that a people who had
.,.....,~ ,,u,..
· lives worked only at brick-making should
desert possess the skill and facilities for
cf~;:g,e;x~cu·tm,g fine mechanical work, like making images
beat~n gold, implements and ornaments of silver,
· ~n:tificial flowers, fine work in linen, ornamentation
'.,of many kinds, skilful wood-work, and much more
..(:::·jequiring cunning workmanship. All those kinds of
~;,;~~;:work require su~h practice, experience, and app:~;ra
;'i;'.~-' tus as the Israelites had had no chance to acqmre.
;•W' The person who wrote that account had but small
:;:,. , p~rception of the probabilities and proprieties of a
·· story.
· 44. It is not true that Moses burnt the gold of
which Aaron's calf was maqe to a fine powder, which
he .f!trewed upon water, and which became dissolved.
· The thing is utterly impossible, and was never done.
Gold cannot be burnt, nor dissolved in water.
45. It is not true that a merciful god, because. he
had been made a little angry, authorized his people to take every man his. sword, and slay his
brother and his neighbor, and that in carrying out
the order the priests slew three thousand men.
46. It must have been utterly impossible for Moses
to speak so as to have been heard by two or three
millions of people. Ten thousand are as many as
any speaker can make hear in the open air.
. 47. Aaron and his two sons could not possibly
have killed the animals of sacrifice, and burnt them
on aU the occa~ions of births, and all other prescribed occasions~ They must have amounted to
. over two thousand per day, and three men could not
. possibly have done it; neither could the animals for
' the purpose have been obtained in a desert.
111
48. That a good god would send strange fire and
a plague, and destroy fifteen thousand of his people
be,cause they made a trifling complaint, is untrue.
,, . . 49. It is extremely unlikely that the earth should
~nand swallow Korah, Datham, and A biram, and
hundreds of .their followers, because they were dissatisfied with Moses, and then close up again.
50. It is very unlikely, because the Israelites complained at the manna diet, week in and week out,
that he sent fiery serpents among them, and destroyed
great numbers of thP.m. Such conduct would be
unworthy of any one but a demon.
.
51. The story of the wonderful visitation of quails,
. when a wind from the Lord brought them from the
sea, so that they covered the earth to the depth of
three and a half feet, to the distance of a day's
journey in each direction, or thirty-three miles-an
· area of three thousand four hundred square milescontains not a particle' of truth. No reasonable god,
though in a pet, would put himself to the trouble of
producing such an unheard-of quantity of quails,
only to decay and spoil. In the next place, the sea
is a very unlikely place for quails to come from, and
the quantity given is far greater than all the quails
that have existed for fifty thousand years.
52. But I will detain thee no longer at this time.
These things are not new to thee, though they may
be to many others. I will resume the subject at my
next visit. Good-night.
CHAPTER

Xfi.

SIXTH DAY'S JOURNEY.-FROM TIBERIAS TO NAZARETH.

1. And it came to pass on the morning of the
sixth-and twentieth day of the eleventh month, all
the pi.lgrims, the captain of the host, the muleteers
-'-after an extra amount of quarreling-the horses,
and asses, and moreover the dog, in good season
left the shores of the Sea of Galilee, and wound up
a long and steep hill as they made their way to the
south west, even toward Nazareth.
2. It was a long time before they lost sight of the
.lake, and often did they look back upon the scene
w~ich has been so often praised and over-praised.
P10us people who visit this country feel it to be incumbent upon them to laud the country and its appearance to the skies.
3. The Sea of Galilee has been by these people
greatly over estimated. It is true the sheet of water
·'"itself look;s about like any other sheet of water of
fthe same size, but the country around it is an abrupt, uncomely, and barren hill on the east, known
as the hills of Baslym ; while on the west coast
t~ere is little else than hills of rocks, though they
rise gradually, with a few acres of tillable lands.
4. In the land of Genesareth there are a few small
_· ~rees,. and in a few other places near some spring are
small patches of verdure, but the whole landscape
·surrounding the lake is a treeless, lifeless, barren
waete of rocks.
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5. When the hills of Galilee are surmounted a better country is presented, and a few square miles of
fair farming land opens to view; but as the journey
is continued the country grows more and more rocky,
and the only plowable land is in small patches among
the rocks.
,
6. Off to the north, in N aph tali, looms up Safed,
one of the four holy cities of the land of Yahweh,
and claimed to be the place Jesus referred to when
he spoke of a city being set on a hill which cannot
be hid. As it stands on the summit of a high bill
without trees, it is very naturally quite conspicuous.
7. The other three holy cities are Jerusalem, Hebron; and Tiberias. There are about four thousand
inhabitants in Safed, of the same' sects as those
in Tiberias. They hold that the messiah, when he
comes, will make his first appearance there, and after
reigning forty years will go forth to receive universal homage. They also believe that if prayer should
cease to be offered in the four holy cities the world
would come to an end. There are also quite a number of Christians in tbe place, though it is one of
the principal centers of modern Judaism.
8. The town is built on terraces in the rocks, which
rise in succession one above another. The roofs of
each lower tier serve as a path or street to those in
the next higher tier. On the highest part of the hill
are the ruins of an old castle, built by the Franks
during the wars of the Crusades, and regarded as
the str6ngest place of defense against the incursions of the Saracens from the north. In the earthqua,ke of 1837 Safed suffered terribly; the houses
were thrown down in the most horrid manner, and
large muhbers of people were killed.
9. On our right we passed a curiously-shaped hill,
rising from a fertile plain, which the Catholics have
decided to be the Mount of Beatitudes, where, according to Matthew, Jesus preached his Sermon on
the Mount. Another claim makes it also the place
where the miracle of the loayes and fishes was performed; but it is all guess-work, at which amusement
the Catholics are extra skilful.
10. On our left we passed a modern town, upon a
hill, consisting of low, fiat, stone houses, and surrounded by a conspicuous growth of cactus (prickly
pear), which will grow on the poorest land in the
world, and which is here used for fences. Much of it is
met that looks to be one hundred years old. Nothing else grows.
11. An ancient well was passed, covered with a large
stone having a hole through it for a curb. It looked
as though it might have been in use three thousand years ago.
12. About the twelfth hour the pilgrims arrived
at Kefr Kenna, a miserable little village, claimed to
be the Cana of Galilee, where, according to John,
Jesus gave encouragement to wine-drinkers by converting water into wine. The pilgrims alighted and
entered a small Christian church, claimed to be built
over the identical spot where this feat of divine
legerdemain is said to have been performed .
13. A large stoJJe jar, or vase, holding fifteen gallons, is in the church, and is claimed to be the identical jar that contained the water that was changed
into wine. If it was full, the wine, if as good as
represented, was sufficient to make two hundred people very mellow, especially as they were pretty near
drunk before. They have another. of the jars used
on this momentous occasion in the cathedral at Cologne.. Who can doubt these pious claims?
14. It is, however, to be regretted that there is not
a unanimity as to whether this was the place where
the wine feat was performed. Doctors Robinson
and Porter insist that this is not the place where
Jesus engaged in the wine business, and they locate
it ten or fifteen miles away to the northwest. But
they know no more a.bout it than anybody else, and
Lhe Scribe goes with the majority in insisting that
Kefr Kenna is the true Cana, because he saw the
stone jar in which the water might have been stored;
and what wa,s it there for, save to be used for winemaking?
15. The disagreements which exist are no more to
be wondered at than that John should have been the
only evangelist who knew anything about Jesus having been in the wine m~nufacture; and it does not
appear that he was present; and, further, it does not
appear that the account was ever written hy .J olm,
or anybody else who knew anything about it. The
whole thing is undoubtedly a fabrication.
Hi. The pilgrims lunched in ~n olive grove or
orchard hard by, surrounded by a fence of the cactus. The children with a single garment are numerous, and· the cries for backsheesh ar& repeated hundreds of times. This is the case at every village.
17. Lubieh was passed on the left; where are a
few ruins and rock tombs in the hill-slopes. It is
not known what place was here in olden times.
18. Farther on the homely village of Reineh was
passed, which is without historical associations. By
the roadside is a large stone sarcophagus, now used
for a watering-trough, and here women were washing. Instead of using wash-boards they lay the wet
clothes upon a rock and pound them with a smooth
stone, occasionally dipping thew into the water.
19. Meshhad, supposed to be ancient Gath-hepher,
a town on the border of Zebulun, claimed to be the
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birthplace of Jonah, the son of Amittai,.was passed;
On the hill-top hard by is a Bedouin wely, atomb of
a sheik, also claimed to be the burial-place of Jonah;
but this yarn is about as fishy as is his whale story.
20. At length the hill overlooking the village of
N az9:reth is reached, from the top of which a good
bird's-eye view of it is obtained. It has many goodlooking stone buildings used as churches and ~chools;
and a monastery and convent, all built with money
sent into the country from Europe. Though stand~
ing on the steep side of a white, calky, limestone hill;
it i.s the best-looking village seen since entering the
Holy Lan.d.
21. In nearing the white tents, which had already'
been pitched at the eastern end of the town for the
pilgrims, they passed what is called the .Virgin's
fountain, where Mary is supposed to have gone
for her water for making tea and washing dishes
when she was quite a young girl and after the Jays
of her espousal.
22. If she lived in Nazareth it is quite likely she
went-to that fountain for water, as it is the only one
in town, and the women still go there in great num
hers for all the wnter for domestic purposes. The
Fountain is covered by a low stone building or church,
and the water runs through three spouts or outlets; and here tbe modern virgins assemble to fill
their earthen jugs, holding some four gallons or
more, which they carry· on the tops of their heads,
resting upon a cnshion for the purpose; and they
march off to their homes with their heads and jugs
erect, touching not the latter with their hands.
23. The maids of the village gather here in great
numbers to do th-eir gossiping and quarrl'ling, the
latter being attended to with no neglect of business.
They were quarreling most busily, some thirty of
them, when the pilgrims passed, as to w'hich were entitled to precedence in filling their jugs or pitohers;
and the jars about the water-jars were very jarring
upon the Scribe's feelings. The captain says he never
visits the place but what the virgins of Nazareth are
quarreling as to which shall have the next chance to
catch water. 'l'hey are called better looking than
the generality of Syrian girls, but the Scribe saw but
few that are pretty .
24. Soon after arrival the pilgrims started out to
see the sights of the town, howbeit there are several
of a most extraordinary character. First they bent
their steps to the monastery, which had about a score
of monks under the charge of the French Catholics.
One accompanied the pilgrims to the church of the
Annunciation, bard by, which is built over the very
place where Gabriel called upon the Virgin and made
an appointment with her for a visit of a special
n!.l"ture from Yahweh himself, much of the same
character as the one Vishnu many hundreds of years
earlier is said to have made to the Hindoo virgin
Devanauy, anrl somewhat like another to Maia, the
virgin mothel" of Duddha.
·
25. The church is well built, costing several thou~and dollars in European gold, and js finely decorated with well-executed paintings representing the
virgin and her son in various positionli and connections. The high altar is dedicated to the angel
Gabriel, and before it nearly half a Acore of monks
were chanting some Latin liturgy or exercise, while
three or four others were kneeling in the body of the
church, going through the performance of prayer,
much as do the Moslems in the mosques.
.
26. Beneath the altar is the crypt, to reach which
a dozen broad marble steps are descended. Here
is the chapel of the Annunciation, where not only
Gabriel made the preliminary arrangements, but
where Yahweh himself appeared soon after in propria persona, and attended to the little business
which seems to have been necessary to mend up the
blunders which he }Jad made in placing the race of
man upon the earth.
27. Here on the altar is inscribed these Latin
words, Hie verbum caro factum est, which, being interpreted, mean, Here the word was made flesh.
The Scribe looked earnestly around to see if there
were any representation of the overshadowing act, but
though the good Christians have supplied other pictures, including the interview between Gabriel and
the young virgin, the most important one, between
Yah web and herself, is not given; and then did the
Scribe sagely ask, If not, why not?
2~. Here in this chapel, which is a grotto in the
rock, are two stone columns, seemingly designed to uphold the solid stone overhead, though there is not
the slightest danger of the latter's falling. One
of these columns is broken off three feet from
the floor,. and touching the reason for which it was
done different Christian traditions exist.
2(). One is that the devil, when he, by his great
subtleness, which he had from the beginning, discovered Yahweh's little game, how he was going to
haYe an amorous interview with a comely young Jewish virgin for the purpose of getting a son to redeem
the world from the terrible condition of eternal damnation which the defective plans of Yahweh had
brought about, by the instincts of pure deviltry
undertook to thwart the interesting little interview
by bringing down the house, to do which he broke
one of the columns, and was about to break the other
when Yahweh, or one of his big angels, discovered
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this devilish piece of business, luckily, in time to pre- words came unto him, which the faithful so often mentioned by any other gospel writer, that he might P ''I
vent the work of the Evil One, and far better than use, All things are possible with God; and straight- claim another fulfilment o! prophecy-Out of ~gypt ~~
was done at the time when he in the form of a. snake way his troubles were assuaged, and exceeding great have I called my son-whtch Matthew quoted mcor. i<fM
persuaded our grandmother Eve to eat a most unfor- peace of mind gently stole over him, like the ·rays rectly, and which sentence had no more reference to f~~-'
tunate apple. On that first occasion Yahweh and his of the morning sun, or like the dews on Hermon.
Jesus than it had to Joseph Smith.
(1~~':
angels were neglectful of their business and allowed
39. Leaving this solemn and holy place, the pil49. The town is thought to have some four t1J~C
the devil to perpetrate the great mischief without grims were next led through winding, and dirty, and thousand inhabitants, a~d _they are mad~ up m~re ~~;r
their interposmg the slightest obstacle, besides fur- nan·ow streets, where is another little Christian than half of Greek Christians, With Romish Ohm. ~·
nishing the snake with the tools to work with, to wit, church, standing over the identical spot where the tians, Moslems, Maronites. etc. The Jews, tak. ~~:.:
very tempting apples.
good, unsuspecting Joseph had his carpenter-shop, ing no stock in the Jesus story, do not settle there. :~.t.
30. But in this latter piece of deviltry Yahweh and where the youthful Jesus used to shove the The ringing of the church bells, brought in from I:)i
was too anxious that the interview with the Virgin jack-plane. More solemn feelings settled down upon Europe, give it the air of a place not out of the~
i"''~)
should take place to admit of a postponement, and the mind of the Scribe as he realized he stood in the world. There are also some schools here, one of 'i;;~
he and his angels were more watchful, and would very place where a young god used to make chips whi~h is held in a buil~ing high up on the hill-side, i.~_·':_
suffer the arch-fiend to break but one of the pil- and shavings, and sometimes stole away from his and Is about the :finest m the place.
'(~.;
lars, in consequence of which only about ninety-five work (when his aged step-father was out looking up
50. The week now being over, the pilgrims look }':-:
per cent. of the human race are- expected to be a job), and played with the idle boys on the streets, back with no~ a little self-congratulation at the one '2:
doomed to the eternal roasting. If the other col- making mud-birds, causing _them to fly, and per- hundred and twenty 'miles passed over by them be.~~;;:
umn had been broken, Yahweh might not have been forming other godlike feats and sports.
tween Damascus and Nazareth, t9gether with the~~·;
able to hold that desired private interview with the
40. Here it was tha-t the aged and failing Joseph places of note which they visited. All are willing <,.
young Virgin, and the other five per cent, of course, would make mistakes in his measurements and cal- to have a day of rest.
.
would likewise have had to go to hell. Rejoice, ye culations, and turn out his work in an unskilful manfive per cent, that the second column was not broken. ner; and here the almighty little Jesus would come to
CHAPTER XIII.
31. The other legend is the more tame one that it his aid, and stretch his work when it was too short,
' wh en too 1ong, an d a1ter It
' over w h en It
'
:MELCHISEDEC'S SIXTH VISIT.
was the followers of the prophet of Mecca who contract 1t
broke that column, to let the house of the Virgin was wrong in any way. Truly, Jesus must have
1. The Ven~rable Visitor, before alluded to, com.
fall, and thus destroy the evidence of the only great been a convenient apprentice to have in a shop menced his evening's conversation by congratulating
deed Yahweh could have performed t.:> rescue that where the boss was so liable to blunder.
the Truth Seeker upon the satisfactory performance·
fortunate :five per cent who believe from the inevita41. How fitting, said the Scribe, that this modern of the work and the progress made in the journey in
ble fate into which his own ill-advised adventure had god should be a. good carpenter, and be able to adjust hand, after which he went on to say: .
plunged them. Whether it was the devil or the things by stretching or shrinking, and thus help his
2. Among the great improbabilities contained in
Moslems that broke that column must ever remain poor old dreaming step-daddy out of all his blun- the Jewish scriptures is that, in the lifetime of
an unsolved mystery.
ders! At one time the old carpenter would have lost Shem, one of the reputed sons of Noah, the earth
32. But inexpressibly solemn feelings came over two years' laJ::>or on a king's throne, to say nothing should become so rapidly peopled, and such advances
the Scribe, as he stood there in that grotto, and real- of the value· of the material, had not Jesus taken be made in civilization that China should be filled
ized what had taken place there for the benefit of hold of the throne and stretched it to the right length up, India made replete with inhabitants, Persia the
that live per cent, particularly when the ledge in the to fill the' place it was intended to occupy.
same, Chaldea and Assyria the same, Egypt made
rock was pointed out where the Virgin had .her
42. Three large pictures were hanging up against populous, and Phamicia become a nation of powercouch; and with all due solemnity did he ask him- the walls of the church and of the side chapel, repre- all of which countries were far more advanced in
self these questions:
senting the interior of a carpenter's shop, with Joseph civilization, literature, and art than were the descend.
33. Dost thou realize, thou doubting one, that it using the broad-axe, or some other tool, as the central ants of Abraham.
was this very dark place, which thou art permitted figure. Jesus is in the foreground playing with the
3. According to the scriptures, Shem lived more
to enter, that Yahweh of a truth came down to from shavings, or studying a book, while the Virgin is than two hundred years after the time of Abraham's
his throne in the bright world above the clouds, and in the background. The Scribe objected to the rep- birth, and people are demanded to tielieve that under
that here he actually overshadowed that be:1utiful resentations of Joseph, which made him to look his observation, when he and his two brothers were
young Virgin, whose picture hangs there before thee young and remarkably intelligent, whereas, accord- the only men on earth to propagate the race, all , ·
on the wall, the same as Vishnu overshadowed an- ing to the story of the apocryphal gospels, he was an those nations became very populous and advanced; ··
other virgin; the same as Ormuzd begot Mithra, as old man when he espoused Mary, and good grounds that divergent civilizations were established, the dik.
Osiris begot Horus, as Jupiter overshadowed many are presented that he was not over-brilliant in his ferent national characteristics of color, features, and
virgins, and begot numerous sons; the same as Otlin mental acquirements.·
_ manners thoroughly defined, as though they had been
begot Thor and Balder, and the same as many other
43. But there is the little church, there is the lit- in existence ten thousand years. It must not be for. !
gods begot many other sons?
tle chapel on the side of it, and there are the paint- gotten that, according _to the Bible story, when l.--·
34. Canst thou not here comprehend the mystery ings; and now, if the Scribe and other people cannot_ Abraham went down into Egypt he found the coun. :
of godliness, and the most divine plan by which b'elieve i1!l the carpenter's shop, they perhaps would try populous, the king rich and pow~rful, and the
Yahweh made it barely possible for that five per not believe though one should rise from the dea$1.
nation enjoying a degree of civilization that could
cent to be saved? Canst thou, in thy darkened
44. The next wonder to be seen was the rock where not be attained in a thousand years, and that at this
state, realize the extreme holiness of the act per: Jesus used to sometimes take his grub with the young time Shem was still alive. The whole story is utterly
formed in this dark place, and what joy and delight men of the town, after he was out of his time at the preposterous; there is not a word of truth in it.
it must have given to both Yahweh and the Virgin carpenter's trade, or rather after he had concluded
4. The massacre of the Midianites at the command :.
to perform an act that would result in saving five to follow some other business as an occupation. of Yahweh, if the story is true, is one of the most.
per cent of the great human race?
'The stone is a flat-topped boulder, (>fan obtuse oval cruel and monstrous transactions recorded in the
35. Then did the Scribe meditate deeply, and say: form, about twelve feet in length, eight feet in pages of history. The alleged reason for it is that
How solemn and awful is 'this place ! How myste- width:, and some two and a half feet above the Cozbi, a Midianitish woman, had committed adultery
rious are the ways of Yahweh! How fortunate for ground, affording ample room for half a dozen per- with Zimri, an Israelitish man; but the account does
that five per cent that that overshadowing business sons to partake of a picnic nieal, if they had not too not state that Cozbi forced Zimri to commit the
was so efficiently performed! Let all the five per great a variety of dishes.
crime, and it is quite presumable that the man was
cent all over Christendom raise their voices with one
45. True, there is nothing said in the gospel story as much in favor of committing it as was the
accord, and bless the overshadowing! Great is over- about Jesus ever eating in any such place, but that woman, and of course was equally guilty. It would
shadowing! Selah I Long live overshadowing I makes no difference. It is not to be -supposed that seem that the priest Phinehas so regarded the matS~lah! Whooplah! Hosanna! So glorious for the Christians could not be inspired fifteen hundred ter, for he thrust a j:nelin through the bodies of both 1
five per cent!
years later, and discover that Jesus and his young while in the very act.
.
f.
36. Next the pilgrims were ushered into the chapel friends used to meet there and take a little bite and
5. It would seem that thts bloody deed should
of Joseph, which is but a continuation of another a glass of wine together in a friendly, sociable f11sh- have ended the matter; but, according to the story,
apartment of the grotto. It is riot supposed that Jo- ion; and, besides, did not the Scribe see a painting Yahweh could not let the affair rest, but moved
seph was in his chapel at the time Yahweh was mak- on the wall of the little church which covers the Moses to order the murdersome Israelites out to the
ing that little friendly visit for the benefit of the five rock, portraying Jesus and his companions taking work of massac,re and slaughter in cold blood; in
per cent, but, like the preceding Joseph, being a care of a comfortable-looking meal, right there on accordance with which the five kings of Midian .
pretty good dreamer, he dreamed it all out tolarably that very rock? Of course he did; and now let were slain, and all the men of the nation; the Israel·
straight, though his statement was materially differ- those who wish to be damned continue to doubt. ites taking also as booty 675,000 sheep, 72,000 beef- f
ent from the way Luke narrates the interesting epi- The rock is carefully kept covered with a sacred cattle, and 61,000 asses, and all the other valuables '
sod e. Whichever way it was, it was most fortunate cloth covering.
the Midianites possessed; and this without a man of
for the :five per cent, all the same. ,The worthy
46. A Greek church was also visited, where a ven- the Israelites being hurt.
priests constitute a goodly share of the five per cent. erable Greek priest was reading in a loud ·voice in
6. An ordinary person would naturally think this
37. Ag.ain the P.ilgrims were ushere~ ~p a dark Arabic so~e. servi?e, with one old man for an audi- punishment quite severe enough for the crime that
staircase m the solid rock, where the Vtrgm used to ence. This Is claimed to be the synagogue where had been committed; but when Yahweh's man
do her kitchen work, and which stairs the little Jesus Jesus commenced his teaching. · Of course, nobody Moses learned that his men had saved the women
~ed to tumble down (as all other children do), and will doubt that.
alive-he was exceedingly wroth and flew into a tow· [:
bump his dear little nose.
47. Another holy place is the Mount of Preoipita- ering passion. What, said he, have ye saved all the 1'
38. Then did the doubting Scribe quibble in this tion, a hill two miles from town, from which, it is women alive? Kill every male among the little
wicked way: How is it that Joseph, being a carpen- claimed, the people sought to cast Jesus down head- ones, and kill every woman that hath known a man
ter-a worker in wood-should have a house dug out long and kill him, This was before he commenced by lying with him; but all the women-children that
of the rock, without a particle of wood belonging to preaching, and he went out from amongst them have not known a man by lying with him keep alive
it? And how is it that this cavern can be the house and took himself to Capernaum, which he afterward for yourselves. And then the slaughter of women
of Joseph and Mary, when the really true one was made his home. There are some, even Christians, and children commenced; and from the number of
carried off by holy angels to a spot between Fiume who denominate this a worthless tradition, to which little girls that were saved for the Israelites it is fair
and Terasto, ori the coast cf Dalmatia, where it the Scribe is prepared to assent, though he insists to suppose that not less than sixty thousand were
rested three years, and was again conveyed, by that it is just as good as any of the rest of the thus slaughtered in perfectly cold blood. A more
the same industrious angels, in the night, to the claims.
demoniacal act was never committed; and yet the
ground of a, certain widow Laureta (whence comes
48. It will be remembered that, according to account states that it was done by the command of
Loreto), where a church was subsequ'ently erected, the Luke, Nazareth became ·the home of Jesus, imme- Yahweh. Can such a story b@ believed?
place being, afterward blessed by God's vicegerent, diately after his step-father and mother returned
7. The most infernal part of the business was the
the good pope Sixtus V., to which five hundred thou- from being taxed at Jerusalem, and even at the keeping of 32,000 innocent little girls and babes for
sand persons resort annually, and where, in conse-. very time when Matthew has him in Egypt, whither the use of the murderers and assassins of their fat~·
quence of the presence of the house, any number of the three :fled to get away from the massacre of the ers, mothers, and brothers, and dividing them out Ill t
the most astonishing miracles are performed? Yea, little innocents by Herod, of which cruel and blood- regular proportion to each tribe, giving the priests, ~
the Scribe did pensively ask, How can these thi.ngs thirsty proceeding Luke never heard anything. It even, their own proportion for Yahweh. It would f
be? But SQon ~ese comfortiu~ ~n.q aH-convinQing is thought. Matthew fabricated ·this statement, not have been more merciful to have killed the women· ;
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too, rather than keep them to minister to an enemy; and whether the men lapped like dogs or
lusts of murderers and butchers. To say not, a valorous foe could n0t be vanquished by
conduct was ever commanded by a just and breaking pitchers.
'
_
being is the worst of falsehoods.
21. The story that Sampson slew a lion with his
story of Balaam and his ass is a silly and bare hands, and caught three hundred foxes and
narrativ;e. If Yahweh commanded Balaam held them whHe he tied firebrands to their t'ails;
'>1 to go over to the land of Moab to make a prophecy, that he s~ew a thousand Philistines with t'fte jaw-bone
'it was very wrong to send an angel to prevent him, of an ass while they stood quietly and allowed him
,w:Q.el! he was obeying the instructions he had re- to kill them seriatim; that he should open a foun-·. ceiV:ed.' The assertion that an ass talked with tain of water in the old ass's jaw-bone; that he
:c·Ji~lin language is an absurd falsehood. Asses ha-.-e should be able to carry away the heavy gates of the
t 'Jc::the organs of speech, and they can by no possi- city; that his very unusual strength should lie in
i'ty use it; they can only make the horrible noises his hair; that when it was cut by Delilah he became as
,)~-;V"l:ii(lh thou hast so ofte_n heard while sojourning here weak as other men; and that when it grew out again
:P.Hrtlie Land of Yahweh.
·
he was able to put his hands around two pillars of
;~{), ~- It was also cruel and unfaithful to put Balsam a temple and throw it to the ground, killing himself
i·,;;toideath, when to the best of his ability he had and thousands of the Philistines, is foolish and false,
,y:~~tried out the instructions that had been given him, and is a clumsy copy of the fabled feats of Hercules.
'J?~.nd who showed a commendable disposition on every
22. It is a hard -story that the lewd Benjamite~
!;~io'obasion where his name -is mentioned.
should vilely kill the Levite's concubine by cohabit,·-<:10. It is hard to believe that a merciful God could ing with her all night, and that her master should
·~?~.a. trifling offens~ send a plague and_ destroy at then cut her body in twelve pieces, and that this,
· O:Jl~.time 24,000 of his people. It would have been sent to all the tribes, should cause a bloody war,
'zll.ore merciful to have inclined their hearts aright, in which tw(Jllty-five thousand Benjamites and forty
.~venif they had dispositions to do what was wrong. thousand Israelites should be slain in three days.
·· .', 11. The story of the parting of the waters of the The whole story is a repulsive one.
r!v~r Jordan to allow a lot of bloodthirsty men to cross
23. It is untrue that the presence of the ark of
'oyer for the purpose of slaughtering men, women, shittim wood should cause Dagon, the idol of the
~lid;:' children who were in quiet possession of the Philistines, to fall over on its face, the same to be
la:P:a which they had occupied for centuries, is an repeated the second night, breaking off the head and
_frli,truthful account; No river ever parted in that hands of the idol. Neither would the presence <Df
_ ~y;
that old box have the effect to smite the people of
·:, c'l2. It is an idle claim that the manna, which had Ashdad, Gath, and Ekron with emerods.
·" been regularly falling six days in every week for
24. It is very unlikely that the presence of that
forty years, should cease all at once because the lilame box would cause two young cows, hitched to a
·Israelites had commenced to rob the Canaanites of cart bearing it, to leave their young calves and go in
the corn they had raised.
an opposite direction.
25. It is very unlikely that fifty thousand men
13. The story that the walls of a city should be
thrown down by the blast of a .trumpet, or of rams' should be working in a harvest field, and that behorns, after being marched around for seven successive cause one of them should from curiosity or some
days, is without a shadow of truth. Walls of sto:rie other motive raise the lid of the box, a merciful
are not moved in that way; and were it so in this and just God should instantly kill all the men for
case, it would seem wholly unnecessary that the liar- the act that a single one of them had committed.
lot Rahab should bat;~ely betray her own people.
26. A merciful deity would not have commanded
14. It is very unlikely that the embezzlement by Samuel to bid Saul go and smite the Amalekites with
Aehan of a Babylonish ga-rment and a wedge of gold the sword, ,with the order to utterly destroy man,
should have the effect to make the men cowardly in woman, and child, including the sucking babes, tothe sack of the city of Jericho. How the act could gether with the oxen, sheep, camels, asses, and this
affect those who knew nothing about it is a mystery for s·ome fault that had been committed by the tribe
that cannot be explained on any known principles of long before.
nature.
27. There is no truth in the Witch of Endor story.
15. It is most singular that when Joshua was mak- '!'here never was such a thing as a witch; and if there
i,ll,ghis triump~ant march into the land of ~ana!ln were millions of them they could not, singly or comthe men of G1beon should be able to deceive him bined, rai8e a man from the dead.
and ind1,1ce him to make an unfavorable contract,
28. It is wholly unlikely that when David was
.when he had Yahweh at his elbow, who gave him in- moving the same ark referred to, the well-dis. struction and advice in every case of need.
posed Uzzah, who merely reached out his hand to
16. The story that Joshua had the power to stop prevent the box from falling off the cart while passthe sun and moon in their courses, or, more properly, ing over the very rough roads of the Land of Yahthe earth in its revolutions, which have never ceased weh, was struck dead.
!or_ a moment since it began to revolve, and simply
29. It is a very improbable story that dming the
for the purpose of lengthening out the day so that reign of David as king of Israel he should be able to
more manslaughter and bloodshed could be accom- bring the small nation from a state of barbarism and
plished, is one of the grossest falsehoods ever uttered. brigandage, from a condition in which the people had
If the sun and moon stood still for Joshua and his no revenue and no national resources, to possess such
band of cut-throats, they would have also stood still extravagant wealth that he could accumulate 100,
for the rest of the world, and other nations would 000 talents of gold, and 1,000,000,000 talents of silhave known it, and have had some account of it; ver,equaling4347tons,tothevalueof$4,297,700,000.
but none of them knew anything about it.
No nation ever raised such a revenue in the reign of
17. It is equally untruthful that Yahweh cast one king, much less such a small nation and such a
down great stones from heaven upon the heads of small country, having no manufactures, no comthe Canaanites, whom Joshua was overthrowing. merce, and less than five hundred square miles of
Yahweh has no stones in his realm above the clouds, land that could be plowed. It is an exaggeration
and therefore he could not cast them down. Were of the grossest kind.
jt possible for him to do so to an unlimited extent,
30. It is a most palpable contradiction that, when
he could in that way easily have killed the men he David was moved to take a census of the people,
wished dead, without himself and Joshua going in one account it should have said that the Lord
to the trouble of stopping the sun to lengthen moved him to the act, and in another account that
out the day. If the shower of stones had been kept it was the devil. The two must either be one, or one
up. it would seem quite sufficient. But the whole of the statements must be a falsehood.
tale is a silly absurdity. Thou findest a great abun31. It is quite too much to suppose that when
dance of stones in this land, but Yahweh did not David numbered the people it should be found that
send them down from heaven.
so small a country, two-thirds of the face of which
18. The tale about the bloody career of Joshua in is but mountainsof barren rocks, contained a million
conquering and exterminating J ericho1 Ai, the kings and a half of fighting men.
of Jerusalem, Hebron, Jarmuth, Lachish, Gizer
32. It is too much to believe of any rational and
Debir, Eglon, Libnah, Makedah, Kadish-barned' well-disposed God that, after moving David to take
Gaza, Razor, Madon, Shimron, Achshaph, Hormah: the census, he should become so incensed as to
Arad, Abdullam, Tappuah, Hepper, Aphek, Lash- destroy with pestilence seventy thousand men peraron, Taanach, Mejiddo, Jokneam, Carmel, Dor fectly innocent of the transaction.
?-ilgal, Torzah, etc., with their kings - and people:
33. It cannot be true, if David was a favorite of
mcluding the Amorites, the Hittites, the Porrizites Yahweh-one after his own heart-that he should
th.e Jebusites, the Hivites, etc., is extremely 1nag~, culpahly commit adultel"y with a wife of a soldier
g:erated. Thou canst easily understand how diminu- , faithfully serving in his army, and then, after. the
tive those nations must have been in this small coun- • villainous deed was accomplished, to hide the crime,
try, containing less than five thousand square miles 'cause the death of the husband. Such conduct is too
and which, all told, has not five hundred· squar~ base for any honorable IIJ.an to be guilty of.
1
34. It may have pleased Yahweh, but it would
miles that were ever plowed.
. 19. Another absurd story is that Gideon should hardly please a merciful god, to have a man after
· s_elect his army by taking those who lapped water his own heart unnecessarily torture his pris~ners
· hke dogs. In the first place, even if men lapped like and captives by placi~g them l~nder. saw~ of uon,
dogs, they would be no better fighters in conse- axes of steel, and roastmg then;t Ill bnck-kilns.
quence; and in the second place, men never lap in
35. It is very unlikely that the wisest man which
~at way. It is only over-credulous pe.ople that be- the earth has produced would commit the e_gregious
heve such tales.
folly of taking unto himself a thousand WIVes and
~ 20. The blowing of trumpets and the breaking of concubines; and it is singular, too, that a god of
P~~hers would be a very singular mode of fighting purity and holiness should make no objectioo. to such
d
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conduct, especially when in almost daily communication with the monster polygamist and sensualist.
36. It is hard to conceive how a wise and good
man, who had been deputed to erect a temple to his
God Yahweh, should so far forget his fealty as to
engage in the creation of magnificent temples to
opposition gods of Yahweh, who were his bitter
enemies. That wise man seemed to enjoy a multiplicity of gods as well as a multiplicity of wives.
37. It seems strange that a country which Yah-·
web had prepared for a perpetual possession of
his chosen people should not possess trees enough for
the timber necessary to build a temple for himself
one hundred and ten feet long, thirty-six feet wide,
and fifty-five feet high, and that his people should
be under the necessity of going to a neighboring
pagan country for it.
38. A nation must be very deficient in mecllanics
and artisans if it could not of itself erect a
building of that size. The Israelites seemed to be
far more expert at slaughtering their fellow-beings
than at erecting buildings.
39. It is hard to believe that one hundred and
fifty-three thousand mechanics and laborers, with
five hundred and fifty thousand Jewish overseers,
should , be required to work seven years to erect a
building of that size, when fifty mechanics of modern times could erect it in about six months.
40. It must again be remarked that it is totally
improba.ble that a temple of the size named should
cost the enormous sum of five hundred million dollar~, or that the income of the nation in Solomon's
time, with no commerce, no manufactures, and
a miserable agricultural country, should amount to
eighteen million dollars annually.
41. It is exceedingly strange, if a temple of such
wonderful cost and magnificence had been built in
.Jerusalem, and if the Jews possessed such enormous wealth, that no other nation and no historians
knew anything about it. The story is not corroborated by a single contemporaneous historian. The
great Greek historian, Herodotus, who lived soon
after the time of Solomon, and made two journeys
into Syria and wrote full accounts of what he saw,
had not a word to say about Solomon's wonderful temple or the great wealth of the nation. If
they had existed it is very singular that he did not
mention them.
42. If David and Solomon were not absolutely
myths, the extravagant stories of their great wealth,
prowess, and renown, are at least greatly mythical
and exaggerated. They were wholly unknown
to other peoples. But I will tarry no longer
on this occasion, and, bidding thee good-night, wish
thee sweet repose. When the morning arrived the
Scribe scarcely realized that he had had a visitor at
all.
CAIWLINE H. DALL, of Washington, sends to the

Index the following hitherto unpublished letter of
Thomas Paine's:
NEw YoRK, Broome strf;et, May 4, 1807.
OLD I<'ItiEND: I will first explain the direct occasion of my
writing this letter, and reserve meums and teums to follow after.
I htw a law-suit coming on in this state [New Yorkl the 20th
of this month, May. The occasion of it is as follows:
Four or five men, who had lived within the British lines in
the }:!,evolutionary war, got in to be inspector3 of the election at
New Hochelle, where I lived on my farm. These men refused
my vote, saying to me, " You are not an American citizen."
Upon my beginning to remonstrate with them, the chief of them
(Ward, supervisor, whose father and all his brothers had joined
the British, but himself not being old enough to carry a musket
stayed at home with his mother) got up and calling out for a
constable, said to me, "I commit you to prison." He chose,
however, to sit down and go no farther with it. I hav prosecuted the board of inspectors for disparaging me.
I hav written to Mr. Madison for copies of Mr. Monroe's
letter to Mr. Randolph, in which Mr. Monroe informs govern
ment of his having reclaimed me, and of my liberation in consequence of it, and of Mr. Ranclolph's answer, in which he·
says, "The President approves of what you hav done in the
case of l\fr. Paine." These are necessary, in order to prove
falsehood on the inspectors; for the ground they went upon
was this: "Our minister at Paris, Gouverneur Morris, would not
reclaim you when you were imprisoned in the Luxemburg, and
General Washington refused to do it." Morris did reclaim me;
but his reclamation did me no good, and the probability is that
he did not intend it should.
You and other Americans in Paris went in a body to the convention to reclaim me; and I want a certificate from you, properly attest~d, of this fact. If you consult with Governor Clinton, he will, in friendship, inform you whom to address it to.
Having now done with business, I come to meums and teums.
What are you about? You sometimes hear of me, but I never
hear of you. It seems as if I had got to be master of the feds
and the priests. The former do not attack my political publications-they rather try to keep them out of sight by silence;
and as to the priests, they act as if they would say, "Let us
alone, and we will let you alone." My examination of the passages called propheci~s is printed and will be published next
week. I hav prefaced it with the essay on dreams. I do not
believe the priests will attack it; for it is not a book of opinions,
but of facts. Had the Christian religion done any good in the
world, I might not hav exposed it, however fabulous I might
hav believed it to be; but the delusiv idea of having a friend at
court whom they call a redeemer, who pays a!l fheir scores, is
an encouragement to wickedness.
What is Fulton about? Is he " taming a whale'' to dra.w
his submarine boat?
I wish you would desire Mr. Smit!{ to send me his country
National InteUi{fencer. It is printed twice a week without
advertisments. I am sometimes at a loss for the want of authentic information.
Yours in friendship,
THoMAS PAINE.
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and reaction of protoplasmic bodies, and IN them
only is it found.'"
~
BY THE SPIHITUALIST .AND LIBERALIST SOCIETY

OF

Now is this a condemnation of the" Materialistic
FLINT, MICH.
view in toto?" Such was not the intention of the
The
!45th
anniversary
of Thomas Paine's birthday
My Critics.
passage, but just the contrary. Mr. King seems dewas celebrated by the Liberals of this city and vicin.
termined
t~
pervert
it
into
something
that
should
be
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
ity, in a manner and way that betokens less slavery
opposed to him, for he says:
Herbert Spencer thought it worth while to sus- . "To assert that life is not in matter, is worthy of thought for the future.
The exercises were well attended, as they wer·e a
pend the publication of his philosophical system to of a genuine orthodox Christian, dyed in the wool.
write a long article on "My Critics." Perhaps THE If life is not in the organisms of matter, it must year ago. 'l'he ball was very beautifully decorated
TRUTH SEEKER will allow me to follow his example be hovering around them, like iron filings around with evergreens, appropri~te mottoes and paintings
and portraits of those who hav given or are now de:
in a few words. The first word is to suggest the point of a magnet."
that I am ,trying to present Science as an InThis" must be" of his is an amusing speculation voting their lives to the cause of truth.
The portrait. of Thomas Paine graced the wall ~
tegral Philosophy, the parts of which have been for a gentleman who accuses me of being dogmatic.
worked out substantially by the Philosophers and But did I not say that "life was only IN protoplasmic back of the rostrum.. Over it the word PAINE ~
Scientists of the past and present. From the stand- bodies? that it was the action and reaction of them?" above which was t.he douhle arch, "The world is my -~
point of MAN (Humanity) it seemed to Comte, as it I said it was not in matter, or actions of matter, country, to do good my religion," in large gilt letters.
·
has to me and many others since, that all of the "other than protoplasm.''
Services opened Sunday, 10 A.M., by an original
great acbieiVements of Science could be coordinated
Now, I defy Mr. King to show me any life that is
so as t~ form su~h ~ philosop_h~, an_d that i_t must he not in the matter called protoplasm, as I stat,ed. song by the choir. Mrs. C. Fanny Allyn enterthe basrs of mans hfe, or rehgron, m the hr~he~ and When he does I shall agree with him. I have never, tained the audience for over two hours; first, reading
proper. use of that woi,d. (S~e ~,h.oma_s Pame ~ex- for example, seen a headache without a bead, and extracts from Thomas Pa.ine's " Common Sense,"
planatiOn of the word Rehgron m hrs works.;
· have never seen a bead, nor any other living thing, " The Urisis," " The Rights of Man," and his
discourse on fanaticism and Infidelity. Then came
Now it is evident that this Philosophy can· be that. was not a form of protoplasm ..
fairly contrasted with other systems or views of the
The trouble is that Mr. King seems to have no the reading of letters from George Cbainey,
world only as a whole. Wh!'ln the statement of it conception of the modern phase of Materialism, Elizur Wright, 13. F. Underwood, E.·· Macdon.
which I am tryin~ to ~ake is comp!eted, I shall be which ~·ests upon modern Physio_logy and Psycbol- ald, of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and a telegram from
gla~ t~ compare It with all other vrews, and to see ogy, and which regards life, feehng, thought, soul, '1'. B. Wakeman, interspersed with very appropriate
which .Is the truest and t~e best .. To s~ch oppo- etc., not as things or materials or entities at all, but and appreciativ remarks. Then followed an inspiranents, therefore, as my Umversologwal frrend, ~rs. as continuous processes of organic matter, and es- tional discourse, doing' as full and complete honor as
A. C. Macdonald, of New York, and my Matenal- pecially of the nerves and brains of animals and tin: e. would all ow to the m:an who dared to speak and
write his o.wn honest thoughts regardless of oppostic-God friend, Mr. Charles E. Townsend, of Long of man.
Island, who seem t~ be tbirs~i~g for _my ph~losophic
What I was trying to point out was that the music ing minds that deemed him a fanatic, but whose zeal
efforts for the rights of men helped '
blood, and are _darl! _practrcmg wrtb thell'. tom~- was in the piano, but not in the matter of the piano per and persevering
1
hawks and scalpmg-kmves, I _would say: Wart _m;rtll se- that is, not in the matter of which the piano was him to first pen "The free and independent states of
you c~n know whether the Pbrlosophy and. ~ehgron made. The ~usic was .in the matter of the piano as America," and giv that nerve and .stimulus to the
you wzsb to slaughter do not contam m therrmtegral a whole when rt was ·bemg played upon as an organ- colonial people necessary to make it an actuality.
In the afternoon M. Babcock, of St. Johns~ and
character substa~tially all that J:OU can, or wish to, ism by the external force of the player. So the life
preserv~. If thr~ statement, whr_ch pretends. to be of protoplasm is its continuous action and reaction Mr. Fields, of Chicago, divided the time in bringing
an outhne only, IS found to. b~ mcomplete,. It ca_n to and against the conditions and impinging forces out more facts of Thomas Paine's life,. more espe·then be suppl.eme~ted; but It IS usel.ess. to t~ar It of the w,orld about it. No chemical analysis of its cially dwelling on the power he wielded over the .
dow.n for bemg mcomplete before It rs fimshed. matter will ever disclose the music of a piano, people during the Revolution, and the real moral in- :
.
Until t~en I shall be glad of all the help I ?an g~t. ~or more will it the life of a protoplasmic organ- dPpendence of the man.
In the evening M. Babcock, "the infamous," gave , 1.lit'
SuggestiOns, sent to me PY letter or otherwrse, wrll IBm. The antecedents causes and correlatives of its
be gladly received as the work goes on.
life are not in matter ~s such' but in the conditions to the crowded bouse his famous lecture, " Guiteau, , j'\:
\ Second, in this friendly light I am inclined to re- and forces of the world ab~ut it which cause the and the Victims of Superstition." The lecture was ';r;
gard the letter of inquiries by Mr. J. M. King, in changes and reactions in it which we cali life. Mat- logical and reasoning, and elicited general approval
THE TRUTH SEEKER of Feb. 4th. _It seems to ~e ter is the base and material of the life-process, much and satisfaction. After the lecture C. Fanny Allyn 1 }
that there should be? and th:,tt t~ere rs, a subs~ant~al as the piano and the air vibrations are of music; but gave an impromptu poem on the subject "Thomas ~~·~;
~greement among ~zberal Sment1sts ast? t?e mqmr. they are not the music.
Matter may be said to pe Paine," of which to say it .was grand, and appropri- l
Ies he _makes. It .rs sue? agreement, exrstmg. n?t so the battlefield of the "struggle for existence" which ately honored the man, would be putting it very
much m words as m logrcal results and conclusrons, we call life but it is not the battle or struggle itself mild, for seemingly words could not paint a :finer eu1
that my statement seeks to report. Mr. King speaks which is a ~rocess we call Iife. Modern Science ha~ logy.
The exercises of the day closed with another song I ·.'~
of me as "throwing out his [my] dogmatic opinions set aside the old Materialist and the modern Spiritist
and speculations as if they were demonstrated facts," notion of life the soul etc. It is now stated in (original) by the choir, the audience joining in the '
i·
and yet he calls me a "deep, logical reasoner."
science not as ~ thing m~teria.l, nor as an entity spir- chorus.
Monday ·evening opened with readings of some I'
Wben Mr. King entertains such inconsistent views itual, but as a continuous process.
about me, it cannot be wondered at that he is conIt is because Prof. Tyndall's expression above essays, left out the day before, followed by social
fused about my treatment of the difficult subject in quoted omits this view that it is misleading, and it has games, a dance and banquet.
Fraternally yours,
w. R. ALGER.
hand. The le~son to me is, How can I make myself been often quoted and used to mislead in the study
better understood to those who seem determined to of life questions in a way which he. probably did not
feel all over the house, and who will not or can not intend. ·
'l'almage's rrifling with the Unknowable.
find the open door? For instance, be actually quotes
Mr. Lewes, in his "Problems of Life and Mind,"
To
THE EDITOR OF 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
' a paragraph from me beginning, "Life is a property has presented the view above intimated in a master! y
Talmage
seems to be as utterly routed as Judge Black
11
of protoplasm in mass, and which does not· con" manner, and it is the one which corrects the deticientain the word "germ" at all, and then proceeds to cies of Materialism as formerly held, and makes it was by the great Infidel. It itJ made evident that
charge me with "organic germs," "wonderful scientific. It was in the interest of Materialism, as the theologian has been trifling with the sacred recgerms," etc., etc. Now I had not used these terms the only true philosophy and explanation of the ma- ord of the flood, in the vain effort to make it appear
nor anything like them, and his comments show, terial world, that I made this moderu view of life a reasonable. But the theory of a "local option"
from all that I understand, that there is no disagree- prominent part of my statement. The positive in- flood impugns thf Lord's veracity. If Noah's flood
ment between us as to thems nor, further, as to my tegral Philosophy adopts and includes all there is of was local, the covenant, that the waters should no
p()Eiition that life-is a propertY: of protoplasm,_which Materialism. A~ t? the material world, it_makes us more become a :flood, has been repeatedly broken.
To a believer in a universe governed by law
IS all I asserted. But Mr. Kmg next complams be- thorough Materialists; as to ·the orgamc world,
cause I state that "there is no proof that life exists" thorough Vitalists; as to the social and and moral what can be more ridica.lous than the idea of
in any of the other sixty-seven chemical elements or world, thorough Sociologists; and as to the ideal or the author of law playing tricks, like a conjurer,
with his o'!n laws ? If, as some claim, be only
their compounds. That is, that protoplasm is the spiritual world, thorough Idealists.
performs
wonders within the realm of law and
only physical basis of life. Upon that point ScienIt combines each of these worlds into a whole, so
tists are now substantially agreed. If Mr. King that they sustain each other in the order just given; in conformity with it, which in our ignoranqe we im:
thinks that they are wrong, he has only to show life and yet it never confuses the fadts, Jaws, and methods agin to be a violation, the real character of the
in something J;lesides protoplasm and he will have peculiar to each. Mr. King bas, I fear, concluded conjurer is made still more apparent. If walking
them and me on his side. But until such fact is too soon, and too dogmatically, about these things, upon water-a performance in which P@ter partly
shown we must decline to talk about the life and and abeut my statement of them. If any one is un- succeeded-was not an act in violation of law, why
th,oughtefmatter, or of the" sexes of atoms." Notice able to perceive my consistency at first, he need not was not the secret of so useful an art revealed?
that I do not deny any of those "dogmatic specula- rush into print, but write me a short statement of The mode by which the swine were drowned or the
tiollB." I ~ez:ely said,_" Much l~ss is there proof" of his difficulties, which I w:ill a:nswer, and which may fig-tree withered, if scientifically explained, would be
a valuable antidote to superstition.
DUNe.
them. Is It "dogmatic" to wart for the proof? I benefit me as well as the mqurrer.
Warren, Ohio.
do not deny anything, not even that the mo~;m is a
'l'hird, the great difficulty in understanding the
green cheese, but I wait for the proof; and so I wait Positive Philosophy and I~eligion I find to be this
Buy It an(] 1'ry It.
for the proof that there is any life outside of the or- that the minds and hearts of most peopltl are preoc:
~anic !Vorld, which is all composed of protoplasm in cupied w_ith theories ~nd dreams which they can only
I hav just finished reading a copy of the second
1ts vaned forms.
half beheve, but whrch they do not wish to relin- edition, revised and enlarged, of the "Book of the
But
King says that. I_ leave us (him) in "the quish: A c~ildish i.ncident. reveals the true difficulty. Generation of Jesus," and I think that the author bas
dark With regard to the orrgm of protoplasm." Not Our little grrl overslept this Sunday morning. When conclusivly proved that the real Jesus was born
so; In everysta~ement I ~ave ever ma?e the hypoth- calle~, she said, rubbing ?er eyes:. "I will tell you 106 B.c., and the stories of the Jesus of the Christian
ests on the subJect sustamed by me, m the absence how rt was, mamma. I drd wake, Just a little when Bible are only revised editions of those.
of completed observation and experimental proofs, people began to stir about the house; but I w~s hav. has been that this wonderful substance il! a purely ing such a lively dream that I tried to hold on to it
"SEPIIEI~ TOLDOTII JESHu."
natwral product. This is the position taken by by sleeping more, but I could only catch bits of it
I do not see how it is possible for any one to read
Haeckel, Huxley, Spencer, and all evolution Biolo- and I was crying that it was gone, and not true." ' this little book and continue to believe in any Jesus
gists, and I jlave written much to sustain it, which
Are we to be ever "children of a larger growth" as the "only begotten son of God." It is as interestYr. Kin$ has eviden~ly ~eyer,seen, or he would not ~rying to sleep in order to hold our dreams, and cry- ing as a novel, and knocks the Bible Jesus" higher
have wntten these "mqumes.' .
' mg that they are gone? No! we must arise and than a kite," besides giving other equally damaging
Mr. King says: "He [I] condemns the Material- tackle the realities of life on the ba1:1is of truth. That testimony concerning the so-called "holy writ."
istic yiew in toto, _for he says~ 'Prof. Tyndall's ~x- is the object of the Positive Philosophy and Religion.
Price, "Book of the Generation of Jesus," twentypressron about findmgthe promise and pote!lcy o~ hfe
.
.
.
.
:five cents; "Sepher Toldoth J eshu," twenty-five
m. ato~ of ma~ter.other tT:an protopl!f'sr:_~ IS entuely
A.CA~.A.LOGof our pubhcatrons wrll be sent free on cents. Address D. M. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New
1York.
nusleadmg. Life IS not m mattcpr, ~t ~s the action applicatiOn.
.
.
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Ingersoll and Jesus.

I only want the mind sincere."
Said Robert, " So do I."

Is conscience' noblest work and dower."
Said Jesus, " That is so."

A.. strange dream.flitted through my mind;
Not from the pallid night,
But from the blithesome beams of day
It wakened into light;
Wrought not from fancy, but from truth,
It spread a picture clear
·
Of what might happen if the. world
Were thoroughly sincere.

Said Jesus, "It is all a lie
The churches' gloomy creed,
I never preachedsuch doctrines,
For I believe each deed
Produces in this world its fruit
Like seed beneath the sky,
And makes, or unmakes, our happiness."
Said Robert, "So do I."

Said Robert: ''Every age must fling
Forward its bright ideal,
Born not of mythic tales of yore,
But from the splendid real.
The impulse of the past we take,
But knowledge still must grow
Broader and deeper evermore."
Said Jesus," That is so."

I dreamed that Jesus walked the earth
J list as he walked the sod
Beneath the skies of Galilee,
A. man; and not a god;
A. man with quivering fl.,sh, and blood
Like what we have to-day;
With self-same eyes and burning soul,
Frank as a child at play.

Said Jesus:" How I ~ate these priests!
They live on coward fears;
They wring their gold from tortured hearts;
They dry no fount of tears;
They walk in pride and selfj.shness;
Men's woes they multiply;
Oh, I would like to sweep them off."
Said Robert," So would I."
t

Said Robert : "In thy dePpest life
And in my det'pest soul,
Vibrates the truth we both desire,
The glory of the whole;
Thy name hath now become the guard
Of tyranny and woe;
Bury thy name-more great thy grace."
Said Jesus, "That is so."
.,

He walked the earth with sturdy grace,
As if he loved the world;
No sackcloth on his fair, strong limbs,
No lip with anger curled;
He did not seem to hate mankind,
He seemed to think that all
Haa something in them of the fire
To make one rise, not fall.

Said Jesus, " If there is a God
He must be kind and good;
Each mortal is a child of his,
The whole earth's multitude;
He would not make one erring soul
In endless torture cry;
Why, if he did, I'd curse that'God."
Said Robert, "So would I."

Said Robert: "It is error's night
That I would sweep away;•
And then I know the simple truth
Wili pour the shining day.
I only fling the rubbish out,
The jewels still must glow
In the new temples of the race."
Said Jesus, "That is so."

He seught no company select,
lie wandered everywhere
With free and independent min<l,
Turned not from laugh to prayer.
He with the ardor of a boy
Enjoyed the play and dance,
The crowded.mart, the flowery field,
All that could meet his glance.

Said Jesus, "See how poor men sweat
To build the golden throne; .
A.h, if I had the power men say
I'd give each one his own;
To-day I'd make a paradise;
To-day should cease each sigh;
I'd scatter flowers on. every path."
Said Robert," So would I."

Thus with electric sympathy
These glorious spirits burn;
Across the wondrous fields of time
To the same light they turn;
Both working to the self-same end,
To make a happy race,
Not different in thA things they seek,
Ouly in time and place.

He touched the glowing heart of things,
A'ld flushed with manly power;
Before no golden ~hrinehe kneeled;
Upright with nature's dower,
He fronted the blue in:finite sky,
And worshiped that alone,
Which all the temples of the land
Could not make better known.

Said Jesus, "All these churches cold
I'd tumble to the ground,
Or thev should ring- with music glad,
And warmth and light be found;
Each day, each hour, for every man
The doors should open fly;
I'·d make the churches pay their way."
Robert said, " So would I."

Through the long years that intervene
There is a subtle stream
J;..eaping from soul to soul of man
With million bursting gleam;
'Tis this that makes them one sublime
Across the centuries' scope;
'Tis this that links their separate thought
Into one mighty hope.

Thus he appeared. None knew him now,
His Bible-garb was gone,
A.nd all the pageantry of creedsHe was the man alone;
Unrecognized the natural force
That once made men sublime,
Not with the marvel of a god,
But fit worth for his time.

Said Jesus: " What a waste of time
To worship what is dead;
rwould'I were forgotten,
And living truths were spread;
I did my work like other men,
Why not like others die?
I have no faith in miracle."
Said Robert," Nor have!!."

Forward in time's unbounded course
They point to stars elate,
Whose clustering fervors beckon us,
And make our work most great,
So that the meanest toil is rich,
Irradiant with vast ends,
Wherein the farthest past of man
With farthest future blends.

He met a priest, who questioned him
If he believed the pope,
And that the instituted church
Was Lhe source of every hope;
If he believed the Trinity. The Father, Spirit, Son;
And that somehow the infinite three
Made only infinite one.

Said Jesus, "What one i8, not seems,
Makes for the world a heaven;
The outward show is but a sham;
Not one day out of seven,
But every moment, is sublime
·
Wherein our powers we tJ;y;
I want not creeds, but honest deeds."
Said Robert, " Sd do I."

There is no sect where heroes meet,
Large-hearted and large-brained;
For they behold the rounded truth
That all by each is gained;
The Buddhas and the Christs that gem
'l'he fields of yesterday
Find in the morrow's Infidel
Their spirits' purest ray.

Said Jesus,. witli a fine, grand scorn,
"I have no faith in that;
It is a strange absurdity,
A. contradiction flat;
I trust to my simple reason,
In what my own mind sees,
And not in the o.utward fashi~
Of councils and decrees."

Said Robert, "HPre's my hand and heart,
The truths you speak I feel ;
My reverence for what you are
Compels me not to kneel ;
Thy manhood I would vindicate,
A.nd thus appea~e thy foe ;
The honors beaped on thee. but curse."
Said Jesus, " That is so."

When the pious priests and bishops
Heard these words that Jesus said,
Though he was their ' 1' Lord and master,"
They would have stoned him dead;
Indeed, the brick-bats threatened
A. modern religious fight;
But he slipped into a theater,
And so escapad their spite.

Said ~obert, "They that worship thee
Worship an outward sign;
Thy real self is witnessed not,
Vei!Pd in a dazzling shrine;
The g-odhood that men give to thee
Is but an empty show,
The g-ilded shadow of vain dreams."
Said Jesus, " That is so."

A. cold blue Presbyterian
Dozed in lofty contemplation,
Forgetting the beautiful sunshine,
In thinking of damnation;
And Jesus, the child of nature,
He failed to understand;
He worshiped the dead, not living,
And would not give his hand.

Said Robert, "From thy cross the fire
Of persecution leaps ;
The heart of love therein is lost ;
Injustice through it keeps
Its bloody throne from age to age,
And man is ground more low,
And Reason's voice is made a crime."
Said Jesus, "That is so."

The cultured Unitarian
Flashed one disdainful look,
Then turned from the natural Jesus
To the image in his book·;
The Methodist and Baptist,
And all the sects, indeed,
Rebuffed the genuine MasterHe was not in their creed.

Said Robert, "fi thy cross would make
A.n avenue of light,
To carry messages of peace,
And not make men to fight ;
The miracle that I would see
Is in the lightning-'s glow;
This is the greatest heaven can do."
Said Jesus, " That is so."

At last he met Bob Ingersoll ;
Right welcome here he found,
The nineteenth century Infidel
A.dva••ced on common ground;
For he recognized 1t brother
Whose heart was sound and trueA. man of men, fresh from a world
WhPrein the flowers grew.

Said Robert, "I for man would work
His earthly needs to-dav;
What makes him better here and now'Tts for the world I pray,
Not for another in the sky,
Of which we cannot know ;
The living present is our goal."
Said Jesus, "That is so."

And Jesus, with the soul of fire
Which makes all nature kin,
Saw in the bold Iconoclast
The things he reveled in_:
The qualities of manhood fair,
The kePn and generous mind,
The roaring genius and the thought
That will not be confined.

Said Robert, "If there is a God,
I cannot measure him
In whose great splendor throu_gh wide space
The myriad stars grow dim ;
The life I se.he things I feel,
In these my tttonght must flow ;
O'~>r nature's frame I cannot rise."
Said JeslTs," That is so."

Said Jesus, " What a wrong it is,
The way men worship me;
I never claimed such honor;
I spent my life to free
The human mind from shackles all;
I want no altars high,
•

Said Robeti, "In our soul we find
What we must godlike call ;
1\'[an weaves from his own being bright
His Lord imperial ;
To make an honest God, I say,
A.s higher still we go,

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
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Religious ltancor.
To THE EmTOH OF TrrE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The
Puritanical vi.rus of this creed-corrupted place a few
days since was stirred to its very depth by the announcement that the ex-preacher, George Chainey,
would speak in the large~t hall of this c~ty, subj~ct,
"The Clergy." Liberalists set forth m glowmg
terms the talent of this reformed reverend, and the
manner in which he showed up clerical inconsistencies and fallacies of the church. Devotees of the
deities were alarmed, and insisted that no such Infidel innovation ought to be tolerated, nor such ungodly utterances allowed a heari~g in ~hi~ Christian
community. And when the lea~mg pietists le_ar.ned
what was on the tapis they raised such a religrous
rumpus in opposition tha~, _in order to conciliate them
and retain the respectabrlity of the hall, the managers undertook to stave off the lecture by annulling
the contract for the hall. They professed ignorance
of the fact that it was to be an Infidel lecture, otherwise they said the hall c~ul~ not hav been eng~~;ged
at any price, and they msisted that Mr. ~hamey
should be telegraphed not to come. But sm_ce the
cash was paid in advance, and the lease duly signed,
the hall was held.
The night previous to the lecture the hall was occupied by a clerical "cham_pio_n of. the. church," and
while the bill-poster was distributmg Circul_ars relating to Mr. Chainey's lecture for the follo'!n;g evening, he was forbidden the customary privilege of
passing handbills to the people as they entered the
hall and was ordered away from the door. This
circ~mstance shows the animus of religious zealot!!,
and the despicable means to which they wil~ resort
in the v:tin hope to crush out modern _Infidelity and
suppress the increasing light of' the nmeteenth century.
.
..
N otwithstandmg orthodox oppositiOn ahd the report tha"t the lease of the hall had been revoked,
a large and appreciativ audience greeted the speaker.
Some of the more audacious subjects of superstition
who ventured uut to hear the arcP,-Infidel were surprised to see such ~ large and. respectable g&thering
of independent thmkers, whrle a notable absence
was observed of sanctimonioJs swindlers, Sundayschool bank defaulters, and other paragons of piety
who so often are conspicuous in jails, penitentiar~es,
and prayer-meetings. The lecture was a scathmg
rebuke to ministerial mummery and priestly pretense.
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made without the use of the Bible or· inspiration of ventors, and first brought forward those inv~ntions
God. The first Christian printer was held to be in which hav since made the Western world so great;
league with the devil, and Faust was accused of they were skilled agriculturists, and in manufactD. M. BENNETT, EDITOB..
witchcraft by believers in the Bible because he so~d U:res they had many ·cunning arts unequa.led by the
'bl
· ·a ·
d · k And thi. as twenty six mechanics of the present .. Indeed,_ the Chmese see.m
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hundred years after a Chinese blacks~ith had ma~e to hav been a much more progressiv people centunes
mz. -'--nest and .1.,nmest R-,~·-'Ji.ou- _, ~•1.z;.1. _, ;fl JiJurope movable characters upon baked porcelam pa~te. This before Christ than they are to-day. It may be that
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· of th e Ch mese; so the reason of this can be found in the fact thatNthe
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..r.a.merwa,co a~n~ngnear.79 seven1.u r=square?it.vr.esrrwre,
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t · Chinese empire is too densely populated.
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th . • l fit kind
· were paper, sll , c oc s.
.1: e osci11 a mg s earn
d k
of. r ~ng ma er
n any o er Journa o a
•
engin was invented, according to Prof. Draper, be- countries always develop more energy an . s I11
fore Christ was born, and bJ th~ Chinese. ~ pe?ple than old ones. However that may be, the 'fact
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY18, 1882. possessing all these arts and SC1ellces must certa.mly remains as we hav stated. The authority for these
hav been "reclaimed from savage life."
fact!'ll. is universally acknowledged. It may b.e
Twenty-five hundred years before the. Christian found in any hhtory. T~er~ is no more d_oubt of 1t
Civilization Before. the Bible.
era Chin-nung, a Chinese ruler, invented the plow, than there is that the Chnst1ans of the mtddle ages
RoCKFORD, W. T., Jan. 16, 1882. and from that date the civilization of the coun- murdered millions of human beings for their herFRIEND EDITOlt: I wish you to answer a few questions and try proceeded by rapid and progressiv steps. Dur- esy.
publish them in THE TRUTH SEEKER, as I am a reader of your ing the reigii' of Yaou (2356 B. c.) and his successor
Our friend's friend can send his check as soon as
paper: 1. WaR there any civilized nation before the Bible came Shun, so strong was the force of the example they convenient.
into use? 2. How much older is the Chinese history than our
Bible's ? and, 3. What ~s the ol est history known ? An an- set that crime was unknown in the land. Was there
Christian Littleness.
swer will accommodate your friend,
WM. SoLSBURY. ever a period in the history of any nation domi~
P. S.-I hav a friend who says he will giv a hundred dollars nated by the Bible when crime was unknown? If
Mter the late exhibitions of Canadian bigotry, we
to any one who Will prove that any nation ever was civilized so, history is strangely silent. It was during the are not surprised at anything that takes place in ~hat
without the Bible.
W. S.
life of Shun that the great. flood occurred in the priest and God ridden country. But the followmg,
The preposterous claim is d~ily made for Chris- north of C~ina. A Chinese engineer was employed from the .Daily Ontario, shows a new phase of
tianity that it is not only the ori~inator of civiliza- nine years in draining the country, a stupendous feat Christian interference with other people's business,
tion, but that there was no civilization prior to it. never excelled. Could any people not·" reclaimed and we giv it as a curiosity of Christian effort:
But not only is it a fact that there were nations in a from savage life" boast of such? Their system "On the evening of the 26 th ult. there '\'las jovial party at
forward state of progress before Christianity, but of numerals was in daily use several hundred years the house of a well-known resident of the second concession of
it is also a fact that that system has not helped, but before Christ. Their language dwarfs irito "insignifi. Sidney. They were melTily tripping the 'light fantastic' to
rather retarded, the world's advance since it has been canoe the antiquity of W e&tern tongues." Eleven the dulcet notes of piano and violin, and the hours flew by on
the prevailing religion in Europe. This we fully hundred and fifty years B. c. a Chinese political winged feet. About one o'clock in the morning, whe_n the f~
showed, upon undoubted authority, in a recent num- offender wrote a book of philosophy within prison and frolic were furi?us, suddenly t~ere came a tappmg-as if
her of THE TRuTH SJi:EKRR, and it will therefore not walls. Confucius's "Book of History" goes back to som.ebody was rappmg, gently r~ppillg at the parl~r door .. The
Ti
d gemal host hastened to open w1de the portal to h1s hospitable
·
be necessary to repeat the facts at this time.
the twenty-fou;th century before Ch nst.
m.e an · mansion, and bid his belated guests welcome to the cheer and
The Bible "came into use" at a comparativly late space would fall to enumerate all the works of bwgra- warmth within. The smile upon his handsome face was turned
period. But little is known-and that little is often phy, science, education, and jurisprudence issued by into a ghastly grin when he beheld a number of pious neighdisputed-of the Bible till a few centuries before the ancient Chinese. They had language, literature, bors, headed by a minister of. the gospel, formed~ s?le~n file
Christ. To Ezra is given the credit of compiling laws longbeforeJesusChristwasborn. Theyhadno on his. doorstep. They qu_Ie.tly accepted the mvitatwn to
Th
k d t 'come ill' and formed a semJCrrcle about the stove. There was
t he Old Testament. He lived between four and five he1:P 'n ?r h'm d_rahnce f rtohm th'de B'bl
f1 the. J e'! hwoJr he ouh a sudden'lull in the dancing, and the gallants looked askance,
hundred years before Jesus is said to havcome upon t h eir 1Ives Wit out e ai -o
e ewis
e ova . while the belles blushed and tittered. But the silence was only
the stage. By the longest possible stretch, only Even while his chosen people were floundering around, for a moment. The minister, having removed his mufiler and
2,300 years can be allowed the Bible since it "came barbaric nomads, this wonderful people had a civili- coat, arose and said, 'Let us pray.' This was something not
into use." The early Christians discarded the Old zation which it took centuries and centuries for the on the program, and the merry-makers demurred. They proTestament, and Origen 1 A. D. 254) wa• the first Chris- Jews to attain. It is only the ignorant who deny test~d that a ~rayer-~eet~ng and dancing-party could not be
'
·
·
.
carried on satisfactor1ly ill the same room and at the same
tian scholar who undertook to learn Hebrew, the th1s. The facts are_ access~ble and easily prov~d. time; and that, as they were the prior occupants of the pramoriginal language of that collection.
But there are some people m the world who thmk ises the praying party were intruders. Both sides were deterAllowing that the Bible came into use 2,300 years the Bible is all there is of history and literature, of min'ed to' hold the fort,' and lio while the saints were praying
ago (which it did not by any means, but we giv all morals and law. · Such are like the ostrich which in one room the sinners danced in the other. This did not
the latitude poasible), the question remains, Were buries its head in the sand, ~asily captured.
work well, and ~he host c~ed a council of wa:' and resol':ed
· I'
b
h
·
W
Th 1
f
·
·G
·
11 k
to allow the minlSter and hlS company twenty mmutes to fimsh
any nations ciTi 1Zed efore t at time?
ebster . e g ory o ancient r~ece Is too we
nown to their devotions. When the allotted time expired, they (the
says that" civilized" means "reclaimed from savage need an extended enui;Uera~10n ?f her deeds .and great- prayers), were asked to retire, which they reluctantly ~omplied
life and manners; instructed in arts, learning, and nesses. Her people lived m towns filled w1th palaces with the revelers cheering their retreating footsteps with 'One
civil manners; refined, cultivated.'' It cannot be and temples of art. Homer did not derive his in- Mor~ River to Cross.' We s~ate _facts, and hav only to add
claimed that the Jews, in the time of Abraham, spiration from the Bible. The ancient Greeks had that, while the minister an~ ~Is ~r!ends were actuate~ by good.
were either "reclaimed from savage life," or "in- their vices but no one can deny them civilization. motivs, they actuated most lDJudJCwusly. If the dancmg ,rarty
' ·
. .
. .
was held with the approval of tbe host and hostess, an mtrustructed in arts, learning, or civil manners." The They are pomted out hy Christian mm1sters as an sion of religious worship by unir:.vited guests did much more
Bible certainly did not civilize the Jews, and it must example of pagan splendor, and we are told they de- harm than good. Other and more suitable times and places
be the New Testament the Christians rely upon. But generated because they knew not God. Whether a for reproving worldliness could be found."
we are willing to go back of that and see.
knowledge of the Jewish Jehovah would hav saved
As we aaid, five hundred years before Christ is the them or not, this much is certain, they not only did
Rounl}-the-World Fund.
very earliest period the Christians can say the Bible not know of him, but at the same time rose to an emThe
following
persons hav paid five dollars
" came into use." We will first take up China, as inence not equaled by the nations which afterward
each (one share) to help take THlll TRUTH BiEKER
we can answer the second question with the first.
had the Bible for many centuries.
Far reaching as is the history of China, it yet fails
When the Christians claim that thf!re never was editor round the world. Those who observe errors
to giv us any account of the origin of the Chinese and never can be a civilization without the Bible, in the spelling of their names will confer a favor by
'
race; It was an ancient belief of Chinese writers theymustsurelyforgetEgypt,thecountryfromwhich notifying us.
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and the philosophy of one who has wakened to the
light of the newer day.
Prof. Mosher has left nothing to be desired in the
way of bringing out the true meaning of the author's
words, though the work of the translator is one of
scarcely less responsibility than that of the writer.
This work will find a place in the literature of romance and philosophy with those of Geo. Eliot,
which divert the mind while they free and strengthen
it. The stuay and enterprise which hav united
to giv "Alamontada, the Galley-Slave," to the English-reading public should be rewarded by a demand
for many editions of it.
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Struck Dead.
The following, from the Cincinnati Star, has been
sent us for our opinion:

Whltzel T.J ..

"Three young men in Union county, A.rkansas, were discussing the probabilities of rain from a cloud which was just then
rising in the west, a few days ago. The youngest of the group,
John Freeman, referred to the drouth, and remarked that a
;n\\~;i:~·. ~~~~~~.
God who would allow his people to suffer thus could not amount
to much. Instan•ly a bolt of lightning flashed from the cloud
overhead, and the young man fell dead. Nearly every bone in
;nson, fbarles
his body was mashed into jelly, while his boots were torn from
wn:g~ ~{~'J:~"T H
Wilson, Mrs. E.
his feet and th<~ clothing from his lower extremities. The body
Wilson R F
Wilson Wm C (twenty presented a horrible appearance, being a blackened and manshares),
gled mass of humanity. His companions wero stunned and
Wiltse, Charles
thrown on the ~round, but not seriously injnred. The funeral
W!lsdorl!, H. J,,
Wink, G F.
of the unfortunate young man ocdluTed next day and attracted
a large crowd, the larger portion of whom were drawn thither
;}~~lo'!:.~~~~k'H,.
Wfqe, P. V.,
·
by the rumor of the strange event preceoing the death of the
;:~g;.,~ .:Yoaep· G.
deceased. When the body was deposited in the grave and the
Woeke, Franz B.;
loose earth had been thrown in until the aperture was filled, and
Wood, Allee
Wood Charles N ..
while the friends of the dead man yet lingered in the cemetery,
Wood, H B111
a bolt of lightning descended from a cloud directlv over the
;gg~\..f
burial-place and struck the grave, throwing the dirt as if a
Wood. W W
plow had passed lengthwise through it. No one was injured,
;gg~~~~s~i: W.;E.
but those present scattered almost paralyzed with terror."
Woodworth, E. N.,l>ID.
Worman Edwin
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Our opinion is that it is a lie

THE sweetest and best oranges we ever had the
pleasure of tasting c::tme to us lately as a kindly remembrance fr.om J. 0. Cosby, Micanopy, Fla. They
were his own raising, and if the orange-eating pubMr Bennett :finds so much that is new and inter- lic only knew their worth he would get rich from
esting in the far-away East that he has concluded he his grove. He has the thanks of THE TRUTH
cannot get it all in two volumes, and so there will be SEEKER office.
three. Volume I. will include all up to the ChroniLiberal News.
cles, and has already appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
We shall at once make up the volume and as soon as
MESDAMES CoLBY AND SMITH still continue their
the illustrations are ready, hav it printed and sent meetings at Frobisher Hall, 23 E. 14th st., every
to the subscribers to the fund. In a fAW weeks all Sunday morning and evening.
who hav paid the five dollars will receive the first
MosEs AND MATTIE HULL speak in Buffalo Feb.
volume, and the remaining two as soon as completed.
19th
and 26th. During that time they can be ad'l'he "form" in which the names are printed will
be left to the last to giv' all who wish a chance to dressed at 123 West Eagle st., Buffalo, N. Y.
THE next meeting of the Society of Humanity will
subscribe and hav their names in the first volume.
All names accompanied with the five dollars received be held at Science Hall, 141 8th st., next Sunday
between now and March 1st will appear in the first evening, Feb. 19th, when Corneille Eugene Jacquet
volume. We shall print the list but once more, and will lecture upon "Positivism and the late M. Littre."
THERE has been a bill introduced into the Massawe hope to see it very much increased. We shall
chusetts legislature "to regulate the practice of
take pleasure in adding new names.
medicin." The Banner of Light publishes a "Remonstrance Petition," and urges its circulation and
Another New Book.
signature.
A.LAMONTADA, THE GALLEY-SLAVE. A. Narrativ. By Johann
THE Two Wo1·lds says that Dom Pedro, the emHeinrich Daniel Zschokke, Translated from the German
by Ira G. Mosher, LL. B. Published by D. 1\f. Bennett, peror of Brazil, is nominally a Roman Catholic, but
141 Eighth street. Price, pafJer, 50 cents; cloth, 75 eents. is generally understood to be a Rationalist of an adThis work is a narrativ of a young man for whose vanced type. He is opposed to all religious instrucpossession Fame and Misfortune seem to hav dis- tion in schools.
MR. AND MRs. JAMES A. BLISs, the well-known
puted with each Qther, with a victory at last for the
latter. Its hero saw early in his life how hatred and physical mediums of Providence, R. I. (formerly of
egotism more than forbearance and piety were writ- Philadelphia, Pa. ), will soon visit Chicago, Ill.,
ten on the banner of contending sects. Circum- where they will hold their seances every evening,
stances placed him suspended between two churches- for full form materialimtion.
Protestant and Catholic-the former of which he had
THE following card .explains itself:
to confess secretly, the latter -openly; and he acALTOONA, P.A..,•Feb. 11, 1882.
knowledges that he became, though almost without EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In my note concerning Colonel
knowing it, a hypocrit and a doubter of both. He Ingersoll's temperance speech you publish the signature W. S.
saw that the arguments with which one attacked the Burns, when it sJ,.lould be W. J. Burns. Will you please correct
it? There is a W. S. Burns in this plaee, but he is not a Libdoctrins of the other were sharper, more thoroughly eral.
He is a "fish-eater."
W. J. Bu&NS.
weighed, and more effectiv than those with which
WE regret to learn that our old friend, S. D.
they defended themselvs. · This awakened in him a
suspicion of all dogmas of faith. Yet he was obliged Moore, of Adrian, Mich., is suffering from the effects
to conceal his thoughts in order not to become an of a bad fall. We rejoice, however, that he is
open denier of them. He was thrown into the so- surely though slowly recovering. He has had a
ciety of a thoroughly unprincipled man, but whom warm invitation to go to Eureka Springs, Ark., and
he believed to be honest, and whom he loved-and contemplates making the Liberals of that place a
whose wife loved him. His struggles with his pas- visit.
THE northern Wisconsin Spiritual Conference will
sions, his belief and disbelief, were incessant. The
superstitions of his childhood he could not at times hold a three days' meeting in Spiritual Hall, Omro,
shake off, and again he was intoxicated with exalta- March 3d, 4th, and 5th, 1882. The Spiritu11.lists intions of mental freedom. But he warred manfully tend making this one of the most social and interestwith himself and the world, and seemed about to be ing meetings ever held in that place. Frank T. Riprewarded with all that complete victory over 3d- ley, J. 0. Barrett, and other speakers will be presvarsity can bestow. He had won a name, a wife, ent. Mr. Ripley will giv tests from the rostrum.
and a competence, when came the massacre of Nismes J. R. Talmadge has been invited to sing.
THE Washington Republican, of the 4th, says
in 1703. Interceding with the Marshal de Montreval
in behalf of the persecuted Huguenots, among whom that George A. Bacon, Col. J. C. Smith, Col. R-obert
were his uncle and family, he was denounced as a G. Ingersoll, Dr. Wm. Boyd, and Charles 1vhite,
heretic and condemned to the galleys-one of the Esq., hav been appointed a committee to receive the
unnumbered victims of the love of God shown in the necessary funds, and hav prepared a suitable statue
hatred of man; and thereafter his history is that of of Thomas Paine, to be presented throu~h Congress
Alamontada the galley-slave. How he bore the grief to the people of the United States. This monument
of separation, the suffering and degradation of should be built as high and grand as the one to
slavery, is told by the author bevter than it can be Washington.
;:J~ei, i':'"~~~r

Walter Dr W
Walter, W. S.
Walters,I\Irs. Ell,
Wallace, Ja.cob
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Why is it also, that men are so mentally and mor- Certainly hope in a better· future does not lessen our
ally obtuse and blind as not to see that others hav usefulness in work for' the present. If so, then of all
the same undoubted right to rejP.ct as they hav to men are Bros. Wakeman and Leland growing rapidly
accept any creed or party doctrin? There livs no debilitated.
Why Is It~
man who does not instantly detect the i«ljustice of
Take from our able president his faith and hope
Why is it that while mankind are so brave and calling in question his right to believe or disbelieve of a brighter day for humanity, and you would soon
progressiv in most directions, they are so conservativ whatever to him seems right or wrong. This being see his strong, clear brain assume an imlifference
and timid in others?
·
universal in its exiRtence, what supreme folly it is to that would amount to paralysis of that organ. We
In most directions men and women will endure deny its universal demand for general recognition! should hav few if any more of his able discourses.
any hardship, face any danger, and welcome any · What a grand step we shall hav gained when our The same' is true of our able and activ secretary.
change against established usage and time-honored kind shake off this moral and mental lethargy, when Let him be shorn of his enthusiasm in the millennia!
customs. In the pursuits of the arts and sciences they dare to face the consequences of a new idea glory that awaits us on the accomplishment of seenthey will welcome any change or qanger that prom- that comes in conflict with these old methods of larization, and the keen, incisiv strokes of his witty
ises to increase wealth or enlarge the domain of the thought as they dare now to face the physical dangers brain and pen would be so blunted that the original
useful and beautiful Guided by the instinct of that beset them on every hand. Think of men fac- genial and sparkling" Tee Cee Lee" would drop into
patriotism they will shed their blood like water un- ing daily the deadly damps of the mines to furnish a small, common-place individuaL Yes, gentlemen,
der the inspiration of love of country. In the prose- us with the various ores and coals for mechanical 'twere well to stop this bantering, for if we are not
cution of great commercial enterpriAes they will and domestic uses. You can take up no paper from quite as clear-seeing as you, we are just as earnest as
handle dynamite and nitroglycerin with apparent the great mining centers in which you will not read any can be to forward the honest work of the Liberal
unconcern. No consiilerations of personal danger, of terrible accidents and acts of heroism that pale League. If the most radical reform element to which
enhanced to a fearful degree by the almost constant the actions of the fields of war. As a rule these you belong were not sustained very largely by our
occurrence of fearful destruction of life and property brave hearts belong to creed-bound minds, who, less, perhaps, clear-seeing element, those workers
by land or water, deter human beings in the least could they rise to the altitudes of rational liberty, would hav little support indeed. Still :iurther, had
from rushing headlong along the same lines of dan- would constitute an invincible host. Long acquaint- we not done our share in preparing the public
ger. Everywhere and on. every hand, we see the ances with this class of human toilers assure me mind for the reception of the principles that as a
same persistent energy and careleAs indifference to thfit they nre grandly generous
the main, and National Liberal League we represent, there. would
bodily injury and destruction:
brfive to a fault. Their daily lives are in close and hav been no inauguration of ·the 1llovement in 1876.
In the domain of mechanics every element is constant proxim.ity to bodily destruction, and yet While I care nought for what people believe or think,
brought into play to encourage and stimulate inquiry heroically they pursue this dangerous occupation.
providing they accord to others what they claim for
and invention, and every new accession to mechanLow in the scale as many esteem this class, this themselvs, I do care what is said by those whom
ical appliances that open up new fields of industry fact is undeni~ble, that they are more ea~ly reached I love and honor, and cannot help regt·~tting the
and enterprise, or that supplant old method by new, than are those who claim higher respectability, for injustice intimated by the careless enunciation of
whereby time is economized, is hailed with delight the simple reason that the latter are more effeminate, words that cannot be applied truthfully to the honest
and satisfaction. Even when an invention entirely and consequently more afraid of Mrs. Grundy and of workers in the ranks of Spiritualism. Where one
destroys long-estahlishea and useful occupations, losing the favor of the theologians and politicians.
Spiritualist has left the ranks of the old Leagne from
and throws eut of employment large bodies of men
What men should fear most is the lack of, courage ,among us twice the number of the In?-"ersoll, Underthat hav spent many years in perfecting themselvs to face squarely any and every idea that has either a wood, and Abbot stripe hav deserted us. A little
for the work, and it reduces them to poverty-even direct or. remote influence on human well-being, or more grape for them, and less injustice toward us, is
then men boldly accept the inevitable, and what is indeed any question or questions that can be sug- the better course, I think.
considered best for the general good the people bav gested by the human miu,d. We confess our cowEver for the right and truth,
GEo. LYNN.
courage to accept. In the domain of agriculture, ardice whenever we condemn or treat with disrespect
also, the same principle i~ recognized, and he or she any idea, thought, or principle we hav not taken time
Vice Shielded by Law.
that can make two blades ef grass grow where only to consider. ·.We should possess an honest pride in
one grew before is hailed as a benefactor. All this holding the mind free to accept every new truth or
The article of E. C. Walker entitled, "Patent
is right, and the mechap.ic or farmer that pursues enlargement uf the old. Instead of treating with Morality," contains some grand ideas. In the refold methods, or uses"the same old toolR, when better disrespect those who call in question the integrity of ormation from a wrong to its antithetical right he
methods and better tools are within r.each, is justly our modes of thought, we should giv them welcome, would URe "science, reason, and love;" so, too,
esteemed a simpleton.
for they may be the bearers of new tools for intel- would IAberta. He believes that humanity injures •
If reason, courage, and investigation, with a readi- lectual work. Think of men fearing an Ingersoll itself by over-eating, over-working, late hours, exness to accept any improvement in the physical de- or detracting from the character of Voltaire or cessiv or insufficient sexual intimacies, expensiv or
partments of human use, are commendable, why not Paine. Ingersoll can destroy no gods that hav a improper clothing,. over:stimu1atio~ of the mental
in the moral and intellectual ?
·
tangible existence; those that hav not, time will take and nervous organisms, mdulgence m the use of alThe present status of the human mind demonstrates care of. The colonel can affect no truth permanently ·cobol, tobacco, opium, drugs, medicins, etc. So far I
very clearly that the moral and intellectual phase of only as,he helps to forward its use. His opposition emphatically agree w.ith Mr. Walker.
humanity has been cramped, dwarfed, and fettered, to a living truth would only enhance its value by
When he says that "your laws .hav retarded, rewhile the commercial side }:las been allowed to ex- rubbing off some of the dross that might encase it. tard, and always will retard the work of the. repand, develop, a·nd strengthen. With the ordinary As for the detractors of Voltaire or Paine, they sim- formers," I cannot agree with him.
precision of the human mind, its insight has been too ply expose their ignorance or m,alice, or both. What
When Abrsham took his half-grown son to the
obtuse to discover the causes of its enslavement.
would be thought of a man or class of men who top of a hill, and built an altar, and placed Isaac
Two important factors hav always acted in har- should affirm that God had rever.led to them the upon it, and took up a great knife to cut his throat,
mony to produce the results :that are so universal. fact that the proper way to preserve the body and as a blood-offering to the bloodthirsty incomprehenMankind are like a pair of scales that never balance. fit it for the duties of its existence was to girdle it sible nothing he worshiped, the father had an nudeThe industrial anSI commercial scale contains the most closely with an iron frame at the age of twelve niable legal right to take the li,fe of his son. It is
justice and bravery; the other all the cowardice and years. Would they not be deemed insane or too true the reformer fou.... d this law giving an absolute
mental and moral servility. Under such circum- fanatical for any notice save pity or contempt? In ownership of the son to the father very much in his
stanceR human nature is one-sided, angular, and what respect would this be more absurd than the way, just as the temperance reformer of to-day finds
superstitious.
position of the orthodox teachers to-day? For do the license law in his way.
The twin factors are wealth and theology. The they not affirm that they hav a revelation no whit ' The reformer made it illegal for the father to take
union of these in connection with the state constitutes less ridiculous, in which to encase the mind, saying, the life of his son; first, after the son had reached a
a triumvirate that is a standing conspiracy against Here it is;. thus far and no farther shall it expand; certain age; then earlier, until it protected even the
human liberty. The savants of wealth, and the pass our iron-bound limit, and we will commence the newly-born infant. At last he went further than
church, hav had one common purpose, the former to damnation in this world, which "our God" will con- that, and placed the restraint of the law even upon
control the bodies, and the latter to manipulate the tinue endlessly. Could absurdity, arrogance, and the hand of the mother that sought to take the life of
the yet unborn child. Such is the tender regard for
minds. The more the latter could subject the race despotism go farther?
This is the simple solution of the question explain- human life that the reformer has engrafted upon our
to its creeds and ceremonial~ th~ more readil;r could
wealth and statecraft reduce h1m to a machme and ing why on the one hand human nature is so brave, laws. ' Was it not "science, reason, and love" that
a menial. ·
,
and on the other SGI destitute of mental and moral urged him on until he had made the laws thus watchWhatever tfansforms the human, or any-phase of courage. As little by little the hills melt into the ful and complete.
The laws we hav were not all made by tyrants and
his make-up, to the abnormal condition of the slave, valleys, and slowly but surely,,the imme~se glaciers
so far substitutes cowardice for courage, and brutal- creep down the gorges, so will 'truth by agitation find despots seeking their own selfi!lh ends, but were
ity for generosity. This truth is self-evident, for its way into the minds and growing reason of the made by wise, generous statesmen, who were laborcreed worship, and tame submission to the despotism race until the reign of justice shall be reached, and ing for the progress and civilization of their race.
Here in America, where the laws are made, indiof wealth, never generated a generous thought,"nor a the blessings of liberty become universal.
In conclusion, why is it that those who view our rectly, by the people-the governed-the object, the
brave heart.
How sadly replete is the history of creed worship existence as confined within a narrower space than trend of the law is toward the good of alL Onr
and the despotism of wealth with all that belittles do the Spii·itualists, are continually begging the theory is that if we giv up anything of personal
instead of ennobling human nature ! How impa- question and telling us that our first duty is to attend liberty, we are to receive as much again in personal
tiently, desperately,. and cruelly they hav met every to earthly thing!!, and when these are corrected they security.
Does the law say to us, "You shall not steal?"
scientific and intellectual problem that sought the will help us look after matters pertaining to the
removal of old prejudices and time-honored errors.! ''summer land?" We assure them that we appre- It also says to us, "You shall not be stolen from."
With what persistent effort they hav tried to beat ciate their good intentions, but cannot respect their Does it say to us,'' You shall not sell intoxicating
back the tide of inflowing light and liberty !
intelligence regarding our status..
liquors?" It also says 'to us: "You shall not be
This on the part of priests, politicians, and govIn the first place, who has battled more manfully called upon to support so many insane asylums, jails,
ernmental rulers, is little cause for surprise, for the than our workers of both sexe11 for liberty of thought prisons, and almshouses. Your head is in less dantrue liberation of the masses means their dethrone- and freedom from theological dogmatism? What ger from the hand of furious drunkenness .. " To
class hav been more bold in defense of Thomas wives and children it 11ays: "Your husband and
ment.
The, great question for consideration is, why is it Paine, Voltaire, and all others occupying the front father will not squander his meager earnings for
that the people do not see their owh debasement, rank of nientalliberators? There is no question too rum; you shall hav bread; he will no longer come
and the necessity of striking off their own fetters? sacred for them to grapple with, and that they do home to you maddened with drink; he will no longer
"Who, would be free, themselvs must strike the not ignore the duties that lie nearest is demonstrated be to you a demon in temper, a hog in manners. No!
blow!" Not until men perceive the absolute neces- by their readiness to aid every effort looking to hu- the law has undertaken to giv you a sober, gentle, ,.
sity of using their reasons to utilize p.ll means within man well-being. Spiritualism demands that we must manly, loving husband and father." Thus we hav a <
their reach, to improve their mental and moral na- make the most of the means within our reac"b. to de- law on the side of right, and no longer a shield for
tures, as they do new tools, and new methods in the velop, harmonize, and strengthen us. for the duties vice, pauperism, and crime.
physic~l departments, will they become courageous that belong to each. We are spirits here as well as
Ah ! Mr. Walker, do, not "science, reason, and
and, just sufficiently to guard well their own rights, in the hereafter, and the only time in which to work love" plead for such a law?
out this grand life-problem is the "eternal now."
The law proposed by the prohibitionists is that
and du~y respect those of all others.
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for a while, then arise and act? Or are we going to Give God your entire love, all you have, and bestow all that is
turn the other cheek meekly to our oppressors? left upon your neighbor.
.
What say you, countrymen?
]}. C. W ALliER.
833. It was doubtful morality in him to say," fsay nnto you,
make to yourselves friends of the mammon of unrighteousness,
What I Don't Believe.
that when ye fail they may receive you into everlasting habitations.'' It soundsmnch like telling them to study worldly policy
PART II.-NO. 72.
anti make friends with sinful and unrighteous persons for the
824. When Jesus practically told the woman of Samaria, who benefits that thereby might be derived. It is a species of Jewish
followed him and worshiped him, that she was a dog, or belonged shrewdness that would hardly have been commended by
to the dogs, it was extremely uncourteous. She was a hmnun Buddha, Confucius, Thales, and Bias. They would have said,
being, and if she did not belong to the race of Je)'ls, it did not Do right at all times for the love of right, let the consequences
make her a dog .. A gentlemau!y perwn would hardly address ·be what they may. Be not a policy man; make not friends
a well-disposed woman in that manner. If God is really the with bad and sinful men, even if you gain personal favors
al.lthor of all the nations of the earth, neither he nor his son thereby.
should asperse and insult some by styling them dogs.
834. I cannot conceive it was in a spirit of mercy and for·
825. I cannot think it becoming conduct, when Jesus acceptec1 giveness that·J esus spoke these words, or put them in the month
the hospitality of one of his countrymen, and went home and of a ruler whom he held up as a model, "Those mine enemies,
dined with him, to refuse to follow the cnstom of washing before which would not that I should reign over them, bring hither
eating, and to turn upon his host ~>nd call him a fool, a hypo- and slay them before me." It partakes far more of the spirit of
crite, and names of that. class. When he denounced people as tyranny and despotism than of fraternal love and universal
vipers, hypocrites, children of hell, and piled similar vile epi- brotherhood. It does not sound like Confucius.
thets upon them, it not only evinced bad breeding, but very
835. It was not co~mendable morality in him to command
poorly catTied out his own doctrine of loving enemies. Such his disciples to go and take a mule, an ass, or a colt which belanguage does not show much love.
longed to another, and bring the same to him for his own use.
826. I cannot think Jesus showed much correct knowledge lt would have been more correct for him to have hired a horse,.
of physical and mental di~ensPs when he thought they were if he wished to ride, or, at least, to have asked the permission
produced by devils entering into the diseased person. Such of the owner. 'rhere are persons now-a-days who take people's
opinions evince the g~·ossest ignorance and superstition. A horses and mules without asking their owner's consent, and
physician who should now-a-days hold that every insnne per- they nre nlso sent to prison for doing it.
son, 'those who are dumb, and thflse afflicted with other ail836. It did not show wisdom, patience, nor good sense on the
ments of the mind nnd body, hnd a devil or devils in them, part of Jesus to expect a fig-trPe to be in bearing when it was
would be jt1stly considered guilty of a mosrgrave error. _In- not the season of the year for figs to appear, and to get angry
sanity cannot tww be cured by pretenuing to drive a devil out because he expected a thing so unreasom1ble, and to curse the
of the diseased person. Such a practice would be hooted at by tree to death. I scarcely ever heard of a more absurd and
b ·
ld b ·
t· 1 a
every sensible person, nt tt woud e JUSL as raJ tona .an ._,cor- senEeless piece of business. ·what would be now thought of a
rect now as it was two thrnsan years ago.
esus ts satu to man who in February or March should take a notion that he
have done· a good deal of that kind of busim·ss. From one wnnted some fresh a]lples nnd go out into his orchard to get
frail woman he is said to have cnst out seven devils, and from them, and because he found the trees not in bearing get exone crazy man two thousantl devils, or enough to enter two creding\y angry about it, nnd curse the trees or cut them down?
thousand swine, causing them to rush mudly down a precipitous He snraly would be regarded as a fool or a madman.
plac(} into the sea, and be drowned. Such stories located iu
837. His conduct toward the sellers of doves, etc., for sacri·moderri times would be regarded as the silliest and il1lest of fices in the tempic, and the money-changers, did not exhibit
tales. Yarns about devils taking possession of men and wometJ the c·haracter for gentleness which is usually attributed to him.
might ha>e amused children an,d silly people ninetPen hnn- If it was right. fflr tho Jew£ to make sacrifices of doves and the
drecl yettrs ago, but sensible people would give them no ere- like to the IJord, it was very convenient for them to be nble to
uence now. They would be reg11rded as the most absurd f,.Jse- obtain them near where they were to be used. If God took
hoods.
pleasure in those sacrifices he shouh1 have been pleased with
827. It seems very far from the spirit of justice that Jesns all reasonable facilities offered for promoting the business.
should have declared that th11 people of the time in which he The money-changers were also a convenience to the people
lived should be answerable for all the· blood that had been shed who went there to sacrifice, and the custum was one of long
centuries befor·e tbey were born, and that all the blood thus standing. But, to say the very least, it was not courteous,
h
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· · 1
s ec1 saou c e requtrec at eu an s.
· ts no
e prtnClp e gentle, nor lamblike for Jesus to rudely upset their tables, and
1 ·IJ
·1
f th
1
b th ·
of justice to hold c ll ren gm ry Q · e wrongs cone Y elr whip them nwl bent th~m with scourges ns if they were dogs
.1
· 1
h
d
f
Y· eng11ged in shee)J-stealing. If they were doing wrong he should
forefathers hundreus aJ;t1 t ousan s o years prevwus
.
Neither are parents guilty for the misdeeds their offspnng may hnve expostuhttcd with them, and by reasonable !IT""lments
o·
commit centuries after they have passed awny.
shown them the evil they were committing.
828. I cannot accept the wisdom or justice of Jesus in holding
838. I cannot think this sentiment one that should have the
mendicnncy, idleneEs, and begging as superiqr and more npprobation of reasonable people: He that believeth and is hapworthy of reward than industry, thrift, nnd frugality, claiming tized shall be saved; but he that believeth not shall be damned.
that the one should be sheltered in Abraham's bosom, aml the The more it is looked at and realized, the more unjust ancl
other consign~d to the censeless fires of hell, where n single nbhorrent it 11ppears. Aside from the questionable justice of
drop of water would not be fumished him. .Jesus was what conferring an infinite favor upon 11 person for the simple mat·
might be called nn idler or tr11mp himself; though having tet· of be!;ef, regardless of conduct, it is well known that belief
lenrned a useful tmde, hP- ceased to follow it, ~n· to perform nuy is nu m·bitrary cotidition of the mind, and is not subject to the
labor by which to enrn his own bread, but rather strolled over control of evidence and not to caprice. For a person to conthe country, followed by a banu of people equally as idle itl'd sistently believe nnything he must hnve evidence to convince
non-producing as himself. He seems to have had n preference his reason thnt it is so. A person cannot believe that to be
for the idle, worthless clnss; to ciousider mendicnncy and vaga- true which he has ev~ry reason to think is f!llse. A man of
bondism as virtues worthy of the highest reward, and industry, sound mind cannot believe th11t cold is heat, black is white,
The Press.
economy, !tJICl frugality as crimes worthy of eternal punish- night is day, winter is summer, that twice two are seven,
The right to think cannot be _interfered with by ment. Men who now-a-days pass their lives ns Jesus did his, even if he is commanded to do so on pain of death.
constable nor p· ostmaster. But Without the power to
all d
d
1 1
t t
1
tile
are c e tramps, an reg 'l'l Cl as ou cas s ll]l( wor I ss per- How unjust aud ~!unreasonable, then, to consign men and
express his thought, the thinker must suffer most keenh f
t
··
sons, unwort y o respec · or recogmtton.
women to dnmnntion, to the eternn.! furnace or lake of
Iy. He must giv to his neighbor the fruits of his obh k·
-k
f tt b. 1 t
· bl
829. I onnnot t in tt gol11I e,-or o 1e 1g 1es concm>a e fire which he said had been Jlrepnred for the devil and his
servations and cogitations, else his work is only hal f
. or model of perfection,
done. So the press must b e f ree f rom censorsh 1p
• for Jpsus to show himself so nmenuble to angels from the foundation of the world, simply because they
· h cannot guarantee flattery, adulation, and personal attraction. If a person spoke could not believe whnt they h>H1 no evidence of. The command
supervision. A government whic
such freedom is no_t worthy to exist, does not deserve words of flattery to him, called him a wonderful person, the is calculated to make people hypocritical-to preteml to believe
and should not receive the respect of any honest son of God, or something of that kind, it seemed to plense him, what they do not believe, or to mnke them accept ns truth that
woman or man. ·It is a hollow mockery, a thing to and he showed far more vanity in this direction than did some which they hnve not duly investignted and weighed with their
be condemned, spit upon, and derided.
of the old pagnn philosophers, who would not allow Rdulations ·best judgment anl reason. I pronounce it one of the most mon. Perhaps we need not hav expected anything bet- to be served out to them, nud who took no pleusure in flattery. ~strous sentiments ever uttered; and as it is ascribed to a person
ter of the Canadian government, yet I am surprised Jesus allowed women to lavish their fondling C<tresses upon who has been hold up as a god !1nd a savior of the world, it has
at the action of the collector of Ottawa. Will the him, to kiss him, to anoint and wnsh hb feet, to wipe them done incalcu!ltble injury. It has been the authority for the
people of Canada endure such wrongs? That is the with the hair of their heads, to thus work over him by the persecnLion, torturing, and life-taking that in a most demoniquestion. And Paine's works are" indecent!" T~at hour, a,nd he was so pleased with it thnt he accounted it to them ucal manner have been visited upon millions of helpless human
is strange. I had supposed that twpopular 'physw- 11s righteousness, and on account of it forgttve them all the sins beiogs because they were faithful to their convictions and belogical works ~nly were." indecen~.". and "ob~cene:" I' they hnd committed. lie was biller on t?ose w_ho di~l not fiat- cause they would not pretend to believe what they' had no
C3:n any o_f tne cultmed a~th_o11t1es explai~ t?IS ter him, nnd sweet on tlwse who prmsed hun. Zoron~ter, evideJWB of, and what .they could uot possibly believe. If a
1
thmg? Will somebody who Insisted that If Ltl)ei als. Buddha, Confucius, and Thales would lmrdly have done tins.
man cannot believe !I thing, he cannot, and it is the most conwould only confine themselv~ to the ~ale_ of Infi~el
830. It cannot be regarded as filial and dutiful iu him to the coivable injustice to send J1im to everlasting torture for it. It
wo~k~, they WOf!-ld not be mterferea With by_ vwe mother who bore him to spenk to her coldly in compnny, and is, in<leed, n most rnonstrou~ <loctrino. None of the pagan phisocieties and theu governmental tools, please nse? h hl
·I
. u·' wlt·1 t he b·1d to tlo \Vt.th 1101• losophers ever taught nnyt.lung half so monstrous! No system
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831 It wus very quesLtorml.Jlo lll 1um to e!lJO!ll t at persons
~ e,~ts ~ yer1c ose y, \ It occurs m
reed mer- should hate their fv,ther ttnd mother, their brothers and sisters,
WE hav for sale the lithograph likenesses of the
IFca, tahp. flsJal ne cot_mmen Tarhy uqpoenst?ounr ~sprWeah·aetaga ·ee their wives and c:hildren, i•nd give all their love to him. 1hny
three leading Liberals of this country-Thomas
our o
u y ora wns.
e u r
1 ,
1
. .
df
we going to dg a bout it? Shall we patiently sub- of th~ pa~nn Lettchers enJomed love to parents, an raterna1 Paine, D. M. Bennett, and R. G. Ingersoll. They
mit? And then where is it to end ? Where will affectwn Ill the Rlrongest terms.
are all splendidly executed, and with a neat frame
the postal light~ing strike next? Considering all
832. It was Iumlly reason~ble f~r him t~ require a man ~o around them-whieh can lJe procured from picturethat has occurred during the last five years, are we love the Lord with all hts mmd, wtth all ht~ soul, 1111d alllns frame makers at slight expense-will be an ornament
in a position to exult to any great extent over the strength, and then to love his ueighbor ns hnnself. l~ n ~mn to any home. They will be sent, secure from breakage,
" effete monarchies" of Europe? Had we not better gives all his love to God, how much can he hnve for hts n81gh- by mail at the following prices: D. M. Bennett and
hang up our bugles ,and sit down and patiently think bor, or anybody else? The command is tantamount to saying, R. G. Ingersoll, 50 cents each; Thomas Paine, $1.

which is least ·offensiv in its mode of attack upon
this dreadful fountain-head of desolation and crime.
It looks out most sharply for the dealer-for the
man who has a heart that cannot be melted by the
tears of hunger, nor touched by the helpless hands of
the widow and the orphan. Chu-rches and pious institutions are built with the money thus heartlessly
wrung f.-om want and helplessness. Va~sar's hrewery, at Poughkeepsie, built the most orthodox of ed.
cational institutions, Vassar College. The Vassars
hav given more for the support of churches than any
other family in the county of Duchess.
The rum-shops support the churches. Is it any
wonder that the churches stand, with the imbecility
of hypocrisy, of course, almost without exception, in favor of the inhuman and corrupt license systern!! that are filling our country with blasted homes,
houseless women.and children, armies of tramps, and
·
·innumerable retreats for the rumed,
the depraved,
and the criminal. The gilded palaces of crime that
inhuman demons build, in which to lure the gay and
happy hearts of youth, and when they h~tv wr!fng
from them the last drop of joyous blood hurl them
forth wounded and broken in misery and poverty to
lead lives of suffering and crime, the law, led on •by
"science, reason, and love," will certainly, by and by,
gril.sp with its hand of might and use for nobler
"'ends.
What is the field of the reformer if it is not to engraft upon the laws of his country the principles of
civilization he has discovered? "Patent morality!"
exclaims our old friend Walker, as if he held in con.
tempt everything moral that could be offered as a
rule of law. The aim of every wise and honest
statesman is to • make the law keep pace with and
g iv expression to the highest moral ·convictions of
hispeople .. Is it not a matter of mere common sense
that the law should not be in f!-l.vor of rum-selling,
· out wrt
· h a l'b
that it should not gtv
1 era 1 h an d 1·wenses
· s h ou ld put f orth th e um'te d
to d estroy; b ut t h at It
strength of a people to crush that which degrades
and makes brutal many of the brightest and most
lovable of men.
Mr. Walker says intemperance is the result of ignorance. Perhaps some of it is. JHuch of it is not.
Daniel Webster was not noted for his ignorance.
Lord Byron was not reputed as one void of common
sense. Edgar Allan Poe was nevf\r represented as a
dull or stupid person. Robert Burns was no body's
fool; thousands of men who were kind, loving, tender
husbands and fathers, bright and activ clergymen,
lawyers, doctors, farmerl'l, and mechanics, hav fallen
before this mighty foe. Now, ·alas, 'Yhen we seek
to stay this awful avalanche bearincr its horrid load
,.,
of crime, disease, and death, we are told that the
riceless
boon
of
Uberty
is
endangered.
P
Merciful Jupiter ! has freedom in wrong-doing
"r I s It
· poss1·11 e a aevi
, ·1
. ,_
come to be known as huerty
has seduced our sweet goddess of liberty and made
of her the common painted bawd of the rum-shop?
Is she henceforth to be bound in chains and dragged
with the foul gang of prostitutes that are bound at
the chariot axle of that hateful old rake, King Alcobol?
No, no; with eager hands a;nd hearts the "apostles
of liberty," guided by" science, reas~>n, and love,''
rallying to her rescue and driving this foul demon
from· our glorious country, will, by legal enactments
and constitutional amendments, giv him notice never
again to return.
LIBERTA.
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l.EADVILLB, OoL., Fab. 6, 188la.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, or rather postal order
for that amount, and add my name to the list for
the- Round-the-World fund. Mr. .Bennett's letters are
E.u;T NEw YoRK, N. Y., Feb. 11, 1882.
amusing, and I wish him success and hope he will
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 for a share in
, ·the Round-the-World fund.
HENRY ADELMAN .. arrive at his home healthy and in good humor.
Yours most truly,
FRANZ B. WoE~E:
RENo, PA., Feb. 6, 1882.
NEW ALBANY, IND., Jan. 28, 1882.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: You will find inclosed $5 for
MR. EDITOR: I am a little behind this time. Inone 'Share in .the Round-the-World fund.
closed please find $9.50-$3 to renew my subscription
· Yours truly,
WM. F. RusSELL.
for THE TRUTH SEEKER, $5 for a star in ·the book of

of some of my pious neighbors, or to bring them out
or the,ir superstitions. We l~nd the paper to all who
will read it, but the most of the folks about here
are afraid of it or of their popularity-!_ don't know
which. Perhaps if you will send some of your posters here it may induce some to send for the paper.
Hoping for Mr. Bennett's safe return home;
That in THE TRUTH SEEKER he long may engage,
So the people of all nations m11.y read i.t
Ever from youth to old age.
MRS. E. WILLSON.

the Round-the-World trip, $1 for Mr. Bennett's and
ALLEGHENY OrTY, PA., Feb. 6, 1882.
MR. EDIToR: Mr. John McAfoos wants his name to Ool. Ingersoll's lithographs, and 50 cents for Mr.
JoHN BROWN.
appear in the list of truth seekers for that Around- Bliss' Electro-Magnetic Planchette.
the-Wo,rld trip.
·
J. A. 0UTSHALL,
WAYNESBURG, PA., Feb. 6, 1882.
MR: EDITOR: Inclosed find five dollars. Please put
SMITHFIELD, OHIO, Feb. 8, 1882.
MR~ EDITOR: Inclosed please find postal order for me down as a stockholder in the Around-the-World
$5, for which you will send me the book Around enterprise. Although I hav read Mr. Bennett's letters as they hav appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER, yet
the World.
Yours truly,
WM. G. DuvALL,
I feel that I could read them again with renewed
interest and profit. Yours truly,
H. OLAY LusE.
MoRGAN. 0ITY, UTAH, Feb. 3, 1882,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $10-$5 to pay for
FRANKLIN, ILL,, Jan. 22, 1882.
THE·TRUTH SEEKER and $5 to pay for Mr. Bennett's
MR. EDITOR: Having read a few numbers of THE
book of travels,
Yours,
DANIEL WILLIAMS,
TRUTH SEEKER wliich a friend kindly loaned me, and
in which were some of Mr. Bennett's letters, which
0LJJVELAND, 0., Feb. 6, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5, for which I found were very interesting, I concluded to send on
credit me on the Round-the-World list, if not too $8-$3 for the paper and $5 for the Round-the-World
trip, if it is not top late.
Yours,
E. ScoTT.
late.
Yours truly,
W. A. LATHROP.

PARKHILL, ONT., Feb. 4, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find ten dollars, which you
will please place to my credit. I am obliged t()'you
for sending me the paper so long after the year was
up. I hope that I will not be in arrears again, and
hope that all those that hav not paid up will do so,
and renew and pay two years' subscription in advance. You may put me down for five dollars to help
Mr. Bennett home, I think that as you are going to
so much trouble to print the names of thoselwho subscribe to the book, you shonld giv the post-office
addresses, county and state. I think that it would
be beneficial to an Liberals traveling, as ·they would
know 'I.Vhere to find their friends. If you think
proper to' do so, I would like my name down; if not,
I will save you the trouble, as my name would be
neither useful nor ornamental ; but I want the book, fi
and wish ta help 1\fr. Bennett home, all the same.
Yours with respect.·
W. · 0. MARRIN.

HEATHSVILLE, ILL,, Feb, 6, 1882.
0ASEY, ILL., Feb. 3, 1882.
PORTSMOUTH, ENGLAND, Jan. 1, 1882.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed find $7-$1.50 for
EDITOR: Inclosed find postal order for $6-$5
MR. EDITOR: I am very much pleased with THE
for Round-the-World trip, and $1 to my credit on the!' Bennett-Mair Discussion," 50 cents for the book TRUTH SEEKER, and feel that your kindness in forsubscription.
Yours truly,
JoHN McORORY.
entitled "The Godly Women of the Bible," and $5 warding it weekly exceeds my expectations. In fact,
for the Around-the-World trip, provided you will I feel that I am indebted to you. I was not aware
BROOKFIELD, OHIO, Jan. 31, 1882.
allow me t0 come in at the eleventh hour. Send when Mr. Bennett visited me at Portsmouth that I
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $9-$5 to pay for Mr. the first two nSJmed books as soon as you receive was there in company -with one of the first 'nobleBennett's trip Around the World; $3 to pay for the this order, and the Around-the-World trip as soon men of the age. I was informed by my friend Mr.
great works of Thomas Paine, and $1 to pay for as ready for mailing.
·H. R. FuLLER.
Forder, of London, who solicited me to entertain
THE-TRUTH SEEKER.
GEORGE 'STANSFIELD.
him, that he was editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I can
PLEASUREVILLE, KY., Feb, 1,1882.
now estimate his worth, not only to the !States, but
MEMPHiil, TENN., Jan. 31, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $12.50-$5 for my sub- to the whole world. I wished him to remain another
MR. EDITOR.: Inclosed please find $5, for which scription for 1882 for THE TRUTH SEEKER and "The day with me, but his company was required at the
please send me the books of Around the World.
Ohampions of the Ohurch ;" $5 for the Around-the- Hall of Science, London, that day, by Mr. Bradlaugh,
·Yours truly,
Miss BRIGHTER F. HEXTER.
World books, and the balance for Paine's ''Age of and I had to submit.
Reason," and" Examination of the ProP,hecies" (this
At the secular meetings in this town I hav weekly
STRAITSVILLE, OHIO, Jan. 31, 1882,
is for a church-member); also "The Godly Women of read a portion of THE TRUTH BEEKER, especially that
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8-$3 to renew the Bible" and "The Darwins," and "John's Way," part treating on the death of the late President Garmy subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $5 for by Elmina. I think I will be able to send you an- field, and the Oanadian question on · the excise
Mr. Bennett's trip Around the WorHl.
other subscriber soon.
JAB. BARNSFATHER, M. D.
officers stopping the works of Thomas Paine and
Yours truly,
ADAM LAVERTY.
,Voltaire.
The evenings of January 22d and 29th, I
SouTH CoTToNwooD, UTAH, Feb. 4, 1882.
hav ·to read and comment on the travels of Mr. BenHARRISBURG, PA., Feb. 6, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for the Around-the- nett from Greece to Turkey and the Holy Land.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed money order for $8, on World book. I would not like to miss the chance Friends hav also read from the works of Colonel
the Round-the-World trip, and for THE TRUTH SEEKER of securing the work. The letters are very interest- Ingersoll. They are ·having ·a large circulation in
for 1882.
Respec~fuliy,
JuDD GRISWOLD.
ing, and I anticipate Will become. more so as our old this country.
friend and veteran progresses upon his journey. I
The photograph likeness of Mr. Bennett you kindly
JAMESTOWN. N.Y., Feb. 10, 1882.
hope he will come this way and giv Salt Lake Oity sent me was immediately put in a. neat frame, and
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to pay for the trip a passing visit; in fact, his trip would hardly be
Around the World by D. M. Bennett, for Mrs. Amy complete without it. We shall keep a sharp look- now joins my family group, He will very shortly be
joined by th(l likenesses of Mr. Bradlaugh and Mrs.
Oorn~ll, East Randolph, N. Y. OHAS. ·w. MoRGAN.
out for him as he cou;tes around.
Annie Besant. I hope next month this lady will
Respectfully yours,
ANDREW CAHOoN.
stay at my humble home for a day or two, and one
BELOIT, OHio, Feb. 5, 1882.
evening· deliver a lecture on the " Rights of ConstitMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8-$5 for the
,
SuMMITVILLE, OoL., Feb. 6, 1882.
uencies," referring particularly to Mr. Bradlaugh's
Around-the-World trip, and $3 for the renewal of
MR. EDITOR; Inclosed find $5 to apply to the Round- case. We are all anxiously looking forward to the
my subscription to 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER.
the-World trip. Please send books' as soon as pub- 7th of February, the date of the opening of ParliaYours truly,
NATHAN RocKHILL.
lished, as we miners are very needy of reading mat- ment.
·
ter. We are living eleven thousand feet above the
Please include me on the list of subscribers for
NEw LISBoN, Wis., Feb. 5, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5, for which giv level of the sea, near to the clouds. Some of your Mr. Bennett's trip Around the World.
readers pro~ably think we ought to hear the angels
Yours truly,
J. E. BRUMAGE.
me a star amongst the rest, already so numerous.
I am somewhat late in helping in this Around-the- of heaven sing, but I tell you we can hear the howls
World .fund; but I think $5 will buy just' as much of such four-legged monaters as bears and wolves a
FREETHOUGHT THE HOPE OF OUR COUNTRY.
good deal plainer than the angels in heaven. The
now as the first. Yours truly,
J. W. KRuscHKE.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me, as a reader of your esmail reaches us twice a week on snow-shoes.
teemed paper, and an earnest Liberal, to contribute
Yours truly,
EDWARD WEEKS.
,
ToRONTO, ONT., Feb. 6, 1882.
to the correspondent's department of your columns
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find eleven dollars.
a few thoughts which hav occurred to me while
PLATTSMOUTH,
N:EB.,
Feb.
10,
1882.
Six dollars I owe you for the last two years' subreading the letters of numerous other men and women
scription to your valuable paper. The balance please MR. EDITOR: I ha<:} about given up all hope of get- in our Liberal papers.
ting· money enough to hav my name in the "Roundaccept for first volume of "Round-the-World."
the-World" list, but here I come witJl my "V" at There appaars· to me to be a great mental revoluYours fraternally,
S. L. MAFFETT.
last. I hope I am not too late to hav my name tion now going on, not alone in America, but in the
printed in the first volume along with the other etal- world. There is no concealing the fact, there is a
LAWRENCE, KAN., Jan. 27, 1882.
warts
of the cause. Also find $2 for the trinity of struggle going on for a higher and better cpndition
\ MR. EDITOR: Inc~osed please find money order for
of man in this life, regardless of considerations about
eight dollars, in payment of my subscription for one lithographs, Paine, Bennett, and Ingersoll.
Hoping that Bro. Bennett may return home from a future state. And it is equally apparent that the
year, and for M;r. Bennett's book of travels around
tendency of that desire is for good, No true Liberal
our little planet. I hope I am not too late to hav the land of Yahweh safe and well, I remain,
desires to injure his neighbor, because in so doing he
Yours truly,
JAMES W. BERGER.
my name in the book.
.would injure himself; therefore all his interest lies in
Yours truly,
ANDREW PALM.
SwATARA, PA., Feb. s, 1882.
justice and good conscience. The instincts of his naMR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will please find money ture lead him in this direction. Once cut off all the
FENTONVILLE, MICH., Feb, 2, 1882,
MR. EDITOR: In the hour you think not the son of order for $5.00 for the Round~the-World trip, Mr. cords which tie him to the myths and fables of older
man cometh, asking to hav his name placed in the Bennett's letters from abroad, and as you hav kindly and worse times;· once let him lose implicit confi~ roll of honor; and also for the "Bennett Mair Dis- left the door open until the 20th, I will embrace the deuce in his priest, and he becomes an inquirer, a
opportunity of . having my name inscribed on the truth seeker, a Liberal. He begins to improve himcussion," and "The Godly Women of the Bible."
starry roll of honor, hoping that for once you will self, his family, his house, and all about him. He
Yours truly,
S. H. ELLINWOOD,
believe that the eleventh-hour workers should hav becomes more kind and true, less dependent on his
the same opportunity as those who began in the priest and the "Gaud" of his priest. He becomes interUNIONTOWN, KAN.,'Jan. 30, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I see you are still taking in the " V's" morning. If I did not help to send, I will contribute ested in the views of others, and gradually becomes
for the Round-the-World trip, and I thought I would a mite to help to bring back the grand old hero of mentally free. If he continues to exercise his reason
we then call him a Fre·ethinker. The Freethinker is
send you another one if you will accept it at this Freethought. Yours for wisdom, light, and .truth,
MARY H. BRowN.
willing to accord to all others the right to think for
late day. For the balance please send books named
themselvs. No church on earth has ever accorded
below.
Yours for the truth,
D. M. RoLLINS.
that right.
AI, OHIO, Feb. 4, 1882.
SPRAGUE, WASH. TER., Jan. 14,1882. .
MR. EDimR: Inalosed please find $5 to help pay for
Duri&g a,ll the struggles and throes of the French
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $10, distributed Mr. Bennett's trip around the world and the forth- republic, during its infancy and formativ years,
1
as follows: $5 for the Round-the-World trip, $2 fori' coming books. As I am the only one that takes THB every act of opposition came from those who resisred
"Sixteen Orucified Saviors," and the balance credit TRUTH SEEKER at this office, I thought I must hav the Freethought. The bloody-minded, idiotic-looking
me on subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
books also, that after we hav read them I might hav priest would hold the cross of the church before the
Yours truly,
BENJAMIN F. WAlmWELL.
them to lend, hoping they will help to open the eyes eyes of the doomed person up to the very instant the
~R.
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knife !~11 to sever the head from the· body. They
were always seeking to make the poor subject recant
They ar~ still opposing Freethougllt with the sam~
spirit, The flood of light emanating from the cohorts
of freedom are even now obstructed by the spirit that
resisted Freethought at all times and ages of the
world.
Were it not for Freethought in this country, our
government would to-day be no better than that of
Fra~ce during the last four centuries. It behooves the
people of the United States to be on their guard,
"Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty." No religious party should be recognized by the government.
All should be protected by the law; none should be
favored. There should be perfect protection· by the
government to all citizens alike, irrespectiv of their
belief, unless it interfered with the common good.
Let us see if this· is so.
The Christians say that ours is a Christian nation.
If so, they are the pets of the nation. We know that
the Mohammedans are not claiming this as a Mohammedan nation. We know that the jews are not
claiming this as a Jewish country, yet the Jews' religion and the Jews' book are the ones which the Chris.
ti~,~ons hav taken for theirs, and we fail to see any
good reason why any or either of them should hav
the slightest reason to claiin any preference in the
government, They should all be equal, equally protected, equal in rights and privilege; yet we see
Sunday laws established against 'the Jews and all
other nations. We see only Christian priests going
through the forms of prayer and praise to the Jewish God. This we think unfair. The hope of the
country for the future lies in Freethought, and in the
organization of all persons who are Liberal for the
purpose of ascertaining our strength and maintaining
our rights. It means Freethought for all, the Jew as
well as the Christian; the Mohammedan as well as
either of them, and givs the Liberal precisely the same
rights.. This we claim, and nothing more. This we
insist s•Jould be the rule and not the exception.
Yours,
ADAM STOCKIN,GER.
AURORA, ILL., Jan. 2, 1882.
FRIEND BENNET'r: Your letters from over the blue
waters aud T. B. Wakeman's lectures are worth twice
the cost of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Continue to cast thy
bread upon the waters, for thou shalt find it "after
many days." I often wonder if ministP.rs and priests
honestly believe what they teach. I hav come to the
conclusion that there are two C'lasses of them. Th"
first class are educated men that love ease and renown, that are willing to work one day in seven,
stealing the livery of heaven to serve the devil in.
The second class are men who love to float on the
breeze of popularity and occasionally inhale a breath
of fame. They reiterate what the first class declaim
on the same principle that the parrot mocks the
sound of the human voice in saying, "Pretty Poll,"
and do it just ahont as understandingly. The third
class al'e honest, ignorant men, and believe all they
say. Now, forsooth, if the doctrin they teach is true,
I would rather be a door-keeper at the gate of eternal damnation, where I could hav the recognizance
of honest souls on their way to hell, than an angel
in a hypocrit's heaven. May you be happy and
healthy on your trip, and return in good time to the
many friends that await your coming.
Ever yours truly,
R. R. HALL, ~I.D.
EAST RoDMAN, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed a post-office order
for $3'to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1882. I hav
been a subscriber since 1876, and mean to continue
to be as long as I liv if I can raise the money to
pay for it.
Our League (No. 136, South Rutland, N.Y., Charles
Kellogg, secretary, L. D. Olney, president), did not
meet last year at all. We need a place to meet in
very much. We met in a grove several times the
year before, and had good meetings. We now need
a good speaker some pleasant day next summer to
bring us to life again, and it will be a great deal
more of a resurrection than any Jesus Christ ever
performed, I think. I hope H, L. Green will make
it in his way to come here, and we will hav at grove
meeting that will surprise him.
The inhabitants of this county (Jefferson, named
after the soundest statesman this country has ever
produced), are generally quite Liberal in their religious beliefs. I think a scientific Freethinker would
find this a good field to labor in. Every League
should make some provision voluntarily or by requirement of the National Liberal League to appoint
one of its members as an officiator at funerals. The
people having been accustomed to ceremonies on
such occasions, would look upon none as "heathen.
ish," not remembering that the more "heathenish"
the more .mummeries and ceremonies. The bereaved
make in most cases a show of themselvs, while real
mourners would prefer seclusion and quiet instead.
Freethinkers in most cases at present, allow their
friends to employ some would-be agent of an unknown and unknowable God, who, to show their extreme egotism and the little soul their God gave
them (which, by the way, would require a God with
all the attributes ascribed to him to find), disgust
all. Liberals assembled by rehearsing a long string
of, to themselvs, self-evident Christian arguments,
which would not stand the test of the simplest inquiries of a reasoning ~ind; and then, to top off, you

are expected to shell over five or ten dollars to pay
for the privilege of hearing yourself abused or something you don't believe in at. all. We need. a change
for our own protection ; every death is made an excuse for the propagation of superstitious imaginings. I heard a lady remark, only a few days ago,
that when she was teaching a little boy was drowned,
and the night following the funeral a meeting was
called and twelve of his schoolmates were added to
the roll of the "scared-in-the-fold" Jesus Christ followers. She thought it was all right and proper.
She could not see the cowardly cunning of priestcraft in it.
If all Liberals would change their forms at. funerals, it would lessen the power of the church and in
the same degree advance their own interests. Let
every League agree among its members to stand hy
each other and ignore the priest at both funeral
and marriage ceremonies. One alone hardly wishes
to ignore custom, but unitedly by agreement all would
be ready and willing. Through the immutable laws
of nature we were so circumstanced by the loss of a
darling little child last summer, and know whereof
Yours truly,
M. E. RosE.
we speak.
CoRNPLANTER, PA., .Tan. 28, 1882.
MR. MAcDONALD: Mr. Bennett's incomparable letters are universally admired; and with good reason.
They certainly demand all the reward his friends
can giv him, and I very neartily agree with the suggestion of Mr. James M. Wheat, in THE TRUTH SEEKER
of Dec. 31st, that a special palace car should be in
readiness at San Francisco to bear him to the Empire City on his return from the East.
Let the two extremes be made apparent to even
the most casual observer. Bigotry an•i injustice
doomed him to a prison. Let appreciation and enlightened opinion furnish a palace car to transport
Mr. Bennett across the continent in a manner befit.
ting his distinguished abilities , and services i:a the
cause of humanity. I will giv one dollar toward· such
a fund, hoping it will meet with a sufficient response
to accomplish the purpose indicated.
B. G. MoRRISON.
Yours fraternally,
OswEGO CENTER, N. Y., Jan. 28, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed twenty-five cents for
"Anthony Comstock's Career of Cruelty and Crime,"
which I received, after it had gone to the wrong
post-office, remained some time, and been forwarded.
Then the boy who br()ught it kept it a few days
before delivering it. I wish ev<>ry Christian would
read it. I wish you would assign one column of THE
TRUTH SEEKER to "answers to inquirers' " I believe
it would add wonde:J:fillly to its interest and would
call out our Christian talent I am a charter mem.
ber of the Methodist Episco~al church in this place,
in good standing, according to .our disciplin .. But
since reading your "in fiddle" sheet my brethren
find a good deal of fault with my "heresy," and
say I'm not "founded on the rock." Now, I want
to ask your readers how long such a man as Comstock would liv in their neighborhoods and not get
a coat of tar? And, if it is not asking too mur.h, I
think it would be a curiosity to see his picture in
THE TRUTH SEEKER, that we may compare it with
"Babcock's devil."
Yours truly,
PaoF. HERSCHELL.

that L. M. Jones and J. W. Puckett (the-champions
of Freethought in this community) should deliver
orations at his grave. Accordingly, on the day ot
the funeral Mr. L. M. Jones was in attendance, and
delivered one of the most touching tributes to the
dead it has ever been our lot to listen to. Nearly
the whole audience was in tears, Christians and all,
and Freethought received an impetus in this communit.y which the church will never check. This
was the first instance in this community where an
Infidel had died without recanting, and the orthodox
ones don't know what to do. Wishing THE TRUTH
SEEKER long years of prosperity, and a safe return for
its editor, I am Yours fraternally, J. L. JoNES,
MONTEZUMA, IOWA, Jan. 25, 1882,
Ma EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER is splendid. I like
to see letters from different parts of the country
giving reports concerning the advancement of Liberalism. I hav never seen any report from Monta.zuma, but there are lots of Liberals in and out of
the church. I would say two-thirds are Liberals in
their views, but we hav never had any speakers,
consequently no organization. I wish Mr. Bennett
good luck.
Yours truly,
M. BoNE.
WE are pleased to learn that H. L. Green is succeeding admirably as a Liberal lecturer. Colonel
Ingersoll recently wrote to him, "It givs me great
pleasure to read of your success in the lecture-field.
You are doing real good work, and you deserve
great success." Mr. Green is now lecturing in western :Michigan. He spoke in Hart on last Thursday
evening. Friends in the West will address him until further notice at Otsego, Allegan co., Mich.
THE annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Paine Memorial corporation was held in Paine Hall
op. Monday morning, Jan. 30, 1882. The affairs of
the corporation were discussed, and it· was found
that only about one-half of the capital stock yet
remained to be disposed of. The corporation is in
receipt of an income which not only enables it to
meet its expenses, but also to put aside a small sum
toward the reduction of the mortgage. General satisfaction was expressed with the present management and the directors, and the old board was reelected.
AL
p
.
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L~~' RINGLE writes to the H~hfax N. S.) M_ayflower· . I h!lv bee!l very. ~usy With my spare time
of l~te lD Circulatm~ petitiOns to both Houses of
Parliament for all: Evi~ence ~mendment act, so t~at
our people _may gi:V eviden?e m the cou:ts by makmg
an affirmatiOn the same as m England smce 1866. In
obtaining signatures in my own locality here, I hav
been unexpectedly_ successf?-1. I hav the names of
nearly all the leadmg men m the country of all religious denominations, even including several of the
clergy. I hav had unmistakable evidence of the
great progress Liberalism has made here in ten
years. I am very proud of my petition. It is as
long as the cere!llonial law, and twice as important.
Our prospects of succeeding, at any rate in our provinciallegislature, are excellent. Besides what the
Toronto friends sent out, I hav sent out petitions to
about thirty different places in this province to be
put in circulation. Hav also written to the premier
of the province and some of the judges in Toronto,
from whom I hav favorable replies. The government will, I hav every reason to think, submit a bill
covering the prayer of petition." Every Freethinker
in Canada should take hold of this work and push it
vigorously. Write to Mr. Pringle for blank petitiona, and get them signed by thousands. Mr. Pringle's address is Selby Lenox county Ontario

MAUSTON, Wis., Feb. 6, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: It givs me pleasure to inform you that
what few Liberals we hav in and around Mauston
recently got Prof. W. F. Jamieson here to giv us a
few more of his sledge-hammer blows at old theology, and on the 29th ~e had a Paine cel_ebration,
t~e first one ever held lU Mauston. All thmgs c?ns1dered, we bad a good turl!lout, and a good feeling
pr~va~led: with a resolution to celebrate Thomas I
'
'
·
Pame s birthday next year. Nearly everybody says I
lliore Post-Office Tyranny.
Mr. Jamieson surpassed his former self in speaking
,
.
of tbe services of Thomas Paine during the Ameri-. ~o THE EDITOR OJ;' 'I HE TRUTH SEEKER, Str:
can Revolution. A. Mr. Brown, of the Methodist Epis·! Will you hay the kmdness to announce to those
copal church of this place, told his dupes that it. of_ the subscr:bers t? The Jiealth Monthly who hav
would not do for them to follow the immoral char-', failed to receive their papers that there are 26,780
acter of Tom Paine and then he went on with the· copies of IJr. Foote's Health Monthly detained at
usual slang of the 'sky-pilots. He daubed it onto!1 Buffalo, forth~ reason, as is alleged by the depart"Tom," as he called him, thick and fast. We got ment, that they bear no evidence of having been
·out some notices and invited the Rev. Mr. Brown to prepaid. This, of course, is a falsehood, because the
meet Mr. Jamieson last Wednesday evening, but nary very fact that they were accepted by the Canadian
a Brown came to the scratch to be corrected or to: department is prima facie evidence that the postage
prove his assertions. Mr. Jamieson had it all his was prepaid? Theycouldj'lot hav otherwise reached
own way for nearly two hours, to the delight of all Buffalo. These 26,000 an(. more papers undoubtedly
present except a few who believed in many lies for cover all of our November issue (the most of which
Christ's sake. But I cannot do justice to the sub- we hav supplied to our subscribers by printing an
ject, having been educated in a coal-mine.
extra edition), the whole or part of our Deoember
Yours truly,
WM. HoLGATE. 1 number, and probably nearly or quite all of our Jen: uary edition. It has been coolly proposed to us that
PARRISH, lJ::L., Jan. 18, 1882.
these papers will be sent to their destination on our
MR. EnrroR: We cannot do Without THE TRUTH forwardmg to the Buffalo office the postage at the
SEEKER, and s~all a~way_s tr~ to r~s?ond when _call~d transient rates, which amounts to $267.80!
on for aid. Liberalism Is still gammg ground m this
It . 11 b
th t th
t d
t
th
t
vicinity, and the day is not far distant when we InWI
e seen a
e po~ a 1 epar men as no
fidels will be considered as respectablG as any of only made a false statement lD reference ~o the matthe orthodox. Our ranks suffered a material loss in ter, as already remark~d, !mt they hav VI~lated one
the death of a young and intelligent Liberal, Mr. of ~he postal laws forbidding ~he ob~tructw_n of the
Thomas D. Moore, who was one of our best posted mails. We hop~ to get our difficultie~ straightened
young men. Re was confined to his bed for several out after a whll~ so th.at our subscribers may be
weeks, and did not despair until about one week properly ser.ved with then· papers. !for the present
before he died, when he saw that death was inevita- we beg the mdulgence of our subscribers.
ble. He insisted all the while during his sickness
Yours truly,
E. B. FOOTB.
tbat he was an Infidel, and his dying request was
Naw York, Feb. 11, 1882.
\
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Sir

ii·ed at best, and, who, I felt quite certain,
Iron-Clad and F.fauna Series.
merely persevered through a gentlemanly
spirit of accommodation. But as Professor
Atonement.. Charles llmdhtugh. 5 cents.
Tyndall continued his muscular exercise in
BY ALHAZA.
§ecnlnt• ntcs~H>ll!dbility. G. J. Holyoake. 5 cto.
boosth1g my ventures, and as Professor Darwin
Some men inay believe that such lofty emotion
Eudd~u:s~ NihiH!olm. Prof. Max Muller. lOcents.
would each time mildly encourage him with a
Is blent with allusions to Dan or to .Goshen,
lltcl.i:.;in:l of lnhu:rlllanity. li'. Harrison. 20.cta~
ten-shilling prod, 1 still continued .. Finally,
That blandishments holy, of pity and love,
when my overcoat and Professor Tyndall's _n,!aa;,,,. o1"'\\.il.elwt·an to Religion. Lyall.
Are showered like rain from some region above.
The Evolution of Poker.
· Such men never studied philosophy right,
rubber galoshes and Professor Darwin's l:.> Co...\ II[,;:.,
i~!:tsny on :~nnr..·ueics. Du.vltl Huffio. tO cents.
,Aud nature, all glowing with beauty and light,
AN INTERESTING SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY INTO THE telescope hat had been added to the heap on
lLa.:.IHA ttnest.ion. Charles Bratllaugh. 5 cents.
Oppresses their vision, as glorious day
COMPARATIV VALUE OF A JACK-FULL AND the extra table brought in to hold the' increasl•~'"'"" A:tam anr! Eve Ont• Fil·st Pal"ents '1
Drives the owl and the bat from its presence away.
FOUR DEUCES.-RAKING THE SO-CALLED ing pile, the hands were called all roHnd, Pro- Cllarlc~
Hr ... J.l.~ugn. 5 ~catt:l.
Such men never bent over historyIs page,
"POT."
fessor Darwin apologetically saying that he
\Vlt;f Do ~:[en Stnt·ve? Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cts.
To know what a Christian will do in his rage.
called
simply
because
he
had
nothing
more
to
IJogit~ of Jr,it"n, Deduced from the Princ1p!c of fl'rcc·
We hav heard that there is a game played
So a stream that the loveliest landscape adorns
t.l.wugnt. u-. J. llulyo,~J.:u. lll ccuts.
Can wash the rank branches Of poisonous-thorns. in the West called draw poker. We hav also bet but his sleeve-buttons, which were a birthA
11•1ea. fot· At.Uit~isRn. Charles Brudlnugh. lOcts.
day present from his wife, Upon the call I
No lovelier Christian than fair Thomas l\Iore
been informed (by 1;10 less an authority than looked at Professor Tyndall. Professor TyaJJ;Q.rg'IJ) or Sntn..U Jli':unili<~s? A. Holyo'akc. 5
·In the reign of King Henry his God did adore.
Col. R. G. Ingersoll, in a political speech) that dalllooked at Professor Darwin, and Professor cent::;.
But Bainham, the barrister, honored the nation
~U,R)ea·~t.H ion Dis})layed, w1th a. Letter of Wm •
.With views that ennobled the humblest vocation. it is played for "fossils," i. e., chips made of Darwin looked at both of us. Professor 'l'yn- Pitt. AudtW llulylMkc. :l ccuts.
He eould not believe that his in1ln!t maker
bone. Such being the case, the following de- dall said he had not foreseen this j that he had 5 ~~zit~~nsoe of S(~Ctaln.t• .n.•r.D;:u'.U:ltles. Chn.s. Watts.
_Would dweli amid spice, in the loaf of a baker,
scription of a game played strictly in the inter- been bounced higher than when he was on top
Is the .Rill>!e Rt.•liablt~? Charles Watts. 5 cents.
Till a piece of that undescribed holiness clung
of the Matterhorn, and had forgotten himself in
ests
of science will be of interest to those who his excitement ; that he W>J.S so sorry he
'~he Cht·istin:n .Jl)ei!.y. Charles \Vatts. 5 cents.
To quicken his heart, threugh the 1llm of his
-tongue.
are familiar with the nomenclature of the ~rame. couldn't think, but he had an ace flush. He then
j}lfol"ltl V ~thte of t.be IHble. Vhus. Watt•- 5 cts.
"Utopia's" author received such a fable,
~~~t·cethong;ht aud M:oclct•n J>t·ogt·csH.
C.
It is needless to add that to us it is all Greek: started to gather in and count up the J"Ot. I
'Watt!:i. 5 cclltt:i~
.
~d had Bainham racked, 'mid the 1llth of his
Ever since General Schenck's admirable checked him, and with tears in my eyes con(Hn.•istU.nnity: Its Nature atHllntlucnce on Vlvtlizo.stable,
fessed I had been very, very wrong, but that tiun. ClitU"lC::I W.~"tts. 5ccat~.
Had him out in the stocks for three days in cold treatis brought it prominently into notice,savants I h>td really supposed Professor Tyndall's
'i~llon~·~ults On At.Bu:-isn:tll. A. J-Iolyonkc. 5 cents.
hav been endeavoring to prove that draw poker
weather,
is justly entitled to consideration. as one of tile strata were more nearly like my own; that 1 Is 'l he;·{~ n ~lora.! «•ovct·not• of tlte Uu.i ..
Himself, too refined for the weight of a feather.
ve.u.·se "! .A.lJolyoaJ\.c. 5 ccut!:i~
exact sciences, beautiFully ~overued by strict- felt. keenly for Professor Darwin, who had been
"Still further to humor his god and his ghost,
J?lliloso}•lay of S(,e.ul:u•i,;Dn. c. Watts. 5 cts.
More had Bainham whipped, tigl;ltly chained to a est mathematical law, i_nstead of being merely dragged innocen1ly into the destructiv contest;
JJias ~Ian a Son I"! Charles Hr:Hll.n1:;h. 5 cents.
one of the eccentric and ruleless recreations in- that I would cheerfully return to him his
post.
Is 'I' here :t God? Charles Br;.tt!laugll. 5 cents.
cident to Americ~tn leisure. Their efforts, how- ves~and comforter and polka-dot handkerchief
".Let heretics die without shadow of steeple."
Labot·'s JP'rn.yei·. Charles Dr:tlllu.ut;h. 5 cents.
But Wolsey, too mild, burned the books, not the ever, seem to be attended by manv complex and telescope hat, and to Profeswr Tyndall
PO'\"eu•t.y; It.::; Cause ami Cure. .M. G. 11. io cents.
people.
difficulties. Having been appointed"a commit- his eye-glasses and galoshes and one collar-butA scorpion lash is a pious propeller,
tee to investigate some interesting experiments ton, and beg both not to mention it; that I had 5 ~~~::n<~e nntl DibleAnttl.gonisttc. t:. Watts.
And the bishop of London wm lend his coal-cellar explained in a recent pnper by Professor Dana been surprised at the tremendous developmental
Cluist.iltn §cbente of Re<leJni•tion. Vllarlcs
For heavenly purpose. R~cks used in good season on the " Correlation of Blind and Str•ddle," effect of the draw upon thP germinal protoplasm Watts.
5 cents.
Will bring stubborn sinners to God and to reason. Professors Huxley, DR-I·win, and Tyndall pur- of my hand, and bad been unnecessarily deluded
IJog·ic of :neath; or, \\... hy Should the Atheist Fenr
More's. life was quite pure, and his character sued their researches from 7:30 P.M. one Sat- into raising; and that I was almost ashamed to Die'( G. J. Holyoake. Hl ccut...s.
·
blameless,
'
Poverty; Its Effects on the PolJtical Condition of the
urday untill1:15 A.M. Sunday, and Professor to say it, as they were friends, but that I had People.
Cll.~rlco Bratllu.ugh. 5 cents.
·
"His genius was lofty, his cruelty shameless.
'three jacks and a pair of queens. I then burst
Huxley,
the
chairman,
reported
as
follows:
I hear people whine of the pious and true,
into tears and began to rake in the small change.
.
"
Your
committee,
after
arduous
labor
and
I hav shown what such holy emotion~ will do,
Ne\\' .Iii f.:.~ of .navhl.. Charlcs·Bmdhmgh. 5 cents.
great exp~nse, find that, while the Dana theory In this I was assisted by Professor Darwin
But do not forget that they burnt Bainham too.
200 Q.uu~stioils \'\~i'U.unut A.nslvers. 5 cents.
who cert"inly displayed "the utmost stuicis~
as
contained
in
his
of
ElevatiOn
of
Straddles,
And Latimer cried," God omnipotent reigns,"
J)inJ.o~·nc Ut•t"·een n. (Jltr:istiau ~lission•
paper, is con·eot in the premis,_it is sometimes lhroughout. At length, when the huge pile ary
While a Catholic roast"d in hammock of chains.
u.a.t~ a ()!l!lincse .;.i;.[~UH~Ul"i.at. lUcent~:;.
disastrously fallacous in the conclusion. One was sorted and the value roughly estimated, I
How deceitful !md foolish the exqnisit chime
(tueri<'s §nbmitte:l to the Bench of Bisll•
'That calls some to sni"lfel, and others to cri"me.
of the experiments tried by your committee thought to console J:tim and asked him what he Ol)!>i by a '"''~ak ~n11.t. Z~a.lous CJitt•istinu. 10
cents.
And poverty dies, steeped in hunger and care,
proved this, as follows: The se11ior hand, g!JV- had. The horror of Professor Tyndall and
"While luxury mutters a beautiful prayer 1
erned by myself, consisted before the draw of myself can only be imagined by your learned 5 ~~~~ch Aft.el" He:.veu <tlU[ Jlell. A. Holyoal<c.
one stratum of ensangnined jacks, one stratum body when we saw Professor Darwin deliberNe"'v .f'...~ife o1· .Joun.~. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5cents.
of sable queens, and one accidental but wc.rth- ately first pocket the neatly folded bank-notes
A Few ~~·ords ,\,bout the Devil. Clms. Brutl" The Dea(l Sleep Well."
and
then
the
rolls
of
guineas,
and
then
put
ln.ugll.
5 c~uts.
less diamond-almost as valuable a formation
BY GEORGE E. MACDONALD.
N~\V Lif2 of .lfaeob. Ch:t.rlcs nra.d.l.lugh. 5 cents.
as that instanced by Professor Dana. The sub- Professor Tyndall's watch in his fob, and try
!banie.d. the D1•eamer. J\. llolyo:tke. 10 cents
senior hand, engineered by Profes~or Tyndall on Professor Tyndall's, galoshes, and adjust
This life is a war to the most Of men,
SpeciJncn of the llibic. Esther A. Holym1Ke.
was nearly homogeneous with small spades, th~ Professor Tyndall's eye-glasses on his nose and
And the end of the fray is defeat;
10 cents;
test
them
by
running
over
my
hand
again;
and
We conquer of enemies one out of ten,
beautiful continuity beil1g only bobtailed at one
Ad!l of the A}>ostlcs; A Farce. A. llolyoake. IU
.Who rises to meet us m con1lict again,
end by a healthy bnt inefficacious heart. The put on my overcoat and stuff the pockets
While nine lay us prone at their feet.
junior hand, under the managemeut of Pro- thereof with the mortgages and deeds and cents.
fessor Darwin, consisted before the draw, as he checks, etc., which had accumulated, and then vfu'~~~uili'~~~~~-!l.s]i>ccts of C1ol"istianity. A.llolOur_ temporal triumph is but for an hour,
states, of one thin stratum of deuces with ,pa;s in the fossils to me to be cashed, and . , Twelve Apostl-es. Chn.rlcs Brn.dl:mgh. 5 cents.
Qne foe we see ever ahead,
lVIlo '\\'·as .i csu~i t.;hriHt "! Charles Bradluugh. _
three substrata of detritus-an eight, a fo~r and finally, with a delicate smile of condolence skin
Who goet)l abroad like a whirlwind of power,
cents.
'
"Through the vale of Gehenna and Eden's bower,
a six of assorted suits. Professors Tynd>Jl and out four deuces and a king.
\Vhnt
.
'' Yoq:r committee beg to state that the Dana 5oonts. Dhl .Tesu~1 rlreac1t? Charles Br!ldlaugh.
And marketh his way with the dead.
J?arwin having duly entered, I generously upt
theory is pernicious and fraudulent in the exlien"·Life
of,.!~blt"aha:111.. Ch:w. BradL.'tugh. 5 cts.
lifted
the
revenue
to
the
extent
of
the
limit
The King of TeiTors men Clt!l this scourge,
.New IJife o.f 1"1.:x:£c~..;. Ch:1.rlus Br..tdbug!L 5 cents.
which in our CltSe was £10. To this Professo; treme. In conclusion I would respectfully beg
Whose armor is brass, and whose breath
A Secu!a!r JP':--a;;·(\:-·. ,\ ::.~:,.-.,; 1:•·. !'•·:· doz .. tO cts.
Tyndall readily acceded. Professor Darwin to withdraw my offer to make at my own exArouses the. billows that foam and surge
demurred for several minutes, arra.nged andre- pen..•e a scientific investigation of the theory of
Like an ocean upstiiTed by the demiurge,
CENTENARY OF VOLTAIRE.
And whose waves overwhelm us in death.
arranged his strata ih an nncertain and, as we Professor McCosh, of Princeton, that 'straights
·
thought, nervous manner, bnt finally concluded are absolute in jack-pots.' Professor Tyndall
To some at the dawning of day he appears
~XJLE
his me~litatton and comributed quite a handsome al~o desires m~ to ~ay_ that his failing health
As the first 1lnsh of sunrise has come;
•
fossil collec•ion toward the general center. will prevent hlS eqmppmg and accompanying
Ere we reap the fruition of ripening years,
To me he then dealt one substratum, to Pro~ the proposed party to explore the glaciers of His Life and 1Vorks in France
While the earth is as yet but a valley of tears,".
and Abroad.
And the voice of the weeper is dumb.
~essor Tyndall one, 3;nd to ~imself tilree. Apply- the Jungfrau, and says they must equip themmgmyself to the taxu.lerm1st's art, I soon discov- selves or stay at home."
(England, Holland. Belgium, Prussia, "switzerland), with
Anon he draws nigh at the noontide fair,
Accompanying the above was a minority
unpubll~hed letters of Voltaire and Mme.
ered that my formation of jacks had been wonWhen the 1lower of our days is in bloom;
Du Chatelet.
report as follows:
And we feel not the weight of the burdening care derfully enriched, the triple strata of which even
'_'~he _Dana theory, in my opinion, is the most
BY REI.\'J.<\MIN GASTINEAU.
Till the hope that upheld us has turned to despair now, resting u!Jon my stratum of qneens, quite
' filled my hand-. Profe~sor Tyndall then after stnkmg mstance of transmicted Simian instinct Translated with the author's approval by Messrs. F. Vo·
And our star disappears ill the gloom.
gell and Edmond l>ubourg.
.
examining his newly acquired stratum with evi- I hav yet seen. Although. apt to mislead at
Once more his approach is the close of a day
This work Is an e.pltome of the l!fe of the great Infidel,
dences of suppressPd emotion, advanced one first s~ght, ils finer and more deeply se~tted and
When the task that was laid has been done·
for those who cannot afford the higher priced life, by
fossil, to the value of £2. Professor Darwin reasomngs ure among the noblest and most im- Ja!lles Parton, and yet want to know all about Voltaire. it
When the harves~ of autumn is garnered a w~y;
is JUSt the work. It was written by Benjamin Gastineau
took a panoramic view of his strata, and neatly proving studies in the contemplation of the as- of
Our children's chrldren ~tround us play,
P.ris. and tr•nslated for us wlth his approval by 1<':
covered that, and, to my great delight a•lded cent and descent of man. I beg to inclose my Vogelt and Edmond Dubourg. It contains an account of
And the race that was set has been run.
~~w!r dues_ for eighteen months to the Royal Voltaire's youth, his exile In Eo gland, Holland, Belglnm,
a
smaller
fossil
to
the
value
of
ten
shilli~gs.
I
Prussia,
and Switzerland; his relations wtth J~a.n Jacques
Yet not in anger ere rides this knight
promptly covered both deposi~s, and then pro- Soc1ety, w1th advance. payments for the year, Rousseau, FreUerJck the Great, Catherine II., and Pope
Of the sable plume, and whose steed
BenedictXIV.j
he did at Ferney, how be improved
ceeded to hoist Professor Darwin to the extent and to state that 1 Will cheerfully contribute the town, built awhat
church, fought the Jesuits. and defended
Has a color as pale as the snow1lake white,
£500 towards the contemplated 'Olassificatibn the victims of religious hatred and persecution. It de.
of
£10.
Still
further
to
my
delight
Profeosor
And a gentle footstep that falls as light
scribes his triumphant return to Paris after hiS years of
Tyndall elevated me in like ratio. I naturally of th~. Bin~- Tailed Monkeys of Madras' by exile. and CllUB With Chapters on hiS WOrk. biB phl!osophl.As the Ilower drops the ripened seed.
feared that now Professor Darwin would_retire. your ulustrwus body. I hav to-day decided to fealt~·:~em, his enemies, and soiF.e hitherto unpublished
Though he send us soiTow and sore dismay,
So ~id Professr•r Tynd!l-11, who half regretted t.ake a pleasure trip around the wodd, and will Many volumes hav been written upon Voltaire, but none
He tears not a. hope from the breast.
its size contains so much information as this. From it
~av:mg ~:~ut on so agrcss1v a front to his usually forwa:d to yo_ur museum,. at my own expense, of
a clear idetl. can be obtained of the tmmense influence he
We look for a recompense one day
t1m1d fnend. But to our immense satisfaction all obJects of mterest commg under,my notice. ;~3r~~~ ~~~~~~~~ge~~ det~1~ ~g~lth~i~~~s~~~i~n~ g~~~~~
]'or the loved and lost one borne a wa.y;
8
0
"Respectfully mbmirted,
Professor Darwin, after again reviewing his
In.the end he restores us rest.
to step out of the orthodox paths of thought.
" CHARLES DARWIN, F.R.S.
strata to see if they were all there, not only nimP RIVE, PAPER. 75 cents; CLOTH. $1.00.
On the shadowy shore or the great unknown
Address )). ~1. Bennett, 1418th st., New . ork,
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bly ascended Profesor Tyndall's elevation but
There dashes no wave of care.
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The seeds of contentment in peace are sown,
JOicmg secretly m the w1sdom of the Dana the- subject I will cheerfully defPr my trip, and
Transformed to a song is the broken moan
Books of Practi~al Value.
C. D."
ory, but with an ttrtful simulation of hesitation shall be proud to s~rve.
'
. And sorrow surcease finds there.
designed to encourage my fellow-investigators,
So, calm and peaceful, we fall asleep,
Lov~ and Transit ion.
I again climbed over both precipitous heaps to
And the world moves over our head.
A poetic volume. meant to ald Inquirers. It Is an epic
the extent of £10. Then beganacontestwhich
e]ucidated by four love-histories, and an argument in nine
The stars abo-ve us their vigils keep,
now comes to me like a blurred and hideous
cantos, dealing with the past, present, and relations of
No dream shall disturb our slumber deep,·
PROVIDENCE, R. l. Jan. 1, 1R81. change, science, morals, and institutions, to human needs
dream. Professor 'Jyndall l!)aped 'Over me,
By direction of Dr. York (my medical adviser and spirit and duties. .Near 200 pp., well bound. Price $1.00.
For sweet is the rest of the dead.
Professor Darwin hopped over him, and I turned guide), I will send postpaid upon receipt of
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of price by
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Christian Murderer,
Thomas More.

the struggle were passed by immense majorities. Mr. Bradlaugh was accompanied to the
hotel by a cheering crowd of several thousand." :Mr. Bradlaugh trusts the Rev. G. F.
Head will obey the apostolic injunction, and
" pray without ceasing."
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SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR
WITHOUT FRAME.
Sent by Itiail for Fifty cents l
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Price. 25 cents.

Jo'or sale at this office.
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[From the Hous< and HtYTn.<, N. Y.]
Among the snccess!ul physicians who ha.v clepatted
tr'Jm the nnrrow })eaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
Dr. Fellows, ot Vineland, N. J. His principles e.re true,
h1 system based upon sclentfic !act."
[F>·om the (Mo.) Ltbeml.
The reputation of Dr. FeUows 1s sufllclent to warrant
any one iu reposing confldenr.e Jn h1s slrtll and ability.
'1 hose In need of his a!u should not fall to consult, h!m at
once. Procmstin3tion is the thief of time, and often costa
th~ life of a humau bein2.''

Lectures by George Cllainey.
VOL, I. CONTAINS
J . essons from the Life and Work of Karl Heinzen; Minot
Savage's T!Liks <Lbout God; :Mom! Objections to tlte God
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_The Church of the Future.
D. M.
HI Elghtllat, N.
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SCIENCE A.ND 'l,HEOLOGY :
Ancient and Modern •
By JAJ!U;S A.N'I'HONY I<'ROUDE.
Pt1ce. 2~ c~~nt11

THE

Bennett-Mair Discussion.

THE

BETWEEN

GODLY WOMEN OF THE BIBLE.

D. M. BENNE'I''I' and G.lU.lU!liR.

BYAN

(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

The fullest Discussion yet Published,
giving the Do,;"nu•s and ()Jahns ot
Christilutity l\ "thorough Ex·
aiUination J>ro and con.

sy'i~~~~bo0f0 ~efrgfo~~~i~f8~d ~~~~nfg:t:gno~i~h~h~~~J~tfan

1. Christianity is neither new nor originu.~i, being borrowed or copied from much older systems of religion.
11 0

~~oJ~~~ ~~~ ~~fvf~gi~1 is r~~£;1~n~ t ~J~~~~~n~e~g~~~~~3~ratff~g
1

the mytllical story of Jesus and bls virgin mother. (b)
Other so-calle<lsavlors and redeemers luw been believed

i~ea~:ro~:p~~·lt:;~1 r~~~~~e~;eo~ c;~;;;1 eudefg~e t~,}~a~\:N:~v~~

~~i~~:e~;{~~~- in<c(;~~~.;~s~f~~n1i~yn~fla~ ~~~Fn~·{~t{ls~af~a~~~~~

systems from nve hundred to two thousa,nd years before
Christianity was known In tlle world.

fu1i~~~~~~e;l;~t~c r~~~~nt~t~[h~~~~!~b~~e~~~ ~g~n~~~~ ~
8

LlFE OF VOLTAIRE.
.BY JkMES PAUTON.

self was written !Jy men 1lly informed in scientific knowl-

With Po~traits and otbe•• lllnstratious,

110Ule of tbero
ln tl.Je Jnsan41

1

AND

reltglon as to Jesus.
s. The story of Jesus and his mission In t.he world is unh1atorlca1; it is not corrolJorated by contemporaneous history.
4. The teachings of Jesus are dcfectlv in morals, intelligence, and scientUic information, and, so far as they are of
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oldest reform journal in the
United States,
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the result of self-abuse In youth, eexuul excesses tn tnn.turer
Vflf\rl!, or other ClYUse-.., and pToducin~ 1\ome of tho foBowh1g efft>et&t
Emission a (night. emiflslona by dreams), Dlm-

"N ervouanesn, Semlnnl

&exuf:.· Power, &e., J'ontlering mar:-lnga improper or unhllPPYt an
thc·rc-_.::;..lly and purmuuently cured Ly no

1 ernlS ~2.00 pe>· annum.
ed Into three parts:·
weekly lecture delivered by George
~

()nres all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS..
BASES.
St)erinatorrliea an<l Impotency,
41'1

PU·BLISHED EVERY SATURDAY

story ef
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.A tegn.htrly educ!\fed and le{!n.Uy qualified phyelcf.a.n, and the
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edge, and does not harmonize with tlle facts and principles
in mtture known t-0 !Je true.
5
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Ungodly Woman of the 19th Century.
Nearly 850 pages. Price, paver, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cts.

THf SHAKfR fYf ANO fAR
BALSAM
Is proving to hundreds the most efticactoua remedy for
all deleterious a1Iections. li'al11ng sight, tlullness of hearing, or ' 4 roaring" of the ears, ae well as overstrained and
weak eyes, are tmmedlately 1m proved by Its use. Inflalll·
matlons and all ophthalmic dl!licultles regulatetl.
80 cents per box.
Address
G. A. LOMAS,
ttf
Shakers, N.Y.
week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
$6 6 a Address
H. HALLin' & Co., Portland, .Maine.

'l HE PYkAMID 0~., GIZEH.
1

The Relation of Ancient Egyptian Civ.

This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years : cu f 8 ~~;s~oacJrJ~~ trc~sf~t~t~s ~~~:~~ISt 1~n~~~;~e~e:~ta~
In its preparation, is now ready, lt Is In t\""o large vol-,Jnstcnd of being a religion of love, it has been a reftglon
ilization to the ~Hebrew Narrativs
umes. on heavy paper, ~nd printed in bold\ c.ear type.
of hllte, contention, war, and bloodshed. It has fostered
.Mr. Parton as a historian and lJiographe.r 1as no superior, ignorance, superstition, and falsehood, and has retarded
in Genesis and Exodus, and
as his biogru:phtes of Jackson. Franklin. Je:f!erson, Greeley, educa.t1on mu\ science in the world. It recognizes n.nd
Burr, ancf Butler prove, and his great abil1ty 1s even more ! supports r,he o1Jnox1ous systems of kingcraft and pr1est- the Relativ Claims of JYioses and the
manlfest tn this work. It is a Tabor of love, as well as a craft, upholding slavery, despotism, L\nd every form ot' opPyrarnicl to Inspiration Considered.
monument of research and scholarship. lt 1s just, candid, pression in its assertion tllat all power Is of God. As a
d1scrlminattng, and exact, describing Voltaire as he was, a proof of this tho le<Lders and brfght st<.u·s of the Christian
By VAN llUJU:N UENSJ.OW, J.J•. l ) .
transcendent philosopher, a great reformer, a brtltlant wit church hav been among the wori3t tyrants and Ol)pressors
and poet, and setting forth what faults he hnd as a man. of Imman IiiJerty.the world has known.
Price, 25 cents.
It Is the firs~ truthful and thorough biography Voltaire has
6. The Jllble and Christianity llav oppress~d wonmu and
had in the English language. It is a most 1nterestln_g por- hav deprived her of the rights to which by nature sho is
traiture of a truly remarkable ma.n, whether he ts viewed justly ent1tled
as the champion of Liberalism, u powerful and persever7. The Bib1e. and Christianity are unprogressiv in tlH~lr
ing foe to bigotry, or as the fertllschoiar of every bra ncb nature· tlley are founded upon the doctrln and authority in which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
of literature and advocate always and everywlu•re o! tol- of God'himself, and are therefore incapable of progret:s
erance and liberty. It is the arsenal from whlcll Liberals and improvement
is shown to be devil-worship, with some obwill draw woaponoto refute the slanders and lies of the
8 The Bible and Christianity do not teach the higher
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation will claSs of truth and the best variety of religion wllich man- servations upon the horrible and cruel ordi·
make it the authOrity In regard to hla life, hla work, hla kind are capable of receiving.
nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt.off.,rings.
death,
Price,
u.uo.
By
the VERY REY.EVANDA.VIES,LL,D,,
In two vols. Svo. Priu, $6; halt calf, $11.
Address
D. U. BENNE'.l'T,

ECCE DIABOLUS,

Addtell, D. u. B~unett. 14lll:l&hth at .. New York.

141 Eiahth at., New York.
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TH·E · ·

fdds and ,6nds.
IF. all previous religions hav been false, is it not
reasonable and inferable tbat this ·one is no better;
at least :tio more truthful! If a !!ian ll(ls ninetynine times is he not very llkelv to lie the hundredth
time! Of course he is not certain to do so, but unless we had some proof, incontrovertible proof, of
what he told us, we should be justified in doubting
his word. Now because all other mythologies hav
been false it is not a positlv proof that Christian
mythology is false also. But wher. we know tbat
It is improbable, unnatural, unscientlJlc, and impossible, it stands to reason that It is more than
donbtful.-Elmina D. 8ltmker.
RElllEllliER that as it is a shame to be surprised
if the fig-tree produces figs, so is it to be surprised
if the world produces such and such things ·of
which it is productiv; and for the physician and
the helmsman it is a shame to be surprised if a
man has a fever or if the wind is unfavorable.
To look for the :tl.g in winter is a madman's act:
such Is he who looks for his child when it is no
longer allowed.-.4ntoninua.
AND on the morrow when they were come from
Bethany he was hungry; and seeing a fig-tree afar
o:trhaving leaves, he came, if hapiy he might find
anything thereon; and when hecame"to it he fou•d
nothing but leaves, for the time of :figil was not yet
And Jesus answered and said unto it, No man eat
fruit of thee hereafter forever. And his disciples
heard it (Mark xl, 12-14). [In the corresponding
passage, to use the pulpit phrase, in Matthew xxi,
10-22, we re{ld that the disciples "marveled;" atld
no wonder. Tbe commentators are ingenious
enough an!l can split hairs as w611 as any man, but
they hav not succeeded fu giving anything like a
rational explanation of the teacher's extraor!llnary
conduct, Whoever turns to the passages fudleated
will find ample matter for "marveling." The figtree withered at or.ce, and the leg'ends in whicll it
is imbedded are dead a.t the roots, and they cannot
11aunt their leaves many years longer.-Hylaw.]
IN Evangelic! am the old Puritan element has become thin and sour; whilst Ritualism is surely the
most v11pid form of sacerdotalism ever imposed
on e:trerolnate nature. Adherents of both phases
of opinion may hav great merits in point of practical zeal. But were it not that a party of equal
sincerity and greater breadth of view still remains
within the church, it would be hard 1or any male
person of Liberal views to havanythingto do With
it. Such a man would stand aside and -let the dead
bury their dead. He would. be curious to know
how long a creed could retain its vitality after the
brains had been t;J.ken out,but I would take little
interest in the precise details of the decay which
must inevitably ensue.-Leslie Stephen:
SOIENOE and criticism combined hav destroyed
tlle faith of free inquirers in the Bible. • . • Unless the authenticity of tbe historical books of the
·New T~stament can be certainly established, we
bav no eye-Witnesses of the Christian miracles at
all· and in the absence of snell testimony, the adve~se arguments derived from the uniformity of
nature and from mythological analogy, which
traces the belief iD miracles to the! universal propensities of uncritical ages, rush in With over, whelming force. In fact, in almost any book. written by a learned man who feels himself at liberty
to say what he really thinks, you will soon find the
miracles abandoned, though it may be With evident reluctance.-Goldwin Smith.
THoU seest hOW rich the Christian iS. Even if he.
will he cannot destroy his salvation by any sins
how grievous soever, unless he refuse to believe.
• . • Be thou a sinner, and sin boldly, but still
more boldly believe and rejoice' again in Christ.
From him sin shall net separate us; no, though a
thousand times in every day Wfl should co=it
fornication and murder. • • • If in faith an
adultery were cOI!llllitted, it were no liin.-.J(nrtin
Luther. [On second thoughts I am almost inclined
to wish that I had not transcribed the utterances of
Luther. But" what is writ is writ," as the noble·
Byron says, taking his· cue from Pontius Pilate.
Luther had many virtues, and Freethinkers will
thank him for what he has done well and try to
forget what he has done amiss. His dogma of justification by faith blinded his naturally strong mind
and made him speak and write stark, staring nonsense without knowing it. If he had always, or
even often, spoken as foolishly, his n~me and
memory would by this time hav perished from
earth. Were our Ingersoll or the English Bradlaugh to utter such trash. wouldn't there be rejoicIng among the saints 7 We fondly hope and confidently believe that they will never be so far left to
themselvs, or rather that they will never get so
far beside themselvs, as to utter such incoherent
babble.-Hy!aa:.]
LET any fair-minded person read "The Llght of
Asia," and note how similar the supernatural inc1dents are, in many instances, to the eupernaturnl
incidents of the New Testament narrative, and the
conceit that Christianity is a supernatural religion,
or the only one, must receiveamagniJlcent rebuke.
Here are supernatural incidents related so remark.ably similar· to those of -the New Testament, that if
. the latter are accepted as so many facts there Is no
reason whv the former should not be; ill which
case we hav two supernatural religions o:q our
hands, "which," as Euclid says, "is absurd."-J.
0

W. (Jhu.dwick.
THE peculiar excelrlenoe of tJ.Je Wlitings of Epictetus consists in their simple and noble earnestness
Their real heart-felt love of good and hatred of
evil, which we are in the habit of supposiil.g an exclusivly Christian feeling, does manifest itself very
finely and beautifully in them. Epiotetus knew
nothing of Christianity.-(Jhambers's1Jlncyclupedia.
.
.
IF thoU hadst a step-mother and a .mother at the
same time, thou wouldst be dutiful to thy stepmother, but still thou wouldst constantly return to
thy mother. Let the court and philosOphy now be
tO thee
and mother; return to philo~, ophy
;tn her, through whom·

''i~;d;'ili;;i·!i~~~~~e·co;urt appearsthe
to
!!i

A MAN out West call~ his wife Crystal, because
she is always on the watch.
A Texas. Siftings editor's e:trort at type-setting:
"Tqe SoN.li onqE ciJ:cuyaR B'BW-i,m su&du!!l Wqen
IBJUG."

ALAM
ONTADA,
BrainanU the Bi~le;
THE

OR,

.

"IF I thought I was gOing to become gray, I
should die I" exclaimed Miss Springle. When she
turned gray she did dye, sure enough.
M.AJ.UoN county, Georgia, is dumbfounded over
a preacher asking for his back salary for three
years. He has been paid $15, and that was sup•
posed to be enough to run him for several years
yet.-

THE HABE

188~.

THE CONFLICT
BETWEEN
A narratlv, by

MENTAL SCIENCE AND THE-·

OLOGY.

AND THE FISH.

The Hare and the Fish having borrowed tobacco
of each other for several monthS, and agreeing
perfetly well on politics, set out to make a journey
together and see the sights of the world. They
had not proceeded many miles when a Wolf was
discovered in pursuit. "The Hare at once started
oft" at the top of his speed, but the Fish called out:
"Do not leave me thus; I cannot rnnl".
"A Fish who cannot run has no business to make
a .Journey," replied the Hare, and away he fiew.to
save his bacon.
The Fish hurried after as fast as possible, and
both found themselvs on the bank of a river, while
the Wolf was .yet a furlong away. The Fish at
once rolled into the water and darted away, but the
Hare shouted 1lfter him:
"Do not leave me; I cannot sWim."
"A Hare who cannot ..swim has no business to
make a journey," and he sailed away and left the
Hare to be eaten on the half-shell.
MORAL.
An Owl who had overheard the a:trair from his
perch in a persimmon-tree drew down his left eye
and softly"said: ·
"You don't know a Man until you hav traveled
With him."
A WEEK ago a b.right and chatty yoUng- woman
called at a house on Cass avenue and endeavored
to make a sale of a book entitled "Home and
Mother." The lady of the house received her in
the usual ten-degrees-below fashion, and, utterly
refusing to look at the book, she said:
"I havn't any money, and I know that my hilsband won·t pay for it."
"It is a book highly spoken of by the press."
... Yes, I know, but my husband is queer."
"And you see the supertor style of binding."
"I know, but my husband_would call it bosh and
trash."
"Shan't I can when he is at home !"
"That would be useless. He wouldn't even look
at it, and he hates female book agents:"
•·Does he!"
"Yes; he abhors them. I know he' dOesn't even
treat them civillY when they call at his office."
"Is that so!" mused the girl, and when she left
the house she, for some reason· or other, started.
right down town.
The lB4y of the house might hav forgotten Ghe
incident in five or six years but for a sort of climax. When her husband ·came up "to dinner he
handed her a copy of "Home and Mother," With
0

the remark:
·• Happened to see it as I passed a second-hand
bookstore, and thought perhaps you'd like it."
"Yes-ah-but, Henry, a glrl was here trying to
sell me this very book riot over two hours ago,"
stammered the wife.
"Was, eh! W611, she probably got discouraged'
sold out to a second-hand dealer; and skipped the
city. Is dinner ready!"
·
Dinner was ready, but somehow the Wife had no
appetite, and since that she has fits of abstraction,
glances suspiciously around at times, and has been
seen coming out of second-hand bookstores.
THE llLOOliUNGDALE (ILL.) ""EYE'S." CALENDAR

FoR 1882.
Jan. 29th (Sun.).-Sun rises in "the.morning and
sets in the evening as us1Jal. The editor expert_
ences his tri-yearly change of shirt. In 1801 Bill
Jones saw a real live legislator on the street who
didn't think that "Congress" coulen't get along
Without him. Conjunction of Jerry Thomas and
Tom and Jerry, which passed each other'slequator
several timesin one coneecutiv day.Ju1y4thand
Jan. 1st. ·
30th (Mon.)-A reporter seen With a dollar in his
pocket, 1771. Dogs should be planted in the dark
of the moon, Fanny Davenport makes her fare_
well tour, 1819.. washington, father of his conn_
try, will probably be that father in about six
months, Jan. 4, 1775.
(Tues.) 30th.-The Sunny (!lime girls take a Wink
at the Eye. The blonde's our oyeter. Moon has
left Apogee and gone to Perigree. Tom Ashley in
perihelion. Nails first appeared on Adam. Bill
Shakspere swore O:tr in 1861. He had to, he died
then. A big scandal brewing in Normal. Smallpox thought to be dangerous.
(Wed), Feb. lat.-St. Valentine getting ready to
make his debut. Columbus stood an egg on its little end in 1492. Bad weather for cat concerts.
Another New jersey bank cashier gone to Europe
suddenly. A lady eloped that was not beautiful
and.charming, 2882.
·
c:rhurs.) 2d.-Wine, women, and song thought to
be great stu:tr bY Martin Luther in his time; he
said so. The editor of our esteemed contempo.
rary buys his first ton of coal. Eclips of Rev.
Ho:trman by Zettle Robinson. Peoria quaran.
tined; too many people hang out there.
(Fri.) 3d.-The moon chuck full, like the boys.
A drouth in the cigar supply on account of the failure in the cabbage crop. Easter Sunday and
ground hog day not yet. · The Eye fiops and becomes a missionary paper. "Didn't know it was
loaded" was one of the first strong points discovered about the mule.
(Bat.} 4th.-Day before Rest-Day, Winter linger_
ing in its· own lap. Jack ~rost contemplating a
trip to the North Pole, 4000 B. o. Liquor ~evm feet
deep at the Ashiey House bar; everybody taking a
snake. St.
turpentine wouldn't cure a dea,d
··
thousand Eyu Visible to the
na•tea.-uYu•..~.A.qlmJ::l1lso-q.1:,o~. a Pionic.
·

.Tohatnt Heinrich Daniel Zschokke,

BY

Translated from the German by

EDGAR C. BEALL.

IRA' G. MOSHER, LL.B.

"W.ITH A PREFACE BY

Meinungen und Begri:ffe lassen sich

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

nicht beschneiden mit der eisernen
"Truth wears no mask; bows at no human shrine:
seeks neither place nor applause: she only asks a hearing. Scheere der Gewalt.
Let no mali fear corruption from her teaching, though
new; neither expect good from _error. though long
beUeved.'"
Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.
Price, $1.50.
For sale at this office.•
~old

by D. M. BENNETT; 141 EIGHTH,
STREET, NEW YORK.

M~N.

Modern Thinkers,
WHAT THEY THINK .AND WHY.

A monthly journal, eight pages, 25 cents
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW,
·
perannnm.
Wwh
an Introduction by R. G. IngersoU.
Man Is the exponent of the prlncl•les·ot the National
Liberal Le•gue, whfoh Is an organization made np of local
societies. known as Auxiliary Liberal Leagues. There .s~~~~~~ihJa~~~?t~~i>a~~~~e,;J;~fr~~~~·s~:~~~l,
are now fl86 of these Leagues.
Prof. Ernst Haeckel.
The objects of the NatlonalLiberalLeague are In brief:· and
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
Price, $1.50.
141 Eighth' street, N. Y. city.
~q~~:at't:'U~Rfi';,";~~~ ~t;r~'t.r';,~~~!~;"~~c~~~~!~foJ~'i
the pnbllc schools. abolition of l5undsy iaws, abolition of
chal'lalncies, prohibition of public appropriation for rellg- "How I Cored :Myselt" of the Opium and
~':,~_.\'urpeses, and all other measures for the same gener~l
ltlcu·pbine Habit."
Charter fee for an Anxlllary .......• , ..... , ... $ 5 00
Address,
with
stamp,
A. E. JONES,
Annual Membership ...•.•....•.. :. . • . . . . . . . . . 1 00 ,
......•......•............. 25 00
Life
"
Prospect, Oneida Co., N.Y.
2t6
Address,
·
T. C. LELAND, Secretary,
Correspondents Wanted.
5t5
744 Broadway, New York, N. Y
I am all alone In the world, and wonld like to correspond
with a few moral, temperate, aud Liberal gentlemen with
ANALYSIS[:: RELIGIOUS BELIEF. a view to matrlmonJ• should there be found among them

tr'l:;~~Y~~10:3y0~1!~~u~{e~b~~\:~. :gg g~~"ed~ii,~~

g~\,~~g. pl~::i"t~Yrt 1~J'~:~~~~s~~oa~e';!~~t!~ ~:h~~~

to offer but myself. ~lends will please Inclose stamps for
John Russell, tWice Premier of England. Complete f~om replies.
Address
the London edition. 745 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
S~
JENNIE JONES; Snowville, Va.
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

FROM BEIDND THE BARS.
A

series ()f letters

writte~

in prison.

AN INFIDEL. ABR0 AD •

·A

LABOR DOLLARo
BY

BYD.M. BENNETT.
Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
.

THJ.J

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS
PRICE TEN CENTS.
Address.
D. M:. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street,. city, N. Y

series of letters written during a ten-

weeks visit in Europe.
BY D. .M. BENNETT.
850 pages. Price, $1.50.

·

------~-------------

THE SEDI.TIC GODS AND THE
BIBLE.
Treatln_g upon the gods of the Semitic nations, Including
Allah, Jehovah, Satan. the Holy Ghost, the VIrgin Mary,
and the Bible. l'o tne latter 2SO poges are devoted, snowtug tnat oooR to,~ a very Interior 11rodnctlon for a first=~~- ce!~/~io~.lf.nnett: SS\1 Jari:e pages. Paper

••DESIGN" IN NATURE.
REPLIES TO THE

"Christian Guardian" and" Chris·
tian Advocate."
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
This pamphlet was considered necessary because the
paper attacking Mr. Pringle refu&ed to publish his reply
to it. Its criticism was upon Mr. Pringle's argument
against design in nature, and this work contains both the
attack and reply. It Is valuable, as It presents the strong.
est Christian evidence for the existence of God with the

Thirty Difiijcussions, Hible Stories, cofJ~:t!o"~gn~:.e'"S'o~g'i'flth'\:~~~~~on.
Essays, and Lectures.
<11!72 outfit
A WllEK. $12 a day at home easily made. Coot
'iP
free~. Address TRUE & Co., Angusta, Maine.
·BY D. M. BENNETT.

700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

Interrogatories to Jehovah.
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety of subjects.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

ES~AYS

and LECTURES.

BY B.F.UNDERWOOD.
Embracing, Inlluence of Christianity on Civilization;
Christianity and M~teriallsm; What Llberollsm Offers In
Place of Chrlstllmity; Sclent.lfic Materialism· Woman;
Spiritualism from a M•terlallstlc Stan~olnt; Paine, the

~lfn'il'i ~~~f:~~':"~~~~~e~r.rb~~~~:~n~ng~~\~:~

of Chrlstlanlty:Ji. the Author!•y of the Bible; Freethought

J'l!W~~ls.lti>a~~~ssb ~~~~ec~r6.t~·
THE

Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times. Glvs a fnll account of all the gods the nations of the earth

~:~u':'':S~~f~t~4vl~;f~d~fJ~~~~a~h~11~~i!?:n~0J~.~~~·:a

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBRAOING

Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOOTE, l\I,D.
This book IB a plain talk abont the human sYStem, the
habits of ~en and women, the canses and prevention of
disease, our sexual relations and social natnres. It Is med·
icalcommon sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
·of chronlc diseases, the natural relations of men •nd
women to each other, scclety, love, marriage, parentage
etc. Embe!Ushed with two hundred lllustratlons. rrtoe
$1.50. Bold by.
D. l!l. BENNETT,
Ul Elrhth 1treet. Ne"lY York.

BLISS'S

Electro-Magnetic
·
Planchette.

Designed Especiall:t: to Develop ;MedinJil'
istic Persons as Writing ltledinws.
fully all the religious systems of!lbe world, Including Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chrmtlanlty. Two volumes.
After months of careful study and experiment, Mr.
1884 pages. By D. M. Bennett; written In prison. Cloth, James A. Bliss, the well-known medium, of Prov!dedn~1!
$Spa volume, or $5 for the two volumes; leather, $7; mo- R. 1. (formerly of Philadelphia, Pa.), has perfecte
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
Writing Plancliette, and although many Improvements bOY
been made, the].lrlce rema.lns the same as heretoforo,
Bliss's Electro-Magne11c Planchette Is 8
wonderful little Instrument. It will operate In the b&n~
of many persons who hav never bad the least fa 1t 1
Spiritual manifestations. It has convinced thousand~ tb:d
It was moved by a jJOwer lade pendent of hands P0 ~~~er
1
~~~i~:f~1~ e;f:~~~~:~ti~i.;' !~J'~~-:~ou won:
derful communfcatlons from your splrlt friends.
Skeptics are especially invited to exper
iment with it.
The general verdict of the persons that hav used Blg!s~
Planchette Is, That it wlll write messaneto
where the ~otnmon wooden unwag
ized planchette will remain motion]eS8•
Remember this Planchette is not o~Jl
the best, but it is the cheapest 1n
market.
.
..
1
The P~nch6tte, with wheels pencil and fun direct!~
wm be secnrelyinclosed.in a box and mailed to antohf
dreu In the United States only.I.upon the rece1P
,
cent&. For 11&18 at the o111~ ~~~ f\1! 'fliP~ ~~~~··
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So~m English Tory organs are are trying to
' defend the unconstitutional behavior of the
House of Commons by pointing out that cerl\frt . •T. RowLANDSON lost his election to Par- tain persons, such as clergymen, aliens, fdot•s,
liament be<:ause he went out of his wny to me etc., cannot be elected to Parliament, nnd alleghard language against Freethinkers in ge,et·a!, ing that Mr. Bradlaugh's electi<im comes under
and Mr. Bradlaugh in particular. This drove this category. The simplest answer to this is
awny several hundred who had intended to These persons are disqualified by law; ALhei.l~s
vote and work for his success.
are not so disqualified. In order to disqualify
HERBERT SPENCER'S long-meditated joumey Atheists fresh legislation is necessary, and until
to A.merica is now definitly fixed. He sails such disqualifying law has been passed, an
A.ugust next, and intends to be absent three Ath('ist is legally eligible to Parliament.
mouths. ·He vi:;its Canada, and also possinly
California. He has refused all proposals to
lecture, his design being solely to see the country and people.
A RELIGIOUS CCIJSUS taken on a recent Sun·
day in Glasgow, showed that the number nf
evttngelical churches was 324, with an aggregate attendance of 115,292, and 20 Roman
Catholic churches, with an aggregate attendance or 15,871. The population of the.city and
suburbs included was at last census 704,446.
So it seems that even in pious Scotland only
about one person in five attends church. That
country is progressing.
A. H. DAILEY, ex-surrogate of Brooklyn, has
published a card defending his fnith in Spiritualism. He writes that he would be unfit. ·for
any phoce except a lunatic asylum, if he failed
to observe and to act upon the testimony of his
own senses and the corroborativ evidence which
comes from others. He adds that he has no
fear that his clients will withdraw their confidence in his ability to consid_er their causes or
weigh evidence, but that if it should prove otherwise, he·is willing to make the sacrifice.
AN English church paper called the Rock laments that " the works of Bradlaugh and Voltaire hav obtained a ready circulation in
•Japan, even without the aid of any society,"
but " that there is considerable difficulty in
spreading the go~pel in Japan." The Rock
does not seem to understand that as the Japanese rise through education above their original faith, they are scarcely likely to accept in
exchange the hybrid Christianity which is but
the offspring of the older oriental religious.
Ta:E Methodist church of West Troy, N.Y.,
is trying L. M. Ireland, a class leader for twelve
years, on the charge of trotting horses on the
Sabbath, calling ftlllow church-members "liars,''
attempting fraudulently to get possession of a
parcel of land, lying, evil speaking, and commencing a law suit against the pastor. While
Ireland's wife was testifying she was stricken
with paralysis. The controversy is the outgrowth of the trial of the Rev. Dr. Krohn, the
former pastor, on charges of immorality preferred by Ireland.
GEORGE CHAINEY says that " the Free Religious Association, expec'ing to found the Church
of the Future, has decided to giv a certain sum
of money to some young man who desires to fit
himself to preach its gospel. One condition attached to its gift is that he be a college graduate. Neither Thomas Paine, Herbert Spencer,
nor William Shakspere could hav applied for
the fund. Fortunately such men can get
through the world without any such aid. The
Liberalism that thinks more of college culture
than nativ talent and true moral power and
enthusiasm, is a base pharisaism that thanlfs its
stara that it is not like other men."
THE London Quarterlg Rev.iew has a fierce
onslaught on the revisionists of the New Testament. It is attributed to Dr. Burgon, dean
of ·chichester. 'rhe writer, whoever he is, is
very wroth at the Bible having been brought
into disrepute, but sees nothing for it now but
frankness. He declares the Greek text formulated by the revisionists to be " a tissue of
fabricated readings;" and further says: "If
all the cases were faithfully exhibited where' a
few,' ' some,' or 'many ancient authorities read
d1fferently' from what is exhibited in the actual
text, not only would the margin prove insufficient to contain the record, but the very page
#ulfwould ;not suffice."

THE editor of the Pop~tla1· Science Monthly
givs the following amusing bit of personal experience : " We we1 e once acc~sted by an inquisitiv Irishman thus : 'D'ye b' lieve in the
mother o' God?' 'No.' ' Begol'l'y, y'er ~tn
Atheist; I wouldn't be in yer boots for twenty
pound.'" After all, Pat may not hav made
such an egregious blunder, since we take it
that the denial of motherhood necesmrily involves thP. non-recognition of offspripg. Here,
howev~r, we arP. verging on the mystery of" an
uncaused ~ause," and, warned in time, we
"throw [meta] physic to the dogs." -Secular
Review.
THE abominable outrages on the .Jews in Rus.
sia are raising much indignation in England.
This is fair enough, but it would be well if the
Jews and some of the Christians there would
avoid manifesting a spirit identical with that
which -is rampant in Russia. '1 he Russians who
rob and murder Jewish men, and who ravish
Jewish women, are strictly carrying out the
command of Yahweh, in the Bible accepted by
Christians as a revelation from him. The Jews
deny the Christian god Jesus, and, according to
the Bible, ought to be put to death, while the
treatment of the women is thoroughly biblical.
The spirit of the Russian Christians toward Jews
b stwwn in England toward heretics, ancl it is
tmpossible to believe in the sincerity of the admiration of religious liberty expressed by persecutors like Baron Henry de Worms. The
word' of Jesus, that he came to send a sword,
are being thoroughly verifiecJ..hy his disciples in
Russia.
AT a meeting "to protest against Roman
Catholic influence in Anierican politics and educational affairs," in Brooklyn, lately, the Rev.
Dr. Geo. H. Hepworth said that it was utterly
impossible, in his opinion, for a thorough Roman·C!ltholic to be a genuin American citir.en,
and he was afraid of the encroachments of a
church which did not believe in the eternal
power of American institutions, and was entirely autocratic. He was afraid that what
could not be accomplished by sheer strength
might be done by the courage of cunning. 'l'he
policy of Romanism was to keep every man in
the dark, while republicanism demanded that
every man should hav light; and it had been
settled by the pope himself that Rome was opposed to the indidduality t.hat republicani<m
bequeaths to every citizen. In conclusion, Dr.
Hepworth urged that the secnrity of the g.w.
ernment depends upott the ability of the people
to think, and nothing else, and declared that
he was strongly in favor of compulsory edncltion.
AN interesting debate was had in the Wisconsin assembly recently upon Bates's bill to
tax church property, which has been recommended by the committee for indefinit postponement. Mr. Bates made a lengthy speech
in favor of the bill against the action of the
committee. He called attention to the large
accumulation of property by Catholic> in l\Iilwaukee, all of wh!J;:h must be protected by the
police and fire departments, without such pi'Operty contributing anything toward the expense
of such protection. He claimed that nearly all
of the remonstrances now filed in this as,embly were signed by Catholics. Mr. Horn contended that churches should not be taxed, because no income is derived from them by the
owners. Mr. Prince answered by saying that
Horn's theory was contrary to all practice in
assessing property. No man is assessed on 1111

income from his hown-stone house, ranhtge
horFes, or other luxuries, but on what they are
worth. Af;er further discussion the bill was
referred io the committee on state aff>til's.

Jjlews 1Jf the fleeh.
A WATER famin prevails in Vienna, Austria.

llAVEIWILL, l\JAss., had a $2,250,000 fire last
THE evil effecta of Christianity hav 11g,dn
been mnrderously manifested in a cas0 in Prov- week.
idence, R. I., in which a father attempted to
FRIDAY, the 17th, was the Chinese New
uestroy his son, six years old, by burning J,im. Year.
The man was laboring under the delusion that
RoscoE CoNKLING, the great " Stalwart "
he had been called upon by Christ to sacrifice leader, is now practicing law.
his child as a burnt-offering, as Abraham had
DANIEL SLOTE, the " Dan" of Mark Twain's
1 ePD in biblical times.
The man's name is
En"s Sylvester, and he has lived, for the last "Innocents Abroad," is dead.
five week,, with his wife and child, at 74 PriutTHE retirement of the trade dollar is recomery street. He is about thirty-five yeat·s old, mended by the House committee on banking.
auci a machinest by trade. For some time
SERGEANT lVIASON, the soldier who shot at
past he has had morose fitg, when he woul<l sit
Guiteau while in prison, is on trial for the act
motionlA:os with his eyes gazing on vacancy 11nd this week.
his mimi apparently wmpped up in meditating
KuN-!IUA Ko, Chinese p•·ofessor at Harvard
up Ill some dismal project. He would sucldenly
spring up, mutter incoherently, tear his !mit, College, and the best educated "pagan" in
and walk the room like a m.<dmll.n. At Limes, America, died reoently.
in the widdle of the night, he woulcl ~et up
AN explosion in a fireworks factory in Chesfrom his bed, light a lamp, and stand by the ter, Pa., last week, killed seventeen people and
bedside of his son, looking down upon him with wounded from fifteen to twenty.
an agonizing expression, and then, as if seir.ed
A SIX-DAYs' walking match for the world's
with some powerful overruling spirit, he would championship and a sweepstakes of $9,000
ascend to the attic, ltlld lie there, moaning pit- takes place in this city next week,
Pously. One night the neighbors were startled
VIRGINIA state troops were called out at
by hearing Mrs. Sylvester run out into the
street calling for help and begging for mercy, Norfolk, on the 16th, to prevent difficulties
and, in answer to her calls, some or the men between citizens and the oyster fleets at that
entered her house, where they witnessed an ex- point.
hibition oi one of the strangest vagaries of inmnity on record. Sylvester bad become a
raving maniac by brooding over a mission
which he thought he was called upon to perform. To fulfil this supposed divine command
he had built a pile of kindling wood in the center of the room, out of which he proposed to
make a pyre; and when the men bmst iuto the
room be was preparing to l:>ind his only son
upon it 11nd destroy him in an Abmhamic
manner. He was removeu to the police
station.

liiR. EAGAN, of Troy, known as the" terror,"
desires to meet Mr. Sullivan, of Boston, in the
prize ring, and has issued a challenge to that
effect.
lllRs. Scovu,LE, Guiteau's sister, addressed a
letter lo lllrs. G11rfield in behalf of her brother,
but l\Irs. Garfield declined to do anything in
thtLt tErection .
.lA~ms ALLISON was hanged at Indiana, Pa.,
on the 17th, for the murder of his father. This
w11s the first hanging that ever took place in
the county, which is seventy-nine years old.

IT must be a great satisfaction to professors
JosEPH EARL SHEFFIEI.D, the founder of the
of the Christian religion throughout the world
Sheffield scientific school, died at New Haven,
to know that the Rev. T. De Witt Talmage,
Conn., last week. His educational benefacof Brooklyn, has constituted himself the
tions in different directions amount to over
champion of their faith. Those who hav
$750,000.
been raised from the cradle in the belief that
A DONATION party at Hornellsville, N.Y., was
a yawning and sulphurous hell awaits them
upon their exit from this bed of roses com- concluded by a dance, which so offended the
monly known as th& world, may now know parson for whose benefit the party was held
that none of their rights in the hereafter can that he insisted on returning the proceeds to
be abridged so long as the champion struts lhe the donors.
f'ROF. RICHARD PROCTOR says that if the
platform of the tabernacle. Eternal hell shall
be theirs, and Colonel Hobert G. Ingersoll shall coming great comet should fall directly upon
not wre~t it from them. Unto l\fr. T11lmage tbe sun the luster of the latter would be such
shall be all the praise. Who can lonk upon his for 11 few days as to destroy every Jiving thing
magnificent form, and hearken upon his elo- on this enrth.
quent utterances, without feeling that he holds
OuTRAGEs on Jews by the Christians of Rusthe very key of the place which Colonel Inger- sia still continue, and the former are leaving
soll would close forever? Out upon such mon- the country liS fast as they are able to. Many
sters liS Ingersoll! Why should he attempt to eome to America. A society has been formed
instill into the minds of the young and olcl thaL in this eity for their relief.
through lives of goodness and usefulness they
ON Tuesday last Mr. Bradlaugh appeared at
may wear crowns of glory that will be visible
the
bar of the House of Commons and took the
before they vanish from this earthly sphere?
oath without waiting for the clerk, whereupon,
Why should he tell us that it is not true that
the House passed a motion that its dignity had
the helpless infant who was never submitted to
the forms of baptism in the church will be pitch- been outraged, and adjourned.
forked into a well of bm·ning brimstone, should
F'Looos on the Mississippi River hav inunits breath leave its body in its earthly home? dated the country in Arkansas fifteen miles inWhy should this wretch Ingersoll doubt the land, ani done great damage to planters. ~he
stories of the Bible? But it is useless to dwell Ohio is flooding portions of Cincinnati, and is
upon his iniquities. Dr. Talmage will protect said to be higher than ever before.
us all. Each of us may fall asleep 11t night
THE legislativ assembly of Utah has adwith the sweet consciousness that 1f we should
dressed a rt<monstrance to Congress asking it
die before daybreak we may find ourselvs safely
net to condemn the Mormons unheard, but to
landed in one of the warmest fires our hearts
investigate their real condition before it responds
may wish for, and which tradition teachea us
to the public opinion wrought up by religious
we are entitled to. We cannot add to Ingerprejudices.
soil's agony of mind if we desired. Dr. Talmage has crushed him, Ingersoll on his knees
A GIRL was arrested in this city and sentenced
in the quiet. of his chamber, reading the four- to six mouths imprisonment for wearing male
teenlh chapter of St. Luke, is a spectacle upon clothing, which she bad donned because in th11t
which all Christian people must look with joy, attire she could obtain higher wages as a waiter
1
""d th~y mnst thank Dr. Talmage forforcin~ in a restlturant, at which occupation she waa
1
lum into that pos1tion.-.The Judge.
employed at the time of her arrest,
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steamboats and-vessels can be discerned in the clear where that celebrated woman lived a long time ago,
air; Mount Carmel, by the sea, looms up proudly, who, according to the Bible, was able to _raise people
with the plains of Sharon below. To the south the from the dead. To her th~; hapless Saul betook
mountains nearly all the way to Jerusalem can be himself when his fortunes were ·bad and when
The Book of the Chronicles of the Pilgrims in seen,
including the Mountains· of Samaria, Mount the fates were against him ; a,nd though the old
the Land of Yahweh.-Continued.
Gerizim, Mounts Ebal, J enin, Gilboa, J ezreel, and witch had no trouble in getting the defunct, Samuel
Little .Hermon; also the villages_of Nan and Endor, from his quiet resting-place, Saul seemed to get no
CHAPTER XIV.
communication that cheered him; and the next day
and the beautiful plain of Esdraelon.
A SABBATH AT NAZARETH.
10. When one realizE'S that from this point the he was unsuccessful in bsttle with the Philis.tines,
1. And it came to pass on the first day of the week greater part of the Land of Yahweh is taken in at and ended his life 'by leaning upon his sword and
that the pilgrims did 'not pursue their journey, but one view, the beholder is struck with the diminutive- running it through his body.
21. Possibly the descendants of the witch still live
rested "from their labors. The man of God Getz, ness of the country, and how much ·exaggeration
with the man of God James and two other pilgrim!'!, and big story-telling has been done in connection at Endor, but they are said to be a dirty, miserable
went to the house of the Lord and partook of the with it; and he asks himself, Can it be that this is all set, who do no honor to their gifted ancestor!!.· They
.. bread of life which is dealt out there, while the there is of the land which such a noise and such a are literally half-naked savages, who look as though
Scribe, not being partial to that diet, remain.ed in fuss have been made about? Can it be that this little they would raise a corpse, or convert a living person
his tent and wrote a part of the book of Chromcles. seven-by-nine country was all that the deity who had into a corpse, for a moderate sum of money. They
2. After the bread of life had been duly partaken created the whole earth and all the suns and l!ltars live in caves in the rocks, eat food when they can get
of, the man of God James did journey on foot some cared for or selected?· Could a God so circumscribed it, and go without when they are not so fortunate.
20. The hill on which Endor stands is barren,
five or six miles away, even unto Mount Tabor, as he must have been, who claimed this as his chosen
which, it is said, is one of the places whereJesus was land, have been anything more than a mere neigh- rocky, and forbidding, without appeara~ce of anytransfigured eighteen hundred and fifty years ago; borhood God at best?
thing living or green. Peradventure this was a fithowbeit this is said by tho!!e who were not present,
11. A few mile!! to the north, on an eleva ted plain, ting place for a witch to dwell, who had it in her
while those who. were said to be present had not a some table-land was pointed out as the place where power to bring people forth from their graves. It
word to say about it. Whatever transfiguration the great and decisive battle took place between the is but few who possess that power.
21. Nazareth sits upon the side of the hill, in a
really is, very little intelligent de11cription has been Crusaders and the Saracens, more than eight hundred
given of it.
years ago, from the sad defeat in which the mad hollow, with the !!ides coming in around it, and
3. The best authorities deny that Mount Tabor Crusaders were never able to recover. It seems a shows- well a long way off. Many of the houses are
could have been the place where the transfiguration truce had long been in existence. between the oppos- square and well built, some of them two storie11 high;
took place, and hold one of the slopes of Hermon to be ing forces, which Raynauld of Chatilion, lord of while the larger share are of stone and mud, like
a far more likely place. The only reason why Tabor Kerak, one of tbe Christian commanders, basely an Esquimaux hut, !!mall, low, and round, having a
is selected is because it is a high mountain apart. broke by plundering a Damascus caravan and re- door, but no window or chimney, and about large
The story goes that Jesus was in the vicinity of fusing to give up the booty, which, like a robber, he enough for a dog kennel. These are miserable places
Cesarea Philippi at the time of tran!ifiguration, and had obtained. At this the Sultan Saladin became for human beings to live in, but they are the resithat immediately afterward he went into Galilee, on very much exasperated, and swore he would slaughter dences of many in the Land of Yahweh.
his way to Jerusalem; this he would not have done the perfidious Raynauld, with his own hand, whenhad Tabor been the place. Several places are claimed ever and wherever he might meet him.
CH'APTER XV.
for every event in the story. The Scribe does not
12. Both armies prepared for war. Under the
believe there was any transfiguration.
weak king of Jerusalem was the very flower of the
MELCIDSEDEc's SEVENTH VISIT.
4. Mount Tabor stands alone, thirteen hundred Christian chivalry. He foolishly cnmpelled his men
1. The Venerable Visitor slipped in so quietly that
feet above the plain, or nearly two thousand feet to perform a long, exhausting march in the scorch- not one of the inmates of the tent were .apprised of
above the sea level. It is chinfly a pile of naked ing sun, and then, without water, or other refresh- his coming. His first words were:- Hail, Truth
rocks, much in the shape of an old-fashioned straw ments, ordered them to encamp in the open plain. Seeker;. be not disturbed. I come only to renew the
bee-hive, or an obtuse cone, flattened on the top. The splendidly-mounted masses of the Moslems remarks not completed at my last visit, and mention
There is a little soil in the interstices between the swept around the north side of the plain, burning a few more of the extrnagant and untruthful staterooks, so that a little scattering shrubbery or bushes and destroying as they went, and pitched their ments of the Jewish scriptures.
can grow, and on the top three or four monk!! live; ca,mp in front of the Christian lines.
2. I must insist that it shows a depraved and bloodand though they have a small garden and keep some
13. At dawn the terrific fire began. Surrounded thirsty disposition on the part of the Jewish deity
chickens, their food has principally to be taken to on all sides by the swarming battalions of the sultan, to be plea!!ed with such a shedding of blood a!! was
them. The man of God James did not return till the Christian knights fought on without hope for done when Solomon's temple was completed. On
nearly dark. . _
.
.
their lives. They fought with desperate valor, but the occasion of moving in the ark it i11 stated in his
5. It was on Mount Tabor that Deborah Is said to the odds were great against them, and the righteous- book that sheep and oxen were slaughtered in such
have commanded Barak to gather his army, and ness or unrighteousness of their cause made no dif- numb!Jrs that they could not be counted; and at the
Barak went down from Mount Tabor with ten thou~ ference. A consuming thirst, and superior numbers dedication of the temple 22,000 oxen and 120,000
sand men after him. And the Lord discomfited and strength opposed to them, were too much for sheep were put to death for his plea!lure. No other
Sisera, and all his chariot!!, and all his host, with the them to withstand.
god can show such a bloody record.
edge of the sword before Barak.
14. Toward the middle of the day the bravest of
3. It is hard to credit that after such a magnificent
6. ·In connection with this account the conduct of the Christian band cut their way through the Mos- and prosperous reign a!! Solomon enjoyed, hi!! kingJael toward Sisera stands out prominently. Barak, lem rank!!, and gained the summit of a little hill; dom should 110 soon be hopelessly divided, two tribes
of course, won the fight; and while he was making and there, hour after hour, they closed around their only adhering to his son and succe!lsor, while ten tribes
his victory complete_ by the Jewish practice of banner of the cross, and beat back the charging went off to the usurper Jeroboam; and also that
slaughtering in cold blood the remnant of the de- squadrons of the enemy.
Jeroboam's hand, upon his putting it forth, instantly
feated host, Sisera fled away on foot; and when
15. But their banner of the cross did not avail; became so withered that he could {tot pull it in
nearly exhausted by fatigue and thirst he was in- the doom of the Christian power in Pal~stine was again, and that the prophet was able ~q restore it by
vited by the Jewish woman, Jael, to enter her tent sealed. Sunset found Saladin master of the field, prayer.
.
and rest himself. Weary and exhausted as he was, and the ruler of the country, with the Christian
4. It is a dark story that the prophet Elijah was
he gladly accepted her invitation, and she, with show chivalry lying in heaps all around. The kittg of fed twice a day, and day after day, by ravens, which
of great kindness, put him to bed. He was very J eru!!alem, the grand master of the Templars, and kept him alive when others all around him were
thirsty, and asked his preserver for a cup of water. Raynauld of Chatilion were captives in Saladin's 11tarving to death. Ravens are not in the habit of
She brought him some mi1k, which he drank with tent.
doing· that kind of business. It is also a mystery
gratitude, and lay down again and soon lost himself
16. He treated the two first named with princely where they obtained food for the prophet when the
in sweet repose. When he had beco~e sound.asleep, courtesy, and ordered refreshments to be set before country had been without rain or dew for three
however, the perfidious woman came m 11tealthlly, and them. When the king handed an iced sherbet to years and everybody was starving because they were
with a hammer drove a large nail or~ent-pin through Chatilion, the sultan said, It i11 thou that givest it unable to obtain food.
him, not I. Saladin kept his oath, and slaughtered
5. Of the same character is the story that the
his head I
7. For thilil base !leed t)le woman was exceedingly the hapless knignt of Chatilion with his own hand prophet after he had ceased boarding with the ravens
praised by the chosen people of Yahweh. In ~he That terrible warfare is far more easily understood and stopped with a widow, was able to prevent her
pious sona of Deborah and Barak, the followmg and believed than many of the mythical contests of meal and oil being used up, though she daily drew
strain of thanksgiving for the perfidious conduct is the olden time.
upon her small supplies.
used: Blessed above women shall Jael the wife of
17. On the southern part of Mount <Jarmel was
6. It is wholly incredible that Elijah or any other
Heber the Kemite be; blessed shall she be above pointed out the place where the prophet Elijah had prophet ever restored a dead man to life. A person
women in the tent. He asked for water and she his wonderful experiences after the long drouth who has fainted or is prostrated with a fit may be regave him milk; she brought forth butter in a lordly when there was neither rain nor dew in the country sueitated, but no one really dead has ever been
ditlh. She put her hand to the nail, and her right for three years, and where he had that great contest brought to life.
hand to the workman's hammer, and with the bam- with the priests of Baal, when by loud praying they
7. It must require a partialist to believe that the
mer she !!mote Sisera, and !!he smote off his head could not bring fire from heaven to kindle the sacri- pr~yers of Elijah were so much more effective than
when she had pierced and stricken through his tern- fice on the altar, and when after they were vanquished, those of the priests of Baal, that, while they effected
ples. At her feet he bowed, he fell, te lay down, he brought the fire and not only burned up the sacri- nothing, he ea11ily brought fire from heaven that
at her feet he bowed; where he bowed he fell down fice, but also the stones and twelve barrels of water. readily burnt wood, flesh, stones, and water.
dead (Judges v, 24-27). No savage could have dis18. Then he mildly, and in a godlike manner, put
8. It is wholly incredible that he was able, singleposed of a sleeping foe in a more pious, barbarian four or five hundred of those unfortunate priests to handed and alone, to slay four hundred and fifty
manner, and in an Indian war-dance joy at such a death in cold blood, though what that number of men. Even if they had been but small children, they
deed could not be more appropriately expressed.
men were doing while a single man was putting ought to have been able to do something to him
8. In the afternoon the Scribe and five or six of them to death is hard to understand. If they were while he was hacking them to pilces.
the other pilgrims, with the captain, ascended the so cowardly as to stand still and let an old man kill
9. It is a monstrous falsehood that the Land of
hill in the rear of Nazareth, probab~y over five them by piecemeal, perhaps they ought .to have died. Yahweh ever went three years without rain and dew,
hundred feet high, where ·a most splendid view is
19.. After the performance of this feat probably it and that ·vegetation, animals, and men were not
had of the principal part of the Land of Yahweh. was not strange that this godly murderer wall abl _utterly wiped out of existence. It is equally untrue
On the summit of the hill is Wely Simian, a Moham- to pray up a good rain, which the country so badly that, after it had so long been perfectly dry, Elijah
medan tomb, on ~be top of which is a dome. The needed, though why he should wait through the long could produce rain by sitting upon the ground, plaoScribea!lcended to the very apex of the dome and dry spell. of three years, without praying before, ing his head between his knees, and praying.
took in view all the country round about.
. seems a little strange. It was not long from this
10. It is a Munchausen story that while he was
9. On the north, far away, is Hermon, with its time that he called fire down from heaven and burnt fleeing from the anger of Jezebel angels brought him
towering, snow-capped summit. On the east are the up a hundred men. Terrible man, tb:at Massa food, unless the angels were in human form.·
mountams of Bashan and Gilead, in Moab, beyond Elijah I
11. Of equal incredibility is the tale that after
the Jordan. On the west a fine view is had of the
20. A few words about Endor will not be amiss Elijah had thus partaken of a meal brought to him
:Mediterranean., some twenty. five miles awa.y, and the :for it lay before the pilgrims in fair sight. Here i~ by angels he was able to walk forty days llnd forty
fir,.._,..JL.
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nights without food or sleep. And bad he done so slay 120,000 valiant men of Judah, and on another I casion, but renew these brief criticisms at my next
and proved himself as good a walker as some of our occasion the men of Judah under Abijah in a single visit. I wish the Scribe good-night and a l'efreshmodern pedestrians, bad be kept in a straight direc- day slew 500,000 of the men of Israel. No other ing sl.eeption, he would have got so far away from the dimin- nation with ten times the amount of territory hal'!
·
utive Land of Yahweh that he would never have got perpetrated such carnage and bloodshed- The stateCHAPTER XVI.
back again.
ments are simply false; this little·country Was never EIGHTH DAY'S JOURNEY-FROM NAZARETH TO JENIN.
12- It is false that Elijah was able to call down able to raise and sustain such armies, and such whole1. And it came to pass on the eighth and twen:fire from heaven on two oocaRions and burn up a sale killing in such a short space of time was never tieth day of the month, and betimes in the morning,
hundred men and two captains who were sent to him performed here nor elsewhere.
the pilgrims, the captain of the host, the men-serby King Ahaziah to ask a favor.
29. It is wholly incredible that by prayer Isaiah vants, and horses, and asses were in due time to start
13- It is wholly unworthy of belief that Elijah, in should be able to reverse the motion of the sun and upon their journey toward the holy city of Jerusawinding up his earthly career, was t11.ken up bodily cause lts shadow to go back ten degrees on the dial lem; and moreover the dog was also ready to leave
into heaven by a whirlwind or by a chariot and of Abaz. The story is of the same character as that of Nazareth; but it must be recorded that the dog did
horses of fire_ No man could live for five minutes the sun's standin_g still 1\,t the command of Joshua_ here forsake the company of the pilgrims and join
if taken five miles into the air. In the first place, Both statements are positive falsehoods.
himself to anotherfparty, even to a party of :fiveSpanthe cold up there is so intense that he could not
30 It is no more true that Isaiah•by prayer was iards, who are also doing up the Land of Yahweh,
stand it; and then again the air at that altitude is so able to prolong the life "Of Hezekiah for fifteen and who camped at the west end of the village of
rare, and there is so little oxygen, that a man sud- years. Who knew that he would have died sooner Nazareth at the same time that the pilgrims were
denly introduced there would die at once .. The than he did but for that prayer? Certain medical camping at the east end. Sobeit, the dog ch&nged
pressure of the atmosphere being suddenly reduced; treatment and hygienic courses may remove dil!!eases companies, and no more traveled with the pilgrims,
hemorrhage of the lungs would take place, and even so that life may be prolonged, but prayer by itself and no longer combined with the asses to keep the
blood nssels in various portions of the body would has no such effect. That has within the last few pilgrims awake at night. Moreover the dog is a
burst. No man has ever been taken :five miles above months been pretty thoroughly tried in thy own yellow Arab dog, and his Arab name is Barood.
the earth.
country upon the person of the president who was
2. In leaving Nazareth, as you go toward the
14- It is not probable that Elisha, the successor of shot, and his life was not prolonged fifteen seconds south, a rough and rocky, and long and steep hill has
Elijah, was such a plowman as to use twelve yoke of by the fifty millions of prayers that were offered up. to be descended, by a winding, precipitous road,
31- It is a false statement that the angel of the which in many places is almost perilous to both
oxen at a time to plow with, and that when Elijah
called him he should leave the oxen in the field un- LGJrd in one night slew 185,000 Assyrian soldiers- horse and rider- The head of the horee is often
cared for, and thus drop everything to follow- his The angels are not doing that kind of business, and three feet lower than the opposite end, and it is
new master.
never have been.
difficult for the rider to remain on.
..f5_ It is..incredible and foolish that, because some 32. It is very unlikely that during the reign of the 3_ And it came to pass while descending one of
children made sport of Elisha because the hair was King Josiah, the priest Hilkiah found in the temple, these many steep places, that the horse of the man of
gone from the top of his head, God should send or house of the Lord, a book of the law of the Lord God James stepped upon a sloping rock, when his
two ferocious she-bears out of a neighboring wood, which had been lost for hundreds of years. The feet slipped, and horse and rider both came down
to tear and chew forty and two of the little place for the sacred writings to be kept was in the prostrate with much force, but fortunately neither
children. There is only one other God upon whom sanctuary, where they were placed in Solomon's was seriously hurt.
4. The plain of Esdl'aelon lay before the pilsuch cruelty to children can be charged, and that is time, and it. is the merest pretense that Hilkiah was
Moloch, who seemed to take pleasure in the death of able to find what no one before him could discover. grims, and it is the finest piece of farming country
It is far more likely that the newly. found book was in all the Land of Yahweh. It is a gently undulatthe little innocents.
16. The pretense that Elisha was able to increase gotten up between himself and his scribe Shaphan, ing plain nearly ten miles across in the widest place
the quantity of oil by pouringit from one vessel to ·and that the finding story was invented to make the and more than that in length. 'I'he l'loil is mellow
and good, ar.d is eusceptible of raising good wheat
another is too silly and too impossible for any one to new book take well with the young king.
33. It is usually pretended that this book of the And barley.
believe.
17- It is no more true that Elisha restored a dead law of the Lord w3:s what is usually called the Mosaic 5_ Several men were here plowing with tbeiryokes
man to life than that Elijah performed the feat. By law- Whether or not that was the first time the Mo- of little black cattle and their little plows, sowing
way of repetition, I must say such a thing was never saic law was known to the people, it is very sure that the grain before plowing, and not touching the land
neither Samuel, nor Nathan,' nor Isaiah, nor Jere- after- To run over the land with a cultivator would
done.
18- It is a foolish claim that Elisha was able to miah, nor Ezekiel, nor Joel, nor Amos, nor Micah, be equally thorough.
6- The plain is devoid of the dwellinga of men,
feed one hundred men without decreasing the store nor David, nor Solomon,uor any others of those re.of food on hand. There is no process by which puted men of God of their time knew anything about the humble, miserable little villages being located
the law of Moses, or the extravagant stories told in at !!ome spring or fountain at the foot of the hills, or
ibread and meat can be thus increased.
19. It is very unlikely that Elisha was able to cure the Pentateuch, !!howinl! very conclusively that the upon the hills. The plain is infested with tliieves
Naaman of leprosy by his washing -in the river J or- Moses businel'!l!! was an invention of later times, and and marauders, so that the labors of the tillers of
dan. If all the lepers in the world were to bathe a probably not gotten up until after the return from the soil are not as safe as in other places.
thousand tim.es in the Jordan not one of them would Babylon.
7. The ride across the plain is a pretty long one,
be cured.
34_ It is very singular, if Yahweh had the power and the mountains and hills which inclose it in pre20. It is equally untrue that Elisha could transfer that has been attributed to him, and his reputation sent about all that can be viewed with much interthe leprosy from Naaman to his servant Gehazi, who was at stake in making a success of his Jewi!lh enter- est, for the plain grows monotonous and dull, nothprise, that when he had angels in his employ that ing being upon ithad offended him.
S. It wae beforetime aleo called the plain of
2L It is untrue that Elisha could make an iron ax could individuallr slay some 200,000 soldiers in a
swim in the Jordan and float on the surface of the single night, he should allow the pagan king Nebu- Jezreel, called also Esdra-Elon- In Zechariah it is
chadnezzar; from the wicked city of Babylon, to come called the valley of Megiddo, and in Revelations
water .
22. It is equally untrue that by smiting the waters into his holy city of Jerusalem, overcome his own Armageddon, meaning the city of Megiddo.
9_ This plain hal'! been a battlefield from Barak
of the Jordan they parted and he was able to walk chosen people, demolish his holy temple which he
over dry shod.
had authorized his servant Solomon to build, and to toNapoleon- Warriors of many nations have pitched
23. Of a similar character is the story that he was carry off the holy vessels and valuable treasures from their tents upon it, and here much human blood has
able to cause a young man.who was blind to see a the temple and convey them to that pagan and been spilt.
wicked city- It is very awkward to suppose that he
10_ The plain was the frontier of Zebulun, and the
mountain full of horses.
24_ It is equally untrue that he was able to smite would thus suffer hie own plans to be penerted, his special portion of Is!lachar. Here it is held Barak
a whole army of Syrians with blindness. The wri- own darling enterpri11e thwarted, his word stolen and discomfited the hoet of Sisera, whose defeat was
ters of those foolish stories counted so much upon defiled. One of three· conclusions must be arrived owing, in great measure, to his having been drawn
the credulity of their readers that no statement at-that the whole story is false, or that he had to the river Kishon, which drains the plain into the
seemed too absurd or too impossible for them to changed his mind and purposes, or that he was un- Mediterranean_
make.
able to perfect what he had undertaken.
11. Here, it is said, too, that Josiah the king came
35. There is no truth in the claim that Daniel or to fight with Necho of Egypt, and received his death
25. It is wholly untrue that the bones of Elisha,
long after he was dead and buried, should possess any other man could recall a man's dream, as Daniel wound. From generation to generation this plain
such power that a corpse merely coming in contact is said to have done by N ebuchadnezzar, when that was the scene of plunder and of bloodshed.
12. Here it is claimed that the Cananites under
with them should be inl!tantly restored to life. Truly king had forgttten all about it himself_
36. It is not a little doubtful about Nebuchadnez- Jobin had nine hundred chariots of iron, which were
a great number of egregious falsehoods were told of
zar making a golden image one hundred and ten feet so effective on the plain that Yahweh and the IRraelthe two men Eliiah and Elisha.
26. It is a noticeable fact that while these false- high, and eleven feet broad. Such an image would ites could not drive them out for many years_
13- Here, perhaps, it was that, according to
hoods are fully given in the books of Kings, in cost a vast amount of wealth_
37. It is a very untruthful story that because Sha- Judges i, 19, the Lord was with Judah, and he drave
the two books of Chronicles, which detail the events
of the same period, not a word should be said about drach, Meshacb, and A bednego refused to bnw down out the inhabitants of the mountain, and could not
those Munchau1en tales, about bringing dead persons to this image N ebuchadnezzar caused them to be drive out the inhabitants of the valley, because they
.to life, about calling fire down from heaven and thrown into a fiery furnace made seven times hot- had chariots of iron14- Here it was that the Midianites came up, and
~burning up men; about there being no rain nor dew ter than usual, and that the fire did not burn them
lfor three years, when rain was produced by Elijah; at all, nor even singe a hair of th~>ir clotping- Fire the Amalekites, and the children of the East, even
:about his going up to heaven in a chariot of fire; is no respecter of creeds or moral qualities, but burns they came up against the Israelites and destroyed
the increase of the earth, . - . for they came up
about Elisha's wonderful feats just alluded to- Evi- everybody alike that comes in ita way.
38_ It is not at all truthful that Nebuchadnezzar with their cattle and their tents, and they came as
dently the writer of the books of Uhronicles had not
.the assurance and hardihood to repeat such silly turned from man to brute and fed upon grass like an grasshoppers for multitude (Judges vi, 1-6)- The
falsehoods. Evidently he did not believe them at ox, his hairs becoming like eagles' feathers and his plain was al.so held by the Philistines, and the
all.
nails like birds' claws. Such stories are only Etilly Syrians often swept through it with their armies.
15- The pilgrims crossed the eastern part of the
27. It is hard to understand why Yahweh,. who fables.
39. The story about the handwriting on the wall plain and came even unto the old city of N ain, leavhad undertaken the experiment of controling his
chosen people in his selected country, and of making at Belshazzar's feast, but which Daniel was able to ing Endor two or three miles to the left.
16. At Nain it was that Jesus is said to have met
a great and powerful nation of them, should suffer explain; is evidently apocryphal.
40. The story of Daniel being cast into a den of a funeral procession bearing a young man on a bier
the Assyrians under Shalmaneser to come into the
country and carry them off captive, and that they wild and hungry lions for praying, and that the to his grave, and there he commanded the young
should become so thoroughly exterminated that they lions refused to taste of him or molest him, is ex- man te arise, and he that was dead sat up and began
were never seen nor heard of sincetremely improbable~ to say the least. The lions to speak; and he delivered him to his mother. This
28. It is very much to be doubted that this miser- knew nothing about his religious exercises, and is simply one of the many big stories connected with
able little country, which is scarcely more than a pile cared just as little; and the god>J are not controling this country; but the pilgrims could see nothing
of. rooks, should be able to raise suoh armies and to the appetites of lions. The story is clearly a fie- about the appearance of the shabby little village to
convince them that a man had ever been raised from
keep up a civil war of such magnitude that on one tion.
21. I will, h()wever7 remain no longer on thi11 oc- the dead there.
l>~Si9R. ura~l undeJ,' Pekah Wall able in one day to
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17. At the hour for lunch the band had reached fit of compassion seized him and he said, Go and
5. It hardly conforms with the common conception
the foot of Mount Gilboa, even the fountain of bury this cursed woman, for she is a king's daughter. of God and Satan that they should meet on friendly
Gideon, who here selected his three hundred warriorF He was, however, too late, for the dogs had already terms, §.nd in the most amicable. manner enter into a
because they lapped water like dogs; and near thiF fulfilled Elijah's prophecy, and had eaten her, l'eav- largain to put the good old IDan Job to the most
place, on the plain, is where the valiant Gideon ing only the skull and the feet and the palms of her severe tests to see whether he wpuld bear a:ffiiction
gained his remarkahle victory by breaking his pitch- hands.
patiently without getting into bad humor about it.
ers, which set the Midianites to fighting each other.
30. It seems that Ahab, who had died some time
6.. It would seem not honorable in any person,
18. The fountain is a splendid spring, which gushes before, left a somewhat numerous family after him; whether God or devil, to bring upon a good and
up between the stones at the foot of Mount Gilboa but the Jewish King Jehu coolly killed seventy of faultless man who had" lived uprightly through
and fills a pond, and was beforetime also called the the orphan sons, which act he followed up by killiJ1g life, the most cruel and heart-rending a:ffiictions, to
fountain of J f'Zreel. It is a clear, limpid stream, large all the relatives, teachers, servants, and frienns of wit, taking away his children, seven sons and three
enough to turn a mill; and here the .goats, and the the murdered children.
daughters; destroying hislargepossessions,inQluding
asses, and the cattle come a long way to drink.
31. But this little pastime of killing orphans did 7,000 sheep, 3,000 camels, 1,000 oxen, 500 she-asses,
19. It was near this locality that Saul and his not quite seem to satisfy Jehu. When he arrived etc.
three unfortunate sons are said to have met their at. Samaria, or near there,.he met forty-two per7. When this failed to break the old man's integsad deaths. Saul, the night before, had consulted sons and asked them who they were; and when rity it was doubly cruel and heartless to bring upon
the witch of Endor, but received from the defunct they answered 'hat they were brothers of the king him the most grievous bodily a:ffiictions, covering
Samuel no inte!ligence save that on the following of Judah, he just killed them all. And when he him from head to foot with the most painful and
day he should be defeated and meet his death; and reached Samaria, to show his holy zeal for Yahweh, loathsome boils and sores. It would seem that any
after his. defeat, his armor-bearer refusing to run he gathered all the priests and people together who well-disposed God or devil should have too much
him through the body, he performed the deed him- had the temerity to worship Baal, under the pretense_ character to be guilty of such conduct.
self. When the PhiliRtines found his body they cut that he was about to adopt their worship and offer
8. It is to be supposed that God should be paroff his head, and stripped him of his armor, and sent a great sacr.ifice; and after he had them all nicely doned for being a party to the sufferings of the poor
them in tJ,"iumph to their own country.
shut up he served Yahweh _by having them all put to old man by granting him double the number of sons
20. As the pilgrims were eating their lunch upon death by massacre. And Yahweh was pleased.
and daughters, as well as doubling the number of
the ground they saw it raining in three different di32. The place where Elijah had his contest with sheep, carrels, oxen, etc. Whether his wife who had
rections, two miles·or thereabouts away; but it rained the priests of Baal, which resulted in his putting four borne to him the first crop of ten children was able
not where they were, whereat they rejoiced greatly. hundred and fifty of them to death, was on the Hill to go through the painful ex:perienee and bear twenty
The Mount of Tabor was near them on the east, of Sacrifice, on Mount Carmel, a few miles off to the more, whether the old man had to .take another wife,
and they had a good view of the same.
west; and that was where by prayer'he ended the or "W'hether God furnished_ him the children already
21. Leaving the fountain of Gideon, the pilgrims drouth of three years, in which neither rain nor born and grown up, is not stated. There is not the
passed along by the foot of Gilboa, near the border dew had fallen. And near there he called down fire slightest pmbability that the incidents ofg the story
of the plain, and reached Sbunem, now called Salem. from heaven and burned up more than a hundred ever took place.
It is surrounded with a thick hedge of the prickly men.
9. It is a noticeable fact that the sons ef God
pear, which is more often met with here than any
33, At Fuleh, another miserable town not far mP.ntioned in the book of Job are not referred to in any
other vegetation, and which grows where nothing else away, the Crusaders had a castle belonging to other part of the Jewish scriptures; and, save the pas. will. The village has little to boast of save stone the Templars and Knights of St: John, but it was sage in Genesis, it would not appear that God had
and mud huts, with Rome gardens; howbeit, it is taken by Saladin. In 1799 this was also the scene sons dwelling upon the earth. Who their· mothers
pleasanter than some other villages.
of a great battle between the French and the Turk11, were, whether celestial females or earthly virgins,
22. Here it waR that -the Philistines had their en- sometimes called the battle of Mount Tabor. Kleber, there iR no way of deciding.
campment when tliey waged war with Saul. And with about fifteen hundred men, kept the Syrian
10. Of the book of Esther it may be said it is rehere lived the friendly Shunemite woman who host, consisting of about twenty-five thousand, at markable for not containing the name of God and
showed kindness to EliRha, and persuaded her bus- bay for six: hours. He was near being defeated, for commending a woman for prostituting herself to
band to build a little chamber or balcony on the when Napoleon came up with but about six: hundred a pagan king, whereby she was able to induce him
side of their stone house for the prophet to make his men to his relief, and the Turks, thinking a much to grant certain favors to her people. The story,
home when he was in that neighborhood.
larger reinforcement had arrived, fled, and the however, is a fiction.
23. It will be remembered that the husband of the French arms were victorious.
11. The book called the Song of Solomon, which is
woman was an old man, and for some reason the
34. In the afternoon some three modern Moham- of a very amorous character, in which the writer dwells
woman, though a healthy, robust person, had no medan villages were passed, but they are without lasciviously upon the attractive points of a·beautiful
children, which she was anxious to have. After historical interest; and while the sun was in the female, and which have been falsely represented to
Elisha took possession of the little chamber wh1ch heavens the pilgrims reached the white tents pitched mean Christ's love for. his church, is of unknown authe woman had caused to he built for him, she con- on the south side of the town of Jenin, at the foot of thorship. There is no reason for believing that it
ceived and bore a son. Whether there was any con- a hill by the same name.
was written by Solomon.
nection between the man who occupied the chamber
35. It is a prosperous looking town for this conn12. There is much in Ezekiel-that is repulsive to a
and the child, the Scribe does not pretend to say; try, and contains three thousand inhabitants. It ill refined taste. His formula for bread making, in the
01\ly that things of that kind have taken place when thought to be the En-gannim (fountain of gardens) fourth chapter, and the coarse metaphors in the
men of God were around.
~f scripture. It was a town on the border of Issa- twenty-third and other chapters, are such as a. per24. Here it was, likewise, that Elisha brought back char, allotted to the Girshonite Levites. Josephus son would not like to read before a company of gento life the young man who, going out to his aged mentions the town under the name of Ginea, as one tlemen and ladies.
daddy in the field, fell and bumped his head upon a of the boundaries between Sa.maria and Galilee. .
13. The story about the man called Jonah is exstone, alid afterwal'd gave up the ghost; whereupon I 36. There are beautiful gardens about the place, ceedingly false. The claim that a man not obeying
the mother hastened across the plain to Mount Car-' in which are orange-trees in bearing, and a plenty of the command of God should cause the sea to become
mel, on the west, for the man of God to come and· radishes and other vegetables. Several palm-trees tempestuous, and that it should become peaceful
bring him baok to life. He came wit.h alacrity, and, overtop- th~ buildings and present a pleasing appear- again alil soon as he was thrown overboard, cannot
soon had the boy soulld and well agam.
i ance at a distance. The town shows far more than be believed, save by the very credulous.
25. It is uncertain whether all of Elisha's remark- the usual thrift, and the humble markets were -pretty · 14. That Jonah should have been swallowed by a
able facts were performed in this neighborhood, to well supplied with fruits and vegetables~ This day fish, and be retained for three days, without inconwit, the sending of the two she bears to eat up forty- the pilgrims traveled a score and two miles.
venience to himself for want of air, and that he
two children, making five gallons of oil into ten gal- j
could live three days'without air, is wholly devoid
Ions, etc.; howbeit, some of his great works were
CHAPTER XVII. /
of truth.
performed in other places.
I
15. It is very unlikely that Jonah should have
. T aanach an d Megi'dd o on t h e right,
.
:Mll:LCHISEDEC'S EIGJITH VISIT.
26 . L ea.vmg
been selected by an intelligent person to go and
the pilgrims came near the miserable village of
1. And it came to pass that the Venerable Priest prophesy and preach to a people of a different nation
Zerin, the ancient Jezreel. The view from the slight of the Most High did not on this occasion fail to put and tongue, who could not understand him; or that
eminence is very fine, the plain here being wide and in_ an appearance as upon the seven preceding nights; if he did preach to them, they should become so
in,teresting, reachibg from Carmel even_ nigh unto ana as' he entered he said, Peace be to this tent, alarmed at his words that they should not only
the Jordan.
·
and peace be unto thee, Scribe from the land of Un- clothe themselves in sackcloth, but that they should
27. Here was· the palace of Ahab, but not a trace clesam. Thou hast this day seen the best part of all also clothe their beasts of burden and animals with
of it remains. In the fields below is said to be the the Land of Yahweh, though thou has.t seen many the same.
vineyard of Naboth, which Ahab so ardently coveted mountains of barren rocks. Howbeit the whole land
16. The part about the gourd growing up in a
for an herb garden, because it was so near his own would not make more than half of many of the coun- single night so as to form a shade, under which the
house. Naboth, however, did not wish to part with tries in thy land.
prophet could hide himself from the sun's rays, and
his real estate, it being the inheritanc~ of his fathers;
2. But I will now resume the subject of my last that God prepared a worm to cut it down, is in keep·
whereupon that bad.woman Jezebel, wife of Ahab, visits. Let me call thy attention to a few of the ing with the rest of the story. The whole must be
laid her !oul plots to get Naboth out of the way, by statements contained in the book of Job. Howbeit regarded by people of reasonable minds as only a
inducing two men to falsely swear he had blas- that book was not written by a Hebrew, but waR fiction.
phemed, for which crime he was stoned to death, so borrowed from one of the pagan nations; but inas17. I have hurriedly run over the books oompristhat her husband could obtain the coveted field; for much as the Hebrews adopted it as their own and . ing what is called the Old Testament, and mentioned
which evil doing the man of God Elijah pronounced incorporated it in their collection, it is justly entitled only a part of the fictions and creations of the imaga curse upon Ahab and Jezebel, in consequence of to the same scale of criticism as the books of their ination with which it is replete. I am sure I have
which, after painting her face, she was thrown out of own writing.
not mentioned half of those that might justly be
the window and killed on the pavement, and the
3. It has often been noticed that the persons termed fals'ehoods, but I have instanced enough to
dogs came and licked her blood.
.
and places mentioned in the book of Job have no con- show that it is an untruthful volume, containing very
28. The way in which Jezebel was served was in nection whatever with those mentioned in the other much that is extremely improbable, and much that
this wise: In after years, when Ahab was dead, books of the Jewish scriptures, showing conclusively is strictly untrue.
Jehu, king of Israel, marched down against Jezreel, that it has no connection with them in characters,
18. I ~de some remarks to show that the first
by order of a man of God, and llodministered one of incidents, or localities;· howbeit it is one of the five books of the Bible, called the Pentateuch,
the gentle rebukes for which the people of Yahweh grandest booklil in the collection,, though merely a claimed to have been written by Moses, were not
were so noted; that is to say, he killed many kings drama or poem.
written by that individual. I will now very brie:fiv
and their subjects; and as he was marching along in
4. It is very uncertain who the sons of God were run over several others of the books in the Old
lordly triumph he saw Jezebel; finely painted and with whom Satan met at the time of his traveling up Testament, with the view of showing that they
decorated, looking out of the window, which, in his and down in the earth. In the book of Genesis It could not have been written by the persons claimed
mild way, he ordered her to be thrown out of; and speaks about the sons of God taking the daughters to be their authors.
when he was obeyed by one of his servants he of men for wives and raising a race of giants; but
19. The book of Joshua could not have been writtrampled the woman to death with his horse.
the book of Job does not indicate that the two sets ten by the person whose name it bears, unless he
29. This little exercise gave him a good appetite of· sons of God were the same persons. It is not was able to write out while living what should take
for dinner, anQ. he sat down to ~at; but very soon a known with any certainty how many sons God had. place long after he was dead, which would be a most
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absurd claim to set up. In chapter xxiv, 31, it says
~~· It is barely possible that Solomon may have
CHAPTER XVIII.
Israel served the Lord all the days of Joshua, and or1gmated some of the proverbs contained in the
all the days of the elders that overlived Joshua. He collection ascribed to him, but there is no probabilNINTH DAY-FROM JENIN TO NABULU!I.
could not have written about what occurred to ity that he is the author of many of them. They
1. And it came to pass on the morning nf the ninth
the men who outlived him, all the days of their are the collection of what were considered the wise day of the journey of the pilgrims, that they startPd
lives.
and sage sayings of different times and different betimes, learning that tbey had a long and hard day's
20. When the ~onstrqus statement is given about peoples. Quite a portion of them are of pagan journey to perform. Their road at once led up a
the sun and moon standing still at his command, the origin. The chapter beginning with, The words rocky defile among the hills; for they had now passed
remark is made, And there was no day like that, be- of King Lemuel, is clearly of pagan origin, for the plain country. In passing through an olive grcve
fore it, nor after it, that the Lord hearkened untn a the Israelites had no king by that name. The the Frenchman was knocked from his donkey hy passroan. That clearly was written by one who lived prayer of .,Agur is probably of the same character. ing under low limbs, but as he rides sidewise on
some time after the event, as the phrase necessarily Nearly all ancient nations have had sayings and some sacks, the falls were slight if frequent.
in<:Jludes a long time subsequent.
proverbs of much the same kind.
2. After two hourR' rifle over a very rough road
21. Chapter xv, 63, says, As for the J ebusites, the
33. It is very tmlikely that Solomon wrote Ecole- the pilgrims reached the wells of Dothan, where they
inhabitants of Jerusalem, the children of Judah siastes, but it was most probably written by some saw many or the Syrian damsels filling their earthen
could not drive them out, and the Jebusites dwell unknown person who wished to palm off his produc- jars or pitchers with water to carry on their heads
with the children of Judah at Jerusalem unto tion as if written by a noted person. The very first to their homes, some of them two miles away.
this day. Joshua could not possibly have writtlm and twelfth verses have this appearance. I, the Many were met on the road, some going toward the
this. Jebusi, the ancient name for Jernsalem, was preacher, was king over Israel in Jerusalem. Solo. well with empty jars, and others returning with full
not taken until thfl time o( David, when the name mon was·king u-p to the hour of his death, and had ones. The large bottles or jars are fillPd by means
was changed to Jerusalem, and this was four hundred he really written the book, he would have said,I am of a long pole with a pin at the end. The jars are
years after the time Qf Joshua. It clearly was not king, and not, I was king. Neither would it look pushed into the water by the pole, and then hauled
written till after the time city was taken.
well for him to say, I have gotten more wisdom than up.
22. Similar statements are made in several places all that were before me. A truly wise man would
3. This well is another of the veritable pits into
where the expressions, Even unto this day, and, It not speak in that way of himself. The best Bible which Joseph was cast by his brethren when his
remaineth unto this day, show conclusively that students place the writing of the dolorous book seven father sent him out to ascertain how they were getthe account was not written till a long time after the or eight hundred years after Salomon's time.
ting on in pasturing the sHeep. When several places
events transpired. It is a book about Joshua, and
34. The song named after Solomon is an amorous are claimed as the locality where ce1tain events
not by Joshua. · It is not at all probable that he composition, and though it i!! unlikely that he wrote occurred, one is not here little embarrassed in de termwrote a word of it.
it, the authorship would not be a great credit to ining which is the true and which the false; though
23. Judges is an anonymous book, and it uannot him. Solomon would hardly have been the man to in this case possibly one is just as true as the other.
he said who wrote it; but it is verv clear that it was highly praise the purity and faithfulness of a maiden
4. It is claimed that here at Dothan Elisha tarried
not written till a long time after the date of the oc- he had fruitlessly tried to add to his conquests. The during the time Benhadad was marching toward
currence of the events given in the narrative. It greatest falsehood, however, is the pretense that the Samaria, and that here the prophet by -prayer
speaks of Jerusalem in several places, which shows amorous song or poem has the slightest reference to enabled a young man to see a mountain full of
that it could not have been written until after the Christ and the church.
horses and chariots of fire; and here it was that be
time of David.
.
35. I will not dwell much on the sixteen books caused the Syrian hosts to be smitten with blind24. The two books of Samuel will bear examina- called the prophecies, except to remark that they are ness.
tion no better. They are claimed to have been written the oldest of any of the books of the Old Testament,
5. It is a steep, rocky road to climb up to where
by Samuel, but the claim is untrue. He certainly and the least apocryphal of them all, though they Samaria once stood, and where are some of the ruins
could. not write the account about his being raised are not all correct as to authorship, nor were they of the old town. A miserable modern Syrian village
from his grave by the witch of Endor, which is given written at t.he time claimed, nor in the order now occupies a part of the site, and the name of
in the first book. The second comes down to the close given.
the same is Sebastiyeh, and it is surrounded by an
of the reign of David, when Samuel had been forty
36. Isaiah is by two authors, the first a wild, dis- ill-looking hedge of prickly pear.
years in his grave. He did not write the books.
cordant, but rather grand writer, who lived about
6. The first and about the only rnins seen on the
25. The two books of Kings do not pretend to 712 BC.; the second was not written till some two rugged hill where Samaria stood is a row of colbe anything more than historical narratives of the hundred years later, while the Israelites were cap- umns which once encircled the city; many of them
wars with other nations, and wars with each other, tives in Babylon. The way in which the writings of monoliths of a plain character, and fifteen feet high
which the kings of the country indulged in. Any two or more authors are thus thrown together and or more on an average, though they are not all alike.
person of ordinary ability could write such books, if represented as one exhibits the careless and incorrect Many of them are still standing, while others have
he bad the data for the purpose; and if be had manner in which the Old Testament is made up.
fallen over. They are very tame and unattractive
it not, it would not require a powerful imagination
37. The second or Deutero-Isaiah wrote about the compared with many columns of pagan temples.
to invent some of them. No one knows who wrote the Lord having chosen Pyrus as his servant, whom he
7. The city was built by Omri, king of Israel, and
books, and it is but little difference who wrote them. had anointed, whose right had he holden to subdue became the capital of the ten tribes until they were
Like all the writings of that period of the world, they the nations, etc., for he lived in the time of Cyrus, carried into captivity; and here is that Ahah
contain some truths and some falsehoods. The ex- while the first or true Isaiah had died nearly two erected a temple to Ba.al, and which Jehu destroyed.
aggerations are numerous.
centuries before. The style of the two writers is During his reign the city was besieged by Benha26. The two books of Chronicles go over much materially different.
dad, who was defeated. After bPing many times
the same ground as the books of the kings, with the
38. Jeremiah is placed second, while his correct besieged it was capturen by the Assyrians, and all
usual proportion of contradictions and differences. place would be twelfth. He was not the author of the people of the ten tribes were carried away into
They were not written till two or three centuries be- all that stands to his credit. Good judges throw out captivity.
fore the present era, and were not done by insp1ra- several chapters as not being by him. He made sev8. After various revivals the city was taken by
tion .. The author or authors are wholly unknown.
eral mistakes in his productions; notably, his assur- John Hyrcanus. Pompey restored it to Syria, and
27. It is thought the books of Ezra and Nehemiah ances to Zedekiah, in the thirty-fourth chapter, that Augustus gave it to Herod the Great, who rebuilt it
were by the same author as the Chronicles, as the he should not die by the sword, but in peace, whereas with great magnificence, and who probably put up
last of the Chronicles and the first of Ezra are alike. Zedekiah's sons were put to death before him, his all the columns, in all over a hur1dred in numbPr.
They are badly mixed and disjointed. They disa- eyes were put out, and he was taken captive to Ba.b- But little is now to be seen save the columns and the
gree as to many details, but it is unnecessary to ylon and kept in prison till he died. Jeremiah also rubbish where the city stood.
point these out. They were written less than three showed dishonesty by pandering to Nebuchadnezzar,
9. After passing around the site of the old cify
hundred years before the Christian era.
whom he evidently wished to placate. He was un- which stood on the hill-top, the pilgrims visited a
28 .. The book of Ruth may be denominated a sort doubtedly a gloomy and sorrowful man.
mosque which was once a Chri~<tian church, and
of love s~ory of a Moabitisb girl creeping slyly,
39. Ezekiel is placed third among the prophets, called the church of St . .T ohn. The Christians lost
at night, into the bed of a young man who was her but should be thirteenth. He has been called a it when they were defeated by the Saracens.
cousin. Thousands of similar incidents could with writer rather than a prophet, but he made some hits
10. In the center of the conrt is what purport!' to
equal propriety have been added to the Jewish and some misses. His plan for the rebuilding of the be the sepulcher of J<-hn the Baptist, which is
sacred collection. It was not written till nearly a temple was disregarded, and it is well that it was, reached by descending twenty or thirty steps. The
thousand years later than the time of which it speaks. for his plan would have taken up the entire city. bones, however, are gone; they are said to have been
No inspiration was necessary to write it.
Some of his writings are very coarse and crude.
taken to Rome, where they have performed astonish29. The book of Esther is chiefly remarkable for
40. Daniel stands fourth, and shoultl be Jast, or ing miracles, though the skeleton was minus a head.
not containing the name of Yahweh once, and giving more correctly, he should not be placed among the According to the story, John the Baptist was bethe story of a young woman who willingly prosti- prophets at all. The writer was neither Daniel nor headed, and the head part was taken to Herodias,
tuted herself to the .king of Persia. It required no a prophet. It was not written till nearly four hun- the daughter of Herod, and it is not at all prob3ble
inspiration to write such an account, and it is dred years after the time of Daniel. It was the last that the bead and trunk were ever brought together
of but little consequence in the present age of the book admitted into the Jewish canon, and got in again. Had they been buried as OJJe in this tomb,
world.
with much difficulty. It was not placed among the what wonders they might have performPd indeed !
30. Engugh has been said of the book of Job; it prophecies by the Jews, but by Christians. For 11. The trouble is one feels so much doubt here
contains many grand conceptions, and comes nearer many hundred years great importance was attached as to the certainty of any of these claims. Those
to containing a correct idea of the forces of na- to what were supposed to be its prophecies, but they upon whose authority these localiLies have been fixed
ture, though expressed in poetic language, than any are so unmeaning, so misleading, and so many fail- upon knew not that the persons ever lived whose
book in the Jewish scriptures; but it is not of He- ures have grown out of them, that confidence has story they have connected with the places, much less
brew production, nor is it known wllen or where it been lost, and but little importance is attached to that they selected the right localities. It is very
was written. It has no kind of counection with the them.
easy to say thi~ is the place where John t.he Baptist
persons or places mentioned in the other books of
41. The remaining writers of the Old Testament was buried, but that does not prove that there ever
the Bible. It is a pagan composition-a poem or are called the minor prophets, but as comparatively was such a .person, or that there was one chance in
drama, and wholly imaginative~ 'fhe events nar- little importance is attached to them, I will not a hundred of his having been buried there.
rated in it never occurred.
recall them at this time. They do not stand chron12. The place, of course, is pointed out where the
31. The Psalms are untruthfully a.scribed to David. ologically correct, nor does what they have to say lepers sat in the days of Ahab, where Herod built his
He never wrote one of them. They are a collection have any bearing upon this age of the world. temple, where the market was, the tomb of Obadiah,
by different authors, much as hymns and songs by Some of them prophesied against the Assyrians, and other persons. Josephus states that .John was
different writers are collected now .. Many passages some against the Scythians. Some were interested beheafled in the castle of ·Marcherus on the Dead Sea;
are pointed out that clearly were not written till long in one direction, others in others; but I will not take and if that is so, it is very unlikely that his trunk
after the time of David, and the best judges hold them up in detail.
was carried the better part of a hundred miles for
that some of them were written as late as the time
42. Neither will I now enter upon the subject of burial. St. Jerome, in the fonrth century, is the fint
of the Maccabees, while others were from the time prophecy by an examination of its uureliability and one who alludes to the tradition that J obn was buried
of Ezra. They are the meditations of religious men, worthlessness, though 1 may do so at another time. at Samaria. He was also t-he authority for settling
and are just as valuable as though written by the I will now instead bid thee good-night, wish thee 1 many claims which no person had the means of
bloody warrior to whQm they are accredited.
f sweet repose, and take my departure.
:knowing anything about.
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13. From the high ground of Samaria an exten28. After the return from the Babylonish captiv- and Protestant Christians. A Latin mona.stery is
sive view of the surrounding country is obtained. ity, Shechem became the center of Samaritan wor- here, also some fifteen or mo.re of soap factori~s; but
Manyilarge hills of rock are in view, with narrow ship, and has continued so until the present day.! they cannot be very extensive, or the soap Is sent
valleys and defiles between; and as the pilgrims de- When the pilgrims arrived at the place they found Iaway, f?r the people do not look as though they used
scended the very precipitous hill on which the city there already Yacob Amram, the high priest of the· any of It.
.
.
stood, they passed over extremely rough and stony Samaritans, who was in waiting to conduct them to
43. A feature of the town are th_e lepers who hve
roads. A spring was passed under a ledge of rooks, the synagogue of the Samaritans, where they have there .. These unhappy creatures s1t at the entrance
called the Robbers' Fountain, where the Bedouin copies of the Pentateuch of great age, and wholly of ~he town, and when strangers appr?ach extend
brigands who infest the country resort for water.
unlike that of the Jewi01h scriptures.
t~eir deformed. an? eaten hands, the~r shrun:ken
14. The roads continued extremely r0cky and
29. The origin of the Samaritans is a matter of.con- l~mbs, show th.eir distor~ed faces, and With th~ horrough, the stones in many places being small and siderable doubt. They may have been Assyrians, rible husky vmces pecuhar to them they beg I.n the
loose, round, and very numerous, so it was bad blended with Jewish blood. In 2 KingeP, xvii, 24, it most piteous manner. It would seem a very smgufor the horses to walk thereon. Hills were passed says: The king of Assyria brought men from Baby- lar kind of provi?~nce that sho~ld mark out the exover where the stones had been laid into heavy lou and from Cuthah, and from Ava, and from Ha- istence and conditiOn of such miserable wretches.
walls and large piles, but still the ground was well math, and from Sepharvaim, and placed them in the
covered; but room was found for some olive and fig ,cities of Samaria, instead of the children of Israel;
CHAPTER XIX.
trees, and soil enough between the rocks is found to and they have possessed Samaria and dwelt in the
NINTH VISIT OF MELCHISEDEC.
keep them alive, as they. require but little.
cities thAreof.
15. The road to Nabulus, or ancient Shechem, lies
30. When the Jews returned from captivity the -1. And it came to pass when the camp was quiet,
between two long hills of rocks, with an arrow valley Samaritans were di1posed to assist Zerubbabel in re- and the weary pilgrims had sunk into sweet rebetween, and this continues for several miles. The· building the temple, but were refused; and, then pose, the Veneral>le Visitor, just as he had done in
road was once paved in a very imperfect way, and is their anger was aroused, and their hostility to the previous occasions, entered the tent bearing the
Stars and Stripes, and, approaching the cot of the
extremely rough; but telegraph poles along the road Jews and their worship "Became intense.
with a single wire reminded the pilgr1ms that they
31. They resolved to run an opposition line, and Scribe, mildly spoke these words:
2. Hail, young Scribe; I greet thee on this occawere still not quite out of the :world.
to riyal Jerusalem by a temple of their own; and ac16. The whit~ tents, pitched at the east end of cordinglv they built one on Mount Garizim, which is sion, and speak words of peace unto thee. I perceive
the town, were reached. befow the fifth hour, and within twenty minute~ walk of Shechem or Nabulus. that thou art weary after the hard day's travel, and
while the sun was still half an hour high in the
32. Of course the hatred between the adherents I would not disturb thy rest nor add in the least to
heavens; and the pilgrims were glad to thus com- of the rival religions became more heated. .Tbere is thy weariness. Is there aught that thou wouldst
plete a hard day's ride.
.
·
no greater hatreo in the world than the devotees of have me speak of to-night?
.
3. After a moment's thought ·the Scribe made an17. Nabulus, corrupted fr.Jm Neapolis, or Flavia one system of religion feel toward those who adhere
Neapolis, is the name give':! to the town in commem- to another system. In this way the most bloody swer in this wise: Venerable Friend, thou hast
oration of its restoration by Titus Flavius Vespasian. wars have arisen, and this enmity has caused the kindly spoken of many things touching the events
It is the Shechem of the Old Testament. In the time most terrible bloodshed which the world has wit- and claims contained in the Old Testament, but thy
servant would be greatly pleased to hear thee upon
of Jabob it was a Hivite city, under the governor- neesed.
ship of Hamor, the father of Shechem. It was here
33. It became a sin for a Jew to extend hospital- the subject of the New Testament, especially touchthe events are supposed to have occurred referred.to ity to a Samaritan, or for a Samaritan to extend it to ing the stpry of Jesus Chriilt, the remarkable charin Genesis xxx:iv, when Dinah, the daughter of Jacob, a Jew. The feeling expressed by the woman of Sa- acter that is claimed for him, and the wonderful
pleased Shechem, the son of Hamor the Hivite, maria to Jesus when he asked her for water shows deeds he is said to have performed. Is his story
prince of the country, and he fell desperately in love the feeling of enmity that existed between the two true?
4. Then did the Venerable Visif!or make anilwer in
with her; and they did that together which young peoples. She said, How is it that thou, being a
people should not do until they are married.
Jew, ask est drink of me, which am a woman of Sa- these words : Thou art a Truth Seeker, and I will,
18. Contrary to the usual custom, Shechem re- maria? For the Jews have no dealings with Samar- so far as in me lies, aid thee in thy search; and give
tained a strong love for Dinah, and his soul clave itans.
thee what I conceive to be the truth of the whole
unto 11er notwithstanding their little indiscretion;
84. The Samaritans believe in one God; they look matter.
and he besought his father to see her father and for the coming of a messiah; they believe in the
5. I deny not there is a basis of truth upon
have matters duly arranged so he could make the resurrection of the body, and the life of the world which the current story of Jesus is founded. It is
girl hiil legal wife.
·
to come. They acknowledge none of the books in my opinion that there was one living in this rocky,
19. The youn!J man seemed honorable in his inten- the Bible save the first five, called the Pentateuch, desolate country a person who bore the name of
tions, as also did his father Hazor, who conferred but they do not believe the Jews have the true copy Jesus; and he might have been the reputed son of a
with Jacob touching the matter, offering him the of that. They observe the Jewish Sabbath; they carpenter, while he might really have been the son
freedom of the country, and proposing that Jacob believe in sacrifice, with the feasts and fasts observed of a priest.
give his daughters to the sons of the country for by the Jews.
6. Indeed, there was more than one person bearing
wives, and in return that hi1:1 sons take the daughters
35. Yacob Amram led the pilgrims through nar- the name of Jesus, for it was a common name at that
of the country for wives, and they thus become one row, dark, arched, and filthy streets to the syna- period, and was of the same tenor and meaning as
people.
gogue, where they worship, and where two very Joshua, being simply a modification of that name.
20. The father of Shechem 'bore himself through- sacred copies of the Pentateuch are kept sacredly In tha story of Jesus there are some events that ocout in a very honorable manner, presenting the under lock and key. The first copy brought was not cUI·red in the lives of two different individuals.
moilt amicable offers to give with the son anything the most ancient, but is a/hand-made copy in Hebrew
7. But tMre is a great deal in the story ail it has
reasonable. But it suited the sons of Jacob to be from the original. ·
·
been puplished to the world that has no truth in fact;
deceitful and play a fal!!e and double part; they en36. As a special favor on t4is occasion, the older so that I may say with all truth that there never was
tertained deep malice against both father and son, one, the most sacred of all, was brought forth, and such a charallter as the Jesus of the NQw Testament
the pilgrims were periDitted to look upon it, but is held up to have been. No person ever came into
and sought their destruction.
21. They pretended if father and son and the males scarcely to touch it for fear of its being worn out. existence in the way claimed for him; no person ever
belonging to them would be circumcised they would It is on vellum or parchment, and is in Hebrew, but performed the miracles attributed to him, and no
accede to the request made and consent to the mar- by no means can it be copied or any translation made person ever left the earth and was taken up bodily
riage between Shechem and Dinah. Hamor at once from it.
into heaven, as claimed for him. All these claims
complied with the demands thus made, and per37. Yacob assured the pilgrims that the older copy are simply false.
suaded all the males under his control to consent to is 3,472· years old, and is materially different from
8. There was a man who strolled about the country
circumcision.
the copy possessed by the Jews. One claim is that and was followed by a band of prophets who had
22. But when they had in good faith done all that it was written by Moses, and another that it was by little or nothing to do. In part he was a reformer,
the sons of Jacob had demanded, and while they a grandson of Aaron. One is as true as the other. in part an enthusiast, and in part a person who dewere still sore from the surgical operation, the treach. The· Scribe said if the Samaritan copy iii is old as sired and expected to reach a position as ruler of the
erous sons of Jacob falsified their word and mas- claimed it is nearly thousand yeltrs older than the land.
sacred in cold blood father, son, and all the males same books in the Jewish scriptures ; but he believes
9. He attracted no great attention, .and possessed
und.er them.
not that either is so old.
no great ability; neither was there anything about
23. To carry out the business of their natures,
38. The Samaritans still retain their identity and him of an extraordinary characteT. Similar persons
after killing the non-resisting men, they took all their their prejudice toward the Jews, but there are only have risen in many countries, and in various ages of
sheep, oxen, asses, and everything that was in the about one hundred and fifty of them. left. Though the world. There was nothing bad about the man,
city and country, and even the wives and the chil- their temple on Mount Gerizim has tumbled to ruins, nor did he do anything more than hundreds of his
dren of the murdered men were carried away cap- they meet there to attend sacrifice an~ hold festival. fellow-beings are capable of doing.
tives. It was only the chosen people of Yahweh
39. Kids of goats and lambs a yeiu old are the
10. As his followers increased, his ambition also
that could be guilty of such conduct.
chosen victims, but they must be without blemish. inoreased, until at length he even entertained an idea
24. Even the dishonest old Jacob, who had deeply On the fourteenth day of the tenth month all the that he was destined to occupy the position of king
wronged his own generous-hearted brother, was ap- Samaritans leave their dwellings and repair to thA or chief ruler in the country. It was this which led
palled at such base conduct and disapproved of it· mount, where, after due solemnities and ceremonies, to the event that closed his career. With him, as
but his objections were placed on the ground that some six of the kids ate slain; and, after being with thousands of others, political ambition led to his
the Canaanites and Perizzites might regard such dressed and salted, they are roasted in an oven for ruin.·
conduct as very base and return the compliment by the purpose, after which the worshipers fall to and
11. The very assertion that he was the king of the
killing Jacob and hiilsons. •
eat them up;. at all of which it is supposed Yahweh Jews, and that it was his destiny to sit upon the
25. It is also claimed that it was to Shechem that is very much pleased.
throne of David, was sufficient, in the unsettled condiJacob sent his son Joseph with the coat of many
40. Mount Gerlzim is nearly three thousand feet tion of the country, to stir up enmity and ill will
colors to look up his brethren who were tending their above the sea, and was the Mount of Blessing, as against him among those of his own nation, and anflocks; but when he arrived there he learned they had called beforetime. Its neighboring mountain to the swered for a sufficient pretext for the Homan authorgone farther north, even unto Dothan, and following north, one mile dis~ant, is Mount Ebal, or the :Mount ities, who were extremely jealous of anybody and
them there, they conspired against him, threw him {)f Cursiug. Nabulus lies between the two. It nar- everybody who made pretensions to political authorinto a pit, and afterward sold him to be carried away rates in Joshua viii, 33, 34, how the tribes of Israel ity.
into Egypt.·
·
gathered on these two hills, when the Levites lifted
12. The man was executed, not because he was
.26. When the land was divided among the twelve up their voices and pronounced from Mount Gerizim really dangerous, nor because the Roman authorities
tribes Shechem fell to the lot of Ephraim, but was blessing@ upon the obedient, and from Ebal cursings were seriously alarmed at his pretensions of being a
not of great value, for on one side of the very narrow upon the rebellious.
prince, or becoming a king; but at that time it took
valley there was nothing but masses of worthless
41. Owing to the shape of the hills, it is said that but little to call out the sentence of death, even
rocks. Subsequently, however, it became a I.evite a person standing in the valley ca~ hear what is said the crime of stealing a very limited amount being
city of refuge.
·
in a loud voice on either mount.
sufficient to demand it.
27. After the division of the Israelites, Jeroboam
42. Nabulus has from 12,000 to 20,000 inhaoitants,
13. When the Homans became established in the
the king of the ten tribes, made his capital at Shechem' but the town is not in vi tin g. The population is land of the Jews they introduced crucifixion as the
but later on the capital was changed to Samaria.
' largely Mohammedan1 with SODl.e Eomish, Greek, mode of capital punishment j and every person who
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was sentenced to death, regardless of what the at that time been hel_d by Christians, nor its a?cept-j. see that the locality would be in the slightest degree
offense was, died by crucifixion; thus it was not ance demanded. Th1s was all an after comndera-~ benefitP-d thereby.
all strange or unusual that the man Joshua, or tion, a plan of the fathers of the church; and pursu7. Half a mile further on what purports to be
JesuE', was deeined a turbulent, designing person, or ant to this new-fangled notion, or'rather old-fangled Jacob's well is reached, which is simply a rough hole
that he was sentenced to be crucified. The two men notion, borrowed from preexisting systems, the words down in the ground through the rock, 11aid to be to
who are said to have been crucified with him had attributed to Jesus were changed.
the depth of seventy feet, but is much filled up with
committed no crime very dangerous to the country,
27 He did not think he was a god, nor did he rubbish, loose stone, etc. Around are the ruins of
neither had Jesus; and the three are illustrations of teach it. He knew nothing about his 'being begotten an old church, which was once built over the spot.
how smRll a.matter at that time was deemed deserv- by God, nor did he ever say a word about it. The
8. It is considered a very sacred place, for it is
ing of neath.
expressions that he and his father were one, and the here that Jesus is believed to have stopped when be
14. These are the points untrue in the claims set up doctrine that he had lived eternally previous to his became thirsty, and asked the Samaritan woman to
in reference to Jesus. He was not begotten by Yah- coming into the world, he never used nor advanced. give him water, and where they held their little teteweb, or any other god, any more. than every other This was wholly an invention long after he had a-tete; it was from this well that she pointed to
human being that has come into the world. He had pasRed away.
·
Mount Gerizim hard by, where her fathers had
a natural father, the same as every other person who
28. Nothing of this doctrine was contained in the worshiped; and it was from this well that he looked
has had existence; and the claim that his mother was original gospels, from which the present gospels down the little valley and saw the harvest ripe for
a virgin when he was born is wholly devoid of were made up. There is nothing of the kind in the the sickle.
truth.
gospels attributed to Matthew, Mark, and Luke. It
9. There is nothing about the well that to the
15. No woman ever conceived unless she had come is only the gospel a,ttributed to John that contains Scribe looked any more sacred than any other rough
in contact with a person of the opposite sex; the those doctrines, and that gospel was not written by hole in the ground, not walled up, with no curb of
claim that a virgin can become a mother in any other John, but by a deE'igning father of the church, to any kind around it, and no water to be seen or heard
way besides that which nature prescribes is one of establisbtbe doctrine of the trinity, which was un- from when a stone is thrown into it. If the well
the falsest that was ever made. There is but one known to Jesus and his disciples, including Paul. ever afforded water the time has gone by, for noway that females can be impregnated, and the asser- The doctrine of the trinity was adopted in the sec- body now goes there for thRt refreshing fluid. It
tion that it can be done in any other way is as great ond century, and was not preached in the first.
has gone to decay like all the rest of this ceuntry,
a falsehood as can be uttered.
29. It was felt by the Christian leaders when it and the religion which once existed here.
16. The claim that Jesus performed miracles; that was determined to elevate Jesus to be a god that his
10. It was here that it is supposed the youthhe set aside the laws of nature; that he raised the career must be attended with the power of working ful Joseph looked for his brethren, but found them
dead; restored to sight those who had been blind miracles. It was common in that age of the wol']d, not, having to move on toward Dothan. It was here
from their birth; that he healed lepers by his word; and had been for thousands of years, to attribute the that .Jacob is said to hav!l presented JQseph wit.h a
that he converted water. into wine; that he fed five power of working miracles to gods, to demi-gods, and piece of land, but there is nothing now to indicate
thousand persons with five loaves asd two fishes, and great heroes, kings, and extraordinary men.
that the title has been preserved.
had five t1mes as much left after they had finished
30. It was extremely easy to adopt the r.iame style
11. Moving on down a narrow valley toward the
eating as they had to begin with, is wholly devoid of in the story of Jesus, when it was thought that his south, over very stony roads, two or more m0dern
truth.
story must be backed by miracles. It was far more Moslem villages were passed, possessing no histori17. As I said before I say again, no miracle has easy to invent the story of the miracles than to have cal interest and not the slightest attraction of any
ever been performed. A miracle is something that them true. I would have it ever borne in mind that kind. Numerous male and female Bedouins and
is produced in opposition to the laws of nature. a miracle never was performed; the laws of nature natives were met, the women usually carrying a load
Every event that has ever taken place has been a have never been superseded, and have never been of e;ome kind upon their heads, and looking not at
natural result, the consequence of natural laws; suspended.
all fascinating.
31. It was no more difficult to make up these
] 2. Several Syrian farmers were sowing wheat and
hence the idea of a miracle is a most absurd one.
18. The claim that Jesus rose from the dead and stories about the miracles performed by Jesuil than barley in the narrow valley, and plowing it unde1·
lived again in the body as he did before he was exe- by scores of other individuals who lived before him with their stunted yokes of cattle and their small
outed is totally false. No such thing ever occurred, and since. There have been thousands of miracles cultivator-plows, which fail to remove the stalks of
and it is as impossible as it would be for a man to claimed for different persons, but not one of them is the weeds of the past season. Some of the better
swallow himself. Every time this claim is made a true. Every event that has occurred was the result hills were terraced hundreds of years ago for vinehlseho:>d is uttered.
of natural causes, and whatever is produced by nat- yards, etc., and the more arable ones are still plowed
19. The claim that be. was taken up bodily into ural causes is no miracle.
for grain.
heaven i'!l another arrant falsehood. No person's
32. It il", vastly easier for lies to be told in any inI a. On the hills three miles on the left were
body ever left the earth, nor can it by any possibil- stance, and about any person, than for impossibilities pointed out the tombs of Phineas and Eleazar, the
ity. The body is made up of the matter that be- to take place. People should always think of this sons of Aaron, but the Scribe could not recognize
longs to the earth, and there is no meanil by which when they are asked to believe that which is opposed the authorit-y which undertook to decide that those
it can be separated from it. And even if it were to nature. It is far easier for a lie to be told than men were buried there, and thought it far more
possible for a living body to be taken from the for an impossibility to take place. The world has probable the places were where some old sheiks
earth, it could not exist for five minutes.
been filled with lies, but not with miracles. Many were bm·ied a few hundred years ago. In fact, he
20. No living body can continue to exist without miracles have been asserted, but not one has been was inrlifferent whether the sons of Aaron were
a due amount of oxygen, which forms a part of the true-all have been lies. Those attributed to Jesus buried there or not; and if they were, he could not
atmosphere near the earth's surface. When. a dis- are no exception.
see bow the knowledge that they were could be of
tance of four or five miles is attained from the
33. Bllt I will detain thee no longer on this occa- much benefit to the world.
earth the atmosphere becomes so light, and contains sion, as thou art weary, and to-morrow thou hast an
14. While passing over the hills and along the
such a small amount of oxygen, that the body could unusually hard day's work to perform. I will re- winding valleys between the high hills of rocks, the
not continue to exist. There is nothing in the world sume this subject at my next visit. Good-night; pea."ce sun beat down very warm, making the weary pilplainer than this.
be with thee.
grim feeLdepressed. The mornings and evenings
21. Again, as soon as a few miles from the surface
are chilly, but the sun through all the middle part
of the earth is reached the cold becomes so intens&
CHAPTER XX.
of the day shines with a constant and peculiar glare,
that no being could live if placed there, nor could it
which burns the skin and produces a deep tan.
TENTH DAY'S JOURNEY-TO SHILOH AND BETHEL.
colOI".
11ve
ten minutes w h"1le passing through it. Thu& it
will be seen there are the best of reasons why a per.
1. And it came to pass on the morning of the last
15. This was not a well day for the Scribe; he bad
son in the body cannot be taken up away from the day of the eleventh month that the captain of the a recurrence of the ailment which troubled him at
earth.
host required all the pilgrims to be up in time to eat Baal bee and Damascus, and which in fact has hung
22. It is a noteworthy fact that these impossibili- while still it was dark, and be ready to start on their around him in his journey through the Land of Yahties were not claimed for Jesus wlien he first began journey when the light had appeared, for this day web.
to be believed in, and when his story was first circu- nine hours had to be paslled in the saddle.
·
16. He finds the moBt effective remedy to abstain
lated among men; but these impossible claims were · 2. As the pilgrims· passed through the town and wholly from meat and drink, and on several days he
added on to his story a hundred years or more after reached the eastern entrance they saw half a dozen has pursued this course. On thiil day, when journeyhe no longer lived upon the earth. Rut it is well to lepers sitting in a pitiful position by the roadside, ing to Shiloh and Bethel, he suffered neither food nor
remember that it is vastly more easy for these asser- though it was chilly in the morning air, and a hor- water to enter his mouth; but that kind of diet is not
tions to be made than to prove that they were true. rible picture did they present with their deformities, extremely bracing for a long day in the saddle.
23. Paul, the renegade Jew, was one of the ear- their distorted faces, their crippled hands and feet,
17. As the sun poured down his blistering rays, as
liest promulgators of Christianity, and he did more their shrunken limbs, and their hollow, distresfling mile after mile of arid, barren rocks were passed, and
for its spread than all other persons who have lived voices. It is only omnipotent power that can help the hill of Shiloh at length hove in sight, be felt
in the world. His writings are also older than any such cases, and that refuses to work. It has little particularly wearied-wearied with riding, and weaothers in the New Testament; but when they are pity.
ried with the continued vistas of barren, worthless
3. In passing out of the town numerous men and rocks.
closely examined, it will be found that he has not
a word to say about Jesus having been begotten women were seen bowling and praying at that early
18. At length the bill of Shiloh was reached, anby Yahweh, or any other god, not a word about hour in a Mohammedan cemetery, among the graves, other mountain of rocks, with nothing but rocks,
h1s mother being a virgin, and not a word about his for the souls of the dead. The noise was dismal. If rocks, eternal rocks, to be lleen on every side, with the
performing miracles of any kind.
such hideous noises can do the dead any good they least quantity of soil that can be imagined. At Shiloh
the pilgrims lunched, and gladly the Scribe lay down
24. Paul's idea of the excellence of Jesus con- must indeed be easily benefited.
sisted in his death-his being crucified for the sins
4. A halt was made between the highest points of in the sun to rest, but not to eat.
of the world. This was the burden of his song- Mount Gerizim, the Mount of Blessing, and Mount
19. And in this wise did he address the pilgrims
Jesus and him crucified-and this was the extent of Ebal, the Mount of Cursing; and the probability was around him: I know not how you pious folks feel,
his claim. Paul saw, in the fact that Jesus was un- canvassed as to a person standing in the valley and but for myself I have this to say: If this is Gcd's
justly crucified, together with some good doctrines hearing what could be spoken on the hills, fifteen country, I want nothing of it; and if the other connhe had taught, a sufficient basis for building up a hundred feet above. 1t was decided it could be done tries of the world are the devil's, I prefer the devil's
new system of religion.
if the voice was loud. But both mounts are simply every time. There is altogether too much holiness
here for my use, and I prefer a country where tliere
25. It was not till more than a hundred years after masses of barren rock.
Jesus was dead, and Paul was dead, that the extrava5. A mile outside of town a stone building of is a great deal less of it.
gant stories about the miraculous conception of small size was reached, which is called the tomb of
20. The piolls pilgrims were not excessively pleased
Jesus, about his being begotten by God, about his Joseph, where he was buried when his bones were with the country they had passed through, and more
.performing the most astonishing miracles, such as brought up from Egypt, where he bad died two hun- than once the Scribe had reason to think they felt
his raising people from the dead, about himself ris- dred years before.
sore and disappointed at its wretched and sterile ap~ng bodily from the dead, and being taken up bodily
6. To the Scribe it looked as though the stone pearance; but, nevertheless, they looked up at the
Into heaven, were preached and held up to the peo- building was of comparative J?Odern structure, an~ Scribe~~ though they though~ him an irreverent cuss
ple to be believed.
he did not for one moment beheve that the bones of for makmg such a remark aoout the Land of Yah26. In Paul's day Jesus was not supposed to be Joseph were within a hundred miles of the place; web.
[To BE CONTINUED.]
God, and the pagan doctrine of the trinity had not· and even if they had been buried there, he could not
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Mr. Bennett's counsel did-that the whole book was stock continued to whisper. Judge Rohbins OVIlrto be considered. Upon this the cloven foot of Com- heard a remark, and turned fiercely upon him. "No,
stoc~ stuck up prominently. He whispered to the you didn't stop Worthington from selling it." Half
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR..
prosecutor, and handed him a printed Qopy of the rising from his chair, Comstock hissed back at him,
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. proceedings before Judge Benedict whereby Mr. "You say that which is false.'~
Bennett was convicted and senteneed te> the Albany
In hi~ charge to the jury Judge Walling said it
The largt!8t and cheapt!8t Radical Journal pulJlisked in Europe penit(·ntiary. The prosecutor based his argumPnt would be necessary to prove that the book sold was
ob11<>mw,and that it was sold without just causA, On
or America, containing nearly s6Ven hundred square iruihes 'lMre upon tbi11, and proceeded to address the jury.
J
uclge
Robbins,
in
opening
the
case
for
the
defense,
the first point there could he no question. On the
of readi'l!fl rrwtter than any other journal of itslclnd.
said that the d~en.dants were the agents of James second Eoint the Court declined to giv any opinion.
Miller, and that they had sold nothing that was not It made no difference if an indecent story had a
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 25,1882. recognized as legitimate by literary people and the moral attached to it. If the book was obscene and
trade of booksellers. The "Heptameron" was a ind~:>cent in part, the book would be an obscene book
book never tabooed in New York. By reputable within the meaning of the law. As men of intelli.
Comstock Balked.
booksellers and by catalogs he proposed to sh~w e-ence, capable of judging,,the jurors would hav to
We are glad to see a little common sense has been the recognized standing of the book as a classic; cletermin from the book itself whether it was obscene.
exercised by a Jersey jury in one of the infamous that it was a book sold publicly, and found in every It was not a case for expert trstimony. If it were
Comstock's cases. New Jersey is a state noted for complete library, public and private.
found that thi11 was an obscene book. then the third
the severity of the punishment meted out to offendThe court had evidently been furnished with a point would hav to be considered; that is, the jury
ers, and "Jersey justice" has become a synonym for copy of the Bennett trial also, for its rulings were would hav to decide whetheJ.· it is for the public
legal rigor. The state seemed to be about fifty years exactly like Bimedict's. William L. Allison, the gooil. or necessary to the good of religion that the
behind the age, and, with the exception of Dela- publisher and bookseller "of this city, was called as book be sold. If it were found to be an indecent
ware, was regarded as more puritanical than the an expert. He said he had been an editor as well as book, and it were deemed that its sale was still
original Puritans themselvs. Probably it was be- publisher, and he wat~ also a member of the Prfsby- nectSsary to the advancement of literature, it would
cause of this reputation that Comstock instigated a terian church. Expert testimony was promptly oh- hav to be considered whether it should be sold
prosecution against a book that is sold openly over jected to by the prosecutor, who was coached by promiscuously. The jurors retirt'1i1 with their arms
the counters of every respectable book-store in New Comstoek, and the court as promptly ruled that Mr. full of copies of the" Heptameron." At 6-§- o'clock
York and other cities. The book is the" Heptam- Allison's knowledge of books had nothing to do with they returned with a verdict of not guilty. It was
eron of Margaret, Queen of Navarre." The tales the case. His only qualification; the court said, was received with applause by the throng that lingered
of the "Heptameron" were written by Margaret of his being a church-rnembe;r. Every question. oput to in the court room.
Comstock evidently knew his judge in this case, as
Angouleme1 queen of Navarre, and the only sister of Mr. Allison was objected to by the prosecutiOn, the
Francis I., about three hundred and fifty years ago. objection was in each case sustained by the judge, he does in the United States· court, but fortunately he
They were put together with imaginary conversa- and an exception was taken in each case by the ne- was mistaken in his jury. The "Heptameron" is
tions, after the manner of the "Decameron" of Boc- fense. An effort was then made by the defeH~e to like two-thirds of the ancient books in many respects.
caccio, which about that time had been translated show that the defendants had no otbe:r knowledge of It is a series of tales, like the "Decameron," with a
from the original Italian into French.
the hook than that it appeared in- all the Cltalogs of moral to each one. It is not obscene in .any way.
James Miller, the bookseller and publisher,-at 779 book-sales, and on the shelves of all·booksellers, and There are hundreds of passages in the Bible many
Broadway, New York, sent out Hiram Dayton and was sold publicly every day in New York, in spite of times broader than can be found in the" HeptamDavid S. Knox last fall, according to his yearly the agent for the suppression of vice. Judge Hob- eron," and Mr. Arrowsmith's remark that under such
eustom, to sell books in the smaller towns of the bins said that a fair trial would require an exam ina- ruling the Bible could be convicted, was perfectly
neighboring states. It was their custom to rent a tion as to the standing of the book in the field cof lit- true. The judge's remark that a jury of Infidels
Rtore in a town for a fortnight. During the day the erature and among booksellers. The court, hnw- could not be found in Monmouth county is not true.
books were offered for sale over the counters, and in ever, ruled out all of this proffered testimony. Mr. There are many disbelievers in New Jersey, made
the evening they were sold by auction.
Arrowsmith, for the defense, said that under such a unbelievers, perhaps, by just such bigoted ruling as
Dayton & Knox opened a store in Cook's building, ruli11g a jtu·y of Infidels might pronounce tlw Bible Benedict's and Walling's.
a prominent place in Asbury Park, N. J. A great an ohl!lcene book.
The remarks by the coul't th3t books necessary for
many bookR were sold there, and among others were
"I don't think you could get a jury of Inficiels in the good of religion should hav special privileges
nine or ten copies of the "Heptg,meron." One copy Monmouth county," said the judge.
will not pass unnotic~d. It is an eminently Ohriswas Sf•ld to. a young law student, Alfred D. Bailey,
George A. Leavitt, the bookseller, of t.his city, tian sentiment, and when -put down into plain Engon the afternoon of Nov. 22d. Two hours later identifieil a lot of catalogs in which the public sale lish means that the literature of the chun·h, no matConstable Jackson arrested Mr. Knox, who hnd sold of the '' Heptameron" was shown, but be was not al- te1· how smutty, may circulate freely, but all other
the book, and also Mr. Dayton. They were taken lowed to go furt4er.
.
classics must be tabooed. The judge undoubtedly did
before 'Squire Holmes, where James .A. Bradley, the
David S. Knox, the defendant, was asked if he had his best to convict, as did Benedict in Mr. Bennett's
founder of .Asbury Park, and president of its board ever r.ead the "Heptaineron," and answered, "Never." case. He is evidently an old Jersey" blue light,"
of commissioners, made a charge against them of The prosecutoi· sat with both legs over the arm of who believes that Christ was crucified, and also beexposing for sale and selling to Bailey a copy of an an adjoining chair, and ohjected to every question. lieves:that every on<' who does not believe should be
obscene book. 'Squire Holmes put them under five Mr. Knox was not allowed by the court to testify crucified likewise.
We congratulate the Messrs. Knox nnd Dayton
' hundred dollars bail, and at the opening of the Jan- further than to the incidents of the sale of the book to
ua.ry term of court in Freehold the grand jury in- Bailey, and of the arrest of the defendants an lJOur I upon their escape from the web so artfully woven
dieted them.
later. ThAy bad, he said, in their store, American about them by Comstock. Yet we are gl~d the trial
The trial occupied Tuesday. and Wednesday of editions of the "Heptameron," published by R. has taken pl~ce, for it shows the general public just
last week. Judge Walling, before whom the young Worthi11gton and John D. Williams, of New York, what an intolerant bigot Comstock is. We congratmen were tried, is a typical Jerseyman, who never and by Gebbie & Barrie, of Philadelphia, and edi. ulate the jury upon having the sense to see what the
read a~ything but .the Bible, and took occasion to tions imported by Scribner, Welford & Co, aJH] J. judge was trying to do, and manhood enough torego out of his way to hav a fling at Infidels, notwith- B. Lippincott & Co. Prosecutor Lanning asked Mr. sist "his endeavor to incarcerate two men for commitstanding the fact that the Millers are eminently re· Knox if he had uot put up the hook at auction 11ight ting no offense. whatever. Every effort the vice sospectable Christians. He had never read nor heard aftH night, and called attention to it as "racy." Mr. ciety has made lately but shows up its true character
of the" Heptameron." The county prosecutor, John Kn("X d'"Ilied that he had ever done so. Hiram Day- in a plainer light. It is time Comstock was relegated
E. Lanning, also had never heard of the book be- ton,- the other defeudant, said there was nothi!ig sur-, to that oblivion from which he and his soap-fat
fore. The jury was made up of farmers, with two reptitious in the manner of offering the book, and' backer sprung. He and all connected with him are
exceptions. These were the foreman, John B. Ar- no special effort was made to Rell it.
a disgrace to our civilization, and, as long as they are
rowsmith, a retired miller, who, it was afterward
Judge Robhins then o:ff~;red to show tllat matter clothed with their pTesent power, a standing mennc£>
learned, had read the "Heptameron" twenty years of a simihr sort to the "Heptameron" is received to our republican institutions.
"
a:go, and was the only man on the jury who had ever "by people of educatiou and.literary people as legitiheard of it, and John T. Reynolds, a storekeeper, I mate. H<> pro poRed to read from Shakspt'rt:'s sonnets,
and formerly a charcoal burner. After the jnry had. Boccaccio'" "Decameron," Rabelait>, Swift, "Don
Prominent },emale Suffragists.
been drawn ._and sworn, the attention of the court 1Juan," L1. Fontaine's Fables, Chaucer_, Fielding, SmolLEE'rONIA, Omo, Dec. 26, 1881.
and spectators was attracted by the entrance let, fiay, Pope, and Burns. The court refused to To THE EmTolt oF TnE 'l'ItUTH SEEKER, Si'r: Will you
of Anthony Comstock, who carried a small yel- 1 admit the testimony, and rt-jected also the offer of oblige the writer by publi~hing iu your paper the names of
low bag, full of pamphlets and law reports. He 1 cat~ logs to show in what places the book is publicly either Eex who were pioneers on the question of woman su1frage
sat down behind the prosecutor, within whispering to Le found.
·
in this country, and giv the chat•acter of such persons?
distance. The defendants were represented by
,litstice of the Peace Truax, of Asbury Park, testiS. 0~. STRATTON.
Judge Robbins and Eusebius W. Arrowsmith, both fied to havinp- been shown the "Heptameron" by
We hav not tlJe data nor 11pace to giv the character
of I!'reehold. They sat at a small round table, upon Dayton, who, hE> said, told him that he could read it of the advocates of female suffrage, but the reputawhich were piled half a dozen copies of the" Rep- all the next day, and called his attention to certain t.ion of some is world wide. The following are the
t.ameron," a copy of Rabelais, belonging to Judge parts of it, but added, as the witness testified, most prominent: Mary W ollstonecraft, Frances
·Robbins, and the works of Shakspere, Byron, Pope, ""faint 110 place to lay it down on the parlor-table." Wright, Lucretia :Mott, Harriet :Martineau, Ly~lia
a Bible, Taine's "English Literature," and severe!
Young Mr. Hawkins of the pro~>eeution then drew Maria Child, Margaret Fuller, Sarah and Angelma
book-catalogs of book-publishers and public libraries. his r.hair close up in front of the jury, and read parts Orimke, Josephine S. Griffin_g, Martha C. Wrig~It,
Mr. Bradley, who is famous through the county of some of the tales, omitting always the morals~ Harriot K. Hunt, M. D., Manana W. Johnso.n, Allee
for his zeal in temperance matters, was the first wit with which they are pointed and adorned.
I alld Phrobe Carey, Ann Preston, M. D., Lyd1a Mott,
ness. He testified that he was in effect mayor of
J\lr. Arrowsmith, in summing up for the defense, Eliza W. Farnham, Lydia J1'. Fowler, M.D., Paulina
Asbury Park, and that he had sent Arthur Bailey de!!oribed the life and the times of Margaret, queen Wright Davis, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Sus~n B.
to buy the "Heptameron" because he had heard 1 of Nayarre, in order to show that the book wa.s in Anthony, Matilda Joslyn Gage. A complete history
it was being sold, and that it was obscene. ·He Ikeeping with them. ,Judge Robbins showed the of woman suffrage is being prepared ?Y ~he three
identified the copy of the book purchased by Bailey. character of the book in history smd in literature. last-named ladies, the first volume ofwbi_c~ IS already
It was the "Flameng edition," with etchings by Leo- He said it was not for a Monmouth county court and issued. It is a ve~y larg~ W?rk, compl"l~Ing nea:ly
pold Flameng.
.
jury to say thata book whieh has lived for three hun- 900 pages. Our fnend will find all the mformatiOn
The prosecutor was- evidently but a tool in Com- dred and fifty year11 was o'usct->11e hee~c~use of broad pas. he desires in it. The price is $5 for the first_ volume.
stock's hands, and was direc~ed by him. He pursued sag('S in it, or appoint themsdvs as the cemwrs of lit- We can supply it.. The second volume IS under
the same course that met With such success before erilture.
way.
J efft'eys Benedict in the United States court. He
Tnrning abrnptly upon Mr. Comstock,whosat whisGEo. CLARKE, tl1e recent. convert from the ranks of
submitted, as did Fiero, a copy of the book with the pering through cloliitld lips to the prosecutor, Judge
passages marked upon which the prosecution relied Robbins said: "Why hasn't Comstook first suppressed the clergy and ehureh, has enter~d .the lecture field
LO send the prisoners to jail. The defendants' coun-1 it in New York, where it is published under his very and is now en 1·oute west. He IS mdorsed hy tl.Je
sel. very properly. objected to the marked passages, nose? Why does he stev over into New Jersey to League by which he is authorized to establish
gomg befcre the Jury. H~ m~qe the same plea that teach us what we are to do and to read?" Mr. Com- branch~s, and Geo. Ohainey, with whom he has lived
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during the past six months. His subjects are "Reasons for Leaving the Church" .and "Ingersollism."
}Ne hope our friends will avail themselvs of Mr.
Clarke's services. He is eloquent, young, and wideawake, and destined to be one 0f our most popular
platform attractions this season. As he goes into
the work with missionary zeal he sets no price on his
services, but leaves that to the ability and generosity
of his hearers. He will be in Philadelphia thisweek
and Pittsburgh next, where he may be addressed
care of S. F. De Jones, No. 99 Fifth avenue, and will
answer all calls. We trust they will not be delayed,
and heartily commend him to our readers. Besides
lecturing, Mr. Clarke will take subscriptions for TH.E
T.aqTH SEEKER and Tkis World.
A LIBERAL League was organized in Bloomington,
Ill., recently, at Schroder's Opera House lecture hall.
The charter members are Dr. A. S. Burrows, Thomas
A. Walton,
c. Trott, c. ]S". Nute, Jacob Goldb erg, J as. Cl ark , G eo. H . M 1"ll er, D r. H . S ch ro d er,
l
eo. C off ey, C'na.s.
J ames T . W a 1ton, T . F . Capp, mh
McGrew, and Wm. Mann. Dr. A. S. Burrows was
elected president; Theo. Coffey, secretary, and T.
F. Capp treasurer for the ensuing year. The object
and aims of the League are to accomplish the total
separation of church a:cd state; to advocate the taxation of church property; to exclude the Bible from
the public schools; repeal of all laws enforcing Sunday as the Sabbath, and various other reforms; to
bring the state governments in harmony with the
constitution of the United States, which, al'l George
Washington said, was "not founded on the Christian
religion." The League will meet every Sunday for
publio debates at Schroder's Opera House lecture hall
at 2 o'clock P.:r.r.

w.

·--.------

MR. BENNETT's path through the East is not all
roses. That contemptible fellow Joe Cook is over in
· Bombay, and has been attacking him in much the
same style as he did in this country-slandProus and
false. January 20th Mr. "Bennett addressed a meeting in reply to Cook. On the 21st he started for
Poonah, some hundred and twelve miles southeast of
Bombay. On his way he intended to stop and examin the Carlee rock temples. Immediately upon his
return to Bombay he and Mr. Bridges were to start
on a railroad tour of a month's duration over all the
northern part of India, winding up at Calcutta,
where they would again take steamer and continue
east. While in Bombay the two travelers were entertained by Col. Olcott and Mme. Blavatsky, who
·are conducting the Theosophist. Mr. Bennett's
health (lontinues goo:l.

E. C. ":A!.KER is _now inNebraska arid will spend
the next SIX weeks m that state Kansas and Missouri, lecturing and canvassing for Freethought literature. His address is Norway, Benton Co., Iowa.

Book Notices.
ALAMONTADA, THE GALLEY-SLAVE. A. Narrativ. By Johann
Heinrich Daniel Zschokke. Translated :from the German
by Ira G. Mosher, LL. B. Published bv D. M. Bennett
141 Eighth street. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents:

This work is a narrativ of a young man for whose
possession Fame and Misfortune seem to hav disputed with each other, with a victory at last for the
latter. Its hero saw early in his life how hatred and
egoti11m more than forbearance and piety were written on the banners of contending sects. Circum.
stances placed him suspended between two churches
-Protestant and Catholic-'-the former of which he
had to confess secretly, the latter openly; and he
·acknowledges
though almost without
k
.
.
hthat he became,
d
nowmg
h 1t,
h a ypocrit an a doubter of botb. He
saw t at t e arguments with which one attacked the
doctrins of the other were sharper, more thoroughly
weighed, and more effectiv than those with which
they defended themselvs. This awakened in him a
"mspicion of all dogmas of faith. Yet he walil obliged
to conceal his thoughts in order not to become an
open denier of them. He was thrown into the society of a thoroughly unprincipled man, but whom
he believed to be honest, and whom he loved-and
whose wife loved him. His struggles with his pas!!ions, his belief and disbelief, were incessant. The
superstitions of his childhood he could not at times
shake off, and again he was intoxic>ated with exaltations of mental freedom. But he warred manfully
with himself and the world, and seemed about to be
rewarded with all that complete victory over adversity can bestow. He had won a name, a wife,
and a competence, when came the massacre of Nismes
in 1703". Interceding with the Marshal de Montt·eval
in behalf of the persecuted Huguenots, among whom
were his uncle and family, he was denounced as a
heretic and condemned to the galleys-one of the
unnumbered victims of the love of God shown in
hatred of man; and thereafter his history is that of
Alamontada the ,galley-slave. How he bore the grief
of separation, the suffering and ~egradation of
slavery, is told by the author better than it can he
hinted at here. Through the whole sad story there
runs the golden thread of the religion of humanity
and the philosophy of one who has wakened to the
light of the newer day.
Prof. Mosher has left nothing to be desired in the
way of bringing out the true meaning of the author's
words, though the work of the translator is one of
scarcely less responsibility than that of the writer.
This work will find a place in the literature of romance and philosophy with those of Geo. Eliot,
which divert the mind while they free and strengthen
it. The study and enterprise which hav united to
giv "Alamontada, the Galley-Slave," to the English-reading public should be rewarded by a demand
for many editions of it.

WE regret to hav to note the death of Miss Jennie
M. Grant, of Sidney, N. S. She died at the residence
of her sister, Mrs. J. W. Archibald, Elgin, Ill. The
funeral was under the auspices of the Liberal League,
and, by request of deceased, no minister officiated.
The funeral was largely attended. The services were
short, simple, and appropriate, consisting of affecting
singing and some appropriate remarks by F. Felt.
At the grave Mr. P. J. Corey delivered a short and
appropriate oration. Mr. nnd Mrs. Archibald express
their sincerest and heartfdt thanks to the press, peo- l\1YltON RoLLEY, and What He Did for Liberty and True Religion. With steel-plate por~rait. Price, ijil.fiO. rror sale
ple, and friends, who so kindly rendered deeds of
at this oftlce.
kindness and sympathy in their bereavement.
In this workElizurWright has shown the life and
THE Unitarian creed is like tlie Constitution of important w01·ks of a man but little known. The
England-unwritten, hut nevertheless as well defined volume is both historically valuable and entertaining
and arbitrary as though markt,d out with square and reading. Myron Holley, who was a descendant of
compass . . When the Hev. Mr. Miln went into the Edmund Holley, the great royal astronomer of that
Unitarian fold he fondly hoped it had no bars, but name, was born in Salisbury, Conn., in 1779, and
when he went a little farther he found a solid stone died in Hochester, N. Y., Mareh 4, 1841. He was
fence reaching a go•ld way up into the sky. But he educated at Williams College, at the New Haven
has climbed over it, and when the Unitarians next law school, and in the law office of Judge KPnt in
Cooperstown. He never practiced law, but engaged
call their roll he will not answer to his name.
chiefly in agricultural pur!luits. He was a member
Om~ Spiritual contemporary, the Two Worlds, has of the General Assembly in 1816, and was appointed
suspended. Mr. Crowell will return to his subscrib- in that year one of the board of canal commissioners their unexpired s11bscriptions. The paper was a ers. The great work was carried on under his perwelcome visitor to this office, and we are sorry that sonal supervision, and the financial management of
Mr. Crowell could not continutt its publication. We the enterprise, so far as regarded disbursements, was
advise his readers thus Ruddenly deprived of their mainly in his hands. He acted with wisdom and
paper to subscribe for THE T.auTH SEEKER, which energy. He had difficulty afterward in settliug his
accounts with the state, though there was no suswould be glad of a few more supporters.
picion of his honesty, and Mr. Wright thinks that he
EARLY next month the series of articles on the was hardly treated, and received only an insufficient
Christian religion which· hav appeared in the reparation.
North American Review, by Col. Ingersoll, Judge -When the excitement against Ma.soury incident to
Black, and Prof. Fisher, will be published in pam- the affair of William Morgan broke out, Mr. Holley
phlet form. We shall hav a full supply and shall be joined the anti-Masonic party, and participated actglad to furnish them to all who wish. We will take ivly in its operations. He was one of the foremost
orders now, and send as soon as out. The price will speakers on that side of the state, and his pen was
often employed to draft the addre~ses of the antibe fifty cents.
Masonic conventions.
A CORRESPONDENT wants to knew where Brick
As the antislavery agitation increased, Mr. Holley
Pomeroy's Greag West is published. We supposed became much interested in it. He was, says Mr.
everybody knew, but for the information of our Wright, "the one man who did more than any other
friend and every one else we will say that Denver, to start the political movement which culminated in
Col., has the honor ,of being the place.
1860 in the victory of a party opp.:>sed to any further
geographical extension of slaver:;.." He commenced
WE hav just had bound a few copies of Vol. VIII. his antislavery labors by delivering lectures in 1838.
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, which we can furnish to These are said to hav made a deep and lasting imthose wishing them. We will mail them to any ad- pression. He began the advocacy of political action
dress on receipt of $4. 50.
against the institution in an oration delivered on the
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Fourth of July, 1839, at Peny, N.Y. He proposed
an abolition nomination for presidt>nt at a state antislaveq convention in Cleveland, 1839, but his proposition was not favorably. received by that hody. He
tried the san:Ie experiment at a convention in Warsaw, N.Y., at wh.ichJames G. Birney was nominated
for the presidency, a nomination whiuh Mr. Birney
declined. The National Convention for the formation of a Liberal -party was held in Albany, N. Y,
April 1, 1840. In this nonvention Mr. Holley bore a
prominent part, and his eloquence displayed upon
the occasion was of the higheett 01·der. Again Mr.
Wright says that "the Liberal party was practically
his achievement."
Mr. Holley spoke ctmstantly and effectivly, besides
editing the Rochester Freeman. He had injured his
health by his labors, and died in March, 1841. All
the extracts from his writings and speecheR which
are given in this volume indicate a man of unusual
intellectual abit:ty, of fine oratorical powers, of a
sweet and genial n':lture, and of rigid conscientiousness. If Mr. Holley had chosen to cast his lot with
either cf the two great political parties of his day
he must undoubtedly hav risen to eminence. But he
seems all his life to hav been ready to sacrifice himself for the sake of what he deemed the right. He
died poor in this world's goods, but rich in the rewards of a good consoience.
PHYSIOGNOMY. A. Praclieal and Scientific Treatis. Being a
Manual of Instruction iu the Knowledge of the Human
Physiog-nomy ttnd Orgmism. By Mary OlmsieadStanton.
Price, $2.

This is a splendidly gotten up work of 350 pages,
by one of the few practical phrenologists and character
readers of this country. The object of the author is
to help the human race know itself better, and to
glean the knowledge in a scientific manner. Man
can only know himself through a thorough understanding of anatomy, ]Jhy~iology, physiognomy, and
hygienic law practically applied. Mrs. Stanton has
put this science in as plain and simple langnage as
possible, and in the study of this work the non-scientific reader will not be confused by terms whose meanings are ambiguous. The method of classification
used is in accord with that observed by all naturalists
in theirclassification of the lower animals, and is based
on the forms of the human organism which are produced by tbe intermil1gling of the different vital
systems. The position is advanced by the author
that mind inheres in the entire organism, not al011e
in the brain. In this she claims the support of
Spencer, Lewes, Haeckel, Maudsley 1 Lindsay, and
other evolutionists and social philosophers. Her
book is, therefore, the carrying out of this theory to
its ultimate, by proofs which she believes to be incontrovertible. The book is a plain exposition of
phrenological and facial science, and its careful
study will do much to enlighten the human race as
to itself. Many of the engravings are from Simms's
"PhyRiognomy," and the author acknowledges
her indebtedness to the same source for many valuable ideas. Altogether, it is a book we can heartily
commend to the Liberal public.

Ehnina Values It.
" Classified Biblical Extracts; or, the Holy Scriptures Analyzed," was the first that gave me an inkling
of the contmdi(~tions, absurdities, and indecencies
contained in the Bible. For years it was my handy
reference for finding texts for arguments and talks
against tl;Ie holy volume, which in my girlhood wat!
venerated to an extent that few people now realize.
I "am glad to Ree this old frieud come out in a fresh,
new garb, and hope every Liberal will send twentyfive cents and get one, and make a new friend out of
Elmina's old friend. Address D. M. Bennett, 141
Eighth street, New York.
ELJIIIN.A..

----------

'l'nosE who do not take Tu:& TRUTH SEEKER are
losing a really intellectual feast. The letters of D.
M. Bennett, the editor, from the Holy Land, now
being published in that paper are unquestionably the
very best that has ever been written from tha.t country.
The 11ext country written up by Mr. Bennett will be
Egypt-the hnd of the longest-known civilization.
It should be remembered that he goes to these
countries to get the EXACT TRUTH, and he will giv it
without bias, prejudice, or partiality, and wholly free
from religious cant and superstition. Of all the men
in the world that could hav been selected for that
purpose there is positivly not another so well qualified as he for that work. TuE TRUTH SEEKER is the
largest Liberal paper published in the world, and the
price per year is only $3. A rare opportunity is here
offered to get the best modern history of the world,
besides an almost end less amount of other good reading. TnE TRUTH SEEKER yet offers to those who
are willing to aid Mr. D. M Bennett in his Aroundthe-World trip, by giving him $5, the books of his
travels, whether there be two or three, certainly not
less than two, of a thousand pages each. We are
really ROrry for the person who is either unable or
unwilling to take advantage of this remarkably good
offer. The books will btl worth a great deal more
than the money.- The Blade, Concordia, Kan.
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Ulommunications.
.A Very Ignorant Man !
"I suppose," said a reverend to me the other da;r,
as he was looking at the photograph of Ingersoll m
my album, "you would be angry if I told you what
I think of that man." "Oh, no," was my response;
"I would not ~et angry at a thing of th~t sort."
"WeH" said he "I call Ingersoll a very Ignorant
man." ' "Of cou~se;ol' said I, "he is ignorant of r;ome
things and so are we all;" and as he hastily left the
house thouooht to myself, What a pity it. is that w.e
,_..
hav not ten thousand
more men who are Ignorant m
the same line as "our Bob" is; who do not know
how to be hard,- cold, and unsympathetic; who do
not pretend to know all about the wishes, feelings,
and character of a soniAthing they call God, and who
11pend no lifetime of labor in bolstering up .a religion
founded on myths, legends, and superstitiOns; who
do not know how to believe in endless suffering in:flicted upon poor, weak, erring human beings, by a
creator who made them just what they are, and made
them so they cannot draw a breath or lift a fing~r
without his help, and who is consequently responsible for all the sin, misery, want, and crime that has
ever existed on the earth.
Yes, we want more such ignorance as this. We
want more Iugflrsolls t" teach the good, the true and
the beautiful; to speak tender, loving words over our
dead-words that will soothe the sorrow of the bereft, and teach them that "the dead do not suffer.
If they liv again, their lives will surely be as good
as ours. We hav no fear. We are all children of
the same mother, and the same fate awaits us all.
We, too, hav our religion, ~nd it is this: Help for
the living, hope for the deaa."
If ignorance can speak truth, beauty, love, and
"' compasRion in such thrilling, entrancing, and convincing words that thousands flock to hear and a~mire, and the public prints repeat again and agam
the grand and glorious utterances, selecting them as
gems of thought, as poetical ~o!lceptions, and sound
and !-lcce~table doctrins,.then Is 1gnora~ce the best of
qualifications for a pubhc speaker. If I~norance can
earn tens of thousands of dollars pleadmg dry law
cases in the courts of the country, where every word is
subject to the keenest criticisms from the sharpest of
in~ellects, then is it a blessing, indeed, to be
ignorant.
.
.
Why, the most learned and mtelhgent among all
your Campbellite preachers would not dare stand
this test of public criticism. Not one of your reverend pleaders for Go@'s (?) holy traths would dare
stand before a jury of six Campbellite preachers
and six Infidel lecturers, and dehver your sermons
week after week; and allow the" h;norant" R. G. Ingersoll to plead on the other side !
You know too well the sophistry and weakness of
your arguments for gods, heavens, and angels, to say
nothing of devils and hells, to dare trust your hearers to see how easily they could be riddled by the
hot shot of science, fact, and truth.
But Ingel'soll pleads publicly against the whQle
horde of churches and their fifty thousand preachers,
and challenges criticism, because .he feels he bas
truth on his side, and he knows his eloquent utterances will go thundAring down the ages long after
the last god and ghost shall hav disappeared from
the world.
. In fine, if i~norance utters be~utiful sentiments
hke the lfollowmg, then may such Ignorance be found
all overthe wo:rld:
"And do you kno#v it _is a splendid thing to think that tl'te
woman you really Jove will never grow old to you_? Through
the Wrinkles of time, through the mask of years, 1f you really
love her, you will always see the face you loved and won. And
a woman who really loves a man does not see that he grows
old; he is not decrepit to her; he does not tremble; he is not
old· she sees the same gallant ·~<entleman who won her h~nd
and heart. I like to think of it in. that way; I like to thtnk
that love is. etPrna_l. And to love m that way, and then go
down the h1ll of hfe together1 and as Y?u go d~wn, he~_tr, perhaps, t.he laughter of graodch1ldren, while the b1rdsof JOY and
love ~ing once more in the leafless branches of the tree of age."
•
ELMINA. D. BLENKER.

i

boy, who seems always ready and willing to take
hold of anything, that is the boy fo~ a farmer, w~o
will make a mark, as an intelli~ent tdler o~ the sod,
which will cheer and gladden the hearts of h1s paren~s.
On the contrary, if the boy is hatefuJ, indolent, ~IB~
obliging, and never wants ~o do anything ~or himself, or any one else; if h~ IB a boy·of one ulea, nnd
is entiTely satisfied to beheve th~t the whale sw!'-1lowed Jonah if his mother told him so, make a ID:IDister of him. You can never make a thorough~goi~g
farmer of such a one-idea dullard. Such a boy Will
be good for nothing except as a clergyman whom
the women can run, while he can run.a church."
[From the Chicago 7h"bune.]

The Rev. Mr. Milne.

A reporter of the Tribune met the Rev. ?eorge
c. Milne last evening and propounded to h1m two
questions: "Where does your utterance of Sunday
leave you as to religioas belief?".and, "What do the
congregation of Unity Church thmk of your new departure ?"
.
" As to the last question," said Mr. Milne "I hav
not yet had an opportu.nity of le~rning officially the
views of the congregatiOn of Umty. Many of them
think as I do, or at least think in the samfl·plane. A
considerable number are not yet ready to go as far
as I hav gone. I hav spoken out ~hat I felt, and
hav not spoken hastily. My evolutwn of thought
during the last five years, and especially duri:qg the
last twelve months, has been rapid, and I am certainly further advanced than some of the me~bers
of Unity are willing to go a~ present. But If the
church does not sustain me, I will leave it. As I
feel to-night if Unity church considers I hav gone
too far for them I will shut the doors of that church
behind my back, and never ~nter t~e ~ulpit agaiJ?-.
·A three months' noti1 a on either side IS all that Is
called for by my agre<Jment with Unity. Robert
Collyer was settled there on that ~asis, a~d so was L
Very recently I resigned my pulpit, and xt was only
after two committees had called upon me, and I had
been assured that I should be left absolutely unfettered to preach what I actually bel~eved, that I withdrew my resignation. Probably .m a week or so I
shall be better able to tell the feeh~g~' of the people,
and will know more about the future.
"well then, as to the first question?"
"Sund~y's sermon, which was a series of three,
pretty well defines f!lY position. ~ hav aba~doned
superna!uralism entrrely. My behef to-day Is pure
naturalism-thatiEt, that men should only accept such
evidence as is given them by their senses. I Teject
the idea of a p.ersonal God, of a hell, and of the im~
mortality of man."
"In what do you, then, differ from tho.se ~ho, fo1·
want of a better term, are styled Agnostics?
"I am not exactly an Agnostic, for I hold that the
bulk of the testimony is against the existence of a
personal God a heaven, a hell, and the immortality
of the soul. 'Nor am I careless about these things.
I do not know what will be the result, but these utterances of mine will giv an opportunity to thousands
who hold similar views to come out and boldly affirm
their belief. There are many who hav held back for
fear of offending. I am fully aware that these views
are unpopular and much opposed to the tenets held
by the majority, but people who share them can now
come forward and state their belief."
"Considering, Mr. Milne, that your belief and t~at
of those who think as you ·do amounts to a negatwn
of all religious belief, what inducement is there for
men to come forward and declare themselvs? Why
should they constitute a church of unbelievers, or
what use hav they for either ch~rc~ or P!eache~ ?"
"Oh that is a form of Materialism with whwh I
am not' in sympathy. There are- two classes of Mat . r t
Th fi st class say. , There is nothing
ena IB ~· • e r
.
·
L'
after thiS hfe. Eat, dri~k, a~d be merrJ:.
IV as
honestly as you can, but If being honest mterferes
with your enjoyment, enjoy yourself, anyhow.' The
other class say, • Liv so that you can do s.ome good
to mankind and make the world somethmg better
' .
d t d
. d . · , A I
for your havmg 1IVe m It.
B un ers an my
position, I am in the latter class."
.
"You are a long way in advance of the other Um'l'he Right Boys for Ministers.
tarian churches in Chicago, are you not?"
A farmer in the country wrote to the Farmers' Club
'' A long way. There. is the church. of the Mesof the American Institute, inquiring what profession siah, named after the Galilean, and presided over by
they would advise him to choose for his young son, the Rev. Brooke Herford. He is a good man-a
who, he stated, was a very good boy; "yet, he don't kind of cross between Unitarianism and orthodoxy,
like the farm; he don't like farm work; he don't like with a strong leimip.g ~owards the latter. ·As he h~s
to milk the cows, nor take care of them; he don't like reached an age at· whwh men seldom extend th~Ir
to pick up stones on the meadows, nor make improve- views, he will probably bec_ome more conservativ,
ments on the farm. Yet he's a very good boy." To rather than more advanced, m the future. He does
which S. E. Todd, Sen., replied: "Our country needs not share my views-in fact, abhors them. The
the most talented men and the most activ and prom- Thir<L.church has called the Rev. Mr. Carol, a Mathising boys on the farm. I hav no hesitancy at all by odist clergyman from Pittsburgh, and a great friend
way of advising this inquirer what profession to of mine. He has strong leanings to orthodoxy, and
to choose for his son. If he is an ill-natured, pug- has great respect for authorities. I hav thrown aunaoious cuss, always stoning the birds, kicking the thority overboard altogether."
dog, and trying to set. hi~ on t_he cat, let hi~ study
''In your church you hav had certain formulas,
law. He will find his mche m the capacity of a prayer, and singinr;,.of hymns. What are you going
country constable, a -horse-jockeying pettifogger, to do about them?'
·
or a 1-.:gal attorney just competent to do the dirty
"I hav given up prayer entirely. The essence of
drudgery of litigious and quarrelsome neighbors .. prayer is that it presupposes that the course of events
But, if he is a wide·a wake, activ, and energetic· can be changed by the being appealed to. As to the

hymns. I giv you my word that I hav for a long
time had the greatest difficulty in finding any that I
could giv out without stultifying my&e~f. I am opposed to many of the hymns in the Unity Church
hymn book, because of theh bloody th~ol~gy.· ·The
great objection raised to men of my stnpe IB that we
pull down and and do not build up. Now, I don't
feel that way. My _yiew of the church of the ~uture
is that it shall aim to instruct old and young m the
ethicR of humanity, and teach them to do good. It
should also be a sort of club, brin~ing p~ople to.
gether socially and generally elevatmg their moral
tone."
.
"There are social features connected with the or.
thodox churches."
"Yes· but the influence of the ol'thodox churches
is dying out, and a spirit of indifferentism is making
itself manifest more and more every year. I would
substitute for that a church which, abandoning supernaturalism altogether and appealing to men's reason
instead of their fears should help t.hem to make the
world better. Mine' is the Materialism of Ge?rge
Eliot an_d
conception is that of the City of Light
of which
'
Ad er has 11pok en. "
''A 110rt of moral Utopia; Mr. Milne?"
"Precisely. You will find the same expression in
my sermon."

ml

.A Testimonial.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·:
Anything produced by the brain of ~ol. Ingersoll,
no matter how pure and lofty the s~ntiments ~ay be,
calls forth condemnation from bxgoted Christians.
Upon him in particular their whole combined force
seems to center. They say the colonel is weakeni~g
in his views of immortality. Now, I cannot s~e m
any of his writings or speeches where he has tned to
take one hope away or asserted that death is the end
of life. "Hope sees a star, and love hears the rustle
of a wing. I will not take hope a~~y fro~ any h.uman breast. Hope is born. of lo.v~.
I w1sh Ch~IB
tians would read all of his writmgs, and not, hke
Lazarus, be picking up the crumbs when an intellectual feast is prepared for them.
, .
_.
A visitation of nearly three months swkness m my
family resulted in my l<?sing two o.ut of t~ree boys.
Before Bod while watchmg at their bedside I gave
the subject of immortality my most serious thought,
and when my children died no parent's heart, it
seems to me could feel more pain or anguish. With
my thinking and Teasoning powers s"trained .to the
utmost teusion I would hav wrested the secret If possible. As an Agnostic I can but say, It ~ay be there
is another life. I cannot assert anythmg I do not
know and what lovable heart will not join in with
the c~lonel and sBy, "Hope sees a star?" When reading orthodox articles about Colonol ~ngersoll, I can
see from their very narrowness how ~Ittle they.kno.w
of his true character, and in proportiOn to their bitterness and narrow minds do they judge him. To
what purposes the lessons of superstitious teachin~s
will urge men, those only know who hav: felt their
power. It is my fortune to hav served m Colonel
Ingersoll's regiment as sergeant, and it is .always
with :pain that I read of attacks made upon him. In
his military life, of which I am cognizant, I defy any
one to bring a charge against him. His purse was
open to the "boys" if their necessities required, and
he had anything in it. Appeal t? .the. colonel was
sufficient for redress of wrongs or lDJUBtlce, and when
be left the regiment "he ca!;ped the affections ?f ~is
boys, with him." In my sorrows, some Christian
ladies, seeing my affi.iction, a.nd knowing I w~s an
Infidel for the time being forgot bigotry and did all
they c~uld for me; and in a card inserted in the
Wabasha Herald I thanked them for their kindness
and took occasion to say that CoL Ingersoll did not
make war upon that kind of Christianity. He says,
"Help for the living."
.
I hav a letter from the colonel. It was never mtended for the public, but as he is styled the champion blasphemer, and his character made to appear
the opposit of what it is, and as this letter may po~
sibly bring consolation to some w~unde~ he.art, as. It
did to mine, even at the risk of losing his friendship,
if he knows of it, I will submit it for publication.
When it was written he knew of the loss of only one
of my boys. I :would. especially ;ecommend Mr.
Talmage to read It to hiS c~mgregat~o~, and the next
Sunday read Numbers xxv1. Here It Is:
"Just this moment I read of your great grief. I know that
words are of little worth and that time only can heal the wounds
of the heart. I want you to k~ow that I ~ympathize ~th you
deeply and tenderly. If there 1s another llfe your boy 1s better
now· if there is none, he is at peace. The· dead do not weep.
I fe~l that it is almost a sacrilege to say even these few words.
Grief is sacred· aod I not only sympathize with you, but with
the heart-brok~n mother, whose tears will ftow while memory
livs. ThE.Te will be some compensation in the fact that your
sorrows will increase y0ur love for each other. To hav suffered
together strengthens and sanct-ifies the holy ties of heart and
home. The vacant chair will bring you nearer together, and
always above the little grave you willl<Jvingl v clasp h~J:nds.
" Hoping that the future has for you no other gri~;f, I rem;in,
"Your sincero friend,
"R. G. INGERSOLL."
CH.ARLES V EN.ABLES,
Late Qr.-Mr., Sergt., Co." B." nth Ill. Vet. Cav. Vola.
Plainview, .Minn., Feb. 3, 18~2.
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More Christian Lies.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Since
Judge Black retired howling from his rencontre with
Ingersoll, the North American Review has, as you
well know, demonstrated its impartiality by having
Prof. Fisher write an article in defense of ChristianIty, which, I·suppose, will close the discussion.
Fisher ends his article with ~he remark that if any
of his statements are contr.~dwted, he will not at- tempt to vindicate ,the_m, _which is a mighty prudent
course. He couldn t vmdwate the few which I shall
contradict if he should try till doomsday.
. "'Materialism," says Fisher, " either in a bald
form or in its Agnostic dress," is at ·the bottom of the
opposition to Christianity. The words in italics involve lie the first. The Agnostic is no Materialist,
and Fisher knows it. The Agnostic doctrin is that
the human minil cannot explain itself, and, therefore
tha~ ne~ther Materialis~ nor the opposit theory
of Ideahsm, both of whwh attempt to do just this,
can be received, even as a hypothesis. Far from
destroying any rational hope of a future existence
this leaves the mind fully open to any evidence of
such an existence that can be found.
"Assailants of Christianity in American journals
frequently take up last century weapons which hav
been cast aside by adversaries of the gospel who are
abreast of the times." This is lie the second. The
weapons of Thomas Paine hav never been cast aside
by anybody. Strauss, Renan, and other modern Liberals do not use them much, because they write for
scholars, who do not need to be convinced that the
Bible is no "infallible rule of faith and practice."
For those who think it is, Paine's artillery is as good
as ever, and, indeed, on such opponents the improved
canon of Strauss and Renan would be simply misapplied.
·
"Christianity is a still ad"Tancing religion." Lie
the third. The statistics of America, England, Germany, Italy, Mexico, South America, Spain; Scandi. navia, all show that it is a rapidly declining religion.
" The burden of disproving Christianity, and demonstrating that it rests on a falNe foundation, properly falls on the assailing party." This is not a mistake, but a lie. Fisher presumes on his readers' ignorance. Every one who has read a book on logicand every man who has been to college has-knows
that he who affirms must prove. He who denies
.need only say that he sees no sufficient evidence.
Fisher draws the risual absurd caricature of pagan
antiquity.
"Charity, compassionate love, says
Boeckh, one of the profoundest clas11ical scholars of
the present age, was no virtue of the ancient world."
Then Boeckh lieil. Charity to the poor was a virtue
much praised, cultivated, and enjoined in ancient
Greece. That foolish, indiscriminate benevolence
which has filled Europe with pauperism, did, indeed,
come into Europe with Christianity. But it was
·always rampant in Asia. "In all antiquity the individual was merged in the state." No, no! Only in
Greek and Roman antiquity. The stale Christian
caricature of ancient morals is produced -by confining
attention to two countries, and putting together the
faults of both, though they were quite different in
every conceivable respect. Roman cruelty, Grecian
sexual irregularities, and Grreco-Roman slavery
are all lumped together as parts of 'one portrait. But no people could be more feeling than the
Greeks, niore chaste than the Romans before that
proud name was extended to all creation, or more
devoted to liberty than the Germans. The latter
were also very chaste. And as for the sloppy benevolence of Christianity, it never gushed more
freely than that of Buddhism or that of Laotse.
"In Christian monasteries" (during the dark ages)
"the remains of ancient literature were preserved."
This thousand-times-repeated lie has been refuted as
often as told. The Christian church annihilated art,
literature, learning, science, and philosophy throughout the Wrest. Aristotle, afterward her own great
oracle, was lost for four centuries. In the East the
treasttres of Grecian intellect were too exuberant to
be wholly destroyed, but they were no longer valued. It was the Mohammedan Arabs who appreciated the literature of Greece, translated it, and
restored it to ungratefu~ Rome, when experience had
taught popes and cardmals that to extinguish the
light of human reason utterly was dangerous even to
the stability of religion itself.
Apologizing for the Jewish wars of extermination,
Fisher says: "The opportunity was given to a besieged city to surrender and become tributary. The
inhabitants had the option of saving their lives."
Lie. "Seven nations" are expressly excluded from
that provision, and these seven "nations," or petty

tribes, are the only ones the Jews eve1· appear to hav
conquered! You observe that I assume the authenticity of their own mrrativs.
"No such man as Nebuchadnezzarwould hav been
endured by the Hebrew people." Nebuchadnezzar
worse than David! Oh, oh!
. "A [Hebrew] father might for money dispose of
hi_s daughter, but . . . the purchase money
might be looked upon somewhat in the light of a
d?wry." How absurd! A dowry is a sum of money
given a bride by her parents, with the understanding

(usually) that her husband is entitled to the use of
~t, but not to consume the principal. What has this
In common with a man selling his daughter? The
two customs are as unlike as possible, and belong to
totally opposit states of society.
"It was the influence of the go11pel which eventually abolished slavery in the Roman empire and serf~om i~ the middle ages.:' Slavery never was abolIshed m the Roman empire. It was to a certain extent discontinued after the dis11olution of the Western
empire, not because the slaves were emancipated, but
because the masters were ruined and the slaves run
wild. But slavery continued to be lawful in France
till after the establishment of the monarchy by
Philip Augustus; in Spain and Italy till the French
Revolution; in Greece till 1828; in England till
Judge Holt decided otherwise in the last century.
As to serfdom, it was established by degrees between

the rei_qns of the Christian emperors Constantine and
Theodosius / and, moreover, the serfs were not partially emancipated slaves, but partially enslaved citizens. The Theodosian code declares laborers without
property to be serfs (servi, the common Latin word
for slaves) to the landlords on whose estates they
work, and the ruined class of small proprietors (curiales) were also declared to be slaves of the state
attached to the soil (servi imperii, adscripti glebro).
This system of serfdom, instead of being abolished,
increased enormously during the middle ages. It
was not abolished in France, Spain, Italy, or Germany till the Revolution:, nor in Hungary and Russia til.l our OWJ;l time. In England it was discontinued by degrees because the stubborn temper of the
English peasants made it unprofitable, and because
(the Saxon invasion having completely eradicated the
Roman element of British civilization) it had never
been very firmly established. So much for that complicated, many-sided lie!
"The old Canaanite tribes were steeped in a worse
than brutal sensuality. The foule11t incest was not
the extreme point of their pollution." How does
Fisher know this? The Bible, with all its abuse of
the Canaanites, does not say 11o; and from what we
know of the Phrenicians and Carthagenians it does
not seem probable that they were materially worse
than their neighbors.
I am far from having answered all l!'i11her's lies,
for, in fact, they are almost innumerable; but I can
not refrain from noticing 11ome other observations,
which, though true or half true, are exceedingly
funny and suggestiv. "The Song of Solomon contains (except in one passage, chapter vii, 1-9, which
is an interpolation) nothing to which a pure mind
can take exception." You 11ee I havn't a pure mind.
Chapter~~ i, 13; ii, 5, 6; viii, 3, seem to me 11lightly
too warm for good ta11te. "Aristotle defend11 slavery on the ground that the 11lave ill an animated tool."
Yes, and the united clergy of America, on the ground
that a mythical person called Noah cur11ed another
mythical person called Ham, who11e very name, being
the eponym of Egypt, called in its own language
Hama, or rather Kama, ahows that he was not supposed to be the ancestor of the negrees, but only of
the Egyptians! "The noblest man of all the ancients
went to visit a pro11titute; not to advise her to ' sin
no more,' but to talk on the question how to ply her
vocation with most profit." Let'11 see; why did
Beecher (the most popular of American Christian
preachers) visit Mrs. Tilton? But I beg pardon of
Phryne. Whatever may hav been the faults of the
pagan woman, it is most unjust to name the two in
the same breath.
C. L. JAMES.

Prohibition.
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Adam. Adam was not to blame. It was the fruit
and the woman. The proper thing would hav been
a prohibitory law, the fruit destroyed, Eve heavily
fined and imprisoned for the diabolical- crime of selling or giving Adam the apple, the 11erpent ejected,
and the holes in the fence stopped up and made snakeproof.
Thus protE:cted from every breath of harm and
t!:>mptation, Adam would hav braced up and flourished
like a green bay-tree. But no ! High Ham must
needs wreak his blarsted vengeance on the poor fellow, and incontinently kick him out of the garden.
No man was ever known to fall by himself ! But, of
course, if you let a measly woman come prowling
around to tempt him, he is a goner nineteen times
out of ten.
That is why all temptation should be removed
from man. He is a pretty decent kind of an animal,
but he won't stand too much temptation. Horsestealing is prevalent in the West; how to stop it has
puzzled wise heads, but the prophet St. John has
solved the problem. Eureka ! prohibit horses ! remove temptation ! Young men ought not to be
tempted, and so long as horses are allowed to waltz
up and down the streets in broad light of day and
display their seductiv charms, young men and old
men who never before so much as dreamed of violating the eighth commandment will be dragged down
to ruin. Those dens of infamy, livery stables, must
be closed up, and their vile keepers lariated out on
the prairie and kicked to death by bob-sleds. Such
sink-holes of iniquity as watermelon patches, orchards, clothes-lines, and chicken-coops must be removed, and cease to corrupt the innocent and unsuspecting youth of our land.
Do not turn away with indifference, dear reader.
You don't know how soon a dear brother or son may
stumble and fall-get hold of 11ome marked clothes
or encounter one of those ungodly chicken torpedc.es
on a roost and get blowed into kingdom come. They
never would hav gone there but for the clothes or
chickens .
How many generous-hearted, noble young men,
fresh from the sacred influences of home, hav jumped
their board and wash-bills, which they mwer would
hav done had those vestibules of hell-laundries and
hash-houses-been blotted from existence Banks,
stores, safes, express and passenger trains, are being
daily thrown in the way of our loved ones. They
hesitate (to see if the coast is clear); they toy for a
moment upon the brink, and-over they go into the
pen. Temptation did it! 0 my countrymen!. is
there no balm in Gilead? no doctor there i' St. John
says there iii. Down with temptation ! And down
with everybody that don't yell, "Down with temptation,'' too !
The fact i11, man has been out in the weather, exposed to temptation, long enough. Take him in out of
the wet. Put bib and diapers on him; put him in the
nursery under the care of old granny he and she nurses.
Tie him up to a 11tatutory pole like a hop vine or a
sweet pea, or trail him up to the legislativ porch
like a morning-glory, and let him gracefully entwine
about a string as he soars h~avenward. Let the
church suckle him and tenderly water him with the
rlewa of divine grace, and, my word for it, he will
flourish with ranke11t luxuriance-till frost comes !
Then you can mop him up into a buck(Jt and carry
him out to fertilize the garden with-about the first
and best u11e you can put him to.
But that is not the kind of a thing Liberalism is
endeavoring to propogate. And those are not the
methods approved by Liberalism for the growth of
men.
When a prominent New Yorker, whose name I
now forget, wall asked, upon the wit!fess-stand if he
was a Spiritualist, he replied, ''Yes, but not a damn
fool." Any total abstinence Liberal (and their name
is legion) who doe11 not hanker after legislativ power
to force total abstinence down the throats of his fellow& with a legal ramrod is privileged to say, and
say it truthfully, "Yes I am a Liberal; I am a teetotaler, but I am not a damn fool."
I cannot close without entering a protest against
" Liberta's" holding the Yankee up before the German as a bright and 11hining example for him to imitate. The illustration and lesson will apply if you
will only turn it other end to. The first work in the
cause of temperance is to Germanize the Yankeeinduce him to sit down and drink instead of standing
up to it like a giraffe; induce him to sip and chat
alternately instead of throwing it down viciously, as
you would hurl a rock at a mad dog; induce him to
eat a bretzel or something else with his drink, therehy promoting instead of destroying the peristaltic
motion of the stomach. But, above all, induce him
to quench his thirst with beer instead of intensifying
it and setting his brain on fire with fusil-oil-strychnin-forty-rod-kill-me-quick "rot-gut."
The abuse of anything is no argument against the
thing itself. One man out of a hundred abuses liberty. Ought the ninety and nine to suffer the loss
of theirs in consequence?
S. R. SHEl'Hli:RD .
Leavenworth, Kan., Jan. 29, 1882.

It is not the province of Liberalism, as I understand it, so much to ''remove temptation" as to cultivate the growth and 11timulate the exercise of moral
vertebra, to develop self-control, and to fortify character ~gainst everything calculated to injure. Strong
and vigorous manhood consii!til in resisting evil influences, like the sturdy oak, bidding defiance to heat
and cold, and to the storms and blasts of heaven.
"Liberta's" solicitude for the weak one11 is equal
to that of the old lady for her son, whom she forbade
going near the water until he had first learned to
swim.
This is a world, fortunately or unfortunately, as
the case may be, where there is more temptation to
the s~uare acre than any place yet heard from out of
hades. Temptation began in the "Garden of Eden,''
and I fear it will never let up on us poor devils until
the curtain falls upon the final crack of doom. Had
the "snaik," and the woman, and the "tree of knowledge" been "prohibited," Adam would undoubtedly
hav stood up to the business like a man. As it was,
he "fell." Most any one of us would hav done the
same thing. The pressure was too much for him.
The great High Ham had no business to put" temptation in his way. Gov. St. John was not there to
advise him, and Comstock and the Christian Assassination Society were not on hand to read proof and
correct errors in the plan of damn:;\tion. There, all
alone, without help, new at the 1uliiness, and not
very well anyhow, High Ham, no doubt, did the
best he could under the circumstances. But he
A CATALOG of our publications will be sent free on
ought not to hav got his back up so high with application.

,
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the eyes of a great many Christians who were kept Among the mourners who were up to the altar to he
prayed for was one young man who was evidently in
in the dark by the black coats.
There are quite a number of Freetllinkers in Day- dead earnest to hav his sins all washed away in the
ton, but very few that are outspoken. Those that "blood of the lamb," and he wanted it to be done
SHARON, PA., Feb. 13, 1882.
are in busine13s say that if they said they were Infi- then and there, and no mistake·about it. With his
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find post-office order for $5, dels it would ruin them and thei:r business, becauQe sleeves rolled up, and his arms extended as if reach-.
which apply on the Round-the-World fund.
this is a Christian town. Mr. J. B. Riley, one of the ing out to his imaginary God, he was bellowing (or
Respectfully yours,
JOHN DIXON.
best and most in:fluential citizens of Dayton, is about I suppose I should call it praying) at the top of his
tlie
only real outspoken Liberal here, who hils not voice over and over again as follows: "0 Lord, ah
ALBION, IowA, Feb. 13, 1882.
bless me, Lord, ah; juit now, Lord, ah, take me just
MR. EDITOR: Please fl.nd inclosed a post-office order much fear uf a hereafter, hell-fire, or everlasting
as I am, Lord, ah. I've got nothing agio you, Lord,
damnat.ion.
But
I
a.m
monopolizing
too
much
of
for $9-five for the R>und-the-World fund and four
your valuable time, and therefore will close my epis- ah; I've got nothing agin you. Bless me just nnw,
on my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
and I'll never sin agin you any more." And as the
tle. Ever yours in the cause of Freethought,
Yours truly,
J. B. CRIPPS.
mourner in question was not the owner of a SundayMARTIN .J. MILLER.
go-to-meeting
suit, his employer had kindly loaned
ALTON, ILL, Feb. 11, 1882.
CENTR.A.L, S.C., Feb. 14,1882.
him an overcoat and boots for the occasion, which
Mn. DITon: Inclosed please find $5.00 for subscripMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to help our "sPribe" fact, being known to the "worldly young men," for
tion to Round-the-World fund.
safely
home from his trip around the world. I was weeks and months afterward it was a common thing
Very truly yours,
E. L. BARNARD.
one of the small miuority who opposed the Round- to hear the above prayer quoted, with the addition
the-World enterprise, but I cheerfully, yes, gladly, of,·" Take me now, just as I am, Ben M--'s, overGIBsoNVILLE, CAL., Jan. 30, 1882.
Mn. biTOR: Inclosed find $8.75-$3.00 to pay for J. S. contribute my "V" for the purpose of getting Mr. coat, boots, and all." Whether the Lord took him
G<"uld's paper for 1882, and $5.00 for his subscription Bennett home once more; besides, I want and must just as he was this daponent sayeth not.
Inclosed find $6, and please credit as above for
on the Round-the-World trip. The balance use as hav the books descrip.tiv of the great voyage .. I am
truly sorry that I can't just at this time remit my
J. R. BARRY.
directed.·
Yours truly,
H G. SQUIER.
dues to THE TRUTH SEEKER. Please indulge me a week
or two longer, and I will not remain on the delinHILLSBORo, ILL., Feb. 10, 1882.
BAKER's CoRNER, IND., Jan. 5, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: "Better late than never" is the forti- quent. list much longer. It is my misfortune, and
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 to help Mr.
fication I adopt. Away from home, around .the globe not my fault that, I am there now.
Bennett home from the Round-the-World trip. I
Fraternally,
gathering roses to adorn his brow, here is $5.00 to
o. w. CASEY. thought. I would hav sent before this time, but I hav
bring Mr. Bennett back, that we may all rejoice at his
had a very tedious time at my house with typhoid fever.
LYNN CHIP, KY., Feb. 12, 1882.
coming. Yours ever for truth, liberty, and justice,
We hav all recovered from it, and it left us not as
MR. EDITOR: I liav wished to become a contributor near ready to die as we were before, for we hav got
w. s. WALTER.
to the Round-the-World fund ever since the proposi- our doctor bill to pay yet; but 1 thought I would run
WARSAW, ILL., Feb. 14, 1882.
tion of Mr. Coleman was made to ahd accepted by the risk of getting ready and send one $5 to help
MR. EDITOR: Although late, I send money order for ·D. M. Bennett, but I hav been in such straitened our dear old brother Bennett home, for I am anxious
$10.25 for books as per order, and $5 to help brother circumstances financially that it has been utterly for the time to come for him and those big guns to
Bennett home, or after he gets home, if he ever does, out of my power, until now I see that the books will come together. We hav some of these .awful goody
which I hope he will, and in as good or even better be held open till Feb. 20th. Inclosed find $5·fOJ: the good orthodox ministers not far from us, that are
health than when he left, never having been in favor same, as I wish so much to bav my name enrolled blowing terribly about him, and are fixing themselvs
of sending him away. I would Uke to bear that he along with that noble band of Liberals. I wish the to compete with him. One of them will be ready
had arrived home all right.
state and post-office address could be attached to each in auother six months to throw the old case off of
Respectfully yours,
LEVI KENNEDY.
and every name in the list. It would giv a bird's- his track in a hurry with his Bible and sword. I
eye view of how thos.e noble Liberals are distributed hope .}tfr. Bennett will make the time interesting- for
EuREKA, CoL, Feb. 4, 1882.
over the country. . Yours truly,
W. R. BARTON.
them. We think we could not do without THE TRUTH
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find draft for $8.00-$3.00 for
SEEKER Ly any means, it strengthens our spirits so.
THE TRUTH SEEKER for the present· year, and $5.00 for
DENVER, IowA, Feb. 10, 1882.
I hav for myself experienced a great pleasure since
MR. EDITOR: When . expecting a combined attack I hav been seeking the tru· h. The good spirit has
the Round-the-World trip. I am a little behind with
my subscription, and the only excuse I can offer is from th<:J "soldiers of the cross" upon our little army helped me in the last year, I know. I will tell the
th'lt I hav been wintering away up in the mountains, of the sons of liberty, I could not consent to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER why I know this. I
nearly 1,200 feet above the sea-a little nearer the "leave of absence" of General D. M. Bennatt. But had hoped and prayed if I was to lose any of my
Christian's heaven than you ever expect to get, I sup- as he decided to "swing the circle" in a general re- .children that the good spirit ·would giv me warning
pose. Wishing our noble champion a safe return, I •·onnoisance, I could do no better as a private picket of it before the last moment. L:tst spring I had a
than to "trust in gun and keep the powder dry," vision, and I saw my little baby boy passing to the
remain,
Yours truly,
WM. NoRRIIil.
and when the general returns I want a copy of his spirit world. I told my husband that our baby was
NEoLA, IowA, Feb. 2,1882.
"general order'' for preservation, and therefore in- to die in two or three months. The babe seemed to
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find draft for $13, which you close :l postal order for a "V." I don't want any
be well and. hearty· as common when I saw the viswill please apply as follows: $5 to credit of Mrs. C. "stars," that· looks tou much like the fashion up in
ion, but in the third month he went, and oh, my dear
B. Stone for Round-the-World fund; $5 to credit of kingdom come, nor do I expect to head the list in
friends, what a comfort that vision has been to me;
J. A.. Hamilton for Round-the-World fund; and $3 to accordance -with that celestial motto, •· The last shall
and I do hope the time will come when. all mothers'
my credit on subscription to your paper in payment be first."
troubles will be lightened as mine were, even made
for same to January 1, '83. It has been our intention
I expect while I liv to read THE TRUTH SEEKER. I
to send these amounts for some time, but until now find much instruction and some amusement therein. more clear to them. I cannot wish my babe back
our time has been limitc·d and it has been neglected I was much amused to see a zealous writer in the again to liv in this world, to be scared and tormented
by a set of preachers telling theBl they are· sure of
until almost too late to reap the early benefits.
last denou nee "murderous gods," "bloody-minded, hell if they don't join their church, so that they (the
J. A.. HAMILTON.
cold-blooded destroyers," etc. And while acknowl- preachers) can get a little mony for themselvs.
edging that the worship of such gods " hath soaked
I think it is necessary for every Liberal thinker to
NEw HAVEN, CoNN., Feb. 10,1882.
the earth with human gore," on banded knee before take a share in a L\beral orphan home. If Mrs. LinMR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $8.00-$3.00 for my. such god he demands, that·" every murderous wretch coln could hav enough sense beat in her to let her
subscription for the paper, and $5.00 for the Round- should die without mercy." This . is really funny. know that she wasn't suffering, and let her $5,000 go
the"World trip. Mr. Bennett's letters are splendid. The writer has a maued ability for soberly holding to help the poor people of our land, it would be betHe takes his readers right along with him, show!'! up blood to ridicule.
ter. It is to be hoped by all Rensible persons that
them what he sees, so much so that it is almost like
Exculile a few questions: What is the object of pun- she and some more -lil{e her will die and go to
being there with him. and what escapes his notice ishment? Is hanging any punishment when senea- their resting-place, where they will not need so much
is not worth telling. The books I must hav, for so tion ends as the drop falls? A.s "like· begets like," silk to wear; and, kind friends, let lJ.S all work in
much good reading must be preserved for the future. are the baser passions in:flamed by witnessing such earnest to put down such nonsense as giving to those
Hoping Mr. Bennett may enjoy good health, andre- inflictions? How long has ·"life for life," as are- that do ~ot need it, and giv to help make Liberal
turn to his home safe and well, I remain,
formatory measure, been tried? and with what .suc- homes for the needy of our land.
Yours truly,
JoHN D. EAGER,
cess? Has murder increased in the states which hav If you will send some posters of THE TRuTH SEEKER,
some time since abolished capital executions? Has we will put them where they will be seen, and try
any man the right to take human life except in self- to get some more to sign for your paper; for if they
PITTsBURGH, PA., Feb. 11, 1882.
:MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8.00-$3.00 for defense? A.s republican governments derive all pow- would take time and read it there would be more Lib·
your paper for a year, and $5.00 for the Round-the- ers from the people, can such governments rightfully eral-sp0ken men here than we hav. Hoping your
World trip. Hope I am not too late. I am just take life except in self-defense? Under the M·>saic paper wiil be extensivly circulated in this vicinity
coming in on the eleventh hour, with my lamp full dispensation, is life becoming more secure? How before long, r·remain
Your well wisher,
of oil, to light Mr. Bennett through the promised many murders are daily committed in the United
MRs. A.. BAKER.
land, and back to his loving wife. I am very well States? and is the number increasing or diminishing?
Yours truly,
M. FARRINGTON,
'pleased with THE TRUTH SEEl!.ER. It is the best paper
Jan. 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: We hav had the uslial religious revival.
I hav ever read. Wishing Mr. Bennett a safe rePHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 13, 1882.
Sunday night I went out of curiosity, like lots of
turn to American soil, I remain,
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a regular reader of your Liberal people I s~:~.w around me in that back cornet:
Yours respe~tfully,
JOHN STAFFORD.
valuable paper ever since Mr. Bennett was shut up the saints and those converted during the week sit·
DAYTON, OR., Feb. 1, 1882.
in prison by his malicious persecutors, and hav come ting on the front seats, of course. A.s usual, the most
BRo. MACDONALD: Inclosed please find money or- to regard it as a very essential part of my ~ntal intelligent faces are those of Liberals; as James
der for ·$5 for the Round-the-W odd fund. I come in food and cannot well do without it. I hav heretofore Parton said at the New York eonvention, "If we can·
the eleventh hour, like a tardy church-member, but purchased it weekly at the news stands, but I wish not count the most noses, we can the most brains."
as the old and time-honored adage goes, "Better DOW· to subscribe for it for four months frnm date, Verily, it is true that those having the smallest souls
late than never," and I know that the God I wor- and also to be one of the eleventh-hour subscribers make the most fuss about having them saved. With
ship is not so relentless and unforgiving as the of $5 to bring our very worthy and beloved traveling all the praying, singing, and beseeching, they did not
. church-members' God, therefore I hav no fear of brother home again. I sincerely hope (and would get a single convert to go up this evening. Too much
having tempted the wrath beyond forgivness of our earnestly pray 1f I thought it would do any good) he Infidel elemept, I suppose, present. The argument,
God, who is now traveling in the Holy Land, telling may hav a safe and in every way a successful and if it can be called such, of these ignorant preachers
us something about those ancient and holy cities prosperous tour around this globe. I would gladly is an insult to common sense. There were three exwhere the old religious frauds and fanatics used to hav subscribed to this fund before, but could not horters, one of them insane since the meetings began,
dwell, and he. does it in a manner that almost makes conveniently do it.
and he of course was the most earnest. They cannot
you think you are there seeing it with your own
Some time since I was at a protracted meeting in see that this religious emotion or frenzy is insanity
eyes, and thereby shows that he i~ one of the best one of Jersey's inland towns while a "revival of re- itself. The more sincere one is, the more insane.
writers of the age.
ligion" was in progress, and was witness to what is, T is man's particular theme was the g.-and plan of
Freethought in our beautiful Western state is yet perhaps, nothing unusual on such occasions; but as salvation. He could not see why everybody would
in its very infancy, but is fast gaining recruits for many of your readers do not ha·v the opportunity to I not accept it, etc. In his cadaverous race and glitter·
its ranks. Since Dr. York, of Californii:l>, was lectur- be present at an entertainment of this kind, I will ing eye one could see the same spirit working that
ng in this state last summer, he took the scales from describe it for their benefit without any exaggeration. sacrificed human life to an imaginary inspirer :from
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would be just like him to do it), but to let it ;dune,
REDWOOD FALLS, MINN., Jan. 24, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find ten cents, for as we do not \\ant to lv·ar that be has been blown
control, down
Guiteau mur- '"' hi('h senrl 1o my address a copy of THE TRUTH all to smithereens. I hope he will liv to complete
ders. It would not talte ·much more of this frenzy to SEEKER for Jan. 14th. I carelessly left mv paper of his journ ... y. and th• n I shall want him to make a
~ make this man before me, I thought, kill those who that date in a waiting-room, and some ene must luw tGUr of the United States and shake hands with as
I would not with him accept the grand plan of salva- taken it. The last I saw of it two young ladies who many of his friends and admirers as he can, one of
fti tion. Would that a.l might read Mr. Bennett's tract were waiting for the train were reading it and whom is Your humble servant, H. E. DEwEY.
~{ on this ''grand plan." It is a most conclusiv argu- seemed to be very much interested in its contt>nts.
ARRINGTON, KAN., Feb. 8, 1882.
-i, ment, showing up the grand failure; that, according I do not accuse them of taking it, but if they did it
MR. EDITOR: The Liberal cause is still advanciug
to the Bible, nine-tenths of us are doomed to hell on I y goes to show how eager the rising generation
in this vicinity, having at last a hearing. On the 3 t,
any way from the beginning.
of fair sex are for the truth.
In haste, yours truly,
4th, and 5th inst. J. E. Remsburg, of Atchison, leutThe only speech approaching argument was by a
H. s. VOTAW.
ured here. His first was a vindication of the writconceited· young preacher named Britt, whom his
LocusT BAYOU, ARK., Def'. 28, 1881.
ings and character of Thomas Paine, which, I must
., friends think very smart, and who thinks because
FRIEND MACDO:NALD: Please find inclosed money say, was the best effort of the kind I hav ever heard,
he has read Ingersoll some he has mastereu the
whole Infidel argumflnt. He said these moral people order for $3 for my subs ~ription t0 THE TRUTH SEEK- complete in all its details. The second was equally
were so busy admiring their own goodness that the) ER for the year 1882. I think our Christian friends as good in answering the question, Was Lincoln a
·,.,_would fall into the pit unawares.· He had read in hav made two gran•l mistakes, one wheu they im- Christian? No one hearing him and listening to his
Ingersoll's last lecture, "laughter,"" renewed laugh- prisoned M-r. Bennett, and again when the whole civ- proofs on the subject would dare repeat that stale
ter," "applause and laughter," etc., and thought it ilized world prayed for the recovery of President falsehood that Abraham Lincoln was a Christian.
· shocking that he made sport of this sacred subject G,~rfield. Ther shonld hav known before they put The third was on the Sabbath, and, like the others,
that had occupied the minds of men for centuries Ul) such lnng pe1itions that he would hav Iestored was unanswerable. Indeed, J. E. Remsburg is one
Thanks to these priests who keep nagging at tht? him; but it is all right with them (th<> Christians), as of the ablest and best defenders of our cause I hav
people for the sake of an easy living. He did not Ol I hav not seen a line in their papers where they ex- listened to, and I would say to all, Hav him lecture
course quote argument and try to answer or tell how pressed dissatisfaction because their God did not bear to you. He will both entertain and instruct yuu.
in that same lecture Ingersoll sorted the good out of them. That givs the lie to " whatever ye ask in my His manner of handling his subject is snell as to
command the attention of his audience, I care not
' the gospel and indorsed it, merely ridiculing the bad, nfLme," etc.
I thank Bro. J. Allen N oe for his article in THE how much they may differ with him. Indeed he is
claiming it had been interpolated by designing priests,
TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 24th, entitled "God or No one of those rare men who can get a hearing where
and proving it, too.
- This Britt is evidently envious, as all these little God." My sentiments. ''Think of it, a great intel- many others would fail, therefore I hope he will be
• preachers are, of the great Infidel's wonderful ability ligence before there was any universe, any_space for soon called into the lecture field and be-appreciated
· · to entertain an audience. If these reverends would that intelligence to abide in. Then think again of as his merits and abilities deserve.
Your friend,
R. A. VANWINKLE.
· . tlrop the gloomy pit subject, as hav done their more God making a natural Jaw; what did he bav to make
clever compeers, remember people love the bright it ' f ?" Also to friend Holt for hi" communication,
ADRIAN. 1\IwH., Feb. 14, 1882.
side of this short life, try to entertain and enliven, "The Evidences of Christ's Miraculous Birth/' I
MR. EDITOR: I was very glad to notice in the last
they would gain more respect from the· sensible. should like the "reverends" to read that to their
Britt sneered very much at rt>ason. It was claimed, congregatirms. If they are after the truth why should TRUTH SEEKER a little article signed William Black,
he sai l, that reason would guide us to do right. they not? I expect it is a consideration of bread and with a donation of $10 for that aged veteran, a lifelong Freethinker, and a truly benevolent man, JereVery respectfully yours,
Why, then, did the Hindoo mother throw her littlt? butter with them.
miah Hacker, of Berlin, N. J. If friend Black can
JOHN H HASLAM,
one into the Ganges, and the nativs bow down t(,
hav access to THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dee, 18, 1880, he
wooden idols? Tb.ey had no Christianity there, etc.
EAsT RoDMAN, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1882.
will there find a beautiful complime"t, all in rhyme,
He did not inform us that this was their religion
1\'IR. EDITOR: IE<uggest th~tt Ja.llles P<J.rton,or some frorn friend Hacker, to a. benevolent friend 1hat had
taught by their priests,. only another form of super·
stition-not bright reason. After aU, the Rindoo other historian-though I think Mr. Parton is better made him a contribution; then, following this, he
mother is not so cruel as their orthodox God-her qualified than any other-write a United States his- w;ll notice a little sketch of his tnily benevolent
child's snfferings are soon ended, while he designs tory, givin·g Tho'mas Paine such prominence as his character in caring for the unfortunate that I think
t!lat they shall suffer eternally in that bottomless pit deeds deserve-and no more, of course-on the plan -vill satisfy him or any other person that this is the
so carefully prepared from the beginning, "wht?re or D. M. Benne1t Around-the-World-a thorough and real Jeremiah Hacker that was editor of a little pathe worm dieth not and the fire is not quenchE'd." comprebensiv work, or an abridged school history. l)er in Portland, Me., twanty years ago, ealh·d the
I hav no doubt if Christians told these "heathen" I will take five copies to start with. We are need- Pleas~we Boat. I hav before me a long letter from
that they eat the flesh and drink the blood of their ing something of the kind. The present historians friend Haclrer, telling me of his labors as an out-anrlgod who died a long time ago, every few weeks, they systematically ignore Thomas Paine's aid and patri- out Freethinker fifty years ago. But I must close
would think it sillier t:li.an bowing to wood and stone. otism in the great struggle for independence. If with this word to the benevolent and humane, that
!L is more repulsiv, anyhow, as well as all their blood :;mch a history were written, it would come in direct friend Hacker is truly worthy oe our benevolence.
Yours truly,
S. D. 1\IoouEconflict with tbese bogus, semi-religious ones of the
uoctrins.
Another preacher talked of angels' visits (this aris- present (J. D. McCabe, for instanC'e), and inquiring
SOLEBURY, PA., Jan. 25, 18!:12.
tocracy of the air, as Ingersoll calls them), and Lot's people, studying our history, wonld F<oon rliscrimMR. EDITOR: I see by your last pui.Jlished paper
. wife being turned into a pilbir of salt for looking nate against the imperfec•. Think of it, if you hav my article on "The Gods," treated as was once
Yours truly,
M. E RosE.
back, advising none there to look back. I could not not before
said of the play of Hamlet, with Hamlet left out. I
help wishing to my neighbor, the editor's wife, who
know, according to the old adage, "beggars hav no
BUTTE
CITY,
M.
T.,
Feb.
\:1,
1882.
is half Liberal, that the drunken father and incestor's
MR. EDITOR: My trial subscription ends tbis month. right to be choosers," nevertheless it pains me to
daughters had been turned into something instE>ad
se~:> Liberal truth seekers imitating professional Bible
of proceeding on their iniquitous way. But such is Find inclosed $3 for your paper for the ensuing ye~;;,r. Christians-now going out of date-as a thing of the
I
consider
it
the
best
paper
published.
I
was
interChristia.n justice, persecuting innocence, letting the
past, belonging, as stated in one of "Esop's Fables,"
guilty go free. I should think they would be ashamed ested in J. Allen N oe's letter on "No God." C. L. to "the day of yore, when bulls lived upon mutton."
to-speak of the Lot affair, as Bible readers must know James endeavored to answer his beliof this week, But however that might be, we know spiders liv
how these three godly ones acted after being saved with, I think, very poor succ9ss. I cannot see why upon flies, which some poet has beautifully expressed
by God. One of the brethr.en prayed that big con- man should bother his head about the beginning of in the following verse, to which I will , ffix somecern might roll over all unbelievers who did not love life. It is unexplainable, and the " first cause" has thing more, and then proceed to giv my view in acand follow Jesus. Maybe he meant a kind of Jug- nevPr troubled itself about man. I believe with the cordance with Stephen Pearl AndrewR's communicagernaut car to crush us. There was some mirth on late Prof. Draper that climate has made man what tion in THE TRUTH SEEKER on the Guiteau case:
he is to-day. Man improved himself without divine
the back seats when that prayer ascended.
aid,
and consequently ought not to seek the great
THE CUNNING SPIDER AND THE SILLY FLY.
After the regular, came the experience and prayer
walk into my parlor," says the spider to the fly·
meeting. It was saddening to seo peoele, mostly supreme in anything. My idea of God is expressed "Come
"'Tis the prettiest little parlor that ever you did spy."'
women, under such an unhealthy excitement, crying, by. Mr. Bennett in his letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER •' Come walk into our churches," we hear our preachers cry·
of
Feb.
4th.
protesting they never would turn back, etc., the light
"And you ~hall go to heaven whene'er you come to die. '
of the fanatic in their eye. It was easy to see they If there was not such a rambling lot of people in We only ask blin•l faith to join our Christian band
this
city
I
could
get
plenty
of
subscribers
for
your
And we will be your sponsors, with little cash in h'and.
could do almost anything if they thought it would
further the cause of Jesus. Finally, when they saw paper. There are plenty of Freethinkers in this ter- Priests must hav a living," so written in the book,
no new converts come up the preacher, asked all to ritory. The territorial legislation has tried time and As fishermen, you know, eat the fish they hook.
rise who hoped to be saved by loving and serving again to force a Sunday law on the people, but hav They us~ a tempting bait to catch the silly fish,
That they may fea5t upon them when cooked and on a dish.
signally failed. With best wishes, I remaia,
the Lord, about every one but me arose slowly. I
And so we use blmd faith, to catch the silly people,
Yours respectfully,
FRED CooKE.
will not even seem to encourage such hypocrisy.
And cook them with a creed of faith beneath a lofty steeple
The preacher hoped many would yet come before the
Where Bible saints are wont to meet, and hear the preach'ers
meeting closed, etc.
FARLINVILLE, Feb. 1, 1881.
tell
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find six' dollars, for How Jesus
ransomed them for heaven, and all others doomed
. I left with a sickening sense of pity for these in- which you will please send me the inclosed list of
to hell!
sane leaders and their deluded followerj!. I had lis- books and place balance to my credit on the paper.
THREE BIBLE C!IRISTIAN SAINTS.
tened all through for some remark as to the higher I had intended to write before, as I was anxious to
duties of life, our obligations to one another, kind- hav Mr. Bennett tell us more about that field that Ahrahsm, F1·eeman, and Guiteau, three faithful servants found
If the Bii_Jle tells what's trne, and Christian faith is sound.
'
ness and toleration as to mere belief (which are noth- so many people were harvesting in, spoken of in the The first Is held tc bell- saint, why not the other two,
ing to actions), but in vain. No appear to common Bible. That must be a tremendous big field, and I Aud make the trinity complete with Freeman and Guiteau?
sense and reason was made for these things, which don't know what Bennett means by calling that a Bible Christians may object, but what, I ask, (Jf that?
alone beautify and make life worth living.
seven-by-nine country. It must be larger than this When they swallow camels they can swallow gnats.
. Mr. Britt is indignant at my lending books, papers, to hav such a field in it. There are farms in some There's many Bible camels, riders on their b~~.cks,
and tracts around, "drawing Christians away from parts of this country that employ from three to four Traveling in the desert with merchandise in sacks.
who make their living preaching from a book
church." By being so personal he offended a lady hundred men in harvest time, but what is that to Priests
Like fishermen, we know, fishing with a hook.
'
who had borrowed one of the books, and she did not
go again. Verily, on what a sandy foundation must one field having over fifty thousand men harvesting The tempting bait that's offered, blind faith upon a hook
Ch
in it ? In fact, we don't know how many more there Brings a priestly livini:;:, and reverence for a book,
'
ristianity rest that it will not bear argument! Its was. 'l'his 11 ,uch we are told, that some of them were But scientific light is dawning. to make mankind more wi~ 1 •
le~ders already fe_el it giving way, and realize they
Not to be caught in priestly nets, as spiders catch the flies ·
Will probably hav to work for a living, like other peo- curions enough to look into that old box (the ark), But rise above the dust of ages, to mind the golden rule '
ple, soon. I am going to try to get up a public read- and for their curiosity God killed 50,070 men, and it Ever taught by all the sages, taught in science school, '
mg of the Bennett-Mair Discussion.
don't say how many got away; of course some did, To do to others as you would hav others do to you
or the harvesting would never hav been finished. Only And so avoid the errors of Abraham, Freeman, and Guilt·
I
. nclosed is $6.50-$5.00 for renewal of my subscrip- think of the widows and orphans that were made
QUERIES.
tlOn, and the balance to be used as directed.
just for that seemingly slight offense. I don't wonWhat is time? who can tell? or
~r: Wa~er;nan 's .lect~res .are grand, showing how the 1 der that they sent word over to the men in the next
What is space? in which we dwell.
reh~ron of L1berahsm IS bmlt up of the natural sciences. field to rome and get the old thing. I think that
What. is power? no oue can see ; or
I Wish our o~ponents would accept. bright science in- Bennett should hav heen cautioned about all thnse
What is life? please answer me.
st~ad of their barbarous creeds and dogmas about things. Some one should hav told him that if he saw
If they're not God, then what is he?
fl' th and blood.
ANNIE EVE:a.l!lS'J.'.
any old chest for God's sake not to look into it (it
Yours truly,
E. W. ALLEN,
~'"'middle ages, when fanatics had supreme
~do the pre;;ent day of t~Freeman and
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The Balm of Death.
:BY .ALHAZA.

Each water-course Is dry,
The fountains fall til·day;
And the burning land, where the balm drops clear,
ls many miles away.
And one ungentle word
Will sear the reart like tiame,
And would such blot a bosom bear
That boasts a Liberal name ?
I did not know that grief
Had poisonous darts in store,
And that a kind and honored heart
Would pity feel no more.
A frail bark nears the shore;
Death comes, a sh~tdow mild ;
Peace, and a softly dripping oar1 go to meet my child.

" Where can 1 get a book ?"
" Send fifty cents to THE TRuTH SEEKEll.,
141 Eighth street, New York, and call for
Bowles' ' Contrasts in Spirit Life.' "

GARRISON IN HEAVEN.

Tltc Old Faith and the New.

Freethinkers' Badge Pin.

A Confeoslon.

BY ROBERT SWAIL.

S ome laws fixed in do~es. by old Doctor llfoses,
f dealt now would make men turn up their n9ses.
They are said to be still the laws of our God,
Though full of such cruelty, vileness, and fraud.
If men are not blind, they'll certainly find
That some of his laws are the most loathsome
kind,
Which,Jf men obeyed, they would without fall,
In these latter days, get shut up in jail.
There is the command, Thou shalt giv the meat
Of self-dying beasts to strangers to eat,
Or else thou can sell to aliens this etn11',
That's too vile for saints, yet still good enough
For those who hav not in hOliness trod
The way of the Jews, the people of God.
This law givs churchmen an order to sell
Dead cholera hogsto the damned Infidel.
Should they fail to cheat him with that kind of
meat,
Oh, the strangers tben can expect a treat.
This God in our nation's Constitution,
How joyful to know has no intrusion.
And this law of his, our own laws rebut,
"'In prison shall they who obey it be shut;
And no honest man exists who would Pause
From breaking his holy, but nasty old laws.
Do pious men think that sinners would use
The vlle carcasses that saints would refuse?
Priestcraft in the Constitution would fix
The God who would teach such abominable tricks.
1f he was put there then all laws of man
Must bend unto his, for R whole church clan
{)f God-fearing men his laws would enforce,
Enslave, and make us eat vlle meat, of course.
That is. they would cram down our throats their
creeds,
And if we refueed, there would be bloody deeeds
Forbid It, dear sim.ers, let us never he slaves
'
To these p1·iestly tyrants, gods, devils, or knaves.
Be!vidtre, Ill.

Inter~sting

Dialog.

f"ot·nter.

lU cents.

·

Woman: Jier Past and Present: lletIU;.:-ht!O and \Vrou;;s. 10 cents.
~Iatcl"ialism and Critne. 10 cents.
~~~!!. t,he Coming Uan Worship Ged ~

10

Crhnes and Cruelties of Christianity. 10

c1:f.~~~ ~ft~!~~:Jf:~~ !?fr~P;'e~l ~e':/~

{:cntH.

~~~:~a~~ ~stty:c~h~~Peip~,'e_fi~;~~?,~

1'welvc 'J"t·nct,s. Scientific and Theologleul. 20 ets,
Bnr~ess-Vndcrwood nebate. A four days'
tleoate between 11. F. Underwood n.nd Prof. 0. A. Burgess
Pre•ldent of tile Nol'tbwestern Christian University'
~~~~~~f~lgtb~'1lJ·ce~r,::urately reported. 188 pp. P~tper'

tal Ltoerty" be Inti' Its device. The cut
shows the design and size, but not Its
beauty. Selld gold, 18k, double thick,
$4.00; solhi gold, lOk, $1.75 ; sliver, $1.00.
Postage paid and packages registered.

The Lc;-ends of he Pat larchs
and
ophets.

tlv circular. with terms to League•, etc., fr~. Address
tae oriBinator and patentt'ucY L. CHURCHILL
6meow!l5
WI!St Richfield, Summit county, Ohio.

Underwood·Marples Debate. A four nights'
rlebatc between B. I<'. Unaerwood and Rev. John Marples,
Fully rcporte(l. Paper, 85 cents; cloth, 60 cents.

CHRONIC DIS EASES,

Milicellaneous 'Vorks.
The lllartyi"dotn ot· ~lan. Embracing the four

By S. BAR NG-GOULD.
Price, $1.50.

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE:

~'::;'f~~~p.o.:,:; ~~e .W~e~~a,.~e'i::· :,~,p~~~:e~f

ffi'lts 1'l:l~~ ~cl,~;,~~i!J:ii~/~g'Jie 11~ ~~8

ING ~ICAL COMMON SENSE-nearly 1,000 pages, 200
Illustrations, by Dr. E. B, FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave.,

~~-:,;;;_~rk!'J{Yt:~~~ ~~r1)~~~i.'f~s~il'r~~~~::g~\~ ~:u';'i
His Life and Works in France BEEKER
thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical publlcatlona: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and lntiand Abroad.
(England, Holland, Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland), with
unpublished letters of Voltaire and Mme.
Du Chatelet.

BY

BEN'3~MIN

GASTINEAU.

Translated wlt~e~ha'i.~=~~~PE;;"~ii'! Me18ra. F. VoThlswork Ia an epitome of the life of the great Infidel,

~~~~~r~~:'t~en~i'ri'dC::f~~~~~d ~~=~~~f!U~Ng~~f~e.b!t
~~l}\~~f.~~~ort~an!~~':f ';~!t~n:hhB~~~ ....~~~~~~g;ai\:

Vogell and Edmond Dubonrc. It contains an account of
Voltaire'• youth, his exile In Enrl&nd, Holl&nd, Betalnm,
Prus81&, &nil Swltzerl&nd; hi• relAtion& with Jean Jaci(ues

~~~1~~fN.~e~~!t t~; d?ci~~tir~~~~;~~~~,ik~ ~::,~ro~~~

the town, bnllt a church, fou11ht the Jesuits. and defended

~g~;.:~th'f: t~u'"~11t~o~s r~~~~dt~~~rfae~~~~t~y~· e!~d~i
exile, and ends wl~h chaptera on hli work. hll phftusophl-

cal•ystem, hla enemies, and soiRe hitherto unpubllslle<l
letters.
Many volumes hav been written upon Voltaire, but none
of Its size contains so much Information"" this. From It
a clear Ide• can be obtained of tlle lmme•ae lnftnence he

:;g';;~! ~~~nc~~~~£eh'.::.d:~e"r';g~~~i:~!~~l~n;og~~~~d
to step ont of the orthodox paths of thought.
PRICE, PAPER, 75 centi; CLOTH, f1.00.
Addreso D. M. Bennett, 141 8th st., N e

~J~ at'l.~~~:'~ ':l~ll 0~h~::s~~~~~tt~~~~Y~le~g

motlvs, whose life has been spent Ia Instructing and Improving his fellow-belnp by &IV!ng such Information as 1a
well calculated to enable them to lle more healthy, more
happy, and to be better and more nseful men and women.

~~~~~~'t~3~~rg~~v:i~t~~~r:o:~:J:~8& ~~dtR~~:

of famllle•, who to-day stand ready to bear willing test!
mony to the feeat benetlt t'i:{ hav derived from the phba
~,~\1.\\Y& enlc, and mo
lessons which he has so a I
~urchallera of l"LAIN HOME TALK are at IIbert,- to
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FREE.
Prtce nf the new Popular Edition, by mall, postage pre~ald only $1.50. Contents table free. AGENTS WANT·
P.
MURRAY HILL PV~~~~

.f?Wa:¥r.i<.

Hnmplu ey- Bt>n" ett

L ovA and

Transition.

A poetic volume. meant to aid lnqnlrera. It Is an epic
elucidated by four love. histories, ana an ar~ment 1n nine
cantos, dealtng with the past, present, and relations of
change. science, morals, and institutions, to human needa
and duties. JYear 200 pp., well bound. PriU $1.00.

Progress vs. Fashion.
A hygienic essay-reasons for dress reform.

of'r.:~~~~Ye~t~~~~ authora on :aeed of changing the form
82 pp. each. Pnce 10 cmts each. Sent post-paid on rtcript
ofpriu by
Mary E. Tillotson, VIneland, N.J.
1mo6

1

~:~!~:~~rig:~r:~~l;~~!Fc~~~,i~ ~~~,~g~~t~Y~~n~~·wfn:g~~

Reade. New edition. 544 pages. Price ,reduced from $S
to $1.75.
The c .. ~,ed of Christeudolll. Its foun<btion
contrasted with Its superstructure. By W. Rathbone
Greg. One of the clearest an<l ablest works ever written.
Price $1.50.
Bevelnt-ions of Anticln•i!Ot. An cxhaustlv work
1

1 1

fs;~~':t\r~~ ~l~g~~~; ltt~·\aute~ft~s~ ~ :1f~Y~~tn ~tsfc~~~~ tlff~~~~e~i
~·~~?.ti~~1:JfP~:~.~\~\~l;~t~~ft~~}>li~~~~ftt~ ~~r~~,rKn°ue[~~~ig~~s~

tic l':1ul, botn lived nml die<l bofore tile C!Jrlstlan era,
Price, $2.00.

446 pages and fulllndcx.

'l'hc .Jamieson-Ditzlcr Debate. A nine
days' del:Jate on God, the Bible, Christianity, and Libertl).
lam. Between Wm. F. Jamieson and ltev. Jacob Ditzler
H.D. Paper, !10 centsi cloth, 75 cents.
'
Tile Pro and t.'on of Supernatnral Be1

~iu!ft~?~~-rfn~;~~~~fs~ f~I~!.Y~::,~~~ )>R~~~~nioe~imf.~ o~~c*;

5U cents.

·
'J'hc 'i'ruth Seeker Collection oCFol'ms,
Hyanns, and Recitations. Containing forms for
orgtmlzlng societies, marriage, funeral services, naming at
0

2

~~hanJ~·~~~~~t~i~lJc ~~~~~ ef~~ap~bit~t~e~~ ~ ~~~~~[1~!

THE

Discu~l!lion.

A debate on Ckrlstlanlty and Infidelity. between D. M.
BennAtt and Rev. G H. Humphrey. 550 Pare•. Prloe. 11.

ORIGIN OF LIFE:
OB,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.

Books of Practical Value.

WOMAN'S WAY OUT.

An

BY WILLIAM DENTON.
PRICE 2EN CENTS.
Sold by D. M. Bennett,141 Eighth st.. New York.

sr,tritualism Ci•om Qt. Matcriltlistic s' "'·
po nt. 10 cents.
-, Paine the I•o!ftical anti Religious Re.

BT DAVID FRIEDEHICH STRAUB!!.
Two volume• In one. The translation revised and re
wrJt·en Stra~<ss Is too well known by the renders of
America to reqnlre a sln&le word to be Bald In his praise.
Price, ~1.50.

CENTENARY OF VOLTAIRE.

The Laws of Moses.

A DREAM.

FREE BOOtiS FOB THE SICK

social gatherings, etc. To wlllc~ are added beautiful Recltatl ODS for various public occasions. rm pp. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, 75cents.

J The IIeatbcus of the Heath. A tlnelywrltten
Radical romance. By Wm. McDonnell, author of Exeter
Hall, Family Creeds, Day of
etc. 500 pages. Prlee
reduced. Paper, SO cents; cloth, $1.25.
Nathaniel Vaughan. A Radical novel of marked
a~~!~to ~r. &:rederlka Macdonald. 404 pages. Price re·

Rest,

2

The Darwins. A domestic Radical story. By Mrs.
Elmlna Drake Slenker, author of John's Way. Studying
the Bible, and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
John's \Vay. A pleasing domestic Radical story.
By Mrs. E. D. Slenker. 15 cents.
'l'he Clergyman's Victims. A Radical sto;a
~~~~d~1 ~~'J~R;lfr~~ .J:~.n~~~~~~~~~t~.by the professe

~~~~~lcn~[~~J~ J~g~ i!1f1~fr~~e~OW~n8~;1~

The Outcast. A deep, finely-written Radical story.
From the London edition. By Wlnwood Reade, author ot
Martyrdom of Man. 30 cents.
'l'be Adventures of Elder TI•iptolemu"
'l'ub. Containing startling and Interesting disclosure•
about hell, its locality, magnitude, climate, employments.
etc. By the Rev. Geo. Rogers. 15 cents.
Gottlieb: His Life. A Romance of earth, heaven.
<\nd hell. Beautifully written, IJy S. P. Putnam. 25 centA.

Iron-Clad and Manna Series.

Chronicles ot' Sinton Cht•istianus. HI•
manifold and wonderful udvcutures in the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture ~evident!£ Inspired) discovered by
1. N. Fidel. From tile Engllst1. Ver_y rlcb, 25 cents.

nal system of practice. It conta!na valuable and sug..-estlv notes on nearly all the chronic Ills to which the
tlnmanfamlly Is subject, beslde•lllustratlv cases, and will
ho sent by mall to aRyone sendlnf their address and a
•.hres.cent wtlllll~~ f'iH'f.f'~t~i:lsHING co.,
15lllt:a.•t 28th ot .. New Yo•- _

IKON CLAD SERIES.
Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake. 5cts.
Bnddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Muller. 10 cents.
Retia-ton ot" lnhnmanity. F. Harrison. 20ct•.
~.:;!t'::tion or 'Vitchcraft to Religion. LyalL

AJnberley•s Lit'e ot' Jesus. His character and

<loetrin•. From the Analysis of Religious Belief. By VIs
" Hav you read that new book from Samuel
<.;ount Amberley. Paper, 35 cents i cloth, 60 cents.
Bowles?"
Jesus Christ. His life, miracles, deity. teachings.
"lio; is there a new one? I read one last
and Imperfections. By W. S. Bell. 25cents.
year, &nd it w&s excellent."
Resurrection ot' J csus. Showing the contradlc.
WORKS OF T. B. WAKE.UAN. 15
" Well, there is a new one three times as
tlons and doubts In which the subject is Involved. By w.
CONSTllUOTIV Lm~.
s. Bell. Revised edition. 25 cents.
large, &nd it is the best pamphlet on spirit life I
Essay on Miracles. David Hume. 10 cent!!.
An EPitome of Positive Philosophy and
An Outline ot' the Freneh Revolution:
ever read. Bowles says he has met Garfield Beli~rron.
Land ctuestion. Charles Bradlaugh. Scents.
Its Causes and Uesults. A clear and com'i[e'
and describes the fine reception they gave hiu{ The Positive Claniftcation of the Sci• Were Adam and Eve Onr First Parents? ~:r~s.lv~~~~~~hofn~h~ ~~t;€s~stlng portion of human I~
Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
5
eleven days after he came over. He says he ences; or, Science a.s a Creed. Price, 15 centa.
Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cts.
Last 'Viii and 'l'e!Otament of Jean ltlessaw Garfield die, and he describes the process t~~~r'!:'le~~~.~~.~c-f!t~~i'Gs~t~lc!,dtlf~~~r.~fore
Iiei·,
a
curate
of
a
Romish
In France, contain
Logic ot" LiCe, Deduced from the Principle of Free- 1ng the Uest of his writings. 25church
cents.
·
with marvelous distinctness. He has met his
The
A~f' ot" Revision. From Chalney'B Infidel thought. G. J, Holyoake. 10 cents.
\
old friend, Dr. Rolland, late editor of Scribner's Pulpit. Price, 5 cents.
A Few \Vords about the Devil, and Other
A Plea Cor Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh. 10 eta.
Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh. With a portrait of the
LIBERTY VB. COMS'tOCKISM.
Monthly, and reports the delight the doctor felt
Faneuil Hall Speeeh on U.s. Comstock ce~/!.rge or Small Families? A. Holyoake. 5 writer. 260 pp. $1.25.
on being able to think better than ever. E. v Postal
Laws. Price, 10 cents.
Voltaire in Exile. Translated from the French of
Superstition Displayed; with a Letter of Wm.
Wilson's passage to spirit life is in the book tru~ Lea&"ue' Man No. 1. DloeuBSion with CoL B. G.
M. Gastineau b~ his son Edmond Gastineau. Being
Pitt. Austin Holyoake. 5 cents.
to every det&il. Bowles shows up bad minis- In&ersrill on Corostocklam. Price. 5 cents.
~~~;:;S!rar?}pt~~~
f~e~;~ecfog~.c$i:1ter never before pub?e~~~nse ot" Secular PrincfJ>le!l. Chaa. Watts.
ters, lawyers, doctors, grocers, and contrasts
5
Six
Lectures
on Astronomy. By Prof. R. A.
them with good ones. He says money don't
Is the Bible Reliable 'l Charles Watts. 5 cents. Proctor. 20 cents.
count in heaven, and million&ires are paupers
The Christian Deity. Charles Watts. 5 cents.
te~~~~ft~:. ;~cth:it~!~tirdefl~ltt~~~~~r~he f;r'::,~rt~!~~
unlsss they ha.v brought good char.tcters to
Moral Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts. 5 cts.
In theology. The only edition In Engllsh. ~5 cents.
spirit life. He depicts with a vividness that will
w!'ft.!:e}~~~~r;;ht and Modern Progress. c.
Religion Not History. An able examlnatlon of
make you shud~er the reception that the opium
Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on Clvlllza.- ~~~~oN~\~,i~!~~fe~}~fig~j~~ fr~~ir:f~;~~~~en~l. Prnt.
eaters, rum-dnnkers, prostitutes, libertins
l I tlon. Charles Watts. 5 cents.
Sixte(,n Saviot•s or None. By Kersey G~ave•,
abortionists, and rum-sellers find. If peopl~
author of the World's Sixteen C1·uci1led Saviors; 1'he
Thoughts on Atheistn. A- Holyoake. 5 cents.
believed these statements they would shun such
Bible of Bib~es, and Biography of Satan. Paper. 75 c<.:
Is
There
a
ltloral
Governor
ot'
the
Uni•
clotll, $1.
vices as theynow shun the smallpox. He says On and after March 4, 1882, the Iconoclast will be verse? A. Holyoake. 5 cents.
Outlines of I•!RI'enolo••y. By F. E. Aspinwall
he heard Washington, Lincoln, Clay, Lord
Philosophy or Secularism. c. Watts. s'cts.
M.D. ~lo,,t acce!>lable to Llllcm'Ts of anything of the J<lnd
Beaconsfield, and others welcome Garfield and Issued at Indlanapol!B, Ind., "" 11 weekly Freethought Has Man a Soul ? Charles Bradlaugb. 5 cents.
pu!Jlislled. Paper, 50cts~ cloth,75cts.
reports in brief-thei~ ~peeches. He explai~s in- journal. It will oppooe •uperstltlon In every form. Ita Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
'i'he Jloly Uible ,\.bridged. Containing t,lla
choice pusHages and ltlvely morccaus particularly pleastng
dependent slate wntmg and form materializaLabor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
to Comstock. 169 pages. Paper, SO cts; cloth, 50 cts.
purpoae will be to aid as best It ca.n ln freeing mankind
tion as seen from the spirit side-."
Poverty; Its Cause and Cure. M. G. H. 10 cents.
Sn}>crstition ; The Religion of Believe or be
" Why, you surprise me! the book must be from the power of prlestcraf~ and bigotry. of every kind. !'!~t,::nce and Bible Antagonistic. c. Watts. Damned, an Open Letter to the St. John's School Board.
By M. Bnbcocl<. 25 cents.
a fascinating and instructiv one."
5
J)on't Gotl lUll the Devil 'l A Serle•
" Yes, it is. I hav not time to tell you half It will puollsh everything of lntere•t from the pen or Col. W~~~~~~~';;:!.SeheJne of Bedemption. Charles of'Vhy
Essays dedicated to the St. Johns School Board, BY
that is in it. He interviews John Wesley, Jon- B. G. Inl!'eraoll and other leading Liberals of the age. It
M. Babcock. 25 cents.
J,oJ:"iC of Death; or, Why Should the Atheist Fear
ath_aJ?- Edw~rds, Hosea Ballou, Joseph Smith, wll1 be a five-column paper lu quarto
Tile Ghost of St. Johns. By 1\!. Babcock. 25
. The subscrlp.. to ~lel' G. J. Holyoake. 10 cents.
cents.
William Mliler, and other noted divines, and
Poverty; Ita Effects on the Political Condition of the
Proceedings
und Addresses at the Wattlon
price
will
be
$1.50
per
year;
75
cents
for
six
months.
reports what they say. It is rich reading. Why,
People. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
kins ()ouventiou. 400 pngcs or excellent Speeches
some of those old clergymen still stick to much Each subscriber wlll be entitled to & llte-slze lithograph of
nnd Essays. Ptlce reduced to $1.00.
MANNA SERIES.
of their former belief, and are preaching yet to
'l'rutlt Seeker T••acts. Bound In volumes of 525
New Life or David. Charles Bradiat1gh. 5 cents.
Col. Ingersoll. S&mple c1ple8 sent free. Address,
pages eacb-Vols. I, II, Ill, IV, and V. Each volume con·
spir1ta in the ~rst and second spheres.
taining 525 pages-thirty tmcts or more. A Library within
200 ctuestions \VithoutAnswers. 5 cents.
thomsclvs of most excellent Hadlca.l reading matter nt u.
"Bowles g1 vs a clear ~~occount of life in the 2t8
W. H. LAltiAS'I'EB, Editor.
a~~~~~~.f~~l:1i::S~cA:n~::;1:.~i'tonc~!~sion• ~tior:~~~ a:~ar;~e~~~~~r,e~ ~~Bl~clgJh~li~~e~is~·ac~ the
:first five spheres, how people liv, dress what
homes they hav, their occupations, orna:Uents
-ueries Submitted to the Bench ot' Bish•
ops by a 'Veak but Zealous Christian. 10 ti~~~ fi?r?.,~·~~~~'t~~f {~l~-'t!t?e~":r~saY! A~[o~~(.
yisits to th~ art galleries, the opera, the relig:
cents.
By James J. Furniss. Cloth, 50 cts.
I? US gathermgs, the. ~chools, the hospitals ior
Search Aft-er ll:eaven and Hell. A. Holyoake.
PROVIDENCE, R.I. Jan •. 1, 1881.
1
1
1
siCk souls, where ~pmts a~e cured of. insanity, By direction of Dr. York (my medical adviser and aplrlt Scents.
of 1:~~~~~~~~~~-e~ ~tJ~o~o~ :ftei~s ;en~~o~ 8 4~t:ifa~~;,
guide),
I
will
send
postpaid
upon
receipt
of
~runkenne~s, habits of opmm eating, prostituNew Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5cenM.
etc. Price, in Cloth, reduced to 50 cts.
tion, abortwn, etc. He reports his visits to the
A Few Words About t,he Devil. Chas. Brad·
TEN C-ENTS'
laugh. 5 cents.
p{[~~~~P~/~~~f~~,ra:~n~~rslt'e'tfi~~~~J,ts'ify' ;~gd;~~~
Chinese, Afri~n ho~~nd, and Lapland heavONE BOX OF
R. M"tvin, M.D. Cloth, 50 cents.
New Life of Jacob. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
ens. .It IS wntten m .a reporter's style, crisp,
IS!Otle!O of the Age. Consequences Involved In
Daniel the Dreamer. A. Holyoakc. !Occnts.
DR. YORK'S
graphic, full of pen pwtures; like the eminent
Specimen ot" the Bible. Esther A. Holyoake.
~~~\~f:~r[t~o~lflni otll!~r~rf~e0r': 1 ~8d~~~~ks;~~Y ~~~::;
journalist he was."
10 cents.
C. Peddct. Ptice $1. " How do the people in old Massachusetts
Acts of the At>ostles; A Farce. A. Holyoake. 1U
take it?"
'
cents.
G~~1-!:f~[
on!~':~1hf.~~~~~~l,S~~ t~~~o B~g~u~~ ~~;
Or Three Boxes Cor 21i ·cts
" Well, some condemn, others praise· but
Lttdicr,ous Aspects of Christianity. A. Hoi.
~fug~~t1~~t~~b~f:fes~~c~~e~~~~~i~~ ~b~~e~~~~lnal ~om
eve~ybody ab~mt his old Springfield ho'me is These pills will be found (If taken .according to dire.,_ yoake. 10 cents.
l Eigltt Seientific Tructs. 20 cents.
~
talkmg about It. They generally admit that it ~8!~s~y:. SURE cure for ALL disease• of the llver and ~Twelve Apostles. Charles Brad laugh. 5 cents .
The Truth Seeker; In Bound Volumes. Volurne
Who
Was
Jesus
Christ
'l
Charle•
Brndlaugh.
Thla
olferwlll
hold
good
only
from
Jan.
1st
to
Apr.lst,
is smart, wonderful, and full of ideas that are 1882. After A~rll lit the price wtn be 23 eta. per boX or cents.
I., $1.50; Vol. ll. (\6 months) III., and IV., $2.50 each; V0ls.
V., VI., and VII., $8.50 each. Entire set, IJy cxpreBB. $1&.
refreshingly new."
five boxes for 1.00.
•
What Dtd Jesu~ 'J'eaclt? Cll!lrleo Bradlaugh.
Addreos,
wit
one-ant
stamps
Inclosed,
Scents.
,
f;1
" Who is the medium ?"
A
~~,:,~::sT~:~~~.a~~1G~~r~c~:~~rJd';,n~J!l '{~~~~
NewLtfe of Abraham: Cha.s.Bradlaugh. ~ cts.
" Carrie Twin&', the one l!e used in writbig
3Al.'fiES .t\.. BLISI,
Blakeman's 200 Poetical Biddies. 20 cent•·

is

THE

ICONOCLAST

EXTRAORDINAH.Y OFF.ER.

Liver and Kidney Pills,

•

~-~OJ5:~

- ---

~•'-·

•7 &roe!lwlcl! •t., ProTldttnce, ~· 1.

New J.tfe ~1" llloses. Cl!arles Bradlau(;ll. 5 centt..l.l!fecql!'r J"~llnr• .\. ~Qjypal!e. re~ d~f,. lP~.

'l'be Godly Women of_ the Bible. !>har~

r.ad ~lllll•IJ) s~yle.

f~~~~r.

W~eljt•;

clo~h, 75 cen~.
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THE RADIOAL PULPIT.
Comprising discourses of adVanced thought by
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PEERLESS WILSONIA.

FOR THEJJI.

0. B •. FROTHINGHAM?ndFELIX ADLER
two of America's clearest thinkers.
By o. B. Frothingham:

T~as~ew Son~: of Christ-

:fg: J?r~f.Ji,a g[ ~';!I. Higher

r~~ ~."K¥~~fo~et':!~d.

T~:;~::e~r:;. Lady.

t~~ i'i:i~~~~SJ~~~ieman.

T~l~n~N~~~Jntlons of RaThe Language of the Old
Testament.
By Felix Adler:
The Ethics of the Social
Our Leaders.
Hav We St111 a Religion!
E~:~~t:,~~lon.
Conscience.
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the Society
for Ethical Culture.
Price, In cloth.

.

TO

S~~ND

ELMINA

WILLIAM WILSON,

CONSULT!~~.

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN,

,1.

Inventor of the "Wilsonia," ; nd Lecturer on Electrical Thera·
peut1cs, Author of "The Trial oC Medicine," "The Lan·
;ua;e of Disease," "llltldical Fallacies," Etc., Etc.

"Antichrist:"
Proving conclusivly that

ViNELAND, N.J.

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST,

CENTttAL OFFICE.

His Birth, Life, Trial, ExecuHon, etc., Is a Myth.
Price $2.00.

4:65 FULTON STREET. BROOKLYN.

ll'oio OBle at this omcP.

THIS WORLD.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY
By George Chainey.

51 Fort ave. (Ro:xbury), Boston, ll'fass.
1erms $2.00 pe>· annum.

CENTRAL NEW YORK OFFICE, 25 EAST FOURTEENTH 81.\

THE BOSTON INVESTJGATOR,
The oldest reform journal in the
United States,

Is published every Wednesday at the
Rline Memorial Building,
Boston, Mass.,

WINTER IS UPON US.
PROTECT YOURSELVS
Against asthma or consumption by wea•lng WILSONIA
clothing. Cold fe•t are the precursors of endless Ills that
fiesh Is heir to. Wear the W~SONIA soles and avoid •ncb
danger.
TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE,
WEAR "WILSONIA " AND LIY.
.

By .JOSU.II P. MENDUM.

•

Edited by HORACE SEAVER.

BEWARE OF FRAUDS.
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BOGUS GARMENTS ARE ON THE MARKET.
The WILSONIA Is studde<! with metallic. eyelets, showIng the metals on the face. All others are frands. Send
for pamphlets contBinlng testimonials from the best people in America.. who hav been cured after All fnrma of
medlcln had failed.
Nrte our addresse~,

The Invesl•galor Is devoted to the Liberal cause In religNo,465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.
Ion; or in other words, to nnlversal mental Uberty. Inde.
pendent In all Its dlscu•slons, discarding superstitious
NO. 695 BROADWAY, 1
theories of what never can be known, it devotes lts col~·
NO.l,SS7 BROADWAY, I
umns to things of this world alone, and leaves the next, if
NO. 2,310 THIRD AV.. ?NEW YORK.
there be one, to those who ha.v entered its unknown
N0,72 NASSAU ST..
shores. Believing that It Is the duty of mortals to work
NO. 25 E. 14th ST.,
for the Interests or lhis world, It confines Itself to the
things of thlsllfe entirely. It has arrived at the age of NORTH FOURTH ST., NEAR SOUTH EIGHTH ST.
flfty~ne years, and asks for a support from those who are
BROOKLYN, E,D.

I

~~~t~~~~~y::c~~~t~~ld fa.is~r~Y~~~nyr~~~~~:~.n~~~~~:

THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING COM·
PANY HAV DE<::IDED TO COMMENCE THEIR
GIFT OF TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS' WORTH
OF WILSON !A MAGNETIC GARMENTS TO THE
SICK POOR OF BOTH CITIES. THESE GIFTS
WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO THE APPLICANTS
UPON THE RECEIPT OF WRITTEN RECOJIIMENDATIONS OF THE CLERGY AND OFFI· :
CERS, AS ABOVE STATED. ALL PERSONS IN- :
: TERESTED IN THE RELIEF OF THE SICK :
; POOR WILL PLEASE COMMUNICATE WITH ~
; WILLIAM WILSON, 465 FULTON ST., BROOK-~
;LY~
!
N. B. IN THIS DISTRIBUTION WE PREFER .

1THE

MOST EXTREME CASES OF DISEASE,
; SUCH AS PARALYSIS, HIP GOUT, CONSUMP: TION, HEART DISEASE, HUMORS, CANCERS,
: ETC., THERE BEING NO DISEASE THE WIL-

! SONIA WILL NOT RELIEVE.

. ....................................................... ····:

please send your subscription for ~tx months or one year,

l':~~a~~t:~~ !~tw"::!!~ll,.';,~ w;~~ ~e ~~t~~~~ ~1~6'~f~";
Sm5S

TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS

per day at home. Samples worth i5 free,
$ 5 to $20 Address
STINSON & Co., Portland, 'Maine.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

The Unknown God.

A WEEKLY LIBERAI, ,JOURNAL
With sixteen large pages, will

be sent

ror THREE MONTHS, posta;10e paid,

A. LEC'IURE.

FOR

By .Jamcs,W. Slillman.

FIFTY

CENTS.

Full letters from the Editor, now on a
pamphlet of tour around the world, appear weekly.
D M. BENNETT,
These alone are worth the prtce asked.
141 Eighth street, New York.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,

s/:rg":~;;;;.~t~~!c':.~dl5h~~~~m.:_:r~~~.nd

Reuben Dailey's Printing Office.
Send for a clrcnlar price list or send for bldo. I guarantee to· send my Liberal friends their printing prepaid as
cheap as It can be got at home.

Reuben Dailev's Moral Code,
Jrtst Published in Tract Form.
Your Moral Code Is a valuable collection of practlca
precepts, snitable for general use, because inspired by

141 Eia-hth st.• , New York.

LIFE·SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

wisdom, goodness. truth, and the logic of common sense

tending to Improve men her~ and save them from mean
ness, Injustice, and crlme.-.t<. C. Trowbridge, Tully, N. Y
I hav !net read with &_great deal of pleasure your re.
marks at Hornellsvllle -R. Sayres, Hannibal, Mo.
To my mind It contains the best code of morals extant.
Close, Gralla~>, Mich.
Sent, prepaid, 10 cents a dozen, SO cents for 50. or 50 cents
per 100.
Address
REUBEN DAILEY,
6mo5
Je1Iersonvllle, Ind.

-c.
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~nv vv y vu"
F· >OTE'S

IIand-BJck of Health Hints
AND READY REOIPES.
Worth 't25. Cost 25c
B! the author or
.,PLAIN HoME TALK'' AND "1\fEDICAL
CO.\G\ION SENSE ...

128 ~~,?~~~f,~l.;,·;~;cc . ~~o:; <fo~~:~~o~~B~IitJ~
o.

v,~\n;~h\~

H11o\r. of R~fert.n~e fur ~:<Vet'
1 25. ceu!a.
tulns chapters on fi.'·glrme
Sl·nse on C.,fl!mon
ltft.•IUHII'!"I,
•

1

!low tO

Knuck8 \\'orlh
on

J\u~~lng

the

for P1eg-na.1:&
of the Prh·nte

other phyHICinna
,

•fl8 (or P'.CJl!ldng

a?".Hn<-:NTS

WA~'l'ED

Addr- D. M. BBNN.BrT
Ul Jl.lahth at.,lllew York,

Cnrcs all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRON1C, and SEXUAL DIS.
EASES.
Spermatorrhea and Impotency,
as the -res\!lt of ~;eH-abuse In youth, "m::ur.l -exce~M~ in matut•t~:r
venra, or oth-er cnusc11, nnd prof).ucipg- aome or the following elfectat
~ ... rvousncss, Seminal EmllisionB (night em!P.sions by drenrn.s),Dim-

t~~e,0lv~i~f;~ foo~~~i~~Y ~~e~~~~~~p~~Po~~~~~~::rid!~~~:a~

&exua.· Powt:r, &:c., rendering m:1r:-inge imprOI)er or unhappy, U.
th<'rvli:{. lly nod pcrmnnlllltly curod by an

7kts World Is divided Into three parts.
PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George
CONSULTATION BAILY FROM 10 A.M. TO 8 P.M., FREE OF t.'HARGE.
Chalney.
·
PART Il.-A continued story ef • Liberal and Ra.dlca
character.
PART III.-A short story devoted to the education of "THE WILSON !A" MAGNETIC GARMENTS
our children In Liberal sentiments and principles.
WILL CURE EVERY FORM OF DISEASE,
Send t·or a sample copy.
TO THE CLERGYMEN AND OFFICERS OF
. No matter of how long standing.
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS OF
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
BROOKLYN AND NEW YORK.
Cnres In Brooklyn and New York.

longer_

A. regulftrly edur11t<'d end lernrly quallfted phyetctan, and the
c.r.~t success.uf, ns l1··a l'~~clice will proYC.

D. M. BENNETT.
Heavy Plate Paper,

FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.
A. treatis on the Population Question.
BY
BRADLAUGH
AND
ANNIE BESANT.
Pr1ce. 25 cents.
For sale at this office.
CHARLES
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(From tke Hour~ and Home, N. Y.)
Among tbe successful physicians who bav departed
tram the narrow beaten track. of orthodoxy, we may ru.nk
Dr. Fellows, ot VIneland, N. J. His principles are true,
hl system based upon e.cient:t1c fa.ct.''
(From Ike (MO.) Ltberal.
The reputation of Dr. Fellows Is sulllc!ent to warrant
any one In reposing con!ldence In h1s skill and ability.
'l:liooe \n need of h\s alo.should not fall to consult him •t
once. Procrastination Is the thief of time, and often cos1o
the life or 8 human beimz."

"The Infidel Pulpit."

Geor~c Chainey.
VOL. I. QONTAINS
Lessons from the Life and Work of Karl Heinzen; Ml,ot
Savage's Talks about GQd; Moral Objections to the G< d
Idea; Nature a.nd Decline of Unttu.rlantsm; Hobert <. •
1
~~l1bs~;!ht~~a¥~~a~iot~l~fof e0ffi~~~s~~ft~Wc:~t N~rab~\ ~
Ism; The ~hlnx; T~e Cllolr Invisible; Lessons forT<.

Lectures by

it

1

1

1

t:J~ ~~~erle~ ~e ~~ ~~t3~qT~~nn:~o{V~~{n~ \v~~i f.·

VnNJ.11t.v'il Wha.t.1A
Price, $1.

1

ReU~ion?

1

Tt1e Church or the Fnturt.

D. M

HqNNH:1"1'

1·11 Eighth st, N. Yl

SCIENCE AND 'fHEOLOGY
Ancient and .Modern.
By .JAJIIES ANTHONY FBOUDE.
Prtee, 25 oentl.

Bennett-Mair Discussion.

THE

BETWEEN

GODLY WOMEN OF THE BIBLE.

D.lU. BENNETT and G. M. MAIR.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)
The t"nllest Discussion yet Pnblislted,
Jl(iving the Dogmas and Claims ot
Christianity a thorough Ex•
amtnation pro and con.
This book le a thorough examination of the Christian
system of rell/l,lon, divided Into the followln~ theses:

ro~~db~:t~~~itld1 str~~t~~c~e6id~~r s~;f~~: ~~e:gffg?g~:

~~oJ~t~~~~fv1~~i~ is ::fr)~n~ tg~~!n~e~~!~~~~~~r\ft~~
b~~e~~~?~~J;,';.Vio~~ ~~~u:e~~~~~~.v&'J~nb~~tg:fi·ev\;'J

0 0

BY .AN

Ungodly Woman of the 19th Century.
Nearly 350 pages. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cte.

THf SHA~fR fYf AND fAR
BALSAM

and reported to hav been crucified imd to hav died on
SffiTA.BLE FOR FR.ili.E OR In
the cross many hundreds of years before the same was
~~~~:e~gg;· iic6h~?s~f:n\~yn~fla~ ~~~~~{~t;is~ay~~~~~
WITHOUT FRAME.

Sent by Mail Cor Fifty cents 1

ADDRESS THIS OFFIOE.

LIFE OF VOLTAIRE.
BY .JAMES PARTON.
With Portraits and other Illustrations.

Is proving to hundreds the moat eru.cu.ctou& remedy lo
all deleterious af!ections. Falling sight, dullness of hearing, or •• roaring" of the ears. ae; well ns overstrained and
tf~;~~!!f~;nw~~~:~~~~dt~ ~~~lJ~ousand years before weak eyes, s.re tmmedla.tely improve(\ by 1ts use. In flam·
fu~/;!!:'!i~~~;~~c~W;:an~t~~~:~~!~h~~e~~ ~~~n~~~~ ~; matlons and all ophthalmic dllllcultieo regulated.
30 cents per box.
Address
G. A. LOMAS,
reJ~II!-'hne ';,"~/~F':J'eens and his mission In t.he world lo un.
Shakers, N. Y.
bistoricali it ts not corroborated by contemporaneous h1s· ltf
tor' The teachings of Jesus are defectlv In morals,lntelll.
gence, and scientific fnfonna.Uon, and, so far as they are of

:~~;· s~~e~ao~\~~~~~tsw'l:'odp~~~~~.ftl~~reT~~u~~~~ ?l

self was written by men Illy Informed In scientific knowl.
edge, and does not harmonize with the facta and principles
in nature known to be true.
5. The doctrlns and claims of Christianity hav been a

week !n your own town. Terms and $5 ontfit free.
$ 66 a Address
H. HAI..r,gT & Co., Portland, Matne.
.----------------------------------

THE PYitAMID OF GIZEH.

The Relation of Ancient B:qyptian Oit·This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years
in Its preparation, is now ready. 1t Is in two Jarge vol· ~~~~;~n~~eg~i~r ~ ~~~r:lg~ ~ ~~~~~[ ~~~ :~~Y;~:Pt:~~n
ilization to the Hebrew Narrativs
umes. on heavy paper, and printed in bold, clear type.
of bate. contenl\on, war, and bloodshed. It has fostered
Mr. Parton as a historian and biographer has no snpertor,
in Genesis and E.'Codl(,S, and
0
as his blo.fraphles of Jackson, Franklin. JeJierson, Greeley, ~~~ d'a~¥~~· :~Sea~it~~ig:'tri:~1l:a~g~l~~d,I~nr~~oa:nfi!':r~~g
1
~~~·f:~t l~u;~~~ ~o"rk~' \~d1~ 1: fati'o"i' ~~~~~fe ~ :.v.:,~lf'a':.": ~~fft~~~ht~~~i~~~?:~~::;, ~~t~~rs~~~ :u~crg~~~ f~~~ ~~i~~: the Relativ Claims of Moses and tl•e
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered.
tn ita assertion that all power is of God. As a
:n~~J~r::t?~~~~cf~~~~,dd:~~lbl!hi~o~~~~~j~:ir~!~~ pression
proof of this the IMders and bright stars of tile Christian
By VAN BUREN DENSJ,OW, I,L.D,

transcendent philosopher, a great re~ormer, a brilliant wit church bav been among the worst tyrants and oppressors
liberty the world bas known.
Price, 25 Cf' •1! F.
tf~s ~g~til~~dt~t~}~fa~o,n~~~t ht~y~~h:h b~ft'atr~~ of6.human
Tbe Bible and Christianity hav oppressed woman and
had In the English language. It~s a most lnrereotlag por. hav deprived her of the rights to which by nature she Is
trafture or a trnJy remarkable man, whether be fa viewed
1
tl8 the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and peraever.. j~~ f~~~~~~~· and Christianity are unprogressl v \n their
nature; they are founded upon the doctrin and authority in which the worship of Yahveh, or Je!J,ntl·,
~~gtf~~~u~Fa~7~~~~~~ea~~r;~~s~~~~~~&~h~?~ b~f~P. or
liod himself. and are therefore incapable of progress
erance and liberty. hIs the arsenal from which Liberals and improvement.
is shown to be devil-worship, with son,, olwill draw weapon• to refute the slanders and lies of the
s. Tbe Bible and Christianity do not teach the higher
church about Voltaire. and Mr. Parton's reputation will cia&! of truth and the best variety of religion which man. servations upon the horrible and crlll·l onPmake It tke authority In regard to his Ute, hie work, hla kind are capable of recelvlnl!,
nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offPring-s.
death.
Price,
U.GO.
In two ~oll. 8110. Price. ea; M.lf calf, eu.
B;ytbe VERY REV. EVANDA.VIEI'i-I,J,D,,
D.lll.
BENNETT,
44drl!lll
)61.-.t,ll-..:anTO$
,.,_.))n14 tl lilreaa :arttala.
J'rSM, 25 cenll,
AMnllt
JJeDDeU. Ul ~t.ll "'-•
ToR.
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TBE TRUTH

SEEKER~

fldds and .fnds.
I .AI.WAYS much admired a saying of the'EmpPror ChR.rles the Fifth. "When I learn a new language,'• he said, "I feel as if I had got a new eoul."
lint I woulrl console those who hav not time to
make themeelvs linguists by assuring them· that,
by means of their mother tongue, they may obtain
ready access to vast intellectual treasures, to treasures Inch as might hav been envied by the greatest
Ilngnists of the age of Chl\rles V., to treasures surpassing those which were possessed by Aldus, by
Erasmus, and by Melancthon.-Macaulay's Speeches.
DID the Almighty, holding truth in his right
hand, and the right of search after truth in his left,
deign to protfer me the one I might prefer, I should,
in ali humility, but without hesitation, request the
right of search.-Lessing.
TO skepticism we owe that spll·it of inquiry,
which, during the last two centuries, has gradually
encroached on every possible subject, has re.
formed every department of practical and specuIa.tlv knowledge, had we,.kened the authority of
the privileged dasses, and thus placed liberty on a
surer found ..tton, has chastised the despotism of
princes, has restrained the aiTogance of the nobles,
and has even diminished the prejudices of the
clergy.-T. H. Buckle.

FEBRUARY

1882.

25~

THE

THE

Brain an~ the Bi~Ie; Christian Reli~on.

A GERMAN astronomer has found a planet. Anybody who misses any of his planets should make a
note of this.
SHE was a wee bit of lovable humanity, and when
sb<~ murmured "Yes" to· his tender Inquiry be
OR,
called her " a little one for assent."
A DERBY doctor killed a fox, and the Derby
Transcript sardonically remarks, "The doctor
means business when be gets after 'em."
BETWEEN
"WHY does a donkey eat thistle~ f" asked an
Austin teacher, of one of the largest boys in the
AND THEclass. "Because be is a aonkey, I reckon," was
the prompt reply.
OLOGY .
SHE was plump and beautiful,
BY
And he was much in love.
She hated him, but, womanlike,
EDGAR C. BEALL.
To catch him she well strove.
But then, you see,
WITH A PREFACE BY
He was-a fiea I
IN Connecticut they dO not ask: !' 'll'ho was your
ROBERT G.INGERSOI~L.
grandfather ?" "What are you worth f" or" What
do you know?" but "How many pat4mts hav you
.. Truth weare no mMk; bow.s at no human shrine:
taken out?" If you say none, they giv you one seen neither place nor applause: abe only aske a hearl'ng.
more cbance to prove yourself respectable by in- Let no man fear corruption from her teaching, though
quiring, "How many insurance companies bav new; neither expect good from error. though long
you started ?"
lleUooved."
Two men discussing the wonders of modern
Price, $1.50.
science, one said: "Look at astron<>my, now; men
hav learned the distances to the stars, and, with
Sold by D. M. RENNETT, 141 EIGHTH
the spectroscope, they hav even found out the subSTREET, NEW YORK.
stances they are made of." ·•Yes," said the other,
" but the strangest of all to me is how they found

BY
C::ol. ROBERT G. INGEU!!iiliLL,
.Judge .JEREMIAH S. BLi.CJK,
ProC. EORGE P. FISHER.

TJ-IE CONFLICT

MENTAL SCIENCE

•

.A:J>ART from the peculiar tenets of individual
thinkers, there is in the world at large ail increasing- inclination to stretch unduly the powers of society over the individual, both by the force of
opinion.and even by that of legislation; and as the
tendency of all the changes taking place in the
world is to strengthen society, and diminish the
power of the individual, this encroachment is not
one of t.he evils which tend spontaneously to disap_ outalltheirnames."
MR JoNES: •· ~he state would be better otr if
·
pea1·, but on the contrary, to grow more and more every Chinaman was kicked out of it to-morrow."
formidll.ble.-Mill's Liberty.
His_married friend: "Where would you g-et your ·
'
1
No man works s~t ve under condition. The sculp- washing done,then?,'
Bachelor Jones: "Marry some nice girl and bav ~·
tor cannot set his own free thought before us, but
it done at home."
his thought as he could translate it into the stone
Chorus by eight eligible young ladies who hap· .
THE
that was given, with the tools that were given.
.Disj"cta membra [scattered limbs] are all that we pened to overbear Jones and his friend talking,
"The Chinese must go I"
find of any poet m• of any man.-O'arlvle's Hero
I
CONSTABLE JONES held an execution against a ·
Worship.
farmer, and when he called for a settlement the
THE ideal humanity of the Christian is the huagriculturist- took him out into a big pasture and
manity of the slave, poor, meek, broken-spirited,
humble, submiseiv to authority, however op- pointed out a wild steer as the particular piece of
A narratlv, by
property to be levied upon. Jones chased the
pressiv and unjust; the ideal humanity of the
!!_teer around for a while, and then sat down, an!3,
J'ohaun Heinrich Daniel 2:scbokke.
Atheist Is the humanity of the free man who knows
taking out his book, began to write.
no lord, who brooks no tyranny, who relies on hie
"What are you doing there?" asked the granger
own strength, and makes his brother's quarrel his,
" Charging mileage," replied the constable, with:
prond, true-hearted, loyal, brave.-Besant'8 Gospel out looking up.
Translated from the German by
of Alheim>.
"Do I hav it all to pay?" gasped the rancher.
THE TREE OF LIEERTY.
HYou bet."
IRA G. MOSHER. LL.B.
"Then take this tame heifer here. I can't stand
Without this tree, alake, this life
any
snell
game
as
that."
Is but a vale o' woe, man;
Meinungen und Begri:ffe lassen sich
A sceneo' sorrow mi::xed wi' strife,
PLANTATION PROVERBS.
N ae real joys we know. man.
Nebber rest yer winter's libin' on yer richer na- nicht beschneiden mit der eisernen
We labor eoon, we labor late,
bor'sword,
To feed the titled knave, man;
Kase de silber-frosted songster m!l-Y turn out a. Scheere der Gewalt.
And a' the comfort we're to get
mockln' bird.
Is that ayent the grave, man.
'Taint de dog as barks de loudes' allus makes do
Wi' plenty of sic trees, I trow,
tougbes' fight,
Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.
The world would liv in peace, man;
Nor de wind as rattles Wilde&' allus bringe de
The sword would help to mak' a plough,
coldes' night.
For
sale at this office.
The din o• war woul!l cease, man.
'Taint de forty-sbillin' waistcoat kibers up de
Like brethren in a commo_n cause,
trues' heart,
We'd on each other smile, man;
Nor de lC>udes' color chromo talks about de fine~
And equal rights and equal laws
art.
Would gladden every Isle, man.
-Burns.
'Taint de tbousan'-dollar harness makes de stiddy A monthly journal, eight pages, 25 cents
·
per annum.
IMMORTALITY upon this earth is out of the q11eswu'kin' nag,
Man Is the exponent of the prlncl•les or the National
tlon. Without deatb there cOuld be no generation, Nor de fiddle-pia yin' darkey puts de cake meal in
Liberal Le•gue, which loan orgaPIZatlon made up of local
no sexes, no parental relation, i. e., as things are
de bag.
oocletleo. known as Auxiliary Liberal Lea~es. There
now 266 of these Leaguee.
constituted, no animal happiness. The particular Settle all yo' little troublus 'thout
aid of court are
The objects of the Nlltlonal Liberal League are In brief:
duration of life, assigned to ditferent an~mals, can i
hue' law
.
~q~~~.t'j~a~:;~f{o"~~~~ ~h.;'r~';[c;:.~~~~~ts"e.f~~~~~!~fo~~1
form no objection, because whatever that duration 'Or yo'll fin' ;o' mouf is boldin' mo' dan yo' kin the
public schools. abolition of Sunday laws. abolltlon of
be, whilst It remains finite and limited, It may 1
ebber chaw.
chaplaincies, prohibition of public appropriation for rellgalways be asked why it Is no longer. The natural·
~on~,vurpeses, and all other measures for the same gener•l
age ofditferent animals varies from a single day Nebb~r ~at .de morrer's breakfus' till de day when
Charter fee for an Auxiliary .................. $ 5 00
to a century of years. No account can be given of
It IS dne,
Annual111embership .. "'" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . 1 00
this; nor could any be given, whatever other prop- Kase d~ 'membrance ob de feastin' makes de fastLife
"
........................... 25 00
ertion of life bad obtained amongst them.-Paley's
in moughty blue.
Address,
·
T. (), LELAND,Seeretary,
Natural TkeoloQ!i•
t
THIRD·CLASS MATTER.
5t5
. 7M Bread way, New York, N. Y
TKERE are pursuHs peculi•u to boyh d. d · The _nu_merous rulin~s of tl;Je post-office depart00 •
o ment, m Its e1forts to dietmgmsb between first and
therefore young men regret the loss of them? third-class matter, hav given rtse to perplexities
There are also some of early youth; does that now which postmasters and business men are perhaps
settled age, which is called middle life, seek after better able to appreciate than other citizens.
them? There are IJJ.eo •ome of this peliod; n'lither 11
The poetmaster sat I~ his office chair,
are they looked for in old age. There are eome
Disheveled, and wan., and pale;
11nal pnreuits of old age; accordingly, as the purHis eye was fixed, an,d his brow was sad,
suits of the earlier parts of life fall into disuse eo 1
And he mopped his face with an inking-pad,
also do these of old age, and when this has taken I
While anon I heard him wail:
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
place, satiety of life brings on the seaeonable!
"Ah mei"-in a minor keyperiod of death.-G'ic~ro'8 Old Aqe,
"Tliis is awful. It staggers mel"
Embracing, Influence of Christianity on Clvllfzatlon;
Chrletlanlty and 111·•terlallsm; What Liber8llsm Ol!ers In
Around about him, and on the iloor,
RIGHTLY is it Said
Place of Christianity: Scientific ll!aterlallsm; Woman •
Spiritualism from a M'terlallstlc Sta~d'volnt; Paine, the
On table and window-sill,
That man descends into the vale of years;
Political and Religious Reformer: Materfallsm an~ Crime·
Were maps and volumes of postal lore,
Yet hav I tLonaht·that we may also speak,
Will the Coming M•n Worship Go"? Crimes and cruelties
of Christianity; the Anthorl'y of the Bible; Freethought
The regulations and guides-a scoreAnd not presumptuously, I trust, of age
And documents strewn at will,
As of a final eminence, though bare
J~~~gbl..lt'i>~~~:s~ ~~~~~e~~r~.t~·
.
In aspect and forbld<l.ing, yet a poiitt
But ever the master's gaze, intent,
THE
On which 'tis not impossible to sit
Fixed and blank on the wall was bent,
And ever, anon, his.plaintiv cry
In awful sovereignty.
,...-Wordsworth.
Gods. and Relildons of .-\ncfent
Smote the ear of the passer byand Modern· Times.
.ALL Cbristljms believe that the blessed are the '
"
Ah,
mei"-in
a
minor
key_
Give a full account of all the gods the nations of the earth
poor and bumble, and those who are ill-used by!
hav
worshiped,
including Jehovah Satan, the Holy Ghost
"This
is
awful.
·It
staggers
me
I"
the world; that it is easier for a camel to pass
Jesus Christ. VIrgin Mary, and the Blblo, and describe~
fully aU t.he religious systems of the world, Including Ju,
through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to 1
" Sticker of stamps," I said, "it eeems
dalsm, Mohammedanism. and Christianity. Two volumes
enter the kingdom of heaven; that they should
Something troubles thy waking dreams;
1R34 pages. Bv D. M. Bennett; written In prison Cloth"
Answer, nor look aghast:
judge not, lest they be judged; that they should
~~ri'o:~~~~~d~e~~ts~ for the two volumes; leather: $7; mo:
swear not at all; that they should love their neigh.
Hav they cut thy salary down once more,
Or hqs thy mother-in-law gone o'er
bor as themselvs; that If one take their cloak they
The Stygian s<ream at last?
should Jriv him their coat also; that they should
take· no thought for to-morrow; that if they would
Speak, 0 master, thine eyes are wild
be perfect they sboula sell all that they hav and giv
And thy brow is overcast."
it to the poor. They are not insincere when they
Quick
uprising, like one who wakes
say that they believe these things. They do beFrom a vision of rattlesnakes,
lieve them, as people believe what they hav alu Youth," he whispered," it is not so;
ways heard lauded and never discussed. -Mill's
Keener motivs I ha v for woe.
LilJtrt!/.
Look!" And seizing a book he spun
I THINK it shows "inconsistency " to believe one
Page and title before my eyes;
set of miracles simply because they are in a big
. "Just received it from Washingtonbook that priests succeeded in palming otf on a lot
P.M. General's last surprise.
of credulous, Ignorant, fanatical, superstitious peo.
Read I" be thundered In tones so dire
pie as God's word, and doubtl,Jg all other•. though
All my molars began to cl·a•ter.
thousands of them are ten times bet,er a• tested to
Meek complying, tbese words I caught,
9~ JtM~~~~ M well.-.lillmtna o. /Simkfr;
Ll!.et Co11etruct1ou of " 'l'.blrd·Olass Mlltter, ''
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Edition.
This very remarkable series of papers appeared at ln.
tervalsln the North American Review, and awakened the
profoundest Interest with the press and public. Their
appea,ance In pamphlet form Is In response to lnnumer.
able reuuests from all parts of the countrv.
·
Price,
50 cents.
Ordera should be given immediately. Address
D. 111. BENNETT,
141 Bth street, N.Y.
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SANITARY AND PHYSIOLOG·
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FOR THE
P••o<lnction of Children of Finer Health
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BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
"The virtues of men and women as well as their vices
may descend to their chlldren."

"There Js nothing Utopian In hoping for the time to
come when men· and women will consult a wise sanitarian
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Price, $1.50. Address
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A series of letters written in prison.
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Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
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A series of letters written during a ten.

weeks visit in Europe.

BY D. .M. BENNETT.
850 pages. Prlce,$1.50.
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TH.E SEMITIC:: GODS AND THE
BIBLE.
Treat.i'Jl upon the gods of the Semitic nations, Including

:-~~"~fie e~ftii~?· ~~~~;, t~~~te~~ p~~:t.;rt~~e~~ffi~. :fi~~:
!ng that oooR to hA a. verv inferior production for a :flrst,.
class 6<Jd. :By D. 111. Bennett. S:lil lanre p"'(ea. Paper
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700
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Interrogatories to Jehovah.
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety of subjects.
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Modern Thinkers,
WHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW,

With an Introdud;ion by B. (}, Ingers.tl.

C::o:.:respondent,s Wanted.
I am all alone In the world, and would like to correepond
with a few moral, temperate, and Liberal gent•emen with
a view to matrimony. should there be found Rmong them
one who pleases and Js pleased; who Is w!IJ!n'i, to love and

~: ~~';,~dliul;;~.~~r);~~'iulse::'i11 ~fe~:·~~~~se~1a:::'~~i~~
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REPLIES TO THE

"Christian Guardian" and" Chris·
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By ALLEN PRINGLE.
This pamphlet was considered necessary because the
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A RECENT report sheds light upon the in· erhood was carried by a large majority: Here
fluPnce of Buddhism on the education of the iS a text for the temperance advocates to make
people of British Burmah. Not only do the the most of.
SPEAKING of the religious views of the late
GRANT has been placed on the retired list of
THE Rev. A. H. Knight, pastor of the colored Ponegyees (Buddhist monks) 'read the law and
Methodist church at Mit'ch:ell, Ind., has been deliver addre~seR at stated seasons to the as- president, Blaine givs the following testimony army officers.
NINE hundred coopers were on strike in this
suspended. His wife found poison in her tea, sembled villagers, but. their monasteries are so to Gen. Garfield's liberality, and confirms the
many little seminaries, at which nearly every fact, usually denied, that he numbered Col. city last Saturday.
and he is accused of putting it there.
LONGFELLow, the poet, was seventy-five
TnE officers of the Lutheran church e.t Co- Burma.n man or boy comes under instruction of Ingersoll among his nearest personal friends:
lumbia, Ind., locked out the pastor. He took some SoL-t for a part of his life. The greatest "The crowning characteristics of Gen. Gar- years old last Monday.
is shown by the monks in freely ad- field's ·religious opinions, as, indeed of all his
an axe from a neighboring wood pile, chopped liberality
'tfmg E ng 1·ISh mspec
·
t ors m
· t o th err
· religwus
·
THE trial of Sergeant Mason for shooting at
mL
opinions, was his liberality; In all thin·gs he
down the door, and held services as usual.
·
1
·
d
t'
1
Guiteau is not yet finished.
h ouses an d m
we commg e uca wna meas- had charity. Tolerance was of his nature.
TTIE Lutheran congregation at Elmhurst, Ill., ures.
He respected in others the qualities which he
A BROOKLYN girl has just recovered $6,000
gave their pastor, the Rev. F. W. Roeber, a
PRoF. HAECKEL, who, like Humboldt, prefers possessed himself-sincerity of conviction and in a breach of promis suit.
choice between resignation and a trjal for hab- to study nature in her own wilds, was at last frankness of expression. With him the inTHE Connecticut "blue law" prohibiting
itual drunkenness, card-playing on Su11day, and accounts in a small village on the south coast quiry was not so much what a man believes, Sunday travel has been repealed.
lying. He resigned.
RoscoE CoNKLING has been named for assoof the island of Ceylon-the only white man but does he believe-it? The lines of his friendA FEMALE preacher is said to be writing a there. The village, which bears the melodious ship and his confidence encircled men of every ciate justice of the Supreme Court.
"Commentary on the Ufe of Joshua." It is name of Belligamma, lies on the shore of a fine creed, and to the end of his life, on his everMICHAEL DAVITT, the Irish agitator, now in
reported that she will observe that Joshua was bay, and is surrounded by dense forests of co- lengthening list of friends were to be found the
successful with the sun, but he never dared to coanut and breadfruit trees, filled in with other names of a pious Catholic priest and of an jail, ha~ been elected a member of Parliament.
command the daughter to be still.
1uxurian t tropical vegetation. ·The professor honest-min d ed _and generous-hearted Freereceived
an
enthusiastic
welcome
from
the
govthinker."
He
also
:;aid
that
Garfield
"folBLAINE delivered the oration at the Garfield
SuNDAY-SCHOOL teacher (about to comment
on St. Paul's direction for the conduct o£- men .er.no~.of...tlnds_l~.!).d_, _a,gg__Qas bee_n afforded even_ lq_w~d_.wit~q]li~]r!l_ning step in the paths of ex- Memorial meeting in the chamber of the House
:and women during divine service): "Now, do aid in the pursuit of hiszoological investiga- ploration and speculation -80" rearlessly trodaen on tho 9!7!-.h nH·. by Darwin, by Huxley, by Tyndall, and by
TnE Governor of Arkansas is being investi·..you know why women do not take off their tiona.
IN
the
course
of
a
lecture
by
Dr.
J.
A
Weisse
other
living scientists of the radical and ad- gated. There LS said to be a. discrepancy of
lJJonnets in church ?" Small boy: " Cos they
$164,820 in his accounts.
:ain't got looking-glasses to put 'em on again on" The English Language," at Cooper Insti- vanced type."
·.by."
CoNGRESS has voted $100,000 for the relief of
tute, last Saturday evening, the lecturer read a
AT a fair and festival in a popular church,
AN international congress of ethnologists is letter from Prof. Max Muller, which said: "No fried oysters were among the dainties served to the people in the districts submerged by the
'to be opened at Geneva on April 2, divided into language has such a future as what you call the guests. These oysters were by some mishap recent floods on the Mississippi.
the seven following sections: Origin and migra- com posit English ; no language is SQ strong, overdone, and consequently too dry to be eaten
THREE hundred and twenty-five Jews, with
tion of peoples; ethnology; descriptiv ethnogra- yet so pliant; so _bright, yet so varied by the with satisfaction by the time they were placed wives and children, exiled from Russia, an-ived
phy; theoretical ethnogrs.phy; manners and most delicate shades; so homely, yet so uni- on the tables. Nevertheless, they were said to in Philadelphia one day last week .
.customs; political ethnography; international versal. As to the science of lij,nguage, I quite be what the bill of fare called for, and as such
THE Indiana state Greenback Convention,
agree with you that it will clear up proto-history; some of them were paid for and eaten without
regulations.
held
last week, nominated a full ticket, with the
· ALTHOUGH the Rev. Tobin R. Bropks, of and it will do even more, it will clear up proto- any very severe criticism by the. persons who
exeption of judges of ~he Supreme Court.
philosophy."
The
lecturer
prophesied
that
never
expect
to
get
the
full
value
of
their
money
Bloomington, Ill., is editor of the Banner of
GENTILES and Mormons alike in Utah are
Holiness, charges hav been preferred against English would become the universal lan- at a church fair. Yet they proved so dry and
unappetizing that, even for the good of the said to ha v been cAjoled, begged, or bullied
him for criminal insubordination to the author. guage.
cause, many of the guests declined to eat them. into signing the anti-polygamy petition to Con·
ities of the Methodist church. He is also
REGARDING the attempt to enforce the Suncharged with having scandalously defamed the day law in San Francisco, the Jewish Tim~s As the church had no steam apparatus for keep- grees.
ing each thing hot; the overdone oysters were
Illinois conference of that church.
THE trial of the political offenders c&lled Ni·
says : " The immaculate pietists and perfumed
BisHOP RYLE, of England, says that much of moralists who are attempting to enforce the unfortunately placed over the furnace register, hilists, in Russia, is being aonducted with
the Christianity of to-day is" jelly-fish religion," 'Sunday' law hav not met with success so which made them even more dry than they secrecy, severity, and utter disregard of the
of which the basis is, as far as it has any, "no far. Juries hav disagreed and public opinion would otherwise hav been. Those which were ordinary usages of legal procedure.
dogma, no distinctiv tenet, no positiv doctrin." is opposed to them. California is not the only left over when the fair closed at night remained
A YOUNG woman h~ts just been dismissed
He holds that, both in the church of England •state of the republic threatened with the cloven in this position until morning, by which time from her position as teacher in a Brooklyn
. and out of it, there are hundreds of ministers foot of religious intolerance. The manna is they were as dry as sawdust, and as juiceless as school because she was a Protestant. The
old corn husks. In the morning the charitable
·who ha v not a single bone in their " body Of wide-spread, and has even reached to the terCatholics hav control of the schools in Brook·
idea occurred to some of the ladies that the in,,divinity."
ritories. The Town Talk, of Walla Walla,
lyn.
mates of the Home for the Bettering of DestiTnE Rev. Ezra Winslow, of ·Boston, whose says that Washington territory' will suffer so
AN unknown man on Washington's birthday
tute Females did not often hav oysters, and
~!forgeries and flight made a great stir several much inconvenience and the town such a loss
that it would be a good deed to send these oys- visited in the night and defaced the monument
:years ago, is still living in Buenos Ayres. He of l>!usiness that the framers of this iniquitous
ters there. Forthwith the dried-up things were erected a.t Tappan, N.J., by Cyrus W. Field,
Jived there awhile unidentified, under the name Sunday law will be execrated by the people of
sent. The amount of enjoyment had by the to the memory of Major Andre, the British
·Of L@W, and became superintendent of a Sun- Walla Walla and other important towns in the
destitute females over the gift is not registored spy.
,dalschool. He married a wealthy woman, be- territory.'"
TTIE husband of Mme. Nilsson, the famous
in heaven.
~Came a successful politician, and is now living
THE impression that the northeastern coast
singer, becoming insane over the loss of his
THE ecclesiastical trial of Lewis N. Ireland, money in the recent financial crash in· Paris,
sumptuously.
of the American continent is slowly risingof the Methodist church of West Troy, N.Y., was placed in a lunatic asylum, and died on
THE Rev. Dr._Newman, in a· recent S1mday's the estimate of the rate of emergency in proghas come to an end. The accused is the son of the 22d ult.
discourse, said that " the generally accepted ress being over a foot, and perhaps as much as
a Methodist minister, and for twelve years a
THE proprietor of the fireworks factory, at
fact that women are more pious than men may three feet, in a century-has recently been conclass-leader. He was charged with immoral
Chester, Pa., which was demolished by an exbe attributed to the afternoon visits of the pas- troverted by eminent scientific authorities, inconduct in seven different and distinct allegators." He did not mention Mrs. Tilton as an eluding Dr. Mitchel, of the Coast Survey, who
plosion last week, in which twenty persons lost
tions. The trial began on the 13th of Februinstance, but she may possibly be one of the states that the salt marshes are still, as they
their lives and many more were injured, has
ary, and on last Monday the jury of five
many whom he had in mind when he made were in the time of the early explorers, at ordibeen arrested.
brought in their verdict. They found Bro.
this remarkable statement.
nary high-water level, and that the rocks on
IT is said that negotiations havforsome time
Ireland guilty of profaning the Sabbath by
our coast, long notorious as dangerous to navA MASSACHUSETTS state officer is about to
horse-racing on that day; guilty of attempting been pending between the authorities of the
igation, hav not risen since they were first disundertake the enforcement of the law regardviolently and forcibly to disposses1 the occupant Catholic church in Quebec, Canada, and the
covered. But eastward of longitude 62 deg.
ing juvenil labor. It provides that no person
of a certain parcel of land; guilty of making Vatican, looking to the removal of the pope
13 min., and elipecially in Newfoundland, great
under eighteen shall work more than ten hours
a false statement about preacher Gates; guilty from Rome to Quebec.
changes present themse!vs, the depth appearof calling the members of the church a "set of
a day in any manufacturing establishment, exTHE amounts allowed President Garfield's
ing to be at some points less and at other points
cept in certain specified emergencies; that chilhypocrits;" and guilty of wrongfully and ma- atttendants during his sickness are as follows:
greater now than formerly.
dren between eight and fourteen shall attend
liciously commencing a lawsuit in the civil Dr. Bliss, $25,000; Agnew and Hamilton, $15,some public day school at least twenty weeks in
THE Missouri Grand Lodge of United Work. courts against his pastor, D. W. Gates, and the 000each; Reyburn and Boynton, $10,000 each;
each year; norie under ten may work at all in men, recenUy in session in St. Louis, passed a Washington street Methodist Episcopal church. Mrs. Dr. Edson, $5,000.
& factory, and none under fourteen unless able resolution of great significance.
It came up in "We also find," wrote ·the jury, in concl'uding
THE court of appeal has reversed the decisto read and write.
the form of a question upon the admission of the verdict, " that the specifications sustain
ion
of the court of queen's bench granting
THE Rev. George H. Austin went into the saloon-keepers and bar-tenders into the organi- the general complaint or charge of immoral Mr. Bradlaugh a new trial in the case of Clark
It
was
claimed
that
these
men
were
in
conduct
in
the
first
degree."
So
the
brother
zation.
bank at Madison, Ind., and asked for $280 on
agt. Rradlaugh, with the coats against the lat\Lis own note. The cashier explained, as deli- constant danger of losing their lives at the is found to be guilty of almost every species of ter. Mr. Bradla.ugh has a81fn been expelled
cately as possible, so as not to wound the rev- hands of the very characters who patronize dishonorable conduct. But he has this com- from Parliament.
erend gentleman's feelings, that an indorsement them, and, according to the supreme medical forting reflection: through tne whole trial, deNnm men started in the six days go-as-youby some person of property was required. Mr. examiner's report, the saloon-keepers were structiv as it has be~n to his moral character,
Austin inquired if the signatures of John and largely in the lead on the list of deceased mem- the genuinne:os of his faith in hell and damna- please race in this city last Monday morning,
'Perry Cotton would do, and was told they hers, many of the class being taken off by con- tion has not been called in question. Thus it and are making remarkable scores. Rowell, the
would. After an hour's absence he returned sumption. The debate was spirited, and when i:; that the Christian religion brings consolation Englishman, is far ahead, and, barring acci.
with their names forged on the note, got the the vote was taken the resolution that no 1.aloon- when everything else seems to hav gone back dents, is a sure winner. He made 150 miles iu
the first twenty-four hours.
keeper or bar-tender be admitted to the broth- l on us.
f26Q aud a,beoo:aded.
1
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hundred of the Benjamites who were still at the estine amount to) leads over more rough country, but

'Ji!fj(lf U rock Rimmon, which answered very well, so far as there are a few narrow valleys, possessing fertility,

they went; but there were still two hundred of the
Benjamites without wives, and these took the adT e Book of Chronicles 0 the Pi1grims in vice of their brethren, and kidnaped the girls who
the Land of Yahweh.
came to Shiloh to dance. Verily, what a godly·peoCHAPTER XX.-CONTINUED.
ple these Jews were, and wha.'t a God they had to
21. While the pilgrims w.ere still in Lebanon, when command such things to be done! Let those love
they first entered the Land of Yahweh in the vicin- and praiseYahweh who can. (SeeJudgesxix and xx.)
ity of Dan, and when a view was had of the plain
32. The Scribe tried to realize what a scramble
of Huleh, the man of God Getz several times broke there must have been between the virgin girls, who
out in ecstasies about the splendor of the country, did not want to be caught, and the amorous Ben jamits wonderful fertility, and the fulness with which ites, who were particularly anxious to catch them;
Bible accounts were shown to be true.
how they must have tumbled. over the rocks with
22. But when he saw that a large share of the which the place is covered, and how some of
plain is rocky, that much of the rest is mer.e swamp, them must have fallen and hurt themselves in tne
and that all the hills are but piles of naked rocks, peculiar contest. He dared hardly think of what
and since in particular the Scribe asked him to point took place after the poor, unwilling girls were caught
what he saw that so especially verified the scripture, and were borne away by the triumphant two hunand freely commented upon the sterility and worth-· dred. Here the curtain drops. But really the base
lessness of a great proportion of the country, the conduct toward the Levite's poor concubine led to
enthusiastic and jubilant man of God has had less to most serious results.
say upon the subject, and does not go off into ecsta33. Here also, on this pile of rocks, or near here,
sies half as often.
dwelt a man by the name of Elkanah, who had two
23. Shiloh, the Arabic name of which is Seilun, wives, Hannah and Peninnah. The latter bore chilthough nothing now,,has figured conspicuously in dren to her husband, but Hannah bore none, because
what is called Bible history. Here it was that the Yahweh had seen fit, in his inscrutable wisdom, to
tabernacle and the ark were first set up, and here it close her womb; and it fretted Hannah not a little
was that Joshua is said to have congregated the that Yahweh had done unto her in the way he had,
Israelites and sent three men of each tribe to divide for she desired to bear children unto her husband,
up the country into lots so that he could dispose of who loved her. She even became so much affected
it by a kind of lottery or division by lot. If this is by this continued state of things that she wept and
true, it is the opinion of the Scribe that more rocks refused to eat.
were divided out on that occasion than were ever
34. Then her indulgent husband said unto her,
similarly disposed of before or since.
Hannah, why weepest thou? and why eatest thou
24. It was at Shiloh that the virgins of the not? and why is thy heart grieved? Am I not betcountry assembled once a year to attend a festival, .ter to thee than ten sons? This all took place at
and to join in dances on that merry occasion. It Shiloh, where the husband and his two wives went
was here that the men of Benjamin were sent to yearly to worship and to make their vows.
kidnap wives for themselves, when four pundred
35. And after they had eaten and drunk, Hannah
thousand warriors of the other tribes went up to arose from thP tablo, or probably from the rock_ Eli
fight tbP ~hi.ldron of Dtmja=iu, because a part of the the priest was sitting close by, while poor Hannah,
tnbe of Benjamin, the men who lived at Gibeah, had in the bitterness of her soul, p:rayed unto Yahweh
acted in a very disgraceful manner in their treat- and wept sore. She even vowed a vow·and said, 0
ment of a Levite's concubine, when he tarried over Yahweh, if thou wilt indeed look upon the a:ffiictions
night in Gibeah, by which abominable treatment the of thy handmaid and remember me, and not forget
poor woman died before morning.
thine handmaid, but wilt give unto thine handmaid
25. The Benjamites preferred to go to war with a man-child; then I will give him unto Yahweh all
the men of the other tribes, rather than give up the the days of his life, and there shall come no razor
men of their tribe called sons of Belial, who had upon his head.
commit~ed this great iniquity. Yahweh directed the
36. This is supposed to have been a greater tempproceedmgs, and told the men of the other tribes to tation to Yahweh than he could well withRtand, for
go up against Benjamin; but the latter came out he seems to hav yielded to the supplicating woman
from Gibeah, and killed twenty-two thousand of the and no longer kept her womb closed. But not too
children of Israel the first day of this fraternal war fast. While she was still praying to Yahweh and
26. On the second day Yahweh sent the Israelites making these vows, the priest Eli noticed her and
up again to fight Benjamin still more, and on the thought she was drunk, and placed his hand over her
second day the unerring left-handed Benjamites mouth to keep her from talking.
cut down to the ground eighteen thousand more of
37. But Hannah was so intent upon making a
their brethren, the Israelites, making forty thousand favorable impression upon Yahweh that she kept on
in all which the Benjamites killed. It is not talking in her heart, and only her lips moved, her
strange that such a heavy loss should make the Is- voice not being heard. Then did the man of God
raelites weep, and cry unto Yahweh as to what they Eli say, How long will thou be drunken? Put away
should do.·
·
thy wine from thee.
27. But Yahweh, being always fond of blood,
38. Then did the heavy-hearted Hannah make
urged his dearly beloved people to go up again for answer and say: No, my lord, I am a woman of sorthe third time to fight their brethren, promising this rowfulspirit. I have drunk neither wine nor strong
time to certainly give the poor Benjamites into drink, but have poured out my soul before Yahweh.
their hands; and, on the strength of this assurance, Count not thine handmaid for a daughter of Belial
the third effort was made, when, sure enough, Yah- for out of the abundance of my complaint and grief
web was good to the nine tribes, but rather hard have I spoken hitherto.
upon the twelfth; for on that day the nine tribes,
39. Then the man of God Eli, when he came to"
with the help of Yahweh, were enabled to kill comprehend the true state of the case, answered her
twenty.five thousand and one hundred of their breth- in this wise, Go-in peace, and Yahweh grant thee thy
ren, the Benjamites.
petition that thou hast asked of him. Then was
28 . .And, like the true children of Yahweh, the Hannah comforted. She arose and eat, and her face
victorious Israelites pursued_ their advantage, and was no more sad. As suon as they returned Elkanah
kept on fighting, until they extended to all the cities knew Hannah, and Yahweh remembered her and
of Benjamin, and murdered all the children and all opened her womb; and that is the way little prophet
the women, so that for the six hundred of the Ben- Sammy came into the world. The wonderf1:1.l things
jamites who fled to the rock Rimmon and stayed which he did, including his coming up out of
four months, there was no women for wives; and his grave after he had become old and~ was dead and
for this reason they were recommended to steal them buried, are all recorded in the books of Samuel in
from the virgins who assembled at Shiloh to feast the first chapt.er of which the sorrows of Hannah ~re
and to dance.
given.
29. It was discovered, however, that the Israelites
40. Shiloh must have been a remarkable place
from J abesh.gilead, beyond the Jordan, had not when Yahweh flourished in this land, but now there
sent up men to help kill the Benjamites, and this is nothing left but the rocks and some ruins of old
caused such great dissatisfaction among the slayers buildings which are thought to have been a ternof the Benjamites that they sent twelve thousand ple to the sun tliat was afterward erected here,
picked men, and these were sent against their breth- and a church built still later. With the loss of the
ren of Jabesh-gilead, with this injunction: Go and ark Shiloh lost all. It was taken away by the Philsmite the inhabitants of Jabesh-gilead with the edge istines, and was newer returned to this rocky summit.
of the sword, with the women and children. And Poor Shiloh dwells chiefly in the past. It will never
this is the thing that ye shall do, Ye shall ut~erly de- amou,pt to anything more.
stroy every male and every woman that hath lain by
41. Leaving tlie rocky mass called Shiloh, the pilman.
grims passed over rough, rocky roads, and through a
30. This bloody and relentless order appears to wild glen, where a high, abrupt pile of rocks overhave been carried out, and among the people that hangs a spring, before mentioned, called the Robwere thus SUlJlmarily dealt with were found four hers' Fountain.
'
hundred virgiifs that had known no man by lying
42. The pilgrims next passed over ledges and
with him; but just how this important matter was shelves of rock, in places so narrow that thflre seemed
decided is not clearly described, but undoubtedly it danger of the animals sliding off the precipices into
required acuteness and an Pxperienced judgment.
the glen below. Two or three cheerless and unim31. These unfortunate young girls, whose fathers portant Moslem villages were passed, als'o a ruin
-an~ mothers had, J;>een killed, were brought to called one of the castles of Baldwin. The road, a
~h1loh, and were •umniarily handed over to the 11ix mere rocky bridle. path (which is all the roads in Palh
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between the moun·tains, some of which, at a considerable outlay of labor, were long ago terraced, affording narrow shelves for cultivation, and occasionally
fig-trees and olive-trees are still seen there. This
was called the most fruitful part of Ephraim.
43. It is a long and tedious ride to Bethel, and it
was sunset before the pilgrims, cold and weary, arrived where the tents had been pitched; but the nu.
merous letters from home, sent out from Jerusalem
from Cook's agency, made atonement for the hardships endured, and the pilgrims were all happy,
though the night was cold.
44. Bethel is often mentioned in the Old Testament. Here Abraham is said to have reared an
altar and called upon the name of Yahweh before
his return from Egypt, where he acted most disgracefully, palming his wife off for his sister, and taking
money, cattle, and sheep from King Pharaoh for her
use. What he received in that disreputable manner
made him, as per Genesis xiii, 2, very rich in cattle,
in silver, and in gold. The patriarch returned to
Bethel again, probably to give thanks to Yahweh
for the great wealth he had disgracefully obtained,
for then he again called upon Yahweh's name.
45. Here Jaco.b is also said to have stopped for a
night's lodging after he had traveled fully as far as
the pilgrims had this day. Here he gathflred together
some stones for a pillow, which enabled him to have
such sweet dreams that he saw the angels performing the ladder feat in a most interesting manner,
though that angels require a ladder to enable them
to get in and out of heaven is an idea not usually
entertained.
46. The most probahle feature about this Jacob
story, in the opinion of the Scribe, is the finding of
stones enough at Bethel for a pillow; for if a million
pillows were required, the stones could have been
forthcoming. A man might walk around here for
do.ys and not touch his foot to the earth. That
stones are good material for pillows the Scribe does
not believe; but peradventure they may conduce to
dreams of angels and ladders.
47. Genesis xxviii, 10-17, describes Jacob's experience at Bethel, how Yahweh appeared to him
and renewed the promise made frequently before;
that he would do extraordinary things for the descendants of Jacob; made a renewed display of the
present of the land of rocks for perpetual inheritance,
and asserted again that they should become as the
dust of the earth for multitude.
48. It seems that Jacob gave the name of Bethel
to the place, it having been Luz at first, though the
previous account states that nearly a century earlier
Abraham knew it by'the name of Bethel. But perhaps those little discrepancies in the Land of Yahweb should not be noticed. Jacob and the Scribe
agree in one particular-Jacob said it was a dreadful
place, and the Scribe is of the same opinion.
49. Like unto Shiloh, Bethel seems not to have
been thought much of by the writers of the New
Testament, neither of them being referred to in later
Judaism and Christianity.
.
50. At Bethel Jeroboam is said to have set up a
golden calf for worship when he wished to draw
away the hearts of the Israelites from Yahweh, in
consequence of which the prophet of Yahweh was
sent to cry out against this ungodly business, to confirm the mission of which prophet the altar was rent
in pieces by invisible hands and the ashes poured
out.
"
51. It is also thought that at Bethel dwelt the two
she-bears which Yahweh, at the request of Elisha,
sent out to de.stroy the forty-two little children Jor
laughing at the prophet's bald head. This claim,
however, is of no value. The story of Yahweh and
the bears is slightly mythical; and, if it is true, it is
no credit to Yahweh, and the habitation of the bears
is unknown even unto this day.
52. Bethel is but a poor village, composed of
wretched huts. There are some remains of the walls
of a church and an old cistern, but nothing to show
that it ever enjoyed any superior consideration or
advantage.
CHAPTER XXI.
TENTH VISIT OF MELCHISEDEC.

1. And it came to pass on this last night of the
eleventh month, and just about the usual hour, that
the venerable visitor made his entry into the tent of
the scribe much as he had done on previous occasions. In gentle tones he spake these words:
2. Hail, Seeker after Truth! I perceive that weariness oppresseth thee, and that the hardship of the
day hath been severe upon thee; but this is a hard
country for pilgrims to travel in, and containeth little to cheer the heart. Thou art, however, learning
truth about the Land of Yahweh which thou
couldst not otherwise obtain, and thou wilt never
regret making the journey. Let me resume the subject of my last visit:
3. Thou well understandest already that neither of
the four canonical gospels which were admitted into
the collection composing the New Testament had
even an existence as such until late in the second
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· ,,:century; and that, consequently, they were not
:c,:.;written by the persons, whose names they bear, nor
·~lio/were they written by persons who had tl1e slightest
~~;~owledge of the events recorded in them.
~;~;]~ · 4. They were simply made up from vague legends
ittand traditions that we:re floating around from mouth
~i>: to mouth of an ignorant, superstitious population;
~:,- and when these were committed to writing in the
': form which they at present bear, many things were
:added to them which never occurred, and the things
:that had occurred were so changed by the designing
·writers as to be wholly unlike the originals.
, 5. It should be easy for any sensible person to uniderstand that legends a century and a half old can;not be of any great historical value, and that it
··.would be a matter of utter impossibility for persons,
]however well disposed, undertaking to write up the
r'discourses that had been spoken, the conversations
!that bad been held, and the acts that had been
. : werformed a hundred and fifty years before, to
. rstate anything like the truth, or to give anything
. mear the words that were really uttered or the events
\that absolutely took place.
6. The liability to error, and to incorporate positive untruths into the recital, was greatly increased
ibeoause the purpose was to build up a belief in what
was not true, and to bring about a recognition of
events that never occurred. It was under this state
of things that the four gospels were written. A
new religion was being formed, a new god was being givPn to the people to worship, and it was deemed
necessary that a supernatural character. should be
. given the latter, and that supernatural deeds should
attend his ministration.
7. This very claim of supernaturalism is quite suf.
ficient to condemn the whole system. It is one of
the strongest axioms that truth is able to establish
that every claim of supernaturalism is untrue, and
every system of religion based upon the relation of
supernatural ooourrimoes tnust necess~rily be an untruthful system.
···
·· · - -------8. Judaism, Christianity, Mohammedanism, and
the greater share of the pagan systems of which
they are the outgrowths are of this character.
: Nearly,all the religions of the world have been based
1 upon supernaturalism, all claim the occurrence of im; possible events, and to that extent are wholly untrue.
· 9. No such thing as a supernatural event, as I
; before indicated, ever took place or ever can. Every
, effect is produced by a natural cause, and could not
i be otherwise. Nature is never superseded; there is
mo power above it; it is everywhere present; it is
• omnipotent, if anything is, and sufficient for every
<·event that ever occurred and must produce every
1-E!ffeot.
J.O. There have been few original system of religlion in the world. Nearly all have been outgrowths
of older systems. Sometimes the later evolution has
been an improvement upon that from which it was
copiE~d, and sometimes a going back into darkness,
error, and falsehood.
11. Christianity is no exception to the rule of other
religions; it is made up of the notions which have
long prevailed in the world, and is based wholly
upon the supernatural, and the revealed will and
command of a being supposed to dwell above, and
apart from the earth.
12. So far as its dogmas and points of belief are
concerned, it has absolutely nothing that is new,
nothing but what was accepted by pagan religionists
fully a thousand years before it. Upon examining
the ground closely it will be found that there is
nothing in this comparatively modern system that
was not steadfastly held to and promulgated by
pagans many centuries before the time of Jesus or
Paul.
13. The fundamental dogma of Christianity is
that deity, in order to make the salvation of his
creatures possible, devised the plan of begetting
upon the person of a human female, a virgin, a son
·who should reveal to mortals the way to heaven,
-teach the world what to believe, and at last die as
. an expiation for the sins of mankind.
'14. There certainly is nothing original in. this.
The belief that gods have cohabited with females,
·; both celestial and terresrtial, was held thousands of
: years before Christianity. The principal gods of all
~ the nations, according to the prevailing belief,
, begot sons being partial to virgins and other at-.tractive fe~ales of the human race.
15. It is not needful to enumerate all these, but a
'few may be named. Vishnu, the great god of India,
·was believed to have begotten on the person of a
! human virgin the demi-god Christna; and he was
:also believed to have been incarnated in eight other
•Calles, being the father of nine incarnations in all.
16. Ormuzd was held to be the father of Mithra,
~nd Astarte the mother. The Chinese Yu was the
eon of the deity of that country, and Shing Mung
was the virgin mother. In the same way Buddha,
the great redeemer of many of the Asiatic nations,
'\Vas believed to have been divinely begotten on the
person of Maia, a virgin.
17. Horus in a similar manner was the son of
Osiris and Isis; Hercules was the son of Jupiter and
.A.lcamene; Zulill was the son of the divinely-impregllated Celelltine; Semele was the similarly impreg·
p
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nated mother of Bacchus; Myrrha of Adonis; La- prayer to the gods, are all pagan institutions and
tona of Apollo; Maia of Mercury; Somnus ·of Mo. teachings. The injunction of morality was strict
mus; Aloimede of Jason; Hecate of Jason.
and effective s.mong pagans, and they have ever
18. Thor and Balder were the sons of the Soandi- been quite as moral as Christians.
navian god Odin; Prometheus, 1Esoulapius, and a
32. Thus it is seen thefe is no new or original doc"
dozen others of Jupiter; the Druidic Hesus of their trine or dogma in the Christian religion; everything it
chief divinity, and at least a score of others were, possesses was held by the pagan systems, which were
believed to have been thus begotten, and saviors of much older, even down to the forms and ceremonies
men. The idea of divinely-begotten sons and virgin of worship, the robes and paraphernalia of the
mothers is more than a thousand years older than the priests, the forms of the altars, and all the correconception of Jesus, and all the principal nations sponding minutire.
have believed that their gods did this thing.
33. Inasmuch, then, as Christianity contains noth19; The belief that many of these sons of gods, ing original, the claim of its being a new and reafter passing their lives on the earth as teachers of vealed religion falls to the ground. If it, is insisted,
men, have yielded them up to satisfy the vengeance nevertheless, that it is a new revelation, it necessarily
or sense of justice of their fathers or superior gods; follows that the being who is supposed to have rethat they have been executed-many of them put to vealed it must have taken it from where it already
death upon the cross-as an expiation for the sins of existed; and he must have been very poor in origimankind, and for their benefit, was held with regard nality, unable to devise anything new, and utterly
to many demi-gods before Jesus was believed in at dependent upon the worn-out systems of a. thousand
all.
years before .
34. It is, indeed, a sad commentary that an infinite,
20. S;)me of the names of these sons of gods thus
believed to have been crucified are Christna of India, omnipotent, and all-wise God was under the necesThammuz of Syria, Wittoba of Telingonese, lao of sity of leaving his happy home and his extensive
Nepaul, Hesus of the Celtic Druids, Prometheus of business in heaven, to come down into this world of
Greece, Thulis of Egypt, Mithra of Persia, Indra of turmoil and trouble; take upon himself the inoonven·
Thibet, Aloestos of Euripides, Crite of Chaldea, Atys ienoes of humanity; endure three-fourths of a year
of Phrygia, Bali of Orissa, and Quirinus of Rome. of close confinement during the period of gestation;
Many of these were sculptured in stone by the peo. pass through the tedious and troublous years of iuple who believed in them, and set up in temples and fanoy, childhood, and youth to manhood; and then
places of worship for adoration three thousand years die ingloriously like a criminal, all for his own satago, the same as the crucified figure of Jesus is in isfaction and glory, simply to carry out what the old
defunct pagan deities had inaugurated and taught
churches to-day in all Christian countries.
21. It was believed that the birth of many of more than ten centuries earlier. It indeed speaks
these saviors was pointed out by the stars; several very badly for the intelligence and originality of an
of them were said to have been born in a stable, a all-wise and infinite being, as well as for the believers
•
manger, or a cave; the birth of some of them was in the system.
35. But I will dwell no longer upon the subje·ot at
said to have been announced to shepherds, and it
was claimed for several of them that wise men or this time, leaving a continuation of it till my next
magi visited them and adored them soon after visit. I leave my peace with· thee; I wish thee a
bir.th. .. ___ ________________
_ _ , __ _
refreshing sleep, and health and strength to complete
22. Some of them were said to have beenbo:tn on 1.hy pilgrima.~<:.- .. ~ood.nig-ht ... When the morning
the twenty-fifth day of Deeember, and that day, in came everythmg with the Sonbe and wlth Lhe pil-.
consequence, was celebrated before• the same was grims was just the same as though the Venerable
taken as Christmas. There is no proof, however, Visitor had not made a call.
that any of them, Jesus included, was born on that
day.
CHAPTER XXII.
23. Many of these sons of gods were simply personifioations of the sun, and the time of their birth
THE ELEVENTH DAY-BETHEL TO JERICHo.
came from the fact that on the twenty-fifth day of
1. And it came to pass on the morning of the first
December the sun begins to rise from the night or day of the last month that the pilgrims were up bedeath into which he had sunk, and for six months times, and ready for another day of rough riding
from that time d11ily rose higher in the heavens. On over rooks and down precipices and steep hills to
that day the sun was said to be born, and for that J erioho. Bethel is but fifteen miles north of J erusareason it was observed as a great festival. Christians lem,_ but the pilgrims here diverged to the east,
found it convenient to adopt this pagan holiday as toward the Jordan, leaving Jerusalem until J erioho
they did pagan notions and dogmas.
and the Dead Sea have been visited.
24. The titles of the pagan saviors were much the
2. Early after starting out the pilgrims passed
same as those that were subsequently applied to upon the right the site of the old city of Ai, where
Jesus; among them were: The Most High, the Joshua is said to have committed such godly bloodLord of Life, the Son of God, the Redeemer of 111hed after he had, by the use of rams' horns, demolthe World, the Lamb of God, the Holy Lamb, ished Jericho, leaving it a ruin, and putting the
the True Light, the Sun of Righteousness, Guide people to death by the sword.
to the Erring, Advocate with the Father, and others
3. Next, flushed with conquest, he turned his face
of a similar character.
against Ai, and took thirty thousand valiant men of
25. The legend of these saviors being saved while war whh him. He went by night, and played a sharp
in a state of infancy from the slaughter ordered by game upon the people of Ai, stationing a sufficient
some wicked ruler was common with some of them; force in ambush, then with another force making a
for instance, Christna was saved from the destruo- direct attack upon the city, with instructions to fall
tion designed for him by the tyrant Nanda of Ma- back as if defeated, when the men of Ai would purdura.
.
sue them, whereupon those lying in ambush were to
26. The retirement to the wilderness for fastmg, rise up suddenly and enter the city and burn it.
meditation, and temptation was by no means first be· This programme was carried out; the city was delieved of Jesus; it was accorded to others before stroyed, and men, women, and children were indiahim. The performance of miracles was attributed oriminately put to death.
to all of them, as well as to other divine characters.
4. The Bible says, And Joshua burntAi, and made
Nearly every one was believed to have raised people it a hE>ap forever, even a desolation unto this day.
from the dead.
In looking at the desolate pile of rooks now, it is
27. Those older saviors had bands o~ disoi:ples diffioul~ to realize that it is the cite of a once popwho followed them around. The earher savwrs ulous mty, or that such a great amount of blood was
taught multitudes in the villages, on the highway, there spilt.
in the fields and in the wilderness. At the crucifix5. The roads this day were unusually rough ::md
ion of some of them the sun was said to be darke.ned rooky, and so steep were they in some places that
and earthquakes took place. Some descended mto the pilgrims alighted from their horses and walked
hell after their crucifixion, arose from the dead, and for safety; for verily their necks seemed to be in
miraculously ascended into heaven.
danger.
28. The doctrine of the Trinity is three tho~sand
6. At length the valley of the Jordan, and the
yea.rs old. The i.dea. of a H.oly G~ost was an oriental Moun~ain~ of Moab on the other side of. Jordan, came
behef, and a devil was beheved m long before the fully m view from the top of the hills. But the
Jews or Christians adopted one.
banks of the river are so high that the stream itself
29. The cross was a religious symbol in many could not be seen. The Dead Sea, however, was in
pagan nations. Immortality of the soul was first plain sight in the south, and the noted peaks of N ebo
t_aught in pagan countries. A personalized Word and Pisgah in the range of the Mountains of Moab
or Logos was essentially pagan. Baptism was reared their heads before the pilgrims-the very
an early pagan rite. A pagan Holy Ghost de· h~ghts from whenc~ Moses is said to have ha~ a
soended in the form of a dove. The saoral?e~t of ~he view of th~ Promised Land preparatory to ~ymg
Eucharist came from the pagans. Anomtmg With down to die, so that the angels could bury him so
oil was practiced a thousand years before Christ.
securely that no man could find his grave. 1-fotwith30. Belief in saints and worshi~ of them, the doc- standing this assertion, the Mosle~s have the veritatrine of future rewards and pumshments, a day of ble tomb of Moses on the west side of the Jordan.
judgment, the resurrection of the dead, ang~ls a~d They falsi~y the ~ible by having the grave of Moses
spirits, fa~t~ng and prayer, tJ:Ie power to fvrgtve sm, un.der their sp~ma~ control, ~nd thousands ~f the
sacred writu~gs and re.v~latwns. from the gods, and fa.Ithful make pilgrimages to It. The .Mountams ?f
the second birth, all origmated m heathendom.
Gilead and many of the places mentiOned often In
31. Confession and. absolu~ion, monaHteries .and the Jewish sorip~ures were immediately in front .
monks, the sacred and Impe~a.tive orcl er of the prtest7. From the hills to the valley of the Jordan about
hood, repentance and humility, and the efficacy of four thou~and feet have to be descended, and the
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way was so very steep and rough that most of the blew the very stones out of existence, for not a
4. There werA other eminent writerR of that period
distance had to be made on foot, it being all the vestige of them is to be seen.
who, if the story of such a remarkable character-who
beasts were prepared to do to pick their way from
19. The place where the house of the harlot B,ahab raised people from the dead, who was himself raised
bench to bench without riders; and it was more stood is pointed out; but one· spot may be as ration- from the dead, and who was finally taken up bodily
pleasant for the pilgrims to walk than te risk their ally claimed as another; for there is no Ra.hab,}lO into heaven in the presence of five hundred peoplenecks by staying on the horses.
·
Joshua, nor anybody else, to dispute the claim. The had been true, should have known something of it and
8. At length the valley was reached, and for an site is simply a rough mound of hard, sterile gravel, have !!laid something of him. Among these men were
hour or two the pilgrims rode down on its outer side without a house, a ruin, or a person to make the Philo of Alexandria, Josephus of this country, Pliny
at the foot of the abrupt mountains, which rise slightest claim or to bold a residence. ~·
and Tacitus of Rome, and several others; but they
directly from the plain. This being considered a
20. J ericbo seems once t& hav been called a city of afford no corroboration of the remarkable claims.
country of thieves and robbers, two Bedouin sheiks, palm-trees, but there is not a palm-tree growing upon
5. J osepbus was an elaborate· writer, and lived in
or deputies, were engaged to accompany the pil- the site now; in fact, nothing grows there; the f~w the generation following that attributed to Jesus.
grims to prevent their being attacked; and these mounds of the ruins of what once stood there are all He gave full accounts of all the events that trans.
Bedouins rode before the pilgrims, the one bearing that reinains of what is claimed to have been the pired in the country, but with the exception of a
a ferocious-looking spear, with a handle sonie fifteen principal city of Canaan.
spurious and interpolated passage-which be surely
feet in length, and the other bad an old flint-lock
21. It was here, according to the story, that the did not write-his works contain no allusion to the
musket strapped to his shoulder. The Scribe did two Israelitisb spies called upon the harlot Rabab person Jesus.
say be would not like. to have that spear run through and made tne arrangement with her by which she
6. The spurious passage .alluded to in Josephus
his body, unless it was absolutely necessary.
proved false to her own people, and for which there was wholly unknown to the fathers and leaders of
9. On level places, and especially wbAn the lunch- seemed to be no necessity, for the efficacy of the the church in the first, second, and third centuries,
ing-place on the camping-ground was neared, the rams' horns did not riepend in the slightest degree and it was not till the fourth century that it was
Bedouin sheiks were very fond of exhibiting their upon her faithlessne!laa. It was here, as may be sup- known or mentioned by any one, and then by the
horsemanship and fighting prowess. They cavorted posed, that Joshua-the man whose forte was to shed unreliable church historian, Eusebius, who ha11 the
on their steeds as though pursuing a real foe, and the blood of his fellow-beings and to appropriate the reputlltion of being himself the. forger of the spuri.
brought the big spear and the old musket to bear as property and houses of others to himself and his own ous passage. Had it been in the writings of Josephus
though they had a hundred men or so-to demolish. murderous band-!!tood on the surrounding high before he (Eusebius) placed it there, others .of the
Their horses are so W!lll trained that they mind at a .ground and said these word!!, Cursed be the man be- Christian fathers would surely have known of it, and
word, and stop in an instant though on a full run. Jore the Lord that riseth up and buildeth this"city they would have been only too glad to call attention
The horsemanship of the Bedouins i!l excellent, and, Jericho.
,
to it.
with all their trappings, they present a formidable
22. It .was at Jericho, as claimed, that the prophet
7. Besides, the spurious passage overdo.e, and
appearance, much like the pictures that have been Elijah spent his last· day!!, and from here he went therefore defeats itself. It makes Josephus to reo.
made of them.
forth with Elisha to the river Jordan, where they ognize Chri!lt as being the me!lsiah, or sons of God,
10. They must have the credit of keeping thepil- parted the rapid stream by striking it with an old who performed· miracles, etc., which an orthodox
grims from being rob be~ orkill~d, for nothing of the mantle, aft~r which Elijah ma~e ~he most ~emark- Jew, as Josephus was, would surely not have done.
kind occurred; but possibly this was partly due to able ascensiOn on record, to w1t, m a chariOt and He was by no means a Christian, but one of the most
the fact that there appeared to be no person within with horses of fire.
rigid believers in his- own religion among his peo..
ten miles inclined to molest the~, and because those
23. It has been suggested that it is far more prob- ple, and he could not have so stultified himself as
that were seen evinced not the slightest disposition able that Elisha, wishing to succeed his master, to avow a belief in the messiahship and the mira·
to make an attack. There i~ danger, however, in quietly put him out ·of the way on the east side of the cles of Jesus. Even had he known such a person,
these localities from the roTing brigands, though Jordan, and then took bis mantle and set up business he is the last one who would have called him a gocl,
they never attack a company under the pr9tection of for himself: This seems infinitely more likely than the !!on of a god, or the messiah.
a sheik.
·
that a. o]lanot and horses of fire should come down
8. Again, inasmuch as the claims to the supernat.
. J L I f o. po.rty ie rubbed or interfered with while and take. a man bodily up above the atmosphere, .uralililm of J E>sus, and the miracles performed by him,
under such escort, the gover:ihneritr holds the tribe which if done could not be of the slightest use to were not made in the first century, having been first
responsible to whiclt the escorting sheik belongs, as him. Such an ascension is an utter impossibility, promulgated to the world in the last quarter of the
well as the one to whom the robbers making the while it would by no means be impossible for EliMha second century, it follows, as a matter of course, that
attack belong. The-vicinity of Jflricho, from time t• kill a man he wished otit of the way that he might Josephus, though a believer in the man Jesus, could
immemorial, has been noted as a· resprt of thieves succeed him, for he more than once exhibited a mar- not have recognized as true the impossible feats in
and robber-s.
derous disposition, particularly when he sent the she- the story.
12. Luneh was partaken of on the edge of the bears. to eat up forty-two little children. It would
9. This supposed recognition on the part of Jose.
. plain of the Jordan, by the Fountai~ o~ the Do'm, be infinitely e~sier for him to invent the chariot phus in the first century of that which was not
where several do'm-trees spread their limbs, bear- story than for It to be true; and he seems to have claimed for more than a century afterward, may be
ing a sweet but rather inferior fruit about the size been the only person who knew anything about regarded as a po!!itive proof that the questionable
of robbins' eggs. Here also grows a thorny shrub Elijah's going up.
passage i!l an arrant forgery. No other reasonable
called the Balm of Gilead, but totally unlike that
24. Here, close by the site of Jericho, is a large view of the case can be taken. ·
which grows in the native land of the pilgrims.
spring called Elisha's Fountain, which he is !laid to
10. When, in connection with this, the fact is
13. Here also grows what are called the apples of have healed by throwing in a pinch of salt. The taken into consideration, as before remarked, that
Sod om, the plant being the Solanum Sanctum, which story runs in this wise: And the men of the city said neither of the four canonical gospels were in existbelongs to the same class and genera as the potato, unto Elisha, _Behold, I pray thee, the 11ituation of the ence till about the year 180, more than a century
the tomato, and the night-shade, or bitter-sweet. city is pleasant, as my lord seeth, but the water i!l after every person who lived ~ntemp01;ary with
The fruit called the apples of Sodom, somewhat nought and the ground barren. And he said, Bring Jesus was laid in his grave, it can naturally be seen
larger than potato-bal.ls, are of a prettyy':ll?w color, me a ne'Y cruse. and put !lalt therein. And they hqw easy it might have been for an ingenious man,
but are mere !!hells Without meat or anythmg fit to brought 1t to h1m. And he went forth unto the with a fair knowledge of preexisting religions, to
eat. This, by the bye, is the false applt> of Sodom, spring of the .waters and cast salt in there, and said, make up the story, and weave m the incidents of a
while the true is the calstropis procera.
Thus Maith the Lord, I .have healed these waterR; miraculous character with which it is replete.
14. A fine spring gushes up at the foot of the moun- .there shall not be from thence any more dead or bar11. Were it a certainty that the books ascribed to
tain at this place, making a good-sized stream,_which reil land. So the waters were healed unto this day Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John were written by
converts a little plR.ce in that locality into an-oasis according to the saying of Elisha.which he spake.
those persons, there would still be a great uncertainty
around it. The mountain of rock immediately iri the
25. What kind of water it was which flowed from about their truthfulness, for the stories of the four
rear is called the Mountain of Temptation, one of that !!pring before that, why it did not serve to water disagree widely in. many respects, each giving incithe places when Jesus is claimed to have retired after ~he vegetation that grew there, and how casting salt dent!! which they were not present to see, and stating
his baptism in the Jordan to fast and be tempted of m~o the spring should change the nature of the foun- them in a manner different from the other three.
the devil. This might have been the exceeding hi~h tam, can hardly be told; but if there are those who
12. But when it is found that an imposition bas
mountain into which the devil took him to show h1m want to believe the story, let th"m believe it. There been practiced upon the world; that, 80 far from
all the countries of the globe; but if so, its exceeding is plenty of barren ground in the immediate vicinity having been written by the four person!! named,
great bight consists of two thousand feet above the of the spring, ~o the healing of the land was not so these gospels were wholly unknown till after those
level of the sea.
very co~plete If that of the water was. There are four persons had been a century in their graves, the
15. The Scribe thought if he were on that verdure- thousands of acres of the land near the spring that utter worthlessness of the account, and the spuriousless hill, the greatest temptation. he would feel would are uttf>rly barren.
ness of what is pfl,lmed upon the world as the history
be to get off again as soon as possible. It is a de- . 26. The cry or _bark of the jackal is heard here at of the matter, becomes painfully apparent. When
cidedly unattractive mass of cheerless- rock and mght, and B?me~Imes they !leem to be not far from so much misrepresentation and falsehood is di.scov·
gravel, with not a tree to· enliven the scene. It is the huts. It IS Bald that the nightingale is sometimes ered, the whole sinks below the consideration of can·
dreariness intensified.
recognized in this vicinity, but the pilgrims have not did people.
·
16. While stopping for lunch a shepherd came been so fortunate as to be favored with its notes.
13. Whenever gross impositions are found in the
along with a large flock of sheep, and he amused the
--claims of any historical narrative, all that pertains
pilgrims by calling several sheep by name, which
. CHAPTER XXIII. .
to it loses alljust claims to regard and confidence;
would come to him the same as a child would if
MELCHISEDEc's ELEVENTH VISIT.
and greatly is this enhanced when the claims set up
called.
.
1. And it came to pass on the evening of this day are, of an extraordinary character, and the world,
17. ·It was about nl.nety minutes' ride from the that the Venerable Visitor made his usual call, and, upon the strength of such testimony, is asked to
place of lunching to the site of old Jericho, with no after a salutation as on other occasions, proceeded to accept the as1ertions. Really, the whole story sinks
hills to climb. In approaching the old site several speak in this wise:
.
to the level of simple contempt.
'
caves were passed; located up in the side of the hill,
2. It is unfortunate for the Christian religion that
14. It is utterly impossible for Christian· zealots
from one to two hundred feet above the plain, where it has no historical confirmation of the events which, and partisans to show the slightest proof that either.
Abyssinian hermits live upon herbs alone. They are it claims in connection with the person it owns as its 1 of the gospels in the New Testament collection had
a wretched flet of men, who think they are pleasing founder. As I remarked, it is not improbable that 1 an existence prior to the last quarter of the second
God by living in that useless manner. It seemed there might have been a person by the name of Jesus century. None of the early fathers knew anything
singular how the poor fools could climb up the sides who may have been an enthusiast, or a kind of re-' of those books; neither of them was read in the
of the rocks to their miserable places of abode.
former, who spent a year or two of his life in tramp- early churches, and it cannot be shown that either
18. ~he white tents were r"ached an hour or more ing around this narrow country with a band of men I of them had an existence until they were men·
before the sun went back of the hill, affording the following him; but ther() is not a line of authentic tioned by Irenreus, the bishop of Lyons, who, had he
pilgrims good time to look at their surroundings. history, sacred or profane, to substantiate the fact. I been a man of ability, might juatly be supposed to
The camp was immediately in front of what is called
3. No writer of the day, with the exception of ' be the author of them. It is; at all events, very fair
the site of ancient Jericho, where the great feat of Paul, makes mention of him; and Paul must be re- to conclude that he knew the source from which they
throwing down the walls of a city by blowing upon garded as an interested witness, who had a special emanated.
rams' horns was so successfully performed. It would object in view in having the story believed; and even
15. The silly reasons which he offered as to why
seem that the blasts must have been remarkably he, as before -remarked, makes no claim for the mi-' there were four gospels and no more show clearly
e;lfective1 as they not only threw down the walls, but ra~_ulous or supernatural part of the story.
one of two things, that he was a man
11uch llilll·
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.plicity as to be regarded as. a simp~eton, or that he
27 .. Such, surely, were most unfit men to settle the f and that he is really responsible for the subsequent
~was a ·swindler who was trymg to fOist a great false- questiOn as to whether or not a given book was in- despicable behavior which the old man and his daugh~.hood upon the world. An able man, and an honest spired by deity and to decide which productions ters were guilty of. If he wanted the very acts to
rman at the same time, could not have made use of s~ould be accepted- by the world as God's revealed be performed that were committed, he could not
such frivolous and miserable sophistry.
wil~. If t~i11 whole matter is calmly con11idered in ha.ve adopted more effective means for bringing
· 16. The reasons he gave were that there are four all Its bearmg11, it must be seen that the collection them about. He was particeps criminis in the busiprincipal win~~ of heaven, four corners to the called the canon possesses no claims that an intelli- ness. All the participants should have been sent to
earth, four sp1nts of heaven, and four-faced cheru- gent and thoughtful person is bound to accept.
the Albany Penitentiary for twenty years. The
bim. Could more ridiculous reasons be advanced?
28. The conclusion, then, cannot be avoided that cause Wll.il immensely greater than mailing a copy of
When it is now well known that the earth has no the Christian system is a borrowed religion; that its Cupid's Yokes .
. corners, what can be thought of a father of the dogmas were purloined from paganism; that forgery
12: Brimstone is not a perishable material; and
church insisting that because there are four corners and deception were practiced by those who had writ- the Scribe is of the opinion that if enough of it was
of the earth, there must be four gospels-no more ten some of the books; that the men who took it sent down from heaven to. burn up two cities made
and no less? The most natm·al conclusion is that upon themselves to say what and which the word of of stone and mud, a sufficient amount should still be
such a man could be dishonest enough to forge so- God is were not by any means the men best qualified lying loose around upon the ground to mark the
called gospels, and attribute them to other people, for the purpose, and that the collection, at best, is of spo1i where those cities stood. But nothing of the
. for the purposes of deception.
a positively worthless character.
kind is to be seen. No sulphur can be found to tell
17. The unreliability of this Christian father, and
29. But I will not enlarge upon this subject at where Sodom and Gomorrah once flourished.
•· the unreliability of the entire story, may be seen by this time. I will bid thee good-night and wish thee
13. The Scribe gives it as his opinion that the
; noticing the fearful differenc~s in the accounts which sweet repose.
brimstone story is bogus. He does not believe that
~.come down to the present time. According to Mata supply of the drug sufficient to burn two cities is
!. thew, Mark, and Luke, the ministration of Jesus
CHAPTER XXIV.
kept in heaven ready to be sent down on short
~lasted a year, or a year and a half at most, and
notice. He believes that the man who wrote the
~Jesus paid but one visit to Jerusalem after he had TWELFTH DA.Y-TO THE DEA.l> SEA. AND THE JORDA.N. account hundreds of years afterwards either dreamed
!<attained tQ the years of manhood. According to
1. And it came to. pass on the second day of the it or drew upon his imagination for his facts. This
!:John, his mission lasted from four to seven years, twelfth month that the pilgrims pointed their noses is what was done in many instances in the Land of
~and he paid several visits to Jerusalem. While across and over the plain of Jordan, and followed Yahweh.
~!~-gain, according to this Father Irenams, Jesus's min- the same toward the Dead Sea, which is at a dis14. It was in this locality-in tte plain of Mamre
~;istry laated some twenty-five yearlil, and until he was tance of eleven miles, though, owing to the clearness -if there is any truth in the story, that Abraham
~'past fifty years of age.
of the atmosphere, tte distance does not look to be resided at the time of that brimstone feat; it is here
~i~ 18. It must with but slight effort be seen how more than half that amount.
that be must have pad that celebraterl conversation
!::Utterly unreliable the story is when such fearful dis2. For a mile or two from the camping-ground, .with Yahweh, when thr, latter found it necessary to
f~crepancies occur between those whom it is claimed and through the untidy stone and mud village of come down from heaven and make personal inspecf?:wrote by inspiration, and between their defenders, Riha, or modern Jericho, there is considerable vege- tion as to whether the report he had heard about
~~~who are their vouchers and sustainers. Any cause tation, the fields appe·n to be cultivated, and there Sodom and Gomorrah was correct, as it must have
~\at the present day, sustained by such evidence, is quite a growth of fig-trees, shrubbery, an.d some been hereabouts that Abraham killed the calf and
~iwould be set aside at once as utterly unworthy of grains. This portion is watered by the stream, be- had it dresse.d for Yahweh and his two angels to
~'attention.
fore alluded to, called Elisha's Fountain.
partake· of, while Sarah made some nice warm cakes
~;,~ 19. As another instance of the worthlessness of
3. 'l'he village of Riha is not only dirty and uniu- for·his majesty and suite to eat.
~"i1lhe character and testimony of Irenams, it is only viting, but theiPh~l!.Ui~o!lJ~.lc:>.oJr.ast]wugh they might
15. It was here, too, that Yah web made the prom/;,Uecessar.y to refer to. the remarkable grapevines belong to a class who rob such strangers-as-(iome1se-tl:r1\:br~tlmnn;bat-Sara;b,-t.houp;h n.e.arlYa_@ndred
;iwhich he and John undertook to describe-each vine their way. They look villainous and full of hate.
years old, should again become like a young woman; -·-·
)was to have 10,000 shoots, each shoot 10,000 branches,
4. From this place to the Dead Sea the land is and bear a son to her husband in his old age. It is
'.-~each branch 10,000 twigs, each twig 10,000 clusters, level, but dry and barren. A slight growth of grass not strange that Sarah should laugh to hear such
_ieach cluster 10,000 grapes, and every grape twenty- covers the ground, upon which camels feed. Some a promise, and be a trifle incredulous. It seems,
;Jive measures of wine, estimating the measure to be two hundred camels, including their young, in dif- though, that she denied laughing when Yahweh per~*~he small amount of a pint. I think thou calcu- ferent groups, were seen feeding in "the course of a ceived her mirth. She need not have told an un''latedst that the wine produced by a single vine would few miles; but the land is nearly worthless as to all truth, for there was nothing criminal in her smiling
\,amount to over 1,302,083,000,000,000,000 hogsheads that grows upon it.
or being incredulous toughing such an unusual occur:.of 240 gallons each.
5. It was upon this plain, according to Bible story, renee as a woman ninety years of age bearing a
20. A man capable of making such extravagant that the two cities (Sod8m and Gomorrah) once child.
statements cannot reasonably be credited upon any stood, which were destroyed by fire and brimstone
16. It was on that occasion that Abraham washed
subject. But this was the man who first spoke of from heaven. There is nothing to be seen to indi- Yahweh's feet and treated him as he would an
:the miraculous paternity of Jesus, the first to allude cate that those cities ever existed.
·
ordinary guest; and, after Yahweh and his two celes;to his performing the astonishing feat of raising peo6. The Scribe searched anxiously around to see if tial companions had partaken of the hearty meal of
- ple from the dead, of his performing other miracles, he could find the figure of Mrs. Lot, standing as a veal and warm cakes, followed them, and induced
and of his going bodily up into the clouds. Indeed, warning to those-who are inclined to look back. He Yahweh to spare Lot and his family from the de·how little credit the statements of such a man are was sorry that he could not espy the salted lady, be- struction he had decided to bring upon Sodom. Per'entitled to !
cause many of his friends requested a small piece of haps if Abraham had not made that request, Yahweh
2l. The story of Irenreus about a certain kind of the woman coverted into salt, but ·no Mrs. Lot is to would have left Lot to his lot.
·
heavenly wheat is of the same character. He said: be seen.
17. It is the opinion of the Scribe that the entire
In like manner shall e_very grain of wheat produce
7. In cali'ting al_>Out the Scribtl saw some caves story about the old woman bearing a t!On, ahout the
10,000 ears,.and every ear 10,000 grains, and every up on the side of the rocky mountain, where Mr. brimstone being sent from heaven, about Yahweh
grain 10,000 pounds of pure white meal-sufficient Lot and his daughters might have taken shelter, and taking a hearty meal of fresh v11al and warm Gakes,
,to make 5,000,000,000 barrels of flour, and to load where, sad to contemplate, the daughters gave their about turning Mrs. Lot into a pillar of salt, and all
railroad cars enough to make a-train reaching forty father wine to drink and got him so drunk that they the rest of it, is wholly fabulous and untruthful. To
times around the globe.
induced him to do a most monstrous act, or rather a his comprehen11ion, the idea of an infinite deity, the
, 22. A man, I say, capable of talking and writing couple of monstrous acts. Still he was not so drunk author of all worlds and all constellations of suns
;•in this ridiculOUI!l manner is the authority the world but what he was able to perform a deed which a and worlds, who must be in the most distant star as
,has to depend upon relative to the authenticity of drunken man is totally unfitted for.
well as here, calling upon old Abraham and having
·the four gospels upon which the Christian system
8. The Scribe was not greatly disappointed in his feet washed, partaking of fresh meat and warm
rests, and which, according to the assertions of Chris- finding no Mrs. Lot, for he was prepared to think bread, and the necessity of coming down to inform
tian priests, mankind must accept as truth, or burn she had washed away years ago, though it rarely himself as to the facts about Sodom, is extremely
. in hell to all eternity. Could anything more abs-urd raine on this plain; but still he would be glad to take crude. He thinks the man that wrote that yarn
·be devised? Surely not.
numerous pieces of her home as souvenirs for his must either have been in the condition of Lot in the
' 23. To say the very least, it is more than suspicious many "pious friends. But Mrs. Lot is entirely gone; cave or practicing the Etame art in which Baron Munthat Irenreus should know so much about the four not even a pinch of her remains-not enough is left chausen was streh an adept.
received gospels, while so many other apostolic and to salt a lump of butter the size of a piece of chalk.
18. The Dead Sea is called in the Bible the Sea of
Christian fathers who were on the stage before him
9. But, while in the neighborhood of the ex- the Plain; in the Talmud, the Sea of Sodom, and
knew nothing of them. St. Barnabas, bishop of ploits of the Lot family, the Scribe wishes to speak by Josephus, Lake Asphaltiles. Owing to many
Milan, and St. Clement, bishop of Rome, knew noth- a good word for Mrs. Lot and to pay her this trib- wild legends as to its deadly character, it was named
ing of the four gospels now accepted by Christians. ute: She was, by far, the' most honorable member of Dead Sea by the Greeks. The Arabs call it Bahr. 24. St. Hermas, bishop of Philippolis; St. Polycarp, the Lot family; she did nothing to disgrace herself L1lt (the Sea of Lot). It is more a lake than a sea,
··bishop of Smyrna, and St. Ignatius, bishop of Anti- in the eyes of her neighbors and of the whole Jordan for it is but about forty-five miles in length and from
och, never heard of them; neither did Papias, bishop valley. The matter of turning her head and look- three to nine miles in width.
of Hierapolis; Quadratus, bishop of Athens; Aris- ing around to see how the home she was leaving was
19. In some respects it is the most remarkable
tides, Hegesippus, Justin Martyr, Melito, Tertullian; getting on was a. mere bagatelle; every woman body of water in the world. It is 1,300 feet below
neither, let me say again, did any of the Christian should be allowed to turn her head when she feels the level of the sea, and hence is the lowest of lakes
fathers, or dignitaries, previous to Father Irenreus of like it, and it was extremely ungenerous in Yahweh on the earth. 'l'he water is very dense with salt and
the wine and wheat statements.
to salt her down just for that.
other mineral substances. It is much more salt
·· 25. Aside from the mythical character of these
10. It would seem that Yahweh foreknew what than the water of the ocean, and is probably the
..... :four gospels, the manner in which they were ad- was to take place, and wished to get Mrs. Lot out of heaviest water in the world. It contains soda, mag.· mitted into the canon is sufficient to condemn the the way so that the old man and the girls could have nesia, potash, lime, an.d other ele?I~nts? a!ld such ~s
. whole· affair. There was no authority as to which a good time. Had she been around, those shame- prevent fish or any ammal from hvmg mIt. But It
. books should be accepted and which discarded, save ful proceedings would never have taken place. Mr11. is as clear aR the purest spring water. Its specific
•· the mere opinion~ and preferences of a lot of quar- Lot, it must be insisted, is the only one of the four gravity is 1·256.
relsome and designing bishops and priests who met that maintained a respectable character. Compared
20. It is a body of water without an outlet.· The
·... together for the purpose of contending and voting with the rest of the family, she was a saint of the Jordan pours constantly into it, but still it never is
cabout the books presented.
first water. She should have been canonized by the full; the evaporation in the burning sun, and the
·. 26. These councils were often of the most digrace- Jews and Christians from that day to this, and soaking away of the water in the thirsty sands, suf.ful character, and the men who had assembled to should have had marble statues made of her and put fices to prevent any surplus being on hand. Its area
.decide upon which books should be admitted into in all the holy places, instead of being made, by is about 250 geographical miles; its mean depth is
· th.e ~anon, as well as to settle other subjects per- way of disgrace and punishment, a pillar of salt, 1,080 feet. It receives a few other streams besides
tammg to the church, frequently indulged m shame- whi.ch, very naturally, must waste away in the the Jordan. It is estimated that 6,000,000 tons of
·ful quarrels, and sometimes even came to blows. In weather.
water empty into it daily .
. .. ~ne instance, indeed? one bishop was so kicked and
11. The Scribe gives his unanimous vote that Yah21. The range of hills on each side of the valley
·. , .eaten by another bishop that he died.
weh acted very unkindly towards the worthy lady, shuts in the Dead Sea, so that the view east and
"-'''..
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31. The point of the river which the pilgrims stalk that bent over to the water, and by which he
west amounti! to nothing. The hills on either side
are rough, steep, naked, barren rook and gravel, and reached is said to be near the place where Joshua was enabled to draw himself to the bank; but even
are extremely uninviting. The whole is little more and his army crossed over, and where the river kindly there the water was over his head, and he could find
than a wide and wild ravine, and the feeling of parteo for them; the place where Elijah and Elisha no rest for the sole of his foot.
40. For ten minutes he held on to the bamboo
quietness and a deathlike stillness pervades the sur- crossed just before the former made his ascension;
stalk
until he could, to some degree, recover h,is lost
and
the
place
where
much
later
Jesus
was
baptized
roundings. No one lives in the vicinity of the Dead
respi~ation.
The other pilgrims had missed the
by J olm the Baptist, after which the Holy Ghost, in
Sea, and very few of the natives visit it.
Scribe, for when he reached the shore he, was in a
22. It has been proposed to cut a canal from the tlie form of a dove, descended upon him.
32. The Scribe remembered the old Methodist bend of the river where they could not see him. One
Mediterranean to the Jordan velley; and were such
a thing to be done, what a rushing in of the water of hymn which he heard in the days of his childhood, of them saw the Scribe swimming his best, and the
man Bridges called out to the Scribe asking if he
the ocean there would be, and how thousands of
On Jordan's stormy banks I stand,
was safe. The Scribe, while still in the water, gath.
acres of the valley and plain would be covered more
A.nd cast a wishful eye
ered his breath the best he could and shouted back
than a thousand feet deep with water!
To Canaan's fair and happy land,
All ri'ght. He did not wish the others to know the'
Where my possessions lie.
23. 'f'he day, though in December, was bright and
effort he had had to make, nor the narrow escape he
warm, the sun pouring down its rays with a burning
33.
He
realized
the
Iil.isrepresentations
in
the
four
had
met with.
persistence that almost scorched the skin. In ap·
short
lines;
had
it
said,
41.
After breathing ·for. several minutes he at.
proaching the waters, some of the pilgrims galloped
On Jordan's muddy banks I st-and,
tempted to get up the bank, but found it utterly im.
their horses over the plain, and Mrs. Moots had the
A.nd cast a squinting eye
possible to obtain any toe-hold-:-the .m~d was washed
misfortune, by the turning of her saddle, to be
To Canaan's rough and sterile land,
out from under the bank, leavi~g It m a shelv~ng
thrown to the ground when her horse was at full
Whose
natives
steal
and
lie,
position-so the only way for hu~ was to haul him.
speed, but luckily, the ground being sandy and soft,
it would have· been much more correct. The hillS self up by his hands, the feet bemg unable to take
she was not injured.
24. Of course a bath in tke Dead Sea must be in- opposite the Jordan &re especially dreary and uil- any part in the exercise. Once the bamboo broke
dulged in by the pilgrims on such a warm and pleas- sightly, being naked and precipitous piles of gravel and let him back into the water, and he knew not
ant day. All improved the opportunity save one or and rock, as cheerless and desolate as can be im- that be would succeed in gettin~ out; but luckily he
was able to grasp some weeds,- and after '!'or king for
two. The Scribe was not one to decline the bath. agined.
34. But a bath must be had in the sacred Jordan, ten or fifteen minutes, and by the most VIgorous ex..
He is an indifferent swimmer, but he found that,
owing to the density of the water, it has remark- and the Scribe must not be excused. Perhaps he ertions he was capable of, be succeeded in drawing
able sustaining power, and that sinking in it is needs a baptism as much as any other person. The himself up on the bank; but so completely covered
almost out of the question. But swimming in it is place selected to enter the waters of the Jordan is a with mud as to be a sight to behold.
42. The business of :he ~rst ten minutes :was to get
not easy, as it is hard to propel t~e body through the spot where the camels go d?wn to drink, and the
water, and the feet evince a disposition to come to descent for a short distance Is gradual. Some two some breath, after whwh the mu.d was washed off,
when· the scribe walked back thuty r?ds up-s~ream
the top. One can sit in the water and float, and hundred camels were there drinking at the time.
35. The Jordan is a rapid stream, and a danger- to get his clothes, where he washed agam; but It was
floating upon the back is very easy. The water is
bitter, and the disagreeable taste rema.ins long in the ous q,ue, as_ tl;le Scribe learned to his cost, for here he thirty minutes before he .had so far r~covere~ as to
came near making his wife a widow. With charac- breathe naturally. He did not feel hke wadmg the
month.
river again, thinking his
25. The Scribe picked up
escape as narrow as he de.
several of the smoothlysired, and judging that if he
worn pebbles of the beach
had had a fathom farther
as souvenirs of the visit,
to swim, if the bank had
there being little else ono
been but a single' foot
would wish to carry away.
higher, if the weeds had
Along the shore is not a
been but a little weaker, or
· little flood-wood, which the
if he had gone fifty feet
streams emptying into the
farther down stream, where
lake bring down. in times
the banks are higher, he
of high water. Very little
must surely have drowned.
vegetation is seen around
43. He had not informed
the borders of the Sea.
himself of the treacherous
No boat is upon the lake,
and dangerous nature of
hence thera is no chance
the stream; and it was
f·.1r riding up<m the waters.
not till afterward that he
h i~ indeed a lonely place.
learned that many persons
26. The ,Jordan empties
have been drowned in tbe
into the Dead Sta at tbe
Jordan.
The conductor
northeast corner, and Rome ·
of the party said that a few
two miles from where the
years ago one of Uook's
pilgrims bathed. The waparty went in to bathe, and
ters of the Jordan are
though he did not attempt
turbid and muddy, though
to wade over, he came
the lake, a>~ observed, is
within an ace of drown·
ve~y clear.
ing, and would have per27. The Jordan is of
ished had he not been
course the 13acred river of
hauled out by the hair of
the Israelites. It rises in
THE DEA.D SEA.
his head.
springs at the foot of Mounts
44. Only last year a German professor went in the
Hermon and Lebanon. It flows along the plain of teristic venturesomeness, amounting perhaps to a
Huleb, and empties into the shallow Lake Huleb, or species of foolhardiness, the Scribe thought he Jordan to bathe, and the current took him down and
waters of Merom, from which it again emerges with would see how,much 0 f a miracle it would -require he was drowned, .and it was three days before his
increased force, and in the course of ten vr fifteen to wade across the noted river. He selected a point body was recovered. Usually, the bodies of the
miles plunge!! down twenty-seven rapids into the a hundred feet or more below where the other pil- drowned are not recovered; the current takes them
along hurriedly to the Dead Sea, and carries them
Lake of Galilee. From the Lake of Galilee to the grims went in. ·
36. He waded in and found the current very strong, far out. The banks of the river are so high, and the
Dead Sea is sixty miles, but the river is so tortuous
in its course that it measures one hundred and twenty but by bracing himself he was able to withstand it. current so rapid, that no chance for rescue exists;
He had passed nearly over, and was within six or and when the bndy is out in the Dead Sea there is
miles.
28. Leaving the Dead Sea, the pilgrims took a eight feet of the eastern bank, when, unexpectedly little chance for obtaining it.
45. The Scribe is glad he did not leave his body
northeastern course, with a view of striking the J or- stepping into a deep hole, the stream took him off as
dan about three miles from its mouth. The waters it would have taken a log, down where the river is i~ the Dead Sea, preferring to take it around to his
own land, where his own friends will be enabled to
of the Dead Sea are so charged with saline matter deeper and wider.
37. He, of course, struck for the shore from whence attend his funeral, when ultimately he shuffles off
that, despite the most thorough wiping, a disagreeable sense of stickiness remains, and a bath in Jordan he started; but, being a poor swimmer withal, and this mortal coil. Had he been a Bedouin, replete
unable to go far withrJut getting out of wind, he with muscle and activity, able to swim like a fish, he
is necessary to wash it off.
29. Bathing in the Jordan· is a sacred ceremony h11d not navigated a great distance before a feeling would have been able to cross the stream and to
with thousands of Christians who resort to its banks of exhaustion came over him. Hoping he had got have swam out without difficulty, as they often cross
for the purpose. At Easter time the Greek Chris- where the water was shallow enough for him to. the river by fording and on camela; but not being a
tians from all the neighboring country collect in stand upon the bottom, he stopped and went down, Bedouin, the case was quite different, and he counted
thousands at their bathing-place early in the morn- but no bottom was within reach.
himself fortunate in getting out.
38. He swam on untH it seemed as though he had
46. He questioned somewhat whether Jeremiah
ing, and at a given signal they proceed to the river,
where old and young, rich and poor, without much not another breath, when he stopped again; but had any reference to him when he asked, If thou
regard to propriety, plunge into a promiscuous bath. again he found no bottom. Then he saw that con- hast run with the footmen, and they have wearied
The scene has been variously described, and probably siderable more natation was to he perfol'med, breath thee, then how canst thou contend with horses; and
the less accurate the description the more creditable or no breath, strength or no strength. He kept his if in the land of peace wherein thou trustedest, they
appears the performance. The Christians attach a face toward the muddy bank, and struggled on the wearied thee, then how wilt thou do in the swelling
deep religious significance to the ceremony, which best way he could, but the exertion produced a be- of the Jordan? (Jer. xii, 5.) At ,all events, the
they regard as the source of -many blessings. The wildered state of mind, and the whole thing seemed Scribe feels that he has been pretty thoroughly bap·
Roman Catholics do not go in where the Greeks do, like a dream, an unreality, attended with a singular tized, and if from this time he is not saved, he wants
feeling of indifference whether he got out or not. to know the reason why.
but have a place farther down.
47. When the Scribe had fully recovered his
30. The Jordan is by no means a pretty river; the He was net so far gone, however, but what he realwater is muddy, the banks are high, precipitous, and ized that he had not been sent 011t to drown in the breath, and returned to the pilgrims, the carpet was.
unsightly, being alluvial soil, or mud. On the top Jordan, that he had but partly filled his contract, spread upon a high bank of the ·Jordan, and lunch
there is a considerable growth of bamboo, oleanders, and that the best thing that he could do would be to was partaken of. But he had little a{>petite for eat·
ing; his vigorous exercise bad driven It away, if any.
weeds, and mixed shrubbery in a wild, tangled pro~ get ashore with as little delay as possible.
39. He pushed on, though his breath had entirely there would have been. But after drinking some
fusion; but a little way from the stream all is barren
and drear. The banks are so high and perpendicular deserted him and he was even . more thoroughly ex- camel's milk, he was able to enter into a discussion
that the river cannot be seen until close upon it. In hausted then ever before in his life; and at length, with the man of God Getz, and the man of God
the narrowest places it is eighty feet in width, and when it fileemed he could not go another foot, he was James.
just able to grasp a slender, but friendly, bamboo
48. The discussion came up in this way: the sub·
in the widest three times that distan~.
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ject. of the MormG>';!s was upon the tapi_s, and ~t was 1 ently holds on to all the rest of the Christian non- down to the smallest insect, including also birds and
decided by the enti~e party who partimpated m the sense. His friends even feared to have him make reptiles of all kinds, being housed together in a tight,:
talk th~t.polygamy IS a Very great enormity, and th~t 1the to~r of the world with the Scribe, lest heterodo~i dark box, without food or drink for thirteen months; ·
the Umted Sta~es gover~ment ought to SHJ?press It cal notiOns might be imperceptibly instilled into him. about the ark resting upon the top of a mountain
by law. To this the Sc~Ibe deJ?urred, sa~mg that But the Hoosier man is quite safe. He left home 17,000 feet above the sea, and the delicate animals
th~ ~overnme~t ?ad no ng~t _to Interfere With men's perfectly steeled against the reception of any new being turned out midst perpetu'll frcst, which must
rehgwus conviCtiOns and _P~IVIleges.
.
religious notions. He would not read THE TRUTH prevail at that bight, without the slightest show for
4?- An~ h?wever permmous the _habit of polyga- SEEKER or any book written by the Scribe, even if food, either animal or vegetable, and with all vegemy Is, Chnstians ar_e th~ last ~eople m th~ world who he knew it would kill him on the spot. A new idea table and animal life swept from the face of the
should cry out agamst It, for It ~as practiCed by_ the of a religious nature could not be introduced into his earth, shows that he could neither possess infinite
men w~om they hold up as Gods greatest favontes, ~ead, even by a surgical operation, any more than intelligence nor ever even good common sense.
the gmdes to be p~tterned after, and the men. who Into a burglar-proof safe with a double-combination
12. Also his recognizing and indorsing the eql:lally
ar~ regard_ed superiOr .to all others w~o have hv~d. loek. How h~ ever came to discard sulphur is a mar- frivolous story of Jonah being swallowed by a fish
If It was nght for Abrah_am, Jacob, Gideon, Davi?, vel. The Scnbe has told him that he is a fine speci- and lodging in the fish's stomach under water for
Solomo_n, and all th~ patnarchs an~ ~en of. God m men of the religious fogy.
~hree days and three nights, without air, without
59. In due time the pilgrims were on their way oxygen, so essential to the life of every person,
olden times to practiCe polygamy, It Is also right for
'the Mormons. What was mor~l and right three back to the camp at the same place where they shows equally that he was not an all-wise god, and
thousa:nd years ago cannot be Immoral now. As camped the night before. The ride was pleasant that he was only an ill-informed man to be gulled
God did not ?ondemn polyga_my then, they have no enough, and the tents were reached in good season. by a foolish fable.
reason to claim he condemns It now. What is right
13. Nothing is more apparent in the story of
and true in one year is right and true in another.
CHAPTER XXV.
Jesus than that he was a person of not more than ordiPrinciples do not change. If polygamy is wro.ng
111ELCHIS.EDEC's TWELFTH VISIT.
nary attainments. H6 gave no evidence ef possessnow, it was always wrong. That is a truism that
!. When the Venerable Visitor entered the tent ing the least scientific knowledge, which man at that
cannot be evaded.
after·this day was over, and when all had sunk into time so much needed, and which was then so scarce
50. The men of God responded that men must be repose, he smiled placidly at the Scribe and said: in the world. He seemed to know no more of
allowed to progress and advance, and that Christ And so thou wast baptized in the Jordan to-day, and chemistry, astronomy, geology, mathematics, geomehad condemned polygamy, hence it was wrong. The it came near being thy last swim? Had.st thou given try, biolo~y, and the other most useful sciences than
Scribe replied that men, of course, had a right to up the ghost there in the Jordan, that holy stream, the most Ignorant persons he had called around him.
progress and improve their civilization; but how thou shouldst have been entitled to a direct passport
14. Had he given lessons to the world as to the
about God? Is he also to improve? Is he to be into paradise, else there can be no special efficacy in laws of the universe, showing it how imp~rative is
better this year or this century than he was in some those turbid waters over others.
natural law, how essential th.tt man should underprevious year or century? If he did not condemn
2. Bu{ it appears thou art destined to live still stand it and go,vern his life and his conduct by it;
polygamy three thousand years ago, will it do for longer to give forth further utterances of what thou how essential that the relation between cause and
him to condemn it now?
deemest to be the truth, whether it make thee popu- effect be understood, and the superiority of the
51. And as for the matter of Jesus condemning lar or unpopular; and the last is the more likely to truths of nature over the chimeras of super~tition
polygamy, I deny it, and ask you where his language be the case. It cannot be otherwise than unpopular and ignorance, it would have been infinitely better
forbidding it is to be found. He condemne'd polyg- to oppose and exrose popular errors. So thou canst than filling the minds of his illiterate hearers with
amy no more than he· did monogamy; he did, in make up thy mind that so long as thou pursuest thy vagaries about devils getting into men, women, and
fact, condemn marriage in every form. This the present course thou wilt incur the ill will and even hogs; about the tale of Noah and his water five
men of God stoutly denied, repeating that Jesus and the hatred of those who think differently from thy- miles in depth, and about Jonah taking a three days'
Paul both approved of marriage.
se:L
r!.cle in the belly of a fish.
52. The Scribe answered that both Jesus and Paul
3. Thou hast, however, sufficiently counted the
15. Had he p·osses!!ed infinite_kno_wl!ldge and
showed they were oppos~d to marriage, first, by not cost in this matter, and I trust thy heart will not power, and had it been his purpose to impart the- ---~
marrying themselves. Tf it were better to marry grow faint in the work in which thou hast engaged. same to the inhabitants of the earth, how much good
than not to marry, they certainly should have mar- Thou hast gone to prison once, and I think thou he might have done them by enlightening them
ried. And Jesus insisted that unless others took up wouldst not quail even should thy enemies send thee upon hundreds of points of which they knew naththe cross and followed him-doing as he did-they there again; neither wilt thou :flinch at the unpopu- ing! But he uttered not a new idea; he brought to
could not be his diRciples, and consequently could larity or obloquy that may meet thee in the pursu- light not a single scientific truth; he gave the world
not be saved. Hence if he did not marry, those that ance of thy honest convictions. I bid thee keep up no new inventions; no improvements in agri~nlture,
follow him also must not marry.
the warfare against the reign of superstition and in mechanics, or in the arts.
53. The Scribe also quoted the words of Jesus in error though millions rise against thee, and frown
16. He did not instruct farmers how to cultivate
reply to· his disciples when they asked him if it was upon thee, and speak evil of thee.
their farms to the best advantage; he did not say a
right to marry: All men cannot receive this saying,
4. Now let me recur to the subject touched upon word about the necessity of deep plowing, of the
save they to whom it is given; ·for there are some in the late visits I have made thee, and let me say a best breeds of sheep, cattle, horses, pigs, or fowls.
eunuchs which were so born from their mother's strong pr~JOf that Jesus was not a God, that he did He said not a word about the importance of good
womb; and there are some eunuchs which were made not possess infinite knowledge, rests in the fact that roads, of the best kind of farm wagons, of the neceseunuchs of men; and there are some eunuchs which according to the record he recognized and believed sity of good fences, good dwellings, good schoolhave madtJ themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of the most utter fallacies and absurdities which men houses, or the best style of wearing apparel.
17. Though he is said to have been brought up to
heaven's sake. He that is able to receive it let him have accepted. An infinite and all-wise God could
not do this.
the carpenter's trade, and consequently must have
receive it.
5. The very fact that Jesus believed in men being known something of the use of tools and skilful
54. And again he said: Verily I say unto you that
ye which have followed me, in the regeneration when possessed by devils, that seven or a thousand could workmanship, still he said nothing about any imthe Son of man shall sit in the throne of his glory, enter into a single person, that the ordinary mental provements that ought to be made in the business he
ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones, j11dging the disease called insanity was the operation of devils, workedat; he gave no hints of new inventions that
twelve tribes of Israel. In the following verse he clearly shows that he was governed by the same ought to be introduced; not a word about improved
enjoins the forsaking of wives and children; and he errors and absurdities that darkened the minds of the modes of sawing lumber, of the planing-machine, the
dovetailing-machine, nor any other kind of machine
declared on another occasion that in the kingdom of people of that age.
6. What would now be thought of a physician in that carpenters would be especially benefited by unheaven there was neither marrying nor giving in
marriage. These declarations, with his entire absti- charge of an insane asylum, or of any medical man derstanding, arid which they hav been obliged to
nence from marrying and sexual intercourse, argue of the present day, who should hold that insanity or work out by dint of their inventive powers, wholly
aberration of mind comes from a devil having entered unaided by him.
that he was opposed to marriage of any kind.
18. He did no more for other mechanics; he gave
55. As for Paul, though he admitted it was better into the patient, and that the affiicted pPrson could
to marry than to burn, he insisted that those who did only be put in possession of a sound mind again by no information about the turning-lathe for iron or
not marry did better than those who did; and he the devil being driven out? He would certainly be wood, nothiiJ.g about a slotting-machine, nothing
would that all men were like himself-unmarried. deemed demented himself, and wholly unfit to ad- about improved spinners, nothing about improved
looms, nothing about improved modes of manufactThe Scribe insisted that if those persons approved of minister to the mental ailments of others.
7. It is now well understood that insanity is as uring boots and shoes, nothing about improvements in
marriage their language did not show it, nor did their
lives and examples prove it. If they approved of much a disease as IS fever, rheumatism, or consump- making garments, nothing about making clocks and
tion, and that it requires to be treated in a scientific watches, nor did he give women the slightest instrucmarriage they would have married.
56. The man of God James insisted that Jesus was manner. It is as sensible to think of removing the tiona bout the importantmatter of making good bread.
19. He also showed himself wholly ignorant of the
~he son of God, and therefore could not marry nor bilious cholic by charms, incantations, or by rebukgreat improvements which have since been introIndulge in the sexual act. Said the Scribe, Why ing a devil, as insanity.
8. Jesus seemed to know nothing about this; he duced and brought to a high state of perfection by
therefore ? Did not his father indulge in the sexual
act when he be gat Jesus? and what authority have did not regard insanity as arising from a diseased the ingenuity of man. First of all, he knew nothing
you for saying that the son could not do as much as condition, but thought that some imp of Satan had about the great art of printing, of the use of types,
the father? Besides, did not the sons of God in surreptitiously taken possession of the poor man, and or of the printing-press. The invention of these
olden· time, as narrated in Genesis vi, 2, marry the that the only way the sufferer could be relieved was has been of incalculably greater value to the world
daughters of men, taking such as they chose ? by ordering or cajoling the devil to depart from him. than all the homilies upon theology that have been
9. If there were no other proof that Jesus was not inflicted upon mankind.
What grounds have you, then, for saying that an20. He knew nothing about the nature of electricother son of God could not do the same if he wished? a god, that he had not infinite knowledge, that he
What right have you to say that Jesus, being the son was not superior to an ordinary man of intelli$'ence, ity, magnetism, chemical affinity, or any of the
this very devil absurdity is st~fficie_nt to show I_t. A subtle forces of nature. He knew nothing of the
of God, therefore coul<il not marry?
57. The two men of God did not like to hear the sensible person can hardly beheve m such a bem~ as power of steam, nor its application to the engine for
Scribe talk, because he said things displeasmg unto a devil; that monstrosity belongs to darkened mmds running machinery; nothing of the steamboat, nothing of the railroad, nothing of the telegraph, and
them, and they even looked as if they wished he had and to darkened eras.
10. There is no such thing as a devil, save in the nothing of scores of other great inventions which
not got out of the Jordan. The Scribe has frequently
ha~ such spats of words with them, which would re- minds of ignorant and s~perstitious people. Tho~.e have been of ine~;timable value to mankind.
21. The application of steam to the running of
qmre too much space to repeat, and he was some- who can believe in devils can also accept genu,
times fearful he would to some extent detract from gnomes, hobgoblins, fairies, naiads, witches, gorgons, machinery, of electricity, and magnetism in all its
the. pleasure of their visit to the Land of Yah web, fates furies, harpies, hulders, and the thousands of applications for similar purposes; the introduction of
whwh he was loth to do, as he wished them to have othe; monstrosities which have existed only in the coal as fuel, the making of gas for illuminating purbrains of superstitious men and women. An infinite poses, the discovery and uses of petroleum, the teleall the happiness possible.
. 58. Tlte Scribe is alone in the heretical notions and all-wise god could not possibly believe in them. graph, and other kindred discoveries, have been a
11. The fact that Jesus quoted and recognized million times of greater value to the world than all
which h. indulge~ in, and when religiouA subjects arise
th~ entLB party IS opposed to him. Even the man such fables as Noah and his flood, the earth being the talk about devils, ghosts, angels, and gods that
Bndges, froni the land of Hoosier, though for a won- covered with water to the tops of the highest moun- Jesus and the hundreds of thousands of his priests
der he has discarded sulphur from his creed, persist- tains,; all the forms of animal life, froni the elephant have indulged in for eighteen hundred and fifty yearR.
c
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of the sectR, one of anothe;, gave UR cannot serve two masters without betraying the inter.
liberty at first, and led to the mc_orp?ra- ests of one. The Catholics constitute a state within
tion of this article into the Federal ConstitutiOn: a state, for the orders of their master at Rome are
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
"No religious test shall ever be required as a qu~lifi. more binding than the laws of any country; and when
cation to any office or public trust under the Umted they serve a master as cruel and unscrupulous as the
PUBLISHED EVERY S.ATURD.AY·.AT $3.00_ PER YEAR. States." Though a hot opposition was_raised aga~nst Romish church, they cannot but be a force da_n~erous.
-------· ·- ·-· this article, the .political wisdom of a few heretical to the· welfare of any country. The remedy ISm free
The largest and Cheapest Radical Journal pUblished in Europe statesmen went even further. In 1791 the state and schools and free thought, and in taking away ~roin
fir .America, containing nearly seven hundred square inches more the church were still further separated, and this was institutions conducted in the interests of any religion
of reading matter than any other journal of its hind.
introduced into the Constitution: "Congress shall every penny of state aid, and in taxing the millioiJs
make no law respecting an establishment of religion of property they llav accumulated in so _shameful a
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MARCH 4, 1882. or prohibiting the free exercise_thereof." Thus the manner. But it will hav to be done while they are
Protestants apparently lost the state support, and still in a minority, or the very freedom of our institutions will prove their ruin .. And the work will
were put on the same footing with the Catholics.
The Catholic Church.
The growth of Catholicism in the United States hav to be done by Freethinkers, for the P~otestant.
The growth of this establishment in this country for the last hundred years has been, indeed, alarm- churches stand side by side with the Cathoh~ at the·.
in the last fawdecades is calculated to make every ing. In 1776 there were in this country about 25,- public crib and steal dollar for· dollar With he~.
thoughtful and liberty-loving person feel alarmed. 000 Catholics alf told, or one-one-hundred-and-twen- Their yoke is as heavy ~s h~rs to ?ear, and their
When we considElr its methods of propaganda, the tieth part of all the inhabitants, and now there are dominion if not as debasmg, IS as odious and tyransly, crafty, and jesuitical manner in which it quietly over 7,000,000 of them, or one-seventh of the whole nical. They force their filthy Bible into our schools,
and effectually furthers its aims, we cannot but see population. At the end of the last century _the and flaunt their rottenness still more boldly. The
in it the worst enemy this nation has. We know Catholics of the city of New York held their servwes t.wo churches are both as bad as bad can be, and the
what it has done in the past, and although its power in an old carpenter shop, and now they hav in that only useful way they can serve mankind is by doing
has been in a large measure taken away, it is fair to city the grandest and costliest cathedral on. the as did the fabled Kilkenny cats-eat each other up
presume it would do the same again should it regain American continent. They ha v in the Union nearly and leave nothing but a tale behind.
its lost influence.
6,000 churches and over 2,500 chapels and mission
One Liberal State.
This country, with its free institutions and non-> houses. In 1776 there were 23 Catholic priests, and
recognition of any one particular church sect, is an now there are 6,402 priests, 69 bishops, and one carE. Campfield, of Wetmore, Kan., wri~es to a ~os
easy one for the crafty papists to subjugate to their dinal. Toward the end of tlile last century the prop- ton paper in answer to a query regardmg the right
master at Rome. The heavy influx of the Irish, who erty of the Catholic institutions was a mere nothing, of Atheists to testify in the different states, that in
are all slaves to the Romish church, is giving the and now it is believed to be worth $100;000,000. In Kansas Atheists are qualified to ~estify by S~c. T of
pope th01isands and thousands of adherents, who re- the last century the Catholic priests could not appear the Bill of Rights as enumeratea m our ConstitUtiOn.
garil his will as of more importance than their duty among the Protestants without endangering their It reads as follo.;s: "SEc. 7. The right to worship
to their adopted country. They are being naturalized lives, so much did these children of" one God" love God, according to the dictates of conscience, shall
and given citizenship as fast as they come, and by each ot-her; but since 1829, when the first counail of never be infringed; nor shall any person _be compelled
this means the, pope has now thousands of votes as the Catholic clergy was held, they hav had such to attend or support any form of w_orship; n?r shall
absolutely at his command as though he cast them numerous and resplendent, councils as hav rarely been any control of, or interference With, the right~ of
all himself. More that that, he has the material for seen in Europe. For instance, at the Plenary Coun- conscience be permitted, nor any preference be given
an arniy should he desire one. The Catholics in this oil in Baltimore in 1866 there were present 7 arch- by law to any religious establish~ent or I?ode. of
country, although a part of the sovereign people, bishops, 37 bishops, 1 apostolic administrator, 2 ab- worship. No religious test or property _qualificatiOn
know no master but the pope, and regard .their hots, 22 general vicars, 19 priors of different monkish shall be required for any office of puhhc trust, nor
allegiance to the church above their duty to the orders, 31 functionaries, 7 rectors of theological SP-m- for any vote at any election, nor shall !l~Y perso~ b~,
country. In Europe the people and governments are inaries, and 93 other theologians. To collect $26,000 incompetent to testify on account of religwus behef.
familiar with the machinations of this power, and the as Peter's pence, as was done in 1849, has become a The statute respecting oaths, Sec. 3, re~c.ls, "~ny
tendency for many years past has been to deprive it tri:tling matter for the Catholics of the Union. The person having conscientious ·scruples agamst takmg
of its fangs. The United States has never had a holy Catholic financiers nowadays deal with millions of an oath may affirm with like effect." Sec. 4 reads,
Roman inquisition, and but very few of our people dollars, as the notorious example of Archbishop Pur- "Affirmation shall commence and conclude as folbesides the Freethinkers know wh~t it has done. So cell, of Cincinnati, who swindled hundreds of his lows: You do solemnly, sincerely, and truly declare
they rest in idleness; and it is this condition of affairs confiding dupes out of all they had, proves. The and affirm, etc., and this you do under the pains and
that gave Plus IX. the opportunity to say, with more servant girls, hod-carriers, street sweepers, and other penalties of perjury."
truth than popes are in the habit of expressing, that adherents of the church support in this country over
~....:..._________
The Devil as the Tempter.
he had more power in the United States than in any 3,000 Catholic monks and over 15,000 nuns, who are
other country.
.
zealous, able, and highly educated emissaries. They
EDITOR TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: Wtll you be kind enough to giv
A Russian Catholic priest has recently written a constitute a powerful religiouR cnrps, moved by the thr.ough THE TRUTH SEEK:ti:R the number of_ passages in the
book (published in St. Petersburg) whicb shows that autocratic hana of the pope. No other church in the Bible where God is said to hav sent the devtl to tempt manit is no idle fear that takes alarm at the growth of United States can conduct missionary work on such kind?
P. H. B
the Catholic church in our land. The increase of a grand scale as the Catholic church. Furthermore,
The devil derives· his title and reputation as a
the di~erent churches has been large, but none has the Catholics have 107 male colleges, with over 20,- tempter of men from several passages. He is called
grown so fast as this, and the question is coming up, 000 pupils belonging to different religious denomina- the tempter in Matthew iv, 3. He is said to be as a
Shall America become a Catholic country? That tions, and their profits from this source amount to roaring lion in 1 Peter v, 8. Matthew (iv, 1) records
Italian who said he would rather see Rome in ashes millions of dollars. They hav 511 female acade- how Jesus was led up into a high mountain to be
than again under the dominion of tbe pope, felt as mies, wLere girls of all beliefs are admitted, bring- tempted. The first two chapters of Job show how
all patriots mustfeel when considering this question. ing them in annually about $10,000,000. Besides God made a bargain with the devil (under the name
Yet, for manymore years than people are aware, the money, these schools bring them converts. It is of Satan) to tempt Job, ·and endeavor to get him to
Romish church has been quietly conquering._first a believed that of every ten non-Catholic pupils who curse God. Luke iv, 2, says Jesus w_as "forty days
foothold, then a commanding position in our affairs, attend the Catholic schools, seven are converted to tempted of the devil." All t~ese thm~s were do~e
and if not checked may finally be powerful enough Catholicism. Besides these schools, they hav pro- by God's command. Further mformat10n a~out his
to shape its own laws and legislations in its own tectories and reformatories, to whose care are con- devilish majesty can be obtained by consultmg the
favor. ·Indeed, in New York, which is a greater signed all the .vagrant children .they can get, fori New Testament, especially the four gospels.
Irish city than Dublin itself, it has controled legis- whose support the state pays. These children are
lation and taxation for many years. Does any one run through the religious mill and come out strong
Agassiz and Geology,
suppose for a moment that a political leader of this Catholics. Thus the state is made to pay for con-~
ERIE, Feb. 18, 1882.
city c~uld hold his 50,000 v~ters in absolute com- verting se_cular scapegraces into religio:us rascalll.
MR. EDITOR: .A man says he_ heard Ptof . .Agassiz say that
mand If he were not a Cathohc and the nephew of a There are m the Umted States 267. Catholic asylums '.geolo;;y and the B1ble substanttally agr~ed, or that the Btble
cardinal? Great as is their love fo~ democracy and 119 Catholic hospitals supported by the people.) is proved to be !rue by geology. __ Is thts eo_rrect? Ca_n you
(although half of them do not know the meaning of The Union is dotted with Catholic convents belong- I quote what _he dt~ say? MVny f:tefds are 1 {;erLst~m the
the wor~), they fear their priest~ more. With them ing to 71 orders. The Catholic monks and nuns! truth on thts subJect.
ery ru y,
· ·
w~schurch IS _Paramount to party.
. .
.
.
everywhere giv benediction with one hand and with! Mr. Hawes's Chris~ian Irian has made an assertion,
In tracmg the growth of CatholiCism this R•l!'Sian the other draw dollars" for the great glory of God." and he f:lhould prove It. We do not know where to
priest has recalled to mind many facts of importance There are over 10,000 Catholic churches, schools, l find Prof. Agassiz's languag-e, and it makes no difb~aring ~pon this question.
The first religio~s and other institutions where the agents of the pope' ference whether he said so ?r- not. G_eo~ogy and
piOneers m the New World were the Catholic daily teach that the church's authority is from God the Bible do not agree, and If the Christian takes
monks, and particularly the Jesuits. During the and the government is from men, and true Catholics· issue with us we will prove it.
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries many thousands must obey God rather than man. In Rome, even l
of Indians became Catholics. In the eighteenth now, the priests call America the "continent of!
Chapter and Verse.
centu;y, alon&' with the found_ation of the English Mar:y:."
. i MR. EDITOR: In your issue of Feb. 18, 1882, pag-e 107, and
~le In Amerwa~ cam~ hard times for both th~ In- It_Is sure that what the church has been she will~ No. 83 4 of ,, What I Don't Believe," Mr. Bennett quot~s:
dians and the Uatholics. The former were either contmue to be~ She pretends that she has found .the ·"Those mine enemies that would not that I should not retgn
annihilated or pushed westward, and the latter were whole truth, that she is infallible, that whatever she 1 over them brin;s them hither and sl_ay them be~01·e me_;" and in
paralyzed by the stringent anti-Catholic laws die- has done or may do is and will be right. What she! No. 338 of the s!l.me, "~e that belteveth and ts bapt~~ed shall
tated by the Protestants. The Puritans in the Old did in France and Portugal Spain and Italy she will be saved, but he that believeth noRt shalltfbell damnEed. C Please
W orld su ff ere d roue h a t th
· Umted
.
' gets
.
'
.
giv me the chapter and veroe. d fi espec. u t y,d 'll. b HOPE.
· e h an d sof t h e ch nrc h f or do .m the
States· .If she
the opportumty.
f
d
their raligious views. In the New World they be- Many believe that the next war in this country will . The ch~ritable comman
rks~ qd~o e W.I
e _oun
came. prosecuting fanatics, and the Catholics were be between Rome and Reason two forces with noth- m Luke xtx, 27. ~he second m y sentiment Is reth_e vic~ims of their re!igious int~ler!lnce. The Cath- ing in common, and between ~hich there can never corded in Mark_x_v_I_,_1_6_.- - - - - olio priests were forbidden to hv In New England be anything but hostility. In the strug~le tbe ProtH d"t
under penalty of death. Out of the thirteen original estant church will be swallowed up. The lovers of
ere 1 y.
states, only four we~e without state religion; the rest rituals and long-gowned mummery will go back to
Interest in this subject increases. The- second
of the states offimally supported the Protestant the arms of their harlot mother, and the rest will be parlor meeting of theN ewYork branch of the Instichurch. The papists were everywhere denied the forced into the ranks of the great army of progres- tute of Heredity was held at 120 Lexington a.ve. on
right of free exercise of their religion.. Even in the sion, tbe Freethinkers. There can be no half-way the evening of the 23d.. The parlors were so crowded
state of Maryland, founded by Catholics, they were ground, no neutral territory. Those that dare not that there was not an mch of standing room. Mr.
often pe~secuted by the Prote~tant settlers. In the come out for Liberty will be counted against her, IS. P. Putnam presided. Dr. E._B. Foote, Jr., r~ad an
war for mdepen~ence the religious war among the while those who manfully battle for the right will interesting letter from Mr. Lormg Mo~dy, gomg to
settlers wa~ _considerably abated.
wear the crown. The cardinal principles of Uatholi- show that peoplA eve~ywhere are wakmg up to the
. ?'hus rehg~ous tolerance was but the child of po-, cism do and always will come in conflict with the in- importance of the subJect. Dr. F?ote, Sr., called a~
litwal necessity, and_not the offspring of humanity. stitutions of a free ·republican government. A man tention to an address before the Liberal Club at ChiThe
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cago, by A. J. Grover, on "Heredity, or the Gospel
of a New Salvation." Extracts from the address
were read by the secretary. Then came addresses
by Dr. Sara B. Chase and Dr. Reuben Garter, followed by a lively discussion by many present upon
some ·of the positions taken by the two speakers
named. Everybody seemed to enjoy the meeting and
exchanged congratulations at the close, much as the
good sisters and brothers used to do after a revival
meeting some twenty or twenty-five years ago, showing that there are some sutjects besides those of a
theological character which can cause an "awakening." The third meeting will be held at the same
place on the third Thursday evening in March.
MR. BENNETT lingered in Bombay rather longer
than he intended, making short excursions out into
the country to. visit notable points and objects of
interest. But he hoped to get ~hrough India so as
to leave Calcutta on Feb. 12th for Ceylon, where he
was to stop two weeks, and then proceed to Singapore, Hong Kong, Oanton, an.d thence to Yokahama,
Japan. He reports that h1s health is splendid
not having had the slightest indisposition while i~
India, although the heat in the middle of the day is
terribly oppressiv.
Owing to the storms on the Atlantic, the plates we
ordered from England for the first volume of travels
hav been delayed, and a couple of weeks more can
be allowed for those who wish to hav their names
appear in the first of the three volumes The book
is printed, with the exception of the pictures and
names, and pending the arrival of the f01·mer we
shall be pleased to add many more of the latter.
Five dollar's secures the three volumes postpaid to
any address.
WE are glad to see that the Freethought regents
of the Nebraska University do not propose to tamely
submit to be bullied by their Christian fellow-re·gents, who~clearly acted without authority of law in
forcing them out of the board. It is provided by
the state that no professor of the institution shall be
discharged without a fair hearing and proof against
him of incompetency or misconduct. It is known
that the orthodox element has been scheming some
time to get entire control of the university; and
there are a great many Liberals in the state, includ.
ing men of position and influence, who will sustain
the dismissed professors in a suit to test the legality
of the board's action in the courts of the state.
THE Banner of Light says its files ~ere purchased
by an agent of the late czar of Russia for his august
master, and evidently thinks the Russian autocrat
was a Spiritualist. We hope not, for we are slow to
think any Spiritualist could be such an infernally
cruel tyrant as was .the late ruler of Russia. It
w.ould hav been better for him to hav thought less of
the next world and paid a good deal more attention
to the welfare of his unfortunate subjects in thi~.
A. B. MEACHAM, editor of the Council ~Fire, died
last week. He was a stanch friend of "Lo, the poor
Indian," and that much-abused race will sadly miss
his labors in their behalf. The Council Fire will
be continued under the direction of Mr. and Mrs.
Bland.
Book Notices.
MARRIAGE AND PARENTAGE, and the Sanitary and PhysiologicHl
Laws for the Production of Children of Fmer IIealth and
Greater Ability. By a physician and sanitarian. Price,
$1.50, For sale at this office.
This book is an attempt to show the world how to
improve upon the present race. It seems to tl1e
author that the race might be greatly improved by
wiser and more sanitary marriages, and by more
physiological parentage. If the average- standard
ability of the race, be says, were raised one degree
during each century, the results could hardly be estimated. We should in a comparativly short time get
rid of our thieves, our drunkards, the licentious, the
feeble and insane, and we should hav so many more
able men and women than now-far abler than
any the world has yet produced-that life, with
all its drawbacks, would still be grander and better.
To do this, men and women must marry more scien.
tifically, and .not rush into the connubial state upon
the impulses and paBsions of youth. Man, teing the
highest of animals, should certainly take as much
pains to perfect his species as he does to develop the
best qualities in the lower brute world. The r.im of
the author is the same as that of the Institute of
Heredity,- and while they are discussing the desirableness and practicability of the thing he has gone
laboriously to work and pointed out how it may be
~one. It is a book that should be read ,by all marned people and those contemplating marriage.
PREVENTION OF CRlME, INSANITY, IDIOCY 1 DRUNKEXNESS, p AUPERISM, AND DISEASE. By M. E. Billings, Waverly, Iowa.
Price, 10 cents.
This pamphlet is rather a treatis on the desirability
of preventing crime than an extended pointing out
how it may be done. Some of the more prominent

causes of wretchedness are shown among which
C~r~stianity stands foremost. "Wh;rever," says Mr.
Brllmgs, "Christianity has been the ruling religion,
there pauperism,, debauchery, and crime hav been
fostered, and in juxtaposition and ratio. In Italy,
the home of Christian superstition, paupers abound
O? every hand and crime is equally prevalent. Convmced that the bankrupt pourt of divine atonement
has provided them a scapegoat to rid them of the
consequences of crime, they hav become the moat
devout of Christians and the most hardened of criminals. A most natural result of such a doctrin. So,
too, with pauperism. More than one half of the
population are mendicants of some sort; either
priestly drones, convent or monastery beggars, or
lazzaroni, brigands, beggars, and sneak thieves." He
also finds ill-considered wedlock a prolific source of
idiocy and disease, and the propagation of their
species by adult criminals one of the main causes of
crime. By better regulated marriages and the enforcement by the state of celibacy among criminals
he would deprive these two causes of their power.
.
H e f urt h er summarrzes his remedy under eleven
hE-ads, which are all good and would undoubtedly
tend to make the world better. His little book should
be circulated widely especially among the orthodox
Christians.
'
.
'
One of Hammond's Converted Infidels.
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grown milder, and by the year 1809 had nearly di!lappeared. But inoculation had been abandoned as
a frightful curse, and another worse humbug had
begun to usurp its place. I say humbug, and I will
now prove it. Up to the year 1808 only about 160,000 individuals were vaccinated in England; and yet
the subsidence of smallpox was ascribed to Dr. Jenner's discovery, and he received a reward from Parliament in 1802 of £10,000, and in 1807 of £20,000.
If the vaccination of one person out of one hundred
and twenty-five (it was a much smaller p'roportion in
1802) produced the miraculous effects commonly pretended, why does the disease exist at all, now that
compulsory vaccination prevails in England? Vacoination was made compulsory in Great Britain in 1853,
again in 1867,and still more stringent in 1871. Now
let us see the results: Since the first year named
England has been visited with three epidemics of
smallpox, each more severe than the preceding, as
appears from the following statistics:
DEATHs.

I

Epidemic of 1857 • ' 58 • ' 59 ······ · · · · · · · · · · · · 14,2 40
"
" 1863, '64, '65 .................. 20,059
"
" 1870, '71, '72 .................. 44,840

.

.

The mc~ease. of populatiOn from the .first to the
second ep1dem1<~ w~s seven per ce!lt; mcrease of
smallpox ~ortahty m the sa~e periOd nearly fifty
per cent; mcrease of populatiOn from the second to
the third period, ten per cent; increase of smallpox
mortality in the same period, one hundred and twenty
per cent. The foregoing figures are from the "Vital
Statistics" authorized by Parliament. Take now the
results of the first and secoud decades of enforced
vaccination:
Deaths from Rmallpox, 1854-'63 ............. 33,515

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·:
I clip from the Washington Republican of Feb. 21,
1882, the following:
"A bill of divorce has been filed by Nettie Cheeks against
Peter C. Cheeks. They were married in Baltimore in 1879.
The charges alleged are cruelty and non-support."
"
"
"
1864-'73 ............. 70,458
The Post of the same date givs the charges in deAnd yet people uninformed of such facts as these
tail.· In 1877 the revivalist Hammond was in Wash- are clamoring for compulsory vaccination in this
ington, and Mr . .Cheeks was numbered among his country.
SENEx.
converts. In 1881 the revivalist made the following
statement in Toronto:
More Reason and Less Law.
" While in Washington he exte~ded
invitation to the
To
THE
EDITOR OF THE TRuTH SEEK-ER,-- Si1·: It
president of the Infidel association there. The invitation had
been accepte<l, and the re,ult was that the Washington associa- seems that every sect or combination who gain posi-- ---tion had been broken up, the secretary being now eng-aged in tion And power at the head of government attempt
Christian work. The name of that secretary was P. C. Cheeks, to hedge themselvs in by some form of law. The
aud he hoped if there was an Infidel present. who doubted what church, which had the first dip, is pretty well fortihe said, that he would write to W~tshington and inquire for fied, and among the most objectionable of its instituhimself if what he said was true."
tions, to my mind, are a Sabbath, so-called by law;
At the request of Mr. Allen Pringle, of Selby, the no-tax law, the' liquor law, and many other laws
Ont., I ascertained the facts of the case, and pub- enforcing certain claims. Of late days we hav our
lished them in THE TRUTH SEEK~R, April 23, 1881. railroad combinations, our telegraph combinations,
The "Infidel association" was a "Philosophical our manufactory combinations, our stockmen's assoClub," whose president, then a government clerk, ciations, and every other kind of a combination
had been a preacher, and, while president of the hedged in with laws of all shades. And I often wonclub, received a call to preach again, which he afte1·- der, if Liberals should happen to get into power once,
ward accepted. Mr. Cheeks was not secretary of would they be an exception. But of one thing I am
the club, but he took part occasional~y in the Sunday certain, the inhabitant of this globe is well surdiscussions. The club was not broken up by Ham- rounded with laws. What a climax! the wisdom of
mond, nor was its attendance diminished. A com- a great nation sent to the seat of government to
mittee of the club waited on Hammond in regard to frame a code of complicated law~ which keep the
a discussion, but failed to get the preacher to agree average American about half the time studying to
on any terms. l'rir. Cheeks was educated for the evade them. Which is the greater genius, he that
priesthood, but had long since renounced Catboli- makes it, or he that breaks it? is an interesting quescism and become a Methodist preacher. But in 1872 tion.
But here is what I am driving at: "Liberta" says,
or 1873 he became a skeptic, and so continued until
he got reconverted in 1877, under Hammond. Soon in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Feb. 18th, "With eager
after t3at he got a government office. In February, hands and hearts the apostleR of liberty, guided by
1879, he married a second time. In October follow- science, reason, and love, rallying to her rescue and
iug his wife left him for alleged cruelty, but after- driving this foul demon from our glorioue country,
ward returned and forgave him; but in September, will, by legal enactments and constitutional amendments, giv him notice never again to return."
1881, she was compelled to leave him finally.
Only a day or two before the public announcement
Now, Mr. TRUTH SEEKER, I hav just got out ofqj the application for a divorce, Mr. Cheeks came the old ChriRtian groove, and if I fall into another
to my house aud tried to sell me a book, which he Iright away I .shall certainly be fossilized, and I wish
8aid demoli8hed Darwinism. During our brief cou- to hav a few free breaths before I die; nor will I be
versation he had the effrontery to assert- I. That as easily led as I hav been. I will fight for every
Thomas Paine was an Atheist; 2. That when he inch of ground, now that I hav a foothold.
wrote the first part of his "Age of Reason" he had 1, I am not sure that man has a right to say that 1
not read the Bible; 3. That Colonel Ingersoll had shall rest upon the 26th of February, or any other
not read the Bible until he began to prepare his lect- Sunday. I am not sure that man bas the right to say
ure on the "Mistakes of Moses."
that I shall not drink thie or that.
Mrs. Cheeks says she was compelled to leave her
But, it is enough to make one sick to hear of a
husband soon after their marriage on account of his Liberal propo2ing to advance some good scheme by
threats and abusive language toward her, but re- the old mode-Law. If the American people must be
turned when he promised to do bP.tter. Again, Oct. controled as slaves, then wo unto America! If Lib2, 1879, she left him because he struck her, but wnen erals seek to advance their canse by law, then wo
he got sick she returned and forgave him. At last, unto Freedom! And if Reason should attempt to
Sept. 30, 1881, when he kicked her, she left him, and advance her views by hw, then damn Reason!
now sues for a divorce.
Liberty, Science, Reason, and Love will never con" Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the sent to such a farce as this-never; but give us laws
kingdom of heaven."
W. H. B.
shadowed by the principles of equity, then science,
Washington, .D. C., Feb. 25, 1882.
reason, and love will do the rest. We may boast
of the purity of our laws, and of our government,
but the feeling of security in the western wilds,
Vaccination a Humbug.
without the bane ·of what is called "a neighborhood
The extravagant claims set up on behalf of vac- law," would make the Goddess of Justice hang her
cination hav their parallel in the case of inoculation head with shame in the gilded halls of our capitols.
a century ago. In the first thirty years of the eighI am only ·a "cowboy," but feel that I can be
teenth century, before inoculation was at all general, taught easier by reason than by force. It is not
seventy-four deaths in every thousand were from just to raise the star of hope, and then hide its light
smallpox; out during the last thirty years of that under some ill-shaped law. Let Reason prune the
century, when inoculation was general, the mortality laws of this country, as well as those of the Promised
had increased to ninety-five in one thousand. The dis- Land, and we will get there sooner.
A CoWBOY.
ease reached its ae.me about 1780, and then for;fifteen
.Dallas, Texas, Feb. 21, 1882.
years grew slowly milder. Edward Jenner in 1796
A C.A.TALOG of our publioations will be sent free on
made a pretentious discovery, which, I venture to
say, is an unmitigated evil. Already the disease had application.

an
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mow, and after cutting his own legs off at the first the alleged supernatural; that reason is a surer guide
stroke of his scythe, should boast of it as the begin- than revelation; that the variety of systems called
Christianity are the productions of the human mind.
ning of his work.
_
This criticism seems to be invincible. The Theo- that punishment in another world for the rejectio~
Liberty, Science, and Humanity.
logians began with a Fetichism that ascribed will and of any faith in this would be unjust and useless; and
The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific intellig-ence to finite objects, as in the case of the In- that honest disbelief should not incur the displeasure
dian's Tree. It was always a personal will and intel- of any God. To the second inquiry our reply is: The
Gospels ..
ligence incorporated in a definite obJ'ect, or conceived right to reject, without peril or condemnation, whatTWO LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THEN. Y. LIBERAL CLUB of as a definite "spirit,'
· · , which was the source of re- ever appears to us to be erroneous in any or all religBY T, B. WAKEMAN.
ligion, because it was the God by which the relations ions; the full liberty to regard Christianity as merely
and the fate of the worshiper were determined or in- the outgrowth of the human mind; the advantage of
LEcTuRE I I .-CONTINUED.
fluenced. It was only as the God was knowable that accepting the Bible as.nothing more than a human
THE RELIGIOUS Y .A.LUE 01'' THE IID'lNITE.
he was worshipable. There is no use in worshiping production; the abaence of any fear of being punished
It is quite cle11.r that this scientific and modern an unknowable God-and no savage was ever know- ' hereafter' for this legitimate exercise of reason in
conception of the Infinite as the Unknowable prac- ingly guilty of such fruitless nonsense. The general its true sphere of absolute Freethought; and that all
tically destroys its religious value. An unknowable empirical progress of true science pressed this habit of persons are not compelled to believe in the perfection
God can be neither the solution of the world nor the attributing personal will out to more remote objects, of one person, through whom alone redemption can
guide of life.
·
finally to the gradually acquired personal conception be obtained."
That the attempts to entertain this conception in- of the Infinite.
In this way prior to the new !ilystem of Astronomy
Straws for Theology.
evitably lead to the feelings of wonder, fear, awe,
and reverence may be true. These feelings may there was quite a rational a1~justment of the mat"Help me, Cassius, or I sink."
have been connected with old conceptions of God, ter. The universe rotated around the Earth as its
What a voracity the followers of Christianity disbut they were only the emotional curtains of the In- center in twelve heavens or spheres, and beyond these
finite One; they were not the Judge that governed there lay the infinite space. In this empyrean space play for reoantation ! With a wolverine avidity
or punished, nor the God that was loved and wor- dwelt tbeGreat Spirit, with his spiritual tllrone and they seize upon the smallest manifestation in that
world-he the creator and ruler of all other spirits direction a!! a coveted victory to be heralded with
shiped.
Mr. Herbert Spencer seems to hold the opposite and worlds. This was then satisfactory to the rea- all possible haste to a hungering world. Let any
view, to wit, that the God of the future will be the son and highly religious. It determined the relations one, through the weakness of lingering disease, or
same as the God of the past, only more "spiritually" of man to the world, and_ his duties in it to his fel- imbecility of advanced years, succumb in the slightor ideally conceived. There is great truth in view as lows and to his God. It accounted for Man and his est degree to the vehement protestations and persistto the feelings. But intellectually and practically World by referring them both to a common Author, ent pleadings of these importumite soul-savers, and
against the case gets through the chicanery of exagthis conclusion must be greatly modified. This will who made and controlled both for his glory.
The New Astronomy has rendered .this concep- geration, perversion, and misrepresentation, it has
become apparent from a short notice of the history of
tion impossible. The Empyrean has vanished, with become a well-p:~;epared addition to the dearly-prized
the reception of the new view.
The conclusion compelled by science, that the In- its revolving universe, into the Infinite. The idea list of recantations. Nor do these eager watchers
finitfl is knowable only as Infinite, and is otherwise of creation, or annihilation, has become unthinkable always wait for even a feeble admission of former
entirely beyond tbe reach of the human faculties, was under Chemistry. Biology has shown the phenomena error. Many Infidels die fully convinced of tbe inreceived with hostility by all 'Cheologians as soon as of wise intelligence and personality to be known tegrity of their opinions, rejecting with undisguised
it was announced by Hume and confirmed by Kant only as the results of organic life, and has remanded scorn and disgust the pious proffers of these officious
and Sir Wm. Hamilton. They have followed the the idea of Spirits to the realm of imagination-the meddlers, when no sooner are their bodies deposited
limbo of vamty. There is no conceivable place, nor in the grave, precluding all possibility of confuting
only two courses left open to them.
The first course was to deny the fact, as has been way, nor time left, when, or how, or where a creator, what they would consider groslil imputations, than
prior to the Infinite, could have created it. But be- whisperings of repentance, conversion, ·and fabricastoutly done by Calderwood and McColilh.
The second course was to admit the fact, but then fore the new Astronomy and its resultant sciences tions of a similar character become audible. But
that relation was quite consistent.
suppose these triumphantly claimed recantations
to proceed just as if it did not exist ..
The practical anthropomorphic 'l'heologians, being were really such, what in substance do they amount
This last was the course of Sir W m. Hamilton
himRelf and his principal disciple and editor, the deeply conscious of the necessity of a human God in to? If a truth is told to-day and pronounced false
learned Dean Mansel, the well-known author of the order to sustain their Theology, ignore the difficulties to-morrow, this neither invalidates the one nor sub"Limits of Religious Thought," a work deserving of rE>ferred to, and proceeil just as if they did not exist. stantiates the other; the falsehood will remain false
attention. To overwhelm both it is only necessary Tbey summon "belief," or "hope" or "faith " or just the same, and the principle of truth will not be
to let loose one of these schools of Theologians upon "intuition," and thereby pretend to have a c;nvic- altered one particle. It is not simply the assertion,
tion of a personal God, entirely independent of any but conclusiv evidence, that makes the garden of
the other.
For instance, Dean Mansel justifies his position as relation that could come within the scope of the sci- paradise a ridiculous fable, nor would the acqiliescence of every Freethinker of the present day conto the" Limits of Religious Thought" by these words entific method.
The .unanthropomorphic Theologians, to use a vert it into a verity. Mere words have never yet
taken from his " Lectures upon Kant," in which he
disposes of th~ school of Theologians of which Dr. contradiCt.ory. t.erm, reply that belief, hope, faith, made fact out of fiction, nor turned water into wine.
Calderwood and Dr. McCosh are leading exponents. and even mtUitipn, can only be possible as to know- Had Mr. Frothingham refrained from his recent conIn the langu11.ge of these disputants_the Infinite ap- able relatio?s, ~nd that all of our supposed knowledge cessions t~e p~lpit w:ould as .carefully hav refrained
pears a(! the Absolute, the Unconditioned, the Unre- of the Infimte IS but ~h~ ascription to it of.relations from des1gna~n~g him .. H~ would only hav. been
lated, or the Uncognoscible.. These terms represent we have from the Fmite, and which are certainly! ~no~n to rehgwus auditones throng~ the dissemthe different aspects of the mind in regard to the whol.ly false when considered as being in any way I matwn~ of slander an~ the casual allusw~s of abuse.
relatiOn of or to the Infinite.
Now, smce he has tamtly avowed a wamng re'lpect
Infinite.
Thus since the tin;te of Kant the more intelligent for his .grandest and most truthf~l. utterances, his
The Dean says (we quote from his "Lectures on
and earnest Theologians have demolished each other. avowal Is blazoned forth as an additional trophy for
Kant," p. 38):
The blissful ignorance,of the rest have enabled them I e~ultation. But there is really no cause for per"Mr. c.~lderwood defines the A. bsolute, which he I·ightly to pursue their devotions and the care of their flocks . turbance in the ranks of Liberalism. To them beidenlifies with the lnfinite, as that which is free from all neces- without any disturbance; that is to say they have no I long the fruits of his strong reason and his healthful
sary rebttion. It may exist in relation, provided that relation
j mental activity. The emanations of lucidity are
be not a necessary condition of its existence. Hence he holds realizing knowledge of what has happ~ned.
It appears from what has been said that the breach greatly to be preferred to the vagaries of expiring
that the Absolute may exist in the relation of consciousness, and
in that relation be apprehended, though imperfectly, by man. between these tw? schools is irreparable, and yet that in~elligence; and cburc~ institutions all betray unOn this theory we have two Absolutes, the Absolute as it exists bo~h a.re part~Y: nght, the first laying stress upon the mistakable marks of. declme. The great consequance
out of consciousness, and the Absolute as it is known in con- Smentific positiOn, and the other insisting upon man's attached to recantatiOn by the church but too clearly
sciousness. Mr. Calderwood rests his theory on the assumption
that these two are one. How is this identity to be ascert>tined? religious needs, without regard te the possibility of evinces to what extremities it is driven. Inspiration
How do I know that the absolute is my_ absolute? I cannot supplying them within the possible or scientific con-' and the efficacy of prayer-two of its strongest
compare them, for comparison is a relatwn, and the. first Ab- captions of the Infinite. It should be frankly con- . points-are doomed to the wall, despite the ingensolute exists out of relation. Again, to compare them, I must fesse~ that man's .religious wants c~n no longer be' wus subterfuges of the defense. Recant~~.tion, or, in
be in and out of consciousness at the same time ; for the first supphed from this anthropomorphic conception of other words, an exchange of strength for weakneE's,
Absolute is never in consciousness, and the second is never out
of it. A.g-aia, the Absolute as known is an object of conscious- the Infinite. All attempts to render the Infinite to is a demier resort, to say the most of it; and when
ness; and an object of consciousness as such cannot exist, save human consciousness as personal, or as otherwise closely examined is found to be little else than a
in relation. But the true Absolute, by its definition, can exist than Infinite, are denials of it, and therefore false' gloomy commentary upon ministerial veracity.
only out of relation; therefore the Absolute, as known, is not and immoral. We may, indeed, make symbols ofi
YmGINI.A. E. VANCE.
the true Absolute. Mr. C,tlderwood's Absolute in consciousness what we do or can know, and they may express to us, !. Concord, Ky., Jan. 10, 1882.
is only the Relative under a false name."
to some extent, an approximate or an ideal truth.
The conclusionlil of the learned Dean have been But all symbols of the Infinite are wholly false and
'I'HE f o11owmg
·
· t old b y S . p . H eme
· k en m
·
· t
h ·d
h
'
s t ory Is
1
carried toward if not to their legitimate results by ~us
as muc I 0 1s as t ough figured and worshiped the Franklin, Ind., Jeffersonian: "A few days ago I
Herbert Spencer in his introduction to his "First lll forms of wood and stone
. d a. v1s1't f rom a f nen
. d of mine
. m
. w·Isconsin.
.
·
. k .
rece1ve
Principles," and Prof. Fiske in his chapter on An- • "T0 b ~ rIeve G 0 d t 0 b e ail one
can thm him to be, He is well acquainted with Robert Ingersoll and
thropomorphic Theism, and with these results Profs. Is the highest blasphemy;" or, to . repeat Faust's has often been at his house· and he related t~ me
Huxley and Tyndall; and theLiberalscientists gener- words,
"Feeling is all,
the following little anecdote ~oncerning him (which
ally seem to be in substantial agreement. . It is the
Name
is
but
mist
and
smoke
tr.:nspired only a few we~ks ago), which may be infinal divorce of Personality from Infinity.
Cloudingo'er thel:Ieaven'sglow."
teresting to many of your readers: 'Bob' took it
The other school of Theologians, above referred to
is a le
t
.
into his head to pay a visit to Henry Slade, the eel· as that of Doctors Calderwood and McCosh, dissent The Infinite
.
P .num othefeehngi! only; as soon ebrated slate-writing medium and who my friend
from the foregoing in premise and conclusion. They as the mtellect ~nes to to~ch it-it is gone. To' says is the handsomest man h~ ever saw' full of enplainly see that the course taken by Sir William and the hand of practiCe and of hfe it I's no longer th ere ·I ergy' and magnetic
·
'
power. Ingersoll purchased
a
the learned Dean will not do, for it "limits religious
I double slate, and tying it together, proceeded to Mr.
. .
thought" to nothing intelligible if it is to have the
THE snbJomed answe~s to a Christian COITespond-! Slade's residence, who, being acquainted with him,
Infinite as its basis. The inconceivable, unrelated, un- ent by .the Secula1· !lev~ew will be of interest to the 1 asked him if he wished to get a communication.
knowable, absolute Infinite is an intellectual nega- Freethmkers .on this SI~e of the water as showing 'That .is what I came for,' said Bob, placing the
tive impossible to think of or to get around, so as to that the Enghsh Secularists agree substantiallywith 1 slate on the table and covering it with his arms to
tie to, and therefore it is practically useless except as us: "1.. What are the points of agreement among~ prevent Mr. Slade from touching it. 'Mr. Ingersoll,'
the thinking about it may be the source of inde- Seculans~s ~ .2. What advantage has Secularism said Slade, 'you do not believe in a future state;
finable and unspeakable emotions:
over Chrlstiamty? To the first question we reply how Jean you expect to have a message sent you from
Such a conception of the Infinite is not God nor that a!l Seculansts a~e agreed that man's supreme that world?' 'Never mind/ said Bob, 'I want to
religion, and never has been, nor can be. As our attentiOn should be given to the duties of this life· test your skill in this matter and if you are successpractical 'l'heologians well say, those who pretend that improven;tent i.s to be sought by human mean~ ful, I may perhaps change ~y opinion.' They then
otherwise are like the mower who should go out to alone; that scwnce 1s more trustworthy than faith in sat down, one at each end of a long dining-table.
0
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Presen.tly Mr. Ingersoll placed .h1s ea:r to the slate 1 Bigotry in Russia and Hypocrisy in England. the heart. Science-invincible science-will perform
. and said he heard some scratchmg gomg on, and in
the work, if we will use her piercing sword of deTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Much fense and offense, and thrust through and through
a few moments Slade told him to open the slate. He
did so, and, to his astonishment, found the two in- commiseration is being expressed for the persecuted the flimsy assumptions of the church with her keen
aide Ieaveii of the slate covered with writing. 'Good Jews in Russia, and large meetings are being held blade of truth. Strong minds, noble hearts, and
heavens!' he exclaimed, 'this is my brother's writ- in London and other cities for the purpose of collect- willing hands are required for the task, unheeding
ing, and signed by him. Where did it come from? ing considerable sums of money to send to the suffer- alike popular opinion, selfish lucre, and church
Who wrote it?' 'That,' replied Mr. Slade; 'you are ers. Dignitaries of the churches of Rome and anathema. Where are the devoted many who will
best able to decide~ No one has touched the slate England meet with Dissenters on the platform to work as hav the loyal few hitherto done, for it is
but yourself.' 'Mr. Slade,' be said, 'I am exceed- condemn the action of the Russian government in whole armies that are now needed to beat back the
ingly obliged to you for this beautiful test; there is the matter, and are unanimous in· condemning perse- slanderous char~es made, ~o.t only a~ainst our dead
much room for thought here.' And, taking up the cution in the territories of the czar, yet at t.he very heroes but agamst our hvmg warr10rs, by eve~y
same time they are doing all they can to crush Free- third-rate lyceum lecturer or half-fledged preacher m
slate, he wished him good-morning."
thought and Freethinkers, sinking their own differ- the land. The ignorant who never read a Freeences to form a cemhination to destroy their oppo- thought article or heard a I~iberal speech will clap,
nentj'l. Of a verity, they see clearly enough the mote and half-asleep congregations will smile and nod
Ingersoll to Talmage.
in the eyee of others, but fail to see the beam. in assent to these foul-mouthed utterances from lecturer
[John L. Ingersoll, a brother of the colonel, has addressed to their own. Hypocrit.s, indeed ! They clearly want and priest, false as hades.
_
Talmage the following open letter, which was published in the
to
have
the
monopoly
and
sole
power
of
persecuting
Some
say
this
should
not
trouble
us,
that
It
proChicago Timu:]
thnse they deem their enemies. With the Romish duces no effect, that Freethought is bound to triumph,
RBv. T. D. TALMAGE, D.D., Sir: I hav before me church and Protestants it was always the same. In and we should not mind such trifles. We might be
a copy of the Cincinnati Enquirer containing the past times, wbenev(lr they had the power, they would indifferent were these errors and calumnies met and
report of a sermon delivered by you on the 5th inst. burn, torture, and destroy those they chose to' call answered before those who listen a1·d n;ad, but thouupon the "Meanness of Infidelity." In the course of heretics. The Jews had short shrift at the bands of sands never hear
refutation, never hear but Olle
your remarks you say you had just received a letter God's vicegerents in the middle ages, and are very side; consequently, never hav an opportunity to
from some one,informing you that the Rev. John properly shocked that the Greek church should take judge; but swallow as truth the lecturers' aud el~r
Ingersoll, father of R. G. Ingersoll and myself," was a lesson from their book.
gymen's assertions as if they were infallible. Only
abstemious to a fault, and the family suffered accord- · It is not fm· the love the .Chr~stians bear ~oward we ourselvs read our Freethought literature, and
ingly. The children were commanded to eat, drink, the Jews th~t they make this stir, but ~hat It now attend our Liberal gatherings, many of us not needand dress sparingly. He never spoke a kind word of answers their puq~ose to pose as th.e friends. of op- ing the lesson, while those who are perishing for
his wife, who was a noble Christian woman, nor of pressed humamty1 It answers as a big advert1sment. ,ack of knowledge will not read our book8, go to
his children, within the knowledge of persons now As usual, they m1srepresen_t _facts. The ~ttacks on our meetings, or even remain in the room where
living here, who were familiar with the family. At these Jews are not of a rehgwus but a soCial nature. these tabooed subjects are discussed or conversed
last the mother died. She was cared for by friends The t:t;uth see~s to be that an exasperated peasantry, upon.
• in her sickness, and on the day of her interment gen- roused by theu poverty an? wretc~edness1 caused
What shall be done to remedy this? How can we
tle hands carried her form, and rested it for a time b~ bad harvests and excess1v taxatiOn, whwh they circulate our books and papers, how induce the
on the catafalque. Mr. Ingersoll, to the astonish- m1ght hav managed someh~w to hav struggl~d masses .to attend our lectures, and thus fortify their
ment of all present, deliberately removed his cravat through, hav been utterly rumed by the excessiv minds against'' the movement in favor of ignorance,"
and gloves, stepped on the rostrum, and delivered a usury ?f the Hebrew ~oney-lend~rs, who may be and open the understanding to the reception of
eulogy over the body. He attempted to extol her found_ m all the large Vlllages, and m the madness of truth? Perhaps some astute philosopher of our
virtues and panegyrize her conduct. It was the first d.espau hav 1·evenged t~emsel~s Qn those_ tl:Jey con- school can devise measures, and some practioal extime he had ever been known to speak well of her in Sld~r h~v been the fimshers, if not the authors, of ecutiv can set the plan to work that shall overcome
their n:Isery.
these obstructions and pour a flood of light into tne
public."
From the time of Abra.ham t~ the :present day ti:e benighted mind of many a dissatisfied 0I'e, l•ungerNow, reverend sir, will you be kind enough to tell
your informant, for me, that he or she is a malig- J ews bav ~lways. made 1t theu busmess to despoil ing and thirstin~r for just what we La v to gi v them.
nantly cruel, heartless, and infamous liar? Our !lll the natiOns with whom they hav been brought All that the multitude need is the opportunity, with
father was poor; I will not deny it. In the days of mto contact, and whenever an onslaught has been the fear of heresy and ostracism removed, to come
my childhood a minister was forced to practice strict made upon them the cause has bee~ .the same, into our ranks by the thousands. Furei&h them, then,
economy to support a family and educate his children !llthough the clergy h~v ~lways b~e~ w1lhng ~o help with this bread of life, by distributing our tracts and
papers, lending our books, urging them out to ou1·
upon a salary of $500 per year. We had abundance Ill the work, and turn 1t mto a rehgwus questiOn.
A .young. man was recently_ broug~t before the lectures, engaging them in conversation, n·a~on~ng
to eat and were well clothed, and certainly no man
ever better enjoyed ministering to the wants of his magist.rate m London for creatmg a disturbance by with them gently but firmly; thereby producwg
family than did our loved and honored father. I preachmg !rom.th~ steps of St .. Paul's cathedr~l and Freeth ought investigation, conviction, collVt:l'8ion,
believe him to hav been an eminently good and con- other publiC bmliimgs, foret~lh~g th~ destructiOn _of and such a recruiting from the ranks of the enemv
acientious man-! do not say faultless. As for the modern Babrlon.' unless Its mhab1tants speedily as never known before, to the end of preventing the
Robert, I will say he was as good and obedient a boy repented of their sms. Not so well off as Jonah disasters we fear-God in the national Constitution,
as I ever knew; but all this is neither here nor there when he held forth to t~e Ninevites, who were rep- and the fin:il triumph of the worst religion that ever
ELLA E. GmsoN.
He denies that the Bible is the inspired word of God, resented as heathen, this modern prophet :!tad the cursed the earth.
Barre, Mass, Jan. 30, 1882.
·and givs his reasons. Here you take issue with misfortune to express a desire to. convert people so
him. Now, is it not possible to successfully combat righteous that they needed no repentance. Consehis errn,rs without opening the tomb and spattering quently he was accounted as one mad, and consigned
Universalism-Universalist.
with calumny our loved and honored dead? Speak- to safe keeping. The inconsistency of the godly is
Who
could
say
that
this
man
here
well
exemplified.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SERKEn, Sir:
ing of your father and mother you say: "Would it
not hav been debasing in me to hook the horses to had not as much authority for his denunciation as Mr. Andrews's idea ,on the use of thPse words I
the plowshare of contempt to turn up the mound of Jesus or Paul? Yet they place him in an asylum, and think correct. They hav been used limitedly by a
their graves?" True. Now let me ask you if you go on denouncing the Romans, Greeks, and Jews of few, and the adjectiv to quite an Pxtent. Train gave
don't think that the Golden Rule requires you to un- the past and Atheists of the present time, for not it to the public in the phrase, "Evoluted to the unihook your horses before you ruthlessly turn up the believing in the divine inspiration of those they are versal." Mr. Andrews flees so many thus evoluted
that full terms are demanded. Some scientists hav
sacred dust that hides from the light of day our pleased to consider posses&ed it.
That those calling themselvs Christians, sharp long called me a "universal reformer," ~leeing further
father's snow-white hair. But "Ingersoll assails the
belief of· hi1 father." Well, sir, had your father enough in other matters, can believe all they pro than many who judge that external reform ends my
beeu an Infidel, would you now, enterta.ining the fess, cannot be for a moment credited, though there list, instead of beginning it, and tmstaining thew hole
views you do, combat his opinions? That would are some simple-minded people who can swallow circuit. Many will second the call for the use of
probably be a very different thing. Ingersoll says anything; but, with the majority, it is found to be these terms. But why not revendicate without bringhe can not believe that God, the father of us all, ever a good paying game, and would, no doubt, be thrown ing suit? Nor leaders nor followers took patents for
sole rights; by the time the terms are known to mean
commanded the Jews to wage wars of extermination overboard if it were not so.
Let us, each and all, do what we can to uproot the the revising of all human wrongs, natural modificaagainst their neighbors, and was delighted at the
sight of a babe's blood trickling down the handle of fatal upas-tree of superstition, whose branches hav tions will obviate confusion, and our taking as a right
a Jewish spear. Moses said that when a woman cast so deadly a gloom over the human family for so may be more acceptable than asking as a courtesy,
gave birth to a son, thirty-three days were necessary many centuries, and when men's minds are free and sparing formal concurrences.
MARY E. TILLOTSON.
to purify her; but if she gave birth to a daughter, unfettered we may look forward to a far brighter
Vineland, N. J.
sixty-six days were necessary.. Ingersoll says that millennium than ever dreamt of by Christian.
Yours faithfully,
J. S.D.
looks to him like nonsense, and he really cannot beLondon,
Eng.,
Feb.
1,
1882.
THE North American .Review for March presents
lieve that God ever ordered any such thing. He
a striking array of articles, every one of which possays he cannot believe that God, who winked at poly gThe .Movement in l'avor of Ignorance.
sesses the characteristic of contemporaneous interest.
amy and established slavery, ever ordered a man to
be pounded to death with stones simply for picking
To '!.'HE EDI'l'OR OF 'l'HE TRU'l'H SEEKER, Sir : I First we hav a contribution from Senator George F.
up &ticks on the Sabbath day. He says he cannot wish to add my affidavit to the excellent article, Edmunds, on "The Conduct of the Guiteau Trial."
believe that God ever gave express permission to one "The Movement in Favor of Ignorance," by C. L. Ex-Minister Edward F. Noyes communicates the
part of his family to sell diseased meat to the other. James, in THE TRUTH SEEKEH of January 28th, every results of his observations of political affairs in
When David says of somebody," Let there be none word of which is more than true, if that were possible France under the title "The Progress of the French
to extend mercy unto him, neither let there be any in this age of exaggeration and lies. We may be Republic." In" Trial by .Jury," Judge Edward A.
to favor his fatherless children," be says it is impos- called" alarmists" by the more hopeful and enthusi- Thomas describes the social conditions under which
sible for him to believe that either the words or astic, but, as Mr. James has indicated, nothing but our jury system had its origin, and notes its defect6
thought was inspired by the good God. Now if you the most vigilant watchfnlness, persistent effort; and in view of tbe altered relations of modern life. Mr.
will draw your theologic belt one hole tighter, and earnest protestation on the part of Freethinkers will John Fiske makes an able and ingenious aualysis of
answer these things, you will do everybody a favor. prevent our religious liberties being wrested from us, that great intellectual movement, the !{.;,formation,
You ask Ingersoll to retire to his chamber, lock his and all the ground lost which has been so tardily and educing therefrom the "True Lesson of Protestantdoor, and read the fourteenth chapter of John. It painfully gained. Must the bloody battle of the past ism." In "Law for the Indians," the l{ev. 'William
is good reading. Let me ask you to read the fifteenth be repeated, the dark ages throw another pall over Justin Harsha endeavors to demonstrate that the one
Psalm: "Lord, who shall abide in thy tabernacle? the world, and superstition veil intelligence ere man- rational and effectual cure for our Indian troubles is
who shall dwell in thy holy hill? He that backbiteth kind will wake to effort, duty, progress, and reform? to extend the jurisdiction of the civil and criminal
not with his tongue nor doeth evil to his neighbor, No; not if each Liberal will do his or her whole courts over all the social relations of the red man.
nor taketh up a reproach against his neighbor." duty in this hour of peril and need. Never a better Prof. A. B. Palmer writes on the " Fallacies of
With all du~ respect, I am
Yours,
opportunity than to-day to stem back the tide of su- Homeopathy." Finally, the Hon. Neal Dow conJ OBN L. INGERIIOLL.
perstition and speak a word against a false theology, tributes an article on the "Jtesults of Prohibitory
PrQspect Hill, Wis.
or to perform a deed which shall stab the monster in Legislation."

a
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CORESCO, MIOJI.' F~b. _19, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for the Round-theWorld trip, and add my name to the l1st of the immortals if not too late. I want the books to pass
BoND, KAN., Feb. 13, 1S82.
around to see if I can get you some more subscrib-,
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 for an intPrest ers to THE TRUTH SEEXER.
·
in the Round-the-World trip.
A. B. LIND.
I hope Mr. Bennett will get back all right to his famIly and friends. His communications are very interFREDONIA., N.Y., Feb. 21, 1882.
esting. Indeed, may liiUccesl!l to the human family
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5.00 for subscrip- and Freethought be now and for ever. Amen.
tion to Round-the-World fund.
MRs. L. A'. SAGE.
Yours truly,
TnoMAS KNIGHT.
PATMOS, Omo, Feb. 19, 1882.
CoLON,' MicJI., Feb. 4, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.00 for the Round-theMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find post-office order for $5,
World volumes to be sent to the address of
which apply on the Round-the-World fund, and for
TOWNSEND SHINN.
which you will please send the books to Mr. Ashley
Turner, of Colon. He says he must hav the oooks
.T<il'LIN, Mo., Feb. 15, 1882.
and hav his name in the starry list if he is not too
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please firid $10 from William late. It givs me great pleasure to write this for my
and John Henrichs, for the Round-the-World fund. friend Turner. He is a man over seventy years old.
J. HENRICHS AND BROTHER.
He says he is very much pleased with THE TRUTH
SEEKER and with the letters of our old friend BenNEw HAVEN, CoNN., Feb. 16, 1882
nett, Hoping this will not be too latA, I am, as ever,
MR. EDITOR: Please :find inclosed $5 for Mr. BenYours,
B. B. PoWERS.
nett's book of travels Round the World.
Yours truly,
C. W. CoREY.
DAYTON, OHIO, Feb. 21, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8.00-$3.00 for
RocK IsLAND, ILL., Feb. 20, 1882.
subscription, and $5.00 as additional propelling power
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed herewith find $8. Apply same to send the truth seeking editor around the world. ·
on subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER and one copy
I hav been reading your paper for the last seven
Around the World.
Yours,
C. A. BENSER.
months, and am much pleased with it for the strength
----c of its articles. But what a task to undertake to make
EAST ROCKPORT, OHIO, Feb. 16, 1882.
rational and Liberal impressions on the great mass
MR. ELliTOR: Please send me THE TRUTH SEEKER one of religious bigotry in the world! Yet, to the labor
· year. I inclose $8, five of which is for the Round- of these Liberal and independent minds is to be atthe-World fund.
M. H. WooDBURY.
tributed all th01 religious liberty we possess.
Truly yours,
I. A. WALTERS·
LADOGA, Wis., Feb. 12, 1882.
MELROSE, MoN. TER., Feb. 1,2, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $8-$5 for D. M.
Bennett's trip around the world and the remainder MR. EDITOR: J. S. Stone incloses $5.00 for the Roundthe-World fund. Not truth seekers only are enamto renew my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ored with the letters from abroad, but all who read
JOHN HAZEN.
them, although they may not be in accord with the
teachings of Liberalism. There is sufficient cause to
BARKERS, N. Y., Feb. 21, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 to help on the rejoice and be glad of the victory of Liberalism over
Round-the-World trip, and may success attend the the persecutions and prosecutions of modern bigotry,
intolerance, and fanaticism .at present, so strikingly
traveler in his great undertaking.
exemplified in our day in Mr. Bennett's case.
Yours truly,
S. B. HAIGHT.
With continued good wishes for your prosperity, I
am
Very respectfully yours,
WM. KINSELLA.
0ELWIN, IowA, Feb. 21, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for the RounrlFARMINGDALE, ILL., Feb. 18, 1882.
the-World trip, which I hope, though late, will still
MR. EDITOR: Iqclosed you will find $6-$3 ~o apply
entitle me to a place on the starry roll.
on my subscription for the present year from the 1st
Respectfully,
G. D. THOMPSON.
of January; the other $3 for a new subscriber. I
think every subscriber ought to make an extra effort
FARREL, WY. TER., Feb.13, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 to help D. l\f. to get at least one new subscriber, for when u ucle
Bennett <9n his return trip. I hope we will hav the Sam sent the editor on that mission to .Albany they
pleasure of seeing him here on the plains as he re- made an extra effort to obtain each one, and now that
he is sent again on a different errand and by differturns.
EDWARD FARRELL.
ent people, we should not forget THE TRUTH SEEKER. I find a good plan is to take a copy containRISING CITY, NEB., Feb. 17, 1882.
ing one or two of his best letters, and loan it to some
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5 for R'und-the-World one that you might think would be apt to want the
trip. The Methodists of this city are feeding saint rest. And then ag11.in, Mr. Editor, don't let those
and sinner on pie and chicken in order to get money fellows that come in for the book after the twelfth
to finish their gospel box.
HENRY REINHEIMER.
hour hav it without paying extra for it. They were
too weak-kneed to risk their "V" on the result, but
EuGENE CITY, OR., Jan. 18, 1882.
when the book is complete and the old scribe has
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $6. I am very
returned peradventure many will want it.
sorry that I could not send it before. I want Mr.
The letters are good. Send them along. I anxBennett's book "Around the World," and will foriously wait every week, and the~ first thing is the
ward the money as soon as I can possibly do it.
Scribe's letters from abroad.
ALEX. RoGERS.
Yours truly,
Jo:a:N L. BRIGHT.
MILLERSTOWN, P.t..., Feb. 15, 1882.
DEwEYVILLE, UTAH, Feb. 11, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $10.00 from two
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $n.oo.:.-$5.00 to the Round- novices. We hav only taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for
the•World fund (if I am not too late), and $3.00 to one month, getting it through a newsdealer. H nee
pay for my subscription. Also $3.00 for a new sub- we may be considered excusable for not sending in
scriber I hav got for your noble paper.
our mite sooner.
Yours truly,
THOMAS FRYER.
If old Yahweh is willing to accept those who come
at, the eleventh hour, and pay them the same price
SAN BERNARDINO, CAL., Feb. 11,1882.
that he givs those who hav labored through all the
MR. EDITOR: .fnclosed pleas~ find $6.50-$5 of which heat of the day, Liberals should not blame those who
is to be applied to Mr. Bennett's book, "Around the come on the last call, although it may be a late hour.
World," and $1.50 for" The Brain and the Bible; or, The letters and Chronicles are what hav done the
Conflict between Mental Science and Theology."
business, and we must hav the volumes. Of course
Respectfully yours,
WM. McDoNALD.
there will be two or three. The more the better.
This is the first time that this place was ever disDUNK,IRK, N. Y., Feb. 21, 1882.
turbed by a ripple of Freethought. Having seen a
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $10.75, for seventy- copy of your paper a few months since, I had occafive cents of which you will please send me a copy sion to. visit the city, and called at the office, but
of "The Godly Women of the Bible," and the $10 is could see no one nor get any information; and, as
to apply to the Round-the-World books; one set for an experiment, I had our news agent send for two
Orren Gautcher, and one to your humble servant,
copies, which we hav now had for three weeks. Look
FRANCIS HENDRICKS.
out for a good League in this benighted region soon.
Hundreds are Liberals, but are afraid to avow themLINESVILLE, PA., Feb. 19, 1882.
selva, but do attend church and cast in their mite
MR. EDITOR: I see by the last TRUTH SEEKER that every time the plate passes lest they might fail to
the starry roll is open for more names. If I am too sell a pound of tea or a yard of print.
late to hav my name come in with the rest, please
Yours for the truth,
DR. T. W. HoPKINS.
send th9 books containing what D. M. Bennett sees
while on his way around the globe to my .address.
SHAWANo, Wis., Feb. 7, 1882.
I incl~se $5.50 for the books.
JAMES WALLACE.
MR. EDITOR: For the inclosed ten dollars send one
copy of the Round-the-World volumes to Mr. Hiram
WILMINGTON, DEL., Feb. 21, 1882.
Westcott, and one to Charles J. Westcott, this postMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $6.50-$5.00 for the office. 'I' he latter, when Mr. Bennett gets to the
Round-the-World fund, and $1.50 for the litbogt·aphs identical spot, would like him to procure and send
of Thomas Paine and D. 'M. Bennett. I like TnE, one of tho.3e bulrushes that the adopted son of PhaTRUTH SEEKER so far very much. An occasio.nal essay moll's uaut:hter was hid beneath some years ago,
on the greenback doctrin I believe would do much when he was a small chap, and before the ''mistakes
good.
Very truly yours,
GEo. T. REMINGTO:N,
ol Moses" b.a.d begun to be so manifest as they are
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now. And if he should pass near where the Lord
made a man lie on his left side three hundred and
ninety days without a rest, as a means of salvat.ion,
it is suggested that he procure a pi~ce of the ~ed, .or
one of the pillows he used, accordmg to Ezek1el 1v.
But he is not recommended to partake too. freely of
the bread and butter mentioned in the same chapter,
nor of the holy fodder prescribed in 2 Kings, xviii.
He might uot like it, although it is found descri~ed
in the "inspired" and "infcdlible" holy Bible wh1ch
good Christians want read to their little girls and
boys 10 the schools, as a model book. In passing
throu)7;h the Holy Land Mr. Bennett should carefully
inspect the food he eats, because the Lord told his
chosen people not to eat stinking meat of animals
that died of disease themselvs, but said they might
sell it to aliens, and strangers, and Infidels, aad
such characters as Mr. Bennett, within their gates to
eat. As the same God required that the choicest
lambs, goats, and kids, "whose savory odors ascended
to heaven " should be nicely roasted and placed upon
the altars' for bis own eating. But if Mr. Bennett
should happen to meet Ahaziah, son of Jehoram, a
former ruler over Jerusalem, and who, according to
the "inspired " and ''infallible " record in 2 Chronicles and 2 Kings, was two years older than his father,
he will please bring home a lock of his hair. And
if Mr. Bennett should travel from Gilead to Mount
Carmel, by the way of Bethel, and forty-two little
children should begin to cod him and say' "Go up,
thou bald-head; go up, old baldy," I beseech him not
to follow Elijah's revengeful and pious example, and
let loose two she-bears to tear the forty-two poor
little children to pieces for so small an offense. If
he does he may be served as Elijah was, and be
jerked up into heaven by a whirlwind, and we should
hav him no more forever to travel around the world
and write such valuable and interesting letters to
THE TRUTH SEEKER. If Elijah has got back Mr. Bennett might get-but, no! he could not get a lock of
his hair, fur he had nona-:-but he might bring a piece
of his scalp to present to Talmage, Dr. Crosby, and
Comstock. After being cleansed with some of Colgate's soap, it would be held as a precious relic. I
should not refer to this thing if I did not find them
in the "infallible " record, and of course nG' one who
ties to the record can object or complain -at the rehearsing of inspired truths.
W. S. WooD.
WELLAND, CaN., Feb. 15, 1882.
FRIEND MACDONALD: Find post-office order for $8.45
-$5 for D. M. Bennett's book of travel and $3 to
pay for THE TRUTH BEEKER up to April, 1883, and 45
cents as interest.
This day I am seventy-six years of age, and feel
like having arrived pretty near the bottom uf the hill
of life. I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER
some years, and admire the principles which it advocates, and its honest, straightforward way of doing
it. I am indu<'ed to write you at this time from the
circumstance of my lot having been cast for a short
time amongst those whose religious views were different from my own, and could not see how it was
possible for any one to object to join in prayer to the
throntl of grace, which suggested to me the following: Can the Jew or Mohammedan conform to the
religious ceremonies of the Christian, or can the
Christian conform to the ceremonial worship of the
Jew or Moha~medan, without doing violence to his
own conscience, or acting with some measure of deceit or hyQocrisy? Yet they are each and all of
them just what they are by t.heir birth and education, all having been made by the 1.ame power' and
come into existence in the same way, only under
different circumstances, and these different circumstances and early training are just what rualte them
different in their views and consciences. And is it
lUSt, is it right, is it reasonable, that any one of
these should be held accountable or eternally puniE~hed for not believing that which he could not, or
for not doing that which in his conscience he had
been taught to believe was wrong ? Is it reasonable
to believe tl.Jat a loving father would punish his
child for doing that which he himself had taught
that child to conscientiously believe was right for it
to do?
I hav heard it said from the Christian pulpit that.
a person c~n believe anything that he wishes to. I
deny the assertion. There is no person that can believe more than their own senses tell them is believable. When a person professes to believe in impossibilities it is pretty evident that what he takes
for faith is the result of an ignoraut, superstitious
training; but, as I believe, as he is not accountable
for his birth and early training, he has come honestly by his religious views, and until he is led to
investigate into their truthfulness or otherwise, he
cannot be expected to change his views; and so long
as he acts conscientiously to what he believes to be
right, what more can be expected, although he may
be in error; but .how is he to help himself until his
judgment is convinced of his error?
The ruts of ignorance and superstition in which the
human family hav been brought up and trained are
deep, and it is no easy matter to get out of them. Our
prejudice" in favor of our own creeds' are so strong
that we dare not doubt their correctness nor seek for
the foundation upon which they rest. To become
acquainted with the sciences and the laws of nature,
and an abandonment of priestcraft, is the road out
of ignorance and superstition.
Jon:N RAY.
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CENTRAL, S. C., Feb. 11, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Rev. Joseph Simmons, a Baptist clergyman of considerable ability, living in Anderson
county, S. C., has got out of the "wilderness," and
wishes to be identified with the sons of reason and
common sense. I hope the patrons and readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER Will extend to him the right band
of fellowship, and invite him to a seat a.t our holy
communion.
Fraternally,
R. M. CASEY.
OPEN LETTER TO WM. BLACK,
SNOWVILLE, VA., Feb. 14, 1882.
FRIEND WILLIAM: I am very glad thee is willing
to be one to help requite the debt all Liberals owe
to Mr. Hacker. I received a letter from him yesterday. He has been very sick-near unto death's doorand I hope many friends will send him their mite.
as well as cheering, kind, and friendly words of interest and sympathy. It is better to help living
laborers than to worship dead heroes. I hav just.
sent him my mite, and also write him every few
weeks. His address il:l Berlin, N. J,
ELMINA.
DENVER, CoL., Jan. 31, 1882.
PROG:rtESSIV FRIENDS: Recovering from a severe illness that has kept me from business several weeks,
I hav, while waiting for health to come, been very
much interested in the excellent letters written by
D. M. Bennett, describing his experiences in the
somewhat ancient country. Not long since I made
mention of your paper and his letters in the Great
West, which article I am glad to see is being somewhat extensivly copied, as you will !'lee by the inclosed
reprint coming from the Blade at Concordia, Kansas.
If you will let me know when his book or travels
will be out I will try to dispose of a few or morP
copies, and send the orders to you in time to be
filled.
Very busily thine,
M. M. PoMEROY.
BALTIMORE, MD., Feb. 11, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I notice in "Letters from Friends,"
of your. issue of Feb. 11th, a short communication
from William Black, calling attention to the impoverished condition of that heroic old war-horse of
Liberali:tom, Jeremiah Hacker, of Berlin, N. J., now
over eighty years of age, Mr. Black proposes for
you to start a subscription list in his favor and puts
his name down for ten dollars.
Now let us giv the old hero a benefit. There are
enough of Ui. to do it, each one contributing a little,
as he may feel able, and I thin]{ there are but few
who can feel that a dollar is above their ability. I
think I can afford to giv a dollar, so down with my
name, and here is a greenback. Mr. Black feels able
to giv ten dollars. I am glad of it; so much the
better. Who is the next? All speak at once, but
speak promptly, Any amount, more or less, will be
acceptable; and you, Mr. Editor, will keep tally.
Liberals, remember this is an old man fast approaching the grave, who has fought superstition these
many years, and is now past activ work, yet whose
Yciice can occasionally be heard still on the warpath. Let us see if we can:aot cheer his old heart
with not less than five hundred dollars. If we will
. only think bO, we can do it, and not feel impoverished either. Send in your names and amount
promptly. I trust you will giv a liberal response.
Yours fraternally,
C. GARWOOD.
BERLIN, N.J., Feb. 11, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: When THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 28th
arrived 1 intended to offer you a few words at once
in relation to the letter of Wm. Black, but was prostrated and brought near to death's door, where I hav
been lying in agony and weakness until to-day; and
now having got my head above water again, and not
being able 1 o liv or die easy out of the harness I hav
worn so long, I. turn to perform the duty that disease
cut short, if you will spare me a little space.
Mr. Black, speaking of Guiteau, says: "What a
terrible blunder he made in killing such a noble
man! But mean as he is, crazy as he is, I cannot
givo my consent to hav him hung. I think it will be
a blunder if the government hangs him, and still a
greater one if the mob destroys him, although I look
upon him as a perfect nuisance."
In the above I agree with Mr. Black exactly, and
really wish every Liberal in the nation would say
the same; and the time is coming when all Liberals
Will look with as much abhorrence on all wars and
all hangings, for whatever cause, as we now do on
the persecutions ·of former ages.
Whenever a state or a nation hangs a man it condemns itself. It virtually confesses that it has not
grace, godliness, nor humanity enough to reform and
save him; and I want to see Liberals leave behind
them all the paganisms, savagisms, barbarisms, and
cannibalisms of the Bible and churches, 11nd aim for
perfection-to reform and save rather thau destroyand leave the blood and carnage to the churches.
War and capital punishment hav been handed down
from the dark ages; the Bible is fulL of such savagery, and the people are full of it. Go into a church
and once a month you will see the priest and his
church around what they call the table of their Lord
and master, eating what they call his flesh and
blood.
How can we expect fanatics to respect life with
such examples of cannibalism before them? If a
Christian nation kills a hundred thousand people in
war, bow !Jan they expect the Guiteaua to respect an
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whole truth about it, being a member of the su.me
church at the time, one . of the chief instigators'
of Mr. Knox coming here to preach, and one of his
most intimate friends until he left, although I had
left the church several mouths before he left Irwin
Station. I also paid my monthly conti:ibution to his
salary after I had left the church and publicly renounced the faith. For some two or three months I
handed it tr> him myself. Both he and his wife continued to visit us, and we gave them a hearty welToLEDO, Omo, Feb. 19, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Our city of about 50,000 inhabitants, on come, believing them to· be honest in their opinions.
the placid old "Maumee River," is still in existence, I could not do otherwise and be a true Liberal. I
notwithstanding the raging of the elements. We hav made bare my heart to him as soon as I became
a thoroughly-organized grain-gambling headqmnters aware of the fact that the whole thing was a fraud,
under the nom de guerre Produce Exchange, and its and told. him all about it.
But to come to the main question, we held an eleclittle side-show for those who are made insolvent in
the main tent; which is known in this region as the tion after· trying Knox a month, and he was duly
Boody House bucket-shop. And we hav also our nine elected pastor according to Baptist rules. The vote
hundred dens where all kinds of intoxicants and stood 19-6, which was a full three-quarter vote in his
tobacco are sold. And be it known that we hav also favor. One of the deacons who was chairman of the
sixty churches in operation in this city, and really meeting, after giving in the vote as above stated,
but one medium-sized book-store. And yet we seem wrote to him him at Ebensburg, he being there at
to enjoy ourselvs tolerably well.
the time, that he need not come, as he had not been
We were blessed with another of those beautiful elected, and signed his name to the falsehood; while
Christian manifestations of brotherly love during the some three of us sent him a note stating the truth
past week, in the trial of a case in our Court of about his election. He came on, and when he came
Common Plea;;. One of the attorneys, Deacon P--t to preach his first sermon after his election part of
of the Westminster wing of the Calvinistic church, the so,..iety forbade him the rostrum, and he quietly
astounded the entire community, and especially the gave it up that day. But they gave in, and I think
court, by calling on the witness-stand bet-ween twenty he was allowed to fill it in a week or two. So you
and thirty good respectable citizens of this town to see the society had dwindled down from some two
impeach the character of Deacon D--r of the First hundred and sixty members to some forty or fifty
Presbyterian church of this city. Now why should before Knox came here. Also the heavy debt on the
we desp0nd or feel that we are wasting our lives in church was caused by one Richard Morgan, founder
a dull monotonous style when we are ble13sed with of the Baptist church at this place, brother of the
snch loving manifestations in the Christian camp? notorious Lloyd Morgan. Richard Morgan is the man
This same Deacon P--t was one of the little band that both built up, and, as soon as he saw that his
of loving followers of the meek and lowly Calvin, work would not stand, let fall, the society, on somewho but a short time since burst his Westminster body else. I will inform your readers that the ruin
church wide open because lVIr. Bacon, their pastor-- of the Baptist church was accomplished before B. F.
and he is a gentleman-did not wear a "plug hat," Underwood lectured here, and Knox did not take any
and Mrs. Bacon did not sport ostrich plumes. Be- part in the denunciation of Liberals, to my knowlhold how good and how pleal!lant it is for brethren edge, publicly, and I hav every reason to believe he
to dwell together in unity, and see the precious oint- was too Liberal for the church, which was part the
ment come down upon their heads. And, strange as cause of his failure. I believe he was honest in his
it may seem, these fellows and their pastors, after views, and that is more than I would say about the
all these manifestations of loving kindness toward majority of preachers. Mr. Knox. of the Baptist
their fellow-men, earnestly advise all the members church, and Father Murphy of the Catholic church,
of their churches to avoid Robert G. Ingersoll, and were too wise and prudent to take any part in the
meetings held here monthly !or some time for the·
in no case attend or read his lectures.
purpose of skinning Infidels. But their members
Yours truly,
M. 0. WAGGONER.
did not bring their knives and torches and do the
MoDESTO, CAL., Jan. 30, 1882.
skinning and burning, and I believe they quit holdMR. EDITOR: On my arrival at this place, over three ing their meetings for fear their members might get
weeks ago, I found that preparations were being in the notion and try their hand on them. The Rev,
made for a grand celebration of the birthday of John Titzel, a namesake of the man of great indulgThomas Paine. Judge A. Schell, of Knights Ferry, ence fame in Martin Luther's time, is the man who
was lecturing to a large and enthusiastic audience, is blamed for trying to put down Infidelity by brute
and making priestcraft tremble. In short, I found force, but he acted wisely and resigned his charge
Liberll'lism booming.
and departed to Altoona, where I trust he will act
Since we wished to dance after the close of the wisely, as I understand there are enough Liberals
exer,...ises of the occasien, we held our celebration on there to keep him straight. N. G. Miller, another of
Friday evening, so that we might not offend the sun the wiseacres of the Methodist persuasion, took an
worshipers by dancing on the day which they hold activ part in the flaying business. He has also sought
sacred to their God. Roger's Hall, the largest hall other fields to work in. Also Rev. MacElrea, United
in our town, was crowded, and all were delighted, as Presbyterian, has since left for other fields. He was
Dr. York thundered and lightened upon the trem- also one of the Infidel-skinners. Rev. Christy, of the
bling ranks of priestcraft and scattered their time- Lutheran church, the best one of the white-choker
rotten dogmas to the four winds: of heaven. The flock of skinners, has also left since the great Underdoctor was followed by Judge A . .Schell in a short wood excitement for other fields. May they all grow
but able discourse. I was then called out, and, by wiser in the future.
·
request, gave a brief account of my trip to the East.
Now your readers can see that Rev. Knox was not
My remarks were well received. A few of my ortho- the man who caused the Baptist church to be sold.
dox friends, however, winced a little because I had The debt was on the church when Rev. R. Morgan
not been able to find any Infidels or Spiritualists in left it. He is the man to blame. Nor did the Rev.
the Ohio penitentiary. If you can find any there, Knox do the Liberal cause any harm. Neither did
please do so for the comfort of these friends of he do it any good, for he kept too quiet upon the
mine.
subjeGt. Titzel, Miller, and MacElrea are the men to
On Saturday evening I visited Ceres, a town six giv tha credit to for publishing ignorantly the Libmiles from Modesto, to· hear a discussion in the Lit- eral cause about here, and I venture to bet a summer
erary Society of that place, on the Sunday question. coonskin they made ten skeptics to one confirmed
By a strange coincidence, however, the champions of Christian by their monthly union meetings for the
the Sunday imposition failed to put in an appear- purpose of denouncing Infidelity. You can inform
ance, and thus prevented any discussion. I was then your readers that there are plenty of skeptics bot.h
called out, and, in a short lecture, extempore, of in and out of the church here, and it is a pity they
course, gave them such a lesson on the Sunday are not organized into a League. I did make an
question as will leave no room for future discussion. effort to get up a League, and we organized one with
The severe cough that caused my sudden return twelve members, but our League lies dormant at tlle
to my beautiful California has nearly ceased, and present time. I, for my part, hav never seen the
yet I shall not speak much for some time. My charter, though it has been here nearly three years.
friends are all eager to see my book, and I will be
Yours for justice,
WM. N. RIDINGER.
glad when their wishes can be gratified. Please
send me THE TRUTH SEEKER for three months. I am
THREE New Leagues hav been organized-one at
likely to remain here that long.
Burlington, Iowa, Max Stempel, secretary; one at
JOHN R. KELSO,
Yours truly,
Hebron, Nebraska, T. J. Hasbrook, secretary; and
one at East Lebanon, Maine, Samuel P. Fall, secIRWIN STATION, PA., Feb. 13, 18~2.
MR. EDITOR: I find in an article in THE TRUTH SEEKER ret~ry. Mrs. H. S. Lake has been lecturing at Burof Feb. 11th headed, "Is it Special Providence?" lington, and ~he League there is one result of her
some misrepresentations concerning the conduct of work. The League in Maine is the first one organ.
Mr. Knox toward Irwin Liberals. I will here state ized in that state.
the part of W. F. Barkley's article wherein he has
certainly been wrongly informed : "But here comes
EDWARD W. SEARING will giv the next lecture m
a reverse, the Rev. Mr. Knox, pastor of the Baptist the Society of Humanity's course at Science Hall,
church at that place (Irwin Station), made himself March 5th, on" Humanity and the Progress of Intervery conspicuous in the cause of Christ by lending national Law."
his time and tongue against the Irwin Liberals, so
much so that his church became involved in debt to
such an extent that it had to be sold at sheriff sale."
A PHOTOGRAPHER of Boston has been fined for
Now I believe I know more about this affair than II keeping his place open on Sunday. Great city,
any other man at this ple.ce who dare~ to tell the Boston l

individual life? We should clear our skirts of blood
at wholesale before we condemn others.
Put GnitPan where be will be safe, and let him liv
out his time. But of all tltiugs, let Liberals leavr
the churches and their barbarisms behind, and travr
on in advance of war, and the gallows, and 1hr
thousands of other abominations practiced by the
churches.
Yours,
. J. HACKER.
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Paine Anniversary Hymn.
suNG IN FLINT, MICH., BY c. FANNIE ALLYN.

Oh, say, can yon see, through the faith-haunted
years,
The thoughts ilashlng forth from the prephet of
reason?
Thoughts gleaming like stars amid ignorant jeers,
When "to think was a crime, and to doubt was
a treason;"
Thrm~~~~~~ error's dark night, and stern bigotry's
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clean shaved. His thick, straight dark hair
was parted well on the side, and fell negligent1y across a broad forehead. His eyes are
dark and deep-set. He said that he had prepared and preached in Chicago three discourses.
He was afraid that the attempt he was now
about to make, of putting three into one, would
result in the old-time disaster. He was to
speak of the church of the past, of the present,
and of the future. He did not believe that the
church was of divine origin. The church was

Oh, say, can you witness their progress to-night 1
Till they lifted the hearts of the king,fettered
slave,
To the bight of the free and the rank of the brave?

because man was, and because man could not
exist without an institution analogous to the
the church. The root of the church was religious impulse. Man observed, but d;d not
comprehend, the forces of nature, and sought
Whe~;~!.heroes of old, through storm, :fire, and for the final cause, which he never found. Men

lllarche'l on to the aid of our country's defenders;
t was Paine's fearless wuds that taught friend
and foe,
Freedom knows not the word, or the right to ~ur
render.
'Mid the dangers of fight, by day and by night,
Common Sense" and the " Crisis" inspired men
for right,
Till the star-spangled banner in triumph could
wave
Over liberty rising from tyranny's grave.
By Washington"s sword place the pen of a Paine,
And when nations shall ask whom liberty
trusted,
Let the true "Rights of Man," with an undying
fame,
Be the answer to all when the old sword has

Men':~~;,~~·hav been

hav now grown strangely tired of hearing
themse!TS described as heirs of hell, and the
deity pictured in revolting terms. We hav
to confess ourse1vs Agnostics. We don't
know, and we haven't been able to find
anybody
who
does, though there are
some folks who hav a grand time in pretendingto know. He did not believe that the
church was set down ready made, a bride
dressed for her husband. A.s he saw her she
was born naked, and gathered her clothing,
some grotesque and some beautiful, from all
epochs and all climes. The church no longer
retains, the speaker said, the influence or the
hold upon the human.heart which she used to
possess; and in illustration of this he quoted
from Robert Ingersoll, who said, "Only those
attend prayer-meeting who wish to be alone."

tried, and o'er hatred's dark The Chicago churches are not half filled on
Sunday, and Chicago calls herself a religious
town. Of an Episcopal church in Chicago the
His memory glilws in our national pride;
speaker gaid, ''Only the most ingenious of ushAnd the patriot grand, who lived but to save,
Is revered by the free and esteemed by the brave. ers could hav spread out the people who were
there into the semblance of a decent congregaAnd thus be It ever, till over each sod
'
tion." He contrasted the different ways of
The bright "Age of Reason" shall uplift each naoperation of the Catholic and the Protestant
tiOn;
churches. The Catholic holds firmly on to the
Truth, wisdom, and love be the new triune God,
terrors of hell, while the Protestant believer is
Uniting us all in a common salvation.
With injustice down-hm·led, and our country the introduced into heaven with all the eulogistic
platitudes which custom has embalmed. Of
world,
Doing good out· religion, where'er life's unfurled, the churches of to-day the speaker placed the
Roman Catholic and Greek on one side of a
Till one banner of freedom in glory shall wave,
line, and the Protestant on the other. RegardOver liberty's chlldren made happy and brave.
ing the Catholic, he said that the drawing of
the " awful circle " no longer stays the hand
of power. TB.e age is against Rome. School
Guiteau.
books and the pen will at length effect its
BY ALHAZA.
downfall. The Episcopalian "High church"
An age of golden miracles, new-dressed,
reminded him, as compared with the CathoSomething q_uite racy, it must be confessed,
lic, of the insipidity of private theatricals as
Is needful now for mortals yet to
' pitted against the legitimate drama. The EpisAwaken their best life comes Guiteau.
copal church tells us that Christ was born of a
RP.ason is yet a power undefined.
human mother, and that his father was divine,
To raise us m the scale it is designed;
and that he is something that -is not God and
lt can, no doubt, develop without limit,
not man, and the tale is too much for our credulYet certain things corrupt, dietort, and dim it.
ity. The church of the future, Mr. Miln said, will
There was an age of· justice lo11g ago
be marked by the entire absence of speculativ
Inflexible, their sages thought it so,
belief as a basis of agreement. He meant all
Nought between sin and fate's revengeful frown, beliefs not suslileptible of sensible demonstraAnd then a Thor-like hammer held you down.
tiun. Of the beliefs that will not be urged are
,Next bleating victims poured out seas of blood,
the belief in hell, in inspiration, in a personal
Till the last pleader before Pilate stood;
deity, and in immortality.
Hell already by
Who got up quite a melancholy pageant,
most Protestants has been relegated to the catThough}ao sane person said he wae God's agent.
egory of oriental nightmares. But the speaker
Sometimes we :find a man in lofty station,
advised orthodox miaisters to guard well the
An exponent of some great aberration,
gates of hell. Without hell the orthodox lash
Or else an individual lower down
loses its chief scourge, for the foundation of
Will kiss the dust to find a pinchbeck crown.
orthodoxy is lajd in the bed of hell. The church
of the future will catalog the Bible as ~tn ancient
The age of prophets ne'er will be abolishedSome mild, or like Elijah, qnite unpolished,
book, worthy only on account of the good that
And when he will return no one can tell,
is in it. A. personal· deity is an inference, nnBut Guiteau probably will do as well.
susceptible of demonstration, and therefore not
necessary to the church of the future. The
He beaTs the nation meekly on his arm,
speaker could not see a glimmer of reason to
And shields within his heart a secret charmsupport the idea of immortality. On none of
The hidden glory of dark providence,
these beliefs will the church of the future insist
The silver lining of a shaky fence. as a basis of agreement. Moreover, he did not
A noble army of preachers stand around,
believe in im effort to npset the course of events
And goodly salaries keep them fat and sound;
by prayer. He said that he has abandoned
A bloody toy, no doubt, the nation pampers,
But blood must flow from somewhere to feed vam· prayer. The ideal and motiv of the church of
the future will be goodness, bv goodness being
pires.
1
meant the conduct which builds up and makes
The holy spirit seems to grow quite stingy,
happy the individual. The two gl0rious motivs
The :flame on sacred altars waxes dingy,
that will actuate those belonging to the church
But Guiteau's words on providence, I ween,
will be experience and the future of the race.
Will work like oil upon the old machine.
Experience will reveal to them that. the man
How soon evangelists will seem quite tame,
who is good is happy, and the perfection of
And the great Talmage be an empty name I
mankind will be an incentiv than which no
Even God and jeweled J•tggernaut may die too,
stronger need exist,
And Guiteau will be all they'll hav to pray to.
He is heaven's mouth-piece-let him speak 011 die.
Snell thorny rods are showered from on high,
CENTENARY OF VOLTAIRE.
And whether the nation reasons well or ill
He bears a holy mission in b.is will.
And then such dreary myste11es as tlJese,
They can pray over.on their bended knees.
So sacred opiates lull both saint and sinner,
llis Life and Works in France
While priests are smiling o'er a sumptuous dinner.

Their Crimes and Persecutions.
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Thus opium eaters reach a" higher plane"
When reason dies and they become insane;
Nor of tr.uth's visage see one heavenly feature,
While meekly listening to the reverend Beecher.

The New Apostle Of Freethought.
The Rev. George C. Miln, late Congregational pastor in Brooklyn, and until recently
of Unity Unitarian Church cf Chicago, addressed Prof. Felix A.dler's Society for Ethical
Culture. and a large audience besides, at Chickering Hall, Sunday, the 9th ult. In introducing
the Chicago preacher, Prof. A.dler said that Mr.
Miln had just passed through a period of storm
and c"onfi1 ct. A. few weeks ago he was the clerical head of a Christian body in a large city. He
had imperiled the future of his family and himself in order to stand by his convictions. It was
a sign of the breaking of the lines, !!IHl of a new
era of
Mr. Mi}n is a strot;~gly-wade1
1
"ood-look,in~ lUIW. of nudd.e
age. H1s face WAS

tf!lth.

and Abroad.

(England, Holland. Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland), with
unpubllihed letters of Voltaire and Mme.
Dn Chatelet.
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This book Is a thorough examination of the Christian
system of religion. dtvtded into the followln~ theses:
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(a) The belief In an offspring being begotten by a god
upon a. human virgin is nearly a thousand yea.ra older than
the mythical story of Jesus and bls virgin mother. (u)
Other so-called saviors and redeemers hav been believed
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ion; or In ot.her words, to universal mental liberty. IndeNo. 465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.
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NO. 695 BROADWAY, ~
theories of what never can be known, it devotes its colNO.l.337 BROADWAY, I
umns to things of this world alone, and leaves the next, if
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there be one, to those who hav entered ita unknown
NO, 72 NASSAU ST..
shores. Believing that It Is the duty of mortals to work
NO. 25 E. 14th ST.,
for the Interests of this world, It confines ·Itself to the
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self was written by men Illy Informed In scientific know!·
edge, and does not harmonize with the facts and principles
in nature known to be true.
5. The doctrlns and claims of Christianity hav been a
This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years curse instead of a blessing to mankird In many respects.
in its preparation, fa now ready. !t Is in two large vol· Instead of being a religion of love, it has been a reltgton
umes. on heavy paper, and printed In bold, c!ear type.
of ha.te, contention, war, and bloodshed. It has fostered
Mr. Parton as a hlstorian and biofiapher has no superior, tgnor&,nce, suaerstltfon, and falsehood, and has retarded

With Portraits and other Illustrations.
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The Relation of Ancient Egyptian Civilization to the Hebrew Narrativs
in Genesis and Exodus, and
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manifest In this work. It is a fabor of love. as well as a cra'ft, uplloldtng slavery, ~spottsm, and every form of opPyramid to Inspiration Considered.
monument of research and scholarahf~. It fa just, candid, pression in its assert.ton that all power ts of God. .As a
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, I,L.D.
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had In the English language. It ~sa most Interesting por· hav deprived her of the rights to which by nature she Is

ECCE DIABOLUS,
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erance and liberty. It ts the arsenal from which Liberals and hnprov.ement~
will draw weapons to refute the slanders and lies of the
s. The Bll>le and Christianity do not teach the higher
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation will class of truth and the best variety of religion which man.
make 1t the authority In regard to his llfe. hlo work, his kind are capable of receiving.
death.
Price.
u.~o.
In two vols; avo. Pric<, e6; half calf, $11.
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D. :M. BENNETT.
.+.dclre.lll D, Jll• Bennett,141 Jllllrht.h 1treet, New York,
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is shown to be devil-worship, with some observations upon the horrible and cruel ordinance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-off,.rings.
B.Tthe VERY REV.EVAND.AVIES,LL,D.,
,A.rch·Drutd of Great Brltala.

l'rlce, 25 C.IIC.o

tldds . and finds.
A RED or green-pltwh young gid,
IT is wen •aid. in every sense, that n man's :religA Russian hair-mn1fyonnggirl;
ion is the chief fact with regard to him; a man's
A little fur capery,
or a nation of men's. By religion, I do not mean
1Esthetic drapery,
herA the church creed which he professes, the arTE-n-acre-hat young girl.
ticles of faith which he will sign, and, in words or
OR,
other wise, assert; not this wholly, in many ca•es
A BRIGHT youth undergoing examination a few
not this at all. We see men "of all kinds of pro- days since for admission to one of the departments
f.,,qed "reeds attain to almost all degrees of worth found himself confronted with the question, What
OI' worthlessness under each or any of them. That
is the distance from the ea1'th to the sun? Not
.BETWEEN
is not what I call :religion, this profession and as- having the exact number of miles with him, he
sertion, which is often only a profession and -asser- wrote in reply, "I am unable to state accurately,
tion from the outworks of the man, ft'Om the mere but don't believe the sun is near enough to inter.
'rHESCIENCE
a:rgnmentativ origin of him, if even so deep as fere with a proper performance of my duties if I
OLOGY.
that. But tbe thing a man does practically believe get this clerkship." He got it.
(and this is often enough without asserting it even
BY
to himself, much lesil to others); the thing a man
A cooLNESS has arisen between Mr. and ~Irs.
does practically lay to heart, and know for cer.tain, Fitznoodle, one of the most respectable families in
EDGAR C. B E.A.LL.
con.,erning his vital relations to this mysterious Austin. One day last week a Mexican donkey was
universe, and his dutv And destiny there, that Is, run over in the outskirts of Austin and killed by a
WITH A PREFACE BY
in all case•, the primary thing for him, and crea- freight train on the International Railroad. Next
tivly determins all the rest.-Carly'4's Hero- Worship. morning, just as Mr. Fitznoodle was about to start
ROBERT G,INGERSOI... L.
ALEXANDER THE GREAT did not hearken to his down town, his wife threw her arms around his
pt·eceptor Aristotle, who advised him to bear him- neck and said: "Dear Alonzo, pr'Omis me n&t to go
"Truth wears no mask; bows at no human shrine:
self as a ·'Prince" among the Greeks, his own peo- near the railroad track. How can the en!dneer dis- seeks neither place nor applause: she only asks a hearing.
ple, but as a "master" among the Babarians; to tinguish between you and a donkey in time to stop Let no man fear corruption f1 om her teaching, though
treat the one as friends and kinsmen, the others as the train?"
new; neither expect good from error. though long
enemies or chattels. . . . But conceiving that
"THERE are two sides to everything," said a belleved.''
hP was sent by God to be an umpire between all, Christian lecturer. "I repeat it, there are two
and to unite all together, he reduced by ><rms those sides--" At this juncture a tired·lo•·king little
Price, $1.50.
whom be could not conquer by persuasion, and man stood up in the front seat to say," Wl'li>, if
formed of a hnndred diverse nations a single uni- you've no objections, I will just step out and see if Sold by D. M. BENNETT, 141 EIGHTH
versal body, mingling, as it were, in one class of there are two sides to this hall. I know there is an
STREET, N~W YORK.
friend"hip the customs, the marl'iages, and the inside, and if I find there is an outside yo••'ll know
Ia ws of all. He desired that all should regard the it by my not coming back. You needn't he alarmed
whole world as their common country, the good as if I shouldn't return." And as he walked up the
fellow-citizens and brethren, the had as aliens and aisle he was followed by the admhing eyes of the
enemies; that the Greeks shonld no lon~er he dis- whole audience. 1'lteir sympathies were with him,
tinguished from the foreigner by arms or costume, hut they were deficient in moral courage.
but that every good man should be esteemed a
·-"Hellene [a Greek], and every evil man .a harba-! "I sm;poSE I might as ~ell ~estray. this," sal~ a
rian. _ pt11tarch.
tailor, dtsconsolately, to hts v-tfe, taking up a btll
THE
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due hrm from one of the deacons of the church to
HEN we a
o men o eep sc ence, owe which they belonged.
mean that th~y hav got to the bottom, or near the
"Not a hit of it, returned his wife. "Giv It
bottom, of smence? Do we mean that they know t
,
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all that is capable of ~eing ~nown ? D? we mean
T~:· next Sunday morning when 1 he plate was
even that they know, m thetr own special dep~rt- passed, around for subscriptions to pay otf the
ment, nil that the sr_natterersof thRne:x:tgeneralton \ :ll.oating dPbt, she dropped the bill into it, and bewill know? Wh_y' if w~ cor_npare the little t~th · fore the middle of the week it was paid.
A narratlv, by
that we know with the mfimt mass of truth Which j "Marriage is a lottery," remarked the happv
we do not kno~, we are all shallow_together, and 1 tailor, as he pocke'ed the money, ., hut I advise
;Johann Heinrich Daniel zschokke •
. the greatest phtlo•oph_ers that ever lived would he 1 ever man to take the chances."
the first to confess tl;len· shallowness. If we would 1
Y
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call up the first of huma>l beings, if we would call' A STRANGER who appeared to h •V seen much of
up Newton, and ask him whether, even in those. this cold and unfeel'ing world entered a ferry-dock
Translated from the German by
scilmces in which he had no rival, he considered ' saloon recently, and after warming himself for a
himself as profoundly knowing, he would hav told moment at the stove, around which was a large
IRA G. MOSHER. LL.B.
us that he wa~ hut a smatterer like ourselvs, and . circle of mal'iners, he advanced to the bar and
that the di1ference between his knowledge and ours !I called for whisky and two glasses. A sti1f drink
Memungen
.
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un d B egri":ffe l aseen SIC
vanished when compared with the quantity of, was poured into each, and, taking up one in his
truth undiscovet·ed, just as the <listance between a i fingers, the man turned to the crowd and said.
person at the foot of Ben Lnmond and at,the top of I "Gentlemen, if there is a liar present I invite him nicht beschneiden mit der eisernen
Ben Lomon<l vanishes when compared with the I to step up and drink with me." A •ort of tremor
distance of the fixed stars.-Macaulay's Sp'•cMs. Iran through the crowd, hut no one moved. Th" Scheere der Gewalt.
ATHEISM clalms the right to think and the l'ight, stranger gazed around in blank astonishment, and
to speak the thought without any'penalty being 1 finally said to one old tug c•ptaln: "Well, that
imposed on the thinke;. It deniest::-at there" is any! heat8 me. :What'fthe matter?" "The matter is,"
Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.
subject so sacred that it should not be investigated slowly replied the captain, as he took his legs o:ff
any assertion so authoritativ that it may not h~ 1the stove, "that any man who expects fourt_een
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tested. While Chrjstianity proclaims that hell is . li!l.rB to drink out of one tumh~er at t~e s~tme, time
the preordained punishment for unbelief in doc-! is altogether to~ ~esh for. thts lo,~lity I You are
trine incapable of verification. by e:x:per.ience, Athe- no gentleman, SIT' no gentleman I
ism asserts that unbelief is a duty whe~ evidence
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that knowledge relievrd from superstition, reNext night. as he sat by her side,
The o!Jjects nf the Natlonal Liberal League are In brief:
leased from the fear of death, exempted from be-l
And let himself artfully glide
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ing perplexed by our ignorance of things, fi'Om
Round her trim, belted waisttho public schools, abolition ol Sunday laws, abolition of
which ignorance horrible fears often arise.-Oicero's
" 0 George, now make. haste
chaplaincies, prohibition of public appropriation for religChief Goad and Evil.
And pretend there's a spider," she cried. ·
~~~.Rurpesee, and all other meae:'lres far·the sa~e general
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good and true. The atrocious things which it asTo take her up at her rash word.
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cribes to God, or as approved hy God, are slander•
"Where's the need of preten•e !" he cried,
upon his character. Our childreh are as much his
And
he
sadly
and
deeply
sighedANALYSIS ~ RELIGIOUS BELIEF.
children as any mythological angels.-M. J. Savag~.
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An examination of the creeds, rites, and eacred writings
WHILE Christianity deifies the unknown, AtheThat a spider is near
of the world. By VIscount Amberley, son of the late Lord
ism studies it and o1fers to truth but one homageJohn Russell. twice Premier of England. Complete from
When a fiy's in a web at your side?"
the London edltton 745 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
the homagll of investigation. While Christianity
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
fears God, labors for heaven, strives to avoid bell,
"YES, SIR, I'D SHOOT HIM."
obeys revelation, Atheism goes on its way, fearless
Six or eight congenial spirits sat around a stove
of aught save untruth; it knows noGod, it works in a Grand River grocery the other night, and after
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
for earth alone; it recognizes utility as its only 1several other subjects had been exhausted some
Embracing, Infiuence of Christianity on Ch1llzatlon;
guide; human happiness as its only aim. It bids one introduced that of pallics in churches, theaters, Christianity
and lll•terlallsm; What Llber•lism Offers In
all men think, without dread of damnation; it and halls. This g!l.Ve Mr. Hopewell a chance tore- Place of Chrlstll\nlty: Sclentltic Materialism• Woman;
Spiritualism from a 1\hterlalistlc Standr,olnt; Paine, the
bids all men apeak, without dread of human punish· mark,
ment; it proclaims that all men owe to society the
"Gentlemen, I Just long to be there."
~llN'i:'J ~~~:~~~~~·.:~~~eJ),~"6~f~~:'i'n~ngr~~l'n:~
of Chrlstlanityt the Authorl•y of the Bible; Freethought
duty of thought, and the duty of uttering thought.
"Where?"
-Mrs. AnnieBesant's Gospel of Atheism.
, "Why, in one of those panics. Yes, sir, I'd itv a J'I!'6S~~:l..itPa~1~SJo ~~!t~~·~l~~~. ~~~·
THAT an opinion is the opinion of the multitude new twenty.dollar hill to he in the theater one
THE
is to some men a powerful recommendation; to night when there was an occasion for a panic"
Gods and Reli.::ions of Ancient
others it appears an infallible criterion of error;
"Why?"
to those who are truly rational, it will be neither."Why, because one cool, level-headed man could
and Modern Times,
IJr. a. campbell.
stop the thing as easily as you could end up that Gi"l"l! a full account of all tbe gods the nations of the earth
havw>rshlped,lncludlng
Jeoovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
THERE are as many d!1ferent opinions as there borrel of fiour."
:Mary, and the Bible, and deocrlbes
" Well, I dunno about that," observed one of the Jesus Christ. Virv,ln
0
are men; and, therefore, we may he in error oursitters. "There is something awfni in che cry of ~'!\?m":nJ;l'~a~~~d a':;l8~~t:~soo~rr~ra~~~~·JW~~~l~~~:
selvs.-Cicero.
pages. By D. M. Bennett; written In prii!On. Cloth,
fire, and hear it when and where you may, it stari- 1834
volume, or $5 for the two volumes; leather, $7; mo.
THE master of superstition is the people; and, in les and frightens. What would you do in a theater $ape
rocco, gilt edges, $8. ·
all superstition, wise men follow fools.-Bacon's in case there was a cry ot fire and a rush?"
Essays.
"I'd stand upon my seat, pull a revolver from
A CHRII!ITIAN correspondent says, "Some one my pocket. and shout out that I'd shoot the tJ.rst
l1ad to do the work that Jesus did to make a rid· man that attempted to crowd or rush, One cool
ical departure.'' The Essenes probably did it, not man would check the panic in ten seconds "
While the subject was being continued the grocer
suddenly 1881 years ago, but by long, slow, and
patient labor; and at last their religion was :drst went to the rear end of the store, poured a lit·le
called Christian at Antioch, but not born there. powder on a board, and gave three or four the
No religion is bom all at once. Spiritualism was wink. Directly there was a bright fiash, yells of
not. Of course many were put to death for teach· ''Fire!" and" Powder!" and every man sprang·up
ing Christianity, or Essenism, because it was not and rushed. Hopewell di~n't spri"g up and talk
radicalism compared with ti.Je Jewish faith and of shooting. On the contrary, he fell over a lot of
customs. The gospels are said to have been the baskets piled between him and the door, got up to
secret books of the Essenes, and, as a sect, they plow his way over a rack of bl'Ooms, and when he.
taught every' prominent form, rite, ceremony, or reached the !lidewalk he was on all fours, white as
tenet that Christ taught, even to the healing by a. ghost, and so frightened that he never looked
baOl!i"!llltU lie tea.c,Jhed theopposit side 9f tlle street,
~ (m (If .lw.u!ls.-~m~na D. ilenker.
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PRoF. HuxLEY is writing a book on Bishop
Berkeley, and his friends anticipate it will prove
his magnum opus.
ToMBSTONE, Arizona, is growing so rapidly
that they soon expect to be big ehough to
change its name to Sarcophagus.
THE Ladies' A.id Society (Spiritualist), of
Boston, comprises one hundred and thirty-six
members. They hav aided many needy families during the last year.
CHA.ItLES A.. REED, of Newton, Mass., devised
$40,000 each to his own town and Salem, to be
used in picnics to children, scientific lectures,
and relief to poor widows.
ON the house 7 Craven street, Strand, Lonuon, a circular tablet has been fixed, with
these words: "Lived here, Benjamin Franklin,
Printer, Philosopher, and Statesman. Born
1706. Died 1790."
A. ToRONTo man was arrested for whipping
his grewn-up daughter. His plea was that,
being a pious man, he desired the girl to keep
Lent, and only struck her a dozen times with a
cane for punishment.
APROPOS of Bradlaugh, it has been proposed
that the custom of opening Parliamentary sittings with prayers should be discontinued. A.n
lrish paper recommends that the present gov·ernment should use " The Form of Prayer for
.those at Sea."
ANNA HoRMAN, who is starving herself to
·death in the poorhouse of Clark county, Ind.,
believe~ that she is obeying a divine command
to fast forty days and forty nights. She has no
idea that she is dying, but thinks her life will
ibe miraculously preserved.
THE Rev. George H. Pecke, of the Leavittstreet Congregational church, Chicago, declares
that Bro. Rossiter habitually sits in a rear seat
and makes wry faces at him in order to disconcert him while he is preaching. Rossiter is to
be tried by a church committee.
THE Presbyterian says that it has no objection to a modified liturgy for the Presbyterian
church; but that the fact is patent that there
is no more power in modified liturgies than in
modified whisky. 'The Presbyterian evidently
takes its religion and whisky straight.
THE Christian religion, wherever it obtrudes
itself, is a chro_nic and shameless beggar. The
Prote.;tant Christian Cb.inamen hav been relieved from taxation for religious festivals in
China. They number about 15,000. The
Roman Catholics secured such exemption many
years ago.
THE Ont~rio court of common pleas has
decided that the shaving of customers by barbers on Sunday is a viol!ttion of the laws, it
being not a work of charity or necessity. The
locomotion of the crab is progressivness personified comparerl with the direction the Canac
dian govt>rnment is traveling.

Ne-w York, Saturday, March 11. 1882.

THE English secretary of legation at Buenos
A.yres reports that when vi~iting the interior
lately he found that all agricultural implements
and machinery were supplied by th!l United
States. "In the School of A.gricultt<re in Mendoza," he says, "I do not remember seeing a
single article of English manufacture among
all the machines, etc., except one for threshing."
PoMEROY's paper throws this brick at hypocrits: Church-members may bang away against
theaters, 'but we are quite certain that an actor
or actress who affords enjoyment to thous<tnds
of tired, worn, weary persons, does more good
than do one thousand long-faced, whining, hellfearing foil 'lWers of priestcraft who were happy
and who made others happy till religion made
them miserable, or apparently so.
THE Lakeview (Oregon) He7'ald says that
the remnants of the Mndoc Indians that were
transferred from the lava beds to the Indian
territory are now among the quietest, most
peaceable_. and industrious in the country.
There are only 100 left, but they cultivate 460
acres of land, hav established schools, and are
thriving generally. Scarfaced Charley, one of
the heroes of the Modoc war, is now a respectable farmer.
EvERY criminal law claims a clergyman among
its violators. A.fter recent examples of theft,
arson, seduction, and embezzlement in the
church of England, we now bav one of suicide
in the person of the vicar of W elland, the Rev.
Lionel Brown, who shot himself in his bedroom
the other day. He had lately been in low spirits
through pecuniary difficulties arising from agricultural depression and the cost of erecting a
new vicarage.
PoPE LEo XII. has addressed a letter to the
bishops of Italy, which is applicable to the
Episcopacy throughout the world, directing attention to the secret work of the enemies of the
church, who aim at the destruction of all religion. The clergy are, exhorted to rouse the
laity to defend the independence of the Pon·
tifical See, to organize the Catholic press, and
to educate the clergy to the bight of the present
emergency. We shall probably now see what
the Catholics can do in the Talmage line.
THE New York Szm, in speaking of the anniversary meeting of the Theosophical Society at
B:1mbay on Jan. 12th, at which time Mr. Bennett replied to the Joe Cook's scurrilou~ attack,
calls him the apobtle of " A.merican Infidelity
and Freelove." We would remark to our
lumimous contemporary that Mr. D. M. B3n·
nett is not an apostle of Freelove, and further
that he never attended Freelo.ve gatherings at
which at one time Charles A.. Dana (popularly
believed to be in some way connected with the
Sun) was a bright and shining light.
REv. E. D. TowLE, a New Bedford Methodist
clergyman, preached his farewell sermon last
Sunday, in which he gave orthodoxy a wipe by
stating that according to Methodist belief Garfield had gone to bell because he did not believe in the Trinity, while Guiteau would go to
heaven if he repented of his crime. This is
what we call wounding his friends in their own
house. If the ministers keep on in the way
they bav been going lately, it will soon be necessary for the newspapers to come out as defenders of the church.-Dabuque Times.

SoME of our friends are inclined to censure
us for the part we took in procuring the pardon
of a poor woman, sentenced for a long term in
jail. W dl, it m~ty not be good religion or good
church doctrin to err on the side of mercy, but
"A. PITCHED battle is certain to be fought very
its good common sense and good humanity,
"and don't you forget it."-Torch of Lwe1·ty. Rpeedily ," says the London Times, " over the
revised version of the New Testament. A.lre11dy
A. SuNDAY law passed in 1702 remains on the a respectable organ of Conservativ opinion has
statute-books of Connecticut. It has long been sounded the war cry aga:inst its new readings
ignored as to its more severe provisions, but oc- with as much feeling as if it thought Mr. Gladcasionally its prohibition of travel is brought stone bad been among the reviEers. Vituperainto notice by a prosecution, as in the case of tion and taunts will not arbitrate finally between
excursions last summer. The Germans of New contendin'g scholars. If at the end of the wordy
Raven and Hartford are moving for such mou- warfare the public be able to perceive lvhat is
ilicatiolls as will allow tliem a moderate amount the actual amount of questio-nable matter,
of recreation on Snnuay. The legislij.tors are something will hav been g~ined. The high
squirming betwePn two fi:-p~, for thAre is a strung probability is that a maj~rity of persons who
nnd activ s~ntiment of Puritanism in lhe state. speak the English language will be content to
The biU under consideration would remove all re.garu the uncertainties as still uncertain, pro__ restrictions from Sunday travel, and permit vided they may keep so much as renmins b.-(lOilcerts l!ofter sUIIset.
bind admitted."

j
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StJIENCE HAI,L, 141 !!ltb St., {
NEABBROADWA.Y.
s

THE London F'7'eethinlcer says: The Unitarians hav 344 churches in A.meriGa.. They are
not, however, progressing like the Universalists
and Free Religious association, .and none of
their preachers can draw audiences like Ingersoll. In this country they seem almoet stagnant. No ardent nature finds Unitarianism
anything more than a half-way house on the
road from orthodoxy. Half-way houses on a
long and difficult journey are very useful in
their place, and because we wish well to Unitarians, we tell them that they would succeed far
better if they were not 80 sublimely cold and
respectable.
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Jlltws off fht flttlt.
AN immense anti-Chinese mass-meeting was
held in San Francisco on the 4th.

ALLEN T. RICE, tditor of the North Ameri•
lean Review, has fallen heir to half a million.
THE birthday of Robert Emmett, the Irish
patriot, waa celebuted in thi~ city on the 4th.
THE widow of Daniel Webster, his second
wife, died at New Rochelle, N. Y., last week 1
aged.85 years.
QuEEN VICTORIA was shot ai one day last
week,
but eacaped unhurt. The would-be
MooDY says that Christiane "don't want
book-knowledge to enable them to meet skep- assassin was a tramp, and uninspired.
GmTEAu's counsel has filed a bill of exceptics " Oh, dear, no] When the good Christian
hears the naughty skeptic state that Moses and tions, and Gen. Butler haq consented to argue
Darwin don't square, he must answer with a the case for the defense before the court in
pretty, sweet, pious story about an Infidel who bane.
fell down and broke his leg, and then was
FoRTY thousand persons in the lower Missisnursed by a kind Christian lady, and at last sippi counties are destitute, owing to the floods.
recovered and renounced Darwin and all hie Congress has been aeked to appropriate $400,works, and now journeys heavenward, singing 000 for the relief of these and other sufferers
"Holy Moses." That's the style. You'll from floods In the West and South.
soon convert skeptics in that way.-London
TALMAGE is quiet for the present on the l!llbF'reethinlce7'.
ject of Ingersoll and Infidelity, and a revival
THE editor of this paper baa on his place, meeting is in progre~s at the tabernacle-a
corner Grand Boulevard and Backus street, sort of semi-annua.l winding-up of the concern,
North Denver, quite a variety of choice fowls. which has be~n rapidly running down for some
time past.
A.mong them are brown leghorns, black SpanTHE picture o! a vir~n, supposed to be that
ish, black cochins, partridge cochins, black
Hamburgs, Pite game, Seebright bantams, and of Mary, long since defunct, is said to appear
game bantams, all pure strain aRd kept for in- on the walls of a house in Troy, N. Y. Many
crease of pure stock. His Pite game cock hav seen it. Some attribute the phenomenon
killed nine birds in his last match in Albany, to the presence of phosphorus in the plastering
N. Y., and is able to knock the wind out ef any of the room.
other rooster iii Colorado. It is the intention of
THERE is a rumor afloat that Brigham Young
its owner to lend him to churches when they get is still alive. It is claimed that a corpse was
up lotteries, grab-bags, dog fights, foot races, procured and passed off as his. His alleged
and card parties for the benefit of the churches object is to gain new power over the people of
so that cock-fighting can be engaged in as a Utah by appearing to them again and claiming
safe, religious pursuit, and thus, perhaps, stop a resurrection.
the fighting continually going on between difA. PARTY sent out by Gen. Butler to survey a
ferent denominations. They come high, but large tract of land in Virginia of which he had
we must hav them.-Great Wat.
come into posseseion, were attacked, captured,
and warned out of the state by an armed band
THE Judgd, an illustrated weekly of thie city, of deer hunters and farmers, who regarded the
heads an editorial "Anthony Comstock," and •urveying party as invaders.
proceed~ as follows: The Judge always has and
CoNKLING's nomination !or a.5sociate justice
always will either hesitate or refuse to raise hi!
voice or giv a decbion ag4inst a worthy object, of the Supreme Court has been confirmed by
or anything that tends to the improvement or the Senate. Mrs. Scoville has addressed a letgood of society, but against the shams of our ter to President A.rthur, protesting against the
social, mont!, and political progress his face is appointment of Conkling, whom she denounces
ever set. A.nd after knowing him and his as morally responsible for Garfield's death.
GEo. HENDRix, a pr:nler, has been arrested,
methods for several years, the Judge emphatically repudiates the contemptible hypocrit charged with having d~faced the monument
whose denounced name beads this article. In erected by Cyrus W. Field to A.ndre, the Britthe first place, he is most undoubtedly a noto- ish ~py. Public opinion is very strong against
rious monger, and that alone unfits him for the Field and in favor of Hendrix, the only fault
office of a moral mentor; and in the second found with the latter being that he did not
place, his methods are a.5 questiGmable as his blow the preposterous skme into eternal fragown moral character is said to be, for when the ments.
notoriety business is dull, and he fears that his
CruRLES BRAllLAUGH has been for the third
backers will not think he is earning th" fat sal- time elected member of Parliament from
ary they pay him-and all because he does not Northampton. Ha will appear again at the bar
keep the name of this society before the pub- of the House and ask to hav lhe oath adminislic-he goes out and drums up busine~s in this tered. How the wooden-headed bigots will get
suppression-of-vice racket, taking care to hav rid of him this time remains to be seen. S.
all his doings written out and copies sent to the Northcote has, as usual, moved that he be not
papers, so that all may read about what a great, admitted.
good, watchful guardian of our public morals
GEo. HAZAEL won the six-days walking-match
this A.. C. is. But if his ferret nose cannot
scent out anything that is sufficiently rotten to last week, making a little over six hundred
appease his unnatural maw, he goes to work miles, beating the best previous records, and
carrying off the championship belt, a chair
and bribes poor men into the commission of a
worth $125, and a pair of valuable shoes, totechnical crime, by offering them large prices
gether with some $19,000 in money. Rowell
for some indictable article or act, and then with
broke down after making 415 miles in less time
loud whoops of triumph he drags his entrapped
than that distance was ever made before.
victim before the courts and before the world,
where by his methods he manages to blast their
A.T a recent meeting of the Medico-Legal Solives and reputations forever. What an official ciety, the subject of discussion was " Reasoning
centipede this creature must be, when even only Mania." The remarks applied chiefly to Guithis much out of a long career of wickednesti teau. The majority of the medical and legal
is known; and yet he fawns and spawns upon gentlemen thought the PreFident's assassin
the reformers and would-be good people, trying should be hanged. Dr. Spitzka contended
t" play the part of their chief and moral pilot. that. he was insane, and had no doubt that Guirbis mP.n must stop. The Judve has a rod in teau would expect theA.lmighty to descend alld
pickle for bim,
out the rope when he we.s hanged.
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32. But I will not dwell longer on the subject this
time .. A great deal could be said. The subject
could be elaborated and the remarks extended almost
in
indefinitely, but it will not be worth while. I will
The Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims
now bid thee good-night, and wiRh thee the sweet
the Land of Yahweh;
repose that thy efforts and hardships entitle thee to.
CHAPTER XXV.-CONTINUED.
Peace be with thee!
22. But Jesus showed himself entirely ignorant of
all these discoveries; he knew nothing of any of
CHAPTER XXVI.
these improvements, he was unable to give the
•
THIRTEENTH DAY-ON TO JERUSALEM.
wor ld anv usef ul, practwal
information; but he
was profound in the matter of devils getting into
1. And it came to pass on the the third day of the
people, for he was able to cast seven devils out of one month, that th-e pilgrims were up betimes and on
-woman, and two thousand more out of one man, ·or their horses, with their faces set toward the Holy
perhaps enabled one devil to so divide himself up as City, rejoicing that this was the last time the tents
to enter into two thousand swine.
would be pitched for them, for after this they were
23. He was able to descant upon the lake of fire to sleep in hotels and no more in the camp.
and brimstone which burns· somewhere in the nether
2. After riding for a mile or more along the edge
regions, where unfortunate persons must burn forever of the valley, and looking at the remains of the wallil
who cannot believe that he was the creator of the and structures of the Romans after they came into
heavens and the earth, together with the infinite possession of the Land of Yahweh, when they essayed
number of suns and worlds that are in existence.
to rebuild Jerieho (but of which nothing is left
24. He was able to talk about the devil and his withal worthy of special notice), the pilgrims soon
angels, about the fire that is not quenched, about the began to rise the rough and steep hills of gravel and
worm that never dies; he was able to dwell upon the rock on the eastern confines of the plain.
great excellence of belief, whether blind or intelli3. The road is very steep and the hills are very
gent; he was able to pronounce eternal blessings high, nearly four thousand feet having to be asupon those who believe, whether they are convinced or cended to attain the bight of the Holy City; but
.._ not, and to doom to eternal torture those who are when the summit is reached the view is very grand,
unable to believe. He took the position that belief when looking back at the Dead Sea, the plain, the
is optional with the person who exercises it, and th~t valley of the Jordan, the mountains of Moab and
a person can believe anything he pleases, regardless Gilead, the country up towards the Sea of Galilee,
of proof.
and even Mount Hermon, more than a hundred miles
25. He was able to instruct his followers te cut off away, which are in sight through the clear atmostheir hands and pluck out their 13yes if 1Jle same, from ph ere.
any cause, became so affected as to give offense. He
4 Once the road between Jericho and .Jerusalem
was able to teach the doctrine that mendicancy, and was far rougher than now, and one almost risked his
idleness, and poverty are the greatest of virtues; life in clambering over the ledges and scaling the
that to provide for the morrow, for next week, or precipices of jagged rocks; but now the road is very
next winter, or for old age, is a great wrong, while much improved, owing to an accident which befell a
to be improvident, thriftless, thoughtless, idle, penni- Wallachia,n princess; who, to save her poorer pilgrims
less, and as poor as Job's turkey- or a church mouse, on the journey to Jordan from falling and being
is the highest of virtues, entitling one to a lodging- killed, presented a munificent sum to have the road
place in Abraham's bosom throughout the endless put in better condition,
ages of eternity.
5. By dint of blasting and quarrying, and building
26. What condition would the world be in to-day walls along the steep precipices, the r~ad is so much
if his injunctions were strictly followed-if every- better that, for a good share of the distance, a carbody were to be like the lilies of the field, which riage could be driven, were it not for the terraces or
never leave their places, but draw what they can from steps left in the steeper places, which, being eight or
the e>trth and the air, without the slightest exertion ten inches high, utterly prevent a carriage passing
or effort toward intellectuality or the improvement over them; but for horses and donkeys the road
of the mind; or like the birds of the air, which does very well, only for itR steepness. It was twenty
know nothing beyond catching what flies and insects years ago or more that the road was improved.
they can, which manage to pick up what worms and
6. It is a very hilly road all the way to Jerusalem,
seeds they can find, and, when the cold weather and and the country is sterile and worthless. This is the
frosts of winter approach, fly away a thousand miles portion said to have been allotted to Benjamin, and
or so to a warmer southern climate?
the Scribe is decidedly of the opinion that Benjamin
27. It would be in a state of savagism and bar- was badly swindled in the division. The country
barity fearful to contemplate; men would have no consists of hard, steep, rough, and abrupt gravel hills,,
houses to shelter them from the storms and tempests, which grow nothing but a miserable, prickly little
no shield from the frosts and snows of winter, no herb or brush that nothing will eat. ·
clothing to protect the body, no food to satisfy the
7. The Scribe gave it as his opinion that ten thou~
den:ands of nature, no schools or books for the edu- sand acres of this land are not worth the sum of
cation of children and the rising generation, no fab- ten farthings; and as he journeyed over it, and cast
rics, no manufactured articles, no merchandise, no his eyes to the right -and to the left as far as he
supplies of food, no roads, no railways, no steam- could see, he groaned out these sorrowful words:
boats, nothing that pertains to advanced civiliza- As my soul liveth, if the streams of milk and honey
tion and the progress of the human race. The lilies ever flowed over these gravel hills, they washed the
and the birds have none of these.
soil entirely away and left the whole country not
28. There is certainly no good sense in demanding worth a cent.
that intelligent men and women should govern their
8. For miles, as the pilgrims journeyed along, they
actions with regard to future wants and necessities found .the soil so extremely poor that not even a
by plants or animals. They should strive to be poor, starved Bedouin can be found insane enough to
thoughtful for future wants, and make all the pro- try to live upon it; the howling, dreary desert
vision in their power for the necessities that must is better for him and more desirable·; but after
arise. In the morning and through the day men nearly ten miles bad been past occasional spots were
should labor for the comfort and rest to follow reached where, though the rocks again chiefly covat night; in sprinl:!', and summer, and autumn, they ered the hills, little patches were seen here and there
should rear crops and layup stores for the winter; in where some soil existed, and where half an acre, or
youth and during the middle age of manhood they possibly an acre, is found that is plowed, and once
should pr0vide for declining health and the feeble- in a while a miserable stone hut is seen.
ness of old age.
.
9. While passing through these rough and cheer29. There is no evidence that, besides Jesus know- less hills, some thirty or forty Russian pilgrims were
ing nothing of the sciences, discoveries, and inven- seen reclining by the roadside, . resting ·while on
tions, he possessed even the commonest literary theirway to the Jordan, which theyvisitwith nearly
acquirements. Nothing has been handed down that as much religious enthusiasm as the Moslems feel
he ever wrote; there is even no accourit of his writ- with regard to their pilgrimages to Mecca. 4- thou.
ing a word at any ~ime, save what he did on a certain sand or more of these Christian pilgrims pass over
occasion in the sand, and then it is not known that he this road every year.
wrote a word.
·
10. To the south of the Jerusalem road, on the
30. He might have been making only unmeaning way from Bethlehem to the Dead Sea, perched up
marks in the sand, done for diversion while he was among the crags and precipices of the most barren
listening to what was being said by those aroupd and desolate of mountains, is a Christian monastery,
him; and whether what he did was writing or not, containing about seventy of as positive fools as exist
it was not of the slightest use to any human being, upon the face of the earth. The stone structure in
for there is no claim that any person read it, or was which they live is said to be nearly as wild as the
in any way benefited by it.
rocks, and it is not very clean; and here, year after
31. There is just as little evidence of his ever read- year, they drag out a useless . existence, under the
ing any book or manuscript. If he ever read a supposition that they are thereby doing God a favor.
word, no account of it has been handed down, nor
11. The monastery was founded by St. Sabas in
has any claim been set up in reference to it. The the fifth century, and his holiness was so great that
fairest conclusion that can be arrived at is that, if it is claimed h~ was enabled to perform many most
such a person existed, he was not only devoid of gen- wonderful miracles. He was buried upon the ground,
eral information, devoid of SCientific information, de- and his bones are still thought to pOSSPSS remarkable
void of the knowledge of discoveries and improve- virtue. Nq woman is, upon any consideration, al:tnents, but devoid of the commoJ:lest branches of lowed to enter-the monastery.
_
·education.
12. After _some three hours' ride from the valley

of the Jordan, the pilgrims passed an old, ruined
khan, but it is a deserted place, the water being u11fit
for use. This is the traditioJ;~al scene of the parable
of the Good Samaritan, but as the parable was only
an imaginary figure at best, the valJielessness of the
tradition can· be appreciated.
13. Two hours more brought the band to another
old khan or stopping-place, where there is a spring
of good water. This has the name of the Apostles'
Fountain, from the legend that the ApoRtles used to
call there to drink when on their journeyings. The
legend, however, is without value. The fountain is
on the boundary ~ine between Judah and Benjamin,
and is supposed to be identical with the En Shemesh (Spring of the Sion).
14. Turning up from the fountain by the roadside,
where several of the natives where stationed, selling
oranges, etc., the pilgrims made their way up a long
and steep hill, the top of which is the noted Mount
of Olives. 'l'he hill is more like the rocky hillR
further north than like the gravel hills toward
Jericho. It is principally rock, with some~ soil in
places on t,he top; but the whole appearance is whitish, sterile, and barren.
15. It takes forty minutes .to climb the hill to the
summit of the Mount of Olives, and on the east side
as the ascent is made the old village of Bethany is
passed through. It has much the appearance of a
modern Mabommedan village, composed of unsightly
stone houses. A .company of Moslem women were
in a cemetery howling and praying for the dead.
16. In passing up the principal street the captain
stopped before what looked like an entrance-way te
a vault or cellar, and said that was the place where
tradition asserts that Jesus raised Lazarus from the
dead; but Tradition makes so many papable errors
that the Scribe has very little confidence in what she
says, and regards her as a lying old hag.
17. In fact, he has no confidence in the fable
about the raising of Lazarus or any other man from
the dead by Jesus or any other person. He regards
it as one of the larger stories. But he looked down
the cellar-way all the same, though his faith was not
increased thereby.
18. He thought, Here, if the story is true, onc.e
lived Martha and Mary, the younger of whom ardently loved Jesus, and whose love seems to have
been r.eturned. The scene was recalled when Martha
was doing up house-work, and Mary hung around
Jesus, putting ointment on his feet according to one
evangelist, and on his head according to another
(while possibly the truth was between those extremes), and wiping his feet with the hair of her own
head. That she was very affectionate cannot be denied, if the truth of the story is admitted.
19. From Bethany to Olivet is some ten or fifteen
minutes' ride, and, as one passes along, he has time
and opportunity to recall the incidents of the story
connected with the entry of Jesus into Jerusalem,
his ascension, etc. Here he must have been cordially welcomed by the multitude; here, or a little
to the south, at Bethphage, he sent his disciple to
take a man's ass without leave, with which to make
a triumphal entry into the city.
20. Here the branches were broken from the olivetrees and thrown into the path; here garments were
thrown down, and here the hosannas were shouted
to the son of David, who was soon to be crowned
king of the Jews.
21. Here is also where, on another occasion, Jesus
approached a fig-tree, and because it did not bear
£gs in 3 season of the year when he had no right to
expect them-when the time of figs was not yethe got angry and cursed the tree so severely that it
died about as soon as a snake will when his head is
mashed-before the setting of the sun.
22. Here, near the summit of the mount, Jesus is
said to have sat and mourned over the coming doom
of the city, bewailing its sad fate, and a little to the
right the very place is pointed out where he made
his ascension; and there is a depresPion in the rock,
said to have been made with his foot when he gave
the final spring as he went up into the ethereal
blue.
23. The Scribe is very incredulous about this ascension story, because it has a bogus appearance, -to
say the least. Matthew and John must have regarded it in the same light, for they had not a word
to say about the marvelous incident. Mark and
Luke are the only ones who seemed to know anything about the little circumstance; but, unfortunately, they disagree iiJtheir statements as to where
the ascension was made.
24. Mark narrates how Jesus appeared unto the
eleven while they were taking a meal (in a house, of
course), and told them to go forth and preach the
gospel to every creature, saying, He that believeth
and is baptized shall be saved, but he that believeth
not shall be damned. The signs that were to follow those that believe were that thev should become
snake-charmers; or, in other werds, they should be
able to take up serpents, and to drink any deadly
thing without being hurt; and then Mark simply
says:
,
·25. So, then, after the Lord had spoken unto them,
he was received up into heaven, and sat on the right
hand side of God. Not a word about going out to
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Bethany, or to any other place. But Luke says, He mo~; ne::trer by are the hills of N aphtali, the bills of death to place matters in a little better situation.
led his disciple!! out as far as Bethany, and lifted up Gahlee, Mount Tabor, Ehal, Gerizim. Bethel £fteen
45. Around the garden, against the wall, are placPd
his hands and blessed them; and, in the operation miles away; and, nf'arer still, Gib~ah, wh~re the twelve paintings of Jesus on hi~ way from the judgof blessing, be was parted from them and went up. home of Saul is ~aiil to have been and three miles ment hall to the place of execution, bearing his own
26. The writer of Acts describes the ascension, north is Ramah, where Samuel was'born.
cross, and falling under the weight of it. The
but differently from the others, and he makes the
38. On the east, twenty-five miles distilnt, is the Scribe subsequently learned that the Hall of Judgconversation of JPsus at the time to be unlike that lo_ng dark range of the hills of Moab and Gilead, ment was but three squares from Calvary, where the
described by Mark; but he says nothing about Beth- With Nebo and Pisgah raising their heads a trifle crucifixion took place, and it seemed to him that
any-being the place where he went up. There is an above their neighbors The north end of the Dead falling twelve times in that distance under the weight
unfortunate disagreement in many particulars of the Sea is seen, and the valley of the Jordan; the course of a plank or post large enough to crucify a person
gospel story.
·
of the river being marked by a green line from the upon was not doing very well for an almighty, in27. Coming upon the summit of the Mount of tree~ and small growth upon its banks.
finite, and omnipotent God, though possibly that is
Olives, Jerusalem bursts suddenly upon the view,
39. To t.he south is the round Frank Mountain, the way an omnipotent God ought to act.
and there, three hundred feet lower than the Mount, where Herod is said to have built a mountain resi46. Timber was so scarce in the Land of Yahweh
it lies somewhat like a map spread out before the deuce; the Judean hills of almost naked rocks, and (as it is to-day) that not a foot more than was necesbeholder.
th_e wilderness of Judah, which is more properly a sary would have been used in making crosses, hence
28. The first fe.eling is one o_f disappointment, and wilderness of rocks. Nearer by, and almost below, is it would not be a heavy load for a man to carry a
the first thought Is, Why, .what a small placl'l! It is the hill of Evil Counsel, and west of it is the valley cross. Besides, Matthew, Mark, and Luke say Jesus
not larger than a good-sized American village. It ·of Rephaim. Still nearer the city, and connecting did not carry his cross at all, but that one Simon, of
is inclosed by a wall some thirty feet high, and a with the valley of Jehosaphat, is the valley of Hin- Cyrene, was made to bear it. John contradicts the
good walker can walk around on the outside of it in nom, or Gehenna, or Sheol, or Hades, or Hell, a other three and says Jesus bore it himself; and on
an hour.
. .
.
·
: place where the rubbish of the city was thrown and that kind of evidence-one against three-the story
29. The mty IS on high ground, which descends to.1 burnt. That i11 where the worm died not, and where has been told, and put upon canvas thousands of times
the south and _east, and looks like a town rising up the fire was not quenched.
·
over, that Jesus fell twelve times under the weight
out of two ravmes on the east and south, with sim-J 40. West of the city rise the prominent rocky hills of his own cross. Such is the result of having inilar hills on the opposite sides of the ;ravines. The [which lie off toward ancient Philistia, and t~e west- spired records.
valley of Jehosaphat, or the brook Kidron, and the ern bounds of the Land-of Yahweh are easily seen.
47. In passing down the valley of Jehosaphat
valley of Hinnom, or Gehenna, are the two ravines, , It was never a large kingdom, and one unavoidably numerous tombs, some outside graves, and others in
the latter continued in the valley of Gihon. The entertains the opinion that a deity who made the the rocks up in the side of the hill, were noticed.
devout take the first view of it with intense admira- whole earth and owned it all might have selected a Among others were the tombs of the prophets Zechtion, but the Scribe could see but little in the appear- larger and better part of it for his own use, and ariah, St. James, and Absalom. That of Zechariah
ance of the place to call forth special enthusiasm.
being infinite and omnipotent, he ought to have is a square structure of stone, with four pilasters on
30. It looks like a dull, compact Moslem town, made better steerage in managing it. As it looks each side, and a roof of pyramidal shape. It is,
with several mosques, with minarets, several churches, to-day, as it is and has been, it is a most miserable however, no tomb at all, as it is absolutely solid
a few large buildings, and a mass of small buildings.\· failure. Yahweh 'and his country cannot by any rock and no place inside for anything. Some
It is without the appearance of streets, without shade- stretch of language be classed among the successes. pious and lying Catholics probably christened it as
trees- a condensed mass
Zechariah's tomb, and it
of two-story @tone houses,
has gone by that name
with numerous small stone
.since. It bas no internal
domes all over the town.
chamber, and no doorway.
31. The Scribe was also
That Zechariah was put
disappointed in the apinto it is one of the impossibilities.
pearance of the Mount of
Olives. From his boyhood
48. The:itomb of Absa. days he had pictured in
lom is a somewhat elaborate
building, square, with col·his mind that the Mount of
umns in p:utial relief standOlives was a round, smooth,
ing out against the wall,
even- swelling hill, with
and with a round and tapera profusion of olive-trees
ing roof. The tomb of
growing upon· it.
This
St. James is composed of a
was his idea; but th~ reality
verandah or screen, cut
is that it is a raw, rough,
out of the rock, with two
rocky, barren, dried-up,
Doric columns. The tomb
cheerless hill, with an oliveof J ehosaphat is behind
tree or a fig-tree growing
that of Absalom, and hidhere and there.
den from view. The inte32. He used to fancy
rior of Absalom's tomb has
the hill was nicely turfed
been filled with stones by
over, or that a greensward
the Arabs, who feel a great
covered it, which conresentment toward D.avid's
~ributed fine feed for
nngrateful son. The little
sheep; but there is no sod
stnwtures called the tombs
there, and the appearance
are Roman in style, and
of the hill is nearly as arid
are believed to have been
as the cone of a volcano,
JERUSALEM.
done under Roman rule.
or more like the ruins of a
49. The Fountain of the Virgin, so called, in this
41. In descending the Mount of Olives into the
thousand lime-kilns, for it has a white and burnt appearance. Oh, how the fancies of childhood take vale of J ehosaphat, the road is so steep that the rider valley is an artificial fountain. Two flights, one of
flight, one after another! The Mount of Olives will finds it difficult to wait for his horse, as the tend- sixtePn steps, and the other thirteen, le~d ~own to
no longer be to the Scribe what he used to dream it ency is to pitch headlong and hurry down toward it. The basin is elPven feet square. It IS said to be
the valley on all fours. But at length the bottom is connected by an aqueduct with the Pool of Siloam.
was.
•
33. The valley betwetm the Mount of Olives and reached and found to be very narrow. A circum- It rises and falls at frequent intervals. It had a
Jerusalem is deep and steep; it is the valley of Jehos- bendibus detour is made among the modern buildings, dozen different names; the Dragon's Well, Well of the
aphat, or the brook Kidron, which also used to soun.d and the pilgrims are halted before a doorway and Sun, Spring of Gihon, King's Pool, etc. The name
like a delightful place; but it is an unsightly ravine, told that they have reached t~e garden of Geth- Virgin's Fountain came from a legend that here the
Virgin washed the swaddling-clothes of J f'Sus, which
with the jagged rocks projecting through the sc3nty semane.
42. It is all inclosed, and a strong doorway and a imparted very healing qualities to the waters.
soil on both sides, though it is now much more
50. The Pool of Siloam is further on. It is fiftyfilled up than it used to be three thousand years ago, walled pas!lage lead to the garden. It was not so
when Jesus passed an unhappy night there. Upon three feet long, eighteen broad, ::md nineteen deep.
and at the bottom the soil has considerable depth.
34. This ravine ha.s been largely used for burial- entering the place it looks rather pleasant, being Some broken columns and other fragments show that
places, and the old Jewish and later Mohammedan actually laid off as a garden; and the Catholic monks an edifice, probably a church, was once erected over
tombs, with their flat, crude, horizontal gravestones, who have the place in charge are watering the plants it. Tradition points out this as the place where
Jesus cured the blind man, anointing the eyes with
cover a good share of the east side of it, where the and flowers that struggle for existence here.
43. The garden contains half an acre or more, and clay and bidding the man wash in the Pool of
high ledges do not usurp the space. To look down
upon it, the view is not a pleasant one. Yes, a deep is divided into two or three parts by fences, and a Siloam. If the same were tried now for a thousand
feeling of disappointment seizes the beholder. The walk surrounds it. In the center are two or three cases of blindness, it would undoubtedly fail in every
distance by air line from Olivet to the site of the olive-trees of the old-settler type, and one of them) case, and nature's laws are precisely to-day what
is pointed out as the veritable tree under which they were eighteen hundred and fifty years ago.
temple is probably about a mile.
35. On the Summit of the Mount of Olives is a Jesus felt such agony touching his approaching fate) 51. A building was pointed out to the left as the
haggard village, with two somewhat imposing es- and sweat great drops of blood. Some olive-trees place where Adonijah caused himself to be protablishments-one a monastery, or nunnery, with a are said to live two thousand years, and this looks as claimed king and corona ted. He caused great numhigh, strong wall inclosing it, the other a Mohamme- though it was among the oldest of its kin_d. The bers of sheep and o:x:e~ to be killed, ~nd invited
dan building,·with a small mosque and large court- body is gnarled and full of holes. Possibly the many people to come In and part~ke In honor of
yard, and a minaret is on the very summit of the blood that was eweat under it so enriched the soil as himself. But he made a great mistake in not invithill. In an upper room, near the minaret, lunch was to give the tree a luxuriant g;owth. ~h_at blood is ing th~ pr~ph~t Nathan and some others, for N_" a than,
not bemg mv1ted, went to Bathsheba and directed
spread upon the etone floor in full sight of the city, said to possesa most extraordmary qualities.
44. It was here that Peter and James and John her go to see David and cause Solomon to be king.
and here the pilgrims took their last meal before
could not keep awake that memorable night, but She did so, and David decided that Solomon should
entering Jerusalem.
.
36. After this they ascended the minaret, and fell asleep while their mas~er was feeling so bad_ly be king, wh!?h decision was carried out.
52. AdomJah asked pardon, and Solomon let him
f~o~ the look-out place a splendid view is had. The and asked his father three times over to let the bitCity Ilil spread out below on the west like a scroll, and ter cup pass by him if he could possibly find it con- off; but when Adonijah had the temerity to ask for
beyond the western wall are the Russian buildings, venient to do so, but the father would not hear to it; Abishag the Shunamite for a wife, it touched Soloof somewhat imposing appearance, and several rather he wanted the dear son to die that miserable death mon in a tender place, and he had his brother assas• fine-looking residences, which, within a few years, that it might have a sweet effect upon his own mind. sinated that very day. It is probable that he fancied
have,. by the help of foreign capital, risen up outside It has always eeemed like a most lamentable pity Abishag himself.
the City.
that Yahweh permitted his affairs to get so tangled
53. Now where the ravine called the valley of
37. Far to the north is seen the white caps of Her- up that he had to cause his own son to be put io Jehosaphat turns into the valley of Hinnom, or
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Gehenna, on the left, is pointed out the Fie](] of sand Jews, three thouRand Chri~tians of all kinds, Itivity th~y were a? insignifica?t, llemi-~arbarous
Blood, claimed by some to be the Potters Field while nearly all the balance are Moslems. The peo- people, without a history an? Without a. ~lterature,
bought with the money obtained by Judas for he- nle are of decidedly mixed nationaliti~s, including ano that what a~e calleo their ~acreo wntmgs were
traying his master. When his conscience troubled Turks, Syrians, Bedouin!'!, Polish .Jews, Persian Jews, written after then: return from Babylon.
him for the deed he had dnne he took the silver back German Jews, and some Europeans. The Jewl'! 8up12. Upon the return froi'D: BaJ;>ylon, aftP! a captiv.
to the priests and thrPw it down in the tPmple and port theml'!elves only in part, living upon donations ity of fifty years, a te':llple Is said to have be~n built
went out and hanged himself; and with that money Rent them by their brethren in Europe. As a class by Ezra and Nehemiah ~y eonse!lt and With the
the priests bought this burying-!!round.
they look effeminate, half-starved, and half-demented. assistance of Cyrus of Persia, who lll the mean time
54. The writer of the book of Acts tells a very They are chiefly the religious class of Jews, who think had conquered Babylon_, but the. Jews were ~eak
diffRrent story, contradicting that of the evangeliRtR if they Jive in Jerusalem, and spend their time in and _had much trouble With the miXed races of Sa.
entirely. He says Judas bought the field himself, lamentation and prayer they ought to be supported. maria and other parts of the country.
and instead of hanging himself be fell headlong, and
'
·
13. In 332 B. c. the city, without a siege, passed
bursting asunder in the midst, his bowels gushed out.
CHAPTER XXVII.
into the hands of Alexander the Great, who, how.
It looks very much as though the inRpiration whieh
ever, proved a generou~~o conqueror and allowed the
dictated these two accounts was verv much at fault.
JERUSALEM REVIEWED.
feeble people their civil and religious right!!. Some
If one is true the other is false, and the1·e is no escape
1. Jerusalem, being surrounded on three sides year11 later, Ptolemy Soter, king of Egypt, be~eiged
from that.
by dePp ravines, afforded the site the natural means it on the~abbath, and thll Jews, being too religious to
55. The Hill of Evil Com'!sel is right here, and of defense, and doubtlesl'! led to its selection "for defend themselves on that day, were captured, and a
tradition bas it that here was the bouse of Caiaphas a city by the ancient people of Canaan before the large number taken into Egypt.
the high priest, and here the Jews met and conspired children of Isra-el were in the country. It was
14. Again it was wre111ted from Egypt by the Se.
against Jesus to put him to death. Tradition is a called Jehus, the stronghold of the Jebusites, a tribe leucidre of Syria, and one of them, Antiochus Epiph.
great liar. This story is especially unreliable, ano nr division of the Canaanites. The Amorites and ann~, desecrated and oppressed the city with such
dates no farther back than the fourteenth century. Hittites were very near, and perhaps 1hared in the unendurable tyranny that the insurrection of the
The person who undertook to settle the matter knew oefense afforded by the city. But it had not become Maccabees broke forth 166 B.C., leading to a national
no more about it than the man in the moon.
holy at that time, for Yahweh and David had not revolution and the restoration of the Jews to inde.
56. Many tombs are all along here, some of them then captured it.
pendence under the sway of Maccabean princes. The
of hermits who dwelt pere in early times, some of
2. Joshua was a very valorous warrior, and ;made tower of Antonia, at first called Baris, was built by
Crusaners, and some of people who di.ed at a more nothing of defeating, despoiling, and putting to Simon Maccabeus in the early part of the contel'!t.
recent date. One of the tombs is called the Apos- death the thirty or forty ·kings-more properly chiefs
15. In the year 63 B.C. Jerusalem was taken by the
ties' Cavern from another legend that when the dis- or sheiks-that once flourished in this diminutive Romans under PompPy, made tributary to Rome, and
ciples all forsook Jesus, and fled the moment he country of rocks; but he seems not to have prevailed part of its fortifications destroyed. Crassul'! again
got into trouble, they went to that cavern and hid over the J ebusites, or, at all events, he did not retain plundered the city, and it also suffered from a Par.
themselves. Of course those who located it knew possession of their chief city.
thian army, which Antigonus, the rightful heir of the
nothing about-whether it was the place or not.
3. It was not till three hundred years later, when throne, had called in to help him against Herod, son
57. In the ravine a sycamore-tree was passed the son of Jesse came to be king, and had a fighting of Antipater, whom the Roman influence had raised
which is called Isaiah's Tree, and tudition again has general by the name of Joab, that the city was to a position of authority.
it that here the prophet, becoming unpopular with finally taken, for even then the Benjamites, as
16. Herod obtained a decree of the senate appoint.
his people, was put to death. This legend is as val. good fighters as they were, were unable to dispossess ing him king, and by aid of a Roman army he took
uable as the other.
the Jebusites from the ~tronghold of Mount Zion, the city and put his enemies to death, built a new
58. Turnin~ to the right, the pilgrims passed up and were forced to occupy the lower part of the city palace and a splendid temple, and otherwise adorned
Hell, or the Valley of Hinnom; it is a deep, narrow until David and Joab, by persiRtent fi!!hting, were the city, a great part of which had been destroyed
ravine, with steep, rocky sides, to the Routhwest of able to take the citadel, when Mount Zion became with much los& of life by an earthquake in the year
the city, but looks no worse than the Valley of J e- the city of David, and of courRe became the holy 31 B.C. He also enlarged the Baris, calling it the
hosaphat. Upon the outer hill Solomnn is said to city, and Yahweh took up his residence there.
Antonia. It iB claimed by many who have examined
have built high places to Molech. Then did S '14. Previous to that time David had made his closely into evidences upon the l'!ubject that Herod
omon build a high place for Chemosh, the abomi- capital at Hebron, a town some thirty or forty miles really built the first temple that ever e:xisted in
nation of Moab, in the hill that is before J~rusalem, to the south, in a little valley among the rocks; but I Jerusalem, and that there is no·proof that one stood
and for Molech, the abomination of the childrPn of when be had captured Mount Zion he moved his' there before. The Scribe knoweth not bow it was.
Ammon. (1 Kings xi, 7.) Others of the kings fol- capital and his wives and concub!nes there; he t:ans-1 17. Herod's son Arcbelaus succeeded to the throne,
lowed the practice, and many children were made to ferred the ark from the thre8bmg-floor of Chidon, 1 but was soon deposed, when Judea became a Roman
pa!i!s through the fire in Hinnom or Gehenna to be and it became the holiest city that ever was known, 1 province, within the prefecture of Syria, presided
with possibly the exception of Benares, Memphis, or j over by a procurator, who resided at CesareaPhilippi,
sacrificed to Molech.
59. The roadway up the Valley of Hinnom leads M.. cca.
·
and left Jerusalem to be governed by itl'l own high
into the Valley of Gihon, on the west side dt the
5. David did a great ·deal for his captured capital, priel'!t and sanhedrim. Coponius and Pontius Pilate
city, and to the Jaffa gate, where the pilgrims made and decidP-d to build a fine temple there; but he had were the fir!t two procurators. Pilate built the
their entry into the holy eity. Without the gate a been such a shedder of blood, such a wholesale mur-1 aqueduct crossing the Valley of Hinnom.
dozen or so of horrid-looking lepers were sitting by derer, that even Yahweh was unwilTing that he) 18. Pilate was deposed from office, as has been
the roadway, who held out th!lir deformed and should build the temple, preferring the man who asserted, on account of his tyranny, and Herod
shrunken hands and begged with. their husky voices, kept a thousand women.
·
j Agrippa succeeded to the rulership of the entire
reminding one of the pictures of lepers seen many
6. Solomon is said to have ~reatly beautified the· country over which his grandfather Herod the Great
years a!!O.
·
city, and with the help of 153,000 mechanics of had ruled. Upon his death, however, his I'!On being
60.,. Twenty rods from the Jaffa gate stands the other nations for seven yearR, and timber from too young to reign, a procurator wa11 again appointed,
. Mediterranean Hotel, at which the pilgrims were an aojoining country, was enabled to build a house and seven in succession, of which Felix and Porcius
provided with quarters of good quality The horses for Yahweh one hundred and ten feet long and Festus were the fourth and fifth, aggravated and
easily walked to the front of the hotel, but carriages thirty six wide, with a porch eighteen by thirty-six.: enraged the Jews by their oppressions.
never enter the gates; the streets in the city are too Btlt there are those who deny tha.t Solomon ever\ 19. At length the standard of revolt was raised.
narrow to admit of carriages, though donkeys and built such a temple, and even that there ever was' A success gained over the governor of Syria encourcamels are seen moving al.out at all hours.
such a man as Solomon. He seems, at all events, to aged the Jews in their resistance, and compelled
til. Here, at last, the Scribe found himself in the have been very little known by the people and Titus to bring his legions from Egypt In the year
holy city of the Jews-the city he had learned about historians of other nations. As, however, his temple 70 of our era occurred the siege and utter destrucin Sunday school when a child, that he h;.od heard of was a small affair compared with many others built tion of the holy city, accompanied by scenes of extrain sermons, and read about since he was knee-high at that period of the world, it is not wholly improb- ordinary horror and suffering. Internal feuds and
to a tea-kettle. Here he was in the city of David; able that the Jews might have engaged in such an fighting raged intensely among the Jews, and when
the city where the wrrrior and amorous monarch is enterprise.
1 they 'Yere not fighting the Romans they were fightsaid to have reigned in regal state, and in the term
7. Io Rehoboam's reign, the next after Solomon,' ing one another. They were divined into three
of his reign to have accumulated gold and silver Jerusalem was besieged and plundered by Shishak, deadly factions, and between April 1st and July let
enough to pay off the national debt of Great Britain. king of Egypt. This was the beginning of a long fifteen thousand people were buried at public ex62. Here is where the man after God's own heart series of losse~ and disasters, in which the city pense.
forgqt himself one evening and got after another was involvP-d in civil wars and contentions, and
20. The Roman general wept as he saw the misman's wife. The rest is easily imagined.
suffered repeated attacks from surrounoing nations:._ ery, calling heaven to witness that not his enmity but
63. David's sons seemed to inhent their father's the Syrians, Assyrians, Chaldeans, and Egyptians.
the madness of the Jews themselve" was the cause of
leading traits. It was in this city that Amnon, one
8. After it had been pillaged by the Philistines these unheard-of sufferings. At length by th"' latter
of David's boys, assau.lted his own sister. Another and Arahians in the reign of Jehoram; by the king weeks of July the Antonia was stormed. The daily
of his boys, Absalom, went in unto his father's con- of Israel, Amaziah, and the temple despoiled of its sacrifice had ceased; no hope seemed left, and the
cubines on· the house-top and in the sight of all treasures at other times, the city was thrPatened defenders of the temple were exposed to an irresistIsrael. Solomon was another nice young man; he with· utter ruin by the Assyrian army under Sen- ible assault from the fortress which commanded its
managed to get along with seven hundred wives and nacherib. Though the danger was averted for the courts. But their furious zeal made them defend
..three hundred concubines. Had he not been so very time while Hezekiah was king, his son Manasseh was the sacred precincts inch by inch. Titus himself
wise he might have thought he needed two thousand overcome by th~ Assyrians and carried captive to watched the assault, and urged on his soldiers, but to
women. There is nothing llke a good gift of wis- Babylon. On his return he repaired the city.
little purpose.
dom.
9. Josiah having been slain while warring against
21. It was not till the lOth of August that all was
64. Being here in the city of David, the little Pharoah Necho, king of Egypt, while the latter was lost. Titus was anxious to save the magnificent ternthings pertaining to David naturally are brought to on his way to besiege the Assyrian city of Car- ple, and this accounts for the slow progress of the
mind. Yes, being in the holy city, holy thqughts chem~sh, Necho visited Jerusalem on his return, took victory. But on this fatal evening.a soldier, against
easily come into one's head.
the kwg, Jehohaz, to Egypt, and exacted a tribute orders, cast a brand into a small gilded doorway on
65. An hour or two spent in looking over the town from the city.
the north side, and in a few moments the whole ternrevealed the narrow, contracted streets, small shops
10. Soon afterward Nebuchadnezzar, king of ple was in a blaze.
or bazar11, the dirt and untidiness of the people, and Babylon, in his turn, took and pillaged Jerusalem. 22. A loud shriek of horror from the defenders
the general cramped and oriental appearance of the three times. On the last occasion the temple and announced the catastrophe to Titus, who had retired
place. A lar!!e share of the streets are covered over, palaces were bn.rnt rlown, the walls leveled to the to rest, intending to renew the assault the next mornthe SP.cond stories projecting so as to nearly meet ground, and King Zedekisih and what people there ing. Wildly rose the uproar; blazing rafters lighted
above. It is one of the most cheerless places of it!:! were left w ... re carried off captive to Babylon. This up the darkness, w bile all around the crackling _of
size yet seen.
was 587 B c., and is the sum of the Bible story.
the fl,.mes and tbP. crashing of the falling roofs mm·
66. The population is variously estimated a.t from
11. There are those who deny the truth of the gled with the shouts of the victors and the deathtwelve thousand to thirty five thousand, No cenRUS account and that the Jews were ever snob a strong cry of the Jews.
is taken, and it is mere guess-work at beRt. There and wealthy people as is claimed in the Bible, but
23. Titus rushed forth and in vain gave orders to
are supposed to be from ten thousand to fifteen thou- claim r~th~:r that previous to the Babylonian cap- stay the conflagration. His soldiers were in the
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IIoly of Holies; they seized upon the treasures t~e year 1187, when the reigning king Guy de Ln- her beauty is departed. Zion spreadeth forth h~r
which were scatte1·ed around. Not even Roman dis- sJgnan was taken prisoner in a desperate battle with handR, and there is none to comfort her (Sam I,
cipline sould restrain them, and the de~<truction was ~he Saracen Emir Saladin, and the city.fell again 1, 3, 6).
complete. When the flames subiided nothing was Into the power of the Moslems. Saladin erected
3. Jesus spoke thus mournfully of the city: 0
left of the temple but a small portion of the outer strong fortifications around it only to be again de- Jerusalem! Jerusalem! thou that killest the prophmolished.
clQister.
·
ets and stonest them that are sent nnto thee, how
24. Even in this hour of h.:>rror the wild fanaticism
35. Richard I. of England, and Philippe Auguste often would I have gatllered thy children together,
of the Jews was scarcely quelled. The messiah had of France, who headed the third crusade, ~ere un- even as a hen gathereth her chickens under her
been looked for as a deliverance by many, even in able to retake the city, though they went through wings, and ye would not ! Behold your bouse is left
this last extremity. The small remainder of the the farce of appointing kings to rule of it. The last unto you desolate.
cloister was now burned by the Roman soldiers, and of them, John de Brienne, obtained the aid of his
six thousand unarmed people, with women and chil- son-in-law Frederick II. of Germany, against the
CHAPTER XXIX.
dren, were destroyed in it, who a short time before Moslems. The city was yielded to the emperor,
MODERN JERUSALEM.
had been led up by a false prophet to what was left ~hrough a treaty with the Sultan Meledin of Egypt,
of the temple, and with the dehlsive hope that a m the year 1229, on condition that the walls should
1. A feeling of disappointment, as already indigreat deliverer was near at hand.
not be rebuilt; but the Christians, with characteristic cated, inevitably seizes the beholder as he realizes the
25. The total destruction of the temple was a ~ad faith and false honor, disregarded this stipula- small and in fact contemptible size of the city about
death-blow to all their hopes; the spirit of the wild- tiOn.
which so much has been said, and concerning which
est enthusiast was broken; utterly disappointed in
36. Ten years later Jerusalem again fell under such great boasts have been made. It is but about
the salvation expected from their God, they now Mohammedan rule, being taken by the sultan of a mile across the longest way. It probably does not
sunk in abject despair. The UJ?per part of the city Damascus; but four yeal"li! from that time his succes- now cover all the ground it once did, but it was
-the stronghold of Zion-strll indeed resisted ; sor yielded it to the Christians, with other cities, to never very much larger.
there Simon had been joined by hie rival John. purchase their assistance in a war which he was med2. One is surprised, also, to find how little remains
Some time was necessarily lost before the Romans itating against the sultan of Egypt. In the year of the· material of the ancient city. The present
could raise their engines against the steep valley of 1244, however, a Tartar horde, the Kharezmians, took walls were built in the sixteenth century, and but a
the Tyropreon. When they did commence their it by storm and treated the inhabitants with true l"e- few courF~es of stones in parts of them belonged to
assault they found that the Jews had lost their ligious cruelty.
the ancient city, The present buildings fire nearly
wonted courage, and, on the 17th of September, the
37. Shortly afterward they were dispersed by the all new, though a foundation here and there gives
Romans, with shouts of triumph, burst into the Mohammedans of Syria, and it has continu~il to be evidence of former times.
stronghold of the poor Jews and found little but a Moslem city since that time. In the year 1517 the
3. The ancient rock crops ont in the temple arena,
deserted streets and houaes fill eo with dead bodies; place- was taken, with t.he rest of Syria and Egypt, at the church of the Holy Sepulcher, and on the
while John and Simon long baffied all search, being by the Ottoman Sultan Selim I., and in 1542 its pres- brow of Mount Zion; but the gorgeous city of Soloconcealed amidst the ruins and in iiubterranean pas- ent walls were built by Snliman the Magnificent.
mon lies buried under the debris of twenty-seven
sages.
38. Napoleon planned a siege of the city, but, siegefl and eaptures. It is said that on an average
26. Thus ended the reign of Yahweh in his chosen probably concluding that it was not worth the the present city is twenty-five feet above where the
land, and thus his people lost control in the country trouble of taking, he abandoned it in the year 1800. ancient city ~tood, and by some excavations that
they so dearly loved, and when they expected such In consequence of a revolt, induced by over- taxation, have been made some parts are reported one hundred
wonderful deliverances. They were utterly defeated, it was bombarded by the Turks in 1825. In 1831 it and thirty feet above the city of olden times.
with a small 1·emnant left to scatter among the na- submitted to the pasha of Egypt. 1Ylahomed Ali, but
4. It is said, too, that workmen sometime~:~ dug
tions of the earth, where they were destined to meet by European interference he was deprived of his through a series of buildings, one above another,
continued suffering and affi.ict.ioll. The experiment possessions in Syria, and in 1840 Jerusalem again showing that one city has literally been huilt upon
which their God had made in this circumscribed owned Turkish sway under the Sultan Abdul Mejid. the ruins of another, and that the preFent city is
country of rocky hills and narrow valleys thus seemed
39. Thus the gods and their devotees have had actually standing upon the ruins of several prtexist
to result in total failure, none greater having been terrible and long-continued conflicts over this almost ing cities.
known in the world.
worthless city and country. Yahweh -set up his reign
5. All thiR necessarily throws much doubt upon
27. Jerusalem was completely cast down; a por- there, after David conquered it from the .JebusiteR, the identity of places mentioned in Bible story, and
tion of the western wall and threb towers were left and proclaimed his purpose with a great flourish of no man is able to say, with any certainty, where
standing to shelter the Roman soldiers; but all the trumpets and ileclared again and again that his many of the ancient localities were.
city, Zion, Akra, and the temp4e, was thrown into power there should continue forever and forevf'r.
6. The natural featnres of the country, however,
a mass of utter ruin. According to Josephus, 1,300.- But after the reign of two kings the small country remain unchanged; the rocks of which it is com000 .persons lost their lives in the siege, and the became divided and its people several time& carried pose and waR composed three thousand years ago are
bloodshed and carnage that ensued, though this is away into captivity. The power of Yahweh grew 8till here as they were then. Kings and priests are
undoubtedly an exaggeration.
weaker and weaker, and at last the contest for sure to pass aw:1-y; they are transitory and short28. The Jews, however, began to return and in- supremacy was closed in eternal disgrace.
lived, but the rockA and the everlasting hills remain.
habit the ruins, but upon their raising a rebellion
40. The terms of the different gods and rulers God!ll and their devotees are short-lived, but nature
under Bar-chochebas, a~ainst Hadrian, the latter ex- which have ruled over the city mav be roughly stated is eternal, and p!!sses not away.
pelled them all, and building palaces, temples, and a as follows: The rule of Yahweh· under D~vid and
7. J eruAalem t'tands on four hills of not very large
theater, transformed it into a Roman city, under the Solomon, 80 years; a divided, fitful, a.nd disgraceful size, which Wf're once separated by deep valleys,
name of ...:Eiia Capitolina. A temple was erected on rule of their successors 500 years; the Jews away uow pretty well fiilf'd with the debris of ~uccessive
Mount Moriah, to Jupiter, precisely on the spot in captivity at different times, 75 years; the weak deRtructions of this unfortunate city. Zion, the
where the temple of Yahweh had previously stood. rule of the priests Ezra, Nehemiah, and others, say most celebrated hill, is in the southwest quarter
29. The Roman power declining, Constantine and 200 years; under the Greeks, 25 years; the Syrians, of the city, some three hundred feet above the
his mother having embraced Christianity, which at Antiocbus, etc, 150 years; Je-wish chief!':, as the hill or the valley of Hinnom, and about five hundred
the beginning of the fourth century began to give Maccabees, etc., 100 years; the Romans, off and on feet above the brook Kidron, or what was that insigpromise to persons of ambition like theirs, by con- at different times, 200 years; Herod and his descend- nificant stream, on the southeast.
siderable effort transformed the Roman town into a ants, 50 years; Persians and others, 150 years; Con8. Zion, as observed, was the old citadel of the
Christian city, with the purpose of setting up there stantine and his mother, say 50 years; Mohammeil .Jehnt'ites, and after its capture became the holy city
ans of different types and at diff~>rent times, 650 of David. 'I he Tyropmon sweeps around its northern
again the rule of Yahweh.
30. Julian gave permission to the .Tews to rebuiid years; Christians under the Crw~ailers, 150 years; and eastern baRes, separating it from Akra and
the temple, but they were too much broken in wealth mixed, uncertain, and unclassable, 200 years.
Moriah. It is by no means a pretentious part of the
41. Thus it may be l!.een that of the over 2,500 city now, whatever its claims were in the time of the
and unity of action to accomplish it. However, in
. the year 614 they came in considerable numbers, years that have rolled by since Yahweh capturPd man whose name it has borne .
with the Persian king Chosroes, and destroyed the J erwmlem from its previous own erR, the glorious rule
9. Mount Moriah bas a Bible history dating far
lasted 80 years, and the weak and precarious rule, baek. That is the very spot where Abraham is
churches and maRsacred the Christians.
31. The Emperor Heraclius afterward occnpied it, without honor or credit, 700 years; under Christians, claimed to have made the attempt to offer up his son
but in the year 637 it ;mrrendered to the Khalif Omar, 200 years. So out of the 2,500 years it cannot br Jsa:10 to please hiR God.
and became a Mohammedan city, the mosque of said to have been under the partial rule of Yahweh
10. Mount Moriah is in the southeast corner of the
Omar, probably the grandee~t and richest mo~que in &; Co. any more than 980 years, while their oppo- city, on the side toward the Mount of Olives; it is
the world, being bnilt upon the site of the temple of nents have had it 1,600 year8. This is rather of a separated from Mount Zion by the Tyropmon, and
Yahweh, and the temple of Jupiter, the succession of bad showing for the firm, the head of which made from the Mount of Olives by the valley of Jehosathe rule of gods being in this order: Yahweh, Jupiter, such great boasts and promises, and such a preten- phat. It is probably one hundred feet lower than
Mount Zion, and is nearer its ancient bight than any
Allah. The mosque still remains in all its glory, tious effort.
other part of the city. Here stood the templA of
having enjoyed a longer rule and more uninterrupted
prosperity than the temples of Yahweh and Jupiter
Herod, and the temples of Solomon and Ezra, if such
CHAPTER XXVIII.
edifices had an existence. The proud mosque of
combined. Thus do the gods succeed each other,
and perhaps will until the power of the last is utterly
THE BIBLE ON JERUSALEM.
Omar now occupie:J the site.
Bf!ent.
1. The Bible of course has much to sav of Jeru~a11. On the northeast is Mount Bezetha, a higher
32. In 1076 Jerusalem fell into the hands of the ]em. The name of the city is mentioned eight bun- hill than Mount Moriah, which was inclosed within
Turks, but the wild zeal and fanaticism of the Chris- dred and eighteen times in the Old and New Testa- the walls by Herod Agrippa. Mount Akra, the
tians of Europe was aroused because the holy city meuts. David, or rather Psalms, describes it thus: J e- highest ground in the city, is on the northwest. It
and the holy sepulcher were in the possession of the rusalem is builded as a city that is compact together. is separated from Zion by the Tyropmun, and from
worshipers of Allah, and they determined that the . . . Peace be within thy walls, and proRp?.r- Bezetha hy a broad valley running into the Tyrobanner of Yahweh and his crucified son should again ity within thy palaces (Pe. cxxii. 7). Of Zion it pmon at the foot of Zion.
be set up there.
says: Walk about Zion, and go round about her;
12. It will be seen, therefore, that the city Rlopes
33: The first crusade was organized in 1097, and tell the towers thereof. Mark ye well her bulwarks, down from the northwest to the southeast, and standthe Christian host commanded by Godfrey de Bouil- consider her palaces; that ye may tell it to the gen- ing on the northwest angle of the wall you are at the
Ion enterP-d Palestine. One by one the chief places eration following (Ps. xlviii, 12)
In Solomon's highest point, and see Moriah far below on the southWe~e taken. After two years Jerusalem itself was Song it is used as a metaphor-Comely as Jerusalem. east, with Tyropreon ou the west side of it 1 running
besreged and captured, the garrison and inhabitants
2. The lamentations over it in its misfortunes have down between it and Zion to the junction of the
massacred with the cruelty which Christians have been loud and deep. The following are specimens: Kidron with Hinnom.
many_ ~nd many a time shown themselves capable of How doth the city sit solitary, that was full of people !
13. The wall of the the city is irregular, conformex.erCismg. The Crusaders, however, for a while at- how is she become a widow ! She that was great ing to the bill~> over which -it pa~ses, but substan' ~ained the end of their persistent and bloody warfare among the nations, and princess among the priu- tially the city lies four-~quare. The stone of the
Inhthe possession of the holy city and the holy sepul- cesses, how is she become tributary ! She weepeth walls and of the buildiugs is of a light color; thus
0
er.
sore in the night, and her tears are on her cheekl:l. the city has a far from smoky or dismal appearance,
34. Godfrey was elected king of Jerusalem, and .
She dwelleth among the heathen, she tindeth though the abRence of trees and verdure gives it
,<~-'\Vas succeeded by his relationij and descendants until 1no rest,
and from the daughter of Zion all a lifeless and arid look.
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6. Thia, however, is not my subject for this inter- on him s~ould be able to h~ndle. poisonous serpent~
view, but ratber to continue the subject of my last, and to drmk any deadly thmg Without harm. Not
visit by still farther commenting on the perfection on.e of his fol~owers has. ever QPen able to do any.
and high morality of Jesus'~ teachings. L~t us con- t~mg of the kmd. If the pope of Rom~, the arch.
sider somewhat further the character of hts morals bishop of Canterbury, the Rev. Howard Crosby, or
which have so often been held up as perfectly fault- any clergyman, were offered ten thousand dollars to
less and superhuman. .
handle poiso~ cobras or to drink. prussic acid, he
7. It is certainly defective wisdom and morality to would not do It. Ho~ absurd and }mmoral, then, to
pay a premium for crime, and to command the giv- make sue~ repre~entatwns and to g1ve such promises!
ing of the cloak to one who takes the coat.
23. Neither did he speak the tru~h when he gave
8. It is not the most excellent morality to advise the assurance that thos~ who beheved upon him
one's friends to sell their garment and buy a sword. would be able to lay their hands upon the sick and
To cover one's nakedness is far better than to sport they should be healed. Of the two hundred and
a sword by the side. It will be remembered he said fifty millions who believe in Jes_us, no_t one of them
he came not to bring peace, but a sword, and the could c_ure the smallpox by laymg his hands upon
chief characteristic of his professed followers has the aflhcted.
.
.
been to wield it mercilessly.
24. It .was not the correct thmg to assure~ frail
9. It is not usually regarded as moral to comJ:!land an? falhble. man (Peter), ~ho had proved hrmse]f
that fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, wives, and gUilty of lymg and cowardiCe,. that he should hold
children be forsaken. Such teachers as Confucius the keys of heaven, and whomsoever he bound on
and Socrates recommended love to them mstead of earth should be bound in heaven, and whom~oever
hatred.
he loosed on earth should be loosed in heaven. Such
10. It was hardly moral, and certainly not gentle. extravagant promise~ oug~t not to he kept.
.
manly, to call a wo~an a dog when she requested . 25. It was very muileading and untrue to P.ro~nse
him to· confer a kindness upon a sick child. - .
his followers tha.t whate!er they asked f.or, beh~v.mg,
11. It was not the highest type of benignity to they_ should rec.eiV.e. This has been fal~tfied mii~wns
utter this sentiment. Those of mine enemies which of times. Behevmg makes not the slightest dtffer.
would not that I should reign t~ver them, bring hither ence as to what a person receives. Those who be.
liev~ the ~ost and expect the most are most liable to
and slay before me.
12. It was not love and goodness, if it was moral- be dtsappomte_d._
. .
ity, that moved him to send helpless souls to everlast- . 2?. He exhibited his Ignor~nce or falsehood b_y
ing torture. He is reported to have said, He that g1vmg the assurance t~at. fastmg would enable hts
believeth not shall he damned. Belief is not a mat- followers to heal the siCk. It would have been far
ter of choice, but is controlled by evidence. If a more truthful to _teach that the sick an~ affiic~ed
person cannot find sufficient to found a belief upon, should do the f~J:stmg themselves._ Browns ~astmg
it ill very hard to damn him forever for it.
can be of very ht_tle ben~:fit to Smith. T_o reahze the
13. Truthfulness is a marked feature of morality. true value of fast~ng, Smith must fast hu:!lself ..
He did not tell the truth when he promised his dis27. It was not JUSt and_ cor.rect to sanctiOn divorce
ciples that they should sit upon twelve thrones, on the ground of formcatwn alone. There are
judging the twelve tribes of Israel. They never did, other reasons and grounds equally_ reasonable._
a~d never will. At the time the promise was made,
28. He clearly lacked the presmence and disce!Dten of the tribes had long been scattered and lost, menta god should posse_ss to choose for~ compamon
and nobody knew what had become o£ them. If it is one who w?uld betray him and ca_us_e his death. If
pleaded that he meant the thrones should be in a the betraymg was part of the divme programme,
future life, it does not help the matter, for they un- then Judas ought to have been honored and rederstood him to mean this life, and he undoubtedly warded.
.
.
.
.
did mean it, if he meant anything.
.
29. H~ was defe?tive m moral teachmg m not
14. It was not kindness and goodness that made condemmng oppressiOn, slave~y, or po_lygamy . . .
him curse entire cities in advance because they would
30. The same may be said of hus not ra1Blng
not or could not accept as truth what his followers his voice in favor of the advancement and freedom
told them.
of women from oriental slavery.
_ 15. It was doubtful morality that prompted him . 31. It _was ~ot the be.st way of. impa~ting instr~c
to command his followers to take another person's twn to give his lessons m such emgmat10al and bhnd
ass without consent, that he might be able to make language that simple people could not understand
.
more display and be received with more eclat. It him.
would have been more proper for him to walk along _32. I~ was"not sound _mo~al adviCe to say: Ag~ee
modestly and quietly, the same as those around him. with thme adversary qu10kly-thy l~gal op:?onenL16. It was not moral for him to take a·lot of his lest he prosecute thee and cast thee mto pnson. It
followers through another's cornfield, and allow smacks strongly of cowardice and temporizi~g.. It
them to gather the corn for their own use. And the would have been far better to say, Do what IS rtght
doing of this on the Sabbath when he and they should and just in all oases, let the consequences be what
have been at church or saying their prayers, should they may.
·
.
.
'
seem very oulpable•in the eyes of his Christian fol33. It was unreasonable to requue falhb_le mortals
lowers. But he never said anything about keeping to be perfect, even as his father in heaven Is perfe0t.
the Sabbath, whether .the seventh day or the :firRt, This was going as much too high as other precepts
and not a word about going to church can be found went too low. If God is not more perfect tha~ poor
in his teachings. Now it is considered. the very mortals are capable of being, his goodness IS not
hight of immorality not to do both.
sufficient to boast about.
CHAPTER XXX.
MELCHISEDEC's THIRTEENTH VISIT.
17. His oonduot in the temple when he whipped
34. It was not filial or honorable in him to insult
and beat those who sold pigeons for sacrifice, and his mother before strangers, or at any other time, by
1. The Scribe was not certain that his Venerable those who accommodated the purchasers by making such language as this: Woman, what have I to do
Visitor would find him in his new quarters in the Med- change for them was no better._ They were violating with thee?
iterranean Hotel in the holy city; but there seems to no law, human or divine; they were doing a favor
35. It was questionable propriety to command
have been no trouble in the matter, for he made his to theirfellow-men, and following a custom that had giving alms in secret only. ·The good exampl~ of
entrance into the room and walked up to the bed-side long been praotioert without condemnation. The tern- benevolence often induces others to go and do likethe same as in the tent. Approaching the Scribe the ple was not his, nor'his fathe!''s, for that mat.ter, for it wise.
phantom spoke thus:
was built by Herod, a very bad man, who tried to
36. It is a time-serving, cowardly policy to com·
. 2. ~ell, my juvenile friend, thou ~~;rt in- the holy take the life of Jesus when he was first born. Herod mand to abstain from judging ~hat one may not
mty at last, and thou must not thmk strange if did not build that temple for Jesus. In attacking be judged, and to do good to win the benefits that
thou hast more solemn and sacred thoughts than the men so roughly he committed assault and bat- might accrue. The Stoics did better than that; they
thou art wont to have. Thou of course wilt let thy tery, and in most countries could have been fined taught a higher motive. The reward should not
mind revert back to the various scenes that. have and seqt to prison for it.
always be the incentive to good conduct. Virtuous
transpired herE', and see whether tl].e deeds that have
18. He did not forgive the woman caught in tbe and good deeds should be performed because they
been performed in J erusalein were materially better ant of adultery upon the highest moral grounds: Let are right.
than in other cities of similar size, and at a similar him that is without Rin cast the first stone. If she
37. In like manner it is doubtful propriety to be
period of the world's history.
had sinned, and the law required she should die for holding up the remuneration of a life to come for
3. In my own opinion, the Jews were no more it, it made no difference whether they had been good deeds performed :here. It w:oul? be more ?or·
free from the ~mperfeotions in the guidance of deity faultless or not.
reot to portray the effects in this hfe. To dJr~ct
than other natwns of people, among whom there is
19. It was not kindness and love that moved him attention to the laws of life is decidedly more WISe
certainly some differences from a moral point of to say, Whosoever shall deny me before men, him than to be always ignoring them _and calling att?n·
view, as well as in the intellectual, social, and relig- will I deny before my father which is in heaven. It tion wholly to another state of existence, and wbwh
ious domain; but in none of these does it appear shows a spirit of revenge and retaliation.
cannot be understood and appreciated here.
that the Jews excelled either their neighbars o'r
20. It was hardly moral J)Taotioe, and certainly
38. It was very untruthful to assure those who
those at a distance.
not gentlemanly conduct, after aocepti~g an invita- believed on him that if they would say to a moun·
4. In many respects they were really inferior to tion to dinner, and neglecting the commendable and tain, Remove to yonder place, it would be removed.
those who made no pretension to being a selected cleanly practice of washing hili! hands before sitting No such thing was ever effected by any one who beand chosen people of God. Considei·ing the special down .at the table, to insult the man of the house by lieved on him. All who believe on him to-day
advantages which the Jews claimed to have, they call h1m a fool and a hypocrite.
.
could not by that process, though they all spoke in
should have been a perfect people.
21. He did not speak the truth when he. said the concert, do so much as to remove an ant-hill.
.
5. Thou wilt perhaps remember that my home is end of the world would come, and he be seen in
39. To assure his hearers that the Supreme Bemg
said to have once been here, that under the name of glory in thP. heavens, before some st~nding around would be!ltow upon them whatever they might ask
Salem I reigned as ,a king over Jerusalem, and that him should taste death. Not only that generation, for in his name is of the same misleading oharaote!·
here ~braham b:oame acquainted with me and paid but sixty others, passed away, and nothing of the MillionR of pious devotees, with great confidence Ill
me tnbute; but JUSt between thee and me I will re- kind has taken place or is likely to for several thou- this assurance, have tried the experiment only to f
mark that that old story is very thin-so thin that sand years.
:find themselves deceived.
there is little or nothing of it. Those who invest in. 22. He uttered a falsehood, than which no larger
40. It was scarcely honorable to denounce. the
it will not get their money's worth.
·
could be spoken, when h~ said that those who believed devil as a liar and the .fatherof liars, when no he he

14. The Jerusalem of to-day may be considered
the eighth city on the same site; the first of the
Jebusites; the second of David and Solomon, which
lasted four hundred years; the third of Nehemiah,
which lasted three hundred years; f~urth, the magnificent city of Herod, lasting less than a hundred
years; fifth, the Roman city, which grew upon the
ruins Titus had made; sixth, the Mohammeda;n city;
seventh, the Christian city; and, eighth, the Mohammedll.n llgain.
15. The town covers an area of two "hundred and
nine acres. The Christians, including the Armenians, occupy the western half; the Mohammedans
the northeastern portion, the Jews the Routheastern.
The whole population is probably 30,fi00. The circumference is less than two and a quarter miles.
16. The city stands on a bald, arid mountaiD'ridge,
surrounded by chalky limestone hills, glaringly
white. The wall is about thirty-five feet in bight,
and, although massive in appearance, is far from
being substantial. Around the walls are thirty-four
towers, and seven gates, two of which are closed.
17. The open gates are the. Jaffa gate, on the west;
the Damascus gate, on the north; St. Stephen's gate,
, the traditional place where Stephen was stoned,
on the east; the Dung gate, on the south; Zion gate,
or the gate of David, on the ridge of Zion. The
Golden gate and the gate of Herod are closed.
18. The natives are principally Moslems, with a
colony of Africans. Many dervishes are here. The
Jews number twelve thousand, and are from Poland
and other parts of Europe, and some from the East.
Some come from religious motivefil, but more from a
spirit of idleness, as they are here supported by
charity. They are much inferior to the Jews of the
United States.
19. A wealthy Jew of London, Sir Moses Monte:fiorP, made a very munificent donation of a million
dollars for the benefit of Jews in Palestine. But all
Jews who are now doing tolerably well had better
remain where they are.
20. The Greek Church is said to flourish in Jerusalem, the Patriarch of Jerusalem being at the head
of it. They have some twenty monasteries in the
vicinity. The Armenians number three hundred,
and they also have,a Patriarch of Jerusalem:_ The
Copts, descendants of the ancient Egyptians, have
two monasteries.
21. The Roman Catholics number nearly two
thousand, and have a monastery, an industrial school,
two girls' schools, and a hospital. The Protestants
are few in number, though they are trying to get
more foothold here. They are doing considerable
of what they call evangelical work, and are spending
considerable of the money contributed by those who
think they are th(l_reby doing God special service.
22. Jerusalem ought, from its locality and elevated position, to be a very healthy place, though
slow fevers abound far too much. The debris of
the former cities uncloubtedly contain the germs
of disease. If it has been a city four .thousand
years, and if that number of people have died in
it every generation of thirty years, it would make a
sum total of over 530,000 dead bodies buried here.
That number of decaying corpses may well be supposed to cause some ill health.
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ever told was pointed out, and it was not shown that the way they kiss it and weep over it is curious to ment writers, in his account of the· affair, says, The
he had any children.
behold.
bodies of those beasts whose blood ill brought into
41. It was equally false to denounce the devil as a . 7. ~i~hin ten feet or thereabouts is a circular the sanctuary by the high priest for sin are burned
murderer, wh((n he had newer killed anybody, either Iron nnhng, five or six feet in diameter, which marks 'without the camp, wherefore, JesnR also, that he
in a sudden passion or with malice prepense.
the spot where the Virgin stood when the body of might sanctify the people with his blood, suffered
42. He did not exhibit a brave,.manly spirit in her dead son was anointed. The Scribe for a mo- without the gate (Reb. xxii, 11, 12). This is tolertrembling at the fear of an arrest, in asking that the ment felt a desire to know how the very spot was ably definite that it was not within the city.
17. Matthew says, He was taken from the judgcup might pass from him-:whe~ he cam~ down fr_om le~r!led wi~h such precision, but remembering that
heaven on purpose to drmk It-and m sweatmg spiritual thmgs are not discovered by the oarnalman, ment hall unto a place called Go! gotha-that is to
great drops of blood from simple dread of death, because they are spiritually discerned, he walked on, say, a place of a skull (Matt. xxvii, 33). That sounds
when it was the only thing that could close his holding down his head and saying nothing.
as though the place was withput the city. Luke
unpleasant career on earth and permit him to return
8. The sepulcher of Jesus iedn the rotunda of the says, A great company of people and women followed
to his mansions above the clouds.
church, and immediately beneath the dome. .This is Jesus, which bewailed and lamented him, and they
43. He could not have made a truthful promise to unquestionably the holiest spot in the universe, unless came to the place called Calvary, and there they ernthe good thief on the cress when he assured him that it is that quiet, dark cavern at Nazareth where Yah- cified him (Luke xxiii, 27, 33). This disagrees with
he should be with him that day in paradise, for weh met the young virgin by appoin~ment. Of Matthew, but still sounds as though the place was
he understood perfectly well that he had to make a course nothing can take precedence of that phice and not in the city. Had it been he ought to have
three days' tour to hell, or the center of the earth, that event in real, simon-pure holiness. That bears said so.
and be back at resurrection one day and two nights the palm over every other spot in this world, and a
18. Mark agrees with Mat.thew, and the place, acfrom the time he started.
few millions of other worlds thrown in.
.
cording to him, would seem to be outside and away
44. He showed the white feather at the hour
9. The sepulcher is inclosed in a sort. of small from the city. John agrees with Matthew and Mark
· of death. He cried out in desperation, seeming temple of light.colored stone, in sacred style, with about the place being Golgotha, and, further, shows
~willi~g to endure the ~ecessary pain to preduoe a single door, _and lighted with numerous lamps; and that it was not in the oity, but was nigh unto the
dissolutiOn, a_nd unrec?n.mled at the part he had J when the _Scnbe saw the dozens of pious devotees city, and appears to have been beside some public
to perform m the divine and mournful drama, crowding m the narrow ·door, one after another, and thoroughfare (John xix, 20); and Matthew further
although the consequences were to be so comforting crowding out again in few minutes, he knew he had indicates that it was at a place where many passed
to his father and so beneficial to the human family. reached the sacred spot. In a short time he was able by, saying, They that passed by reviled him (Matt.
He ev~n. thoug_ht his father had forsaken him, and to enter t~e little temple, and there, right before him, xxvii, 39 J. J obn again makes the matter pretty clear
was afraid to die. Thousands upon thousands have was a piece of the stone which the angel rolled by saying, Now, in the place where he was crucified
shown a braver spirit and a stouter heart at the away and then sat upon. What has become of the there was a garden, and in the garden a new sepulbour of death.
rest of the stone the Scribe didnot learn, but pre- cher, wherein was never man yet laid (John xix, 38).
45. I will say no more at this time, but will try to sumes it was taken to Rome to work miracles with. This makes the place without the city.
make it convenient to see thee again. I wish thee The piece retained looks like marble, and is some
19. The unanimity of statement among these aumuch· joy in visiting the holy places in this old city, eighteen inches square, and does not look as though thorities is not great enough to justify any place
and trust thou mayest derive all the benefit therefrom it would take a very strong angel to roll it away.
being fixed upon as the scene of execution; at all
·that the sight is calculated to impart. Peace and
10. The sepulcher itself is a small inner room, the events, there is very little reason for thinking that
tranquillity be with thee. Good-night.
very Holy of He, lies. The doorway between the two the site of the church of the ~foly Sepillcher is the
rooms is small, and the way the devout worshipers correct place, for some say it was without the gate
were crowding in'to kiss the holy sepulcher was most and none say it was within the gate.
·
CHAPTER XXXI.
astonishing. Before the Scribe hardly had time to
20. As a sample of the discrepancies which exist
FOURTEENTH DAY.-A VISIT TO THE HOLY PLACES.
meditate he thought to himself, while seeing what as to the (:ltory or legend, it may be stated th:1.t Matwas transpiring before him, You poor, simple fools, thew, Mark, and Luke say that Simon thR Cyrene,
1. AJ!d it came to pass that the day after the pil- what good does that nonsense do you? But in a as already noticed, was compelled to bear Jesus's
grim's arrival in the holy city was the Christian Sab- moment he bethought himself, and thus addressed cross from the Judgment Hall to the place of execubath, the day of holy avocations and pious medita- himself: Don't call those people f0ols, because they tion, while John says Jesus bore it himself. If they
tions. The men of God Getz and .Tames, and one don't ·know any better. You might have been just contradict each other in that manner they are not to
or two more of the pilgrims, attended the English as big a fool as they had you not had better instruc- be believed :tt all.
21. In view of the fact that after the expulsion of
church, but the Scribe remained in his l'oom and tion.
wrote. And in the afternoon the captain took all
11. After a while the pilgrims were able to get the Jews from Jerusalem to Titus and Hadrian, the
the pilgrims to the church of the Holy.Sepulcher, into the little room, six or seven feet square, where serious cbanges and confusion that attended the
where so many holy places, in the most marvelous the sepulcher is located. The sepulcher is a stone many contracted sieges, and the utter destruction of
manner, and probably by divine appointment, are all shelf, occupying the length of the small room and the city, with the frequent changes of rulers and peocong~ated under one roof.
half its width, and is covered with a marble slab, ples, it must be seen that the knowledge where the
2. It would be wicked to do any sight-seeing on worn somewhat with the millions of kisses that have execution took place would inevitably be lost, and
the Lord's day, but examining into the mysteries of been given it. Over the sepulcher are some fifty the settling upon a spot as the place must necessarily
. godliness, and having pointed out the very places gold and silver lamps, kept constantly, but dimly, be a mere arbitrary decision and without any shadow
where God has moved in a mysterious way his won- burning, giving the plaoA the air of exquisite holi- of authority.
ders to perform, is all right enough. So with very ness. The Scribe is now becoming so accustomed to
22. It was not till along in t]fe third century, two
pious hearts, and faces duly elongated;the nine pil- holiness that he can tell it as soon as he meets it. hundred years after everyboily wal! deHd who knew
grims and the guide approached the holy sanctuary He did not leave one of his kisses on that stone.
anything about it, that an attempt was made to deat the lower end of Christian street, but a few min12. The Greeks, the Latins, the Armenians, the cide where the crucifixion took phce, and then it
utes' walk from the hotel. Every person who viAits Syrians, and even the Copts, have chapels in this Heems to have been settled by the aid of a dream or
the place is expected to carry a very reverential feel- church-all forms of Christians save Protestants, vision-the most unreliable ana worthless of all
ing along with him, for millions of devout Christians who seem to be excluded, or else they take less stock ways in the world, and no better than drawing
worship at this shrine.
in this tomfoolery than the parent churches. It takes straws or throwing dice. Empress Helena, the
3. There are some differences of opinion and some the Roman and Greek Catholics to entertain the mother of the vision-seeing, bloody-handed Constandisputes, even among the saintl'l, as to the very locali- genuine reverence for these holy relics and places. tine, after she and her Hon adopted Christianity,
ties where the wonderful events took place, but t.hat If faith is a saving power they surely must be came to Jerusalem and h:~.d a vision or dr-eam in
should not influence the sincere soul. It is better to saved.
which she was shown the place where the cross
believe that the same event took place in two or
13. In an adjoining part of the church is a disk of stood.
three different places than to believe it did not occur white marble in the :floor, where the risen Savior
23. This mode of determining a locality must be
at all.
·
absolutely made his first appearance after his return very unsatisfactory to matter.of.fact people, unless
4. Now the Scribe was about to see the place from hell. Here is where Mary Magdalene beheld they could be convinced that Helena's visionA and
where Jesus was crucified ei~hteen hundred years him and mistook him for the gardener, he having dreams were strictly reliable. But at all events, her
ago, and the very spot where the cross was set up; changed in appearance somewhat on his lengthy and son indorsed her and built a series of edifices over
he was to gaze upon the identical stone upon which heated journey. The feelings that come over one the site in 326. 'l'hesP- were destroyed by the Perhe was laid to be anointed preparatory to being can be easier imagined than described. The Scribe l'lians in 614 and rebuilt in 616. In 936 a fire destroyed
placed in the sepulcher; he was to behold the sepul- passed thoughtfully on.
the church, and the Mo~lems inflicted serious damage
cher itself, and the very stone which closed the door
14. Another similar disk pointed out the !!pot upon it in 1010. 'l'he present church was built by
and which the angel rolled away; he was to cast his where the erring Jlilary stood herself. Still another the Crusaders, and has gone through a long series of
optics upon the gro1md where the angel stood, where place is indicated where Jesus appeared to his mother disasters and rebuildings.
Mary Magdalene stood when 1:1he thought she was after the resurrection. It is equally easy to imagine
24. Through all these adversities and changes
speaking to the gardener; the soil where Jesus and the event as to fix the spot where it occurred. For there is about one chance in ten thousand of the
the virgin stood on that occasion, and many more skill in this line Christians are hard to beat.
right spot being selected, and it necessarily would
identical places equally remarkable. He hoped he
15. Farther in is a large and gorgeous chapel, fixed require something like a vision or dream to set the
approached the holy precincts with a due feeling of up and ornamented by the Russian Christians in very matter at rest, and Helena was equal to the occasion.
rich style, but in exeurable taste, with much gilded
25. The manner in whic:3. she determined which
reverence.
5. A few squalid and deformed beggars, as ex- work. Many very expensive pictures of different was the true cross was particularly interesting. After
pected, were seen about the entrance, for they are. kinds are there, surrounded by diamonds, gems, she bad settled where the cross stood, she was blastalways to be met with around these holy places. ' pearls, and precious stones enough t.o dazzle the eyes ing and rummaging around in the caverns .in connecHoliness and beggary seem to go hand in hand; but of a Jewish lapidary. 'l'he room is lighted with fifty tion with the place-proi)ably guided by a dream or
passing these encumbrances, the company soon found: holy lamps, containing holy oil. There are three vision-it is said she was inspired as good luck would
themselves in the holiest place in the world ! Oh,' mortises in the marble :floor, which are precisely have-it when she stumbled upon three crosses, one
how holy!
i over three corresponding mortises in the rock below, of which she knew at once was the very one on which
. 6. After entering, the Scribe was attracted by the, where three crosses· are said to once have Rtood. The Jesus was crucified. But how to settle whic'h one it
Sight of twenty devotees kneeling down and kissing middle one is that on which Jesus was impaled when was troubled her sorely. It might be supposed she
a fiat stone imbedded in the floor and projecting a he gave up the ghost, and the others mark the places could have dreamed it out, or settled it by vision,
few inches above it. For a moment he wondered where the two thieves were crucified at the same but the charm did not work. She must needs try
what there could be. in that stone that made those time. Oh, how solemn to see the very mortise where another ruse.
anxious people so eager to kiss it, but he soon learned the cross stood! This is the place for solemnmed26. So she had the three crosses conveyed to a
that that was the stone of unction upon which the itation.
bouse where a noble woman was very ill, and who
dead god was laid to prepare him for interment; but
16. True, there is some dispute among good peo- could find no releif. Cross number one was taken
~he stone in view was not the real stone after all, for pleas to where the crucifixion took place. Some say into the presence of the" sensitive invalid, and she _imIt was found necessary to put a slab of marble over it was without the city, w bile this iM nearly in the mediately became very much worse, and the pwus
the real stone to prevent its being kissed away or center of it. Even the evangelical authorities do Helena knew in a moment that one of the thieves
oJ.herwise destroyed. But the substituted stone not quite agree, and they evidently differ from those was crucified upon that cross. It was removed and
answers the faithful dtJvotees just as well as any, and who located these places. One of the New 'l'esta.· another taken into the sick woman's presence, and
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more to virtually disfranchise a con!ltituency, while .A Private Letter or Two from Mr. Bennett.
the Ministry, some of whom were doubtless influenced
The following letters were not written for publicaby the &arne motivs, counseled in a perfunctory way tion, but as they giv the readers of THE TRUTH
their followers to adopt Mr. Gladstone's recent sug- SEEKER a ~;letter idea Qf how the traveler is at presgestion and permit Mr. Bradlaugh to swear, subject ent engaged than we could, we print· them:
to subsequent legal liabilities. CQnvinced by the
JEYPORE, INDIA, Jan. 29 (Thos. PainP's Birthday), 1882.
fate of Mr. Labouchere's motion that his opponents DEAR EuGENE: I am now going through India by rail. This
meant to lesve him in an equivocal position, Mr. is the first town I hav stopped at since leaving Bombay. A
.Brad laugh determined to force their hands, and as- ride of nParly forty hours brought me here and gave me a
d d h H
b
lk'
f
d t th chance to see a good deal of the country, a part of which is
toun e t e
ouse . Y wa mg orwar
o
e good and wet and marshy and a pNrt dry and sandy. India is
Clerk's table, drawing a Testament from his pocket, a very large country, and it is not all good land by considerand, after kissing the book, pronouncing the Parlia- able. The a~grfglt!e crops of India, however, are immense,
mentary oath. Having thus undertaken to qualify 11nd the number of people engaged in raising them immen;-er.
himself in accordance with the statute, Mr. Brad- I arrived here yesterday morning and fell in with an English
laugh was about to occupy his seat, when the colonel and an Irish doctor, stationecl in the service here inlnsp13aker. ordered him to withdraw below the bar. dia, and we went sight-seeing together in the s~>me carriage.
They arc good, jolly fellows, and don't believe much more than
This injunction he at first complied with, but subse-. 1 do. We visited the MahrHjah's palace, the menageriPs, the
qnently disobeyed, obviously with a view of leaving beautiful and extensiv ganlens, the school of art, the muEeum,
Mr. Gladstone no pretext for not taking official no- the bazars, a dozen god-factories (1 bought. a few gods), etc.
tice of his act. No immediate action, however, was This is a province whicb. the Englishintel'fere but liltle with,
taken, and on Mr. Gladstone's motion, the House save drawing the regular revenues, so everything is na·iv-original-only a dozen or so Europeans being here. It is called
adjourned.
one of the finest cities in India. It is quite interesting. ToWhen the debate was resumed, Mr. Gladstone day I am going six miles into the country to see a palace and
again exhibited a dh!position to evade the issuance the beautiful scenery. I hav four miles' ride on an elephant.
of a new writ. He declared that the HoUt!le had ex- First, this morning I attend a s;crifice of a buffalo to one of
ceeded its powers in forbidding Mr. Bradlaugh to the godti. 'fhe English JUan is not to go with me to-day.
take the oath, and that the latter's disregard of its I go to-morrow to Delhi, then to Ajra, Allahabad, Cawnpore,
Lucknow, Benares, and Calcutta. I hav to be able to take
prohibition was not such an offense as would justify steamer thPre for Madras and Ceylon on Feb. 12th. My health
it in declaring his seat vacated under the rules. The is good. The sun is terrible at Bombay and in Southern
premier drew a distinction between disobedience of India. It is more mild and pleasant as I get np north here.
the House and disobedience of the speaker, and inI write this bpfore daylight. Was up at 3 o'clock. My
sisted that Mr. Bradlaugh, not having taken his seat, slePp was out, and I might as well be up. I take my breakf, st
at 6:30, at seven the sacrifice, and aftt>r that the elephant ride.
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
had not been guilty of the latter misconduct, which
1
h
·a
h ld
· h · h
1 0f
Later in the day he writes to Mrs. Bennett:
a one, e sa I , s on carry Wit Itt e pen a ty
exPUBLISHED EVERY
SA'TURDA•y -"-'T "'d> 3_00 PER YE-'R..
•
.a.
pulsion. Thereupon, the speaker, being appealed to
SuNDAY, Jan. 29, 1882.
b N h t
d .1.. M B dl
h h d ·
DEAR MARY: I hav returned from the trip out to the palace,
Y ort uo e, averre t'l.lat r. ra aug
a VIO- six miles from here, which I told Eugene about visiting this
The largost and cheapest Radical Journal pUblished in Europe lated
his express orders in the matter of his seat; muruing. The trip w11s a pleasant one, including my four
or .America, containing nearly 8e'llell. hundred square inches rrwre but Mr. Gladstone still contending that the disobe- miles' ride on an elephant. There is considerable motion to
uf reading matter than any other journal of its kind.
dience was at all events not flagrant when no force the animal, which shakes one up pretty extensivly, and would
had been required to compel compliance with the be tiresome after awhile, but it does well for a novelty. I saw
cut the knot of the hundredtr of large monkeys wild, Hnd close by the roatlsit!~,
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MARCH 11, 1882. speaker's will, Mr. Bradlaugh
·
though they are not very wild, as the Hindoos regard them as
tang Ie d an d insincere discussion by again advancing a sacred auimalllnd never kill them. I saw also any quantity
from behind the bar and taking his seat. · In pres- of peacocks, wilcl, all along by the roailside. At the palace I
Bradlaugh and the Bigots.
ence -of this fresh and unmistakable act of immbor- witneosPd the sacrifice of a full-grown kid to one of the HinDuring the last few weeks Mr. Bradlaugh has had dination, Mr. Gladstone was forced to abandon hiR doo gods, to which human sacrifices were once d•ily made;
an.exciting time. His ca'!e will stand in history as effsrts to defer any decided action in the cas•, and t,ut a score or two of years ago a kid was snbstitutet! for the
memorable as the case of Wilkes. He has succeeded Sir Stafford N orthcote's motion that Mr. Brad laugh man. ant! oue is now killed every morning. The head is s.truek
off at one blow with a sharp, heavy blade nearly three feet
in' placing the House of Commons in a position from b e expelled, and that a new writ be i11sued for North- long. The blood is caught in a brass ba,in and set in btfore
which it must ultimately retreat and disavow its acts ampton was carried by a majority of more than three .the imaue of the god and allowed to remain there five minutes,
or Ipngland be no longer recognized among p'rogressiv to one.
whilP the fl.•sh of the kid is cooked for the priests to eat. BenatiOns.
.
The heir to the British throne abandoned his fore killing the kid it was held wLi'e the head priest sprinkl\:d it
Mr. Bradlsl.ugh was elected to Parliament as 8 mem- yachts, horses, dogs, and mistresses long enough to with holy water on its hPad, and laid white flowers upon it, as
·
h 1 bb
dh 1
M
well as upon the ~acrifieial knifE, or one likl' it. l'robahly
ber of the same party as Mr. Gladstone. He had a go Into t e 0 Y an
e P support r. North cote in there is about as much seme in this sacrificing business as there
right to expect from him assistance in obtaining his motion. Probably h(} was actuated in this con- was in olden times to Yahweh by the Jews.
hil.'l seat. Indeed, Gll!-dstone gave him reason to duct by the fact that Bradlaugh has repeatedly
I ~aw also f,keers, or mm who claim to be holy. They are
think that the government would interfere in his be- shown up the colossal 11tealings of the royal family naked, are rubbed all over with chalk, and stay day Hntl night
half. But Gladstone's conduct has been cowardly from the public treasury, prominent among them and year after year under a tree by the road,ide. ktleping a
. t h e extreme. H e has more than once as good as b emg
.
th e se lf -same p nnce
.
I
holy fit•e burning, saying pr..yers for the peoplP, ant! rem
of
a_es,
w h o spen as small
ceiviug oblll.tions from them. 'T he ignorant dasses wo• ship
f
admitted that Bradlaugh's right to a seat in the more o t h e people's money upon a. blooded bulldog them elmost as gods.
Boase of Commons is as good as his own, but he not or a single mistress than an English workingman
I al>O saw several pilgrims who hav been off to the holy
only refuses to take any activ steps for securing him sees in his whole lifetime. It was to be expected river G~nges, four hundred miles away. EvHy man has a
and his constituents tlieir rights, but givs as much that this dissipated ·roue would be found on the pole eight feet lonQ:' on his shoulder, to each end of which is
· a1·a as_ h e_ d ares t. o the men who are ben_t upon ChriB· t"Ian BI·a e. Mr. B ra dlaugh's case was ost ens1"bl y attached
a vessel of about three gallons eoch of the water of
ne_ gati_v
tbe Ganges, of courSll'very holy, which these pious fools bav
vwlatmg a prmmple whiCh cannot be s:fely viOlated a government casP, but the government was defeated thus carried four hundred miles. It is being t11ken to the
hy any parliamentary majority in this age of the because they did not make the question a Cabinet prie.ts, who use it as holy water in worshipful ceremonies.
world, in countries like England and America.
qulilstion. They hav irretrievably damaged them- The tomfoolery made in the name of religion impresses me
But as he is a Christian, perhaps it is too much to selvs by the half-hearted help given, without giving more and more, and it is carried to as great PXtent in this connexpect that he should be an honorable man. At the e_nough real heJp to insure success. The case is not try as any in the world. I go to Delhi to-night. The weather
last session Mr. Bradlangh waited for weeks for an bettered in any way for the spineless Gladstone and is not as hot here as at Bombay.
affirmation bill to be passed by the government, but hiR Christian cohot·ts. Mr. Bradlaugh was again
Mr. Bennett expects to reach San Francisco, Cal.,
he waited in vain. So at the opening of the present triulll:phantly elected, on the 2d, by his Northampton by· April, and will perhaps lecture some as he
session he went to the speaker's desk ·and offered to constituents. He was opppsed by the same Christian cro~ses the continent. He should be addressed now
take the regular oath. But t'he Christians of the Corbett who ran against him at his second election. in care of Byron Aflonis, Jewish Tirnes office, San
House, led by the intensely pious Stafford Northcote The opposition membere< of tlie H)use immediately Francisco, Cal.
would not allow this. Instead>of waiving objection~ held a meeting_and decided to resist any attempt by
---~-------to this motion, and giving notice that he would im- Mr. Bradlaugh to take the seat to which he has been
A Suggestion.
mediately bring in a bill to allow members elect to thrice elected N orthcot11 has moved the same reso
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
subst-itute an affirmation for an oath, Mr. Gladstone lution previouriily offered by him,'and the motion has '['hrough your paper I wish to make this one &uggesconfined himself to casting doubt on the power of been carried by the House, that Mr. Bradlaugh l.e not tion to friend E. C. Walker, secretary of the Iowa
the House t~ prevent a member's complying with the permitted to go through the form of repeating the Liberal Lf)ague, and all other Liberals of the state:
forms prescribed by law. The House had no right oath. So the same question comes up again to be That, as we hav placed much confidence in D. M.
he said, to institnte an inquisition into a member'~ fought o~t. Upon the is~ue of the contest depends Bennett as- a writer and worker in the cause of Freeconscience, and decide whether, in a given case, an the questiOn of whether England is a free country, thought, and as he is making his ·promis good on his
oath would be held binding, a view undoubtedly with representativs in Parliament elected by the Round-the-World trip, his letters being entertaining
sound, and one, we are sorry to see, that Gladstone pe_ople, or whether she is a country ruled by an and interesting, I think it not enough to merely pass
did not dare to back up by the power of the govern- aristocracy as dangerous to her liberties as the au- our private thanks for his valuable services, but that
ment. T~e ~ouse adopted Northcote's motion by a tocratic government of Russia.
the Freethinkers of Iowa should demonstrate their
la!ge maJOrity, and .!\;fr. Bradlaugh for the ti_me
gratitude in mass meetings to be held in suitable
Withdrew. After Waitmg about a week to see what
Joe Cook in India..
places on his return by the Union Pacific. It may
stepa would be taken to relieve him from his disabilAfter Joe Cook had delivered his five lectures in be now too early to make propositions for that
~ty, h~ instituted an i~quirytouching Mr. Gladstone's Bombay, India, the following card was circulated in object, but it will giv us full time to talk the thing
mtent10n1, and learmng that the bead of his own that place, which: Mr. Bennett says, very fairly rep- over.
.
.
J. KINSER.
p~rty shrank fro~ any immediate \lttempt to right resents the effect the lectures had upon the nativ eleOharnphn, Mznn., Feb. 16, 1882.
him by a change In the law, he determined to right ment. It was printed by a nativ, and freely distribhimself.
uted at Cook's last meeting:
MANY of the subscribers to the Round-the-World
He was neither in the House nor out, and he is not "The nativ public of Bombay take this opportunity to thank fund hav written us to know how much it will inthe kind of a man to hesitate when his duty calls. Mr. Joseph Cook for the trouble he hils taken to come to Born crease the cost to hav the boob bound in extra bindHe ow~d it to his constituents of Northampton to do bay a:nd prea~h Christi!l.J!ity to the English-speaking nativs and ing, and saying they wished them in better than orsomethmg. He began by giving the House a fair European residents of this great city. But at the same time.
.
d.
· f orm th e reveren d gent 1emun that• he dinary style. W.e can furmsh the volumes bdun m
ch ance to extricate itself and him from the existing t hey th'w k I't proper tom
·
not ]Pave
d ary b Y movmg,
quan
his friend Mr. Labou. should
· them w1'th the 1'deathat h1's eloquentb ut tli'ms y, leather, with red edges, for 75 cents per volume
h
th
.
h through
h
unargumen~htlv, and merely rhetorical lec!mes hav produced extra, or $2.25 for the three; in morocco, with gilt
c ~re, at, sm.ce e · ad been ~isq?-ali~ed, a ~ew any1mpresswu whatsoever on their minds, with respect to tl1e ed_ges, for $1 extra per volume, or $3 for the three
writ shoul? be l~sued for a~ _electwn l~.his constitu. tr~th vf Christianity. Many flocked to his lectures ~p.erely to volumes. All wanting them that way will please
ency. · Thi~ logw~l propositiOn was reJeCted by an, witness the mag-mficent tamasha.lshow]_. . Hence th~ large notify us, remitting the amount, and the books will
overwhelmmg maJOrity-the Conservativs opposing n?-mbPrs of hearerR he succer·ded m obtammg. Le~ tllm and b
d . d W
. f
bl" d "f th
it because they knew that a new election would send ?ti-l col_leagues r~st as~ured that Chri~ti~nity will never succeed e bound as esue .
e WI 11 ee 1 o Jge I
oy
Mr Bradlaug·h back
·
d
+h
m Indu~. Noth1ugmore need be sa1d.
will order early, so we can tell how many to bind in
1
•
agam an compe v em. once
"NJ.TIV PUBL:ir VorcE:-"
leather and morocco.
lo and behold, the poor woman went into convulsions which se~med must take her life, requiring six
strong men to· hold her. This cross was also condemned and removed as speedily as possible, lest the
woman's life should be ende(,l at once, and the empre~s knew that that was the other thief's cross.
27. But the _poor, sick woman had been made so
much worse by the two crosses that the saintly
empress hesitated about presenting the third; but,
· 1h"
h
1 ·
k
·
WIS mg to test t at a so, It was a length ta en mto
the afflicted lady's presence, when-wonder of wonders!--'-she immediately sprang up in ecstatic joy,
singing, and praising the Lord, and restored in an
instant to better health than she had ever before enjoyed. Thus the persevering Helena knew for a
verity that the third cross was that of Jesus, and her
joy knew no bounds.
28. If any are so incredulous as not to believe this
pious narrative, the Scribe wishes to assure Utem
there can be no doubt about it, for the Christians of
Jerusalem assert that it is 80 ; and it il'l to be hoped
t h e worl d has not become so depraved that Christian
narratives, especially of the Jerusalem type, cannot
be accepted as truths. Rather let everybody rejoice
that the true eros& waii thus found in such a miraculous manner, and by that means the cathedrals of
Europe supplied with wood enou<Yh Of the true cro11s
•
to build a small houie.
·
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More Trouble for Dr. Foote.
Dr. Foote has been compelled t'o mail his paper
in New York at trantiient rates_.:_one cent each. He
has been forced to thi11 by the pusillanimity and duplicity of the Can~~ian postal au~orities, wh~, after
taking pay for matlmg, refused to Interfere w1th the
United State_s authorities who detained th~ paper at
Buffalo.. Both governments hav everlastmgly disgr.aced themselvs by their conduct in this case. When
the United States govsrnment compelled the payment
of one cent each on the Monthly, Dr. Foote took it
to Canada. To prevent being beaten in this way our
postal department violated the treaty with Canada.
by refusing to foward the papers after they came
this side of the line. Under the treaty, Canada
could hav forced our postal little almightie~ to do
their duty, but that country of Catholic priests and
old-women customs officers did not hav the courage
to do it, and the spectacle is presented of two countries conspiring to persecute an individual who has
done more good to the world than all the mulish
officials in power in both countries. Both post-offices
hav violated laws supposed to be above their arbitrary decisions; but this is getting to be a common
thing for them to do. Instead of being the ser.
vants of the people, as is popularly supposed, COiltroled by Congress and the Constitution, they are
our despotic ma@!ters, responsible to none but themselvs. They will remain master!! just as long as the
people let them, and no longer. Meanwhile, the best
that can be done is for everybody to write Timothy
0. Howe, postmaster- general by the grace of Guiteau,
remonstrating against such tyranny on the part of
his subordinates. And, if that does no good, it may
be well to remind him and them that by and by
there is an election coming.

Will Some Lawyer Answer 1
To TH.E EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
Can the authorities compel people to be vaccinated in this country? Inclosed you will find an
official order which I hav clipped from the Litchfield
Monitor, dated Feb. 19, 1882. If they can enforce
this law, myself, wife, and four children will hav to
be vaccinated, and I don't believe in it. There are
a good many arms in slings in this city at present.
Litchfield, Itt., Feb. 18, 1882.
A SuBSCRIBER.
· h
d
Th f 0 ll ·
e
owmg IS t e or er:
BeitresolvedbytheBoardofHealLhofthecityofLitchfield:
That by virtue of the auLhority vefted in this hoard, it is hereby ordered that all persons, proper subjects, so to be determined by the physician applied tn, in the city of Litchfield.
shall be required to be vaccinated within ten days from the
adoption of this reoolution, to be perfo1med by a legally qualitiet! phy&ician. That any person refusing to comr,ly wirh this
resolntion ohall be liable to a fine of not le>'S than five, nor more
than twenty-fi'fe dollars. PROVIDED this shall not include cases
where the operation ha< hePn successfully performed within the
last,yrar; ~ndp1'o'1Med ftwther, that it shall be the duty of thP
BJard of HPalth to fJrovide for the vaCL'ination of such persons
as are unable to pay fort he same, at the rxpense of the ciry.
Adopted ar~d approved February 16,1882.
We refer the above to a lawyer. If our postmast~rs and pious societies can violate the Constitution with impunity, as they do nearly every day, we
don't see why Health Boards cannot. About two
thirds of our municipal and state laws are in direct
contravention of our federal Constitution, but the
people submit to be bulldozed and trampled on without a murmur. The next thing will be a Holy Inquisition.
THE Michi!{an State Association of Spiritualists
and Liberalists will hold their sixteenth annual convention at Bayard's Hall, Ionia, Mareh 22 to 28, 1882
Opening session Wednesday, at 7 P. M. Medium's
- Medical Association' will meet at same time and
place. The speakers engaged are J. II. Burnham,
Saginaw City; Rev. C. A. Andrus, Flushing; Mrs.
L. A. Pearsall, Disco; Abraham Smith, Sturgis; Mrs.
C. Fannie Allyn, Bay City; J. P. Whiting, Milford;
Mrs. E. C. Woodruff, South Haven; J. W. Kenyon,
Grand Rapids.
L. S. BuRDICK, Pres't.

W. F. JAMIESON, in three visits to Escanaba, Mich.,
delivered twenty six lectures. Escanaba is a strongbold of Catholicil:lm. Five of the last course of ten
lectures were strictly confined to science; two lectures on geolngy, one on electricity, and one on astronomy-illustrated.
All calls for his lectures
should be addressed to him at Albion, Mich.
H. L. GREEN will lecture in Flint on Sunday, the
~2th inst., and in Saginaw city on Sunday, the 19th
~nst. He desires to .obtain appointments to lecture
In t~e vicinity of thet.e places on week-day evenings
dunng the present month. He will be in Kansas
about April -Ist, and he desires Liberal friends in
that state who wish his -services to write him at
once at Otsego, Mich.

-------

ONE of Hammond's meetings was broken up recently by an Infidel law student named Porter, whom
the revivalist had invited to speak. Porter got the
est of the preacher in an argument on the being of
God, and the audience not liking it got up and went
out.
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MRs. L..lKE lectured at Durand, Ill., Feb. 25th and] that in his house there w~re no hours for children;
Societies, or in-j' "they go to bed when they are sleepy, and get up
div1duals, desiring lectures, will addr10ss her at her when they are not." It is one of his axioms in dope~manent address, 164 South A~hland avenue, mestic ~:rovernment to let his children do just exactly
Chwago, Ill.
as they please, on the theory that children governed
T
F'
- .
.
!by love, as a rule, please to do right.
HE Irst Sp,Intu~,l Society of E~ie, Pa., hav given I Understanding a,nd appreciating this mode of doM~ses Hull a call. He ~a~ deci~ed.to rer~o:V~ to, mestic di~ciplin, I was surprised at a remark fired at
Erie and ~peak there a portiOn of lns t,tme, dtvtdmg \me by the mother of a pious family which I visited
t~e remamder between Buffalo, N. Y., and Lines-. on :1 subsequent evenino- Speaking of Colonel In.
ville Pa.
1
.., • •
'
_____ _ _
____ ____
gersoll's daughters, she said she hear-i that they
_WE hav a full supply of the Ingersoll, Black, and were love~y girls; "but ~nly thi_nk, they hav never
Fisher debate, which we shall be pleased to send by been permitted to put the~ foot I~ a cbu:ch or Sun,~
return mail to all wanting them postage paid for day-school, and the poor gtrls are Just dpng to go.
fifty cents per copy.
_'
'
This illustrates, by its utter want of truth, that there
still lingers, even at the capital of our nation, a remTHE Spiritualists of Buffalo, N. Y., are to hav a nant of that superstition that regards the unprofessgrand celebration of the thirty-fourth anniversary ing Christian father as a domestic tyrant, and that
of Spiritualism on the 31st of March. Moses and does not appreciate that in the golden book of life is
first written the name of him who loves his fellowMattie Hull are among the speakers engaged.
----men.
S PARIS DAVIS has removed to Paola Kansas.
Speaking of Colonel Ingersoll, and in contrast with
T.etters for him should be addressed to Lodk box 58 ) him, his genial pbj!osophy, and his broad and generthat place.
' ous sympathies, I am reminded of the recent pulpit
pummeling which he received from the fantastic and
Colonel Ingersoll and His Home.
reverend Talmage, of Brooklyn. 'l'his reverend and
[Editorial Carre~pcmdencl of the San F>·ancisco Argonaut.]
godly man has made Mr. Ingersoll the subject of a
. Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll livs within a short series of sermons, in which be has heaped upon his
d1stan_ce of the ;Arlington, in an elegant and spacious head all the reproaches, insults, and contumelious
dwelhng, frontmg on Lafayette Square He keeps vituperations which the generous church furnishes :os
open house, dispensing generous hospitaiities. There weanons to its spiritual combatants.
I ha:v spent more than. on~ pleaAant evening. His
I ought not, perhaps, to designate Mr. Talmage as
famJly 1s composed of h1s w 1fe and two accompiished "fantastic," and would not do so, only that the cavand musical young lady daughters. The sister of ernous vastness of his unexplored month, and the
the wife, with husband and baby girl, and two or illimitable length of his tangled legs hav been so
three young lady-guests, complete an altogether ideal impressed upon me by the cartoons of the illustrated
family. How far a guest may disclose the inner papers, that with his mouth I confound his emptiness
glimpses that he may acquire of the domestic life of of doctrin, and with his legs become tangled in coneven famous men at1d women, is ll point that can templating his faith. Perhaps I am not sufficiently
only be decided by the good taste of the guest him- charitable to the fant<tstic and the sensational in the
!lelf. If I err in leaving the doors ajar so that my pulpit; bnt by my re ll admiration of those honestreaders may catch an interior view of this interest- minded Christian ch·rgymen who are sincere, and
ing family, I am sure I shaH not be charged with who illustrate by the purity of their lives the h01wsty
any other than the most friendlydesire to share with of their opinions, I make up for all that I bck of
those readers the pleasure I hav my~elf enjoyed. reverence and r('spect for the Ren~ational and fanAnd pehaps there is another motiv. There was a tastic mountebank who tums religion into a mouey~
time-and I am old enough to remember it-when making industry, and whose vain impudence enables
the Puritan family alone was held up as the model him to posture as the choRen of God, while he deof domestic happiness, when around the family altar nounees as impious and blasphemous other and better
alone clustered all that could make life desirable. It men.
t f h t
d' ·
h' h
f
In reply to the Reverend Talmage, Colonel Ingerwas par 0 t a tra Itwn, W lC arose rom a n'lrrow and illiberal superstition, to send forth the im- soll has just printed an article entitled "Answer to
pression that ouly in those hmilies where religious Talmagian Views." I shall not analyze it or quote
observailces were practiced, where professions of be- from it, except tl1at part in reference to Queen Viclief flowered and fruited .in morning prayers, evening toria and George Eliot. If this has not been printed
devotions, and Sabbath observances are found the by the daily press, I am sure it will be interesting to
h· h
·
h
' Ig er VIrtues, t e purer and better life. It was the readers of the Argonaut. If it has been printed, ,
asserted that in orthodox families alone are practiced our readers ean prutitably peruse it agaiu, for its
the charities and kindly liympathies that make life beauty of diction ar,d generous humanity. He says:
beautiful. This false old sham is pi!ssing away, with
In nne of my lectm·ps I drew a p!Lmllel between George Eliot
a thousand other skeletons of a shadowy dawn. It a11d Victoria. I WtiS showing th'l difference betwePn a woman
has joined the procession of gaunt and hollow su- who had won her position in the •sorld of thought, and one who
perstitions which a brighter intellectual morning was quem ''Y chlilJCe. This is what I said: '' lt no longer satisfies th~ ambition of a great. man to \JH a king or e;uperor. The
light is driving out of the theological and ecclesiast- last
Napoleon was m.t sati;fied with heing the empemr of the
ical world. It is found that good little Sunday- Frtmch. He was not sati"fied with having n l'in:le of gold
schonl boys are liable to get drowned when they go about his head- he wa11ted some evidence that he }J,,d somein swimming week days about as often as wieked lit- thing of value in hi-< head. :::lo he wrot,e 1h.e life of ,Julius Cmsar
tle boys who go in on Sunday. It has bePn ascer- that he might hecome n member of the French Academy. The
tained that men and women may be very good emperors, the kin!'s, the popes, no louger tower above their
fellows. Compare King William with the philosopher Ha<'c:kel.
citizens, be very honorable in their lives, very The king is one of the 'anointed by the Mo->t High '-as tbey
generous in their conduct, and fill useful positions in claim-on8 on whose head has been poured the divine petroleum
society without throwing around them the cloak of of authoritv. Compare this king with Haeekel. who towers an
religious profession. It has been found tb~tt through- intellectual Colossus above the crowned mediocrity. Compare
out our country there are happy homes, united fam- George Eliot with Queen Victoria. The qnPen is clothed in
garrnPnts given her by blind fortune and unreasoning chance,
ilies, loved and loving ones, gathered around a while George Eliot wears robes of glory woven in the loom of
domestic altar raised to the worship of the unknown her own genius. The world is begi11n!Ilg to P"Y homRge to inGod. But in such households there are no subscrip- tP.llect, to genius, to heart " I snid uot one word against Queen
tions to formulated dogmas, no· observances of worship Victoria, :tnd did not intend to even intimate thHt she was not
anJ no lip-professions of religion. Such a family is 1111 excellent woman, wife, and moth<'r. 1 was simply trying to
that the world was getting great enough to place the
that of which I hav spoken. It is intellectual and show
genius allove an accidental quem. Mr. 'l'almagA, true to the
hospitable, with a house filled with books, musie, fawning, cringing spirit of orthodoxy, lauds the living queen,
snd musical instruments. The house is also filled and cruelly maligns the dead geuius. He digs open the grave
with love and generous sympathy. On the center- of George Eliot, and tries to st,Jin tbe sncred dust of one who
table lies a splendid edition of" Knight's Shakspere," was the greatest woman Eng' land has produeed. He calls her
adulteress." He attacks her because she wa8 an Atheistbound in one volume. In its leaves is a family record "an
because she abhored Jehovah, denied the it.spiration of the
for births and deaths. On iii side, printed in golden Bihle, denied the dngma of eternal paiu, and with all her heart
letters, is the inscription, "The Inspired Word." despised the Presbyteriotn creed. He hates her because she was
"And this," said Colonel Ingersoll, throwing over to great, and brave, and free-because she lived without "faith,"
me a handsomely bound volume of Burns's poems, and died without fear-because she dHreil to giv her hnnest
"this is the family b.ymn- book." Be11ide these two thought, and grandly bore the taunts and slanders of the Christian world. George Eliot tf'nderly carried in her heart the
most treasured books l;ty a complete edition of the burdens of our race. She looked through pity's tears on the
works of George Eliot, whom Colonel Ingersoll de- faults and fntilties of mankind. She knew the springs and
clares to be the greatest mind which the English- sefds of thought and deed, and saw with cloudless eyes through
speaking-world has produced since Shakspere. Our all the winding ways of greed, ambition, aud deceit, where folly
entertainment for the evening was music and con- vainly plucks with tho·rn-pierced hands the fading flowers of
joy-the highway of eternal iight. Whatever her relaversation. Our refreshments were generous. To selfish
tions may hav been-no matter what 1 think, or othns say, or
the delightful punch which we punched with care how much all rPgret the one mistake in all her self-<lenying,
were superadded the more homely drinks of spark- loving life-I feel and know that in the court where her own
ling cider and goblets of brimming buttermilk. If conscience sat as judge she stood acquitted-pure as light, and
there be any law governing this household, save the staiule~s as a star. How appropri11te here, with some slight
unwritten one of mutual love and confidence, it seems change, the wondrously poetic and pathetic words of Laertes
at Ophelia's grave:
to be that each and every member of it-from the
"Le~tve l1er i' the earth;
baby girl who had her dolls, dolls's trunks, pictmeAnd from her f>tir and unpollutecl 1'lesh
Il!ay violets spring! I tell tLee, churlil'h priest,
books, and toys on the drawing-room floor, to the
A ministering £tngel shall thi~ woman be
stranger within their gates-may do as they please.
When thou liest l10wling t"
When it was suggested that the little one had better I hav no words with which to tell my loathing for a man who
go to her dream-land upstairs, the colonel remarked violates a noble woman'~ grave.
P.

2~t~, and March 1st, 3d, and 5th.
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Liberty, Science, and Humanity.

some kind, or that either of them c~nfains or exercises
the intelligence or will of a Man or of any kind .of
person, remains to be shown. How can functi?n exist·
without the organ? Thought without bram ? A.
headache without a head? '

The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific
2. This brings us to the next fallacy, to wit, that
Gospels.
intelligence and design must be inferred to exist outTWO LEO'l.'URES DELIVERED BEFORE THEN.

fate. The world i~ the die and we are t.he ~mpres
s~on, or rath.er the result of countless tr~alimpres
sw~s, by wh1~h we have c?me to be partially fitted
to It. To thiS end functiOn and . organ have COoperated ceaselessly~ The Theolog-Ian has reversed
the true order in this as in all other cases. Science
consists of the reversal of his illusions, not only
in Astronomy but in every other Science. For instance when he observes· the big belly of the ox
he ad~ires the wisdom of God that made it big, 8{)
that the ox could live on. grass. But the Scientist
shows that it was ages of grass-eating that made the
belly big and t~e ox a rum.inant, an~ not God at all.
So in human history and Its evolutiOn. It was not
the kindness of God that caused great rivers 'to run
by the great cities of the world, but the needs
of· Man that caused the great cities to be built
by the great rivers. · It was not the wisdom of God
that made cork bark to grow for ages that it might
finally be used for champagne bott~es. When the
child looks out of a ferry-boat and thmks he sees the
dock moving, he has to think twice before he can
shake off that illusion. The Theologian has yet
to think that second thought-to shake off this
childish illusion of our race by which the subjective
becomes objective. The illusion cannot be honestly
continued by the double use of the word cause.
Even those syllogistic forms, which beg the question by the play upon words, are useless. This
mode of realiloning has been illustrated by the word
"cry" in this perfect Syllogism of the kind:
"If aman who turnips cries,
Crv not when his father dies,
Then 'tis plain the man rather
Have a turnip than his father."

LIBERAL CLUB side of :Man, because it is shown in the wonderful
adaptations and contrivances found in the Cosmos,
especially in the organic world. How could all of
L E c T u R E I I .-CONTINUED.
these manifest adjustments of means to ends exist
FALLACIES CONCERNING THE cosMOS .AND THE INI!'INITE. unless in some way an intelligent designer arranged
Before passill!! from the consideration of the re- them? Therefore such a designer must be assumed.
This1 argument from "design" has been most
ligious values of the Cosmos and the Infinite, a few
words are needed in regard to four prevalent falla- effectively and admirably exposed by Prof. Fiske in
cie!! in regard to their religious value.
his "Cosmic Philosophy," vol. 2, pp. 381-410. If all
1. That although the Cosmos and the Infinite may who are influenced by the notion there disposed of
be considered as separate from mankind, yet alil man- would read that chapter, no more need ever be said
kind and each man are scientifically but the result of on the subject. But as the "common sense" people
the world; therefore, all there is in man must be in who cannot read it, or will not, are often imposed upon
the world somewhere and in some way. Hence it is by that argument, a short notice of its defects is
inferred that mind, will, ana all oitthe properties of proper.
the higher nature founo in man, must be but a small
The Scottish "Common Sense Philosopher," Dr.
part in him of the same properties and capacities which Reid, in his "Intellectual Powers," states it at its
must exist in some·way in the world at large to an im- best thus:
measurable extent. The next step is to attribute
Fi1·st-That design and intelligence in the cause
these qualities of consciousness, mind and will, either may, with certainty, be inferred from marks or signs
to the Cosmos itself, or to the Infinite as God beyond of it in the effect.
the Cosmos, or a god existing in and through it.
Second-That these are, in fact, the clearest works
To illustrate: When this lecture was first delivered of design and wisdom in the Works of Nature.
a distinguished U nituian clergyman opened the disTherefore, TheWorks of Nature are the effects of
cussion at its close by stating that he did not know a wise and intelligent Cause.
how much the Infinite did contain, but it mullt conHe adds: "One must either assent to the conclu·
" S
·
f
tain all of the finite, and infinitely more; therefore sion, or deny one or other o the premises.
cience
he should not be guilty of the absurdity of changing has always denied both of these premi~:~es, and modHere the objective use of the word cry in the first
his devotions to a finite part instead of the whole, ern Science is enabled to expose the illusion upon line is absurdly confounded with its subjective use in
however mistaken or inadequate his conception of which they rest, just as it explains the illusions of the second. A. similar use of the word" cause," or
that whole might be.
the Ptolemaic Astronomy.
some word that conceals the same "fallacy of confu.
The absurdity of this suggestion is apparent. The
1. The first premise involves the first fallacy above sion-" is inevitable in every form of the major prem.
Cosmos and the Infinite and Man are being contrast- exposed, viz., that the greater or material world con- ise of the design argument. It always begs the
ed and considered independently of each other, and tains the qualities of the lesser organic or human question, no matter whether stated by a Savage or
not as including each other, in this discussion as to world derived from it. A.s Mr. Mill says, because by a Paley.
the religious value or "God-power" of each under there is pepper in the soup we need not suppose that
But the second premise, viz: "That there are
the scientific view of the world. The Infinite is not there was pepper in the cook. The fact is tiat, be- in fact the clearest marks of design and wisdom in
therefore considered as the totality of existence, and cause certain qualities or properties are found in the the works of Nature," is equally illusory.
does not therefore include the Cosmos or :Man, nor result of natural antecedents, we not only have no
(1) The first difficulty is that it presents' an indoes the Cosmos include Man for the purpose of this warrant for supposing that they will be found in the stance of the" fallacy of partial selection." Anyinquiry. They are separately contrasted in order to antecedents, but exactly the contrary; the -presump- body can prove anything if you will let him select
use each to explain the other.
tion is that they will not be so found. The result only the facts which sustain his conclusion. Besides
To be of any use for this religious purpose it must is always different from the cause in Nature, and the fallacy of confusion of terms, above illustrated
·be shown, not that the greater contains the lesser, does not haye its properties. But in artificial by the word cause, this fallacy of partial selection is
but that it contains the })roperties of the lesser; or human designA,_which are truly causes, the case is the greatest source of error known. By it the
for example, that all of the properties and capac- entirely different. A. watch is known to be made by dreamer proves his dreams, the oracle-consulter his
ities of man, including his mind, will, etc., are in human design, therefore we judge all similar watches oracle, the Spiritualist his wish, the Friday -sailing
the Cosmos or in the Infinite when conceived of as to. be so made.
sailor that he will be wrecked, the moonstruck
independent of Man. But, to suppose that these
If we knew that one eye had ever been made by a farmer that his seeds will not come up, and always
faculties, etc., of man are in the Cosmos is the fallacy designer; we might infer that all eyes were so made. the Theologian thr..t his God is wise and beneficent.
of the Fetichist, of which, as we have seen, there is But that the natural antecedents and processes out
To prove that this God is unwise and diabolical
no proof, and which has been so completely exploded of which the eye results have design or are made by the Scientist has only to present the opposite facts of
that only savages and theologians now continue to design, we can infer only when we assume that they Nature. He soon shows that death, and want, and
believe in it.
were dt'signed. Thus the question is begged. The pain are the rule; that the dead are the majority;
But as all there is of Man is shown by science to whole argument is a confusion arising from the and that life and joy are indeed but the momentary
be the direct producf of this Cosmos, his intelligence natural and the human meaning of the word cause. spray on the dark waves of death. Life is but "a
should certainly he found in that, and not in the In· A cause in nature is an antecedent correllative, but struggle for existence" in which those who look at
finite, if it exists anywhere outside nf Man's organiza- in human affairs it is an intention. Just as a Law in the sun for a day do so only as they stand on milltion. But the reverse is the fact. We find in every Science and Nature is a record of human observa- ions of the dead. The whole organic world is a
change caused even by the combination of the chemi- tions, but in the human world a Law is a statute, or world of cannibalism. The organic species are piled
cal elements that the new objects formed thereby have an order of human will, authority, or prudence.
up in rising strata as if different stories of murder,
not at all the properties had originally by the comThe same Dr. Reid defines this latter, that is, the each feeding upon those below, with man at the top
ponent parts. What bas water in common with subjective meaning of the word cause very well, when feeding upon all. There is no end to the facts of
oxygen and hydrogen which combine to form it? he says: "I take cause to be that which has the rela- disorder, disease, purposelessness, defective organs,
A.nd so with the whole range of chemical compounds. tion to the effect which I have in my voluntary and rudimentary organs, brain maggots, etc., by which
There is no resemblance between the product and the deliberute actions; for I take this notion of a cause it is evident that if any God made and runs this
components. Nor is it less so in the organic sciences. to he derived from th<:J power I feel in myself to pro- world he must be a devil of the wvrst description.
The properties of life are not in the chemical mate- duce certain effects, In this sense we say the Deity But is not all this well said in Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
rials of protoplasm before their combination, and is the cause of the universe" (Reid's Correspond- Lecture on the Go'ds? also in Haeckel's "Evolution
before the protoplasmic body is acted upon by its ence, p. 77).
·
of Man?" See vol. 2, p. 109, etc.- The Scientist reenvironment. Nor are tLe functions, powers, or
Now this is not at all the scientific 9r objective fuses to be guilty of the blasphemy of attributing
capacities of societies originally in the individuals meaning or use of the word cause, and I quote this any of these horrible facts to an intelligence like his
which compose them. It is the combination that passage and definition because it at once exposes the own. He says simply that they prove that the
creates the new qualities and capacities of tribe or subtle anthropomorphism and Fetichism upon which adaptation of Man to his World is as yet far from
nation, or church and state, in each and every case. this design rests. lt is simply one of hundreds of being complete.
Now if this is true of the Cosmos, if that does not cases of the confusion of the subjective with the ob(2). But the best answer of the Scientist to the
contain human intelligence, it must be still more true jective upon which we have laid so much stress in second premise is that, the alleged "works or signs"
that the Infinite cannot have or contain the limita- our former lecture. We assume that "the power I of design are nothing of the kind. They are simply
tions which are wholly inconsistent with the very idea feel in myself to produce certain effects" is a will adaptations taking place under laws, and antecedent
of Infinity at all. But mind, will, intelligence, and (not knowing what that is), and then we assume that facts as naturally as any other facts.
moral conceptions are all results of limitations which effects in nature are effected in a similar way. This
When the child goes to a theater he may at first
require adaptation of means to ends. They are only is simply the savage's assumption, and though excus- believe the illusion to be real and supernatural. But.
consistent with the limited organic functions of life able in him, is not so now among civilized men. E'or after he is taken behind the scenes and is shown how
and personality. That the Infinite can have and Science has shown that the order and design which the illusion is produced by natural means, he recovexercise these properties of the little protoplasmic we think we see in the external ·world, either in our ers from it unless he is determined to be always a
mould which is the seat of life on the surface of our eye, or in the most dist:i.nt star nebulm it preceives, is child. What the stage manager may thus do for the
Planet is too absurd for any one but a Theologian to but a reflection of our own feelings, will, or order child the scientist now does for the theologian. The
suggest. 'l'hus the whole Fetichistic and Pantheistic and design. These orderings are shown to be the Law of Evolution furnishes in every instance a perhypotheses fall when tested by facts and consistency. ideas of huma.n needs and adapt~tions by us reflected feet and natural explanation of the works and signs
The next hypothesis is that the mind or intelligence upon the external world, but not really there. The of "design," without any design whatever. Prof.
is itself a form of matter or a "spiritual entity," or human race has throughout ages been unconsciously Fiske, following Darwin, Huxley, Haeckel, and all
agent or quality of some kind, which exists in or over adapting itself to the world as its environment, and modern evolutionists shows conclusively that these
the Cosmos or Infinite, and which is without or inde- so discovering law and order in it, but that law and adaptations occur as the result of natural selection by
pendent of organic matter. If this is a fact it ought order is ours, not Nature's.
purely natural causes, i. e., antecedents and condito be provable, but Science has received no reliable
The Theologian tries to make us believe that the tions.
This explanation leaves the design notion
proof of it. In the absolute sense everything may world was made to fit us. But Science shows that without the slightest possible support, because it is
be possible, but how life, soul, mind, and will can our race and the organic races have been fitted to the thoroughly supplanted ty scientific law and causes.
exist without an organism has yet to be shown. world by the slow hewing of pain and death, as if Take, for instance, Haeckel's account of the evolution
That the Cosmos or Infinite is a man or animal of. the raoe were a statue being modeled by a remorseless· of the human eye from a black speck in a simple
BY T. B. WAK.ElllAN.
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jelly-fish to its completion in Man. Step by step this
wonderful organ and its functions have reacted upon
each other throughout ages, until finally the result is
miraculous only to those who refuse to trace the
process of its evolution. In a similar way he explains
every other organ, and every instance of apparent
"design." His '• Evolution of Man" is one continnous
explanation of all of the "marks and signs of design"
which have amused and edified so much learned theological ignorance. The scientific demonstration ends
this illusion. There is no help for it; this dream is
over to those who wish to be awake, to be men, not
children.
The great thinkers of the race, like Aristotle, Lucretius, Spinoza, Hume, Kant, Goethe, Hamilton, Mansel, and even Coleridge, have seen the logical fallacy of
this argument; but it was not until the the Law of
Evolution had explained the organic world that its
utter baselessness was exposed. The better of the
later theologians, following Sir Wm. Hamilton, have
advised against it~> use. John Stuart Mill informed
them that it was after all the best shot now left in
their locker, and owing much to this dubious and
half ironical encouragement the lower grade of
theologians (like Joseph Cook) 'lre trying to resume
fire with it among the ignorant and excitabl~. But
not until the Law of Evolution ceases to be the soi~n
tific explanation of the organic world can this argument gain another lease of life.

Now, says the author of the "Problem of Life," if boldt and Tyndall on sound, without being con-

t~ese forces, light, heat, sound, etc., are not real enti- vinced. There seems to be such a thing as orthodox:
~Ies, then the idea of .their correlation and persistence science as well as theology, and one ig as overbear-

no more than the Idea of cold turning to shaaow, ing, blundering, and unreasoning as the other, will
or of abstract motion into dreams. But if they be be the reader's conclusion. Why not, asks the aurealities then there is no more strangeness in the idea thor, allow a substantial entity to sound as well as
of their changing one into another than there is in to olfaction? They might as well attribute srnell
the familiar one offood being converted into bone and or odor to the oscillatory petaliferous tremors of the
muscle, and their more refined elements into thought;" rose or honeysuckle. Mu~k can be diffused over
to which we may add, then this thought itself may miles of surface with no sensible diminishing of the
become in some way a living soul, a real entity, grain of musk it comes from. Sound passes through
and as indestructible as the refined quintessences of densest walls into small rooms within rooms; through
which it may be composed.
thick glass walls within stone walls. Is it atmosTo show the incorrectness of these explanations of pheric vibration that thus penetrates, or a certain
sound, the author says, "Two bodies tuned in perfect subtle, refined thing that moves .:as electricity moves?
aocord, placed very close together-let one vibrate It is singular how Tyndall wanders all over and
never so rapidly, yet the waves caused by its vibra- around the subject, citing facts and performing extion hav no effect on the other to make sound unless periments that prove that sound is not air-wave an,l
sound is first made in one of them. Tuning -forks is a real something, and never suspects it. Thus his
mounted on resonant cases respond sympathetic- case of the magazine explosion. Tyndall says the
ally 180 feet apart; but disconnected from these oases tremendous air-wave crushed the walls ;md broke
and held an inch apart not the the slightest effect is windows. Yet if the building or glass windows be
produced by vibrations of air, no matter how rapid or far enough from the explosion the sound is heard bepowerful. Experiments with sounding-boards, by fore the breaking or crushing occurs. Tyndall seems
which the slightest tonAs are vastly increased, even never to suspect that the break or coneu&sion of· the
at long distances apart from the strings of instru- air is caused by the vast volumes of gas suddenly
ments, show conclusivly that sound is not mere vi- liberated into the air. Let your sound be as lo11d as
brations of air. Experiments with wooden wands a thousand explosions, and if no powder or other
and iron rods show that 'tis something different from combustible discharges gas into the air, nothing is
air, for though the vibrations are sent along the iron broken (except in the familiar instances of glasses in
a& well as along the wood, yet no sound or music is accord with certain tones).
· Is the Sound 'l1heory Overthrown 1
produced over the iron, while the wood conveys the
Th<a steam-whistle does not stir the air thirty feet
About .three years ago there appeared in print a sound. Prof. Helmholtz says, "It is plain ·that two from it, yet 'tis heard for miles against wind~ blowwork ent1tled, "The Problem of Human Life," in different degrees of density produced by two differ- ing hurricane3, and heard at a speed of 1,120 feet
which the universally accepted ''wave theory" of ent systems of waves cannot coexist in the same per second. A bugler blows and "sets the wild
sound and light is very severelv handled. There place at one time." Yet in the piano the sounding- echoes flying," stirs the air ~ few feet around, and
is no denying that the subject was handled with board responds to 85 strings, each varying from the yet is heard three miles distant, thuH moving the air
consummate ability, so far as the arguments them- other, and 85 distinct separate undulations coexist thirty-six square miles, and makiug millions of
selvs go. One can only complain of an undue in the same air and pass off from the same surface of waves go "to and fro in small excursions," as '1\rn.
severity, an occasional falling from the dignity be- the board. By a beautiful experiment of wheat- dall says. A calculation made Ly the writer shows
coming the importance of the subject, and the bad stones, all the tones of a piano and of several other that this slight effort of the lips of tlw bugler genejudgment shown by putting some of the chapters in instruments can be gathered and conducted longi- rates heat and elasticity, etc., etc., equal to thousands
blank verse. Perhaps by this last the writer hoped tudinally through a little rod and transferred by it of millions of tons. A small insect., the locust, can
posterity might recognize him as the later Milton, to another sound-board far off. (Is not the telephone fill the air when calm one mile e:wh w:w irom hirn
hailing the Holy Light-as the verses are mostly de- an· illustration that proves sound is not air waves (and a mile high, most likely), with tlmt rasping
voted to the light question.
moving 1,I20 feet per second?) The writer givs an noise caused by the rapid moving of its legs over the
The writer, like "the rest of mankind," was, as he experiment which he claims disproves the received nervatures at its sides, thus creating a pl1yAicn,l agithought, firmly grounded on the wave theory, having theory. Hold the stem of a large tuning-fork in con- tation and displacement of the air for miles around
read all the books and lectures on the subject, and, as tact with a dry pine chip a bont the same bight as the him, converting the whole into waves, e:wh wave of
people do, he took all for granted as true. But this fork. This will augment the tone twofold. Now two parts, a condGnsation ~nd rarefaetion, the eomman, who writes as "Wilford," fell upon the theory while the fork prongs are vibrating one-sixteenth of pressed parts of which contain an augmentation
as Bishop Colenso did upon the mistakes of Moses. an inch (sending off air waves?) the chip has no sen- of heat above normal sufficient to add one-sixHe riddled it completely, undermined its very foun- sible vibration and sends off no air waves, yet it teenth to the elasticity of that air (as the theory is
dations and hurled it down, leaving nothing but ruins doubles the tone. The friends of the air wave theory ~xpounded by Tyndall). ·within these fom· square
sad and ridiculous. For yea.rs the writer has waited claim it is the tremor of the chip makes this addition miles are sixteen billion squ~re inch columns, eaeb
to hear some mention, in high places, of the work; to the sound. But if you hold a bit of iron iii 'place pressing on the earLh in all directions fifteen pounds,
but not a sound has been heard. It is right that the of the chip, though it doubtless has as many tremors or one hundred and twenty million tons. Now, by
readers of THE THUTH SEEKER who hav not access to as the chip, yet there is no augmentation of sound. this theory, as explained by Tyndall & Uo., it follows
the work, or never heard of it, shall hav some idea (I think it will be found that if sound be a real entity that this insect, by simply moving its legs, displaces
of what those argumenti! are. A very few Rhall be it has some affinity for metal, and perhaps is con- all these particles of air for one mile high four hun- lightly hinted at. The work itself is most volum- verted from sound to magnetism or Aome kindred dred and forty times per second, and continues this
inous and exhaustiv.
quality.) Triumphantly the writer asks, "If this re- churning of the air for a full minute at a time.
In the first place, the author givs fully, thoroughly, sonanee is generated without air waves, why is not
"Wave lengths," says Tyndall, are measured from
and verbatim the theory of sound (this being the only the original round so generated? The fact is," he the center of one condensation to the center of the
part to which reference is here had) according to continues, "air waves cannot move through air quies- next. Wave length of sound depends on piteh or
Tyndall, Helmholtz, and others of its great modern cent except at slow speed and limited distance, how- number of waves per second. A piccalo, flt1te, or
propagandists. He givs also his own theory, viz., that ever put in motion." The prong of a tuning-fork, at hio-h D has 4,752 vibrations per second; the length of
sound is "a real entity, being corpuscular emissions full amplitude, moves not a tenth as rapidly as an ea~h wave is under three inohes per seeond. The
issued from strokes or force used in some way upon ordinary fan when held in the hand and vibrated loudest tone of an organ has sixteen vibrations;
atomic bodies"-that it is as much a real thing as rapidly. It is impossible for the fork to send off wave length seventy feet. Now this tone makes the
waves more than a foot from itself, while their veloc- air particles move thirty-five feet and baelc sixteen
anything one tastes or smells.
The received theory is that sound is really nothing ity can not exceed that of the prongs themselvs." times per second each. This equ~ds five hu_udred
in itself, any more than is a shadow, but is an effect Moreover, he at one place accuses the friends of the and sixty feet a second, or three hundred and eightyproduced in our ears by waves of air striking upon theory with entirely ignoring the mobility of the air. one miles per hour, which would produce a toruado
the ear-drums; these ear-drums are set to vibrating They speak of it, as he quotes them, as though it double the velocity necessary to sweep a village to
in and out; these vibrations and their effects are were some solid substance like a stick, whereas, w1en ruins. If this theory were true, :.m organ would
recognized by our brains as sound. Here it is in the disturbed into waves, the air adjoining the waves burst the cathedral walls.
The author has spared no paiwl or time in his inlanguage of Tyndall: "A sonorous wave consists tends to fall in their rear, thus very soon putting the
of two parts, in one of which the air is condensed waves at rest. The whole tendency is to quiescence, vestigations. He takes the str.tements of the exand the other rarefied. The air is forced forward, into which it rapidly sinks unless provoked by new pounders of the air-wave theory in full, \flDting
then, meet·ng resistance, rolls back a little-just as disturbing causes. Place a jet of light in air called whole pages and half pages, and confut('S them often
waves are in water-each particle of air makes but a perfectly calm. Now stand off and set the air in mo- by their own statements. Sometimes, by carrying
short excursion to and fro." ''Loudness in our sen- tion or waves by any means. Behold how far your out for a few figures farther their own, the absurdsations is, outside of us, nothing more than width of waves extend! Impel your fan or instrument ten ity of the theory becomes at once apparent, and often
swing or amplitude of the vibrating particles of air. times faster than ever tuning-fork vibrated and you the profesAors are made to appear in a ridieulotll;
Imagin this tumng-fork vibrating in free will see that your waves do not go teu feet. Why? light. Thus Tyndall says that" in sound the quauair, three ' hundred and eighty- four vibrations Because of the mobility of the air-i.e., the tendency titv of matter set in motion augments ar; the square
per second, in this room, the air at 60° Fahren- of every adjoining particle to stop those in motion. of "the distance from the eenter of the explosion;
heit, the foremost wave would reach 1,120 feet in a In fact the prongs of a tuning-fork do not move more the lot!dness diminishes in the same proportion."
second. In this distance air thus vibrating, 1,120 di- than from seven to fourteen inches per second. Yet That is, the loudness of any tone four feet from
vided by 384 gives us nearly three feet for the length some of these gentlemen like Tyndall talk as though the sounding body is but one-sixteenth as great as
of each wave. The condensation of the sound wave it moves as fast as a b lll sent from a rifle. Speaking it is at the body itself. It must be so, for he says,
corresponds to the crest (of a water wave), while the of a pendulum in motion, Tyndall says: "Its motions "This wave puts in motion a constantly-inereasing
rarefaction corresponds to its sinus. The pitch of a are too. sluggish to make waves that excite the audi- mass, which 9annot be without enfeeblement of the
note depends solely on the number of aerial waves tory nerves. Sharper and quicker shocks to the air motion." If this be so, then a sound passing one
which strike tue ear per second." Says Helmholtz: must be given." Yet, after all, the prongs of a fork hundred feet would have but one-teu-thousandtb
"Stlppose a stone to be thrown into calm water. movewithonlyone-quarterthevelocityofthecommon its original loudness! See now the aLsurdity of
Round the_spot struck forms a little ring of wave clock pendulum! Any motion given to the wood or this. A steam siren is sometimes beard ten miles;
which, advancing quietly in all directions, expands in water, or other medium the sound "passes through, iB this makes the sound at ten miles less by two billions
a constantly-increasing circle.
Corresponding to merely incidental, this author contends, "as sound than where it issued ! Now, as it is heard ten miles
this ring of waves, sound also proceeds in the air is the molecular effect of sudden stops and starts on off,_ it follows there must be a certain appreciable
from the excited point and advances in all directions. atomic structure, causing emission of substantial! motion, else it could not be hearcl. This least motion to make sound is one hundred and seventy-four
The process in the air is identical wi'h that in water." pulses."
In a very great. number of ways does he expo~e feet per second. Less than that no sound is heard,
. On the same subject, Grove compares the vibratiOns of light with "sound or vibrations of air," de- the utter absurd1ty of the present theory. It IS says the theory. So there must be enough eondeclaring sound to he nothing but these air waves doubtful if any person can read the work who is at densation of the air to generate snilicient heat .to
tho same time familiar with the writings of Hum- 1add this one hundred and seventy-four feet to ltll
dashing against the drnmskin of the ear.
lS
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velocity. Now trace it backwards to its source. At
two feet from tbe ten-mile limit tbe sound is four
times louder; at three feet it is. nine time&; at four
feet it is sixteen times; at ten feet it is one hundred
times; at one thousand feet it is a mi.llion times
louder. Yet thi11 thousand feet is less than a fiftieth
of the distance, and would not be noticed tbougb
one million times louder. But at tbe siren itself it
must be two billion times louder tban at the tenmile limit. There must be two billion times grel!oter
density and beat; two billion times swifter, also, or
two billions multiplied by one hundred and seventyfour, which equals sixty-six million miles per second,
or thrice tbe velocity of light!
(mNf!T<Tinl>.n NRXT WEEK,]

NEw BEDFORD, Feb. 19, 18!!2.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5.00 for the Round-the-Word
fund.
Yours truly,
W. W. WALKER.
ADRIAN, MICH., Feb. 24, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 to apply to the
fund to bring Mr. Bennett h5me. J. E. INGERSOLL.
TAM.\ CITY, lowA, Feb. 23, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to help friend Bennett back to his nativ land.
WYLIE B. BROwN.
.
NEw BEDFORD, PA., Feb. 25, 1882.
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Round-the-World fund.
Yours,
C. H. RoGERS.
JA''NESVILLE, Cu., Feb. 23, 1882.
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me D. M. Bennett's book of travels around the·world.
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FREEDOM, ILL., Feb. 21, 1882.
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mfl Mr. Bennett's book of travels around tne world.
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R. S. WooLLEY.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Feb. 19, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8.00-$3.00 for my
subscription, and $5.00 for Round-the- World books.
RespectfLllly yours,
EDWAitD FERRE.
CARROLL, IowA, Feb. 22, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Herein find $8-$5 for the books of
travel in the Holy Land, and $3 for my s11bscription
to your paper.
Respectfully,
M. B. MINCHEN.
ARLINGTON, NEB., Feb. 19, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.00 for the Round-theWorld trip. Hope I am not too late for the starry
roll of honor.·
Truly,
MRs. M. E. HAMMER.
MERIDIAN, TEx., Feb. 11, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5 for the book of travels
aroLmd the world, $3 for my paper. I want a copy
of Blakeman's "Poetical Riddles."
S. D. G.aEER.
JuNCTION CITY, O.a.,. Feb. 11, 1582.
l\h. EDITOR: Inclosed find $8.00-$3.00 for my subscription to the paper, and $5.00 for the Round-theWorld trip.
Yours,
GABRIEL Jo11:NSON, M.D.
SNEDEKERVILLE, PA.., March 2., 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $11-$5 of whi0h is from
W. H. Snedeker, for Around-the-World fund, and the
balance for our yearly subscriptions. CARRIE RYAN.
MARIPOSA, CAL., Feb. 12,1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10-$5 for the Ruundthe- World trip, and $5 for THE TRUTH SEEKER and the
trinity of" lithographs.
J. W. PROBASCO.
WESTVILLE, INB., Feb. 2ll, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $8-$5 for Roundthe- World trip, and $3 for my paper. I hope it will
be all right, if I am at the eleventhfhour.
Yours truly,
NELSON BARNARD.
BooNTON, N.J., Feb. 27, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10 for two books of
Mr. Bennett's travels round the world, one for Hubert Booth and one for Mrs. A. M. Booth.
Yours,
A. M .. BooTH.
JERSEY CITY, N.J., Feb. 26, 1882.
MR. EDITOit: Put my name down for tho Roundthe-World book. Long may Mr. Bennett, liv. His
letters are grand. Here is the '' V" for the book.
Yours truly,
JOSEPH WHITE.
MILAN, 0., Feb. 25, 1882.
M:a. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8, for which
credit $3 t.o a renewal for THll: TRUTH SEEKER, and the
balance for the R:mnd-the-World t.rip.
Yours truly,
MRs. ELIZABETH WILLcox.
ZoAR, MAlls., Feb. 19, 1882.
MR. EDITOit: Inclosed find $5.00 for the Round-theWorld fund. I can hardly wait from one week to
another for your paper to read about those travels
in the East. It is wn1 th a grP.at. deal to lme>w the
truth about those things that were said to hav happened about tha.t country.
WUREN U. ToDD.

CAwKER CITY, KAN., Feb. 21, 1882.
MEDICINE LoDGE, KAN., Feb. 18, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for the RoundMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 toward Mr. Bennett's
Round-the-World fund. Wishing him a haypy jour- the-World trip. The eleventh hour i>~ better than
nO(le. I cannot make up my mind to let the opporneylflnd a. safe return to home anrl friends,
tunity slip. I hope Mr. Bennett will make a for1une
Yours respectfully,
JACOB C. WALSTED.
out of the enterprise. That we are gradually on the
gain all must admit. Our growth is a wholesome
PAWTUCKET, R. I., Feb. 27, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Pllilase find inclosed $8-$5 for Round- one, and we'll hold every inch we gain. ;I: can count
the-World trip, and $3 for my paper another year. Liberals by the hundreds, but am sorry to say that
Hoping Mr. Bennett will return home safe and in but few are indflpendent ones. Ostracism is what
they fear. I hav outgrown that fear, and wish every
good health, I remain, Yours,
RoB'T. Mc.CLAY.
Freethinker in the world could do the sam9. The
PIQUA, 0., Feb. 26, 1882.
corrupt church would soon go by the board then,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.50-$5 for Mr. Ben- We will hope, not pray, for the best.
nett's Round-the-World trip and fifty cents for pamI am sincerely yours,
T. F. HERSEY,
phlet containing Ingersoll's controversy from the
RocHESTER, N.Y., Feb. 24,1882.
North American Review, and oblige
J. W. NIGH.
MR. EDITOR: Please pardon me for my long forgetWEsT JuNIUS, Feb. 23, 1882.
fulness and remissness im not forwarding the price
1\IR. EDIToR: Please find inc! osed $5.00 to add to the of the undowithoutabl~ TRUTH SEEKER, and accept
Round-the-World fund. I am sorry I was obliged to tbe inclosed twelve dollars, and apply it thus: F1ve
wait until the elevAnth hour, but "Better late than fOr the Round-the-World funrl, six for tbe paper for
never," is my motto.
Trul 1,
E. W. MITCHELL.
the past and present year, ;md bal nee for books.
I hav spoken of THE TRUTH SEEKER as being indisW A.RREN, PA., Feb. 23, 1882.
pensable. It is so to me, ·and yet your selections
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for .Jacob B.alding- against Spiritualism are often distasteful to me, and
burgH for the Round-the-World trip, and 75 cents for I wonder .that a science so easily demonstrated should
"Truth Seeker Collection of Forms, Hymns, nnd Cer- fail to attract the scrutiny of so many otherwise wise
emonies."
Yours truly,
Guy E. IRVINE.
heads. "One world at a time" seems to be a favorit
motto just now with many. It seems to me that they
BRI&TOL, Wis., Feb. 23, 1882.
cannot claim to be real truth seekers,.or they would
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $5.00, for which not be rontented to be walking in that narrow groove.
seud me the Round-the-World books. It has the look I should be 'very sorry to be either so bigoted or so
that this is the third and last rall, as it expires on cramped for time as to be prevented from searching
March 1st.
R~spectfully,
WM. HuNT.
out what is truth and what is error in both worlds
at a time.
Yours truly,
AMY PosT.
_
PITTSBU:RGH, PA., Feb. 18, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for the RoundLEADVILLE, CoL., Feb. 20, 1882.
the-World fnncl .. Bett.er late than never, and may
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $10. For $5 of
they do good in helping 1\Ir. Bennett on is the wiah it please send Around-the-World to C. 0. Pierson, of
uf your humble servant,
WM. F. ScHADE.
this place. The other $5 is to finish paying for my
two shares to the ·same fund. I am rather late
WoRCESTER, MAss., Feb. 25, 1882.
about remitting, but I hope you will forgiv me now
MR. EDIT0R: Please find inclosed $8.\l0-$3 to re- that I hav procured you another subscriber to the
nliw my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, $5 for the
Rmnd-the-World funci, and hope it will not be too
Round-the-World trip, if not too la.•e, and twenty
late for his name t~ appear in the first volume.
cents for two of Denton's "Garrison in Heaven.''
While on a. visit to the Pacific coast this winter I
Yours truly,
LizZIE ADAMS.
ordered my pap9r sent to Olympia, Wash. Ter., and
now I want one sent here,. as I do not wish to be
WARSAW, IND., Feb. 27, 1882.
MR, EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to renew l'HY subscrip- without it: also continue sending one to Olympia for
tion for one year, $5 for the Round-the-Worlll books, my mother, who livs there and has become emancififty cents for the improved Planchette, and twenty- pated from the Presbyterian bondage, and in her old
age derives great satisfaction from reading Fr~e
five cents fJr "New GPneration of Jesus."
thought papers. Wishing our brave editor a safe jourYours truly,
C. HENDEE.
ney round the world, I remain
Fraternally yours,
F. H. MooRE.
PARKERSBURG, On., Feb. 5, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5.00 for the
PHILADELPHIA, March 1,1882.
Rouw:f-the-World fund. If I am toe late to get into the
MR. EDITOR: Believing the three months had exconstel'lation of the st&rl!l you ma.y place me o1i tbe repired, I decided to write to you before receiving a
tired li:Ot with full pay, for I want the boo!{S,
notice through the mail to that effect. I hav been
Yours respectfully,
J. W. HA.MNERBURG.
something of a truth seeker most of my life, and
wish to continue one. The freedom and faithfulness
DuNDEE, N. Y., Feb. 21, 1882,
llR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $11-$3 for the current of your paper I believe will aid me in that unbounded
volume of THE 'l'ItUTH SEEKER sent to my address as field yet to be surveyed bt>fore we can hav any just
above; $3 to be placed· to the credit of Arnold Cory. or accurate conception of what we are, and of the
The remaining $5 please place to my credit on the processes which hav brought us to our present status.
We ha.v little to boast of, and much occasion to be
Round-the-World fund.
J. J. HoLLETT.
humble when we are conscious of how very little we
GREEN!IBORO, IND., Feb. 2~, 1882.
really know. If THE TRUTH SEEKER will keep us
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5, for which posted in the aggressiv work of the intellectual
please sen<.l me Mr. Bennett's Round-the-Werlu book. world, the discoveries and revelations that are mulI hav not read his lecters as they appeared jn the tiplying, and start ling the votaries of entrenched
paper, yet I am confident they are full of interest, error and dissipating superstition, it will do specially
Mr. Bennett is a splendid writer.
J. S. BYERS.
what we need, and furnish us with what the world
needs for its redemption and salvation.· "The truth
SCOTT BAit, CAL., Jan 9, 1882,
shall make you free'' was taught long ago; and exMR. EDITOit: Inclosed find $8-$3 for a new sub- erience· has amply proved the wisdom of the lesson.
scriber to 'l'HE 'l'RUTH SEEKER for one year, which you he truth seeker should be a much wiser and better
will please send to Mr. Samuel A. Street, and $5 for man than the one who is satisfied with error. His
Mr. Bennett's book of travels Round-the-World. I feelings, thoughts, and literature sheuld be of a purer
hope I am not too late to ha.v· my name among the and higher quality than we can expect from the
stars.
Rospectfu\ly,
ISABELLA ROBINSON.
votaries of error. I hope,if it is possible, we wjll
make our literature as chaste, dignified, and unexPEDRO, NEV., Feb. 20, 1882.
ceptionable as the lover of truth and purity can deMR. EDITOR: I received the books that you sent me sire. W0 should hold our standard the highest, to be
according to order, and looking a.t the price of them consistent, and to command the admiration and re·
I see I am indebted to you fifty cents. Inclosed find spect of the slaves of sect and victims of error. W{
$8. Place $5 to the credit of John Gray for Mr. Ben- cannot a.t'ford, neither does our cause need us, to de
nett's Round-the-World trip. I sefl in your issulil of scend to fraud, vituperation, caricature, or coarse per
January 21th that there is going to be three vol- sonalities. The enemies of truth are doing much a8
umes, and I send $2.50 for the third, and the balance they hav been taught; it is our place to teach them
for the above-named purpose.
JoHN NIMMO.
better before we can expect them to do better. Ou
LWe are much obliged to friend Nimmo for the work and that of THE TRUTH SEEKER is to enlighten
$2.50 for t!Je third volume. To reciprocate, we will rather than chastise or condemn.
send his books bound in morocco.--·E:r>. T. S.]
Inclosed please find $8-$3 for the paper one year,
and $5 for the Round-the-World trip. We want more
light from that dark earner of the world, and we canFA:rtMINGTON, UTAH, Feb. 19., 1882.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $8-$5 fr<>m H. W. Haight, not doubt that it is forthcoming. Let us hav light,
president of our League, for his share of Round-the- or, as the ancients had it," Let there be light, and
World. He L.; anxious to add his name to the long there was light," even if the "light shineth in the
and noblfl list. even though it be at the eleventh darkness and the darkness comprehend it not." We
hour. The other $3 is to pay for Mr' Samuel L. are now getting the real character and quality of. this
Holy Lc~nd. If the bigots will not see it they must'
Jones's paper another year.
T. E. L.
As I wrote once before, we are anxioasly hoping remain in darkness and error.
that Bro. Bennett will not complete his trip without
FLORIDA.
visiting Salt Lake City, and if possible, giving us a
BusHNELL, ILL., Feb. 27, 1882.
call here. If he should conclude to visit Salt Lake
MR. EDITOR: I hav received twenty-eight letters, all
City, and could make his arrangements ahead for a
in favor of the colony. Hav directed Florida papers
lecture, I think he could get quite a turn-out.
sent to eaoh. If any fail to get them, notify me, I
Yours truly,
W.u.T.llllt W.u.xn.
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I wish t, say to your corresttvu.Jeut iu to-day's I more is sold unrJ,,r prollit;ilury lu.w§ than where there
p~per, T. Winter, to be careful or we shall look up~n j are none, but if they ~ere sincen•, a'l their object is
hun as colrl as the ·• murderous God" he deecribes. to eell, they would be m f.,vor o! those laws. 1 hav
·• The assassin Guiteau" he eavs "claimed to bt> a private opinion thnt a thief is not so bad a citizen
iuspired." Was he not \nspired? 'Are not a.ll of us a11 a man who. sells distilled liqnors. 'rtlflt may be a
inspired? Is there uot
power behind, outside of mistake, but I hav a right to th:1.t opinion. S,)ber
us all, that pushes us on to do eTerrthing that men hav no right to drink rnt-g11t. Sober men's right
we do? Did we make ourselvs? orwere we not t0drinkislikehonestme>n'srigbt to steal. Legispushed into the world without our consent? Had lation is not designed to jerk men up the bill of
we anything to do with making ourselTs? Are we knowledge. The obj~ct of l_egislation is negativ, ?~t
responsiblfl beings? If so, to what? If you say to it is nece~sa.ry, and Is not Ill the way of any pos1t1V
that murderous God that you allude to then I deny efforts to make men temperate and honest. Bro.
CAWKER CITY, KAN., Feb. 6, 1882.
all allegiance. The thing create·', resp~nsible to its Sheppard _thinks that evolution w~ll slowly and surely
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5-three for my crel'ttor! Nonsense!
lift mankmd above all forms of mtemperance. But
subscription to December 2, 1882, and two for "AntiNow is he (Winter) 80 vituperous as te want thP law iL _has not d~ne it. It has thus far proved ~ disn;al
christ." I hope to be able to SEnd $5 for the Round- o! capital punishment carried out strictly to the let- failure, and 1t has opern.ted a much longer time th<1r1
the-World trip. I shall most certainly want the work ter of the law? The law first d"tines what murder prohibitory liquor laws. Evo,ution lets us go up hill
when completed. I hope our good man will surely is. It says that murder is the wil!ully, designedly, or down, ju~t as w_e prefer. Evolution wil~ not solve
be spared to return in health and fortune. If he doe~ premeditatedly, and aforethought destroying of the a pr.oblem Ill ~oc1~logy any morn than ltl m_>tthenot look out for himselr I fear God will g~t careless life or lives of human beings, and that the acce>ssory matlCs. E:olutiOn IS no bette~ to _stop ~nd wa1t ~or
about him too.
Respectfully,
T. F. HERSEY.
is equal to the principal in, the commission of the than p_rov1dence. If ~ve. wait, like l\fteawber, for
crime. Now carry out the law; you see that it will sometbmg to turn up, It Is more apt to _tnrn clown
NASHVILLE, TENN., l\Iarch 1, 1882.
hang every one of us but the last one, and that one t~1an up. Has not one man ~ot as mnch right to sell
MR. EDITOR: In your last issue I not iced a letter will be undt>r an obligat.ion to hang himself. Now I liquor. as another? What nght hav. legis~a.tors to
from l\ir. A. Atwood, in which he speaks or the man- propnse to throw away all of those old barbarian make 1t a ~onopoly?. M';lst a~ Amenean Citizen go
ner in which most of the bread·and-bulter beggars, Jaws and become scientifically just, kind, and hu- t~ a, druggist t? tell ~1m .1f he IS an adult and so~~r;
commonly called ministers, with which this country mane; never to condemn anybody or a».ything until Cant he tell hu~1self. ~as ~ot a ma~ as mueh n,..,~"
is cursed, take. on at funerals, when they are called we can scientifically demonstrate what we are doing. t? treat as h_e has to dnnk .. Wba_t nght hav w~ o
upon to preach.
Yours with kindness and fraternal regards,
hc~nse cert~IU ~en to_ make mebrmtes, and then ImMr. Atwood speaks my sentiments to the Jetter, as
N. H. DILLINGHAM.
pnsoD; the mebnates m an asylum; an~ leave . the
I, with him, hav requested my parents and friends,
druggists to make some more? Where 1s the nght
when they are calle,l upon to follow my remains to
to c()mpel those who neither drink or sell to provide
"JOHN'S WAY."
their last resting-place, to hav no damnation agent
asylums and prisons for those who do? Sheppard
BERLIN, N.J., March 1, 1812.
within a hundred miles of me, if possible, for if one
says distilled beverages contain murdt>r and pauperI'v read "John's Way," and wiHh to say
should come within smelling distance I verily believe
ism. That is a good reason for prohibition, but not
I like it very well;
I should burst my coffin-lid and tllrottlfl the brute.
a good reason for license. Why should the law say
Though bigots cry," 0 cast it by,
I wish every one thought as much of these clerlc~tl
V<That superscription shall be placed on a bottle of
It ha.s no word for hell!"
asses as I do. They would soon swap their standing
whisky? How does Bro. Sheppard know such a
Some
people
eat
cheap,
tainted
meat,
collars for an ax or shovel, and go to work like white
superecription as he prescribes would tend to curtail
Until they think it nice;
folks. Will say to Mr. Atwood, "Shake," and let us
the drinking of it? Would any one buy unless he inAnd some read trash that reverends hash,
hear from you again.
Yours,
G. W. SMITH.
tended to drink? Won't he huy it, for what is inside
Till hell becomes their spice.
and not fnr the legend that is on the outside? Do
TUNNEL, IowA, Feb. 6, i812.
not anti-license ant! rtnti-treat Ia .v'l abridge liberty as
But as for me, from priestcra!t free,
MR. EDITOR: I suppose my name is on the black
much as prohibitory laws? U we can evolute so
I want !resh meat as !ood,
list f"r bad behavior and non-payment of my debts
nicely without prohibitory lrt1n, why not without
And 'Mina's spice, done up so nice,
which I. hav contracted with THE TRUTH SEEKER; still
license laws? Why not abolish all laws anrl let evoIs always sweet and good.
I am not to blame in this respect for being in arlution run it alone?
D. PRIESTLY.
Then
send
to-day
and
get
''John's
Way,"
rears so long, as I hav had two years' (as some peoAnd read it through and through;
ple would call it) bad luck, but I shall say misforEM:BREEVILLE, PA., Feb. 4, 1882.
'Twill help you fight the !oes of light,
tune: My trials and troubles hav been plentiful and
1\IR. EDITOR: Inclos"d plt>ase find $3 for my paper
And
aid
good
'Mina,
too.
sometimes unbearable, although now I hav over·
for the current year. I feel that I hav been somecome them all to a great extent. I tried to raise
what delinquent, not so much for not sending sooner
Then, loan it round on "holy ground,"
money enoug-h to pay up my arrears, but through all
the little mite above mentioned, but for withholding
'Twill take the scales from eyes
my efforts I could barely get enough to buy susteso long au expression of tiJ:>.n ks for the fearless jour.
That never saw pure reason's law,
nance for my family. But I need not go on to relate
nal you and your abl~ contributors are conducting,
And yield them sweet surprise.
J. HACJ!:ER.
my past financial embarrassment, as it is all past
There are so many tboughlful articles in the paper
and we are all still living. So now I order my name
LIBERAL, UTAH, Feb. 11, 1882.
from week to week that to eulogize O!le woulLl be to
erased from that black l-ist and to ~ put on the
MR. EDIToR: It is with pleasure that I write to in- notice all. Liberalism, or as Mr. Andrews would
subscription list plain enough to be seen on both form you that the Liberal League of Sevier (after a call it, Universalism, presents so many phases that
sides, and I hope in the future to be able to keep it long sleep) is waking up. The cause of its sleep bas the ignorant and uncultured class may readily find
there as long ns I am and the old TRUTH SEEKER livs. been that those that took the most interest in the something that would materially a.id them in becomPlease find inclosed $7, which will pay !or my debts League were poor men, and hav been forced to leaTe ing wise unto ealvation~salvation from the trammel
and renewal. If there is anything over charge to their homes most of the time since the League was of hereditary beliefs and superstitious dogmas, which
my credit and sand a bill, and oblige RoB'T FLE111ING,
started here, and seek work at the di1'ferent mining in all ages hav chained the human mind, Prometheus
camps and at the railroads now being constructed like, to the rock of time-hallowed errors.
It
EuREKA, CAL., Feb. 6, 188\l.
through this territory. And among 1 hosi!! that hav would be needless to say that I hav recently drifted
MR. EDITOR: Another year has rolled around, and !teen absent were our worthy president, Michael into the various phases presentee] by the 'mtrammy subscription to your paper has again expired. Johnson, and secretary, R11smus Sorenson. Bnt now meled inquirer, for it has been a distinctiv trait from
Inclosed you will find $13.00, to be applied as directed. most of us are home again, aud so the president the time I had any recollection of thinking to invesIn regard to THE TRUTH SEEKER, I must say you are called a meeting on January 21st for the purpose of rate and hold fast to that which s,.emed to be goo•l.
steering the ship admirably. But in your issue of eleC'ting officers or the League for the ensuing year, In reading the able articles of S. P. Andrews I could
Jan. 21st an article appears which savors somewhat at which the following were elected: Moses Gifford, not avoid reverting to the time when he was my
like Socialism. If the accident on the New York president; Andres Bertleson, vice-prP,sident; John E. teacher in phonography, not personally, of course,
Central railroad was caused by the negligence of a Johnson, seeretary; Walter Jones, treasurer; George but all the same. The ".Anglosacsun" published by
brakeman, his being poor or underpaid ought not to D. Robinson, director. The five officers constitute a Andrews & Boyle, I read from first to last. How
be a plea in his favor. Nor is it a commentary upon full board of directors.
trut.htul it is that when the mind gets into a channel
the power of money when rich officials who could not
The former president, M. Johnson, was nominated of unprejudiced. thought, by a law of progress it
prevent the accident are not arrested. A man who for re-election, but he begged leave to decline, as his drifts into witler tlelds of thought inquiry. .A. reform
neglects his duty when underpaid will surely negl•·ct circumstances were such that he did not think he of letters suggests a reform of theology, and eventit when he is overpaid, and if a railroad or any other could do justice to the Le>ague in that capacity. The ually a disrespect !or dogmR-tic belief". Truth is a
employee to whose care the lives and property of secretary, Rasmus Sorenson, also declined re-election, unit in a multiplicity of phenomena, and the mind
other people are trusted, neglects his duty, he ought as he exp~cted to be away from home most or the that rests on such a basis unfolds itself by entwinto be severely punished.
time. The meeting then gave a vote of thanks to the ing round those forms which seem the most rational.
Further on in the same number, I fnd that your ex-officers for the good work they had done for the
J. H. Wood, in a late issue, puts forth a Greenback
correspondent "Liberta " is still imposing upon your League and the cause Clf liberty in general.
idea which, if well un!lnstood, might revolutionize
readers. I was in hopes that illiberal bigot would
I hope we shall be able to do eome efficient work politics. Friend Wood, giv us some more of your
giv us a rest; yet he is determined to force his crude here in the future by doing all we can to circulate financial cogitations. True Liberals can work in so
notions upon the public. He calls himself a Free- Liberal books and papers, and by having JJiberal many different sections that there need not be any
thinker, but he would like to foree everybody to lectures delivered by our best speakers in the lead- danger of stepping on each other's toes. A few
think and act as he does.
ing, tuwn of this (S~vier) county, and thereby adding clergymen hav become preachtlrS of finandal and
That a bigot shoultl can himself a Liberal is not new members to our League, and perhaps organize monetary reform. We may look upon that as a good
strange, but that a man who has no more idea of new Leagues in other parts of the country.
omtn. Aside from the good work they will do in reliberty than a blind man has of sky blue should sign
I shall be 1 leased if you will send me some of constructing public opinion in relation to a very im·
his article "Liberta" is very strange.
your c~lored posters and such other oirculars as you pcrtant issue, and expose the time-hallowed specieThat intemperance is an evil .every reasonable per- may see fit, and I will exert myself in getting sub- basis system and bank note promis to pay, they must
son admits, but that legislation cannot stop it is also scribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER, as I kn(JW of no bet- eventually, by a law of mental science, evolvfl into a
evident·, Maine produces as many drunkards as any ter way to spread the light of truth and reason.
more Liberal field of thought. Gniteau evidently
other state in proportion to its population, in spite
started out upon a wrong moral basis, which he has
Yours respectfully,
JoHN E. JoHNIION, Sec.
of the Maine liquor law, and as the traffic cannot be
persisted in adhering to with the tenacity of a Chriscarried on openly, hypocrisy is addt>d to drunkenness.
MR. EDITOR: Please let me say a few words in reTiew tian, notwithstanding the efforts of the clergy to
•
Fraternally yours,
RoBERT GuNTHER.
of what Bro. S. R. Sheppard said in your issue of throw him on the Infidels or where be dnes not be·
Jan. 21st, in reference to prohibition. First, we start long to clear their sacramental robes of the hlood.of
BosTON, MAss., Feb. 4, 1882.
with a difference of opinion. He asks, "Does prohi- a martyred president. Verily, bring up a child in
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 for your most bition cure, prevent, or curtail" intempetance in the way he should go, and when he grow~ older he
interesting and valuable paper for the vear 1882, and drink? He answers, No. Prohibition would certainly may not, depart from it. Had he been taught the
I doubt not you will excuse the delay when I tell do all that, b'tt prohibitory laws, likfl all other laws, sweet les!lons science presents in enchanting views inYou of my reverses of late to the amount of over work imperfectly. There.hav been laws against theft stead of being nurture>d in the Abrahamic doctrine
$700. Bnt sr'eing. you are not over-taxed with corre· through all ages, but they hav failed to prevent that of bloody atonement, Guiteau mhrht hav been a man
spondents from Boston, I thought you might giv place evil. That is not a reason for the abolition of those of some usefulness. Bnt bad religion and bad poli·
to a few plain hints from an old veteran of Free·jlaws, but for their continuance. Those who wish to tics, the two twin evils of this age, were too mucb
tb.ought,
·
sell liquor nearly always make the assertion that for hia excitable 'brain,
;I, ;r;£4-fl.Y~'¥'.
woulrl be we-n for ~ach one to send ten cents to Commission~r A. A. ~·Jbmson, Tallahassee, Florid~, for_ the
latest mforma 1Ion 0f the Bureau of Imnngratwn.
Most of the questions that are being a~ked will llnd
answers in the papers.· Your are right, gentlemen,
push ahead, investigate, and finrl out for yourselvs,
and before· we organize some of you will need to vi- it
thecountry. Ihavjustlearnedfromafriendthathas
returned, that state and government land is very
scarce. So if we wish to succeed we must not put it off,
but be ready by next fall.
J. DENNING.
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~HE
Nature.

.As a fond mother, when the day is o'er,
T e•ds by the lland her little child to bed,
Half-willing, h•llf-reluctant to be Jed,
.And leaves his br'Oken playthings on the tloor,
Still g•zlngat them through the open door,
Nor wholly rea•sured and comforted
By promises of others l ,. their stead,
Which, though more sPlendid, may not pleaee him
more;

•

So nature deals with us, and takes away
Our playthings, one by one, and by the hand
- Leads Ul!l to rest •o gently that we go,
Scarce knowing if we wish to go or stay,
Being too full of sleep to understand
How far the unknown transcends the what we
know.
-Lrmqfellow.
\

"Priestcraft Exposed."
BY J. PETTY.
How the parson must laugh in his sleeve,
With pleasm·e his heart must be skippin',
When he tells us that .Adam and Eve
Damned us all for a fine golden pippin;
How Cain, too, he married a wife,
Though the story, I own, somewhat odd is, ·
When to Nod be bad to run for his life,
He then got a notion of Noddies.
When be talks about angels and such
(Fine fellows, we all must allow),
I should like for to meet very much
.A few of those gentlefolks now;
If he tells me they're all of them dead,
so my brains I've no need to be troubling,
I'll tell him he lies, to his head,
For the devil's alive and in Dublin.
Then how :llfoses was dragged from a ditch,
That prince of impostors of old,
Who deserved to. be burnt like a witch,
If half is but tl·ue that we're told.
He a camel turned into a !lea,
By the help of his magical rod, sir;
Went dry through the midst of the sea,
Now that's a damned good one, by God, sir.

Bow a stupid old fellow of Uz
Was cursed with a stupid old wife;
But so stupid's the tale, bow it was,
I can't make it out for my life;
The devil, it seems, owed him spite,
.And played him some devilish rigs,
Sent a legion of devils one night,
Who played bell with his poultry and p·lls.
Tben Samson, that quorrelsome fellow,
Slew a thousand men with a jaw-bone,
And to vex 'em one night when quite mellow,
Ran off with the gates of the town.
Their foxes be tied-by the cails,
Though the devil a fox was e'er there:
Their windmills, too, went without sailP,
And their castles were built in the air.
Little Davy kllled giant Goliath,
With a popgun he sent him to pot,
Then murdered his friend poor Uriah
·For the sake of his wife's-you !mow what.
His boy too, a chip of the block,
Had a house with a thousand or more in;
Sweet wenches to please the young cock,
The devil himself, sure, for-wooing.
But this is no more than a farce
To other fine things that they tell ye,
:For one bad a speaking jackass,
.Another lived in a whale's belly;
With lions some Jived in a den,
And others in furnaces frying,
But, heaven preserve us, some men
.Are so terribly given to lying.
Elisha rode np the moon
In a chariot all flaming with tire, .
But Enoch one fine afternoon
]'Jew a hundred a fifty times higher;
Elijah's two bears, it is said,
Eat forty" poor boys at a time,
For just calling the fellow bald-head I
Now that was a terrible Clime.
Captain Jossey called out to the sun
To stands ill, so ho dld sure enough,
But I think it is time to hav done
Repeating such old priestly stuff,
For when with this nonsense your crammed,
To make you believe it all true,
They'll say if you r!on't you'll ba damned,
But I'm sure you'll.ne damned if you do.

From the Front.
To THE EmToR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir:
On January 4th I started out upon a trip likely
to last four or five months.· Going first to Iowa
City, where is located the State University,_ I
found J. J. Deitz and lady, Prof. P. H. Philbrick and lady. A. C. Younkin, Jesse Strawbridge, Thos. Whittiker, H. Kimbal: and other
Freethinkers. Chapel attendance 1s compulsory in the _uPive~sity, b~t the profes~ors are
very remiss m the1r devotwns, t~ere bP.Jng se~
eral Liberals among them, while Prof. Philbrick is an outspoken Atheist.
When the Liberals of this "Athens of Iowa"
reach the constructiv stage of growth there will
be a large and powerful organization in this
beautiful little.city. I must not omit to mention the superb library and art collection of
Daniel Price, A..M."
To Mr. J. J. Deitz and Prof. Philbrick I am
.deeply indebted for aid cordially tendered and
generous hospitality.
·
Rev. C. Clute, of the Unitarian church, is
quite Liberal in his way, and he may become
more so, for he buys and reads some of the
most ritdical works.
A.t West Liberty I became acquainted with
E. C.· Thomas, J11mes Westfall, Jon. Maxan,
and Messrs. Elliot, Polder, and Stafford. There
is but little Liberal life here, but in the aurrounding country are quite a number of earnest
wQrkers, I understand.
At ':GIS -,, 1an. '7th, I left West Libertf

K.,
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for Burlington, which place I did not reach un. cinity. l\1r. E. Clarke has been for a year an "I think, in view of the prayer failing in Mr.
til 8 A ~L Sunday~ur train being delayed by 11 apostle of the gospel of man, and the seed by Garfield's case,
had bPtter dispense with the
derai!.-d freight. But when I reached Mr. W. him so brave.Iy sown has fallen in fruitful soil, prayt>r service hPreafter;" and since then he
Boecklin's, and found there that peeriPss and the harvest promises to be abundant: I am has done so. He has an attendance of some
worker, Mrs. H. S. Lake, I felt myself amply under especial obligations to Messrs. Clark and five hundred every. evening .
compensated for all difficulties encountered and Farnham for kind favors shown.
Mv next lecture was given at Hart, Mich. I
fatigue endurPd in reaching the orchard city. I
Next on to Corning, where I spoke on the was invited there by Mr. Curt.is A. Ganes, and
remained in Burlington eight days, m~king the evening of Feb. 15th, to a fair-sized a.nd appre- for two days enjoyed the hospitalify of his home.
acquaintance of a large number of hereties and ciativ audience. Not fsr in the future we may Our meeting was held in the Court Hou~e. which
di~tributing quite I\ larue amount of Free- look for a League at this place. A.mClng the was well filled. HerP I made t.he acquaintance
thought literature, and !istenpd to two of Mrs. outspoken Liberals at this point are W. D. af J. A.. Collier, Charles V. Warren and his
Lakes grand lectures-lPctures which grappled McLaughlin, county clerk, H. B. Smith. John worthy wife; E. D. Richardson, Z. C. Babcock,
with the rampant evils of the present day and Bixley, and last but not least, A.. M. Coff and William H. Gale, Dr. Harden, and Charles
our own land. We hav some splendid Liberals lady, in whose pleasant home I was a guest Burr, all members of the Church of Humanity.
here, such as Cornelia Boecklin, Werner Boec·k- during my stay. T •. D. Holgate and lady, of From Hart I went south ten miles, and spoke
lin, Seth Eg~:leston, W. H. and James Ellery, Quincy, a village a few miles f• om Corning, at New Erie to a good congre>ration in the
J. C. Meader, A. Schlo:ff, Theo. Geulich, C. came out to our meeting and gave indisputable school-house. I spent a number of days in
Winzer, J. M. Virgin, Gertrude Poppe, and evidence of being th<>rough-going Secularists. this new country, and found large-souled men
very many more whom I hav not space to
E. C. WALKER.
and women in these log cabins of northern
enumerate. I am not surprised to hPar that
Michigan. If they hav not ·11s much cultMrs. Lake has since organized a League, and I
H. L. Green's Lecture Trip.
ure as we find in the East, they hav more good
believe that the Secularists of the city of hills
common sense, which is much better. Orthowill make it a succe~s.
·
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: doxy hns but little strength in these parts, and
From Burlington I went to Yarmouth, where My last let-ler to THE TRUTH SEEKER was writ- the people all listen with live interest to Freel lectured twice to good audiences. To Squire ten from Elyria, Ohio.. That town I found a thought discussion. I know that our great orGlover and John Stafford is due the credit of very orthodox, conservativ place, and. was sur- ator, Col. Ingersoll, will be pleased to know his
this stirring of this stagnant pool of orthodoxy. prised to see four or five hundred people assem- likeness adorns many a log cabin and humble
While in Yarmouth I enjoyed the hospitality bled in the Opera House to listen to my lecture dwelling up among the pines of northerh Michof Mr. and Mrs. Glover, than whom there do on" The Religion of Deed vs. The Religion of igan. Persons, came on foot four and five
not liv more pleasant people and earnest hu- Creed." But for over two hours they listened miles to hear my lectures, and retHrned home
manitarians.
very attentivJy to what I had to say. There through the dark. Of such a people we, as a
A.t Washington, my next stopping-place, I are but a few outspoken Freethinkers in Elyria, nation, can well be proud. You can little realmet Mrs. A.xtell and Dr. Miller, also the Spirit- and among that number may be named Elner ize, there in New York city, how these people
ualist lecturer Dr. A.. J. Fishback, all former Adams, J. A.. Tite, W. W. Laundon, William enjoy every issue of your paper. The names
acquaintancs, and had the pleasure of meeting Allen, and J. E. Boyington, all true men. of the committee who invited me to New Erie
for the first time Dr. F. Rice and lady, Jobn A. The prospects are that we shall soon hav a Lib- are L. lll. Osborn, Stephen J". Ball, Thomas
Wise and lady, Mrs. Brooks, and Dr. Scofield. eral League in that dark and priest-ridden town. Eagles, and John M. Logan: Mr. Logan is as
A.t Clyde, Ohio, I did not succeed in getting live and intelligent a Liberal as I ever· met, and
Washington needs a real shaking up by a r11.dical lecturer. Its people, like the people of up a meeting, l:ut I had a very pleasant vi,it he never lets an opportunity pass for doing
many another place, will hav to be shocked With three of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER something to advance our cause. If I were
iJito thinking and acting for tl•e new order.
Messers. Stephen DeLus, Z. L. Perrin, and M. twenty younger I would like to settle up in this
Brighton has a large Liberal element, and a 0. Nichols. A.t Toledo I enjoyed a good visit northern country and spend the rest of my
League should be organized. Messrs. Rhodes, with Frank Hillenkamp, as good a friend as Mr. days lecturing for these people. Here is a
Ed. Deeds, Dr. Cushman. Nicholson, Friend, Bennett and THE TRUTH SEEKER hav. Here I splendid opportunity for some young, energetic
Jeffrey, and Heacock are all outspoken Secu- also met M. 0. Waggoner, Esq., one of the man·or woman, who likes frontier life, to settle
larists. Many more can be counted in when leading lawyers of Toledo, who is as live a Free- as a. prencher of Freethought.
oncR the ball is set rolling:,- and now is always thinker as l ever met. He is not afraid to exTo-morrow AVening I am advertised to speak
the time to begin.
press h1s opinions on every proper occasion.
here, on Thmsday evening at Rockford, on
At Ottumwa I had a very pleas~nt visit
Mr. Wa~goner often speaks in public iu de- Saturday evening at l\foncelona, some one hun
and found some splendid Liberals, amoug fense of Freethought views, and I w"s informed dred miles north of G•·allll Rapids. After that
whom I must mPntion W. F. McCarroll and that he i~ au able and eloquent speaker. I I go to Flint and other places north and east of
lady, J. M. Winn, 0. C. Graves, Wm. Linn- wi•h he could be induced to take the lecture here. I intended, when I Jpft home, to go west
sey, J. B. Boulton, C. Kirkpatrick, T4teodore field.
as far as Kansas and Libet"al, Mo., and shall
Hardesty, and Mr. Chilton. Mrs. Fox 1s lectI went from Toledo to Adrian, where I was do so if I can get out of Michigan.
Friends
uring here regnlurly once in two weeks, very permitted to enjoy a short visit v.ith that activ west of here who desire my services will plea~e
acceptn bly, to our Spiritualist comrades at f1iend of THE TRUTH SEEKEJ.{, S. D.l\Ioore, who address mP at Otsello, Mich.
least. The Le11gne needs enlivening, but ow- never fails of getting a subscriber for THE
The West, and, in fact, the whole country,
ing to the smallpox scare it was not thouvht TRUTH SEEKER or Investiqatilr when opportun- has recently been startled by the brave course
advisable to hav a me~ting or lecture. Ot- ity offer,.. I learned th,.t Mr. Moore often lect- that Geo. C. Miln of Chicago, has taken. He
tumwa is a growing, enterprising town, and ures for Liberal societie~ in that vicinity.
wns the successor of Robert Collyer, of Unity
My next lecture was delivered near Burr 01k, church, Chic~ go, aud his loss to that church is
it was very gratifying to find business men
who are not ashamed nor af'aid to let it be and while there I was the guest of the inter~sting a g1·eat one; but their loss is a great gain to
He was considered about the
known that they do not fR.ll prostrate in the family of M. P. Thurston, and I also spent a day Liberalism.
dust before the Protestaut's infallible oracle, with Mr. Miles A. Dexter and his intelligent most eloquent man in that denomination, and
the Bible.
·
wife. I spoke at thP brick school-house before it is evident he is an honest man when for
Monday, Jail. 30th, at 2 A.. ~r.,I was off for Liberal League No. 167. This is one- of the eonscience' sake he was willing to relinquish It
Montrose, Lee county, away down in the south- most prospProus Leagues in Michigan. Its six thousand dollars salary f11r the sake of
eastern corner of the state. On the illinois officers are E. A.. Uampany, president; A.. N. being free to utter hereafter his honest convicside of the river is situated the town of Nauvoo, Thurston, secretary, and A.. J. Hoyt, treasurer. tions. I a.m pies sed to notice that next month
famous in Mormon history, and from whence I never enjoyed a visit more than this one in there is to he a Freethinkers' convention in
the Latter Day Saints were driven by brutal this Liberal country neighborhood. Mr. Thurs- Chicago, at which Mr. Miln, Prof. A.dler, and
force of ChristiA.n love.
ton is some seventy years of age, but as Ii •ely as Robert G. Ingersoll are to speak. I just reDelivered three lectures at Montrose-" Why &ny man of fifty. He has a large famil;y of ceived a Jetter from Mr.Miln, which I will take
We Work for Freethought," "Demsnds of children residing near him, all out-spoken in the liberty of sending you. He writes:
Liberalism," and'' Popular Objections to Free- favor of Liberalism. The evening I arrived
.. CHICAGO, Feb. H, 1882.
thought." Earnest Freethinkers _here are A.. there he invi1 ed his children and other Liberal
"MY DEAR Srn: I thank you very mncb for your
Crandall anrl W. G. Fischer. .Also met S. friends to his house, and we had a most agree- kind words in your note of Febl"Uary 9th. The
from able social visit.
warm praiseI hav
which
youthat
accord
me Iwas
feelmy
is scarcely
P almer, an old-time Liberal and lecturor
v
deserved.
done
which
duty to
Nauvoo.
This League meets every alternate Sunday, do. Who dares do this is worthy of the name of a
From Montrose to Osceola, Ciarke county. and has a larlle attendance, and you may be as- man: who feare to do it is not.
"t
k "t If f l ·
·
" What the future bas in store for me peroonally
Here the Christians h•-d just been engaged in sure d 1 ma es 1 SP
e t m that commumty. I cannot venture to predict. I beliPve with you
the characterist'c pastim.e of hanging and burn- The day after the lecture Mr. Dexter took me j that organization should be established throughout
ing-this time, the effigy of the unhappy Gui- in his carriage and drove me through the coun- the len!!"th and b~·eadtb of the land, the '!'~nda.
mentaltdea of whwh should be the separability of
teau. Had they posses~ed the power it would try afte~ hi s fi n~ team, for S?me fifteen miles, to religion and morality, and the development of a
hav been Guiteau himself. What an example the varwus residences of Liberals who are sub- high order of morality independent of theological
of bloodthirstineesand revenge to set the young! scribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER and other Lib- dogma. I expect.to liv to see the day when ~thics
.
will be regularly mculcated separate from and InWhen will people le:trn that only by creating eral papers. T he day was more hke June than dependent of all foundation in sunernaturali·m."
better conditions, and improving pre-natal in-· February, and such a fine country I never passed
"Very truly yours,
GEoRGE C. MILN."
fl.uences can the aggregate of crime be dimin- through before. A.nd I was pleased to learn
I hope the Liberals of America will signify
ished, and a reverent respect for human life that a large numbPr of thes"l wealthy farmers to this brave young man that he has gained
created and perpetuated? :. ·
are outspoken Infidels. I shall never forget more friends than he has lost, and I predict for
I much regretted the absence from Osceola of my pleasant ride with Brother Dexter. A.t for him a grand future. May he stand herethat earnest worker, C. W. Dibble, but our Sturgis I staid over night with G. W. Gray, one after in Chicago for perfect liberty of· speech,
old friend, F. J. Emery, the" sage of Osceola," of your subscribers. He is the proprietor of as doPs Prof. A.dler in New York, George
gave me a beart.y welcome, and I also had the the Berridge Honse, a good hotel; and I advise Chainey in Boston, and Col. Ingersoll everypleabure of forming the acquaintance of J. G. all our friends traveling in that section to put "\\+here. " The world moves."
Watts and Mr. Chamberlain, H. W. Beckett up with him. My next stop wt~satKalamazoo,
H. L. GREEN.
J. R. E. Doss, Prof. Hastings, John Alexander, where I was permitted to take the hand of
and other Freethinkers of Osceola and vicinity. Lucius C. West, a subscriber of THE TRUTH
While here I listened to the serm"n by Rev. SEEKER, and a distinguished writer of fiction.
The Champions of the Church;
Cushing, a young minister from Iowa City-a Every Liberal parent should purchase for his
Their Crilnes and Persecutions.
very pleasant you1•g man, Liberal and just in children Mr. West's new juvenil book, entihis treatment of his opponents. He yet clings tied" Paul Hart; or, the Love of His Life,"
to a sort of pantheistic theism (if such an ex- by Uncle Lute. It is an admirable work. I
pression is permissible), and. looks at the world was also permitted here to meet your very inthroughtheClaudeLorraineglassesofoptimism dustrious agent, C. S. Rowley, who is putting
-kind, gentle, humane himself, he makes his THE TRUTH SEEKER into every nook and corner
God the same, failing to see that the cruel facts of Michigan. He is a very good speaker, and
'
emphatically negativ the assumption.
as he is an old school teR.cher, he enjoys visit~
Proving conclusivly that
MurrAy, Clarke county, was my next stop- ing the schools and addressing the children.
ping-place, where I partook of the generous A.t Holland,Michigan,I found very few Liberals, THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
hospitality of J. E. Wick, a brother of that but I came across Mr. Thomas K. Fisher, and
His Birth, Ll:fe. Trial, Execu·
whole-souled laborer in the Liberal vinyard, he subscribed for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I left
tion, etc., Is a Myth.
Mrs.- M. L. Follett. Met here also S. L. him some copies of that paper and of the I7111JesFor aale at thlo o!llne.
Shrever and other heretics.
tigator, and he promised to work up some sub- Price $2.00 •
From Murray to Creston, where I stopped scribers there. I wish Liberal friends would - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - only brefl.y, making the acquaintance of Henry send him some Liberal literature to distribute
Breitenstein and Dr. Wilson. Creston is a in this orthodox town.
1
growing town, and I understand that there are
A.t Muskegon I enjoyed a vis1t with Mr. and
several live Liberals in the C. B. & Q. round- Mrs. William Jones, your friends, and was
house, where friend Breitenstein is foreman.
pleased to make the acquaintance of Mr. FelA.t Prescott! met with a warm reception and lows, who a few months since left the Episcohad a splendid visit with E. Clarke and lady, pal pulpit and is now, after the style of George
Elmer Clarke, J. B. Blackburn and lady, and Chainey, speaking to a large audience in the
G. S. Farhham. Met also a very enthusiastic Opera House every Sunday evening. After the
young Liberal in the person of John Yeadan. Garfield prayer gage failed, he said to his con·
Orthodoxy ha$ loJt its ifip iu Prescott ~Utd vi- greiatioa OBI! eTellini at the opeDini of service,

we
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VOLTAIRE IN EXILE:

BY JAMES PA.RTON,
With Portraits and other lllnstrations.
This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years

His Life and Works in France
and Abroad.

as his biographies of Jackson, Franklin. Jefi'erson, Greeley;
Burr, a.nQ Butler prove, and his great abllity is even more
manifest in this work. It is a labor of love, as wen·aa a

(England, Holland. Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland), witb
unpulJliabed let.tera of Voltaire an(l Mme.
Du Chatelct.

With sixteen large pages, will be sent in ita preparation, is now ready. lt is in two large volumes, on heavy paper, and printed in bold, c!ear type.
for THREE l9ION'I'HS, postage paid,
Mr. Parton as a historian and biographer has no imperior
FOR

FIF'I'Y

CENTS.

Fnll letters Crom the Editor, now on a
. tonr around the world, appear weekly,
These alone are worth the price· asked.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Ei~rhth st., New York.

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. lVl BENNETT.
Heavy l"late Paper,

" Th~ Infidel

CENTENARY OJ;' VOLTAIRE.

m~~~~r~~t~!g~~~~rec!6r.dd~~~~lbi~hiV:otl:ii~j~~~:~ide

BY BEN.JAJ.UIN GA.§TIN!c;AIJ.
transcendent philosopher, a great relformer, a brilltant ~it
and poet, and setting forth what faults he had aa a man.
It !s the ilrst truthful and thorough biography Voltaire ha• Translated wit:el\ha;3~~~~~3PJ~~~lr:: Messrs. F. Vohad !n the English language. It Is a most Interesting por.
traiture of a truly remarkaBle m~m. whether he is viewed
as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and persever- " This work Is an epitome of the life of tile great Infidel;
1
Ing foe to bigotry, or as the fertll scholar of every brancb
of literature and advgca.te always and everywh<'re of tol- ~~~~osr~~I?t~~;~~{:~~~ta~~~;d ~~g~ ~~f:bJ>~~~g1£!i~~.bft
erance and liberty. It Is the arsenal from which Liberals is just the work. It was written by Benjamin Gastineau,
wm draw weapons to refute the slanders and lies of the of Paris, and translated for us w1th his approval by F.
1
church ab0ut Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation will
)fe':.~g!t the authority In regard to his llfe, bls work, W. t~ft~ lr~pad y~~i~~~~a~'i~feui~· E~tg~~J~~~u~~d~cll~~~~~
Prussia, and Switzerland: his relations with Jean Jacques
Rousseau. Frederick the Great, Ct~.tberine II., and Pope
In two vols. Svo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.
Benedict XIV.; what he did at Ferney, how he improved
town, built acburch, fought the Jesuits. ant~ defend~d
Adolres• D. M. Bennett,l41 Eighth street. New York. the
the victims of religious hatred and pereecution. It describes his triumphant return to P<trts after his years of
exile, and ends with chapters on Ilia work, his philoaoplli~
c+\1 eystem, h1s enemies, a.nd son(e hitherto unpublished
letters.
Many volumes hav been written upon Voltaire, but none
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY
of its size cont~tns so much i.nform~tiou as this. F1·orn it
By George Cbainey.
a clear idea can be obtained of the 1mmenee influence be
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1

51 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, 1\Iass.
1 erms $2.00 peo· annum.
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PAJIT I. contains the weekly lecture dellvered by George

=~ar~~~ ~~~uc!~~~~el~:ade\~:r ~g~:1iri~~a~~ ~ 1*'~og~~~~~
o step out of the orthodox paths of thought.
PRICE, P APEH, 75 cents; CLOTH. $1.00.
AfidresB D. M. R~nn~t.t;. 141 8th at,., New York.

story ef • Liberal and Radlca
SUITABLE l'OR FRAME OR PARof~~~~''l'oontlnued
character.
The Wilsonia l91a~netic Clothin~ Co4,
PART III,-A short story devoted to the education of
our children in Liberalsent1menta and 'Principles.
Having purchased the. l)atents, tro.de marks, and an the
WITHOUT FRAME.
Send to•• a sample copy.
right. title, and interest of Mr. Wilson ir1 the celebrated
appliances known as Wilsonia :Magnetic Clothing, and
Sent by Mail i"or. Fifty cents 1
having at large expense procured tlle mot;t improved la1
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fu11y curativ appliances cl\n be placed witbin the reach of
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WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY
THE

Bennett-Mair Discussion .

The oldest reform journal in the
United States,

Is published every Wednesday at the
Paine Memorial Buildin,q,
Boston, Mass.,
By .JOSIAH P. M:ENDUM.

BETWEEN

D. J'tl. BENNETT and G. M. MA.IR.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

The tilllest Discussion yet Published,
r.l'iving the Dog111as and Claims of
Christianity a thorough Ex·
amination pro and con.
This book Is a thorough examination of the Christian
system of rellftlon, divided into the followin~ theses:

ro;vsh~~t~~~lld fr~~t~~che~d~~r s~~t~~: o~e!~ffg~g~:
18

The belief In an offspring being begotten by a god
upon a human virgin is nearly a thousand years older than
the mythical •tory of Jesus and his virgin mother. (b)
Other so-called saviors and redeemers hav been believed
in and reported to hav been crucified and to hav died on
the cross many hundreds of years before the same was
(a)

systems from five hundred to two thousand years
Christianity was known In the world.

be~e

tu~il!!:'~~~l;~~c~~g;an~t~~~:~~!~b:~e~~ ~~~n~~: ~
reJ~g{.'h':, ~~~~~:':J'esus and his mission !n the world Is un-

hiatorica1; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous his-

tor;
The teach.ings of J esua' are defectiv in morals, intelligence, and scientific information, and, so far as they are of

value, his moral precepts and teachings were equaled by
many sages and teachers who preceded him. Tile Bible Itself was written by men !lly Informed !n sc!entlflc knowledge, and does not harmonize with the facts and principles
in nature known to be true.
.
5. The doctrlns and claims of Christianity hav been a
curse instead of a blessing to mankir d in many res~ecte.
6

~s~:~g. ~~~t~~fi~~e~f:~~n~ ~yJgcii~e~~s ~~ h~a loeal~:~~

ignorance, superstition, and falsehood, and has retarded
education and science in the world. It recognizes and
supports the obnoxious systems of klngcr&ft and priest.
craft, upholding slavery, despotism, and every form of oppression !n Its assertion th•t all power !s of God. As a
proof of this tho le~ders and bright stars of the Cbrlstlan
church hav been among the worst tyrants and oppressors
of human liberty the world has known.
6. The Bible and Christianity hav oppressed woman and
hav deprived ller or the rights to which by nature she Is

jn~~ t~~~~l:\~· and Christianity are unprogresslv In their
nature; they are founded upon the doctrin and authority
of God himself, and &re therefore incapable of progress
1

a~~ ~~~rB'tt~e~!d

Chriattanity do not teach the higher
class of truth and tho best variety of rellg!en which mankind are capable of reoo!v!n~~:.
Price,
$1.50.
Address
D. M. BENNETT.
141 El~~:hth st .. New York.

THE RADICAL PULPIT.

1

t~~J~a~~t~~~ :~t;~!!£~~t wi~~ tfoe 66~Ii~~~ ~1f~s~~~~;

longer.

o.

:f~•; ~~~a gj {b~l.Righer
Sentiments.
The American Lady.
The Consolat!ono of Ratlonallsm.

By Felix Adler:
Tho Ethics of the Social
Question,
Emancipation.
Lecture at the Second An·
nlversary of the Society
tor Ethical Culture.

Our Leaders.
Hav We Still a Religion P
Conscience.

Reuben Dailev's Moral Code,
Just Published in Tract Form.
Your Moral Code !s a. valuable collection of practlca
precepts, suitable for general use, because inspired by
wisdom, goodness, truth, and the logic of common sense
tending to improve men here. and save them from mean
ness, injustice, and crfme.-R. C. Trowbridge, Tully, N. Y
I hav just read with a great deal of pleasure your remarks at Horne1lsv1Ue -R. Sayres, Hannibal, Alo.
To my mind it contains the best code of morals extant.
-C. Close, Gt·attan, .Mich.
Sent, prepaid, 10 cents a dozen, SO cents for 50, or 50 cents
per 100.
Address
REUBEN DAILEY,
6mo5
J effersonvllle, Ind.

INGERSOLL
A.ND

JESUS.
Conversation in verse between the two groat reformers

BY SA.MUEL P. PUTN A.M.
D. M. BENNETT,
8th street, New York.

Price, 10 cents.

1~1

PROVIDENCE, R.I. Jan. 1. !BBl.
By direction of Dr. York (my medical adviser and spirit
guide), I will send postpaid upon receipt of

CHARLES

BRA.DLA.UGH
AND

ANNIE
Price, 25 cents.

BESA.NT.
For sale at tills office.

YORK'S

Liver and Kidney Pills,
Or Three Boxes Cor 21> cts
These p!lls will be found (If taken according to dire<·
tions) a. SURE cure for ALL diseases of the ll"ver anrl
kidneys.
This offer will hold good only from Jan. 1st to A~r.Jst,
~S::·b~~se~ ~$f.\Jo~st the price wiD be 25 cts. per ox, or
0
Address, with one·cmt stamps inclosed,

JAMES A. Bt.ISS,

The Unknown God.
A. LEC'I.URE.
By James..,..w. S1illman.
, 4n ably·wrltten and handsomely-bound pamphlet of
'" J&rio p&~~es. l'rloe, 15 cents. Address
D. M. BENNETT,

J'1 :Elllltii.~Sr•o$, Now York.

el~cFct aet~J 6~ f~~;·l~~~~its~g~~~~. ~~~f~~~e~~gu~~e~t ~~ ~pJ~

\VOMAN'S WAY OUT.
Testimony of able authors on need of changing tile form
of woman's clothes.

14t5S

~¥t1~e0~h~~a~s~~a~~~~·J~fofht1ecffit!~a~i~~Ifc:~1 ~!~~da~~

Ism· The Spblnx; The Choir Invisible; Le•sons for To.
rlay,' from Walt 'Vhitmau ~ True Democracy; M\VReli~-

~~~~~;p?e~1~'l~e~~ J!t~llf*~,.1T~1:~~~~~c1{gfrg~ ~·~t~~e~
Price,$1.

D.

\'f

;!4~~t~~~~st, N. y

SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY :
Ancient and Modern.
Ry

,II.N'I'UONY FUOUDE,

.JA~IF.Iii

P71tt..e, 2."i t:f'n~

THE

GODLY WOMEN OF THE BIBLE.
BY .A.N

Ungodly Woman of the 19th Century.
Nearly 850 pages. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 eta.

THE SHAKfR EYf AND fAR
BALSAM
a"

'J.1HE PYRAMID 0}, GIZEU.
The Relation of Ancient Egyptian Civilization to the Hebrew Narrativs
in Genesis and E:eod1ts, and
the Relativ Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspi1·ation Considered.
By VAN BUREN DENSJ,OW, J,J,.D,
Price. 25 cents.

--------···
ECCE DI.A.BOLUS,

in which Lhe worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
is shown to be devil-worship, with some observations npnn the horrible and cruel ordi.
nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offPrings.

..

Ry t.h!' VER ¥ REV. E1' A..N nA VIli:S.LL, D.,
Arch-Druid of Great Hrtt.n.1n
Prlr.~. 2fi cent.a.

32 pp. each. Prue 10 cents each.

Sent post-pm'd on receipt
ltla1•y E. 'rillot.son, Vineland, N.J.

9f pl·ice by
1mo6

FOR TIIEIU.

TJch~lJ:~~:~~;s ~f~~:ina~fl~~~Cc~2~eg~~iij~lo~~LJ~s c~~:;,

A Confession.

15 cents.

B; DAVID FRIEDElUCH STRAUSS.

The

SEND Tll

ELMIN A

Tile Old Faith and the New.

Le~cnd

Studiing the Bi'>le, 75 cents.
Specimen
copies of the l hysiologist, 10 cents. Stumps gladlv recelved. Arlrlrf!RA
E. D. SLENK.E ~.
40tf
Snowville. Pr.l~U~kf Cn, VA..

CONSULT!~,

oi the Patriarch"

and Prophets.
By S. B.A.RlNG-GOULD.
Prlce,$UO.

G .A. R R I S 0 N I N H E .A. V EN.
A. DREAM.
BY WILLIAI!I DENTON.
PRICE 7EN CENTS.
Bold by D. M. Bennett, 141 Eighth st .. New York.

VINELAND, N .. J ..

C H R 0 N I C D IS EASE S,

~~::t succe~!liul, a~

Embn.clng those of the blood and Nerves, the Diseases of
Men, the Diseases of Women, and the various cansea

CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS·'

1

f§lts ~~~~~~ ~~c~~;,~~~'i/~ii"Nuil'm.t~" ·F~L'W, ~'i.t1"3A8

ING li.'iEDICAL COMMON SENSE-nearly 1.000 pages, 200
lliustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave.,
New York, to whom all letters from the sick should be addressed. In its issUe for Jun. 19, 18i8, Mr. Bennett's THUTH
SEEKKR t.bus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical public~
tiona: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and inti·
mately, and we say with all the assurance that knowledge
imparts that he is a man of the highest incentivs and
motivs, whose life has been spent in instructing and 1m·
1

~~li~~~c~\~£:Jlo~-~~~ntfi~ ~hl~rl~~~u~~rt:fg~~~L~.n~~r :

f!lt~::J~~~~~ir3~t~rg~~ti~· trhe7t~ f~~~~ri3~~t ~fdtg~~a~~~~

of families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing testi
mony to the great benefit they hav derived from the phys
iological, h,y-gienic, and mors.l lessons which he has so abl
Imparted."
Purchasers of PLAIN H01IE TALK &re at liberty t;o
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FREE.
Price of the new Popular Edition, by mall, J'ostaw we·
~'ljd only JMlnAci/nfre&f. r~~d~'lfrntf{Jf)M},~Nt. T·
120 J.(.l-1.f1', ~th st. .• NO'ow Vn1'\r.

ONE BOX OF

DR
BY

T -r· an::;; it i o n.

an cl

A

1

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.

Chainey.

VOL. I. CON'fAINS
Lessons from the Lite and Work of Karl Heinzen; Minot
Savage's Talks about God; Moral Objections to tile God
Idea; Nature and Decline of Unitarianism; Robert G ...

1

0

happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.

TEN CENTS

A. treatis on the Population Question.

L ov

Send for a. circular price list or send for bids. I guaran ..
Two volumes tn oP.&:: The translation revised and re
tee to send my Liberal friends their printing prepaid as writ en Strauss is too well known IJy the renders of
cheap as it can be got at home.
America to require a single word to he aatd in his pralfle.
Price, $1 50.

Prlce,ln cloth, $1.

FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.

Books of Practical Value.

Jteuben Dailey's Printing Office.

B. Frothingham:

T~.r,ew Son~: of Christ.
The Departed Years,
Life as a Test of Creed.
The Sectarian Spirit.
.
The American Gentleman.
The Language of tile Old
Testament.

Sm53

per day at home. Samples wortll $5 free.
$5 to $20 Address
STINSON & Co., Portland. Maine.

0. B. FR.OTHINGHA.l'I and FELIX ADLER
By

)

Progress vs. Fashion.

Comprising discourses of advanced thought by
two of America's clearest thinkers.

No matter how apparently maryeluus our cures, no
names will hencefortn be published without the consent
of the persons cured..
Beware or the worthless imitations, under various
names, which hav followed the success of Wilaonia.
1t

The Investtgatm·ls devoted to the Liberal cause In reJig. cantos. deallng with tile past, present, n.nd relations of
ion; or in ot.her words, to universal mental liberty. Inde- cha.n~e, science, morals, t-~~nd institutions, to human needs
pendent in all ita discussions, discarding auperatttioua and uutiea. i\'car 200 pp., well bound. Pnce $1.00.
theories of what never can be known, it devotes its columng to things of this world alone, and leaves the neAt, if
there be one, to those who hav entered its unknown
shores. Believing that It is the duty of mortals to work
A hygienic esaay-re aaona for dress reform.
for the interests of this world, it confines itself to the

~~t~~gnoi ;~~~!!f;n~n;~k~ fOr !ts:pa~o;{f~~: ttto~~~1foe a~!
8
0
1
:i~~;e~~~;· in(c6h;·~a~f!n\~yn~ta~ ~~a~dtr~t;ls~af~a~aen~ ~~~~t~fs, ~~y~gc~~~ ~t~~~d ~ tis~r~T~~!rifiyr~~~~ ;I.nR~~d~~:
please send your subscription for stx months or one year,

Pulpit.~'

Geor~e

Is proving to hundreds the most eftlcacions remedy fo
all deleterious atrcctlons. Falling sight, dullne•s of hearing. or ·• roaring" of the ears, well as overstrained and
weak eyeR, nre tmmedtately 1m proved by 1ts use. Inflamtile whole mass of the populJtiu·', puor as well as rich.
Although SO,OtO patients in America lHlY already availed mations and all ophthalmic difilcultles regulated.
themae vs of these garments, yet the hitherto hlgh price
30 cents per IJox.
Address
G. A. LOMAS.
has shut the door against hundreds of thousands or sufferin~ invalids who might hay been refl.tored to health and
Shakers, N. Y.
usefu1nesa. Therefore, on and after this date, Feb. 22d, ltf
t;he p11ce of our .Magnetic Clothing will he reduced much
below that formerly charged by .Mr. 1Vilson, whtle the
a week In )'Our own town. Terms and$" outllt free.
quality of r he clothing will he much improved, and the $6 6 Address H. HAJ.LgT & Co., Portland, Maine.
~~fnhe~~andard of excellence as a curativ agent fully main-

,Edited by HORACE SEAVER.
PRICE, $3.00 per.annnm; J!iingle copies,
!Ieven cents. SpeCimen co1nes sent on :re·
ceipt of' a two-cent stan>p to pay postage.

Lectures b;r

~'JUST LET ME St-tu W 'I' vu"
DR

F't"::OTE"S

Hand-B~ok

J

of Health Hints

AND READY RECIPES.
Cost 25c
By the Rttthor of
u

PLAIN HO:'IIE TALK " A~D I I 1\fF::DICAL
Co:'IDtoN SE~~a~."

12 S ~~.?~;.c?~.~~\f~~~cCn ~~o~; g~~:~~~~a~.i.\~
1

mentR; a val1ubl e Rook of Reference for el""Cry
Family. Only 25 c('n!s.
The Handbook contains chapters on Hygiene
for all Ho~UI!Un!l 1 Common S•~!Lfle on Common
Ills, Hyt;ienlc Curative M••RfiiTn·!l, llnw to
Avoid Uno!"Rl··nllle Ch;lrln·n, Knn<"kR \\'orth

~i~k:~nng, ~:~~~:.~~.;~~ ci1r~~l,thW~: t~n r~~ up~~~~;trn!~~~
¥{omen, to!,;Hllcr with !Wille of the Prlvnh•
Formuloo of Dr. F•)<lTY., rw I other }Jhyl'lciBll8
of high rcptlt<'l, &Utl tHn•r·tl•·J18 for p:-Ppfl.dng

(nod torlnvallda.

~A~l<:t-;Td

WANTED.

Udre. D • .M. BKNN.RTT
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Kllh~ ~~~;.,

lll•w York.

A regniMly N~n~ntcd end ie,!!.'Rily quallfted pbyslclnu,and thO
hi!! pr'"tctice wi I I prove.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,

EASES.

Spertnatorr1Ieaan<l Impotency,

na tho re11ult of tWlf-nUu11e In youth, ecxunl exccg~ps In mature:f
venra, or other cnn!WA, nnd producing eomo of the following c!Tectlt
'N ..rvousneu, Seminnl Emi.lls!ono (night em!Pillo~s by drttw:a). Din:)o<

~{':e, lv~i!s~~~ f~t~~~~~i~fy ~}ey~~i~le~~&~c;~ ~~1~;~yid~~~;r~:a~
0

1

0

Bexug·

ow".!r, .!:r:., rendering mnr:-in.go improper or uuhalJPY- w-~

th('rC'."·l,1ly and permnneutly cured by an

EXTERNAL APPLI(' TION.

s:vbcb ts the J. oc1Qr1 s }at· st and grcntest mec~
which he hnsso fur{•reacribed for tlli11 banl·ful
sta11;e!l without alai \ltO to cure 'in a. slnglo c-n!'H
were ir. a. terribly ahntterod condition-had
asylumfl, many bnd Fulltug SicktU:'"S1, Fit~>; o'

~t~Ofif~~et~oftnt~ ~r~~~e~~:rv~:~nin, bad

lft.'COll

rll!lr::ovcry •!!M

·[1llliut In ail~~
, 1\0ltle <1! thew
,l in tho Jnnant<
, upon th') ve:g-..J

iJOJii'h unti hRrf.l).~

8YPIIILI~ J?O!ltJvely cnt"ed: ttn~ i'ntl~ly rrndir:nto>a tr-r•c:

11!6.: system) (~ONOUHIIE:\•

Ci.EE'i\

Slrkll'n·, Or ~Itt~

=~ (or Rupture). P1lea, and other pr:\·n.tl' diseuse~ quk~·t~

lUiddic·Aged aml Old J.U:en.
0

0

,~ffi:~oar~~~;~f :;~~ n~fo~O:c \~,i~~tn4de11;:~K~h~<ec~):ll~:~~~1b~

eHght smnrtmg or burn in~ sensation, a.:1d a WCtlknning of the
in'Btem inn mnoncr tho J•~tliontc:mnot account for. On exan:inhw
the urinnry depnsits n rOJ•Y or cotton-like s.;t]Irucat. or lOmeli me~
BTDO.Jl part1cles of nlbumcn, will appenr~ or tho co!-1r will be of 1\

!~~~' ~6t/i~~~i:~~nf;~h~~~~i~b~~~h~dB~~~0n~'~.~::s ~~~~~~~it:~~~~~:
~~~~ Dr.F~Iro!:~~nE~·t';.~~o R~~~.!vd~7.~u~:K;d~~~~~~n: ~~frfe~~

0

~t?iGo~!~ ~~~~l~n~~~;si r~~:~~ ~P:~~~~~~~;{~1;~~L~r~~,_t~1:n~~;:~i;

at1d «:c.rreapondenc6 strictly C(onfldentla.l..

PRIVATE COUNSELOit.
01
.!~~~;a:~~:~t;%~~~h~~ lr~~~~~~~ t\i·~!f:'n'"t>~~·~~~~;i\::,

··· mptom!l, horrtblooffccts,nnd curo, follow~d ll\·htroul!testimonlnli..
. .nded
ufllcl:tYit as to their senuincne~. Should Le read
1

bMn

:~{,f.~ ·n.~ P. 1 i~J:~~i:WfV~: 0vi~~~~~~~~iS,c ~~~'~f~sc~ddg:
•

5···-' ~d fiL'l'.l> !n ..,.:, .. • l.:t1-1,:C!' ?OU SllW t.Oi&.

1

[From tilt Home and HrYtM, N. Y.]

tro~ ¥t~nNa~o~s~~te:~fria~~~i~riti'oJ6~~ ,h;! tii:~a;At~~

Dr 1' ellows, of VIneland, N. J. His principles are true,
hi •ystem based upon oclentllc tact."
[Frmr. the (Mo.) Ltberal,
The reputation of Dr. Fellows Is sufilclent to warrant
any one In reposing conlldence In hts skill and ability.
These In need of hlo aid should not tall to conoult him at
once. Procraltln&tlonls the thief Of tblle, &lid often 091t1
tl11llt1 tf alluu.a bllac."
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f/Jdds and Jfnds.

THE

Tl-IE CONFLICT
OTJOGY.

ALAMONTAUA,
GAlLEY-SLAVE.

ESSAYS and LECTURES.

ORIGIN OF LIFE:

BEWARE of those who promis too freely. Tho
earnest doer Is chary of pr·•fes•iuns and proml>t:S,
but labors to perform and to accomplish. Promis
rarely and perform punetually. One broken promls
clings to a man's character as a blot and stain forever. Keep, then, the record-pages of thy life
sacred to truth, honesty, and virtue and the tongue
of slander will hav no dread for thee, while thv
own consciousness of an unsullied name will ren·
~~tile!! proll<.\ IUl\l )la.ppy,-~ D. 8Je11klr,

Fe ..sted by kings. iuterviewed by the c.,rlous,
Worshiped by aldermen down on their knees!
·Did I not rail at the Turkq in Bulgaria.
Dine with Victoria and lunch with tbe Czar,
Swig at champagne with the king of Bttvaria,
Bttck the Khedive In a family j'l.r I
Smooth from tby brow every trace of severity,
Pledge me tbl11 toast spite of" barrels" of tricke,
"Ltv the !Jrass medal to deathless :posterity,
,Jolne<l w;t~ Ulll P.\P.I.lQer, 806,"

THE

Brain an~ ~e Bi~le; Christian Religion.

"STOP the pres~ I'' the editor frantically shouted
to tbe young fellow who was hugging his sweetheart.
THE facetious po•tsge-stamp clerk that told P.
OR,
man that asked for 'wo two~ that this was not fill
rest belie post-otllce is now looking for a new situation.
ANOTHER member of the New York Legislature
THERE are critics who, because it serves their has sent his pass back to Vanderbilt.' He sent It
BETWEEN
purpose to do so, argne that we must take all or back to hav it made out for his f&mlly instead of.,
nothing; the miraculous element is so omnipresent himself alone.
MENlAL SCIENCE AND THE·
that we cannot di,sengage it f•·om the remainder of
"CHEESE it," said the rat to the trap. "I will,"
the gospels without destroying them entirely. By said the trap, "and with baited breath I await
this ar(l'tmentum teTTorem [argument addressed to your coming." "All right," responded the rat,
our fears] it is their expectation to compel us to " and I'll wire you the result."
BY
accept the mirnc\Iions element entire. But a good
No tidings hav been received from Stanley, the
many of us would prefer the otber horn of the
EDGAR C. BEALL.
dilemm~t.
Painful as it would be to surrender explorer, for two years. It is rumored that he did
Je~US aS an actual Spiritual force, it wonld not be not gn to Africa, but that ne joined the New York
WITH .A. PREFACE BY
so painful as to believe that the physical order of pollee force and has gone to sleep on his beat
the world is so arbitrary and unstable is it would
PERHAPS in two thousand yeare hence there will
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
- be if Jesus turn<>d water into Wine, or walked upon come a man to •~bios to make excavation~ in the
the sea.-J. W. Clwdwick.
.. This book written by a brave and honest man, lslllled
ruins of the destroyed towns, and make out of an
old, broken barber-cup Rnd three broken chairs with brave and honest thonghto. The arguments-cannot
TIME makes ancient 'good uncouth,
the statue of the apostle Paul.
be anowerod by all the theologians In tho world !"-R> G.
They ronst up and onward who Would keep abreast
"So you are going to lecture I" Inquired a friend Ingtrtoll.
of truth.
of a musical professor recently. "What on I"
"WILL it pay now for you to speak out boldly "Well, if I am entirely sober, on my feet," was the
Price, $1.50.
against the· error• of our old religion 1 Will it reply. "That's wrong," wnsthe response; "never
Sold by D. M. BENNETT, 141 EIGHTH
prove anv advantnge to von to urge the adoption giv superficial talk on large subjects."
of this new fHith? Look at your business, which
STREET, NEW YORK.
MAYBE you can bat over the pyramids with a
will be wholly revived if you come o••t openly as
a Christian! Your old friends will desert you. tallow candle, but you cant convince a woman that
Just be content to hold your peace. Entertain the railroad men are not brutal because they won't
wbat views you will in secret, hut, for policy's keep a train waiting for her to kiss her friends and
sake, keep silent/" Now, these words, which might say "good-by" for tbe twen_tieth time.
hav been, with perfect propriety, adch·essed to the
AN Aberdonian gave •ixpence towards having a
convert to Chl'istianity in the third century, are prayer offered for fine weather. None c&me.
precisely similar to those which the mRjority of When he next went to church, and the plate came
Radicals, In ·the nineteenth cen'lll'Y, hear daily round, he took out sixpence, saying, "I'll hae my
THE
from their ft•iend of the old faith.-Stoddara'i Ne'IJJ saxpence back agatn; I'm 11a gotn' to be swindled."
Faith.
,
A RAILRo.&D man met with a painful accident
IT does not appear that before the times of Chris- the other evening. , He had juet emptied one
tianity any infirmary, hospital, or public charity schooner of beer, and wa~ In the act of reachin~
of any kind, existed In the world; whereas, most for another when his wife &ppeared unexpecte<!ly
countries in Christendom have long allounded upon the scene. · He wae caught between the
A narratlv, by
with the•e institutions. To which may be added, bumpers with the usual result.
that a spirit of private literature seems to fiourish
"~AY, boy I" called a woman to 11. barefooted hd.
Johann
Heinrich
Daniel Zsehokke.
amidst the decay of many old virtues; not to mention the legal provision for the poor, which ob- and admomsbingly ehakine- a forefinger, "what
tains in England and which was unknown and are you throwing water on that cat fur I" "Tbe
untbouf(ht of by the mo•t humanized. nations- of water won't hurt the cat fur," replied the Youth,
Translated from the German by
antiquity.-Paley. The provisions for the relief of and the woman whose grammar wae rebuked said
poverty, the entire absence of which one would ehe didn't want any of hi!! "sass."
IRA. G. MOSHER, LL.B.
infer from the representations of Christian writers,
AN Eng-lishman vouche8 for an anecdote
were really abundant-indeed, so great that they which illustrates the vigor of C&lvinlsm. A
11
Intolerance and bigotry, more than forbe·arance and
became an flncouragement to Idleness. Under border-land Presbyterian, on the point of death, piety, are wrtUen upon the banners of contending ll!ects;
Augustus 200,000 persons received monthly gra- made hie wife read the Bible to him. Upon her
and the argnmenta with which they attack one another
tuitous distributione of corn. When Egypt was remarking, at a strange verse, that I~ was curious
atllicted by famin, Trajan _fed the people from that God's word was so hard to understll.nd, the are sharper more thoroughly welrhed. and more e:trectlv
other granaries of the em pile, etc. The emperor dying man shouted out in a fury, "Damn the wo- than thole with whleh they defend themselva."
Trojan provided for the support of 5,000 children man; does sbe not bulieve the Bible!"
by the government. In the littlA Italian town of
A SCENE in a new opera ie laid in the Garden of
Villia, the same emperor instituted a charity which
Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts.
partially supported 270 children, etc. Benefit soci- Eden. The critics are rather severe upon Adam
eties, providing against c ..sualties, by paying because he weare a paper collar, a velvet cloak, a
For
!ale at thi! office.
monthly into a common fund, existed in the pagan diamond ptn, and carries a sword. But these
empire, and, indeed, were not unknown in pagan trifilng anachronisms should be willlngly over()orrespondence.
Greece 400 B. c.-Underwood'a Influmce of Christian- looked. Tbe fashions prevailing in the Garden of
Eden in the year 1 are hardly suitable for the stage
A Liberal gentleman, aged 29, wishes to correspond with
ity on Civilization.
in the nineteenth century. They would occasion a few earnest and Intelligent young ladles. Object, Improvement; if I!Uited, matrimony
JAMBLICHUS reports that Pythagoras, five centu- remark-saTe in an English ballet.
..lddress ·
0. W. DALE,
ries before our era, taught " the love of all to all,"
1t10
..
Well•burg, W.Va.
THE class in natu~al history was before the exand Menander, tbe dramatist, said, "To liv is not
to liv for one's self alone, let us help one another;" aminine- board, and had been answering ttuestlons
and later, Epitatus maintained that" the universe as to the use of various domestic animals, when ANALYSIS~ RELIGIOUS BELIEF.
is but one great city, full of beloved ones, divine one of the examiners, a limple-mlnded farmer,
~nt~:~W~~10:3y0{t~~~u~[e1~i>~~~:s·. ~~~ ~n'heedl;;y,:~~~
and human, endeared to each other." Antoninus very fend of fishing, puzzled the pupils by asking. John
Russell, twice Premier of Engfu.nd. Complete from
thought that "we must love_ mankind."-T. M. "What are eels for?" Nobody appeared to know the London edition 745 pages, Bvo. Cloth,~; leather, $4;
until a lad on one of the back seats said, " I tl!lnk morocco,ctlt ed11es, $4.50.
Higg~nson.
I can guess." "Well, go ahead," replied theexnmTHE Christian church proclaims daily the ac- iner. "What are they for?" ":ro skin," was the
ceptableness to God "f tt;e great human sacr_ifice, answer.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
pictures the body torn upon the ero-s, and dwells
PITH .AND POINT.
Embracing, Inlluence of Christianity on Civilization;
with earnest iteration upon the "blood" shed on
Christianity and_ M·•ter\allam; What L\berellam Otrera In
Here lies a man whose crown was won
Calvary, and its necessity to appease the wrath of
Place of Christianity; Sclen•lftc Materialism· Woman;
By blowing in an empty gun.
Splr\tnallam from a :M•terl&il•tlc Standpoint; Paine. the
God. But it inculcAtes at the same time on man,
No sooner in tbe ltlln he blew
pity, compassion, and justice. A, sincere but misfVtW~'i."~
~~~~~~~~~·J~:~~e~~NJ~I~~:':i'n~ngr~~Wl~~
Than up the golden stair he fiew,
of Christianity; the Authorl'y of the Bible; Freethoo«ht
taken religious sentiment binds it to the essential
And met the girl on heaven's green
cruelty and injustice involve•! in God's acceptance
J~~~l..lti>~~~·.~o ~~~~~etl~~~.t~·
Who lit the fire with kerosene. _
of such a sacrifice as it depicts.-Samuel LongHe also saw astride a stool
THE
fellow.
The man who tampered with a mule.
Gods and Relidons of t\.nclent
THE five commandments of the Buddhist religHe also saw-'twas mighty sore.:
and Modern Times.
ion, which dates six centuries before the Christian
The man who whistled " Pinafore "
GIVII a full account of all the gods the nations of the earth
era, and counts' among its adherents more millions
And further on the miner cove
than any other church, are these: 1. Thou shalt
~!:u~ Jg~~~t~dvWc/~di¥fr:~~~~a~h:a~~~i!~:n~0J!.~~'b~;
Who thawed hle powder on the etove.
fully all the reugfoua systems of the world, Including Junot kill. 2. 'l'hou shalt not steal. 3, Thou shalt
THERE are people who become bon est only when daism, 1\!ohamllledanlam. and Christianity. Two Tolumea.
not commit adultery, or any impurity. 4. Thou
1834 pages. BY D. M. Bennett; written In prison. Cloth,
shalt not lie. 5 Thou shalt not intoxicate thyself there is nothing more to steal. That kind of virtue
pe volume. or $5 for the two volumes; leather, $7; mo.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
hae too many examples.
"'ith drink.-Sacred Books of Ceylon.
Mr. Stephens has many stories to tell of nef(roes,
IN all times men have praised honesty, moral and one is of a famous cotton and chicken deprepurity, beneficence. In all times men hav pro- dator, wbo since the war met the ex-vice-president
teste•! against murder, adultery, perjury, and all in the road.
I
on,
kinds of sin. No one will dare maintain that It is
"Well, Thomas," was the kindly salutation, "I
better to do injustice than to be11r it.- .Aristotle.
was sorry to hear you had been in trouble about
WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
Mrs. Tripp's chickens."
BLEST are they
"Yes, Mttrs Alec; but [done quit all dat now,"
Whose sorrow rather is to suffer wrong
Than to do wrong, although themselvs bav erred. said the negro, very penitent!
"How many did you take be tore you 8LO 1' ped f"
-Wadsworth.
asked 1\'lr. Stephens.
A SWEETNESS which Is n•ture's own
"I tuk all she had,'' was the perfectly innor·ent
$12 a day at home easily made. Coati
Bieatl.es out from fern and brake.- Whittier.
$7 Annt. WEEK.
reply.
flt fTf\A. Addl'~IA Tll.trlt & Co .• Ana:nata. Ms.tnP
so build we up the bfling that we are;
U. S. G. TO OOLUMBIA.
Thue deeply drinkin !1:' In the soul of things
List tn the strains that I murmur so !overly.
We shall be wise perforce; and while Inspired
Yet once again by thy side let me be;
By choice, and conscious that the willis free,
Scorn the tame grace of that ancient De Coverly,
Unswerving shall we move, as if Impelled
Old Peter Cooper or Samuel T.
By strict necessity-along tbe path
Hav I not traveled with energy furious
Of order and of good.
• -Wordsworth.
Over all co11ntrtee and over all seas,
IF there are any persons who contest a received
opinion, or wbo will do so if htw or oPinion will
let tbem, let ns thank them for it, open our rnlnde
to listen to them, and r~joice that there Is some
one to do for us what we otherwise ought.. If we
llav any regarcl for either the certe.inty or vitality
of our convictioD.~. to do with much gr<'ater labor
for ourselvs.-Mill's Liberty.
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BY
Col. ROBER I' G. INGERSOLl.,
.Judge .JEREMIAH S. BLt\.«JK,
Prof. GEORGE P. FUB ER.
The only Complete and Authorized
Edition.
Th\a very remarkable •~r\es of papers appeared at ln.
tervala In the North American R""iew. and awakened the
profoundest Interest with the press and public. Their
appe'arance in pamph1Pt form is in response to

innumer~

able reuueata flom aU parts of the countrY.
Price,
50 cents.
Orders should be given Immediately. Address
D. :M. BENNETT,
141 8th street, N. y.

Marriage

~

Parentage

AND THE

SAlUTARY AND PHW'SIOLOG.
ICAL LAWS.
FOR "THE
Production ot' Children ot' Finer Health
and Greater Ability.
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
"The virtues of men and women as well as their vice•
may descend to their children."

"There la nothing Utopian In hoping for the time to
come when men and women will consult a wise santta.rta.u
before entering into t.he ma.rria&"e reh~otion."

Price, $1.l50. Addreas

D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th street, N. Y.

FROM BEHIND THE BARS.
A series of letters written in prison.
BY D. :M. BENNETT.
Over 700 pages. Price, $1.l50.

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
A series of letters written during a ten,
weeks visit in Europe.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
s_ro_p_a_g_e_s._Pr_l_ce_,_$_1_·50
_·- - - - - - ' - - - - - - - -

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
BIBLE.

I~l:.~~n.fe~~~~h~~ea~!"t~~ t~~~:ewfi~~t.nt~~o~r;~r.:' ~i.!~Y~
1

and the Bible.. ro tne latter 280 page• &re devoted, show·
lng tllat book to hA a ...,,., Inferior production for a 1\ratclasa 6od. By-D. M. Bennett. S:IS lar&e pa,tea. Paper
covers, 60 cent.a; clotn. $1.

rhirty Oi!ICU!«Sions, Bible Stories,
E!l8ayR, and Lt>ctures.
BY D. :M. BENNETT •
700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents; cloth,

,1.

Interrogatories to Jehovah.
Being- 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great·
varietv of subjects.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Modern Thinkers,
WHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

With an Introducti&n by R. G. IngersoU.

B~~t~.:.1fJaJ~r;,r~!{~ioaf;."e~~~e,;rPe';',e~~~~~~·s~:~~~l,

and Prof. Ernst Haeckel.
Price, $1.50.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT.
141 Eighth street, N. ·Y. city.

FREE BOOBS FOR THE SU::Ii,
Containing nearly 100 pages, In pamphlet form; shows
uow Chronic Diseases can be positively cured by an or!gl·
,aal oyatem of practice. It contains valuable and aug~eatlv notes on nearly all the chronic Ilia to which the
human family Is subject. bealdeallluatratlv cases, and will
'e sent by mall to a11yone aendln~ their address and a
three-cent stam~-(p-j~{ W\H'f.E'~hWbsHING CO.,
1!1i9 Rut 28th Rt •• New

Yor~

THE

LABOR DOLLAR.
BY
STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS
PRICE TEN CENTS.
D. M. BENNETT,
Address.
t41 Eilrhth street,. citY, N. Y

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE.
REPLIES TO THE

"Christian Guardian " and "Chris·
tian Ad,•ot·ate."
Hy

AJ,LEN J>RJNGJ,E.

This pamphlet wue conaldered necessary because tl1e

fci"Pi~~ afi~lccRrWFct~~· ~~~n~Wo~et~~~d t~ttfg~~!!sha~~~i~f~~

against design in nature, and this work contatne both thE

attack and reply. It Ia valuable. as II presents the strongeat Christian evidence for the existence of God with ~·
\:O_lllplete and overwhelming_ refutation.

l'rlce 10 centll. S\114 a~ ~Jj~ gJiice,

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Entered at the Post-<Mice at N... York, N. Y" u Secoad-cla. Matter.
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BY D • .M. BENNETT.

.Jlol~s and ~lippil(gs.
:

DR. S:r&oTHER, a Kentucky lecturer, holds
that the Garden of Eden was the Mississippi
Valley, and that Noah's ark started from Manhattan Island.
A CHiNaMAN, dying of consumption in Chicago, erected an altar in his laundry, and
worked before it, with his face to the East, as
lour as he was able to work at all.

f

Nevv York, Saturday, March 18,1882.

STaTISTICaLLY inclined persons will find in
the following figures much food for thought.
Durmg 1881, 38,624 deaths occurred in New
York city, and 35,000 births were reported. For
the education of children some $4,000,000 was
expended, while the drinking places, of which
thAre are 9,215, absorbed, it is estimated, the
enormous sum of $60,000,000. Of the army
of wine-bibbers who cast their substance into
thh pool 32,391 were committed to the Tombs.
The amount expended in public amusements of
all sorts amounted to $7,000,000. In the
police stations 120,084 persons asked for and
were furnished with lodgings, and 21,000 outdoor poor were relieved. In the police courts
67,135 ·persons were arraigned. Crimes of
violence were committed by 5,819 persons.
Charity sent to the almshouses, hospitals,
nurseries, schools, and asylums 131,765 persons.
Of our immense population of nearly a million
and a half 172,777 are females between the ages
of 15 and 30 years; 30,000 of whom are domestic help.

AsA. BRIGGS died a few days ago at Shutesbury, Mass. Conscious of his approaching end,
he desired that a certain mmister living in a
neighboring town should attend his burial service, giving as a reason, "They say he's a good
hand at a funeral, and I'd like to hear him just
once."
THE German translation of "Nana" has
btlf'n suppressed in Berlin. American libraries
hav relegated the English translation to the
department called the "inferno," from which
books are given out only with the consent of
IN Verona, Italy, the official intrusted by the
the managers. . These '' infernos" contain
Syndic to issue licenses for marriage mixed up
many of the works of the best authors.
IT. js customary in Zion Methodist churches the names of the applicants in such sort that
for mem ber• to pass in front of the chancel rail when the day arrived for uniting a number of
at each Sunday morr:ing service, and lay on the young couples, the wrong people found themtreasurer's table their contributions. Treasurer selva named in the document and had to choose
Hill on a recent occasion took his seat as usual between taking the partners selected for them,
in the Saratoga church. Pastor Tylor ordered or postponing their marriage altogether for
brothers Lee and Bordley to remoTe him and some time. With much reluctance on the part
take charge of the money. This was done, of some, and joy on the part of others, the
ceremony was allowed to proceed, a number o!
amid great excitement.
. .
people who, until then, had been strangers to
THE Rev. Mr. Hall, a Umta.rum, of Worces- one another being declared respectivly man
< ter, Mass., is hardly m~re th~n. favorably dis- and wife in b:ue Italian form. In the opinion
. :"''"'"1"'~'-t&w.ard-the.Cindstian,r-ehgwu-, ·as appears· ·-of the 'Syndin't'his was''not a.· matter .of much
~~om the f~llowin~ r~m~r~ in a recent serm?n: importance, it being certain, in that gentleman's
. In honorm&" Chnstiam~y s ~~under, only J~s- opinion, that thus mated they would experience
bee has been done ~o hi~ spmtu~l-lead~rshl~j quite as few disappointments as they would had
~nd when the age lll W:hwh he li:ed, his. posi- they each chosen their own mates for life;
tlon, and the work he di~ .a~e considered, 1t ~ill while by promptly agreeing to accept the ofb~ ~cknowledged that h1s h~e w,as one of s1m- ficial arrangement they had saved the state
representativs much trouble and not wasted the
pllmty and worthy of folloWing. '
A CONVERT to the Jasperian theory that" the time of its clerks in preparing fresh licenses in
sun do move" is the Rev. Adam Pfienger, pas- return for the fees.
tor of the German Lutheran church at ThornUNDER the heading, " A. Batch of Pious
ville, 0. He is a man of high standing in his
community. At a meeting to discusR the ques- Thieves;'' the Brooklyn EagltJ proceeds in this
tion, he was met on the platform by the county wise : "About seventeen years ago a merchant
superintendent of schools, but the arguments of this city was a member of a firm which enof that person found little favor with the audi- trusted $80,000 in securities with a stock
ence, as the enlightened inhabitants of Thorn- broker of the name of Richard Cornwell, with
Tille are with Pfienger and Jasper by a large the understanding that they were to be held
and not sold. Mr. Cornwell was selected as
majority.
the cuitodian of this property because he was
ON Sunday, the 5th, the pastor of the Ameri- a good fellow·whom everybody habitually' let
can Presbyterian church was called upon to up on easUy?-by which is probably meant
proclaim the removal from the roll of church that his faults were never so severely regarded
membership of five of his congregation at their as the failings of other people. What made
own request for the reason that they had him particularly deserving of this indulgencA
adopted views conflicting with the doctrins of was something especially Brooklynese : ' He
enngelical religion. Before taking final action was very activ in church work.' In other
in the matter, those in authority conferred words he was professionally pious. After a
with the heretical members to discuss with them time the mercantil firm demanded their securthe points of difference, and to persuade them ities of this pious gentlemen, and learned that
to reconsider their position, Their efforts were in the effusion of his godliness he had sold
unavailing.
them and pocketed the money. The firm reA FRESH and rather embarrassing subject has covered about $30,000. It did not send Mr.
been provided for convocation in. England by a 'Dick' Cornwell to state prison for theft, not
clerl!'ymau who seeks a recognition of the legal- because $50,000 was too trifling a sum to make
lty of concubinage. The applicntion appears trouble about, but because he was 'very activ
to be perfectly bona fide, and is in the nature in church work.' He was trustee and superof an appeal from the bishop of London, who intendant of the Sunday-school, and that gaTe
declined to admit the lawfulness of the relations him a. certain sanctity, which in its turn priviinto which the applicant had entered, and vir- leged him to steal with impunity. As a consetually excommunicated him on accrmnt of them. quence of this immunity Mr. Cornwell's busiThat the l~w of England recognizes no such tie ness standing was not affected. He was made,
would probably not be regarded by the peti- however, to resign his position in the church
ti01~er as an adequate answer, for his case is and Sunday-school. But churches and Sun•tated with exclusiv reference to the laws and day-schools exist without number in this conncanons of the church. He argues that the try, and since he discovered that connection
lower form of marriage was expressly permitted with them gave him a special license to plunin the early church, end has never been forbid- der, Mr. Cornwell moved to Plainfield, N. J.,
den by the church of England. The divines ahd there renewed his sanctimonious activity.
to whom this knotty point has been submitted J¥ speedily turned it to good account, for he
hav hitherto excus~d themselvs from consider-· secured a position as loan clerk in the Fourth
lug it, ou the plea of business, or 1ome 1uch National Bank of New York at a salary which,
friToloUJ pretext, and it is auppoaed that con• with legitimate perquisits, gave him an income
l'Hr.lie• will follow their example,
tf fll,OOO a year. His pioUJ demeanor and r-:,

j SCIENCE H&LL, l·ll 8th St., t .a.

l

NEAR BROADWAY.

SOlP 3

p e r y e a r•

ligious zeal caused the directors and other
officers of the bank to trust him implicitly. He
was their most confidential clerk, a model of
Christian graces and a pattern to the worldly
A BILL to suppress polygamy passed the
young men in the bank. For years Mr. 'Dick' House on Tuesday.
Cornwell enjoyed the nneration of his PlainMAYoR KING, of Philadelphia, has discharged
field neighbors. It is true that three scoundrels eight detectivs from the force !or complicity
who robbed the Mechanics' Bank of Newark
with thieves.
of more than two million dollars were all
A MA.N has just been denied burial in a. Cathmodels of pi11ty, and had pews close to the pulpit in their respectiv churches. It is also com- olic cemetery in Troy, N.Y., because his widow
monly understood that excessiv religious zeal is a Protestant.
ARRANGEMENTS hav b~'en made for an interis the faTorit closk for criminals, and that a
large number of persons will hav nothing to do national rifle match at Creedmoor this summer
in a business way with pious persons. Never- between British and American riflemen.
theless, when one of the officers of the Fourth
THE fact has just come to light that the presNational Bank called Mr. 'Dick' Cornwell's l'nt mayor of New York, W. R Grace, was
attention to a slight discrepancy in his accounts naturalized on the day before his election.
he knew from that estimable person's religious
IT is announced that thirty Jews possessing
reputation that it eould easily be explained. So
$1,000
apiece, hav left Kieff, in Russia, for
indeed it was, but not in a religious way, except
so far as confessien is conc~rned. Mr. 'Dick' Palestine, where they intend to engage in farm•
ing.
Corn well said frankly that he had been in the
IN the English House of Lords, on the 7th,
habit of stealing securities and had thus robbed
the bank to the best of his knowledge and be- a bill was introduced by the earl of Rosedale
lief of $80,000, the exact amount which he excluding Atheists from both houses of Parli&·
·
stole from the Brooklyn firm. The bank offi- ment.
JoHN
DWYER,
formerly
a prize-fighter and a
cers are overwhelmed with grief, so much so
that after notifying the controler of the cur- phenomenon in the w~~oy of physical developrency they hav done nothing but wring their ment, died recently of consumption, entailed by
hands and shed tears over the fall of. this dissipation.
righteous robber.
Mr. 'Dick' Cornwell's
THE Rev. Edward H. Ellis was arrested in
activity in the church has again protected the pulpit in North Haven, Me., on the 7th.
him from arrest. Still the shock to his nerves The same old charge-criminality with another
has been very great, and the scholars of the man's wife:
Plainfield Methodist Sunday-school over which
Rosr.oR CoNKLING declines the nomination
he presides with much dignity are deeply for associate ju~tice of the Supreme Court, and
distres~ed to ·Jearn that he is quite sick. In- the President has named Judge Blatchford for
deed, tlieir distress is pardonable: On1y last the positionMonday the treasurer of the Plainfield Baptist
A BILL has passed the Senate suspending the
church, poor fellow, severed his connection coming of Chinamen to the United States for
with that institution by means of strychnine, twenty years, with the amendment that the
owing to the unfortunate circumstance that he courts shall not naturalize Chinamen.
could not b_lind the other excellent pietists of
SERGEANT MaSoN, the guard who shot at
the church to the fact that he had stolen $3,000
of the church's money. This is a source of Guiteau while in prison, has. been found guilty
double regret to the good Baptists of Plainfield. and sentenced to eight years' imprisonment at
That by virtue of his connection with their hard labor. Petitions for his pardon are already
church he was at liberty to steal was, of course, in circulation.
understood; but that he should put his predaBaRNUM, the greatest-show-on-earth man, baa
tory talents into operation against those that purchased the l'lephant Jumbo of the London
licensed him to peculate was an outr8ge. Pub· Zoological Gardens, but as yet is unable to relie feeling in the Plainfield Baptist church was move him owing to his vicio~sness. Jumbo is
so strong against Mr. Nelson Gardner that he the largest el~>phant in captivity.
committed suicide, and thus deprived that
THE Rev. Samuel Hinman has sued Bishop
flourishing organization not only of its money Hare, of Niobara, in Dakota. and Nebraska, for
but of its treasurer's faithful services. Is it a $25,000 for libel. Hare, in a printed circular
mere coincidence that bank cashiers and clerks charges Hinman with the seduction of several
who rob their employers are all pious? lsi t women and girls, Indian and otherwise.
merely an accidAnt that Mr. Winston, of BosTHE Rev. Highland Garnet (colored), pastor
ton, wrote 'Rev.' before his name; that the
two Baldwins and their precious companions, of the Shiloh African church of this city, and
of Newark, who robbed the Mechanics' Bank, United States minister to Liberia, died on the
all responded to the Litany from pews very 11th. He was formerly a slave, and afterward
near the pulpit and were known for their took an activ part in the abolition movement.
A "QUaRREL among religious people," in'activity in the church;' that Misdirector Condiet, of the same bank, charged with aiding volving a lawsuit for $1,388.33 was settled by
the pious Baldwin in his thefts, is also a very compromise last week in Troy, N.Y., to "prereligious person; that Mr. 'Dick' Cornwell su- vent the world from thinking that Christiana
perintended all the Sunday-schools he could are lvorse than they are, and to save a scandal.''
get into; that the peculatiT and suicidal Mr.
THE trf>asurer of the Baptist church of Plain·
Nelson Gardner was so distinguished for his field, N. J., has within the last year robbed the
ecclesiastical labors that he was made treasurer church of several thousand dollars. On the
of the Plainfield Baptist church? To the lOth inst. he committed suicide by poisoning,
matter-of-fact, intelligent world it is not. There confessing in his death agonies that he had
is a text of scripture, which religious persons misappropriated the money.
profess to regard as inspired, which warns them
RICHaRD H. CoRNWELL, loan clerk of the
to beware of persons of exccssiv religious professions, and the narrativ of the New Teeta- Fourth National Bank of New York, confessed
ment teems with denunciations of Pharisees to his employers, last week, that he had stolen
and hypocrits. The wise man of to-day looks about $80,000 of their money. Cornwell is a
with suspicion upon all who impress him with Sunday-school teacher of extraordinary piety in
their piety. A man's religious convictiOns a churc? at Plainfield, N. J.
should be the very last thing known about him.
THERE is a condemned murderer in the
He who il! famous for his piety is a good man Tombs of this city awaiting execution who deto deal with on the basis of cash payments clares himself to be a. "nineteenth century
alone. Before very long no person will be put Infidel.'' He has been reprieved three times
into a position of trust of whom a vigilant de- to giv him a chance to repent, and pious peotectiv can report that be is a ohurch-member, ple pray for him continual1y, to the entire negor takes any interest whatever in the Sunday• lect of the Christian Gniteau. An unbelinini
school. It 1J time that r41li&"ion ceased to bt a criminal is a curiosity, but it 11 a lonr lall.e Ula~
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in the awful dark!less that followed; sometiJ;nes leads to: The guards outside, frightened
when the rock of Golgotha was r1ven asunder; when at the rush' from within, thought that the. Christians
the graves. were opened, and those who had been wished to attack them, and the confusion soon grew
quietly sleeping in their graves were infused with into a battle. The soldiers with their bayonets
new life, and walked out into the city among their killed numbers of fainting wretches, and the walls
•
former companions-which remarkable events, by were spattered with the blood and brains of men
CHAPI'ER XXXI.-CoNTINUED:
the way, nobody knew anything about except Mat. who ·bad been felled like oxen with the butt ends of
29. But, to return to the holies. A priest or monk thew-: the . soldier was duly amazed, and while the soldiers' muskets. Every one struggled to defend
-and there are lots of them in this holy church-, shaking with fear, ·said, Surely this was the son of himself, and in the ml3l~e all who fell were immedi.
was called by ringing a bell, and he showed an iron 1. God.
.
.
·
ately trampled to death by the rest.
50. So desperate and savage did the fight become
screen, in which was kept a portion of the stone 1 41. Where the· Roman soldier stood when he utcolumn to which Jesus was tied when he was: te:ted those words the altar stands now that com- that even the panic-stricken and frirzhtened pHscourged; it is called the Pillar of Flagellation. It' memorates his m~mory. It was on the self-same spot grims appeared at last to have been more intent
is wrong to doubt the reality of this Christian claim, I that the priests of the temple beheaded him for the upon the destruction of each other than desirous to
for a cane or stick is kept lying by the side of the 1 blasphemous words just quoted, but now he is bon- save themselves. For my part, as soon as I had perscreen, which the Scribe took and stuck through the\ ored. In this altar was kept for iJ. long time the ceived the.dang.er, I cried to my companions to turn
screen and felt something hard. He could doubt no' copper plate upon which Pilate is said to have writ- back, which they had done, but I myself was carried
longer, ev~n if he were to be :fiagellat~d himself.
Iten TillS IS THE KING OF THE JEWS, b~t it on by the press till I came nearthe door, where all
30. Movmg on through the surrounding holy gloom. has now been taken to Rome, where the very leg1ble were fighting for their lives. Here, seeing certain
a small chapel is reached called the Prison of our inscription can still be seen.
destruction before me, I made every endeavor to get
Lord, and here were what look like stone stocks, in I 42. It is curious how this plate was found by back. An officer of the pasha, equally alarmed with
which, tradition says (and who will refuse to believe; St. Helena, when she was hunting around and dis- myself, was also trying to return.
what tradition says?), the limbs of the son of God; covering so many relics which confirm the Christian · 51. He caught hold of my cloak and pulled me
were once cruelly confined. How Tradition found story. She seemed to have the ability tp find what- down on the body of an old man who was breathing
out about it is not stated. Probably she had a dream! ever she wanted, and whatever she looked for. As out his last sigh. As the officer was pushing me to
while wide awake.
Mark Twain the jester says, She traveled all over the ground, we wrestled together among the dying
31-. A curious feature of this holy place is that a IPalestine, and was always fortunate. Whenever the and the dead with the energy of despair. I strugshort column rises from the stone :floor, which is au- good old enthusiast found a thing mentioned in her gled with this man till I pulled him down, and hapthoratively stated to be the center of the earth; and j Bible, Old or New, she would go and search for that pily got on my legs (I afterward discovered that he
it is furthermore said that Jesus himself declared it! thing, and never stop until she found it. If it was never arose again), arid, scrambling over a pile of
to be such. That would, of course, have great weight, Adam, she would find Adam; if it was the ark, she corpses, I made my way back into the body of the
were it not for the damaging fact that Jesus thought· would find the ark;· if it was Goliah or Joshua, she church. The dead were lying in heaps, even upon
the earth was a fiat body of land more than one hun ·1 would find them. A very good hunter and finder the stone of unction, and I saw full four hundred
dred and :fifty miles across, and he had not the slight- was St. Helena.
wretched people, dead and dying, heaped promiscu. est idea that it was round like a ball. It had been I 43. Too much praise cannot be awarded her for ously one upon another, in some places above five
so long since he made it that its spherical form had her energy in hunting for the true cross. She had feet high (Curzon's Monasteries of the Levant).
slipped his memory. A person will sometimes for-· the solid rock blasted out some eight or teB feet
52. In front of the church, and close by, stands a
get those little affairs.
I below the cistern, and though it was very laborious Romewhat imposing Mohammedan minaret. The
32. It is said, moreover, that the center of the work, she toiled on and was successful in the end; legend connected with it is like this: The conqueror
earth changes occasionally, by considerable bodies' for down 'there in the solid rock she found the Omar once visited the church of the Holy Sepulcher,
of land on one edge of the earth breaking off and blessed cross, in fact two crosses, and there she found and when he emerged from it, as it was the hour of
falling away down nowhere; and when such an event the crown of thorns, and the nails that went through prayer, he knelt in the court and prayed. He was
?ccurs the p~llar, in ~~is church immediately indicates, the hands and feet, and the copper plate _aforesa~d.j asked why he did not pray in church, to which he
1t by. changmg pos~t10n t~ correspond. How won-' 44. She had .good rea·son to be well sat1sfietl w1th · answered, Had I prayed there, after my death the
derful these mysterr~s .are!
her nnd in this place, and was about to rest from her 1 people would take. the church _from you; hence I
33. The most curiOus, perhaps, of all among the labors, when she was instructed in a dream to con· . pray here. The mmaret was bUilt to commemorate
remarkable collectio_n of holy wonders in that m_ost ~inue !>D still longer. She had another day's blast-, the prayer..
.
.
.
remarkable church, 1s the t?mb of Adam, the errmg mg done, when (will_ wonders never cease?) she· 53. Leavmg the chu~ch where so much holmess 1s
father of us all. The Scr1be w_as prepare_d to meet found the cross of the impenitent thief, and all that conl;)entrated, t~e p1lgr1ms were led th~<?ugh narrow,
all that had been presented to h1m, but th1s was un- had to be done was to have the sickwoman put to crooked, and duty streets to the Wa1lmg Place of
expected, and affected him not a little as he looked the test to decide which was which. The Christian the Jews It is close by the west wall of the court
thro~gh a small open porthol~, where a la~p is kept world owes much to St. ~e~ena and the priests. .
, of the ten::ple, or what is now the mosque of Omar.
burmng, and saw t~e tomp 1ts~lf. He w1ll hardly
45. Another holy cunos 1ty is the sword of Kmg Th~ w~ll1s comp?sed of large bl?cks of, stone,_ some
undertake to descnbe the feelmgs that came over Godfrey, of Jerusalem, which was _often and often of wh10h are cla1med, though w1thout authonty, to
him. He could not weep, but he kept up a very sor- wet with Saracenic blood. It went through the holy be the stones laid by Solomon. Here congregate on
rowful thinki~g.
,
. .
wa~s, and i~ stil~ presentable to the pious beholder. every Friday afternoon, fron:: three to fiv~ o'clo_ck,
34. And l.'lald he, How wonderful all th1s 1s that Th1s sword 1s sa1d to have had the remarkable fac- the unhappy Jews who hve m Jerusalem, mcludmg
so m~ny ~iraculous incidents should center r~g~t ulty of P?inting to Moslem foes, and starting for old men with I;>lack turbans or caps, men in dingy,
here m th1s one spot! What a remarkable comm- them by 1tself, if King Godfrey happened to be ~reasy gabard1!le and other grotesque apparels, and
d_ence that the grave of the first .Adam should be busy and could not accompany it. How many thou- I? dolorous vo1ce they read the book of Lament~
rlght here almost under the spot were the second sand Saracens this valorous blade has thus slain is twns, or some equally melancholy matter, the1r
Adam gave up his life on account of the apple which not certainly known, but, with and without God- bodies swaying to and fro as with mournful tongue
Adam of the first part had eaten four thousand years frey's aid, it is supposed to have done immense exe- they bewail the overthrow of the holy city and pray
before!
.
; cution, and shed rivers of Moslem blood. It is a for its restoration .
54. ~ext was visited the rui~s of the hospital of
. 35. J'hen it was that the man of Go_d ~ames lifted straight, two-edged sword, three feet long still,
h1s vo10e and spake these words: Th1s 1s too much; though ten inches have been broken off.
the Kmghts of St. John, or Kmghts Templar, bmlt
this is _carrying ~t too far; it .can!lot b~ t~e. And _46. The bones of Godfrey and his brother Bald- by the Crusad~rs ~n the eleve~th century, p~rtly to
then d1~ th~ Scr1be rebuke h1m m th1s w1se: ~r. wm, th:e firs~ Christian kings of Jerusalem, were accommodatep1lgr1ms. The.rums are extens1ve, but
James, 1t w1ll not do for you to doubt any part of 1t. once lymg qUietly together near the sepulcher which not pleasant to contemplate, m memory of the blood
You must accept it all without a falter. This is just they fought so savagely' to rescue but the place that and cruel scenes connected with the wars of the
as true as all the rest of the claims that are set up in once knew them now knows them' no more and even Crusades. When the Knights left Jerusalem they
this place. A_nd v~rily the man of God looked sor- the cove~ings of their tombs are gone; f~r being of went to Cyprus, and thence to Rhodes, from whence
rowful, al?-d ~t1ll sa1d, It cannot be true.
the ~o~1s~ :church, the Greek church, differing in a the Moslems. dr~ve them to Malta.
36. It 1s, mdee<!J more thai?- marvelous t~at the few ms1gn~ficant points, could not tolerate them, and
55. The p1lgr1ms took the street next to the so'?-th
blood of the second Adam, wh1le he was paymg the caused theu removal. The church is jointly owned wall and p10ked the hyssop and other plants growmg
debt due to divine and eternal justice, contracted by by the two churches, but their quarrels even with in the crevices of it, while on their way to the tomb
the first ~dam, should trickle down and touch the respe~t to the sepulcher of their God, a~e frequent of Dav:id, where not only _the fightin_g king, but
dec()mposmg bones of the first Adam, and thus make and b1tter, and they have even gone to such lengths other kmgs of Judea, were sa1d to be burled. But as
it possible for the apple-eater to be happy yet. Oh, in their warfare that the· Turkish soldiers have to be some half a dozen different places are claimed for
what a grand scheme is the atoning blood of the set over them to keep them apart and to keep the the tomb of David, as the present site rests solely on
pe:;1ce between the brother followe~s of Jesus.
a Moslem tradition of the fifteenth century (unforsecond Adam I
3}. ~;mo~g the ancient relics in t~is collection of
47. In the walls of the holy sepulcher is a bole, or ~unately St. Hel.ena di? not locate this tomb), and as
ant1qmt1es 1s the grave of the Scribe's Venerable two holes, through which, on Easter eve, it is pre- 1t makes very httle d1fference where the old murFri.en~ Melchisedec. It was a _little .startling to tended that holy fire is handed, which was brought ?erer and ~dulterer was buried, the S~ribe was little
meet 1t so unexpectedly, but he 1s gettmg used to down from heaven. The priests probably manufact- mterested m the matter and made h1s way back to
these start_ling incide!lts, a?d ~e consoled himself by ure the fire inside .. Credulous d11pes gather there in the hotel, thi!lking he had holiness enou~h for one
the re:fiectwn that th1s cla1m 1s undoubtedly as true great numbers to w1tness the visitation from heaven. day. What 1s called the tomb, however, 1s a short
as the others.
. . . .
. The _patriarch enters the sepulcher, and the fire im- distance from the city wall, and near Mount Zion.
38. There are so many o! .these cur10s1t1es m th1s med1ately seems tQ descend from heaven and light
holy museum that some w1ll have to be passed over the candles on the altar. The patriarch then passes
CHAPTER XXXII.
hurriedly, with a bare mention. The schedule should the fire out through the hole and a bundle of burn:MELCHISEDEC'S FOURTEENTH VISIT.
read something like this: The tombs of Nicodemus ing tapers is handed to the ~riests, and the pilgrims
1. And it came to pasil that on the second night in
and Joseph of Arimathea; the chapel of the Roman in wild excitement rush round with their tapers and
soldier who thrust the spear into the side of J esu:s.; candles to have them kindled from the sacred flame. the holy city the Venerable Visitor was on time a!ld
the veritable pl3;c~ where St. ~elen;t _fouJ?-d the
48. La~ge sums of money are paid to have the put in an appearance at the usual hour. A gen1al
. crosses; ~he same 1s. m a cavern, wh1ch, 1t 1s sud, was candles lighted speedily by the priests, and in this smile lighted up his countenance, and a spirit of
once a c1stern, but 1t does not matter, so the crosses way a considerable revenue is derived; the church cheerfulness seemed to rest upon him like a garment.
were found ther~.
.
~ is th~s soon illuminated by the fire supposed by His voice was mild and placid, and a hal~ of pea?e
39. Hard .by 1s an altar dedicated to St. Demas, the Blmple ones to be direct from heaven itself. inclosed him like a mantle. His salutatiOn was m
the good thief tha~ became peniten.t at the last mo- Hardly a year passes but what the most disgraceful these words :
2. Well, my young friend, thou hast to-day visited
ment. Here also 1s a monument m bronze of St. scenes occur in connection with the holy fire fraud.
Hel~na_ _herself, which wa.s pres~nted ·by Emperor In 1834 it was particularly so, besides .being very a .pP.rt of the holy places in this city, and thou b_ast
Ma.x:uinhan, who was shot m MexiCo. It seems even . bloody.
hat! a good opportunity to judge whether the see1~g
that deed did not. save ~im.
.
. 1· 49. On that occasion the rush for the holy fire was of them has bad a tendency to increase thy faith. m
40. In connectiOn w1th the· Rum:m sold1er who unusually great and the assemblage became ex- the extravagant claims which C~ristian propagand1sts
. sp~ared ·Jesus, it.· must be said that. he came to see tre'i:nely .wild. The following correct description, hy have set up. Thou hast certamly been _able to Hte
~e mistake-he had made !hen the vail of the tern- an eye-witnesE~ 1 sh<4WB what this holy fire imposition that there is no dearth of d~~ands constantly made
,,
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upon the visitor's credulity. The strain is so great,
and the ~agnitude of. the stor~es which have to be
accepted JS such, that I.t seems mde~d a marvel how
sensible people can be mduced to yield consent that
'they can possibly be true.
3. I perceive ~~at thou art stag~red at the extreme improbabiht.y of Ro many marvelous events
being located around one small fraction of the earth's
surface, while millions upon millions of other places
have been favored ,with ~oth!ng of the kind. It
may be accep~ed a~ a~ axwm of truth that such a
great number of commdences of a remarkable character cannot fall to the lot of any such small portion
of the earth's surface. And as with all miracles, it
is much easier to forge the claims than to show tha.t
·
they possess the slightest truth.
4. I think ttou smiledest a trifle when my tomb
was pointed out to thee; and thou.wonderedest for a
moment if ther6 could be any truth in the claim.
There is little danger of thy believing too mucb, or
of accepting upon !lheer trust a mass of bald and
unsuotamed assertions. But let me assure thee right
here that there is not a word of truth in the story
about my tomb. My bones do not repose there, and
never did. It is a piece of barefaced fabricationwholly the invention of designing and lying priests.
5. But.it contains just about the l!ame amount of
truth that do the other stories which are told about
the spot where that old church stands, and I give
thee my word t.hat.there have been more lies to the
square foot told in connection with that place than
about any other point of similar size on the earth.
And I will extend the domain, and say that more
lies have :Ween told and printed about this city and
this little country than about any other city and
country of the same dimensions in the world.
6. The current system of religion, which is an outgrowth of the monstrous theology which had its
birth here, is in a like manner made up of the basest
aS9ertion, the most unproved claims, and the most
positive falsehoods. To walk around that church
where thou wast to-day, and listen to the absurd and
senseless demands made upon one's credulity, is
enough to convince a person of ordinary perception
and acuteness of the worthlessness and falseness of
the entire system to which it belongs.
7. Truth never needs any such assistance. Truth
never needs to be sustained by falsehood. Truth is
never made stronger or more convincing by being
propped with lies. And where a system is found
with absurdities and falsehood sticking out all around
it, with props and pillars of the baldest invention to
keep it up, it is sure to be false from the very foundation. Truth and falsehood do not blend well
together, and cannot be ·made to coalesce into a homogeneous compound; so when an unmistakable
amount of falsehood crops out, as with the Christian
system, know of a truth that it is false throughout.
8 .. Age improves some things and depreciates the
value of others. But there is one thing most true:
Age will never change falsehood into truth. Time
can have no such effect. Truth will ever remain
truth,_ and falsehood must ever remain falsehood.
No amount of pious looks and pretensions, no amount
of ceremonies and observances, no amount of prayers
and sermons, no a.mount, even, of sincerity and devotion, no number of priests and churches, can ever
change falsehood into truth.
9. I propose on this occasion to continue the reviewing I have made in former viilits. I have enumerated a part of the falsehoods and improbabilities
contained in the Old Testament, and now I will con. tinue the review and take up the New Testament. I
will begin, then, with the genealogical claim for
Jesus, as set up by Matthew, or rather the writer of
the book called Matthew, for Matthew surely was
not the author of it. A clear stultification is made,
for in attempting to make out the genealogy of
Jesus, it begins with David and ends with Joseph,
notwithstanding the idea that Joseph held no blood
relationship to Jesus is constantly held up. If Joseph
was not his father, why give a genealogy ending
with Joseph? The falsity of this course must be
apparent.
,, ~0. Matthew and Luk~ are the only two gospel
writers who attempt to give the genealogy of Jesus,
and they are both guilty of the absurdity of giving
the genealogy of Joseph instead of Jesus, while
both insist that there was no more consanguinity betw~en them than between any other two men in the
natwn. But in another particular they differ widely:
Matthew says there are twenty-eight generations be, tween David and Joseph, while Luke says there were
forty-three. Both could not be true. If Luke spoke
truly, Matthew stated a falsehood.
11. Matthew says Mary was found to be with
~hild by the Holy Ghost, but he leaves the statement
ln a very imperfect condition. He neither tells us
Wh? f~und this to be the case, nor the means by
":hwh It was ascertained. He should have given the
difference in the indications presented "by a young
woman when with child by the Holy Ghost and by
an ordinary person. The statement bears the appe~rance of falsehood upon the face of it. If·the
rnter ventured to say so much, he should have gone
nrther,, and told all. Had the young girl been
l!lall~q W ~Q int~resting condition by some pries~

a~d the object was to screen it and give the event a go forty days without food-and at the same time

miraculous. charact~r, the writer would be very likely be subjected to the evil influences of the devil. If
to bungle It much m the style of the writer of Mat- he was God he certainly ought to have more power
thew.
than the devil, and be able to banish him at once.
12. It is very unlikely that Joseph could have
22. The statement that the devil could carry Jesus
dreamed the matter out, that his troubled mind around where he pleased-on the top of the temple
~hould .be set ~t rest on such a subject so deeply and on a high mountain-offering him real estate in
I~terestmg to him as hi!\ young wife becoming en- enormous lots, is very silly. In the first place, there
mente by anoth.er, by a dream, or that the writer of is no such being as a devil, and to say that he carried
Matthew, either seventy or a hundred and seventy any person about, pig-back or any other way, is false.
years afterward-long after Joseph and Jesus were And again, there is no exceeding high mountain m
dead-should have the slightest means of knowing this country, the highest being but about four thouwhat Joseph had dreamed. When a man undertakes sand feet above the sea, and certainly none here or
to tell dead people's dreams, set him down for a liar. anywhere else from the top of which all the king13. It is positively untrue that a ghost of any kind, doms of the earth could be seen. The man who
whether holy or unholy, can impregnate a female in wrote that fable did not know that the earth is f(>und
the body. A ghost is nothing more than a phantom, and that not a thousandth part of the globe can be
a shadow, an unreality in the ordinary idea of the seen from any mountain in existence.
properties of matter, and it is utterly impossible for
23. The report of the Sermon on the Mount cannot
It to act the part of begetting children. None but a be correct. If Matthew wrote it he was not present
living, developed, corporeal male can perform that at the time it was delivered, as he had not then been
function. It would be just as sensible, and just as called, but the account was not written till a huntruthful, to claim that a woman was the father of dred years after Matthew was dead, and of course
Jesus, as that a ghost stood in that relation to him. the writer could not have been present when the ser14. It is preposterous to suppose that, if Jesus was mon was delivered. Besides, that sermon as reported
born as represented, pagan worshipers, called magi, contains in one lump the teachings which the writers
or wise men, knowing nothing of the God of the of the other gospels scatter all through the ministraJews, and caring less, should know anything about tion of Jesus. The others say nothing about any
the obscure birth of that child or any other, or that sermon on the mount.
it would be of the slightest service if it did. It does
24. It is untruthful that Jesus or any other person
not appear that their visit to the stable or the cave couid restore a sick person to health by a word and
had a useful effect of any kind. It has the appear- when a long distance away. It is contrary to nni.
ance of a make-weight, thrown in to give effect .to versal history and nature's laws.
the tale:
25. It is the same with regard to stopping the wind
15. It is wholly absurd to suppose that one of the and quieting the waves of the sea by speaking to
stars of heaven was delegated to point out the stable them. The thing is impossible. It is easy for a .big
where a child was born, or that it could approach so story-teller to write such a tale, but it cannot be
close torthe earth a~ to pass along its surface and mnde true.
stop over the entrance to a stable, so that strangers
26. The story about Christ casting a devil or devils
could know where to enter. Nearly all the stars are out of wild men among the tombs is untrue. What
much larger than the earth, and if one should come does not exist cannot be cast out of anybody or by
close to the earth, so as to point out a stabl.e door, it anybody. But, conceding the devil, the story is
would inevitably darken the earth, cover it over for still untrue. Matthew says there were two of the
hundreds of miles, and totally obscure the heavens wild men who had the devils, while Mark says there
from the part covered. Were it possible for two was but one. That a falsehood is between them is
worlds to come so near together as that, they would perfectly clear. Again, the part about the devils
inevitably rush together in one body, and no power entering two thousand swine-whether by division
could prevent it. This gross falsehood was written of the devils for the swine, or the two thousand.
by a person who knew nothing of the size and dis- devils were in the man-is decidedly absurd. It is
tance of the stars, and of the laws which govern not too much to say that it is a devilish foolish story.
27. Granting for a moment that devils have an exsuch great bodies of matter. If it was not a star,
but simply a light, or an ignis fatuus, that stopped istence, it is extremely unlikely that they would be
over the stable, it was a falsehood to say it was a star. any better acquainted with the person and misAion
16. It is wholly improbable that Herod became so of Jesus than others. It can hardly be thought reaalarmed at the birth of a poor man's child that he sonable that devils who w~mld be around getting
commanded the . slaughter of all the little children into wild men and into hogs would be the characters
in that part of the country. There is no likelihood to understand the plans and the mysteries of God
that Herod ever knew or heard anything of the birth and that he had a son taking a vacation on the earth.
28. From what I have before said, it must be unof Jesus, or would have cared anything about it if he
had. This monstrous story is only told by the writer derstood that I regard all statements of anybody
of Matthew, who had a penchant for fulfilling proph- raising people from the dead as false. No person
ecies which he fancied had been made, and in this ever was ever made to live again after he has died.
case he missed the mark ('iS he did in all his attempts The feat has been claimed to be performed by many
to fulfill prophecies) and quoted a passage that by persons.
29. The claims of remarkable cures performed,
an honest construction had not the slightest allusion
the lame restored, the blind m<J.de to see, lepers
to anything of the kind.
17. If Herod caused the death of ten or twenty healed, are of the same character. Similar claims
thousand little children the other evangelists should have been made for great numbers of miraClehave heard of it and mentioned it. Josephus should workers in all the centuries of the past.
30. The story about five thousand people being
have known it and narrated it, as he did scores of
things of not the thousandth part of the importance; fed with five loaves and two fishes is on a. par with
and other historians also should have known some- the tales told by Baron Munchausen and in the
thing of it. The tale at best is but a clumsy pattern Arabian Nights. Such an increase in a small quanafter the Indian legend of similar import at the birth tity of food is alike opposed to nature and common
of Christna, when the tyrant Nanda of Madura sense.
31. The story about walking upon the water, withcaused the little children to be slaughtered so as to
out settling into it, is not only incredible, but imposkill the little Christna.
18. It is preposterous to suppose that the chief sible. N atur11's laws are never set aside.
32. But I will not prolong my remarks further at
priests and scribes of Jerusalem could tell Herod
anything about where any child was to be born, and this time, but, leaving thee to repose and sweet sleep,
the attempt to carry the idea that a prophecy had I bid thee good-night.
been made seven hundred years before that conveyed
the knowledge where Jesus was to be born is a specCHAPTER XXXIII.
imen of barefaced fraud. It was only another at- FIFTEENTH DAY-TO BETHLEHEM AND SOLOMON'S POOLS.
tempt on the part of the writer of Matthew to falsely
ring in another prophecy. Joseph and Mary were
I. And it came to pass that on the second day of
citizens of Nazareth, and their visit to Bethlehem the week, and the fifth day of the twelfth month,
was of a temporary character, and a child born there the pilgrims mounted their horses for the last day's
under suck circumstances could not truthfully be ride, and set their faces to the south of the holy city,
even toward the hills of Judah, and the town of
called a Bethlehemite.
19. The story of Joseph and Mary going to Egypt Bethlehem.
with their child was kuowu oLly to the writer of
2. They passed out the Jaffa gate, down the valley
Matthew, and is in direct contradiction to the state- of Gihon, across the same, and up the valley of the
ment made by Luke, who says the parents repaired Giants, leaving on the left the tree on which tradito their home in Nazareth until the legal forty days tion says Judas hanged himself, the country house
had elapsed, when .they took their child to the tern- of Caiaphas the high priest, and into the valley of
ple in J erusalP.m without the slightt:st apparent fear Rephaim.
of Herod. Matthew's taking the three into Egypt
3 It was here that David is said to have fought
was doubtless for the purpose of fulfilling another the Philistines and defeated them. Rising the rather
prophecy which had not been made.
abrupt hill on the opposite ~;ide of the valley, a well
20. The story of a dove appearing at the time of is pointed out, which the Christianloeators pronounce
the baptism and speaking in an audible vnice so as the Well of the Magi-that is, the well where the
to be heard by those standing round, is very improb· wise men, after leaving the presence of Herod,
able, and is wholly opposed to the experience of halted and drank; and it was at this very place
mankind, as well as the laws of nature.
that the star came down from the upper regions, and
21. It seems absurd that Jesus, if a Goa, should led them to tB.e cave in Bethleh~>m where Jesu~> had
need to do what Dr. Tau~~r and others have done- just been born.
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4. This was the most remarkable mission that a he went forth with a stout heart and his little sling, the Corinthian order, which are claimed to ha
star was ever sent upon, and the writer of the story with which he slew the proud and mighty giant Go- been brought from the ruins of Herod's telllple ~e
and the locators also have failed to let the world liah of the Philistines, only nine and a half feet tall.. J erusal~m. The mosaics on the walls, t~ough ge~~
know whether it was one of the fixed stars, a planet
17. The pilgrims passed near the cave of Adullam, erally d1m and faded, here and there maintain co
belonging to this or some other system, or whether where tradition says David took refuge when pur- sid~rable .$illiance. The roof is formed of bea~;
it was a roving comet that would just as soon go one sued by the :Philistines, and when his brethren and from the former forests of Lebanon.
way as another. The difficult point to understand his father's house heard it they went down thither
28. The place above all others which Christian
is, how so large a body as a star could point out with to him. And every one that W9S in distress, and are interested in is the chapel or grotto of the Nativ~
any definiteness so small a portion of the earth's sur- every one that was in debt, and every one that was ity, which is under the center of the church. It ie a
discontented gathered themsdves unto him, and he cave in the rock, and has the appearance of havin
face as a village, much less a stable or cave.
5. When the hill is surmounted, a plain containing became captain over them: and there were with him been dug out or at least finished up by the hands o1
one or two thousand acres of arable land (a very rare about four hundred men (1 Sam. uii, 1, 2). This men. It is twenty feet below the floor of the church
thing in the land of Yahweh) is entered upon, but was the material of which his band of brigands was and is approached by two spiral staircases. The
after this is passed a continued series of rocky coun- composed.
cave is thirty-three feet by eleven, and is incased
try as was ever seen is encountered. Much stone has
18. It was from the cave of Adullam that David's with Italian marble and decorated with a great
been placed in walls and huge piles, but still the land mighty men-some of the brigands aforesaid-broke her of rich-looking metallic lamps, figures of
is so overwhelmed with rocks that plowing, except in through the garrison of the Philistines, and went to embroidery, and various holy gew-gaws and
a few places, is out of the question. And as far as Bethlehem to satisfy the desh:es of their chief, when he ments. On one side of the grotto is a rece11s, where
the eye can see to the south, to the east, and to the cried, Oh, that one would give me of the water of a silver star on the pavement indicates the very spot
west nothing but mountains of solid rock is to be the well of Bethlehem, which is by the gate; and where the Christian God was born.
seen.
then, after they had risked their lives in obtaining it,
29. Around the star is this inscription in Latin1
6. On the left, five miles or more away, is the he stubbornly refused to drink it, and poured it upon Hie de Virgine Maria Jesus Christus Natus est
round-topped Frank Mountain, which rears its head the ground before them (2 Sam. xxii, 4).
Above tliis spot sixteen silver lamps are perpetual!;
19. The way to the pools 1s h,emmed in by rooks. burning (six belong to the Greeks, five to the Latina
like a dome some hundreds of feet higher than the
surrounding piles of rock, and here it is said Herod Near the upper pool is a large stone structure called and fin to the Armenians). Close by is a plai~
built a place of country resort. On the Bethlehem a castle, evidently of Mohammedan origin, probably altar which each of the sects use on their special
road there are little spots and patches of soil where never used as a castle, but rather, as now, for a khan. feasts and decorate with all the flummery that
olive-trees, and fig-trees, and vines can grow, and the The pools are three in number and are open, square accords with their taste. ·Another recess is called
geniality of the climate insures a good return. The reservoirs with stone walls, in the center of a natural the Chapel of the Manger, claimed to be the precise
olive-tree lives and grows on extremely poor soil.
basin, where they can catch the surface water from place where the manger stood in which the new. born
7. A rock is passed by the roadside, w1th a depres. rains, as well as utilize the water of a small spring god was laid, the same manger that is now
eion in it six feet long, eighteen inches wide, and in the immediate vicinity. They are claimed to have shown to the faithful believers in tho church of
from six to eight inches deep. This is called Elijah's been constructed by Solomon for supplying Jerusalem· Maria Maggiore at Rome.
rock; and here the Christians assert that the good with water, though it is denied that Solomon built
30. It was here that the tender feelings of the
prophet stopped to repose when fleeing from the them, and it "is asserted they were constructed by Scribe were rudely touched by the man of God Getz
· wicked Jezebel.
Herod or Pilate.
who, when going down toward the bowels of th~
8. The Scribe marveled greatly when his eyes
20. The upper pool is 380 feet long, 236 feet earth to see where his God was born, spoke these
rested upon the rock, and he said, Verily the prophet broad, and in the deepest part twenty-!Ve feet. Be- words of unbelief: Why, this is all wrong. Jesus
must have been a man of great weight to sink that low is the second pool, 423 feet long, 250 feet brOad was not born down here in this cavern away under
far into a solid rock. Indeed, it seemeth strange how at the east end and 160 feet at the west end, and in the earth; he was born in a stable. I do not believe
a man so heavy could rise up into the thin air where the deepest part thirty-nine feet; 248 feet below is a word of it. It is not true. There is no authority
even a feather could not float.
the ·third pool, 582 feet long, from 148 to 207 feet for any such claim. And other words of that kind
9. Off to the left is a large building belonging to wide, and fifty feet deep. They are well preserved, did the man of God utter. Then it was that the
the Greek Christians, which is called the convent of and do not seem to date so far back as Solomon's Scr~be felt called upon to rebuke the man of God in
Elijah, which probably was erected, or, at least, time.
this wise for his unbelief: Ah, Brother Getz, you must
named, upon the strength of Elijah's pressing the
21. The pilgrims on· their return followed along accept the story just as it is given to you. This cav.
rock down as he would an ordinary feather bed. by the small square aqueduct which conveys the ern part is just as tme as any portion of it. It may
The convent is, of course, a very holy place.
water to Bethlehem and on to the mosque of Omar be cavern or stable, just as you prefer. It will not
10. Another place, quite as holy again, is a little in Jerusalem for religious ablutions. The country answer for you to revolt agaiDBt any part of that
further on-a small modern building of stone, with continues very rugged, though the ride is pleasant, wonderful story. You must let the tail go with the
a dome, like a Moslem tomb. This is the tomb of winding around the rocky hills, midway up, with a hide.
31. The Scribe further assured the man of God
Rachel, the girl whom Jacob worked seven years very narrow but pretty valley in the contracted
for. It will be remembered that with Jacob Sarah ravine below, green with garden vegetables, stretch- that there was good authority for claiming a cavern
journeyed from Bethel toward Bethlehem, in the ing along like a snake and looking like an oasis in for the place, for the story any way was only a repe·
same delicate situation that the Virgin was when she the desert of s.terile rocks on each side. The name tition of Eastern fables of a 11imilar character, and il
visited Bethlehem, though Mary had come farther of Solomon's Gardens has been given to the narrow was certainly held with regard to the earlier oriental
and was able to go still farther than Rachel before belt, perhaps three rods in width.
demi-gods that they were born in caves. There is no
the little event transpired, and did better afterward.
22. Bethlehem, as approached from the south, is use in going back on the original by repudiating the
.The good book reads:
seen located high up on the rocky hill which is its cave part. These words were spoken itJ. sorrow, not
11. And there was but a little way to come to home, with the ground descending to the east. It is in anger.
Ephrath [Bethlehem], about a milefrom Bethlehem, one of the best built towns in the Land of Yahweh,
32. It did, however,strike the Scribe as a slightly
where she was delivered of a son. And it came to beiug substantial stone houses one- or two stories suspicious feature in this son of Yahweh business,.·
pass, as her soul was in departing (for she diEid), that high, with a few schools and public buildings of that so much of it was conducted in subterranean
she called his name Ben-oni (i.e., son of my sorrow); large proportions. In point of appearance it com- places, even in the bowels of the earth, away from
but his father called him Benjamin (that is, the son pares very favorably with Nazareth.
·
the light of the sun and the eyes of men. It was in
of my right hand); and Rachel died, and was buried
2g. Entering the town and passing a considerable a cavern that the angel Gabriel held the interview
in the way to Ephratb, which is Bethlehem. And distance through narrow and dirty streets, by some with the Virgin. It was in the cavern that Yahweh
J ocob set a pillar upon her grave; that is the pillar stores and mechanics' shops, the pilgrims reached met the damsel. It was in a cavern that the child was
of Rachel's grave to this day (Gen. xxxv, 16).
the Roman Catholic convent or monastery, where brought into the world. It was in a cnern that
.
12. And as the old man, long weary years after they partook of lunch, and then walked out to see wise men from the East called to pay their respect! . ·
her death, had begun himself to think of throwing the town and buy some of the manufactured articles and adoration to the new-born God. Truly, perform·
up the sponge, he repeated, with the tenderness to of olive wood and mother of pearl shells, which are ing all this business in such a secret manner, and in
be expected from such a godly man, the story of his the principal industry of the place. There are sev- the dark, looks very suspicious.
33. Another altar in this holy cavern is that of the
loss: And as for me, when I came from Padan, eral stores where these trinkets in pretty large quanRachel died by me in the land of Canaan in the way, tities are kept for sale. Like every town in this magi, or wise men, which marks the identical spot
when yet there was but a little way to come unto part of tlie world, it is overrun with beggars, who where the men from the East sat when they pre·
Ephrath; and I buried her there in the way of Eph- are persistently asking for backsheesh and importun- sented their gifts. It is supposed that the place waa
rath; the same is Bethlehem (Gen. xlviii, 7). This ing strangers to buy the beads and other trinkets accurately fixed upon by the aid of St. Helena her·
place is pointed out in the foregoing language with which they carry about in their hands. The pil- self, who had the necessary excavations made. There
more accuracy than most holy places are indicated, grims all bought some crosses, rosaries, bracelets, can thus be no doubt about the correctness of the·
and it is only a question whether the modern-looking and other Christian toys to remember the town by. spot. This chapel belongs to the Roman Catholics. ·
tomb is on just the right spot or not.
24. The town consists of about five hundred
34. Another is the chapel of St. Joseph, the con·
13. Just before descending the declivity which houses, with a population of three thousand, nearly venientspot to which the good man retired whilet~e
leads to the tomb, the view fore and aft is equally all Christian, it being the most Christian town in the god was being born. It was modest and proper Ill
good; Jerusalem and Bethlehem can both be seen, Land of Yahweh. The inhabitants are Greeks and the old man to do this. He had not been there, and
and the country would present a picturesque land- Syrians, and the women are said to be noted for their he had no right, under such circumstances, to witness
scape were the mountains covered with trees as in beauty, but the Scribe failed to see the proofs upon the birth of a god. It was also at this very plape .·.
America.
which the claim is based; they look much. like the where a few days later the angel appeared to h1m .
14. West of Rachel's tomb is a village, two or women he has seen in other parts of the land.
and told him to make a journey into Egypt witho~t
three miles away, on an eastern slope of a hill, called
25. The church of the Nativity, however, is the delay. It was doubtless a dispensation of provl·
Beit-Jala, the residence of the Latin and Greek great point of attraction to all who make a pilgrim- dence that theile momentous events should all ocour
patriarchs. It has a population of 3,000, mostly age to the city of David. It is a huge, fortress-like within a few feet of each other. Thanks to St.
Greeks, and all Christians. It is claimed that this is pile of buildings at the eastern extremity of the vil- Helena for all this. It is 110 convenient to have
the ancient Zelyah, where Saul called when he was lage, including the contiguous convents, which be- these holy places contiguous, and under the same
looking for asses, fell in among the prophets, and long respectively to the Latin, Greek, and Armenian roof.
went to prophesying himself.
churches.
35. A few feet further on is the Altar of the Inno·
15. At this point there are two roads, the one to
26. The church, the nave of which is the common cents, erected over the place where the cruel Herod
the left leading to Bethlehem, which is hard by; the property of all Christians, wears a very desolate and caused twenty thousand young babes to be """'n;'!,·r-'-:u•u~
other to Solomon's pools, three miles further on, and neglected aspect, and perhaps it has a good right to tered; but the world should rejoice that Joseph th
nine miles from Jerusalem. The pilgrims took the do so, for it is said to be the oldest Christian church Mary, and the little God, by the kind offices of 6
right-hand road, so as to visit the pools before Beth- in the world. It is the sole remaining portion of the angel, were able to be on their way to Egypt when ·
lehem. They are now in a very holy part of this grand basilica erected here by Empress Helena in this bloody tragedy' was enacted. Matthew kne'lf'
holy land. Here is where the pious story of Naomi, 327. In this edifice, once brilliant with gold and. how to fix up this business. The Scribe felt very
Ruth, and Boaz was located.
colored marble, Baldwin the Crusader was crowlied.j sorry for the little slaughtered babes and th~r
16. This country here is David's own country;
27. This old structure presents quite as much ele-l mothers who were thus uselessly massacred on t e
here is where he was in the sheep business before he gance as would be looked for under the circum- Iaccount of one little new-comer.
--~dj!
went to the war~. From her~ a good-sized stripling, . stances. It contains five rows of marble columns of 36. In another recess, which looka like an w
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to the cavern, is the Milk Grotto. Here is
·the Virgin, in great trepidation of mind,
for a short time previous to the family seton their excursion to Egypt. Here she
her new-born babe, even while the wicked
was making preparations to murder the young
lier breasts were full of holy milk, and it so
,o.nn,euc,.... that the little Jesus did not get it all. A
fell upon the floor, when, strange to rerocks all turned white from the wonderof the milk. There is no room for reasondoubts upon the subject, for the Scribe saw the
and the cart-load of it which has been recently
to sell to faithful but barren women, and he
n,.~,n!1.1rea to testify in any court (save Benedict's)
adjacent rock and earth are of a whitish,
color, the same as is the entire hill of BethleWho can doubt that it was the milk that
?
. The Scribe ia moreover suspicious that the Virhave spilled some milk before she left Nazfor the rocks about that holy town are of the
color. The same is also true of the rocks of
of Oliveil, Jerusalem itself, and a considshare of the Land of Yahweh. It was the
milk that did it. Can any one think strange
young god brought up on 11uoh milk as that
be able to
Change water into wine, drive devils into swine,
Raise the dead, the devil, and hell generally?

oan it be thought strange that the pieces of
earth dug up in the Milk Grotto should
to the Christian women who wish to have
or who ari short in ihe secretion of milk?
eale of.- this miraculous earth is said to bring in
handsome revenue to the monks who keep the
On the opposite side of the cavern is a small
which is called the tomb of Eusebius,
which Eusebius it wa11, the guide was unable
If it was the one who wrote the first ecolehistory, who was the one to first find in the
of J osephuli' the recognition of the divinity
and who showed not a little skilfulness in
proofl for anything he wished to esta.bliRh,
was a very fitting place to entomb him, though
is no proof that he was buried here.
. In another apartment in the rock was located
study, the dwelling-place, and the tomb of St.
a Christian anchorite, who, in the fourth
, is uid to have passed thirty years of his
here in tli.is rough subterranean chamber, fastpraying, writing, studying up godliness, etc.,
Hire, as is claimed, he translated the Vulgate,
which .the Catholic Bible was taken, besides
sundry other saintly works. The room
onta.ulleineu by a life-size painting of the saint, in
an old man, naked, and with the appearance
lunatic; is sitting with pen in hand, his eyes
l'·.~~trm.ue: up toward heaven, much as those of a dying
upward, and hil; face is the picture of such
as any saint might he glad to wear. Inall the chapels and altars have paintillustrate the claims made respecting the
'"·~•~'~"'+

is not this enough P Why should the
continue to describe the remarkable things in
hole in the ground i' Are there not grounds for
to be satisfied? But one more fact may be men•c""""'"'n Right down there in the sacred grotto, and
by the place where the world's redeemer was
uv.,u-·mJ. not the whole world's, but five per cent of
1:'-It-llnn~•h to the grief of the Scribe, he saw an armed
soldier stood to keep the peace between the
Cfiflcer4ant sects of Christians who worship here, and
jointly plant their faith in the claim that their
was born there. He had noticed another Mosoldier or two in the church above. His
.
: ~P!rit was grieved thereat. Turning to the pious
~ss Brayman, he said:
41. It is a sad commentary on the Chrietian religthat right here, in the very spot where Christianhad its birth, soldiers of a rival and hostile relighave to be stationed to prevent Christians from
llt.'1111!:U'GlDP' and killing one another.
For of a truth
case. Formerly the Latins and the Greeks
fought as to which sect should have priority of
Ulle of the chapels on the occasion of their religfestivals and celebrations. They came to blows
many o~~sions. ~nd right there by the Chapel
the NatiVIty the Cnmean war commenced which
the lives of tens of thousanils of men. Tlle
and Greek Christians, as uRual, got into a fight;
authorities took the part of one, and the
the other, and the fight enlarged and grew
the Crimean war was the result.
Mrs. Brayman made the reply that they had
enough of the spirit of Christ, else they would
fight. Said the Scribe: That is a matter of
It is possible they had too much of Christ's
for he said he came not to bring peace, but a
aJ?-d that he came to set oiie part of the houseagamst the other. As a proof of this Chrishave been quarreling, :fighting, and putting
Cht~e~ to death nearly ever since. The number
th 1'18hant1ans whose blood has saturated the earth
11
.
ds of other Christians would amount to

millions; and still they are quarreling, and Mohammedans have to he stationed here in this holy place
to prevent their killing each other. They are compelled to bold the most holy festivals and ceremonies on different days to prevent bloodshed between
them, and .it is the same in the church of the Holy
Sepulcher m Jerusalem. There, also, Mohammedan
soldiers are constantly st.ationed to maintain the
peace between the Christians. Miss Brayman and
the Scribe were both sad and thoughtful
43. After leaving these precincts, the pilgrims
went without the walls, and were shown in the plain
below where the shepherds were watching their
flocks on the night that Jesus was born in the cavern, and to whom the angels announced the momentous event. The Scribe could not prove that the
shepherds were not there on the night of the 25th
of December, ancl that the angels appeared to them
and talked as reported by those who knew nothing
about it, but he did not believe it.
44. The return to Jerusalem was attended with
nothing worthy of note, and the hotel was reached
in good season. This closed the horseback riding
for the Scribe and some of the other pilgrims. While
some have decided to ride horses to Jaffa, on the
Mediterrane:\n, others, inch1ding the Scrib<J, prefer
to take the spring wagon, though the road is pretty
rough. The pilgrims have ridden on horses some
three hundred and fifty miles while journeying
through Syria and the Land of Yahwh; and while
more than half ha.ve been thrown or have fallen
from their horses, the Scribe is able to report that
neither accident has befallen himself; he has come
off in no case orily when he wished to, and he bade
good-bye to AI Borak, who had carried him so faithfully, without any special sorrow of heart.
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one of them pretended to write by inspiration, and
if they did the claim would not be worth a cent.
9. The statement that Jesus foretold to his disciples his arrest, trial, execution, and resurrection is
not a fact. This is proved by the story itself. When
he was arrested they were taken by surprise, and all
forsook him. This they would not have done had
they been apprised of the fact and assured that he
would rise from the dead in three days. Had they
known what was to come they would have remained
steadfast to him through his trial. So far from their
expecting his resurrection, not one of them was looking for it, nor would they be.lieve it when told that
it had occurred.
10. The inability of the four gospel~writers to
give statements alike is evinced in their accounts
about the crucifixion. Matthew, Mark, and John
say the execution took place at Golgotha; Luke says
it was Calvary. Matthew says the inscription placed
on the cross was, This is Jesus, king of the Jews;
l\iark, The king of the Jews; Luke, This is the king
of the Jews; John, Jesus of Nazareth, the king of
the Jews. Not one has it like either of the others.
Matthew says they gave Jesus to drink vinegar
mingled with gall; Mark says it was wine mingled
with myrrh; Luke says it was vinegar only; John
says it w~s vinegar and hyssop. No two have it
alike. There is nothing like accuracy and harmony
among inspired writers.
11. The storv about the sun being darkened for
three hours at the time of the crucifixion is entitled
to no credit. Nothing shuts off the sun from the
earth save the earth turning on its axis away from
the sun, and the moon passing between the earth
and the sun, making an eclipse. Once or twice in a
century the eclipse of the sun is total, but it is dark
but a few moments only. Clouds are sometimes
i'
pretty dense, so as to lessen the light somewhat; but
CHAPTER XXXIV.
never so as to cause darkness for three hours. The
1
)o{ELUHISEDEC 8 FIFTEEN'l'H VISIT.
sun is not in the slightest degree affected by the
1. And on the night succeeding the ride to Beth- death of any person on the earth, whether Jesus or
lehem the Visitor of olden time came with the same John Smith. Its light has been brilliant and conpromptness and the same reality as he had on the stant for hundreds of thousands of years. Besides,
fourteen previous occasions. His salutations were of the claim for this darkness at the death of·Jesus is
his usual genial ch:nacter, and a degree of peace not corroborated by Josephus, or any other historian.
and serenity seemed to clothe him round about that The story is of the same character as that of Joshua
stopping the sun and moon.
ev~>n an angel might envy. These were his words:
12. Of a similar character is the statement regard2. Well, young friend from the young world, thou
hast had another day's experience, and hast enjoyed ing the various natural and unnatural phenomena
further opportunities for visiting the holy places of which accompanied the crucifixion.
13. There is a sad discrepancy as to the time
which Christians have told so many untruths, and
which form such sn important part in the fables, Jesus J:emained in his grave or sepulcher. It is
follies, and fabrications which make up their stock usually said that the time for him to remain in the
in trade. I have no fear that they have induced tomb, or, otherwise, in hell, was three days; that is
thee in the slightest degree to change the opinion the time which he is made to say he would remain in
thou hast formed as to the unreliability of the claims his grave, when he would rise again, and three days
upon which the system is built up. It is those, as a is the term inserted in all the confessions of faith, or
rule, who do little thinking and who investigate in a church creeds, that he remained when he descended
very superficial manner, who accept the shallow into hell. But, according to the narrative, he was
claims which Chrisdani.ty presPnts, and I am there- only half that time, or one day and two nights, in
fore confident that it will require more solid reasons his sepulcher-from Friday night till early Sunday
than the flimsy falsehoods thou hast heard this day morning-which, by no amount of twisting, can be
made into three days.
·
to move thy settled convictions.
14. The story of the resurrection need hardly be
3. I will now resume the examination of the improbabilities and falsehoods which make up the dilated upon. The claim th&t any person has risen
warp and woof of the New 'festament. The story from the dead is unworthy of notice.
15. Mark agrees with Matthew that the miraculous
of what is called the transfiguration io~ worth very
little when told by a person who was not present, and feeding of the five thousand was in a desert place,
is passed over in silence by those who are said to but that they were told to sit on the grass; and John
says there was much grass in the place. Now grass
have be\On eye-witnesses.
4. Those who tell the transfiguration story so flip- does not grow in the desert, and it would require a
pantly should at least give some sensible, accurate, large stretch of credulity to believe that the grass
and scientific account as to what transfiguration is. was produced miraculously the same as the food.
16. It is a trifle singular that the writer of the
If it is a chemical or atomic change in the component parts of the body, a rational explanation sbould book of Mark had nothing to say of Peter's attempt
have beGn made as to how the process is produced. to walk upon the water, at the time his master perIf the operation i~ a real one, it cm:tainly c~n .be de- formed the feat so successfully, especially as it is
scribed to the ordmary comprehemnon. If It Is only claimed that Mark was the particular friend of Peter,
ideal and fictitious, the more it 'is ignored and disre- and wrote by his direction. Is it to be understood
garded the better. In my opinion, the story about that Peter was ashamed to have his unsuccessful
effort recorded?
the transfiguration is a falsehood.
17. There is a discrepancy between Matthew and
5. The tale about Peter's catching a fish with
money in its mouth with which to pay tues is one Mark as to who asked Jesus for a seat in his kingdom
of the fishy stories of the Bible which are unworthy for James and John, one on his right and the other
on his left. Mark says they made the request, while
serious attention.
6. But little confidence can be had in the ability Matthew says it was their mother. Which told the
of Jesus to foretell events. Among his predictions truth?
18. The story which Luke tells about the aged and
he said he should come the second time in the
heavens, and with great glory, while some of those barren Elizabeth bearing John the Baptist is very
who were present were still living, ancl that among much like old Sarah conceiving Isaac when she was
the signs that should accompany the sam~ the. sun nearly a hundred. Such statements can be credited
should be darkened, the moon cease to give hght, only by people who have an excess of faith. It is
and the stars fall from heaven. The prediction very curious, too, how Luke could have been apprised
proved untruthful. He did not come, and none of of the matter. He never once claims that any inthe other promised events occurred, and probably formation was given him by inspiration, and at the
outset of his narrative he only claims to write from
never will.
7. What earthly chance had either of the evan- gen{>ral rumor, or report. Rumor is very unreliable
gelists to know what ('Ouversation took place between authority about aged women bearing children.
19. It is very improbable that the principal anJudas and the priests about the betray~l, when Judas
bung himself before they had heard him say a word gel in the Christian and Mohammedan heavens
about the interview. No more could they know should come down to talk with the old man Zachabout what Jesus said in his prayer in Gethsemane arias about the baby his wife Elizabeth was to bear.
Angels are probably doing at the present time about
when no one was with him.
8. The same criticism will apply to the statement the same as two thousand years ago. They are not
as to what Pilate's wife dreamed, and what conver- now meddling in that kind of business.
20. It is unlikely also that the angel would strike
sation took place between her and her husband.
And so with regard to scores of other cases. Not the old man dumb because he could not believe an
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imp(lssibility. If he did not believe, it was because the Land of Yahweh. I leave the spirit of peace ifl a model of the mosque, perhaps thirty feet in
he could not from the evidence before him.
with thee. Good night. And it came to pass when diameter, which is said to have been erected first and
21. The impossibility of an angel appearing to a the morning arrived that the Scribe could not feel used as a pattern for the building of the larger
young girl and making an appointment for a God to sure that the Venerable Visitor had been with him mosque. Here, as the pilgrims were about to step
hold an interview with her for the purpose of pro- at all, li!O unreal are these heavenly visits.
upon holy ground, they were req~ired to take off
dncing an offspring is most marked, and perhaps
their boots and shoes and put on shppers or go bare.
enough has been said upon the subject; but, as the
footed. This is required upon entering all mosques
CHAPTER XXXV.
and in this one in particular they are more objection:
miraculous part of the Christian religion rests upon
that little fable, it may well be included among the SIXTEENTH DAY-VISIT TO THE MOSQUE OF OM.A.R. able than a church.
impossibilities and falsehoods of the book.
14. Upon entering the mosque a sense of richnesti
22. The story that little John. the Baptist leaped
1. And it came to pass on the morning of the sixth and grandeur seizes upon the beholder. 'l'he light
in the womb of Elizabeth when she was six months day ef the month the air was cold, and the east wind is dim, being of the grade considered holy, and one
pregnant, because the Virgin Mary, who had the lit- mada.one feel as though he had left off a garment cannot see as well at first as after a few minutes.
tie Jesus in her womb, visited Elizabeth, is one of in making his toilet. Water froze this morning, and In the center is the great stone sixty feet long and
extreme ridiculousness, and on a par with all the ab- it was the coldest by several degrees that the pil- forty.five wide-the one which Abraham consecrated
surd elaims Ret up in this holy city. It would not be grims had seen in the Land of Yahweh.
by the attempt to sacrifice his son upon it. Ii is a
of the slightest consequence if true. Luke had not
2. This day was devoted to visiting the mosque of bare, rugged, uneven, and unhewn rock, somewhat
the chance of knowing anything about it. He was Omar and learning the miracles which have been crowning in the center, and some five feet in thick.
not present, and it is not at all likely that the ladies performed there for the special benefit of the Mos- ness.
informed him of the incident.
lems, for it must be known that that they claim just
15. When Mohammed went up to the seventh
23. It is a foolish and untruthful claim that after about as many miracles as the Christians.
heaven on his hors.e Al Borak, he came first from
Zacharias had been speechless nine months for being
3. Christian pilgrims turn up their noses at the Mecca to this very rock, and he started from it on
a little slow about believing an absurdity, he had miracles which Mohammedans accept, and say, What that remarkable journey. Strange to say, he was so
his speech restored to him by the birth of a little absurdity! what superstition! And the Scribe ~<ays, powerful a magnet, or the rock was so anxious to go
heir, and the same being christened John. The use Yes, their absurdity and superstition are very gross, to heaven with him that it started and followed some
of speech does not go and come that way.
but no more so than in the miracles connected with four or five feet, when luckily the angel Gabriel
24. There is a discrepancy between Luke and Mat- your system. It is easy for you to see the falseness happened to discover it just at the very nick of time,
thew, and between them and others, as to where of their claims, and it is just as easy for them to see caught hold of it, and held it, otherwise it would
Jesus was born. Matthew says it was in· a house, the falseness of yours. - As for myself., I have no have gone up as sure as fate, and might even have
while Luke implies it was in a stable, for the little trouble in seeingthe falseness of both.
upset Yahweh's or Allah's thro-ne.
child was w:rapped in swaddling-clotll.es and laid in
4. The mosque of Omar stands on the site of the
16. There can be no doubt about this thing, for
a manger as soon as born; but, as thou sawestto-day temple of Herod, and what is also claimed to be the the deep finger-print~;!_ are now on the rock where
at Bethlehem, the claim is that it was neither in a site of the temple of Nehemiah or Zerubbabel and Gabe caught hold of it, and the Seribe saw them
house, or a stable, but in a cavern twenty or thirty the temple of Solomon. The Arabic name of the with his own eyes; and he believes the story just as
feet below the surface of the earth.
place is Kubbet es-Su~hrah, meaning the dome of much as he does those told about all of those holy
25. The story about the angels appearing to the the rock, for the edifice has a magnificent dome and places under the chnrcb of the Holy Sepulcher. He
shepherds in the fields on the night of the birth of is immediately over a large rock, about which re- places Mohammedan miracles and Christian miracles,
Jesus is highly improbable, for only Luke tells it. markable stories are told.
Mohammedan lies and Christian lit>s, upon the same
The other three evangelists had never heard of it, or
5. This rock is the summit of Mt. Moriah, where, footing; and it is nip and tuck between them.
they did not have confidence enough in its truth to as before stated, Abraham is said to have made
17. Ever since that rock started on that trip to
repeat it. The claims about the appearance of an- preparations to offer up his son Isaac. Here Oruan heaven, more than twelve hundred years ago, it
gels, of their talking, and all that, should be taken had his threshing floor, and the Lord put seventy has been suspended in the air by a perpetual mironly on the strongest proofs.
thousand innocent people to death for numbering the acle. You incredulous people must not laugh at
26. It is singular that it was only Luke who knew people, which he or Satan had moved David to do. this, for the Scribe went down eight or ten steps
about the angels and shepherds, their repairing to
6. This was the place, so tradition says, which and walked right under the rock, and could stand up
t,he cavern and finding Joseph, Mary, and the child David afterward selected as the spot where he would straight with it over his head, and the room is
all in the manger, anrl that it was only Matthew build a temple to Yahweh, but he had been so bad a fifteen or twenty feet in diameter. True, the room
who knew about the wise men being led there by a man that Yahweh would not let him do it. Solomon is not nearly as large as the rock itself, and the wall,
star, and their report causing twenty. thousand little being a good man, keoping only a thousand women, or what looks to be the wall, under the holy rock
children to be murdered.
and building a few temples to the pagan gods, was might be supposed to bold up the rock, but upon
27. If Matthewtold the truth about Joseph, Mary, the person to perform the great work.
rapping on it it seems a light lath-plastered screen,
a_p.d the child being hurried off to Egypt after·the
1: It is cbimed by some tba.t this big :ock, up?n merely to give pilgrims a sense of safety when they
birth of the latter instead of returning to their ~hJCh Abraham came ~ear domg what ~Is late dis- descend there to pray and to worship.
home in Nazareth, Luke is guilty of a falsehood, for 0.1ple ~reeman was permitted to. accomplish, stood a
18. True, people who have no faith and are not
Le positively states that they returned to Nazareth; little lll front of .the temple whwb Solomo;n e~ected, heavenly-minded enough to perceive spiritual things,
that Jesus was circumcised when eight days old, and. t?e one upon whi?h on the day of the dedwatwn of say the screen only hides the solid rock which susat the end of forty days he was taken to Jerusalem' tne temple the pnests slaughtered 120,000 sheep .ano tains the one which Gabriel held back, but it is
to present him to the Lord, perhaps because the Lord 22,000 oxen; and on the day the ark was put m.to strange that some people have so little faith as not
was not up at Nazareth. So there must have been, the temple so many were slaughtered that t~ey could to believe human testimony about these holy mira.
two Jesuses, one flying off to Egypt and the other to not be numbered. .Yahweh. n~ver was so well cles. The Scribe is prouji to say be can beliave this
Nazareth, or else Matthew or Luke told a falsehood. ple.9 s~d before nor smce, until his own son shared claim just as easily as he does ihe Joshua· and sun
28. Since Luke was so expert in finding out such a Similar fate near the same spot.
..
.
story, the Jonah and the fish story, and Matthew's
8 · T~ere have been, ~owever, bitter disputes, story about the rocks and the graves opening when
private matter~'~ as when women conceived and when
their unborn children leaped in the womb, it is very a.nd whiCh are not yet amiCably .settled, about the the dead walked forth. He rejoices that he is able
singular th'lt he was so obtuse as to know nothing Site of the temple. Nearly every m?h of the ground to believe something. The faithful Moslems believe
about Herod's causing twenty thousand children and. nearly every stone on the pren;nses ha~ been the that the rock is now suspended in the air, without
to be slaughtered, or the flight of the holy family subJeC~ of controversy; and the claims are Important the slightest difficulty.
into Egypt.
and diverse, but they probably ~an. never be fully
19. There are several altars and praying places
29. Luke is the only one who has anything about settled, and the world must rernam lll some doubt as under this holy rock where the faithful Moslems dePontius Pilate turning Jesus over to Herod tetrarch to whether Solomon's temple ever stood here or not scend to say their holiest prayers, and those they
of Galilee, and the story is an improbable one. Jesus
9. The mosque of Omar stands nearly in the design to have the most potent effect upon Allah.
was being tried in Jerusalem, and Herod's dominion center of a rather roughly paved court, called the On the east side of the subterranean room a place
did not extend there.
Haram, containing two or three acres, and is un- was pointed where Mohammed once prayed, and
30. Luke was the only one to say that one of the doubtedly the richest mosque in Moslemdom, and when he rose up he bumped his head against the
thieves became penitent on the cross, accepted Jesus, the most sacred save the principal one at Mecca. It holy rock overhead, and made an indentation in the
and received a promise of paradise. Matthew and has been hut a few years since Christians have been solid rock six or eight inches deep, two feet long,
Mark say both thieves reviled Jesus. John simply al~ow~d admission into it, and it is now only by ap- and fifteen inches wide. Who can doubt thetie
says two others were crucified with Jesus, and not plicatwn being made to the consul of the national- things when he sees them right before his eyes?
that either was a thief, that either reviled him, or ity of the applicant and paying the regular fee that
20. The Scribe saw the hole that Mohammed's
that either repented.
entrance can be had.
head made in that rock just as plain as he saw the
31. Luke disagrees with Matthew as to the last
10. Tradition, that very loquacious old dame, says one which Elijah's body made in the one by the
words Jesus uttered before dying, when he makes that when the Caliph Omar took Jerusalem his first road-side out toward Bethlehem; but candor comhim say, Father, into thy hands I commend !ny inquiry was for the site of the Jewish temple. He pels him to admit that upon close inspection of the
spirit; while "Matthew says his last words to be, My was conducted to this spot, then a huge mound of place where Mobam.med's head bumped he sa~
God! my God ! why hast thou forsaken me? John filth and rubbish, and here he built the mosque coarse chisel marks, where it looked as though It
disagrees with both, for he has made him to say, It which bears his name. Others claim that the pres- had been dug out by some Moslem stone-cutter; ~nd
is finished.
ent mosque was built by Abd-el-Melek in 686.
that, again, may have been the means by whwh
32. Luke disagrees with the others as to who vis11. The court or square in which the mosque stands Allah accomplished his mysterious purposes. In
ited the sepulcher on the morning of the resurrection. is surrounded by a walll,600 feet long on the west, fact, there are several proofs that stone-cutters have
He mentions Peter and Joanna, whom the others do 1,530 feet on the east, 1,024 on the north, and 922 on worked in that cavern.
not mention. He also has Jesus walk to Emmaus, the south, and is entered by eight gates on the west.
21. 'J.'hrough the center of this holy rock is a bole,
holding a long conversation with Cleophas, which Its principal: the one by which the pilgrims entered, perhaps eighteen in.ches or more in diame.ter, .and a
the others knew·nothing about.
is the Bab-es-Silsileh, or the Gate of the Chain.
corresponding one In the rock below whwb IS the ~
33. Luke is the onl~ one who ~tates that Jesus ate
12. Entering by this gate, there was presented to floor of the cavern. It is claimed that the blood of .,
fish and honey .after ~IS ~esurrectwn. If he was o~ly the pilgrim's view the Mosque.el-Aksa ou the right the animals sacrificed by the Jews ran through this ;j
a. ghohst aft~r hisfcrumhfix10n at;~d dea! h, as many m- hand, or south side of the Haram, and before them aperture, and found its way into the brook K~dron i .f.:·;·
s1st, t e eatmg. o sue material artiCles as fish and the steps leading to the mosque of Omar. 'l'he but others deny it in toto, and claim that th1~ was ·
1
honey was qu~te a miracle, bu~ the others ~hould ~uildi~g is an octagon, each of the eight sides being the tomb where Jesus was laid after he was crumfied, ·;
have narrated It also. But there Is as ~reat a d1screp- su:ty-e1ght feet long, and the whole eovered with and just at the time be started on his three-day's )'~'
ancy as to the st?ry of ~esus after lus res~rrect~on richly. colored porcelain tiles, and a frieze of tiles tour to hell and made the time in thirty-six hours. "
a'l any other portwn of 1t. Some of the writers 1m- runmng around the entire building, upou which are According to that theory, this big rock must havd ,!
P~Y that he ~scended to hea~en on the same day of written in Arabic letters passages from the Koran. been the one the angel rolled away, or lifted, an.
h1s resurrectwn, s~me make. It a few days be~ween T~e mosq.ue has .four gates or portals corresponding possibly it was Gabriel that did it. This hole I~
the two events, while the wnter of Acts says It was w1th the four pomts of the compass.
claimed by the Moslems to be the place where al
forty days. .
.
.
.
13. Faithful Moslems met the pilgrims at the gate spiriLs descend after death, from whence, at the day
34. Bu.t I Will return agam, and Will contmue m1 of the Haram and conducted them up the broad steps of judgment, they will be hauled up by the tuft 00
drri1111it) \bee nirh1ilreu lun!' fill t'hon contitt1H1!1t in arottpd t"o the e~&lit portul of the mosque, before lt'hich, the wp uf their hi:jad. It ill nut yet to~> late for those
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who wish to suggest other theories. The books are close together, through which space thousands of , these events are said to have occmred, it is difficult
still open.
perso_ns have passed; those who can get throrigh ::ue to see how these claims can be tme.
22. On the top of this holy rock are what are called certam to go to heaven, w bile those who have too
42. In pa,s:sing out of the court of the temple, or
the footprint,s of 1\iohammed, which he made, per- much cm·porosity to squeeze through stand a very'! the Haram, is the 1ow depres,sion which used to be
haps, at the titpe he mounted Al Borak to go up to poor chance,. It may be gratifying to some to know I the pool of Bethesda, where the first cripple who wa,s
the upper heaven. Is it not wonderful what remark- that the Scribe was able to get through. There are able to get in aft,er the angel troubled the waters
able weighty personages Elijah n.nd Mohammed also two other pla.ces still narrower that, the slim was sure to he healed. It is a low, mi!!erable lookwere that they should si.nk right into solid rocks, ~es used to pa~s through to secure the heavenly ing place, but there is no water in it now,. and in a
and still be so light as to go faster than a sky-rocket ~eat, but, as many could not easi1ymakethepassage, short time the hole will be :filled up, for two or three
and much farther-away up to the seventh heaven? It was closed to prevent further effort in that di- dozen donkeys were busily at work carrying dirt
23. To return to the mosque. Around the rotunda rect.ion.
and rubbish there from some extensive digging t,hat
are two rows of columns of marble, porphyry, and
34. There 1s also on one side a black stone,. which is being done; it is dumped down this hole, and half
other fine stone, some claimed to have once been in ?as been another test as to the probability of reach- of the place is already filled np, and soon the pool of
Herod's temple; the inner row is near the rock, and mg paradise. The candidates have to stand some BetheRda wiU he one of the things that were.
the outer row at a distance of some twenty feet or ~£teen feet from the stone, with their back toward
43. Returning to the hotel, the pilgrims called at
more. This space between the two colonnades is the It and their eyes bandaged; then they turn around a Oatholic convent, or home of the sisters, where
principal part of the mosque. The columns are not quickly, and, marching to the stone, give it a kiss. quite a bm;iness is done in gumming on to cards tbe
all of a hight, but some are brought to the hight of If th~y hit it they are all right, if they miss their dried flowers that grow in the country,. which are
the others by greater thickness of pedestal and capi- case 1s very doubtful. The Scribe was not curious,' duly labeled Bet,hlehem, Nazareth, Mount of Olives,
tal, the latter of which are gilt, giving them a very en~ugh as to _his futme as to try the test.
.
' Jerusalem, etc., so a:S to make np an assortment of
rich appearance. The inner circle of twelve Corin35. There IS also a Well of the Leaf, t,he water of some t,wo dozen kinds, and these are bought by tourthian columns supports the great dome.
which is said to be very clear. The Mos]ems have a ists as mementoes of their yisit. The pilgrims, of
24. The mosque bas two cloisters, separated by curious legend in connection with it. It is claimed course, bought some of them, and some crowns of
the octagonal course of piers or columns named. that Mohammed delivered a prophecy that one of thorns.
There are fifty-six stained glass windows of great his followers should, while alive, enter pamdise; .: 44. Later in the day the subterraneiin quarries
brilliancy and beauty, but they do not make it very ~uringt~., caliphate of \)mar a worshiper, one Sheik- were visited, and they are quite extensi,le. At some
light within, but give that kind of holy dimness tbn-Haymn, came to this well to draw water, when time in the past a great amount of stone ha,s been
which the saint,s best enjoy. After one has been in his bucket slipped from his hand and fell into the quarried out, here. For half a mile ten feet, of
a few minutes, however, his eyes become used to the water. ~e .did ~ot wish _to lose it and followed after, rock has been taken ?ut, with the exl!'eption of the
gloom, and he can see better.
and to h1s mfimte surpnse came to a door, which be columns leftc to :snstam the roof. The marks of t,he
25. The walls are covered with brilliant colored opened, and found it led to a beautiful garden. He chisels of the workmen are s~en in a few columns
tiles, on which are inscribed passages from the wandered about in it for some time and picked a leaf part,ly cut that have never been taken out. The
Koran in Arabic characters, the same as on the outer of the beautiful growth which he saw there, and re- rock is limestone.
walls. The wooden dome is ninety-eight feet high, tained it upon his return. This leaf never faded nor
--------and sixty-six in diamet~r. The pavement is of mar- withered, and thus the words of the prophet were
Obituary.
ble mosaic. Therfl are also fine m:>saics in the win- fulfilled; but the door Las never since been found,
Passed away from earth ami us, D. Hewins, of ,:1\Iinneapolis,
dows.
and no one else baa been able to reach paradise in Minn., aged sixty-five years.
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InthisdearbrotherLiberalism,libertyofthoughtand.speech,
. mong . e re ws an spema
o 1es o t e t e same way; ut evout ' oslems still look upon· has l~st a noble, truthful champion, 1m able, untiring, perse~ermosque are pointed out the shield of Mohammed's the door of the well as the most direct road to para- ing advocate. Like most of us, he was educated a, very strict
uncle, :i!vlohammfld's banner, hairs from his beard, dise.
Christian sectarian. He had very strong reasoning powers and
the print of his feet, etc. In a secure place is a slab
ii6. The small temple a~ the entrance of the mosque a good memory. By persevering; application and invesligation
with three nails and a part of another in it. Origi- of Omar, already spoken of, and from which the he rose above all creeus and fables, enl il1'1Y llisc.arded mvtbica]
·
· said
· to h ave been modeled, is. really 1heology, and finally became >1 true and i"ndependent, p.hilosona.ll y t h ere were nmeteen,
buttb e d evil k nocked them large mo. sque Is
pher. Reason and common sense were his motto. The sciences
into the stone. When the three and the piecPdisap- a beautiful structure, and is called the Kubbet-es- and the unerri 11 g book of nature were his favorit pnronils and
pear the world will surely come to an end. Several Silsileh, or Dome of the Ohain. It is also called the his most inleresting themes. He was a progTessiv, congeni 11 J
old copies of the Koran are kept in the mosque.
Tribunal of David. The tradition attached to it is companion; an honored citizen; a t,ender father; and a sincere
27. On the iron railing which circles the great .that the chain was suspended from heaven to it, and and faithful friend. :Many relativ~and Liberal frienus sincerely
rock in the center are tied a great many pieces of when any two persons get into a dispute which they mourn bis loss. \Vith many tearg the true philosopher was laid
the weary are forever at rest.
rae-s,
placed there by faithful Jlf1oslems as a reminder could not sett1e they went there to have the matter in the grave, where
~
May there not be some happy lands
to Mohammed not to forget them. It is thought to adjusted by the chain, as it was sure to move toward
Beyond the confines of the tomb,
. th rea d aroun d t h e th e one w h o was lll
· th e r1g
· ht .
And
pureeverlasting
celestial spirit
bands
b e near1y as goo d a way as t o t 1e
Where
fiowers
bloom,
fingers to prevent one from forgetting. It is Moham37. Another tradition is that all witnesses to great
In 1wrfect wOl'lds of bliss on b!gh,
· to pu JI t h e sou1s out of t h e p1t
· b e1ow by tria
· 1s were b roug h t h ere to b e teste d as to the truth
Wherekindredspiritsneverdle!
men.:1 w h o 1s
Or will the soaring mind remain
the hair of the head at the great day. Fortunate of their evidence. If it was true, they could grasp
In quiet. everlasting rest,
Free ft•om anxiety and pain,
will those be who have a tuft of hair left upon the the chain; if false, they were not able to grasp it;
No more with mortal care oppressed,
crown, but the ·baldheaded will stand a very poor if a link broke off he was a perjurer and was not perIn silent grave·sequestered bowers
Sleep undisturbed amid the fiowers!
chance.
mitted to testify. The dome of the Ascension marks
We weep, we mourn bis transient stay,
28. TheMosque-el-Aksa, standing near the mosque the spot where Mohammed alilcended on his remarkAnd like the fiowers pass nway.
of Omar, was the next place visited. There is doubt able joumey to heaven.
as to the origin of this building, or group of build38. At the southeast corner of the Haram a deCarry the ·war into Africa.
ings, but it is held to be identical (in site if no more) scent of thirty-two steps brings one to the place
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
with the magnificent basilica founded by the Em- called the cradle of Christ, a small chamber, which your columns I not unfrequently see the defeat of
peror Justinian in honor of the Virgin. It is held by is said to be the place where Jesus when a babe re- Comstock in some of his attacks on better people.
some that this structure is entirely Arabian, but its mained when brought by his parents from Nazareth Nevertheless, Comstock, on the whole, is victorious
form of a basilica, its cruciform plan, and the ex- to be circumcised; but as Matthew says that at that so far. Heredity, the only gospel by which mankind
istence of certain ancient remains, prove that it was very time he was in Egypt, one is at a loss on which can really be saved, is a tabooed subject. Dr. Foote
a Christian church, and has been converted into a hook to hang his belieF. Here his mother and her is stirring it up, but Dr. Foote is denied the use of
mosque. Other>~ deny that it was ever a Ohristian husband were retained for several days, and this was the mail; and, I believe, besides that, he finds it
church, or that Justinian had anything to do with it, the home of Simeon.
necessary to avoid tbe marriage question, which is as
affirming that it was built by Abd-el-:Mekel, in the
39. From this room a further descent is made to essential to all views about heredity as a foundation
end of the seventh century. The porch has seven the vaulted cellars and the wilderness of piers and to a building. The Oneida Community, which really
arcades leading into the seven aisles of the basilica. columns which were erected to level up the grounds was trying valuable experiments in heredity, has
29. The old mosque is a large building with many to the proper bight for the court of the temple. It been compelled to conceal, though probably not to
columns, ,some of them marble and of the Corinthian is claimed by those who make so many extravagant discontinue, its practices. The movement in favor of
order, while othm·s are imitation and covered with claims that this work was done by Solomon, and th'<lt ignorance has been vel)' successful during the last
plaster. There are paintings on the different arches he used those subterranean passages as stables for 11even years.
and walls, some quite ancient, and some modern and his numerous chariot horses; but it is far more probIn a former communication I endeavored to show
of an indifferent quality. The columns and piers are able that they do not date any further back than the one way in which we must meet it. Science and Inconnected by a rude architrave, which consists of time of Herod. A good deal more is claimed for fidelity are as good as dead from the day they bebeams of roughly-squared timber, inclosed in a cas- Solomon and his time than there is any proof to sns- come afraid to investigate any subject, especially one
ing of one-inch stuff, on which the decoration is tain.
so vital as this. 1Ve must" glory in the shame" of
made. The beams are much decayed, and show
40. On the east wall of the Haram the pilgrims, "obscenity," since "obscenity" has come to be the
signs of great age. All the arches are painted.
climbed the steps which leaJ to the top of the wall, accepted term for the science of purity, health, and
30. The windows are rich and showy, but not where a Rplendid view is obtained of the. Mount of mater~ity. B~t there is a~other w~y of takin~ the
equal to those in the mosque of Omar. Much of the Olives, the Garden of Gethsemane, the valley of offemnv, carrymg the war Into Afnca. That 1s, to
interior is whitewashed. The interior of the dome J ehosophat, the cern~terie~, and all the sur:ounding s~nd Comstock to j.ail. . Complaint~ .hay several
and the portion immediately under it are richly dec- noted places. Here IS a p1ece of broken pillar pro- times been made agamst him for mahcwus prosecuorated mosaic work and marble casing. The ara- truding from the wall, respecting which the Moslems tion, blackmail, assault, forgery, etc.; also against
besques and mosaics differ in style from those in the have the tradition that when :Mohammed comes to his purse-bearer, Colgate, for obscenity under his
other mosque.
judge the world he will sit on thi~, and when a slen- own law. Once, at least,, a true bill was found
iil. Among the sacred places the following are der cord has been stretched across to the top of the against Tony, but I believe all these prosecutions
pointed out: The tombs of the sons of Aaron, marked Mount of Olives, those who would reach paradise came to nothing. The reason is, the accused did not
by a stone slab in the pavement near the entrance. must walk on that thread. Some of the way it is to hav the money, patience, and courage to push a mat(l!'ar more likely it marks the place where some be no larger than a hair, and those who pass over it ter involving so much that was um'!avory against the
Knight Templar was buried.) 'l'he pulpit at the will have the burden of their sins to fetter their feet. united church. They were easily bought off.
southern end is exquisitely carved in wood, and is The guilty will fall from the cord into the gulf of
Now we hav a De,fense fund. But defense is not
said to be the ct!dar of l,ebanon. It wes done in hell, but the just will be supported by angels and the attitud~ of strength. We ~ust attac~. Let us
Damascus, and brought to Jerusalem by Saladin.
they will cross over safely.
hav a "Society for the ProsecutiOn of PerJurers, Ex32. Near the pulpit, and west of it, is what is
41. 'l'wo of the gates in the wall which formerly tortioners, Common Barrators, Maintainers, and
called the praying-place of Moses; but as nobody were open are now clos~d-t~e Golden gate and_ the Champert_ors,"with a fund confided .to a good, trusty
claims that 1\1oses was ever in Jerusalem, or the land Beautiful gate. Jesus 1s sa1d to have passed mto lawyer, hke Mr. Wakeman, and, m the nature of
of Yahweh, it cannot well he understood why Moses one of them when he enteTed the city on Palm Sun- things, it cannot be long before we get Comstock
s~ould have a praying:place in this mosque. Imme- day, and which will be opened for him agai~ w~en ' convicte~ of some_ graye offense and ~is pals so
d1ately back of the pulpit is a stone having an im- he comes to judge the world. Probably 1t w1ll. demoralized and disgraced that they will neYer be
·. print, said to have been made by the feet of Christ. The other is where Peter and John miraculously heard of more. If you start a subscription list for
'"Who found it out is not f!tated.
cured a lame man. But ae this wall, with ite gate1, th~t purpose, I ptomi!! to "come dow-n handl!oml.'l."
In thil'l moeque are two pillar!! etanding pretty was constructed some centuries after the time when
L. J.AlUI·II,
1

aa.
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Mr. Bennett in India.
From the Theosophist we learn that the Theosophical Society· of India held their anniversary meetmg
on January 12th, at which meeting Mr. Bennett was
one of the speakers. Col. Alcott gave an account of
the work the society had performed in the past year,
and alluding to the proposition of the Bombay Gazette, that he and Joe Cook should get up a religious
controversy, said that he had not the time to answer
Cook, but that, perhaps, "Mr. D. M. Bennett, editor
and proprietor of TuB TRUTH SEEKim, one of the
greatest organs of the Western Freethought movement," might baT a few words to say upon the subject. Mr. Bennett did hav a few words to say, and
gave Cook's religion a thorough overhauling. The
speech, together with the other proceedings, will appear in his letters in the proper place. At its conclusion he and Col. Alcott were complimented and
warmly thanked by many Hindoo and Parsi gentlemen. In the published proceedings Mr. Bennett is
introduced to the public of India by the following
note:
" This famous Infidel agitator against Christian orthodoxy ia
a strong-built gentleman, of medium bight, with a large intellectual forehead and a pleasant voice. He was reared &I a
'Shaker,' a sect of celebrated Christian· mystics in America,
who are universally: esteemed for their pure moral character and
industrious habits. His religious views having changed, Mr.
Bennett at the age of 27 left tbem and went out into the world
to fight a life-long battle for Freethought. Eight years at:o he
established THE TRUTH SEEKER, a weekly journal, which now
has 50,000 readers, and hall written and published scores of
tracts and leail.ets besides ten or more books against Christianity. He became so daugerous an opponent that, at last, the
orthodox party availed themselvs of a convenient pretext, and
had him sent to prison for selling a physiological work of w hic:ih
he was neither an author nor a pRbliPher, and which the book
trade were then selling, and are still selling, with impunity,
thousands of copies! The fact appears iu Mr. Bennett's
address."

These proceedings made Joe Cook so angry that
in his lectures in Bombay he went out of hia way to
defame the character of Mr. Bennett, Col. Olcott,
and many nativ gentlemen of irreproachable character. He was immediately challenged to prove hi•
statemimts by Pandit Dayanand Saraswati Swami,
Col. Olcott, and Mr. Bennett, of whom the last mentioned sent the following challenge:
Caow's NEsT BUNGALOW, MAHALAKSHHI, Jan. 18, 1822.
Sm: You hav defamed my character, impugned my motiTs,
and cast a slur upon the whole Frellthought party who take the
liberty of thinking for themselvs. That the Indian public may
know whether your several statements are true or false, I shall
make, oii Friday evening, at 5·30, at the Framji Cowasji Institute, a public statement. On that occasion I invite you to meet
me face to face anil answer the statements I shall make. Your
failure to do so would be construed into an inability to substantiate reckless allPgations fl.un1 out under the protection of &
crowd or sympathizers.
Should you plead other engagemPnts, I may say that to meet
your calumnies I hav myself put off my engagement. Like
yourself, I am on a voyage around the world, and hav no time
to waste.
For the whole truth,
·Yours, etc.,
D. M. BENNETT.

Of course Cook failed to respond, but the meeting
came off· and "was the mo11t overwhelming triumph
the society has ever had in the Bomb~y presidency.
The building was crowded to suffocation and the enthusiasm of the nativ audience knew no bounds."
The proceedings were reported and distributed in
Iu.dia, but hav not ye\ reached us, That Cook'• vUe
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fell upon rather steril soil is proved by what the Liberals say or think; all he cares for is his
Liberal Notes and News.
fact that at the next lecture in Bombay, as we
God
and
his
priest.
These
men
love
power,
and
are
A.
L.
RawsoN
will speak at Science Hall, Marek
11
from the Theosophist, he was more hissed than
not satisfied because they cannot walk the streets "' 19 th, at 8 P.M., on" The Voice of Humanity in the·
~~.m01 ,. ..u.·~~, and a deputation of nativs was sent to
Th.eOISOJ>hi.cal headquarters to ask the founders to little bigger men than common. The danger to our Architecture, Sculpture, and Painting of the Past."'
is in giving .to piety a monopoly of enforc- This is the eleventh lecture of the course inauguratedl
to these aspersions. In accordance with this ?ountry
mg laws. These priests hav dren(Jbed the world in
Col. Olcott and Madam Elavatsky, in company blood. They hav made the earth a Golgotha. These by the Society of Humanity.
Captain Banon, who was visiting them at that men liv by contributions of the churches and half
Mns. AN~E. T. :ANJ?ERSON addressed the Second:
proceeded on the fo.llowing day to hear Mr. the fine of all they can mulct the persons for.
So.ciety of Sp1r1tuahsts m the parlors of Mr. an~ Mrs.
last lecture. "Their appearance at the Town
Equal and just laws is the next corner-stone, but Mtlton Rat~b~n, March .8~h, ~pon the 9uest10n of
Ball was greeted with such a thundering and pro- with these IJOCieties in existence there can be no just ,, The J'l.1aterial~st~ and Spmtu~hsV! c,~mbmed Forces
longed applause that it must hav stirred up the lect- laws, and no fair trial. The victim is convicted to Check Chr1Bt1an . AggressiTD;es~. . All present
. urer's guilty conscience, as he opened his discourse from the start. Judges dare not let up on the pris- seemed to favor her ~deas of ladies Liberal Leagues
with the cowardly remark to the address of the <mer. The society must convict, or it would be liable to be formed as an .atd.
.
.
nativ audience-reminding them ' of the presence to a prosecution for damages for false imprisonment.
W. F. JAMIESON 1s busy nearly all ~he time m the
of four policemen' at the door of the hall. It was
In 1873, for the .first time, at the instigation of lecture field. He does not depend entirely on lect~re
not only in bad ta11te, but positivly vile, since the Comstock, the post.office was empowered to discrim. calls, but goes into all the world and preac~e~ Ltbnativs only availed themFielvs of their legal right to inate upon the matter that went through the post- eralism. ~en last .heard from he wa.s g1vm~ a
applaud or hiss at their will and pleasure. This bad office. This turned the whole post-office into a trap course of s1:x lectures m Turner Hall, Chilton, W!s.,
taste and utter lack of gentlemanly tact and discre- to be used for the benefit of these amateur theolo_~:dc and was announced to speak at Fo:x Lake, W11.,
tion were shown by the Boston lecturer a day later cal societies. It is a trick and device to make the March 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th, where he
'at Poona with a still greater prominence. Refused United States a bureau of detection for Comstock's may be addressed for the present.
by the non-Christian natiVI!! to listen to the Lord's society. The result is, as Comstock said in Benedict's
ON Thursday, Feb. lOth, Comstock arrested Wm.
prayer which he insisted forcing upon them, Mr. court, that "in this court we always convict."
Wilson on a charge of defamation of character. He
Cook wrathfully advised them to pray to their' false
Mr. Wakeman alluded to the trial of the Millers thinks it will take $10,000 to repair the damage
gods.' Then he quarreled with two of the Christian in New Jersey, a full report of which was given in Wilson bas done to his reputation by publishing some
missionaries present and insulted the ehairman, a THE TRUTH SEEKER. He then gave a statement of facts about him. The judge (Neilson) seemed to be
respec1talt>le European gentleman of Poona, the re- the arrest and proaecution of Dr. E. Moyer, for sell- of the same opinion, for he placed the bail at the
markable lecture coming to a close, to the great de- ing "Paine's Age of Reason," of which an account above sum. He was afterward convinced that Mr.
light of the 'heathen.' audience, amidst a 'general will be found in another column.
Wilson would not run away, although not bound by
Christian row,' as the heathen editor of a local paper
He drew a distinction between the jurisdiction of quite so much money, and he reduced the bail to
expre~sed it."
the United States and states, and said that the ten- $3,000, which being given by Mrs. Wm. Wilson and
Altogether, the simultaneous appearance in Bom- dency of those l~wR was to c.entra~ization-a tenflency a gentlema~ friend, Mr. Wilson was allo'!ed to go
bay of Joe Cook and Mr. Bennett-falsehood and utterly rmbverstv of American hberty. He alluded until such time as the court should want him. The
truth-made a pretty lively time for the nativs. to Dr. Foote. The post-office could not find anything idea of Comstock suing for defamation of his character
Cook was probably a revelation to them of a hither- ''obscene" in hi11 paper, and said it must be stopped is quite rich. A rotten egg might as well get·
Uilknown phase of Christianity, and undoubtedly becau11e it was an advertising !!beet. So 26,000 offended at being accused of stinking when broken.
createdasensation akin to what might be experienced of his papers were held at Buffalo without any auby a colony of bees upon the sudden dropping into thority but the dictum· of the post-office officials,
OwiNG to the crowded state of our columns, the
· their midst of a rather overgrown and particularly and he was obliged to pay $200 to get them started instalment for this week of Mr. Wakeman's lecture
vicious monkey.
on their way.
is unavoidably deferred. Students will miss their
The Liberals of the county were the only ones who usual treat, but next week it will appear. Perhaps
Hr. Wakeman on Comstockian :Societies. realized the gravity of the danger to our liberties by they can content themselvs with Mr. J. W. King's
.
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these l aws. M rs. A me lIa . · <-! Y was r~ an- and their laws were theological mob laws. The state mary 8 Y1e.
~ can urms
u
n_ounced .to lecture. upon this ~UbJect, but owmg to should punish the improper use of the mails by ar- leather, with red edges, for 75 cents per volume
IIIO~ness m the family of her friend and partner, Mrs. resting the offender at either end of the route, as extra, or $2.25 for the three; in morocco, with gilt
Smith, sh~ was unable to keep her engagtement, and well as by express, or auy other conveyance. Any edges, for $1 extra per volume, or $3 for the three
Mr. T .. B. Wakeman was called upon ~y .he Lect.ure body who said he was in favor of obscenity was a volumes. All wanting them that way will please
Committee of the club to .speak upon ComBtocktsm liar, and he was astounded that such a paper as the notify us, remitting the amount, and the books will
~ot a .Safe or a Repubh~an Form o1~ Government, Beaton Inde:c ~hould repeat these slanders and stead- be bound as desired. We will feel obliged if th11y
slthe~ m the. State or Umted States.
Among the fastly refuse to publish the correction he had repeat- will order early, so we can tell how many to bind in
p;omment L1berals.present were Courtlandt Palmer, edly sent. All laws giving officials power to discrim- leather and mor_o_c_c_o_.________
[F'romth•Bostonlnvutigator.
E. W. Chamberla.m, S. P. Putnam, H. B. Brown, inate against any paper should be revised.
D~s. E ..B. Fo.ote, Sr;, E. B. Foote, Jr., Gunn, a~d. Mr. Wakeman concluded his hour's speech by say- Prosecuted for Selling the "Age of Reason."
Kmget. An mvitatiOn was exte,nded .to .Mr. McB.tr- ing that he had as many interests at stake as any, but
Dr. E. Moyer was arrested Feb. 4th for selling Paine's "AfC•
D:ey, secretarY: ?f the Young Mens Christian Assoma- he would peril them all to defend principles of Amer- of Reason" without a license (religious works, tracts, etc., ratiOn, but he d~d .not respond. Comstock was also. ican liberty.
quiring no license here). Dr. Moyer, being a Htranger here,
absent-unavotdably, proJ:lably.
. l Dr. Lambert aroee and said he had been told ):>y and having no friends that he wa• aware of, happened to mel,lt
C.ourtlandt Palmer presided, and after the routme members of the New York assembly that Mr. Wake- with me after having put up hill bail to appear, etc., and asked
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,.. hat to do. I spoke to some of the Freethinkers, amongst
usmess 0 t ~ C u '
r.
a eman opene · . .8 man's arguments before the assembly were the means whom was Geo. W. Lewis, Esq., who is a gentleman of standbegan by alludmg to th~ departure. fr.om first prmm- of defeating Comstock. The committee at first ing and more than ordinary legal ability and practitioner at all
ples of our government ln th~ admiSSIOn to our stat- were with Uomstock, but after hearing Wakeman's our courts.
ute. books of Comstock la'!s ~n 1872, and to the par- !!peach, "Liberty and Purity," they were surprised Dr. Moyer had a t&lk ~i.th Mr. ~ewis, wh?se ready wit
oehng out to amateur. s.ometies t.he enforcem~nt of that they, ail lawyers, had not seen the truth before. prompting him what t~ do m the prem1ses, cunnmgly de!l'&nd1
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ed a jury trial. A. vemre was served at first for twenty JUrors.
our aws.
our some Iel!, e sal ' a prac 10!1 Y
Mr. Palmer said Mr. Wakeman should be sent to Of course they were closely questioned as to w.hether_ they were
the control of ?ur laws. These a~e (1) the Somety Albany again, and the club should send him there. free from prejudice against Infidds, and t~e1r test1mon~ was
for th.e PreventiOn of C~elty to ~mmals, (2) Crue.lty He offered to help pay the expense. Dr. Lambert found to be somewhat difficul•-almost as difficult as gettmg a
to C~Ildren, (3) P~event~on of Crime, (~) Su ppress10n moved that a committee be appointed to get money jury on a Sunday law case. ~ut, h~wever, ~fter a sec?nd, then
o~ :VIce, all of which,. w1th th~ exceptiOn of the So- to defray expenses, which motion was carried. H. a third, Mr. Lewis succeeded m gettmg a satisfactory Jury.
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In opening the case the prosecuting attorney read parts or
me Y. or e reventiOn o nme, are ega Y r!ln Y B. Brown, T. C. Leland, E. W. Chamberlain, and page• 1 9 19 66 etc., of the'' A.ge of Reason," and made
Elbndge T. Gerry. The effect has been practwall;r Mr. Dean were appointed committee to obtain sub- some re~a'rks: and of course read the cit.Y ordinance in r.e~ard
to abandon ~he enforce.t;ne~t of our la~s to theolog1- scription&. Courtlandt Palmer headed the list with 10 selling books, etc. (Remember, the city allows all re!Jgwus
cal and sentimental so~leties. T:ast wmter <?omsto?k $25.
book~ pamphlets tracts, p&pers, or cards to be sold on the
endeavored to e~tend biB ?~erat1<-!ns by gettmg a b1ll, At the close of the meeting the chairman announced street~ free from t~xes). He claimed that the " Age of Reason"
thr.ough our.le~Islature givmg him the power to ap-. that "'75 had been collected, and WI.th a few explan- did not come under that head; that it was.& boo~ t.he.author
d
'I'
of which was a well-known Infidel, and that It was IDJUnous, as
point eput1es m any county of t~e state, who were a tory and supplementary remarks by Mr. Wakeman it always has been, to the human family, and now is to the risto .hav power to make arr~sts Without a warrant. the club then adjourned.
inv. generation.
Thts law, Mr. Wakeman said, was defeated by the
It is useless to add that the court-room was packed, f1om the
·Libera~, who saw through it, and opposed it on
orthodox clergy even to the illite~ate ~;hinama':, to h~ar the repr.inciple. In three different states in the West, now,
N 0 Paine Monument in Washington.
suit of this supposed breach or vwlation of a mty ordmance.
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to get under their control the morals sentiments men w~re ~omg to raise a monument to a me, ~n ' thought, the right of speech, the ng~t of actmg, no~ m defiance
and amu&ements of the people.
'
', supposmg It to hav been started by some Washi?g- of law, but that right which God h!lnsel.f al!d law Itself allows
There are four corner-stones of American liberty.: ton correspon~ent. who kn~~ what he was talkmg (which is not in d;:fiance to law, but wh~eh 1s evPry man's preThey are separation of church and state. equal just ; about, we ~op1ed It. Rece1vmg t~e other day, from rogativJ, the right to think and s~eak. .
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it suffice that the prosecuting a.ttorney , I !1 t rep y,. u was
bors. Church and state, he went on, must he kept sep- an recetve In rep1y e o owmg e e :
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willing to submit the case to the Jury. Tn(' Judge m hi• charge
ra .e.
ere is no freedom with any sort of a pope'1
"WASHINGTON, D. C., March 9, 1882.
was neutral. Most 0 f the jury were church-members, ami were
to 11t· in inquisition on our thoughts. No censorship "MY DEAR MR. :MA.cno~ALD: All I know about the P~ine naturally supposed to be prejudiced to Infidelity, u!'ld pHrtici·· oan be admitted by any theological coterie or society, monument is wha~ I saw I~ the pape:s. I flo not know that I larly Paine's "A.ge of Rea~on." B.nt to th~ a~tmnshmPnt r:f
or our liberties are gone. Take the men who control am on any commltt~~ to ratse or receive money. ,
,
the crowded court-room, when the JUry announced the re~ dithe se somettell,
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Yours truly,
R. G. hGEBSOLL.
· demswn,
· · aft;er on JYa fP\~· ml·nutes' " bs " nce in the
and what would they d o w1t
ness of th e1r
members of the Liberal Club ? They would do as
We regret that the story is a canard, for Paine ju;y room, they returned a :verdict of ''not g:uiitv .:' and I
Calvin d'd
of hthe American
must ~ay,court-room.
notonlytothesurpr1se, butf'xtremes"usfa,ction oft be
1 w h en h e roasted S ervetus f or two h ours deserves a monument at the hands
M
.
crowded
~ver green oak. The men who control these socie- people, and ~houl~ hav on~.
ay hap e WI1l, one of I am happy to state t~at 1:>r. Moyer WM congratulated by all
b es. are survivals-fossils who come down from bar- these days, etther m Washmgton or the Central Park of us who are for right, JUStiCe, and freedom.
ll'ic and barbarous ages. Comstock does not care in this oity.
We#t Oaldarnl, Cal.
JoHN C. BULLO<JX.
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Imagin such waves of air passing through rock or
iron! It would pulverize them. Nay, imagin. them
shocking our ear-drums. The very thought g~vs us
the ear-ache!
Is the Sound Theory Overthrowg.~-Concluded. Unfortunately for these air wave theorists, they
In one place Tyndall says that "a string stretched entirely overlooked the fact that sound goes through
over rigid bits of iron unconnected with wood makes water. As we cannot see air waves, they can talk
no sound, no matter how strongly vibrated, because securely of them, but water we can see. Sound goes
such string is too thin a body to produce a sensible through water four times faster than~. through air.
effect on the air." "It is not the chords that throw What makes the sound heard through water? A
the air into motion, but the large surfaces they are familiar example is known to boys in bathing. . One
conneated with and the air inclosed by these sur- will get two rocks and clap them together under water
faces." "The motion communicsted to, air by a whileanother some distance off holds his head under.
vibrating string is too small to be perceived ~s sound A severe, distressing, solid sound is heard. While
even at a small distance from the string" (Lectures some boys are diving a distance off, another boy. will
on Sound). "This," says the author of th~ book, "is slyly knock stones together under the water. Every
suicide, for the little films over the opemngs at the diver will instantly rise shaking his h\ad and comlocust's side are the one-hundreth part as large as such plaining. These sounds must be made, then, by water
strings as Tyndall speaks of, yet with no strong hand waves. According to the current theory, some of
to pluck, with nothing but its tiny legs to rub over these waves must be monsters, and yet not the slightthem, this little creature "molds and carves the air est ripple is observed either upon or beneath the
into waves," sitting upon a leaf with no large surface water. That is an experiment the writer of this
to act as sounding-board-thus by its almost invis- has very often made. This al0ne is enough to overible films generating disturbances to fill four entire whelm the air wave theory. Why not admit, then, at
miles of air."
once that sound is a real entity, like magnetism, which
But, says the writer, here is the grand demonstration passes through densest matter, grasping other matter
of the utter non~ense of the accepted theory. He is far from it and putting it in motion· or dragging it
willing to forego all else and stand on this demon- toward itself as though it had arms with hands?
stration alone. There can be no doubt of the theory Sound also is a material doubtless somewhat akin to
as propounded. It means that sound is nothing but magnetism, set into Tarious action according to the
"au waves fltriking the drum- skin"-" the tympanic nature, etc., of the molecules disturbed by the shock
membrane"-:"moving it once in, once out," and the and has an affinity for the auditory nerve just as light
sound is in ourselvs-it is nothing outside of us but has for the ocular nerve. A mere wave of grosser
vibrations of air. "Now if I can demonstrate that substance cannot hav such effect on our finer senses.
this does n.ot vib;ate, cannot yibrat~, in respons~ ~o' Wave velocity is always in proportion to the wave
sound, and IS not mtended t~ vtbra~e m the least, tt _1s length. D of the piccolo flute has a wave length of
clear that the wave theory falls? Fust, the drum-skm three inches.__J..ow E of the double bass has a wave
~s a ~embrane, a physical, ponderable _body, having length of twenty-eight feet, according to the theory.
mertta only to be overcome by force tf merely sns- Between these two are wave lengths of all sizes. Yet
pended; but b~ing tightly _draw_n, it req_uires more all these move 1,120 feet per second in air at sixty
force to. move .tt. Secol;ld, tt wetghs a httle over a degrees fahrenheit. Let a band of music be stahalf gram, or tt takes stxteen thousand to make R tioned at a distance off. You hear each instrument
pound of them. Third, stretched it occupies one at the same instant. Were the wave theory true you
cubic fourth inch. Now imagin one drum-skin .ex- would hear the tones of low E bass first. Then
tended. in the space of eac~ cub~c quarter inch of the would follow the others in due order. After a long
four mtles fill~d by the stn~ulatwn of the locust As interval those of the little flute would come slowly
sure as there ts any truth m the wave theory, all of in. But in fact there is another law of waves that
these. will be thrown into motio!-1. By a simpl~ ~al- wduld cause still greater confusion. Each 'wave
culatw~ we find that here are st~ty:five quadr1~l10n moving onward expends its strength, goes slower, and
tyll?-pamc m~mbranes stretched wtthmthefourmlles; is overtaken by other waves in its rear; finally one
d!vtded by stxteen thous~n?, the number _to the pound, largest wave of resistance is raised composed of ingtv~ us t'!Vo t~C!usa~d m1lhon tons ~f thts n;tembra~e, numerable overtaking waves. Watch the sea or lake
whwh thts triflt_ng t.nsect can throw _mtoraptd motwn shores any day and this can be observed.
by merely movmg !ts _legs! Da:rwt~ says the locust
I hav thus hastily sketched a few of the insupercan be heard one nnle m every du_ectwn, and Tyndall able difficulties presented by the anther of the work
says each ea~-drum mov~s on!3e ~.~ and out by the against the air wave theory of sound.
.
We are strange creatures. We will uphold any
force of the a~r at each v1bratwn.
. If we con!Uder the passa_ge of sound through theory or practice, no matter how absurd it may be,
~ron, wood, or roc~,_by the _au wave theory, we run so long as our doubts remain quiescent. The wisest,
mto equal. absurdtttes. It IS a law of '!Vater waves grelltest mindR of every age· hav been the most activ
that the dtstance betw~en each :wave ts as _te~ to in upholding whatever may hav been the fashion of
twelve. as c~mpare? Wtth t~e htght; that 1~, tf a their time. As the author truly says, when reviewwave ts one mch htgh t~e d~stance betw.een. It and ing the wonderful ruins he has made, astonished, as
other waves of the salll:e htght ts ten or ~welv_e mches. he well may be, at his own havoc, the wisest of us
Toss one-p?und sto~es mto water, ~~;nd you ratse waves are like mules hitched to a turning post and made to
about two mches htg? an~ twenty t~ches apart. ~he go round and round. When the hitching strap is
author spent much ttme lf;1 measurmg and studymg taken off we still continue to go round and round
waves, and employed asststants .. He measured the from force of habit. That no attention has been
· waves from drops ~f water fal~mg on the surface, given to this work in the scientific (so called) publiwav~s made by passmg boats, waves caused by gal.es cations is only another proof that there is popery in
of wmd. . He went out and measured the ocean btl- science as well as in religion and medicin.
CLARKE IRVINE.
lows. He found thisla w invari~ble. · He ~ound also,
as any one who ever saw water m commotwn knows,
that the waves travel faster the larger they are.
A Letter from California.
Children playing with toy ships on the water know
·· · this. How slowly the little vessel travels on the tiny To THE EDITOR. OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: We are keeping
waves made by drops of water, be the waves never the :fires of liherty bright and burning here lJnder the au.
of Liberal League 190 we celebrated Thomas Paine's
so rapid ! Let an ocean billow seize the little boat, spices
birthday in excellent style. Our principal speaker was Charles
and it 1s borne out of sight in a moment. Now the Bright, a distinl;(uished A.uslralian Liberal. For local speakers
air wave men hav devoted whole pages to show that we had .T. L. Hatch, president of the League; Leonidas Hamthe air waves are exactly like water waves in every ilton, a young lawyer; I. N. Choynski, an editor, and A.ddie
respect. Now what is the theory as to the wave Ballou, prominent_in Spiritual circles. The speeches were exthe audience large and in&lligent. The best report of
lengths and bights in air producing sound? Here cellent,
the proceedings was given by the JJail;y lhaminer, the leading
we hav it from Tyndall, ever ready with his tuning- D~mocratic journal of the city.
fork: "Imagin this fork vibrating 384 times in air,
Under the auspices of Auxiliary Liberal League 190, also, we
at sixty degrees fahrenheit, of this room in one sec- had a splendid lecture by Charles Bright on Monday AVening
ond, the foremost wave of air is 1,120 feet from the last, the subject being ''What Civilization has Done for Chrisfork. Therefore in this distance are 384 vibrations tianity." 'rhe lecturer spoke extemporaneously, and handled the
in a masterly manner. The audience enthusiastically
or waves of air; 1,120 feet, divided by 384 vibrations, subject·
applauded. Resolutions of sympathy with the oppressed and
·givs us exactly two feet eleven 'inches for the length outraged Russittn Jews were passed by acclamation, and the
of each wave. Here is another fork vibrating at Russian consul in this city was politely requAsted to transmit
the rate of two hundred and fifty-six per second." the respectful petition to his imperial maj ·sty of all the Russias.
The length between its air waves is of course four His majesty is appealed to in person in the resolutions to stay
the crime and carnage produced by the most fearful fanaticism
feet four inches.
,
of this or any age.
But there is the law showing the amplitude or Mr. Bright departs for the East to-day, and will call at the
bight of each wave once we hav the distance. Each office of TilE TRUTH SEEKER. We bespeak for him a hearty
wave is from one-tenth to one-twelfth as high as the rec0ption. In religion the geutlP.man is a Spiritualist, aud, l1ke
di11tance from wave to wave. If the waves are iden- the hosts of Spiritualists throngbout the. coun•ry, he is heart
tically the. same as water waves, as the theory de- and soul with us non-Spiritualists in the great. Liberal crusade
the gigantic superstition called Christianity. Previous
clares, then these air waves made by this tuning-fork, against
to his departure he was tendered a farewell social meeting by
vibrating two hundred and fifty-six times per second, Wm. S. Ray, a voung and successful merchant of this city.
are at least four inches high. If the waves are not Assembling at the comfortable and h9spitable home of Mr.
about that ,high, then they are not like water waves, Ray, he and his estimable lady made the guest of the evening
and so the theory falls to the ground. Now Tyndall and all others present perfectly at home. We hope to hear
that Mr. Bright will hav a successful eastem tour. "A. stranger
says some sound waves are four hundred and seventy- in
land," we hav, to the best of our means, received
Itt feet.!Part, and therefore mu1t be forty-ser.en feet hima strange
<;!?r!lia\lr.~?re• . El'rllr ~'!I .un!Ye!'!~Cl mentll,l lib.ert;y,
htJh. n~re at-{) ~h~ 1ta1't~l tor
K, atmt>I~
~ 11tli'tWUco1 Mar. 1; 18s~.
BrM~ Alloms.

gfommunications.

tu"'

a&a.

Still l;Jnconvinced.
To THE EDITOR OF THE Tiurra; SE~~ER, Si?' : .Mr. Wakeman in his article in reply to his critics, complams that his
critids hav commenced too soon to criticise him, and should
wait until he has completed his statements. He says I entertain inconsistent views of him, and it can't ·be wondered at that
I get so confused about his treatment of the difficult subject in
hand. To say one is a deep,.logical reasoner, and yet is liable
to reason wrong and commit mis~kes, was not, I should think,
very inconsistent. A. d~ep, lo~wal _reasoner, !lo matt~r how
level his head may be, IS not mfall1ble, and. IS som~bmes as
liable to make mis·akes as other people, partwularly 1f he has
a hobby to ride. Probably we all hav our bobbies, and perhaps Mr. Wakeman is not an exception. I would walk a hundred miles to see the man who never reasoned wrong or never
·
made a mistake.
Now I would ask him if protoplasm, as hli describes it, is
not a g~rm ? He says that _it is the ?ridge over the c~asm be-_
tween inorganic and orgamc matter, that all orgamsms, all
life, originate from ~rotoplasm, and only from protoplasm: It
this is true, is not this protoplasm a germ? I would_ call It so,
and did but did not say that Mr. Wakeman called 1t a germ.
L think 'r made no dogmatic assertions about this matter, one
way or the other, but _si_mply asked him how he knows that
organization and life ongmated from pro~oplasm, and only from
it. This question he has not an~wered, or only so f~r as to say
that scientists are now substantially agreed upon th1s hypothesis. A.nd he answers the question in regard to th~ ori!!in of
protoplasm by saying that thii< wonderful SUbstance IS a purely
natural product, and quotes Haec~el~ Huxley, Spencer, a!ld
all evolution biologists. Now we m1ght say a tree, a _pumpkm,
or a horse was purely a natural. product; yet tha~ IS not a~
swering the question how and Ill what manner VItal orgamc
life is generated in the first place.
Mr. Wakeman says that if I think the scientists are w1·ong,
I hav only to show life i,s something besides protoplasm. Now
I hav never asserted that life is not in protoplasm, or that it is
in something bcsi~es that ~ubstance. I am a ~ere inqu~rer,
and if I recollect r1ght, I neither asserted nor derued anythmg.
1 fr~ely own myignoran?e in. these matters, a~d of course am
not going to try to explam thmgs I know very httle about. He
defies me to show any life that is not in the matter called protoplasm He may well do that; I pretend to no knowledge of
Lhe unknewable or unprovable. But it is rather for him to
show that there is no life other than in the matter of protoplasm. The burden of.proo_f rests ol!- him, not upon me, as I
hav neither affirmed nor demed anythmg.
Mr. Wakeman says," What I was trying to point out was
that the music was in the piano, but not in the matter of the
piano ver se-that is, not in the matter of which the piano was
made.t' But this is not an analogous case, not a fair comparison by any means. The piano is a mere dead mechanicalmachi~e, and cannot produce any sound of i~self, either whole or
in parts but must depend entirely on outside forces to produce
the mu;ic. Not so with a living, orgdnized, vit"l structure; all
its manifestations of life are within itself, and not an outside
force. The comparison is wide of the mark. .
The trouble with me, says Mr. Wakeman, IS that I seem to
hav no conception of th~ modern phase of Material~sm, which
rests upon modern physwlogy and psyc~ology, wh!~h regards
life feeling thought, soul, not as matenals or entities at all.
He;e Mr. Wakeman is mistaken a little. I ha v been an outand-out Materialist for fifty years, and never hav believed for a
moment that life, spirit, soul, or intelli~ence was either a material or spiritual entity; they are nothmg more, of themsel vs,
than the effects of the action and reaction of matter, the result
of the chemical and electrical changes that are constantly going
on. But very likely I am an old fogy 'with regard to this
new schocl of Positiv philosophy that has become popular in
some quarters of late, where they hav inoculated religion with
science. It seems to me most absurd to attempt to form areligion out of science. I hav very little. concept~on of such a
religio-science such an unnatural, mule-like hybr1d as that. I
bslong to that school of Materialism of which the distinguished
Dr. Charles Knowlton was a member. I was early in life
imbued with Materialistic views. My parents being of the
Quaker school of religion, I was not very m_uch stuffed with
superstitious nonsense about gods and devils, heavens nod
hells, ghosts and witches. What little rdigion I had, if I had
any, was evoluted out of me before I was of age.
'It seems to me this new Materialism inaugurated by Compte
is running too much to seed; it needs the pruning-knife bttdly;
that branch of it called Positiv philosophy, being nothiu!! but a
"sucker," should be taken off .at the root. This stuffing
science with religion has resulted from the foolish cry made by
(;hristians, "What will you giv us in the place of Christianity, and the religi?n that you are robbing us of?" ;A-nd _so
these >Cientific philosophers hav made a ·sort of com posit religion out of science, Materialism, and Atheism-strange materials, truly, to make a religion of. A.mong the absurd cries that
hav been uttered against Infidelity, thiR cry that it is robbing
the wo•ld of Christianity, and this clamoring for a substitute, is
the most foolish. It is precisely like a patient saying to his
physician: "Doctor, now you hav cured me of the fever, what
disease do you propose to giv me in place of it? I can't do
without one." "Well," says the doctor, "I can giv you the
small-pox. How will that do?'' Now, these Positiv philosophers may be curing the fever, but are they not spreadin.: the
small-pox?
I hav no religion, and no gods to serve; yet, perhaps, I hav
as keen a relish for the true, the good, the gmnd, the beautiful,
as most persons; and I hav neve• thought of making a religion
out of such ma'erials, and hav ever regarded religion and superstition as one and the same article. Nor do I think that
these Positiv philosophers and biologists, Comte, Spencer,
Wakeman, and others, will ever be able to make this ununtural religion stick. I doubt if, on an average, one person in
:fifty would hav patience to read Comte's "Positiv Philosophy" through; and those that hav patience and time to read
it will hardly profit by it as a_ religious work. It strikes m_e
that this Positi v religion is not nghtly named. It has no tangtble central figure to worship. lt certainly is not equal, by a
long way, to the tlncient SUn·W?rShip. If W?rship must be
done what more appropriate obJect to worship than the glorious' old sun, the grandest object ever in our view, in whnse
light and heat we liv, move, and hav our being? It is horrible
to contemplate th" deplorahle condition we would be -in here on
our little planet if that glorious, life-giving orb were blotted out
of existence. I confess to a feeling of sympathy for those ancient sun-worshiper~.
Our duty here is plain antl simple : Let us do as we would
wish to be done by; be just and true to ourselvs as well as to
othersj
Be just, be kiud, be honest and true,
And banish all sects and all creeds;
In this we ~hall bll !l IJlentr tv do;
J, 1\l. lill'IG.
Let's root tlut all or tbll wae«s.
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could not hav escaped the observant curiosity of intelligent
·
Greeks and Romans.
The C_hristian religion is based on an irrational mythology,
and so ts, of course, as much of a mythology as any of the
pagan mythologies, except in the lesser number of their gods;
as all we can possibly know of God is from his works-the
Book of Nature-and that proclaims him i:dinit. Thus the assumption by Cnristians that the godhead is a trinity is a clearly
?rov~d man~made mythology, as there canm>t be but OtJP
mfimt. Agatn, the Cnristian mythology claims that "Mary's
son is God. most hif,t~,'' and thus" Mary as the mother of God,"
toget~er with the PXIstence of a devil-Rs the antagonist of God
~whiCh are thoughtless degrauations of his infinitnes8. Such
combined as-ociations or mythological divisions of his self-evi·
dent unity and infinit power are positivly irrational and irreverent and strange delusions for this nineteenth CPntnry. My other
pape~s and books prove, scientifically as well as rationally, nn
mtelhgent !]reatiou and immortality for all minds-without. ~ny
fanciful emotionali•m of biblical cant and irreverence-which
needs no priestly aids to comprehend such common seuseviews
o[ God and nature.
An infinit God is ample for every good, and so needs no mythological airl~; and animal selfishness is ample for everv evil
and so deeds no mythological devil. All mytholog.icalreiigion~
serve only to stultify our rac·e with fabulous follies instead of
reas~n hy seeki?~ for strang<' god:>, Hnd thus maintaining de~Til{~mg superstitiOns wttb such unnatural as~umptions, wbicb
demes to the one real God of nature his infinit prerogativ and
deprives man of his unity of adoration, and thus of his co~mon
sense views of nature and tts author, Such also degrade• man
and narrows his m·ore natural charitable fellowship-now severed by anomalous hostil creeds-and too prevalent inhum"nlly
toward other sentient animals, which the Bible arrogantly Blld
cruelly teaches are only "the brutes that pert,h "-therefore
th~ir feelings are seldom respected.
Thus it must be Eeen that the OhriAtians r.f to-day are but
perpetuating a mythological religi;m most nineteen· ceuturies
old, without any real historic foundation beyond culp»hle
fanaticism. God, or the first great cause of »II phrmomen", rn ust
be too infinitly above man to be belittlingly associated with any
mytholo;!'y or mankind division of his inftuitnes:;, anrl to whom
alone our adoration is due.
Some people attuch great importance to the founding <•f this
era as Anno Domini, as if it was adopted in the year 1, »S denoting an important event; but that is a great error. The designation of this er!l, was fir~t proposed by a fapatical Cbristinn
monk named Dionysius. in the year 516, but wus not used in
any book until the year 748 as A.D.
Cru.s E. TowNSEND.
Loc:ust Valley, N. Y., March 2, 1882.

History records that in the first three centuries of this era
was witnessed the gr••dual downf,.ll and eventunl extinction in
that time, of the ancient pagan religions, of the mythologie; of
Greece and Ron;te. During that transition in the ovPrthrow of
those ancient fatths and associated religious rites much anxiety
for the peace of society and safety of governm~nts was naturally felt to be involved, 'though, for centuries before those
myths had been .only passivly maintained by the ed~cated
class_es. By many with. sue~ le~sening regard that they were
constdered as only poettcal illuswns-frequently derided-but
still _observed some of th~ as~ociated rites, because they served
to _knnd toge~her the unthtnktng !llasses of the people in national
umty, as _theu· most. val.ued mertts. B~t a change was inevitable, and tn the extmctton of such old mythologies there was
necessartly created, in general societv, much consternation and
consequent"distrust ~nan y permanency of faiths, or governru'ents,
and general confuswn and anarchy wore the inevitable results·
as the natural fruits of general ignomnce, wbenn~itber printing
or ~u~ic ~chool~ had been in~ented or adopted.
S~~~ disruptwn of old fai_th, hnly-d,,y ceremonies, public
festivities and general weakemng of governmental co"troi· with
the prevailing tendency of our race to hav some form of'binding religions belief, it was natural to seek for some highPr unity
and more powerful. intelligence than man possesses, and so for
some adeguate firs~ cause for natural phenomena, it bPct<me the
most adaptable penod to found a new faith, in which the then
new Christian IP-gends, taking the monotheistic form in place of
the _worn·o.ut old p!mtbeistic confused beliefs of many ruling gods,
raptd~y ga~ned adherents. But, unhappily, wi!h the Christian
substttute It was enuumbered with very many contradictions and
wholly unbistorical traditions; with consequent better schisms
wb~o~ soo_n _deget!era~ed-in the second centmy-iuto a poly:
theistiC trimty, ~tth tts strange worship of a mythical son of
man as equal wttb God, and, indsed, usurping his prerogntiv,
as an odd mixture of old personal mythologies.
Such confused transitional state of society and crerds, or.
rather, want oE unity in definit beliefs, made the two or three
:!irst c~nturies. of _this era the most fanatical periods in history,
tn wh!ch des1gnmg knaves and tyrants found this opportunity
for priestly and saintly sway, mingled with terrorism· which
knew no honest bounds in their then forged fictions 'p~>lmed
upon creduleus ignorance.
'
. Here was the great opportunity to forge history out of assumed traditions-which no reliable historian, or other intellig!'lnt authorities, confirmed, or even named, as occurring-by
etther R'lmans, Greeks, or the Jewish Josephus-that in the beginning of the first century there existed a miraculous personage, assnmed to be a messiah, born of a virgin, who was
The Pilgrim.
overshadowed and impregnated by God, and their offspring
From
the
west
to
the eastward there passes,
Jesus afterward performing miracles in_raising the dead-even
Through the land of the Arab and Turk,
the long dead saints to ri:Je and wHlk about the city, and the sun
Past the mosques of Mohammed's disciples,
to be darkened for hours &t his momentous death, etc. Here
And the fields where the civilized work;
~as th11 fabulous foundations of quantities of supernatural follle~, and soon various unknown and unscrupulous fanatical
Past the caves of the seven deep sleepers,
wrtters advanced to the front, as the especial opportunity ior
Who rested for hundreds of yPars;
&ssumed particulars of such fancied mysterious chamcter-needPast Smyrna and Patmos and Scio,
ing no limit for their fictions. And, to giv such narrations the .
The homes of old poets and seers;
m~re hold upon credulity, they dressed their unnatural assump-~ '
tions in cant phraseology, accompanied by varied and contraA pilgrim from lands occidental,
dic_tory supernatural power (according to fancy of the different
With face ever set toward the sun,
wrtters), with which they invested their mythio hero, in dogged
As the earth's revolution diurnal
statements of great miracles which they assumed that be per-!
Round the great solar orb ih begun.
formed from one to two hundred years before such writers !
He bas stood on the bema of Lysias,
existed, but such bold assumptions were all sufficient to i
Of Georgias and .2Eschines grand,
enlist proselytes among the credulous, ignorant masses,!
And the hill where Paul spoke to young Athens
thirsting for ma1·vels, and thus to maintain a roving race of :
The words they could not understand.
priestly fanatics and expounders to propagate and perpet-j
nate their unhistoric a~sumptions. In progress of time this;
He has wandered in walks academic,
do~inant fanaticism affected more intelligeut classes, through j
Made classic by Plato of old,
p~llcy. and fe_ar, to pay som~ homage to such fanaticism, in con- :
Who builded ethereal castles,
trtbutmg their wealth to bwld churches. and to support priests
And loved quite unpassioned and cold.
and idle monks, until it became a dominant fashion to he conspicuous supporters of the church.
I
He strolls on the banks of the river
It was not until after the expiration of the first century that'
The Romans revered as a god;
such traditional messianic personage (not historical, for there'1
Drc•ps a tear on the graves of the heroes
was no such historic character) wa£ fanatically elevated to the
Who sleep under Tuscany sod.
_
rnnk of God, in forming a trinity; and, thus, a polytheistic failh'
1
which artfully embodied in hi> assumed miraculous birth eharBeyrout, Baalbec, and Damascus,
He pictures with versatil pen ;
acter, death, ascension, etc., tr•.its belonging to the mythical
Sees Jerusalem, Palestine, Nazareth,
personages of the old Eastern mythologies-thus largely blendAnd makes them historic again.
tng the old and new faiths-which more e11sily attached fanati- i
cal adherents to their unwarranted and irrational assumptions. 1
Hy
Galilee's shores he reposes.
A trinity being thus seen as the simple product of seeking·
And dreams to the sound of its waves;
strange gods to gain proselytes for the new imposition upon creIn the wonderful waters of Jordan
dulity. Even the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher said,'' It must be
His Infidel person he laves.
admitted that Christ was not named as a part of the godhead, '
to form a tlinity, until after the first century."
I
S0 ever from west to the eastward,
The now too readil v accepted gospel narrati vs are historically '
He journeys by night and by day,
proved not to bav been written before the second century, "nd
And the hearts of the homekeeping thousands
so such writers not being eyP-witnesses their relations are sim-. i
Will follow his arduous way.
ply traditional at best, and their saintly assumed authors are :
unknown, heing unhistorically prefixed to such writings for ef-:
No deity ask they to keep him,
feet, and to cover their evident falsity. Though some enthmi-'
But trust to the powers that bP,
asts as'ume that their writings were based on a more ancient
For Yahweh and Cbem11sh and Baal
and 9riginal gospel, of which there is no mention or proof that·
Are as dead as the Palestine sea.
a.ny such ever existed. The existing gospels in the third cen-:
So we'll speak to the waves of the ocean,
tury were arbitrarily selected from a mass of oth<'r fanatical'
To bring the bold voyager home,
writings of the same ilk by a quarrelsome Ecumenical Council, '
As the pagans prayed to the Tiber
·
and dogmatically declared to be the accepted creed or dogma
G.E.M.
That rolled by the towers of Rome.
for Chdstian adoption, though of no more authority than, and;
equally as irrational as, those rejected (by a small majority of !
vot.,s) now called apocryphal. Such doctrins, or gross impoRi- ·
A Plan to Curtail the Increasing Power of
tions, being enforced during many succeeding- centuries by the
most abhorrent persecutions against unbelievers, until the
Catholic Institutions.
Reformation brought some relief from such barbaric cruelties.·
NothingisreallyknownaboutanysuchpersonasChristfrom
To THE EDITOR OF 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: I hav read
authentic history, and some of the early and more honest fathers with concern your article in your issue of J\Ia.rch 4th, on the
of the church considered him as only the personification of the Catholic church. The new political idea set forth by l\Ir. Brad
s~ul, but not as a real person. All claims about his miraculous Schieffelin to l.Je incorporated in the Constitution of the United
bitth 1 chamcter, and doings; his peculiar death, re$urrection, States I think worthy of all who would establish permanently
and ascension, are simply artful assumptions, and written so our freedom, which is menaced by the church of I'tome not only,
long after the assumed occurrences that they em l'e nothing but by the tremendous and seemingly irreoistible centralizing
better than vague, unreliable traditions at best, portrayed and forces which the spirit of monopoly is constant!,. creating.
colored by designing deceivers in their contradictory statements. i 8imple as effectual is the remedy proposed, and it does not
Such is the baseless fabric of a trinity and the weird atoner of require long and deep reflection fnr an intelligent mind to see it
others' sins-the last not so easily got rid of, even by added is not, however, doing much toward aiding in the accomplishpriestly impositions. Su<>h are mere fictions, without even a ment of so desirable an end simply to acknowledge to ourselvs
foundation of any known facts relating to such a character be-: or others that the idea is a good one, but if we would hav it a
yond fanatical pretenses of many centuries since, which no' statute we each can do much toward accomplishing it, and with
known contemporaneous writers even mention, and much Jess very little trouble. It is certainly the paramount need of the
confirm, such assumed occ\lrrences, including that of the sun day, and every Liberal is especially interested in the preservabeing darkened for hours and the lonJ. dead saints rising and . tion of our free cqnrnmeqt!, for If tbltt be de3n-o;rll'd the ~ruwth
wifitanr 11.11t1ut the otty tlf Jl'lrusa.lam Itt me dl!ltth, whHih m~IJ: ut Lti;J~~ttil!Stil WIU be tj]1WJte'ct.

'The proposed amendment is that " no citizen of the United
States shall giv or bequeath by will or testament to any one
legatee more than a fixed or limited amount of property," which
does not interfere with the testator in making what disposition
he likes of it in his lifetime. For further information I would
advise every Liberal to write to Hon. Judge D. D. McKoon, 252
Broadway, New Ynrk, secretary of a committee engaged in the
forming of a new party whose platform embraces this idea with
others of a novel as well as practical character to efffct its object, which, I understand, is to make the government a true instead of a sham democratic republic, which it seems to bav been
CoNS'rANT READER.
since its foundation.

,/

Taxation of Church Property in Michigan.
The question of church taxation is now before the extra session of the Michigan legislature, and the subject is being discussed by the press throughout the state.
Some six thousand names to petitions for the repeal of the
law exempting church property from taxation hav already gone
before the legislature, and the number is increasing daily.
My experience in Michigan for the past winter bas couvinced
me that there are more live Freethinkers in the state, according to the inhabitants, than in any other state in the Union.
And these people are now demanding even-banded justice from
their legislature-demanding that the large amount of property
invested in churches pay its proportion of the taxes of the state.
II. nd the Christian church of Michigan, by opposing this just demand, shows itself to be the fra.nd that it is. With a sanctimonious face these pious ChrisTians read on the their Sabbath
<lay the eighth commandment-'' Thou shalt 110t steal "-and
all the while they know that by exempting their church property
from taxation they are indirectly stealing money out of the pockets of the non-church people of the state, who are compelled,
against their will, to pay these taxes. They are, in fact, as
guilty of stealing as the highwayman who compels you to stand
and deliver to him your mouey.
S. B. McCracken, Esq., of Detroit, who, I believe, is chairman of the executiv committee of thP N. L. L. of Michigan, is
taking the lead in this movement, and devotes most of his time
to the work, and I hope our Liberal friends of Michig11n will
remember he cannot liv on air and water and clothe himself
with fig-leaves. If every one in Mirhigau who de~ires to see
this movement succeed would send Bro. McCracken a dollar
they would do much to bring about the desired reform.
The following very sensible editorial J cut from the Detroit
Evening News, the paper that has the largest circulation of any
one in the state:
"The number of petitions for the taxation of chm·cb property
which are pouring In n]Jon the legislature, show t.\Jat tile qnestion
is not a purely spec.mlativ one in this state. It i• true tile number of
signatures to them is perhaps a small one compared to tile long list
that could he obtained even in this c\ty alonn in fa,·or of the exemp
tion. It mu•t be remembered, however, that wlwn a wrong is done
by which only a few suffer, and by which the great majority profit
tile protest of t.''e few who are wronged should ll!iv more slgnifi:
cance tll!ln a demand for a continuance of the wrong by the many
who derive benefit from it, It i" not likely, however, thnt the legll·
lature will pay much attention to these pe•ilions at the p•·esent session, Tile reform sought is one which will require 11 long agitation
and much hard work und discussion, The churches themselvs are
now so unanimous against paying their jnst share of the costs of
government tll"t the propos• I to tax t.hem will hardly be listened to
wi1h patience in religious circles, There are many denominations
which in time may be made to see tllatlt is as mucllin tbeinterestof
religion, as of Irreligion, that religion should not he a 'dead-head •
in politics.''

H. L. G.

P. S.-Since writing the above, I notice that the question of
church taxation has been brought to a vote in the house of the
Michigan l(lgislature. The vote ftood-for the taxation of
e:burch property, 29; 11gainst the taxation of church property
47. Representativ Hopkins, of Detroit, was the mover in favo;
of the repeal of the exemption laws. John Moore, of Saginaw,
was the champion of the. church. I hope our Liberal friends
will re\]lember him at the next election, and the other members
G.
who voteu with him to sustain this great injuo!ice.

Name and Address Wanted.
To 'l'HE EDITOit o~· THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1· : Will you
kindly allow me to say to whom it may concern, through your
columns, that if the person who recently forwarcled to me several
little vamphlets with the request in pencil mnrk, '· Exthange
for 'Design in Nature,'" will send me his or her name and address, I will be pleased to comply with the request made? The
parcel carne from across the line, and I think from one of your
readers; but as I am unacquainted with the handwriting, and
there is no name or address given, I know not to whom I am
indebted.
Very truly yours,
ALLEN PRINGLE.
Selby, Ont.,March 5th.
P.S.-I hav great pleasure in informing you, Mr. Editor, and
your many readers that the Evidence Amendment act, for
wbich we ha v been petitioning Parliament lately, bas just passed
the Ontario Legislature, whereby all unbelievers may ber,after
giv evidence in all courts in this province by making an affirmAtion instead of taking the Christian oath.
A. P.

Mr. Milne and the Chicago Clergy.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Mr. Milne's
brave and outspoken utterances in Chicago hav aroused the
orthodox clergy in that city and put them on the clefensiv. Last
week I re:1d a long sermon from an Episcopal preRclH•r o[ Chicago" answering" Milne, and to-day's Chicago Tribune ha• a
sermon from Rev. J. H. Barrows and one from Dr. Larimerboth efforts in that direclion. They succeed just about as well
as they did in answering Ingersoll. The multiplication table is
a hard thing to refute. Mr. Milne's shot made a bad hole in
the.old orthndox ship of Zion, and now all the clergy of Chicago
are nt work at the pumps to keep the old hulk from sinking.
Otsego, Mich., Feb. 28, 1882.
H. L. GREEN.

For Missionary Work !
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKEtt, Si1·: Please stHte
t.hrough your columns that I h:1v three or fc,ur years' back
numbers d 'riiE TRUTH SEEKER, all completG, neat, an<l clean,
with two years' numbers of the Inv!J1Jtigato1·, and a number of
pamphlets on Preethought, debates, etc., which T will box and
send to anv Liberal society that will agree to pay express
chR rg-es and circulate them in the Cit liRe of truth.
Middle Fa'lls, Wa8hington Co., N. Y.
D. Loms BonaE,

'l'he Bible in Maine.
To THE EDI'l'Olt OF 'l'HE 'I'RuTH SEEKER, Sir : Miss Clara
Lewis, a twelve-year-old girl, from Bangor, Me., says, "Tell
Mr. Marten tjiRt the :f5ible b reatl ln. ent'T !<Oh0vl in this city.''

'

IL~tNi.

-
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PoRTLAND, MICH., March 9, 1882,
MB. EDITOR: Inclosed please tlnd $8-$3 to renew
subscription and $5 for the Round-the-World fund.
D. E. R.~MiiiDELL.
Yours for truth,
BATTLE CREEK, MICH., March 1, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: You will please find inclosed $8-$3
for my subscription, and $5 for the Round-the-World
books.
Yours,
WM. NEWMAN.
BucHANAN, CAL., Feb. 22, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please put me down for one share in
bringing Mr. Bennett back from his Round-the-World
trip, for which you will find inclosed $5.
Y:mrs truly,
W:Y:. M. RAYNOR.
GALION, March 1, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $8.50-$5 for the Round_the-World trip, and $3.50 for my subscription and the
Ingersoll-Black discussion.
Yours truly,
JAMES MARSHMAN.
NoRTH CLOVE, N.Y., March 7, 18S2.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for Mr. Bennett's
Round-the-World trip. I meant to hav sent it before,
but circumstances would not permit.
Yours truly,
A. DAVIS.
SALT RIVER, MICH., March 4,1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $6.25-$5 for the
Round-the-World fund, and the balance for the list of
pamphlets herein mentioned.
HORAOB 0. BIGELow.
Yours for liberty.
CHARLES CITY, IowA, March 1, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6.50-$5 for the Roundthe-World trip, and $1.50 to renew my subscription
for THE TRUTH BEEKER. Should hav sent this before
ha.d sickness not prevented.
R. J. ANDREWS.
LJ!SLIE, MICH., March 7, 1882.
EDITOR: I noticed by my last paper tha.t my
time has expired. lnclo .. ed is $6.50-$5 for the jour·ney around the world and $1.50 for the renewal of
my subscription for six months.
A. V. DEMARSH.

lb.

WAPELLo, IowA, Feb. 30,1882.
MB. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5 to help Mr.
'Bennett home from his Round-the-World trip. This
is coming in at the very last hour, but I hope it is
not too late yet to do some good.
Very truly yours,
M.A.BY KREMER.
PrnB GROVE, PA, March 6,1882.
MB. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10 to satisfy tho follow·
ing: THE TRUTH BEEKER for the present year, Roundthe-World books, Dr. Foote's ''Handbook or Health
Hint_s," Ingersoll's" Gods," and ''TheUngodlyWomen of the Bible."
M. I. HALDEMAN.
BUFFALO, N." Y., Jl'eb. 30, 1882.
- MB. EDITOR: I inclose $5 for the Bou'nd-the-World
books, which I intenrl to made a present to my brother-in-law. Please put his name on the list if not
too late. I would send a dozen more as presents if I
were able.
Yours,
GEo. SMITH.
SAN JosE, CAL., -March 1, 1882.
Ml'l.. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8-$5 for Bro.
Bennett's Round-the-World trip, and $3 for one
year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am
greatly interested in Bro. Bennett's letters, a&d
wish him a happy journey and safe return.
Yours for the caube{.
E. ScHNABEL.
WATERLoo, IowA, March 5, 1882. Ml'l.. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 to help friend
Bennett home on his Round-the-World trip. I would
hav sent oefore this, but I hav been too short of cash
this few past months. If I am too late with my $5
you may credit it on my st~bscription to the paper,
which I expect- to read while I liv. MRs. M .REPP.

METAMORA, OHio, Feb. 25, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: A few weeks ago a. friend and subscriber of yours loaned me a few copies of your paper,
and I was so well pleased with them that I subscribed
for a trial trip of three months, and now I wish to
extend it to a full year. I formerly took the Boston
Investigator, but had got rather cold in Liberalism as
there were no other Materialists in this vicinity that
I know of, and Mr. Kahle came upon me like a. new
dispensation, stimulating my old feelings into new
life.
By the way, Mr. Kahle lost his very estimable wife
here la.st December. She was a. woman loved bv all
that were acquainted with her. Mr. Kahle's health
is quite poor, but is improving.
Thinking so much of your paper I hav secured two
subscribers, and think the leaven is working to the
end that I will procure more. I also inclose $5
for Mr. Bennett's Round-the-World trip. You can
place my name in the first volume if not too late.
Please send me the inclosed list of books.
Yours truly,
·SANFORD M. CLARKE, M.D.
:foNTANA, KAN., March 1,1882.
.
MR. EDITOR: Having received your card of Feb.
22d, telling me that my time as a trial subscriber for
THE TRUTH SEEKER was up, I will send $8 with this
!or the Round-the-World trip and the paper for the
next twelve months. I read the paper for part
of a year some three or four years ago and now for
the last three months, and like it so well that I will
try it a while longer. I want the trip Round-theWorld, as I hav not read it all in the paper, not having taken it all the -time; snd then I want the paper
to send to some of my needy friends who are not
over-stocked with truthful or Liberal reading matter;
so please send on the paper and the book as soon~ as
it is printed. PleaJ~e say in your next issue when or
about when we can expect the book. I will say ts
Mr. Bennett, Take a good look all around the
werld, a.nd tell us where the best part of it is, for I
want to go and liv there. I hav no fears about getting in a good part of the next world. It is only this
one that bothers me. With best wishes for Mr.
Bennett and THE TRUTH BEEKER outfit, I am sincerely
your friend and brother for truth and liberty,
B. W. CooK.
BANGOR, ME., March 8, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please add one more "V" to the
Round-the-World fund. Many thanks for the extended opportunity, otherwise my name would not
hav been added to the starry list. The question is
whether those that come in at the eleventh hour are
entitled to the same blessing as those that come
first. In this case I -claim that we are, for it is said
the last sent is to bring Mr. Bennett home. H that
is the case, we are as worthy (if not more so) as
the first, for we certainly cannot afford to send Mr.
Bennett to the Holy Land and leave him there, as
we hav a great work for him to do here yet. We
cannot part with a man that kicked and struggled
as he did to get out of the Jordan. If he had been
a Christian no doubt he would hav gone to the bottom, but Yahweh didn "t want an old Infidel drowned
in that sacred water; neither did we. I don't think
Mr. Bennett was made to be drowned, and I hope
not to die in a Christian penitentiary. I hope that
he will liv a long timf' yet to hunt out 11nd expose
Christian bigotry. They feel their props giving way
:under them, and that is what makes them so mad.
The work has commenced, and they cannot stop it.
May the leaven work until it leavens the whole
world.
Mr. Bennett's letters are so very plain and interesting it is almost llke taking the tJ:ip oneself to
read them. He says that he could not find a sign of
Mrs. Lot. For my part; I a.m glad the old lady has
melted away, because, if he had found her, he would
hav been just risky enough to hav snatched the old
lady to pieces to bring to his many curious friends,
and he might get himself into a fuss. It would
hardly pay to run a great risk just for a little salt
w:hen 1t is so plenty and cheap at home. May Mr.
Bennett be blessed, as he has been, with good health
and return to his family and friends, is the wish of
a friend and truth seeker,
SARA E. GouLD.

CoRNPLA.NTER, PA.., Feb. 29, 1882.
MR, EDITOR:. Inclosed find $8-$5 for the Round-theWorld trip for Charles B. Lawrence, and the balance
BURR OAX, MroH., Feb. 6, 1882.
please use as directed. I hope this is in time for Mr.
MR. EDITOR: i hope I may not trespass too much
Lawrence's name to get in the first volume all right. in asking room in your crowded columns for this
"rt I find the "lamp still holds out to burn " I may notice of another grand, good meeting of our Liberal
send one or two more "V's" this week yet.
League, No. 167, held last evening.
Yours fra.t~rnally,
B. G. Mo:a.rusoN.
Just one week from our Paine celebration we had
the gratification of listening to a powerful lecture
EARLviLLE, ILL., Feb. 30,1882.
two hours in length, delivered by H. L. Green, who
M:a.. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for the Round-the- late on the day previous, and unexpected to all, got
World books. The letters are very interesting to me, among us. It was immediately decided that he should
and I anticipate they will be more so as our old speak at our place of meeting, he agreeing to take
friend nears home.
his chances for an audience on so short a notice.
- Wishing Mr. Bennett s11ccess, and hoping he will
Getting into the carriage himself with Mr. 1\I. P.
arrive home saftJ and sound, I am,
Thurston, and taking a two or three hours' ride
Yours respectfully,·
WM. WILLIAM"!.
among the Liberals of this vicinity on Saturday, he
was. rewarded for said riue by being introduced on
RooK SPRINGs, WY. TEB., .March 6, 1882. Sunday evening by President E. E. Campany to what
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10--three dollars for is here considered a large audience, who frequently
subscription to t~e paper for 1882, and five dollars and vociferou;;ly applauded him, as in a plain and
to add to the Round-the-World fund to help bring candid manner he showed the absurdity and inconthe old veteran, Mr. Bennett, home, and the balance sistency of the foolish stories contained in the Bible.
•. tor books -as per order. With many thanks for past The manner in which he handled that book proved
· ta.vors, I remain.
Yours truly,
NATT RYLAND.
that he has devoted a. great deal of time to its study,

and that he is now making a good use of the time
so spent in nobly striving to free his fellow.-man
from the superstitions of the past, no fair-mmded
person can, I think, deny. His few short .stories by
way of illustration, together with the t~rmmating results of his many conversations held with persons o!
intellectual ability and high social standing in life,
breathed a hope that brighter days and a happier
future await the human race, a futura when man's
noblest and highest aim in life shall be to endeavor
to make his fellow-creatures happy, to strive to make
his heaven on earth, and to liv for the good he can
dt" cherishing no hopes of eternal happiness nor
fe~rs of endless suffering in a life which he does
not or cannot know anything about; a future, however, if ever to hless mankind, will be won through
the never-ceasing exertions in that direction of the
Freethinkers of the world, among whom the name
of H. L. Green will ever be associated; and were I
to venture a word of cheer to him who is thus fearlessly pleading the cause of human liberty, I would
say this: Pursue the course you are now taking; let
your light continue to shine. It cannot fail to penetrate the murky _clouds formed by the erroneous
teachings of Christianity that now shut out the sunlight of truth and reason from mauy a brilliant mind
that will not, like the heroic and eloquent George
Chainey, shake off the fetters of church and creed
and boldly grasv the glittering gems of Freethought
and free speech that are ever to be\ seen dancing on
the sparkling waves of that beauteous sea of life
over which the mind of man, untrammeled, proudly
takes its onward course.
8. K. THURSTON.
SHELBY, MroH., Feb. 27,1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find the pay for THE TRUTH
SEEKER for 1882, and I am very glad to think I
can help enn that much to keep our iconoclast up.
I am not going to praise the paper any more, for I
hav come to look on the ship as only doing its duty,
and who but a hypocrit wants to be fed constantly
on" taffy" for doing honest duty? When the battles
were being fought, then words of encouragement and
cheer were all .proper and in place. .Aggression and
enterprise are the rule now, but hard work, patience,
and telling blows or self-defe~ase were the rule then.
H. L. Green has bet·n with us, and now you ought
to see and hear the venom and spite and the squirming and hateful look!l of that old serpent, Christianity. If we were not so poor Mr. Green should giv us
a series of lectures at least three times a year. I
must giv him the credit of being the pioneer in our
section, and I hav only the following fault to find:
He preaches the religion of humanity radically, and
thinks and talks it that the proper thing to do with
Guiteau is to hang him. I may hav a wrong idea of
the religion of humanity, but it seems to me to make
that kind of use of the assassin savors strongly of
Christian revenge and Roman Catholic propagandism, and It certainly is no rule for Freethinkers and
evolutionary reformers to follow, and Green knows
it, aud !or the life of me I can't tell why he does it
unless it be to keep on the good side of that rotten old organization called the Republican party, or
its more corrupt congener, the Democratic party; but
I and a lady friend of mine with whom he is acquainted are the only ones who find fault with him
in this part for his humanitarian views. The end and
aim of punishment are restraint and reform; when it
does more than this it looks as though old Uncle
William's God had been ar(lund with his ancient free
and accepted wooden mold-board doing a job that
he would repent of as usua!. But what is the use of
my finding fault here when the balance of his audience, with one exception, applauded? The only regret
I hav;'is_ that I could not, on account of poverty, Pl!-Y
Mr. Green five times as much as I did, and I thank
him sincerely for the assistance he has rendered me,
for I am the only dyed-in-the-wool Materialist there
is in this county, and I want him to understand that
tha latch-string is always out when he comes round,
a.nd so long as he is the same H. L. Green that I
hav met he is welcome, and I will divide my last
crust with him.
JoHN M. LoGAN, M.D.
DEEBSHILL, 0Hro, Feb. 8, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Being furnished at different times by
some kind friend with copies of your very excellent
and truthful paper, I am constrained to write to you
and giv you my experience with Christianity, I will
be sixty-six years old April 15, 1882, if I liv till then
When eighteen years of age, I joined the Presbyterian
church in good faith, and tried to liv accordingly, but
was meanly treated and withdrew; but being very
anxious about my soul's salvation, I joined the Methodist church, and was disappointed worse than before.
Not willing to giv it. up-being in dead earnest-!
went to the Disciples church, and was immersed, and
tried hard to find the road to heaven, but got inthe
woods worse than ever, and am truly sorry to say
that a meaner set of scoundrels I never 'got among
than the whole three were; all they wanted was my
money, and I found that out, so I left them. I believed in the atonement and all the orthodox dogmas extant, being so taught iri infancy; but common
sense and due refielltion, properly exercised for about
fifteen years past, tells me there is but one God, ;-~nd
no more, and God is the universe, nature, al!d immutable laws. I therefore came to the conclusion
that I knew nothing about this world before I came
into lt, and a.m just as ignorant of the future until I
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get there. S~ I am W:illing to trust to the same power! nearly all religious fanatics (cranks) want blood.
or being, be lt what It may, to take me out of this Whatever is most innocent and helpless is most
world, and. place me wherever it seemeth good, At 1 acceptable to his God for sacrifice. Hence the rethe same t1me I shall do a~l I can f?i' the ilomfort of i ligious· fanatic instinctivly turns to his sleeping
the whol.e h.uman race, wh1le )lere, lfi every way. I' child, butcher-knife in hand, as a fitting sacrifice to
am a. D?1st w every sense .of the word. I believe in I his God; and, if he has l!O child, he proceeds to sacno crumfied gods, not one 1n the whol~ sixteen I read rifice some other person, hy stabbing him in the
about . .The !all of Adam and Eve IS the _grandest back, or roasting him to death over a slow fire. If
1
theo.loglcal he e. ver told forth~ b~nefl.t of pnests and Christians would read the Bible as Liberals do, to
parsons, .to en~ble th~m to hv w ease and luxury, see what it really contains, I think they would get
and gratlty t~e1r appetites at the expense of ignorant disgusted with it and its God. I don't see how any
fools; of whwh I was once one in blind and good person of sound mind can believe in any auch God.
faith. .:B.ut now ~ s~e ?learer, ths:nk God. I find by I am glad to see that Mr. Bennett's health remains
history that Chnstu\mty has spilt more blood than good. I wish I could contribute a '' V" !or the
would float the navies of the world_, and spe::nt more Round-the-World trip, but cannot at present. I can
moue~ than would make a part~.d1se of th~s earth, only hope that he may complete his journey and
and g1v a pleasant home to every soul on 1t. It is return home safe and well, and then make a tour of
truly s~range ·that the watchmen on. the '!ails of the United States. I should consider it a. greater
Zion Will resort to falsehood to establish thetr false honor to take him by the hand than U. S. Grant, or
doctrine, but they get their warrant from the Bible, any other man that I know of. Hoping that Brother
and even Paul confesses that he lied unto God's Bennett may liv to eat the chicken that scratches
glory. My experience of sixty-five years teaches me over Comstock's grave-if it don't kill the chick-!
that Christians of a later day are by no means slow remain,
Yours truly,
J. A. ALLAN, JR.
in following Paul's example.
ALEXANDER AULD,
MAYFIELD, KY., Feb. 5, 1882.
MR. EDIToR: I pen you a few ltnes in favor of the
DoYLESTOWN, PA., Feb. 11, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: There is a debate to be held here in good old TRUTH BEEKER. I read Mr. Bennett'sletters,
Lenape hall, March 11th, 17th, and 18th, between B. and they are very interesting, he givs such fine deF. Underwood and Rev. A. R. Horne; on the general scriptions of towns, etc, I liv in a. .great Christian
falsity of lthe Bible. We anticipate a lively debate, community, and glory in having sent our preacher
as the Christians hav trotted out one o! their heaviest around this enormous glob<:~ called the earth. May
guns. Some of the clergy are already trying to per- God help our man on his journey, and see him safe
saude the holy man not to argue the question, as no at home at the old TRUTH SEEKER office, well and
good can come out of it. Tiley may not be able to sound. We go to church and bear them brawl and
convince him of that fact, but Mr. Underwood, we squall around worse than heathelils. Talk about
preaching to the heathen! The heathen should
thioJlk, will.
Respectfully,
A. J. HEADING.
preach to them and teach them some manners and
how to Lehave. I hav been talking to some or my
CA.MPTOWN, PA., Mar. 1, 1882.
MR. EDITOB: Reason, lil~erty, and love a.re the triune friends, and trying to induce them to send in their
god o·r humanity. They are the sweet germs from "V's," but they are slow in doing so. Good luck to
Yours faithfully,
0. H. MoRRIS.
D. M. B.
which grow all the joys of our higher nature.
The pure spring of mental liberty on this continent
BRAIDwooD, ILL., March 6, 1882.
first broke forth from the mountain head and heart
MR. EDITOR : The Cincinnati Star has rehashed an
of Thomas Paine, and became the source of that
great river which is a well-spring of gladness flowing old story, tolci some forty or fifty ye:\rs ago, in its
ever from one heart to another, and will continue to account of the lightning affair, given in your issue
flow until it becomes a boundless ocean which shall of February 18th, entitled "Struck Dead." It was
roll in multiplying waves, and yet kiss the farthest then thought very fishy by many. The only difference I now recog-nize in it Is its location. It hapshores of humanity.
Orthodox belief is a cage in which the mind is pened first in New York.
There hav been several good things put before the
dwarfed and imprisoned, and nature's choicest gift,
Liberals
lately, among which that orphan asylum
the love of humanity, totally annihilated. Oh, those
feur words, "the love of humanity," how full of shines with luster; a monument to Paine is beautiful, a
the deep, rich music of the heart, that forever must palaf'e car to meet Bennett is ~C~plendit.l, and a history
remain unexplained, except to those who from ex- of the Revolutionary war, written in truth, with
perience hav had them engraved on the tablet of Paine's name in it, is no more than justiC'e. I will
their heart by the burning fire of true love I Those hav one if written.
who hav had that experience know how utterly im- And now I want my say, I htl.V just five dollars
possible it is to aspire to a higher ideal of happiness to put in a female college eo supported that poor
in this life than tbe love of humanity. It i1:1 a crys- girls can get a good education free, and in which
tal fountain of never-failing joy, and from this foun- anatomy, physiology, and hygililne shall be the princitain flows a purling stream of the milk of human pal branches taught. I can i'iV many reasons for the
above which I now omit.
FEBRis Buun.
kindness, broadening in its onward way, and coming
out into the full light of reason's lamp, it is wooed
FARLEY, IowA, Feb. 24, 1882.
by that wondrous orb until it rises in a vapor, and,
MR. EDITOR: With this mail I send you some papers
falling in refreshing showers, reflects to us the rain- with marked artiales, not asking you to print them,
bow or science-the joyful promis and declaration that but to show you in what direction the Western press
the dehige of superstition is fast receding from the is drifting. Every day we find articles which would
face of the earth, the tops of the mountains appear, not hav been admitted five years ago, The mfl.jority
the valleys will soon be reached, and then the voice of Western editors are Liberal in their religion, if not
of every nation will be raised in honor and thanks- right-down Infidels. We hav but little trouble about
giving to the only ged, which li! reason, and the great getting any article published if it is impersonal and
high-priest, which is common sense.
in decent language. Th.e popular mode among our
It is this that we regain when we declare our minds editors seems to be to first say a few bad words about
free to soar in that unlimited space of thought de- Bob. Ingersoll and then publish his speeches or exfined by these two words, " men tal liberty." It is tracts from them. This smooths it up with the
the long-lost savior of mankind that has been sacri- Christians, and it givs· countless thousands a chance
ficed and crucified thousands of times by believers in to read the great Infidel's writings and sayings and
the mythical dogmas of the church.
then judge for themselvs. There is no doubt that
How n<trrow must be the views of one who can see Infidelity is rapidly increasing in the Western states.
all that is good and beautiful in their church and We can see a marked change here in the last five
areed! That church and creed must disappear before years. Railroad men, traveling salesmen, doctors,
reason and science·, like dew before the summer sun, lawyers, and a very large proportion of mechanics
it is self evident. is a matter of time. Then, Liberal are Materia:Iists almost to a man, We hav every
friends, let us tire not in holding the lamp of reason; ~ause to rejoice at the progress of our cause, and
for her light shall dispel the darkness of superstL every Liberal should do something toward pushing
tion, where the densest undergrowth now prevails, the war with superstition to a successful ending,
sapping the nourishment frcm the stately trees of
H. GILMORE.
liberty and love.
MISs FLORA A. PATTON.
ToLEDo, OHIO, March 3, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: What awful examples are being daily
SOUTH AcwoRTH, N. H., Mar. 4, 1882,
MR. EDITOR: Allow me, as a reader of your valuable exhibited by Christians in the sight and hearing or
paper, to contribute to the correspondents' depart- us poor sinners I Each day we see a goodly share of
ment of your columns a few thoughts that hav oc- the daily newspapers filled with church quarrels and
curred to me in the last few weeks. I would suggest fearful frauds culminating among the self-etyled
that Liberals, when speaking of "gospel shops " models of perfection, who stand in the sanctuaries of
hereafter, call them "Guiteau mills," as it is very the Christian tabernacles and expound the contents
evident that if there were no churches, Bibles, or of that old book called the Bible full of history of
priests, there would be no Guiteaus, Freemans, or crime and criminals, whom we are called upon to con·
Bylvesters. Three-quarters of the inmates of our in- aider sacred characters, and suitable specimens for us
sane asylums are made insane by the Bible and the to revere, and fall down and worship. And as a result
doctrin of the bloody sacritlce taught by the Chris- of such a course we are compelled continually to read
tian church. Ninety-nine out of every one hundud of and witness such disgraceful scenes as the existing
murderers are believers in the all-atoning blood or quarrel in Holland, Michigan, among the Dutch Chrisblessed Jesus. Indeed, I think it strange that there tians in the secession of the radical ring of that clique
are not more Christinn murderers in the world, con- of candidates for heaven's high honors, they having
sidering the lessons of blood they hav learned from kicked out the Masouio portion of their picked party.
their God-book. Then the Christian eats his God and Well, we poor Infidels should not censure them for
drinks his blood. Perhaps the taste of blood has the such a course, for are they not carrying out practically
pme efteot on them that it halil on a tiger, for the principle promulgated by their Holy Bible, and
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the miserable foolishness of Milton's "War in Heaven?' 1
We should not interfere, but let the Kilkennys kill
each other. It must be all right when Mr. Powers,
the people's preacher in Congress, opens the proceedings in Congress, on the memorial occasion, in referring to the awful outrage of their distinguished
member of the Y. M. C. A., Guiteau, by saying, "0
Lord, we thank thee for this occasion."
M. 0. WAGGONER.
SARANAC, Feb. 6, 1882.
MB. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. Miss Bowen, who climbed
to the top of the meeting-house steeple and hurrahed
for Ingersoll last fall, received a. set of gold bracelets worth $50 as a Christmas present from Bob, and
the Christians around here feel awful bad about it,
and I presume that they wish that hurrahing for
Gnd paid as well as hurrahing for Bob.
I attended a meeting last evening, and the burthent
of the discourse was the decrease of interest in re-·
ligion as preached t'Venty-fl.ve years ago. The'
preacher was an old war-horse of the last decade ..
and he has discovered the weapons he then used are·
out ·of date and are worthless except as souvenirs of
the barbaric past, hence his groanings. God doetF
not !!eem to use the same means now that he used
to, and the prayers of the Hom.e Missionary Society
that God shonld remove your correspondent by death
seems to hav no affect upon him at all, or he has no
time to attend to the matter as yet, as it is only
eight or nine months since they asked him to make
such removal. Well, let them pray on; yes, and pray
to their God to murder a fellow-being because he
advocates a better religion than they do, and in the
mean time I will try to enlighten the :people and
show them that faith in man and not in God, gods,
ghosts, or devils is the faith that will lead to happiness here and hereafter, if there is a hereafter.
With kindest regards for THE TRUTH SEEKER and its
champions, I am yours for right, truth, and justice in
all things, giving to all what I ask for myself, freedom of thought,
,C, L. FROST.
PARKERSBURG, W.VA., Jan, 30, 1882,
MR. EDITOR: I am anxious to do what I ean to aid
in the circulation of your valuable paper. The let-.
ters of Mr. Bennett are attracting much attention
and are read with deep interest by the people. In~:
closed I send you $1.50 in payment for THE TRUTH:
SEEKER for Mr. Jonathan Garbes. He wants the sub-·
scription to commence with the letters of Mr. Ben-.
nett it possible, and he promises to aid us in theo
circulation of the paper,
JAMES HUTCHINSON,
B:rtANDoN, MANITOBA, Feb. 5, 1882".
MR. EDITOR: I am sorry that I hav been so negligent in forwardini' my subscription to your noble
paper, but the truth is that I hav had so much
trouble of late that I could not attend to anything,
having lost my dear wife and a. lnving child with
that fell disease, typhoid fever. Being left alone
amongst comparativ strangers to me in this great
Northwest, my only consolation at present is in reading the columns of your noble paper.
This is a great country in tbe very sense of the
term, where fortunes are being made rapidly in real
estate. Lots are being sold here at fabulous prices,
and those men who were shrewd enough to invest
when first put on the market are now rich. Towns
are springing up as the railway proceeds westward.
and there is a general rush for lots.
This is the most orthodox country I ever put my
foot in, the church being crowded every Sunday
showing that people do not think !or themselvs. f
hav met some fine Liberal men here, and and among
them William Winters, who showed me the greatest
kindness possible in my sad bereavement. He is a
stanch Liberal and an original thinker, and I hav
great pleasure in introducing him to the readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I hav done all I could to circulate copies of THE·
TRUTH SEEKER on the Pacific coast and here, in order·
tci spread the truth among the people, and hope ere,
long to be able to report a better state of the Liberal cause in the Northwest than at present,
Inclosed find $8-$5 on account of THE TRUTH BEEKER !or myself, and $3 for Mr. Winter.
·
·
Yours !or mental liberty,
D. M. McMILLAN.
ADRIAN, MICH., Mareh 7, 1882.
MR. EDITOit: In the last number of THE TRUTH
SEEKER I noticed a little article written by S. P.
Heinekin in the Franklin, Ind., Je,ffersonian. He
relates a story that he got from a friend of his
in Wisconsin, who, it seems, was acquainted with
mao by the name of Robert Ingersoll. Then he goes
0n to tell us that this Bob (as he calls him) took it
into his bead to pay a visit to Henry Slade, the celP.brated slate-writing medium, and that on that occa·
sion he had such a test of slate-writing as to about
r>onvincA him of the truth of Spiritualism.
Now, Mr. Editor, if the writer of this article means
our Infidel (as the church calls him) scientist, Robert
G Ingersoll, I should like to know, through our ever
open TRUTH SEEKER, how much truth there is in it
!rom Robert G. Ingersoll himself, and I know there
are many other truth seekers, as well as myself, that
would like to know the facts In the case. Will Mr.
In(leraoll t>leaae rise and explain? and oblige
Jl.ury T.BUTJI Su~,
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Words

of Wisdom from Goethe.

l'HE VOCATION OF MAN.
Noble be man,
Friendly and good,
For goodness alone
Stamps him diverse
From all the creatures
That walk the earth.
Hail to the unknown
~Iightier beings
Whom we anticipated
What in the human
Typed we beholrl
Leads !.o a faith

In the primal Divtne.
For Nature knows
No feeling for man
The sun doth shine
Ou the bad ancl the good;
On fair and on fOnl

With inditferent eye
Look moon and otars.
Wind and water,
Thunder an<l h!til,
Rush on their path,
And with hasty clutch
They seize as they pass
This one and that.
Even sol!'ortune
Blindly seizes
Now the light locks
Of innocent boyhood,
Now the bald crown
Of the hoary offender.
Bound by eternal
.All-embracmg,
Iron decrees,

We must accomplish
Each man his fated
Circle of bAing.
But in the human
Range of his action
1\[on, like a god,
May achieve the impossible;
He distinguishes,
Chooses, and judges,
.And givs to the moment
The stamp of endurance.
He alone
Rewardeth the good,
Cbastiseth the bad,
.And all extravagant
Random endeavors
Binds with the bond
Of a common design.
And we wisely
Adore the immortals,
Deemed them brotJH•red
With what is most human,
In the great cosmos,
Willing and working
What in their small lives
Men may achieve.
The noble man
Be friendly and good,
Shaping unwearied,
~'he useful, the right,
Planting before UB
A sensible type
Of those beings unseen
Whom by faith we divine I
-Blackwood's ,lfaqazine.

" The Crisis."
llY C. FANNIE ALLYN.
Hear the cry of Reason ringing like a resurrection
call.
"Up and help" the cause of Freedom, men and
women, one and all,

Till Superstition's phantoms like wither'd branches
fall,
As Truth goes marching on.
Let the ''summer soldier" falter, and the "sunshine patriot, die,

"They who stand it now deserve the thanks" of
millions by and by,
As the golden Sun of Science lifts her holy light on
high,
And Trutb goes marching on.
"Let not blood of children crying, cut•se our cowardice" to-day,
"The harder comes the conllict, more glorious triumph's way,"

"Ye that dare oppose the tyrant and the tyranny,"
obey
The truth tbat's marching on.
"'Tis the business of the little minds to shrink" at
custom's frown,

"The heart that feels not now is dead" to Trutb's
divine renown;

" The times hath found us" asking for Humanhy's
fair crown,

As Trutb goes marching on.
We'll part in peace, "maintaining an independent
mind"

Our" Bib!~ in the Heavens and Earth" we'll dare
to seek and ftml,
Our" duty to our fellow-man," and the "Rights of
all mankind"
The Truth that leads us on.

The Burden of Life.
llY ALRAZA.
What, a burden 1 The burden of love!
You labor, botb early and late,
And stooping beneath a rich treasure,
You pass through a beautiful gate,
With no gentle footsteps to meet you,
No smile of atfectton to greet you,
You lack tbe sweet burden of love.
1 thought my poor heart-strings would break;
1 own that he did not speak mildly;
11111 W'Oidl art a atream that runs wildly,

And bitter the drops in love's chrrlice,
I drank of the cup for his. sake.
No thought hav the breezes of malice,
Though sbuddering farewells they take.
There is something so shining about him,
And a spell tbat I cannot dissolve
Has forged the sweet chains I am wearing,
To break them, if I should resolve,
What could there be joyous wit bout him 1
To lose his deep musical tone,
All the beauty of earth would be gone!

Book Notices.
THE BBAIN AND THE BmLE; or, The Conflict
Between Mental Science and 'fheo!ogy. By
Edgar c. Beall. With a Preface by Robert G.
Ingersoll. Price $1.50. Sold by D. M. Bennett,
141 Eighth street.
This is a good book_ It teaches the value of
mental science, and shows conclusivly that this
science leads to the religion of Humanity, and
is wholly inconsistent with any form of Bible
theology. It is a fearless bo<'k. The author
is a man of sincerity R.nd undaunted courage.
He tackles the whole army of ghosts, ancient
and modern, and makes fearful slaughter of
them.
How can ghosts and ghostly leaders stand
before him? He cuts the ground entirely from
under them by showing that we hav in mental
phenomena and mental science a complete explanation of them- When science really explodes our illusion, what fools we are to pretend
that we will keep on believing it, just as though
nothing bad happened I Does mental science
explain theology, ghostology, and Spiritism?
Exp11rts in that seience, from Maudsley to our
author in this book, so assure us. We assert
that it is the bounden duty of every person,
before making up his or her mind on this subject, to find out what modern mental science or
the science of psychology does teach on this
subject. How foolish it would be for people to
say that the Ptolemaic astronomy was the oldest.
:md most generally believed, and most satisfactory, and therefore they would not look into the
modern astronomical heresy of Copernicus,
Bnmo, and Ga.lileo! Yet that is just what
thousands of people persist year after year in
doitJg about the .brain, the mind, and the emotions of man, and also his mental illusions.
This book approaches the subject from the
right side-that is, from the side of the physiology of the brain and nervous system. It begins
with the truth that lies at the base G>f phrenology
under the hands of Gall, Combe, and also of
Auguste Comte. From thence the author shows
what the capacities, knowledge, and hopes of
man really are. He shows that superstitious,
inclttdiug Chtistiauity, were forced upon man
in his infancy and ignorance by a nature that
hA could not understand. But now it is the
glory of man to rise above these natural terrors
by science, and that the greatest aid in· so
doing is mental science. This is a hopeful
book. For the author is not afraid of the results. He sees the defents of Liberalism in its
infancy and in its disorganized forms. Yet in
that he sees the hope of the world. We earnestly recommend his hopeful and recouciliativ view to those Liberals who are so bigoted
that they cannot see that all Liberals are parts
of one grand army lying helpless because of the
narrow-mindeduess and pride that keep them
from co-operating under one general League.
He says (pp. 226-228) :
"American Liberals hav even been accused of
wishing to encourage the dissemination of obscene
literature. The sea has bounds, but the slough
from which superstition draws its missils seems
to bave none. This most unkind thrust has been
dealt in consequence simply of certain perhaps
overzeAlous, though honest, efi'orts to avert the
evils und abuses growing out of a legislativ system [Comstockism) which is believed by many to
be unconstitntional, and likely to pave the way for
a restriction of the purest literature of Infidelity.
Our leaders, foreseeing the difficulties in the way
of adjusting anything so intricate, hav, it is true,
advocated somewhat different and cunfiicting
schemes in regard to tb!s matter, but they ha v disagreed only as to the most legal policy to be pursuecl for the protection of the legltimate literature
of J<'reethought. And the idea that any class of
representativ Liberals are in favor of promoting
licentiousness, ts simply absnrd. ,Indeed, one
reason wl.y we oppose the Bible is because it contains numerous passages totally unfit to be read by
any man or woman, much less a child; expressions
and narrativs extremely coarse, without tbe merit
of teaching any profitable lesson. And yet this
vulgarity is said to be tbe Holy Word of an omnipresent, omniscient, and omnipotent God I"
We beg leave to ask the candid attention of
all I ,iberals to this candid statement of their
position. That is the first step toward mutual
understanding and harmony. It is only by
such appreciativ views of each other's motivs
that the Liberal cau~e can be served and furthered. We thank our author for hiR noble
wr•rds in this behalf, and we hope that they
will bear fruit. For it is only by the union of
all Liberal hearts and hands that the grand
object of thA author and his work can be
achieved, which we could not state so well as
in his own concluding words (pp. 262, 263) :
"Properly defined, religion means simply the
bond between man and tbe highest object which
he can love, and toward which he can feel a sense
of duty
strong
disciplin
all Hence,
hisfaculties,
andsufficiently
prescribe to
him atorule
of life.
it
is rigbt that in this sense we should hav a religion.
But instead of the God of the Bible as the cbief obefject oftoour
wemake
wouldthe
devote
torts
our consideration.
fellow-men, and
senseour
of our
obligation to them, if not to ourselvs, cnrb every
tendency to evil. ~·hose who could be insensible
to snclr a religion aA this, would be callous to
every thing good in the rdigion of Cbr·ist, Tbere
can be no really lofty moliv in wol'sbiping a conditionless, infinit being of whom we can form no
ctear conception, or at lest wbom we could neither
benefit nor mjure. But we cttn add to the happiness of mankind, and in so doing we exercise all
our highest and noblest powers. This.then, is om·
substrtute. Instead of God, we would llvandlai.Jut·
for mankind. Instead of Christianity the Religion
ofHwnanitf."
•.
':!;'. B. W.

THE GODLY. WOMEN OF THE BIBLI'l.
I hav just arisen from a reperusal of this
book, and must say had I daughters I. should
not want them to pattern after those sam~esses
there described, for well I know that a falthful
portraiture has been drawn of those ancient
goddesses set up for us modern sinfu: women to
follow. From my very childhood, yea, babyhood I hav wondered and wondered how Sarah
could be called'' good" when she lied to please
her husband, and put herself iu the po":er of a
foreign king, to say no.thing of the sacr1~ce of
the virtue of her mrud, Hagar, that prweless
boon, that I wa!l early taught I must not relinquish but with my life.
And then the lviug Rebecca, described by
the men of God as the very acme of beauty,
sweetness modesty, and chastity-"at the well''
- I could ~ever reconcile the inconsistency! But
time would fail me should I mention Lot's amiable daughters, Leah and Rachel, Tamar,
'' Rabab the harlot," Naomi and Ruth, Hannah, Michal, Abigail, Bathsheba, Abisbag,
Elijah's and Elisha's women, Queen Esther and
Hosea's prostitutes, and numerous other women
of the Old Testament. '1 he "mother of God"
(Mary) in the New, alo~g: with all that trib~ of
holy of holies. who adm1mstered to Jesus Chr1st,
and who were ministered unto by him, that the
Ungodly Woman has delineated as being anything b11t models for us women of the nineteenth
century to follow. Yea, were these godly ladies
to lead such lives to-day in Massachusetts or
New York, the laws would consign nine-tenthti
of them to the penitentiary or the gallows.
And yet, how dead to this fact are the women,
the mothers, of the present! They permit their
dear little susceptible girls to attend Sundayschool, where they are taught to reverence these
vile women of the Bible as holy, and as examples for their imitation, the preachers, the majority of lecturers, the religious. an•l even
secular literature, aiding nnd abetting in this
nefarious work! But these women and mothers
are iQ:norant of the true character of these ancient women when viewed iu the light of this
age of reason and morality; therefore we hail
this book as a necessity to them, especially for
their children's sake, and to woman universally,
that she may learn the true nature of Bible
teachings in regard to her sex and its ruinous
effects on man also. We wish this book was
in the hands of every woman in the land·, for
iu revealing to her the immorality of the Bible
God and'tbe Bible writ<>rs it exposes the animus
of God's word, and will in time destroy her belief in and reverence for such a mass of fi'thy
lies, inconsistencies, dngmas, and barbarous
laws against her own sex. thereby rendering her
oblivious to h•r true demands, and enabling
priestcraft to fastl'n more secure upon her the
false conceptions of Christianity, causing her to
believe that only in the perpetuity of th<~ doctrius of that accursed book can civilization be
secured, the arts and sciences flourish, morality
and good order be maintained, and a millennium of peace on earth and• everlasting bliss in
anorher world attained. Woman as a voter,
unless unbound from the creedal chain of these
dogmas, would put God .in the United States
Constitution, the pope or clergy at the head of
the nation, and inaugurate a reign of superstition and terror second to no era iu the world's
history_
For these reasons we welcome the " Godly
Women of the Bible," trusting many will purchase, read, ponder, and act, never for one
moment fearing that it is indelicate for them to
Pxamin outside of the word of God what is
sacred inside, and is affirmed was placed there
as infll.llible history for the world's instruction,
example, and salvation for all coming time.
ELLA. E. GIBSON.
Barre, Mass., Ft.b. 27, 1.882.
INGERSOLL AND JESUS. A poem. By Samuel P.
Putnam. Price, 10 cents. For sale by D. M.
Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.
·
I hav just read our good friend Putnam's
poem, "Ingersoll and Jesus," and I think we
shall do a good work if we buy half a dozen or
so of them each one of us, and scatter them
among our pious neighbors. The title will insure the reading of them, and no one can fail,
as they read, to see that the two men if they
would really meet now would agree in sentiment as fully as Mr. Putnam dreamed they
did. Robert would say," So would I," and
Jesus would exclaim, "That is so," and for
once a dream would be realized in all its fulness.
I hav never missed reading and appreciating
anything I see from Mr. Putnam's pen since 1
fell in love with his "Gottlieb's" heaven and
his" Prometheus." His" Golden Throne." in
Chainey's This World, is !(rowing intensely interesting. We should all encourage such good
writers by buying their books.
ELMINA.

this book is to virtually liv again that long
struggle for the right.
He also bent his powerful en,.rgies to oppose
the despotism of the Masonic fraternity, and
during the little excitement of the Morgan. murder he was an untiring worker for liberty, right,
and justice. Only those who knew what
Masonry was then, compared with what it is
now nan realize what Myron Holly did toward
breaking the back of the. most powerful organization the world has ever known. This is real
history, and I hope onr I!OOd friend Elizur
Wright will be kept busy filling orders for the
book.
ELMINA D. SLENKER.

LovA and Transition.
A .roetlc volume. aldlnff Inquiry. It ts an eptc eluc!-

~:~!os~Ysfi~':t,}~V~ii'J"t~~l;t~'o~~do~nn:!~':;;Ntd!~le~t~g

change. science. and customs. .Near 200 pp., well bound.
Price ~1.00.

Progress vs. Fashion.
A hygtentc essay on dress reform,

82

pp, prtce 10 ctB.

WOMAN'S WAY OUT.
Opinions of able authors on need of change In the form

of woman's clothes. 32 pp., price 10 cents.
Sent post-paid on receipt of prie< by

lmo6

Mary E. Tillotson, VIneland, N.J.

The Le;rend of tlte Patrlarclts
and Propltets.
By
Price, $1.50-

S.

BARING-GOULD.

GARRISON IN HEAVEN.
A DREAM.
BY WILLIAM DENTON•
PRICE

~EN

CENTS.

Sold by D. M. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.

THE PYRAMID OF GIZEH.
The Relation of Ancient Egyptian Civilization to the Hebrew Narrativs
in Genesis and E;xodus, and
the Relativ Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered.
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
Price, 25 cents.

ECCE DIABOLUS,
in which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
is shown to be devil-worship, with some observations upon the horrible and cruel ordinance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offArings.
By~he

VERY REV.EVANDAVIES,LL • • ,

Arch-Druid of Great Brlta!n

Price. 25 cents.

"The Infidel Pulpit."

Lectures by Geor;-e Chainey.

VOL. I. CONTAINS
Lessons from the Life and Work of Karl Heinzen; Minot
Savage's Talks about God; Moral Objections to the God
Idea; Nature and Decltne of Unltartantsm; Robert G-

~mf,a,:'.!,iit~u':~a~fi~"~1~t~t~fol~~e0ffi~~~.~~l~lfc:~1 ~:rab<I,.~~

tam; The Sphln:x:; The Chotr Invisible; Lessons for Today, from Walt Whitman; True Democracy; My_Rellgtous Experience; The ldP.'ll Man and Woman; What il
!II'oral!tv' What Is Rello:lonl The Church of the Future.
Prtce, $1.
D. M RllN>f'KT'l'
141 Eighth at, N. Y

SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY :
Ancient and .Modern.
By JAMES ANTHONY FROUDE.
PYtae, 25 centa

THE

GODLY WOMEN OF THE BIBLE.
BY AN

Ungodly Woman of the 19th Century.
Nearly S50 pages. Prtce, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 eta.

THE SHAKER EYf AND fAR
BALSAM

Is proving to hundreds the most efilcactons remedy fo
all deleterious alt:ect!ono. Fatltng sight, dullness of hearing, or •• roaring" of the ears. afJ well as overstrained and

weak eyes, are Immediately Improved by Its use. Inilammati()DB and all ophthalmic dUI!cult!ea regulated,
30 cents per bo:x:.
Addreos G. A. LOMAS,
ltf
Bhakers.N. y_

The Champions of the Church ;
Their Urhnes nod Persecutions.

Blograpb!calaketches of prominent Christians who d!s;
g"'aced mankind. A companion to "The World's Sages?
etc. Bv D. M. Bennett. Bvo, 1,119 pages. Cloth, $8; leather,
$4; morocco, gtlt edges. ~.50.

"Antichrist:"

WHA'£ MYBON HOLLY DID FOB LIBEBTY. By
Proving conclusivly that
Elizur Wright Price, $1.50. For sale by D. M.
Bennett, 141 Eighth street, New York.
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
One more good book written by one good
His Birth, Life. Trial, Execu·
man about another good man comes as a new
tton, etc., Is a Mytlt.
claimant upon our affections.
,, What Myron Holly Did for Liberty" is well Price $2.00.
ll'or Mle at thl• ofllce.
worth your purchase and perusal. It is a
pleasantly written biographical sketch of a good,
h
t
d
· t"
true, ones , an consClen lOllS man-a man
who had few equals as citizen, father, husband,
cl~~~~ ~n\}~~~~:f~~~ !l'fJ!r:e::'l ~e~
tal Ltberty" be!ng its device. The rut.
or friend-a man who was far-seeing, and genshows the design and size, but not It~
erally correct seeing and able to do.
beauty. Seltd gold, lSk, double thick.
~.00 ; soltd gold. lOk, $1.75 ; s!!ver, $1.()( 1•
His whole life was one great work for humanPostage patd and packages reg!stereddi
ity and one of hi~ latest utterances was, "I
~~~:~a~~ £":!i.'l~cth~;Wp"e"r.'"~~;~i:'r,' d · d
b d ·
l"f , H'
k
never ece1ve any o YlD my 1 e.
lS wor tlv circular. wtth terms to Leagues, etc., fret. Addrei!B
for the emancipation. of tb. e slaves was equaled the originator and patent'tircY L. CHURCHILL
by that of few f!Ilti I!XOI.'~d by uoue. 'l'o ;e~~ tratowaa
"'"' llio/lfiMd, ~ ~. ~.

t'reethinkers' Badge Pin.
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THE TRUT~--r
.J::L SEE-KE~.
..a.
MARCH 18. ::t882.
TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS
I

PEERLEs·s WILSONIA.

rrHE TRUTH SEEKER,
FOR

FIFTY

Full letters t'rolll tbe Editor, now on a
tour around tbe world, ap~ear weekly.
Tbese alone are wortb tbe price asked.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eil{btb st., New York•

BY BENJA.MIN GASTINEAU.
Translated wtt:e~hae,.r~:~~3P_8~~~:; Messrs. F. vo·
Tbls work Is an epitome of the life of the gt'eat Infidel,

~~~~~rJ~~~"n-:vahn"dc;~r~~~~~d i~=.:~~r:~J'u1c~glt!!I~.;.b!t

~~l~!Hs~~riitort~anifat':.':f r~~t~~n.:Tt~~~Ja~~':c~{1g;a~:

Vogell and Edmond Dubourg. It contain& an account or
Voltaire's ~outh, his e:<!le In England, Hollan~. Belgium,

Inventor of" tbe "Wilsonia," 1 nd Lecturer on Electrical Tl~era·
peutics, Autltor of "Tbe Trial of" Medicinc," "Tbe Lan·
~ua;;e of" Disease," "lDedica• Fallacies," Etc., Etc.

LITHOGRAPH

CENTRAL OFFICE.

D. M. BENNETT.

465FULTON STREET.BROOKLYN.

Heavy Plate Paper,

SillTABLE FOR FRAME OR
WITHOUT FRAME.

~":.::&~~F;;;;I~~~~\'h<l,; ~~se~~~i~g~;r~~hfl~~;;t"iJ~;:
~heen~!c;.~~ht; a~g~~c~~ ?~~g~t~~~nj'l.;,~~s'."a~~~ ~~f~~a~~
~~:nj~~thlf: ~~;~~~~~~s r~~~r~dt~~rfse~f~~~t~y~· e!~d~i

ex!le, and ends with chapter& on hlo work. his phftosophl·
ca.l&Jstem, his enemies, and sotN.e hitherto unpnbllahed.
letters.
Many volumes hav been written upon Voltaire, but none
of Its slze contains so much Information as this. From It
a clear idea. can be obtained of tlle lmme:aae influence he

OF

=~n~~ ~r.nc~~~gge::sd:~:r"fg~~Ji~{~~s:,~~l~n~oga~~~
o step out of the orthodox paths of thought.
PRICE, PAPER. 75 cent&; CLOTH, .1.00.
Address D.lll. Bennett, 141 8th st., New York.

week In your own town. Terms and ~5 outfit tree.
$66 a Address
H. HALLET & Co., Portland, Maine.

CENTRAL NEW YORK OFFICE, 25 EAST FOURTEEN'l'H ST.

Tbe Old Faith and tlte New.

~

!IT DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUSS.
'THE WILSONU." MAGNETIC GARMENTS
WILL CURE EVERY: FORM OF DISEASE,
No matter of how long standing.
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
Cures in Brooklyn and New York.

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY
BETWEEN

D. M. BENNETT and G. M.MAIR.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

Two volumes In one. The translation rn1aed and re
wrlt•en. Strauss Is too well known by the render& of
America to require a single word to be ilald In his praise.
Prlce,~~l_.oo
__. _________________________________

TO THE CLERGYMEN AND OFFICERS OF
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS OF
BROOKLYN AND NEW YORK.

SEND TO

ELMINA

THE

Discussion~

..l Conteulon.

CONS1JLTA.TION DAILY FROllf 10 A.M. TO 8 P.M., FREE OF 4JHA.RGE.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

Bennett-Mair

<EnKland, Holland, Belgium, Pruasla, Switzerland), with
unpublished letters of Voltaire and Mme.
Du Chatelet.

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN,

LIFE-SIZE

Sent by Mail Cor Fit"ty cents

His Life and Works in France
· and Abroad.

WILLIAM WILSON,

CENTS.

WINTER IS UPON US.
PROTECT YOURSELVS
Against asthma or consumption by wearing WILSONIA
clothing. Cold feet are the precursors of end leas Ills that
fiesh Is hetrto. Wear the WILSONIA soles and avoid •uch
danger.
TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE,
WEAR " WILSONIA " AND LIV.

THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING COMPANY HAV DE<::IDED TO COMMENCE THEIR
GIFT OF TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS' WORTH
OF WILSONIA MAGNETIC GARMENTS TO THE ,
SICK POOR OF BOTH CITIES. THESE GIFTS :
WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO THE APPLICANTS ~
UPON THE RECEIPT OF WRITTEN RECOM- ;
MENDATIONS OF THE CLERGY AND OFFI-l
CERS, AS ABOVE STATED. ALL PERSONS IN· :
TERESTED IN THE RELIEF OF THE SICK
POOR WILL PLEASE COMMUNICATE WITH

~

i
;
:

Tbe t1tllest Discussion yet Publtsbed,
l{iving tbe Doglllas and ClaiiDS of
Christianity a tborougb Ex•
&lllination pro and con.

~
:
;
.

BOGUS GARMENTS ARE ON THE MARKET.
The WILSONIA Is studde<! with metallic eyelets, show
lng the metals on the face. AU others are frauds. Send
rot,;,:l~i:t~~~~fli8fr~~t~~che6)d~~r 8~~{~~: O~e:~ng?g~: for
pamphlets contR!nlug testimonials from the best peo.
(a) The belief In an olfsprlng being begotten by a god
upon a human virgin is nearly a thousand years older than ple in America. who hav been cured after all ft)rms of
medlcln had failed.
6\1~~~:~n~J~"a"Jio~~ ~~~u;e~~~r:~~svl,",.!l~nb~~tg:li·ev<.:'J
NClte our addresses,
in and reported to hav been crucified and to hav died on
the cross many hundreds of years before the same was
No.465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.
N0.695BROADWAY,
~~i~~:e~~~;· in<c6h~~s~f:n\~yn~tat ~~~~6'tr~tils~af~~a:~
N0.1,3S7BROADWAT,
N0.2.S10THIRDAV., }NEW YORK.
tr~;fs~:~rr;nw~!'k~o~~~~d t~ ;~~1 J~ousa~d years before
NO, 72 NASSAU ST..
NO. ~5 E. 14th ST.,
rn1i/!::-3~~~l;~~c~~g;an~t~~~:~~!~h~~e::~ ~~~n~~~ ~
religion as to Jesus.
S. The story of Jesus &nd hls mission In the world Is an- NORTH FOURTH ST., NEAR SOUTH EIGHTH ST.
BROOKLYN, E, D.
historical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous his..
'rhls book Is a thorough examination of the Christian
system of religion, divided Into the followln~ theses:

FOR THEM.

T6:~~Pr~~~~;s ~~f~rWr~c~:Je~~~is~loj~hJ~. c{ll'a~,
15 cents.
40tt

~i~;' s~~e~a n~\~~~~~~~~~dp~;~~~~ncfti~~reT~~~at~~ ?l

VINELAND, N.J.

0

¥~~::a~n~}e~~i~f ~ ~~1r:l~~· ~~ ~~~~fr1t~~ ~:~Y:~:ft~1~~

tl."J
~itel~Xi, t'&fi'ilb~ §~N~~:earM,oo, ~I;t:e~~ .
!l!ustratlons, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 l.exlngton ave., ' r.S

New York, to whom ali letters from the sick should be addressed. In its issue for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and h!s medical publications: "We lffiow hlnf (Dr. Foote) personally and Intimt~.tely, and we aa.y with all the assurance that knowledge
Imparts that he Is a man of the highest lncentlvs and
motlvs, whose life has been spent In Instructing and Improving h!s fellow. beings by giving such Information asls
well calculated to enable them to be more healthy, more
1
l".)'~ ~£~~~J:\~· and Christianity are unprogresslv In their happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.
nature; they are founded upon the doctrin and authority ~l':-ona~%~CJ'~-:i~~t~ro:~t"1~ tr~~~~f~~~;.r;~~ ~~dt~~ri.!'..~~
of Hod himself, and are therefore 1ncapable ot progress of
famll!es, who to. day stand ready to bear willing test!
and improvement.
mony to the great benefit t~ hav derived from the phbs
0
1
1
cJ!ss-r.,~ed~A~':.:~~h~'t"~:t ~~~f.t~ of~~~~:Fo~ ~~fc~ N,~~~ ~o~~:a ~yg!enlc, and mo lessons which he has ao a I
kind are capable of recelvlllll:.
!ll'urcha8ers or PLAIN HOME TALK are at llber1;l'.!<J
Price,
$l.li0.
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FREE.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
Price of the new Popular Edition, by mall,_postsge prepald only ~1.00. Contents table free. AGENTS WANT141 Eighth st., New York.
'l:D
MlTRRAY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
'U18 Bast 28th st.... JifP'W Vnrlr.
-------------------------------------------
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~~~ft~~~ht~~i~~~?;i~~;, ~sst;~fs~~ a~iJ~~~~~ f~~ ~rl~J:

THE RADIOAL PULPIT.

;

61 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass.

By 0. B. Fretbingballl:

'I •rms $2.00 pe~· annum.
'IhtS World Is divided Into three parts.
PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George

'

.E~~~fb~~lon.

i

0
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:i~:=~~~;h;~lfe~~~egrt~~~~~~ ~li~~~~

•hie to tah onre ol themselves.

~tfre~ el'fldlecUd froord!.

~~:~:~ R~~ur~~~~fu!~~d ~tJ!~~~~;at;rldt~:;,.0;t~~

owed,

Middle·Aged and Old :1\len.
d"tJ:6~o~~eq~~f ::a'!6a~fo~0:( ~~~~~de1~!~b:c!:~~~!b~

- I!Hght 81Il8rting or bnrnln~ sensation, and a weakeulng of H1'a.
i:tem In a manner tho paUentcnnnot account for. On exarr.i1JI· \1

~m~{~ a~fc~1~{~~b~~P!, ~11l~~n·!~~0o:~~~~~~~r0~Trl,e;::;-:

0

thin or tr.ilklah hue, a~aln chnng!ng a dark and tOZPid apr· u·
ence, which p~nlnly ehowa that the Iemen fttLSseanff wiUi the nri,.e_

to

';~e:. ar,•r.,.~lfo:a~nE':l~~~e R~~~d/w~i~:&:~~~~~n! p~1rr~~~

rna,!Co~~~~~~~n~~~;~~l~~~~ ~e!:~~J~~~~~agg~~~~t~~a:;~~~;::~.

1

ttad eoncapondenca 1trlctly eonJldentl.al.

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.
1
.!~~~~::~~:!nre:to~~: !rees'~~1!~1'W~!~:~~J'g'it::O~

please send your subscription for 8lx months or one year,
and If you are not satisfied with the way the Investtgator
is conducted, we won't ask you to continue wlth us any
longer.
Sm5S

;·:J~b;• !~~~d~:li':anfoc~h!i~otiC:h!e~~ronS\!:~~m=
~all. ~ Hcrnember no rneNit•lnc lA a:Iveu. A~
m;l}J!·,t!'u,~~t~!.~=;o!~!':h~' New .J.m~e7. B1

INGERSOLL

[Fr<>m tM HOUle and llom<!, N. Y.)
Among the anccelllltul phyelclans who hav departed
!rom the narrow beaten track or orthodoxy, we may rank
Dr. Fellows, of VIneland, N. J. His prlnelplea are trne,
nl system bl\lled upon sclenttlc tact."
[From tho (No.) ~al.
reputation of Dr. Fellows Is snmclent to warrant
Conversation in verse between the two great reformers anyThe
one In reposing conlldenee In hfs skill and ability.
1'1ieoe In need of hie alii should not tall to consult him at
BY S.A.MUEL P. PUTNA.M.
once. Prooraotlnatlon Is the thief of time. and often coati
t.bA UfA nt' a btt.mAD bebt2."
Price, 10 cents.

.A.ND

Price, In cloth, $1.

AGENTS WANTED.
EXCLlJSIV TERRITORY

BRA.DLA.lJGH

~'JUST LET ME SHOW YuU"

Reuben Dailey's Printing Office.
I

DR. FOOTE'S

LIBERAL COMMISSIONfi.

BESA.NT.
For sale at this omce.

DR. YORK'S

AND READY REOIPES.
Worth $25. Cost 25c.

1Reuben Dailev's Moral Code,
!

Just Publisbed in Tract Forlll,

• and K1•dney p1'11S :
The Unknown God. Llver
I

I

Your Moral Code Is a nluable collection of praetlca
1 precepts, suitable. tor general use, because to spired by
wisdom, goodneas. truth, and the logic or common sense
1
'
tending to Improve men here, and save them from mean
ness, Injustice, and crlme.-R. C. Tr<rwbridg<, Tullv, N. Y
A
sure
cure
for
all
diseases
of
the
l!ver
and
kidneys.
I hav just read with a great deal of pleasure your re- '
A. LEC'l URE.
Purely vegetsble, and do not contain mercury. calomel, or marks at Hornellsville -R. Sayres, Hannibal. Mo.
By James·.W • S1illman
any other poisonous substance. Price 25 cents per box or
To my mind It contains the best code or morals extant.
five boxes for $1.l0. Addre<s for terms to agents, etc., ~-c. Close, Grattan, Mtch.
,ln ably-written and handsomely-bound pamphlet of
JAMES A .BLISS
sent, prepald,lOcents a dozen, so cents tor 00•!:>!.00 cents
,-..qo Jl&IIUS. Prlae, 15 cento. Addre88
•
•
p.r 100.
.AddreH
REUBEN D.Au.aoY,
lmi!IIIJ:>:.~io\~::f~IE.
l'~
Greellwlclllt.,l'rovlden ·e, R.l, ! ta191
.T•Ir•I'IOIIT1!llr

I

'T

41

Hand-Book of Health Hints

Send for a circular price list or send tor bids. I guaran.
~t~~ a"..e~~~lj,~~.;'{~\ t~:;.ne~s their printing prepaid as

AND

AND
Price, 25 cents.

dincovery aDi
f'plnlnt. tn
U.a
ll eome o! them
n In the Insane

JESUS.

BY

CHARLES

were In a terribly ahntterod condition-had

~~~~t~~' ~~y:~c~~a:~t~~nn~ ~ ~s~f~~~~fiyrj~~~~ :1.n~~~~~:

J:,o:,~:e~~!~ll !\ Rel!glon?

A. treatis on the Population Question.

wlich ta the > octor'a lnt.rst ADd greatest. med
which he haeso furr.re.cribed for thle baneful
etage! withont a fa! nre t.o cure In a tingle cnat-

The Inuesttgator Is devoted to the Liberal cause In rellgion; or In other words, to universal mental liberty. Inde·
pendent In all Its discussions, discarding superstitious
theories of what never can be known, it devotes its col..
nmns to things of this world alone, and leaves th·e next, If
there be one, to those who hav entered its unknown
shores. Believing that !t Is the duty of mortals to work
for the interests of this world, it confines itself to the
things of th!s Ute entirely. It has arrived at the age Of
fifty-one years, and asks for a support from those who are

Our Leaders .

FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.

published every Wednesday at the ~:.,0I::~f!~ Poe~~~~~~Y !~F~;I~,e~~&~~~fo:OS7id;~~~~
Be::rua.' ':lower, &c., r~ndcrlng mnr.-lage improper or unhappy,.,.
Paine Memorial Buildin,q,
tb.c-roug!lly an.i pcrmanent.ly Cllhd by au
Boston, Mass.,
.EXTERNAL APPLIC ,TION,

8VPJIILI8 ~lt.lvell! cured 1n1d

Send t"or a salllple copy.

Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the Society
for Ethical Culture.

Ill the reault of selr-Gbnse In youth, ternal excenes tu matul"ft'
\"~nrn, or other enu.ses, and producing aomo of tho following etrcctlt
'Nervouaneu,Semlnal Emlaslons (night. emluion• bydreama).DIIIP

Edited by HORA<:E SEAVER.

By Felix Adler:
The Ethics of the Social

The oldest reform journal in the
United States,

PRICE $S
per annum. single copies
!<even ce'nt!<:00Specimen copies sent on re!
ceipt ot" a two-cent stalllp to pay poata110e.

f~: ~~Fuca ~'::l. HIKhOr
Chalney,
Sentiments.
PART II.-A continued story ef • Liberal and Radlca
The American Lady.
character.
The Consolations or Ra- PART
Ill,-A short story devoted to the education of
tionalism.
our children In Liberal sentiments and principles.

gj

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS.
EASES.
Spermatorrhea ancl Impotency,

:

By George Cbainey.

two of America's clearest thlnkers.

ror.t euccesstul, ns his pr?.ctic:e will prove.

By .JOSlAH P. lUENDlJM.

i

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY

0. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER

The New SonK of Christmas.
The Departed Years,
Life as a Test of Creed.
The Sectarian Spirit.
The American Gentleman.
The Language of the Old
Testament.

:

i

THIS WORLD.

Comprising discourses of advanced thought by

..\. '"8'1llll'ly edueated and leg•lly qualllle4 phyalclan, and lilt

THE BOSTON INVEST1GATOR,

CHRONIC DISEASES,
Embracing those or the blood and Nerves, the DIJ!eases of
Men, the Diseases of Women1 and the various causes
pnyslcal and social, leadllito tnem are -Flai'Jt>: treated b

pression In its assertion that all power is of God. As a
proof of this th&le•ders and bright stars of the Christian
church hav been among the worst tyrants and oppressors
of human liberty the world has known.
6. The Bible and Christianity hav oppressed woman and
hav deprived her of the rights to which by nature she Is

sy:clmen

Snowville, PniBS!d Ce, VB.

per day at home. Samples worth i5 tree,
$5 to $20 Address
STINSON & Co., Portland, 1do.ine.

to.P'The teachings of Jesus are defectlv In morals, Intelligence, and scientific information, and, so tar as they are of

self was written by men Illy Informed In scientific knowledge, and does not harmonize with the facts and principles
in nature known to be true.
5. The doctrlns and claims of Christianity hav been a

Stu'}r,lng the Blole, 75 cents.

~~f.!~~. otA~~~e./~siologi.!~.~~.e~~~NKljiffP" g d!v re-

WILLIAM WILSON, 465 FULTON ST., BROOKLYN.
N. B. IN THIS DISTRIBUTION WE PREFER
THE MOST EXTREME CASES OF DISEASE,
SUCH AS PARALYSIS, HIP GOUT, CONSUMP· ;
. TION, HEART DISEASE, HIJMORS, CANCERS,:
: ETC., THERE BEING NO DISEASE THE WIL- ~
.: SONIA WILL NOT RELIEVE.

l
I

of hate. contenlion, war, and bloodshed. It has fostered
ignorance, superstition, and falsehood, and has retarded
education and science·in the world. It recognJzes and

4JENTENA.RY OF VOLTAIRE.

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE:·

A. WEEKLY LIBERAL .J01JRNA.L

Witb sixteen large pages, wlll be sent
t"or THREE ;,IONTHS, postage paid,
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tJdds nnd ,«nds.

Marriage

~

Parentage

.AND TH:K
IT Js more blessed to giv thnn to recelve.JIIfiU.

OUR Ideas of God arise from reflecting on onraelvs, eontemplatlngour own Intellectual and moral qualities, and a•crlblng them to an· Imaginary
being beyond the range of the sense~, and connectIng this belni' with the operations of nature. And
the conceptions of G.,d, I need hardly say, will
always correspond with our moral and intellectual
development, becaut~e, as SchUler expresses it,
"man paints himself in his gods;" or, as another
German philosopher, Feuerbach, says, "man projects himself Into ohjectlvlty." "God," says Luther, "Is a white sheet of paper which contain&
nothing save what thou hast written thereon."
Jupiter, a brave and amorous Greek, was a projection of the Greek mhid. Jehovah was a partial,
changeful, vlndllltlv being, as faithful as though
reflected from a mlrror.-Undmllood'~ Our Idea of
God.

WILL anybody venture to afilrm that either the
church of England or the J.:irk o' Scotland teaches
without any mixture of error! Hav there
not long been in the church of Scotland two very
dl:trerent schools of theology! During many years,
Dr. Robertson, the head of the Moderate party,
and Dr. Erskine, the head of the Calvinistic party,
preached under the same roof-one in the morninK and the other In the evening. They preached
two dilferent religions, •o di:trerent that the followers of Robertson thought the followers of Erskine
fanatics, and the followers of Erskine thouu;ht the
followers of Robertson .Arlan•, or worse. .And is
, there no mixture of error in the doctrln taught by
:the clergy of the church of England? Is not the
\whole country at this moment convulsed by dis·J>ntes as to what the doctrin of the church on some
important subjects really is 1 I shall not take on
myself to say who is riu;ht and who is wrong. But
this I say, with confidence, that whether the tractarians or the evangelicals be in the riu;ht, many
bundreds of these divines, who every Sunday
occupy the pulpits of our churches, must be very
much in the wrong.-Hacaulari'• Speeches.
I ruth

P·OPULAII. opinions on subjects not palpable to
sense are often· true, but seldom or never the whole
truth. They are a part of the truth ; sometimes a
greater, sometimes a small part, but exaggerated,
distorted, and di•jointed from the truths bv which
they out to be accompanied and limited. Heretical
. opinions, on the other hand, are generally some of
·. those suppressed and neglected truths, bursting
· the bounds which keep them down, and either
. seeking reconciliation with the truth contained In
·, the common opinion, or frontlng it as enemlee,
, and setting themselvs up, with similar exclu•iv. ness, as tlle whole truth. . . . Every opin !on
,which embodiesleomcwhat of the portion of truth
,which the common opinion omits, ought to be con•sldered precious, with whatever amount of error
·:and confusion that truth may be blen<led.-.MUI'8
JLiberty.
.NOTHING is meaner than tile love or pleotsure,
!the love of gain, and Insolence; nothing nobler
tthan mal:"nanhnity, meeknPss,and philanthropy.JE.Plctatus.
';!.'Rl!: poet Lucan predicts a time when all laws
11'1'1ail cease, and nations disarm, ami all men love
one another; and Quin · !lian teaches tbat we
shot<ld "' giv hded to a stranger in the nam" of the
unlverllll.ll .brotherhood which b!nds together all
men un~ ,the common father of nature;" and
Seneca saye itbat "we are members of one great
body, and bOFlil .for the good of t••e whole;" and
Juveual declaree,that it Is" mutual sympathy that.
distinguishes meR ,from the brutes."-T. W. Higginson.

THE consideration and contemplation of nature
Is a sort of natural food, if we may say so, for our
minds and talents. We are elevated by it, we seem

to be rnised above the earth, we look down on
..human a1fairs; and by lixiug our thoughts on high
.heavenly things we despise the a:trairs of this life,
i!>S small and inconsiderable. Tile mere inve~tig~
tlon of things of the greatest importance, which
are at the same time, very secret, has a certain
pleasure In it. And when anything meets us that
appears likely, our minds are filled with pleasure
thoroughly worthy of a roan.-Oictro'l A.cadtmic
Qu•stionl.
I HAv learned
To look on natm·e, not as in tile hour
Of thongbtiess youth; but hearing often Urnes
The still, sad music of humanity,
Not harsh nor grating, though of ample power
To chasten and subdue. And I hav fait
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
.And the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky and in the mind of man,
-Wordsworth.
WHILE saying that the Catholic religion is the
strongest, safest, most pure, and consistent of all
Christian faiths, permit me also to say that for this
very reason I would do more to put it down, more
to exterminate evet·y vebtige of it, more to totally
annihilate it, than I would all other systems of
. Christianity. Kill tbe parent tree an <I the branches
, and buds must die. Destroy the root;and the whole
plant will soon wither and decay. The world has
. no need of any religion, The mere belief in creed,
-dogma, or church has no l"eformtng or elevating
e!Iect upon humamty. A good moral life i• a lesson to all who behold it. Whatever Ia said by
Christna, Christ, Paul, or any greutand good hero
In any book of fiction, or any bistori0111 or biographical work that is true, Is worthy of your accephmce
as a rule of action, let us love, cherisb, and remember. But records or bloorly wal"s, cruel persncntions, and childirlb, peuril, nonseuHlcal pa~<Js ot
old Ume literature, smirched here and tU<Jl'H wit11
foulness and ObSC<Jnity, should uev<Jr be called
holy, pure, and dlvioe; should never be kept as
the· best book for family 1"earllni! or school-room
Dralu Bunlur.

._._.i'lm',._

" WILL you tell me," asked an old gentleman of
a lady, "what Mrs. --•s maiden name was?"
"Why, her maiden aim was to ~ret married, of
course," exclaimed the lady.
A BIBLE LESSON.-Who was Ell I Ell was a
priest of the Lord, wlthoutfather, without mother,
without descent, having neither beginning of days
nor end of life; his sons were eons of Belial, and
he cured Naaman's leproay by being fed by a raven
forty days and nights in a wilderness, from which·
he 'f!"as taken to heaven in a chariot of tire, whence
he shall come to judge the quick and the dead,
world without end. .Amen.
SEVERAL gentlemen were standing on the corner
of Galveston avt\l;lue when one of the most fashionable ladies of Galveston passed on the Bidewalk.
"Ahl" exclaimed one of the gentlemen," what a
complexion I There is nothing to beat it in Galveston. I am proud of that woman, I am."
"Are you her husband 1" asked a stranger.
"No, sir."
"Her father, then?"
"No, sir; I am no relation of her; but I am proud
of her complexion. I am the druggist that sold it
to her. I make it myself."
THE WA.IL OF •'THE STREET."

.Afttr Tennvson-a Long. Long Wav.
Broke, broke, broke,
On thy "longs" and" shorts," Wall street I
I would that my tongue could utter
Tile wail of my balance sheet I
Oh, well for the rem pant" bull"
That tosseth "Northwestern" at bayl
Oh, well for the schemin~~: "bear"
That hnggeth "Preferr'd to-day.
And the " margin" sharp goes on
To his mansion on lllurray Hill;
But oh, for the clutch of a real greenback!
For the sound of a chink that is still!
Broke, broke, broke,
Or l>usterl I soever it be,
But the sa vmg grace of a played-out share
Will nover come back to me I
.A SURVEYOR who was running township lines in
a new county in Michigan last fall was engaged by
a farmer to survey the line between his farm and
that of a neighbor. They had a line fence, but had
engaged In several di•putes as to whether it was
on the divide. Ti'e surveyor was making prepara
tiona when the owner of the other farm approached
and inquired:
"What are you going to do now?"
"Find the exact line,'' was the xeply.
.At this the man wheeled and went o:tr on a gallop, and he was seen no more until the line was
run. Tho surveyor and the first-named farmer had
just completed the work when the other came up
to within about ten feet of them and asked:
"Well, hav you got through!"
"Yes; all through."
".And is the fence a foot on his farm 1"
"No; he bas two feet of yours, and the fence
must be moved so that you can hav it."'
The man sprang upon a stump, faced a thicket
about :nve rods away, and yelled out:
"You there Reuben and James and Samuel!
The survey is made and we are all right! You km
shoulder them shotguns and go back to the sawmill, and if you meet the old woman r·oming with
the pitchfork you kin tell her to tnrn back and u;it
up a squar' dinner for the surveyor."

"I'M looking for the responsible man of this
prlntsbop," snorted a broad-shouldered tramp,
edging his way into the managing editor's office.
"Show me the high daddy that humps out the lite'!"ature for this magazine. Whoop I Giv me room I
Where's the he pelican that licks the postage
stamps for this periodical! Wah-hI l'm a snortin•
alligator of the briny deep. Where'a the man that
chAWB soap for tbi" job ofilce !"
" I represent those variou~ functions," repeated
the managing editor, drawing a sab<>r out of his
ear. "What kind of an advertisment do you
want!" and be poured a handful of gunpowder
into a hollow tooth and cocked it.
'' What do you mean hy publishing my name in
this yere second-hand almunac 1 What's your justification for dragging me through this two-sheet
poster! Who said I was dead 1 Who killed mef
Who put my name in this prescription label? I'm
Jim Currie, of Texas! Hear me? Who's the man
that wrote me up as a murderer in this dime-mu.
geum program? Giv me his spinel Hand me one
Of his eyes!" and the stranger danced across the
lOC"l room and back.
"I'm the man," said the managing editor, slipping a repeating rifle out of his sleeve. " I wrote
that article," drawing a handful of dynamite out
of a pimple on his nose. "If it isn't satisfactory
[taking a keg of gunpowder out of his sock] it can
be lixed."
"I want an apology or $4. in cash, and I'll get it,
If I burst this type-writer!"· yelled lllr. Currie.
"Gimme justic!l or $3.50,or I'll bang the side light!!'
out of thiS bill-board quick:er'n a streak o• lightning '11 scorch an old maid I [I'm the shiverin' walrus of the growing .southwest! Gimme satisfaction or $2. 75, or you'll hear this 11rst lesson In easy
spellln' whoopin' through space! Wah h-hl"
"You light down the inside of the building,"
howled the editor, drawing a fourteen-inch bowie
knife from his knee-joint," or I'll crawl inside of
you!" and he rammed a twelve-pound cartridge
Into bls elbow. "Jump through the roof or I'll
bite you in half and throw the rest away?" and he
clawed at twelve or fifteen feet of planking and
slammed out the side of the building with it.
"Ain't you going-?"
·
u Don't you get- t"
"Seeme-1"
"Get --I"
"Wah-h-h-h I"
And the stranger went out and told his abettors
that the thing wouldn't work; the Eagl~ was all
out or mou<Jy, and couldn't put up for a glass of
beer, while the managing editor started on an editorial demonstrating the lack of eorporate sympatby for llauptr Ol"lminaa.

SANITARY AND PHYSIOLOG·
ICAL LAWS.
FOR THJII
Production or Children oC Finer Health
and Greater Ability.
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
"The virtues of men and women . as wellao their vices
may deacend to their children."
"There Is nothing Utopian In hoping for tho time to
come when men and women will conault a wlae aa.nltar1an
before entarln~: Into the marrla11e rel&tlon."
Price, $1.iso. Addraso
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th atre et, N. Y.

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
a ten·

A aeries of letters written during
weeks visit in Europe.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
1150 P"i:el· l'rle~o, $1.50.

Christian Re~ion
BY
Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
Judge JEREMIAH S. BLA.Cii '
I

Prof. GEORGE P. F18DER.
The onl;y Complete and Anthortse 11
Edition.
This very remarkable series of papeu appearedat IJa,
tervt:ls In the Narth .American Revi~. and awakened the
profoundest Interest with the press and pUblic, Their
appearance In pamphl•t form Is In response to lnnumer.
able reunests from all parts of the eountrv.
Price,
GO cents.
Orden ohould be alven Immediately. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th street, N. T.

FROM BEHIND THE BARS,

THE SEl'tiiTIC GODS AND THE
A series of letters written in prison.
BIBLE.
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic n~tlons, Including
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Allah, Jehov•h, Satan. the Holy Gboat, the VIrgin Mary,
and tho Bible. l'o the latter 2SO p..ges are devoted, show- Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
Inc tll~t oool< to "" a vory Inferior production for a tlrstclasa llod By D. M. Bennett. 8!11 181'110 paces.. Paper
Correspondence Wanted.
coven. eo cen"': elotn. 51.
A widow lady In the fortlta, coll•ge graduated, untn.
cumbered, possrased or some property, medJum Flze
lwzel eyes, da!k curly hair, tony, Liberal, jolly and
chatty, wearied of' living alone, soltcita correFpondenc:e
with jlentlemen of position and ablllt•, a~red from 48 to 5.1
years of agEJ:, Inclose photo and stdmp, a.nr1 vou w·U re.
celve prompt attention. Address GLEN GLENDON,
1tll
Elkland, Tioga Co., Pa,

ALAMONTADA,
TliB

Interrogatories to .Jehovah,
Being- 3,000 questions propounded to hie
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety d subjects.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, !SO cents; cloth, 75 cente.

.A urratlv, by

;Johann Helnrieh Daniel Saehekke.

Modern Thinkers,

I

WHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.
1'1'&JL8lated from tbo &erman by

BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

IRA. G. ltiOSUER, LL.B •

With an Introdudilm by R. G. IngM10U.

With Eliht Portr&lts: Com~te, Swedenborg, Jeremr
•• Intoleranoe and bt,otry, more t.ban forbetra.nce and
::J'~~ 'E~:f'J..~~~\_Palne, onr1er, Herbert Spenetr,
piety, are wriUen upon the bannero of contending sects;
Price, $1.50.
For sale .by D. M. BENNBTT,
and the argument• with which they aitaek one another
141 Eighth street. N. Y.cltJ.
are sharper more ~horou~:hly weighed, and more ef!ectlv
than thooe wah whlob they defllld ~hemoelvo."
THE

Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 cts .
For sale at this office.

Tbirty Di!llcnssions, Bible Stories,
Elll!llays, and Ltctures.
BY D.M.BENNETT,
'100 P"K••· Paper eoveu, 15 eent1; cloth, $1.

ANALYSIS~

RELIGIOUS BELIEF.

Brain an~ the Bi~l~;
OR,

TiiE CONFLICT
BETWEEN

MENTAL SCIENCE AND THE·
OLOGY.
BY

ESSAYS and LECTURES.
BY B. F. Ul{DERWOOD.
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Christian!~ and M•terlallsm; What Ltberollsm Offers In

~~~~u~llan!lr/:~~~~:k~t~~~=ft!~fc" ft:!~~~~~~j;.~~~:6'~

EDGAR 0. BEALL.
WITH .A PREFACE BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

~NN1ai ~~~~:~~~~!\~;:~~eJ~~r"8~I~~:':n~gr~Wt~:~ •· Thll book written by a bravo and boa••• man, Ia dlled
with brave &lld honeot thoughts.' Tho argument& cannol
~~~h:J.•~;n1~t:n~'i.~~:~~~l~f0 ~~o~~ble; Freethourht
be answered by all tho theololll&na In the world 1"-B. 9,
~ par;os. Papor, iRJ seats; cloth, $1.
lnQ17"1oll.
THE

Price, $1.50.
God11 and Reliccion11 of Ancient
and Modern· Time11.
Sold by D. M. BENNETT, 141 EIGHTH
GIVII a full """"unt of all the gods the nations of the earth
STREET, NEW YORK.
~::,!"'d~~lrt~d.vl~"l~d~,;~~~~a~h:a~~~i;~:nraoJ~.~~~~!ully all t.he rollgfeus syatoms of the_world, Including Ju, FREE BOO:RS FOR THE SUJJi,
d&tsm, Moha.mmedtmlsm, and Christianity. Two TolumeS.

1884 .--. BJ D. M. Bennett; written In prison. Cloth, Containing nearly 100 pages, In pamphlet form; lhOWI
Pe "*me, or $5 for 'he ~wo volumeo; leather, $7; mo- bow Chronic Dlse..es can be positively cured by aador~;·
roeeo,l!ilt edaea, $6.
·
nal system of practice. It contains valuable an a~·
~eatlv notes on nearly all the chronic Ills to wblcg ~
human family Is subject, besides lliustrstlv cases, an d 1
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TALMAGE said in his last Sunday's sermon
that Christ gets down on one knee and raises us
to glory and immortality by a "dead lift."

j
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Ne-w- York, Saturday, March 25, 1882.

THE action of the Massachusetts legislaturP
in again voting down woman suffrage is taken
!!reatly to heart by the promoters of the movement. The defeated bill was to provide onh
for the extension of the ballot to women in
municipal elections, and its succees wBs quite
confidently expected. On the same day aD
amendment striking the word" male" -out of
the state Constitution was passed by the. Iowa
legislature, preparatory to a vote by the people. Wyoming has had woman suffrage twelve
ytars.

{

SCIENCE HALL, 141 8th St., { 03
NEAR ~ROADWAY.
5<1P

Lhe more pungmt criticism when he attempts
w do that in which a lithe and athletic evan::;elist might reasonably hope for better success.

per year
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IJews of the fltth.

THE Land Leaguers of the United 8tates now
CoMMENTING upon the result of his third election, Mr. Bradlaugh says: "Once more my hav a fund of $283,600..
~onstituents hav indorsed my actions, and reA GE:-.ERAL strike among workmen of all
newed to me their expre3sion of confidence. trades is said to be pending.
THE American Bible Society refuses to aid in
~ow the struggle is more grave, more serious
sending out a certain Burmese Bible because
ONE hundred and sixty- three new doctors
lhan ever. The House of Commons, by a large
the word "baptize " is translated " immerse."
hav just received diplomas from Bellevue Col·
in
a
very
full
House,
has
again
demajority
A SuNDAY-scn:ooL teacher up at High Bridge
lege, this city.
r<ided that it 'will not permit the law to be
has scripture texts printed on candy, and in
WHILE on her way to chureh last Sunday
-So
far
as
one
man
may,
I
intend
to
obeyed.
.that way is able to induce the rising generation
AT the meeting presided over by: CardinR] contest that deci~ion. Those who voted in the evening, Eliza Squires, a Brooklyn woman,
·,to swallow them.
Manning at the London Mansion House, for majority knew that the courts of law were dropped dead in the street.
REv. HENRY GALLAWAY, of North Topeka, r he relief of Russo Jewish refugees, a letter wa~ powerless to enforce the law against the priviA NIHILIST agency has been established in
Ran., is under arrest for bigamy. RPv. Thos. read inclosing a memorial signed by 1,589 .eges of Parliament. The House of Commons Boston as a branch of the Russian Society of
Ewing, of LPavenworth, Kan., is undergoing Oxford undergraduates. It said :. " We wish while breaking the law, ·has at its service the Red Cross of the National Will.
trial for ba~tardy. Rev. B. F.· Parlett, a noted publicly to state our belief that it is only by against me the police, whose duty should be to
A FUND is being raised to defend Geo. Hen•
revivalist of Alma, Kan., has become' insane. granting to all classes equal rig!Jts and privi- 11.rrest law-breakers. My duty is to take my
Etc.
Joges before the law, and by frankly laying seat. I shall try to perform that duty. The .drix, the alleged mutilator of the monument to
the British spy Andre, in Tappan, N.J.
D. M. BENNETT, of THE TRUTH SEEKER, col- aside prejudices of race and religion, that the House of Commons, by sheer force and brute
THE Rev. A. K. Stron;;, of the Presbyterian
lided with the oily Joe Cook in India in Janu- common welfare of Europe can be advanced.'' violence, last year prevented me from taking
nry, and Joe gnt the worst of it•. · It was not a Cardinal Manning s~d that he knew of no my seat, and inflicted on me serious bodily church of Hoboken, N. J., was stricken with
physical contest, however. Joe disseminated more unprecedented or gratifying outburst of njury in so preventing me. Conservativ mem- apoplexy in his pulpit on Sunday last.
bers of the House of Commons of high rank.
a slanderous story among the Indian heathen, feeling from Oxford undergraduates.
FITE boys were buried alive in St. Joseph,
nav actually expressed the shameful hope tl!at Mo., one day last week by the caving of a tunand Bennett forced his words down his throat.
THE eccentric evangelists who are carrying on
"he disgraceful scene of August 3d might be nel which .they were digging in the side of a
-Truth.
the work of the Salvation Army in Philadelphia
THE Rev. Justin D. Fulton, of Brooklyn, announced for Sunday a most remarkab]P ,·epeated. In all this the House of Commons hill.
in speaking last Sunday of John Dwyer, the series of exercises. Tney declare their inten- has not only acted illegally; it has &I so acted
Jt:x-CITY AUDITOR P.AL~IER, of Newark, N.J.,
prize fighter, recently deceas•d, made the as- tion of holding a "Real Hallelujah Spree." dishonorably. If it meant me not to sit i1 was last Saturda.y sentenced to state prison for
sertion that one of the latter's right-handed This extraordin~ry service will be Jed by Shout- should hav taken away my right to sit, and twenty years f0r embezzling $220,000 of the
cross-counter blows, that knocked his opponent ing Annie from Baltimore; Gapt. P1lgri!IJ thus hav relieved me from the duty. It leaves city's funds.
down every time, didn't begin to hav the force Charlie, who is heralded as the "Salvatio1• me the empty title to the se~t; it leaves me
THEODORE TILTON hitS cancelled his lecture
with the duty to take that seat; but it depr.v"s
.of the spirit of God when it. struck a man.
Wonder;" Capt. Joe, the Hallelujah Carpenter tne of speech and vote, and by force hinders eng•gement~ and come back to New Yo• k. He
Tf·tttli., a daily New York paper of pro- and Glory Milt, the I!allelujah Drummer. Par1 me from doing my duty. Possibly the major- is suffering from an aff~ction of the throat, and
mounced Freethought tendencies, commenting of the performa.nce will be a ' ' Knee Drill '' b) ty in the House of Commous hoped, by means his pnysicians auvise rest.
,nn Talmage's lectures against Ingersoll, de- the'' Blood and Fire Brigade." Following on of this virtual disfranchisment, to make my
EMPEROR WILLTAM of Germany slipped and
, clares that " Talmage is a humbug in spite of ·this will be'' bharpshooting by the soldiers.'' constituents so discontented and dissatisfied
himself." We beg to dis&gr•e. We hav care- From such announcements it might be expected 'with me that I should fall into disfavor iu fell last S&turday, slightl'l' injuring his elbow
dully watcher1 the career of the Jabbernacle or- that something would be said or done well Northampton. But my constituteuts are gen- and knee. This is the second accident of the
. ator, wd we take him to be a very uncon•cien- worth hearing or seeing by those who are fond eralis with me, and are determined not to vidit kmd that has befallen the kaiser within a
. tious and conscious humbug indeed.-London of sensation. Instead o[ this, the speeches un me the gross wrong done to them by the month.
are generally as vapid as can be. Th~y con- House of Commons. They bid me hold aud
1 Freethink6r.
ANTHONY CoMSTOCK is after the mPn who
FoR "repeHing the onslaughts on Christian- sist in the relating of the experience of the 1ake the seat they hav given me, and I will try drew the capital prize in a recent drawing. of a
lo'tery, under the Jaw that money won at gam·
' ity made by tbat.eloquent but misguided cham- Salvationists and in loud and wordy exhorta- to do so."
bling shall be forfeited to the poor of the
Jpion o[ Infidelity, Ingersoll," the Rev. T. De tions which are of no particular account.
A ~'RIEND in Canada writes : " I send you
county.
Witt Talmage has been invited by Gov. Jarvis,
WrnwooD READE, in his "Savage Africa." the Toronto Globe of March 8th, in which you
.of North Carolina, all the state officers, and the reports the following as actually uttered from a will fin·i an article on Br~~.dJaugh that I think
ST. PATRICK's d!l.y, the 17th inst., wa.s duly
rredera.l officers in the state, to visit RaleiJ.:h. lf pulpit by a Sierra Leone negro: "My breddren. you will eonsider worth reproducing. Of celebrated in this city by the enthusiastic Hithe people of North .Carolina like the kind of a
)OU see white man bad too much, ugly too course it is not ahead of the doctlins that you bernian population, tuough it was noticed that
minister Talm~ge ds, he is just the kind of a much, no good. You want sabby how man so vigorously propound; but it is gratifying to the participants lacked the verve which used to
minister they will like.
like dat come to lib in the world. Well, I tell see the same doctrins so firmly held by a paper distinguish them before beer had superseded
THE Rev. Mr. Donehoo, of Pittsburgh, you. Adam and Eve, dey colored people, eminent for prudence and worldly wisdom. whisky as a holiday beverage.
preached in favor of good Sunday nPwspapers. vtry handsome; lib in one beautiful garden. l'he Liberals on your side of the line are, I
GREAT exertion is bemg made to secure the
The religious journals of that city thereupon Dare dey hab all tings dat be good. Plantains, know, apt to a>k, Can any good thing come out pardon of Sergeant Mason, the soldier .,.·ho
assailell him, on the ground that he was en- yams, sweet pototoes, palm wine, too much l uf Canada? Let them read the following arti- ~hot at Guiteau. His court-martial trial is
couraging Sabbath breakers. An argument Den dey hab two children, Cain and Abel. cle, and then judge for themselvs: 'The Brit.. said to hav been illegal, a military tribunal
used by one of them was that Sunday publica- Uain no like Abel's palaver; one day he kill istl House of Commons is making progress being secondary to the civil courts in time of
tio~s were maile with a view to financial profit. 'im. Den God angry, and he say, 'Cain.' steadily but slowly, as is its wont. lt has now peace. On th1s plea Mason's council will de·"And every religious sheet in this city," the Cain go hide himself; he tink him berry cleber. rejected by a majority of only fifteen the pro. mand a new trial.
, clergyman retorted, " is issued purely and God say again, ' Cain, you tink I no see you, posal to legislate in favor of permitting affirmaTHE Rev. Mr. Hinman, who sued his bishop
csolely for the sake of money-making."
you bush nigga-eh ?' Den Cain come out, and tion to take the place of the oath when necessary. By the time Bradlaugh has been returned for slander, will probably succeed in establish'Yes,
massa,
I
lib
here-what
de
mathe
say,
THE Milan, 0., Monthly RlfOiew says: "We
once or twice more by his constituents, it Will ing a pretty bad character before the trial is
~see by Tm: TRUTH SEEKER that Mr. Bennett, ter, massa ?' Den God say in one big voice
uo doubt hav educated itself up to the voint of ended. He was sent as a missionary among
hke
de
tunder
in
de
sky,
'Where
'm
broder
the editor, who is now somewhere in the Holy
foregoing its prejudices and acting reasonably. the Western Indians, and testimony goes to
,Land, has concluded that he cannot get the Abel?' Den Cain turned white all over with
The absurdity of insisting upon the oath, and show that his ministrations, especially to
'notes of his travels in two volumes, therefore fear. Dat de first white man, bred·lren.''
nothing but the oath, from its members, after females, were not always of a spiritual kind.
·we may expect three volumes, all for five dolEv.ANGELIST HAMMOND wanted to show the the principle of affirmation has been adopt.ed·in
lIars. Those who wish the works, and surely children of Memphis, Tenn., bow Satan goes
.8.. MEETING of the electors of N orth!l.mptnn has
the courts of justice, is too manifest to be per'We all ought to hav them, as it is the first his- about "as a roaring lion, seeking whom he
(Jetuated. It seems rather hard, though, that approved Mr. Bradltmgh's conduct in the House
' tory of that country written from a Liberal may devour." In order to do this effectually
the one constituency of Northampton should be of Commons, and passed resolutions authoriz:standpoint, should send in their 'V's' he got down on his hands and knees on the pulput to all tb.e expense and annoyance involved ing the executiv of the Liberal and Radical
" while there is yet time.' "
pit plalform and executed motions like those ol m the education of its honorable memben>. Uninn to sign a petition to the House praying
LoNG after the Reformation Protestant in- a quadruped. Ooe of the religious papers of This case affurds a good illustration of the way that he be heard at the bar in support of their
dulgences were grante>d in England. On the that region criticises Mr. Hammond severely in which bigotry oft.en overreaches itself, and claim of the right to be reprPsented in the
.fly l~af of the first volume of the register of for this infractiOn of the ordinary rules of pul- defeats its own ends. Mr. Bradlaugh's con- House· by speech and vote of duly elected memPlympton is written : '' Whereas I certainly pit gesture. It is the more severe ia its criti- constituents hav returned him, and will no bers.
know that the wife of Edmund Parker, of ci:;m because of the noise made by Mr. Ham- doubt continue to do so as often as necessary,
RECENT disclosures, and the publication of
Bovington, in parish of Plympton, is under mond in simulating the roar of the terrific partly because au attempt ha~ been made to letters never before made public, put the late
such a distemper of bodie that she is not fitt to creature. Th1s is regarded as not a correct persecute him, a:ad partly because English- President Garfield in the attitude of a traitor
eat any salt flesh or fish whatever, therefore I representation of the noise made by the king of men are too strongly wedded to the principle of toward General Rosecrans, comm .. nder of the
think fitt, as miuister of said parish, to license beasts. As to the roar or other noise made by religious freedom aud full toleration to suffer a army of the Cumberland. It seems that even
her to eat flesh dur,iug the time of her sickness old Satan himself, the critics had never heard repre,entat.iv to be perpetually excluded from while Garfield was on Rosecram's staff, ~nd
according to the Ia wes and statutes of the it; yet they suspect that Mr. Hammond has Parliament on account of his religious opinions. his confid.,ntial friend und companion, he was
rerilme in that behalf. Given undPr my hand not rendered it with accuracy. Mr. Hammond Those who voted for his expulsion must hav writing letters to state <"'fficials, particularly to
March 4, 1600. Simon, D. C.'' Another en- has of late years become very portly, so that done so either on person~tl or on religwus OhaRe, sePretary of war, c lculated to damage
try, dated two years later, and signed by an- he cannot with ·ease go through the motions in- grounds, neither of which cun be accepted as his superior officer in their estimation, and
other clergyman, givs a. tijmilar indulgence to cident to the portrayal of the habits of a valid by a peO!Jle who cherish civil and relig- which finally secured Rosecrans'& dismissal
personal devil. This fact lays him open to all ioualiberty.' 1'
from the service,
- John Slannin~.
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he has also become so much civilized and Some of these discrepancies and contradictions
that his character is much improved. should be mentioned.
.
.
He once delighted to be considered the god of war,
23. The fourth gospel is t?e ?n}y one t~at conveys
·
.
•
•
• of battles, of bloodshed, carnage, fury, and death; the idea that Jesus had an mdrn~ual existence pie.
The Book of Chromcles of the Pilgrims Ill the more the human family was made wretched, the vious t.) the time when he was begotten and entered
the Land of Yahweh.
better he was pleased; but now he has beecimesofar into the world. It is the only one that takes the
CHAPTER XXXVI.
modified, so far civilized, that he likes to be called a peculiar position that the ~on and the father are one
od of peace, of kindness, and of love. He claims, and the same person. It IS the only one that hints
g
MELCHISEDEC'S SIXTEENTH VISIT.
too, to love all nations alike, and to regard the whole that~ being coul d b e h"IS own aut h or or f ather.
1. The Venerable Visitor entered the room so human family as his childr~n.
.
24. The fourth is the only gospel that says that
quietly, and in every way so imperceptibly, on this oc14. This progress of the gods has always been m John the Baptist used these words: Behold the
casion that the most acute observer could neither keeping with the progre 88 of mankind; for it must lamb of God which taketh away the sins of the
have seen nor heard him; but he was really just as never be lost sight of that the gods, like the devils, world; the only one that mentionl'l the incident that
much there as on any of the previous occasions. His have been the creation of man, and for this reason Jesus attended a wedding in Cana of Galilee, and on
salutation was of the usual character, and his manner the gods have· improved as man has improved-the that occasion manufactured a quantity of wine. If
gentle and peaceful in the extreme. His remarks gods always following and never leading. As a it was true that this miracle caused his disciples to
were in this wise:
stream can never rise above its course, so gods can believe in him, Matthew, being one of his disciples
2. Well, my friend, thou hast seen more to-day of never become superior to their creators.
who believed in him, it is nry singular that he had
the wonders of this holy city, and hast presented to
15. Gods and devils, being the representatives of not a word to say of the affair.
thy view more of the claims for miracles and super- supernaturalism, are, to the fullest extent, the repre25. The fourth is the only gospel that alludes to
natural performances. Those thou hast seen to-day sentatives of falsehood, the indices of the ages of Nicodemus, to his stealthy visit to Jesus at night,
are the invention of the priests of a rival system, but ignorance, the proofs of the crude and imperfect age and the enigmatical and metaphysical disquisition
they are no more absurd, no more monstrous, and no of the human mind. So long as supernaturalism is of the second birth. It is the only one which gives
more untrue than those presented to thee yesterday accepted by man, so long must he remain in the do- the conversation between Jesus and the woman of
and the day before.
main of darkness and falsehood, eo long must he be Samaria; the only one which mentioni the miracle
3. Of this I see thou art already apprised, and deprived of the volume of truth which is his natural of heali11g the impotent man-thirty-!light years an
there is little danger of the ridiculous claims of and legitimate heritage.
invalid-atthe Pool of Bethesda; the only one which
either system making a convert of thee; but, on the
16. As fast as man learns to understand and accept gives the astounding information that many of tb'e
other hand, they must disgust thee with the utter the truths of nature, so far as he has the intelligence disciples of Jesus forsook him and walked no more
want of truthfulness and good sense which prompts :wd mental vigor to throw off the shackles and blind- with him.
·
men to engage in such disreputable attempts to ing mists of supernaturalism, so rapidly will he ad26. The fourth gospel is the only one that makes·
establish falsehood. It is a sad thing that in men's vance in the clear light of nature's truths and fully any mention of Jesus ever writing a word, though
zeal to bolster up supernaturalil'lm the most bare- become enlightened by the great sun of perfect in- even in the sand, which nobody ever read or was
faced falsehoods are perpetrated.
telligence and the great source of life and truth. ever benefited by; the only one that intimates that
4. But this is what must b.e done in all casell! when When man learns to discard supernaturalism he will Jesus ever read a• word-and that from the Jewish
miracles and the claims of supernaturalism are to be take the high position which destiny b:u in store for law in the synagogue of Galilee; the only one that
passed off as realities; falsehoods have to be used for him, and he will be led on bj the spirit of truth to mentions that Jesus performed the astonishing mirthe purpose, and the thing can be done in no other the eminence of perfect knowledge and harpiness. acle of curing a ma.n blind from birth by a mixture
way. Every time that the supernatural is claimed a As long as man hugs tmpernaturalism to his bosom, of clay and water, which to the medical faculty
falsehood has to be uttered. Truth never requires so long will darkness and error surround him, and as must stand as an impossibility, and which they will
falsehood to sustain it; fictions and fables always do. soon as he can throw off the incubus of supernatural- never he able to repeat with the same result.
5. The belief in the supernatural is only enter- ism, so soon will he be free, unfettered, and joyous.
27. The fourth gospel is the only one that men. tained when nature is not properly understood, and Naturalism advances civilization and human prog- tions the extraordinary and impossible miracle of
the more thoroughly nature and her laws are studied, ress, but supernaturalism retards both.
raising Lazarus from the dead, and after he had been
17. The priests being the authors of supernatural- so long dead that decomposition had set in. If that
a.nd known, the less chance there is for.the recogn~~
twn of the supernatural. Supernaturalism, then, ISI ism, they are also the class who will fight for its great event really took place there is no question but
the child of ignorance; and _ignorance and supe~stition continuance. Their trade rests upon the claim!! of what each evangelist would have detailed the
are synonymous term~. N aiure and naturahs~ a~e ·supernaturalism; their pretense is that they have account in full. The fact that the fourth is the only
the great ~ruth of existence, and supernaturalism Is knowledge of the will and desires of the gods; that gospel that even hints at it, and as that was not writthe great he.
.
.
. I they possess influence over them; that men need ten till a century and a half after the miracle was
6. Supernaturalism bas been th~ work of pr1ests
priests ail mediators between the gods and them- claimed to have been performed, makes it very safe to
all the ages of the past. It was pnests who firbt edu-, selves, and that it is the ministration of the priests pronounce it an utter falsehood, especially since it
cated the childish mind of primitive man to accept that will save men from the eternal fires that must must have been falt<e though each of the gospel
the supernatural, the moving of natures forces by a' otherwise everlastingly overwhelm them. Thus the wri~ers and a thousand others had protested it was
power superior to itself; and it has been the continu- 1 priests are the authors of supernaturalism and its de- true.
ous work of priests. It b~gan, of course, lo.w do'!'n in fenders. To this extent they stand in the way of the
28. The fourth is the only gospel that mentions.
the scale, ana has greatly Improved as the mlllenmums, world's progress, and they must be IIJuperseded by the close friendship which existed between Jesus and
have passed b~.
.
,
_
I t?e teachers of. truth before ignorance and 11upersti- Mary, and her anointing the feet of Jesus; the
7. At one time m mans career every force and. twn can be ba.mshed from the world, and before per- others have it that it was his head that she anointed;
operation in nature was believed to be a personal feet mental liberty can have full rule.
the fourth is the only gospel that mentions that
being, or a personal being was believed to rule over i 18. The legitimate inference, then, is that the .Jesus washed the feet of his disciples, that is the
it and to manipulate it, and this being was thought' priesthood are the enemies of the human race instead only one that speaks of :h!im, when arrested, as being
to be a bad one; thus devils and demons were of its friends. They belong to the past rather than taken to Annas, the high priest; the only one that
accepted by J:?an i~ hie infantile state long b~fore, ~o the present: They clog the whe~ls of progress makes Pilate to ask Jesus, What is _truth? th~ only
~ods were beheved m. Every feature. and mo_difica- • mstead of helpmg them forward. Yes, they are the one that says the mother of Jesus Witne!'lsed b1s exetwn of nature's forces that caused pam and discom-; enemies of mankind instead of its friends. Teachers cution; the only one that says a Roman soldier
fort was believed to be the work of a demon or 1 of science and truth will always be necessary· the pierced the side of Jesus with a spear.
devil, and how to placate these evil beings was man's. young and illy-informed will always need ins true29. The fourth is the only gospel that mentions
early study.
i tion; the elements and the lessons of truth will Jesus, during his ministry, making five separate visits
8. ~h~s it can easily be und_erstood that de-~·jl.: always need to be clearly expour1ded, but the priest- to Jerusalem, while the others speak of only a single
:worship IS older than god-w?rshipi. but as ~volutwn, hood, who insist that supernaturalism is a reality and visit; it is the ?nly one t~at represents his minist_ry
Is a great law of nature, this feelmg was bound to, that men must bow down before it, can far better be to have lasted tor the perwd of several years, while
be modified with the movement of time, and gods dispensed with than not.
the others make it but twelve, or at the most only
gradually came into fashion-or, in other ~ords, the
19. I will now take up the subject considered at eighteen months. It is impossible to reconcile these
devils evolved into gods, ~nd the bad bemgs came my last two visits and recall more of the absurdities contradictions with truth. There is no system of
to be re~arded as good bemgs.
.
and_ falsehoods contained in the New Testament, es- facts or of reasoning th11t will justify such ra.dical
· 9. This change_ was not sudden, nor was It full all. pemally the fourth gospel attributed to John, though, differences.
.
at once; the devils gradually Improved, and by de- as a matter of fact, John did not write it nor was it
30. It is the only fourth gospel that mentions NIC·
greas lost their evil character, at first being partly, written till about a hundred years afte~ John had odemus's providing a hundred pounds of myrrh and
ba~ and partly good .. This was pecul~ar to no one· p~id the debt of ~~t~re_and was laid in his grave. I aloes with whi?h to embalm the body of Jesus; the
nat1?n, but common With nea~ly all natwns, and t~e, Will, however, cntimse It all the same, because it is only one to claim that Jesus made repeated appearJewish people were no exceptwn. Yahweh-worship' accepted as divine and revealed truth in which can ances to his di~ciples after his resurrection, and also
was at first a specit~s of devil-worship, and the first be no error or imperfection.
that he remained with them many days before his
conceptio~ of hi_m was little bet~er than a deyil. .
20. The 15ty le of the fo.urth gospel is wholly differ- ascension; the o~hers repr.esent tha~ his ascension
10. Neither. ~Id he evolve r~p~dly; he retame~ his ~nt f~om the first th~ee; It was written by one fa mil- took place immediately, while the wnter of the book
cruel. and ~ahcw~s characte_nsti~s. for a Ion~ time, Iar ~Ith the Greek literature and philosophy as well of Acts says there were forty days betw.een the res~r·
and, as I snowed m my earher VISits, was subJect to. as With the Greek language, while the other three rection and the ascension. Such positive contradlC·
freaks of an~er, teml?er, a.nd ~alic~ . . I_le wa~ 3:lso ~re far mo.re Jewish in character. Tne fourth gospel tions are. most unfort.unate, for some of them must
narrow and mrcumscnbed In his partiahties, claimmg IS a polemic rather than a narrative but still it is necessarily be false, If not all.
but a small fraction of the human family as his sufficiently a narrative to show ma~y positive dis31. The fourth gospel differs from the second and
favorites, friends, and family, while the other ninety-: crepancies and contradictions when compared with the third in mentioning the ascension of Jesus up to
nine-hundredths of the world's inhabitants were his· the other three.
heaven. That, it must be admitted, if true, is one of
enemies, for whom he wished the worst of evils,
21. The fourth gospel was written to establish the the most important events in the career of Jesus, be·
including destruction and death.
.
di~inity of Jesus Christ and his identity with the sides being one of the great<'st miracles ever perU. It was the character of these devil-gods to be bemg who was supposed to be the creator of heaven formed. The fact, however, that the first and fourth
the deadly enemies of all the nations in existence,, an~ earth, but still it has nothing to say about Jesus gospels have not a word upon the subject, proves
save the one who accepted them. and had created i bemg divinely begotten, nothing about the visit of unmistakably that the writers knew nothing of the
them. They were a pa~t.of. the time good to their 1 Yahweh to. the vi~gin, nothing of the wonderful claim, or that they did ~ot deem it worthY: of men·
own people, but always InimiCal and full of hate for. overshadowmg busmess. It would seem that the tion. It is not at all hkely that they believed the
all other nations.
:writer or the fourth gospel was ignorant of all this legend to be true.
12. As men's minds grow, their conceptions of or he thought too little of it to deem it worth
32. The other omissions of the fourth 'gospel a~e
t~eir god~ also enlarge; thus it is seen that the small, repeating.
. .
equally noticeable, and show that the entire story IS
mrcumscnbed, and narrow Yahweh of the Jews, and
22. Although the fourth gospel omits that remark- of the most unreliable character. The fourth gospel
~h~, ~trang~Iy enough, was adopted by all the; ~ble incident, it contains many others not contained . mentions very few of the miracles claimed. by the
Chnstian ~atwns? has s~ grow_n that he. seems to re-I I!! the other three, and to that extent is wholly un- other gospels, but, as indicated, has a set of Its o'Yn.
g~rd ~~ntlle natwns With qUite as much favor as· like the ~thers as much as though it was the record It has nothing of the Sermon on the Mount, which
1
his origmal preference, or first love.
I of the life of the some other god than Yahweh. plays so important a part in the first gospel. It s~y~
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nothing of the parables of Jesus, which are a most
important feature in the other gospels. The first
:gospel gives. twe~ve p~rables, the second but three,
wh~le the third gtves. stxteen. Su~h serious discrep:anCieS loudly proclatm the unreliable character of
the story. The parables given by the first gospel
are unlike those given by the third, and the latter
:are much the shorter.
33. It is most singular that while the other gospels
assert that J Qhn was present on the occasion of raising Jarius's daughter, of the transfiguration, of the
agony in GethsE)ptane, etc., the fourth gospel has
not a word of either. If the writer was present
when those things took place, his narrative is incorrect, as he does not mention them; and if he did not
know of them, the writers of the first three gospels
were clearly guilty of falsehood.
34. It is a trifle singular that the third and fourth
gospels say that Satan or the devil, entered into
Judas, and induced him to betray his master, while
th'3 other two say nothing of the kind, and leave the
reader to suppose that Judas acted from his own
motives and impulse!! solely.
35.~ In one respect the fourth gospel is decidedly
superior to the other three-it has little or nothing
about devils. The first gospel contains one cas&
where the devil cast out by Jesus acknowledged his
messiahship; the second gospel has four such cases;
the third three, while the fourth has none. If the
devils bad really said this, and the writer of the
fourth gospel was present when those devils talked
:in that way, be assuredly would have availed him,self of such important testimony.
36. The fourth gospel has nothing to say about
•the little speech of Jesus to Peter about the latter
!being the rock upon which the church was to be
ibuilt; about those whom he looses on earth being
being loosed in heaven; about those he binds on
earth being bound in heaven. It is possible that the
writer of the fourth gospel deemed Peter too false
and impetuous a character to have such extraordinary power pl&ced in his hands, and did not care to
repeat the remarks that confer no credit upon the
person who uttered them.
37. The language of the fourth gospel is very
enigmatical, mythical, metaphysical, obscure, and
confusing, aud totally unlike that of the other three.
It makes Jesus to give long and continued discourses which the others do not give, and makes the
style of his teaching wholly unlike the others. It
places Jesus in the position of a person who wishes
to befog his hearer~ instead of giving them clear and
explicit language which they could not mistake.
38. The last verse of the fourth gosp~l may be
- talien as an index of the misstatements, or the very
;poor judgment of the writer. He says if all the
:things which Jesus did were written, the world would
'not be able to contain the books containing them.
'Thie is a most extravagant statement. The world is
! large enough to contain a full account of all the
<deeds performed by a thousand million times as
1many people as are on the whole earth; how absurd,
t'hen, to ~alk about the world not being large enough
to contam an account of the deeds performed by a
person but thirty years of age!
39. I will now retire and leave thee to thy own
reflections and repose. I do not presume that I have
suggested thoughts that thou hast not entertained
before, but there can be nothing amiss in calling
again to mind the inconsistencies and falsehoods of
what is called a revealed word. I bid the a peaceful
good-night.
CHAPTER XXXVII.
SEVENTEENTH DAY-MORE HOLY PLACES.

1. It is hardly needful to dwell at length on these,
but it will be sufficient to merely name the places
~ithout giving their particular localities or describIng them. Among the places outside the church of
the Holy Sepulcher, and which are claimed to be
identified, are the house of Pontius Pilate, where his
wife had a dream about the trial of Jesus, and where
she warned her husband to have nothing to do
against that man.
2. The place where the palace of Herod stood is
pointed out, '!hether by the aid of the Empress
Helena or not lB not stated; also the chapel of our
Lady of Grief is another place sacred to the Virgin,
and the palace of Herod, though whether it was
Herod the Great, or his grandson Herod the tetrarch
of Galilee, the Scribe will not have the hardihood to
say.
3. Prominent among the holy places is the house
of Saint Veronica, the young woman who felt a symp~thy for Jesus when under the fatigue of carrying
his cross, which, by the bye, was done by Simon of
Cyrene. Besides falling so many times, he was
thrown into a profuse perspiration, when the dear
·B?ul took her white linen handkerchief and wiped
his face, and the remarkable result was attained of
his. face being photographed or printed on the linen.
Th1s miracle is amply corroborated, the identical
.handkerchief being in several cathedrals in Europe.
'rhere ill one in Paris, one in Aix-la-Chapelle, one in
ilolo~ne, one in Milan, and one guarded with great
'fare m St. Peter's at Rome, which cannot be seen

!!ave by paying a considerable sum of money .. How chapel of the father; the chapel of the angel; the
can any one doubt a miracle of which there are so chapel of the apostles, ·-and others too numerous to
many proofs in existence? -.
mention. ·
4. The places are not only pointed out where
11. There are many other holy places about this
Jesus fell with the cross the first time, and run his holy city; and though the greatest pains may bE!
elbow into a soliO. stone; where he fell the second taken to enumerate them all, it is greatly to be feared
time, and made another big dent in a stone with his that some may be omitted. There is the church of
elbow; when he stopped to rest and leaned his h-ead the Ascension; the ruins of the tower of the Nun of
and shoulder against a rock to rest, and left a print Galilee; the place of St. Pelagia (it iB not much
of both upon it; where he fell with the cross the known who he was); the well of Nehemiah; the
third time, ma-king another deep impression in the place where the paRchal -lamb was slain; where
rock; where he fell the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, Jesus washed feet; the place where the Holy Ghost
eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth times as he came down on the day of Pentecost; where the lot
staggered along that sorrowful way under the heavy fell upon Matthew; where James was consecrated;
load; but the place is just as accurately indicated where Peter denied his master when the cock crew;
where Simon shouldered the cross at the Hall of where St. James said mass before the blessed Virgin;
Judgment, whence he bore it, without falling once, to where the wicked Jews attempted to steal the body
9al~ary, and thus sa':ed .Jesus the trouble of carry- of the Virgin; where the blessed Virgin was trans•
mg It altogether. It 111 smgularthat the cross which lated; where Jesus was in prison; where the Virgin
~ot Jesus down twelve times, when }le did not carry stood when she heard of the arrest of Jesus; where
It, should not have thrown Simon, when he did carry Peter wept, awj more holy places without number.
it, !1nd that Jesus should have been so very much
12. A common carnal-minded person who has not
fattgued by the weight of the cross which Simon the ability to discern spiritual things may be unable
bore all the way himself.
to understand how all these localities were discovered
3. Next is the Judicial Gate, or the entrancfJ into and determined after all the centuries of war, carthe Judgment Hall, whence the sacred stairca.se was nage, and confusion that passed over the cotJutry
taken which is now in the church at the Lateran in and city; but it should be remembered that the
Rome. Next Peter's prison; next the house of Sim- sainted Empress Helena spent considerable time in
eon, who was struck dumb; next the chapel of Mary this country, and that she was so highly inspired, and
Magdalene, who reformed her manner of life and had the gift of dreams and visions to such perfection,
did not Bee so much promiscuous eompany as before; -that she had little or no difficulty in settling all these
next the house, now the chapel, of Anna, the mother little difficult cases; and if it so happened that any
of John the Baptist; next the nnmerous places on of these points escaped her attention, tbe church has
Mount Zion, where the holy man David used to in- been full of godly-minded persons but little behind
dulge in some of his idiosyncr~sies; next the house St. Helena herself, who were amply able to adjust
of another Mary, the mother of St. Mark; next the .any of these knotty questions. They could tell the
church of St. Savior; next the great altar, called by very place where any ancient event took place, and
the Latin name of the Major Altar.
if necessary they could invent the incident and then
6. Next the church which stands on the spot tell where it took place.
where the Last Supper was partaken of; then there
13. There is one matter of which mention should
is a church ef St. Thomas, who was a little slow be made in connection with the holy city, and that
about believing some things; and another holy relic, is the Wandering Jew, and what is here written
which should not be left unnoticed, is oil.e !!If the about that celebrated character is taken from St.
stones brought from the Mount of Olives, and from Mark (Twain), whose veracity will hardly be questhe road way where J esu$ pasRed along on the ass tioned: And t~o we come at last to another wonder
which he sent his disciple to take whether the owner of deep and abiding interest-the veritable house
wished to lfJnd it or not, and where, after the gar- where the unhappy wretch once lived who bas been
ments and olive branches were thrown in the way celebrated in song and story for more than eighteen
for him to ride over, at the time the people were hundred years as the Wandering Jew.
shouting hosannas about the soa of David (by the
14. On the memorable day of the crucifixion he
way of his step-father), and at the time he made the stood in this old doorway with his arms akimbo,
sage remark that if the people did not thus shout the looking out on the struggling mob that was apstones themselves would cry aloud. Well, this is proaching, and, when the weary savior would have
said to be one of those stones whiC'h woilld have cried sat down and rested him a moment, pushed him
aloud if the people had not. Just think of what a rudely away and said, Move on. The Lord said,
curiosity-what a privilege it is-:-to see a stone Move on, thou, likewise. And the command has
never been revoked from that day to this. All men
which would have cried aloud, only it did not;
7. A little outside the walls, down in the valley of know how that the miscreant upon whose head that
Jehosaphat, the place iB pointed out where St. just curse fell has roamed up and down the wide world
Stephen, the first Christian martyr, was stoned, and, for ages and ages, seeking rel!lt and never finding it
close by, the very place wherlil Paul stood when he -courting death, but always in vain-longing to stop
held Stephen's garmeilt~; another place is where the in city, in wilderness, in desert solitudes, yet hearing
body after being stoned was laid for burial, and but always that relentless warning to ma~ch, march on.
a little way off is the tomb of the Virgin, where her
15. They say, do these hoary traditwns, that when
bones were laid at rest after she gave up the ghost; Titus sacked Jerusalem and slaughtered eleven hunthough how she was allowed to die is one of the dred thousand Jews in her streets and byways, the
greatest marvels connected with the whole story. wandering Jew was seen always in the thick.est of
Why Yahweh did not take her up and have her sit the fight, and that when battle axes gleamed m the
at his right or left hand, just for the good she had air he bowed his head beneath the~?; w~en swords
done, even if she was incapacitated for further duty, flashed ~heir lightnings .h~ spra;ng I~ their wa;r;. he
seems singular indeed, and only shows how readily bared his breast to whizzmg J8Vehm~, to hts~mg
some persons forget the favors they have received.
arrows, to any and to every weapon ~hat promised
8. There is a church at the tomb of the holy Vjr- death and forgetfulness and rest. Bu~ It was useless;
gin, which is claimed to be the oldest Christtan he walked forth out of the carnage without a wound.
church in existence; and, by the bye, there are alBo a
16. And it is said that five hundred year~ afternumber of other oldeet Christian churches. Forty- ward he followed Mohammed when he earned deseven handsome stepe !ead to this one, and it is struction to the cities of Arabia, and then turned
claimed that it was built by the sainted Empress against him, hoping in this way to win the ~eath of
Helena. Beside the Virgin, tlie bones. of her bus- a traitor. His caloulations were wrong agam. No
band also rest here; here are also reposing the osse- quarter was given to any living creature but on.e, and
o:us remains of Joachim and Anna, the parents of the that was the only one of all the host that did not
Vh·gin, the latter of whom was also a virgin when want it. He sought death five hundred Y?ars later
she bore Mary, and more particularly afterward; in the wars of the Cr~sades, and offered himself. to
for be it known that an immaculate virgin was famine and pestilence m Ascalon. He escaped agam;
necessary to bear the right sort of girl to assist Yah- he could not die.
web in begetting the little Jesus. So it follows, of
17. These repeated annoyances could have at last
course, that Mary was the daughter of Anna, but not but one effect-~hey shook his c~>nfidence .. Since
the daughter of Joachim. She was necessarily the then the wandenng .Jew has earned o~I. a kmd of
daughter of Yahweh himself.
desultory warfare With the mos~ promtsm~ of the
9. It is true the divulging of this truth makes the aids and implement~ of destructton, but wtth Rma:ll
connection between Yahweh and Mary of about the hope as a gene;al thmg. He has speculated so~e m
same character as that of Lot and his daughters; cholera and railroads, and has taken almost a .h_vely
but what of that? Was not Lot a man of God, interest in infernal machines and patent med10mes.
whom Yahweh showed special favors to, and did not He is old now and grave, as becomes an age like his;
an ecumenical council eternally settle it that the he indulges in no light amusements save that he goes
Virgin was an immaculate conception the same as sometimes to executions and is fond of ~unerals.
was Jesus? Her mother was a virgin as really as
18. There is one thing he cannot avo1d; go where
herself, and so perhaps it was all the way back, and he will about the world he must never fail to report
possibly some future council may so decide it.
in Jerusalem every fiftieth year. Only a year or two
10. So accurately are the places preserved where ago he was here for the thirty-seventh time since
all these holy events took place that the identical Jesus was crucified on Calvary. Th~y say that many
spot is marked where the Virgin dropped her belt old people who are here now saw him then and had
on a certain occasion, but it is probable that it seen h_im before. He looks alway~ the same-old
required St. Helena to tell where that spot was; and withered and hollow-eyed and hstless, save there
another place where she prayed; another place is about him something which seems to suggest that
where she wept. Of the chapels the numbers are he is looking for some one, expecting some one-the
great-oue is a chapel of the creed; another the friends of his youth perhaps. He always pokes about
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the old streets looking lonesome, making his mark ingly he visited the holy pla'1e, offering np a ferver:t I_ 11. Th~ B~douine are stric~t to keep their ~('ntracts,
on a wall here and there, a11d eyeing the oldest prayer to the Virgin, and, wonderful to relate, hts l:nt they neRJtat~ not to steal ~r. 1 ?h; even irom each
building!! with a sort of friendly half interest; and prayer was answered on the spot, and his Rtn bboru other. {~'hey prefer not. to take hfe 1 f tt can be avoided,
he sheds a few tears at the threshold of his ancient malady was at once removed.
e':en ':''J"? they deRpOII and roh f'tr~ngers: but they
dwelling, and bitter tears they are. Then he collects
29. This plea was a most ingen!ous one, and saved wil1 kll~, tf they fin.d It nece.ssary, m their rohbi'ng
his rent and leaves again.
the poor man's life; and, what is more, suddenly ~nteqmse~. The dtffPrent tnbes ~re of~en engaged
19. He has been seen standing near the church of r~.ised him in the estimation of the populace. They m :w.ar With each other, an.d beh~ve It perfectly
the Holy Sepulcher on many a starlight night, for be acqepted him as a devout worshiper of the blessed legittmate to take from then· enennes all the propbas cherished an idea for many centuries that if he Virgin; they recognized him as one whose prayers erty they ca~.
could only enter there he could rest. But when he are miraculously answered, and they decided that
12. The tnbes hold what they have on the com.
approaches the doors slam to with a crash, the earth the highest honors should be paid him. So, in place mnnity p~a?, but the sheik has· m?re a~~antages
trembles, and all the lights in Jerusalem burnwith of taking his life, they clothed him in rich robes, and. perquuntes ~han the masses. HI~ posttiOn is ina ghastly blue. He does this every fifty years just carried him around the town upon their shoulders, hen ted., but he IS expected. to show ~nmself a brave
the same. It is hopeless, but then it is bard to break and considered him a veritable saint.
and WISe leader of the tnbe, and IS looked up to
habits one has been eighteen hundred years accusas a superior man who must be obeyed. His rule is
tomed to. The old tourist is far away on his wanCHAPTER XXXVIII.
imperative.
derings now. He must have a consuming contempt
PERSONS MET WITH.
13. Upon asking what the law-making power is
for the complacent infants who go sknrrying about
1. Among the per~ons met at the hotel in the among them, the colonel said he inquiTed of the old
the world in these railroad days and call it traveling. holy city may bG mentioned Sir Arthur Cunning- head sheik with regard to that, and was informed
All I have revealed about the wandering Jew can be ham, a dignified Englishman, pretty well advanced that the head shiek convoked all his subordinate
amply proven by reference to our guide.
in years. He is distinguished as the man who sup- sheiks when any question had to be decided; and
20. Of course the Scribe was not fortunate enough pressed Fenianism several years ago.
said the old shiek, I sit quietly and hear all thei;
to meet this rather antiquated individual, as he pos2. Another party was the pious .Mr. Miller and talk, and when they have finished I do as I think
sibly may be spending the present season in the wife, of Bristol, England, who is noted for the power best.
vicinity of the North Pole, but he (the Scribe) wishes which he possesse>J over the deity to induce him to
14. Polygamy is common among all the Arabs
right here to assure his readers that he accepts this listen to his requests and fulfill all his desires. He and when a man is able to support two or inor~
story about the wandering Jew with the same amount is able to report most astonishing achievements he wives there is no prohibition against their indulging
of credence that he does all the other remarkable has made by dint of hiR prayers-churchee built, or- in their taste for more matrimony. Divorce is also
yarns that a.re repeated of the individua1s and mirac- phan asylums established, the inmatt>s fed, and many very easy among them; if a man becomes dissatisfied
ulous events whi0h have transpired in this holy city more astonishing things not necessary to repRat.. It with his wife, he can at any time send her home to
and country. For further particulars inquire of the is said he can pray at a mark and hit it, oftener than her parents. The position of the woman is a menial
guide or Moody and Sankey.
any other expert in the business.
.
one, being little more than a slave to her husband.
21. There are numerous other sacred places which
3. Another person seen is Captain Condor, also of She is not supposed to know anything, and education
the pilgrims did not visit, but so far as the Scribe is England, who has been ~~ngaged for many years in is out of the question for her. It is very common to
concerned he is surfeited with them and lcngs to get making excavatings about the holy city, and writ- see the Arab women carrying heavy loads along the
out again into some nart of the world where the ing a book descriptive of his labors. He has a force road, while the husband is riding on the donkey,
devil i~ supposed. to hold rule and where there is not under his direction now. He is employed by the horse, or camel.
quite so much holiness.
Palestine Explomtion Society, and is paid by the fund
15. The men and women are botl;t physically well22 This country of sacred places, churches, chap- raiAed for the purpose. He is an active-looking man. made-of good hight, straight, and of good figure.
els, and shrines brings some ineidents to the mind of
4. Another character is an enthusiastic Swede with They are not given to obesity, like most Europeans,
the Scribe which he has heard. In this Land of a red head, who has come to the Land of Yahweh to and it is very seldom that a fl>'shy Arab is seen. It
Yahweh the bones of any dead man have only to be find the ark of Shittim wood which uued to be the is often said that the men are better looking than the
found to afford good reason for a chapel to be erected residence of Yahweh before so many larger and women. Some of the young women look very well,
or a shrine to be set up. Once upon a time a native better places were provided for him. This erratic but they seem to lose their beauty early, and by the
in this conntry bad a faithful donkey, which, after a Swede can think of little else than the ark of the time they are forty look like hags. They are dark,
lifetime of hard service, could no longer keep up the covenant, and he roams over this desolate land, look- but have straight hair.
process of breathing, and quietly yielded up the ing high and low for that ark; but, up to this date,
16. There are many Bedouins roving over the
ghost, whereupon the bereaved owner laid him by he has not found hair nor hide of it. Nobody can Land of Yahweh, and they often prey upon the more
the roadside and covered his body with stones.
tell him what has become it. Unfortunately he has numerous class of ordinary Arabs and Syrians, who
23. The bod.y of the defunct jackass remained not the wonderful ability of dreaming out the bca- are disposed to remain permanently 1n one place and
there several years, until the mes>t upon the bones tion of holy places, and, in consequence, it is to be pursue agriculture for a livelihood. There would be
had entirely disappearRd and naught but the bones feared he is spending his time, his strength, and his more prosperity in the country were the government
remained. At length some pious Christian, in hunt- money in vain.
better and taxes n'ot so heavy. The Turkish rule is
ing for sacred relics and sacred bones of departed
5. Among the most pleasing persons met with is replete with dishonesty and corruption, and the opsaints, had the good fortune to find those of tbis in- Colonel Joseph G. vVilson, the American consul for pression which grows out of it bears the hardest
dividual of the asinine species, and by the discern- the holy city. His home is Fort Madison, Iowa, and upon the noor tiller of the soil.
ing instincts which a saint is supposed to possess! he has been here some four years, and has necessa17. Syria is now ruled by five viceroys, called
readily perceived that he had discovered the bones of a: rily learned much about the country. From him pasiJa8, the seats of whose governments are respectdeparted saint of the first water, and with commend- i many points were obtained, and m:my facts learned. ively Damascus, Aleppo, Tripoli, Acre, and Jerusaable promptness he erected a shrine ove1' tbe bones! 6. His. position brings him more or less in contact lf'm. The population of Palestine is somewhere
and st?..rted a holy shop or prayer fa.ctory for the, with the natives of the country, the Bedouins, and about 200,000, while that of Syria entire is in the
offering of prayers and the performance of miracle>J,' the Syrians. It is amusing to hear him relate many neighborhood of 2,000,000.
and as the results produced were of the most aston-: of the incidents which come under his observation.
18. The ,Jews, as before remarked, are not selfishing chlnacter, a lively trade was done and many a: When travelers from America wish to visit the coun- sustaining, but live largely upon the contributions
i try beyond the Jordan they apply to him, and he sent from their brethren in various countries.
It is
shekel brought into the holy treasury.
24. Thu8 the business at this pious shop throve, sends word to some sheik east of the Jordan to come much the same with the Christians; they may be said
until by chance the owner of the defunct donkey ilis-; and see him. In two days the sheik puts in an to .be flourishing to some extent, having well-built
covered that the shrine had been erected over the appeamnce, and readily enters into a contract, which churches, convents, etc.; but these have been conbones of his former four. footed servant, and that he most scrupulously carries out.
structed with money sent in from various Christian
those very bones had performed all the miracles.' 7. He mentioned, as an illustration of the morals countries, a11d a steady influx of funds is forwarded
The joke was too good to be kept; so he let the facts of the sheiks and their faith in prayer, this incident: to keep up the annual expenses of the various instibe known, and after that that shop was known as the, An old sheik said to him that Allah had been very tutions. The holy land is quite a tax to the ChrisShrine of the Holy Jackass.
. good to him, and had hearkened to his prayers. On tianR of the world, but they wiU cheerfully expend
25. One pious story brings to mind another: Once oue occasion he had met a ycung sheik who had a many thousands of dollars per year to .keep 11p their
upon another time a man of the world was sojourn- very fine mare, which he (the old sheik) greatly de- foothold in the country. As Christianity had its
ing for a season in a town where unusually holy sired, and he asked him what price he wished for origin here, they are very anxious to hold control of
shrines, chapel~, and churches had been erected to the animal; but the young sheik said no price could the country as widely as possible.
the blessed Virgin, which were by the faithful held be placed upon the beast, for he should not part with
19. 'fhe business of Jerusalem is of a limited charin the very highest esteem. But on an unlucky day her, because he had inherited her from his father, acter. But few goods are sold, except at retail,and
this graceless sojourner strayed into one of these and could not give her up.
that to no great extent. A large share of the money in
holy places, though he had little J"espect for holy
8. The old sheik was grieved at this intelligence, circulation is brought into the country by pilgrims
things.
and prayed morning and night to Allah to give and visitors who come here to see the land once
26. While standing there he felt a necessity for him that beautiful mare. For some time he thought selected by Yahweh in preference to all other coun·
attending to a demand of nature, and, with shocking Allah did not hear him ; but he continued to tries of the globe. A little trade is done in the mansacrilege, he did not leave the place for the purpose. pray, and at length Allah heard hiR prayer, and was ufacture of various articles from olive. wood, which
But, unfortunately, it so happened that he was dis- so good as to answer his request. This wM,J the are principally sold to viRitors. Several of the mecovered in the very act, and the utmost indignation way in which it was done:
chanica! trades are feebly conducted. The stores
and horror, of course, was arom1eJ that the shrine of
9. One day he was out in the desert upon his fleet and bazars are small and inferior.
the blessed Virgin had been thus desecrated and out- horse, when be spied the young man on the beautiful
20. As before remarked, the prevailing religion of
raged. The vile Ainner was at once arrested and mare, and the desire to possess her was stronger the country is Mohammedanism, which i~, There is
thrown into prison, and the indignation against the in him than ever. He immediately pursued the hut one god, ancl Mohammed is his. prophet. They
wretch arose to such a pitch that even his life was in young shiek with all the speed his own swift horse believe that six great prophets have been sent from
great danger.
was capable of. In a short time he overtook him Allah-Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and
27. In the fearful dilemma he invoked the aid of and, with a well.directed aim and a powerful arm, Moharnmed-the grentest of whom is Mohammed.
a shrewd legal gentleman, who at once took in the drove his spear through the yonng man'ii! body, and They accept the Jews as true believers from the time
critical situation, and informed his client that his in a moment be was iyinrr writhing and bleeding in of .Moses to Jesus. They deny the existing version
only chance was to give a plausible reason for what the sand. Thus, said the old sheik, did Allah answer of the Pentateuch, the Psalms, and the gospels as
he had done; otherwise his life was not worth a my prayer, and give me the coveted mare.
being authentic or inspired. Only the Koran is the
groat. By the advice, then, of this astute lawyer,
10. He said, in extenuation, that he often looked true word of God, and has come down unaltered
his client made this plea:
back to that event, and could 8ee the young sheik, from its original composition.
28. He had for many long months been a sufferer in the very prime of life, lying there on the ground,
21. Moslems accept the doctrines of the immortalfrom obstinrtte constipation of the bowels, and he wallowing in his gore, :md sometimes he almost itv of the soul, and future rewards and punishments,
had tried all remedi!•B and used all exped ient8 in thought it was not quite right thus to pnt the young a~d do not deny that women have souls. The more
vain, and had employed the most learne1t medical man tv. death; but, Haid he, what will a man not do enlightened of them receive in a figurative sense. the
men without the i:iligbtest. re!,icf, when it had oc- to obtam such a beautiful mare? And again he con-1 poetical descriptions of the joys of heaven contamed
curred to him that be would visit the shrine of the soled himself that Allah had been good to him, and! in the Koran. Admission to paradise is asserted to
Virgin, and implore her aid in his behalf. Accord- heard his prayer.
! be won, not by merit, but by the mercy of Allah,
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and also by absolute decree. Predestination, how- of T::~bernaeles, the Feast of Purification the Dedi- by all the apostles, and last of all by himself. How
ever, is differently taught by the different sects cation of the Temple, and the Feast 'of Esther. can such great differences in statements be reconamong them, for they are divided into about as Every Saturday services are preaehed in the chief ciled? The larger share must be false statements.
many sects as are Ch1·istians. • But all Moslems hold synagogues, and the Psalms are read between the
4. The account of the ascension is quite as contrathat a portion of the human race is elected to eternal afternoon and evening services. Short portions of dictory. The first gospel says nothing of it. Th'I:ark
happiness, and another portion to eternal misery. the law are also read on every Monday and Thurs- says he was taken off from a place where the disciThe difference, then, between them. and Christians is day, because Moses went up on Mount Sinai to receive ples had partaken of a meal, probably in the room
not very great, savfl in the prophet or leader which the Ten Commandments on Thursday and returned of a house; Luke says he led his disciples out as far
·
on Monday.
they accept.
as Bethany, where he blessed them, when he was
22. The Moslem officers of religion, or priests, at33. A word about the lepers of Jerusalem. They parted from them and was carried up into heaven;
tached to the mosques are, first, the warden (na'sir), nnmber about fifty, and are a most miserable set, as while the writer of Acts says after he had talked
who is the trustee of all the endowments of the t~ey are everywhere. There are three stages of the with his disciples abont the Holy Ghost coming upon
mosque, and he appoints all the other ·officers i next, disease. It first hreaks out on the back, between them, he was taken up, and a cloud received him out
the ministers (imaums), whose duty it is to keep up the shoulders, iu whitish, scurvy spots;. the next of their sight. The diversity of statements certainly
the Mohammedan services; next, the kateeb, who stage is. marked by swelling of the joints, in- does not indicate accuracy of narratives of a real
publicly prays and preaches on Fridays, the Moham- ~ammatwn of the face and other parts, with an afl'ec- event.
medan Sabbath. The ra'tib recites certain praj'ers t10n of the organs of speech, which makes tl1e voioe
5. The Judas story has been alluded to; Matthew
at stated times daily. The call to these pr~tyers is husky and unpieasant. In the third stage the bones says J udaR repented, threw down the money· at the
chanted from the galleries of the minarets._bv officials .decay, the fingers rot off, and the victim is a maes of feet of the priests, and went out and hanged himself.
called muezzins.
sores and putrefaction. The disease is incurable, The writer of ActR says that with the money he pur23. Prayer, alms-giving, fasting, and pilgrimage, and makes the Hufferer utterly wretched. It is not ehased a field, after which, falling headlong, he
and also frequent purifications by washing, are rapid in its course, but the victim suffers many years. burst asunder in the midst, and all his bowels gushed
scrupulously e~joined. Prayer must alwayR be pre- They marry only among themselves, and their chil- out. Could both be true?
ceded by washmg, as from a person not clean prayer dren seem as healthy as the children of other peoG. It seems to have been ~ species of uuu:mal severis without effect. The dress should also be clean, ple; but about the twelfth year the disease usually ity to strike dead Ananias and Sapphira for telling
and the ground should be covered with a piece of sbows itself, and then leads the sufferer a most mis- a falsehood or keeping back a part of the property
carpet. No people in the wor~d pray more, and erable existence. It would seem that marriage they had contributed, while millions t1ave told more
prayer is conducted on the street, in the shops, and should be prohibited among them.
criminal falsehoods without receiving the slightest
wherever the devotees are. On entering a mosque
34. The winters in the Land of Yahweh vary not punishment.
they always remove their shoes, perform their abln- a little in severity, and the rain-fall is much greater
7. It is not a probable stoq about the angels
tions at the tank, if not already purified, and then, some years than others. Some winters there is opening· the prison doors and setting the priPoners
turning their faces toward Mecca, go through their twenty inches of snow at a time, which remains on free. It was a decided departure from the general
repeated orisons and prostrations. They rise, bow, some weeks, while l.n other winters there is but little rule. 1\1~my an unfortunate prisoner has been comand kneel again in <wurse of the prayer.
snow, and it soon disappears. Some years the entire pelled to serve out a much longer term of imprison24. The Greek Christians are far the more uumer- rainfall is but sixteen iuche~, while in other years that ment without any help from angels.
ous in Palestine and Syria. The Greek church sep- amount is more i han doubled.
8. The story of the remarkable conversion of
arated entirely from that of Rome in 868, when
35. A striking feature to strangers in this city are Saul by smiting him to the earth and depriving him
Photius was elected patriarch of Constantinople by the water bottles, made of the skins of goats, dried of sight is a remarkable story; besides, it iA related in
the Emperor Michael. They have 110 special articles with the hair on, and sewed up as when on the body. different places iu different w:J,ys.
of faith of their own, but adopted the Nicene and It is very common to see men carrying around these
9. The claims of Peter raising 'r~ bitha from the
Athanasian creeds, with very slight alterations.
bottl<cS filled with water, upon their backs, with the dead and performing marvelous cures of long-stand25. Images are not tolerated in Greek churches as legs of the animal and the other parts sticking out as ing ailments are too unnatural to be true.
they are in the Romish, but pictures of a stereotyped in life. The neck of the goat makes the mouth of
10. It is too extr:J.Ordinary to be trne that an angel
class are much used. They invoke saints as inter- the bottle. One feels hardly anxious to drink from took Peter out of prison, aud took off his fetters and
cessors, and pray for the dead, but do not maintain these bottles. Most of the water used is rain-water, chains. It is not customary for allgels to do things
the Romish belief as to purgatory. They do not stored in cisterns.
of that kind. The freeing of Paul and Silas by an
hold to infallibility of the patriarch nor the church.
36. The pipe so largely used in Con;;tantinople earth<:]uake gotten up for the occasion is of t,he same
They acknowledge the seven sacraments, baptize by and all Moslem towns, called nargileh and chi- improbable charact<er.
immersion, believe in transubstantiation, and mix bouk, is often seen here in thi01 city. It consists of
11. The claims that Paul restored a dead man to
the communion wine with warm water. They do a flexible tube nearly ten feet long, and a vessel con- life and performed miraculous cures are of the exnot forbid marriage among the pi:iesthood.
taining water, at the top of which is the receptacle travagant, untruthful character, and wholly unwor26. The Roman Catholics are making some head- for the tobacco. The smoke iA forced through the thy of credit.
way in Palestine, but are found only in the towns. water, which cools it, and is said to add strength to
12. Passing over the epistles of Paul filled with
They are the deadly enemies of the Greek Christians, it, so as to cause sickness to those unaccustomed to it his theories and doctrinal notions, several of which
and their quarrels are constant and bitter. The sooner than an ordinary pipe. And to sm~ke one of epistles are not geuui11e, not h:J.ving been writt~>n by
priests have privileges not enjoyed in Europe, for in- them seems to require a much longer time• than the Paul; thE: epistles of Peter, the ~econd of which is
stance, they may have wives, if married before ordi- usual mode.
pronounced sparious; the three epistles of .Tohn, the
nation.
last of which was surely not written by John, which
27. The Th'laTionites since 1180 have belonged to
is unequivocally pronounced spurious, all of which
CHAPTER XXXIX.
the Romish church. They are principally in Lebabooks are subject to much criticism, the wild, erratic,
MELCHISEDEC'S
SEVENTEENTH
VISIT.
non, and number nearly two hundred thousand .
and visionary hook called Hevelations is reached,
. 28. The Co?ts are poorly represented iu Pales1. The Venerable Visitor made his appearance on and this closes the New Testament collection. The
tme, though they have a chapel and a share in the the last night of the Scribe's tarry in the holy city leader of the Reformation, Luther, pronounced it fit
church of the Holy Sepulcher. They more usually in the same mrmner th:>t he had on p~evious visits, to be thrown into the Elbe, and a prominent Chrisact as clerks and other employees iu the mercantile and after rt few words of sillllt<>tion and remarks of tian writer said it was well calculated to make a man
and public offioes. They derive their name from a ·general 111ttn.re he proo;'l'rled to continue the review crazy, i_f not so already.
Coptos, now Kobt, in Egypt, and are the sole repre- of the improbabilities and absurdities of the books
13. Among the wild visionfi detailed therein, a few
se~tatives of the ancient ra.ce who built the pyra- of theN ew Testament, following those already men- may be mentior1ed: The Son of Man was seen in the
mids. They are Christians. Baptism is practiced tioned, as follows:
mid;;t of seven cautllesticks, clothed with a garment
by them; children are circumcised, confession is re-I 2. The account in Acts of the resurrection of Jesus dowll to his feet, girt about the paps with a golden
quired and is indispensable immediately before par. varieil from the accounts in the gospels; in fact, no girdle. His head and hair white like wool, his eyes
taking of the sacrament. They fast on Wednesdays two acconuts agree. For in~;tance, Matthew says as a flame of fire, his feet like fine brass, his voice as
and Fridays, and observe the seven great fea.sts, viz., ,Jesus ?<ppeared first to the two Marys, and afterw:.n-d the ~ound of many waters; in his right hand seven
the Nativity, ·the Epiphany, Annunciation, Palm to the eleven disciples away off among the mountains stars, and out of his mouth a r;harp, two-edgfld sword.
Sunday, Easter, Asuension, and Whit Sunday. They of Galilee; but the :tppearance could not have been With all these appendages he must be a formidable
are not allowed to intermarry with persons of any eminently satisfactory, for he says some doubted, character indeed.
other sect.
though probably not without reason. Mark says
14. Another unmeaning vision is of the four beasts,
29. The Protestants are very limited in Palestine. Jesus appeared to one Iviary, and that afterward he each with six wings, and full of eyes before and beAbout two hundred a1·e in J<jrusrtlem, a few in Naz- appeared to t·,vo disciples as tney were walking into hind, the same being aronnd the throne, from whence
areth, a few in Bethlehem, and that is all.
the eountry, but when the two told of the appear- proceeded lightnings and thunderiugs, the beasts
30. The Jews of Palestine, as already indicated, ance they were not br:lieved. The same writer says resting not day nor night, Raying, Holy, holy, holy
are a mixed ~ultitude. The two principal sects are Jesus afterward appeared to the eleven while th•.'Y Lord God Almighty, which was and is, and is to
the ~ephardim and the Ashkenazim; the first are were at meat, at which time and place he made his come. After which the four and twenty elders fell
Spamsh and Portug11ese, and the latter PoliRh, Ger- ascension iut;o heaven. Luke says Jesus appeared to before him that sat upon the throne, etc.
man, an~ Hussian. These are ag~tin divided into the Mary Mugdalcne, .Joanna, Mary the mother of
15. Of a similar character is tbe vision of a white
Peroosh1m (Pharisees), and the Chasidim (piouA)
James, :1nd othr,r women with them; and on the horse, a red horse, a black horse, a pale horse, the
. 31. They keep five public fasts; the fast of Geda- same day to two others while on the way to Em- falling of the stars from heaven to the earth, the del~ah, celebrated on account of the murder of Ged:1- mans. They:, however, did not recognize him until parting of the heavens as a scroll, and other crazy
hah (2 Kiug;J, xxv), and kept about the middle 0f he made himself known to them. They returned to images of the same kind.
September. 2. The fast Asaar-Br,debet!J, lOth of Jerusctlem and reported to the other <.lisciples what
16. Another similar vision was of the four angels
Debet~l, corre«ponding with the 23d of December, they had seen, and while they were talking Jesus standing at the four corners of the earth, holding the
?0 which day Nebuchadnezzar hesieged .Jernsalem. again appeared to them and took supper with them. four winds of the earth; but where the corners of the
3. Fast of Esther (see book of Esther). 4. Fast of
3. John states the appearances thus: Jesus first earth are is not quite clear, nor how the angels hold
~heba:Asaar Betamoos, 17th of Tamoos, correspond- showed himself to Mary Magdalene, who did not the winds.
ll1g With the 25th of June, on which Mo~es broke know him, and on the same evening he appeared to
17. Another wild. vision is of a third part of the
Ten Commandments; on the same day the sacri- his disciples in a room with the doors closed, and sea becoming blood, which made a third part of the
fices ceased in the first temple. 5. The fast of Tis- after eight days he ap!Jeai~d again in a similar man- creatures die in it, upon which a great star fell
cha Beab, 9th day of Ab, about the middle of July, ner, and still again at the Sea of Tiberias, but he from heaven, and a third part of the sun and moon
h_ecause _on that day it was decreed that the genera- was not recognized no til be made himself known, and waR smitten, a third part of the stars darkened. It
twn Which left Egypt should die in the wilderness; directed them where to cast their net. Tl:)e writer is very clear that the person who had that vision must
the first and second temples were destro·yed; Bither of Act,s makes qnite a different story of it, saying have been fully a third part demented or insane.
Tas taken, and thousands of Jews put to death, and Jesus was with his disciples for a period of forty
18. Another of these godly visions is about the
~ a·UI"I"Us Rufu~ plowed up .Mount Moriah. The ChaRi- days, when he ascended np to heave~. Paul again seven vials of (~od's wrath, disccvered by the seven
bIm have a sixth. fast, the '9th day of .Adar (March), makes the aprw<:ran<_Je of J esns unhke any of the .1ngels. Vial No. 1 Noisome and grievous sores;
i e:anse
MoseR d1ed 011 that day.
J others, 11aming slx different appearances.
He says No. 2. The ~ea becoming as the blood of a dead man,
p 32. The festivals kept by the Jews are Passover, Jesus was first seen by Cephas and the twelve; next and every living thing in the sea dying; No. 3. The
,
enteoost, New Year, Day of Atonement, the Feast· by over five hundred at once; next by James, then rivers of waters and fount~.inB becoming blood; No.
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4. The sun receivi'B power to scorch men, and scorch-\ making a perfect cube. It was of very respectable that the road is far better· than could reasonably be
ing them with fire; No. 5. Poured upon the seed of i size, measuring twelve thousBnd furlongs each way, expected in such a land of rocks and hills.
the beast, their kingdom full of darkness, which !much larger, thc.u must admit, than this pu•-rile.and
3. Toward a score of years ago a pasha of this
caused them to gnaw their tongues with pain; No.6. I almost contemptible city, the old Jerusalem, from country obtained permi~sion to construct a road from
The gren.t river Euphrates dried up, and unclean I which it was named.
the holy city to Jaffa, a distance of nearly forty
spirits like frogs came out of the mouth of the dragon;
29. But it was as rich as it was large; it was made miles. All persons living. within ten miles of the
No. 7. Voices and thunders and lightnings, and a of pure gold, like unto clear glass-what a curious road were assessed a certam tax to pay for its con.
greater earthquake than ever since man lived took kind of gold, and bow heavy the cube must have struction, and the farmers all along were forced to
place upon the earth; the clouds fleeing 11way, and been, and what a strong cable it must have required give many days' work on th<;J road without pay. So
the mountains also, so that they could not be found. to let it down out of heaven with! and the wall was it. turned out that the pasha made a large sum of
That was a pretty bad lot of vials, and the wrath of of jasper, or rather the first foundation of the wall money, but a fair road· was constructed over the
a very undesirable kind. A man far gone with was j>u~per; the second, sapphire; the third, chalced- limestone hills, winding and twisting up and downin
dE>lirium tremens or with insanity might be supposed I ony; the fourth, emerald; the fifth, sardonyx; the the most serpentine manner.
to have limch a vision as that.
sixth, sardiu11; the seventh, chrysolite; the eighth,
4. While on the top of some of the hills the view
19. The angel who stood in the sun a.nd spoke with beryl; the ninth, a topaz; the tenth, a chrysoprasus; of the surrounding country was very fin", and an
a voice so loud that the fowls in the atmosphere of the the eleventh, a jacinth; the twelfth, an amethyst. occasional olive grove, and here and there a piece of
earth hearil him, muRt have had very strong lung The twelve gates were twelve pParls, doubtless of land cultivated, looks as though the few inhabitants
power. He invited them to the supper of the Gre~t very large size. The streets of this heavenly city along the road were trying to raise something to
God, to partake of the flesh of king11, the flesh of were of pure gold, and as transparent as glalls eat.
captHins, the flesh of other mighty men, and also of j (heavenly gold seems to hav the quality of transpar-·
5. It was with no feeling of sadness that the
the flesh of horses. Not a very desirable supper, ency which earthly gold does not possess). In this Scribe turned his back toward the holy city, with
though.
city was the river of the pure water of life. On the consciousness that be would soon be out of the
20. The binding of the great dl'agon, the devil, for either side of the river grew the treA of life, and this Land of Yahweh, for he has ne.ver visited any conna thousand years, and then casting him into the bot- tree bore twelve kinds of fruit, one v&riety ripening try of which he WllS so heartily sick. It has no ruins
tomless pit, where he could fall at the rate of five each month.
.
of antiquity that are of the slightest interest to look
hundred miles an hour for all that time, and not be30. The leaves of this tree also possessed very upon. There is no certainty that two stones lie upon
gin t.o reach a stopping. place, perhaps served him healing qualities and cured all the nations. There the other that were so placed by the Jews. There
right; but who knows what such insanity means?
was no night in this city, and the sun and candles are some relics of the work done by the Pbcenicians,
21. Another of the same kind of vision is that of and lamps and gas and the electric light were equally the Greeks, the Romans, the Saracens, the Chril!the great white throne fleeing away from the face of unn~ceasary. How the inhabitants could sleep where tians, the Turks, and the Syrians, but nothing that is
him who sat upon it, but could find no place to go to. there was so much light is not fully explained. But, positively Hebrew, save some pl'ostrate tombs, and
It must have been appalling to witnel's such fearful joyful to relate, there was to be no more curses there; a few things of that kind.
oommotions. About the same time the books were I and if a time is even to come when cursing shall go
6. All that makes the journey through this miseropened, and then another book, when death and hell i out of fashion, let everybody rE>joice. It ought to be a able country endurable are the early associations.
gave up their dead and both were cast into the lake! pleasant residence if those in the upper stories do The places are here which were read about in childof fire. Nobody ought to be sorry that thty met j not interfere with those upon the ground floor.
hood, in youth, and in manhood; and though they
with suc:b a fate.
31. It is a matter for rejoicing that the New J eru- possess but little importanoe from any other point of
22. 'l'he visions of the remarkable woman may be salem is so large and capable of accommodating such view, this very fact clothes them with interest. One
considered a great favor. She was clothed with the 1
a great null?-ber o.f people-divided into roo:r;ns sixteen likes to see the men he bas heard so much talk of,
1
sun, she had the moon under her feet, and on her head; feet and e1ght mches square each way It affords and to look upon the places be has read and hrard
a crown of twelve stars. The worst of it was, though, i 69,120,000,000,000 rooms, which should comfortably about.
she was with child, and travailed with great pain to·be I accommodate two persons each, say a male and
7. After leaving the holy city, gO'ing westward,
delivered. It is to be hoped t>he got through with/! !emale-and without companions it would be but an the mt.her unsightly Russian buildings are passed on
her troubles as well as could be expected.
mdifferent heaven, with all the tr:msparent gold and the right, Sl'lid to have been erected for the accom23. That was a more fearful visicn about the great l jasper and sardonyxes, and topazes and chalcedonies modation of pilgrims visiting Jerusalem; and on the
red dragon with seven heads and ten horns, with j and all that-and thus afford, without crowding, left are a convent and German orphanage. There
seven crowns upon his heads, and with the largest I ample room for 138,240,000,000,000 persons, which are also in this direction several modern, pleasanttail on record-large and long encugh to draw after I' would, indeed, constitute a good-sized colony.
looking residences, some of which have been built
him the third part of the stars of heaven and cast
32. On the basis that for five thousand years the by Jews of some wealth who have come here to
them to the earth. Just think for a moment what a earth has had a population of 1,000,000,000, and that spend the remainder of their lives. There is the
tail that must have been, and bow high the earth must this number has been renewed three times every prospect of a considerable population thus springing
have been piled with the debris of so many stars, century, the number who have lived in the world up outside the city walls.
especially when nearly all the stars are millions of would be 15,000,000,000,000, but besides affording
8. The view of the city from the west is not partimes larger than the earth!
space for all these, rooms would remain for 123,240,- ticularly pleasant, as the wall only are seen, with a
24. It was too much for a dragon with such a tail 000,000,000 more people, whiGh, at the same rate, few buildings rising above them; but, nevertheless,
~t that to take after the woman in t?e f~mily way; /3,000,000,~00 every century, will require 41,080 a look ?~hind must oc~asionally be taken, for, in .all
It wa" enough, surely, to mark her child m the most years more to afford people enough to fill all the probability, the holy City and the clear-topped hills
terrible manner. What a beast! be wished to devour rooms, and this without sending any of them to the which raise their heads all around it will never be
the child as soon as it was born; but luckily the child ?ad place. If this is not a cheerful prospect, where !leen again.
was caught up into heaven, and the woman escaped Is one to be found? There seem~', at all events, no
9. To the northwest of the city is the high hill
to the wilderness. Let it be hoped that the dragon necessity for sending poor souls to hell for want of Neby Samevil, from whos!J top it is said one -of the
starved to death.
room in the New Jerusalem.
finest views is to be obtained that the country
25. It seems, however, a little further on that the
33. I have noticed but a portion of the absurdities affords. It is 2,650 feet above the sea level. It
great Archangel Michael had his attention called to and impossibilites of the Jewish and Christian script· overlooks Jerusalem, the Mount of Olives, Bethlethis terrible dragon, a11d that he and his angels ures, but perhaps enough to give an idea of the hem, the Frank Mountain, and off to the east the
fought with the dragon and his angels; and, as might mass Gf senseless legends and falsehoods which Mountain of Moab, the valley of the Jordan, and
be expPcted, Michael came off first best, and Cllst the religious people readily accept as the word of God, the Dead Sea. It is supposed to be the Mizpeh of
dragon and his angels iuto the center of the earth, the holiest truths of heaven. I am not, of course, the Old Testam\>nt, where the people were summoned
where it is to be hoped that Michael will see that he conceited enough to suppose I am the first to call thy by the prophPt Samuel to be ready to fight B€mjaever remains. How many were killed and wounded attention to them, but I wished to make mention of min, and where Saul was made king.
is not ·Stated, but Michael must be considered a tre. them in connection with my remarks.
10. On a plain six hundred feet below is El.Jib,
mendous warrior.
.
34. Aside from these contradictions in the script- the ancient Gibeon, one of the principal cities of the
26. But Michael made the mistake of not thrust- ures there al'e hundreds of others, which can easily old Hivites. From this place it was that the people
ing the dragon so far into the earth hut what he got be pointed out, but I do not propose to ask thee to played a sharp game upon Joshua by dressing themupon the surface again, and went once more for the listen to them, as thou art already familiar with selves up in old clothes, with sacks upon thei~· asses,
woman. He was very wroth at her, aud cast out of them. My purpose is largely accomplished. I have and wine bottles old and rent and bound up, and old
his mouth a great flood of water to wash her away; visited thee every night during thy sojourn in the shoes and clouts upon their feet, and all their bread
but the earth again name to her re~cue, and opened Land of Yahweh, and 1 will make thee one more and provisions dry and musty. . In this way they
its mouth and swallowed the flood, which, perhaps, viBit, though by to-morrow night thou wilt have journeyed to Joshua at Gilgal, representing that they
would otherwise have drowned the woman; and she passed beyond the bounds of the land, and be by the had come from a very far country; and the bloody
was also presented with a pair of wings, with which side of the sea, in the land of the ancient Philistines, old general was outwitted, and entered into a
she O!lght. to keep out of the way of that bad dragon or Pbmnicians.
treaty with them to not fight them; but he took
ever after.
25. I will once more bid thee good-night, tru~ting revenge upon them afterward by making slaves of
27. There was another woman-a very bad woman, that the visit thou ha.st made to the Land of Yah· thPm- bewtrs of wood and drawers of water.
and when a woman is bad she is ge-nerally very had web, the remarks thou hast made upon the same,
Tl. There is, however, not a little dispute as tn
-but this one was uncommonly bad, and was arrayed and the hints I have droppeil, may be of some ser· whrtber this locality is the real Gibeon. Those who
in purple and ~carlet, and decked with gold and vice to tbo~e who may read what thou ha"t written. would be authorities and decide this knotty question
precious stones. She also sat on a scarlet-colored .May peace and conteutment abide with thee.
ofLen have the most. bitter quarrels, and after they
beast, and the kings of the earth committed fornihave been listened to the hearer knows no more than
cation with her, and she made the inhabitants of the
he did before.
earth drunk with the wine of her fornication. She
12. A little further on to the left a zig-zag road is
was very fond of the blood of the saints, and she took
CHAPTER XL.
descended into the valley of Kolonieh; to the left,
so much of it that it made her very drunk; but she EIGHTEENTH DA.Y-DEP.ARTURE FROM THE LA.ND OF again, is a rather pretty village for this country,
at length came to grief, as all bad women are pretty
called Ain Karim, around which is a pleasant growth
'Y .A.HWEH.
of olive-trees and fig. trees. It bas a population ~f
sure to do; and she stopped making the nations drunk,
stopped drinking herself, and finally fell away, and,
~. On the morning of the seventh day of the some eight hundred, mostly Greek Christians. This
let us trust, was never seen again.
twelfth month the pilgrims, having completed their is claimed by some to be the Emmaus of Luke's gos28. The description of the New Jerusalem is far allotted days in the Land of Yahweh, set their faces pel, as aTe also half a dozen other places. In t~e
more pleasant than the visions of big dragons and toward the land of the Philtstine!', even to the city valley is the bed of a stream which runs briskly In
bad women. It descended out of heaven; it had the of Jaffa, which beforetime was called Joppa.
the rainy season, and the pebbles are worn smooth
glory of God; its light was like the light of a jasper2. Ji'our of the pilgrims, of whom the Scribe was by the frequent washings. Here David is held to
stone, clear as crystal; its wall was great and high, one, and Bridges, Getz, and Lefebre the others, at have found the stone with which he slew the monster
and had twelve gates named after the twelve tribes about the eighth hour, took their seats in a German Goliath, and the battle-ground was not far away.
of Israel. It went very much by twelves; the city spring wagon, while the other five elected to ride on
13. Kirjath-jearim, on the northern boundary of
had twelve fouudations, and in them the names ot horses; but thfl four were well satisfied with their Judah, the next noted locality reached was one ?f
the twelve apo;,Lles. It was four-square, and its choice, fur it was au agreeable change to be once the four cities of Gibeon. Urijah the prophet is said
length and breadth just equal with its bight, thus more in a wagon; and truth compels the statement· to have been born here. It was to this place that
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the ark in which Yahweh took up his lodgings was
brought from Bethsheme~h, and here Yahweh killed
50 070 men in a small harvest field because one of
th~m raised the lid of the hox and disturbed him.
14. The ark rested at Kirjath-jearim for twenty
years, when David gathered all Israel together and
had it moved to Jerusalem, on which occasion the
godly man became very hilarious and danced naked
in a manner which made the maidens blush and
caused his wife Michal to be very angry. It was in
connection with thi'l terrible box that the well-disposed Uzzah met the sad fate of losing his life,
because, with the best motives in the world, he
raised hi~:~ hand to prevent the old box from tumbling
off on to the rocks, bursting open, and spilling it!!
contents upon ·the ground. But this was too much
for Yahweh to put up with, and, being in one of his
unamiable moods, he killed Uzzah on the spot.
15. Here in this locality is a ruined old church,
sometimes called the church of St. Jeremiah, on the
merest supposition that this is the ancient Anathoth
where Jeremiah was born; ·and besides being a
prophet to the Jews, it was the easiest thing in the
world to make him also a Christian saint.
16. On, a little farther west, is the village of Amwas, another place claimed to be Emmaus. Here are
the ruins of an old church and a fountain which possesses miraculous healing powers sufficient to cure
all manner of diseases. This small village was an
important town in ancient times. Here Judas Maooabeus gained a victory of Georgias. The Roman
general Varus burned the town in the year 4 A.D. It
was rebuilt in 220 by Julius Afrioanus, and by him
named Necropoli!!. For a thousand years it was regarded as Emmaus, but for five hnndred years has
been abandoned as that locality.
17. The road, leading west most of the time, is
down hill, as J eru~alem and its Burroundings are more
than two thousand feet above the level of the sea.
Many of the hills are steep, and, but for its serpentine character, the road would be very precipitous.
A feeling ef gratitude towl!.rd the dishonest pacha,
even though he made a fortune in the construction
of the road, was felt by the pilgrims as they moved
over it; if it is not as smooth as could be desired, it
is far better than was looked for in the Land of Yahweh. It should als@ be stated that the line of wagons
is run by a German company.
18. The driver, also German, is a regular Jehu, and
he pressed on up hill and down hill, keeping his three
horses, driven abreast, in a pretty constant trot. The
same horses were driven all the way through, with
two stops of an hour each for feeding. At the first
stop, at a khan by the roadside, the pilgrims partook
of lunch, and were assured that they had passed the
boundary line of the Land of Yahweh and were now
in Phceuioia, or Philistia. Khans take the place of
country hotels, and afford refreshments and lodging
to travelers.
19. The pilgrims had now descended from the
highland and were on the level of the plain of
Sharon, which extends from the foot of Carmel on
the north to Jaffa on the south. While still on the
high grounds a fine view was had of the Mediterra.
nean and the level lands which border upon it. The
prospect was a welcome one, for the Scribe as well as
the others was anxious to get away from the Land
of Yahweh, and by sea is the mode of getting somewhere else.
20. Openly spread before the view is the valley of
Ajalon, where Joahua performed his remarkable feat
of stopping the moon, while at the same time he
compelled the sun to remain a whole day on Gibeon.
In this vicinity he and his men did terrible fighting,
and Yahweh assisted him by throwing down big
rooks from heaven upon the hated Canaanites. How
the stopping of the moon could have made any difference is hard to understand; if the sun was detained
a dozen hours it would seem the moon could have
been pHmitted to go on aboat its business.
21. The village of Latrun was passed on the left.
Here, tradition says, dwelt the penitent thief who
was crucified with Jesus; and it has been discovered
by the help of St. Helena, or ·some other equally
talented person, that an earlier acq uaintanoe existed
between this thief, whose name was Demas, and
Jesus. When Joseph and Mnry (according to Matth~w, but contrary to Luke) fled into Egypt they oanie
th1s way, and the two tl1ieves, both the penitent and
the impenitent, fell upon the Holy Family and demanded backsheesh for ransom.
But Demas,
touched with the grace of the' divine infant, protected him from the brutality of his accomplice.
This incident, it is affirmed, was remembered on the
cross, when the pentent thief threw himself upon the
mercy of Jesus, and was promised a reception in
Paradise.
~2_. ~ short distance south of this place, in ancient
Ph1hstme, stood the temple in which Dagou, the big
god of the Philistines, had his dwelling-place, and
.~here the presence of the shittim wood-box oontainmg Yahw_-eh made old Dagon fall over on his face
and break his neck. Yah web was not the kind of a
god to brook opposition in the form of a one-horse
Philistine god. It was from here that the young
cows left their calves and hauled on a cart the box,
Yahweh and all, to Beth-Shemesh.
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23. While_ making this day's journey, especially fields and fettered its energies. Where Sodom and
after the plam was reached, many farmers were seen Gomorrah reared their domes and towers, that solpl?wing with grotesque teams, generally of diminu- emn sea now floods the plain, in whose bitter waters
utlve cattle, sometimes a pa.ir of asses, occasionRlly an no living thing exists, over whose waveless surface
ass and a heifer yoked together, and in a few inRt~nces the blistering air hangs motionless and dead, about
a camel singly. The plow of this country is con- whose borders nothing grows but weeds and scatterstructed of two slim poles, one passing through a ing tufts of cane, and that treacherous fruit that
mortise in the other, and a small iron shoe or plow- promises refreshment to parching lips, but turns to
point placed upon the updght part. The ox-goad is ashes at the touch.
a feature; it is an inch thick, eight or ten feet in
34:. Nazareth is forlorn; about that ford of Jordan
length, and has a dull steel point in the upper end. when the hosts of Israel entered the Promised Land
It was with one of these goads that Shamgar slew with sosgs of rejoicing one finds only a squalid camp
six hundred Philistines (Judges iii, 31 ).
of fantastic Bedouins of the desert; Jericho the
24. Ramleh is a good-sized village, containing accursed lies a moldering ruin, to-day, even as
four thousand inhabitants. It stands upon the lower Joshua's miracle left it more than three thousand
end of the plain of Sharon, and is the last place at years ago; Bethlehem and Bethany, in their poverty
which the pilgrims halted previous to reaching Jaffa and their humiliation, have nothing about them now
It is tolerably well built for this country, but its to remind one that they once knew the high honor
streets are dirty and odorous. Nearly a third of its of the savior'!" presence; the hallowed spot where
inhabitants are Christians, and the others are Mos- the shepherds watched their flocks by night, and
lems. It is well supplied with gardens of orange- when the angels sang peace on earth, good will to
trees and a few palm-trees, surrounded by impassable men, is untenanted by any living creature, and
hedges of the prickly cactus, which grows to a great unblessed by any feature that is plea~ant to the eye.
size.
35. Renowned Jerusalem itself, the stateliest name
25. A square tower, nearly a hundred feet high, in history, has lost all its ancient grandeur, and is
and supposed to be of Saraoenio construction, affords become a pauper village; the riches of Solomon are
from the top a view of the plain of Sharou, whlch no longer there to compel· the admiration of visiting
stretches away to the north; the long line of hills of oriental queens; the wonderful temple, which was
rook in the Land of Yahweh; the somewhat desert the pride and the glory of Israel, is gone, and the
country to the south all the way to Ashdod, Askelon, Ottoman Crescent is lifted above the spot where, on
and Gaza; and the Mediterranean in the west.
that most memorable day in the annals of the world,
26. Tradition savs the house of Nicodemus was they reared the Holy Cross.
here. It is alt'!o claimed to be the home of Joseph
36. The noted Sea of Galilee, where Roman fleets
of Arim:>thea, this being the Arimathea where he once rode at anchor, and the disciples of the savior
dwelt. Here the caravans between Damascus and sailed in their ships, was long ago deserted by the
Egypt halted as they met those between Jaffa and devotees of war and commerce, and its borders are a
Jerusalem. The town was probably of Saraoenic silent wilderness [of rocks]; Capernaum is a shapeorigin, being attributed to Solyman in the eighth less ruin; Magdala is the home of brigand Arabs;
century. It was a halting-place of the Crusaders, Bethsaida and Chorazin have vanished from the
and it suffered in the wars between the Christians earth, and the desert plain round about them, where
and the Moslems. In the time of the French inva- thousands of men <moe listened to the savior's voice,
sion Napoleon made this townhis headquarters. It and ate the miraculous bread, sleep in the hush of
is about ten miles from Jaffa.
a solitude that is inabited only by birds of prey ~nd
27. The plain of Sharon is nearly fifty miles in skulking foxes. Palestine 1s desolate and unlovely.
length, with an a-verage width of eight or ten miles. And why should it be othP.rwise? Can the curse of
Some portions of the land are very good. It is said deity beautify a land? Palestine is no more of this
to grow a profu~>ion of flowers, but the celebrated work-day world. It is sacred to poetry and tradirose of Sharon is now unknown, some insisting that tion; it is dream-land.
one flower is that rose and some another. The most
37. With sufficient pandering to popular prejucommon claim is that the real rose of Sharon was a dices, the foregoing extract contains the truth; and
species of mallow. This plain of Sharon formed the such is the Land on Yahweh, about which such
better portion of Phcenioia, and was not a part of great promises were made, which was to be forever
Palestine.
a possession of Abraham and his seed, an everlasting
28. At the entrance of the village waited half a inheritance which should not he taken from them;
dozen wretched lepers, sitting by the roadside, hold- this is the vaunted promised land which was chosen
ing up their hands, or the stumps where the hands in preference to all the lands of the globe. This is
should be, and crying out with voices painful to hear. the wonderful Land of Yahweh in which he attempted
From this place it was two hours' ride to Jaffa.
the greatest enterprise which a god ever undertook.
29. Here, before final leave is taken of the cheerless
3~. Here is where he chose a tribe or a uoe of
Land of Yahweh, monotonous and uninviting, the men which he loved more than all the other races
Scribe will 11ay he is clearly of the opinion that he upon the earth, and to whom he made more brilliant
had never visited a land he was more glad to get promises than a god ever made to a people before or
away from; but still he feels glad that the company since; here is where he was vexed, annoyed, and disof which he was one have had so pleasant a time appointed; and here is where he deserted· the people
within its borders, that continued good weather has he had chosen and fostered, and 'then turned out to
smiled on them, and that no serious accident has be scattered over the face of the earth without a
home or a land to call their own. This emphatically
befallen them.
30. Of the 5,600 square miles in Palestine, the was the l:md of great expectations and great disapScribe estimates that but about one thousand square pointments---great hopes and great failures-when a
miles were ever plowed or could be; and that, per- gorl attempted far more than he could accomplish.
39. Here is the land in which we are solemnly told
haps, another thousand might be cultivated with a
pick-axe and crow-bar, in growing vines, fig-trees that an infinit and omnipotent god attempted a marand olive-trees, while all the rest of the country is velous enterprise of teaching a chosen people to obey
nothing but naked rooks. Two thousand square his laws; to be a guide and pattern to all the nations
miles is a generous allowance for all the land in the of the earth, but which proved to be disobedient, recountry, capable of any sort of cultivation. Three bellious, and utterly unworthy. This is where the
counties in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, or Kansas would Infinite and the Omnipotent was utterly thwarted,
in fertility and productive ability equal this entire for his people went astray, the land which he said
flowed with milk and honey is largely a barren, arid
land.
31. 'fhe Scribe will quote here the truthful remarks desert, where vegetation cannot exist ; little but
of Mark Twain about this country, who expresses weeds and thistles are to be seen.
40. It may all be because Yahweh in his anger
his, views better than he can express them in his own
language: Of all the lands there are for dismal cursed it; but what kind of an infinite god is it who,
scenery, I think Palestine must be the prince. 'fhe in attempting such an enterprise, could not se!J what
hills are barren, they are dull of color, they are the result must be? In other words, is it not only a
unpioturesque in shape. The valleys are unsightly finite and weak sort of god who would attempt more
desHts fringed with a feeble vegetation that has an than he could accomplish? who could not !lee the
expression about it or being sorrowful and despond- end, and who could not tell at the outset of the exent. The Dead Sea and the Sea of Galilee sleep in periment what the result must be?
41. But as this land is to-day it has ever been.
the midst of a vast stretch of till and plain, wherein
the eye rests upon no pleasant tint, no striking ob- Those rooks were rooks ten thousand years ago; those
ject, no soft picture dreaming in a purple haze, or hills which are white, chalky, and drear to-day were
mottled with the shadow of the clouds. Every out- white, chalky, and drear thousands upon thousands
line is harsh, every feature is distinct; there is no of years ago. 1'he climate may have changed someperspective-distance works no enchantment here. what, as it has changed in Asia Minor and southern
Europe; rains may not be so abundant as three thouIt is a hopeless, dreary, heart-broken land.
32. Small shreds and patches of it must be v&ry sand years ago, but Palestine wail always a conbeautiful in the full flush of spring, however, ano tracted, rock. bound, hard, and stony land.
42. Here, indeed, is a sad warning, to all ambitious
the more beautiful by contrast with the far-reaching
desolation that surrounds them on every-side. I but blind gods who may feel like attempting great
would like much to see the fringes of the Jordan in enterprises they are unable to carry out; who may
springtime, and Shechem, Esdraelon, Ajalon, and desire to sound their trumpets and call the earth Lu
the borders of Galilee; but even then these spots witnesil their marvelous exploits. Before such inexwould seem mere toy gardenro set at wide intervals perienced gods go so far as to make laughing-stocks
of themselves, let them call over this way, view the
in the waste of limitless desolation.
33. Palestine sits in sackcloth and ashes. Over it rook-bound Land of Yahweh, and read its mournful,
broods the spell of a curse that has withered its unfortunate history.
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no proof of God; he simply believes, believes, believes. 'lnd that all preachers are ordained directly of God
His "conversion" is all emotional, like a man with Then he must believe that all the Methodist minis:
D. M. BENNETT, EDITO!t.
the delirium tremens who imagins be has snakes terial seducers were appointed by God, and he must
in his boots.
He hall been to a Methodist re- also acknowledge that God knew when he appointed
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. vival, and, being an emotional young man, the them that they would St"duce the lambil of their
·::c.._,_ ~:::-=~:_-:..:"'"-~-=-cc=.:::.:_o=·.:_c:_: ___________ - ----~------ prPacher, music, and girls hav got thP best of him. flock. If he does not acknowledge thi11, th'en he
The largest and cheapest RadicalJmrnal pulJlished in Europe Without doubt he is very firm in hie belief, but thou- takes away God's omniscience-a rash thing for &
or A71i8rica, oontaining nearlJy seven hundred square irwhes more sands hav been firmer, and then been wrong. On Methodist to do.
of reading matter than any other journal of its kind.
what does be base his belief in the exi<~tence of God?
And speaking of Methodists, how does he know·
What one little fact does be present? What fact the Methodists are the correct sect? How does he
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MARCH 25, 1882. does be bring forward to show that Jesus ever ex- know but the Catholics, or Episcopalians, or the
iRted in real flesh and blood, or bow a being of real Moravians, or the Presbyterians, or the wet-all-over
flesh and blood could be the son of a ghost-an in Baptists, or the sprinkle and the-grace-of-God Raptangible nothing? Simply believing that Jesus was tists, or the marry-as-many-as-you-can Mormons, or
A Young Man Who Is to be Pitied.
the son of God does not prove it.
any of the other innumerable
BARNESVILLE, OHio, March 10, 1882.
b
r . sects
h
?may
I hav hold of
MR. D 1\:L BENNETT, Dear Sir: To you and ><il FreethinkMr. Scholes profeRses to believe the Bible is the the right end of t e re Igwus orn
n matters of
ers-to the Infi•lel world-I commit the f,.Jlow•ng:
inFtpired word of God. He has become a Christian. •ncb immense moment one can not be too particular
MY DEAR BaoTHERs AND SisTERs IN HmiANITY: I wish to DoPs be intend to follow the Bible in everything? iu selecting the right road to heaven.
.
relate my relig-rous e~per1ence. 1 am a }Otmg man, twenty- TR hP. now !!'Oing to take no thbught for the morrow?
But probably Mr. Scholes chose the road line(!J
seven y<'ars of age. I,was born and alwn.ys lived in Barnesvill~. 1!1 he gmng
·
· h th e pre tt'-Ies t young lad'es
as h-e says h e Wal!l
to stone to d Pat h h'IB b rot b er or WI"fe f or Wit
Ohio. Three years ago I was a FreP.tl ink•r, Infid··l, A.rhei~t »nd
1 a·
·
dI d, b
·
Th
Mat... ria[i,t in the strictPst se"se. 1 w"s very radical, and { als" helieving in another God than his? HiR threat to us converted by young a 1es, ai e
'!music. , at isr
dbbelieved in the immortality of the soul. I "a• an lnfiJel lonkll as tbou2:h he were of the church militant. Th(l probably so. We hav often noticed that young·
from my youth up. 1 was a reader nf Ta& TRUTH SEEKER ar.d religion of Jesus, he says, is "loving, comforting, ladies in sore want of beaux St)lect the Methodist
other F·eethought pHpers. I tm'k TnE TRUTH SEEKER some 1\0nsoling, and peaceful." He is l!lweetly thankful church in preference to any other. We used to go
four or five years, during which tirn11 I worked a great deal for that he is in the arms of Jesus. He iR happy th~t to a M<:lthodist church ourselvs to see the girls, and
Infidel·tv. I was !Iber~l in buying Freethought books. I hav
·
1
d
· · b
t'
·
th h
·
distributed thomands of tracts.
he is going to be saved and sit at the right hand of on y ceasP our VIiiits Y quo mg Ill
e earmg of
A. great change has come over me. I am now a Christian. I God, the four beasts near, with the hundred and of an officious elder that trite and true remark that
beli~ve in God, our heavenly father; I believe in thP immortal- forty-four thousand saints dressed in white robes, "a Methodist could be made out of anything above
ity of th11 soul; I believe in J,.sus Christ; I believe the B1ble as howing continually before the throne, and singing a bundle of iitraw," for whieh we were made the
the insp•red word of God. I am very fi•·m in my presPntrP.lig- the song of Moses and the Lamb (that song which no special subject of prayer. After that we waited outicn. Nothing could t~ke medbba<·k to Infidelity now. I wish to man can learn), while penetrating even up to that side for our girl.
.
say that I am far happier an et.ter satisfied than when an In·
1 d·
fidel. I hav htid my present belief ubout a year. I united with throne, he hears the shrieks of the damned as tbQy
But how did those Christian young a 1es convert
the Methndist church on December 4, 1881. My conversion writhe and groan in endleils torment. If he can be Mr. Scholes? Was it by recounting the story of the
from A.tbeism and Infidelity to God and Christianity was slow. completelv happy while thus surrounded, we do not Virgin and the Ghost, or how sundry nameless and
gradu!>l. and by degree'<. It beJ?an >tbout three years Rgo. ai envv him his new-fonnd Christian heart.
unmentionable women were healed and comforted
which time 1 quit reading THE TRUTH SEEKER and Infidelity
The Christian relig.:Yion, he says, is loving. Was it by .Jesus? Did they tell him how the ancient godly
after I lost faith in It.fidehty and begun to believe in Ottrhb
f b
·
tiamty. It tr·ok about two years for rn v belief to change from love that made God create a hell for his people and women ministered to t e wants o t e anCient godly
one extreme to the other. Oh, I thank God for tb.e change in his people for a hell? Is it love that keeps life in a men, and draw a picture of how happy a !Dan could
my beJi,f I _How happy_ and pe~ceful 1~<m now! My friends, sonl only to torment it? Was it love for mankind he in the arms of Jesus and Christian young ladies?
you h"'v ~oy 1 Pa how mce, lovillg, comfortinl!, consr•ling, and that drowned a world? W3s it love that cau~ed And then the music was too much for Mr. Scholes.
peaceful It Is to be a be!Jever and folJ,wer of Christ !love God to command Moses to kill all the males of the The penetrating squeak of the tuneful fiddle went
Ohl'islianity with all my life. I could not liv without God now.
h' h
d h b
f h
My friends, 1 wish to God th>lt every one of y<>u would ex- Midianites, aLd "burn all the cities wherein they straight to IS eart, an t e ass tones o t e organ
perience such a change r,f beiH as I hav. 1 write this letter dwelt, and all their goodly castles with fir('?" Wa~ drew his f.ace down to a length compatible with confor the C'ause of Chrbt, and boJ..>ing it will console some one or it love that gave thousands of virgins to the brutal version. After this who shall say music hath not
m,~ny who may not know which rnad to take. I know Chris- lust of soldiers? Was it love that inspired the com- charms, etc.? Henceforth every missiomtry to the
tianity is true-come with me. friPnds. I feel that If you are mand, "When thou com est nigh unto a city to fight Fiji Islands shall take a fiddle instead of a flannel
not couverted to Christianity, it will not be well with you in the it,th_en proclaim peace unto it, and when thy God hath shirt, and to China must be sent the melodious gong
life to c"me.
My cnnver·sion was caused, principally, by the loving and delivered it into t.hine hands thou shall smite every so dear to the Chinese heart. What if the old Conkind influ~nce of Chris!ian young ladie~. I never keep the male thereof with the edge of the sword?" Was it necticut Christians did say music was of the devil
compRuy of any but Christian young ladi~s. God bless those love that said, "Suffer not a witch to liv ?"
and smash the melodeon offered them as sacrilegou8?
young la.dies; to them I owe a great deal for their influence _The Christian religion is a religion of love, is it? Mr. Scholes has been converted by an organ, and
upun me religiouslv. It seem~ to me a horrid thing for a lady Was it love that built the Inquisition? Did love hereafter that instrument must be recognized as a
to be an Infidel.
A.nother religious influence I had was the sLudy of music- invent the rack? Did love invent the pulleys, missionary agent.
Lhe divine art. I am a musician. Music and Infidel 1ty will wheels, and thumbscrews that crushed the life from
As for the prophecy that Ingersoll will be connot mix very well. There is nothing on this earth more like thousands? Did love drag a man from the arms. of verted, we shall bav to wait awhile to see it. Ingerbeaven than the divine art, music. Religion and music go his wife and babe to the moldy dungeon or the burn- Roll has had worse things than that said about him.
ing pile? Did love ever bury living human beings Unless he gets softening of the brain, or the Lord
hand in hand.
1 hav just subscribed for TaE 'l'ItUTH SEEKER for a short in the ground? The love of God inspired the mas- resumes the miracle business, we hav no fear. But
season. I wish to kc~p myself a little posted as to what the
InfiJel world i• doing.
sacre of St. Bartholomew, bvt did love of man ever if he should die in the penitentiary or in the church
Barnesville is a pla~e of about tweuty.fi ve hundred inhabit- murder sixty thousand human beings?
it would not make the astronomy of J osbua true, or
ants. It is a religious place. The church won one hundred
And the Christian creed is comforting! It must the story of the creation any the le~s a lie.
and fifty souls in this phwe this winter.
be comforting to know that you will be saved and
And then Mr. Scholes's particular reverend has
Freethinkers, listen to my prophecy: I believe the time is your wife be damned, for the families are mighty few been an Atheist! Well, we never heard a revivalist
corning- when Robert [nger~oll will rrnounce Infidelity and beh h d
come a Christian. What would lethe result of such a change that will all get to heaven. It must be comforting or a temperance fanatic talk w o a not been an
as that'/ I await. Friends. do not forget what I said about to be singing psalms around the throne with your Atheist or a drunkard. We hav often wondered
Ingersoll. Ere he dies l beliicve he will hav converted more son and daughter groaning an<il shrieking in hell. where in the name of Jove all the Atheists and
souls to Christ than be has to Infidelity.
Yes, not only comforting, but consoling, to the true drunkards keep themsel vs before they get converted
It is no small affair for an Iufidel to hecnme a Christian. Do believer must be the reflection that he has given up to their respectiv fanaticisms, for we never find them
deuy
Atheist
be convertrd
God, for you hav reason and love for blind faith and selfish comfort! while they are in their "original sin." But, in addinot
a C!l.~e
in th><t
me atanleast,
andcan
[ rhirrk
there are to
m~ny others. The
presP-nt mi11iRter ?f the Methodist church of this place was an Very consoling to embrace as a religion of lovA and tion to having been the blankest kind of an Atheist,
Infidel and Athetst at r·ne tnne. He has re<,d Paine, Voltaire, comfort and peace a religion that has been one of hate this particular reverend is now Christ-hke. Does he
and all Freethought. works. He aJ,o rrad Ingers,,n·s lectures a and unrest and disquiet, of warring sects and con- carry his Christ-likeness to robbing cornfields, stealfew yPars ~go: This ministPr is the finest aud mo't Christ-like tending factions, of intolerance, bigotry, and oppres- ing men's asses, asking his mother what Rhe supreverPud we ever had. Yes, our minbter, like myself, was once ·
h h
d
· hh
1 k"
ff d'
an Atheist. Christianity is true. Glory to o,.d in Lhe t;ighe,t I swn.
poses e as to o Wit
er, p uc mg out o en wg
I thank Mr. Bennett for bis kindness in publishin"' this letter.
Peace in the arms of Jesus! the arms which brought eyes, etc., or does his Christ-likeness begin and end by
My friends, with kindest wisbes towHrd you all, and hoping a sword that for long centuries never knew a li!heath being a mendicant with no place to lay hiR head?
th>it I shall meet you all in t.he happy summer land in the but human flesh. Peace in the arms of Jesus-the We'll wager it is not the latter. Witpout pay there
swe<'t by and bye, I birl you adieu
man whose name has been the war-cry of hundreds would be very little preach, and no pray at all.
VPry respectfully your friend,
Wbr. W. ScHOLES.
of armies, and the open sesame of thousands of dunWe hav no doubt we shall meet Mr. Scholes in the
The ab_o':.e letter was sent t? us with an imploring geons! In the name of Jesus men hav been tor- summer land, if there is one; for never having denote to pnnt, and the expectatiOn" that we would pub- tured in every conceivable way. In the name of spoiled an Egyptian, or 11lain a man and buried him
lish it free of charge, with full name and addre~s. Jesus they were led to the stake, and that name was in the sand, or killed a man for the sake of his wife,
Whether there is an advertisment concealed some the last that rung in their ears as their lives went or stoned a witch to death, or destr0y(ld a man's
where ,in it or not we CJannot say: we can't find it if out in fl<1me and ashes. In the name of Je~;us every property by driving.devils into it, or made drunkthere is. Mr. Scholes sends the pritJeof four months' conceivable crime bas been committed, and if the ards by turning water into wine for men already
subscription, anrl as we always do anything in our Decalog had been as long as the Atlantic cable every ''well drunken," or told people they could believe or
power to oblige onr suhscriberll, we giv his letter pub- commandment would hav been violated by the fol- be damned, or stole corn or donkeys-in short, havlicity. But we want him to di11tinctl} under~tand that lowers of Jesus.
ing lived a life in direct antagoni~>m to the precepts
his threat, conveyed in his private letter, to write to
Mr Scholes says he knows Christianity to be true. and examples of the Old and New Testaments, and
the leaders of Freeth ought an!i tell them of our refusal How does he know it? Does be know there is a having thereby lived a decent and honest one, ~e
and hiR miraculous conversion in case we declined heaven? Does he know there is a hell? Does he shall certainly go to a better state when we die,
printing it, has no ~ffect upon us. The editor of this know Christ to be the son of God? Does he know always providing there is one.
paper went to a prison cell onee rather than back how, or when, or by whom the gospels were writAnd now, Mr. Scholes, we leave you for the presdown from what he considered right, and the protem ten? Does he know how three can be one or one ent, hoping that four months' pel usal of THE TRl!TH
editor has heard more dire threatening from Chris- three? Does he know what his trinity is found•·d SEEKER will giv you knowledge enough to Withtians than .Mr. Sl.lholes can hurl without dying of on, and thR.t the word is in the Bi hle? Does he Rtand the great temptation to piety (and pious rascalfright. The only thing we are afraid to do iR to do know that the Bible is the word of God? (And if the ity ?) of women and music. We know it is hard _to
wrong, and we do not consider it wrong to refuse to St. James version is the true word of the true resist the ladies, but we trust THE TRUTH SEEKER will
print some communications.
God, whose word is the revised vers on?) How does enable you to at least withstand the music. But don't
But we really can see no good reason for Mr. he know that Adam was the first man, and that all come back to Freethought on your emotions alone.
Scholes to hav been converted. At leaRt, he givs men sinned through him? Is he prepared to accept Come on fact, not fancy. Come because you see the
none. He says: "I am a Christian," "I believe in with his Christianity the cosmogony and the astron- absurdity of the Christian superstition, and because
Gn?," '!ho, he. asserts, ~s "our heavenly father" ''I omy of the Bible? Is he prepared to throw over- you see the harm it has done and is doing, and would
belzeve In the Immortality of the soul." "I beLieve in holird all science and accept as fact the. childish help rescue your fellow-men from a mental bondage
Jesns Christ:" "I believe the Bible." What is all·1spt>culations of barbarism? He has accepted the I and fellr as galling as it is ignoble. When you see
t~at _to a rational man? Becau~e he feels a pain in Methodist creed.
He must consequently believe a child tortured with visions of the devil, t~ll It there
h1s little stomach, we are not gomg to cry. He offer~ that ~he W01.'d of God is the o:oly rule of conduct, is no devil. When you see ~ poor man bemg robbed
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by the church-, through his fears of hell, tell him
there is no hell but his own mind. When you see a
man who "fears his God" so much that he is an
abject slave, tell him that no decent God would make
a man knowing he would sin, and then punish him
for that sin. When you see a man unwilling to
learn anything that contradicts the Bible, tell him
the Bible is •he imperfect record of a very imperfect
people; a work of man entirely; that itil context is
vague, and its contents often meaningless, and that
the inspiration of whole chapters hung upon the
_ caprice of a drunken bishop and degraded churchman. Co~~ baCik to Freethought because you love
liberty of mmd ail well as body; because going from
Freethought to Christianity is like emigratin2" from
a republic to a de11potiam. Come back because you
are a man, not the puppet of a preacher; but until
you can giv some reason for your thought beyond
a belief founded upon the ipse dixit of a paid advocate, don't come back ! Freethought has no use for
fools.
·

Christ's Courtesy.

It is time soap men knew the former of these two
facts; druggilits and otherlil hav already cultivated
the acquaintance of the latter. Now, in addition to
prosecuting the seller of prize so~p, let Comstock
confiscata the prizes for the benefit of his society,
and the stock in trade for the use of its president,
and the corner in filth and soap will be unassailable.

Not a Fabrication.
\VasHINGTON Cn.EEK, Km., March 13, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Will you please tell me through your paper
where in the Bible it says that if your wife disagrees with you
on religion, kill her, or words to that effect, avd settle a dispute between me and one of my friends. I contend it is in the
Bible. He says it is one of Bob Ingersoll's fabrications.
J. W. WATKINS.
If our friend's Christian friend will take down his
dusty Bible (he must hav let it get dusty or he never
would hav disputed the fact in question), and turn to
the thirteenth chapter of N um hers he will read (verse
6): "If thy brother, the son of thy .mother, or thy
son, or thy daughter, or the wife of thy bosom,
or thy friend which is as thine own soul, entice
thee secretly, saying, Let us go and serve other
gods which thou hast not known,
thou
shalt not conRent. unto him, nor hearken unto him,
neither shall thine eye pity him, neither shalt thou
spare, neither shalt thou conceal him; but thou
shalt surely kill· him/ thy hand shall be first upon
him to put him to death, and afterward the hand
of all the people. And thou shalt stone him with
stones, that he die, because he hath sought to thrust
thee away from the Lord thy God."
And this is God'11 command ! Charitable, is it not?
Because a man's wife, daughter, son, or friend differs
with him as to which is the true god (a problem the
wisdom of the world cannot solve) he shall "kill
him." A man who worships such a God must be a
brute indeed.

OMaHa, NEB., ~'!:arch 12th, 1882.
Mn.. EnrTon.: Mr. Bsnnett, under the heading of "What I
Don't Be·ieve," No. 824, states that Jesus practicallv said
that the woman of Samaria was a dog, or belonged to the
dol(s-an assijrtion a Christian friend says cannot be found in
the Bible. Please giv chapter and verse, and oblig-e
A SunsCJtiBER.
Th€> word Samaria should hav been Canaan. The
words used are in Matthew xv, 22-27: "And behold
a woman of Canaan came out of the same coasts, and
cried unto him saying, Hav mercy on me, 0 Lord,
thou son of David; my daughter ia grievously
vexed with a devil. But ·he answered her not a
word. And his disciples came and besought him
saying, Send her away, for she crieth after us. But
he answered and said, I am not sent but unto the lost
sheep of the ho:use of Israel. Then came she and
worshiped him sR.ying, Lord help me! But he answered and :lilaid, It is not meet to take the chile
Ask the Minister.
dren's bread and to cast it to the dogs. And she
DaVIs. ILL., March 4, 1882.
said, Truth, Lord; yet the dogs eat of the crumbs
MR. EDITOR.: The Methodist minister of this place said in his
which fall from their master's table."
sermon last Sunday evening that the bt'ass serpent that Moses
The Samarians were also regarded as dogs by the raised in the wilderness for the restoration of the Jews that
were bitten by the-fiery serpents was a fact in profane history
Jews.
as well as sacr~d. You will find the account in Numbers xxi.
What I want to know is this: Is Uaere any history of this transComstock vs. Soap.
action outside of the Bible? lf bO, I would like to know it?
An esteemed correspondent writes us that he sup- We hav no libraries here to consult.
THoMAS HaYs.
poses we hav observed that Anthony Comstock, havFriend
Hays
should
ask
the
minister
for proof of
effected a corner in smut, is now helping his employer,
his assertion. We know of no "profane" histerian
Colgate, to make another linear convergence in soap.
who mentions it, and never heard. the claim made
We had observed the fact alluded to, the circum- before. If the minister knows that it is in history he
stances of which are as follows: This apostle of smut should be able to name the writer who was ignorant
and enemy of cleanliness unless attained by the use enough to quote it. The story has no foundation or
of the Colgate article of soap, last Saturday CRnsed exl~Leuee outside the Bible, and all the preachers in
thfl arrest of William B. Higgins, the soap manuf.>ct- the country cannot find it in the works of any reputurer of Nos. 234, 236, and 238 Cherry street, upon a able historian who received his facts from sources
charge of violating the lottery law in offering prizes distinct from the Bible account.
to be drawn for by those purchasing soap. In addition to Mr. Higgins, his bookkeeper and the assistant
Ingersoll Did Not Visit Slade.
bookkeeper were arrested. Comstock also made
a raid upon the soap manufacturer's office and carried
PAXTON, ILL., March 3, 1882.
off a truck-load of advertising circulars. Those who
MR. EDITOR : Why will men lie so ? 1 clipped from THE
attend the next annual meeting of the Society for 'TRUTH SEEKER of March 4th the account of an interview bethe Suppression of Vice will hear these circulars tween Mr. Slade, the" test medium" of New York, and R. G
Ingersoll, and forwarded the same to the latter gentleman, realluded to in the secretary's report .as four tons questing
him to affirm or deny the statements therein made, in
of obscene literature, with which wretches totally an inclooed envelope, and return it to me. To-day I rPceiveu
lost to all conside~ations save their own gain the following indorsement on my note to him: .
are corrupting the minds of our youth of both sexes;
«·'J'he story is not true.
carrying moral devastation into female seminaries
"R. G. INGERSOLL."
and leaving it there; opening the flood-gates of
Will
it
not
pay
you
to
find
who
has
upon you and
vice; reviving in the hind quarter of the nine- your readers? If I cannot rely upon imposed
such simple statements
teenth century the salacious days of Pompeii and as the one alluded to, what hope is there of learning the truth
Herculaneum.
by re>l.ding alleged facts ? Let us purify the fountain, or qnit
Yours for the truth,
L. H. IDE.
That Soapman Higgins ever contemplated such drinkinu- at it.
havoc as this cannot for a moment be believed.
The story was probably starte.d in the Jejfe1·sonian
When in an evil moment he offered a chromo of the hv some Cnristian Spiritualist-that is, some SpiritWashington Family or the Signers of the Declaration u~list in belief, but Christian in his methods. It is
of Independence to the fortunate purchaser of his hard for church people to forget to lie.
soap who should get a ticket entitling him to one of
these works of art, he never realized the number of
Result of Joe Cook's Visit to India.
homes he was about to wreck, the number of married men he was to drive outside the home circle to
We are pleased to see another Infidel paper in the
the haunts of crime, the number of customers he was English language has been started away over in
seducing away from the moral and religious soap India. The Antiehristian is the name of a new
factory of Samuel Colgate. His only thought was monthly published in Calcutta by Joggeshur Roy &
to sell soap-that base compound of fat, margarates, Co., and edited by Kaliprasanna Kavyabisharad,
and potassa. He nev:er knew, and perhaps ne'!er fellow of the Antichristian Society. It is in pamwill know, how many youths (of both sexes) With phlet form and consists of twenty-four pages, devoted
adolescent passions inflamed by solitary perusal of to exposing the absurdities of the Christian faith.
his fiendish offer to giv a 14x20 chromo of the Last Price, eight annas (twenty.five cents) per annum.
Supner to the person holding the ticket for it, hav
sought premature cessation of their vital function&~ in
Plain Warnings.
a thousand' or,more forms, preferring death ~o an
The Rev. A. K. Strong, of Hoboken, N. J., had
existence forever tortured and tempted by smful
allurements to which the art of the chromo printer a stroke of apoplexy while preaching last Sunday.
has added its diabolical glamour. Let him thank If he had been an Infidel, struck dead by lightning
God that we hav a man (so-called) in the midst of while expressing a doubt. th~t. Je~ovah. could send
us who takes interest enough in the welfare of our rain from a clear sky, th1s VIsitatiOn m1ght be conyouth of both sexes, and in the soap business of the sidered an outbreak of the kind of wrath that
Cheeiieborough Manufacturing Company, to remind effected the decease of Uzzah and the young man
him of the outgrowth of his hideous scheme. Let out West. Explanation in that case would be easy.
Mr. Higginlil be prosecuted according to law.. Sam- As the matter stands, however, any one who can
uel Colgate is the only man that has a legal right to put forward a reasonable solution will be entitled to
sell soap in New York, or who will be allow~d. to a chromo from the society to which Mr. Strong begiv instructions as to regulating the size of fam1hes, longs, and the gratitude of a. dumbfounded oom-
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munity. We are also c~lled upon to chronicle ~he
sudden demise of Eliza Squirell, of Brooklyn, while
on her way to church last Sunday. If Christians
will ignore these palpable warnings, .and continue to
occupy pulpit and p~w, it is not our funeral if they
reap the consequences remarked in the foregoing.
Our duty is accomplished when as a watchman on
the walls we hav pointed out the danger.
MANY of the subscribers to the Round-the-World
fund hav written us to know how much it will increase the cost to hav the books bound in extra binding, and saying they wishe~ them in better than o;dinary style. We can fur~1sh the volumes bound m
leather, with red ·edges, for 75 cents per volume
extra, or $2.25 for the three; in morocco, with gilt
edges, for $1 extra per volume, or $3 for the three
volumes. All wanting them that way will please
notify us, remitting the amount, and the books will
be b(mnd as desired. We will feel obliged if thoy
will order early, so we can tell how many to bind in
leather and morocco.
"CEPHAs," in the Banne1· of" Light, puts this.question to the ministQrs: •· How much can we expect
from the clerical profession, when, according to their
own record, it has taken the learned gentlemen over
eighteen hundred years to find out how to interpret
Christianity?" and adds, "The general impression
is that Prof. Fisher, the Yale theologian, who was
expected to annihilate Ingersoll, bali begged the
question. Theology is practically a dead letter with
many of the leading men of the Protestan Christian
church of this country. This item of news should
be telegraphed to the rural clergy."
WE hav for sale the lithograph likenesses of the
three leading Liberals of this country-Thomas
Paine, D. :M. Bennett, and R. G. Ingersoll. They
are all splendidly executed, and with a neat frame
around them-which can be procured from pictureframe makerR at slight expense-will be an ornament
to any home. They will be sent, secure from breakage,
by mail at the following prices: D. M. Bennett and
R. G. Ingersoll, 50 cents each; Thomas Paine, $1.
BY special in vita Lion, on the afternoon of the 9th
of this c:t;nonth, Dr. Juliet H. Severance addressed the
Assembly at the State House in Madison, Wis., on
the right of woman to the electiv franchise. Her
address was listened to with marked attention by the
members and visitors, who frequently and loudly
applauded.
DR. J. H. HILL and Eneas Scott, of Franklin, Ill.,
hav joined the National Liberal League as life members. Mr. Underwood will please take notice tht
life members don't usually go into an organization
that is "dead."
MosEs HuLL has removed from Linesville to Erie,
Pa. He can be addressed at 225 Sassafras street.

---------Obituary.

Dnm-ln J>aterson, N. J ., on lllureh !Oth,nfter a brief lllness,
Campbell Wilso,,, in tho sixty-s«cond year of his 11ge.

Liberalism has lost no truer friend or warmer advocate than
in the death of Mr. Wilson. A.s one of our local papers well
said, "he was one of nature's noblemen." Kind and generous to a fault, never vindictiv, even towards those who tried to
injure him, he had no feeling of reveme. His faults were few,
his virtues many. None kuew him but to honor and respect
him, and they that knew him be~t loved and respected him
most. In him the Paterson Liberal League has lost one of its
best and most devoted workers, ils most liberal mpporter.
Mr. Wilson was born in Paisley, Scotland, in 1820, and when
quite young leamed to weave the celebrated" Paisley shawls,"
making a first-claRs workman. Coming to this country some
fourteen or sixteen years ago, lie learned the silk-weaving trade,
in whieh he was equally successful. A.nd some four or five
vears ago he invented a superior kind of army belt for soldiers,
iwd I am informed that it is now lat·gely us~d by our armies.
But avarice and dishonesty robbed bim of his just reward. It
is fitting that I should state that he was a life-long Liberal, having been raised in the congenial ways of Owenism, his
father and mother both beiug great admirers of Robert Owen; a
warm admirer of the Boston Invl!i!tigat01·, and honored it for its
forty years' devotion to liberty, equulit.y, and fraternity. He
also helped to spre11d the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
being a great admirer of Mr. Bennett. The members of the
League attencled his funeral, and fr~m the " Truth Seeker Collection" the writer read over him Austin Holyoake"s beautiful
service for the dead.
JoHN WaRR,
Sec. Paterson Liberal League.

Brooklyn Amenities.
[From Monday's Sun.]

Beecher preached yesterday in Plvrnouth church, after an
bsence of three weeks on a lecturing tour through the Wes~.
A.t the close of the ~ervices the deacons and others crowded to
the foot of the pu:pit stairs to learn whether he had fully recovered from his sudden sickness in Chicago. His face was not
quite so ruddy as usual.
"Oh, I got over that in the skip of a grasshopper," said
.
Beecher, in answer to an anxious inquiry.
H. B. Claflin reached over the Rev. Edward Beecher's shoulder to seize Beecher's hand, and said, with a laugh:
"I heard you drank too much bad whisky out there."
''Some people," replied Beecher, "always judge other folks
from their own standpoint."
A CATALOG of our publication~
application.

will

b!'l 11entfree on
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mercy that can be vouchsafed to man while here below: it softens innocent mortal? Are not thousands upon thousands of sweet
girls lured to ruin, while Jehovah lifts not a finger to interfere
every h>trdshlp and soothe• every pain.
The great error of the past has been the doctrln that evil exists yet bragging throughout his entire J;>ook of his unlimited
contrarY to the scheme and will of the Infinlt. But whoever can
divest himself of preconceived opinions. and bestow a moment's power? Can any man of heart and bram respect such a being?
·
thought on the subject, must see that evllls not only unavoidable In J!'or one, with scorn I reject the Bible God.
an undeveloped age, but absolutely necessary to human progress.
.Orthodoxy Run .Mad.
Does nGt bis record put to shame the naked savages of the
Hnnger, abstractly <'.OUB!dered, Is felt as an evil, hut without it South
Sea Islands ? Within their bosom beats a heart; never
prlmltlv man would hav starved to death. But the pangs of hunTo THE EmTolt OF 'THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A.. I. Root of ger
compelled him to exert both mind and body In obtaining food, hav I fot\nd one in Jehovah's breast.
WM. W. FOSTER.
Meoina, Ohio, publishes a monthly entitled Gleaning& in
f:kde~~ns was the initial step In the path of endless hitman progress
New York, March 14, 1882.
•
Culture, now in its ninth volume Three or four years ago he
A totally Ignorant race, or lnd!Vldnal, can be moved to t.hought or
was" converted," and opened a theological department in his action
only by physical necessity; but when sufficiently unfolded,
One World at a 1.'ime.
monthly, thns thrusting his idiosyncrasies before his subscrib- knowledge Is sought for its own sake. And is it not evident that
ers. much to the disgust of some, to the amusemont of others g~~~: and cruelty were required to call forth the sympathies of the
Even if there is a really a·future world, what can any one do
1
while ~till another class imbibed his eccentriciti s with avidity:
But for necessity, pain, tolls, and tribulation• mankind to-day, had about it here? As they did nothing to get here, what can they
. PrayP7 seems to_ be his forte, and although his form may It been possible for them to survive to the present time, would be do here so as to get to any other world? Is noY>ne world
dtffer, h1~ thought IS probably similar to that of the honest old about as activ. intelligent, and sympathetic as oysters.
.And thus a•·e vindicated the ways of God to man. .As evil per- about as much as one ought to attend to, and do his work: well?
d~acon who opened with," 0 Lord, we would not presume to forms
Its mission It will disappear.
What time they spend for any other world is a loss to this
dwta.~e. but beg leave to offer a few suggestions."
Here is. Bible for those who need it:
Friend Root employs ~eventy or eighty operativs in the man- " I form the light and create darkness. I makejpeaee and create world, exchanging a real world for an imaginary one; doing
here what they ought not to hav done, and leaving undone what
I, the Lord, do all these things" (Is. xlv, 7).
ufacture of bt>e-hives and their appendages. His establishment evil
•· Shall there be evil in the city and the Lord hath not done it?" they ought to hav dmile. What a happy time it will be when
is a ~eke~ edition of ch_urch and state. ~e not only prays for (.Amos Ill, 6).
Scarce!y a de<J!l-de has rolled away since prayers were o1fP.red up every one givs all their time and attention for the benefits
salvation m the next life, but for pecumary success in this.
lllmors for ram during a dry time 1 But meteol·ologists assure us of this world, and lets all the other worlds take care of themWhen anything goes wrong in the factory he goes down on his In
that however fickle winds and ~torms may appear, thev are conknees and asks his savior to set the matter right. He has pub- ~~~~s~~-by exact law, and petitions for changes in the weather hav selvs.
Can there be anything em the face of the globe that has no
lished a book entitled ''The ABC (i)f Bee Culture." I hav
.And but a few yeat•s ago the governor of this great state of Mis- opposit. That which has no opposit, is just nothing. It takes
a copy before me, and quote from the Introduction:
souri appointed a day tor the good people of the commonwealth to
· " If you shout~ happen along here about noon, you would meet ac their usual places of wm·shlp, and unitedly implore the Al two opposits to make one. If there js nothing short, there
can be nothing long; nothing wide, nothing narrow; no light,
fi~d thai the engmeer always s•ops the engin ·promptly at ten mighty to drive the grllsshoppers out of the state! .But It will probno heavy; no bad, no good; no hot, no cold; no dark, no light;
never be repeated.
mmutes to noon, and that the hands then gather in the largest ably
In all soberne"s let me ask Does nn all-wise God need or heed
ro:'m in ~he building around an "rgan that they hav purchased promptings from us in running the universe? Instead of Impor- no beginniog, no end; no life, no death. Everything that has
wtth their own money. After all join in singing a hymn your tuning him to do thus and so, let us rather st11dy to learn his will a beginning, has an end. That which bas no beginning, has
the great volume of natut·e which he has spread ont befere us. no ending. Everything that has one end has two ends. So I
humble ~ervant is expected to read R. verse or two from the from
We see that evolution is a nniversRl luw of both matter and mind:
Bible, and close the ten minute's devotional ~>xercise with a few let us then consider him as praying to us, through that law to conclude that time, space, and nature and materials had no become up hlghet·... Le' us co-operate wi I h the in1lnlt in lifting our ginning, and will hav no ending. But all forms hav a ,beginren;tarks 1!-nd l?r!lye~. . . . Ri~ht over the npen window at •.commQn
humanity from the darkness of ignorance, superstition ning, and must hav a.n end. Every living thing that has life
w_hwh I sit wntmg IS a stone bee-htve, which you can see in the and
bigotry Into tile glorious light of reason and toleration.
' has death. It takes life to make death; and death to mak~
pwture. Over the hive is this inscription, 'In God we trust.'
.Me11tphis, Mo., .April, 1881.
STEPHEN YoUNG. life;
so all life has two ends; all knowledge has two ends; all
So long as we continue to trust in him, and look to him daily
Such was substantillliy the article sent, but which is refused. feeling has two ends; all memory has two ends; so everythigg
for help, the busin~ss will continue to prosper, and we shall be
that has a beginning has two ends.
"'Tis education forms the common mind
of use to ourselvs and to all those about us, but just so soon as
Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclm'ed."
But the materials must return lo their original, so as to keep
we ceas_e to trust in him the husine~s will go down; saloons
Wlll ~ormg up about us, and ruin and devastation will be the
I once heard Dr. K., of Mechanicsville, Iowa, boast to an the original in good working order. To keep taking from and
end."
audience that he had never allowed himself to entertain the not returning to the original would be annihilation to nature. If
Mr. _Root believes in a personal God and a personal devil, and ~hadow of a doubt of the truth of anything taught him at everything that grows and has life was not decomposed, vegeas I Wlll show further along, bv his own words, his God does Sunday-school when a child.
In other words, he had tation would be extinct, and there would become no life on the
not obsPrve fixed a.nd uniform laws aR his method of action, but never exercised his maoho0d's reason on the absurdities of earth. 1f water should always evaporate, and never conden~e
ac.ts in ~a~h specific case as its merits or his caprice dictateR. "orthodoxy." And Mr. Root, having spoken of attending or return, it would not be very long before there would be noHis dev1l1s also above alll>tw, ann all who thiuk or act in oppo- Sunday-school when a child, I asked him if his new-born zeal, water. The smp.e rule applies to human being, mind, or spirit.
If there is any 'special sut>stance that makes mind or spirit, a
sition to the Bible are seduced by Satan.
a~ he seeme~ to consider it, was not simply his juvenil impresBut after all hi• tru~ting in God, our friend is as vigilant to sw~s asserting themselvs .. He substttntially admitted it by continual taking from and not returning will in time use that
subs•ance up, and will be deficient in that articl<", and the
"ke~p his powder dry," figurativly spPaking, as the veriest saymg that, all through h1s Infidel life they often rose up
results might not be very desirable to the human family, if they
Athe1~t. For, although he appears to be perfectiy honest in against him. So it seems th>J.t, although c~mmou sense labored
pecum>try matters, though no more so since than before his to take the twist and distortions eut of the twig, it was found should continue to make their app~a· ance.
lt is very plain that the mind is tre result of organization;
" conversion," he i_nculcates the most rigid industry and econo- to be a hopeless task.
my through Gleamngs, and as we hav seen, trusts his God but
Had Dr. K., A. I. Root, and millione of other Christians there are no two exactly alike. Minds differ, as their organizaten minutes a dav.
been born in Mohammedan countries, they would now swear tions differ. if the mind is separate from the body, how could
Ha :ing patronized Gleaning& from its birth, and dealt with its by the Koran. It is only the plastic and unreasonin.r mind of any ove get crazy, or hav delirium tremens, or hydrophobia, or
propr_Ietor t9 somA extent for several years. I took thA liberty of childhood that is fitted to receive and retain the absu;d, incon- ony disease of the mind. It is very plain that the mind can't
outliv the body. They had their beginning together, and they
replymg to some of his views, hoping, if not able to eonvince gruous, and blasphemous doctrinsof Christianity.
him of his absurdities, at least to checkmate some o( them in
A. I. Root des!r·ee t? do all the good he can, i fully believe; hav the1r ending together. I think that I hav shown it to .be
the estimation of some of his r<Jaders.
but how can an mtelhgent person hav much respect for his wis- one of the most ridiculous notions that was ever invented that
I hav writt!)n many brief articles for his theological depart- dom who reads the following passage in "Our Homes " in the any one can liv in or hav anything to .do with any other world
ment, and find that if he thinks he can refute one he admits it April number of Gleanings, page 197? "Some may say, ' I but this present one.
As Solomon of old has said,! see it in all vanity. When the body
with comments; but as he has refused severn!, I consider that am ready to accept the New Testament; but how about the
he must hov regarded them as rather difficult to answer.
Old?' ~y friend, your house is on fire, and the first thing to dies, so mind or spirit is about played out. Take good care of
For illustration I giv the following:
do now IS tog·' fnr water, wherever you can find it. Afrer we the l.JOdy, a"d the soul will take care of itielf. But priests and
hav ~ut the fire out, an_d_ the smoke has cleared away, we will minister~ ~eem _to be doing their level best to rob the body to
FRIEND ROOT: Ieee your methOd of prayer Is slmilat· to that of hav t1me and a clear VISIOn; but for the present trust Jesus. save the 1magmary souL Cash down for real estate in the
Fred Douglass, as he used to l','iv it in hi• lectures. He said that
when a slave he prayed for freedom with his lips a great deal, but He say~ over a:nd over t~at the Old Testament is all right, and other world.
One of the greatest misfortune~ is that women that are born
tJ:tat hts prayers were never answered until he began to pra' with we are .Just gomg to put It all o~ his shoulders. If any trouble
h1s legs. So I suppose your pray erR with your lips in secret ha v to comes m h,ere, at the bar of Judgment we will throw all the with good common sense, do exchange it with priests ·and minbe supplemented by your" Home Papers," to be" rPad of nll men "
isters for nonsense and superstition, and make their husbands
in Ol'dElr to insure fruition.
STEPHEN YOUNG.' blame on him, God's only son."
Ment1Jhi•, Mo.,l\l"Y 5.1880.
Is this the language of a_fanatic, or a monomaniac? It must sustain it, and force it on their children, which takes them a
long time tn outgrow and get rid of. Mothers shoul:l be very
come from one or the other.
To this he replied thus :
Whoever will read the twenty-first and twenty-seoond chap- cautious about telling wr1;mg stories to their children; it is a
To the fil'f't part of your propnsitlon I should most certaiuly asvery bad way to teach children to tell the truth.
sent, friend Young. Hav I nnt nrged, over and over again, with all ters of 2 Chronicles will see, if the "Old Testament is all
Whitewater, Will.
J. P. WHIPPLE.
the energy I possess, that God cannot, from the VPl-y nature of right," that Ahaz~h, one of the kings of Jerusalem, was two
things, answer the prayers of a lazy man 1 etc.
years older than h1s father, Jehoram.
"And the Lord spake unto Moses face to face as a man
Comstock Rebuked.
To thie I returned the following :
spPaketh to his friend" (Ex. xxxiii, 11). "And the Lord
To 'fHE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: You hav
Thanks for the insertion of my communication in June number called unto Adam, and said unto him Where art thou? And
and kind comment thereon. I send a worrl of rejoinder In the same he sai~!. I heard t~y voice in the gR.;den, and r was afraid " doubtless heard that Anthony Comstock, through his Western
spirit. Yon SR.y, "God cannot. from the very nature of thing•. (Gen. 111, 9, 10). 'Then went up Moses and Aaron Nadab "bully," R. W. McAfee, was trying to get his'' obscene bill,"
answer the prayer of a lazy man." Bnt you will, of co,rse, defer
to the following from Jesus, ·• With GOd all things are possible" and Abihu, and seventy of the elders of IsraeL And t'hey saw paes~d by the legislature of Wisco?sin. You will be doubtless
(Matt. xi..-, 26).
.
gratified to learn that he has met w1th a prompt and signal deTherefore, when God Fees fit. he can not only an•wer !he IMzy the God of Israel. They saw God ' and did eat and drink" feat
in the free West, which wants no Comstock in its pie. A
man's prayer, bnt cause !Jim to be lazy no longer. In like manner (Ex. xxiv, 9, 10 11).
all mankind can be transformed into saints, and the millennium at
" N ~man hath Fe~n G?d at any time" (John i, 18). " Ye ~neaking attempt was m~de to get the J;>ill rushed through ~ur
once ushered ln.
Now, friend Root, If your theory of the efficacy of prayer Is well hav neither heard his vowe, at any time, nor seen his shape •• mg the h~ste 11:nd confuswn of the closmg days of the sessiOn.
founded, tbts c·onsurnmation so devoutly to be wished Jaclrs only a (John v, 37). "And he said Thou canst not see my face· for It was qmetly Introduced through a Mr. Shepard, of Fond du
STEPHEN YOUNG.
suitable invocation.
there shall no man see me and Jiv" (Ex. :xxxiii, 20). "Whom Lac, and refe_rred to the judiciary_ committee. There it was
Memphis, Mo., June 15, 1880,
allowed to qmetly repose for some t1me, and very few people in
no man hath seen nor can see" (Tim. vi 16).
How can a man so stultify every spark of reason and com-~1the st~te had t~e. slightest knowledge that such a disinterested
And here friend Root " put his foot right in," as follows :
Even the Bible, friend Young, fuust be taken with reason, and mon sense as to pretend to believe all this? And there are and p1o~s ChnstJ_an _gen~leman as Mr. Comstock was weeping
is to be Interpreted by the sound common sense God has given 11s scores upon scores of passage~, equally as contradictory and ove':' ~he1r depl'1Wlty m h1s sanctu!ll away _off in New York, and
for the purpose, etc.
false, contained in both the Old and New Testaments.
dev1smg ways and means for the1r salvatiOn. Just before the
Mr. Root deals in Italian queens. A customer to whom he close of the session his two equally meritorious lieutenants,
My reply to thia has never appeared in G-leanings. I kept no
copy, but I pointed out many absurdities and contradictions sent one, and who had imbibed the Root religion in acknowl- j McAfee, of St. _Louis, and P~nfield, of Chicago, who, having
found in the Bible that cannot be reconciled with reason, phi- edging her recPipt, said that when he released her from the j pr~su.mably purified and ~ancti!ied those whilom sink-holes of
cage among his black bees, she started off on the wing-which; mtqutty, came up to W1sconsm to warn us of the wrath to
losophy, or common sense.
I finally lvrote, mildly censuring him for not giving the brief was very natural-and he thought he had lost her, but the C?m~, and i~cidentally to do a little lobby~ng fo~ l~e "obsce~e
article, which called out a note in which he said, '' I cannot re- Lord returned her, and she entered the hive all right. I suppose ~Ill, workmg throu\l'~ Lh~ Young Mens ClmstJan Assom~
memember what your letter was. I presume I clipped from it he would hav ascribed his loss to the devil had she not tlon, one of whose shmmg lights ha.s for years been engaged m
S•rEPH"N YouNG.
selling rubber goods, such as these saintly moralists condemn as
whatever I thought valuable, or that nebded all answer." This returned.
Memphis, Mo., May, 1881.
immoral; they induced a ·number of the prominent cilizens-ef
I consider disingenuous.
Milwaukee to call a meeting, ostensibly for the "suppression
A month or two a~o I sent him the following :
of vice," at Plankinton House, to which a number of very
respectable citizens were invited specially by card. This was
THOTTGHTS ON PRAYER.
" God Reigns !"
something new to most Milwaukeans, and thirty or forty reFlltiEND ROOT: Although truth m"y be the object of both, differ.
To THE EDITOR _oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : A morning spectable and intelligent gentlemen met at the time and place
ence in organization, education, and experience bas led us to di1fet·ent conclusions on this question. But this difference should no more pape~ states that MISs Rosa Stark, of Raleigh, N.C., gave birLh designated, in the ladies' parlors of the hotel. Mr. Penfield
engender intolerance or uncharitableness than should the difference to twms;_ murdered them to hide her shame; then died herself. sat down with his b!tek against the closed door, and all the
in the color of our eyes or hair.
Whlle I consider the entire universe, both vislblP. and invisible, as ·• Gocl reigns!" shouts the church. "All power is from God," other doors were carefully locked. Penfield, who, it is said,
having failed to make a respectable living in the insurance
governed by perfect and Immutable Ia "'',yon, wlt.h equal sincerity says the " holy" book.
believe there at·e no fixed and uniform laws on the snbject name '
" Thol!- s~alt not c~mmiL adultery," thundered Jehovah from business, has sone into the ob<cenity business on· a salary, got
above, bnt that the intlnlt mind Is swayed or not, according to the Mount Smm; yet this same God creates millious of babes in up and depicted in glowing terms how the "filthy and turbid
merit• of each par,lcular supplication. This 1 learn from a letter
now before me, in which you say, "But I cannot just see where that unhallowed state. Their throats are cut from ear to ear stream of vice was flowing over the country, and to a large exmercy comes in where there are only Inexorable laws"
their brains dashed out upon the neareRt rock while Jehovah tent in our very midst," and the noble work that pure philanBut, friend Root, yon must believe that external nature Is under
the control nf inexorable law, and yet we see the manifestations of stands looking on. "_God reigns ! " If such is' the " reign'' of thropist, Anthony Comstock, had done in the East toward
cleansing and purifying its fountain-head. He referred modmercy on every band: in the productions of the earth, its grains. God, who would not g1v three cheers !or the devil?
fruits, and_fiowers, the noble horse, and the busy honey-bPe: In the
Is not bis record the whiter of the two?
estly to his own work: in Chicago, but failed to recite some of
gloriOus kJUg of day, and the placid queen of night: In the mal!llitlHas not every state in this Union ueen compelled to come to his own experiences, both before and since becoming an " obcent panorama of the sidereal heavens, and In the existence and sothe rescue of this God concerning infanticide?.
sceni,t," which might hav been quite interPsting. He did not
ciety of mankind, and our own dear friends and loved ones.
Instead of inexorable law being incompatible with mercy,! can
Is there one state whose people dare trust Jehovah to protect even Rllude to any little affairs connected with theatricals, that
but regard it R.S nPcessary 1hereto. Were I to believe that God his helpl~ss babes any sooner than they would the cobble- got a well-meaning Methodist preacher into trouble, or various
could be turnef! from his purpose one iota by the combined prayers
stones m m the street? Even after giving him every help, does little rencounters somewhat known to fame and a reporter of
of all mankind, I could but tremble for the destiny of our race.
But the idea appeare so utterly absurd that my trust In the power he not allow the butchery of his 1"' hes the wide world over?
Cbie.1go Times.
wisdom, and goodness by which the universe Is governed, is posltlv Can any brain enumerate the millions whose lives went out theHe
was followed by the indefatigable McAfee, whose blushes
to the laat degree. And this perfect confidence, that nothing is left to
chance or finite wisdom, but that the intlnlt mind controls all" with- in_bloud i!f the six thousand years of Jehovah's "reign?" Has of modesty could be detected evAn behind his Hibernian-hued
out v1u1allleness or shadow of tum!ng, I regard as the greatest th1s all-w1se, all-powerful, all-merciful God_ ever rescued one beard, as he opened a smut-bag and carefully spread out and
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dilated upon various silly, smutty circulars and pictures, which
he had in his possession, but failed to explain just where or
how he got them. The inf.,rence drawn was that, with a prurient and morbid love of such things, he had for some yea.rs
. been engaged in the laudable work of makiug a collection of
the Tilest and smuttiest articles procurable. Old "'ray-bearded
• with supand bald~ headed men gazed upon voluptuous pictureR

presse~

admiration. and confessed th~y had neve~ ~een anything like them. Much of the stock m trade exhibited must
Collected fifteen or twenty ye•rs ago, before the;~
been
hav
w u
importation into this country was prohibited; for a gentleman
who was present, and who was much better posted upon these
matters than McA.fee himself, is reported to hav said that he had
not seen anything of the kind in circulation for the past fifteen

l::::par:.~~~a~d!~;o~i~~u~~~:;::u~~~~~,d~~a~6~!~~!:~:~t~

the eastern CI.t!'es, anJ I wi'Il venture to say not a si'ngle one of the
specimens was ever circulated in 011r state, or, if they were,
would excite only the contempt of any wide-awake boy or !,rirl
of the periorl, however terribly they might work upon the sensitiT nerves of our red-faced, red-whiskered St. Louis virtuoso.
A.nd just here it may be pertinPnt to inquire whether this
McA.fee is not doing more real injury to the cause of virtue and
morality in engaging in this dirty, disreputable business of carrying aroun d an d ex h'b't'
I I mgt h ese ob scene an d fil t hy t h'mg• for
a livelihood, than the par ties who originally produced them.
Is he not corrupting the morals of a quiet, virtuous community,
like that of Mil waukee, by such acts, and putti'ng ideas into
those respectable old gray heads of which thl:'y would never
h!LV dreamed except for Fuch indecent exhibitions? The best
joke of the smutty exhibition, however, was a little paper bor,
about one and one-half by three inches, which McAiee laid on
the table, and declared contained an immoral rubber facsimile
of what the Egyptians worshiped as the emblem of life, and
which, he unblushingly announced to the horr1fied audience,
were being distributed promiscuously, through female academies
to such an extent that many of these institutions would not
publish a catalog for fear that the inmates would receive by
next mail one of these instruments of slow torture and lingering death ! He was careful not to expose the contents of this
box, although the eyl's of more than one gray-head were
directed toward it curiously. The knowing ones present, however, who had seen such things many years a)(o, knew that the
box could not possibly contain what it was represented to
· inclos~, and failed to tear their hair in disconsolate frenzy when
Mr. McA.fee, with tears streaming down his red face, detailed
the case of a poor girl who ended her existence in an insane
asylum through this devilish contrivance; and one was even so
irrPverent as to whisper to a friend at Ius elbow, "Served her
right-couldn't fool our western girls with such frauds!"
A.t the conclusion of this highly-indecent and immoral exhibition, for which McA.fee, however, failed to pay the municipal
authorities the usual showman's license, feeling that he had
sufficiently worked up his audience, he pullEd a bill out of his
pocket, and stated that it had been introduced into the legislature, and was a sovereign panacea for all these ills. He read
it, but when it was found t,o embrttce a variety of subjects not
covered by the title, such as patent medicins of a certain class,
and various other things not usually considered immoral or
obscene, and would giv the vice-manufacturing society the right
to search, and seize, and annoy various classes of respectable
people, including druggists, newspapers, photographers, artdealers, and book-sellers, one gentleman present had the bravery to get up and object to the bill as too s:veeping. He wa:s
browbeaten and coaxed in, however, and mduced to let his
name go on the committee, McA.fee assuring him that the busineRs of specialists (and, inferentially, those above named) was
only a cover for sending vile literature aUtl immoral articles
into schools and families. Had St. Paul or St. Peter been present, the fate of Ananias and Sapphira would hav overta!>:en
.M.cA.fee then and there; but they were not, and a mysten~us
providence still spares him for some good purpose. Not a thl:fd
of those present signed the petition for the passage of the bill,
and the next meeting of the society was attended by only two
or three persons. It was evident that the devious ways of
A.. C. and his agents were already pretty well known in Milwaukee. However, just before the close of the session, McA.fee and
a few gentlemen who had been entrapped into favoring his
schemes, appeared before the judiciary committee of the. assembly. armed with the well-worn smut-bag, and began his story
of falsehood and filth. Some of the members left the room in
disgust, but McA.fee read a letter from A.. C., and continued to
pour out his "turbid stream " of obscenity, and to dilate on
" villains in human shape,'' even after the expiration of the time
to which he had been limited. When the disgusted committee
met again, annoyed that any one should think them such _consummate asses as to be imposed upon by such shallow tricks,
they recommended that the obscenity bill be "indefiuitly postponed," and it was so orderell by a vote of t.he house. l\1cafee,
who felt confident_ of success, suddenly found all the wind
taken out of him, and did not know what struck him.
Madison, Wis., March 3, 1882.
OMEGA.
Lot~s

Wife.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Having had
great expectations of entertainment in .reading l\1r. _Benne~t's
interview with Lot's wife, I am greatly disappointed m rea_d1ng
his twenty-fourth chapter of his voyage by his not findio~ Mrs.
Lot within the li<"Ope of his travels. Thus we hav failed to
receive what might hav been related by this fine old Hebrew
lady, all of the olden time. He was within a very short distance of her, and yet he sets her down as a myth. Mr~. Lot,
he says, is entirely gone. Not so, unless she has dematerialized
within the Inter yllars. She was standing at the time of Josephus, who l!ivs an account of her as continually turni~g back
to view the city as she went from it when fire and bnmstone
were about to be rained from heaven. "She, Eleing too nicely
inquisitiv what would become of the city. although God had
forbidden so to do, was changed into a pillar of salt, for I hav
seen it, and it remains at this day." Such is the testimony of
Josephus for the" grand old bi•tory." In the'' Nurrat1v of
the United States Expedition to the River Jordan and the Dead
s.,a," by W. F. Lynch, Commander of the Expedition, he is no
less faithful to the venerable moth or in Israel. He Vltitted her
at Usdum, and says, " We found the pillar to be of ~olid st~lt,
capperl with carbonate of lime." She '' ~s ~bout fo~·ty feet
high," and certainly ought to hav been w1tbm the VISIOn of
Mr. Benn~tt, and yet he says that she is ~ myth., It won't d?.
There she is "one entire mass of crystalhzatJon, says Capt am
Lynch. Had Mr. Bennett followed ou to know this salted
mother in Israel he woulu- doubtleos hav found the salt had not
yet lost its savor, but as described by the brave commodore, so
is she now. Will not Mr. Bennett's readers be sadly disappointed, and refu~e to be comfortad because she is not in his
letter otherwise than as a myth, and not as a verity of !'alt from
flesh and blood'! Had she been pel'mitted to coma to the front
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and spoken for herself i~ her esthetical cap, wha~ a narrativ of J !--ssoci~tion: Then they will m~ke about as much as they did
the ages she could hav glVen us. A. compilny might hav been, Ill the impriSonment of t~e pu?hshe~ of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
formed for tran~porting her to the Cmtral Park as companion I For the grand army of Liberalists Will be a power.
of _the Eg.yptian obelisk, or Mr. Barnum alone might hav bar-~·
A.N~<Illl T. A.ND'Il:RSON.
gamed for· her as a most desirable addition to his museum.
What
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Jesus Christ
and Others. . .
kindly ashe
:V?uldcen
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an~ admomtwn of t~e.Lord,_nnd even old_Jumbohi.mst>lfonhls
amval would h
d th
d
t
t
k
h
·
av r~JolCe w~ an excee mg ~ea JOY 0 rna e
t e acquamtance with the giantess forty feet h1gh.
There would hav been millions in her. The people would
hav come from the east and the west from the north and the
south, to sit flown in the kingdom ~f the museum, nor would
there hav been any lack of shekels for payment at.sight of the
ireatesttcmder of the world. A~ a gtantess, her htght offorty
eet nee.dnothbe a_ stone fofhstumbhng and rock of offense when
we cons! er t e giants o t ose days, men of r~<nown and sons
of God. How much she would hav confirmed our Chri•tian
Spiritualists in their" tzrandold history!" Pharaoh's daughter
would hav given a test of old acquaintance. The Virgin Mary
may ~av appea~ed psychom~trically with her son of man fr~m
th.e East to teitlfy of old thmgs pa~se~ away. The esthetics
m1ght hav sung her somewhat on this w1se:
Rich
and rarebywas
capsea
sheshore;
wore
In
carbonate
thethe
Deaa
Not much she melted in the rain,
That fell n·om heaven upon the plain;
!~~t~~l! ~hs~~tg:%~t~h~f~~lted_ wife,
In goodly shape and poise sublime,
A monument of olden time.

Marcus Aurelius said that to seek for figs m wmter
was the act of a madman. Jesus sought for figs in
.
d h
f
b
·
h
wmter, and curs~ t e tree o_r no?t earmg t em.
Which do you thmk was the WISer.
Caligula said those who disbelieved in his divinity
- a p~rt. of the notional religion-were more to be
pitied than alarmed. ,Jesus said those who disbel1'eved in his divinity'-an entirely new doctrin·
·
h
should be damned. WhiCh do you think was t e
more moderate?
Mohammed said that God had given him no authority to punish men '!ith ~re. Jesus 8a~d that he
would unish his enemies With fire. Whwh do you
h" k P h
.
"f l?
t In was t e more merm u
L ord B yron Sal·a In D on J uan ) :

c·

" The drying- up a single tear hath more
Of honest fame than shedding seas of gore."
SEL..I.H.

The Day~and Its Work.
The complete extirpation of the errors of the church is essen·
tial to the end th&t humanity may be free to grow and asc~nd
to higher planes of thought and action. So long as the incubus
of the old teleological conception of th9 infinit and of man and
his destiny rests upon the weary shoulders of the children of
ea.rth we can never hope to successfully cope with' the giant
wrongs which &:ffiict us. This is why we r~ojoi3e when the heavy
sled~ II of the icococlast smashes lo dust the hideous idc•ls which
men and women hav so long ignorantly worshiped. This is
why we cau consent to no compromise with supernaturalism,
and shout ever the old cry of delenda est Oa1·thago against
every creed and dogma that claims authority out~ide of the
common life and experience of mankind.
But we must not imagin that this is all that we hav to do.
A. Liberalism which fears to grapple with a popular wrong is
not the Liberalism for us. We cannot stand still. Unless we
take hold and do our level best to make the race better and
happier, here and now, we shall find ourselvs in the rear ranks
of the army of progress. A.n A. theism, however earnest it may
be, w hieh does not C'oncern itself with the real ills brought upon
us by bad laws, iguorance, intemperance, etc., cannot long
ep.dure. Freethought is essential to progress, but it is not. a.ll
that is needed. A. great majority of the Freethinkers whom l
meet are averse to organization, care nothing for .the social side
of our work, and seem to utterly fail to realize the necessity that
reo.ts upon us to do something toward the education of the ri~
ing generation. They are content that the church snould
remain the teacher of our children. Many and many a man
hav I met during the last two years who objected to music in
our meetings and conventions, objected to Liberal Sundayschools and Liberal camp-meetings, who can see no use or
beauty in fiction and no need ol' a. literature for the young. I
hav conversed with hundreds of men who once took Freethought
papers who hav ceased to read them, saying," I know all that;
I do not need to read; I got through with all those old notions
long H/io," and so on ad nauseam. Against such stupidity the
bravest apostles of the gospel of humanity battle in vain.
Now, these remarks are merely preliminary to a few practical
suggestions upon the subject of tempe•ance. Considerable has
been said upon this matter in THE TRUTH SEEKER of late, and
Mrs. H. S. Lake has clearly pointed out to us the necessity of
doing something. What shall it lie ? Supp"se that in every
town there was fitted up a large, well-ventilated, well-lighted
room, provided with billiard-tables, card tables, games of
chess, checkers, etc. Hav lemonade, ice cream, oysters, fruit,
and other delicacies of the season. Supply the tables with an
abundance of good reading matter, books, papers, magazines,
etc. A.dorn the walls with pictures, mottoes, and busts. Don't
fail to make provision for music. Hav a geological cabinet,
aquariums, and herbariums. Sell tea and coffee. Hav for
sale books :md papers. Hav your reading-room provided with
stationery and conveniences for writing, make a small charge,
say five cents per hour, for the privilege o~ reading or writing
in tbis room. Charge actual cost for materials ussd. EodRavor
to make the institution self-sustaining, paying just wages to the
attendants, but do not try to amass gold by this m~ans. Il.efuse
to admit no one who behaves himself or herself while there.
Invite contributions of books and papers fro!ll all. Hav a great
variety of reading matter, and make woman's presence a power
in this place.
Thus shall you keep thousands from the dangerous allurements of the saloon. The stranger stopping in your town $hall
hav a cosy, home-like place in which he can pass a spare hour
or two. Do not be afraid of making the place too attractiv.
It is impossible to estimate thll good which might be accompli•hed by the establishment of these inns throughout the
country. Their internal arrrangements could be varted to suit
the requirements of the different cities and towns. What League
shall be first to act in this Jl!atter? Is Freethought indeed a
logic of life to us?
E. C. W.ALKER.
Commendation and Suggestion.
To THE EDITOR OF TaE TRU'l'H SEI!KER, Sir: I notice of
all the Liber~J papers yours takes preceuence of combining the
two wings of Freethmkers-the one Materiaiism, the other
Spiritualism-both working in their. different cha~uels of
thought regarding another world, yet Ill accord relat1v to the
political, religious, and social sy~tel?s in this. The toral s~p
aration of chttrch and state, abohshmg- the order of chaplams
p!iid out of Freethinkers' J?Ockets, a~d clisc~utinuing _fasts and
feast days which are obnoxwns to ratwnahst!C m1nds, IS enougk
for such. to eo-operate to check the aggressiv movements of the
Christian al'my. When the Liberal papers discountenance, as
your paper does, sectari_anis!ll ~~:nd lab~r for humanity, this
emancipated world of legJslatlv bigotry Will be a true foundation for a progressed life, or living as may be determined. So
it is a safe and sure thing to organize, to first make our laws
laws of justice to all, neither sectional nor sectarian. Our free
press must take the lead to g•1ther in the demoralized,disorganizeu forces to work for their liberties. All in favor of this work
send for the F~bruary Man, the organ of the National Liberal
League, aiid other particulars at 744 Broadway, New York, and
know how to go to work and meet the Young l\{en'j Christillll

Jesus said," I come not to send peace on earth, but a
sword." Which do you think uttered the more imposing sentiments?
Epicurus said that he must be foolish who believed
that the gods would change their purposes to accommodate men. Jesus said that if any two of his followers should agree to ask God anything, he would
do it. Which do you think showed most common
sense?
Dr. Johnson said that men were seldom so innocently employed as in making money. Jesus sent
all money-makers to hell. Which do you think had
the better idea of promoting civilization?
Mo.hammed also said that inadvertent expressions,
even in an oath, ought not to be regarded. Jesus
said that men should giv an account (to their creator)
of every idl~ word. Which do you think had the
more rational idea of justice?
Ph. to taught the immortality of the soul, Jesus the
resurrection of the body Which had the most agreeable, probable, and philosophical idea of a future
state?
Herbert Spencer thinks that those who do not agree
with him hav, nevertheless, the exact degree of wisdom which their vocation in the universe requires.
Jesus was in the habit of calling those who disagreed
with him snakes, foxes, children of the devil; and,
in his more amiable moods, of blubbering over their
blindness. Which view of existence do you think
the more satisfactory 't
Thomas Paine said shortly before his death, "I hav
lived an honest and useful life; and I commend my
rwul, without fear, iuto the hands of my creator, God."
Jesus said, shortly before his death, ''My God, my
God! why hast thou forsaken me?" Which do you
think made the best finish? An answer will oblige

c. L.

JAME~.

M. RENAN, the French historian, has written an
esiay on the book of Eoclesial'!tes, "or the preacher,"
as it is called in the Bible. He finds that the Hebrew name of Ecclesiastes is ''Cohelet," which does
not mean "preacher" at all, but is merely the nom
de plume adopted by the writer. Ecclesiastes, he
says, was by no means intended for a religious work,
but is made up of the skeptical complainings of a
pessimistic Jew, in which the government of the
world by God and his interference in the affairs of
men are denied. In saying "All is vanity," "the
preacher" referred to religion as much as to anything
else. He denounces fanaticism as well as aggressiv
skepticism. The last two verses -of the twelfth chapter, M. Renan concludes, were not written by the
authO{ of the rest of the book; and any one who will
take the trouble to read them m connection with the
verses before them, will recognize ~he hand of the
interpolater in the sudden change in the style of
composition. To the skeptic Ecclesiastes, read by
the new light which Renan throws upon it, is more
coherent than before, and that is all; while the believer in the in11piration of "the preacher" will regard
the book as robbed of all that oould make it of value
to any one.
THE Spiritualists of Buffalo and vicinity will celebrate the thirty-fourth anniverilary of Spiritualism
in St. Jamea Hall~ Friday, March 31, 1882. There
will be three sessions, at 10 A.M., 2 P.M., and 7 P.M.
The exercise!! will conAist in speaking, singing, and
teilts. Mr. and Mrs. Moses Hull, L. 0. Howe, Geo.
W. Taylor, and other speakers will be present. All
friends of SpiritualiAm are invited. As many
strangers as can be accommodated will be cared for,
and the Fillmore House will entertain others- for $1
per d11y.
MRs. LAKE has been giving a course of lectures at
Durand, Ill., the result of which is the organizR.tion
of another League, with the following officers: 0. F.
Hoyt, president; Andrew Blake, secretary; David
Campbell, treasurer. The attendance at the lectures was large, and a great interest was manifested,
She spoke at Davis, Ill., ou the 6th ~ud 7th.
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NAPLES, N. Y., March 12, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5 for Roundthe-World bookiil, by D. M. Bennett. I would like my
~~=======================
name in the list if not too late. I hav been a reader
WATERFORD, OHIO, March 11, 1882.
of
THE TRUTH SEEKER for years, and like . it very
Mit. EDITOR: Inclosed flnfl $5, for which put me
much, and am much interested in Mr. Bennett's dedown for Round-the-World trip.
A. 0. M.usTER.
scription of the -Holy Land of Yahweh, therefore
would like to hav the book to hand to my posterity.
GANANOQUE, CAN., 1\farch 13, 1882.
Respectfully,
MRs. EMMA .A.. SABINE.
Mit. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5 for Roundthe-World.
Yours truly,
WM. HENRY HAIGH.
CoviNGTON, IND., March 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclose find $8-$3 to apply on my subFARMINGTON, 1\'fiCH.. l\farp,b 8, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please flnrl inclo~ed $5 for Round-the- scription for THE TRUTH SEEKEIJ, and $5 for the books
World fund, as I must hav the account of your trip. of Mr. Bennett's travel. I did not encourage the
trip, though I am willing to help him return to our
Yours truly,
.A.sA B. SMITH.
own country. I had great fear he was not able to
withstand the trip, but now I hav good hopes of his
HUMBOLDT, NEB., March 13, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5 for the Round-the ability to make it, providing he keeps out of that
World fund if not too late. I want those books, and holy stream Jordan. I highly approve of Mr. Macdonald's management of the paper during Mr. Bento hav my name in the list of subscribers.
nett's absence, and think perhaps a better could not
Yours truly,
SIMON QmcK.
hav been found. My best wishes to all the office.
Yours truly,
ScHUYLER LA ToURETTE.
MADIRON, GA., March ~4. 1882.
:rviR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10-$5 for Round-the
FoREST GRovE, OR., Feb. 25, 1882.
World trip, $3 for my subscription to THE TRUTH
FmEND l\f ACDONALD: I didn't subscribe $5 to send
SEEKER, and $2 to credit on account.
our old friend Bennett around the world. But I see.
Respectfully,
ADDISON .A.. BELL, M.D.
in the last number of THE TRUTH SEEKER the list is
still open, and times are a little better now than a
CooN RAPID'l, Iowa, March 13, 1882.
Mn. EmToJt: Please send Rcmnd-the-World books few months back. I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER
to Murray Kimball, Coon Rapirl<:, Iowa, for which from itg first publication and purchased a number
of books from your office, and still wish to promulfind inclosed $5.
Yours,
l\fURRAY KIMBALL.
gate Freethought and aid in the circulation of FreeGEORGETOWN, TEXAS, March 7, 1882.
thought Jiteraturs, so please find inclosed $10 to asMR. EDITOn: Inclosed find $10-$5 to help Bro. Ben- sist in bringing our old trierl anfl esteemed friend
nett back to the land of Undesa.m and for his Round- Bennett home to the bosom of his family and friends
the-World books, $1.50 for books as per order, and -$5 for W. D. Raxter and $5 for your friend and weil·
wisher,
P. G. BuFORD.
the remainder on THE TRUTH SEEKER.
J. 0. HoLT.

!from Jlritnd#.

NoRTHFIELD, MINN., Marcl! 6, 1882.
PRATT, Omo, March 11, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please send by return mail ".A.nthony
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $35-$5 for the
Rounri-the-World trip, and the bala!!ce ]!lease use as Comstock, His- Career of Cruelty and Crime;" T. B.
directed. I hope I am not too late to hav my name Wakeman's "Liberty and Purity," and the first number of League Man. In the St. Paul Pioneer Press
enrolled in the first volume.
1\f. F. STEWART.
of Saturday, March 4th, is the following: "In his
HELENA, MoN., March 9, 1882.
lecture on the corruption of youth in New York last
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10, for which I wish evening Mr. Comstock gave a good acco~nt of his
you would giv u1e credit for $5, and for the otl!er $5 I work. Since he left the position of clerk in a drywant you to send me Bennett',:; trip Round-the-World goods store to endeavor to suppress vice, he has
secured the .arrest of 582 persons, 251 of whom were
as soon as it is published.
Cmus KENCK.
sentenced to pay fines aggregating $63,931; he has
Lrv.~:RPOOL, N.Y., MB.rch 13, 1!182.
seized and destroyed 27,584 pounds of immoral books,
Mn. EDITOR: My name is already on your list of and 203,238 pounds of obscene pictures. Such achieveRound-the-World snbscribing sbareholde,:s, yet as I ments are sufficient to win for Mr. Comstock the
am anxious to hav another share to lend to my gratitude of respectable people everywhere, and the
friends I send the wherewith to pay fnr it.
indorsement he receives from men of the highest
Yours truly,
C. S. STERLING.
character is an ample guarantee that the methods
he employs are honorable. A great work is yet beFRANKLIN SQUARE, 0., March 7, 1882.
fore him, and he should hav hearty support in its
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 for Round-the prosecution." The Pioneet• Press has a large circuWorld fund, and $3 on mv subscription to THE TRUTH lation, is read by hundreds of men and women, and
SEEKEB.. I bav taken your paper from the first num- the above article is accepted by two-thirds of them
ber printed in Illinois to the present, and it remains as truth, and they believe that Comstock is a good
the most welcome visitor that I ever had.
and honorable man. The true character of this wolf
Yours truly,
DAviD STRAT1'AN.
in sheep's clothing is too well known to some of us
to have any toleration ·for the above article.
ZANESVILLE, 0., March 9, 1882.
Yours truly,
MRs. S. J. LENON~'.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you $13--$3 for THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and $10 for two copies of Round-theSaLEVILLE, MoNTANA, l!'eb. 20, 1882.
World trip, one to the address of Jacob Zinsmeister,
MR. EDITOR: Saleville is twelve miles southwest of
the other to Josiah Burgess, both of Zanesville. I Bozeman, the county seat of Gallatin county. South
hope we are not too late to hav the favor of our of Salevile a few miles is the Bear Creek school disname~ in the book.
I am much pleased in reading trict, near the home of Thomas Burk, an occasional
Mr. Bennett's travels.
Yours,
J. BuRGEss.
correspondent of your paper, anfl most noted Liberal
of this region. Friends Burk, Tidball, and others
AiiiBER, MICH., March 4, 1882.
concluded to try to orga.nize a League, so on the
FRIEND MACDONALD: Please remember me to our evening of the 24th of January notice was given of
grand old hero, of whom I am very proud, and whose a meeting. The school board of that district, who
loss I should most deeply and sincerely mourn. I are all good Christfans, refused Mr. Tidball, the
hav long wished to join his Round-the-World fund, teacher, the key of the bouse. That evening, as
and now send the first $5 I could spare. Please add soon as school closed, they came to the school-house
my name to Y"Ur list, and forward the books when with key, hammer, and nails, to securely close the
ready.
Yours truly,
G . .A.. BROWN.
house; but lo, two good Liberals were in possession
and" held the fort!" Arter hearing some good advice from Mr. Holloway, the foremost citizen of that
CAMERON, Mo., March 10, 1882.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $10 -$5 for the district, who had contributed more to build that
Round-the-World trip, $3 to apply on my subscrip- house than all the good Christians of the school
tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER and the balance as per hoard, they left. .A.t the hour ajJpointed the house
order. I am almost a year behind on my subscrip- was full, though the night was cold. After short
tion, but keep on sending your paper. I could hardly speeches by Burk, Tidball, and myself we called
do without it. We hav a good many Liberals here for joiners-not mourners-and promptly enrolled
in Missouri, though we lack organization. but our nu m- forty names-not infants and child rea-including the
very best citizens of the valley. The ladies brought
bers are increasing steadi).;y and pretty fast.
a plentiful supply of "grub," on which everybody
Yours truly,
L. C. LIVENGOOD.
feasted. We had on hand Evans's string band, one
of the best in this part of the country, and thenERIE, PA., March 15, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 for Round-tbe well, we danced, both old and yo~ng, till morn,
" When youth and beauty meet
World books. Your extending the time bas given
To chase the glowing hours with flying feet."
you this addition at least, and from the names in
.A.t our next meeting we organized by electing
THE TRUTH SEEKER I am inclined to think you hav
added· many more, and should you extend the time Thomas Burk president, W. J. Stover vice-president,
still further you would allow many to avail them- L. F. Tidball secretary, 0. Holloway treasurer, and
selva of this grand opportunity to get a more correct increased our membership to sixty, which takes in
history of what now and has been going on around more than half the people for miles around, and at
this planet than they ever had an opportunity to get least five times as many as all the churcheo combefore. It is the duty of every Liberal in the land bined, and some of the most outspoken Lil,erals
to get these books read by every honest person that near here hav not yet joined; these we cordially inhe can. · I assure you that my TRUTH SEEKERS are vite to join. Our good Christian board of directors
read by a.t least six different persons. Trusting that went to Bozeman next day to enforce the. law, but
Mr. Bennett will complete his great task to his sat- they came back as they went; so we meet every
isfaction,
Yours truly,
C. L. HAWES. Sunday, and hav crowded houses all the time. We

are going to build a hall. We ran counter to the
church once, but gracefully acljourned through courtesy to the church. and the preacher got an audience
of thirty.four on our credit, twenty of whom belonged
to the League-the largest audience tb.at a preacher
ever had in that house. But we hav' stirred up a
hornets' nest, and these good Christian hornets sting
and lie bot.b. The first lie is that we propose to
burn all the Bibles in the neighborhood, and mob
the preachers. We don't want to burn that old nasty
book at all; we hav it all the time on the stand; it
is the Guiteau of the trial, and we want to pu·t it
through a cro!!s-examination, and we hav publicly
invited our good Christians to conduct the case. No,
we want to read it, and hav others read it. The
preachers will be perfectly safe, and we ask them to
come out and defend their cause. We will giv them
a fair division of time, a good audience, and patient
hearing. Our good Christians immediately sent for
their· big guns, who came on in force, and commenced work in the next school-house north. There
were five of them, which was, I am told. about onehalf the number of their auditors; but nothing
daunted-knowing God was on iheir side-they
openerl fire, anrl kept it up night and day, till grub
got scarce, and when the smoke of battle cleared
away " nary a one " had they converted. So the
League liv,:;, and bas no fears of annihilation.
We hope Liberals who think of coming west will
thing of the claims of Montana. 0<lr population is,
by a large majority, Liberal. Montana's school law
says the board of directors "shall excrude all books,
tracts, papers, or catechisms of a sectarian or political character." That, of course, takes the Bible out.
We ha.v no statute making it a penal offense to. work
on Sunday, but our last legisl11ture came within one
vote of passing such a law. We hav a delightful climate, except that the winters are long and cold; but
not so cold as the states in the same latitude east.
During summer and fall it is simply superb. The
air is dry and pure, making it the healthiest country on this continent. I hav practiced my profession
for twenty years, and I know whereof I speak. We
hav no malarial fevers, and rarely any pneumonia.
Doctors hav to work or starve. I hav been trying
my hand at farming.
W. J. STOVER, M.D.
EAST WEST!IIORELAND, N.H., March 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Through the courtesy of some one (I
supposed it to be George E. Macdonald, a former
neighborly and friendly acquaintance, a very much
respected and intellectual young man, while living
here, and who is author of "New England anfl the
People Up There"), I received a copy of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and since reading it am very much pleased
with it, discarding, as it does, the old, stale, superstitions and dogmas, and taking reason and common
sense as its basis of argument to prove the absurdity of the doctrins taught in that book called "Divine Revelation," which no one, while in exercise of
reason, can believe to be the "word of God," or to
be dictated by a God of love as well as of reason.
How averse to reason te thinl{ that nn all-wise and
merciful being should inspire man to write such a
book! "Original sin," ".A.dam's fall," the ''snake"
story, the "fish" story, and "fiood," and thousands
of other foolish, silly, childish stories! No! The
average of little chi.ldren would not be so unwise as
to invent such absurdities as those attributed to the
God of the Bible. That any man can believe such
stuff to h tV a divine origin, it is a wonder. The
atonement and great plan of salvation, which took
God and his councils so many centuries to plan and
mature-what' a plan! H little children could not get
up a more wise, reasonable, and just plan than that
we would conclude they would be hardly worth trying to educate, and yet the clergy get their bread
and butter bv preaching such foolish absurdities;
and we are told that those that do not believe such
absurd doctrins shall be damnei. .A.nd what is to
enhance the happiness of those that are saved by
belief is that they will look down from heaven into
hell and see their unbelievin~ relations, their family
connections, and others who were near and dear
friends while on earth suffering tortures in hell fire.
The sight causes extra happiness to those fortunate
believers, not of works. These hypocritical, design·
ing, lazy priests who, while on earth, get their living
by donations, church fairs, and other dishonorable
ways, without work, are thus to be continually happy,
and to hav this happiness enhanced by seeing their
unbelieving relations in hell, but common sense and
consistency decide this dogmatic theory to be absurd and having no foundation in truth, reason, or
justice. .A.nd it is not only the right, but the duty
also, of Freethinkers to speak out boldly in favor of
right and justice, and against such unreasonable absurdities.
Please find inclosed pay for THE TnuTH SEEKER as a
trial subscriber for three me>nths.
Yours truly,
ELLIOT WYMAN.
CARSON, NEv., Feb. 20, 1882.
M:n. EDrron: I was arguing, by letter, with an old
Christian friend of mine, on the grounds of my apostasy from Christianity. He took the regular Christian course, and r •iled against the characters of
some of the leading Infidels, but be called "the lying Tom Paine" another "Bob Ingersoll," who was
by blasphemy and a smooth tongue preparing him·
self and others for perdition ; that I was an apt
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sclwlar or dupe of the same school. Amongst a few shown a feeling and a spirit worthy of imitation.
a.rguments he adductjd in favor of Cbristiani~y, Take this, Mr. Vandorn; you need not giv it to the
which he could not prove, was wha" he called" Chris- Lord; keep it yourself; use it, that it may do you
tian phenomenon," i. e., its moral influence upon the good. I hav composed a few Iines.of poetry which I
world. He said: "You are ready to deny everything will read:
that you are not able to understand. I may not
This tribute we giv, although very small,
fully understand the workings of electricity, but I
'T'o show our sympathies, our hearts, and our allThat acts may speak louder than words; though suhliml',
see its phenomena, and cannot deny that there is
The acts of the Christian are the acts of the time.
a cause. Now with the same impropriety you deny
Promis and promises will never sustain
the cause of this Christian phenomenon.''
The teacher, the preacher, whoever hath br11in;
I told him in answer that Infidelity was and alBut truth and its fruit, with action, will tell
ways had been the "cause " of this so-called ''ChrisThese are the bases for nations to dwell.
.
tian phenomenon;" that he believed Christianity was
And now, dear brother-yea, Brother Vandornthe cause because he was taught so. In answer to
We giv you this tribute from hearts that are born
To help the af!licted and comfort the poorwhich he said: "I accept teachings as far asl find
We always are happy 'when they come to our door."
they will stand practical demonstration. I was
taught that five times five is tw~nty.fl.ve. I found
The money was handed over amid great applause.
from a practical demonstration it was a fact." To
Yours truly,
D .. 0. JoNES.
which I said: "It was on that ground I rejected Christianity. I was taught that three times one is three:"
SUGGE!l_TED THOUGHTS,
and he answered that that was the unfai!.' way InfiFABIUS, N. Y., Feb. 18, 1882.
_dels had of disproTing the Bible. He says: •· I had
Inclosed I ~end five dollars, saith my pen,
.
an illustration of that before me to-day. I was plowFor THE TRUTH SEEKER, ere my time expires;
ing with three horses abreast. Now these three
Were I but able I would make it ten
horses gave one power, and the three attributes in
Instead of five. I find that it requires,
.
God was one in power."
With my poor b.,alth, much harder work than when
I nm a young thinker, and I must confess I could
My health was good, to gratify de~ires.
Could I spare cash, my flag would be unfurled
not giv a satisfactory answer to this argument; but
With others for that journey round the world.
while lying awake, after going to bed one night, the
idea or answer which exposes and refutes the seemPlease send to me the'' Infidel Abroaa,".
ing good argument sponttweously came to my mind.
Escorted by the '' Godly Women" pure;
It may not be new to many. It is this: If I hitch
His virtue needs protection on the road,
up a horse, an ox, and an ass to a plow, I cannot. say
And they can furnish that, I'm nearly sure;
I'll kindly greet them at my own abode,
that plow is drawn by horse-power, ox power, or ass
Though oft examined, they shall be secure.
power; so also we cannot say that the " Father God
In purity and freedom they may dwell,
or tile nothing GoJ," "the son, or anthropomorphic
And I will list to what they ha v to tell.
God," and the "Holy Ghost oi: spirit God" cannot
be combined and mtlled a ''spirit God," and accordCould I, like friend Monroe, write verse Byronic,
ing to the Bible the son of God must still be inc~;tr~
Delineate about "A Tale of Tails,"
nate, as he WI!>S " resurrected " in his natural body, for
Or pen my thoughts in burning lines h"rmonic
'l'o giv effect like those of Robert Swail's,
Thomas put his finger in the wound in his side, and
I would be glad. Friend Bennett is ironic;
we hav no account of the transformation of this
He makes me think of Lincoln splitting rails !
body to t. spiritual body after the resurrection. He
His ponderous blows deal death to our theologies,
may as well hav said one potato, one jacknife, and
All borrowed from traditions and mythologies.
one sack of wool make Pile jackknife.
Inclosed please find· $1, which add to Bro. Wm.
Wakeman's a host, and so's Elizur Wright;
Elmina's not so slow, else I'm mistaken;
Black's $10, to go on the subscription for the aged
LPland llnd Underwood are in the fight;
and worn-out philanthropist and Freethinker, JereYork, Green, and Denton, too, remain unshaktm;
miah Hacker, of New Jersey. It looks small, but I
Post, Wixon, Briggs, and Gibson all unite
am a laborer fur wages, and ;< giv according to what
With host of others, for we're not forsaken,
I hav." I w.ould remind you that the one dollar a
For Col. Ingersoll is full of sense and fun,
year I promised toward building 1'1. Freethinkers'
In the arena, too, we find one Jamieson.
orphan asylum is still good when the prospect can
Those Michiganders, Burnham and :Babcock,
be determined upon. We need it. I think these
And Giles B. Stebbins, too-all speakers rarecharitable objects should be lit:erally attended to by
Babcock? Oh dear, hew you our feelings shock
the Liberals. They are more worthy than the Chris'l'o hear you talk so in regard to prayer I
tian Foreign Missionary Societies. Statistics show
Perhaps the door may open at your knock.
that it costs thousands of dollars to convert one
What if you find old St. John's devil there?
hea' hen in foreign lands to Christianity, or to save
I rather like you, Babcock, after all,
But I'm nae friend o' spooks at all at all.
their souls, while it will take but a few hundred tg
keep Brother and Sister Hacker the rest of their life
If Paine was Junius, as is held hy Burr,
from want, and thus save them through humanity.
Why should we wrangle o'er his fame or station?
And a few thousan,l dollars spent in erecting and
For Paine and .Jefferson did hoth aver
maintainiog an orphan asylum, will educate and save
The language set forth in our Declaration.
many poor little children through the same savior.
I hardly know which one I would prefer;
I am yours,
A. J. ST0UGH.
They both did much in forming our great nation;
Both Infidels, yet lovers of humanity,
But foes to shams of modern Christianity.
SALEM, NEB., March 8, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: As it is the custom among Christians to
The world grows old and wiser, or at least
The people strive to think more for themselvs;
giv donation parties to preachers, so it was here on
The more we think the less we care for priest,
the 14th ult. at the Free Will Baptist church. NoWhose musty sermons rest upon their shelves.
tice was given in the different churches, and preparaHe•s useless, just like any lazy beast;
tions were made to make it a great and grand success.
But we respecl! the man who digs and delves
The friends of liberty took it into their heads that
In search of truth, avoiding all profanity,
this was a good opportunity of showing that there
Who finds all duties center in humanity.
is as much sympathy and charity outside the church
Freethought i~ epidemic; it will spread
as there is in it. For this purpose a collection was
A.nd scatter just like wildfire through creation.
made among the Liberals, and each one gave someThe child's too Iargei it can't" be put to bed"
thing. When the collection was finished it stood
By; Comstock and his vice association.
churches, $20; Liberals, $21. Although there was no
Somehow when reason gets into one's head
invitation extended to Liberals to attend, yet we
Church dogmas undergo investigation;
The church must own her errors and repent,
were represented by two of cur number, Mr. Webster
For fire and brimstone don't scare worth a cent.
and Mr. Gist. At the proper time Mr. Webster asked
permission to make a few remarks, which was
Our Bennett writes, but not in style pedantic,
granted. He said: "After hearing of the affliction
His arguments, convincing all the while;
and suffering of this brother, a few of us met at
He's gaining friends. Both sides of the Atlantic
my offfce, and after exchanging views with each
Folks read his letters, for they like his style.
. other, Mr, H. B. Gist volunteered to go among our
Sometimes he's grave, at others quite romantic;
His wit and humor often make us smilefriends and ask for aid, in the name of liberty and
For instance, what he said of Castle Blarney
humanity. To our great surprise, within two hours
To fairies of the glen nea.r lakes Killarney.
twenty-one dollars was raised. This gift is not from
the churches; it is from those great souls and noble
At Bennett'~ age to circumnavigate
minds that are outside in the world. Mr. Gist has
Onr ponderous globe is a vast undertaking.
the money, and if the chairman will call ·him, he
He's not the man to flinch or hesitate
will respond_ and donate the said amount." 1\fr.
Thongh death shall stare him in the face; forsaking
Friends and home, he trusts himself to fate,
Gist stepped forward and said: "My brothers and
To expose humbug gods of human making.
sisters-! say that because I hav brothers and sisters
When he shall travel this wide world around
in the church and out of the church-wherever you
:May he return to us all safe and' sound.
will find a man, he is my brother; or a woman. she
is my sister; and I am pleased to say that I repreOf late I write but little for the presssent a party that are like myself. Show me sufferSome think, no doubt, my thoughts not worth perusing;
ing humanity, and we hav hearts to feel for it.
'' Too radical," say other~. I confess
.And own up my incompetency, choosing
With us the greater the affliction, the greater the
To say but little on that ECore, unless
comfort. Great souls, generally speaking, hav great
My critics shall resort to much abusing,
sympathies, and in proportion to this principle will
In which case I'm compelled to put to shame
the act. If a person is destitute of charitable feelThese would-he saints to vindicate my name.
rug his giving will be in proportion. I am happy to
say this is not a gift from the Christians, but genI'd write for THE TRUTII SEEKER now and then,
e~ous .and whole-souled friends and brothers and
Could I but pen thoughts of reflection.
Among its writers, I'm aware, are men
Sisters of the Liberal cause hav come forward and
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And women skilled ill lore. 'Tis their inspection
I fear (I stand to them as one to ten).
'Cau8e small minds think, do they deserve rejection?
Perhaps I'd brtter wait till askeil to writeNot crowd unweh•ome thoughts upon your sight.
HO)lER. A. BILLINGS.
·EQUALITY. S. 0., III'trch G, 1882.
1\In. EDITOR: I hope that. I will commit no offense
iu introuncin;; m-yselt to you. I hav bt·en reading
your very excellent pape~ for quite a short time, and
am more pleased with it than anything I hav ever
read, and being circumstanced as I am ~tt this time,
I would be very glad, if it will not be trespassing on
the space of your very admirable and excellent paper,
to write for it. The circumstances with which I am
surrounded at this time are such as will inevitably
ensue when a minister of the precious gospel of our
Lord and Savior, Jesus Ch.rist, of our most sacred
orth.odox church, the Baptist, comes out and plainly
declares that he does not believe in the inspiration of
the_}3ible nor in the great and most efficacious plan.
of redemption, nor in any such thing as tl1e existence·
of JQsus Christ as the son of God and mediator or·
the world. You may very well imagiu the extreme
horror that filled the mind of these holy devotees of·
Christianity upon this announcement. Just think for·
one moment what a collapse of brotherly loYe, and•
how soon the strong fraternal tie could be severed 1·
See them at once Jay firm hold upon the erring and~
relentlessly throw overbo trd the one once loved and~
honored; but this is simply the nature of all Chris-.
tians from the beginning. I feel that I h •V been·
treated unjustly and mercilessly, simply because It:
was in the power of those that knew neither love nor·
mercy, -arraigned upon a general charge of unchris-.
tian conduct, and without witness or specific'l.tion of·
charges, excluded for unchristian conduct. Two.
months previous to this the church, in a pretentious,
manner, sent a committee of three to wait on me and;
see if certain rumors in regard to my Christian char-.
acter were so, one of the rumors, intemperanc'l, anrL
the other rumor allowing the young gentlemen.
and ladies of my neighborhood to meet in my house.
and trip the fantastic toe to sweet music for a few·
hours. Great· crimes! Destructiv rippleR upon themoral current! Failing in their search in this par-ticular field, they were gratified, upon my own con-.
fession, in being able to get something more startling,.
yea, indeed, more shocking-something that brought.
the fraternal tear to eyes that were unaccustomed to,
such visitors. Infidelity, 0 horrid thiag! Straightway to their church they went and, without any specifi-.
cation or qualification, unceremoniously excluded me:
upon a charge o~ unchristian conduct.
I asked them previous to my exclusion if they would[
grant me the privilege, uninterrupted, of coming to
the church and stating my reasons for doubting the
inspiration of the Bible and the truth of redemption,
which last refuge failed me. I w1sh to inform you
that I am almost aloue as a Freethinker here; consequently it is a great shock on the nerves of the
pt>ople. My friend 0. W. Casey and myself are almost
alone, and I will certainly speak my sentiments
freely and without fear of contra-diction.
Yours in Infidel bonds,
Ex-REv .•r. S. SIMMoNs.
STANMORE, SYDNEY, N. S. WALES,
MR. EDITOR: When, on behalf of the Liberal Association of New South Wales, I appealed to you for a
free copy of your excellent paper fol' a year I omitted, on your good compliance with my request, to
send to you a letter of thanks, press of work being
my only excuse. A.s the paper h:ts ceased to arrive
for about three months, I concluded, somewhat hastily, that this was in consequence of my omission.
But I find from the arrival of a stray number last
mail that therein I wronged you. I gather from the
direction on the wrapper that the cause of non-receipt has been insufficient and incorrect address. n·
addressed as this letter is headed delivery will be·
insured.
_ The associ:1tion is esta.blished on a sound basis, a.ndl
alrefJ.dY numbers t.wo hundted and sixty members andi
has a· capital readin·~-room, besides holding weekly.
debatPs and quartE>rlY meetings for Liberal addreesee:
from prominent Freethinkers. Sydney has now three
Sunday Freethought platforms, the two largest theaters being weekly occupied, besides another hall. If
you would care ab·mt it, I would make arrangements
for you to recei-ve periodical letters from this part of
the world. With best wishes,
Sincerely yours,
G. LACY, Sec.
[Any communication from Australia of interest tc
our readers and the cause will be thankfully received.-ED. T. S.]
CLIFTON, KAN., Feb. 20, 1882.
MR. EmTo'R: I send you $3 for the renewal of my
subscription. Of the eight papers I take I consider
it the best in the lot. I like it for its Liberal views
and free discussion on all subjects pertaining to the
enlightenment and elevation of mankind to a higher
stand of truth and justice. The letters of Mr. Bennett are read with much interest. I find a goodly
number of Liberals in the West of different grades
scattered about sowil'lg the seeds of progression
which must neces<~arily take root, for mankind are
beginning to think and reason for themeelvs.
Your~ truly,
JoBN 0. RJ.NAN,
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The Frost on the Pane.

as it contains much valuable matter for reference. Let me here make n suggestion. CanBY BURTON C. INGERSOLL.
not we Liberals afford to purchabe our own litI.
erature for misHiona.ry purposes, and compel it
Christmas eve I The cold is bitter,
to do its silent work ? Cannot we scatter around
Snow lies deep o'er lawn and lane,
upon our shelves and tables within our home~
And the frost gems !lash and glitter
our "blasphemous paper.~ and books,'' and
On the palace window pane;
thus reveal to our callers and guests not only
Gleam and Rparkle coldly, IJrighlly,
out favorit au1hors, but also show them that
In the firelight's ro•y g!Gw,
we are not ashamed to hav it known that we
As its fitful waves EO lightly
harbor Thomas Paine, Voltaire, Ingersoll,
O'er the window ebb and flow.
"The Bennett-Mair Discusswn," Investiv"tor,
Diamonds, pearls, and goid a!'e gleaming,
THE TRUTH SEEKER, etc., etc., within our domRuddy gOblets glance and shine,
LOvely eyes are sOftly beaming
icils. l\1@ of busines~, who are pro:-ressiv.
.With the firelight and the wine;
why riot hav these works lying around in your
But not bright eves, soft and tender,
offices and manufactoriPs? Christians place
Nor the cups the feasters drain,
their literature on their tables for their irreligNor 1he jewels show more splendOr
ious neighbors and friends to see and p11ruse,
Than tl!e frost upon tbe pane.
•
and never think to insult them thereby; and
How the brain is set to thinking
why should net we do the same? I hav known
Happy thoughts as pleased eyes Kaze
Spiritualists and Freethinkers to secrete their
At the dazzling frost-g-ems, winking
literature when Christi"ns were to be their
In the red glare of the blaze I
guests, so as not to hurt their feelings. Are
When th" fire is !Jrightly glowing
they as careful of our feelings? Indeed not.
On the eve of Christmas day,
They will attack us (sometimes, it is true, beWhen the ruby wine i• fiowing,
hind our backs) enry opportunity, Will a
A11d the hear· ie light and gay,
Christian take his Bible off from the parlor
Nothing glvs the fire more briKhtness
table out of resrect for me when I am about to
And the wine a redclfll' stain;
Nothing give the heart more lightness
call, knowing I do not belteve it inspired? Of
1'ilan the frost upon the pane.
course not ; do you suppose he is such a. fool ?
but he will expect me to hide my "Bible
II.
Abridged,"· " 'l'he Godly Women," "The BenChristmas eve! 'The cold is bitte•·,
nett-Mair Discussion," and all my Freethought
Snow lies deep in yard and Jane,
tracts and papPrS, though the first-named book
And the frost-gems fiasli and glitter
contains not a word but what is found in his
On the hovel windoW pane;
Bible, and the sec@d treats truthfully 0f his
Gleam and sparkle coldly, brightly,
In thP. mo~:m,s white, silver rays,
&!leged holy women, and the third includes the
Fot· no firelight, <lancing lightly,
&ttempted annihilation of the Infidel Bennett
O'er the hovel window plays.
by the very able Mr. Mair in refutation.
•
Two •mall hungry boys are lying
Some men will reply, Our wives are ChrisIn their cot, "'ith chilly teet;
ti~ns. and wonld be shocked at our proposal to
O'er them l.Jends their mother crying,
mmgle our heretical literature with theirs, half
For there's nothing left to eataud half. Very well, then do your missionary
Naught. to feed them in the mo1ning,
work in your offiees, shops, in the field, by the
And to-morrow's f:hristmas day!
roadsiue, in the hoteL or private house where
011, that those bright gems adorning
you may be a temporary guest.
'l'!Je cold pane could only pay
I may be answered, it wouH injure our busiFor Rome bread and meat anti fuel,
uess to hav it known we were lnuersollites I
Fot• some little Christmas toys;
No, it would not; you are cowards if you say
Oh for but one sparkling jewel
so. With all the slang a~<ainst Inger,oll by the
For the stockings of 11er boys!
When I be little ones are freezing
priests, he is more re:;pected, even by believers,
And the fire is cold and de"d;
where he is knowu, than are they. He is popWhen fOr food their vainly teasing,
ular-a rbing young ('/) man! But, you anAnd the shelves are bare of bread;
swer, you are not going to interpolate your
When the mother's heart i• breaking,
business with Freethought ideas, as the cantHearing her poor babes complain,
ing priests and hypoeriis are doing. Nobody
Nothing snell dread thoughts is waking
wants you to; bnt if you hav good, sound
As the frost upon the pane.
sense, you will find opportunities ·'in. season"
when you can speak and introduce your book
or paper, and hold your peace ''out of season."
Not Dead, but Living.
I hal[ suspect that many professed Liberals
In memO!Y of Camnbell Wilson, who <lied at are ashamed of their opinions, hecause of their
Paterson, N. J ., :~>rarch 9, 1882.
unpopulP.rity,and are silent through fear. Never
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
mind, fl'!ends; remember that what is unpopuI see thee in the silence of greo.t death,
lar to-d~ty will be popu!•1r to-morrow, and then
Calm as the eternal bills upon whose front
we shall be on the winning side, or the won
Sbmee the soft radiancP. of the pure white day;
side, like the antislavery agitators.
I see the crystal beauty of thy soul
But I hav wandered from my subject, "The
UnclOuded in the marble of thy face;
Bennett-~f&ir Discu~sion," to which I wished
The glowing ardor ef thy life full set
merely to draw attention, a.s there is a standing
In diamond stillness, with n<> fia w to dim;
notice of the book in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
And to my heart I say, He is not dead,
any ane can there become acquainLed with a
But living in the glory of his work,
In things accomplished tbat no fate can kill,
synopsis of its contents without any detail of
Linked with the endless process of the world;
mine. Permit mf, therefore, to close with a
For he has lived for truth with manly deed,
few extracts from Mr. l'lennett's replies to Mr.
And grown to bights of virtue through long years, Mair:
Touched with the spirit of our common weal;
•· In your efforts to show that matter and the uni·
And so he passes, not like petal blown
verse are not eternal, but tran~itr.ry, yon ask exOr like the Jloating mist on summer's sky,
ultingly for • proofR' ef lts eternal tty. We hav the
best proofs in the world-not an atom can he
But is immortal in the glorious life
created, not an atom can be destroyed. . . Whell
That beats from age to age in deathless man.
I ask you to g-iv me a little proof tbat your God
bas a real existence you utterly fail to comply with
Ah, memory's balls are beautiful for aye,
my request, hnt in relation to the eternal existence
Crowded with treasures ever sweet and new,
of
matter you cry yourself hoar8e shoutinl'
Bright as the morning's freshness of heaped gold, 'proofs,
proofs, proofs I'
In earth and sky, in flower and sailing clouds"You insist that Christianity alone bas elevated
woman to her proper position. This I pointedly
In this fair memory he is bla.,oned now,
deny . . . If Christianity is an elevating element to
A.nd cannot fall or fade to nothingness;
woman, it acts extremely slow. I hav shown that
He is a part Of the illustrious past
woma~ enjoyed more liberty, more equ!llity, more
Which naught can change and naught annihilate.
ngllts m the pagan world than she enjoys to-day.
Christianity hfl.S been the influence that has kept
With what a solemn glory over life
her from r!emg more rapidly In the scale of
Death draws its mystic and nnfathomed grace I
ltberty and Justice. . . . Instead of Christianity doing great things for woman, the 1ruth !sind!We know it not, nor ever hath the veil
rectly the opposit direction-womanis doing gree.t
From its unsO>mded deep been pnt aoide;
things for Christianity. But for woman the
No music from its enrlless ocean drops
churches would not be attended, the religious fer'
In har•h or mellnw accents on our wayvor would not be kept up. . . . This is woman's
great and only hope, to become free from the
But 'gainst that awful silence life bursts bright
trammels of priests and priestly dogmas, from
And wonderful, and seems more excellent,
the musty mvths of past dark age~. to free hereelf
More fruitful for the dark unknown wherein
from the errors of eccl_eslasticism and supernatIts wealth appears to perish, but, transformed,
uralism, to hav ROmethmg besides priestly inani·
ties and absurdities to engage her attention, and
Becomes a grander lustel', purer stream.
to occupy the field ot mental, social, and political
Humanity dies not, and in its soul,
freedom in common with the sterner sex. . . .
It is just as false to claim that Christianity has ele0 noble friend, thou hast thy royal grave;
vated woman as it is to claim that Chl'istianity
The labor thou hast done is ours, is mau'"•
has invented the prlnting-prese, the steam-engln,
The dear posseesion of the race to come;
. . All these bav increased
tile telegraph.
Within our thoughts and zeal thou art alive;
within the last three centuries. not because of
Christianity,
but
despite
it."
ELLA E. GIBSON.
Thou bast struck hands with generttti0ns far
Barre, .3lass., 111<t• ch 14, 1882.
In the ennobling purpose of thy work.
The stream dries not; in visible it flows,
And makes more swift the upward steps of men.
The Brain and the Bible.
Thon art at rest; no storm can shake thy frame:
[From Truth.)
But the unresting motions of thy sonl,
Like pulses of the summer air, still touch
" All forms of argument employed to defend
The world to beauty and our hearts to hope.
t~e ~ogm~s of th~ Bible must of necessity be
wtthm ~ mrcle. Hitherto, when closely pressed,
~heol~lg~ans hav cxhtbt~ed remarkable dexterity
The Bennett-Hair Discussion. m
shtftmg from one stde of the circle to the
Never since the oral discussion between Rev. other; aud one of ~he chief rea8ons why the
J. F. Berg, D.D., of Philauelphia, and Joseph warfare between smence and supern>J,turalism
Barker, o[ Ohio, in 1854, has it been my lot to has CfJTitinuerl so loug is because Infidelity has
come across such a masterly refutation of Bi- seldom attacked both sides of the circle at once.
ble Christianity as in the " Bennett-Mair Dis- Forced by the revelations of modern physics to
cussion." It was my good fortune to peruse it wi~h<lr»w her lines or defense beyond the mawhile in process of publication in THE TRUTH terial world, the c:hurch now seeks refuge in
SEEKER, and having recently re-perused it in lhe supposed unf".thomttble mysterie! of mind.''
book form, 1 f~el constrained to recommend it
The above quotation is from the author's
anew to all who. read the same in the paper and. preface of "The Brain and the Bible," a nota·
to those who d1d not enjoy that privilege. It ble bvok by Edgar C. Beall, recently published.
;. " 'book that every Freethinker should own, It su:tJiciently indicates the allthoJ;'Ii p\U'pos&.

-·

He directs his attack upon revealed religion at
the fortress into which of late years its defenders hav retired.
When it was discovered that the phenomena
of day and night were caused by the revolution
of the e11rth upon its axis, the discovery was denounced as blasphemy, and the discoverer as
an Infidel. It reflected upon the divine origin
of the Joshua story and t:he account of creation.
But as the discovery gradually won its way to
a recognized pl11ce in physical science, and
formed the basis of new revelations, theologians
explained awav apparent inconsistencies by
teaching that God wrote according to the understanding of the people to whom his word
was delivered.
One discovery a.fter another followed that of
the rotund!'ty and diurnal revolutions of the
earth, each in turn passing through the same
theological hopper, going in as Infidelity and
coming out as a verification of those portions of
the Bible which were inconsistent with it.
The discovery of great importance, however,
next after that of Galileo' s was the extreme age
of the earth. Like all its predecessors, it went
into the hopper as the basest Infidelity, and geologists who proclaimed it were put into the
theological stocks as targets for the rotten eggs
and decayed vegetables of dt>fenders of the
faith. But it came out with the stereotyped
explanation, and the geological Infidels of one
generation were saints of the next. That discovery upset biblical chronology, slaughtered
the story of the creation as told in Geqesis, and
literally knocked the devil out of Eden. But
the Hebrew narrativ was patched up by teaching that the days mentioned in Genesis were
not days of twenty-four hours, but indefinit
periods. And thus souls were saved in spite of
geology.
Then came the scientific iloctrin of evolution.
It was put through the same process, and has
only recently emerged a full-fledged theological
as well as scientific truth. It is but a few years
since the presence of a copy of Darwin in the
library of a Christian household would hav horrified the pastor of the flock quite as much as a
copy of the" Age of Reason." The idea that
man is an improved monkey was apparently
hostil to the story that God made man ont of
mortar and breathed into him the brPath of
life, and its inevitable tendeney was to upsec
the whole scheme of redemption by destroying the dogma of the fall of man, which resutted from the mastication of forbidden fruit;
but an ingenious theologian overcame the difficult.y by conceding the scientific hypothesis
as to man's material nature and explaining
that it was only when God breathed into his
nostrils the breath of life-the soul-that he
was invest<1d with immortality.
Drivlln from point to point, theologians hav
been compelled at last to abandon even their
idiotic attempts to reconcile the fables of the
Bible with the discoveries of science, and we
now find }hem casting aside all the historical
aecounts and scientific allusions of the Bible
as of human authorship, and taking refuge, as
our author says, ia " the unfathomable mysteries of mind." The day is rapidly approaching
when the chur<>h will regard the story of the
creatinn and the deluge, the Hebrew chronology, the accounts of the Jewish wars, the immaculate conception, and even the life of Jesus
of Nazareth, as a mere frame of human construction bearin~< all the blemishes of the imperfect civilization in which it was put together,
but into which the supreme being has placed
the divine and perfect picture of the Christian
religion. The frame may lose its luster, but
the picture will change from age to age to meet
the demands of an advancing civilization.
Science may disprove the biblical account of
creation, it may demonstrate that the deluge
was not much of a shower, it may relegate the
story of Joshua t• the realm of the fabulGlus,
and it may convince the world that Mary, the
mother of Jesus, was no exception to the general rule; but confronted by the phenomena of
the human mind it is silent.
Not so theology. Mind is a mystery, and
mystery is the chosen field of theology. When
the creation was a mystery, theology explained
it; when the di .-ersity of languages was a mystery, theology explained that; when man in hie
materiality was a mystery, theology explained
that also. A.nd upon its explanation of these
mysteries theology built its spiritual superstructure But science has blown away the vapory
shroud, and the explanations of theology hav
disappeared-they were nothing but the fanciful form~ of the vapor. The foundation of the
Christian religion is gone, but the superstructure is still suspended in the air.
Theologians hav shifted to the other side of
the circle. And the author of " The Bible and
the Bt·ain" pursues them. He calls science to
his aid to explore the mystery of the human
mind.
The book is a cogent, logical, and eloquent
exposition of the fallacies of modern theology
by & man whose preparation was evidently careful and profound. It contains a preface by Col.
Ingersoll, and is so well done throughout that
it might be supposed to be wholly from Ingersoll's pen. Its inevitable result will be, if nothing more, to enroll the name of Edgar C. Beall
amon\! those great Jnfidelswhoteach that" the
mission of Infidelity is not to destroy auythiag
that is good, but simply by the light of science
to disc'>ver the one sublime temple of truth, in
gearch of which, groping and guessing, bruised
and bleeding, humanity has wandered through
all the long unhappy night of the past."
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In nature known to be true.
5. The doctrlns and claims of Christianity hav been a

l
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llluatratlons, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave., I r
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New York, to whom all letters from the sick should be ad- .LS
dressed. In its lesne for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
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pression In Its assertion that all power Is of God. As a
proof of this the ledders and bright stars of the Christian
church hav been among the worst tyra.ntls and oppressors
of human liberty the world has known.
6. The Bible and Christianity hav oppressed woman and
hav deprlve'd her of the rights
which by nature she Is
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wrlt•en. Strall88 Is too well known by the renders of
A'#:.,~~~,'f.~~qnlre a slnile word to be said In hla praise.

TO THE CLERGYMEN AND OFFICERS OF
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS OF
BROOKLYN AND NEW YORK.

TH.E

Ju~~~~~~'Jii\:1~· and

'iP

The Old Faith and the New.

Sent by Mall f'or Fifty cents 1

of hate, contention, war, and bloodshed.

~

CENTRAL NEW YORK OFFICE, 25 E.AST FOURTEENTH ST.

By JOSIAH P. MENDUM..

Christianity are nnprogresslv In their
nature; they are founded upon the doctrln and authority ~~r::a~%~~ii3~t~ro'~~~ t~~~f~'l:'~ri'J'~~:S ~~dt~~~~~~
Edited by DO RAVE SEAVER.
of Uod himself, and are therefore Incapable of prol{ress of
families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing $est!
and Improvement.
mony to Ule great bene!lt they hav derived from the hyo
1
0
lologlcal, hygienic, and moral le88ons which he baa oo abl
c.!s.~~et~\~~:~~h~'b'"~:~ :~7et~ of~J:~~ ~rc~~~~~ impartea.."
kind are capable of receiving.
Price,
U.30.
c6'*~8t".f''l-t'~ IMifo:l~~e;;.,~r a~e ~a~~~~~
.A.ddress
D. M. BENNETT,
Price or the new Popular Edition, by mai,Josta-W'JeThe ln•ut•gat<Jr Is devoted to the Liberal cause In religIon; or In other words, to universal mental Uberty. Inde141 Eighth st.. New York.
~~d only .;,Ni~Rp~n~e:r'rl ~~dN':iNt~m.b!hy T- pendent
In all Ito dlscnssloDB, dlocardlng superstitious
129 East 28th st., New York.
theories of what never can be known, It devotealts col..
umns to thin go of this world alone, and leaves the next, If
there be one, to those who hav entered ita unknown

THE RADICAL PULPIT.

0

P U BLISH ED EVERY 1!1 AT U R D A Y

~~~t~~. ~~~~~c~~'::~t~!:'fJ f'~s~f~~~~~fi)!l~~~~~:l.n~";;~~~:

0. B. FROTHINGHAMandFELIX ADLER

By George Chaiuey•
two of America's clearest thinkers.
51 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass.
7erms ~2.00 pel" annum.
By o. B. FrothinghaJD:
2hta World Is divided Into three parts.
The New Son~~: of Christ~ft; ~~y:ea {f.~l. Higher PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George
mas.
The Departed Years,
Sentiments.
PAR,P~~~~';{- continued story ef • Liberal and Badlca
Life as a Teat of Creed.
The American Lady,
The Consolations of Ra- PARfbfli~'K·short story devoted to the education of
i~te"r'i~a~ SJ~~~ieman.
tionalism.
our children In Liberal sentiments and prlnclplea.
The Language of the Old
Send t"or a sample copy.
Testament.
By Felix Adler:
The Ethics of the Social
Our Leaders.
Question,
Hav We Still a Religion T
.Emancipation.
Conscience.
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the Society
for Ethical Culture.
Price. In cloth, 11.

gf

please send your snbscrl]ltlon ror •tx months or one _year,
and If you are not oatlsfied with the way the Invuhgator
jls conducted, we won't ask yoD to continue wl'b uo any
' longer.
SmiSa

INGERSOLL

H:

BY
BRADLAlJGH
AND
ANNIE BESANT.
Prtce,2Scents.
Forsaleat'thtsomce.

----------------

JESUS.
C on""rersatton In verse betwP.en the two great reformers

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Price, 10 cents.

D. M. BENNETT,
U1 8th street, New York.

~'JUST LET ME SHOW YOU"

A.GEN'rS WANTED. I Reuben Dailey's Printing Office.

A treatis on the Population Question.
CHARLES

AND

13tll

FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.

0

;g~r:~;, Pn~~;:~~g o\h~W ~~l ~t %n"ln::! I:!",rtow~~!
1
~~t~~n°i :~~~!f:n~n;~~ for !tau\";.,:'{~~~~ t~~!~~'Wo"a~!

T HI8 W0 R LD•

Comprising dlsoonrses of advanced thought by

I
I!

EXCLUSIV TERRITORY

~~~MISSIONS.
DR • y 0 R K'S

LIBERAL

DR. :FOOTE'S

Send for a circular price list or send for bids. I guaran-I
~~at;: a".eftdca'::yb~~;{~\ h~::,ne~s thetr prtnttng prepaid as

Reuben Dailev's Moral Code, I
10

Just Published in Tract For •
Your Moral Oode Is a valuable oollectlon of practlca
precepts, suitable for general nse, because Inspired by

I

•
d K•d p "ll
The Unknown God. L1ver an 1 ney 1 s, r.:.l?~t~?~~~~;~~':; .:-~~t~~d~~~~ ~t~~~~ :~:~ :
A LEC'IURE.

By James ....w. Stillman.

·• t.!'

t•

•

ab)J--wrltten and handsomely.bonnd pamphlet of
•l"P NO•· Prlee, 16 oents. AddreSB
'
D. M. BBNJr.ITl',

WllllllUI-.ol. l'ft T•&.

ness, Injustice, and crlme.-.t<. C. Trawbridg<. Tullft, N. T i
A sure cure for all diseases of the llvar and kidneys.
I hav just read with a_grP.at deal of !)Ieasure your re- ·
Purely veget<~.ble, and do not contain mercury. calomel, or 1 marks at Hornellsvllle -R. Savre1, Hannibal, Mo.
.
any other poisonous substance. Price 25 cents per box or . To my mind It ll<lntalna the best oode of morala extant.
five boxes for $1.to. Address for terms to agents, eto.,
-C. Clos .. Grattan. Mich.

I

JADES A. BLISS,
lA*

6f &r. .~wtolln, Pro'l'lt-. B. I.

1

,!':",&~repa!d,l~~=a dosen•f&'ifjtMo.l)~tflc~.centii-~Mllnl'lrlril
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Ha.nd-B)ok of Health Hints
AND READY RECIPES.
Worth $25. Cost 25c
By the an thor of

t'fP!.ArN

HOME TALK" AND "MEDICAL
Co~moN

SENsE."

l~S ~!~~~cf~c:fdo~cCo~:':: J>:~~:na~.\~

menta J a va.luaUle Book of Reference for evert
Family. Only 25 ccnt1.
The Handbook contalna eha.pten on Hygiene
for &liiJtlaaom~, Common. Sen so on Cutnmun
Ills, Hygienic Curative McaaDrt>a, llow to
.Anld Undesirable Ch11rlrcn, Knnckll Worth
Kno-w1ng, Hln ta on Bathing<, on f'\1 urelng t!l&
Sick, on ltmer,:rencle!l, Rlnta for Pregnan&
Women, togetbllr with 11ome of the Private
Fonnnl~e of Dr. FooT£, "n 1 otl.Lcr pt1yalcillnl

~~~~ ~~~:1~~~:;~:;~~·~·8 t:"A~tTE)!n'
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f/Jdds and
WE mu9t be frank anrf fearlPSB in speaking the
truths we love. Not officiously thrust them into
notice at improper times and placea, but be very
ready to voice our sentiments, simply, kindly, and
frankly, as occasion offers. Drop a thought here
and a hint there. Stand up not for Jesus, but for
truth; not for gods, but for men. Demand equal
rights for all, for men, women, and children. But
In our eagerness for our rights we must hav a care
lest we Infringe upon others' righte. In en<.lenvoring to win the battle for freedom we must hav
charity for the tyrant and the oppressor. Oltl the·
ology has so long held her subjects in her grip that
they do not realize their bonds, or the fact that
they are acting the tyrant's part when trying to
force their dogmas and fables upon those who hav
outgrow» them. So let us try ROll gain the day by
kindly persuasion, bv strong arguments, and pure
and loving lives.-l!Jlmina IJrake lilenker.

~nds.

Marriage

~

.AND THE
Dm the Virgin IIIary "g!v up the Ghoet" when
sheacceptedJosephP
~ANITARY

AND

PHY~IO!LOG·

IT must hav been a cold day when the mRn said
ICAL LAWS.
the mercury was so high that his teeth ached.
FOR THE
HINT to ostentatious charity dispensers: If you
wl•h to do good, do it for goodness'e sake, and not Production of Children of Fine•· llenllh
anti Greater Ability.
make euch a fuss about it in the newspapers.
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
A LAKE In South Florida is said to ha""l" enough
11
virtues of men and women as well as their ytces
alligators In it to build a fence around it four feet mayThe
descend to their children."
high. They wlll not be used for that purpose.
"There io nothing Utopian In hoping !or the time to
oome when men and women wm consult a wise sanitarian
, BILL NYE'S book is to be called "The Forty be!ore entering into the marriage reltt.tion."
Ltm·s." A man who can play upon forty liars
The Snutlt~,·n Clinic, R journ'l.l of modtcin and ~urgery,
should, in heaven, he able to make his harps ac- !lays:" 1Ve took up this book with prejudice, but soon
saw the author w~s a physcian, and a. good one too; a
cord.
sound physiologist, an iustrudiv writer, nuda man of
h1gh moral sem~e ;'' and udds, A race ot vigorous, beauIT is an extreme case of personal sacrifice for the til
ul, sweet4tempered people would be the result of the
good of science where a yonng man is compelled ot>serva.nce 0! its principles."
The Hom~ Journ•1l, Boston, sa.ys: "We e~~oT'nestly comto part with his watch in order to practically demmend it to all. lts intl.ueuce can be only beneficial. The
author hae a. thorough maatery of his suUjert.
WHo can pretend to say why the Spanish nation. onstrate the real value of time.
Demorest's Parnily Fashion Atagazine s-Ars: "It contains
so dominant at one time, bag been distanced in the
"WHAT did the Puritans come to this country
sensible hinLs to set up a family.'
race! The awakening of the nations of Em·ope for?" asked a Massachusetts teacher of his class enougll
The Alpha, edited by Dr. Winslow, says: "We lik-e tile
from the dat"k ages Is a still more perplexingprob· "To wor~hip in their own wav, and make other book thoroughly." And add~ "Send for it, fathers and
mothers, for your own 'tood and !or the sake o! your
lem. At this period, as J'tir. Galton has remarked, people do the same," was the reply.
children, wno are to :fill your places when you are called
almo•t all the men of gentle nature, those given to
A WoULD-BE prophet declared that" he was sent up higher."
mellitatinn or culture of the mhd, bad no refuge to redeem the world and all thlnge." Whereupon
Tile Butralo E;cpras I&JO: "Whoever buys this book
except In the bosom of the church, which de· one of his audience sent up his little hill with the wm n.nd it a pay inc investment."
St.rienti.fic .Am~riCan says:" BookJ on this subject
manded celibac;\1, and this could hardly hav failed remark," PerhaPs you will kindly redeem that." areThe
usutllly written by' crank•.' but this is radically ditrerto hav a deteriorating infinence on each snccessiv
ent; it is acientttlc. iObYr, clea.u, a!ld worthy of cunscien
generation. During this same period the hoi v In·
WILLIA~I H. Y ANDERBILT'S new house Will hav tious considet·ation Uy ttvery po1siblo p~uent, and particularly b7 the young.''
quisitlon selected, with extreme c•n·e, the freest a door-step twenty-five feet long, eight inches
Dr. Dio Lewf! of Boeton, writes: "I hav read all e!
and boldest men in order to burn and imprison thiclr, and fifteen feet wide. The idea was to giv a your wo .. k~'~, and feel I must atudy this one. Your contrithem. In !3pain alone some of the best men, t110se tramp standing room while waiting for cold butions to sa.nlt&ry and eocial acienue bav all bean Imbued with the spirit of sound conservat.ism and e&rnest
who doub,ed and <)Uestione<l, and with8ut doubt- v!ctnuls.
eunscientiousnes .. , an too rare amana reformers. 'Vho11
ing and questioning there can be no progress, were
l\frss CLARA LoUISE KELLOGG appears to hav :~~~n~:1dho~e{h!h~o~t0~!lu'!~\~ o~dy~~~~~n~nv~~~rb~:
eliminate<! during tlll"ee centuries at the rate of a
Postponed ber marriage with that PhiladelPhia books.'"
thousand a year.-IJarwin's IJescent of jlfan.
N. S. Townsend, of Ohio University, writes:" I
chap just for the sake of giving another series of amProf.
greatly pleaoed with thio work. I Ita v loaned It tu
AMO!(G aw works of man, which hnman life is farewell entertainments. This time tbey are to end some o! my pupilo, who exproso delight with it. lllope
rightly employed in perfecting and beautifying, about May 2iith. Positivly her last appearance- every thoughtful young man and woman will read it.''
Price, $1.50• .Addresa
D. M. BENNETT,
the first in importance surely is man himself. Sup- until further notice.
1(1 ith strset, N.Y.
posing it were possible to get houses built, coi·n
WHo is this man with the mournful Countenance?
grown, battlea fotlght, can~es tried, and even He is an Editor, my Children! He writes the
cimrches erected, and prayers said by machinery- alleged Funny Paragraphs ? WhY do we call them
by automatons in human form-it would be a con- Alleged funny Paragraphs? Because the Editor
siderable loss to exchange for these automatons says they are funny, but has never been able to A series of letters written during a tenweeks visit in Europe.
even the men ond women who at present inhabit prove it. 'l'his is why the Edito; looks so Sad.
the more civilized parts of the world, and who asBY D. .M. BENNETT.
A
RECENT
homily
on
married
happiness
says
suredly are but shtrved specimens of what nature
850 pages. Price, $1.50.
"married
folks
weuld
be
happier
If
they
kissed
can and will produce. Human nature is not a mR. chine to be built after a model, and set to do ex- and made np after every quarrel." The writer has
'I'I:H~ SENHTIC GODS AND TilE
actly the work prescribed for It; but a tree, which no basis for his argument. Married folks do not
BIBJ,E.
requires to grow and develop itself on all sides, quarrel. It is lovers only who quarrel. Married
according to tile ten<l ency of the inward forces folks fight. Tf you rton 't believe it, get married.
1
which make ito, living thtng.-.iffill's Lib~tv.
"WHY do they call the man who get~ married II~~'l:-~'1eg~~~h:\~~~~-stg~ t}l~l~ea'A~;t,~'ht~o~1rif,:' ~".:~Y~
and the Btble. t'o the l&tter 2SO pt~.gce! are devoted, show.
the groom, pa ?"asked little Alexander. "Because in~ tttAt LRXlK. to ·u• ""vei"T tnferior production for a first.
DURING the reign of Christianity, no doubt, adhe curries favor with his mother-in-law," said class U<>d By D. M. Bennett. 313 lai"Ko P"ll:es. Pape•
mirable institutions for the poor were founded,
Philip, "and eaddies his debts on his wife's father, C.CH"tet"li. W r..enr.a: clotn. $L
and monkish corporations were formed and de·
puts a check on his cousin's visits, whips the chilvoted to deeds of love. To n. great extent this w"s dren, and drives while the restoftbefamilypulls."
due to the same pure benevolence which had its
"DEI!IIGNING women." Yes, they are all designsource in the human eoul wherever man is found,
and which had prompted men to similar e1Iorts, on ing creatures. They either hav designs on your
heart
or on your pocket-book. Thank heaven, the
a less e:J:tensiv scale, perhaps, in Egypt, India, Judea, Greece, and pagan Rome. The credit of best and truest, and of course the purest, hav defounding lunatic asylums, so often claimed for signs only on your alfect!one; bnt that as naturally
Christianity, belongs to the Mohammedans of the opens the pocket-book as an organ-grinder sallies
Beventh century. No lunatic asylum existed In forth in early spring.
TH:B
Christendom untll the fifteenth century, aurt then
THE widow Flapjack, who llvs on .A.us tin avenue,
only in places in close proximity to to the 1\Iobam- recen•ly lost her wedding ring. She wae InconsolGAllEY~SLAVE.
medans.- Underwood.
able for a while, and went ahout wringing her
SLA""I"ERY is tbat whicl:! cramps powers. The handR and saying: "There, now, I wouldn't hav
worst slavery is that which cramps the noblest lost that wedding ring for anything. I'll ba""l" to go
A narra tiv, by
powers. Worse, therefore, than he who manacles and get married again, for I'm bound to ha""l"a wedJohann Heinrich Daniel Z5Chokke.
the hands and feet, Is he who puts fetter on the ding ring. I can't get along without it."
mind and pretends te demand that men ehall think
CRIES Sylvia to a reverend dean,
and believe and feel thue and thus because otilllrs
" What reason can be given,
Tra.nolated from the German by
so belleved, and thought, and felt before.-Ji7'ed.
Sine~ marriage Is a holy thing,
11
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AN INFIDEL ABROAD.

ALAMONTADA,

W. Robertson.

FAR he It from us to intimate that belief in a God
is not consistent with the highest moral purity and
goodness. We wish simply to indlc"te that mor·
allty depen1s net for its sanction or its practiCe
upon a belief In the supernatural. It is founded
on human relations; Its object ie the happiness of
man, not the glory of God. We would, therefore,
hav as much time, energy, and wealth exJOended
in trylnfl to make men good as are now lavished
in the worship of God.- Underwood's J,fodern Scienliflc Materialism.

That there is none In heaven!"
"There are no women," he replied.
She quick returned the jest,
"Women there are, but I'm afraid
They cannot find a priest."

THE

Parentage

Christian Religion.
BY
Col. ROBERT G •

.il\GJ:<~~SOLL,

.Tud;rc JEREMIAH

s.

BLACK,
Prof. GEORGE P. FISHER,
The only Complete and Authorized
Edition.

This very remarkable series .papers appeared at In·
tervals \n the N<i>"th Ammcan Review. and awakened the
profoundest interest with the press and public.. Their
appearance in pamphlgt form ts in respo:D.se to innumer.

able reuuests from all parts of the countrv.
Priee, -.
5Q cents.
Orders should be given immediately. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th street, N.Y.

FROM BEHIND THE BARS.
A series of letters written in prison.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Over 700 pageo. Prioe. $1.150.

Interrogatories to Jehovah.
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great

varietv flf subjects.
BY D. M. BENNETT.

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 76 cents.

Modern Thinkers,
WHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.
BY PROF. VAN BUREN

DEN~LOW.

Wtth an Introduction by R. (}. Ingersoll.

B~~i~~J. ihJa,!~':J~~~~afr:'~~~",;rP.';",e~~~~~·st:~~~l,
1

and Prof. Ernst Haeckel.
Price, $1.50.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, N. Y. city .

THE

Brain antt the BiOle;
OR,

Tl-IE CONFLICT
BETWEEN

liENTAL SCIENCE AND THE·
OLOGY.
BY

EDGAR C. BEALL.
WITH A PEEF.A.CE BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

.. This book written by a brave and honest man, ls1!1Te01
with brave and honest thoughto. The argnments cannot
•• Intolerance and bigotry, more than forbearance and be answered by all the theologians in the world 1"-R. G.

IRA G. lt.IOSHER, LL.B.

piety, are written upon the banners of contending sects;

Ingersoll.

and the argnments with which they att•ck one another
Price, $1.50.
are sharper more thoronghly weighM, and mere elroctiv
" MRS. BONEBET, did you see anything of my hat
than those with which they de!end themoelvs."
this morning?" "Y.:>ur hat I Now, what a thing
Sold by D. M. BENNETT, 141 EIGHTH
that is to ask me about. What would you think of
STREET, NEW YORK.
me if I'd come to yon with an intimation that I
could not keep track of my own hat?" "Your hat,
Price, cloth, 75 cts._; paper, 50 cts.
FREE
BOO:US FOR THE SICii,
!\Irs. Boneset I Mountains and mastodons! If you
Containing nearly 100 pages, In pamphlet !om!"; ohewl
For sale at this office.
could ever lose sight of that eeven-acre enormity
how Chronic Diseases can be positivefy cured by an oritri·
IN the reign of folly, which has hitherto pre- I'd say you was as blind as a hunk of putty-that's
nat aystem of practice. It containo valuable and sn11·
~estlv notes on nearly all the chronic ills to which the
vailed so deplorably, mind and muscle hav scorned what I'd say I"
family Is subject, besides lllustratlv caseo, and will
l'hirty D!!<Cussiont-J, Bible Stories, liuman
each other, to the injury of both. On one side
'>e sent by mail to anyone sendln~ their addreos and a
PLAINFIELD, N.J., was a highly religious town,
labor bas been :held In contempt as dishonorable, where even the plea were pions and the what-yon·
Es~ays, and Lectures.
•hrM-r.ant stam~-8'n~l f"\lH'fl'~t/ll~lSHING CO.,
and on the other deplored as a curse. But it i~ call-ems .sang Watts's hymns In the swamps ae
1•9 RIYII; 2Rth ot .• N~w York.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
both an honor and a blessing, whether by mind or gentle epring th1·ust its yellow reede up through
100
pe.&ea.
Paper
covers,
75
centa;
cloth,
$1.
muecle, or both together. There is no other honor the veil-like beautiful snow. But r.ow at last it
THE
and no other blessedness, and no other possible has fallen. Some of its too-two-or-three pilgrims
ground of self-respect. The most exalted and hav done wrong, and even one of Its most religious ANALYSIS [j RELIGIOUS BELIEF.
honorable of all individ•lals is he who exerta all stallions has nearly k!lled a man. It must be a
10 0
such qualities as he has to make all wisely-directed very queer town when even the horses kick.
~~£;~~~~~ By ~i~~u~[e1~h~~\;s,.~g~ ~~~~"ed1~~~~F~
BY
John Rnssell, twice Premier o! Engfu,nd. Complete !rom
labor as honorable and effectlv us possible. There
STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS
tile
London
edition
7(~ pages, Svo. Cloth,$~!; leather, $4;
"YOUNG subscriber" wants to know "what is an
is not a man in existence who can alford to despise
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
PRICE TEN CENTS.
ot· cheat the humblest hod-carrier-if he carries organ?" It is the opposition paper, my son, the
the hod faithfully and does not splll the mortar. vile and truckling sheet through whose venomous
AddTeos.
D. M. BENNETT,
Thel"e is not a woman, though she be. a goddess maw. fetid with vice and festering with the loath141 Ei~~:hth street,. city, N. Y
some
corruption
In
which
it
daily
wallows,
the
Minerva, who can afford to harbor a thought of
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
other
party,
blistered
with
the
plague
spot
of
politcontempt for the sister woman who washes her
Embracing, Inlluence o! Christianity on Civilization;
Ical leprosy, sewers the noisome filth of its pest! Chrietlanity and M·,teria!ism; What Libern!ism Oirers in
china without breaking !t.-Eiizur Wright.
of Christianity~ Scientific Materialtsm· Woman;
lential ideas. Gnr-r-r I That's what an organ is, Place
Spiritualism from a M•lterialistic Stanctr,oint; Paine. the
REPLIES TO THE
1
WHAT a man shall see when he opens his cyeels my Loy. Our own paper is a fearless and out
"{V'lln't:~ ~~~~;~ il~~·.:;:~~~eJ~~N;~i,::~:~n~ngr~~\Yl~J
not In his own power; but the opening of his eyes spoken champion for the truth. You may hav of
Christianity; the Authori•y of the Bible; Freethought
" Christian Guardian " and " Chris·
is a voluntary act. So, after listening to a train of 1 noticed that.- Hawkeye.
J~~~g'¥,.. iti>I~~~;sJo ~~~t~~e~~~~.~7~·
tian Advocate."
argument on a certain dispute, we might he irreTHE Denver Tribune wails like this over four dolsistibly Inclined to one side; but, supposing us to lars:
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
liv in a country where the adhesion to that side Is
Over the monstrous, swashing sea,
criminal and punished severely, we should very
pa~~~s .R~~~~~~t ~~·P~1~:l~~~~~.~~c:~s~:;r,,~~c~r:~em;
Over tbe Balderdash sea1 1
8
0
1
8
likely be deterred from hearing or reading any.
The jay hawk wings his fiuttering filght~~~~:nt:a~
;t.~~t! to a\~st l~e~~~tl~ ~ ~u~:, a~S fht~~oiit~~~ ~fns ~~~:~!
bing in its favor. To this extent the ddoption of
'r:r them. I 'II
~ ~
::ftack and reply. his valuable, as il presents the stroDIJ•
The pelican greets the morning light,.l"Uer!-iell any
est Christian evidence for the· exi•tence of G<>d with th
beli~f is voluntary.. The application of s•rong
Antonio-where is he!
1n·m.l will not be
motivs of the nature ot rewartl or punishment Is
co~f~:t~ 0a~gn~:.er~0~:~~~t~~J~~~~tton.
lr~aten. 1 hn:vc thC>
Over the gruesome, gruntling sea,
largest nnd lw::l
uffl.cient to cause one creed to prevail r&tber than
~tock and 20,000 ens tomOver the Brobdingnag sea,
THE
another, :t.; we see In those countries and in those
(•rs to prove it. !,ndicn nnd
Antonio
came
In
the
dead
of
nightG~\1'dr.mc-rs f\O.Y tlwy neve1·
ages when there has been no toleration of dissent
God-.. and Relidons of A.nclent.
0
1
Came
in
like
a
jttbherwock
In
his
tl!ghtrom the established religion~ The mass of the
&~b"w('~~. i r1~ly ~Ii cd~nt~gri~
and Modern Times,
And borrowed four dollars of me.
~
tion. I give more ext.rns
eople hav been in this way so fenced in from
Givs a full account Of all tho gods the nations of the earth •
~'>'ith orderS than somcflrmssell. IlmvP 50,000
no-.ing any otber opinions that they hav become
hav w·'rshiped, including Jehovah Satan, tile Holy Ghost,
Over the muddling, haggling sea,
})Nuttiful Illnstrated Guides FH.EE. Hundreds
or co:;tly ent_travin~s. Every one pictured, deonscientiously attachedi:o the creed of their ednca0 ve1· the Caliban sea,
t~~~~·a~~~~t·r;~;!~~~~s ~;ilen:sngf ~~\ ~~~\~·. ~~~~~ar~~·~~~
scribed & priced, man.r pkts M low ns sc. poston.-Chamber'a EnC1!clopedia, At•ticle Belief.
daism,
Mohammedanism. and Christianity. Two volumes ..
age p~id. CheaP: as dn-t by the ounce, pound,
With fonr fair dollars come in lf you can&c. My beautifUl free Guide and Catalo_g_ue is
..,,
1884 pages. By D. M. Bennett; written In prison. Clotho
l'ru strapped-l'm broke-Antonlo-ManBUT thou when thou doest alms, let not thy left ·
wQl1b IJl4JlT dollars. R. H, Blftl'ltW.AT, B.ockford, ...,..
. .
llll!lllr ~~~.;J\~u0~:e~rJ.5 tor ~he two volullles; l~~tl)er 1 f7; lilii•·
Brotller-come back to me I
u.lllmow what thy ril(ht han<\ <.loeth,-Juu8.
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ToBACCO killed a boy of fifteen at Blair, Neb.

Re not Dnly chewed great quantities of the
weed, but swallowed the j nice.
A UTICA clergyman had occasion to refer in

a sermon to the prophet Jonah, and the report
says that he delicately spoke of him as having
"passed three days and three nights in the
whale's-ahem-society.''

New- York, Saturday, April I. 1882.

third eentury, and he doubted the second epistle of Peter,. and says of the epistle to the Hebrews, "God only knows who wrote it." -London Freethinker.
THE Je'liJish Reoord, although ~it speaks
gratefully of Miss Sarah Burr's bequests to
Jewish charities, thinks she made a mistake in
leaving $10,000 to the Societv for the Conversion of the Jews. It remark~: "The money
will be devoted to helping some impecunioui
hypocrit to liv in idleness while angling for
some needy or unprincip:ed Jew to simulate
conversion in order to liv without labor."

THAT the Grangers ar!l still alive in the West
is shown by their ownership of ninety public
IN the Oxford Undertraduates' Journal aphalls in Michigan, ranging in cost from $200 to
pears
a poem upon a student named Morris
$3,000. These are used for the meetings of the
Jones, who w·as drowned the other day, the
granges and rented out for other purposes.
tone of which may be estimated by the followA DuBLIN comic paper says that the govern- ing verse:
ment is about to prohibit "the meeting of the
Say, was he ready, this Morris Jones?
waters" at A. voca, and that the growing of
Was he man whom men call '' Pi?"
potatoes is to be interdicted because the governWas he a m•n who·his Savior owns;
_ Who teaches u~ cowards the way to die?
ment objects to " drilling " for " Irish chamWhat were his last mnments, then,
pions."
"Muse on it, think of of it," 'Varsity men.
THE United Brethren church at WilliamsMR. ,FAWCETT, the postmaster-general of
burg, Iud., was set afire, and it is charged that England, said in the House of Commons the
the incendiary- wa~ a zealous convert of the other day that the female telegraphers and
Baptist church. in the same ·place. There had clerks employed by the post-office had given
been opposition revival meetings, with a great general satisfac'ion. So much was that the
deal of bitter rivalry.
case that the employment of women had been
IT is singular that the Lord, who is supposed gradually and steadily extended. Any claims
to be omnipotent, allows as many churches as they had to promotion would be carefully contheat.ers to be burned. The latest case where sidered, and he could readily giv an assurance
he failed to interfere, although his own prop- that he would lose no opportunity of extending
erty was in flames, was in the burning of the the employment of women whenever it couid
church of the Incarnation.
be done with advantage to the public service.
AT the instance of Count Mastal, nephew of _BISHOP O'REILLY of the Roman Catholic dioPius IX., the correctional tribunal at Montpelier cese of Springfield, Mass., has been preaching
in France has condemned M. Leon Taxi!, author strongly against mixed marriages of Protof a novel describing the alleged amours of the estants and Roman Catholics. He says that a
pope, in 60,000 francs damages, and the pub- Roman Catholic woman who marries a Prot:lication of the judgment in sixty papers.
estant endangers her own soul and that of her
THE S prinfigeld Republican felicitates Charles uffspring, as the husband will not be likely to
:E. Walker, of Somerset, Mass., who was dis- allow the children to be educated as Roman
missed from the ministry on account of a di- Catholics, whatever he may promis. Neither
vorce-suit scandal, upon the fact that he has should a Roman Catholic marry a Protestant
risen from the position of a sea cook to that of woman, becam;e in ninety-nine cases out of a
hundred the children inherit the characteristics
captain of the schooner M. M. Merriam.
of the mnther.
A. FEW days ago three Socialists were turned
IN a recent scientific paper Sir John Lubbock
out of Berlin by the police, and a crowd of persons were present at the rail way station to bid say : " Like the sand of the sea, th~ stan of
them farewell. Considerable feeling was dem- heaven hav ever been used as effPct.iv symbols
onstrated for the unfortunate exiles, and on the of number, and the improvements in our
departure of the train & hearty cry of" Long methods of observation hav added fresh force
to our original impressions. We now know
liv social democracy" was raised by the bythat our earth is but a fraction of one out of at
standers, several of whom were immediately
least 75,000,000 worlds. But this is not all.
arrested by the police.
In addition to the luminous heavenly bodies,
THAT was a pleasant way in which a newly- we cannot doubt that there are countless others,
settled Methodist minister disarmed the criti- invisible to us from their great distance,
cism of the people in the congregation to which smaller size, or feebler light; indeed, we know
he had been sent. Instead of getting angry that there are many dark bodies which now
about it, or complaining that they had hurt his emit no light or comparativly little. Thus in
feelings, he remarked from the pulpit: " I hear the case of Procyon, the existence of the invisithat you say I am not much of a preacher; ble body is proved by the movement of the viswell, I know it; and I know that if I could ible star." The foregoing statement in regard
pre,wh firot-rate I wouldn't hav been sent here to the number of the stars, like each fresh
to preach to such a lot of ignoramuses as you." utterance of science, only serves to increase our
The church folks were struck with a new sense admiratirm for the impndPnce of the person
of the fitness of things as regulated by the ad- who can say without blushing that he believes
mirable machinery of Methodism for adapting they were all created within a week by the onemeans to ends.
horse God of the Jews.
THE results of the first counting of the reFooL Talmage has made a discovery. A dis<lovery compared with which all other evide~ces turns of the census of France taken on the 18th
of Christianity are as nothing. Nothing less of December show that the population has only
than two testimonies to the complete list of the increased by 389,670 since 1870, the present
New Testament writivgs in the first century. population amountmg to 35,597,000 souls.
Ingersoll may now hide his diminished he•.d, There is a strong tendency throughout the counand the ministers, who hav recently seceded try to immigrate into the towns and industrial
from the churches to Infidelity, hurriedly make quarters, a symptom which experience has not
back tracks to orthodoxy. Fool Talmage's two shown to be favorable to an increase of populawitnesses are Jerome and Eusebius. He assures tion. The population· of the Department of
the Chri•tian world that "Jerome and Euse- the Seine, which ranks first on the list, has inbius in the fit·st century, and Origen in the creased by 387,000 inhabitants. It contains
second century, aN-d other writers in the t.hird now a population of 2,747,000. The Departand fourth centuries, gav" a li:;t of the New ment of the Nord, with Lilie as its capital, has
Testament writers just exactly corresponding augmented its population by 74.000; that of
With our list." Uufortunately, Jerome was not the Rhoue, containing Lyons, by 28,400; that
born until A.D. 346, nor Eusebius till A..D. 270, of Bouches du Rhone, with Marseilles, by 28,and the latter rejected the book of Revelation. 300; Aude by 20,900; Pas de Calais by 19,300;
Ori~t~n did not write until the beginning of th!l Seine et Oisa by 18,400, etc. The popul,.tion
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of agricultural departments has diminished.
All the Norman departments, especially, except Seine Infericure, with Havre and Rouen
as its chief towns, show a decrease.
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Jltws of fht lftth.

A. MHl1STRR has been fined $30 for baptizing
SolliE little time ago Miss Frances Power a convert in Norway.
Cobbe, who qas so identified herself with the
A FIRE doing damage to the extent of $500,cause of anti-vivisection, called on a distin- 000 took place in Richmond, Va., on Sunday
guished man of science in London to endeavor last.
hy perstaasiv speech and viva voce arguments to
LoNGFELLOW, the poet, died at his home in
gain him over to her cause. Three points were Cambridge, Mass., on the 24th. He wns 75
observable in Miss Cobbe's outward present- years old.
ment, namely, she had an ostrich feather in her
CADET WHITTAKER, the colored student, has
bonnet, a bird of paradise on or near her muff,
been
diRcharged from the military academy at
and she carriPd an ivory-handled umbrella.
f'onsequently the distingui•hed man of scien<>e West Point.
replied as follows : "Madam, charity begins at
ELEVEN men were killed by an explosion in
home; when you hav given up wearing ostrich the Vulcan Company's Powder works in San
feath~rs, which are plucked from the living Francisco on the 27th.
bird, causing the most exquisit pain, and birds
SENATOR HILL, of Georgii, is not expected to
of paradise, which, in order to enhance their
recover from a surgical operation just per·
beauty and luster, are skinned alive-when you
formed for cancer on the tongue.
hav abjured the use of ivory, because you
Is.A..A.c TuRNER, sentP.nced to be hanged at
know that the tusks are cut out of the dyingelephant's jaw-then, and then only, come and Lexington, Ky., was reprieved tw~nty minufes
upbraid me with the cruelty of my operations. before the execution Wus to hav taken pluce.
The difference betw_een us is, madam, that I
PETITIONS signed by great numbers are being
inflict pain in the pursuit of knowledg-e, and for forwarded to President Arthur in behalf of
the benefit of my fellow-creatures; you cause Sergeant Mason, who fired a shot at Guiteau.
cruelty to be iriflicted merely for your personal
IT is proposed to supply New York and the
adornment.''
adjoining citieR with water from Lake G,,orge.
THE Sunday-school W,;wld is sorely distressed The estimated cost of the project is $50,000,000.
because of tlie criticisms made on the publicaTHE libel suit in which Pastor Hinman is
tions in its " Quarterly " of three of the fishes
suing
Bishop Hare for $25,000 is progresFing
of the Sea of Galilee labelrd in Latin, OMomis
Nilotica, Olarias Maeracanthus, and LalJeober- finely. It seems to be a case 0f pot versus
bua Oani&. The World contends that the liken- kettle.~
ing of these fishes to the. porgy, the catfish, and
A TUGBOAT lying at a wharf in Philadelphia,
the sucker would be an interesting exercise to one day last week, exploded her boiler, killing
any boy who is fond of fishing. But it main- five men, and demolishing buildings in the
tains a golden silence on the pedantry which vicinity.
gave these names in Latin without also putting
THE floods on the Mississippi hav not yet
them in Engli~h, and which printed "after wholly subsided, and many plantations are still
rristram " without any explanation to the un- submerged. F1fty thousand persons are destieducated teacher or scholar as to who Tristram tute in Mississippi.
might be, and why these finny inhabitants of
ANNA DICKINSON, the well-known lecturess,
the Galilee waters were " after " him. One of
the religious papers, commenting on the criti- has been plnying "Hamlet" in this city. Her
cism of the fish, remarked that " on the aver- acting and her appearance in male attire are
a15e, just half a Sunday-school !cholar to each severely criticised by the press.
Sunday-school was brought into the church in
iRE coronation of the Russian czar has been
1881." That paper intimates that the small fixed for August next. The Russim police are
harvest is the resnlt <>f such pedantic teaching. looking for a Nihilistic mine which they are
The World severely combats this arithmetic, informed is waiting for the czar.
ttnd says that in one hundred New Jersey
P. T. BARNUM lec!urod in Masonic Temple,
schools there hav been two hundred hopeful this city, last Sunday evening on temperance.
conversions, wbile in a single Nebraska school He said teetotalism had prolonged his life
forty new converts are reported. No proofs twen•y-four years. He is now 72.
are cited to show that these new converts did
AE investigation of the New York state prisor did not study the Latin names of the Galions is being made, and if half the testimony
lee fishes.
taken is true, the keepers ought to be locked
GREAT consternation has been caused in Conup, and the convicts set over them.
stantinople by a report that the mosque of St.
AcCORDING to the Chicago T1-ibune, the funSophia is in danger of collapsing; for there is a
tradition among the Turks that the fall of this eral of Garfield was succeeded by an or-gy
basilica will herald the di~mem berment of the among the government clerks and officials, the
empire. The moEque was restored' at gr"at cost of which was added to the bill for funeral
expense by the Sultan Abdul Medjid in 1849, expenses.
under the superintendence of the Ital\an archiFmHTS are continually breaking out in Iretect, Fossati. But theworkdoes notappeartohav land between Irishmen and the troops stationed
been very well executed, for the grand dome, among them to preserve order, gener~lly with
which is 120 feet in diameter, and 250 feet fatal results. A. priedt has been arrested for
high, is so insecure that, according to the re- using seditious language.
port of the architect who has been called in by
A. FIR'& destroyed the inside of the church of
the mini&ter of public works, it may fall in at
the Incarnation. this city, on thP. 24th. The
ariy moment. In other respect~ the interior of
damage amounts to about $60,000. The reot
the mosque is in a fairly good state of preservaof the building was saved by the efforts of the
tion. Among the many relics preserved in the
firemen, who worked as assiduously as though
mo~que of St. t:)ophia is the carpet upon which
the c~urch had paid its taxes and had a right
Mohammed was wont to pray, and close to the
place where this carpet is suspended stands the to protection.
DANIEL J. HALSTED, a prominent citizen of
pulpit from which the Khatib reads the Koran
every Friday, holding in his hand a drawn Syracuse, N. Y., died last August. For years
sword as symbolic of St. Sophia having been he had been a convert to Spiritualism, and oflen
conquered from the Infidel. Another of the held communion with the other world through
relics preserved in St. Sophia is the cradle of the mediums hip (so says theNew York Sun) of
our savior, which, according to tradition, was John W. Truesdell, broker. Lately the ghost
brought from Bethlehem, together with a sort of Mr. Halsted has been appearing to his
of basin in which his mother washed him. The former acquaintances. The physidans of
walls of the mosque are covered with green Syracuse say that the persons who hav seen
slabs, on which verses from the Koran are .Mr. Halsted alive since his death are the vic·
tims of abnormally activ imaginations,
engraved in letter. of gold.
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and does not wish to return to America. ·It is prob- r himself. The fiv~ pilgrims tarried over night at
~amleh, and rode mto Jaffa on the following morn.
Mr. Ward, another of the same colony, IS also m mg.
.
. ••
• the employ of Thomas Cook & Son, as assistant roanThe Book of Chromcles of the Pilgnms m ager for Syria and Palestine.
. ·
CHAPTER XLII.
the Land of Yahweh.
9. Jaffa, as remarked, is the Joppa of scripture.
MELCHISEDEC'S LAST VISIT.
CHAPTER XLI.
Some claim that it was naml'ld after J apheth, the third
son of Noah. Others derive it from Yafet, meaning
1. The closing visit of the Venerable Friend was
THE TOWN OF JAFFA.
beautiful. Others, again, !lay its derivation is frum of the same character as the preceding ones· the
1. In less than two hours after leaving Ramleh Iopa, daughter of lEolus, one of the gods of the same placidity, tranquillity, and quietness gov~rned
and riding over the plain that lies between it and the wind and that Jaffa is the reputed scene of the leg- his movements and pervaded the room. The same
Pea, and while the sun was yet half an hour above end ~f Andromeda. In Pliny's time the chains were genial smile which on every occasion had lit up his
.the horizon, the confines of Jaffa were reached; and still shown by which she was bound to the rocks by countenance illuminated it on this his last visit. His
words were these:
the hundreds of luxuriant gardens, and the thousands the cruel monster afterward slain by Perseus.
2. My young Truth Seeker, it is with some regret
of orange-trees laden totheutmostwithlarge,golden,
10. Joppa figures not a little in Bible ~istory. It
and luscious fruit, were a most agreeable contrast is mentioned in Joshua as in the boundanes of Dan. that I come to-night to close our interviews, which
to the rocks, the gravel, the chalk, and the aridity In the time it is claimed that Solomon built his tern- have grown to be a pleasure.. to me. Thou hast
which for weeks the pilgrims had been compelled to pie when he had to look to Lebanon for the timber listened so attentively and so patiently to the. re.
look upon.
for' the same, Joppa was the place where the timber marks I have had to make that thou halilt won upon
2. The luxuriant date palm-trees, with also the was to be sent in rafts, from which port it was con- my kindest regards; and thou hast entered so readily
banana-trees growing in the Jaffa gardens, give the veyed to Jerusalem. Hiram's contract is l!!aid to into the Rpirit of my views that I may l'!ay I have
place a· tropical appearance, and make one feel that have 'read in this way: We will cut wood out of learned to entertain a love for thee.
3. I perceive in thee a desire to learn what is true
he has reached the land where winter is unknown, Lebanon as much as thou shalt need, and we will
and where the luxuriance of the torrid zone flourishes bring it to thee in floats by aea to Joppa, · · . and what is false, and I give thee credit of being
in p0sitive magnificence. Such large oranges grow and will cause them to be discharged there (1 Kings, willing to embrace the truth, however unpopular,
and however opposite it may be to the views enterin but few places in the world. Many are fifteen v, 9).
·
11. It is also claimed that the material for the tained by the majority of thy countrymen and the
inches i,n circumference and weigh over a pound.
They are oval in shape and uniform in size; and as rebuilding of the temple by Zerubbabel was con- Christian world at large. I honor thee for this, and
one rides along by these luxuriant gardens and groves veyed from Lebanon to the same place. The Land can only bid thee proceed in the same course,
·and looks upon the thousands of bushels of golden of Yahweh never had a seaport of its own, and to.ever hold truth in the highest esteem, and to ever
fruit so lavishly pre&ented before' him, he feels that Joppa hail to be utilized for the purpose, though, be its steadfa~t defender.
4. Another thing I have noticed in thee which has
be has left a land of ~terility and poverty, and having no harbor, it is but an indifferent one.
reached a place of fruitfulness, richness, and plenty.
12. It was here, according to the foolish story of secured my approbation, and that is a willingness to
3. For miles around the scene is one of luxuriance Jonah, that the prophet fled to, to get out from the write the whole truth about this Land of Yahweh.
and loveliness; lernons and pomegranates too are culti- presence of Yahweh, ~bowing that it was thought Many men hav performed pilgrimages here. Many
vated; they are inclosed with hardy hedges of prickly that Yahweh existed nowhere else save in the land have come to see how the country bears out the
pear, or cactus, through which neither men nor ani- he had chosen. It was at Joppa that Jonah took a glowing opinions which they had formed, and
mals will hardly try to penetrate. There are fully ship for Tarshish, when he found that he had not what they could say to defend popular errors and
three hundred of the orange groves, averaging from fully escaped the presence of Yahweh; for he was preconceived prejudices.
·
5. There is not one in fifty of these men who have
three to twelve acres, and each grove is supplied with followed up in a most marked manner by a fearful
a well or two wells for the purpose of irrigation. storm arising; whereupon, by the means of casting thus come to this country that has given a truthful
The orange crop of Jaffa is said to amount to $400,- lots, ordrawing long straws, it was found out for a statement; but it has been their effort to write in
000 per year. The fruit is shipped to Egypt, to positive certainty that it was on Jonah's account that glowing colors, to clothe the country in dazzling
Southern Emope, and in various directions. Eight the storm was sent, ano he was unceremoniously hues which it has not, and to make... the scores of
million oranges is the yearly yield.
thrown overboard, a great fish taking him in out thousands who never come here believe that this
country is wrapped in a halo of glory, which it has
4. Jaffa presents a fine appearance from the sea, of the wet.
as it also does from the plain. It is built upon a
13. One familiar with the localites where whales never possessed.
large mound-shaped eminence; and its stone houses do congregate may wonder how it was that here in
6. I speak but the truth when I affirm that there is
sliow off well at a distance, but when seen close by, the Mediterranean whales should abound that could not upon the face of the entire earth another bit of
its beauty vanishes, and its narrow, dirty, and wind- .be on hand just at the nick of time, and be able to country of the same size as this of which so
ing streets are far from being attractive. It has a tll.ke a prophet in at a single swallow. Now, a jour- many falsehoods have been told. I speak from
population of some 16,000, which are largely Mos- ney of many thousands of miles from the Mediterra- knowledge upon this subject, and I am forced to
lems, with a thousand Christians and a few Jews. nean has to be made to find a single whale. But assert that a continued series of the most arrant
The stores are numerous, but not fine nor largely such should remember that Yahweh prepared the falsehoods have been spoken and written about this
supplied with merchandise. The inhabitants have fish, and that he could have prepared him on dry land strip of miserable country from the earliest period
the swarthy, dirty appearance of all the natives of just as well as anywhere. When once Yahweh down to the present time.
this part of the world.
wants a big fish for a special purpose, that fi~h is
7. These falsehoods began nearly four thousand
5. What is called the German colony is situated in forthcoming without any postponement on account years ago, or, more properly, concerning that period,
the northeast part of the town, which is by far the of the weather. Getting up a monster fish is but a for the accounts were not written till a thousand
pleasantest part, for here are comfortable residences small job for such a god.
years later. Much that refers to the ancient Israel·
and many beautiftll garden~, full of rare exotic
14. At the time Jonah took that little sea-voyage ites, much that passes for Jewish history, is a tissue
flowers and plants most agreeable to view. Here the Suez canal had not been dug, and there was of lies All claims of miracles and supernatural
one sees many new kinds of vegetable growths, and no way for Jonah to get to Nineveh by water, even ttl are nothing but the grossest falsehoods, which
many peculiar to tropical climates. Here is located unless by going around the continent of Africa; so it men are fools for believing.
the Jerusalem Hotel at which the pilgrims make is presumed that after being vomited up on dry land,
8. A great portion of what is called the New Distheir home until the arrival of the steamer which is he had to retrace his steps, and make an overland pensation, referring to Jesus and the system of reto convey them to the land of Egypt. The hotel is journey across the desert.
ligion built upon his name, and upon the miracles
kept by Mr. Hardegg, a German, who knows well
15. Joppa was under foreign rule at the time of which he and his disciples are said to have perhow to keep a hotel.
the Maccabean wars, a Jewish minority being tyr- formed is also false. A few threads of the warp are
6. In the year 1866 a colony was founded here annized over by the Greeks, Syrians, and Egyptians, truth, but all the woof or filling is nothing but falseby religious and fanatical Americans, principally who were continually reinforced by their fleets. hoods; and it must be said that those who accept
from the state of Maine, who followed the prophet Simon Maccabeus, in his time, took steps to improve such unproved and impossible narratives and events
Adams, and believed they could do GGd great ser- and defend,the place. A large numberof Jews were would be equally justified in believing the stories of
vice by coming to Palestine to spread here again drowned by the foreigners ruling in the place, and the Arabian Nights and the inventions of Baron,
the same gospel which in the first place emanated in revenge Judas Maccabeus attacked the town and Munchausen.
from this country, Their Rcheme was impractical burnt the shipping, with all on board.
9. The class of men of later times, including those·
and unsuccessful. Their money was not abundant
16. The New 'l'estament "has considerable to say who have come to this country to write it up, and to·
enough to enable them to get comfortably located about Joppa. Here it is· claimed that Peter raised spread a film of misrepresentation over it all, have
in this oriental w.orld; some got sick, some died, and Dorcas from the dead, and here he had that remark- been governed by the !'lame spirit of untruth. They
nearly all were compelled to endure a great amount able vision showing him that the distinction between have kept back the unpleasant facts of the country
of suffering. Greatly did the most of them long to Jew and gentile was forever abolished. In the time and have put on an unreal glow, a fictitious gloss,
return to America, but they had not the money to of the apostles many Jews dwelt in Joppa. The which is as misleading as falsehood itself. But few
return with. When the Quaker City touched at Jaffa remaining population was a mixed multitude of have had the honesty and the bravery to speak the,
a few years ago she took forty of these miserable, Egyptians, Phcenicians, Syrians, and Greeks, with a whole truth about this land in the past and present.
heartbroken fanatics to Egvpt, from which place the few officials of the Roman government. Among the
10. I am glad to see in thee a desire to utter what
greater portion of them were enabled to reach Jews were a few disciples of Jesus. When Dorcas thou conceivest to be the truth, whether the same·
America through the kindness of a noble-hearted died, full of good works and alms deeds, her com- agrees with popular prejudices or not, and that thou
American, who gave his check for fifteen hundred panions sent for Peter, when, as the claim is, be art willing to dig up the falsehoods that have been
dollars to pay their passage.
restored her to life. He lodged at the house of covered over for centuries and accepted as divine·
7. This prophet Adams was not one of the number Simon the tanner.
truths. I commend thee for this. I1( is not in the
who returned, but he and a few others remained at
17. Jaffa was until recently surrounded by a high range of possibility for falsehood to be converted,
Jaffa. He was once an actor, and then a Mormon, wall, but it was taken down and the material used in into truth, whether it lies dormant for thousands of.
and was just the kind of material of which prophets the construction of houses. Several merchants years or whether repeated scores of times every day ..
are made. But he proved an unfortunate and unprof- bought portions of the wall :J.nd converted the same
11. It has for a long time caused me pain tQ kno~:
itable prophet to many of those who listened to his into buildings. There are three mosques in the place, that so much falsehood has been uttered about thiBi
fanatical and delusive representations. Never did but they are said to possess no attractions. There diminutive country, and that its miserably false syspeople more heartily regret ill-ad vised and mistaken are two Christian schools, one founded by an English tem of theology ha8 been borrowed and adopted by
steps.
lady, and the other is conducted under American many intelligent peoples who ought to know better.
8. One of the first person'! who died aft~r the col- auspices. The native children learn readily.
Let it be thy labor during the remainder of thy
ony reached Jaffa was a Mr. Clark, from Rochester,
18. Col. Wilson, the American consul at Jerusa- career upon the earth to expose these falsehoods and
N. H., but his two sons became grown, and are now, lem, came to J a:ffa the same day the pilgrims did, uphold the truth, however unpopular. While there
and have been for some years, in the employ of and put up at the same hotel. He rode AI Borak is nothing baser than to propagate 'falsehoods, there
Thomas Cook & Son, especially the elder one, Her- (by the bye a stallion), the same horse which the is nothing nobler than to utter the truth. Then, b~·
bert C. He is a good and pleasant dragoman for Scribe rode through the Land of Yahweh, and thus sides speaking the truth, hesitate not to speak 1t
Syria, and he it is who has been the captain of this the scribe had an opportunity of bidding his four- when thou hast found it, and be just as willing to
band of pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh. The footed friend good-bye. He, however, preferred unmask falsehood and error.
·
mother is still/ living; she has come to like Syri~, that the colonel should ride him the forty miles to
12. Thou hast now been over the greater part of
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the Land of Yahweh; thou hast come from the
northern confines almost to the southern border
though not fully to Beershe?a, which p~rt, however:
is no better than the portiOns bordermg upon it,
which thou hast seen. From the east to the west, a
width of forty miles, thou art fully apprised of the
narrow limits of the land as well as its poor and
sterile quality.
13. Thou hast seen that the greater portion of the
land which is capable of cultivation is now being
cultivated, if not as thoroughly as it might be still
the natives are doing with it about all they are ~apable of; but with all they can do they manage barely
to raise breadstuffs enough for the two hundred
thousand people who now inhabit it.
14. Thou canst then judge whether these hills and
mountains were ever productive valleys, whether
:.they were ever l_uxuriant wheat fields, and whether
:this narrow, desptcable land was ever Qapable of sus:taining six millions of people, and, in the reign of
•two of its kings, of raising such a revenue as no.other
mation in the world has raised within the same
:length of time.
15. But as far from the truth as many of the statements are relative to the people who once occupied
this land, the greatest absurdities of all pertains to
the system of religion which the people venerated.
They regarded it as a direct revelation from heaven,
when it was simply the borrowed forms and ceremonies much earlier in use among other nations.
There was little or nothing new in Judaism; little
or nothing that was not borrowed froiD older and
neighboring nations.
16. The Jews were by no means the first nation
that had a god of its own, who took an interest only
in the na.tion who worshiped him. They were .not
the first nation to sacrifice animals to their god for
his gratification and pleasure .. This rite was performed by many nations before the Jews had an existence, and they had altars, prayers, and modes of
worship.
17. The Jews were not the first to have a hereditary priesthood, who pretended to be guided by
heaven, and to receive from the invisihle world instructions relative to the conduct of life and the various affairs pertaining to this world. This was common with all the nations of antiquity.
IS. The Jews were not the first to make use of the
rite of circumcision ; this was employed by the
Egyptians, the Ethiopians, the C.olchians, and the
Syrians before the time of Abraham.
19. The Jews had prophets who held communion with the gods; the ceremony of anointing kings
.and priests was common with them, and they had tab· ornacles and a temple, but not until long after the
.Egyptians and other nations had the same.
20. Their priests had robes and various parapher1nalia for the performance of their religious ceremonies; they had· feast days and fasts; they used in·Cense and fragrant oils in their religious ceremonies;
·they laid yearly the sins of the people upon the head
•Of a scapegoat, which bore them off to the wildermeRs; they had sacred writings or scriptures; and so
!had the Hindoos, the Egyptians, the Chaldeans, the
Persians, and other nations, and at a much earlier
date.
21. They had their divine law, including Ten Commandments, but other nations also had these ten
comm!indments, and all as good in every partieular.
22. They maintained the monotheistic idea, and
so did the Persians in the time of Zoroaster; and
the monotheistic irlea was also the basis of the the·
ology of other nations.
23. They pretended to have miracles and the performance of supernaturalisms, and so had other
nations the same. There is scarcely one of the old
systems of religion, save that of Confucius that had
not its pretended miracles and supernaturai performanoes.
24. They had their tales about the creation of the
world, a first pair-a man and woman-the p:uents
of all the inhabitants of the globe; a flood, etc., but
so had other nations at a much earlier date and
practically the same, ~ot omitting the serpent and
garden story.
25. So in going over the entire list of the rites,
cerem~mies, and dogmas of Judaism, it is found tha.t
the!e 1s ~ot one among them which was not Parlier
beheved m, taught, and practiced by other na.tions.
lf these were crude, pagan, and false with those
other _nations, they were also crude and false with the
l~r~ehtes. No belief or practice is any niore true or
d1vme for having been held by the Jews, and it was
t~e _same with that outgrowth of Judaism-Christiamty-as I showed in one of my early visits.
. 26. In all ages of the world religions and religlous dogmas, the same as the gods, have been of human manufacture. In view of this great truth it is not
strange that they have been as defective and imperfeet as has been the case. The gods arid religions
, .that have been thus gotten up have been very crude
i :and gross, but they were as creditable, perhaps, as
i ~ought to be expected for the age of the world in
:Which they were devised.
.• 27. It therefore does not follow that the more
. llltelligent people of the world should continue to be
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satisfied w~th the crude and false notions which i death for not entertaining the prt>scribed religious
lerved the Ignorant and superstitiou1 people of the dogmas, have le!lrned to become a little more toler·
past. The world should have true and improved ant, to incorporate more of humanit.y in their creed,
systems of religion quite as much as true systems and to conduct themselves somewhat as befits civil·
?f ed~cation, improved machinery, new and useful ized human heingil.
mventwns.
38. This evolution of the God and his religion has
28. ~tis equally as unwise to sit down and be con- not grown/out of the inherent qualities of his char•
tent With the religious notions of three thousand acter, or of his religion; but it has been wholly due to
years ago as it would be to continue to wear the the improved civilization of the nations who have
same style of garments, shoes, and hatR, to· have adopted him. As peoples improve so do their gods
?nly the literature of four thousand years ago, the also improve. But the record of Yahweh cannot be
Implements and machinery of that age of. the wiped out; his cruelty, his blood8hed, and his
wor.ld, and to disca~·d the printing-press, the steam- revenge cannot be obliterated. With all the reforengme, steamboats., railroads, modern ctLrriages, the mation he is capable of, he will still remain the same
telegraph, and the hundrPds of valuable improve- unreasonable, irascible, revengeful, narrow, and imm~n~s and inventions which have been discovered possible God· that he bas bet>n from the first. He
wlthm the past three centuries.
must be discarded bt>fore mankind can advance to
29. The people of four thousand years ago, or of the high position in the scale of civilization and pertwo thousand years ago, were just as competent to fection which they ought to occupy.
establish what fashions, what implements, what in39. It is the same with his new and modified sysventions, and what arts we of this day should be tern of religion-Christianity. As it has nothing
permitted to use as they were to decide what new or. true; as it is made up of the shreds and old
religions we should have, what dogm~ts we should patches· of paganism; as it is replete with falseaccept, and what pious tales we should believe. hoods and miracles and supernaturali~ms; as it has
As men improve in intelligence, as they advance made de11dly enemies of members of the human
in scientific attainments, as .they grow into and un- family, causing them to throw each other into
derstand the laws of the universe, they will become prisons, to take each other's lives, and to deluge the
more and more competent to formulate their own earth with blood; as it is made up of errors and lies,
religious systems and creeds.
it must also go by the board. It has been thoroughly
30. It is a cheering omen that the gods of antiq- tried, and has proved· a failure; its bloody rule hall
uity are dying off, that the religious systems con- proved a curse; it has blinded and fettered the
nected with them are giving way, that the mists and human race; it has been a costly experiment in the
fogs of superstition and error are being dispelled. world, and must step aside, like the errors of the same
by the sun of truth, and the stirring winds of inquiry character which have preceded it, and must giv:e
and reason; and this must gradually continue until place to the religion of humanity, of truth, of science,
mankind become fully emancipated from all alle- and of reason.
·
giance to the dark past, and become the intelligent
40. The prospect for the coming time is not withdisciples of the truth and science of the prPsent.
out promise and cheer. It is only a matter of time
31. The gods of ancient India once ruled with a when truth must prevail over error, when the superheavy hand in a large portion of the Asiatic world, stitions of the paet must give way before the light of
but they have lost their power. The gods and relig- the sun of truth. The wheels of progress often move
ion of Persia once swayed great power in their slowly, and sometimes they have even turned backworld, but their rule has long since become nought. ward; but in the eternal nature of things they must
The' gods of Chaldea and Assyria, with their relig- turn steadily on in the right direction; the race must
ions, long since took the sleep of death. The gods of progress; truth must come uppermost, and ever must
. Egypt and their intricate systems of. religious belief justice he done.
long ago passed to their long repose. The gods and
41. It is cheering to note the signs of encouragereligions of Greece no longer have an existence; ment that are vi~ible in the world's mental horizon;
those of Rome have followed in the same direction. men are now giving more thought to the causes and
The god~ and religions of Scandinavia and Germany elements of human progress than ever before; myths
have become the corpses of the past, and can never and falsehoods are being less revered than in former
be resurrected.
times; the students of science are becoming more
32. Many of them had an existence of hundreds and more numerous, and the masses of the people
of years, and some of them even thousands, but at are embracing and accepting the truths which it
length the time of dil!solution cqme; they have passed teaches. Error is steadily giving way, the myths
into utter and hopeless decay, and the countries and fables are falling back, and the world is growwhere they flourished, or at least a portion of them, ing wiser and better.
have not yet recovered from the crash which en42. It is the duty of those who have found truth
sued.
to give their fellow-men the benefit of it. Those
33. The same class of phenomena has taken place who have become freed from the shackles and fetters
here in this land where thou hast been sojourning of error ~hould gladly help to free those a.round
within the past few weeks; the god of the l~raelitee, them. Truth and happiness are not impaired by cirso far as this land and its people are concerned, is as culation and diffusion .. It pleases me to think thou
dead as Brahma, Ormuzd, Osiris, Baal, Jupiter, art aiming to pursue this course-to share with thy
Odin, and all the others of the gods which are now fellow-beings the excellence and benefits of the
standing simply as milestone!! by the roadsides of truths thou hast found.
nations to mark the progress of the past.
43. Go on in this way; help the truth to be spread
34. And this country to-day is but a bald and among your fellow-beings; be faithful and couraglaring monument of the weakness and nihility of geous in the performance of this ~uty, and a covPted
the god which was once believed to be in full power memory will remain behind thee when thou hast
here, and of the crude and senseless religion he passed away. Those who are now unborn will bless
enjoined. Greece is no more a ruin to ~y of the thee, and the welfare and happiness of thy fellowrule of Jupiter than Palestine is of the rule of Yah- creatures will be correspondingly increased.
·
weh and the belief in him. Had not Yahweh been
44. Now, my young friend, I have completed the
taken up by other nations which had not the origi- slight task I imposed upon myself. I have hurriedly
nality to get up as good gods of their own, he would touched upon several topics which might be greatly
to-day, except with the Jews, be as dead as any god enl:nged _upon, and_ at th~> same time I h~ve left
ever worshiped.
many pomts unnoticed. What I have said must
35. True, modern nations of Europe, having lost stand for what is worth. If it should be of even
faith in the gods of the past, lacking the talent 1 very slight use to any of thy. readers, I shall not
or the disposition to get up gods a.n?- improved s_ys-! regret the hours I have ~pent wi_th the_e. .
.
terns of religion of t~eir_ own,_ and m the_ confusiOn
45. I thank the~ for thy patience _;n_ hstemng to
and national wreck whwh. w1<lely prevailed ~early me, a~? for thy fa1thful~ess m committi_ng the same
two thousand years ago, bemg more engaged In war to wrttmg. I shall contmue to entertam for thee a
and bloodshed than in formulating sensible sys- high reRpect, and wish thee pleasure on thy journey
terns of religious belief and duty, found it conven- round ~h~ world, _several years of good he~lth, much
ient to adopt to some extent the God of the Jews, tranqmlhty of mmd, and lJ, peaceful c_loswg of thy
together with the religion of his eon, an offshoot of earthly career: I leave my ~eace ~Ith t~ee, and
the same..
.
hope to sometime have other m~erv1ews w1~h thee
36. This has hardly proved a fortunate thmg ~or after thy return home. Good-mght. I will now
the world, for the adoption of that system of behef depart.
.
.
was followed by a thousand years of d~rkness and
46. TJ:e Sen be f~lt duly grateful ~o: the notiCe he
mental night long previously unknown m the more had rece1ved, and JUSt before the_ VIsitor passed out
intellectual portion of the world; a w:orse state of spoke these '!'ords: Venerable fnend_, ~ neg thee to
superstition, darkness, and error prevailed than was ac?ept m~ smcere _tha~ks for _the VISits thou hast
known before or s~nce; and _a wor~e tyranny. of paid me _mghtly wh_Ilst JOUrneymg thr~ugh the Land
oppression, persecutiOn, and hfe-takmg for rehg- of Yahweh. I prize the truths whwh . t~ou h~st
ious opinion ensued than the earth was ever before uttered, and the peaceful, tra_nqml spirit whiCh
cursed with.
. .
clothes t~~e a~ a garment. I will be glad for any
37. It is true that there ha_s been w1thm. the p~st future VISits. It may please thee t_o pay _me, and. I
two or three centuries some u1lpro_vement m ~hr~s- trust thou wilt always fin.d me faithful m the distendom, both in the character o_f Its Go~ and m It!l charge of my duty m domg what I ca~ _to promulpractice with regard to controlling the views of the g~te truth and expose error. Venerable F nend, goodpeople. This god is now pr?fessed not to be a god ~f mght. And then he wa& gone.
war, of bloodshed, of sacrifice, and hate, but he IS
claimed to be a god of mercy, goodness, and love,
47. The Scribe has but few wordrs to add to the
and his worshiper!!, instead of putting people to foregoing. It i1 the farthest from his wish to mis-
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lead his reader~, or to deceive them in the matter of
communications from the Venerable Visitor. While
he makes no claim to inspiration, nor to holding
communion with departed spirits, he is aware that
the line of distinction between what is thought to
be inspiration, and the action of the human mind, is
verv dim and uncertain.
4·8. He is morally certain that many have fancied
themselves inspired, and under the guidance of dis.
embodied spirits, when it was only their own minds
that were at work, and their own thoughts being
evolvefl. In view of all this, and fearing that he
may claim too much, and thereby mislead his readers, and lest some of his own thoughts may have
been woven into this recital, he wishes to now withdraw all claims that he was inspired to write what
he has written, and moreover to admit that Melchisedec probably did really and positively visit him.
Amen.

8. Be not cast down though adversities sometimes them we always find those. who are good and noble
come upon you, and though the enemies of truth and and true, worthy of our highest esteem, and amon
mental liberty may seek to cast opprobrium upon you them, too, we always can find those who are neel
and represent you as not respectable before men.
of the little we may have to spare and the little',/
9. Be not discouraged, even, though l'Ome within can do to assist them.
e
your own ranks should prove false and seek, by de5. We can always find those who are weighed
signing arts, to weaken your efforts and 'to present down with trouble and sorrow whom a kind Word
you in an unfavorable light before your enemies.
will cheer, whom a kind action will make happie
10. It is in the nature of things that some should and whom sympathy and tenderness will gladden and
be treacherous and false, and that while they claim soothe.
for themt~elves great purity and respectability they
6. The love of humanity is, then, the highest lov
should seek to stab you in the dark. Think not we can cherish, and to do good deeds to our fellowe
strange if sometimes these things occur.
beings is the most commendable work we can per:
11. Fear not misrepresentation and defamation. fo:t;_m. We have no knowledge of the gods, and can
Be not dismayed though some should seek to a!!perse have none, but we have much knowledge of man and
you and call von uncultured and impure and denounce should strive daily to increase it.
you as the off-scouring of the earth, even the rag tag
7. Those who act with a great lack of wisdom
and 'bob tails of society. Such epithets will harm who bestow all their adoration, praise, and love to
you little, and more those who use them. Verily an unknown, imaginary being above the clouds
they shall have their reward.
while they can see no good in their brothers and sis~
CHAPTER XLIII.
12. Be strong in your own integrity and resolve to ters, and see fit to do little to smooth their pathway
do right at all times, though to do so causes you to through life.
NINETEENIH DAY-LOOKING .ABOUT J.AFF.A..
8. There could be no grander conception of a
1. Not much remained for the pilgrims to do be unpopular in the eyes of men.
while waiting for the steamer, but to see what few
13. Let your actions be governed by the best of happy world than for every individual in it to be
sights are in Jaffa. The gardens and orange groves motives, and accomplish the most good in your anxious to add a little to the happinees of every
were visited, and the beautiful ·exotic plants and power in the position you find yourselves placed.
other individual with whom he comes in contact.
flowers were admired by the pilgrims.
9. There is nothing impossible, nothing super.
14. Remember that you are called to be the salt of
2. They also visited the dirty town, and patiently the earth, to be governed by the highest principles human, nothing very difficult, devolving upon any
endured the hundn~ds of cries for backsheesh from of morality and right, and that you should let your individual to pe1form, but the duties of life are easy
ragged and equally dirty natives, and the small stores light shine before all men.
every day to be occupied in some useful employment
were hastily inspected, without much temptation to
15. Be circumspect in your actions, be watchful to benefit his condition and to add a little to the ag.
make purchases being encountered.
over your conduct, and at all times be resolved to gregate of human good deeds.
3. The house of Simon the tanner, where Peter accomplish the greatest good in your power toward
10. If our motive!'! are of tbe right character, if
performed the astounding miracle of raising Sister your fellow-beings, and in keeping with your abili- we make it our element to be doing good, to add a
Dorcas from the dead, was taken in, or rather the ties, your rights, and your station in life.
little to the sum of human happines!l, to help a little
house where it is pretended the wonderful feat was
16. If through the weakness of human nature you in removing want and in lessening misery, it is
performed; though as the whole town was razed to should sometimes deviate from the straight path of always easy, always a pleasure, to do so.
the ground, and as all who for a long time subse. rectitude and propriety, play not the false part to
11. It is grand to show kindness even to the brute
quently dwelt there had to abide in tents, it is a deny your mistake, but frankly admit that you were creation, to the animals which are serviceable to us,
little difficult to see how the house could be identi- weak for the moment; but resolve that the fault and minister to our ne"eds and our comforts; and then
fied and located, unless by the help of Saint Helena. shall not be repeated.
"
how much grander to be kind to human beings whose
4. The house is a modern stone structure, probably
17. Remember that falsehood always aggravates needs are greater and whose sorrows are often more
erected within the last fifty years; like other houses, a fault and makes it more heinous in the eyes of all acute.
it has a flat roof, from which, the house being but a good people. One who always speaks the truth is
12. Man has already made great progress since he
short distance from the sea, a very fine view of it is deserving of g:t:eat honor.
began to rise from the low estate in which he- first
obtained. It may be that Peter raised a dead
18. Always bear in mind that you have but your- found himself, bnt the progress is but !!!light in prowoman to life in this building, or where it stands, selves and each other to depend upon, and that you portion to what he is capable of. He has done well,
but the Scribe does not helieve it.
cannot expect aid from supernatural sources, and but he is capable of doing still much more.
5. The pilgrims inspected the schools, one of them that you have no friend above the clouds who will
13. Man· may be regarded as an epitome of all
having some sixty native girls as scholars, and the come to your aid when you fail to help yourselves.
that is below him in the scale of animal life; and he
other about two-thirds that number. The scholars
19. Be assured it is far wiser to exercise to the is endowed with passions and selfish qualities which,
seem fond of singing, both in English and Arabic, fullest extent the powers and abilities which you if yielded to, not only interfere with the happiness
and acquitted themselves finely. Contributions are possess, and to use the means within your reach, of others, but also with his own.
requested from the generous. hearted, both in England than to call upon imaginary beings and to look for
14. It is man's prerogative to draw from existence
and America, to keep the schools in a flourishing help to those whom you know nothing of.
all the happinet~s that is possible, but thit~ is not done
condition.
20. Be not faint-hearted in what you undertake to by yielding to the voice of passion, or by following
6. Five miles north of Jaffa, or thereabouts, are do, and fear not the lions you may find in your way .. the tastes which end in excesses that militate
several water-mills for grinding wheat, etc. These Courage and determination can accomplish much, against his physical and mental health, and must rebelong to the government, and are rented out at whi.le timidity and irresolution must always prove sult in pain and unhappiness.
good prices to enterpriRing men who run them. failures.
15. More happiness is secured by maintaining a
They are pretty largely patronized, people coming
21. Let justice and right be the standard by which proper control of the passions, the appetites, and self.
to them for forty miles around.
.
you govern your actions, and never forget that the ish desires than in allowing them to be the controll7. Somewhat nearer is a German settlement, al'!ide grandest thing a man can perform is to do what is ing motive, and in yielding to their dangerous infl.u.
from the colony forming a part of the town, which right under-all circumstances.
ences.
is said to be flourishing reasonably well in agricult22. The greatest virtue which men and women can
16. Immoderate selfishness is man's great fault.
ural pursuits.
attain to is to do their full duty to their fellow- It makes him unjust to his fellow-man; it causes him
8. This closes the Book of Chronicles of the Pil- beings, and to do naught that will cause pain or sor- to see his own advantage, his own profit, and his own
grims in the Land of Vabweh. May the next conn- row to visit a fellow mortal. That is the highest pleasure, even to the detriment and injury of his
. try visited be more interesting, and not bring to duty we are called. to fulfill.
fellow-beings.
mind so many untruthful narratives and so many
17. To overcome this selfish propensity, to not be
23. While we do nothing to injure another, it is
impossible supernaturalisms. Adieu to Yahweh for the highest and holiest incentive to increase the hap- always eager to secure his own pleasure and profit, ,
the preAent.
·
piness of those around us, to make sunshine and joy to not be willing to injure the interests of others
take th~ place of gloom and sorrow, and to make that his own may be promoted, is the grandest work
The Epistle of Ben nett the .A.poste to the sadness and trouble give way to cheerfulness and to which man can devote himself.
Truth Seekers.
peace.
18. Our tastes, ourincentivs, our desires and objects
CHAPTER I.
24. We are not all called to perform great deeds are all susceptible of modification and improvement.
INJUNCTIONS DIVERSE .AND SUNDRY.
and to accomplish proud achiavements, but none of We can make of ourselves almost anything we please.
1. Bennett, an apostle of truth and common us are so humble but what we can do acts of kind- Self-control and a constant watch over ourselves will
sense, by the grace of numerous friends now on a ness to those around us, and contribute, though in accomplish it.
19. It is for better for a man to be able to control
journey around the world, sends greeting to all the a small way, to the happiness of others. •
faithful disciples who remain at home in the broad
25. It is not our duty, however, to make ourselves himself than to be desirous to compel others to sub·
land of U nclesam.
. miserable that the happiness of others may be in- mit to his will. He that governeth himself wisely
2. The things which be near to my heart speak I creased, nor to take the food from our own mouths is greater than he who commands an army, or oon·
unto y<'u, partly to remind you of the anxieties I feel to feed those who make no exertions for themselves; trolleth a city.
for you and the desires I have to be remembered by but as a rule we will find that the more we contrib20. Could man's motives always be of an exalted
ute to the happiness of others the more we will add character, always governed by noble impulses, and
you. Therefore ~peak I freely unto you.
actuated by the desire to serve others rather than
3. Comfort and sustain Mary and contribute the to our own.
needful supplies to keep the lamp of truth brightly
CHAPTER II.
himself, he would arise greatly in the gcale of use·
burning, to the end that light may be spread abroad
LOVE TO HUMANITY RECOMMENDED.
ful existence.
in the land.
1. Every one's duty is first to provide for himself
21. Every individual ought to feel a desire to im·
4. Encourage Eugene, and hold up his hands, that and for his own household, but this being faithfully prove himself and his own usefulnes~, and to improve
he and you may prevail over the legions of darkness performed a love for humanity is the next highest the world, if only a little, to leave it some better
and error.
and holiest sentiment he can feel. Humanity is our than he found it, some wiser and some happier for
5. Hearken to Elizur and Thaddeus, to Theron and highest object of reverence.
his having lived in it.
George, to Robert and Samuel, to Horace and Josiah,
2; We can do good or do harm to our fellow22. This is all within our power if we will but act up
to Stephen and Titus, to Moses and William, and to beings, but we can do neither good nor harm to to the best knowledge we hav. We can do as well as
all who speak words of truth and enlightenment.
infinite gods, whether they dwell in the ethereal the angels are supposed to do if we only make the
6. Listen to Elm ina and Lucy, to Amelia and Olive, blue, a thousand miles from the earth, or make necessary effort, and curb every incentive to do.that
to Amy and Fannie, to Ella and Susan,· to Grace and their residence in the most far away star.
calculated to injure ourselves, or our fellow-bewgs.
Mattie, and to all those good sisters who by their
3. If there are any such beings as gods, they are
23. It is not difficult to spend one hour in the day
words of cheer and counsel make the way plain and unknown to us, they.are far from us, they are beyond in pursuit of that which we know is high and worthy,
clear before you.
our reach, they have no need for our services, and it which will improve our status in life; and what we
7. Greet each other often in the bonds of fraternal is wholly beyond our power to do them either good can do for one hour we can do for the entire day;
love and in unity of purpq_se, keeping always in view or harm. They may be likened to the sun, which is what we can do for a day, we can do for a month, for
the greatest good that can be accomplished for such neither helped on by our praise nor retarded by our a year, and for a lifetime.
24. Life is made up of breaths, of inhalations and
portions of the family of man as come in .contact frowns.
with you.
4. But our fellow-men are always with us; among exhalations, and while taking a breath any person
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oan perform his duty, and not fall short in it; and
what he could do while taking one breath he can do
while taking a thousand.
25. Perfection, however, is not to' be expected
from human beings. Slight mistakes are almost inevitable, but with a settled purpose to pursue the
right course and to do wrong to none, one's life may
be passed in doing·much good, and very little harm,
CHAPTER III.
GOOD CONDUCT _ALWAYS PREFERABLE.

patient, reasonable, and forbearing will grow up
with an amiabl~ disposition, and with a decided ten
dency to good conduct and a good life, unless its
organization is an unfortunate one, and then that
influence is far more beneficial than its opposite.
21. It would be well could parents always realize
the great responsibility that rests upon them in
molding and forming the habits and characters of
their children. Children are much what their pa1·ents
make them.
22. It is the same with the older children of a family with regard to the younger. The power of
example is so strong that the little tender minds are
bent and inclined by the examples and influences
_which surround them.
23. All persons who have come to the age of
maturity should remember that a responsibility of
much weight rests upon them. Their example
before the young should be such as to incline them
to good actions and not to wrong.
24. Good parents insure good children; discretion
on the part of the mature in life conduces to discretion on the part of the young; while the more imprudence and impropriety seen by the young the
more they will be attracted to the wrong.
25. Far, far better and happier would the world
be if a bad example was never set before the young,
and if needless pain was never inflicted. The nearer
this is attained to the more of a paradise will be
established here upon earth, the more of heaven we
will find.
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16. No true scientist, no real student of nature, no
man who understands her thoroughly,· and is onblinded by priestcraft, no man who is nble to perceive the truth can beli~ve in supernaturalism.
17. Supernaturalism is the doctrine of gods and
devils, of purgatory and hells, of wretchedness and
lies; but nature is at the same time the fountain of
life, the cause of existence, the source of all truth. •
18. Let us then regard the men of science, teachers of nature, the expounders of her laws, the demonstrators of her forces, those who show us the danger
in violating her exactions, as our best friends. Let us
learn their lessons; let us study their works; let us
studiously seek all the information they have to impart.
19. As the men of science are those who study
nature the most closely; as they have learned most
of the laws of the universe, as they have acquired
the greatest measure of truth; let us choose them for
our priests and our prophets, and let us discard all
who teach falsehoods and lies.
20. Yes, let us regard the men who pretend to
talk for the gods and· those who profess to expound
and explain what the gods have said, who tell us
that supernaturalism is true, and should be the
guide to mankind, as enemies of the human race, the
sources of darkness, and the disseminators of the
grossest impositions.
21. They have been leading men astray four thousands of years; they have set up their own inventions in place of reality; they represent the universe as
a thing made a little while ago from nothing; they
teach that the gods made it in a few days, and for
pastime. Oh, what falsehoods they teach !
22. They cry nature down and speak slightly of
her, as though she was something to be despised
and hated; they set their gods above her as being
wiser, truer, better; but at the same time they claim
that their gods cannot be understood and comprehended only as they themselves go between and
vouchsafe to make known the same.
23. Truly this class of men are enemies to the
world because they teach falsehood instead of truth,
darkness instead of light, supernaturalism instead of
naturalism.
24. 'l'hus we see standing before us the teachers
of nature's truths, and the teachers of the falsehoods
of gods and devils. It will not require long for us
to be able to choose between them. When once understood one class cannot be mistaken for the other.
25. Then let us be wise and embrace the truth.
Let us take the students of nature hy the hand. Let
us commit to heart the lessons they teach. I~et us
learn all we can of nature; and let us forever discard
her enemy supernaturalism, with all the false teachers who promulgate it.

1. You should not forget that you are called to
sustain a higher morality that the believers in gods
and devils, whose actions are governed by fear of
suffering, and the anger of the gods and devils.
2. You should lead good lives because it is right,
and because it is your pleasure to do so, rather than
from the fear of any angry or malicious being. He
who abstains from wrong doing from fear of punishment or of being cast into hell deserves little more
credit than he whose life is spent in evil doing.
3. It is a brave and good man who pursues the
right course, and who performs his duty faithfully
because of the superiority of good actions over evil
actionli, and he is cowardly and contemptible who
only does the right that he may escape punishment.
Do good because it is right, and shun evil because it
is wrong.
4. The population of the world is made up of a
heterogeneous mass of humanity, and with the thousands of years that have rolled away since man has
dwelt on the earth the race is yet far -from what it
CHAPTER IV.
should be; there is not that spirit of. love and kindness 1letween man and man that should be sacredly
SCIENCE THE SAFEST TEACHER.
cherished.
1. The greatest gain we can make is knowledge.
5. This is because the spirit of love has not been This will help us to cause the world to grow better
cultivated and fostered as much as it should be; the more than all other a·gencies we can employ-the
more animal part of man's nature bas governed him; knowledge of the true, the knowledge of the false,
his aim has been to rule over his fellow-men, to sub- the knowledge .,JJl the right, and the knowledge of
due them to his wishes, and to appropriate to his the wrong.
·· ·· .
·
own use the fruits of their labors.
2. First of all knowledge to be acquired is of
6. This spirit has brought chieftainship and king- nature's laws; these are the foundation of all knowl·
craft and priestcraft into existence, and has intro- edge, the principles which govern all existences, all
duced E<ervitude and slavery of the most onerous movements, all conditions.
character. The masses have been the servants of the
3. Nature is the highest power that exists, it is the
few; one man has governed his thousands.
sum total of all existences, the highest, the lowest,
7. But men have now become more intelligent, the alL It cannot be too well understood, it cannot
they have received more know ledge, and it is time be too closely studied; and knowledge of its laws canfor all the oppression to end. The conviction is not be too thoroughly learned.
·
gaining ground that even the most humble have
4. Every facility which is afforded to aid in the
their rights as really as the great and strong.
acquirement of a knowltjdge of natue, of the laws
8. The condition of the world is changed by each_ of the universe, is a blessing to the world and ,a
individual changing a little. If each person living great promoter of human good.
would place a single stone on a pyramid or monu5. Science is the handmaid to knowledge; science
menta vast pile would be raised.
bas done more to impart true knowledge to mankind
9. So if every person will add but a little to the than all other agencies combined. Demonstrated
monument of good deeds, a great accession will be science may be regarded as the only true source of
CHAPTER V.
made~a pyramid of immense size.
knowledge-it is knowledge.
GODS AND RELIGIONS OF THE PAST.
10. And in the same way, if each will make a lit6. What is called revelation is a snare, a delusion,
1. Friends of truth, while making this journey on
tie change in th~ direction of reform and Improve- a falsehood. It is pretended to be information which you sent me, I have had ample opportunity to
ment, the aggregate of the gain will be great indeed. given from the gods, but it really comes from no look over the countries where the gods aud superstitions held sway thousands of years.
11. If each person adds but one good deed to the farther than the channel which conveys it.
monument of excellence, its magnitude will be great7. Those who pretend to bring intelligence from
2. I have comprehended the effects these gods and
ly augmented.
the gods know no more about them than the most superstitions have had upon the countries where they
12. Knowledge, the right disposition, and effort i~norant person to whom the announcement is made. existed, upon the people who hugged those deluare the necessary agencies to lead to this result. Those who claim to,speak for the gods simply speak sions, as well as their general effect upon the world.
Without knowledge, without the right disposition their own thoughts. What they wish to make
3. In Greece the gods once :flourished in regal
and the proper effort, little progress can be made.
men believe they pretend is said by the gods.
splendor; society was based upon the belief in them;
13. This effort and this proper disposition should
8. Simple men have believed these statements, and the theory and supernaturalism connected with them
be widespread, and not confined to a few. If every in this way the grossest errors have been spread and were woven into their literature, their poetry, and
one will do a little it will be easy for all, and great the deepest darkness has existed among mankind. their a.rt.
good will be accomplished. If all pull in one direc9. The very claim that the gods speak unto men,
4. They were a great and grand people, but they
tion a great body can be moved along.
or send messages to them through the offices of a had only a limited knowledge of nature and her
14. Every one who shows a disposition to help in mediating party, is based upon deception and false- laws; they foolishly looked to the gods for aid;
any good work encoura~es every' other person who hood. The more men listen to such falsehoods they expected supernatural assistance, and they
is disposed in the same direction; it also has its eff act the worse it is for them.
failed.
upon the indifferent, and brings them to have a sim10. These messages are often conflicting, often
5. They and their works passed away. Their
ilar disposition.
absurd, often injnrious, often darkening, and always super!!tition was superseded by another of a still
15. Good deeds are as contagious as the bad, and false; because the gods do not speak; they are as wor!le variety-more dark and forbidding-called
a good example from a wiF~e man will help many to dumb as the rocks, they are as speechless as the Christianity, and all her greatness passed away and
also perform good works. The more we see of kind grave.
a wreck, a shadow, was all that remained.
and humane actions in others the more we wish to
11. With nature it is not so; her language is
6. The same is true of ancient gods and religions
excel in the same ourselves.
always clear, her representations are always true; of Troy, of Ephe!.lus, and of Cyprus, and the same of
16. If men could realize at all times the great in:flu- she never pretends to what is f&lse, she never mis- Phrenicia, the same of Egypt, not yet visited, the
ence which example exerts upon those younger, and leads. To know her is to know the truth, and to same of Chaldea, Assyria, and Persia, the r;ame is
true to a large extent of India, 'l'hibet, and Burmah.
with less powers of mind, there would be more cir- study her is to be wise.
cumspect and guarded, and would wield a much
12. School teachers are needed to give lessons to '7. The same is true, sadly true, of Palestine, where
greater in:fltlence for good.
the uninformed regarding nature and her laws-men for a time its god and religion :flourished, which were
17. Love begets love, kindness begets kindness, who have made a thorough study of her phenomena thought to be destined to fill the earth; but now the
sympathy begets sympathy, and good deeds, even and her principles and who correctly place her country is desolate; no country is n:ore utterly and
though small and simple in their character, draw above all priestly claims and pretensions.
hopelessly in ruins.
13. These men are called scientists, for science is
8. The gods and religions of no country promised
forth good deefls from all who witness them and are
brought under their influence.
the sum of all demotistrated knowledge, which is more, no country was more surfeited with extrava18. It is the same with deeds of an opposite nature; acquired by close observation, accurate tests, and gant predictionR, but none have been more thoroughly
their influence spreads far and wide; anger begets con tin \led study and application.
falsified, and in no country has the fall of both the
anger, contention breeds contention, selfishness be14. These are the true friends of mankind; these gods and of the people been more thorough and overgets selfishness, and hatred begets hatred. A bad show men what is truth; they point out falsehoods whelming.
example is as prolific of wrong as a good example is and errors; they prove that everything that takes
9. In no country and of no country have greater
of the right
place is natural; that nothing ever was or ever can misrepresentations been made, in none have high
19. This is just as simple as the addition of the be supernatural.
hopes been more thoroughly disappointed, and in
smallest numbers in making a sum which a child can
15. Supernaturalism is an utter absurdity; it is an none have more arrant falsehoods been told. In the
comprehend, but it is just as true as the most elabo- impossibility, it is wholly an assumption, it is an im- matter of falsehoods, past and present, Palestine
rate pr?blem in Euclid. Every example, every action, position, it is a tyranny, it is an enemy, it is a beats the world.
?Xerts Its influence, either good or bad, according to constant and perpetual lie. Nothing has done so
10. A fragment of the religion of the latter counlts nature.
mueh harm in the world as an acceptance of the try, but founded upon its errors and containing much
20. A child whose parents are always mild, gentle, supernatural.
' of its untruth, has been imported and adopted by
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25. It is written, How beautiful are the feet of them
morals, to entertain the purest sentiments, and to be
that preach. t~e gosp~>l of tr~th and of peace and
governed by the heAt motives,
4. They are entitled to the use of the best maxims bring glad tidmgil of good thmgs to those who have
that have been spoken and written in the ages of the been sitting in darkness, and upon whom the sun of
past, including the sayings of that other apostle who truth has not thrown its, brilliant rays.
26. All day long will I stretch forth my hands
wrote so many epistles, and to whom several are
and raiae my voice unto the sons and daughters of
accredited which he did not write.
5. Let us, then, make 11se of some of hia injunc- men, and seek to deliver unto them the gospel of
tions, with such modifications and improvements as truth which we have found, and to tell them of the
may suggest themselves; to be followed, perhaps, liberty and peace which dwells in the truth as it is
by a few of a more ancient date by several centuries. in nature.
6. I make mention of you in my prayers, and
remember you in the Rpirit of kindness and gratitude,
CHAPTER VII.
and I wish to share with you in all that my eyes find MORE FROM THE .APOSTLES- TRUTH, JUSTICE, .om
to behold, and my mind finds to contemplate.
BRAVERY vs. HYPOCRISY .AND F.AL!:!EHOOD.
7. If I am a trifle free with my advice, and bring
I. I beseech you, therefore, brethren and sisters
various hints to your remembr;wce, it is not because in the name and spirit of truth, that ye also con:
I think myself anv better than you, or that I am any secratQ yourselves to the love and service of the
better judge of what constitutes the purest morals.
truth, for it is more excellent than all other treas8. Oa the other hand, I am sensible of my own ures to be found in the world. It leadeth to happiimperfections, the little weaknesses of my own na- ness and peace.
·
ture, and that, like the greater portion of the human
2. And be not conformed to the hypocrisy and
family, I have not yet quite attained to perfection, superstition whil'h are in the world, but be ye trans.
nor do I expect to for a year or two.
formed by the renewing of your minds, and the ref9. I long to see you-not that I may impart to you ormation of your lives, that ye may prove what is
great spiritual gifts, nor to introduce you to the Holy that good and acceptable and perfect obedience to
Ghost, hut to assure you of the regard I feel for•you, truth.
to encourage you in maintaining the true belief in
3. For I say through the grace and strength which
the face of all opposition.
abound in the truth, to every man and woman
10. I would be comforted together with you by among you, not to think of yourselves more highly
the mutual faith both of you and me. I rejoice that than you ought, but to think soberly according to
your faith is understood and duly spoken of by many reason and justice which nature deals out to every
of the best and brightest minds in the world, and I person.
pray the same may a hide.
4. Let love be without dissimulation. Abhor
11. Now I would not have you ignorant, brethren that which is evil; cleave to that which is good.
and siF~ters, that oftentimes I purpose to come unto Be kindly affectioned one to another with brotherly
you, that I may have some fruit among you, even aa love; in honor preferring one another. Not slothful
among other heathen, and that we may cheer each in business; fervent in spirit, serving one angther.
other in the performance of the good work which is
5. Rejoicing in hope, patient in tribulation; conbefore us.
tinning instant in good efforts, distributing to the
12. For as much as in me is, I am /eady to preach necessity of the needy; given to hospitality. Be
the gospel of truth to you and to all who are willing patient with those who persecute you and traduce
to hear, whether in Rome or anywhere else. I would you, showing that you have a better religion than
that all men be brought to a knowledge of the truth. they. Bless, and curse not.
13. For I wish to assure you that I am not
6 Rejoice with them that do rejoice and weep
ashamed of the go~pel of truth, for it is the power with them that weep. Be of the same mind one
of reason unto salvation from all the errors and toward another. :Mind not high things, but condesuperstition that abound in the world and have scend to men of low estate. Be not wise in your
abounded for many centuries.
own conceit. Recompense to no .man evil for.evil.
14 Glory, honor, and peace to every man and Provide thing-s honest in the sight of all men.
womrt.n that worketh good, for there is no respect7. If it be possible, as much as lieth in you, live
ers of persons among those who are truly wise and peaceably with all men. Dearly beloved, avenge
upright; every pPrson who doeth good shall surely not. yourselves unwisely, nor in a spirit of passion,
recf'ive his just rewll.rd in the fruit it yields.
and neither improperly give place to wrath. If
15. As important as it is that man should possess thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give him
the right faith, knew ye that no man is ju~tified by to drink. Heap not coals of fire on his head lest
faith alone; only so far as faith leads to good works they burn him; be not overcome of evil, but overis it a justification to him who embraces it. When come evil with good.
·
faith and works are compared, works stand far
8. Owe no man anything longer than is 11ecessary,
ahead. It even may be said it matters little what a and make it your l .. ading principle to discharge all
man believe@, so his actions are right.
your jnst debts. There is no better religion than to
16. It is wrong to say that faith is to be accounted pay your honest debts. Deal hoqestly with all men,
for righteousness; for unless a man's works are of a and despise to misrepresent in making a bargain,
righteous character there is no righteousness in him. and seek not to take advantage of your neighbor.
It is true that faith without works is dead.
9. Remember at all times that a spirit of honesty
17. Be not deceived, no man's faith can be a justi- and a principle of integrity are the grandest characfication to you, no more can any man's works be a teriRtics that a man can possess, and that it is the
justification to you. Every man must perform good worst of meanness for a man to take an advantage of
works himself if he would have the julitification one who is inferior to himself, or who is his own
which good works afford.
equal.
18. Circumcision is nothing, the shedding of the
10. Be punctual in carrying out the contracts
blood of animals is nothing, baptism is nothing, the which you enter into, first giving due and careful
joining of the church is nothing, the communion consideration to the things you agree to perform.
with saints i!l nothing, the partaking of the bread Blessed be the memory of the man who honestly and
and wine is nothing, if a. man hath not the right iaitbfully performs what he agrees.
spirit in his heart, and performeth not the deeds
11. Let the professors of false doctrines, those
which are commendable.
who boast of going to heaven upon the merits of
19. The performance of rites and ceremonies is another, have the monopoly of forfeiting their wor~,
as chaff, the profeRsion of faith is as the dust driven and of taking little contemptible advantages m
by the wind, if a man hath not the right spirit in his busineAs transactions, but as the disciples of the
heart and striveth to do the worki which are comely. truth let me enjoin you not to act in that manner.
20. For alii ma:1y as are led by the spirit of truth,
12. In your very hearts despise meanness of all
they are the children of the truth, and the truth kinds. Despise the very spirit that leads man to _do
shall make them free from all the bondage an,d dark wrong to a brother, a friend, or a neighbor, or w h!Ch
and false creeds that prevail in the world.
would cause him to commit an act of which are hon21. For I am penma.ded that neither death nor orable man would be ashamed.
life, nor angels nor principalitie!l nor powers, nor
13. Despise inyour,very hearts the man who, with
things present, nor things to come; nor bight nor lies and falsehood and uncleanness in his heart,
depth, nor any other creature, shall be able to sepa- delights to bring trouble and angui11h upon others,
CHAPTER VI.
rate us from the love of truth which is in nature and who wears a hypocritical mask, and pretends to ~e
LOVE, FAITH, .AND THE SPIRIT Ol!' TRUTH-PAUL I.M- reason.
working for purity and morality, when in fact ~e 18
PROVED.
22. I say the truth iii in nature. I lie not, my con- laying his plots to get some unfortunate person mto
I. It does not follow, then, becauRe we cannot be- science also bearing me witnes81n the spirit of truth deep trouble.
lieve that of which there is no evidence, that we are itself; that I have great cheerfulness and continual
14. Despise the hypocrite, the liar, the defamer, and
immoral. A credulous person may be very defective joy in my heart, benause of the great truth which the man who attempts to do a deep wrong to a brother
in morals, while an incredulous person may have the you and myself have found.
.
in the name of purity, of higher morality, and of
best moral character. Morahty is to be measured
23. Brethren, my heart's desire and prayer are for superior virtue. Worse than all other mean acts are
by actions, not by opinions.
the progress and happiness of the human race, that those performed by hypocrites under the cloak of
2. All other conditions being equal, those whose they may all so far as possible come to a knowledge purity and virtue.
.
belief is founded upon evidence should be the most of the truth, for the truth freeth from bondage and
15. Despise the man governed by envy and malice
moral. They undPrstand that good and bad conduct sup<'rstition and maketh its possessor free indeed.
and hatred, to cover which he boasts of his own
inevit~bly produce their effects, and they govern I 24. For I bear record before you and all men that goodness, and says, I am better than thou. Honor
th"'ir ~ctiOllR accordingly.
II feel a love for the truth and I rejoice in my heart not the man who seeks to build himself up by pull3. Tney oht~in Pot their s~lvation, their juRtifica- 'greatly when any man or woman doth find it. I feel ing another down. Honor not the hypocrite and the
tion, !J"r their happillf.''S upon the merits of otherA; a zeal for the truth which gives me peace and I find, liar.
.
\but having ouly their own good works to depend a joy iL its service tha.t the advocates of error cannot I 16. Despise the man who makes himself busy 10
upon, it stands them in hand to practice the best deprive me of.
'digging up the faults and mistakes of his brother,
other nations; and heing comparatively fresh and
new, it still exhibits considerable life;
11. Btlt as whatever is based upon error cannot
endure, so this paganism en grafted upon Jewish
stock is bound to follow in the wake of its predecessors, to go into ruins and be counted among the relics
of the past.
.• 12 All these gods and religions have been based
upon the great untruth of supernaturalism; all have
been composed largely of the same gross falsehoods,
and all have been inimical to the best interests of
the human race.
13. All have fallen !!hort of affording to man the
truths he needed, all produced darkness instead of
light: all proved an incubus instPail of an aid;. all
augmentPd the evils of ignorance inRtead of increas
ing kn°Wl<'dge.
14. When these gods and religions were 'in
their glory it was firmly thought to be a great
merit to belive in them; faith in them was counted
a virtue; and to be considered a moral man was to
blindly accPpt all the claims with regard to these
gods and religions.
15. A g-reater fallacy, however, could hardly be
devised. There is at no time merit in believing unfounded assertions; there is no excellence in being
deceived; tbPre is no virtue or morality in believing a f5!lsehood.
16. The~e remarks apply with much force to the
current ~ystem of religion. Its promulgators make
loud claims that there is great merit in the simple
matter of believing the tales upon which their religion is eRtablished.
17. By general consent ~t is thoug-ht that no !lystern of morality is equal to that which comes from
believing the Christian system of religion; and to
donht its claim is held to be the worst of immorality, the wor~t of sins.
18. There is no greater absurdity than this. Belief is not a matter of choice, not a matter of will,
but with people of good intelligence it is a matter
dependent upon evidence. It is not a person of
sound mind who believes without evidence.
19. It is a stupid man that refuses to believe the
evidence of his senses; it is an unreasonable man
who, in forming his belief will throw good evidence
aside; and that man is equally stupid and unreAsonable who will found a fixed belief on no evidence at
all.
•
20. Of course a man will accept the evidence of
per-ons with whom be is acqnainted, and whom he
knowB to be mPn of veracity; when they make a
statPruent that is probable, that is not impossible,
but from this it does not follow that be should believe ])f'rsons wholly unknown to him when they proclaim utter impossibilities.
21. It may b~ no sin fo: a man to ~ar,k good sense;
it may be no cnme for him to he Simple and overcredulous; it may not necessarily make him a bad
man to believe every wild and unfounded tale he
may hear, but certainly there is no virtue in becoming a fool, nor in swallowing every falsehood that
mav be uttered.
22. It would be a species of wrong for a reasonable man to demand that a person should believe anvthing wholly unnatural witho~t proof. A reasonable
God would be no more exactmg. But this is what
the advocates of Christianity are constantly doingthey demand belief without the slightest proof.
23. A child may reasonably believe the statements
of its po,r~nts w~th?nt proof, u_ntil by ow-~ knowledge
and experience It JB able to Judge for ItBelf; but it
wou~d be wrong for gr~wn ~en and women to be
re_qmred to alwav~ remam ehlld.ren and to bel~eve
Without prol~f. Tt_Is the prer~Jgat1veof mature mmds
to fotlnrl their hehef npon ~vidence.
24. When told that twiCe two makes four, that
two h~lves :ue equal to a whole, that a part ~s less
th!'l.n t?e. whole, _we are co~pelled to beheve It, be.
c~use 1t IS sustained by eviden~e ~nd our. own experien:e, and we cot:ld not _doubt It I~ we tried.
_2G. B~t to _beli_eve Witho~t evidence? t(\ a~c~~t
~Itho':t mvestigat.J?n, to admit apparent I~poasi?Ihties w1 thou.t a vestige o~ proof, IS not a VIrtue; It is
no.t condumve to morahty: St.rang~ and ~nnatural
th~ngs sh_ould not l:e believed until unmistakable
evidence IS forthcomwg.
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S. The foolish, plunged in ignorance, believing
be well with thee, and thou mayest live long and
themselves wise, resemble the blind leading the
be respected on the earth by thy fellow-men.
10. And ye, fathers, provoke not your children to blind; but men who havt} maturely considered the
wrath, but bring them up to lead good lives and to perishable nature of all advantages that works can
faithfully perform their duty in all the positions procure; hermits who live iu the forests on alms;
and avocation& of life. Remember that, as a rule, fathers of families endowed with wisdom worshiping
Brahma, preaching austerities, subduing the senses,
good parents make good children.
11. Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things those are dilivered from all sin, and ascend to the
are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever highest heaven, where reigns the immortal Brahma,
things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, what- as ancient as the world.
4. Though man finds pleasure in that which he
soever things are of good report, if there be any virsees, hears, smells, tastes, and touches, he derives no
tue, if there be any praise, think on these things.
12. Those things which ye have both learned and benefit from the pleasure because the soul attachiug
received, and heard and seen in others, faithfully itself to external objects forgets its high origin-the
pattern after, and make your own rule in life, and universal soul.
5. To know that God is and that all is God, this is
the spirit of peace shall remain with you. To do
right under all circumstances is the greatest excel- the substance of the Vedas. When one attains to
this there is no need of reading or of works; they;
lence to which you can.attain.
13. Brethren, be not weary in well doing. Prove are but the bark, the straw, the envelope. No more
all things and hold fast that which is good. Abstain need of them when one has the seed, the substance,
from every appearance of evil, and the very spirit of the creator_ When one knows him by science he
truth sanctify you wholly; and I desire that your may abandon science as the torch which has conwhole spirit and your bodies be preserved blameless ducted llim to the end (The Vedas).
6. Let a man not be proud of his rigorous devoand harmless unto the coming of the reign of reason
tion; let him not, having sacrificed, utter a falseand righteousness.
14. Refuse profane and old wives' fables, and hood; let him not, though injured, insult a brother;
exercise yourselves rather unto sensibleness; for having made a donation, let him never proclaim it.
7. To a man contaminated by sensuality neither
therefore we all both labor and suffer reproach, because we trust in the living truth, which is the savior the Vedas, nor liberality, nor sacrifices, nor strict
observances, nor pious austerities will procure felicof men, especially of those who follow it.
15. Reject also the fables of the priests, for they ity (:Menu).
8. Do good to all, both the evil and the good, even
are more harmful and contain even less of truth than
the wildest of those which the old wives can telL yom enemies. Men who hav no self-command are
Discard fables of all kinds, unless, like 1Esop's, they not capable of fulfilling their duties. Pleasure and
are designed to illustrate a truthful lesson.
. riches should be renounced when not approved by
16. These things should be at all times observed. conscience.
9. The wrongs we inflict upon our neighbors folLet no man despise your worth, but be ye examples
to those who dwell around you; be discreet in con- low us like our shadow. Love of his fellow-creatureil
versation, be active in charity, in purity, and faith- should be the ruli11g principle of the just man in all
fulness, in dispensing happiness, in assuaging sorrow, his works, for those weigh the most in the celestial
balance.
in every manner of good works.
10. As the earth supports those who trample it
17. Neglect not to use the talents with which you
are endowed; use properly the best faculties you pos- under foot and rend its bosom with the plow, we
sess, and in your every effort let your object be to should return good for evil. Let the right hand of
perform a little good in the world; be not slothful the good man be always open to the poor and the
unhappy; and let him never boast of hi~ benefits
nor indolent in the performance of your duty.
18. Giving all diligence, add to your faith virtue, (Christna).
11. (1) Thou shalt not kill. (2) Thou shalt not
and to virtue kliowledge, and to knowledge temperance, and to temperance patience, and to patience steal. (3) Thou shalt not commit adultery. (4)
goodness, and to goodness cheerfulness, and to cheer- Thou shalt not epeak untruth. (5) Thou shalt not
fulness brotherly kindness, and to brotherly kindness take any intoxicating drinks. (6) Thou shalt avoid
all anger, hatred, and bitter language. (7) Thou
charity.
19. And to charity cleanliness, and to cleanliness shalt not indulge in idle and vain talk. (8) Thou
prudence, and to prudence circumspection, and to shalt not covet thy neighbor's goods. (9) Thou shalt
circumspection frugality, and to frugality industry, not harbor envy nor revenge nor malice. (10) Thou
CHAPTER VIII.
and to industry integrity, and td" integrity a forgiv: shalt not follow the doctrines of false gods.
12. Let a man overcome anger with love; let him
ing spirit, and to a forgiving spirit a love of truth;
FURTHER MODIFIED SENTll\IENTS OF THE APOSTLES.
20. And to a love of truth a hatred of hypocrisy, overcome evil by good; let him overcome the greedy
1. ·Now the spir~t of truth fill you with all joy and and to a hatred of hypocrisy a thoughtful mind, and by liberality; the liar by truth. Hatred ceases Ly
peace in believing that ye may abound in hope to a thoughtful mind an even temper, and to an even love; this is the eternal rule. He who holds back
through the power of truth and justice. And I my- temper a love of justice, and to a love of justice self- rising anger like a rolling chariot, him I call a real
self also am persuaded of you, my brethrenj that ye control, and to self-control generosity;
driver; the best do but hold the reins.
also are full of goodness, filled with true knowledge,
13. Forsake all evil; bring forth good; master thy
21. And to generosity toleration; and to toleration
able also to admonish and edify each other.
sincerity; and to sincerity earnestness; and to earnest- own thoughts; such is Buddha's path to the end of
2. N cvertheless, brethren, I have written the more ness studiommees; and to studiousness forbearance; all pain. Overcome evil with good, the avaricious
boldly unto you in some sort, as putting you in mind, and to forbearance all the virtues in the entire cata- with generosity, the falsehood with truth. One day
because of the confidence I feel in the truth of which logue. Resolve that the believers in myths and false- of endeavor is better than a hundred years of sloth .
.above all things I deHire to be a worthy minister. I hoods shall not excel you in a good life.
14. Watch thyself with all diligunce and hold thywould do honor to ihe cause which we are all breth·
22. Dearly beloved, these things I write unto you self in as the spirited steed is held in by it.s owner.
ren.
that you may not be unmindful of the duty which Master thyself; so may:est thou teach others, and
3. Let us walk honestly as in the day; not in riot- we owe to ourselves and to our fellow-beings. When easily tame them, after having tamed thyself; for
ing and drunkenness, not in chambering and wanton- we have discharged these duties, we owe no others. self is hardest to tame. The taint worse than all
ness, not in strife and envying; but put' on the To gods and devils we owe nothing, and it should be others is ignorance.
15. The good, like snowy mountains, shine from
armor of truth, and make not provision for the works our settled purpose to let them take care of th~m
afar; the bad, like arrows shot by night, are not
of evil, nor to perpetuate the wrongs thereof.
selves.
4. Now I beseech you, brethren, for the truth's
23. Love the world and the people who are in the seen. The heart of love and faith accompanying
sake, for the love of the spirit of .harmony, that ye world, for you are of them and they are worthy of good actions spreads to beneficent shade through all
strive together with me in your efforts, that we may your kindest care and consideration. Regard not the world.
16. The true sage dwells upon earth as the bee
show unto many men the righteousness of om: cause, devils nor gods, but love your fellow-men with all
and the excellency of the truth which we have your heart, with all your soul,
your strength, and that g~thers sweetness with his mouth and wings,
found.
try above all things to take care of yourselves, and without harmiug the color and perfume of the
flower~> (Buddha).
5. I beseech you, brethren, in the name of the provide well for your families.
17. It is the duty of children to obey their parents;
cause which we love, that there be no harmful divi24.- Little children, let no man or woman deceive
sions among you, and that ye be as perfectly joined you; above all things, let not the priests deceive you; of wives to obey their husbands. Treat old age with
together as is practicable, in the same mind, and in they beguile many with their wily lies and inven- great. reverence and tenderness. Cultivate t1Je Hoil,
the same j adgment for the spread of the truth.
tions, destroying much happine~s in the world and drain the marshes, and destroy dangerous creatures.
18. Do not allow thyself to be carried away with
6. The fruit of the spirit of truth is love, joy, scaring the old women of both sexes with their
peace, willingness to suffer, if necessary, gentleness, frightful tales of devils and hell. Despise them in anger. H.eply to thy enemy with gentleness. Take
goodness, kindness, generosity, sympathy, charity, your very hearts and listen not to their lying yarns. not that which belongs to. another. Contend conmeeknes<l: temperance, faithfulness, industry, purity,
25. Greet each other often with words of encour- stantly again8t evil. Succor the poor and refuse
humility, sincerity, honesty, perseverance, patience, agement 1>nd hope; strengthen each other in well not hospitality. Avoid ever.ything calculated to
and devotion to the right.
doing and in withstanding the current of error which injure other. Have no companionship with a man
7. The truth does away with all bitterness and is swelling up all around you. Meet together often, who injureB his neighbors (Zoroaster).
19. Faithfulness and sincerity are the highest
wrath, anger and clamor, and evil 'speaking, and bring to mind the duty you have to perform in
hatred, and malice. So be ye kind one to another, life, and resolve more and more every passing day qualities. When you transgress do not fear to i·eturn. Learn the past and you will know the futme.
tender-hearted, forgiving, charitable, and be ye dis- that you will oppose error and sustain the truth.
Not to correct our faults is to commit new ones. Be
posed to think kindly of those around you; then
rigid to yourself and gentle to otherr:;, and you will
shall your lives be rendered far more happy than by
CHAPTER IX.
have no enemies.
,
the opposite course.
20 H.eturn bad treatment with equity and remem8. The fruit of the spirit which you ought to RE-ECHOES FIWM THE TEACHERS OF OLDEN TIME.
1. Preserve thyself from self-sufficiency, and do ber kindness with kindness. Never do to others what
cherish is in all goodness and righteousness and
truth, proving what is acceptable unto all good men. not covet property belonging to another. The way you would not have others do to you. Fix thy
Have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of to eternal beatitude is open to him who without thoughts on duty; praetice without ceasing the virdarkness, but rather reprove thelli.
tue of humanity, and if you have leisure cultivate
omission spea.keth the truth.
2. All works ought to be regarded merely as the arts (Confucius)
?·.Children, obey your parents in the truth, for
~h1s Is right. Honor thy father and mother, which means of purifying the intelligence, as the mean!'l to
21. Know thyself. Let your study be to correct
·the blemishes of the mind rather than those of the
Is the first commandment with promise, that it may guide the traveler to his home.

which have been buried and forgotten, to· spread
them before the world, and to shout to all men, saying, Soo what a bad man is here; trust him not; patromize h.im not; withdraw your friendship from him.
17. Honor not the falsifier, the backbiter, the con<soirator who, by the dark arts of the brigand and the
a:ssassin, combines with evil-minded men to work
•injury upon an unsuspecting brother who knows not
,of the machinations and plottings against him.
18. Honor not the man who will take a mean advantage of a brother when down, when in prison, and
i.n the hands of the enemy. Verily such conduct is
unworthy a thief, and is what many a thief would
scorn to be guilty of.
19. But accord honor and esteem to the man whose
whole conduct is governed by justice and truth, who
despises hypocrisy and falsehood, and who would
S"oner cut off his right hand than take advantage of
a prostrate foe.
:20. Love the man of integrity and honor, whose
principles of justice and integrity are as firm as the
hills, who would sacrifice his fortune, his good
name, and even ·his life, before he would descend to
arts of the knave, the hypocrite, and the liar.
21. All honor to the man of truth; all honor to the
judge whe sits in judgment and holds the scales of
justice truly and fairly; who will not be swerved by
favoritism, prejudice, and bigotry to deprive a fellowcitizen of the honor and liberty which are dearer
even than life.
22. But shame and infamy rest upon that judge
who will use the position which the money of his
countrymen pays him to fill, to wreak revenge and
injury upon a man far better than himself. Cursed
be the memory of that judge who executes injustice
in the name of religion, and who aids the viHain to
blast the innocent.
23. Honor be to that man, in whatever station in
life, who has the integrity and uprightness to do his
duty by his fellow-men, and will not swel'Ve from
the path of rectitude for any benefit that he may win
to himself; but perpetual disgrace to the hypocrite,
the traducer, and the liar.
24. All honor to the man of bravery who will not
hesitate to embrace the truth, though by doing so
he is aware he will lose the approbation of Mrs.
Grundy and her set. Honor to the man who dares
to be brave, and'to be true.
25. A man should not needlessly throw away the
bread which his wife and family need to sustain
them, but honor to the man who esteems principle
more than policy, and who prefers to be true rather
than to be popular or rich. Honor forever to the
brave and honest man.

all
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Stop the~mouth of slander by prudence. EnriCh not thyself by unjust means. Be not idle,
though rioh. Entertain not .evil. Idlene!ls is troublesome; intemperance hurtful; ignorance intolerable.
22 Use m"deration. Believe not all. Be equally
mindrul of friends present and absent. Cheri~h thy
parents. What thou bestowest on thy parents thou
ilh'llt receive from thy childrAn in thy old age. That
which thou blamest in another do not thyself to thy
neigohhor.
23. Sound hAalth, moderate fortune, and a mind
well stored with knowledgP-these are the grand
ingredients of happiness. True happiness consists
in perfect health, a,moderate fortune, and a life free
from effeminacy and ignorance (Thale~).
24. Iu all things let reason be your guide. In
AVerything you do consider the end. Study excellence and aim at acquiring it. Reverence thy parents. Cherish thy friends. Laws are like cobweb~
which entangle the lesser sort; the greater break
throngh.
25. To make laws against and ordain punishment
for 11 crime that hitherto has never heen known or
heard of iR the way to introduce it, rather than prevent it. Those are happy who are completely furnished outward things. Act honestly and live temperately. I feel that I leave the world better than
I foun~ it (Solon).

while he practices the most exact justice; who wi.ll anxiety a pout life and make it pleasant. If you hear
not suffer himself to be moved by disgrace or dis- that others have spoken ill of you, consider whether
tress, but will continue steadfast in the love of jus- you have not done the same. a~out many people.
tice-not because it is pleasant, tbut because it is How much better to heal an lllJury than to avenge
right (Plato).
it. I shall take the world as my ·country. Guard
13. Prefer labor to idleness, unless you would pre. vigorously that social tie which binds man to man
fer rust to brightness. The truly learned are not and establishes the rights common to the human
those who read much, but those who read what is race. X,ife is warfare, and those who climb up and
useful. Young people should be taught those things down steep paths and go through dangerous enterthat will be useful to them when they become men: prises are the brave men and the leaders in the
14. Friendship is 1·eciprocal benevolence which in- camp; but to rest basely at the cost of others' labors
clines each individual to be as anxious for another's is to be a coward, safe because despised (Seneca).
welfare as his own. It is better to be poor than
24. Dearly beloved truth seekers, I have now
illiterate; for the poor only want money, the illiter- with the quotations I have made from those wh~
ate lack the distinguishing characteristics of human have talked better than I can, :finished my epistle for
nature (Aristippus).
·
this time. Perhaps when I have moretime I may
15. Love is the god which gives the greatest write you another. But be that as it may, please
safety. A true philosopher, unless prevented, will remember that I am with you in spirit, and hope ere
faithfully serve the state. Most people seek in the many months roll away to be with you also in body.
tavern for that pleasure which is to be found in labor. I rejoice t:kat there are as many truth seekers in the
Whether the slave has become so by conquest or by world as there are, and trust the number may inpurchase, the master's title is bad (Zeno ).
crease from year to year. I long to see the day
16. Justice is the virtue of treating every one when truth and reason may rule the world, and
according to his deserts. Justice includes the o b- when the truths of nature will be valued more than
servance of the laws for the preservation of society all the myths, fables, and superstitions which interand the discharge of obligations and debts between ested and designing priests have invented. As in.
equals. Learning is the best provision -against old telligence increases in the world the gods and devils
age. There is just as much difference between the and supernaturalism, with all the absurdities that
wise and the foolish as there is between the living belong to them, must give way. I trust I have
and the dead.
fought a good fight, that I have kept the faith, and
CHAPTER X.
17. Friends are one soul in two bodies. A virtu- will till I finish my course; and I hope that hence.
MORE MORAL MAXIMS FROM THE ANCIENTS.
OUS life is itself a SOUrce of delight. The purest and forth there is laid up for me, if not a crown of
1. It is a proof of a we11k mind to desire impossibil- noblest pleasure is that which a good man derives righteousness, the love and esteem C!Jf the friends who
ities. The gr(latest infelicity is not to be able to en- for virtuous actions. Happiness consists in conduct are as dear to me as life. Let us all work together
for the dissemination of nature's truths, and the
dure misfortune patiently. Great minds alone can conformable to virtue (Aristotl~).
support. a suc1deu reverse of fortune. The most
18. It is criminal not only to do mischief, but to plain dictates of reason and common sense. Farepleasant state is to be always gaining.
wish it. He who subdm~s his passions is more heroic well.
Written on the borders of the Land of Yahweh
2. If you are handl'!ome, do handsome things; if than he who vanquishell an enemy. Do nothing
deformed, iiUPPly the defects of your nature by your shameful though you are alone, It is the office of and sent by post across the great deep.
virtues. Be slow in undertaking, and resolute in prudence, where it is possible, to prevent injuries;
exenuting. Praise not a worthless man for the sake but where this CP.nnot be done a wise regard to our
of his wealth.
tranquillity will prevent us from revenging them A Ministerial Thief Arrested through the
Instrumentality of The 'l'ruth Seeker.
3 Lay in wisdom as the store for your journey (Democritus).
from youth to old age, for it is the most certain pos19 · I woulrl wish you to think nothing good or bad
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si'l':
session. Many men are dishonest; then love your upon my decision. The first and last thing I would Noticing in your issue of the 4th inst. that one Geo.
friend with some degree of caution, for he perchance say to a man is, Think for yourself . . A happy life is H. Austin had forged a draft on a bank in Madison,
may become your enemy (Bia~).
like neither a roaring torrent nor a stagnant pool; Ind., for $280 , I would say that that same holy man
4. Do not that to your neiO'hbor which you would but a placid, crystal stream that flows gently and
"'
hl 1
p
was arrested near Dodd City, yesterday, by Geo. W ..
not wish to take from him. Speak ill of no one, not smoot y_ a ong.
erfect pleasure, which is happi- Smith and Alderson Franklin, handcuffed, and put
even your enemies. Whatsoever you do, do it well. ness, you will have attained when you have brought
F
.
.
I
.
d
in the annm county J'all.
t appears that Mr.
Never boast of your plans before they are executed, your b od Ies an sou1s into a state of satisfied tran'll't
T
·
h'
Smith went out to hear him preach. On the day
for fear of the ridicule and disappointment to which qm l Y·
o arnve at t IS much previous exertion is before he had read in THE TnuTH SEEKER an ac:wm will be exposed if you do not accomplish them requisite; yet exertion not violent, only constant and
H
A fi
h·
d
·
count of one Rev. Geo. . Austin having forged
(Pittanus).
e_ver.
t rst t e b? y, .with its passions and appe- the names of some persons in Indiana, drawn some
5. Truth is to be sought with a mind purified from tites, demands gratificatiOn and indulgence. But
the passions of the body. Having overcome evil b eware.1 f or h ere are the h'1dden rocks which may money on the note, and absconded. Messrs. Smith
. passage, and shut you out and Franklin came to town and telegraphed to
1 •
t:nngs,
thou sh11lt experience the union of the im- s b'1pwreck your b ar k on Its
the cashier of the Madison bank, and found that
f
f
mortal G.,d with mortal man. The noblest gifts of orever rom t h e heaven of repose.
.
the man was wanted. They then went back and
20 · N oth mg
heaven to man are to speak truth and do good offices.
can ever spring from nothing, nor
'Those two things resemble the works of God.
can anythmg ever return to nothing. The universe arr0sted Austin and lodged bim in jail. Austin ac6. St.rength of mind depends upon sobriety, for always existed and will always remain, for there is knowledged that he was the Rev. Geo. Austin, and
this keeps reason unclouded by passion. Youth noth!ng ~nto which it can be ch~nged. There is also confessed his guilt. He is now awaiting the
should be habituated to obedience, for it will then not~mg m nature, :sor can anythmg be conceive.d, arrival of the sheriff, who is looked for on every
· easy to obey the authority of reason. Every b e1n d es b o d y an d space. B od y IS
· that which pos- train, to accompany his reverence to Indiana. This
fi n d It
man ought to act and speak with such integrity that sesses the properties of bulk, figure, resistance and reverend gentleman came here about a fortnight
· t h'IS a 1one w h'IC h can touch or be since, and had not remained long before he entered
no one wou ld h ave occasion to d oubt his simple gravi'ty. I t IS
affirmation.
touched. Space is the region where body is or may upon his holy mission of saving souls. His gigantic
7. Do what you think to be right whatever people be occupied by hody, and which affords an opportu- intellect u~bered forth profound theological ideas, .
think of you. Despise alike their censure and their nity of moving freely. Besides these-body and space sweeping doubt before him as a Texas cyclone might
praise. The rational mind of man is more excellent -no third nature can be conceived; for such a nature get away with an ant. If Talmage could hav been
than this sensitive soul as the sun is more excellent must either have bulk or solidity, or want thtm present once to partake of the feast of reason and
than the stars; the discourse of a philo~opher is vain that is, it .m~st either be body or space. The uni: outpouring of brain-essence, Ingersoll would be no
-if uo paesion of man is healed thereby (Pythagoras). verse cons1stmg of body and space, is infinite, for it more in his path than a gnat on a hull's horn. As
8. There is no better way to trne glory than to has no limits. Bodies are infinite in multitude. far as eloquence and oratory go, ParRon Austin
endeavor to be good rather than seem so. Only the Space is infinite in magnitude. The universe is to be makes pigmies of those Ciceros, Webster, Clay, and
wise man can be brave, just, and temperate. Vice conceived as immovable, since beyond it there is no even Dick Hubbard and Col. Bob Taylor, of Texas.
of every k;nd is ignorance. If a man is cowardly it place into which it can move; and as eternal and Last Sunday he ranted against "Bob "Ingersoll, and
is because he does not rigbtiy appreciate the im- Immutable, since it is neither liable to increase nor champed like a Mexican cougar. But his shouts bnd
p0rtance of life and death. He thiuks death an evil decrease, to production nor decay (Epicurus).
hardly ceased echoing down Bois d'Darce bottom
and flees from it. If he were wise he would know
21. Act toward ot~ers as you deserve them to act when a. warrant of arrest was served on his person.
that death is a good thing, or at least an indifferent toward you (!socrates). We should do good to our
Now, Mr. Editor, had it not been for the circulaone, and therefore would not shun it.
enemy and make him our friend (Cerbulus). Do tion of your valuable paper in this t.ection, this lamb
9. True felicity is not to be derived from external nothing which will occasion grief to yourself or others of God that taketh away the sins Texas would probpossessions, but from wisdom, which consists in the (Cleanthes). Do not judge thy neighbor until thou ably never hav met with justice. You are entitled
knowledge and the practice of virtue; that the culti- hast stood in his place. Promote peace and be a to the credit of his arrest through its instrumentality.
vation of virtuous manners is necessarily attended frieild te all men. Do not unto another what thou
Dodd City, Texas, March 15th.
F. B.
with pleasure as well as profit; that the honest man would not have another do .unto thee. This is the
alone is happy, and that it is absurd to separate whole law; the rest is mere comment (Hillel).
D. P. WILLcox is running a hotel at Deadwood,
things which in nature are so closely united as virtue
22. We are created for the sake of mankind and Dakotah, OTJ the Freethought basis, and requests that
and interest.
to be useful to each other. Nature endears m;1n to Liberal papers send him copies for his reading room.
10. 0 beloved Pan, and all ye other gods of the man. Nothing is more natural to man than kindness. It will help them and be of great advantage to hi~.
place, grant me to become beautiful in the inner man, Kn~wledge seems isolated and barren unless accom- Any Liberal going to Deadwood will always find b_Js
and that whatever outward things I may have may. pamed by love of all men and trust in our common latchstring on the outside. Mr. Willcox believes m
be at ~eace with those within. May~ deem the wise broth~rhood. All men are plainly bound together. going right dowu to bAdrock and giving the peop~e
ma'h nch, and may I have such port1on of gold as· Duty IS always performed when the advantage of correct religious ideas and honest meals at a fair
none but a prudent man can either hear or employ. mankind is sought. He is a good man who benefits price.
Do we need anything else, Phaedrus? For myself, as ~any people as possible and harms nobody. True
I have prayed enough (Socrates).
phllo_sophers have not neglected the advantage and
THE thirteenth free lecture of the winter course of
11. Honor is divine good. No evil thing is bon- and mterests of mankind. Care for other men and
orable. There is no one so bad but love can make a ~erve the common brotherhood. Nothing is so much the Societ.y of Humanity will be delivered by Cou~t
god of him by virtue, so that his soul becomPs like m. ~cc~rd with nature as utility. The standard of landt Palmer, EBq., on Sunday evening, April 2d? m
unto the supreme beauty. What light and sight are ut1hty ~s the same as that of morality. Whatever is Science Hall. Subject: "The Evolution of ReligiOn,
iu this visihle worlcl, truth and intelligence are in useful Is virtuous, though it does not at first seem so as Shown by Extracts from the Ancient and Modern
Poets."
the real, unchangeable world.
(01cero).
The pPrfectly jnst man is he who loves justice
23. ~'he gr_andest of empires is to rule one's self.
for. Its O'l\'n sa~e, not fo! th~ ~onors and advantages. There IS ~othmg grand ~hat is not also calm. Who
INGERSOLL's lecture, "What Must We Do to Be
wh10h attend 1t; who 1s Wllhng to pass for unjus has most? He who desires least. Throw away all Saved?" i11 for sale at this office. Price, 25 cents.
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when admitted to be po~sible, in continues in vogue
from the impetus that ages of use hav lent to it.
· t"
·
th
1
't ill
F
rom a commumca _wn lll _ano. er co umn 1 W.
be _seen that the questiOn _of Its. di~use by the ~ubstitutwn of another method IS begmnmg to be agitated.
Is it necessary that this Christian method of computing time' should be continued?
If not what good results would follow to the Lib'
.
.
eral cause by substitutmg the one proposed by Mr.
Wakeman above referred to?
The question whether the old system can be dlspensed with hardly requires an answer; for every systern of chronology is purely arbitrary and where as
·
·
d
· d ·
f '
·I ·
·'
m thls propose. system,-~~ a mlts o trans atwn lnto
the old by th~ SliJ?-ple add1t10n of 1,600 t~ the ~u.ndreth
figure, all obJeCtiOn to the new method lS ant101pated.
Of the many reasons which might be urged for
the change we will. mention but one:
.
It o ld emphasiZe a grand and umversal astro.w u
.
.
nom.lCal truth, the Import~nce of W~lCh on human
destmy can hardly be est1mated, while at the same
time it would commemorate the death of a martyr
to science (Giordano Bruno), an event of-far more
significance to this world than the death of the so1
cal Ie d son .of G ?d · .
.
The ant1thesis whwh this would su"gest to the
minds of men would awaken thought, and thereby
weaken superstition.
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original Hebrew manuscripts. Nobody ever saw anybody who
had seen anybody who had heard of anybody ~h.at had ever
seen anybody that had ever seen one of the ongmal Hebrew
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
manuscripts. No doubt_the clergy of your city hav told you
these facts thousanqs of times, and thev will be obliged to me
for having repeated them once more. 'rhese manmcripts are
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
written in what are called capital Greek letters. They are
c~ll.ed U:ncial manuscripts, and the New. Testament was not
Th6largest and cheapest Radical Jou'l'nlil jYI.IlJlished in Europe
d1v1ded mto cha~t~rs and verses, e~en, unlll the year of 15race
or America, con;t;aining TMarl;y sooen hundred squartJ inches more
1551. In the or1gmal the manuFcrlpts and gospels are Signed
by nobody. The epistles are addressed to nobody; and they
of r6llding matter th:an aTI!]/ other journal of its lcind.
are signed by the same person. All the addresses, all the pretended ear-marks showing to whom they were written, aud hy
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, APRIL 1, 1882.
whom they were ~rittPn, are .simply inte.rpolatiom, and everybody who has studied the subJect knows 1t. .
.
You must remember, also, one other thmg. Chnst never
Round the World.
wrote a solitary word of the N~ Testament-not one word.
There is an account that hu once stooped and wrote something
By the time this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER
in the sand, but that has not been preserved. He never told
reaches its readers we hope to be mailing the first
anybody to write. He never said:" Matthew, remember this.
volume of " A Truth Seeker Around the World" to
Mark, do not forget to ~ut that down. Luke; he. s,~re that in
the subscribers to the fund. We are glad to anyour gospel y~m hav thk. John, do not forget Jt,. Not ?ne
word. And 1t has always seemed to me that a bewg commg
nounce that the first edition h:J.s nearly all been subfrom
another world, with a message of infinit importance to
scribed for, and that we shall bav to issue a second
mankind, should at least hav verified that message by his own
shortly. Since the list of names was stereotyped we
signature. Is it not wonderful that not oue word was written
hav received many new ones. They all wished to_be
by Christ? Is it not strange that ~e gave no onlersto .hav his
enrolled, but it was too late for the first edition, and
words?preserved-words upon whiCh hung the salvatiOn of a
world.
to accommodate them and many others we hav conAnd let me say here, once for all, that fort he man Cllrist I
cluded to put them in the second edition of tbe first
hav iufinit respect. Let me say, once for all, that the place
volmne, and also open a list of subscribers to appear
where man has died ~or man is holy ground. And let me s~ty,
in the second volume. This will giv all an opporonce for all, that to that great and serene man I glttlily pay
tunity who may wish it; and also aid in paying
the tribute of my admiration and my love. He was a reformer
in his day. He was an Infidel in his time. He was r2g<trdeli
expenses. The volumes will be sold separately for
IF
the
person
who
wrote
us
under
date
of
March
as a blasphemer, and his life was destroyed by hypocrits,
$2 per volume, and the three for $5 if taken before
hav in all ages done what they could to trll,mple freethe volumes are completed. We would very much 27th, and signed himself "Yours Uncertainly" will who
dom anti manhood out of the human mind. Had 1 lived at
like a larger list to greet the traveler with on his write under his proper name and giv his right address, that time I would bav been his friend, anti should he come
r~turn home. The books will be very cheap 11.t $5- and write legibly, we will talk to him. 0Lherwise again he will not find a better friend than 1 will be. That is
for the man. For the theological creation I hav a Llifferent
much cheaper than any other publisher would get not.
feeling. If he was in fact God, he knew there was no such
them out.
D. M. BENNETT's address is care Byron Adonis, thing as death. He knew that what we called death was but
In this issue the " Chronicles " are completed, and
the eternal opening of the golden gates of everlasting joy; and
next week, Mr. Bennett commences, in natural style, 615 Kearney st., Sa.n Francisco, Cal.
it took no heroism to face a death that was cternallife. If he
a description of what he saw in Egypt.
was God, he could hav m1;de the cross a bed of roses.
A while ago 1 made up my mind to find out what was necesThe following is the list of subscribers who hav
WE regret to learn that Elizur Wright has been
sary for me to dn in order to be saved. If I hav got a soul I
sent in the $5, and the amount will be acknowledged confined to his house by illness for a week.
waut it saved. I do not wish lo lose anything that is of value.
in the dedication of the second volume. We shall
For thousands of ye:trs the world has been asking that qne>see the list grow with great pleasure:
Col. Ingersoll's Lecture.
tion, "What must we do to be saved?" Saved from poverty?
No. Saved from c•·ime? No. Tyranny? No. But" What
Anderson, R. J.
Steinway Hall was crowded last Sunday night to must we do to ba saved from the wmth of God, the vengeance
Ba.ker,R. F.
Dennett, John
Burr, Chas.
hear the noted orator. The lecture was substantially of infinit mercy?" If Got! m!tde us he will not destroy us. lnfiHit
Barber, B. W.
Buford, t". G.
Bell, Addison A,
Burgess, J.
the same as that printed under the title, "What wisdom ever made a poor investment. Upon all the works of
Must We Do to be Saved?" but varied in minor an infiuit God a dividend must finally be declared. Why should
Clark, Maggie
Colwell, Frank
God make failures?. Why should he waste mated,;!? Why
Corliss, E. S.
points. He said:
should he not correct his mistakes instead of dam dog them 'I
Dutton, JerOme
There are, a great many people who imagin that they cau de- The pulpit has cast a shadow over even the cradle. The docstroy orthodox Christianity without anybody finding it out; trin of endless punishment bas covered the cheeks of this world
Gano,H.
G•rdner, A. L.
Glles,E.M.
that they can dig nights under the corner of the church, and with tears. I despise it, and I defy it.
Now let me make myself plain upon one subje"t, perfectly
cover the place over toward morning, and attend meeting every
Haigh, Wm. Henry.
Hess, Joseph
Hope, Peter
Sunday, and just hug themselvs with delight, thinking that plain. For instance, I hate Presbyterianism, but I know hunHawes, C.L.
Holt,J. 0.
Hoxter,W.D.
after a while the edifice is going to fall. But every orthodox dreds of splendid Presbyterians. Understand me. I bate
Christian knows his enemy, no matter how kindly he writes, no 1\Iethodism, and yet I know hunlireds ot splendid Methodists.
Jones, L. M. & J. L.
matter how scientific he is. There is not one who does not I hate Catholicism, and like Catholics. I hate insanity, but not
know that every advocate of intellectual liberty is his enemy; the insane. I do not war against men. I do not war against
Kenck, Chris.
Kimball, ~!urray
he knows that every man who claims the right to judge and persons. ··I war against certain doctrins that I believe to be
guess for himself is not on his side.
wrong. But I giv to every other human being every light that
Ladd, Sherman W.
La.wrence, Chaa. B.
Loomi, N.J.
LaTourette, Schuyler
Livengood,].. C.
Fear is the dungeon of the mind, and superstition is a dagger 1 claim for myself.
In the sixteenth chapter of Matthew it says: "And Jesus
with which hypocrisy assassinates the soul. Courage is liberty.
Malster, A. 0.
Maxfield, John
Merledge, Wm. H.
I am in favor of absolute freedom of thought. In the realm called a little child to him and stood him in the midst, aud said,
Metcalf John
of mind every one is monarch; every one is robed, sceptered, Verily I say unto you, except ye be converted and become as
Quick, Simon
and crowned, and every one wears the purple of authority. I little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven."
belong to the republic of intellectual liberty, and only those are I do not wonder that in his day, surrounded Ly scribes and
Sabine, Mrs. Emma A.
Smith, ,J. T.
·stewart, M. F.
good citizens of that republic who depend upon reason Pharisees, he turned lovingfy to little children. And yet, see
l:lnyder, (), K.
Sloan, H. E.
Stiatton, David
and upon persuasion, and only those are traitors who what children the little children of God hav been. What an
Smith, Asa B.
Sterling, C. S.
resort to brute force. Now I beg of you all to forget just interesting dimpleli darling John Calvin was I Think of that
Truesdoll, W. H.
for a few moments that you are Methodists or Baptists or Cath- prattling babe, Jonathan Edwards I Think of the infants that
olics or Presbyterians, anti let us for an hour or two remember founded the inquisition, that invented instruments of torture to
Vore, Mary A.
only that we are men and women. Let us, if possible, banish tear human fiesh. They were the ones who hall become as little
all fea,. from the mind. Do not imagin that there i~ some being children. They were the children of faith.
Wallace, 0. M.
West, John
Wright, S. G., M.D.
Williams. H. S.
Watson, H. R.
in the infinit expanse who is not willing that every man and
The church hns always been willing to swup ofi treusures in
woman should think for himself and herself. Do not imagin heaven for cash down. A.nu when the next verse was written
Zinsmeister, Jacob
that there is any being who would giv to his children the holy the church must hav been neal'iy bankrupt. "Aud again I sny
Those who prefer to wait for the second edition, torch of reason, and then damn them for following thut sacred unto you, it is easier for a camel to go tbrough the eye of a
and hav a hook with their names in it, should notify light. Let us hav courage. Priests hav invented a crimt> neeule thll.n for a rich man to enter into the kin)!dom of God."
us as just as soon as these lines fall under their eye flailed "blasphemy," and behind that crime hypocrisy has Did you ever know a wealthy Christian in New York to unload
·New five dollar subscribers to the fund should also crouched for thousanlis of years. There is but one blasphemy, on account of that verse?
and that is injustice. 'l;here is but one worship, and tnat is
Mark says: "ln my nl!me shall they casL out devils. They
say whether they want their book from the first justice. There was a Jewish gentleman went into a restaurant shall speak with new tongues, and they shall take up serpents,
edition or the second, with their names in.
to get his dinner, and the devil of temptation whispered in his and if they drink ~tny deadly thing it shall not hurt them.
ear, "Eat some bacon." He knew if there was anything in They shall lay hands on the sick and they shall recover."
universe calculated to excite the wrath of an infinit. being,
Bring on your Ldiever I Let him cast out a lievil. I do not
Ought Liberals to Hav a Chronology of 'l'heir the
who made every shining star, it was to see a gentleman eating ask for a Iorge one. Just.a "little oua for a cent.'' Let him
Own~
bacon. He knew it, and he knew the infin\L being was looking take up serpentH. " And if he drink any deadly thing it shall
he was the eternal eavesdropper of the universe. But not hurt him." Let me mix up a dose for the believer, ~tnd if
It is one of the inevitable reAults of t.he relativity -that
his appetite got the better of his conscience, as it often has with it does not hurt him I will join a church. ·•Oh! but," they
of knowledge that things need constant revision; for us all, and he ate that bacon. lie knew it was wrong, and his say, "those things only lasted through the apostolic age." Let
that which may be true and useful in one agP- or conscience felt the blush of shame in its cheek. When he went us see. " Go into all the world aud preach the go~pel, and
generation may be, and quite frequently is, quite the into that restaurant the weather was delightfnl, the sky was as whosever believes !tnt! is baptized shall be saved, and these
blue as June, and when he came out the sky was covered with signs shall follow them that believe."
reverse in a succeeding one.
How long? I think at least until they had gone into all the
Our institutions, laws, and customs are based on angry clourls, the lightning leaping from one to the other. and
the earth shaking beneath the voice of thunder. He went ba~k world. Certainly those signs should follow uut;l all the world
certain relations or facts, which are, or are believed into that restaurant with & face a' white as miik, and he saili had been Vtsited. Aut! yet if that declaration was in the mouth
to be, true at the time of their inception, but which, to one of the keepers, "My God, did you ever hear such a fuss of Christ, he then knew that one-halE of the world was unknowu, and that he would he dead fourteen hundred anti fiftyby some new generalization, invention, or discovery, about a little piece of bacon?"
As long as we hat·bor such opinions of infinity; as long as nine years before his disciples would know that there was anmay be rendered untrue, or so disrelated as to render
all deductions based on them either false or wholly we imagin the heavens to be filleu with sn<Jh tyranny, just so other continent. And yet he said, "Go into all rhe world and
long the sons of men will be cringing, intellectual cowards .. preach the gospel," and he then knew that it would be fourwithout significance or relevancy.
Let us think, and let us honestly express our thought.
teen hundred and fifty-nine years before anybody could go.
A striking example of this may be seen in the
The next question is, Can I commit a sin against Gou by Well, if it was worth w'ile to bav signs follow believers in the
Christian system of chronology, the invention of the thinking? If God did not intend I should think, why did he Old World, surely it was worth while to hav signs follow believmonks in the fifth century, which is based on what, giv me a thinker? For one, I am convinced, not only that I ers in the New. Aud the very reason that signs should follow
in that age, was believed to be the grandest event that hav the right to think, but that it is my duty to express my would be to convince the unbeliever, and there are as many
honest thoughts. Whatever the gods may say, we must be unbelievers now as ever, and the signs are as necessat·y to-day
ever i.lid or ever could happen, namely, the advent true
to ourselvs.
as they ever were. T would like a few myself.
on this earth of the son of God, the savior of the
We hav, I say. a Christian system, and tha.tsystem is founded
This frightful dechwation, •; He that believeth and is hapworld!
upon what they are pleased to call the "New Testament'' tized shall be saved, but he that believeth not shall be
But in the process of time, through the agencies of Who wrote the New Testament? I do not know. Who does damned," has filled the world with agony and crime. Every
science and modern criticism, the mental condition know? Nobody. We hav found many manuscripts contain- letter of this passage has been sword and fagot; every word has
of the race has been so changed, and knowledge so ing- portions of the New Testament. Some of these manu- been dungeon anti chain. 'rhat passa:re made the sword of
scripts leave out five or six books-many of them. Others persecution drip with innocent blood through centmiesof agony
advanced, that what was an undoubted truth a few more; others less. No two of these manuscripts agree. No- anti crime. 'l'hat passage made the horizon of a thousand
centuries ago is now believed only by a few, and in body knows who wrote these manuscripts. They are all written yeurs lurid with the fagot's flames. That passage contradicts
some degree doubted by all.
in Greek. The disciples of Christ, so far as we know, knew the Sermon on the Mount; travesties t.he Lord's Prayer; turns
(Oontin'!Ud m pag6 Z04.)
·
Still, though the event has lost its significance even only Hebrew. Nobody ever sa.w, so far as we know, one of the
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l\foses (January),
Homer (I<'ebruary),
Aristotle (liiarcb),
Archimedes (Aprll),
5. Cre>ar (llfay),
(). St. Paul (June),'
7. Charlemagne (July),
1.
2.
3.
4

l£ommttnicalions.
Shall We Hav a New Calend&r1
The following correspondence, which has just
pasRed between T. B. Wakeman, president of the
National Liberal League, and Geo. N. Hill, secretary
of the Investigator Society, must awaken the interest
of all who read:
'

APRIL 1, 1882.

Dante (August),
Guttenberg (September),
Sbakspere (October),
Descartes (November),
12. J!'rederick (December),
13. Blcila' (over),
and two days over.
8.
9.
10.
11.

and Superstition has never since. been able to encircle it again·
with her chains, and she never wtll.
..._
If these great events do not fix the new era, what posoibly
can ? Other date~ of importance confirming this re~ult can be
supplied from auy book of dates or histqry, and that work I
will leave you to supply at leisure.
The last point to be noticed is that this proposed change differs from all others in being the most convenient, in fact, the
handiest possible. It merely drops the superfluous 1600 from
1882, which may be at any time added by an instant of thought,
so that the new era may be compared with or rflstored to the
old, as occasion may require. Again, it does not inconveniently
change the twelve months or moons of the year. These were
well an·anged by Cresar and now are so reformed by astronomers that they will run more accurately than any other division of the year proposed for at least 100,000 years, A change
in this respect would be more fanciful than useful. (See article on the calendar in the new Flnclopedia Britannica).
If it seems desirable to lay aside the names of the months for
better ones it can be done hereafter when the new era is established. In the mean time let us begin with the era. The number of the month can, in the mean time, be used by those who
prefer simplicity. Thus, this Washington's bil'thday would bo
simply, 2, 22, 282.
As a means of propaganda of Liberalism thi~new era, if generally us11d by Liberals, would be very effectiv. It would at
once excite thought which would lead many a miud to discover
the era of science and of man as the result of the age of reason.
That this letter may tend to that result is the wish of your
friend,
T. B. W AKEillAN.

The days of the week are all renamed from less distinguished
servants of humanity, so that the whole calendar is a great
pantheon of human history up to Comte's day.
This calendar of Comte's has attracted great attenti<m, but
chiefly as a lesson of great value in the synthetic, social, and
comparativ study of history. For that purpose it can hardly
MR. HILL,
be too highly estimated. But that it will ever be adopted is improbable. It breaks with the past too abrubtly with its unhandy
'
BosToN, MAss.,
}
Feb. 7. in the 282d yenr of the new Era (A. u. 1882).
thirteen months and supplementary days. It begins with the
T. B. \VAKE)!AN, EsQ.: In the part of your lecture on the date of a revolution peculiar to the French people only, and
"Harmony and .i\Ieaning of the Scientific Gospels" published which was soon overcome by a reaction. From 1793 to 1804
in THE TRUTII SEEKER last October you suggested that the the French Revolutionists used their "repubhcan" calendar
Liberals of the wholP. world mi!lht well unite upon some one based upon their Revolution, in many respects superior to
•event as~< basis and beginning for a new calendar. In this way Comte's; but the present republicans of France show no desire
it w»s proposed to replace the confused and superstitious cal- to revive it, nor to adopt that of Comte, and the rest of the
·eudars now in use by various peoples and sects on the earth by world are not likelv to follow their example if they should make
a new one that would represent the modern life of mankind, the attempt.
aud be more convenient than the old sectarian year of our
These French efforts hav failed, though far more likely than
Lord.
any other to succeed, because they had too narrow a base, and
You proposed that the new year should be called the Era of were unhandy in their use. Let us see how the new suggestion
Science and of Man, and that it should begin with January 1st obviates these difficulties.
as the day, and the old yem· o:f 1600 as the year most proper
1. Its base is the broadest poSilible. The change from the old
for the new year one-making our present year 282.
to the new astronomy was an objectiv, scientific event, common
Thi~ suggestion made a deep impression on my mind. I hav, to our whole }'>lu.net, and to every generation of human beings
for years, maint~ined that modern people, and especially Lib- afterward born upon it. It gave them a new cosmogony, always
erals, should no longer be using the distinctiv calendar of Chris- the base of a new religion. It gave to them liferally a new
Pious Cant.
ti>tnity, which is nothing but a continuation of their myth. heaven and a new earth, as distinguished from the old. It inTo THE EmTOR oF THE TRUl'H SEEKER, Sir :
Why adhere to that any more than to any other doctrin or dis- volved consequences which are as yet but partially realized.
tinctiv feature of that huge and bloody superstition? I deter- All this is set forth in the lecture referred to, and which you Recently I was witness to an unpleasant scene.
mined, therefore, to second your suggestion, and hereafter date and all intere,ted may there read, so that repetition is unnec- An honest but impulsiv old friend of mine, from
my. correspondence in the new era in which we are living, and essary.
representations made him, had concluded to do an
wtur·h began January 1, 282 years ago, or, as the Christians
2. The next great event common to the human species, and
would say, with the year of their Lord 1600.
which was fraught with consequences of incalculable impor- act of benevolence in relieving the necessitie~> of a_
In order to bt'ing thi~ matter before my fellow-Liberals, I tance, was the discovery of humanity; that is, that collectiv man pious and deserving widow. He hated ostentation
hav offered the following resolution before the Investigator is a grand organism, endowed with solidarity and continuity. and publicity, but this generous intention of his, to
Society and Liberal League, of Boston, of which I am a mem- This was the great historical human social event of the modern his mortification, had somehow leaked out. One day,
ber:
world, and it was largely dependent upon the reversal of the sitting in his office, quietly conning over with him
Rtsolved, That in future Rll records of oftlci~l documents by tbe Christian cosmology by astronomy. My second lecture, now
Investigator _l''re_ethinkers' Society, of Boston, l\Iass., shall bea1• date being published, upon "The Harmony and Meaning- of the the contents of the daily newspapers, h~:~ had a call
frnrn tbe ber:wnl!ll! of the VPar of the ])nblicatiou oftbe new (Coper- Scientific Gospels" will develop this idea, so that it need not be from the widow, in company with her minister or
n!can)_Astronomv [A D. 1600], and of the burning at tile stake. bytbe
Cilr!suans at Rome, of that noble martyr for science and man Gior- done here. The new era will concern man and be the human spiritual adviser. After the usual civilities were
da_no Bruno (V.:llicb occurred l<'ebruaJ-y 16th of that year); a,{d that era, as the last was concerned about Christ and was thence passed, business like, he drew down his check-book,
thiS era, of wh>ch the present year is tile two hundred and eighty.
second, shall be used and proclai rued ll.S tile age or year of rea!on called the Christian era.
and commenced to fill out one to the intended
of smence, and of man-the age in which we are living· and that
3. The burning of Bruno, to which yon hav referred, and
t~is new mode of reckoning be recommended for general' adoption. which has been so grandly described by Prof. Draper, is an amount, when the man of God broke out audibly,
but in a subdued tene, to the old lady: "Sister
This resolution was very favorably re~eived but owing to the event that enables this one man to represent, as no other incli·
P---s,
here we behold the Jove of the blessed
vidual
could,
the
consequences
of
the
two
great
contemporary
importance of the subject it, was laitl over for' further consideration. \Vhen the matter comes up again I should be very glad ev~nts above named. He was beyond question the great scien- Jesus; hence to Christ belongs all the glory! Here
to hav some further statement from you, showing more fully tific and human proto-martyr. His fate was the culmination we see the manifest efficacy of prayer! Who dare,
than the short reference in your lecture permitted the grounds of centuries of Christian persecution and slaughter, which makes after this, deny faith in the Lord Jesus? To Christ,
upon which ihe dale is seleuted. lam fully impressed with the that faith the creed of blood, and which will cause future gener- dear sister, belongs all the glory !" My old friend
idea that a change should be matle, and that the martyrdom ations to shudder when they turn the records of its slaughtered
suddenly dropped his pen, wheeled around in his
of Bruno was a part of the stmggle then and !lOW going on be- millions.
'l'hese three grAat events-first, scientific; second, human; chair, and mutely gazed upon the ecstatic features
twe~n suience and superstition, All this is made clear to us by
Prof. Draper's splentlid book on the" Conflict between Science and third, individual-are clearly and decisivly the ones upon of the holy man, and then, placing his hands on his
which the new era rests in fact, and they are the ones which knees, looking steadfastly in the face of the man of
anrl Religion," and his touching refer'lnce to Bruno.
But how much that. year and that event may mean as a turn- should be recognized by it. ·
Does the year 1600 represent them? It certainly does more God, remarked:
ing-point in history I would like to hav shown in a concise
"Look here, dominie, who is doing this little beway. If you will kindly favor me in this matter, I shall be nearly than any other year that could be fixed upon, lt was
the very year of Bruno's martyrdom on account of his adher- nevolent act, myself or Jesus Christ? I want it un:>till further yom·· obliged friend,
GEORGE N.JIILL.
ence to the new astronomy. It was his death that especially derstood I am seeking no fame or glory in this tripublished that new system to the world and consecrated it fling transaction, but if there is any merit in doing a
mt. WAKEMAN.
through all time. It had been discovered, or we may rather simple act of kindness or duty, that merit belongs to
!!3 NAsSAU STREET, NEw YoRK,
(
say surmised, by Copernicus as early as 1507, but, to secure his
February 22, El'a, of i\Ian 282, Era of Christ 1882. }
peace, he had suppressed it and his book annOlrncing it from me ! Do you understand? I am not willing to act
11iY DEAR FRIEND HILL: Your resolution to make the change the public until his death, in 1543. Even then the book and its as a canting, fanatical cat's-paw to any Jesus Christ
to the new era of science pl'actical struck me with surprise, It contents were suppressed, and it was not really known until the or the devil. Until your necessities teach you good
is another instance of seed sowed at random coming up when efforts and death of Bruno, followed by the adherence of Galileo breeding, common sense, and simple honesty, so far
and where least e:rpected. BLJt I see no reason why the change also, at or about 1600, brought the matter before the world. as I am concerned, you will hav to rely on your
should not be begun at least. It can certainly never be ac- The new cosmogony became a fact aud its date was fixed by shadowy friend !"
complished unless there is a beginning. You may yet receive the burning of Bruno in that year. He thus bore the brunt
Here he impulsivly slammed to the lids of his
the congratulations of the world as the first man who wrote the of the discovery. The telescope, then too first discovered, was
282 of the new era-the El'R of Man.
tmned to the sky by Gali!eo, and every doubt was dissipated. check-book and withdrew. Left alone with the minIt is quite evitlent thP.t some change of the calendar will be Science had given to man a new heaven and a new earth. (See ister and the saddened widow, I was really in a very
made within the next 120 years. Intelligent, emancipated man- Draper's Conflict, page 169, etc.) We say had given to man, for unpleasant atmosphere. Here was a well-intentioned
kind will not go on dragging the dead body of "our Lord" the year 1600 also fairly represents the discovery of man as a kind action completely frustrated hy the ill-manthrough 2000, 3000, ~000, etc. It would be too repulsiv and collectiv, terrestrial organism, gifted with solidarity and counered and canting meddling of a fashionable religinconvenient. Be fora 1900 is out there will be a new calendar tinuity, as abovP stated.
upon which not only Christian -sects, but the whl)le of mankind,
1. This was made manifest by the settlement of the Western ious fanatic. The dominie and the widow gazed at
can unite. Many are the suggeotions already made to that end. hemisphere, and also by the annexation of East India and each other in mute silence for a few minutes, and,
The first ques'ion is, What will that new calendar represent? China to the family of nations, by the English, Dutch, French, after asking me if Mr. S. might be expected back
what will it stand for?
·
and Portuguese tradl!rs, explorers, and colonists. These world- soon, to which I gave reply that it was a matter of
The ar:swer to this question shows 11 gratifying unity. There wide efforts may be well represented by the formation of the
is a very general agreement that the new calendar should, in a English East India Company in 1602. The circumnavigation much uncertainty, they mournfully withdrew.
Now my friend is known to be a warm·hearted
word, represent the new, the modern, the scientific, the human of the earth, shortly preceding, had led to these results and
Materialist, or, what is werse, a Spiritualist; but this
era, as you call it, the age of reason. That is, to use Virgil's confirmed the new astronomy,
phrase, the true novus o1·do rerum (the new order of things), to
The discovery, through the English occupation of India, of fact seems only to sharpen his inclination to indulge
modern men, far more than the favored birth of a god in Pal- the Sanskrit language was another event of greatest impor- his feelings in doing acts of kindness to the needy,
estine, or of a Roman aristocrat like Virgil's Pollio. (See his tance, It opened up the filiation of all of the peoples of the regardless of faith or creed. He is, however, a close
Eclogue 4, and Pope's translation.)
Aryan race from the Himalayas to Iceland. It avowed that the
The next question is, With "hat day and year should the new peoples of the world were but a grand family, and laid the basis observer, and hence keenly alive to the fashionable
pious trick of meanly accepting donations from Sunorder begin 'I
of a true ethnology.
As to the da.y, there is and can be no dispute, for astronomy,
2;-The extension of commerce over the whole world at the day-school children and sewing-girls, and accreditconvenience, and the general usage of the past fill:: that it must same period compelled the recognition of this beotherhood of ing the gifts to the glory of something they call
be at the winter solsti~e, or withm a week of it, say January 1st. nations and peoples under the idea of a common human nature Christ. Unfortunately for the widow, in this case
The necessity of thus beginning the astronomical year forced and a common interest.
the mythical Christ to be born on Christmas very absurdly, but
Commerce, with its community and interchange of interests, the man of God was too precipitate in his imputation. I am pleased to add, however, that the widow
science gladly recognizes the gl'eat day which all ages and peo- carried law and politic11>l economy around the earth.
pies had marked and honored as the beginning of the year and
3. These wonderful events led to the working out of interna- did get relief from my impulsiv friend, but she had
as the great festival of human nature, long before Chril•t was tiona! law, which was especially done in 1600 by the learned to listen to a calm lecture on what he conceived to
ever thought of.
Hollander, Hugo Grotius. His labors, then begun led t0 the be the true meaning and application of the fulsome
The next question is to fix the first year of the new era.
publication of his great work on the "Rights ol War and
As to this, there is less unanimity In the lecture you refer Peace" in 1625. Since 1600 the human race has been more word glory, and by all means avoid tickling with
to I hav stated several suggestions which hav been made by and more regarded as a whole brotherhood of peoples and na- flattery her Jesus or Christ-if she believed in oneComte and others, and hav alluded to the reasons by which they tions, confederated togetheJ: by common rights, duties, and in a way that would be insulting and disgusting if
hav been sustained.
responsibilities. The more these obligations are recognized by offered to a human being.
D. BRUCE.
One objection seems to apply to all of the proposals yet made; nations, peoples, and individuals, the higher they rise in the
Brooklyn, N. Y
that is, that they refer only to the events of some one nation, scale of being.
--------~-----people, or race, while that which is needed is something which
4. The same year, 1600, marks the establishment of the in1-'hrice Welcome.
shall be common to the whole human race~ Por instance, a dependence of the English-speaking people under Eliznbeth as
P1·om B1'iclc Pometoy's Great TVe.st .
.calendar based on the American Revol11tion of 1776 has been against popery, the Spanish Armada, and the rule of the VatiD. M. Bennett, editor of that stanch, strongproposed, but it has never been seriously worked out.
can. That event, with their improvements of tile compass then
Comte, however, has actually worked out his calendar based made, made the English explorers and colonists the future in- minded newspaper, THE 'l'RUTII SEEKER, published
upon the year 1789, as the year one, because it was the begin- heritors ?f the earth, which seems destined in time to become at 141 Eighth street, New York city, is on his way
ning of the French Revolutkn. He has started from that date, an Engltsh planet, under an English-speaking confedera.tion.
home from Jerusalem, and will be in California, en
making thirteel!l months of twenty-eight days and four weeks 1 5, The reason is that the soul of man was emancipated in route for New York, in .April.
He is welcome,
each to the year, with two supplementary days at the end. He England in 1600, by the effects and works of Hobbes Bacon
After a little rest he should
h~ sel~cte~ the names of the greatest servants of humanity, in Hunl~r, Harvey, and others in science and thought, a~d mor~ thrice welcome home.
hiS estimation, to replace the present names of the months, than all by Shakspere and Milton in art. Thus the human take the lecture field and relate something of what
_:rhus yre P!bY 1789 as the first year and the months are;
1B9J!.l rose up inspire~ .VY the genius of universal emancipation, he has seen.
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paesed away with Dr. Bellows. He was inaeed a hero. Every remedy for these and all the other evils prevalent in
'rhe Inevitable Con:O.ict.
true man must honor him. Through him Unitarianism made
Mr. Milnrecently offered his resignation as pastor to the Unity itself felt. He is the genius of its past splimdor. l:a his day he Utah. An article entitled "Why They Come," by
church, Chicago. He felt that he was so far advanced that he was noble and fearless; but he who follows in his footsteps Edward Self, is devoted to the consideration of the
could not serve ev;en a Unitarian church. But his congrega- must go farther still, and strip himself of beliefs that were dear many important questionll connected with European
tion thought differently, and asked him to remain; they were even to this noble leader. We cannot hold them, as he held immigration to this country. ,Pr. Henry A. Martin,
willing to hear his best thought; but lo and behold I when he them, with sublime sincerity and power of conviction· WQ can replying to a recent article by Henry Bergh, defends
gave forth his best thought, they instantly changed front and onh hold them in pueril feeling, and so hQld they are V:orthlees. the practice of vaccination. E. L. Godkin has an
requested him to renew his resignation.
'
Mr. Miln sees the confliet, and, like a bold, clear thinker, he
Now, we must not blame these poor." sheep." They proba- has placed himself upon the right side, while the church of article on." The Civil Service Reform Controversy;"
bly had no .idea of. what is goin~ on in the world, and supposed Unity, lib a huddle of children, has placed itself upon the Senator Riddle berger on "Bourbonism in Virginia;"
that .Mr. Milo,. radical as he m1ght be, would still preach God wrong side. It prefera the " confectionery" of orthodoxy to the and General Albert Ordway on "A National Militia."
a.nd Immortality; and no doubt they were thoroughly aston- bread and meat of scienee.
Finally there is a paper of interest on the exploration
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
ished when he plainly declared that he had no faith in these
of the ruined cities of Central America. The Review
dogmas. They got more than they bargained for. They could
is published at 30 Lafayette Place, New York, and is
stand anything inside of God and inlmortality; but to pass outA Simple Creed.
sold by booksellers and newsdealers generally.
side of this time-worn" taffy" was more than they could enFrom the N. Y. Tlmu.
dure. Their childhood asserted itself. Being children in thise
On Sunday morning last, Mr. Beecher, in the course of hissermatters, they hav acted like children. They are not like men,
A Christian Young Man's Lie.
ready to ~ro~t ~he. univ?rse exl!-ctly as it ~· and find genuin mon, made a new confesssion of his faith. As might hav been
?Y
an!
one
w~o
has
watched
Mr.
Beecher's
progress
expected
hope and JOY m 1ts beauhful reality. They still cling to inlages.
To THE EDITOR OF TaE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
Mr. Miln shows the depth and sweep of the Fl"'ethought of to~ar~ LIJ:>erahsm dur~g the last. ten yeari, his confession of On the 27th of February an obscure daily paper,
froth
1s
ch1efiy
a
confessiOn
of
want
of
faith.
It
is
not
so
much
to-day and just where it will surely land in the long run. He
illsued in thill aity, published an article headed an
is .a man of cul.ture, of logic, of delicate feeling, of noble con- a statement of what he believes as of what he disbelieves. It
"Unjustifiable Proceeding,, in which it was stated
smence; and w1th th11 strength and fervor of his manly and bold is a protest, rather than a creed.
Long ago Mr. Beecher rejected the dogma of future punish- thatpenons who attlmded the meeting of the Young
intellect he has come just where every one must come who accepts the scien~ific method. The only escape is by the door of ment, and hence he did not think it nece5sary last Sunday to l'l'len'lil Christian Association on the previous day had
transcendentalism, but that door opens only into an infinit reite~ate his h~rror of the blasphemous theory that the Freethinking tracts "thrust into their faces" by a
Almighty may d1ffer from the pa:otor of Plymouth pulpit as
vacuity.
person whoBe conduct was more adapted to "disgust
Of course there is something that is called God in the minds to the proper principles of divine government. There were
than
amaze" the victims; that the person alluded to
how:ev.er,,
otheJ;,
doctrins
commonly
.thought
~o
be
a
part
of
of a few thinkers like Chadw}?k an~ Savage; but it is scarcely
a remnant of the old " God.
It Is merely a vague brightneas Chnstiamty whwh he had not prilvwusly reJected-that is to "intruded the aforeaaid tracts into Christian assemwhic~ shines out o~ the heart and ~n th? triumphant pathway say in public-aud these he abjured with mueh care and nicety blages," and that it "might be dangerous to conof science. That idea, so far as smence IS concerned is forever of expre~sion. He. expr~ssed his entire disbelief in the story tinue." As I am the only person who was distributvanished. Science does not deal with it; it <'annot admit it. It of Adams fall, or m the dogma that Adam's conduct in any ing ~racts .an_Ywhere ~ea! the rooms. of the Young
way affected his descendants, and maintained that the scriptmighj; as well admit that two and two make five !
Mens Christian Assomatwn at the t1me meiJtioned
Science must always hav two terms and a relation betwein ural account of the fall is purely allegorical. He generously.
them in order to hav a starting-point; bnt an "infl.nit God" admitted that the gospels are in the m~tin truthful, but claimed I made no bones of taking this to myself, but offered
allows but one term, and thrusts out all relations whatsoever. that, like Xenophon's "Memorabilia," they w&rG written in the th~ following communication to the old granny who
It is an intellectual absur9ity. Science can only reason about mfancy of history, and that the writers were so utterly regard- edits the obscure paper mentioned:
the finite; the infinit is simply the incomprehensible unknown lesa of the element of time in making their records that it ''was
"Editor ofth~ Fre1 P1·ess: I am the only per~on to whom
in which science reasons, but concerning which it c,.n hav n~ impossible to frame out of the !our gospels anJthing like your a~ticle of Monday, headed "Unjustifiable Proceeding,"
thought, or picture, or relation, br affirmation Therefore the harmony." Of the atonement there are, according to Mr. can be mtended to •pply, and I beg to state that you are misinfinit must evermore remain simply the infiuit. It cannot by Beecher, seventeen or eighteen different theories, all of which informed. I thrust the tract mentioned into nobtHly's face
any possibility b~ trJW:slated into a person, or God or will 1 or he rejected, and in their stead held that "the evolution unless t?at. ter.m. applies to offeri.ug ~t., a~ tracts usually m·~
intelligence. If sc\ence deals with these terms, it ~ust acc ept of the divine nature in Christ Jesus-the making known of offered, mdlscriJIDnately. It certamly IS qUite a misrepre-entathem solely as finite, capable of being defined and represented. 1he father heart and mother heart in God-constituted that tion to say that I intruded the tracts into a Christian a~sem
.An "infini~ Go.d" is what?. It is infinit goodness, infinit power which, acting upon the imagination and the heart of blage. I would not do such an ungentlemanly act. 1 uistribwisdom, and wfimt power. Smeuce proclaims, if it proclaims man, should bring him to the love of God." As to the church, uted them out of doors, at a considerable Llistance from any asanything, if it has any verity whatever, that such a God is an Mr. Beecher proclaimed that "churches and church ordinances semblage. I hardfy think you meant to thre!tt.en me with dun>:er
utter impossibility; for it says, with the emphasis even of do not matter if on8 has the right spirit," and that " every age for that. Surely you must be aware that the !.lays when Christie.u
thunder, that there is such a thing as evil in the world, some- has improved on the theologic idea of the age before;" or, in young men silenced gains~tyers with the sworu, the stake, and the
thing to be crushed and got out of the way, and annihilated if other words, that Mr. Beecher's views of what constitutes gallows are over. There is only one way to apply such argu.
pos~ible. Now if ~here is A'!il, there cannot be an infinit per- true Christianity are much clearer and better than those of the ments now, which is to hav somebouy swear thnt the unbeliever
apostles ~n~ th~ church w~ich they inst~ucted. By this procfectiOn-only a fimte p~rfection, and therefore a finite God,
sent him an indecent publication through tile mails. As senrul
Every man of sem•e and honesty will eventually come to this eEs of ehmmation of doctrm after doctnn Mr. Beecher's final Freethinkers hav been imprisoned on charges of that chameconclusion. This is the conclusion of all high-minded meri and creed is reached. He believes that Christ was a historical per- ter, which appear to hav been false, but were tried in United
women. It is only a weak sentimentalism that believes in a son of whom the writers of the go~pels hav given a reasonably States. courts, whe~e, as ou~· l;1mented Senator Carpenter said,
G,..d to-day. •· God" must go the way of Sant<> Claus. He trustworthy account, and that 1t is a wise and proper thing for there IS no such thmg as a Jnry, perhaps I hav some r~asou to
has on~y been a doll for c~il~ren, very beautiful, and garnished man to imitate his nobility of thougb.t and conduct. This is be afraid. On the whole, however, lam not."
out With all sort~ of brilliant colors; but an image, a doll certainly a very simple creed-so simple, indeed, that eve!). Mr.
merely, that can g1v no comfort to the mature intellect. Here- Bob Ingersoll could find no difficulty in accepting it.
'fhe old granny refused to publish the above be.
It has often been said that, while Mr. Beecher is a brilliant cause of the sentences in which I reply to the insoafter we must make !he best we can of things good and bad
orator,
he
is
not~
logician.
But,
so
far
as
his
theology
is
conbut science will not permit us to fall back upon a " God" t~
lent threat about danger. He besought me with
help us out of anv difficulty or "wipe all tears away." We ce~ned, he certamly cau!lot be accu~ed of au:y failure to pertears
in his eyes to call him a liar, but spare the feelceive
or
to
accept
the
logwal
conclusiOn
followmg
the
theolo!rlmust battle with nature, and conquer it, and so reach consolacal premises long ago adopted by him. The whole scheme of ings of that sweet-scented Christian young man who,
tion and peace.
!tis the s.ame with the kindred doctrin of immortality, As Mr, Chriftian theology rests upon the assumption that its cardinal he admitted, had told him that I stood at the door of
~bin says, It is a beautiful dream. There is no ground for it in doctrins hav be!iln supernaturally revealed by God to man the meeting, and a heap of other lies.
I do not call
science. Tbe only possible basis for it lies in the ob!cure facts either through the infallible scripture~, the infallible church o; the old granny a liar, because his distress excited my
both.
Mr.
Beecher,
while
conceding
that,
as
a
record
of
f~cts
of Spi~tualism; .but these fact.s are so indeterminate, comin"
compassion. But the Christian young man is a liar,
and gomg, refusmg to be put mto the crucible of scientific ex- in the life of Christ, the gospels may be regarded as substanamination, that they can afford no solid reason for a belief in tially true, cannot admit that they hav the character of a direct who dares not repeat his ~landers to my face, and a
immortality. In the universal experience of the race there has revelation, and hence cannot accept "the theological doctrins coward, who couldn't be "dangerous" to a mouse,
not been any ~an~festati.o_n of mind outside of an organized proclaimed in the New Testament as having any higher origin except perhaps by the method of perjury above menbody .. That mwd IS antenor to matter is a pure assumption. than the brains of tae New Testament writers. Neither does tioned, which was invented by Anthony Comstock,
There 1s not a particle of proof; all the evidence that we can he believe in a church of supernatural origin, the witness and a prominent member of the same dirty gang.
accumulate. is the other v.:ay; but we will not say that matter guardian of the faith, and teaching with an authority the same
Ea~t Claire, Wis., March 2, 1882. C. L JAMES.
p1·oduces mmd, only that It always, to our experience accompa- in charcter as that whieh would attach to an infallible Bible.
-nies mind, and therefore alwaJS will. But when 'the mind Having rajected both these media of revelation, from whence
leaves the body there is not a particle of proof that it takes is ;Mr. Beecher to der!ve his theology? Obviously he must
'l'o Charles Bradlaugh, M.P.
lodgment in another body; and therefore, so far as science is bmld up a system of h1s own in the same way in which a phiconcerned, it vanishes from the domain of knowledge. I do losopher frames his system of philosophy. If neither the
On the morning after his expulsion from Parlianot think that any well-disciplined mind cares to believe in church nor the New Testament has any higher authority than ment, the following was dispatched to Mr. Bradlaugh
immortali~y. One can fi~d enough i~ the boundless, heaving, Xen~nphon's " Memorabilia," the doctrins of the fall and the
by the National Liberal League:
ever-openmg and expandmg, and fruitful life round about his atonement, as set forth by St. Paul and other canonical
daily pathway to satisfy all his hope and aspiration. To me writers, or the doctrins of the trinity, as taught by the church,
NEw YoRK, Feh. 23, 1882.
the " land of immortality" is a very shadowy land compared are merely ?uman theories which may be accepted by one cenRoN. CuARLES BRADLAUGH, My Ve1·y Dear Si1·: The Freeto the magnifient wonders of this world in which I now liv and tury and reJecte~ by .another. In the n~~:ture of things there thinkers of the United States wake up this morning to read the
breathe, that touch every fiber of my body with infinit joy. I can be no certamty m a theology of this purely speculativ news of your repeated expulsion from P11rliament. We are
fu!ly expect, when my. ?od:r dies, to surrender my self-con- nature, except the mere fact of Christ's life in Judea and the simply astonished that the dying old religion of the AnglosCiousness; and the antiCipation qf such a fate dnes not giv me desirability that men should imitate whatever was ~orthy of Saxon rae" has still the strength anu the temerity to proceed to
imitation in him. Had Mr. Beecher, after his rejection of all this extremity at this late day,
a pilrticle of melancholy.
Mr. ~iln will. be justified by the advancing thought of the authority, still clung to any of the leading doctrins of ChrisBut the sit~at.ion, bott~ in _8nglan<l aiHl here, in regard to
day, whwb, as 1t grows strong and partakes of the scientific tianity, he would hav been guilty of a weakness unworthy of Freethought, IS hke the s1tuat10n here before our recent war in
a
logical
mind.
reg&rd to slavery. ln our ante-bellum days, we could confispiri~, will la:y: aside as altogether meless the dogmas of God
"In all highly organized churches," remarks Mr. Beecher dently rely on the pro-slavery party committing some new outand Immortality. They are parts of the old ideas. They can
"
the
old
doctrins
remain
untouched."
If
the
doctrins
of
not remain in the new order.
rage, to keep alive the spirit of liberty, and add new recruits to
Just here, on these very questions, the conflict will come· we Christianity owe their origin to revelation, this unchangeable- the swelling ranks opposed to sltwery. Whenev•w a lull ocis
a
necessary
feature
of
the
church,
but
in
accordance
ness
curred in the agitation, and after 11 periou of comparntiv peace
?ann'"~t.help it. Some would like to preserve these beautiful
1magenes, and would like to keep a little corner for them in the with Mr. Beecher's theory that Christianity is a philosophic some sense seemed creeping into the braills of the ~lavocmts'
~<re
reilring,
with
many
mistakes,
and
fresystem
which
men
another mob would opportunely arise anu tar aud feather som~
mind where science will. not intrude a.nd disturb their "dim
religious light." But science will claim the whole field of quent changes from age to age, the persistency with which the innocent free white citizPn; another printing ofilce would be
church
keeps
the
faith
once
committed
to
tho
saints
shows
a
gutted and broken up; another nei,'TO would be ehased and
human ~nowledge; it mustcl11im this, or it can cla.inl nothing.
Th~r~ will be no half-way work. Science will be imp~rativ. painful and reprehensible con~ervatism. Said another clergy- torn by blood-hounds; au other mother, crossing a river, close
man
last
Sunday
morning,
"Christ
has
continued
himself
in
Thi~ IS necessary to hum&n progress.
pressed by her pursuers, would throw her infant into the rushNow, many so-called Liberals will arrange themselvs on the the church his mystical body-a divine-human organism that ing water beneath her to save at least it from capturE-; another
bear&
from
him
to
me
the
invisible
stream
of
divine
life."
Had
statesman woulu be challenged to the field, or i.Jludgeoned on
~ide of the dogmas (l~ God and immortality, as against the inev..
1table outcome of sc1ence. But sooner or later a decision must Mr. Beecher ever firmly h11ld to this conception he could never the very floor of our House of Congress. 'l'hen, following each
hav
reached
his
present
position,
but
as
he
has
always
rejected
be made, One must wave these dogmas, or marshal himself
outrage of this charucter, all the fires of liberty woulu spout up
against science, and become essentially the defender of ortho- this conception, how ,can any one wonder that he now sneers anew from the ashes of our sleeping volcano.
at
the
conversatism
of
the
church
in
matters
of
doctrin,
and
doxy.
.
All these horrors hav been buffered to free the bodies of men.
Such is the poriition of the ~nitarian church to-day. It is frames a creed for himself and his followers which permits him The same process, it seems, must be gone through to libe1ate
to
exchange
pulpits
with
:Mr.
Bob
Ingersoll?
their minus; and we can cherish the same confidence in the
not a free church. lts platform IS no longer as broad as science.
stupidity of the church party, anrl place the same reliance on
It does not commit itself to the universe. It clings to thenartheir coP-tinning, at every inopportune emergency, all those
rowplankoforthodoxy. Weneednotwonderatthi~. UnitaI h 11T.
A
R
?anism. is the" esthetic" child of Orthodoxy. lt takes delight
N t e .J.rorth
merioan eview for April Gov. Eli hourly weakening processes which were practiced at their bight
m .the lily and the sunflower. It puts emphasis upon beauty. H. Murray, of Utah, treats of the existing crisis in in the days of the Inquisition, to keep down l<'recthought.
It IS fond of decorntion. It has ventured into Freethought just the political fortunes of that territory. According
Frnm this latest ebullition of ecclesiastic spite, of which you
far enough to satisfy its religious sentimentalism. It will go to the present method of local government there, the are the honored victim, we hope and belitwe-inueecl, we know
no farther. It trembles as the boundless ocean of truth rolls minority of the population, the gentiles, though they -you will rise victorious. Your conRtituents, without any
before it. It dares not leave the shore, and can only gather possess the greater part of the wealth of the territory, Lloubt, will return you triumphantly to the seat from which yuu
hav been so unjustly exclude(!, and great gain to mental liberty
pebbles. It has no moral strength, no intellectuH.l daring,
~o mJJ.nly purpose. It is a congregation of sentimentalists-the exclusiv of farm property,, and though they c~n~ti- will be the result.
hly~t>l?om of mere feeling, the mnflower of a complacent tute. by far the most enlightened and enterpnsmg In this faith and hope, representing many thousands of FreeoptimiSm. We cannot depend upon it for any more good wofk portiOn of the community, are practically without a thiuker~ in this country, I remain, most devotedly yours,
T. C. LELAND, Sec'y,
whatever it may hav done in the past. ItB greatest glory ha~. voice in legislation. The author proposes a drastio
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(Continued frompag6 201.)
the splendid religion of deed and duty into the superstition of
creed and crueltv. I deny it. It is infamous! Christ never
said it!
Now upon these gospels the churches rest; and out of these
-thin!l"s, mistakes and inter_QPlatiG>n, thev hav made their creeds.
And the first church "to make a· creed, so far as I know, was
the Catholic. It was the first church that had any power.
That is the church that has preserved all these miracles for us.
That is the church -that preserved the manuscripts for us.
That church is the first witness that Protestantism brought to
the bar of history to prove miracles that took place eighteen
hundred years a.~:o; and while the witne~s is there Protestanti~m takes pains to say,_" You cannot believe one word that
witness says now.''
That church is the only one that keeps up a constant communication with heaven through the instrumentality of a large
number of decayed saints. That church has an agent of God
on earth, ha3 a per.on who stands in the place of deity; and
that church is infallible. That church has persecuted to the
exact extent of her power-and always will. In Spain that
church stands erect, and is arrogant. ln the United States that
church cr~wls; but the object in both countries is the sameand that is the destruction of intPllectualliberty. That church
teaches us that we can make God happy by being miserable
ourselvs; that a nun is holier in the sight of God than a loving
mother with her child in her tbrilleu and thrilling arms; that a
priest is better than a father; that celihacy is bett"r than that
pqssion of love that has made everything of- beauty in this
world. That church tells the girl of sixteen or eighteen years
of age, with eyes like dew and light; that girl with the red of
health in the white of her beautiful cheeks-tells that girl,
"Put on the veil, woven of death and night, kneel upon the
stones, and you will please God."
I tell you that, by law, no girl should be allowed to take the
veil and renounce the joys and beauties of this life.
I am opposed to allowing these spider-like priests to weave
webs to catch the loving maidens of the world. There ought
to be a law appointing commissioners to visit such places twice
a year a.nd release evt>ry person who expresses a. desire to be
released. I do not believe in keepin!l the penitentiaries of God.
No doubt they are honest about it. That is not the question.
These ignorant superstitions fill millions of lives with weariness
and pain, with agony and tears.
,
The next church I wish to speak of is the Episcopalian.
Tha.t was founded by Henry VIII., now in heaven. He cast
off Queen Catherine and Catholicism together, and he accepted
Episcopalianism and Anne Boleyn at the same time. That
church, if it had a few more ceremonies, would be Catholic. If
it bad a few le,s, nothing. We hav an Episcopalian church in
this country, and it has all the imperfections of a poor relation.
lt is always boasting of its rich relativ. In England the creed is
made by law, the same as we pass statutes here. And when a
gPntleman dies in England, in order to determin whether he
shall be saved or not, it is necessary for the powers of heaven
to read the acts of Parliament. It bEcomes a question of law,
and sometimes .a man is damned on a very nice point. Lost
on dPmurrer.
A few years ago a gentl<1man by the name of Seabury, Samuel Seabury, was sent over to England to g"t some apostolic
succession. We had not a drop in the bouse. It was necessary
for the bishops of the Eni:"hsh church to put thtir bands upon
his heRd. They refused. There was no act of Parliament
justifying it. He had then to go to the Scotch bishops; and,
had the Scotch bishops refused, we n<'~ver would have ha<l any
apostolic successir'n in the New World, and God would bav been
driven out of half the earth, and the true church never could
hav been founded upon this continent. But the Scotch bi~h
ops put their hand> on hi<; head, and now we hav an unbroken
succes~ion of heads and bands from St. Paul to the last bishop.
When I was a boy, the other churches looked upon dancing
as probablv the mysterious sin against the Holy Ghost; and
they used to teach that when four boys got into a hay-mow,
-playing seven-up, the eternal God stood whetting the sword
of his eternal wrath waiting to strike them down to the lowest
hell.
The Episcopalians hav persecuted just to the extent of their
power. Their treatment of the Irish has been a crime-a crime
1asung for three hundred yPars. That church persecuted the
Puritans of England and the Presbyterians of Scotland. In
England the altar is the mistress of the throne, and this mistress has always looked at honest wives with scorn.
About a hundred and fifty years ago, two men, John Wesley
and George Whitfieli!, said, If everybody is going to hell, somebody ought to mention it. The Episcopal clergy said, Keep
still; do not tear your gown. Wesley and Whitfield said, 'l'his
frightful truth ought to be proclaimed from the housetop of
every opportunity, from the highway of every occasion. 'l'hey
·were good, honest men. They believed their doctrin. And
they said, If there is a hell, and a Niagara. of souls pouring over
a precipice of ignorance, somebodv ought to say something.
They were right; somebody ought, if such a thing is true.
Wesley was a believer in the Bible. He believed in the actual
presence of the Almighty. God used to do miracles for him;
used to put off a rain several days to giv his meeting a chance;
used to cure his horse of lameness; used to cure Mr. We-~ley's
headaches.
In old times they were very simple. Churches used to be
like barns. They used to bav them divided-men ou that side,
and women on this. A little barbarous. We hav advanced
since then, and we now find as a fact, demonstrated 1y I':Xperience, that a man sitting by the woman he loves can thank
God as heartily as though sitting between two men that he has
never been introduced to.
There is another thing the Methodists should remember, and
that is that the Episcopalians were the greatest enemies they
ever had. And they should remember that the Freethinkers
h.v always treated them kindly and well.
1' ile next church is the Presbyterian, and in my judgment the
wont of all, as fRr as creed is concerned. 'rhis church was
fonaded by John Calvin, a murderer l John Calvin, having
powtlr in Geneva, inaugurated human torture. Voltaire abol'"b.ed torture in France. The man who abolished torture, if
the Christian religion is true, God is now torturing in hell, and
the man who inaugurated torture is now one of the best musicians in heaven. John Knox started this doctrin in Scotland,
and there is this peculiarity about Presbyterianism-it grows
best where the soil is poorest. I read the other day an account
of a meeting between John Knox and John Calqin. Imagin a
dialog between a pestilence and a famin I lmagin a conversation between a block and an ax l As I read their conversation
it seemed to me as though John Knox and John Calvin were
made for each other; that they fitted each other like the upper
and lo\\er jaws of a wild bea8t. They believed happiness was a
crime; they looked upon laughter as blasphemy; and they did
all they could to destroy every human feeling, and to fill the
wind with the infinit gloom of predest.inatiou and eteruaJ death.

They taught the doctrin that God had a right to damn us be- they say," it will not do. You must believe.'' I say, No-.
cause be made us. That is just the reason that he bas not a My gospel of health will bring life. My gospel of intelligtnce,
right to damn us. There is some dust. Unconscious dust I my gospel of good living, my gospel of good-fellowship will
What ri~rht has God to change tha.t unconsciou1 dust into a hu- cover the world witj:l happy homes. My doetrm will put carman being, when he knows that human being will sin; when be pets upon your floors, pictures upon your walls~ My doctrin
knows that human being will suffer eternal agony? Why not will put books upon your shelves, ideas iu·your minds l\:[y
leave him in the unconscious dust? What right bas an infinit doctrin will rid the world of the abnormal monsters born o:( igG d to add to the sum of human agony? Suppose I knew that norance and superstition. My doctrin will giv us health, wealth,
I could change that piece of furniture into a livinl!", sentient and happiness. That is what I want. That is what I believe
human being, wrapped in a robe of passionate flesh, and I knew in. Giv us intelligence. In a little while a man will find that
that that being would suffer untold agony forever. If I did it I he cannot steal without robbing himself. He will find that he
would be a fiend. I would lea-ve that being in the unconscious cannot murder without assassinating his own joy. He will :lind
dust. And yet we are told that we must believe such a doctrin that every crime is a mistake. He will find that only that man
carries the cross who does wrong, and that upon the man who
or we are to be eternally damned l
The other day a young gentleman, a Presbyterian, who had does right the cross turns to wings that will bear him upward
just been converted, came to me, and he iave me a tract, and forever. He will find that even intelligent self-love embraces
he told me he was perfectly happy. Said I, •' Do you think a within its mighty arms all the human race.
"Oh," but they say to me, "you take away immortality.''
great many people are going to hell?" "Oh, yes." "And
are you perfectly happy?" Well, he did not know as he was, I do not. If we are immortal it is a fact in nature, and we are
quite. "Would you not be happier if they were all going to not indebted to priests for it, nor to bibles for it, and it cannot
heaven?" "Oh, yeR." ''Well, then, you are not perfectly be destroyed by unbelief. As long as we love we will hope to
happy?'' No, he did not think he was. " When you get to liv, a:nd when the one dies that we love we will say, "Oh, that
heaven, then you will be perfectly happy?" "Ob, yes." we could meet again," and whether we do or not it will not be
"Now, when we are only going to hell, you are not quite the work of theology. It will be a fact in nature. I would not
happy; but when we are in hell, and you in heaven, you will for my life destroy one star of human hope, but I want it so
be perfectly happy. You will not be as decent when you get that when a poor woman rocks the cradle and sings a lullaby to
to be an angel as you are now, will you?" Well, that was not the dimpled darling, she will not be compelled to believe that
exactly it. Said I," Suppose your mother were in hell, -would ninety-nine chances in a hundred she is raising kindling-wood
you be happy in heaven then?" "Well, he says, "I suppose for hell.
One world at a time is my doctrin. It is said in this Testament,
God would know the best place for mother." And I thought to
myself, then, i! I was a woman, I would like to hav five or six "SuffiCient unto the day is the evil thereof;" and I say, Sufficient
unto e•ch world is the evil thereof. And suppose, after all,
bovs like that.
No church has done more to fill the world with gloom than death does end all. Next to eternal joy, next to being forever
the Preshyterian. Its creed is frightful, hideous, and hellish. with those we love and those who hav loved us, next to that is
The Presbyterian god is the monster of monsters. He is an to be wrapt in the dreamless drapery of eternal peace. Next to
eternal executioner, jailer, and turnkey. He will enjoy forever eternal life is eternal sleep. Upon the shad'owJshore of death
the shrieks of the lost-the wails of the damned. Hell is the the sea of trouble casts no wave. Eyes that hav been curfestival of the Presbyterian god.
tained by the everlasting dark will never know again the burnChristians say to me: "What do you propo~e? You hav torn ing touch of tears. Lips touched by eternal silence will never
this down, what do you propose to giv us in place of it?" l speak again the broken words of grief.• Hearts of dust do not
hav not torn the good down. I ha-vonly endeavored to trample break. The dead do not weep, Within the tomb no veiled
out the ignorant, cruel fires of hell. I do not tear away the and weeping SOITOW sits, and in the rayless gloom is crouched
passage, "God will be merciful to the merciful." I do not de- no shuddering fear.
stroy the promis, "If you will forgiv others God will forgiv
I had rather think of those I hav loved, and lost as having
you." I would not for anything blot out the faintest star that returned to earth, as having become a part of the elemental
shines in the horizon of human despair, nor in the sky of wealth of the world-! would rather think of them as unconhuman hope; but I will do what I can to get that infinit scious dust, I would rather dream of them as gurgling in the
shadow out of the heart of man. " What do you propose in stream, floating in the clouds, bursting in the foam of light upon
place of this?" Well, in the first place, I propose good fellow- the shores of worlds, I would rather think of them as the lost
lowship-good friends all around. No matter what we believe, visions of a forgotten night, than to hav even the faintest fear
shake hands and let it go. That is your opinion; this is mine; that their naked souls bav been clutched by an orthodox god.
let us be friends. Science makes friends; religion, superstition,
But for me, I will leave the dead where nature leaves them.
makes enemies. They say belief is impottant. l say, no, Whatever flower of hope springs up in my heart I will cherish,
actions are important. Judge by deed, not by creed. Good I will giv it breath of sighs and rain of tears. But I cannot befellowship, good friends, sincere men and women, mutual for- lieve that there is any being in this universe who has created a
bearance, born of mutual respect. We hav had too many of human soul for eternal pain. I would rather that every god
these solemn people. Whenever I see an exceedingly solemn would destroy himself; I would rather that we all t-hould go to
man I know he is an exceedingly stupid man. No man of any eternal chaos, to black and starless nights, than that just one
humor ever founded a religion-never. Humor sees both sides. soul should suffer Pternal agony.
While reason is the holy light, humor carries the lantern, and
I hav made up my mind that if there is a God he will be
the man with a keen sense of humor is preserved from the sol- merciful to the merciful-upon that rock I stand; that he will
emn stupidities of superstition. I like a man who has got good. not torture the forghring-upon that rock I stand; that every
feeling for everybody-good fellowship. One man said to man should be true to himself, and that there is no world, no
another, " Will you take a glass of wine ?" " I do not drink." star, in which honesty IS a crime-upon that rock I stand;
" Will you smoke a cigar?" " I do not smoke." "Maybe that the honest man, the kind, sweet woman, the happy child,
you will chew somP-thing?" "I do not chew." "Let us eat hav nothing to fear either in this world or the world to come.
some hay." "I tell you I do not eat eay." "Well, then, Upon that rock I stand.
good-bye, fer you are no company for man or beast.''
I believe in the gospel of cheerfulness, the gospel of good
nature, the gospel of good health. Let us pay some attention
Tnfftr·~
-llf1rt·tndr~.
to our bodies. Take care of our bodies, and our souls will take
~\'
C' B'
~~
(;'
care of tliemselvs? Good health! And I believe the time will·--===================::-:-:==--==
come when the public thought will be so great and grand that
HERON LAKE, MINN., March 15, 1882.
it will be looked upon as infamous to perpetuate disease. I believe the ttme will come when man will not fill the future with
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for Round-the-World
consumption and insanity. - I believe the time will come when fund. Please send @oaks as soon as published to
we will study ourselvs, and understand the laws of health, and
'
J. T. SJIUTH.
then we will say we are under obligation to put the flags of
health in the cheeks of our children. Even if I got to heaven,
MouNT HoPE, Wis., March 18, 1882.
and had a harp, I would hate to look back upon my children
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8-$3 for my
and grandchildren and see them diseased, deformed, crazedsubscription, and $5 for Round-the-World trip.
all suffering the penalties of crimes I had committed.
1 believe in the gospel of good living. You can not make any
Yours,
JosEPH HEss.
god happy by fasting. Let us ha-v good food, and let us havit
well cooked, and it is a thousand times better to know how to
STILES, IowA, March 16, 1882.
cook than it is to understand any theology in the world. I beMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $10-$5 for my
lieve in the gospel of good clothes; I believe in the gospel of
good houses; in the gospel of water and soap. I believe in the subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $5 for RoundJoHN BENNETT.
gospel of intelligence; in the gospel of education. The school- the-World fund.
house is my cathedral. The universe is my Bible. I believe
in that gospel of justice, that we must reap what we sow.
SAN BERNARDINo, Cal., March 14, 1882.
I do not believe inJorgivness as it is preached by the church.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $8-$5 for Mr. Bennett's
We do not need the forgivness of God, but of each other and trip around the world and $3 to renew my subscripof ourselvs. lf 1 rob Mr. Smith and God forgivs me, how does
R. J. ANDERSON.
that help Smith? If I, by slander, cover some poor girl with tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the leprosy of some imputed crime, and she withers away like
•
RIOHMOND, ILL., March 18, 1882.
a blighted flower, aPd afterward I get the forgivness of God,
MR. ED~OR: Inclosed find $8-three to renew my
bow does that help her? If there is another world, we hav got
to settle with _the people we hav wronged in this. No bankrupt euscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER and the other five
court there. Every cent must be paid.
for the Round-the-World books.
JoHN WEsT.
The Christians say that among the ancient Jews, if you committed a crime you had to kill a sheep; now they say," Charge
OGDEN CITY, UTAH, March 17, 1882.
it; pu~ it on the slate." It will not do. For every crime you
l\b.
EDITOR:
Please
find inclosed $8--$5 for Roundcommit you must answer to yourself and to the one you injure.
And if you hav ever , clothed another with wo, as with a gar- the-World trip, and the balance to renew my subB. W. BARBER.
ment of pain, you will never be quite as happy as though you scription to· THE TRUTH SEEKER;
bad not done that thing. No forgivness by the gods. Eternal,
inexorable, everlasting justice, so far as nature is concerned.
GANANOQUE, CAN., March 15, 1882.
You must reap the result of your acts. Even when forgiven by
MR. EDITOR: In addition to the $5 I forwardeJ you
the one you hav inj_ured, it is not as though the injury had not some time a0;o, I now beg to inclose $3 more to hav
been done. That IS what I believe in. And if it goes hard Mr. Bennett's Round-the-World books in morocco.
with me I will stand it, and I will cling to my logic, and I will
Respectfully yours,
WILLIAM HENRY HAIGH.
bear it like a man.
And I believe, too, in the gospel of liberty, in giving to others
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., March 17, 1882.
what we claim for ourselvs. I believe there is room everywhere
1\h. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $8-$5 for the
for thought, and the more liberty you giv away the more you
will hav. In liberty extravagance is economy. Let us be just. Round-th'3-World trip, and the balance apply on my
Let us be generous to each other.
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for the present
I believe in the gospP1 of intelligence. That is the only lever year.
Respectfully,
MAGGIE CLARK.
capable of raising mankind. Intelligence must be the savior of
this world. Humanity is the grand religion, and no God can
SALINE, MnJH., March 23, 1882.
put a man in hell in another world who has made a little heavMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10 from H R. Watson
in this. God cannot make a man miserable if that man has
made somebody else happy. God cannot hate anybody who is or this place, to be applilild ;_s follows: $3 to renew
capable of loving anybody. Humanity-that word embraces his subscription, $5 for Round-the-World books, and
all there is.
$2 (br lithographs of Paine, Ingersoll, and Bennett.
So I believe in this great gospel of humanity, "Ahl but,"
Very respec~fully yours,
GEo. B. MAsoN.

lrom

DuDLEY, ILL, March 18, 1882.
GREENEVILLE, CoNN., March 19, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Since 1 am just as anxious to help
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed you will.find $3 for the extra
bring Mr. Bennett home as I was to send him away, binding of the three volumes of the Round-the-World
you wlll find inclosed $5 for another copy of the trip, as mentioned in THE TRUTH SEEKER. · If any more
book.
Yours truly,
M. RowE.
is required to bring the old scrihe home again, please
let me know. Please send me a catalog of your books._
AYR, ONT., March 16, 1882.
Yours truly,
JoHN EARNSHAW.
MR. EDITOR': In~loeed find $8-$5 for Mr. Bennett's
books of travel to be sent to Peter Hope, Ayr, Ont.,
OAKLAND, ILL., March 18, 1882.
and the balance to be applied to my subscription
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 extra on the $5 for the
books of Mr. Bennett's trip for the best binding,
for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
RoBERT MANSON.
mentioned in the last issue of THE T:rtUTH SEEKER. I
LAWRENCE, MAss., March 20, 1882.
am well pleased with the paper, and can harOiy wait
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 in behalf of till it comes. I. am highly delighted with the letters
your trip Round-the-World. The works of the same from Bro. Bennett.
PETER GoBERT.
please send. when complete, and oblige one in symAUGUSTA, MIOH., March 16, 1882.
pathy with your views.
SHERMAN W. LADD.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $9~$3 for a renewal of
CEDAR JuNCTION, KAN., March 14, 1882.
my subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I see by the
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8-$3 for my sub- tab en the wrapper that my time expired the first
scription to THE TRUXH SEEKER, and $5 for the Round- of March. As I am to hav two copies of the Rounrlthe-World fund. Hope I am not too late. If the the-World trip, I send $6, the amount you spP.cify for
dl3or is open I would like to enter and take a place morocco binding and gilt edges. I WRnt them to be
with those who hav gone before.
E. S. CORLISS.
ornamental as well as useful.
c. M. PIPER.
PARISH, ILL, March 15, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $5 for Roundthe-World trip. We don't S@e how we can do without the books, so put our names down among the
"redeemed." We are giving orthodoxy b--1 down
here.
Fraternally,
L: M. JoNES,
J. L. JONES.

States government was in no s_en;;e a Cnristbu guvernment, and it was the intention of the fathers of
this nation that it should be entirely secular in its
character, and free from any religious domination,
and yet a s;rovernment that should protect all shades
of religious thought, so long as their religion did not
interfere with the rights of man as e~tablished by
this general government.
But how is it to-dav? Does this Cc~.thollc el:urch
not intHfere with the spirit of our general government, and the rights of man, when it. boldly and rniblicly teaches that tbe church's authority is from God,
and the governmflnt is from man, and that true
Catholics must obey Go1 rather than man ?
Thi:m this C 1ristian, evangelical, orthodox, Catho·
lie church has been able to manipulate this government to that extent as to let them stamp their lie
ori our coiri (In God we trust), while the facts of the
case 11re that thert> is not. one in the whole crew
that trusts to this Bible God for the first thing. In
fact, this government knows nothing of him, nor
never did. He has never made his appearance in
America. In the eastern hemisphere, from the. accounts we hav of him, it seems that he sh<>wed Moses
his back parts (Ex:. xxxiii, 33), but he never condescended to do us even that little favor here in America; and why we as. a nation would allow our government officials to be duped by this superstition to
that extent, as to allew them.to hav this lie stamped
on our coin is more than I can tell. Is there any
one that can giv us an intelligent reason for this? I
hope they will rise and explain.
S. D. MooRE.

MT. J.A.CltSON, 'VA., March 21, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Ill closed please find $8-$3 for THE
TRU'NI SEEKER, $3 to hav my Round-the-World books
bound in morocco, and $2 to help defray the expenses
of Mr. Bennett113 trip, as I think $5 is too small a
sum to pay friend Bennett for traveling around the
world and publishing the books.
Hoping Mr. Bennett may get home safe, I remain,
THE CRISIS.
HART, Mrcn., March 15, 1882.
Yours truly,
LEONARD.WALTERS.
SoLEiilBURG, 1\Iarch 12, 1882.
Mn. EDITOR: Mr. Charles Burr called on me yesterMR. EDITOll:
day, and told me he was suffering with weak and
GoLDSMITH, IND., March 18, 1882.
The crisis is coming! resounds from on high,
inflamed eyes-so much so that he cannot read his
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $6-$3 for THE
Let our bird scr~>am, as it floats in the sky,
paper. He requests it stopped for the present, and
TRUTH SEEKER and $3 for the extra. binding of the
The light of the ages, that shone in the past,
incloses $5 to head off D. M. Bennett while on the
Is burnished by science, grown brighter at last,
books. I am well pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER.
home stretch, and thereby secure the books if he is
And it came to' pass about the year 1882 of the
I hardly kn~w how I could do without it. I am surnot everlastingly too late.
C. A. GAINES.
rounded by the meanest set of Jesus-eaters that Christian era, and in the reign of traditional superthe sun ever !'hone on. They are Presbyterians. stition over all the earth, that many did run to and
PoRTSMOUTH, ENG., March 8, 1882,
I will giv a specimen of. their conduct. I was fro seeking knowledge above what is ¥-'ritten in the
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6.50 for Mr. Bennett's road-master some three years ago. It was my duty to holy book of the Chronicles of the holy wars of the
travels Round-the-World, and "Godly Women of the warnout all males over twenty-one and under fifty God of the Jews, as chief general of his chosen peoBible." Our tories and whigs, I expect, would like to years of age. I went to one good praying man. I made ple. Even D. M. Bennett, editor of THE TRUTH SEEKp;ut Mr. Bradlaugh in a den if possible. The day is my business known to him. Well, he said he thought ER, whom you all well know, is now on a pilgrimage
too far gone for that. By refusing to allow him to
be was too old to work on the road. He had told me around the world, seeldng, perhaps, the four corners
take his seat, they are making him more popular
thereof, but nary a corner had he found. when last
and doing more good to the cause of Freethought, about two years before that he was fort.y-two. I felt. heard from in the land of Yahweh, where the corn~"r
that
I
was
beat.
I
went
to
the
auditor's
office
and
than if he went in quietly. Wishing Mr. Bennett
got the assayer's book of 1867 and found him booked idea, with many other wonderful stories, originated.
every success and a safe return, I remain,
for forty-two over his signature. He had lied out o! Mr. Bennett tells of many rocks and stones existing
Yours truly,
J. BRUMAGE.
at least four year's work. He is one of the loudest there, belonging to former ages, but is silent on tbe
prayers in the Presbyterian church. This is only one supposition that they once formed a great pillar to
FARLEY, IowA, March 11,1882.
support one of the four corners of the earth in that
of a number of mean trir>ks I could enumerate.
MR. EDITOR: I hav succeeded in securing one more
place, when the earth was a table-land, and the
Yours truly,
DAVID SMITH.
name for the roll of honor. You will find herewith
mighty orb of day rolled majestically around it, ex$5 for the Round-the-World trip for N.J. Loomis, of
cept for a short season, to accommodate General
MEMPHIS, Mo., March 14, 1882.
Farley, Iowa. The remainder of inclosed cash you
MR. EDITOR: I was glad to see the brief but cogent Joshua in drenching the earth with the blood of his
will apply on books, etc., as directed.
fellow-beings to please his God of vengeance, now
letter of Amy Post in your last issue.
In 1he matter of the two books ot ''A Truth Seeker
I, too, wonder that there are those who refuse to revered by professing Christians as a God of love.
Abroad," I prefer that titile to "An Infidel Abroad," investigate Spiritualism when there are so many Oh I what ignorance, worse than that, priestcr'<ft has done it all,
on account of having them circulate among Chris- mediums in whose presence no honest and intelli- And yet it rears its hydra-bead 'neath stately temples tall ;
tians. I am now almost alone in this free library gent, person can fail, by proper perseverance, to be But. science's light is marching on, like D.l\L Bennett round the
world,
affair, and cannot get as many books each year convinced of its truth. And yet many who never
as we ought to hav, but what we hav got are seek for the truth on this subject speak as Weaving a banner as he goes, to float o'er all the world,
doing good work and their influence is felt inside dogmatically upon it as any church bigot. I never .A.nd rouse the nations, one and all, beneath its friendly wa>e,
Till priestcraft shall be dead and buried in its grave;
the churches here. There is no time but what some expect to see any nearer approach to miracles than 'Tis founded on a monster myth, a myth and nothing more,
of the books are out, and often among church-mem- 1uch people. But it must be caused by the horrors When its votaries hav the power they dye the earth with gore.
bers. I a.lso take six Liberal papers, all of which l with which old theology has clothed the future. Religion is a work of anxious soul, for good of all humanity,
And )lot ti11d up in stupid creeds, like selfish Christianity.
keep on the move, either by handing around or by Would that they could shake that off.
time is at hand, for time to decide,
mailing to parties at a distance. The general sentiMy mind often reverts to a visit I enjoyed at the The
ment in this part of the country is becoming more hospitable home of Isaac and Amy some twenty-six Whether priestcraft is right or to be denied ;
Liberal year by year. When I look back five years or eight years ago. I, for the first time, saw in the Beheld as the author of many the vices,
And doomed to iO down now in the crisis I
and see· the change that. has come over the people, I evening a table move without visible contact with
"A LITTLI!l MORE GRAPE."
am surprised. It is far better than I expected when any moving force. The medium was a lady who was
I began to fight for the right, and I think that I can giving a course of lectures in Rochester, but whose "A little more grap!!," Taylor told Bragg,
And the foe will be rea.dy to put in a bag.
see plainly that our cause is advancing with i-ncreased name I cannot now recall. Benisons on Amy and
They are beginning to doubt, to waver, and fear,
ratio. One of our churches has been holding a re- spirit Isaac.
From the charges they got, 110 plain and so clear,
STEPHEN YouNG.
vival for about two weeks, and so far, I understand,
Like the soldiers in blue, gave the soldiers in gray,
their efforts hav proved .a failure. There is not
When they conquered for freedom, the pride of our day I
ADRIAN, MICH., March 10, 1882.
much danger of any great religious excite)D.ent in
I
regret very much that my age and circumstances
MR. EDITOR: Your editorial in the last TRUTH
this town. When we hear of any one getting warmed SEEKER in reference to the intolerant and dogmatical forbid my name being on the starry role for D. M.
up to the subject we cool him or her off if it is in character of the Catholic church, and its inroads on Bennett's banner books. I hope to get them at some
our power. Sometimes we use argument, sometimes American institutions, was well timed, though it future time if life permits. I am about opening an
ridicule, and at others use our books, papers, lect- throws a dark shadow on American liberties, and it office in this place (Carversville), with the following
ures, tracts, etc. And for five years we hav success- should be a renewed incitement to all lovers of our invitation to all:
fully combated all efforts to raise a religious excite- country's future welfare to themselvs in the direcCome walk into my' office, when I'm not away,
ment, and consequently converts hav been exceeding tion of using their influence in trying to build up
And enjoy your freedom, to hav your honest say,
scarce. If every Liberal would subscribe for one live intelligent Freethought, based on correct moral prin- A<ioording to the broadest liberty compatible witt human justice.
Liberal paper and giv it to his friends to read, our ciples, for this is the true and sure foundation on .
I want to answer questions, my answArs shall be free,
cause would sweep over the world like an avalanche. which to build a higher manhood. It was this that
So none should be offended if we different see.
I cannot see why it is that Liberals so generally fail laid the foundation of this government. There was
Yours truly,
E. W. ALLEN.
to respond to the needs and duties of the day. For no priestly dictation there; no building on an anthroshame that it should be so I
H. GILMORE.
poid God, or any other kind of a myth, but they
CoVINGTON, PA., March 13, 1882.
boldly and publicly declared to the world of manMn. EDITOB: Inclosed find one dollar for books. I
GALT, ONT., March 23, 1882.
kind at large that their government should be built was sorry to hear that our old hero bad to work so
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for extra binding of
on
the rights of man.
hard to get ·out of the Jordan, and trust that he may
my volumes of Round-the-World.
JAMES BRowN.
That law was for the protection of the weak, and not meet with any mishaps, but return home to his
derives its just powers from the consent of the gov- friends. I am in an orthodox town where they all think
NEWBURYPORT, MAss., March 19, 1882.
erned,
and no God, no Jesus Christ about it. · In that Thomas Paine denied the god of nature, and
MR. EDITOR: I send $3 to hav my Round-the-World
the language of George Washington to the Turkish confound an Infidel with an Atheist, and they hear
volumes bound in morocco. JoB T. DICKENs, M.D.
government, when it objected to opening its ports it preached from the pulpit that to think or reason
to the United States government on account of its is sinning against the holy spirit. There are a few
LEADVILLE, CoL., March 16, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please bind my Round-the-World books Christian character, as the Christian evangelical Freethinkers here, and we intend to organize a Libreligion, through the European nations, had given •ral League next fall and show ourselvs. When
in morocco, with gilt edges.
J.A.s. C, GRIFFITHS.
them so much trouble from their encroachments on one is readiRg the scribe's description of the country
their political rights, "this io; in no sense a Chris- in the "Book of Chronicles of the Pilgrims in the
AuBURN, N.Y., March 20,1882.
Land of Yahweh" (chap. xxvi), turn to Exodus xx.xiv
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to pay for binding tian nation."
In order to put this matter at rest with them. 24, and the script11re is plain enough.
.books in morocco with gilt edges.
Your• truly,
0. J. LovELL,
Yours truly,
EDWIN GRPNFIE~D. -George Washington assured them that the .United

\

frHE '".flRUTH S~EKER, APRIL 1, 1892.
The Cottage Maiden.
BY ALHAZA.

But the tender heart o'IIeesome love,
What mair hae queens upon a throne ?-BU1·ns.

Oh miJ·k was the night, the wind blew cauld,
The sheep, a' safe, were within the fauid;
He brought me gloves, and a Highland plaidee,
And went to the wars, my a in kind laddie.
The laddie's awa', the brave laddie.
It jars me great that he is gone,
'Neath the milk-white thorn I weep and moan.
So the thrnsh is lonely far over the lea,
The bird that Is flown she Is waiting to see.
The laddie's awa'.
They told me one day he was sick and Pad,
· My heart is salr for the absent lad;
No ro•e of the simmer is lovely to me
Till fa!e restores the pale Jadd1e to me.
For he is awa'.

The wind blaws cool from the mountain's ·crest,
The lavrock l'lses with dew on his breaet,
But the •westlin wind comes never to me,
To bring the laddie I wish to see;
For he is awa'.

Oh where was God. when the •hip was a wrack,
,. And the shivering sails by the north wind strack,
And the str:mded vessel was left alone.
Aud hoorselv sounded the sea's wild ronan I
Oh, where was the ladti.ie?
The sea-gulls tlew from their rocky home
To wet theiJ· beaks In the +purple foam;
Now the breeze Is still that should waft him to me,
J.ud my heart is chill as the moaning sell..
* "Weatlln wind," meaning western breeze, an expres-

sion usod in Scotch ballads.

+"Purple foam." The sea..foam is dark IJy shoal water.

What WItS Hi!! Creed 1
Republished bv requut.

I

and reasonable way that none can fail to see
its great importance in the elevation of our human kind.
The chapters are all extremely interesting,
and the splendid introduction by Col. Ingersoll
sparkles like all the jewels of his wonderful
genius, and givs an added luster _to the wo~k,
which is destined to liv and take 1ts place With
the standard literature of the vrorld. This book
will undoubtedly meet with a large sale, as it
deserves. It is handsomely and neatly bound,
printed on good paper with clear type, and is
dedicated to " all friends of humanity who do
Iiot fear to discover in nature the only cause
and cure of all that stande in the way of our
highest good."
SusAN H. WrxoN.

Spirit Samuel Bowles's Opinion of
Henry Ward Beecher.·
In the late work of Samuel Bowls~, "Contrasts in Spirit Life," which is just now having
such an unprecedented sale all onr the country,
is to be found on page 82 the following very
interesting remarks concerning Mr. Beecher:
Question: How would Henry Ward Beecher
be received were he to go to spirit lire now, with
the knowledge of spirit return, but lacking the
courage to proclaim it?
A.nswer: He would be recei,-ed as one who
preached the truth, but not the vrhole truth;
as one who worked for humanity, did his duty
as far as possible without calling upon him
public contumely. Henry Ward Beecher today is doiog a greq.t work. He is c11refully
breaking up the old ideas and giving new ones.
He is dally showing that it is acts, not blood,
that save men. He h&s clothed his thoughts
nn this subject in non-committal words, and
were he to come to spirit life now he would be
received lovingly by many whom he had benefited, but reproachfully by that class of Bpirits
who, knowing his powerful intellect, hi8 strong
magnetic qualities, knowing that from his own
experience~, and from those of a sister, he must
hav b8en convinced of spirit return, yet know
that he ha! not m&de it publicly a spoke in the
mighty wheel of progress. This failure in duty
would come to him as aremiuderofwhatmight
ha.v been, and the thought of the p,..,werful
lever he might h&v worked for the good of a
sinning people would be a reproach to him
when he viewed it 118 we view it. Sh0uld this
meet hi8 eye, I would remind him of the force
back of him whichgiTB him hisfinestthoughts,
of the power he possesses to sow seed for a great
harvest. If he chose he might unite spirit return and communion with hisglovring thoughts,
and te11ch people they are never alone; that the
friend whose cold form was yesterday dPposited
in its resting-place is to-day a liTin~:", working
being with love intensified.
·
May an!{els and all that is good spare Henry
Ward Beecher until, with every beautiful sermon he preaches, the nearness of the two
worlds is made manifest, and until he sees the
necessity of urging his numerous liock to study
into lessons that show them if a man die he does
liv again.
This charming book contains Mr. Bowles'!!
interview with Dr. J. G. Hall, and which ie itself worth the price of the book. It can be obtained at this office for fifty cent!!.

He left a ton of anthracite
In front of a poor wit'! ow's dOol',
When the deep snow, frozen and white,
Wrapped street and square, mountain and moor;
That was his deed;
He did it well.
"Wbat was his Qreed ?"
I cannot tell.
Blest" In his basket and his store,"
In sitting down and rising up,
When more he got, he gave the more,
Withholdillg not the crust and cup.
IIe took the lead
In each good task" What was his creed 1"
I did not ask.
Hie charity was like tbe snow,
Soft, white, and silken In its fall;
Not like the noisy winds that blow
From shivering trees the leaves, a pall
For flower and weed
Drooping below,
"What was his creed 1"
The poor may know.
He lind great faith in loaves of bread
l<'or hungry people, young and old ;
And hope-inspiring words be said
To him he sheltered from the cold.
:E'or man muml feed
A~ well as pray.
"What was his creed?"
I cannot say.
n words be did not put his h~1st;
In faith his words were never writ;
He loved to ebare hie cup and cru•t
Liberal Notes from Illinois.
With any one who needed it,
In tlmQ Of need
To THE EDITOR OF THE TR11TH SEEKER, Sir:
A friend was heSince I wrote you last I hav visited mo11t of the
"What wae his creed!"
lar~e towns in Ford, Champaign, Piatt, DougHe told not me.
lMs, Edgar, Vermillion, and Iroquoil! counties;
and, taken a11 a whole, I hav found le11e activ
He pnt llls trust In heaven, and worked
Eyer along with hand and head;
Liberalism in these seven counties than in any
And what he gave In charity
other portions of thi~ state I hav tranled over
sweetene!! his sleep and dally bread.
I during my nearly twenty months' traveling over
Letnsheed,
Illinois in the interest of Liberalism. This inFor life is brief;
activity does not arise from the want of numAdopt his creed.
bers, as there are a great many Freethinkers in
And give relief.
nearlyenryplace I havvi&ted; but the trouble
is, they do not, as a general thing, take any Liberal papers, and as a consequence are uninThe Brain and the Bible.
formed and indifferent as to the i!llportanc~ of
Does anybody want a good book, interesting, organiz&tion.
instructiv, with fresh, new arguments, and enWhen in f~Q:ton, Ford county, I had the
chaining the attention from beginning to end? pleasur!l of attending two lectures by Prof. W.
Tl:ten procure anq r!'ad 1\ir, Be11,ll's book with F. Jamieson, on the ennings of January 17th
the above caption, and you will riae from its and 18th. A.nd let me say that if any comperusal with a better understanding of your- munity wants to get a good shaking up until
self, your neighbors, your friends, and a more the dry bones of old orthodoxy fairly rattle, let
tender sympathy for all.humanitr. In this book r-!hem engaQ'e Prof. Jamieson or Mrs. H. S. Lake
the author does not simply reiterate the old to giv them a course of lectures.
arguments against the unstable system of anI spent some time in PariB, the birthplace of
cient and modern Christianity, already worn THE TRUTH SEEKER, where I met with many
and wearisCfi!e to tho student and obierver, warm friends of Mr. D. M. Bennett, amongst
but earnesUy and Cft.ndidly sift!! the character whom I would name Mr. and Mr8. Jacob Oreand development of the influences that hav tois, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bradbury, Mr. J. A.
been brought to bear upon man, and made him Walthall, Mr. William H. Geohegan, and J. R.
as we find him to-day, and presents facts in a Martin.
new and different light. Society-the world
I expect to go north from here to Pontiac,
in general-deals with effec:ts; Mr. Beall goes and thence into La S!ille county, and visit what
back. to causes and shows the why and where- of tile state I can lying between here and the
fort~ of the 13vil and the good. He is a practi- Illinois river between this and the time for
cal scientific phrenologist, and, from a phreno- holding the next annual state Hberal League
logical (which is the correct one, I think) stand- convention, which I am arranging to 'hold in
point, has given in this book much v~~.luable Maennerchor Hall, in the city sf Bloomington,
matter and food for thought, showing conclu- on Saturday and Sunday, June 3d and 4th.
sivly and cleMly that, in the author's own
To make this convention a success is going to
words, "the brain is the only true Bible-that involve some expense. But this can be easily
nature embraces ail there is of which we hav met if those of our Liberal! who can afford to
any logical evidence, and that neglect of nature do so will only come forward and join the state
paves the broad road to the only hell, while Liheral League. One dollar makes any msn
obedience to natural law makes a flowery path or woman a life member of the state Liberal
to the only heaven."
League of Illinois. The sum is but little for
I haT not in some time read a book that has each one. There are now one hundred and
pleased me so much. as this. The ai·guments twent;r-five life members to the state League of
are so true and logtcal, the matter treated so IllinolS, and there ought to be five hundred by
important, a!ld the great ally o~ Materialis~, the first of June.· My Liberal friends, let ~e
phrenology, 1s broua-ht foi:ward m 11uoh a fair ask you once more to send me a membenhi~

I

fee to the state League, and thus help forward
the cause in this state. It takes all and more
than I make from the sale 11f'books to pay railroad and hotel expenses,yet I cannot think th&t
you are disposed to let the good work commenced in this state stop through the want of a
little help.
My post-office addres~ until af~er .the June
convention will be Bloommgton, Ilhnois. Please
let me hear from you.
I Yours for mental liberty, F. F. FoLLET,
Sec. State Liberal League of Ill.
Fairbury, IU., Maroh 18, 1882.

"The Infidel Pulpit."

Lectureli by George Chaine}".

VOL. I. CONTAINS
Lessons from the Life and Work of Karl Helnzenh· Minot
SaV&I!e's ToJks o.b<Jnt God; Moral Objections to t e God
Idea· Nature and Decline of Unitarianism; Robert G.
Ingersoll· Assassination of the Czar; Light! and Sh&de•
of Liberalism; The Bplrlt of the Press; Relies of BarbarIsm· The Sphinx· The Choir Invisible; Lessons for To.
day,' from Walt Whitman; True Democracy; My Re!lg.
Ions Experience; The Ideal Man and Woman; What 11
Moral! tv 1 Whst Is Rellalonr Tne Chnrch of the Futnre.
Price,$!.
D. M ~4~~~~1Jst, N. Y
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Spiritualism f'rom aMat;erialistte 81 ul
point. 10 centa.
Paine the Political and Relfgtons Bee
forDler. 10 cents.
WoUlau: Her Past; and Present;!. Her
Rights and Wrougs. 10 cents.
BlaterialisUl and ()rime. 10 cents.
Will the ()omin&' l'llau Worship Ged"
lO cents.
'
()rimes anll ()ruelties of' ()hrist;tanity. 10

cents.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theological. 20 eta.
nurgess-Uuderwood Debate. A four days
deuute uetween B. F. Underwood and Prof. 0. A. BnrgeSB
President of the Northwestern Christian University
lnd!tmapolls, Ind. Accurately reported, 188 pp, Paper
50 cents; cloth, 80 cents.

de~::~~e~:e~~tJ'tfn.IJ!~:o~~:da~:~. fofi~u1~~U:,

Fnl!y reported. Paper, 55 cents; clotb, 60 cents.
l'IIiscellaneous Works.
The Martyrdom of' Man. Embroclngthefour
divisions of War, Religion, Liberty, and Intellect. A work
ofrare merit, and written In superior style. By Wlnwood
Re>'de. New edit!on: 5-14 pages. Price reduced from~
to $!.75.
The ()reed of ()hristeudom. Its foundatlolll
contrasted with Its superstructure. By W. Rathbone
Greg. One of the clearest and ablest works ever Written
Price $1.50.
Revelations of' Antichrist. An e"hanstlv work;
rovlug concluslvly that no such person ll8 Jesus Christ ex

r.

sted i u the reign of Tiberi us, but that a Jesus, the son of
Mt\.l'Y, was stoned and hang_ed about a century betore, and!

that his disciples, Simon Kep!m, alias Peter, and the apostle Paul, both lived and died bofore the Christian era,.
446 pages and full index. Price, $2.00.
A sketch of man's phyo! ...l, political, mental, and
Tbe Jamiesou-Ditzler Debate. A nine
aoelal development In past, preaont, and future.
days' debate up. God, the Bible, Chrlstlanltyj and Llberatlsin. Bctweell Wm. F. Jamieson and ltev. acob Ditzler,
By GEO. (). STIJ!:BELING, M.D.
D.D. Paper, 50 centBi cloth, 75 cents.
l'rlca :l5 centl. For BAle at thlo office.
Tile Pro and (Jon of Superna1;n:ral lte
lil;'iou. Both sides fairly and ably presented. By E. ~·

THE PEOPLE'S READER.

The Le;-end of the Patriarchs·
and Propllet!l.
J!y 8. BARING-GOULD.
Price, $1.50,

GARRISON IN HEAVEN.
A. DREA.M.
BY WILLIAM DEl'rTON.
PRICJil 'lEN CENTS.

Bold by D. M. Bennett,141 Eighth st., New York.

THE PYRAMID OF GIZEH.
The Relation of Ancient Egyptian Oiv
ilieation to the Hebrew Narrativs
in Genesis and Exodus, and
the Relativ Olaims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Oonsidered.
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
Price, 25 cents.

ECCE DIABOLUS,
in which the worahip of Yahnh, or Jehovah,
is shown to be devil-vror!hip, with ~ome observation8 upon the horrible and cruel ordi·
nance of bloody sacri:fl.ce r.nd burnt-o:ll:l'lring!!.
B;yt;he VERY REV.EYAIDATI.Jill!I,LL,D.,
A.rch.Drnld of Great Brit&ln,
Prieo, 25 oenta.

LovA and

Transition.

A poetic Telnme. aldln1 lnqnlry. It Is an aplc eluoldated. iy four lon-hla\ori•, and an &fiUmlnt In nine
&&ntoo, ohowlng th• relat1o1111 et n~ and dutleo to
chanp:e, Hienee, and GUJtoml.
Priot$1.00.

Ncar~

pp., 'Well bownd.

Progress vs. Fashion.
A hyglen1c esoay on dreSil reform,

S2

pp, price 10 ot!.

WOMAN'S WAY OUT.
Opln1ona of able anthon on need of change In the form
of woman's elothu. ~ pp., price 10 cento.
s.nt p01t-p<Ud on

1moe

r~Mpt

of prie< bri

Mary E. Tillot•on, VIneland, N. J,

SCffiNCE AND THEOLOGY :
Ancient and ll.odern.
B;r .JAJUIJI!J A.l'rTftOl'rT FBOUDE.
f"t~.

2508111:1.

THE

GODLY WOIER OF THE BIBLE.
BY .A.lf

Guild. ex-Universalist clergyman. -paper, SO cents; clot"""

50 cents.

The •rrnth Seeker ()olJection oC Forms,
Hymns, and Reei.tattons. Containing forms for

organizing societies, marriage, funeral services, naming ot
Infants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc. AIBo 525 ·Liberal

and Spmtna!!stlc Hymns for public meetings, funerals.
social gatherings, etc. To which are &dded beautiful RecItations for various public occasions. 550 pp. Paper, 110
cents; cloth, 75 cents.
J The Heathens of the Heath. A finely written

Radical romance. By wm. McDonnell, author of Exeter
Hall, Family Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. l500 pages. Prlee
reduced. Paper, SO cents; cloth, $1.25.
Nathaniel Vaughan. A Radical novel of marked
ability. Br. Frederika Macdonald. 404 pages. Price reduced to $ .25.
'rhe Darwius. A domestic Radical story. By Mn.
Elmlna Drake Slenker, author of John's Way, Study!~.
the Bible, and nnmerouo essays. 257 pp. Paper, 50 cencloth, 75 cents.

J6hn's Way.· A pleasing domestic Radical story.
By Mrs. E. D. Blenker. 15 cent!.
•rJte ()lergyman's Viet;ints. A Radical stor,y
vlvld!y portraying the wrongs committed by the profe88e<l
men of God. By Mrs. J, E. Ball. 25 cents.
·
The Outcast. A deep, finely-written Radical story.
From the London edition. By Wlnwood Re&de, aul;hor of
Martyrdom of Man. 80 cents.
The Adventures of· Elder Triptolemus
·rub. Containing startling and lnterestlng disclosure&
about he!~ Its locality, magnitude, cllmate, employmonta.
etc. By the Rev. Geo. Rogers. 15 cents.
Gott.Jieb: His Life. A Romance of earth, heaven.
and bell. Beautifully written, by S. P. Putnam. 25 cents.
()hronicles of' Simon ()bristtanns. .Hia
manifold and wonderful adventures In the Land of Coemos. A new scripture (evidently inspired) discovered bJ'
I. N. Fidel. From tbe Engllsb. Veryricb. 25centa.
Amberley's Ltt·e of Jesus. His character aDd
doctrine. From the Analysis of Religious Belief. By VIacount Amberley. Paper, 55 cents; cloth, 60 cents.
Jesus ()hrist. His !If~ miracles, deity. teacblnp.
and Imperfections. By W. S.~ell. 25 cents.
Resurrection oC Jesus. Showing the contradfOo
tlons and doubts In which tbe snbject Is Involved. By W.
s. Bell. Revised edition. 25 eents.
An outline of' the French Revolnt;too 1
Its ()auses and Results. A clear and compre•
benslv portroyal of this Interesting portion of human bl&o
~ory. ByW. s.Bell. 25 cents.
Last Will and Testament of' Jean Mes•
lier, a curate of a Ronflsh church In France, conta!D'
lng tho best of his writings. 25 cent!.
"A Few Words about the DevU, and Other
Essays. By Charles Br&dlangh. With a portrait of the.
writer. 260 pp. $1.25.
Voltaire in Exlle. Translated from the French o!'
M. Gastineau by his son Edmond Gastineau. Belnll'
Memoirs .of the life of the great writer never before puJ>;.
llshed. Paper, 75 cente. Clo1Jb, $1.
Six Lectures on Ast;ronoDly. By Prof. R. r....
Proctor. 20 cents.
Pocket Theolol{y. By Voltaire. Comprisfnlt
terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of the terms usK
In theology. Tho only edition In English. ;~!>cents.
Religion Not History. Anableenmlnatlonof

~~\f1re~~~;~t~~R,g~j~~ ~~~.;rr:rt~~~~eftl Prot.

!!lixtec,n Saviors or None. By Kersey GraveJ,

~~~~~ro¥fa\%fes;v ~~~·'kl~~;'h~ ~~u~,!l~~- &;1~~.;7~~~
Ungodly Woman of the 19th Century. oloth,$1.
N•rly MJ pqes. Price, paper, 110 oen~; nloth, 75 Cltll.

Outlines ofPhrenolol{y. By F. E.Asplnw!'llr
Most acceptable to Llbera1s of anything of tlle l<lll4
published. Paper, 50 cts; clotb, 75cts.
PRICE RED:UCED.
The Holy Bible Abridged. Containing the
passages and I0veir morceaus particularly pleas!nlf
Self-Contradictions of the Bible. tocholc~
Comstock. 169 pages. Paper, 80 cts; cloth, 50 eta.
Superstition; The Religion of Believe or be
Price reduced to 15 cento, from 25 cents.
an Open Letter to tbe St. John's SChool Board.
A f.er!ectly reliable, acenrate pamphl•t ot 'n paces. Com- Damned,
Br M.. Babcock. 25 cents.
f~i~~fe ~~ee~!r;~~h~?!~~t i~~r~~o.~d:J:'~"J~~~~ld be on Why Don't God Klll the Devil 'l A Serle•
of Essays dedicated to the Bt. Johns School Board. By
1\1. Babcock. 25 cents.
·
THE
The Ghost of St. Johns. By M. Babcoek. 25
M.D.

RELIGION OF COMMON IENSE.
BT
Prof. LIEBRECHT UHLIG, of Germany.
Price, :l5 centll. For sale at thlo office.

"Antichrist:"
Proving conclU!!ivlythat

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
HJ11 Birth, Life, Trial, Execution, etc., II a M}"th.

eenta.

Proceedings and Addresses at t;he Wat•
kius Conveutiou. 400 pages of excellent Speeches
and Essays. Price reduced to $1.00.
Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound In vol~>me5of' 11115
pages each-Vo!s. I II, III, IV, and V. Each TOlume co,..
ta!il!ng 525 pages-thirty tracts or more. A Library within
them selva oi most excellent Radical reading matter at &
low price. 'Paper, 60 cents per volume; cloth, '1.00. If the
whole set are taken-paper, 50 ctSi cloth, 75 cents each.

The Anouymous Hypothesis of ()rea•
1;iou. A Brief Hevlew of the so-called Moi!Ric AceountBy_James J. Furniss. Cloth, 50 eta.
The Essence of Relill,'ion. From the Germam
of L. Feuerbach. Author of tile Essence of Christianity,
etc. Price, in Cloth, reduced to 50 eta.

The Philosophy of Spiritualism, and the>
Philosophy and Treatment of Medlomanl.&. By Frederlcr.
R. Marvin, M.D. Cloth, 50 cents.
Issues of the Age. Con&eqnences Involved 1111
modern thought. A work showing much study and great;
famll!arity with other writers and thinkers. By Henry
C. Pedder. Price $1.
Sepher Toldot;h Jeshu; or, the Book of the
Generation of Jesus. J!'lrst translation Into English of a
remarkable Hebrew document, giving tbe original from.
which the story of Jesus was made up. 20 cents.
~
proving to hundreds the mOlt elllcaclons remedy fo ) Eight Sl'ientific Tracts. 20 cents.
The Truth Seeker; In Bound Vommes. Volume
all deleterloua atreetlona. l"al!lng tllht, dnllne10 of hear1 $1.50; Vol. II. (16montbs) III., and IV., $2.50each; VS.IB.
ing, or "roartn1" ot the ea.n. u well as OTei'Btrained and v:, VI., and VII., $8.50 each. Entire set, by ""press, $1
weak eyes, are Immediately Improved by Ita uae, Inllam.
NewEngland and the People upThernr··
A Humorous Lecture. By George E. Macdonafd. 10 oe -.
matlons and all opbtbabnlc d111!cnltles regulated.
Blakeman's
200 Poetical Riddles. 20centl.
SO centa per bo;a:.
Alldl'ell!
Cil. A. LOMAS,
The Godly Women or the Bible. Bhllff'
ltt
t,lld t$nln!lln s~yle. ;paper, 110 ce1it'; cloth; 7~ Oe!lt.t.
Price ,2.00.
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rrHE TRUTH SEEKER,

PEERLESS WILSONIA.

FOR

FIFTY

IDs Life and Works in Franct
and Abroad.

WILLIAM WILSON,

CENTS.

:Fnil letters Crom the Editor, now on a
l;onr around the world, appear weekly.
These alone are worth the price asked.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
J.41EI~~:hthst., New York.

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
D. M. BENNETT.

465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.

.
ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.
Sent by Mail for Fifty cents 1

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY
Bennett-Mair Discussion.
BETWEEN

D.l'tl. BENNETT and G. D. DAIR.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

'The Cnllest Discussion yet Published,
giving the DogDias and ClaiDis e.t
Christianity a thorough :t:x•
aDiination pro and con.

"Y'!'t~ ~b~~elfgfo!~~)~f.f~d ~~~m:~~tlgNo~l~hh~~~~~tlan
1

1. Christianity Is neither new nor orlglna'l, being bor.
rowed or copied from much older systems of religion.
0

~~oJ~'l.:~~~fvlr~~~'\s ,if:~;;~nf tg~~~~n~ef~!;:~~~~r\g~~
• ne mythical •tory of Jesus and hls virgin mother. (b)
.Other sr·e>lled. saviors and redeemers hav been bel!eved
In and reported to hav been crucified and to hav died on
~the cross- many hundreds of years before the same was

·~~~~~ie;';~~;- ln(c6h~~s1f:n\~yn~~at ~1Fn~'tr~ti'i~"f:~a~~

I!J.lstorlcal; It Is not corroborated by contemporaneous h!s:tory.
4. The teachings of Jesus are defectlv In morals, lntel!l.
:gence, and scientific information, and, so far as they are of

J~~:~n~~e~~~~f ~ ~l1r:1~~ ~~ ~~~~ff'hi~ ~:~Y;~:ft~Y~~
hate, contenlion, war, and bloodshed.

It has fostered

~~i~:t~g~' :~Ke;-:(~~6i'l;~~:a~~~1~~d,I~n~~~;nf;~r~:~

,supports the obnoxious systems of klngcraft and priest.

~~:~;~~:f~c:]df~g :~::;{{ond:~Ert!~Fp~~~rer;~ f<%~ o~~P~

proof of this the ledders and bright stars of the Christian
..church hav been among the worst tyrants and oppressors
.of human Uberty the world has known.

lh,!lv J~;rf~~Jei::1 o1h[~~~~~~ls ~~vw'll'fchef,B;~Jg~a:h~nl~
Ju~~~f~~1fi~];\~· and Chrlstlanlty are unprogresslv In their

nature; they are founded upon the doctrin and authority
-of God himself, and are therefore Incapable of progress
and improvement.
S. The Bible and Chrlstlanlty do not teach the higher
o!Jlass of truth and the best variety of rellglod which man.
!kind are capahle of recelvlllR:.
Price,
$1.1>0.
Address
D. M.·BENNETT,
141 Eighth st., New York.

THE RADICAL

PULPJ:~,.

Comprising discourses of i!dvanced thonght by

0. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER
two of America's clearest thinkers.
By 0. B. FJ•othinghaJD:
'fhe New Sonli! of Christ:f~: J.?,~r:;:,a ~~I. Higher
mas.
The Departed Years,
Sentiments.
_
Life as a Test of Creed.
The American Lady.
The Consolations of Ra:f~: i_~~'i-'j~",.':. SJ!~heman.
tlonallsm.
The Language of the Old
Testament.

gj

E~~,'{~f~':Jon.

• THE WILSON !A" MAGNETIC GARMENTS
WILL CURE EVERY FORM OF DISEASE,
No matter of how long standing.
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
Cures In Brooklyn and New York.
WINTER IS UPON US.
PROTECT YOURSELVS
Against asthllla or consumption by wearing WILSONIA.
clothing. Cold feet are the precursors of ·endless llls that
fiesh is heir to. Wear the WILSONIA soles and avoid •uch
danger.
TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE,
WEAR "WILSONIA" AND LTV.

BOGUS GARMENTS ARE ON THE MARKET.
The WILSONIA Is studde<! with meta!Uc eyelets, show
lng the metals on the face. All others are frauds. Send
for pamplllets containing testimonials from the l>est pea.
pie. in America, who hav been cured after all forma of
medlcln had falled .
Note our addresses,
No, 465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.

~8: ~~¥~~~~ir~IY.l
N0.2.S10THIRDAV.,
NO, 72 NASSAU ST.,
NO. :l5 E. 14th ST.,

I?NEW YORK.

NORTH FOURTH ST., NEAR SOUTH EIGHTH ST.
"BROOKLYN, E, D.

CHRONIC DISEASES,
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Dlaeaaes Of
Men, the Diseal!les of Women and the various causes
pnyslcsl and social, leadlnito thorn are 1/lai'J!Y. treated b
0

i'&aJ ~e~~11, ~ 8lti/o~ §~NIJ~!arft,&lo ~.f,~~
tllustratlons, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, or 120 1-exlngton ave.,

TO THE CLERGYMEN AND OFFICERS OF
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS OF
BROOKLYN AND NEW YORK.

per day at home. Samples worth i5 free.
$5 to $20 AddreSB
STL'lBON & Co., Portland, Mn1ne.

: LYN.
~
N. B. IN THIS DISTRIBUTION WE PREFER :
THE MOST EXTREME CASES oF DlSEASE, :
SUCH AS PARALYSIS, HIP GOUT, CONSUMPTION, HEART DISEASE, HUMORS, CANCERS,
. ETC., THERE BEING NO DISEASE THE WIL·

l SONIA WILL NOT RELIEVE.

: ....................................................... " " j

THE BOSTON INYESTIDATOR,
The oldest reform journal in the
United States,

Paine Memorial Buildin,(/,
Boston, Mass.,

gt~~~~!:'J'~-:i3~~ro:~t1~t~e~~~f:'l:~ri.i':~t ~~dt~~s~~~

By JOSIAH P. MENDUltl.
Edited by HORACE SEAVER.

of famll!es, who to-day stand ready to bear wllllng test!
mony to the great benefit they hav derived from the hys
PRICE, ~3.00 per annum; single eoples,
!ological, hygienic, and moral lessons which he has so abl
seven cents. Specimen copies sent on re•
Imparted."
Purch!ISers of PLAIN HOME TALK are at Uberty to ceipt ot· a two·cent staDip to pay postage.
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or bt mall, FREE.
Price of the new Popular Edltlon, by mal~osfW we·
The Investigator Is devoted to the Liberal cause In relfg.
~'jjd only Jh~RAC-?n~'W.tt i\'8~M~'ifmt<tmCANt. T· ion; or in other words, to universal mental Uberty. lnde.
pendent In all Its discussions, discarding ouperstltlous
129 East:iilth st,, New York.
theories of what never can be known, It devotes its cor.
umns to things of this world alone, and len-ves the next, it
there be one, to those who hav entered its unknown
shores. Bellevlng that It Is the duty of mortals to work
for the Interests of this world, It confinea ltaelf to the
things of this !l(e entirely. It has arrived at tbe age of
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY
ftfty.one yea.rs, and asks for 8. support; from those who are

THIS WORLD.

By George Cltalney.
51 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass,

~~~~t~~. ~~Y~:C~~a:rt~~!ci f0~s~t~~~~~fiYrJ~b~~1:1.nn'§~~~:

7 erms $2.00 pel' annum.
7hts World Is dlylded Into three parts.
PART I. contains the weekly lecture dellvered by George

r,.n~~~a~~t~~~ ;~t,;g~!~fi.:'s'k wi~~ t:;,e .;:;~~~!~~ ~ff;'~~~,;>;

·

PAR-fl~~~~"[· continued story at ~ ;Liberal and Radlca
PARfbflf.~'f·.hort story devoted to the education of
our children in Liberal sentiments and principles.

Send t'or a saDiple copy.

please send your sub!!lcrlptton for Rlx months or one yoar,

longer.
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INGERSOLL
AND

JESUS.

&~~iie';.~!~ll a Religion

C onversatlon In verse between the two great reformers

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Price, In cloth, ~1.

A treatis on the Population Question.
BY

BRADLAVGH

AGENTS WANTED.
EXCLUSIV TERRITORY
AND

AND

ANNIE

FOR THEM.

!

SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and hls medical publ!cat!ons: "We know hlm (Dr. Foote) personally and Intimately, and we say with all the assurance that knowledge
Imparts that he is a man of the highest lncentlvs and
motivs, whose llfe has been spent in instructing and 1mproving hls fellow-bellll!l! by glvlng such Information as Is
wen calculated to enable them to be more healthy, more
happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.

FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.

l'rlce, 25 cents.

SEND TO

ELMIN .A
THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING COMPANY HAV DE<:JlDED TO COMJI.fENCE Tl'!EIR
GIFT OF TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS' WORTH
OF WILSONIA MAGNETIC GAR~fENTS TO THE
SICK POOR OF BOTH CITIES. THESE GIFTS :
WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO THE APPLICANTS ~
UPON THE RECEIPT OF WRITTEN RECOM. :
MENDATIONS OF THE CLERGY AND OFFl... ;
CERS, AS ABOVE STATED. ALL PERSONS IN· :
TERESTED IN THE RELIEF OF THE SICK ~
:POOR WILL PLEASE COMMUNICATE WITH :
WILLIAM WILSON, 465 FULTON ST., BROOK- ~

Price, 10 cento.

~HARLES

Two volume• in o11e. The tranalatlon revised and re
writ en Strauss Is too well known by tbe renders of
America to require a single word to be said In hls praise.
Prlce,$1.!!0.

1
"fr~':.~~r~nty;:R~:J'e ~~J~t;~~:.r?!l¥s~~r~ ~~~~~~\~ ~iu';':; Is published evm·y Wednesday at the

Our Leaders.

!Lecture at the Second An.
nlversary of the Society
tor Ethical Culture.

A Confession.

l'IY DAVID FRIEDElUC:H STRAUSS.

By Felix Adler:
The Ethics of the Social

'5

week In your own town. Terms and outfit tree.
$6 6 a Addresa
H. HALLET & Co., l"ortlan<l, Maine.

The Old Faith and the New.

0

~~~;' s~~e~ :~\~~~g;~~~dp~:~~~~~i~~rT~~~fg?e Pl

>Belf was written by men lily Informed In scientific knowl.edge, and does not harmonize with the facts and principles
· lin nature known to be true.
5. The doctrlns and claims of Chrlstlanlty hav been a

~~~s:::a~~Fr~~~~l~~arb.d~ a~~~~!aJ~t~~;r~~h 11e~~;dciJg;~
8
1
1
~hee ~o~c;.~~YJt'a~~~~c~~ ~~g~~t~g~n1l!n ?fs~o ~e. ~~t:~~a
0 8
;~;~;thlf: t~1u~~~~ n~ r~t~~~d~i!irfse~sf~~~\iY~· a!~sdgf

CONSULTATION DAILY FROM 10 A..M. TO S P.M., FREE OF CHARGE •

:F"~;~~!~fr;nw~~i~oU:~ri;d t~ ;'6~~J~ousa.nd yea.rs before

{u]y~![J'~~~~;~~c~~g:JUt~~~~~:~~!~h:~e~~~ ~grin~~~~
ore.3~1lj.hne ~~~g;':J'~sus and hls mission In the world Is un-

fa juot the work. It W!IB written by Benjamin G,otlneau,
In Parlo. ;.nd nanolated for us with blo approval by lf.
VoKel1 and. Edmond Dubourg. It. contatnJ u..n accmmt of
Voltaire'o aouth, hlo ex!le In England, Ho!I.on<l, };clglum,

oxllo, and e~tdo wltll chaptero on hll work. his pllmophica.l system, hia enemiea, and some hitherto unpublisbed
ltUters.
Many volomM haTb&en written upon VoltAire, but none
of Its size contAins so muob Information as tblo. · ~rom it
a clear idea can be obtained ot the imme•11e intluenca he
:~j~~~ ~t~n.~~~gge~~det::r ~~~h~{~~s:~~~~n~oi~~~~~
to step out of the orthodox pr.tha of thought.
PRICE, P Al"EB, 75 eento; CLOTH, ,1.00 .
Address D.lll. Bennett. 141 lth ot., New York.

CENTRAL NEW YORK OFFICE, 25 EAST. FOURTEENTH ST.
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Heavy Plate Paper,

SillTABLE FOR FRAME OR
-WITHOUT FRAME.

.

BY BEN.J,\.MIN GASTll\L-\U,
Translated with the author's approval by :Messrs. F. V
ll&ll and Edmond llubourg.
Thlo work fa aa epitome of the llfe of the great Infidel,

Inventor of the " Wilsonta,'' a. nd Lecturer on Electrical Therapeutics, Author of "The Tri.tl of l.Uedlclne," "The Langua;e of Disease," "Medical Fallacies," Etc., Etc.

CENTRAL OFFICE,

.,....

(England, Holland. Belgium, Pru88la, Switzerland), wltb
unpubllahed letter• of Voltaire and :Mme.
Du Chatelet.

MEDICAL· ELECTRICIAN,

OF·

CENTEN1UtY OJo' VOLTAIRE.

VOL'l;llRE IN EXILE:

A WEEKLY LIBERAL .JOVRNAI,
Wiih sbrteen large pages, will be _sent
tor THREE MON'I'HS, posta~~:e paid,

~O'i

BESANT.
For B!lle at this o11lce.

LIBERAL COMMISSIONS.

DR. Y ORK'S

The· Unknown God. Liver and idney Pills,

D. M. BENNETT,
141 Stb street, New York.

Reuben Dailey's Printing Office.

~'JUST LET ME SHOW YOU"
DR. FOOTE'S

Hand-Book of Health Hints

Bend for a clrcnlar price Ust or sene" "' bids. I l!'1laran.
tee to send my Liberal friends their printing prepaid !IS
cheap as It can be got at home.

AND READY REOIPES.
Worth $25. Cost 25c.

Reuben Dailev's Moral Code,

By the author o (

"PLAIN

.Just Published In Traet Form.

12 S ~~~~~cf:e:r~::c~u~:o:: Joa~~!a~lltl~

Your Moral Code Is a Taluable collection of practlca
precepts, suitable tor gener&l use, because inspired by
wisdom, goodness. truth, and the logic of common sense

ment•; a valuable Book of Reference for ever:
Family. Only 25 ccntl.
The Handbook eon talne chaptet'l on Hygiene
for all seasons, Common S~nae on Common
Ills, Hyg\ente Curn.t\"ve Mcasur~• How to
Avoid Unc.l,•slrahle Children, Kna~kll Worth
Knowing, Hints on Bat.blng, on l'outeing th~
Sick, on Emergenefep 1 Blnta for Pregnau
WomPn, together wUh aome of the Private
Formul~e of Dr. FooTE, and other phyl!llclane

1
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A LEC'IURE.

A sure cure for all dls ses of the llver and kidneys.
Purely vegehble, and do L~t contain mercury. calomel, or mir~~';,J~~r~~~~J~\~h~z!.~:r~~"};-;~n~~~f.'~o~ your reany other poJsonous substance. Price 25 cents per box or
To my mind It contains the beat code of morals extant.
-C. Cwu, Grattan, Mich.
1!ve boxes tor $UO. Address for terms to agent/!, etc.,
;In ably-written o.ud handllomery.bound pamphlet of
Sent,
prepaid, lOcenta a donn, 80 conto for ISO.g!:_50 centa
N IMwe papa. l!'rlce, 15 cents. Ad.dresa
JAMES A. BLISS,
per lUO.
A.ddr...
.Bi:UBBN DA..u.aY,
D, M. BBNNBTT,
fiiaol
JelrerJQnT!Jie, Ind.
UlBfclltll liSI'..S. . . . '1'111'11:.
No, 7S Hanover stre , Boston, llats.

HoME TALJI" AND uMEnroAL
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" Stillman.
By James.JW.
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[F we should claim for

o;~r 0~-·n

relig:on tbe ac\·

-AmJJcrle?!'• Analysis.

INDICATIONS.
Now doth the Jersey farmer see
Increasing signs of coming spring:
The cawing crow is on the wing,
The snow-plow leans against a tree.
From off the roofs the melting snow
Drops moistly on his aged bat,
And beats a festiv rat-a-tat
Upon the thawin~earth below.
Within bls barn he bears the bleat
or early lambs-the clucking henThe lazy swine root in their pen,
The tramp is on his summer beat.
The snn sets farther to the west,
As earlier goes the swain to bed;
His boots with nativ mud are t"ed,
Upon the bed-post bangs his vest.

IT has been said by Carlyle and by niany others,
The wheels are put upon the hearse.
that work is worship, and that nature is the most
Book agents wander through the land;
constant, unfailing, and determined of workers;
Now comes the little German band,
but worship Implies a devotionalfeeling, and an
The spring-time poet writes his verse.
earnest sense of duty performed in the labor you
-G. E. Macdonald in TILe Judge.
undedake. In this sense alone can work be regarded as WOI"Ship: in all others it is mere labor
IN his poem, "The Dole of the King'• Daughter?"
and toil under the B<'nse of the necessity or pleasure
Oscar Wilde sings:
in occupation. The notion nf worship can only be
"There is one man who loves ber true,
referred to a devotional feeling as in the search
(Red, ob red is the stain of gore 1)
after truth, in the desire to do what is right and
He bath dnggen a grave by the darksome yew,
best, and in the love of truth, both for its own sake
(One grave will do for four)."
and for the general good and in tlte elevating sense
Now, there is a case either of a low down swindle
of our highest duties and noblest conceptions, and on the part of the sexton, Ol" a niggardly economy
in the name of tb<~ true, the good, and the beantion the part of the mourners. Either the sexton bas
ful.-Hem·y G. Atkinson.
been paid for digging four graves, and bas made
No sober judge of human affairs will feel bonnd up his swindling mind to fill up his contaact on the
to be indignant because those who force on our American plan of planting the fonr remains in one
notice truths Which we should otherwise bav over- grave and sending in hi• bill in quadruplicate, or
looked, overlook some of tbose which ~e see else the bereaved family is. going to swindle the
Rather h<1 will be thankful that so long as popnlar honest sexton out of his j u8t dues by tamping four
tmth is one-si<led, it is more ilesirable than other- loved ones into a lonely grave. No wonder, when
wise that unpopular truth sboulcl hav one-sided people begin to express sentiments of such obnoxasserters too: and being usually the most energetic ious economy, tba•. the advocates of cremation
and the mOst likely to compel reluctant attention to should daily gain strength. If it once be conceded
tho fragment of wisdom which they proclaim a• if that one grave is enough for four, why not for six
it were the whole.-.Jfil!'s Liberty.
or seven, or a dozen, until the time will come when
a family lot for Brigham Young would measure
THAT min<l alone is free which, conscious ever
only six by two, superficial measure, and be as
of its own feebleness, feeling hourly its own liabil"
deep as an artesian well, and the cemetery busiity to err, turning thankfully to light from whatness would be ruined f We are glad Mr. Wilde ba8
ever ·side it may come, does yet refuse to giv up
called attention to such ghastly practices, and hope
that right with wbieh God bas invested it of jndgthat a much-needed reform will soon be agitated,
ing, or to abrogate its own responsibility, and so
until every man will feel reasonably certain of
humbly and even awfully resolves to hav an opinsome day having a grave all by himBiilf.
ion. a judgment, a decision of its own.-F'red. w:
A NEW VERSION OF AN OLD POEM.
Robertson.
THE prayer of Ajax was for light.
Through all that dark and desperate fight,
The blackness of that noonday night,
He asked but the return of sight.
To see his foeman's face.
Let our unceasing, earnest prayer
Be, too, for light-for strength to bear
On,. portion of the weight of care,
That crnsbe• into dumb despair
One-half the human race·
0 suffering, Sdd humanity 1
0 ye nfl!icted ones who lie

Steeped to the lips in misery,
Longing, and yet afraid to die,
Patient, though sorely tried 1
I pledge you in this cup of grief,

Wbere fioate the fennel's littln leaf,
The battle of our life is brief,
The alarm-the struggle-the reliefThe_n sleep we, side by side.
-Longfellow"• Goblet of Life.

Pity the sorrows of your poor old Grant,
Whose limbs so often bring him to your door;
Giv freely to relieve his pres•ing want,
And thank your stars that be demands no more.
You doubtless thought that you bad done your best
That all your duty to the man was done,
When you had honored him above the rest,
Including your immortal Washington.
But now the days of whisky rings are past;.
His houses and his lots be has to buy;
The latest plum he got may prove the last,
Unless you feed him from the public pie.
True, he is rich; but richer men by far
His hungry eyes can here and there behold,
And envious folks his daily pleasures mar,
Contrasting them with Vanderbilt and Gould.
Since he could not b" emperor or king,
And third-term glories were to him denied,
A heavy pension is the proper thing
To pay him for his loss of place and pride.
No wmmds he shows, nor any sort of scars,
No burt or harm from any tlgbt or fray,
But brings the coat from which be stripped the stars
When be accepted higher rank and pay.
Open, kind friends, the public purse againIt may be long before he asks for moreAnd giv your Grant enough to help him train
To enter for tne race of eighty-four.

CHRIST'S" t1escent into hell" is not attested by
even one evangelist. On the other hand, they nll
bear testimony to the" resurrection," but not one
of them was an eye-witness, and it is described in
a different manuel" by all; in short, attested like
any other event that we are compelled to reg>ud
as nnhistorical. And what sort of an event? One
A MICHIGAN man who bas a patent windmill
so impossible, in such direct antagonism t<J every
law of nature, that it would require a testimony nf went down to Tennessee last fall to see what he
tenfold reliability to be as much as discussed and could do among the farmers of that state. Reaching a town in the central part of the state, he went
not scouted from the very fir!t.-Strauss.
to a dealer in agricultural implements and stated
IF yon dispel the clouds the sky remains. If you his desire to erect his machine and call attention
explode incre<lible dogmas self-evident tntths re- to it.
main. If Eden, the Lorcl God walking in it in the
"Well, it can he done, I guess," was the reply.
cool of the day, the universal deluge, the tables
" But how had I best proceed ?"
and tbnnders of Sinal, total depravity, the atone"Well, you can put her up over on the bill tbar.
ment by the death of a God-man, hades, bell, and I don't know who owns the ground, but if you:treat
the devil should all go to the limbos of vanity, the the crowd I guess no one will object."
Golden Rule would not go. It would only shine
u Very well."
brighter and brighter unto the perfect dny. Nature
"Next Tuesday is market day, and there'll be
did not wait for books to teach that. It shone into heaps of folks in town. You want to be around
the heart and head of Confucius even a little more early and treat the crowd."
clearly than into tho~e of Jesus. It seemR natural
"Yes."
to many animal tribes as well as man. Tlllf ab"Set the old thing going and ask the boys over to
sence of it is exceptional, or society could not drink something."
exist. It will grow the stronger the more yon
''Just so."
clear away the weeds of tbeoiogy.-Elizur Wrigl!t
"You want to stand on a bar' I and make some
THE Mohammedans regard their Koran with a explanations, of course, for it will be new to most
reverence that few Christians pay to their Bible. of •em. But don't talk too long. Make it about ten
The Koran is admitted everywhere as the standard minutes, and then treat the crowd."
"Yes."
of all law and all practice; the tbing to be gone
"If you hav to talk any more, tell 'em there's
upon in speculation and life; the message sent
direct out of heaven, which this earth bas to con- another drink ahead."
"I see."
form to and walk by; the thing to be read. Their.
"If the old man Jones comes in with his boys
judges decide by it; all Moslems are bound to
study it, seek in it for the light of their life. They there'll be a row in the crowd, They shoot on
hav mosques where it ls all read daily; thirty re- sight. l{eep your eye peeled, and if you see any
lays of priests take it up in succession, get through signs of a row, ask the whole crowd out to drink."
u Yes, but-"
the whole each day. Thus, for twelve hundred
" Look out for dog fights. If one takes place you
years, has the voice of this book, at all moments
kept sounding through the ears and the hearts of can't hold the boys a minute. Keep your eye on
so many men. We bear of Mohammedan doctors the camnes. If you see a yaller purp begin 'o
that bad read it seventy thousand times.-Oarlyle. bristle up ask the crowd to step over and moisten."
" Yes, but by that time the whole crowd will be
To those who plead woman's lack of mental drunk," protested the agent.
power we would say, Giv her a chance to show to
"Sartin it will, and that's what yon want, of
what bights Bhe may be developed, ere yon con- course. That will gi v yon a chance to skip out and
demn her. Giv her a few ages of culture, a few take your life along with you; and if you make a
thousand years m which prenatal infinences and stop anywhere within a hundred miles I"ll send the
true educativ surroundings mav mold and form windmill by freight-provided there's anything
her mind and develop it into its highest and truest left to send I N otbing like knowing bow to handle
perfection, and then will it be seen that she wlll a Tennessee crowd, my friend. Did you ask: me
ceQ.ua.l to the situatiol}.-EimiM ~- iiiMI/ur,
aut to take 11unthill f"
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(jjdds atld IJnds.
vantage of being eupport<>d by the authority of a
long succession of able, wise,' and virtuous men,
fully competent to judge of Its truth, yet if our adversaries can produce an eqnnlly imposing list of
nutborities against us, we shall hav gained but little by om• mode of reasoning. These one-sidell
ways of proving the exclusiv claims of a particular creed !Ire •s if a person should maintain the
vast superiority of his countrymen over foreigners by a reference to the battles they had won, the
erritory they bad conquered, and the bravery they
had displayed; forgetful to inquire whether there
were not other nations which bad gained victories
equally transcendent, marie conquests equally extensiv, and evinced a heroism equally ndmlmble.
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==================PRoF. RoBINSON, of Brown University, says
that increasing skepticism is decreasin; church
attendance.
A WINSTED, Conn., man says that "whistplaying is just now claiming more attention
than the prayer-:neeting by those who profess
to be followers of the meek and lowly Nazarene."
FnRTY thousand acres of land in Arkansas
hav been sflcured for an Halian colony. The
immigrants are to come frGm the Tyrol principallv, and will be agriculturists. About a thousand Italians hav already ssttled in that region.
A CHARGE of immorality against the Rev.
Prince Wright was before the Chillicothe, Mo.,
Methodist Conference the other day. The
charge was sustained. In spite of a whipping
at the hands of a mob, in 1879, he had not
reformed.
THE Rev. Dr. Fowler. of the Methodist church
is a firm believer in the oil-fashioned kind of
hell. In a recent speech he said he believed
that more men from the Methodist church
would go to hell for the sin of covetousne~s
than for all other sins put together. Right you
are, doctor, if you except seduction, and prove
your hell!
GEo. MILN's lectures in Chicago crowd the
largest theater on Sundays, and he is about
organizing a congregation from this numerous
following. About half the membership of
Unity Universalist chiuch, of which he was
p<tsto:r. for a few months after his withdrawal
from Congregationalism, are counted on to
stand by him.
THE Rev. Dr. Willits lectured to a Cincinnati
audience of unbelievers on a Sunday afternoon,
on the subject of "Sunshine." The question
whether he desecrated tbe Christian Sabbath
has been raised by several ministers, and may
com"e before a church tribunal for settlement,
inasmuch as he announces that he will repeat
the ~tct.
GERMANS and English ~wear by God, the
L!ttin races by the Virgin, Danes by the devil.
For the Swede one devil is not enough. "A
thousand devils take me," is his usual oath, or
if the emergency demand, ten thousand. Jn
moments of great excitement he rises to the
occasion and swears, "Ten thousand tons of
devils take me."
DR. NEWMAN SMYTH, who has been elected to
the chair of Christian theology in Andover
Theological Seminary, an institution regarded
as a bulwark of orthodoxy, is an outspoken disbeliever in the doctrin of endless punishment
for the wicked. The selecfjon is yet to be confirmed by the Board of Visitors, whose action
is awaited with much interest by all concerned.
MR. BARING-GouLD represents the religious
condition of Germany· as very encouraging.
He says that of the 150,000 inhabitants of
H!tmburg but 3,000 attend worship, and there
are only five parish churches. In Berlin thera
are 600,000 Protestants, but only 11,900 attend
church on Sundays. The church attendance
in Darmstadt is ouly three per cent. Throughout Germany only fourteen of one hundred
persons attend any kind of religious service.
AN evangelical brother, who criticised Bob
Ingersoll to a small audience while Bob was
addressing a large one, found fault with the Infidel orator for saying that Christianity sends
the victim of a murderer to hell while giving
the murderer a chance to invite people to join
him in heaven. " Let me ask Colonel Ingersoll," he demands, "how he knows the victim
goes to hell?" In this Mr. Germond is too
"fresh." Bob doesn't know anything of the
kind, and does not pretend to. If we remember rightly, he does nur believe in hell. It is
the men of the Germond stripe who teach that
the unregenerate victim of a murder drops into
hell, while the slayer, who sings "Jesus, lover
of my soul," is wafted from the gallows to_ the
golden streets of the New Jerusalem.-Truth.

New- York, Saturday, April 8, 1882.

NELSON HUTCHINS, of Brockton, Mass., read
in his Sunday morning newspaper a prediction
of a rain-storm before night. Part of hiR roof
had been removed for repairs, and he immediat.ely set about replacing it. A.n attempt was
made to punish him under an old blue law
against Sabbath breaking. But the judge decided that his work was of necessity, and discharged him.
THE Eastern Railway Company of France
has just made a new essay in the application of
electricity A train equipped with the most recent and improved electrical apparatus proceeded from Paris to Gretz. The carriages
were c-onnected by electric communications, the
brakes acted by electricity, and all the compartments of the thirteen carriages composing
the train were lighted by electric lamps. The
results of the experiments were completely satisfactory.
WHATEVER may be the feeling of the women
of Vermont regarding their complete Pnfranchisment, a correspondent of the Boston Advertiser holds that they do not care for the partial right of suffrage which enables them to vote
for school commissioners. The statute has been
in force two years. At the first election six of
all the women in Burlington voted, and at the
second only five. In the latter in&tance, Luey
Stone and other agitators had industriously
stumped the state.
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know it they are willing to humor and even
foster the delusion of the laborers and grant
their short-sighted demand for the exclusion of
the Chine!e, By this means they hope to postLABoR strikes are prevalent in all parts of the
pone the inevitable exposure of their own vil- country.
lainy, obscure the true causes of misery _and
THE British university boat race was won
crime. and prolong for a few more years their
again this year by the Oxford crew.
opportunities for plunder. But the crash will
IT is now statPd that Gen. Butler declines
be only the more terrible when it comes."
to take any part in the Guiteau case.
THE Christian Home in, Brooklyn proves, on
CORNELIUS J. VANDERBILT committeil suicide
thorough investigation, to hav in it so little of
the elements of common decency, that there is in this city last Sunday by shooting himself in
a loud cry for the abolition of the place. As a the head.
CHARLES H. FosTER, the Spiritual medium,
house of entertainment it has been the resort of
exceedingly low characters. If these had been is said to ba dying in an insane asylum at Dantaken in with a view to reform them, or eveR vers, Mass.
to cleanse the dirt them, the neighbors would
THE crew of a vessel frozen in the ice on the
hav been more leniently d1sposed toward the Iceland coast last month lived twenty-two days
institution. But when the same tramps and on oats and water.
other unclean persflns came time after time,
HANLAN, the American oarsmen, won an easy
and continued As dirty and depraved as at first,
it was evident that the influence of the Home victory over Boyd, the English sculler, on the
was bad. About one hundred and twenty men Tyne last Monday.
were huddled together in this unsavory place in
IN the first three months of the present year
a con-dition of indecency and disorder which there were 2,146 failurPs in the United States,
would hardly be expected in any of the islands against 1,916 in the first quarter of 1881.
of the Pacific Ocean. Had this state of affairs
TRACY the gambler, who shot Miller the
been found in some village in Abyssinia, the
first movement on the part of the public would gambler, has been acquitted of murder, the
hav been to express a desire that missionaries jury finding that the shooting was done in selfshould go there and clean out the place Pres- defense.
ent indications are that the Brooklyn departIT if said that no polygamous marriages hav
ELK.A.N.A.H P. STEDMAN, of Cincinnati, heard ment of public health will do the missionary been contracted among the Mormons hince the
that his daughter had appeared in a charity en- work for the benighted Christian concern.
passal!e of the bill making polygamy a misde ..
tertainment at Leominster, Mass., dressed in
THE number of new Jflurnals which hav ap- meanor.
male costume. In his will, just admitted to
JESSE JAMEs, the leader of a border gang of
peared during the past year, and to which addiprobate, is found the following clause: "I hav
tions are being constantly added, and all war- outlaws known as the James brothers, was
beretofore intrnsted to her a larger share of my
ring against the "popular superstition of the assassinated on the 3d in St. Joseph, Mo., by a
property than prudence justified. I shall not
day," as they term Christianity, is an intellect- member of his own band.
leave her anything. I heard she appeared beual phenomenon of the ti '11 es. Man, the organ
A.N improvement has been made in telephones
fore promisc11ous ass11mblies dressed in men's
of the National Liberal League, came into the by which the voice after having been transclothing to excite the admiration of the audifull pos~sssion of that great organization on the mitted through the wires can be heard twenty
ence, trying to raise money to pay a church
first of last month. It wars vigoromly for a feet away from the instrument,
debt. I cannot devote any more to such purthorough and absolute divorcement of church
poses."
GEN. STRELNIKOI!'F, the public prosecutor of
and state, and shows that the bonds still existA MINISTER is assigned every year by the ing in the United States between them strongly the Kieff military tribunal, was shot dead at
Conference to the Methodist church at Troy, !&vors Christianity as a semi-state religion. The Odessa on March 31st. Two men were arrested
Ohio, and is invariably locked out by the trus- Agnostic, publisheu at Dallas, Tex., the Kansas as the assassins, and executed within twentytees. This is the result of an old disagreement, Liberal, published at Valley Falls, Kan., This four hours by order of the czar.
in which the edifice was, by order of a court, World, of Boston, and the Iconoclast, of NoblesTHE thirty-fourth anniversary of modern
left in the trustees' hands. The last appointee, ville, Ind., are ef\ch and all carrying the LibSpiritualism was celebrated last Sunday in this
the Rev. Geo. Edgar, announced that he would eral crusade into the very heart of the enemy.
city by a meeting of the Second Society of
break the door and hold services. The trustees The latest and among the ablest journals of
Spiritualists, which was addressed. by Prof.
put on new locks and bars to prevent an en- this type is the Sanborn Cycle, published at
Kiddie and Mrs. Nellie T. J. Brigham.
trance. While they were at work the pastor Sanborn, Iowa. A new Liberal journal has
A.N immense mass meeting, attended by
appeared on the scene. An altercation ensued. also made its appearance in Maine, and two in
Trustee James brandished a hatchet aud the Canada, one in Toronto, and the other in Hali- probably more than five thousand people, was
clergyman drew a pistol, for which act he was fax. These, with such old veterans as the New held iu this city on the 3d to protest against the
arrested and put under bonds.
York TRUTH SEEKER, Boston Investigator, and unlawfuLimprisonment by the English governmerit of American citizens under the Coercion
TucKER's Liberty, a Nihilistic organ, dis- the Freidenlcer, of Milwaukee, make a strong
cusses the Chinese question thus: "That able array of aggressiv opponents to " the popular act.
THE monument at Tappan, N.J., erectl'd by
journalist, Prentice Mulford, thus puts the superstition."-Jewish Times.
Cyrus
W. Field, of New York, to the memory
Chinese question ill a nutshell: 'John ChinaTHE Kremlin of Moscow, with its ancient
man must be banished so that William Crcegus and modern palace and its four cathedrals, has A.ndre, the British spy, has been attacked
shall giv higher wages to Patrick Mahoney. As been ruined before now, and the Nihilists again, this time. with nitro glycerin, damaging
if William Crcesus could not devise means and would willingly ruin it again, with the czar in- it to such an extent that a new stone would
had not the power and inclination to squeeze by side. There is a subterranean passage leadmg cost less than repairs to the old one.
other methods Patrick Mahoney's day's pay from the heart of the Kremlin to the edge of
THE creditors of Archbishop Purcell, who
down to just sufficient to keep body and soul the river Moskva, intended, apparently, when made.,.himself famous by miRappropriating
together!' There you hav it, Kearneyites, po- it was first constructed, for the escape, in case something less than a million dollars in funds
litical fuglers, proscriptionists, and deluded of investment, of a czar surrLunded by for- entrusted to him, held a meeting on the 8d.
working people! There you hav it, and the eign or domestic enemies. This passage is The chief question discussed was the ri.-'hL of
whole of it! It could not hav been said bet- doubtless well watched. But the eminence on the assignees to sell church property and pay
ter. The Chinese question is of no moment as which the Kremlin stands migh be bored in the archbishop's debts.
a part of the hbor question. Given land and various direction, especially from the side lookA. NUMBER of Indian savages from New Mex·
money monopoly, it makes but very little dif- ing upon the river or from the Kremlin gardens
ference whether laborers are few or many, or at the foot of its steepest slope. The prepara- ico has just made 11. pilgrimage to the "sunrise
to what nationality they belong; under such tions for the coronation will doubtless include a sea," as they call the Atlan• ic, to renew their
conditions they will not get much more than careful inspection of the weak places, in an en- supply of consecrated water and to pay homage
they must hav. Destroy land and money mo- gineering sense, presented by the ground ad- to the god of the ocean. They prayed and
nopoly, the difference is still as small; for then, joining the Kremlin and by the sides of the chanted on the shore near Boston, and smoked
no matter how numerous the laborers, each Kremlin itself. Besides taking all kinds of cigarets of holy tobacco. They belong to the
will get his due, that is, the whole of his prod- precautions in the personal interest of the czar, Zuni tribe.
uct.
Where there are free land and free the authorities of Moscow will be requir~>d, as
CoMSTOCK was seen running at great speed
money, the supply of work will always exceed the day for the great celeb·ation approaches, to through Grand street, one day last week, purthe supply of workers, capital will be at the see that the streets are properly paved, and to sued by a policeman and a crowd crying," Stop
disposal of all men of moderate ability and keep them clean; to hav the fronts and roofs thief I" He was out raiding policy shops, and
good credit, and no one will find himself under of the houses painted; and to catch and con-· ran from one to another to prevent the alarm
the necessity of working for wages too small fine the beg~ars who would otherwise annov being sent in adva:J.ce of him. The policeman
to satisfy him. This the capitalists and their distinguished visitors, besides giving the city judged by his looks that he was a thief; hcnCI!
political tools well know, and because tb,ey a discreditable add poverty-stricken look.
the pursuit,
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THE TRUTH

Something About Phrenicia.
ON BoARD THE STEAMER MAns,
}
ON THE MEDITERRANEAN, Dec. 10, 1881.
Dun FRIENDS: Having now finished with the Land
of Yahweh, we will, with your permission, drop the
faint attempt at Bible style and resume our normal
condition. We were detained one day at Jaffa by
the non-arrival of the steamer, and we did not embark till to-day. Jaffa has no harbor, and the sea
is often so rough that it is impossible to land or take
on passengers. To-day the sea was considered very
smooth, but there was still so much Awell-so much
of the up-and-down motion to the boat which took
us out to the steamer-that your humble servant was
ten times as seasick while riding leHs than a mile out
to the steamer than he was while crossing the Atlantic. I do not feel quite right yet. It is doubtless
very foolish for my stomach to act in that manner,
but jt is one of its freaks; and, as it usually acquits
itself so well, and has for many long years been such
a faithful friend, and performed so much valuable service, I do not feel like being too censorious
with it because it acts a little foolish now and then;
though I must say that mine was the only stomach
in the company that seemed so disturbed.
Before leaving this coast it will be proper to have
a little to say about ancient Phrenicia, which once
was a populous, wealthy, and active little country,
lying along on the eastern shores of the Mediterranean. It would not be treating it with due respect
to pass ·it in silence because it has ceased to be a
nation, and its glory is all departed. So here goes.
The name of Phrenicia, or Phrenice, was derived
from the Greek word Phrenix, who, they claimed, was
its second king. The Hebrews pretended that it was
a translation of the word Edom, the Edomites~hav
ing fled to that country in the days of David. Like
many other Hebrew claims, however, this was unques.
tionably false, for there are the best of reasons for
believing the Phrenicians an older people, and having existed a long time before David. Sanchoniathon,
who inquired into their antiquity, traced their history
from what he regarded as the beginning of the
world. Its people seemed to have mixed in early
times considerably with the Canaanites, who were
their near neighbors. Their language had an alphabet, and is perhaps the oldest alphabetical language
in the world. There was not a little resemblance
between it and the Hebrew.
They were famous for their fine arts, sciences, and
manufactureE, as well as their knowledge of navigation and great commercial enterprise. Tyre was
noted for its purple fabrics and fine linen, while
Sidon was celebrated for its manufacture of glass.
Their knowledge of the ocean and their commercial
enterprise induced them to convey their merchandise
to all known countries, and they presented the most
marked instance in ancient history of the great prosperity of a small nation from its commerce and peaceful system of colonization.
According to Sanchoniathon, the first man and
woman in Phrenicia were Protog-onus and lEon, both
begotten of Colpias by his wife Baau. Of lEon
it is said she was the first to discover the mode
of taking food from trees, though it does not appear.
that the food or fruit was forbidden. The children
of the firRt pair were called Genus and Genea, who
adored the sun under the name of Baal or Baal
Samen; they named their children Phos, Phur, and
Phlox-that is, light, fire, and flame. The next generation were giants, and lived on the mountains and
high grounds. The women were of loose morals and
did not insist upon the marriage ceremony.
In the fifth generation Hypsuranus was born, who
made a raft of plows and started with it out upon
the sea, while his brother Usoiis made the original boat from the trunk of a tree. This was the
beginning of the art of navigation, which grew rapidly with them, and by the twelfth generation a complete ship was perfected; this was in the time of the
Cabiri, the children of Sydyk. They also had hunters, fishermen, iron-workers, brick-makers, builders,
as well as husbandmen and herdsmen. Their first
great farmers or patrons of farmers was King Agrouerus, and those who followed agricultural pursuits took
his name, which rather curiously corresponds with
Agoori, a word meaning the same thing in use among
the ancient Hindoos.
Mythology ii> so mixed up with the early history
of this people that it is not easy to decide which is
myth and which is history. In the tenth generation
Uranus, son of Eluin, was horn; and Misor in the
eleventh, who taught the use of salt, and who was the
father of Hermes, who mvented letters. Cronus, the
son of Uranus, rebelled against. his father, drove him
out of the kingdom, and usurped the throne. One of
the brothers, Dagon, discovered bread-corn; two
others were Betylus and Atlas. AL the same period lived Pontus and Typhon, with whom Cronus,
made war. He al1>0 built Byblus, the first city of the
country. With his consent his wife Astarte reigned
over the whole country; and in his voyages over the
world he distributed the countries just as though
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they belonged to him, giving to his daughter Athena
the kingdom of Attica in Greece, and to his friend
Taautus, or Hermes, the whole of Egypt. In subsequent centuries these stories were allegorized, and
these first kinglil of Phrenicia came to be gods, which
shows how easy it is to get up gods when a little
material is on hand which can be utilized for the
purpose.
As narrated by the Greeks, Agenor, the son of
Neptune, was the first king, and his son Phrenix sueceeded him. After a long interval Phalis came to
be king; he :flourished in the time of the Trojan
war, and assisted the Greeks. It seems that the
country was not united under one· king, but that it
was divided into small states, Tyre being the most
important, with Sidon, Aradus, etc., as confederates;
this at all events was the case a portion of the time.
The width of the country was but about twenty
miles, and its length one hundred ·and twenty, exclusive of the mountains of Lebanon, which for a portion of the time, particularly when Hiram was king,
belonged to it. There are some rocky portions on
the coast, but the country is chiefly fertile, the plain
of Shar<:>n forming a considerable share of its arable
land.
While the early history of the country is somewhat dim, there are two features in its very ancient
story to which attention iB called, the first already
mentioned, the legend of first parents of the race in
their country; and there is but little doubt that
this legend is quite as old as one of the same character of the Hebrews. In fact, several of the old
countries, China, Assyria, Egypt, etc., had similar
legends of their own. The second is that, notwithstanding the great antiquity of the country, they
have no legend with respect to a flood ever submerging the nations of the earth. This omission has disturbed not a little the equanimity of those who
attach great importance to Bible tales, and various
ingenious expedients have been resorted to to account
for the omission. It is very clear that the ancient
Phrenicians knew nothing about Noah's :flood; it cer~
tainly never troubled them. It is not likely that the
Hebrews would have known anything about the
flood had they not passed half a century of captivity
in Babylon, where they first learned the story, took it
back to their own country with them, and incorporated it into their sacred writings. That the. Babylonians, nearly four thouRand years ago, had a legend
of such a :flood is proved by their cuneiform inscriptions on tablets found among the ruins of ths city
some twenty years ago, which are now in the British
Museum. It is equally important to remember also
that the Egyptians, many centuries more ancient than
the Hebrews, had no knowledge or legend of a general :flood which drowned the world.
It seems that the Phrenicians took the alphabet of
letters to Greece fifteen hundred years before the
Christian era, and they also gave the same information to other European nations, among which they
established flourishing colonies in very early times.
They had colonies on the island of Cyprus, in Italy, on
the northern coast of Africa, in Iberia, or Spain, and
in Gaul; and northward their trade extended to the
North Sea. Their enterprise and learning were as
conspicuous as those of the ancient nations. Among
the remarkable voyages of its early navigators was
one around the continent of Africa, made in the service 'of N echo Il. of Egypt.
The products of all Asia came to them, and they
distributed them by their ships and commerce to all
the European countries. But they betrayed little
thirst for conquest. They rather avoided contests
with other powers, preferring the profits arising from
their extensive trade to political and military glory.
They retired from the .lEgean Sea and from Sicily
before the Greeks, choosing to risk the opprobrium
of weakness and cowardice rather than to entangle
themselves in fruitless quarrels, to the detriment of
their commercial relations. Probably no nation did
greater service in spreading civilization over the
world.
In 962 B. c., Ithobal, the chief priest of Astarte,
was raised to the throne. He ruled over both Tyre
and Sidon. After two other reigns, Pygmalion came
into power by causing the death of the husband of
his sister Dido, who, to prevent the rapacious brother
from seizing her great wealth, emigrated to northern
Africa, where she founded the city of Carthage,
which became a flourishing city, and prospered for
several centuries, being a source of much wealth to
the parent country.
In the reign of Elulreus, in 717 B. c., Tyre became
involved in a war with the .Assyrians. It was
besieged, and held out for five years, after which the
siege was raised. N ebuchadnezzar again laid siege
to the city in 585 B. c., and took it after thirteen
years. When foiled in his attempt to possess himself of the great wealth of the Tyrians, he razed
their city to the ground. For several years after
this Tyre was governed by judges, and when again
kings were restored, they were tributary to Assyria,
and, after them, to the Persians. The people of
Tyre, in the mean time, applied themselves vigorously to the building of a new city in the place of
the one destroyed, and the new one enjoyed a prolonged· era of peace. In the reign of Azelmic, in

333 B. c., the new cit.y was besie!];ed by Alexander th
Great, upon his being refused admittance into it. IIe
took it in seven months, and burnt it to the gronnde
The inhabitants were either destroyed or enslaved:
Originally Tyre was a double city, of which one
part stood on the main-land, and the other on an
island. The portion on the main-land was much the
older; but the island, before a city was built upon
it, as well as afterward, was used as a sanctuary in
times of danger. Shalmaneser was an enemy to it
and besieged it a hundred and thirty years befor~
Nebuchadne.zzar did the. same. The greatest glory
attached to It when rebmlt after the destruction by
Nebuchadnezzar. Accounts of the new city say it~
circumference was nineteen miles, and it was pro.
tected by double and triple walls, built of large blocks
of stone and cemented with plaster. The principnl
buildings of the city were temples dedicated respect.
ively.to Jupiter, Melcarth, or Hercules and Astarte.
There were also spacious palaces, lofty towers, and
the residences of merchant princes. The decora.
tions of the buildings were said to be gorgeous.
Herodotus describes a pillar of emerald shining with
great brilliance at night; this was attached to the
temple of Melcarth. It is claimed that at that time
it was one of the richest cities on the globe.
But Alexander's ambition and desire for revenge
were too much for it. The Tyrians had voluntarily
offered submission to the hero after his victory at
Issus, but he wanted also to take possession of their
capital and fleet, which they would not give up. The
result was that they lost everything. To reduce it
effectually, Alexander converted the island into a
peninsula, by joining it to the main-land by a mole,
which was afterward so completely covered with
sand and mud as to look like a natural isthmus.
After treating Tyre in that most atrocious manner,
.Alexander exhibited his magnanimity by rebuilding
the city, probably that future generations might
award him the glory of being its founder. But its
career was a brief one; for within eighteen years
Tyre was besieged again by Antigonus, who reduced
it in fifteen months. From that time till it was
taken by the Romans it became the servant of many
masters. But thrqugh all these vicissitudes of for.
tune the city ma:intained its commercial position,
though it hardly recovered from the terrible blow
which Alexander dealt it. It went down steadily;
it lost all that had made it great; its position was no
longer of advantage, and it be~ame poor and desolate.
For a long time the site of Tyre was deserted and·
barren. The ruins furnished the building material
for Beyrout and Acre. In fact, little was left save
the heavy blo.cks of ma1·ble, granite, and porphyry
which could not be removed. Of the island city
nothing remains.
A modern village has sprung up
on the peninsula, which is said to have a population
of five thousand, but the ancient glory is no longer
there. The city was once famous for its two barbors, one of which was nine hundred by seven hun·
dred feet. This has now almost entirely filled up
with sand, and the smaller harbor is no better.
c~uthage, the daughter of Tyre, rose to great
wealth and magnificence, which doubtless largely
contributed to its final fall. It was greatly enriched
at first by the downfall of Tyre, as many of the
wealthy citizens of the latter town fled to it for
safety. For six centuries she enjoyed great trade
and wielded rule over northern Africa, Sicily, Spain,
etc. Rome had good reason to be jealous of her.
For a hundred years a struggle for supremacy continued b~>tween them. But the degeneracy from excessive wealth and extravagance was really as great
an enemy to Qarthage a~ was the Roman army . . .
The bights of Brysa w.ere stormed by ScipiO
.lEmilianus in 147 B.c., and Carthage was burned to
the ground. Scipio wished to spare the city, but ~e
had imperative orders from Rome to destroy It
and its fortresses in such a manner that no trace
would remain. In compliance with these orders, all
its walls, ramparts, and towers were leveled to ~he
ground, and the remaining edifices were set on fire,
and continued to burn for seventeen days. Thus
in ancient times proud cities, one after another, were
brought to utter ruin. No vestige of Carthage can
now be traced.
The antiquity of Sidon is thought to be about
equal to that of Tyre, though it never had the s_ame
political importance. It was important only m a
commercial way, having nearly all the advantages
whiah belonged to Tyre. Sidon still exists in a n;odern form; it is surrounded on the east by luxuriant
orchards and gardens, the soil of which is very ~e;·
tile. It seems to have been reserved for PhreniCia
to pass under the dominion of the sultan of Turkey,
under which miserable rule there is little chance for
much improvement. With an enterprising p~ople
and a liberal, honest government there would still be
great hopes for the little land of Phrenicia.
THE LAND OF EGYPT.
Port Said, Sunday, Dec. lith.-We did not leave
opposite Jaffa till eleven o'clock last nigh~, and our
19ondition on the steamer was rendered demdedly ~n
pleasant by the presence of a regiment of Turk~s~
soldiers, who were on the two upper decks as th1c
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The station is large and commodious, having a
as they could be packed; and there they did the verdure of portions of the de11ert its"If attraf'ts the
munching of their food, looking and smelling in a clouds according to a well-known natural phenome- dining room and lunch roem, where one can get a
manner to please neither the eyes nor the .nose. They non. It is also a!IBerted that more and ·more each snack for a dollar. I found oranges cheaper, and
are en route to the vicinity of Mecca, where, prohably, year the climate of the northern portion of the gulf bought eight for half a franc. The place is amply
the poor sultan feels the need of strengthening his Suez is becoming assimilated to that of the Mediter- supplied with venders of fruit, eatables, and antiquipower. The men are fine-looking soldiers, but I do ranean. This is owing to that very steady though ties, and bootbhcks, who, like the same characters
not like them for traveling companions.
.. gentle current which is known to flow through the in all the those Arab towns, annoy strangers nearly
Our passage south to this port was very smooth canal in the direction of the Red Sea, where, as is to desperation; the same half naked ragamuffins will
and pleasant; we arrived here to-day at 12:30. The natural, evaporation goes on at a gre::~.ter pace than ask you forty-nine times over to buy what they hate
Turks were transferred to a steamer going through in thtl Mediterraneaq. It has been tested and found to sell, or to have your boots blackeil, and it is of no
the canal and down the Red Sea, and we were trans- true that the water of the canal at the Suez mouth, more use to 11hake your head, or to yell, "NO!" than
ferred to a pretty good hotel on shore. And here notwithstanding it has passed through ninety miles it would be to wink at a blind horse. They never
we are, sure enough, in the land of Egypt, the land of burning desert, is cooler than that of the Red Sea understand no, and keep on importuning all the
of the Pharaohs, the land of great antiquity, reach- ten miles or so south of Suez. - Sirice the canal was same.
ing back not less than five thousand years; the land opened there has been threefold more water in the
We waited at Zagazig about an hour. The town
of the pyramids .and the obelisks, the land of great Bitter Lakes."
is nearly on the boundary line between the dese,.t
achievements, a land of very great civilization, great
The number of ships passing through the canal and fertility, and from here to Cairo, a distance of
progress, and a great fall. We are on the con- amounts to about 1,800 per year, with an aggregate nearly fifty miles, the country i11 most lovely, as
tinent of Africa, havi~:~g now visited -the four quar- tonnage of three million tons, and the tolls reach level as a floor, the soil as rich as muck, and green
ters of the globe.
the large figures $6,250,000. The vessels of all with young wheat, barley, clover, beans, lentils,
The air is balmy and genial, the sun shines very nations -pass through the canal, but those bear . .. tc., and teeming with lux11riance; while thousande
warm, an<l a soft, dreamy, luxuriance pervades the ing the English flag are about two-thirds of the whole of palm-trees all along, mile after mile, stand nearly
atmosphere. Five or six iron steamers are lying at number. The canal was largely constructed with a hundred feet high, with their straight, branchless
anchor in the commodious harbor, probably some of French capital, but the capitalists of Great Britain trunks, and a cluster of leaves only at the very topthem to soon pass through the canal to the Red Sea, have purchased fully two-hundred of the four hun- all giving a.peculiar tropical appearance to the landfor the town stands at the entrance to the great Suez dred proprietary shares. The work of digging the scape. It seemed that we must be in dream-land, the
Canal. The country is as flat as Holland, with no canal was principally performed by the native Arabs, contrast was so great from those eternal rocky hills
eminence or mound in sight. The place is sandy, but and the sand was carried upon the banks in baskets, of Palestine. I thought, If Palistine is God's
by virtue of irrigation there are some very pretty that being found the cheaper way to move it.
country; and Egypt the devil's, I prefer the devil's
gardens of shrubbery and flowers, and some dateIsmalia, Dec. 12th.-At midnight we took a small hy a large majority; and if the taste of the two par·
palm trees. To see it you would not question its canal steamer for this point, a distance of about fifty ties iil to be measured by the two countries, I choose
being Egypt.
miles from Port Said. The night was pleasant, the devil's taste every time.
Port Saia (the latter pronounced as if spelt side) is though cool. The little cabin below being pretty
We were now on the broad delta of the Nile,
a new town, dating from the construction of the full, two or three of us mounted to the deck. I pros- where it spreads out many miles east and westSuez Canal, some sixteen year! ago. It is well laid trated myself upon it, and sought slee-p; the air waR eighty-five miles at the widest place- bounded
off in straight, wide streets, and has much the ap- uncomfortably cold, and I almost suffered with the here on both sides by a range of rocks and gravel
pearance of a flourishing young American town, in chilliness; but at length the morning came, and with hills dividing the fertile plain from the Lihyan
great contrast to the miserable town of Pale8tine and it the warmth of the sun. The canal is perhaps one desert on the west, and a part of the Arabian desert
Syria. It boasts twenty thousand inhabitants, many hundred and fifty to two hundred feet in ·width, so on the east. Between these two ranges of arid hille
of whom are Greeks and others Europeans, with a that steamP,rs can paRs easily. A considerable part stretches for fifteen hundred miles south, into the
filling in of Arabs. The markets and stores are in of the way salt lakes existed, where there were nat- very heart of Africa, the wonderful valley of the Nile.
full blast, though it is Sunday, and the display of ural depressions, and large bodies of water are now This is Egypt, in many respects the most wonderful
fruits and vegetables is quite good.
constant. · Near Port Said is Lake Menzaleh, twenty- country that ever existed, of which I propose to talk
The water used is from the Nile-Egypt has no five miles or more in. lent:!th, and as we neared to you not a little.
other fresh water-brought nearly forty miles in Ismalia we entered Lake Ballah, fivfl or six mileB
Egypt proper extends no further than the First
pipes from Ismalia, to which point it is conveyed by long. Our little steamer is perhaps one hun Catotract, 730 miles from the Mediterranean; a hove
canal from the river. A three-days' supply is kept dred and fifty feet long, ten or more in width, and runs that is Nubia, and still further Soudan. Below Cairo
in reserve here. The town was chosen as the head about seven or eight miles an hour. We arrived the river divides into several branches, with as many
of the canal because of the nearness of deep waters here at about 7 this morning, and immediately re- mouths, epreading over, as they near the MeditH·
to the shore. The port comprises a quay, a basin of paired to a fair French hotel, where we took break- ranean, a breadth of fifty miles or more. There were
137 acres, and a dry dock nearly 450 feet in length. fast and lunch latPr on. We paRsed several hour. formerly seven of these branches and mouths, but
The roadstead lies outside these, between two break- here, waiting for the train for Cairo, the point of some of them have become obstructed and closed.
The valley of the Nile ranges from two to ten miles
waters, Rtretching out, one 7,000 and the other 6,000 destination.
feet. These moles are 4,800 feet apart at the shore
Ismalia is a very pretty town for one surrounded in width.
ends, and the ends out in the sea are 2,400 feet apart. by a desert, and is a rPgular oasis, its beautiful garIrrigation has to be resorted to throughout the
The moles are seventeen feet wide at the top and are dens and little parks in striking contrast with the entire length of the Nile valley, as it seldom rains in
formed of an artificial concrete.com-posed of dredg- eternal desert all arounil. The place has some 6,000 this country. In Lower Egypt are numerous canals
.ings from the canal, lime from France, and salt inhabitants of Greeks, French, and Arabs, the latter leading the waters of the N lie in various directious,
water. In the town is a beautiful little park, or pred{)minating. They occupy quarters by themselves. and from them the water is raised by various expPdi·
more properly garden, with a beautiful growth of The streets are wide and straight, presenting thl' ents and allowed to flow over the land, which is well
tropical plants and shrubs. It is named after M. appearance of a minature city on a grand ecale. The supplied with ditche~:~ and shallow trenches for the
de Lesseps, the able engineer of the canal, who is now khedive has a palace here, but scarcely ever occupies purpose. The most usual mode of raising the water
thinking of engaging in another still greater enter- it. It is now empty and going to decay. A few is hy the sakieh, which is a kind of wide well having
pr\Ae at the American Isthmus of Panama.
years ago no animal could live here, but now it is a an endless chai!l or rope with earthen pots or jars
This Suez Canal is indeed a great institution; it has very healthy place. The town has been likened to a holding a gallon and a half fastened to it some three
done and is doing much, not only for Europe, but for hot-house without the glass. All the life in it is feet apart. This chain or rope runs over the drum of
the world. De Lesseps devoted hiR life to the project exotic. The Nile water is brought here by canal. a wheel, which is operated by an ox or buffalo, walk·
of constructing this canal. In 1854 Said Pasha in- There are engines for pumping it, affording fountains ing around in a circlA, drawing a lever after him, and
vi ted him to Egypt and granted certain rights. After and cascades. From here the Nile water, as before turning the wheel, which raiRes the buckets; these
empty into a reservoir, from which the water is conincessant labor with governments and commissions mentioned, is conveyed to Port Said· in pipes.
and functionaries, and obstacles without number, a
I walked half a mile or so out into the desert, and ducted wherever wanted. One sees hundreds of these
company was stiuted in 1858 in which four thousand aR I looked over the apparently boundless WaPte of water-raiserlil as he passes along, the ox or the bufFrenchmen, headed by Prince Jerome, took shares. sand, I had a realizing sense of what a desert is- falo looking the very picture of patience and weariIn two months the whole capital of ·200,000,000 francs thousands upon thousands of acres of sand, nothing but ness combined. I will remark that the buffaloes of
was s11bscribed, and in 1859 the work commenced. sand. I said, "If one only had the lime and water this eastern world are an entirely different ammal
On November 18, 1862, Lake Tismah was flooded with to match, he could make mortar forever." The sand from the American bison, being much more like the
the waters of the Mediterranean in the presence of a does not lie as smooth as the sea, but has elevations ox and cow; but they are an ill-looking ~beast. I
diplomatic gathering. In August, 1865, communica- and depressions, and is more undulating in fact than thought the camel about the homeliest ammal in the
tion was opened between the two seas by the passage some prairies. This town was probably once cov- world, but the buffJo, with his horns lying back as
of boats to Ismalia, and thence by the fresh-water ered with the ocean. I picked up, away out here though they had been stroked that way while in a
canal to Suez. In the spring of 1869 the canal was nearly fifty miles from the sea, numeroul! sea-shells, plastic statA, looke far worse.
Other modes of raising water are also resorted to.
opened with great festivities under the auspices of the which say plainly that at one time the ocean was
A very common way is the shadouf, much like an
Empress Eugenia, the emperor of Austria, the crown- there.
old-fashioned well-sweep in our country; a hucket
prince of Prussia; and many other illustrious guests
ON TO CAIRO ..
of the khedive. I have not statistics of a late date to
About 12 :M. the train was ready for us, and we made of a hoop and a piece of hide, holding five galoffer you better than the following from the London were ready for the train, and were soon rolling along lons of water or less, is attached by a pole to a sweep,
Globe of a not long ago: "Year by year a vast westward over the desert. lt is not much work to with a weight on the lower end. These are operated
climatic change is gradually more and more observ- grade for a railroad in this country; the sand is by Arab power, and are made to work very lively,
able in eastern Egypt, or rather, to be more precise, about level enough and it is moved easily. But how raising several thousand bucketfuls of water m a day.
in that belt of land ninety miles long by some thirty dreary to travel mile after mile, and hour after hour, Another apparatus is a buc&P-t operated by two men
broad, which, extending between Suez and Port Said, midst sand-dry and lifeless sand! We were nearly with ropes some ten feet long, on both sides of the
is directly influenced by the water of the Suez Canal. three hours in reaching Zagazig, a junction station, well; the men hold the ropes, dipping the bucket
Before the canal was opened up there was scarcely a where we changed cars and road too, taking a branch into the water below, and by pulling on the ropes
blade of grass in the regio·n except on the borders of running south. The town is of considerable size and bringing it up to the proper level. It is wonderful
the Bitter Lakes and around about the oasis of importance having a population of 40,000. The to see how rapidly they manipulate the affair. This
Ismalia. But now the whole face of the ceuntry is country around occupying the eastern shoulder of answers only where the water .bas to be raised but a
b~coming changed. Everywhere along the line of the Nile delta, and watered by the Pelusian branch short distance, say not over six feet. The shadoof
the canal herbage of various kinds is springing up. of that river, is one vast plain of cotton and corn raises it ten feet or more, and the sakieh often
lt is of course known to every one that the water of (Indhn)-now all harvested-intersected with canals, twenty feet. Water.raising is a big branch of busi.the canal is salt; but as it filtrates through the sand and interspersed with groves of the accacia, a spe· ness in this country, but it 1s indispensable; without
it becomes capable of affording nouriilhment to vege- cies of the Jocust, above which wave the towering water nothing can be grown. The fellows seem to
·tation. Then the large influx of water into the des- date palm-trees. The vicinity about Zagazig pro- have plenty of time to attend to it, and the weather
·ert has affected the atmosphere. The rapid evapora- duced 250,000 bales of cotton during the war of our being eonstantly good there is no lost time from rain •
·tion which ascends through the day descends in thick rebellion, and Egypt got rich from its culture. and snow. Here a man can work out of doors\ every
,
·dews at night. Captains of Suez Canal steamers de- Zagazig has some thirty steam-power cleaning and day in the year.
About ten miles south of Zagazig the sta.tion Bor·clare that even in the case of such a rarity as rain the pressing cotton millil, and the town has the appeardei.n is passed. Near this are \he ruina of the ancient
rainfall is every year markedly increasing. Tbe new ance of a busy, thrifty place,
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city of Bubastis, once the capital of Egypt. It was you meet about fifty-more or less-of the dusky in the middle of the street or road, from. five to ten
situated on the west bank of the Pelusian mouth of sons of the desert, who are extremely anxiouR to rods ahead of the carriage, and clear the way of all
the Nile, about forty miles north of Memphis. serve you and . to put a few franQs into their own obstructions, compelling carts, donkeys, and pedesHerodotus visited it, and much admired the temple pockets at the same time. Abut a dozen of these trians to give place. They can keep. up a steady trot
of the goddeBs Baste, Pesbt, or Pasht, idPntical with irrepressible fellows will run up to you at the first or run for hours ahead of a travehng team. It is
the Artemis or Diana of Greece and Rome. He dash; they get right in front of you, and even into strange that they can do this, but, though spare,
said, "Other temples may be grander, and may have your very face, and begin their clatter, which never these sons of the desert are muscular. There is no
cost more in the building, but there is none eo stops for a moment until you get back into the hotel surplus flesh about them, but what flesh they have is
pl~asant to the eye as this of Bubastis." This temple again. "Mister, you want a donkey? I got very of the useful kind. They look pretty running on in
was encircled by the city, which was built upon arti- good donkey; carry you very nice. You very nice advance, with their graceful gait; and one feels a
ficial mounds. The water of the Nile was led by a man; you must have nice donkeey." Another, tak- little bit _grander riding in. a carri~ge preceded by
canal bordered by trees all around the building, and ing you for an Englishman, says: "Mr. Gladstone. such couriers. They are said to fall under such e:l[.
the inclosure was further surrounded by a sculptured you want donkey? Try my donkey, Mr. Gladstone, ertion after a few years; they stimulate pretty freely
wall. Only at one place a narrow passage led under Me speak Englees. My donkey speak Englees too. with haokshish, or the Indian hemp, and their career
a lofty gateway to the interior. From the explora- IJ,e very good donkey-carry you very nice." An- is short. Every person who keeps a pleasure cartiona of Sir Gardner Wilkinson it appears that the other, perceiving you are an American, takes a riage also keeps his brace of seis.
ruins corroborate the statement of Herodotus. The slightly different course. He says: "Good morning,
The donkey boys are also an institution here.
building was of the finest red granite, brought from sir; you want a Yankee Doodle this morning?" Every donkey has a boy or young man to go with
the V pper Nile, six hundred miles away.
(Yankee Doodle is only another name for a donkey.) him; the rider is not e.xp.ected to carry a whip, or to
The palmy days of Bubastis were long anterior to "I got very nice Yankee Doodle. You like him do anything to make the donkey hasten his gait; the
the time of Herodotus, when Shishak, having con- very much; he carry you every place very nice; try boy follows at the donkey's heels, and does all the
quered Thebes, made his native town of Bubastis my Yankee Doodle'' A third will go on in the beating, and causes the animal to make all the speed
the capital of Egypt. The names of Rameses II., same way about his" Flying Dutchman," meaning desired. It matters not whether the donkey takes
Osorkon .r., and Amyrreus are found sculptured on donkey all the time, and most particularly desirous his cu~tomary fast walk, or a trot, or a gallop, the
the ruins; also the name and emblem of the lion- to handle a few of your francs. It id no sort of use boy keeps along all the same, close to the heels, and
headed goddess Pasht. The first mention of Bubas- to tell these fellows that you want no donkey; they will continue the gait hour after hom, and all day
tis in Egyptian annals is the statement of Manetho run on before you rod after rod, getting their faces long, though the mercury indicates 130° in the sun.
that under Boethos, the first king of the second dy- close to yours, lauding constantly the good qualities The Arabs can endure a great amount both of heat
nasty, a chasm of the earth opened at Bubastis and of their donkey, and telling you what a good man and continued exertion.
many perished.
you are. It is the best way to walk stolidly forThe women of Cairo, or many of them whom I
The country, notwithstanding its great fertility, ward, not appearing to hear them, and taking not see on the street, wear upright betwePn the eyes
has a shabby, thriftless appearance. The houses of the slightest notice of their importunities. After a what looks like a metal tube, three inches or therethe inhabitants are huts of sun-dried brick, with no time they give up the struggle, and leave you to go abouts in length, by nearly an inch in diameter, which
windows; the door is a mere hole in the mud wall, your way in peace.
connectB the cloth worn over the head with that
and everything about looks slatternly and filthy.\ But then a new class of pests beset you-the ven- covering the lower part of the face, leaving only a
Men, cattle, camels, donkeys, pigs, and fowls seem to ders of all sorts of wares, particularly bogus antiq- strip across the eyes uncovered. I am told it is the
live together on terms of
married women only who
equality. I noticed men
wear these. Some appear
and women husking corn,
to be made of wood or
and, although Egypt is
bamboo stalk. They look
such a fertile land, the
as though they would be a
corn does not begin to
nuisance, and certainly
compare with our .Amerithey are not ornamental.
ican corn. One of our
Fashions do not change
big Western ears will
as often here as in New
weigh as much as four of
York, and I presume this
theirs. We passed sevqueer affair will remain in
eral modern towns and
use many years. Many
stations, with names hard
medals, or metallic pieces
to remember, which I need
looking like coins, are
not mention. They do
worn in strings aro¢J.d the
not look mucll like Amernecks and on the heads of
ican towns.
the women.
CAIRO.
A class of women are
.Just before sundown the
engaged here at gathering
train rolled up to the
up the dung dropped on
Cairo station, and in ten
the street and elsewhere by
minutes we were in the om.
camels, donkeys, horses,
nib uses for the hotels. 1\lr.
etc., and drying it for fnel
Bridges and myself deto cook hy, etc. I often
cided to stop :~.t Shepsee them dodg-ing around
heard';, hotel, where I had
the streets, between the
ordered letters to be adcarriages and vehicles, prosdressed to me. We had no
ecuting their honest line
occasion to regret our
CAIRO, EGYPT.
of industry. The same is
choice, for it is about the
done all through this ealltbest hotel I have patronized since leaving home. The uitie~, showing you some manufactured idol, minia- ern.world, including the deserts. I sometimes wonbuilding is not tall, being of but two stories, but it ture mummy, scarabeus (a charm in the form of a der bow our American women would like to have
is commodious and comfortabl<:J. It is built of stone beetle), and various other things of the same species, to follow such a business as that.
and plastered over. It is a quadrangle, built around which they thrust into your face, saying in their
Snake-charmers, jugglers, men with performing
a garden, or court, say one hundred and fifty or two most insinuating manner: "You want nice antique? monkeys and baboons, are frequently seen on the
hundred feet square, filled with a beautiful growth Very good-nice antique ; very cheap. Only ten street. and in front of the hotels, where, for moderate
of palms, banana, orange, and many flowering and franc." Perhaps you will shake your head·. That compenRation, they will amuse those sitting there.
other ornamental trees. Immediately before our makes no difference except to make the monger the The splendid garden or park, called the Esbekeyeh,
window is a splendid banyan-tree, with its score of more determined, and he sticks to you closer than standing for the Champs Elysees in Paris, containing
auxiliary trunks. The branches send down shoots, before, repeating the word "antique" in stronger some ten acres, well supplied with beautiful trees,
thirty or forty feet high, which take root in the and louder tones to give you the assurance that rare plants, etc., with fine avenues aad cafes, is much
earth and increase rapidly in size, in a few years there can be no doubt about his ware being of great resorted to in the evening. Here dancing girls,
becoming about as large as the original trunk. Thus age; and perhaps, as an additional inducement, he flower girls, musicians, snake-charmers, and jugglers,
a tree with ten or twenty trunks, straight and will drop to five francs, then to three, then to two, fi~d their best patronage, which is kept up till midsmooth, fifty feet high, bas a peculiar look. In India and fin,ally to one, when he will never take any mght.
I presume we shall find them much larger. In front more nor any less. It you take the slightest notice
Cairo (always pronounced here Kiro) is not all
of the hotel are large grounds containing a profusion of his wares, you are lost; you cannot get rid of alike. The new part of the town is laid off with
of beautiful exotic growths, while at the side of the him for half an hour. He will show you one article wide, straight streets, with a plenty of shade-trees,
hotel is almost a forest of palms. The whole place after another, and every three Reconds pronounce fine residences, and large and rich private grounds
seems a veritable Elysium. Cairo is a far prettier the word "antique " with painful shrillness. But filled with luxuriant vegetation; but the old part of
town than I expected to find. This portion of it has all affiictions have an end, and so has this fellow's; the town is made up of miserable huts and houses of
wide streets and numerous private grounds, replete you finally tire him out, and he turns back. But sun-dried brick, the same tumbling down, and for
with all the exotic growths alluded to, but a small two or three others, still more persistent, take his squares together in complete ruins. The new is very
portion of which I am able to name. More luxuri- place, and they, in their turn, are succeeded by a nice, but the old is horrible.
ance of tropical plants is not to be seen anywhere. tribe of dirty vagabonds crying" Backsheesh, backAt or near the present site of Cairo a city has
Bananas at this time are about half-grown.
sheesh."· They see at once that you are a stranger, existed from time immemorial. Bablioun, said to
One of the most cheering features of our arrival and they try to fulfill the scripture injunction to have been a colony from Babylon, built on the site
here was the generous supply of letters and papers "take you in." But all these are mere trifles when of a yet more ancient Latopolis, existed here four
from home which we found awaiting us. It kept me you get used to them. These people and the flies hundred years before our era. In the same vicinity
pretty busy till midnight to read my share and THE are just alike-they are in your face every moment, history tells of the Egyptian town Loui-Tkeshromi,
TRUTH SEEKERS. It is such a treat to see that paper and you can't keep them out. It is hard to decide and at a later date of the Arab towns of El Niaks
after a fast of a few weeks that I am unable to see which are the worse.
and El Kuttaeea. When Amer-ebn-el-As, the victohow so many people cau get along without it. I
But we rode in our carriage in fine style, I assure rious general of the Caliph Omar, subdued Egypt in
presume I went to bed about the happiest man in you.
e had our runners before us, and I must tell 638 he built on the site of his camp a city called
Cairo.
you a httle about them. They are calle~ seis/ they Fostat (meaning a tent). The suburb of old Cairo
SEEING THE SIGHTS IN CAIRO.
ar~ tall, sp~re young fellows,, clad in a long white marks the site of Fostat and the western part of
Tuesday, Dec. 13th.-This day we spent in seeing shirt reachmg to the knees, with a belt around the· Bablioun.
the sif.hts about the old town of Cairo. Two car- waist; bare-legged, and with a scarf over the shoul-) In the tenth century the"Fatimites, who had been
riager.'were chartered, and we" lay back and took ders and a cap on the head. 'fhey carry a wand i ruling at Kayrawan in the state now known as Tunis,
it easy." Let me first mention a prominent feature l~ke a bill~ard cue in the hand. A pair of these invaded Egypt,and Djauhar,or Gowher, their general,
or two of the town. Upon emerging from the hotel hthe, straight, agile young fellows run side by side I built a oity as a capital for the new dynasty. Five
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years were r~quired to build it, which vy-as done with' the country at large, whose total population is del. One is by the magnificent specimen of Saradue astrolog1cal oJ:>servances, and the CitY: placed un- between five and six millionl'!. '1 he Copts claim to cenic architecture known as the Bab-el-Aza.h. Thi•
under the protectiOn of the planet Kahn or Mars. number 200,000 but some say this is too much and gate i11 in the form of an elliptical arch, with two
Hence the town was called ~l Kahera (the victorious), that 150,000 wiil include all.
- '
enormous brick-work towers, built in alternate bands
known ~o ~uropeans as Cauo.
. .
In doing the sight-seeing of the town about the of red and white. Hence a narrow winding path
Saladm, m ~176, replaced the o~1gmal brick walls first thing of course is the mosques, though as for leads to the highest part of the citadel. In this
of K~herah _with sto~e ones, comnderably extended myself, I almost despise them, as I do expensive defile a shocking tragedy was once performed-the
th_e mty, b_ml_t the mtade~ and ~queduct? and per- cathedrals and churches. They seem to me a foolish slaughter of the Mamelukes-in 1881. Only one
~Itted Christia_ns to settle m ~he mty .. Cairo became and useless expenditure of wealth. Like the cathe- escaped, and he by leaping his horse from the terrace
simply_the ca_p1tal of a Turkish pr?vmce. Nothing ~rals and fine churc?es, they have an odor of sane· on the eastern platform, called La Saut du Marneof pa_rtwular Importance occurred till the capture of t1ty about them that IS absolutely oppressive. Allah, luke. Here is an account of the horrible affair: •
th_e mty by the French after the battle of the ~yr~- or any other being, has no more use for them than
"The beys came mounted on their finest horses,
m1ds The army of Napoleon entered the mty m an eagle would have for a pair of patent-leather in magnificent uniform, -forming the most superb
July 1798. A few months afterward three hundred boots, or a turkey-buzzard for an overcoat. It is the cavalry in the world. After a very flattering recepFrench were massacre? in a revolt._ ~a pol eon sup-, same with all gods-if they are of any account in the tion by the pasha, they were requested to parade in
pressed t~e rev?lt With ch:nacteriStic promptness, world they have no use for cathedrals and churches. the court of the citadel. They entered the forti ficaand seventy, takmg more than tenfold revenge. He: The glorious expanse of the universe is large enough tions unsuspectiugly; the portcullis fell behind the
ca~sed four. thousand of the Arab insurgents to be; for the dwelling-place and resting-place of any nom- last of the proud procession. A moment's glance
slam. The French occupancy, however, was of her of gods, and it is the hight of absurdity to sup- revealed to them their doom. They dashed forshort duratio~. In the troublous times that ~ollowed! P?Be they can be in the least degr~:e bent:fited by a ward. In vain; before, behind, around them, noth~nhomed Ah ro~e to po~er. Under that I?rmce and . ptle of brick or stone or wood for a residence! They ing was visible but bla,ck, pitile~s walls, and barred
his success?rs Cauo has mcreased and flourished, and j do not need to be afraid of the weather. Besides, windows; the only opening was toward the bright
~ow ranks next to Constantinople, as the second city, the universe itself is the proper place to worship the blue sky, and even that was soon darkeneQ. by their
m the Moslem world. Its population is from 375,000 higher powers in, and it is only a crude, narrow, and funeral pile of smoke as volley after volley flashed
to 40_0,0~0.
.
false notion that any god should have a temple, a from a thousand muskets behind the ramparts upon
It IS Situated about twenty miles from the delta, on mosque, a cathedral, or a church to be worshiped in. their defenseless and devoted bands. Startling and
th~ east . bank of the Nile,. a~d while far less an I I sometimes think if there really is a god worth the fearful as W!lS their death, they met it as became
oriental mty than Damascus, It IS less European than '!sum of ten cents, he would, out of sheer disgust, their fearless character-some with arms crossed
Alexandria;_ it po?sesses a ~haracter of its own, and strike every ca'Ghedral, every mosque, and every upon their mailed bosoms, and turbaned hl;lads deat every step one IS entertamed by the aspect of the church flat to the earth, and let. the material be used voutly bowed in prayer; some with flashing swords
streets he passes through and the wonderful medley for buildings for some practical uses, instead of and fierce curses, alike unavailing against their dasof human life pouring along the thoroughfares,,1shops for the propagation of the most absurd and tard and ruthless foe. All that chivalrous and
mostly narrow. Qairo, however, is still the city of I baneful falsehoods.
splendid throng, save one, sank rapidly beneath the
Arabian Nights, and all who arE:~ well up in those j Still we had to visit the mosques all the same, for deadly fire into a red and writhing mass-that one
veracious chronicles will find themselves frequently I the guides always take sight-seers there the very was Emir Bey. He spurred his charger over a heap
of his slaughtered comrades and sprang upon the
localizing _the scenes and individualizing the charac- 1first place.
ters of whwh Scheherezade chattered so well and to 1 There are nearly five hundred mosques in Cairo, battlements. It was a dizzy hight, but in the next
such good purpose.
and I am thankful beyond expression that I am not moment he was in the air; another, and he was disMarilhat, a charmmg French writer, gives this compelled to visit all of them, for I am almost sure engaging himself from his crushed and. dying horse,
glowi~g description of it: "The city lie!! before I would rather dr0wn in the Jordan. Half a dozen amidst a shower of bullets. He escaped, and found
you, hke the thousand little turrets of a Gothic edi- 1 is a plenty, and before I had even visited that many shelter in the sanctuary of a mosque and ultimately
fice, a~ the foot of a steep, whitish. mountain, flanked my disgust was aroused to such a degree that only in the deserts of the Thebaid" (Warburton).
On that occasion four hundred and fifty of the
a Citadel of towe:s and white domes in the Turk- the motion of a ship in a rough sea would be suffiIBh ta~st~. On _one s~d~, toward the ~ount~in, is th_e cient to induce vomiting. Thanks to some good Mamelukes, with their leader, Ibrahim Bey, were
deser~, m all Its aridity _and desolatiOn-Its loneh-! power, the mosques of Cairo, or many of them, are killed in the citadel and nearly eight hundred more
ness mcreased by the C1ty of the Tombs, with its! crumbling away and tumbling down; and I rejoice it in the city. I saw the place where Emir Bey leaped
stree_ts! au,~ hou~es, and quarters, and palaces, but is so, for I have got so that when I see a tall, grace- down from the dizzy hight on his charger, and judge
n? hv1~g mhab1tants, except reptiles and solitary ful, worthless minaret, I feel like doing a bit of it to be fully one hundred and fifty feet. It is a
~uds-Immense v:ultures perching in the minarets, cursing if there would be the slightest use in it. I marvel that he was not dashed to a jelly; but it was
hke ve~ettes of this melancholy population. On the grieve that men have not more sense than to spend the horse that saved him, that broke the force of the
ot?e: side, toward the Nile, are fields covered with their labor, time, and wealth for the gods. I am terrible jar, and enabled him to escape.
The citadel is built in three portions, each having
?rilh~nt verdure, and at certain periods with charm- decidedly in favor of letting the gods take care of
mg pieces of water, the remains of the annual inun- themselvetl; if they want houses to dwell in, let its walls and towers. The fortifications were comdation, sparkling like mirrors in the midst of the them build them themselves. If they possess the menced by Saladin in 1166, the materials beings
green~ess. Betwee~ these two contrasting scenes hundredth part of tbe power which their wor- brought from some small demolished pyramids at
the City, perf_ectly m harmony with this singular shipers claim for them, they are quite able to build Gizeh, some eight or ten miles to the southwest.
lan~scape, an Immense assemblage of edifice of flat, their own houses and to raise their own fineries, and This pl'i-nce also built a mosque and palace here,
untiled roofs, blackened by smoke and covered with to attend to their own business generally. It has which were, however, destroyed by a gunpowder
New ones were erected by
~ust; here _and the_re a new edifice, white and spark- for thousands of years been a very serious tax npon explosion in 1823.
hng, upsprmgs am1ds·~ the mass of green houses and poor humanity to take care of the gods, to build Mahomed Ali. This mosque called by his name was
the narrow streets, where the dirty, though brilliant houses for them, to feed their myriads of priests, and built m 1829, after the Constnntinople model; so
and many-hued, crowd are ceaselessly stirring. From to build. houses for them also. Why, it is tremen- that, according to the opinion of many, although of
t?e dust and th~ b!ue smoke a thousand minarets dous to think of ! If all the money, all the labor, very cotltly materials, it is less interesting than the
rise to the free au-, hke the palm-trees from the gar- all the efforts that have been wasted for the gorJs in Saracenic mosques of Cairo. Its ceiling is a vas
den~, covered with airy Arabic ornaments, and the past five thousand years could have been used cupola, surrounded by four demi-cupolas, and four
encircled by three galleries. It is a fine spectacle, for the improvement, education, and real benefit for small domes at the corners. There are two elongated
and one that may well excite a painter's admiration." men and wonien, the world would be vastly better minarets, a spacious court, and rich cloister. The
C~iro is a _walled town, and has seventy-one gates; off to-day.
This god business is all wrong. My whole of the interior is lined with oriental alabaster,
but It has _so mcreased in size since the wall was built vote is decidedly in favor of men letting the gods except the upper part of the columns, which are
by Saladm that many of the gates are far in the go to the wall and to attend to their own little affairs, painted to imitate alabaster. The decorations of
city, and a person visiting the newer portions of the and I do not care how fully the gods and their wor- the interior are not in the best taste; the lanterns
tow:n, which are n~t within the walls, might not have shipers understand this. These remarks may be a p- and lusters h:we a tawdry effect. But probably it
an Idea that the mty had walls. The population is plied to churches and cathedrals just so far as they is all the same to Allah.
On the left of the entry a golden grill incloses the
~ade up of Arabs, Copts, Turks, aud Levan tines, prin- seem fitted, as well as to mosques.
mpally Greeks. The Arabs are the descendants of the
Still, as I said, they showed u~ the mosques all tomb of Mahomed Ali, with numerous lamps pArfollowers of Amer in 640, or those who crowded into the same; and I must of course tell you something petually burning. In the court there is a pavilion
Egypt after the conqueilt, attracted by the fertility about them. The first was the Mosque el Hakim (I in the gallery facing the Fountain of Ablutions,
an~ beauty of the country. To a large extent a rapid believe" el" means god); it was built by the Fat- containing a clock presented to Mahomed Ali by
fusiOn took place between the new element and the imite caliph of that name, who asserted a divine Louise Philippe. From above this pavilion a splenindigenous population. But the Arab element has mission (these fellows always have "divine mis- did view of the city and surrounding country is to
maintained its ascendency. The Arabs, by the con- sions "). The minarets of this mosque were fortified be had. It has been called the finest view in the
stant admixture with their Abyssinian slaves, and during the French occupancy. But it is not worth world. First there is the extensive city itself, with
its innumerable domes and- minarets ; beyond
the adoption of a settled life, have lost most of their looking at.
primitive characteristics; while the Arabs of Cail"o
The mosque of Sultan Hassan, dating from 1557, stretches the verdant delta; on the right are seen the
and other towns are a mixed race calledfellahs. 'rhe is stately and in some respects the finest in the city. tombs of the murdered Mamelukes, and a few miles
nomad Arabs of the wilderness outside the Nile Here we of course had to take off our boots and to the west the obelisk of Helopolis, claimed to
valley, numbering some 400,000, are still true chil- shoee, for the place is too holy for shoe leather. be the oldest obelisk in the world; on the left are
dren of the desert. The Copts, from the ancient. The architecture is graceful, elegant, and grand, and Old Cairo, and the green-looking island Roda,
Coptos, now Kobt, are the descendants and sole rep- t:3e ornamentation is all that any worshiper of Allah more domes, minarets, and palaces, the grand aqueresentatives of the ancient Egyptians, the builders ought to ask for. It cost $1,800 a day for three duct, and the glorious river Nile stretching away
of the pyramids and the ancient temples. They are years to rear this builfling, and it is stated for a fact north and away south like a bright thread of silver;
Christians, and, of course, a settled hostility exists that the architect's hands were cut off by the sultan's and beyond the river and pear the Libyan mountains
between them and their Moslem oppressors. They orders to keep the edifice unique; though how that on the west stand the grand and almost eternal
marry only among themselves, and by the constant monstrous cruelty could have that effect I could not pyramids of Gizeh and Sakarah and the great desert
warfare kept up between the two races, the Copts understand. This expensive mosque is vaulted, be- of Libya. Turning to the south, Mount Mokattam
preserve their race and name intact. They are ing ninety feet in hight inside. Whether Allah can is seen, with its rugged steeps, its quarries, and its
usually of the mercantile class, clerks in the public etand up straight in it I cannot tell you; but I claim ruins. No, there is not in the whole world another
view where such grand works of ancient days with
offices, etc. The Turks are not numerous in Egypt, to know as much about him as anybody does.
and number but about twelve thousand in the entire
We next drove to the Citadel, or El Kalah, which the beauties of natural scenery are so charmingly
country. They despise the other elements of the is an elevation some there hundred feet high, and is combined.
From this we descended to a subterranean curioepopulation, by whom they are despised in return. like a little wailed town inclosed by a larger one.
The Levantines, besides being Greeks, are Syrians It is said to occupy the site of the acropolis of an- ity in the citadel. It is called Joseph's Well. It is
and Armenians. They are usually merchants and cient Bablioun, It is built on the flank of a hill a square shaft, laid with masonry, fifteen feet in dibankers. There iR also quite a sprinkiug of ,Jews in overlooking the town, though it is now itself com- ameter and two hundred and ninety feet in depth,
t~e city, seven thous<~.nd being in the country in all, manded by the fort of Mount Mokattam, built by descending to the level of the Nile, thus affording
With somewhat more of Franks and Europeans. Mahomed Ali, when Khoorshid Pasha held the town always an abundant supply of water. A long, windThese remarks 0f the population will also apply to against him. There are two entrances to the cita- ing staircase leads to the bottom, where the donkeys
c
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are at. work rai>1ing the W!lter to the top hy meanR of
an endless chain and htJCkPt~ att<~che1l to it. Thi•
work was constructPd hy Si!lailin for the pu"po~e nf
providing the citadel with water. Bnt the pion~
liars make the silly dupes believe that it was built
by Jns~:>ph tbe snn of Jacob, whom his brethren solrl
into Egypt, where he became the g-reate~>t man in the
nation. It is marvelnu~ how ea~>y it is for religiou11
people to get up lies; the conviction often preRentl"
itself that, relie-ion and lies go hand in hand. Just
below the citadel is a miserable looking old bouse,
~hioh is piously :J.!'Berted to be the very place w hPre
the Virgin Mary took refuge at the time Joseph and
her~elf made a forced march from Bethlehem, on
account of the penchant which Herod sudd.,nly took
to kill off twenty thousand new-horn infants. Why
it was thr.t Jesus, or his daddy (t1ough, by the bye,
he was his own daddy), did not have presciencf'
enough to see Herod's bloody game a day or two
before the slaughtering was performed, and just turn
off hi~ wino, and thus save the little innocents; and
also the Virgin, who had not yet got strong enough
to leave her bed to make such a wearisome journey,
is h?.l"d to he explained except by the priests and
monks who knew all about <1od's purposes, plans,
and projects. I refer you to them. It is my opinion, however, that if Luke, or the man who wrote in
his namP, could be consult.ed about this Egypt journey of Joseph and the Virgin, he would pronounce
it a falsehood. In fact, he would have to do so or
c()nfe~s himself a liar, for at the very time when
Matthew said the little family were off here in
Egypt, be (Luke) insists they were quietly taking a
rest away up in Nazareth. I don't believe that the
Virgin ever saw Egypt, nor do I believe that either
of the Josephs saw it. I am getting to be a poor
hand at believing lies, no matter how pious they arf',
or how strongly tbe priests swear that they are
truths.
There are more mosques to be described, but
pleaAe excuse me. Let them pa~s, do. I no not wish
to enter another mosque in the course of my life,
snd I also do not wi~Sh to describe any more of them.
The best you can make of them is that they are
great gilded, hollow shells of miserable pretenses,
absurrlitif's, and lies. If theycould all be wiped out
withm the next sixty minutes the loss to the world
would be extremely light.
We we1·e later driven through a series of narrow,
crooked, dirty ~treets to the tombs of the Mamelukes,
who were so basely murdered. They occupy not a
littlP. Rp:we. Some of them are in an extensive
bnilding for the purpose, many of which are rich
with gilding and gewgaws to show respect for departed worth. I am glad to be able to think that
those brave, ill-used fellows are now very quiet and
that nothing is disturbing their serenity and tranquillity.
The day was finished up by taking a ride to the
baz:m: and looking around among thf'm for a couple
of hours, some making snob purchases of oriPntal
curiosities as their taste and their purse dictated
Among other thing~, I bought a Turkish ffz to wear
in my cffioe when 1 get home again, and possibly I
may conclude to turu Tm·k.
THE PYRAMIDS.

Wednesday, Dec. 14th.-This I count one of the
grande>Jt, days of my life-a visit to the pyramids.
Two carriages were chartered for the purpose, and a
drive ef n!nety minntes over a beautiful road, through
long, straight avenues of the beautiful accacia-tree,
wi·h a profusion of palm-trees in various directions,
brought ns to the foot of tLe pyramid of Gizeh, the
largest of many brethren, and the grandest monumeut of human toil ever constructed. The route is
through the new and beautiful quarter of Cairo
called I,;maileeyah, to the splPndid bridge over the
Nile, called by the Arab name Ka~r-el- Nil. I felt
no small dPgree of reverence, w bile crossing theN ile,
for the grand old river, the grandest and most extraordinary river in the world. Its length iR nearly
five thousand miles, its sources being away up beyond the equator iu Africa, some of which have
never yet he~o:n traced. It is the only river in the
worl<i that fivws so long a distance frnm the south to
the north, the only one that for 1,350 mile!! has no
a;-cessory-:no tribut~ry emptying into it-the only
river that IS larger fifteen hundred miles from its
mouth than at its mouth. The thousands of places
~here ~ater is takell fr~m it, and the great evaporatiOn Without any addtt.JOns, of course dimmish its
volume not a little. Still it is a large river here
having an average width' of two thousand feet, and
an av•·rage current of three miles an hour. It is
nearly as large as the grand Missis~<ippi itself, and
considerably longer-as long as the .Missouri and
MtsHissippi combined. The water is also about as
turbid as the same rivers. Probably in July and
August, when it ove1flows the country, it is consid
era.blv more turbid than now.
This is the immortal stream which for not less
than a hundred thousand years has been bearing
from tho mountains of central Africa the mud and
alluvial deposit of which the land of Egypt is compose(~. It has been the source of life aud prosperity
lll thts remarkable country, aud it is not strange that
the ancients revered it and worshiped it a god. It
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is a million times more worthy of worship than many that when the Hebrews left the land, they bad 600,.
.,f the conc~:>ptions which have been bowed down to. 000 fighting men, probably about the age of Moses
Without it Egypt must have f>ver remained a deso- proves that they had not been kill Ad off to an alarm~
l1te, uninhabited waste; by it hundred!! of mill- ing extent. I don't helieve that Moses ever floated
ions of bum:m beingR have been supplied with on the Nile in hiR little cradle, or that the daughter
life and sustenance. Where is there another of the of the.king of Egypt ever went in -swimming there
hoaRted gods of which the same can be said? But and found h;m and adopted him. It is only an old
since I have seen it, and looked upon its great vol- fable copied from another silly fable still older.
nme and great beauty, I am more than ever conBut we must leave Moses and the Nile and hurry
vinced that Moses never turned it into blood. I will on to the pyramids-the grandest work of man. The
f,lr the present sav nothing about his frog feat, his fine road over which we pass was constructed in 1858
lGJcust exploit, his murrain distemper, his manufact- by the khedive for the use of the Prince of Wales
ure of lice, his getting up thundPr, lightning, and .and party, who (graciously of course) paid a visit to
hail, his killing the poor ·cattle of the country the the pyramids. A fine palace- a summer residence
third time over-most unwarranted cruelt.y-and all of the khedive-was also paEsed. By the bye, he is
the rest that is claimed he performed. You may be- magnificently supplied with palsces, having half a
lieve it all if you like, but I will insist that I do not dozen or so in this vicinity. When people who never
hPlieve that be ever converted the river Nile into performed a day's work in their lives. are able to
blood. Nor do I believe he could do it if be had build palaces with the money earned by others, they
both Yahweh and .Allah to help him, and all the rest are sometimes strongly disposed in that direction.
of the gods thrown in. It might be easy enough for
Gizeh is the name of the locality where the larger
some liar a thousand years afterward to say that he pyramids are located. It was once a fortified place,
did it, but I am firmly convinced in my own mind a busy city, with markets, gay places, and perhaps
that he did not. The story says he converted all the mosques. But all that glory has departed, and only
water in Egypt into blood, and as the Nile is all the scattered ruins tell of former populousness and proswater there is, he had to try his expPriment upon perity. There is, however, one establishment here
that only. No, be never did it, and there is not the worthy of mention-an egg-hatching institution. It
slightest merit in believing such absurdities.
appeArs that the hens of Egypt, unlike their sisters
The rise of the Nile hegins away up in the moun- in nearly all other parts of the world, don't like to
tains of Africa, in latitude 5°, in February, at Kar- sit-had rather not attend to the tedious process of
toom in March, at Dongola in May. It commences in hatching (it is a dull, montonous sort of a job, it is
Egypt at the end of June and reaches its greatest true), and so artificial hatching has to be resorted to,
bight in September, rema.ining about fifteen days at hence, this one. For every two eggs brought, a live
the average bight of twenty-four feet above low chicken is returned. It strikes me as a fortunate cirwate:r ma.rk, after which it gradually sub-ides. If cumstancethat, though the hens refuse to hatch, they
the bight of thirty feet is reached great damage is are willing to lay. If they entered into a combinadone; if less th~tn eighteen feet is reached famine tion that they would lay no more eggs, I fear the
results in many parts. On the Island of Roda, which situation would be a trifle embarrassing, for no facwe passed, the Nileometer, a stone column, is erected, tory has yet been gotten up that has succeeded in
on which the bight of the river is indicated in times of turning out good hens' eggs. The man who accomflood. Thousands of years ago an upright piece, with plishes the feat of making good fresh eggfl from
another piece attached to it horizontally, was used some cheap material ought to realize a handsome
to mark the altitude which the water reached. These fortunl'.
were kept standing from year to year, and the people
We could see the pyramids, of course, a long way
came to entertain great reverence for these Nile off, and compared with a mountain they did not seem
crosses. This was more than a thousand years before so very large. Even when but a quarter of a mile
Christians bad the slightest reverence for the same away, a feeling of disappointment inevitably creeps
construction or before they existed.
over the beholder, and he thinks-if he does not
The rising of the Nile must be a. grand sight to !'!peak it-" Why, they do not look so wonderfally
witness, and were it not in _the extremely hot large, after all !" It is not until one gets up close to
portion of the year, when the mercury oftPn marks them, stands by their majestic proportions, and casts
120° in the shade and 180" in the sun, I would his eyes up to the summit, that he takes a full realizlike to be here when that natural phenomenon takes ing sense of their immensity, their grandeur; and
place. Day by day and night by-night its turbid then he becomes overwhelmed with wonder that hutide sweeps onward majestically over the parched man beings ever piled up such a mass of mason work.
sands of the howling desert. Almost hourly may In this way the ej e travels over all the courses of
be beard the thud or crash of some high mud-bank, stone, from the very base to its apex, which appears
when perhaps a new channel is opened for the life- literally to pierce the blue vault of heaven, for the
giving water to rush into the parched, arid desert, vast pile is nef.rly five hundred feet high. Sir Gardand all animated nature in the locality-men, worn- ner Wilkinson gives the dimensions of the Great
en, child:en, and buffaloes-gambol in the refresh- l'yramid, or Pyramid of Cheops, as follows: Base-line,
ing waters and rejoice in the overflow. All nature formerly 756 feet, at present, 732 feet; perpendicushouts with joy; t.he thirsty earth laughs with glee; lar bight, formerly 480 feet, at present, 460 feet;
the promise of life appears, where before all was area, formerly 571,536 square feet, at present, 535,824.
sterility. The sand becomes moistened by the visiThe difference btJtween the former and present
ta.tion of the fertilizing water~, and hope takes the size comes from the covering of fine stone having
place of despair, and life takes the place of death.
been removed by the vandal~, who have committed
Immediately after the inundation crops are ftJarful sacril~ge in the whole length of this country.
planted, and in four mouths or less are harvested.
From Gizeh the road runs straightj to the pyramids
In the summer season artificial irrigation is resorted on a broad, firm embankment, crossing the brightto, as described, particularly for Indian corn, cotton, green cultivated fields. On the right and left the halfdoura, onionf:l, henna, sugar-cane, coffee, indigo, and naked peasants are seen working with their primitive
madder. Much fruit iA also produced in Egypt. implements. At length the line of vegetation is
<1rapes are abundant, also dates, pomegranate~, figs, passed, and the great desert ocean of sand is reached,
apricots, peaches, oranges, lemons, citrons, bananas, by thA shores of which, on a roeky'plateau of limemulberries, and olives. The manrlarin orange is a stone, forty feet above the level of the plain, stand
new variety to me. It is engrafted on pome- the three great pyramids, several smaller ones, many
gran~tte stock, modifying the flavor, as well as the ancient tombs, and near by the celebrated colossal
appearance, and giving the fruit somewhat the flavor sphinx.
·
of red raspberries.
I feel justified in this connection in making some
It is right here, near where we crossed the Nile, quotations from Mariette-Bey's work on Egypt, "The
that is located the fable about Pharaoh's daughter Monuments of Upper Egypt.," translat"d by his
and her maid finding Moses in the bulrushes, and brother Alphonse Mariette, professor in King's Colall that. Bnt since seeing the Nile, with its strong lege, London, so filr at least ali to give the facts with
rapid c11rrent of four mlles an hour, with no bul- regard to this subject, for there is no better authorrushes or anything of the kind growing in it (and ity on the antiquities of Egypt; no man has devoted
which probably never did grow there), I realize more more attention to the subject; no man who has studthan ever the improbability, the utter absurdity, of ied the subject has possessed greater intelligence or
the old fable. It is not probable that the person who honesty. A FrPnchman by birth, be spent some
wrote the tale ever saw the Nile or Egyf)t. There thirty years in this country, exploring and making
is no place along the Nile anywhere in this vicinity, excavation:R; and what stands to hiEs credit is the fact
where it would be mitable, or ever was, for prin- that, though in the position he occupied he could
ceases to go in bathing, or where a babe could be left have made large sums of money, he died about
to float on the strong current. It would be just as twelve months ago a poor man, He says: "The adsensible to talk about Qneen Vietoria and her daugh- miration in which the pyramids have been held
ters going bathing in the river Thames in the city of for so many centuries, and which has gamed for
London, or the president's wife or dar.ghters in the them a place among the seven wonders of the world,
Potomac at Washington. If the king of Egypt's is indeed well deserved. It must be confessed, howdaughter wished to take a bath, it is quite likely he ever, that this admiration is not generally felt
harl private baths for the purpose, and she surely when the vi~itor first reaches the foot of these farwould not be under the necessity of going into the famed monuments. The fact is, the immensity of the
rapid, dangerous Nile in a public manner. Nor is it surrounding desert and the want of some point of
very likely that any little Moses would be deposited comparison effectually . diminish the apparent size
by its mother in the princess's bathing. place. And of the pyramids, and prevent their beir:g at first
more than that,if the Hebrews were slaves and w01·ked sigbt apprPciated. But they soon grow upon one and
for the E~ryvtiiins, it would not be liktly that the astmme their t:ue proportwns. And the.n one ~x
king would wish to kill them off. And the claim periences a feelmg of amazement at the Immensity
1
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of those constructions. One sees in them the most vaulted gallery to a subterranean chamber 347 feet
To a large extent, this pyramid is a great riddle,
lofty, the most durable, the most stupendous monu- from the entrance, and about ninety feet below the and various theorifls and claims have been set up as
ments under heaven that have ever been erected bv base of the pyramid. This chamber measures fm-ty- to the object of its construction, which are of the
the band of man. The pyramids ~.re already six
six by twenty-seven feet, and is eleven feet high. most diverse character. One claim is that it is of an
seven thousand years. old, b)lt there is no reason why Mariette-Bey believed that the builders of the pyra- astronomical and geometrical character, portraying
one hundred thousand years hence they should not mid intended the chamber to be mistaken for the not only the points the of compass, the length of the
be in the same state as we see them at the present principal chamber of th~:> pyramid, and. so serve to axis of the earth, the number of days in the terresday, provided no ignorant or profane hand be laid conceal the real reRting-place of the royal mummy. trial year, but the length of the great year of the
against them.
At rather more than sixty feet from the entrance PleiadeR, 25,867 years. Another theory is that the o b" The three great pyramids are the tombs of an upward passage, once carefully closed with an ject was to give correct mensuration to the standard of
Cheops, of Chephren, and of Mycerinus; the smaller immense block of stone, leads toward the center of measurements of distance, weight, time, and bulk.
ones are the tombs of members of the families of the pyramid. At a distance of 125 feet it reaches Another theory is of a hieroglyphic character. A
those kings. The Great Pyramid was formerly 146 the Great Gallery. At this point is the opening to strong effort has been made to show that the
meters (479 English feet) high, but in its present state what is called the Well, 191 feet neep, communicat- Hebrews were the builders, and the very absurd
it mRasures only 138 meters (about 453 English feet); ing with the subterranean chamber already described, claim that Joseph had it constructed as a storehouse
its cube is of no less than 2,562,576 meters, and it whict is thought to hav been used as a means of com- for the grain of Egypt has been advanced. Another
covers an area of more than eleven English acres. munication with the various pa1·ts for the workmen class finds in it a wonderful prop.4€ey respecting
All the stories which in accordance with Herodotus employed in its construction. Before ascending the Christianity and its continuance in ~the world. But
have been told about the hatred these kings had Great Gallery a horizontal passage is seen, 110 feet to my mind, Mariette-Bey's theory that it is the tomb
brought upon them~elves in consequence of the in length, leading to a chamber 18xl7 feet, and 20 of a king is far the most reasonable. The numerous
drudgery inflicted upon the Egyptians who worked feet high, known as the Queen's chamber. Mariette- other pyramids-some seventy in the Nile valleyin the construction of the pyramids, may now be B€ly supposed, as shown, that the entrance to the many of which were clearly for tombs, strengthen
considered mere idle tales. The contemporaneous Great Gallery was once hermetically sealed; so that if: the claim. It is quite probable that the builders were
monuments-witnesses for more worthy of belief successful in reaching this chamber, explorers might j scientific men, and acquainted with astronomy,
than Herodotus-tell us, in fact, that during their suppos6 that the whole secret of the pyramid was! geometry, etc.
.
Much diversity of opinion also exists as to the age
lifetimes, and after their death, Cheops and Che- revealed. But the Great Gallery, 151 feet long, 7
phren, equally with all other kings, were even bon- feet wide, and 28 feet high, with a surface of smooth of the structure. Mariette-Bey thinks it between six
ored with a special worship. As for Mycerinus, he polished stone, leads upward to a vestibule once closed and seven thousand years old, w bile other!l wish to
was so pious a king that be is quoted in the ritual as with immense granite portcullises. Beyond this is bring it down to less than four thousand years. My
the author of one of the most renowned works in the the King's Chamber, the chief chamber of the pyra- confidence in Mariette-Bey's judgment is great; for
religions literature of Egypt.
·
mid, 34 feet 3 inches long, 17 feet 1 inch wide, and he spent more time in this country in studying up
"As to the special purpose for which the pyramids 19 feet 1 inch high, the inner surface of the walls Egyptian antiquities than any oth-er man, and he
were intended, it is doing violence to all we know of being square hewn stone. This room contains a sar- seems free from religious prejudices, which sadly
Egypt, to all that archmology has taught us on the cophagus of red granite, without a lid. The mummy warp the minds of many who have written upon the
subject of the monumental habits of the country, to that probably once rested there has been removed. subject, and whose great wish is to make everyimagine for a moment that they could ever have
To giv you a correct idea of these inner passages thing bend to the statements made in the Jewish
been intended for aught else than tombs. Thepyra- and chambers, I will send with this a sketch of the scriptures.
mids are tombs, massive, entire, everywhere hermet- same as made by Mariette-Bey, which will be
But, after all that can be said upon the subject,
ically sealed, even in their most c::J.refully con- reproduced and appear with this description. A the pyramid of Cheops is the grannest structure that
structed passages; without windows, without doors, is the subterranean chamber, at present inacuessible; has been executed by human hands. It nearly equals
without external openings of any kind. They are the B, the Queen's Chamber; D, a sort of landing inter- the bight of the Palisades on the Hudson, is two hungigantiC" and ever impenedred feet higher than the
trable sepulcher of a mumdome of the capitol at Washmy, and even had one existed
ington, and covers four times
in its interior an accessible
as much grount'l. The matepassage from whence, as
rial·of which it was built was
from the bottom of a well,
brought a distance of nearly
astronomical
observations
fifty miles, and across the
could have been made, that
Nile. It has stood longer
pyramid would not have
than anyother work of man's
been in accordance with its
hands, and is likely to remain
purpose. In vain shall it be
a hundred thousand years
said that the four sides
more. Prof. Denslow speaks
turned to the
different
of it in this way: "At some
points of the compass denote
very early period, while J e~n astronomical intention;
rusalem, Athens, and Rome
the four sides are thus set
were still lairs of wolves, and
because they are dedicated
Babylon and Nineveh were
for mythological reasonil to
jungles, when probably the
the four mu·dinal points, and
black race bad not retired
, in a monument so carefully
from the south of Asia, or the
-" co n s t r u c t e d as a pyraFins and Exquimaux from
mid, a side d e d i cat e d
central Europe, there arose
'; to the north, for example,
in Egypt a red race of won~ could not by any possibility
derful persistency, despotic
: be turned to any other
determination,anJ. iron.hand ..
point but the north: The
THE PYRAl\:fiD OF CHEOPS.
ed will, who were determined
,., pyramids, then, are nothto enshrine themselves and
!: ing but tombs, and their enormous bulk could not be ~ected by two grooves, into which glided the two mas- their ideas in imperishable stone. They were slave~: held as an argument against this theory, since there sive blocks which were to close to all eternity the holders and de~pots, for no free people would ever
~: are some which are scarcely eighteen feet high. entrance to the chamber. E, F, G, and Hare the com- have built the monuments of Egypt in any form. Here
;,r Moreover, there does not exist in Egypt a single pyr- mur,icating pasr.nges. I is the landing-place into in this despotism civilization was cradled, and science
~.· '.· amid that is not the center of a necropolis, a fact which leads the forced passage of the Caliph Amrou. began. . . Seventy feet below the level of the Nile
~· which confirms in the most emphatic manner the J is the my~terious well which has long put the we find the relics of a people who had not yet obtained
character of these monuments.
sagacity of discoverers to a severe test. Such is the metallic implements, but at the rate of the deposit of
"What remains now of the pyramids is only the interior of the pyramid.
the Nile they ought to have dwelt there 20,000 years
nucleus. Originally they wer'i covered with a
Mariette-Bey was clearly of the opinion that the ago . . . . As to the motives, some have guessed that
smooth casing which has entirely dii!!appeared, and passages were constructed as they are to elude the the reason that the pyramids were built was becanse
they terminated in a sharp point. Being tombs her- search of any explorer, and to mislead them as to the their builders feared that if the body was suffered to
metically sealed, each one of the pyramids, or at large chamber, and a regal mummy within it. He decay the soul would not be immortal. But people
least each of those which served as the sepulcher of closes his theory of the matter thus: "During the who could build the Great Pyramid and il'lscribe on
a king, possessed an exterior temple which was built construction of the pyramid, blocks of granite of the it no recognition of deity, no prayer, no altar of worwithin a few yards of the eastern fac;ade. The king, same dimensions as corridor G were deposited in the ship, no sign of a prie~thood, no superstition o1'sacrideified as a sort of incarnation of the divinity, was c01·rel1ated corridor E. The pyramid being finished, fice whatever, and nothing but geometric facts and
here worshiped. The great pyramids of Gizeh poi!- and the mummy laid in its place, these blocks would metrological standards, were not thinking of rescuing
sess, like all other pyramids, an exterior temple.
be allowed to slide by their own weight down to cor- their souls from any religious terrorA, either of pun<
"What proves that pyramids were monuments ridor G; the landing-place K would then be blocked ishment or annihilation. Every fact about the pyrahermetically sealed is that, when Amron wanted to up, and the workmen would descend by the well ar:d mids negatives all religious meaning. Was the
penetrate into the great pyramid, he was only able to return to the open air by the corridor H, which in pyramid built by the Egyptians at all, or by some
succeed by perforating the northern side by force, its turn would be obstructed by blocks introduced previous race? Where else in history does the first
very nearly in the axif', which caused him accident- through the externai entrance of the monument. experiment in any art stand forth as its most perfect
~lly to come upon the ascending passage of the Let us add that exuerience in excavations authorizes achievement, and all that follow exhibit only servile
mterior. As at that time the outer covering was this explanation to' a certain extent. Indeed, it is no imitation and decline? Yet the Grand Pyramid, so
stil_l perfect, and consequently there was no accumu- uncommon thing to find tombs where a false scent Bolitary in its wonders; is not only the largest, but to
latlon of rubbish at its base, it may safely be in- has intentionally diverted the attention of the would- an almost equal certainty, is the very oldest structferred that the entrance itself was not visible from be violators of the pit in which the mummy is repos- ure ever built by man. What were the ideas that
the outside."
ing." It may throw some ligltt upon the subject to caused it to be built? We don't know. No theory
The interior of the Great Pyramid waB forcibly state that the ancient inhabitants of Egypt believed that has been presented concerning them is more
opened to view by the Caliph-el-Mamoon in 820. they would be immortal so long as their bodies than ba1·ely plausible. The pyramid, therefore, is
He was the son of the great and brilliant Haroun-el- existed. But it is claimed, again, that no religious good stamping..ground on which, in this age of uniRaschid, and was incited by the hope of diRcovering superstition had any place in the erection of the pyra- versal pretense, to learn how to say, 'We don't
'' treasure. The passage made by his workmen through mids, since no religious symbol nor allusion to any know, :tnd we can't find out!' Bnt the intelligence
the solid masonry, and leadirJO" to the true entrance god or religious ceremony appears on any part of the required to huilrl it is such that we can easily ~ssure
to the pymmid, is uow choked .UP by rubbish. The structure; though as to what inscriptions were. on ourBel;es thos,e w~o d!d build it :weii.knew the wonpresent entrance is on the north side, forty or fifty the outward course of marble-taken away for bmld-: drous Why? The 1gnoran~e m this case belongs
feet above the 'base. It descends by a massive: ing purposes to Cairo-of course cannot be known. I wholly to the last fifty centuries."
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enemy, and would giv his vote eagerly to increase
Several of our party made the ascent of the great
pyramid, hut I did not. While exploring the sacred
.
· the judgment rather than to reverse it.
wonders in the church of the Holy Sepulcher in
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR..
The outlook is ,indeed discouraging. ·But Mr
Jerusalem, and when descending the flight of very
Bradlaugh is a man of won\'lerful resources. II~
smooth marble steps leading down into the cavern PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEA.R. knows his rights. He knows bow to enforce them·
where the Empress Helena, by digging and blasting,
and if, in the Rtruggle which their enforcement may
discovered the three true crosses, I slipped on the
The largest and cheapest Radical Journal pulJlished in Europe bring about, Tories and Conservativs find themselvs
smooth stone, and fell with my right leg under me f)r .America, containing nearly 88/Jen hundred square inChes mere confronted by armed men coming to arbitrate their
in such a manner as to strain my knee, since which of reading ma,tter than any other journal of its lcind.
claims with the musket; if they see the revolution that
time it has not performed duty with quite its usual
freed France from the oppression of fanatics and des.
elasticity. It rather hurts to step up with it on anypots like ther;nselvs repe,ated in their own country; if
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, APRIL 8, 1882.
thing more than eight inches high; so that I conthey see England a republic and Cba:rles Brad laugh its
cluded that stepping up from one layer of rock to
president, they will experience what would seem
another, from two and one-half to four feet in bight,
to be but a natural result, of their present stupid
Round the World.
would be tasking it most too severely; though the
policy. Stranger things bav happened in the history
Arabs called "fellahs," who were around us in great
By the time this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER of nations, and it is not outside the nature of events
numbers, were quite wliling to pull before and boost reaches its readers we shall hav mailed the first that they should occur again.
behind from step to step. The over-exercise for the volume of" A Truth Seeker Around the World" to
To defeat the ends of justice, and to deprive an
lame knee was what I feared. But I watched the the subscribers to the fund. We are glad to au- honest man of the position whieh his merits alone
others making the ascent and was much interested nounce that the first edition bas nearly all been sub- hav won for him, the judiciary of England has made
thereby. Two of the fellahs were ahead, each hG>ld- scribed for, and that we shall hav to issue a second itself the ally of rascality, and the legislature has
ing a h:md of the climbers, and absolutely pulled shortly. Since the list of namf>s was stereotyped we become the paramour of that harlot of harlots-the
them up; while two more follow in the rear, and, hav received many new.ones. They all wished to be established church of England. What the final out.
boosting vigorously, and in the most approved man- enrolled, but it was too late for the first edition, and come will be, we cannot even surmise; but if the.
ner, made the ·ascent decidedly amusing. Four of to accommodate them and many others we hav con- above result is reached, and if the persecutors of
the men and two of the womAn went to the top, and, eluded to put them in the second edition of the first Mr. Bradlaugh feel grateful for it, thf'y will certo look up at them, they appeared like pigmies, the volume, and also open a list of subscribers to appear tainly hav the satisfaction of thanking no one but
distance is so great. The dusky fellahs urged me in the second volume. This will giv all an oppor- themselvs.
strongly to go up; I was not afraid, and would have tunity who may wish it, and also aid in paying
That Comstock Lecture.
gone hut for the knee.
expenses. The volumes will be sold separately for
I made a journey to the interior, and found it all $2 per volume, and the three for $5 if taken before
A remark Mr. Wakeman made in his recent lecture.
the enrcise I wished. Two ef the Arabs accompa- the volumes are completed. We would very much on Comstock has aroused Mr. B. F. Underwood's ire.
nied me, holding me by the hand on the inclined like a larger list to greet the traveler with on his The sentence to which he takes f>Xception was that
planes, where the marble was so smooth and steep return home. The books will be very cheap at $5- "he [Mr. Wakeman] was astounded that such a pathat I feared a fall, boosting me when boosting was much cheaper than any other publisher would get per as the Boston Index ilhould repeat these slander·s
in order, and even taking me on their shoulders and them out.
and steadfastly refuse to publish the corrections he
carrying me outright in places where I could not
The "Chronicles" were completed last week, and bad repeatedly sent." Mr Underwood now sends us
£nd foothold. They were barefooted, and it would this week Mr. Bennett commences, in natural style~ this card:
have been better had I also been without shoes, as a description of what he saw in Egypt.
OFFICE OF THE FREE RELIGIOUS INDEX, (
slipping would be nearly out of the question. It was
The following is the list of subscribers who hav
3 TREMONT PLACE, BosToN, March 31, 1882. 5
Sm: I sent you two weeks ago a brief note in .corrfcrion
amusiug to hear the palavering fellows talk as we sent in the $5, and the amount will oe acknowledged
were poking along those dark and silent avenues, in the dedication of the second volume. We flhall of a statement which occurred in a ~peech you published
from Wakeman-a statement which refPrs to the Indea;; a
where the still ness is almost painful:
see the list grow with great pleasure:
statement wh~ch is false; a statement which WakPman even
"Me t.akee good care of you;" "No be afraid;" Anderson, R. J.
has modified by omission and additions in TRUTH SEEKER re"Lean on me;" "You very good man;" "Me takee
port which he has sent to other papers. l>id THE TRUTH
Bennett, John
Buford, P. G.
you out ~>afe;" "There, put your foot right there;" ~:~~~f.Rs.~.
SEEKER falsely report Wakeman ? Do you decline to allow
Berrian, Mrs. H.
Burgess, J.
Brander, Wm.
Burr. Chas.
correetion in TRUTH SEEKER?
B. F. UNDERWOOD.
"Now, get on my back;" "Me carry you good;" Bell, Addison A.
"No be afraid;" "Me carry plenty men-old men, Clark, Maggie
We
did
not
recein
Mr.
Underwood's
brief note,
Colwell, Frank
Corliss, E. S.
too; likee you;" "You thinkee me good man?"
otherwise we would hav published it. We made the
"Oh yes," I answered; "you are first-rate. I know Dutton, Jerome
report oureelvs, and made it correctly,.as Mr. Wakeyou will see me through all right; but it is terrible
man says in another column. The words "repeatedly
Gardner,
A. L.
Glles,E.M.
warm and close in here, and I cannot see where to put Gano, H.
sent," Mr. W akP-man has since informed us, were
my feet."
Haigh, wm. Henry
intended to refer to the time when F. E. Abbot
Hess, Joseph
Hope, Peter
· Holt,J. 0.
lioxter, W. D.
"Me hold your feet; there, put your feet right ~~~:~.Jc.Hr:.
edited the Index, and the charge that the snme
against me;" "How is that?" "You tbinkee me
paper repeats the slanders is true of it now, as be has
Jones, L. M. & J. L.
good man now ? "
conclusivly shown in this number of Tr!E TRUTH
I was very complimentary in my praise, and had
SEEKER
Kimball, Murray
they been very simsitive they might have thought I Kenck, Chrl•.
Ever since Abbot bolted from the League at Syrawas flattering a trifle; but they cared more for the. Ladd, Sherman w.
L~WTence, Chas. B.
cuse_the Index, whenever it mentioned the League,
Loomi,N.
backtlbeesh than fo~ my praise-~' you thinkee. I d~ LaTourette, Schuyler Livengood, L. c.
has slurred and slandered it, and thrown the mud
good by you, J:OU gtve me somethmg what you hke; Malstor,A. o.
Maxfield, John
of obscenity upon all its adherents and workers. It
Morledge, Wm. H.
"Some mens gtve much, cause I be very goodee man." Metcalf John
Miller, c. N.
takes especial pains to quote approvingly the lies of
I said I would see about the backsheesh when we Quick, Simon
the church, and the beastly utterances of a Chicago
got out, as I bad about all I wished to attend to for
roue.
It misrepre~ents the great body of Liberals, disStewart, M. F.
the moment; but probably I should find it in my ~f~~:;:ii~t~.EmmaA. ~~~j~:-.Jc:i.
StPtton, David
torting their words, perverting their aims, and slanStuart, Granville
heart to give th~>m something
Smith, Asa B.
Sterling, c. s.
dering their characters. It is in no sense a Liberal
"\Y hatee you givee us2 no let the sheik outside I Truesdell, w. H.
paper. It is simply the organ of a coterie of wouldsee, for he no allow us to ask for backsheesh; you
be literary men and women who fiud its columns a
givee ml when he not see."
Vore, MaryA.
vehicle for weak thoughts which would obtain no
1
"Ob, yes, we will fix: that all right when the time. wallace, o. M.
west, John
Wood, Enos
expression in respectable journals except at the regWright, S. G., M.D.
comes; but let us drop the subject now; I wish to i Watson, H. R.
WiUiams, H. s.
ular rate per inch. The only good that ever co~es
attend to this 1ittle matter I have iu hand· let the ZinsmeJster, Jacob
out of that Nazareth is an acoident.al contributtou.
backsheesh rest fo~ the pr.esent."
'
Those who pref.er to ~ait for ~he. second editi?n, Its home talent (aside from Mr. Underwood, who is
"All right, all ngbt, mtster; we know you goodee and hav a hook wtth theu names m It, should nottfy only malicious, not weak) is very thin milk and
man, and will be good to us, cause we take you so us as just as soon as these lines fall under their eye. water.
safee."
New five dollar subscribers to the fund should also
Its course toward the League and Liberals in g~n·
It took about half an hour to make the tour and! say whether they want their bnok from the first eral is well shown' up by Mr. Wakeman. The mJS·
1
it was so warm, the air so stifling, and the ex~rcise edition or the second, with their names in.
erable insinuati.ons it copies about.the editor of THE
so active, that I perspired very freely, and was glad
TRUTH SEEKER are, owing to their source, unworthy
to see daylight once more, and to breath~ the good
of
notice. One noteworthy fact in the matter i~ t~at
Mr. Bradlaugb and his Enemies.
air of tbe outside world. One of the natives made a
during the absence of Mr. Bennett is the only tJme
descent into the well-hole for my special benefit, and! In the court of queen's bench on March 30Lh, they -ndulge in them. Volumes of commentary could
brought me a piece of granite from the bottom,· Clarke, the plaintiff in the case against Mr. Brad- not say more.
while the other held a candle for me to look down· laugh, applied for judgment against the defendant,
We trust Mr. Underwood is satisfied with the cor· ·
into the nearly two hundred feet uf blackness. They. notwithst~J.nding Mr. Bradlaugh'R appeal to the rection made this week in THE TRu'rH SEEKER. If
also lit up the king's chamber with a magnesian· House of Lords is still pending. Justices Grove he is not, some more will be furnished him on appli·
-light; so I bad a good view of it and found it all and Huddlest()ne gave jadgment against Mr. Brad- cation to either Mr. Wakeman or ourselvs.
according to the programme. The sarcophagus was laugh for $2,000 in respect to the first· occasion in
there, but no mummv; and the sarcophagus must which he voted illegally. The question of costs
A Fanciful Explanation.
have bPen put in while the pyramid was being con- stands over, pending the result of the appeal to the
structed, at! it is too large anrl too long to be carried House of Lords.
M. M. Paddock inclosEs the folbwing from some
through the p~ssagPs. It took about four francs to 1 The law in England provides that a property test pious paper, and wants to know if it is true:
settle with n'y attenrlants for their efforts and all the: shall be required of every member of Parliament.
The pas~age from the New 1'estament, "It is easier for~
.
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·
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camel."
has perplexed
mHnyare
goodin men
who hav
d
I
h
extras, an
t tu t ey e t as t oug t ey a
one· ri ts su J€C s no possessmg a ~pe01 e amount o literally. etc.,
b. oriental
cities there
the large
gatesreacllt
sm~l!
wt-11, for they persisted that I was" very goodee man." property are ineligible. This first judgment will and very low aperture,, called metaphorically "needles' eyes,,
There appear to be two or more sheiks who have not bankrupt Mr. Bradlaugh, but tbue are others to just as w" talk nf windows on shipboard as "hull's eye\
the pyramid under charge, and it is their duty to seo follow, to say nothing of the costs of court. We 'l'heoe entranct'S are too narrow for a camel to pass throug
that visitors have proper assistance in making the are unable to state how many times Mr. Bmdlaugh them in the ordinary manner, or eyen if loaded. When.~
ascent to the top or an ingress into the interior, so voted in the House of Commons, but a fine is at- loaded camel has to pass through one of these entranee·, ~
there is no lack of au ides,· and nearly every man tached to each exercise of "the right whieh his con- kneels down, its lnad is removed, and then it shuffles throug
M
on its knees. ''Yesterday," writes Lady Duff Gordon, fr~m
of them is so importunate in his demands that stituents conferred upon him, and this may, in the Cairo," 1 saw a camel go through the eye of a needle, that IS,
their wares should be bought that one has to be ex- hands of the unscrupulous Cl.arke, with the aid of the low, arched door of an inclosure. He must kneel, and boW
tremel y good natured not to be vexed with them. every Christian justice in all torydom, prove the his hend, to creep through; and thus the rich man must humble
They never will let a person have a moment's rest, effectiv mean>! of preventing Mr . .Bradlaugh .from himself."
't
but they are constantly poking sometl•ing under occupying his seat. There is no reason for him to
This is a fanciful explanation of the difficult~
your nose, with "antique," "very good," "I sell you hope for a reversal of the decision in the Honse of gets the churches in by shutting out of heaven rro £
cheap," "·good antiques," etc.
Lords. Every pauper lord in Great Britain is his. men, who are very much desired by the followers 0
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him who had not where to lay his hearl. But it is
not the correct one. From the context -Jesus evidently meant to impress upon his hearers that a rich
man could not get to heaven. In some ancient
copies the Bible says cablecrope, which is a much
better simile than camel, the one now in use in King
James's version. There is no respectable authority
for the statement.
Mis~aken Superintendent.
TAUNTON, MASs., March 24, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Is there any place of education that you know
of that is supported or founded by Freethinkiers? Has any
Freethinker left any sum of monev for any such purpose ? If
so, please oblige me by giving name and place. The superintendent of the. Episcopal church Sunday-school states that
there are no such institutions. You will greatly oblige me by
answering the above. This superintendent would not read the
"Age of Reason." He said he did not dare to.
Yours respectfully,
G. W. PEPPER.

A

The bequests of Liberals to education and s~ience
hav been in greater proportion to their number and
means than similar good wo-rks on the part of Christians. James Lick, of California, gave very liberally to science. The largest educational institution
founded by an Infidel is the Girard College in Philadelphia, for the erection and endowment of which
Stephen Girard left two million dollars. The college is for the education of poor orphan children.
Girard required that they be instructed in the purest
principles of morality, that they be taught benevolence, love of truth, sobriety, and industry. And
that they might hav a chance to know the truth in
reg-ard to religion, he strictly forbade the entrance
to the college or even the grounds of any minister
or other ecclesiastic on any pretense whatever.
Girard's fortune at his death was seven and a half
millions of dollars. After the specific legacy of two
millions of dollars for the erection of the college, he
left $140,000 to his relativs, $300,000 to.the state of
Pennsylvania for internal improvements, $500,000 to
Philadelphia to improve its eastern front, $116,000
to public charities, and various annuities and legacies, he left the residue of his estate to the city,
mainly for the improvement and maintenance of the
college.
Mr. Pepper will please tell this to the superintendent.

A Fraud.
A few weeks ago we spoke a good word for ex-Rev.
George B. Clarke, who professed to hav seen the error
of his w.ay and renounced Christianity. We did this
on the 'strength of a letter he showed us from George
Chainey, and with the same letter he imposed upon the
League and various members in this city, borrowing
as much money from each as he could. He has been
found out now, and Mr. Chainey publishes the following letter in This World. We helped Clark when
we thought him honest, and expose him now we
know him to be a fraud. Chainey says:
"George B. Clarke, the ex-Unitarian minister, whom I commended in this column some time since, has forfeited all right
to my letter of introduction and to the confidence of Liberals at
large. He came to me last summer well reommended and
entirely destitute. I found him a situation with some friends,
and helped him in various ways. As he was anxious to go mto
the lecture field, and seemed to hav some ability, I sent him
out at a cost to myself of thirty dollars, and to a friend who fitted
him all through with new clothes of fifty dollars. When he
left here his plan was to go WPst. Instead of iloing so, he has
been staying in New York. As he wrote me that he was at
work for Mr. Leland, I bad for some time no suspicion that
anything was wrong. I hav just learned that, in the place of
going to work like a man, he has been abusing both my friends
and my confidence by raising money from our friends on false
pretenses. If there is any sin agaiust the Holy Spirit of
Humanitv that is unpardonable it is ingratitude. I hope that
all L\beral papers will copy this, so as to save others from
being victimized by so despicable a dea,d-beat as he has pro,~ed
himself to be.
GEORGE CHAINEY.
·---111a.-·------

THE Michigan State Convention of Spiritualists
and Libe1·als, held at Ionia, was a success, was well
attended, and all parts of the state were represented.
Everything was pleasantly conducted, and everybody
there seemed to enjoy themselvs well.
·

...

J. R. MoNROE has removed his Seymour Times to
70 N. Illinois street, Indianapolis, Ind., and rechristened it The Ag; Otherwise the paper remains the
same sprightly, inconsistent, able, bit-or-miss organ
of the genially dyspeptic doctor.
'
THE closing lecture of the Society of Humanity's
course will be given next Sunday evening at eight
o'clock, at Science Hall, by Mrs. Augusta 0. Bristol.
Subject, "Humanity and the Common Amenities of
Daily Life."
MRs. LAKE, who began a course of lectures at Milwaukee on the 19th, has been ill with an attack of
pneumonia, but under the judicious treatment of Dr.
Juliet H. Severance is now fully recovered.
<I . .

MEsDAMES CoLBY AND SMITH closed their three
months' engagement in thi& city Sunday before last.
They attended the anniversary meetings at Music
Hall, Boston, March 31st, and began a month's en-

gagement in Philadelphia on the following Sunday.
Engagements for evenings other than thosf\ of Sunday can be made by addressing them at 1208 Mt.
Vernon street, Philadelphia. Rela.tiv to their engagements in Philadelphia, Mind and Matter says
that "Mrs. Colby will lecture morning and evening
of each Sunday in April at Academy Hall, corner of
Eighth and Spring Garden streets. On next Sunday
she will deliver two discourses at that place appropriate to the commemoration of the thirty-fourth
anniversary of modern Spiritualism. Those who desire to hear the ablest and most thorough expoilition
of the :most advanced teachings of Spiritualistic
thought and experience will do well to lose no convenient opportunity of attending Mrs. Colby's lectures. No one can fail to think better of him~<elf and
his race after hearing the intelligences who so
strongly and grandly support her."

A Correction.
In giving an answer to J. W. Watkins, in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of March 18th, the types substituted
Numbers for Deut~ronomy. The godly command
is in the thirteenth chapter of the latter book.
WE hav several orders for planchettes on our
books, and are sorry to hav to say that Mr. Bliss is
so driven with business that he has been unable to
manufacture them as fast as he and we would like.
As soon as they arrive we shall fill the orders now
waiting. In the mean time, if any who hav sent the
fifty cents for them wish to take it out in anything
else they can do so.
--------~------

WE hav for sale the lithograph likenesses of the
three representativ Freethinkers of America-Paine,
Bennett, and Ingersoll. With a frame, which can
be purchased at slight expense from any pictureframe maker; they form an ornament that would
adorn the walls of any home.. The three together
cost $2 ; singly, Paine, $1 ; Bennett and Ingersoll,
50 cents each.
WE would call attention to the advtrtisment in
another column of a new work which we hav just
published-" Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense "-by Col. John R. Kelso, of California. It is
one of the most thorough treatiaes on the Bible God
and devil ever written. Price, $1.150.
MR. BENNETT's address iu 61i Kearney street,
Sm Francisco, California, care of Byron Adonis.

Some Correspondents' Opinions of Mr. Scholes.
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the Philistines, and with the third he smote the left wing, and
the host fled before him. Perhaps if friend Scholes will
order the book of pious legends of true tales concerning the
patriarchs and prophets in whom he now so dovontly believes,
he and those charming young ladies may find therein some new
miracles and wonders upon which to feed their hungry credulELilUNA.
ity.
Respectfully,

au

A FRAUD AND A CRANK.
To THE EDITOlt OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Hav just been
reading while o..t the train a letter from W. W. Scholes, of
B!!rnesville, 0., in THE TRUTH SEEKER. I know this Scholes.
He is a fraud of the first water, a" crank," or lunatic, and the
uext thing you will read of is a murder or some other devilish
crime committed by this cuss of cusses under his inspiration.
He is a follower of Guiteau, Freeman, and the more ancient
Abraham. And there is no donbt in my mind but that that
letter was dictated by the Methodist preacher of that place who
assisted in his so-called conversion.
JoHN RICHARDS.
MaMfield, Ohio.
SMALL GAME.
T1:J THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : It is au old
maxtm that we should never "waste ammunition on small
game;" but as you hav seen proper to giv Mr. Scholes a hearing in THE TRUTH i::lEEKER, I do hop~ you will cultivate a better
,;cquaintance with this man of large belief-this man who
believes so much and knows so little; let us hea.r from the credulous gentleman again before he bursts with holy belief and
passes to the sweet'' by and by." Now, I believe that Mr.
Wm. W. Scholes is a" man< f straw;" there is no such man,
there uever has been such a man, and there never will be such
a man. No Atheist, Deist, or Materiulist ever yet retrograded
to the extent he claims he ha~; uo Infidel ever yet renounced
and ignored reason, logic, nnd common sense. 'l'he Christian
church has been striving for the last eighte~n hundred years to
accomplish this one thing, yet thoy hav failed in every instance.
They begged, they haT prayed, they hav threatened, they h»v
oppressed, they hav imprisoned, they hav torturPd, they hav
muruered, in order to acc0mplish the very thing Mr. Scholes
says has happened to him. Mr. Scholes may ha.v one~ profs8sed to be an A.theist or ]'reethiuker, but that did not make
him one, and he ne1'e1· was ont). Jt is utterly impossible for a
well-established, well-informed Atheist ever to become a Christian; he could never be one if he tried &11 his life. He might,
through policy, speak dishonestly, a11d say he wag a Christian,
but that wouid not make him one. Reason has never been
dethroned until the mind has been wrecked. Reason, once
enthroned, holds the fort until the brain is destroyed or injured.
Mr. Scholes says he was u snbscriber and a constant reader of
THE TRUTH SEEKE!t some four or five years, yet he quit it about
three years ago. I dn wish you would examin the records and
see if he is correct and truthful. Mr. Scholes forgot to giv the
name of that gospel pedler in Barnesville who was once an
InfidPl. I guess it slippid -his memory; and I fear he is even
mistaken about his own name; I think his real name is Hoax,
and whole affair a put-up job of the church. She has lied so
long and repeatedly about death-bed recantations that the old
hobby is about to fail her, and she now turns her lying interest
in another directioll, and gets up, in the person of Mr. Scholes,
a real, simon-pu1re proselyte from the Infidel ranks. It is all too
thin, my Christian friends; you must bring your man of large
belief to the front, and hav him cross examined. The little
capital you make out of this falsehood will hardly pay you.
But, even admitting that t.he whole ~tory is true, and Mr.
Scholes has really been metamorphosed from a man of sense to
a silly fool, still the cause of Freethought loses nothing.
Central, 8. a.
R. M. C.ASJIY.

A DOUBTFUL CONVERSION.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH 15BI!!Kl!R, Bir: I want to
apologize for the backsliding of William W. Scholes (who was a
few years ago one of my correspondents) upon the plea that he
was never a real Atheist. True, he fancied himself one, >~nd
Mr. Bennett as Seen by Indian Eyes.
glibly ran over, parrot-like, phrases that he read in Liberal books
The Philosophic Inquirer, published in Madras,
and papers and heard from his father and other Infidel friends
and relativs, and he'' distributed thousAnds of tracts, etc .. " India, and printed in two tongues-English and
because he thought it bold, brave, and daring to attack the pop- another language in characters which we hav never
ular mythology. But it is evident he was only born into Infi- before encountered-in its issue of Feb. 19th, condelity-was an Infidel because hiil fatherwas,just as thousands
are Republican or Democratic for the same reason, He was tains the following:
Infidel from precisely the same causes that millions of young
Wednesday in the week has been an important day tons, for
and old are Christians-birth, education, and environment. on that day noon, our esteemed American brother, and the
Why, I know of hundreds of good church-meml:-ers who could Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, of New York, honored our poor
not recite the simple legend of Arlam and Eve or tPll how it self with au iuterview with us, anu greeted us, as a friend and
happened that tbe whale swallowed Jonah. And all over our follow-laborer in the field of thought. But. better it would be
land young Infidels are growing \IP in preci~ely the same kno- if he d d not content himseJr with mere seeing and conversing
ranc9 of what they profess to believe. And wben one of these with us, at a quarter whete be witnesse•i our status something
comes under the influence of determined devotees, especially if akin to sluvery-for what does dependence upon one for the
they are attl·activ young ladies aided by a Chrht-like reverend, necessaries of life, mean other than bond~ge, while the very
aud he" keeps no other society," it is no marvel if he slowly thought there that" preferment" invariably goes on earth" by
and grat1nally allows his reason t(l) lie dormant and accepts the letter and affection," mortifies all reasonable hopes and expecpretty stories.of gods, and ghost~, and angels, and Christs that tations of priuciple~, and seekers after justice and truth.
they feed him upon. But, mark my words, if this young man While, however, there has been some consolation to us by our
has a real thinking and reflectiv mind (and it is doubtful if he noble brother's converse with us, for the shortest time of an
has) it will be he and not Ingersoll who will "renounce his hour on that whole day, our many earnest friAnds who were
present beli0f." Those who hav studied thernselvs <'Ut of myths day after day anxiously ell:pectiug his arrival on the Madras
and cre€ds never can by any possibility take them up again. or shores from Calcutta, had to be disappointed in thfir hopes of
well expect the Christian of to-d'<y to believe the old legends gaining a sight of this highly cultured and noble being. Mr.
upon which our Bible legends are founded.
Bennett is one of the very best men we hav ever seen, read, or
Let me relate a few for the benefit of Bible believers like Mr. heard of. His graceful looks; his grave, serene forehead, his
Scholes and those nice young ladies. Now, these legends are affectionate talk, his good will to his friends, his inimitable
the originals from which the Bible tules are derived; they are modesty, and his hearty recognition of the services done to him
only older or different versions.
in Bombay by Madame B!avatsky and Col. H. S. Alcott, in the
".Toshua marchPd with his army against Jericho, took the dishonorable and cowardly Joseph Cook's affair, hav been
city, and slew all the men therein; they were giants, and it took: m ;rked by us as characteristics of the good and va.luable man,
a hundred men to cut off the head of eac:h giant . . Joshua whl) has proved bimRelf a hero, a martyr of the Freethought
erdered all the pluudArof Jericho to be burnt w1th fire. It cause in America, where the Christian law is as unrighteous
was heaped up, but the fire would not consume it, and he then and despicable as is now witnessed in the Brad laugh affair, and
knew that something was wanting, and on inquiry found that where Uhristian charity and greatness in persecuting and
Acha'l had concenled a portion of the booty for his own use; slandering heretics is as rampant as in the boasted'' free" Engwhen this was added to the heap the flames leaped up and de- land. Mr. Bennett during his converstttion with us was seen
vomed the whole." Our good friend Mr. Bennett tells us of with a copy of the Philosopldc Inqui1·e1· in one hand, tbe other
seeing one of the stones that "would hav cried out" while he hand almost tQuching our shoulders as an emblem of his real
was in the Holy Land; but there is a pious legend of David that fraternal love. For Madame Blavatsky and Olcott he had deexceeds Lhi~ one. "As he p ssed over "-pebbly strip of soil a servedly high regards, and he joyfully told us they were" good
stone crir;d to him, 'Pick me up and take me unto tbee.' He people." Mr. Bradlaugh, he remarked, "is a great man and
stooped and picked up the stone and placed it in his pouch; and works very hard for the cause." Mr. Bennett gave us a fine
when he had taken a few paces another stone cried out to him, photo of his, which brings each moment his valn&ble person to
'Pick mP. up and take me unto thee.' He did so, and a third our affectionate memory, and took leave of us on the evening
stone cried out in like manner and was taken up by Pavid., of the same date; and he had his own reasons to be on board
The first stone was that wherewith Abraham had driven away on that day, for unfortunately his vessel was not to stay in •
Satttn when he sought to dissuade the patriarch from offering Madras the next day. While solely regretting for the loss our
up his son; the second stone was that on which the foot of 1 city friends had of his sight, and while regretting more p~rticu
Gabriel rested when he opened the fountain in the desert for !larly on behalf of the Hindoo Freethought Union, which had
Ha.gat· and Ishmll.Pl; and the third stone was that wherewith·, high hopes of securing ·the some special services of his finP, eloJacob strove against the angel whom his broth.er Esauhad sent quent tongue at the Union's h&ll, we wish our excellent brother
against him." With one of these crying stones David slew Bennett reache~ the Atlantic shores safe, in sound and robu~t
Goliath, with another he routed th\l right wing of an army of he!!iltb,
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Comstock's "exposure" of "repealet·s" is lauded, and the
coward, of the assassin who reaches the heart of his victim by
long editorial winds up with an approval of Anthony thns: " I
insinuation frG>m a safe ambush.
You dare not say that all the Leagues are dead, because that cannot withhold the expression of my own respect for the funwould be a brazen falsehood, so you imply it thus by innuendo: damentally sound, upright, and honest motivs which actuate
" In ALL my travels from Boston to Kansas the Leagues every- Mr. Comstock," etc. The Index may well praise Com•tock
Not a False Statement.
whe?·e, so far as I hav seen, are dead. I hav met nobody who and his book, for he does little more t~an t? repeat its libels and
AN OPEN LETTER TO B. F. UNDERWOOD, ASSOCIATE EDITOR OF
feels R.ny interest whatever in them. And we hav representa- insinuations· always using it as his mam Witness.
TH:E "INDEX.''
7. Or the following: In the Index of July 14, 1881, editorial,
tiv3 of over two hundred Leagues!"
No one is so silly as not to see that your conscience was llfr. Underwood quutes Abbot without reproof thus:
DJUR SIR : Your peremptory letters, printed below, gave me
no little pleasure. I was delighted, as a physician would be to haunted by these Leagues you had outraged. Yom· wish to hav
"Tbe vicious and sensual type of Liberalism contrived most absurddiscover some returning signs of sensitivness in a comatose pa- them out of existence was the father to the thought. So you ly to identify itself in myriad credulons minds witil the love of libert.y."
tient. It was the first sign since the League Congress of 1878 inspired your "-Colonel" Bundy to continue your prophecy,
Here 'I and my co-managers of the League are classed as the
of .a return to moral cnnsciou•ness, and the possibility of under- and left it to your and his "always moral level." But the
standing the enormity of the false po~ition ever since taken by following resolutions show that when you wrote the Leagues " vicious and sensual type of Liberalism ! "
were dead you had the best reason to know to the contrary:
And,
you and your Indc:c.
4. At the regular meeting of the Chicago !Jiberal League held
If you can feel for yourself, you may learn to respect the feel•· The National Liberal League wn.s suffered to fall into the hands
March 5th, the following resolution, which is se:f-explanatory, or the Freelove 1·ing."
ings and to state fairly the motivs and purposes of others.
was unanimously adopted:
These are your letters :
There never has been any Freelove ring in or about the
I.
WIIEREAS. 1\It·. B. F. Underwood, editor of the Index, who has been
·
BoSTON, March 20. 1882.
making- a lecture tour of the West, in a letter to the Sevmonr T.imes, League in any way whatever.
T. B. WAKEMAN, ESQ., Dear Sir: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of lllarcb says: "Tile Leql'{ues everywhere, so far as I hav ~een, are dead, I
The charge of "unscrupulous falsification" is there repeated
18th. in a report of a speech by you, I find the foll,.,win~:
hav not seen even one League that pretends to hold meetings regu"A,ybody who •C<icl he was in.f<tvorof obscenity was a liar, flnd h• was larly or irregularly, in all my travel3 from Bo•ton to Kansas, and I and charged upon the League by the .fnde.v.
8. Or this from the Inde.v of August 25, 1881: Tne call of the
astounded that such a J>awr as the Roston Index should repeat these slan- hav met nobodywbo feels any interest whatever in them."
ders and •teadfastlvrefusetopubli•hthe corrections he had repeatedly teut."
Rrsnlvfd, That the members of the Chicago Liberal League deem It Leaaue issued by the "venerable President Wright" for its
Wlll yon hav tile kindness to inform me whether these words cOr- their duty to refute the above unwarrantable statement, and further Congress on September 30, 1881, was 'ilever printed, but is made
rectly report what ynn s11id? If they do, will you mention the num- declare that llfr. Underwood tthough taking no trouble to ascertain
ber of tile Index on which your charg~ is founded?. Has any such by personal attendance) was. while in this city, informed by mem- the occasion of these words:
statement as you ref"r to appeared m the Iwlfx· Since I hav been bers of the League of its existence, regular Sunday evening meet.. But it is to be regretted that it adopted resolutions at its convenconnected with it editorially? Hav you sent any letters of COl't'ec- ings, and audiences averaging over 300 persons;
tion last year which virtually exclude from pn.rticlpn.tion in Its
tlon to the officA since I bav been one of the editors of tbe Index.t
proceedings
men who, like Hnrlhnt, Abl1ot, Ingersoll, nnd Julian,
hav
known
Bundy's
whoie
article
to
be
Indeed,
you
must
If the words quoted. do not report correclly what you sairt, will you
cau~e a correction or the Pame to be made in rhe paper in which false and slanderous, yet vou deliberately indorsed and ap- tJeliJve in tlle tottl seplll'a'io·t of clmroh nnel state, but are nnconvinced
of
the wisdom of clem~tndlug the repeal of all fDstal
Very trnly yours,
they J.av been published? I remain,
proved it. You are the father who begot, and the accomplice laws against the transmission of obscene l-iterature throuoh the mails. '
. B F. UNDERWOOD.
after
the
fact
by
your
adoption
of,
this
libel
as
your
own.
II.
The League has only opposed such United States postal laws
Fr011t the Boston Investigator.
You knew that there was no "Wakeman-Bennett manage- as created a censorship and espionage over the mails and made
A FALSE STATEllfENT.
ment," who gathered a" squad of cranks" at the last League them traps for Comstockism.
BosTON, :I.Iarch 24, 1882
Congress. Mr. Bennett had no more to do with that congress
9. In the Indc:c of September 8, 1881, Dr. Howarcl Crosby's
MR. EDITOR: I notice a parag-raph in the Inv•siiqntor this wet~k, than you had. He was not there, had no representativ there,
societit"sfor the" Prevention of Crime," which involve all of'the
stating that you will present Il!r. T. B. Wakeman's receut speech in
h d I
h d
New York in vour ne"<t issue. .As tbat speech contains a statement not even a reporter. If one of t e e egates a not volunta- principle of ... state Comstockism," · are approved, and the
in regard to the Index th~<t is incorrect, I will thank you for space in rily furnished his paper with a report it would ha v had no re- organization in each community of a society for the prevention
the same number for a denial of the statement. In his speech, as port whatev!lr. Mr. Bwnett has praclically had nothing to do
reported in THE. TRUTH SEEKER, :lrfr. Wakeman said he "was
.
h
of crime " is a measure quoted with approval.
astounded that such a paper as the Bosto~Indtx should repeat these with the League or its management smce is trial. It is no
What becomes of the separation of church and state under
- slanders (that he •was in favor of OlJscemty') and steadfastly refuse ''gang'' at all, and has no chief or leaders except its chosen such societies was shown in my lecture.
ffi
It h 1't
u:
and its an ge
t h
to publish the corrections he had repeateclly sent."
So far as this statement refers to the Iudex since 1 hav been con- 0 cers.
as s organ JUan
m a men • W 0 never
10. Or this (Index, Oct. 12, '1881): BeforP the meeting of the
nected with that paper editorially, it is utterly untrue. To the best suffer ·a moment's dictation from Mr. Bennett or any one last League Congress on September 30, 1881 at Chicago, Mr.
of my knowledge and belief, nothing during this time has been pub- else. But why follow the low malice of this libel, which is
Iished in the Index editorially. or from correspondents, justifying plain in every word? It is enough to make a devil blush. But Underwood had declared the League a "wreck,'' and so did all
Mr. Wakeman's accusation, and l hav never received a letter qf carhe could to prevent delegates from attending-. But they did
nctionf1'0m him since I hall b'<n on the pnpe1·. l!'urther, llfr Potter In- it is "seconded by the Indc:c,'' and thus you advertise the 11ttend largely. 'rhe Inde.v then (October 13th) devoted three
forms me th!lt ile assumed control of the Indtx in July, 1880, and has League as a "gang," a "party an·ayed in DEFENSE OF articles to destroy itti influence, and winds up thus, "B. F. U."
received but one letter from Mr. Wakeman in reply to what had ap·
l't
d bl t t M t · !'
"
peared in the Ind,x, and that lette>· hepubli.•hed. What may hav bet•n OBSCENITY, tmmora t y, an
a an
a ena ISm.
writing: " Let nobody suppose that this organiZ>1tion represent to the Index previous to th~t date, 1 cannot state. Mr. WakeNow, I correctly described in my lecture those who sav such sents the Liberals of the United States. The policy it has
man's statement was eviden•Jy mtended to refiect upon the Index things, and those who caus:e, second, and approve them, and no adopted and the course it has pursued hav repelled thousands
under its present editorial management, and so far, at lwst, it is un- correction of the langu&ge I used is possible. It was indeed far
just and untrue.
.
Respectfully,
B. l!'. UNDERWOOD.
who would ·hav been glad to work in the organization; and it
below the truth. No language can describe the ineffable falseCertainly, you shall h11v all the correction justice will permit. hood, treachery, and meanness of that libel, twice gloated over is now controled wholly by those with whom the repeal of
as you request, in THE TRUTH SEEKER. You ask, Did I use the by you, and never corrected. Of course I was astounded and postal laws against obscenity is an o\Jject to which every other
object is secondary. The sincerity of the leaders of the League
words quoted in your letter? 1 answer, Not exactly, yet, I think, indignant.
substantially, but with other words which showed that I was
But you take especial pains to attract attention to the libel by is not questioned, and the personal worthiness of many who
speaking, not of myself personally, but as a member and officer the allusion to the exprussion in it that it is arrayed in defense, not still cling to it may be fully recognized."
11. Or this (Index of N OVPmber 24, 1881): "B. J:i,. U." comes
of the National Liberal League. 'rhe lecture was not written, only of obscenity and immorality, but oi" blatant Materialism."
and I think that the report in the Investigator givs the passage This you pretend to take exception to in your second article uut in favor of "DJWrganized Libm·alism." He had tried the Liberal League and seceded, then the Liberal League of America,
ubove quoted, evidently so that by excepting'' Materialism" then the Secular Association, and the Fre8 Religions Associ a bon,
more correctly thus:
".Anybody who said that he [I] was in favor of obscenity was a yon may, as you do, by innuendo, include and approve the
liar and lle was astounded that snch a paper as the Boston Index charge that the League is "a gang," "a party an·ayed in and had found it impossible to organize Liberals against lwerty.
shohld uphold these slanclera and stelldfastly refuse to publisn a de-~'ense of' obscenity and imrrwrality." The exclusion of one is, Then, 'IVith amusing nait·ete, he informs Liberals that they do not
correct etatement of the mot.ivs and pnrposcs of the League and its
I'
'J
need organization. Like the tailless fox, he thinks tails a1 e
officers."
under the ordinary rule of interpretation, the inclusion and useless because his has been clipped off by the Com:,~lbck trap.
Both reports are condensations. A lecture of over an hour approval of the other charges. Thus you go out of your way to But the plain object of the article is to prove tnat Liberal
in length was compressed into a column. I never saw the re- formally "second" this slander you had not the courage to Leagues, which he is careful not to mention, are superfluous and
port nor knew it was to be made. The reporter, as usual, make directly. ·
useless.
caught at the strongest words and phrases, and let the modifyBut you evidently thou~ht by your innuendo to add new force
12. In the Index, Dec. 29, 1881 there is a carefully-guarded
ing context go, and the exact words cannot now be recalled. to the libel. You thought to insinuate something a?ainst the article which well illustrates the use of innuendo in implying
But I think the report was substantially correct as given at League by associating together a few names out of hundreds, a reproach it does not express. The New York Independent
first. And wh>1t is to your point, I am convinced that I was with Mr. Bennett, as Spiritualists and P"Ominent members of had confounded the Free Religious Association with the National
substantially' correct and perfectly justifiahle in using· the Ian- the League. But a.s far as I know of Mr. Bennett, he is a" Ma- Liberal League in its usual indtscriminate Christia;n charges
terialist" as" crude" and" blatant" as yourself,and neither he again~t all Liberals, and which W11s simply the result of the
guage I did.
h
f h
d
M
You ask me to name the number of the Inde:v upon which the nor eit er o t e other pllrsons name , excepting r. Lynn and Indc:c' s efforts to fonl the Liberal nest in times past.
charge is founded. 1 will; but one number of the Inde:v will Mrs. Lake, are acknowledged leaders and representativs of the
But the Index jumps up horrified at being confounded with
not suffice. If I had (as I hav not) a full :file of that paper I League more than hundreds of others. But why associate these the League, aud calls it " calumnious." In its former article
could make vour face burn with shame, unless 1 am mistaken names with Mr. Bennett? Your intention was evidently to cast of December 15th it declares that the association of its favorits
as to your returning sensitivness.
some slur upon them as Spiritualists, or upon their characters with the League is a "grossly calumnious" charge, and" puts
Let us begin with the few la~t numbers I hav at hand and as individuals. Nothing could be meaner on your part. If they them in the p1llory as indecent people," but thus implies that it
work back a little; and if yon do not get enough. turn over and are Spiritualists they are certainly to be honored for it if their is all right for the Independent to charge the League with deread the file of your paper since the vear 1877 yourself.
convictions lead thitherward. As individuals I have never heard fense of obscenity. It simply drags out its own immaculate
My last lecture was on "Oomstockism the Subversion of the their character questioned, as I hav yours. Not one of· them skirts, and throws the filth on its Leagne neighbor RS a thing
Four Oornerstones of .American Liberty." Just before its de- has ever been compelled to arbitrate charges of adultery, as all right, of course.
livery I read the following result of your last attack on the you hav done. I assure you that you are the last perwn in the
Nay, it goes further, and tries to !'~cant for l\ir. Frothingham
League, the joint work of yourself and your much-admired world who can afford to throw stones or slurs at either of the his former advocacy of liberty, in this amusing style:
·
compeer, Bundy :
persons you name. If you had done as much for Liberty or
Humanity as they, still your sneers and invidious mention of "Only one of the nersons named was ever promment in the counsels of the Free Religions .Asaociation, and seve•·ai of them were
1. "lllr. B. F. Underwood, editor of the Index and an able Liheralist their names would not cease to be cowardly and atrocious.
lecturer bas been making a successful lecture tour of the West In
I
never members. Mr. l!'rothinghn,m, of course, was prominent. But
a letter lo the Seymour Times he says: 'The Leagues everyUihere, s~
But Bundy is in no wise origina. He is merely a scavenger of him we are eure it cannot be truly said that he ever •earnestly
far a8 I hav mn, are dead. I ha v not seen even one Leal:'ue that pre- for the Index. The Indc:c has since 1877 been saying hi3 worst ur~red' the repeal of those laws. Tiler~ was a time, as tile Indepentends to bold meetings regularly or irregularly in all my travel• from things for him, and before him. Take, for instance, the follow- dent relates, when, impe!lPcl by Ills chivalrous impnl•es to clefend
Bo•ton to Kanm1, and 1 hav met nobody w!Jo feel" any Interest what- .
. h.
h
I
B
imperiled liberty, lle queotioned the const!tutionality of the laws.
ever in them. And we hav representat1vs or over two hundred mg, wh!C IS per aps the origina of undy's libel, and which and manife•ted his sympathy f~r the editor of THE '!.'RUTH SEEKER,
Leae;uee.' '.rl1is is a verification or what we said last fall when the jnstifies every word I said in my lecture:
.
whom he believed to be unjustly an·aignecl under them. But this
Wakeman-Benntlt mar.aqtment qath•rtd it~ •quad of cranks in this city
From tho Indtx of .Aprol:la, 1881 .
was before the corruption of Bennett's character was so thoroughly
under 1he pretentioqo name ot the 'Natwnal Ltberal League Conexposed as it ha• been shooe. l\Ir. Frothingham's eyes were Rure to
gress.' made up largely of 0 .,tca1t8 from d•~mt •o<i.ety, with a small 5. The National Liberal League, it i• true, has become the "open de- open, as the Independent itself suggests, "o thn.t he soon saw that he
sprink!ing of respectable people '!ho allowed then· ~e.al to ~>ntrun f•nder" of the rill'hl of the person• meutioned [obsceuists] to uu the was wasting hisgenerol:ls chivalry on a worthless cause When tlle
their dtscretion and sensA of propnety. Wben the Il•ltuw-Phtlo1opll.- mflilsfor their vile t•·ajflo, unhindered bl/ any l•w. and has thereby br.-uqht 8plit came in the Liberal League on tile repeal or reform of those
ical Jou'N!fil, ucondtd bv the Indtx, exposed the tru9 rharacter or Ben- diso>·ace upon the Liberal cauu For tbis aetion ~h .. League should postallaws, and the League fell into the hands of the repeal pltrty,
nett the •hief at the uanq, it struck the dying knell of tloo•arty arraved not be spared any blsws from the aroultd con1cience of the country.
Mr. Frothingham w!lhdrew his name as a vice-president of the
in DEFE~SE OF onscE~r·ry, imm81'ality, and blatant Materialism."
In the sentence precading the !L•OTe, the expression of Scrib- Lea(lue.''
Here I am arrayed personally in defense of obscenity. It is ner's Monthly that "the Lwerals are the only professed and open
This. is a different story from that which Mr. Froth,ngham
difficult to conceive of a more atrocious mixture of falsehood defender& of dirt," is quoted approvingly in the Index, and ap- told his frtends in New York. He said repeatedly that he reand libel than the above. Will you seek to escape btcause this plied by it to the League! It was simply an echo of the Index signed from the League when and just as he dill from the Free
was Bundy's libel-not yours? The receiver is as bad as the in Sc'rilmer' s.
Religious Association, and from all other bodies of every kind,
thief; the applauder is worse than the libeler, Did you hav sufIt has always seemed to me that hanging would be too good and for the same reason, viz., that he had determined to retire
ficient sense of justice to correct, expose, or disown this libel for the wretch who wrote the above words : "The National from eTery such membership, and to take a real vacation in
caWJed by you in your next Index 1 No! you gave in your next Liberal League, it is true, has become the OPEN DEFENDER of Europe.
issue your hearty indorsement _of the outrage ir,t a ~eturn notice in THE lW'IHT [of obscenists} to use the mails for their vile traffic,
We hav heard very much of 1\:fr. Frothingham's "recantayour usual elegant, non·commlttal, but assassm-hkestyle, thus: UNHU!DERJI:D BY A.NY uw."
tions" lately, but find that they bave little or no foundation.
2. "TheReliqio-Philos-.vhical.lournal o.f <;Jhicf!.gO comes tons in a now
More falsehood ceuld not he put in the same number of When he wishes to recant his Jove of liberty we hope that the
dreas-its • oprinfl dress,' it saye-and tt ts brtght and cheery enough words. Every League congress has held, and has resolved, just Irulc:c will let him use his own words. Until be does we shall
in app•arance to belonll' to that ~e!'-•on. Col<:>nel Bundy ll.rts our best exactly to the contrary, and the League has repeatedly pointed believe him to be the noble man we knew him to be. Nothing
wilhe•forthecontinuedsucce.Hfht8JD'Il;rnal, wht9h h~haertlwaysll.eldup out how the laws should be applied and executed to effectJ'vly, but his own words can deslrov the ideal he left among us as
to a hiqh moralltvel, even when bY. hts determm~twn to do eo .. t all
hazards he has been misappremated and maltgned by those who and without danger to liberty or to the rights of the people, put the champion of liberty, and they will be the saddest words he
should h"-V thanked him rather for his unselfish and manly conn" a stop to the whole nuisance.
. ., .
can ever speak.
But the League has always stood invincibly
in e:r:posinq fraud, dishonesty, and immoralitv under whatever name
If the " blows" this wretch invokes for the Leag·ue could fall for Purity as well as Liberty, just, as Mr. Frothingham has
they sought to hide."
in lashes upon his bare back he would only begin to get his stood, and there it stands to-dH.y, invincible. Any innuenSo you regard the publication of such libels as the above as deserts. Who can measure the injury that such villainy, re- does or insinuations to the contrary a.re " calumnious."
" alwa;y& holding a paper up to a high rrwral level!"
peated almost constantly since 1877 by the Index and its ChrisThe above dozen extracts, all within a year, prove all I said
And for fear your readers may forget it yon insert the follow- tian and other echoe~, has done to the Liberal cause?
ani! far more. Neell I go further aud open up the infamy of
ing half false and wholly cowardly innuendo in your next Indc:c
6. Or take the following: In the InJ.c:c of May 5, 1881, 1\fr. F. the Abbot period ? And yet they bring us to the most serious
by way of a continuous reminder :
E. Abbot is resuscitated and allowed to giv a long editorial in charge against the Irulcx. That is, that it hqs been sitlce 1878
3. "Why does thP.Reliqio-Philosophical Journal refer to the National praise of Anthony Comstock's infamous book-libel on the Lib- the most persistent, unscrupulous, and effectiv opponent Rnd
Liberal League as an organization arra.,ed in defense of • blat.o.nt erals and the Lengue. "The positiv duty of the national gov- traitor to liberty and Liberalism on the American continent.
l\Iaterinlism,' when it is made up in part_ of Spiritualists, and when ernment to provide every possible protection," etc., without
1. It has steadfastly suppressed the trut.h, and refused to let
among its &~lcn=ledged lenders and repreuntativs a>·e men and women
d
like D.N. Bennett, •Prof.' Toohey, Georqe Lynn, Jrfr&, Severanc•, and Mrs. regar to consequences, is dwelt upon. And " the attempts its readers know the position of the League, and has kept them
La~. who are avoweu Spirltuw.liats1"
made by ']'REELOYERS' to break down the existing laws" for in ignorance of the liberty-issues involved. 'rhey only know of
You are the master of innuendo, but it is the weapon of a . this purpose are condemned with g-reat gusto.
the League as "a worthless cause," as if it was only concerned

f!Iommnnications.
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about Mr. Bennett and the repeal of some postal law in the interflsts of obscenity. About the vital and far-reaching importance of the questions involved the ordinary Indea; reader knows
no more than if the only business< f life was to discuss transcendentalism and " free' relil}"ion" in thA moon. It has conducted a
"conspiracy of silence.' Everything relating to the League
has been under taboo except when it could do it an injury
The statements formerly sent to it by me were sometimes
printed and sometimes not, but always with comments insinuating that -we were substantially working for obscenity and
immorality. The rooolutions of the Congrelis in 1880 expressly
stating the grounds taken by,the League on these subjects were
sent to the Inderv and wer11 not printed I Verbal messages met
with no better fate, and a personal interview with you in July,
1881, bad no better consequences.
2. What has been the re~ult? The church influences hav
gone very far toward subverting the foundations of liberty, as
stated in my lecture, and the Inderv has been one of the chief
instruments by which they hav succeeded. .A.t A.lbany, at
Washington, in every Comstock lecture and meeting, the indei!
and its editors"are paraded as in favor of Comstock and opposed
to Liberty and the League. Its outrageous charges against Liberals are quoted as evidence that all that the remonstrants w~~.nt
is freedom for obscenity. It is largely by the Indw's treason and
slanders that the net-w0rk of Comstock and other amateur societies, subversiv of liberty, are spreading over the country, from
state to state, placing the laws and their execution in church
hands and under church control.
It is by this means that all equality and impa1 tiality iri the
enforcement of the l~ws is being lost. It is by this means
that the United States postal laws, uuder the Jackson decision,
and the discrimination-rates of postage, hav made the postoffice a practical censorship, and also a detecti v trap and bur11au
of Comstock, to getbis victims into United States Conrts in violation of the Constitution and of republican government.
By this means the trial by jury has become a farce in the
United States courts, and largely, also, in the state courts. For
the court is placed under cast iron "tests" and 'rulings which
make it decide both law and fact.
This passing of the 8tate and United States laws and the
post-offices over to incorporated church coteries for enforcement
and their guardianship strikes down in substance all of th'l rights
and liberties of American citizens. My lecture could only enter
upon the Rubject. It is a vast net-work of iniquities, and they
all follow from the violation of the fundamental principles of the
League.
Well might Mr. Frothingham, in his chivalry, champion the
efforts of the League to preserve the sum and substance of our
·
·
liberties.
But was it not, is it not, a burning shame for the Indw to
speak of· this as "a worthless cause?" How wicked to make
its readers believe year after year that Ron. Elizur Wright,
James Parton, Courtlandt Palmer, T. C. Lelani:l, George Lynn,
Mrs. Lake, and myself, who hav been lately the ma"agers of the
League; deserve the "blows of an outraged public conscience,"
etc.t
. What has be~n the ~retext of the lndea; for such language?
S1mply because m 1878 1t could not force the Liberals to consent to a censorship and an espionage of the mails I But the
League has always taken.the position that laws at both ends of
the mail route could and would protect the mails just as they
would an express or ship or canal boat." They saw, just as Daniel Webster saiLl, that a discrimination as to " the meaning of
inclosed mailed matter" would be fatal to American liberties.
As the Boston Investigator repeats in the same number from
which I cut your letter (March' 29, 1882), "Such is the true
doctrin on this subject-the same doctrin that was maiutained by those eminent men, Henry Clay anLl John C. Calhoun, during the great Antislavery campaign, when 'incendiary documents ' were numerous."
Who ever dared to say that" Calhoun and Clay were iafavor
of the free circulation of incendiary " documents? Yet they
took on that subject exactly the position that the League does
as to improper literature now. They would not. consent to a
censorship within the post-office; neither will the League. But
the League hzts always opposed the use of the mails for improper objects and purposes, and advocated proper laws to
prevent it. It has claimed that if there was no improper mat0r in the states there could be none in the mails, and that punIshment at both ends of the route, aud not a censorship within
the post-office, was the remedy, just as Clay and Calhoun said.
Yet the Indea; has constantly charged and reiterated that the
object of the League was not liberty, but objects too vile to
name. What no Blave-drivAr was mean enough to say of Clay
tr Cttlhoun it has sairl of its Liberal brethren. 18 it not an uncle-to biru tuat fouls its own nest ?
3. But it has done still worse. To giv color to 1his vile
slHnder it has done all it could to dig up records of long past
offenses against two or three persons who had some connection
with the Leagwe, for no good purpose whatever, and only to
injure the Leag"e. It published, for instance, 5,000 extra
copies of Mr. Bennett's old, improper, but repented 0f,
[Alters, bought up for that purpose, and then tried to.pollute
by its own vile insinuations every home it could reach
with them I It was a clear instance of malice and of useless
wicked11ess. It did only injury-and good to no one. This
was in violation of the very Comstock laws the Indw was
advocating. For this traitorous and cowardly act, while
Mr. Bennett was in prison, the editor of the Indw deserved
the penitentiary br more than Mr. Bennett ever did.
Even the Indea; was compelled to admit that the pamphlet which
Mr. Bennett sold, and sold only to vindicate liberty, was not, in
fact, obscene, and not within the law at all.
Yet, while he was thus admittedly innocent of the offense
ch!irged, the Indw dug up these letters and cast them broadcast over the land. Did it reform Mr. Bennett or anybody?
Dtd it do nny good to the public? Was it anything but a traitorous malignant act? And you went hundreds of miles out of
your way to testify to the genuintJe s of thooe letters I For
wlaat good? There are those who believe that, if Mr. Bennett
had shown an equal zeal as to the adultery charges •gainst you,
you would not now be flifitor of the Index.
How strange the Index logic I Because Bennett wrote im~
proper lett.ers, therefore the Liberals must give up the defense
of the Liberties and hand the post-offices over to Comstock.
. It was charged that Mr. Rawson once stole a coat (which he
?td nnt) in New Jersey, or kept a housekeeper many years ago
, m his theological days; therefore let us pass the execution of
the laws over to church svcieties.
There were said to be "Freelovers" in the League; therefore
let ~s abandon it and do nothing to prevent the churches from
taktng posse~sion of the government.
This stripped of itR disguises is the logic of the Indw and just
fhat the Indw has done. lts pretense of "r<>form '' of thosP
aws has beeu only a 'ham and a fraud. Nothing has ever
feen done by the Indea; to that end. It has simply gone over
0
the enemies of liberty. It has done just what Beuedict

Arnold did after his treason. It has given aid and comfort to
the Pnemies of Liberalism. It has slandered, abused, anq
beaten down those who have stood for it, and the League its
principal defender. It has been put forward by the advoctttrs
of bigotry, oppression, and theocracy, as their witness, shield,
and defense. It has turned away in scorn from the presidents
of the League. It has shaken hands with Comstock. In a
word, by its acts, its influence, apd its words, it has placed
its11lf on record as the BENEDICT Al!.NOLD of American Liberalism-the last. but the most venomous and pHfidious traitor that
ever struck at the he.,rt of Liberty.
This is the only correction, because the only conclusion, that
truth will permit, and it remains with you to determin whether
it shall continue to be the only one possible in the future. I am,
"
Yours truly,
T. B. WAKEMAN.
New Yo1·k, March 30, 1882.

Why I Object to the Bible in the Common
School.
The children. att.ending the CO!IJmon s~hool are generally
young, and the1r mmda are ~ntramed to J_udge between right
and wrong, are very susceptible, are as liable to Jearn that
which is wrong as easily as that which is right· and as they
cannot think that they would be sent to school 'to learn that
which is wrong, they consequently think: that whatever their
teanher says or does is right; and if the teacher reads the Bible
and prays in school they, a~ a matter of course, think it is right
without qneation, as they never hav the other side of the subject brought up before them in school. ThAy are taught that
which comes from the Bible ia absolute truth, while in reality
it is not true and has.no foundation in fact.
As this laat proposition or assertion will lead to an examina.
tion of some of the dogmas taught from the Bible, it will be
necessary that I should review the history of the Bible which
I will do .briefly.
'
The Old Testament can only be traced back about four hundred and fifty years before Christ to the time of Ezra after the
Babylonish captivity, when he, with his assistant priests, wrote
up the traditions of the Jews, and to their writings were added
some books of history and some poetical books, which combination made what was to the Jews their Bible; and that, with
the New Testament added, makes what is the Bible of the pres~ti~

0

As the four gospels' are the basis of tbe teachings of the
present time, I will only revrew their h~tory. In the first place
the writers of the four gospels are not known, consequently
they are anonymous works, and as such are of no authority.
The headings of the books, "According to Matthew," "According to Luke," etc., were added later, probably not before
the whole collection of gospels was made. "Towud the close
of the fourth century no single manuscript was known that
c~mprised the whol~ ~ew Testamen~" \American Encyc[Qpedia,
Bible). A.. J. Davis m -"""P~>netraha,' p. 27, S. J. Finney in
''Bible," p. 211, and Rev. R .. Taylor in •' Diege~is," p. 114,
say: "Bi!hop Faustus, an emment. Christian minister of the
fourth century, declares that it is certain the New Testament was not written by Christ himself, nor by his apostles
but a long while after theJ?l by some unknown pereons, who:
lest they should not be credited when they wrote of affairs they
were little acquainted with, affixed to their works the names of
apostl~s or of such as were supposed to hav been their companions, asserting that what they had written themselvs was written according to those persons to ,. hom they ascribed it."
The gospels cannot be traced farther back than to within about
one hundred and fifty years after the time that Christ was said
to hav been crucified, and they rest on the word of one writer
alone, Tr~>nreus, who wrote in the year 1S2.
The gospels attained their posiliou as canonical books in the
New Testament by election in the councils of the Roman Catholic church, being selected from many gospels that were extant
in the early days of the church, all of which were considered
of authority in those days. The book of Luke is said to hav
been electPd by one vote majoritv, and the book of Tobias rejected by three votes. The Bible, as a whole, is a book of the
cloisters, none but the priests being allowed to read it until
about the year 1543, when, iu a quarrel between two men, in
whtch a woman of bad character was involved, the Bible was
given to the public, consequently all we know of the Bible is
what the priests tell us, as for fifteen hundred years it was in
their hands alone. The Bible canon was not settled until the
council of Trent in 1545, it having been bandied back and
forth between the previous councils, books being accepted and
rejected at different times until then, since which time it has
come to us as we now find it. The ~ible, in being elected into
authority as an inspired book, carries with it the chara11ters
which it describes, consequently God, Christ, Holy Ghost,
heaven, hell, devil, etc., etc., hold their position simply by
election by the Roman Catholic church-the same church that
elected infallibility to the pope; consequently they stand on
tho same level and authority as t.he iufallibility of the pope.
Not only did the councils pass on these matters in a general
way as embodied in the books of the Bible, but some of
them specially, viz., the Council of Nice in 325 elected deity to
Christ, and the Council of Chalcedon, 451, asserted the doctrin
of the union of the divine with the hum au nature of Christ. The
council of Cnnstantinople in 381 pas~ed on the doctrin regarding
the Holy Ghost (Zell's Encyclopedia, CEcumenimil Councils).
Hayden's Dictionary of Dates says of Jesus Christ: ''The divinity of Christ was affirmed by the Council of Nice in 325."
The council at Lyons in 1274 decreed t~e procession of the
Holy Ghost from the Father and Son (Romanism As It Is.
Barnum, p. 209). Draper in his ''Intellectual Development of
Europe," p. 222, says," Thus of the four cecumenic&l councils,
that of Nicea determined the Son to he of the same substance
with the Father; that of Constantinople, tbat the Son and Holy
Sp1rit are equal to the Father ; that of Ephesus, that the two
natures of Christ make but one person; and that of Chalcedon,
that these natures remain two notwithstanding their personal
union." It is sa1d that the Old Testament does not teach of
future life, but long previous to the time of Christ or the New
Testament Plato and the other Grecian philosophers taught
the doctrin. M. B. Craven, in h1s criticism on the "Theological
Idea of Deity," p. 47, says,'' )1Jven the Christian church, according to Dr. Hagenbach, professor of theology in the University
at Basle, did not universally believe in the doctrin of immortality
previous to the dawn of the Protestant Reformation." In criticising the different religious views of Plato and Aristotle, he
says, ".A.t last the council of Lateran, held A.D. 1513, under
Pope Leo X., pronounced the natural imrnortnlity of the soul
to be an article of faith.''
Th<'n, if the Bible and dogmas it contains, and which are
taught fro·n it, rrst only on their election by the ;priests of a
church, without any proof whatever, and only for the purpose of
keeping their ascendancy over the people, I hav a right as an
iutelligent citaeu of the United St"tes to reject it, a.nd protellt
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against its use in the common school where my children attend.
It is also contrary to the fundamental doctrin of liberty, of
conscience, and of equity that I should be taxed to hav my
children taught," as absolute truth, that which I not believe is
true, and fnr which there is no proof. The law does not contemplate the use of public money, raised by a ta.x, to support
any religious teachings, and as every one has a right to their
own views of religion, no one has a right to force on them or
their children in a public school, supported by public money.
raised by taxation, such religions teachings md exercises as arc
obnoxious to them.
L, L. DAwsoN.

The Sunday Law in California.
From the San Francisco .A1·gonaut.

The Sunday law agitation has finally crystallized.
The Supreme Court has declared it constitutional,
the chief of police has direoted his officers to enforce
it, and the Rev. Otis Gibson has wheeled his powerful mind into line. The Rev. Gibson, it may be
well to premise, is the friend of humanity in general,
of the Chinese in special, and of 0. Gibson, Esq., in
particular. He is also the foe of California. The
Rev. Gibson is never-so happy as when he is posturing as a new Horatiu11, defending Chinatown
against the Etruscan hqrdes. We barbarians are
meeker, however, than were the Etruscans of old,
and Horatius Coccles Gibson is safe. His latest
move, as we said, is directed toward the enforcement of the Sunday law. At a meeting of the
Home Protection Society, held some days ago, the
Rev. Gibson cried havoc, and Jet slip 'the dogs of
war. He remarked that in this Sunday law business
it was "about time to stop blowing and do some.
thing." No man, whatever may b~ his views upon
the matter, will be inclined to differ with the Rev.
Gibson touching tlie first clause of his proposal.
The gentleman then proceeded-doubtless by way
of impressing his auditors with the fact that he was
a bad man from Bitter Creek-to relate an anecdote
concerning his personal bravery when in Ch;na. It
is tlte custom of all courageous men to dilate upon
their deeds of daring.
Napoieon and Wellington
were fond of discussing their own coolness in moments of danger. So is the Rev. Gibson. This
shows that great minds run in the same channel.
The battle which Mr. Gibson fought over again for
the delectation of the Home Protection Society
was an account of how he forced his way through a
band of soldiers in China, and rescued a prisoner .
The only weapons the reverend and rash Gibson car.
ried were his faith in God and an umbrella. "With
an umbrella," said this musclar Christian, "I nearly
ran a soldier through." This curdles one's blood.
To "nearly" run a man through would imply that
he was partially perforated, imperfectly impaled,
slightly skewered, so to speak. This is horrible.
The thought of this unhappy man with the Rev.
Gibson's umbrella thrust partly through him, appals
the stoutest heart. Nothing could add to the deep
gloom of the picture unless it would be the opening
of the umbrella while in the hapless victim's body.
This, fortunately, the Rev. Gibson did not do.
He
is a brave man, and brave men do not open umbrellas in their foemen's bodies when they are down.
Having duly impressed his auditors with a sense of
his extreme ferocity, :Mr. Gibson resumed his discussion of the Sunday law. "I can make a heap of
trouble for the saloon men," he said; "I can bore
them and worry them to death."
Involuntary
applause on the part of his hearers showed that
they appreciated Mr. Gibson's powers of boredom.
"The Cherokee Indians" continued the orator
"tarred-and-feathered and beat the men who broke
their laws; that is what I want to see done to the
saloon men if they break the Sunday law." We
very much fear Mr. Gibson will not hav that pleasure. If the town were populated with Gibsons, he
might; unfortunately it is not. There is in the
Argonaut office a copy of "The Revised Version of
the New Testament of our J,ord and Savior Jesus
Christ." Mr. Gibson is ostensibly a follower of the
meek and lowly Nazarene. We hav looked to see
how closely he follows in his master's footst11ps.
The savior said: '' Ye hav heard that it was said,
Thou shalt love thy neighbor and bate thine enemy;
but I say unto you, Love your enemies and pray for
them that persecute you.
For if ye love them that
love you, what reward hav ye? Do not even the
publicans the same?" When Mr. Gibson issues his
revised version it will probably run on this wise:
"Tar-and-feather your enemieg, and beat them that
persecut.e you. And if ye break the law in doing so,
what mattereth it? Do not even the saloon-keepers
the same?"

Dr. Fulton as a Prophet.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Rev. Dr.
Flulton says, "If Sindram (the convict) di~s in his sins he will
go to hell and stay there." \Vhen did God, if there is one, reveal
to Fulton the secrets of his judgment day? Is the doctor just
back from heaven or hell ? Has God or the devil taken him
into their confidence? The Universalists say, "God is too good
to damn any one;'' the Catholics, that "there is hope beyond
the grave." Which is right, Fulton the BRptist, the Universalists, or the Cath{)lics? All get their information from Jehovah.
Can it be possible be is tricking one, O)' all? Sindram says he
"cannot conceive d Fulton's God." ls that any fault of his?
Does it not show Jehovnh's work a failure? Would not an allwise, all-just God bavleft him iu dust instead of giving him life
to forever crack and snap in hell? lf such is the justice of
Fullou's God1 who would not prefer the devil? Has uot thi~
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devil surrendered all claims to every Tombs murderer previous
I think I can hold out until 1883 if I don't get in
' to Sindram? Out of the scores hung there, has not every one company with tOO many young ladies Ol' hear too
of them said from the scaffold, substantially, Meet me in much enchltnting music.
H. M. CARTER.
heavPn? Dr. Fulton is welcome to his company; I reject it.
By the way, I charge that Fulton's heaven was started with a
WINNEMUCCA, NEV., March 20, 1882.
thief, and challenge him to prove the contrary.
ME. EDITOR: I see an article in your paper of the
WILLIAM W. FOSTER.
11th inst. in regard to subscribers to the Round-theWorld fund about binding. I would like one set
bound in leather, with red edges, and one set in
morocco, with gilt edges. That is all I will call on you
for out of the $20 I subscribed .. I intended to hav subscribed more, but I hav not been able to. My means
LESTER, IowA, March 24, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inelosed please find $17--$5 for the hav been so tied up the past eight months that I
Round-the-World fund, and the balance please use as hav not been able to do more.
Please inform me whether the writings of "The
directed,
ENos WooD.
Book of Chronicles in the Land of Yahweh," nd the
articles by Mr. Bennett entitled, "What I Don't
GARDNER, ILL., March 24, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for Round-the-World Believe" will be published in book form. [Yes.·-ED.]
trip. Hoping I am not too late to become a sub- I did not subscribe the $20 for Mr. Bennett to make
anything out of selling what I would get, but simply
scriber, I remain,
Yours truly,
C. K. SNYDER,
to assist him on his trip, and I intended, as I said
before, to hav subscribed more.
W. F. STEVENS.
DunLEY~ ILL., March 24, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $11. Send to Frank
BERLIN, N.J., March 2, 1882.
Colwell, at Dudley, Ill., Mr. Bennett's Round-theBRo. EuGENE: I thank you very much for giving
World books, morocco binding, gilt edge, etc. The
my poor thoughts a place in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
remaining balance ueed as directed,
They may serve to strengthen some weak one and
And oblige,
MARK RowE
do good, and most sincerely do I thank the kind
frienrls (most of them strangers) who· take an interRIDQ'EWAY, Mo., March 20, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10. We are anxious to est in our welfare, and for the gifts they hav sent- us.
become stockholders in Round-the-World, md wish It is rather humiliating to be under the necessity of
the herv of Albany success and a s1fe return. Send receiving help without rendering compensation, but
having bet:n cheate-d out of the few· hundred dollars
the volumes as they appear to
we had saved for old age, by a blatant Methodist
E. M. GILES,
s. G. WRIGHT, M.D. exhorter, we must consent to receive it or else put
an end to life, for we will never go to a so-called
Christian pauper-house, to be nursed and hav our
PALATKA, FLA., March 22, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Want of ready cash and the advice of eyes closed by thieves and harlots, so long as we hav
prudent friends has kept me loitering on the way strength to cut the thread that holds us here. We
until the eleventh hour is about up, and just now saw enough of that during the ten years that we
one said to me, "As you hav them (the R0und-the- made regular visits to the sick in an establishment
World letters) all in the paper why do you wish the or that kind. Yes. thanks to you all.
compilation?,., Quick and sharp came the answer, I
.JUDGED BY 1'HEIR OWN WORKS A..'ID CREED.
want the book; I would rather hav it in the house "Lord, visit the widow," prayed old Deacon Shirk,
than the Bible. I repeat the quotation to you, and
Then went to the bank with his gold.
herewith inclose $5 to pay for it, and to help the "I'll visit the widow," said Infidel Work,
Taking bread, meat, potatoes, and coal.
veteran and veritable truth seeker to complete the
circuit.
Yours,
MARY ANN VoRE.
CHORUS.
So the first became last, for prayer is a shirk,
CHAMPLIN, MINN., March 28, 1882.
And the last becomes first, for the gospel means work.
MR. EDITOR: I hasten to send vou $5 for the books
on the Round-the-World trip before the subscription "Lord, visit the sick one," minced_grand lady Shirk,
Then called on her fat, lazy pnest;
list is closed, But, friend Macdonald, I cannot see
a good reason for closing the subscriptions for the " I'll viRit the sick one,''· said Madam Work,
And then the po"r soul had a feast.
books before the completion of thE~ second or third
CHORUS.
volume. It would be just as well to pnt our names
in the last one as the first; and remember that Mr.
So the first becomes last, for prayer is a shirk,
Bennett's travels are growing more popular every
And the last becomes first, for the gospel means work,
day, and a little longer time will giv many an opportunity to subscribe that are now most anxious to "Lord, visit the prison," prayed old Deacon Shirk,
Tl,len went to a church feast and fray.
hav the books, but, perhaps, hav limited means to
"I'll visit the prison," said good Mr. Work,
furnish the cash. What say you?
T. KINSER.
And stout hearts were melted that day.
'f1HORUS.
NESHANIC, N. J., March 27, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to bring the editor
So the first becomes last, for prayer is a shirk,
And the last becomes first, for the gospel means work.
homlil. If I am too late, let me know, and I will be
at your place soon and take some tracts, etc., and
try to convert the heathen that dwell in these parts. "Lord, keep me unspotted," minced grand Lady Shirk,
In diamonds, and velvets, and lace.
I am the only Liberal here, and, of course, am quite
" I'llliv unspotted," said good Madam Work,
a curiosity, and they are very anxious about my
As soul-diamonds glowed on her face.
future welfare; but I tell them that if I lead a life
CHORUS.
directly the opposit of the teachings of their old Bible,
When the "s_heep and the goatR" at the judgment appear,
I am prepared for all the good there is in the next
Oh, who Will appear on the right?
world, providing there is one. I would like the
For the judge will be just in the judgment he givs,
books, if not too late. Some come at the eleventh
And hypocrits brought to the light.
hour, though I am afraid this is nearer the twelfth.
Yours truly,
JEREMIAH HACKER.
Yours truly,
A. L. GARDNER.
BlDFORD STATION, MICH., March 23, 1882.
GARNETT, JlAN., March 25, 1882.
MR EDITOR: I am glad to learn that the old vetMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 to bind my
eran iconoclast, Jeremiah Hacker, is still alive and
Round-the-World books.
C. E. DEWEY.
battling for the right. I hope those who are blessed
with abundance of this world's go'ods will see that
CENTRAL CITY, CoL., March 21, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: For inclosed $3 please bind my Round- he is made comfortable in his declining years. I
was well acquainted with him when he published the
the-World books in morocco.
ERNEST MANSON.
Pleasure Boat. In his excursion boat from Portland
he frequently stopped with us at Frankfort, Me., a
CAMDEN, ME., March 25, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: With this you will find $2.25 to hav day or two at a time. I was disowned from the society of Friends for reading and circulating his paRound-the-World books bound in leather.
lJer. It was called "penlicious" at th!i.t time by the
Yours truly,
J. W. SIMPSON.
Fdends. I would be glad to subscribe to a fund for
RocK ELM CENTER, Wrs., March 25, 1882.
his comfort and happiness, but I am Jown to "hard
MR. EDITOR: I wish my Round-the-World books, pan," not being able to labor or earn much for eight
bound in the best binding. Find $3 inclosed for years on account of injurirs and sickness. I was
burned out last September, which pretty well used
the same.
Respectfully yours,
S. J. Fox.
me up financially. I hav four volumes of Mr. HacKAMBOY, ILL., March 25, 1882.
er's paper which I prize highly. The world moves;
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, to be applied as let us move with it.
F. WINGATE.
follows: $2.25 for binding Mr. Bennett's travels in
leather, and the balance for the "Godly Women of
March 20, 1882.
the Bible."
Yours truly,
CHARLES RANDALL,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for the noble
TRUTH SEEKER until July 1st. I hope by that time we
SouTHAMTON, ILL., March 17, 1882.
may be al •le to send you an "X" to procure Bro.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, additional to $5 Bennett's books of travel and some pamphlets to
remitted for Mr. Bennett's trip Round-the-World, distribute. I would like to scatter twenty copies of
for which please send the books bound in morocco, the "Age of Reason" in our little town. I consider
with gilt edges. Yours truly, JoHN G. KENDALL.
that the best work I ever read to draw people out of
the old ruts i u which they hav so long traveled. Of
BRIDGEPORT, March 29,1882.
course to r>ersons who hav dared launeh out farther
MR. EDITOR: I forward $2.50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER in the field of thought and study that work seems
tor the remainder o! the year,
qui~ religious yet. It has done, and is yet doing, a

great work. We hav been expecting J!ro. Walker for
the last week to call on UR, but I am afraid he has
taken some other route. We shall be really disap.
pointed if he has. We are enjoying an extra Kanaa
breeze to-day. I don't think I ever saw such a dust;
day in my life. If it continues this way long I think
we will find other quarters before this time next
year. How !_long to visit the town of Liberal M:o
I fancy.e. perfect paradise there, though I may 'draW:
the picture too fine; they may hav to take their bitter with their sweet as they do elsewhere. But I do
fancy in such a settlement as that there would be no
gossiping, backbiting. etc., but that all would dwell
in perfect harmony. Well, I a.m talking too much
so will close by wishing Bro. Bennet a safe return'
and kindest regards for sister Bennett.
'
As ever for truth,
MARY E. R. WILSON,
l!'oRT KEoGH, MoN. TER., March 13,1882.
MR. EDITOR: Our League sends you this day au
order for books. Our League is surpassing our most
sangnin expectations. We hav laborAd uniler great
difficulties, yet we can say at least the Liberal League
of Fort Keogh is a fixed fact. Our president, C.
Stephenson, addreseed the Lanil League at Miles
City, on the '·Wrongs of Irelan d." The address was
pronounced by all to be a masterly effort. It made
us many friends. Mr. Stephenson is truly an able
speaker. His command of words is remarkable, as
are also his sudden transitions from grave to gay,
from lively t•l severe. He is eloquent, pathetic, and
sarcastic. Last nig-ht the court-house was crowded
to hear him, and he swayed his audience just to suit
himself. At one time he woulrl hav thRill wild with
applause, then hissing at the treatment England had
given Ireland, and in the very next breath he would
convulse them with laughter. He held his auilience
spell-bound for an hour and a half. We are proud
of our president, and I think we hav a right to be,
for he organized us and has been the chain sufficient
in keeping up our nrganization, so you can count on
us f:1r help in the grand army of liberty.
Yours for the right,
JOHN BRIGGS .

w.

GANANOQUE, March 10, 1882.
MR. EDI1'0R: I am a trial subscriber to your TRUTH
SEEKER, whieh I Fhink should be called Trttth li'inde1',
for I hav to acknowledge the fact that I hav found
more truth in its pages from reading 1\ir. Bennett's
book of Chronicle~'\ and the other articles published
than is contained in all the so-called holy Bibles
ever written by so-called inspired frauds, because it
is now clear as the noon-day sun that the Christian
Bible is a lie, both historically and scientifically, for
it has been on trial, and competent witnesses hav
proven that it is a foolish tale and a humbug, and
consequently humanity, or at least that portion of it
who avail themselvs of the privilege of hearing the
evidence, will be rid of the horrible nightmare of an
everlasting hell, which was to be the portion of
ninety-five per cent. The black-coated, black-hearted
priests do Dot take much stock in your paper, and
no doubt will do all they can to frown down all attempts to spoil their easy living, but we Infidels feel
it a duty we owe to our fellow-beings t.o tell them
all we know, and make the papers do missionary
work, and they generally make a strong impression.
Yours for the truth,
I. GRANT,
DALLAS, TEX., March 9, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Perhaps it may interest some of your
readers to know how a cowboy could get from under
the thumbscrews of the church, and that, too,
without much friendly assistance. For you- must
know that it has only been a few years since Liberal papers hav circulated in this great country, and,
of course, it is up-hill business to ever think for
yourself, after you hav been raised to employ some
one to do your thinking for you who taught you
that he was t0 direct you in all matters of a spiritual character, and that, too, when you, and you
alone, would be responsible.
My conversion to Liberalism came about in tbis
way: Brother - - came over to see me one day,
in regard to some money matters. Said he: "I haV
come over this morning to see if you will assist me
out of my ..dilemma. I fear that some of our members will think that my discourses are not sprinkled
sufficiently with thought. and it is impossible for me
to think upon these spiritual matters, and hav my
mind continually harassed in regard to money; and
knowing you to be a 'cheerful giver,' I thought you
would be willing to relieve me of my embarrassment_."
Said I, ''Brother, come back to-morrow, and I Will
tell you what I think of the matter, and will make~
proposition of some kind." But the fact of the. business was, times were hard, and I had been consider·
ing the question of retrenchment. Then I began to
think, ancl the more I thought, the more I believed
thfl.t I could think a little. Then a sense of inde·
pendence became perceptible, and something whiS·
pered: "Do your own thinking. Do your own thinking." Ali at once I broke out into a great sweat;
frightened into a white heat at the bare idea, an? I·
will wager that I did some of the hardest thinkillg
from that time until I saw my minister the next daY
that ever was done by any little man in this world.
"Good-morning," said Brother ----, the next da~:
in a jocular manner. "Well, what do you think 1 ,
I had determined to tell him the truth. "Well,
said I, "times a.re dull, and I hav concluded to do
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the face of the e~rth; that this
planet could be rescued and redeemed from the miserable drones and fanatics, and put upon a course
of progress, that life in part might be largely benefited, and happiness prevail where misery is now the
experience from the cradle to the grave. Religious
superstition is the curse of the whole earth. The
horrid falseh0od which tells the people that this life
is simply a time of probation to prepare for some
other life, is the cause of untold wretchedness. It is
a vale of tears, because . the deceitful, lying clQrgy
do all they can to make it so. They reap their hare
vest from the doleful gloom of the perverted mind.
If every mind could only shake itself free from the
CoLUMBus, KAN., March 23, 1882.
dismalisms of superstition, then would the world
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, to pay for THE TRUTH brighten, and the human face be one of joy, instead
SEEKER another year. I hav now been reading your of gloom. Hasten, hasten the happy time.
paper about ten months, and I would not be withYours truly,
T. WINTER.
out it. I do not think that it is read by any one
else in my neighborhood, though we hav three or
PARRISH, ILL., March 9, 1882.
four Infidels, and several that are skeptical. PractiMR. BENNETT: I am glad to see you are still safe
cally all are skeptical; for religion has but little to and sound, notwithstanding your ducking in the
do with our society, which is first class. I am proud "holy rivE!r." We Liberals are very thankful for
to liv in a community that is substantially free from your lucky escape and subsequent goorl health. We
the old pagan and Jewish customs. We are not are very thankful, but we do not render 0ur tha.nks
bothered much with preachers, and hav had but two to an imaginary being. We thank Mr. Bennett for
revivals in five years, and the last one is what I call his grit and perseverance in this as well as other
a complete victory for common sense. It was com- things. This same grit and determination are what
menced on the 24th ult. The first congregatbn num- carried him through the trials he had to undergo at
bered about one hundred, and continued to be about Albany, and are carrying him toward the top round
the same throughout the whole meeting. The first in the ladder of liberty and intelligence. We Libthing done was to claim the promis that "Where erals of Parrish are getting ready to lend a. helping
two or three are gathered together in my name there. hand to the brave hero who is fighting for our rights.
will I be in the midst." Having thus secured the We ,are g<9ing to organize a Liberal League as soon
immediate presence of the Omnipresent, the next as we ran procure the constitution, by-laws, instructbiog was to call his attention to the promis that tions, etc. Please giv me the address of Mr. Leland,
"Wb.ere two or three agree on earth as touching one as we wish to order the outfit as soon as convenient.
point, it shall be done." Now, then, being favored We can organize here with a commencing memberby the presence and co-operation of the Omnipotent, ship of thirty or forty, and I think we will be enait would seem, to any one but an Infidel, that success bled to add a great many names to the subscription
was absolutely certain; providing, of course, thatthe list of THE TRUTH SEEKER, besides the sale of a great
Christians held out faithful-and I am willing to many books and tracts. We want to establish a
vouch for that. The particular point to be reached Liberal library here in the near future, so you see
at a revival, as all well know, is the conversion of our little Liberal village is not dead to the interests
souls. In view of this; a covenant was entered into of the cause of Freethought. I think we are doing
by the leaders of the flock, and the good work sys- extremely well, since it has only been four or five
tematically began. Night after night the covenant years since Liberalism began to make its appearance
was renewed, and the prayers ascended entreating here. We hav fought hard for our victory, but I
the Lord to hav mercy on the poor sinner who was think the spoils will fully compensate us for our
wandering without the fold, amid sin and folly, pre- wounds financially and otherwise. Our spoils are
paring for himself a bed in the regions of torment, forty or fifty souls loosed from the chains of superwhere the worm dieth not and the. fire is not stition and the church, now to feed on the rich
quenched. The minister told us that we might ex- pastures of liberty and Freethought. .My best wishes
pect to see sinners converted before the meeting to Brother Bennett. Yours for truth, J. L. JoNEs.
[T. J. Leland's address is 144 Bl'oadway.-En. T. S.]
closed, and from the effort that was made on his
part it looks like he should bav been f .vored; but it
was not so, the many faithful and earnest prayers
ST. JosEPH, 1\'Io., Ma.rch 19, 1882.
offered in tears and on the bended knee were not
BRo. BENNE'l;T: I hav been holding the inclosed $3
heard; or, if they were, thf'y were unheeded; for not to pay subscription for the paper since the 1st inst.
a single soul was brought to Jesus, though the work in order to get an opportunity of saying a few words
was continued up to the twelfth hour, when it quietly to you by way of offering thanks to your courage
ended with a collection. I feel very thankful to the and endurance which enabled L!ivine providencr to
Rev. Mr. Funk, who conduP-ted the meeting, for his se.ve you to us from the muddy eurrent or the Jarremarks in our behalf. He said. that (although be dan. This proves Buddha's declaration that man is
had failed to get a single convert) he never had only saved by man. I rejoice that your great jourpreached at any place where he was favored with as ney will soon be ended in triumph, and the St. Jogood order and attention as at this, and promised sepb Liberal League desires to extend a most cordial
to remember us in kindness, and speak of our cour- invitation to you to stop with us and giv us a lecture
tesies wherever he went. It SP.ems to me that all or speech on your way home from San Francisao.
who attended this meeting hav had s<Jme striking There is one point in my opinion higher or D'IOre
proof that prayer is not answer@d, and that people unanswerable than all the errors, falsehoods, cruel·
can be moral without religion. It is certainly ties, crimes, and blasphemies of the Bible and arguencouraging to a mind untrammeled with the dog- ments that hav beell' arrayed against the book and
mas and rites of superstition, to contrast a corn- its God or gods and the church, and that is the abmunity of this kind with that of some of ·the Puri- solute helplessness and worthlessness of the book
tan fathers, not two hundred and fifty years ago, and all its God or gods, mother and mothers, virgins,
when it was a sin to eat mince pies on Sunday, or to son or sons of God, angels, ghosts, and grasshopper
be jovial, or even wear a smiling countenance.
priesthood. Why none of them or all combined can
Yours truly,
L. N. WALLIS.
not stay the fiood, the misery, wo, wretchedness,
ruin starvation, and death of the people in the valCINCINNATI, OHio, March 4, 1882.
ley of the lower Mississippi. There never was a betMR. EDITOR: Perhaps nothing has transpired for a ter opportunity to aid Talmage to spike the guns of
long time more interesting and more important to Col. Ingersoll and all the hosts of Infidels than for
the public than Mr. Bennett's travels through those Jehovah, the mother Virgin Mary, or the son Jesus,
portions of the world claimed by many to be sacred, or some angel, ghost, or spirit to come in a cloud of
and from which the world derives its holy. religi@n. great glory and say to the waters, "Vanish," and to
But nothing can be more clear than that the the people: "Return to your homes. You will find
numerous statements made by interested parties are everything replaced, your animals refreshed, your
false in every particular. It is quite evident that the dwellings and buildings restored, and ample supplies
foundation or the whole thing is fabulous, and no of food and clothing on hand for months to come."
such persons ever existed. The world has been mis- Let them do this and the colonel and his friends will
erably imposed upon by the Roman Catholic church, "b@lieve." I pause for their action. Can they, will
who invented the whole of this gigantic deception, they do it ? Let us wait and see.
R. V. WISE.
and forced it on the world by the most bloody, cruel,
and revolting tyranny that ever cursed humanity.
DowAGIAC, MICH., March 14,1882.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of Feb. 11th I notice an
A.nd what are those parts of the earth to-day? Why,
the most dismal, wretched, and poverty-stricken that article headed "Prohibition," from S. R. Shepherd,
can be conceived; where little or nothing grows, of Kansas, and I am truly astonished that any m::m
where the people are sunk in the very depths of should present to the public such a lot of rambling
ignorance and squalor, and the black cloud of nonsense in the place of argument while discussing
despair rests on the whole land. Such are some of this awfnlly important question. Such sophistry as
the results growing out of this widespread fraud, which even a child could answer ; such heartless ridicule
hangs on the necks of the nations of the earth a of human sorrows, and of humanity itself, can cerPonderous incubus, sinking the masses of humanity tainly win but very few of your readers. Ridicule
into the vortex of inextricable ruin. Behold the can sometimes burnish logic, but when logic is absent
swarms of indolent priests who infest the whole it i'l a feeble weapon.
earth, sponging on the credulous, and loading down
Let us review Mr. Shepherd's logic. He says,
their minds with the most absurd superstitions that "Strong and vigorous manhood consists in resisting
~ouble-distilled ignorance ran possibly produce, caus- evil influences,. like the sturdy oak, which bids defiIng the earth to be a wilderness and the people a ance to the blasts and storms of heaven." Did Mr.
blank. Ob, that this black pa1l of priestly darkness Shepherd never tie a young and tender sapling to a
my own thinking, brother; I fear you will hav to
go to work; for I feel certain that if there is a soul,
it is. the offspring of thought, and by thought and
reaso:q alone can it be reared. If there is a plan for
man, it is that be is to nourish and raise his own
o:l't'spring." "The devil will ·get you, certain, sir ! "
were his parting words. I hav prospered rver since,
and am far happier t.ban I ever was before, or ever
expected to be; for I am now as free as the wind in
the freest, greatest state in this Union, and, if we
don1 t import bigots ~ast~r than they can be converted
to a free and easy life m the West. I expect to die
happy.
Yours truly,
D. C. MITCHELL.

Icould be swept from
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stake to assist it in resisting the storms and blasts
of heaven? And when. the sapling was developed
into a full-grown tree was it any less "sturdy" for
having received ~his aid ?
He admits that human nature Is esp· cially susceptible to temptation, yet he would not lend it any
assistance by removing from the path of the young
a dangerous enemy which bas captured and slain
millions of the best and noblest of the race. He
says, "'Liberta's' solicitude for the weak ones·is equal
to that of the old lady for her son when she forbade
him to go into the water until be had learned to
swim." Now, I am acquainted with the old lady, and
know that she told him not to go alone into the
water until he had learned to swim, as be might get
into trouble and need assistance.
Mr. Shepherd's satirical nonsense abcmt the fall of
man, horse-stealing, chicken-coops, if meant as argument, fs intensely imbecil and inappropriate to the·
subject in hand. ·If horses were kept for the express.
purpose of furnishing thieves and robbers with some-.
thing to ride on while they committPd their depreda-.
tions, ttnd livery stables were instituted for the sole">
obje t of aiding and encouraging thieves, it would be:
t.he imperious duty of the government to abolish liV"·
ery stables; and if horses were as vicious as alcohol~.
anrl of as little use to the world, it would be right;
to prohibit them.
If law is intended to protect the innocent, why
sl].nnld it not stretch forth its hand to protect those
who are suffering from t.he curse of curses? Why
should women and children be subjected to life-long
misery and degradation when the law with its strong
arm can easily remove the evil? We see how the
saloon business is developing the manhood of our
young nation, and we would remiod Mr. Shepherd that
it is n·Jt merely the weaklings of our race who fall
victims to this mighty foe, but quite as often the
brightest inte!leets, men of strong moral vertabra in
other respects, men of kind and generous natures
until this demon got possession of them. Many inherit from birth an ungovernable craving for stimulants, others hav acquired it, and' you might as well
try to make water run np hill as to reform such persons while the temptation is before them. You may
teach and cultivate and fortify as much as you please,
and they will weep and promis and try, but the demon is too strong for them, and they must perish
unless you destroy him. A.nd when these hav gone
into their graves a new and immense army of recruits will take their places, moving on to the same .
horrid doom. The only hope of the world is a law·
"equal to the occasion," behind which the will of:
the people shall stand like a wall of adamant; andJ
it is coming.
Yours truly,
MRs. E. HEDDON._
JAMESPORT, Mo., March 10, 1882'.
MR. EDITOR: Believing it to be in the interest of
Liberalism to know the condiUon of each neighborhood in which there are any Liberals, I submit a
few disadvantages under which the Liberals of this
place labor. Jamesport is a small country tow:a of
six or seven hundred inhabitants, with two churches
-one north and one south :Methodist-neither of
which are very well supported.
B. F. Underwood delivered a lecture here about
two years ago, which caused the commencement of
a religious revolutiQn, and in a few months, before
the agitation bad subsided, Mrs. Mattie H. Parry,
whose unexcelled eloquence won the hearts of all
whose moral consciousness was not buried so deep
in theological quagmire as to destroy all reason, delivered a course of three lecture@, since which time
we bav not heard a Liberal lecture of any importance. There are about fifteen or twenty Liberals of
good standing here ; in fact, the leading business
men of Jamesport are Liberals, but they are much
inclined to be wrapped in the cloak of that archenemy of Liberalism, popularity; in fact, too much
so to organize a League. But in the surrounding
country there are quite a number who are not afraid
to express their anti-religious sentiments, and whom
the clergy are afraid to attack. A.mong them are
Valentine Shuler, Milton Eads, myself, and others.
But we need more lectures and an organization,.
Although all the above-named, including myself, liv ·
from five to seven miles from town, we hav offered
to do all we oan to help those who liv in the town·
to organize or induce iecturers to visit ns. We hope,
to hav E. C. Walker giv us a lift soon.
Yours respectfully,
W. D. SHULER".
ITHACA, N.Y., March 6, 1882.
MR. EDITOR : I see by THE TRUTH SEEKER of 1vlarch
4th that there is or ought. to be a subscription gotten up for that poor old Liberal, Jeremiah Hacker,
of Berlin, N. J., who is poor and needy, as it is said.
I am unacquainted-with the old gentleman, but my
sympathy, as one who knows the wants of humanity,
naturally goes out toward any Liberal who is exposed to a Christian county poorhouse. I therefore
send in my mite, hoping others will do the same.
Yours truly,
ZENA.s KENT.
OAK POINT, WASH. TER., March 21, 1882.
MB. EDITOR: Whenever the orphan asylum is to be
started you can call upon me for $2.50 and I will giv
$1 a year for its support, for I believe that is money
put to proper use, and every reformer should be interested in such movements and show their creed by
their actions.
Yours truly,
F. 0. 6,
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Brown's RI.'Iigion.

ton, Grant Co., Wisconsin. The season is get- Saginaw City Liberal League on Sunday mornting so advanced I shall hav to defer visiting ing to as intelligent an audience as I was ever
SUSAN H. WIXON.
my-Liberal friends in Kansas and Missouri, as permitted to _addres~. . A!ld for a week I enA man named Brown-a verv common namejoyed an admirable v1Slt w1th Brother Burnham
I intended when I left home.
But Brown or Jones, I'm sure its all the same~
But to return to my lecture trip. My White- and his estimable wife. Mr. Burnham has had
Was not a genius, neither rich nor learned,
And for great schemes bad never cared nor hall meeiing was well attended considering the much to do since he left the Methodist pulpit
inclemency of the weather I enjoyed the hos- in the spreading of Liberal views in Michigan.
yearned;
pitality of the European Hotel while there. He has spoken iu nearly every town in the state,
Bnt was one of those easy-going men
This house is admirably kept by Mr. H. Har- and given courses of lectures in many of them.
Wbo make hut 1\ttle stir with tongue or p<>n;
wood, who is the best post,ed on the Bible of There are few abler lecturers in the lecture
Who keep the even tenor of •heir way
AND
any man I hav met in a long time. He has field, and he should hav constant andremunerThrough winter snows and sunny time of llfay,
And was known where'er bis life-line fell
made it a great study, and therefore does not ativ ewployment.
As an honest man, but an Infidel
value it very highly. He very willingly sub- · At Clare I spoke to a good-sized audience in
scribed for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I was invited the Opera House, As my lecture was the first
He lived a quiet, upright, eo her life,
F.1ithful and true to fellow-man and wife;
these by N. F. Strong, El'q., an activ Free- one of the kind ever deli vereil there, it of
And most of foll<s who'd !mown him long and well thinker, and a friend of TH"' TRUTH SEEKER. course creatrd considerable excitement among
Had many tales of his good deeds to tell,
As he is a photographer, and therefore VIolates "God's people."
Of how, while other pe.:>ple preached and prayed • the second commandment every day, J fear it
At Paris I found another new town where the
He quite long j->urneys round the city made.
will go hard with him if it turns out ortho- gospel of Free'hought had never been deliv'The poor and sick I'm looking for," he said,
doxy is true. l should not be surprised to ered, and I gave them one "preach." There
'For those who on dry straws and husks are fed." hear that a Liberal League had been organ- was but one "servant of God" there, a little, BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO, A. M,
He found in attic• high and cellars dark,
ized iu Whitehall. '!'here is good material small-headed Methodist preacher, who, for a
Where poverty had set her chilling mark.
there for one. I spoke next. at Rixford to the number of weeks, has been laboring with all his
· Price, $1.50.
What you or I or any one may :find
Spiritualists' and Liberalists' Associ~tion. Here powers to induce Jesus to come and start a reOn any day, our own, our human kind I
I had a small but appreciativ audience. I was vival in Paris. But Jesus did not come. The Address D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth street
In want and sorrow, and shivering wtth cold,
glad to find they had a commodious Liberal reverend divine attended my lecture until I
New York, N.Y.
With trembling voices theit· story they told,
hall here in which they hold regular weekly Ppoke a little disrepectfully of the fourth person
Of how they had struggled, essB.yed, and failed,
in
the
godhead,
the
devil,
when
the
young
minmeetings.
While the world most scornfully at them had
My next stopping place was at Saranac, ister shot for the dnor. He could not sit still AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
railed.
where I found a town full of Freethinkers. I and hear his best friend maligned. I wa~ in- A series of letters written during a tenOn sucb occasions Brown would be very wroth,
leamed that there were but twenty-nine Chris- vited to Paris by E. M. Stickney, a worthy man
And profanely utter many Rn oath.
weeks visit in Europe.
Said he, "Tbey preach of God in whom we hnv tians in the town, and some seventy professed and an intelligent Freethinker, My visit at his
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Freethinkers. They hav a good League here, home was most pleasant to me, and I remembreath,
of which Mr. S. L. Shaw is president, and ber with satisfaction the acquaintance I formed 850 pages. Price, $1.50.
While here arc his children starving to death I
Stephen Crawford secretary. I was invited to with his pretty, sweet little children, who, so
Tbey pray for heathen in cannibal lands,
Saranac by Mr. Shaw, and greatly enjoyed my soon as I went to the honse, welcomed me as THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
And pour out money to loosen their bands;
While the o••tcast at home, though sore he may vi~it with him and his pleasant, intelligent wife. "Grandpa Green." What kind of a God can
BIBLE.
I also visited Mr. and Mrs. Crawford, as intelli- that be who would send two she bears to eat
plead,
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic nations, Including
Is left to die or for ravens to feed."
gent and interesting persons as I hav met in a up forty-two innocent chilriren?
Allah, JehoVl'h, Satan. the Holy Ghost, the VIrgin Mary,
long time. They read and admire THE TRUTH
It must be a pleasant thought to our Chri•~ and the Bible. To the latter 230 P"'l•• are devoted, Bhow.
But while others asked God to p1ty the poor,
tug that booR to he a verv Inferior production for a firet.
Great loads of oak wood Brown left at their door; SEEKER. I likewise made the acquaintance of tian friends that they will be obliged to spend class
U<Jd. lly D. M. Bennett. Sill lallile Jl&llteo. Paper
Mr. Fred Stow, the leading attorney of the an eternity woriihiping such a fiend. What a oovors,IIO cents; cloth. $1.
And also he left, wbene'er he passed by,
village, 11.nd also one of your subscl'ibers. Mr. regeneration that must be that changes a natBeans and beefsteak, bread and butter, and pie.
Stow is a good speaker and an earnest Free- ural person into that condition that he can love
'Tis my religion," said Brown to the deacon,
• And if I am faithful, I rather reckon,
thinker, and I wish he might be prevailed upon such a being l
H. L, GREEN.
I shall be square with the Infinit One
to take the lecture field. I am slU'e he would
Otsego, Mich., April 2, 1882.
REPLIES TO THE
When my work on earth is finished and dOne."
succeed. While stopping at Saranac I enjoyed
"Christian Guardian" and" Chris·
•Your soul!" screamed t)le deacon," think Of your a Liberal sociable that was held at Brother
Book Notice.
Shaw's. Among those present I remember the
soul,
tian Advocate."
following persons: Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Olm- THE BRAIN AND THE BIBLE; or, The Conflict
Tbat works cannot save from the fiery roll
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
between .Mental Science and Theology. By
Of the hot, hissing flames down there in-."
stead, Mrs. Stephen Crawford, Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar C. BAR.!!. With a Prete.ce by Robert G. This pamphlet was considered neceseary because the
•Hold on," said Brown, "when this body, tbis William Cahoon, Mr. Fred Stow, Henry SpenInl{ereoll. Price $1.50. Sold by D M. Bennett, paper attacklnfc Mr. Pringle refu•ed to publleh his reply
shell,
141 Eigbtb street.
cer, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Haskins. Mr. and
!~\~st ~~.l~tl~l~~ui!:,s a~8°fhl~~or~~~~~:;;~no"{;~~~~!
To its fir•t estate shall safely return,
Mrs. Holcolm, Mr and Mrs. Dr ..C. P. Jones,
We hav given this excellent book a thorough a tt.ack and reply. It Is valuable. as It presents the etrong.
Will there then be anything left for to burn?"
and Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Anderson. And allow reading, from the beautiful and appropriate est Chrlatlan evidence for the exlotence of God with til•
me to say right here that nothing will help the Prehce by our matchlAss orator, Ingersoll, to c~fcl:tfo a~8~~~cr~~~~~bt.r~~nr~t1oo.
•You fool!" sneered the deacon, as to bis store
He quickly retired and inwardly swore
Liberal movement more in any town than the the author's grand and truthful closing "gems
That if he was God every Infidel
holding of regular social gatherings. The of thought," and we are very sure it is one of rbirty Di!ICU!ISiOn!l, Bible Stories,
In torment and tl.ame should be roasted well I
church holds its cohereuts more by its social the most valuable of contributions that has ever
Es8ayR, and V•ctures.
Then he thoug-ht, as over he counted his cash,
arrangements than by its theological tenets.
been made to Liberal literature. I say "we,"
That soon there would CO 'De a financial et·asb;
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Near Saranac, in the town of Keene, resides for Mr. Slenker read it aloud, and this is the
And as times were bard and the gospel hlgb,
Juliet Bowen, the young lady who gave three compliment he pays to few books, for his busy 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cente; clotb, $1.
He must raise some money somehow on the sly!
cheers for Col. Ingersoll from the· top of a life debars him from reading only a small porSoon after he failed for quite an amount,
church steeple. The circumstances are these, tion of the floating literature of the age. But ANALYSIS~ RELIGIOUS BELTEF.
But not until he had made a large count
as I learned by inquiry: Mr. and Mrs. Bowen, its phrenological basis was the charm for him. An examination of the creeds, rltea, and eaered writing!)
Of assets of widows, and orphans, too,
the parents of the young lady, are well-to-do, To the publical!ions of Fowler & Wells he is in1
Who thought tbat he to hie promie was true, ·
t~1c~ Pcr~~}e~~b~~~f..;,"J'." 'g"~~l~tt,:' J;~~
iutelligent Freethinkers, and, of course, great debted for the ground-"'ork of his Liberal prin- ~~~~eR~~~~~i.
the London edition 745 pages, Svo. Cloth, $8; leather, f4;
To return to them before many suns
admirers of the eloquent colonel. Their only ciples, and so eagerly did he purchafe and read morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The interest due, as well as their f•mde.
daughter. Juliet, is an intelligent, well-educa.ted, these works on phrenology and physiology that
He was so pious and talked with such zeal
That they could not think he would cheat and good-looking girl of nineteen years of age, who he went by the pseudonym of "Fowler" for ESSAYS and LECTURES.
is highly respected by all who know her. L&st many a year. And "we uus" in our home
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
steal;
But be grasped their means though, nevertheless• fall, acros-. the highway from. Mr. Bowen's re•- alao read those s11me books and papers, and beEmbracing, Intluence of Chrtetlanlty on ClvUlzatlon;
chrlstlanlt~
and
M·•terlallsm; What Llberollsm Ol!ers In
idence
the
Methodist
people
were
erecting
a.
And soon they found themselvs quite penniless.
c~me likewise admirers of the science of phre- Place of Christianity;
Scten•lfic Materialism· Woman;
church edifice. A.t the time here referred to nology. And as is generally the case with Spiritualism
from a M•lterlall•tlc Sta"';f,olnt; Paine, the
With tears they told their wrongs unto Brown,
the
frame
of
the
church
and
of
the
steeple
was
fearless and bold inquirers, we all went farther ~lln'ta~ ~~~~:~~~~~\~~:~~eJ~~6~~n::~:IJ:n~"8r~~'il:J
Who said: "Now, this man is expecting a crown,
up and parti~tlly inclosed, and wa.s surrounded than our teachers, and reached the ground of Chrlatlanlty; the Autborl'y of the Bible; Freethou~ht
A robe, and a harp, and all that, you know,
with
scaffoldings.
One
a.fternoon
a
number
of
Where rivers of bliss eternally 1low I
whereon our author, Edgar C. Beall, now stands. J~39~~g7.. 1t1>i~~~:ssb ~~~~eci~~~.~1~·
young la.dies were visiting Miss Bowen, and her So when we claim to havread, appreciated, and
Well, maybe he'll get tbem, but astor me,
father remarked, more in jest than in serious- indor~ed this book of his, we make no careless
In such C<'>mpany I'd rather not be I
AGENTS WANTED
ness, that he would giv ten dollars to any girl boast, but know whereof we speak. Few pracThe deacon was known as a' pious old saint,'
Excluslv Territory and Liberal Com•
who
would
go
to
the
top
of
that
steeple
and
While I-I-well, I hav made no complaint;
tical thinking phrenologists will fail to see and
n1ission.
But which is the worse, my friends here may tell, giv thrfle cheers for Col. Ingersoll. A number acknowledge his points, and those among them
DR.
TORii.'§
Such a pious fraud or an Infidel?"
of the girls started, but Jultet was the only one who hav seen gods, ghosts, a.1d designs in nathat reached the topmost scaffolding, some one ture will find them fading away like mists
hundred feet from the ground. Here she before the sun. When science and experi- LIVER AND KIDNEY PILLS,
H. L. Green's Lecture Trip.
deliberately took off her h&t, 5Wung it three mental knowledge giv the real cause of known A Sure Cure for all Diseases of the Liver and
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: times in the air, and each time she cheered for efficts we at once se" the uselessness of any super
Kidneys.
For the last two mouths I hav lectured often in Col. Ingersoll at the top of her Toice. When natural" finger in the pie." Now, as we read
the frontier towns in this state, where no other she returned to the house, her father handed this brainy book, we trace every act of human Purely Vevetlible, and do not contain Mertury
lecturer has ever been, and it appear~ to me her a ten-dollar bill. Mr. E. A. a Uhapman, a kind, a.nd every thought of human will, to natCalomel, or any other poisonous substance.
that in these places I can do the most good. Freethinker and photographer, of Lowell, ura.] causes-tu the development of the brain,
This experience has convinced me that nothing Mich., has fine photngraphs of this brave girl and learn that what man is depends upon organPrice, !l:; cents per box.
s needed so much as an established Liberal for sale. I hav no doubt that every young man ization, education, and environment. We learn
Address
ecture bureau, with sufficient funds to keep a of :B'reethought proclivities will, so soon as he that it is not the gods that create moral, virtunumber of lecturers in the field, who, being reads thiS', order one of these photographs, if ous, wise, or talented men and women; but
1Jnlilolietted Testimonials,
compensated by the bureau, would be prepared he has not before.
that these, as well as their opposits, are as they
to go as missionaries into the'e new places and
From Saranac I went to St. Johns, Mich., are by force of circumstances, and that conseKEW..i.N:EF., ILL., Feb. 20, 1882.
Send me some more of Dr. York's Pilla. I used one box
educate the people in the school of Free thought and had an interesting visit with Mr. and Mrs. quently we should do all in our power to so with
great benefit.
MJ.s, C. C. NORTH.
before the church has fully taken l"ossession of M. Babcock, at their fine residence. Brother mold and modify these circumstances as to genFARMINGTON, Mrcnu Feb. 15, 1882.
them. I hope before another year has passed Babcock constantly m~kes it lively for the St. erate better bodies, brains, and surroundings, My wife thinks that Dr. York's Liver ano Kidney Pllll
ha.v done her a great deal of good. Send me 1ome more
such a bureau will be permanently established, Johns school board and the orthodox ministers and thus create stepping-stones whereby the ot
them.
A. B. SMITH.
with funds sufficient to keep at least five lectur- of th ...t town. I ascertained that he is very coming generations may be glorified and blest.
FoRT SF.NECA, 0., Feb. 10, 1882.
A
friend
of
m1ne
desires
me
to
reque11.t
you
to send him
ers doing part of the time this kind of mission- popular with a large majority of the citizens of
The thought that a man or woman is born
boxes of Dr. York's Liver and KldneyP11Je. I thlnk
ary work.
St. Johns, and that majority is compoeed of, depraTed-born with a brain that is abnormally three
the p111s ore a grand thing.
WM. MoN1'GOMERY.
Since I wrote my last letter to 'l'HE TRUTH first, the men and women of intelligence and developed in the "moral centers"-is so constiLF.VERETT, :MASS., Jan. 28, 1882.
SEEKER I hav lectured in Whitehall, Rixforu, thought, ltnd, second, of the destitute poor. tuted that his animal passions and desires are I received ""fely the pllls you sent me. They glv good:
satisfaction. I will endeavor to Introduce them to my
Saranac, Flint, Saginaw City, Clare, and Paris Brother Bltbcock allows no one to suffer for stronger than his inclinations to do right-should friends, ae I think them a valuable article. A. ADAMS.
-all in northern and west.em .1\lichigan, I ex- the necessaries of life when he knows of it. make us very tender of blame or chastisment
CI.INTON, N.Y., Feb. 21,1882. r·
To-day I had another call for a box of Dr. York's Live
pect to lecture next week in Holland, Dowa- When I was there the whole town was in com- toward these hapless unfortunates.
and Kidney Pills, The boy and hla mother hav ueed on
giac, Nirvana, and a few other places in thh motion over a fact that Brother Babcock had
This true science of phrenology as taught by bo:x: with good effect. Please send me~~~~Q.~L~~aR~~~~·
state; and then about the lOth of April I shall just brought to light, that the Congregatiouo.l our author is a strong plea for kindness toward
Pnn,AD&U'IUA, PA., Jan. 18, 188~.
go to Bloomington, Wisconsin, where in that preacher was giving a poor old woman twenty criminals, towards the morally ill and the nat- I received Dr. York's Pllla,
and am happy to •ay they hhav
town and vicinity I bav a number of appoint- cents a dozen for doing his family washing. urally depraved. It teaches us a beautiful done me much good. I gave a few to my friends, and t ey
I am obll~ed to send for some more
ments already made. I shall remain in tb.at He tried to get it done for twelve cents a dozen. charity that covereth a multitude of sins, and llke them so well thatRonERT
F. GILMOUR, 2819 Leamy st.
state through April, and then return home From St. Johns I went to Flint, where I lect- yet points to a way whereby many may be rethrough Indiana and Pennsylvania. I am en- ured Sunday evening to au audience of five or f{enerated by better surroundings and better
gaged to lecture at Irwin Station, Pa , May six hundred people in the Opera House. They future teachings, And it also instructs us iu the
15th. Then I shall return to Salamanca in listened attentivly for two and one-half hours to grandest truth of all-that on right generation
time to attend the meeting of ths Friends of what I bad to say. On Monday evening a depends ninety-nine-hundredths of what shall
Progress at Wat<>rloo the first week in June, number of Liber11ls met at the house of Thomas. be the phrenological basis of the coming race.
BALSAM
From that time on to August, when the Free- Wolcott and perfected the organization of a
Is proving to hundreds the moot elllcac!ous remedy fO
"Work, dear friends, Oh work and lalmr,
thinkers' Association meets at Watkins Glen, I Liberal League by electing Thomas Wolcott,
all deleterious al!ectlone. Falllng alght, dulln888 of he&r
For a future grand and free,
Jhall devote my whole time to the preparation president, W. R. Alger secretary, and W. J.
lng, or "roarln~~:" of tho ear1, •• well 1111 onrs,ralned and•
Nev"r yet hath gun or saber
for that convention and to lecturing in western ()ronk treasurer. The prospects are that this
Conquered such a victory."
weak eyes, are Immediately Improved by Ito 11se. InllaDl
ELMINA.
and central New York. Friends who desire will be a live League.
xn&t!ona and all ophthalmic <llillc111Ue1 regul&\fld.
me to speak in Wisconsin in April will please
At the invitation of Brother J. H. Burnham
IIU HDtl per ltex,
.A.Ikir811
Q;, A. LOlfA.S,
f,ddress me care of Frank J. Schell Blooming- I visited Saginaw City, and leotured before the
1~
. fillaltel1, J{, y,
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CENTENARY OF VOLTAIRE,
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WILLIAM WILSON,
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MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN,

ThiS work Is an epitome of the life of the great In11del,

~~~feosr~~~o n-:r:;dc;:r~~~~~d :~::~~r:~J>~t~gll!i~e~lt
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Inventor of" the "Wilsoula," and Lecturer on Electrical Thera·
peutics, Author o:f "The Tri,d o:f Medicine," "The Langua;e o:f Disease," "lDedical Fallacies," Etc., Etc,

BeRedlctXIV.; what he did at Fernoy, how he Improved
the town. built a church, fought the Jeavlta. aad defended
tlla .-lotlma ot roli~!Oll.l hatred and y,eroecutlon. It de-

~~~~~~~nhJ~~~~":1fh ~h~;:;~rg;~raa~~rk:~i~ h~~fi~:;h~~

cnl syo\<lm, hlo enemleo, and ooJJ<o hitherto unpubllohe4
letters.
Many Tolnmes h&Tbeen written upon Voltaire, but none
of it& e1ze contains ao much information a1 this. From it
a elea.r 1de& can be obtained of tb:e hnme11ae influence be
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• THE WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS
. WILL CURE EVERY FORM OF DISRA.SE,
No matter of how long standing.
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
'Cures In Brooklyn and New York.

BETWEEN

D. M. BENNE'I.'T and G. M. M&.IR.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

SEND TO
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WINTER IS UPON US.
PROTECT YOURSELVS
Against asthma or consumption by wearing WILSON! A
clothing._ Cold feot are the precursors of endless Ills \hat
fiesh Is heir to. Wear the WILSONJA sole• and avoid ouch
danger.
TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE,
WEAR "WILSONIA" AND LIV.
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The tidiest Discus•>ion yet Published,
giving the Dog1nag and Claims ot
Christianity a t.borongb Ex•
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d-5 to <1>20 per day

BOGUS GARMENTS ARE ON THE MARKET.
0
The WILSONIA Is studde<! with metallic eyelets, show
1. Christianity is neither new nor or!gina~, bein~ bor~ ing the metals on the face. All others are :fraude. Send
rowed or copied from much older systems of religion. for pamphlets contninlng testimonials from the best peo(a) The belle! In an oflsprlng being begotten by a god
upon a human virgin is nearly a thousand years older thl'!.n ple In America, who hav been cured after all forms Of
the mythical story of Jeme and hls virgin mother. (b) medi<lin had failed.
Other sv~eJ.Ued saviors and redeemers hav been believed
Note our addresses,
in and reported to hav been crucified and to hav died on
No. 465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.
the cross many hundreds of years before the same was
NO.I¥.l!iBROADWAT,
~~i~~ie~~~;· iu<c6h~?a~I:n\~yn£~at ~~~~~'tr~t;{s~ar~a~~~
NO. 1,837 BROADWAY,
~~;~d~~f~~~~1r:Ou;~r1~d tt~ ;'6~~J~ousa.nd
before
N0.~.310THIRDAV., ~NEW. YO"RK.
NG, 72 NABSAU ST.,
N0.25E. Uth ST.,
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CONSULT!"

: TERESTED IN THE RELIEF OF THE SICK :
; POOR WILL PLEASE COMMUNICATE WITH

j

WILLIAM WILSON, 465 FULTON ST., BBOOK-:
J,YN.
N. B. IN THIS DISTRIBUTION WE PREFER;
THE MOST EXTREME C.AI!ES OF DISEASE, :
SUCH AS PARALYSIS, HIP GOUT, CONI!IUMPTION, HEART DISEASE, HUMORS, CANCli:RS,
_ ETC., THERE BEING NO DISEASE THE WIL~ SOJ:(IA WILL NOT RELIEVE.

l

0
NORTH FOURTH S"l'., NEAR SOUTH EIGIITB ST.
BROOKLYN, E,D.
h!storical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous his:·······--·············································· ....i
tory.
4. The teachings of Jesus are defectiv in morals, intelligence, and scientific tnfol'Dle.tion, and, so far as they are of
value, his moral precepts and teachings were equaled by
many sages and teachers who preceded him. Tile Bible Itself was written by men Illy informed In scientific knowledge, and does not harmonize with the facts and principles
l
in nature known to be true.
Embracing those of the blood and Nen.., tne Dlaeaeeo of
5. The doctrlns and claims of Christianity hay been a Men,
the Di!eaaes of Women, and the TAriou causes
The oldest reform journal in the

reJ~Il.j. :e~~~~/g~':J'~sus and his mission In the world Is un-

~~~~a~n~~eg~l~~; ~~~f:l~g ~~ rci~~~If<h~~ :C~~Y :i~ft~~~~ E~lt" 1~~i~~~ ~~cb~o~~~Eii'i/~WJ.Ee f~'IP: ~~181t1..S
It has fostered
1

~~~~:~~g~· :~Ees ~f~~g:'iua~tia~~~~~d,r~nr~~a;niirar~~a

United States,
Ii. published every Wednesday at the
1
:,~!.;:rtri:1t:-~~:i:, ~~i~~~~1~:n¥a~~r~ ii~~~~~~·~ ~~:T~ 8
.Paine Memorial Building,
BEI<KER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and bls medical publications: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and intiBoston, Mass.,
mately, and we say with all the assurance that knowledge

ING ~iEDICAL COMMON SENSE-nearly·l,OOo pages, 200
Illustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 1:10 Le:<lngton ave.,

supports t.he olmoxiom; systems of kingcraft and priest.
crt\.ft, upholding slavery, despotism, and every form of oppression in its assertion that all power is of God. As a
proof of this theledders and bright stars of the Christian
church ha.v been among the WOl'St tyrants and oppressors Imparts that he Is a man o! the highest lncentivs and
of human liberty the world has known.
motive, whose life has been spent in instructing a.nd im~
6. The Bible and Christianity llav oppressed woman and
hav deprived her of the rights to which by nature she Is ~~~T~':.~c~\~£:~oib-~~~~ ~h~~i~'b~u~~;~g~~~~~~~i:
1
j,: t~~~l~1~· and Christianity are unprogresslv In their happy, and to be better and more useful men a.nd women.
nature; they are founded upon the doctrin and authority Ji.~~ga~~;::ta-:i'g~t~f~~'i;j~ \he~~~f:'l:'~riJ'i~Js ~~dt~~~~~~
of God himself, and f\re therefore incapable of progress of tamllles, who to-day stand ready to bear willing test!
and improvement.
to the great benefit they hav derived !rom the hys
8. The Bible and Christianity do not teach the higher mony
lologlcal, hygienic, and moral lei!Bons which he h08 so abl
class of truth and the best variety of religion which man- imparted"
kind are capable of receiving.
Purcha~ers o! PLAIN HOME TALK are at JlbeJ1>l.to
$1.1)0.
Pr!ce,
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or br. mall, FREE.
Price of the new Popular Edition, by malr, post&ge. pre.
D. M. BENNETT.
Adduss
pald only $1.50. Content!! t&ble !roe. AGENTS WANT141 Blghth. st., New York.
ll:D.
M1TRJ!AY RILL l"U~LIS!i!IWG COMP.A.NY.
129 East 28th st., New York.
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Two vo 1umes 1n om. e. The translation reTised and re
wrlt•en Strau.os Is too well known by the renders of
America to require a olng!o word to be said In hlo praise.
Price, $1.50.
•
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Bennett-Mair Discussion .

A Confe.BIIion.
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By .JOSIAH P. MENDUM.

all forms of PRIVA'I'E,
uHRONIC, and SEXUAL DI~
EASES.
Spermatorrhea aiHl Impotency,

aa the re&ultof Gelf-a.buse ln youth, eonol exoetll!ll In matunJP
vean, or other cnu&el!l, p.nd prodocln~ eome o( ihe following e1J'ect.r
1:-lervou.aneu,Seml.nu.t Emiislone(nl&bt. emtnlon1 hyd.rea('lll,t.). Dl~

~~~~~oi!e!~~;~ foo~~~l::Y ~F~:J:~Ic~~&~~sl~::ffd~~~~

-3e:o:ut:· Vower, &c., ret1der!ug m•r.lnJBimproporor u.nha.pp;r, . .
iht·rct;g:.:Jy and ponnaneni.IJ cured by au

EX'l.'E.R.NAL APPLIC ..TION,

-wl::!llh lt tho Loctor'a lntest aud greoteat med
;villch he hna ao fur preacrlbed for thJa baneful
at.e.g~P wtthout e. in.tlure to cure tn a atngte ense
wora lr. a t.errlbly: abntterod condition-had
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The Inoaltgator Is de Toted to the Liberal caWJe In rellllion; or In other wordo, to nnlveroo.l menta.! liberty. Indftpendent In all Its dlocuoalons, dl.e&rdlng ouperotlliiGIIII
theories or what nanr can be known, It de-roteo Ill oolnmn! to thin~ of this world alone, and leavoa \-ho next, it
there be one, to thoae who hav entered ite unknown
shores. Bellevlnv; that It II the duty of mortala to work
tor the Interests or thu world, It conflneo 1...,1! to tlle
things of this !Ire entirely. It IJao arrived at the aco of
fifty-one years, and asks tor a support from those who are

to tnlte care of themaelveR.
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please send your subacrlption :tor •lx months or one year,
two of America's clearest thinkers.
and If you are not oatls1!ed with tile way the !TWut>qatgr
~1 Fort. ave. (Roxbury), Boston, l'tfass.
By 0. B. Frothingbttm:
~=~i~~oa~~~~~S:o~~::~r~~~~:\ 1W~!~:!!:-~~~t;\\::U~
la conducted, we won't aak you to eont1nue wit.-h UB auy
•· mptome, horrliJlacffects,acdcure, followed bystJ"Ol!gteeiJm~
1 erms $2.00 pe1·
longer_
Sm51
The New Song of Christ. aded bJ'.J!!l nffi<havlt nB to their gcauloeneaa. Should bo read,
:£~; ~~f.ii," ~~ 1 -Higher 1h28 Wot·ld Is d!ylded Into three parte.
mas.
~ ~t.U. [1r Remember no medicine I" given. Add~
The Departed Years,
Sentiments.
PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George
ttl!·.!~st!~~~~.1:~ ();:~~·a;~· New J.,ne,.. Bt
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The American Lady.
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The Consolations of Rs- PAR,P~~~~';[· continued story ef ~ Liberal and Radle&
The American Gentleman.
tloMiism.
!hoM'"' Houre a .llo!M, N. r.J
The Language of the Old
p ARfhi{f.':~ '•hort story devoted to the education of
Among the ouceeollful phyolclano who haT departed
Testnment.
A.ND
our children In Liberal sentiments and principle&.
!"rom ~e narrow bet.ten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
Dr. Fellows, of V!lleland, N. J. Hla pr!llclploo aro me,
Send for a sample copy.
By l'elix Adler:
n1 optem baaed 11pon acloatsc fact."
The Ethics of the Social
Our Leaders.
[.1'rom lila (Me.) ~or.
Question,
Hav We Still a Religion
.Emancipation.
Conscience.
'
The reput&tlon of Dr. Fellowo !JI oumclent to warrant
Lecture at the Second Anc onvei"Bfltlon In verse between the two great reformero
niversary of the Society
~'l!.~"?n ~~;,rrn;r.K.[;f~g:~~c'it~~ ~,~·~:~~ta~~tri
for Ethical Culture.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
once. Procraatlnatlouto th• $hlef of """'e, ud often cut~
Price, In cloth, $1.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, "APRIL 8, 188f!.

gjdds and Jlnds.
IT would be well if, in conjunction with the present crusade against the vending of liquor tOn thl.R
delicate subject I do not care to enter; but I recommend to my readers a careful study of 1\[ilton's
and Mill's words, which shall be given after I hav
set down what I hav to say on the main drift of
the paragrsph.-Hylaz.] if, I say, a few hundred
reading-rooms were openen in this city of New
York, where light and warmth could be obtained
by the poorer classes; and as there is· a ce1·taln expense connected with the opening of snob readingrooms, I would suggest that the churehes, who are
constantly preaching chttrity, would turn their
buildings into reading-rooms during six days or
the week, and. thus remove the charge of being
useless for the greater portion of the year.-F~lix
Adler'& Radical Pulpit.
[NoTE - I can hardly bring myself to.think that
Mr. Prof. Adler-whom I hav long been accus·tomed to look upon as a practical philanthropistis really serious in making thll suggestion that the
·churches should establish reading-rooms for the
use and comfort of the general public. If the
·churches wonld pay their own way, and not
meanly evade contributing their fair share of taxation, we should be con lent. It is justice we call.
for, in the name of t11e people, and not charity.
Tioe people can establish reading-rooms for themllelve. They want no aid, and, least of all, such
ai<1 as the churches would bring them, Just think
or the trash-the rot rmd rubbish-that they would
foist and force on the pnblic, if they only had the
power. No workingman would be permitted to
·ead a Liberal paper or scientific journal, and as
to such authors as Carlyle and Emerson; Channing and l\fa.rtinean; Jolln S. Mill and HPrbert
Spencer; Huxley, Tyndall. Dan, in, and Fronde,
and other cougenial spii"its, such as our own Chadwick ~tnd Savage, th'Y wonld be summarliY thrust
aside to made room for "learned Thebans" like
1\loody and ~purgeon, Joe Cook and Talmage,
and the other clerical clowns and. mountebanks
that are ever and anon rising..:... by their specific
levity-to the surf>~oe of society, roaring and ranting, and scattering their fetid breath over all creation. As to Em>:!ish literature, in any wide and
generons sense of th.e word, B._con and Sba.kspere,
l\Iilton and LOcke. l\1acintc.sh o.nd l\1acaulay, all
these wonld, if admitted to the church-library at
all, be releg"ated to to the npper shelves; while
Bnn<;an's "' Pilgritn"s Progress.,'' B?..xter's "Saints'
Ev·erln.sting Rest,n,noston'a "Fourfold State" and
-•nrook In tile J,ot," together with Watts's and
Wesley,s '\Divine Songs, and uHymns," with
many minor tbeologica'! tadpoles, would be spread
.on the tables and crammed down the people's
:throats-wiUy-niUy. God help the ''hungry sheep"
-that would, in that case, hav to look to the
churches-that is, the priests, the ministef·s, the
pastors, deacons, elders, etc -for their intellecttml
sustenance, not to speak of anything like effectiv
moral guidance. No I no I a thousand times no,
my dear and re•pected Professor I You· are on a
wrong tdck, if, indeed, yon are not "eamesome"
and making fun of the "salt of the earth," as these
people are taught to consider themselvs-a lesson
that tbey learn early and never for«et. Allow me
to whisper· in your ear words with Which I doubt
not you are already familiar:
"Non tali auxilio, nee dafensorlbns lstls,
Tempu~ eget. "-Virgil.
For the benefit of our unlearned readers, I subjoin an English translation:
What rage,' she cried, 'has seized my husband's
mind7 What arms are these, and to what use designed?
Thes• times want other aids."-Drvden.
The churches are already very accommodating,
and do their best to follow St. Paul's advice to be
"all things to all men." They giv us lotteries and
raffles, Btrawberry feasts and bun-fights, bazars
and cooky-shines, besides carrying Oll a sort of
variety show all the year round for the amusement
of the babes and sucklings and "children or a
larger growth," as well as " such as are of weaker
capacity."
e posit!vly want none of their charity Selah. Let them weigh well and lay to heart
the words of that eminent statesman, good man,
and wise philosopher, Edmund Burke: "Justice
is the gre~t law of civil society, and any policy not
founded on justice will, in the end, be found to be
no policy at all."-Hylax.J

A CHUBCH of England missionary, who reproved
one of his Indian converts for being drunk a!td
disgracing his profession of Christianity, receiv<.'d
the triumphant answer, "ll[e no Christian, me
church of England man."
A SMART little boy being told in his Sundayschool how 3am~on had slain a thousand men with
the j~wbone of an ass, exclaimed," Why didn't he
catch the donkey by the hind leg; he would bav
been a9le to slay far more."

l'~ILUlUE

I. NOW IUMDY.
Price $2.00

Fast goes her steed over hill and dale,
WonderfuL are his jumps;
LoOk out, my lady, your horse grows pale,
Soon he will ha.v the thumps.
Little you're thinking, my lady pro.nd-Beautifulladv ClareThat soon in grief Will you,· head be boweP,,
Bluffing on two small pair.
Green grows the ivy on churchyard wall,
Soon will the fiies be here;
Then will LOrd Ronald, thy love, thy all,
Tackle the new bock beer .
THE following is a leaf from the czar's diary:
Got up at 7 A. M. anrt ordered my bath. Found
four gallons vitro! in it and <1id not take it. Went
to breakfast. The Nihilists had placed two torpedoes on the stairs, but I did not step on them.
The coffee smelled so strongly of prussic acid that
I was afraid to drink it. Found a scorpion in my
left slipper, but luckily shook it out before putting
it on. Just before stepping into a carriage to go
for my morning drive it was blown into the air,
killing the coachman and the horse instantly. I
did not drive. Took a light lunch otf hermetically
sealed American canned goods. They can't fool
me there. :round a poisoned dagger in my favorit chair, with the point sticking out. Did not sit
down on it. Had dinner at 6 P.M., and made Baron
Laigchounewonski taste every dish. He died before the soup was cleared away. Consumed some
Baltimore oysters and some London stout that I
had locked up for five years. Wflnt to the theater
nnd w•s shot at three times in the first act. Had
the entire audience hanged. Went home to bed,
and slept all night on the roof of the palace.
AN absent-minded your.g lady, having been duly
married, started off on her bridal tour. The party
stopped at a Western city. Some time in the night
there came a succession of terrified Shl1eks from
the room occupied by the bride and gro~m, and the
clerks, porters, and employees generally rushed
up stairs, only to meet a frantic female figure, clad
in white,fieeing in desperate baste from her apartment, crying:
·

'' Ob, tbere'e a man in my room 1"
The clerk rushed in and found the groom half
disrobed, standing in the middle of the room, one
boot on and the other in his hand, the picture Of
amazement. He explained that he had just come
up stairs, and was in the act of undressing (his
wife had previously retired), when she suddenly
awoke with a shriek and fied.
"What was the matter?" asked the clerk.
"Damfino," said the husband.
Just then the bride, enveloped in a huge bedspread, procured for her by a chambermaid, came
back, looking very red and foolish, and in half a
minute she explained the mystery by saying:
"Ob, ]!'red, I forgot I W11S married, and when I
woke I was so frightened."

How great a virtue io temperance; how much of
moment through the whole life of man I Yet God
commits the managing of so great a trust withoat
particular law or prescription wholly to the
demeanor of every grown man. And therefore
when he himself tolled the Jews from heaven,
thatomer which wa• every man's daily portion of
manna is computed to hav been more tban might
hav well sufficed the heartiest feeder thrice as
many meal•. For these actions which enter into a
, man, rather than issue out of him, am! therefore
. defile not, God uses not to captivate under a per:
_petnal childhood of prescription, but trasts !Jim "WHY?" said the professor, with a thoughtful ail·,
"S!,onld oranee blossoms always deck a bride?
with the gift of reason to be his gwn chooser.
'There were but little work left for preaching, if Were it to be the blossom of the pear
A lesson might beneath the symbol hide."
Jaw and compulsion should grow so fast upou
these things which heretofore were governed The bald-headed boarder said with sullen spite,
"Perhaps it8 color won the fiower its place,
only by exhortatlon.-Milton's A.reopagitica.
A sort of misty, haggard, deadly white,
IT seems to u~ quite clear that an inquirer who
To match the trembling victim's ghastly face."
has no wish except to know the trnth is more
likely to arrive-at the truth than any inquirer who Up-spake the red-haire<l drummer with a smile,
Picking his teeth, his appetite appeased,
knows that, if he decides one way, be shall be
rewarded, and that, if he decides the other way, " Correct you are, this fruit of Hesperus !sle,
A perfect symbol-it is best when squeezed."
he shall be punished.-.ilfacaulay.
"For shame," the old maid said; "if! were you
I'd hang my head with shame, or leave the room;
HUMAN beings owe to each other help to distinguish the better from the worse, and encourage- The orange blossom blooms the whole year
through
ment to choose the former and avoid the latter.
Like woman's virtue, a perennial bloom."
They should be forever stimulating each other to
increased exercise of their higher faculties, and h Or like her tongue,'' said Jones, u it never rests;
Or like spring strawbenies, very scarce and
Increased direction of · their feelings and aims
toward wise instead of foolish, elevating instead
high;"
of degradmg. objects and contemplations. But "Or like the groom who his last cent lnvest2,"
Thus did the similes around us fly.
neither one person, or any number of persons, are
warranted in saying to another human creature "Well, well'" said the professor, "none of these
of ripe years that he shall not do with his life for
The seeming mystery doth yet unfold;
his own benefit wbat be chooses to do With it.- 'Tis this, the sweetest blossoms on the trees
Will 1100neat turn themselvs to fruit of gold."
_,MiWIW1111V•

By Robert G. In;-ersou.
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Illustrated with forty cuts, and with a steel plate engravTHE people of A~nska, remarks the Chicago TribIng of the author.
une, who ought to be contented and happy, do not
RY D. M.BENNETI',
seem to know when they are well off. With whisky
at fOurteen cents a quart, and neither a city council
Editor of THR TRUTH SEEKER, aut.hor of" A Truth Seeker
nor a supreme courttoworrythem, these skin-clad
in Europe,"" Gods a.nd ReHgions of AncJent and
aliens are clamoring for a government.
llodern Times," "The World's Sages, Think·
ers, and Reformers," "Champions or
LURD CHAMBERLAIN'S office, St. James's palace:
the Church/' etc., etc.
Notice· is hereby giVen that the queen will hold a
drawing-room at Buckingham Palace on WednesTHREE VOLUMES FOR $5.00.
'
day, the :t!.rst of llfarch, at 3 o'clock. The knights
The l?.lost Inst••uction t"or the Least
of the seTer·al orders are to appear in their collars
MoneY
ot"
any·:sook
ot
'I'ravels
at this drawing-room, it being Collar-day." This
yet Written.
is rather alarming. It is to be hoped that the
knights wore something else, if it were only an
In 1860 the Freethinkers of the world held an International Congress at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was sent
eye-glass.
as a delegate. He took the occasion to make t1•e tour of
A TERRIBLE BLOW.
Europe, and his observations were embodied in "A Truth
"What ails that maid?" said Sp'lkins,
Seeker In Europe " (price, ~1.50). The letters were also
published In THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the readel"s were so
As he met a passing fair,
.And saw her eyes, 'neath" wave" and" crimp,'' well pleased with them that the propoRitlon was made
that he make the journey around the world, and glv the
Which o'er her forehead dangled limp,
world the benefit of a Freethinker's observations. The
Giv forth a stony stare.
proposition w•s accepted If the on•s de•lrlng such a work
"~rethinks," said Wilkins, scornfully,
would advance liTe dollars each, the volumes to be dediAs he tossed his head in air,
cated to them. On July 30,1881, :Mr. Bennett !Jegan tbe
"SJ1e has no brains to cudgel,
journey, sending letters back to be published. Tile work
AnY. so she bangs her hair."
will make
CHICAGO POETRY.
Over the meadows so fresh and green
Gallops the Lady Clare;
Out on the breeze, like a silvery sheen,
Floats her new back hail·.
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Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of seeing everything
going on, and In his book he has falthfu1Jy chronicled the
habits and customs of the different peoples of the many
places he visited. Tb( every-day life of all nationals laid
before the reader by one who has visited them and beheld them with his own eyes. We feel sure this work ls
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"There Is nothing Utopian in hoping for the time to

BY

oome when men and women will consult a wise sanitarian
before entering hito the marriage reht.tion.''
The Srruthern Clinic, a journq.l of medicin and surgery,
says:" We took up this book with prejudice, but soon
saw the author w».s a physclan, and a good one too; a
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tlrul, sweet-tempered people would be the result of the

mend It to all. Its lnfiuence can be only beneficia. The
author has a. thorough mastery of his subje<!t.

" This book written by a brave and honest man, Is filled
vrith brave and honest thoughts. The arguments which
efa~~~~~~~rJ':~~fs~~~~f:t€f:gf~~1i;.~ls: "It contains It presents cannot be answered by all the theologians In
The Alpha, edited by Dr. Winslow, says: "We llke the the world!"-R. G.lngersoll.

book thoroughly." And adds:" Send for It, fathers and
mothers, for your own ~ood and for the sake of your

Price, $1.50.

children, who are to fill your places when you are called
up h1gher.''

The Buffalo E.,pr"'s sayo: "Whoever buys this book
w111 find It a paying investment."
The Scienti~ .American sa.ys: •' Books on this subject
are usually written by 'cranks.' but this Js radically dlfterent; it is scientific, sober~ clean, and worthy of eonscien•.
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Dr. Dlo Lewlo of Boston, wr!tos: " I hav read all of
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ground, It Is the most Taluable of your many valuable
books."
Prof. N. 8. Townsend, of Ohio University, writes:" I
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some of my pupil•, who express delight with it. I hope
every thoughtful young man and woman will read it."
Price, $1.00. Ad<lre~
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NEA.B BROADWAY.

Jjtws of fht lfttlt.

A PRo•·osiTION has been made in the Virginia to hav the same referred to the public proselegislature that the state purchase an area of cutor with a view of prosecuting the junior
ground upon which all the duels of the com- member for Northampton [Bradlaugh1 and
PARNELL is out of jail on a week's parole.
THE editor of the Nineteenth Oen~ury has in- monwealth must be fought in future and to the Mrs. Besant, the editors of the National Bedeath. Its advocate claims that the more the. former, for blasphemy.
serted two attacks upon Mr. Bradlaugh from
GuiTEAu's bill of exceptions contains fifty-six
IT is a terrible thing to edit a (politically) clauses.
the pen of Card,nal Manning. With a fine element of danger enters into the pastime, the
sense of Chri~tian fairness, the editor excludes less it will be resorted to by the average young Liberal paper in Spain, says the PaU Mall ()aTEN thousand emigrants landed at this port
man Whose honor is as the breath of his nos- zette. To say nothing of duels, imprisonment,
all reply.
trils. There is a big grain of common sense in and the other little trifles to which continental in two days last week.
TaE St. Louis Medical Society has been conthe argument, and if prize-fighters were placed journalists are exposed, the Spanish Liberal
A STEAMER exploded her boiler at St. Paul,
sidrring the question of so amending their code
upon a similar footing and compelled to battle editor stands in dread of the anathemas of the Minn., on the 7th, killing six of the crew.
as to permit consultation with homoeopaths. like the ancient gladiators until one was killed,
THE strike of the New York carpenters for
The majority of the committee reported that there would be little or no desire to indulge in church. Here, for instance, is an extract from
the comprehensiv malediction which the bishop an advance of wages has been successful.
the chang<> ought to be made soon, but not the brutalizing sport.
of Santander has launched at the Liberal edi-,
just yet, and the minority favored immediate
HANLAN is training on the Thames for a race
THE acquittal of David McMillan, who killed tors of his diocese : " May Almighty God curse
action.
Father McCarthy at Greenfield, Mass., seems these journals with the perpetual malediction with the Australian oarsman Trickett on May
the 1st.
AT the great Romford brewery, near London, to hav stirred up religious feeling. Father
launched against the. devil and his angels!
fl. ve "pints of ale are allowed to each of the four Lynch, of North Adams, said in, a sermon:
THE Rev. L. Hamilton, of Oakland, Cal.,
May they perish with Nero, Julian the aposhundred men. They drink it all, and it seems "Things hav come to a pretty pass when a
tate, and Judas the traitor I May the Lord died suddenly in the middle of a sermon last
to suit them. It is excellent ale, such as that man can be murdered in his own doorway, and
judge them as he judged Datham and A.biram ! Sunday morning.
described by Mr. Gladstone in his last budget the jury find the assailant not guilty. This,
May the earth swallow them up alive l Let
CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, of Boston, has been
as " the finest drink since nectar went out of however, is nothing more than any Catholic
them be cursed dav and night, Pleeping and swindled out of $19,000 by bunco men. The
fashion."
can expect. They can expect no justice in waking, in eating, in drinking, and in playing, swindlers were arrested.
HENRY BIDGOOD, a short time ago, got con- New England tribunals. The jury says, 'It when they speak and when they keep silence!
CHoUNG CHI LANG, a yellow giant from
firmed in the parish church at Halberton, Eng- matters not ; he wa~< a Catholic priest, and the May their ey.es be blinded, thei~ ears deaf, their
land. All the candidates adjourned to a public murderer must go free.' There is no justice tongue dumb I Cursed be every member of China, has JuSt arrived on these shores. His
house after the holy rite, and a few days after, here for Catholics. A Catholic has no recourse their body I Let them be cursed from to-day hight is eight feet six inches.
THE President has nominated Senator Teller
at the Tiverton petty sessions, Henry Bidgood to the law. He has no way of protection but and forever I May their sepulcher be that of
was fl. ned ten shillings and costs for being drunk his personal defense for himself or property, dogs and of asses l May famished wolves prey for secretary of the mterior, and William E.
and flghti'ng the police.
and cannot depend upon the law."
upon their corp~es, and may thei[ eternal com- Chandler for secretary of the· navy.
ST. XAvitr.:&'s Roman Catholic church in Oin·
THE Benedictine Monastery at Solesmes, in pany be that of the devil and his angels I"
MR. BENNETT happened to be in Bombay at
the same time as Joe Cook. Joe tried his usual France, has been closed by the authorities, the
A CATHOLIC writes to theN. Y. Sun regard- cinnati was burned on the 7th. Loss to the
abusiv tactics, but without success. He was so seven or eight inmates allowed to remain fif- ing the Catholic Protectory: " As there seems society, $100,000; loss to the world, $0.00.
well exposed that on his succeeding lecture he teen months ago as caretakers having gradually to be a spirit of investigation aroused throughSEVERAL' towns in Kansas hav within the last
was received with hisses even from the polite been augmented till the est~tblishment was vir- out the state, why' not hav this institution in- week been visited with tornadoes, killing sevHindoos. The parsons will hav to learn that tually reconstructed. A week's grace was al- vestigated, and see where the profits arising eral and unroofing and demolishing houses.
they cannot preach their superstitions in any lowed them for reducing their numbers to the from their extensiv business go to, and whether
THE elephant Jumbo, the largest beast in
part of the world without meeting Freethought assigned limit, but they flatly refused to do so. any of the directors receive profits therefrom.
captivity,
arrived in New York from England
Several other monasteries are threatened with I who write this am a Catholic Irishman, hut a
opposition.-Freethinker.
the like severity in case of recusancy. The hater of frauds and shams of every description, on the 9th. He is the property of Barnum.
IN ordP.r "to exclude Atheists from taking a
THE Rev. Lorenzo Barber, once known as
dispersion of the Benedictines was effected by and am influenced solely by a desire to discover
part in legislation for this country," Lord
fifty gendarmes, a· detachment of the line be- whether the Protectory is in reality a charitable the " Fighting Chaplain " of Berdan's sharpRedesdale p~oposes a new test in his bill introshooters, was recently killed by the accidental
duced in the House of Lords. The new for- ing- stationed outside. The door had to be institution or a corporation using the people's
discharge of a gun.
and
the
monks
dragged
from
the
chapel
forced
to
grow
rich
on.
The
Protectory
has
money
mula which he has embodied is as follows: "I,
where
they
were
chanting.
The
abbot
was
reTHE Rev. Jesse Laros, an Evangelical minisreceived thousands of dollars of the people's
A.. B., do solemnly, sincerely, and truly declare
moved last and knelt outside the door, after money. They hav invested capital, a quarter ter of Allentown, Pa., was arrested on the 5th
and a.ffirm that I believe in an almighty God."
which he informed the prefect that he had in- of a million at least, in stock and machinery in and held for trial on the· charge of criminally
Puck thinks it will be an awkward day for
curred excommunication.
the printing and shoemaking trades. The prop- assaulting a girl thirteen years old.
'"
Lord Redesilale when a bill to exclude idiots is
A.N incident illustrating the nonsense of re- erty they are owners of, and constantly adding
introduced in the British legislature ..
PRESIDENT ARTHU!t vetoed the bill prohibitligion occurred in the city of London court the to, is a princely estate. · They lately pur- ing the immigration of Chinamen tu this counEMPEROR WILLIAli of Germany says that the
other day during the hearing of a case in which chased city property in Broome street worth try. A motion to pass it over the veto was lost
most important thing for the country is the
a Parsee gentleman was called as a witness. He over $50,000, and still they want mo~e. If I
in the Senate by a vote of 29 to 21.
fostering of a living religious spirit. The less
objected to being sworn either on the Old or am not mistaken they hav asked from the pubGermany has of his "piety" the better. It is
THREE Christian soldiers belonging to a troop
New Testaments, and, not being a Moham- lic fund this year only $70,000. Now, when is
quite consistent with consiracy against freedom,
medan, he could not be sworn on the Koran. this going to end, will they never cry enough, of Ru88ian lancers entered a store kept by a Jew
and we all remember how, during the great
He mentioned, however, that he had a sacred and, finally, who is this vast and ever-growing at Doubna, quarreled with and shot the prowar, pious William sang to his piouR consort at
relic about his person as a charm, and he property going to belong to ? Will the state prietor, killed his two sons and an infant, outhome in dispatches from the seat of war:
thought by making a declaration, and holding whieh has given so lavishly of its resources own raged his daughter, beat her mother, and plunTen thousand Frenchmen SP-nt below;
the relic in his hand, and not concealing it, the it-will it revert to the people out of whose dered the house.
Praise God from whom all blessings flow!
act would be binding on his conscience. Mr. pockets it has been built up, or will it be swalGEORGE BRUEN, a resident of Newark, N.J.,
THE English correspondent of one of our Commissioner Kerr said, under the peculiar cir- lowed up in the capacious maw of an ecclesias- has been dismissed from his position in a bank
dailies is responsible for the statement that the cumstances, he would be justified in taking the tical corporation as greedy as any of the present because, it is alleged, a remissness of some
Prince of Wales has thus remonstrated with the witness's declaration, if at the same time he monopolies who curse the country? This is a $27,000 was discovered in his accounts. The
Mftrquis of Queensbury for expressing sympa- held the charm unconcealed in. his hand, and ticklish question, and I expect fault-finding. Third Presbyterian church of Newark is the.
thy with the junior member for Northampton: declared he would consider the act sufficiently This and kindred institutions think they should one that owns him. He has belonged to it for
"Look here, Queensbury, you hav sent £50 to binding upon him to bear true testimony in the be exempt from inquiry or criticism. The poli- twenty years.
Bradlaugh. Now, I don't care a d--n for matter at issue. He always under&tood, how- ticians of New York county giv it a wide berth.
A. GANG of Italian railroad laborers at Fort
his b~resy or yours; I leave that to Canterbury ever, that a Parsee was usually sworn holdmg They are afraid to touch it, for political hari
Plain, N.Y., not receiving their money when
(the archbishop) to look after; but Bradlau<_\h the tail of a cow, which was a sacred animal in kari would be the result. But the time is fast
promised, raised a riot and attacked a hotel
is a Republican, and I am to be kin){ of Eng- India. Holding a cow's tail is nothing to kiss- coming when the legislator who tells the truth
where one of the directors of the road was
lanrl. You can't at the same time be Brad- ing the dirty greasy Jew book which they offer and stands by his convictions on every subject
stopping. They were repulsed three times, and
laugh's friend and mine.''
to witnesses in English courts.
will hav the best chance of re-election. Now, eleven were more or less seriously wounded.
THE London Freethinker givs this item of
Sm HENRY TYLER, a blatant churchman, what do the phlebotomized taxpayers of the Several citizens were injured.
disease and remedy: At Cavergno, in Italy, recently asked the House of Commons whether state get for all this ? They turn out of the
THE Rev. Seneca. Howland is on trial before
three young virgins wedded to the Lord hav Dr. Edward B. A.veling and Mrs. Besant are still Protectory as unfinished workmen as come out
taken the disease of inspiration very bs.dly. employed iu connection with the science and of the state prisons, for they hav no superior the New York East Methodist confereace at
After carrying on like maniacs in the parish art department of the government. He was advantages in one place over the other. So the Waterbury, Conn., for "secularity." His secchurch, they rushed off to a house at the end informed that the committee of the science workingmen of the state hav to thank them for ularity consists in having rather loose nolions
of the village, barred themselvs in, and swore classes held in the Hall of Science, Old street, two very questionable benefits conferred. First, about the rights of property, the necessity of
never to touch food or drink again. As the hav again returned Dr. A.veling's name as one unfair competition-on capital furnished by the speaking the truth, and the sacredness of the
local authorities were breaking into their castle uf their teachers. As he is qualified to teach state-with legitimate enterprise outside. Sec- marriage relation, all of which he is charged
the leader of the three married virgins cried according to the rules of the department no ex- ond, flooding the trades that they hav already with violating.
LAsT Sabbath was Easter Sunday. It was
out: "Back, ye children of the world! We are ception has been taken to his employment. done their best to injure with botches unable
virgins and S<J.ints. Cursed be every one who The committee, who had also proposed to em- to compete in the labor market, and who sell generally celebrated in the Christian churches
lays a hand on us." They were, however, ploy Mrs. Besant as a teacher, afterward with- the little skill they possess so cheap that the in commemoration of the alleged resurrection
dragged away to their homes;, and the Lord drew her name. He then gave notice th•t he men who paid their share of their board and of Christ. The preceding Friday was Good
never put in an appearance to help them. What would on Thursday ask the home secretary training hav soon to come to the same level. Friday, celebrated as the day of the crucfl.xion.
a disgusting church, to sanction such spiritual whether his attention had been called to a Let us, then, by all means, hav an investigation But unless a man believe that between Friday
obscenity as the man·iage of young virgins to series of articles recently published in the before any more money is given away, and see and Sunday Christ spent three days in the
the Lord ! The only cure for these poor hys- National Re{o1-mer, entitled, "The Christ of if there is any colored individual roosting hea.rt of the earth, he shall without doubt b~
terical girls is a husband and two babies apiece. Dr, A.veling," and whether he would giv orders around Westchester county.''
everlastingly damned.

and f!1lippiqgs.
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places th11 holes in the rockwere filled up'!ith stone- or ball as large as· a pt>ck-basket. I know not the
w:ork. Between the front paws and breast 1s or was a purpose, but I utilized mine to bold on by when my
=============:::.========· small temple on which sacrifices were offered to the donkey boy hurried my animal too much.
Egypt.
sphinx. · The length of the sphinx from the points
The pyramids of Sak~arah were pl~inly in sight
of the paw~J to the beginning of the tail is 172~ from the time we left G1zeb, and the distance steadOTHER PYRAMIDS .A.ND THE SPHINX.
feet, though much of it is now covered by the drift- ily shortened until. we reached them. The pyramids
of Sakkarah are eleven in number, being scattered
The second largest pyramid of Gizeh is that sup- ing- sands.
posed to have been built by King Chephren, or
The sphinx is grand in its loveliness; it is impos- along on the verge of the desert hill four and one.
Chafra. It was originally 454 feet high, but is now ing in its magnitude; it is impressive in the mystery half miles by half a mile to a mile in width. A part
447. Its foundation is somewhat higher than that that hangs over its story. And there is that in the of them, at least, are thought to be older than those
of Cheops, so that it looks very little smaller. The overshadowing majesty of the eternal figure of we have already visited, and their looks indicate it.
entrance is on the north side at a tolerable bight, stone, with its accusing memory of the deeds of all They seem to be gradually crumbling away. Sakkaand leads through a sloping pa~sage down to the ages as they stand upon the eternal but unseen reo- rah is the name of a small village, but the locality is
base line, thence proceeding on a level to the cham- ord of the events of the thousands of years that a suburb of ancient Memphis, and was the great
burying-place for the same.
ber hewn out of the rock, and in which bf1dies were have rolled away.
The largest pyramid is built in stages or gradients;
deposited. It was ope11ed by Belzoni in 1816, and
Mariette-Bey's excavations also led to further disin it was found a sarcophagus of granite filled with coveries. In front of the sphinx be found a paved it is one hundred and ninety-two feet high, and
rubbish. The outer casing near the apex still re- dromos leading to a large wall which seemed to have contains a number of chambers and passages, but
mains, showing what both the large pyramids orig- formed a court round the sphinx, and through which we were satisfied with an exterior view. Thirty
inally were.
a gate opened to an extensive temple on the south mummies are inside, so said, but they have turned
The Arabs go up and down these monster piles side. He came to the stone pavement twenty-four to dust. It is believed to have been built in the
with the greatest agility, making a run from the top feet below the top of the wall, but the gate was still time of Ouenephes, the fourth king of the first dyof one apex to the other in less than nine minutes. much deeper, and could only have led to some sub- nasty, which gives it decidedly great antiquity, the
I wished to see the feat performed, but for some terranean apartments under the pavement. After greatest of any monument in the world. There is
reason the arrangements were not effected.
entering the gate he found a passage eighteen fl:Jet scarcely a spot in this necropolis belonging to the an.
The third pyramid, built by Mycerinus, or Men- high and seven wide, which inclined gradually under cient. city that has not been again and again explored
kel'll., is now 208 feet in bight, having originally the inclosing wall; to the right another smaller pass- and dug over. It offers a spectacle of utter devastabeen 218. It was opened in 1837 by Colonel Vyse. age branched off, leading to a chamber. Opposite to tion. Pits and mounds without number are on every
It stands at a right &ngle with the second. To build this, a third he found to ascend to the open air, side, and the fragments of pottery and building
tbil!! the workmen were obliged not only to cut the leading to the pavement above. The principal pas- material are mi.xed with gravel and hard earth. Disrock which inclines northeastward, but also to form sage continued downward and was not further ex- mantled brick walls, heaps of sand mingled with
it into a sort of terrace by means of immense blocks. plored.
stones and particles of granite, encumber the path at
It is difficult to enter. A sloping passage, not much
Much to be admired is the Cilhoice of tbe materials every step. Here and there fragments of mummyraised from the ground, leads down into the rock, employed in building the temple. ·The large gate cloths, borne along by the winds, and scattered and
and then proceeds for the most pa1·t on a level to the consists entirely of blocks of rose-colored granite. broken human bones occasionally are to be seen
first apartment, the entrance to which was prevented The large passage, notwithstanding its bight of lying blea.ohing in the sn.
by pit falls and barricades. From this apartment a eighteen feet, is from one end to the other of the
The tombs of this locality are very intereilting.
passage which can . be seen at the top of the wall same material, and the pavement is of the finest ala- The Serapeum is one of them, and here were deposleads up into the pyramid and terminates abruptly. baster. In the small southern chamber and in the ited the sacred bulls which the ancient Egyptians
This first apartment is said to have been appropri- northern ascend.ing passage the ceilings and floors worshiped as a representative of the deity Ol!!iris. It
a ted to funeral ceremonies; through its floor a nar. are of granite, and the walls alabaster. Marietta- was one of the edifices of Memphis rendered famous
row and deep passage leadB to the chamber whflre Bey also discovered several other passages and by the description given of it by Strabo, as well as
Mycernus 1s coffin or sarcophagus stood. This apartments, all built of alabaster and granite. Un- the frequent mention of it on the Greek papyri. It
chamber is hewn in the rock, and iulaid with blocks fortunately he was unable to discover a single bas- had long been sought for, and Mariette-Bey was so
of granite, which, meeting from two sides, form a relief or inscription to enable him to decide upon fortunate as to discover it in 1851. The £asBage in
vaulted ceiling.
the age or the founder of this magnificent building. Strabo is this: "One finds also [at Memphis J a temple
The sarcophagus was a beautiful piece of work- It is also to be regretted that this is again filled up of Serapis in a spot so sandy that the wind causes the
ma~ship, made of dark brown basalt, and ornamented with sand.
·
the sand to accumulate in heaps, under which we could
with four vertical triglyphic links joined by cross.
Behind the sphinx is the interior of a large tomb see many sphinxes, some of them almost entirely
bands. It wa11 surmounted by a cornice with pro- in the rock. But those, not before mentioned, placed buried, others only partially covered; from which we
jecting edges, and by an a!i!tragal that separated the in rows at the corners of the pyramids, are much may conjecture that the route leading to this ~emple
cornice from the links on the side of 1.he sarcopha- more interesting. Here the princes, counselors, might be attended with. danger, if one were surprised
gus. This astragal was carried down the pyramidic- courtiers, and other persons of rank were interred. by a sudden gust of wind." Mariette-Bey, after
ally inclined edges and then encircled the sides of The tombs are of different sizes, built of block- quoting this, gives the account of his discovery thus:
the sarcophagus. By its side the body of Mycerinus stone with pyramidically inclined sides, but now in "If Strabo had not written this passage, in all probwas found, torn to pieces. The mummy is now in a state of ruin. A small door under a rounded door ability the Serapeum would to this day lie buried
the British Museum, but the sarcophagus containing post opens to the east and leads to sn apartment con- under the sands of the necropolis of Sakkarah. In
it was thrown overboard when the ship conveying it secrated to the worship of the deceased buried there. 1850 I had been commisssoned by the French govwail in danger.
He is represented in relief, sitting or standing on ernment to visit the Coptic convent1 of Egypt, and
The three small pyramids are on the south sideof the walls; before him are numbers of offerings, to make an inventory of such manuilcripts in oriental
the last mentioned. They show plainly how the plucked geese, legs of beef, etc. His wife, who languages as I should find there. I noticed at Alexothers were built, as they are only commencements stands behind, with one arm around him, is yellow, andria, in M. Zizinea's garden, several sphinxes.
or models of pyrami.ds. On the east side of the but be, being an Egyptian, is of a red brown color. Frequently I saw more of these sphinxes at Cairo, in
second and third are the ruins of small temples, con- In colored hieroglyphics are recounted his title, his Clot-Bey's garden. M. Fernandez had also a certain
secrated to the dead deposited in the pyramids. i:iches, or the number of offerings brought to him. number of such sphinxes at Gizeh. Evidently there
They consist of a few walls compo!'led of large blocks Other rooms have representations of mechanical mu11t be somewhere an avenue of sphinxes which was
and half buried in the sand. They lie eastward anU. agricultural implements.
being pillaged .. One day, attracted to Sakkarab by
from the pyramid, to allow of turning toward the
Other tombs are cut out horizontally on the east my Egyptological studies, I perceived the head of
west, where it was supposed the dead lived with side of the rock on which the pyramids stand. One one of these sphinxes obtruding itself from the sand.
Osiris. In them is still discerned a set of apart- of the best known is the so-called tomb of Num- This one had never been touched, and was certainly
ments, the back wall of the sanctuary, as well as bers, on the walls of which the rich man to whom it in its original position. Close by lay a libationother parts of the structure.
belonged is counting his herds. He is represented table, on which was engraved in hieroglyphs an
The colossal sphinx next demands our attention. as a tall figure, leaning on his staff, with his dog by inscription to Osiris-Apis. The passage in Strabo
It stands not far from a quarter of a mile southeast his side. The herds are cut out very small, in differ- suddenly occurred to my mind., The avenue which
of the Great Pyramid. It is unquestionably a mar- ent rows, one over the other, and to each row the lay at my feet must be the one which led up to that
vel of antiquity. It is a natural rock, to which was number is affixed- 834 oxen, 760 asses, etc.
Serapeum so long and so vainly sought for. But I
given more or less accurately the external appearHaving taken in a pretty good view of the pyra- had been sent to Egypt to make an inventory of
ances of that mythical animal, the sphinx. The head mids, the sphinx, and the surroundings, our company manuscripts, not to seek for temples. My mind,
alone was sculptured. The body is formed of the divided. Six of us had ordered donkeys to meet us however, was soon made up. Regardless of all
rock itself, supplemented when defective by some- at the pyramids of Gizeh to convey us to the pyra- risks, without saying a word, and almost furtively, I
what clumsy masonry of limestone. The total bight mids and tombs of Sakkarah, and the site of the an- gathered together a few workmen, and the excavaof the monument is 65 feet. The ear measures 5 cient city of Memphis. This was my first experience tion began. The first attempts were hard, indeed,
feet 10 inches, the mouth 7 feet 8 inches. The face at donkey riding, but I am bound to rep'rt them but before very long lions and peacocks, and the
in its widest part across the cheek is 13 feet 7 inches. rather of a pleasant animal to ride. Their step is Grecian statues of the dromo~, together with the
Its origin is still a matter of doubt. At one time it quick, half way between a walk and a trot; the trot monumental tablets or stelre of the temple of Nectawas supposed to be a monument of the reign of itself is not hard, while the gallop is decidedly easy. nebo, were drawn out of the sand, and I was able to
Thothmes IV. (eighteenth dynasty), but it is now Sakkarah is some six or eight miles to the south, and announce my succ~ss to -the French government,
known from a stone discovered by J'rlariette-Bey, in the across the sands forming the edge of the desert. In informing them, at the same time, that the funds
museum of antiquities in Cairo, that the sphinx was some places it was pretty soft, and the small feet of placed at my disposal for the researches for the manalready in existence when Cheeps (who preceded the donkey settled in considerably. The ride was uscripts were entirely exhausted, and that a further
Chephren) gave orders for the repairs which this wholly novel to me, and I rather enjoyed it on that grant was indispensable. Thus was begun the discovstone commemorates. Mariette-Bey asserts that the account. Off to the left we could see the verdure of ery of Serapeum.
sphinx was to be the colossal image of an Egyptian the Nile region, but all around us was a desert, drear
"The work lasted four years. The Serapeum is a
god called Armachis, a god of the sun.
and lifeless. We passed one miserable little Arab temple built without any regular plan, where all was
The face of the sphinx turned toward the east, and village, at which place the dogs cake after us and conjecture, and- where the ground had to be examined
nearly twenty-eight feet high, must have once looked seemed disposed to make a meal of us, and they closely, inch by and inch. In certain places the sand
proud and beautiful, but now it is mutilated, and the looked hungry and gaunt enough to have enjoyed it is, to speak, fluid, and presents as much difficulty _in
nose and a part of the cheeks are missing. It was hugely. The donkey boys hurried up the animals, excavating, as if it were water, which ever seeks ItS
once painted a red brown. The excavations and re- . keeping them a considerable portion of the time in a own level. Besides all this, difficulties arose between
searches of Mariette-Bey proved that the sphinx did gallop, so that we made the distance in less than two the French and Egyptian governments which obliged
not rest on a pedestal, although the Egyptians so hours. I need not say the donkeys are small; a me several times to discharge all my workmen. It
represented it. It is, even to the head, where the strong man could almost take one under each arm was owing to these circumstances [to say nothing of
work of the chisel is plainly discern11d, a natural and walk off with them. The Frenchman, M. other trials] that the work proved so long, and that!
rock, a gift of nature. The neck is also the natural Lefebre, had the misfortune to fall from his, but the was compelled to spend four years in the desert-four
rock, with its crooked layers, and its immense ov:>.l distance being not far, and the sand soft, it did not years, however, I can never regret."
body is also but little hewn. But the resting front hurt him. The saddl~s for the donkey are odd; on
Apis, the living image of Osiris revisiting the
paws were completed by large blocks, and in other the fore part, coming up before the rider, is a lump earth, was a bull, who, while he lived, had his tem•

pie at Memp'his, and, when dead,.had his tomb at documente to the number of about five.hundred, slaughtering bullocks intended to constitute an
Sakkarah. The plllace which the bull occupied in were fonnd, for the most part, in their original posi- important· part of the funenl gifte. In the interior
his lifetime was called the Apieum; the Serapeum tion, and as many of thl'm were dated according to of the tomb, on the lowest register of the ·northern
was the name given to his tomb.
the fashion of the time, that ie, with the year, month, wall, is a long file of women driving various animais
"As far as we can judge," continues Mariette- and day of the reigning king, a comparison of these llnd carrying cuffes or frail bal'lkets on their heads.
Bey, "by the remains found during otu researches, imcribed tablets must necessarily prove of the great- The various farms of the deceued are thu11 liJm hoithe Serapeum re!lembled in appearance the other est importance, especially in fixing chronology."
ized, and Are made to contribute to the accompli~hEgyptian temples, even those which were funereal in
TOMBS OF TIH AND oF PHTAH HOTEP.
ment of the ceremony for brioging in those offerings
their character. An avenue of sphinxes led up to it,
The next points visited were the above-named which are intended to figure in kind within the
and two pylons stood before it, and it was surrounded tombs of the ancient empire in which the necropolis innermost chamber of the tomb.
by the usual inclosure. But what distinguished it of Sakkarah is so rich. A11 a rule a tomb of the
Scenes of this description are also mo11t vividly
from all other temples was that out of one of its ancient empire may be recognized externally by a conveyed in the tomb of Phtab-Hotep. There, on
chambers openerl an inclined pasRage leading directly 11mall building having the form of a ma8tabah, a sort the western wall, the dead man is seated, and bdore
into the rock on which the temple is b•1ilt, and of pyramid, truncated near the base, and which from him pas11es a regular proce~.sion of servants, bringing
giving access to vast subterranean vaults which were a distance presents the appearance of an enormous offerings. At their bead march a company of priests
the tomb of the Apis.
samophagus lid. This mastabah consists of three chanting sacred hymns, and following them are other
"The Serapeum, Properly so called, no longer parts; viz., 1. One or more chamber!'!, sometimes with serv!\nts of the household heaping upon a table the
exists, and where it stood there is now nothing to be the adiiition of a serdab, a sort of narrow passage offering!! thus bein~ brought in. Pntab-Hotep himseen but a vast plain of s&nd mingled with fragments concealed in the thickne11s of the masonry- these self receives the gift11 and carries to his lips a vase
of stones scattered about in indeo;cribable confut~ion. chambers being acce11sible at all time!! through a containing one of the substances which make up the
But the most beautifur" and interesting part of the doorway opening up on one of the streets of the ne assortment of gifts.
subterranean vault can still be visited. The tomb of cropolis. 2. A vertical opening out of one of the
Of course'but a small portion of these rPpre~enta
Apis consists of three distinct p'l.rts which have no chambers. 3. A sepulchral chamber hollowed out in tions can be alluded to. The chambers are numerdirect cominunication with each other. 'l'he first the rock, wherein the mummy reposes. The serdab ous and the walls are completely covered all the way
and most ancient part carries ,us back as far as the never bears any inscription; the chambers, on the up with these carefully-cut inecriptions, colored with
eighteenth dynasty and Amenophis III. It served contrary, are almost always decorated, and these delicate tintl! and marked with great artistic ~kill.
as the burial-place of the sacred bulls up to the end representations are too interesting not to arrest One is filled with wonder at the magnitude of the
of the twentieth dynasty. Here the tombs are sep. attention.
labor and the talent represented. Some of the figarate. Every dead Apis had his own sepulchral
It is a noticeable feature that the general appear- ures are cut in the 11tone, but they are usually left up
chamber hewn here and there, as it were, at random, ance of the place is as little funereal a!l can well be in relief, while the surrounding part of the stone is
out of the rock. The~e chambers are :aow hidden imagined. In 110me i"stances an army ·of strange cut away. The vault in which the mummy is depo~
under the ~and, and were never poef!ess~d of any fantastic go4!1 bas invaded the walls of a chamber. ited is below the chambers deecribed, sometimrs in
very great mterest.
·
The dead are !leen in the other world, and in a world a pit like a square shaft and sometimes being reaebed
"The second part comprises the tombs of Apia peopled with beings difficult to describe. Here, how- by an inclin~, like a pyramid. The relatives of the
from the time of Sheshouk I., of the twenty-second ever,' there is nothing of this kind, as no figures of departed are not supposed to have visited the pit
dynasty. In this part a new system was adopted. divinities are to be eeen on the walls; the dead i~ where the mummy was depo11ited, but held their
Instead of isolated tombs, a long eubterrauean gal- in this world and not in the other. He is represented meeting!! in the chambers a.hove.
lery was made, on each side. of which mortuary as standing or f!eated, with the staff of office in hi"
What has been here partially de1cribed is the inchambers were excavated, to be used whenever Apis hands, his wife is by bi!l eide, and hi!! children clo1e terior of a maetabab, on a level originally with the
expired at Memphis. This gallery is also in access- by; his servants are standing before him, and it alto. surrou11ding plain, but now greatly covered by the
ible now, the roof having in some places f£llen in getber looks as though he were still in this world.
sand. A place for entrant•e has been excavated so
and the remainder not bein~ sufficiently a.ecure to
These tomb!! are large, square, 1underground a!l to giv the tomb decidedly a subter,anean appearallow of its being visited. The third part is that chamber!!, ten to fifteen feet in bight and of difftrent ance. But one thing i~ observable in all the~e inwhich is now so well known. Its history begin!! eizes the other way111. The walls al'e of square, scriptions, there is nothing mournful or.ead about
wtth Psammetichus I. of the twenty-sixth dynasty, smooth stone or they are covered with a kind of pla!R. them; those ancient people seemed to take a cheerful
a•1d ends with the later Ptolemies. The same~ syfjtem !1 ter very hard and made very smooth. This surface is view even of dPath. The deceased ie represented in
of common vault has been followed here as in the covered with figures, inscriptions, and hieroglyphics, his house, surrounded by his friends and tte memsecond part, only on a much grander scale. 'I'hese 1 and to study them and know what they mean, not· hers of his household. And what is more, these
galleries cover an extent of 1,160 feet, and from one only requires a key, but takes a good ded of time. tombs were often prepared by the direction of the
e11d to the other the great gallery mealiures 640 feet. The name and titles of the dead are set forth, fol- per~on bimeelf while still in a etate of goo"d health.
Moreover, granite sarcophagi ha-ve been used here. lowed, perhaps, by an invocation to Anubis, the
Diodoru11 saye the Egyptians call their habitation!!
Their number throughout the whole extent of the· guardian of tombs, who is entreated to grant to the boetelrie!l, becauee of the short space of time during
g:tlleries is twenty-four. Of these only three bear. departed a worthy sepulture after a long and happy which they sojourn there, whill!lt they speak of their
any im!Cription, and they contain the names of· life; to befriend the defunct during his journey tomba as eternal abode!!. This ilil very evident from
Amasis of the twenty-sixth dynasty; Cambyses and i through the regions beyond the grave; and to secure the great expen11e and labor they went to to make
Khebascb of the twenty seventh dynasty. A fourth, 1 to him through all eternity the proper paying of the their tombs permanent and to decorate them so as to
with cartouches without any name, most probably. funeral gifts.
make them cheerful and attractive. A belief in a
belongs to one of the last of the Ptolemies. As to i The tomb of Tih gives many scenes relating to the Houl and a future life was the basis of their religious
. their dimensions, they measure on an average seven 1 'J)ersonage while still living. He is in his home. faith. No people had a stronger belief in a continfeet eight inches in breadth by thirteen feet in Some women of his house are dancing before him; ued existence after death, nor in the sure results of a
length and eleven feet in hight, so that, allowing musicians are playing on various inatruments, and good or bad life.
for the vacuum, these monolith~ must weigh, one with singer!! accompany them, beating time with their
MEMPHIS.
another, not less than sixty-five tons each."
hands. On the northern wall of the large chamber
From the necropolis to the 11ite of the ancient city
Such are the tombs of A pis, and as I walked the dead man is represented shooting in the marshes; of Memphis i!l hardly half an hour'!! ride, and the way
through those extensive galleries and viewed those l:Je is standing upright on a bark made of papyru11 leads over a cau11eway or embankment of soiltbrown
neatly-ex:ec•Ited, highly-polished granite !larcophagi, reeds; with one band be holds some call-birds, and up, not unlike the track of a railroad on low ground.
placed there for the purpose of depositing dead bulls with the other he lets fly, over the acquatic bird!! di11- It i1 aome tE'n feet above the surrOU!Jding field11, which
in, and this in the name of religion, I found plenty persed among the tall reeds, a curved stick which are luxuriant with the growing crops. Upon leavin,i
of food for thought. Of course I realized the ab. whirls round and round. ·~rouching in the water on the embankment we rode directly through hundreds
surdity of paying such reverence to bulls, but I which the bark is 10ailing are hippopotami and croco- of acres where Memphis once stood. The city ie said
remembered that religious ceremonies of nearly all diles. Some of his servants are trying to catch to have been known to the Hebrews by the name of
kinds have eeen absurd. A fine specimen of a young them. A combat is represented between the aquatic Noph, thought to be a contraction of one of the
bull, without spot or blemish-and that was the kind anin:als in which the crocodile is vanquished. Close Egyptian names for it, Men Nefru (pyramid city).
that wa!l selected- conveyed to the minds of the by a servant of the household is booking a hippopot- It wae the capital of Egypt at the tfme A braham is
Egyptian!! a symbol of creative power and vigor, amus with a harpoon. Another scene represents the toaid to have lived. Jeremiah is said to have meant
.and they used it to personify their favorite shooting of certain aquatic birds by the Ber-vants of Memphis when be said, "Nopb shall be waste and
god Osiris, and the bull was not the only animal the deceased. There are also many charming repre- desolate, without an inbabit1mt ;" and again, "0
1u"ed in thil' way; the cow, the ram, the hawk, the sentations of country life. Cows are ps.ssing over a daughter of Egypt, make ready thatwhif'h can serve
·dove, and many other animals and birds have been ford; calves are feeding in a meadow; herdsmen are thee in thy captivity, because Memphis shall become
:regarded as sacred. Christians havf1 not been behind conducting a flock of goats. Equally interesting are a desert; ehe shall be forsaken and become uninhabin this matter; they consider their God to be a lamb the agricultural pictures on the eastern wall of the itable." Jerry was partly right and partly wrong.
ani!. thousands of times call him by that name. "The 2ame chamber. The grain is reaped; it is gathered The old city is "desolate" enough, but it i11 not a
Lamb of God" is one of his highest titles, and into stack!!; it is threshed and bound into !lheavet~, desert, nor even uninhabitable. The fact that the
whether a lamb represents divinity better than a with whwh asses are laden. At each of tlile"'e ecenes vill~ge of Mitraheimy stands upon the very site of
bull or a cow may be a mere matter of taste on the the departed is present, either l!eated or standing in the old city proves that it is not ''uninhabitable,"
part of the worshiper. If the Christian God indeed the attitude of command. He supervises the build- while the groves of luxuriant palm-trees all around,
is a lamb, it is but a fair inference that his father is ing of his barks, and also superintends cabinet and the ~plendid growth of wheat, clover, lentilsan old sheep of the masculine gender; so, if 0diris is makers who are making furniture for his house. the be!lt I have yet seen-proves that it is not a desert.
represented by numerous bullll, perhaps he ought to El~ewhere large ships are seen with di!ltended sails, Hut those old Jewish prophete missed the mnrk
be regarded as a bully fellow.
and barks manned by rowers float on the Nile, bent oftener than they bit it. Of course it is desutwhere
'fhe exploration of this tomb furnished science Qn errands in his service. The dead appears to be the necropolis is, and so it was when Jeremiah
with unhoped-fflr re!lults; for what' is now seen of it leading a happy life, .md everything is prosperous lived.
is merely its skeleton. ''But the fact is," ae Mariette- :around him. He is surrounded by hie family and
There are not many antiquities to be seen on the
Bey s:\ys, "although it had been rifled by the early servants and reaches a good old age.
site of Memphie; everytl1ing portahle has been taken
Christians, the tomb, when first discovered, still pos- (· There are aleo scenes relating to the death of the away. Here is the lake of the temple of Phtah
sessed nearly all that it had ever contained that was departed. He il'l standing erect in a bark, watching (Vulcan), a large stela commemorating the services
not gold or other precious matter. There existed a the conveyance of his own mummy into the necrop rendered to the temple .of Phtah by Apries in the
<lustom whieh had especially contributed to enrich olis; and this is ahout all that has anything of a twenty· sixth dyna~ty; broken remains of small
the tomb with valuable documents. On certain days funereal character about it. In one of the chambers statues, and a colo5sal statue of Ramses II., of red
in the year, or on the occasion of the death and scen.es are portrayed where funeral gifts are being granite, lying with his face to the earth in a hollow
funeral rites of an Apis, the inhahitants of Memphis broug.ht in; quite a long cortege of persons are hE-ar- place filled with water nine months in the year.
came to pay a visit to the god in his burial-place. In ing bread, wine, the produce of the field!!, and p11.rts This statue was presented by Mahomed Ali to the
memory of this act of piety they left a stela, that is, of slaN.ghtered animals. Two of the !lmaller cham- English government, but probably they found it too
a square-shaped stone rounded on the top, which was bers are covered with representations of this char- heavy to remove, though the ancient .Egyptians conlet into one of the walls of the tomb, having been acter, servants are carrying on their heads or shoul- veyed it six hundred llitles. From the site it is but
previously inscrioed with an homage to the god in der-s, or on their extended hands, victuals, flowers, half an hour's ridfl to the station of lledreshayn, on
the name o£ his visitor and his family. Now the~e :an9- tray• laden wi~h vases. In one part they are' the Upper Egypt H.ailroad, where we exchanged the
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younger and growing city of Cairo. As it came up lets of many materials, gold chains, an ax-handle of
and flourished, they were desti.ned to go down.
gilded cedar adorned with precious stones, gilded
THE .MUSEUM OF ANTIQUITIES.
bronze, gold dagger and catle, necklaces, :a picture of
It is a good afternoon's work to visit the museum Ammon and Phre pouring water on the head of
of Boulak, one of the suburbs of the city, a place of Amosis, Egyptian carriages, alabaster statues, an in.
unusual interest. Much is due to Mariette·;Bey for numerable quantity of small . articles-soarabees
this collection of the antiquities of the country, for cartouches, etc., etc. All these things tell very much
he did much toward gathering them. Many of of the history of the past ages, if one only had time
HELIOPOLIS.
the specimens he excavated and discovered himself. to study them all up and to learn all about them.
December 15th.-The same company of us who For a long time the museum was under his charge,
Perhaps the most inte1·esting p~trt of this collection
were together yesterday at Sakkarah and Memphis his interest in the antiquities of Egypt confessedly of antiquities is the large number of mummies and
chartered a carriage, and rode out to the site of the being greater than that of any other man, and now various other articles discovered in a deep pit in a
old city of Heliopolis, some four or five miles north- his tomb is in the grounds in front of the museum- secluded place in the rock, six months ago, four huneast of Cairo, and twenty north from the old city of a most fitting place for the bones of the antiquarian dred and twenty-five miles up the Nile, opposite
Memphis. The ride was through groves and ave- to rest. When Bayard Taylor visited this conn try Karnac and Luxor, the site of ancient Thebes. The
nues of accacia and palm-trees, with beautiful fields he wrote the following relative to the labors of this following article publi~hed in the Scientific A.meriunder cuLtivation. On the way we sawseveral flocks indefatigable man:
can of September lOth last (sent me by a friend)
of the white ibis, one of the sacred birds of ancient
"Now we can say, without fear of contradiction, tells the whole story very correctly. When the
Egypt, belonging to the herd'n family. It has long the most valuable Egyptian museum in the world is mummies of those royal personages, most exlegs and a long bill, adapted to picking up their food in Cairo. That which was previously carried away quisitely done up, are lying before one it makes
from the water or the soil, and is of a pure white being for the most part eaBily accessible, proves to him feel as though he was il!deed having n visit with
color. They are a third larger than wtl(te pigeons, belong to the latter rather than to the earlier dynas- the ancients:
and taller and slimmer. We passed a very large ties. Unwearied digging has enabled Mariette to
"GREA.T FIND OF EGYPTIAN RELICS.
military station, used as barracks, where Abbas- reach the records of the .ancient empire, and show
"A discovery of great importance to Egyptologists,
Pasha hid himself, in constant dread of assassination, what we never before suspected, that the glory of and of no little popular interest, is reported by a
and the plain where Selim extinguished the Marne- Egyptian art belongs to the age of Cheops, and only Cairo correspondent of the London Times. The finds,
luke dynasty in 1517; where also Kleber defeated its decadence to Rameses II. Not only the art, but include not only the largest and most beautiful
the Turks in 1800.
the culture, the religion, the political organization of papyri yet discovered, but also the mummies of no
The village of Mattareeah, which we pa!lsed, marks Egypt are carried back to the third dynasty, 4,450 less than thirty royal personages, among them Kings
the site of the gardens to which Cleopatra is said to years before Christ, and Menes, the first historic Thothmes III. and Rameses II. These names have
have transplanted the celebrated Balm of Gilead. king, dawns upon our knowledge, not as· a primitive lately been made familiar to our readers in connecThese gardens were long famous for this thorny barbarian, but as the relilult of a long stage of unre- tion with the obelisk lately transferred from Alexshrub. Here is also the miraculous fountain, which corded devlllopmrnt. I do not hesitattl to say that a'ndria to Cllntral Park. It was the former who
is alleged to once have been salt, but which was made since Champollion discovered the key to the hiero- ordered the construction of the obelisk, and the latsoft and sweet by the Virgin Mary washing the dia- glyphics, no scholar baR thrown such a broad and ter who, 270 years later, caused to be inscribed on
pers of the little Jesus in it at the time she made her clear light upon Egyptian life and history as Mari- its faces his own official titles and honors. These
visit to Egypt. It seems there was nothing about ette."
two monarchs have been removed to the Boulak
Jesus that did not possess the most remarkabla virI have no catalogue by me, and will be unable to Museum, where thq lie side by side, and even the
tues. We also stopped at the great sycamore-tree, .give anything like a correct statement of what this flowers and garlands which were placed in their oofcalled the Virgin's tree, under which the holy family museum contains, as several large rooms are filled fins may to-day be seen encircling the masks which
rested, and where it is thought the Virgin dried the with the art and handiwork of the people who dwelt cover tne faces of the deceased just as they were left
diapers she had just washed at the fountain. It is a in this land from four to six thousand years ago; but by the mourners over three thousand years ago.
very wide-branching tree, and affords shade enough the collection comprises !Sarcophagi, statues of gods
"The story of the discovery runs as follows: Last
for nearly J:l. thousand people if they stand compactly and kings, monuments, stones with inscriptions, bas- June, Daoud Pasha, governor of the Province of
together. It is barely possible that the little deposit reliefs, stelre with inscription!!, coffins, and mummies, Keneh, which includes. the ancient The ban district,
left by the infant Jesus had something to do with tables of funeral oblation, funeral o hjects, historical noticed that the Bedonms offered for sale an unusual
the old sycamore's growing to its large size. This objects, religious objects, civil objects, jewels of dif- quantity of antiquities at absurdly low prices. The
old tree story. is a Coptic. Christian legend. T~e .ferent kings, diadems, jewelry in great variety, with .pasha soon discov~red tha~ the source of their hi?:aoman Cath?hc~ say ther~ IS not a word of truth m many, many things I cannot remember.
den treas\ue was sttuated ~n a gorge ?f the mountam
1t,_ and I am mclmed to thmk that for once the OathOf the main vestibule containing the larger share range whwh se~arates D~Ir-~1-Bahan from the B_abohcs tell the truth. If Joseph, Mary, and· Jesus, as of the statues, and crowdeti with precious relics, but el-:Melouk. This gorge 1s situated about four mlle!J
Luke says, did not come to Egypt, it is not very a faint idea. can be given.' It is undou1tedly the from the Nile to the east of Thebes. Daoud Pasha
likely they sat under this tree; and it is furthermore finest collection of Egyptian relics in the world. at once telegraphed to the khedive, who forthwith
li~ely that the Vir~in:s fountain was water from the The British museum is rich in Egyptian antiquities, dispatched to the spot Herr Emil Brugsch, a youn~er
N1le, the same as 1t 1s now, and was no more salt but this museum at Cairo must take the palm. The brother of Dr. Henry Brugsch Pasha, who, durmg
than at present, whether she washed her child's dia- attention of the visitor is at once drawn to two M. :Masp~ro's absence in Paris, is in charge of all
pers in it or not. Thousand~.< of the fools who have life-size statues of painted limestone which from archreological excavations in Egypt. Herr Brugsch
visited this tree have been anxious to make record their pedestals seem to overlook and g~ard the lesser discovered in the cliffs of the Libyan Mountains, near
of the same by cutting their names upon the tree, all and later remains.. They are nude, save a cloth, the temple of Deir el-Bahari, or the 'Northern Conthe limbs, even, having been desecrated in that way. folded in front like an apron, which falls from the vent,' a pit about thirty-five feet deep, cut in the solid
Our company did not ~ommit this folly, ~mtibought hips to the kt;tees. The arms and legs are perhaps rock; a secret opening from this pit led to a gallery
some of the mandann oranges growmg on the somewhat strffiy modeled, but quite free from the nearly two hundred feet long also hewn out of the
ground and we partook of them.
rigidity which many other statues exhibit. The solid rock. This gallery was filled with relics of the
Heliopolis was 'called An in Egyptian, and On in hands, feet, and joints show careful study of nature, Theban dynasties. Every indication leads to the
Hebrew. It was preeminently the city of Ra, or the as well as of the subject. The trunks are well ren- conviction that these sacred relics had been removed
sun, hence the Greek name Heliopolis. In ancient dered, and the heads are really amazing in their cor- from their appropriate places in the various tombs
times it was a sacerdotal city-the Oxford of those rect embodiment of life and character. They have and temples, and conceale<!l in this subterranean galtimes-and enjoyed the reputation of great learning. no prescribed stolidity of expression in closed lips lery by the Egyptian priests to preserve them from
It had its colleges of priests; and here Solon, Plato, steadfast eyes, and hands resting flatly on the knee~ being destroyed by some foreign invader. In all
and Eudoxus studied. It was not a populous city, as in the 11tatues chiseled perhaps ten thousand years probability they were thus concealed at the time of
for by a ce~sus taken under Rameses III. it is said to later. "They beam with a frank, free, naive expres- the invasion of Egypt by Cambyses.
have contamed twelve thousand. Strabo speaks of sion of nature, and exhibit the activity of an art
"Herr Brugsch at once telegraphed for a steamer,
it as a city "of barbarous construction." Probably it which is just about to overcome the last stubborn which on Friday last safely deposited her precious
resembled the architecture of the temple of Arma- resistance of the material. There is no representa- cargo at the Boulak Museum. The full value of this
chis at the pyramids of Gizeh, proving it to have ex- tion of motion, as in the crowning days of Greek discovery, of course, cannot as yet be determined.
isted under the ancient empire. Usertasen's obelisk sculpture; the figures stand or sit, but you feel that The papyri have not yet been unrolled, nor have the
is still standing here, which connects it with the a slight effort would enable them to rise and walk." mummies been unwrapped. Conspicuous by its mastwelfth dynasty; and some stones excavated by :MaAmong the statues may be named the busts of sive gold ornamentation, in which oartouches are set
riette-Bey in 1858 show that Thothmes III. enlarged Tirkahah, Menephthah, statues of Ramefer Ti a in precious stones, is the coffin containing the mummy
one of its temples. When the city began is a ques- prophet of Ammon, Cephrenel'!, two of O;iris ' a of Maut N edjem, a daughter of King Rameses II.
tion not easily settled. It had broome a ruin in the priest, Ra-en-ma, and very many others. The ~ol- Each of the mummies is accompanied by an alatime of Strabo, who wrote just before our era. He lection of divinities, little and big, with the relig- baster canopic urn, containing the heart and entrails
visited it and found it little more than a wilderness; ious emblems and symbols would make a large cat- of the deceased.
and nothing now remains but the inclosing wall of alogue of themselves. Among the gods are Osiris
Four papyri were found in the gallery at Deir-elthe principal temple and the obelisk which stands in and Isis, Nephthys, the Bull Apis, Horus, the divine Bahari, each in a perfect state of preservation. The
the center, with heaps of rubbish all around, prob· son of the virgin Isis, Anubia, with a jackal's head largest of these papyri-that found in the coffin of
ably the remains of ancient _building~ .. When the ibis-headed Thoth, with ,mat;ty other gods and god~ Queen R~-ma-.ka--;-is most b~autifully il!ustrate_d with
people of Egypt gave up their old rellgwn and em- desses too numerous to mentwn, even had I them in colored 1llummat10ns. It lS about s1xteen mches
braced C~ristianity, th~y ~a de use of the .ancient mind. The devil is here al~o. Possibly Satan always wide, and when unrolled will probably mea~ure from
sacred edifices as hab1ta.t10ns, and the precmcts of comei! also. The Egypt1ans had their evil one one hundred to one hundred and forty feet m length.
the temples, until then considered inviolable and Typhon, a thousand years before Christians had ~ The othe1· papyri are somewhat narrower, but are
holy, ~ere covered with the dwelling~ of the PP?ple. devil or an existe.nc~ themselv~s. The figure of Isis more closely written upon. These papyr~ will probThe rums, then, that surround the obehsk at Hehopo- and Horus, the v1rgm, are varwus, and of all sizes. ably prove to be the most valuable portwn of the
lis are n~t the ruins. of the ancient city, but those of Th~se are fo~r ~housand yel;l.rs old, and though other discovery, for in the preset?-t state of EgyptologY: a
the _Coptw ~o:wn whwh rose _upon the dow_nfa~l of the natw!ls had.s1m1lar conceptwns, here was certainly a a papyrus may be of more 1mportance than an ent1re
a.nment rehgwn. The obeltsk has peculiar mterest sufficient ongin for the conception which Christians temple, and, as the late Marlette-Bey used to say:
in that it is the oldest in Egypt. It bears, in fact, much later adopted.
'It is certain that if ever one of those discoveries
the cartouches of Usertasen I., the second king of
Among the historical objects are vases found with that bring about a revolution in science should be
the twelfth dynasty. It has hitroglyphics on its the mummy of Queen Aah-Hotep, a silver model of made in Egyptology, the world will be indebted for
four sides, and the execution was of an excellent a boat and its rowers; fifteen royal heads scores it to a papyrus.'
characte~. T~e gra~:lite is stil~ well preserved. It is of .sculptured models, etc., etc. Among the civil "No less than 3,700 mortuary statues. hav.e ~een
a mon_ohth, SIXty-s!x feet h1gh, and was brought obJects, persons kneading bread, arms and weaponA, found which bear royal cartouches and m~cr1ptwns.
~ully su:_hundre~ mlles. It form~rly had a compan- arrows with bone tips, articles of furniture, utensils, Nearly 2,000 other objects hav_e b~en discovered.
1on obelisk, but It. fell a~d broke m the twelfth oen- vases, l!l'mps, vestments, mechanical implements of One of the mo~t remarkable rehcs 1s an ~nor~ous
~ury, and bas entnely disapp~ared. Th~ two stood many _kmds, sp~cimens of ceramic art, colored repre- leather tent, whwh bea:rs the cartouche ?f Kmg. P~no
m front of t~e temp~e. ~s Wlth Memph1s, so, prob- sentat1~ns of ammals, numerous objects of glass and te.m, of the twenty-first dynasty. ~h1s tent lS m a.
ably, also w1th Hello polls; they were, too near the porcelam,combs, rings, perfume-boxes, mirrors, brace- truly wonderfnl state of prefi~rvatwn, The work·

donkey for the train, the donkeys also taking the
cars. After waiting an hour, the train for Cairo
came along, and in another hour or more we were
at our hotel, feeling pretty well wearied, but satisfied
that we had witnessed during that day moAt remarkable mementoes of a past race of people who lived
many thousand years ago.
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manship is beautiful. It is covered with hieroglyphs M. Lefebre, Mr. Getz, Mr. Wetmore, Miss Rose, Mr. entrance-gate is closed, nothing whatever can be
most carefully embroidered in red, green, and yellow Bridges, and myself. Mr. James, Mrs. Moots, and heard or seen of what is taking place inside. It
leather. The colors are quite fresh and bright. In Miss Brayman declining to accompany us, they tak- would be a mistake to look upon an Egyptian temeach of the corners is represented the royal vulture ing leave of us previous to our setting out.
ple in the light of a church, or even of a Greek temand stars.
Last "flvening at six o'clock, we were at the Boulak ple. Here no public worship is performed ; the
"The following Theban sovereigns are the most station, which is some three miles from our hotel, faithful do not congregate for public prayers;
important of those whose mummies Herr Brugsch has and took the night train on the Upper Egypt Rail- indeed no one is admitted inside exc~pt the priests.
identified:
road as far as Assioot, some 229 miles from Cairo. The temple is a royal proscynem, or e:e voto, that
"Aahmes I. (Amosis), first king of eighteenth We were ten hours making that distance, showing is, a token of piety from the king who" erected it
dynasty, reigned 1700 B. c. (about).
not very rapid speed, arriving at Assioot at four in order to deserve the favor of the gods. It is
"Amenhotep I. ( Amenophis), second king of eigh- o'clock this morning. Some Arabs were in readiness a kind of royal oratory, and nothing more. In fact,
teenth dynasty, reigned 1666 B. C. (about).
to take charge of our baggage, and we walked down this circumRtance can alone explain the profuse
"Thothmes I., third king of eighteenth dynasty, to the little Nile post steamer, where we now are. decorations that cover the temples. Let it be borne
reigned 1633 B. c. (about).
·
The ride per cars was not a very pleasant one, as the in mind that the principle of the decoration is the pic"Thothmes II., fourth king of eighteenth dynasty, air was very chilly and the road dusty. As it never ture; that several pictures are 'ranged symmetrireigned 1600 B. c. (about).
rains in this country, it has a very good right to be cally side by side, and that several series of ~pictures,
"Thothmes III. (the Great), fifth king of eigh- dusty. Our road followed the Nile, of course, and disposed in tiers one above the other, cover the
teenth dynasty, reigned 1600 B. c. (about).
we passed a considerable number of villages, at walls of the chamberS' from top to bottom. Such
"Rameses I., first king of nineteenth dynasty, many of which we stopped, and any number of if' the invariable arrangement. As to the meaning
reigned 1400 B c. (about).
·
groves of palm-trees; but as I know little or nothing of the pictures it is everywhere the same. The
"Seti I., second king of the nineteenth dynasty, of the villages, aud not very much about about the king on on~side and one or more divinities on the
reigned 1366 B. c. (about).
palm-trees, it will not be necessary for me to detain ot,her-such is the sole subject of the composition.
'' Rameses II. (the Great), third king of the nine- you with a description of them.
The king presents an offering (a table laden with
teenth dynasty, reigned 1333 B. c. (about).
Having slept little or none on the train we were victuals, flowers, fruits, and. emblems), and solicits
"Pinotem, third king of the twenty-first dynasty, quite willing to betake ourselves at once to our state- a favor from the ~od. In answe1· the god grants the
reigned 1033 B. c. (about).
·rooms, and retii·e to bed, where, at least, we got gift that is prayed for. The decorations of the tem"Raskhenen (dynasty and date of reign unknown). warm and slept some. We soon knew, by the rilm- ples, therefore, consists of nothing more than an act
" Queen Ra-ma-ka (Hatasou?) ·
bling of the engine ~nd machinery, as well as the of adoration from the king repeated under every
"Queen Aahmes N efeit Ari.
tremor of the boat, that we had started, and were possible form. 'l'hus the temple is the exalnsively
"A correspondent of the London Post adds the really on our way up the Nile. But, sad to state, at personal monument of the king by whom it was
following details about the recent discoveries in nine o'clock in the morning we are moored to the fou:nded or decorated. Indeed, this accounts for the
Egypt: 'The place where these precious relics were east bank of ~e Nile, and are told that the boat has presence of those most invaluable battle-scenes with
found is an almost inaccessible cave in the face of sprung a leali, and· we will have to wait a few hours which the external walls of certain temples are
the perpendicular mountain, in another part of which for another boat to arrive from Assioot. This is not a adorned. It is to the god and to his protection that
the royal cemetery, known as Bab-el-Melouk, is ex- very cheering prospect for would-be Nile navigators, the king chiefly ascribes his victories. In fighting
cava ted, and not far from Deir-el-Bahari. The most but we try to make the best of it, hoping all will end the enemies of Egypt, and in bringing them in
remarkable of the four thousand objects are thirty- well. It is a beautiful morning; the chilliuess of the chains into the temples, the king has done an act
six royal sarcophagi, with their inner cases and m11m- night is gone, a~d the sun is as bright and the air at~ grateful to the gods, just as he has in offering them
mies intact, belonging to Pharaohs, queens, princes, balmy as the first of June. 'l'he scene1·y along the incense, :flowers, p,nd the limbs of sacrificed animals.
princesses, and high priests of the seventeenth, eigh- narrow Nile valley is very pretty, with the green He therein gives proof of his piety, and is all the
teenth, nineteenth, and twenty-first dynasties, so that crops giving the country a verdant appearance, the more deserving of the favors which t.he construetion
we are actually in possession of the lifeless bodies of never-ending, towering palms, with the sterile desert of the temple is intended to secure.
many heroes, who, upward of three thousand years mountainsstretchingfromsouth tonorth on both sides
The Egyptian temples are always dedicated to
ago, rvled over this country and adorned it with of· the river, sometimes six miles back, and some- three gods. It is what Champollion calls the triadtemples and obelisks which are the wonder and times coming even to the river on one side. The a trinity. The first is the male principle, the second·
admiration of the whole civilized world. Among river craft are gliding up and down, principally by the female principle, and the third the offspring of
them is that of Seti I., whose tomb in the Bab-el- sail, in what are called barges; they are rigged very the other two. But these three deities are blended
Melouk was discovered by Belzoni, but ·that explorer different from sailing-vessels in our country; there into one. The father engenders himself in the womb
found neither coffin nor mummy, oniy the large ala- is one moderate-sized mast, and a long yard, from of the mother, and thus becomes at once his own
baster sarcophagus now in the Soane Museum, which thirty to forty feet in length, crosses the mast, per- father and his own son. Thereby are expressed the
was made to contain and preserve them. N Pxt in haps thirty feet up, in an oblique direction, much as uncreatedness and the eternity of the being who has
importance we have the plain but highly polished a well-sweep crosses th~ upright post, and from had no beginning and who shall have no end. The
wooden coffin of Rameses II , the Sesostris of the this long yard the single sail depends.
It is similarity between this theory and that of other reGreeks, with the mummy intact, the royal cartouche a cheap style of rigging, but the sail catches the ligions, not omitting the modern one, must be seen
distinctly legible on the coffin-lid and on the mummy wind nicely, and takes the craft along at a fair at a glance.
·
cloths enveloping the body. The mummy cases speed, even when going up-stream against the curThe worship consists of prayers recited within the
of A.mosis, son of Amousa, of Thothmes I., II., rent. They are often seen, loaded with produce of temple in the name of the king, and above all, of
and III., of Queen Ra-ma-ka and her daughter Mont- various kinds, going to market.
processions. In these processions, which the king is
em-hat, of King Raskhenen, of Aahmes Nefert Ari,
There is a finer kind of craft for pleasure travel- supposed to head, are carried the insignia of the
·of Aah-Hotep, of Rameses I., and of Amenophis, are ing, with a deck and cabin, which also goes by sail. gods, the coffers in which their statues are inclosed,
also in the collection, with the mummies in perfect They will accommodate twenty passengers or more, and also the sacred barks, which latter are generally
preservation. The majority of these mummies are though a few persons often charter them for private deposited in the temple, to be brought out on fete
inclosed in two coffins, both elaborately ornamented excursions. The name of them is ilahabeah, though days. In the middle, concealed under a veil, stands
with paintings and gildings, some of them having sometimes spelt differently. Many excursionists have the coffer within which lies the emblem that none
also certain ornaments inlaid with colored glass, and gone up to the first and second cataract in this craft, must see. The processions are commonly held within
many of the faces have glass eyes, which give them and it is a pleasant way of traveling if one has a the temples; they generally ascend the terraces, and
a most lifelike appearance. .Another remarkable plenty of time and mo~ey.
sometimes spread themselves inside the inclosure
object is a royal tent made of colored leather in a
ABOUT ANCIENT EGYPT.
away from the profane gaze, as already indicated.
checkered pattern of red and green. 'l'he inner side
While we are waiting here for the leak to be On rare occasions the processi0ns may be seen leavof the dome is of blue leather, with yellow st3irs, and stopped, or for another boat to take us off, I will, for ing the city and winding their way, either along the
the hieroglyphiu inscriptions are perfortoted in the your benefit, draw some from Mariette-Bey's work on Nile or along a canal called the Sacred Canal, toward
colored leather with a backing of yellow. Fifteen Egypt touching its early history, the dynasties that some other city more or less distant. Close to every
royal wigli for state occasions are also in the collec- existed, .how lopg ago they :flourished, and some of temple is a lake. In all probability the lake played
tion. Besides the human mummies we find one of a his ideas concerning hieroglyphics. It is doubtful if an important part in the processions, and the sacred
gazelle, which was probably a favorite playmate of I can put my time in to any better advantage. He barks were deposited there, at least while the fetes
one of the Egyptian princes or princesses. We have says that all the monuments to be found up the Nile lasted.
also four scrolls of papyrus of great size, on which is belong to that civilization which :flourished on the
Of the tombs, he says they are situated in the desinscribed the ritual of the dead, elaborately illumi- banks of the Nile, and which, from beginning to ert or on the side of a mountain more or less distant
nated, and containing the cartouches of of the royal end, used hieroglyphics as its form of writing, and from the river. This accounts for their being relapersons for whom they were written, one of whom that, for the interpretation and understanding of tively so well preserved. Less conspicuous than the
is Queen Hatasou, sister of Thothmes III. Moreover, these monuments, science avails herself of three dif- houses of cities and the temples, they have been less
we have several sets of canopic vases in alabaster, ferent sources. A.s a matter of course, the first and exposed to devastation.
The decorations of
with royal names engraved on the outer surface, principal source is afforded by the monuments them- the tombs are in accordance with certain laws, which
3, 700 funereal statuettes, and many other objects of selves, the undeniable witnesses and often the con- vary according to the period, or according to that
interest. The position of the cave is an almost inac- temporaries of the events they relate. After them part of the tomb which is to be ornamented. The
cessible part of the mountain, the well, thirty-six feet comes Manetho, an Egyptian priest, who wrote a well, the vault, the serilab are always without inscripdeep, communicating by a gallery of two hundred history of Egypt in Greek; the third and last place tion. The stone sarcophagi and the wooden coffins
and fifty feet in length, with a rough-hewn chamber, being assigned to the Greek and Roman authors of the mummies are often adorned with a vast
and the confused state in which all these objects of who traveled in Egypt, or who wrote about it from amount of texts, ii1terspersed with illustrations. All
veneration were found, heaped one on another, and hearsay.
splendor of ornamentation was reserved for the
strewn about on the ground, lead Mr. Brugsch to the
Of the monuments, he says they are at once many chamber of the outer building.
It is not easy to point out the precise meaning of
very plausible inference that they had been by and various. Some are still in Egypt. Some have
friendly hands collected from the various tombs and found their way to the museums of many other coun- the decorations of the tombs of the ancient empire.
concealed in this place of safety at the time of some tries. It will not be necessary to make an inventory The defunct is evidently at home. He fishes, he
'threatened foreign invasion.'" '
of those which have been taken out of the country, hunts; his servants bring him the product of his
UP THE NII.E.
bnt ,rather be satisfied with supplying a few data lands; dancing is held before him; his wife and
Saturday, Dec. 17th.-Of course it would not do upon the temples and tombs, the only monuments children are by his side. But was it intended to
to think of leaving Egypt without maing a trip up which the visitor to upper Egypt will meet with on represent the deceased as still of this world? And
the Nile to see more of the valley of that wonderful his way. The ruins of cities will hardly be included was it the object of the representations on the wall
river, to visit the sites of some of the anctent cities in the list, for they have so completely passed away to preserve to us the remembrance of what he was
of Upper Eg"pt, the ruins of the remarkable temples, that only here and there a few shapeless mounds are during his lifetime? Or is he already in the other
world, and according to the somewhat naive promthe colossal statues, the obelisks, the tomb!'> of the to be seen.
ancient kings, and, besides, the very place whence
OF TEMPLES.
ise made to the Egyptians, will he continue in that
were taken, a few months ago, the extraordinary colA complete temple consists of the edifice properly other world to lead the s:1me sort of life he led
lection of royal mummies and antiquities just Iso-called, and an enciente, or surrounding wall. The here? We cannot discuss that question now. All
de~ribed. So we readily secured tickets at a cost temple is of stone, the outer wall is of large crude we can say is that the promises of which we have
of eighty dollars each-that is, six of our company, bricks, and is very high a;nd very thick. When the just spoken are real; the departed will some day
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live again in the plenitude of his faculties; be will language, and customs, of the conquered people, and It will be easily undert'ltood, therefore, to bow much
_have need of the same ohjects; he will occupy bim- their names figure in the official register of the king error we are exposed whe~ we wish, ~,or example, to
fix the date of the foundatwn of the Egyptian mon.
sel f with the same intertst!'<; again will his family of the country.
and his s.-rvants be by his shle. · But never again
To establish some order in the endles~ list of archy.
And yet., for all that, it must be admitted that the
will hA suffer pain nor be in apprehension of death. kingR who reigned from the time of Menes to that
Thi'l seems to be the main idea which hai presided of Theodosiul'l, one generally divides them, after authority of Manetho, an Egypti9.n priest writing the
at thA decoration of the tombs under the ancient Manetho's method, into royal families or dvnasties, history of his own country from the archives of the
empire. •
and those dyna11ties are in their turn dtstinguil'lhed temples, should alway!! carry great weight. In vain
Hut a little later the decoration changes in its from each other either by the name of the favorite it is alleged that several of the dynasties which be
character; the defunct must prove that he had nation which furnished the kings, or hy the name of cites as successive were contemporaneous. If the
gained the immortality which is promi?ed him, !-l.nd th~ city which served as capital in the time of such fact were proved we must evidently deduct from the
th tt by his merits he had deserved it. The journey dynasty. Thus there is the Greek dynasty, the total amount the entire duration of those dynasties
of tbe soul in the subterranean regions, the ordeals Mephite, the Theban, etc. From Menes to Theodo- which have thus grafted themselves, like so many
which it has to undergo, and its judgment are the sius there are as many as thirty-four d.ifferent dynas- branches, upon the main stem. But the system of
subjects which adorn the walls of the chambers in ties. Another and a wider division has been made. contemporaneous dynasties is as yet supported by no
the exterior building. No more do we behold the Taking into consideration certain impor.tant events really trnRtwortby proof; on the contrary, it ~>eems
varied scenes of hunting and fishing, and of labor in and certain modifications introduced into the general ctrtain Manetho. knew that at various epochs Egypt
the fields. In their place appears the mournful pro- economy of the kingdom, the entire history of Egypt wa11 governed simultaneously by several dynasties
and be availed himself of the means of control at hi~
cession of iufernal deities. The dead are repre- has been divided into four main stems.
senttd as !earling in the other world .t,.hat domesti
1. The first comprisE's .the first ten dynasties, and disposal to strike out of his work all such dynasties
cated and pastoral life which Egyptians regarded as is called the Ancient Empire. The Ancient Empire as did not· belong to the genuine series of rnyal
belongs to a period so prodigiously remote that it is houses who succeeded each other on the throne, so
the bigheAt state of felicity.
Upon the snhjPct of historical writers our author literally lost in the obscurity of ages. Its existence that the latter were alone officially enrollPd in due
hegins with Manetho, l'aying he was an 'Egyptian actually ceases before Abraham is born. The an- order on the register of kings. It iR true :Manetho's
priest who lived in tbe time of Ptolemy Philadel cient empire spreads entirely over the fourth, the figures have undon btedly suffered filerious alterations.
pbus, about the year 263 of our era, and who wrote fifth, and part of the sixth dynasties. Before aid But if we consider that they have come down to us
a history of Egypt in GreP-k, in which he introducefl after that all is confusion, or rather darkness. Thill through Christian writers, who had an evident inter.
a full list of ~n the ~ings who ever re;gned on the is the age of the pyramids. It is a remarkable fact est in curtailing them, we shall see that as a matter
banks of tbe Nile from the most remote period to the that the art of the statuary and of the sculptor .. f fact, far from a11cribing too wide a range to these
conquest of Alexander. This bi!ltory is lost, hut the reached a degree of perfection under the Anr·ient Em- figureEI, we are bound, as fair critict'l, to accept them
as having_ been systematically reduced in their total
listt! are preserved in the works of Georgius Syncel- pire which it was never again able to &ttain.
2. The second extends over those. centuries that amount.
lus, a Byzantine historian of the eighth century, who
The authority, then, of Manetbo as a chronologist
had borrowed them from the Chronicle of Eusbbius elapsed bPtween the eleventh dvnasty and the eigh.
and from the Chronography of Julius African us. It teenth. This is the Middle Empire. The Middle remains unshaken, but on condition that we take
is hardly necessary to point out here of .what im- Empire had already been S6>me time in existence when the dates which he gives us as only approximate.
porta:~ce those lists are. If in every particular they Abraham was born.
Joseph is supposed to have Ce1·tain as it is that those dates are not absolutely
are not fully to be relied upon, so far as the accuracy heen governor under the last king of the Middle exact, yet it is difficult to believe that they have been
of :fignres is concerned which mark the d!lration of Empire. Of the whole of this period, however, the so radically altered as not in any degree to come near
the different reigns and dynasties, those figures have twelfth dynasty and the shepherd kings alone need the truth. Any how, the nearH we approach the
been rearranged by the Christian authors who be remembered. The twelfth dynasty is made source of those alterations the more we shall feel
eopied them from the original work; and, moreover, famous by the tombs of Beni Hassan. As to the compelled to admit that if the lists could have reached
it may be surmised that the names of some kings shepherds or Hyksos, they give their name to the us intact from the hand of Manetbo, we would find
hne been changed or invented Be that as it may, most lamentable period of Egyptian history-a penod them extending over a still wider range of time.
From these remarks it will be understood that the
if for ~ne moment we suppos~ that the lists of Man. of 511 years, during which the national homogeneity
etho had been entirely lost, through whom should we is utterly broken, and Asiatic invaders lord it over following table of Egyptian dynasties is presented to
the reader under all reserve; and it is almost superhave become acquainted with that previous division the most flouri!'hing provinces in the kingdom.
into dynasties? and how should we even know that
3. The third stem is called the New Empire. It fluous to add that the simultaneous dynasties are not
it ever existed ? The real names revealed by the commences with the eighteenth dynasty and termi- included here; that the dynasties are presente>d in
hieroglyphic inr;criptions become every day more natelil with Alexander. The most brilliant epoch in the same order ail in Monetho, and moreover that the
and more ll!lmerous. How should we know in what the New Empire, that of which the most frequent dates are 1 with one or two exceptions, the same as
manner to classify them at all satisfactory without and glorious traces are met with during a voyage on those given by the national historian:
the lists of Manetho? Hwe not these lists the ad the Nile, corresponds to the eighteenth, nineteenth,
Duration.
Date B. c.
Name of Dynasty.
No. •·f Dvnast.y.
vantage-au advantage never suffieiently appreci- and twentieth dynasties. It is the age of Tbothmes,
'
ateil-of sbowing us at least a road which we may the Amenophises, and the Rameseses. It is also the
5004
253 yeaJ·s
Tllimte
4751
follow?
Thiuite
302 "
time of Moses (nineteenth dynasty). l3ut this bril. II
_g III
4449
214 "
llleruphrte
Among the I!Ouroes of the history of Egypt, the liancy was not. to last, and when Shishak (twenty4235
l\lemphite
284 "
royal papyrus of Zurin, if it were complete, could second dynasty) took Jerusalem the decline of Egypt
3951
248 "
l\!emphite
alone rival Manetho in importance.
b,ad already begun.
...., VI
3703
203 "
Elephantine
Under the bead of " Classical Historians," be says
4. The fourth stem, to which the general name of
70 days
Jl.lemphite
.§ 1\'II
3500
142 years
l\lernphite
that such persons as may not care to go deeply into Lower Period is given, includes the Greek dynasty
g VIII
<i
IX
3358
109 "
l-Ieraeleopoli te
the study of Egyptology may be content to read the founded by Alexander, and that of the Roman emper3249
185 "
Heracleopolite
X
Second Book of Herodotu~, the First Hook of Dio- ors who were kings of Egypt by the sllme right as
dorus, the Seventeenth Book of Strabo, and the Cambyse8 and Darius. The history of this epoch,
The ban
o5 (XI
3064
213 "
TreatiRe cle Iside et Oriside, attributed to Plutarch. entirely taken up as it is with a fruitless competition
Tlteban
:a_ I XII
2851
453 "
Theban
He further says that had we nothing but the writ- for the throne, possesses but a feeble interest. The
2 ~XIII
2398
184 "
fl:1
XIV
Xoite
ings of Rerodotus and of Diodorus to guide us to traveler in Upper Egypt, however, should not pass it
Shepl·erds
~I
XV
the study of ancient Egypt, we could certainly form by, because the temples of Pbilre, of Edfou, of
2214
511 "
S!tep!terds
:S XVI
but a very imperfect idea of that country. Every Ombos, of Denderah, and of E~neb, that is to say,
Shepherds
~ LXVII
notion of chronology is there completely upset. For the most complete monuments which we possess of
1703
Theban
24.1 "
instance, Herodotus places the pyramids after Ra- Egyptian worship, belong to the Lower Period.
~XVIII
1462
174 "
The ban
XIX
meses, which is very much like placing Ch~rlema.gne
A primary division of the kings of Egypt into
1288
178 "
'!'he ban
XX
after LouiR X[V. They contain stories ail ridiculous dynasties, according to the type furnished by Mane.·
1110
~·anile
1il0 "
I XXI
as they are impossible. One must read the histories tho, and a further division of the dynasties into
980
no "
J3nbastic
ci
XXII
810
of Egypt written before the discovery of Cham- Ancient Empire, Middle Empire, New Empire, and
Tanite
89 "
2" XXIII
721
6 "
S XXIV
Saite
pollion to see into what fatal errors these two writers Lower Period. Such, then, is the l'ltarting-point of the
715
"'XXV
50
Etliiopmn
"
would involve science, were no other sources of in- classification of all the temples the tourist will meet
665
138 "
8aite
~ XXVI
formation at hand. Strabo il'l more trustworthy. with in his journey on the Nile.
527
121 "
Persian
~
XXVII
His "Geography" contains excellent information,
4.66
It is evident that a history of Egypt would here be
Saitc
7 "
xxvm
399
21 ,,"
11cndcsian
with uo other fault than that of being rather cur- well placed, and would be the very best preparation
XXIX
378
38
Scbenuyte
XXX
tailed.
for the voyage. But it would transcend the pro340
8 "
Persian
XXXI
Whoever may have been the author of the Treat- posed limit to even give but a brief outline of the
'''
ise on Isis and Oi!iris, no one can enter upon the events which procured for Egypt so wide an influ332
Macedonian
27 "
... .,; {XXXII
305
study of the Egyptian religion without an intimate ence over the destinies of the ancient world.
;.§
XXXIII
275 "
Greek
30
411 "
Roman
acq'laintance with this book. The author has bor.S~ XXXIV
RGYPTIAN CHRONOLOGY.
rowed with discernment from true Egyptian sources.
Under this head our author states that Egypt is
EGYPTIAN RELIGION.
In this world of ours, good is incessantly strug. Qurpassed by no other nation in point of antiquity.
glillg with evil, truth with falsehood, light with Prehistoric remains, it is true, carry us back to a
Under this head Mariette-Bey remarks that Ja.mdarkness, and life with death. O!liris is one of the much more remote period, but if we seek monumentR blicbus, a writer who lived at the close of the thud
peraonifications of the eternal antagonism of thesP that hear the stamp of an already refined civiliz'ltion, century, represents the Egyptians as believing in o~e
two oposing prin"iples. At one moment overthrown the most ancient are certainly to be found in Egypt. God, un:qne, universal, uncreate; the author of hiS
by Typhon-the genius of evil-Osiris dies; be But eaRy as it may be to believe in the traditions own being, having no beginning-, existing from ete:revives only to fall again. Ollt of this antag which assign to Egypt so prodigious an antiquity, it nity. Jamblichus goes on to say that under thiS,
onism and the numerous explanations and illu~ is equally diffi,;ult to bring forward scientific proofs supreme deity are a number of other gods who per-·
tratiom drawn from the myth the psendo-Plutarcb of tbat antiquity. Records of eclipses and other sonify his divine attributes. Thus Ammon is tpat
has woven the thread of his admirable Treatise.
astronomical phenomena, which are still wanting, hidilen force in nature which bring11 all thi11gs to life.
THE HISTORY OF EGYPT
conld alone furniRh the req 11ired testimony.
·
The supreme intellect, in which all other intelle.cts
Commences with Menes, the founder of the monIa the mean time we have no other source but the are summed up, is Imotbis. Phtah is the creat~ve
archy, and it t~rminates with the Emperor Tbeorlo- lists of Manetbo and the dates inscribed on these essence whirh accomplishes all things with perfectwn
~iu~, who abolis~~d by a deere~ the !1-ncient relig- li"ts. U ufortunately, disorder reigiJs supreme here. and with truth. Osiris is the good and beneficent
Ion of the land (381 .A. D). DurlUg this long period Not only the dfttes taken from Manetho are not in deity. If Jamblichus is a faithful recorder of EgypEgypt was not always mistreAs of her destinies She accord,.nce with extracts taken from Julius Africanus tian traditions, his statements would imply that,
had been conquereo by the sheplH'rds, a horde of and Eusebius, but we possf'SS two versions of the though degenerated by a belief in inferior gods perbarbarians from Al'ia; by the ELhiopians, by the Chronicle of Eusebius, the dates of which do not sonifying the qualities of the Supreme Being, a pecu~re~ks, and by the ~{oman!', to say .nothing of par- agree with each other. On the other hand, it too liar Monotheism was once the foundation of the
tlaliucurswns of Ltoyan and Ar<tb1an tribes. But often happens that the hieroglyphs themselves fur- Egyptian religion,
.
all these conquerors, not even excepting the Shep- nish us with dates which c•1ntradict the duration
The monuments themselves give us some glimpses
herds, adopted while in Egypt the religion, the arts, assigned to certain reigns by the national historian. of this belief. At Tell-Amarna Aten is often styled
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the One God.- At Thebes and at Memphis Ammon the temples of Minerva at Sais belonged to the Lower to affection, or anything an emotion of the soul, are
and Phtah are clothed with the attribute<'~ of the Period, it may be that in accordance with the man- sometimes followed by the figure of a man putting
Supreme Deity-Ammon is father to himself; he is iere spirit of the times, and regardless of all gram- his hand to his mouth j a man in a crouching posithe generating spirit from tbe very commencement, matical connection, they wrote a child, an old man, tion 1•aising one arm, etc. The crouching man, the
the twofold being, at once father and mother, and a hawk, a fisb, a hippopotamus, for what would thus man placing his hand on his mouth, and the tail of
existing from all eternity.
,
be 1·endered, "0 child, 0 old man, the divinity holds the quadruped are signs which are not pronounced;
On this foundation rests the whole edifice of the all evil in abomination" (the hippopotamus being but the presence of these signs points out that the
Egyptian religion. To the initiated of the sanctu- considered a typhonian animal). Strictly speaking, word which precedes them is either a proper noun
ary, no doubt, was reserved the knowledge of the therefore, DiodoruB, Plutarch, and Ammianus Mar- or a word expressing a sentiment or the name of a
god of the abstract, the god concealed in the unfath- cellinus do not lead us into absolute error. But what quadruped, etc.
omable depths of his divine essence. But for the is false is at once the point from whence they start,
Such, then, is the construction of hieroglyphic
le!!s refined adoration of the people, who required, so and the conclusion at which they arrive. Because writing in its principal features. At first sight it
to speak, a palpable and a tangible god, were pre- the Egyptians once made a play upon words with .seems complicated, lmt in reality the use of the desauted the images of the divinities sculptured on the child, old man, etc., it does not follow that this sort terrninatives affords great help, and however obscure
walls of temples. Such are the ideas which thus far of riddle should be the universal rule of all hiero- or mysterious a hieroglyphic text may appear, it is
have been accepted by the scientifiy world, and the glyphic writings. The authors quoted seemed to certainly by no means more difficult to decipher than
only clas11ical authority on which th~ whole tradition have no idea that hieroglyphic writing could be a Hebrew text, nor does its translation require so
rests is the passage in Jamblicus.
alphabetical, and they have helped to keep up this gre:~t an effort of mind as that of a passage of Chi"Unfortun:~.tely," continues our author, "the more error until the present time.
nese. We must not forget to add that the task of
one studies the Egyptian religion, the greater be·
The discovery of Champollion, however, has dis. interpreting hieroglyphic texts is facilitated by the
comes the doubt as .to the character which must defi. pelled these errors. Hieroglyphic writing is not fact that the Coptic tongue is derived from the lannitely be ascribed· to it, The most fertile source of enigmatical; it is read and pronounced just as Hebrew guage whic~ lies hidden under the ancient Egyptian
materials has recently been placed at our disposal by or Syriac are pronounced, and possesses an alphabet of writing. And this Coptic tongue, whose connection
the excavations of the temples of Denderah and of its own.
.
with the old language can easily be traced, has a
Edfou. From one end to another these temples are
The chief instrument of the success of Champoll- vocabulary and a grammar well known to scholars,
coven~d with legends, and present, every appearance ion's discovery is the monument known throughout a::1d, although justly reckoned among the dead Ianof being two books which treat, ex professo, of relig· the world :1-s the Rosetta Stone. The Rosetta Stone guages, it continues to live in its literature. It
ion generally, and more particularly of the gods to is a fragment of a stela discovered in the year 1799 shouid be remembered t,hat when the Egyptian Ianwhom these temples are dedicated. But neither in by M. Boussard, a French artillery officer, while dig- g11age became merged into Coptic it had already
these temples nor in those which were previously ging entrenchments-round a town of that name. It gre:J.tly degenerated, so that the Coptic language
known to us does the one God of Jamblichns contains a copy of a decree made by the priests of represents the language of the demotic character
appear, If Ammon at Thebes is the 'first of the Egypt assembled at Memphis in hoJ;J.or of Ptolemy rather than that of the hieroglyphic.
first,' if Phtah at Memphis is the father of all crea- Epiphami~. This decree i~ engrave~ ?n the st?~e in
On the d~ocorations of the temples the same author
tion, without beginning and without end, it is be- three _lan~uag"es, ?r rather ~n three d1fferent wr1~1~gs. says they consist of sculptured pictures, and thatcause all the Egyptian gods are in turn clothed with The first ts the hteroglyphte, t~e grand ol~ wntmgs these pictures are arranged side by side, and !!everal
the attributes of the Eternal. In other terms, we of t~e monuments; the second IS the dP-TI?Otl? cbarac- rows one above the other, in such a manner as
find everywhere deities who are immor.tal and un- ter as used ?Y the people; an~ the third 1s ~reek . cover the walls in a symmetrical mannerfrom top to
created; but nowhere do we find the One and invisi- But the text In Greek cbar~ct~r IS t~e transla~wn of bottom. They :>re also arranged in a uniform plan;
ble God, without name and without form, who pre- the t~o form.er: Up to this time hwroglyphi~s had the king on one side, the divinity on the other, with
sides from on high over the Egyptian Pantheon. remamed an Impenetra~le mystery even for. smenc_e. the accompanying texts arranged in the same order;
Thus no indication to that effect is given by the But a c~rner of the veil was about to be hfted; m on the side of the king, his names and a few titles
temple of Denderah, the most hidden inscriptions of proceedmg from the known to the unk~own, the in accordance with the offerings made, and then the
which have now been thoroughly examined. What sense, at all. events,_ 'Yas at ~ength to be arrived at of words which the king is supposed to pronounce. On
we may gather from the stQ.dy of this temple is.that that mysteriOus ~ntmg whwh had ~o long defied _all the side of the divimty, his name and titles, and an
with the Egyptians the universe itself was God, and the efforts of sCience. Many erudite scholars tned answer wherein gifts are conceded proportionate to
that Pantheism formed the basis of their religion. to solve the myste1·y, and Young, among others, very the offering.
We should, therefore, feel disposed to modify ~n favor nearly brought his researches to a S;ttisfactory i~sue.
l.
f
h
h
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of this view' the general ideas which we have ~~t ittwas. Champollitohn's h~fPYSlothto. sutt'ee~in ~~- imp~s!i~-~~:~~~J~~;v~l ~~ ~~~~!-e~~y~:~it~~~~y:~~~~
expressed in the 'Notice du Musee' (fourth edition, tue y ear;ng away
e vetih. . uc IS t ef ose af ing what is meant by the term ca 1·touchej it is an
p. 20). 'The theology of the Egyptians, from which Stone, whwh t~us be~ame . e mstrumen o on~ o elongated oval terminated by a straight line, which
Orpheus borrowed his ideas,' says Eusebius, in his the grandest discoveries whteh do honor to the mne- is to be seen on every wall of the Egyptian temples,
Evangelical Preparation, acknowledg~d that the uni- teenth century.. .
.
.
. .
and of which other monuments also afford numeroul!
verse is God, composed of 11everal divinities which
Thanks to th~s discove!y, w:e. are _now m a. positiOn examples. 'rhe c;utouche always contains the name
constitute his different parts. The passage in Jam- to affirm that hier?glyphte writmg IS not an 1dle play of a king or of a queen and in some cases of royal
blicus must, then, give way as a classical authority upon words. It IS scarc·ely more. ~omplex or more princesses. To designate a king there are most freto the passage in Eusebius.
d1fficult to 1·ead than any other wn~mg. When on~e quently two cartouches side by side. The first is
"However this may be, and in whatever light we one can accustom ?neself to an am an. e~gle! a b m called the prenomen the second the nomen. The
are to consider the Egyptian divinities, an equal a human. leg, a c m a bolt, etc , the _dlfn~ulti~s are prenomen cartouche is usually preceded by the title
amount of worship was not paid to them in all parts o_vercome. What has so ~any'years dt~tracted a~te~- of king of Uppe 1, ancl Lower Egypt, and the nomen
of Egypt. Ammon was adored at Thebes, Phtah at twn from ~he true mean~ng o~ the hteroglvphiCs 1s cartouche by the title of Son of the Sun. The carMemphis, Cnouphis at Eleptum at Elefantine, somewhat smgular selectiOn or the forms adop_te~ t_o touehes fix the date of the temple.
Horus at Edfou, Hat hoe at Denderah, Neith at Sais, represent the ~etter~ of the al_pha_bet. A przon, It
The representatives of the different dynasties are
Soutekh at Tanis.
was natural to Imagme that this smgular medley of
follows.
Thus Egypt was divided religiously~ as well as geo- representations of animals and of ordinary ohjects as
·
.
graphically, into districts, each of which posses~ed could only be taken figuratively; and as a certain
4. The pyramids.
.
its local worship, and the gods thus shared among halo of mystery had always enshrouded all things
4 and 5 .. Sakkarah pyramid.s, etc.
themselves the religious government of the country. pert:J,ining to ancient Egypt, it was quite natural to
1~. Bem Has~an, Necropolis of Abydos.
An exception, however, was made in favor of Osiris, believe that under these symbols the priests con13. N ecropohs of Abydos.
the presiding deity of the abode of departed spirits. cealed their religious mysteries. But now th(;) veil
18, 19, and 20. Temples and.monumento;~ of Thebes.
Osiris was the god universally worshiped, and was has been rent assunder, and hieroglyphic writing bas
22. The wall of the Bubastites at Karnac.
equally venerated in all parts of Egypt."
become not much more difficult to decipher than any . 25. The small temple of Sebascon on the north
LANGUAGE AND WRITING.
other Eastern character.
side of Karnac.
Mariette.Bey, under-this heading, says the EgypIn consequence or the nature of the signs of which
26. The columns of Karnac and Luxor.
tian la!lguage is neither Semitic nor Ind.o-European. hieroglyphic writing is composed, it C3n be written
27. The Hammal Ro~ks.
.
.
It is one of the principal group of languages which either in vertical or horizontal lines. In examininl!
32. The gateway of Elefantme. The gramte sanemay be called Chamitic. The Coptic language is a hieroglyphic text it will be easily observed t~at all tuar; at Karnac. .
j
this same Egyptian language as it was spoken in the the beads of animals or of man are turned m the
3o. The Ptolemies ~t _Denderah, at Erment, at
second or third century of our era, when it was used same direction. It is from that side toward which Esneh, at Ombas, and I hilm.
to express Christian ideas.
the heads are turned that the inscription begins. , 34. The Roma~ emperors at J?en~~rah, and at
There are still many persons who firmly believe Consequently, according to the desire of the scribe, ~sneh. Those omitte~ have no antiqUities representthat hieroglyphs are nothing but a series of riddles the hieroglyphics could be disposed in such a man- mg them. Those whwh h~ve left the most are the
which, when taken collectively, form a sort of illus- ner as to be read either from left to right or from fourth, the twelfth, the eighteenth, and the ninetrated rebus, to be guessed at; and it must be c0n- right to left.
teenth.
fessed that this error is encouraged by the most
In a hieroglyphic inscription there are some signs
"There is no need,'' he says, "to enlarge upon the
classical writers. "The right hand open, with ex- which should be pronounced, and some which should importance of the monuments that covP.r the banks
tendpd fingers,'' says Diodorus Siculus, "represented not be pronounced. The former are much the more of the Nile. They are the witnesses of Egypt's forthe desire of acquaintance; the left hand closed, the numerous; they include, in the first place, such signs mer greatness, and, so to speak, the patents of ancient
grasping and keeping of property." "To express ·as are purely alphabetical. The alphabet itself con- nobility. They represent in the eyeil of strangers the
hatred,'' says Plutarch, "they depict a fish." At tains twenty-four letters; but there are several dif- tuttered pages of the archives of one of the most
Sais, in the vestibule of the temple of Minerva, ferent forms for the a, several for the b, etc. In the glorious nations of the world."
there were engraved a child, an old man, a hawk, a second place, they include syllable signs; thus a
Six o'clo<.:k P.M.-Well, I must tell you that the
fish, and a hippopotamus. Evidently they were so chessboard has its own, men;· an upright vase is promany symbols which meant, "0 ye who are enter- nounced hes. In the third place, they include the engineer and assistants on the steamer applied theming upon life, and ye who are ready to quit it,. God ideal sounds; a lion it~ represented by a lion, a horse selveR to stopping the leak, and 11ucceeded so well
hates impudence, arrogance, pride of heart, and self- by a horse, etc. And in the fourth place they in- that by the time the other steamer arrived which had
sufficiency." Thus the entunce into life is expressed elude symbolic signs; that is to say, such as are di- been sent for,.it was concluded that it could go on
by a child, death by an old man, divinity by a hawk, verted from their true meaning in order to symbol- and make the trip. Accordingly, in the afternoon,
hatred by a fish, because of the sea, and impudence by ize an ideal; thus the vulture signifies rnotherj the we were again under headway, steaming along up
a hippopotamus. /"A vulture signifies nature," says cubit represents justice, etc.
stream at the rate of four or five miles an hour. The
Ammianus :Marcillinus. " Why? Because the king
The signs not to be pronounce~ are the expletives, stea.mer is of English. build, J:mt has not a powerful
is the director of his people, whom he ought to be which are used to call the attentiOn of the reader to engme, so that, stemmmg agamst the strong current
able to check by his gentleness at the same time he the text or the meaning of th~ word ~hey accompa:1y. 1 of the river, ~e do not g? very fast, but we have a
incites them."
Nor are the very numerotts signs whwh Cbampolhon good opportumty for notmg the scenery along the
,
These traditions are not entirely without fouuda- has called cleterminutives to be pronounced either.'\ banks of the river. We passed several small towns,
tion. A fiRh is pronounced betu, and betu means 'rhus, after all ~ames of quadrupeds t~e scribe draws made mostly ?f sun-dried brieks, and not presenting
evil, an abomination. The bee is pronounced selchet. a character which represents the taLl of a quadru-1 a very attractive appearance. At some of the towns
4!-nd desi~nates the sovereignty over Lower Egypt. If 'ped;" all such words as refer to speech, to thought, we halted, and at some not.
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Christians at Work.
There are probably no more religious people in
the world than the peasantry of Russia. They own
allegiance to the Greek church, which is a little further behind the age, .if possible, than the Roman
Catholic. The peasantry believe in the priests absolutely, doing exactly as they say j_n nearly all
things, temporal as well as spiritual. As a consequence, they are ignorant, superstitious, brutal,
cruel, easily fired to deeds of fanaticism when called
upon in the name of their church and God. In the
sixteenth century the Roman Catholics persecuted to
the extent of their power the Jews in Spain and Portugal, and in this the nineteenth the Greek Catholics
are doing the same to the Jews in Russia. Almost
every day brings the news of some fresh outrage
upon these people "chosen of God." The scenes
which disgraced the middle ages hav been reenacted by these Greek Christians with a devilishness
horrible to read. The despotic character of the government, the ignorance and besotted condition of the
people, ha v made it hard to get at the facts in the
case, but at last some light has been thrown upon the
scene by the correspondents of the London Times.
The record reads like an account of the Duke of
Alva's campaigns, and it is difficult to believe ·that
such things can take place in this age. Russia is a
country that has religion and nothing else, and religion alone does very little to ameliorate the condition
of a people.
During the past eight months a tract of country,
equal in area to the British Isles and France comcombined, stretching from the Baltic to the Black
Sea, has been the scene of horrors that hav hitherto
only been perpetrated in the dark ages. Men ruthlessly murdered, tender infants dashed to death or
roasted alive in their own homes, married women
the prey of a brutal lust that has often caused their
death, and young girls violated in the sight of their
relativs by soldiers who" should hav been the guardians
of their honor-these hav been the deeds with which
the Christian population of southern Russia has been
stained since last April. In the face of these horrors, loss of property is of little moment, yet they
hav been accompanied by the razing of whole streets
inhabited by Jews, by the systematic firing of the
Jewish quarters of towns in western Russia, and by
the pillage of all the property on which thousands
of Jewish families were dependent for existence.
In addition to all this, many Russian towns hav
heartlessly seized the occasion to expel from their
limits crowds of Jews who hav been left by this inhuman and deliberate measure homeless amid masses
infuriated againlit them. And during these scenes
of carnage and pillage the local authorities hav
stood by with folded arms, doing little or nothing to
prevent their occurrence and recurrence and allowing
th~ ignorant priest-r~dden p~asantry to remain ~p to
this day under the ImpressiOn that a ukase exiL'lted
ordering the property of the Jews to be handed over
to their fellow-Russians. So far from publicly expressing reprobation 'of these outrages, the minister
has issued an edict clearly betraying that the Russians authorities fully share the prejudice of the mob
and contemplate adding to the burdens and inequalities which hav been the direct cause of the religious
fanaticism that has led to these disorders
Ever since the German anti-Semi tics had raised an
outcry against their Jewish fellow-citizens, it has
been feared that the movement would spread toRussia, and there take a form more adapted to the less
civilized and more Christian state of the country.
When, therefore, the assassination of the czar on
March 3d of last year had aroused all Russia to the
highest pitch of excitement, it was confidently predicted that the approaching Easter would see an outbreak against the Jews. On Wednesday, April 27th,
the dreaded outbreak took place. A religious dispute in a cabaret led to a scu:ffie which grew into a
general melee till the mob obtained possession of
the dram-shop anri rifled it of its contents. Inflamed
by the drink thus obtained, the rioters proceeded to
the Jewish quarter and commenced a systematic destruction of the Jewish shops and warehouses. At
first some attempt was made by the Jews to protect
their property; but this only served to increase the
violence of the mob, which proceeded to attack the
dwellings of the Jews and to wreck the synagogs.
Amid the horrors that ensued a Jew lost his wife,
and no fewer than thirty Jewesses were outraged.
At one place twe girls, in dread of violation, threw
themselva from the windows. One section of the

-

mob, formed of rioters and soldiers, broke into the the scene of an anti•Jewish riot. Originally an
dwelling of an old man named Pelikoff, and on his nounced for May 13th, it was postponed till th~
attempting to save his daughter from a fate worse Sunday, May 15th, without, however, any precauthan death, they threw him down from the roof, tions being taken bj the governor, who had as usual
while twenty soldiers proceeded to work their will been duly warned of the impending outbreak.
on his unfortunate daughter. When seen by the Though only lasting for six hours, the riot resulted
correspondent who narrates this fact, Pelikoff was in in the death of a Jew named Handelmann, and
a state of hopeless madness and his daughter com- eleven cases of violation are· reported, one resulting
pletely ruined in mind and body. The whole Jewish in death. Here the Jews seemed to hav been most
quarter was at the mercy of the mob till April 29th. energetic in their resistance. Of the 800 arrests
During the two days of the riots five hundred houses made, 150 were Jews, twenty-six of whom were
and one hundred shops were destroyed, whole streets afterward charged with carrying revolvers without
being razed to the ground. It may be added that a permit. The police estimated the damage done at
the property destroyed and stolen was reckoned at 1,137,831 rubles, while those immediately concerned
two million rubles.
raised the sum to 3,000,000. Similar scenes took
After a week's pause a whole series of riots broke place on the same day at Wolwezysk on the borders
out, commencing on May 7th, at Smielo, near Czer- where a riot had been announced for the Sunday:
gassy, where thirteen men were killed and twenty A week afterward the lower orders of Berdyozew
wounded, and 1,600 were left without homes. Next rose against tl}e Jews, and ?n M~y 24th ~ riotous
day, Sunday, May 8th, a most serious riot broke out disturbance occurred at Zmermka, lD Podoha.
at Kiew, once the capital of Russia and still an
The contagion spread as far as Saratow in early
important town, containing 20,000 Jews in a popula- June, from thence to Astrakhan, and even reached a
tion of 140,000. Here the riot had been definitly town near Tomsk, in Siberia, and caused an antiannounced for Sunday, and the Jews sent a deputa- Jewish riot there. The only bright spot in all this
tion to the governor requesting him to call out his gloom was the condition of Poland, where Jews and
soldiers to prevent disturbance. He piously refused, Poles hav always lived in amity. This continued
saying that he would not" trouble his soldiers for the till General Ignatieff directed the governor of Poland
sake of a pack of Jews." During the riot which to appoint commissions of experts to consider how
broke out on the day fixed the police and the soldiers the Jews should be dealt with, to which fact persons
again a<lted the same part that·they had been done at on the spot attribute the rise of anti-Jewish feeling
Elizabethgrad. The first proGedure of the mob had that culminated in the Warsaw riots. But outside
been to storm the dram shops, and staving in the of Polsnd these outbursts of popular prejudice placed
brandy casks, to wallow in the spirits. During the a population of nearly two millions in perpetual
period of license that followed four Jews were killed, dread of their lives and property. At times they
twenty-five women and girls were violated, of whom dared not remove their clothes night or day, fearing
five hav died in consequence, as was proved at the that they might hav to flee at any moment. Ever
subsequent trials. At one house the mob, disap- since last April that feeling of fear and insecurity has
pointed in the search for plunder, caught up a little ruled the lives of all Russian Jews.
child three years old and brutally threw it out of the
Not a month, scarcely a week, has passed since
window. No less than 2,000 Jews were left without then without some outbreak or other occurring to
shelter by the dismantling or the burning of their confirm these fears and render them the more acute.
houses.
After the Saratow affair, on June 8th, in which
Next day similar scenes of violence occurred at thirty Jews were wounded, there was a comparativ
Browary, in the neighborhood of Kiew, in the prov- lull in the more violent forms of outrage. But early
ince of Czernigow. On the same day still more dis- in July the neighborhood of Kiew and the banks of
graceful deeds were enacted at Berezowka, in the the Dnieper were once more visited by scenes which
province of Cherson. While the Jews of the village recall the horrors of the middle ages. On Sunday,
were at synagog a mob attacked the Jewesses and the 12th, open rioting took place at Perejaslaw,
violated many of them, causing the death of three; which was characterized by the fact .that the mob
others who escaped the worse evil were driven into were led to the attack by the sons of the merchant
the river and nine ultimately died from the effects of of the'district; Commercial rivalry adding. its sting
the exposure. When the Jews came to the rescue to religious and social differences, the struggle was
two of them were killed and a young lad stoned to here of a more violent nature than usual, and, while
death.
thirty of the mob were wounded, no less than two
The neighborhood of Kiew was again visited on hundred of the Jews received serious injuries at the
the next day, May lOth, at Konotop and at Wassil- hands of their neighbors, and three died in consekow. At both places the attacks had ben planned; quence; one hundred and seventy-six houses were
at the former wooden crosses were placed before the destroyed, seme by fire. At Borispol, on July 21st,
doors of Christians that their houses might be spared, scenes occurred during the riots worthy of the worst
while at the latter the day of riot had been announced days of the Commune. Women made their appearand the report diligently spread about that the czar ance on the scene as assailantl'l, and added to its horhad given the property of the Jews away. At Was- rors. During the rioting they encouraged their
silkow and in the neighborhood eight lives were lost, friends on to the fight, and were seen to assist them
seven at one fell swoop at the inn kept by a Jew, who to violate the Jewesses of the village by holding
was forced to admit the mob to his wine cellars, and, down the unfortunate creatures.
duringhisabsenceinsearchofassistance,thedrunken
The month of August saw nots at Njezin on the
rioters .cut the throats of his wife and six children.
2d, at Lubny on the 8th, at Borzny on the 18th, and
By this time the chief towns and villages of south- at Itchny on the 28th. If September was comparaern Russia were ablaze with violence and riot. tivly free from disorders, the cessation must be
Throughout the whole bf the provinces of Cherson, attributed rather to the needs of the harvest than to
Taurida, Ekaterinoslav, Poltawa, Kiew, Czernigow, the quieting of the popular mind. Early in October
and Podolia the notion had spread fast as wildfire the mob attacked the Jews of Balwierzski, in the
that the Jews and their property had been hande<i government of Suwalki. October 3d was the Day of
over to the tender mercies of the populace. At Atonement, the most sacred day of the Hebrew calAlexandrowk, on the banks of the Dnieper, the opera- ender, and the mob took the occasion to destroy the
tivs carried out what they thought to be the will of synagog and wreck the Jewish quarter, where one
the czar, on May 13th, rendering 300 out of the 400 Jew was killed and twenty wounded. Even as late .
Jewish families of the place homeless, and destroy- as November the myth of the spoliatian ukase iming property to the amount of nearly 400,000 rubles. posed upon the peasantry. On the 15th of that
Up to this time the riots had chiefly risen among month a band of a hundred peasants at Czarwona,
the urban populations, but they now spread into the near Zitomir, pillaged the property of the Jews
rural districts and reached every little village where under that pretext. Lastly, to show the excitable
even a single Jew resided. A Jew was murdered at state of the popular mind, the Sarah Bernhardt riots
Rasdory, a few miles southeast of Orjechow, and at at Kiew on Novemher 18th, and at Odessa on
Znamenka, near Nikopol, on the Dnieper, a Jewish November 27th, proved that a mere suspicion that
inn-keeper named Resser was murdered and his wife the actress was a Jewesswas sufficient to arouse once
dishonored, after which both were cast into the river. more the fury of the mob, and cause them again to
At Balka, also on the bank of the Dnieper, there was attack the Jewish quarter of those towns.
only one Jew, Allowioz by name. A band of rufBesides appealing to the blind passions of the
fians went to his house on May 17th, and finding him mob, the Jew-haters of Russia hav during the past
absent they violated his wife, and, to conceal the year resorted to more systemati0 efforts to harass the
crime, set fire to the house while the poor woman lay hapless Israelites. The Russian Moujik has a method
helpless in it. All this was witnessed by her little almost peculiar to himself of expressing his rage and
daughter, crouched in a ditch hard by. On the pre- hatred. Moscow is but the most celebrated instance
ceding day another tragedy had occurred at Kitzkis, of periods of Russian history when incendiarism has
where the house of one Preskoff was set on fire, and been the order of the day. Whenever the fever
he with two little children left to roast in it, while point of excitement is reached, arson is usually the
wife and mother looked on, vainly appealing for direction in which it overflows. So well is this reomercy to the ruffianly perpetrators of the crime. At ognized in Russia that the peasants hav a technical
Gregoriewk a Jewish inn-keeper named Rieffman name for the deliberate firing of towns; the "re_d
was cooped in one of his own barrels and cast into cock" is said ·to crow. During the past year this
the Dnieper. Again at Kanzeropol a man named method of revenge has been resorted to on a large
Enman was murdered brutally and his wife violated scale against the Jews of Russia, especially in the
and afterward killed. Such were the . Christian west. By the end of J ~ne the "red c_oc~" had
dee~s that were done on the bank of the Dnieper crowed o~er fifteen t?'!"ns m wester~ Rus.sia, mcluddurmg the month of May.
ing Mohllew, contammg 25,000 mhabitants, and
Meantime the seaport Odessa had likewise been' Witebsk, with 23,000, and Slonim, with 20,000.
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Many thousands of Jews were rendered homeless by and heroic devotion, Glorious triumph of the man and the
Round the World.
this means, and on July 3d 6,000 Jews lost their men who could thus do and dare for truth and libe~;ty.
The
first
volume
of "A. Truth Seeker Around
You
remember
the
plaudits
of
true
and
loyal
souls
that
homes by fire at Minsk, 4,800 being deprived of greeted Mr. Bennett as he departed bv the Atlantic I Let true
the
World"
has
now
been mailed to ·the subscribevery means of subsistence at the same time. The an~ loyal souls greet him as he returns by the Pacific I Let us
town of Pinsk, in the same province, suffered a like umte as one man to giv him a hearty and hospitable welcome. ers to the fund. We are glad to announce that
fate. And shortly afterward a ·conflagration took Let us open our hearts and purses to giv him a Pacific coast the first edition has nearly all been subscribed
place at Koretz, in Wolhynia, in which thirty lives welcome that will ring along and across the continent, that will for, and that we shall hav to issue a second
were lost, and 5,000 souls left without a home. ?e glad music to his ears as he journeys, after his long and per- shortly. Since the list of names was stereotyped we
Ilous travels, to the sanctum made sacred to us by his suffer- hav received many new ones. They all wished to be
Every week added to the number of fires in' towns ings and sorrows.
·
enrolled, but it was too late for the first edition, ahd
inhabited by Jews, till by the end of September the
To this end we specially invite you to co-operate with us. If to accommodate them and many others we hav conlist extended to forty-one towm~. This probably in- you can come possibly to take part in the ovation, do so. If
you cannot, confer with us by letter, and aid us financially to cluded to put them in the second edition of the first
volved the loss of home to 20,000 Jews.
To the mass of homeless and penniless creatures the best of your ability. Act promptly, act with the fires of volume, and also open a list of subscribers to appear
burning in your heart, as they burned in the hearts of in the second volume. This will giv all an opporin southern Russia must be added the many victims liberty
the Revolutionary fathers of precious memory. Let us be tunity who may wish it, and also aid in paying
of pillage. The violence of the mobs often wrecked united, let us show the bigots and fanatics they cannot, and
expenses. The volumes will be sold separately for
whole streets of houses as completely as any fire, and shall not, wreck the lives of the heroic men who are fighting $2 per volume, and the three for $5 if taken before
we know of 2,000 who were thus rendered homeless ~ur battles at tne front. All true lovers of civil and religious
the volumes are completed. We would very much
at Kiew, 1,600 at Smielo, 1,000 at Konotop, 600 at liberty, whether Freethinkers, Jews, Christians, or others,
like a larger list to greet the traveler with on his
must
unite
solidly
to
prevent
any
and
all
encroachments
of
the
Ouchow, and 300 at Ohuchow. The value of prop- church upon the state, must unite to oppress and defPat all return home. The books will be very cheap at $5erty. ilestroyed in the South has been reckoned to special legislation like that carried through by Comstock's So- much cheaper than any other publisher would get
reach $80,000,000.
Ciety for the (alleged) Suppression of Vice, but really for the
out.
It is po~sible that an aggregate of a hundred ~xte~mination of Freethought publications, or such special leg- them
The additional volume of course increases the exthousand Jewish families has thus been reduced to islatiOn as now attempts to enforce a Christian Sabbath upon pense of publishing by a third, and we need many
poverty. The ranks of the ruined were increased by the people of California. Dangers threaten the republic. The more names, with the "V's," to meet the cost.
arrest and imprisonment of D. M. Bennett was a blow at the
those who dared not apply for their just debts, while rights of every citizen who dates to express his honest convicThe following is the list of subscribers who hav
in many cases the peasantry hav deliberately" boy- tions as becomes an American and a freeman, who has too much sent in the $5, and the amount will be acknowledged
cotted" the Jews. It must be further remembered pride and manhood to bow to bigots, or believe in organized in the dedication of the second volume. We shall
that in several places the Jews anticipated riots by superstition, based upon immaculate frauds. We must be see the list grow with great pleasure:
evacuating their homes; thus, near Perejaslaw, after united, we must carry Gn the conflict against superstition with
unflinching courage; we must triumph, for in that triumph is Anderson, R. J.
the riot at that place, no fewer than seventeen vil- the
perpetuity, peace, and progperity of the republic, and the
Bennett, John
Buford, P. G.
R. F.
lages in the neighborhood were deserted by the final happiness of the hum•n family. Keep the sacred fires of Baker,
Burgess, J.
Berls, Herman
Barber, B. W.
Berrian, :Mrs. H.
Burr, Chas.
Barlow, C. A.
Jews, and the same doubtless took place in other liberty burning all along the liiie.
Brander, Wm. •
Bell, Addison A.
BYRoN ADoNis,
DR. J.D. McLENNAN,
localities. Men hav fled from the villages in which
A. BERENZ, SR.,
DR. G. C. HoADLEY,
Colwe 11, Frank
Cervantea,A. L. [2 shares.] Clark, Maggie
they hav resided all their lives. Even after the
Corliss, E. s.
J. L. YoRK,
J OBN R. KELso;
events of Kiew the Jews of the neigh borhooil, fearPHILIP CowEN.
Dutton, Jerome
Davlea, J.
Dahimlen, Jacob, Jr.
ing the spread of. the disorder, crowded at the rate
AdilrPss
all
letters
to
Mr.
Byron
Adonis, Cor. Sec. A. L. L. Farr, Clinton
of one hundred families a day into the town which
615 Kearny street, San Francisco, Cal.
had so lately shown itself hostil. Others fled to- 190,
Gardner, A. L.
Glles,E.M.
The sut·plus fund, if auy, will be donated, with willing heart, Gano,H.
ward the border, and during the summer months .a to Mr. Bennett, to aid him in shotting that magnificent instru- Green, W. F.
Hoxter, W. D.
Wrn. Henry
Hess, Joseph
camp of refugees in the open air, at Podwoloczyska, ment for the destruct;on of frauds and myths theological-THE Haigh,
Hubbard, R.
Halev, J. H.
Holt, J. 0.
Hawes, C. L.
Hope, Peter
contained no less than 1,500 souls, including chil- TRUTH SEEKER.
The public press will advise you as to thA exact d>tte of the
dren of the tenderest age. A few, who still posof "the old man eloquent," the l!'allant old hero who Jones, L. M. & J. L.
sessed other means, attempted to flee across 'the arrival
has never flinched his duty in sunshine or in storm.
Kimball, Murray
frontier, but many were stopped. Of 5,000 who manKenck, Chris.
Extensiv preparations are being made to giv Mr. Bennett 1t Karch, Henry B.
aged to reach Brody, on the Austrian border, in a splendid and enthusiastic reception at all important points along
Loomi,N.
Ladd, Sherman W.
L~"Lwrence, Chas. B.
CoMMITTEE.
perfectly helpless state, 2,000 still remain there; his triumphant march.
LaTourette, Schuyler · Livengood, L. U.
San
Franciseo,
Gal.,
M!Lrch
28,
1882.
huddled in cellars.
Merledge, Wm. H.
A. 0.
Maxfie]d, John
Religious fanaticism and race hatred are at the
Regarding the same our venerable friend, the Malster,
Metcalf John
Miller, <.:. N.
bottOil,J. of aWthese outrages. Priests mingled with Boston Investigator, say!!!:
Noble, Wm. J.
the mob and incited them in the name of the "SaPower, Mark
Pugh John
We
understand
that
the
Liberals
of
San
Francisco,
Cal.,
will
vior" the Jews are supposed to hav crucified over giv Mr. D. M. Bennett, of the New York TRUTH SEEKER, a
Quick, Simon
eighteen hundred years ago. It has been supposed public reception on his reaching that city from his travels.
that the world was too hr advanced to ever hav fur- What a commentary on the persecuting efforts of Mr. Com- Rlchrnoml, A. K.
Stewart, M. F •.
Smith, J. T.
Mrs. Emma A.
ther religious persecutions that took the shape of fire stock! They h•.v rebounded to the interest of Mr. Bennett Sabine,
Stt·•tton,Davld
Snyder, t..!. K.
Sheradln, Mary A.
more
abundantly
than
even
his
most
sanguin
friends
could
hav
StansUeld.
G~o~
Stuort,
Granville
Sloan,
H.
E.
and sword, but it seems it is not so. It is only those
Sterling, C. S.
Smith, Asa B.
expected.
Somo
of
his
Christian
friends
sagaciously
predicted
countries which are Liberal that are free. The spirit that prosocuting an Infidel would not pay, and probably they
Truesdell, w. H.
of C.luistianity remains the same, and unless re- are now convinced of it.
Vore, Mary A.
strained is liable to break out and desolate the land
Wallace, 0. M.
West, John
Wood, Enos
in which it holds sway. _.._
Watson, H. R.
W!Jilama.H.S.
Wood,J. w.
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______

Reception to .Mr. Bennett.
We are pleased to see that ·the Western Liberals
are making preparations to giv Mr. Bennett a grand
reception on his arrival at San Francisco, which is
expected on the 21st or thereabouts of this month.
With this object in view, the committee has issued
~he following circular, which tells the story in ringmg terms:
ALL FOR THE NOBLE cAUSE.
To the Liberals of the Pacifie Coast, Individually and Collectivly: ·

Tlw Bennett Reception in California.

To THE EmToR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: I
was honored to-day by the receipt of a letter from
the gallant old Christ of the invincible army of Freethinkers. The letter is dated Colombo, Ceylon, Feb.
20, 1882, and is forwarded via Yokohama. Mr. Bennett expec~ed to remain on "the island of charming
tropical delight" until March 2d, when he was to take
the steamer for Singapore, and possibly Shanghai,
and then Yokohama. He expects to reach this city
the latter part of this month. Mr. Bennett writes in
a cheerful, buoyant mood, and it is apparent that this
revolving globe agrees with him. It is his intention
to lecture upon his arrival in the United States, and
will make a friendly call upon all his true and tried
friends when it is possible to do so.
We are activly at work to giv him an ovation
worthy of the cause, and a real spirit of enthusiasm
pervades our ranks. Auxiliary Liberal League 190
has issued a ringing appeal to the Liberals of this
coast. We hav mailed a thousand copies throughout
the interior, and sent a number to leading Liberals
and Leagues at the East. Another thousand hav
been distributed throughout the city and surroundin~r towns.
I am in receipt of several letters from the country,
all of which indicate a hearty desire to cooperate
with us in the celebration. Among them are letters
from intelligent women, and several ladies hav
called to make inquiries about Mr. Bennett. They
are zealous advocates of Freethought and warm admirers of the old hero.
A larg-e number of letters from all parts of the
country for Mr. Bennett are already in my care, and
"still they come." The enthusiasm for him is widespread. Well he deserves it. He has fought heroically against the bigots. We must stand by him,
as we hav ever stood, unflinchingly. We are push·
th
t
h
11 It ·
1
·
mg
e enemy 0 t e wa ·
. IS on Y a questiOn
of time until triumphant victory is ours.
BYRON ADONIS.
San J:.rancisco, Gal., April 3, 1882.

The undersigned, an executiv committee appointed by auxiliary Liberal League 190, of the National Liberal League, to
make preparations to tender an ovation to Mr. D. M. Bennett,
respectfully address you on this matter of vital importance to
our noble cause.
· You are aware that the bigots and fanatics hav tracked Mr.
Bennett with a merciless persecution; that they finally, by decoy letter, through their vile tool, Anthony Comstock, had him
arrested, tried, convicted, and sent to the penitentiary. You
are aware that the notorious and infamous trinity of Benedict
Colgate, and Comstock reveled in this triumph of their devilish
ingenuity and deadly hat€. They thought that the penitentiary would be Mr. Bennett's grave, and that, entombed with
him in that grave, would lie the fearless TRUTH SEEKER and the
great publishing house he had built up for the destruction of
/
superstition.
You are aware that Mr. Bennett survived his tortures and
torturers ; that he was received, upon his release, with the
greatest honors in a great public demonstration in New York.
'£his demonstr~ttion, and the largest petition ever sent to Washington praying for his release, while yet a prisoner at Albany
are evidences of his innocence, of the justness aud nobleness of
the cause for which he suffered, and the deep public appreciation of the man. You are aware th~.t the Liberals of the U niten
States sent him to Europe ; that he returned, and agai11 the
Liberals sent him on his Around-the-World tour. He is com ..
ing back to us, and will, from best accounts, arrive in this city
some time in April, via China and Japan.
Never in human history has there been a more noble display
of friendship and fidelity than the Liberals of America, Canao:la, and England manifested toward Mr. Bennett during his
persecution, trial, and imprisonmem, and never did man more
worthily deserve this friendship and fidelity. He has stood up
boldly and bravely for the sacred cause of mental liberty and
for civil and religious liberty, and he has bravely and boldly
hurled defiance at the bigots and fanatics who sought not only
~he destruction of his property, but even of his life, by swearing
T. B. WAKEMAN is under the doctor's charge ternIt away, and incarcerating him .in the bastile at Albany. With
'l
h' h
t f
th
f
what fortitude and heroism did this venerable sage endure this porarl y, w lC accoun s or
e non-appearance o
merciless imprisonment 1 With what devotion and unselfish- his lectures this week. We sincerely trust his illness
ness did the Liberals of America stand by him to the bitter will be very short, for the Liberals of New York
end, never failing, never flinching, in their touching, beautiful,. hardly know how to spare him even for a day.

Wright, S. G., 1\f.D.
Zinsmeister, Jacob

The Freethought Missionary.
Mr. Bennett has been preaching the gospel of
truth, as he sees it, to the Indians. He has delivered, by invit'ltion, ten lectures, all to large audiences, and one to an audience of between three and
four thousand. All but one of his lectures hav been
to people who do not understand the English language, and he has had to hav them interpreted into
Singalese as _he delivered them. The Buddhist
priests are delighted with them, and most of them
will be printed in the nativ language to use as missionary documents. Mr. Bennett has taken in a
radius of several hundred miles in his lectures, including Ceylon, Colombo, Kandy, Pandura, and
Galli, in some of which places he has spoken twice.
He has been treated like a prince by the learned
nativs, who paid his hotel bills, railroad fare to the
different towns, carriage hire, etc., and did everything in their power to honor him. He has had a
grand time, and his visit will be long remembered
by both them and him.
·
On March 3d he left Galli, Ceylon, for Singapore.
He contemnlated a short detour into Java before
going to China. He expects to reach San Francisco
in the latter part of this month.
WE learn from the Investigator that ElizurWright
has recovered. Good for him! May his last sickness be a thousand years away!
T. C. LELAND's address is 744 Broadway, not 144.
CoL. INGERSOLL will lecture next Sunday evening,
the 16th, at the Academy of Music, this city, on
"Talmagian Theology."
--~~-..-------

AGAIN it becomes our solemn duty to chronicle in
our new~'~ column the death of a minister of the gospel while in the act of breaking the bread of life to
his hungering flock. When the pulpit becomes no
longer a protection to a preacher from the wrath
which breaks out occasionally without any warning
or apparent cause, it is about time for believers to
begin to ask in what calhng and in what place a
man may reasonably consider himself safe.
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II,ommunicafions.
Beating their Mother.
"Jlenjl\mln ]<'ranklin wrltln~r to Thomas Paine, urfllni" him not to
ublishtbe'Aii'e of REmoon,'said to him: 'Yon are probahlyill~phtPd to-relil!'ion for the hallita of virtue on which you eo jnetly
vahlfl yonroelf. You ml~eht eaoily diaplay your exeellent fltl!Jnt3
of reasonh•g npon ~ li'SB bzz~rdona onb]ect, and thereby obtam a
rank emonll' onr most di•tlnll!'mabeq aut bora. For amonll 1111lt Ia. not
nece•~arv aa a•onl!' the Hottentots, that a youth, to be raised mto
tb~ comp,;ny of men, ahonld m·ove his manbnoe!- by b!Jatin~t his
mother • The pertinency of thi8 ar!!ument ItS RtirfliDat Pame capnot
fail to be Of'E'n bv anv one. And It is equally applicable to tbe mod- ern apostles nf Infidelity and thei.: more noisy and olfenslv follo~;f,;.t Franklin advised Paine not to do ia what the a?vocates of
JntldPlity of all shades of ability and attainment Rr!J b_usJ!Y eni{RII'ed
in dOinJC. Tht-y are bentinll" their mother. To CbrJstramty do they
owe all th!!.t distingni•hes them from beatJ:l<;n ..Blot out all that
Christianity has d"ne for the edncotion, r·hrhzo.twn, and ele_vatlo!'
of mankind, wrthin the Jaat ei~rhteen centurlei, and ~hat of mtelliI{GDCE', good ord~r. aeveior,ment of the forces of nature and ~n~~n
happiness would remain! '
B.
The above scrap was sent by a pious friend, who, I presu~e,
thinks she has scor~d not only one but one hundred ~or Chn~
tianit.y and against Infidality. But avery e~ucated L1baral Will
tE>ll h~rr that the whole thing is a complet~ h>Sllli of falsehoods I
It opens with an assortion thot ~as ~~en refuted ~ver and ovar
again by critics, scholars, and .h1stor1ans alJ t?r~~gb the land.
Benjamin Franklin knew noth~n~ ahout. Pame s Age of Reason," for be died yens before 1t wa.s wntten, and consequen.tly
be could not hav spoktm of it onP. way or the oth~r •. As to Pamt>
"beatin~r his moth8r" by speaking. of the ChrJS~Ja_n c_hu~ch as
he did, he is emphatically" not gmlty," for Chr~st~an~ty ~s not
the par&nt of ~ood de~ds nr of good men. Chnstutmty.Js not
the "motheJ•" of education. civilizii.tion. or the elevatwn of
mankind. She has always done her level best to keep the :world
in ignorance and barb•rism. She knows that the more smence,
philosophy, or Common senSP a pt!op]e hav the le!S belief they
hav ·in the supernatur~l:and the less :tre the.Y mold.ed by ,~ther
people's icleas and influences. "To. b~ as little children ~a~
bMn the great ambition of the ChrJSh~n.. To hav all belief..
11nd creeds made ready to hand, »nd onlYJust ba a~ked to sw~l
low them precis~ly as a child unque~tionably swal.lo~s a!~ 1ts
parents teach it, is "Chri!ti~n civilizat!on" and Chnstum piety.
The church has fon~ht agamst every mvent~on, every progressiv movemPnt, everv atep toward the elevatiOn of woman and
the g-eneral education of the mas~es. It was only as each reforl?
or inv~;ntinn became popular, and the g;eneral den:'and for It
grew to be an imperativ nec~ssity, tbat 1t. was caut.wusly and
~ru•lgindv adopted and advocated. bv the ch11rch, and thPn
jnst a~ soon as she was compPJled to ~u~er a r~formatory movement to be in accordance w1th Christian. ~ehef and th~ hol_r
~cdptnres, ~he at. oDce claimed to hav or1gmated and g1ven It
birth and to bav foitered it. in h~r bosom.
.
But the 1·eal wnrb she did ;iv birth to as a mother she demes
as being her lPgitimate children. Among these stands first and
foremo~t per~e<·u•ion for opinion's sake, wars, murders, anrl
bloorl,- hed for hnly ends ~.nil purpo>es; t~o hund':sd thousand
crusaders sP.crificod by th~ir " mother" m the vam &ttempt to
get back the holy sepulc·her. which aft~r all was ?nlY a. fi.gment
of the imr.gination and had r.o real ex1~tencP; nme millions of
hE'r own children believers in her as a trw• mother, murdered
hv hPr fAr wi•chdraft. Th" church has i!lcited and all~w:ed he;
childrPn to murder Pa<'h other in wars, rwts, and hnm'Cides a
the rate of .100,000,000 people every hundred years. An~ only
to-clay I read that E"rope givs thirty-throe cents J?llr cap! til: for
·education, and 108.84 cents per head for war, to aid Christians
to murder Christians.
Christian civilization bcenses bar-rooms, brothels, and gambling bells. Tt allows professional th;eves, who steal whPnever
they hll.v an oppnrtunitv. to run loose all over the land and prey
upon the indwRtry of honest citizens; permits ~trong men t? murder, ahnse. and torture helpl~ss women aJd mnorent children.
Tt makes thA hu~band and father. lord and master over the
women and children, and, through 1ts god-boo~, robs ons-~a\f
of the race of ninety-nine-hundredths of its nghts and priVIleges. It t• XPS them without repr~~entation and teac.hes them
to hng the chain~ that fPtter them. Go among the Cbmgse and
the Japanese and you will find many virtu:s ~uc~ ?;ore_ develaped than even in our boaited hmd of Christian ClVilizatJ?n. It
is the eame in 1dl places and among all peoples. Some w1ll h.av
one virtue or setofvirtu~s. and ~orne another; and equally so w1th
vic9s. But Christian civilization has them all, ?r nearly all, in
their fulness. If education, freedom, and en!Jghtenme'flt f?ster the good thev also givwiil~r scope for the evil. ¥~re belief
has but littie to 'do in civilizing. The gods and reli1pons of &
nation are only reflecte~ imagQR of the m~n?s and hearts of th11.t
nation. A war-like nation breeds the re!Jgwn of Moses and the
patriarchs. A pPaceful nation fos!ers a religion of love, ~encler
ness and humanity. As the world grows older peace trmmphs
over' war and th~reforP the religion of the New Testament far
surpassE; that of the 0\d, and ev~n t~is improved theolo~J: ~as
been lwdng new meamng-s put mto Jt ye!l'r ~J .year as clvil,zation hn' pag~ed onward •nd upward, leavm~ 1t m there~!'·
You Protestants are the last ones who should talk of betiting mothers." Who deRIS ~a.rder blows on a mother than you
do on vours-on the Cathohc mother church-the church that
claimed as its own all the Christim fa~hers ; the chur~h that
gave you your god-hooks, creeds, anrl ntes smd ~eremomes, a!ld
even your gods anil dev1ls? Aye, all your stoc~ m trade you ~n
berit f1om her, aud yet you never let pass a smgle oppor.tumty
to b<at a1>1l stone her. Try again, my friend, and see 1f thee
cannot m!:h out a little better case; one that has at le~st .a
~er.n bl~nce of reasonable truth for it~ foundation. One thwg 18
sure, coorh;ess is its ewn reward. To be good, to do good, to
belir·ve in good is a ble~sing.
" Every soed of good we sow,
Botb in' shade and shin"' will grow,
And will keep our hearts aglow,
While the days are goinfi:' by."
ELMINJ..

Essential to Liberal Growth.
To TirE EDITOR oF. THE TRUTH SuKER, Sir: I desire tG
impress on Liberals one or two things ~f I?o;e ~mportance th11.n
all our strictmes on the B1ble and Chnst1amty, than all our
ar:uments from natnre o; art, tov.:ard. the propsgandiem of our
c1l.U 5 e. It is the need of mtroductJOn m our common schools. of
a few ll s,ons in logic, and e•pecially that part connected w1th
the d~tel'Lion of fallacies. If this vtere umted to Borne lessons
on a few anicles in liten.ture, such as Sl11ith's "Bentham on
Fall~.des'' and 'Macaulay's Southey" Colloquies on Soeiety,''
these le~sous would l.oe forever impressed on the mind. ~he
womderful !twkwanlness of mn>t people il~ considering a aubJePt
is unaccount~ble. People think they can reason crookedly and
yet conclude correctly; that reasoning is of no importance; that
a creed, for instance, m11y be true, yet founded on falsehoods;

that a party may be right though upholding nothing but wrong.
Reason has nothing to do with conclu~ions ~tmong nearly all of
us. This must be from a defectiv education. Years are spent ?var
the art of getting the right word in the rig~t pl~ce, or ths r1ght
letter; not one day in ali the years of ichooling IS ~evote~ .to the
art of detecting falsehood from truth; of readmg cntJCally.
Children are Rsked to " read that sentence &nd show where the
letters are misplaced or wanting," or, "read it and sh~w what
words a7e inaccurate " and are drilled over such thmgs for
years. Never in the 'whole course of their edu?a!i~nare they
asked to read such a sentence or article aud see if 1t IS self-contradictory or false in any way.
If our Liberal friends everywhere would exert themselvs
toward this matter, and some publisher woul~ get up~ ~mall
school-book teaching the art of detecting fall ames, and gmng a
few illustrations bv articlss such as. Smith's and Macaulay's,
gradually a mighty work could be accomvlished.
REJ.DER.

Lecture Field Notes.
To THE EDITOR OF Tm: TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A wo~ld of
news can be ~athered in one's journeys if the. traveler IS not
too busy in studies, si~:"ht-seging, read.ing, speakmg. almo~t every
night. Just now I find mystolf pennmg these few 1tems m New
Lisbon. Wis., where I am in the mid~t of a course of le.ctures.
The preachers duly warned their people last Sunday aga!nst ~t
tending the Infidel meetings. The godly one~ ?beyed implicitly. It is a wonder that we secu~~ as good audiences as we do
when the efforts b.v the superstitious to prevent people from
.
hearing are taken into accounU.
After having given ten lectures in Esc~naba, .MICh., ~· H.
8tanley, a veteran Freethinke~ of Gr~~:vesVJlle, W1s., furmshed
hall and abiding-place in Chilton, W1s., where I ga.ve a half
dozin lectures to as enthusiastic audienc•s as I ever met. composed mainly of German turners. Our _home was with Dr. ~a
Count and wife, both of whom are Liberal and prog~e~s1v.
Their daughter is a fine pianist, and a great deal of music was
a part of our Chilton feast.
.
.
The town is almost entirely Catholic; two la_rge ~athohc
churches ; no Protestant. The. priest, Father Larr:g~n, IS more
broad-minded than the generality of Prot.estant mm1s~ers. On
Son day I went to hear him. He gave h1s co!lgregatwn a refreshing scolding because they neglected to bnng- wood for the
"house of God." It appeared to me that ~ nev~r saw a man
who enjoyed the application of the cat-o'-mne-tails more tha.n
he did the rebukes which he showered upon the heads of h1s
helpless victims. He had them. They co~ld ~ot :• ~aw back."
For twent.y minutes or more he reveled m. h1s J mcv feast of
that prospectiv dry wood. It was a dry subJecr, but ~herever
Pnd father made it interesting. He read off a long list of. delinquents who had failed to come to .tim~ on the .wood question,
~<nd wound up with the blood-curdlmg mformatJon thl!'t thos~
who would not bring wood that week should not obtam absolution.
Then he attacked the congregation in general ; told them to
their faces that they were a niggardly set. No man in the
crowded edifice dared to dispute the allegation. " Last Sunday," he said, ''the collection amounted to only forty cents,"
'he Sunday before a few cents more.
.
Freethinkers do better than that. When collPctions were
taken up, which are the. only religious exercise~ we ever hav
sometimes as much as e1ght dollars were contrJbut.ed by nnetwentieth of the number that donat.ed forty cents ; m all, fortv
rlollars nearly. But there is this diff~re~ce : ,~he collPctions in
the Catholic church are only the '' stnpp1!lgs.
~he poor pPople, from fear of fire in a world to come, In;tpovensh themsel~s
to build grand temples dedicated to an al.mighty task master m
heaven. They pay rent for pews. It IS pay, P'~Y at almnFt
every turn, like a tourist among a swarm of Nlllgm·a hHckdrivers. ,
.
.
My Infidel friend, J. H. Stanley, wrote me that Chllton IS a
" Catholic nest " and that I might consider my'w If fortunate
to get off with 'a "whole hide." As the saints ~r God an" not
quite a• ferocious as they used to be-Tnfidtolity. ha' tamed
rhem-1 had no misgivings. Eggs were talked of, but as tjl.ey
were too dear to throw by a people who could only ra1se
forty cents for the Lord-I contributed one-quarter of that
myself to pay for the pew I, occupied-! felt ~omparativly
safe even in a" Catholic nest,' and was treatPd w1th far more
politeness by the Catholics than I hav often been by Protestants.
Since leaving there Mr. Stanley writes me," Yom lectures
hav had a. good eff•ct, and.'fti!l hav a tendency to. •eL penple
thinking, especially the younger cla..~s. All our Liberal Germans were so w••ll pleased with the lectur~s that they would not
take anything for the use of the hall, whiCh I expected to pay
for.
.
The names of a few of them I will giv, for I consider this a
good plan to ma'ke the Liberals all over the country acquainted
with each other: R. Schliehting, L. Schneider, Henry Rollman, F. R Gutheil, Charles Men_ig, William Paulsen, A. J.
Ha>ssen, Julius Find, Harmon Wh1pperman.
My nfxt lecture point was Fox Lake, Wis. ,1: H. Williams
was an activ friend in secur!Dg the course. He IS a grea.t admirer of THE TltUTil SEEKER, the numbers of which he preserves as mcredly as a Christian does his Bible.
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss made a portion of our stay very pleasant.
Dr. Hawse and wife were attendants and supporters of the
series of lectures.
Here resideB the editor a:ad publisher of the Fox Lake Representative, Mr. Hotchkiss, a paper which has been often
quoted by the Liberal press.
The people generally of :V'ox Lake are a conservativ clas~,
and are easily ~tartled at a. radical statement. Fo;c ~ake IS
connected with the main railroad route by a two miles track,
the cars of which are run by horFe-power. This may bav
something to do with the general behind-the-times air of the
town.
.
I found a few specimens of that oddebt sort of all Liberals,
wealthy and indifferent as to w~ether pe0ple bel! eve ~act or fiction. They count the~selvs l:1beral, when t~e ~~ct IS the~ ~r~
only indifferent. Their f!tvont expressiOn 1s, t am w1llin
everybody should beliA>e to suit himself. I don't care !l. d-n
wh!tt folks believe.''
You will generally finil such "Liberals" consistent; that is,
they subscribe for no Liberal paJ?er, and pay ~ot one cent to
sustain a co•.1rse of lectures in then· dead-and-alive town. More
than that, they boast of it. Ex:an;tin the curiosir.y ~ little further and you will discover that th1s same pseudo-Liberal pay5
from $25 to $100 a yp,ar on his wife's or da~ghter's chur.ch account. He i~ so generous that. he neglects J;nmself and h1s own
intellectu"'l needs. I do not say "wants," for he wants no
more intellectual dev&lopment t.hafi: he has .. Lecturers al!-d editors who hav Fpent year! in sctent1fic studies and expenments
c.w teach him nothing, and he takes very good C!tre that they
sh&ll not.
W. F. JAMIESON.
Albion, Mich.

Taxation, Capital Punishment, and Prayer.
To THE EDITOR OF TH~ TRUTH S~EKER_, Sir : A bill to
tax church property in th1s. stl!'te (W1~consm) has been de.
feated by our legislature, whiCh IS to be regretted.
The Senate voted to restore capital punishment, but the
House defeated their project, for which it is entitled UiJ the
thanks of the people.
There was great rejoicing all over ~he c.ountry at the convic.
tion of Guiteau, and a speedy hangmg .1s d~manded. Ropes
hav been sent to Washington to hang h1m w1th. Many jokes
are cracked at his expense. Some papers speak of its being in
bad taste. Would not the word brutal be more apprnpriate?
Orthodox Christians seem to take the lead in their bloodthirst.
ings in the mattar, which may :not be ve.ry strange, .as their re.
ligion was born, nurtured, an~ rea~ed m blood ; 1~ fact has
waded in rivers of blood ever smce 1t bs had an exJstenPe-is
essentially a blood theology. Guiteau's history is a natural
outgrowth of his reli~?n· He is co!lstituti?nally ~ religious
fanatic. Eis life trammg has been m the mspirali~"n thfory.
He is a firm believer in it, and claims that he was inspired to
remove the president under such pressure that he had ~o power
of resistance. In this he only vmces the common sentiment.
President Arthur said in his proclamation that "God had removed from us onr beloved President,'' and the pulpit re-echoes
it all over the country. This is exactly Guiteau's theory, and
if true why hang Guiteau? If the principal is to escape the
gallow~, and the agent o~ instrument to be .hung, why not hang
the pistol? that was the mstrument Lb11.t ~11d the w~rk.
If the doctrin of inspiration is true, Gmteau has JUSt as good
a dgnt and is just as likely. to be inspired as Moses, Abraham,
Peter, Paul, or Freeman. WehPar no complaints about Moses's
indi8criminate slaughter of thousn.nds by command of God.
Abraham is honored with the title of " Faithful Abraham,"
'·the F,.ther of the Faithful" for offering up his son Isaac.
Freeman was sent to an insane asylum, Guireau is to be hung,
and what is to be done with Myns, who offered up his son a
sacrifice to God by shooting him ? Consistency is getting to be
a lost jewel.
.
. .
Then there is the efficacy of prayer theory, whiCh thmkmg
people are begirming to question. After th~ presirlent was
shot a.U the praying people went down on .their knees for two
months in prayer for his recovery. But their God was dumb as
an oyster and as stubborn as a mule, and paid no .attention to
their p!Pading.
When Garfield's doctors announced that he was convalescent and that it ·was only a matter of time when he would
fully recover, they boastfully said, "See w ~at prayer can do."
But after he died, all they could say was, ' Well,. God knows
best." If he knows best in one case, he must m all cases.
Tkerefore it would seem to be a wise thing to let him &)one, let
him hav his own way, and stop this everlasti~g teasing. In my
humble opinion, there is not efficacy Pnough !n all theyrayers
ever offered on earth to sprout a potato or g1v a starvmg man
a crust of brE>ad.
E. B. RouNDS.
Eureka. Wis., March 31, 1882.

The 'l_lhree Persons in ·One.
The following far-ts in regard to the origin of the mysterious
godhead are of interest in these days when they are lmble tu be
lost sight of in the distance : .
.
.
In the "Historv of the Christutn Church from 1ts F1rst Establishmel;t to tht> Present Time," compiled from the works of Dr.
G. GrPgorv by ?tl!trtin Ruter, D D.. published by Carlton & Porter, 200 :i\i:u!borry st., New York (C!trlton & Porter had charge
r•f thP. Merhod1st Book Concern as agents of the Method1~t
church), p~ge 72, is the following: "Th.e ~rst .gene~al couu~il
was called by Constantine, A.D. 325, at NiCe m B1thyma. In th1s
council Jesus Christ was declared to be ,,f the same essence With
the father'' Same page, "Another council, which was h~lcl at
Const!tl;tinople in the year 383, added to t~a~ ?f th~ NJCene
council mm e precise terms to express the dlVImty ?f the H~ly
Ghost." Page 73, "In this counml the. HomuusJBn doctrm,
or consubstantiality of the three persons w the godhead. was
dedared a fundamental article of the Christian faith." Page
110 " The fourth general council, assembled at Chalcerlon in
451; asserted the d~ctrin of two dhtinct_natures in one p~rso~
unit~d in Christ without any change, miXture, or confusiOn.
Page 120 ·• In the vear 553 a genua! council at Constantinople
fully ack~owledgerl the decrees of the four preceding general
councils." Page 142, "At a general co~ncil convened at 9onstantinople in 680. the creed that two wills aml.two ~peratwns
were existent in Jesus Christ was finally determmed.
In the "Ecclesiastical History from the Earliest Period to the
Present Time," by Rev. Wm. Palmer, M.A., of Worcester Co~
lege, Oxford, page 35, these wo;ds ~ccur: " The first CEeumemcal Svnod assembled at Nice m B1thyma, J..D. 325. And the
Christian faith was declared in that celebrated Nice,n" creed,
which has ever since bePn received as the rule of b1th by ~II
Christian churches. In this creed it was professed that Ctmst
is 'of the same substance' (homousion) with the father, i.e._, of
the same 7'eal godhead." Page 41, "Th• second ~cumem_cal
Synod was at Constantinople i!l A.D. 381. On this occ~swn
the Nicene creed was enlarged, ill order to express the belief of
Christians that the Holy Ghost is truly God." Page 4~, "The
third <Ecumenical Sy:rod, held at Ephesus A.D. 431, d~CJdecl the
doctrin of the union of the divine and humRn natures Ill the ol!e
person of the Lord Jesus." Page 44, "The fourth CEcumeDIcal Synod of Chalcedon, A..D. 451, esta?lished the true and
sound doctrin that in our Lord Jesus Chnst there are two perfect and distinct natures, the godhead and manhooil, umted
in one person without mixture, change, or confusion." Page
45, " The fifth <Ecumenical Synod at Constan~iuople, J.D. ~53,
approved all Lhe doctrins of the four precedmg CEcumemcal
synods." Page 46, "The doctrin Of. two perfect ~atures, e~ch
possessed of all ils distinctiv capacities and faculties, two ":illS
the divine and human was asserted by the sixth CEcumemcal
Synod, held in Const~ntinople A.D. 680."

Church Taxation in Michigan.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SJ:EKER, Sir : I ";as !?leased
to note in THE TIWTH SEEKER of the 18th Mr. Green s k~nd notice of our efforts in the cause of justice, as connected w1th the
subject of church taxati'n. From my knowledge of the J?le~
bers of our state legi~lature, I am satisfied that the ID:aJOrl7t
of the members believe as we do upon the abstract questwn. h
was more than we expected, however, that they would do t ~
right thing and brave the prPjudice of the church. I h~ar
members express themsel vs in this wise, "Personally I believe
churche~ ought to be taxed, but the great majority of my co~
stitul3nts do not and I deem it but just to represent my pe~p 6
rather than my 'personal views." 'l~he agitati?n is no~ over Ye11
Jon{)' way as these tendH-footed legislators Will find , and t~ Y
wili also ftnd that they hav constituents ~ho will demand J~s;
tice at their hands in the future. Means will be taken to adv!S
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the people or" this state of tbe members who did right and those
who diti the other thing on this question, as they may become
candidatPs at future elections.
.
The new tax law passed at the late speciallegislativ session
was fr·amed by a commi•sion of five rersons appointed for the
purpose. Th,s commi,sion a> ked for a public expression on the
subject of church taxation. TherP. were at once eight thousand
names on petitions in favor, and scarcely any ''n the other side,
not to exceed two or three hundred. And vet in the face of
this expression that they bad themselves a~ked for, Mr. John
Moore, of SAginaw, and Charles A.. Kent, of Detroit, both member~ of the tax commission, took occasion 'o pettifog their personal prPjudines before the legi5lature in favor of continuing
the pauper exemption.
Of th" whole numbPr of petitioners, over 2,000 were from this
city. The credit of smding- in this large number is largely <lue
to Mr. Edward Chope, Mr. C. Schulenburg, and Dr. W. R.
Merwin, of the local committee.
' It is seldom that th., legislature of Michigan is approached
by petition by so many names on any subject. We shall pick
6ur flints. and try ag-ain.
S. B. McCRAcKEN.
IJet?·oit, March 20, 1882.

A Test for Spiritual Mediums.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : At the State
Convention of Spiritualists and Liberals lately held at Ionia,
Mich., F. D. L,tcy in giving a short address stated some of his
objections to what appeared to him to be the mysticisms of
Spiritualism. He though that the " clairvoyants" of medical
profession assumed more in their newspaper advertisments than
they were able to substantiata, and that their treatment was a
farce and a growing imposition well calculated to dupe that
class of the community more subject to the miraculous than to
good sense; that it is not uncnmmon to meet with those who
assume to treat by spiritual aid, who scarcely know a muscle
from an artery, and when under the" influence" are not any
wiser, and that such impostors claim to read letters without unsealing, and giv medical advice from a lock: of hair, a glove, or
an old kerchid; tb,;t from the knowledge he possessed of such
thrngs he C·1uld regard them as no less than impostors; and tba,t
if they were such the sooner they were discountenanced the better for the world; that such things were tinctured too much
of andent miracles to be a good healthy doctrin to promulgate;
but that if they had reached another strata of thought beyond
wh~>re he h"d fathornerl, and these mysterious things were facts
made to appear illusiv _because of not being understood, then, as
be was a seeker for truth and an ardent lover of sciBntific investigation, he very much desired some satisfactory test of f;lpiritualism to >ustain what at present he must necessarily r~>j0ct.
He therefore presented an envelop which be said contained a
slip of p .• per with a few words written upon it, and desired t0
giv one hundred dollars for the benefit of the society when they
would prccure a clairvoyant who would read the words inclosed
without unsealing or mutilating the envelop; and in addition
to this sacrifice he would espouse their cause and would henceforth pmmulgate their views.
As there were none to accept his generous proposition it is still
lefe as a standing offer for all time or until some one is able to
accompli~h the phenomenon.
I would advise ithe Spiritualists to spare no pains to demonstrate to the worill, if in their power, their abillty to comply
with Mr. Lacy's request, and th~:reby establish that fact; or
if unable to do so, let them frankly acknowledgesome of their
nef!l.rious impositions slung upon the public.
. A TRUTH SEEKER.

Wilson and Comstock.
In a recent issue we chronicled the fact that Comstock had begun suit against Mr. Wilson for defamation of character. That the suit is entirely malicious, no one who knows the two men ca.n doubt. In
the Brooklyn Eagle Mr. Wilson makes the following statement of the case:

~resPnt

moment I hav such papers in my po•ses8ion. I sneral
limes offered, through the columns of the press, a sum of $5,000
to Anthony Comstock if he could show he had received a ll'ttu
fro!D any one complaining of me, and yet he, in his present
actwn, bas dared to state that I had .•abandoned the action
sgainst him. This I bav not done. He bas been tne cause of
a loss to me of over $30,000. This can be proved by mv books.
1 hav the best of the faculty of Brooklyn and New York iu .my
favor. - Dr. O'Brien, of the Hospital for Incurables, on Blackwell's Island, will testify in favor of my appliances, which
Anthony Com~tock attempted to disr~gard by his letter.
"'The milk in the cocoanut' is Eimply this: I had given
Mrs. Chase $100 to prosecute the inquiry at Washington into
Anthony Comstock's conduct in other matters. It was for this
alone that he dared to assail me. The facts are that 1\:fr. Comstock was not in Jeffer~on Market police court five minutes,
and the case was not called on the next day, and not until three
weeks afterw'lrd, when I appea.red with my fifty or sixty witnesses. The fact is, I only want justice done me."

What I Don't Believe.
PART Il.-NO. 73.
839. I cannot think that Jesus spoke the truth if he said,
"These signs shall follow those that believe: in my name shall
they cast out devils; they shall speak with new tongues; they
shall take up serpents; and ~ they drink any deadly thing it
shall not hurt them." It is the easiest thing in the world to
prove the falsity of tqis claim. There are between two and
three hundred millions of Christians in the world who believe
in Jesus, and there is not one of them who could handle cobras
and other poisonous serpents; who could swallow prllssic acid,
corrosive sublimate, cyanide of potassia, strychnine, and hundreds of other deadly poisons without thereby being poisoned.
They would kill the pope of Rome, Archbishop of Canterbury,
Cardinal McClosky, Howard Crosby, Joe Cook, or I)wight L.
Moody just as quick as Charles Bradlaugh, Robert G. Ingersoll, or a believer in Rrahma, Buddha, or Mohammed. It is the
most arrant falsehood to claim anything of the kind, and as a
proof of it there is not a Christian, however great his faith in
Jesus may be, who would dare to test the matter and let me
prepare the dose.
840. As a prophet Jesus can hardly be called a success. Ou
more than one occasion he said that before some of those stamling around him should see death or taste death, he would make
his second coming and be seen in the clouds of heaven in great
splendor and glory. What has bt>en the ftllfillment of this
prophecy? Not only has every person who has lived on the
earth at the time be uttered it tasted death, but eighteen hundred years have passed away, hundreds and thousands of millions of people have been born and lived and died, and nothing
of the kind which he predicted bas ever taken place. Judging
by the past, we have good reason to,believe that eighteen hundred years more will pass away, and many times that amount
on the top of it, before that prophecy will be fulfilled.
841. It does not seem fair in Jesus, unless he wished to befog
the minds of his hearer3, that be should speak to them in parables and riddles which they could not comprehend, and which,
judging from some of his remarks, be did not wish them to
comprehend. In the fourth gospel espedally there is much so.
metapby,ical and obscure that it has hardly been properly understood even down to this day. It was not so with the ancient
sages whom I have mentioned; they taul:"ht in snch plain, simple language that two mea.nings could hardly be given to it,
With Jesus some of his teacbin'\'S have no apparent meaning,
while others are susceptible of two or three meanings.
842. When Jesus approached the hour of death hlil did not

"Now," said Mr. Wilson: "Mr. Comstock bad written a
libelous letter to over a thousand of my patients. E!l.ch patient
brought me a copy of that letter, together with a copy of a letter seut to Mr. Comstock in reply. These wrre patients of show that fearlessness of the grim monarch tha.t many pag~tn
mine who had been cured by my !l.ppliances. Feeling that Mr. heroes before him showed. Although death was to be the gate_
Com-tock bad deeply injured me in the eyes of the public, I way through which he was to pass to reach the regions of bliea,
immediately applied to Messrs. Howe & Hummell and pre- the only avenue by which he could gar.in the celestilll sphere, he
sented the libelous letter to them. They t.lecided that it was a
criminal libel, and forthwith made app>lication to Judge Solon exhibited a gr·eat amount of dread and cowa.rdice aa the king of
Sm1th at the Jefferson Market police court, and be, upon the Lerrors approached him. In the garden of Gethsemar.ne his fear
face of the letter, admitteu .th!l.t the letter was libelous and and trepidation arose to such bight that he is said to have actgranted an order of arrest thereupon. We sought for Anthony ually sweat great drops of blood; while on the cross, although
Collls•ock several times at his office, and were told that be bad
gone into the country and would not rPturn for a wePk. I, my- an hour or so only separated him from the arms of his heavenly
self, was told at the entrance to his' office that he had been in father, for whom he had such great love, he seems to have
the ,.ffice a few minutes before, hence my order of arrest. I given himself up entirely to fear and despair. He groaned out
offPred $100 reward for the discovery of his wbereabonts, and in the greatest terror," Eloi, Eloi, lama sabacthani," My God,
had birri a•Te>ted in a room above his own office. He was
taken to Jeffersou Market police court, and by Justice Solon my God, why hast thou forsaken me. \Ve haTe no account of
Smith, the same judge who had granted the warrant, or- any of the old pagan sages dying in such utter horror and
dered to find bail for hi~ appearance. Said bail was given fear. How different from the way in which old Socrates died,
to the amouut. of five hundred dollars. No more was beard of who was just as wrongly sentenced to death as Jesus was. He
the matter for three weeks, when 1 received a notice to be at
the Jefferson M"rket police court for a hearing. I attended, conversed cheerfully with those around him; he heaved no
with betwe~n fifry anu -i:x:ty witnesses, so that a special room sighs, uttered no groans, showed no fear; but when the hour
hari to be set apart for their accommodation. These were pa- arrived he calmly took the poison cup, quaffed it without treptients who ha•l been cured by my appliances and had this letter idation, and l!l.y down and died like a man; he did not howl
from Anth •ny Comstock. It was decided by Judge Smith that
the case should be handed over to the district attorney to pros- like a frightened god.
ecute on behalf of the people, and that I should receive notice
843. There are many other parsages in the teaching and acin due time when a beRrmg should be had. In the mean time I tions of Jesus which are very open to criticism, but I think I
applied to a celebrated lawyer in New York, who wrote to the have alluded to enough of them to show conclusively that in
district attomey, to Judge Smith, and to Mr. Tenny, of Brooklyn, C'mstock'h attorney, for a copy of the brief and informa- the domain of moral and personal bravery he did not equal
tion connecte•l with the bu~iness, and we were to be notified those old heroes who preceded him by five hundred or a thouwhen another bearing was to be had. My attorney, Mr. Daw- sand years. Possibly the hearing of the abject state of mind
son, went with me to the police court in the interim, and we were in which Jesus found himself before his taking off is what
told by the officer in attendance tb'l-t Judge Smith had gone
into the country and would not be back for a week, and as caused his tollowers to show such terrible fear when they apthe case was in his hands nothing would be done until proach the hour of death. If their master was so afraid to die,
his return. Yet oaly two days after this I received a letter perhaps they conclude they have some reason to be so themfrolll Judg-e Smith, intimating that the case bad been h~>ard and selves.
settled. The next I heard of the mntter was that Anthony
844. I cannot think that Jesus was a person of any literary
Comstock had been honorably acquitted. Feeling aggrieved
that such a proceeding could ~ccur in America, I wrote in the attainments. We have no account of his ever reading any
columns of the Brooklyn E11gle an expl-mation of the whole book, magazine, newspaper, or manuscript of any kind. If he
aff tir. I then apphed to. my attorney, Mr. Dawson, wbo pre- ever wrote anything there is no account that anybody ever saw
parerl P"·P"•·s for,. ne.q ac 1011 agamst Anthony Comstock; but .
.
.
.
.
.
by the advice of my per6 onal friends I allowed the matter to lit. It IS certa~n that nothmg from . his band was transmitted
rellt, rva.itillg my time for other evideuce aS"aill5t bim. A.t the, to the s-eneratlOili th11t liucceeded him. W" ha.ve uo groutld!!

for the opinion that be had what is called "book learning,"
of any kind.
845. There is no ground for thinking he was a scientific sort
of man. He made no pretensions to mathematics, he never
mentioned astronomy, he knew nothinl:" of geology, he showell
no knowledge of chemistry, he was undoubtedly ignorant of
biology, physiology, anatomy, mineralogy, natural history, botany, the laws of matter and force, of pneumatics, hydroatatics.
or any of the kindred subjects. About all the knowledge he
seemed lo have was about devels and religious superstiti_om,
which the more a man has of the worse off be is.
846_ It is difficult to see that he gave any new truths to the
world, any new inventions, anything calculated to do mankinc\
good, to enable them to overcome the obstacles in nature.
aither in agriculture, mechanics, or social life. He taught no
better means of tilling the soil, securing good crops, improving
the breed~ of horses and cattle. He gave no new hints iu
mechanism or machinery. Though he was a carpenter's stepson and had good reason to know what hard work tt is to shove
the jack plane all day, yet he got up no planing, mortising,
or matching machine, or anything of the kind,, wben be
should have known how much those things were needed by
his fellow-carpenters._ He seems to never have done so much
as to invent a patent churn, a clothes-wringer, or a patellt
mouse-trap. What a fine thing it would have been for thcl
world had he been able to anticipate Wa.tti!, Fulton, and Stephenson in building the steam engine, the steamboat, the railway, etc. How gratifying it would have be&n had he imported some new ideas in these branches; what a good thing it
would have been if be had invented a reaping machine, mowing machine, or a good improve<l plow. But he did nothing r,f
the kind. Ptobably be had no ability or inclination in that direction. Be even did not invent a new church, a sewing rnachine, or even a mouse--trap.
847. lie seems to have known nothing of philosophy of anv
kind, save it be the philosophy of devils, of evil beings, of ever·
]asting furnaces and lakes of fi'rt>, in which to submerge hi,; feL
low human beinl-(s forever. As millions of the human r!l.Ce look
to him for guidance and instruction, what a pity that he ha<l
not a greaLer share of usPful, practical information, which
would do the world some good, and a great deal Jess about deYils and hell, whi~b are not of the ~>lightest benefit to anyliody.

Resolutions
P.USEO

THII: P.!TERSON LIBERAL LI!:.!GUE, Ilf Jlll\lOll.r OJ"
Cll!PBELL WILSON, DKCEASII:n,
WHEREAS, Campbell WilFOn is no more. A. good mau bus
beea tak11n from U!. D11ath has claimed its own; but the example CJf his life willliv forever, for he lived for the good of h1s
race, and all that was good had his earnest approbation and
support. He was charita.hle to a fault, giving of his ~lender
means to everything brought to his notice which in his jud?ment was noble of purpose and which had a tendency to benefit.
thnse who needed help. And in the death of our esteemed
friend society has lo1t a good citizen, a wise coumelor, and hi~
fami y a good husband and father, a sympathizmg fri~nd,
ThereforP,
Resolved, That in the death of our worthy brother, Campbell
Wilson, we mourn the loss of one who was at all times an IICiiT
and earnest member, giving of h1s time and means bountiful! v
for the prop>tgation of universal mental and religious liberty an(!
the emancipation of the mae~es from the tyranny of concentrated wealth. Extending our sympathy to the bereaved wife
and d"ugbtor, relativs a.nd friends, lflil c&n Qnly say that we venerate hili noble life and manly deeds, remembering that in the
midst of life we are iu death.
,
Resolved, That these resolutions be sent to THI!: TRUTH SEEKE!t
of New York and the Boston Investigator, and a copy of encll
be sent to the fa.mily of deceased.
JOHN W.ARR, Stc.
HJ:NRY Rou,
}
JNo. J. HATIL.!Nn, Committee.
JoaN WARR,
BY

--~----~---------

Book Notice.

I hav received Vol. I. of "A. Truth Seeker Around the
World," and am" powelfully pleased" with it. It is a largPr
and nicer book than· I ha•1 antic;pa.ted, and is more profusely
illustrated, and the pictures are of a better style and quality.
Every one who sends in $5 for the thre" volumes will be sure
to get more than double the worth of their inveRtment. '!'he
trip has been very enjoyable to us all, but to go OTer the g-round
anew, and in one grand inetalment with no break-offs, is allother treat few of Ul would be willing to miss.
The letters are bio~raphical, bistcrical, descriptiv, entertaining, Infidelic, and Bennettish; and can one giv them greatt'r
praise or bettor reorommendation? Roll in the "fives," then,
brothers and sisters, and let full coffers and glorv-wreaths
greet our wanderer as be returns to his TRUTH 8EEI["'l!. home
after all these long weeks of absence, durmg which he has so
faithfully used hie eyes, brain, and muscle for our benefit uud
the benefit o! all human kind
"Who are the great!
The:;r who hav boldly v~ntured to explore
Unsounded sea• and lands unknown before;
Soared on the wlnll's of science, wide a.nd far,
?.1llll.aured the sun &nd weil!'hed each diBtant star;
l'•erced the dark depth• of oce&n and of earth,
And brought uncounted wonders into birth;
ltepelled the peatilence, reatralned the storm,
And given new bea.uty to the human form;
"'akened the Toice of reaaon, and unfurled
The p!lge of truthful knowledge to the world;
Th~y who haY tolled and studied for mankind,
Around. each slumbering faculty Of mind,
1.'au~;:ht us a thouund bleasinll's to createThese are the nobly great l"
_.._ ELMINA D. SLENKER.

______

______

WE hav for sale the lithograph likenesses of the
three representativ Freethinkers of America-PainP,
Bennett, and Ingersoll. With a frame, which can
be purchased at slight expense from any pictureframe maker, they form an ornament that would
adorn the walls of any home. The three together
cost $2 ; singly1:ra.in9, $1 ; .8euuet~ and IngenoH

50 G§lltll each. ·
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same ground, and make a bold front at the Christian
devil, the semi-religious press would soon learn to
comprehend our rights. Ever since I became
acquainted with the valiant TRUTH SEEKER, through
that most outspoken Liberal friend of mine, and
through a great many books he sent me sincealways accompanied by an encouraging letter-,! hav
for myself learned to contradict any Christian assertion made in my presence, and hav become convinced of the easiness of upset!ing any and all Christian follies that are afloat, All Liberal papers and
books that I receive are, after read, put out right
away on mission work, and you know, through the
subscription list I h,av sent in, bow much good it bas
done in so short a time. FC'rmerly, Infidelity was
only known by name in this place, while now we
number quite a respectable little army. Let every Liheral become more outspoken and aggressiv, and Christians will soon not only learn to respect us-they
will also lay down their arms before our invincible
force.
Yours truly,
A. A. LANPHER.

SAN BERNARDINo, CAL., March 20, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for Round-the-World
books.
Yours truly,
JoHN METCALF.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., April 3, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8-$5 for trip
Round-the-World, and $3 to renew my subscription
to THE TRUTH SEEKER. Respectfully, MARK PowERs.
NuGENT's GnovE, IowA, April 1, 1882.
Inclosed find $5 for the Round-theWorld fund, if not too late,
JoHN PUGH,
["Never too late" is a good saying, and fits the
case exactly,-ED. T. S.]
:rtfR. EDITOR:

ELDON, IowA, April 3, 1882.
1\fn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for the Round-theWorld books. I was opposed to his going, but am
willing to help bring him back. Am very late, perITHACA, N. Y., Anril 1; 1882.
haps too late for the star; however, since the old
MR. EDITOR: I see by THE TRUTH SEEKER that there
dragon got l'O many, I can do without any. My "V"
should hav been along sooner, but hav to b0rrow are various opinions expressed, pro and con, in regard
to the origin, present, and future of mankind, and,
now at eight per cent.
R. HUBBARD.
with your permission, I will express my opinion. As
we are not all similarly organized, it cannot be supAURORA., DAK., april 3, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: The Catholics and Protestants hav been posed that we should all view things in the same
oppressing me for the last fifteen years. They picked light; and by looking into the same mirror each will
me up for a triumph. Let it be known that I am behold a dissimilar likeness, and each may build
upon the same foundation, and his superstructure
an Infidel, and that the Infidels hav the triumph.
will be to suit his individual ideal. Now, to carrv
Yours truly,
CHAS. McLEAN.
out Liberal ideas, each upon a general foundation
has a claim according to his capacity and imporSAORAMENTo, CAL., March 25, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I see by THE TRUTH SEEKER that Mr. tance in the building. There are many members in
Bennett is expected to arrive in California next month. the body; some are comely, and some are uncomely;
We shall try and hav him giv one or more lectures yet one member cannot say to another, "I hav no
in Sacramento on his way home. J. L. York is lect- need of you," for all are necessary to the body. It
uring here now to good· houses, and is very highly would take much time and space to carry out my
ideas from the premises laid down, therefore I can
appreciated by many.
N. D. GooDELL.
giv out a few hints for the present purpose. As to
the origin of the animal called Adam, I will only
PAOLA, KAN., March 23, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to pay for THE TRUTH refer you to the opinion of Darwin, upon which I
SEEKER and help carry on your deviltry to as great stand. And then take Adam as a representativ anian extent as possible. I like to read those devilish mal structure of humanity. I take the ground that
l~~>tters from that devilish holy land.
As "Holy God is a scientific principle, from which all things
Writ" says there were many little devils in that material, m0ral, or intellectual are derived, thus layholy land, I wish Mr. Bennett would bring us a sam- ing the foundation from which I propose to pen a
ple of the kind that was cast out of Mary Magda- few thoughts. And, as you will observe, in order to
form the superstructure called man, or the first
lene if they are not extinct. Yours,
W. A. LowE.
Adam, or animal in the shape of man, it was first
necessary to form the elements of his nature, moral
BALTIMORE, MD., March 27, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read over the letter of Wm. as well as animal, 4Yhich God did do according to
W. Scholes in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and your reply, his animal nature, as is pl&inly seen throughout the
Well, I must say that, in my estimation, you hav history of the acts of the people, as laid down in
demolished him. Why is it that when a person "gets the Old Testament. As a consummation of the first
religion," especially among the Methodists, he Adam, it is recorded that God finished his work on
immediately gets possessed ·with the notion that the seventh day and rested. As to how long it took
everybody else other than Christians is going to him I hav no means of knowing; it is said, howhell ? Let everybody mini! their own business, and ever, to be six days, but how long the days were I
cannot tell. It is recorded that he commenced at
every tub stand on its own bottom, I say.
the beginning. I hav no proof when that was. But
Yours truly,
C. GARWOOD.
I think when he got through he must hav been
BIG CREEK, N.Y., March 30, 1882.
weary, as he took one day to rest; also _his organ
MR. EDITOR: I see that the pilgrim got baptized in of combativness lllust hav been excited, being the
the river J11rdan, and that it came very near being commandment of so many bloody wars. But he prothe "cross over" to him. Had he been drowned nounced his work good (I suppose it was good of the
would not the good Christians, so called, hav thought kind), it reflected his image. But it would appear
it a just dispensation of divine providence 1truly? But, that after: God had well rested -himself, and in conas he finally, like Jonah, was 1anded on dry ground i templation of his work he had not yet caused it to
again, the other gentleman, the devil, must hav held rain upon the earth, therefore there was no mental
the reins at the time, which it seems to me was the moisture, and of course his man was incapacitated
best end of the bargain, as is often t~e ~ase. .
Iand could not ti~l the grou.nd. Thus God through
Well, I hope and trust that the p1lgnm will be the shadow of his female likeness (progressiv interpermitted to once more reach his beloved American ligence) was made to repent that he had made the
home and many friends.
JuLIA C. FRANKLIN.
man, and gave him up to his animal excesses, aad
he was overwhelmed by them (as per account of the
LowELL, NEB., March 27, 1882.
great flood).
MR. EDITOR: It is with pleasure that I write you
Thus came the end of the first man, Adam. Exand our Liberal friends in general. I must say that cept from the dust of the ground (or the same aniLiberalism is spreading fast and growing stronger mal in the shape of drunken Noah) God the male
every day, I was through a portion of Colorado last by the assistance of the female better half the
winter,, and wherever I stopped I fou.n~ lots of L~b-, shadow of reason, now called the Lord God, t~king
eral fnends. I hav Lucy N. Churchill s bad~e pm. :a companion, formed another man, having now the
I must say that it was a great help to me m my •assistance of the female likeness breathed into his
travels.
.
. .
.
[nostrils the breath of life (moral). And thus you will
We expect to orgamze an auxthary to the NatiOnal' observe we hav another beginning as recorded in
L~beral. League this summer. If we are su~ce,~sfl;ll I St. John i, 1, "In the beginning wa~ the word," sigwill wnte later. Please send Kersey Graves s Bible nifying declaration, prom is, and the word was with
of Bibles," for which find inclosed $2, and oblige a· God, that is, female assistant, the breath of life; in
friend.
Yours truly,
EDDIE E. CARPENTER.
other words, the conception and the word was God,
or will be in the future, when man becomes a living
ETNA MILLS, CAL., March 23, 1882.
soul, and has the likeness of the female god reason,
MR. EDITOR: I am no newspaper correspondent, thereby controling all his animal propensities or
and this is the first time in my life that I undertook excesses. And now the cuntroling principle is the
to write to a paper. However preposterous it may word, or Jesus.
sound to you, I hope, nevertheless, you will favor! Now· this man Jesus, the tiller of the ground (anime with its publication. I always deplore my own· mal) is an improvement, thotlgh imperfect. He exunfitness for correspondence when I see some of our hil;>its a degree of morality and liberality, but is
local press of this coast favoring so much the Chris- rigidly sectarian and uncharitable, must leave all
tian elephant. There are many valiant TRUTH SEEKER and follow him. And the Lord God planted a garcorrespondents on the Pacific Coast, though none den eastward in Eden, and there he put the man, the
seem to be aware of the neces&ity of fighting that tiller of the ground, Jesus, and he proclaimed himbig re'igious monster at home. My Liberal friend, self the son of man, and also the son of God, which
E. W. Fitzner, of Nevada City, seems to be the •mly he was in the animal, and also a moral capacity, but
one who has the courage to fa<!e the lion in its own not in an intellectual capacity, he did his best as to
den. He is always on the alert. I find these three dressing the garden into which he was put. And
letters, "E. W. F.," signed to opposition arguments there went a river (moral sentiment) out of Eden to
in a great many of our coast papers. Would some water the garden, and from thence it was parted and
of the able writers to THE TRUTH SEEKER take the : became into . four heads, representing the four lead-
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ing Christian sects of the present day, or the source
from which they are nourished. But Jesus being 8 ~
po~itiv, sectarian, and uncharitable, and came not to
brmg peace but. a sword, and so ready for denounc.
ing and combating that his enemies crucified him
and put him to death, supposing they had made an
end of him and his doctrin. But he had so impressed
his followers that they han.ded down his sayings
from generation to generation; that there came a
time when they succeeded in getting up the myth of
his resurrection aod ascension, and his coming again
in the future near at hand, to take vengeance on
all his enemies. And this impossibility is carried
down to this day. And now his profe~;~sed followers
being greatly weakened by science, being in a deep
sleep, God proposes to make a helpmeet for him
which helpmeet is to be brought to him in the shap~
of representation by woman's ballot, and as the
great majority of church-members are women, and
they are looking every day more and more favorable
at the fruit (the ballot) of the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil, which stands now in the midst
with the subtle, deceptiv, beastly principle in their
bosoms, carrying them on to splendor and to power.
And thus will animal prevail, and we shall see God
in the Constitution, the Bible in our schools, and our
liberties in every sense of the word downtrodden
perhaps for a generation or more, but the femal~
likeness, though of slow growth, will prevail, and man
become a living soul (intellectual) after many mental
and perhaps physical battles "<Vitli the many-headed
and horned sectarian beast.. But intelligence, the
I.}Jale and female god of reason, will reign in humanity in rlne time. The weekly return of THE TRUTH
SEEKER fills me with pleasure and anxiety. Please
find inclosed $3 for your paper another year.
Yours for truth and liberty,
ZENA! KENT.
BoTLAND, KY., April 1, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: From the short acquaintance I hav
had with THE TRUTH SEEKER I like it well~ and consider it as a true friend. There is not one (that I
know of) ia this vif'inity who adheres to the same
oninions a.nd belief that I do. I am all alone so far
as Freethou~ht and Liberalism are concerned. This
is truly a Christi:1n community, if one must judge
hychurch-members and so-called religious worship, I
am in sight of three ohurches, Campbellite, Baptist,
and :r.rethodist, and every one claims the only right
and true way to that unseen, unknown, and unexplored heaven, and all wh'o do not believe all their
teachings anrl all that is in the Bible must go to
hell. I gueas hell will hav a dense population, for
there j,_ only one ric:·ht way to heaven, and as all the
differf'nt denomi:rations eannot be right, the member~ of all but one are sure of hell; then comes the
Infidel, the nnbeliever, and others who are bound to
occupy this-hell in spite of themselvs.
'Tis such a pity this almighty Christian God could
not or did not show the right way in such a manner
that all could see in the same light, but unfortunately such is not the ca~e; we, or all who reach this
promiS'ed heaven, must believe all the coRtradictions,
absurdities, impossibilities of a so-called divinely inspired word of God, which nowhere bears the imprint of the true God. The most devout believers of
the Bible cannot tell by whom it was written. They
say it waq written by God through men, but they
cannot prove that the men they say wrote it were
inspired or really wrote a word of it. But perhaps I
am making this letter too long, so I will close for
this time.
Yours for truth,
A. B. BRINEY.
CoNCORD, PA., March 26, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3, for which add
my name to your list of subscribers. This is my first
subscription, but I hope it will not be my last. My
vocation is such that I can giv no permanent address,
but trust it will not be too much trouble should I
desire it sent elsewhere before the expiration of the
year.
I never hav believed in the Bible, for the study of
science taught me that it was all a lie, and thus I
hav always been a Freethinker to a certain extent.
A short time ago a friend loaned me the "Age of
Reason," since which l hav been an· enthusiast in
the cause of truth, and I regret that my education
has not fitted me to devote my life to the overthrow
of superstition, but as it has not.I must content myself with humbly advancing Liberal ideas, for every
m~tn exerts some influence over his fellow-men, be it
ever so little.
Some of the doubters admit that the Bible is a collection of unreliable legends, but advance the opin·
i0n that the majority of the people are not enlightened enough to dispense with·religion, that they must
hav something to restrain their evil passions; but I
say, not so; this is the age of enlightenment, the
era of l!!cience, and fraternity should take the place
of grovelin~S superstition, while truth, purity, and
honor should become our watchwords.
Let every man who despises fraud do his share to
cast overboard the monstrous humbug, Christianity,
and all its appurtenances, then let the millions that
are yearly poured into the insatiable maw of the
church be devoted ~o alleviating the distress that is
everywhere; poverty is a terrible 'incentiv to crime,
as statistics will or ought to prove, and theY surely
will prove it if the crime is tr:aced to its primary
cause.
And last but not least let woman take her place
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side by side with man; let her hav equal rights,
equal privileges; she is not fitted by nature for the
rougher paths of life, but she is every way man's
equal, from an intellectua~ point of view.
S. V. Mulkey, in your issue of Feb. 11th, claims
that by advocating the cause of woman suffrage
we court the ruin of the Liberal cause; he also
claims that woman has ever been, and ever will be,
a supporter of the church; admitted, so far as the
first is concerned, but who established the church?
Woman but follows where man leads the way, and
the reasoning powers of woman are in every way as
clear as those of man, and when woman once pins
her faith to a cause she never deserts it. Then, exclaims some one, the church-members will never
desert their' banners for those of Liberalism. But I
think they wlll, for the.simple reason that not more
than one in ten believes in the nonsense that is taught
them in the church, and but await an opportunity
to declare their unbelief.
There are several doubters, and at least two rank
unbelievers in the engineering corps to which I am
attached, and besides having family discussions we
sometimes carry the war into the camps of the nativs,
and to say that we hav had a queer experience in
this benighted part of Pennsylvania is putting it
mildly,
Herman Dean, a nativ of Fishkill, is the name of
my friend and fellow-Infidel, a promising young man,
who I trust will make his mark, for he is q1dte an
able amateur lecturer; although still in his teens.
We stop at farm-houses when away from the villages
along the route, and as the only subjects of conversation are the crops, railway prospects, etc., we fin·! it
rather dull unless the grand topic of the day is
broached, when we generally hav a hot debate, and
invariably defeat our opponents.
One day we encountered a Methodist minister and
a deacon in a small·village .called Nassville, and they
were the first t•, open fire. We soon found out that
the deacon di·l not believe in the annual and diurnal
revolution of the earth, so his argument amounted
to nothing, and I sat and listened while Dean poured
the red-hot shot, grape and canister, into the arguments of the minister, deacon, and t!:eir wives. Several times I thought I should be obliged to assist
roy friend, but each time he rallie 1 and pressed the
steel home, and after an hour had expired they were
'all hors du combat, and had the graee to aclmowledge it.
I hav treated these grand subjects in a very brief
and scA.ttering manner, but for fear I am trespassing
too much on your valuable time I will close.
Yours in truth,
G. C. T. HALL,
RUSSELVILLE, TENN., April 1, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: This is a fine day down here, and it is
what the Christians call the holy Sabbath, and thP
folks are mostly gone to the holy church of the holy
God to hear the holy preacher take a holy text from
the holy Bible and preach a holy sermon about the
holy son of the holy virgin. Yes, sir, there is getting
to be so much holiness in thi:; country, I mean this
world, that it naturally stinks of it to me. No, I am
mistaken; it is not a natural scent., because unnatural. things can't produce natural ones. I know now
what it is-1t is a supernatural scent. I should hav
said it supernaturally stinks to me. No, sir, I am
not right yet. On more mature reflection I plainly
perceive that all things are natural, therefore I can't
be right yet. Stop! let me think a while. I can't
say it naturally stinks, I can't say it unnaturally
stinks, or that it supernaturally stinks. Is it possible
that I was mistaken about smelling something?
Holiness, holiness! What kind of stuff is it, anyhow?
Can you see it? No. Can you taste it? No. Can
you .feel it? No. Can you hear it? No. "I see, I
see," says the blind man. It is not tangible to the
senses. It is not material; can it be spiritual? Not
materially so. Eureka I Eureka! It is all as plain
as noonday, now. Listen: Ic is an immaterial spiritual chimera, a colorless, weightless, seentless chimera.
Set I am mistaken about smelling holiness, but I am
sure I smelt something, and it must hav been the
old hen which hatched this ghostly chicken. Old
Yahweh has got a snap judgment on the Southern
states. His gospel s.hops are numerous all over the
country; his agents are namerl legion, and they are
continually busy throwing sand in the people's eyes,
and they let them-that is, most of them do, and they
are mad at the rest because they don't.
I tell them that their religion is all a humbug, and
they say they can admit that to be a fact, and then
be on the safest side, because, they say, if we are
right and they are wrong, they are as well off as we
are; but ir they are right, and we are wrong, our
case will be awful. in reply to this I tell them that
their religion is a tyrannical one, and based on policy,
while ours is humanitarian and based on principle,
and that as for the ifs and buts in the case we are
not troubled with any, The case to us' seems to be
clear as crystal so far as their burning hell and fanciful heaven is concerned, I hav for a long time been
studying the God question, and I think I am now
about settled down on it, I believe in a universal
intelligence (material, of course); all things are material-eternal of necessity,' because something cannot
come of nothing, Well, about the easiest way to
express it is, God is the universe.
WM, L. WoRLEY.

KENT, 0,, l\farch 22, 1882.
MACDONALD: For the encouragement of the
many friends of the liberal cause, I beg leave to report that the Y. M. C. A. of this place has died a
natural death, and been buri!3d beyond all hope of
resurrection. We are blessed(or cursed, as you please)
with eight churches in our little place, with their tall
spires pointing heavenward, with the same number of
priests and their families, who, like so many leeches,
are sucking the life-blood from our honest hardworking citizens. We also hav a little seven-bynine brick j..il, or lock-up, as it is called, where we
confine drunken refractory Infidels-for of course
Christians do not get drunk and act naughty-and
keep tramps in. When a poor unfortunate waif of
humanity comes along, who, perhaps, for no fault
of his own is out of work, and asks for a night's lodging, our Christian trustees order our Christian marshal to lock them up, with, perhaps, a lot of thieve>~,
and if they ask for anything to eat they are politely
told that it is enough for the town to lodge them,
without finding them. While a poor family were wending their way to our Western country to seek a home
during the hot weather in summer, the wife and
mother was taken down with a fever and had to stop
here. And our Christian people shut them up in
that little tight place without a bed and no ventilation but one small window with iron bars, and kept
them there for two weeks, and her little girl playing about the streets all this time, bareheaded, barefooted, and nearly nude, and none of our Christian
people gave her a bonnet, pair of shoes, nor an old
dress. Such is Christianity in the last q~1arter of the
nineteenth century,
Fraternally yours,
B. F. CoNA r
FRI~D
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this m!lon; that Ingersoll was a fool. By this time '
he was completely lost for argument, gave way to
his temper, and began to abuse his opponent, Free~
thinkers and Infidels in general, closing by inviting
his frien'ds to leave before Mr. Underwood could giv'
his closing address. A few narrow-minded Christian
bigots obeyed their master.
·
Mr. Underwood, in his closing remarks, nobly es•
poused the cause of the Freethinkers and Infidels,
and showed that Christianity did not prevent people
from losing their temper, or keep them from abus·
ing those who honestly differ from them in religion.
Two of our good editors, one a Democrat, the other
a Republican sheet, were afraid to say but little about
the discussion. The Democrat did insert the advertisment. The editor having been a good officer in
the late war, was not to be entirely frightened out
bv those religious hypucrits who opposed the debate. Still, aftPr the discussion was ended he came
out in an editorial misrepresenting the whole thing.
Mr. Underwood and the Freethinkers, he said, were
pulling down and offering· nothing in place of the
old bogus religion. The Republican editors would
not advelitise the debate, and what lit~le. they had. to
say about it was in favor of the Chnst1ans. While
Freethinkers are the pioneers in the cause of civilization, they must expect to meet with this opposition on all sides. Still, in spite of these cowardly
assaults, Liberalism is gaining,
A. J. READING,
Yours truly,
JERSEY CITY, N. J., March 27, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: In calling the attention of Liberals to
the need of establishing a Liberal orphan and pld
folks' home, I would suggest that the two be combined into one, thus making one benefit the other,
giving to the old folks the care of the children.
Such a home could be made self-sustaining by allowing four hours' work of some kind when they became old enough. Some out-door work, such as
farming and gardening, would be healthy exercise
for the children, and by having a superintendent
who understood the business, I think the home could
soon pay its own way, Then devote certain hours
to study and rec1eati•m, thus bringing the children
up to work and giving them a fair education, enough
to carry them through the business world, My idea
bas been seconded by several, and one has offered
thfl land to build this home in Nebraska, and he has,
I think, made a liberal offer.
Now I think this vast United States could support
two homes. Awake, Liberals! Do you want to hold
your own? Do you want to see those who hav
grown old in the cause be supported by the church?
Do you want te be supported yourself by the very
church you hav no faith in? Then arouse! Strike
when the iron is hot; and that is just now. I will
subscribe one dollar a yea.r. Who will put their
names down for another? Now, then, a committee is
to be appointed if there is anything to be done in this
matter. Will some of the Liberals suggest some
way of appointing such a committee?
·
Yours truly,
B. F. BATT.

.DoYLESTOWN, PA., :March 27, 1882.·
MR. EDITOR: A debate came off here on March 11th,
16th, and 17th, between B. F. Underwood and Rev.
A. R. Horne on the following propositions:
1, The Bible is false in its scientific teachings; 2,
that it is false in many of its historic teachings; 3,
it is erroneous and pernicious in many of its moral
teachings; 4, that the leading religions and moral
doctrins of the Bible were aceepted before the book
was written; 5, that intellectual, moral, and physical progress the past four hundred years has corresponded with the decline of the belief taught in
the Bible.
The first night of the debat~ Mr. Underwood
proved beyond a doubt that the Bible and science
are in direct conflict with each other; also that the
book was false in many of irs historic teachings,
Mr. Horne's argument against this could not be
called logie. He talked a good deal about things
being in a vapor or mist at the beginning; that God
was walking about on it at one time, and afterward
turned this dampness into a world. How he did it
he did not say-may be by sleight of hand. He went
on to say that things were rolling along for thousands, tens of thousands, and millions of years, forgetting, no doubt, that he was defendir1g a book
PATE:RsoN, N. J., April 3, 1882.
with a record of less than six thousand years.
MR. EDITOR: I want to tell your 'readers that under
According to the book, about six thousand years the auspices of the Paterson Liberal League in the
ago God made this beautiful world out of nothing; last two wePks, we hav had two splendid lectures,
he might hav occupied these millions of years spoken one from Mr. Courtlandt Palmer on "Co-operation,
of by the reverend gentleman in getting this mate- or the Reign of the Common People," clearly provrial ready,
ing to the writer, at least, that the "common peoWith the second night came the moral question. ple" were nearer to the millennium to-day than at
Mr. Underwood gave a pretty full account of what any time during the world's history. But at the same
the moral teachings of the book had done toward time he believes that before that time arrives the
establishing and perpetuating human slavery, polyg- "common people" hav a great deal of work to do,
amy, intemperance, and many other evils, quoting which must be done in a co-operativ fashion, organipassages from the book sanctioning all these crimes, zation. If the League should survive for another
proving clearty the Bible pernicious in many of its month or two, Mr. Palmer will, I think, speak for
moral teachiugs-admitting, at the same time, that it them again. So mote it be.
did teach morality in some instances. 'rhis evidently
Mrs. Neymann's lecture on the "Spirit of Republibegan to make the good gentleman think he had canism," was simply grand. She was thoroughly
something more than a skirmish line to contend master of her subject, and gave ample satisfaction to
with. He did not undertake to disprove what Mr. a critical audience, who enthusiastically applauded
Underwood claimed immoral in the book, but quoted throughout the discourse. This is a new lecture of
passages, saying they were moral. The claim had Mrs. Neym>~nu's; and the writer, who is somewhat acnot been made that everything in the book was im- quainted with the lady, must acknowledge that she
moral. Like most of God's vicegerents, he sounded far exceeded his expectatiGns, both in composition
the Christians' well-known battle-cry, quoting a pas- and delivery, and all of our Liberal friends east of
sage here and there from the old book, saying they the Alleghanies who want to hear a good lecture
were moral, " This is roy God's book! " and "My should engage her forthwith. They will be amply
book!" and tossing about on the stage like a lunatic, repaid. And I would further say that it Is a lecture
Thus he put in his time the second night. It was for the times, and ought to be heard or read by
plainly evident to the intelligent part of the audi- every voter in the Union.
Yours,
J. WARR.
ence that the holy man was about used up,
The third and last night came with the two last
FoxBuRGH, PA., March 27, 1882.
pro~ositions-fourth and fifth. The fourth one was
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find subscription to
presented by Mr. Underwood, and was not replied to
by the reverend gentleman, he admitting it to be THE TRUTH SEEKER; Allow me to congratulate you
on your rP.ply to young Scholes; no one could sit
true.
In the last proposition be attacked Mr. Under- down on him harder than that. I wrote him a
wood's arguments, in his first speech of half an hour postal, on which I offered him a first-class plan for a
making a poor showing. After Mr. Underwood made kicking machine, to produce a counter-irritation in a
his second speech the pious man came out on his particular part of his body to help his head, which
last raid, and commenced by saying his opponent I think you must hav enlarged considerable.
was a learned and able man, having written a numYours, truly,
G. C. FINK,
ber of works and made it a life.long study, and that
when he saw the challenge in print he waited to see
if any one would accept, They did not, and he\
WHEELING, W. VA.,!'farch 21,1882,
thought it his duty to defend the holy book, but he, FRIEND MACDONALD: I am ~5 subscnber to the propwas sorry some abler man did not come to the front; ' osition made by C. L. James m the last TRUTH SEEKER.
that he would rather hav met Bob Ingersoll than'
Yours truly,
J'AMES M. W:a:.EAT.
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Waiting.
BT ALH.AZA.

S•dly we stand by the moaning sea,
And fairies pale ore waiting there;
~\nd stark and still on the cold whtte· eand
A mermaid lies with gleHming hair.
l<'aintly we wait, by the foaming tide
Hovers his ba.rk o~er the dark-blue wavef
The westlin' wind, will it never arise,
And bring him to greet us, the true and brave!
The sea-:tlowers wave 'mid the creamy turf,
And mo:rning gray peeps over the bill:
~·or a gleam from his sail to gild her brow,
And every nook with light to fill.
Now moonlight comes with silver veil,
And hunts the wave that bounds afar
To here his vessel plows the deep,
Beneath the dewy evening star.
Her arrows fal111pon the beach,
And glimmer round the mermaid pale,
\'v nile fairies whisper to the breeze
To fill hJB coming snowy sail.

The Brain and the Bible Discussed
BY P.

C. CHEEKS A.ND EDGAR C. BEALL.
lt.lr. Cheeks.

EDGAR C. BEALL, Dear Sir: In acceptinp:
your challenge to criticise p•l blicly your work
tHHitlEd "The Brain and the Bible," I take up
uhapter ii, devoted to the discussion or " Th~
!:<'all of llfan," Iince you are led to 1ay at its
dose: ''A.nd if this account is a mvth, is not
the whole system of orthodoxy also a human
invention? If A.dam never fell, we certainly
hav no need of any Redeemer."
Hllre you fall iutu the customary error tyros
in tbeologioal disputes, especially disputants of
yom school, never fail to find in their blind
gropings after truth. A.fter presenting your
subject, you proceed to discuss it from your
atandpoint-the standpoint of a man who is,
phrenologically speaking, deficient in Venera·
tion, Wonder, and Hope. Such a man, you
~ay, "of ever so great intellect, who ig deficient in Veneration, Wonder, and Hope, ia rncapa,ble of a1certaining the higher needs of the
soul, or of properly critifilising the Bible"
(Beall, The Brain and the Bible, p. 56).
After this, I wondt>r greatly bow you could
hav brought yoarself to so forcibly illustrate
the wry doctrin you devote so many pages to
annihilate, i. 1., the freedom of thfJ will, and
your own incompeten,.,y to criticise the Bible I
You say that "it A.dam was created perfect.
his lower propensities must hav been under the
control of his intellect and his moral seniments;
and, therefore, no thought or action could hav
found sympatny in his mmd without the con8ent of h1s moral faculties and intellect."
In the first place, A.dam was a finite, not an
infinit being. 1f he h11d be~n created and endowed so that he co'uld not but choose to do as
he was bidden, then there would hav been no
freedom in his actions at all; he would hav
been simply !I' machine running in the grooves
of D Tine fate, and would hav had to go wher<?Ter the track was laid-to the right or the left.
as the irreversible switch was turned I Indeed,
he would nut hav needed any restraining faculties at all. For of what use would they hav
been to him? Restra.n him from what? The
very fact of his having fallen proves him to
hav htd freedom of will, just as the production of yllnr books proves you to hav been free
to disbelieVF the Bible's account of man's genesis, and to got outsifle of your environments.
You hav devoted a great deal of time, wasted
a. great deal of vital force, squandered mor~
:fl.nancially, to prove no freedom of the will,
when your argument so forc·ibly illustrates it
that 1 wouder your perceptiv faculties did not
en&ble you to ~ee it before you had launched
your puny bark on the ocean of blind skepticism!
You say that "perfect freedom can exist only
where there i~ an absence of all restriction"p. 79. 1f this is perfect freedom, and you here
mamtain that it is, how then are you led to
eay, "If A.dam was created perfect, his lower
propensities must all ha v been under the control and direction of his intellect and his moral
sentiments." A.ny restraint here? Jn one of
my former communications to you I made this
proposition: " Only a pe1'{ect man covld perfectly will to sin." Oa page 79 of your work,
ab(Jve quoted, l am glad to see that you recognize the force of it, but am equally pained at
your lack of consistency in your definition of
perfect freedom given on page 67. If '·freedom can only exist where there is an absence
of all restrktion," with what consistency do
you maints<in in your other proposition; " If
A.dam was created perfect his lnw~r propemities must all hav bem entirely undertlu<comrol
of his intellect and his moral sentiments?" In
all this, f1·eedom, pe?-ject freedom, in one plHce
in yom your book, is one ~hi_ug, and in another
place in the same work It IS another. Pray
which is it? lf "perf Pet freedom is the absence
of all restriction,'' 1md you. say that it is, how
ean "perfect freedom be the restriction of his
lower propensities under the control of his intellect and moral seatiments," ss you also
maintain? You are paradoxical as well as
illogical]
A.re you a professor of phrenological science
and cannot imagin a perfectly balanced mental
organization? lf you can, will you admit, as
you do on page 79, that it has "perfect freedom" because there is an absence of all restriction? If "there is an ab;ence of all restnction," then would not such an organi~ation be
perfectly free to perfectly evolve a will to do
that which its intellect and moral sentiments
J:new to llle forbidden? 4n engin1 to 'be per·

feet, must be constructed so as to permit of its Washington, and as one who is greatly "dis

going bttckward as well as forward., A. perfeet
mental organizatwn htts the pow<'r also, hn~ it
zwt, of going forward or backward-of willing
to do, and then willing not to do, as the case
may be? lf A.dam had n<'t a perfect mental
org>~nization, how could he hav evolved the
will to disobey the Divine command, since,
''perfect freedom," in your opinion, is the "absmce of all ?'estriction 1" If A.dam had been
restrained in the exercise of his faculties, he
would not kav
free I If he posses~ed faculties which were capable of being acted upon from
without by another, without the power to resist,
then his was not a perfect mental organizntion I
This you affirm when you say that "A.dam's
lower propensities must hav be~n under the direction of his intellect and his moral sentiments, and, consequently, no thought, no desire, no action could hav found sympathy in
his mind unless approved by his moral sentiments and intellect." On this head, Fowler,
than whom there is no greater exponent of
your science, says, "Men ca•'not well Pnjo~
even their l?assious, without the assent and actual partictpancy of their moral &en;timmt.~."
"'l'he will is always determined by the strongest faculties; either those which are permanently strongest, or those which are for the time
being strongest" (Beall, The Fall of Man, p.
75.) "The other faculties giving their consent
to this gratification of the le~ding propensity"
(Ibid:). What more do we need than these admiBsions to show the falhcy of your arvument
ngainst the "fall of man," or "the freedom of
the will ?" If "the will is determined by the
strongest facultie~, or those which are for the
time being the strongest," why may not the
faculties appealed to in the case of A.dam hav
exerted their influence the strongest so as to
hav determined him to evolve the will to gratify his desire for more knowledge, and thus to
hav disobeyed his Creator's command? Did
he not yield to the desire? and, in yielding, did
not the other faculties giv in their assent to the
gratification of this, for the time being, leading
propensity? This is the inevitable conclusion
the principle laid down by you leads me to
reach; and how you could hav failed to see it I
am at a loss to discover I The law you lay down
in the above citations I ncognize as true, and
as agreeing with Prof. Fowler, above quoted.
That it should hav obtained in the mental org ..nization of A.dam givs me no cause for wonder or-dismay. Indeed, if he had not been influenced by his "for the time being strongest
faculties,'' he would not hav had the power to
gratify the desire which he willed to gratify
Willing to do a thing, and putting that will
into execution, are two different things. The
one is a mental, the other a. physical effort.
The one ''is determined by the stronge8t faculties," the others "giving their cor· sent;" as you
say, while the execution of that will thus
evolved may be attended by such insurmount~tble obstacles as to entirely overcome the poBsibility of its being gratified I
But my letter is long enough. I hope not too
long, however, fr•r there is much in your book
to which I can but take exception, and espedally in the chapter select€d. that I fear you
will lose patience before I hav done with you.
Brfore I close,however, let me again quote from
f'rof. Fowler. He says: "Man is Crt!ated with
a faculty of his mind and an organ of his body
Hpressly adapted to worship a Supreme B•ing:
therefore a God exists spec:fic&lly adapted to
receive the homa~:;e this faculty prnmpts him to
pour forth. What proof of any problem, even
mathematical, couhl be any stronger? lt has
but two conditions-that man is adapted to
worship God, and that the existence of nne
thing in Nature ad'apted to another proves the
conjoint existence of both. The first ia a matter of sight and touch. This organ is easil v
found. Now see whether tho!e who a.re large,
rounding, and full here, are or are not also devout worshipers of God in some form, and do
or do not experienc., a strong feeling of sacred
awe and reverence. They may worship idols,
or sRcred images, or ministers, or in this sect,
or that; may be Pantheists, 'looking throull'h
Nature up to Nature's God,' but they worship
some God somehow. They may hav it small,
and yet be strict Sabbatarian worshiper> from
duty, or fashion, or Spirituality, or other motivs; or hav it large, and discard all sects, but
will worship what is a God to them.
"The only other prerequisit to render this
proof of the Divine existence absolutely demonstrable, is the law of adaptntion. Who will
jf'opardize their reputatkn for sen8e by rlenying that? A. part of Nature, a part and parcel
of man, a portton of hiR anatomical structure,
a Faculty, a grMt. section of his mind, that very
highest part of Nature, and of the body, together with the moet exalted and central function of the human mind, is adapted, and
adapts man, to loving and worshiping God :
therefore a Supreme God exists adapted to receive the 5pontaneous human love, adoration,
and worship. No proof of any natural truth,
1•ot even that two and two make four, is any
more absolutely demonstrated."
P. c. CHEEKS.
Washington, D. C, March 17, 1882.

oeen

l'llr. Beau.

MR P. C. CHEEKS, Dear Sir: Although I
hav challenged you to a brid debate, I hope
the readerH of THE TRUTH SEEKER will not feel
that I hav thrust it upon them without due regard for their time and patience, especially in
case they should find it dull. Yom friends
bav represented you to me as a converted Infi-

del, now

~n

a.ctiv

champio~

gusted " wit.h my "sophistry." Ree-arding
you thus, and trusting that your criticism may
rt>ally be taken as the expression of a :ead•ng
thinker on your side, I would reply, first, that
your quotations from my book show at least
one of three thing: Either you are dishonest, or
you are a very careless reader, or you are so
blinded by superstition that you cannot understand an Infidel argument when expressed in
the plainest English. Of the three, I am disposed to think the last, i. e., that you are simply !0st in a fog of faith. I wish to be generous and !air with you, but how else can I explain your first (alleged) citation from page 56,
whPre you attribute to me the very absurdity
which I distinctly affirm is held by "some
clergymen of to-day who imagin !hat phrenology ma,y be reconciled with orthodoxy," and
wh'ch the whole paragraph is intonded to refute? You represent me as asserting that" a
man of ever so great intellect, who is deficient
in Veneration, Wonder, and Hope, is incapahle
of criticising the Bible,·• when in fact this i~
exactly what I do not hold, and what I PXplicitly deny in the sentence immediat£'ly following
the word Bible, viz., "But it might quite as
reasonably be objected that a skilful pilot is no
longer capable of determing the safest course
of a ship when in a storm, simply because at
~uch a time all her sails are furled."
A.lso on
page 225 I argue that intellectual men who
lack Veneration are best adapted to examin theology, from the very fact that they can do so
without restraint. Can you be surprised, then,
if I question your intelligence or your honesty,
when you so grossly pervert my meaning?
Next, of A.dam, you say, ''The very fact
of his having fallen proves him to hav had
Here vour argument
freedom of will."
amonnts simply to this: Cheeks is right, therefore Beall is wrong. Christianity is true, therefore Infidelity is false. This may be good orthodox legic, but you must not expect ]!"feethinkers to see any force in it.
Most emphatically I say that " perfect freedom (i. e., absolute freedom) cau exist: only
where there is an absence of all restriction."
A.nd now you wish to know how I am lPd to
say: "If A.dam was created perfect,· his lower
propen~ities must all hav been entirely under
the direction and control of his intellect and his
moral sentiments." Is it possible that you can
ask such a question 11.fter reading niy chapter
on "The Fall of Man?" Do I not clearly state
in the second paragraph, a• well as in se vera!
othl'r places, that a perfect mind would be entirely under the supremacy or control of the
moral sentiments and intellect, and on that VPry
Bccount, not free1 Do I not s"y on page 71
that "the idea of a perfect moral nature nece~
sarily impli~s a compl~te molal restraining
power ?" Do I not italicize the same idea
again on page 78 ? And is not a portion of
the chapter especially devoted to argument~
against the freedom of the will? Where and
how, thPn, am I" illng!cal ?"
You assert that " only a nerfect man could
perfectly will to sin," and with this paradoxical
standa.rd in your own mind you measure everything I say. But what could be more absurd 'i
C&n you not see that I am consistent in denying l.o1h tbe freedom of the will and the possibility of A.dam's having fallen in spite of a
perfect endowment of moral restraining power i'
Do I not explain (pag~s 67-74) bow the moral
faculties, when perfect, would, in the very nature of the case, completely subordinatE> all the
lower propensities? You seem to make no dis.
tinction between enti1·e freedom in the action of
the lower propensities, and pe?-jection of the
wlwle mmtal constitution. Just here is tbe
pivot upon which our dispute rl'sts. Yon hold
the doctrin of free-will, not I, and you disag-ree
with me, not I with myself. I do not say, as
you do. that if A.dam was created perfect he
was mti1·ely free to &in. On the contrary, 1
argue that a perfect man would be equipped
with perfect Conscientiousness, Firmnes~, etc.,
etc., which would restra-in him from sin ; and
that where there is perfect, i. e., absolute, rPstraint, there cannot be perfect, i.e., absolute,
freedom.
Furthermore, I cannot comprehend what you
mean by saying that on page 79 I recof!nize the
force of your doctrin that mental perfection and
freedom to sin are reconcilable. 1 certainly do
nothing of the sort; and as to my" lack of eonsistency" in my ''definition of perfect freedom
givm on/age 67 ," 1 will simply ~ay that IJeitheJ
t.he wor f?·eedom nor the word free occurs on
page 67 at all. TherPfore you do me the greateRt injustice in as~erting tbat I g-iv cnnfl.ictinl'
defi uitions in different pla<>es. When I speak
of perfect freedom, on pa.ge 79 and elsewhere,
I mean ahsence of all restrictions; and when I
refer to a perfect mind, as 1 do on page 67 and
elsewhere, 1 mean ove endowed with perfect
moral restrainiDg facultie~, hence not free to
sin. Is pure gold free to corrode? Is not its
vrry purity a barrier in the way of-its becominp:
like the baser metals lvhen etposed? Just so
with men. 'l'be m0re moral sentiment they hav
the less freedom they hav to do wrong. In this
world, where everything is rPlated to something
else, nothing can be entirely free.
A.s to the parallelism you seek to draw between a perfect mind and a perfect Pngin, I
would say that you could only compare a perfect man to a locomotiv which has been sPt to
go forward, and of which the reversing lever
has bem locked. ·
Again, you aFk me bow A.dam could hav
evolved the will to disobev if he "had not a
perfect mental orgsmization," since "perfect.
freedom," in my opinion, is the" absmce of all

tPrms "perfect mental orga.niz~tti on" and "perfect freedom" jnst as t hnugh they were compatible, utterly ignoring my definitions and misrepresPnting- my position. Need I say more to
show that you are wrong ?
But to crown the gt>nPral unfairness of your
letter, you conclude with a long quotation from
Prof. 0. S. Fowler, in support of a sophism
which I hav written a special chapter to refute
yet you do not so much qs refer to what I ha;·
said on the subject. . Is this the approved
Christian method of criticising- a book? If you
meant to expose my errors, or to defend that
''correlation'' fallacy made so popular by Fowler nnd Josfph Cook, why did you not attack
my arguments against it? GraP.ting that, perhaps, you did not consider them worthy of
mention, you ghould not forget that there are
many who will not share your opininns unless
you support them with something better tban
mere assPrtion.
According to Fowler and yourself, if we bav
a faculty adapted to a certain sphPre of activity
there must also exist. conjointly, just as much
materinl, and of as high quality, as the faculty
is capable of using. Why, then, do you nnt
a.rgne the existence of a hundred gods, ~ince
Veneration would certainly be adapted to them
>lll as much as to one ? If you dare to say that
reason points to but one, I reply that reason
points to non e. Your" correlation" argument,
like the argument from design, proves too
much, hence nothing.
What is God? Simply a conception of a personmore powerful and wonderful than ourselvs.
Veneratinn is, of course, appealed to by this
conception. And in l!ke manner we mHy excite the feAr (Cautiousne~s) of a child by talking
of hobgoblins and ghosts; but do these things
really and necessarily exist conjointly with Cautiousness? Did "Jac·k and the Beanstulk"
ever exist in fact simply because the story is
adapted to gratify juvenil WondQr? Would
you argue that pies and cakes grow on trees
~imply because we hav Alimentivness "specifically adapted" to enjoy them if they did thus
grow?
Thfl existence of a faculty indeed proves the
conjoint existence of something to which it is
adapted, but not everything. It indicatPs simply that there is or hns been somewhere something, either in fact or faJJcy, to develop it.
But PO sentiment or propensity can be shown
to bear a special relation to any single nhject in
the general class of things to which it is
adaptPd, since all objPcts are perceived only by
the intellect, and some may e:xist only in imagination. Veneration, therefore simply proves
that man was formerly, if he is not now, surrounded by objPcts or phenomena adHpt~d to
excite his admiration Hnd fear. The relation
of the parent to the child is almost eno11gh to
develop such an instinct. and surely the faculty
has to-day a ~ufficiently wide fidd for h·gitim~>te
activity in prompting us to pay that beautiful
deference and resp~ct due to the rights of every
human being. But to our prehistoric ancestors
the march of nature }Vas an endless panorHma
of alternating savngery and suhlimity, which,
in the infancy of even a nobler race than ours,
would bav broui/ht its proudest ~ons in terror
to their knPes, and taught them the Ia• gnage
of prayer. When rnau first began to think 1--eyond the visible, be clotherl the iJ,finit wilh his
o n fiDite rags, Rl'd then, with his face in the
dust, he worshiped the mental image of himself. But it is the glory o' our day that WP are
at last raisin!l our heads to recognizp G,,odness as the only God, »nd Hum~n HappmeFs
as thA Highest Good Respe< tfully,
EDGAR c. BEALL.
Cincinnati, Ohio, A.pril 4. 1::!82.
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LIVER AND KIDNEY PILLS,
A Sure Cure for all Diseases of the Livm· and
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Pu?·ely Vegetable, and do not contain Mercury,
Calomel, or any other poisonous substance.
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cents per box.

J"\'JlfiSa~:C~I~~~~i:oE~~i~~~·Mare.

Unsolicited 'l'estimouials,
KEWANEE, IT..L, Feb. 20,1882.

Send me some more of Dr. York's Pills. I used one uox
with great benefit.
1\lns. C. C. Non1'H,
FAR:'I.IIXGTON, 1\ITcu, Feb. 15, 188:1..
My wife thinks that Dr. York's Liver nno~ Kidney Pills
hav done her a great. deal of good, Send me some muro
of them.
A. B. Smrn.
FORT SI<:NECA, 0., Feb. 10, 1882.

A frfend of mine desires me to reque~t y11u to scull him
three boxes or Dr. York's Liver and Kidney P!lls. I think
the pills "rea grand thing.
WM. Mo:-.:1'G01tllntY.
LEVERETT, ~L\SS., Ju.n. 28, 1882.
I received safely the pills you sent me. They giv good
sattsfact.ton. I w111 endeavor t.o 1ntf(rduce them to my
friends, us 1 think them a valuable article.
A. A VAliS.
CLL'VTON, N.Y., Feb. 21,1882.
To-day I had another call for a box of Dr. YorJ<', Liver
and Kidney Pills. The Uoy and .Ills mother llav used one
box with good etfect. Please send meM!~~~~~L~B8lt~\~~~~·
Pnn.ADELPHIA,PA.,Jan.18, l88·J.

I received Dr. York's 1'11Is, and am happy to Fav tl1edy gaV
done me much good. l gave a few to my frierrds, an t t' 1
like them so well that I am obliged to send for 1:0me~uu~e.
RoBI.;R1' F. GILMoUR,~~
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tiona: "We know him (Dr. l>'oote) · pereon~>lly and !ntt.
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1n nature knowa to be true.
5. The doctrlns and claims of Christianity hav been &
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tldds and finds.
"EDUOATE the peoplP." was the first admonition
addressed by William Penn to the colony which he
had fo•mded. "Educate the people" was the
legacy qf George Washington to the nation which
he had saved. ·• Educate the people " was the unceasing exhortation of Thomas Jefferson; and I
Quote Jefferson with pec~1iiar pleasure because of
all the eminent men thAt hav ever lived, .Adam
Smith himself not excepted, Jefferson was the one
who most abhorred everything like meddling on
the part of governments Yet the chief bu•inessof
his later years "a~ to establish a good system of
state education in Virginia.- Macaulay's Speeches.
THE thing that!~ uttered from the inmost parts
of a man's soul dfffers altogether from what is
uttered by the outer part. The outer is of the day,
under the empire of mode, the out·er pass~s away
in •wift, endlegs changes; the inmost is the same
yesterday, to-day, and forever.-Oarl11le.
IT is asserted that the doctrin of the immortality
of the soul, and of happiness in a future state, givs
us a solution of that distressing problem, the misery
of the innocent on earth. Rut in reality it does
nothing of the kind. It does not explain tl.e origin
of evil, and it does not justify the existence of evil.
.A poor, helpless infant is thrust into the world by
a higher force; it has done no one any harm, yet it
is tol'tured in the most dreadful manner; it is nour
!shed in vice, and crime, and disease; it is allowed
to suffer a certain time, and then it Is murdered. It is all very well to say that afterward it
was taken to everlasting bliss; but why was It not
taken there direct? If a man has a child and beats
that child for no reason whatever, is it any palliation of the crime to say that he afterward gave it
cake and wine?-Rtade's Ma• tyrdom of Man.
IN the canonic books of the old dispensation
there is not a single genuin text cl!riming to come
from God, which teaches explicitly any doctrin
whatever of a life beyona the grave.- W. R. Alger.
OF all the dreams handed down to us by the
scriptural writers, by far the most material, as evidence of their divine cjlaracter, is that on which the
myst'e1·y of the incarnation mainly rests. Take
away the dres.m in which Joseph was informed
that the Holy Ghost was the parent of Mary's first
born child (Matt. i, 20), and that mystery will depend conclusivly on a story of an angel's visit, of a
necessity related by l\lary herself (Luke i, 35),
for obvious reasons not the most trustworthy witness on so delicate a point. But this is not all. for
it was by a dream that the magi, after adoration,
were warned to escape the vengeance of Herod
(M.,tt. il. 12), and by a dre'•m that the life of the
infant Christ was preserved in the massacre of the
innocents (Matt. ii, 13). Christianity, therefore,
may Joe said to owe its very existence to the celesti~<l intimations conveyed in dreams, and Christians cannot consistently embrace any theory
which would lead to a denial of their hnly an<l
prophetic character.
Since, moreover, we hav
numerous instances in the Bible of such dreams
being granted to heathens and idole.ters it is plain
that the Christian deity does not confine his noctur'llal visitations to orthodox believers, If the
chief butler, the chief baker, Pharaoh, and NebtL
chadnezzar dreamed prophetically, so may any of
us at any time according to this teaching.- .Amber-

ley's Analysis.
DREAMS hav in all ages and countries been believed in as indications of the future; and of all
forms of superstition this is perhaps the most excu~able. Whatever is mysterious as to its cause
and beyond the power of the will appears a• super.
natural; and what more so than dreams 1 The
thoughts in dreams, too, arise out of the past and
present circumstance• of the d -earner, and therefore are not altogether without connection with his
future destiny, as most other omens are. In the
Homeric age it was firmly held that" dreams come
from Zeus" In the most ancient civilized communities of which we hav any record-those of
Egypt and Bt<bylon-to interpret the monarch's
dreams was one of the mos1 important state offices
and was coniided to a college of wise men. A com_
mon way of constructing the Greek or Roman
oracles was for the inquirer to Eleep a night in the
temple, after performing s•crificial and other rites,
when his ques11ons were suppo:;ed to be answered
in dreams.
In modern times, and among
European nations, dreams are seldom heeded except by the very ignorant or superstitious; and
Has idle as a dream H bas become a proverb.-

0/!ambers's Encyclopeclia, ATticlelJreaming.
VIOTORIAN:
Yet I fain would die 1
To go through life, unloving and unloved;
To feel that thirst and hunger of the soul
We cannot still; that longing, that wild impulse
.And struggle after ~oomethlng we hav not
.And cannot ha v, the etfort to be strong;
And, like the Spartan hoy, to smile and smile
While secret wounds do bleed beneath our cloaks;
Ail this the dead feel not-the dead alone 1
Would I were with them 1
HYPOLrro:
We shall all be soon.
It cannot be too soon; for I
VIOTORIAN:
am weary
Of the bewildering masquerade of life.

-Longfellow's Spanish Students.
lF this god book of Christianity is to hav a much
longer life as a popular reading book it will hav to
be completely ·overhauled and purged of whole
chap~ers and numerous scattered texts that no decent man could be hired to read aloud to a select
audience of refined and intelligent men 'and
women. Jfor the sake of the sweet memories clustering around the time-worn volume; for the sake
of the glimpses of ancient manners, customs, and
beliefs; for the sake of the legends, stories, and
scraps of romantic fiction, which, like Robinson
crusoe, Jack the Giant-killer, l\Iother Goose, and
others of like ilk, hav become a part of the literature of the heart, I would hav the B1ble saved just
as we save Shakspere, Ovid, and other books which
though not exceptional in all respects are vet too
precious and valuable to be destroyed and lost.
But to blindly worship and insanely adore snell a
medley of all that is bad, vile, and obscene, simply
because there is goodness, morality, and beauty
mixed-in with it, is foolish, absurd, and fanatical.

-J!Jimina D. Slfnker,

IT is no use to try, you can't tell how many legislators are boarding at a hotel by the number of
cocktails sent to the rooms of a morning. This is
a case where :figures will lie.
WHEN a nice young man asked the bright
danghter of an undertaker her father's profession,
she promptly replied, "He's a planter." She
couldn't tell a lie about a little thing like that.

VOLUME I, NOW READY.

Price $2.00
A TRUTH SEEKER

Aroun~ the Worl~.

.AN Indiana clergyman delivers his sermons in
rhyme. His congregation prefer them that way. Illustrated with forty euts, and with a steel plate engravThey sleep much sounder, and leave the church
ing of the author.
mncb more refreshed than after listening to a
BY D. M,BENNETT,
prose-y discourse.
THE GRAND OLD GARDENER,
Editor of TH" TRUTH SEEKER, author of" A Truth Seeker
in Europe,"" Gods and Rellgions of Ancient and
Though .Adam's dress was a nude design,
Modern Times," "The World's Sages, ThinkHe often would sadly grieve,
ers. and Reformers," "Champions of
.And sit on the limb of a tree and whine,
the Church," etc., etc.
'Cause he couldn't laugh in his sleeve.
THREE VOLUMES FOR $5.00.
Bon INGERSOLL indignantly denies the charge
The Jtiost Instruction t'or the Least
of plagiarism. He says he never stole anything.
Money ot' any Book ot Travels
We are not quite eo sure about that. To us, off
yet Written.
here in 1'exas, it looks very much as if he stole a
march on the prosecution in the Star Route cases.
In 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an Interna .
-Siftings.
tiona I Congress at Brusse!B, to which Mr. Bennett was sent
as a delegate. He took the occasion to make the tour of
AMBI'flON.
Europ,e,
and his observations were embodied in "A Truth
One by one the roses fall;
Seeker In Europe" (price, $1.50). The letters were also
One by one the cashiers go;
published in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the readers were so
:lllince pies fade away in spring;
well pleased with them that the proposition was made
Boys begin to play base-ball.
that he make the journey around the world, and glv the
When the gentle summer comes,
world tlle beneilt of a Freethinker's observations. The
proposition WRB accepted it the ones deftiring such a work
With its wealth of summer :!lowers,
would advance five dollars each, the volumes to be dediThen a gentle picnic spro•rts
cated to them. On JlflY SO, 1881, Mr. Bennett began the
In the sylvan dells and bowers.
journey, sending letters back to be published. The work
Let us never waste a day,
will make
Let us always forward push,
Or some other duck will take
THREE VOLUMES OF NEARLY 900,PAGES EACH
:Myrtle to the matinee.
Those sending In ilve dollars before the completion of
KEEPING LENT.
the work Will hay their NAMES L"fSCRIBED IN THE DEDICATION OF THE VOLUMI'S.
Farewell to opera and ball,
The first volume describes SCotland, Ireland, England,
Reception, and to morning call;
including also an account of the Freethinkers' InternaHail to ashes, s·tckeloth, prayers,
tional Congress at London, In 1881, Holland, tbe NetherTo sewing-circles, orphan-fairs.
lands, Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey, Smyrna,
Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyrout. Baalbec, to Damascus.
I've packed away my partv dresses;
There bav been maby books of travel printed but none
'I've straightened ont my :!lowing tresses;
like this. !T IS THE ONLY ONE OP ITS KIND.
I've sobered down my giddy look,
l\Ir. Bennett has a shrewd habit of seeing· everything
.And hunted up my lost prayer-book.
going on, and In his book he has faithfully chronicled the
habits and customs of the di!Ierent peoples of the many
.And now, with pious soul intent,
places he visited. Th< every.day life of all nations is laid
I feel I'm ready to repent;
before tlle reader by one who has visited them and beheld them with his own eyes. We feel sure this work Is
For, as I think the rector says,
greatly superior to any account of a journey around the
The Lent will end In forty days.
world we now hav.
IN MEMORIAM.
ALL THE VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
.A Boston dispatch says: ·• Telegrams to private
parties in this city report that General Grant bas Which adds greatly to the Interest of the work, and with
failed. [tIs rumored that General Grant's brokers the close description will present Old-World places In a
hav sold him out, he not being able to further very famlllar light.
The volumes separately w!ll be $2. Those sending $5
guarantee them."
now will get the first volume by return mail and the ot11er
Broke, broke, broke,
two
as soon as issued, which will be in a few months, or
In the city by the sed!
just as soon as they can be got ready. Those sending the
.And the news comes in the dispatches
$5 will hav their names In the dedication of the second
I<'lat busted is U. S. G.
volume.
Vol. I. mailed on receipt of $2.
Oh, well for the stalwart man,
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
.As he shout's o'er his medal in glee;
1418th st., New York.
Oh, well for the whole three hundred
.Aud six, who voted for me.
And the stately ships go on
To their haven under the hill;
But ob, for a look at George Jones's fund,
And the passage of Logan ·s bill
"SWEE'r child," gushingly exclnimed young Mr.
Ta:tfitalker, as her little baby brother of five bright
summers came toddling into the parlor; "Sweet
child, with sunny hair and eyes so like its lovelier
sister's; camP. here, cberub, and see wbat I've got
for you." A.nd when the cherub came and spread
two fat, dimpled hands, covered with breadcrnmbs and molasses, on the knees of his pale
striped pants, llfr. Taffitallrer whispered hoarsely
under his breath that he had a large two-edged
knife that would go through him four times and
back agafn, for him, but, unfortunately, he hadn't
it with him. So be gave him a handful of red and
green candy-very unwholesome-and smiled
sweetly as the cherub trotted away, and murmured audibly, •· Dear Ji•tJe fountain of love and
sunshine and innocence, how my heart always
goes out to a child." "This, dearly beloved," remarks Burdette, "gnes under the head of 'dissembling.'"
A MEXIOAN BALLAD.
There was a Greaser bold and staidDon Gomez del GomazzaWbo loved a gentle Greaser maid,
The Donna Frontpiazza.
Don Gomez rode a mustang proud,
And wore a bloody slasher,
Of all the gallus Greaser crowd
He was the giddiest masher.
Don Gomez once was tempted sore.
Despite of law and order,
To glut his greedy thirst for gere
.And cross the Texas border.
"So fare yon well, my lady fairMy pretty little Donna!"
In vain she tore her raven hairHer Gomez was a goner.
Then hied he to the Rio Grande,
With Yankee hordes to battle;
He crossed into the promised land,
And went to stealing cattle.
.And there, with more than royal pluck,
He did his pleasing duty,
And, meeting with uncommon luck,
He started home wrth booty.
But, oh 1 the Yankees, fierce and strong,
While .marching out to battle.
Beheld Don G·•mez come along
.A-driving them their cattle.
They gathered in thefestiv steers,
And snagged that gallus Greaser,
.And, with a round of hoots and jeers,
They hanged him to a tree, sir.
Loud wailed the Greaser maiden fairThe Donna Jo'rontpiazza;
Once more she tore her maiden hair
i'or Gomez del Gomazza I
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PROSE POEMS,
By Robert G. Ingersoll,

On large, heavy paper.
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Made for Framing.
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GEN. GRANT BANQUET.
Ingersoll's, response to the toast, " The Volunteer
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A
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Miller.
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Address
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141 8th street.

THE

Christian ·Religion.
BY
Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
.Judge .JEREMIAH S. BLLlCU.,

Prof. GEORGE P. FISHER.
The only Complete and Authorized
Edition.
This very remarkable series of papers appeared at In·
tervals in the North American Review. and awakened the
profoundest Interest with the press and publlc. Their
appearance in pamphlet form is in response to innumerable reQuests from all parts of the countrv.

Price,
50 cents.
Orders should be given Immediately. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th street, N.Y.

Interrogatories to Jehovah.
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety flf subjects .
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

THE

Brain an~ the BiDle;
OR,

FOR THE
Production ot' Children of' Finer Health
and Greater Ability.

Tl-IE CONFLICT

BY A. PHYSICIAN A.ND SANITARIAN.
"The virtues of men and women as well as their vices
may descend to their children."

MENTAL SCIENCE AND THE·
OLOGY.
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BY

before entering into the marriage relation."
The Southern Clinic, a journ<tl of med1cin and surgery,
says: "We took up this book with prejudice, but soon
saw the author ww.s a physc1an, and a good one too; a

~~~~gdm~~~r~~~~!~r,

BETWEEN

/EDGAR C. BEALL.

::d :J~~~~tz i:~~t~~'vf:~oits~~~a~~
1

tlrul, sweet-tempered people would be the result of the
observance 6f its principles.,.

m~:j d~O:iu:'mi~~i!'tfu~~g:c::Y~~ ~~eb~~~fi~~~f. c.r~~

author has a thorough mastery of his subject.

efo~~~~~~t~~tJiea~~~s~~:~r:x~/~gf~1j:.~;vs:

WITH A PREFACE BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
" This book written by a brave and honest man, Is !llled
with brave aad honest thoughts. The arg»ments which

"It contains It contains cannot be answered by all the theologians In
The Alpha, edited by Dr. Winslow, says: ... We like the the world !"-R. G. Ingersoll.
book thoroughly." And adds: " Send for it, fathers and
mothers, for your own e;ood and for th~ sake of y.our
$1.50.
children 1 who are to :filltyour places when you are called
up higher."

Price,

The Buffalo Express says: "Whoever buys this book
will lind It a paying Investment."
The Scientific American says: ''Books on this subject
are usually written by' cranks,' but this is radically ditlerent; 1t is scientific, sober, clean, and ·wortby of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particu·
larly by the young."
Dr. Dio Lewis nf Boston, writes: "I hav read all of
your work8, and feel I must study this one. Your contributions to sanitary and ancial science hav all been imbued with the spirit of sound conservatism and earnest
eonscientiousness, all too rare among reformers. Whoever gods over this book will ilnd himself on sa.cr•<l
ground, It is the most valuable of your many valuable
books."
Prof. N. S. Townsend, of Ohio University, writes:" I
am greatly pleased with this work. I hav loaned It to
some of my pupils, who ox press delight with it. I hope.
every thoughtful young man and woman wtll read it."
Price, $1.00. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th street, N. Y.

Sold by D. M. BENNET'], 141 EIGHTH
STREET, NEW YORK.
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Heinrich Daniel Zschokke.
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Translated from the German by
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FROM BEHIND THE BARS.
A series of letters written in prison.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Oyor 700 paae.t. l'rice, ,l.l!O,

"Intolerance and bigotry, more tban forbearance and
piety, are written upon the banners of contending sects;
and the arguments with which they attack one >motbet
are sharper. more thoroughly weighed, and more etrecth"
than those with which they defend themselvs."

Price, cloth, 75 cts.; paper, 50 ots.
For sale at this office.

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
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New- York, Saturday, April 22. 1882.

tElndent sneers at their" ambition to liv in luxury," and priests and parsons are found to upbraid them for being unwilling to work for the
same wages .paid at other mills.
WE hav received our first volume of "A.
Truth Seeker Around the World," and a real
beauty it is too. This is the first of the three
volumes to be published by D. M. Bennett of
what he sees in journeying around the world,
and which he furnishes to those who hav aided
him by giving him five dollars to help him
make the jourvey. A.s a desc~iptiv history it
is unsurpassed by any ever before published.
One of its important features is its absolute
freedom from bigotry and superstition. These
books are well.worth the money they cost, $5,
and the best advice we can giv our readers is,
for those who are able, to send Mr. Bennett the
money and get them.-Oloud Oounty Blade.

j SCIENCE HALL, Hl 8th St.,
(

NEAB BBOA.DWAY.

that for the las~ ten years he has been a servant of the devil. Liberty calls on him to do
one or the other, and that promptly, or stand
co~victed as ,a h ypocrit and time-server.''

t $8 pe
.
S
r year•

IJltws of tht fltt1t.

ANTI-JEWISH riots are of daily occurrence in
THE Washington correspondent of the Con- Russia.
gregationalist is evidently getting to be heretical. CouRTNEY, Riley, and Boyd will row a race
He complains of a colored church of that city in June.
which encourages chicken-stealing by getting
THE voters of Lockport, N.Y., hav elected a
REV. W. H. TURTON, of Farmington, Iowa,
its members who commit these little depredahas been· expelled from his church for preachtiona out of jail. He says: "I hav occasionally " no-license" ticket.
ing universal salvation. His elders tell him
R. B- HAYEs has contributed $2i0 to the
spoken of the lack of morality in some of the
there is no authority ,for such doctrin in the
colored churches. Riding in the horse cars into Garfield Monument fund.
Bible~ It grieves the good. church-members to
the city in the early morning, the seat by my
CoLD weather has done great damage to
think that any one but themselvs shall enjoy
side was taken by a police captain. In his crops in most parts of the country.
the pleasures of heaven or escape the fires of
hands he canied a stout oak stick some three
HIGHER wages generally are being paid to
·
hell.
feet long, on one end of which was a leather
striking laborers at all the trades.
thong that could be slipped ov~r the wrist,
JESsE JAMEs was the son of a preacher, Rev.
THE libel suit of Pastor· Hinman against
leaving both hands free; the other end of the
Robt. James, a prominent Baptist minister.
Bishop Hare has resulted in a verdict of $10,000
stick
was
shod
with
steel
and
sharpened
to
a
His favorit song was " A.m I a soldier of the
fine point. With this staff .& thief could open for the plaintiff.
cross ? " and he once shot a man for questionA.T a recent meeting of the French Academy any door and force his way into any barn. Its
ANoTHER bill to prohibit the immigration of
ing the truth of the Christian religion. Such a
of Science, the change which seems to hav oc- owner was a well-known chicken-thief, whom Chinamen for the period of ten years passed
missionary as he would hav just suited John
curred in the French climate during the last the officer had just left in the cell, having been the Senate on Tuesday.
Calvin.
few years formed one of the chief topics of dis- captured the night before, the stdf in his hands,
A. MicmG..Ui revivalist goes out this seas·on cussio;n. It was remarked that the sardine
THE cast-off furniture of the White H.ouse at
· with what he advertises as "the most complete fishery, which regularly brought in to the Bre- a weighty bag of chickens over his shoulders. Wa.shington was sold at auction on the 14th.
camp-meeting outfit ever invented, consisting ton population $3,000,000 per annum, had now The officer remarked that the man would be The sale realized about $6,000.
of, a handsome pavilion, splendidly painted, become a thing of the p,ast, the ~ardines having subject to a slight fine or to an imprisonment of
OVER 160,000 names hav been signed to the
portable stand, reed organ, and gilded cross in completely disappeared from the coasts. M. fifteen days, and would then return to his life- petition for the pardon of Sergeant Mason, the
long
employment
as
a
chicken
thief.
'But,'
the pulpit.'' That's nothing. A. good many
Blavier attribu~ed the mild~ess of the winter said the officer, 'this man is the pillar of his guard who fired at Guiteau while in jail.
circuses will beat it.
and the precom ty of the sprmg to the altered ~church. N 0 sooner had I arrested h · th h
IDA GREJU.EY, the eldest daughter of Horace
THE temperance constitutional amendm~nt dir~~tion of t~e G~f stream, but no definit sent for his minister, who at once ::me ::th: Greeley, died last week. She was the wife of
has been defeated in the Connecticut House of opm10n on th1a subJect was pronounced. Be- station, and remarked, "Well, brother Jones, Col. Nicholas Smith, of Kentucky.
Representativs. A. two-third's vote was needed fo~e, however, the members separated a com- don't trouble yourself. We'll call a church
IT is estimated that the ceremonies with
to pass it. One hundred and fifteen votes were m1ttee compos~d of M~. Faye, Jauns~n, Dau- meeting to-night, and get you out at once if it's
cast in its favor-ten short of the number re- pree,_ and Adnnral Julian de la GraVIere was a fine," and I presume it was done.' 'rhat he which the coronation of the czar of Russia are
quired. Only fifteen votes were cast against it, appomted to study the problem of the Gulf was a professional thief, living by his stealings, to be celebrated will cost $7,500,000.
A. MAN in Paterson, N.J., who had recently
but 119 members did not vote at all.
stream.
formed no hindrance to his church standing.''
celebrated his lOlst birthday, voted the DemoTHE controversy over the Rev. Dr. Smyth,
A DAUGHTER of the Rev. John Deering, of
THE San Francisco Jewish Times, from which cratic ticket last week for the first time.
Toledo, committed suicide, and it was said that the newly-elected professor at Andover theo- we clip the following, is mistaken by considerTHE statement that the king of Wurtemberg
his cruelty prompted the act. A. congrega- logical Seminary, rages with new force, several able over 40,000 in our circulation, but we
tional council was called to try Mr. Deering, of the leading Congregational and other relig- suppose it took its figures from its wish, and so has been converted to Catholicism and baptized
and to that body he sent his resignation, saying ious papers having taken it up. Until Dr. we shall not quarrel with. it. Its kind Words by the pope of Rome is officially denied.
that he waM innocent, but that he did not " feel Smyth was elected by the trustees of Andover will long be treasured : " D. M. Bennett, editor
A. coMET is on its way toward the sun at
to this position, his theological views were not
equal to the task of personal vindication."
and proprietor of THE TRuTH SEEKER (New the rate of one million miles per day. It should
considered unsound or unsatisfactory. He was York) a journal having a circulation of 50,000, be visible to the naked eye in the month of
A. RoMAN Catholic woman's littl~ girl was
the pastor of a Presbyterian church in the is expected in this city next month. He comes May.
taken to a Presbyterian Sunday-school by a
West. A.fter his election some of the advocates via China and Japan, and will be te11dered a
missionary in east St. Louis. The ..mother enA. MAN styling himself Captain Fred Norman
of the most rigid style of Calvinistic theology public reception by the Liberals upon his arritered thA church to rescue the child from what
looked into his published, sermons, and pro_ val here. Mr. Bennett has been making a tour has announced his intention to row across the
she deemed religious peril. The sexton considnounced him to be loose on .several of the doc- of the world, the expenses of the trip having Atlantic in an open boat, taking one hundred
. ered her conduct disorderly, and put her out by
trins which that system got from John Calvin, been .voluntarily contributed by the Free- days' provisions with him.
force. The merits of the case are to be weighed
who is usually regarded as a 'very orthodox thinkers pf the United States and Canada.
THE household effects of Jesse James, the
in a suit for damages.
man. The question of Andover now is whether The total oontribution is between $5,000 Missouri outlaw, killed recently, sold at auction
THE Rev. J. W. Minor, colored, of St. Louis, Dr. Smyth shall be thrown overboard, or the and $6,000. In return Mr. Bennett writes for about $200, although their real value is said
is in serious trouble. He was arrested for pass- rigidity of ancient formulas of faith be re- three volumes of his travels, copies of which to hav been less than one-twentieth of that sum.
ing a forged check. Then the officers searched laxed to keep up with the spirit of advancing
THE firm of A.. T. Stewart & Co. are. about
will be mailed to those who subscribed to the
his house, and found many things not pertain- thought.
Round-the-World fund. Tl:).e distinguished to retire from business. They say they are
ing to the ministry, such at a rifle, a set of surSPEAKING of the position the editor of the traveler has a remarkable history. He is an tired of carrying on the enormous trade, which
gical instruments, and some billiard balls. A.ll
Irish World finds himself placed in by the ac- American bv birth, was reared a Shaker, and is was larger than that of any other house in the
these things were claimed by persons who said
tion of the recent Catholic council, liJJerty now a Freethinker. A.s he owns the largest Free- world.
they had lost them through sneak thievery.
says : "Mr. Patrick Ford is in a dilemma. thought publishing house in the United States,
A. BRAKEMAN on the Erie Railroad at New·
Mr. Miner says he does not rely on human aid
He appears not to be aware of it, but his read- and has carried on for years a bold and inces- burgh, N Y., recovere.d $5,000 for injuries re·
in this emergency.
ers are painfully aw~J.re of it. We venture to sant war against what he calla 'the popular su- ceived while shackling cars, the court hold·
THE Rev. George Sweinforth was holding point it out to him. Some weeks ago he an- perstition of the dav,' the fanatics and bigots ing that the company was responsible for the
revival meetings at Pawpaw, Ind. He started nounced in large type that, the moment the hav followed him with a remorseless hate, and defectiv bunters, which, failing to meet, caused
one day to drive with Sister Beekman, the Catholic church should denounce the doctrins finally had him arrested, convicted, and sent to the accident.
principal singer in the meetings, to the railroad of the Irish World, he would renounce them. the penitentiary at A.lbanv, where he was incarGmTEAu's sister, Mrs. Scoville, filed a petistation. Sjle kissed her female friends in de- Since that time a provincial council of the cerated for twelve months on a a trumped-up
tion in Chicago for a conservator of his estate
parting, and the minister improved the oppor- Catholic church has met· in Cincinnati, com- charge. The Liberals got up a petition signed
on the ground that he is of unsound mind. The
tunity to kiss her, too. Considerable talk was posed of nine bishops and archbishops in five by 200,000 citizens, and sent it to Washington,
petition was refused. Guiteau's only property
caused in the town by that event. The evan- dioceses. That body has issued a pastoral let- asking President Hayes to sign his release. The
is his book, "The Truth and the Removal.''
gelist stated, in a sermon, that Pastor Maun, of ter to be read from the altar of every Catholic ex-president feared the power of the church, and
He says he would rather go to glory in June
the local church, had also kissed Miss Beek- church in five important states. This letter so Mr. Bennett had to serve his term out.
than to A.uburn for life.
man, and neither had meant any harm by it. says: 'The Irish World is a bad paper, breed- The petition was the largest ever presented
THE President's cabinet, it is said, hav been
Such kissing was commanded by scripture, and ing insolence and defiance of authority, teach- to an executiv at the White House. Mr.
he was going to obey, no matter what was said ing Communism, assailing the rights of proper- Bennett upon his release was received by discussing the withdrawal of Lowell, minister
to England, on account of the latter's inactivity
about it by worldly people.
ty, and inciting to rebellion that can end but in the Liberals in a great public demonstration
in regard to the arrest and imprisonment of
THE superintendent of the Pacific Mills at disaster. We therefore direct pastors to warn at New York, was sent to Europe by them,
American " suspects '' by the British governand
upon
his
return
was
again
sent
on
his
Lawrence, Mass., gets eighty-three dollars a day. their people against this paper, and as far as in
ment. Robert Lincoln, secretary of war, has
The operativs whQm he superintends hav been them lies, discourage its circulation among Round-the-World trip, from which he is returnbeen suggested as his successor.
ing.
This
was
done
to
show
that
the
Liberals
getting eighty-three cents a day. The stock- them.' This language is direct and unmistakA. MAN in A.llentown, Pa., named Henry Gal
holders of the mills hav been getting an an- able, and unless.set aside and rebuked by the believed him innocent and to condemn the fanual dividend of over twenty per cent for near- pope (as it is not likely to be), must be consid- natical outrage perpetrated upon him. He will lagher, attempted to assassinate Father Donely two decades. In consequence of serious de- ered authoritativ. It is the utterance of the undoubtedly receive a hearty reception in this gan, a Catholic priest of that place, but was
falcations and mismanagement on the part of power which Mr. Ford acknowledges as the city. A.mongthe executivcommittee appointed arrested after firing two shots, neither of which
the officials the mills are slightly less profitable sole source of truth. Now, therefore, he must to make the necessary preparatiuns to receive took effect in the person of the priest. Gal·
than they were. The superintendent tells the reMunee his faith and condemm his church as him we notice the names of two J ewish-A.meri- lagher has a g~rl affiicted with the St. Vitus's
operativs that in order to keep the dividends up a foul instrument of tyranny for the oppression cans, A.. Berenz, Sr., of this city, and Philip dance, and believed that Donegan had the
they must work for sixty-eight cents a day. of the many by the few, or he must reMunee Cowen, of Petaluma, two true and loyal sons to power to cure her, only refraining from doini
eo out of ill-will,
The operativs refus~. Thereupon the superin- his reastm, keep his pledge, and publicly confeJs the core.''
BARNES, the Kentucky ev~ngelist, accepted a
purse of $800 for his revival work in the village of Paris. A.s he professes utter pecuniary
disinterestedness, this rather works against him.
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monarchy was, in fact, a religious community, in
which place was a temple, the people worshipers at
the gate, and the monarch the chief priest. The
Egypt.
dynasty of Osirtasen was terminated by the con· · .Luxo?",Dec.l9th.-At8:30thisevening, after three quest of upper Egypt by the Memphian kings, who
days on our up the Nile journey, we arrived at this built the pyramids."
Like the other ancient cities of Egypt, Thebes was
town, the point of our destination. Several servants
for
a time subject to the shepherd kings, till Amosis
from-the Luxor hotel met us o~ the boat with large
lanterns and escorted us to our •quarters. We have of Thebes expelled that alien race, and upper Egypt
had a very pleasant passage up, stopping at Girgeh, began to rise to its highest degree of ·power and
Keneh, and other towns of considerable size. In glory. The temple at Karnac (two miles below the
several of them minarets are prominent, giving posi- town of Luxor) received important additions from
-tive proofs that the religion of t.he country is not Amunoph, Thothmes, and the beautiful queen Niwhat it once was. We saw the inhabitants, in an toris. Under Thothmes III., lord of seventeen tribu·l!s_sorted: variety of wearing apparel, from a full tary nations, as displayed in the sculptures, the mag.J.ight suit to next to nothing, which is a breech-clout nificence of Karnac greatly increased. Monarch
of limited dimensions, and in some instances even after monarch, whom it were needless to name here,
this was lacking we saw many men raising water, took a pride in adding to the glory of the Theban
::principally by the shadoof'or well-sweep plan, and temples and palaces. Rameses II., of whom we h3ve
these · invariably wore no clothing save the clout, heard at Ahydos, did much memorable work here
which they sometimes found an incumbrance and also, as will be pointed out in describing the monu.left off. Persons working in the :fields are burdened ments. A few kings of lesser note succeeded, and
·with very little clothing. This looks odd at :first, then Rameses III., the builder of the temple Mebut it is singular how soon one can become accus- deenet-Haboo, :finished the record of Theban powers
'tomed to these things. The femalf's wear more than and splendor. Weak kings succeeded; foreign posthe males, but their entire wearing apparel often sessions slipped from their grasp, and Thebes be·consists of a single garment of dark stuff, between a came merely a vassal province to the new dynasties
chemise and a dress, without a belt or band around of Bubastis and Tunis, in the delta. Its fall is as ob_the waist, but a cloth over the head. We are told scure as its origin.
"When the dynasties of Lower Egypt were termiby those who have been :five hundred and a thousand
miles further up the river, that up in Nubia and nated by the Persian conquest, the great General
Soudan many go entirely na~ed, and that girls wear Cambyses marched southward to conquer Ethiopia,
nothing till about sixteen years of age. Since hear- turned back from the intended exploit by famine,
ing this I have felt very little like visiting those parts, and irritated by the loss in the desert sands of
and cannot help feeling glad that the young ladies 50,000 men, whom he had sent to conquer the oasis,
of America have not introduced the African fash- he madly wreaked his vengence on Thebes. After
burning and destroying the temples and palaces, be
ions.
plundered the tombs and left the city in a ruined
ANCIENT THEBES.
condition, from which, however, it largely recovered.
Luxor, on the east side of the Nile, is a modern Theban commerce was utterly lost by the rapid
town, but it occupies the site, or a part of it, where growth of Alexandria under the Ptolemies. These
stood the ancient city of Thebes. It is a sort of princes made some considerable additions to th~
market town, of considerable size. It derives its temples, etc., and in these additions Greek art is
name, signifying palaces or temples, from its vicin- perceptible.
ity the ruins of the most remarkable temples,
"The reign of Ptolemy Lathyrus," says the author
palaces, and tombs ever erected. The ancient city before quoted, "is remarkable for the rebellion of
occupied the whole plain on each side of the Nile, Thebes, and for the :finaLconsummation of her ruin.
but it was on the east bank that the chief portion of It had long been failing in trade and wealth, and
the city was situated, the western side being princi- had lost its superiority in arms, and its temples, like
pally occupied by temples and palaces and the tombs so many citadels, its obelisks, its colossal statues, and
of the dead. Homer described the city as having the tombs of the great kings yet remained, and with
one hundred gates, but it is claimed that it was not them the memory of its bygone glory. The Thebans
a walled city. Thus the old poet sang:
had borne for'· two centuries and a half under their
Greek masters the. political servitude, heavy taxes,
"Not all proud Thebes's unrivaled walls contain,
habitual annoyance, and occasional cruelty. Under
The world's great Empress on the Egyptian plain.
That spreads her conquests o'er a thousand states,
the government of Cleopatra Cocce the measure of
A.nd pours her heroes through a hundred gates,
their injuries overflowed, and taking advantage of
Two hundred horsemen and two hundred cars,
the revolutions in Alexandria, a large part of Upper
From each wide portal issuing to the wars."
Egypt rose in rebellion. When Lathyrus returned
Thebes has marvelously impressed the mind of the to Egypt, Thebes refused obedience. For three years
world by its extent and the vastness of its monu- the brave Copts, entrenched within their temples,
ments. Here were temples whose front elevations every one of which was a castle, withstood his armwere nearly a mile in length, and here are fragments ieR; but the bows, the hatchets, and the chariots
of colossal statues of dimensions truly enormous; could do little against Greek arms; while the overcolonnades thatrose to over seventy feet in bight. throw of the massive temple walls and the utter ruin
. Not only do these ruins extend over the whole of the city prove how slowly they yielded to greater
breadth of the Nile valley, but on the sides of the skill and numbers, and mark the conqueror's distrust
surrounding mountains ancient remains lie in heap~>, lest th6 temples should again be made use of. . . .
whilst tombs, t>till in good preservation, cover the The wide acres of The ban ruin prove alike the greatwestern plain, and stretch far out into the desert. ness of the city and the force with which it was over" It appeared to me," said Belzoni, " like entering a thrown; and this is the last time that Egyptian
city of the giants who, after a long conflict, had been Thebes is met with in the pages of history. The
all destroyed, leaving the ruins of their vast temples habitations of the city were swept away but the temas the only proofs of their existence."
ples, miles apart, from the nuclei of different scatThe plain of Thebes is thus described by Heeren: tered hamlets, whose inhabitants :fill the plain, once
"The whole valley of the Nile in upper Egypt offers covered with the living millions of the ancient city.
no spot so :fit for the foundation of a large capital. The Christians under the Greek emperors raised
The mountain chains-the Libyan on the western, their puny structures amidst the colossal courts of
and the other, usually called the Arabian, on the JYiedeenet-Haboo, but fled on the conquest by the
eastern side-retire here to such distance on either Arabs, whose degenerate successors make their habside of the river that they leave a spacious plain, on itations amongst the tombs of Gtrma, and gain a
both banks, whose breadth from west to east amounts precarious subsistence by rifling their contents and
to about three leagues and a half, and the length dragging from their repositories the mummied refrom north to south amounts to about the same. mains of their tenants.
Toward the north this plain is again closed in by
" But the ruined temples still stand to call forth
·the near approach of the mountain chain to the the wonder of the traveler. They have seen the
river; toward the south, on the contral'y, where the whole portion of time of which history keeps the
western chain continues distant from the river, it re- reckoning roll before them. They have seen kingmains open. The plain, therefore, on which Thebes doms and nations rise and fall-the Babylonians, the
was built, though limited in extent, was yet suffi- Jews, the Persians, the Greeks, and the Romans.
cient to contain one of the largest cities of the earth. They have seen the childhood of all that we call
According to Strabo, there is no doubt but that the aucient, and they seem likely to stand and tell their
ancient city covered the whole plain. Thebes, there- tale to those who will hereafter call us the ancients."
fore, was built on the two banks of the Nile, without
THE TOMBS OF THE KINGS.
being connected, so far as we know, by means of a
December 20th.-This morning we purposed to go
bridge."
to the tombs of the Kings. We crossed the Nile in a
The exact origin of Thebes, like that of Memphis, large-sized row-boat, and found the current rapid.
is involved in much obscurity. It was after the de- When we reached the western bank donkeys and
cline of Memphis or Abydos that Thebes rose to be donkey-boys, which had been engaged for our use,
the capital of upper Egypt. Several kings are sup- were awaiting us. There was one for each of us,
posed to have reigned before the time Abraham is including our guide, Josef Hassan, and a few thrown
claimed to have entered Egypt. The :fi):st of the in for good measure. The boys bade us "good-morngreat Theban kings was Osirtasen I. "He was,'' ing" in pretty good English, and immediately comsays Bartlett, "the builder of the older and smaller menced to praise their donkeys, assuring us·that we
part of the temple of Karnac, which served as the would :find them of the very best description.
nucleus around which his successors grouped other
There were also nearly a dozen Arab girls awaiting
and ~ore colossal additions. This early Theban us with small water-jars or bottles en their heads.
0
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We were at a little loss to know why the girls'were
there, but soon the matter was made clear e~ough.
They ran to us with the g!eatest enthusiasm, and
commenced talking to. us, w1th such English as they
could command, with unusual fervor. ' "I ·be your
girl; I carry water for you." ~twas in vain we told
them that we did not need a g1rl, and could not be.
gin to drink water enough to require. a girl to cari-y
it. "Oh, yes; yes," cried they, "I go with you. I
be your girl all uay. You shall not get thirsty. I
give you water often."
We appealed to Guide Josef Hassan to learn what
these girls meant, and he informed us that it was
customary for girls to carry water for those who·
went out into the desert to the tombs, and that they
expected but little for their services. So, with becomin<>' resignation, we submitted to our fate, and
consented that the girls might accompany us, though
gently suggesting that one or two girls could carry
all the water we required. But all wished to go, and
we had to consent. A rather tall, straight, dark
d-aughter of the desert selected me as the par,ty, who
should drink the water from her bottle, arid she
assured me.in the most emphatic manner that she
would be my girl for the day. I told her if it was
my fate to have a girl I knew no reason why I should
not as soon accept her as any one.
"And now," said I, "if you are to be my girl, let
me know what your name is, so I may know what to
call you."
"My name is Fatma," said she.·
"Well, that is a good name, and I think I can remember it; and I shall expect you will sej\ that I do
not get very ~hirsty ."
·
We were soon on our donkeys and on our way
toward the Libyan Mountains. The boys followed
close at the donkeys' heels, whipping them up and
keeping them at· a good traveling gait. The boys
soon began asking:
''You likee donkey?"
"Oh, yes, he seems to be a very good donkey?"
"You thinkee me good donkey-boy?"
"Why, yes, you seem to :fill the bill. And what is
your name?
"Mehemet Ali."
"Well, Mehemet, I think we shall get along very
well together; but don't hurry my donkey too fast,
for I am not a very good rider."
"All right, sir; I make him go just as you likee,
sir. You want him to go slow, I make go slow; if
yoU: want him go fast, he shall go fast. My donkey
shall suit you."
The girls with the water-bottles kept along by the
donkey's side, and, whether the donkeys walked,
trotted, or galloped, keeping the bottles on their
heads, holding the same with one hand, and frequently asking if we were dry. It seemed strange
how these children of the desert had learned to talk
English so well, but probablJ visitors are coming so
often that they easily learn the words they most
need to use.
V\T e cut a comical :figure with our donkeys galloping along over the plain of the Nile, the donkey-boys
close behind and hurrying them on and yelling at
them; and the girls running along at our sides, and
I could not help laughing outright at the novelty cf
the situation. At a distance of two mill;ll! from the
Nile we came to a branch of the river so wide that ·
we had to dismount and be ferried over. The ferryboat was a large, open, and decidedly primitive
craft, which could not come within a rod or two of
the shore; so, after making the donkeys jump into
the scow, two muscular-looking Arabs carried us
(the riders) on their shoulders through the water.
The donkey-boys and water-girls waded to the boat
and easily helped themselves. With donkeys, donkey-boys, water-carriers, and sight-seers, we made
an amusing cargo. We were, however, soon over,
and again off across the plain.
Our direction was northwest, and after a mile or two
we came to the ruins of the temple of Koorneh, at
the extremity of the cultivated land, ·and near the
entrance of a gorge. It w.as built, on a somewhat
fantastical plan, by Sethi, son of Rameses I. and
father of Rameses II. It is funereal in character. The deity to whom it was dedicated 'was Osiris himself. After entering the hall of six columns by the central doorway we found on the walls
of the third chamber a :fine head of Sethi, whose
:filial piety had raised this temple. •rhe walls are
covered with inscriptions representing scenes hetween the gods and the king, etc. When Sethi died
the temple was unfinished'; it was completed by
Rameses II., who consecrated it to the memory of
his father, as well as his grandfather, to whom it
was originally dedicated. It would take considerable space to describe the inscriptions, and I will
only say that the walls of the rooms are still standing, and are thoroughly covered with inscriptions.
THE TOMBS OF THE KINGS.

Near this temple we entered the desolate gorge
or valley, of Bab-el-Modook. We rode for about an
hour up the barren gorge with rocky and gravel
hills on each side, looking as though a heavy water
course might have rushed down there one hundred
thousand years ago, but now it is as dry as the
mouth of a volcano. In the rocks of theee hills1 in
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this lonely and desolate valley, are cut out large
rooms or chambers running into the mountain sometimes two hundred feet, and in one case five hundred feet; . The walls are cut square or are plastered
over with a hard cement, the chambere being twelve
or fifteen feet wide and nearly·as high, and with
· wide chambers at intervals, the walls filled with insdriptions and flilgravings much in the style of those
desribed-at Sakkarah. One is struck with the immense amount of labor expended on these vast
,toinbs, and the artistic skill displayed. The mummies were long since removed from them, but an air
of solemnity and almost painful silence pervades
these· resting-places for Egypt's dead kings.' The
entrances are not very imposing, being a doorway
of· moderate size in the side of the mountain, with
solid· stone frame and unpretending exterior; but
upon entering with candles lighted, the purpo~es
and solemnity of the place are soon apparent. There
are some twenty-four of these tombs in this vieinitytoo many to be visited. Some are more interesting
than others, and a selection of the most noted was
made by the guide. When the royal mummy had
been deposited in these resting-placeR, the, entrance
was walled up, and the surrounding earth was leveled
so as to leave no external trace of the situation of the
tomb. I will give- a description of but a part. The
tomb of Sethi is commonly called Belzoni's tomb.
This is the most .magnificent of all the tombs in this
silent, lifeless gorge. By its grandeur and the profusion of sculptures with which it is adorned, it
eclipses all the others. It was discovered in 1817
by Belzoni. It had already been violated, 'but still
not a single bas-relief was then missing from the
walls, and its pictures yet maintain their origiaal
freshness, the most of them being artificially colored. But since that time much mutilation has
taken.place, which has amounted to nothing 11hort of
desecrati9n.
..
:Immediately on entering the tomb we found ourselves, as it were, transported into a new world.
The ·almost joyous pictures of the tombs at Sakkarah
have given place here to those more ~erieus. The
departed is not to be seen at home, surrounded by
his family. No more making of furniture; no more
building of ships; no more extensive farm yards,
with cattle; oxen, antelopes, wild goats, geese,
ducks, etc., marching in procession before the stewards. · All ·has become fantastic and chimerical.
Even the gods themselves assume strange forms.
Long ';serpents glide hither and thither round the
rooms or stand erect against the doorways. Some
convicted malefactors are being dec!lpitated and
others are precipitated into the flames. It is not a
difficult thing for a sense' of horror to creep over the
sensitive mind; but under these strange representations are the indications that the soul becomes happy
.at last after all his trials are over. Such, in fact, is
the meaning of the pictures which adorn the walls
of:.this tomb. It has been said that before, according to their kings, the honors of burial, the Egyptians passed judgment upon them. This legend -is
to be understood in an allegorical sense. The
judgment of the soul, after being separated from
the body, and the many trials it will be called upon
t~ overcome by the aid only of such virtues as it has
evinced while on earth, constitute the subject matter
of the almost endless representations which cover the
walls of this tomb, from the entrance to the extreme
end of the last chamber, a distance of several hundred feet. The serpents standing erect over each
portal; darting out venom, are guardians of the
gates of heaven-the soul cannot pass unless justified by .works of piety and benevolence. The long
texts displayed over other parts of the· walls are
magnificent hymns to which the soul gives utterance
in honor of the divinity whose glory and greatness
it thus celebrates. When once the dead has been
adjudged worthy of life eternal, these ordeals are at
an end; he becomes part of the divine essence, and
henceforth, a pure spirit, he wanders ovoer the vast
regions where the stars forever shine. Thus the
tomb is only the emblem of the voyage of the soul
in its eternal abode. The soul no sooner left the
body than we are called upon from room to room to
witness its progress as it appears before the gods
and becomes gradually purified until at last in the
grand hall at t.he entl of the tomb we are present at
its final admission into that life which a second death
shall never reach.
When Belzoni discovered the tomb a fine sarcophagus in alabaster stood in the furthest chamber,
but this was subsequently carried away to England,
and is now in Sir John Soane's museum. In the center of tb.is chamber is a passage which penetrates
some distance into the ground. ·The tomb was to
have been extended further in that direction, but
whether Sethi died before it could be finished, or
whether, as perhaps more probably is the case, a layer
of argillaceous marl was encountered, which offered
seriou~ obs~acles to further progress, this passage
was d1scontmued, and its entrance to the chamber
was hidden by a paving-stone over which the sar·
cophagus was finally deposited.
The next is that of Rameses lli., called also the
tomb of the Harpists. This is also very interesting,
tbeugh not equal to the last. Toward the middle of

the tomb, and on either side of the first two passages, waters of the Red Sea, but the blue waters of the
are some chambers worthy of attention. The most Nile; in a lower compartment more troops are marchvaried scenes, with boats, household furniture and ing. Close by, a fine doorway, wi•h many ruins
utensils, coats of arms, bows, arrows, and pikes, are heaped about it, leads into a chamber, the colors of
here r-epresented. One of these pictures is that of which have retained all their vividness. On each
the celebrated harpists, of which several copies have side o'f the passage leading to this chamber are
been made. Like the other tombs, the walle of this admirable sculptures representing a royal person11tge,
are covered with pictures and representations cut in who quenches his thirst with the milk of Hathor,
the rock and. colored artistically.
under the form of the most beautiful cow that Egyp·
The Tomb of Thotmes III. is also very interesting. tian bas-reliefs can show.
On the left hand side of the room firl!t entered is a
DEIR~:EL·MEDINEH.
large procession of Ethiopian and Asiatic chiefs, who
Pr~tty well up near the Libyan range, and in a
are bringing tributes to the king; they are in five sort of hollow, is this small temple, somewhat hidrows; the upper one consists of black and red men den from view. It was begun by Ptolemy Philapafrom the land of Paunt, who offer ebony, leopards, ter and finished by his successori!. The place which
monkeys, hides, and dried fruit. Their dresses are it occupies in the necropolis, and the presence of
short, in keeping with the custom of their country ..Ooiris among the deities of the interior, indicate that
In the second row the men are of a pale red color, the temple was a funeral monument. The inscripwith long, black, curly hair, but without beards; they tions, however, give no certain clue to the definite
wear short scarfs and sandals. Their presents con- intention, nor to the general idea which it served
sist of vases of very elegant forms, ornamented with to commemorate. The fas:ade ·of the temple is
flowers, necklaces, and other valuables. According elegant. This temple was used by the early Chris·
to inscriptions, they are chiefs of Koofa. In' the tians for a church.
third line the "Chiefs of the Southern country" ad·
THE SITTING COLOSSI.
vanc"e. Some are clothed in Egyptian dresses, others
On our way.back to the river we passed by. the
in skin aprons, the hair turned outward. · They two immense figures in stone which for thousands of
bring gold rings, monkeys,. leopards, ebony, ivory, years have sat desolate in the green plains, somet1me11
eggs of ostriches, feathers, giraffes, hounds with surrounded by the waters of the Nile, when it overcollars of precious !1tones, and bulls with long horns. flows it banks. They were erected by King Amu·
The fourth row consists of a people of a northerly noph and both represent him. Their bight is fifty·
nation. They are clad in long white garments with three feet. They measure eighteen feet across the
a blue hem. S9me wear a tight-fitting cap,· others shoulders, sixteen and a half feet from the shoulders
have nothing but their short reddish hair; and all to the elbows; ten and a half feet from the top of
have little bPards. They bring long gloves, various the head to the shoulders; thirteen feet from the
vases, a carriage, horses, a bear and ··elephant, and elbows to the ends of the fingers, and nineteen feet
ivory. Their name is Rotno. In the fifth row are eight inches from the knees to the soles of the feet.
first Egyptians, 'then follow women of Koos, carry· Each foot ie ten and and a half feet long. The ooing their children in baskets, and others of the Rotn<r lossi are sixty feet apart; they sit with their faces
in long cloaks with three collars. The presents are toward the east. The faces have been sadly mutilaid before the king, who is sitting on his throne, lated, as well as other parts of the monster statues.
and are noted down by his secretaries. ~n the inner They are monoliths, though one of them has cracked
apartments are scenes taken from the lives of the into several pieces. They still present a very majestic
Egyptian artisans, joiners, carpenters, rope-makers, appearance, and look as though they had been silently
and sculptors. Some of the latter are employed in watching the passing events for the past three thoucutting a stone square, others are working on a sand years. Between the feet traces of small figures
sphinx and two immense statues of the king. Fur- are seen, said to have been the consort of the king,
ther on are brick-makers; in another part they are whose figure, eighteen feet high, is on one side of
boiling .some fluid over a coal fire, which ie blown by the throne, while on the other is another which repbellows. Some are employed with a brush in laying resents the mother of Amunoph. The throne is oreither glue or varnish on a board. On the oppo.site namented with figures of the Nile god, who holds in
wall a maid ·servant is represented pouring out some his hands the stalks of two plants peculiar to the
wine to a lady, and giving an empty cup to a black Nile, twining around a kind of pedestal. A row of
slave who stands behind her. Other guests are seat- hieroglyphics reach from the shoulders of the
ed around, the women separated from the men, and statue down to the pedestal, which contain the name
they are entertained with music. There is also a of the king.
garden on the right wall, in which the inhabitant of
In former times it was said that one of these stat·
the tomb is drawn in a boat over a pond which is ues made a sound, and hence was called" The Sound·
surrounded by Thebian palms and date-trees. There ing Memnon." Tradition has it that' it greeted the
are also numerous representations of funeral cere- morning sun when it rose, to which Roman prefects
monies, and at the upper end Gf the tomb is a list of and emperors listened with astonishment. In later
offerings and the names of those who presented them. times it was considered a mere freak of nature; after
These pictures are lively and free from stiffness and the coldnees of night it was held that the morning
clumsiness. Many of the other tombs are very in- sun drove the cold air through the cracks in the
teresting, but probably those already described will rocks, making a murmuring sound. In the present
give a fair view of the main part. After partaking day, however, the statue is dumb; no more sounds
of a lunch, which was carried out on the· shoulders are emitted from it, so that even this former wonder
of an Arab, and having also the benefits of our is now taken from it. Behind the monument is a
water bearers, we climbed up by a very steep and cavity in which it is thought a priest used to secrete
precipitous path and reached the top of the Libyan himself and make the doleful sounds attributed to
range of mountains, from the top of which we had the statue. The sam"e thing is now sometimes done
a splendid view of the Nile valley for a long distance by one of the natives at the low price of two piasters.
north and south, and as far as the Arabian Mountains
We returned across the green field to the hotel,
on the east. We took in all the site of old Thebes, feeling that we had seen a good deal that is wonderthe ruins below us, and much more additional country, ful.
which constituted a be:;.utiful panorama. DescendWednesday, Dec. 21st.-We made our way again
ing on the east side of the mountain by a bridle-path across the Nile as before, and found tho donkeys,
as steep as we had climbed, and winding around donkey-boys, and water-bearing girls again ready
among the piles of rubbish and ruins, where tombs to receive us. Conceiving it wholly useless to have
and other structures once· stood, we reached the small so many girls accompany us, we told Josef the
temple,
guide that two girls would be quite enough to carry
DEIR EL-BAHARI,
water for us, and that we preferred that the others
Built in the times of Thothmes III,, and raised to the remain behind. Josef soon selected the two girls
glory of Queen Hatasou. It is unlike any of the that were to bear us company, upon which those not
other Egyptian temples and has a different class of selected were nearly heart-broken. Fatma came to
pictures and inscriptions. It was preceded formerly me with tears in her eyes, saying ehe could not go,
by a long line of sphinxes, now utterly destroyed, and and she wanted to carry water for me. I told her
two obelisks, of which nothing remains but the we did not need so many girls; that Josef had
basis. Among the pictures troops are marching, selected those he thought best, and that I feared she
preceded by trumpets and officers; the soldiers are would have to submit to the inevitable. I impressed
fully equipped, some carrying in their hands branches upon her mind that the best of friends often had to
of palm-trees, probably returning from a victorious part, and handing her a piaster, I said, "Good-bye,
campaign. In another part the queen has sent her Fatma; be a good girl; be virtuous and you will be
troops into Arabia. Some of the servants are piling happy." I pres~me Fatma will make Mehemet Ali
up enormous heaps of gum and other goods. The a very good wife.
Egyptian fleet is drawn up close by, and the loading
This morning, like all the mornings in this counof ships is proceeded with. Bales of goods, earthen try, is extremely pleasant. The birds a:re out in
jars, live animals, trees-everything is carefully ar- great numbers flying around the fields. I think we
ranged in its appointed place. ·The ships are pro- saw not less than a thousand sparrows in one conpelled by sails and by oars. Thebes at last is reached vention or gathering, and they are to be seen wherand the different items are enumerated. Among ever we go. There are also many white pigeons a
the rest is a procession of cynocephalous monkeys, well as other birds. I hear no remarkable singers.
panthers, giraffes, and short-horned oxen; while col- We again crossed the second stream or branch as
Iars, chains, bracelets, daggers, and hatchets are all before and had the same experience in being carried
being classed in order. Ammon is witness of the to the ferry-boat, seeing the donkeys boosted in and
scene and addresses his congratulations to the queen out, etc. One of our party, Miss Rose, caught her
regent. In a side chamber to the south, another first fall to-day; her saddle turned with her while
subject is presented. We no longer have the ween her donkey was at a gallop, and lilhe came to th~
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ground; but as the sand was not hard, nor the dis- of writing and theology, writing the name of Rametance great, she was not hurt. None of the falls our ses II. on the leaf of a sacred tree, thus transmitting
company have6 thus met with have been at all immortality.
serious.
Sculptures, inscriptions, and battle scenes are on
THE RAl\IESEUllf, OR l\IEMNONIUM.
the walls, little space being allowed to go unoccuWe rode by the two sitting colossi and took pied. At the upper end of the great hall, on the
another look at them, and then made our way at once northwest wall, the king is represented as receiving
to one of the most remarkable of the old temples a battle ax and two scepters from Amunre, who is
in Egypt; for elegance of structure and symmetrical accompanied by the goddess Mont. The hieroglypharchitecture it is not surpassed. A ride of twenty ics state that the goddess is the guardian of the palminutes west of the col@ssi brought us to it. It waR ace of Rameses the Great, and that the king is to
built by Rameses II., one of the ablest of the many smite the heads of his enemies with the battle-ax,
kings of Egypt. His cartouches appear upon each and with the scepter rule the land of Egypt. On the
of the walls, to perpetuate his own memory, to corresponding wall he receives the sistrum, the emserve as his own cenotaph, and to be the lasting me- blem of life and authority to govern from Amunre,
who is accompanied by Konso, in the presence of
morial of greatness and glory.
In front of a large court are two propylons, more or the lion-headed goddess. On each of the walls unless injured by the ravages of time and by Camby- der these are tablets, on which are represented a
sea and others, who were jealous of the fame of procession of the twenty-three sons of the king, and
Egypt. These propylons, of heavy, hewn square in the west corner three of his daughters. The ruins
blocks of stone, are more than forty feet i11. bight of small temples are lying around; among them
and perhaps one hundred and :fifty feet each in those of the temple-palace of Amunoph III., about
length, with a high portal between the two towers, three thousand feet to the southwest of them, conwhich recede gradually from the ground up, being sisting of fragments of pillars, sphinxes, and statues.
much heavier at the base than above. One of the From these ruins were dromos eleven hundred feet
massive columns, between the towers, is leaning long, of which but few traces remain. In the immemuch and looks as though it must fall; but as it was diate vicinity are also the ruins of an old Coptic vildescribed as·in the same condition half a century ago, lage.
no apprehension of a speedy fall need be entertained.
We next visited the pit or excavation whence the
Both the wide towers are profusely adorned with thirty-seven mummies and the large quantities of
sculptures representing the battle scenes in which antiquities now in the museum at Cairo were taken out
Rameses, otherwise called Sesostris, was engaged. six months ago, of_ which an account is already
The king is represented in these scenes as fighting in given. It is located in the very edge of the Libythe thick of the combat, changing expected defeat an range of mountains, and looks like a shaft
to victo!"y by his own personal bravery.
twelve or fifteen feet square, and thirty-five or forty
Entering the second large court, against the col- feet deep. A deep lateral passage from the bottom
umns surrounding it are seen large figures of Ram- is said to lead into the mountain. We had to climb
eses with the attributes of Osiris. On the left hand up a steep mass of loose rubbish, the fragments of
lies the largest statue ever made in Egypt, and prob- broken stone and earth, to reach the opening, which
ably the largest monolith statue produced by the is in a hidden nook in the mountain. When well
hand of man. It is a statue of Rameses, of fine covered the place would seem a very secure one to
red granite, in a sitting position, sixty feet high and contain mummies. It. is as dry a place as could be
estimated to weigh a thousand tons; and this enor- imagined. It is thought that, fearing the tombs of
mous weight was conveyed from the cataract of the the kings were about to be rifled of the mummies
Nile some two hundred miles away. One is filled they contained, the priests caused this shaft to be
with wonder at the vast achievement of conveying excavated, and removed the mummies there for
so heavy a stone such a distance and placing it in safety. Others think the tombs were built to misposition. But as huge as the statue is, it has been lead as to the real place where the mummies of the
thrown over and broken by Cambyses or some other kings were deposited; that they really never conjealous person. To give some idea of its monster tained the royal mummies, and that they were put in
size I will state that one of its toes is thirteen inches this pit at first where they were found.
in length. With considerable effort and by the aid
'l'EllfPLE OF MEDEENET-HABOO.
of blocks of stone lying by the side of it I climbed
We next vi~ited these remarkable ruins, consisting
on the prostrate head of the statue, >lome ten or of two temples, one of Thothmes III. and one of
twelve feet through. The miserable Arabs have Rameses III. In these ruins, under the empire, a
cut out of the very face of the statue millstones for Coptic cathedral was found, and around it clustered
grinding grain, thus sadly defacing one of the a Coptic village called Medeenet-Haboo. Hence the
grandest works of man. The surface of the statue name generally given to the ruins.
is highly polished, and the execution throughout was
The temple of Thothmes III. is the smaller of the
of the highest character. The name of the artist is two. The court-eighty feet by one hundred and
Memnon of Syene. According to Diodorus, the twenty-five-by the flowered capitals of its columns
statue bore this inscription: "I am king of kings, and the style of its sculptures and hieroglyphics,
Osimandyas; if any one wishes to know how great belongs to the Roman epoch. It also bears the names
I am and where I lie, let him surpass one of my of Titus, Adrian, Antoninus, etc. Beyond this
works."
court, which is a Ptolemaic addition, is another
On the front right corner of the second court smaller court, with cartouches of Tirhakeh (twentystill stand pillars which supported the mammoth fifth dynasty), and Neetanebo (thirtieth dynasty).
figure of Osiris, whose heads the destructive Per- The temple itself is more ancient still, being erected
sians broke off. The headless statues still sit there and adorned by Thothmes II. and Thothmes III.
with arms crossed, keeping watch of the desolation
The temple of Rameses III. was erected by him in
that reigns around.
the immediate vicinity of the smaller edifice just deThese entrances from the second court led to a scribed. This grand building is of great historical
large saloon, somewhat in the manner of an odeon, importance, and by its style and general effect and
and containing' forty-eight large columns, still in variety of decoration makes a prolound and lasting
very fair preservation. A double row of gigantic pil- impression. The edifice consists of a palace and a
lars, forty-five feet high and twenty-three in cir- temple, separated by a court, forming together a
cumference, crowned with calyxed capitals (patterned gorgeous structure, highly decorated, a labyrinth of
after the lotus flower), leads through the middle and immense courts, innumerable pillars, and superb colreaches the massive ceiling of heavy blocks of hewn onnades. Many parts are still perfect, but all around
stone, nearly twenty feet in length, three or four columns, brigh~ and vivid with every color of the
feet wide and two feet thick. These make one of rainbow, lie scattered in countless profusion.
the most permanent ceilings that could be ilevised.
The palace, though probably intended as a grand
The two neighboring rows of columns want an addi- monument of military architecture, rather than as
tion of high windows over their burgeon capitals, actual habitation, has all the characteristics of a
in order to come half way up to the center nave, royal residence. The main part of the edifice conand so by these high windows to light these and the sists of two immense pyramidal tower. The extewhole hall.
rior architecture merits careful study, but it is in the
The forest of massive pillars, with coping bead, interior decoration that the chief interest of the palforming a grand colonnade on both sides, supported ace centers. Here Rameses III. is seen at home in
the lower stone roof of the aisle. At the entrance the bosom of his family. One lady offers him flowwere colossal statues, amongst them that known as ers; in another picture he is caressing a favorite, in
the young Memnon, the head of which is now in the a third he is invited by a lady to a game of draughts
British Museum. The calyxed capitals over the or checkers.
shafts of the center aisle are in great perfection. The
In a building of such importance Rameses was not
elegant imbricated bowl at the base has still evident likely to omit to display himself as the great consigns of a circle of calyx leaves. The shafts in the queror. At the entry gate he is shown presenting
middle are perfectly round and smooth as far as the his prisoners to the gods, and in these prisoners are
neck, with five fillets under the calyx. The other skilfully portrayed the races inhabiting Western
fillets are changed into hieroglyphics. The base of Asia, Libya, and Soudan in the thirteenth century
the column, faced with pointed leaves, is much before our era. Similar pictures, with the ethnologdwindled away. There is also a smaller colonnade ical characteristics of the various races most carewhich once had apartments at the sides, and an fully rendered, are met with on various portions of
astronomical ceiling, but of which nothing is left. the walls, and in the inner courts of the palatial
Here was the library of the temple, over which were pile.
inscribed the words, «Refreshments for the mind."
The temple, north of the palace, is appro3ched by
On the door columns leading into the adjacent part, a doorway or propylon between the two towers. Over
are Seph, the goddess of libraries 1 and Thoth 1 the god this doorway are sculptures commemorating the vic-

torious enterprises of Rameses against the Libyans
and their allies. On the northern fa<;ade of this
pylon is a sculpture representing the king receiving
the falchion of vengeance from Ammon Armachis
who thus addresses the monarch: "I turn my fac~
toward the north, and I ~ill that Phrenicia be under
my feet; I will that the nations that acknowledge
not Egypt bring thee their gold, their silver, and
their precious stones. . . . I turn my face toward the East, and I will that Arabia provide thee
perfumes and essences, raz·e woods, and all its products," etc.
The court, measuring 110 feet by 185, is remark.
able for the enormous Osiride columns, seven in num.
ber, adorning one of its sides, and revealing the funereal character of this monumental pile, for these stat.
ues are those of the king himself, with the attributes
of Osiris. On the other side of the court are eight
elegant columns with papyrus capitals. After examining from this point of view the various tableaux
on the surrounding walls, commemorating the warlike achievements of the king, we passed through
the granite portals of the second propylon, which is
surrounded by a row of apes, emblems of Thoth, into
the finest inner court found in any of the Egyptian
temples.
This splendid area measures 123 feet by 135. Its
bight to the cornice is nearly forty feet. Corridors
covered with sculptures, brilliantly colored, surround the four sides, in front of which is an inner
peristyle, supported on the north and south by Osiride pillars, and on the east and west by massive
columns with capitals representing the flower of the
lotos closed. In the center of the court are remains
of columns once forming part of the Christian cathedral, erected here when Medeenet-Haboo was a
Coptic settlement. These columns are very inferior
in size and richness to the surrounding much older
and better work.
The tableaux of the corridors of this court are of
great interest. The lower register consists chiefly
of b 1ttle-sc!'nes; the upper registers are chiefly a
series of representations of the ceremonies upon the
dedication of this palace temple of Rameses, The
western portion of the building was till recently
completely buried in Coptic ruins. Much labor has
been expended with but little result beyond broken
columns, empty chambers, religious inscriptions of
no special interest, and .about a thousand mutilated
statues of Osiris.
Among the historical tableaux on the extreme
north wall of the temple are these:
1. Departure of the king and his army.
2. Grand victory with fearful carnage.
3. Prisoners brought to the king by his generals.
4. The king haranguing his generals.
5. Troops defiling to renew the war.
6. Victory, heaps of slain. The camp surprised,
Women ~nd children in flight.
7. March through a country infested by lions. One
slain and another wounded by the king.
8. The only known Egyptian representation of a
naval combat.
9. Halt on the march towards Egypt. Hands of
the slain counted. Prisoners defiled. The king harangues the generals.
10. Return to Thebes, and thanksgiving to the
gods.
The whole eilifice was evidently designed as a lasting monument of the life and achievements of Rameses III. It has been called his autobiography in
stone. All available genius and skill were enlisted
for the perpetu::ttion of one idea-and that idea was
Rameses III. The ruins of two small temples, are in
the vicinity of this, but they require not much
notice.
RUINS AT LUXOR.

After returning to the east side of the river we
look over the ruins within the village of Luxor,
where courts, and columns, and statues, and ruins
are mingled in much confusion. One lonely obelisk
stands erect, its companion having been removed to
the Place de la Concorde at Paris, and near it are
two mammoth statues, the lower parts of which are
covered with earth. The front of the temple facing
the river has a colonnade of massive columns, which
give it an imposing appearance. It was built in the
eighteenth dynasty, in the reign of Amunoph III.,
1ti00 n.c. The colonnade facing the river is said to
have been added in the reign of King Horus (1480
B.c.), whilst the great court, with two obelisks, the
colossal statues, and the propylon were added by Rameses II. In the interior the names Tirhakeh and
Psammiti-Chus and Alexander are inscribed as having
additionally adorned the fabric. This temple, however, by no means equals in interest several others of
the more elaborate temples in thilil vicinity.
We looked through the town and visited the market, which is a large open square where people fro~
the rural districts bring their produce and offer It
for sale, where it lies upon the ground, purchasers
passing around among the same. Here, too, al~_ost
everything is on sale that the wants of this primztzve
people require. It was a busy scene, and afforded one a
good opportunity to study the manners and customs
of the inhabitants of the country. They are not v~ry
tidily dressed, nor have they a surplus of wearmg
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, apparel. The climate does not require much, and
they do not deem it worth while to use more than is
necessary. The mercury stands at 72" during the
middle part of the day and settles to 45° at night,
the change between the two extremes being quite
enough for comfort.
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pyramid of gold, and had corner pieces of gold com- These were used as charms, and were often deposmg down to the pedestal. It is said but seven ited with the mummies in the tombs. A cartouche
months were required to take this monolith from of the king and other symbols are engraved upon
the quarry, cut and carve it, transport it here, and them. These Arab swindlers would have us believe
place it where it stands. There were great mechan- that those they offered us were really "antique,"
ics and engineers in those ilays.
but we were not deceived, being well apprised that
THE TEMPLES AT KARNAC.
IJeyond this court, passing east, are the ruined they are of modern manufacture. They are made of
December 22d.-Karnac is about three miles below sanctuary and various other chambers, the columns composition, pressed in a mold and colored. As
Luxor, and the road lies over a grassy plain, sprinkled of Osirtasen I., of 3064 B. c., marking the oldest they are made a correct copy of the ancient, I dewith the remains of the ancient city of Thebes. The portions of the edifice, and among the oldest ruins ci.ded they would answer for me, and took a ..dozen
journey was made upon donkeys, and we found it a of Egypt. Here are also the columnar hall of at a cheap price.
pleasant ride in the early part of the day before the Thothmes III., the hall of the ancestors, and several
I also invested in a stone figure of a mummy and
rays of the sun poured down directly upon us. The other chambers and ruins. I will not weary you by the hand of a mummy, or what looks to be one. It
grass, the young wheat and lentils, the scattering entering into details. Another propyl on is on th'3 is a small hand, and I fancied it might be the delicate
palms, with the accacia and other growths, enliven eastern part of the grounQs, another on the north, and hand of some beautiful Egyptian princess, who
the way and make up somewhat for the dustineliis of still another on the south; the western one is where tt·ipped gaily over these plains three .thousand years
the road.
we entered. The whole is most grand and extensive, ago; but I fear these Arabs have swindled me, and
At the end of an hour we had reached the grand- surpassing my ability to describe.
that the hand is a bogus one, made to imitate the
est ruins of ancient Egypt. The towering propylons,
The lofty and massive walls of the temple are genuine art.icle, and wound with stained bandages to
walls, and portals were seen when still at a distance, covered inside and out with bas-relief inscriptions imitate a mummy's hand. I shall hardly investigate
and we passed for nearly half a mile through an and representations. I will merely mention some of the true inwardness of that hand before I return
avenue of sphinxes, though in a broken and muti- them. On the north W!lll are the most valuable reo- home, and will try to be happy under the delusion
lated condition. It is said that this avenue of ords of the reign of Sethi in existence. They repre- that I have the hand of an Egyptian princess of" ye
sphinxes originally reached for two miles, nearly to sent the wars and campaigns of that monarch against olden time." I purchased before I had ·seen many,
where Luxor now stands. They are neatly out of the Assyrians, the Armenians, and the desert tribes. and have since had nearly a hundred hands and feet
stone, perhaps ten or twelve feet in length, with the In one extraordinary symbolical scene, the king of the ancient dead offered me, and that is what
body of a lion or other animal gracefully resting seizes his enemies by the hair pf the head, and pro- makes Die think I have a counterfeit hand of a prinupon the ground, and with the head and breast of a ceeds to immolate them before the god of Thebes. cess; but as I paid but a franc for it I am not swinwoman. The rows of thesA, one on each side of the On the south wall are elaborate representations com- dled to a fearful extent.
avenue and facing each other, are about thirty or memorating the victories of Shishak. On a projectThere are many blind people and cripples here,
forty feet apart; and about eight feet apart in the ing wall, toward the east, inscribed in hieroglyphics, who appeal directly to your phy. Vigorous young
rows. It must have been a grand sight in the palmy is the famou~ po~m, descri~ing a feat of arms by people in apparent good health do not work upon
days of Thebes to ride down this avenue between the Rameses II. m h1s wars w1th the Khetas, handed my sympathy to an alarming extent. Some of
hundreds of these statues and gaze upon the magnifi- down to posterity. This is a portion of the address these irrepressible beggars endeavor to work up my
cent temple then in its glory and grandeur. We of Rameses to Ammon:
pity to a donating point by telling me that they have
passed around the smaller temple, leaving it on our Have I not erected to thee great temples?
neither father or mother. I often tell them that I
sympathize with them, for I am in the same unhappy
right, and approached the grand temple from the Have I not sacrificed to thee thirty thousand oxen?
west, where is another avenue of sphinxes which I have brought from Elephanta obelisks to set up to thy name; situation, and that therefore they will have to excuse
once continued to the Nile, nearly a mile distant. A I invoke thee, 0 Father Ammon; I am in the midst of un- me.
known tribes and alone;
glorious portal with high, massive walls on either
Before returning to Luxor we looked through the
is better to me than thousands of archers and
side, one reaching to a bight of one hundred and For Ammon
smaller temple, dedicated to Osiris, and found the
millions of horsemen;
forty feet, stood before us. Up this square perpen- Ammon will prevail over the enemv,
walls and columns thoroughly inscribed, the repredicular wall several .Arab boys we~·e climbing more Ammon-Ra has been at my right hand and my left in the sentations referring to the after world and the judgbattles,
than half way to the top by placing their hands and
ment of the dead; but it is hardly worth while to
feet in the joints between the square blocb of stone; His mind has inspired my own, and has repeated the down- discribe its chambers, apartments, and columns.
fall of my enemies,
it seemed marvelous how they could retain their po- Ammon-Ra,
Reaching the hotel, we settled with our guide,
my father, has brought the whole world to my
sition and not fall to the ground; but they are nearly
Josef Hassan, who had paid our bills for the three
feet.
as active as squirrels, and fo1· "backsheesh" repeatdays and found the amount to stand thus:
The following are some of the stanzas in which
edly make this hazardous ascent.
1st day, 7 donkeys,
francs 14
Passing into the grand court surrounded by mass- the god Ammon addresses Thothmes:
"
5
Guide,
ive walls, the court being nearly two hundred feet I am come; to thee have I given to strike down Syrian
Boy to carry luncheon,
"
2
princes,
square, we passed up to where the two colossal
Guard of the temple,
"
1
statues once guarded the entrance to the temr)le, but Under thy feet they be throughout the breadth of their
,
Crossing Nile twice,
"
country;
16
which are now badly broken with but parts of the pol- Like to the Lord of Light I make them for thy glory,
Crossing second stream by ferry, "
3
ished granite remaining, and before us opened up the Blinding their eyes with light, 0 earthly image of Ammon!
To men, carrying to boat,
"
1
grandest sight I ever saw. Here was the grand tem- I a.m come; to thee have I given to strike down Asian
Backsheesh to donkey- boy a
"
3~
ple with a perfect forest of the most magnificent
princes,
to water-bearer girls "
"
3
columns, thirty-six feet in circumference, covered CaptivA now hast thou led the proud Assyrian chieftians.
Decked in royal robes I made them see thy glory,
with hieroglyphics, towering up to a highv of sixty- In glittering arms and fighting, high in thy lofty chatiot.
Total 1st day francs 48~
six feet above the base, or at least the center rows, I am come; to thee have I given to strike down the Western
2d day, one person less
"
45
surmounted by spreading capitals in imitation of the
nations,
·
3d
half dav
"
14~
lotus flower; the outer rows have different capitals, Cyprus and the Ases have both heard thy name with terror;
but alll,ook extremely rich and massive. When one Like a strong-horned bull I made them see thy glory,
Total for 3 days, francs 108
enters in the midst of this gigantic wilderness of Strong, with piercing horns, so that none can stand before
'
thee.
.We have now completed the examination of the
columns he is inevitably overwhelmed with their I am come; to thee have I given to strike down the Libyan temples, tombs, and statues in this part of Egypt, and
numbers, magnificence, and grandeur, and, almost
archers,
it seems fitting here to quote the lines of Gerald
appalled in bewilderment, he asks, Did the hands of All the isles of the Greeks submit to the force of thy spirit;
Massey, which preceded hie large two volume quarto
men do .all this? There are one hundred and thirty- Like a royal lion I made th@m see thy glory,
four of these enormous columns, and the amount of Couched by the corpse he has made down in the rocky valley. work of 1,200 pages, on Egypt, called " The Book of
I am come; to thee have I given to strike down the ends of the the Beginnings," just published:
labor necessary to cut them and inscribe them as they
ocean;
Egypt, how I have dwelt with you in dreams,
are from bottom to top with thousands of well-cut In the grasp of thy hand is the circling zone of the waters;
So long, so intimately, that it seems
hieroglyphics, cartouches, and symbols, and place Like the soaring of an eagle have I made them see thy l!'lory,
As if you had borne me; though I could not know,
them where they are, with the massive stone roof, Whose far-seeing eye there is none can hope ~o escape from.
It WAS so many thousand years ago!
composed of huge well-cut blocks twenty feet in
A description of all that is on the walls and pillars
And in my gropings darkly underground,
The long-lost memory at last is found
length, is wonderful to contemplate. This magnifi- of this temple would fill a volume, but I will have to
Of Motherhood-you Mother of us all!
cent temple is a mile and three quarters in circum- pass them by. I will remark, however, that here,
And to my fellow-men I must recall
ference, with walls eighty feet high and said to be as well as in all the other Egyptians temples I have
The memory too; that common motherhood
twenty-five feet thick.
visited, among the symbols and hieroglyphics I see
May help to heal the common Brotherhood.
The first propylon 1s 370 feet in breadth, one of very often the sistrum repreBented, embracing a
Egvpt ! It lies there in the far-olr past,
Opening with depths profound and growths as vast
the towers 140 feet high, from the top of which a combination of the male and female organs of genAs the great v~tlley of the Yoseruite.
magnificent view of the country is obtained. This eration. This was used by the Egyptians to repreThe birth-place out of darkness into day;
temple is thought to have been constructed by Am- sent the power and source of life, creative energy,
The Shaping Matrix of the human mind,
unoph III; the most ancient cartouches are said to etc. This symbol is seen in the hands of god-·
The Uradle and the Nursery of our kind.
be of Sethi I. (1450 B. c.). Originally the great hall desses and female figures, often in the act of preThis was the land cn,ated from the flood,
The land of Atum, made of the red mud,
was completely roofed in-daylight only coming in senting it to a king and favorite. I have seen this
Where Num sat in hi> Teba throned on high,
by the grilled windows, of which traces are still vis- symbol here thousands of times. It is a combinaAnd saw the delug" once a year go by I
ible-thus the light must have been of the dim relig- tion of an oval, or ellipse, and a cross.
Each brimming with the blessing that it brought,
ions kind, so common to temples, cathedrals and
The great annoyance of visiting the ruins of these
And by that water-way in Bgypt's thought,
mosques. It doubtless, in this case, had the result of temples are the Arab antiquity venders and beggars.
The gods descended; but they never hurled
softening the general effect of massive columns and When you are ·absorbed with the grandeur of some
The deluge that shouhl desolate the world.
'l'here the vast hewers of the earthly time,
·
wall or column, or when studying a statute or adwalls.
Built, as if that way they wouhl surely climb
Proceeding through the main hall, another propy- miring a splendid colonnade, half a dozen of these
The heavens, and left their labors without nameIon is passed through, and a narrow court, running pests will surround you and importune you to buy
Colossal as their carelessness of fameacross the building, is entered ; here are standing their antiquities, or to give them backsheesh, and
Sole likenes< of themsP.lves-that heavenward
two obelisks-one said to be the largest ever made, there is no getting rid of them. If you say no to
Forever looks with statuesque regard,
As if some vision of the Eternal, grown
8 feet square and 92 feet high-while the broken their antiquities, they will twenty times say," anPetrific, was forever fixed in stone!
pieces of two others are lying upon the ground ; tique," " good," " cartouche," " very cheap," etc.,
They watched the moon re-orb, the stars go round,
these are of red granite, and werebrought a distance etc. It is impossible to drive them away. If you
And drew the circle. Thoughts primordia,! bound.
of two hundred miles. On them the names of succeed by a loud voice and cross visage to repel
The he~.vens looked into them with living eyes
Thothmes I. and Rameses II. are inscribed. This them, in a minute they will be back again, saying a
To kindle starry thoughts in other skies.
For us reflected in the image-scroll,
court is surrounded by Osiride pillars or statneH-in hundred times, '' antique," " cartouche," " very
That night by night tne stars for aye unroll.
commemoration of the favorite god Osiris-but good," "cheap," "you buy?" etc. I did invest in a
The royal heads of language bow them down
these are badly broken, partly by an earthquake and dozen or so of scarabees, a representation of ~e
And lay in Egypt's lap each borrowed crown.
partly by the vandalism of Cambyses and his army. Egyptian beetle, which was regarded as a sacred mThe glory of Greece was but the after-glow
The larger obelisk is of the celebrated Queen Regeut sect, and in some way represents some deity. These
Of her forgotten greatness lying low;
Hatasou, who played an important part in the his-\ were formerly cut in precious stones, like coral, corHer hieroglyphics butied dark as night,
Or coal deposits filled with future light,
tory of the 18th dynasty. It was surmounted by a nelian, and a rare black stone from the Red Sea.
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then repeated much that she had d()ne before, partic- her for Cairo. We would, at least a part of us
ularly the working of the abdominal or posterior have been glad to asc.end a~ _h~gh as the first oat~
muscles in the way indicated, holding her head so aract, were it convement, VlBitmg on our way the
still, though thrown back, that the bottle retained its ruins of the temple at Esneh, ~he Speos at Gebel.
position. Then she sat upon the :floor and rose to Silsileh, of some of the bas-reliefs on the walls of
her feet repeatedly without the bottle and the uandle which Mariette-Bey speaks as follows: "The work
being disturbed. In doing this she showed great dates the eighteenth dynasty, but was made use of
Massey, in his new work, takes the ground that :flexibility of the joints, and was able to sit down and later on by many personages who have left here val.
Eeypt has an older civilization than any other part rise up at a single motion, and without using her uable records of thei_r passage. . Our limits :Will not
of the globe, India included, and that from her na,- hands, in a far easier manner than I could do myself. allow of our attemptmg to descnbe all that Is inter.
row valley, the language, the literature and science Next~ after sitting down for the half-dozenth time, esting in this Speos. We will o~ly refer to the two
she let her body go back to the :floor, keeping her pictures which are sculptured Bide by side in the
of the world were evolved. He speaks thus:
"E:rypt, and not India, is the common cradle of all we have head so elevated, however, that the bottle did not southwest angle. The one on the southern wall rep.
in common, east, west, north, and south, all around the world. move, and the candle continued its burning. This resents a goddess nourishing King Horus, still an in.
The language, beliefs, rites, laws, and customs went out to she repeated some three times, and then commenced fant, with her divine milk.
This picture is
India, but did not retum thence by means of the apocryphal rolling over and over, the bottle and candle all the marked by a placid sweetness of expression which
Aryan migrations. The Indi;m affinitvwitb our Egyptian folkexcites at' once wonder and admiration. Close by
lore and fairyolngy is neither first nor final; 'tis but the affinity time not moving in the slightest. It will be seen
of a collateral relationship. Egypt supplied the parent source, that she necessarily must have held her head very on the western wall, is the other picture, weli
the inventive mind, the propagating migratory power. In still. She rolled two or three times slowly across known under the title of the Triumph of Horus.
Egypt alone we shall find the roots of the vast tree, whose the :floor-a distance of fifteen feet each way-the The king is sea ted on his throne, borne by twelve
boughs and branches had extended to a world-wide reach "
bottle in the mean time remaining-, to all appearance, officers of his army [why not twelve apostles?]; two
other warriors hold over ~is head a long-handled
There is of course considerable difference of as fixed as though it had been sitting on the table.
opinion aR to which is the older civilization, that of
Though this was a new feature in amusements to :flabellum."
Here we have the picture of the virgin goddess
Egypt or India, :J.nd whether Egvpt was settled by the Europeans and Americans, it soon lost its charm,
emigrants from India or Central Asia; or whether and the English ladies present seemed anything but Isis, nursing the divine son of God Horus, which was
her ancient races had their origin upon her own soil. pleased with it. They arose while this performance executed in stone more than fifteen hundred years
This question perhaps can never be positively settled; was still progressing, and left, evidently thinking it before the dawn of Christianity in the world. Can.
but this part remains true: while Egypt presents was not the proper kind of exhibition they should not even an obtuse mind see here one of the sources
irrefutable proof that they had civilization, litera- witness. The men also seemed to think it was im- whence the Christian fathers borrowed the idea of
ture, cities, and a large population longer ago than proper for them to remain when the ladies could the birth of a son of God,· and his being brought up
the period set for Noah's :flood, when all the inhab- not, and as soon as the act had closed we rose, two on divine virgin's milk? It certainly was no difficult
itants of the earth are said to have been drowned or three at a time, and took our departure, realizing task of lrenreus and others in the latter part of the
like a parcel of rats; that thousands of years, and that Luxor has a species of amusement that New second century to borrow this idea from Egypt and
perhaps tens of thousands of years, must have been York has not, and unconscious what we might incorporate it into the story of their Jesus. One
required for man to have emerged from his primitive have seen had we remained longer. I learned that thing should never be forgotten, that Paul, who was
condition to that elevated plane of civilization and before men only the same dance is sometimes per- not only the oldest writer of the New Testament, but
intellectual development which he exhibited five, six formed in a state of nudity, and I was at a loss to also the principal founder of Christianity, never had
and seven thousand years ago, both in Egypt and know why the consul had invited us to such a fan· anything to say about Jesus having been begotten by
India, we need not contend as to which had prec· tasy. An impression has crept over me that all the a god, not a word about his having a virgin for a
edence in the existence and the intellectual devel- young ladies of Egypt are not quite as modest as mother, or about his being reared upon virgin's
milk? All that was a conception of the second cenopment of the human race, for both countries pre- they might be.
sent most incontrovertible proofs that they possessed a
One of the persons on the excursion Nile steamer tury, and was not made part of the gospel story till
prolific population long prior to the period claimed is a Mr. Blake, of the firm of Blake Brothers, Bos- the year 181, when the fathers realized the imporby the Hebrew scriptures, and necessarily ten or ton. He took dinner with us once at the hotel, and tance of investing their new-fangled god with divine
twenty thousand years ago. When the first speci· we got somewhat acquainted with him. He is also attributes, a divine parentage, and a divine virgin
for mother, and they only had to go to India and to
mens of the ,qenus homo made their appearance, can on a tour around the world.
never be positively decided, but that man has lived
We have here, as everywhere else for the past Egypt to find the plan for their new story. Peter
on the earth twenty-five, fifty, and even a hundred eight weeks, chicken for dinner every day. The and Paul never had a word of the kind to say, and
thousand years ago, there are many reasons for be- Frenchman, Monsieur Lefebre, of our party, has made the four narratives were wholly unknown till Bishop
some funny remarks upon our chicken diet. He Irenreus brought them into notice, and gave his very
lieving.
A F.ANT.ASY.
says when he returns to Paris he will have been ab- foolish reasons why there should be four gospels
At the dinner table at the hotel an invitation was sent ninety days, and in that time has eaten one hun- and no more. It was not a difficult thing for Ireextended to our party from the native acting as dred and eighty chickens. He says he will not wish nreus to have heard of the Egyptian trinity, Osiris,
Isis, and HQrus.
United States consul to attend a "fantasy" at his to see a chicken for three years.
A BIRTHDAY BATH.
I, at least, would also have been pleased to go up
house in the evening to witness some dancing by
native girls. We, of coure~e, could do no less than
December 23d.-This is- my birthday, and I spent to the first cataract and visit the ruins of the temple
accept. We had been a long time without amuse- a portion of it at writing my lett{lrs to you, to let at Philre, 660 miles from the Mediterranean, erected
ments, and we especially wished to witness some- you know what I am seeing in this far-off part of by Nectanebo II. and others after him, but we have
thing of the kind peculiar to the country. I was the world. In the afternoon, as the sun was pour- seen the greatest and best of the Egyptian temples,
misinformed as to the hour of beginning, so that ing down brightly like that of June, I thought I and perhaps I am just as well satisfied as though, at
when our guide Josef called to escort me to the con- would celebrate the day by taking a bath in the greatly increaaed expense, I searched out every pilsul's residence the performance was already under Nile. You see, I had never bathed in the Nile on lar, every wall, anil every inscribed stone. Marietteway. I found that a company of thirty or forty my birthday, and never before been sixty-three Bey, in describing the island on which the temple of
persons had assembled there, half of them being years of age. Perhaps I ought to do something un. Philre is ilituated, says: "There still lived (.A.D. 453)
Europeans and Americans, some of whom had been usual on such an occasion as this, and possibly, too, in the 'Holy Island' priestly families who continued
on an excursion steamer on a tour farther up the Nile, it is my duty to bathe in all the "holy rivers" I to celebrate the time-honored mysteries of Osiris and
and were on their return. Among them were three meet on my journey around the world. So with Isis." No fact in history is better substantiated than
. or four ladies. I found some eight or ten girls in the these pious thoughts running through my mind, I the myth of Osiris, Isis, and Horus, the Egyptian
loose dress of the country were sitting on the :floor in walked up by the side of the river for nearly a mile, trinity, and there was nothing easier than for tile
the corner of a large room, and a portion of them soap and towel in hand, looking for a place where I early fathers to know of it and borrow the idea.
were playing on some kind of native musical instru- could safely descend to the water; but not having This is far more probable than that Yahweh, of the
ments, one of which sounds somewhat like a mu:ffied altogether forgotten my swim in the holy Jordan, Jews, in getting up a new religion, a new pian of
violin with one or two strings. The music would and remembering there are still croeodiles in the salvation for the miserable wretches he had created,
hardly pass for first-class in Vienna, Paris, or London. Nile, I must. confess that I viewed with some de- was under the necessity of pilfering from the pagan
After a while, two of the girls, with marked agil- gree of apprehension the surging, boiling current, mythologies of Egypt, India, and other eountries to
ity, sprang to their feet-the players still continuing making whirlpools as it rutJhed along, giving proof get up his plan by. A great deal in this world
their music-and commenced a kind of walking that the banks were not only very steep and high- which men have done has been, in after centuries,
dance, moving from one end of the room to the other. quite perpendicular-but that the stream was very credited to the gods, and particularly. to the Hebrew
They whirled slowly by throwing one foot and leg far deep. I also fancied that the naked farmers work- god.
around the other, keeping a constant turning without ing in the fields cast unfriendly eyes at me, and I
Before leaving Luxor we telegraphed to Keneh for
the body rising and falling in the turn. Their knew not but that if I should lay my garments off, donkeys to be ready for us upon the arrival of the
movements were even and regular, and the rustling though they needed them not, they might appropri- steamer, the following morning. We had pleasant
of their high-colored silk robes lent richness to the ate them or do me other injury. I cast my eyes ride of forty miles to Keneh, although we did not
exhibition.
over to the west side of the river, and there saw the leave Luxor till morning. We find the current
After this gyrating had been continued for ten shore low and gradual, with the appearance of a makes not a little difference in the speed. We can
minutes, they halted, standing some distance from moderate current. But it was quite a job to get travel twice as fast in coming down stream as in
each other, and throwing their bodies partially back over there, and, w.hatever my final destiny is to ascending against the current. We arrived at Keneh
they worked their abdomens in a way not easy to be, I do not quite relish the idea of being chewed up at about 10:30 on the 24th. The temples of Denderah
describe, and which appeared not of a very modest by a crocodile; not but that my meat would taste as are on the west side of the river, some five or six
eharacter. In making this sort of motion they sweet to his holiness as that of a Christian, but I miles from the landing, in a northwest direction. A
seemed to be able to work a set of muscles not often cannot someway divest myself of the idea that an row-boat belonging to the steamer took us from the
seen in operation. While holding the upper part of unpleasant sensation would for a moment run over a steamer to the west bank, and waited for us till we
the body and the feet quite still, the abdomen was person when he feels the jaws of a crocodile closing returmid from the temples. The donkeys and
brought up in a decided manner, and with such em- upon him. I think I prefer to die of old age. So, donkey-boys were in waiting for us on the bank of
phasis as would seem to cause pain, and this was with all these thoughts running through my mind, I the river, but deeming it safer to make the bargain
continued for some time. I hardly knew what to sort of compromised with myself with regard to the before our ride, we ventured te ask the price of the
make of this performance. I had heard of amorous bathing enterprise, and returned down near the Jonkeys, and learned they wanted the modest sum
dances, exhibiting "love throes," and all that, but steamboat landing, where the bank has been graded of five francs each. This nearly threw us from our
as we were in a gentleman's house, and ladies were down. Here I took off but part of my clothing and equilibrium. Having hired donkeys at Luxor at two
invited to be present, I could hardly believe this took a partial bath. The water, however, recently francs a day, we very naturally objected to payh!g
dancing was of that variety; but the character was from the mountain springs of Central Africa, was five francs for three hours. In fact we remonstrated
too strongly marked to admit of much doubt; there not as warm as were the waters of the Dead Sea and stoutly, by shaking our heads resolutely, saying
could be but one signification.
the river Jordan. This, too, may be the last time I " No ! no ! " in a very emphatic manner, "No fi':e
This feature of the da_nce was supplemented by wil'l bathe in any river on my birthday.
francs for donkey," "We will walk first." There IB
one of the girls placing on her head a tall black botTHE TEMPLE OF DENDER.AH.
nothing better than determination in carrying meastle, like an ale bottle, with a lighted candle in the
On the evening of the 23d, our steamer having re- ures. It was successful in this case. The price of
mouth of it, the bottle serving as a candle-stick. She turned from Assouan, we were ready to embark on donkeys fell very suddenly. They undertook to
A.re mines of meaning; by their light we see
Through many an overshadowed mystery.
The nursing Nile is living Egypt still,
A.nd a.S her lowlands with its freshness fill,
A.nd heave with double-breasted bounteousness;
So doth the old hidden source of mind yet bless
The nations; secretly she brought to birth,
A.nd Egypt still emiches all the earth.
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"bull" the market and we wouldn't "bear" it.
When the price dropped to two francs per donkey
we ·"closed," and soon were on our way to Denderah, the donkey-boys, as in all other instances,
following close at our heels, whipping and talking
.Arab. This little village opposite Keneh is a great
place for manufacturing the earthen jugs and pitchers used everywhere in this country. The factories
are a little back from town, and we saw numerous
camels lo~ded wi~h these jugs and pitchers, strung
across the1r backs m crates and large nets made of
ropes. The walls of the houses in the village, and'
the walls between them, are built up of broken jugs
laid up with mud.
The ride back to the Libyan mountain, near which
the temples are located, was a pleasant one, luxurious fields of wheat, corn, sugar-cane, clover, lentils,
and vetches being spread out beautifully before us.
The temple of Denderah is the best preserved temple
in Egypt; the roof is still intact, which is not the
case with any other temple we have visited. This
may be acco)lnted for, because its antiquity is not so
great as many of the others. It is also a very important temple, and can be studied with great facility. Like all Egyptian temples, it was built in the
center of a vast encircling wall of crude bricks,
which was so high and so thick that when the two
gates were closed through which admission was obtained nothing could be seen or h~ard of what was
taking place inside. Its foundations were laid under Ptolemy XI-., its construction was finished under
Tiberi as, and its decoration under Nero: thus it was
fi:riished at the very beginning of the Christian era.
.A long passway, walled up on either side, leads to
the front of the temple, and upon deRcending some
twenty steps the front or portico is reached, with its
twenty-four massive columns. One is sensibly impressed with the grandeur of the place. This ball
has been called the "monumental frontage." Open
to the light of day and exposed to all external sounds,
it has no direct relationship wi.th the temple proper.
The columns are six in a row and four courses deep;
they are sixty feet high and twenty-four feet in circumference. They have an ornamental square near
the top, with a carved face on each of the four sides
of the columns. They are covered profusely with
inscriptions.
Two small doors are on the sides, and through
them the priests passed through and fro, and here
the offerings were brought in, which played a very
important part in the service of the temple. Through
the large portal the king alone bad the right to pass.
The king presented himself before it clothed in his
long robe, wearing sandals on his feet, and leaning
upon his staff. Before he could be allowed to penetrate into the· temple it was necessary that the gods
should recognize him as king of Upper and Lower
Egypt. And this ceremony is delineated in the basrelief representations on the walls. The king is
seen coming out of his palace and presenting himself
before the gate of the temple. On the right hand
side he is recognized as the king. of Lower Egypt,
and on the left hand side as the king of Upper
Egypt. On his arrival Thoth and Horus pour over
his head the emblP,ms of purificatiOn. The goddesses
Ot1at'i and Suvan crown him with the double crown.
After this Mont, of Thebes, and Toum, of Heliopolis,
take the king by the hand and conduct him into the
presence of the goddess Hathor. As the king preBents himself he holds in his hands a coffer in which
are inclosed ingots of gold; silver, and precious
stones. In the interim· rooms he is again represen ted as offering to the divinity necklaces, sistra,
head-dresses, enriched with precious stones, mirrors,
and scepters. In the other chambers, which are the
laboratories of the temple, the king offers the sacred
oils, essences, and aromatics, which are there prepared and used for perfuming the temple and
anointing the statues of the gods.
In the scene of the purification the king is made
clean by the flood of water which Thoth and Horus
are pouring over him, in form of a double jet, the
emblems of life. After being crowned he advances
to enjoy the felicity of contemplating the divine
majesty. In return the goddess Hathor promises
him "annals written for eternity," which means
everlasting glory. It is in this porch or front hall
that the king prepared himself for the celebrations
in the interior apartments.
The second group comprises ten rooms or chambers, which may be considered the temple proper.
Here all is closely shut in, all is solid, smooth stone,
but everywhere carved in bas-reliefs; all is somber,
all is silent. It is impossible for a person not to be
struck with the massiveness of the edifice aud the
endless profusion of inscriptions and pictures with
which the whole place is covered-the walls, the columns, the doors, the ceilings, the passages, the stairc~ses, the windows, and every place. The compoSltion of these pictures is much the same. The king
presents himself before one of the deities of the
~emple and recites a prayer; he solicits a favor, which
1s always granted; this 1,; the great subject portrayed.
. T~e question which arises in the mind M the vis.
1tor 1s, What could have have been the purpose of so
~any rooms? I will endeavor to answer this questlOn, drawing largely from Mariette-Bey. It was

in this group of ten chambers that the priests assem- armed with a pike, "drives backward." In chamber
bled, and where the preparations for the fetes were 23 the work of resurrection is completed, and the
carried on. A sort.of calendar engraved on the first god appears under the form of Hor-sam-ta-ui. In
of these chambers tells what was the nature of these chambers 24 and 25 it is Hathor who is worshiped,
fetes. They consisted mostly in processions, which taken in· her attributes of genetrix, out of which the
went round the temple, ascended the terraces, and de- sun daily takes his renewed birth. (Here is another
sce~ded again in order to encompass the circling wall portrayal of the ancient idea of the son of God from
according to the prescribed rites. It was from this a divine virgin) The chamber 26 is the axis of the
first hall that processions started. The other cham- temple, and the principal divinity is adored under
hers served for the preparation of offerings destined the most comprehensive titles. Lastly, in the chamto figure in the ceremonies, and as a place where the ber 2'1, 28, 29, and 30 a special worship is paid to
sacred emblems, carried in state during the proces- Pascht, considered as the fire that vivifies; to Horus,
sions, were deposited and carefully preserved. The considered as the light which has conquered darkhalls 2 and 3 were annexes to hall 1 and contained ness, and to the terrestrial Hathor.
altars before which certain prayers were recited as
Such is the temple of Denderah, which, unlike
the procession passed. In hall 4 were kept four Christian churches, was not a place where the saints
barks which played a cnnspicuous part in the proces- met together to unite in prayer. There were in this
sions. When not in use these barks were placed temple no dwellings for the priests, nor any places
upon large chests, and when required for the uses for initiation, no traces of oracles or divination; nor
of the temple staves or poles of wood were adjusted is there anything to indicate that with the exception
into them, by the means of which they were carried of the king and the priests any person was ever perabout. In the center of each of these barks mitted to enter here. The temple was a sacred dewas a small edifice always securely closed, wherein pository, a place of preparation and consecration.
lay concealed the mystic emblem of the particular Within its walls certain fetes were celebrated and
divinity to which the bark was dedicated. By way processions organized, and the sacred vessels careof additional precaution, a thick white veil was fully stored away. If inside all was dark and
thrown over the structure, which was thus completely somber-and nothing whatever indicates the uses of
hidden from all eyes. This seems to have bad torches m· other artificial lights-that darkness was
about the same amount of secrecy and sancity as the intended to intensify the mystery of the ceremonies,
ark described in the Bible, dedicated to Yabwah, while at the same time it secured the only mode
and in which he took up his abode. In fact, the Jews known 'of preserving the precious objects and the
had but little religous ceremonies which the Egyp- sacred vestments from the ravages of insects, from
tians had not earlier practiced. The chamber fi is a flies, from penetrating dust, and from the scorching
a laboratory in which were prepared the oils and sun.
essences with which the temple and the statues of
As to the principal fetes of which this temple was
the gods were to be perfumed. In chambe1· 6 were once the center and the starting-point, they concollected and consecrated such products of the earth sisted chiefly in processions which were carried on
as were to be introduced into the ceremonies. The outside in the sunshine, as far as the extreme boundchambers 7 and 8 served as places of reception, the ary of the great encircling walls of brick. In short,
one for the offerings arriving from Lower Egypt and the temple was not entirely contained within its
the other for those from Upper Egypt, and here were stone walls, the true limits being rather the outer
also received and consecrated certl'lin offerings of brick wall. In the temple itself the gods were
loaves of bread and of libations. The chamber 9 was housed and draped and prepared for the fetes; it was
the treasury of the temple, and thit1 is why each of in fact a sort of sacristy where none but the king and
the pictures with which the walls are lined exhibitR priests might enter. But within the outer wall long
the king in the act of consecrating and offering to processions were organized, and if the general public
the divinity Sistra (sexual emblems of life) pictorals, were not admitted it may at least be believed that
mirrors, utensils of all sorts fashioned with gold and some of the initiated were privileged to take part
silver and lapis-lazuli. In chamber 10 were depos· in the processions. Mariette-Bey remarks that the
ited the vestments with which they draped the numerous Coptic and Arab dwellings which have instatues of the gods. Coffers scrupulously closed vaded the whole circumference of the temple, and
contained these vestments, and each vrovince of even within the outer walls, no longer permit a full
Egypt was expected to contribute to the keeping up realization of what this temple might have been
when it arose stately and isolated, the center of a
the sacred stores of this department.
The third group of chambers contain the chapelll, vast area, shut in at the four corners of the heaven
the court 12, the halls 13, 14, 15, and 16, the two by high and somber walls of crude brick.
It may be well to explain more at length the pictflights of stairs, the one to the north, the other to the
south, and lastly the little temple with twelve col- ures in one of the chambers alluded to.
First Picture.-'l'he king offers to the Goddess
umns situated on the terraces in what may be
termed the second story. The principal fete of the Hathor the vase which serves in hieroglyphics to destemple-that which is celebrated on the first day of ignate the word heart. In token of her satisfaction
the year, and which has for its object the first ap- the goddess promises to the king all sorts of happipearance of the star Sirius-is of such importance ness and joy.
Second Picture.-Hathor and Horus are standing
that at Denderah a smaller temple has been dedicated to it, inclosed as it was inside of the larger up at one end of the picture. At the other end the
temple, and it is this smaller one which is composed king makes an offering of the two sistra. "Mayest
of the various parts named. Prayers were recited thou be loved by women," replies Hathor, alluding
in chapel 14; the various offerings were collected to the sistrum. "Mayest thou find favor with their
together, as were also the different limbs of the vic- lords." Horus on his side responds to the offering
tims slaughtered for the sacrifice. The little cham- of the other sistrum: "May Egypt conduct herself
ber 15 was another place of deposit for the many as thou wouldst have her. Mayest thou tread under
valuable objects which were brought forth in this foot all foreign countries."
Third Picture.-The king offers incense and a liba11pecial"fete; in the three chambers 16, 17, and 18, the
king consecrated certain offerings. Like the other tion to Osiris-Onnopbris and to Isis: " To fill their
fetes of the temple, that of the New Year consisted divine nostrils with the perfumes of incense, and to
chiefly in processions, the details of which are rep- refresh their hearts with the waters of the renovated
resented on the walls of both the flights of stairs. Nile." In return Osiris grants the king a favorable
The king marches at the head; thirteen priests car- inundation, while Isis vouchsafel!l to him a long
rying standard poles crowned with the emblems of dominion over Arabia and the other countries which
the differentdivinitiesfollowhim. Thusconstructed, produce incense.
Fourth Picture.-The king offers two vases full of
the procession ascended the northern staircase,
stopped on the terrace at the hyprethral temple, the wine to Hathqr and to a god who seems to be Horus.
twelve columns of which are dedicated each to a par- Hathor promises to him those regions which proticular month of the year, and descended by the duce the best grapes. Horus promises him wine to
satiety.
southern staircase.
Fifth Picture.-At the same time he offers her
The fourth group of rooms comprises the corridor
19, the chambers 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, flowers, then addresses himself in the foUowing
and 30. This part of the edifice is more particularly terms to Hathor: " I bring the bouquets of flowers of
reserved to the myth, and here was to be found the all kinds, that thou may est adorn thy head with their
the nucleus of the whole, a niche situated in cham- colors." In her answer the goddess promises the
ber 26. Here the king alone could penetrate; here, king that under his reign the land shall be merry
hidden from all eyes, was the mysterious emblem of with the most brilliant verdure.
Sixth Picture.-An offering of the hieroglyph,
the temple, a large sistrum of gold (sexual symbol,
again, of life and creative power). The chambers which expresses fields, is :r;nade to Hathor and to her
themselves were not set apart for any distinct pur- son Hor-sam-ta-tii. The god Ahi, the duplicate of
pose, as were the others, although in them were pre- the person of the king, considered as the third perserved various objects connected with the religious son of the triad, stands before Hathor. The gifts
rites; btlt they served more especially for the recital bestowed upon this king consist of corn in immense
of prayers. In chamb~r. 20 it is Isis '!~o ~s invoked; quantities and of cereals of all kinds.
Seventh Picttlre.-The king and the queen offer
21 is consecrated to 0dms. Here Osms 1s supposed
to be recalled from death to life, which was symbol- the two sistra to Isis and Ahi to solicit the favor of
ized in this chamber by changing the vestments that these two divinities. Isis grants to the king the love
covered the statue of the god; the chamber 22 was of his subjects.
Eighth Picture.-The kir.g is in the presence of
sacred to Osiris-Onnophris. Here the god restores
youth to his body, imparts fresh vigor to his limbs, Isis and Hor-sam-ta-ui. He makes a general offering
and forthwith becomes the vanquisher of his ene- of food, flowers, food, and bread. Isis replies: "I
mies, represented by a crocodile, which the god, give thee everything in the heavens, all that the
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earth produces, and everything that the Nile can this cry religion is assailed. God alone, it says, is his lips, " for the priest's lips should keep knowledge." '! R
bring." Hor-sam-ta-ui replies: " I give thee all free, and the church is the interpreter of his·revela- that hears you hears me," says C~rist, speakinl!' of his priestse
and " he that despises you despises me." " Go teach " ~
that emanates from the rays of the sun, to fill thy tion and mer hav no right to reject it.
words that leave no doubt !1-s to the right of priests ,to teach, or
dwelling with victuals."
There is 'the doctrin of the Catholic laid down the duty of the people to listen.
· , ·
Because the people supply the means ,for the support of replain. Men hav no right to reject the church, to
doubt its words or question its acts. Every thought li!!'ion they frequently assume that they, and they only are to
tpe, temporalit.ies _of the ~burch. Frequently even
not licensed by the church must be suppressed, manage
under the plea of assistmg m the management of the tempoevery doubt strangled at its birth. Every priestly ralities, the laity also assume to dictate to the priest in spirituals
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
lie must be believed and every miraole accounted a the more when he teaches the la:w of God on matters apper~
new fact in science. Not a whisper must go out on taining to government, or the duties of subjects to rulers. The
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. the winds of skepticism. The voice of the church is assumption of this class of men is that in matters of state
the voice of God and men hav no right to reject it. the priest must be silent, forgetting that governments and states
The largest arn,d cheapest RadWil Journal pUblished in JJJurope All the traditions of the church, all the vagaries of aud the relation of citizen to citizen, must be founded on the'
law of God, and that the priest is guardian, and under the diOf' A.merica, wn.tainilng nearl!y seven huniired square inches rrwre the apostles, all the myths on the saints, all the rection of the church, the interpieter of the law of God, and
of readiru; matter than a'TIIf/ oeher journal of its 'klnii.
acts of the pope, all the lies of the priests, must be that consequently in all matters of civil life appertaining to faith
and morals the priest has a right to speak, and the people are
swallowed as the doings and words of God.
required to listen.
These are strange doctrine to teaQh free men.
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, APRIL 22, 1882.
This will no doubt be a doctrin o:ffensiv to modern Liberalism
Nor are all men equal, says the council. It is or- that
seeks to eliminate God from society, and to teach that all
dained by God that some shall rule and some shall power comes from the pPople. But because a doctrin is un.
be ruled. Those who are appointed to rule hav popular it does not prove it untrue. Truth is often very unCatholicism Against the United States.
rights that subjects hav not. Bishops and priests are popular. Christ nor his doctrin was popular. Governments
The recent "Pastoral Letter" of the Catholic appointed to rule; if to rule, then they are above and states and peoples are alike subject to the law of God
council held last month at Cincinnati is the authori- those whom they rule. The cry of equality is the equally as the humblest. Governments hav no more right to
do wrong than individuals. "All power comes from God" and
tativ declaration of the Catholic church regarding its cry of the idle and the weak.
the church is the witness and guardian of revelation, as well
attitude toward the country, and the country's gov·
These are strange words to hear in a republic.
the interpreter thereof. From her the world must learn thelaw
ernment, in which it has squatted itself like a noi·
The council then goes on to assail a newspaper run of God, and the law of man must ever be subordinated to the
some toad. Liberals and all who love freedom must by a Catholic, and Catholic· in its teachings, but law of God. It is untrue to assert "that all power comes from
recollect that it is a statement of doctrins by the which differs from the church in some things. The the people." "All power comes from God," by whom" princes
leaders of a church that has a record as black as animus of the denunciation is apparent in the remark rule and the mighty decree justice."
Guided by these doctrins, Catholics can easily see that though
midnight; a church that has strangled every thought that" the editors pretend to be Catholic, but with
they may be associated with the clergy in the management of
it could; a church that has put a barrier of sword unbridled license a11sail priest or bishop who differs temporalities of the church, yet they must never forget the rev.
and flame in the path of progress; a church that has with them." The Irish World is singled out as the erence and respectful obedience due to their pastors, nor the
always proclaimed for despotism and against free· paper which breeds defiance of authority, which loving and mutual co-operation due them in all the works of re·
dom; a church that will never for a moment admit means it is not the subservient tool of the church, ligion. Let, therefore, the laity heartily co-operate with the
that it could be or do wrong; a church that pretends but exercises the right to differ with the pope and clergy, being ever mindful that in unity there is strength, and
to hold the God-committed keys of heaven and hell; his satellites who composed the C(luncil. The long in love and harmony there is peace and union with God.
This, in plain language, divested of an· superfluous
a church which has overthrown governments and and short of the denunciation is that no paper has a
trampled upon the rights of every people that hav right to differ with the church, and that any paper verbiage and ecclesiastical clap-trap, means that
All power comes from God; that . ,
allowed it to obtain a foothold among them; a church doing it is a heretic and will be damned, its writers
The Catholic church is the only authorized agent
whose blind following in this country has increased excommunicated, and its editor anathematized. Such
in a hundred years from twenty-five thousand to insolence is not unexpected on the part of the of God; consequently,
All power must come from the church.
seven millions, whose sectarian institutions in the church. The world knew that was its doctrin, but
And as the will of man must ever be subordinated
last twenty years hav more than doubled, whose the church must be conscious of great strength to so
to the will of God, so must the will of the people
stealings from the state in the same time hav more boldly proclaim it to the American people.
than trebled; a church that is receiving bigoted, ig·
As to secret societit:ll, the council commands that ever be subordinated to the will of the church.
And also as the pope, cardinals, bishops, and
norant slaves from Europe at the rate of several hun- Catholics shall not join them unless they are run in
dred thousand a year; a churoh that bids fair in a the interests of the church, and any Catholic who priests are the only ones who can speak with authordecade or two to control this country unless forever disobeys this order shall be deprived of "Christian ity of God's purposes and plans, and are God's
separated by law from the state and driven from the burial," which to a church man is a terrible threat. attorneys in fact, all governments and peoples must
public treasury as a highway robber. And remem- To him it means an endless hell, an eternity of ex- do and think exactly as the priests say, under penalty
bering this, they can but regard it as a declaration of cruciating misery. It is very strange that one man of eternal damnation.
This is the doctrin of the church which is gaining
war by an enemy who knows no mercy and no law should believe that 'another man can damm him
but its own intolerant will.
for all time, simply for obeying his own reason and such headway in this country. It needs no argument
lD. opening the council it was observed that of the doing what he considers right without consulting a to show that if unchecked by reason it will end by
making this country a second Italy, degraded by
prelates who composed its last council only one was priest or asking his leave.
faith
and debased by superstition, until all vestige of
present, Archbishop Purcell. All the rest were
Music, unless written by some one in the pay of
manhood and womanhood shall be lost. The nation
dead. But the pious council forgot to state that the the church, is also condemmed.
one who still lingered, living on borrowed time, acWith unpar3lleled impudence the council has must either rise above the church or be sunk by it.
cording to biblical authority that man's allotted time practically declared that all men and women not Which shall it be?
is three score years and ten, was the colossal churchly married by the church are living in adultery. Such
thief of the century, who took the funds committed a statement, if made by an individual foreigner,
A. Valuable Book.
to his care by his thousands of dupes and used them would be deservedly met by a slap across the mouth;
As will be seen by reference to our advertising oolto build houses in which ignorance occupied the pew but this scarlet harlot, with the brazenness of her umns, we hav just issued for Col. John R. Kelso, of
and knavery knelt at the altar. The council forgot kind, boldly says it, and the people hear her without Modes to, Cal., his new book entitled "Deity Anato tell how the confidence of slaves was met by the a murmur. The bishops would not dare say it as lyzed and the Devil's Defense." It consists of two
cunning of ecclesiastical law, which refuses to refund individuals; it is only when they speak as the peculiar distinct works published, for convenience' sake, in
a penny to the beggared populace who clamored at and only agents of God that they can insult a nation one volume. "Deity Analyzed" is an argument in
the church's door. The council forget to tell that with impunity.
six lectures directed against the folly called the
when a committee of Purcell's paupers applied for
But the crowning insult, and most dangerous Christian religion and its so-called revelation, the
relief they were turned away with the cold assur- utterance, is that power to govern does not come from Jewish scriptures. The first three lectures are deance that nothing would be done; that if the courts the people but from God, and only from God through voted to a consideration of the god Jehovah as "Credecreed the sale of the houses the church would buy the Roman Catholic church. That the Liberals can ator;" lecture four treats of that mythical personage
them in; that Purcell had solicited money in New see just how infamous and subversiv of dem,pcratic· as a " Supreme Ruler;" and the fifth and sixth lectYork for that purpose, and not to pay the debt to republican institutions the teachings of this church ures are upon the "Messiah or Savior."
.
tb.em, and they must trust to the passing of the plate are, we quote what the council says:
"Deity Analyzed," if we except the Atheistical
for reimbursement. It forgot also to say that when
portion of it, is in a direct line with Paine's "Age of
the paupers said they would complain to the pope,
With the popular doctrin that all men are equal, there is Reason;" and it is doubtful if any one since that austeadily growing the doctrin that "all power is from the
·
f
who had $47,000,000 in his coffers, and who but ten also
people, and that they who exercise authority in the state do not thor has treated the subject of the inconsistenCieS o
years ago was presented by Purcell with a million exercise it as their own, but as intrusted to them by the people, the Bible in a manner as able as the colonel; while
dollars, they were told that the pope had nothing to and upon this condition, that it may be recalled by the will of the latter has the additional advantage of the light
do with them, that he took all he could and kept all that same people by whom it was conftdeil to them." This is which a century of criticism and inquiry has thrown
he got. All these things were somehow overlooked not Catholic doctrin, nor is it the doctrin of the scriptures which upon his subject.
by the reverend and pious assembly, or perhaps they teach, "By me kings reign, by me princes rule, and the mighty
For one feature of this book the author cannot
decree justice." "Giv ear, you that rule people, for power is
did not refer to them for fear of wounding the given
to you by God, and strength by the most high." Let receive too much praise, and it cannot be too earnestly
sensitiv feelings of Mr. Purcell, who sat among them every ~oul be subject to the higher power; for there is no power recommended to the attention of other writers; that
"rich in the merits of eighty-two years of life and but from God and those that are ordained of God."
feature is accuracy. Some authors, in making cita·
forty-eight of episcopal labor" and pious knavery,
While on the one hand the Catholic doctrin thus distinctly tations from scripture, habitually quote from mem·
by which thousands of humble citizens hav lost thejr teaches that all power comes from God, we must not be under- ory, generally getting the substance right, it is true.'
as teaching that the people are not permitted a voice
·
t
all in a salvation lottery, conducted for the benefit stood
in the form of government under which they shall liv; but still distorting the text and perhaps creditmg ~
of the manipulator of the wheel. The council in its on the contrary we teach with the sovereign pontiff, Leo XIII., to some portion of the Bible in which, upon invest!.·
wisdom did not tell the world that honesty is not now gloriously reigning, "that they who are to be set over gation, it will be found not to appear. It is among
conferred with the miter, and that the exhortations the republic may, in certain cases, be chosen by the the most humiliating experiences of life for an ardent
of the priest are but a garment of words which will and decision of the people without any opposition or repug- worker in the cause to base an argument upon the
conceal the pretending rascal and the pious robber. nance to Catholic doctrin. By this choice the ruler is desig·· assertion of a writer who is reckless about his aubut rights of government are not conferred, and power
These are a few things the council did not put in nated,
is not given, but it is determined by whnm it is to be wielded, thorities, and then find, when challenged by so!lle
its "pastoral letter." Its sin of omission was great, There is no question here of the forms of government, for browbeating clergyman to substantiate his clarm,
but its sins of commission were even greater.
here is no reason why the rule of one or several should not be that, although building upon a rock, he is totally
It talks about human freedom as though a Catho- approved by the church if only it is just and tends toward the unprepared to state where that rock is located. It
lic could comprehend it-as though in all the years common good. Accordingly, justice being observed, people is worse than the blind leading the blind; it is the
are not forbidden to provide themselvs with that kind of gov· h t
of blood and fire through which the church has ernment
which is most suitable to their genius or the institu· careless misleading the ignorant. The result rs t a
waded there ever was a free Catholic-one who tions and customs of their ancestors."
the champion of truth is discomfited, and one error
dared to stand up straight and say his soul was his
There is also a growing disposition among a class of Catholics is thus made to support another.
own. If ever there was such who was not hounded to teach that in som.e things t~e pr!e.st receives hisyower from
N 0 such charge as the foregoing can be laid at
by the church, history has forgotten to record his the people. ~ere ?Jl ~lso. a _disposit!OJ?- to draw line~ !Lnd to the door of Col. Kelso. He is accuracy itself. lie
th
d f
t
the the·
name. The doctrin that all men are created free confine the pnest within ltmits that neither God nor religwn can b "ld
permit. The priest is not appointed by the people, nor does ~1 s n? a~g!lment on e cree s o. sec s or
it·
and equal is scouted by this council as pernicious, he receive his power from the people. He receives his power ones of mdiVlduals, but takes the Brble as he ~nds
and calculated to work injury to the church. Under from God, and the people are commanded to seek the law from 1 and in all conscience there is enough atrocrty an
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who laughs at a wooden God is a blasphemer. In a Catholic things! The priest always says, "Now don't laugh; look
country whoever says Mary is not the mother of 'God is a blas- solemn; this is no laughingrriatter." There's nothing a priest
phemer. In a Protestant country to say she is the mother of bates like mirthfulness. He despises a smile. I ·read in the
God is blasphemy. Everything has been blasphemy. My doc- Bible that God gave a recipe to Aaron for making bairoil, and
trin is this: He is a blasphemer who refuses. to tell his honest said if anybody made any like it kill him. Well, I don't bethou!)'ht; who is not true to himself; who enslaves his fellow- lieve it. The penalty for infringing on that patent was death.
man; who charges that God was once in favor of slavery. If Do you believe an infinit God gave a recipe for bairoil? Is it
there is any God, that man is a blasphemer. They're afraid possible for absurdity to go beyond that? . That's what they
we'll injure God. How? Is infinit goodness and mercy to be- call a holy thing. And water for baptism! Do you believe
come livid with wrath becaus"' a finite being expresses an opin- God will look for this water mark on the soul?
The next charge is that I misquote the scriptures. That's
ion? I cannot help the infinit That man only is the good
of hell ages Without end." He then goes on, to the man who helps his fellow-man. I know men who would do because I don't know Hebrew. God knew I wouldn't know
best of his ability, to uproot this pernicious belief; anything for God, who doesn't need it, but nothing for men, Hebrew. Why didn't he write to me in English? If he wishes
and we can vouch for the fact that he does it thor- who do need it. Why should Gnd be so particular about my to bold a gentleman responsible why doesn't he address him in
oughly and in a most masterly manner.
believing his book? It's no more his work than the stars or his nativ tongue? Why write his word in such a way that
A.s for the second part of the volume, the "Devil'>~ gravitation.
Yet I may declare that the earth is flat, and he'll hundreds of thousands make their living explaining it? If I'd
.
-r not damn me for that. But if I make a mistake about that only understood Hebrew I would hav known God didn't make
Defense," written in verse, it has to be read before book I'm gone. I can blaspheme the multiplication table and Eve out of a rib. He made her out of Adam's side. How did
it can be estimated at its true worth. The colonel deny the power of the wedge-in fact, the less I know the bet- he get it out? Well, I suppose he cut it out with a kind of a
says that he does not profess to be a poet, but some ter my chance will be. I say that book is not inspired, and splinter of his omnipotence! Then our mother was made from
may regard this modesty as uncalled for. Men hav there is no infinitly good God who will damn one human soul. ,. rib. When you considered the material used it wa.s the most
f
t ·
h
1'
b
·
d · At the judgment, if I am mistaken I will own up. I am here, succE'ssful job ever done. There's ev~n a serpent in· the Bible
won ame as poe s m w ose mes can e pomte out I do not know where I came from nor where 1 am going-,-I'll that knows a language. It won't do. Sin, how did it come
many passages far below the standard of the "Dev- be honest about it. I am on a ship, and not on speaking terms into the world? Where did the serpent come from? He was
il's Defense."
At the same time, where poetry wiLh the raptain, but I propose to hav a happy voyage. and the wickPd. Adam's sin did not make him bad. Then there was
aboundeth, truth doth much more abound.
best way is to do what you can to make vour fel!ow-passen- sin in the world before Adam. There's no sense in it-not a
The writer advances boldly in the direction pursu- gers happy. If we run into a good port i'll be as happy an particle. Then Talmage touches me upon the flood. His flood
didn't cnme to America because America wasn't discover~d
•
h· h
h
h
h 1 d h lf
f angel as you'll meet that day.
mg W lC ot ers av a te
a way on account 0
Blasphemy is the cry of a defeated priest-the black flag then. He says it was a partial flood. Then why did they hav
the plain speaking in whir.h further progress would of theology; it shows where argument stops and slander and to take any birds into the ark. How did Noah jl'et the animals
involve them. The vein of humor, however, which persecution begin. I am told.by Mr. Talmage that whoever in the ark? Talmage says it was through the instinct to get out
runs through this poem displaces with a smile the contradicts this word is a fool, a howling wolf, one of the of the rain. According to the Bible they went in before the
look of terror which the reader might assume at the assassins of God. I presume the gentleman is honest. Take rain began. Dr. Scott says the angels helped carry them in.
colonel's audacity in handling holy subjects, were Mr. Talmage, now, he is a good man; Mr. Humboldt, he wns Imagin an angel with an animal under each,wing. It must hav
it entirely wanting in levity.
,
another good man. What Humboldt knew and what Talmage rained eight hun«:J.red feet a day for forty days. Why does
don't know would make a library.
Talmage try to explain a miracle? If you explain it, it ceases
·The next charge is that I hav said the universe was made to be a miracle. The beauty of a miracle is it cannot be exC0 I • I ngerso I] ' S R ep1Y t 0 T a1mage.
of noLhing, according to the Bible. False in one thing, false plained. The moment the church begins to explain the church
As early as Friday seats were at a premium for in all, he say8. Think ,of that rule. Let us apply that to is gone. All it's got to do is Lo swear it's so. The ark landed
the lecture, and when the colonel appeared Sunday him. If the world was created, what was it made of? and on Ararat, which is 17,000 feet high. There was only one
night the largest audience ever in the Academy of who made that? If the Lord created it; what did be make window, twenty-two inches square. Talmage says the window
·u· •
d h'
• h 1
1
F
1 it of? Nothing. That's all he had. No sides, no top, noth- ran clear around the ark, The Bible doesn't say so. That's
.w.USlC greete
1m Wlt ong app ause.
or near Y ing. Yet God had lived there forever. What did he think Brooklyn; that's not Bible.
three hours he kept them spellbound with admira- about? What did he do? Nothing. Nothing bad everhapIf the Bible account is true, the ark must hav struck bottom
tion. The evening was devoted to answering the pe11ed. All at once he made someth1ng. What did he mqke on the top of a mountain. Would any Gr:d of mercy and
charges of the Brooklyn Presbyterian divine, and it of? Mr. Talmage explains. He says if I knew anything kindness people a world, and then drown them all? A. God
. next Sunday afternoon at 2, the colonel announced, I .would know that God made this world out of his omnipo- cruel enough to drown his own children ought not to hav the
he would hav a matinee, and answer his explanations. tence. He might just af well hav made it out of his mem- impudence to tell me how to bring up mine. Why did he save
.,.,.. I
ory. What is omnipotence? Is it a raw material? The eight of the same kind of people to take a fresh start? Why
'
weakest man in the world can lift as much nothing as God. didn't he make a fresh lot, kill his snake, and giv his children
.w.r. ngersoll said:
Only a few years ago the pulpit was almost supreme. The Yet he made this world out of his omnipotence. It is so a fair show? It won't do.
palace was in the shadow of the cathedral, and the power be- statl'd by a doctor of divinity. and I should think such tlivinTalmage says the Bible does not favor polygamy and slavery.
hind every throne was a priest. Man was held in physical ity would need a doctor! I don't believe this. I believe this There was room enough on the table of stone for saying man
slavery by kings and in a mental prison by the church. He universe has existed throughout all eternity-everything. All shonld hav only one wife and no ~laves. If not God might hav
was allowed to hold no opinions as to where he came from, nor that is is God. I do not giv to that universe a per~onality that written it on the other side. David and Solomon, according to
as to where he was going. It was sufficient for him to do the wants man to get his knees in the dust R.nd his fingers in Talmage, were pursued by the wrath of God, but they had a
labor and believP; the kings would do the governing and the holy water; that wants somebody 10 ring a bell or eat a wHfer pretty good time of it. Most anybody would be willing to .be
priests the thinking-and, my God, what thinking l If the I am a part of this universe, and I believe that all there is is all pursued that way. There is not a word in the Old Testament
world had obeyed the priests we would all be idiots to-night. the God there is. I may be mi~taken; I don't know. I just against slavery or polygamy. Frederick Douglass, a slave in
The eagle of intellect would hav given way to the blind bat of giV my best opinion. If there's any heaven, I'll giv it there. Mary land, is the greatest man th11t state has ever produced. r.re
faith. The arguments of the church were the rack, the fagot, But there'll be no discussions in heaven. Hell is the only place was enslaved by Christians. Why did God p11y so much atten-·
.the thumbscrew in this world, and hell in the next. Only a few where mental improvement will be possible.
tion to blasphemers and so little to slaveholders and J,'Obbers? I
yea.rs ago no man could express an honest thought unless he
I hav said, it is charged, that the Bible says the world was am opposed to any God that was ever in favor of slavery. The
agreed with the church. The church has been a perpetual beg- mode in six da.ys. He says I don't understand Hebrew. The Bible upholds polygamy, and that's the rea<on I don't uphold
gar. It never plowerl, it never sowed, it never spun, yet Solo- Bible says the world was made in six days. God didn't work' the Bible. The most glorious temple ever erected is the home
mon in all his glory was not so arrayed. Thanks to modern nights-evening and morning were the first ilay. God rested -that's my church.
thought, the brain of the nineteenth century, to Voltaire, to on the seventh day and sanctified it. That, they say, didn't
I hav misquoted the story of Jonah, Talmage says. Wht~n
Paine, to Hume, to all the free men, that beggar, the church, is mean days; it meant good whiles. He made the world in six somebody had been guilty of blasphemy the winds rose; they
no longer upon horseback; and it fills me with joy to statA that good whiles. Adam was made, Ithink, along about Saturday. tried to get Jonah ashore, but couldn't do it. 'rhe sea waxed.
even the walking is not now good. Only a little while ago a If the account is correct, it's only six thousand years since man He was swallowed by a whale. The people of Nineveh wrapped
priest was thought more than human. Nobody dared contra- made his appearance. We know that to be false. A few years all their cattle up in sackcloth, and if unything would hav
diet the minister. Now there .are other learned professions. ago a gentleman who was going to California in the cars met a pleased God I should think that would. Jonah sat under a
There are doctors, lawyers, writere, books, newspapers, and minister. 'l'hey came to the place called the Sink of the Hum- gourd, and God made a worm out of some omnipotence he had
the priest has hundreds of rivals.
boldt,the most desolate place in the world. Ju&t imagin per- left over, aud set it at work on the gourd. Talmage don't think
The priest grew jealous, hateful; he was always thankful for dition w·th the fire out. The traveler asked the minister Jonah was in the whale's belly-he staid in his mouth. Well,
an epidemic or a pestilence, so that people would turn to him whether God made the earth in six days, and the minister said judging from the doctor's photngraph, that explanation would
in their despair. In our country all the men of intellect were he did. Then don't you think, said he, he could hav put in be quite natural to him. He says he might hav been in the
in the pulpit once. Now there are so many avenues to distinc- another duy's work to great advantage right here?
whale's stomach, and avoided the action of the gastric juice .by
tion that the men of brain, of heart, of rich, red blood hav left
I am charged, too, with saying that the sun was not made walking up and down. Imagin Jonah, sitting on a buck tooth,
the pulpit and gone to useful things. I do not say all. There till the fourth day, whereas, according to the Bible, vegetation leaning against the upper je.w, wiping the pPrspiration off his
are still some men of mind in the pulpit, but they are nearer In- began on the third day, before there was any light. But Mr. forehead, and longingly looking through the open mouth for
fidels than any others. Where do we get our ministers? A Talmage says there was light without the sun. They gnt tight, signs of land! But that is scripture, and you've got to believe
young man, without constitution enough to be wicked, without he says, from tbe crystallization of rocks. A nice thing to it or be d11mned. Let me say his brother preachers will not
health enough to enjoy the things of this world. naturally fixes raise a crop of corn by. There may hav been volcanoes, he thank Talmage for his explanations. I don't believe it, and if
his gaze on high. He is educated, sent to a university, where says; How'd you like to farm it, and depend on volcanic glare I am to be damned for it I'll accept it cheerfully.
They say I was defPated for governor of Illinois because I
·he is taught that it is criminal to think. Stuffed with a creed, he to raise a crop? '[hat's ·.ohat they call religious science. God
comes out a shepherd. Most of them are intellectual shreds won;,t damn a man for things like that. WhA.t else ? The was an Infidel, and that I am an Infidel because I was deand patches, mental ravelings, selvage. Every pulpit is a pi!- aurora borealis ! A. great cucumber country! It's strange he feated. That's what I call reasoning in a circle. Now I'll tell
lory in which stands a convict; every member of th<~ church never thought of glow-worms t Imagin it! a Presbytorian eli- you. I was a candidate before a nominating convention, aud
stands over him with a club,. called a creed. He is an intellect- vine gravely saying vegetation could grow by the light of the was waited upon by a committee who u.sked me whether I was
ual slave, and dare not preach his honest thought. There are crystallization of rocks-by the light of volcanoes in other an Infidel, and I said I was ! I was rlefeated. I preserved my
manhood and lost an office. If everybody were as frank as I
thousands of good men in the pulpit, honest men. I am simply worlds, probably now extinct.
describing the average shepherd; they tell me "they've been
He says of me, too, in his pulpit, that I was in favor of the was, some men now in office would be private citizens. I
called," that Almighty God selected th.,m. He looked all over circulation of immoral literature. Let me tell you the truth. would rather be what I am than hold any office in the world
the world and said," Now, there's a 111an I want!" And what Several gentlemen, so called, were trying to exclude from the and be a slimy hypocrit.
::-l'ext they say I dishonored my p>trents, because I do not beselections t Shakspere was not called. Yet he has done more mails books called Infidel. I said the law should be modified.
for this world than all the ministers who hav ever Jived in it. It is impossible for anybody to reach the depth of one who will lieve what they believed. My father at one time believed the
Beethoven, he was not called. Raphael was not called. He print or circulate obscene books. One of my objections to the Bible to he the inspired word of God. He was an honorable
was all an accident. All thfl inventors, discoverers, poets-God Bible is that it contains obscene stories. A.ny book, couched in man, and he told me to read th!l Bible for myself aud be honest.
never called one of them; he turned his attention to popes, car- decent language, should hav the liberty of the United States He lived long enough to believe that the Old Testnment was not
dinals, priests, exhorters, and what selections he has made! It's mails. Where books are immoral and obscene, I say, burn the word of God. He had not in his life as much happiness as
astonishing.
them, and hav always said it. I am in favor of disseminating I hav in one yenr. I hope my children will dishonor me by
In the United States a great many ministers hav been good free, clean literature, and that, too, without the interference of being nearer right than I am. If I hav made a mistake I want
enough to take me for a text Among others the Rev. Mr. Tal- any agent, who was to judge whether it was antagonistic to or- my children to correct it. My mother died when 1 was two
mage, of Brooklyn. I hav nothing to sav about his reputation. thodox interests. A.s to immoral literature, no man ha• a years old. Were she living to-night, or if she does liv, she would
It has nothing to do with the question. Some ministers tl:Jink greater loathing for it than I. BLlt the difference between the say, "Be absolutely true to yourself ,.nd preserve your manhe has mora gesticulation than grace. Some call him a pious two is boundless; one is an angel of light, the other a slimy, hood." If Talmage bad been born in Constantinople he would
pantaloon, a Christian clown; but such remarks, I think, are loathsome, crawling serpent. Mr. Talmage said what he knew hav been a dervish. He is what he is because he can't helpit.
born of jealousy and envy. He is the only Pre;;byterian min- to be untrue. He said it out of hatred, and because he cannot His bead is just that shap~. I am taking away the hope nnd
ister in the United States who can draw an audience. He answer the arguments I hav urged. I believe in pure books consolation of the world, he says. His consolation is that
stands at the head of the denomination, and as such I answer and pure literature. But when a God writes there is no excuse ninety-nine out of every hundred are going to hell. His church
him. He's a strange man. I believe he's honest, or intellect- for him. In Shakspere we say obscene things are impure ; we was founded by John Calvin, a mnrderer. Better hav nn heaven
than a hell. I would mther God would commit suicide th1s
ual pride would prevent his saying the things he does. He be- do not say they are inspired.
lieves in a literal resurrection of the dead; that at the last trump
That I hav falsified the records in the Bible showing the pe- minute than that a single soul should go to hell. I want no
we shall see countless bones flying through air to find their fel- riod of Jewish slavery, is ano\her of the charges against me. Presbyterian consolation, I want no foreordination, no consolalows. He has made some charges against me, and he has de- That slavery extended over a period of two hundred anrl fif- tion, no damnation.
Col. Ingersoll concluded with a few remarks ab01at the Bible
nied some of my statements. · He has produced what he calls teen years; and he proceeded to substantiate this statement by
arguments, and I am going to answer some of the charges. going through a long and somewhat complicated genealogical women, saying that women to-day are as true to the gallows as
·Next Sunday afternoon, at two o'clock, in this place, I shall table. If I made any misstatement I was misled by the New Mary Magdalene was to the cross. Wherever there are women
hav a matinee, and answer his arguments.
Testament. Mr. Talmage may settle it with St. Paul. If you there are heroius. Shakspere's women are vastly superior to
He says I am the champion blasphemer. What is bias- can depend on what my friend Paul says. the Jews, in two the Bible women. "I am accused of putting out the lightphemy? To contradict a priest? to hav a mind of your own? hundred and fifteen years increased from seventy persous till houses on the shores of the other world. The Christians are
:Whoever takes a step in advance is a blasphemer. Blasphemy they had 600,000 men of war. I know it isn't so, and so does trimming invis1ble wicks and pouring in allegorical oil. The
IS what a last year's leaf Fays to a this year's bud. To deny any man who knows anything. For such an increase as this Christian is willing wife, children, parents shall burn if only
that Mohammed is the prophet of God is not blasphemy inN ew each woman must hav borne something over fifty-seven chil- he can sing and hav a harp. Mr. Talmage can see countless
millions burn in hell without decreasing the length of his orYork. It is in Constantinople. It is a question, then, largely dren, and every child hav lived.
of geography. It depends on where you are. The missionary
The next charge is that I hav laughed at holy things. Holy thodox smile."

balderdash in that ancient book to satisfy the pro· olivities of the most critically inclined.
1n h'IS pref ace C0 1• K e 1so says: "Of a 11 th a t h umanity is capable of suffering there can be no agony
more fearful, more unutterable in its intensity, than
is that of total religious despair-a full belief that,
without intending to do so, we hav incurred the inappeasable wrath of God, and that we are irrevocably
doomed to wri.the and. scream in the undying flames
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f!lommunications.
What the Anti-Monopolists Propose to Do.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In answer to
yonr letter I would say that thPre is much inquiry about the
objects and purposes of the conference to be held at Albany
on the 26th inst., on the invitation of the National .Anti-Monopoly League. Some of these objects are so apparent that
we tnke no risk in stating them.
·.
There is now pending before the American people the most
important question that has arisen since the adoption of the
Federal Constitution. It involws the future existence of the
republic, and its decision will also determin whether a government of the people, by the people, and for the people shall or
shall not perish from the earth.
Shall corporations control the people, or shall the people control thA corporations they hav created? Shall a few score of
corporation "ristocrats, gorged with the riches of which they
hav despoiled others, make our laws, select our judges, regu.ate our taxes. name the prices which shall be paid for everv
man's labor, for the foorl he eats, the fuel he burns, and the
clothes he wears, or sh11ll the people govern and protect themselva? These are the vital pending is~nes, to be decided by
the votes of the people of the United States.
· Every voter, especially every bboring man, has a direct interest in these questions. So has every farmer and every citizen. .The aristocracy of wealth was nevt>r known, in any government, to cease its aggreasions until its power for evil was
destroyed. Left to its natural growth it goes on until it raises
the prices of evorything but labor, and the many grow poor
while the few grow rich. The past yeRr has witnessed new aggressions by corPorations uj'lon the rights of the People so colossal that men are almost stupefied by their impudence. Witness the monopoly of th" Telegraph-the Elevated Railroad
transactions for which the languR.ge has yet no name-the attempt to steal the water front of Hudson county, New Jersey.
B1'1t the past year has also witnessed a diffusion of intelligence
among the people on this subject which is equally m>~.rvelous.
With this intelligence has come the strong and steady growth
of a dQtermination to stay these aggressions, and to bring their
authors under constih1tional control. Judges of our highest
courts use ever proper occasion to declare the plain right of the
people to limit the charges of public corporations. CorporR.tion
efforts to <:>ontrol legislatures h~tv failed for the first time in
many years. In every state in the Union there is a growing
public opinion that old pnlitical parties hav outlived their usefulness because they hav failed to grapple with this great
question and that monopoly influence controls their leaders, that
the right of the people to control public corpnrations is the
right which all honest voters must unite in maintaining, and
that the question of corporation control is the one gr"at vital
political question of the day.
The final judgment of the American people is always right.
They were never known to make a wrong or an unjustdecision.
They decided that there should not be taxation without representation. that no foreign power should impress American citizens, that slavery should no longer exbt I They are ready to
decide that a corporation aristocracy shall no longer control this
country. It IS as certain that the people will bring corporations
under proper control as that our country has a future before it
-as certain as it was when the first gun was fired against Fort
Sumpter that the people had doomed the slave oligarchy to destruction.
The conference at Albany is to be a conference of the people
-of that type a.nd class of the people that reversed an enormous
Democratic majority in the Fifth and an equally large Republican majority in the Eighteenth Senatorial Districts. It is
hoped there will not be a d., legate there who wishes to be a candidate for offiee. But ev€ry vnter who is ready to throw off the
shackles of party-to cast dead issues asidA-to declare that
the time has come for a union of the people to protect themselva ag•.inst the aggressions of all monopolies-who is ready
to cast his vote for candidates who will protect the people's
rights, and who will keep their promises, will find a cordial
welcome at this conference. It is to be a conference of the people, to protect the interests of the people, and to establish the
government of our fathers upon firm foundations against the
most powerful enemy which has ever risen against it. It will
take steps to perfect R.nti-monopoly organization, and giv notice
to existing parties that candidates must be nominated whose
record will be a guarantee that further aggressions upon the
people's rights will not be tolerated. failing in which, the AntiMonopolists will place in nomination candidates for whom a
lover of his conn try can consistently vote.
The responses to invitations to attend the conference hav
already been received in sufficient numbers to insure a good
representation of delegates of high character from all parts of
the Empire state.
L. E. CHITTENDEN,
.President National Anti-Monopoly League.

What is the Cause of the Heat in the Interior
of the Earth ?
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A.s your journal has become renowned for its fearless utterancesin behalf of
truth, and dares, on every occasion, to assail error and criticise
the reasons for settled beliefs, although they may hav become
respectable from age and receive the support of the learned, the
rich, and the masses, perhaps you will not disregard a suggestion relativ to the cause of the heat in the interior of the earth,
upon the ground that it may prove interesting to some of your
thousands of readers (every one of whom is a thinker or he
would not be a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER) and co-workers.
The theory at present generally taught seems to be that
" the earth has passed through a stage of igneous fluidity,"
and further back in time was devolved from a primal unit that
embraced the sun and every planet, satellite etc., within our
solar system;
That when it leaped forth into space from the integral mass
of flame, upon a separate career, a cooling process set in, which
has gone forward with the measureless ages, until the whole became incrusted to a depth which adapted it to the existence of
vegetable and animal !iff';
That this cooling process is still going on and the crust becoming thicker and thicker. Thus the heat within the earth is
accounted for.
It will be observed the theory that the earth was once an intensely heated mass is also made the foundation upon which to
base a seemir;gly phmsible theory to account for the earth itself. Hence it has proved very convenient, whether true or not.
These are questions which science grapples, but which, up to
the present time, she has been 1111ahle to say are solved.
1 The creation question, however, was solved among believers
~in the Bible,~h_in a ~~ y~~. ago, and before science

disturbed their ignorance; and, but for the industry and courage of scientific men, the clergy would still be teaching as true
the account of creation given in the book of Genesis.
In this connection, perhaps it would not be out of place to
call attention to the conclusions of that eminent scholar, James
D. Dana, in his Manual of Geology-title, Cosmogony-which,
by the way, is for use in schools. After giving the theory of
science as to the history of creation and the origin of the earth,
he undertake" to show that it does not conflict with the Bible
account; and of all exhibitions of distortion, of logical deductions from scientific research, to perpetuate an unreasonable,
antiquated, and silly story, simply becau~e it is found in the Bible, this of his is the "boss."
He must hav spent months in exhaustiv labClr and prayer,
in inventing this ingenious nonsense; for I submit to the judgment of any candid reader that it is nothing else and is contrary to the natural conclusion to which his mind must hav
gravitated, if unbiased by orthodoxy. It is astonishing that
any one, even a minister-say nothil1g of one so deeply learned
in geological science as Mr. Dana-could hav the effrontery to
offer such glaring inconsistenc·es to the public to be read, let
alone to be taught to confiding, unreasoning children. But it is
another proof of the lengths to which Christian bigotry will go,
and another reminder to the friends of mental freedom that
"vigilance is the price of liherty."
Now, in regard to the heat within the earth, I do not say the
theory advanced by scientific men is not true, because I am a~
unable to disprove it as they are to prove it, but simply su;:;gest
that, even though thnt actuallv b~ the source of such hf'at, there
is a law of Nature, W<'il known and understood, and every day
being exemplified in all the blucksmit h shops in the land, which
is sufficient of itself to produce that heat, even were there no
other adequate cause.
The h>w I hav reference to is that comp1·ession produces l!eat
A. familiar experiment in illustration of this law is, us stated
by Prof. Wells, the rendering of iron hot by striking it with a
hammer.
Now, is it possible for so large a mass of matter as the earth
to exist, without evolving heat, beyond a certHin degree of compression? I submit that it is not, rind that the heat in the interior of the earth is the inevitable consequence of piling so
much matter into one mass. It is a fact well settled by experiment (to a certain depth) that the heat below the surface of the
eatth increases regularly in proportion to the distance WP. dPscend, being about 1° Fahrenheit for every 50 or 60 feet Now,
the principle of attraction of gr,vitation being true, it would
seem that it must be equally true that, in proportion to the distance we descP.nd, compression must increase in exactly the same
ratio; and as heat surely follows from compression, it as surely
increa~es in intensity as compression increases, and in like
ratio; hence the phenomenon of incre>tsing heat as we go down
into the interior of the earth. If these are f>tcts, then a maulten world wa• not necessary to get the heat within it. h would
be there anyway, becauEe it could not he ot.herwise; audit will
always remain there just as it is a.nd always was, without increase or diminution, as long as there is a law of attraction of
gravitation to bind the atoms which compns@ the earth together.
Port Townsend, W. T., March 23. 1882.
D. W. S~HTH.

:Sc ence Baffled.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : It is bad
enough to hav the truth assailed, but it is still worse to let the
assailer go scot-free; hence we ask for a short space in answer
to Samuel P. Putnam, on his article," The Inevitable Conflict,"
in your issue of April 1st.
We heartily agree with Mr. Putnam on the God question,
but when he speaks of Spiritualism as he doe~ it proves that he
has not investigated it much; hence doeti not understand the
"Spiritual philo,ophy ." He says, "In the universal experience
of the race there has not been any manifestation of mind outside of an organized body." Bless your soul, Bro. Putnam, the
Spiritual philosophy does not teach that mind, intellect, or soul
-one and the same thing-is flying about loose, and talking
without organs of speech, or shaking hanrls without hands to
shake with, or walking W1thout legs to walk with, or conveying
intelligencP. without brains, or manifesting without. au organizatien to manifest through. It is true Spiritualists foolishly speak
of "disembodied man," but I think I am safe in saying
in behalf of Spiritualists that thoy do not mean that the soul is
bodiless, but rather that it is clothed in a finer body. We will
dwell in a finer organization in the next sphere of life, which is
too subtle to take cognizance of with the eyes we hav in this
gross physical body, but our finer bodies, commonly called spiritual bodies, will be as physical, as tangible, in the next sphere
of life to each other as our grosser bodies are here. In fact, we
will ha v bodies in the next sphere, fac similes of the ones we
hav here, and as readily recognize each other there as here.
Never say again, Bro. Putnam, that. Spiritualism teaches that
the mind, or soul, is unorganized, without a body, simply because the Jaw of dissolution separates it from the grosser
clay.
Again he says, "But when the mind leaves the body there is
not a particle of proof that it takes lodgment in another." Ah!
now, my Materialistic brother, what are you doing? How
ridiculous the above assertion makes you appear! You Materialists proudly assert that you want facts, great on science, giv
us facts, etc. Now, as you propose to deal in facts, I shall very
politely request you to giv an out-and-out and full-fledged demonstration of the above assertion. A.n assertion don't amount
to much with me, a Spiritualist. You say," There is not a particle of proof that the mind finds lodgment in another body."
Now, brother. keep cool and prove this. I am after you now;
you say Spiritualists believe without proof. Now come on with
your science and prove that the mind don't exist in another
body. Come, disprove Spiritualism, will you, like a man? Now
you must see you are up a stump, having made an assertion you
can in no wise prove-an assertion about something you know
nothing about. You say, "So far as science is concerned, it
vanishes from the domain of knowledge.'' Sir, there are scores,
yea, hundreds, to·day who see those who once inhabited the
grosser bodies clothed in a finer body. My wife sees them, hears
them talk and walk, fully recognizing some and not others. Can
you believe honest, truthful, living witnesses? Because you,
Bro. Putnam, and I can't see them is no evidence that others
don't. There is not a gill of logic in reasoning thus. I will
leave the matter of clairvoyance by making the following statement: The person who does not know, or who has not had the
best of evidence, that clnirvoyance is true is, indeed, greatly
behind the age he livs in in that respect. The facts of clairvoyance are so palpable that it is not worthy of discussion.
He further says, " I do not think that any well-disciplined
mind cares to believe in immortality." I am now compelled to
question Bro. Putnam's sanity. I very much doubt whether
there has been a person in the past, or whether there is one today, but has or has had relativs or friends. Bro. Putnam may
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be like King M_elchisede~ (~ebr~ws vii), hence has no affectional ties, but, like the p1g Ill h1s wallow, cares not whether
he or oth.,rs will exist hereafter or whether they will meet or
not. " Well-disciplined mindt indeed ! . To ~isbelieve in immortality, or not to hav a dcs1re to continue life, then, is evidence of a wel'-disciJ?lined, well-balanced, highly-cultured hightonPd, loving mind, IS it? I envy not the man who can ~ay at
the tomh of his srreet little child of three summers, I care not
to hav you liv; I desire not to meet you; you are but a faded
flower, cut off, and that forever. Such icy coldness I A.way
with such icy thoughts; they chill my blood and freeze the
affections. Bro. Putnam, the writer has seen buried the grosser
.physical bodies of those near and dear, and has had unmistakable evidence of their continued existence, and of their being
near, hovering over me, assisting, buoying me up as I journey
on the path of life, and I am sure that when I cross the river
called death they will meet me upon the boundary of another
world, conduct mfl to my spirit home, and journey with me
throug-h the "spheres," and that we, not only we, but all humanity, will reach a state of development by which we will be
able to bask in the sunshine of peace, happiness, and " platonic
love." Bro. Putnam, go to investigating the Spiritual philosophy, the philosophy of all philosophies, and perchance you
may let your voice mingle with the voice of some dear one gone
before. You may hear a voice say to you, " Liv more and
more spiritual, so that when you are done with earth you can
come where we are," and then you may learn whether there is
any disciplin or refinement in spirit communion.
West F'a1·mington, 0., April 4th.
A.. ALLEN NoE.

The Sunday Law Question.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Is it consistent
with the principles of Liberals, advocating the progress and enlightenment of the masses, to so strenuously oppose the legislation of a law securing to the people one. day in the week free
from labor and devoted to recreation and enlightenment?
The obj'ection that a law compelling the ohservance of Sunday as a day of rest conflicts with the religious views of the
Jews and Seven-day Adventists is rather a poor one. For it is
apparent that one day's rest in the week is required by working
men, and that a large, a very large, portion of thE> people desire
Sumlay as that day. Why ><hould a few fanatical Jews and
shouting A.dvPntists deprive the people of their rest? If the
people desire any other day the LiJ..,erals ought not to object to
it devoted to education and rPcreation, and the closing of
whisky dens and their cursed traffic.
Tf the Chri~tians, after they hav gained a day of rest, undertake to close the libraries and the theaters, and prevent excursions and compel us to attend church, then we can object to
and fight them. As long as they nre right, go with them, but
when they are wrong we can say No. But if they show the
working man a chance to elevate, educate, and improve himself, and liv on a higher and a nobler plane of existence, let us
say Amen.
ALFRED DENTON CRIDGE.
[Mr. Cridge should remember that the design of the church
is not to furnish the working· man a day of rest, but, by closing
all avenues to anything like amusement, to force him to attend
what they call'' divine worship;" and also that thP closing of
libraries and theaters is the primary, not secondary, object of
the Sunday law, and therefore it cannot hav the indorsement
·
of consisten~ Liberals.-ED. T. S.

Can Yon Trust a Christian 1
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In the proceedings, as reported, of the New England Southern Methodist Conference, opened in Providence, R. I., April 5, 1882,
in the branch of the Woman's Missionary Society, Mrs. L. S.
Bainbridge, a returned missionary, is made to say, "A.s women
are the mo,;t ardent worshipers, they must be converted to
Christianity, as the Bible and Christianity are not admitted to
the ~chools. To meet this restriction the women of America
need to provide for education in the Christian doctrins of the
women of Japan."
··
Yes, wbile " the Bible and Christianity are not admitted to
to the schools," this Christian woman recommends to her Christian sisters in America to educate these Japan women in Christian doctrins out of this very prohibited Bible. 0 shame,
whore is thy blush! Strategetically thrust upon the Japanese,
through their women, a religion which they hav stipulated
against receiving as a part of the education of their schools,
thereby betraying the trust reposed in the honor of the Christian Methodist ! Every trick and subterfuge resorted to by a
blackmailer or detectiv to allure and secure their victim openly
practiced and publicly boasted of in a Methodist conference,
and that too by a woman, a missionary woman, glorying in her
own shame!
In the same cnnf11rence the Rev. A.. J. Church, D.D., of
Providence. declared that " Christianity was the great civilizer
of the world. Where the Bible is there are found inventions,
machinery, progress, liberty, charity, and general human development. He maintained why such an ancient country as
China· has never made more advances in civilization is because
she has not had the Bible." He might hav added, a Guiteau
pouring over his Bible in his cell ; a Pocasset Freeman, assassinator of his own little daughter; a Rev. Ephraim K. A.very,
Methodist elder, seducer and murderer of Sarah Maria Cornell,
his own parishioner (not so far from Providence as to hav been
forgotten); a Rev. Winslow, a Pond, Stickney, Hathaway, Chase
(no farther from Providence than Boston, Worcester, and Fall
River); a Gilman, Baldwin, Palmer, Lane, and some five hundred other clergymen, Sunday-school superintendents, and
prominent laymen, not omitting the Rev. W. F. Whitcher, who
was expelled for lying and drunkenness from this same l\fethodist Episcopal church, and by this same conference the day
after this statement was made (oh !), all of whom within a few
years hav been under a cloud for murder, arson, adultery,
fornication, forgery, perjury, embezzlement, and such like little trifling offenses; who were civilized and developed with the
Bible, not without it, as were the wicked Chinamen and other
heathen.
Let these Christians pause and reflect on the crimes, persecutions, and inquisitorial murders of the present and past Bible
worshipers, and hang their heads for very shame.
No, we cannot trust Christians as historians. We cannot
trust their pulpit and press assertions. We cannot trust them
as legislators. We cannot trust them as bankers, as presidents, and officers of the various business corporations. We
cannot trust them as citizens, husbands, fathers; as mothers,
wives, as missionary women and men, any farther than we can
the unregenerate and unsanctified, as experience proves.
Rev. J. W. Hamilton, D.D., of Boston, said that ''if Congress had been permitted to carry out its scheme of exclusion,
the act would hav been a fatal blow to missionary work in·
China.'' What a pity I
This sentiment was echoed and re-echoed by the New York
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East conference at Waterbury, Conn., and resolutions tendering
thanks to President Arthur for vetoing the Chinese bill, also
asking the government that the large missionary interests of the
Methodist church in China may not oe imperiled, as it is
feared they would be if the bill became a law. and petitioning
Congress in its further action not to permit anything to be done
that shall endanger their interest, were passed unanimously by
a standing vote."
Yes, national honor, political jurisprudence, and the salvation of the country must be "'acrificed, if needs be, rather than
than imperil a system of proselytism to a faith. at the best, not
calculated to bring peace and prosperity to individual or nation. Congress had better take this fearful warning into serious
consideration, and if, after prayerful deliberation, they find
that the missions in China will be imperiled by passing the bill
over the President's veto, abandon it at once, though the whole
country be overrun by Chinamen and we &11 go to rack and
ruin. Verily, the assurance of these Christians is only exceeded by their ignorance.
ELLA E. GrnsoN.
Barre, April 8, 1882.

Another UhristiaU: Lie.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Some Christians
8eem to hav a hereditary mania for lying about dead I.rlidels.
As they c ·nnot answer their arguments, they resort to what thousands of sky-pilots hav thought was the next best thing, slander
and a'-.use, not to say positiv lying. An instance or this sort
occurred at Bunker Hill in the pulpit. Rev. Jacob Flemming.
while pretending to relate a conversation with Mrs. Shutts, a
Spiritualist lady, and a prominent member of the North Hannibal club, and whose life and character are absolutely without
blemish, and who died recently, said that after having
talked with her and when about to leave, she said: " Goodbye, 1 dnn't suppose we shall ever meet aguin. You will be
so far in advance and above me that I will never se~ you more."
Now the fact is (and we hav good witnesses) that he, the Rev.
Elder Flemming, ascribed the very words to her that he (the
elder) said himself. Aud sister Shutts r~plied, '' Now, elder,
don't you get so good that you will be so far above m,e that 1
can nev~r see you again," which was said only to ridicule the
elder's superstition. But it's only an ordinarv occurrence of
cleri<'al hellishness to pass stories from one to the other to be repPated when and where the facts cannot be known. The best
part of it is, sister Shutts called the president of our club to her
bedside and most cheerfully made arrangements for her funeral
service, telling him what to say for her, "not willing to giv," as
she said, " the Christians a chance to lie about her after she was
dead.''
MoRAL.-Never believe a word that a Christian says about
A. H. WALKER.
conversation with a dead Infidel.

Notes of a Knockabout.

Through central California we soon go, and at last we come
to the garden city of Oakland, and toward evening get into San
Francisco. San Francisco is like other cities, so what is the
use of describing it ? These cable street cars are the only peculiar thing I hav noticed so far, and the great number of the
heathen Chinese. That cable street cars run by underground
cables, up hill and down, just as well, if not better, than horsecars do on level roads, and the price is the same. Freethinkers here are alive and work'ng, and the Pacific Slope is not behind in the march of time or the progre•s of liberty.
KNOCKABOUT.

Editor of the New York " Tiines'" "Delusiv ''
Criticism on Col. Ingersoll's Lecture.
The editor of the New York Times of March 28th, in criticizing'' Mr. Ingersoll's motivs" in his lecture "What Shall We
Do to Be Saved?" wherein he attacks, very rationally, the
Christian religion as a delusion-drawn from old biblical myths
as more worthy of this more enlightened age; that editor seems
to lose sig-ht of the prominent fact that civilization has advanced
in spite of the Christian religion, its irrational dogmas and persecutions, as being whollv due to the general advance of our
race, by the spreading influence of commerce and inventions,
·and thus m increasing man's comforts and the facilities for international communication.
That editor's unphilosophical conclusion that though "we
grant the Christian religion is a delusion, it is a beneficent delusion," is about the most delusiv pretext to teach and maintain a falsehood, which an intelligent aditor should not descend.
to. As if falsehood is better than truth, and so is more likely
to advance morality, by thus stultifying intelligence. Where,
then, is that editor's consistency in advocating puplic schools to
promote education, when he knows that education is the great
detector of falsehoods and shams; such as he tacitly admits for
the Christian religion? ''Let us grant that the Christian religion
is an entire delusion, is it not beyond any question a beneficent
delusion?" Better giv up such irreverent humbugs and aid in
spreading intelligence by schools and the press.
My philosophy, as publi;hed in books and papers, givs a
rational substitute for biblical humbugs, by showing, from
known scientific facts, that the phenomena of the universe is
an intelligent and beneficent creation, and that all finite minds
ar~ immol'tal entities-which the editor of the Times will not
publi,h, and cannot refute my proofs; but rather prefers Christian'' cl ..lusions as ·beneficent."
That f'ditor, like hundreds of thousands, hugs biblical" delusions '' from mistaken policy, rather than risk the open confession of their self-evident untruths about God, devil, nature,
and that trinity mythology, which he often alludes to in adverse
quotations. Those quotations are commendably liberal in directing public attention to their palpable absurdities, as merely
crude human fancies, which we are nnt bound to respect .
.Crus. E. TowNSEND.
Locust Valley, N. Y., March 30, 1882.

Going through Kansas on the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa
Fee I was very much pleased with the trim and neat farms and
villages. The western portion did not look so well; as the
How Many Rooms in the New Jerusalem~
country is not settled up and the conditions are not favorable
in regard to soil, water, and climate.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: Between old
The Kansas Pl'ohibition law, from what I could learn and Melchisedec, D. M. Bennett, and the devil (printer's), enormous
see, is only partially enforced, as all along the railroad liquor errors appear in the calculations on theN ew J erusah•m, as found
was easily obtained by paying well for it. However, while in in chapter xxxix, verses 31 and 32, of the " Chronicles of the
Kansas, I was unable to see a drunken man, but as soon as we Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh." The time to elapse before
entered Colorado I saw plenty of them.
all the rooms would be occupied is stated in VPrsr, 32 at 41,080
At Trinidad I stopped a day to examin the geological forma- years, whereas, talting the samP dimensions and subtracting the
tion. The !"dies with us were amused to see the adobe (mud, dead·people for 5000 years, as did Melchisedec, I find that, at
unbaked brick) houses and peculiar shiftless-looking Mexicans three billions per century, the time to elapse before all the rooms
Ratoon. N. M., is just out of Cblorado by some noble and would be occupied is more than Peventy-one and a half million
grand mountains. lt is a typical New Mexican American centuries, or 7,153,815,466 yeHrs.
town. Saloons and stores, with plenty of gambling hells, comNow will you kindly permit me to recommend a revised verpose the greater part of the town. From Ratoon the railroad sion of these two verses, in which [ shall take sixteen feet six
·goes over one of those vasLvalleys, and the distant mountains inches as the length, breadth, and bight of each ronm, so that
look only a mile or two through the clear and dry air. Over- the number of cubic rods in the city will exactly equal the numcoats are no lon~er required, and ice-water is appreciated.
ber of rooms? This calculation givs round numbers, easily
Tuskegan and Albuquerque are two similar and enterpnsing handled, and can be teste·'! by any reader in a couple of minutes.
cities with all the modern improvements except electric lights. I will now giv my revised version of verses 31 and 32 :
Saloons and gambling hells abound, and many tender-foots get
" 31. It is a matter of rejoieing that the New Jerusalem is so
blistered in these holes. Of course churches are there to en- large and capable of accommodating such a great number of
cour,ge the thing along by attempting to bind people so tight people." In order to gain some idea of its great size, let the
that they break away and go to the other extreme.
reader test the correctness of the following calculation: 12,000
At the Rio Grande we stopped at the old Indian town of Yes- furlongs equal 480,000 rods, the length of one edge of the cube;
tlette. The Indians there cultivate little plots of grapes, corn, 480,000 cubes gives 110,592,000 billion cubic rods, or rooms 16
etc., and are quite honestr-in their way. If a crop is growing, feet 6 inches long, wide, and high. Now, suppose each room
according to their moral code, it is wiser to take it, and take it to be the future home of a happy pair of humans, male and fethey do whenever they can. But when it is garnered, not a male ; these will furnish habitations for 220,592,000 billions of
grain or an ounce will be. touched if left by its <DWner in the earth's inhabitants, "which, would indeed constitute a good
most exposed condition. These Indians are quite intelligent, sized colony."
and are as industrious as could be expected.
"32. On the basis that for six thousand years the earth has
Deming, the new railroad town of New Mexico at the junc- had a population of 1,000,000,000, and that this number has
tion of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fee with the Southern been renewed three times every century, the number who hav·
Pacific, is a mi!!erable place. It has a good depot, but only a lived in the world is 180 billions." Subtracting all these dead
few saloons and stores, with the usual amount of bummers, people, we have still left 220,591,850 billions to liv and die and
gamblers, prospectors, and dead beats. Situated on a dry go to the new Jerusalem before all the rooms would be occupied.
plain valley, with no surroundina- country, it can never be but Divide this by three billions, and we get 73,530,606 2-3 centuries,
a junction as it is.
or "1,353,060,666 years, as the time to roll away before the
These New Mexico valleys are covered with a very fine grass homes could all be taken. 'This great stretch of time is so far
called gra-mer, that is excellent for sheep, and if water could beyond comprehension that we may throw in half of the entire
be obtained would be very good sheep ranches.
space of the great city for streets, and parks, and pleasureTucson, Ari., had not changed much since 1877 except around grounds, and rivers, and lakes, and meadows, and nrchards,
the depot, and in having the houses built a little better. A and vinyards, and camp-meeting grounds, and shade trees;
Protestant church has been built, and the Palace hotel has had and still the time to elapse before the rooms would be filled is
a burnt brick instead of an adobe front put to it. Here we beyond the grasp of the mind of man. Dona1ing half thA city
saw the gigantic cactus that grows like a fluted column, with to the foregoing patriotic purposes, there is still room for every
no branches or leaves, except one or two stumpy arms, to the man, woman, and child ever born sincf! the creation of the
high t of sixty feet.
world, or to be born during the next 36,784,940 centuries; and
From Tucson to Yuma was a desert. Yuma is made up all without sending a single one to hell. " If this is not a
of sand, and sand is everywhere. The houses are of adobe, and cheerful prospect where is one to be found ? There seems at
the town has one very wide street and several little alleys. The all events to be no necessity for sending poor souls to hell for
Indians shocked the modesty of some of the ladies by going want of room in the new Jerusalem."
without any clothing for the legs, and they displayed their
Furthermore the gates are always open (Rev. xxi, 25).
calves and thighs painted in a most esthetic manner that would Twelve uf ·~! Big ones I and old Peter could hardly guard
hav pleased Oscar Wilde.
all twelve of 'em at once personally. Then he would not
From Yuma to San Bernadino or Colton was a fearful desert likely be armed with any dangerous weapon, for the swords
that created a bad impression to many of California.
shall be beaten into plowshares and the spears into pruningNear Los Palmus we saw some mud springs where the mud hooks.
J. F. BECK.
boils up like thick mush, and every few days explodes with
[Mr.
Beck
may
be
right,
but
we
advise
our readers
great violence. The gas smelt very much like sulphur.
I stopped at Colton to look at my old home at Riverside. to work out the problem for themselvs before acceptThis town is called the Eden of California, and to see the or- ing his result as the correct one.-ED. T. S.]
ange and lemon trees, loaded with their golden fruit, one would
suppose so. The people here hav large vinyards and orchards
An Orphan's Home.
and liv in almost a perpetual summer and a continuous harvest.
Water is' very scarce, and growing scarcer, and is charged for
To THE EDITOR o:so THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : It affords me
at an enormous rate. Nothing can be raised without water, pleasure to be able to say to you, and through you to your thou~nd as a consequence a tax of from $3.50 to $5 per annum is sands of good, true, high-minded, and noble readers who hav the
t1~ved. The people are very religious, and Infidels or Free- love of man shed abroad in their hearts, with all manner of
hlllkers are in a hopeless minority.
gods, devils, hells, priests, preachers, and churches banished

from their affections, fears, and respect, that the. fiat has gon&
forth that there is to be an orphan's home for Liberals founded
here in the town of Liberal, Barton county, Mo., and as a beginning our most worthy, generous, and big-hearted friend, J:.-·
Minski, of Superior, Neb., givs us one thousand dollars m
cash. I giv one th .. usand dollars in la~;~d and cash, and o~hers
are promising us aid. We hav one cf the pretties~ cites you
can iinagin for our orphan's home, and I hope we will be able
to build a house that will reflect honor on the Liberals of the
world. We wonld be glad to receive donations, suggestions, or
anything else that would be of interest or aid to us. We
would be glad for our architects to send us drawings and plans
for the building. We will become incorporated aboutthe 20th
of April.
G. H. WALSER.
Liberal, Mo., April 5, 1882.

Book Notice.
DEITY ANALYZED AND THE DEVTL'S DEFENSE.
This book is one more valuable contribution to Liberal literature. It analyzes the creator, as well as all other kinds of
gods, and sweeps them away into nothingness. The deities are
killed stone dead over and over sgain-so totally used up that
not even the usual "grease spot" is left. Botanists, when they
analyze a flower, carefully take off c11lyx, petals, stamens, and
pistils, and then dissect the seed vessel. But the'different parts
are all lying scattered here and there to show the flower was
once an entity; but Kelso analyzes the deity so thoroughly that
only a blank void of empty nothin~ness is revealed, showing
that there never was anything at all there-not even the shadow
of a shade.
He shows up the inconsistency, absurdity, and impossibility
of there ever havinsr been such a god as the Bible tells us ofa god who had a body and was subject to human passions,
wants and appetites, who was the source of evil, and who broke
his own promises, and encouraged lyinganddeoeptioJiin others;
who even aided his children in commit.tin!!; robbery, murder,
slavery, concubinage, and polyg"my, and "who· was accustomed to patdon sins in return for roast beef and human sacrifices."
The devil makes one of the best pleas of self-defense tbat is
on record. True, he becomes a little obscene when he talks o{
the adulteries of Hosea, Abraham, Jacob, J ndah, Lot, the holy
virgin, and the Lord, and others of like ilk, but as it is pious
gospel stuff probably St. Anthony will overlook the indiscretion
and read the racy tales with the same unctuous gusto that he
does the ones contained in his noted collection of like gt>ms of
naughtiness.
The book kills off all the sanctity of the old Bible legends, and
ELMINA.
is well worth its price.

Two Things with Which I Am Well PleasedYea. Three.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TEUTH SEEKER, Sir :
There are three things with which I am much
pleased, namely : First, Mr. Bennett's faithful and
supremely able labors abroad, g-iven from his pen in
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Second, the grand fact that
there are able men, such as T. B. Wakeman, Geo. N.
Hill, and others, devising a new aRtronomical scientific manhood calendP-r era which leaves out " our
Lord" and religious superstition. And third, Mr.
Editor Protempore, I am highly '{)leased with the
able manner in which you hav conducted THE TRUTH
SEEKER- during Mr. Bennett's absence. Your editorials hav been well timed, able, and vigorous. The
way you handled that soft young man of Ohio who
got submerged by the girls, music, and magnetism
of the Methodists was just fun.
DR. ANDREWS.
Vestabu1·g, Mich.,
April 7, in the two hundred and eighty-second year of Bruno
the martyr, Galileo, science, and manhood.

M. Monteil's Catechism.
From the Conternpora''.IJ Revit:w.

Q. What is God? A. God is an expression.
Q. What is the exact value of this expression?
A. The exact value of the word is "nature."
Q. What is nature? A. The totality of all we
know to exist in the in:finit universe.
Q. Do you believe in a supreme being? A. I
only believe what my reason permits me to believe,
and my reason refuses to admit the principle of the
government of nature by any being whatever.
Q. The learned, then, hav not found out God? A.
No; they are all agreed in denying his existence.
Q. If there is no God, who, then, created the
heaven and the earth? A. Neither the heaven, nor
infinity,' nor the earth has been created.
Q. There is no first cause, then ? A. No; for all
that we can not prove scientifically has no existence,
and denies itself until proof of the contrary.
Q. How is it, then, that there are gods? A. Because man has invented them.
Q. What is the soul? A. Nothing.
Q. Is it not a thing, then, existent in nature?. A.
No.
Q. What is generally understeod by the word
"soul?" A. Thought, independent of matter.
Q. Can such indE>pendence exist? A. No; since
everything belongs to the material order.
Q. The soul, then, does not return to God, who is
all? A. No; for God iA formed of that which exists,
and the soul does not. exist.
Q. What is man? A. Man is one of the most
favored products of the earth. In consequence of
his material conformation he possesses a stronger
dose of intelligence than any other animal.
Q. The materiality of the soul, then, involving its
negation, there is no future life? A. No; as the
soul no longer constitutes for us an independent and
imperishable individuality, there is no future life,
unless we continue to liv by our works.
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BAGDAD, KY.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose you $10-$5 for the Roundthe-World books, and balance credit to my paper
account.
RespPctfullY,
A. l\1. Doss.
SouTH BosTON, MAss., April 5, 1882.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $8--$5 for the
Round-the-World trip, and the balance apply on my
subscription.
Yours,
A. K. RICHMOND.
IDAHO CITY, April 4, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Better late than never, so inclosed
please finrl $5 for the Round-the-World trip.
Respectfully your.~,
ORIS CoNSTANCE.
LEBANON, PA., April 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, for whi<'h please send
the Round-the-World books to Henry B. Karch. He
desires to hav his name published in second volume.
Yours respectfully,
J. S.
GARDNER, ILL., April12. 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Incloser1 find $5 for which send the
Round-the-World books to Henry L"ach, this place.
Am in hopes of procuring a few more nnmes.
Respectfully,
C. K. SNYDER.
LOWELL, MAss., April 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is my "V," which, if it is too
late to send the editor off. or yet to bring him hack,
may still be in season to welcome him hnme. PlPase
send the books to my address.
DANA HILT.
Ro:m, N.Y., April 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is ten dollars-five for the
Round-the-World fund and the rest as ordered. Success to yon and the cause for which ynu are doing
such effectiv service.
Yours,
S. J. HoPPING.
ELGIN, ILL., April 13,1882.
1\fR. EDITOR: Still they come-that iR, the "V's."
Here are two of tnem for your hook of travels to be
>;ent to J. P. Corry and 0. E. Daniels, both of this
town. This mrtkes four I hav ordered. If I CHn do
more I will. Hoping yon and yours prosperity, I am
Yonrs fraternally,
J. W. ARCHIBALD.
[We return our thanks to friend Archibald for his
frienrlly lah0rs, an<1 trust. we may continue to merlt
his good offices.-ED. T. S.]
CENTRAL CITY, CoL., April 8, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I believe I am r ntting in an appParance at the eleventh hour. Endeavoring to pa.v my
honest debts and keep my heftd above water left me
penniless, but sink or swim, I am going to subscribe
for the captain's trip around this four-cornered ~lobe.
I hav circumnavil!at0d r.bis fla,t snrface (so caller! by
earlv Christian fathers) three times. I want l\fr. Bennett to explain to us western beathPn how he kept
going ea.3terly from N.•w York and at the same time,
traveling east on a fi.ar. surface, arriv.~d at his old
starting-plare, wbi ·h I trust he will saft'ly arrive at.
May he liv for years and he supported by all friends
and readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Their n:-tme is
legion. Inclosed is $5.
JoHN JoRDAN.
DELPHI, IND .. April 12, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: lnclosed you will find $10-$5 for the
books to belo Bro. Bennett home, $2.25 to hav them
bound in lea.ther, and $3 for my Bible, which exnires
on the 23d inst. I cannnt do without THE TRUTH
SEEKER for ten dollars a year. It poiut·s out so many
passages of scripture tlmt make tbe scales fall from
my eyes, which the preachers never read un the pulpit. Our city has about thrc·e thousand inhabitants,
and mixed up with a.ll kinds of so-called Christians.
Half of them will agree with you, but they say yon
must believe the Bible or you will go to hell, and
that is a place I never saw, nor any one else.
I feel s0 interested in his Round-the-World trip that
I can hardly wait. for the next number. He throws
more light and knowledg-e in the brains of mankind
th m all the holy books combined together. My best
wiRhes for his safe return.
Yours· truly,
JoHN G. KEssLER.
TUNNEL, IowA, April 8, 1882.
1\fR. EDITOR: I am <:dad to announce that I am
receiving THE TRUTH SEEKER now very regular, and
also some of tbe copies which were missed. And for
all the cleJavs ~mel lay-overs through the carelessness of defident pos; masu·rs, it s"'ews to withstand
the cufftJ aud buffs wonderfully. No doubt that if it.
had been the ChTistian Union, the Christiah Advocate, or one hundred of ']';;,[mage's serrnous that I
had subs~ribed for, tht."Y of court:Je would not require
for the county to be inserted upon the wrapper;
only the name in full of the person, or perhaps the
initials wonid b•." only necessary to carry it through
all safe. But. 1VIr. EdiLOr, you must not think thuswise of our bold 'r1mTH SEEKER, becausr; instead of
having stati•>neu generals and sympathizers all along
the route, it has just as many t.·nemies as the Christian Union, <llC. has fri.,nds and enemies. So be
careful that THE TRuTH SEEKER is securely wra,pped
with the wrapper so that the vision of the old,
owlish Christian eye shall be obstructed from seeing
the word Truth, as this is the part they absolutely

abhor and don't want that it should be seen, so that
whenever they find it they cast it aside or send it
astray. But this is the most which they can do; as
it is but for a short period they can hide the truth;
it must came o~t in defiance of their old night boolr,
and shine on the· bright, the beautiful, and the
grand works of nature. Inclosed please find $6-five
for Round-the-World, and other as described. Hoping
that our martyr and much respected D. M. Bennett
will be landed home with health and safety, loaded
down with facts and truths that will act like torpedoes that will blow up and cave in everything left
of superstitious orthodoxy,
Yours iii success,
RoBT. FLEMING.
GRAND IsLAND, April 2, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find one dollar, for which
send on your paper for another four months. I regret that circumstances prevent me sending more at
present, but I must hav THE TRUTH SEEKER, even if
I deny myself some other necessary. I would gladly
contribute my mite to the Round-the-World fund
were it in my power to do so. Not from any vain
desire to appear conspicuous, but I think it a duty
we all owe to our fellow-beings to help to raise
this Christian midnight darkness that now enVPlops
us. We are told ''Christ reprimanded the Jews for
loving darkness rather than lig-ht because their deeds
were evil." But in this, the nineteenth century, his
followers not only refuse to see the light themsel vs,
but deny others the right to u~e the intellectual
lamps nature has lit for them. They tell us " God
created us," but deny us the use of our brains, which
must hav originated from the 'same source our bodies
did, or will they argue " the devil gave us our
brains?" Now if the devil gave us our brains, how
can God hold us responsible for the right use of
those brains furnished us by the devil? On the
other hand, if God givs us our brains, what right has
puny man to dictate to us whether we may think or
not think'? w·hat are such men but arrogant knaves?
presumptuous intruders upon the rights of man ?
Who can believe God creates human being'! and then
engages the devil to stuff their heads full of errors
in order to giv priests a job to convert them again
to right thmking, and to allow the devil to get such
an advantage over him as to rak<-J in ninety-nine per
cent of the human family for purposes of agonizing
torture in a lake of burning brimstone? I don't
believe anything in human form (however wicked)
could delight in such horror or take pleasure in
seeing thousands of millions of tons of human bodies
melting eternally in one molten mass of burning
liquid. Oh, what ignorance, what superstitious nonsense! How brutalizin" and degrading to mankind
is <L cold, selfish, unfeeling, inhuman, hard-hearted,
i11consistent, erroneous, fiendish, hoggish, and bloodthirsty religion!
Everywhere that Christianity predominates, the
humble, industrious classes are made the serfs of
Christian gamblers and usurpers, who roll in luxury
upon the misery of their fellow-beings. Christianity
enslaves both body and mind, especially when applied
to the industrial classes. The useful citizen is always
the mudsill of the non-useful usurper in idleness,
and for one to hav too much brains is accounted to
him as a great crime. Yours for emancipation,
WALTER SIMONDS.
PRESTON, IowA., Apil 7, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I am aware that I am in arrears for
my paper since January 1st, but I hav been away
from home all winter, and been most of the time at
Mr. A. J. Brown's anrl Mr. A. D. Ferris's, at PipestO!)(:J City, Minn. Both are comins of mine, and both
take that champion of truth, THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Thon;.;b I was away from home I enjoyed perusing
its learned and pleasing pages nearly every week,
and we ali enioyecl very much the interesting letters
of our cha1:1pion of Freethought, Mr. D. M. Bennett.
Inclosed you will find three dollars for my paper
for the year 1882, >Yhich you are so justly entitled to.
Here is health, happiness, and a safe return to him.
Fraternally yours,
JoHN DuRANT.
TERRELL, TEx., April 4, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find three dollars to
pay my subscription for the present year. I would
willingly send five more for the books of travel, but
am poor like many other Freethinkers. There are
otl1er books published by Mr. Bennett which I would
like to hav, but will be compelled to wait till a more
convenient season.
There are a few here that hav opinions of their
own, but many more that let the clergy think for
them, This town contains about fifteen hundreu inhabitants, and supports nine churches. Oh-, that an
Ingen•oll, an Underwood, or a Bell would come over
into Macedonia and help us! There is a wide field
fur some good Freethought lecturer in this part of
Texas. I hav done what I could, and hav opened the
eyes of several to a sense of their condition of following false gods and of supporting nuisances called
clergymen. But I am only a mechanic, and reply
only when some Christian attacks me or makes some
lyiBg remarks in reference to one of our leading Infidels. This is a country where Christian laws are
very strict, but Christian morals very loose. Every
man here that is an evil-disposed or wicked person,
even if he is a· Christ believer, is called an Infidel,
and they cannot be brought to see it in any other

light. I hav taken your paper from the first number, and shall so continue as long as I am able to
pay for it. I read it and then send it out on a missionary tour, and in this way it is doing goo~l. I hav
lately had several calls for papers to read, Yet these
same persons are afraid to hav th_e paper come to
them through the post-office for fear of hurting their
business. Such is life !
JOHN C. MILLER,
MouNT FoREST, CANADA, April 9, 1882,
1\fR. EDITOR: Inclosed find seventy-five cents, for
which please send me "The Godly Women of the
Bible."
Accept my great esteem for you for tbe way you
used up that Barnesville "ladies' man." I could
not help exclaiming, " Well clone, Macdonald!"
I am sorry to hav to send you word of the death
of one .of your old subscribers, Mr. Joseph Pilcher,
He died in Winchester, Va., on the 2d inst., and was
brought up here and buried on the 6th. He has
been a subscriber for THE TRUTH SEEKER from near
its commencement and was one of the oldest Liberals in this part of the country. His end was peace.
He was between seventy and eighty years of age,
and was very fresh and activ until a few weeks ago,
when he rem.oved to Virginia for 1he good of his
health, bnt died there.
Yours,
WILLIAM LEWIS,
NANKIN, MrcH., March 16, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: This communication is inscribed by
way of encouragement to the many Spiritual and
Liberal organization now struggling for existence
without chart 0r compass to direct them. What has
been accomplished by the Spiritual and Liberal orgauization of Northern Michigan may be accomplished at other places by like commendable effort.
A few energetic spirits determined to hav a hall
where right principles might be promulgated without a possibility of infringing upon others' fancied
rights. Accordingly a meeting was called, and after
deliberation a building committee was appointed,
whose duty it was to solicit subscriptions and to take
charge of the whole matter. About two day's labor
collected subscriptions sufficient to warrant the committee that it would be safe to proceed. A site
was kindly donated by the president of the Association, Mr. H. W. Tuttle, whose premises lay adjacent
to the beautiful village of Newbury, Wayne county,
Mich., with its twenty residences, two variety stores,
Nankin post·office, and two churches. A site midway between the churches was determined upon, so
that the worshipers of the blind God might look
without theb: enshrined pulpits and behold a temple
erected to the universal brotherhood of man. In
their blind superstition prayer was offered to their
gods to interfere in their behalf, and it was publicly
proclaimed that should the work be attempted it
would never more than get the frame up, but they
counted without their host. One noble and energetic
member of the committee, 0. D. Chapman, kept the
ball rolling, and without any regard to their sneers,
prayers, or gods the work progressed. The committee
had taken the precaution to solicit work on the structure from quite a number of those who reside within
a radius of three or four miles of the site chosen.
All being in readiness, on the first day of December last the first blow was struck. One carpenter
was employed to oversee the work, when men with
teams and tools came pouring in, and any day might
be heard from ten to twenty hands belting away with
vigor and determination sublime. In three days the
timber and lumber were on the ground, and by the
ready hands of our workmen everything was in readiness for the raising on the fourth day. The young
people preaent on this day were encouraged to lend
a helping hand by the promis that in four weeks the
hall would be in readiness for a New Year's sociable
and dance. On Friday evening preceding the first
of January the last blow was struck, complete outside and in, with with wall papered, stove in position, and a beautiful six-lighted chandelier, with
patent burners, hung in thA center hall, seated mostly
with chairs suffic-ient t.o accommodate between three
and four hundred. About eighty were present on this
occasion to enjoy the festivities, and all went merry
as a marriage bell. At the close of the sociable it was
announced by the secretary that in two weeks (January 13th) two dedicatory addresses would be delivered, to cone! ude with a social dance in the evPning.
On the Sunday preceding the lectures the choir met
at the hall to practice. Friday came, and with it as
intelligent and attentiv an audience as ever graced
any hall.
1\frs. L. A. Pearsoli, of Disco, Mich., delivered the
opening address, which was replete with practical
suggestions for the a.dvancement of our race, followed by J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw, Mich., in an
able address on the "Dethronement of the Gods and
the Enthronement of Mankind." The reputation of
the speaker is too extensivly known to require further comments, and the length of this report precludes the possibility of a synopsis of the lectures.
The building committee presented their report at
this meeting, which was accepted, and the associa·
tion formally took possession and assumed the in·
debtedness, but before the close of the exercises of
the day every dollar was pledged or paid.
Those delighted with the terpsichorean art tarried
for the evening's entertainment, and fifty numbers
were sold, and all were highly pleased.
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At the close of this entertainment it was announced
by the secretary that on the following Sunday J. H.
Burnham would speak at 11 A. M., and deliver a scientific lecture in the t:lvening- of the same day. Also
in two weeks a meeting would be held in this hall
to celebrate the anniversary of the birth of Thomas
Paine, the oration to be delivered by Mr. E. A. Chapman, of Lowell, Mich., and a poem read by Mrs.
Chapman, of the same place, to conclude with a social hop in the evening. We hav been thus explicit
in setting forth our plan and mode of procedure,
hoping that some of our sister organizations, many
of which hav better surroundings, might be inclined
to go and do likewise. Those who had only vituperation to heap upon our efforts, looking for the interposition of their gods, now pass by on the other side
with visages elongated ami are fast. sinking away
into bulldog sullenness, hoping, no doubt, to discover some misstep whereby they may pnnnce upon
and devour us. But now in the most friendly manner we extend the right hand of fellowship, and wish
them to come and join with us, and we will do what
we can to free their minds from that ignorance and
superstition of past ages which is ·now tyrannizing
over them. For plans and specifications, write 1o 0.
D. Chapman, secretary of the Association, who will
cheerfully answer all inquiries.
Yours truly,
EMMETT SMITH.
BISBEE, A. T., March 28, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: There is a poor show for Christianity
here. We are about all Liberals. I think I can get
some more subscribers soon •. I havn't made the acquaintance of everybody yet, but am making good
progress. Mr. Evans, a new subscriber, whose name
and money I send you, would request you to advertise for a brother for him, Beojarnin Evans, a nativ
'of Burrington, near Ludlow,> Shropshire, England.
When last heard from was in Detroit, Mich. Any
information will be received with thanks.
There are no church bells tolling here on Sunday.
The miners work Sundays as well as every other
day. Bisbee has about five hundred inhabitants. It
is situated in the Mull Mountains, healthy, and with
good water.
Hoping Mr. Bennett will return safe and sound, I
remain
Your friend and well-wisher,
GEoRGE LooKESBY.
BAGGS, WYOMING, April 1; 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you wili find $10 to pay for
extra binding on my books-balance to go to Mr. J.
Hacker, of Berlin, New Jersey, for his personal use.
I saw a friend had proposecl throug·h THE TRUTH
SEEKER for friends to come forward and help the old
gentleman. I surpose others hav sent in response
before. Mine, I hope, will help him as though
sooner sent. I hav the promise of two or three
subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER I hope to get soon.
.I would be lost without our dear old Investigator
and TRUTH SEEKER. I am very much attached to
both papers.
Sincerely,
GEORGE BAGGS.
OMAHA, NEB., April 5, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: The following conversation really occurred betweea your correspondent and a gentleman
who has the reputation of being- a wise, intelligent,
and very learned man:
Q. Who made God? A. God always was and ::,iways
will be.
Q. I don't believe it; who and what is God? A.
An omnipotent spirit, who can never die, and never
had. birth.
Q. Who gave him his omnipotence? A . No one; he
always was omnipotent.
Q. How do you know he can never die and never
had birth? A. Because the Bible tells us so.
Q. But supposing the Bible is false? A. But it is not
false.
Q. Well, but suppose it is false? A. Oh, but you
can't suppose the truth to be false.
Q. How do you know it is the truth? A. Because I
know.
Q. Who told you? Did God himself? A. No, he did
not.
Q. Then you don't know; you only think so? A.
Yes, I do know it's the truth.
Q. Will yon believe me if I convince you you are
wrong? A. No, I won't; you can't stuff any Ingersoll
trash rlown my throat.
Q, Do you believe in a hell? A. Yes.
Q. Where bad people will burn forever and ever.
A. Yes.
Q. Could you put a son of yours into a roaring furnace of fire to burn forever and ever, and know that
his tortures would never cease, even if he were the
most heartless, hardened villain that ever lived? A.
Well, no; but that is different.
Q. Oh, you could not be bad enough to do that,
and yet your God, who is so good, can and does do it
every day without feeling a bit of remorse for his
horrible crimes.· Quite an exemplary God you hav,
really I A. Sir, you astound me with such sacrilegious
talk! Good-day; I won't listen to your profane questions anv longer. You will die some day, and then
you will find out there is a God, and a hell also.
Look out you don't go there.
"I hope I do meet him," I muttered; ''if he's as 'you
r~present him to be I'll hav the pleasure of giving
hun a good thrashing."
J OS, LACHAPELLE.

Speaking of Ingersoll's reply to Judge Black, I bor.
DuRAND, ILL., April 6, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: At our last Liberal Leallue meeting rowed the work from a steward in the Methodist
the inclosed letter was received from Solomon Fisher, church. He said the Chri8tian .Acl?.:ooate published
who you wili at once perceive is an old veterau. The Black's side, but rlidn't giv Ingersoll's, so he was de.
League voted it be sent you for publication, as your terrnined to see the other. I here inclose one dollar,
paper has the largest circulation among tLem of any for which please send books as per order. Lest I
weary you, I will dr·sist.
W. J. BEENE.
Freethought journal.
I send you the original copy, and you cen exercise
BosToN, April 10, 1882.
your own judgment on publishing it e~tire or not.
l\IR. EDITOR: I received the Round-the-World book
Yours truly,
A. S. BLAKE, Sec.
in good condition, and I am very much pleased with
"RooK GROVE, ILL., March 30, 1882.
It occurred to me, h0wever, that
"A. S. BLAKE, Dear Sir: Please receive my heartfelt the same.
thanks for the cordial invitation of the Durand and seventeen cents' worth of stamps for mailing one
DA.vis Liberal League, and yourself, for inviting me book must be a great expense to you where you
to your meetings. Gladly would I meet you, as I hav to mail so many; there!ore please accept fifty
know by experience that skeptics and unbelievers cents' worth of stamps inclosed. Yours truly,
J. SOHUH.
are always intelligent and whole-souled felluws. But
my useful days are spent. I hav reached my three
LowELL, MioH., April 12, 1882.
score and ten, and am fully played out physically.
MR. EDITOR: Please correct as follows in THE TRUTH
It is seldom I leave the hnuse. In fine summer days
I sometimes venture out to our village (Rock Grove) SEEKER:
In H. L. Green's notice of Miss Juliette Bowen's
in order to get a whack at the preachers and leaders
feat of climbing the church steeple and hurrahing
of Christianity, but as I hav followed that kind of
for Ingersoll he should hav stated that people desirbusiness in a private way all my lile, they are so shy
they won't say as much as devil, hell, or blood, in ing her photo should address her instead of me, inclosmy hearing. I am told that they in a guarded way ing twenty-five cents. Her address is Lowell, Mich.
E. A. CHAPMAN.
let drive at me when they get behind their 'coward's
castles,' but are very careful to not make it personal
SHELBURNE FALLS, MASS., Feb. 10, 1882.
or direct. Poor fellows! they know they are on the
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $4, which giv me
down grade of an inclined plain, where not even a credit for. I suppose Bro. Bennett is in that land
bush offers its service to giv them a momentary where Christ was born and worked at the carpenter's
check.
trade; turned the grindstone for Joseph, and lived
"Well, we old fellows hav had a hard time of it to some thirty years and then was crucified between
get the ball rolling, It was pitch darkness at first, two thieves by a little handful of Jews. I hope Mr.
but light at last bl·gan to gleam. Fifty years ago it Bennett arrives horne safe.
S. N. MAxAM.
seemed a mere cow-path in a dense forest, but now
it's a railroad of the first quality. I hope the young
The Statute Against Blasphemy.
and middle-aged will keep the ball moving with conT.
B.
WAKEMAN, EsQ., Dea1· Si1·: I desire to call your atstantly accelerating speed, till every vestige of supertention
to
sections 255,256, 257, aud258 oftbe Penal Code which
stition is banished from this otherwise beautiful goes into effect
May 1st, next.
world.
Fraternally yours,
SOLOMON FISHER."
ThepresPnt statute provides: " Every person who shall profanely curse or swear shall," etc. (7 ed. R. S., vol. 3, p. 1973.)
TusTIN, MrcH., April 7, 1882.
I hav drawn an act and sPnt it to our SPn!Ltor, Judge Nelson,
MR. EDITOR: Will you please giv the readers of ycmr who is chairman of the Judiciary Committee, to repeal these
paper a short sketch on how nunneries are conducted? sections of the Penal Code.
Judge Nelson has promised me to introduce the bill.
How are nuns supported, etc.? I will be pleased to
I inclose my reasons, which I hav also sent to Albany.
correspond with Liberals that contemplate sec•king
If you or any other members of the bar are disposed to take
homes in Northern Michigan. Here we hav a very any activ measures to accomplish the repenl of these sections,
healthy climate, a new country, hence land is cheap, I should be plettsed to co-operate with you.
though the government land is all taken here in'
Very truly,
J. L. WILLIAMs.
this county. I am not a land-dealer, nor in any way Poughkeepsie. N. Y., April 10, 1882.
Sections 255, 25fi, 257, and 258 of chapter !, title x, In.ws of 1881,
connected with any monopoly for the sale of land, but chapter
676, known as the Penal Code, should be repealed.
wish to aid those what I can in seeking homes in a
REASONS.
new country. Inclosed please find fifty cents to pay T.-There are more than a million citizcn30f thiR state who do not
for THE TRUTH SEEKER three months to C. l\1. Lathrop. recognize Jesus Christ as a God or as a divine personage, and mnnv
who neither recOflllize or hav any distinct idee. >LS to Who or
He has long since escaped from the clutch of super- more
what the Holy Gbost is.
,
JI.-As
to these citizen!=t it ·wonld be nRnnjnRtto name in the stat.nte,
stition. Although he is poor in purse he is rich in with others,
Confncin~. 1\fohammed, Dnddhn, or o.uy dt•ad 1•eforn1er
honor, manhood, and scientific knowledge, respected or philosopher as the snt;ject of ·• blasphemy," as Jesus Christ or the
Holy Ghost.
by all who know him.
SIMON B. RooT.
IH -·The repeal of. these sections will not interfere with tbepower
of courts to punish for cnn'empt as now provided by law .
IV
-The sections which shonlcl be repealed do not. protect persons
READING, PA., April 9, 1882.
in th~ir religou• OPinions or practices, but on the contrary they nn·
MR. EDITOR: The first volume of "A Truth Seeker dertake
to establish and set up, contrary to t!Je theory of our secul11r
government, as gods and di vme personages, beings believed to be
Around the World" came duly to hand in g-ood con- imaginiLry
by millions of our most intelligent citizens.
dition. I am very much pleased with it, and think V.-Divine personages, whatever number there may be, require
no
proteotion
finite men.
it is the best book of travels for fact, truth, and re- VL-There isfrom
no public sentiment by which enactments againmt
liability that ever carne out for such a price. I thank blasphemy can be enforced.
friend Bennett and all that gave a helping hand to
produce it.
H. W. HoLLENBUSH.
Book Notice.
THE OccuLT WoRLD. By A. P. Sinnett. Colby & Rich.
TowN CREEK, ALA., April 4, 1882.
Price $1. For sale at this office.
1\:I:R. EDITOR: In your issue ot 1\fa~:ch 25th I notice
Mr. Sinnett's volume is highly interesting, and it
a subscriber asks the question where certain scripture could be found, viz., where a man should slay tells enough about the occult philosophy to make
his brother, the son of his mother, his wife, etc., in one wish to know a great deal more. While taking
case they marie a proposition to serve any other g-ods. care to explain that occultism must not be conYeu stated that it could be found in N urn bero xiii, founded with Spiritualism, he does not by any
6. I was reading Ingersoll's reply to Judge Illfick to means disdain the "revelations" accompli!!hed by
one of my orthodox neighbors, and came to the place the latter. He believes in the existence of a set of
where he made reference to that same scripture. My men known as "The Brothers," in India and Thibet,
Christian friend denied there being any such script- who enjoy the miraculous results of the labors of
ure, so I referred to your paper and then to the their ancestors during thousands of years and who
thirteenth chapter of Numbers, but failed to find it. bav a greater and more wondrous control over the
[It was a typographical error, corrected in the is- laws of nature than is exhibited by the proudest insue following the one in which it appeared.-ED.] ventions to be found in Europe and America. He
I confess that I was stumped, though I didn't let my believes that letters, roses, and jewels and other
neighbor discover it. I knew I had read the sr>ripture ponderable matter may be instantaneously transmyself, so I decided that it must be in Deuteronomy, mitted through space by being disintegrated at the
and sure enough, thirteenth chapter, and sixth verse. beginning of the pass-age and integrated again as they
My friend who denied the existence of the above- reach the end. He does not claim that he ever saw
named scripture is a son of one of the ablest Baptist this done or that he ever had any demonstration of
preachers in northern Alabama. He is clerk in a its having been done; but, having perfect faith in
Baptist church, and is said to be well versed in script- Mme. Blavatsky, and Mme. Blavatsky having
ure, also a good historian, and in additirm to all that assured him that such was the caBe with letters of
he is a justice of the peace.
his that he had placed in her keeping, he regards this
I noticed in January last a paragraph in Pomeroy's as evidence quite unquestionable.
Great West speaking in complimentary terms of THE
Such books as Mr. Sinnett's will be read with
TRUTH SEEKER, and stating also that D. l\i. Bennett about the same degree of interest as that with which
was then in the Holy Land, and that an intere3ting
one peruses a clever novel. Few sane people will
letter could be read from him every week by subscribhav any belief in the truth of his remarkable stateing for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Consequently I subscribed.
I had read Marvin's travels through that mythic ments, and the fact that the "Brothers" keep secret
country, and I wanted to read Bennett's. I am well the mysterious knowledge, the spread of which would
pleased. I confess I used to giv myself a great deal benefit mankind, will always encourage a prejudice
of trouble about the mystery of godliness. It was against them. It will be high time for them and
something I never could understand. Your paper is their proselytes to sn€er at the achievements of the
the first Infidel writing that I ever saw. It givs me foremost men of science in Europe and America,
more pleasure and good solid comfort than any paper when they hav accomplished one.hundredth part of
I can read. I irnagin that I hav experienced some as the good of these noble pioneers who publish their
good religious emotions since I hav been reading THE discoveries to the world. Still "The Occult World"
TRUTH SEEKER as a great many Christians seemingly is entertaining reading, and not the less so because
of Mr. Sinnett's eager credulity.-Tele,qram.
do at church.
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erously patronize the Liberal press. Tho to think. You stop taking food and you die.
young son, Ma3ter Werner, is a model lad, The brain produces no more thought, and you
brought up as a Liheral lad should go, un- cease to exist as a person. There is no perIn memory of Mrs. L. 1\f. NicholPon, of Vin- biased by Sunday-schools of fashions, ruddy, sonal life after death, and· you Spiritualists are
ilnnes, Ind., who lived, worked, ·and died in the bright-eyed, polite, helpful-a lad from whom deluded."
iberal Faith.
the Liberal world may yet hear.
" Friend White, you do state it sharply apd'
We know not what the fruit may be;
I hav dwelt thus long upon the characterist- I agree with you in the premises. Let us see
The future hidt'ls itself a way,
ics of these friends of Freetnought, because it if you may not agree with me in drawin~ a
And our short life is but the seed
seems so desirable that health, harmony, and diff~rent conclusion. I hav lately been readmg
Whose bloom is in some ampler day;
independence should combine in every Liberal the discoveries of Prof. Michael Faraday, the
The present is not all we hav,
home to make it suggestiv of a "heaven on eminent English chemist, and they hav imIts barren soil contains a gem
earth " sometime and somewhere. There are pressed me much. He agrees ~th you . that
Wnseen, whose luster yet will shine
numbers of Infidels in Burlington, whose names thought is the product of an orgarusm, that Is, of
Upon the soul's far diadem.
deserve honorable mention. Theo. Guelich, a brain made of matter; but the brain he speaks
Ah, thou hast labored in the dark,
a German Freethinker, and prominent citizen, of he says is inside the brain you mean. He
And few the reapers by thy side;
assured the League of his warm interest in the says that matter too refined for you and me
The golden harvest was not seen.
work, by a substantial token; Wm. Ellery, to see can be held in an organized form proMen fed on husks in blinded pride;
Seth Eggleston, Max Stempel, Mr. Meader, C. vided the form can first be builded inside the
Thou saw'st the glory far away,
Winzer, and many others gave activ and finan- physical body we see. To illustrate: a boy is
And dreamed and toiled as fortune blest,
cial support. Though they number but six- born. That boy is an organism, beginning on
Yet the wide world went roll!ng by,
teen charter members, they look hopefully to earth. 'He continues to old age here. By food,
Seeking, yet knowing not the best.
the future, and it is iiafe to say that the Bur- exercise, etc., be builds up a refined body (made
Was it a failure, life, to thee,
lington League is not dead.
of the refined matter which comes from his
Because thy work is yet uncrowned 1
Closing my lectures at Burlington in Febru- food, drink, etc.,) inside the body we see, and
Because there seems no end to this
ary,
I·
passed
through
Chicago
on
my
way
to
when he has made this inside refined material
But thy pale form within the ground?
Durand, Ill. l' remained in the city one Sun- body complete he withdraws it from the coarser
Shall we with hopeless tear" bedew
day,
and
attended
rhe
meeting
of
tue
Chicago
one which we bury, while he livs on, thinking
The sod that covers thy true brAast'
League, which one year before (after the mem- wit.h his refined brain just as he thought with
Shall we believe that ended here
orable struggle at that Congress, when libPrty it before death."
Is all the grandeur of thy quest I
W&s again on t'ial for her life) 1 had organized
" Do you mean to say that Faraday states
From the dark bosom of the tlood
under &nything but auspicious circumstances. that the boy thinks with his inner brain while
The lily blooms with heart of fire,
There had been forty charter members, but in the earth body?"
So ever and forever still
when I entered the pleasant hall where the
l<'rom bight to bight will worth aspire;
"Yes. He thinks with the in~ide brain, and
League now holds its meetings, every seat and uses the outside one to convey his thoughts in
It cannot die, through darksome hours,
all the standing room was occupied, and I was language to people.
It on ward glows to fervent bloom,
So you see Faraday
From chambers of the night it leaps
told that the League numbers over one hundred agrees with you that thought is the product of
And the long hidden fires illume.
m•·mbers, and that every lecture is attended the brain."
by eager and .enthusiastic listeners. Mr. W.
Our work is not the test of life,
" Yes, I see your point. He refers to the
F. Peck wag the speaker of that evening, and inside brain , and I refer to the outside brain
So far as outwardly expressed;
his subject " Evolution ; " and as he compared the one the doctors analyze after death."
The measure is the thought within,
the Christian story of creation with the facts of
The glowing purpose of the breast.
" Yes, that is it, and I cannot see how you
evolution, and as eloquence, sarcasm, and wit can put af'ide his position, as you must admit
Through that we touch the <>ndless life,
Of all the stars and all the years,
drove home the points with telling Pffect, the· that the universe contains an immense amount
And from the bosom of the grave
audience burst into hearty and prolonged ap- of matter which is invisible."
The harvest of our life appears.
plause, and I came tv the conclusion that, if
" I admit that, for oxygen and hydrogen
that League was dead, it certainly produced gases are invisible, yet they are matter."
No failure 1 the fruition sweet,
very lively spiritual manifestations.
Was 1n thy life and in thy task;
''Yes, and there may be much other matter
There was a glory none can speak,
'l'he criticisms which followed the lecture in- more refined than these gases. A.s all atoms
Which death shall evermore unmask;
dicated that if the members did not belong to are indPstructible and are capable of. entering
The crown was with thee, though unseen,
the Philosophical Society, their democratic in- into combinations with each other they may
In faithful service, day by day;
tellects were capable of polished and vigorous combine to form an organism too refined to be
The seed is planted, and from hence,
expression.
visible to us and support it indefinitly."
Thy rose shall tlower to perfect ray.
I hav no doubt that the zeal and activity of
"Well, this is a new view of immortality. If
the Chicago League this year is la.rgely due to organisms can be continued in the invisible state
the masterly exposition of League principles of matter then thought may be produced after
The Fear of Poverty.
made by our honored president, T. B. Wake- death. I must see these books."
BY R. D. CHAPMAN.
man, in the closing congressional address. Few
"You can get them of D. M. Bennett, 141
It's the fea.r of poverty that haunts us through who listened to it could hav failed to he ani- Eighth street, New York, for thirty cent~. Send
life,
mated by the noble spirit of him whose "intel- for the Faraday pamphlets, Nos. 1, 2, 3."
Not demons from hell, as the priesthoOd say;
lectual aristocracy" manifests itself not in de"I shall do so at once. You hav opened a
For man against man crPates all the strife,
nunciation of aud opposition to the rights of new world of thought to me."
To keep poverty's curse, not devils, away.
the people, but in magnificent defense of them,
It's the fear of poverty that worries the strong,
in the Jace of most shameful misrepresentation
Till life's manly vigor begins to:> decay,
and abuse.
THR~E PAMPHLETS
Endeavoring to grasp what to others belongs,
Leaving Chica.go, I hastened on to Durand,
By John E. Burton.
To drive poverty-that savage-away.
where I was to giv a course of lectures for the
1.-'I'he
Golden
!'lean iu 'I'empel'ltnee
It's the fear of poverty that withholds us from purpose of organizing a League. The weather and lteligion; or, Common Sense In Eating, Drinkseemed gotten up especially to prevent the ing, and LlvJng.
sharing
Our scan' y lot with a fellow-man,
Freethinkers of the country from attending the II.-The Inspiration of Bibles.
For this beast at us forever is staling,
meeting, nevertheless they came from long dis- Ill.-The Birth a~Death oC Religions.
Though plenty and peace may be in the land.
tances, "nd though the first meeting \Vas not
Either of the above pamphlets sent to any address on
. lt's the fear of poverty that makes some men large, yet the audience kept on increasing until receipt
of 10 cents, or the three !or 25 cents .
the court-house, in which the lectures were given,
rave
Address D. M. BENNJ!:TT,
141 Elgbtb aL., New York.
In the death-reeking walls of the maniac's cell, was filled with earnest and approving listeners.
Whilst others seek rest in a suicide's grave,
The neighboring town of Davis sent out a dele- - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - !
1
And bid the fierce be tst an eternal farewell.
gation, at last inviting me to "isit and spe~:~k for
them, which I did on three consecutiv evenings.
It's the fear of poverty that makes some revive
From the shock of the death of relation or I was told, while there, that ~:fr. Underwood
spoke in that town some twelve years a::o to
friend,
For now 'tis vouchsafed for them all to survive,
brge anrl interested audiences.
Btlt the
As he willed them in dying a yearly stipend.
churches hav kept right on, and the FreethinkBy the celebrated sculptor
ers, being unorganized, hav been ratlrer inMust poverty's fear continue forever,
activ, a few only engaged in a sort of guerrilla
A terror to cowards, a foe to the bold,
CLARK MILLS.
warfare.
Making life but a long unavailing endeavor,
Disa}Jpointiug the youthful and cursing the old?
Taking in the situation at Durand and Davis, From a fine bronze now in the possession of Col. Inger.
I laid before them the necessity for organiza- soli. The original was taken by Roudln, of Paris, when
was eigllfy-three years old.
tion, and in response to my invitation that they Voltaire
Finely ftnlslled In imitation bronze (cabinet size),
Lecture Notes.
unite upon the League platform, twenty-nine
Price,
$1.50.
Circumstances hav transpired to bring me names were signed, and a League charter at
again to the "city of sin," which 1 h!l.v f~und once procured.
Address
D. III. BENNETT,
occasion to pass through a number of times
There are many activ, earnest, and intelli141 Stb street, New York
this winter, on my way to the different fields of gent Freethinkers in that vicinity. John Steres,
labor wherein 1 hav been engaged. On the 0. F. Hoyt and wife, Andrew Blake, 0. H.
BLISS'S
first of January I reached Burlington, Iowa, and J;wobs, A.. B. Bates, Sophia Bates, E. R.
began work there, announcement of which was Evans, and David Campbell, of Dnrand; Thos.
made at, the time in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Hayes, Elijah Clark, and Samuel Davis, of paSix Sunday evening lectures resulted in the vis, and m!l.ny others df'lserve especial mentwn.
organization of a League, which, well officered,
They propose to read Man, 'l'HE 'l'RUTH A wonderful and mysterious little Instrument that comprop,Jses to keep alive the interest awakened in SEEKER, and Investigator ; to ma.ke effort to bines electrlclty and anlm~l magnetism In assisting Spirit
to communicate through it with mortals. It
Liberalism, and to co-operate, as best it[may, hav others read them j to hav Liberal festi- lntelllgence
has been in the mar.J:t.et a little over two years, and during
time thousands of skeptical persons, yes, downright
with the National Liberal League. If, at the vals, and, as often as they can afford to do so, that
:Matertallsts, ha.v been convinced that thls Planchette has
close of the year, it does not hav money to employ some Liberal lectt1rer not afflicted been MOVED BY A POWER Independent o! tllemaelvs
enough in its treaury to engage B. F. Under- with that moral.mildew called the '· concensus wblle their bands bav been placed passlvly upon it.
woou to giv a course of lectures under its of the competent;" to bury their departed ac- WHAT BLISS'S ELECiilf£i:.Mt8_NETIC PLANCHETTE
auspices, it hopes at_ least t? increase the circu- cording to Liberal principles (as per example of It will answer either mental or spoken questions; ·gtv
from departed friends ; ,tell correctly
lation of such g~numlv Liberal papers as the our Elgin League), and in every way, and by communications
past present and future events; warn persons of coming
Investigator, '!'HE TR.UTH SE~KER, Liberty, every means demonstrate that, while many dinger;
teus'you who are your friends and enemies; develop writing and other phases of medlumsblp; w11! write
and Man, and possiblv to organize a Liberal " pure" and " proper " Infidels may report the tor
Materialists (if they possess tile least medlum!s•lc
reading-room. Its treasurer! Cornelia Boeck- dissolution of the National League auxiliaries, power) as readlly •s.lt will for medJ.ums ot believers in
lin whose guest I was durmg my stay, has, and load the members with reproach, that - 8 ~~if~a~i~~~;;c8ource of amusement, as well as instrucwith her husband, Werner Boecklin, for many League, like others, is not dead. More live tion, in the family during long winter evenings, and a de·
sirable companion at the summer resort. It is not only
years devoted extra time, money, and ene~gy to Liberal items anon.
tbe best, but it Is tile cheapest Plancllett• In the market.
the propagandism of Infidelity. Their elegant
Yours for the defense of truth aud liberty, SKEPTICS, TRY IT, and you will never be sorry, for
you cannot faU to be con vi need that death does not end
home, filled with flowers, books, music, and
MRs. H. 8. LAKE.
all; but, on the contrary, spirits survive the death of the
body and can communicate with mortals.
plenty. of cheer, has been the cente· from
Permanent address, 164 South Ashland avewhich has radiated, continually, an influence nue, Chicago, Ill.
THE ADVANTAGES CLAIMED OVER OTHER
making for liberty, not only iu religion, but in
PLANCHETTES,
industry and the social life. Both Mr. and Mrs.
First. A paste-board top In place of oiled, stained, or
Boecklin are ardent labor reformers, whose How a Spiritualist Vanquished a
vaJ~~~~~~ ;-f~ed.mlnlature batteries upon the top of each
money and influence is devoted to the rightMaterialist.
Planchette, upon which the fingers reat.
Third Each Plancbette Is separately magnetized and
eous cause of the people. Their Liberalism is of
a'signed a band or developing spirits.
THE ENE~IY'S GUNS TURNED ON RIM.
a very practical kind, as shown by the fact
Price, Fifty Cents Each.
that you find on their table, a! way~, the Inves"Friend Storey, the Materialists hav the
Bent post-paid, securely packed In a neat box to any
tigator, TrrE TRUTH SEEKER, Physiologist, true scientific view of death. Here it is, boiled part
of tile lfnlted States upon receipt of price. For sale
Liberty, Man, Chicago Express, Infidel Pulpit, down, and you ought to see it. Thought is the at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office
and any nuinber of newspapers. Our Infidel product of the brain. You take food, which,
A WEEK. f12 a. day at home elloSIIJ made. Coatlf
friends elsewhere would do well to 'thus gen. paslling through the blood, givs the brain power $72 OMillt free. Addre&l TlllTIIi IG Oo., Aq111t11, Ma!Ae.
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·r

A. Holyoa.kc. 5 ceuts.

Philosophy of Secularism. c. Watts. 5cts.
Has ]!Ian It Soul 'l Cllarics Brad laugh. 5 cents.
Is There It God? Charles BraJ!ough. 5 cents.
Labor's Prayer. Charles llradlaugh. 5 cents.

Poverty; Its Cause and Cure. M. G. H. 10 cents.
Science and Bible ,\.utagonistte. c. Watts.

5 cents.

Christian Sehmne 'of Retlenlption. Charles
Watts. 5 cents.
J,ogie of neath ; or, Why Should tbe Atheist Fear
t.o Diet G. J, Holyoab:c. lU cent•Poverty; Its EITects on the Pol! tical Condition of the

People. Charles nru.dla.ugh. 5 cents.
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J,udierons Aspects of Christianity. A. Hol-

yoakc. lU cents.

Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugll. 5cents.
"',vho '\Vas Jesus C!Rn•.lst? Charles Bradlaugh. ·cents.
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WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY
Bennett-Mal; Discussion.
BETWEEN

-_-

DEITY ANAYLZEll

D.lU. BENNETT and G. D. M&IR.

AND

(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

The rnuest Discussion yet Published,
&'fving the Dogmas and Claims or
Christianity a thorough Ex•
amination pro and con.

sy~t.f~bg?~elr fo~~~l~Y~~ ~~~~l~~t:~fto~l~h~h~~~~tlan

I. Chrlstlan\'!:y Is neither new nor orlglna~, being borrowed or copied from much older systems of religion.

THE BOSTON INVESTIGATOR .

JUST OUT.

~~~~~M.{~~~·In(cth~~~f:n~yn~~a~ ~~~U:,~{~ti'ia~"f:::'~~~

Price, $1.50.

tu~/;!~r.Ft~~l;~~yg:an:,t~fl:~:~~~~:~e:~~ ~~~n~~~ ~
reJ~~'h~ ~~~;;!g:'1esus am~ his mission In the world1s un·

A.ddress D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth street
New York, N.Y.

historical; It IG not corroborated by contemporaneous his-

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.

A series of letters written during a ten~~~;· s~~e:."~~ t~~~~~~'l.n,M~~~~n~~fri,~re~~~g1e ~l
weeks visit in Europe ..
1
1

!~~e"7:~cfl~~tse~o~1,:."J.~~~i~f[~\i~ }~~~~:~J ::i~~~;

BY D. M. BENNETT.
in nature known to be true.
5. The doctrlns and claims of Christianity hav been a 850 pages. Price, $1.50.
curse instead of a blessing to mankir..d in ma~y resfJects.

~·~~~. ~~~~llo~';!!f:?~n"J 6Y.igJi~e~~s ~~'hnasa [~.~~:~X
~~~<;;:;tg~· :~8esr~;~~g:1:~~ia~~~~~d'rtn~~o~r;::r~~g

supft'?rts the obnoxious ':{.stems of klngcraft and priest·

~~~s~ti:E\~1dlfsg:!:X:tfon :~~~t~~Fp~:~rer:~

f=. o~~p~

Is published every Wednesdgy ·at the
.Rtine Memorial Building,
Boston, Mass.,

His Life and Works in France
and Abroad.
(England, Holland, Belgium, Prnssla, Switzerland), with
unpublished letters of VoltalrQ and Mme.
Du Chatelet.

BY BEN.JAMIN GASTINEAU.

The Devil's Defense.

in and reported to hav been crucified and to hav died on
the ·cross many hundreds of years before the same was

topThe teachings of Jesus are defectlv In morals, lnte111gence, and scientific information, and, so far as they are of

' VOLTAIRE IN .EllLE:

By JOSIAH P. MENDUM.

~~oJ~'lni':.~~fvA~~~~.a::fr'"~nf t~~~'::,m~;':,l8~r\~~~
b\te':-'~~~"ft~J~':lfo~~ ~~~u~e~~~,J'~~. vl.'"a~nb~~tg:ii·ev<.!'{ BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO, A. M.
~:~f~~~fr~~~'k~~~'iid t~ ~~1J~ousand years before

The oldest reform journal in the
United States,

CENTENARYOFVOLTAI:RE.

Edited by HORACE SEAVER.

Translated with the author's approval by Messrs. F. V
.
geU and Edmond Dubourg.
Tiils work Is an epitome of the life of the great Inildel,

~~~~~r~~~soen~ahn°dc;:f~~~~~~d ~g;:~~~:~J>:lc.;gtfif~e,bft

~~ l~~\f~"a;;"d'rt~an!fa1"e"3 ~~:t~~n:fthB~fJ•~m.~:f~;";:
1

~~ft~\ r:~d :gu;~g1s ~~P~~uff E~~l~~~~ail~n:d~~~4;~~~~

Prussia, a.na Switzerland; his relations with Jean Jacques
The Investtgator Is devoted to the Liberal cause In rellg· Rousseau, Frederick the Great, Catherine II., and Pope
ion; or in other warda, to universal mental Uberty. Inde- Benedict XIV.; what he did at Ferney, how he Improved
pendent in all its discussions, discarding superstitious the town. built a churcll, fought the J esults. and defended
theories of what never can -be known, it devotes its columns to things of this world alone, and leaves the next, if ~~~ti~~t~: t~~u~~&~~~s r~~~~~dtg~~rrse~f~~~~Yi· e!~sdgf
the~e be one, to those who ha.v entered its unknown exile. and ends with chapters on his work. his p\'Jiosophlshores. Believing that It Is the duty of mortals to work cal system, his enemies, and some bithe1to unpubltshed
for the Interests of this world, It confines Itself to the letters.
things of this life entirely. It has arrived at the age of
Many volumes hav been written upon Voltaire, but none
fifty-one years, and asks for a support from those who are of its size contains so much information as this. From it
idea can be obtained of the hnmen!e infi.uence he
~~~~t~~,~~~:~cre~~~t~~~gd ~o~~triY~~fiyr~~~~1t!\.n~~~~~: a clear
1
please send your subscription for atx months or one year, :iJ ~g~ ~~~nc~~~~ge~~det~er1g~~hri~~s ~~~i~~ogii~~~~
out of the orthodox paths of thought.
r:~~a~~t:~~ :~t;:~!~11a~~ w;~~ t~e ~~ii~~~ !1t~~K~~o; to stepPRIUE,PAPER,
75 cents; CLOTH, ,1.00.
longer.
Sm5S
Address D. 111. Bennett, 141 8th st., New York.

INGERSOLL
JESUS.

week In your own town. Terms and ~5 ontfit tree
$66 a Address
H. HALLET & Co., Portland, :Maine.

A.ND

CHRONIC DISEASES,

Tlte Old Faith and tlte New.
A Confession.

BY DAVID FRIEDEIUCH STRAUSS.

Embracing those ot the blood and Nerves, the Dloeases of
Ment the Diseases of Women, and the various causes
pnyslcal and social, leadln'ito them axe~~ treated b

0
proof of this the le.tders and bright stars of the Christian
§~N~~:;,arl l,OOo ~r;;:.~tciJ
church ha.v been among the worst tyrants and oppressors i~~ ~'tef~it
Price, 10 cents.
Ulustratlons, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 l.exlngton ave.,
of human liberty the world has known.
SEND TO
6. The Bible and Christianity hav oppressed woman and New York, to whom all letters from the sick should be ad.
dressed.
In
its
issue
for
Jan.
19,
1878,
Mr.
Bennett's
TRUTH
hav deprived her of the rlghta to which by nature she Is
SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical publica.
ju~~f~~~~],'j~· and Christianity are unprogresslv In their tiona: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and Inti.
nature; they are founded upon the doctrln and authority
FOR THEM.
Send for a circular price list or sen(1 ur bids. I guaranot llod himself, and are therefore Incapable of progress ~~~~ at't~~~:"i. i:l::ta~ll 0\h~~:·1~~~~tt~~~~1~1e~~~
motlvs, whose life has been spent In Instructing and lm. tee to send my Liberal friends their printing prepaid as
and improvement.
The Darwlns. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 centll
cheap as It can be got at home.
1
0
The
Clergyman's
Victims. Price, 25 cents. John's Way,
· ci!.."~,~ed:,~~~:a'~h~\'"~:~ ~~~%t~ of~~lf:~~ w~fcJ'~~~ ~~lfc~c~£:~o~-~i\:'b~~ ~hl~~'b~u:Or~g~t~.nn\'gr~
15 cents. Stu~lng the Blole, 75 cents.
S~eclmen
happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.
kind are capable of receiving.
~p~~~- o~~~~esshysio!ogis~.1~.c~~i£NK'ii~~Ps g adly rePrice,
U.lio.
IiA~~~~~.t~~3~t~Fg~~t~~t~~~~f~t"~.t~~8s ~dtg~~i~
40tf
Snowville, Pnlaakl Co, Va.
Address
D. M. BENNETT.
of families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing test!
many to the great benefit they hav derived from the . hys
·Just Published in Tract Form.
141 Eighth st., New York.
!ologlca)! hygienic, and moral lessons which he has so abl
5
to
$20
per day at home. Samples worth i5 free,
Your Moral Code Is a valuable collection of practlca $
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Maine.
lmJ'ua:;~~r• of PLAIN HOME TALK are at llbert to precepts, suitable for general use, bectt.use inspired by
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, Fru. wisdom, goodness. truth. and the logic of common sense
Price of the new Popular Edition, by mall, postaEe pre- tending to improve men here, and save them from mean
paid only f,1.50. Contents table free. AGENTS W AN1' ness, injustice., and crime.-.R. C. Trowbridge, Tully, N. Y
ll:U
MTTRRAY HILL l"IT1lLTSHTNG i10MPANV
Comprising discourses of advanced thought by
I hav just read with a great dea] of pleasure your re.
129 East 28th st .• New York.
marks at Hornellsville.-R. Sayres, Hannibal, Mo.
0. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER
To my mind It contains the !>est code of morals extant.
two ot America's clea'l"e.st thinkers.

t 6'fi':M1>t.

ELMIN .A

Reuben Dailey's Printing Office.

Reuben Dailev's Moral Code,

THE RADICAL PULPIT.
By

CONSULT!-..

THIS WORLD.

o. H. Frothingham:
of Christ:fft; ~~~a g[ ff,';;l.Higher

The New Son~:
mas.
The Departed Years,
Life a• a Test of Creed.

tg: i';:'tt;,";i~~S~~~heman.
The Langnage of the Old
Testament.

Sentiments.
The American Lady.
Tllb Consolations of Rationalism,

By Felix Adler:
The Ethics of the Social
Question,
Emancipation.
Lecture at the Second Anniversary of the Society
for Ethical Culture.

Our Leaders.
HavWe Still a Religion
Conscience.
Price, In cloth, '1.

FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.
Popul~tion
BY

A treatis on the
CHARLES

Question.

HRADLAVGH
AND

ANNIE

BESANT.
For sale at this oJllce.

Price. 25 cents.

-c. Close, Grattan, Mich.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY

By George Chainey.
(Roxbury), Boston, Mass.
7erms $2.00 pa· annum.
1hU! World Is divided Into three parts.
PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George
Chalney.
PART n.-A continued story af ~ Liberal and Radlca
character.
PART III.-A short story devoted to the education ot
our children In Liberal sentiments and principles.
51

Fort ave.

Send for a Hample copy.

THf SHAKfR [ff AND fAR
BALSAM
Is proving to hundreds the most e:flicacious remedy fa
all deleterious affections. Falling sight, dullness of hear.
ing, or •• roaring" of the ears, at! well as overstrained and
weak eyes, are Immediately Improved by Its use. Infiam.
matlons and all ophthalmic dllllculties regulated.
SO cents per box.
Address
G. A. LOMAS,
ltf
Shakers. N. V.

REPLIES TO THE

"Christian Guardian" and" Chris·
tian Advocate."
This pamphlet was considered necessary because the
paper attacKinfc Mr. Pringle refn&ed to publish his reply
0

1

~~\~st a~st':~tb~i~~u~:.s a~M fhi~~oiJt~~i i~fnsa~~~i~~

attack and reply. It Is valuable, as It presents the strong.
est Christian evidence for the existence of God with t,h•

co&~~t;'0 age'!.g.~e~J'~~~~.".;~".,~~Ion.

.l.n ably-wtltteri and handsome:f,-bound pamphlet of
Prlee, 15 cents. A gre~s ,. .,. .• 1\T ... -~

· ·1Ql"Q:6 Pl\116S.

eat, 111"1

W

THE PEOPLE'S READER.
A sketch of man's physica-l, political, mental, and
social development in past, present, and future..
By GEO. C. S'l'IEBELING, l!I.D.
Price 25 cents. For sale at this olllce.

'VANTED

DR. YORK'S

LIVER AND KIDNEY PILLS,

OR,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
ga'g': p~bg~~~~o~ ~!, ;~: :E!~t{;i~'go~ai~~~~hrongh or·
Two papers given In the Interest of Splrltno.l science
by the dictation of the late PROF. M. FARADAY, ot
England. Price 10 centa Sold at this oJllce.

A Sure Cure for a2l Diseases of the Liver and
Kidneys.
The Champions of the Church ;
Ptwely Vegetable, and do nbt contain MeriYUry
Their Crimes Rod Persecutions.
Calomel, or aTII!J other poisorwus substance.
g~~~r.E~~~\:r~h:~~~f~r.:::~r;~~~~~~~~~~.1l~~~~~

Price, ~5 cents per box.
JAil,a!:O~I~~~~[.0B~~~~~:· Mass.

lJnsolicited •restimonials,
KEWANEE, !LL , }i'eb. 20, 1882.

Send me some more of Dr. York's Pi1ls. I used one bux
With great benefit.
MRS. C. C. NORTH.
F .ARl\IINGTON, Mwu, Feb. 15, 1882.
My wife thinks that Dr. York's Liver and Kidney Pills
hav done her a great deal of good. Send me sam~ more
of them.
.
.l\.. B. ;::;nuTH.
FORT SF.NECA, 0., Feb. 10, 1882
A friend of mine desires me to J·equest you to send him
three boxes of Dr. York's Liver and Kidney Pills. I tbmk
the pills ..re ag•·and thing.
WM. MoNTGOMimY.
LEVERETT, MASS . Jan. 28,.188~
I received safely the pUla you sent me. 111ey ~~ v ~ood
satisfaction. I will endeavor to introduce tllew to my
friends, as I think them a valuable article.
A. AI>A.MS.
CLINTON, N.Y., l~'eb. 21,1882.
To-day I had another call for a box uf Dr. Yutk'• Liver
and Kidney Pills. The boy and his mother llav u•e<l one
box with good ettect. Please send meM~~~t.ll_t~jtH~~.~~·

etc.

B~ D. M. Bennett. 8vo,1,119 pages. Cloth, $S; leather
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

PRICE 1EN CENTS.
Sold by D.lll. Bennett,141 Eighth st., New York.

THE PYRAMID OF GIZEH.
The Relation of Ancient Egyptian Civilization to the Hebrew Narrativs
in Genesis and E~odus, and
the Eelativ Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered.
By V A.N BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
Price, 25 cente,

ECCE DIABOLUS,

in which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
ANALYSIS fj RELIGIOUS BELIEF. is shown to be devil-worship, with some observations upon the horrible and cruel ordi·
An examination of the creeds, rites, and sacred writin~
nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offerings.

$4;

~~g:.eIfu~~~1i, t!lc~~~~~fe:-~b~~~?;;n"r 'Mo;):e l~tt.:' ~~

the London edition. 745 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $S; reather, $4
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

ESSAYS and LECTURES.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Embracing, Influence of Christianity on Civilization;
chrtstlanltyand M•terlallsm; WhatLiberollsm Offers In
P'ace of Chrlstl&nlty; Scientific Materla!lsm; Woman;
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Standr,otnt; Paine, the

~NN~~ ~~\'nf.:'~1~1~~s,~g~~et;~;~n~r,::~:~n~n8r~~~l~~~

of Christianity; the Authorl>.y of the Bible; Freethought

J~~'!:.r..tti>~~~~~·do ~~t!~e~r~.~~~-

Treating upon the god! of the Semitic nations, Including
Allsh, Jehovah, Satan. the Holy Ghost, the VIrgin Mo.ry,
PHU..ADELl'HlA,PA., Ja.n.lS, 188"!,
"' I received Dr. York's Pills, a.nd am happy to aa.y they hav and the Bible. ·1·o tne latter 2SO pages are devoted, shOW·
done me much good. !gave a few to my friends, and they !8~t~d?oo:::v t~?'k~ neg,~:,rto;J~n;t~~:~r
like them so well that I am ob!!ged to send for some more,
coven, cento111 Glotll, 11. , .
IIOBER'I! .1!', GILl!OtrR, 2S19 Leamy a~.
~

eo

By the VERY REV.EVANDAVIES,LL,D.,
Arch-Druid of Great Brlteln.

PRICE

Price. 25 cents.

REDUCED.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible.
Price reduced to 15 cents, from 25 cents.
Afeertectlyrellable,accurate pamphht of 72 pages. Comf~i~agfe ~~~~!r~~h~~!;~t i~~rs~~~oa~d~~1;s~~~~~Id be on

or tmhappy, aro
,TION~

EXTERNAL APPLIC

h'bch Is tho Voctor'e latest and greatest med

. dlacovery U&
~rplalnt tn ~11to
.rf some of thellD '
''1 In tho lna&r4l

which he ho.a ao fu.t' preteribed tor thta baneful
lltngel! without a failure to cur11 fn a single cnsf
In a terribty:'_lhattered condltlon-had
1

~~~ (or Rupture), PUea. &n.Cl ot.het prlva.te dt&eaaea quiU.l";

Middle·Aged and Old Men •.

'There are manf at. the a~e of thl~ to •lxth!ho are tronbltld
0
0
a

~:g~t ::::~r~g ~~b~~~~~o~:;a~tl~~d=d w:~~~~~';?!f\i~
ret~rid:r; d:;~~la~~t;;~~~~~~:.t~re~dr!~t. ~~ :::u~~~

small part1cle1 of albumen! will appear, or tho color wtll be of 8
thin or milk ish hue 1 aga n changing to a dark and to..rpld l'ppr·nr·
ane-e,. which plainly euow& that the Iemen paaaesnli with tho urine.
!there are m~ny men \Vl1o die of tbls dffficulty, Ignorant of the
eauMJ~ Dr. Fc!lows' External Rem&dywttl brfngabout a per(eot
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[ll'rom tltt HOUI.d lltld Hr1mt., N. Y.J
Among the successful Jlhyslclans who hav departed
!rom the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
Dr. Fellows, of VIneland, N. J. His principles are true,
nl SYStem based npon sclentllctact."
[From tltt (No.) Iilb<f'al,
The reputation ot Dr. Fellows Is sn11lclent to warmn
any one ·in reposing cont!dence In hlo skill and ability
'l'hese In need of his aid should not tall to consult him at
onee. Procraat1natlon Ia the thief rt time, and ottan coato1
thA lffA l"lf q, hnmll" hfl1na.'"
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Exclnslv Territory and Liberal Com•
Dlission.

VINELAND, N.J.
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By S. BARING-GOULD.
Price, $1.50.
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The H~~ondbook con talna chapten on Hygiene
for all e(:suona~ Common Sense on Common

Ute, Hygienic Curative Mcae.urel, How to
A-rold Undt~alrabla Children, Knacks Worth
Knowing, Hln ts on Batblng, on 1-iurfllng tho
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. Al?RIL 522!1 18852.'
VOLIJl'tiE I. NO\V READY.

tJidds and l[nds.
WHo noble ends by nobler means attains,
Or failing, smiles in exile or in chains.
Like good Aurelius, let him reign, or bleed
Like Sucrate~, that man is blest indeed.- Pope.

I AM not. without hopes. 0 judges, that it is a
favorable circumstance for me that I am condemned to die, for one of these two things must
necessarily happen, either that death will deprive
me entirely of all sense, or else that by dying I
shall go from hence into some other place; wherefore, if all sense is utterly extinguished, ~tnd if
death is like that sleep which is sometimes so undisturbed as to be even without the vision of
dreams-in that case, 0 ye good gods I what gain is
it to die I or what length of days can be imagined
which would be prefer" ble to such a night 1 And
1f the constant coursA of future time is to resemble
that night, who is happier that I am. But if on the
other hand, etc., etc.-Socrates's Speech after Con-

d,mnation.
THERE is peril in the habit of doing good; I do
not mean merely in the case of hypocrisy; but I
hav noticed that when a man feels that he is serving his fellow-men, he sometimes takes great liberties in the process. It was of this style of Philanthrophists that old Count Gurowski spoke when
he cautioned a yo;mg lady of my acquaintance,
above all things, against marrying one of that
class. "1\Iarry thief!" he said, "marry murderer! but marry philanth,ope-never!"-T. W.

Higginson.
IF Christians would teach Infidels to be just to
Christianity, they should themselves be just to
Infielity. ·It can do truth no service to blink the
fact, known to all who hav the most ordinary acquaintance with literary history, that a large portion of the noblest and most valuable moral teaching has been the work, not only of men who did
not knov, but of men who knew and rejected the
Christian faith.-Hill's Liberty.
M. A. ANTONINUS compares the wise and human
soul to a spring of pure, sweet water, which,
though the passer-by may curse it, continues to
offer him a draught to assuage his thirst; and,
even if be cast into it mire and filth, hastens toreject it, and fiows on pure and undisturbed. This
recall• the equally beantifnllmage in the oriental
scripture of the sandal-tree, which, in the moment
when it falls before the woodman's stroke, givs
its fragrance to the ax which smites It With death.
-Samuel Longf-llow.

Price $2.00

THE POET AND THE REPORTER -A STORY OF THE
SANCTUM.
"Would it be too much trouble for one of yon
gentle.,., en to tell me where I can find the litPrary
editor 1" ~aid a nice young m11n, as he entered the
editorial ronms.
"No trouble at all to tel! you where he is," replied the trotting-horse reporter; " the main ditlicnlty would be in your getting there to interview
him. The literary editor is at pre•ent breasting
the sun-kissed billows of the limpid waves-at
least that's where be said he was going. He is a
yachter."
"A what?" asked the young man at the door.
"A yachter-sails around in a boat, and talks
abont shivering his timbers, and belaying his tarry
toplights, and all such things as that. Always refers to his overcoat pocket as a 'mizzen hatch.'
The literary editor would make llfarryat and
ll!ayne Reid think they were born in Iowa, and had
never been nearer the sea than Keokuk."
" What is it you call him!" again as)l:ed the man
at the door.
"A. yachter.''"
"Yon probably mean a yachtman," suggested
the visito".
"Probably I do," was the reply, ia a somewhat
disappointed tone of voice. "A man can't make a
peep around here but what some duck picks him
up on the pronunciation of a word."
"I wish to see the literary editor in regard to a
poem which I would like to see in next week's paper," sa\d the young man.
"Did you write this poem yourself !" asked the
horse reporter.

A TRUTH SEEKER
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On b1·ge. he:'wv paper.
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Poetic, Patriotic, Pathetic,

Illustrated with forty cuts, and wltb a steel plate engravIng of the author.

Ingersoll's. response to the toast, "The Volunteer
Soldier."

BY D. l'ti.BENNETr,
Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, author of "A Truth Seeker
in Europe,"" Gada and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times,'' '•The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers," "Champions of
the Church/' etc., etc.
THREE VOLUMES FOR $5.00.

The Most Instrnction t·or the Least
Money ot' any Book ot T•·avels
yet Written,
In 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an International Congress at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was sent
a.a a delegate. He took the occasion to make the tour of
Europe, and his observations were embodied in "A Truth
Seeker lu Europe " (price, $1.50). The letters were also
published in THE

TRUTH

The first volume describe• Scotland, Ireland, England,
Including also an account of the Freethinkers' International Congress at London, In 1881, Holland, tbe Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey, Smyrna,
Ephesus, RhodeE, Cyprus, Beyrout, Ba.a.lbec, to Damascus.
There bav been mahy books or travel printed but none
like this. IT IS 'l'HE ONLY ONE OP ITS KIND.
Mr. Bennett bas a shrewd habit of seeing everything
going on, and In his book be has faithfully chronicled the
habits and customs of the <)i1Ierent peoples of the many
places he visited. Tb< every. day life of all nations Is laid
before the reader by one who has vMted them and beheld them with his own eyes. We feel sure this work Is
greatly superior to any account of a journey around the
world we now hav.
ALL THE VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
Which adds greatly to the Interest of the work, and with
the close description wlll present Old-World places In a
very famfllar light.
The volumes se.parately wlll be $2. Those sending $5
now wl!l get the first volume by return mall and the other
two as soon as issued, which will be in a few months, or
just as soon as they can be got readY. Those sending the
$5 will bay their names In the dedication of the second
volume.
Vol. I. mailed on l'eceipt of $2.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th st., New York.
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Extract tram a Speech at the Soldier's Reunion.

A Tribute to Ebon C Ingerson.
Our Religion: Help t'or tbe Ltv.
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Parentage

AND THE

SANITARY AND PHYSIOLOG·
ICAL LAWS.
FOR THE

Prodnction ot' Children ot' Finer Health
and Greater Ability.
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
"The virtues of men and women as well as their vices
may descend to their children."
"There Is nothing Utopian In hoping for the time to
come when men and women will consult a wise sanitarian
before entering fnto the marriage relation."
The Southern Clinic, a journq,l of medicin and surgery,
says: " We took up this book with prejudice, but soon
saw the author was a physcian, and a good one too; a

t~~ti~~~f~~~~!~r., :~ i~Ja~~~tz i!~~~i'vf::r~ua~b~a~~

tltul, sweet-tempered ]>eople would be the result of the
observance ef its principles."
The Home Joornal, Boston, says:" We earnestlf. commend It to all. Its Influence can be only beneficia . The
author has a thorough mastery of his subjeet.

th~

Grave or little Harry Miller.

Price, 2li cent8 each,
Address

SEEKER, and the readers were so

TION OF THE VOLUMES.

"I don't think that's much of a subject," said the
authority on overhead checks. "Atlantn is only a
second-class town, anyhow. Why didn't you wind
np your muse for a few stanzas about Chicago,
_or De·,dwood, or some place where t. ings are
lively?"
" I rather think yon misapprehend me," said the
poet. "llfy little effort does not rel11te to Atlanta,
Ga., hut to a person in classical history."
"Oh, you mean Atalanta, do you, instead of At_
lanta !" replied the hor>e reporter. "How thought_
T bas been often remarked that• there is a great le•s of me to make such a mistake. I suppose you
dHieTence between theologic and scientific contro- know all about Attie, and th& big steeple-chase she
versy. Theologians are proverbially vituperativ was in?"
"Well, said the poet, in a hesitating manner
[remember the writer is himself a distinguished
clergyman of no mean church], because it is a "of course I am familiar with the classics, but
question of veracit.y; the truth of their views, has never come under my observation that Atatheir moral perceptions, their intellectual acumen. lanta was ever the heroin of any sueh episode as
There exists no test but argument on which they the one to whi••h yon allude."
"Didn't know she was on the turf, and won the
can fall back. lf argument fails, all fails. But the
·
man of science stands calmly on tbe facts of the liveliest race ever run in Arcadia?"
"No, sir, I did not," replied the poet.
universe. He is based upon reality. All the oppo"Then yon are not so sweetly ily as I took you to
sition and controversy in the world cannot alter
facts, nor prevent the facts from being manifested be," said the horse reporter," and I will giv you a
at last. He can be calm, because he is a witness few pointers on Grecian·history, and sweep away
for the truth.-Fnd. W. Robert1on.
with the dimpled band of knowledge the cobwebs
T,HE initiation of all wise and noble things comes, of ignorance that obscure the horizon of your powand must come, from individuals; generally, at erful mind. Atalanta was the daughter of Iasos,
first, from some individual. '£he honor and glory a high-rolling Old Greek. When be wished her to
of the average man is that he is capable of follow- marry she consented on conditwn that her su;tor
ing that iuiti>ttion.; that he can respond internally should run a race with her-a kind of weight. forto wise ancl noble things, and be Jed to them with age handicap. One fellow :finally beat her. His
name was 1\Ieilanion, and be was a regular masher.
his eyesopen.-J1!ill's Liberty.
Venus just went loony abont him, and bad given
THE desire for a life that will not cease is no him three apples from the garden of Hespeiides
more evidence that we .shall hav it than the desire So when l\Ieilanion started in the race with Ata:
'for boundless wealth is evidence that we shall lanta he just whooped himself until he reached the
posse•s that. The wish for a continuance of thie quarter pole, and then he dropped one of the aplife beyond the grave is no more evidence of its ples. Atalanta stopped to look at the beautiful
ultimate realization than the Indian's desire for fruit, aud 1\Ieilanion got a long lead. He played
his bow and arrow, his dog, his pony, and his this game at the half and three-quarter mile poles,
scalping-knife, after death, is evidence that he will and then scooted down the home-stretch at hia best
haY them then.-B. F. Underwood.
lick. Atalanta gave him a good race, but he finally
N all leading nations of the world the Christian beat her half a length in 2:24 I-4, and then she
married him,. That's a correct summary of tbe
is to-day in the majority; he is on the popular
race, sonny, and von can bet on it," and the horse
side; the sword is in his hand; wealth and earthly
reporter smiled affably.
opportunity are with him; respectability and
"No doubt you are right," said the poet, " and I
fashion giv hiu1 their inrlor"em.,nt. lL is not the
man who confesses l!iwself a Cnristian, but the must •ay that I am surp1'1Sed at the knowledge disman who confes"es tb,tt he is an Infidel to Chris- played by one whose hair is so short. Do you
think it will be possible to print my poem?"
tian belief, who is likely to-day to lose position
"I guess likely," was the reply. "Just read it to
and honor , and to fall under the social ban, and
us till we see how it goes."
bas to bear tbe cross of popular odium for his
The poet fished a piece of paper from his pocket,
confession. Even the mobs are Christian tn-day,
and read as follows:
and in tlleir frenzied profanity swear by the name
There's a bit of broken blue in th" sky,
of the holy Nazarene.-N. G. Potter.
A web of gray o'er tbe purple lake;
A gleam of silver along tbe strand
OUR current hypothesis about 1\Iobammed, that
Where the long waves break.
he was a scheming impostor, a falsehOod incarA dove swoops down from the upper airnate, tbat his religion is a mere mass of quackery
Sroowy pmions and scarlet feet;
and fatuity ,begins to be really now;untenableto any
There's a breath of spring in the orchard aisles,
Balmy an•l sweet.
one. Tl!e lie" which well-meaning zeal has heaped
This is Atalanta, that comes this way,
upon this man are disgraceful to ourselves only
Bare white ankle and ripe red mouth,
'Vben Pncoche inquired of Grotius where the
Blown on the budding April winds
proof was of that story of the pigeon, trained to
Up from the South.
pick peas from l\iohammed's ear, and pass for an
"Well," said the equine journalist," it would be
angel dictating to him, Grotius answered that
bard to throw a stone down the street and not hit
there was no proof.-GarlJJle.
a man who could write slush like that. Our nineTHE Tannese, when put to much inconvenience dollar-a-week bard could do it with one bad tied
by the dust falling from a certain volcano, " were behind him."
"I should like to see him try," said the poet.
in the habit of praying to their gods for a change
Turning to a young man who sat at a desk near
of wind." Certain other South Sea Islanders used
to pray to their gods to uvert the supposed calam- by, the horse reporter requested him to" imitatA
ity of a lunar eclips. "As the eclips passes off, that stuff." The young man wrote for a few minthey tbink it is all owing to their prayers," a mode utes, and submitted the following:
of reawning which presents an exact parallel to
There's a soggy crust on the custard pie1'he pie that our lliyrtle tried to make;
that employed by many Christians.- Viscount
A streak of yellow across the top
Amber ley.
Of the tough sponge-cake.
VOLTAIRE tells us "the l!ocinians atlirrn that the
A girl sweope up from the kitchen hotLarge red elbows tmd larger feet;
Christians passed three entire ages in forming by
She's the girl whose custard pies and cake
degrees tbe apotheosis of Jesus, and that they
People can eat.
only raised this astonishing edifice by the example
This is our l\Iyrtle that comes this wayof the pagans who had deified mortal;," and that
Sealskin jacl<et and cartwheel bat;
at the end of the sixteenth century there were
She is a daisy to put on style,
more than 300 species of Christianity," and all
Don't forget that.
these were, of course, born of legends, fables, and
"There," said the horse reporter, "now you
myths of the yirgin-born sons of God.-Etmina D. see--"
But tbe poet .was gone.-tlhicago 7TiQm&e,
/3lenker,

'

By Robert G. lnJ;{ersoll.

Aroun~ the Worl~.

well pleased with them that the proposition was made
that he make the journey around the world, and glv the
world the benefit of a Freethinker's observations. The
proposition WRS accepted If the ones de•lr!ng such a work
would advance five dollars each, the volumes to be d~di
cated to them. On July SO, 1881, Mr. Bennett began the
journey, sending letters back to be published. The work
"Yes, sir-" was the reply.
"I thought so," continued the admirer of Iro- will make
'
quois. " I thought there gleamed within your
THREE VOLUMES OF NEARLY 900 PAGES E.A.CH
starry eye that weird, haunting look that enables
Those
sending In five dollars before the completion of
us to drop on a poet the minute he shows up.
the work will hay their NAMES INSCRIBED IN THE DED~CA
What is your poem about?"

"Atalanta."
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D. M, BENNETT.
141 8th street.

THE

Christian Rel~ion.
BY
Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
Judge JEREMIAH S. BL&CK,
Prof. GEORGE P. FISHER.
The onlY Complete and Anthorbed
Edition.
This very remarkable series or papers appeared at Intervals In the North American Review. and awakened the
profoundest Interest with the press and public. Their
appearance In pamphlet rorm Is In response to lnnumer•
able reauests from all parts of the country.

Price,

liO cent&,

Orders should be given Immediately. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th street, N.Y.

Interrogatories to Jehovah.
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety f>f subjects.
BY D.M.BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

THE

Brainan~ the BiDlo;
OR,

TI-!E CONFLICT
BETWEEN

MENTAL SCIENCE AND THE·
OLOGY.
BY

EDGAR C. BEALL.
WITH A. PREFA.CE BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

"This book written by a brave and honest man, 1111lled
with brave and honest thoughts. The argumenta whloh
ezPo~~g~:~~76feafu~fs.Z:6:~r:z::uf~zrili;.~ls: "It contains It contains cannot be answered by all the theologlanlln
The Alpha, edited by Dr. Winslow, says: "We like the the world 1"-R. G. Ingersoll.
book thoroughly." And adds:" Send for it, fathers and
mothers, tor your own e;ood and for the sake of your
Price, $1.50.
children, who are to :till your places when you are called
up higher."
The Butralo ExprtJSs says: " Whoever buys this book Sold by D. M. BENNETT, 141 EIGHTH
w111 find It a paying Investment."
STREET, NEW YORK.
The Scientific American says: ''Books on this subject
are usually written by' cranks,' but tills is radically dll!erent; it is scientific, sober, clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly by the young."
Dr. Dio Lewis of Boston, writes: u I hav read all of
your wol'ks, and feel I must study this one. Your contributions to sanitary and sncl~l science bav all been Imbued with the opirit of sound conservatism and earnest
eonscientiousnesf:!, all too rare among reformers. Whoever gods over this book wl!l find himself on sacred
ground, It is the moat valuable of your many valuable
books."
THE
Prof. N. S. Townsend, of Ohio University, writes: "I
am greatly pleased with this work. I hav loaned It to
some of my puptls, who express delight with it. I hope
every thoughtful young man and woman will read it."
Price, $1.00. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
A narratlv, by
141 8th street, N.Y.
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than those with which they defend themselvs."
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regarded by competent authority as equal to the
finest in the market ; these are his own importation, ap.d are carefully bottl:ed for family
THE French Cremation Society now consists use." The Church Union evidently makes no
of 406 members. The receipts for the first year attempt to be consistent.
were 7,000 francs. The average cost of cremaTHE old Good Friday custom of flogging an
tion has been but three francs.
effigy of Judas Is<'ariot was, after a laps of
A. MAN who eloped with a Wisconsin wife left two years, duly celebrated in the London docks
a note for the husband, "I hav tooked your on April 7th by the crews of three Portuguese
·woman; but you ar welcum to my last week's and Maltese vessels. The effigy of the traitor,
·wages, which I didn't draw; and I hoap that hewn out of a block of timber, ·was carried by
chosen members of the crews round the quar:squares things." It:ought to.
terdeck and hanged from the yardarm, and
REMARK by the Rev. Dr. Hartzell, who is on each man <lhanted his vituperation as he lashed
:a Southern tour, on being told that the Metho· the figure with knotted ropes. The scourging
·dist church South was the original Methodist over, Judas was cut down, thro·wn upon the
Episcopal church : " I belong to the Methodist deck, spat upon, cursed, and kicked to the gal. Episcopal church of God, and if you want to ley fire, where he was burned into a charred
·call yours the Methodist Episcopal church South mass, and then hurled into the water, after
•of God, I have no objections."
· which the sailors went in procession to church.
Two Highlanders found themselvs unable to
'get into harbor in their boat, the waves driving
:it out to sea so persistently that Donald, after
·obstinately battling with the elements, cried out
'to Duncan in a dialect which we will not attempt
~fully to repr~sent, " Go doon on your knees,
!mon, and offer a bit prayer.'' But before Dun·cim was on his knees the boat's keel grated on
<the beach, whereupon Donald shouted, " Stop
•praylllg, we've come ashore by our own exer·tions, and I'll no' be beholden to anybody."

IN the early days of the reign of Louis XVI.,
it was the etiquet for any person passing by the
throne to bow almost to prostration, even though
it were vacant. Yet, only a few years afterward, that same throne was no more revered
than any other structure of wood and velvet.
Never again, in any country, will thrones possess the odor of sanctity. The most despotic of
Christian thrones is that of Russia, and one
corner of that rests on rebels, who anxiously
watch for the moment when they may topple it
over.
A. GERMAN comic paper, which ventured some
:fun about Prince Bismarck, has just had its circulation stopped for two years, at the end of
which time it will presumably either be dead,
or else furnish an extraordinary example of suspended animation; and meanwhile, that luckless editor who was put in jail three months for
libeling the same august functionary has been
sentenced to an extra week for taking in vain
th.t' name of Mr. Gambetta. The distinction
between three months for Bismarck and a week
for Gambetta is instructiv. But journalism in
Germany is prosecuted under difficulties.
IF the statements now made by the railroad
· ruen in. Florida are true, Bishop Payne will
probably not get the $10,000 which he wants in
· consideration of having been put off a train.
He elaims to hav been riding on a first-class
ticket, and to hav been put off of the train.
· The men on the road say that J.e was riding on
an excursion rate ticket with a party of persons
belonging to the African Methodist church, and
that he wanted to go into a different car from
the one which was assigned to them. He is
highly esteemed as bishop of the African Methodist church, but there is some reason to believe
that he has made a mistake in saying that he
was ejected from the car because he was a
colored man. Some of the railroad people insist that he left the train of his own accord.
THE (Jhurch Union says: "Never fancy that
a little alcohol can do no harm, though much
may; for the alcohol diffused through a gallon
of beer or cider is just as poisonous· as though
it were condensed into a bottle of whisky or a
ftask of brandy. Young men, as you love your
God, your eountry, your families, and yoarselvs be entreated neither to make nor sell, diffuse nor imbibe, any kind of alcoholic beverage.'' And on the next page, in a column editorial notice of a grocery : " Quite a reputation
has been gained for the excellent qualities of
hie teas and coffees, which are acknowledged to
be the best obtainable on the east side. The
same applies to his wine~ a.nd liquors, eomprisbai all tae fa"ferit »~~».~. His olaret wmes art
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that day. That is a proportion much larger
than would be found in our New York churches
on a single Sunday. It is doubtful if the
church attendance here number more than a
PARNELL has returned to Kilmainham jail.
fifth of the actual population of the city; and
ABOUT 20,000 emigrants landed at this port
perhaps i.he proportion is not as large as that.
The four hundred or more- churches of New last week.
THE pope is seriously ill,1 and his physicians
York provide sittings for about three hundred
thqusand people ; but about two-fifths of the urge a change of air.
seats in the Protestant houses of worship are
Rl.LPH WALDO EMERSON is suffering from
unoccupied on the average. The Catholic pneumonia at his home at Concord, Mass.
worshipers of New York are about equal to the
GEN. STEPHEN A.. B:URLBUT, United States
whole of those of the various denominations of minister to. Peru; died suddenly on the 21st of
Protestanism. A. complete and accurate census heart-disease.
very likely would show them to be more nuJAs. G. BLAINE, of Maine, is said to be sufmerous. The enumeration made in Boston
fering from gout, and is not likely to run for
showed that of the 124,909 people found in the
Congress agairi •
churches, as a whole, about fifty thousand were
in those of the Roman Catholic faith. A.nd yet .Two hundred Jewish families were ruined by
only a portion of the Catholic worshipers were a recent riot, lasting two days, at Balta, Rl!flsia 1
counted, for in only one or two instances were by the Christian peaFants.
Isn't this rather ungrateful to Judas ? What
tlie
attendants on early mass counted. A.t that
THE widow of Jesse James, the Mis!ouri ban•
would hav become of the atonement scheme
service, of course, the churches are crowded. dit, is writing a book in which she will tell what
without him ?
The Advertiser's conclusion is that the num- she knows about b,er husband,
ONE of the effects of the trial of the tedious b!lr of persons who entered the Roman Catholic
FATHER HEALEY, a Catholic priest of Law•
case of Mr. Hinman against Bishop Hare has churches for the purpose of worship that day
renee, Mass., has disapperred. It is rumored
been to show the loVj: condition of. religion among fell only a few thousand below the gross attendthat a woman disappeared with him.
the Indians of the Niobrara diocese. It apRears ance at all the other churches co!Dbined. A.nd
A.N imperial order has been promulgated in
that these people are willing to circulate any that is in Boston, the historical center of Puriscandals, no matter how baseless or unclean, tanism. Church-going has unquestionably de- Russia prohibiting military officers from mak•
and that they even take pleasure in so doing. clined among Protestants both here and there. ing political speeches or expressing ~n opinion
These are not the heathen and ungodly Indian~, A. large part of them are of a very uncertain on politics.
but those who hav made profession of religion. religous faith, and the younger generation are
THE ship sent in search of the survivors of
The fact that there is a good deal of the pharisee less disposed than their fathers to regard attend- the lost Jeannette was burned ir/. the lee last
in the spiritual make-up of some of these abor- ance upon church as a duty, or as a prG>fitable week. A. United Stales vessel has been ordered
igines is shown by the remark one of them made or an agreeable employment of time on Sunday. to the relief.
when giving his testimony. Being asked what Once, remaining away from church subjected
THE Mayor of Long Island City, N.Y., was
sort of a person a certain squaw was who had individuals and families to uncomfortable criti- arrested last week charged with misappropriattestified, he said: "She isn't a regular Christian cism in New England. They ·.vere regarded ing public funds. He promise~ to explain the
at all; she's only a Presbyterian." The pharisee with suspicion, and suffered in social reputation alleged deficit.
who said this belonged to the Episcopal house- in many ways. Now, however, even in little
A COMPANY has been formed for the purpose
hold of faith, which he considered the only New England towns, people stay away from
" regular " one. It is possible that the whole church regularly without attracting much com- of leasing the large building at present occupied
of this wearisome and disgmting case may hav ment by their conduct. The communities hav by the retiring A.. T. Stewart & Co., and turn•
to be tried over again, as Bishop Hare has ap- grown accustomed to such displays of indif- ing it into a mammoth" temple of amusement."
pealed from the verdict of the jury which gave ference to preaching and absence from church. The capital stock of the co)Ilpany is $1,500,000,
Brother Hinman $10,000, with which to make The greatest attendance among the Protest- which is alr~ady subscribid.
good his damaged reputation. It is a pity that ants of Boston was in the Congregationalist
THE Rev. Wm. Adams, of Louisville, Ky.,
such a trial cannot take place in the most rugged and Baptis~ churches, which contained about ha~ been asked to resign his charge. Some of
part of the mountainous wilds of Dakota rather 30,000 people, nearly equally divided between his congregation complained that his sermons
than among a civilized community.
the two. The Episcopalian's came next, with were pla.giarisms, and procured a stenographer
to take them down for purposes of comparison.
THERE is a certain cobbler in the village, over twelve thousand. This communion has
They were found to be copied, hence the request
who, although a worthy fellow, entertains un- grown rapidly in Boston, and throughout New
for his resignation.
England,
indeed,
of
late
years,
though
fororthodox opinions, and with whom the clerk is
CLEVELAND, Ohio, is suffering from a Sunday
therefore always at variance; and the latter merly it found there very stony ground. Now
temperance
fever, and all the saloon men must
the
most
popular
Protestant
preacher
of
Boston
givs me this curious account of his failing to
obtain from the son of Crispin our Easter dues : is an Episcopalian, the Rev. Phillips Brooks. close their doors or suffer arrest. The oppo•
"I am come for your Easter offering, Mr. The Methodist worshipers, white and colored, nents of the law are talking of reviving an
Last," observed the ecclesiastic official, looking were nearly as numerous as the Episcopalians. ancient labor statute, and proceed against newsover the half-door behind which the little cob- The Presbyterians had only 3,300; and the papers, street cars, hotels, and· all places doing
bler sits busily at work. "A.nd what i3 an Unitarians, whose churches were formerly the business on Sunday.
M. DESIRE CHARNAY, the explorer sent to
Easter offering, and why should I giv it?" in- most fashionable in Boston, where the doctrins
quired the ·skeptic. ''Well, never you mind of Channing took their deepest root, numbered Central America by the North American Reabout that; only giv it, that's all." "Won't less' than ten thousand ; were fewer than the view, reports the discovery or the city long
you stop and hav a bit of bacon with me, Mr. Episcopalians, by nearly three thou~and. A talked of by previous explorers in that region as
Clerk, for I am just going to hav my dinner?" great change has therefore come over Bo~ton the" Phantom City." It has long been a mat"No, thank yer; I want yer Easter offering." within this generation, so far as its religous pred- ter of conjecture whether or not such a city did
"Well, then, take a drop o' summat warm; ilections and observances are concerned. Ro- rea.lly exist in Central America, and M. CharI've got some ale yonder upon the hob." The man Catholicism has made an enormous ad- nay's discovery promises to set the matter at
clerk could not help looking wistful, but he re- vanee. Congregationalism has not gained pro- rest.
Mrss MrNA PowERs, of Palmyra, N. Y., an
plied stoutly, as before, that he only wanted the portionately with the growth of that city in
Easter offering. " A.t least you will take a population, but has fallen back. The Baptists invalid, was recently cured by·the efforts of her
pipe?" insisted the cobbler; "here is tobacco and Methodists hav perhaps become compara- fellow church-members, who, at her suggestion,
and a box of lucifers." The clerk absolutely tivly stronger, or at least hav held their own. prayed for her recovery. A.s she has been sick
shook his head. " Very well," observed the The, Unitarians hav declined, many of them for twenty years, the wonder is that she never
cobbler, with a chuckle. "I've tried ye with having passed on to Agnosticism, religious indif- thought of this mode of cure before. Perhaps
a meat-offering, with a drink-offering, and with ferentism, and utter Infidelity, and others hav- the wonderful effect of prayer in our late presa burnt-offering, and now ye will hav no other ing gone over into the Episcopal church. These ident's case suggested it to her for the first
sort of offering from me, I promis ye.'' And significant changes in ecclesiastical relations time.
and in religous sympathies and opinions are not
he kept his word.-J!Jnglish Rector.
THE funeral of Charles Darwin took place on
THE reporters of the Boston Advertiser took confined to Boston. They are taking plac~ Wednesday lMt. He was buried in W estminsa census of the church attendance of tha.t city throughout New England. The increase of the ter Abbey. Canon Liddon, of St. Paul's Caon a recent Sunday. They found a total of foreign-born population is rapidly building up thedral, London, said in his Sunday's sermon
the Roman Catholic communion. Congrega- that the dea.d scientist's teachings do.not con1~4,909 people in the two hundred and :ft.fty
churches. The population of Boston is now tionalism is losing vitality. Unitaria~ism is flict with the " fundamental truths of religion.''·
somewhere toward 400,000, it having been passing away as a distinctiv denomination. The canon seemed to lose sight of the fact that
362,535 in 1880.. Making allowances for the Episcopalianism is gaining. The Baptists and if Darwin's theory is true that mankind sprung
persons who may hav been eounted twice, the the Methodists are appealing to the more fervid from some animal of & lower order 1 he cannot be
enumeration having been made at the different religious feeling of the ordinary run of Prot- the descendant of Adam. This theory is the disservices, it is Bafe to estimate that abo11t one- estants in the communities. htfidelity is ram- puted point, and always must lie, between
sci9ll411 r.n.d tb.~elogj.
quart.r ef the people of :Be5~• wer, at oaurela pant.-.i1tn.
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of a philosophical spirit of much interest. One of the beautiful and the true, .so injuriously applied in the
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principal divinities of the temple is Hathor,the Aphro- interior of the temple, IS here added the!dea of good.
dite or Venus of the Greek and Roman system. In Dr. Inman clearly shows that the Sistrum is of
her principal character Hathor is the pupn of the phallic origin and was originally de~igned to repre·
Egypt.-Continued.
sun's eye, and thus the Egyptians made Hathor the sent the creative and generative power in nature
A few words should be said of what are called goddess of beauty, the seat of which they placed being a combination o_f both ~he. male and femal~
the crypts of the temples-narrow rooms full of pict- chiefly in the eyes. Then came her other titles, organs. The symbol Is met With thousands of times
ures and sculptures, and which are only accessible "the goddess of the lovely face," "the beautiful in the principal temples of Egypt.
through a small narrow opening through the solid goddess," "the goddess of Jove." At the same time
Manette-Bey thinks it is clear that the temple of
partition walls near the floor. Mariette-Bey thinks Hathor is represented as the personification of the Denderah presents a certain arrangement which no
it must have been the intention of the architect that general harmony of the world, which exists and doubt would never he displayed by a tem)Zle of
these crypts should be the secret hiding-places for endures only through the harmonious co-operation Pharaonic origin, and ~hat i_t is t_his ~hich betrays
the rich statues of the divinities in gold, silver, and of all its parts. Thus she is the divine mother who the influence of the times m which It was erected.
lapis-lazuli and in wood; also the rich sistra, jeweled causes all vegetation to germinate, and who makes Evidently the Platonic scbool11 .of thought then flour.
collars, and emblems of all kinds, only to be removed the corn to grow, who gives life to mortals, who car- ishing at Alexandria edended their influence as far
therefrom on fete days and occasions of great pro- ries fecundity and abundance into all parts of the as Denderah, and the entire decoration of the temple
cessions ...Numerous inscription!! and representations world, love being productive only in such measure is composed with a view to summin~ up syntheti.
cover the walls, many of which have hardly been as it is harmonious. Again, one of the characters cally, under the imagery of local divinities and their
deciphered. In these rooms the light of day·has not under which the inscriptions of the temple most fre- attributes, the three fundamental parts of that phientered for two thousand years, and here our can- quently represent Hathor is that which connects her losopby-the beautiful, the true, and the good.
The outer walls of the temple are as fully engraved
dles stirred up numerous bats which, annoyed at our with. every idea of youthfulness, of expansion, and
intrusion, flew about in a state of considerable dis- of resurrection'; this is exemplified even in the sub- and inscribed as the inner llortions. On the rear
turbance. I thought the temples of the old mythi- jects chosen for the decoration of the frieze, and of walls are two portraits of Cleopatra and her son
cal gods a very fit place, perhaps, for the bats and the sub-basement, when flowers in blossom, stems of Cresar, which, however, have been somewhat deowls of the present day. The gods of Egypt were plants crossing each other and intertwining scarab rei faced. There are also two other small temples near
probably as respectable as the gods of any country, alternating with the phrenix, shadow forth at every the large one just, described-one dedicated to Isis,
but these secret places make fit abodes for the foul step the eternal beauty of nature. It is even as a the other to Osiris. I think they are more ancient
birds which prefer darkness to light. The terraces symbol of these ideas of a constant renovation that than the main temple. They are also full of inscrip.
or upper rooms are also very interesting. The little Hathor is so frequently designated the goddess tions, but being short of time and in a hurry to retemple of twelve columns has been mentioned. Sothis (Sirius). Hathor thus becomes the star which turn to the boat we spent not much t.ime in them.
There are six other chambers, and these are divided determines and governs the periodical return of the
In another hour we had reached the river, had setinto two groups of three-one group on the north, year (the Egyptian year commencing on July 21st, tied with the donkey-boys, were on the way to our ·
the other on the south. The two groups togethc;r the day when Sothis and the sun appear simultane- steamer, and in a short time were again steaming
form a temple dedicated to-Orisis.
ously in the morning horizon), which announces the down the Nile, still charmed with the beautiful
According to the invariable tr:iditions, both of the rising of the river; she is the star whose appearance scenery and the majestic palms all along the river
monuments and of the classical writers, OsiriR was at tbe eastern horizon at the same moment as the banks. The steamer did .not land so we could visit
always regarded as the universal god of the Egyp- rising sun foretells the renewal of nature. Hathor, the temples-two in number-and the tombs of
tians. Egypt was divided into forty-two provinces then, like the Aphrodite and Venus of the Greeks Abydos, the allCient Thinis of Egypt, where, it i~
or nomes, and each of these forty-two nomes pos- and Romans, is something more than the goddess of held, the Egyptian monarchy was cradled. Here is
sessed. a local OsiriG, so that, correctly speaking, beauty; the H:1thor of the Egyptians is the type of a temple of Sethi and the temple of Rameses, also
Egypt recognized forty-two manifestations or modi- that univena1 harmony which is necessary to the the tomb of Osiris and the Necropolis. The sculpt.
fications of Osiris. The deity of the small temple in well-beii:lg and to the life of the world; what they uring on the first temple is said to be very fine. The
the second story is the Osiris of the nome of Den- desired to personify in her was tlie ideal of all that tombs belong principally to the sixth dynasty, 3700
derah, worshiped under the name of Osiris-An.
is beautiful.
n.c.; to the twelfth dynasty, 3000 B c ; and to the
The small temple wa~> divided into north and south
Perhaps if the temple at Denderah were of Pha- t.hirteenth dynasty, 2800B c.-all from 1,000 to 1,800
groups on account of the local deities of the same raonic origin, and consequently free from all Grecian years before the time of Abraham, and while the
name, which the Osiris of Denderah admitted by his influence, the inscriptions would carry us no farther. sons of Noah were still living. If such a people
side as secondary divinities. On the northern side But from the arrangements of certain pictures, inva- lived at that time in Egypt, able to build such tombs
were the Osiris of the northern nornes, while the riably placed opposite each entrance door, and where and such temples while Shem and his brothers were
Osiris of the southern provinceA had access to the the king himself is represented as offering to the still living, it is wholly improbable that the Egypsouthern chambers. This may explain the object of divinity a statue of truth, Hathor is evidently in- tians, who had then been thousands of years in exist.
the c0nstruction. Osiris, particularly the Osiris of tended to personify, not only the goddess of all that ence, had any connection whatever wi~h the de~cmd
Denderab, was there worshiped, but in thus becoming is beautiful, but also the godde~s of all that is true. ants of Noah's three sons. There IS no evidence
a local divinity the Osiris of Denrlerah had lost none Truth is represented by a little statue of a female that Noah's flood reached Egypt, or that the peoof the qualities of the principal Osiris, and what is seated in a basket, her head crowned with a waving 11 pie of that country, who had already founded an emseen on the walls of the little temple refers chiefly to feather. The king holds the basket in his outstretched pire and built _cities, k~ew anything of it. ~t ~ill be
the Osiris of national tradition, that is, the Osiris who hand, and presents it to the goddess who stands be- well for the Bible revisere, when they are fixmg up
carne down upon earth as the benefactor and savior fore him. According to custom, inscriptions accom- the divine word so it will bear examinatio?, to place
of mankind, who was put to death for their benefit, pany these representations. In front of the king the flood a thousand years ear!ier, so that 1t could be
after which he rose again from the dead. Sir J. are the words he is supposed to pronounce; in front possible for the ancient Egyptians to be the ~escend
Gardner Wilkinson, in his work on ancient Egypt, ha~ of the goddess is the answer which sbe is supposed ants of Noah; though if they should do that It would
this q ,.10tation in reference to the. Egyptian savior and to make to the king's speech. In all the chambers, not yet be true that the.E_gyptians were descendants
redeemer O;iris. In the octavo edition; London with the exception of the sanctuary, the speech is of either of the sons of Noah. They are, unques1854, page 331, he says: "The peculiar character of meaningless enough on either side. "I offer thee tionably, of much older stoc~.
. .
December 26th.-We arrived at As~oot at 4, P;:r.t:.
Osiris, his coming on the earth for the benefit of truth," says the king; "I raise her toward thee, 0
·mankind, with the titles of' manifestor of good and Hathor, sovereign lady of the heavens." The god- yesterday, and at 9 p, 11. took ~he trai? for <:air?.
truth,' his being put to death by the malice of the dess replies," May truth be with thee; mayest thou We arrived at Boulak at 7 this mornmg, whwh IS
evil one, h.is burial and resurrection, and his becom- Jive by her anel by her means triumph over thine the station for C~iro, and Br.idges. and myself t~ok
ing the judge of the dead, are the most interesting enemies" (i. e., "May falsehood be vanquished by donkeys for the city, three miles dista_nt. The n.de
features of the Egyptian religion. This was the truth"). ln the sanctuary the triviality of these was a grotesque one, the highway bemg_ fille.d With
great mystery, and this myth and his worship were texts disappears, and in entering the chambers the donkeys, horses, camels, etc., the last bemg m conof the earliest times, and universal in Egypt." That king exclaims; ''I offer to thee truth, 0 goddess of siderable num hers. In some places the ~oad was so
is the strongest possible evidence that this whole Denderah, for truth is thine own work, for thou art crowded we could hardly get along. The donke!doctrine of the atoning death of a god, of a redeemer truth itself ! " The philosophical character of Ha- boys carried our satchels and kept up the whole disand savior sent to the earth for the salvation of the thor is thus more and more portrayed.
tance. We returned to Shepheard's Hotel, and spent
human race, which the Christians parade with so
A third attributfl of Hathor, no less characteristic a portion of the day in writing.
much ostentation, and upon which their system is than the two former, is clearly manifested by the
PILGRIMAGES TO :MECCA.
•
founded, is. simply an old Egyptian fable, invented care that has been taken to assign her to an especial
Cairo is one of the principal point!! from whi?h
more than fifteen hundred years before such a system place in the temple of the terraces. Here she is no caravans of pilgrims are made ~p which make a pllof religion as Christianity had ever been beard of. longer the same Hath or as seen below; she is trans- grimage to Mecca, the holy mty of _the Mosl~ms.
Let me ask here, what divinity could there hav been formed into Isis; she becomes the goddess who Before the departure of the bands, wbwh sometimes
in revising an old pag'ln myth which had been sleep- attaches herself to Osiris, who accompanies him from amount to nearly a tho,Isand, several days are spent
ing more than a thousand years, and giving it the chamber to chamber, and who is present at his resur- in hilarity like the holding of a fair, bu~, alas ! the!e
.name of a new revelation?
rection. Osiris, according to the tradition baLded is always a considerable number who du~ on the pil·
On the roof of one of the upper chambers is an down by Plutarch, is the principle of good. "Osiris," ·l grimage, and whose b?nes are left to whiten on the
elaborate representation of creation. In one .of the says Plutarch, "takes pleasure in doing good, and his, dEeert. It makes no difference, however, how many
upper rooms was formerly the home of the plani- name amongst many other meanings is said to express' die, the pilgrimages must be kept up. All of the
sphere or zodiac, which is now in Paris. Traces of activity and beneficence." Again Plutarch represents faithful are expected to make a pll~rirna~e to :Mecca
the removal are to be seen. There are also many Isis and Osiris sometimes governing the kingdom of once in their lives, and to accornphsh this the earnastronomical representations. In another place are good, sometimes presiding over the intellect, the· ings of years are carefully saved up. The return
seen long processions of the gods conveying in vases principle of all good. "Isis," says Plutarch, "pos-. of the pilgrims is a wonderful event and must be
the members of Osiris which each town possesses. sesses an innate love of good principles." Moreover,' duly celebrated. Those who have been to Mecca
In another place the forty-two funeral biers of Osiris without going so far as the terraces for an illustra-: are regarded as holy and wor~hy of deference. Of
are represented.
tion, the interior of this temple impresses the be- course the sheik becomes holler than the com~on
Then come the twelve hours of the day, with a holder with the same idea when among the nine em- herd, and most extravagant honor is shown him.
notice of the prayers to be said every hour; and also blems of the temple the foremost rank has been as- Hundreds of people throw themselves on their faces
the twelve hours of the night, the whole being cribed to the sistrum. "The sistrum," says Plu- in the highway, p~cked clos_ely. toget?er, and over
divided in the same manner as the temple itself, into tarch, "symbolizes that men should always be active these prostrate bodies the sheik r1des h1s _horse, walk·
Up~er a~d Lo'Yer Egypt. The fetes co!lsist of pro- and busy, and that they must be constantly stimu- • ing upon the bodies of the, devout wors~u~ers. Some
cessiOns, m whwh pnests from all parts of the country lated and roused out of the state of languor and ener- are injured by the horses feet, but ~t I~ thought
take p~rt. A ~alendar sets forth all_the details, ~nd va_tion into which th~y are too prone to fall. It is that such must have been g':'-il~y of some sm. Th~y
also gives rempes for the preparatiOn of the oils, said the sound of this instrument puts Typhon to are at once removed, and It IS supposed the shei~
the. perfum~s, and the essences to be used. Short flight." Death vanquished to the benefit of. life; will immediately restore them to a healthy condinotwes fu~n~sh also the calendar of these same fetes evil suppressed by the benefit of good; falsehood tion.
.
for the ,Osms of. the other nomes.
diEsipated by truth; this, then, is the synibol of whi0h
This is something like the bands of dervishes who
Considered With reference to the dogma which it the sistrum is the genuine type, and by this one sees assemble in the mosque a~ the citade~ to go thro?gh
represents, the temple of Denderah bears the stamp . that to the same ideas of universal harmony of the the wild and almost insane ceremomes of danolng,
If.
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wh~rling, etc ... A _weight it~ _allowed to drop upon I find this opinion is shared by other good judges;
!he1r ,he'lds, _so':lleti_mes ma,h:ng them almo~t t? a, no less a per~?n than the Englishm~n who is st the
J,·lly; but this IS also probably tqken as an wdtca- i head of the Fmance Department of Egypt expresses
tion that they are not a~ perfect :J.E! they should ht>; the same opinion. Th:<t will be a bloody riay when
they,~ too, are at OIH~e ~-,3mc~verl, and it is ·cla.imNl, it comes, and many Et\ropeans will doubtless be
that t.he 11and of the ilhe1k will rPs_tor_e tht;m. ThE·y, massacred, but it will ouly give the European nations
of course, are seen~no more, and It 1s sa1d of them a good e:x:cuge to visit severe punishment upon the
that they are giving thanks t0 AlL;.h for his great Moslems, and probably five of them to one of the
l!iiodne8s. It is bard to ~ay whether the devotees of Christians will be made to bite· the dust, and the
ChriBtianity or of I~lam Bhow the more simplicity or Turks and all the MoRlems will be driven out of
idiocy_ in the beli_ef in miracles and in the power of Europe, and possibly Egypt. The Christians and
the samts and pnests to P'··rform cures.
Moslems are not yet done taking each 0ther's lives.
'

CHlliSTI.AN :MISSIONS.

Cairo is the headqnarters for Christian missions
for Egvp•, ano the American board is fuily repre
sented here. A large enm of money l.Jas been expenned iu ereflting builaingR for mis~ions and ~chools.
More mon~:>y by far bas been collectP.d for the purpose than the hnilding" cost, the pious miR~ion~ries,
of course,. ta ki,g !j. large reoidue to themselves.
They are very m1nfnl not to use the money up too
rapidly to complete the buildings in hand, so as still
to have the completion of the lmildings the excuRe
for more begging. On a certain occasion the mis·sionaries were asked why they did not use the money
already collecte(l and eomplece the buildings. The
reply waR that it was not dcsini!ble to complete the
buildings too soon; thq wished to ke('p them in an
an nntiuiHhed sk1te for stiii a good while, for when
the buildii1gs we're finibhed Vbe donations would
cease, and th'Jre would no lunger be an:ything to beg
for.
LRAVING CAIRO.

On Wednesday, Deo. 28th, Wf1 departed by r2il
from Cairo, traveiing over the same road as wh>'n we
·came to Cairo, as fa;· ~Hl I-<malla, from whieh place we
took a brc'.uch road to Suez (with a view of there
taking steamer for Bomb'•Y ), which passes over
:<J. sandy waste uear tl1e Stlt-Z canal.
Along the
delta of the Nile we took our farewell view of the
verdure and the growing crop~ which look flO beautiful. We saw many fields of wheat several inches
high, many fields of vetches and ie,,tils, many fields
of clover nearly koee-high, the mode of pasturing
which is to tie the buffalo, the cow, or the camel, as
the c:t~e may be, with a rope thir·ty f'eet in length orless, letting them eat the clover down closely to
the ground as far as the rope will re9ch, whPn
they are given a fresh patch. In this wav the whole
of the clover is eaten, and none trampled down and
wasted. There are no fences in Egypt; there is
nothing to make fences of. Roots or a /ridge of
earth answer as land-marks. 'l'wenty-five per cent
of the land is said to be owned in small parcels by
individuals; twenty-five per cent belongs to the government, or to the khedive, who in the aggregate
derives a heavy revenue from it, and the balance belongs to rich land holders, :ry.en with title~, etc. The
tenure, as near as I can learn, is a bad one, and the
:rents of the land are so heavy as to be very onerous
;.upon the poor tillers.
Egypt, upon the whole, is rather pro11perous,
'tbough the people are enormously tned. The last
khedive before the present one was very extravag~nt
and corrupt. He built a large number of expensive
palaces with the money wrung from the people, and
at the close of his political career was able to retire
to ILaly with a priucely fortune of about $2,000,000,
where he is now living in great luxury. The JH'Paent
:khedive is said to be a better man, and bas the credit
'{)f being amiable in ma1.ners, and rather economical
in his tastes and expenditures. Eugland and France
have secure<l a stror1g claim upon the resources of
Egypt, and it is probable that at some not far
di~tant day they may find come convenient excuse
for gol.bling up the Pntire cJuntry. Eugland, of
course, would do so at once if France and other nations were not in the way.
The wages of the laboring classes in Egypt are
low; as a rule the laborers on the land are iuttre@ted
in the crops that are produced, but the otht-rs work
for very small IJ:>.y. I heard thgt men in Upper
Egypt work fur the sum of a fr,1nc per day, aud
even for less, while women are content at half price.
There cannot be a g<weral state of prosperity and
happine~s when such low wages nile for labor.
comNG TROUBLE.

I learn that many l!twe serious apprehensions th~t
the time is not far away when .the Moslem inh<o~bitants of E>!y:pt will ri~e and attempt to Buppress the
Frank or ELtropean element which is gaining ground
in the couutry. I talked wiLh fl.U intell1gent Polander-a correspondent of two or three Ec1ropean papers, and who has spent two or three years in the
country, the greater part of the time far up theN tle.
He understauds the languages of the natives, and is
.able to read their papers. He is confident that there
.is a growing stat.e of unrest on the part of the
.Arabi! and l'vloslems generally, whieh baR been in·ereased since the war between .France and Tunir;, and
a Slrung feeling i~ implanted in their minds that the
.Franks are gntdnally encroaching upon them and
crowding them to the wall. 'l'ney are talkiug
among tlie.msel ves of the necessity uf ri;;ing again~t.
their oppres•on;-t.beir hal.itual enem1es-and driv
iug them from their country. This may come in one,
.~wo, or three years, but come it pretty surely will.
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~eeing and benign rnle the nation: was saved; that a

handful of s1avH, who first came from God's own
country to avertthe st.arvation which otherwise would
have overwhelmed them, became a nation, amount·
ing to millions, able to turn out six hundred thou~and fighting men at one time; who, in escaping from
the land of their servitude, passed down to the Red
Sea, which kindly opened its vast deep, standing up
a high wall on either side, leaving a dry roadway in
the center, over which the three millions of men,
women, and children were able to walk without even
wetting the soles of their feet, while the great army
EGYPT COliiPARED WITH PALRSTINE.
of Egypt, with their magnificent king at their head,
I have now been over a considPrable space of the in pursuinK them, WPre all utterly destroyed, not a
land of Eg>pt, the land which was dens.-ly popu. man being left to tell the tale.
lated among the first countrieR on the globe-perTo me it seems utterly impos!'lible that such loss
hapB the mothf'r of civilization, one of. the main of king and army could have taken place in such a
sources of the religions of the world, the source of country of records as Egypt-a country which a
the art of the world-a country where the manu fact- thousand years earlier was rich in its minute recapure of glass was known three thousand years b~fore itulation of events-and not a line, not a word, ever
it was known in Europe, where the art of embalm. be said about it. I can.not believe that the woning wali better known t.han anywhere else in the derful and impossible plagues which, in the story of
world, where the artists could paint skilfully before Moses, are said to have taken place in Egypt under
the 11ame was done in any other country; the land the magical power of Moses-the frogs, the lice, the
where three thousand years ago the science of medi- locusts, the storms of hail and fire, the tuming of
cine wal'. nearly as well understood as now, with all the Nile into blood, the killing of the animal creathe intricate apparatus in use among modern sur- tion, the death of the first- born of human and <~.nimal
geons; which had several arts. which have been com- life throughout the land-could occur and not a word
!Jletdy lost from the world; a country which h:ad a be said about them. The thing is unnatural and
good system of common schools befort=~ any other preposteroul!l. Can a seusihle person believethatsuch
country in the world; a country which had a good wonderful events could take place in such a country
system of jurisprudence; a country whose system of as Egypt, full of intelligence, full of the faculty and
religion taught thA e:ff'"cts of good and bad deeds, disposition for recording history, and not a word be
of futme rewards and punishments, two thousand written or inscribed about it all? Can it be believed
years before the Hebrews taught anything of the that country which wrote the history of its many
kind; a country in which the god of the Hebrews monarchs could let one of them, and his vast army
never took the slightest interest, or,ly to do what he of manv hundred thousand mounted men, be drowned
C(Juld to injure it, but still a country infinitely greater in the Red Sea, and not a scratch be made in comand better than the L<J.nd of Yahweh, made up of memoration of the great event? I cannot believe it.
hills and sterile rock. What a difference is now to I have for many years doubted it, but lllince I have
be seen in comparing the two countries! Palestine been upon the ground, seen the land where the
pos9esses little that bears record of an intelligent children are said to have carried on the brick-making
race of people who once lived there, nothing of any business for generations, but leaving no works to
splendid architecture, nothing of works of art, notb- mark what they had done; seeing bow full the land
ing that is beautiful, though a god claimed to be is with historical accounts, engraved upon stone and
superior to all other gods presided over it many hun- written upon papyrus, I can regard the improbable
dred years, and gave nearly his entire attention to it. story only as a fable.
Bt1t in this land of Egypt, which was nearly alwayli
If such a series of wonderful events took place a!l
under the ban of the God of Israel; which had not, Genesis describes as having occurred in Egypt,
the benefit OP a regular orthodox god; which was I cannot otherwise than believe that the still existing
compelled to get along the beslfway it could with and permanent records of Egypt would have some
nothing but pagan gods ; how much the trav- account of them. This land bas records of events of
eler finds to interest him! Though bundrede of far less importance, which took place a. thousand
tons of the richest antiquities have been taken to years earlier, and why not of these if they occurred?
enrich the museums of Europe, yet there are the 1Is it at all likely that a people eo given to making
py1·amids of the long past, the tombs of the ancient records should wholly omit to notice such remarkakings, and the numerous grand templeiS, obelisks, able national occurrences, and not even a tradition
an,q statues of a former race of people, to-day be left among the people in reference to it? Again,
standing firmly on the bases on which they were j if the Hebrews had passed two or four centuries in
planted three, four, five, six, and seven thousand,. Egypt, they were to all intents and purposes Egypyears ago; while in the newer country of Palestine, tians, speaking the Egyptian language, being familwith the Jewish God and his Son to do for the I iar with Egyptian names, places, and habits, and it
country all that their partiality might suggest, noth-l· would have been the most natural thing in the world
ing of the old is to be seen. No ruins of temples, no for them to use the Egyptian language, use the
works of art, no remains of splendid architecture, names of Egyptian places, and say and do at least
not f'Ven one stone lying upon another that was so something to show that they were acquainted with
placed by the Hebrews; nothing that shows that! Egyptian literature, Egyptian geography, and E~yp
they possessed as much civilization, as much art, ae tian habits and customs. But nothing of this kind
much love of the beautiful, as the nations that WPre i!l found to have been the case with the Hebrews;
around them. Palestine is a naked, ste.rile waste, they never made any Ulle of Egyptian language,
with little to attract the eye, or to impress upon the names, or individuals. How natural it would have
mind that it contains an inherent and native interest been for a people who had lived for seven generaaside from the stories of it contained in the Jewish tions in a land, when leaving it, to perpetuate t.heir
scriptures. With all that God has done for Pales.j remembrance of that land by using itR names, and
tine, little remflins that is beautiful and interesting, or 1giving them to the places they built up in their new
that one can care for; but with all that God failed toj homes. How natural it was for the emigrants from
do for Egs pt, though the land never received divine England, Germany, and other countries, when they
aid or dtviue love, it is still filled with its ruins of! made their homes in the new world, America, to
past ages, which teach moRt val !Ia ble lessons, and; perpetuate the memory of the father and mother
are of high interest and value. Yes, Egypt is to-day, land by keeping up the nameR of those lands, and
as it always bas been, far greater than Palestinto.
continuing the customs which they practiced there.
And now, standing upon this ground, I find proofs Nothing in 1 he world is more natural than this, but
wh10h sati•fy my own mind that the claim that the nothing of this kmd is to be sePn of the Hebrews
children of I~rael dwelt for from two to four cen- afttr t'hey left the land of Egypt. They never, so
turi~:s in this land of Egypt, and that here they in- far as we can learn, used an Egyptian word, an
crt'ased from seventy !Jersons to become some three Egyptian letter, an Egyptian custom-nothing that
miliions of people, not well sustaiued. In all tl:.e was Egyptian. This could not have been the case
reeords of RCUl!Jtured temple!!, tombs, obelisk~, and had they spent two hundred and fifty years in
monuments, in all the writings upon papyrus, and Egvpt.
the historiea which were preserved, there is not a
It is my opinion that the Semitic race known as
word to be found, and never has been, that such a Jews spent more than forty years in the desert; that,
people of hriek-makers ever lived amoug them. The in fact, th~y were the sons o_f the desert,_ the same as
amount of brick which such a people should have the BedoUins are to-day, and that when man almost
been able to manufacture are not to be found, nor savage state they possessed themselves of the Lal!ld
are the works in existence which they should have of Canaan, and in subsequent generations, in writing
constructed ; no record that a member of this slave up their early history, this fable about their resirace became the virtual ruin· of the land, being dence in Egypt was manufactured out of whole
second in power; that under his wise and dream- eloth, and that nothing of the kind ever took place,
reading ability tLe products of s~ven fruitful ye~rs as their growing up i~ ~gypt from a paltry se~enty
were garnered up to save the natiOn and prevent Its persons to be three millions; that God then Wished
starvation in the succeeding seven years of famine, them to leave the country, but to prevent it, repeatwhen nothing grew tLat sustained life. This nation, edly hardened the heart of Pharaoh, making it neewhich excdled all oth>Jr natioiJs in the world in its tssary to perform unhe:ud-of miracles, and to cause
reeordil, which noted down miuutely every consider- an endless amount of suffering and death. In my
able eveut which took !Jlace, has not an inscription, candid belief all this is fiction, and nothing of
nor the mark of a stylus on papyrus, that the land the kind occurred. In thEi histories of those days,
for years had a wise Jewish ruler, under whose far- fable was mixed with fact to such extent that it is to
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this day almost impossible to separate the fable beyond nowhere for a few more ages at least, and miles, and D;Ot far fro~ that betweel?- New York and
from the fact. In this part of the story of the He- not have brought this miserable race into existence Liverpool-Is $250, while froiD; New York tQ Liver.
brews, the fable undoubtedly obtained greatly the at all, only to sin, to suffer, and to burn, but people pool It is from $50 to $100, bemg from three to fiv
advantage of the fact, and figured most conspicu- who indulge in such irrational thoughts are undoubted times less. We concluded to. study economy and
ously in the story. It was common in those days sons of Belial and are not able to perceive the take second-~lass passage, savmg by. the op-eration
for nations to descend from the gods, and it is not at beauties of an all-wise Providence who shapes and the sum of $05 each. We get along JUst as rapidly
all a monstrous supposition that the Hebrews, for plans all things in matchless and infinite love and of cou1·se, and though we have· not quite as much
some reason, wished to have it appear that they had wisdom. Let it be hoped that that interview in the style as those of the first-class, we live quite oomfortL
descended from Egypt, and that in the interval of cavern at Nazareth, with all that grew' out of it, may ably and fare well enough. The $65 are well worth
forty years betweAn the time they left Egypt and make full amends for all the other mistakes and dis- saving, and we have still saved more by purchasing
the period when they reached the land of Canaan, asters that occurred. Even gods should have some a through ticket to Yokohama, a deduction being
the old people who left Egypt had passed away, and pleasures to make amends for all the trials, perplex- made on such a long distance, and stoppin~ at sev.
a new race had come into existence.
ities, and disappointments to which they are disposed eral ports.
In comparing Palestine with Egypt, and admitting as the sparks are to fly upward.
The dock of Suez is two or three miles from the
the rapidity with which the Hebrew races increased
WHERE THE ISRAELITES CROSSED.
town, and we were taken to it by a small sail-_
in the latter country, it strikes me that instead of
In nearing Suez the mountain ranges on each side boat last evening, in company with us being th~
Yahweh's putting himself to the trouble of changing of the water to the south, betw-een Baal-Zephon and banker, Mr. Blake, of Boston, whom we met at Luxor
the Nile into blood, sending frogs, locusts, lice, etc., Piha-heroth, come nearly together, making a com- and who left Cairo on the same train With our~
over the land, killing off all vegetation and animal paratively narrow valley between, at the upper end selves.
We left the dock last night at about midnight, and
life, the killing of all the first- born of the land, kill- of which is the very extreme end of the Gulf of Suez,
ing many of the animals two and three times over; and which extends over fifty miles to the south be- this morning we find ourselves steaming along at the
instead of having to open the Red Sea to let t:he peo- fore the Red Sea propP.rly begins. Now, if the exo- rate of about twelve knots an hour, with a northeast
ple pass over, and then to send manna daily for forty dtis of the Israelites really took place-if, as wind helping us a little. Th& northerly wind cools
years to keep the people alive in the desert to get claimed, they came from the neighborhood of Mem- the air somewhat, so it is not oppressively hot, which
them up in good fighting conditiOn to despoil the phis and Cairo-it is far more probable that they is usually the case in the passage of the Red Sea,
Canaanites of their homes and possessions, it would directed their course to the upper end of the Gulf of We are now nearly to the point of the peninsula
have been better for the Israelites to have remained Suez than that they should steer fifty miles or one formed by the Gulf of Suez and the Arabian Gulf.
two or three more generations in the Nile country, hundred miles further south to the Red Sea, where N ea1· this point is "located" the famous Mount
until such time might arrive when, with the rapidity the mountains on either side to be crossed are ·mu'.lh Sinai, though the authorities differ as much about
with which they increased, they could have become higher, and where the crossing itself must be more this locality as about many of .the other holy places
so numerous as to easily be able to overpower the difficult. At the upper end of the gulf is a sandy whose location nobody knows nor ever did. Mount
Egyptians by driving them into the Red Sea or waste which at high tide used to be covered with Sinai is not a solitary mountain, towering up by it.
otherwise, with one of Yahweh's miracles, to utterly water and at the ebbing of the tide became dry self on an immense plain, but is rather a series of
·exterminate them as to enable them to become mas- ground. So if there is any truth at all in the story hills or mountains forming a considerable range, so
ters of the country and be able to take fullcontrol of the exodus,it is highly probable that this was the thattodeterminewhichistherealspotwhereYahweh
of it and set up business on their own account. In place of crossing, where it co1:1ld be easily_ done and Moses got up their pyrotechnics, and where a
this way the business could easily have been man- without the intervention of a miracle; the Israel- certain amount of lettering on stone was done, is·
aged, and not a tenth part of the miracles would ites crossing safely when the time was out, pur- difficult.
have been necessary, and the Hebrews .would have sued by the hosts of Egyptians, who might have
It is one of this congeries of sterile desert hills
had a country infinitely richer and better than the reached the place at the time the water was return- called Ras Sufsafeh, which tradition, with about the
rocky hills of Palestine-a country which to-day is, ing, which would have caused them some disturb- same correctness, probably, with which it settles all
and always has been, a thousand times more valuable ance. If a few were drowned, and the pursuit thus those knotty questions, has decided to be the genuine
1!han Palestine. If I had been on hand at that time, proved unsucceRsful, it would have been quite suffi- Mount Sinai, where Yahweh and Moses spent forty
and Yahweh had asked my opinion, it seems to me cient for the fleeing Israelites to get up a hymn of days and uights together laying their plans for the
my advice to him would have been to let his chosen praise, and several hundred years afterward, in the government of that chosen people; while they below
people remain where they were for the forty years account being written up, to color the facts so highly were contributing ~p_eir earrings, finger-rings, etc.,
he purposed to keep them in the desert, and by that as to m::tke it appear that a wonderful miracle had and casting them into a golden calf, and bowing
time, with a little of his miraculous killing power, taken place, the Red Sea opening for the escape of down before it, causing Moses to become so angry
they would fully be able to take Egypt and have a one nation and the drowning of another equally as that in a pet he cast down the two tablets, and in a
far better home than they possibly could find in arid, deserving. While waiting at Suez ior the steamer I moment destroyed what it required forty days for
sterile, rocky Palestine, and where, it seems, he could saw the tide rec~de, leaving miles of sand free from Yahweh to perform. Ras Sufsafeh is some five hun·
at least have made his enterprise as successful as water, which a few hours before looked like the dred feet above the desert plain below, and perhaps
among the rocks of his chosen country. From my ocean itself; and at the upper end of the gulf a peo- it was on this mount that Moses took up Abihu and
standpoint, it seems he made a great mistake in tak- .ple could cross over on comparatively dry sand. seventy elders of Israel, where they saw God face to
ing his dear people from Egypt at all, admitting for In a few hours it became perfectly impassable, and face. If this account is true that these seventy-odd
the moment that they ever dwelt there, which I do this without the intervention of any miracle what- people saw the infinite, it was the most remarkable
not believe was ever the case. But there are so ever. But the more probable truth is that which I a exhibition that has ever taken place in the world, unmany proofs of his want of foresight and his defi. little while ago marked out, that the Israelites never .Jess possibly it was on that other extraorP,inary occiency of good judgment in nearly all that pertained lived in Egypt, and never crossed either the Red Sea casion when Yahweh showed his back parts to Moses;
to that heavenly adventure of his, that one cannot or the upper end of the Gulf of Suez. It, perhaps, but just where that interesting event occurred, tradibut pity him and wish that he had not undertaken a would be no more criminal to invent a whole story, tion bas not yet established.
contract beyond his ability to execute; for really it drawing upon the imagination for the incidents, than
Jebel .Moosa was for many years the traditional
must be confessed that a more disastrous failure has to take one which had a basis of truth to begin with Sinai; but after a while traditio-a changed its mind
never been made in all the records of the races of and then dress it up to make it wonderful by the and Jebel Moo sa was no longer the place where Yah·
men. Yahweh undertook to make a great country arts of fiction.
web's voice rolled like thunder-it was not the
of his chosen land, and to make a great people of
I am now done with Egypt, though there is very particular peak where the fire from the Lord belched
his Semitic race, which he selected from all the races much more of an interesting character that I might forth-and all that honor was transferred by tradition
of the earth, promising to them those piles of rocks give you if time and space would permit. I could to Ras Sufsafeh, though whether it was justly done
for an everlasting possession, and giving them his tell you of the ancient religious systems of Egypt, it might require Yahweh and Moses both to decide.
word over and over again that they should become of the teachings of the priests of Heliopolis, and of Tradition is such most uncertain authority that it is
many millions of times more numerous than they their deep and cunning intrigues, of their practices very dangerous to place much reliance upon it. The
were or ever will be, only to meet with disaster after down to the time of Cambyses of Persia, as well as world may never be able to definitely determine
disaster, failure after failure, until his grand project some account of the Chaldean system which partially whether it was Jebel Moo sa or Ras Sufsafeh which
ended in total disgrace, so that his dearly-beloved succeeded this conquest. I could describe the early was altogether on a smoke at the time Yahweh depeople were utterly driven fr.om those piles of rock stages of Christianity and give a glimpse of the pro b- scended upon it in fire, and "the smoke thereof asand compelled to seek homes in all the strange parts able Mithraitic system of the Persians which became cended as the smoke of a furnace, and the whole
of the earth; and his own dear land, which was to be somewhat incorporated therewith, but I cannot dwell mountain quaked greatly; and all the people saw the
the home and inheritance of his chosen people for- longer. I .must hurry on and tell you about other thunderings, and the lighthings, and the noise of the
ever, passed out of his hands entirely and into the countries, leaving unsaid much of interest in the his- trumpet, and the mountain smoking; and when the
possession of the follewers of his rival, Allah. Yes, tory of Egypt.
people saw it they removed and stood far off. And
a more complete failure has not been known in the
I arrived in Suez near the close of the day, and the they said to Moses, Speak thou unto us and we will
world; but there is one consolation left him. Even next day, the 29th, I had ample time to look about hear; but let not God speak to us lest we die."
if he lost his country and lost his chosen people, it the dead, dilapated place of some twenty thousand Probably the people knew- how dangerous a thing it
was in a secluded nook among the white hills and inhabitants, and to visit the several steamer offices would be for their God to let his voice out, and probrocks of Nazareth, down deep in a cavern far away to inquire which is the best line and the best steamer ably they had good grounds not to wish to hear it.
from mortal vision, that he had that interesting inter- for us to take to Bombay. There is but little of Moses, it is said, was not a good speaker, but even a
view with that sweet Jewish maiden, and that there interest about the town. During the construction stammerer or stutterer might be preferable to one
the act of overshadowing was performed, the result of the canal there was considerable life here, but whose voice killed at first shot.
'of which was his his dear son Jesus, whom he kindly when the canal was completed, and goods did not
I should have liked very well to make the'journey
managed to have put to a cruel and ignominious stop here, but passed on boats directly through the to Mount Sinai, but it is several days weary travel
death to appease "his own disturbed feelings, and to canal, the trade of the town fell away materially and over a miserable desert waste, requiring fifteen or
make amends to a limited extent for the s<:Jrious blun- remains limited. Now let us say good-bye to Egypt. twenty days to go and return, with a considerable
der he made in creating man as he did, with such
Yours sincerely,
. D. M. B.
outlay of money for guides, guards, camels, etc.,
tastes and propensities that r.:mst inevitably cause
(and then when the plac~ is reached there is g~atu~him to take the road for an eternal residence in the
From Suez to Bombay
certainty where Yahweh and Moses held their pn·
lake of fire which this beneficent being had kindly
ON STEAMER CATH.a.Y, FIFTY } vate interviews) such as in a man with limited
prepared from all eternity for the poor helpless creaMILES FROM SuEz, Dec. 30, 1881.
means would hardly seem justifiable. If I could see
DEAR FRIENDs: This steamer of the "P. & 0." without any doubt the place where the feet of Yah·
tures. he hat! created. Was it not a grand thing in
him that he thus begat in that dark cavern a dearly- -meaning Peninsular and Oriental-line was pass- wah once stood, the place where his fireworks came
beloved son to thus make amends for the father's ing through the canal while we were in Suez, and as off, where his voice of thunder was heard, I would
mistake or short-sightedness, and with good luck it would be several days before the steamer of an- perhaps be willing to make a hundred days' journey
thus be able to rescue five per cent of the race of other line would leave this port for the east, we de· over the desert; but there is too much uncertainty
man from the territle fate which awaits them in cided to take this steamer, though the fare is some- about it. 1 must acknowledge to you my unbelief;
that awful gulf of fire and brimstone? There may what higher than by the other lines, and probably a:nd since I cannot believe that Moses and the
be !orne so irreverent as to think it would have been we decided wisely. The rates of travel in this part Israelites dwelt in Egypt, crossed the Red ~ea,
far better for Yahweh to have remained totally in- of the world are high. First-class passage from and made the journey to Sinai, I cannot believe
a,etive in his place of abQde a, fiw millions of miles Suez to Bombay-a distance of about thrfte tho"!:tsand in the pyrotechnics, the thunder1 the, ~JJllOke, aa~
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a}l the ·rest of i~. I set. it d.own <If or one of the Ilooks as though she is worth waiting f~r. or going a a yard out of my sight. I have found in the course
pretty tal~s of .whi.ch the B~ble IS composed; a draft long way" for. Their h<-!me is to ba at Cawnpore, of my life that really good men are not constantly
upon the Imagmatwn so thm as to be less substan- several hundred miles up m the country from Bombay. boasting of their excellence and their sinlessness,
tial than a moonbeam. I cannot believe that an in9. Mr. Vernon E. Bennett, a namesake of mine, but leave it for others to discover the good qualities
fini~ely benefi?ent God ~n a fit of anger, from that but deci?edly unlike me in several particular~. Per- of their character. A braggart either in holiness or
sterile mountam of gramte and gravel, denounced the haps he I& a reverend. At all events he is gomg out knowledge is always to be distrusted, for it is almost
people he had brought through the Red Sea, and or- to India as a missionary, and is decidedly the farthest sure that he will turn out to be a rascal, But as
dered every man to place his sword by his side and go gone on Jesus of. any one I have seen for many a for this disturbance you are keepmg up on the ship,
forth and slay every man his brother, until several day. His home is in St. Joseph, Mo., and he is not it must be discontinued or, as I said, complaint will
fratricides and homicides had been committed. It much past twenty-one. It seemed to me that per- be entered to the captain, and we will see if the anis easier for me to doubt the correctness of the writer, haps his friends are sending him abroad to get rid of noyance cannot be stopped. I will be frank with
and to conclude that he had not stated the·facts, than him. I would not blame them ij- such was the case, you, and say that for one I cannot put up with it,
that a loving and merciful God should ever have acted for he is so full and overflowing with Jesus as to and will not."
in that cruel and revengeful manner. .
make hi~self a perfect nuisance-a bore to those
The young man had the grace to say not a word
MY TR.A.VELING COMP.A.NIONS.
around him. He is a strong, vigorous, well-devel.. in reply, probably taking it as persecution for Jesus's
Our American friends having parted from us at oped young man, and whatever he does, whether it sake. He colored deeply, but opened not his mouth.
Cairo, we have now a new set to become acquainted is loving Jesus or anything else, he does with all One would think that after a mild reproach of that
with. Mr. Blake, the Boston banker, an affable and his might. He delights in telling everybody on the kind he would have sung in a very low voice and
sociable man, is on the steamer with us. He, how- ship, including the ship hands, sailors, and Hindoos, kept rather quiet. Well, he did for a day "or so,
ever, is among the first cabin passengers, and we do how he was a very wicked young man, how fortu- but after that he got so full of Jesus that he could
not see him very much save when we meet on deck nately he had found Jesus, how Jesus had forgiven not contain it, and then he would go on deck and sing
or he comes forward to see us, which he has several all his sins, and that now he is leading a sinless life and whoop and holler, and thus let off the steam
times done. There are some fifty or sixty passengers and going straight on to heaven by the most direct which the love of Jesus was generating in his spiritin the first cabin, largely English people who have line. He is singing, praying, or talking for Jesus ual boiler. I did not mind his noise on deck, nor did I
been·home on a visit or are now going out to India all the time. He is much given to button-holing interfere further with him, especially as I saw it was
for the first time. These I will lilay little of, for I people and telling them how he has found Jeaus and sport for the ship boys, who joined with him in conhave not the opportunity of learning much of them. how happy he is. He sings a great number of cert and had a regular "break down." He kept
There are twelve of us in the second cabin, and we Moody and Sankey hymns in the most emphatic more quiet in the cabin, and the steward was kind
are "9ommon sort of folks," and do not wish to as- and vigorous manner. I have heard them overtimes enough to remove him from the state-room whiClh
sume very much style or to don lordly airs. I will enough to have committed them to memory, but not Mr. Bridges and myself occupied, so that I was
say something of ourselves, however:
being especially fond of productions of that kind, not thereafter greatly disturbed by him. He subse1. M. Picard, a French engineer, on his way to the probably I do not take to them as kindly as does my quently made an apology to me, and said he was
interior of Africa to join a company of his coun- young namesake. The songs he sings, however, sorry if he had annoyed me. I replied that it was
trymen now there, who are exploring the mineral were much in this style," I know my sins are all for- all right; that I had no objection to his loving Jesus
resources of Africa and doing such other work as given, and I am on my way to heaven !" "I love J e- just as hard as he pleased, only that I did not wish
their government has ordered. Mons. Picard will sus, glory hallelujah; I am going straight to heaven, to hear it constantly. I hoped he would go on and
leave the steamer at A din and cross over to the coast glory hallelujah!" "Oh, the bleeding lamb I oh, the be happy, if that kind of recreation made him happy,
of Africa, where some of his countrymen will await bleeding lamb! he was found worthy," and a dozen but as for myself I believed he might take a more
him and with a camel train accompany him to the more of the same tenor. He gets on deck, .gathers sensible course by keeping on hand a larger stock of
field .of operations. He is well supplied with scien- some of the ship's crew around him, and tells them common sense, and by not cultivating so much sbso.tific instruments and with showy goods for the na- how he found Jesus, how happy it has made him, lute and unprofitable nonsense. He seems a goodtives with whom he comes· in contact. He is ajovial 1 and how happy it would make them if they would hearted young man, but is Jesus-crazy. The love of
Frsnchman and appears rather fond of his wine and only find him; and then in the fullest voice he sings Ohrist has almost driven him mad, and I fear he will
brandy. It will be better for him not to use these his entire category of revival hymns and songs, and not be of very great value to the native Hindoos, or
articles too freely in the hot, unhealthy countries of the boys come in on the chorus, bearing down man- to the sea-faring men of Calcutta, whither he goes
AfricR..
fully. They like the singing, and sing so stoutly to work for his dearly beloved Jesus. Some of the
2. Mr. J. Marcus is a gentleman from Bucharest, with the young enthusiast that he imagines he has passengers have said to me that I will make more congoing to India" partly on account of his health, which them about half converted; but they only laugh at vert!'l than my noisy namesake.
appears not to be go~d, and partly with a view to busi- him and give it as their opinion that he is crazy.
While passing down the gulf of Suez we are in
ness. He speaks English some, and French fluently. Sometimes he takes off b,is sh0es and stockings, and sight of ranges of mountains both on the east
He and Mons. Picard are boon companions over with his pants· rolled up he runs ,rapidly along the side and on the west, which present a very raw,
their wine.
deck, leaping over whatever may happen to be in hie naked, jagged, and serrated appearance, as though
3 and 4. Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Wilcox. He is an way, shouting for Jesus and telling what Jesus has they had been thrown up by some sudden and ex·engineer on one of the India railroads,and they have done for him, "glory,- hallelujah," etc. It takes but tensive upheaval. There. is not a particle of green
been home to England on a six months' visit. They little of that frantic kind of conduct to convince about them, and the edges are as sharp and as broken
are social, communicative people. We learn many most persons that· he is not of sound mind, and that as can well be imagined. As we emerge, however,
points about India from them.
he bas more Jesus than good hard sense.
out into the Red Sea proper, we lose sight of land
5~ Mr. H. Goddon, a schoolmaster in the British
Sometimes he retires to his state-room and kneels on both sides, and have nothing but the trackless
army, who has been soot out to Adin, where a regi- in the middle of the room and prays to Jesus in the sea to look at. This is called the Red sea because
mentis stationed, to take charge of the school there. most audible manner so as to be heard by all the of the amount of red coral to be found in its waters.
The English government pursues the commendable passengers. He thanks. Jesus for the great work he It is said that there are in various places coral reefs
course of educating the children of the soldiers, and has 'done for him, craving his protection, and asking of great extent, though we have met none.
•
the soldiers themselves when they have not received him to bring other souls to the same happy state
The weather is Yery warm here, the mercury reacha stipulated amount of education. This young school- which the supplicant himself enjoys. His "0 J e- ing eighty-two and eighty-five degrees in the middle
master has been educated for army purpo~es, and suses" are particularly sonorous, and are to be heard of thl;l day, and not falling more than ten degrees
goes out well supplied with school books for the sol- in all parts of the cabin. This kind of thing does lower at night. It is hard to realize that it is the
diers who cannot read and write. He, too, is a com- very well for a while as a sort of novelty, but we middle of winter, and that you at home are shivermunicative young man; h& is willing to 1flll all he got tired of it at length, and several of our fellow- ing and freezing over your blazing fires, or are not
knows,andcandothesameinasshortaspaceoftime passengers became wearied with his noise and farawayfromthem. It isnot as hot here atpresas most p<;Jople. He carves meat well, and makes his importunities about finding Jeaus and getting edt as it sometimes is, for excessive heat is not at all
himself quite useful at our unpretending second-class their sins forgiven. He has had talks with nearly 'unusual in these latitudes.
table.
all our group of passengers, pleading with them to
We had a lively time in seeing 1881 out and in
6. Miss Anna Rollins, a German lady of much in- seek the savior without further delay, in a way to inaugurating young 1882. All the cabin boys, stewtelligence, whose home is at Cologne on the Rhine, make himself very tiresome. He did not commence ards, and assistants walked through the entire cabins
now acting as lady's waiting-maid for the newly- upon me, and I rather held myself in reserve, ringing bells, blowing horns, playing accordeons,
married wife of a Greek banker by the name of with readiness to receive him in the spirit of Christ, beating on tin pans, etc., wishing everybody a happy
Ralli, of Ralli Brothers, doing business in Calcutta but he came not. Possibly Jesus may have told him New Year in a manner to make one glad that New
and having branch houses in other cities. Mr. Ralli that I am a hard case, and scarcely worth the trouble Year does not come any oftener. Once in twelve
was a young ,widower and has just taken another of saving. At all events, he left me alone, though months is quite often enough for such a tintinnabuwife, also a Greek, born and reared in England. I have been not a little annoyed with his bawling lation.
MECCA. .A.ND ISLAM.
She seems a very modest, quiet young woman, and shouting. Seeing the other passengers were
Somewhere about half way down the Red Sea, on
and takes to her husband not a small amount of also greatly pestered with him, after he had been
wealth. The Greeks, like the Jews, are money- holding forth in the wildest manner and making the east side, is Jeddo, the port for Mecca, where
catchers, preferring banking and that class of com- more noise than a dozen men ought, I addressed thousands every year land on their dreary pilgrimage to the "holy city" of all the faithful Moslems.
mercial business which pays a handsome profit. him in the following mild manner:
Many Greek dealers are sc3ttered through the east,
"Look here, my young friend, you are making And while we are pasding this dreary portion of the
and are a thrifty class. Miss Rollins, though a Cath- either a monomaniac or ad-d fool of yourself, and world, perhaps a few remarks and a few reflections
olic, is very reasonable in her religous views, and is annoying the passengers not a little. We have no about the Moslem religion may not be out of place.
sufficiently unprejudiced to bear all sides and not to obj actions to your being as happy with Jesus as you I have before had more or less to say about Mohamfeel unfriendly toward those who differ from her. can possibly be, but we do object to your making us medan faith and practices, but still more may not
She has had the fairness to read some of the books all wretched in the operation. We say, Be as happy prove entirely superfluous.
The Semitic races are supposed to be a branch of
I have with me, and is so far pleased with them as to as you please, @O long as you do not infringe upon
pay me for my three volumes of travels around the our rights in doing so. It is our opinion that you the great Aryan family, which several thousand
world. She accompanies her young mistress to India, are fast losing your good sense, if you ever were years ago occupied the central portion of Asia, which
to remain there two years, when she will return to in possession of that article; and if you cannot is now Thibet, bordering upon the Himalaya MounEurope.
contain your fervor ,in your own breast, and cease to tains. The portion which became the Semitic races,
7. Mrs. Stephens, an English lady who has lived disturb us, we will be compelled to apply to the including the Arabs, the Chaldeans, Syrians, Phmnithirty years in India, and, has been home to Eng- captain of the ship and require that you may be keJ?t cians, and the J-ews, removed to the west and southlandfor a year, visiting a son and other relatives. Her somewhere else, for we cannot be annoyed in this weet, and occupied all that sandy, desert country
home is in Bombay, where her husband· is awaiting way. I have seen men like you before, who claimed bordering on the Arabian Sea, the Red Sea, and to
her. She hall lived in several parts of India and is to be sinless and faultless, who had a great deal to the Mediterranean. Their languages are found to
well acquainted with the country.
say about their being so much better than other peo- be closely related, and the philological proofs of a
8. Miss Elizabeth Mullahew, a fair, modest, quiet ple, :md I have found that they will bear very close common origin are plentiful. Of the homes from
young lady from Manchester, England, going out to watching, for a self-righteous man is more to be dis- whence the old Semitic tribes emigrated, but little
India to marry her dearly beloved, whom she has not trusted than any others. It is not safe for o~e to is known with certainty, but it is thought to have
seen for four years, but who is awaiting her in Bom- leave his pocketbook within reach of a self-nght- been the country watered by the rivers Euphrates
bay, and doubtless with not a little anxiety. She eons and over-holy zealot. I would not trust them and Nigris.
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These nations have filled an important place in Mohammed may hnve been, it is pretty evident that hears~y, hnt he' wisbt>d t~ hri!lg his cou~trymen to
history, and they have spread themselves over the he was an honest man, that he was no impostor, and the highest pha~e of Jndaw f:nth and teaching. He
earth, as have the other branches of the Aryan that he strove har:'l to establish what be considered abolished the frightful hahit of killing f<"male chi].
family. 'l'hey have played a con@picuous part in t.hr the true religion, the one great truth, that" there is rhen, and made the family tie more' respected, although to this day it remains the greatest blot upon
religion, science, and commerce of the world, and no God bnt God."
have done their full share in foisting upon the world
Moh<tmmed was born at Mecca, in Arabia, in the Moslem practice. He permitted the continued wor.
their meed of superstition~ and religious vagaries. year 571. His father, who died. before our herowa~ o.:hip c·f the Kaabn. stone, snd allowed that the pilgrim.
In the ancient worship of the Semitic races, before horn, wa~ poor, but was a member of the noble tribe ages thereto b.e ~ontinued fTom yea~ t~ year, upon
thPy> sppamted, there are clear tr:1ces that the name~ of the KorPiHh, who were t.he guardians of the the same prmCJple that the Chr1;~t1an ch'urch
of their chief gods had been fixed. These name~ famous sacred stonfl of the Kaaba in MI'CC3.. He w)lPn they carried Christianity into Germany
expresoed moral qualities; thus, inst!Jad of having lost his mother when six yPars of aw', and was con- Northern J]:urope, saw fit to adopt enough of the
name~< that meant fire, the sun, tbfl dawn, etc., they i!Pquently dPpendent upon the care of his rdati1res. pa~an notions to satisfy the maS8PA, and then build
used snch trrmR as tbe strong-, the exalted, the lord, He was a sickly boy, and much subject to fita, whieh on their own peculiar views. ''Where the sacred
the king, etc. One of the highest and holiest names also troubled him in subl:leqnent years; but IJOtwith- trees had he en rev<' red bv the Ten tonics, tl1ey planted
was 11/l, meaning strong. In the B1bylonian inscrip- >'tanding, he began at an early age to attend :flocks cro~S(""; where holy wells had been dug, and the
tions it occurs as Ilu, God, and ir1 the vrry name of in the fields, and from his early boy hood did more babbling spl'ing wao a deity, they built chnrcbe~ and
ahbeyfl; when love aPd pif•ty ha1~ mmwd :flower.and
Bab-il, the g<>te or temvle of Il. It also became than enough to sustain himself.
Beth-el, the bouse of God, and in many other name!'
He hecame a ~ilent and th0ughtful youth, and was insect aftrr t.he 'lady' FrijR-, goddess of plenty, they
of tlw ,Jewish story. The same El was worshipPc:1 fond of being aione and giving him~elf up to deep put the Virgin 1\Iary in her ~<tead, The godde8s Hel,
at By b 'us by the Phrenieia.n!'l, and was called "thP and abstract thought. The arid and lonely desert, who in a realm of bitter cold reeeivf'd t.he souls of
!'lOll of heaven and earth." Eloah is about tlle same and the stars which shone ahovc him, were his those who di(~d of old :1ge or disPa><e (for only those
wo1·d as is the Arabic Ilah, God; Ilah, without the favorites, and he waR fond of being alone with them, who dif'd in battle were then giwn endless mirth
article, means ?.. god in general; with article Al-IIah, with no human being near hiru. He had not the n.nd feasti1>g in V:dhallah with Alfai!ir Odill), was
or Allah, it becomes the name of the god of Moham- benefit of an early education, being able neither to chang<'d from~ pe1·son to a 1vlace whrre he·at, not
me1, as it was of the God of Abraham a.nd MoseR. read nor write, hut he ga'hered much information cold, is tbe tornil'lit. Iu the bleak Nort.h, life withAnother fa.mons name was Baal or Bel the Lord from the wise men with wh,,m he came in contact.
out th·e iA ilrefU'.J', whieh exphins wby I:Iel was pictHe was not only supreme god among the A~syrianl'l,
He is repret'<ented as being sweet tempered and ured as ruling in a cold region."
Bahyloniars, and Phrenicians, hut was frfquently trntbful, though th(l malady with which he wn~
MPcca harl hN'll a l'laee of great note longbefore
worshiped by the Jrws. There was also the Hebrew ":ffi.icted made him sad and curbed down in ;;~pirit the time of 1Huhawmed, Arabs having :l. tra.dition
JJfelech, king, which is the JJ£oloch of the Phreni In his bright mood~, however, he would entl:r with that it was the birth.plaee of tht·iJ: tJi•;efl. Cwse by
cians, to whnm children were sacrificed, with the zest into the glad, free life of his companionF, al!d (he Kaaln~ is !1 holy We'll, z,:mz?ru, whieh was beabsurd idea that v~ ,;gcrifice so near to the hearts of play with them and repeat to them the fasdo~ting lieved to be fed by tht:> Bpriug tl1at opened before
parent must be unusually acceptable to the gods.
and gorgeous tales of oriental life, of whieh the E,;st Hag:1r'B eyes_ whrn sl1e lmil her ~o11 were about to
These and other names were common to the bas such a munificent store He lived a simple h!"e; f<~ruish in the 0est>rt, and when, -.,vith a motl;!Pr's mad
branches nf the Semitic family, hut it bali b<>en hill dreB! and food were of the plainest desCJ iption; de:>pair, Rhe c"st hi~n from her, that f.lhe might not
claimed, though not quite truthfully, that Jah, he always waited upon him~elf, a11d was always witnPss his death agonieF; and the h·gend further
Javeh, Yahweh, or Jehovah was used by the Hebrews ready to share his humble meals with those more otates that tlwy set.il<~d OJl the ~pot, with a tribe who
only. Be this as it may, the world has a deep in- needy than himself. When he W<lS twenty-four were passing by, and thus arose the sacred city of
terest in the Jews, because while the Aryan blood years of age be entered the service of a rich widow, Mecca.
flow~ in our veins we cannot be wholly indifferent who afterwards becr:.me his wife &tnd the mother of
.Mohnmme<1 en}•ined good morals, and taught that
to an importrmt branch of the same family, rega1·d- his children.
ruen slwnlrl h·ad g H•d lives, and st, i ve to merit the
le;~s of the errors, superstitious, and imaginary reveAs he neared middle age his gloom deepenPd, and mercy of God, by fasting, charity, :wd prayer, which
l>ltious which they were the authors of. And one he more and more avoided the society of his fdlow- be denominated the ''Key of Paradise." He said in
of these Se!l_1it.ic re1igion8 which deeply concerns the men. For years it h:ud been his cm;tom to llpend i11 the Koran:
world is Mohammedanism.
prayer and meditation the Bacrerl month, when the
"O>"e:·ve prayer at sunset, till the fir~t dark>'ning of the
This religion, which is the guide in life and the Arab tribes laid down their weapom; and when ht' 'lighr, an!l the u ,ybre.Jc rcadi!:g-for the tbyureak reading
support in death of more than one hundred and fifty was forty years of age he retired to a small cave on cha hits wi!neFses.
millions of the human race, which, like Christianity, M(·Um Hira, a huge b'lrren rock, standing by itself
"Aocl Fatch unto it iu t 1:e ni'.!ht . . . Anu sHy, '0 my
has itA missionaries Acattered over the globe, and in the d<:sert, some tbree miles from Mecca. H,"re Lord, caHse me to entPr (i.\l.cea) "ith a l'erfect entro:, and to
which, for the pa.st quC~rter of a century, has been vision~, dreams, strli\nge sight;; ann snunds, were hio; come forth wirh a periec·t forthcowing, and t,ive me frorn thy
J •
· 1, Cbnstianity,
'
10prea<nog
more rap1• d ly t h an its nva
frequent companion!', and orJe night he heJieved that prcsrnce a h> !ping power.' "
though 110t a tenth- part of the money has been ex- he heard an audible voice speak tbe<"e words: "Cry
His sermon on charity is so excellent that it dependt:·d in its 1)ropag>.ition, is indeed oue of the great in the name of ~he Lord, and E'preMl the true relig serves many times to he repeated:
religions of 1he world. While but little is known ion among men by writin~." He had what he be
"When God marle the earth it shor'k to and fro till be RUt
by the fom~dt-rs of ~<everal of the important rPligions lieved to be vision!-! of the dazzling svlendor of thE- rnmv·td' son it to ke- pit firm. 'Then the aoRels a~k d, '0
that have aptieared iu the world, the inci<Jents in heavenly world, and be affirmPd that in these vi•ionF Cou is tl~ere >~nyt~JiJJg in rhy c:re<ttion ~tronger than lhrsP mounthe .life of MohammtJ(l, the founder ·of Islam, are the arrgel Gabrid communicated with him. Witl t-ins?' Anu G,J 'eplied, 'I•·o11 is s:roug-er th,,n the mounno~ unk[)own to us. Unlike most of the founder;; of great humilitv .he narrated hiR strangA experiences t(l tins, for it l·re,.ks them' 'Ancl ir thrre am thil>g in thy ere~
J
HI ion strollger than iron 'i'
'Ye~. fire is strnn~er lha'· iron, for
the other systems of religion, hnwever, Moh3mmed his faithfnl wife, Kor'esha, and she hesitated not to ir me·ts it.' • Is there any~hin;r s•ronger than fire?' 'Yes,
came ir;to the world like other children, without pronounce him a "Prophet of God," and thus she be- water, for it. qnend,es fit e.' 'h th•·r,· anythi11g stro,g<r than
being begotten hy a god, and without ha?inl! a vir- came his first convert.
.,, ater ?' 'Ye", wi"d fror it pnt~ W••ler in motion.' '0 o11r wsgiu for a mother; still, wonderful things are ilc<.id to
Previous to this time the Arabi! were idolaters, Ia ner, i" the•e anythin"· i• 1 onr (·reation srro1 ger lh,n wind?'
have taken place at his birth, and a legend h:1s it and also worshiped the sun, moon, trees, and stone~, . Yes, a go• d m•;IJ gidr g alms; if he g ve it with his right band
· f
·10d co; ceal it frnlll I>is l• fr, he oYeremnes 14!1 t!Jil,g;:. Every
that angels too k hrm rom the very arms of his nurse, particularly the Kaaba, the great black stone in th(- g• orl aet is charity; ynm :-milmg in ynur brorher's face; your
took his heart from his hosom and squeezed from it temple of. :Mecca, round which three hundred a no puit'ng a w»n•'ere,· in the dedit roild; your girin!! war< r to the
the black drop of sin, which is in every child of ~ixty-five idols were statioued. This stone is said to ild;sty i,; chttli'Yi exl,ortationto another to dn 1iglit i~ charity.
Adam. Afte.r that little effectual squeezing proc- be an aerolite, and perhavs from thi.s eause W;lf. A man's true we,,llh hen·aftrr is the good he lws done in this
ess, it is perhaps not strange that he passed into thought to have corn 8 from JPr::.dist>, and to have world to hisjd!ow-mell. \Vh•·~;~ he u;Ps, penp'e wi I ,,sk \Vhat
·
· · b b een b roug b t b y no le<>!l a person thP.n A dam, thl-' '·r· pPl'l)' h:rs /.e left b' hil·d him r Bnr the angels will n~k,
th e c h arge o f ange Is, an d 'oecame a f avonte
wrt
.
What good deeds Las he :;ent bd't•r0 l1iru ?"
heaven, though he never made any pretensions to progenitor of the whole human race. Tbough origi.
divinity, nor claimed to be a perfect man. He never nally w bite, this stone bas hecome blaek from the mill
Mohammed forbade his fol!owen• to make any
pretended to foretell events, nor to perform min~eles. ions of kisses that have bfCll given it by sinful DH'n, im:<ge of a livivg thinp·; to Rhow IlH'rey to the weak,
He often said, "My miracle is the Koran, which and from the silent tears of grief that have bPen ~hl'd anrl to orpha11fl, and to he kind to the brutf'R; to abshalllast forever."
upon it. Arab legend ahw tell~ that the building "'t8.iu frow gallibhJg, smoking tobacco, aurl the use
His fnllvwers, notwithstanding thi~, claimed that which incloses this hfavedy stone W&R erected ]1; nf strong dri:1k. Ir. waR one of hi>J P"iutPrl Sflyings,
he performed wonders and did miracles. Legends Abraham and Ishmael, and towards tbis holy place '' Tlwy s1m:lv are InfidelR who f>.UY th::Lt God is the
have handed it down, and every faithful Moslem be- every faithful Moslem, in ev<ery qmnter of the globe, third of thnw, for th~-re i,, no god but one Qo.J."
lieves it, that the prophet, clothed in a robe and turns his face five times every day in prayer.
But B,,l good as were his motiveP, he was t'll-'~tined
turban of light, rode upon a gtreak of lightning to
Some of the Arab tribes are said to have enter- to :meet th<3 greatest opposition. His near~:>~t. friendH
Jerusalem by night, and. then from the big rock tained strange religious notions relative to a future turned :-;gai·,.s\, him, wme calling bim a fool, some :·•
whieh stood in front of Solomon's temple ascend eel life. 1t WHS a custom with them to ti(e a camel to mail pfJN, a. star-g. zpr, and epithets of that kind; but
on horseback to heaven, passing through the dwell- a man'R tomb and leave it without food. If the he ~teadi!y pnnmed his w?.y, though fnr a lor'g time
ings of the prophet~, and passing into the very pres- camel got away the man's soul was Io 8 t forever, hut with poor wceess, hifl followers up to },is fourth year
ence of the infinite Unseen, where s'Lillness was, :i!.nd if the camel reunined secured, the dead man would of his rni~,:ion l·eing f<'W in number. It is rPlated of
nothing heard except the silent sound of the reed be sure to find it there on the day of j 11 dgment, when bm th~t one dav, talking to a mari of wealth whom
wherewith the decrees of God are written on the he conld monnt it and ride to paradu;e.
be wit<he(t to lwenme a vroselyte, when a poor blind
tablets of fate. His followers stoutly believe all
Before Mohammed's time, various prophets had man ~-pproachul and r( qu(·sted to be taught by the
thifl happened, though he said over and over again risen and condemned the idolatry of the masse~, and proph<,t. MoLHtmnted was irritatf'd at the interrupthat it was only a dream.
enjoined them to return to the worship of the one lion, and 11iiBWtr<:d the poor blind man roughly. But
When he died the people would not believe it; only God, but these were afterwards regarded as his eovFeience troubled 'jlim for thi~<, and his next
the very places where he had walked were consid- mere fore-runners-mere John the Baptists-to pre- day'r~ reYehtiun reproved him. This is from the
ered the holiest places on the earth, and the wordg pare the way for the greater prophet who was to Kuran:
which he had spoken were regarded as the words of come after.
"He frownerl, a'ld tnroe!l his b-1ck,
God. This has been the same with many persons
We are assured that Mohammed did not claim to
Because the blind man came to him!
who claimed to he the prophets of the MoRt High. preach a new faith, but the old religion of Abraham,
But wh"t '"'Sitnu 1hee tbnt be "ould not
·
J3~clennset1llvlhefoith,
Th ey h ave, pe:r h a.ps, b een t oo grea tf or common men w h om b eo f ten sr.\1'd was neither a .Jew
nor Chri~tian,
d
·
h h
f
(),,be W< ned, and tl•e warning profit hirn i'
to un erstand, towermg, as t ey ave, too ar above but pious and righteous, and no idolater, and whom
A to him w' ,1 i~ w,·,lrhv,
the masses to he correctly measured. Probably no he placed among the six great pro]Jhet~ of the world
Tn him thou w>~st all attention;
.
man has ever lived who was more devoutly loved -Adam, N o<1h, Abr=<ham, MoseR, .Je~us, and MohamYd iL was Hot thy coDcern if lie be nnt cleansed,
and venerated by his followers 3nd hill friends, or rued. He preached an almighty and all-wise Gorl,
BnL "" lo him wbo ~ometh to thee in enme·t,
who was more persistently hated and denounced by who had spoken through tbPse p1·oplwts, and the
Aml fuH of fears...:. him tlost thou neglect.''
his enemies. The Christian rivals have been unus- man was noble enough not to sp2ak hanhly of those
He afterward, when he met the blind man, made a
ually severe upon him, and denounced him as the who had preceded him. He eveu s<1id n•)thwg against fitting 21 pology to hi,n. And from that time he hegreateRt impostor that ever lived. Martiu Luther his more immediate predecessor, Jesus. whom he de- ga,n .to teach ;;_brond !n J\Ieeea und other placefl, but
called him "a .horrid de.vil,~' an~ denounced him nominated wi_th the honorable term, "p~·ophet.'~
tb:" opposi~.ion 'u~;t t•nwity agaim.~ hi~ be~ame sno
worse than h~ d~d the devrl h1mself, at whom he one
Mohammea borrowed from the rehgwn o1 the' great til at 1'" w ilS , ore<'d to lea V(; l11s natJVP. city.
day threw h1s mkstand. Whatever the faultii of;~ ews, of which he had but a partial knowledge, from his return his wife died. She was a grand woman,

and
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and the propljet greatly revered her memory. To hers millions who offer to Allah their fivefold daily able to religious tolerance and individual. liberty.
add to his numerous troubles, poverty came upon prayers. From every mosque the blind muezzin or Nationally, if it doPs not stimulate what IS caHed
him, and l_e·arning that a plot was laid to kill crier proclaims at daybreak, 'there is no god but God; enterprise and progreRP, it is, on the o.ther hand,
him, be was a seconi1 time forced to leave the city Mohammed is his prophet! prayer is better than sleep; favorable to private happiness and material com~ort.
and journeyed to Medina, where a .few of his. con- come to prayer!' then each pwus Moslem falls for- in its truA senR~ of mental contentment and. phy~1cal
'Verts resided. On his way thither he and a friend ward to the holy city of Mecca.
• sufficiency. VIewed as an avenue to esotenc philoshid for a few days in a cave, over the mouth of
"I should add that the wars of Islam did not leave opby and so-called spirltual research, the advantages
which a spider spun its web. When their wicked waste and ruin in their path, but that the Arabs when of Mohammedanism over Christianity arepursuers followe!f them and found the web of the they came to Europe, alone held aloft the light of
"That by virtue of its deep roots in the past (as we
spider at the mouth nf the cave they were convinced learning, and, in the once famous schools of Spain, have already seen in discussin_g its development), and
that Mohammeil could not have entered there, and taught philosophy, medicine, astronomy, and the of its bei?g in a more dir~ct hne o~ ~e~cent from the
turned back. This the faithful are fond of relating golden art of song. ThP. Arabic words used in Science old Shem1te creed, of whwh Judatsm Is an aberrant
as a proof that God protected him from his enemies. -algebra, almanac, alcohol, and others-together type (the re~o~m of which to !ts original sign~ficance
'l'his flight to Medina is called the Hegira, and from with many names of stars, remain among us as proofs w~s the mtsswn of Jes?-s•. ID: whwh he. vtrt.ually
it the Moslems date their era.
of what Arabia has given to Europe."
fatled), and so-called Chrtstiamty an abortive dtstorFrom the date of his reaching Medina his fortunes
ESOTERIC VIEW OF ISLAM.
tion, it is more calculated to serve as a highway back
suddenly changed for the better. A grand welcome
The following rather clear representation of the along which the searcher for the one etema~ truth
was accorded him; power and place were conferred religion by an intelligent believer in that faith whom can throw his mind toward the contemplatiOn of
upon him, and instead of a humble preacher only, he I have met, I will give in justice to the creed of the the infinite mainspring of time and eternity."
became a ruler and law-giver, as well as a successful prophet:
As regards my own views, Christianity and Mohamwarrior. He was indignant at those who had refused
"ITs EvoLUTION.-' Islam,' its proper name, means medanism stand about _on a level. The founders of
to believe in him, and as he increased in power he 'El (the) Shullum (peace) in oldShemitic, fused to- each were doubtless smcere, and they were propasought to compel those by force whom he could not getber by well established philological laws. This gated with about equal zeal ~y theirr~spect_ive ad herpersuade by his eloquence. In this way he offered root has relations which cannot well be given here ents. But t~ey are equally m ~rror m _bet?g .based
to idolaters and Jews submission or death. He in this brief d<lscription of the primeval Asiatic con- upon the clan~1s of supernaturalism, whwh 1s a gr~ss
urged· his followers to deeds of valor in his cause by ceptions of the universe and the mode of its evolu- error, and whiCh must ever prove a fetter and a mispromises of the immediate joys of Paradise to all tion. On the whole, it represents a connection with leading guide to the ~~man mind. They h3:ve both
who fell in battle. Thus they threw themselves the passive or 'rest' side of the cosmic energy. Its been very bloody rehg1?n~-the most sangumary of
fearlessly into the conflicts that arose, looking upon god is ' Al-la-h,' which is again a significant com- an~ two systems of re_hgwn the world has known,
it as God's warfare against the wicked.
pound to those who have mystic tendencies. The whwh perhaps can easily be accounted for from the
The prophet's anger was, perhaps, the hottest old Shemitic signification is 'Al' (the-the definite fact that the gods they acknowledge-whethe~ they
against the Jews, to whom he had ma.de advances particle-affirmation of existence'), 'La' (no, the be considered as two sep~rate gods, or as practwally
and to whom he offered inducem&nts to come under declaration of non-existence), and the aspirate' H,' on~-are more bloodt~u~ty than any other g~ds
his standard. He had admitted their religion to be which- again, I am sorry to say, I am forbidden to :vhwh men have worsh1ped. They ::re both rehgdivine; he had adopted many of their rites, snd made explain further than at' th~ energeiic product. 'Al,' ~ons of_t~e past and are not abreast With the advancJ erusalem the holy city to which the faithful should the 'existent,' par e-:cceltence, was the name under mg spmt of the age .. It .cannot be .e~~e?ted t~at
turn their faces in prayer. But in return they only which the primeval Shemite race venerated the 'in- man ?an adv~nce to h1s h1ghest po~s1~1httes _wh1le
ridiculed him, and this cut him to the quick; he could finite.' In the process of degradation and anthropo- huggmg to. hts bosom s.ystems o~ rehgwn. whwh _do
not submit to their satire, and to his 'death he was morphizatiorr it becomes a mere title of the sun, not recogmze th~ teachmgs of sCience, whwh contmtheir implacable foe. The Sabbath was changed to which had been first selected as a symbol of the ually_see~ to behttle.the gre~t wo~ks of natt~re, deFriday, the day on which the Arabs met for prayers most powerful. The Shemite anthropomorphized meanmg 1t by the. ula1m _that 1t requues a supermtendand religious ceremonies, and in prayer the faithful powers of nature, now known as 'Malako' (gods or ent to man~ge 1ts actiOns, a~d that, I repeat, th_e
were taught to turn their faces to their own holy ruler~, or ' angels'), retained the stamp of their dif. great absurdtty of supernaturahsm as truth. _To this
city, Mecca.
ferentiation from the parent Rource in their title of extent both systems are clogs_ to the mentality a:nd
Mohammed was successful in all his wars with 'El-obim,' or the 'God Family.' It was one of these freedom of the w:orld, and will. bot~ have to gtve
Arabs, Jews, and Christians, and having obtained minor deities, now acting as 'titular gods' to the place .to the growmg and more mtelhgent needs of
full power in that part of Arabia, he decided to pay various families of the Shemites who under the mankmd. 'l'he world needs a far better and far truer
a visit to his native city, and to administer some name of Jah, became the 'God of Isra~l.' At the system of religion than either of.them.deserved punishment to those who bad opposed him same time the restriction of 'Al' to the sun having
and reviled him in the days of hifl unpopularity. necessitated a new parentage for the gods, the priThe Anti-Mormon Crusade.
About the tenth year after the Hegira he returned me val one was redil!lcovered and named 'Ba-al,' the For some months there hav been vigorous efforts made to
to Mecca accompanied by forty thousand fighting father god.
. .
rouse a public sentiment antagonizing Mormomism, the marrow
men, where be visited condign punishment not only
"All the time the Jewish and Christian sects were of the matter being a desire to crush polygamy, as practiced
upon his own tri.be who had opposed him, but he quarreling about the acts, power, and nature of their in Utah. Ministers hav preached, politkiaus shouted, and
h
1
J
newspapers screeched, ull i11Cessantly aiming to manufactm·e a
compe l le d t e genera populace to acknowledge his demi-god Yahweh or ehovah, the Arab tribes con- public sentiment which should shape and voice itself in legislarule and religion.
tinned to worship their titular gods and goddesses, tion to crush out the monster evil, us it is called. Now, 1 am
Upon his return to Medina· he was apprised that but all through retaining recollection of .the prime- no polygamist. One wife has been amply suilicient to care for
his race was nearly run, and he dwelt at the mosque val 'Allah' as the supreme, and all the while their me and mine in the way of household affairs, and had I been
'that he might take daily part in prayers so long as own tendency to monotheism increasing. In the di,posecl to adopt plural marriage, my pocket-book would hav
his strength held out. After inquiring in a humble nick of time appeared Mohammed, and led the revo- proved an insuperable objection; for, with a life of average
industry, I hav found the fif,!;ht for bread and butter h1>rd
manner of his neighbors and friends if he bad done lution already prepared. He said truly that he did enough with one wife and three children. Still, all the time
aught to wrong them, and after reading a few verses not come to preach a new religion, but to restore the the ministers and the others hav been engineering the crusude,
in the Koran, he went to his home and died in the old 'lRlam' by transferring veneration and adora- I could not help asking myself questions, from time to time, to
arms of his faithful wife Ayesha, being sixty-two tion back from the demi-gods to the great primeval test the honesty of the movement, especiully on the part of
years of age at his death.
source, the God, as be truly phrased it, of their thuse who are Chl'isliuns. 'l'his query, How huppens it that,
the nineteenth century, polygnmy has become a ~in, when,
P rof. Clo dd says: "He was a great and true man, fathers, Abraham and Noah. Unfortunately his in
in ancient times, Jehovuh's peculi~r and chosen people prucand the religion which he set forth met the needs of neighborhood tn the Jews, and the influence of Chis- ticed it ad libit11m? How h»ppened it that the good patriarchs
the men in the east as no other religion did in that tian t1·aditions, caused him to make the mistake of -those old saints, who are claimed to hav been the seed-bed
day, nor is it likely that it will ever cease its hold considering 'Jehovah' as a synonym of his own an- out of which cropped Obristiani•y-harl wives and coneubines
upon men or that Mohammed will give place to any oestral • Allah,' although I may here mention that innumerable? And why does not the New Testnment hav
something to say authorir.ativly on the snbj~ct, Hnd if polygumy
other proph et. W e must no more blame him for the Mohammedans consider t h e word ' T ora' ( w h ich hod been 80 great a siu,"thunder a deuuuciation and threutmany of the sad errors and vices mixed up with Is- the Koran admits to be the 'word of God' delivered en those who were the sinners in this particular direction
lam than we should blame Jesus for the evils that to the prophet [Nubbee-Wiseman] Moses), to be with the eternal fires of thut hell so frequently held up as a.
have crept into Christianity. Even for the wars he limited to the actual 'decalogue' as a code of law, scare-crow for other ~ins?
·
waged he may have found excuse in the history of and do not admit the • inspiration' of the prior Polygamy is not denounced, neither is it anywher~ tre~ted as
' an d t h e 1ater commentanes
·
a sin. Evidently it wus let alone, as by condemm•~g It there
h J ews. Th e Old T estament is reddened, in its legends (as Genesis, etc.),
t e
must h>Lv been a letting down from their lofty pwnacleR of
books of their history, with the story of the shame- and applications which the Jews have incorporated tho"e "good and holy men," made a part and parcel ~f our
ful cruelty of which they were guilty, of tender chil- in the P<Jntateucb.
common religion, apparently murnmyized for nil time. 1t is true
dren slaughtered, of whole cities put to the edge of
"The same Jewish and Christian influences caused St. Paul was oppostd to all murriHge-monogmnic as well as pluthe sword, and all this butchery done, as they would Mohammed to make the mistake of identifying Ibl- 1aL He said it was_ b~st that, a man should uot marry; he ;•;"s a
have us believe, in the and at the command of the i8 (B 1 or Bel us) and Azar-El (the ]Highty God) 1 cehhate. Y.Pt he _saullt wa~ · b"tterto marry than to t>u~n, and
aa
we may logiclliylllferthat tf one w;fedJd not put. out theiue, why
.
Lord, of whom their ideas were so gross that they wtth t~e o~poser or adversary, Sa~an.
take 118 mauy 115 might be necessary. As St. P,u.\~ is the centrd
more than once Offtlred up human ~;aorifices to him.
"Th1s mistake goes far to explam the root of sub- figure in the Christian system, the great head-hght of all the
And we all know what terrible wars and massacres sequent schisms in Mob.ammedanism-the Exoterics ctmrcheB, we rnay rest e».sy as to the sinfulness of polygamy,
have taken place in the name of our Christian relig- or Traditionists (Soonnes~) being Judaized-the Eso- and if ~e- meddle with it at all, must do so on grounds other
ion, and how but a very ff.'w years ago it was held by terics or Protesters (Sheeas) being the Iieversioniz- tbaTnbrefihghJUs;
- t"
h le-' t the ~ror
are but "O
· ·
b
- p
h ·
h
e ,-ry uenuncta wns ur u a
11'
m0 ns
o
many Ch nst1ans t at man could own and buy and sell ~rs to the old S~e~_1te _ant etsm. At present t e many boomerangs, which inevitnbly return and smite mos
his fellow-man."
first of these dtvtswns IS best represented by the sorely the men of &od in the olden times, notably u~~.vid and
The rapid increase of Mohammedanism bas been Wahabees, the second by the Babees and Ghola- Solomon, whom we are commanded to venerate. 'l'beoe men
great in the world, and has probably never been ites.
».re the basis of our popular religion, and ~heir praises are
equaled in the growth of ail religions in the world.
"The reasons of my preference for Islam, as sounded in all the steeple-hn~ses in the l~n~. 1_ncleed t~e world
·
· ·, ·
.
over. So much for the consistency of rehgwmsts. W11 h them
, h"
W It
m a century of the death of the prophet it had agamst Chn!<ttamty, a1e- . . .
white is black and black white. Iwleed, to be a fnll-iledged
converted half of the then known world, and it has
·~As an Exotenc creed, It !B Simpler an~ more religionist, one must be oblivious to everything which does no
been truly said that its green flag floated from China mtwnal, and, therefore, less hkely to mysttfy the pasR through the church strainer, cruCify reason, and strangle
to Spai~. Christianity was compelled to give way masses. Its Exoteric moral code being more practi- common sense.
WM. PosTER, Ja.
before 1t, and has not to this day recovered the cable of realization than the Christian, produces a
P1·ovidence, April19, 1882.
ground which it then lost. Down to our times the greater practical result on the lives ~f ~hose profess----~---re_ligion is making rapid progress among the wild iog it, whereas, most so-called Chr1st1ans abandon
A. Custom which Christians "Borrowed."
tnbes of Afri<:a as well as in parts of Asia, and as 'the imitation of Christ' in despair, and have, then,
From the Ne-w York Sun.
the Fditor of the Fun, Sir: Will you tell me why and by whom
f ast as the savage tribes embrace Islam they throw no standard of morals at all. Its principles are an- theTocu"tom
of ealing eggs on Easter Sunday and dymg them red
t?eir worthless idols aside, filth and drunkenness are tagonistic to all priestcraft. The Koran forbids it. was introduced?
J.P. 8 ·
discarded, and the people are materizt.lly elevated and There is no Mohammedan priesthood, properly speakEaster eggs symbo:ize the resurrection, and they are colored
benefited.
ing. Every Mohammedan is his own priest. The red in alluswn to the blood of redemptwn. The custom dates
"Al
"1
d ·
buek to the ande11t lliudoos, Je.vs, Persians, and Egyptians,
ong the northern coasts of Africa and nearly. cardinal doctrine of Exoteric .ll' vhamme amsm may and it was symboliculitf the mundane egg ft·om which, a?cor~to ~he equator, from Turkey to within the borders of be expressed by the formulll, 'God is the only king, ing to an ancient tradition, the earth was hatched. It ts said
C~ma, and among the larger islands of the east, the and all believers are equal.' Politically, t~erefore also to refer to the recreating powers of nature, which begin to
faith of Islam spreads, divided into sects, and num- 1 (e11:ce:pt in the actual J:Jhock of war), Islam 1s favor- be displayed in the Easter season.
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with such a temper as Sindram's, while of course he out very poorly. Lieutenant-Commander Gorring-e
must be held responsible and punish~d for its misuse, writes of "The Navy," with considerable knowledge
of its needs and with a degree of frankness almost
is
to be pitied rather than denounced.
D. :M. BENNETT' EDITOR.
unprecedented in the naval sel!'ioe. .yv. H. M~llook,
begins a series of ~' Conversa~wns With a Solitary."
Do They Eat in Heaven 1
PUBLIS~D EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEAR.
Finally, Gail Hamll~on oo.ntnbutes a paper, "The
,
ALTONA, ILL., A.pri!15, 1882.
·
.
.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I would like to Spent Bullet," in whwh smenoe, the pulpit and the
.
.
Ths la~gast and ~ast Radical Journal puhlUJhed. ~n Europe. ask a question through T_HE TRUTH SEEKER. The questio~ is law are illogically taken to task for the part they reor Amerua, coni;(J!Iffi,?JT!fl nearly seven hundred square lrwhes more this: Is there a passage m the Bible that tells us about havmg speotivly played in the Guiteau-Garfield tragedy.
fJ{ reading 'fl'l.atter than any other journtil of its ldnd.
anything in heaven to eat? If so please giv chapter and verse, Her scolding of either amounts t~ ~ery little, b,ut her
A.nd oblige,
H. R. KEEL.
position is the most abs.urb and r.1d10ulous ev.er'taken
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, APRIL 29, 1882.
The bill of fare of heaven ia not set forth with by so well-informed wr1t~r as Gail. Her .article con:::=====================.much particularity in holy writ, but they must at tains !1. good deal of sentiment and v.ery little sense.
least hav a bakery up there, for we are told in the
The Case of Sindram.
ninth chapter of Nehemiah (verse 15) that God
THE next quarterly meeting of t}l~ !'pirituali~ts
DETROIT, MI(1]I.
"gave them [the children of Israel] bread from and Liberalists of Van Buren and adJOining counties
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I saw in a heaven for their hunger." He seems to hav made. will be held at Longwell's Opera House, Paw Paw,
recent local paper an account of the execution of William Sindram for the murder of Catharine Crave, in New York city. this bread question a kind of credential for the peo- Mich., commencing on Saturday, May 6, 1882, at 3
The account referred' to does not giv any particulars further ple to test him by, for he told Moses, as recorded in P.M., and continuing over Sunday, May 7th. C. B.
than stating the facts, and that Sindram was an Infidel and re- Exodus xvi, 4, that he would rain bread from Lynn, of Boston, Mass., ang Mrs. E. C. Woodruff, of
mained so to the last. This is the first account I ever saw of heaven for him, and the people should go out and South Haven, Mich., are engaged as speakers. Good
an Infidel murderer. Hav you any statistics on this matter? gather a certain rate every day, that he (God) might music is expected, and a cordial invitation is exI hav always maintained that all criminals were Christians.
prove to them whether they will walk in his law or tended to the public to join in making the oon':en·
Yours,
M. J. MATTHEW.
not. The bread was for breakfast, and in the even- tion one long to be remembered. L. S. Burdick,
A great deal of comment has been made upon this ing he gave them meat. Rather scant· fare, dry Kalamazoo, Mich., is president, and E. L. Warner,
ease by the religious press, and a good many hes told; bread in the morning and meat in... the evening, but Paw Paw, Mich., is secretary protem.
while the rarity of Freethinking criminals adds to its perhaps it was all God had in the cupboard. The
general interest. We recently published statistics
w. F. JAMIESON, having lectured most of the winof two state prisons, in which among several hun- bread was pretty poor stuff, and would not keep
till the next mormng. Some of the people who ter in Wisconsin, will next visit Illinois. He will
dred convicts Iio Infidels or Spiritualists were found.
left it till that time found it bred worms and stunk. soon deliver a course of lectures in Braidwood, lll.,
They all belon~ed .to one or an~t~er of. the various Moses got mad at the people for this. But it and is engaged to speak at the State L.iberal League
religious denommat1ons. But Wilham Smdram, who
was hung at the tombs prison in this city on the 21st seems to us that he ought to hav found fault with which will meet in Bloomington early m June. Adthe baker man instead of his customers. Further dress him at Bloomington, Ill., until June 1st.
of this month for the murder of Mrs. Crave, was an evidence
that heaven is a provision warehouse is.
o~tspoken In~del, al~ost an A~heist. . Unt~l h~ oomfound in Psalms, cv, 40, where we are told that God [ A NEW auxiliary Liberal League has started at
niitted the or1me wh1oh he expiated with h1s hfe, he brought quails and satisfied the pe~pl~ with t~e Braidwood, lll. Mr. F. F. Foll~tt has been the~e.
bore the reputation of a good citizen. But he had bread of heaven. Whether any of It IS eaten m, Also Mr. Orlando Child, of Moline, Ill., takes a life
beneath his quiet demeanor an ungovernable temper, heaven or not the book does not say, but as heaven· membership in the League. There are now twenty
and under the constant aggravations of his victim it is a very materialistic and sensual place, we suppose life members. Six of these are in the state of New
broke forth, and murder .. was committed. He was the angels must eat. Jesus said that he was the York and five in Illinois.
tried and words which he had uttered a few days bread of heaven, and that people should eat his flesh i
•
•
• •
befo;e the killing were construed to mean premedi- and drink his blood in order to hav eternal life.
j THE next meetmg of the Heredity Asso01at10n
tation, and his sentence was death.
But if the Bible ia vague as to the manner of eat- will be held at the residence of Dr. Foote, !it 1~0
As soon as it was known he was to die, the clergy, ing in heaven it is explicit about eating on earth. 1t Lexington ave., on the last Thursday evemng m
who when there was a prospect of his living, had The Lord oft~n forced people to devour various April. Everybody interested is invited to be present.
not 'lifted a hand to save him, immediately visited unsavory things. Very few people now-a-days I
.
him and sought to convert him. Receiving the min- would care to sit down to Ezekiel's spread. The, C. W. STEWART Is located at 110 Ferr~ street,
isters courteously, as became an educated gentleman, famin which came upon Samaria and forced two i Lafayette, Ind., and will be pl~ased to reoe1ve calls
he neverthelesli told them he did not believe that he women to make an agreement to boil and eat their to lecture in any part of the country.
could get to heaven o!l the. merits of an~ther. He sons upon alternate days, was God-sent, according to
had committed the onme himself and did not see 2 Kings, vi, 29, and God told the people of J erusaT. L. BROWN, of Bimghamton, has written his
how Adam was to blame, or how Christ could atone lem that because they had not kept his judgments own funeral address, but has no expectation of
for it. He was reprieved to giv the clergy more the fathers should eat the sons and the sons the using it for a long time.
time to convince him, but he was no coward or hypo- fathers (Ezekiel v, IO). In Leviticus xxvi, 29, the
orit and told them that as he had got to hang he flesh of their daughters is added to the banquet
.ELMINA is in New York, and would be pleased to
wo~ld "die as became a nineteenth century Infidel." spread by a merciful God for the children of his hav friends call upon her at 209 West 34th street.
And he did. There never was a man who met creation. In Jeremiah xix, 9, the people are told
inevitable death with more calmness and courage. that the flesh of friends would be their meat. In
MR. BLiss has resumed the manufacture of planOn the Tuesday night before his execution he asked Numbers xxiv, 8, God made a hearty meal of" the chettes, and we oan supply them promptly.
a friend to call at our office and obtain some tracts nations, his enemies."
on death. He wanted the words of philosophers, not
A great deal more is said about eating, but we
CoL. INGERSOLL has a new book in press which will
the ravings of fanatics. The example of Socrates hav pointed out enough passages to show that be ready in a sliort time.
seemed better to him than the. example of Christ; Jehovah and his chosen people were good eaters and
--------~-----and he went to his death fortified with the words of that he gave them a great variety. We think the
Talmage
Annihilated.
philosophy and not the unfulfilled. promises of the- present generation has great reason to be thankful
Colonel
Ingersoll's
second
lecture
upon " Talmagian Theolology.
.
that he is out of the meat. and provision business at ogy6" was delivered at the A.cademv of Music las~ Sunday afHis death affords us the opportumty to say the first present.
ternoon before a large audience, which expressed 1ts approyal
good word for a minister we hav had for a long
and appreciation by repeated and prolonged applause, whwh
time. Most of the ministers, when they found they
was so enthusiastic at times as to interrupt the progress of the
The
Week.
could not convert him, deserted him, but the Rev.
lecturer.
BOTLAND, KY., April 11, 1882.
Mr. Morgan, an Episcopal, did not. Sindr~m's MR. EDITOR: A. Christian (Campbellite) minister requested He said: Mr. Talmage is a Presbyterian, and therefore confriends are poor, and Mr. Morgan long ago promised me to ask you the following question, viz., " How do you ac- siders every one born only once as totally deprave~, every unbeliever as infamous, and that God cannot be dece1ved by the
that if he should die he would giv him decent burial. count for time being divided into weeks?" A.n answer through veneering
of good works. According to him the generosity of
He kept his word. Mr. Morgan is a man, we are in- the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER "ill oblige
an unbeliever is avarice, his honesty is larceny, and his love
Yours,
etc.,
A..
B.
BRINEY.
formed by a relativ, who has in his heart more of
naught but hatred.
If the Campbellite minister will tell the world Mr. Talmage is consistent with his creed, an~ therefor~ I do
the milk of human kindness than of theology. He
gave up trying to convert Sindram and applied him- how the week originated, he will be doing a good not blame him but his creed; I do not attack h1m, but h1s doctrin. I believ~ that there is something good in 1n every human
self to making his last days comfortable. Sindram deed and making a discovery which none other has being.
There is also probably something bad. No one was enhad only one crime to repent of, and he did that made. The week is an arbitrary period of seven tirely the one or the other, but there was t?e see~ of goodness
having
no
reference
to
the
celestial
motions.
days,
heartily. His last letter, written on the eve of his
in every human heart; there was the capamty for Improvement
death, shows much of his character. It was written It has been employed from time immemorial by the in every human soul.
The so-called wicked men did some good, and it was not inold nations. It might hav been suggested by the
to a young lady, and is as follows:
frequently the case that Christians stopped reading the Bible
phases
of
the
moon,
or
by
the
number
of
the
planets
ToMBs, Thursday night, A.pril 20, 1882.
long enough to beat their wives, to murder them, ~nd to trample
Miss M. H.: I hav taken the liberty of writing a letter to known in ancient times, an origin rendered probable upon their children. But however bad men m1ght be, none
by
the
names
given
to
the
seven
different
days.
The
you, which will be the last one I will write in this world, and
were ever as bad as the Presbyterian creed.
when you read these lines I will be a dead man.
Jews obtained it from the Egyptians, whose week The colonel related the story of the captain of a wrecked
Leighton, as you may hav learned through the papers, has began with Saturday, but when they left the country, ship, who offered to blow out his brains that the !?en with him
been respited until the 19th of May, and it is possible that his such was their hatred of its people, they changed might eat his flesh and liv to be rescued, and askea, If that man
~~entence may yet be commuted. I hav been a very unlucky
had died would he hav been damned to eternal punishment?
man. I never drank or gambled ; never did anything for the first day to the last. The world does not owe He emphatically said no, but Presbyterianism said yes, if the
the
origin
of
the
week
to
the
writers
of
th.e
Bible,.
which I deserved to be sent to prison, and always worked hard
captain was not a believer in Christ.
for a living. Yet if I had been the worst man that ever lived for the seven-day periods were used before Ezra and
In this connection the lecturer referred to the death of DarI could not come to a more miserable end. I deserved to be his scribes ever used a pen, or Moses wandered in win, at the mention of whose name the audience applaud~d
punished, of course, for what I done, but I did not deserve to the wilderness.
vociferously, as the greatest m~~:n England had produced m
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be hanged. Had I had money enough a year ago to employ a
good le.wyer, then I would no doubt hav got off with a three or
fl ve years' sentence.
During the last few days I hav thought a ~e~t.deal of you,
Minnie, and of A.nnie and Gussie. What a p1ty 1t 1s that I was
never so fortunate as to make the acquaintance before I got into
prison of such good girls as you and your sisters are.
·Last Sunday I little thought that it would be my last one on
earth, and I even considered it possible that I would be a free
man once more, after a few years. But in less than one day I
knew what was in store for me. When I saw you last, you
promis0d to pay my mother a visit some Sunday a few weeks
hence, and I wish you would do so.
.
Yours, for the' last time,
WM. SINDRAM.

IN the North American Review for May, Carl
Schurz, treating of "Party Schisms and Future Problems," presents many well-considered observations
which cannot fail to interest in the highest degree
that large and growing class of citizens who refuse
to be influenced by obsolete party cries. "Days
with Longfellow," by Samuel Ward, contains personal reminiscences of the 'beloved poet just deceased,
extending over a period of forty-five years. Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, in an article entitled "What does
Revelation Reveal?" seeks to prove that the objec'~No doubt the pulpit will descant greatly upon this tions brought against the Bible by modern unbecue, but we hope the priests wil.l tell the simple lievers are based upon a misconception of the true
truth that it is the first one of the kmd. A man born intent and scope of the sacred volume, but makes
··~

modern times and also as the ch1ld of nature, who knew more
about his mother than any other child she had ever had. Yet
he was not a Presbyterian, and, according to that ~reed, was today suffering the torments of hell. So, too, he mtght go on ~o
show that all the really great men of the world were now m
hell. According to Presbyterianism every soldier of the Re_v~
lution, every patriot of the war of 1812, every hero of the C1~
war who was not a believer, is now suffering torments. m
the prison of God, compared to which. Libby and A.nde.rsonville
were places of joy and ecstaRy-a. pr1son where a famm would
be a delight.
.
.
.
.
Cherishing such a belief as th1s, what rtght had these Cbnstians to ask an unbelieving man to enter the army ? What
right had they to go and hire such men as substitutes for them~n?

.

.

Just think of these Christians in heaven, gomg to _the edge
and looking over, and one nudging the other and saym&': "D~
you see that fellow there in the fire? That was my substitute. ,
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The colon~! then proceeded to take up Mr. Talmage's argu- would destroy poor dumb animals with showers of hail would
ments. The first that attracted his attention was the assertion not make a decent fiend. But all these miracles did not conthat the reason that Infidels hated the Bible was because their vince Pharaoh, nor did all the miracles performed in the wilderminds were poisoned. He said he could see no evidence of a ness convince the children of mae!. They had water from
poisoned mind in the hatred of a Bible or a God who upheld rocks, were furnished with clothes that would not grow old or
slavery and polygamv and taught his children to wage wa,.s of, even shiny at the knees and elbows, were deluged with showers
extermination and to plunge the-sword of war into the breasts of quails and bread, and yet they had more confidence in a calf
of women and babes.
they could make than in this Jehovah. He also referred to the
And yet Protestants make the Bible their pope. The Catha- miracles in the days of Christ, which nobody believed, because
lies did better than this, for, if they happen to get an idiot, he they were there. Why should we be convinced, who only hear,
will not liv always, and, if he is a man, he may be capable of when those who saw were not?
some growth. But the book cannot change; except as you
The fact of the matter was that a miracle could not be proven.
change it through hypocrisy.
'
No power could step between the cause and effect. Col. lugerThe lecturer declared that the timo would come when human soli referred humorously to the mirac!e of Elisha and the bears,
beings would be amazed that such things were ever believed. and said: "I suppose Mr. Talmage would insist that it proves
Colonel Ingersoll referred sarcastically to belief in the wonder- two things-first, that children ought to respect preachers; and
ful power of the Bible, and illustrated it by this story-: A man second, that God is kind w animals."
· ·
had been in hard luck for a long time, and nothing that he
Another claim of Mr. Talmage's was that the Bible was incould do would change it. So one day his wife said to him :
spired b11cause there were more copies of it sold than of any
" John, if you were to read the Bible and hold family wor- other book. At one time there were more copies of the Koran
ship, the Lord would help you." ·
than the Bible. Was the Koran an inspired book at that time?
"Well, let's try it; it can't be any worse," said John.
What if a man should go to the proprietor of the New York
So he got down the· old dust-covered Bible and assembled the Herald and say, "Here is a false story in your paper," and the
family. As he opened the, book the first thing he saw was a proprietor should reply, "Why, that, C!lnnot be, sir; my paper
$10 bill.
has more copies issued than any other paper in this country."
" What did I tell you?" exclaimed the wife. "I knew God W<mld that be any argument?
would help you!"
Mr. Talmage again claimed in support of his position that no
And there was great rejoicing, and John rushed off and Infidel could be elected to an office in the United StatPs. " Supbought a large supply of edibles, and the house was filled with pose," said the lecturer," that enough Infidels were to get tothe fragrance of plenty. But just as the family were sitting gether in one precinct and elect one of their number. Would
down to the well-cooked meal, a constable.entered and arrested Infidelity be true in that precinct? There was a time when a
John for passing counterfeit money.
man believing in the rotundity of the earth could not be elected,
The next point to be touched by Col. Ingersoll was the when a Quaker could not be elected, and the lecturer went on
clause that the Bible is inspired. ·But how is it to be known to enumerate ljther instances where prejudice interfered with
that the Bible is inspired? Mr. Paine took the ground that the the result of elections. He declared that no question of meta,
evidence of inspiration was in the possession of the men who physics could be settled by a popular vote.
were inspired. There is no other evidence, and the witnesses
He then told the story of Daniel in the lion's den, and reflected
are not obtainable. We do not know that these men ever said upon the justice of a god who would save a man and allow
they were inspired, aud if anybody should now lay claim to in- women and children to ba devoured by the wild beasts, and despiration, we would not believe them, because we know them. clared that he wished to rescue the reputation of Jehovah from
"But suppose some voice were to whisper to you," said the the assaults of the Bible.
lecturer, "what experience hav you got in the Jehovah line
Mr. Talmage had also endeavored to show that the Bible was
of business? How would you know whether it was aniirel 'Or inspired by referring to the testimony of Eusebius, Irenreus,
devil?
,
Polycarp, Origen, and others. Col. Ingersoll an-aigned each of
"Read the prophecies of the Old Testament," said the lect- these witnesses separately, and showed them to be hmorant,
urer, "and you cannot tell when they are fulfilled, and you malicious, and mendacious. And yet Mr. Talmage's doctrin
don't know to what they apply. You don't know whether they was, "False in one, false in all." Referring to the reverend
apply to the defeat of Tilden, the administration of Hayes, or gentleman's position iQ this matter, the lecturer said," No man
the final success of Civil Service reform. They will apply to with the brogans of his impudence has the right to trample in
the temple of another," and added: "The Christian places his
the destruction of an empire or the death of an insect."
Some men were always endeavoring to show a conformity of soul above the good of the whole world. I place the good of
the Bible and science, making the latter true as it agreed with the world above the good of any individual soul. I place the
the former. He, however, reversed the process, and found good of my country, the good of humanity, above all books and
whether the Bible was true or not by finding whether it agreed above all creeds."
with science or not. The blind faith of some people reminded
Religion was an individual matter to be settled by each perColonel Ingersoll of another story. A young man in Connecti- SOl;J. for himself. The only question that he ever asked in voting
cut possessed a watch, in which he came to hav the' greatest was whether the candidate was honest, cap&ble, and a lover of
faith. One Clay, about sunset, he looked at his watch and then liberty; and furthermore, that he would not a8k any man to
at the sun, and then addressed this remark to the latter : "See vote for him for whom he could not vote. He did not get his
here, old sun, you'll hav to hump yourself, or you'll be two authority from Rome, or his orders from Sinai. He was glad,
'
however, that Mr. Talmage had stated how Presbyterians vote.
minutes behind time."
But Mr. Talmage cites the fulfilment of prophecies as eviAs to religion in politics he said: No priest, no bishop, could
deuces of inspiration. But how are we to know that the prophe- be elected president of the United States. No party could carry
cies were not made after they were fiulfilled. There was nothing that load. Why? Because if it was a Methodist bishop all the
about these prophecies any way, and the most of them were other churches would vote against him. If it was a Catholic
strange, weird, and lunatic. As an evidence of this, Colonel bish@p all the Protestants would vote against him. Why? 'rhe
Ingersoll read, amidst much merriment, a prophecy from the churches hav no confidence in each other, because they know
first chapter of Ezekiel, as a specimen. He also referred to the each other. They know that human liberty is only safe in the
wonderful vision of Daniel, and concluded that there was no keeping of the men who are to be damned. You cannot trust
doubt that these prophecies had been fulfilled, they were so a saint with human liberty.
utterly ridiculous and meaningless.
Another great argument of Mr. Talmage's in favor of the inDr. Armitage had recently preached a sermon upon the first, spiration of the Bible was that if there was no Bible there would
in which he said that the wheel within a wheel, mentioned be nothing to swear witnesses on. Col. Ingersoll entered into
therein, was symbolical of that tender and endearing pro vi- this question at length, and ridiculed the idea that the Bible was
deuce of which Jesus spoke when he said," The very, hairs of at all necessary to make a man tell the truth in a court of jusyour head are numbered."
tice. He said the custom put rascality upon an equality with
Colonel Ingersoll thought that an ordinary person, not ilium- honesty. What dill people do before there was any Bible? Did
inated by the spirit of prophecy, would never hav dreamed they not tell the truth then? He also asked if all men told the
that there was the slightest reference in Ezekiel's vision to any- truth who swore upon the Bible. He said, on the contrary, rasthing like counting hairs There was nothing so laughable cals took advantage of it to clothe their dishonesty in the gold
about this sermon as the sermon itself, and nothing more ridic- of solemnity. He did not believe in swearing witnesses at all.
,The discussion of this subject reminded him of a story. A witulous.
The next point that engaged Colonel Ingersoll's attention was ness was brought before a country justice to be sworn. "Hold
the claim by Mr. Talmage that the existence of the Jews as a up your right hand," said the justice. "I havn'taright hand,"
separate people is a proof that the Bible is true. He then pro- said the witness. · " Hold up your ldt hand, then," said the
ceeded to show very conclusivly that such an existence did not justice. "I havn't any," said the witness. ''Well, then, hold
prove any such thing, but rather the barbarity of Christendom up your foot," said the justice; "no man can be sworn in this
in its persecution of the Jewish people. In this connection he court without holding up something."
found an opportunity to pronounce a glowing eulogy upon the
Colonel Ingersoll declared that thousands of people use their
enterprise, honesty, and uprightness of the Jews. They had religion as a business. They say it is a good thing. It pays ten
been driven from everything else into the channels of trade, but per cent right here. Others liv on the policy of insurance.
there they had conquered, until they controled the wealth of There is going to be a great fire in the next world; we will in·
the world, and made crowned heads bow before them. But sure you for so much.
now the race \Vas progressing in everything, and, said thelectMr. Talmage had also argued that if the Bible were taken
urer:
away there would be nothing to put on the center,table. Upon
"If you would see the difference between some Jews and thinking this matter over, Colonel Ingersoll had concluded that
some Christians, compare the addresses of Felix Adler with the if everything upholding slavery, polygamy, and murder were
taken out of the Bible it would look just as well on the cent.er
sermons of Mr. Talmage."
"According to Presbyterianism," he continued, "atonement table as before. He did not think it mat[ered much anyhow, as
was necessary. Consequently, it was necessary to hav some a block of wood on the center table would hav as much attenpeople bad enough to crucify Christ. According to Talmage, tion paid it usually as the Bible. He felt that the most approthe infinit God took possession of the Jewish people and en- priate ornament for such a place would be a volume of all the
deavored to civilize them. If he had succeeded, and they had best thoughts and utterances ever published.
11 efusP 1 to crucify Christ, heaven would hav been for rent."
Mr. Talmage had also asked, if there was no Bible, what
The next evidence of impiration claimed by Mr. Talmage could a mother giv her son? Colonel Ingersoll declared that if
was martyrs, and in claiming it the minister declared that no all that was degrading to women, obscene. and opposed to civiman ever died for a lie. Colonel Ingersoll claimed that men ilization were taken out of the book, it would prove a much more
had died for literally believing that wafers and wine were the fitting gift. He, however, would present a young man with a
body and blood of Christ, for believing in immersion, and for treatis upon hygiene, physiology, science, or some rich literary
believing in the Koran. And yet, according to Mr. Talmage, work. As a general thing, however, the young man who was
these were lies. Such deaths only proved the sincerity of the presented with a Bible by his mother seldom read it.
man and the barbarity of his executwners, a!ld not the truth of
Here Colonel Ingersoll related the story told by Edmond
any book. Colonel Ingersoll declared that he had a respect for About, concerning and Italian gambler who had lost continually
a man who had the courage to die for anything-or to liv for at play, and had gone over and prayed to a crucifix to giv him
anything.
luck. He played again and lost, and again prayed. Once more
Dr. Talmage also claimed that miracles were evidences of the he lost, and, addressing the crucifix, said: "This is my last
inspiration of the Bible.
penny, and I want you to giv me luck." But it did no good;
"What is a miracle?" asked the lecturer, and he answered and when he had lost again he went over to the crucifix, shook
it with, "Whenever the cause does not produce the necessary his fist at it, and hissed, " Cursed little Jesus, I am glad they
effect, whenever any power can step between those links, that crucified you."
is a miracle."
Mr. Talmage also claimed that the l'lible must be inspired
Bll.t the question was, Had a miracle ever been performed? because so many people believe it. Colonel Ingersoll took .up the
Did the audience know any man they would believe if he said countries one by one in which the Bible is believed, showed that
~e had seen a miracle performed? Certainly not. They would the progress was due to Freeth ought and liberty, and not to relmmediately set him down as a lunatic or a liar. He referred ligion. In Italy, he said, the Christian church was first estab~ the changing of sticks into serpents and the other miracles lis bed, and the present pope is one of the successors of St. Peter.
m order to convince Pharaoh, and declared that a god who For hundreas of years Italy was the beggar of this world,

and to her outstretched palm, from every land in Christendom,
flowed rivers of gold and silver. He added that if -it had not
been for Freethinkers, like Garabaldi and Mazzini; the heann
of Italy would still hav been without a star. Of Portugal h&
said: ·
·
" I admit that Portugal would be better if Portugal were:
Protestant. I admit that every Catholic is in favo:r of education
enough to make a Catholic out of a barbarian. I admit that
every Protestant is in favor of education enough to make a,,
Protestant out of a Catholic. But I assert that Catholic and:
Protestant are both opposed to an education which makes a
man's mind free."
Of England be said: " I tell you to-night that the trouble existing between England and Ireland is a religous queslion and
nothing else. When England outgrows Episcopalianism, when
Ireland rises above Catholicism, they can be friends, and not
till then. "
'
Brit of all the people who professed a belief in the Bible, as
a matter of fact, not one in fifty in the civilized world ever read
the Bible, no two ever agreed ai to what it means, and no ona
ever understood it.
Christian nations had always busied themselvs with inventing
means to destroy other Christian nations, and the result was
that the combined debt of these nations for wars amounted to
the enormous sum of twenty-five thousand million dollars.
When Christians went to war they each prayed to the same God
that they might destroy the other, and when the war was over
the victors praised God for their success, and the vanquished
thanked him that it wa~ no worse.
Another claim of Mr. Talmage's was that the writers of the
Bible knew all about modern inventions, and this the reverend
gentleman considered an evidence of inspiration. Job knew all
about evaporation, trade winds, and the tides. Isaac understood the Copernician ~ystem, and Nahum invented railway
locomotivs.
" I am astoniahed," said Colonel Ingersoll, " that Mr. Talmage himself does not figure in the Patent Office. I can't
account for it, except on the supposition tbat he is too honest to
infringe on the patenta uf the patri11rchs."
The lecturer then reviewed th.e Bible as a scientific work, and
said that it was not soiAntiftc to ~ay that God made a moral
character for Adam-Adam had to make a character for himself; that there could never hav been any di•ease or death 'in
the world had it not been for the sin of Adam, as all the rocks
of the world are filled with the record of death millions of years
before Adam was created; that thorns and brambles were produced by original sin; that labor waa a curse; that the flood
existed: that there was separation nfter the building of the
Tower of Babel; that angels were in the habit of walking
around the world eating veal dre1sed with butter an.-J milk;
that Lot's wife was turned into a pillar of salt; that people
lived to be nearly 1,000 years old; that the angels of God
wrestled with Jacob, got the better of him, and put one of his
joints out; that God, in the likeness of a flame, lived in a bush i
that a stick could be changed into a living snake; that God
mused darkness to be over the land of Egypt, except in the
houses of the Jews; that a dry stick budded and blossomed and
bore almonds; that the ashes of a red heifer mixed with water
can cleanse sin; that an animal saw an angel and conversed
with a man; that a spear thrust through the body of a woman
ever stopped a plague; that seven prie!ts blew seven rams'
horns loud enough, to blow down the walls of a city; that the
sun stood still in •the midst of the heavens; that God made
known his will by letting dew fall upon wool without wetting
the rest of the ground; that an angel of God appeared to a
woman in the absence of her husband, and afterward went up
in a flame of fire, and that, as a result of this visit, a child was
born, whose strength was in his hair; that water gushed from
a hollow place in a dry bone; that one man turned over a house
so !urge that 3,000 people could stand on the roof; that a man
was once fed by the birdR of the air, who brought him bread,
and that afterward an angel turned cook to him, and he ate
enough to last him forty days; that a God of infinit mercy destroyed people for laughing at a baldheaded prophet; that the
sun went back in the heavens as a sign to a miserab!G, barbarous
king that he was not going to die of.a boil; that slavery was
once right; that polygamy was once a virtue, and that extermination was mercy; that a being of infinit power and goodness
went into partnership with insects, and granted letters of mark
and reprisal to hornets; that an infinit being spent forty days
in furnishing Moses with plan• and specifications for a taberuacle; that wilP.n a man commits a sin he can settle with God
by killing a sheep; tnat God ever killed children to get even
with their parents; that Jehovah advertised for a lyre, as recorded in 2 Chronicles; .that fire refused to burn or water refnsed
to wet; that children have been begotten without a father;
that people have ascended bodily to heaven, taking their clothes
with them. "In short," said the lecturer, "everything that is
foolish, unreasonable, miraculous, or supernatural, is unscientific."
The final point considered by the lecturer was Mr. ';1-'almage's
claim that the Bible was merciful. In answer to th1s he read
the 28th chapter of Deuteronomy, which he declared to be the
foundation of the Anathema Marathana Of such a God he
mid: " I despise that God 1 I defy that God ! There is no
such God, except in the imagination of a barbarian."
He stated his objections to the Bible to be as follows:
1. Human !lavery· 2. Polygamy; 3. Wars of conquest and
extermination; 4. ~l'he idea that other nations are not vested
with the same rights that you hav ; 5. Religous persecution;
6. The divine right of kings ; 7. A belief in maliciou! supernatural beings; 8. A belief in an infinit being who wonld make
a man, knowing that he would be eternally damned; 9. The
idea that one man can be good for another or bad for another;
10. The dogma that a finite being can commit an infinit sin.
Perfection, he said, was the only possible evidence of inspiration, and when a perfect book was given him he would believe
it. The Bible is not inspired, and the theologians know nothing
about another world and very little about this. He closEd his
lecture with this peroration :
''The hand of earth is stretched uselessly toward heaven.
From the clouds there comes no help. In vain the shipwrecked
cry to God to-night ; in vain the impris~ned ask for liberty and
light; in vain the martyr prayed; in vam the slave and mother
wept. The heavens are deaf and dumb and blind. Fro!t
freezes fire burns, slander smites, the wrong triumphs, the good
suffer, 'prayer dies upon the lips of faith-no help from h•,aven
for man. If the naked are clothed, man must clothe them ; if
the hun!>TY are fed, man must feed them ; if the ignorant are
raiserl in the scale of education, man must raise them; if the
world is to be made better, man must do it.
" So far as I am concerned, I rely not upon churches, not
upon sacred books, not upon out-grown and moss-covered
creeds. I rely upon human endeavor-not upon God's j I rely
upon the human heart-not upon 3Jlgels; I rely upon the human brain ; I rely upon the efforts of all good men and all good
women."
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Elmina Abroad.-Familiar Letters.

I.
Not having been out of the sight of the smoke of our chimney at Snowville for years and years, it seems so like a fairy
dream to be roaming about over the glad and beautiful earth and
seeing not only the lovely handiwork of de,r old Mother Nature,
but the improvements and additions made by the band of man
which are everywhere sp0aking of a creativ skill and ingenuity
far surpassing that of :wy l,l'od be bas eYer created.
.
I think ~orne of mv readers would hav smiled at the "turnout" which conveyed me the twelve miles from Snowville to
Christi.msburg. Finding it impossible to obtain a horlle during
the busy ploughing season, I was compellfd to ride in a large lumber wal,l'on loaded with plows and plow-points (!bares); and
the first experience was the balking of one horse in the middle
of the ford as we crocsed the rivPr. He was perRuaded to go
on, but made a ~econd and worse bu,!k coming up the steep
bank on the far side, and fearing to be upset among- the ironware, 1 jump~d out and walked till the horse sobPred down.
Half way to town the wagon stuck fast in a mud bole and we all
had to a'light, and as I was stepping on the rubber (a big block
of wood that rubs the wheel •nd locks it to go down hills) to
get in ago~in, the borsPs started and threw me down in the mud,
pl&stering. my drPss and one hand prAtty well with the sacred
soil of old Virginia; but as 1 only wore nature'? glovPs the hand
was soon cleansed and the rest' f the mud rubbed off when dry.
Just ahead of us on the road was the United States mail.
The bag WllS thrown across a small mu!P, and on the top of
it sat a small boy prob!!bly twPlve years old, judging by hi1looks.
Every now and then be wonld jump off and get a club !rom
the road-side and b~at the mule, driving it along as one would
a refractory pig. and it rPally was not much largfr than a big
pig. I asked if he was not afraid the mule would run away
with the maiL ''If be does I'll get JiOmebody to catch him,"
was the resnonse. By dint of hurrying the driver I arrived in
Christiansburg in time to catch the train, and was soon aboard.
It wa3 a keen, frosty morning; quite solid ice bad frozen during
the night, " killing all the fruit," though probably, like the famous cattle or holy writ, it will much of it be left to be killed
over and over ag..,in. It was pleasant to sit in the cars and see
the lovely landsc~pe go by. B~autiful meadow lands covered
with the greenest of grass and grain, rugged hill-•ides dotted
with evergreens interspersed with large bushes of red bud, whose
pink flowers are now out in all their glory. The dog-wood
roses, too, showed their white bloom among the dry brown stems
of Je,fless trees. Orchards were pink with peach and apple
blooms, and cherry-trees gave promis nf a large fruitage; while
th!! Lord's cattle on a thousand hills and his black and white children, some busy at their various avocations, and others standing
watching t.be steam-horse and his train, added vari.,ty to tb~
shifting, changing SPene. Inside the cal'S was the usual traveling
crowd of men, women, and PhildrPnj book arJd paper pedler~.
etc. One of theEe bad a collecti"n of Infidel publications, and a
pliSSenger bought a volume of seleetions from Ingersoll's sayings
and commenc~d reading them in a loud, clPar voice to his seatmate. Every sentence made its rna· k. The re .. der seemPd to
be a Universtlist or a Theodore Parker man. His companion
was pious, but thPy appeared to relish most of the sentiments
of the great orator, but could not fairly understand whether bP
was a bel'ever in a rfal God and in a future life or not. Severalladi~s sitting near me were terribly shocked, and called the
book blasphemou~, and one said, "Such books should be
burnt'' 1 saiL!, "You CiiHniJt detitroy the truth by burning
it." "That's a fact," said one. It was certainly a sign of progre•s to see Infidel literature publicly sold and read aloud on a
train of cars this far south. The last I saw of tile reader he
was searching the holy book (which he took down from the rack)
for the 109 h psalm, and as it's getting hungry-time I'll se11rch
for my breakfast.

But though we sat two hours, only a few faint raps came, and
those usually in response to the mention of Guiteau's name.
On Sunday we went to Oak Bill cemetery and saw that largA
and beautiful city of the dead. It was a pleasant resting place
for the silent and sleeping ones. The grounds ta5tefully laid
out, grand monuments, plain, simple head-stones, a prorusion
of ftowers, vines, and shrubbery, and stately trees looked
calmly down on all. In the af·ernoon we went to a fashionable Catholic church to "vespers." To one to whom like myself it is all new, it was a beautiful and curious show. All the
lighted candles, the gold and glitter, the ~olemn, sweet music,
chants, and elevating the host and bowing to it whenever any
one pa~sed in front of it was interesting, and if seen but once
is really beautiful so long as one keeps back the thoughts of the
gross superstitions and powerful machinery of. the institution.
The attendance was very hrge, and the congregation appeared
as intelligent and refined as any I hav seen, though it is sup·
posed to be mostly composed of "servant girls," and such
classes.
In the evening we attended a spiritual mpeting in a large
hall. The audience was tolerably large, and seem~d to be composed of a thinkin,, serious, and reflectiv body of people. The
speaker was a Mr. White. The lecture was flowery and rather
wordy, on" Inspiration." Not argumentativ, so 1 did not feel
gr•atly interested. After we got home a Mr. L. called. A.
large, portly man, pretty well along in years, finely educated,
and once a strong Materialist, believing death ended all, and
still antiehristian a·;d anti-theological, but bas long been converted to Spiritualism, though be has to ·attend seances and
obtain new tests continually to keep his skeptical nature in subjeetion to the new ism.
On Monday had a sitting with another medium, but very little,
if any, satisfaction. Had she not been vouched for by tho>e
who knew her well, I should &ay all she told was mere guesswork, and wrong guesFes nine times in ten. I must confess
that, being almost constantly in the society of Spiritualists, and
bearing of the very roujih usage some of thPm bav receivEd at
rbe hands of the invisible, has one or two nights made me
almost " creepy" about going to bed way up in the third slory
all by myself. Just as children listened, open-mouthed, to
ghost stories, and then go in a crowd to bed and cover up head
~~.nd ears, so did I almost feel ; not at all convinced or believing, only imagining I know not what. The lingering remains of
super~titious notions will cling to us despite philosophy,
reason, and common sense.
ELMINA.
Washington, D. 0., April, 18S2.

California Letter.

To TIIE EDIToR-oF THE TRtrTH Sli:EKER., Sir: Since my return
from the North 1 hav been lecturing in Sacramento every Sunday, with the exception of four lectures in Stockton and fonr in
Mndesto, at both of which places the friends of Freelhougbt
held a Paine memorial meeting, which, in point of attendance
and interest, speaks well for the growing interest among our
people for the cause or truth.
I am at present speaking in Sac City to large auiliences, and
will remain here until our old chief, D. M. Bennett, reaches
here on his way East. I can't afford to miss seeing him, and
gnv;p the hand of a man who dares to speak the truth, for he
is one of my kind.
As one of the results of our labor here this winter, the friends
hav organized a Liberal Union, wilh about one hundred members on the roll, with a splendid board of officers-with S. S.
Hall as president; J. D. Byers, vice, and S. J. Martin, secretary.
We bav received circulars from Byron Adonis, issued by
Liberal L~ague 190, of San Fr ... ncisco, in relation to a reception
to be tendered to Mr. Bennett in San Francisco on his arrival
in that city.
The Liberal Union of Sacramento hav also taken steps, by
the ap~uintment of an efficient committee, to do the same thing
in Sacramento.
We propoPe to make his heart glad, and send him to his home
and friwds stronger than ever to contend agair.st bigotry ~nd
II.
superstition, and I hope similar ovations will be given with a
I hav- seen so much in th'e four ilays I hav been here that
hearty good-will a.ll along the line of his travel to New York.
my head feels likfl a. kaleidoscope of !biftiug, c·hangin~ views.
Let us honor the man who, from principle, submitted him~elf
Been through the Cupitol and seen the Senate and Rouse in sesto pass through the fires of persecution to attain and preserve
sion, and the big magnates making our laws and deciding im- for us a larger freedom; and, in the languRge of our circular,
portant i~sues by yeas and nays. Hav been through parks.
let us keep the fires of liberty burning all alprg the line.
r~rdens, and green~ries, and seen all the wonderful, 1trange,
Last SuPdaJ. we spoke to at least four hundred pe0pl~ on the
and be:iutifnl exotics growing in the moist, warm air of the hotdemands of L1beralism, and presented the claims of THE TRUTH
houses. Bav be<"n to museums &nd seen the stuffed skins of SEEKER, for which 1 hope to send you a number of names soon
all manner o! birds and animals, and the bones of ntbers, and
-at lea~t as soon as the reception is over; now we are all busy
10 many curios' ties that the eve and brain refused to take them
getting things in readiness for that event, and I am quite sure
all in ; attended an excPllent lecture on anthropology, th.t
that Mr.Bennett's presence here will add to THE TRUTH ::lEEKER's
not only bad no Go·'ism in it, but was directly Infidel or Mate- list of subscribers.
rialistic in all its leaning~, though no overt reflections were made
Of course you are aware that there are a great many Liberal
a!lainst "our holy religion,'' and what was best of all, the lectpeople who do not take any Liberal parer, and do not know to
ure was well appreciated and cheered by the audience, which this day that we hav a just cauee for which t~ contend, and
was a large one.
that our honored leader, D. M. Bennett, has been in prison at
l hav been to see 11 medium, too (Mrs. French), who told me
the hands of Christian devils, and that he is now on his way
many wonderful tbiPgs that I cannot understand how she di- around the world.
vined. Mentioned the names of ever so many of my dead
I speak advisedly when I say that at least two hundred of
friends and relativs; described them, and told the relationship my audience, on the occasion above alluded to, bad never
and mentionpd some I had mysel! forgotten, but rec11lled as
heard of D. M. Bennett, and had never seen THE TRUTH
she reminded me of them. One Charles Bird came. I
SEi:ll:li:R.
said I had never known him, but ~he still insi8ted I had. I
Ponderous bodies move slowly, and so does the cause of Libsaid I had lost a relativ called Charles, but no Bird. "It is eralism, and yet, thank heaven and the workers for truth, the
Bird," said Phe. "1 see it here." My cou~in laugb£d th~;n, leaven is at work in the minds of the people.
and ~aid, "Oh, its a duck, a Drake." Then the medium shook
We want more live men and women speakers on the rostrum,
hands with me heartily, as if the spirit was glad to be recogto expound Liberalism and exhort the people to concert of acnized. It was my father's brother, Charles Drake. When tion.
cousin E. (who went along with me), asked the medium what
lf Liber ... lism means that every person !hall bav a little hobI did at h~"'me, she looked 11. long time and said, " I see piles of by of their own, and each stand apart from his fellow, then our
scratch papers, manv talk-sheets, and pick-ups," meaning, in cause is a forlorn hope, as against the well-organized and wellher br~)ken indian (for her's is Indian mediumsbip), that I trained forces of the enemies of Freetbougbt and free religion.
wrote on sheets of paper for the newspapers, and the types Individuality and selfhood-to be able to stand alone-is a
printed it, as she made motions of type setting. When we bad grand thing, but transcendently gra.nd and pteciousis it to be
fir~t started, I proposed to go in and not speak for a while, but
able to join hands for work in a good cause.
let my cousin do the talking, as I wanted a test. I was born
Liberalism is not simply negations; no, not that. A. fool can
with a portion of the roof of my mouth and palate gone, there- deny, but earnest and sincere Liberals will discover that Libfore bav an impediment in my speech. So my cousin told her eralism has a positiv side, and while she dentes the system and
1 had a natural defect, and she was to find out what it was. methods of Christianity to save the soul, she stoutly affirms in
She took my hand, and in two minutes passed her other hand favor of natural development in harmony with the laws of naup the sides of my throat and described it (the malformation ture. It is not enough to deny the truth of the Bible; we must
and my mode of talking), better than I could hav done. My affirm sometbirg in ics stead and help the people out of supercou;,in was as eager for the test as I, and wns as well satisfied with stition by truth. Church people are alive. and stand together,
the result. l had a full hour's sitting, but I only mention these and pull together for what they deem their cause. Our cause
few items to show that the wonders are not all humbug; and is to us a better, broader, and higher cause. Let us do at least
even if I fail to believe that the dead liv, I think the phenom- as much as Christians do for our sacred cause. But bow can
ena well worth our investigation as a new phase of the powers we do this unless we place ourselvs in proper relations to the
of humanity.
cause of truth? A.nd to do this we need to sust~in the Liberal
III.
press, as well as to study bonks, fnr this is our only means of
One evening a lady came herP, and we bad a sitting around knowin~:~· what is going on in the Liberal field.
a atand for raps, ~>he being mediumistic and a. fum believer. I I wish I could :>ay r;omething to inspire every Liberal to take

a Liberal paper, and thereby come into sympathy with the
cause at large by coming into sympathv with each other. The
hearts of L1berals are'in the right placP, and~we only need to'
bring them into closer relations with ea.ch other to. find them
bea•ing in unison to the grand march of hum!tn freedom.
Now you know that I promised that my letter should not be
as long a~ the last, and will close bv saying to the Liberals of
Oregon, Washington THritory, and British Columbia, whose
letters are constantly coming to hand, that I hav not forgotten
them, and hope to see them soon. And further let me sny I
hav just issued a volume of Freethought poPms, handsomely
bound, Radical, and @picy, to help spread the light. Price
~ingle copy, 75 cents, sent by mail, aucl $7 per dozen. SoU:.
the mean time, to whet the appetite, send to San Jose, Cal., for
a dozen of my books, and while you will get more than your
monpy's worth, you will at the same time ~prPad the light,
With many good wishes for THE TRUTH BEEKER and its noble
workers, I am,
Yours for all truth,
DR. J, L. YoRK.

The Death of Mr. Darwin.
Charles RobPrt Darwin, the famous savant, diPd on the 20th
at his re.-idence, Down House, near Orpington, England. He
bad been ill for some days, but was supposed to be recovering.
He did not rally from a relaps be experienced on TuPsday.
Mr. Darwin had been suffering for some time from weakness
of the hpart, but continued to work to the last. He was taken
ill on Tue>'day night with pains in the chest, faintness, and
nausea. The nausea lasted more or less during Wednesday,
and culminated in death in the afternoon. Mr. Darwin remained fully conscious until within a quarter of an hour of his
death.
Mr. Darwin was born in Shrewsbury, England, Feb. 12,
1809. His father was Dr. Robert Waring Ddrwin, a physician
and the son of Dr. Erasmus Darwin, the poet, philosopher, a' d
physician. Mr. Darwin's mother was a doughter of Josiah
Wedgwo0d, the modern founder of the English pvttery manufacture. He graduated from Christ's College, Cam bridge, in 1831.
He accompanied the ship Beagle in her scientific circumnavigation of the world in the same year. He was the naturalist of
tbe expedition, and served without salary, and partly at his {)Wn
expense. On ·his return to England he published a journal of
the voya!!'e. He afterward prospcuted his scientific investigations in England. He published " The Structure and Distribution of Coral Reefs," 1842; "Geological Observations on Volcanic Islands," 1844; "Geological Observations in South
America," 1846, and in 1851, 1853, and 1859 a "Monograph
of the Family Cirrbiperlia" and" Fossil Species." His" Origin
of Bpecies by Means of Natuml Selection," published in 1859,
was translated into manv European languages, and gave ri~e to
much controvPrsy. In 1862 he pttblisbed a wnrk on the "Fertllization of Orchid,.," and in 1868 on the" Variation of Animals and Plants Under DomPstication." In 1871 he gave to
the world his treatis on the "DPscPnt of Man and SP!ection in
Relation to Rex." He has since published many separate
papers, notably on " The GPology of the Fa'kland Islands,"
·• The Formation of Veg•·table Mold Through the ,Action of
Worms," "On the Expression d the Emotions in 1\:fen and
Animals," and on "Volcanic Phenomena." and "The Distribution of EtTalic Boulders," holh the latter relatiPg to South
A.mPrica. He received the Crp''ey and the royal medals from
the Royal Sodety, and the Wollaston Pallad;an medal from
the GPological Society. He was elected a member nf various
English and foreign bo•lieR, was made a Knight. of the Order
" Pour Ia Merite" by the Prussian g-overnmPnt, a corresponding member of the A.cademv of Vietma. 1871, and had confcrr8d upon him the degrPe MD. by the University of Leyden
in 1875, and the dPgree LL.D. by the University of Cambridge
in 1877. In thA followingo year he was elected a correspondh•g
member of the French Academy of Science~. He married his
cousin, Miss Emma Wedgwood, in 1831, and leaves several children.
J!'rum the New Yorl< Sun of April 21st.

Mr. Darwin, the naturalist, who died yesterday, has left to
the world a shining name and scientific treasures of inestimable
value. His life, for over half a CPntury, has been fnll of great
work, out of which hav grown fertil theories, reaching into all
the fields of science and over the whole realm of nature.
It has been a life of continuous activity and productivness
from the opening of his manhood until his rleath, in the seventyfourth year of his age_ When a youth of twenty two he was
rPgarded as qualifiPd to unrlertake the duties of naturalist for
the exploring expedition around the world that was under the
command of Captain Fitzroy; and the volume in which he
gave the account of his discoveries upon the voyage ,bowed how
well he had been equipped and qualified for the work. He continued the pursuit of his studies during subsequent years, observing the phenomena of nature and hfe with a precision and
comprebensivness that had never been surpassPd by any other
naturalist, and findillg in them sng!!'estions that were at once
revolutionary and constructiv. Books of geological and zoological research p•·oceeded from his pen, and his scientific peers
be? an to recognize him as a genius in nature.! history.
When ripe in knowledge, mature of mind. and mastPr of the
situation, he delivered the book which established him in the
forpmost rank, brought him world-wide fame, was turned into
all the languages of civilization, provoked a whirlwind Of critici•m from sci~ntists as well as theologians, and was fortifit>d by
the 3Upport of many of the most eminent naturalists of EuropA, ''The Origin of Species by Means of N >ttural Selection."
From that time onward mankind has heard of • D 'rwinism,"
and the battle has been waged around it in a way that givs sufficient proof of its tremendous importance to the species with
whose origin it deals.
Twelve years after the appearance of this book, he furnished
anothBr that is complementary to it, "The Descent of Man,.,
and down to the c1ose of hts life he ailhered to the hypothesis
which was the crown of all his research.
Mr. Darwin was a voluminous author. Besides his chief
work here named, he publbhed not a few o' hers of importance
in special branches of investigation; and it was but last year
that he expanded one of his Mrlier pap•,rs into a book of
a~tonishing interest, entitled, " The Formation of Vegetable
Mold 'l'hrough the Action of Worms."
Mr. Darwin hils been hJCkier thflll some of th!l other creati v minds of science, in that he lived to see the hypothesis
through which he is most familiarly known widely accepted
by the men who are capable of properly juilging it, and in
that foes as well as friends hav always awarded him the highest praise as R.n original and profound investigator of the phenomena of nature.
TbA death of Mr. Darwin at this time has deprived us of the
opportunity we were ab ·ut to enj ·)y of seeing him here in the
United StateR. He had annouuced his intention of paying a
prolonged "visit t~ this country during the approaching sum-
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everv stage tbe cry of here•y has 1\Ifed the air. But thfly hav WOD.
An' o1f an np to Cowgate.
mer. DPa'h tonk him before be hail carried out all his plan~,
the day. They hav hanished the dogmas of !l"llilt for Adam's •ln, of
but not till after be hhd made contributions to knowledge
But it would appear that these very zenlous gentlfmeu hav infant
damnation, of pussiv l'Pgeneratinn of the univerllBl perdition
equaled by those of few men since the days of Aristotle.
overtlone the buEiness, forgetful of the shahby treatment of of th" lleathen. 'l'he p>tth of New England !henlogy is thus st1 ewn
concessions
conce••wns to an advancmg knowledge of God'a
witb
Uzz•th, who WI!.S a little too zealous iv a gond (?) cause; in proof
of which I clip a. couple of items from the daily papers of Pitts- word concessions to truth "
A Live League.
But my article grows too long. Let me just add one bril'f
burgh:
.
To THE. EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Every available
but most torrid quotation more from the AI,dover creed, aud I
From The Leader.
inch of sp~ce, standing OL' ~it1ing-room, was ntilizFd at the rrg1;he llf E and Bepti•t congregations of l\fonnt W!lshington held close:
ular meeting of the Chicagn Liberal Leazue on ~uud•1y evening, union Her vie<'~ in tile 1\Ionnt Wushin~ton Baptist church lttBt night, "TJ1e i;oul~ of believers nre at their death mariepel'fect in bollness
when,Rev.
William•·, Tl!iS or of the 111. E. church, was to preach the and dO immediatt>ly pass into glory. , . . Bnt tbe wlckE>d will
April 16th, abd the ante-rooms were packed w1th an eager but ""rruun. The
B~ptist pnstor, nfter stating to the as•emhlage that arisetoshameand everla•tingcontempt; and wttb devils be plunged
disttppointed Lhrong. Though the capacity of our meeting-placP. Rev. Willilims wae about to addre"s them, sat down. l\fr. William• into t be luke that h•11·net h with tl•·e and. brimK! one forever and ever.'
(holding sever~tl hundred) is more than tested every t'iunday arose and wos about to •tate hie text, wh~n he fell in an o.poplectic
This provision of the crl'ed h presumed to be still iutact, unDrs. Wiloon and Pott• wAre called. and relieved· the
evening, a larger number than usual failed to g~tin entra11Ce. P><H'X.:Vsm.
unconocions man of some blood, whiCh brought him to. He WB>; touched. At any rate, not" bani8hed," as the profe~~ors say,
After prl'liminary huoiness and music,] pe1·formance by our removed to his home and this morning was greatly improved, wiUt inf,mt damna• ion. S' there may be hop~ for AndovPr yet.
q'mrtet, Presid~nt Magie formally introduc<d the speakero~ the though still confined to his btld.
Concord, N. H, April, 1882.
PARKER PILLSBURY.
F1·om Th• Times.
evening, Mrs. H. S. Lake, who gave us one of the most brilliant,
About eight o'clock !!tilt evening Rev. Gustavus Backert, formerly
bold, and earnest lectures it has beeu.our fortun>tte lot to hear. pe.stor
of the l\lonnt Washington Lmberun l'imrch, but now a suppl)
The New Chronology.
A number of pngnacious Christians are always anxious to ob- pastor, w><s 11n· eked b¥ a fu.inling rtt wbilP. eitting on & chair in
tain the floor and antagonize anything pre•ented by our Radical Charles l\Ierz'• saloon, No. 15 C._r,on street, South Iii de, and in fallTo
THE
EDITOR
OF THE TRU'l'H SEEKER, Si1·: The Brunootrnck hit~\ head nga.inst a l!lrove and cut PJeventl deep ga9hes il1
frimds. Neverth1-less, even these paid their tribute to the abil- tn~
his head. His ir•j 11ries are not ~;erlous. Wben they wer .. dressed w,,kPman system of chronolof(y publi-hed in THE TRUTH
ity and impa~sioned eloquence with which our gallant moral none of his frien ·s would assist him to his home. He will, proba- S:EKKER of the 1st inst. is a natnral, scientific, and magnifihero brougrtt htlr artillery of argument. to bear upon tbeir f,tintly- bly, ba disfigured for life.
cent system. May it become universal. Ycu Eee I haT
Can it be that God has at last determined to see justice donl', adopted it, becR.usr, in my opinion, it is just, reasonable, and
defendecl fortresses, a11d sent d' strucLion and clemoraliz1.tion
arnoui! the r•nemie" of universal mental liberty. Her theme was. and has espous•d the CaliSe of the much-abused l nfidels? or i;o ~tdapted to universal ends. We cannot, uow apply it to the
" The 1\lis-ion of I,ibernlism;" and but a faint idea of her effort he ouly sick of the in<liscrimiuate lying of his holy mouth- drawing of ]Pgal documents, making wiiiR, etc., but we Clln apOJ g•tns, and deterruin~,d to put a stop to it?
'can regained by the following ~vnopsis:
ply it to social uFes and in our correspoudence to ynur splendid
The National 'Liber11l Lea.;ue wn.s organized in Philarlelphia
Of course we Infidels are neither silly nor dishone~t enough journal, and to all othPr, Lihl'ral htPraturo. The fRets and logic
in the centennhl year. Its o!Jject was to amend the Constitu- to assert tl1at G u bad anything to do w1th it.. Between ap<;- a.nd historical reseHch in Mr. WHkeman's article in support of
tion and to repe,tl all l~tws bearing oppre~sivly upon antichrio- plexy aud whisky common sense can find an explanation.
adopting the new chronokgy are arraved in a masterly manner,
But suppose this same phenomenon had ocuurred at the Lib and are convincing to l'Vl'ry thoughtful, rational mind .. For
tians. It hecame evident, hu·~ev<~·, ere long, that immediate
eral
League
mfeling
la;;t
Snuday
wh@n
Dr.
Audley
arc·se
to
j],
•
. political action could not be made to succeed, and that the work
years I hav heartily detl's'ed d11ting my letters, public ancl priof the auxiliary Leagues must be devoted to thA preparatory vei.!!h against" Prophets, Priests, and Kings;" what then?
vate, accnrclinl:! to the chronc logv b~sed on the ad\'ent of "our
llfouday noon would llav seen the religious dailies of the en- Lord," that Lord wbos<> pre,ence in the world has been the
. one of developi1u among the people an iutelligent meaning of
country
garnished
with
such
flaming
bean-lines
as
ihese:
th'«
the word Libe1alism, and a consecration to the purpose of b1iug·
•:urse and scourge of rnankinrl.
'' T~rrible Warning to hfidels;" "The J.udgmeut of Gad;''
ing about a tri<anph of its principles.
s;nce we havd•thrrned the man-God or !be God-man, with all
Men'al changes are PfftlCtPd by much the same process as a•·e "A Blatant Blasphemer Struck Dumb," etc.
his ouperstitions, or snperst.itions founded on and in his name,
::-fow, it seeruo to me that logic and consistency would demand let UR forever ahCl!ioh that chrnnology connPctecJ with the •· imphy>ical change•. To develop a Chri~tian into an Ir.fidel b
oftentimes a lonll: and tedious tAsk. :J3nt the work of the teacher tbar if such phenomena be del'med judgments in the OTJ(3 caee, maf'ulate," a11d which i~ but a ref'OJ'U of thA bloocl of the inof the new di5pen';;.:tion mu·t not ~top hen•; for, after the rej-c- Lhf<y shoulcl be in the other. lf not, why not?
nocent. Freethinkers, wherever we are ~mitered throughout
Let thA clergy of Pittsburgh, and especially of Mount Wash- the earth, let us adrpt the chrnnolo!'y f•,undecl in memnry of
tion nf Christianity, pen~·le divide up into uifJerent <:l·tSses, RUCh
as Ar.hei-ts, Agn(;Stics, Deist~, Materblists. Spir1tualists, Pm'i- ing\On, who a1e so fond of pr.ting about special providenve~, ;be heroic Italian Frf·ethinker B•·nno, who rave his lif., tn the
tivists, Secularists. etc. Defining th&se diffHent clasRes, and ~.tnd di~tortiug natur11l phencmeua into judgments of G d, dis- cause of m<-ntal emanc-ip•1tion. H~ was basely murdered by
paying a glowing tribute to the pr~sident of the ~!bera~ IJeague. play at l«ast a show uf consistency by maufuJly facin:.r t!Je the ChristiHns, hnt his.'' son! goes m•rchirg nn" through the
T. B. Wakeman, us a representatlv of the Positiv philosophy, mw;ic when it is tht"ir ox that is g~ttiug ll'ored. Furiher, let eternal years, We a.1·e carrying on lhA sublim~ work he comthe speaker continwd: It is the mission of Liberalism to fnsP them rAmember that however commendable zeal, in tbe cJeftnst· mence·\ each according to his )JUmble pol•;er, but united we
th<>se different elements into one general mass, which shall ap- <>f truth, may be, there is <'ne thiug more commet,dable sLill, ~hall triumph over the priestlv d•spots who hav so lnng enand tbat is truth itself; and when they feel inclined to emulatt- s!ttved ponr humanity. It is onlv a questiPn of time until the
propriat.. ly be called a LibPral L9ague.
For fifteen hundred years'the human "R.CA has imbibed from the example of th<tt illustrious Christian, Paul, who said.'' If chains binding the ,J~ves are broken. Rpeed the glmious hour
the moth£>r's breast the rellgiou of believe or be damned through my lie grace hath more abounded, why, th~>n, um l of man'~' rPdemptirn from ignorance, bigotry, and supen:tition I
Throughout the centuries hav scientists and philosophers striv~;~n accounted a ~;inner?" let them remelliber the fate of Anauias
San Francisco, 4, 7. 212.
BYRON AnoNis.
under the disple~tsure of the ch,rch to evolve m0re. correct ,,nd-dntw it mild. ·Experience bas taught us to not expett
·ideas of God, heaven, bell, duty, rewards an1l puuishments, tith• r candor, courtesy, or j <Jstice from the paid advocates of aJ;
Thomas Paine.
etc. To givi:he~e strugg'ittg id~as a cl·ance to grow and flourish autiC)uated superstiliou~made desperate by its dying thrce;,From the Nemplris Appeal.
is the mi;~ion of Libernli,m. 'The God of bloO<l and sacrifice, tmt having rabed on high the bmner of the fre~ in priest-ridden
In the Appeal uf April 16th appears a letter purof curses and vengeance, of frowns and fury, is to r~ome down Pittsburgh, we will lower our arm~ only in death.
porting to be written by Dr. Franklin to Thomas
out of heavm, and there is to be sho~>·n instead intinit ~p>~.ce
Yours, for liberty and light,
LEAGUE.
studded ith "tars and alight with suns, chaJ;gi!Jg, perf'·cting,
Paine, urging him not to publish that celebrated
dying, as eons unrnll from lhe bosom of eternity.
Divinity
Endangered.
work against the Bible, "The Age of ReaRon," and
l!Jstead of the kingdom aud the rhrone, the lamb and the
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir.- Three or four ad vising him not to "unchain the tiger." Thill piou11
river of life, we a1·e toleam to think, r,nd to say the republic,
the conrt of justiP.e, man, ancl the development of his life. In- months' Lraveliug neMly cut my conneCiion with your paper aud fraud h~.s been so often exposed, I am surprised that
journalists of your information and intelligence
stead of looking up into bettven _for manna; tbe· bfst principh s all else on the Ailaritic coast.
of .agricnl;ure a. e tO be taught, anu tbat land is for rolf the pe(lReturning last week to my home. there waited me im invita- ~hould reproduce it. Dr. Benjamin Franklin died
pJe. lnstectd of de!Jenu:ng upon God to cohvert sinners, we are tion to write a lfttff of greeting to Mr. Benmtt on his arrival a1 in 1790, three years before a line of "'fhe Age of
to learn the bw for propagating saintR; instead nf relyi· g up< n San Francisco, in hi~ p .ssage round the gla<,e. It. was too latf Reason " was written. The first p~rt of that work
the efficacy uf the atonement, man i"s to .,ton" himself for every to comply with the request of the committee of correspcmleuce, WI!.S written in PariR in the latter part of 1793, amid
injury he may inflict upon a fl<lllow; instead of working: for a but let me here express my thanks for the kindly iuvita•iou,
.
>tncl my cor<gratulutions to our chid, and his m:my patrons and >.be terrors of the French H.evoiutwn, when the
he,,ven in the skies, he is to bbor to build one here b, low.
Wher<'Ver the mi.,sion of Liberalbm is ~ff~cted, the1e believ- friPnds, th<Lt the long voyage has been so signally prosperou-, author was in hourly expectation of arrest and exeers in god:; many and gods few. iu no gods. fabe gods and true and so wond1 ously rich in its e:xperience8 ancl observati0ns. ··ution, and, in fact, Paine was arreAted the last of
·golds, g')(ls of reason aud go us of revelati •n, barmonize anu f, a- so indur;triously reported at every s1age. I thir,k no •ourist no1 December, 1793, upon the orcler of Robel'<pierr~>, and
ternize, knowing thiJt thPse tb.oughts and expres ions >~.re Rim ply traveler of modern times has ever accompli,hed so much 11 1 imprisoned at Luxembourg within six .hours after be
thtJ indications of the ide>tl aspirutions of the race and the degree sight-seeing md recording and publishing as has the editor of had finished that great work. The second part of
of humani:y's di>satisfaction with itself.
TirE TRUTH SEEKER. Tbe fir~t thing which meets my eye and
Whenever the mission of Liberalism is accomplished, we shall ~ar on re<~chhg borne is the lively controTersy now wagir•g "The Age of H.eason" was written for the most part
not find the coarse condemnation of the law and the black look among the friends and supporters or the Andover, Mass., diviu- in that pri~on, w bPre the author lay nearly a year,
of the pharisee townrd those whose views of domestic life are itv school, one of the nld.:•t, ~>ealihiest, and most widely kuow11 and the wholf1 pu bli~bed by Paine some time after
heterodox, like, perhaps, the neighbor's religion. It will be in-st'tutions of the kind iHll.lw.rica. It was fouuded in tbe yra; his release. The letter which you publi~h, purportseen hy tu··se who are capable of comprf>hendmg the meaning 1807, its object being, as avowed ''to provide fur 1he ch11rch a ing to be written hy Dr. Franklin, was written by a
of Lib,·r"li•m thar polyandry and po'ygamy, monogamy and ·earned, orlhodt'X, and pious ministry."
d
The f 1mrth article of faculty ngulations and requirement< lying scribbler, Grant Thorburn, and publi~>he by
c~libacy, loves many or few, hfe love or love for a day. love rrue
and love fnlse, are nil th•l expressions only of the aff, ctinna' reads thus:
~be Bible Society under the title, "Don't Unchain
want of human kind, and the v,;in endPavor of the se~u,d in"li:verv professor in this Univer1nty shall be a llfaster of Art•, of the Tiger." Dr. Franklin was him11elf an lnti.-lel, lUI
stinct to evolve higher fr·om l•,wer conui1ions.
·
the Protestant reformed religion, in commnnion with eome Chri•- was Jefferson, but they wrote no. book again11t the
chnrch of the CongregatJonal. or Presbyterian denominaHon,
"Truth is colored by the meuium through which we view it." tian
md snotain the charact~r of a dl8crePt,sober, l•arned,wnd ptom Bible, and hav therefore escaped tbe wrath of the
No two see life from F:X:>~.ctly the same standpoint; and whi:e mw.n. >tnd shall be of sound and orlhodox princ·ples in divinity.
·
ll
d f
h d
d
or t e evote
Cathol;c pneumoniti. and Pro1estaut pneumonia are, as Felix ucoo."ding- to that form of sound word•. or system of e"angelictd priesthood, whwh was a reserve
doclrin,
drawn
ft·om
the
scriptnreo,
and
denominated
The
w~sthead
of
Paine.
Forgetful
of
his
great
~ervices
to
.Adler so quaintly puts it, e:x.•tctly nlikr, the mental changes and rnineter,s Aaflembly•e; Shortr.r Cate.cbi~m.
h
h
d
hear.t-needs of people diff,r :;a widely a• to make no rule of "If on th•• nssociate toundati"n, he must also be an ord>tinecl min- the cause of American freedom, t ey av purBue
tre>ltrnent for this part 0f the being pos:;ible for the doctors of ister'of the Congregation>!! 01' p,·e•hytel'ian dc"nornint<tion."
him telent]E:ssly with every weapon that malice and
divinity <'r th~ doc10rs of law.
Ne:x:t follows in article fifth, "the creed," in thre~full octavo dettaction could invent.
All that can be done with the religious sentiment, tl}e se:x:ual pages, which e~ery pr?fessor, on the day ~f hi~ inauguration
Such· is the fate of all who dare queRtion their
instinct, or the poli•ical aspiration, is to giv it more rrom and mto office must "publwly make and subscribe, Ill 'he pres~nce
of the tr~srees of the Seminary;'.' a~d to be by him repeat~cJ creed. But a fp,w years ago, when a great flood waa
more information.
The moming of humanity is breaking. Are ycu up to be- in the same presence,'· at the exptr~twn of eTn-y .five successiv pouring down the Mississippi, a prayer-meeting was
hole( its splendo;· and inh;Je its atmosphere? Are you rt>ady to years! ;;nd no man shall be contwued ~8 president or Ilro- called to avert it. For suggfsting that wheel-barsha· e 1viLh me the toil sntl the tl'iHI, the glory and thA succe~s, fessor iu this institution, wbo shall notcontume to appro\e h1m- rows and spades in the bands of vigorous men emthe def~at and tite delight of developing new aspirations iu hu- Relf to the satisfaction of the trustee>j a man (,f ~ouud aud or- ployed in enlarging the lev Pes would be more effiman minds. of fn·eiug the young from fear, and furnishing the 'hodox principles in divinity, agreeably to t~e system of evanA
z 11 d d
ppea ca e
own upon
old with faith born of reason? If you are so rendy, if yoti ran g 8 Jical doctrin~ contained in tbe said Westmmster Shorter Cate- cacious than prayers, the
so grow. !l'iv your name, your interest, and your support to t4e chism, and more concisdy ddineated in the afore~a'd creed." itself a torrent of Wrilth more tierce than the floods
N oti nnl Uber;c] League
E. A. S1'EVENS,
If Mr. Euitor,you C<tll make room for the following extract of the great river. Within a twelvemonth we hav
Gl!icago, Ill., Aprilltlth.
Sec. Chicago L. L.
fro~ the c.eed, you will giv readers an idea of what is required. seen a minister, the Rev. Mr. Long, ostracized and
of a professor:
driven from . his pulpit by a conclave of bigots,
Another.
,, And furthermore I do solemnly prom is that I will OJ)en and eJC b
l.
b l'
d b
Cb .
d t
11
plainthe>crip:ures to my pupils wilh inteKrityand f .. Jtbfulue•s:
ecause ''e e !eve t at
nst Je
o S:l.ve a manTo THE EDITor. OB' THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The Liberal that I will mam•ain and inculc>tte the Chr s<mn falllJ,as expn'""ect kind, and refused to believe that hell is paved with
League of P1<tslJurgh is neither dead w.r slAeping, B. F. Un- in tbe cr~ed by me now t·epeated. together with all the other docd . d
b d
d
to
e amne •
d~rwood to the contrary notwithstanding. So hr from being trins and duties of our holy religion, so far as may anJ?ertam tono1 the bones of infants foreor a1ne
office.
according
to
the
best
light
God
shall
giv
not>,
and
m
up
position,
But,
thanks
to
the
InfidelsPaine,
Jefferson,
Frankdefunct is it that it manages to stir up mightily the two hun- not only to Athei"ts and Infidels, but to Jews.. P"P'."'"' MotJammcddred churches .of Pittsburgh and Allegheny C1ty, and keep ans, A•·ian•, p.,Jagi>tn", ,\ntinomiuns, Armmuws, !:locnuane, s •bel- lin, and others-the thumbscrew and fagot are no
llane Unitarians and Umvers111ist•: und tu ull orller· errors,
anCJent, longer poss 1·ble, and Mr. Lon 0' preaches to an overthe,r dear p11stors contiuually on the rag>red edge of fo=ar, lest, und
~1odern, w hi ell may be oppoHed to the gos1Jel of 4 ltll'l~r, ot· b;;z.
F't
like Othello, they may wub up some flue morning and find arctous to the souls of men."
flowing bouse. "The go~pel of ~eneva. is dead, and
their occupation gone. Desperation seems to hav mllde them
The contmversy to which I hav referren? in the institution, in the streaming light of the mnetennth ce~t.ury
l'eckless, a.ud they are wil!iJJg to adopt any measures tbal may
give prom is of en>1hling them to "sear the b) dra heads of grows out of the appoiutwent of a new pr?le~sor, whose former Calvin is n·otbing but the obsce~e owl of supersttti~n,
heresy." They put forward their ablest aud mo~t uuscrnpulo~s ,,reaching, it is helu, does not comport with the Andover re- hooting- at the midday sun of mtellectual and splr1
• " 0 n t h e !UlDB
·
f 't ·
men, employ mi~representation, dd.raction, slander, fttlsehood. quirement.s.
The present professors admit that they or their predece•sors itua freedom.'
o l s Ivy-grown
and intrJgue. 'l'be press is almnst entirely nuder their control; trav bai,ished s0me things, "infant daJ?uation" ineluded, aud cathedrals, ecclesiasticifim, surprised and blinded by
but, not satisfied wtth this, ttil'y h,w inaugurated a series of "perdition of the heathen." Over their own sign manual the
breaking day, sitA solemnly blinking at the iight
Thursd,._y mornmg ]Fctures, under the auspices of the " Chrisprofessors say:
and life about it, absorbed in the recollection of the
tian Evidence t'iociety," of whJCh more anmt.
"we wonln beg- leave to remind o~rreviewer that what has mos night that has passed, dreaming of new phantoms
'!'be anti-Infidel pttnic bas extended to l\Ionnt Washingtone-cJtedctitJCiHminDr Smyth's pos 1 twn!sanutnral dpvelop,llcnt
d d I .
. .
· b .J f
•
u · dift
one of the suburbs of the sm~<ky city-and the faithful senti- of
JJI'inciples ;,.!ncb, he N~w Engl11nd theology has e>peclally cult•- an
e USJons Ill Itlil Wi8 e"- or r~'" n1, liD. Vln ~ nels on the watch-towers of that earthly Zion ha1·e " po,Jed vat~d, aucl which lor more than u genenL·t~n IJnv b• en ·a<~ght,, vly striking its talons at any , : ·1 i:<lV ~·~~a!laiJt who
p':i·tienlu 1· erupllaslalrCnl tbc chair of Chnsltan tl,e(llogy 1tf
their issn•·s," and are bo:ding union ~Erv ces, .. t wbich JufidPls with
AnciO\ er-the nnl versHiitv ..r the. atouemellt, "-"~ UJe n~e~b,uy of lllQ:,J.U.t~ou.sly approaches too He:u.
are roundly abused, without !i.UY reference to accuracy of st&te- personlil choice in urder tO tbe ex.1ste~ce or e1thet gmlt or vt~ tne.
l'l:4NOB M.ElUWJllti!.EJ.l,
''Xlle~e priuci~le3 4!'.v ga.iued ~e1rr1ght~ only by hll.l'c,l, {)QntJ,lcts, 4,~ .
¢'·
ment, while commou sense has ta'en th~> ~oad 1
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CARRICK, PA., April 14, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: If not too late I inclose $5 for Roundthe-World book, and $1 for Mr. Bennett's and Mr.
Robert Ingersoll's life-size lithographs. Yours,
WM. WALKINSHAW,
ERIE, CoL., April 11, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed :fintl $6-five for the Roundthe-World trip, if I am not too late, and the balance
for books. The want of cash has kept me from subscribing sooner.
Yours truly,
G. A. LLOYD.
EAsT GREENWICH, R.I., April 15, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5, which you may
put down for the volumes of the journey round the
world. I hav read Mr. Bennett's letters with much
interest, and as my copy of the paper is worn with
n.;uch reading, desire to preserve the record in another form. Hoping that its editor will liv long to
battle for truth and expose error, I am,
Yours truly,
DANIEL C. KENYON,
Los ANGELEs, CAL., April 9, 282.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5 to meet friend Bennett
on his return. I want the books of travel. I want
a Bible for reference, and I think Bennett's Bible of
the Holy Land will suit me. I never owned a Bible.
I hav been keeping house fifteen years, and hav two
children, a boy and a girl, but I hav never kept any
Bible about my house. I never told a lie in a horse
trade nor tried to palm off a bad article on a greenhorn. I use no tobacco, tea, coffee, or liquor. Some
Christians say I am very near the kingdom, but I
say I hav been an activ worker for the cause of Infidelity for twenty years, and will remain so during
my life.
Yours respectfully,
W. H. H. GRA-AM.
BELLVILLE, KAN., April 15, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5, to be appropriated as per inclosed order. Vol. I. of "A Truth
~eeker Around the World " is received.
I am glad
to see it lying on my table beside the old Jewish
history, the Bible. Its records bear to me far more
of truth and certainty than that old Jew book. 1
want to see and hear Mr. Bennett talk some day. It
would afford me a very great pleasure indeed, and
could the shortening of my life but add a few more
years ..of effectiv work in Liberalism to his life be
would freely get it. It is truly a pleasure to know
that superstition is rapidly dying out, that knowledge
is taking the place of ignorance, that tyranny over
the mind of man is rapidly yielding to truth and
freedom.
Truly yours,
H. PATRICK, M.D.
LowELL, MICH., April 12, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I hav a'' V" now for the Round-theWorld book. I wish my name in the book, and hope
there will be as many to help bring our old scribe
back as there were to send him away. He is worthy
of a few friends to help bring him to his cottage by
the sea. I feel for that young man that went back
on science and reason and took up with superstition
and belief, but I cannot reach him. The young ladies
are bad customers to deal with if the head is not
right. You know how it was with Adam; his head
must hav been out of sorts. I don't think King Solomon's head was just right on the girl question, and
. a good many of those old saints, preachers excepted,
go over on the gee side. I don't think an organ will
make a Christian of me, !or we hav had one in the
house for ten years. As to the girls, I will run my
own risk and quote some scripture. I haT heard
said you could :find everything in the Bible. Seek
first the kingdom of some young lady with common
sense and her righteousness, and then all shall be
added unto you. I suppose "all" means cash. If so,
then I will send for THE TRUTH SEEKER library, for I
want it, and shall hav it when able. Send book as
soon as convenient. Please send catalog of your
books, and I will try and help you to a sale for
some of them.
WM. R. BowEN,
EPHRAIM, UTAH, April 7, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $5-$2.25 to apply on binding the books of Mr. Bennett's travels around the
world, and the balance as directed.
As I see by your esteemed journal that there are
men in the field lecturing on Freethought, I often
wish some would come to Utah on a mission of that
kind, and particularly to Sa11 Pete county, as there
are a good many Liberal people here. But the yoke
of the Mormon priesthood is so hard to break that
it takes men of talent as well as courage to tackle
the monster and demolish it. I am doing what I
can, but the name of Freethought sounds repugnant
in the ears of so bigoted a set as liv here; and if
it were not for the strong arm of the law there would
soon be a movement on foot to exterminate all those
who are not in sympathy with Mormon theories.
Yours for Freethought,
R. CLANsoN.
0Mra, KY.,' April U, 1882.
MR. EJ.HTOR: I got the first volume of "A Truth
Seeker Around the World" to-day, and am very well
please«.
Yours truly,
H. KEELY.

THE SOUND THEORY IS NOT OVERTHROWN,
SntEATOR, ILL., April 19, 1882.
1\h. EDITOR: The. first annual convention of. the
EA.U CLAIRE, Wis., April 15., 1882.
State Liberal League of Illinois will be held in
MR. EDITOR: About ten months ago you published a
Maennerchor Hall, in the city of Bloomington, Illi- communication of mine. in which I showed that Mi,
nois, on Saturday and Sunday, June 3 and 4, 1882. Wilford Hall, the "Christian hero;" who had demolProf. W. F. Jamieson and other good speakers will ished the undulatory theories of light, sound, etc., •
be there to address the meeting. It is very desirable and, in fact, " Infidel science " generally, did not
that as many of the members of the State League as understand the doctrine which he presumed to atcan possibly come should attend this convention, as tack. Your contributor, Mr. Irvine, either did not
much important work is needing to be attended to read THE TRUTH SEEKER then, or was not convinced
in order that we may push forward the Liberal for in the two last numbers he recapitulates Mr:
movement in Illin0is. It has been proposed that we Hull's argument, and evidently thinks it deserves
make arrangements to employ and keep a good lect· attention. I ('an hardly point out all the errors
urer in the field in this state. If that is done, he which show that it does not, for they are really inor she will need a little help outside of what may be numerable; but I may indicate a few of the chief
collected by them in some of the places where their without taking up much space. Hall says that sound
services may be needed. This deficiency can be cannot be propagated through iron, though it can
made up if all will only help a little. The State through wood. He is entirely mistaken. What, but
League has now one hundred and forty-one life mem- iron, is a telephone-wire? Sound can be propagated
bers. This is a good showing for the first ten through any substance which will vibrate-that is,
months' growth. One dollar makes any man or any substance. It is chiefly propagated through
woman a life member of the State Liberal League of the air, but no one' ever said exclusivly, except Hall,
Illinois; and all of the money thus received is ex- who wastes a great deal of space upon this man of
pended in building up the organization in this state. straw. I was taught, at ten years 9f age, that sound
Let every one who feels like extending a helping could be propagated through anything, and in proof
hand send me a dollar and become a member of the of it; bidden to put my ear to a wall, while some one
State League. We need the money for defraying the struck with a hammer at a, distance. In this experiexpenses of the coming convention. We hope that ment two blows are heard; one report coming through
everybody who can will att.end the Bloomington the wall, the other, after a perceptible interval,
meeting, Prof. Jamieson writes me that he shall through the air. Hull's assertion, that the waves
make Bloomington, Ill.,,his post-office address until produced by a fan do not radiate ten fePt, and his
after the convention, and that he will accept calls to comparison between the fan and a tuning-fork would
lecture in Illinois up to that time. Now, friends, make a cat laugh. All waves extend as far as the
this is the last call I shall make on you through medium (air, water, etc.) in which they are raised.
THE TRUTH SEEKER until after the State LAague Con- Hull evidently thinks the fan ought to make more
vention; but I entertain hopes of meeting many of noise than the tuning-fork, because it is moved with
of you there. Address me at Bloomington, Ill.
greater fcrce. He does not understand the difference
F. F. FOLLETT,
between force, or momentum, rather, and velocity,
Sec'y State L. L. of Ill.
If he did, he would not talk such arrant nonsense as
the following, which I must giv entire:
"'Wave lengths,' says Tyndall, are measured from
WHITEHALL, MICH., April 15, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: As the time of my subscription to THE the center of one condensation to the center of the
TRUTH SEEKER expired the first of this month, in next. Wave length of sound depends on pitch or
order to contribute my share in keeping up the gen- number of waves per second. A piccolo, flute, or
eral supply of Liberal literature, I herewith send you high D has 4,752 vibrations per second; the length Of
the subscription price for another year. Brother each wave is under three inches per second. The
Green delivered a lecture to a few of the unterri:fied !nudest tone of an organ has sixteen vibrations; wave
here (one of the most stormy nights we had this length seventy feet.' Now, this tone makes the air
winter), and succeeded in creating a little ruffle in the particles move thirty-five feet and back sixteen times
wave of thought, and as I take Bro. Chainey's publi- per second each. This equals five hundred and sixty
cation and circQlate it somewhat, there is music in feet a second, or three hundred and eighty-one miles
the air which sounds very melodious to the ear of per hour, which would produce a tornado double t.he
an old Infidel like myself. It seems to me about velocity necessary to sweep a village to ruins. If
time we should giv up the old literature of a semi- this theory were true, an organ· would burst the
barbarous age; quit working for imaginary gods and cathedral walls."
Now, just let me explain. The force or momentum
devils, and try to do a little more for humanity. I
think when Brother Green suggested Liberal socials, of a moving body varies as its velocity multiplied by
he struck a key-note, which, if taken up by the its weight. A tornado is a column of air weighing
friends of progress, would result in much good to thousands of tons, and moving, not only about its
the cause. The social element is the strong pillar own axis, but also forward, at a rate of perhaps a
of the church to-day, without which it would crumble hundred miles an hour. Those waves, moving at more
away in less than one generation. Let Liberals show than double that r~~te which strike the windows of a
as much zeal in the cause of truth and humanity cathedral when the organ plays, are (see above) only
as the church does in the cause of imaginary gods seventy feet long, and instead of the whole mass of
and devils, and the current would soon become irre- air within that small space being hurled forward
sistible, and the time wasted in seeking for a crown bodily, there is simply an alternate compression and
and a harp would be spent in the proper elevation expansion of it, at the rate named. See any difference?
of humanity here, and to the relief of the distress Hall didn't. Is it" overbearing, blundering, and unwhich, to a large extent, is due to the propagation of reasoning" to call this stuff, from one who writes as
these superstitious notions. But as I hav already a scientist, and pretends to correct the science of the
world, ridiculous? Mr. Clark Irvine, or Mr. Wilford
sufficiently taxed your patience, I remain,
Hall, proceeds:
· Yours for truth and right,
N. F. STRONG.
"Tyndall says that 'in sound the quantity of matP. S.-Inclosed find order for $3.25. For the twentyfive cents send me Bradlaugh and Besant's "Fruits of ter set in motion augments as the square of the dis·
tance from the center of the explosion; the loudness
Philosophy.''
N. F. S.
diminishes i:a the same proportion.' That is, the
loudness of any tone ·four feet from the sounding
MARSHALL, KANsAs, April 7,.1882.
body is but one-sixteenth as great as it is at the body
MR. EDITOR: The radical expounder of Free- itself.''
thought principles, E. C. Walker, has just dropped
Oh, nq, my near sir. It is much worse than.that.
among us, alighting with both feet plump upon Or- The sound four feet from the sounding body is but
thodoxy's abdomen, everlastingly knocking the wind one-sixteenth of what it is at one foot. The subseout of the monster, and bruising him up in such a quent argument in the first letter is based on the
thorough manner that we hope it will be many a old confusion of velocity with momentum. The veday before he will recover.
locity of a sound wave corresponding to its "pitch,"
Mr. Walker is a deep thinker, a logical reasoner, is the same from the sounding body to the end of
a splendid speaker, and as pleasant and sociable a the atmosphere. The momentum (corresponding to
gentleman as one would please to meet. Such a the loudness) diminishes as the square of the disworker as he should be kept with the harness on all tance increases, because the latter is the ratio for the
the time, It seems to me that the majority of Lib- area of concentric spheres, and the successive waves
erals place far too low an estimation upon the ser- may be regarded as spheres, in each of which the
vices of our lecturers. They read Ingersoll's lectures same aggregate momentum is distributed over a greater
and think they hav found out every fact in nature. or a lesser surface. The same rule, for the same reaIf you but hint ''lecture" to them they will point son, applies to gravity, and all other forces radiating
to the colonel's works, and sit dozing away, picking from a center There is something very funny in the
their intellectual teeth after the feast they hav had; triumphant exclamations of the "Christian hero" at
while probably the Bible is being daily read in their the absurdly rapid increase of the ratio. If he were
own school.
to try the experiment of putting a lighted candle .a
Liberals, look at the thousands of clergymen who foot from his nose, reducing the distance to SIX
are almost hourly tugging away at the mind of the inches, three inches, an inch and a half, and 0.75 ~f
masses to 'pull them into the slimy slough of super- an inch, I think he might suspect those dogmatiC
stition. Can one man, singly and alone, cope with scientists had gone further into the matter than be,
this mighty host? No. There are thousands of ears and it absolutely is 256 times as hot at the last of the
for every Liberal · lecture; there are thousands of these distances as the first! The test is not philoeyes for every Liberal paper. Then let us not de- sophicably delicate, but I have an idea it would be
pend upon any one in our ranks, but upon the army, rather convincing.
This alone is the only way we can ever· accomplish
I do not think Mr. Irvine's second letter needs a
anything. When there is an army in front we can very careful analysis, He says scientists assume sound
never conquer by bushwhacking.
waves to be" in all respects" like those produced by
Yours, for organization,
S. V. MuLKEY.
a stone in water, and immediately proceeds t0 prove
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the contrary by his quotations. Sound waves, I will
inform him, are spherical, or, to be more exact. they
consist in three dimensioll.s. Scientific truth is not
learned, discovered, or systematized without immense
labor. The course of the human mind, since she
broke the dungeon of the dark ages, has been marked
at every stepi by the tombs of discoverers who gave
their consecrated lives to the pestilential jungles, ·to
the lightning, the tempest, the epidemic, the noxious
recesses of the earth, the un trodden sands of the
desert, the eternal ice of either pole. The martyrs
of modern civilization hav died sometimes in battle
with the Bible God whom Wilford Hall still champions. Most of them, however, fell fighting the
"Great Designer," whom Clarke Irvine believes inthe gentleman who designed things so well that every
discovery requires a life. Over both they hav been
victorious. Their entire devotion, their undivided
love of facts, and their simple attatchment to the irresistible inductiv method, hav created that noble
temple of t-ruth, which ·We call science, a temple far,
indeed, from complete, but which already exceeds
the united structures of the past, aRd in which the
worship of the universe will be offered when the
memory of all the ancient gods has ceased entirely.
It is easy to misunderstand and to ridicule, but impossibl~ to refute them; and, therefore; as Mr. Irvine
complains, it is not very easy to provoke them.
Cranks, like Hall, who undertake to demolish the
whole of "Infidel science," are now such familiar
characters that no scientist wastes time upon them.
You observe I don't set up for a scientist. The
subject for me has an interesting little side moral.
Hall, a worse crank than Joseph Cook, for he pitched
right into mathematics, which Joe was always prudent enough to keep away from, came out as an
othodoxy-indicator. His. avowed object was to clear
the way for the old ideas by destroying the new.
His book is a specimen of the movement in favor of
ignorance. It was hailed with shouts by many religous papers, has converted a few uninformed Freethinkers, and has been approved by at least two
college professors. It is, therefore, a gratifying measure of that ignorance with which we hav to contend.
Otherwise it is no more to any student of such matters
than blue glass or condurango.
C. L. JAMES.
ST. JoHNS, MICH.
MR. EDITOR: I am a resident of New York city, and
at p:r,;esent on a visit among relativs and friends who
settled in this section of country some fifteen or
twenty years ago; at which time the sturdy oak,
beech, and maple towered above the earth in solid
columns for miles around, presenting almost a hopeless task to those who h-ld come hither to ·make
~~h~-

.

The change whiah has been wrought here during
the past fifteen or twenty years, is magical. The de.
fiant timber lands hav been swept away, and in their
stead may be seen cultivated farms, comfortable
·dwellings, well filled barns, and last, but not least,
the eye is frequently greeted with that foremost civilizer of the age, the school-house.
The village of St. Johns has about 3,000 inhabitants,
is the county seat of Clinton county, and is located
on the Detroit and Milwaukee railroad, some 98 miles
from the city of Detroit. Situated as it is, in the
midst of a splendid farming country, it is not surprising to learn that there: are more cattle and grain
s!Iipped from this point than from any other on the
hoe o~ the D. & ~· road.
.
Havm~ thus br~efl.y allude~ to the temporal blessings whwh prevail he~e.' I w1ll ~ndeavor to lay before
your readers the prov1s1ons whwh hav been made for
the spiritual welfare of the inhabitants.
There ar,e five churches here, 'liz., Catholic, Methodist,. Episcopal, ~ongregational, each of which is
labormg with varymg success to convert the heathens
which surround them. Their labors in this respect
would doubtless be.far more effectual and much more
congenial were it not for the fact that several of the
heathens hereabouts hav take~ it ~nto their heads to
convert the churches, thus remmdmg one of the man
who was getting along so nicely in the jungles of
Africa hunting the tige~, but did not consider it quite
so pleasant ':hen th? t1g~r com~enced to hunt him.
The Freethmkers m th1s sectwn of country, are a
wide-awake, intelligent class of people, and are zealous workers in the cause of l.i.berating humanity
from the shackles of superstition.
Notably among this class is a man a little past
sixt~ years of a~e, named M. ~abcock. H~ is a host
in hunself, and 1s, perhaps, domg as much 1f not more
than any other one man in the state to open the
eyes of the peopl~ ':ith regard to the Bibl~ and the
dogmas of the Chnst1an church. He has ret1red from
activ business with a competence of this world's
effects, and, as he puts it, intends to spend the balance of his days in doing all the good he can. The
good ?-e i~ do~ng does not consist altogether in his
lecturmg, 1ssumg tracts, pamphlets, books, etc., but
he is noted for putting his hand down in his pocket
and helping those who are needy and in distress.
The writer had the pleasure of listening to a lecture
given by Mr. Babcock in Opera Hall in this village
?.n the evening of Nov. 1st, 1881, the subject being,
Is God a Prayer-Hearing and Prayer-Answering
God?" The gallery and main body of the hall were
packed with an appreciativ audience, who applauded
tb.e speaker vigorously whenever he m~de an e«eotiv

hit; and, be it said, these were numerous and of a
kind that will not soon be forgotten by those who
heard him. He alluded very feelingly to the sao taking-off of our late president by the assassin Guiteali,
and argued that the latter'e prayers were answered,
not only in .the death of the president, but they were
seemingly answered in what transpired in the treatment of the president, his removal to Long Branch,
etc., thus enabling Guiteau to set up a strong defense. He dwelt at considerable length on Guiteau's
imagining he had a divine commission to execute,
and cited other instances of a heart-rending charac.ter of people who had become so crazed on the subject of religion and the teachings of the Bible as to
take the lives of their offspring under the impression
that they were doing the will of God. His argument
disproving the efficacy of prayer was particularly
strong and forcible, and must hav made a deep impression upon all who heard him. He referred to a
custom which is in vogue at the county poor-house,
some three miles from St. Johns, of pla,cing the dead
bodies of paupers in a pickling vat and selling them
to a medical institution at Ann Harbor, where the
bones were scraped a.nd wires adjnsted and sold to
the medical fraternity. He regarded this a disg~ace
to the state of 1\{ichigan, and, for one, he would be
willing to donate something toward digging a h"Ole
to put these poor creatures in and giv them a respectable burial. He thought it strange that the clergy
of St. Johns were silent on this subject; and professing as they do to hav a religion especially adapted
to the wants of the poor and needy, it was not a little surprising tnat they rarely or never visited the
almshouse to offer spiritual consolation to. the inmates.
The only way that he could account for this plain
neglect of duty on the part of the clergy was that
the inmates of the poor-house did not shear well.
He thought a little less of the God of the Bible and
more humanity was one of the crying wants of the
age.
His closing remarks. were of a general character,
in whinh he arraigned the clergy for their cowardice
in not coming out to defend their side of the question, after being cordially invited to do so, and his
points with reference to the Bible being read in the
public schools of St. Johns were exceedingly well
taken; and considering that there are many in this
village who concur with him in his views, it is altogether likely that this effort on the part of priestcraft to pollute the minds of the rising generation
with the superstitions of bygone centuries will be
done away with, and the schools of St. John will be
run in their legitimate channel, that of propagating
a knowledge C?f the arts and sciences.
A detailed report of all that was said would consume much time and space, and even this would fail
to portray the full attractivness of the lecture, for the
style, manner, and personnel of the speaker are of
a, kind which always takes with a promiscuous audience, for after speaking about two hours, and being
about to close, there were numerous calls to go on,
notwithstanding the lateness of the hour.
In conclusion, be assured, Mr. Editor, that the cause
of truth in this section is in good hands, and sooner
or later it is bound to prevail.
Fraternally yours,
C. D. KELSEY.
CINOINNA.TI, 0., April 15, 1882.
MR. EDJTOR: That theological jumble of mixtures
called the Christian religion is still a popular bugbear and a widespread humbug. It is passing strange
that any such preposterous nonsense can hold its
own after every point and every claim for its respect
or faith hath been fully exploded and the whole
budget of errors hath been so clearly exposed. The
closer this dogmatic religion is examined the more
its ugly defects can be clearly seen. Look at it from
the standpoint of reason and behold how absurd!
Look at it from the standpoint of science, and how
full of ignorance! Look at it from the standpoint
of truth, and, oh I how full of falsehood 1 There is
nothing in it to be believed unless you bid adieu to
a sane condition of mind and become a demented
mummy and grope through life an unthinking dupe.
The people of this planet are outrag-eously humbugged by every phase of priesthood. The iron collar of superstition is locked on the necks of millions, and they crawl through life the abject slaves
of some religious system which a knave or a council
of knaves hath foisted upon the world when the
masses of mankind were destitute of any intellectual
powers of knowing right from wrong. Ignorance
hath ever been the great factor 1n the birth and development of religious superstitions of all kinds and
in all parts of the habitable globe for ages, and every
system hath and doth sustain swarms of idle priests.
Paganism in a multitude of forms hath flourished
and brought its modern phase do~n to the present
day with a new name and a change of pr,•gram; but
all the features of the old superstitions are quite visible in the ceremonies and unmeaning mummeries so
peculiar to modern religions. But it makes but small
difference whether it be a religion of a hundred thousand years standing or the religion of a day it is
paganism still and the climax of humbug. Dis~rove
it if you can.
T. WINTER.
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I did not think .that Palestine was. so poor a placeso much poorer than Ireland. I am sorry that the
business of Christianity is clearly to make mankind
as damned as human ingenuity is capable.
The description of Smith and Bennett are o'ver·
whelming proof that our Bible is a fabrication of
priestcraft, and the Jewish God is fate personated.
And our Christ Jesus never had any real existence.
To suppose our God had a real, personal existence,
with such a character, is to me blasphemy against
omniscience, omnipotence, and infinit mercy. I wonder how friend Underwood, Abbot, and Bundy can
assist superstition, bigotry, and despotism to rule our
Uaited States politically. There are but few men
who can be big; and we are in imminent danger.
Superstition; falsely called religion, has ruined the
old world, and is grappling with the new. " Pay us
a big salary," say 01illions of mystagogs, "to tell
you what to think and what you shall say, or you
will be damned after you are dead. We hav got the
keys of heaven and hell; Jesus gave them to us to
save your souls and make you build more reverend
steeple-houses to preach falsehood, preach what we
do not know anything about, only it is in an old
fabricated book, written ·hy nobody knows who,
when. or where. But mystagogs hav consecrated to
f!,Lte, falsely called God, who predestined all things,
and worketh all things after the counsel of his own
will (Eph. i). What a pity that we could not hav
been born well the first time, so we could see the
kingdom of God without a second birth of wind and
water. Logos, the almighty Jesus, must hav been
born twice, or John lies (iii, 3, 7). What a pity that
we could not be correctly instructed to liv while
here, a!ter having been born once.
What a wonderful affair it was that Constantine, a
horrid, despotic, tyrannical murderer, in A. D. 325, established the Christian church and our Bible, and
murdered and persecuted all opposition fifteen hundred years. Our Bible claims that the foundation of
the edifice was a Jewish god-begotten bastard in
adultery (Matt. i, 18-20), And the intellects of Christendom hav been chained 1,882 years, so that none
but priests hav a right to think and speak their
thoughts on penalty of damnation. It is wonderful that millions of men of good sense and b!llions
of fools support that falsehood in 1882 and call it
divine. It is wonderful that Mohammed, six hundred years after, did the same thing just as effectually. Mohammedanism and Judaism are equally as
sacred, and equally devilish; their morality is equally
so, keeping men ignorant of their fate here to prepare them for a crown above the clouds.
I am glad D. M. Bennett has been to to the holy
land, Palestine, Italy, Ireland, England, Scotland, and
Egypt, that we may read and think what a cursed
place our holy religion can make if we practice our
hypocrisy and despotism in the United States until
our population is 200,000,000. Just think what a
democratic government will be here. Our Christianity is a mass of affirmations that we must accept on
hearsay without and proof at all. So our Bible, the·
three first chapters. So the first four articles of
Methodist creed. Wo to the poor fellows who cannot believe them I So the Catholics condemn all as
heretics who do not accept the infallible pope. "The
pope is infallible only in respect to the dogmas of
the church," they say. The Protestants are like
them; five hundred sects, without any evidence to
prove their dogmas. Jesus upbraided his disciples
with hardness of heart because they would not believe his resurrection on hearsay. He was there, but
did not make them know that he was crucified or
resurrected, but commissioned them, with signs following that never did follow," He that believeth (the
dogmas) and is baptized (and pay the priest) shall be
saved; he that believeth not shall be damned" (Mark
xvi, 16). Such is and has been the gospel, these eighteen hundred years, and will be unless trut.h stops
the falsity.
Respectfully,
JosEPH NoYEs.
MR. EDITOR: If there is any one thing I desire to
accomplish more than another this present year it is
to make the Watkins Glen Free~hinkers' Convention
a great success, and to do that we must induce our
most popular advocates to be with us. And I know
of no four persons who would attract more people
than Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Charles Bradlaugh, Prof.
Felix Adler, and George C. Miln, of Chicago. And I
shall do what I can to procure their attendance, and
I hope all who hav _influence with either of these
distinguished Freethinkers will aid me in that undertaking.
·
Some time since I wrote tp Mr. Bradlaugh, inviting
him to attend the Convention, and received the following courteous reply, which, if it does not promis
an attendance, js encouraging, and I am inclined to·
think we shall be able to procure his attendance.

H. L. G.

MR, BRADLAUGH'B LETTER.
"LoNDON, N. W., Jan. 31, 1882.
"MR. H. L. GREEN: I hav your favor of Jan. 25th,.
which finds me in the middle or my Parliamentary
struggle. If it were possible I should be very glad
to be at the convention at Watkins Glen, but it it
just now quite impossible !or me to say what time
the Parliamentary fight will take. I desire to be
kindly remembered to all American Freethinkers
RIOHFORT, VT., April 9, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed fl.nd $2, to pay for your good who care to hear from me.
Yours sincerely,
paJ?er to l~n. 1, 18i13. It ia Tery intereating to xne.
" CiiARLi:! :iBADLAlJO.JI.' 1
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]' em"" whe.n 1'• 1's made n~ in part of S_piritnal- 1, they are in favor of obscenity. A man rna_ y be Glll on us some time uryd we w!ll do Yon good. B
•·
d t•' Underwood h".s merlwlnfor sucb fel!ow 3 as von"
istR. and when among its at·kno,..iellgeu le~>de•·.~ opposPd to all prohib·tory liqnor laws des•_gTie which he. admnmters grat•s.
·P. •
"nd r•presr-nt.•div:~ are men and women l•ke D, 1 to prevent d•·unkem e~s, but It does not follow
As will be qbserved, the above card is signed
LOw.
1\I. Bennett,' Pr.>f' Toohev, George Lynn, Mr~. he i< in fwor of drnnkenn~ss.
"P ," but, judgir•g from the hand·.-ridng
Alone T walk tbe peopled citv,
l\Ir. Wak• man qw•tes o•her pas<azes, but not either Mr. Underw••od himself wrote It, • hi~
Sever!tn·'P and Mrs Ltke, who at·e avowed
Where eacl' seems twpp'' with hi~ own:
01
s!'>iritnalis'ts.''
.
one of th·"m Hff•>rd~ _the >lil!htPst jnsti_Hc,Ltion chi•ogravhy alld Mr •. Potter's are WOI.Iderfully
0 friends, l a3k not for yo 1r pityThe friend]\• won1 g-jvan the R.-P. Journal, of the charge that err her I or the Ina ex, un- ~\like. But aR"!Il", the card seems tn bav been
! walk alone.
whirh disturb;; Mr. Wakem•m, wns deurvedfor del' its pre~ent editorial manag-ement, e~er inti-. written in a uelliger~nt spirit. "1\Iediein for
No more for me yon lake rejoices,
its exposure of humbug;•ery and fraud, hut it mated that the Leogue o~ him~elf was Ill favor such fellows as you," is obviously intendPd to
Tbongh moved by loving airs of Jnne.
was written be(or~ even the 1>a1·agraph in the of obscenity. I h~tve noticed those extracts on express the idea that should Mr. Mitchell call
0 ~birds, your sweet and piping voices
R.-P. J. m.m.tionlnf! .Mr. Wakeman. This iR which he h~ts relted the most confidently to upon Mr. Underwood, the latter gentleman
Are out of tune.
st•tednot because 1 caret•:natisfyT. B. Wake- prove this sl~tnderous s~atf>mont.. Every s_tate- would do him (Mr. Mitchell) b, dily harm, perIn vain for me tbe elm-tree arcbe3
mao, but to show your readers the unfounded meut I have eVP~ m'l.de m regard to the Nahonal son a! injury, assault and batter him, etc.
Its plnmes in many a fea•hery spray;
chBractPr nf his accnsations.
L·beral Le;;(.\·ne ~s true. The reference to t~e which heroic b·e,1tment is to be ~dmini,tered
In vain tbe evening's otarry marches
In g-iving the names of the persons men· trouble bftween D. Ill. Bennett and myself IS g··atis. This mRkes us doubt the possibility of
And snnlit day.
tionPd >1.bov~, as l~a:lers nnd rep eoent~ttiT~ of unc.rlled for; not onl.v 1tn<'alled for. but mean i\Ir. UnrlPrwnod's h»ving written it, as he.has
In vain your beauty, summer flowers;
tb8 Lenl~ue, l'.nd a.t the same time a3 SPirit· and cowardly. The ~llusi·n to D. liL Bennett, i 11 form,,d us, in a confiden·ial letter, that he is
Ye cannot greet theEe C'Ordial eyes;
nalists, I was not conscious of •loing them or the 1 in reply to the NPw York Indep~n_dent, lll>tde tmf-·LtuiJiar with the prizo-ring ; atlll unless a
They gaze on otber field-< than our5Leag•re any ilijtt,;ticP. Th~y certainly a1·e ·by Mr. FottPr under hts own IIIItlals, utterly Ill• n h~:s snme knowledg.., of the 11rt of self-de0a other ekies.
&ruo-ng thP. repre8entativs nnd even nfficers of fH.ils to sustain W .kema•,'s charge.
f nse. it iH not con,idered prudPnt, in the counThe gold is rifted from the colTer,
t he IJeague, aud th• yare all Spiritw;li-ts. Mr.
I come now to the meanest p>trt of 1\:Ir. Woke- try we bail from, to knock a chip off the shoulThe bl11.de I• stolen fi"o•n the sheath;
B nnPtt h s avow~d his belief in Spiritualism, mans perform,wce .. Refe ri' g to p~rsons I der of a down-mster,-ED. T. S.l
Life bas but onemo> e boon to offer,
both in his paper and in his published p 1m- had me.,tioned as Spmt.ua.IJ,to, who are m~m
And that is-Df'ath.
phlets, ns wP!l BS in numerous convers :tion, bers of the LeHgne, wtthout the ~hghtest rcflecRow at Hea•lquarters.
, hi- implies norefl ct;on.nor Wll.~an.Y int<.'r:ded. tion on their cbaractf:'r, Mr. Wllkemun ~_ays:
Yet well I know the voic~ of duty,
iJiay!lowet·.
And, therefoz.·e, Lif,., and hed.lth rnlt,~t crave,
;\fr. vV 11 kemnn·s attPmpt to arouse resentment
As indlvidna'•, I lwv never h<~H.r<l theH' chfLr·:
W kFrom tile Hahfax
"d ll , (;)rova
U d Scot2a)
.
"th
ll
... ·
1 t bt ·
tb
d 'd by act,.,rs qnesrioned, a~ I hav yom·•·. No! nne of.
a ~DH>ll n t e'
11 ~!WOOl 1 WI
avo ey
Though she who gav0 the world its beauty
·
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me
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ever
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unanswerable
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that
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comm<; to the dPfense d ~ e cryar~ct~; _of r_er· of adnltGry, as yon hav done.
Bo•ton Index is, and has ever been, a failure
I liv, 0 lost nne I for tbe living
sons whom I .-,·erely men_twned as Spmtu ltsts
Now, what are the facts? Mr. Bennett Stltrtin under f, 1vorable anspices, wit~ ca itai
Who dre•v t>>eir earlie.-t life from tbee
Hnd mem 'a•·s of the NtttiOn>tl Land Leauue, m mada charges against me that were fal~e and nnd B ~ron culture at its bauk, it, under Atbot
And wait, until with glad thanksgiving
t·rply tn the st~t•,men~ th>lt the Leoa-ue wr.s a Jibelou8. I took steps to prosecnte bun for became stilted. pedantic, tiresom~, and arro~
I shall be free.
bnd! ?f ~l,,tervili•ts~ IS exr~emeiv cowa~dly. ~t libel, em lo}in&r a ~PW York lawyer for that •ml. atld with Potter and Underwood is little
For life to me is as a station
<lon. ~ m•l_w,te M:at Mr. Vi l>kemm th1uks h1• pt~rpose. In THE 'l RUTH SEEKER Mr. Bennett ~ettc~r. 'l'HE T!tu'l"H SEEKER, without capital,
Wherein apart a traveler •tandsposttwn .'s •usla•ned by the .great mass ot Lib- SltJd:
i and with ouly the brain of a self-taught mau, is
One absent long from borne and nation,
emls. l\fr. Wakeman says·
I 11m content. to leave it with the V~emls of the , ed" Pd · 1 "Geor e P., 1{owe'l's ·• News •t J
I11 thA ]l•ll,x<>f Jnly 14, 1881, edltoris.l,ll!r. Under· conntry . . whether ynn now h.,v J')St grounds cr. It
:: .. g .
P I er
·
lf1 Other lands; ·'
woorl q11• •te• AblH>t w!lctwnr reproof thn•:
upon the plea of injared innocence' to set tb<> Utrect·ory WI' h hH.ving nt'arly treble the c rcuAnd I, as he who At and• nnd listens,
'· 'I"t1e vic·inus and sensual type of Liberalism con- ·'bounds of tha law,. upon me, and deprive me lation of the Index-a mournful comm•·ntHrJ,
.Amid tbe twHigbt's chill and gloom,
trved nHw. nosurdlv to id,nUfy it•ei( in myri •d ei>her of my libert.:v, or tile little l hnn< a<:o•~m 1 L most truly upon the public taste that prefers
crecl,Jon;; rninrle with the love of Jlherty."
lated lly tl-e most con•tant ln<lt1stry and oxertwn. 1 I
.1 , ,.' , , ,
th .
l t r z ..
To b.ear, uppro11clling in the distance,
Ihre land mv co-m"n",~;ero of the L2aa-ne aTe
.
.
Bo
.
. t 1e Vl,e
1RU'IH ::iE~-KElt tll e Immacu a e .Lnt e.v.
The train for home.
cht•,ed as the'' vieious and seusno.l type of Llber·
I did n~t Wis.h to g;t l\Ir .. · nnett 8 money' 1 There is proverbially supposed to be '·honor
For death shall bring another mating,
-ill"Ul 1"
or to deprive h11n of. his lt_bert.y .. HA had slfln- ·[even] among thieves," but the Index, when
Bey'"~nd tbe sn•dows of the tomb,
f''T~~ :N";,tions.l Liberal League ll'l\8 sutfered to dered me; and l desired vmdlCittlon. Mr. Ben- Bennett WllS hounrled into j~.il, jubilant that !I
On yonder shore a bride is waiting
ftill mto thA band~ of the Frulovt ring." .
.
nett wrote my attorney:
. .
formidH.ble Liber .. J rival was locked up, was
Until l come.
There "'wer h•• lJe<>n any J;'reel<rt"e rmlil" m or
1 am parfeclly willing 10 le&ve the m"'ttor m dts· for~mo··t in assailing him. Bennett's offense
Jll'Out thE' L~>tgue in any w .. y what .. ver.
pnte to r.ur·tnlrlrled men, to eettle by arbitratiOn.
, .
I
k h
In tonder field are children playing,
'I' be ch•.r~?e of "un•c1·upulons falaiflcatton" ia 1 willo.gree to be bound by their decision, and wiil wa• senclln;:c a purely me rca wor t rough the
And tbere-oh I vi8ion of delightt•he•·,. n·pe:'lted 11.nd char~~::ed upon r.he Leal{ue by endoeaYor to pureue such a com·•., ns tney ~bs.il mails, in whicb book there was not one i11decent
I see the child nnd mother strayin5
the ln~ex.
pre• crib.,.
. .
.
.
allusiou; but Comstock was paid to trap B'nIn robes of white.
Unfairness and uns.crupulousness con!d not
Thus the proposition for arb1trattnn came nett, and tr,.p him he did, as any man can be
g11 further. The arllcle .by me, allnd~d to irom Mr. Beunett He named T. C. Lel"~td. trl).pped howMAr pure his motivs. Bennett
Tbon, then, the longing heart that l.n eakest,
.·cbove, was a reply to ~cnbner 4 Monthly, and I named T. B. \Y"a~eman, ':'Ith full knowlenge carrH< out of j·dl though, received an ovation,
Stealing tbe treasure• one by one,
I'll call thee blessed when tbou makest
from It I g1 v the followmg extracts:
thi!.t he wa~ an mtlrnate friend of D. M Ben- was sent to Enrope, and is now on his trip
The parted-one.
. The edi•~:n·. of scr.ibner'• ¥~nthly \~uly number) nett, but with full knowledge, to~, that I h"d around the world 11.t the expense of the readers
m Ius cl~>"ne .o ldell·ify L>herahom .,.itb the l<~•e papers that overwhelmmgly disproved the
f T
T
SEEKER
·
-Th• Jodepmdent.
of monl.! dtrl ,"/Ilvs an extract from one of 1\I•· .lb.
h . _. , .
o
HE RUT~
.
.
--------~-----bot"e edltori •ls in the Inckr; and exclaimB "Has chl\rges al(a1nst me. T e llJVe>tu:atwn was
The attenuon of the Index JR now turned to
a~yi>otly
more
thnrOlllliily
lt!'entifterl
the
m~jorlty
m!\de,
with
no
partiality
toward
me,
as
is
well
T.
B.
Wakeman,
a
New
York
Liberal of posiB.
Underwood's .l:tepJy to
nf Liberals ""''h the love of obM~mty than tile old known and here is an extract from the report t"
lth
d · fl.
c
pre ,iclem of tne L•berule 'homeelve !"
.
'
.
'
IOU, wea. , an m uen e.
Wakeman.
·
or conne, Mr Abbot ha~ done nothing of the Signed by T. B. W!ikemau and T. C. Leland:
The author of "Jpsus and the Gospels,"
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: s··~··. and the <'xtroct ginm utterly failB to snoto.tn
Wh'lt, then, i• tbe evidence as to the~e itnpnta- published in the .Mayflower a man of great
· t )I U d
d? T
t · tt
.
.
.
'
l
I hav read T. B. Wakemt~n's "Open Letter' t h1s untl'UT hful rPpreaentf.ltlon. "Nothlllf' could ti
IJe more wic'<ed," Mr .. 4.bb"t. wrote,·· th!ln tile per- c~r~!i~~:;~t~me~ts ~~-ee':~J'e, "andoc~~;~a~~nlet;~~ SCientific attammems, t.•:xlended trave and reto me iu your is:;ue of April 8th. Its distor- ,;i,t<ent attempt to reprtJeent us""" sayt10g that the produ··ed wblch bav been wri•ten to Mr. lien nett search A Docteur in the Univer·ity of France,
tion of rauts, its wilful misrepresentations, and · •even Y tbousand' (Y)sig:o.en to the Benne•t petl· by severo.! parties, from one of which letters 11.n aud m~mb r of several learned s •cieties as well
· ·
I" ·
b
1
'd b'bl"
its downright falselwocb are equakd only by its ttOn are conocwnsly m t..vor of 0bocenlty. We extr~<ct .,..,.. printed by lllm in his p!iper. . . . .
s"Jd anything of th" •ort " And, >tll throngll Both parti-.s, of course, proceed tid to c" ll npon the as au thOJ 1ty Ill re lifiO\lS ant ropo <•g_v at,
I 1rancorous spirit and insolent tone. H illus- never
. t1e .conU'ov_.,rsy "rowin!i out of tile action of tile persons alleged to know tb<>fac·s to affirm 01• deny cal at'Cbreolvgy, wrltlllg me of Mr. Wak~man,
trates a remark often made by those acquainted Natwnal L1beral Le>tgue at Syracuse, Mr . .Abbot, them. It •eems tbat two rumors furnished •h.. states he was hi""hly pleased with his writings
0
f
u
1 tt
0
of tb
.
'
•
•
with the writer of the '' Open Letter," tbat 'Y<lhlle ea.rne~tly actvoc~ting- reforrn of the pcntal
1 j en. ti
Jaws llgaingtotncenlt.y, :;md npposinll' an"' dsnou~c- ~~Jor~s ~roc•~ f~~mo~· f~'.?t"~ha"t ~~~- be~~eperfec~i; and desired me to secure for him all his lectures
"Wakeman is ready to ruin when be can't lng "tbe pel>cy of repe&l," recognized and admit- e"<pla!ned, llnd wa~ shown to b.e entirely mnocent. and works. Mr. Wakeman must, ho .vever,
rule." .1\lr. Wakeman has not been able to re 1 tbe slnc>Jrity and worrl1me•• of tile ~rre_:t mas~ The other rnmor we hav <raced to a man who had now go down· because forsooth the Index has
.
' 1
·' h
'
J
·
b
bend me to his purpuses, and now he thinks he of men and women wbo adhered to th~<t policy, and a ,~;ri<lvance against J\Ir. Underwoo•l, and who af.
prote•t.ed against tba nnfD.lrness of his t"r rspeated req•>ests, has no e' idence or ,., •thoi·· fixed Its b~t!efu eye on t'te man.
udgwg y
will overcome me by the tricks of the dema- freq•Iently
opponents in rtH>resenlwg that hehad declared the ity whatsver for the story. In one letter this wit. Mr. Wakeman's rPp!y in THE TRUTH SEEKEll
gog. I hav s~en but one producrion of _late th~t r")lealers were ln favor of obocemty.
n""" says that be does no' believe tbP Mory, and <n fA pi il Sch be will die hard probahly M hard.
lint, if all the Liberals of the Um· ed 8t.ates were the last he sliys tbat. he believes l\lr. U llderwood to 0
.
~
·
·
resembles his assault on me, .>.nd that IS<> Slmlin
favor
of
the
J·epeal
of
the
so-call~d ComOJock be an ho•>orable man, and entirfliy exculnates !rim. as Geo. Chmney, who still ba' crowds to hear
lar a•sault on Col Ingersoll by a Campbellite Ia ws, it would be no e"ldencc whatever of ·'love of we ftnd no one back of the letters l\lr Bennett re. him notwithstanding the Index querulously
preacher. Lf W akem"'r::. did not take his scu:- obecenity," on their part. Theeo lawe are of recent 1· d upon -bo know• o• au i.llS111I d lady o1· i·m h ' th
Ch ·
"11 rl
th"
·th
and their con•titntion&lity and wiedom are"' ie
"
o
"
Y
e
.
opes , _at
amey WI . o some mg wor y
rilous epithets and phruses from Ingersoll s (jil l"·,
~
o
proper acts on the part of Mr. Underwood. f t' L b 1
b d
lk
·mbjeet of di•cuosion amonli\" intelligent and honest Whether Mr. Bennett was justified in trying to o >le 1 era C<!USe esi es ta .
disappomted, enviou;, and m-<lieivus a·s!tilant, meH, irre"pecuv of their religious views. Corn. carry the war Jnto an Afrwa or nor, it is cer'' D ,n't slop over " was the advice of a cet•the mental and moral characteristics of tbe L.te- mon f~tirna s, the~:,efore, demands the admission taiH, therefore, that he h"d and has no ground t .
r t t h"s s~ n. The. Ln d eX ~II: ot ,a
s ti fled
that
those
genervlly
who
a•k
for
the
repeal
of
to
stand
upon
there,
and
the
best
proof
tba>.
he
!105
R:lll
mora IS .'1 I
'
fender of the Bible and the pseudo-defender
theie laws bttv no •ymp,.tby whatever with ob. etTed innocently is bis prompt. retnwnon of tho""' w1lh attemptmg to reorganize rehgwu, would
of tbe Constitution are at lea~t wonderfully •cenlty, and rely on other agencies for it! sup pres- publicallons and statements as tol\Ir. Underwood's reorg>mize mau until he became a model animal,
alike.
Si~~-view of the•e fact•, Is it not pretty email bmi- private charactwr, which WP. are antl1onzed by .. im probably similHr to the brHce of ':'ort.bies ':l'ho
l\h. Wakeman's ferocious denunciation of the ness fur Scribnrr's J1fmdhly, wh1ch oirculateelHgely to make aa a part of this report.
conduct the Index.. Any Freethmkt>r who IS
Index is very natural. litJ knows be cannot ttmong the <"Ia•• it iuM<it•, to mttke tile actton or
I leave the readers of THE T1mTJI SEEKER. to g 11 i!tv of the slightest indiscretion must be
use it, an•l he has probably heard th~>t it is tb" L•beraJ Loug>le regurdwg certain posLtalbJ"-w e J'udge as to th"< correc•ne~s of my statement "fin)d out " Now this is all nonsense lt does
for chai'!(mg •· the ruaJOI:lty of 1 era1e 1
.
,
.
.
.
•
.
m \king large gams ill ciruulation, ~ nll that i~s ~round"
with the love of ob,ct:nity 1"
that Mr. 'Wakeman s conduct ID tbts aff>tir h"' not follow that a man mw·t become a total ahinfl..1ence id extemllng under 1ts prt•Sent busi- .
been unspeakably IDPan, such as no g~ntleman stainPr from wine, an immaculate Joseph, or
ness aud editorialmauagement.
Iadr~1itwitbsanness that I lmowsomethingef would ever descend to. The men who otigi wi"easan owl, in order th>tt he maybe pertile''
un"crupnlous
fal~lftc>t.tion"
of
walcll
Mr
.
.A.bbot speaks. 1 w"'e a victun of it hantly leo! tbau n&ted and commumc_aterl to Mr. Bennett the mi"ttPd to lauah
,.. at the m.', ths of G1·epce or the
Mr. Wakeman's statement, as reporl·ed in THE uimself. Tl'e eeverily of bio langua;:e when ap. slauders above mentwntd were and are enthu- crePd r·f the Christians. Freethonght is not 8.
TRU"fH::iEEKER., was as follows: ''AnyboJy who plied to certain ind•viduals ls not nnde•erved. siastic supporters of .t.be League. i hav in m. y matter of morals, or even of superior intelliBut personal wron,.~ muet uot color our jtJdgment
1 t
h h th
t
c1 h 1
s~~.id he was in favor of obsceuity was a 1iat·, n.n d nor ullow uo to m,.jrtdfle honest men and women pos5eHSIOn et. ers w IC
~y wro e, an .w tc l gence; it is a mnt.ter of common sense-re,son
he was a~tounded that such a p~JJer as the Bos- oec11use of tile &cte or unworthy rn~n acLing wltb 1t may ~et be my duty to gtv to the pnbltc, !at- ver~us snperstit'on, freedom ver,us chains; ~nd
ton Index should reneat i.h~se sl;;ud~rs and steaLl- tuem. 1 know that the ruaj >rlty or the v~opte still ters whwh reveal a deltbemte pu.rpo'e on t_he such is the quality of liberty, that even the
.»tdllering tu the N11tiorml Ltberul Le •gue, wllh
t f h
1
1
t
t k
fastlv refuse t-J publtsh the corrections he had thtir p,e,idenr. l\1,., Wrigllt, are worthy people, par o t e wnters anc accomp 1~e~ o s n e fabled wolf preferred fr~edom and hunger to
repeatedlv sent." lie is not now willi:tg to mtiuy of them regretting <.he action of tbe Ub•cago me down by lying and shmder. This Mr. bondaae aud surfeir. 1\fessr><. Potter and Unst~tud b v" that statement, and sends it ma1 eri- Convention; and it in f vo,· of repeal of the CollJ. vV &kem.an ~nows. His _'· OJ?en Let!er" will derwo<~d desire none but college graduate-; for
· :l to ot h er P •pers f or pit bl"te11.t10n.
·
stuck ofL•w•,
they &ud
are liberty,
actuatedand
anll
by enahle mteliigsut and f"1r-mmded LII•erals to L•"hnr•allea-'er."'
ally mothjiet
Jove
jllsttee
no1.inft,euce•l
.. JOve of ob.
c
u
, but the trotli,Je 1"s that.leaclers
Yet l:!]ug.;ne ill •cdonal•lwrites me,'· WakPman •cenity." Tile character• m the T,tberal League place ,him wbere h~ belm•gs •. amon;.; tiicksters Ill all gr.,at reforms are, as a rule, not bate bell
said ex,1ctly ,. 8 I r~ported him." lie evideutlJ the mosc Open to cntichm, as ig not untrequeutly and uemag•gs .. His tacttc< Ill d_efe_nse of the from col eges. I hav rderred to this befor_e,
lhe cal!e. are t.ertatu pereonH who hw.v llecn tlle L
( 1
f h
f 1
thouu-t1t that tbe,;e remarks would pa~s un- most ea 10 er to id~nti!y tu ... mselvs publidy with tile
Fague rt•a 'Y lD urt erance o llS nwn p•·r- and quoted a ho·t of brilliant names to sustHID
heed:d by the editor5 o[ tbe lnd~x; and w.sh- organtz"'wn; while toe rna•s of memutH""· netther sond ~nLit-) wi~l pr:ve as unsuc~essful as tbey the position assumed , . . •
ing tv gi"< clearness and detiuitne~s w bis ac.<>u- •eel<iu!<not,':'rw"y uor llttvtn;« ulle1r 1011" pnrvoh""" in ba_v genemllv m b1s own professiOn. I am n_ ot
No>v re~td the ponderous essays of Bl·adl•J.Ilgh
new,
uoneet, wor tly peop <L
""-Y t '" III ,
•
h e h as "hPal·d"
· ·
S!l.tioa, to create as Jutwh Ill feel•rJg as pos-Ib l e 811
nple:.rc
j ,,;uce
to <he m•i·n·lty of men and.
women COIICerr , ~ d a·b ou t anyt_1>lll!.;
.
and Underwood. Wbat are t h PSA me<~ ann1ng
against this pa[Jer, btl di•lnot scruJJle to state co•uJW·tn" t••e Letigue, with many or wlwm I ttlll conc... rmt•g mP, nor Will I decend to the d1s- at? Are they striving to be r·ed"uts and purwhat he knew to be f,;be, and he showed uo pereuudly ucqclv.iu.cd. An· I tile great m"''" of I reputahle business of repeating the gossip cur- i;ts? If so iet theru seek d>ff.-r·ent rPaders.
Lti.lljntl--1. rn uu way repret-Jenled Us ttlia organlZtt. N
.
d
h" h b"
d
'
·
.
h
di,;position to correct th" report of hi; SJJeech , 1011 or respondlJ!e fur i• a puliuy or tt" quarrel•, rent m £ ew Yurk Ill regar to IS a Its an Tbe peopled·> not want talktng macbmes; t ey
until hA saw hi3 f-,behond would he exposed.
llav ''" ltttlc "'lOve '·f ob,eeul y" as bas rue tdnur l•fe.
·
"'nut idellS hacked with siu<·erity. A ehurch
No commu·deatiou bas bel·ll n·ceived at the of Scribner'• NU!tlhly, by whom tll~y are 50 outra.
My mi~take with regard to h;ltl is that, in my has ever been the unfailing refuge for a com'
· be ott1erw1se
• when
office of the Ind.ex from Mr. Wukemau wbile 1 geuu.cly
· wi•• <>P<tlnLnted aud slandered.
nnw1·11"mgne~s t o h ee d l h ~ wor d so I ot hPI'S W•>O
fortable nHp, and how can 1t
hav been one of the editors.- of the papet·, and
A!o:"in:
knew b1m better th•ml duJ, I rPposed confidence most ~ermons are old as the hills, and pr ..yers
but one from the time Mr. Potter succeeded
8 Or this from tbe Index of August 25, 1881: The in his ho.uesty __and honor, when he he was, as printed? J.YI 8 n like U1,dArwood ca11n0t interest
cull or tlle Leu~ue iosucli Ly tbe ~. ven~rnU1e Pre:--i~ h
d
f b h
]! th
Mr. Abbot, and that one was published.
,1.,at WrigtJL" fur its Uun.,resij on Sep<eruu~r 30, e now Is, ~stHnte o
ot .
read"r~ of Spencer or Mill. Let him te
e
Confining myself to the period during which 1881, wa• never prlntcd, but is made tile ocoasion
Yours truly,
R. F. UNDERWOOD.
people what he knows, and tell thArn s.o ~hey
The Index has '"'een nuder its present editorial vt •llese wotd.~:
can understand it. The first-class perwchculs
"'But It is to l>e regretted that it adopted resoluth
ma~agement (of which 1 c>~.n 'pea k from knowJ- tiono ar. its conveH ion last year wl 1icb virmally
A Bold Physician.
and reviews are doing g JOel work among e
ledge) l affirm that no artw]cl or. part~ graph exclude frol!l p>~.rtlcipari .n iu Its proceedings men
,.cnltur~d; Jet Underw<•ud and men of his stamp
had appeared in the paper chargmg the Na- "tw, lil<e lllldbut, Abbo·, lugerooll, aud Jtllian,
To THE Eo ITOR OF THE TRUTEI SEEKER, Sir: stick tottlerankaud file, remembering every man
·
· f
f staLe,
believeoutmare
llle •o1al "eparu.>wn uf cllurcn and Tl::e inclosed card C>tme to me uec,.uHe I wrote
I f or
tiona! L1berH.l LPugne with b ewg
Ill avor 9
•mco 11 vince•l of tile wisdom of dehas his ~phere. an d. t here are round hoes
obscenity, or T. B Wakeman of being in favor w>u.diog ltle repe>tl of all po.<taltaws agai.,<st the a postal to B. !:<". Underwo< d, ent1tled '' 'l'hrPe round men and sqnllre holes for square, only
of obsc~;nity, or rtfl.eutiog on his ch~tracter in transud.,ion of obsce e lUtrutur, tltrouqh the ''·wls.•·
J uda,ce~," tetli1·g him that Bn'idy, Abbot, aud thP trouble is th>1t human nutur~ sl ·ps over,
a:1y ~·ay whatever. His quotution ftom the P~~~~"1 t,~f~~ ~1'7,;,.~~~.Ya"~~;,~~~~h~~~:,[{'~;~~o~I~~e! Uuderwnod wete Jnduces, while Lbe name of and the r und men will persist in j•rmpin,r into
R-P Journal iu no wuy sll>t .ms his accuo!ilion. ov.:r Ll.te lllaila and. mud" tuem trnps for t.:uw•tock· 1>. l\'I. Reunett would li v in history as one of the wrong hole. This is a , ndous pJm-<e of huT he Ind.ex b not r~Bp<•nsi»le fot· anything that Iom.
the nohle men of hi-< time, nnd to it 1 'ign· d man nature. Fred• r;•·k the GrPat and l{•cbeH.ppear.; w the R.-P. Journal m· Ill a11y other
The above par~graph written hy me is strictly mv fullnHmP. underlined. SEwARD Mrrcm.LL. lieu fancied they were poets, ar 1d wrote the
paper. Tl.te Index uevcr corumenttd llfJO", nor COlT• ct. J.l.lr. Wakemau and the Nattonul L1b"Newport . .Me.
mo·t abominable verses, and our l.,cal leztslarefened to the P"bgrHph in the ll.-P. Journal, e1·a.t League are up posed tO "all fJO~tal 1ttws
[ l'he card, which Mr. Mitchell incloses, is as ture abou 1 ds in melnnc"oly examples of_ oouuexuept to inquire wby it was said tbe LeH.gue agam~t thd tr .. n>m~~~I?n of _obscene ltterature follows:
try store-ket>pers ll,lld fishing sma.ek skippers,
wa-s arrayed iu defense of "blatant Material- through the mails. rhat IS far from saymg Your postal indicates that you are feelin~ bad who fancy them~eln sta,tesmeui but at le~

Via ,. olitaria.
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they hav the.excnse that thPy were voted into
their positiom; but there are lecturers, preach- j
ers, an< I (ilflaven save the m>t• k) euitors who,
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The Devil'sDefense.
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The l'nllest Dlscnssfon yet Published,
giving tlte Dog•nas and Claims ot
Christianity a thorouglt Examination pro and con.
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BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO, A.. M.
Price, $1.50.

Edited by HORACE SEAVER.

The ln•attgator Is devoted to the Liberal cause In rellg·
ton; or in other words, to universal mentalUIJerty. Independent in all !to discn•a!ons, dlsCl!ording super.ttt!ous
theories of what never can be known, it devotea tts columns to things of this world alone, and le11.vea the next, if
there be one, to those who hs.v entered its unknown
shores. Believing that It lo the duty of morll'ls to work
rnr the interest• ·or this world. it con!lnea Itself to the
things o! this Ute entirely. It bao arrived at the age of
fifty-one years, and aski tor a support from those who are
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0
New York, N.Y.
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in and reported to hav been crucified and to hav died on
the cross many hundreds of yea.rs before the same waa

please send your subscrtption for ~b. montha or one year.
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~~i~~;e~~~;·in(c6J:~s~I:n\~yn£~a~ ~~~~~'tr~t;is~ar~~a~~~ A series of letters written during a tenweeks visit in Europe.
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religion as to Jesus.
S. The story of Jesus and his mission In t.he world Is nnhlstor!cal; It Is not corroborated by contemporaneons his·
tory.
4. The teachings of Jesus are defectiv in morals, intell!.
gence, a.nd scientific information, and. so far as they are of
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longer.
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BeJtedlctXIV. i wllat he dtd at .fl,Arney, how he tmproved
the town. built a church, fought the JeBults an defendell
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exile. and ends with clut11ters on his work. hJ_s pb{l, sophieal 21ystem, his enemies, and aoae hitherto unpubliihei
letters.
Many volumes haT been written upon Voltaire, but none
of its sfze contatns so much informt~.tion a1 this. From it
a clear idea can be obta.ined of tl1e lmmenes intluence lle

:~gr~~~ ~h~nc~~~ggeb'~5d;~:r "f~~~~~~~s ~~~l~n;cf~~!~~
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THE TRUTH BEEKER. AP:RlL 29, 188~.

tJdds und §nds.
Ann to the power of discoverinll' truth the desire of us1bfl it for the promotion of human happiness, and you bav the great end and object Of our
existence. This is the immaculate model of excellence that every human being should fix in the
chambers of his heart, which he should place before his mind's eye, from the rising to the setting
of the sun-to strengthen his understanding, that
he may direct his benevolence, and to exhihit to
the world the most beautiful spectacle the world
can behold-consummate virtue guided by consummate talents.- Rev. Svdnay Smith.
A REALLY reasonable faith need not fear evolution, or, indeed, any truth. But the faith that is
unreasoning apprehends mttch from every new
discovery. At first the religious world sneered at
evolution, just as it sneered at the idea of the earth
going around the sun. It indulged in vituperation
of Darwin in the like spirit to that in which it imprisoned Galileo. But evolution has been, from
its intrinsic truth, too strong for its religious foes.
To-day they are good enough to admit that there
is merit in the idea
I urge that no man,
least of all the religious man, has a right to speak
of science yielding only a "dark and dreary view
of the future." It has made the past and .the present more luminous with a li~eht wholly of the
earth. Where religion has failed, science has been
man's strength and stay. The ease, comfort, and
happiness of our every-day life are due to science
and its discoveries alone. And in it is our only
hope for the ftlture. As long as men think sel:t!shly
of their own mdividual life and its prolongation,
so long the future is dreary. But science, holding
out n.o hope of personal immortality, points to the
possibility of the advancement of the race, and reminds us of that nobler immortality in" the minds
of those who, coming after us, shall call us blessed."
Dr. E. B. Aveling.

Ut populu•, 8ic sacerdos; as the people, so the
priest. Many a man occupies the pulpit who disbelieves what he preaches. He justifies himself by
saying that the people are not ready for the truth,
Which simply means that he is not ready to meet
the consequences of uttering it. It is said, by way
of excuse, of such a. one, "Oh I it is his business."
As though it were not the business of the preacher
to be sincere.-F•lix Adler.
THE first and !Ret thing which is required of
ganius is the love of truth.- Goethe.
To understand that justice is better than iniquity
and love and charity than violence e.nd oppression.
doing good to mankind than the conquering of na:
tiona; and preserving the world than ravaging
and destroying it; to lind out that temperance and
sobriety is more excellent than debanchery; and
wise and reasonable counsels than the sudden im.
pulses of lust and passion-these things req nire
no great depth of knowledge, no nice and tedious
disputes, nothing that can perplex or confound
the understanding even of the meanest person;
they are easy and obvious, plain and self-evident,
and visible as the clearest day-light. Yet these are
the things of the greatest importance, and which
are of the highest concernment for all men to
know and understand; these are the things by
which the world subsists, and by which alone all
order and government is maintained.-.Dr. Samuel
Olark8.
"You do not believe," said Coleridge, "you only
believe that you believe." It is the final scene of
all kinds of worship and symbolism; the sure
symptom that death is now nigh. It is equivalent
to what we call formulism, and wonhip of formulas, in these days of ours. No more immo1•al act
can be done by a moral creature; for it is the beginning of.all immorality, or rather it is the impossibility henceforth of any morality whatsoever;
the innermost moral soul is paralyzed therebycast into fatal magnetic sleep 1 1\Ien are no longer
sincere men. Blamable idolatry is cant, and even
what one may call sincere cant. Sincere cant;
that is worth thinking of I Every ~ort of worship
ends with this phasls.-Oarlyle.
WHEN the question IB asked whether puniSh.
ment can control men's beliefs, and not their profession merely. all history answers in the affirmativ-, as regards religious and political creeds, on
which the majority of mankind, being Insufficient
judges of themselvs, are led by tradition and uy
education. But in matters of daily practice, where
the simplest can judge as well as the wisest, the
case is altered. No severity of threat could bring
a man into the state of believing that his night's
rest was hurtful to him; he might be cowered into
taying that it was so, but he would never act on
his forced affirmation, and, therefore, he would
how that he did not believe it.-Ohambers's Encvclopedia-Article Belief,
RADIOAL means root. A radical is one that goes
to the root of things, to bottom facts, to bed-rock
principles. He is dissatislied with error, and exposes it; with evils, and works to remove them.
But let nobody mistake rant, a violent den unciaion, or Utopian theories or Quixotic actions for
radiealism.-F. R. Index, of September Ist (under
the temporary editorship of Mr. Underwood).
WH.EN by night the frogs are croaking, kindle but
a torch's 1lre;
Ha I how soon they all are silent! Thus Truth
silences the liar.
-Longfellow.
IT is the Bible-Jesus, the God-begotten hybrid,
half deity, half man, that 1 am trying to prove to
be weak, erring, a11d fallible, like other mortals.
I wish to prove that he was fanatical, ranting,
boasting, tyramiical, and cruel,wh~rever and whenever any one opposed his claims to divimty, ro:valty, or leadership of any sort. If be was meek,
lowly, and humble, it was always fur a purM8e.
He "stooped to conquer." Uriah Heep-like, he
could fawn, cringe, and bend, if he thought by this
he could advance his views and projects, and li:fl.ln
his own ends. That there was much that was
grand, good, kind, and noble in him I do not deny;
but, as I hav always said, it is the duty of Liberals
to point out his nTorl, simply liB proof that he
could net be a God, and was n9t a ~~felt fillllle./llmtn• 11, !Jienlcer.

THIS story is told at the expense of the cloth.
Some years ago there was to be at New Rochelle,
N. Y., a ministerial convention composed of delegates from the various denominations of the Ohristian church. A resident brother, who always entertained the shepherds when they convened in
town, having to be absent from home on the week
during which they were expected to arrive, left
the following prudent directions to his wife:
"When the Unita.rian ministel' comes, giv him the
run of the house; he's all right. When the Pres·
byterian arrives, show him to his room, and keep
your eye on the servant girl. When the Baptist
shows up, lock her. in her room, and keep the key;
but when the Methodist parson gets here, let the
maid sleep at the neighbor's across the way, lock
your own door, and send for me."
MR. EVARTS'S REMARKS AS TO SPRING.
Whereas, on sundry boughs and sprays,
Now divers birds are heard to sing;
And sundry !lowers their heads upraiseHail to the coming on of spring;
The songs of the said birds arouse
The memory of our youthful hours,
As young and green as the said boughs,
As fresh and fair as the said fiowers ;
The birds aforesaid, happy pairs 1
Love midst the aforesaid boughs enshrines
In household nests, themselvs, their heirs.
Administrators and assigns;
Oh, busiest term of Cupid's court 1
When tender plaintiffs actions bring;
Season of frolic and of sport,
Hail, as aforesaid, coming splingl
AN INQUIRING INFANT.
One day I sat In a car-seat on the Lake Shore
road behind a pale, care-worn lady, who was taking a little boy from Cleveland to Ashtabula. As
the little boy was of a very inquiring mind, and as
everything seemed to attract his attention, I could
not help listening to some of his questions.
As tue car• passed a pasture in which were a
sheep and a lamb, he asked:

"Where do Iambs come from, auntie?''
" Oh I from the old sheep. The old sheep has
them."
" Can little boys bav lambs !"
"Certainly. I'll let you hav a lamb, Freddie,
when you get home."
"Will it hurt me, auntie?"
" What hurt you-the lamb?"
''No; will it hurt me to ha v it?"
"0 Freddie, do stop I You ask such foolish
questions. I'm all w01·n on t."
"Did you ever hav a lamb, auntie?"
"Freddie, stop I Don't you speak again for half
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THREE VOLUMES FOR $5.00.

Tbe l9Iost Instruction :for tbe Least
liioney ot' any Book ot Travels
yet Written,
In !880 the Freethinkers of the world held an Intern a.
tiona! Congress at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett wss sent
as a delegate. He took the occasion to make the tour of
Europe, :>nd his observations were embodied In "A Truth
Seeker In Europe " (price, $1.50). The letters were also
published in THE

TRUTH

SEEKER, and the readers were· so

well pleased with them that the proposition was made
that he make the journey around the world, and glv the
world the beneftt of a Freethinker's observations. The
proposition was accepted lr the ones de•lrlng such a work
would advance Jive dollars each, the volumes to be dedicated to them. On July SO, 1881, Mr. Bennett began the
journey, sending letters back to be published. The work
will make
THREE VOLUMES OF ]\<EARLY !lOOPAGES EACH
Those sending In ftve dollars before the completion of
the work will hav their NAMES INSCRIBED IN THE DEDICATION OF THE VOLUMES.

The ftrst volume describes Scotland, Ireland, Eng!B,Ild,
Including also an account of the Freethinkers' International Congress at London, In 1881, Holland, tbe Nether.
lands, Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey, Smyrna,
Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyrout. Baa.lbec, to Damascus.

There hav been mahy books of travel printed but none
Uke this.

IT IS THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND.

Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of seeing every,thlng
going on, and In his book he has faithfully chronicled the
habits and customs of the d!Jierent peoples of the many
places he visited. Th< every.day life of all nations Is laid
before the reader by one who has visited them and beheld them with bls own eyes. We feel sure this work Is
greatly superior to any account of a journey around the
world we now hav.
ALL TH.E VOLUMES WILL B.E ILLUSTRATED
Which adds greatly to the Interest of the work, and with
anhourl"
the close description will present Qld.World places In a
Then the poor, worn-out woman sighed, and very familiar light.
leaned her head on the back of the forward seat,
The volumes se.pa~ately will be $2. Those sending $5
while Freddie busied himself placing his mouth now will get the first volume by return ma1land the other
against the window, and soliloquized in a sing- two a.s soon as issued, which will be in a. few months, or
just as soon as they can be got ready. Those sending the
son~ tone:
$5 will hav their names In the dedication of the second
"llfary had a little lamb l
volume.
"Sheep bad a little lamb I
Vol. I. mailed on >'e<eipt of $2.
"Auntie had a little lamb I"
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
1418th st., New York.
OUR RAILROADS.
He stood in the station; she at his side
(She is a fair, young, blushing bride).
On their honeymoon they're startmg now;
It always follows the marriage vow.
OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION TO A.D. 200.
He looks at the liaring railroad maps,
Much Is obscure prior to that t.!me. 1'1le Judge has
thrown a Jlood of llght over the doings, writings of the
At the train of cars and his baggage traps,
And whispers, "Pettie, bow shall we go~e~;:~:~ft~~~~s~~~fo~~~~~t;l~'o~~j~:tj~:tigi~S~~E~::
By the Kankakee or the Kokomo?
quent to that time. Every man wishing to know the
0
"These railroad maps confuse the eye;
~~~~~,!~iJg!l h~~t~r~wof~~~a~c~~ghp a~~s~·~~~~~~}~W a~"d
There's the C B. Q. and the R.N. Y.,
substantially bound. Price, $2 50 ljj'~~lt~E:J'*t;'lf'~~ by
And this one says your llfe's at stake
141 Eighth st. New York.
On any road but the SkY Blue Lake,
TheN. E. R. L. P. Q. J.
Hav sleepers on the entire way;
But I've heard these trains are much more slow
Than the Kankakee or the Kokomo."
AND TH.E
She murmured, "Sweetie, I've heard pa say
What a fine old road is the P. G. K.;
SANITARY AND PHYSIOLOG·
But mamma seemed to disagree,
ICAL LAWS.
And prefers the X. S. H. 0. P.
·
This chart says, baby, the views are ilne
FOR THE
On the Texas-Cowboy.:Mustang line;
Production o:r Cbildren of' Finer Healtb
But still, perhaps, we'd better go
and Greater Ability.·
On the Kankakee or the Kokomo."
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
A conductor chanced to pass them by,
u The virtues of men and women a.s well a.s their vices
And the bridegroom caught his gentle eye;
may descend to their children.''
He .said, "0 man, with the cap of blue,
Inform me quick, inform me true,
c;:Jeh.;\',~Jsm~~~::'!w~~~;;'-~Af J'~f~~gaf~s~hs~t!'/::'1J~
Which road is best for a blushing, pure,
before entering into the maniage relation."
The Southern Clinic, a journq.l of medJcin and suriery,
Young, timid bride on her wedding tour?
says:
u We took up this book with prejudice, but aoon
And tell us quickly what you know
saw. the author ww.s a physcian, and a good one too; a
Of the Kankakee and the Kokomo."
t~~gdnfol~~f~~~ri~~~~~
i:J~~~~t!; r'!~~t~~'vf:odroaus~~~a~~
The conductor's eyes gave a savage gleam,
tltul, sweet-tempered people would be the result of the
observance 0f its principles."
These words rolled out in a limpid stream:
The Home Jou1·nal, Boston, says: "We earnestly com·
"There's the A. B. J.D. V. R. Z.
mend It to all. Its lnJluence can be only beneficial. The
Connec~s with the ]'lip-Flap-Bitf-Bang-B.,
author has a thorough mastery of his subject.
You can change on the Leg-Off-Sueville-Grand,
erPo~~g~:~~~tf:hl~¥/:gs;~r:z~r~gt~zn11;.~rs: It contains
And go through on the Pan-cake-Ace-Full-Hand.
The Alpha, edited by Dr. Winslow, says: "We like the
That road you named is blocked by snow
book thoroughly." And adds:" Send for it, fathers and
(The Kankakee and the Kokomo).
mothers, for your own e;ood and for the sake of your
chtldren, who are to till your places when you are called
"The Pennsylvania, Pittsburg Through,
up higher.,
Connects v. ith the Oskosh Kalamazoo,
The But!alo Express says: "Whoever buys this book
wllltlnd It a paying Investment."
With a smoking car sll the afternoon,
0
Just the thing for a honeymoon;
ar~~~u~f~~"'~Viit:nm~if~~a~m :b·~~t~~s ~d\~~~~;~~~~~~
And the Central Scalp Tooth-Bungville-switch
ent: it is scientific, sober, clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particuGoes through a vine-clad country rieh.
larly by the young."
or the road you named I nothing know,
Dr. Dlo Lewis of Boston, writes:" I hav read all of
The Kankakee and the Kokomo."
your works, and feel I must study tbia one. Your contributions to sanitary and social science hav .all been imThe bride said: "Baby, 'tis best, by far,
bued with the :;pirit of sound conservatism and earnest
Like the dollar, we return to pa.
eonscientiousnese, all too rare among reformers. Who(That's a pun I heard while on a train
ever gods over this book will ftnd himself on sacred
ground, It Is the most valuable of your many valuable
On the U. R.N. G. Jersey main.")
books."
The conductor smiled; his eye-teeth showed;
Prof. N. B. Townsend, of Ohio University, writes: "I
He had spoiled the trade of another road.
am greatly pleased with this work. I hav loaned It to
hie knew in his heart there was no snow
some of my pupils, who express delight with it. I hope
On tbe Kankakee or the Kokomo.
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And the bride and groom returned to pa,
Who heard it all, and then said," Pshaw I
lf you found you couldn't go that way,
Why didn't you go on the Cross-eyed Bay I"
The bridegroom gave a howl of pain;
The railroad names had turned his brain,
He raves, insane, for ever more;
In 8. mad-house, chained nnto the 1loor,
He gibbers, "Tootsie, shall we go
l3y til~ lLallkak\le ei~r the liokome f"

PROSE. POE1Vlei1

every thoughtful young man and woman will read it."
Price, $1.00. Addreso
D. M. BENNETT,

141 8th street, N.Y.

FROM BEHIND THE BARS.
A series of letters written in prison.
By D. M- BElU'IETT.
OV~tr

700 pages. l'rlso, fl,.ll\l.

Made for Fr0ming.

GEN. GRANT BAN(}UET.

A

VISION OF WAll.

Extract frema Speech at the Soldier's Reunion,

A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingerson.

Our Religion: Help f'or the Liv·
iug; Hope ror the Dead.
Funeral Address over the Grave of little Harry Miller,

Price, 26 cents each.
Address

D. M, BENNETT,

141 8th street.

THE

Christian Rel~on.
BY
Col. ROBEB;T G. INGERSOLL,
Judge .JEREMIAH S. BL&CR,

Prof. GEORGE P. FISHER.
Tbe onlY Complete and Antboi'ized
Edition.
This very remarkable series of papers appeared at
tervals In the North American Review. and awakened tho
profoundest Interest with the press and public. Their
appearance In pamphlet form Is In response to lnnumer•
able reouests from all parts of the country.
Price,
50 cents.
Orders should be given immediately. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
I41Bth street, N. Y,

Interrogatories to Jehovah.
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety ODf subjects.
BY D.M.BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cents i cloth, 75 cents.

THE

Brain an~ the Bi~le;
OR,

THTD 00NFLIOT
BETWEEN

MENrAL SCIENCE .AND 'l'HE·
OLOGY.
BY

EDGAR C. BEALL.
WITH A PREFACE BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
" This book written by a brave and honest man, Is tllled
with brave and honest thoughts. The arguments whlcb
It contains cannot be answered by all the theologians In
the world 1"-R. G. Ingersoll.

Price, $1.50.
Sold by D. M. BENNETT, 141 EIGHTH
STREET, NEW YORK.

ALAMONTADA,
THE

GAllEY~SLAVE.
A narratlv, by
Johann HciiU'ich Daniel Zschokke.

Translated from the German by

IRA. G. :MOSI:IER, LL.B.
"Intolerance and bigotry, more than rorbesrnnce and
piety. are written upon th'\ banners of contending sects;
and the arguments with which they attack one another
are sharper. more thoroughly weighed, and more en:eotlf
than those with which they defend themseiTJI."

Price, cloth, 75 cts.; papor, 50 o~~
For sale at thill oCoo!

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Entczed at the Post-O:flice at N- Yoxk. N.Y., AS Second-cl:ass Matter.

wii:aLr i
Vol. 9. No · 18 "lJ PuBLISHED
BY D. M. BENNETT.
f
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May 6. 1882.
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How to preve"t the adulteration of food is th~ courage to avow themselvs a.s having no
engrossing the attention of the Magsachussetts particular religion, speaks well tor Canadian
legislature. A committee has reported a long manhood, and it is safe to argue that if 89,403
THE Louisville Court of Appeals has decided bill designed to preserve the purity of both food Canadians dare face the music, there are many
T.aE Nihilists hav invited the Jews of Russia
that an Atheist ce.nnot be deprived of the right and drugs, giving a broad definition to the term who sympathJze with them, still, from pruden- to join them.
to testify.
adulteration, and putting ample powers into the tial reasons, conceal their views. Let us hope
Two hundred Jews hav just sailed from LivORIGINAL sin, by doom divine,
hands of the state board of health. That body that this noble army oi free men will steadily
erpool for the United States.
increase
until
Canada
shall
be
free
as
its
forests,
T!J.e original pair infected;
is to make all neceSfiary inquiries, fix the limits
SEVENTY thousand emigrants landed at Cas·
And yet original sin's not mine,
of "permi~sible variation" from the standard, and flourish like its wild flowers, fragrant even
tie Garden, this city, last month.
My sins are all-selected!
and establish regul ...tions for examining articles, when the storm is fiercest.-.Ma;!lj'lower.
IN an a~ticle on " The Great Pyramid," in
"RD c lie
· t h
t
h.
in order to determin their quality.
A GERMAN comie paper has been suspended
Gilt ..
o ge 1s o av a comp1e e mac me
shop with a workbench forge and gas engin
BRo. B.A.RNES was one of. the regular and Knowledge, March 24th, Mr. Procter says: for two year~ for· poking fun at Prince Bis-·
for ~ach of the ninety puplls in practical 'zealous attendant!; of revival meetings in tb_e '' Our v.ery religiorr has all its times and seasons marck.
mecbapics.
colored church of Al!Pgheny, Pa. He made h1s regulated in ways derived from the astrological
TALMAGE last Sunday prayed for special
.
appearance one evening in a new overcoat, system of old Egypt. Our Sunday is the old
T HE batthng brethren. of. the Sunday School w h'w h h e t-nok off an d 1a1·a over tb e b ack 01~hi s Chaldean and Egyptian quarter-month rest-dRy grace to guide his he!lrers through the morrow,
that being moving day.
Army of the Eastern DJstrJct of Brooklyn hav
.
d t h ld
t'
th
d
.
seat, preparatory to kneelmg for prayer. Bro. associated with the belief in the malefic in!l.u0
0
cease .
m_ee mg~ on .. e _vex.e . quesbon Herbert reacbed over and seized the coat, de- ence of the planet {Saturn), which formerly
A. NEtlao who assaulted a thirteen-yea.r.old
of havmg the Umversa.hst.s
]OlD m their parade.
.
. cl ar1·n g that 1•t h a d been st o1en f rom h'IS room a ruled the last day of the week (still called Sat- girl was lynched by a crowd ot two hundred at
T hey are now j].ghtmg by means of " com mum· f
cations
., - ·
ew d ays b ef ore. A 1ou d.dispu te arose b et ween urday or Saturn's day). The morning and Cleveland, Ohio, on the 30th.
·
the men, and then they had a violent fight for evening sacrifice of the Jews and their newMR. BaADLAUGEI has brought suit to recover
P.A.GE, of Cnlifornia, wants Bibles to be ad· possession of the garment. The meeting was moon festivals were evidently astronomical in damages from the sergeant-a.t.arms who ejeeted
mitted free of duty. Some years a~ro nearly broken up in disorder, the combatants were at"· origin-in other words, astrological (for astron. him from the House, and against Mr. Newde~
every railway car had a free Bible. Nothing of rested, and the ownership of the coat remains amy was nothing except astrology to the old gate.
Cha.ldeans and Egyptians). The Feast ot the
the sor~ remains, because some honest Christian to be settled.
THE steamer Nankin Wall run into and sunk
always stole "the· books as :fast as the railway
A. GOOD deal has been said about the Russian Passover, however later associated with other by another steamer one day last week, ol!
company supplied them.-Augusta Chronicle. persecution of the Jews, and it is scarcely fair events, was detived from the oldj astrological Sandy Hook, in broad day light and in the
D. M. BENNETT, the abiest and most aggreS· that their persecution by the German Govern- observance of the passage of the sun (the pass- regular channel.
siv opponent of Christianity in the United ment should be quite overlooked. Prof. Vi~tor ing over of the sun·god) across the equator
MR. MUNDY, president of the Gospel Tem·
"States, is expected to arrive in San Fraucisco by Meyer is a well·knowJJ and popular chemist at descendingly. Our calendar rules for Easter
perance
Society of N e.,. York, has been arrested
'the China steamer of Sunday next irom his tour the University of Zurich, where he is much and other festivals ...-ould never, we may be well
antl taken to Troy charged with having misap·
assured,
hav
been
made
to
depend
<m
the
around the world. The Liberals are preparing esteemed and highly pnpular. Some time ago
propriated money.
to giv him a magnificent reception. Mr. Ben- the philosophical faculty oi the Univerfity of moon, but for their origin!ll derivation from
DR. MARY WALKER, a lady who, owing to
nett is the editor and proprietor of the famous Halle invited him to accept the professorship of astronomical (that is astrological) ceremonial.'•
her
style of dress, is often judged not. to be a
THE experience of the converted of the Sal·
TaUTH SEEKER, and the author of a lltl'ge num· chemistry !l.t their university. The offer was
ber of remarkable theological works.-Jewi.9h accepted. "But now the German Government vation Army, now raiding uifferent parts of woman, has been given a clerkship in the pen·
:Times.
steps in and declares that Herr Meyer, who is England, before conversion are curious. At sion office at Washington.
THE Presiucnt bas sent a message to Con.
of
Jewish
descent,
must
allow
himself
to
be
Middlesbrough
a.
recruit
explained
how
he
A FRII!ND inq_uires whether the famous poet
gress asking that power be given to use the
:Longfellow was a Libera.!.? He probably was. ~a.ptized in the Christian faith, or he cannot be " used to turn black houses into white ones by
United States troops against the cowboys of
admitted
a
pr(•fessor.
aid
of
whitewash."
A.t
Blackburn
••
one
the
'We read in the Traveller- that he d1d not attend
Arizona, who hav been robbing and murdering
JoHN
MILTON
is
an
exhorter
and
an
orator
of
who
used
tobacco
for
twenty·one
yeal'll,
and
•chlll'ch, and, as another evidence of his liberalsettlers.
··ity, he signed the recent petition to the legis· considerable force, connected with the Berean could not pray without a chew, has, after a
Baptist
chnrch
of
Crow·
Hill,
Brooklyn.
The
hard
fisht,
made
a
surrender."
At
Halifax
a
RALl'H W ,J..Lno EMERSON died at his borne in
!lature in favor of allowing Atheists to testify a.s
witnesses. These facts show that Mr. Long. Rev. Joshua Lee is pastor oi the Free Union " brother said that when he told his wife that Concord, Mass., on the 27th ult., of pneumonia.
fellow was a Liberal, as all men are who are Baptist ehureh on Sumpter street, in the same he had joined the Salvation Army she called His age was seventy.eight years. The funeral, .,
intelligent, j nst, and the advoea.tes of equal city. Brother Lee- has caused the arrest l'lf him names, and threw his shield through the held in the Universalist church, was conducted
brother Milton, on the ground of assault with window. He and his son got on their knees, by James Freeman Clarke.
rights.- ln'flestigator .~
intent to commit personal damsge. The breth- and prayed that God would hav mercy on her.
EDWARD S. STOKES, who shot and killed
TH& Conneeticut legislature bas provided ren had met in the street and engaged in dis· While doing so, old boots were !lying about, but
James Fisk, is at present the bar-tender in a
that school boards, on the petition of twelve cussion about mission work
Loud angry they prayed on, and the next night she came
fashionable hotel in this city. He gave a bar.
adult residents, may order instruction in the wonls were spoken, and blows followed them. !lnd got. herself saved." In Chester·le-street
room reception to his lady friends one day last
public schools concerning the effects of into:xi- The colored population of Crow Hill are much " there was a man so bad that be wem by the
week, at which a thousand women were pres.
eating beverages. The liquor dealers in some mixed as to which of the brethern is the more name of Ch~>rlie Peace. He would come home
ent.
of the cities are preparing to oppose the use of to blame. The matter is to be adjudicated in sometimes so drunk that his wife had to hide
INFERNAL machines were by some evil.distext books maue for the purpose by total ab- court during the present week.
his razors, but now a wonderful change has
posed person mailed to the addresses ot W. H.
stinence societies, and to insist on scientifically
Speaking of our friend and agent, the Ver- been wrought in him." In Winsford a. brother Vanderbilt and Cyrus W. Field on the 29th
accurate works. The brewers wilt take a part
rrwntville Hawk (Mich.) says; The venerable says: "I used to go to the public holllies and ult_, and on the following day one of the same
in the controversy
that the
ht by demanding
.
d
. Dr. C. S. Rowley, of Lansing, author of severa1 stand on my head on the table, and play my diabolical machin~s was left on the door~tep of
children. be tang that beer lD mo eration IS beautiful poems, and ·.prof1i:Ssor ·of elocution concertit:a and dance with my feet against the
a Mr. Davenport, WhiCh was mi~taken for that
not hurtful.
made this office ·a·'"l'ety;'j.Heasant call on l\Ion~ ceiling, but I am saved now."
of Superintendent Walling. None of them
A.LBRE.('!l.T ScHUETTE, of Collinsville, Mo., day. For forty jears ".Mr. Rowley has been
THE controversy over the election of the Rev. took effect.
waa 78, and for s11veral years had eagerly spiritually awl promitientlJ identified with the Dr. Smyth as professor of theology at .A.ndover
Bw.INE is· being examined by a Congresawaited death, as constant illness made life Liheral and Freethinkei·s of the United States, Seminary has at last reached its crisis. The
burdensome. He told his wife that he could and often, when opportunity offers, speaks board of visitors has by its vote:,;,annulled the sional committee in regard to his South Ameriwait no longer and had m!lde up his mind to beautiful allegorical pfl.ssages, in the ideal of a action of the faculty and the board o.f trustees, can policy when he wns secretary of state
commit suicide. They were a religious couple, spiritual co11viction, which he bas long since both of whieh bodies had voted Dr. Smyth into under Garfield, He has called one of the com•
and so she read to him from the Bible va1·ious ceased to believe; having reached the point office. This opens the way for a series of theo- rnittee, Mr. Perry Belmont, a liar, and Mr.
texts to impress him that those who su.fiered where (he says) knowledge has supplemented logical antl ecclesiastical complication.s. Dr. Belmont retorted that Mr. Blaine is a bully and
bodily ills with Christian fortitude would be re- belief. Mr. R has for some time and is now Smyth says that if he is heterodox, the gentle- a coward. In this harmonious manner it is
warded hereafter. He argued that he had agent for the New York TRUTII SEEK!l:R, an men who compose the faculty and the board of thought the truth will finally be reached.
JoHN CHARLI!s F&ED.ERICK ZoELLNli:R, astron-already earned a respit, and then killed him- ably condneted journal in the realm of Free.. trustees are quite as much so as himself. The
self with a pistol.
thought and free discussion. While here Mr. old creed of Andover, to which all the profess- omer and natural philosopher, died at llerlin on
CoLONEL McDoNALD, late director of public H.owley visited our school, where, with the ors are obliged to subscribe adherence, is an April 29th. Prof. Zoellner was in his forty·
instruction, in Madras, India, stated, in a recent permit of Prof. Brown, he recited several of his ironclad Calvinistie one of the most rigid type, eighth year. He was born in Berlin. He
lecture delivered in London, that in many parts choice pbl'ms; and the half hour's respit was declaring the same doctrins as those of the studied in Berlin, and in Basle, Switzerland,
of India. to know how to read was regarded as an interesting and profitable diversion with the Westminster confession of faith. It is generally and became professor of phyaicBl astronomy
agreed that, with the progress of the age, An- in the university at Leipsic. One of his prin. destructive of womanly modesty. It was held scholars.
·that only public singing and dancing women' TR.E Canadian census shows that in 1881 dover has relaxed considerably from the severity cipal works is entitled "On the Nature of
were coarse enough to want to read. Men said there were in that country of people of no relig- of the teachings of the olden time. A. compli· Comets," in which he argues against the in.dn.th~t reading and writing iaciliated intrigue, and ion and rPligion unknow11 (which is a polite cation arises in regard to Dr. Smyth himself. ity of space. In the cou~se of a visit of Slade,
'•Wa& only desired by profligate women.
Are way of informing a man you hav none), 89,403. He is ~till a Presbyterian. There hav been the American Spiritualist, to Leipaic, Zoellner
;American men any less stupid? Tbe average in 1871, 22,202; loss to religion in ten years i~ heresy trials of other men for no greater depart- became a believer in Spiritualism, and tried to
.American man believes that those thinking C<~.nada, 67,200. Now, as these 89,403 people ures from the old Westminster standards than reconcile bis belief with science on the theory
,women who desire a part in the government of represent a respect-able number of voters, poli- those which he has preached and written. The of the " fourth Jimemion of space." The
:the country, must necessarily make bad wives ticians hereafter will not be quite so rampant in Rev. Albert Barnes, whose trial forty years ago adoption of this belief by Zoellner led to a bit,and mothers, and are coarse, unwomanly crea- their denunciation of Freethinkers, or in slob- had much to do with splitting the Presbyterian ter controversy, and his opponents went so far
tures. When the art of printing was in its in- bering over rival creeds, and the fuss and friv_ church into old and new school. did not express as to call him insane. Among his writings are
;fancy, Christian bishops and priests preached olity of manipulated superstitions. That nearly himself quite as much at variance with the ''Researches in Photometry," '• Principles of
1rom the-pulpits that ii women were taught to ninety thousand Canadians, in spit.e of bibles, "standard"'" as Dr. Smyth now has. But a the Electro-Dynamic Theory of matter," and
read it would unfit them for the duties of wives state, and church· persecutiqn, social ostracism, heresy trial on such points M those which are " Theory of the Relativ Force of Light 4: the
Phases of the Moon."
pd mothers.-E:rchangc.
and withdrawal .of patrona&e, should hay..found in dispute wocld now be next to impossible.
If/

. THE TRUTH SEEKER~ MAY 7~ 188~.
But I am settled here for a while at least, and I
immediately took it by the fins, or
while still
Jl ~ruth ~ttlttr J!ronnd fltt florid Ibouncing,
th_is
but tell you
of my
and carried it to the steward, who had not will not
experience m India m my next.· Adieu for the
wings~

pro!on~

J~tter,

~ore

yet retired; be Rtretched out the fins that serv_e _for
D. M. B.
wings, that they might dry in an expa~ded positi?n, present.
From Suez to Bombay.-Coucluded.
and disemboweled it, so I could take It home with
NOTES BY THE WAY.
me and show my friende in America .what kind o~ a
Experiences in Bombay • ·
We have had etrong head winds eince the first day visitor had called upon me away out m the Arabian
BOMBAY, Jan. 13, 1882.
ont. We have been unable to get any sails up, and Sea, late at night; but the fellow smells ~o strong,
DEAR FRIENDS Il'l AMERICA: I never was so far
the white-cape have been very numeroua. But the and room in my single satchel iRl'IO ~carce, that I have away from •ou before, and I am well aware that it
Cathay, though not a large steamer-some 3, 700 decided to lean him here in the orient, and let my take!l letters longer to reach you from this place than
tons burden-is very eteady, and not much given to friends at home take my ei.mple asseveration fo_r the any I have previously writ~en you. But ~f I ke~p
rocking or pitching. To those of you who in the facts in the case. It is not likely that the poor tmnple on traveling eastward I will reach Amenca agam
future have occasion to journey in this part of the fish intended to embark on the Cathay, but in the after awhile, when I trust "we ehall meet to part no
world, I can recommend with conl'liderable confidence exuberance of his fishy muscularity and j?y, he more."
this good, stea~y-goin-" Cathay. ·
happened to make his ingress into my wmdow.
I shall of course have much to say to you of what
As we draw toward the lower part of the Red Sea, Probably in less than a minute he wished himself I see in this far-off part,of the world; but first of all
we pase several islands. One, standing alone, I am back in hie native element.
I must tflll you something of our whilom friends,
told is called the "Virgin," and two others are
January 10, 1882.-We arrived at Bombay about Madam H. P. Blavatsky and Colonel H. S. Olcott,
called the "Broth erR." Then there are several to- 2 o'clock this morning. The changing glimmer of who cameherefrom NewYorksomethree yearsago.
gether, termed the" Twelve Apostles." Still later on the light-house marked out to the steamer just where They jointly established inN ew!or~ in 1875 a theo.
we left on our right, while some of the ap~)stles were we were, and after steaming slowly up the harbor, sopbical 8 ociety, partly of 11: smen.tific_, partly of a •
on our left, the I!!land of Perin, where the EngliAh with the street-lamp!!! on !!bore in full view, we cast religious, ~nd partly of an mvel!!ti~atmg character
have a fort and a regiment of native soldiers, with anchor in front of the city, finding ourselves a little into what IS called the occult domam of nature, and
two or three European officers to command them. too late to go alongside the dock at high tide.
which I will endeavor to explain to yourcomprehenThe islands here appear to be of volcanic formation,
Soon after daylight, while taking a view of this sion further along.
·
and are almost entirely devoid of verdure.
oriental city at a distance, I received a note from
It was thought strange by m_any ~hat they should
The manner in which the British government took Col. H. S. Olcott, which had been sent on board from leave America to remove to thit'l onentalworld, but
possession of Perin Island may be considered some- shore, instructing me to remain on board till he called their object seems to have been to place themselves
what characteristic of the people. Soon after the for me. I had corresponded with him, and bad in- in a situation where they could do the most. good to
forepart of the present century the French govern- formed him on what l'lteamer I expected 1!10 leave their fellow-creatures, and particular to be n~arer the
ment sent out an admiral, whose name I do not Stlez for Bombay, he having previously invited me bands of "Brothers" up among the Hamalaya
remember, to take posses11ion of the island; but to call upon him and Madam Blavatsky, when I J\iountain 8 , where they live wholly eecluded from
instead of his doing so at once he made his way to reached Bombav. I knew them somewhat while the world, and devote their lives to doing good in
Aden, where he was kindly entertained by British they were living-in New York, and before they came their peculiar way and in studying the su~tle and
officers. Of course wine wns drank freely, and pm~~i to India three years ago. I, of course W:!S glad to mystical powers or forces . of nature, which they
bly beverages of still greater strength, by which meet them and renew our old acquaintance and claim to be able to control m a manner wholly unmeans the tongue of the French admiral became so to see in India those whom I had known in America. known to people in the occidental world.
limbered up that he made known the charge with
Between 8 and 9 A. :M., the colonel and his assistI must acknowledge myself agreeably surpri~ed to
which he was commissioned from his government. ant, Mr. D K. :Maralankar, a Hindoo, and his ser- find in what a healthy condition the Theosophical SoJohn Bull possibly wae comfortably mellow, hut he vants, came to the steamer with a boat, and took us ciety is out here, and the amount ?f good it il'l effectassuredly wal!l not so far gone a11 to lose a chance to on shore. The harbor presented a very lively appear- ing in bringing ~ogethe~ the differe~t _schools of
make a good movement for his own government, and ance, vessels bein~ in from the Zanzibar coast in native thought, m helpmg them act m concert
at once started a ve,.sel to Perin Island to take it in Africa and many other localities. We saw crews of in the studying of nature in all her domains, and in
the name of the .British government. So when the genuine Africans unloading ship!'!, with no clothing combating the teaching of false and superstiti?us
communicative Frenchman arrived at the island he save a small clout, and they seemed as happy as Af- systems of re~igio~. I have_alreadJ: had conversatiOn
found the British flag already waving there, and he ricans usually are. Between parts of the work, with many mtelhgent natives, Hmdoos, Brahmans
. only had to make his way back home, having failed when they could attend to it, they were singing their and Parsees, and they bear uniform testimony of the
to carry out the instructions given him. In this way, national ditties, slapping their thigh~, and giving a good wbich Madam Blavatsky and Col. Olcott have
and in others equally shxewd, England has taken regular plantation "break-down," reminding me of ~ffected here, in harmonizing the native element and
Gibraltar, Malta, Cyprus, Aden, etc. Wherever any a first-class min·strel performance. I could not doubt, in fostering a fraternal spirit among those of differad~~ntage is to be gained in a commercial, military, howev~">r, that the exhibition before me was the gen- ent cret:lds, and especially in opposing the work of
or naval point of view, then look out to see J ohny nine African article. No burnt cork was neceesary; Christian missionaries here in India and in the Island
Bull firmly planted there, with big guns and plenty everything· was eminently natural. The products of Ceylon.
of ammunition to back the claims.
from the African coast are elephants' tusks, ostrich
Col. Olcott has spent fully six months in Ceylon,
We reached Aden early in the evening of January featberE', ginger, dye stuffs, and other articles of and has succeeded in organizing several healthy and
2d, where we stopped several hours to take on coai. drugs; and in exchange European manufac'.:ures and vigorous societiee of native Buddhists, establit~hing
Here the Frenchman and the English military school- mP.rchandise are taken to the dark continent.
schools etc. Some " Truth Seeker Tracts," and
master went ashore, and a Parsee and two Portugn<>se
The docks of Bombay present a neat and pleasant some aiso of Mr. Bradlaugh's publications, have been
Hindoos, employed in the Indian postal department, appearance, and the town is lively and pleasant. translated there into Singalese, and published and
came on board to attend to assorting the 180 bags of The lower part, or that which fronts on the harbor, circulated among the truth-seeking people. ~f
mail.
called the Fort, is_ quite European in style, many of ceur!!e this kind of work interferes very much With
• Aden is built in the crater of an extinct volcano, the buildings being fine· and stately, with beautiful the operations of the Cbrietian missionaries, who are
and is perhaps one of the driest cities of itq size in esplanades and wide streete.
·
doing their utmost to add this portion of the world
the world. It has no water, and depends largely
The colonel's carriage was in waiting and conveyed to Christendom. As a sample of what Col. Olcott
upon distillation and water brought from a long dis. U!l to his residence, some four miles from the landing, and his co-laborers are doing in this moral vineyard,
tance, as I am informed. The place has some 16,000 after allowing us to get the mail which was awaiting allow me to give you a letter w~ic~ one of the~e
inhabitants, with a mixed population of Arab~, us from America, which of course we were glad to Cey Ion missionaries wrote to the miSSIOnary organ m
Greeks, Europeans, Afric:ms, and various other peruse, and to get the n.ews from loved ones at London. A wail of this kind is as well calculated to
nationalities. It is a place of considerable trade, home.
·
convey an idea of existing truth as anything that can
being the principal seaport of southern Ar3;b~a.
In rolling up the rather pleaeant streets we could be read:
Oi!!trich feathers, drugs, dates, and other commod1tres not bel p being I!! truck With the ncavel appearances in EXTRACT FR<'M A LETTER FROM THE ltEV. J. SPARR, MISSIONARY
are brought here from hundreds of miles in the Oriental life. One feature is particularly noticeable,
OF CEYLON, TO "THE SHIELD OF FAITH," LONDON.
interior. Considerable shipping is also done, and a and that is the nearly naked condition of a portion
Never was there such a r,.vival of unbelief as there is at
large quantity of goods sold. Here men take their of the native inhabitants. The lower ca!ltes are not present in Ceylon. All this, while we bav hRd to ~eal with diflives in their hands, and run the risk of cholora and dressed at all, Aave a very small rag or cloth about ficulties arising from the purely heathen Buddh1s.t, but now
other fatal diseases for the profits of trade. There the middle. I must, however, make a slight re!!er- there bas sprung up in our midst a theosophiCal some~y. whose
was considerable cholora here a few months ago, bnt vation for the women; for they have a little more on prePident and founder in Ceylon is a professed Amenean, Col.
than the men; but they are ctmtent and happy with H. S. Olc0tt. He is engaged in publishing pamphlet~? cateI cannot learn that it prevails now.
chisms, etc .. and opening schools wJt_h tb~ ~v?wed obJ ct of
Passing out through the straits of Babel-mandeb- far less than is required by American ladieiS, even in stoppingheathen cbildrf'n from attPndmg Chnstmn schools. !f
or gate of hell-or the passage of tears-so named the warmest part of the year. I notice that one soon ever "the heathen sage and the people ima<Tine a vain thing," It
from the numerous shipwrecks of sailing vesselR becomes accustomed to this difference of costume, is now. They construe the missionary's sil~nce into want of abil~ty
which formerly occurred here, we rounded out and in a little while it seems to make little difference to meet their Goliath. I RID sure there IS more than one qmte
into the Arabian Sea, where we will meet no other with us whether people wear any clothing or not. competent in the name of the Lord of hosts to go out to b.attle ; but as I said before, the convenient method of gettmg
land till the coast of Malabar heaves in sight near None of the nativ~~, or scarcely any, wear the Euro- over
it is by saying," Don't be afraid; Col. Olcott. won't do
Bombay. Here we turn squarely toward the east, pean styles of clothing, but those most fully dre11sed much harm; it will be sure to come to an end." God only
bearing a little north, and the wind has been so ac- have simply a white muslin loose, short robe or long knows however the incalculable mischief that is done. I have
commodating as to turn with us, keeping directly shirt, with usually no pantf!,· and a turban on the just r~ad that the Rev. Joseph Cook purposes to ~isit India
ahead of us all the way. But the weather is so warm head.
shortly. Ob! if it would please the Lord to send him or you
-the mercury reaching 86 degrees above-that the
This truly seems a tropical country. The weather among us for a season. · · ·
J. SPARR.
breeze is very welcome. Some of the time the waves is very warm; thousands of flowerR are blooming,
Perhaps we are left to infer that the Lord has
ran rather high, and the motion of the vessel was thousands of palm-trees of different kinds are rear- already answered this unhappy missionary's.~rayer;
rather too much to be pleasant.
ing their tall trunks toward the s~ies. Private resi- for, lo and behold! m:y old ene!Dy, ~oe 9ook, IS even
I have 1i1pent a portion of my time in catching up dences and private and public grounds are profusely now in India, and abeolutely m this mty, probably
with my writing, and I must mention one incident supplied with the gayeet of flowers and choice ehrub- on a tour of India and Ceylon to demolish the work
which was a little out of the ordinary course of bery, many of which are new to me.
of Col. Olcott and his earneet co-laborers, and to help
thin~s. I was eitting in my state-room at about 11
Madam Blavatsky and Col. Olcott occupy very the I~ord in setting the missionary cause all right
P. M., writing on my knee.
.Mr. Bridges had retired commodious premises in the western or northwestern again in this heathen land.
·
and was wrapped in the arms of the drowsy god. portion of the town, on elevated ground, commandCook had delivered one lecture here before I arThe weather being warm, the windows were open, ing a beautiful view of the bay and ocean that.is not rived and was to give another epeech on the night
and while I was thus busily engaged in writing, often excelled. I met a cordial welcome hBre, and I of th'e lOth, the day of my arrival in India. Of
something came in at the window and fell upon t.he could not see why I should not have a few days of course Col. Olcott and myself attended. We found
floor. I was startled a little, but not badly fright- rest.
about twenty-five per cent of his large audience
ened, and looked around to see what kind of a visBombay is a city of nearly 800,000 inhabitants, composed of European miesion~ries !!'nd their _sympaitor hadc~lled. I soon di~covered it to be a flying- and is built upon an island which has however thizers · the balance were the mtelhgent native elefish, six inchel'l or more in length. Some one asked been joined to the mainland by artificial means~ ment, .;.ho take but little stock in Chrietian dogmM.
me if at first I did not think it was the Holy Ghost, There seems to be a great deal of thrift and ~ll~er-1 Lect.ures here b~gin a~ 5.30 P.M., instead of 8 .o'clock
but I could not say tha~ I did; it smelled too fishy. prise h~r(l.
~s w1th us 1 and dmner 111 eaten after the le9ture lS over.
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Cook's arguments did not strike me as being strong,
but with hi~ usual assumption and assurance he endAavored to induce the natives of India to take his
noisy mouthings for the truth.

beyond the. preliminary stage of polite phrases on both sides. the "divine" ectasy, in .which the gods and narrow creeds and
You know Just how we keep our promise~, and we know what bibles of blind men are looked down upon, as the soaring eagle
yours are worth. !he scented garlands Bombay brought us in looks down upon the tiny speck of something black in the
February, 1879 • v.:rthered long ago, its complimentary speeches plain below, that calls itself a man, and m11.y even be an archof welcome lnng smce d1ed away on the air. It seems far away deacon out for a walk. The strength of our movement is that
In Mr. Cook's previous lecture I learn that he -our first meetme:. 'l'he th ·ee years that have slipped by have it. is built upon _the strong foundation of universal brotherhood.
made some attack upon the Theosophical Society, been, for us, so crowded with incidents thRt, though my feet This is no empty rhetorical pbmse with us, but an accomplished
making, in his characteristic way, asper11ions calcu- stand on the same spot upon which I then ~tood my memory fact. The missionari~s. after a century of labor in India, and
lated to damage it in the opinion of those who heard hardly can realize that it is only three years. S~ch changes, the rxpenditure of millions of money, have converted so few
h'
too, as have befallen us l Dream' of hope blasted, what other high-caste Brahmans that they ~an almost count them upon
liD•
~reams fulfilled; some who then pretended friendship turned their fingers. But in threP shorf years the Theosophical SocieNow, it t!!O happened that an anniversary meeting mto foes, and hundreds more, whosfi existence then we did not ty has taken into its brotherhood not only lay Brahmans of the
of the Theosophical Society was appointed to be held suspect, became our stanchest, most unselfish and self-sacri- very highest C!l.ste, and the most renowned among the Pandits,
laet night, the 12th inst. Col. Olcott was to make ficing friends. Some who stood beside me the~ have gone into but it has taught them to work in fraternal unity with Hindoos
the leading speech, of a bout an hour's length, to be the dark valley of death, and some-thanks to the innate noble- of the lower castes, and even with Parsees, Buddhists, and
.
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ness of human nature-have been true as steel to our cause Mussulmans for the spreading throughout the world of the
assiste
Y some two or t ree ot ere.
e mvrte me from first to last. But amid all these vicissitudes, what has ancient philosophies, for the world's spiritual good. Let A.rchto say a few words. I as1mred him that my !!peaking been the net outcome as regards our society ? Has it expanded de!l.con B11.ly be more sure of his facts before he lectures ag11.in
abilities were very limited, but as he continued to or contracted? Is it stronger or weaker? Will it live and still upon Theosophy.
.
request that I talk a little, I conaented.
grow, or die out, as visions fade?
But we have other and even better credentials to show of our
Thinking a report of t_he crowded meeting in the
I come, obedient to the public voice, to answer these ques- succe~s in North India. Mr. Baly spends his hot weather at
Fra.mji Cowasji Institute may interest you, I will give tions. I am here to give an account of my stewardship. To Simla; wh11.t does he say to our new Anglo-Indian branch, the
meet you I left my work in the heart of Ceylon, whither I shall Simla Electric Theosophical Soci.ety? Are such noted men as
you the princip!':.1 portio~ of the addresses, wit~ sub. shortly return, aft~r 11 round journey of three thousand miles. compose it noted for their " easy credulity ? " If so, no one ever
sequent proceedmgs whiCh occurred. You Will see I shall tell you honestly what the Theosophical Society has ac- discovered it before; and if men of that caliber among the Anglothat my enemy, the arch-slanderer of America, is cnmplished within these years, withholding nothing that is not Indian community have joined us, and publicly announced the
trying to injure me here in India, and that I found o~ a c.onfidential nature. And then I shall ask you some ques- fact, you may be sure of two things, (a) that the original theory
it necessary to reply to his falsehoods. Please ex-j twns m return. I want you to tell r;ne how you hav done your of the government of India !hat we were Ru•sian spies, and
· ·
.
d
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duty-not to us, but to your conscrence, your race, and your tht" later one of the Saturday Review and the Palamcottah
cuse Wh at repetitiOns you ma;r notice, an .remem er religion. For, understand, I hav made my last appearance to Missions, that we are "unprincipled adventurers," are equally
the speeches ~er~ made on different occa!IIO~S.
you as a suppliant for your kind alliance. Tbe time for me to stupid and malicious fabrications. Our good private characters
The followmg rs a report of the first meeting:
apologize for candor is past. I come to force the question home have now been effectually vindica.ted, and whether they will or
The chair being, upon motion, taken by Dr. Pan- upon you whether you have as much right to your own self-re- not, the missionaries, who are driven to their !aRt ditch, must
durang .Go pal, F. T. S., the well-known surgeon- spect as you had at the beg:inning of 1879, when first I appealed seriously go to work and prove that their religion is divine, and
culist that gentleman made a few preliminary re- to you to recollect the glorres ?f your forefath~rs and be v.:orthy every othar one diabolical.
0
'
.
· .
•
•
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of the name of Aryan or Persran. The promises I made m my
In India we have, since I last addressed you-in the month
ma:ks expressive of his mterest m tbe so~nety, .of first address from this place have been, or are being, fulfilled. of Ma.y, 1881-organized no less thRn ten branches of our
whiCh he has long been a member, and his behef We can now point you to work done, schemes carried out, plans society, viz., at t:iimla, Lahore, Rawalpindi, Bureilly (Rohilthat it has been an agency for doing great good to realized. :r'heosophy was then a new question, !carcely any kund), Lucknow, Muddehpoorah (Bengal), Berhampore (!'lenthe moral and spiritual interests of the Indian people one m India had heard of us; but nGw you may go where you gal), Allahabad, Bhaunagar, Tinnevelly. Other branches have
of all castes. He then called upon Mr. Damodar K. like thr?ughout India, a?d you will find t~~t we are. ~nown, bflen formed at Paris, the Ra~?ue, Jamaica (Danish W. I.), in
• .
.
.
have friends and champiOns, and are exermsrng & posrtrve and Java, and Australia; and the Rindoo Sabha of Southern India,
Mavalankar, JOint recordmg secretary of the !!OC!ety, appreciable influence upon the thought of the educated classes. of which M. R. Ry. A. Sankariah, B. A., is president, is offito read the treasurer's report to 31st December, 1881, I do not ask you to believe this upon my simple statement, but cially allied with us. Does this not look as though Theosophy
which he did.
upon the joint testimony of the public press and our enemies of had something more and better than " conjuring cl~verness "
Mr. Damodar then read the following letter from all shades and degrees. The very a~use that ha.s been ~how to rest up0n? I ask all fair men among the Christians if they
Judge Scott the secretary of the Simla Eclectic ered upon us, when ~e take note of rts authore, rs .a cert1ficate do not think they have, perhaps, been a little mistaken about
of our usefulness. Brshops and archdeacons, sectanan or venal us, our motiTes and plans.
. I' S · t .
Th eosop h ICa ome Y ·
writers, bigots and pretended saints or reformers, do not waste
And now, have auy of you read or beard about the circumMy Dear Col. oz~ott: I regret that my official duties pre- their strength in attacking the insignificant. And where will stances attending upon the formal organiz•\lion of our branch
vent my accepting your kind invitation to attend the anniver- you find a society that has been better abused than ours? No; at Tinnevelly, Madras Presidencv, on the 25th of October last?
s&ry meeting on the 12th instant and take the chair. But, that our credentials are the work we have done, and the attacks upon Do you know that it was marked by one feature of which the like
you and your colleague may know that my absence indicates us by.the enemies of Hindoo, Buddhist, and Zoroastrian philos- haE> not been ~een in India for two thousand years, an incident
no lack of real interest in the work of the society, I send you ophies and sciences, for doing it. Because they hate your re- which proves more clearly and eloquently tb~.n words that our
the assurance of my sincere devotion to the noble objects you ligion and would have you despise your ancestor~, they have society i5, in fact, as iu name, a universal brotb~rhood? I
are striving to realize. After three years of intimacy with tried to put us down and stop our moutlis. But they have failed. allude to the planting of a king-cocoanut iu the inner compound
Madam Blavatsky aud yourself, and a constant watch over tbe If we could survive your neglect, whose loyal help we had the of the ancient temple of the llindoo god~ by a committee of our
development of your plans, I need only say that my regard for clear right to count upon, we were not to be put down by their Buddhist members of our Buddhist branch at Colombo, Ceyyou and appreciation of your aims are stronger to-day than violence. We have preached nothing but truth, and it is against lon, amid the deafening plaudits of five thousand high-caste
ever, and my sympathy with you in the great work you have that eternal rock that these slanderers have been dashing their Hindoo idolaters. Let the Christi~tns match that if they can.
undertaken continues unabat•·d. It was, of course, inevita.ble fists. Let them go on, and stand you by idle, as most of you Our Rindoo Tinnevelly brothers received their Buddhist broththat the public should have misunderstood your motive~, for it have done hitherto, if you will; the Theosophical Society is a ers with a process~on and music, t.be temple elephant, gaily
has seldom seen a movement of a purely philanthropic charaeter living fact, and it is fast becoming a power. I read you l.st caparisoned, led the van, every native official came to pay his
organized on such a scale as that of the Theosophical Society. May an extract from the letter of a well-known Bengali patriot, respects, and, as I said before, we planted the cocoa.nut-ancient
Nor should we be surprised that the enemies of truth have in which he says that we are now universally known and re- emblem of peace and respect-within the temple inclosure
eagerly caught hold of every pretext to abuse its exponents, spected, and have also performed a miracle. ''Only the other where no profane foot had trod before.
I will say a few words about our work in Ceylon, and then
who are conducting a searching inquiry into the origins of day," he wrote, "in a company of friends the qu,stion was
popular religions, independently of all prejudices. You, found- raised how it wa• that the educated Babus in :<eneral now give place to the other speakers who vnll address you. During
ers of our scciety, have repeatedly be~n slandered and your showed an mclination toward Hiudooism. I said it was owing our Tisit of 1880, the Siugalese people en masse gave us 11.
princely recept'on. We moved through the Island, from Galle
sensibilities been wounded from sheer malice and dislike to the to the Theosophists, and it was Hdmitted by all to be sn."
task you have set yourselves of exposing the fallacies and weakSo much for Bengal; now for North India. Says the London to Kandy and back ag:.in, in almost a" royal progress." They
nesses of the various religious systems. The recent lecture of organ of the Church Missionary ~ociety (the Church .Missiona1·y exhausted their ingenuity to do us honor, as in the ancient day~
Archdeacon Baly on the religions in India, in which that gen- lntelli1Jencer and RecM·d), in its issue of last July: "In are- they had done to their king~. Triumphal arches; flags flying
tleman expressed the opinion thc.t 'l'heosophy was a sort of cently-publiohed article we gave some hint of the mischief which in every town, village, and hamlet; roads lined with ollafringes
school for clever conjuring, fairly represents the popular igno- is being caused in North India by what is termed Theosophism. for miles together ; monster audiences gathered t<'gether to
ranee of. the nature of the movement you direct, its aims and If we did not believe that this mischief was real, and a fresh hear and ~"e us-these evidences of exuberant joy and warm
accomplished results. He seems unaware of the powerful hindrance to the progre~s of Christianity, it would not be worth affection astounded us. In India we had been so reviled by
effect you ha"e alr~ady had on the mmds of educated Hindoos, while reverting to tt. .
. From what we learn it is spread- Christians, so frowned upon by the authorities with chilling disin awakening their interest· in the ancient Aryan religions, ing, and if it extends much further it is ltkely to be quite as dain, and so given the cold shoulder by the natives, to stay
and promoting a higher moral tone amongst them, nor does he noxious as the Brahmo Samaj, about which so much learned with whom and work for whose welfare we had come so far,
appear to realize the enormous results you have achieved among nonsense is talked." Well, it is something at least to be abused that this greet.ing of the Singalrse profoundly moved us to
the Buddhists of Ceylon, where you have formed the priests in good company; but it seems a little queer to yoke the founders gratitude. We felt a sill cere desire to do something, 11ven if
t1nd laity alike into one organization for the purification and of the 'l'heosophical Society, who do not pr:i,y with the Brahmo only a little, to show them that we were not insensible to such
rehabilitation of their national religion. It is not too much for Samajists, who do-very much. Now the church missionaries kindness. During our short stay of two months eight branches
you to ask that at least those who undertake the duty of criti.. ought to know whether we are doing anything in North India -!even Buddhistic and one scientific-were organized by us.
cizing the society and its work, should first try to find out the to strengthen the love of the natives for their own ·religion; 11.nd But when the popular enthusiasm hRd had time to cool, and
principles on which it is based, and the objects which it has in for my part I think their London organ has told the truth about our members forced the practical difficulties of carrying on so
View. The attitude of Europeans and nati..-es alike is not com- it. But here comes the very Rev. Archdeacon Baly, and says tremendous a reform as the one we had in view in Ceylon, they
plimentary to either the fairness or intelligence of the mass of at the recent Church of England missionary meeting that 'rhe- found they had not the needed experience, and begged me to
the people outside our ranks. But to courageous souls,' who osophy is only a sort of new religion based un juggling tricks. return anrl help them. So I went there in April illst, and
have strong convictions to guide them, and the consciousness "We have two religion5 growing up among us," he gravely re- stopped until mid-December. During those 212 days I gave
of pure motives as their support, such obstacles are never insur- marks. "The first is Theosophy, of wllich you must have sixty public addrrsses at temples, schoolhouses, collegeg, and in
mountable. Even now we see the opinions of Anglo-Indians beard ~omething. A.t present its principal 'developments seem the open air; hdrl two conventions, or councils, of Buddhist
showing signs of a change. Take heart, then, and keep on to me to savor of a conjuring cleverness on one side, and an easy priests; travt!ed hundreds of miles within the Western provwithout faltering. The right will surely prevail, if you only credulity on the other. . . • I fear it will never be able to ince ; largely rncreas•d the membership of our society; wrote,
keep in mind the good old English advice, "Never say die.'' convey any spiritual power to mau, or endow him with any spir- published, a.nd distributed twelve thousand copies of 11. Buddhist
Wishing the society every success, I am, my dear Olcott, itual good, until it borrows and adopts, directly or indirectly, catechism ; had transh;ted into the Singalese languagfl several
always yours, sincerely and devotedly,
Ross ScoTT.
some of the beneficent principles of Christianity." F••r a lay- Free thought tracts; and raised by national subscription the
man this would be stupid, and show pretty clearly that he did sum of about Rs. 17,000, as the nudeus of a national BudThe reading was frequently interrupted by the not· read the papers, at least uot the '17~eowphist and the nativa dhistic fund for the promotinn of the Buddhi~t religion and tho
applause of the large audience.
pa.pers; we mi~ht ahno~t suspect him of beir'g 1t subscriber to establishment of schools. Here is the phot.ogruph of.one of
Telegrams of congratulation were then read from the Civil and Nilitary Gazette, or the Luclr:now Witness, or the the schools we opened last year by private subscription, before
several of the society's branches in India, and indi- Calcutta Statesman, or some other journalistic jewel-box of the there was any such thing as a national fund thought of. You
vidual members.
sort. But for a learned and esteemed archdeacon, and a very see here in this group about two hundred and fifty boys, every
very reverend to boot, to utter such nonsense is really lamentable. one of whcm was being educated under Christian L.1fluence be. The chair then introduced Col. Olcott, the presi- Imprimis, we preach no new religion, never did; always vehe- fore we took them in charge. The missionaries have, as apdent-founder, who, on coming forward, was received mently protested against being thought to do so. In fact, as I pears from the lateet government report, about twenty-seven
with a storm of ha~d- clappings. When silence could have reiterated in Pvery speech I ever made in India, our society thomand children of Buddhists in their schools. A.s a general
be restored, he proceeded to make the following as a body has no religion. What we do is to preach the majesty rule, they do.not convert them to Christianity, but make them
address:
and glory of all the ancient religions, and to warn the llindoo, lose all faith in, and respect for, their forefathers' religion. Of
the Singalese, and the Parsee to beware how they depart from these we have already recovered back about one tbomand, and
Mr. Chai1·man, Fellows of the Society, LadieB and Gentlemen: the teachings of the Veda, the Tripitikas, and the A.vesta for I can assure you that it is simply a questinn of time and money
We meet to-day to publicly ceiebrate the Sixth Anniversary of any newer faith, before learning well what the older religions as to our getting the whole twenty-seven thou~and children.
the Theosophical SoCiety. On its behalf I bid you welcome. contain, and what the 11ewer ones do not contain. Theosophy Just here I wish to say one word in anticipation of the possiule
I have here brought with me the original postal-card circular has grown to what it ie, just because it teaches that this "spir- objection that it is a gross inconsistency that a society based
nof.ce which convened the founders, in tho city of New York, itnal power" and "spiritual good" can be obtained in only one upon the theory of absolute .reciprocity in religious matters,
on the 16th of Octobor, 187li, to vote upon the by-laws that had way, and that the religious ascetics of the schooil of Sakya should be thus helping to baflle missionary work in Asia. At
been drafted by the committee appointed at the preliminary Muni, of Zoroaster, of Patanjali, of Mohammed, as well as the a superficial glance this is a valid point, but that is all. Look
meeting, on the 17th of September ante. Already our 5ociety mystics of Egypt, Greece, and Rome; of China, Thibet, and twice at it, and you will see that we are working strictly within
bas reached a development which gives historic value to this Japan; of the Aztecs and Toltecs, of Siam and Cambodia; all, our stated boundaries. We demand reciprocity from the Chrismodest document. A.s the seed contains the germ of the full- I all I say, had the key to the mysteries of nature and access to tians for the Rindoos, Parsees, and Buddhists ; it is refused ;
grown tree, RO that little card had in it the potentiality of the the only source of "spiritual power "-the boundless, eternal hence we take the side of the Asiatics, and treat the foes of
gre'lt movement that Theosophv has become
. · cosmic ocean of the A.ka.s. There, in that infinitude of space, their religions as our foes. Do they give reciprocity? Will
This is the third time we have addressed the Bombay public that cradle from which new-born worlds and new-born men they allow their children to be taught by heathen masters, out of
in this hall on our anniversaries. You now know us, and have equally come, that final cemetery of planets and their inhabi- heathen school-books, to despise the creeds and philo,ophies of
had time to watch our movements and gauge our sincerity. tants-is the eternal Light. And he who would derive power their forefa.thers ? Will they letAsiatic mi~sionaries imade their
)Ve do not address you as strangers, therefore, We have got or gvod IJJ,~t raise himself far up to the psychologica.l state Gf Romes, coax away their wives and daughlars, make them out-
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casts by breaking the long-established social order of Eur0pean
and American communities? You know, and they best of all
know, they would not do one of these things. Then why, I ask
in the name of justice and fair play, should they expect the Indian, the P<Jrsian, the Singalese, O" the Chinaman, to stand
idly by while they are doing all they can to undermine the bul·
warks of Asiatic social life "I The cry of reciprocity is a very
sweet sound to hear, when both parties utter it in unison. That
is the attitude of the Theosophical Society; and from the day
when the Christians will act up to their so-called golden rulewhich they borrowed from India and China, where sages
taught it before there was any Palestine, or any Jew in existence-you will never hear a word spoken or see a line written
by us against the missionaries or their rchgion. For, if Chdstianity is no better, it is certainly no worse than some other
popular faiths, and its morality is as sublime a~ that of other
faiths, though not nore sublime. We should and do respect
the feelings of all who sincerely believe it, and practice its precepts. And this, by the way, reminds me of a propo>al that
appeared in the Bombay Gazette of the 10th inst., that my
countryman, the Rev. Joseph Cook, now in this city, and I
should get up a religious controversy. I disapprove of controversies as a rule ; they are not apt to be con vinoing, Rnd often
excite angry feelings. It is the better way for each side to expound their views, supported by authorities. and leavA an impartial public to decide. As regards Christianity, it, like all
other religions, is now being melted in the crucibles of science
and logic to separate its gold from its dross. That it is in
mighty throes of pain ; that skepticism is flowing across Christendom with the rush of the swollen Ganges ; that l!'reethought
books and newspapers are multiplying every day; that the
church has had to revise the Bible to suit a more enlightened
and critiPal public; that the late census returns and sprcial
canvasses of the sects of Protestantism show a marked fallingoff in the ratio of conversions and attendance at churchesthese all are so true that not even my gifted countryman, Mr.
Cook, can deny it. That is the naked fact, and it cannot be
covered up by ali the :flowers of rhetoric he can shower upon it.
You have heard him discourse upon the support tba• science
give~ to Christianity, but if I may judge from what natives have
told me, their acute logical intellects-and nowhere will he find
minds more acute than here-reject his inferences while admitting his scientific facts. He is new to Bombay, and does
not even -seem to suspect thRt if he should succeed in uprooting
those germs of Inficl~lity Western culture has planted in the
Asiatic mind, the young men will not run out into Christia•lity,
but run back into the religions of their fathers; becoming orthodox and continuing so. For Christianity is totally repugnant to
the Hincloo mind. I heard his lecture in this hall on Tuesday
evening. and enjoyed it as an oratorical treat. But I could seeas I thought, though I speak under correction-that wbatev"r
fruit he might shah from the tree of Materialism would drop
int•1 the basket of the ·Parfee Mobeds and the Hindoo Shastris. I shall not even touch upon his arguments; for I have not
time ; but perhaps your friend-also a countryman of Mr.
Cook and mvself-J\Ir. D. JI.:I. Bennett, editor and propriet·'r of
of 'l' EIE TRUTH SEEKER, one of the greatest organs of the Western Jheethought movement, who fortunately is here present,
and, like i\lr. Cook, is on a voyage arnund the world, may have
a few words to say upon the subject.
But, to return from our digression: It was not enough to
raise a fmtd in Ceylon ; I bad also to provide every possible
guarantee that it would not be dishonestly appropriated, either
while I myoelf was alive, or after my death. T·•king advice,
therefo,·e, from counsel learned in the law, a.nd the specially
devoted and energetic members of our Colombo branch. I
drafted memoranda for two separate deeds, of which one created a board of five trustees, to receive, invest, and keep invested the proceeds of subscriptions, donations, legacie,, and
profits on sales of publications ; and the other a board of managers to select tlte objects upon which money should be expentl.ed, and draw the cash as required, by drafts upon the
trl!stees to the order of the payee. As principal creator of the
fund I was given a general supervisory power over the who!~
business, but without salary or remuneration of any kind. A
commission was offered me, but at once declined ; for until
now neither J\Iadam Blavatsky nor I have been paid one penny
for our services to the society, nor do I expect that we ever
will. If any friend of this our movement should hen<'eforth
hellr us called unscrupulous adventurers, who are using theosophy as a means to make money by, I a<k you only to repeat
what the treasurer's report, just read, shows, viz., that theosophy has cost us thousands instead of paymg us a farthing.
A11d you may add, if you choo~e, that to us two it is " a pearl
without price," for which we would give not money alone, but
even life.
Now why may we not do something for India of similar character to that which we are doing for Ceylon. I could not undertake to give my whole time to the raisiog of an Indian National
J<'uncl j nst ar present; hut still I could do something, and after
all the first step b the hardest of all to take in e>ery serious
business. After short visits to Poonah, Calctltta, and Madras,
I will retllrn to Ceylon, where I am under engagement with our
Galle branch to deliver more than seventy lectures within the
Southern Province on behalf of the fund. This will occupy a
few months, after which I hope I may be free to work in India.
My only difficulty is to know for what the Indian fund should
be mised. I am most anxious to have sound advice upon the
subject from our best natil es throughout the 6ountry. I should
slipu.l.ate that whatevAr the fun·1 might be cal!Ad, a portion of
its an:mP.l income must be spent in promoting SHnskrit literature and the study of Aryan philosophy, arts, and s~ieoces. I
mean to help to strengthen the Inilian national aspirations for a
revival of Aryan glories, not to stifle or weaken them. I would
make any sacrifice to cause the Hindoos to bav a, proper re.
speot for the old Rishis, or for the Parsees to understand and
imitate the learning and virtue of the w cient Magusthi; but I
would not sacrifice the value of a chopatty or a lwppa to see
created a whole generation of such inttellectual a11d moral
hybrids as are many of those who have been baked dry in the
schob\stic ovens of Elphinstone College, and turned adrift, with
the imprint" B. A.," that was stamped into them when they
were but on soft dough in the hands of a Materialistic or Chrbtian professor. My dream for India is of a doty when the
pandit will come up to the old standard of moral, intellectufl!,
and spiritual excellence as described in the BhaTat,o when he
will be the true guide and exemplar of the people, and not a
mere walking dictionary of Sanskrit .slokas, whose private character is oftentimes no better than that of the unlearned masses.
Of a clay when furnished with all the helps thHt Western scholarship can 15ive him to compare his ancestral ideas with the progress of science, he will, as in the olden time, be revered as· a
philosopher and a guru,- and when the students of Europe will
gather about his feet, as once gathered the students of Greece
and Egypt about the feet of the Yogis and Shastris of North
India. Of a clay when it will not be thought clever for beardless lads from college to smirk and sneer at those who affirm

that Patanjali taught nothing but exact truth about Yoga
Vidya.
.
Some wonder that I can so warmly and impartially labor with
Hindoo and Parsee, with esoteric Christian and esoteric Mussulmau, to promote the best interests of their so oontr!Ldiot~ry
faiths, when I am with all my heart and st.rength wo~km~ 'Ytth
the Buddhists for the restoration and reform of their rehg10n.
That I, in short, though a philosophfoal Buddhist, am r:et endeavoring to equal the votaries of all these other creeds m zeal
for their welfare. But man never yet made a creed that could
bind me, as with au iron chain, when my brother man needed
my h~lp. My religion is the welfare of humanity, my help is
pledged to every one who, like myself, is trying to discover
reltgious truth. I would spurn and stamp upon any creed or
bible that bade me love only my fellow-religionists, and hate all
others; or that would forbid my allowing to my fellow-truthseeker of any race, or color, or creed, the same right of private
judgment that I claim for myself. I recognize the Vedas as the
earliest of extant religious writings, the repository of the highest thought of archaic man, the spring-source of all st~b3equent
philosophiPs; and I believe that if modern India could be
brought to study and understand the true meaning of the
Ved>J.s, thev would find in them so much that is noble, so much
to satisfy the strongest spiritual yearnings of the national Indian
heart, that not one young man, whether college bred or not,
would be tempted either to lapse into Infiddity or fly off at a
tangent into Christianity. Esoteric Buddhism sa•isfies my
ideal of a philosophy, but though it is almost identical with
esoteric Hindooism and esoteric Zoroastrinism, I no more
expect my Hindoo and Parsee brothers to agl'ee with my views
upon that subj eot than with my likings or dislikes for certain
foods and dresses. The world is wide enough for us all, if we
will only bear with each other's prejudices; but, without charity,
even the universe is too little for two litigious pandits or
paclris.
I should also stipulate, before attempting- to raise our Indian
National Fund, that it should be made clear to everybody, ri~]h
and poor, that neither I, nor my socioty, nor any one connected
with it, should receive any profit or commission for raising the
money. I must be able to face India as I am facing Ceylon,
without a blush of shame for unworthiness of motive. Then I
sl-,ould require that in each presidency a board of trustees, comprising the most honored patriot names among natives, should
be formed, and that thetr agent should go about with me to take
account of the subscriptions and receive all the money on their
behalf. I should, as in Ceylon, require that there should be a
deed of trust under which the money should b" invested on
spec,fiell security. and the annual interest only be used on given
objects, in definite proportion~. All this is secured already in
the Ceylon deeds. When these points are covered, then I will
be reHdy to begin. I will go from town to town, and village to
vil!Hge, and, telling the people what Aryavarta once was, and
w!t~t it may be made again by united effort, will ask them to
i!ive whatever they can spare, wheth"r a rupee or a lakh. In
Ceylon we made one rupee the theoretical unit of subscription.
Those who are too poor to give a rupee at a lump "give it by
instalments of four annas, and we issue to snob tickets representing v.:tlues of four annas, eight annas, and one rupee. The
names of subscribers of two rupe'S ani over are printed in the
weekly vernacu!.tr, owned and conducted by members of our
Ceylon branch. l'ractically, we find that the wish to see their
names in print induces many to giv at least two rupees who,
otherwise, would h,tve pleaded poverty. There is human
nature ns well as pearl;; in Ceylon.
The Ceylon furtd is to be invested at the uniform rate of ten
per cent on primary mo tgages, in sums of Rs. 3,000 or less; no
more than three thousand to be loaned on any one piece of
property. Of the net income one-half is to be expended on
education, one-fourth on publications of sundry kinds, and onefourth on mise• llaneous worthy objects promotive of Buddhism.
And finally, not to take up your time with details that can be
read in this month's Theosophist-both deeds provide that any
trustee or manager who may be detected in taking a percentage
or other pecuniary advantage out of the fund, shall be expelled
from the society in disgrace, and his offense made known to all
Ceylon.
Various schemes have been suggested to me by patriotic
Hindoo gentlemen as proper objects for the raising of such a
fund. A Madras pensioner, Mr. Naidoo, names the sending of
clever but poor youths to Europe and America to learn trades
and bring their technical skill to India. A Parsee gentleman
thinks it would be well to grant a certain stipend to young
men who would obligate themselves to attend one of the government colleges of agriculture and then to take up land and
far1b. it. I have this note from him:
~iru Dear Col. Olcott: With reference to our conversation the other
evening in regard to raising a national fund in India on the model
of one yon have raised in Ceylon, nuder the auspices of the Tbeo·
sopbical Society, and meant to be devoted to the material advance·
ment of the masses, in proof of the practical interest the society
takes in the welfare of the people of this country, I would sagest the
ad vioability or devoting a portion of the fund,-if raised, to the fol·
lowing two purposes:
(1) Young educated boys of poor parentage should be allowed a
monthly stipend from the fund, prov•ded they would join any of the
agricultural cla~seij opened by the government of India, and engage
subseqnently in the agricultural pursuit. One of the great wants of
tlle country is a refined svstem of agriculture, and smce the govern·
ment has thought it right to devote its attention to this important
subject by e"tablishing an Agricultural Department, our young men
would do well to acquire the art and thereby become the means ef
spreading a knowledge of the pnnciples of the much needed refined
eystem of a~ricnll ure throughout the land.
(2) Similar allowance may be made from the fund to young edn·
cated men who may be desirous of following the profession of any
hum!icraftemen in preference to mere clerkships in offices. In connection with thiA subject I would draw your attention to an article
iu the Bombay Chronicle of to-day, headed "Clerk vs. Handicrafts·
man," which I inclose. I trust you will take up these suggestions
and mention them in your public address. We shall talk more
about the sul,ject when we meet.
Yours fraternally,
A Poomth friend broached a scheme for the organization of a
model village, a sort of Aryan Arcadia, where every want of the
intellectual, moral and physical man would be thought of, and
to a clPgree provided for. Your and my eminentfriencl, Mr. W.
Ragoonat.h Rao, late Dewan of Indore, writes as follows:
JJern· Sir: I think yourself and your society can render eminent
and good service to India in various ways. You can rouse up people
to e•tablisb schools, quite different from those now in use, whiCh
are ab,olute ly necessary for the improvement of mind and hearts.
You ean induce people to open new industries,.suchas paper-manu·
facture. machine-making, etc., etc. You can make people attend
to religions. to cultivate self-reliance, to become loyal and good
citizel!s . to indtwe the J;;nglish and the Americans to take more broth·
erly interest in the wPlfare of the Indian Aryans. I have no doubt
that the society will use its inliuence in bringing about the well-being
of us all. I remain, dear sir, yours, obedient,
3Li December, 1881.
W. RAGOONATH RAO.
This is highly complimentary, and I shall be glad if we may
be found to deserve his good opinion. I have myself thought,
among other things, of the endowment of a professorship of
Aryan Technology at Benares College; the chair to be filled by
the most competent man to be found. The lectures to include
everything about the ancient Aryan arts, trade-rules, 11ecipes,
processes, etc., that can be extracted out of Sanskrit and ver-
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nacular literatu~·e. In connection with this chair, a technological museum mtght be opened at Benares, the one city of all
India to which people are ~o~stantly thronging at all SPs-ons of
the year. However, all_thts IS yremature. As I said before, 1
will not even ask for a smgle ptce towards the proposed fund
until all the preliminaries before noted have been amply provided'
for. JI.:Iv object to-day is to merely t~row out the idea, and ask
all true Indhtn patriots to favor me wtth the names of the seven
or seventeen best men in eao~ of the presidencies _whom I ought
to consult and co-operate wtth. The Theosophwal Society is.
here, not for the sake of notoriety or show, but to do good in
all ·practical ways, to the country of our adoption.
'
The past year of our society was fruitful of sensations con.
neoted with phenomena of the kind which tradition always lias
t~ken to iil ustrate the intimate know ledge of natural law in the
department of force possessed by the At·yan Fages, and trans..
mitted from generation to generation of their followers. Though
some skeptics will deny it, yet a large majority-perhaps, we
mR.y say most-intelligent Hindoos regard this reaffirmation
and substantiation of the truth of Aryan occult science as the
most important fact in the history of the theosophical movemtlnt in Inrlia. Thousands who were predisposed to believe the
Yoga Shastras true, had still lost heart, for Western science had
declared such phenomena impossible and the Indian writings
but the wildest fiction. Even the most learned pandits of
Benares, as I was told by a very high Anglo-Indian official of
the N. W. Provinces, had admitted that if ever such phenomena had occurred, their day had passed by, and no one now
living knew the Yoga Vidya practically. But when we came
and said that the old record was true; that these wonder-working powet·s are inherent in man; that discipline under proper
conditions would develop them to-day as they had in the day
of Gautama and Sankariah; and that to believe in their existeno~ did not oblige one to believe in the possibility of miracle
but, on the contrary, made one rea.lize that miracle is
pos:
sible-these doubters were rid of. their perplexity. The other
evening, my countryman, Mr. Cook, held up a copy of the
Bible and declared that he did not fear the power of the combined science of the world to overthrow it. In like manner I
challenge the whole array of materialistic men of science, of
decorated Hindoo collegians, and of clergymen, padris, priests
bishops, cardinals, and gnastikas, to disprove the truth taught
by Patanjali and a SC@re more of Indian sages, and confirmed by
the phenomenal demonstrations given by thousands of initiates,
in many lands and among many peoples-that the ancient progenitors of your race and my race knew the secret laws of
matter and of force, which Western science is groping after, but
as yet without avail. And India, the unworthy but yPt not
quite effete successor of her Ayran mother, is the dusky casket
in which the splendid secret has been locked throughout all
these unhappy ages. Search, search for the key, ye men of
modern science. Not in the ooze of ocEan's flood, where your
deep-sea dredges bring up quaint specimens of the busy life of
the abyssal faunre; not in the dust of powdered aerolites; not
in the sporules of infection; not in colored cells of the vaunted
protoplasm; nor, though you turn from the glass that mag-nifiPs
the things of the little-thing world, to the Greenwich refractor
that brings the seas of Mars and the moons of Jupiter withiri,
the range of the eye's most wondrous sweep, will you find out
the seore[ of your being. No; but if you drag the depths of
the ocean of human nature, if you study the laws of your own
self, if you turn the eye of intuition to those profounder depths
of natural law. where the demiurgic Hindoo Brahma manages
the correlations of forces and the rythmio measures of the atoms,
and the eternal principle of motion, called by the Hindoo Parabrahm, outhreaths and inhales universes-·thm·e will the golden
key of this ineffable knowledge be found.
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The Chair then called upon Mirza Moorad Alee
Beg, a learned Mussulman gentleman, secretary of
the Saorashtra Theosophical Society, to make some
remarks; at the same time observing that his presence upon the platform, in company with Parsees and
Hindoos, was a strikil(g proof of the kindly feelings
o{ confraternity imparted by the society to its members. Mr. Mirza spoke as follows:
MT. Chairman, Gentlemen, and Ladies: It may surprise
many to bPhold me, a professed Mohammedan, now standing by
the side of the president of the Theosophical Society. At first,
nothing could sePm more inconsistent to a superficial thinker
or observer (ignorant alike of the deeper ~nd truer significance
of philosophy or history) than that au "Allah" worshiperone of the religion which has been always regarded as preeminently the Monotheistic creed-should appear fighting in
the ranks of those who have been styled the "Atheistic" Theosophis's. The fact has even, I believe, been turned (by some
''charitable" Christian padri living not a thousand miles from
this lecture-room) into a matter of personal reproach against
myself as a " renegaile." But, in reality, there is nothing extraordinary in the circumstance, for there is one great bond of
union which binds all of us to the oriental religious in a necessary alliance against the so (and falsely) called Christ'anity and
its representatives. We all belisve in one great, omnipresent,
all-perfecting, all-sufficient something, with the extleption of
which smd independently of which, nothing can exist.'- lt
does not matter whether we call it "Allah" and give it a more
arthropomorphic character, with th'l orthodox Mohammedansor give it a less anthropomorphic character, and call it
"Brahm" with the Hindoos-or deny it a personal character
altogether and call it ''Nirvana" with the Buddhists; nor
does it matter what view we take of its operations or procedure
,-whether we oomicler it self-split up and dividing itself into
Ormuzd and Ahriman with the Paroees, or·differentiating into
thirty-three crores of dem'-gocls with the Hindoos, or silently
and imperceptibly pervading all things with the Vedantist, or·
as the "Kooh-lllah" or" Ism-Azem" on which heaven and:
earth is based-with the Mohammedans. It all comes to the·
same thing in the encl. It is only the weakness and inadequacy·
of our finite faculties which makes us unable to comprehend or
express the nature and operations of the infinite we all acknowlecl~e. But in this we are all alike and stand by each other.
We decline to admit of the second God which the Christians
would force on us. We decline to believe that permanent dualtty is possible in the universe. Mathematically, traditionally,
historically, scientifically, philosophically, all is one, and an
eternal two is an absurdity. We refuse to accept the demiurge
Jebovah, tribal deity of an obscure Semite tribe, in preference
to the Mohammedan "Allah," the primeval deity of the whole
Semite race, which, again, is both the "Zervana Akerana" of
the Zorostrians, and the " Brahm" of the Aryans under another
name. And, though Jesus ma_y have been a wonder-worker,
though he may have enunciated (as the gospsls) pregnant eternal
truths which th.e so-called modern Christians refuse to understand or accept-though he may have exhibited the highest
ideal personal life (all of which have been and may be disputed,
but the admissioll of which does not affect my present argu-
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Illent) we decline to admit him either as the sole representative, angry that he had failed in his effort, and with the persistency ing the.m away and taking in their place about the same docor as the co-eternal partner of the infinite. We, oW,sia, from of ~-bulldog he pursued me. He next caused my arrest for trines revamped over, or in adopting a later system:
whom the primeval truths first went out to illuminatftle world, mailmg a copy or a pamphlet on the marria.ge question-radBut I will not continue my remarks further. I thank you for
decline to have these same truths, degraded, distorted, and ab- ical in character, but containing such arguments as an earne~t, your attention.
surdified, thrust back upon us, their originators, in a corrupted free man bas a right to make. · I am a bookseller, and sold that
Col. Olcott then stepped forward and said that,
form. The source must be purer than the muddy outlet cor- among other works. My trial was a very unfair one. I was
rupted with the ordure of a thouoand cities. Be our god what not allowed to show by competent witnesses, authors, publish- doubtless through modesty, I bad suppressed the
it may, it shall be the God of the universe-not the God of the ers, and literary men that the work was not obscene. I was important facts that after my sentence had been
children of Israel. It shall be the God of infinity and totality not allowed to compare it with the works of standard authors- served out, a public reception at one of the most
-not a half-god who is helpless from his passions and power- works to be found in every library-to show that this little respectable public buildings, Chickering Hall, inN ew
less to enforce his own degrees, and who must give up his son book was no more objectionable. This was also denied me.
to the slaughter in order to propitiate himself. The God whose It was a foregone conclusion that I must be convicted. The York city, was accorded me, and upon my reaching
laws are ordained in the limitless Cosmos-not in a papal judge instructed the jt~ry that if they "found anything in the London a public banquet was given me by the British
council or in a Presbyterian synod. We may dispute among work that they deemed might have a tendency to injuriously Freethinkers, with Mr. Bradlaugh in the chair,
ourselves-we may. have our wordy wars, arising principally affect any individual into whose hands it might fall," they These explanatory remarks of Col. Olcott were
from the inadequacy of language to express the unexpressibl~, must find me guilty. The same ruling would condemn any received with applause and cheers.
but we will never submit to the yoke of a narrow and self-con- bookseller in the world. This charge was sufficient. One of
tradictory and irrational theology, which is founded on a misap- the jurymen, however-a Unitarian-not deeming me guilty,
A New Song.
prehension of the ideas of the great sages of our past-the past bung out for fifteen hours, insisting that I did not deserve imwhich belongs to all of us alike, whether Hindoo or Moslem, prisonment, but at length, wishing to go home, he gave way
A most extraordinary refrain bas been inaugurated
Semite or Aryan. A.nd it is as a representative of this grand and joined the others. Let me remark that I was convicted as among the religious people in some portions of Maine
union against the only really intolerant or really absurd religion, much upon the little pamphlet called the " Open Letter to Jesus
which yet 11trives to crush us all alike, because its very essence Christ," as upon the other, for that was held up before the jury with a na"ivete and llpirit contagions epough to link
together, in its accompanying dance or bop, persons
·
is persecution-and neitheJ; to deny, enforce, or discuss any and they were told I was the author of it.
After I was sent to prison, two hundred thousand of niy not only of different sexes, but widely different sec.similarity of my own belief to that of any other members of the
'Theooophical Society-that I stand here to-day. I am for countrymen, believmg I was unjustly imprisoned, signed a peti- tarian creeds. When they meet on the street they
·•'Allah" or" Brahm "-the God of infiuity-ago.inst the half- tion to the president, asking him to release me. He examined giv forth the note, join bands and trip lightly, then
·~od Jehovah-the god of cruelty, persecution. and death-and the case; he read the work, and said I had done nothing worthy
I am consequently fighting at this moment fnr Hindoo, Moham- of imprisonment, and ori!ered a pardon to be made out for. me. part again in two seconds and are off. One evening
:rnedan, and Parsee alike. All the rest of theology is but sec- But my enemies of the Christian churches made a great remon- it burst out in a ladies' sitting-room where about half
·ondary to this, which after all is the real meaning of the strance to this and used their utmost efforts to keep me in the company were gentlemen, some up to 70 years
Mohammedan creed" La-illaha-il-Ullab!" · There can be no prison. The clergvmen and the laity of hundreds of churches old, and kept up its fire for half an hour. Probably
gods but God. We refuse to go downward on the rungs of appealed to the president not to release me; and not being brave the majority of the company were rank Catholics,
the theological ladder. We refuse to go backward on the path enough for the occasinn he listened to their req11ests. Their one or two were Episcopalians, at least the oldest
and investigation of knowledge. We refuse to accept semi- influence was too much for me I served out my term, thus man of the company was;. the rest were Baptists and
darkness instead of such light, perfect 01; imperfect, as we may having a good opportunity for feeling the effects of Christian
severally have. If we are Mohammedans we prefer our own one charity and love. Being a man of years, it was thought I might Congregationalists. The burden of the chorus is
anthropomorphic God to three more anthropomorphic than he. not survive the term of imprisonment, and that thus my publi- composed of the following phrase exactly word for
If we are Parsees we prefer our theory of the dual principle to cations might be destroyed. But this was not the case; my word: "Free love and dying gra<Je," repeated over
another name of good and evil still more complicated and irra- friends remained true to me, and my paper and other publica- and over and over, etc., and the measure appears to
tional. If we are Hindoos we prefer our own philosophy to tions are more successful now than ever.
CAI~ALIST.
While in prison another act of meanness was done me by my be or sounds like 2-4.
one less spiritual and consistent. If we are Buddhists we prefer our own morality to one less rational and less perfect. If enemies. Some private letters, not as discreet as they ~hould
Fanatics at Work.
we are none of these, but simply Europeanized Infidels, we will have been, written to a fp,male acquaintance, but not criminaltake our stand on the latest results of science and refuse to these were sought out and published by my enemies to do me
To THE EmTuR oF THE TRUTH SEEKETI, Sir: The
barbarize our belief by going back to the cosmogony of Moses, all the injury possible, but thi• effort availed little more than
or to base our ideas of future life and salvation on the poetical the others. My friends retained confidence in me, and have fanatics are making strenuouf! efforts to capture this
The Sunday law is now their fav01·it
now sent me on this journey around the world to learn what I county.
aspirations of the malcontent Jews.
And this, once for all, is the answer that we, Theowpbists, can of the people of the various countries, and of their past and weapon, and the way they dictate, or try to, to the
in the name of all Asia, give to those who would " cook " us present religions. I have visited many of the countries of Jews, the Adventists, and those that don't happen to
into Christianity. It is ours! You have stolen and dishonored Europe, including Gre~ce and Constantinople; I h»ve been believe in their infern!tl nonsense is a caution to all
it! We will not have it back torn, twisted, and defiled. Take through Syria, Palestine, Egypt, and am now in this oriental
land where I find much to interest me, much that is worthy of concernlld.
it awav!
The following resolutions were passed by the
Col. Olcott spoke a few introductory words to the study. It is probable that but for the persecution I have received I would never have seen your country, nor have been Christian Alliance at Hanford, Cal., April 29th.
effect that I am stopping in Bombay for few days, able to meet you here on this occasion.
Resolved, That we approve of the cll'ort to enforce the Sumla.v law,
while on a tour a.round the world, on which my nuI listened a few nights ago to the address of Mr. Joseph Cook and assure the Good Templars an<! other l!l.\> -abirling citizen" of our
co-operation to tbat end:
merous friends had sent me to write up an account of in this hall. It is suggested that I should make some r~ply to heart.y
Resolv•d, ThRt the ministers of tbis 9Jlionce pre!teh upon the sniJ·
what I might see and learn of the ancient systems his remarks It hardly seems necessary, for there was not very jectr>f temperance •ncl tne Sunday law the first Sunday in llfay: and
Resolved, '.I' hat these resolutions be furnished the jmpcrs fnr puJJ.
of religion and philosophy; the iltSme to appear in much in them. His effort seemed to be to convince :you that lication,
and that any minister fniling to preach on ttw su!Jject of
man lives beyond the grave, on the ground that the principle
my pa'J)er, THE TRUTH SEEKER, which has a weekly or force of animal life exists, and that human cells aud tissues tern pemnce or the Sunday law shall be open to the censure of tlle
alliance.
reading of 50,000 persons. (Let me remark that the are produced from the elements around us. For this reason he
These resolutions will giv the readers of Tnm
personal allusions to my own private matters were thinks Christianity must be true. In the formation of cells and
made at the suggestion of Col. Olcott, who, presumed tissues, he imagines a superintendent or manipulator behind the TRUTH SEEKER a smell of the breath of these dicthat Mr. Cook, when he learned of my presence operations of nature, which operator he terms "the weaver," tators and religious tyrants, and will show them
one who "moves the shuttle." According to mv view, the what the residents of Tulare county, and Hanford,
here, would take the pains to denounce me.) I spoke the
various processes of nature move along in obedience to estab- especially, may expect in the near future. The first
as follows:
lished laws, in cell-making, as in everything else, no invisible
Friends of 4.9iatic Blood: I wish to asgure you that I am superintendent being necessary. Of course tba process of case of Sunday law violation that has come up in
very glad to meet you on this occasion. I have for many years building up cells and tissues is wonderful, as are all the proc- the Stockton courts for bearing siF10e the late decisfelt a desire to see this part of the world-to visit the countries esses of nature. Vegetable growth is nearly as wonderful as ion, resulted in conviction and the imposition of a
whence the occidental nations have received their systP.ms of animal growth, but nature's laws accomplish one as easily as fine of $10.
OTis WHITNEY.
religion and philosophy. This is the cradle of the literature, the other, and in the same natural way that all other opera,tions
the religion, the philosophy, the science, and the civilization of a·e produced.
Heredity.
the world; and 1 am glad to be here, to meet you, and to take
A.t one moment Mr. Cook credits nature with what she does,
you by the hand; I am also glad to be preFent at this anni- and at the very next 'moment he claims it fo1· his invisible
The fourth, and last for the season, of the parlor
versary meeting of the. Theosophical Society. I am much weaver. In appealing to the chairman of the meeting (a pro- meetings of the New York branch of the Institute of
pleased to find such an active and healthy org>lllization in exist- fessor of anatomy and physiology) that nature's work is perfect, Heredity, held at 120 Lexington ave., on the evening
ence among you, and to learn of the great good it is effecting he said: "Nature does not work by halves, she does not make
in uniting in a harmonious brotherhood the believers in the half a joint or hinge only; when she makes half a joint she of the 27th ult., was a success. Entertaining addifferent ancient religions of this country. I am pleased to also. makes the other half." This is very correct; but why in dresses were made by the president, S. P Putnam,
learn, from many sources, of the good work done by this society. the next breath does he attempt to deprive nature nf this credit Esq., Prof. Nelson Sizer, and Mrs. 0. B. Whitehe;J.d.
I knew Col. Olcott and Madam Blavatsky in our own country, and give it to his imaginary weaver? Had he given nature the Remarks were added by Mrs. A. C. Macdonald, Dr.
credit for building up the cells, and doing all the rest she per- Foote, and Dr. C. S. Weeks. Mrs. C. B. Whitehead
and knew them to b!l excellent people.
A. strong proof that you are doing good work is the enmity forms, th~ same as with making the joints, he would have been
and Dr. E. B. Foote were appointed delegates to the
yon are stirring up in the ranks of bigotry and intolerance. more honest.
While coming to this hall this evening to attend this meeting, I
A.nd if his invisible weaver is superior to nature, superior to Convention of the Members and Patrons of Heredity,
found that a scurrilous, slanderous, and false circular had been all the operations that take place, and if nature is indebted to to be held on May 30th, at Wesleyan Hall, Boston.
distributed about the doors by the enemies of this society. The this· weaver for her own existence, this weaver must be more The directory of the institute bas had the good
circular bears my name, and contains the charges that have wonderful than nature._ Mr. Cook should have told you where judgment to appoint our worthy old friend, Parker
been acknowledged to be false, the misrepresentations that have this weaver came from and how he became possessed of such
His first speech for the
been apologized for and withdrdWn, but now picked up again power. If he claims that the weaver always existed it is cer- Pillsbury, general agent.
and repeated in this anonymous, unmanly manner. This mode tainly just as easy, and probably quite as truthful, to Ray that cause was made at Malden, Mass., on the evening of
of warfare is not honorable, and may well be called mean and nature always existed, and requires no weaver to effect the April 28th.
contemptible ; but it is about what you may expect from those operations which she performs. I believe this to be the case.
who oppose the work in which you are engaged. You may look Nature is an eternal principle, or force, and is dependent upon
A PARSON who had been in India had acquired a
for bitter enmity, and know that bnse means will be resorted to no extraneous power; and it is a species of dishonesty to deprive partiality for excessivly hot pickles. He had a
to oppose your efforts.
her of the credit which is justly due to her. If nature requires
I know something of this sort of opposition. I know some- a creator, how much more does Mr. Cook's "weaver" require a brand of his own, composed of capsicum, cayenne, and·
the most pungent condiments, which he took· about
thing of Christian love and charity. l have hail au opportunity creator!
lf life beyond the grave is a reality we owe it to nature. It with liim. One day an American, sitting at the same
of tasting it. Two years ago this time I was in prison, sent
there to perform hard labor for the term of thirteen months by must be in her economy to produce it, for whatever takes place table d'lwte, asked for the pickles. "These are my
a Christian prosecutor, a Christian judge, and a Christian jury. is natural. Nature does nothing that is unnatural; mul she own, whi0h I always keep with me," said the clergyIt was done under the pretext that I bad circulated immoral does all that is performed. Without her, and her ever-present man. "May I try them?" "Certainly," said the
a.nd obscene literature. I was engaged, as you have been told, laws, nothing can be produced. I hope for a cnntinuedlife as
in publishing a paper called THE TRUTH SEEKER, in which I really as Mr. Cook does; I desire to continue to exist. But if parson, with a grin. _The American tried them, and
aimed to speak the truth in the best way I knew how, beHAving be succeeds in convincing you that life beyond the grave is a it was his turn to screw his face. As soon as he rethere is no better employment than a search after truth. I was reality, or at any rate may be hoped for, that does not prove covered breath, after the biting torment of the
also engaged in publishing numerous bonks, pamphlets, and Christianity to he true. Christianity has no right to claim the pickles, he said: "Wal, I reek on you're a parson ? '
tracts devoted to the same work, and these my Uhristian P.ne- o1·igioality of the doctrine of immortality and a future life, for "I am in holy orders, sir." "Wal, I guess you
mies wished to suppress. It was a question debated in the she WRS by no means the first to teach it. It is false to claim
Young Men's Christian Association of New York city bow my that Christianity is the first to teach this doctrine. So, l repeat, preach hell. and d~mnation, parson?" ''It is my
publications could be stopped. A man by the name of Corn- if lVIr. Cook claims that the formation of cells and human tis- duty to teach those doctrins, sir." "Wal, you're the
stock undertook the enterprise. He had procured the passage sues proves a future life, it does not prove Christianity. It first of your cloth who I've known to carry samples."
of a law in our national legislature, making it puvishable by would be equally true for Mr. Cook to claim that because the
heavy fines and imprisonment to send any indecent or obscene sun riEes in the east, because the winds of heaven blow, because
A RAW-BONRD Yankee, meeting a Jew hurrying up
publication through the mail, and under this law he bP!ieverl be water runs down hill, and because twice two are four, life is Broadway, deliberately knocked him down. Scramcould secure my conviction. I was at first arrested for writing cominued beyond the grave, and that Christianity is true.
and publishing a small pamphlet entitltd ''An Open :Getter· to They prove it as much as do the formation of cells and living bling to his feet, the assaulted ,Israelite demanded,
"What dat was for?" "Why," said Jonathan,
Jesus Christ," in which I asked a good many questions to tissues.
Gbristianity bas nothing new to offer you; nothing better "you are one of them fellows that crucified my
which I would have been glad to receive replies, and would be
glad to receive the s~tme to-day. When this pamphlet was than you already have, nothing more than your country pos- savior, aint you?" " Ob, mine God! dat was two
):Jrought to the notice of our government authorities at Wash- sessed many hundreds of yearR before Christiunity was known dousand years ago," remonstrated the unlucky HeIngton, it was pronounced insufficient upon which to prosecute, in the world. Probably better morals have never been taught
·and the case was ordered to be dismissed, and it was deemed than were in the past ages uttered by the sages and philoso- brew. "It doesn't matter a - - , " retorted the imthat a person had a right to ask questions. But my ~nemy was phers of your country, and there seems to be little use in throw- perturbable Yankee; "I never heard of it till to-day."
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angry ~nd that makes no mistakes. But in this they
are just as much at fault as are those who hav made
to themselvs any other gods for worship. Thomas
't
Th
B'bl
G
d
d
~
Paine
wa11 a Dei11t; he firmly believed in God. And
D ei Y- e 1 e 0 an l'ijature.
the only successful point tbt Bishop Watson made
During all historical time, the question of when, in answer to his "Age of Reason" was that Paine's
how, and from what source came the universe, has God of nature had all the imperfections that he
occupied the best thoughts of the best minds the ascribed to the God of the Bible.
world has ever produced.
Let Ul3 rehearse a little of the perfect work of this
It is natural, perhaps, that this should be so, but God of nature. Is there a person who has lived to
the exercise of common sense by intelligent persons mature years that has not known and felt something
should be sufficient to convince them that, from the of the misery that nature's God has brought upon
nature of the-case, it always has, and always will the human family? Is there anything more horrible
prove futil.
than the misery and desolation that mark the track
It may be well, in order to satisfy this desire, for of the tornado or cyclone? Are there not at times
some people, in their imagination, to fix up a "great in our days floods that cause destruction, if not as
first cause," and call it God. But, as taught in the wide 11pread as that of Noah, at least as productiv of
Bible, where. deity and all his attributes are more or misery and wo to thouaands of human beings that
less definitlypointed out and defined, mankind should deserve the fostering care of the God of nature?
be cautious about accepting it as veritable truth, es- This God that such men as Thomas Paine worship
pecially when we see so much that is not in accord- does not exempt humanity from suffering caused by
ance with reason, is contradictory, and has been pro- drouth, famin, pestilence, and all the catalog of
ductiv of ao many different opinions, causing more ills and evils that cause so much misery and wo
contention, misery, and bloodshed than anything else everywhere on earth, where nature's God rules and
in the history of the world.
controls all things, as it is imagined by their votaries
If mankind must and will hav a god to worship, all other gods hav done and do.
they ehould hav a better one than the God of the
In all probability the Bible God and all others that
Bible-one who, above all things else, is leli!s selfish. mankind hav ever worshiped are the products of their
What good can be the outcome, either to God or the imagination-the legitimate outgrowth of ignorance
creatures of his creation, for him to demand that all and superstition, cau!led by what man has witnessed
things should bow in the most servil and abject in the wondrous workings of nature.
adoration to him'? Does it not beget in mankind a
One principal objection to the worship of imaginpropensity to require the 11ame from all things under ary gods is that it caused mankind to rely too much
their control?
on the supposed power of their deity, and too little
If it be true, as Bible religioni11ts teach, that God on themseln.
doeth all things, and that" he doeth all things well,"
I h~v endel.'vored briefly to show that all our efthen the doctrin that "whatever is is right" ill cer- forts to know anything of the first great cause of all
tainly correct.
things must necessarily result in great difference of
Is it not, then, the bight of inconsistency for relig- opinion and always in ultimate failure.
ions people to pray? If God is infinit in all hill
This being the case, let us giv up speculating,
perfections, why will not those who believe in him contrivin~, and wondering in regard to deity, and all
be content to rest all things in his hands, and ceaae unite in one great, grand effort to learn how to liv
imploring him by millions of prayers to order thingil aright in this world, which is the only one of wh10h
according to the peculiar ideas and notions of tholle we can hav any real tangible knowledge; and for
who pray? We are constantly told that God not this life, whose duties may well employ all onr time
only knows what is best, but that he does it every and talent11, let us try to leam how we may best
time. Is it possible for intelligent, reasoning, think- avoid the varioui evils that a:ffiict mankind.
ing beings to believe anything more inconsistent?
First and bellt of all, learn to be kind to each other
When we look back o'er the history of the world, we and to aU things. Endeavor to learn and understand
find that this question of deity has caui!ed more dis- tlie workings of nature and its generallawF~, that we
agreement, more contention, and bloodlilhed than any- may know be11t where and how to liv, and what to do
thing else. The best thoughtB of the greatest minds to avoid the perils which, in the mysterious workings
have for ages made this question a life-study.
of nature's laws, so often cause sickness, sorrow, pain
And to-day, standing as we do in the blazing light and death, that often might be avoided if we posof the civilization of the last quarter of the nine- sessed the knowledge that may be obtained by per·
teenth century, having the benefit of all past history, severing study of what may be learned. When such
we know absolutely nothing in regard to deity, a men as H. W. Beecher and George C. Miln gradually
future life, and all other kindred, unknowable things, or promptly wean themselvs from the beliefs in
that bav agitated the world from earliest recorded which they hav so long been bound, they should giv
history to the present time.
the world the benefit of their influence, eloquence,
Why will not people cease their contentions over and best thoughts, in teaching by precept and prac·
questions that the history of the world, reason, and tice how all may grow wiser and better every day.
common sense· teach them are past finding out, and By so doing, all will be happiex: in this life, and if
turn their attention toward learning the duties of there is a future life, if justice rules, we shall be in
this life?
the enjoyment of all we hav earned.
If it be true that God is infinit in his perceptions,
·
CONVERSE CLOSE.
and that he is al11o omnipotent in power, that he has
Grattan, Mich., April 20, 1882.
and does order. all things for the best, then it was
right for our first parents to eat forbidden fruit, and
Is Phrenology a Humbug~
all of the so-called sin and misery the world has
In reference to phrenology I wish to state it as my
ever known are for the best. The wickedness that opinion that it is one of the leading science;~. In
caused God to drown the world was the best thing starting out on this subject, some would say, What
that could hav happened; his failure in making his is phrenology-its meaning and itil influence over
chosen people, the Jews, anything but a perverse and the human race? to which I reply, Phrenology i11 very
wicked set; and then best and greatest of all, his little understood by many; therefore they reject it
giving a part of himself, in the person of his son, to as a matter of course, and call it a humbug. Must,
redeem the whole race; and that proving the most then, everything be rejected because not understood
stupenduous failure of all, for according to the plain- properly? 'l'his mental science is indeed a wonderful
est dictates of Bible teaching, only a few are saved study. Phrenology is the key to nature. And why?
at last. Taking all these and many other things in- Because it unfolds the mystery of all human th0ughts.
to consideration, this God of the Bible must be con- It shows what superstition dwells in the human mind;
sidered th'l greatest failure of anything in the history what a wonderful work is man, with all his construeof the world.
tion, organs, faculties, functions. This all phrenolAs for myself, I am an Agnostic. I have_ no be- ogy shows. _But it has been asserted by some that
lief or disbelief in regard to deity. In my opinion, phrenology IS based upon Christianity. What a
the first great cause~ or creator, must ever remain un- childish idea! Do not Infidels possess a mind most
lrnown and unknowable; and therefore it is an utter similar to those of the Christians? Then why is
waste of time and talent to endeavor to find out what phrenology baaed upon Christianity? Is it because
ever has been, and, as I thip.k, must ever remain a most people hav a large share of veneration? Hav not
mystery.
the unbelievers in dogmas also a certain amount?
Many Liberals -are, as I think, as inconsistent in Don't they worship the sublimity of nature. The
their ideas of deity as orthodox Christians. It i~ Infidel worships a thing that is known to him, while,
very unpopular for any one to admit for an instant on the other hand, Christians worship a being that is
that he 'has not some definit belief in a creat<9r of unknown to either.
the universe. Very many Liberals are as tenacious
Does phrenology point out the existence of a God?
in their ideas of deity as either or any of the various In no way does it point out any such imaginary
religious votaries in the world. They tell us to be- being. How can it? It is merely an idea that can
hold the beauty and perfection of the works of the not be shaken from the mind. And I say, No phreGod of nature; the regularity and order of the nologist can tell or say that it points out the existence
change of seasons; the seedtime and harvest that the of a god. Phrenology leads to reason and lightGod of nature brings in regular succession, insuring not to superstition .. Only those bdievers in the
reward to the humble tiller of the soil who puts his science that are subject to a certain amount of supertrust in nature's power to remunerate him according stition will say it is based upon Christianity. Even
to his just deserts; the perfectiort with which if it was the case, would that make Christianity more
nature brings forth and matures everything hav- convincing? Would it make more believers in its
ing animal or vegetable life. They say, Behold dogmas? Nature is all there is for man to know
our perfect God, and you will see one that is not and ever learn. And he can see it in this life, with-

~ommnnicalions.

out wai•g to know it in the next. But what does
it matter to us human beings if there is another life?
Does it promis us III:ore h~ ppinesa there if _w_e liv in
misery here? The time will come when rehgwn will
pass away, and science will step in her way for
eternal truth.
JULIUS WAGNER.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Aprill7, 1882.

Mr. Bradlaugh's Votes and Speeches on h·e.
land.
From tho National Reformer.

Henry George, whose remarkable book on "Prog.
ress and Poverty" was notice? at considera?le length
in these colu~ns l~ng before I~ was dealt With ?Y any
other jout·nal m this country. 1s now the Dublm cor.
respondent of the Irish World. In the isssue of the
Irish World for March 25th, Mr. Henry George
writes:
"A friend of mine, and a warm friend of Ireland
-a gentleman _who has ren_dered, and still is _rendering, much serviCe to the Insh cause-has written to
me from Canada, where he now is, a strong letter on
the Bradlau~h case. It was written. upon receipt of
the telegraphic intimation that the Irish members
would probably vote against the admission of Bradlau<Yh, and he says that such a course ·would show a
nar~owness which would estrange from them the
sympathy of man.y who looked upon Bradlaugh as
representing the just claim of a constituency to select
their own representativ. That the Irish members,
by voting for Bradlaugh, would hav shown a closer
adherence to principle, which has been outraged in
the cases of Parnell, Dillon, and O'Kelly, is true, and
it seems to me that that is the course they should hav
adopted. But it must be remembered that Bradlaugh himself showed no respect for this principle in
the case of Ireland. My friend, doubtless, forgets
that when Bradlaugh l'l'al'l in the House (before the
legal decision which deprived him of his seat), he
voted steadily for coercion, and that, had he taken
his place this session, it was Gertain that the government would hav had no stancher ~:~upporter of its
policy of imprisonment and terror. It was this, and
not any religious prejudice, so far as I can judge,
which prompted the Irish mPmbers to join the Tories
in administering to the government the check with
which the ses11ion opened. And while two wrongs
do not make a right, it is difficult, in view of Mr.
Bradlaugh's attitude upon the Irish question, to feel
any sympathy with him, or any indignation at the
course of the Irish representativs; and the view I am
inclined to take of the matter is very much that taken
by Miss Helen Taylor-a lady who will_ certainly not
be accused of religious narrowness. At a workingmen's meeting, where she bad spoken in behalf of
the rights of Ireland with the vigor and eloquence
with which she always speaks, she was asked by one
of Mr. Bradlaugh's supporters to use her influence
with the Irish members to vote for Bradlaugh's admission. 'If you,' she answered, 'will influence Mr.
Bradlaugh to oppose coercion in Ireland, and the
arbitrary imprisonment of Irish representativs, then
I will be inclined to urge Irish members to vote for
his admission, but not till then.' Judged, however,
upon its own merits, the Bradlaugh case is an outrage upon the right of a constituency to elect its own
members, and it is destined to giv more trouble ere
the session ends. In the mean time, whoever Mr.
Bradlaugh may complain of, he has no right to complain of the Irish members. They hav but paid him
back in his own coin.''
I only saw the Irish World on Thursday, and at
once sent the following letter to Mr. Henry George:
"20 CIRcus RoAD, ST. JoHN's WooD, l
,, LONDON N. w.
f
"Sir: I hav had forwarded to me the Irish World
of March 25th, in which you say that 'When Bradlaugh was in the House (before the legal decision
which deprived him of his eeat) he voted steadily for
coercion.' Will you permit me to reply, that is absolutely untrue, so far as relates to the. Peace Preservation bill. I opposed it by speech and vote; I
opposed its introduction by speech; I actually formally moved its rejection, when Mr. Parnell ne~lect~d
the duty he had elected to fulfil; I voted agamst Its
second reading; I voted separately against every
clause, in committee, and I voted against its third
reading. I did support the government on the Arms
bill, as I do not think arms useful to starving men,
if constitutional agitation is all that is mean,t.
"You hav doubtless been misled by persons who_se
personal malice induces the circulation of the ~IS·
representations as to my speech _and conduc~ on_ Insh
affairs. Miss Helen Taylor's misapprehensiOn IS less
easy to account for, as I presume she took some personal pains to ascertain my actual conduct before she
denounced it.
" As I waR the first in England to giv the slightest
publicity to your views in the National .Reformer,
I trust I hav the right to claim from you reasonable
publicity for the correction.
"Yours obediently, C. BRADLAUGH.

"Henry George, !§sq.''
I shall be obliged if my friends in Cana~~ and
America will insure the widest possible publicity to
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my letter. It is a little too much that, at the election in 1881, friends of Mr. Gladstone, at Northampton, should hav refused ·me their votes because of
my opposition to the Coercion bill, and that IrishmE~n should be so grievously misled by unscrupulous
and untruthful persons like Messrs. Healy, "O'Donnell," and Redmond, into believing that I had sup~
ported it. I may add that the editoril of this journal
hav repeatedly protested against the imprisonment
of men on suspicion, both in it11 pages and by speech
at public meetings.
C. BRADL..lUGH.
A Sweet Bible Tale.
Imagin a meadow at the edge of a wood, through
which runs a babbling brook. Autumn, with brush
· tmtmg
· ·
.
of 11ght,
IS
the leaves from his rainbow palet.
The sun with gorgeous train of gold and purple
cloud, fills the arched heavens with the glory of an
· in merry welcome
eastern event1·a e. The· birds J. om
chorus to the oncoming amorous night, and the
· ca d ence soft and sweet, swaying
zephyrs a dd t h e1r
the leafy choirs love-breathing.
Behold a troop of merry children come, laden with
flowers, rending the air with joyous shouts.
"Turning tc mirth all things "n earth,
As only childhood can."
Some walk by twos, hand in hand, watching the
great golden sun, wondering. Some, reclining upon
the velvet sward, twine long garlands studded with
flower gems. Others bathe their limbs in the cooling
watero of the stream, or join with shouts of laughter
in vain pursuits of the light-winged butterfly.
"Knowest t.hou," asked one child. of another,
whither the sun goe11 and where he rests?"
"Nay," anliwered the other, "I know not whither
he goes, but I know that he always returns; for the
sun-god loves the <>artb, and the trees and the flowers
and the birds are their children."
.
"Aye," quoth a little one, "and the yellow butterflies too, for they are made of sunbeams."
Now,on the white and dusty road a strange figure
approaches. An old man, bent with age, moving
with an awkward hobble. .A greasy garment hides
from sight his withered limbs. Two small and restless eyes glow in his parched and shriveled face like
hot coals in a bed of cinders. The cupola of his
head, guiltlesii of hair, shinei! like the dome of a
mosque, while a matted, tangled beard falls waistlow upon his breast. At every step he kicks out
behind his tattered cloak as if to ilhake the dust from
off his sandaled feet.
At this sight, the little ones, with childhood's keen
sense of the ludicrous, shout with laughter, and cry
out at the fanatic," Go up, thou bald head." The
prophet pauses, and his eyes gleam with hatred.
The little ones start back affrighted, half crying at
the strange gestures &nd curses uttered in the name
of the bloody Jehovah. But, look! From out the
.wood come two strange forms, and now the air is rent
with piteou11 cries as limb from limb the childish
form is torn. With reeking entrails 'round the.earth
is strewn; the brook runs red with blood, as monsters
lacerate the white young flesh. Each flower drinks
up a drop of blood and holdiii it trembling for a
mother's tear. The sun in horror sinks to other
worlds. Night with its black mantle cloaks o'er the
deed, and demons, son11 of darkness, sweep through
the heavy air, and shrilly laugh to see themselvs outdone in crime by man's divinity!
G. F. D.

Byron Disagrees with Hor<iCe ..
lfront tho Jewish 7imos.

"These (prie11ts and churches) are opposed to
mental freedom, substituting therefor authority and
submission, and of course are unnecessary among a
free people. Catholicism, Pl'otestanti11m, Judaism,
Mohammedaniam, Mormonism, every ism which sets·
up its authority over the human mind is a species of
mental despotism."
We take the above" quotation from an vditorial in
the Boston Investigato'l' of April 12, 1882. Our
courteous and venerable contemporary will, we trust,
strike Judaism from off the list of isms whiCh set up
authority over the human mind for the purpose of
establishing a mental despotism. Let us treat the
question from a purely intellectual standpoint. It
seems apparent to us that our good and noble friend
Seaver, who for nearly a quarter of a century has
edited the Investigator and boldly advocated mental
liberty, does not rightly understand the spirit and
teachings of Judaism. As we are of the earth
earthy, and as we believe that this life should absorb all our attention to make it more beautiful and
bright for human habitation than it is, the Investigato'l' cannot charge us with living in the clouds or
reveling in an imaginary heaven. What the eternal
has in store for u.s after this life we do not know
any more than a little child, and so far as our life
a_nd aspir~tions guide us, we believe in that seritentious. s~nt1ment of the eloquent Ingersoll," Help for
the hvmg; hope for the dead." This quoting from
I_nger~oll is the first evidence that we, as Jews, beheve m mental liberty, and the humblest Jew living
can take this sentiment of Ingersoll's, based, as it is,
~pon reason, common sense, and inspired by a beautiful hope, and enshrine it within his heart or adorn

his walls with this grand and simple expression.
There is no church authority, nor rabbinical authority, to hold a mental despotism over him in so doing.
The editor of the Invest·igato'l' .has heard of that
peerlelllii genius, George Eliot. She was a believer in
mental liberty; she hated shams and despotisms of
all kinds. She was not a Jeweils, yet no Jewess has
ever lived who is dearer to the heart of Israel than
is George Eliot in name and memory.
Theinvestigato'l' has heard of Thomas Paine, whom
the Christian church hail cursed and vilified. Now
the columns of the Jewish Times will bear evidence
that the Jewish people admire the immortal authorhero of the Revolution for his heroic devotion to political justice; for hili magnificent labors in behalf of
civil and religious liberty. Paine declares in his will
his belief in one God and in doing good to his fellow-men. This is sound Jewish doctrin. This, in
fact, is the eternal .rtruth of Judaism. Every intelligent Jew has reau
"The ·A~e of Reason." There
·
are many things m it. to whiCh
. the Jew (\an subscribe,
but there are also many thmgs in it which the Jew
knows to be errors. But the Jew does not liv who
does not believe and think that Thomail Paine had
the perfect and absolute right to express and publish
his honest conviction on religiou11 and all other l!!ubjects. Is this the doctrin of mental liberty? If so,
it is sound Jewish doctrin, and it is the very foundation-stone of American institutions, and they are
sacred in J\)wish sight. .
.Again, will the Investigator name any organiza.
tion, any rabbinical authority, or any individual
rabbi who dares to hold the l&Bh of mental despot-ism over the Jewish mind? Will our contemporary
please note that our rabbis are simply teachers of
the law, and as they are good, noble, and charitable
they are revered and honored; otherwise not: The
rabbi can giv no abiiolution for wrong or Ain; can
grant no passports to purgatory, paradise, or heaven.
And in that solemn hour when the Jew is upon his
death-bed he bends and quail11 not before mau, recognizes no priest (as the Investigato'l' might term a
rabbi), but looking into and within the eternal, goes
out from human sight like a man.
The Jewish Times bali honestly, openly, and boldly
advocated universal mental liberty; it has proclaimed
the grand doctrin that the Jew is a Freethinker, for
had he been a slave-thinker he would hav been absorbed into an ecclesiastical despotism, worshiping a
trmity and blindly obeying an "infallible" earthly
power. The Jew is I;l.Ot made of that material, and
if he were, there would be no Judail!lm on the face of
the earth to-day.
Finally, we should like to see any organized authority or any individual influence in Judaism that
would dare to lay its hands upon the humblest Jew
·and crush out his inherent and inalienable right to
exercise mental liberty. No, friend Seaver, there is
no such thing as mental deiipotism in Judaism.
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written in the Chaldee language, and for a long time
preserved in that language alone, until their reputation for excellence caused their translation into other
tongues." (See vol. iii, p. 79, of his works. Bohn
edition.) Philo was a priest and the foremost man of
all the Jews in the world in his day, and especially
remarkable for his learning in scriptures as in other
matters.
Josephus, speaking of the translation of the laws
by the seventy 270 B.c., says the book of law was sent
by Eleazar the high priest, from Jerusalem to Ptolemy the king, with directions to carefully return it
when the tranllllation was completed: .So much care
was taken about this book it is plain there was but one.
Philo says that this was in Chaldee. He also states
what is undeniable, that Abraham, the founder of
the Jewish race, was a Chaldean.
What language, then, did Moses use? We know
the Hebrews went down as seventy persons, and remained in Egypt two hundreilV and seventeen years,
much of the time as slave11.
ery little, if any, trait
of their language was left when they came out.
MaBes had been educated as an Egyptian, and Egyptian was his'· t<mgue, as it was of all the other
Hebrews. That language was Semitic, and one of
Chaldee dialects.
Now, as to the Bible, we must bear in mind it was
a growth. The first and only scriptures had by the
Israelites were the Ten Commandments, graven on
tJtone.. Later some few ordinances were added by
Moses, and doubtless also marked on stonE~. That Moses wrote any book no intelligent man who reads
the Pentateuch will claim. When the Almighty
wrote on stones, and Moses l:J.ter put his ordinances
on stone, it is too much to contend that even one of
M'oses's books was written on parchment or papyrus.
That art had not, in Moses's day, been learned by the
Egyptians from the still older civilizations of Arabia
alid India. Moreover, there are numberlesil alluijions
and accidental remarks in Moses's books iihowing
ths.t some person compiled them near the date of the
captivity. Much had, no doubt, been kept as tradition, ju~t aa Homer was kept. It was kept and
reeited as Moses's Jaws, ordinances, psalms, prayers,
etc. How such an idea as that Moses wrote them
and delivered them to the Jews originated ifi inconceivable to any one who l"eads them.
Let any soldier read about tile IU11rch of these
miliion people, with their cattle, their crossing the
l~ed Sea, and retsting under the seventy palm-trees,
after drinking out of the twelve wells; their encampment, the duties of the three priests, when 110 many
thousand daily sacrifices were required, and he will
say no mau who ever saw a regiment in motion could
hav made such blunders. There are a thousand expressions used in the books that were impossible to
Mos~os, as" shekel of sanctuary," before any sanctuary or shekel was; "Gilgal," whereas Joshua first
named it so after Moses's death; "Gilead to Dan;"
"Before there reigned any king over Israel;" " he,
now called prophet, was 'beforetime seer," says
.A Great Scriptural Di1ficulty.-Old 'fhings S&muel, yet prophet is the word used in the PentaRevived.
teuch; monuments are iipoken of as remaining to this
The Bible is thought to endure no little under the day; Moses'~> death and burial, etc., etc .. The~>e requestions raised by the new translation. But all that mark~ apply to Joshua, Samuel, and Judges, also.
is as nothing compared with a question sprung not Learne<i theologians, without exception, admit that
long after the Reformation, and bittely disputed till some later writer first compiled the works in book
as late as the year 1700. Our skeptics hav let it form. When was this done·? Here, as ever, the
sink out of view, to the delight of the priesthood. Bible is our beilt authority. We are told in Kings
It was stated by a learned rabbi and others, among I that until Josiah's day no book was known. A book
whom were Grotius, Capell us, and Scaliger, that "the of the law was then found in the temple. It seemed
shapes of the points, accents, and vowelii in the He- to surprilile the high priest as well ail the king. It is
brew scriptures were invented by the learned Jews certain that thili book was no more than the Ten Comof a place called Tiberiail, as late as .A. ••n. 500."
mandments, ~nd some ordina_nces of MolieS .. WhoThere the subject reilted for a long time. As there ever reads Wlll see that ~here IS a constant stnfe and
were no skeptics to refute, it did not matter. After jealousy between the pnests of the Jews and those
half a century, the question became important in of the other tribes and petty states around them for
the controversies between Rome and the l~eformers. supremacy.
"You hav no infallible judge of controverNies,"
Until about the time of Josiah, there was no more
said Rome. "We need none but our Bible," said literature among the Jews and their neighbors than
Reform. '' Ha! ha! ha!" laughed Rome; "your there wa;~ in England before King Alfred's day. The
Bible! You mean the Infidel Jew& of Tiberias. Old Testament is about all the literature the Jews
What is your Bible without the points, accents, and ever had up to Ez;a's ti~e,_ or ~00 ~.c. It ~ad evivowels? You know that it is nothing-a mere nose dently been compiled Wlthm h1s t1me. Literature
of wax without them, and means anything or nothing. had slowly dawned upon that race. The" Book of
They, you know, made them; therefore, when you the Wars of the _Lord,". writ~en ages after Moset~'s
appeal to your Bible you really appeal to the Jews day, refened to m Deut. xx1, 14, and quoted there,
'
is a very good indication of the date of the :first comof Tiberas."
Here was a dreadful accusation. Made to-day, it pilation of the Pentateuch. Late as Jeremiah wrote,
amounts to little, because there are so few men really 1t i<> evident there was·no Pentateuch, as we hav it,
learned in the languages among theol?gians. Made ~ith its endless direct~ons about burnt-offerings, seethen when all who discussed and read It were posted, mg he declares God d1d not speak to the Hebrews of.
inst~ad of that universal shallowness there was either the Exodus about such things, but only said, "Obey
dense ignorance or profound le~rni~g, it produce~ a me" (J er. _vii, 22)..
.
. . •
terrible sensation. That the T1ber1an Jews had mHe who Hl familiar w1th the most str1kmg and subvented the shapes, etc., no one had thoupht of doubt- lil;ne chapter~ of_some ?f the prophets-Is~iah,Jer~
ing. What then did th_e re.tor~ mean~ To _und_er- m1a~, and Ezekwl-wlll be struck occaswnallf, m
stand it requires a slight mqUiry mto the constitutiOn reactmg the Pentateuch, at some passages preCisely
of the Hebrew.
in the best vein of those prophets-thus, Balaam's
The retort if true showed them they really had prophecy is one instance. Daniel's, it is admitted,
no Bible buf merely an invention of some cunning was mostly in Chaldaic. Philo, surely, is a great
Jews. '
·
authority, and he says i~ was all in Chaldee. But
Was the Hebrew ever a spoken language? It is illiterate tribe~;, living isolated, soon get a dialect of
not at all likely. It seems to hav originated among their language peculia1· to themselvli. The Hebrew,
a priesthood and been employed solely for pr~se.rv- if ever ap?ken, is a di~lect of the Chaldee, ad.opted
ing their mysteries. Philo says, "The laws (meamng by the pnests and retamed by them long after 1t was
thereby the Septuagint translation) were originally lost to the people.
How:.
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These theories of Darwin and Huxley are in direct
Ralph Waldo Emerson.
contravention of scripture. The writer of the PenThe death of Ralph ~aldo Emerson, which 00_
tateuch knew nothing of the law of selection, of vari- curred on the 27th ultimo, removes still anothir
D. M. B~NNETT, EDITOR.
ation, of survival o~ the fittest. The attempts now from the ranks of poetry, philosophy, and science
being made in the interests of the church tn ·reoon- recentlv thinned by the loss of Longfellow, Darwin'
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. cile the Bible with !my scientific theory are utterly and Zollner, and not long ago by the deaths of
futil and abortiv. Huxley says that it is absolutely Channing, Bryant, and Oarlyle. Mr. Emerson's
impossible to effect any kind of community, any death WS:R not unexpected, as he had for some years
Ths largest and cheapest Radical Journal puhlished in JJJurope kind of parallel, far less any sort of reconciliation suffered from a mental disability known as aphasia
or .America, containing near71g s6!Jen hundred square inches more between the two. .And in his New York lecture he -a condition in which the brain of the sufferer loses
used this sarcastic language:
control of the organs of speecl!1, and the latter are
of reading matter than any other journal of itsldnd.
"In the first place, it is not my business to say subject to a wandering exercise, inarticulate and
what the Hebrew text contains, and what it does not; desultory.
and in the second place, were I to say that this was
.A descendant of a line of clergymen in eight suo.
NEW YORK, S.ATURD.AY, M.AY 6, 1882.
the biblical hypothesis (creation in six literal days), cessiv generations, it was natural that Mr. Emerson
1 should be met by the. authority of many eminent should hav taken the pulpit; and, a ·man of reflecscholars, to say nothing of men of science, who in tion, of education, of honor, and of progressiv ideas,
Repeating Her Old Tricks.
The death of Charles Darwin, and his burial in recent timeR hav absolutely denied that this doctrin it was equally natural that he should hav resigned
Westminster .Abbey among the so-called great and is to be found in Genesis at all. If we are to listen from it within three years after his ordination. In
wise men, hav cau~ed the church to begin thus early to them, we must believe that what seems so clearly his younger days he won numerous prizes as essay.
to set up her claims to the honored dead. It is defined as days of creation-as if very great pains ist, poet, and orator, but he never was what in a narcharacteristic of her. When she has fought every had been taken that there should be no mistake- row and technical sense is termed a scholar. The
idea of progress as hard and persistently as she can, that these are not days at all, but periods that we first literary effort which gained him distinction was
and yet see~ it lifted by public opinion to the plain may make just as long as convenience requires. We a pamphlet, published in 1836, entitled" Nature," a
of an established truth demonstrated by indisputa- are also to understand that it is consistent with that book that took twelve years to gain a circulation of
ble fact, she turns around and says she knew it all phraseology to believe that plants and animals may five hundred copies. This work marked a new era
the time and has been helping it along. But a few h~v been evolved by natural processes, 'lasting for in .American thought. It was attacked with sharp
years ago a minister in church council said, "Dar- millions of years, out of similar rudiments. .A p<>r- criticism by conservativ thinkers, and hailed with
winism is Atheism." Now the Independent says he son who is not a Hebrew scholar can only stand by applause by the religiously free .. The works which
would be a bold man who should say that. This an~ admir~ the· marvelo~s flex~bility of a language followed" Nature," particularly" Method of Nature''
~eans t!~at now, the doctrine taught by Darwin hav- whwh admits of such diverse mterpret•ttions. .As- and "Literary Ethics," began the intellectual movemg stood the test of time and criticism, and being suredly, in the face of such contradictory authority ment which its enemies stigmatized &.B "Transcengenerally accepted by scientists, the church must upon matters upon which one is competent to form dcntalism," and for which its ·advocates hav never
no judgment, he will abstain from any opinion, as I had any definit and generally accepted name. This
claim them as her own.
Darwinism, being an attempt to explain the law.of do; and in the third place, I hav carefully abstained movement is thought to include Free Religion, Ethevolution, is a part of it, and if evolution is at vari- from speaking of this as a Mosaic doctrin, because ical Culture, Metaphysics, Intuition, .Academic Phiance with Genesis then must Darwinism be also. w~ ~re now assured upon the authority of the highest losophy, Self-Culture, and other more or less promGenesis says that man was made in the image of critiCs, and even of dignitaries in the church, that inent phases of modern thought ana speculation.
God, and Christianity says we are the descendants of there is no evidence whatever that Moses ever wrote The author was a teacher in the Concord School of
Philosophy and a vice-president of the Free Relig.Adam, who was that image. The theory of evolu- this chapter, or knew anything about it."
To quote as supporting Christianity what was and ious .Association.
tion is that ma:a has ascended from lower forms of
Mr. Emerson also identified himself with the antiHfe a~ th~ result of an immense series of changes. is now by strict orthodox people denounced as .AtheDarwm himself says that "man is descended from a ism is the very bight of absurdity and duplicity. slavery agitation, and although somewhat averse to
hairy quadruped, furnished with a tail and pointed Darwinism is anti-ecclesiastical and un-biblical. It public speaking, addressed several meetings of .Aboears, probably arboreal in its habits, and an inhabi- is inconsistent with the traditions of creation and the litionists. With his wife, Lydia Jackson, he signed
tant of the Old World." Genesis says the earth was fall, founded upon the acceptance of the Mosaic nar- the call for the first National Woman Suffrage Concreate~ ~bout six thousand years ago; science shows rativ as an infallil;lly accurate historical and scientific vention. He was an overseer of Harvard University,
that millions of years hav elapsed since the world was record. No man has done more to undermine the and received from that institution the degree of docyoun~. Genesis says that all things, vegetable as well doctrin of verbal inspiration, and of the scientific tor of laws. He was a member of the .American
as ammal, were created by a fiat of God. Darwin's and historic infallibility of the Old Testament rec- Academy of .Arts and Sciences, of the .American
theory is that the different species came by natural ord!l. Darwin's researches and conclusions, "whether Philosophical Soeiety, and of the Massachusetts Hisselection, that nature uses to produce variety much the contained in his own works or taken up and applied torical Society. He was not a Christian, yet his
same means that man does in crossing cattle. The by his followers to· every class of facts and pheno. exact religious standing would be hard to define.
?hange that vegetation and animal life are undergoing mena in the social and political world, as well as the "He took the position," says T. W. Higginson,
IB constant. .As Prof. Huxley put it in his New York m~terial, hav been chiefly ~nstrumental in bringing "~nee. for. all: '';L'he assumption. that the age of inspuat10n IB past, that the Bible IS closed, the fear of
lecture: "The great service which has been rendered about the spread of .AgnostiCism."
Darwin, of _?OUrse, w~s not the originator of the the- ·degrading. th~ chara~ter of J ~sus by representing him
by Mr. Darwin to the doctrin of evolution in general
is this, that he has shown that there are two great fac- ory of evolutwn, but his works hav given the strong- as a man, mdwate With sufficient clearness the falsetors in the process of evolution. One of them is a ten- est possible support to the theory. The "Origin of hood of our theology."' But he declared his belief
dency to _var:f, the e:x:is~ence of which may be proved by Species" has been the subject of innumerable that "there is a sublime and friendly Destiny by
?bservat10n 1n all livmg forms; a:r:;d the other is the pamphlets and books by theologians who hav tried which the human race is guided." He wrote grand
mfluence of surrounding conditions upon what I to refute it. They hav warred against it to the best poetry, and yet acknowledged that as a poet he was
may call the parent form, and the variations which of their ability, and now to turn around and claim a settled failure. Though he numbered scientific
ar~ th~s evolved from it. The production of vari- i~s author as a believer in and supporter of the bib- men like Prof. Tyndall among his warmest admirers,
atwns IB a matter not at all properly understood at ~wal account-shows a "marvelous flexibility" of he lacked the system of th!') scientist. His writings
present. Whether it depends upon some intrinsic Ideas to be found ~owhe~e but in theology. It is a are more talked of than read by the general public,
and perhaps more read than understood. He went
machinery, if I may use the phrase, of the animal moral somersault Impossible to honest men:
form itself, or whether it arose from the influence of ·Speaking of Darwin's death, the Banner of Light farther in so.ciology than Herbert Sp.encer.. .As a
poet he at times .nvaled Longfellow m maJesty of
conditions upon that form, is not certainly a matter says: "Darwin's boldest strokP. was liis attack u
Wi~h Goethe a
~or our prese~t purpose; but the important point the infallibility of the scripture account of the c;:a~ thought and quality of r~ythm.
IB .that, grantmg the tendency to the production of tion. In this he found an able co-worker in Theodore proph~t of self-?ulture, he d.Id .not hold .ln~self aloo~,
variations, then whether those variations shall sur- Parker, who in this country presented from the pulpit but f!Imgled With the public m the ~git~twns .o~ his
vive and ~upplant the parent, or whether the parent what Darwin threw from the study of the scientist workmg day. He made a revolutwn m religwus
shall survive or supplant the variations, is a matter in Europe as a bombshell of truth into the camp of th.ought, as Darwin did in the domain of nat~ral
which depends entirely upon surrounding conditions. ~he ~heologians. The two were, in fact, the pioneers smence. He traveled all the ~v~~ues of lea~mng
If the surrounding conditions are such that the parent m duecting the public to a rational consideration of and taught as .he ~ent. The Positivist quotes ~Im as
form is more competent to battle with them and to the subject, and in convincing the people that the a pure humamtanan; the lower or~er o~ .somal reflourish with them than the derived form, then in the had a right to think and J'udge for themselvs u y formers can adduce phrases from his wntmgs sup. as upon all other matters. .As might be expected
pon po rt'mg th eu
· th ~ory of " .givm~
·· · a 11 to 1.ove. " Th
struggle for exist6nce the parent form will maintain ~his
. e grea t
itself, and the derived form will be extirpated. But m such an event, an excitement ensued. The clergy body of _Freethmkers will pom~ to him as on~ of the
if, on the contrary, the conditions are such as to be became indignant, and they, as their predecessors most en;nnent. of men, who was at the, same ti~e· .an
, more favorable to the derived form than the parent had done for cel!turies, opposed every indication of apostle ~n their own cause. Ortho~ox.yfound I~ him
form, the parent form will be extirpated and the de- the ~dvance of the people toward freedom of thought less an Implaca:ble e~emy than. an mdifferent fnend.
ri_ved form will take its place. In the first case there by ri~icul.e and anathema. Despite these, however, He doubtless died without hav.m.gma~e an ene~yb.Y
will ~e no progress,n.? rna terial advance of type through Darwm lived to witness, even among churchmen the a~vo~acy of any ~et of religwus views? .:while hiB
any Imagmable senes of ages; in the second case themselvs, an acquiescence in the views he advocated. contribl!twn~ to the literature of human liberty hav
there will be modification; there will be a change of He subsequently gave to the world other works, for made him fnends t~e world over.
form. Thus we see that Mr. Darwin's view of the the most part upon subjects correlativ with the two
The grate~ul tnbutes of Freethought t? the
matter puts us in such a position that the existence of we. hav na~ed, .and. in support or explanation of memor:y of this g~eat man mar: be drown~d m the
these precedent types of life is no obstacle in the way pomts not given m his mind sufficiently clear therein. pretentwus lauda~wns of hypocrisy, but as ti~e g?~B
of t~e theory of evolution at ~ll. In fact, the rightly He has finished in a form visible to mortal ey h' olt'and the teacbmgs of Emerson bear theu legiticonsidered theory of evolutwn requires that such l~bors on earth; but the present and future ge':er~~ mat~ fruit, we shall find that in th~ ~nd they make
for!Ds should be co~muJ?icated. These scorpions to twns of men hav and will hav, in their enjoyment of for righteousness rather than for religwn.
whiCh I was referrmg JUSt now. No doubt, since freed.om of thought and an assurance of eternal proH. L. GREEN is now lecturing in Iowa, and will
the carboniferous epoch, conditions have existed such gressiOn, reason to be thankful that Charles Darwin
return home about June lst. Liberals residing in
as existed then, in which scorpions fl&urished, in once lived in this worl-1."
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, or Pennsylvania
which they find themselvs better off, more compete11t
The foundation of evolution was laid before Dart? deal wi~h .the difficuties of their way than any wi~ began his labors, but he laid many a brick in its who may desire his services on his way home will
kmd of vanatwn from the scorpion type, and for that solid wall. To hi~ naturalists owe more that to any please address him immediately, care of W. E. Green,
reason the scorpion has existed and has not been sup- other ~an. To him Huxley and Haeckel are indeed Otsego, Mich. .All letters will be forwarded to him
planted by any other form, and there is no reason in d~eply mdebt~d. They hav gone beyond him, but from there.
the nature of things as long as this world exists-if his labor was mdispensable to their success and he
CoL. INGERSOLL leotured in Boston Theater, Boston,
there should be conditions more favorable for scor- performed it in a manner that must ever c~mmand last Sunday evening.
pions than for any of the variations which arose from t~e grati.tude of ~he. world. Mter fighting him and
_ _ _ _,___ _ __
them-:-there is no sort of reason why this form should his doctrms all his life, the church cannot now claim
IN the qeath of Prof. Zollner Spiritualism loses
not e;vst as .long as the universe itself exists."
the credit of his discoveries as her own.
one of its bravest and best supporters.
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Round the World.
The first volume of " A Truth Seeker Around
the World" has now been mailed to the subscribers to the fund. We are glad to announce that
the first edition has morA than been subscribed
f~r, and t~at we ha~ already had to issue a second.
Smc~ the list of names was first stereotyped we hav
received many new ones. All wished to be enrolled
but being too late for the first edition, to accommo~
date them and many others we hav concluded to put
them in the second edition of the first volume and
also open a list of subscribers to avpear id the
second volume, which will prnbably be completed
in _another month. . T~is will giv all an opportumty who may wish It,_ and also aid in paying
expenses. The volumes will be sold separately for
$2 per volume, and the three for $5 if taken before
t~e volumes a~e completed. We would. very much
hke a larger llst to gr~et the traveler with on his
return home. The books will be very cheap nt $5much cheaper than any other publisher would get
them out.
The additional volume of course increases the expense of publishing by a third, and we need many
more names, with .the "V's," to meet the cost.
The following persons hav paid five dollars
each (except where otherwise specified) to help take
THE TRUTH SEEKER editor round the world and
their names will appear in the dedication of the
second edition of Vol. I., which is already printed
and in the hands of the binder :
Anderson, R. J.

Ashman, James

Backler, Jamefil
Baker, R.L.
Baldwin, R. C.
Barber, B. W.
Barlow, C. A.
Bell, Addison A.

Bennett, John
Berls, Herman
Berrian. Mrs. H.
Bowen, Wm. R.
Brunder, Wm.
Brandon, R. W.

Brooks, M.
Brubaker, John R.
Buford, t-. G.
Burgess, J.
Burr, Chas.

Pearl Andrews and other notables and heard them
talk .. I:v been to Barnum's and seen the mighty
mountam of meat, old Jumbo, and to convey a little
idea of his immense size in comparison with that of
common: elephants, I will say that as I passed on
after seeing him to go and look at the baby elephant
really took the mother of the baby for the baby
ltse.lf, so small did she look in contrast with Jumbo.
We saw the fat woman, the Chinese giant and his
wif~, ~h~ wonderful tattooed .lady, and all sorts of
cun_ostties, and some of the wonderful circus performances and shows, all of which were sights to be
remembered for a lifetime. I went to Madison Square
and had a pleasant interview with Train, who greeted
me with a cordial smile, and even talked some through
the mediumship of a little girl, and wrote some scraps
of conversation in his note· boo_k. And last, but not
least, I got to hear the great orator Ingersoll on Sunday, April23d, be kindly sending me four free tickets
for myself and friends. It was a treat, indeed, to
hear him speak the gems of eloquence that I had so
often admired on paper; to hear them fresh from his
lips and see the great crowds on. all sides of him
cheer him so enthusiastically and earnestly. It seems
to me that speech was the grandest thing I ever heard,
and it seemed to thrill the whole of that imml'nse
audience as with a single soul. I firmly believe had
a vote bl'en taken on the spot for him as president
of the United StatE's he would hav received nearly
every vote in the hall. One such tribute of applause
as he won that afternoon is well worth years of labor
and toil. May he continue to go onward and upward
and be a light and a guieling star that shall lead the
world to truth, to love, and real happiness.
New York, N.Y., April 30th.
Er,MJN.A.
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I distinguish between desire and belief. They are
different states of mind. Belief is the result of evidence, but desire comes from the human heart, and
on the faintest evidence becomes winged hope. Now
the desire and the hope of immortality are universal
and are beautiful and noble. I confess to this mighty
del'lire. I do not wish .to surrender this individual
being. I wish to meet with loved ones again in some
immortal sphere; but while I so deeply desire I cannot believe. · Why? Because I hav not evidence; I
must be true to my intellect no matter what my heart
demands. I desire wealth, but I do not hav any belief in the matter. I hav very little evidence that I
shall ever be rich, and therefore I throw any credo
aoout it to j.he winds. Even so must I act on the
question of immortality; having no evidence, I can
hav no belief.
What do I mean by well-disciplined. I do not
mean a cultivated mind, or a loving mind, or a soaring mind; all these can believe in immortality; but
by well-disciplined I mean a mind subject to the facts
of nature and willing to take what nature givs, and .
not fret and worry about the beyond and above. I ·
bav made up my mind to take nature as it is; and
nature so far has not revealed immortality, though
she is full of wonders-wonders equ~l even to the
wonder of immortality-and so immortality is forever a possibility and an endless hope. There may
be immortality, but if there is, our wise Mother
.Nature has concluded not to tell us of it. If it is a
truth she keeps it in her innermost breast; I shall not
tease her about it; I shall not fret and worry o,ver
her reserve. She is beautiful enough and bountiful
enough without that jewel, and if she decides to keep
it hidden in unknown deeps, I submit to her infinit
wisdom and put myself into obedience to the present
day and all its glory. Sufficient unto the day is t.he
joy thereof as well as the sorrow. What we hav now
is enough to inspire our manhood to its sublimest exercise, and what we shall hav to-morrow will be
equally brilliant and noble.
· This is what I inean, and I guess brother Noe
won't think it is so very bad; and as we agree on the
main points, namely, that there is no "God" in the
old sense of the term as an infinit personality, and
also that all mental and spiritual life must find its
home in. some sort of a physical organization more or
less fine, I am sure that we won't quarrel much
about the other things. It is a matter of evidence,
and when the evidence comes we shaJl think alike.
I am. glad that brother Noe's criticism has enabled
me to make fuller explanations on this all-important
subject.
.
S.A.MUEL P. PuTN.A.M.

I do not wish to have a controversy with my friend
Cate, E.
Colborn C E
Corley, R. J.
A. Allen Noe on the question of Spiritualism, but
Cervantee,A.L. [2 shares.] Collins, Fr~nk W.
Corliss. E. S.
City Library
Colwe.J, Frank
Corry, J.P.
rather a conferenoe, for I hav an idea that in the
Clark, Maggie E.
Constance, Chris
main. we agree. He seems to think that in the doDahlnden, Jacob, Jr.
D!lllngham, N. H.
Draper, Ira E.
main of immortality science is baffied; then I say
Daniels, 0. E.
Dolls, A.M.
Dutton, Jerome
Davies. J.
that man himself is b;;m_ed, for science is our only
method of arriving at truth. There may be truth
Ebersteln, J. G
Engstrvm, John
beyond science, but only so far as science reveals the
truth can it be truth to us; and if science cannot reFarr, Clinton
Fleming, Robert
Fry,J, H.
( veal immortality, then is immortality no truthJor us.
Gano.H.
Glle•, E. M.
Gra.am, W. R H.
My brother N oe is very much mistaken if he thmks
Q.~rdner, A. L.
Glosser, H.
Green, w. F.
I do not understand the philosophy of Spiritualism.
Haigh, Wm. Henry
Hess, Joseph
I acknowledge that the thinking class of Spiritualists
Hope, Peter
Hale, Wm.
Hilt, Dana
Hopplmz, S. J.
are essentially Materialistic; that is, they believe
Halev,J.H.
Hoffner, Ed.
House, Dr. M. W.
Handley,J.A.
Holt,J. 0.
Hoxter, W. D.
that here and hereafter the mental life must hav a
Hawes, C. L.
Hoover, Sild.S
Hubbard, R •
. Heighton, Marl us
physical basis. They revolt as much as I do against
the old-fashioned, orthodox irlea of a "disembodied
Jones, L. M. & J. L.
London "Freethinker" Profane Jokes.
Jordan, 8ohn
spirit," for such a spirit is absolutely inconceivable.
AN old minister, a clergyman of the church of Scot'Karch, Henry B.
Kenyon, Daniel C.
We can only conceive of spirit as working in an orKimball, Murray
Kelr,.A. Sr.
Kessler John G.
King, Geo. W.
Kenck, Chris.
ganized body. In this respect there is a profound land, well known for his eccentricity and wit, was
agreement between the philosophic Spiritualist and taking a walk one day in the outskirts of the town,
Ladd, Sherman W.
Leach, HenrY
Lloyd, G. A.
the philosophic Materialist. This agreement I hav when a couple of young lads descried the minister,
LaTourette, Schuyler
Livengood, L. C.
Loom!, N.J.
and thought they would hav some fun with him.
Ls.wrencef Chas. B.
always recognized.
The ran up to him and shouted: "Eh, meenister, the
What
I
deny
as
proved
is
the
existence
of
this
Malater, A. o.
Mead, Charles
Miller, Ant.on
Martin, Mrs, S.M.
MetcoJf John
Miller, C. N.
subtler physica.l body in which our spirit shall locate deil is dead !" The old man stopped, turned round
Maxfleld, John
Meyer, Fred
Merledge Wm. H.
after it has left this body. This is a very beautiful to the lads, and looking pitifully at them, said in a
McCrone, C, Wesley
idea, and may be true, but it has not been demon- sorrowful voice: "Ah, then, I'll just gang awa' hame,
Noble, Wm. J.
strated. The proof is lacking, although I admit and I'll down on my knees, and pray for twa faitherthere is some evidence, but not enough to make a less bairns!"
Power,Mark
Pugli John
scientific certainty. It is a matter of faith, not of
A WELSH minister, after an evening with a jovial
Quick, Simon
knowledge.
My friend asks me to prove that there is not such friend, returned home rather tired and less under the
.Richmond, A. K.
Rutherford, J. A.
a spiritual body.. I frankly admit that I cannot do influence of the holy spirit than that of his enterthis. It is impossible to prove a negativ. This is tainer. Instead of his usual lengthy prayer, he
Sabine, Mrs. Emma A.
Steele, w. L.
Smltb, AsaB
Sterling, C. s.
Schoenhut, Geo. W.
Smlth,J. R.
one of the first principles of logic, and of all evi- aggreeably surprised . his family by contenting himScofleld, D. B.
Stewart, M. F.
Smlth,J. T.
SttAtton,David
Scott, Ira
Snyder, C. K.
dence. No one is bound to prove a negativ. If a self with the following: "Got pless us, Got shave
13heradln, Mary A.
Stansfield, Geo.
Stuart, Granville
Sloan, H. E.
man accuses me of stealing a horse, I am not obliged us, Got shent us a good night's rest I Few worts is
to prove that I didn't steal it; I am presumed to be pest. Goot-night, Got Almighty, goot-night ! "
Truesdell, W. H.
innocent until I am proved to be guilty. Millions of
THE DEVIL IS IN IT.-A clergyman of "indeinnocent men could be convicted if they were always
Vore, Mar}" A.
bound to prove that they are not guilty. It is the finable" character, going to say prayers, had great
difficulty in putting on his surplice. "I think," said
Walkinshaw, Wm.
W!IEOn,H. J,
West, John
affirmativ, every time, that must be demonstrated.
Wallace, 0. M.
Wood, Enos
WheelAr, Geo.
he to the clerk, "the devil is in the surplice.'' The
Wardwell, B. F.
Wood,J. W.
Wllllams.H S.
If
one
asserts
that
there
are
men
who
wear
their
Watson, H. R.
Wright, S. G., M.D.
Willis, H.
heads beneath their shoulders, I cannot prove that astonished clerk stared till he got it on, and then exthere are no such men. The burden of proof rests claimed, " I think he is, sir!"
Zinsmeister, Jacob
We shall take great pleasure in adding new with the man who makes the assertion, not with me,
A wouLD-BE prophet declared that "he was sent to
who denies it.
names to the above list;
So with the Spiritualist; I cannot prove that he is redeem the world and all things." Whereupon one
wrong, it is for him to prove that he is right; and, of his audience sent up his little bill with the remark:
Elmina Abroad.
until he does so, I am justified in refusing to believe "Perhaps you'll kindly redeem that."
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS: I hav been here in this anything in regard to the matter. So far, there has
"WHAT did the Puritans come to this country
great metropolitan city for ten day('!, and intended to not been sufficient evidence to show that there is a
hav kept you posted as to all I saw, felt, and experi- spiritual body, and, therefore, I hav the best of for?" asked a Massachusetts teacher of his class.
enced. But though woman proposes, yet the fates reasons for rejecting the theory, namely, the lack of "To worship in their own way, and make other people
dispose, and the powers that be so arranged it that I proof. We are not to believe anything without do the same," was the reply.
.
took a heavy cold and had a bilious attack which proof, are we, brother Noe? I am not bound to
PARSON, to boys playing on Sunday: "Boys, do
kept me in bed five days. I'v had the best of care prove that the Bible isn't inspired, or that the pope
and kindness and weathered it through as comfort- isn't infallible. It is the business of those who as- you know what day this i11?" "Heigho, Billy, here's
ably as possible, and am now once more ready to see sert the truth of these things to produce proof. I a lark! Here's a cove as has been out all night, and
can't prove that there isn't a spiritual world, but by don't know what day it is."
the sights.
.
.
I hav seen the holy place from whence comes our all the rights of the human intellect I refuse to be~OME good J?eople hav a custom of teacht?g ~heir
precious TRUTH SEEKER, and where presides Mr. lieve that there is one until I hav evidence enough
Macdonald as its head and guiding star. I saw dear to convince my mind that there is one. Do you go children to.thmk of a tex~ as _they drop the_u piec.es
of money mto the contributiOn box. A httle girl
Mr('J. Bennett too, the quiet little wife of our absent back on this brother Noe?
Perhaps I' might hav put my thought into better 1up at High Bridge rece~tly saw the box approachhero. Her cosy, cheery little room looked very
pleasant and home-like, though one could but long words, and ha v said a little differently, thus, "I do not ing and began to search m her memory for a t~xt.
for the presence of the absent truth seeker himself think that any well-disciplined mind cares to believe .r She hesitated for a _few m~ments, dropped the dime
to make the picture complete. I'v attended the Lib- in immortality·" but let me explain, and then I guess 1in the box, and exclaimed trmmphantly: "A fool and
' allow my sanity.
lh"Is money are soon parte d".
eral Club there at Science Hall, and seen Stephen brother Noe will
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~election#.

It rests on the presuppositiOn of Theism, and stands
or falls with it. The being [personally (?)] of God
being acknowledged, the one postulate of ChristianChristianity.
ity is the doctrin of sin.
Frcnn tlul Bo>tm Herald.
Now, Prof. Fisher, if he will be candid, must adAt last a Christian divine has come to the rescuil mit that no Atheist or Materialist, so ualleif, has deof tbe "Christian religion" in the North American nied the being of a sometbin,!!: which, by a figure of
Review, a nil occupie11 fifty pages. He is a scholar speech, may be .called God. What has 'been denied
and a gentleman. and standil high, if not at the top by the acutest minds of whom we hav any knowlof New England othodoxy. What he says is richly edge is that, in that being, there is any personality,
worthy of study. Every Freethinker will thank him or any conceivable analogy to any human per11on.
for saying it. He iii simply a Fisher of men, and They never did and never will deny their own condoes not attack Inger~oll, as Jeremiah, the "police. sciousness, nor that there exists distinct from it, perroan," did with his club. Indeed, this Christian vading every atom of matter outside of it, a principle
gentleman sap1, at the outset, that he is· not ambi- of life-myMterious, unfathom~tblelife-they only de.
fious to be a malleus hmreticorum. He is not going ny that tbie existence of life touches the individual on
to maul heretics-not even Atheists. This is good, the moral side. There is in every individual, sentient
and i!hows how Christianity has progressed. It used or thinking, a physical partnerilhip whith a universal
to burn them.
something which throbs in every artery and tinglPs
Prof. George P. Fisher, in the first of his fifty in every excited nerve. But to say that this ~orne
pages, expresses the opinion that the heretics are thing, as a personal or individual will, by authority,
straw that has been "already well threshed," and advice, or suggestion, makes itself a partner in the
further controverily is needlesR. Then he goes on to moral conduct of individual life, is contradicted by
say: "In truth, it is remarkahle to notice how many the observed facts of all ages. God, if we are to call
of these objections were made by Celsus, alii early as the something so, has thus far been a silent partner
the close of the second century-for e:umple, the in this matter. If that impersonal being imposes
objection from the alleged di~crepancies in the gos- any moral rule or lesson upon individual minds,
pels-and were iluccessfnlly disposed of by Origen, nothing like unity of purpose or suggestion can be atthe great Christian scholar of that day."
tributed to him, for individual minds widely differ,
To the Atheistic or M>J.terialistic scholar of this a nil. no two think alike. All think according to their
day, three or four remarks suggest themselves. First, infinitly varying circumstances and surroundin!l's.
granting that Origen successfully dii!posed of such God, whatever his being may be, has not been the
objections as be quoted, since the work of Celsus has same for different races, nor for different ages.
perished, we cannot be sure be disposed of all. Prof. Fisher's article really amounts to nothing less
Second, the habit of the church militant of burning than a confession of this.
all herE tical books leads us to liUspect that the early ·But suppose we take the Christian definition of God,
Chrilltians de11troyed Celsus's manuscripts becauae "as a being without body, parts, or passions ; of inthey were not quite satisfied with Origen's answer. finit power, wisdom and goodness-three persons of
Third, Origen himself was regarded as heretical, be- one substance." Our theologian may then well say,
cause he did not believe St. Mark . (xvi, 15), the "The one postulate of Christianity is the doctrin of
very foundfltion of orthodox Cbristianity, in all sin." No rational mind can po11sibly grant that posthe subsequent ages, down to that of the distin- tulate, so far as sin ag~inst God, as thus defined, is
grrished Yale professor himself, and this is, per- concerned. Sin, 0£ course, there may be against a
haps, the reason why Origen r1ever had "St." pre- finite person, whether superior or inferior. Such per·
fixed to his name. Fourth, if all Christi~n gentle- sons may hav a moral as well aR physical relation to
men were to act as Origen did in qualifying himsP.lf each other. But the finite cannot even conceive of the
for the Christian ministry (see Matthew :x:ix, 12), infiuit, and an infinit being" without body, parts, or
Christianity would soon cease to be hereditary, if it pasi!ious, with infinit pow:er and wisdom," is, by the
did not cease altogether.
very terms, incapable of suffering or injury. He
In his fifty pages, Prof. Fisher gives away his cannot be sinned against.
whole cause by making divine revP-lation exceeding.
So, if the postulate of sin be gl'anted, sin can mean
ly gradual, by making, in fact, God as well as man, nothing but a violation or disregard of certain ab·
Darwinian. He divides his argument into nine heads. srract principles, defining the utili tieR or happiness of
Under his fourth head, he asks, "What is Christiani- B<'ntient beings, principles to which God himself
ty?" and answers his own question by saying, "It must be subject, if he existed as a person, and to
is composed of facts rmd doctrins." His facts, as which he necessarily is subject, whether he exists
he goes on to propound them, are first, the imperfec- as a person or not.
tions, animosities, and unhappiness of men and women
Probably, as to practical effectivness, Prof. Fisher's
-which are undeniable; and second, alleged miracles fifty pages may be reduced to this one sentence of
or supernatural occurrences, of which human liter- his, the substance of which has been uttered millions
ature, whether we call it sacred or profame, is full. of times:
These miracles are questionable. Indeed, the pro"One should look at the state of things which
fessor himself repudiates the greater part of them. would ensue if religion and the Christian religion
The tests by which he distinguishes the genuin were swept away, and men were left to be born, and
miracles from the spurious or imaginary do not toil, and liv, and die, 'having no hope and without
seem to be, like chemical te11ts, effectiv and reliable. God in the world.'"
But, suppose they were perfectly ilatisfactory; supIf, instead of the scripture text which h·e quote11,
posing his miraculous or supernatural facts were not Prof. Fisher had closed with these words, "Basing
manufact1ued to support the "doctrins" whivh he their hopes on wh2t is knowable, instead of what is
propounds under his eighth head-it is still an open not," hiil problem would be more fairly stated. The
question whether the doctrins hav had any influence real question is, whether the safety of society dein promoting or ameliorating that deplorable class of pends on suppressing what little truth we know, and
natural facts which are admitted on all hands to be preaehing as truth what we only imagin to be so.
real and genuin. It is quite unnecessary to notice
The human race, being naturaliy gregarioUiil, has
more than one of the specially revealed facts, which always, in proportion to the development of the
the professor assumes; to wit, that the fir.st created mental faculties, recognized as moral law the prin·
man fell from an estate of holiness and immortal ciples of reciprocity, justice, and fraternity. But,
health by eating a forbidden fruit, which is said to unhappily, the mental faculti~s always hav been, and
hav had the natural and inevitable effect of making probably always will be, unequally developed, they
the eater know the difference between good and evil, are so dependent on material organization, which adand thus brought death into the world. The profes- mits of almost infinit variety. With the natural
sor had only to step into the geological cabinet of love of power, this lays the foundation of that menYale College to see satisfactory evidence that this tal and physical tyranny which has hitherto been
fundamental fact was the work of sheer imagination. exercised through tlle theology of all religiomo-the
He seems to hav confined himself to the theological Christian being unmistakably the worst.
cabinet of that venerable institution. Observation
Prof. Fisher labors pantingly through fifth pages
and science hav at last revealed the fact that man, in- to prove that the race owes to the Christian thestead of falling from a perfect state of holiuess or ology all its civilization, refinement and deliverinnocence at the modern date assigned to Adam and ance from degrading and other brutal vices, as
Eve, had existed for a'\Ons, ages on ages, before, and if there were no other elevating force than that,
been gradually rising from the pristin mud. Prof .. as if the Christian church threw away its thumb·
Fisher admit~ that, since Adam and Eve, by their screw~, racks, and fagots of its own accord, without
reckless ambition to know what the gods knew, fell any regard to such men as Beccaria or Voltaire. As
to a miserably low condition, both morally and phys if Calvin put out the fires of the holy Inquisition.
ically, ~l~e race has been g!a~ually rising to itH pres- As if Christian believers, and nobody else, ever reent pmnt1011 unrler the Chnstian and the'' wild grow- garded rightful authority or preferred universal good
ing religions." He attributes this rising since the to narrow self-interest. Can Prof. Fisher point to a
fall of Adam to the gradual divine revelation. To single Atheir;t who ever persecuted a fellow-mortal
what doe3 he attnbute the rising before that epoch? for his honest belief?
Tl.te professor'll grand fundamental a"tlumptionProf. Fisher remarks that" the gospel was brought
for at the clot>e he expressly disclaims any attempt into the world in a way to pour contempt on human
to prove it-is dehyeJ into his eighth head. There pride. 'l'here is no pomp of any sort attending its
he says:
advent." The pity is that this praise is pretty much
. "We lea:re th~ gos~el history to glance at Christian- confined to its advent. Pomp is by no means the
lty on the ~octrmal s1de. [Observe, it is bad gram- worst thing in the world or the church. But that
mar to begm gospel or Cluiiitianitv without capital which was kept up for ages by a holy dynasty that
letters.] Uhrilltianity is the religion of redemption. wore a pyramid of crowns, as vicegerent of almighty

God, and whose present potentate is whining for the
loss of his temporal power, has cost mankind a world
of ignorance and poverty.
It is particularly cheering to know, from this charn.
pion of orthodox: Christianity, that it " seeks to
mold society according to jnstice and love. It seeks
to infuse into government and regislation the spirit
of equitv." I sh:tll begin to believe this when the
churcheii come forward spontaneously and ask the
eivil authorities to tax their property in houses of
worship as other property-mine, for instance-is
taxfld, and not a moment before. Christianity, in
shirking taxes, repudiateA the expresR injunction of
its alleged founder, and castR upon him the imputation that his professed humility was only the means
of vaulting into supreme power. In saying thifl I do
not undervalue the charaeter of J <'Bu.,, ~o far ali I can
gather it from the gospels. Neither do I confound
the mass of Cbri11tians with their creeds. The former
are worthy of great respeet for their practical virtues
in this world, while the latter are simply nuisancesunburied ghosts of ideus-at the very best, they are
no better than owls in the daytime. They are mon·
uments of centuries of time wasted on a future world
which no God baA ever been pleased to reveal to us,
and which might hav been profitably employed in
making this wcrld 'better.
I contrast these tolerant, if not genial, utterances
of Prof. Fisher of Yale with those of Prof. Phelps
of Andover, in the Congre_gational organ, in which
he deplores the growth of modern Spiritmdism, anil
C"Unolels the restorll.tion of r<-spect for that. "divine"
commandment found in Exodus xxii., 18, not that he
would burn or hang the Spiritualists as witches-for
that might cost our foresta more for fag·ots and gib·
bets than the railroadR do for ties-but he would
restore a holy horror of any mterconrse with another
world through any othrr medium than a professional
and duly conscrated pi'iesthood. I can hardly account for the differenC'cJ between t.hese two Christian
professors, except by the abRence of a well-stored
geological cabinet at Andov<'r. I would most respectfully call the attentlOii of the faculty of that
seminary to the f:Jct that geology is fast undermining theology. Would it not he well, in order to
keep the latter pme and ~<imple, to admit no candidates for the ministry who hav been corrupted by it?
And, if it will not shock them too much, let me suggest, since the failure of .national praying in the late
exp,..l'iment, that public prayers llhould be much
shortened. Jesus, ag is well known, discoural)'ed
these long aildresse~ to deity in public, and recommended the shortest form, then in general use, to be
offered privately. I wonlo also ~uggest that, if any
are disposed to adopt the nwommendation of the
founder of Christianity, of bles~ed memory, and find
their private devotions too l.~rief, they should add to
the Lord's prayer this petition: "0 Lord, wilt thou
graciously prevent me from unconsciously making a
donkey of myself in public? Forever, amen."
Boston, Jan. 25, 1882.
ELIZUR WRIGHT.

Jeffersonian Democracy.
[The following letter is addressed to Hon. C. F. Black, president of the Jefferson Democratic Asoociation.]

I accept with gratitude the honor donA me by the
Jefferson Democratic Association of York inadding my name to their list of honorary members.
I thank you, also, both for the documents accompanying your letter, and for the agreeable manner in
which you communicate the action of your association.
For many years I hav wished to see the Democratic party re-created in the spirit of its illustrious
founder, and of his worthy colleagues, Madison and
Gallatin. I. hav, nevertheless, voted with the Republican party from its organization, and I do not
doubt that an immense majority of its members and
of its leaders are honest and patriotic men.
On every national issue except one (the extension
of slavery) the Democratic party seem.s to me to hav
b&en substantially right; but, in the course of tim~,
that one issue became all-important, so that, every
other interest had to stand aside until it was settled.
Happily, by the union of patriotic men of all parties,
that terrible questio:r.t is forever at rest, and the time
seemil now ripe for a revival of the simpler and
august principles which triumphed ~n 1800.
Not that we should follow Thomas Jefferson, or
any other man, with thoughtless devotion. Jefferson
and his colleagues were sufficient for their own day;
but no man, and no group of men, can be sufficient
for all days. New questions are upon us, new dangers, and new difficulties; and we hav to ask ourselvs, not merely what Jefferson did in his time, but
what he would be likely to attempt or advise if he
were now present among us.
. .
.
I think, for one, that he would be a Civil Servwe
reformer, because the spoils system is not democratic.
It savors of personal government, which he hated.
I think he would be a more positiv and sweeping
Free Trader even than he was in his own lifetime;
and yet he would probably not desire to precipitate
Free Trade, and unsettle in a moment the work of
sixty years. He would wish rather to proceed cautiously but unswervingly, having in view the total
but not sudden extirpation of the protectiv system.
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I thin~, too, that he w:ould endeavor to remedy an 1 continuous operation of pureiy physical causes, out evinced by a letter from him, introducing Thomas
inconvemence from whiCh every president of the of a primitiv, relativly formless matter. But these Paine, in which he says to General Lee: "The
United States has suffered; an inconvenience result- foregleams of the truth were transient isolated, bearer, Mr. Thomas Paine, has requested a line of
ing from the inadequate compensation of the higher steril; and it is indisputable that Darwi~ was the Introduction to you, which I giv the more willingly
officers of government. A kmg can get any man to first to proclaim it with conviction and authority, as I know his sentiments are not very differe.nt from
serve him., because a king can offer to the most valu- and to challenge for it the reluctant recognition of yours!'
able man his market price, while a president of the the world.
This was ju~t prior to the Declaration of IndeUnited States, representing the richest employer in
As it was, more than ten years passed before the pendence, and none did more to bring about that inthe world, has an extremely limited range of choice, bitter and unscrupulous opposition encountered by dependence than the great andgood men who were
because he cannot make it possible for poor men to the "Origin of Species," at the hands of scientists no then and now stamped as Infidels.
accept difficult situations without doing violence to less than of theologians, had given place to a calm and
I will giv you another instance of the' sound intheir own interests. When President Jefferson asked respectful consideration Nor was it until the last ten dorsement of Infidelity in those dark days. I quote
Jam~'S Monroe to proceed, upon short notice, to or twelve years before his death that the solidity and from Charles Botta's "History of the War of the
Paris, to negotiate for the purchase of Louisiana, he splendor of the author's triumph were 1mmistakable. IndependencE~ of the United States," translated by
lamented that he could not offer him just compensa- Ere he died, howev.,.r, Darwin knew that his infltl- George Alexander Otis, a three-volume edition pubtion, such as a merchant or a corporation would giv ence was traceable in every field of biological inquiry, lished in Philadelphia in 1820, as follows: "At this
for a private &ervice of corresponding importance. that the foremost men of science in every country epoch (1776) appeared a writing entitled 'Common
When the negotiation was at an P.nd, by which the were avowed champicns of his doctrins, or had grad- Sense.' It was the production of Thomas Paine,
United States obtained an acquisition of territory ually refrained from disputing them, and that the born in England, and arrived not long before in
more important to it than any country has ever yet theory of evolution, to one side of which alone he America. No writer, perhaps, ever possessed, in a
permanently obtained by conquest, Mr. Monroe re- gave expression, bad obtained a firm base of oper- higher degree, the art of moving and guiding the
turned only to render other gratuitous services, and to· ations from which to essay the conquest of the whole multitude at his will. It may be affirmed, in effect,
end fifty years of arduous public life in insolvency and realm of nature. Darwin, for his own part, _confined that this work was one of the most powerful instrudependence. How different the fate of the negotia- himself to the discu~sion of the causes which hav ments of American indenendence. The author entor Pmployed by the Emperor Napoleon for the few brought about the present condition of living matter, deavored, with plausible· arguments, to demonstrate
davs' service rendered by him without leaving home! assuming it to hav once come into oxistence. But he that the opposi.tion of partie~<, the diversity of interFor that single act Napol"on made .M. de Ma.rbois lived to see the principles he had accredited applied ' sts, the arrogance of the British government, and
a present of nearly forty thousand dollars.
by Spencer and Haeckel, and a host of younger in- its. ardent thirst for vengeance, rendered all reconThomas Jefferson never contemplated a govern- vestigators, to the problem of evolution in its most ciliation impossible. On the other hand, he enlarged
ment either of millionaires or poor devils; nor poli- complex and recondite aspects, philosophical, socio- upon the necessity, utility, and possibility of indetics controled by boases assisted by pugilists and lo~ical, and cosmi~al. In short, there is not to-day a pendence He omitted not to sprinkle his pamphlet
bar-keepers. He wished to see at the head of gov- ~nte~ on any s.ubJect able t? command the ear of an with declarations calculated to render monarchy
ernment& the flower of the human race. He wished Intelligent audience-there IS not a reader competent odious to the pP.ople, and to inspire them with the
to see cities governed by men who had proved their to balance evidence and decide for himself-whose desire of a republic. The excellency of the English
capability by having succeeded in bUt>iness for them- fundamental notions touching man's place in nature, Conatitution had uever, till then, been called in quesselvs. We can tell with certainty what kind of men hiR origin and his destiny, hav not been materially tion. Paine criticised it very freely in the part
he would now wish to see in office, whether federal, affected by the revolutionary movement of which which relates to the royal power; but prail!ed its
state, or municipal, by recalling the men ehosen by Darwhi mast 'be acknowledged to hav been a chief other institutions. He pointed all the calamities
which had weighed upon England, notwithstanding
himself when be held the appointing power, Every prPmoter.
member of his cabinet waa a liberally educated man, . After all allowances a~e made O? the score of t1:e the much extolled goodness of its Comtitution, esand he chose persons of proved ability for employ- ~I_rcumstances under whiCh Darwm. announced his pecially since the reestablishment of monarchy;
ments demanding men of business.
discovery-for altho~gh _the theologian knew t~em thence he inferred that it contained some essential
He hated the heredity principle because, as h0 said, not? a;nd even the sc~entist ha~ n?t yet recogmzed vice which opposed the happiness of the people, and
"IT HEAPED IMPORTANCE UPON IDIOTS." The boss their Import, many kinds of SCientifiC data had been this lurking defect, he affirmed, was royalty. To this
,system doe& the same, and hence I am bound to co11- ac<mmulated, which it was impossible to reconcile he attributed intestin discords, and the frequency of
elude he would hav hated that if he had livt:d to ~<ee with the old hypotheses of catastrophic geology and foreign wars. He congratulated the Americans that
it dev~>loped.
specific creat~on-t~e luster and far-reaching conse- he ever had placed it in their power to create a ConI wish your society great prosperity and suCCFS8. quences of h1s achievement cannot be exaggerated. stitution that should embraee all the excellences of
Thomas Jefferson bequeathed to us immortal princi- If man's greatness. should be measur~d not by the that of England, without any of its defectR, and thus
ples; it is our humbler part to create methods for ~orce expe~ded, but 'l:Y the _resu_lt attamed-not by again he intimated the e.xclusion of royalty.
"The success of this writing of Paine cannot be
giving those principles effect. The nation has not mnate quahty of .t~e Impelling_ mtellec~, but by t~e
become corrupt; it has simply grown very b.rge and r~nge and d~ra:biht_y of _the Impul~e Imparted-1£ described. The vehemence of opinions redoubled
very rich. We hav to adjust our politics to larger a•._ove the artistiCS~Ill 'Ybw_h ~ealswi~h the forms of in the minds of all. Even loyalists were seen to deconditions, and apply Jeffersonian principles to the tbmgs soars the. ~men~1fi~ mtnght which reveals the clare for liberty; a unanimous cry arose for indegovernment of a vast and growing empire. In this fuud_a:mental venti~s-lf It be a wo.rk of tra?scend- pendenue (b. 4, vol. ii, p. 83).
Thus we see that from the most reliable sources
arduous work I trust your society will bear a part.
ent drfficulty to ~phft an epoch-!flak1ng doctnn from
Respectfully yours,
JAMES PARTON.
tb_e. scorn attach_mg .t? a. h~resy mto an almost sul?er- comes the honest announcement that Paine was an
Newburyport Mass.
stttwus veneratiOn-If It be a consummate proof of indescribable power for good. Yet from the pulpit
'~--------·
power to shake religions, found philosophies, and and the preacher.o we he>~r him denounced, while the
revolutionize man's attitude toward his fellow-man characters that would disgrace the James family,
Darwin in Westminster Abbey.
and the rest of the animal creation-then neither described in that inspired and holy book, are held
From the New York Sun of April 26th.
To-day the author of a book, which twenty years Bacon, nor Newton, nor Boyle, nor Harvey, nor any up to us as worthy of imitation.
Mal{SHALL 0. WAGGONER.
ago was denounced from every English pulpit, will other scientist on .England's roll of honor can be
receive the honor of interment where Sir Isaac New- placed on ~he eame high plane with the author of the
Internal Planetary H at.
ton rests, in the consecrated earth reserved for Eng- "Origin of Species." Among all the great ones
land's great one8. The earth· moves, said Galileo, buried in Westminster Abby there is not one so great
1'he theory that the internal heat of planets is
and perhaps the most impressiv proof of the fact as he within his special field-we had almost said in ('aused by the pressure of gravity was first proever exhibited will be offered to men's eyes when the any field of labor.
pounded, ao far as I am aware, by Dr. James Millebody of Charles Darwin is buried in Westminster
son of Indianapolis. In 1877 he wrote a series of
Abbey.
Lee and Paine.
articles for the Boston Investigator on what he called
There were many names on the Continent, and not
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: the "Embryonic Theory." The two main points of
a few in England, which carried with them more Major- General Charles Lee, second in command to his theory were: I. That planets grow by meteoric
weight and authority than Darwin'11, when, in 1859, George Washington in the Continental army, and accretions; 2. That internal heat is caused by the
the author of the "Origin of Species" propounded a second to none in every point going to make up a pressure of gravity. In 1878 he republished his
theory which had been repudiated by Buffon, by military commander, was in his day continually per- essays in a book of 104 pages, which he sells for one
Cuvier, and the aocepted leaders of biological specu- secuted on account of his cutspoken expressions on dollar. This book I commend to D. W. Smith, the
lation; which ran direotly counter to the preposseil- the subject of Christianity.· He was outrageously writer of an article on the subject in the last TimTH
sions of most contemporary naturalists, and which treated by the followers of Henry VllL and Calvin, SEEKER.
gave a grievous shock to the traditional opinions, and by one of the most infamous congeries of things
I hav myself written brief articles on the subject
not only of professional theologians, but of all read- called men in the way of a military court, he was for the New York Sun, some of which THE TRUTH
er11 of the Bible. The scientist who assumed with suspended. This fact walil really the ca.use of his SEEKER has copied. Several abortiv attempts had
Cuvier that each species in the animal and vegetable premature death, which took place Oct. 2, 1782. been made to controvert the theory. The last one
world wall the outcome of a distinct and separate The undeserved disgrace evidently troubled his waR by one Geo. Hendrix, in November, I88I. I
act of creation, and the bumble Christian, who be- mind to the last, if we may judge from an extract looked for his name in the New York Directory, but
lieved that man was brought forth at one stroke with taken from his last will and testament. Aft<'r dis- it wasn't there. Hut soon afterward he was arrested
all his noble attributes, a little lower than the angels, posing of all of hi!) effects, he closes his will in the for defacing the Andre monument. I am only sorry
were equally revolted by a doctrin which announced following words: "I desire moilt earnestly that I be didn't blow up the damned thing.
W. H. B.
that the innumerable species, genera, and families of may not be buried in any church or church-yard, or
organic beings with which the world is peopled hav within a mile of any Presbyterian or Anabaptist
Mr. Dana Corrected.
F1·orn the Sun of April Hth.
all descended from common parents, and are, indeed, meeting-house, for since I hav resided in this connthe lineal offlilpringof animalsandplants which lived try I hav kept ~o much bad company when living
To the Editor of the Sun, Sir : You ought to be
long before.the Silurian epoch.
that I do not choose to continue it when dead. I careful about indorsing historical errors. The HeDarwin's hypothesis was mind-shaking and revolu- recommend my soul to the creator @f all worlds and brew observance of the PaEsD-ver is not 1,300 years
tionary, not because it was wholly new, but because of all creatures, who must, from his visible attri- older than the last supper of .J eaus. Bishop Colemo
it had never been so foroibly presented, and, above butes, be indifferent to their modes of worship or bas proved that, until the t1iscovery of the "book of
all, because the hour was ripe for the promulgation creeds, whether Christians, Mohammedans, or Jews; the law in the house of the Lord," in the reign of
·of the truth. There is no doubt that both Lamarck whether instilled by education, or taken up by re- Josiah, 624 n. c., the Jews were gross idolaters,
and Treviranus, more than half a century before flection; whether more or less absurd, as a weak knowing no Sabbath no1· Passover, nor other holy
Darwin and Wallace, had suggested the main thesis mortal can no more be answerable for his pernicious days. This is apparent enough from the ab~;euce of
of the doctrin of evolution; and it is certain that notion, or even Rkepticism in religious, than for the all notice of those holy days in the books of Joshua,
the theory of natural selection, or survival of the color of his skin, aud I do 3-ppoint the above-named Judges, Samuel, and the ea.rlier portions of Kings
fittest, bad been put forth by Wells in I813, and Alexander White and Charles Wiliiam Thurston ex- and Chronicles.
elaborated by Matthews in 1831. Indeed, there is ecutors of this, my last will and testament, and I do
Bnt, though the Jews knnw no pasRover till about
reason to believe that more than two hundred years revoke all other wills by me heretofore made."
624 n.c., it was doubtless a very ancient institution
before the formulation of the Darwinian hypothesis,
General-Lee was known to be a frank, out-spoken among other civilized nations, and probably had its
,De_scar~e~ held that the physical world and all things skeptio, and a disbeliever in Christianity.
And origin in the worship of the sun, moon, and stars.
m It origmated by a process of evolution, due to the among others, this fact was known to Franklin, as
ANTIQUAB.Y.
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better than what, if reports be true, is enacterl and giv him one-quarter as much he will not want for
uttered in brothels and houses of ill-fame. I am heart the necessaries of life. I, for one, shall still giv when
and soul opposed to polygamy, but how can the Bible I hav anything to spare. I hope to hear- of many
Christian censure the Morman who, with the Chris- tens rolling in to him. Those that are not able toAPPLE RIVER, ILL., April 19, 1882.
tian, t:tkes the Bible a'l his guide? The latter teaches giv ten make it less. Hoping all may giv, and trust1\IR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for Mr. Bennett's his offspring in their youth that the Bible is all true, ing many will,
Yours truly,
c. L. ROBERTS..
Round-the-World books. Yours,
JAs. BACKLER.
that David and S 'lomon, the two greatest libertins
Mr ..EDITOR: Miss Maria L. Follett, of LeClaire has
that ever lived, were the men aftflr God's own heart
FREMONT, NEB., April 21. 1882.
in wisdom and in power, and yet Christians curse the been appointed assistant secretary of the Iowa 'LibMR. EDITOR: I beg to hand you the inclosed $5 for
poor, oppressed, and despised Jew, while they swallow eral League. During my absence from the state
"A Truth Seeker Around the World."
the entire Jewish Bible wholesale, and teach their please address all correspondence touching League
Yours truly,
FRED MEYER.
children that concubinage, mnrder, theft, robbery, work to this most energetic worker. It i,; likPly the
adultery, rape, drunkenness, in fact every crimP annual state convention this year will take the form
SAN BERNADINO, CAL., April 17, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5, for which send known to man, was ordered, sanctioned, and approved of a grove meeting, sometime during August. We
by the Jewish God.
hope also to utilize July 4th at several points in the
Around-the-World to the address of
A. KEIR, SR.
I repeat, that the inconsistency of the Christian re- state. If we knew for certain the time of Mr. Benligion is revolting and demoralizing, inasmuch as nett's return, we should arrange for one or more
NEW HOLLAND, PA.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I hand yon $5 to pay in ad- it teaches the infamous absurdity that no matter meetings along his line c,f travel a~ross the state, in
how great the crime committed, only pray to Jesus accordance with friend Kinser's sug~estion. May do
vance for the three volume;; Round-the-World.
and he will take .the murderer into his he:tvenly something of the kind yet. Let our assistant secreYours truly,
JOHN B. BRUBAKER.
abode. No class of idolatry on eR.rth can cope with tary hear from the friends upon this matter. What
the Christian idolatry ot to-day. Look at the condi- say you all ?
E. C. WALKER.
ALBION, N. Y, April 24, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for the Round-the- tion of every Christian army that wages war
Sroux CITY, IowA, April 20, 1882.
World trip. It is rather late, but it will help to against :an other, both professing to be the chosen
MR. EDITOR: Having. failed to see any notice in THE
children ·of one God;' both proclaiming that he is a
bring Bro. Be:o.nett home again.
C. E. CoLBURN.
God of love, charity, peace, good will to his children, TRUTH SEEKER frnm this portion of the '' moral vinDEWITT, IowA, April 22, 1882.
impartial and forbearing, etc., while ea~h army has yard," I will send you a brief report of the Liberal
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 to help the old a chaplain, who falls on his knees and prays sentiment of tlliR city and vicinity, so far as my
veteran truth seeker on his way home, and to pay that his flock, the soldiers, may slaughter all and knowledge of the same extends. We hav a live, activ,,
for his book of travels in distant lands.
every one in the other army, and citing the infamous and growing city whose citizens are mostly Liberal,,
Yours truly,
ANTON MILLER.
lies of God raining fire from heaven after prolong- and many of them outspoken and free to express
But as ·we hav no Liberal
ing the slaughter by Joshua for twelve or fol}rteen t.hemselvs as such.
BosToN, MAss., April 24, 1882.
hours. Such infamous lies hav never been put in League or othAr organization, few lectures are given,
MR. EDITOR: PleasA find inclosed a •· V" for the print in any book on earth. Then to hear it asserted and· but few Liberal papers are circulated, conseRound-the-World books, Vlhich I would like sent as that every advancement in science and improvement quently most of our Liberals who are in business
soon as convenient. I am sorry I hav not felt able is taken from the Bible is ridiculous. If so why think it to their advantage to patronize th'l churches,
to send it before. I hope that you will find a place should eighteen hundred years hav pasc;ed without a none of which, except the Catholics, could be susfor the within inclosed, for I think the worlrl. needs railroad, .telegraph, eteamboats, and millions of other tained if the financial support of the Liberals was
it. I am a sincere worker in the cause of humanity, improvements that hav been put into operation, withdrawn. Our city is alqo fully supplied with saN. H. DILLINGHAM.
never been brought about, as has been done· within loons and houses of prostitution, but as they are supthe last sixty years, and nine-tenths of all hav ported chiefly by the Christian element, the withRAVENNA, O.,'April 24, 1882.
been the work of the Freethinker; in fact, but few drawal of the patronage of the Liberals would not
MR. EDITOR: Wishing to be a helper in the cil.use of our inventiv geniuses believe in the horrible fables appreciably affeet their prosperity.
of Freethought, and to see the star-list grow, I in- of the Bible,from the fact that nature 'teaches the
I hav heen preaching thP. gospPl of universal menclose $8 for the Round-the-World volume as my reflectiv mind that they cannot be trne. And as to tal li bert.y in a sort of "missionary manner" to those
share in helping that fearless champion of Free- prayer, no jargon on earth is more nonsensical; no of my Christian friends who were not afraid to listen
thought, D. M. Bennett to meet the expenses of his prayer on earth was or ever will be answered except to reason, and much of the "seed" has fallen on
great work. I r!esire the volu'mes bound in morocco, by man or woman; the application of the word he "good ground" and promises a goodly harvest for
as I believe in the gospel of good b"oks well bound. or him makes a personality of what is termed God; truth. I find the people are hungering and thirsting
Truly yonrs,
MARIUs HEIGHTON.
hence, if a personality, how is he to distribute his for common ,.ens<> Liberal literature, and devour it
form over the universe into countless millions of in much larger doses, and more eagerlv, than the
OGDEN CITY, UTAH, April 18, 1882.
churehes, temples, halls, sanctuaries, etc. ·No man ancient inhabitants of the land of Yahweh did the
MR. EDIT0R: My subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER ever saw or ever will see a personal God. Such does doctrins taught by a fellow who, it is claimed, fattened
expired over a month since, but it still comes regu- not exist. But it is laughable to see how Jesus several thouHands mAn, women, and children on five
larly, for which accept mv sincere thanks. I hav could divide the devil that wa'l in one man so as to little biscuits and two herrings to prepare then for
been somewhat short financially, and unable to send put a devil into each poor hog, and yet cross over hell fire.
the wherewith for the continuation of the paper. that little lake and bring seven devils out of Mary All the TRUTH SEEKERs, tracts, papers, and Liberal
which I so anxiously look for; hav managed to Magdalene. Perhaps she had gone slaughtering busi- books I get are passed around until worn out, and
accumulate a "V," which I fnrward for the three ness, and eaten the pork, and got all of those devils yet they cry "morA." I shall send ~·ou several new
books-hope I am in time-" A Truth Seeker Around out of the meR.t that contained that division of devils, subscriptions for THE TRUTH SEEKER so®n. And now
the World." Must ask your forbearance for a while as certainly there must hav been a slicing up to a I want to mention another matter of interest to the
longer for the supscription price of the papAr.
devil in each hog. Poor things, to suffer such mis- cause, viz : Here in northwest Iowa, southern MinneW. W. Snholes, of Barnesville, Ohio, is to be pitied ery from the meekand lowly Jesus; itwas aninhuman sota, Dakota, and Nebraska, is a good field for Libfor being so weak-minded; it is no fault of his that act; but as it is .and ever was a horrible lie, the hogs erai lecturers to work successfully. Many of the
the pflalm-siuging and the cooing of the nice young were not tormented any, nor did Mary Magdalene people are Liberal, and I believe several of our good
ladies hav made a Christian of him. Let him go ever hav seven corporeal devils in her.
lecturers would be well received and sustained in this
where the woodbine twineth and the whangdoodle
If not too late, please ·accept $5 for the Round-the- territory. We hav been making some effort to get
mourneth for the loss of its first-born. Liberals World books. I hope to see that noble man Bennett. Col. Ingersoll for a lecture here soon, and hope we
want no such men in their ranks, but men and
may succeed. W., shall also endeavor to hav Mr.
Yours truly,
M. WILLis.
women of sterner stuff, those who hav an opinion
Bennett stop here on his way home should he come
YATES CITY, April 25, 1882.
of their own, and dare to maintain it, let the conby this route.
MR. EDITOR: I feel glad all over to notice there is
sequences be what they may. As Davy Crockett
Mr. M. K. Wilson, formerly of Michigan, has recentsaid, be sure your right, then go ahead, like a tongue a movement in progress for the relief of Jeremiah ly located here in Sioux City, and will respond to call
flown hill with the sled out. There are a number of Hacker. A man that has devoted a lifetime to the to lecture at any point in this region if expenses are
,,
Liberals here, but are as sound asleep as t!1e noted emancipation and disenthralment of his fellow-man guaranteed.
seven sleepers, and the orthodox devil and his imps, from mental bondage deserves a better fate than the
Aithough age and ill-health hav prevented Mr.
with Gabriel and his hor·n, could not rouse them. almshouse. He was in the lecture field at a time Wilson from lecturing much during the past two
The trouble is they feel too secure, which is all when it was not popular to say aught in faver of years, he is now restored and eager for the work.
wrong; it is necessary to hav an organization, and freedom of opinion against the dogmas of the Chris- His series of lectures on "Catholicism" and on the
hold meeting-s once a month, at least. The churches tian religion. He has traveled thousands of miles on earlier history of Christianity and the crime, frauds,
hav their tea-parties, socials,-fairs, etc. Let the foot, lecturing in schoolhouses, in the open air, or and bloodshed employed to establiRh it, are unsurLiberals, in every town, do the same; charge a small wherever he could gather together hearers to listen pa!jsed as weapnns for the extinction of orthordoxy,
f1 e, and donate the same to some worthy object; it to him.
and in my jurlgment the best introduction LiberalFor what did he do this? For gain or self-ag- ism can hav where lectures hav not been heretofore
will promote good fellowship, and be a source of
amusement for the young and old as well. A great grandizment ? No! He Wfmted human beings to given.
many fear to act, on account of their bui!)iness; my become men and women. He desired· they should
Four or five years ago H. L. Green, recognizing
friends, it will not hurt your business half so bad to reason and think, and he was furnishing the food the fact that many "good " people lost conside.rable
be honest, straightforward, and sincere in your be- for thought, that they might be enabled to break the sleep wrestling with doubts as to whether their
lief, as to cringe to orthodoxy. Uphold your prin- shackles that were fettering their minds. Liberals names were recorded above in the "Lamb's book of
ciples, and if you lose by it in the long run, I agree (can I call you such?), are you aware that to such per- life," thereby insnring their salvation, resolved to
to join a church; yea, the Baptist, and be ducked sons as Jeremiah Hacker you owe your freedom of remove all such fears from the minds of the "unthought and deeds? Do you ever think and consider godly" by opening a lamb's book of life here below,
thrice for the sake or Christ.• Selah!
May you liv long to flourif<h the pen for the good had it not been for such as he that you would now where all Freethinkers who desired could hav their
be compelled, directly or indirectly, to contribute to names recorded, and a certificate of record issued to
cause of mental freedom, is the wish of
the support of the church at least tenfold what you each in proof of the fact. Mr. Green had the book
ED. HOFFNER,
now pay for the dissemination of Freethought prin- with him at the Hornellsville Convention in 1880, and
BATTLE CREEK, MICH., April 22, U~82.
ciples or be ostracized from society? I believe it. I enrolled my name and received my certificate, as
MR. EDITOR;. For over thirty years I hav looked We are reaping where he end others sowed. Whilst no doubt ·many others did, thereby saving much
upon the old Bible and Testament as the most dan- he trudged wearily on foot from place to place, at valuable time which might otherwise hav been
gerous, pernicious, and un.truthful books ever pub- times sleeping in sheds or out-buildings, and some- wasted in prayer and anxiety.
lished on this earth. With those volumes no crime times without supper at that (as he writes me), we
I understand Mr. Green finds the list of names and
that the human r11ind could conceive of but is at- are enjoying the benefits resulting from his priva- addresses thus obtained valuable in travels on lecttributed to the character of what is termed God, or tions by an enlarged plane of freedom of thought. uring tours, and in organizing Leagues, conventions,
the Lord, or the meek.and lowly Jesus-a pack of the He is now past eighty. He has always been true to etc.
most silly inconsistencies that can be imagined. Of the_ Freethought cause. Shall we let him want in his
I wish to procure the names and addresses of every
of the hundreds of thousands of theological sermons old age? I hav be~n in correspondence with him Liberal, whether Spiritualist, Materialist, Deist, Secpreached throughout tbe world, no two agree in for the last eighteen months; hav accidentally or ularist, or Agnostic, to be entered in a book I hav
their definit beliefs, while each giv their own opin- otherwise let something slip into the letter I wrdte provided for the purpose of a'' Freethinkers' Register
ions, put their own construction on what they assert him that would gladden his heart, no matter how and Directory of the Northwest," the object of which
is the word of God compiled in those two books, much, but if necessary he will tell you if one in will be to aid in promoting the cause by extending
which I view as a tissue of lies, fables, obscene, and no twenty of the professed Liberals of the country will acquaintances, organizing Liberal Leagues and socie-
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ties, procuring lecturers and engagements for lectures, etc. No fee or expense will be attached, and
I hope to receive the aid and co-operation of every
person in the north west interested in the cause of
Universal Mental Liberty, and freedom from Comstockism. SPnd me yonr names, age, oc"upation,
and address on a postal card. Those who desire
may be recorded as belonging to ·either branch of
the Freeth ought army. When the list is sufficiently
large I will hav it printed at my own expense, and
a copy mailed to all who are recorded, and .will keep
the book constantly open for a reference for all who
desire to use it as such. Yours fraterally,
N. N. E. WooD, M.D.
THE LIBERAL LEAGUE MOVEMENT,-AN APPEAL FOR ORGANI.
ZATION AND ACTIV WORK. .
liR. EDITOR: In my journeyings through the West
during the last winter, I hav learned that the great
mass of Liberals are in favor of the Liberal League
movement, and all agree in the o·pinion that this organ~zation is worthy and deserving of the support of
all who favor the secularization of the state. The
proceedings of the last Liberal League Congress was
such that it virtua.lly united all Liberals who were
disposed to be reasonable, and, as I believe, it placed
the League movement on the high road to success.
All that is now necessar-y is for the Liberals every_
where to wake up and go to work to make the' next
Liberal League Congress that meets in St. Louis, in
September, a great success: The secre1ary or president of each auxiliary League that has not held regular meetings of late should at once call together
the members of the League, and take measures to
increase its mem hers hip and prepare to be represented at St. Louis. And in the thousand places
where Liberals hav for the last few years been talking of organizing a League they sho~ld at once meet
and organize, and order a charter of Secretary Leland. I can hardly think of a place of the one
hundred or more towns tbat I hav visited during- the
last winter where they hav no League, but the friends
ha.v informed me that they intended to form one
soon. Now this is just the time 'to put all those
good intentions into effect. Before the 1st day of
July we can hav one hundred new, ac+iv, chartered
auxiliary Leagues if every person who desires an
auxiliary League formed in his or her lor·ality will at
once move in the matter. It is not necessary to go
to great expense or much trou'1Je to form a League.
Let some earnest, activ Liberal draw up a petition
to the secr<>tary of the N. L. L. for a charter for an
auxiliary League; then pass around the town and
procure ten names, and fifty cents from each person,
which will make up the $5 (charter fee). Then mail
the petition with" a post-office order for the $5 to
T. C. Laland, Sec. N. L. L., 744 Broadway, New York
, city. The person who gets up 'the petition will be
considered the temporary secretary until the League
is fully organized. So soon as the charter is received
a meeting should be called by-the temporary secretary to protect the organization. The organization
can be perfected by the election of a president, secretary, and treasurer and board of directors.
Friends of state secularization and Freethought let
us now go to work as we never hav before, and push
forward the League movement. After the 1st of
June I shall devote myself most exclusively to this
business in the state of New York if our Liberal
friends in that state "Wiil aid me in the work.
We must go up with a hundred delegates from the
Empire state to the St. Louis Congress. There
should be as m'.LllY delegates to this congress as attend a Presidential Nominating Convention. Shall
Liberalism hav such a "boom?"
H. L. GREEN.

~;,

thousand brass bands, will render visiting impossible, He said God could not save a sinner; the Holy
Ghost could not, as he had no blood; all the angels
could not; man could not, his blood was poison. Nobody but Jesus could save from hell.
He arlvo,..ated all thn threadbare doctrins of our
pilgrim fathers, such as original sin, foreordination,
immersion, a gold-plated heaven (for "our folks"), a
double-back-acting, three-headed, compound God; a
bloody salvation for a few, and hell and damnation
for the millions.
Parties that heard him at Manchester, Greenwich,
and Hartford say that his sermons are a mere repe.tition of the same stories. Let him tell it, and it was
down in Greenwich, over in Maine, down South, up
North, out West, and down E tst where he did "big"
things, but, alas I he could do notking here.
He gave the family that entertained him a public
hit for not having what he termed a "family altar."
His back ached, and he felt sick anri diocouraged
because the ladies did not come up and shake hands
with him as they did at Hartford. He was short and
touchy, and blowed up the janitor for adjusting the
lamps or windows during the sermon. He told the
Christians to go nowhere where they could not take
Jesus with them. This wa<~ a cool one for many who
hav attended dances and shows all winter, and when
the very church he was preaching in was partly paid
for by theatrical performflnces; kissing-parties, and
heavenly restaurants, oyster slops, and egg sociables.
Mr. Earle asked that ti:J.e places of business, stores.
shops, etc., be closed during the hours-of his meeting. His wishes were almast universally disregarded.
He told the people not to be anticipating too much
about meeting their friends who hav died i"n heaven,
as many of them were probably somewhere else. He
told of a 111an in .Syracuse who hacl ·three layers of
ice in his heart (it must hav bPen that cold summer
C'f 1800 and froze to death) and he got it melted out
by attending" three of Mr. Earle's red-hot prayermeetings.
His converts were some dozen of girls and children,
of the intellectual capacity which is usually seen in
converts who are prayed, sung, teased, and scared
into heaven. They prayed for nearly all the unC'onverted and vi<dted some of the business men, but.
failed to make a single convert among the intelligent, well-read people.
As Mr. Earle is called a "big g1tn" and second
only t.o Moody, the Christians should giv up the idea
of h~tving another revival unless they can get Jesus
Christ himself to superintend it in person. Mr. Earle
received his pay by people putting five-dollar bills
or larger into envelops and handing them to him.
It was urged that they giv him nothing less than $5
each. To close the last evening Mr. Earle and two
ministers stood up, and the audience were requested
to pass around and shake hands with the three.
Only about two-thirds of them viewed the remains.
It is almost the universal opinion that Mr. Earle
injured the church more than he helped it. Perhaps
there are revivalists who can convert the whole of
W.est Pawlet, but they are yet to be found. Bring
on your~next!
SELAH.

AN OPEN LETTER TO JOHN JAMES, PRESIDENT OF THE NEW
TEMPERANCE SOCIETY OF LA CROSSE.
LA CROSSE, :M:arch 6, 1882.
SIR: I want to make a few suggestions, right here,
about your "New Temperance Alliance." I see by
the Morning Chronicle, of the 25th ult., you had a
mass meeting in the opera house, to take into consideration the .best course to pursue to stop selling
liquor and lager beer on the Sabbath (do not you
know there are Sabbaths for every day in the week?).
Now, I want to say right_here, and I am very sorry
REVIVAL AT WEST PAWLET.
to hav to say it, that in my. opinion, you are fightMR. EDITOR : The Baptist church at West Pawlet, ing the effect instead of the cause; for instance, if
Vt., hav just been having what they call a revival. there were no liquors drank, there would be none
Rev. Mr. Earle, of Massachusetts, has been with them made.
six days. l.le is an old hand at it. He has been a
You are aware that, ia the Bible, it is stated that
minister for fifty-two years, and preached 2,300 ser- Noah, directly after the deluge, got drunk, and was
mons. He came here well recommended, and the "uncovered within his tent." You know, also, that
enthusiastic religious fanatics who got him to come Lot got drunk, and his two daughters went and lay
here supposed he would convert the whole of West with him. And you also know, if you hav read the
Pawlet· in about fifteen minutes. He had been at Bible, that Pa.ul says, "Take a little wine for your
Hartford and Greenwich, N.Y., and had converted stomach's sake." Now,if these holy men of God
almost everybody and everything, and all thought were old topers, what can you expect from sinners
that West Pawlet would be but a mouthful for him. of the present day? Paul asks: "Hath not the potter
But, oh, how different ! His preaching consists of power over the clay to make one vessel unto honor
stories and yarns about somebody dying without hope and another unto dishonor?"
in Christ and going to hell. These stories disgusted
Now, if what Paul said be true, had not God power
the intelligent, thinking people of this place, who over the clay to make man good and intelligent, or
hav long ago given up the idea. of endless punish- had and wicked, just as he saw fit? God made man
ment. He told about a man dropping dead up in to become a drunkard, or he never would hav been
Maine, and seventy-five people found Christ during one. Why, God, the very first pop, put a tempting
the excitement. He told of a young man who died tree in the Garden of Eden as a snare and temptaof a sore throat, and, although Earle was there and tion, and then got his back up about it. It is no use
prayed for him for half an hour, his last words were, saying he gave man a free will to eat 0r not to eat,
"Too late, too l.ate." He told of a man who said for that makes the matter ten times worse, for he
when he got' to heaven the first thinf4 he would do knew he would eat in spite of it; he had made him
would be t0 find his mother. Then he would beg to so. I tell you, if you intend to make prohibition a
be excused and go and find Jesus,. and he would sit success, you must kill the appetite for intoxicating
down and look at him for a thousand years. Sup- drinks. All the prohibitory laws you can pass will
pose that one half of the people who hav died are never produce anything but mischief, in snite of anyin heaven watching Jesus, it is estimated that Mr. thing you can do to the cQntrary; and as long as
Earle will be unable to get within five miles of the there is a demand for intoxicating drinks they will
object of his love. Just how clear a view he will get be manufactured, in spite of all you can do to preat that distance can be imagined, while the rattle-to- vent it. Why, they will tell you they know more in
bang of the harps and songs of praise, worse than a. one minute than you can learn in a year. There is
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a law against horse stealing; does that prevent the
stealing of horses? Are people to stop keeping
chickens because thieves bav a desire to steal them?
Are we to do without money because some people
will steal it whenever they get a chalice? Because
some people will jump their board-bill are we to hav
no boarding-houses? I am satisfied you will never
succeed m your temperance theory unless you can
destroy the apretite for intoxicating drinks.
Now, in order to commence reform, you want to
put away that old smutty Bible; then I will help you
all I can, but not till then. And the next thing. to
do will be to giv the rising generation a good, common sense education. But 1hat you never will do
the way you are proceeding, for the whisky and lager
beer pressure will be too strong. I guess you will
find that ·neither hell, brimstone, nor damnation will
fetch them, as they are proof against all these. They
know that your Christ made wine and got drunk at
a marriage-feast, and got others drunk as well. l::!o
they are satisfied if they believe that, at the last
trump, y:mr Christ will save them, for so he said,
So the sinner will come out all right in the e.nd anyhow. How handy it is to have such precious saving
grace at last, as it givs encouragement to all villainy
and crime..
·
I am the well-wisher of the human race,
J. PETTY,
MooERs, N.Y., March 27,1882.
MR. EDITOR: The inclosed piece, which I clipped
from the Pittsburg Sent·inel, is probably no news to
you, as it bas appeared in the Troy Times and other
papers, but I don't wish it to escape your notice.
You will see in the last paragraph of the article that
the Methodist clergy would hav us believe the reverend offender innocent, though you may, like myself, be at a Joss to know how long they want us to
wait for the decision, whether in this real world or
in their fancied next; whether they.will judge from
the color of the child's hair or hav us wait till he
adopts a profession to see if he is a born minister.
However, members of his congregation heJ;e, who hav
known him well, don't seem incliner! to believe him
innocent, f· ·r I hav heard several of them express a
great contempt for him. "He uught to be shot llke
a dog," and such like. But the most. amusing remark I heard was made by an old deacon of the
same church. "I· feared as much of him," sair:l the
old church dignitary," but wh1.t I liked of him was
his style." As the above remark was the first I
overheard of the conversation, and the people of this
neighborhood seldom speak of anything but horses,
I imagined they were talking about a four-legged
stallion until further conversation revealed the fact
that it was a two-legged one, and a disciple of the
meek and Jowly Jesus at that, that was so admired
for his st.yle in spite of his apparent inclination to
evil. Please giv the case as it appears in other papers, and Jet readers decide as to his guilt or innocence-and his style.
Yours for truth, style or no style, CHAS. LAPEROHE.
" A DISTRESSING CASE.

"Miss Dora Forbes, aged twenty-two year~, a daughter of
C. P. Forbes, of Ticonderoga, died at a hotel in Rutland on
Thursrlay of last week, under very painful circumstances.
Since the f>~ilure of hPr father, who was formerly a large manufacturer of sash, blinds, and doors, she has been employed by
a milliner establishment at B•·unswick, N. Y. Before her
death she gave birth to a child, of which she charged that
Rev. W. L. Smith, a Methodist clergyman, of Brunswick, was
the father. Heartbroken aud almost crazed by grief and
shame, th" young woman died from nervou• exhtustion. Her
parents are of the highest respectability.
"Mr. Smith admits having sent $50 to her while she was ill,
but denies the truth of her charge. A. number of letters written by him were found in her trunk.
"Mr. Smith has been aPquainted with tbe family several
years, having been pastor of the Crown Point Methoclistchurch
fvr ·two years. Five years ago he wa• stationed at Mooers. It
is only just to say that the Rev. Mr. Smith has heretofore
borne the highest reputation, and has been looked upon by his
charge and his brother ministers as one whose character was
above reproach. The Rev. Fred Widmer, presiding elder of
the districtrin which the accused pastor labors, says that Mr.
Smith was one of the most conscientious and careful pastors in
the diRtrict, R.nd that he is confident that Mr. Smith has been
terribly maligned and that he will be able to clearly establish
his innocence when the proper time arrives."
DALLAS, TEx., April 23, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: How strange it appears to one who has
been mostly taught by nature that man should agree
so well upon the m"rits ar,d near approach to perfection as are the workings of the telegraph, tele·
phone, locomotiv, and steam-boat in all their mechanical devices, and then differ so widely about the
merits, p~rfection, chastity, and wisdom in tbe word
of God. H yon want the contrast properly amplified
take a small Bible, as I hav done, and seat yourself
beneath the sb ades of some great oak near some
prairie, where you are free from all the magnetic influences of man, and watch some western-bound
passenger train as it speeds before the wind. Watch
the engineer, and see if he don't look proud, confident, independent, noble, and wise as he stands or
sits with his hand upon the throttle, R.S he mea~ures
out a known· amount of steam to each mile in a certain amount of time, anu you are bound to exclaim,
How wonderful, how grand, how beautiful, how great
are these. works and plans of man I 'rhen pick up
your Bible, and perchance you may, without thinking, open it, .as I did, at the thirtieth chapter of Genesis, and read the whole chapter; and aft.er you hav
found out the occupation of Jacob and Rachel, Bilhah and Gorl, you are apt to exclaim as I did, How
rude, how filthy is this plan, these words of God !
And you will be apt to close the sacred record, as I
did, with disgust, exclaiming that there is more wisdom, justice, and sublime sentiment in the make-up
of a modern, intelligent, liberal-minded, scientific
man of the present day than there was in the great
Jehovah of the Jews.
D. C. MITCHELL,
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An Agnostic Orphan.
BY MRS. E. D. SLENKEI!.,
There is A. God, so I am told,
But, oh I he must be far away,
El!e would he ~n!eld me from the cold,
And gh· me bread to eat to-day.
'Ti~

sRid he clothes the tender lamb
And covers with long hair the goat,
But•eel howpoorlycladlam,
With none to mend my tattered coat.

'Tis said that heaven Is :tl.lled with joy.
How can It be! Could mother dear
One moment there forget her boy
Who shivers, starves, and su:rrers here 1
'Tis said Gnd hears the raven's cry,
Al"d pitying sees the sparrow fall,
If so, then why. oh I tell me why
· lTe doth not deign to hear my call?
Say, father God, is it designed
That I, an orphan, here should be
To sanctify some saintly mind
By sight of my sad misery?
It's all a mystery to me,
And o'er my mind the thonght wi'll rreep
That God in heaven we ne'er •hall see,
But death will be an endless sleep;
And why not rather so than he
With angels round a heavenlv throne,
While snfferlng fJ·iends on enr' h w·e sPe,
Yet cannot help a single one!

To ]ly Enemy.
BY ALHAZA.
Forget thee-can the dying rose
Forp:et the balmiest hre~ze of even,
Or dew within the lily's cup,
Forget the purest star in heqven!
mu~ic soothes thv heart,
The breathings of the fa1·-off Jute;
Or incense from the sleeping tlowers,
When twilight's holiest voice is mute;

If ever

When fleecy clouds with. anf!el trend
Pa~•lightly o'er the amber se'l.:
And every wo from earth seems fied,
In that blest hour, think not of me.
.Bot if the storm Aof dark despair,
Upon thy pathway shonld de 0 cend,
Remember in that hopeless hour,
Thou hast on earth one constant friend.
Hate if yon will; let me dream on.
"I loved you once"-no fiend oan sour
The nectar of the ro~e·s heart,
Nor steal from me that spell of power.
One word of thine is sweeter far,
Than perfume from a spicy tree;
One breath from thee is lightly blown
From richer balm than Araby.
When wind-harps from the forest deep
Have charmed away the tempest's wrath,
The thought of thee comes o'er the eea,
And seems an angel in my path.

A Dream.
I hav often heard of an age of gold,
With a sun all love-light be~<ming,
And this is an age of iron, we're told;
But it seems like an age of dreaming.
Tom dreams of poverty, Dick of pelf,
Or whatever,s the ruling passion;
And I had a dream t'otber night myself,
So dreaming, I think, is In fashion.
I thought my spirit had left its clay,
And o'er that delectable mountain
Of which "Bunyan raved I thought I lay
By the 8ide of a beautiful fountain.
It seemed a clime of perpetual spring,
Where :tl.owers in beauty were blowing,
And bright plumaged birds did round me sing,
While my bOsom with rapture was glowing.
I felt not hungry, nor thirsty, nor faint,
Nor weariness, although reclining,
And whether I'm counted a Pinner or saint,
1 cared not nor thought of repining_
Anon I could eee in the ttistance afar,
.A rude wall, with huge gaps in the center,
The hingeless old gates had tumbled ajar,.
So that Tom, Diok, ~nd Harry could enter.
And this was the wall, and those were the gates'
We've been told w<•re all sapphires and rubies,
About which priests and poets bav addled their
pate~.

Like silly contemptible boobies.
From the base of the cliff on which stood that rude
wall,
Far, far as my vision extended,
Were hnge bills of sulphur and mountains of coal,
With mom1da of rich minerals blended.
Mld•t the bum of machinery and puffing of steam,
Rose the voices of artiaan~ singing,
There were boats swiftly gliding o'er Styx's old

stream,
And hammers on anvils were ringing;
Scientists here, expounding their views
Before a large health commission.
There, unchristened youngsters, hollering the

news,
"Hell Banner, the sixtieth edition."
All seemerl prosperous and hnppy down there,
I heard neither weeping nor wailing;
'Tis a much better place than heaven, l fear,
For up there oome spJrit was railing.
T'was a queer-looking chap, bound round by a
cord;
·
I jlldged from his garb t'was St. Peter; ·
He was in a big stew, for his ear-cropping sword
Was flashing about like a meteor.
He seemed to be fighting with nothing at all,
But anon I could see a poor specter,
So meager and shadowy, thin and so small,
He seemed scarcely aught but conjecture.
Said Peter," Confound you, clear out, go below,
rij llO blo'Wid Jf WQ'j.l jla.Y ;you up here, lllr,
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the number of pot holes, from ten to sixty feet In
We'v enough such as you, I'd hav you to know."
Said the shade, "I'v skedaddled from there, sir.'• depth, near the Jliohllwk River. They were formed
-by water from the em·face of a glacier, falling Into
Then Pete called a cherub (he looked like an. owl) crevasses and forming cascades, often a thousand
To go down below, and inquire.
feet in bight. The Cohoes elephant. was half a
He went and found Satan just teaching a soul
million years ago, pe•·hap~, entombed in a great
How to lay an electrical w,ire.
mass of moving ice, and when thawed out was
When he'd stated his errand the devil got mad
washed Into the hole in which it was preserved so
And said, "Blast that confounded old Peter,
man'!' years.
He would like to palm on me instead of the bad,
"In the collection ln. Rutgers College is a fragEvery sniveling darned sanctified creature."
ment of a tusk that Is worD down and polished on
one side, showing plainly the peculiar glacial
His sooty old tail uncoiled like a snake,
Heavy Plate Paper,
etrire. A. tusk in the collection of the Philadelphia·
As he shouted, "Now this I'll hav seen to;
Academy of Bcleneee shews similar markings. The
The wicked alone I will willingly take,
American elephant was probably exterminated by
But not both the wicked and mean, too.
the
glacial drift. A famouA place for these eleThere is not a hound ever followed the deer,
phant remains Is the Big Bone Lick, in Kentuclry.
Can match that darned ra8cal in keenness;
Sent by Niall :for Fl:fty -cents
In Warren county, New Jersey, some ft~rmers, in
And although as wicked as aught we hav here,
1
cutting peat in a bog, found the remains of six aniHe rivals e'en heaven in meanness.
mala lees than ten feet below the surface. The ADDRESS fHIS OFFICE.
•' I ordered my imp~, if he came here at all,
most perfect specimen was discovered at NewTo hunt up the mean soul, and bind it,
burgh, N.Y. The akeleton is now in t-he British
TO TIUA.L SUBSCRIBERS
And bring it to me; but, by God, 'tis so small,
Museum. It is twelve feet in bight, and the tusks
We bnd not a devil could find it.
are tdn feet in len&th. The ammals roa.med the
His praiseworthy labors, suppression of vice,
western parts of the United States and Ctmada,
From mydomflin"surely should save him;
aud along the line of the Andes from five degrees
And if be's not fit for your old Paradt•e,
north latitude to forty de~o:rees south, and J'emainR
A WEEKI,Y LIBERA.L .JOlJRNA.L
I hope you don't think that I'll hllV him.
hav been dug up at Quito, nearly two mile• ahove _WUJJ liixteen large pages will b
'
e sent
"No, take him and plant him in he"-ven's old wall, the level of the sea. Their tusks are often plowed •
up by farmers in St, Catherines, Canada West,
for THREE l'IIONTHS, posta~e paid,
Along with yourfavorit strumpets.
FOR FIFTY CENTS.
Let them sit without breeches in sight of you all,· western Ohio, Alabama, l\Iississippi, and V<>rmont.
In Nebraska there was a smaller specie•. ComAnd blow yonr damned two-penny trumpets."
Fnll
letters
t'rom the Editor, now on a
pared to those animals the elephants of to-day are
The poor little cherub trembling tlew
pigmies. The Newburgh elephant was twenty-five tour around the Wf)rld, appear weekly.
A way on his rapldest pinion,
feet in length and more than twelve feet in bight, These alone al'e worth tile price asked.
And left Satan swearing till all bad turned blue,
and its feet were two feet across. So perfectly w~s
Ar.d raising all hell's wide dominion.
Address
D.M.BENNETT,
it preserved that the remains of spruce and hemThough rejected by heaven, and hunted from hell, lock branches that it had eaten were found in the
14.1 Et~hth st., New York.
The specter regained his serenity,
position of the stomach.
And went for some mail-bags; he seemed to know
"Those elephants rarely ranged further north·
well,
than the latitude of St. Catberines, but beyond this
Where to search for his favorit obscenity.
ranged a hairy elephant, a third larger anti nearly
OF THE
I saw several saints taking sly little nips,
three times as heavy as an elephant of to-day.
From cups of the rudest simplicity,
From the end of the trunk to that of the tall it was
I saw heaven lighted by primitivdips,
thirty-five feet in length. The enormous tusks
TO A.D.200.
Though the devil had got electricit;r;
that reached out in great curves were from ten to
By
CHARLES
B. W AlTE, A.M.
sixteen
feet
in
length
and
thirty
inches
in
circumI saw hPll's artisans working up there,
ference at the base.
And building a Jot of new j!iils, sir;
"All along the borders of the Arctic Sea the re_
And Satan himself does often appear,
mains of these monsters are f01md, and within ,_
Attending the sheliff's forced sales, sir.
work has received the Indorsement of tb'e Society
Now I got quite confused, for it seemed to grow few months an interesting discovery has been ofThis
Historical Theology of Zurich, Switzerland.
made. A company of men started from Sltku, in- TheCritical
dark,
preatdent of the society 1s Prof. Gu8tav Volkmar, one
tending to search for the remains of ancillnt ele- of the first lJibHcal scholars of Germany, author of" Die
And I heard a most horrible screaming;
Religion Jesu."" Jesus Naza.renus." •· Ursprungs Unserer
'Twas the milkman who woke me, instead of the phants on account of the ivory. They followed the !Lvangelien " ["Sources of Our Gospels "J, etc • ~tc. He
shores of the Polar Sea for two hundred miles will:- is Profe8sor ot New Testament t:rit1cism and Exe~eslstn
lark,
out finding a bone ora tusk. When aimost<li"conr- the University. and te•cher of General Rel1g1ous History
When, lo and behold !I'd heen dreaming.
In t.lte •tate colle!l"e at Zurich.
aged, disheartened, and determined to abandon tLe
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Prof. Volkmar writes to the author of

search, one of the party in crossing a glacier broke
through the ice and disappeared. As the mass of
ice was more th ..n one thousand feet thick, he wa"
Rehoid him as he standsgiven up ae lost, the nature of the crevasee being
The chains upon his hands,
well known to the rest. One of the party, however.
The noblest and the knightliest one
volunteered to learn the fate of the man. .All the
In Rll the Roman lands!
rope and cord In the party was bound together, and
the searcher was lowered into the bole. · ~hen
On hie black charger he
about one hundred feet down the line slackened
Has led to victory
and a hail was heard. The search!lr was hauled:~
Ten tbou•and thousand Romans through
the surface, and he explained that that thH crev iec
The battle's din and dree.
wali an enormous room in the glacier, and that u....,
Then streamed his war plume white,
incline was so gradual th>Lt wilh but llule worl<
Gleamed in the golden light
steps could be eut and the bottom reached. 'l'ue
His mail and helmet, bearing deep
line was made bet, and, armed with axes~five of
The dint~ of many a fight.
the party were lowered into the chasm. They
found a foothold, and soon reached the bottom .
Now cruel rack and wheel,
where the body of their comrade lay. He was only
His fiesh is made to feel,
stunne•l, and was soon restored. It was then, tlleir
But, lo I his true, unmurmuring
eyes having become accustomed to the darkne,s,
Lips no secret will reveal.
that the nature of their surroundings became apBehold his quive1·ing frame I
parent. The room was about five hundred feet in
Behold the proud, calm :tl.ame
circumference. Against the walls of ice da1·k,
Within hie eagle eye, the while they taunt
ir-re~o:tLlar-shaped masses appeared. Each minute
His naked shame!
they became more distinct, until the men saw high
And break his battle sword,
above them the indistinct form of a gigantic aniThatfor themselvs bath poured
mal standing erect in the i<>y mass. llelow i~, lmt
The blood of foemen where the fiag
further In, and ftLlly inclosed, was another, and in
Of Rome imperial soared I
a !hort time they traced the forms of thirt} .five
entombed monsters. Some were standing erect on
" Step forth I " The headsman ·leads,
their maselv legs, others were lying on their b<tck o
And, though each ftber bleeds,
as if they had fallen into a crevice and llecoult·
Cresentius goes with grand, high
wedged in, while one huge monster had his bead
Mien, to die for noble deFJds.
down, with the body thrown over as if it had f«llen
With bright, unb!l.ndaged eye
headlong into the icy pit. One of them was part(~
Dotb he the ax defy,
thawed out, and the massiv llead and tu•l::• hun~
Whlle bending to its bloody st-roke,
down. From the ponderous trunk depended larg•
. . . A mad, quick tlger-cry
icicles, reaching the floor aud forming a coltwJJ
for its support. The bodies were entirely covere~
Leaps from the people therewith a thick hairy coat resembling jute, but frceer,
Rage, pathos, and despair
so firmly that it could not be cut. An entire herd
Are blended in the awfnl wail that
bad been entrapped in some manner, and wa•
Breaks upon the air.
gradually moving in the body of the glacier tow ..rct
Thus, in a devil-age,
the sea, to be some day oast up on the shore. No•
Was the historic page
one of the creatures, nor even a tusk, could be obSplashed with the blood of men
tained without months of work, and tile men
Who threw at tyranny the gage.
reluctantly abandoned them.
Thus did they dree and die,
"Early in the century a fisherman living near
On block, or cross-tree high,
the mouth of the Lena River,ln Sl.berla, discovered
Because the hell-whelps on the
one of these monsters protruding from an ice-clitl
'l'hrones they boldly did defy.
on the shores of \he sea. The trunk, tnsko, am!
head were In full view twont.y feet above hiru
And though the rack and wheel,
J<'or five succemsiv yeara he vi~ited tile ~pot, and
And though the beadsman's steel,
was finally repaid one spring by finding the huge
No man within our boastful land
body on the sands below. It had been partly deHath yet been made to feel.
-voured by bears and wolves, and the fiesh was so
Still, if we dare defy
fresh and well pre•erved that the meat was cut
A mailed and mitred lie
away dUd given to the dogs. Even the brain and
Of church or state, its tools will
the eyes were well preserved, although, according
Hate and hound us till we die.
to geologists, these animals hav been dead hun-liennP.Ih Lamar, in the Free Trader.
dreds of thoueandc of years. The skeleton is in
the Jliuseum of Natural History at St. Petersburg.
About the eame time & gigantic hairy rhinoceros
was found in the ice, but it was destroyed by bears
"Jumbo wasn't a circumstance to the elephants before it could be saved."
that used to stamp around this country," said a
.professor of natural history when asked by a reporter of the Sun whether the beast ju~t landed was
By John E. Burton.
of extraordinary size. "In 1866, while excavating
in Cohoes. N.Y., workmen broke into what seemed
I.-The Golden lllean in 'J'emperanee
to be a big pot hole or well, ~uch as is seen some- and JteJigion; or, Common Sense In Eating, Drinktltnee in the rock bed of rivers. It was full of muck Ing, and Living.
and peaty soil, and at the .bottom were found the
H.-Tile Inspiration of' Bibles.
chief bones of an immense elephant. It was deIII.-The Birth and Death of' Religions.
termined that the animal had been washed into
Either of the above pamphlet• Bent to any address on
the hole when New York state was covered with
receipt of JO cents, or the three for 25 cents.
glaciers hundreds, perhaps thousands, of feet
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
lH ~lghtll ilt, 1 NOW Yor!t.
tlUC1!1:• ~l:lat CO!lditi9~0f t;b,e C01llltry oa.~ ~~

Cresentius.

The Monsters of Ancient Times.

THREE PAMPHLETS

u

The History of

the Christian Rel1~?:1on." Inclosing the official Jetter of the

society, in which Pfarrer Kupf rBchmidt, the secretary,
s ·ye:

"ln the name of the Society ot Critical Hlstor'c&l The.
ology I hav tbe honor to Inclose to you a few 11nes with

the letter of our venerated Prof. Volkmar. With great
Interest did. we r~ceive information of your book,' HlR·

tory of the Christian Religion to the Year T\\o Hun.

dred.' One of our members, Hen Kappeler. has thoreughly examined the work, and has made to us a report
concerning tt, which became the sulJject of an animated
0

~~~~sf~t~ ~nc~}i~c~~~~~l Yo~r~~~ieen~f11~ :0~7r~·1~\~Ifoa:~~

to r.ommuni ate to you tnat the whole ~toc\ety ts rejoiced
that that department of theology in which we are f\pec!ally engaged h11s found tn America I!O able a represent&•
ttv. An unprejudiced nnd tllorou~h preaent.atton of the
writings connected wit,h the or1gin of our Christian reHglon, such as we Jlllv found 1n your a~mirnbh book,
nlar.es r,heology in accord wtth science; while, dHferently
treat...!d, it sometimes appears in contr<~.diction to tt.''
The 11Uthor hag a.Iso recPived congratulntorv letters
from the autt:or 1.1f "Supernatural Rcllgton," Jn Enghmd,
from two of the editors of "The B 1 ble for Learne. s," tn
Ho 1 hmd, and or hers. One of
Dr. I. Hooyka&s, says,
"\Vith great tt.nd th;.~.nktul Rurnrtse I received your letter
withe copy of your valua.tJle 11 tstn'"y ."
One of the most f:tvnreble reviews of the htsto~y was
made by the learned Norwegian, Bj'lrnst.jernc Bjornson.

the!•·,

Price, $2.25.

Address,
D. lll. BENNETT,
141 Ete:lltb st., New York.

Correspondence "''anted
with a gentleman of good bustneu qualifications and some

means-$:;{){) to $2,000-to help make the home and bust-

neBs of a widow of refinement pleasant and succel!sful.
No incumbrances.

2 t is

W, care WALTER EVERETT, A ngusta, Ga.

th.l88'6
Electro~ Magnetic

Plan chettf,
A wonderful and mysterious little instrument that com.

btnes rlectrictt.y and animal mtlgnet1sm tn assisting Spirit
intellfgencc to communicate through tt with mortals. It
has been in the.marKet a little over two yett.rs,and during

rf:letH;:l1s~~~~~~:~nbc;:e~f c~~;;t~~g:! rbe::~h~~ r,~:n~g:tt~i~~~

!Jeen MOVED BY A POWER Independent of tbemselvs
wb!le their hands hav been placed passtvly upon tt.
WHAT BLISS'S ELECTRO-MAGNETIC PLANCHETTE
WlLL DO.
It w111 answer either mental or spoken questione!; g1v
commuuicatlons from departed friends ; tell correctlE
pa.~t, prel!ent, and future evcnta: warn persons of comtn.o
d~:~.nger; tells you who are your friends u.nd enemies; ct evelop writing and other phases of medtumsbtp; wm wr1te
ror Ma.tertartst.JJ (if they possess the least medtumtst tc

power) as read!ly as It will for medJums
8

):ir 1{~~~~~ea.cttc8onrce

01

belleTers 1n

of amusement, as well asint!truetton,Jn the family during long winter evenings, ll-nd a. deatra.tJ1e companion at t,he summer resort. It ia not on 1Y

the beot., but It Is the cheapest l>Janchett• In the market.
SKEPTICS, TRY IT, and yon will never !Je sorry, for

you cannot fa11 to be convinced that death does not end

all; but., on tile contrary, spirit• survive the death of tbe
body and can communicate wltb mortals.

THE ADVANTAGES CLAIMED OVER OTHER
PLANCHETTES.
First. A paste-board top In place of oiled, stained, or
va~~~~~~~ Jrf.?~·mlnlatnre batterlos upon the top of each

Pl~~Y~J:t~~c~'WI~~~:t[~ 1s ~:~~~:tc~~;

1

11

magnetized and

n•Bigned a band or developing optrlto.
Priee, FUty Cents Eaeh.
Sent post-paid, securely packed In a neat box to anJ'
part of t.he United State a upon receipt of prl\10, Ji'ef .-141
at THll TliUTl! SIIEIP<R olllq~
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WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

THE BOSTON INVE8T1GATOR I

JUST OUT.

CHRISTIANITY
THE

Bennett-Mair Discussion.
BETWEEN

DEITY ANALYZED
AND

(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)
The Cnllest D!scnPJsion yet Published,
ll,"ivlng the Dogntas and Claims ot
Christianity a thorough Ex·
a~tnation pro and eon,
This book 18 a thorough examination of the Christian
ystem of refiftlon, divided Into the followln~ theses:

ra;..~l~:t~;~,r;iU"fr~:'tit~;~c~e~d~~r.~~1~~: ope;~ffg~g~:

The belief In an offspring being begotten by a god
upon a human virgin is nearly a thousand years older tha.n
the mythical story of Jesus and his virgin mother. (b)
Other so-called saviors and redeemers hav been beUeveU
in and reported to hu.v been crucified and to hav died on
the cross many hundreds of years before the same was
said o! Jesus. (c) There is not a dogma, rite, sacrament,
or ceremony In Ohnstlanlty that did not exist In pagan
t'~;~U:~f~Ym;~~~~~~~~d t~~ ;,'6~ 1 J~ousand
before
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements hav been as
fully and truly ascribed to other teachers and founders of
religion u.s to Jesus.
s. The story of Jesus o.nd his mission In t.he world le un:
historical; it is not corrobarated by contemporaneous his-

The oldest reform journal in the
United States,

Is published every Wednesday at the
Paine Memorial Building,
Boston, Mass.,

~~o~~g~' :~ge~~f~~~:~~:~t:a~~~~~d,I~n~~a;nfi~:r~~a

BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO, A. M.
Price, $1.50.

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
a ten,

1

Prussia, ana Switzerland; his relations with Jean Jacques
The lnPattqator ts devoted to the Liber&l cause in rel1g- Rousseau. Frederick the Great, Catherine II., and Pope
ion; or in ot.h"er words, to universal mental liberty. Inde- BemedlctXIV.; what he did at Ferney, how he Improved
pendent tn all its discussions, discarding supeM!t1tious the town. built a church, fought the Jesuits ano defended
0
theories of what never can ·be known, it devotes its columns to things of this world alone 1 and leaves the next, 1! ;~~ti~~th~:.t~iu~~~~ n~s r~~~r~dt~~~rfse~~~~~ttY~· e!~sd~f
there be on!!, to those who haT entered ite unknown exUe, and end! with chapters on hie work. his phfiusophi•hares. Believing that It Ia the duty of mortals to work ca.leystem, his enemies, and som.e hitherto unpubllshed
for the interests of this world, it confinea itself to the letters.
things of this life entirely. It has arrived at the age of
.Many volumes haT been written upon Voltaire, but none
fifty-one years, and asks for a support from thoee wb,o are of tt.s elze contains so much Information as this. From tt
1
0
a clear idea can be obtained of the tmmemJe tntluence he
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By o. B. Frothing:.am:
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By Felix
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Question,
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Sentiments.
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Price, In cloth, $1.
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By George Chainey.
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week In your own town. Te=• and '5 outfit free
$66 a Address
H.
& Co., Portland, Maine.
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The Old Faith and the New.

longer_
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7.,.ms ~2.00 p<1' annum.
7hM World Ia divided In to three parts.
PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George
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story ef • Liberal and !ladles

character.
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our chtldren in Liberal sentiments and principles.
Send t'or a sample eoJ>y.

THt SHAKfR fYt AND fAR
BALSAM

A Confeoalon.

BY DATID FRIEDERICH STRAUSS.

onveraation in venJe between the two great reformers

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Price, 10 cents.

FOR TIIElU,
Send for a. circular price Ust or sen<' vr bids. I guara.n.
tee to send my Liberal frlendo their printing prepaid""
The Darwtne. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 centa
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The Cler2:yman'e Victims. Price, 25 cents. John's Way
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Specimen'
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40tf
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Just Published in Tract Form.
~5 to $20 per day at home. Samples worth i5 free,
Address STINSON & Co., Porthmd, Maine.
Your Moral Code is a. Taluable collection of practtca
precepts, suitable for general us.e, because inspired by
wisdom, goodness. truth, and the logic of eommen sense
tending to improve men here, and t~ave them from mean
neaa, Injustice, and crlme.-R. C. Trowbridge, Tully, N. Y
I hav just read with a great deal of pleasure your rema.rk8 at Horne!lsvtue.-R. Sayres, HannilJal, Ma.

Reuben Dailuv'B ·Moral O,Jde,

n

CONSULT!~

To my mind itconta.tnethe bast eode of morals extant
-C Close, Grattan, Mich.
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..DESIGN" d\1 NATURE.
REPLIES TO THE

" Christian Guardian" and" Chris·
tian Advocate."
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
This pamphlet was considered necessary becaulile the
paper attncJ<Ing :Mr. Pringle refu&ed to publish hlsreply
to it. lts criticism was upon Mr. Pringle's argument
against design tn nature, and this work containl!l bor.~ the

:::aJ~rr~~a~eg;1de~~!8f6~ ~h~ :xf:t~~~~e~;n~J ~t~[ r.~~
1

1

0

1

complete and overwhel.R.ling refutation.
Prtce .10 c.ent.s. Sold &t th:ls o1ti~A.
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(ll"rom tilt. HOUle ar.d HMM. N. Y.)
Among the successful phyalclano who hav departed
rrom the narrow beaten track of ortho~oxy, we may rank
Dr Fellows, of VIneland, N.J. Hla prtnclpleo are true
ni system bBBed upon £c1entftc toot."
'
[From tht. (./Jlo.) .l.llb<rat.
The reputation of Dr. Fellows Is au11lclent to warran
ar.y o!le In reposing con11dence In hls skill and ability
These in need of h!a aid should not fllll to consult him at
once. ProeraotlllaUon Is the thief of time. and often costo
t:h~a

HfA "f' o. llnman
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~'JUST LET ME SHO\N YCU"
D!~

P

;Qr£'E'S

Han:l-B,:k cJ Ireal~h F.in:e
AND READY RECIPES,

JiEDUCED.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible.
Price reduced to 15 cents, from 25 cents.

Worth S25. Cost 25c.
By t'.e Et.nthor of
"PLAIN Ho""m TALK'' ANn "'MF.nro.&.L
C(.I.\U-lu·S SEN;,E.. ''

12 3 ~~~~·::c:·,~,.~\f~~rlCCu~~u~i g:,~~[,~~;1a~I:J~
men rR ; a v~! !l<llJI'! H•,Jok ol H.e!crence !"or ~very
1

F~~~~~l1'i"n~ ~:~k~~t.~·1;:!e~tuu'f.e'1J .m Rvgl~n&

THE

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
.BIBL~.
Treat.!?, npon the god! of the Semitic natlono, Including

box with good en:ect. Please send me rhree boxes more.
·
MRs. G. L. BRuWN.
1
PHII.ADELPHIA,.PA., Jan.lB, 188'!.
eBD~~~~ ~~t~g~tJ~~t~~ ~~:t~;~ ~e~~f~~. ~1~~;
I received Dr. York's Pllla, and u.m ba.ppy to ~:~av tlley hav ~J~~he
ing that oooR to he a very inferior production for a first.
done me much good. I gave a few to my friends, and they _class
By D. M. Bennett. @~ !~ pa,ea. l"aper
Jlli;e them oo well that I an; oTbi!!J,e d ~ aeund for som., e more. uon, God.
60 ~81!>,.., ~: "'of.!l. fl.
·
J,WB. •.
a, 2819 L 6 lllH~•
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Curps all forms of" PRIVATE,
aml SEXUAL DIS...
EASES.
StHwmatorrllea and Impotencv0

CHHO~lC,

An examination of t.he creeds, rite•, and sacred writings

Unselieited 'J'estintoni~tls,
the London edition 745 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $8; leather, $4
KEWANEI~, ILL., Feb. 20, 1882.
Send me some more of Dr. York's Pills. 1 used one oox: morocco, ~:lit edges, $~.50.
With great benefit.
·
MRS. C. C. Noi<TH.
FAR7liiNGToN, }fiCH., Feb. 15, 1882.
My wife thinks that Dr. Yurk.1 a Ltver ana Kidn-ey PiUs
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD
~~1h~~~ her a great deal of good. Send
s~:s~'r:~~.re
FoRT SF.NJ<:CA, 0., Feb. 10, 1882
A frteud of mtne desires me to reque~t you to send lltm
three boxes of Dr. York's Liver and Kidney !'Ills. I tblnk
the pUis tt.rea grand thing.
W111. Mo~TGOMERY.
LHVERF.TT 1 MASS, ,Jan. 28, 1882
I received safely the pills yuu sent me. They ;;tv good
satiafact,ton. I w111 endeavor to introduce them to my
trtends, as I think them a valuable article.
A. ADAMS.
CLINTON, N.Y., Feb. 21,1882.

N.J ..
pbY"lelan~an.:t UM;

1

1

mx.

Vsf~ELAND,
,, •5):"1':'-,ulrly erln('~ttc ~n~ J~f'"."-llY qnlllllied.
••:: ~c"<:':t':>~.u I, ll·1l! :~ ~:;:-····;.leo W1ll prove,

1

BY WILLIAM DEN'I'ON.
PRICE 7EN CENTS.
Sold by D. M. Bennett,l41 Eighth at., New York.

Exeluslv Territory and Liberal Com·

Pu1•e/;y VegetalJle, and do not contain Mercu1·y
Calomel, 01' any other poisonous substan.:e.

SEND TO

ELMIN A

.Reuben. Dailey's Printing Office. ·

Th.e Lc{;end
an

AND

DR.

Two volumes in oJte. The translation revised and re
writren. Strauss 1.8 too well known by the renders of
America to require a single word to be Bald In his prslae.
Price, '1.!10.

D. :M. BENNETT,
141 8th etreet, New York.

THE PEOPLE'S READER •

BY

BESAN'J',
For sale at this o11lce.

JESUS.

Is pro-ring to hundreds the most efllca.cious remedy fo
all deleterious atfcctlono. Falling sight, dullness of hear.
ing, or u roaring" of the ears, as well sa overstrained and
A eketch of man's physical, polttlcal, mental, and
weak eyee, are Immediately Improved by Its nse. Intlam.
social development in past, present, and :future.
matlona and all ophthalmic dl11lcultlea regulated.
By GEO. C. S'l'IEHEI,JNG, M.D.
SO cents Pflr box.
Addre""
G. A. LOMAS,
Price 25 cents. For sale at this o11lce.
!tf
Soakers. N_ v.

BRADL&UGH

ANNIE
Price, 25 cents.

HALLET

fil Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass.

A. treatis on the Population Question.
CHARLES

1

:~ii~~~ ~~~c~~~gge::!!!de\?;r ~g~ :tir{l~~s ~~~i~n~oga~~~~
to step ant of the orthodox paths of thought.
PRICE, PAPER, 75 cents; CLOTH, ~1.00.
Address D. Ill. Bennett, 141 8th at., New York.

CH RONBC DISEASES,

Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Dloeasesof
Men, the Diseases of Women and the vartoua causes
pression tn its assertion that all power is of God. As a pnyslcal ~nd social, leading to them are plainly treated b
·proof of this thale.>ders and bright stars of the Christian that plainest of books, PLAIN HOME TALK, E:MBRAC
church hav been among the worat tyrants and oppressors ING :MEDICAL COMMON· SENSE-nearly 1,000 pages, 200
Illustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave.,
of human ltberty the world has known. ·
1
1
6. The Bible and Christianity hav oppressed woman and
hav deprived her of the rights to which by nature she Is ~r~!~~rkir1'1t:'~~::'e ~~i~~~~~~;fms~t'r~ 1l~~~g~ ·~ ~iu~a
SEEKER thna speaks of Dr. F001'E and hie medical publicaju~:~r~~~~\5\~· and Christianity ar~ unprogreaalv In their tiona:" We l<now him (Dr. Foote) personally and Inti.
nature; they are founded upon the doctrin and authority
of trod himself, and are therefore incapable of progress ~';i:~~ at~~;r~:ar. !'l:a~ll 0~h~::·~~~~~~tt~~~:U~~~e~~j
motlvs, whose life has been spent In Instructing andJm.
and improvement.
B. The Bible and Christianity do not teach the higher
class of truth and the beat variety of religion which man- ~~J~~ctr,ii~f:~a;;,·~'if:.'Iff'e ~h~~~~u:i,~irg~t~~~~~i!
happy; and to be better and more useful men and women.
kind are capable or receiving.
His medical works possess the blithest value, and hav b{len
Price,
u.tso.
Introduced and thoroughly read rn hundreds of thousands
D. :M. BENNETT.
Address
of families, who to·day stand ready to bear willing teotl
141 El~>:hth at., New York.
fo?a"J,t~I.tR;gfe~~~;~gfi;,~~:r~~:cg;~h~~~~~~e•a ~b~
Imparted."
·
Purchasers of PLAIN HOME TALK are at liberty to
T.H.B
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FREE,
Price of the new Popular Edition, by mall, l'ostaW ~e.
~~d only Jfi~il_.,c-?uii"r'i~ ~i;~TJ~'ifiN~~~V/A
T129 East 28th at., New York.
BY

This work Ia an epitome of the life of the great In1!del,

~~~reosr~~~~n~~~dc;~r~;~~~d ~~::~~P:~t~t~~~~f~~,bft
~~ j~~~f~':.:d'rt~n!fafe';f 'f~!t~;n..!:fthB~yJa:::,~r~;:~tg;aJJ:

please send your eubscriptton for ~ilx months or one year,

DOLLAR~

and Abroad.
(England, Holland, Belgium, Prusola, Switzerland), with
unpublished letters of Voltaire and Mme.
Dn Chatelet.

~gfti~ r:·~d ::~?g?s ~~P~~tlfN· E~~~~n~~~~~~~~d~c~~~~t~~

Address D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth street
New York,N. Y.
~~d~t~~~ ~~y~gc~~a:~t~~~d ~ ~s~f~~~~fiyr~~~ :1.n~':~~~:

~~fft~~~ht~~~~~~~~~~;, ~s:;~rti~~ a~IJ~~:~ f~~~~l~J:

LABOR

CENTEN&RYOFVOLTAIRE.

VOLTAIR.E IN EXILE:
His Life and Works in France

Tran.lated wlt:el\ha"nJ~~~~SP.8~~6':1r:.Y Messrs. F. T

Edited by HORACE SEAVER.

~~::a.~n~}eg~i~t ~ ~~1r:1~g ~~ ~~~~[-%~~ ~:~Y;~!ft~~~~ · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - It has fostered

I

BY BENJAMIN GASTINEAU.

The Devil'sDefense.

top' The teachln a of Jesus are derectlv In morals, lntelll·gence, and sctenfwc tnformu.tton, and, so far as they are of
value, his moral precepts and teachings were equaled by A series of letters written during
many eages and teachers who preceded him. The Bible Itweeks visit in Europe.
self was written by men Illy Informed In scientific know I·
edge, and does not harmonize with the facts a.nd principles
BY D. M. BENNETT.
tn nature known to be true.
5. The doctrlna and claims of Christianity hav been a B50 pageo. Price, $1.50.
of hate. conten~on, war, and bloodshed.

•

By .JOSIAU P. MENDUM.

(a)

yea.ra

0

•

D. D. BENNETT and G. M. MA.IR.
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7, 1882.

GODLY WOMEN OF' lHE BIBLE.
BY AX

Ungodly Woman of the 19th Century.
Mowlf l!5ll

l'"'lea. Prta.~, P&JI!Ir. !10 ~ll>tiii a!o~,11

*·

~or i.U !l••at!<lnlll Cl,r.lll'on a-~nse un CIJCtnlOil
~oll8, Hy;;t!'"nl~ Durat:vs M~a.rlnJ·e•, H•1w ~a

.A.-ro1ti Uttd·•IJ!r&ble. Cl:dr1rf'n, Knucks 'Wortb.
Knowing, H!nlfl ::m 5a~hin;.:-, on !'\un~lng ~he
R!c\o:; or. :tm~r:.>:f'ltH'! .. !';, !Hnts tor Ptt,c:-ntn•~

Womenr Gogeth~r with. a(lm~ of the ?rh·l\te
JJ"o~ule of Dr. VooTz, .. nd other :ol,yalclAn:.

z~;tt.,~l:'~e~~t.~1 f,nd~-il·"""'".''.'"l~~ !~·~' :~·;~·-:· lr..;
lo
D.l\i. BENNETT- .

Ullllh~ ·~· 11'~'11' Yor~.
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fdds and
TRUE glory consists in doing wbat deserves to be
written, in writing wbat deserves to be read, and
in so living as to make the world happier and better for our livlng.-Plinv.
WITH regard to what is commonly meant by ~a
temperate discussion, namelv, invectiv, sarcasm,
personality, and the like, the denunciation of the'e
weapons would deserve more sympathy if it were
ever prepared to interdict them equally to both
sides; but it is only desired to restrain the employment of them against tbe prevailing opinion;
against the unprevailing they may not only be
used without general disapproval, but will be likely to obtain for him who uses them the praise of
honest zeal and righteous indignation. Yet, whatever mischief alises from their use is greatest
when they are employed against the comparativly
defenceless; and whatevAr unfair advantage can
be deriv"d by any opinion from this mode of asserting it accrues almost exclusivly to received opinions.-.Mill's Liberty.
" ATHEISM does not explain the origin of existence." Perfectly true, but neither does Theism.
Nothing explains it. Origin of existence is unthinkable, even as annihilation is. The Theist
believes in a self-existent god, of whom. he knows
nothing; the Atheist belleves in a· self-existent universe of which he knows a little. To regard the
universe as created, and God as self-existent, is
not to explain the origin of existence; it is only to
cover the difticulty up in a wrapper, and to write
on the wrapper," God." In the old fable, to the
question," On what does the world rest?" the answer come~," On an elephant," "And on what
does the elephant rest?'' "On a tortoise." "And
on what does the tortoise rest?" "It is self-supporting.'' Would it not be simpler to make the
world self-supporting at once? Theism names the
"tortoise" God, and plumes itself on its superior

knowledge.-Besant's Gospel of Atheism.
THIS grPen, :flowery, rock-built earth, the trees,
the mountains, rivers, many-sounding seas-that
great deep BAa of azure that swims overhead, the
winds sweeping through it, the black cloud fashioning itself Jogether, now pouring out fire, now
hall and rain; what is it? Ay, what? At bottom,
we do not yet know, we can never know at all.
It is not by our superior insight th•t we escape the
difticulty: it is by our superior levity, or in•tttention, our want of insight. It is by not thinking that
we cease -to wonder. Hardened round us, encasing wholly every notion we form, Is a wrappageof
traditions, hearsays, mere words. We call that fire
of the black thunder-cloud" electricity," and lecture learnedly about it, and grind the like of it out
of glass and silk; but what is it? Whence comes it?
Whither goes it! Science has done much for us;
but it is a poor science that would hide from us the
great, deep, sacred infinitude of nescience, whither
we can never penetrate, on which all science
swims as a mere superficial film. The world,
after all onr science and sciences, is still a miracle
(i.e., a thing t,) bfl wondered at); wonderful, inscrutable, mngical, and mere to whosoever will
think of it.-Carlyle's Hero- Worship.
··
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PROSE POEMS,

Price $2.00

A NEW singer is named Miss Amelia Wurm b
She just fairly crawls all over the chromatic Bcai<S.
TRUTH is naked, while falsehood is clothed io
gay attire. Truth shou1d put on some clothes af
once.
IT is a great mistake for a girl who has been
cro~sed in love to hold her head under a pump
until life is extinct. She makes such a damp-looking remains.

By Robert G. In;-ersou.

On large, heavv paper.

A TRUTH SEEKER

H,LUltiiNATED.

Aroun~ the WorM.

Made for Framing.
Poetic, Patriotic, Pathetic,
GEN. GRANT BAN<tlJET.
Ingersoll's, response to the toast, " The Volunteer
Seidler."

THE Mormons are getting ready to convince Illustrated with forty cuts, and with a steel "plate engravIng of the author.
·
that commission that they are not polygamists,
never were, and that really there isn't any such
BY D. lti.BENNETT,
thing as polygamy.
PRESBYTERIAN blue is the latest shade in that
color. But Presbyterians are not blue any more.
0 dear, no. They keep up their end of the circus
with the best of them.
WHEN the editor of the World was asked whether
it was true that his brother was dood, he replied
that he was too busy to say anything about the
matter. Business bef!)re grief.
HENRY WATTERSON pl>lyB the piano and poker.
Plays poker best. But Henry's favorit" harp <'fa
thousand strings spirits of Kentucky bourbon made
perfect" ls "a tariff for revenue only." Piano and
poker are merely amusements ..
HEAVEN is losing its reputation faster thau any
place we ever heard of. With the exception of
Sindram, every murderer who has been hung for
years has publicly asserted that he was going
straight there on a cut ticket.- The Judg•.
"How profoundly still and beautiful is the
night," she whispered, resting her finely veined
temple against his coat-collar, and fixing her
dreamy eyes on the far otr Pleiades, " hew sooth_
ing, how restfuL"
"Yes," he replied, toying with the golden aureola
of her hair, "and what a night to shoot cats.. "
PUT away our Johnnie's trousers,
Those his mother patched with care,
Though the patches sure were rousers
On the part that rubbed the stair.
Up in heaven now our Johnnie,
Fled for aye his world! v hauntsGone to meet his brother Lonnie,
Never more to wear patched pants.
A WESTERN editor otrered a prize of $50 and a
•·ear's Rubscription for the beQt written proposal
of marriage from a lady. He picked out a nice
proposal from a beautiful and wealthy widow,
answering it, accepting the proposal, and with the
threat of a breach of promis suit actudlly captured
her. Editors may not acquire wealth by writing
twenty-three hours a day, but when their genius
takes the right shoot they procure the persimmons.
"WHAT shall we do to entertain our girls," says
a religious exchange. A man who needs advice as
to now to entertam his girls is not fit to edit a religious paper. We suggest that he should take one
of them out buggy-riding in the afternoon, tell her
what a daisy she i8, and how insipid and fixed up
that other girl is. Then he should take "that other
girl" out for ice cream after supper, and tell her
confidentially how very uninteresting and awkward that buggy-riding girl is. When the two
girls meet the religious editor can depend on their
entertaining each other without his personal
assistance.- Texas Siftings.
THE other day a colored lady of standing, ~Irs.
Jimpson, purch,.Bed a Gainsborough, and visited
Mrs . .l!'ennel. It was evident that ~Irs. Jimpson
possessed a few· airs which she wi;hed to display
over Mrs. ]'ennel.
"My husband,'' said Mrs. Jimpson, "wanted me
ter git a ilner hat den dis, but re:tlectin' dat de
twenty-dollar bills in de bottom -of de drawer was
gettin' sauter scace, like, I concluded to content
myself wid,. fifty-dollar hat.''
" Wall, yer was sa vin'," remarked 1\Irs. Fennel,
and then, stepping to the door, exclaimed: "Tildy,
take dat thousand-dollar bill away from dat chile.
He tore up two yesterday. Dar ain't no sense in
allow in' chillun ter 'stroy money in dat way."
Mrs. Jimpson retired, realizing that her hat was
a failure.

Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, author of "'A Truth Seeker
in Eufope," "Gods and Religions of Ancient and
:Modern Times," "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers," "Champions of
the Church," etc., etc.

THREE VOLUMES FOR $5.00.
The ltlost Instruction Cor the Least
Money ot· any Book ot Travels
yet Written.

A VISION OF. W.AR.
Extract frem a Speech at the Soldier's Reunion,

A Tribute to Ebon C In;-ersolJ,
Our Reli;-ton: Help for the Ltv.
in;-; Dope for the Dead.
Funeral Address over the Grave of little Harry M!Uer,

In 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an Interna.

Price, 26 cents each.

tionaJ Congress at Brussels. to which Mr. Bennett was sent
as a. delente. He took the occasion to make the tour of
Europe, and his observations were embodied in "A Truth
Seeker In Europe " (price, $1.50). The letters were also
published in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the readers were so

well pleased with them that the proposition was made
that be make the journey around the world, and glv the
world the benefit of a Freethinker's observations. The

Address

D. M, BENNETT.
141 8th street.

cated to them. On July 30,1881, Mr. Bennett began the
journey, sending letters back to be publlahed. The work
w111 make

Christian R~ligion.

THREE VOLUMES OF NEARLY 900PAGES EACH

BY

proposition w11s accepted if the ones defliring such a work
would advance five dollars- each, the volnmes to be dedi~

Those sending In Jlve dollars before the completion of
the work will hay their

NAMES INSCRIBED IN THE DEDICA-

TION OF THE VOLUMES.

The first volume describes Scotland, Ireland, England,
including also an account of the Freethinkers' Interna.
t1onal Congress at London, in 1881, Holland, tbe Netherlands, GermB.ny, Austria, Greece, Turkey, Smyrna,
Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyrout, Baalbec. to Damascus.
There hav been ma.hy books of travel printed but none
like this. IT IS THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND.

C~l. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
.Yud;-e .YEREMIAD S. BL.!l.CK,
Prof. GEORGE P. FISHER.
The onlY (JoDlplete and Authorized
Edition.

Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of seeing everything
This very remarkable series of papers appeared at
going on, and In his book. be has faithfully chronicled the tervals In the North American Review. and awakened the
habits and customs of the different peoples of the many profoundest Interest with the press and publlc. Their
places he visited. Th<· every.day life of all nations 1~ laid appearance in pamphlet form is in response to 1nnumer..
before the reader by one who has vif:lited them and be-

held them with his own eye•. We feel ·sure this work Is
greatly superior to any account of a journey around tlie
world we now hav.
ALL THE VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED

Which adds greatly to the Interest of the work, and with
the clo8e description w111 present Old-World places In a
very fam111ar light.
The volumes separately w111 be $2. Those sending $5
noww1llget the Jlrst volume by return mall and the other
two as soon as issued, which will be in a few months, or
just as soon as they can be got ready. Those sending the

able reQuests from all :parts of the countrv.
Price,
ISO cents.

Orders should be given immediately. .Address
·D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th street, N. Y.

Interrogatories to Jehovah.
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety t>f subjects. ·
·

$5 w111 hav their names In the dedication of the second

vo1ume.
Vol. 1. mailed on receipt of $2.

BY D.M.BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Address
i>. M. BENNETT,
141 8th st., New York.
IT is an open fact that men going to new places
to set up in business-young lawyers, physicians,
merchants, teachers-often seek an ele!!ible church
relationship in order tn secure a good business
OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIG!O::;J" TO A.D. 200.
constituency, just as shopkeepers seek a good stand
Much Is obscure prior to that time. The Judge has
for their trade. A young lawyer goes to New York
thrown a Jlood of light over the doings, wrltln~ of the
to begin his professional career; ambitious. deter~ehzf~:~:~ft~~~~sV~~fo~~~3~~i;I~' ;rtt~i~:tl~:tiiii~g~hE~::
mined to win a position, not very scrupulous conquent to that time. Every m~n wishing to know the
cerning the means after he has hung out his sign
~~~!~~~{tg!l
~t:t~r~won~~a~c"t1~~h;~~s~a~~~~~~~f; a~'ii
in Wall street, he hires a seat in one of the up-town
substantially bound. Price, $2.50 postpaid. For sale by
fashionable churches, and takes a class in its SunD. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st. New York.
day-school. He does it, as he does not hesitate to
say, not beeause he has any faith in the religion
there taught, or in any religion, but. to advertise
himself and get the entree of New York society.- W.
J. Potter.
,AND THE
THERE is one practical question which I wish
President Porter would answer, and it seems to me
SANITARY AND PHYSIOLOG·
of far greater importance than whether there is a
ICAL LAWS.
personal God or not: What is to become of society
in this world if the million dollar churches of the
FOR THE
rich are to be untaxed, and I he poor are to be left
IT had taken some little Ume to bling his tongue Production or (Jhildren or Finer Health
to multiply in cellars beyond the possihility of havin full accord with his mind, but he finally stamand Greater Ability.
ing sound minds in sound bodies.-Elizur Wriqht.
mered out:
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN;
"Will you-will you wander down life's path,
THERE are thousands of Christians who hav
"The virtues of men and women as well as their vices
never examined the evidences of the resurrection, your hand in mine, while the goddess of love sings may
descend to their children."
siren songs to us? Oh, will you be my own, my
piece by piece; they are incapable of estimating
0
angel?"
c~~~h:h~~ 8m0e~t~~ cfw~:~~~~lf ~~f~~ga.f~1s~hs~ntf:~~
if they did examin; they know nothing about the
before
entering
into
the marriage relation."
•·
Well.
well,
wouldn't
I
look·
well
as
an
angel?
laws of evidence; they hav had no experience in
The Srruthern Clinic, a jotirnq.l of medicin and surgery,
balancing the value of testimony; they are neither See here. If you want me to marry you, to make says:
"We took up this book with prejudice, but soon
lawyers nor philosophers, and yet those simple llfe happy and home pleasant for you, to keep the saw the author w~B a physclan, and a good one too; a
house slicke<l. up nice, to cook you relishable sound physiologist.1 an lnstructlv writer, and a man of
Christians, etc., etc.-Fred W. Robertson.
htgh moral sense;• and adds," A race of vigorous, bea.umeals, to preside at your table and at •he piano tirill, sweet-tempered people would be the result of the
THE simple believeth every word: but the pruwith e·1ual ability, to care for the children and obserVance ef its principles."
dent man looketh well to his going.-Prov. xiv, 15.
The Hame Joitrnnl, Boston, says:" We earnest~ com~
bring them up bright and smart, and help you to
IF a man's practice be vicious and injurious to his make the most of yourself in this world, I'll jine :'u~~~fh~~ !lltho~~J;~%'.:'s~:;;~l:ta0s':1bj~~~ellcla · The
fellow-creatures, what religion he professes im- hanrls with you."
e~~~~~~t~~bfeai:i~~s~:~~:~~~~~f;.~ls: " It contains
parts little more to his moral character than the
"That's just the practical sort of an angel I
The Alpha, edited by Dr. Winslow, says: "We like the
shape or color of his clothes. What matters it in thought you were. • Jine.' "
book thoroughly." And adds:" Send for it, fathers and
point of religion, to detest the Vi'llences and persemothers, for your own good and for the sake of your
I'M
A'N
ASS.
chtldren, who are to fill your placee when you are called
cutions of Rome, if men still continue loverd of
up higher."
violence and contention? What matters it in point (AIR: "rm .Ajl.oat." Specially arranged jor the
The Buffalo Express says: "Whoever buys this book
Brooklyn Tab•rn acle.)
of truth to hav rejected the unintelligible doctrins
w1111lnd It a paying Investment."
The Scirntifi.c Am.et:ican says: ·• Books on this subject
of Rome [or any other church], if men still continue I'm an ass, I'm an ass, I'm an ass of the church.
are usually written by • cranks,' but this is radically di:tfer~
fond of unintelligible notions? What matters it in With a habit of braying and talent for smirch.
ent; it is scientUlc, sober, clean, and worthy of conscienpoint of virtue and I"eal goodness to ha v departed When I let myself out you will fully agree
tious consideration by every possible parent, and particu~
larly by the young."
from the superstitious practices of Rome, if men That the world contains nothing so asinin as me.
Dr. Dio Lewis of Bostori, writes: "I hn.v read all of
will still be fond of superstious practices?-Dr.
I'm an ass. I'm an ass-'tis my joy to bray loud
b~~fo:So;:~a~~~~ir~ela~:f~~i~u~li~~~se og:y ~o~~~nf~:
llamu'l Clark.
On subjecls that tickle the tab'nacle crowd;
bued with the spirit of sound conservatism and earnest.
HE little knows woman's nature who thinks her Any topic that fools odoriferous find
eonsclentlousnes•,
all book
too rare
reformers.
Whoever ~ode over this
w111among
Jlnd himself
on sacred
will, spirit, and resolution can be broken by a few Is the theme apropos to a jack of my kind 1
g~~~~.':
It
Is
the
most
valuable
of
your
many
valuable
weeks' confinement and a diet of bread and water.
Any woman that is at all womanly in her feelings I'm an ass, I'm an ass, with an aspect unfaira~~/ea~iy Spl~~~~s~fth 0fh?.h~o~:tvfr~i\~\~~~!~s it'~
Not anotber such one you will meet anywhere,
will sutrer to the last extremity before she will gi v
some
of my puplls, who express delight with it. I hope
Though you tmvel from l\Iaine unto Texas remote.
up the man she loves and marry one she loathes
every thouglitful young man and woman w111 read it."
l'm an ass, I'm an ass of tbe Balaam cahotel
Price, $i.OO. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
and detests. Sutreliug only makes her the more
141 8th street, N. y.
resolute and determined. A girl may love her I'm an ass, I'm an ass, I'm an ass with a wheezeGod and adore her savior, but she idolizes her And don't you forget it, Bob Ingersoll, please.
FROM BEHIND THE BARS.
lover, and places him far above all gods in the In sea~on and out, amid husks or iR grass,
sanctuary of her atreotions, no matter how pious Forever as now-I'm an ass, I'm an ass.
A sen"es of lette wn'tt n in prison.
[Sworn and ~ubscribed to before me, this the
rs
e
she may be ller Gud and savior only become reBy D. M, BENNETT.
1lections or idealized images of her lover, and in fourteenth day of April, A.D, one thousand eight 1
loving them she really loves him.-lil. D. Slfflker.
hundr~d and eighty-two.]
'-II'. W. P. ' OTer 700 paaea. l'r1ce, 61..00.
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IN hiS last Sunday lecture, George Chainey yourself, 'Respec;tfully, Herrick Johnson.'
paid his respects to the people who charge the You should hav signed yourself, 'Slanderouslv,
Liberals with being destructiv, and their ortho- Herrick Johnson,' or 'Malieiously, Herrick
TJIE Evangelical .Alliance of s·t. Louis voted dox ally, the Index, as follows: "You hav Johnson.' If you will apply that assertion to
MANY Jews are leaving Russia for Palestine.
not to discuss the question, "What doctrins of heard much said about destructiv and construe- McVicker's theater in such a way as to get it
TJIE season of the annual religious revivals
Evangelical Christianity, if any, hav been mod- tiv Liberalism. The truth is, there is no such before the courts, I will agree to convict you of
~
ified by science in the nineteenth century ?"
thing as destructiv Liberalism that can be sep- libel or pay $1,000 to any charity you may opens this week.
EMMA VoGT, of Brooklyn, dropped dead in
TJIE Cleveland minister who married Edward. arated from constructiv. It is only orthodoxy name. That ' dramatic house' has stood the
Marshall to Annie Hellan was very near-sighted. that destroys without building. Liberalism test of time, under the same managementj and, church on the 4th.
.
. excuse f or f a1.1mg
to see th a t th e builds grandly for humanity with every denial if report can be believed, it has never allowed
Th a t was h IS
FivE cases of smallpox were reported in
it makes. Next Sunday the destructiv nature upon its boards a tithe of the filth that emanatbridegroom was a boy of 14, while the bride
Thorndike, Mass., on Sunday last,
was 26. The latter is now under arrest on a of Col. Ingersoll's lecture will be spoken of in ed from your pulpit in your ' plain talk about
MESSRS. PARNELL, Dillon, and O'Kelly hav
many pulpits in Boston. This cry is constantly theaters.'"
charge of perjury, as she swore, in taking out
been released from the Kilmainham jail.
raised against him both by the pulpit and press.
the license, that Eddie was of age.
And yet no man living to-day i5 building betTHE President has signed the bill restricting
BuT few lawyers hav examined the proviECARDINAL NEwMAN says there is no place in ter aud fairer homes fqr coming generations
Chinese immigration, and it is now a law.
ions
of
the
new
criminal
code,
and
those
who
Europe where the pope can set his foot. Europe than he. From his almost matchless imaginaTHREE hundred girls e~ployed in a New
is a cramped up place, anyhow, but if the pope's tion are being shaped ideals of liberty' truth, hav emphatically .condemn many of its provisfoot is bigger than theJ whole country, he had and love, of firfSide joy; of a regenerated and ions. In the legislature a strong and deter- Y ark carpet factory went on strike last week.
better move the Vatican to the plains of Texas, happy humanity that shall people this fair mined effort was made Jo pass an act providing
IT _is said that Guiteau reads the Bible less
or rent his foot for a bridge across the Atlan- eRrth when no ~me shall arrogate to himself any that it should not take effect till May, 1883, than he did, and seems to be losing his nerve.
while
a
prominent
senator
proposed
to
make
tic, or let it out in sections for cattle-ranches,. right he does not accord to every one else. Any·
AN ocean steamer has just made the passage
or giv it to the Irish for a farm, and charge man or woman who proclaims against such the date 1983, but· through the efforts of the
them no rent. Perhaps Barnum would buy work as he is doing as destructiv alone has no advocates of the code a disagreement was oc- from Liverpool to New Y ark in less than seven
the big toe as a curiosity. Just advertise it, Mr. more an idea of what he or she is talking about casioned between the two Houses, and on the days.
THE court-house at Pittsburgh, Pa., was
Pope, and some enterprising American will take than a parrot. This same charge has fre- day before the code was to become the sole
criminal law of the ftate a compromise was burnt on Sunday, the 7th. It cost $225,000 at
it off your leg.
quently been made against the work we are
agreed upon postponing the time at which it is the time it was erected.
IN his last National Reformer Mr. Brad- doing in this lecture society. The Pditors of
to go into effect till December 1st llf'Xt. This
laugh says: "The Philadelphian folk do not the Index-who, from their professions, ought
SERVICES commemorativ of the death of
act was signed by the governor between four
exactly wish me to be made bankrupt by the to rejoice in what we hav done and are still
and five o'clock in the afternoon of the 29th of Ralph Waida Emerson were held in all the
common informer, so a committee has been doing--hav several times made this foolish
April, the last legislativ day before May 1st, Unitarian churches. of Boston last Sunday.
formed in the City of Brotherly Love, and I charge, &nd quite recently hinted that this
REAR-ADMIRAL ROGERS died in Washington
when the code would hav been in full force.
hav received an invitation to deliver one hun- audience is of· too low an order of intellect to
Among the provisions of the new code is one last week, aged seventy. He -was for many
dred lectures in various cities of the United appreciate anything but negations. Why they
upon the subject of "profane swearing.'' The years superintendent of the naval observatory.
States, fnr which the committee are ready to should write of us and our work only in this
one in force now is bad enough, but the new
THE false prophet, who some time ago appay £2,000 cash, besides my traveling and way, I cannot imagin, unless as an excuse for
code goes much farther and does much worse. peared in Soudan, Africa, and collected quite a
hotel expenses to and from Europe, and while their own dulness and flatulency. I should be
It defines profane swearing to be " any use of following, has been killed and his disciples hav
lecturing. Unfortunately, until the fight is much obliged if the Index would point us to
the name of God or Jesus Christ or the Holy dispersed.
over, I dare not stay away from England during any affirmation they ever made that has not
Ghost, either in imprecating divine vengeance
the four months these lectures would occupy." been made in these lectures. I dislike to speak
DELoNG and his party hav been found. All
upon the utterer or another person, or in trifling
THE death-bed of Lanza, the Italian states- against those who claim to be engaged in the or irreverent speech.'' It will be noticed are dead. They were commander and crew of
man, has become as great a scandal as that of service of liberty. But he who wears your that the language is very broad. While it the Jeannette, sent by James Gordon Bennett
Littre, the great Freneh critic and lexicog- colors, and professes to fight on your side, and closes the mouth of the skeptic, of the Free- to search for the North Pole.
rapher.~ Lanza cared no more about the then turns his sword against you in the thick
thinker, of the Infidel, of ths Agnostic and
CINCINNATI enjoyed a Sunday with the
church than he did for the chemical composi- of the fight, is the most cowardly and meanest Atheist, it puts a quietus upon the Hebrew, the saloons closed, on the 7th. Now if they would
tion of faith; but, when he came to die, an of all traitors."
Unitarian, and the Free Religionist. In view of close the churches the inhabitants might think
officious nephew introduced a priest to his bedJ. H. McVICKER recently addressed an open the fact that the fundamental law of the state the millennium was really at hand.
side. " Y au repent of your last sins?" said the letter to Rev. Herrick Johnson, in reply to his guarantees to every citizen toleration upon all
THE Supreme Court has decided that the
agent of the church. ''Yes," replied the published charges against the theaters of Chi- religious subjects the policy of this definition trial by court martial of Sergeant Mason, who
dying man, feebly. "You repent and retract cago. The vigor and directness of Manager of " profane swearing " well may be doubted.
fired at Guiteau while in jail, was legal, and the
all you hav done against religion and the holy McVicker's reply may be inferred from the The chapter containing the above section is
sentence not in excess of its power to impose.
church?" Lanza looked up to the priest with following extracts: " I request that you select entitled" Of Crimes Against Religious Liberty
THE "TROY TERROR," who was anxious to
the utmost scorn and contempt, and did not from the recognized theaters of Chicago-those and Conscience.'' It may be inferred that this
deign to reply to what he considered an insult. regularly advertising in our daily papers-any part of the act is " a crime against liberty and fight Sullivan, was knocked insensible , in a
The priest, however, gave him absolution, and one, naming it and its manager, an<l then conscience." The next two sections provide sparring; match one evening last week in this
proclaimed that Lanza had repented. The charging it with the crimes you hav laid at the for the punishment of the person who may be city. He went back to Troy in a "somewhat
truth is, Lanza had nothing to repent of, and door of all in such a. way that the case may be convicted, substantially as in the present stat- broken-up condition.
died, as he had lived, an enemy to Catholicism. taken into our courts, and I will guarantee to ute, except the code adds these words, " and in
THE" Society of the Holy Name," of Kings
A soMEWHAT impecunious church which has convict you of slander, or pay $1,000 to any addition to the fine above prescribed (that is, the county, is to hav a conference to take action
for a long time been humiliated by being com- charitable institution you may name. I make justice, mayor, recorder or alderman) impose toward prosecuting a more activwarfare against
pelled to worship in a shabby old frame house this request because I desire a test case. You imprisonment in a county jail, not exceeding ten profanity, which is said to prevail to an alarmof worship recently announced its purpose of say 'constant theater-goers by the Ecore' hav days." Now we wish no person to understand ing extent on Long Island.
building something more commodious and admitted your charges to be true. I want to that we favor, countenance, or approve of any
TilE woman impostor in London, who for
stylish. A neighboring dominie, astonished at put them on the stand. I desire to see the profane swearing, but we look at the facts as
some years dressed in male attire and masq uorthe state of financial ability indicated by such people who will admit they go constantly to they are. Every one who knows anything of
aded as a nobleman, swindling many people
a step, congratulated the pastor on the im- theaters to witness ' murderous assaults upon men, knows that profane swearing is a habit,
out of large sums of money, has been sentenced
proved prosperity of the church. The pastor all that the family circle holds most holy and we may say almost universal among the people,
accepted the congratulations gracefully and sacred.' So let us hav a test case. You and I from the chief executiv down to the lowest of- to twelve years imprisonment.
thankfully. The neighboring dominie then
Tentured to ask as to the amount of cash on
hand, if it were sufficient to finish the building
and hav it free from debt. "Well," said the
pastor, "I can hardly say we hav enough for
thatj you know our people are poor, and we
hav not been able to raise much cash, but we
are rich in faith." "And will faith put up
your new church?" the neighbor asked.
"Well, not exactly that,'' the pastor replied,
" but we hav money to begin with, and we hav
faith to believe that somehow or other we shall
get the balance.'' "Then," the neighbor remarked, ''you mean to say that you are going
to build on a little cash, run awfully in debt,
and get Bro. Kimball or somebody to help you
out of it." The pastor admitted that possibly
there might be something of the kind. "Then,"
the objecting dominie replied, ",you had better
worship for fifty years in your shabby little
church rather than run in debt for a house you
cannot pay for.'' And there was a coolness
between these two servants of t~e Lord.

Jjltws of tht flttlt.

may 'bandy words,' as many hav done before
us, and arrive at no. conclusion j for each will
claim to hav proved his side, and there is no
umpire to decide which is right, for in such
matters the public is a myth. So, my dear sir,
select your theater, and in a proper form present your unquashed indictment. •
. In
your unchristian-like dealings with your fellowmen are you so blinded with ancient theological
dust that you cannot see the position you will
~oon occupy, if you do not· occupy it now?
During my day in Chicago, several ministers of
the gospel, with paralyzed ideas such as yours,
hav come to the surface and for a time barked
at the moon, so to speak; but not one of these
who adhered to his charges, claiming that he
had proved them, can boast to-day that he has
the respect and confidence of the community to
whom he promulgated such slanders. • •
You say there is not a' dramatic house that.
has stood the test of time without allowing
filth on its boards-there is not one on earthnot one;' and, after this sentence1 you sign

ficial. And they further know that if such a
statute could be enforced, about all officials,
judges, lawyers (editors, we are sorry to say),
and two-thirds of the doctors would be in jail
to-morrowj while additional prisons would be
required to accommodate the people in general.
Profane swearing cannot blil got rid of by such
acts as this, neither should the state of New
Y ark place upon its statute book an act which
places the liberty of every citizen at the absolute mercy of every petty justice, mayor, or
recorder, or alderman, either of which officials
under the penal code may "without other
proof " than his own hearing, even though the
charge be false, commit our most distinguished
citizen to the common jail for ten days. A bill
has been introduced in the Assembly repealing
these sections, and in our opinion it should
pass, because they are grossly unjust under our
Constitution, and because they place in the
hands of an irresponsible class of officials the
personal liberty of the people.-PoUflhkeepsie

JJail!v Neu1s.

QurTE a lively tilt took place one day last
week between Col. Ingersoll, counsel for the defense in the Star route cases, and Col. Bliss, prosecut.ing attorney. Bliss accused Ingersoll of
treachery, and Ingersoll called Bliss a liar.
The judge rebuked Bliss.
LORD FREDERICK CAVENDISH, the new chief
secretary for Ireland, and Under-Secretary
Thomas Henry Burke, were assassinated while
walking in Phenix Park, Dublin, last Saturday
evening. The motiv for the deed is supposed
to hav been a political one, though the assassins are as yet altogether unknown.
GurTEAU's sister, Mrs. Scoville, has been
lecturing in New York. She was advertised
to speak in a theater here last Sunday even·
ing, but as only forty-one persons appeared
in the way of an audience she declined to address thern, and their money was returned.
Mrs. Scoville's lectures are mainly upon religious subjects, and are uninteresting in th~t
extteme,
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admit that its tendency has been to make many of us Infidels and philanthropy. We ar~ ?ften. tol_d th.at the efforts of the
and A.theists. While it h~s supplied us with enough of intellect- Christian clergy~ en and mJ~swn~rJes m th1s c?untry a_re philan•
ual food, it bas left uncultivated the moral and spiritual nature. thropic, that their self sacnfice 1s great, the1r devotwn exam•
We educated men are as so many hybrid productions of the plary, their perseverance inimitable •. Now, let us examine how
British rule in India, if I may be allowed to use the expression. far this assertion is true. While talkmg. on this subject, I wish
Experiences in Bombay.
Parsees are neither entirely Parsees, nor are they Europeans in it to be clearly understood tbat I am by no means unfriendly to
the missionaries. I am not so narrow-minded or fanatic as to
THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY'S ANNIVERSAEY.-CON- their tastes, virtues, modes of thought, and habits of life,
pass any sweeping remarks on their good work or condemn it
Hindoos,
even,
do
not
fare
better
in
this
respect.
The
old,
TINUED.
pure Zoroastrinism exists in its mere skeleton form, or is dying in toto. I admit that, sincA the advent of the British to this
The last speech of this eventful occasion was by or dead. The ar.cient and sublime Hindcoism and Buddhism country, the missionnriPs have exercised a wholesome influence
the land. I admit that the missionaries have been
Kavasji M. Shroff, Esq., a Parsee Fellow of the The- are almost extinct. The hitherto praised systems of Eastern throughout
religion and philosophy, which once m:ac\e India and Persia the pioneers of English education in Bindostan. I admit they
osophical Society, and secretary of the Bombay great
in the eyes of the thi=n existing nations of the world, have have beFn instrumental in bringing together the rulers and the
branch of the National Indian Association, and of been partly obliterated, or are fast fading from our view and ruled by their having first studied the _nativll languages and
the Bombay Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to knowledge; and we, children of the once powerful people, are native character and brought the beauties of the same t" the
Animals. In substance, avd impressiveness of deliv- dwindled down to insignificance among the modern nations of not.ice of the Europeans. But when the epithets, "disinterested" and "philaut·hropic" are applied to their work, they
ery, it was one of the best and most effective efforts the world, since, in the hurry of life, we are only tauj;'ht to de- seem
anomalous. And why? Simply because the clergy class
our attention and energy to the mere acquirement of a
of the day. He is the same intelligent person who vote
miserable monthly stipend for our livelihood, for the obtaining anrl the missionaries are paid for their work, and amply paid,
visited America some seven years ago,.. and made a of which' ends we are impressed from our very boyhood with too, from the coffers of the state and from the various foreign
speech before the Liberal Club on the Parsees, which the importance of looking upon the meager education we receive missions respectively. Such of you as are in the habit of ghmcwas very well received. Mr. K. M.. Shroff said:
at ~cbools and colleges as the means, and through whose instru- ing at the items in the Annual Indian Budget must have unfai_lmentality only we are left to plod on in after life without any ingly observed that there is an item of more than sixteen lakhs
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: John Stuart Mill, in moral support. Under this state of affairs we know not what of rupees on the debit side of the budget marked as PCclesiastione of his admirable essays, says, " To suppress an expre~sion port we have been drifting to. With the exception of a few cal expenditure. Now, this large sum of' sixteen lakbs of
of opillJon is to rob the human race." Elsewhere it is SRid, spasmodic attempts made in l'lengal some years since, by men rupees drawn annually rrom the tax-p!•yjng poor of the country
"Err'M in opinion may safely be tolerated when reason is left like Baboo Keshab, Ghender SPn and others, no systemic efforts goes to enrich the British clergy class; and Sir Richard Temple
free to combat it." Encouraged by such sentiments, emanating nave been made on a grand national basis for the moral and in his .very valuable book, " India in 1880," says this is by no
from noble minds, I venture to stand before you here to-day, much-needed spiritual elevation of the rising millions of the means a large sum spent after the spiritual welfare of the rulregardless of what the educated men of my age and class may educated young men. One of the great necessities of the ing race in India. I agree with Sir Richard, and do not grudge
say, to give expression to my views as a stanch Theosophist, country is to demolish those caste distinctions, and false, inju- the ruling race this large sum. But what I want to maintain is
inasmuch as I have been intimately connected with the society rious practices, and igno·ant, superstitious beliefs of the people, that if efforts purchasP.d at the expenditure of sixteen lakhs of
for more than three years. I say more than three years, be- which only tend to keep them separate, and, consequently, money belonging to the ryots are called "disinterested" and
cause my connecti·•n does not date from the time of the society's weak. Since it is no policy of the government to do it, as it "benevolent," it is simply ridiculous and anomalous. Furtherarrival in Bombay, but much prior to that period. I had an keeps itself generally occupied with works intended for the mort>, do not for a n:!oment believe that these sixteen lakhs,
opportunity of corresponding with the founders of the society material welfare of the people, any movement for the regenera- though in itself a large sum, suffices for all the wants of the
when they were in A.merica; and long before the Bombay tion d India should be spontaneous on the part of the people, ecclesiastical servants of the country. In addition to this large
society was formed, my friend Col. Olcott having heard of my and should originate with and be conducted by them alone. sum from the Indian treasury, se.,.eral Christian denominations
travels in the United States, as I was subsequently informed, \Vhen the disinterested, zealous founders of the society felt for have been in the regular remipt of large grants annually from
had gone down from Boston to New York only a day after I the moral degradation of the people, and at au enormous per- the various foreign missions in Europe and America. All this
left the latter city for Bristol, in 1874, in order to have a talk sonal sacrifice left their happy homes in distant lands and more money goes to keep the British clergy and the missionaries in a
with me about India and its people. Most of you are aware congenial climate to come and live and labor in our midst; dignitied and happy condition of life. Every missionary here
that during the society's stay of three yPars in Bombay, its in- what has been there reward, gentlemen, but to be treated' in has a spacious bungalow, carriages, hones, and servants at his
defatigable organizer and worker, our learned lecturer of this harsh terms by Anglo-Indian and nati"e newspaper writers, command, a happy household consisting of a beautiful wife and
evening, gave many public addresses, both here and in connec- who are incapable of appreciating genuine disinterestedness chubby-looking chiidren, a comfortable salary, with occasional
tion with the Arya Samaj. But I purposely refrained from which is incompatible w1th their own practice of working for opportunities of sojourning to the hills and periodic~<lly going
giving utterance to my thoughts on any of these occasions, be- the good of the people with the sordid object of making money home on furlough. With all these sublunary blessing~, his
cause I believed it would be then con•idered premature, and I for ttemselves? The questions are often asked: What do the effnrts and devotion are styled disinterested and benevolent, as
wanted time to make myself sufficiently familiar with the Theosophists want to do ? Why have they come to our if by his work he has left the people of India nuder an eternal
society. Now that ·a peri.pd of full three years has elapsed, country ? What do they Jive here for? What do they want obligation without receiving from them R pice or receiving from
during which time I had the best opportunity of watching the us to believe iu? Let me answer you briefly that the Theoso- Europe and America any money.
With all their past glory, I am afraid. the days of Christian
intentions, motives, and work of tne movers of this grand phists-I mean the founders of the society-do not want from
national cause, I ..fearlessly but humbly face you to-day as a you anything for themselves; they feel for our country-for missionaries are numbered in India, sa.y what Mr. Joseph Cook
warm friend and ardent admirer of the society. The conviction our morally neglected condition; they are persons of ra1·e at- and others may. We welcome Mr. Cook to our country as a
is carried hume to my mind-and I wish you to share that con- tainments, uncommon energy, untiring industry; they, like distinguished visitor. We appreciate and admire his high
viction-that the society has been founded on a purely philan- wise beings, can look below the surface of things, as they have scholarship, his great oratorical power, his matchless eloquence;
thropic basis, and is one of the needed organizations for the re- existed for generatiunF, and their far-reaching sight enables but we cannot accept his Christian lPacbings. He must know
generation of India. TQ make use of the happy lang-uage of them to picture to themselves the not very bright future thR.t that the intelligent Indian mind awakened by the Pecular eduMr. Grant Duff, adopted in his eloquent and very interesting is in store for us, if we career on for a number of years in the cation given by the government is abroad in sea,rch of truth aud
address delivered recently at Madras at the opening of the Agri- same manner as we have done in the past; the founders of the is not likely to fall an easy prey to the teachings of the missioncultural College, let me tell you that the society has passed Theosophical Society do not preach any fresh doctrines, nor aries. He must remember that the progress of science bas
through two phases. The first was the "Russian spy" phase, propound any new theories, nor do they want to make converts already given a death-blow to Christianity in Europe, Only a
when, soon after their advent in India, Madam Blavatsky and of us to their beliefs; they do not ask any communWes to for- few ilays ago certain facts were given in the local English
CoL Olcott were greeted as Russian spies, and some designing sake their religion and to follow theirs; they receive with open papers, and it was shown from statistics taken in some large cities
fellow or fellows had so far succPeded in befooling the local arms persons of all castes, creeds, beliefs, and shades of opin- in England and on the continent that an infinitesimal portion
autborities that these two personages were closely pursued and ion; they attempt to revive the study of the andent religions of of those large populations were church-going people, and fewer
watched by police detectives from day to day, and from one India, and from their vast erudition and extensive knowledge still were true Christians at heart. Christianity is not the religtown to the other,until the authorities were undeceived, and in of the anciPnt Eastern religions and philosophies, they onlv, ion for India. Give sons of India education; let education reach
consequence of more sober second-thoughts were compelled to month after month, lay open before us in the pages of their those utterly neglected classes in the interior of the country; let
give up their wild-goose chase. Then followed the second monthly publication stores of their learning, scientific facts, and the government adopt measures to dispel that wretched and abpha<e of "money-making impostors." I regret to say that literary productions, for which India had been famous time out ject poverty that characterizes the land, and I maintain, withsome of my young, educated, but unprincipled and ungrateful of mind; they only want us to open our eyes to what existed in out fear of contradiction, that the people instead of accepting
countrymen, instead of being thankful to Col. Olcott and the our country ages ago, and they try to point us out the stupidity any religion of later growth will revert to the study of the ancient
talented lady for their work in behalf or our country, mo~t of our hankering after the hollow modern civilization, protest religions of their forefathers. As long as they strictly confine
shamefully turned round and maligned them, called them a\1- against the importation into India of European vices and evils, their operations tc• spreading education among the people withventurers, and the columns of an Anglo-Vernacular newspaper and particul•rly that of drunkenness, which saps the national out interfering with their religions-which it is doubtful they
were disgracefully soiled with any amount of rubbish, purposely foundation; the Theosophists, in short, offer us, to accept with- would ever do-the Christian missionaries are welcome; but in
meant to prejudice our friends against the people an'd. lower out reservation, the fatherhood of God and brotherhood of man. other respects they have no sphPre for their work in India. All
them in their estimation. But as truth always prevails, our and teach us to unite together as one nation, and forming one money spent upon them is wasted.
Having taken up so much of your time, gentlemen, I do not
friend~ toiled on, notwithstanding all hos"tile and bitter oppos;- harmonious whole, stand on one common platform of reciprocity,
tion, until rhe enemies are all now disarmed, and the righteous and work in combination for the good of India, under the feel justified in detaining you a minute longer with these
cause is not only applauded throughout the land, from Ceylon benign influence of the British rule. This is what the '!'bee- desultory remarks. However, before we part this evening, let
to Simla, but under the banner of Theosophy are enlisted some sop hi cal Society are endeavoring to do. These are its aims, and me assure you that our friends of the Theosophical Society are
of the best minds in the country, and more are likely to join ere these its objecl;.q,
not impostors, nor have they come here to make money. They
lOiig. To attempt to give you anything like a clear idea as to
But, gentlemen, ours is a practical and utilitarian age. ask you merely to join them, feel their influence, assist them in
what is Theosophy, or to convey to you a convincing proof of Oftentimes it is discussed in our council that the society should your own work without parting with any sums of your money
the science of it, or of the Yoga Vidya, in the existence and not only confine itself to the measures I have just described, that shall go to their pocket or be spent after their comforts.
power of which the founders of the society firmly and not un- but should undertake something for the material advancement In evidence of what I say. the statement of income and e~pen
reasonably believe, would be considered as a presumptuous task of the country. The founder of the society, himself a mo~t diture of the society laid before you to-day speaks for Itself.
on my part. To obtain information in regard to it, I would practical man, coming from one of the mo~t practical countr:es Let me alFo assure you that if any of you join the society with
refer you to the fi1·st few numbers of the monthly publication in the world, the United States of America, had this fact in the avowed object of witnessing those occult phenomena, to
bearing the name of the Theosophist, the organ of the oociety, view from the very beginning. If you refer to the files of the gratify any vulgar curiosity, you will be sadly disappointed: It
which publication is in itself a sufficient proof of the earnestnrss Theosophist you will find what practical suf!-gestions have been ig to be regretted that the Indian public should have identified
of the disinterested efforts of the founders of the society. But made therein and steps taken to bring about the desiretl c·bject. the founders of this society with jugglers or conjurers.! To view
nowhere can you find in a small compass a more lucid explana- If the efforts have not been successful in that direction, the peo- an exhibition of that kind one bad better go to those caterers of
tion and more cogent arguments in favor of the objects and pie on this side of India have to thank themselves for the luke- public amusements, who every now and then come to Bombay.
work of this body, and of the Yoga Vidya in particular, than in warm interest thev have hitherto evinced in this cause. We But let me dedare here that Madam Blavatsky, the authoress
that most able production of Mr. Sinnett, ''The Occult World," have heard with delight and attention the interesting address of "Isis Unveiled," a book justly styled a "monument of human
a book which does great credit to its author, and which has just delivered, and, from our friend's work in Ceylon for seven industry and learning," aud Col. Olcott, of versatile literary talelicited voluminous criticism of varied nature in Europe. The months, we are in a position to ascertain how much good could ents, are persons far superior to anv jugglers or conjurers who
appearance of that book marks an epoch in the brief history of be effected when tb·ere is earnestness and perseverance on the have ever trod the Indian soil. They have come to India, not
the Theosophical Society. Mr. ~innett is the editor of one of part ~f the worker, p_lns the cheerful co-operation of the sur- to seek for gold or to enrich themselves with any profitable purthe most influential and widely-circulated journals in India. He roundmg people. It IS for us to take up the ideas and develop suit, which is the end of most of the people who come fr?rn
is, besides, a gentlemen of sterling abilities and high moral them and HSsist in raising a nA.tional fund to give effect to the Europe, but they have come here to live till the natural perwd
character, and is greatly respected alike by the official and non- proposals for the amelioration of the condition of the massef>. of th'tlir existence, and labor for the cause of science al!d truth
official European classes in the Northwestern Provincep, where A~c.ustomed ~s _the iuhabitants of this country have been to in India, and die in harness in this very country of thetr adophe is better known than on this side of India. When such a ra1s1?g subscnpt10ns for any common good in large sums from tidn. ,
master-mind as his bas taken up the serious and most puzzling the hmtted upper classes only, I am afraid they do not believe
At the conclusion of Mr. Shroff's remarks the
question, and discussed it with uncommon merit, and when he in the admirable system of collecting small sums from the peohaq_shown laudable courage in giving to the European world a pleat large as a naLional subscription, which system obtains in meeting broke into a grand burst of applause. Many
book guaranteed with his name, it is but natmal that all scoff- some of the countries of Europe and America. I have no doubt, respectable Parsee and Hindoo gentlemen crowded
ers, and those penny-a-liners who endeavored to cavil at the however, that, if strenuous exertions are made, the plan would up on the platform to express their compliments and
good work of the society, should hold their tongues, bo11<· in sub- be feasible. Here I would particularly draw your attention to thanks to Col. Olcott and the other speakers. I ~as
mission, and confess their inability to fathom a purely psycho- one thing out of which those uncharitable writers not favorably cordially greeted by many persons. This meetm.g
logical subject, of which they had never before heard or read disposed toward the society are likely to draw inferences to the of course brought out the ire of Mr. Cook and hlB
anything, although it was studied and acquired thousands of detriment of the good cause and the prejudice of the body. I
years ago in their own country by their own countrymen.
apprehend they will now say," Look here; the Theosophists friends, and the most slanderous reports were pubGentlemen, while, on the one hand, we are thankful to our are trying to touch the pockets of the people and hoard a for- lished against the society and myself.
rulers for allowing us to ta'3te the fruits of Western knowledge, tune for their own gain," etc. N otbing of the sort. 'l'he lectAt a special mee.ting of the Bombay branch of t~e
and creating a general enlightenment in the country, the result urer has distinctly enunciitted the scheme upon which he pro- Theosophical Society, held at the soc,iety's hall
of w_hich has been ~be introduction·of new idea~, with the un- poses to work. '!'he fund, if raised, will be lndged in the names Breach Candy, on the evening of January 15, 18B •
ceasmg force of whiCh the country has been makmg an on ward, of a few respectable men in the country and will be utilized at
material progress, we hav~ to deeply deplore, on the oth~r.hand, their direct~on. The society has never attempted to gain money. the following resolutions were, upon motion of Dr.
the 12atent fact tb!l't there IS~ ~otal abs~nc~ of any prOVISIOn for It neye~ Will. How prai::eworthy is its object and how philan- Pandurang Gopal, seconded by Mr. Tookaram 'l'atya,
the moral well-bemg an~ spm~ual _asptrat~ons of the educated ~hro~lC 1ts work, that though these t•vo persona~res have lived unanimously adopted by acclamation.
class~s, whose ~umber IS rapidly m?reasm~. What.ever go?d m th1~ country for three yeard they ha.ve maintained themselves
Resolved, That the scandalously unfair and misleading report~:
English education may have done m India, you will readily at the.ll' own cost,· This is what we should call true benevolence the aunlversary meeting of the parent TheoBOphica.l Society, lle
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. :MAY 13, 1882.
on the 12th in~t., at the Framj! Cowasj! Institute, which appeared
in the Times of b1dia of January 14th,. deserves pub'!c cond•mnatlon.
We reco~nize in this. as well as in the previous ocurrilous attacks of
a like character upon them-lind ourselves in the Calcatta Stattsman
and other Anglo-Indian and Inspired native journals, covered assaults upon the religious ideas of the different castAs of India
through their proved and unselfish friends, the founders ot the
Theosophical ~oc!etv.
We •lso declare thRt, so far frnm our confidence in Colonel Olcott
and Mafiam Blavatsky being abated· by these Christian defamations of their private character, we, the membllrs of the Bombav
branch, feel drawn all the closer to them, and now pu"licly declat·e
that the labors of the aforesaid fouuders-all of wnich have come
under our personal observation-have been unselfish and philanthropic. We recognize In them the true allies of every native of
India, whether a Parsee, a Hindoo, a Muasulman, or of any other
caste, w!·o would improve the intellectual. moral, or spiritual condition of lt 1s countrymen.

ing falsehoods .to dama.g'e me, rejoicing that he here found
journalists so unscrupulous as to become mediums for his defamation~. [The two editors of the Times of India are reported
to .be keepers of women not their wives.] He has attacked and
endeavored to injure those whom you know to be very worthy
people simply because they recognized me and permi'ted me to
address you for a few minutes in this hall.
Mr. Cook has been my enemy for several years. He has
made attacks upon me in my own country. He has spoken
falsely of me; he bas sl•ndered many good l'leople whom I am
proud to call friends. He bas poured upon us all the vile epithets which he was able to command, and this bec!tuse we could
not believe divine the system of religion which he advocates
and attsmpts to build up.
Though I am not a learved man, I hitve been an earnest advocate of what I conceived to be the trnth. I do not believe the
Christian religion is the faultless system which its advocates
The slanders of Cook & Co. were bitter upon my- claim·for it, and I have endeavored by fair arguments to show
self, alluding to those private letters and to the this. This h!!.s bPen my offense. For this I have been denounced
and over again.
unfair remarks of Scribner? s Monthly after my return over
In one of his public lectures in America Mr Cook denounced
from prison. Cook dictated an article in thfl Times me as a" cancer-planter," and applied similar epithets .to the
of India replete with such malicious falsehoods as Freethought party. I exposed his falsehoods, refuted his slanhe so well knows how· to use. Sub11equently the fol- ders, and to show there is more impurity and immorality in his
own ranks than among those who are opposed to him, I cited
lowing letters were sent him:
WALKEHSWAR, BOMBAY, Jan. 18,1882. three hundred cases of Christian cl!'rgymen in America who,according to the public papers, had been detected in crimes of
SIR: In your public lectl,lres you have affirmed:
various kinds, particularly of the crimes of adultery and seduc1. That Christianity is of divine Origin.
tion. And since that time an able American lawyer has
2. That it is destined to spread over the earth.
given more attention to the subject, and he has made up a
3. That no other religion is of divine origin.
In reply, I maintain that neither of these propositions is true. If .pamphlet, taken from the published reports in our country, of
you are prepar~d to make them good, and not ask the people of six hundred Christian clergymen who have been guilty of nearly
Aryavarta to accept your stat<>ments without proof, I will be happy all the crimes in tbe caleudar, but more frequently crimes of
to meet you for discussion. I name iiext Sunday evening at 5:30. at adultery. I can send you the p ;mphlets containing the accounts
which time I am to lecture at the Framji Cowasji Institute. Or, if of these crimes if you desire them.
1
that should not be convenient to you, then you may name your own
These immoralities covered a wide field, and many of them
time and place in :Bombay. As neither of us speaks the other's lan· w•Te of a most revolting chancter. Let me mention a case or
gnage, I stipulate that our respective arguments shall be translated tvlo as specimens. Henry Ward Beecher is a popular Christian
to the ather, and that a shorthand report of the same shall be signed clergyman who, I believe, belongs to the same denomination
bv us both. Ttle discussion must also be held in the preRence of re- with Mr. Oook. He was accused of the crime of adultery with
spectable witnesses brought by f!ach party, of whom at least three
. or fonr shall sign the report with us; and thew ole to be placed in a married woman-a sister in his church. This clergyman was
pamphlet fol'm, S@ that the public may judge for themselves which considered the greatest preacher in America, and, I believe,
religion is most divine.
DAYANAND SARASWATI. received the largest salary of any clergyman in the country.
The scandal was great and created intense excitement throughout the length and breadth of "the !rind. The p!!pers were full
THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, P.RESIDENT'S 0FFIOE, Jan. 18, 1882
Srn: Those who resort to misleading statements about an oppo· of it, and everybody was talking of it. A trial was at length
n"nt are commonly believed to give thus the best proof that they the result. The injured husband prosecuted the clergyman.
a•·e advocating a weak cause. H pleased you to make before a large The trial lasted six months. Most damaging letters and conaudie~:ce yesterday certain allegat'ons about my probable motives fessions of the clergyman were pruduced upon the trial, which
in coming to Inrlia, my standing in America. and the "haracter and carried conviction of the man's guilt to the hearts of' millions of
obje,·ts of the Theosophical Society, which are far from true and his countrymen. Large numbers of his fellow-Christians, of
clearly belied by the facts. I have too strong a regard for the good course, sustained him, and his own church raised the sum of
opinion of the Asiatic people to permit them to be deee!ved by such $100,000, or 225,000 rupees, to defray the expenses of the suit;
easily refuted calumnies. l have, therefore, set aside other engage- and very naturally there was a division of opinion, and so it was
ments, and on Friday evening, at the Framj! Institute, Dhobi Taiao, with the jury-they did not agree. But probably not less than
will state my side of the case. I challenge you to meet me at that
million of the American people firmly believed the
time and say what you can against my society, its cause, or myBPlf. twenty-five
man guilty, who aJded to the blackness of his crime by going
Your obedient servant,
H. S. OLCOTT, Pres Theos. Soc.
himself upon the witness stand and for thirteen days perjured
CROW'S NEST BUNGALOW, Jan. 18, 1882. himself, adding gr<'at guilt to the crime he had already comSm: You have defamed my character, impugned my motives, and mitted. That man is still preaching to one of the largest
cast a slur upon the whole Freethought party who take the liberty churches in America, and is still drawing one of the heaviest
of thinking for themselves. That the Indian public may know salaries paid to any man for talking for Jesus. But this bas
whether your several •tat~ments are true or false, I shall make, on not disturbed Joseph Cook. He has not been shocked by the
Friday evening, at 5:30, at the Framji Cowa~ji Institute, a public immorality of this case. He has never denounced Mr. Beecher
statement. On that occasion I invite you to meet me face to fac., in his lectures, and doubtless still recognizes him as a brother
and answer the statements I shall make. Your failure to do eo in Christ.
would be construed into an inability to substantiate the reckless
Another case was a presiding elder, in Tennessee, who had
allegations 1l.ung out under the protection of a crowd of sympa- for thirty years been preaching the gospel of Jesus; he had
thizers.
several churches under his supervision. He had become adShould you plead other engagements, I may say that to :(Deet your vanced in years, and was regarded as a father of the church,
calumnies I have mysP.lf put olf my engagement. Like yourself, I but letters of a most improper character, to one of the young
am on a voyage around the world, and have no time to waste.
For the whole truth, yours, etc ,
D. M. BENNET!'. women of his fold, were discovered, in which he made cnminal
propositions, and he was forced to confess his guilt and retire
It is to be seen from theJoregoing notes that a fi'Om hi~ priestly office. A very similar case was that of Btsbop
second meeting was to be held at Framji Cowasji McCoskry, of Michigan. He was seventy-five years of age,
Hall on the 20th inst. for the purpose of refuting the and for nearly half a century had been a leader in the Christian
church, and long aG the head of the Episcopal church in Michislanders of Joseph Cook against the Theosophical gan,
but he also fell, to the extent of writing imprope!:l~tters
Society and myself. He received the first two notes, to a young woman under his charge. There are hundreds of
hut mine was returned unopened. The following similar cases among us, but I have not time to point them out.
note to Col. Olcott was handed in on the occasion of I only allude to these cases to give you a slight idea of what
our meeting on the evening of the 20th, and was crimes are committed by Christian clergymen, and 1 how little
Mr. Cook is troubled about them. I have never heard of his
read to the meeting:
being shocked at these Christian immoralties; I uever heard of
BOMBAY, Jan. 20,1882.
CoL. OLCOTT, OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, BOMBAY, Sir: I am his denouncing one of the sinful saints of his own religion, for
not open to challenges of which the evident object is to advertise all his horror, all his invective, all his vernon and malice seem
to be directed toward those who differ from him in religious
Infidelity.
Ynu ask me to sit on your platform with a man whose career ilas belief; and who dare.question the truth of his religion.
I may truthfully say this man h11s pursued me for several
been described in au unanswerable article in Scribner's Monthlv as
·• The Apotheothis of Dirt." No honorable man can keep company years, and has spoken falsely of me upon many occasions, and
of this kind. For using thls man as a weapon with whwh to attack it is not strange that he should continue it here. He also
Christianity the enlightened public sentiment ot India will hold the appeared at the time of my trial, and sitting side by side with
Theosophical Society to a stern account. Jl!en are measured by their the vile man who had caused my arrest, gave countenance to
heroes.
the prosecution, and such influence as he had with that ChrisSeveral da.ys before I received your communication I was defi- tian jury he threw against me, as much as to say, "I am in
nitely engaged to be in Poonah on the night proposed fo~ your meet· fllvor of this man's conviction." I may say I owe, in part, at
!ng in Bombay.
Yours, etc.,
JoSEPH CooK.
least, my conviction to the influence of Joseph Cook.
But let me .examine hi~ ~barges in detail. He has tried to
A~ a second meeting the hall was packed to overfl.~wmg, and hun~reds who were unable to gain ad- make you behave me a cnmmal, because I have been arrested,
tried, convicted, and imprisoned; but I beg to assure you that
mrttance w_ere o bl_Iged t? turn back. Captain Brown, that does not necessarily
prove me a criminal. Did the arrest,
of an English regrment m the northern part of India trial, conviction, and sentence to death of the old Greek phiwas ehosen chairman. Colonel Olcott introduced losopher Socrates make him a criminal ? Has the world thought
any the less of him because he was imprisoned and sentenced
me to the audience, when I spoke as follows:
t? dea~h for his_ oPinion? DEJes Mr. Cook, or any of his ChrisFlriends. Ladies, and Gentl(JIT!en: In justice to yourselves in tian friends, thmk any the less of Jesus because he was arrested,
justice to my friends who reside among you, in justice to ~y- tried, convicted, and executed for expressing his religious senS'llf, I beg yo_ur attention_ for a s~ort time while I attempt to timents? Was not Jesus treated even more severely than myre~ute the m!srepresentatwns whiCh have been made in your self, and did that constitute h'm a greater criminal? Does the
mtdst respectmg myself and others; and I crave your indulg- world to-day esteem Galileo any the less because he was arrested
ence ,if, in repelling those attacks, I am compelled to dwell and seven years imprisoned for entertaining the honest belief
sJmewhat upon my own personal affairs.
!
that th& earth is a globe and revolves around the sun, and for
There is no character more justly detested by good people in announcing that belief?
all parts of the world than the falsifier, the defamer, the rnaThe catalogue of men who have been unJustly arrested, tried,
ligner, the slanderer, who with fasehood and malice in his heart convicted, imprisoned, or executed for exercising the right of
wilfully attempts to injure and destroy the reputation of a fel- thinking and expressing their thoughts is a very long one, and
low-being. The grea.test .wrong any o~ us can co~mit is to it embraces many of the best men who have lived. In ail, they
injure th?se of our_ own kmd, whether m pr?perty, In peace of amount to millions, nnd among them are the sagest philosommd, or 10 reputatiOn. A g:ood chaActer is JUstly prized by us phers and the pure•t men of this world. Michael Servetus was
all above all other possessiOns. To have this assaulted, de- .1 imprisoned and burnt. Giordano Bruno was convicted and
famed, and traduced injures us more painfully than to rob us burnt because he diJ not gauge his belief according to preof money or property.
[scribed rules. Luciliis Vanini was treat.ed i~ the. same cruel
Mr. Joseph Cook, of my own country, has been among you, manner. John Bunyan was a long t1me 10 pn~on; so was
and has seen fit to attack me and the cause I serve in an unwar- Richard Baxter. Sir Walter Raleigh was fourteen years in
r~nted and .untr~thfnl.manner, and I feel it my duty to meet prison, and then beheaded. BishOJlS Hooper, Latimer, and
~1s charges 10 thts public way. He has attacked me in his pub- Cranmer were burnt at the stake; John Rogers shared the
he lectures; he has llottacked me in the public press br furnish· same fate. George Fox and William Peilll were sent to prison
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for their opinions. Thomas Paine was sent to. prison, though
he bad committed no crime. Robert Taylor, Richard Carlisle,
and other advocates of Freethought have been sent to prison
for the commission of no crime save that of thinking for themselves, and for daring to tell their thoughts. Thou~ands-yes,
hundreds of tho]Isauds-of perfectly innocent people have not
rnly been arrested and imprisoned, but put to the most cruel
deaths which the ingenuity of man could invent, and all in the
name of religion and morality. Nothing is better proved than
that conviction and imprisonment are not necessarily proofs of
guilt.
The pretext upon which I was arrested was the selling or
mailing of an argumentative and physiologico.l pamphlet of
much the same character as the one for which Mr. Bradlaugh
and Mrs. Besant were arrested and convicted in England.
Thousands of copies of it had been sold before I sold it, and
many thousands have been sold since my convi<\(ion. The
largest boo.ksellers in New York city have sold many copies of
it, and Mr. Cook has not said a word against them on account
of it.
The anthor of the pamphlet had been unjustly sent to prison
for selling it, by the same prosecutors who sent me, and believing there was nothing criminal in it, that every pet<son had
a right to buy it, to read it, and to sell it. and being a bookseller, and· my customers wishing it, I exercised the right of
selling it, and this while the author was in prison.
That thE' pamphlet is not crimirial or indecent I have the decided opinion of thousands of clear-minded people of our country, including lawyers, judges, literary men, and evAn fairminded clergymen. And more than that, the president of thE)
United States, the members of his cabinet, of the department
of justice, including the attorney-general of the United States,
gave it as their opinion that the work is not obscene, and· my
Christian prosecutor was instructed by them to arrest no more
persons for selling that book. And none have been arrested
since, though many thousand copies have been sold. The
president and the heads of his government di~tinctly declared
that I had committPd no crime and de~erved no in.pri~onment.
Their word is worth far more than that of Joseph Cook.
After my conviction over 200,000 of my fellow-citizens, fully
,,believing I had committed no crime, signed a petition to the
president to release me, and not less than ten thousand letters
were sent him asking for the same justice. The president saw
that my conviction was unjust, and ordered a pardon to be
made out. But ju~t at that moment the clergymen of the Cor'k
stamp and the Christian people of the country, as Mr. Cook
told you, remonstrated with the president against my release.
They appealed to him to keep me in prison. These remonstrances flowed in from all directions. 'I'he prrsident's wife,
who is a bigoted Christhn, took strong grounds against me, and
the president hesitated, and finally decided to not release me.
The church was too strong for me, and mv unjust impri~on
ment was continued, though a greater number of persons asked
for my releaRe than ever before signed a petition for any individuaL I think Mr. Cook was one who worked against my
re!Pase, and it is now very easy for him to inveigh against me.
Mr. Cook said I had a fair trial. This is untrue. A more
unfair trial has not been known for a hundred years. I was
not allowed to introduce any evidence save to show that I had
through life maintained a good character. This I proved by
persons who had known me from childhood. But I was not
allowed to introduce the evidence of compPtent judges, including fifty authors, publishers, booksellers, philologists, and literary men generally, as to the character of the bnok I sold. Not
one was allowed to testify. My attorney also wished to compare
tbe little book with the work£ of standard authors which are in
the principal libraries of the world to show that no more objectionable language was employed in the book I sold than in
scores of othus, and not so much so; but this was overruled.
Nothing of the kind was allowed. My attorney then wished to
read the entire work to the jury; this was not allowed. Ne:xt,
my attorney wished to show that the Christian man who acted
as my pro~ecutor, nnd who was the chief witness against me,
had perjured himself in his evidence against me, which I was
pr~'pared to show by three witnesses, but this was also overruled. I wa& not allowed to show that the evidence which convicted me was perjured evidence. I was prejudged. It was a.
foregone conclusion that I must be convicted. BPing an old
man, it was thought a term of imprisonment would break me
down and that my publications would be discontinued. The
unjust judge before whom I wa9 tried gave such a partial ruling
•.gainst me as would convict any bookseller in the world; and
when, after deliberating several hours, the jury appealed to the
judge for further instructions, he virtually enjoined them to
find me guilty, and thus my conviction was secured, and for no
crime whatever.
Mr. Cook calls me a poisoner of youth. It is utterly false. I
never poisoned a youth. I have never addressed a book or a
circular to youth. The book~ and paper I publish are not of a
character to attract the attentton of young people, but persons
of mature minds; and their object is to eradicate poison and not
to plant it. I never sold one of the pamphlets on which I was
convicted to youth, nor did I ever hear of a youth who read it.
lt is a dry physiological treatise, and has no attraction for young
people.
It is also insinuated in the unjust remarks which Mr Coo
dictated, and which he approved, that I have even poisoned the
minds of the youth of Bombay by immoral circulars, etc. A
greater falsehood could not be uttered. I brought no circulars
of any kind with me, nor have I sent one to anybody, old or
young. I have had no communication with the youth of Bornbay, either to poison them or to give them an antidote for
poison.
Mr. Cook says I am a promoter of vice, and am profitivg
largely by such immoral traffic. This is maliciously and wickedly false. I have sold nothing pertaining to vice, and have no
desire to. My whole object and desire has been and is to disseminate truth, and to employ only good arguments in its defense. If he means that I made large profits on the little
pamphlet for which I was imprisoned, he is false again. As it
sold for less than five annas of your money, and I bought and
paid for them, .and sold but a limited number, you will ~ee at
once that my profits could not amount to a very large sum. 1
may truthfully say that the defense against my unjust prosecution cost me a thousand times more than the profits on the little
book.
As to the letters Which be has referred to, I can only say
what I said before, that I had written indiscreet letters, but rwt
criminal, and letterR that injured nobody. Whatever they
were, they were private and the public had no business with
them. Let me add he~e that Justice Story, one of the first
judges we h~tve had in our col!ntrv, in trying a case where private letters had been used "llthout the consent of the writer,
gave it as his judicial opinion that the private letters are sacred,
and that it is culpable to publish them without the consent not
only of the person who receivtd them, but of the person who
wrote them. l wisb. not to detract from any honor which Mr
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Cook or any other man can gain in consequence of the unau- tilled by missionary societies, but yielding little fruit" (pages 149 and that is a fair specimen of all the science they possess d .
thorized and culpable publication of private letters, though he and 150).
The fact is, the writers of the Bible were very ignorant peo;l '
seems to be a man capable of that kind of business.
Hear what he says about your own land:
judged iu the light of the present ~ay. They knew not th et
I believe I have now noticed his principal falsehoods agah4st Thus, then, we see that, in th!s ancient land of civilization, it is the sun is larger than the earth; nothmg about the strata of th
!fiyself, and I beg your_ pardon for dwelling so long upon what precisely those races and cla~ses of poople which, in :religion and earth; nothing about the coal formation; nothing about the
1s of a personal and pnvate character, but it seems necessary social position, have relatively come least under the in:ll.uence of glacial period; nothing about man in prehistoric times. Thee
heathen cultu:re, that are most accessible to Christianity; whilst the
to show you the real character of my maligner-the man who real
strongholds of the Hindoo religion and civilization-the north had very little or no ~cientific information, and it is simply al.
defends crime and denounces virtue, a man who defends the with its Benares, one may say all the higher, better ertucated castes surd and untruthfulm Mr. Cook to pretend that science has any
and
more
enlightened tribes generally of India-still stand out deperjurer and pursues the man who tells the truth. He defends
like a mighty fortress, which, though besieged indeed, is. far connection with either the Bible or Christianity.
the man who caused me all the trouble I had, who I can prove fiant,
yet from being taken (p. 173).
Without attempting to give all I said, I will re.
has committed perjury on numerous occasions; a man who has
The best that can be said respectmg these extracts is that
caused_ the arrest, imprisonment, and great unhappiness to
mark that I closed my little speech by making a hur.
they
present
a
far
less
rose-colored
view
of
the
missionary
field
many mnocent persons and to their families, cruel almost as
ried review of Christianity, and enlarging on some
death. This man, Mr. Cook, defames and denounces me who than the representations of Mr. Cook. According to this higher
of the points. I showed that Christianity is not new
authority,
it
appears
that
the
world
is.
not
being
converted
to
have endeavored through life to do injury to none. This may
serve to show you what kind of a man this slanderer is, and Christianity so rapidly as the representations of this man would or original; that everything in its stock of trade is
how much his word is entitled to be believed. All I have lead you to think. In fact, Mr. Cook is guilty of misrepresen- borrowed from older systems; that the myth of God
tation in this matter.
st&ted I can furnish unquestionable proofs for.
begetting a son is far older than Christianity; that
I will leave it with you to decide whether this man, who cerLet us glance at a few of the other statements· of Mr. Cook.
the crucifixion of the sons of gods as an atonement
tainly
possesses
means
for
knowing
the
facts
quite
equal
w
1\:Ir.
He tells you that skepticism-unbelief in the doctrines of
is older in other religions than in Christianity; that
Christianity, and Freethought-is decreasing in the United Cook, presents as many hopes for the speedy spread of Chrismiracles have been claimed for nearly all the old re.
States. I know this tn be false, and I have good opportunities tianity over the world as does Mr. Cook.
I will leave it with you to decide if, as Mr. Cook boasts, ligions; that the story of Jesus and his religion is
~or knowing.. Ten _years ago _there was but one Free thought
JOurnal published m the Umted States; now there are six. £1,2500,000 ($6,250,000), or a crore and a half of rupees, are wholly unhistorical; that there is no corroborating
There are ten times more Freethought books, pamphlets, annually expended in the cause of foreign missions, whethPr it proof, contemporaneous or otherwise; that what are
and tracts printed than ten years ago, and ten times as many peo- is the best possible use that could be made of the money; called the four gospels in our New Testament were
ple are reading them. There was never such a general disposi- whether the same amount of money used in schools of science,
tion to examine into the truth or falsehood of existing creeds by in erecting industrial establishments for the people, in making not known by the early fathers, were not known by
people of all classes at the present time. There are ten times good roads and highways, in draining marshy and waste lands, the early churches, and probably were not written
more Freethought lecturers now in America than ten years in works for irrigation, and in thousands of other ways, would till about the year 181; that many _of the early
ago. I think I speak only the truth when I say that there are not do more good to the world; I leave it for. you to decide Christian fathers were designing and dishonest men
in our country to-day ten times more skeptics, unbelievers whether the progress of the missionary cause among your- capable of using deception and fraud; that they wer~
in supernatural religion, and Fruethinkers than ten years ago, selves is commensurate with the money and talent PXpe»ded in also full of contentions; that Christianity has not
that line. I submit it to you if the missionades, who come
and they were never increasing so fast as at the present time.
Mr. Cook also tells you that Christianity is increasing rap- among you to bring you a new religion, do not expend the been a religion of love and peace, but the bloodiest
idly in our country, and is daily becoming stronger. This is money they bdng wi&h them in living comfortably in fine resi- religion in the world, aJ!ld its bright lights and
equally untrue. Faith in supernatm-alism and Christianity is dences, in dressing well, and in having around them all the champions among the worst tyrants the world has
yearly growing weaker among us. The churches themselves comforts of life. 1 ask of you to say whether they are the self- known; that it has fostered ignorance, and retarded
are becoming thoroughly honeycombed with skepticism and un- denying class which they are represented to be, I will leave it science and learning; that Christianity has favored
belief. It is still fashionable to be considered orthodox, and to with you to decide whether those among you who have made a
be counted among the believers in the current system of rclig- profession of Christianity are really much better and more slavery and the worst forms of oppression; that it
ion, but the scientists are at work and have done good service: moral in consequence. I will leave it with you to decide has opposed the advancement of woman; that
They deal in nah1re's truths. Tens of thousands of their vol- whether, if the people of England-the first Christian nation- Christianity has not been the source of civilization
umes have been read with avidity, and the result is that blind expend £70,000,000 ($350,000,000), or eighty-four crore of in the world claimed for it, but that it has depended
faith in the obsolete fables and claims of the past is giving rup~es, for intoxicating drink~. which produce crime and wretch- far more on science and general intelligence; that
way, faith in the supernatural ·is lessening, as I said, in the edness, as is authoratively stated to be the case, I leave it with
churches, and tens of thousands are seeking for sometbing bet- you, I say, to decide whether you wish that kind of Christianity Christianity is unprogressive in its nature, being
established nearly two thousand years ago as a perter than ecclesiastical absurdities. To rebut Mr. Cook's state- to spread over India.
Whether India will become Christian in another century, I fect system, incapable of further progress or im.
ments, I need only call attention to the fact that the Rev.
T. DeWitt Talmage, one of the first clergymen in our country, think, depends much upon yourselves and your offspring. Iu provement; that Christianity does not teach the
has published his views on the lifelessness of religion among my opinion, Mr. Cook's prediction is a very wild one. I doubt highest class of truths, founded, as it is, upon the
the churches, and has made the statement that the addition to not many reforms col).ld profitably be effected in your country. untruthful claims of the supernatural, etc., etc.
the churches only amounts to two members each every year, If idol-worship and baseless supers_titions could be done away,
There was abundant applause during my imper.
and through the country not enough to make up for the deaths by an increased knowledge <Df sc1ence, nature, :-tnd truth, I
that occur. The Rev. Dr. McCosh, of Princeton University, would hail the change with joy, but I do not wish to see you fectly delivered remarks.
one of the first theological institutions of the country, in a wail embrace Christian~ty, for I do not b~lieve it would make you
Col. Olcott, in a speech of an hour and a half,
which he very recently sent abroad, admitted that fewer of the any better or happier. It would be likely to make you greater by extracts from the American press and numerous ~
young men than formerly are offering themselves a.s candidates hypocrites, more false, but it would not make you better people, letters from many distinguished officials and men of
for the clergy, and that clergymen are absolutely decreasing in nor more moral.
Mr. Cook would have you believe that Christianity is a divine position in America, showed that Cook's statements
numbers.
Again, Mr. Cook tells. you how the missionary societies in the system of religion, handed down directly from heaven, and that that t,he Theosophical Society was comparatively un.
world ar.; rapidly increasing their effectiveness, that the cause it is the only religion that has enjoyed that great good fortune. known in America, and that its founders had but little
is in a very prosperous condition, and that in another hundred I deem him as wrong in this-as wide from the truth-as in the standing there, are wholly false. He also showed that
years India herself with her 250,000,000 will be more tbau half other statements he has made. I wish we had time to enter Mr. Cook's representations that the Spiritualists of
converted to Christianity. To meet his highly colored state- into an examination of this subject. His position is either true America are a disreputable set, and that he knew of
ments I need only read to you some of the statements of the or it is false, and since it has been truthfully said, that "it is
Reverend Doctnr Theodore Christlieb, professor of theology better to suffer for speaking the truth, rather than that truth only about ten person!" among them who were men
and university preacher of Bonn, Prussia, in his late work on shall ~uffer for want of speaking," it is well to investigate this of good sense, etc., were only slanderous statements.
foreign missions. In recounting the difficulties under which the important subject.
The colonel gave a large number of persons in the
I have paid considerable attention to the subject of the gods
missionary cause labors, he says:
Spiritualistic ranks who stand high in intelligence
aud
religions
of
the
world,
and
I
have
fully
come
to
the
belief
The sudden and ofttimes brutal advance of wblte settlers, of golddiggers, of brandy merchants, and others, with all their demoraliz- that all the religions I know anything about are man-made· all and worth.
ing influence, splits up and scatters the church as yet hardly formed of human production, and Christianity is no exception to' the
Upon the whole, Colonel Olcott fully vindicated
and increases exisiting native prejudices to an almost unconquer2
/
the Theosophical Society aud showed Joseph Cook
able hatred of every white face. I need only refer to South Atrica ruk.
~r._ Co_ok insists _that all. other religions are man-made Rxcept to be simply an untruthful and malignant slanderer.
Australia, New Zealand, and many of the Indian territories of North
America. To undermine a large stronghold of darkness, like Hin- Chr1stlamty, on wh1ch subJect I shall have no quarrel with him,
dooism, was, and is in itself, a sufficiently heavy undertaking. but I shall insist, if in lo0king over the entire field and investi Of this fact the natives here appear thoroughly con·
What must 1t be there, when, as now, the Hindoos confl-ont the missionary with que~tions from Hegel, Strauss, Renan 1 When, in addi- gating aU the cl~tims that Christianity has to offer we find there vinced.
tion to the ancient superstitions, modern Infidelity has to be corn- is nothing in it but what is contained in the other man-made
The following circular-written by a native, and
bated 1 When the youth of heathendom, thirsting for knowledge.
are instruoted-as in Japan they are-by Materialistic professorB: religions, that it must be decided that it also is a man-m~de printed and circulated pretty freely at Cook's last
and when, as often happens, students in the colleges abandon super- religion. If there is a personal, intelligent, and infinite God lecture-very fairly represents the effect which his
stition only to adopt complete religious indiJierence or Nihilism 1
who has from everlasting ruled over the destinies of this world five lectures have had upon the native element:
Hatred to Catholics is thus shown:
and yet left its inhabitants to grope in darkness for thousand~
Where, in. the present day, can Pro_testant missions make any of years with no religions save those produced by men, until,
The native public of Bombay take this opportunity to thank
great strtde m advance, wtthout Rome tmmedlrttely following close less than two thousand years ago, be undertook the grand enterat their heels? In Madagascar and Central Africa, in the South Seas prise of sending a true religion down to earth from his own Mr. Joseph Cook for the trouble he has taken to come to Born·
bay and preach Christianity to the English-speaking native and
and in BrilishNorth America, wherever Rome can, she seeks by her
intluence to TJaralyze the advance of tile gospel.
throne-a religion which the children of men needed to take European residents of this great city. But at the same time
Still the growi~g question of the darkness is perhaps a sign of the them to heaven and to save them from the everlasting burning they think it proper to inform the reverend gentleman that he
progress of the llght-a proof that the !me ot attack is being extended. But what if the darkest clouds in the missionaries' sky are which must otherwise overwhelm them, I say it would be shouli not leave them with the idea that his eloquent bnt
to be found not so much in the various phenomena presented by most natural to expect that such a religion would, in a few re- flimsy, unargumentative, and merely rhetorical lectures have
the hostile count:J.·y as in the atmosphere of the churches at hOme 1
Where is there n<.>w that deep enthusiasm such as existed in the spects, at least, be unlike the old man-made religions which produced any impression whatever on their minds with respect
founding of the most of our missionary societies? When, in Sep- had existed for thousands of years. But, alas l it is not so. If to the truth of Christianity. Many flocked to his lectures
tember, 1795, aged and v<merable churc11men and dissenters ern- Christianity is that divine religion it is no better than the man- merOJly to witness the magnificent tamasha [show]. Hence the
braced with te>J.rs in the chapel of Lady Huntingdon, and reaching made religions that preceded it. For upon giving it the closest large number of hearers he succeeded in obtaining. Let him
each other the band across the barriers of denominationalism
formed the London Missionary Society 1 Or when, aga.in, at t.lie scrutiny I cannot find that there is anything new or original in and his colleagues rest assured that Christianity will never sucordination of the first four Barmen missionaries the otrering-plates it. I cannot find one dogma, rite or sacrament in it not also to ceed in India. Nothing more. need be said.
were filled, not with money only, but with golden chains, watches, be found in the~e older man-made systems.
NATIVE PuBLIC Vorm;:.
rings, and orna.ments of all kinds? Where is all that now?
Now, this is so, or it is not; and it is better for all of us to
Till recently, as the considerable increase in the revenues of the
I
may
add
that
since
the
second
meeting both Mr.
various societies showed, the interest !l.t home kept pace, from de- know which it is. If 1\:Ir. Cook can succeed in showing that I
cenium to decenlum, with the growing extent of missionary enter- have been in prison, if be can show that I have not been the Cook and Col. Olcott have gone to Poonah, over a
prise. For a few years back, however, deficits in many of the great
societies-in Germany more especially-have become chronic. Is most perfect man in the world, even if he could make you be- hundred miles to the southeast of this city, where
this a consequence only of the widespread commercial and !l.gricult- lieve that there is danger of my stealing the Himalaya Moun- both m~le speeches, and where, true to his malig·
ural depression and temporary ? Or will the funds permit no tains, or of carrying away two or three of the famous rock
greater drain on them for some time to come? Many seem actually
nant nature, Cook again repeated his aspersions
to think that any f11rther demand on the material resources of the temples of your country, it would make no difference in this
friends ofn,lissions would be a very questionable policy. Alreacly question of the only divine system of religion. No matter how against the Theosophical Society. The colonel sent
some of the boards of dtrectwn, m splle of maHy of tile earnest appeals from heathen lands, have felt themselves compelled to take bad a man he can make you believe me to be, it will not prove a challenge to Cook to meet him on the same plat·
up the question of lim!led and diminished supplies. J£ven in Christianity to be true; nor prove Brahmanism, and Zorastrin- form, taking the occasion to say that I was not pre~
England !l.nd America, here ftnd there, the necosoity for retrench- ism, and Buddhism, and Confucianism to be false. 'Truth ent and could not longer serve as an excuse for h1s
ments casts a heavy cloud on tbe prospects of the future. . . . does not stand, let us rejoice, upon so slender a foundation.
I am convinced that on a mere comparison of past and preoent the
refusal to meet the colonel on the same platform;
Before leaving the subject, I wish to say this much in my
balance is not altogether in favor of the present, and that !l.S we 'owe
more thanks to God that he bas, not so much by us !l.S in sp1ie of us own behalf; While I cheerfully admit that I am not perfect but the false-hearted man then took another dodge
in spite of the lukewarmness and worldliness of our Christianity' that I am not a saint, that there are better men than myself i~ under the pretext that he could not meet him, as he
permitted such-rapid advances to be made toward the completio~
the world, I must claim that I have tried to do as well as I could· could do nothing to advertise or aid Infidelity. He
of his own work (pages 26, 27, 28, 29, 30).
The. following may be taken as a wail with regard to Palese I have endeavored to be an honest man; I have wished to wron~ far prefers to use slander and defamation, in an ~n
none of my fellow-beings, and I am not conscious that I have gentlemanly and under-handed way, to meetmg
tine:
Alas, that thie land must be included among the fields of mis- wronged any. This is all I have to boast of, and I do not speak his antagonists fairly, face to face.
·
sionary labor I This land, beloved as no otber, wept over as none, this to boast.
I am able to report, however, that Cook has not
hoped for as none; the land of promtse, the apple of the eye of God
Mr. Cook attempts to establish Christianity by science, and to
and man, the cradle of truth and freedom. Frtin would we think of
in India, though he com·
her as a garden of God, with angel• ascending and descending as of show that Christianity and science harmonize, but in this I think made a good impression
old. . . • Here there is read aloud the lesson, for the stones cry he is as wide of the truth as in his slanderous statements. I menced with all 0 the pomposity of a war-hor~e
out, and the ruins bear witness of what God has done in mercy and would like some person to show me wherein Christianity is Some of the papers here have at last spoken quite
judgment. But the inhabitants, Turks and Jews, and alas! Chri•tians, too, will not nnde,.stand it. The messengers of the gospel scientific or wherein the Bible is scientific. I claim that neither slightly of him, pronouncing his speeches unarg:u·
must come from afar to mterpret the language of these ruins !l.nd Moses, nor Jesus, nor a single writer of the Bible has enunciproclaim alike_to Jewishunbelief und Christian idolatry that God ated a single scientific truth or thought. They even did. not mentative, and saying that the quality most consplO·
m~st be worshtped m eptnt and truth, that so the despised, longreJected Lord may agam be made possessor of hts inheritance. know the earth is round, a simple fact which now every school- uous in him is his "bumptiousness." At Poonah
Yes, a land of missions, but a barren one. Amidst the marvelous boy understands. They talked about the" ends of the earth '' Cook undertook to get his audience to repeat the
IllVisions of its many Christians and non-Christian parties and sects; the ''corners of the earth," the "foundations of the earth;" Lord'$ prayer with him, but they declined. He go~
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angry and said something about casting pearls before swine. This was resented by many, when an
intelligent Englishman present took the occasion to
say that he had resided in India nearly twenty years,
and he had never .had any occasion to compare the
natives to swine. Cooli: attempted a lame apology,
but it was not well received. 'fhe intelligent native
population are greatly disgusted with him, and regard
him as not only a very unfair man but as a malicious
liar. · He is not accomplishing very much toward
building up the cause of Jesus here.
·
Pardon me for having so much to say about Joseph
Cook, for I presume you think about as little of him
as I do. But there is considerable being said hel'eabouts of him. I would give e:x:tracts of what he has
said in his speehes and in his dictated newspaper
articles of a sla.nderous character, but have not the
paperil within reach.
Trusting I may be able to write you something of
a more interesting ch;uacter about India, I am
Sincerely yours,
D. M. B.
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caste, who gather it up with their hands, and then along in the evening, seeming to be close by, and
take it to some open lot where they can obtain sounding much like a lot of boys yelling and makwater, when the dung is wet, if necessary, and ing all sorts of noises.
kneeded and rolled out in round cakes from four to
The oxen here are peculiar to this country. They
six inches in diameter, and three-fourths of an inch have a hump or prominent enlargement on the top
thick. These soon dry, exposed to the rayf! of the of the shoulders, and against which they do much of
India sun, when they are ready for market. They their pulling. This is said in young animals to be
are usually packed ed~ewise in round, shallow bas- very fine eating, being of a fleshy formation, partly
kets, twenty-five to thirty inches in diameter and lean and vartly fat. They are, perhaps, not so
piled up nearly two feet high, making two or three strong as American oxen, but they are better travelbushels by measurement. Low caste women may ers, and far less affected with heat. They are much
be seen carrying these baskets on their heads to used here in carts, both for traveling and for hauling
market for miles. I have seen this fuel being burnt, stuff of all kinds. I see many carts upon springs,
and it burns well and makes a fire as hot as a coal with a top to them, in which are seats, making a
fire. Wood and coal are both scarce here, and this kind of vleasure carriage; in which the natives of the
kind of fuel is very largely used by the 250,000,000 better classes take great delight. It is amusing to
inhaBitants of India. The women are more clad see these native cattle trotting and plodding along
than men, but in Europe and America they would the streets and highways as though their very lives
be considered very slightly clad indeed.
depended upon getting along speedily. They are
I think I said the extensive bungalow occupied by said to be able to travel a distance of seventy-five
Madame Blavatsky and Col. Olcott commands a miles per day, and I have not seen one that showed
splendid view of the bay and the neighboring gar· weariness or seemed to be at all overcome by heat;
dens and palm groves. They are renting the place not one with his tongue out of his mouth. They are
· Bombay and Its Surroundings.
at a low figure because it has the reputation of being generally of a light color,. and seem to be of a
.
BoMB.A.Y, Jan. 24, 1882.
a. haunted house. They are not the kind of people tractable, obliging disposition. They are worked
DISTANT FRIENDS: There is not a little about this to be afraid of ghosts, and were not at all disinclined single, in shafts, double, with a kind of yoke, triple,
town that will interest you, but I presume I will not to live in a house where ghosts and phantoms are with one in the lead, and quadruple, one yoke before
think of everything which I ought to. Let me first said to congregate. It is enough to say that though the other. The third one in the lead does his pullmention the Theosophist, a monthly quarto magazine they have occupied the house for two years or more, ing against the hump on his shoulders. A small rope
of thirty-two pages, published by Madam H. P. the ghosts have not yet proved at all troublesome or passes from the horns through the nostrils, by which
Blavatsky and Col. Olott, "devoted," as it claims, demonstrative.
the animal is guided as easily as the horse by the
"to oriental philosophy, art, literature, and occultThere are two or three kinds of palm-trees grow- rein. Very little bawling is done to these cattle,
ism, embracing mesmeriiSm, Spiritualism, and other ing hereabouts in great numbers; the most .numer- and they trot or amble along as naturally as the
secret societies." It was commenced in October, ous is the cocoanut palm, which . bears the nuts in horse or mule.
1879, some ten months after the arrival here of the plenty. It is also called the "toddy-tree," because
The Italian buffalo, or what is much like it, is
two managers, and, what seems singular, has been the natives tap the stalk of the leaves, perhaps sev- reared here in great numbers, and worked much
self-sustaining since the issue of the first four num- enty-five or a hundred feet from the ground, hang- the same as the oxen mentioned, though they are
bers. It goes all over India and Ceylon, and is grad- ing a vessel to· catch the juice, which is sweet and much larger and more unwieldy. They are mostly
ually increasing in circulation. It is ably conducted rif1h, and which, easily fermenting, makes an intoxi- used for heavy draught, being larger by a third,
and contains many interesting and original articles. cating liquid which some of the natives are fond of. perhaps, than our cattle, as well as coarser in appear. I will have something to tell you of occultism after It is curious to watch the agile toddy gatherers climb ance. They are ill-looking beasts, for their horns,
some other subjects are disposed of.
these tall trees, having notches and jogs on which to going straight back, gives them anything else. than
Bombay is a pleasant and flourishing town. place their feet, and with their hands upon the oppo- a prepossessing appearance. They have a great
Within the past few years it has acquired an impor- site side of the tree they climb, in a nearly naked fondness for water, and when used to haul cannons
tance not possessed earlier, and which, in a com- condition, as rapidly as a man would ordinarily as- in war times, or loads of anything at other times,
mercial point of view, places it ahead of other cities cend a flight of stairs. They have a vessel strapped they have to be watched closely when near ponds of
in India. Calcutta is still the seat of vice-regal gov- to their backs or shoulders in which they collect the water or they will betake themselves to the same
ernment, and is an important city, but Bombay has juice, and making a fresh incision in the place of and have a good bath. The female buffalo is valthe greater amount of commercial trade with Europe tapping, they descend -with the agility of a cat. It ued for milk, much of which is used for making butand the Western world. This change, which is one is a particularly low caste that attends to this occu. ter, but the latter is as white as the driven snow. I
of gradual growth, is but natural, owing very greatly pation. I pantomined to one I was watching that I could not imagine what it was when first I saw it on
to the completion of the Suez Canal, by which the wished to taste the juice, and he allowed me to do the table, and was under the necessity of askingcommerce with England and the rest of Europe was so; but I did not like it, it having an acrid ta~te, It has not the flavor of butter from cows' milk,
greatly facilitate:d and increased. Also the opening not very agreeable. The British government have and to my taste not as agreeable. I have seen
of various parts of India by railway, connecting with levied an annual tax of eighteen rupees-equal to both the buffaloes and the India oxen used singly as
Bombay, has largely increased the commerce and nine dollars-on each cocoanut tree in the country, pack cattle, having a kind of saddle or padding on,
travel of the town.
because the natives procure their toddy from it. The with wood, stone, or any similar freight confined
Unlike most seaport towns, Bombay is not located tax seems like a heavy one, but the natives pay it with ropes on each side. These are the same variety
. upon a river, but is built upon one of a cluster of rather than go without their toddy. Within three of buffaloes I saw in Greece, Syria, and E,g-ypt .
islands connected with each other and the main-land hours' drive of the city v.re most beautiful cocoanut
Great numbers of Arabian horses are brought here
by artificial roads or causeways, thus making the bay groves, where the trees almost join leaves over the from Aden, and a heavy trade is done with them.
·one of the finest in the world. These are all proofs road and form a most beautiful arch. This is besides The Arabs, however, are very careful to prevent the
of volcanic formation on the part of some of the the thousands in the limits of the city and its sub- propagation, for they never allow horses to leave
islands, and some of the smaller ones seem to be the urbs. The other variety of palm, which has a leaf their country in a condition to become fathers. The
remains or extinct volcanoes. One of these islands, much like those used for fans, and which also bears Hindoos are very merciful to the brute creation,
and perhaps more, is used as a fortification, heavy fruit, abounds in considerable numbers. Some- and take very good care of the, animals under their
guns, which sweep the whole harbor, being planted times they grow to a bight of one hundred and control. The beasts look sleek and contented, and
thereon. There are also two heavy floating batteries. twenty feet to the leaves; it never has any branches. I have not seen a Hindoo beating an animal of any
The usual landing-place is called Apollo Bunder,
Birds are very numerous here, but they are not all kind.
attractive and fine-looking buildings ornamenting the of an attractive kind. Sparrows are very numerous
TilE EVIL OF CASTE.
front, and very fine buildings being all along further and tame, coming into the house with but little apCaste is the great curse of India. It may have its
back on the Esplanade. Several tramways are in parent fear, and always very lively. There is also an good sides, or it may in some directions have suboperation, which carry passengers the distance of abundance of crows here, which a;re nearly as tame served a good purpose in restraining the upper classes
three miles or more to northern and north-eastern as the sparrows, and come close to the doors and and inciting them to conduct superior to that of the
portions of the city.
windows. They are .p.ot the same as the Americ:m lower classes, but taken all in all it has done infinite
Two ~ne marble statu~Js adorn the European part crows, being a trifle sm!!.ller and more glossy and harm to the country. This system of caste has been
of the mty; first, that of Queen Victoria, the empress sleek-looking, and more domestic; but their eternal brought about by the Brahminical religi?n, comof India, opposite the fine post"office, and the other "caw, caw" becomes a little bit tiresome in time. mencing, perhaps, as far back as the Institutes of
of her son, the Prince of Wales, on the Esplanade. The kites are a much larger bird, and look like Menu. There were originally four grand castes.
~mongst the numerous public buildings may be men- hawks sailing about, though probably quite as much First, the Brahmans, which are the highest. They;
tiOned the To~n Hall, m which the Asiatic Society like the buzzards of our country. They are often are the learned class, and furnish the numerous
~ave .a larg_e hbrary and museum of Indian antiqui- extremely bold, and sometimes swoop down and ecclesiastics of the country, and it is not expected
ties, mcludmg Idols, etc.; the mint St. Thomas's snatch food from the hands of children, or a bone they will engage in mercantile or mechanical pursuits;
Cathedr~l, the Sailor's Home, the pubiic works offices, even from the mouth of a dog. These, with the They are the aristocrats of the country, ·and, though
post-office,, telegraph office, the high court offices, countless crows, are the scavengers of the country, as poor as poverty itself, they look. down upon the
the sectanatl the Sassoon Mechanics' Institute and and keep meat and other substanctls from going into inferior castes with a perfect ,contempt.; They will
the. University buildings. These and long ro;.s of a state of putrefaction.. I hear of another large hardly touch a person of low caste,. ~nd if. they deign
busmess houses would do honor to any city.
bird, called the adjutant, which is around frequently to speak to them it is in a haughty,..lor!'lly. manne~l
~ ramb~e through th~ native. bazars it> very inter- in the raining season; they are tall, and of the heron No matter how poor, the .Brahmani0 class may: be
estmg, whwh present, With their busy little shops or crane family, and sometimes stand on the corner themselves, if the shadow of 9ne ~f: the .low castes,
vivid pictures of oriental life and manners. A Euro~ of a house for hours; hence their name. Green par- or of an unbeliever, like a:Evropean,; falls ,upon ,theii:
pean recently from theW est seeing the unclad appear- rots· of rather small size abound in many places. food they, will not eatia;.mouthful.of it, .but throw:it
ance of the· lower classes of the natives, nearly entirely Pigeons or doves are very numerous, and may often away as.thmtgh.it.was po~ned-:, I£,any of this.oaste
naked, will easily be shocked, but he soon becomes be seen, hundreds together. I have often seen sev- demeanthemselves,by engaging.in.the employ di a
familiar with this marked feature of the place, and eral birds which look like the American robins. European, .q,r·. in followiPg any; menial .pursuit, or:.in
t~e daily burning, glaring sun, even in the winter Large· vampire bats are also numerous, and after marrying below their.l3tation,,they ~re :tabooed .by
time, soon teaches him that clothing is not necessary sunset they may be seen sailing through the dusky their caste, a;n.d they become outcasts. upon the face
to keep away the cold. The better classes are clad air. 'fhe most persistent and annoying birds which oftheea:r.th, ,: · · ... ; ·
·. · .·; .· , ··.,: .. '
'
in clean whi_te robes or garments of muslin; pants, I find here-please pardon the appellation-is the
A Bra4man. is not necess~rily a prieet,, but a
however, bemg worn by none. The legs are invari- musketo. I have seldom seen them anywhere more priest must necessarily ,be a Brahman,. A Brahma~
ably uncovered. It is the lower classes, as observed, numerous or more annoying. It seems they will however.:;poor, will n<.>t·degxaile ~imself by.becwning
who go the nearest unclad, and these perform the almost eat one up before going to bed, and after a trader·o:r.dealer, 011 filling any:,poilitJon. belolj.gjng
IJ?-OSt men~al labors, like being scavengers of the that it seems impossible to bar them from one's to the.Jower ciJ,stes.
,"· .:·,' ; , ., :.
"; · ·... '
mty, ?arrymg a:way the contents of the privies, and face and hands; the weather is so warm that one
The.. second class or JJMte are the Kshatryos; which
clea.nmg up the droppings of animals in the streets, does not feel like· covering up "head and ears." is the ~mHitary class. .The .third a:re the Vaisyas, .the
drying the same in cakes for fuel. This work is Another animal abounds here, and that is the jackal. industrious. and the. commercial .paste; of these:.are
principally performed by the women of the lower They are always to be heard barking and crying the . shop-keepers and , the. :higher mechanics •. · The
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fourth are the Sudras, the servile class, the laborers, please. No woman about the house must ever s~eak 'river Ganges, or. so~e other sacred river, there to
the agricultural class, and those engaged in all servile a word of pity to her or show her the least kmd- breathe her la.st m view of the. holy stream, whose
and menial employments. Below these again arfl the ness.
waters are beheved to be e:fficamous enough to wash
If a widow becomes sick and can no longer go aw~y all the sins she may have committed. When
:fifth class, the Pariahs, the descendants of criminals,
who are the most degraded of all, and are allowed to down to the accustomed place to get her daily meal, she has ceased to breathe, her body, as is the case
follow only the most despised and most disreputable she may lie in her place and die, and no one will with all Hindoos, is burnt and the ashes thrown into
pursuits. The four main castes are again subdivided dare assist her, save she he so fortunate as to have a the Ganges, or sent there from a distance to be con.
into almost an infinite number of sub-castes. Thuil son, who may wait upon her and show kindness signed to that holy stream; when, let us hope her
the Brahmans themselves have almost a countless to her. Instead of a kind word being spoken to her, troubles and a:ffiictions are all over, and that ~ d!ly
number of classes or castes, to keep account of which she is reviled and abused on every occasion, as it is of peace and rest has come to her. This account of
and each attending to the requirements of their caste admitted on all hands that she must have done some- the married life of woman applies more partit~ularly
requires close attention, and great inconvenience, thing very wicked in some former stage of existence to the better classes. Among the lower class0 with
making many grades of aristocracy. There could not to bring upon her such a fate as now rests upon her, whom the women have to go out to earn a livelihood
be a· greater difference between the President of the that of being a widow. To this extent she is held and who have smaller residences, there is more equal~
United States, or the governors of the several states, to be accountable for her husband's death, and it is ity between the sexes; and it certainly appears that
and the most abject slave under our late slave system, believed that it was for punishment that the gods the women of the poorer classes have the most lib.
than between the high and low castes here, each took her husband away. Think of this horrible erty and the most pleasure of life. I have ~een many
mechanical trade and every occupation having a caste state of things when in India it is estimated that of the women of the lower class upon the streets earby itself.
there are over one hundred thousand widows under rying their children with them; not as the American
The tyranny of these castes is fearful to eontem- the age of eight years, and perhaps ten times that Indian women do their children, lashed to a board at
plate. An individual of the low caste, however in- number of widows of all ages. Think of the terri- their backs, but they carry them above ona hip, the
tellectual or worthy, cannot rise, while those of the ble amount of wretchedness there is in this unhappy little fellow having a leg on either side-one in rear
higher class may fall. A person of the lower strata country.
and one in front.
has nothing to hope for in life but the most pitiful
Widowhood, of course, is worse than the married
The women of this country have singular ideas of
and servile existence, and the most abject poverty. state, but the latter at best is terrible enough. As personal ornamentation. It is not at all uncommon
The higher class still has many advantages, though observed, the girl is betrothed hi her infancy, she to see a dozen bracelets on one arm, or metallic
poor; if he commits a crime he is not so severely never having a word to say as to the choice of her anklets of silver and cheaper· metals above the feet,
punished as an offender of the same grade in the partner for life, but she is not really married, and and rings upon the toes are very comm()n; sometimes
lower classes.
does not go to livewith her husband till she reaches a ring on nearly every toe. But the worst of all
There is a very great difference in the intellect and the age of puberty. On the day of her marriage the are the rings in the nose; these are attached a
intelligence of the different classes. Among the young wife is put into a palanquin, tightly closed, third the way up on the left side of the nose, and
Brahmans are as eilucated and intellectual people as and taken to her husband's home. No matter if she are usually an inch in diameter, and often more,
are to be found in the world, while the lower classes has been a pet of fond parents and has received all amounting to two, four, and sometimes six inches
are as ignorant and superAtitious, ail full of absurd kinds of indulgence; all that is now over. Now she in diameter, appearing to be much in the way
errors and p:.:ejudices, as it is possible to conceive of. becomes the slave ..of her mother-in-law, and can no of the mouth, and are really a horrid disfigurement.
I have had interviews with several of the Brahman longer be said to enjoy the prerogatives of a free They sometimes, also, wear ring-s in the ears; not
class, and I find them cultured, deeply read men. human being. She has to wait constantly upon her drops, as American ladies foolishly use, but round
They are very familiar with the writings of John mother-in-law, who orders her about as though she rings, an inch or more in diameter, and worn upon
Stuart Mill, Herbert Spencer, Huxley, Darwin, and were an utterly inferior being; and this mother-in- the upper part of the rim of the ear, instead of the
others, and are very fond of discussing occidental law is to be her teacher and to instruct her how to lower, fleshy part. Two or three rings are someand oriental philosophy. There is probably no peo- please her husband. She is to teach the young wife times in one ear, and occasionally the men are seen
ple more at home in metaphysics, mysticisms, and what dishes the young husband likes best and how following the same foolish fashion.
abstruse thought. It is natural for them to believe to prepare them. If the mother-in-law by chance is
This inequality toward woman in India ha~ grown
in occultism. In this is a part of the marked differ- a kind-hearted woman, she sometimes lets the young out of many centuries of misdirected zeal and a too
ence between the philosophy and thought of the East wife return to her parents' home and make them a strict observance of the teachings of the old sage&
and the West.
visit, when she may wear her saree down upon her and priests. In the laws of Menu there is found auSeveral of the Brahman class have visited me, and shoulders, but while in the house of her husband's thority for these restrictions upon woman. He says
are anxious to learn thP. state of thought, philosophy, mother she must so wear it that it will cover her in childhood the female must be dependent upon her
and education in the new world, and they are head and face down to her mouth. It is permitted father, in youth upon her husband, and in case of
marked by an ease of manners, a mildness and ami- her to raise this after she gives birth to a son. In her his death upon her sons. He also sayfl, "By a girl
ability of disposition perfectly charming. Some of own mother's house she retains her given name, or !1. woman advanced in years nothing must be done,
them have made recitations to me of Sankrit poetry, ~ohemee; but in the house of her husband's mother even in her own dwelling-place, according to her
chanting it in the original style, and in a manner she entirely lose~ her identity; she is no longer called own pleasure." This was the oriental idea with requite pleasing. Some of them are stories, some by her given name, but is always Bo, which only gard to woman. She was regarded as an inferior
fables, and all inculcating a-fine moral lesson. These means daughter-in-law; and to this another term is being, and the same was observable among the Jews.
have been translated to me, but I fear I do not re- appended which -implies whether she is the wife of Paul had much the same notion, and preached upon
member them well enough to justify an attempt on the first, second, third, or fourth son. After she be- the perfect submission of a wife to her husband in
my pa~t to repeat them. I ~ave ha? very little op- corneA mother to a son, she is known as the mother of all things. The civilization of Greece and Rome,
portumty to become acquamted with the Hindoo that child, the word ma being added to the child's and the status of Greek and Roman women, was
women, as it is principally the lower claases who are name.
much better. So it has been i:p. most Christian nato be seen on the streets. None of the India women
In her own mother's house she may run about in tions, and even in Mohammedan countries it has not
are educated, and their minds are left an intellectual the court and verandahs, enjoying such poor play as been so bad. But even here, with the influx of Enwaste, so far as the culture of education is concerned. is thus vouchsafed to her; but in her husband's hoine, rope an manners and customs, there is some improveMARRIAGE IN INDIA.
until after the first child is born, she must mov6 ment, and it is to be hoped that the lot of woman
The women of India, indeed, occupy a most unen- about with the greatest precision, and not like a in India is not always to be as hard as it has been.
viable position in society, and one's heart can easily happy young person who bas a right to enjoy the
It is not strange that, under the state of things
bleed for them in view of the inequality which bears natural pleasure of existence. She must not speak here portrayed, widows and other women of India
down upon them in the marriage relation and other- aloud, but the little she is allowed to speak must be sometimes turn out badly a.nd become prostitutes,
wise. - I have only to state the prominent facts in scarcely above a whisper. In this way it can easily though, from what I can learn, that class of unforthe status of the female of this country for the case be seen that her spirit early becomes broken. When tunate women are not as numerous here as in
to be properly understood. She is generally be- she first sees her mother-in-law in the merning she Christian countries. This being a seaport, and thoutrbthed by her parents while in a state of infancy, must prostrate herself before her, placing her own sands of sailors landing here every year, as in other
not over··the age of· three, six, or eight years, and forehead to the earth and kissing the feet of her places of the kind, prostitution largely abounds; but
this reprehenf!ible :custom is carried to the senseless mother-in-law, and placing one of the matron's feet I am informed that a very large share of them are
extent of betrothals being· made while the child is upon her own head for a short .time. This indicates women from Italy, Germany, Austria, Armenia, and
still 'unborn; it being disposed of for life to her future ,the perfect submission in which she holds .herself other countries, where the Christian religion bears
husband in case shEi proves to be a female, the mother :and is to remain.
rule. Of course there are native prostitutes, also,
going'through with the ceremony of betrothal in beShe sees very little of her husband, and he regardii for prostitution here is not looked llpon as being so
half ·Of the unborn infant. If upon being born the her very little more than he would a cat or other pet degrading as in Europe and America, and in all conohildprov:es ~o be a girl the bet~othal is' as binding animal. It is the most seldom thing that any mani- science the poor beings have hardships :;nd degradaa,nd the g~rl·Is held to the bargam as scrupulously as festation of love takes place between them. It makes tion enough piled upon them to drive them to almost
th<>ugh she had herself been a party to the contract. very little difference how cruelly she may be treated, anything.
If the betrothed husband dies, the girl is a widow, she must not complain to her husband of anything
It is hardly to be expected that the long-surviving
and must· remain a· widow for life, and that is a fate his mother may do, for he is not allowed to take her representatives of the oldest civilization in the worla
most terrible to contemplate. She, like all other part. Her husband sends her each day the allowance should not have handed down many imperfections,
~ido_ws,
never allowed t? marry again under any of food which is to be cooked for himself, herself, and that the effects of a mistaken eilucation should
OIJ:cumstance. ' Her head Is shaved-which is the and the children, when th~re are any. When it is not here and there be seen. If the Hindoos have
greatest disgrace that can be placed upon a woman prepared, by the simple processes of tbe country, vices, they also have their virtues. Their children
in India-'and she is a scullion, a menial, a despised she places it upon a large platter, and it is taken are reared to entertain the highest respect for their
person, a slave all the days of her life. She must into the husband's ·room. He eats what he chooses, parents, and to vield to them the most implicit obedin.eve:r wear any jewelry, she cannot dress in gay at- and the platter is returned to the wife and the chil- ence. Every morning the well-raised children of
tlre; she. cannot sleep· on a bed, J?-Othing but a piece dren, who have the privilege of eating what remains. Hindoo parents bow to the earth, or prostrate themof: mattmg spread upon the .bnck or earthen floor, She rarely or never eats with her husband. The food selves upon it, before their parents, as a token of the
with no covering, even if the night is cold, save the is eaten sitting on the ground, and without knife, perfect obedience to be rendered, and it is one of the
soan~y app~rel which she wears through the day. fork, or spoon. Though the food may be semi-fluid, most unusual things in the world for a child here to
She 18 restricted to but one meal a day and that of a it is put into the mouth with the fingers.
be insolent or disobedient to its parents. If Yo~n~
scanty and economical kind, and once every two
While the wife is young she is seldom permitted America were endowed with a trifle more of this spmt
weeks she must pass twenty-four hours without eat- to go from home upon any occasion, but when she it would undoubtedly be better for him. There
ing:a:mouthful. Neither must she during this fast becomes a matron she sometimes makes a pilgrimage appears, also, to be more regard for the rights and
ta.ke a ·drop of wate.r or a particle of medicine to some Hindoo temple to make offerings to the gods feelings of others among the Hindoos than among
t-.h:ough she be dying with .a fatal illness. She must for herself or others. It is more customary, how- other nationalities; as a people, they are noted for
,:lever sit down or speak- in the presence of her ever, for her to have the family gods in the house, patience, humility, submission, respectfulness, con·
mother-in-law or of her sisters-in-law, unless they and often on a shelf over the head of her bed; and tentment, and peacefuln(,SS. They are also remark.(}?mmand her to do so. Even tho11gh she were a to these she makes daily oblations, offering them rice ably kind to the animal creation. They wili n?t take
'high caste Brahman woman, she sinks to the lowest and decorating them with garlands of flowers. Thus any sort of animal life when they can av01d It, not
'e~~~te on .becoming f1:. widow, and even the servants the life of the India woman i11 spent. When she ap- even for food; it is very seldom that a Hindoo eats
Me. permttted ,to ord~l' -herc~about as much as they proaches the ho-ur of death, she is taken out to the any animal food. They will not even kill a bug or
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the earth knew very little of civilization, and gladly and earth are alarmed, and who is known by the greatness of
strength; he, men, is Indra.
.
made use of the rudest implements of stones and hisHe
who fixed firm the moving earth, who spread thespamous
bones, and subsisted, as many of the wild.,Pnimals do, firmament; he, men, is In<lra.
.
upon other animals, fish, etc.-of which age abund- ' He who having destroyed V1·itra set. free the seven rtver~;
ant proofs exist all over the earth-must necessarily who recovered the cows '(clouds); who regenerated fire in the
A VIEW BACKWARD OF THE HINDOO RACE.
have been many thousand of >ears. From what we clouds; who is invincible in battle; he, men, is Indra.
He to whom heaven and earth bow down; heat whosemi!'ht
_It may not be amiss to look back and consider for know of the rapidity with which civilization adheaven and earth are appalled; he who is drinker of the soma
a little while the origin and character of the progen- vanced in the world a few thousand years ago, we are juice,
the firm of frame, th~> adamant armed, the wielder oft_he
itors of the people who dwell in India to-day. With- irresistibly led to the conclusion that a long period thunderbolt; he, men, is h.dra. :May we envelope thee with
out undertaking to settle the question, which is the must have been necessary to bring man from his acceptable praises, as husbands are embraced by their wives.
• older civilization, Egyptialll or Hindoo, it is pretty primitive low savage state to the condition which it
Ushas, the dawn, who chases the darkness away
well known that many thousands of years ago a is known that the Aryans occupied even before they and makes a pathway for the sun, who wakens in
pretty highly civilized nation called the Aryans emigrated from their central Asiatic homes.
every Brahman's breast his morning prayer, and has
dwelt in Central Asia, and developed 5lgriculture and
I have conversed with learned Hindoos here, who done this for more than four thousand years, justly
many of the domestic arts. This people dwelt on the tell me that they have in their nation authentic comes in for her due share of praise. Here is a beaugreat plains east of the Oaspian Sea, and north west of records, based upon astronomical calculations and the tiful, simple hymn to Ushas:
this country. There seems to have been two branches position of the heavenly bodies, which reach back She shines upon us like a young wife, rousing every living
of this great nation, one of which is believed to have not less than thirty thousand years. And the Chinese being to go to his work. When the fire had to be kindled by
emigrated west and founded the nations of Europe, have records which they insist are far older than men, she made the light by striking down darkness.
She rose up spreading far and wide, and moving everywhere.
while the other branch moved southward and pe(,pled that; but even if we set these claims aside as not sufwhat were afterwards known as India and Persia. ficiently authenticated, we have sufficient proofs to i::lhe grew in brightness, wearing her brilliant garment. The
mother of the cows (m0rnings), the leader of the days, s~e
From this branch came the ancient Medes. Arya isa establish the fact that both countries were inhabited, shone
gold-colored, lovely to behold.
_
Sanskrit word, signifying noble, of a good family, and and that the inhabitants residing in them have deShe, the fortunate., who hrings the eye of the gods, who leads
scended
the term Aryan was applied to the tillers of tbe soil,
from a stock who lived long prior to the the white and lovely steed (the sun), the dawn was seen revealed
a putsuit in which this ancient race was noted. It. period set for Noah's :flood, and before the first man by her rays, with brilliant treasures following every one.
Thou who art a blessing when thou art near, drive far R.way the
is believed they were the first nation to bring the and woman are said to have been created in the
unfriendly; make the pasture wide, give us safety! Scatter thfl
·
cultivation of the soil to a hi!!h state of perfection. Jewish scriptures.
enemy, bring riches! Raise up wealth to the worshiper, thou
Philologists have found many points of resemblance
As before remarked, the Vedas of the old Aryans mighty dawn.
between the ancient Sanskrit language, spoken by the are the oldest known writings or literature of the
Shine for us with our best rays, thou bright Dawn, thou who
Aryans, with the words used in more modern lan- human race. .Veda means knowledge, science, a lengthenest our life, thou the love of all, who givest the food,
guages which are believed to have grown out of it, word of_ much the same meaning as wisdom in the who givest us wealth in cows; horses, and chariots.
Thou daughter of the sky, thou high born Dawn, whom the_
and which are now the prominent languages of the English language. It was used in the plural form to
Vasishthas magnify with sonj?R, give us riches, high and wide;
world, but that subject is too extensive and intricate denote foJ!r collections of hymns, though one collec- all
ye gods protect us always with your blessings.
to be dwelt upon in a book of travels. Suffice it to tion is the original and the oldest, called the RigVaruna
was a favorite god; he ruled over all, and
say, many of the old Sanskrit words spoken by the Veda, or hymns of praise to nature's forces~
The Rig-Veda thus contains the hymns in which governed the seasons of the year. He wail believed
Aryans have their counterparts and close resemblances in the Greek, Latin, German, French, and \}1e Aryans who first entered India worshiped the to set sun, moon, and stars in their courses, and of
gods of nature, and they are held to be 2,400 years him the devout worshiper asked pardon for sin, proconsequently in the :E:nglish.
It is held that, without attempting to give the older than t]:le Christian era. , They number more tection from evil. The follow).ng are specimens of
source of the Aryans, thousands of years ago they than a thousand hymns, and are of various lengths, the ~ymns offered to Varuna, and though they were
reached a comparatively high state of civiliza- varying from one verse to more than fifty verses, or composed more than fifteen hundred years before the
tion, not living in tents like the Arabs, or in crude ric, me>1.ning praise, for which reason they have been Psalms of David, so called, they are equal to them in
wagons like the Scythians, but in well constructed called Rig-Veda, or Veda of Praise. Their authors grandeur of conception and imagery:
The great lord of these worlds sees as if he were near. If a
dwellings, and even in villages and towns. Their were called Rishis, a term implying seer or sage.
Professor Clodd says some six hundred years be- man thinks he is walking by stealth, t.be gods know it all.
houses were strongly built, and their wealth consisted
If a man stands. or walks, or rides, if be goes to lie down or
largely in their domestic animals, in the rearing of fore the Christian era every verse, every word, every to get up, what two people sitting together whisper, King
syllable,
every
letter
of
the
Rig-Vedas
were
counted
which 1 hey took great delight.
Varuna knows it, he is there a~ the third.
This earth, too, belongs to Varuna, the king, and this -,.ide
In matters of religion the Aryans were admirers and that the number agrees with existing copies with
and worshipers of nature. They seemed not to have scarcely a difference. The Brahmans, the ancient sky, with its ends far apart. The two seas (the sky and the
believed in any personal God extraneous to nature, priesthood of the Hindoos, held the Vedas in the oce&n) are Varuma's loin; he is also contained in this drop of
but to have adored the different phases and forces of highest veneration, and it was their duty to devote water.
He who should flee far beyond the sky, even he would not be
nature, and to have addressed tb.ese in their religious years of,study to them and to commit themto mem- rid ofVarnna the king. His spies proceed from heRvl'n toward
exercises. They called the earth mother. They also ory, believing them to be the inspired word of God, this world; with a thousand eyes they overlook this earth.
King Varona sees all this, what is between heavenRnd earth,
had great veneration for the sun, and regarded him having existed in his mind long before the world
and what is beyond. He ha~ counted the twinklings of the
as the source of power and existence. Their name existed.
The chief gods addressed in tha Rig-Veda are eyes of mPn. As the player throws the dice, he settles all
for the sun's light was Dyaus. In time this force or
things.
Agni,
fire; Prithivi, the earth; Mitra and Surya, the May all thy fatnl noose•, which s~and spread out seven by
power became personalized, and Dyaus was the god
of the bright sky. A similarity in name is discov- sun; lndra, the sky; Ushas, etc., the dawn; Maruts, seven and threefold, ca•ch the mau who tells a lie; may they
'
ered between it and Zeus of the Greeks, the J ovis of the storm; Varuna, the all-surrounder; Soma, the pass by him who tells the truth.
the Romans, and is further traced in the name Jupi- moon; Vishnu, who afterwards became a leading
In the following pardon }or sin is asked:
ter; Dyaus-pita with the Aryans meant heaven, god in the Hindoo trinity, and whose name was
However we break thy laws from day to day, men as we are,
father, and Zeupat:er and Jupiter easily grew out of first used in the Vedas to represent the sun.
0 god Varona,
the term.
To the ancient Aryans races Agni or fire was held Do not deliver us unto death, nor to the blow of the furious,
THE ARYAN RELIGION.
to be more divine than the earth, and a higher order nor to the wrath of the spiteful.
It is held that the Aryans, or the wise men among of divinity was accorded to it. It was considered a
Wise and mighty ar~> the works of him who stemmed asunthem, were the authors of the Vedas, which are be- subtle and mysterious power; a most helpful servant der the wide firmaments (heaven ami Parth)- He lifted on high
lieved to be the oldest preserved productions in the though terrible master. To him more of the hymns the bright and glorious heaveu; he stretched out apart the
starry sky and the earth.
world. They are gran d hymns of praise directed to of t h e V ed as were a dd rese d t h an any ot h er of t h e I ask, o Varuna! wishing to know this my sin. I go to ask
the sun, and its representative fire, to the dawn, to gods. He it was who lived among men in a special the wise. The sage£ all tell me the same; Varuna it is who is
the vault of heaven, to the winds, to the clouds, the manner, and was regarded as the messenger between angry with thee. . . .
storms, and the active, moving phenomena of nature. heaven and earth, the guarding and guiding power Absolve us from the sins of our fathers, and from those
From these ancient hymns many nations have found left to shelter men from the terrors of cold, and to which we committed with our own bodies.
their liturgies and rituals, but they have indulged in dispel the gloom when the orb of day had retired to
I will close with the following, which assuredly
more personality of idea, and thus gradually their rest. His marvelous birth, produced by briskly rub- contains as grand sentiments of praie~ as are found
gods have become in their minds virtual beings or bing two dry sticks together, was celebrated in poet- in the sacred writings of any people.
personages.
ical and glowing language, the ten fingers of the
Let me not yet, 0 Varuna 1 enter into the house of clay;
The Aryans admired the scenery of the heavens- kindler being ten virgins who brought the fire, and have mercy, Almighty, have mercy 1
•.
sunrise, sunset, dawn, dusk, the moving clouds, etc. the two pieces of wood being the father and mother If I go along trembling, like a cloud driven by the wmd;
It was easy for them to see a close relationship be- of the young god thus produced. From the fact that have mercy, Almighty, have mercy!
tween the sun and the earth-the great father and butter when thrown into the fire ·m3de it burn more Through want of strength, thou strong and bright god, have
· h t be practwally
· ·
· kl y an d mount h'Ig h er, I"t was b_,e l"Ieve d t o b e th e I gone
wrong;
Almighty, though
havA mercy!
. the
mot h er-w h I'l e t h e c1ou d s mig
re- b l'lS
'l'hirs'
came have
•uponmercy,
the worshiper,
he stood m
garded as their offspring. It has been said that in most acceptable gift that could be offered to Agni, midst of watHs; have mercy, Almighty, have mercy 1
the Aryan heaven was a great plain over which and when he was most to be pleased, butter was the Whenever we men, 0 Varuna! commit an offense before the
roamed bulls and cows, other terms for clouds. As offering made. This is one of the hymns of the heavenly hosr, whenever we break the law through' thoughtlessthe cow yielded hW! milk, so the clouds yielded rain. Rig-Veda to Agni:
ness; puuish us not, 0 God, for that offense !
The sun was lord of all, and was sometimes considAgni, accept this log which I offer to thee, accept this my
There is no room for doubt that the ancient Arered the bull of power and might. I will not, how- service; listen well to these my songs.
yans believed in a life after death. The king of that
ever, now attempt to give the poetic views of the
With this log, 0 Agni, may we worship thee, thou son of other world was Yama. He and his sister Yami
~ryans, nor their. myths, which have b.een copied ~t~~~fth, conqueror of horses! and with this hymn, thou high- were the first pair, and when they reached the realm
' mto the mytholog1es of many later natwns. It is
May we, thy servants, serve thee with songs, 0 granter of of bliss they prepared a place for those who were
enough to say that the Aryan worship was simply a riches, thou who lovest songs and delightesL in riches.
to follow them. In the Persian rendition of the
nature-worship, clothed in poetical ideas and metaThou lord of wealth, and giver of wealth, be thou wise and same legend Yama appeared as Yima, ruler of the
phorical paintings. The grandest phases and features powerful; drive away from us the enemies.
golden age and founder of paradise.
of nature commanded their highest admiration and
He gives us rain from heaven, he gives us inviolable strength,
The Aryans led a sunny, joyous life, and t.hey gave
h·
he gives us food a thousandfold.
d d
1 h
wors Ip.
Youngest of the gods, their messenger, their invoker, most little place to gloom an sa ness.
n t ell' prayers
It is not easy to decide at what age the Aryans deserving of worship, come, at our praise, to him who worships they asked- for wealth, children, long life, success in
emigrated from their fertile tablelands in Central thee and longs for thy help.
war, and yet they were not bowed down with sorrow
Asia, nor whether the Vedas were composed before
For thou, 0 sage, goest wisely between these two creations because they knew that, in spite of all, life one day
they journeyed to the land of the Indus and Ganges or (heaven and earth, gods and men), like a friendly messenger must come-to an end. Their belief in death, even,
after; but one thing may be safely decided, that between two hamlets.
was cheerful. "They believed that in some bright
· · h
Thou art wise, and thou hast been pleased; perform thou,
It IS t at they enjoyed a high degree of civilization intelligent Agni, the sacrifice without interruption, sit down on place where the gods dwelt, they and their loved
in their native land, .and th3:t ~heir historic period this sacred grass.
ones would be gathered under the peaceful sway of
reaches fa1·the\back ~nto antiquity t~an that of. any
lndra, as the sky, the firmament, or sometimes the ?f Yama." It .":as their ~ustom also to make off~r
other peol?le WI.h whwh we are aquamted, save It be sun, received many hymns of praise. Here is one of mgs t.o the spmt of their forefathers; and while
the Egyptians; and we may also safely conclude that the hymns offered him:
they laid the bodies of the dead quietly away they
t~e. I?eri?d from the time. they achieveil_tltis advanced\ He who as soon as born is the first of the deities, who has fully believed that the spirit was also at rest with
CIVIhzatwn back to the t1me when the mhabitants of done honor to the gods by his deedsi he at whose mi~ht heaven'
(Orm!-in'U8d on page 298.)
insect if they can avoid it. They have the character
-of being very kirid to the low forms of animal life
I have seen one of .them out feeding ants, sprinkling
:flour around the ant-hill, so that the little pests need
not suffer with hunger.
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mage's. When compared with the authorized utter- If so, it will probably acknowledge that that is a
ances of the church, it will be at once seen that it is Christian sect and understands the Christian doctrin.
a dishonest evasion, in fact a Christian, Jesuitical lie. They hold that the Bible is." truth-without any mixD. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
The Times disputes that Christianity teaches that ture of error" (Declaration of Faith, article.i), and
men holding the opinions of Longfellow and Emer- that voluntary rejection of the gospel_ involves the
son are cast into hell, and wants authority for the rejecter in an aggravated condemnatiOn (Ibid, vi).
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. assertion. Probably the Times will admit that Article vii of the same reads:
Longfellow and Emerson were not Presbyterians. If
"We believe that, in order to be saved, sinn~rs must be re•
The largest and cheapest Radical Journal pUblished in Europe it knows what Christianity is, nnd what Lon~ellow generate~, or. ~orn !!:gain ; _tha~ regeneration consists in giving
and Emerson believed it will also hav to admit that a holy drsposrtwn to th~ mmd, that it is effected, in a m.a~n?r
or .America, containing nearl;y seven hundred square inehe& more
·
' Th N
y k S
above our comprehensron, by the power of the Holy Spirit m
they were unbelievers.
e ew or
un recog·th dr'vr'ne truth so as to secure our voluntary
1
1JOn
of reading matter than any other journal of its lcind.
. d this
. f act, an d man f u 11y B~l.l'd ~o I_TI
. I't B Issue
.
mze
of· connec
obedience
towt.he gospel; and 'that its prop~t· evidence appears
last Sunday. In answer to an mquiry It says:
in the holy fruits of repentance and fazth and newness of
"Mr. Emerson and Mr. Longfellow were unbelievers in the life."
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MAY 13,1882.
Christian religion. The essence of belief in the Christian reIf we say that Longfellow and Emerson did not
ligion is belief in the deity of the Lord Jesus Christ. Without sin, we are told by the Baptist~ (who are Christ~ans)
the godhead of the Christ there is no real Christianity. It is that "all mankind are now lil'.nners, utterly void of
Christian Duplicity.
true there is a sort of doctrin which many people fancy to be that holiness required by the law of God, positivly
and according to this doctrin Jesus Christ was not I·ncli'ned to evil, and therefore undeiJ'ust condemnation
Among the ma11y who ·are exercised at the suc- Christian,
God, but a creature, a man, 'or a created being somewhat
cess of Col. Ingersoll is the New York Times Are- superior to ma.n. But this is not the doctrin of the Chris- to eternal ruin without defense or excuse."
mark of the colonel's, at his Boston lecture, that if tian religion. It is a foe to Christianity. It is a station on the
Beautiful doctrin! Merciful God!
" Christi!mity be true, Longfellow and Emerson are in broad road to total unbelief, to Infidelity. This sort of doctrin
Final reward and punishment is contingent upon
hell to-night," is excepted to, and the following we understand to hav been the doctrin of Emerson and Long- voluntary acceptance or rejection of the ~ospels. T~e
lecture is read to Mr. Ingersoll and Infidelity in fellow. They were Unitarians. They were not believers in two poets rejected the gospeL W~at IB to be therr
the Christian religion."
fate? This is the creed of the Baptist church:
general:
The
Times
says
that
because
Mr.
Longfellow
did
"We believe that ther~ is a radical and essential difference
" A.ccording to Mr. Iagersoll, Christianity teaches that men
holding the opinions which he assumes that Longfellow and not believe that he sinned when Adam did, and that between the righteous and the wicked; that such only as
Emerson held are cast into hell immediately after their death. because Mr. Emerson had not been converted and through faith are justified in the name of the L?rd Jesus,. an~
Will he kindly mllntion what is his authority for this assertion? baptized, is no reason for assigning them to hell. sanctified by the spirit of our ?-od, _ar~ trulJ: rrg-hteous m hrs
. It is generally understood that both Longfellow and Emerson Does the editor of the Times believe the Bible? If esteem· while all such as continue m rmpemtence and urib•were Unitarians, in the New England sense of the term-in so, what does that say about the unbelievers and the lief are. in his sight wicked, and under the C'trse; and this distinction holds among men both in and af~erdeath.':.
other words, that they did not accept the doctrin of the Trinity.
"We believe that the epd of the world rs approacamg; that
Mr. Emerson has also been somewhat vaguely called a panthe- unbaptized? In the sixteenth chapter of :M:ark, sixist, but that he firmly believed in the existence of God and the teenth verse, we read, "He that believeth and is bap- at the last day Christcwill descend from heaven, and raise the
reality of the future life can hardly be doubted, unless we are tized shall be saved; but he that believeth not shall dead from the grave to final retribut~on; th~t a solelll:n separato make the unwarrantable assumption that certain poems be damned." What does being damned mean? Every tion will then take place; tha~ the wwked will be_ adJudged to
written by him wera not meant to be poems, but formal state- Sunday-school boy knows that according to Chris- endless punishment. and the nghteous to endless Joy;_ and that
· · · · b ·
·
h 11
· 11 this judgment will fix forever the final state of men m heaven
ments of his theological creed.
. .
or hell on rinciples of righteousness."
"Mr. Ingersoll has a convenient fashion of calling everything tiamty It IB emg cas~ mto _e ·.
Jesus made conversiOn an mdispensable requisit to
'. p
.
b
t'f B ti t c d
Christianity which has at any time been taught by any church
As Is seen, accordmgto the eau I u1 ap B . ree
or sect. If ignorant fanatics were to form themselvs into a going to heaven. In Matthew xviii we are told 9y
new sect and assert that. human sacrifices should be made a no less a person than he that '' except ye be con- Longfellow and Emerson. at the last d_ay. Will be
part of the Christian religion, Mr. Ingersoll would undoubtedly verted and become as littl~ children ye shall not enter a_djudged to endless pumshment on prmmples of
cite their preposterous dogma as a sample of what Christianity into the kingdom of heaven." Does the Times find righteousness.
.
. . the
teaches-just as he is never tired of citing the Spanish Inquisi- that either Emerson or Longfellow became converted
_T_he . Times' theologian !lays tha_t _bel_Ief m
tion as part and parcel of Christianity. In the days when the even as little children? On the contrary it admits trmity IB not a necessary part of Christianity. . That
Unitarians separated from the orthodox Congregationalists of
New England, there were l!lldoubtedly men among the latter they were not. As there are only two places to go to is a rather curious st_ate~ent to I?-ake. "~Ill he
who believed that no one who denied the doctrin ot the Trinity after death-heaven and hell-and only converted kindly mention what IB hiB a~thority for thi~ assercould be saved; but to assume that these heated controversial- people can go to heaven and the dead poet and tion?" Not from the Catholic, nor the_ Episcopal,
ists, fighting under the banner of a small and waning sect, philosopher being unconv~rted, where are they?
nor t~e Congregational, _nor the Presbyter~an, nor the
were the authorized exponents of Christianity, would be as abWhat
do
the
creeds
of
the
churches
of
the
present
Baptist,
nor the Methodis~ do_es he get thi~, but f~om
surd as to accept the claim of the three tailors of Tooley street
day teach is the fate of the unbeliever? Let us see. the hitherto heret~cal Umtarians and Umversalists.
to be the people of England.
" It may be unhesitatingly asserted tliat Christianity does The Presbyterian church is popularly supposed to be It is generally believed at the present day that Mr.
not teach in regard to the final condition of men like Longfel- a Christian institution. In chapter six of its "Con- John Calvin had D~ctor Servetus burnt be?a~se
low and Emerson what Mr. Ingersoll says that it teaches. The fession of Faith," we read:
he persisted in denymg the dogma.
t?e trmity,
Roman Catholic church, which undoubtedly does make the
which is an inseparable part of Chrrst~amty. Take
" Our first parents, being seduced by the subtilty and temp- the divinity of Christ away and where Is the scheme
broad, general assertion that outside of its pale there is no salvation, concedes that men who h&v been baptized, and who tation of Satan, sinned in eating the forbidden fruit. This of salvation? Christ's promises would hav no meanhold the essential doctrins of Christianity, may be saved, their sin God was pleased, according to his wise and holy couning unless he were given authority to make them.
although they hav never formally become members of the sel, to permit, having purposed to order it to his own glory.
"By thrs sin they fell from their original righteousness, and He threw heaven and hell around with a great deal
church of Rome, and Mr. Ingersoll will not find a single intelligent Roman Catholi\) priest who will assert that if Christianity communion with God, and so became dead in sin, and wholly of freedom-too much for a mere man. It will not
is true Longfellow and Emerson are in hell. The A.nglican defiled in all the faculties and parts of soul and body.
do. Chril!ltianity as the chur_c~es know it to~day,
" They being the root of all mankind, the guilt df this sin must stand or fall with the trmity:,. If there Is no
church, which includes among its priesthood me11 who disbewas
imputed,
and
the
same
death
in
sin
and
corrupted
nature
lieve the A.thanasian doctrin of the Trinity, and others who
deny the existence of hell, certainly does not giv Mr. Ingersoll conveyed to all their posterity, descending from them by Holy Ghost the reputation of Mary must suffer. If
Jesus was not the Christ, then the salvation scheme
any authority for his assertion as to the fate of Longfellow and ordinary generation."
''Every sin, both original and actual, being a transgression is a humbug, and Christianity an imposture.
Emerson. A.mong the numerous sects of ProtestRntism there
.
may be found an occasional Presbyterian, Methodist, or Bap- of the righteous law of God, and contrary thereunto, doth, in
The statement regarding the ~om~n Cath~hc
tist, who, mistaking his own prejudices for ChriRtianity, may its own nature, b1'ing guilt upon the sinner, whereby he is bound church is simply not so, and th~ T%mes ~heologian
gratify Mr. Ingersoll by conceding that, because Mr. Longfel- over to the w1·ath of God, and cu1·se of the law, and so made
low was not a believer in the doctrin of the imputation of subjtxt to death, with all miseries spiritual, temporal, and ought to know it. The Catho_lic creed I~ that ~ll
who die outside its pale, unbaptized and Without Its
A.dam's sin, or because Mr. Emerson had not been immersed, eternal."
offices are lost. Its prayers might possibly get their
or because neither "the poet nor the philosopher had been forIs that not plain enough? Or is not the Presby- souls ~ut, but it would be expensive, and for people so
mally' converted' at a camp-meeting, they could not escape
eternal punishment; but Mr. Ingersoll will meet with extreme terian church Christian?
heretical as Unitarians the result of the experiment
difficulty in finding an intelligent minister of any Protestant
The Times lays much stress upon the good works
sect of any numerical importance who will declare that unless of the two dead poets, and implies that good works would be so doubtful as to be hardly worth attemptLongfellow and Emerson are in hell, Christianity is an impos- on earth will open the gates of heaven. What is the ing. Any orthodox Roman Catholic priest will unhesitatingly say that both Emerson and ~ongfep?w are,
ture." .
Christian doctrin concerning good works? The if not in hell, in purgatory on probatiOn waitmg for
According to the Times' theology, all Christians "Confession of Faith," chapter sixteen, says:
surviving relativs to giv the church money enough
are Universalists; that is, believe that all men will
" We cannot, by our best works, merit pardon of sin, or to pray them through to heaven.
finally be saved. Now, if the editor knows anything eternal life, at the hand of God, by reason of the great disproMr. Ingersoll may not find any l?i~ister w~o will
about orthodox Christianity-which is doubtful-he portion that is between them and the glory to come, and the say the two poets are in hell, for It Is very difficult
infinit
distance
that
is
between
us
and
God,
whom
by
them
we.
knows better. But as there is a general denial on can neither profit, nor satisfy for the debt of our former sins." at the present time to find a. 11?-an as bad as. the
the part of some alleged Christians of many things
Christians' creeds, but every mmister who admits a
and especially doctrins imputed to the church by
What does the Bible say about good works? Or doubt on the subject is to that extent a heretic, and
Freethinkers, we will look into the matter and see if is not that authority upon the doctrins of Christian- may be "disciplined" by his church.
the church is wronged by anything the Times com- ity? At any rate we will quote it for the benefit of
To show the. different light in which the men are
plains of.
the Times editor. It may be new to him. Galatians regarded by the Times' theologian and the ch~rch
A little while ago, in "answering " Ingersoll, Tal- ii, 16, says: "Knowing that a man is not justified by theologians, it is only necessary to quote a litt~e
mage said the Bible and the church nowhere taught the works of the law, but by the faith of Jesus Ohrist, from the acknowleged journals of the church. This
that the universe was manufactured from nothing. even we hav believed in Jesus Christ, that we might first is from the Ohurchman of May 6th:
Now, the Bible says that God created the heavens be justified by the faith of Christ, and not by the
" Emerson insisted upon thinking for himself.. It was to
and earth. The act of creation implies making some- works of the law; for by the works of the law shall such wholesome protests against the narrow~ng in:fl.t~ence of
thing where there was nothing, and, according to no flesh be justifieil." .Jn Isaiah xli, 24, God tells his religious dogmatism that Emerson ~rst gave hrs att~ntwn, ~ut,
Genesis, this is what God did. This is what the people that they are of nothing, and their work of in freeing himself from the restr~m~s _of t~e reactr~n. agamst
whole Christian world has all along understood, and nought. In Romans iii, 27, Paul askr1, "By what Calvanism, Emerson became an mdrvrduahst. He JOined the
church of one member. He not only gave up the vague remis in the creed of the church. Talmage is a Presby- law? Of works?" And answers, "Nay, but by the nants
of the idea of the church as an authority to administer
terian, and ought to know his own creed; but one of law of faith! Therefore we conclude that a man is sacraments which has been held by the children of the Purithree things must be imputed to him: 1. Either he justified by faith without the deeds of the law." And tans but also renounced his belief in the Bible as ' the book,'
has not read his "Confession of Faith;" or, 2. He in 2 Timothy Paul informs us that God saves "not and 'in the Christ as anything more than the son of man. :S:e
does not regard it as of any account; or, 3. He is according to our works, but according to his own found his refuge in an all-absorbing individl!alisrri, which hrs
illustrated and adorned, _and ~rom whiCh he never e~
dishonest in his statement. Chapter iv of the Pres- purpose and grace." In his epistle to the Ephesians genius
caped. He might as well hav lived m the days of Socrates ~s
byterian "Confession of Faith" says: "It pleased Paul informs them (chap. ii, 8, 9) that they are in th!l present century, so far as the bent and ra?ge of hrs
God the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, for the mani- "saved through faith, and that not of yourselvs; it thinking were concerned. He_ gave up Il:early_everythmg beloD!!'festation of the glory of his eternal power, wisdom, is the gift of God; not of works, lest any man should ing to Christianity but Its. ethrcs, and hrs ethic~ centered not rn
the person of Christ, but m the personal consmousness of ma~
and goodness, in the beginning, to create or make of boast."
distinctivly Christian is almost entirely absent from ~us
nothing the world, and all things therein, whether
As Emerson and Longfellow had no faithin Jesus Truth
books. He concArned himself far less with matters of farth
visible or invisible, in the space of' six days, and all Christ as a divine individual, it is hard for an ordinary than with matters of fact. He is a very Greek in his way ~f
very good." To prove this the Bible is copiously person to see how, in the face of these texts, they can looking at things. He has seen far into this world, b~t !liB
quoted.
·
be "saved."
writings furnish little ground of hope that he had the Chnstian
The criticism of the TimeB is exactly like TalBut perhaps the TimeB is Baptist in its persuasion. consciousness of the reality of.the other world.''
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Can such a man as ;that get to heaven aecording
to the Bible, the Presbyterian, or the Baptist
creeds?
The following extract will show how Longfellow
is regarded by The Christian at Work. It 1s from
its issue of April 20th:
"The Presbyterian journal is .authority for the statement
that ' in several Protestant churches of Buffalo, the rogular
services were dispensed with, and selections from the works of
the poet were read to the congregations on the Sund»y after
Longfellow's death.' We ought to hav the names of those
'several' Longfellow churches. For church services we are
old-fashioned enough to prefer the Bible to Longfellow's
poems, his 'Hyperiou,' or 'Kavanuah.'"
The same paper, of May 4th, says of Emerson:

for instance, Jupiter. The large figure 1 in that Grove (Wis.) League for a month, beginning the
column is numbered 6 (1"), indicating that Jupiter is 21st. Parties wishing lectures for week evenings
Thursday, the sixth day in the week, as the Egyp- may address her there.
tian week b'egan on Saturday.
WE hav a new supply of Bronson Keeler's "Short
Histery of the Bible," and shall be pleased to supply
The following letter was written to the Philosophic all who wish. It is a splendid work, showing how
Inq~~irer, of Madras, India.
After slandering the the Bible was manufactured: Price, 75 cents.
Theosophical Society and Mr. Bennett, Cook ran
away from their challenges to him. But he could
MR. T. B. W .A.KEJUN has p:utially recovered his
not get away from the truth, and the pamphlets health, whioh is good new11, so far as it goes. We
issued by Col. Olcott seem to hav pursued him shall be very glad to announce his complete restoraeverywhere. The letter shows how he flees from tion.
the wrath to come:

Joe Cook's Cowardice.

" It caunot be forgotten that Emerson belonged outside of To the Joint-Recording Secretary of the Theosophical Society,

the evangelical domain of faith. In fact, he was outside the
Christian system altogether.''
It seems to us that Col. Ingersoll was ri~ht in saying that if the Christif!,n religion is true Longfellow
and Emerson are in h~ll. We know that with their
great hearts they would be unhappy in heaven, and
as we expect to go where Longfellow and Emerson
hav gone when we die, we are happy to be assured they are not in heaven. But seriously, what
an unmitigated evil any system of religion is that
consigns such men to eternal pain. Longfellow and
Emerson were Unitarians, but Unitarianism is not
evangelical Christianity. Unitariani11m never burned
a man nor hanged a witch, never imprisoned a man
nor subjected him to torture. The neareAt it ever
gets to being orthodox is in its heresy trials and the
expulsion from its ranks of men like Cbainey and
Miln. Evangelical Christian cree~s hav changed
but little since executions for heresy were common.
About the only difference is, the churches defer the
execution of sentence till after the death of their
victims. They leave to God the burning instead of
doing it themselvs. The acts of the sixteenth century are the creeds of the nineteenth.
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My Dear Brother: The pamphlets," The Truth About the

Mr. Bennett's Expected Arrival in Caliform_·a.

Theosophical Society," came just in time. In fact, th8y travTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sf;-:
eled with Mr. J. Cook. The same train which brought the
h
d
f h
bl
d
pamphlets br{)ught the Boston orawr to us. As I wrote to you Knowing that many t ousan s o t e no est an
last night, they were widely distributed among the peoplll here. most intelligent men and women in the country are
This morning, as Mr. Cook entered the Mission School, an inno- anxiously awaiting to hear of Mr. Beimett's arrival
cent little school-boy hastened to hand the book to him. He in this city, I deem it my duty, as it certainly is a
looked at it, exclaimed" Tush!" and seemed terribly discon- pleasure, to giv all the information possible on the
cerled. Very soon he pleaded engagements in Ceylon, which snbJ" ect. According to the letter I received from the
he said could not be put off on any account. '!'his very afternoon he wok the .train to Tuticorin without even visitin!r the sage while he was in Ceylon, he expected to be here
mission stations of the .district which rejoice in the biblical the latter part of this month. Of t_his faot I already
names of Nazareth, Galilee, Bethlehem, Christianagaram, Men- apprised you through the columns of THE TRUTH
nanapuram (Gospel Town), etc., etc. No JO?·dan-pura is to be "SEEKER. Hence we expected him by the steamer of
found in the number, as all these pious places are desolate, the 23d, juRt a week ago. Special messengers, old
sandy tracts, studded with scanty palmyras. His evil geniu&
h
.l
• •
l
d
k
d·
hunted him down to the railway station, where another smiling and onorel't Citlzens, vo unteere to eep on uty
boy handed to him the same pamphlet as he was taking his whether he arrived by· day or night. The Rteamer
seat in the carriage. He exclaimed" Tush," with still more came in the morning, and it was quickly learned that
pronounced disgust, and dropped into his box with au air of Mr. Bennett was not on board. No letters or mesprofound vexation. The missionaries who, before his arrival sage came from him, but a package for him to my
here, kept trumpeting on all the tones that "Mr. Cook was address came from the Principal School of Arts, Jeycoming from America, and that now would Theosophy go w
the d9gs, ancl Christianity become the religion of IndiR.," etc., pore, via Bombay.
etc., now mournfully explain to the people that poor Mr. Cook
Now we are all anxiety expecting the honored
suffRrs from a sore throat, and therefore goes away without lect- sage by the steamer due on the 4th of May via Yokouring as he had intended to. It is extraordinary the effect hama. A meeting of all Liberals is called for toone humble pamphlet can sometimes produce.
morrow evening (May 1st) to m)\ke final preparations
And to think that this great American apostle was iutroducPd
1
W
to our schoolboys as" Tliis gentlem~<n who has come from the for receiving the illustrious trave er.
e -are meetfar, far West, moved by the purely philanthropic spirit of doing ing with great success in our efforts to make the
good to you, and at an enormous sacrifice and expense to him- ovation thoroughly cosmopolitan, and all classes of
The pays of the Week.
self." Yes, he goes to Ceylon, but only to be disappointed, I citizens opposed to fanaticism and religious intolerTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1· : We are glad am afraid, as these pamphlets must hqv preceded him, and wr a nee are taking a heart· felt interest in making his
to find that you are quite willing to answer queries of public Singalese brothers are not likely to go to sleep over them.
recP-pti.on triumphant for the cause.
interest.
·
S. R., F. T. S.
W h . ·
d b · f dd
t
h · ·
Yours fraternally,
1. In the early ages were not the days of the week numbered
Tinnevelly, Mal"<!h 22, 1882.
e av JUStissue a ne a ress o t e Citizens
instead of named ?
'
of San Francisco on the subject, and ten thousand
2. If so, about what time were names substituted for numcopies are being distributed. You might find it
BY missing the steamer for Hong Kong by two
bers?
3. Is there anv proof in history that the Jewish week con- days, Mr. Bennett's arrival at San Francisco will be interesting to publish it to Rhow what. is being done
sisted of seven days ?
.
·
. delayed till the latter part of this month. He spent by the frontier guard (Auxiliary Liberal League 190)
toward giving a glorious welcome to the old hero
4. If so, how were they named or numbered?
5. If the days were named in rotation to correspond with the considerable time in Java, a country about which who never flinched in assailing superstition and
seven planets, how could Saturday and Sunday come together? little is known. In his letter of March 28th he said never lowered the inspiring flag of universal mental
Any light on the subject will be of interest to your many he intended to stop two or three weeks "in Japan, and liberty, even when bigots chained him in a felon's
readers.
T. G.
intimated that he might giv the Sandwich Islanders cell, wrongfully, cruelly, and mercilessly. We also
1. Among the .Jews the days of the week had no a call on his way to 'Frisco. ·
advr,rtised through the leading dailies our meeting
Mr. Benne1it has taken so many notes on his travels for to-morrow evaning.
name, but were· simply counted.
2. The names of the days hav 1The plaueta accoroing to that we at home will hav to hurry to catch him, and
I hav to say to you and to all true Freethinkers
probably existed as long HS .the ~~~~ih. distance !rem the so we shall print eight pages a week hereafter. It that the Underwood-Bundy slime has reached here,
month's division into weeks. I
·
---.. will cramp our space somewhat, but we trust our cor- and that our enemy at the East is in league with the
respondents will see the st.ate of the case, and mai:e enemy here. A prominent journalist (a Liberal) inWhat time the Jews adopted ,....; cq leo ~
"" tt:> oo
1>. t1 brevity a study in the future. "The pro tem editor forms me that the Underwood-Bundy charges will
the Egyptian names for the ~ '"'
::::
'"'
.
...~"'oo~g~ has already obtained a book on the subject.
be hurled against Mr. Bennett and against all who
days accessible
records do not ::::
·s., ,.. Q) "" '"' o
inform us.
~ :::: ~ ...c:1 "' <ll o
stand up for him, together with the vile array of
"- _
~ _
E-d>~ ~
Doc. M ONROE ~as 'gone .and got mad just. because false testimony hatched up by the ever-detestable
3. The Jewish week, being oo
__
__
_
the same as that of the Egyp- 1 1 2 3 4 f) 6 7 ten or ~fteen of his s~bscri~ers hav run up bills they trio, Benedict, Comstock, and Colgate. The foe
tians (with the exception that
8 9 10 1112 1314 wouldn t pa~. That s nothu~g, doctor? Just call on, here, aided by the foe at the East, will with desperathrough hatred for their captors 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 ~s and we will show you a mce book of shut off de- tion play the obscenity game. But fear not; we
they made Saturday the last 22 23 24 1• 2 3 4 lmquents that represents. cash enough t~ run THE will with unflinching courage stand by our colors.
day), consisted of seven days.
5 6 7 8 910 111 TRUTH SEEKER for th~ee months. V!'e JUSt heard We are conscious that the obscenity charge is a wil4. The numbering began 12 131415 1617118 from one of them who IS no~ borrowmg th.e pap~r. ful and infamous Christian lie. We loathe and dewith Sunday as the first day, 19 20 21 22 23 24 1' One of t~ese days we are g~m~ to send J:nm a gilt test the dissemination of impure literature through
Monday as the second, etc.
2 3 4 5 617 8 ed!fe certificate of membership m a M~thodist churc~. the mails, or in any other manner. We are honestly,
1 He s g~t about the,re on the down-hill road, an~ .If hopefully, and unselfishly working to uplift mankind
9101112131415
5. The days were not named
"in r(ltation" to correspond 16 17 18 19 20 21\22 he don t refo~m hell soon be mean eno.ugh to JOlll from the mire of superstition and the sink of ignoranee. We are working to make this world more
with the seven planets. It is 23 24 1• 2 3 4 5 the Presbyterians.
peaceful, more bright and beautiful than it is for
true that the Egyptians named
6 7 8 9 10 11112
THE busts of Paine and Voltaire which C. P. Far- human habitation. Conscious of this, we defy all
them after the planets then 13 1415161718 19
known, beginning with the one 20 21 22 23!24 1" 2 rell has had cast are two of the best specimens of the the bigots who assail us. The just, noble, and
most remote from the earth,
3 4 5 617 8 9 sculptor's art we hav seen for a· long time. Be11ides exalted principles we teach and advocate will finally
thus, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the 10 1112 13 141516 being splendid parlor ornaments, they hav the added destroy and extirpate that accumulated and accursed
Sun, Venus, Mercury, the Moon; 171819 20,2122 23 value of being authentic. Liberals should make crime of- eighteen centuries, the Christian superstiBYRON ADONIS.
but their succession was gov- 24 1' 2 31 4 5 6 their homes ad beautiful as they ~an afford, and the tion.
erned by the planet reigning
7 8 910 111213 pictures and busts of the benefactors of our race are
for the hour upon which the 14151617 18 19 20 the most appropriate ornaments that can be had.
Eastern Michigan Camp-Meeting.
Mr. Farrell has our thanks for the copies sent to TuE
day began. The twenty-four 2122 23 24 I'
hours were each assigned a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TRUTH SEEKER. The busts can be ordered of him
A Spiritual-Liberal camp-meeting, to continue
at 1421 New York avenue, Washington, D. C., or six days, will be held on Orion Park IRland, complanet, as follows : Saturn to
~~
through us.
mencing on Tuesday, June 13, 1882. Tho meeting
the first, Jupiter to the second, ...-... ~....-.. ;-... "'
;.;
<lJ ::s
will be held under the authority of the committee on
Mars to the third, and so on. ...; ~ .:l ,; 1t> ...c:1 '":'
«! ---:-- 0
f::,!E-; ·~
THE April Man has at last g-ot around. Judging district work, of which J. H. Burnham is chairman,
In t h is order it will be seen !£, ~ ~ := 1>. ........- ~
from the number of auxiliary Leagues which report appointed by the executiv board of the state associathat Saturn would hav the lst,
= . . . . - E-; '"' ~-< ........, progress,
Mr. B. F. Underwood's statement that the tion, and it is expected that a district association
8th, 15th, and 22d hours of the· ::::!~ !£,
~
';;
g
~
g;
~ 0 ... ...
~
first day; the 23d hour would ~ := o ~ <ll := <ll League is dead was an error in judgment. Somehow will be organized during the meeting as part of the
fall to Jupiter, and the 24th 00 00 ~ ~ ;~ "- P.. or other a good many "errors" have emanated from state work.
to Mars. The next hour, which ,....; cq co -.!i tt:> 00 t - the same quarter since his connection with the Index.
The meeting will be held on Orion Park island,
would ·be the first of the sec- sent
The planets as they repre. Maybe the office needs ventilating.
some seven acres in extent, and shaded by a fine
the days of the week !n
growth of young oaks. It is approached by bridge
on d d ay, wou ld f a ll to t h e Sun, 1order ..
CoL. INGERSOLL's new book is now in prestfand from the mainland, and by boat. There are upon
thus making the day Sunday, and causing Saturday
will be ready for delivery soon. The title is ''Inger- the island a large dining and dancing hall, speakers'
and Sunday to "come together."
The accompanying table will assist our corre- soll on Talmage." The price will be $2 handsomely stand, seating, and other conveniences. Visitor&
spondent materially in solving the problem. By fol- bound in cloth, $1 in paper. we will receive orders who do not hring tents can find lodgings in the village at reasonable rates.
lowing the column downward from the name of any now and mail as soon as out.
Charles E. Watkins, the well-known test medium,
g~ven planet until he reaches the large figure i, he
MRs. LAKE began a course of lectures at Postville, is engaged to attend the meeting. S. B. McCracken,
Will find the number corresponding to the position of
that planet as it represents a day in the week. Take, Iowa, on the 6th. She is to speak for the Patch, Detroit, Mich., is managet.
1
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YRma.JjAt·a later date the bodies of the dead were
burned uponVan altar of~Agni. and ithis custom has
been continued for thousands of years. At the
present time nearly all the Hindoo ~sects burn their
dead. There is the Rig-Veda, a hymn of great
beauty, and part of which to this day is U8ed at the
funeral ceremonies of the departed. After a few
verses, in which Death is asked to ha.,.m the supplicants no more, the body is placed on the funeral pile
with these appropriate and beautiful words:
Approach thou now, the lap of eftrth, thy mother,
The wide extending earth, the ever kindly;
A maiden soft as wool to him who comes with gifts,
She shrt!l protect thee from destruction's bosom.
Open thyself, 0 earth, and press not heavily:
Be easv of access Bond of approach to him,
As mother with her robe her child,
.So do thou cover him, 0 eArth I
May earth maintain hers"lf thus opened wide for him,
A thousand props shall give support about him;
And may those mansions ever drip with fatness ;
May they be there evermore for his refuge.
Furth from about thee thus I build away the ground;
As I lay down this cloil mll.y I receive no harm ;
This pillar mav the fathers here maintain fnr thee ;
1\fay Yama there provide for thee a dwelling •.

The Vedic hymns are not all equal to those quoted.
Were not some foolish and insipid, they would be
f:tr ah!'ad of the sacred writings of other nations.
No system of religion, even down to the present day,
has been devised that contains nothing but what is
grand, sublime, and sensible.
"The Vedic religion had no temples, no priesthood, no idols." The great number of gods which
are worshiped by Hindoos to-day, the castes which
were later inaugurated, as the practice of burning
wives with their deceas€d husbands, had no part in
the original Vedic religion. These absurdities were
the innovations introduced by priests at a subsequent
period. The original religion of the Aryans was
simple, and not repulsive, but with the lapse of centuries and the inventions of a designing priesthood
that simplicity which worshiped the various phases
of nature passed away. Indra, Varuna, and Agni
fell from their places, and Brahma, Vishnu, Siva,
and after them ·a countless host of inferior deities
succeeded them.
After the Rig-Vena others were written, and
these were the Shama- Veda, Veda of chants ; Y a.gurVeda, Veda of sacrificial formulas; Alhana-Veda,
Veda of incarnations. Each Veda consists of two
Eortions, Sanhita, or collection of mantras or hymns,
. and Brahmanas, which give jnformation on the
proper use of the hymns at sacrifice, or their sacred
meaning, on their supposed authors, etc. Of the
authorship and final collection of the Vedic hymns
Dr. Muir speaks thus: "For many ages the succellsive generations of these ancient rishis continued to
make new contributions to the stock of hymns,
while they carefully preserved those which had been
handed down to them by their forefathers. The
fact of this successive composition of the hymns is
evident from the ancient index to the Rig-Veda,
which shows that these compositions are ascribed to
different generations of the same family as their
'seers.' The descendants of the most celebrated
rishis would no doubt form complete collections of
the hymns which had been composed by their respective ancestors. After being thus handed down,
with little alteration, in the families of the original
authors for several centuries, during which many of
them were continually applied to the purposes of
religious worship, these hymns, which bad been
gathering an accumulated sanctity throughout all
this period, were at length collected in nne great
body of sacred literature, styled the Sanhita of the
Rig-Veda-a work which in the Puranas is assigned
to Veda Vyasa, and one of his pupils."
Sanskrit scholars are not agreed as to the age of the
Vedic hymns. Dr. Haug holds that the Rig-Veda
was composed 2400 years B c.; Prof. Whitney, 2000
B.c.; Max Muller, 1200 to 1500 B.c. Among the
later sacred writine-s of the Hindoos are the Inst.itutes of Menu, the.Vedangas or limbs of 1 he Vedas;
the Aranyakas, prepared for those who retired to
lead a contemplative life of solitude and a~ceticism
in the wilderness and caves; the Upanishads, much
in the same line as the last; the Ramayana, containing mainly the history of 1~:J.ma, the seventh incarnation of Vishnu; the Mahabarata, a great history of
the descendants of Bharata, contains about 200,000
line!!, and is the work of different authors at different
periods. It is said to be a story of quarrels betw6en
rival families, whose adventures and wars, however,
do not occupy more than one-fourth of the narrative,
the remaining three-fourths consisting of a variety of
episodes and legends, amongst which is one of the
deluge, said to closely resemble that given in the
Saterpatha-Brahmana,· but told at greater length;
one incident being that when the flood was over it
was discovered that among the treasures which had
been lost was the " Amrita, or Drink of Immortality." The gods met in council to consider how the
loss might be repaired, when Vishnu advised them
to churn the ocean that the vexed sea might give
back its spoil. With the aid of Brahma and the

it m11.y:"tr~thfully ~e sai~ th~t. Yahweb,~when regarded •as the movmg, hfe-g1vmg force in nature,
was immensely greater than when be beoame
dwarfed in the form and proportions of a man, when
be could walk about!like a man, ~;~at meat and bread
like a man, have his feet washed like a man, show
his bac'klparts like a man, beget a son like a man,
nd ultimately become but the third-part of a god
no larger, no more powerful, and no better than th~
gods of many other nations which have been wor~biped within the past five thousand years. It mu11t
certainly be set down as a great falling away in god.
Rhip to degenerate from a great and universal force
in the universe to be the third part of a personal
god.
.
It was the same with Brahma; when he was
Brahm, the impersonal force or principle, he was
grand; but when be became personalized, and but a
third part of a person at that, he lessened immensely,
and the religion which grew out of this littling
process also became crude, imperfect, and even base.
This personalizing of gods, and th~> increasing of
them to almost an unlimitPd extent, has been the
curse of Hindoo religion. It has brought in cruditiE's and monstrosities repulsive to meditate upon.
It is said that the personal godf.l of the Hindoos are
now to be counted by millions. Brahma, though regat·ded as the parent or superior god, the creator of
all below him, is now scarcely worshipped at all,
and very few representations are seen of him, unless
when he forms a third parfof the Hindoo godheadthree persons in one. He has virttlally stepped into
t.he background, and now has no worshipers, while
Vishnu and Siva, the other fractional partR of gods,
with their numerous companions, have worshipers by
the millions. Brahma, in his best estate, wns a god
of no little consequence, but he has retrograded very
greatly, and the religi::m named after him bas become a conglomeration of senseless superstitions and
crudities.
The priests of Brabma gave it out long ago that ,
they came from the mouth of Brahma, and were,consequently, much better than the mass of their
fellow-beings, and therefrom they derived the superiority of caste which they claimed. They also held
that the second or soldier class came from Brabma's
BRAHMANISM.
arms; the traders and farmers from his thighs; while
From what has been said it is to be inferred that the Soudras, or the inferior race, came from his feet.
the ancient and extensive system of religion known The priests, thus cbiming superioritv for themselve~,
as Brahmanism came into existence upon the decline aFisumed, as priests have always done, to make known
of the more ancient Vedic system, when the Vedic the will and purposes of their god, and to lay down
or purely nature gods were supplanted by Brahma, laws and rules for the government of the clasRes beVishnu, and Siva-the Hindoo trinity-together with low them, pertaining not only to prayer, worship,
the almost infinite number of gods which have and sacrifices, but also with regard to all the duties
evolved from them, the creations of the vast tribe of of life. The peopl_e readily conceded that the priests
priests which have miniRtered to the masses in behalf of Brahma knew best. what kind of food the people
of the trinity.
should eat, what water they should drink, what air
Vishnu's name, it will be remembered, was men- they should b1·eathe, what clothes they should wear,
tioned in the Vedas while Brahma's was not; but it how their hair should be shorn, what the length of
was not as one of the trinity, but,more strictly a rep- handle the ladle should have whiGh was used in sacresentation of the sun. When Brahma was devised rifice, as well as the other of the thousand and one
and taken up, an evolution of the impersonal and all- things of daily life; the same as, at a date no earlier,
pervading Brahm, Vishnu, and Siva became his part- the Hebrew Moses took it upon himself to lay down
ners and cooperated with him in forming the great the minute rules by which his fellow-countrymen
Hindoo godhead or trinity, and this more than a should be governed. The Hindoo priests have conthousand years before the Yahweh of the Jews, by tinued to rule, with a heavy hand, their countrymen
the addition of the Son and the Holy Ghost, became till the present day, and it is probable that more corthe Christian godhead or trinity.
ruptions have grown into their system of religion,
The impersonal and infinite Brahm originally or at least among a part of the religions .of India,
meant force, will, wish, and the progressive power of than almost any other in the world.
creation, or, in other wordR, the law of evolution in
While Brahma has neither temples nor altars, nor
the universe. As Max Muller remarks: "This im- images of himself, nor worshipers, Vishnu and Siva
personal Brahm as soon aR it is named grows into have great numbers of temples, great numbers of
something strange and divine. It ends by being one altars and images, and great numbers of worshipers.
of many gods, one of the great triad worshiped to In fact, an active opposition and rivalry grew up
the present day. This is only one of the many between the worshipers of Vishnu and those of Siva,
instances where the forces and principles of nature which grew into bitter hatred and animosity. It
have been accorded personality and become wor- seems that gods hate each other, or at least that their
shiped as beings or individualities. In fact this has worshipers do.
been the case with the greater part of the gods which
It is, perhaps, not easy to decide whether Vishnu
have been worshiped in the world. In the esoteric or Siva have' had the most wo•shipers. Vishnu has
sense they were simply principles or forces of nature, been very popular from his nine incarnations, espebut in the exoteric sense they came to be regarded cially the last three, Rama, Cbristna, and Buddha ..
as persons, when they really became dwarfed and Christna, the favorite son of the god Vishnu, bad
crude; for the moment personality or the properLies many millions of ardent admirers and worshipers, and
of a being are imparted to an ever.prevailing and the same continues to the present day. It will be
everywhere-pervading principle or force, the quality remembered that Vishnu overshadowed a virgin
of infinity is necessarily destroyed. A being or per- called Devanaguy, who was also the daughter of a
son can occupy but one place, one point, in the uni- virgin, and that after the young god Christna was
verse at any given point of time; while infinity must; born a wicked tyrant named Nanda, the wicked
be everywhere alike, as much in distant worlds and: Rajah of Madura, sought to destroy the young god's
systems a million times as far away as the most dis- i life by causing all the young infants of that part of
taut visible fixed stars, as upon this diminutive globe. 1 the country to be massacred; but the young god was
It is utterly illogical and crude to regard any being~ divinely preserved, !!.nd grew up to baa great teacher
1
or personality as infinite."
1 of morals, to be the leader of a band of disciples,
Yahweh, of the Jews, is no exception to the gen- who followed him from place to place, and daily lisera! rule; the earliest conception nf him was a crude, I tened to the divine instructions which fell from his
nature god-the sun or fire-and in the conceptions lips; a god who performed many wonderful miracles,
of a crude and ignorant people he evolved into a but was eventually betrayed and put to death by a
pers()jl, and was thought to be furnished with all the bitter enemy, and executed on a tree by the side ~f
parts and organs of a human being. It is only the river Ganges, as a propitiation for the sins of hiS
ignorant and unthinking people who can be so crude fellow-men All this was firmly believed in a thouas to give personality and organs and parts to a great sand years before the time of Christ of Palestine, for
force and principle in the universe. Thus Brahm- Christna was the incarnation of Vishnu before that of
ever existing force and life-was imm.,nsely greater' Buddha, and the latter was born 640 years n.c., ~nd
than the being or person, Brabma, who really was I did not flourish till a few centuries after the t1me
but the third part of a triune god. In the same way of Christna.
King of the Serpents the waters were made to relinquish the lost treasure, and Amrita was recovered.
The job of churning the entire ocean was a pretty
extensive one, but with the gods it is not supposed to be a very heavy contract. This may be an
improvement upon the Chaldean story of the flood
which was the source whence the Jews borrowed it
to place in their own sacred ~ritings. The Mahabarata also contains the "Bbagavad-Gita," a deeply
religious and philosophical poem, given, of course, by
inspiration, containing an account of Chrishna, the
eighth incarnation of Vishnu, his moral lessons to his
disciples, the conversations which they had together,
containing many excellent moral sentiment•. This
poem makes a volume by itself, al!d is highly .appreciated by many who have read it. A translation of
it by Sir Cockburn Thompson has been published in
Eugland and republished in America.
The Puranas, eighteen in number, are of a later
date, not being considered as old as the Christian
system. Their contents are very miscellaneous, embracing cosmogony, legends, genealogies of the gods,
directions about festivals, etc. They are written in
the form of dialogu!', and in a style to be popular
with the masses. They are clearly of a priestly
origin, and a principal object of them being the exaltation of the worship of Vishnu and Siva, two of
the personalities of the Hindoo godhead or trinity.
Puranas are written to the glory of both divinities,
but most to Vishnu.
The Tantras are certain works in which directions
are given for the correct performance of rites in
honor of the "energy" or wife of Siva, the moral
tone of which is said not to be very high-not more
so, perhaps, than some parts of the Jewish scriptures.
It will thus be seen that taese sacred writing8,
which are ten times as voluminous as the .Tewish
scriptures, cover three distinct periods of the Hindoo
religions- first, the Vedic or pre-Brahmanistic ;
second, the Brahmanistic, including the Institutes of
Menu and the Epic poems, a period during which the
systems of philosophy, the Hindoo trinity, the division of people into castes, etc ,arose, and during which
the extensive system of Buddhism arose and declined
so far as India is concerned; third, the more modern
writings embraced in the Puranas, Tantras, etc.
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Th~ name ~f Siva does not appear in the Vedas, envy, and of every evil passion, revered in the three
but his worship, nevertheless, reaches far back into worlds, and the speaker of truth. "Arhata only is
antiquity. His worshipers were those who were gov- the true god."
In the opinion of the Jains virtue is the only avenue
erned by fear and terror at the various destructive
and disastrous· forces in nature, such as floor!s to t~alvation. Virtue absolves man from the bonds
drouths, earthquakes, tempests, disease, and death~ of action, and therefore restores him to the original
His queen, or at least one of them, was Kali, a terri- purity of his nature. Salvation in its very nature is
ble black goddess, whose worship was attended with uplifting. The J ains have it thus: There is a limit
revoltin/]' features. The phallic worship was con- beyond which even the sun, moon, and planets cannot
nected wi~h the worship of Siva many thousand years rise; and when they reach their point of climax, they
ag?, and IS still c~ntinued. The linga, or lingum, come down again. But the souls that hav·e once atbemg a representation of the union of the male and tained perfection never fall again. The very tenfemale organs of g-eneration-the phallis and the dency of the soul, they hold, is to rise higher and
yoni-which also entered largely into the worshipful higher. It grovels below only because of the mortal
ideas of many ancient nations, have been duplicated tenement which contains it; or, in other words, hetens of thousands, and probably millions of times all cause it is weighted down with clayey environment
over India, and are in existenne to-day as numerously As soon as this mortal coil is shu:ffi.ed off it resumes
as ever. There is hardly a temple or shrine in India its original nature. Infinite is space; so, infinite is
where the linga is not to be found, and where it was the progress of the soul; or infinite is the progress
placed as a representation of creative power, the which the soul is capable of. A pumpkin, they
source of life, etc. This ph-.llic form of wnrship, to- say, though light enough to float easily itself, if
gether with the worship of the sun and the heavenly freighted down heavily with clay, would sink to the
bodies are probably among the oldest ideas of divin- bottom of the ocean; but if it can be disburthenf'd
of t.he clayey encumbrance it will at once rise to the
ity common with the human mce.
As before observed, with the lapse of centuries, surface again. It is the same with the soul.
The Jain moralists say:
the inferior gods of India have increased till they are
now said to amount to millions. Among them 'are
Wisdom is an attribute of man ; wisdom only can lead to
Genesse, the elephant god, the sacred bull, which is salvation, enable man to sail safely the solemn sea of life.
probably a relic of the Aryan, reverence for the Wisd0m only can dispel the gloom of false knowledge like
mists are dispelled by the rays of the morning sun. WJgdom
bovine species, the famous J aganath or Juggernaut, only
can absolve man from the consequences of action. Wisand others too numerous to mention.
dom is supreme, and no action can equal wisdom. Wisdom is
While the people who have been professors of joy. Wisdom is the great good, the all in all. Wisdom is
Brahmanism, claimed to number 150,000,0110 of peo- Brahm a.
ple, have divided up into numerous. sects, some of
Further on in the ethical part of the Jain religion
them holding to absurdities as crude, apparently, as it continues in this wise:
among any of the savages o· f Afri·ca, and though such
A man should dwdl only where virtue, truth, purity, and
a numerous category of gods are worshiped here, it good name are prized, and where one may obtain the light of
' must not be supposed as a consequence that there are true wisdom.
no people of high intelligence among the devotees of
Man should' not dwell where the sovereign is a boy,a woman,
Brahmanism, for this is. by no means the case. There o1· an ignoramus, or where there are two kings.
are thousands of as deep thinkers, as profound phiA man should ~o nowhere without an object in view.
losophers, among the Brahmans as among any class
A man should not travel alone, nor sleep alone in a house, m·
ou an elevated place; nor enter any man's house suddenly.
in the world-men who hold as high reverence
A good man should not wear torn or dirty clothes; nor put
for the unalterable and ever-present forces of nature, on his body a red flower, except it be a red lilv.
as are entertained by the soundest scientists of
A wise man ~li.ould never deceive gods nor old men ; and
Europe or America.
nu1ther should he be a persecutor nor a witness.
L
· b
b d
h
h
When you come back from a walk, you should take a little
et It e remem ere ' too, t at t ougn such a rest; and then put off your clothes and wash your hands and
great plurality of gods are worshiped in India, there feet.
are many thousands of men in the country who
A grinding mill, a cutting instrument, a cooking utensil, a
believe in none of these gods, who believe in no per- water jar, are the four things that bring men to sin; which
sonal or finite deities, and recognize only the eternal again in its turn causes them to deviate from the path of virand unchangeable forces of nature to be the causes tue. ·For these am the sources of envy. Take what course you
will, they are sure to give rise to envy.
of all results, the universal, self-ex;stent source of all
The ancients prescribed several virtues to enable man to
life and being. There ·are many Atheists in India. escape from sin. H>nce men should always practice virtuous
It will not do to try here to trace out or describe a actions.
tithe of the sects which the religions of India have
Kindness, chRrity, perfect control over the passions, warbeen divided and subdivided into, for probably there shiping the gods, reverence to the guru, forgjvenes•, truth,
·
· h
pmity, devotion, and honesty; these are the virtues that every
IS no country m t e world more prolific in getting up householder should possess.
.
Virtue is too extensive. Its most pr-ominent feature, howsects and systems of religion. I will now stop to
mention but one of the Hindoo sects, and that is the ever, is doing much good to mankind.
There are two kinds of virtue-that which atones for our
J ainas, quite a numerous sect, which has existed for
many centuries. I will leave the consideration of sins, nnd that which socures and brings about salvation. The
Buddhism-though its founder was an inhabitant of first mentioned virtue embodies the redemption of the fi1Jlpn,
benevolence, humanity, perfect control over the passions, and
India, and the religion had its first growth here, but mildness. These virtues destroy sin.
was afterwards forced out-until I reach Ceylon,
Prie•ts, gurus, guests, and distressed persons, when they
where it flourishes greatly, and where I shall come come to our house, should first be welcomed, and then fed to
far more in contact with it than in I 11 dia.
the best of our means.
JAINISM.
We should relieve and soothe as much as we can the Fick,
.
f
the hungry, the thirsty, and the frightened.
.
Th IS IVISIOn o the Hindoo religion, which can
Being so fortunate as having been born men, we should
hardly be considered as a branch of Brahmanism, is always be engaged in something useful either to ourselves or to
some two thousand years of age, but has not spread others.
into other countries as Buddhism his done; and
There is very little difference between the Hindoo
though its adherents now number many millions they and the Jain system of morality, which, p~rhaps,
do not number as many as they did a thousand years arises from their having lived so many centuries
ago; the religion has lost the brilliancy which first together in the same country. Both were probably
attended its outburst and caused it to spread exclu- originally derived from the Aryans, from which both
sively over India. It has, also, like the other relig- descended, and both will compare very favorably
ions of India, though pure at the start, degener- with the morals of' any other system 0f religion
ated into a system of idol-worship, though it can which has been taught among men.
hardly be denied that the adherents of this religion
The Jain opinion of God as the creator is that he
practice as good morals as the followers of other does not exist. They believe that the universe is
systems in India, and perhaps in the world.
without beginning or end. They hold that matter
. The founder of the Jain religion was Arhata, a in the various forms which it is capable of occupying
kmg of the Benkata Hills in the South Carnatis. is eternal and cannot be either increased or deEarly retiring from the world, he devoted his life to creased. In one of their works it is maintained that
religwus services, and went about exhorting the peo- it is unnecessary to suppose that there is a creator of
pie to follow the holy example of Rishabha Deva, the universe, for in that case it would be just as
whose character he held up as a model to imitate.
necessary to suppose that that creator must also have
Rishabha Deva is mentioned in the fifth book of had a creator. As every result must have a cause, it
Sri-Mata-Bbagavata, and according to a popular be- would by analogy be necessary for every god or erelief of the Hin.doos was a part-incarnation of Vishnu. ator to to have a god or creator. The soul is stated
The Jains acknowledge him as the first Arhata of to be immortal-without beginning or end-but
that great god, and he was styled Arhata because, capable of the highest virtue, improvement, and salfollowing in the wake of Resava, he sPt about effect- vation. They hold that each act of a human being
ing a religious reformation. According to the produces its result, which is, according to its nj\ture,
Puranas, Rishabha was father of Bharata, and flour- either punishment or reward, pain or pleasure. They
ished in very early times. The Jains do not deny the attach but little importance to prayer, so far as it can
existence of God, but they hold the Arhata to be have any effect upon God. It must be admitted
that god. It is said in Vitara-gastati, a Jain work, that their views have a common-sense reasouable
that there is only one creator of the world and no ness about them, to say the least.
other, who is eternal and omnipresent; and besides
I am informed by an intelligent believer in the
him everything else here is a source of evil, and un- Jain religion that though idols are largely usecl in
substantial even as a dream. "0 Arahata! there their religion, they do not consider the idols to be
is nothing in this world which thou hast not created." God or gods, but are merely used, as pictures and
T.he attributes of this Jain creator are claimed to be paintings are used, to bring to the mind and memory
different fro II?- Brahma, the creator of the Hindoos; the person or thing which is wished to be commemthey believe htm to be omniscient, conqueror of anger, I orated, and that they do not worship the images, but

a· . .

the principles in the universe which the images are
supposed to represent. I cannot, at all events, see
that it is any worse than the images and pictures
which the Romish and Greek Christians have in their
churches and cathedrals, and which the more ignorant classes absolutely worship. If the Christians
require images and paintings of their God and goddesses and saints, why not allow the poor Hindoos
the same privileges?
THE PARSEES .AND THEIR RELIGION.
There are in Bombay some sixty thousand of the
class of people called Parsees, the de!'cendants of the
ancient Periiiians, or the Guebres-the followers of
Zoroaster, alBo called sun and fire worshipers. In
the other parts of India there are some forty tht'lnsand more, making about one hundred thousand altogether. They are an intelligent, enterprising, active
class of people, and are either engaged in the mercantile line or are employed as accountants and clerks
in banks, government offices, or other re8ponsible
positions. They are a thrifty class, and seem to
know how to get along and live comfortably in the
world. They are not more than half as dark as the
Hindoos-about as dark as Chinamen-and seem
much more like Europeans than natives of the country. They have been called the Jews of the East,
from t,heir sh~rpness, enterprise, etc. The most of
them speak English well, and are wide. awake and
on the lookout for an opportunity of making a few
rupees in a legitimate way. They live in better
style than the average Hindoos, and in the after part
of the day many carriages containing ParseN~ may
he seen out for a pleasure d,rive when the heat of the
sun is over. The men principally wear a dark cap or
turban, pointed at the top, muoh in the shape c f the
miter worn by popes and cardinals. The majority
also don a dark coat, or a garment betw•~en a
robe and a coat. The priests wear white turbans
and white robes.
These, as observed, are what are remaining of the
ancient Persians, who in the early days of Mohammedanism were warred upon and conquered by the
Arabs and Moguls, the followers of the prophet.
In the year 640 of our era the remnant of this persecuted people were forced to leave their own country
a~d seek safety and rest in India. They were call€d
Parsees, from the province named Pars, whence they
came. They found in India that toleration which
they could no longer find in their own country.
They early made their way to Bombay, wherf' the
larger bulk of them have since resided. They
brought their religion with them, even to the ~acred
fire from their temples in Persia, with which they
lighted the fires in their temples, in the land of their
adoption, and these fires have since been kept buriJing. There are sevE>ral of these Parsee tern pies in
Bombay, but they are too sacred for the feet of unbelievers from the Western world to tread upon
their Mosaic floors. But I learn that r·ach of these
places of worship are divided into three compartments-the outer court, into which only Parsees can
enter; the innAr court, where only priests can t:;nter;
and the holy of holies, whf:re the sacred fire is kept
burning by priests, the flame being <)On tinned by the
fragrant sandal-wood and other precious woods.
The Parsees claim not to worship fire ciirect, but
regard it as the symbol of the sun, and the sun they
regard as the representative of their tutelar deity
Ormuzd, which again is the offshoot or representa-.
tive of the great, eternal, omnipresent, universal,
impersonal, creative principal-Ahura-Mazda The
most pious Parsees pray twenty-four times a day,
and when praying they turn toward the sun, hut if
the sun is not visible, or is not above the horizon,
they turn toward the holy fire, its represeJ..ttative. I
have seen them on their knees in prayer in the street
with their faces turned toward the setting sun, bowing their faces nearly to the earth before him. I
have often said if men must worship, and are not
content to worship humanity and to servP it, there is
no object so appropriate as the glorious orb of day,
the center and controlling power of our solar system, and the source of light, heat, and life. When
I see these pious Parsees bowing bef0re this visible,
real, and effective representation of power and
glory it does not shock me at all. When I worship
anything beyond my brothers and sisters of my own
kind it shall be the sun, the grandest object to us in
the whole great system of the universe. There may
be other suns grander and greater, but they are too
far away, and our own sun to us is th«;l greatest, the
most omnipotent, the most glorious.

BIBLE ExERCISE.-Giv some particulars concerning
Nebuchadnezzar. Nebuchadnezzar was king of Babylon. He stood six cubits high, and the weight of his
coat was five thousand shekels of bra~s, and the staff
of his spear was like a weaver's beam. He set up an
image of a golden calf. And that same hour came
forth fingers of a man's hand, and wrote on his wall,
"Minnie, Minnie, tickle the parson;" which being
interpreted, meaneth, "Many are called but few chosen." He thereupon broke Israel's bones, and CRrried
the Jews into captivity; wherefore the Lord made him
eat grass, and smote Egypt in his first-born, for his
mercy endureth forever.-.P~eethinker.:
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CANTON, DAK., April 26, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for the Roundthe-World trip. I am rather late in sending in my
money, put I suppose it is better late than never.
PALATKA, FLA., April 12, 1882.
My part of the fund will help the traveler across the
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for Rounc'l-the- states. I presume he is in America by this time. I
Worlq bool,s.
J. H. FRY.
hav. been a reader of your old theology-smasher (THE
TRUTH SEEKER) for five years, and I hav gained more
DENVER, CoL., April 27, 1882.
knowledge from its pages than I ever did from all
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for the Round-the- the preaching of the chosen ones I hav ever heard
World trip. Please insert my name in the second or read. I hope Mr. Bennett has had a very pleasant
VOlume.
JOHN ENGSTROM.
tour, and that he may liv long to impart the knowledge he has gained to all the rest of mankind. WelBELDING, MICH.
come home! is my greeting.
C. W. McCRONE,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $8-$3 for my
---·
paper, and $5 at the eleventh hour for the RoundCROTON LANDING, N. Y., April 24, 1882.
the-World trip.
MRs. S. M. MARTIN.
MR. ED,ITOR: InclosQd you will find $1.15-$1 for my
paper, and fifteen cents to pay for postage on my
PLEASANT HILL, OHIO, April 28, 1882.
first
volume of the Round-the-World books. l feel
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, for which you will
as
if
it
was taxing Mr. Bennett a little too hard to
please send me the three volumes of "A Truthpay forty-five cents postage on the three volumes.
Seeker Around the World."
R. W. BRANDON.
So you see I will relieve him of t.hat burden ,as far

watch with a great deal of interest the completion
of the organization, and hope it will be such that I
can take a hand in the same. It certainly will be if
last evening is a foreboding .of ~he future. I attach
a great d~al of importance to this movement, as, if it
resolves itself into the right kind of an organization
it will be a great center in this ~eri'itory for Liberai
work. I would hav preferred that they resolve
themselvs into an auxiliary vf the National Liberal
League, but perhaps it is as well for the present that
they attempted no more. I think they will grow into
it in a short time. Maybe Mr. Bennett will be able
to effect it wben he visits there, for which I am told
arrangements are being made. Before closing I willsay that we are overhauling our League constitution
and by-laws, and are to hnv them printed for circulation. As soon as we get them I will send you a
copy. I am, with respect,
Your fellow-worker and well-wisher,
WALTER WALKER, Sec. Utah L. L.
FREETHOUGHT.l\iASS-MEETING.

as I am personally concerned. CHAS, E. PETERSON.
STEPHENSVILLE, Wis., April 25, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclo:'led you will find $5 for the
EDINA, Mo., April 23, 1882.
·Round-the-World fund. Please send the books to
MR. EDITOR: We hav been visited here by Mr. Geo.
Mr. Ira Scott, this post-office.
L. SPENCER.
Wendling, the "silver-tongued orator," as the Western press calls him, and the champion defender of
EAST RocKPORT, OHio., April 26. 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, for which send me the Christianity. Like almost every Christian that does
three volumes of "A Truth Seeker Around the not recognize the only true Christian church, the
Roman Catholic, he has a Christianity of his own
World" as soon as they are ready for delivery.
without hell and devil. He was announced to lectDR. M. W. HousE.
ure on "Ingersollism from a Secular Standpoint,"
but did lecture .on "Voltaire," saying tb.at it would
Bn:iR CITY, OR., April14, 1882.
serve the same purpose. His delivery was simply
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $12-$8 for the Round- splendid, but his discourse was full or. assertions withthe-World books in morocco, $3 for my subscription
out the least proof, reminding me of passing through
for one year, and $1 for the lithographs of Bennett
a cornfield, when, plucking a beautiful husk which
and Ingersoll.
D. B. ScoFIELD.
I thought contained corn, I found by opening it that
it contained naught but mildew and mold. He called
SELKIRK, ONT , April 14, 1882.
Infidelity the arch-enemy of rest and quietyde and
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5, for which therefore the enemy of home and fireside, perhaps
please send me ''A Truth Seeker Around the World" forgetting for the moment that his own client Jesus
as soon as completed. Please put my name with the Christ told the young man " he had not where to lay
others to whom the work will be dedicated.
his head." He often grew ridiculous, saying that as
Yours trulf,
SILAS HoovER, M.D.
Infidelity sows irreverence broadcas& it will reap
' irreverence, for while our great men, as Thomas Jef~
McPHERSON, KAN., April 28, 1882.
!erson and Abraham Lincoln, will always be called
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5.50 for the by the American · nation by their full names, the
Round-the-World books and three months trial sub- champions of Infidelity will only be known, except
scription to your paper. I do not think I'll be too by their niends, as Tom Paine and Bob Ingersoll.
late to help the good work along. If not. then enter
Time and space do not permit .me to giv you a full
my name on the 1ist.
GEo. W. SCHOENHUT.
outline of the discourse, but the lecturer made one
assertion which lies so near your own door that, as
CEDAR DALE, 0NT., April 24, 1882.
a faithful reader of your paper, I must mention it.
MR. EDITOR: IncloQed find $5 for the Round-the- Near the end of his· discourse he held up before the
World volumes. H I did not send the needful to help audience two newspa.pers, stating that they were the
the champion of Freethought away I will aid in help- latest numbers of two of the leading organs of Infiing him home. I am more than pleased to know he delit,y, one of the East and one of the West. He did
did not drown in the Jordan, for we do not feel that not name the papers, but a friend of mine ascertained
we can spare him yet.
M BROOKS.
that they were THE TRUTH SEEKER and the .Age. The
lecturer stated that both these papers contained artCHENEY, WASH. 'rER., April18, 1882.
icles which, if he would read them before the audiMR. EDITOR: Yuu may apply the inclosed $5 to the ence, would cause every decent man and woman to
Round-the-World fund. This will, I believe, with leave the house. Perhaps you can find time and opporprevious remittance, entitle me to books bound in tunity to answer this last assertion yourself. As for
morocco. I am poor, but I feel that no one can do me, I hav always found y0ur paper an advocate of,
too much for the man that has dared defy the pomp though not Christian, purity and morality, and as
and power of the priesthood.
B. F. WARDWELL.
such I prize it as a welcome visitor.
_
BENJAMIN E. BLOOM.
IDAHO SPRINGs, CoL., April 25, 1882.
[Mr. Geo.:.R. Wendling, Christian, will pleas.e point
MR. EDITOR: I inclose you $5 for the three volumes out wherein THE TRUTH SEEKER has printed any such
of the Round-the-World trip, and wish my name in- stuff (except extracts from the Bible) HS he insinuates,
cluded in your second list. My wife, who is a niece or else he will please consider himself denounced as
of Col. John R. Kelso, expresses much satisfaction a slandering and cowardly liar, and he can make the
from reading your complimentary notice of his publi- most and best of it.-ED. T. S.]
cation in last TRuTH SEEKER.
F. W. COLLINS.
FARMINGTON, UTAH, April 18, 1882.
GARDEN GRovE, CAL., April 23, 1882.
MR. E:QITOR: I feel an especial pride in sending you
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 for the ROlmd- the inclosed clipping for publication in your journal.
the-World trip. I hav read part of the letters, but Myself and a few friends of the the League took a
want them all in book form. I hav no coupons to drive last evening, returning after midnight, to attend
clip. I earn my bread by the sweat of my brow, and the meeting in Salt Lake City, and I can assure you
it is by hard knocks that I get the dollars and dimes. we felt well repaid for our long drive. The speeches
were immense and noble, and they were so not so
Hoping, however, that I am not too late, I am.
Yours truly,
JoHN E. STUART,
much because of the oratorical powers displayed as
for the noble and Liberal expressions given. And
yet it need not be inferred that because they were
BROOKSTON, TExAs, April 19, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I am one of your old friends. No Liberal they were in anywise tame. They were raddoubt I told you many years ago that I was born ical in the truth. I hav been long and anxiously
Jan. 31, 1799. Well, you see l Am yet able to use the looking for this thing, sometimes fearing it would
pen. I inclose $5 for the Round-the-World boolrs. not be accomplished for some time to come. I am
I hav no expectation of living to read them, but I sorry that we did not get a verbatim report in the
hav four worthy children to leave them to, who are papers of the speeches, so that some of the noble expressions might be preserved.
all entirely of Infidel grit.
The Mr. Charles Bright referred to is a gentleman
Dear brother, can we not hope to meet in the
spirit world? I hope. Existence is too fine a thing from Australia who has been le'lturing two evenings
a week for several weeks past in Salt Lake City on
to be lost so quick. Farewell, J. A. RuTHERFORD.
Freethought questions, and who has been the means
of bringing to pass so soon the movement ;for organPRAIRIE CITY, IowA., April 22,1882.
MR. EDITOR: Herewith find $10-$3 for your ~aper, ization. Mr. Bright laid great stress on and he gave
$5 for Round-the-World tri~, and $2 for the portraits great force to the idea that it was not enough that
an organization or government should be good, but
of Paine, Ingersoll, and Bennett.
The glori0us truths of Liberalism penetrate the it was essentially necessary that it should be repubaverage orthodox intellect very slowly in this region. lican in that it was of the people, by the people, and
They mistake brassy egotism and blind .credulity for for the people.
logical reasoning and scientific facts. The people
Mr. Henry W. Lawrence gave out some good ideas,
are groping in the dark miasmatic dungeon of myths among others that we had been trying to serve God
and fables, and would assassinate the man who would long enough, and the time had now come when we
should begin to serve man.
offer to lead them into perpetual sunshine.
. bA E, DRAPER.
Gen. :M. M. Bane was very eloquent indeed, I shall

A very enthusiastic and large assemblage met at the Liberal Institute last evening. in response to the call published in the Trlbun~
for a day or two past. 1\fr. D. 1!'. Walker was called to the chair, and
:Mr. T. C. AI·mstrong appointed secretary. !;\peeches were made by
lllr. Charles Bright, Gen. :iK llf. Bane, Mr. H. W. Lawrence, and Mr
E. T,_ T. Harrison.
The following resolutions were accepted:
Resolved, That in the opinion of this meetlnjr it is advisable that
an ·association be fm-med. to he called The Utah Freethought Union,
the objeets of which shall be the dissemination of Liberal ideas,
resistance to all forms of oppression, and the promotion of union
anrl Jn·otherhood amon2 Liberals of all descl'iptlons.
Resolvell, That in order to carry ont the objects set forth in the
foregoing resolution a provisional committee be formed and empowered to receive the names of intending- membm·~ at a subscription of not leHs tha" $1 per quarter, or $4 per annum, to prepare
the basis and rules of the organization and to report at a fnture
meeting. Said committee to coneist of D>1vid P. Walker, M. M. Bane,
H. W. L_awren,ce, H .•llf. Walker, Edwai·d Austin, H. P. Maso!!liE. L.
T. Harri"Oil, '1. C. 1\:rmstrong, sen., James Lowe, W.D. Wil ams,
John Tullidge, and Dr. Chapman.
.
All the speeches were loudly applauded, and the meeting altogether a great success.

From the Salt Lake City 7hbune,

H. L. GREEN'S LECTURE TRIP.
WAvERLY, IowA, May 1, 1882.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Since my last communication to the THE 'rRuTH SEEKER I hav lectured in the
following named places: Dowagiac, Holland City,
Nirvana, and Baldwin, of Michigan; Fulton, Bloomington, and Patch Grove, of Wisconsin; and Charles
City, Nashua, Waverly, and Jefferson City, of Iowa
I was invited to Dowagiac by Mr. Richard Heddon:
an intellig~nt, activ Liberal, and while there enjoyed
the hospitality of his pleasant home. I was permitted to. speak in the Universalist church, the best
church edifice in town. I was glad to learn that the
Universalists of Dowagiac, with few exceptions, are
members of the church_ of humanity, and are in
favor of free speech, and always willing to open the
church to an,, one who desires to utter hi& or her
honest convi~tions. While there I took down the
names of the leading Freethinkers, among whom
were a number of. the members of the Universalist
church, but I am sorry to say I hav lost the memoranda. I remember the names of M:r. and Mrs. A.
Knapp, worthy and enthusiastic Liberals, who came
five or six miles through the rain to attend the lecture. Of such will be "the kindom of man." ,
The next place wnere I preached the gospel of
Freethought was at Holland City, Michigan. I was
much surprised to get an invitation to lecture here,
for I think there is no more orthodox town in the United
States. The most of the inhabitants are Holland
Dutch, and they are very superstitious. Such a
thing as a Liberal meeting was never before heard
of in this city, and the announcement that such a
meeting was to be held stirred up a great comma·
tion, and the day before the lecture a committee was
sent to the proprietor of the Opera House to prevail
upon him to cancel his contract for the hall. But
he was so much of a man that he would not do so,
and we had a very respectable audience; and it was
a surprise to me that in that reason-forsaken town
they were able to raise eleven dollars to pay the expenses of the lecture. Two gentlemen are entitled
to the credit of introducing Freethought into this
place, viz., Messrs. F. A. Fisher and Johannes
Elenbaas. Mr. Fisher is the gentleman I mentioned
in one of my recent letters as a suitable person for a
Liberal missionary for this town, and I again suggest
that your r~aders immediately after reading these
lines send him a package of Liberal literature for
general circulation. Mr. Fisher is a poor man, has
poor._health, and a large family; and if anyone has
twenty-five cents or a rlollar that he wan~s to place
where it will do great good, let him send it to
brother Fisher. I very much enjoyed the society of
himself and his family, and shall always remember
his bright children. With a little aid brother Fisher
can revolutionize tbis dark corner of the earth.
From Holland I went again up north into the
pine regions of Michigan and spent a Sunday in the
town of. Nirvana, and while there was the most of
the time the guest of F. D. Lacy. Here I found a
new town full of Freethinkers, and I never addressed
an audience where there were more intelligent people, according to the size of it; and I was pleased to
learn they contemplate organizing a Liberal League
here soon. Mr. F. D. Lacy is writing and publishing a book, and I predict it will hav a large sale,
judging from: some of the proof sheets he read to
me. The title of it is "Nature's Harmony; or, a
Gleam from the Other Side." Mr. Lacy is not a
Spiritualist, as might be inferred from this title, but
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is a believer in some kind of future existence. Mr.
Lacy is a good speaker arid proposes before long
to go into the lecture field. I had a most interesting
visit while here with Adonis McMath, one of your
subscribers, and the postmaster of the village. I
was pleased also to make the acquaintance of Mr.
Albert C. Allen and N. J. Terry. I lectured on Saturday .and Sunday evenings, and a Methodi:>t minis_
ter of the town was present on both occasions and
gave good attention; and, to my surprise, the second
evening brought some of his family with him, and
the ·morning I left shook hands with me and wished
me success.
I next visited another new lumber town a few
miles east-the village of Baldwin. This is the
county seat of Lake county. I was gratified to learn
that nearly all the county officers were outspoken
Freethinkers and 1:1ubscri bers to Liberal papers.
These are the persons I refer to: Judge W. A. Burnham; 0. F. Phelps, recorder; Isaac Grant, treasurer; and Edward McLusky, treasurer. Brother
Phelps got up the' meeting, and he has no fears of
speaking on all proper occasions just what he thinks.
While there I was splendidly taken care of by Judge
W.' A. Burnham, who is the proprietor of the Occidental Hotel.
Persons who hav never visted northern Michigan
can hav little idea of the magnitude of the lumber
business. There are probably a thousand lumber
towns in northern' Michigan where no other business
is engaged in. I was glad to learn that there is very
little orthodoxy through this region. It would be
an admirable place for some intelligent young Ltberal to settle who is a good s, eaker and who desires
to constantly engage in Liberal lecturing. Preachers
get a very meager support in this section.
The next towu I visited was Ludington, on the
shore of Lake Michigan. There are many Liberals
here, but as no hall could be obtained I took a
steamboat for Chicago, and had a very pleasant ride
for one hundred and thirty miles up the lake. What
a large, grand lake this is. For fifteen hours we
were out of sight of land just as much as we would
· hav been on the Atlantic Ocean. The boat I came
down upon was the Lawrence, and I found the captain a gentleman who took pleasure in making his
passengers comfortable, I staid over night in Chica.go. Made a short call on my old friend, William
Sager, formerly of Syracuse, and the next morning
took the cars for Fulton, on the Mississippi river,
where I intended to take a boat up to Gregory, about
one hundred and fifty miles north. I arrived at Fulton about 2 P.M., and, finding· I could not get a boat
and must stay until next morning to get a train of
cars, I looked around to see if arrangements could
not be made for a lecture there that evening. I
found the post-master took the Boston Investigatorhis name I cannot remember-and he said he would
get me a hall for his part, and he did so; and
I went into the schools and to every business place
and gave out the notice by word of mouth, and the
result was we had a very respectful audience, and I
hope some good seed was sown, for there is need
enough of it, as I nould not find another person but
the postmaster who took a Liberal paper; and the
postmaster, although a good man, I think did not
proclaim his views "on the house-top." If he had
done so he probably would not hav been postmaster in that bigoted town.
.
My ride the next day up the bank of the father of
waters was a pleasant one. There was a great freshet
about this time, and the river was nearly up to highwater mark. The next day the stage Prairie du
Chien took me back eighteen miles into a most delightful country. Bloomington, Wis., was my stopping
place. Here I found another Freethought town. I
was invited here by Frank Joseph Schell, as earnest
and activ a Freethinker as I ever met. Mr. Schell
is a very modest man, and requested me not to
eulogize him in the Liberal papers, but I must say
that so thorough a Liberal worker I seldom come
across, Here I deliiVered two lectures-one Sunday
and one Monday evening-in the large and commodious opera house. Friend Schell engaged a number of young ladies to do the singing, but some
good (?) orthodox people alarmed some of the girls
by representing that it might be detrimental to their
characters to sing at an Infidel meeting, ancl they,
therefore, declined; but in their place we had the
fine brass band, all of whom are intelligent Liberals,
led by George Taylor. This band gave us good
music.
The following are a few of the leading Liberals
of Bloomington: James Ballentine, David Ballentine,
Peter Woodhouse, Lemon Hulford, Daniel Brown,
Patrick Bardyle, and John Barnum.
On Sunday afternoon I went over to Patch Grove,
and spoke before the Patch Grove Liberal League.
Here 1 found many sLanch Liberals, and if time
would hav permitted, I would like to hav spent a
number of days with them. This League is in good
condition, and will be well represented, I hav no
doubt, at the St. Louis Congress. The following are
some of the most activ members of this League:
Alexander Paul, P.M., WilHam Humphrey, Henry
Jung, George Ballentine, John Bitwell, James Paul,
John Wolfendon, James Heden, and George Lamb.
The next place that I cast anchor and lectured
was at Charles City, Iowa, some one hundred miles
east of the Mississippi river. This is further west
than I ever was before, and I f<:~und it a delightful
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country. At Charles City I was pleasantly entertained at the home of Mr. and Mrs. ·John Mahara.
I was pleased to find his young daughter so much
pleased in Liberal reading. Mr. Mahara is not afraid
to express his opinions, if he is in business.
I .had a pleasant visit &.t the home of Mr. Andrews,
who has for many years been an earnest worker in
all reform movements. It is seldom I come across
so bright and sprightly a woman as the mother of
Mrs. Andrews, who is over eighty years of age. She
says her uniform practice has been through life to
be as happy and joyful as possible, and always look
on the bright side of everything. And when she is
acked how she d·oes, she invariably replies, " Firstrate." She spends but little time talking about
funerals and death-beds. While there I also made
the acquaintance of Mrs. T. C. Woolley. Mr. Tucker
and Hon. Karl Markle are all of our household' of
faith.
Nashua was my next stopping place. Here I found
very few out-spoken Liberals, but many sil~nt members of our church, But by .the aid of R. H. Way,
the proprietor of the Commercial Hotel, we succeeded
in getting· together quite an audience, who listened
attentivly to my lecture for nearly two hours, and
the people became so much interested that they hav
just engaged Col. M. E. Billings, of Waverly, to deliver a course of lectures there.
For the last week I hav been stopping at Waverly,
Iowa, and last Friday evening lectured before Liberal
League No. 116 at the opera house, and yesterday afternoon (Sund ) lectured under its auspices at Jefferson City. This League is doing a grand work in
this section. It has 340 members. Mathew Farrington is president, W. P. McCormack, vice-president;
Col. M. E. Billings, seer< tary; Mrs. Eli Barns. treaslHer. The League for the last two years has met
regularly once ·a month, but now proposes to meet
every two weeks. It is composed of the best people
in this vicinity, and its meetings are well attended.
Since I hav been here I hav made my headquarters
at W. P. McCormack's, and I shall never forget the
pleasant visit I hav. there enjoyed. Mr. McCormack
is one of the best Liberal workers in the state, and
his inteHigent wife and daughter, l\Iiss Calla May,
are all in fnll accord with him. Miss McCormack
often ·writes for the Lil:.>eral papers, and few young
ladies of nineteen· years of age are better versed in
Liberal views than she is.
Col. Billings makes it lively for the " servants of
God." His publication, entitled "The Crimes of
Preachers," is having a large circulation. Every mail
brings orders for it. The next edition, which is soon
to be published, will contain two or three hundred
additional ministerial crimes. Every Freethinker
should order a copy. Col. Billings is one of the leading lawyers of this section, and a fine speaker, and
often speaks in behalf of Freethought principles. I
am pleased to announce that he has promised to be
present at the Freethinkers' ConvPntion at Watkins
in August. I am sure he will interest our Eastern
people.
This large working League has reason to be proud
of its noble president, Hon. Mathew Farrington. He
is recognized everywhere as one of the leading citizens of the state. For two days I was admirably
entertained at his pleasant country house, and greatly
enjoyed viewing his splendid farm. He has an intelligent familv of children, who are in full accord
with him, and I shall remember my visit there with
pleasure, and shall not forget the sweet little grandson, only a few months old. I' predict he will be a
star in the Liberal ranks in the future. And I must
not forget to mention, in this connection, my good
friends Harry Tallet and Alma N. Wood, two of the
stanch supporters of Liberalism here. They hav
some money, I am glad to know, and propose to use
it to advance the cause of Freethought. I was also
pleased to take by the hand that stalwart Freethinker Moses St. Johns, of Waterloo. Also Guy
Farnsworth, Peter Valentine and wife, and also H.
J. Russell, a live young Liberal of Waverly. There
are many others I would like to mention, if spaclil
would permit.
Truly yours,
H. L. GREEN.

would hav our statute books enshrined in it. She
would not respect the rights of those whose minds
were not incased· in the same holy wrapper. And
yet I blame man for it all. But this does not help
the matter in the least. It has been done and must
be undone. So let us all be up and (un)doing.
Yours for doing good and undoing evil,
S. V. MULKEY.
PAWTUCKET, R. I., April 30, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I take THE TRUTH SEEKER through a
periodical store, for the reason that by lying on its
counters it may attract the eye and cause some one
to do likewise. We hav many good Liberals in this
busy town, among the number the celebrated Judge
Robinson, the oldest Liberal in town, a man not to
be trifled with, and the all-hail-t~e-power-of-Jesus's
name people know it to their sorrow. · One of the
Latter-Day saints had a discussion with him last winter, and the old veter1l'n used the saint up so bad
that ,we hav heard n·othing of him in h\s church
since. Are these Latter-Day saints an improvement
upon the ancient ones? What church or council
canonized them ? What holy man laid hands on
them, commanding them to receive the Holy Ghost.
Are not all these things necessary in the. ma.nufac-.
tory of a live saint? Are they set apart by the Holy
Ghost like Paul and Barnabas, or are they self-appointed, or do they receive the unction from that
holy saint, Joe Smith?
In the summer we hav open-air preaching and exhortations in the groves by some one of the denominations, giving a chance for us Liberals to put in a
good word, a chance that Is seldom neglected. One
good brother of the Second Advent Society came out
from the city of Providence several times to let us
understand that Christ was coming to pay us a visit
about Christmas, 1881. I offered to b··t him a "V"
that he would not come to time, 'but he declined to
bet. Then I a«ked him how he would look if Christ
did not com", and he answered me by asking how I
should look if he did come. I said of course I should
treat him as well as lay in my power. I should hav
nothing to fear, never having done. the gentleman
any harm, but that being strangers, I should not expect to meet him in the air. Now I want the brother
to come out once more and let us !mow· why this
heavenly visitor did not come to time. Did he wait
for the last train, or meet with any accident? Did he
get snowed in? Are the engineers anrl firemen on a
strike? Did he not hav the "spondulicks" for the
passage? Is he sick or otherwise indisposed? Has
Vanderbilt or Jay Gould any control over that road?
Why did he not telegraph, telephone, or in some way
state his reasons for his non-appearance ? Does he
not know that his non-arrival put many people to
inconveniences? Some did not buy an overooat for
the winter, thinking that the Lord would make it
warm enough for them without one. Bro. Knight,
please come .and giv us the reasons, and set another
time for your friend's visit somewhere in the future,
say about two million years, so the present generation may not find out your errors.
I hav not yet subscribed for Mr. Bennett's book of
travel around the world, but I must hav them at any
price.
Yours truly,
RoBERT H. NELSON.

SHAWANEE, Wrs., April 27 18S2.
MR. EDITOR: It if:! remarkable how stupidly Christian bigots stnltify themselvs in slandering Thomas
Paine. Instance the letter of "B" to Elm ina, entitled "BPating their Mnther," and so well answered
by her in THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 15th. "B." says
that Benjamin Franklin, writing to Paine, urging him
not to publish the "Age of Reason," said to him,
"You are probably indebted to religion for the habits
of virtue on which you so justly value yourself."
Here Franklin, who knew him well, emphatically indorses Paine's moral character and the correct habits of virtue, in which he says he justly valued himself, and yet the Christian bigots and priesthood,
whom Paine hit such bard and fatal blows, persist
in falsely representing him as the most drunken,
immoral, and vicious or' men. Of course, taking St.
MARSHALL, KY., April 24, 1882.
Paul and the early and modern Christian teachers
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of April 15th G. C. '!'. for example, they are justified in "lying for Christ's
Hall, in criticising a letter which I wrote to your pa- sake," but it would look better to· lie so as not to
per some time since, charges me with saying that stultify themselvs in such .a bare-faced way.
"woman ever will be a supporter of the church." If
w.s.w.
I hav ever even hinted such a thing I do not know
it. I said, "Woman has always favored church rule
AYER, MAss., April 24, 1882.
and church persecution, and she favors it still." If
MR. EDITOR: I hav received thf' first volume of Mr.
there is anything in this which indicates that woman Bennett's Round-the-World books, and consider its
"ever will" support the church, I fail to discover it. value far more than 1ts cnst. It embodies the obHe asks "Who established the church?" The base servations of one who has the rare faculty of seeing
deceptio~s and vile tricks of priestly men eighteen things as they are, through Infidel eyes, unlearned
hundred years ago do not concern the question of in the school tradition, veneration, fear, and falsewoman suffrage in the nineteenth century. The ques- hood. Tlie gun which orthodoxy and bigotry shot for
tion is not who established the church in the Old Bennett's destruction has· recoiled with telling effect.
World, but wh0 wish to hav an established church
I trust that Bennett will call on R. .B. Hayes and
in the New. Again he says, "Woman's reasoning show him the wide contrast between Infidel and
powers are in every way as clear as those of man." Christian forbearance and forgivness. The former
Partly right and partly wrong. Naturally woman is forgiv the injury and leave the man alive.
The
man's intellectual equal, but this long siege of slav- latter first kill their enemies and then forgiv
ery to superstition, priest, and husband has done it j them.
with its little hatchet. She has learned to love her
"But truth shall conquer in the end,
king, and wants to see every one bow to him. Man
A.s round and round we rurl;
spread the mantle of superstition over woman's mind,
For ever the right comes uppermost,
and so firmly has she "pinned her faith" to it that
A.nd ever is justice done."
she would hav i~ spread over a.ll the world, She
Yours truly,
ELIJAH M:YRIOX,
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Church Weapons.
BY ROBERT SWAIL,
When o'er mankind the church held sway,
In superstition's palmy day,
The arguments the priests adored
Were thumbscrews, fagots, fire, and sword.
Now, when of these they are bereft,
The only weapons they bav left
Are threats of gods beyond the skies,
With personal abuse and lie&.
Behind a wall of obscene Bibles
'I'bey skulk and sling the1r s!audero•1s libels.
With h'lte they load their ~ospel gun~,
A.nrl. poisnn shoot at freedom's sons.
But truth will silence-soon their roar,
Anrl. prie9tq will be believed no more.

1."he per.3ecntlng. slandering elan,
No more will dw,u·f the mind of man.

Letter to Hon. Charles Bradlaugb.
BY FRANCIS D. LACY.

Stand to j•1s~ice and to reason,
YiEild not to the railing crowd;
'rhoug-h tiJ.ey per•ecute thee keenly,
Still procltim thy mind aloud.
D')n't forget th~t o'er the ocean,
.i\1-lny million~ look on thee,
And behold with admiration
Tbv great work across the sea.
Lip! grow firm ami sinews harden,
At the martyrdo!li of spite,
While our eyes with tears are :tlowiug,
l<'i>r our brother in the right.
Tboug"h by numbers overpowered,
And by bruts.llorrl.s laid low,
Wince 'bon no' in fl'eedom's battle,
l\len'al slavery overthrow.
Sacred 1s the right of thinking,
' A.nd our moral thoughts •ustain;
Note how many noble martyrs
Bv tile rabble bav been slain.
Though in torture, grief, and sorroiV,
Pearls before rude swine are cast,
Let the mind still bid defiance;
Truth "ball •rinmph at the last.
Though not lovers of Britannia,
Still our nation must adore
One so earnest for pro!!ression,
Even on o~d England's shore.
And we trust the time is coming
When thy burden of this age
Shqil be sacred to your honor
Glaring on fair history's page.
Gladly would we giv protection
If it lay within our power,
But this cross is thine to suffer
At the shrine of freedom's dower.
liLLy the spirit of gre11t nature
~'avor thee thy lot to bear,
Till those heathen lords repentant
Yield to thee thy rightful share.

Borrowed Christianity.
TITE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER., Sir :
Plell'e say to" J.P. S." that·•eatingeg-gson E'l,ter
S mdlly and dyeing them red" not only dates back
to the "ancient Hindoos, Jews. Persians. and
E5yptians," hut the very day its~lfanrt festival was
commemoNted in the month of April by the Tentons centnrie~ in advance of the Christian era, in
honor of tileir mythological goddess, Ostra.
0 !tern, 0 Jtera, E~st-ran, East-re, Eastre was th•
goddes, of light or morninl<' (the East), and of
sprin~r, the opening year (April); so the fathers Of
the Christian church pitched upon this ancient
festival-dlly in which to celebrate the resurrection
of their God, even as they also seized the pagan
day, Dec. 25th, for birth, and called it Christ'e
(Ctlristma•).
Verily, verily, were not, and are not these Chris.
tians economic parasites and thieves thus to substitute their feotivals for their personified goddese.
of light and growth, not even changing thu Parne,
Easter, e1cept as orthography bas amended?
Do you suppose, 1\Ir. Editor, that the various
clergymen who celebrated Easter two weeks sine<
so magnificently, devoutly, and earnestly, were
aware of the fraud, and that they were pet·pelu tt·
ing a heathen festival in honor of their risen God?
Do yon suppose they would like to hav the laity
know the origin of Christmas, Santa Claus, an J
Easter?
'- l<'or verification of these facts the reader is ad
vised to consult Worcester's or Webster's Diction
aries unabridged, and the various encyclopedias.

To

Barre, Mass., April 30, 1882.
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Verdict of European Scholars.
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~Ys~~~~f~~~!tih"ehig~le~;~aT~et~vee s~bJ~c~r~~.\~o~~~~t~~

enter into a crlttc·sm of your scientific work. It Is for me
to r.ommuni ~ate to you tnat the whole soctety is rejoiced

~~:l1yt~~~a~~~a~~~?~~n~ft!hi.~~ffci~o~~\~ha ~:v:!:e;ft;:

tlv. An unprejudiced and thorou~rh presentation of the
writings connected with the orlgln of onr Christian religion, such as we hav found In your admirable book,
nl ~ces theology in accord with science; while, differently
treat~d, it sometimes appears in contradiction to it.
The author hss also rem>:ived congratulatory letters
11

i~g~ ~~~ ~~tr~: ~~~~~a~~l6~r~~~~akft~~gig~f'ei~:e~~!;';ni~

Holbmd, and others. One of these, Dr. I. Hooykaas, says,
" With great and tbankful surprise I received your letter

wg~ea ~~ptb~f Jg~[ J:!~~~~Teh~~t~{[~~

Of the history was

m_p~fc~;' if~5I,"arned ~J~~~!~n, lij~r~~tif£'Ne/~T".f',"on.
141 Ehthth st., New York.

Correspondence Wanted
with a gentleman of good buslneQ~= qualifications and some
means-$500 to $2,000-to help make the home and bus!·
ness of a. widow of retlnement pleaea.nt and successful.
No iucumhrance~.
2 t 18
W, care WALTER EVERETT, Auguste, Ga.
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mos. A new scripture (evldentl.l'_lnsplred) discovered by 89 Logic of Prayer. Charles Step.henson............ .
I. N. Fidel. From the English. Very rich. 25 cents.
90 Biola-Mania. Otto Cordates .......... , .......... ..
91· Our !deus of God. B.},', Underwood ............ ..
Amberley's Life ot' Jesus. His character e.nd
1
doctrlns. From the Analysis of Religious Belief. By Via- ~ 6~;af,,t!;::;i:r~a~ f':!:'~i~i,n•fi~~n~£;,::'::~::
count Amberley. Paper,35cents; cloth, 60 cents.
91 The New Raven. W!ll Cooper ................... .
J esns Christ. Hl.s life, miracles, deity, teachtnga. 9:1 .Jesus Christ. Bennett ................•........•...
96 Ichabod Crane Papers ............................ .
and Imperfections. By W. S. Bell. 25 cents.
97 Special Provldences. W. S. Bell................ ..
Resurrection oC Jesus. Showing the contradlo. 98 Snakes. Jllrs. E. D. Blenker ..................... ..
tlons and doubts In which the subject Is Involved. By W. 99 Do the Works of Nature Prove a Creator? Sciota.
lUO !40th Anniversary of Thomas Paine's Birthday.
S. Bell. Revised edition. 25 cents.
Beunctt et als . ...•.••••.•.•••••...••.••..••••••••
An Outline ol' the French Revolution:
1
Its Causes and Results. A clear and compre. i~ 1~~. ~hcte 11~fi'?f'e~~g ~~"J"~~·K::::? B:~ii~~i.t
henslv _portraya.l of this Interesting portion of human hlao ·104 Evolution of I•rael's God. A. L. Rawson •.......
tory. ByW. S.Bell. 25 cents.
~~;~gt~~'W'is~l'n~"t~~:UJ'K.i. J~'H'lr~~· uiib~iiev:
Last Will and Testament o1' Jean llles•
ers. Bennett ................................•.•.
lier, a curate of a Rom Ish church In France, contain.
107 The Safe Side. II. B. Brown .................... .
lng the best of his writings. 25 cents.
108 The Holy Bible a Historical Humbug. Preston
·O A Few \Vords about the DevU. and Other 110 Invocation to the Universe. Bennett.......... .
Essa.ys. By Charles Bradlaugh. With a portrait of tlle 111 Reply to Scientific American. Bennett .....•...
112 Sensible Sermon. Rev. 111. J. Savage ........... .
writer. 260 pp. $1.25.
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett ........................ ..
Voltaire in Exile. Translated from the French of 114 Where WaaJesusBorn? S.H.Preston........ ..
M. Gastineau bi; his son Edmond Gastineau. Belns 115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett ............. ..
N.'h~~~r·;;pt!~ f~e':f~~ecfo~:; ;r'ter never before pn~
6gg.~:t:'t1~~ ~:·g;~i.t. B~~~~~r~·;u;,;:::::::::::
118
Six Lectures on Astrono01y. By Prof. R, A.
T~~J'Jflff1~"ft~~_G'W~~::e'lf:':~.~~.?~~~~~~.~~~::
Proctor. :W cents.
119 The New Faith. Stoddard .........•..•...•.••• ··
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I ~The Heathens o1'the Heath. A finely written 61 History of the Devil. Isaac Paden .............. ..
TO A.D:200.
Radical romance. By Wm. McDonnell, author of Exeter 62 The ,Jews and their God .......................... ..
Hall, }'amlly Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages. Prlea 63 Tile De vii's Due-Bills. John Syphers .......... ..
By CHARLES B. WAITE, A.M.
reduced. Paper, SO cents; cloth, $1.25,
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Nathaniel Vaughan. A Radical novel of marked 65 Short
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cloth, 75 cents.
70 VJcarlous Atonement. J. S. Lyon ............... ..
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72 Shadrach, Meshttch, and Abed-nego. Bennett .. .
is Professor of New Testament Urit1cism and Exe2'esis in By Mrs. E. D. Sletiker. 15 cents.
73 Foundations. Johu Hyphers ..........•........•••.
the University, and teacher of General-Religious History
The
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A
Radical
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75 An Hour with tile Devil.
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Prof. Volkmar writes to the author of "The History of
1 1
~ lf~g 1P~rEo''tl5~~tb·. BB'.'W: B~ri~i.f.~~~~·t·t~·::::::
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s..tys:
F~:~h~~J:d~~tedlfto~~ell3ffWl~:.i~~'ife~~~~~i 78 Christmas and Christianity. D. :M. Bennett ......
"In the name of the Society of Critical Historical The. Martyrdom of Man. SO cents.
79 Thel:1.i~i~~·~~ ~~ ggre~.~~~~.~:~:. ~~.~ :~~.:.~::
ology. I hav the honor to Inclose to you a few l!nes with · The Adventures ot· Elder Triptole01ns 1!0 .A.J5.ress on Palne'sl39th Birthday. Bennett..•..
the Jetter of our venerated Prof. Volkmar. With t;reat 'l'ub. Containing startling and 1nterest1ng disclosures 81 Hereafter, or tile IIaJf.way House. Syphers .... ..
interest did we r~ceive information of your book, HIFt·
bout hell, its locality, magnitude, climate, employment&. 82 Christian Courtesr,. D.ll!. Bennett ............. ..
tory of the Christian Religion to the Year T"o Hun· a.etc.
By the Rev. Geo. Rogers. 15 cents.
dred.' One of our members, Herr Kappeler, has thor~ ii~~~';.'!~lswe~~~ ~;d·HrJ: AR~v~~~~~Wo'Pii9.
eughly examined the work, and has made to us a report
Gottlieb: His Llt"e. A Romance of earth, heaven.
London ......................................... .
and hell. Beautifully written, by S. P. Putnam. 25 cents. 8::. Matter, Motion, Life, and Mind. Bennett ....... .
These alone are worth the price asked.
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CHRISTIANITY

The oldest reform journal in the
United States,

His Life and Works in France
and Abroad.

I8 publi8hed every Wedne8day at the
-.Paine Memorial .Building,
.Bo8ton, Ma88.,

(England, Holland, Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland) with
unpublished letters of Voltalr& and Mme. '
Du Cllatelet.

THE

D.D. BENNETT, and G. M. M..\.IR.

DEITY ANALYZED

(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

AND

Bennett-Mair DiscussionQ
:BETWEEN

The t'nllest Discussion yet Published,
a;-ivtng the Dogmas and Claims ot
Christianity a thorough Ex·
amination pro and con.

y';ei~bgp~elrgta~~~~¥<f~d 1~~m~~~t)~Na~1 ~hh~~~~~tlan

1. Christianity Is neither new nor origin.:!, being borrowed or copied from much older systems of religion.
(a) The belief In an o!Isprlng being begotten by a god
upon a human virgin is nearly a thousand years older than

By .JOSIAH P. lttENDUlft.

The De~l' sDefense.

b~t~~~~.~~~Jt,"il!a~ ~~~u:e~~~,:~~sv/,",f~nb~~tg~fiev~J

in a.n.d reported to hav been crucified and to hay died on
the cross many hundreds of years before the same wn.s

tf~;~~"!~f~?w!!t~aU:~id t~~ !,'6~fi~ousand years before

Price, $1.50.

fu1iy~~r:~~~~;~~c~~g:~~~tg[~~:~~!~h:~e~~~ ~~rin~~~~ ~~

A.ddress D. :M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth street
New York, N. Y.

~~=a~n~}eg~i~ ~ ~~1f:1~~ ~~ i6~~~ff'h!~ ~~~Yf~:ft~~~~
of hate, contenl\on, war, and bloodshed.

PRICE, $3.00 per annum; single copies,
Yeven cents. Specimen copies sent on re•
ceipt of a two-cent stamp to pay postage.

BY COL. JOHN R. KELSO, A. M.

~~~~~:e~~~;·tic6h;.~s~I:n~~Yn~tai ~~Fn~'tr~t;is~1~~~~

religion as to Jesus.
S. The story of Jesus and his mission In the world Is un·
historical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous his..
tory.
4. Tne teachings of Jesus are defectlv In morals, Intelligence, and scientific information, and, so far- as they are of
value, his moral precepts and teachings were equaled by
many sages and teachers who preceded him. The Bible It·
self was written by men Illy Informed In scientific knowledge, and does not harmonize with the facts and principles
in nature known to be true.
5. The doctrine and claims of Christianity hav been a

Edited by. HORACE SEAVER.

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
A series of letters written during a ten·
weeks visit in Europe.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
850 pages., Price, $1.50.

CHRONIC DISEASES,

pression In Its assertion that all power Is of God. As a

ll:mbraclng those of the blood and· Nerves, tne Dllleases at
Men, the Diseases of Women, and the various causes
pnyalcal and social, leadl~o them are 1/lai'JP." treated . b

E~~~~~1!~ g;~: ~~~~~tit~ ~~~m~~t~fa!~eag::!~~~~~ iW~ ~t"/611 t"o~1>t s~N~~~ear~.oixJ ~~~~
of numan liberty the world has known.

!llustratlons, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave.,
New York, to whom all letters from the sick should be ad.
dressed. In Its Issue for Jan. 19, 1878. Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical public,..
j,~~f~~~~~~· and Christianity are unprogresslv In their tlons:
"We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and Inti.
nature; they are founded upon the doctrin and authority
of God himself, and are therefore Incapable of progresa ~~~g~ at~~i"g:af. ';il:a~ll \h~Ji':s~~g~~~tt~~~~y;,ie~J
0
and improvement.
.
motive, whose life has been spent In Instructing and 1m.
0
6. The Bible and Christianity hav oppressed woman and
hav deprived her of the rights to which by nature she Is

.

cJ.s~~etr~\~<;.:g~h~h~!~~~~~rtfet~ af~~J:fo"g ~~Tc:~~~~

~hl~~\~u~~f~g~~t~.n,:~r~
kind are capable of receiving.
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happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.
Price,
$1.1>0.
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Address
D. M. BENNETT.
of families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing test!
141 Eighth st .• New Yo•k.
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THE

LABOR DOLLAR.
BY
STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS
PRICE TEN CENTS.

D. M. BENNE'll'T,

AddreRs.

THE RADICAL PULPIT.
Comprising discourses of advanced thought by

0. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER
two of America's clearest thinkers.
By 0. B. Frothiagham:
rhe New Song of Christ:J~: ~~~a g[ ~~!.Higher
mas.
The Departed Years,
Sentiments.
Life ao a Test of Creed.
The American Lady.
The Sectarian Spirit.
Tho Consolations of Ra.
The American Gentleman.
tlonalism.
The Language of the Old
·restament.

Imparted."
Purchasers at PLAIN HOME TALK are at Uberty to
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or bl mall, FREE.

mJ~~fy t:1:so~e'b!n1~~~r :~~~¥~.;~; 'X~iJ¥~"WAWl
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UTIRRA V HH,L J"nl>T,TSRT"'G COMPANY.

129 East 28th st., New York
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Our Leaders.
Havwe Still a Religion
Conscience.
Price, In cloth, a1.

FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.

onveraation in verae between the two great, eformers

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

story ef • Liberal and Radlca

character.
PART III.-A short story devoted to the education of
our children In Liberal sentiments and principles.

Send for a "amJ>le copy.

A Confeseion,

BY DAVID FRIEUEUICH STRAUSS.
Two volumes 1n O\Ie. The translation revised and re
writ• en Strauss is too well known by the render& oi

AJ!i'r1~~.$\':;;)i~qulreaslnglewordtobesaldlnlllspral•e.

M:

D.
BENNETT.
141 8th street, New York.

Price, 10 cents.

SEND Til

ELMINA

Reuben Dailey's Printing Office.

FOR 'I'IIEM •

Send for a circular price Hst or sen<' .vr bids. I guaran.
The Darw1ns; Price, paper, 50 cenis; cloth, 75 cents
tee to send my Liberal friends their printing prepaid as
The Clergyman s VIctims. Price, 25 cents. John's w11y,
cheap as it can be got at home.
15 cents. Studying_ th~ Bi'Jle, 75 cents.
Spectmfln
copies of the Pftysuilog·urt, 10 cents. St.amps gladlv reCA,vAd, AdclreRJt
F.. D. SLENKEU,
40tf
Snowvtlte. Pnl~U=~lrf C11, Vtt.

Reuben Dailev's Moral Ovde,
;Just Published in Tract Form.

· Your Moral <lode Is a valuable collection at practlca
precepts suitable for general use, because inspired by
wisdom, goodness, truth, and the logic of comman sense
tending to improve men here, and su.ve them from meu.n
ness, injustice, and crime.-R. C. Trawbt·idge, Tully, N. Y

111>5
to $20 Address
per day at home. Samples worth ~5 free
'lP
STINSON & Co., Portla.nd, Maine.

C01VS'l1LT!~

I ha.v jnst read with a grPat deal of pleasure your re-

marks at Hornellsv111e.-R. Sayre3, Hannibal, Jlo.

\):re~&.prepald,l~~~!: a dozen.~'6'~~'J":b~ilkcy,cents

PARi\~~~''[· continued

HALLKT

JESUS.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY

· 2 erms $2.00 P"'" annum.
2hu World Is divided Into three parts.
PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George

week In your own town. Terms and $5 outfit tree
$66 a Address
H.
& Co., Portland, Malue.

The Old Faith and tile New.

To my mind it contains the best code of morals extunt.
-C Close, Grattan, .Mich.
,lAtrersonvine, Ind

lmn

..DESIGN" IN NATURE.
REPLIES TO THE

" Christian Guardian " and " Chris·
tian Advocate."
By ALJ,EN PBINGI.E.

THE SHAKER EYf AHD EA~
BALSAM.

By Felix Adler :
The Ethics of the Social
Question,
.Emancipation.
Lecture at the SeCO!jd An.
nlversary of the Society
for Ethical Culture.

INGERSOLL

THIS WORLD.

By George Chainey.
51 Fort ave. (Roxbury~, Boston, Mass.

!Jy

The Investtgator Is devoted to the Liberal cause In rellg·
ton; or in other words, to universal mental Uberty. Independent In all Its discussions, discarding superstitious
theories of what never can be known, it devotes its columns to things of this world alone, a.nd leaves the next, if
there be one, to those who ha.v entered its unknown
shores. Believing that It Is the duty of mortals to work
for the interests of this _world, it confines itself to the
volumes hav been written upon Voltaire, but none
things of this life entirely. It has arrived at the age of ofMany
its sJze contains so much information as this. From it
fifty-one years, and asks for a support from those who are a. clear
idea can be obta.iued of tlte tmmense intluence he
1
0
exerted
Europe and the world, of his brtll!ant genim~
~~~~t~fs,~~y::cre~~~t~~lci f ~s~f~~~~fiy!1~~~~:1.n~':~·d~~~ and how upon
the church has ever fought the men who dared'
please send your subscription for atx months or one year, to step out
of tile orthodox paths or thought.
PRieR. PAPER, 75 cents; CLOTH, $1.00.
fsn~~~a~~t:~~ ;~tw~!!:n;s~ wi~~ t~e ~~ii~~~ !1~f:~~~~~
longer.
3m5S
Andre•• D. Jll, Bennett, 141 8th st., New York.

It has fostered

1

This work Is an epitome of the life of the great Infidel
and for those who cannot alford the higher priced l!fe
J a.mes Parton, and yet want to k.now.all about Voltaire it
is just the work. It was written by Benjamin GastineB.u'"'
In Paris, and translated for us with Ills approval by F'
Vogelt and Edmond Dubourg. lt contains an account of
Voltaire's youth, his extle in England, Holhmd Belgium
Prussia, and Switzerland; his relations with Jefin JacqueS
Rousseau, Frederick tlle Great, Catherine II., and ·Pope
BeaedictXIV.; what he did at Ferney, how he improved
the town, built a church, fought the Jesuits. an1l defended
the victims of reltgious hatred and persecution. It descrfbes his triumphant return to Paris after hie years of
exile. and ends with chapters on his work. his phllosophl·
f:lt':fr~~em, his enemies, and son.;.e hithel'to unpubllehed

AND

~~u0[:ttg~· :~Ses~f~~g~·i:~t!al;~~~~d,r:n~e~~ni;~~r~~~

~~~ft~~~ht~~i~~~~;~~::x;, 'r:;~:fs~~ a~~~~~r~ f~~ f6rJ~sJ~

BY RENJAJJIIN GASTINEAU.
Translated with the author's approval by MeBBrs. F. v
geli and Edmond Dubonrg.

This pamphlet was considered necessary because the
f~~~~ a;t:~~1~fci~~ . .:!!n~leo~ef~~~d J~trfg~~J!aba~~~~E~~{
against design in nature,
this work contains both the

anS

:~i'tt~:rf~?a~e~!1de~~!sf~~~~~~~:xr:t~~~~egFn~~h;i~~ot~~
co~fi:t~0 a:e~~~ers6?de~~~~~8r~~n;.:~ion.

Is proving to hundreds the most efficacious remedy fo
all deleterious a!Iectlons. Falling sight, dullness of hear.
ing, or "roaring" of the ears, as well u.s overstrained and
weak eyes, are lmmediately 1mproved by its use •. Inflammations and all ophthalmic dlmcult!es regulated.
20 cents per box.
A dares• · G. A. LOMAS,
!tf .
!!bakers. N. v.

A. treatis on the Population Question.

---------·-----1.,HE PEOPLE'S READER.

A sketch of man's physical, political, mental, and
social development in' past, present, and future.

By GEO. C. STIEBELING, ~I.D •.

Price 25 cents. For sale at this olllce.

Tile Legend
an

BY

of the Patriarclls
Prophets.

By S. BARING-GOULD.
Price, $1.50.

CHARLESJBRADLAUGH
AND

ANNIE
Price, 25 cent&.

For sale at this olllce.

AGENTS WANTED,
Excluslv Territory and Liberal Com·
mission..'!

DR.

GA. R RISON IN- HE A·v-E-N.

BESANT.

ORK'S

A. DREAM.

1Stll

BY WILLIAM DENTON.

ORICI N OF LIFE
i

OB,

Purely Vegetable, and do not contain Mercury
Otilomel, or any other poisonous substance.

The Relation of Ancient Egyptian Civilization to the Hebrew Narrativ8
in· Gene8i3 and Exodu8, and
the Relativ Olaim8 oj' Mo8es and the
Pyramid to In8piration Oon8idered.

The Champions of the Church ;

By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.

Their Crilnes and Persecutions.
Blofaphlcal sketehes of prominent Christians who dis

f~~~'h9 ~~~t~~~llni~\;.o~~~~ft~ J~~~'!'_h~~~~ ~~ 1~:fg!~
1

Price,
Address

~:;

cents per box.-

JAMES A BLISS, Proprietor.
73 Hanover street, Boston, Maes.

Unsolicited Testimonials,

THE PYRAMID OF GIZEH.

WHERE .MAN COMES FROM.

LIVER AND KIDNEY PILLS,
A Sure Ou1·e for aU Diseases of the Diver and
Kidneys.

PRICE 2EN CENTS,
Sold by D. M. Bennett. 141 Eighth st., New York.

Price, 25 cents.

ECCE DIABOLUS,

in which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
ANALYSIS~ RELIGIOUS BELIEF. is shown to be devil-worship, with some ob
servations upon the horrible and cruel ordi
An examination of the creeds, rites, and sacred writings
of the world. By VIscount Amherley, son of the late Lord nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-off,.rings.

$4: morocco. gilt edges. $4.50.

John Russell, twice Premier of England. Complete from By the VERY REV. EVAN DA VIES.I,L,D.,
KEWANEE, ILL., Feb. 20,1882.
Send me some more of Dr. York's P1lls. I used one box :gr~~~~fite~!~~~·J.t\.pages, 8vo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4
Price. 25 cents.
Arch-Druid of Great Britain.
With great benefit.
MRS. C. C. NORTH.
FARMINGTON, :MICH,', Feb. 15, 1882.
My wife thinks that Dr. York's Liver and Kidney Pills
PRICE REDUCED.
hav done her a great deal of good. Send me some more
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Of them.
A. B. SMJTH.
Embracing, Inlluence of Christianity on V!vlllzatlon ·
A friend of mJne desiresF~:Tt:~~E~.Ae's~Y~era !~·n~~im C ristfanity and Mllterialiam; What Libera11sm Otl'ers hi
Price reduced to 15 cents, from 25 cents.
three boxes of Dr. York's Liver and ~ldney Pills. I think Pace of Christianity; Sclent!Jlc Materialism· Woman· A perfectly reliable. accurate pamphlet of 7\l pages. Com·
Spiritualism
from a M•terlallstlc Standpoint; Pa1ne. the
the pills sre a grand thing.
WM. MoNTGOMERY.
Political and Religious Reformer: Materialism and Crime·
LEVERETT, MASS , Jan. 28, 1882
Will the Coming Man Worship God YCrimes and Cruelties fA~~agfe ~~ee~!r;~~h~~!~~t jg~r~~~oa~d;hi!s~n'i~~~ld be on
I received safely the pills you sent me. They glv good of Christianity; the Antllorl•y of the Bible; Freethought
a&tisfaction. I w111 endeavor to introduce them to my
THB
J~~~bls.lt'J:.~~~:sJo ~~~~~ec%~fi.~~~·
friends, as I think them a valuable article.
A. ADAMS.
CLINTON, N.Y., Feb. 21,1882.
To..day I had another call for a box of Dr. York's Liver THE SEMITIC GODS AND
and Kidney Pills. The boy and his mother nav used one
box with good effect. Please send me three boxes more.
BIBLE.
MRS. G. L. BROWN.
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic nation•, Including
BYAJii
PHII.A.DELI'HIA, P A., Jan. 18, 1882
.A.1lah. Jehov•h, Satan. the Holy Ghost, the VIrgin Mary
received Dr. York's Pills, and am happy to say they llav and the Bible. To the latter :ISO pages are devoted, shaw:
ne me much good. !gave a few to my friends, and they 1ni tllat book to be a very ln!&r!QJ_ production for a llrst- Ungodly Woman of the 19t~ Century.
1 • them 10 well that I am obliged to send for aome more. u•-"'"ud .Hy .u. 14.- .l!enneG&. !IIIII llrp )llllllj hpar
:R-'J 110 ..,...... Price. pa-p~r, G~ ~rlltl: clotli, 'Ill ot1.
l i l - r F. QIL!(ol1 , :1818 Leam,v
covers 60 ••ats: olutli 11.

ESSAYS and LECTURES.

Self-Contradictions of the Bib!e.

THE

~

GODLY. WOMEN OF THE BIBLE.

(.ll'rom tM Hot.Ue and H-. N. Y.J
Among the successful phyalclans who hav departed
fromthe narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may mnk
~~~o:•li:fel~~~~gie;:uf.if~t~~. Principles •ro trna,

:1t'

(From tM (lllo.) Llb<ral.

The reputation of Dr. Fellows Is sulllclent to warra
any one In reposing con1!dence In hfs skill and ablllt;
These In need of his ala should not tall to consult him at
~~;~1•1 A~r::~~ttg~1 !:s,~~e thief nf time. and often COitl
v· ..

us T

Li:::T Mt:: SHOW YCU"
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of Health Eints
AND READY RECIPI:3,

Wor·th $25. Cost 25c.
:By th" author n(
"PLAP-i I!'O:\fE Ai.K H AND·~ rt!Em0~~
Co~n.toN SENsE."

r

2S ~!J~~cf~~:r'~v~cCn~~o:; goa~~~;~a~ltl~
a. valuable Book of Reference for cvtln
~
uo•n&!laooo< con tnlns chaptera on HygleD6
on Common
25 cents.
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TBE TRUTH SEEKER. :MAY 13, 1SS~.
fi~m~

off f[honght.

WHAT is an orthodox creed but a mystic" wordfetich 1" Lookatthewafer elevated hy the Romish
priest in the sacrifice of the mass as a piece of
God-man-thousands prostrate before it, not daring even to look at it, so awful is their dread of the
power to bless them and to curse them, to annihilate them instantly l Yet that is merely a" thingfetich." Look now at that dogma elevated by the
Protestant preacher before the logical understanding of his audience, whose souls lie prostrate in
the dust before it, not daring to use theu reason
on it or to look it for a moment in the face, believing, as they must, tl!at to doubt is to be damned l
Tbat is a •·word-fetich."-Prof. Lesley's Man's Origin
and Destiny.
TRUTH is all simple, all pure, will bear no mixture of anything else with it. It is rigid and infiexible to any bye interests; and so sbould the understanding be, whose use and excellence lies in conforming itself to it. To think of everything just as
it is in itself is the proper business of the understanding, though it be not that which men always
employ it to. This all men, at first hearing, allow
is the right use every one should make of his understanding.-Locke's Conduct of the Understanding
AN unexpected whirlwind will suggest to the
Chinese the contest of evil spirits; and the fiying
of a crow in a peculiar direction fill tbem with
consternation. ''In such a deplorable state,"
gravely observes the missionary who records these
facts," is the heathen mind." Perhaps be did not
consider that there were many, in more enlightened countrie•, who would be alarmed at the omen
implied by a dinner party of thirteen, and who
would regard it as of evil augury to begin a journey on Friday. In such a deplorable state is the
Christian mind l-Amberley,
IF you should ask the question, "Is life worth
Jiving!" of a rattle-snake or an ichneumon-fiy, the
answer, were the answer possible, would be an
emph!itic yes. And from almost any stanapoinl
outside of their individual consciousness the answer would be an emphatic no. Now, there are
men and women whose social function is more
injurious than that of ar.y rattle_-snake, whose
habits are more parisitic than the Jchnenmon-fiy.
Ask such, Is life worth living? and the answer will
be an emphatic yes; but ask the victims of their
treachery, or those in whose living fiesh h:'v been
deposited the parisitic germs, and you Will get a
very difi'erent answer.-Ghadwick's Is Life Worth
Living?
TAKE navigation and ship building; does prayer
add to tbe safety of the ship or not 1 If it does,
will rotten wood and rusty nails do, provided the
cracks are pitched "within and without" with
plenty @f prayer 1 When the a~chblsho)'> of Canterbury prays over a vessel, chnstened by the hands
of a princess, does he improve the chances of that
vessel in a otorm ? If he does not, why does be
pray 1 If he does, would h~ sail for A:meric": in a
"coffin ship" full of praymg mJsswnar1es as
readily as in a well-built Cunarder ?-Annie Besant

fdds a:nd ,ends.
A SIGN of the times, " This house to let."
THE palmy days of a boy's life are those in
which be gets properly spanked by his mother.
"THAT's what beats me," as the boy said when
he saw his father take the skate-strap down from
its accustomed nail.
"I'VE been heron bad thing's about you," said
one bird to another. "Let's stork about something else," was the response.
" WERE I to be candied, I would say you were
just about the nicest fellow I ever met," said she,
while leaning on his arm in front of a coufec!ioner's. He bought the tatfy.

V9LUME I. NOW READY.

Price $2.00

LAST Sunday evening a Roston divine suddenly
paused somewhere near the end of his sermon and
said: "We would be glad if that young man in the
vestibule would come inside and satisfy himself
v.. hetber she is or is not here. That would be
much better tbau keeping a half-inch draft on the
occupants of the back pew"
Ex-PRESIDENT HAYES has sufficiently recovered
from the sttack of vertigo, occasioned by his gift
of $250 to the Garfield monument, to be ablA to •it
np in bed nnd converse with friends. His physicians insist. however, that visitors sh!l.ll abstain
from any allusion to the pecuniary transaction, as
it might superinduce another attack.
THE editor of Puck discloses his experience by
remarking, " There is nothing in this wide world
thnt makes the young man crazier than, after arriving at a party with a young lady, whom he has
got there at considerable expense, to hav some
bald-headed individual get her otr into a corner
and talk to her ali the evening on the peculiarities
of the Gulf Stream.
IT was an Ohio man who, when a ternble storm
set in one night, rushed into the house of a neighbor and cried out:
"Jones, this is the ending up of earth l"
"I'm afraid so; I'm afraid sol" was the reply.
"And what shall we do 1"
"lllake our peace with heaven l"
The wind blew still stronger, the house began
to shake, and the excited man exclaimed:
"Jones, you lost :five bushels of wheat last fall. '•
"Yes."
·• And you hav your snspicious 1"
"I hav. The man who took my wheat had better own up."
"Can you forgiv him!"

By .Robert G. Ingerson.

On large, heavv

A TRUTH SEEKER

Illustrated wltb forty cuts, and with a steel plate engravIng of tbe autbor.

Made for Framing;
Poetic, Patriotic, PatJietlc,
GEN. GRANT BANqUET.
Ingersoll's, response to tbe toast, "The Volunteer
Soldier."

BY D. M.BENNETT,

THREE VOLUMES FOR $5.00.

The Most Instrnction tor the Least
ltioney of' any Book of Travels
yet Written.
In 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an InternationaJ Congress at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was sent
as a delegate. He took the qccasion to make the tour of
Europe, and his observations were embodied in "A Truth
Seeker In Europe " (price, $1.50). The letters were also
publtshed in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the readers were so
well pleased with them that the proposition was made
tbat be make tbe journey around the world, and glv tbe
world the benefit of a Freethinker's observations. The
proposition was accepted if the ones dePiring such a work
would advance five dollars each, the volumes to be dedicated to them. On July SO, 1881, Mr. Bennett began the
journey, sending letters back to be published. The work
will make

pap~r.

ILLUltiiNATED.

Aroun~ the Worl~.

Editor of Tm< TRUTH SEEKER, author of" A Truth Seeker
"WoMEN are so contrary," said Blobbs. "I
in Europe," u Gods and Religions o:! Ancient and
Modern Times," "TheWorld's Sages, Thinkthought when I got married my wife would darn
ers, and Reformers," "Champions of
my socks, and let me alone; instead of that she
the Church," etc., etc.
lets my socks alone and darns me."

WHEN reprimanded by his employer for absenting himself from the office for two entire days,
Fogg very calmly replied that he believed in the
office seeking the man, and not the man seeking
the office.

PROSE POElVIS,

A VISION OF WAR.
Extract frem a Speech at the Soldier's Reunion.

A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingerson,
Our Religion: Help :for the Liv.
ing; Ifope :for the Dead,
Fnneral Address over the Grave of little Harry Miller.

Pl'ice, 2;) cent11 each.
Address

D. M, BENNETT.
141 Btb street.

THE

Christian Reli~on.

THREE VOLUMES OF NEARLY 900PAGESEACH

BY

Those sending In five dollars before tbe comp1etion of
the WOrk Will hav their NAMES LVSCRIBED I~ THE DEDIC.A·
TION OF THE VOLUMES.
The first volume describe! Scotland, Ireland, England,
including also an account of the Freethinkers' Interna'tional Congress at London, in 1881, Holland, tbe Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey, Smyrna,
Epliesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyrout, Baalbec, to Damascus.
There hav been mahy books of travel printed but nolle
like this, IT IS THE O~"L Y ONE OF ITS KIND.
Mr. Bennett bas a shrewd bablt of seeing everything
going on, and In his nook be bas faithfully. cbronlcled tbe
habits and customs a! the diJierent peoples of tbe many
places be visited. Tb< every.day Ufe of all nations Is laid
before the reader by one who has visited them and beheld tbem with bls own eyes. We feel sure this work Is
greatly superior to any account of a journey around the
world we D.ow hay.

Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
Judge JEREMIAH S. BLA(JK,

ALL THE VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED

Pro:f. GEORGE P. FISHER.
The only (Jomplete and Authorized
Edition.
Tbls very remarkable series of papers appeared at ,
tervala in the 1Vm·th American Review. and awakened the
profoundest Interest with the press and public. Their
appearance in pamphlet form ta in response to innumerable reauests from all parts of the country.
Price,
liO cents.
Orders should be given Immediately. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
1418tb street, N.Y.

Which adds greatly to the Interest of the work, and wltb
tbe close description will present Old-World places In a
very familiar light.
The volumes separately will be $2. Those sending $5 Being 3,000 questions propounded to
now will get tbe first volume by return mall and tbe otber
Jewish Godship upon a great
two as soon as taaued·, which will be in a few months, or
variety flf subjects.
just as soon as they can be got ready. Those sending the
BY D. M. BENNETT.
$5 wlll hav tbelr names In tbe dedication o! tbe second
HI can."
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
volume.
HWell-"
P"ol. I. mail<d on receipt of ,2.
Here the wind suddenly dropped, and, after a
How many steps hav I taken in vain l Thus it
'
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
happened to Israel for their sin: they were sent look through the window, the conscience-stricken
141 8th st., New York.
man
turned
and
finished:
A narrativ, by
back again by the way of the Red Sea; and I am

Interrogatories to Jehovah.
his

Alamontada. the Galley-Slave.

made to tread these steps with sorrow which I
might bav trod with delight had it not been for
this sinful sleep. How far I might hav been on
my way by this time l I am made to tread those
steps thrice over which I ue<eded to hav trod but
once; yea, now also I am like to be benighted, for
the day is almost spent. Oh, that I had not slept!
-Pilgrim's Proqress.
LIBERTY of private jud£ment, if you will consider it, must at all times hav existed in the world.
Dante had not put out his eyes or tied shackles on
himself; he was at home in that Catholicism of
his, a free-seeing soul in it-if many a poor soul
had now become a slave to it. Liberty of judgment? N.o iron chain, or outward force of any kin6l.
could ever compel the soul of a man to believe or
disbelieve; it is his own indefeasibld light, that
judgment of his; he will reign and believe then, by
grace of God aJoue l . . . The right of private
judgment will subsist, in full force, wherever true
men subsist. A true man believes with his whole
judgment, witb all the illnmination and discernment that is in him, and has always so believed. A
false man, only struggling to "believe that he believes," will naturaJly manage it in some other
way.-Garlyle.
THE workingman enjoys more luxuries to-day
than the king of England m tbe Anglo-Saxon times;
at his command are intellectual delights which but
a little while ago the most learned in the land could
not obtain. All this we owe to the labors of other
men. Let us, therefore, remember them with
gratitude; let us follow their example by adding
something new to the knowledge of mankind; let
us pay to the future the debt which we owe to the
past. Ail men indeed cannot be poets, inventors,
or pbilauthrophists; but all men can join in that
gigantic and god-like work, the progress of creation. Whoever improves his own nature improves
the universe of which he Is a part. He who strives
to subdue his evil passions-remnants of the old
four-footed life-and who ctrltlvates the social affection, he who endeavors to better his condition,
and to make his child1'en wiser and happier than
himself; whatever m!l.y be his motives, he will not
hav lived in vain.- Reade's Mart11rclorn of Man.

" Well, if I ever meet him I'll advise him to call
Forty Years' Expe•·ien-re of au Old Nurse.
around!"

ONE day a peasant who was laboring in the field
was surprised at receiving a visit from the wolf,
and he was about to rush for his gun, when the
wolf called out:
"Hold on, my friend; my visit Is one of peace.
I hav come to hav a serious talk with you."
"Bat you killed one of my sheep only last
week," protested the peasant.
"So I did, and that is the very matter I hav come
to talk about. I hav felt conscience-stricken ever
since that event, and hav firmly decided to kill no
more sheep."
"Well, I am glad to hear it, and I hope you will
stick to your resolution."
"Oh, I certainly shall, and I hope you will giv me
due credit in the future."
The wolf took his departure with a sweet bow
and a melting smile, anr! the peasant softly
scratched the back of his neck and did a heap of
thinking. That night be placed a large trap at the
weak point m his calf-pen, and. next morning he
found the wolf held firm and fast.
•'Excuse my embarrassment," began the wolf,
as the peasant appeared; "but why did you move
this trap from the sheep fold i"
"Because," replied the peasant, as he hunted
around for a cln b, H experience has taught me
that a wolf who is tired of mutton is simply working up au-appetite for veal."
Moral-Don't put your foot in it. .
A CORRESPONDENT of the London Spectator tells
the following story: A few years ago a friend of
mine-there is no harm now in telling this story,
as the superstition referred to in it is exploded, if
not everywhere, certainly among your readerswas taking a country walk with a friend, a clergyman, when the latter suddenly wheeled round, his
face toward home, with the remark:
"Let us go back, I'm tired; was called up in tbe
middle of the night to baptize a child that was
dyrng."

MRS. WINSLOW SooTIIIXG SYRUP is tlfe prescription Of
one of the beat female physicians and nurses in the
United States, and has been used :tor forty years with
n~ver-:railing success by millions of mothers for their
ch1Jdren. It relieves the ehild from pa.in, cured dysentery and diarrhcea.. griping in the bowels, and wind-colic,
By giTin" health to <be child it rests the mother . .Price.
twenty-five cents a bottle.
1ylU
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THE

Brain an~ the Bi~le;

SANITARY AND PHYSIOLOG·
ICAL LAWS.

OR,

TI-IE CONFLICT

FOR THE

Production of (Jhildren of Finer Health
and Greater Ability.
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
"The virtues of men and women as well as their vices
may descend to their children."
"Tbere I• nothing Utopian In boplng for tbe time to
come when men and women will consult a wise sanitarian
before entering into the marriage relation."
The Southern Clintc, a journq,l of medtcin and surgery,
says:" We took up tbls book wltb prejudice, but soon
saw the author w~s a physcian, and a good one too; a
sound physiologist, an instructiv writer, and a man of
high moral sense;'' and adds. 11 A race of vigorous, bea.utitul, sweet-tempered ~eople would be the result of the
observance 0f ita principles."
The Harne Journrtl, Boston, says:" We earneat1L commend it to all. Its influence can be only beneficia. The
author bas a thorough mastery of his subject.
Demorest's Family Fashirm Magazine aa;ys: 11 It contains
enough sensible hints to set up a family.'
The Alpha, edited by Dr. Winslow, says: "We llke tbe
book thoroughly." And adds:" Send for it, fathers and
mothers, for your own good and for the sake of your
children, who are to 1111 your places when you are called
up higher."
The Bu!Ialo Express says: "Whoever buys tbls book
will tl.nd It a paying Investment."
The Scimtijic American says: ·• Books on tbls subject
are usually written by 'cranks,' but this is radically ~i:lfer
ent; it is scientific, sober, clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly by the young."
Dr. Dio Lewis· of Boston, writes:" I hav read all of

BETWEEN

MENrAL SCIENCE A.ND THEOIJOGY.
BY

EDGAR C. BEALL.
WITH A PREFACE BY

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
"Tbls book written by a brave and honest man, Is 1!lled
with brave, and honest thoughts. Tbe arguments lit
presents cannot lle answered by all tbe theologians in
tbe world 1"-R. G. Ingersoll.

Price, $1.50.
~old

by D. M. BENNETT, 141 EIGHTH
STREET, NEW YORK.
CorreS}londence.

Widow o! forty, tboughttul, jolly, happy. free. and Independent, reqnirea only one more rcqufait to attn.tn perfeet
blifla-the acquaintance of some older gentleman of af·
fectlonate dispoattton, advanced views, culture, and tlnan•
ctu.I independence. Response with at. m\k will rieotv&
prompt attention.
Mrs. LENi>l_ihalef;~ri,'pa.

" Were you in time 1" asked my friend.
"Just," was the reply; " another half minute
and I should hav been too late!"
0
0
b~~fo:So;:s~aani~fr~ela~d~~;~i~~u~li~~~se h~~ aTt b~~~nfr~:
"And if yon had been, what then 1"
bued with the :;pirlt of sound conservatism and earnest
THAT ~hich is given to infirmity, to indigence,
"Why, then, l suppose tbepoorlitllethingwould eonacientiousneaa, all too rare among reformers. Whoto honest poverty, ought to be given in secret. and hav been lost."
ever ~oda over this book will ftnd himself on sacred
~~6~~-': It is the most valuable of your many valuable
known only to those who are benefit<·d by it-such
H Etern~llly ?"
is the law of benefits b~tweeu men; the one ought
"Well, yes, according to our belief."
Prof. N. S. Townsend 1of Oblo University, writes:" I
Tbls Badge Is aaapted for the use of all
to forget at once what he has given, the other
"l\lay I ask what sort of boots you wear!" said am greatly pleased witn this work. I hav loaned It to
classes of Freethinkers," Universal Ment.
some
of my pup!ls, who express delight with it. I hope
ougut never to forget what he has received.- my friend.
every thoughtful young man and woman will read it."
~~~#~t'g~ ~e~fi~g a~J ~~~~~egut T:o~ ~~.
1
Seneca.
u Boots?
Ela~tic side, always."
Price, '1.00. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
beauty. Selld gold, 18k double tblck,
"Now, suppose you wore laced, and they had
141 8th street, N.Y.
RE~IEMBER, 0 Christian, that thy gods are no
$4.00 ; solld gold, lOk, ~d5 ; s11Ter, $1.00.
Postage paid and packages reglsteredd
more immortal than other gods hav been. As tlly taken two minutes to put on, the child would hav
Remit by post-o!llce order or registere
God conquered all former gods. and now stands been dead, and-lost eternally?"
letter, and mention this paper. Descrip~
FROM BEHIND THE BARS.
tiv circular~ with terms to LeH.gues, etc., fret. .AddroSI
"That's a peculiar view of the question; I must
supreme above their tombs, so will he, too, in turn
tile originator and patent"r':tJcy L. CHURCHILL
be czonquered by my god, fair Science, who will think over my position."
A series of letters written in prison. lmeow25
w..t BichtvliJ, 9wmmit ommtJI, Ola;s.
stand eternal und everl'<sting, because she is the
Two da>;s after the clergyman met my friend
only true and living god theworldhaseverkuown. and said: "I hav thought that matter over and
By D. M. BENNE:TT.
A WEEK, $12 o. day at borne easily made.:v=IJ
must alter my view. The boots did it."
-JPI,mina-:Drake Blenker.
OTer 100 PIIIIO•· Prtae, e1.011.
011t11t treu. AddreSii TIWl! 41; Qo., A~
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and tllippitliJS.

SuRPRISED at the smile: "I'm no sectarian,"
said Job Shuttle as he grew· warm in religious
argument. "I believe every man ought to be
a strict Presbyterian," 'and then he looked
around in wonder as an audible· smile wafted
into the evening air.
JAMES MILL's" History of India" is considered the best that has ever been written on
that subject. When it was first written, some
one said it was by no means his best production.
"What is.his best?" asked another. "James
Mill's best production is his son, John Stuart
Mill," was the ready answer.
A. GENTLEMAN somewhat advanced in life,
and who was never remarkable for his good
looks, asked his grandchild what he thought of
him. The boy's parents were present. The
youngster made no reply. "Well, why won't
you tell me what:'you think of me?" "'Cause
I don't want to get licked," was the answer.

New York, Satur-day, May 20.1882.
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is always conveniently provided for. Is not
this easy system of morals, which arranges for
the defeat of justice, more open to the charge of
lnity than the Atheist's scient.ific system, in
which the penalties are both proportioned to
transgressions, and follow them with a salutary
certainty?"

train to find him. ' Is Talmage aboard?' you
ask the conductor. 'Yes.' • Where-in the
Pullman car?' 'Oh, no.' 'In the smokingcar?' 'No-ask the fireman.' The fireman
A vERY destructiv .6.ood prevails in Arkansas.
pulls open the furnace door, and· there-in the
THERE are four Universalist societies in New
fire-box-sits Brother Talmage, singed but
serious, bound to get to his destination as York city,
' scarcely' as possible; and composing meanDAZA, ex-president of Bolivia, is charged
THE women who work in the collieries of while an article for the Christian at Work
with carrying off $493,408 in public funds.
England wear loose trousers, and .are naked against ' spiritual sleepers,' and in favor of salabove the waist; around the waist is a leathern vation by squirming.''
A REWARD of $3,000 is offered for the cap·
belt, to which a large chain is attached. This
ture of S. J. Nevin, absconding mayor of
WE learn from the Reeord of New London, Adrian, Mich.
chain is dragged between their knees, and pulls
loads of coal through long, low, damp, dark Mo., that there is music in the air at the colored
W. H. RosENTRAUCH is on trial in Newark,
passages, the women compelled to go on all Baptist church of that place. The trouble
fours, like brutes. In this way they haul loads grows out of a demand on the part of the N. J., for making remarks reflecting on the
of six thousand yards a day. The" gentlemen" preacher and his wife that the congregation chastity of the Virgin Mary.
owners of these collieries compel this work, yPt build him a residence on the church lot. A
THREE white men and two negroes were pub·
talk of the " delicacy of tbe sex being destroyed portion of the congregation oppose this scheme, licly whipped, for various crimes, at the jail In
by the ballot !"-Argonaut.
alleging that the church is in debt now, and is New Castle, Delaware, last Saturday.
unfinished. Various meetings hav been held,
THE priests in a certain village in Japan hav and the matter discussed in all its bearings.
SENATOR SHERMAN has received a note from
drawn up a document opposing Christianity, Tb.e preacher has been endeavoring to hav some Mrs. Garfield, thauking the national legislature
which· is signed by all the inhabitants, and de- of the deacons removed from their offices be- for the pension which they hav settled upon her
posited it with the local magistrate. On,e clause cause they oppose the building of the house, for her husband's sake.
reads as follows: " There~ore we agree that if but in this he has not yet succeeded. At one
THE steamship Pliny went ashore on the coast
any nativ of this village becomes a Christian, of the meetings held to consider the matter, the
we will cease to hav any intercourse with him, excitement became very intense, so much so of New Jersey during a recent storm. The pasand if any person dwelling here, not being a tbat the preacher's wife shook her fist under sengers were saved by tile lite-line, but the vesnativ, embraces this foreign creed, we will send the nose of Deacon Givens and told him" she sel and most of the cargo ai:e a total loss.

THE Indianapolis Age thus rebukes another
Indianapolis paper: " The Sun of this city is
clamorous against the payment of the late murdered president's doctors such enormous fees.
The s'~n ought to behave itself and keep quiet.
him back to his birthplace.'' It would seem
The pay is out of all reason, but that is made
from this that the Japanese do not hav a very
necessary by the practice, which was in the
high opinion of Christians and Christianity.
·
same category.
THEY hav nailed him at last. A Brooklyn
WE learn from the Missouri Liberal that the
clergyman named Stalesermon, after the manplan for an orphan home is no longer mer~ly a
ner of his brethren at this time of year, anplan, but, according to that paper, a fixed fact.
A.. Minski, of Superior, Neb. ,gave $1,000in cash, nounced that he had received '' a call " from
an out-of-town church, and that he had acand G. H. Walser a like amount in lands and
cepted it. Instead of petitioning him to recall
cash. The home will soon be incorporated
his resignation, the congregation accepted it,
and proper officers selected to receive subscripand
presented him with a sheet of foolscap,
tions, which should be genero•1sly given.
telling him how much they loved him, and
IF through spels thrn, why don't trough spel hoping that he would be happy with his new
tru, and blough, blu, and crough, cru, and charge. Then he wanted to back water, and
ilough, nu, and tough, tu. If it takes phthisis said that if he hadn't gone to the expense of
to spel tisis, and sigh to spel si, why don't purchasing a ticket he would remain. Nobody
phthipsighspel tipsy, and pbthish-shough, tissu, would chip in to compensate him for his outand if a Chinaman can pronounce the bunches lay, and there is no alternativ but to dust. In
of scrawls on a tea-chest, why is not the same the future clergyman will no doubt hesitate,
kind of writing goughd eenoughphffe phfforr and not giv warning until they hav corralled a
us~e ?-ReBcue.
sufficient number of trustees to insure a vote
CoL. JoHN R. KELSo, who was for many in their favor.
yean an eloquent Methodist minister and also a
ARISTOCRACY in England is coming in every
member of congress from Ohio, has settled at direction to grief. In addition to Lord HuntModesto, Cal. He is now advocating the cause ley, we hav another Scotch lord of ancient
of Liberalism, and by his eloquence, experience, lineage, Lord Ruthven, in the bankru~tcy
and deep learning makes his power felt. We court, who finds matters even harder to arrange.
are indebted to the gentleman for appreciated The heir of a baronet is found apprentice to a
editorial favors. We cordially go half way to pawnbroker. The Countess of Mornington has
shake the hand of every liberal-minded person, applied for parochial relief. Two noble brothers
are in the coal trade. The great :flower shop
regardless of sect or creed.-Jewish Times.
MRs. JACOB MEYERS was a religious convert in Regent street is kept by an· aristocratic
at Mount Vernon, Ohio, through the evangelism major, who is not ashamed of his calling. 'At
of a Mrs. Roberson, who urged upon her the Ealing they will ask you if you will hav a cup
duty of also becoming a revivalist. Mrs. of milk from" the viscount's dairy," and at
Myers obeyed, but the rebuffs which she re- Uxbridge there is the nursery ground where a
ceived excited her greatly, as she was naturally few mo~t~~ ag~lou ~igh:il~v behel~~ Scotch
IS WI e an c
en wee mg and
very modest and retiring, and her mind gave earl ~n
way. She informed her husband one day that· watermg ~he vegetables _for!he London market.
she would kill him if he didn't instantly repent; The earl Is dead, and his w1dow has been penand a few hours later she attempted suicide.
sioned by the purchaser of the ground.
ONE of her Britannic majesty's Indian subjects has written a poem upon the recent attempt upon her life, in which the following
lines occur:
A vile wretch, impelled by viler passion,
Had aimed exact a fiery ball at her;
Her royal breast did suddenly heave and hop;
The luster of her face was lost, and it turned
pale.
•
Cur~ed be he who did such wickedness practice
To peril the life of a fen.ale old, a queen I
IN reply to the inquiry, " Does not a belief,
even if silly, in an all-seeing eye hav an influence on manhood ?" thll Popular Science
Mrmthly replies: "Scarcely, when that all-seeing eye has a plan by which the vilest sinner
may escape the consequences of his acts, while
his victim is damned. Stupendous and immortal penalties hav been threatened against wrong
!Wtion, but then the evasion of these penalties

THE Rev. Dr. J. M.-Pullman, the noted Universalist preacher, once had an amusing tilt.
With Dr. Talmage in. the religious papers. Talmage wrote: "Mr. Pullman, the Universalist
minister, rivaling ilis brother of sle€1ping-car
celebrity, proposes to take us all to heaven in a
spiritual' Pullman palace car.' We can take
off our boots and hats, and lie down on our
backs, and wake up in glory. John Bunyan's
pilgrim went tugging along on foot, and Paul
had many an anxious day of hard walking,
and all the old-time righteous felt themselvs
'scarcely saved,' but (three cheers for the modern invention I) we can all now go in' Pullman's
spiritual sleeper,' the Universalist ministers acting as brakemen and conductors." In reply,
Mr. Pullman wrote: "If Mr. Talmage would
only adopt this idea in hi~ earthly travels (that
of making Jorda.n a hard road to travel) you
would always know in what part of a railway

could whip him the best day the sun ever shined
on him, if he would go out and fight her.''
Deacon Givens bore it very meekly; his only
reply being, "Brethring, do you see dis?" At
another meeting held on a recent Thursday
night, another wrangle ensued. Deacon Givens
accused the preacher's wife of having written
letters to one of the young men of the church.,
asking him to run off with her. The deacon
also accused the preacher with having stolen a
dog at Palmyra, and went on to tell how much
the dog theft had cost the preacher. The fun
grew fast and furious; the female members of
the church made speeches, and everybody was
excited. The atmosphere became redolent
with perfumes suggestiv of " William goat and
bar," and blood was on the moon. The matter has not been settled as yet, but Deacon
Givens and party ~till hold the fort.

GUITEA.u's counsel has been heard on the
bill of exceptions, and it is thought that the decision of the court will be unfavorable to Guiteau, in which case he will be hanged on June
30th.
THE hall of the Hygienic Exhibition, at
Berlin, was destroyed by fire on the 12th, together with many costly exhibits. The loss
is estimated at several hundred thousand
pounds.
SuLLIVAN, the champion pugilist, got into a
row in Boston recently, and was knocked down
and jumped on by a diminutiv ba~ber, concerning whose wife Sullivan had made uncomplimentary remarks.
OscA.ll. WILDE, the young Irishman who has
been lecturing in this cou,ntry on the gospel of
art called e'Stheticism, has emitted his final
THE following is a graphic account from an squeak on this side of the Atlantic, and goes
eye-witness and participant in a squabble to back to Europe in a short time.
obtain possession of a little church near FreeAN indignation meeting was held at Tombport, Mich. It will be seen that the outsiders stone, Ariz., last week to denounce the action
were very anxious to worship, and the insiders of the President in regard to the cowboys of
equally anxious they shouldn't. Hereafter we that section. Report says that Lhe meeting
shall hav to include wolves, bears, and skunks was a failure so far as an expression of symamong the weapons of theology. The account pathy for the cowboys is concerned.
is from the Hastings Home Journal: '' We (our
THE Senate select committee on woman sufchurch) were holding meetings at the wolf
church every alternate Sabbath, and they (the frage agreed last Saturday to recommend to the
other church) didn't like it and locked us out, Senate for adoption a resolution proposing an
amendment to the Constitution, declaring that
and we broke in at a window and worshiped.
"the right of citizens of the United States to
Then they was mad, but we kept on worship·
vote shall not be denied or abridged by the
ing until they took out the pulpit, seats, winUnited States, or by any state, on account of
dows, and doors ,and nailed up the church with
sex.''
boards and nails, and made a high rail fence
No material advance has been made toward
around it. Then we appointed a meeting to go
in and worship, and went. But they had got the discovery of the murderers of Lord Caven·
there first, and shut four wolves, one bear, and dish and Under-Secretary Burke, of Ireland.
a lot of skunks in the church to defend it. We Land Leaguers denounce the assassination, and
had hammers and cold chisels with us. Bro. declare it to be the work of the enemies of
S. led the assault, and we all got inside the Ireland. Still more restrictiv measures hav been
fence. Brother Polley made a :flank movement adopted toward the country by the English
and tore the boards from a window, but fell government.
back with some pounded knuckles. Meanwhile
THE trial of the Malley cousins, at New
the skunks inside had climbed up into the
Haven, Conn., for the murder of Jennie Cramer,
steeple and succeeded in outraging Elder
is in progress. The evidence goes to show that
Cairns and Brother Polly's son-in-law, and sacJames Malley was the last person in whose comrilegiously called it baptism. We then fell
pany Miss Cramer was seen, and that he was
back. Brother M. {of their church) was very
with her three hours before her body was found.
abusiv. Elder B. called him an old skunk, Arsenic, in sufficient quantities to cause death,
and Brother M. called Brother B. a liar. Bro.
was found in the dead girl's stomach.
C. called Brother M. a liar. -Elder Cairns aoked
A.N excursion train of the Missouri Press
Brother M. to pray. Brother M. said, You old
hyPocrit, I won't pray with you. Brother S. Association collided with an engin and caboose
said if he was inside there would be a blood near Parsons, Kan., one day last week. None
atonement in there. Brother Jenney would of the seven hundred editors, or their wives and
like to go in, but a bloody fight would disgrace daughters, was hurt. Judging from the precehim. They fought us from ports in the win- dents of Ashtabula and Spuytenduyvil, the
dows and doors, and from the lattice-work in absence of priests, ministers, and hymnologists
the steeple, and we had to withdraw, but we is rather an advantage tllan otllerwise at such
a time.
intend to try aiain•"
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't Thi·s· completed the taken place among the Parsees in the matter of court.
f eWOf th em Un-d erB t an a I.
OflH
" Very
ceremony; and when thEi thread of union ·was "!;aken ship; former.ly the engagements were made entirely

fffi

o:ff they were man az:1d wife.
h!Y the parents, ~nd the bride and groom had but litBy permission, I copied from a .Parsee .boo~, both tJ.e to say about It;· but latterly tl).e Eutopean system
Bombay and Its Surronndfugs.-ConcJuded. in Zend and English, the followmg, whiCh IS pre- has gradually come into use, and the young couple
P.AESEE WEDDIJ!Gs.
sumed to be a translation of the words repeated:
are allowed to keep company and "court'' much as
with us. It would be well if the Hindoos would
It h as been my good f 0 rtu ne to a· ttend two Pars ee
PAltSEE MARRIA.GE CEREMONY.
weddings in one evening here in Bombay; the first
Benediction Pronounced on theB?-idal Pair.
,
make the same change and discontinue the absurd
by the kind invitation of Mr. K. M. Shroff, his sister1. May .the Prmuzd (the Almighty God) bless you with SOJ?-S, practice of betrothing girls when little childen, and
in-law being the bride; the second by invitation of and a numerous progeny to your sons. May he bless yo~ With even before they are born.
Mr. Bujjebee (I think that is his name). · Madam Bla- wealth, good friendship, strength in body, and a long life of
The Parsee women look bright, happy, and intelli.
vatsky, Col. Olcott, Mr. Bridgea, and some others were one hundred and fifty years~
gent, and they are not subjected to the same cruel
Qu 61-y to the Guardian of the Bridegroom.
exactions as are the Hindoo women; but as a rule
also invited. The first wedding was set for 5:30P.M:
The wedding did not take place at the home of the
2. That the Zoroastrian community of this place _has ~ssem- they are not educated, save in household and home
bride, but in a public house, kept in part for the pur- bled itself to witness the solemnization, in conformity w1th the duties. Female education is ,not much in vogue
pose and in which many couples have been joined in laws of the Mazdiashnyan religion, of the marriage of the bride though in ore so than formerly. With their readines~
I
ff with the son of your family at this hour of the - - day of to espouse European customs, it is to be hoped they
t t
we dl oc k · Th e h ouse s t an d s upon as ree or P ace 0 the - - month in the year of 1250 of Ezdezord Shuhriar, the
from a main street, and as we approached' it by car- last of the Sassanian dynasty of Iran (Persia) j and in the pres- will soon give females the same opportunities for
riage, we found the entire place lined with men ence of these people assembled, have you, the guardian of the education as males. I understand the Parsee women
dressed in white robes, with a band of music, and a bridegroom, with honest heart, sanctioned the consummation of to be unusually virtuous, few or none of them resort.
profusion of paper lanterns. The illuminations, the this marriage contract, with a present to the bride of 2,000 ing to a life of prostitution.
music, and the white robes imparted a very pleasing Nishapuri dirams of pure and unalloyed silver, and two gold
When we reached the place for the second wedeffect. Upon entering the main room, upon the walls dinars (mohors)?
\
ding, the ceremony was well over, but we were in
of which were hung many framed engravings and
Query t~ the Guardian of tl!e Maiden.
time for more bouquets and more rich suppers, of
pictures, embellished also with festoons of flowers,
3. Have you (with mutual agreement entered into) completed which we partook with all the appetite we could
. I
. d b th
h
f all the arrangements in connection with the marrying of the command, wishing the married pair in this case also
etc., we were grac10us y receive
y e mot er o maiden of your family with the son of _ _ - - in order
the bride, and soon introduced to the bride and her to promote the beneficent objects of the union, with a true all the happiness they could reasonably expect. I
sister, Mrs. Shroff, both very pleasant ladies. While heart, honest conscience, and sincere intention?
·
learned that some fifty weddings took place among
waiting for the arrival of the bridegroom I had amAnswer: Yes, I have.
the Parsees of the city on this same evening, now
pie opportunity for inspecting the style of the apparel
Que?Y to the Har 111ing Couple.
being regarded a favorable tiil\e for tying the nuptial
worn by the thirty or forty ladies present, which I
4. Do you both consent to conform yourselves honestly to the knot. The Parsees, like the Hindoos, are strong
will endeavor to describe to you. Not making close terms of this marriage contract through your life?
believers in astrology, and the priests consult the
inspection I may not be correct in all particulars, but
Answer: We do.
stars to ascertain when it is a favorable time for the
think I am mainly. Let me then give the opinion
(The foregoing questions are thrice repeated.)
young people to join their fortunes for life, and when
that Parsee women do not wear the garment known
EXHoRTATioNs.
the right time comes they seem to improve it with
to Europeans and Americans as the chemise, but do
5. In the name of God Ormuzd, may you both enjoy a hap• alacrity. It is a regular harvest time with the priests,
wear drawers of silk or other light and fine material. py life; be ever famous; attempt to do good works; be victori- as for the ceremony, dice-throwing, etc., they get
The upper part of the body is covered by a kind of ous; learn purity; be worthy of good praise. May you both forty rupees, a rupee being flqu~l -~to fifty cents.
h" h "t learn to adhere to truth, and be always pure in your thoughts, When. the evening had become considerably advanced
. k
f . .
b t
JaC et or sacque o Simi1ar su s ance, W IC SI S as well as actions (and always try to please the Almighty, wl:to
loosely and is not fastened in front. The main dress is the lover of truth and righteousness). May all wicked we returned, knowing considerably more about Parsee
consists of a piece of goods a yard in width and thoughts be'bauished; all wicked words be despised; all wicked weddings than before.
eight yards in length, of rict silk, on the edges of works be bur-nt up. Praise truth and purity; shun deceit and
P.AESEE FUNERALS .AND DISPOSITION oF THE DEAD.
which is a border of gold thread two inches in width. sorcery; praise the Mazdiashnyan religion. Accomplish work
I have witnessed two Parsee funeral processions.
The piece is brought over around the waist and after full consideration; gain wealth by honest means; teH the No coffins are used; the corpse is placed upon an iron
truth to the rulers, and be obedient to them; use sweet and
fat~~tened, perhaps with a pin, thus :i'ormingwhat may modest words with your friends; do not slander any one; do frame, covered with a shroud, and carried by a
be called the skirt, and the residue is brought up not be angry; commit no sin to please (any one); be not set of men detailed for that special service, and
over the shoulders, coming down in front in a covetous; torment not any one. Be not envious unlawfully; be never by any others. About fifty or a hundred
most easy and graceful manner, and loo,king very not haughty. Be remote from bad intention; treat no one feet behind the corpse-bearers follows the proneat and comfortable. There are no petticoats, no tlispitefully; rob not the property of others; abstain thyself cession. First, the priests with white turbans and
corsets, nothing dragging down upon the hips, noth- from .wives of others; do good works with good activity; impart" white robes, and then some fifty mourners and
benefit to the honest and faithful. Enter into no strife with a
ing to prevent "free and natural breathing. It· will revengeful man; be not partner to a covetoNs one; be not com- attendants, all -dressed in white, and each couple.
be remembered that the weather is so mild here as panion to a culminator; enter not into company with one of holding between them a white cloth, six feet in
to scarcely ever necessitate clothing for the purpose ill-fame; enter not into work with an unski1lful one. Combat length; and doubled together. The meaning of tbe
of giving warmth. If chilly mornings take place, a the adversaries with right; go with friends as are agreeable white cloth I did not learn, and was told that it is an
blanket or shawl is always sufficient. White stock- with friends; enter into no strife with those of evil repute; bP.- old custom of the people, the purpqrt of which is
fore an assembly speak only pure words; before a king with
ings, light, rich, variegated slippers, and a white cap consideration. Prom ancestors inherit (good) names; in no- lost.
,
'
resting on the back part of the head, complete the wise displease your mother. Keep your own mind pure and
THE TOWERS oF SILENCE.
dress. These silken robes, if robes they may be just.
The mode of disposing of the dead among the Parcalled, ·with their rich borders, are certainly orna6. B~ of immortal body like Kai-Khoshere. Be understand- sees is unlike that of any other people in the world;
mental, and while decidedly oriental, they seem very ing like Kaush. Be shining as the sun. Be pure as the moon. they neither bury nor burn, but expose the bodies to
·
B
h
B9 renowned as Zarathousht. Be powerful as Rustorn. Be
mo d est an d appropriate.
onnets or ats are not fruitful as earth. Keep good friendship with friends, brothers, the action of vultures, which eat all the fleshy parts
worn, a light shawl, scarf, or head-cloth being quite wife, and children, as body and soul (hold together). Keep of the body in less than an hour. I visited the
as good as the silly affair, called a hat, sitting on always the right faith, and good character. Recol(nize Or- grounds on ¥ala bar Hill, owned by the Parsee~, in
the back part of the head, as worn by the European muzd as Lord, and Zarathousht as ruler. Exterminate _.,\hri- which are located some half a dozen structures called
and American ladies.
man and the den.
"towers of silence." Thel'le are made of stone in a
The bridegroom was a heavy, sedate-looking man,
BENEDICTioNs.
circular form, some seventy-five feet in diameter,
7 · May the god Ormuzd bestow gifts on you, Bahimon, and nearly the same in hight. The walls a_reof solid
who seemed not at all excited at the event which
thinking with the soul; Arrubihist, good Fpeech; Shedrivar,
was about to take place. According to Parsee cus- good working; Safundarmad (give you) perfect thoughts (good mason work, and plastered over and whitewashed,
tom, he came from his own home in a small pro- faith); Khurdad, sweetness (contentment); Amerdad, fruitful- and having a single iron door. Within the wall are
cession, and was met at the door of the wedding ness.
three circles, the outer one for males, the middle one
room by the mother of the bride, who broke a cocoa8. May god Ormuzd bestow gifts on you; Adar promote for females, and the inner one for children. The
nut as a token of friendship, when a few other cere- your brightness; Ardri-sara, puri'J; Khurshed (the suri), ex- mourners and friends do not go nearer the towers
·
f
d h" hI
p
·
alted rule; Mohor (the muon), increase seed of the Goshpund
d
monieS were per orme w lC
cou "'-not qmte see. and fortunate of earning; Toi, liberality; Gosh, good abstem- than one hundred feet, where they halt and atten to
'The bride and bridegroom were seated side by side iousness.
the ceremonies due the occasion. The bearers take
in the middle of the floor, and the presents from
9. May god Ormuzd give you gifts; Maher, equitable justice; the body within the tower, leaving it in the appro·
the bridegroom to the bride were then brought by a Sarash, guardianship; Rashne, right conduct; Fawardin, in- priate place, and in a denuded condition, closing the
waiter and placed on the floor before her for a few crease of strength; Banheram is the bestowerof victory; Ram, iron door when they come out, and the vulture~,
minutes; these consisted of bracelets, I think, handker- perpetual delight; Govad bestows great might.
which are in waiting, immediately commence their
.
10. May god Ormuzd bestow gifts on you; Deen, enlightment
chiefs, a scarf, and other, artiCles of ornament and of wisdom; Arsharwary, gain wealth of majesty; Ashted, in- part of the service, while the friends and mourners
comfort. In the next place the mother of the bride crease science and art; Asaman, increase industry (cultivation); wait outside. In a time not exceeding sixty minutes
brought a vessel of water and washed and wiped Zamiyad, firmness of phce (seriousness); Marafund, good the naked bones only are left. In the center of the
the feet of the pair to be married. This is a token head; Aneran, delight of body.
structure is a pit into which the bones are duly
11 · Good are you. May good come to you. May you rise deposited after. a few days, and there they slowly
of affection and the harmony that must hereafter
· b
h
·
h
N
to the dignity as a zoatee of Meaz of Izshni-ghah. May you
exist etween t e parties to t e ceremony.
ow receive the reward which is earned by the zoatee, as one who decompose, the rain that falls within the tower run·
two priests dr~ssed in white robes and white turbans thinks, speaks, and does much good. May that come to you ning down the gentle incline, washing the bones,
came forward and commenced their part of the cere- which is worse than the evil.
and then running through a subterranean passage to
mony, in the forepart of which they hung or held a
12. May good come to you from doing kind actions. May the sea. In time the bones are powdered and are
sheet of cloth between the bride and bridegroom so your descendants become worthy of praise. May you attain to washed into the ocean.
they could not see each other, and wound a the highest degree of purity. May that come not come to you
In this way the body is quickly disposed of,. and
which is worse than the evil; so may it happen as I pray.
silken thread around them, not tightly, passing thir'there is no chance for poisoning the air, or spnngs,
teen times around the bride and bridegroom as they
The God bless you with long life.
or wells with the poisonous gases arising from decaysat in their chairs. Then while the bride and groom
Keep justice always right;
ing bodies. It strikes one as a little repugnant to
·oi"ned
hands,
a
priest
stood
before
each
and
repeated
Gain
wealth,
health,
and
victory;
' s f ee 1·mgs t o th"m k th a t a d ear ch'ld
Never
tell
a
fa.lse
story;
one
I , SI'ster• or
J
in the Zend language the marriage ceremony, the
In love and peace, and without quarrel,
mother is being torn and devoured by vultures~ ~ut
chief priest repeating the first installment and
You both remain until the end of this world.
it is not much worse than the slow decompositiOn
his assistant the second, and while they were repeatMobed Aspundiarjee Burjorjee Punthakee.
and decay of the grave, with the deleterious. gas~s
ing they kept constantly throwing a few grains of
After the ceremony was over a rich wreath of which are generated. There is nothing pleasmg m
rice on the heads and faces of the bride and groom, flowers was placed around my neck and the necks the reflection that a near friend is inclosed in a dark,
a pan of rice being held by attendants for each of the other guests, coming down to the waist; rich silent grave, and that ultimately earth worms musJ
priest,ifrom which they repeatedly took fresh hand- bouquets were placed in our hands, and we were in- prey upon his body, and that that form once_ so love
fuls. This ceremony lasted nearly half an hour, vited into an adjoining room to partake of refresh- must become a disgusting mass of putrefactiOn, only
during which at least two quarts of rice must have ments. The repast consisted of several articles of sending forth the most deadly and polluted gase~
been gently thrown upon the bride and groom, pastry and sweetmeats new to me,· but which were Prof. Huxley not long ago had in the Nineteen:t
giving them, to say the least, a pretty good pelting, very nice. The whole was indeed a most pleasant Century an article showing how earth worms anse
besides compelling them to li~:~ten to a recital of affair, and it was with sincerity that we wished the from graves and pollute the grass and other vege;awhich they could not understand a word, for the newly-married couple much happiness and a long life. tion in the immediate vicinity which cows and ot er
.Zend language is now spoken only by the priests, and I_ I learned from Mr. Shroff that some changQ has animals eat, poisoning the milk and :flesh which are
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eaten by human beings, and causing the mnst fearful time of Hystaspes, the father of Darius, is generally sun and moon to enable him to put to death a few
forms of death. The gases, also, which arise from conceded, but that the originaJ Zoroaster"lived 8,000 hundreds more of men who were fighting for their
burying-groundsisfearful to contemplate, and doubt- years ago may be taken as far more than probable. homes; before Balaam arid ·his ass spoke; before
less by inhalation and the poisoning of the water in The name from whence Zoroaster was derived is said Moses met Yahweh on Mount Sinai, when thunderthe earth engender most fatal diseases. The vul- to have bePn as common in Persia as J esuil was in ings and lightnings took place to excite awe in the
tures prevent all this; in a few hours the body is Syria, or as John and James are at the present day,' minds of the people; before the pair worked forty
eaten and digested, and placed beyond the possibility so it is quitely likely that there might have been sev-. days and nights at engraving two tablets of sto!le,
of decomposition and decay. It is a question which eral distinguished persons who bore the name of' with ten commandments upon them, and whwh
is the better mode of dispm1ing of the dead-.-the vul- Zoroaster.
Moses easily carried in his arms; before Yahweh
tures of the Parsees, or the burning of the Hindoos.
It is believed that the great teacher bearing this showed his back part!! to Moses (which is supposed
I visited the grounds of the latter; the body is eim- name was born in Bactria, that he was an excellent to have been an interesting view); long before Moses
ply burnt on a pile of wood sufficient for the purpose, man, passing through many hardships and tempta- led the children of Israel, with the stolen jewelry
and the ashes are sent to and deposited j.n the tations, and that he became one of the revered priests and valuables of the Eiyptians, across the wide and
Ganges. The poor are burnt with common wood, who attended upon the sacred fire. He was a man deep Red Sea; . before Abraham set about putting
while the rich are burnt with the odorous sandal- of great mind and deep religious feeling. l;le gave his boy Isaac to death, to please his God; before ~e
wood. I think my preference would be in favor of his life to the study of the infinite, and he con- went down into Egypt and sold the charms of his
burning, though the results attained are about equal. ceived the existence of the great impersonal Ahura- old wife, nearly ninety years of age, for gold and
The vultures were imported from Persia for the Mazda, the source of all existence, the gredt spirit, silver, camels, asses, and sheep, which made ~1m
express purpose ·of taking care of the dead, and some the mighty one, of whom Ormuzd, the special god rich; before all these, Zoroaster penned the subhm_e
three or four dozen are constantly in attendance. of the Persians, was the representative. Zoro- Zend-Avesta, with those high morals and pure sentiThey are a huge, ill-lo9king bird, and they are sitting a!!ter also taught the existence of an evil princi- ments, of which the following may be taken as samon the tops of the towers and on the neighboring ple, which he personified in Ahriman, who wae the pies:
trees, waiting for a customer. It is said a sentinel brother of Ormuzd, and that the conflicts between
Blessed is he-blessed are all men-to whom the Jiving, wise
or two is kept on the look-out for funeral procPssione, them for supremacy were great and constant. He God, of ~is own c?mmand, s_hould gra~t those two everlasting
and a long time before the procession arrives they also taught the existence of good and bad spirits powers (lm!llortahty and pur1ty). I _beheve thee, 0 God I to be
. 1
d · th
·
of the best thmg of all; the source of hght for the world. Every
~ell understand that a feast for them is coming, at w h o were respec t_Ivey
engage m
e serviCe
one shall choose thee as the source of light· thee, thee, holiest
the prospect of which they are placed in a joyous Ormuzd and Ahnman, and that the final result of Mazda 1
'
mood.
the conflict of these opposing forces was to be the
I ask thee-tell me it right-thou living God I Who was
The grounds contain eome twenty-five acres, and triumphant victory of the good over the evil, and from the beginning the father of the pure world? Who has
beside the towers there are beautiful gardens of the eternal happiness in the regions of bliss of those made a path _for the sun and the stars? 'Yho (~mt thou) make~~
Ormuzd and the endless unhap- the moon to mcrease and decrease? Th1s I w1sh to know, exflowers, places for meditation, a house for rest and W:ho took part with
.
'
cept what I already know.
prayer' etc. They are kept very neatly, and one pmess and pumshment of those who were the f@llowWho holds the earth and the skies above it? Who made
would hardly think it a place for the deposit of the ers of Ahriman. It is a question not eaey to decide the waters and the trees of the field? Who is in the winds
dead; but the grim-looking towers and the voracious whether the Persians or Egyptians were the first to and storms that they so quickly run? Who is the creator of
looking vultures, watching for another meal, inevi- teach a future life, a heaven and hell, the happiness t~e goo_d-minded beings, thou wis~? Who has made the
tably bring an unpleasant chill over the feelings of of the good and the unhappiness of the wicked in !rmdly hght and the darkness-the kmdly sleep and the awakthe visitor, probably because he is unused to that t~e fut_ur~ world, for both nations taught it and be- m~ho has made the m~rnings, the noons and the nights; they
sort of thing. With the Parsees it ie a matter of heved m 1t not less than a thousand years before the who reminil the wise of his duty?
course with them to b~ eaten at last by the vultures, Jews denied. that they ceased to exist when death
Now, I shall proclaim to all who come to listen the praise of
and they have no more dread of it than we have of vi1ited them, and that they simply slept with their thee, the all-wise ~ord, and the hym?s of the goo? spi~it.
being buried, decaying, and being eaten by earth fathers. It was not till two thousand years after _Hear, 0 ~an, w1th your ears what 1s best; perc~1ve w1th your
·
h
d h
·
f E
mmd what IS pure. so that every one may for h1mself choose
worms.
the time t at ?roaster an t e pnests 0
~ypt his tenets before the great doom. May the wise be on our
The city authorities have raised several remon- taught the doctrme of future rewards and pumsh- side.
strances against the Parsee manner of disposing of ments that Jesus was ilaid to come forward and teach
Those old spirits, who are twins, made known what is good
the dead, and have endeavored to get their grounds the same doctrine, though in a less clear, and more and what ~s ~vii _in thoughts, words, and deeds. Those w~o
containing the tower!! of silence away from them, as ambiguous and imperfect manner. It is positive are good d1stmgmsh between the two, not those who are evil. . .
d M h
d .
th 1 t doers.
the same are very desirable grounds, and are a por- t h at Ch r~st_Iamty
an
o a_mme amsm ~ere e _as
When these two spirits came together they made first life
tion of the pleasant suburbs of the city in which are great rehgums that recogmzed the doctrme of exist- and death so that there should be at last the most wretched
b,eautiful residences and attractive grounds; but the ence after death. The Jews cert~inly did not recog- life forth~ bad, but for the good blessedness.
Of these two spirits the evil one chose the worst deeds; the
place is sacred to these people, the object is perfeQtly nize this doctrine when the books of the Old Testalegitimate, and their process of disposing of the ment were written which wae at most but a few kind spirit, he who~e garment is the immovable sky, chose what
is right; and they, also, who faithfully please Ahura-Mazda by
dead is far more sanitary and healthfu1 than the hundred years befo~e the time of Jesus.
. h ra, a persom'fi cat'IOn of th e sun, was h eld t O good
Christian mode of interment. They will undoubtedly
,M It
Letworks.
us, then, be of those who further this world. 0 Ahura- •
be allowed to retain peaceful possession of their por- be the son of Ormuzd, and he was greatly adored by Mazda I 0 bliss-conferring ·Asha (Truth) I let our mind be
tion of Malabar Hill, and they, their children, and the ancient Persians. His birth was set on the 25th there where wiodom abides,
Then, indeed, th~re will be t~e fall of the pernicious Druj
their children's children will continue to be eaten by day of December, for on that day the sun begins to
rise again in the heavens every day growing stronger (Falseho~~), but m the beautiful ab~de of Vohumano (the
vultures.
· ·
1
f ' h" ·
h f d 1
Good Spmt), of Mazda, and Asha., w1ll be gathered forever
RELIGION OF THE ANCIENT PERSIANS.
a_nd shmmg onger, r;- t~r I~ SIX ;'llont s 0 ec en- those who dwell in good report. '
It may not be amiss in· this connection to take a s10n, and gradually smkmg mto mght or death. It
0 men, if you cling to these commandments wbieh Mazda·
brief view of the religious beliefs of the people of was the cu!ltom of that people to gather upon the has given, which are a torment to the wicked and a blessing
which the Parsees are the remnant and descendants. summits of mountains and do reverence to the great to the righteous, then there will be victory through them.
Zoroaster, which is the Greek form of the real name central orb of our system. On the 25th of DecemIt will be seen that this great teacher had the most
Zedthurst, or Zarathusta, was the founder of this ber they held a great festivlal in honor of the sun, exalted adoration for the works and phaees of nature,
religion, and he lived a long time ago.
/
and assembled upon the mountain bights and made which are the grandest objects of true worship, and
The oriental scholar, M. Haug, holds that Zoroaster sacrifices, and performed other acts of devout wor- that his moral sentiments have hardly since been exlived 2,300 years before the time of Christ, which ship, expressive of their great joy that the sun of celled by any late! teacher.
would take_ him back nearly three hundred years be- righteousness, the son of the god Ormuzd, was born,
The ancient Persians were a branch of the great
fore the time of Abraham, and about the time of and would again rule over the earth. There can be Aryan fami~y, and it is believed that a portion of this
Noah and his big freshet; while Aristotle, one of the little doubt that this custom was the origin of the race settled in Iran, or Persia, about the same time
greatest minds which the world has produced, and Christmas festival since held in various parts of the that another portion penetrated to the valley of t:l:te
a man of great learning and much information, wrote world, and it was becaase of this popular festival in Indus and the plains of the Ganges, while still later
300 B.c. that Zoroaster lived six thousand years the pagan world that the early fathers of the Chris- on other portions journeyed toward the west and setbefore the death of Plato, who died 350 B.c., thus tian denomination selected the 25th of December as tled the countries of Europe, founding the language
placing the great Persian reformer and teacher more the birthday of their son of God. There is not a and institutions of that continent; thus it will be seen
than two thousand years before the time of Adam. word in either of the four canonical gospels that in- that the valorous and the civilized and the intellectThat men lived on the earth tens of thousands of timates that Jesus was born in December, while it is ual Aryans became the parents of the greatest nayears before the time allotted tG Adam is now well true that every month in the year has been claimed tions and the highest literature that have been known
understood and freely conceded by the learned. by various Christian authorities as being the time of in the world.
Whether such a man as Adam ever had an existence his birth. The truth is, the year is not known in
It is perhaps hardly to be wondered at that a spirit
is a matter of very great doubt, but that there was which he was born, much less the month or the day of rivalry grew up between the branches of this
in ancient Persia ~uch a religious teacher as Zoroaster, of the month. It is but stating a matter of fact, great family which settled respectively in Persia and
and that there migh~ have been two by that name is that it is not known that he was born at all, and the India, in matters of religion as well as in matters of
a m_atter of the highest probability. It must be 25th of December was set a~ his birth because for national import, for in all ages of the world religious
admit~ed that the g~eat Greeian scientist and philos- many centuries' it had been a noted and popular fes- beliefs have been among the most fruitful sources of
opher IS far more reliable authority than the unknown tival in the pagan world, because it was believed to quarrels and contentions, of war and bloodshed. It
copyist of the Chaldean fable 500 B.c., about the be the period when the birth of their son of god took is not strange, perhaps, that, in this growing animoscreation of the world, and the first man and woman place. In many instances the early Christians exhib- ity between two rival nations and religions, the
Adam and Eve,_ to~ether with the absurd story about ited the disposition t" appropriate the popular fea- gods of the Vedic hymns became the demons of the
the flood; for It IS very certain that Moses never tnres of the pagan religions. And I may state again Zend-A vesta; and, vice versa, that the god of the
wrote them,.and had he done so they would have here, what I have insisted upon many times before Zend-A vesta became the demon of the Vedic sy11tem.
peen of less value than the statements of such a man -and proved it as well-that there is not a dogma, In the Zend-Avesta lndra is an evil being, and in the
as Aristotle.
rite, sacrament, or ceremony which goes to make up Vedic belief Ahura is a demon. In fact, the gods
. It may also be stated that Xanthos of Lydia, who Christianity that was not long before cherished and and devils of all ages have been so nearly alike as to
hved IPOre than a century before the time of Aris- believed in in the pagan world, and I challenge the be hardly distinguishable-the devils doubtless being
totle, and who was a contemporary of Darius and combined priests of Christianity, with all the learn- the earli~st conceptions, and the first to be praye_d
Xerxes, reckoned that Zoroaster lived still a hundred ing and talent they possess, to show the untruthful- . and sac~Ificed ~o to Jllaca~e them and. secure their
an~ fifty years e_arlier than the time fixed upon by ness of this statement.
good Will-while the devisers of the dllferent gods
Ansto~le. Agam, Hermippus of Smyrna, an ancient
Zoroaster wrote the Zend-Avesta, and there, before. from time immemorial have been the most bitter eniauthonty on the magian religion, and highly esteemed J esus cast out a devil, or manufactured wine; before ' mies; tl!.ey could always quarrel and fight about their
~y the Greeks and Romans, stated upon the author- he uttered a word; before Daniel had a vision; be-· gods when there was nothing else on hand to fight
Ity of Agonakes, a magian priest, that Zoroaster lived Isaiah prophesied; before David sung a psar'm, or about. But it is gratifying now.-to see the decend5,000 years before the Trojan war, which occurred seduced Bathsheba, and then murdered her husband; ants of those ancient peoples living quietly and amiabout 1180 B.c., still carrying the period of Zoroaeter before Samson slew a thousand Philistines with the cably together.
6180 B.C. So we have the best ground for supposing jawbone of an ass, or dallied with Delilah; before
~oroaster an~ his follower!! have never ?een idol
that the Persian teacher lived long before the time Joshua killed his hundred!! of thousands of Canaan- or Image worshipers, and through all these Sixty cenof Moses, or Abraham, or Noah, or even of Adam. ites, in peaceful possession of their hill country of turies have been consistent worshipers of one divine
That there Wll.il another .Zoroalilter who lived in the rocb and narrow valleysj before he stopped the principle whose highest representative and symbol
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is the sun. They formerly sacrificed animals to their employ of Europeans they are compelled to desist ents and the elders of his caste began to train him i
god, but for ages this has been discontinued; they from labor on that day, but they in fact n•gard it as the ways an_d beliefs which t~ey themselves had bee~
have also had but few temples, the boundless universe it is, no holier or better than either of the other six brought up m. He was reqmred to commit to membeing their grand temple, where they most de- days intervening. They regard all the diurnal revo- ory long series of hymns, ~antras, stanzas, and com.
lighted to worship. It is pretty safe to decide that lutions of the earth as equally holy, none having a mentaries. At the age of eight years he was invested
the religion of Zoroaster has been one of the most precedence in this respect over the others. The Par- with the sacred B~ahmanical co_rd (~riple thread)and
reasonable, one of the most moral, and one of the sees have four days in tbe month set apart for prayer taught the Gayatn Sandhya, With Its practices and
purest which the world has. known during all these and religious observance, not that they believe those Yajur Veda Sanhita, preceded by the study of the
ages of religious struggle and research. Of course days any more sacred or holy than the other days, Rudradh~ya, a chapter about Rudra, one of the
I reserve Buddhism for future discussion when I but as a religious observance. The various sects of names of Siva. As his father belonged to the Siva
reach CeyloR, where it flourishes, and I must confess the Hindoos have also three days of festivals, purifi- sect it was the object to get him initiated into its
right here that I believe that system of religion the cation, and extra religious observances, but they religious mysteries, and th:us he was early taught to
grandest, the greatest, the purest, the most peaceful, pursue their occupations of all kinds on Sunday pre- worship thP uncouth piece of clay representing Siva's
and the least aggressive of any of the great systems cisely the same as other days. The bazars are open, emblem known as the Parthiwa lingam, in connecwhich man has engaged in. In these respects it is mechan!cs and farmers are at work, and the factories tion with which there is much fasting and various
unquestionably far in advance of the bloody, cruel, are running, and it cannot be perceived that they hardships. His mother thought the requirements
and impure system called Christianity, as the world are in the slightest degree immoral on account of it. too severe upon him, while his father insisted upon
his submitting to all the severities. In the mean
ha~ known it.
THE BRAHMA-SAMAJ.
It is not strange that the disciples of Zoroaster.
I will mention one or two of the many religious time he studied Sanskrit, and committed the Vedas
should have imputed to him the power of performing sects into which the Hindoos are divided. One is by heart, besides accompanying· his father to the
miracles, and even claimed that he was begotten by the above; it was founded by a learned Hindoo by shrines, temples, and places of the Siva-worship. At
divine power, without the agency or contact of any the name of Rajah Rahmohun Roy, who was of f he age of fourteen, having completed his studies, his
man. That sort of claim has been made in nearly the Bralima,n caste. His desire was to reform the father required that he should pass through the pain.
all ages of the world, and in connection with nearly abuses of idol-worship into which the people through ful ordeal of of practicing Parthiwa Puja, which inall its greatest religious teachers. It was made with many centuries had fallen, and to restore the original cludes fasting and watching without sleep in the wor.
regard to Zoroaster, to Rama, to Christna, to Buddha, simple Vedic worship, doing away with all idols and ship of the lingam. But early he began to have
to Horus, to Plato, to Quirinus, to Apollonius, to with animal sacrifice. He believes there is but one doubts about the truthfulness of the claims of the
Jesus, to Merlin of Wales, and to many others in the God, and that polytheism is all wrong. He wrote religion which he was required to believe. Thoughts
various ages of the world, and probably with just as and taught against idolatry, and instructed his dis- blended with doubts crowded through his young
much truth in one case as in another. Sensible peo- ciples to pray to the one God and to worship no mind. He asked himself, Is it posE>ible that this
ple ought to be able to accord ta those claims just oth~>r. _He also opposed the cruel custom of burning semblance of man, this idol of- a personal god, that
the amount of credit due them and no more. They widows upon the funeral piles of their deceased I see bestriding his bull bef~re me, and who, accordought all be regarded as the silly demands of igno- husbands, as well as the betrothal of them while in ing to my religious teachers, walks about, sleeps,
rant, superstitious, and partisan adherents of such re- a state of infancy and immature childhood. He eats, and drinks; who can hold a trident in his hand,
ligious teachers, and as more at home among the made a journey to England, where he died in the beat upon his dumroo (drum), and pronounce curses
_
marvelous and the impossible than the real and actual city of Bristol in 1833.
upon men, is it possible that he can be the Mahadomain of nature.
·
Another of his l:)ountrymen, named Keshub Chun- deva, the great deity; the same who invoked as the
"Since death was the dark deed of Ahriman, the der Sen, espoused the reform movement, and though lord of Kailasa (a portion of the Himalaya Moundead body has been looked upon with horror; and as bitterly opposed by the regular orthodox Hindoo tains where Siva's heaven is supposed to be), is this.
the Parsees believed that the evil demons had se- sects, the Brahma-Samaj believers, who were really the supreme being and the divine hero of all the
cured it, it could not be permitted to pollute the pure Unitarians and unbelievers in the infallible inspira- stories of him in the Puranas? In his doubts he
elements, which Ormuzd had created-earth, fire, and tion of any writings, grew to considerable numbers, appealed to his father for explanation as to how the
water. So it was put ~m some exposed place, some amounting to a few millions throughout India, and lifeless stone image before him could be the great
'Tower of Silence,' where birds of prey devoured which still exist, though it is not claimed that they God which governed heaven and earth. The father
the flesh, and the sunlight bleached the bones, which are increasing now. Their worship consists of endeavored to explain to his young mind how that
were afterward buried in the earth; and such is the prayer, hymns, and listening to religious instruction, the great Mohadeva being invisible, the image was
practice to this day. But the Zoroastrians had a and their places of worship are devoid of idols and designed to represent him, and that the great God
good hope that the demons had not touched the pure images. They have some half a dozen organs or was just as well pleased with the adoration and worsoul, which passed away beyond the eastern mountains publications which advocate their views, and branch ship bestowed upon the symbol as though he was
to the sun-lit paradise of the holy, and there entered associations in England, Belgium, Holland, Italy, really present to receive it. But this was not satisrest" (Prof. Clodd).
Spain, and the United States. It is said that 0. B. factory to the inquiring mind of the youth. He
The history of Persia is replete with interest. It Frothingham and W. B. Potter took considerable could not believe that an omnipotent living God
may be regarded as the first of the Aryan nations interest -in the movement in our country. 'I'he fol- would allow mice to run over his body and pollute
• which rose to decided importance. Under Cyrus it lowing is given as an exposition of its creed:
it. He ceased to have faith in stone gods, and
became a mighty empire, its boundary stretching from
God is spirit, not matter. He is perfect, infinite, and eternal. resolved to no longer worship them.
the Indus to Asia Minor. It was during the reign of He is omnipresent, omnipotent, omniscient, all-merciful, allA bved sister of his, dying suddenly, the uncerCyrus that the Jews were released from their Baby- blissful, and holy. He is our father.
tainty
of human life was forcibly impressed upon
lonian captivity, and were allowed to return to their - The soul is immortal. Death is only the dissolution of the his mind, and that he might die in the best possible
body; the soul Jives everlastingly in God. There is no new
own country and city to reestablish their religion birth after death; the life hereafter is only the continuatinn condition so as to enter into Muktee (the final bliss
and its national rites and ceremonies. It was after and development of the present life. Each soul departs from in a liberated soul, absorption into Brahma), he more
this period that the greater I'Jhare of the books of the this world with its virtues and sins, and gradually advances in than ever resolved to no longer worship idols or pracOld Testament were written. Darius and Xerxes lhe path of eternal progres~ while realizing their effects.
tice the mummeries of external mortification, penBrahmoism is distinct from all other systems of religion; yet
followed, and their names and prowess are well
·
it is the essence of all. It is based in the constitution of ma.n, ance, etc.
known in history; but Alexander the Great proved R.nd is therefore ancient, eternal, and universal. It is not secNot long after this his father decided that the
temporarily too strong for the nation, and for a while tarian; not confined to age or country.
young man should be betrothed at once, and be
the Macedonians held the country under subjection.
All mankind are of one caste, and all are equally entitlPd to married as soon as he had reached the age of twenty;
Philosophically does Max Muller remark: "There embrace the Brahmo religion. Every sinner must suffer the but his repugnance to the married state became sa
were periods in the history of the world when the consequences of his own sins sooner or later, in this world or in great that he resolved to evade it by all means in his
the next; for the moral law is unchangeable, and God's justice
worship of Ormuzd threatened to rise thriumphant on irreversihle.
power. When his father discovered this, the parent
the ruins of the temples of other gods. If the battles It is the aim of the Brahmo religion to extinguish caste, was only the more determined that his son should
of Marathon and Salamis had been lost and Greece h~ttred, and animosit,y, and bind all mankind into one frater- become a married man. To defer the marriage the
had succumbed to Persia, the state religion of the nity, one brotherhood of souls.
young man proposed to go to Benares to prosecute his
empire of Cyrus, which was the worship of Ormuzd,
It ~ust be confessed that this is a pretty good studies in the higher branches of learning. The father
might have become the religion of the whole civi- creed, If a god ig deemed necessary, and it indicates consented to this, but the mother then interposed and
lized world." • In that case the world would undoubt- a man of broad and intelligent views capable of objected to his leaving home. A compromise was made
edly have been saved the terrible infliction of the bringing it out.
by his employing a teacher some six miles away, to
bloody and cruel Yahweh, who planned the death
THE ARYA SAMAJ.
whom he went, and to whom he ultimately divulged
of his own carefully begotten son to make amends
This is a much later sect or system of religion. The his aversion to taking a wife, which his parents were
for his own blunders and deficient plans which had founder, known as Dayanand Saraswati Swami, is resolved he should do. This information was very soon
filled the earth with wretchedness and misery. Hap- still living and in the vigor of manhood. He makes transmitted to his parents, and they decided that the
py, indeed, would it have been for mankind could his home, at least a part of the time, in Bombay; at son must be married at once. He was summoned
the simple, natural, and grand religion of Zoroaster all events, he is here at the present time. He is a home, and preparations were made for his nuptials;
have prevailed over the civilized world, in place of profound scholar, a deep thinker, and an excellent and now it was that, as a last extremity, he placed
that of the monstrosity, Yahweh of the .Jews, with orator. As nearly as I have learned, he advocates a an eternal barrier between himself and matri~
that of his son. Better would it hav,e been had a return to the original doctrines of the Vedas, mony.
thousand Ormuzds reigned in the hearts of men stripped of all the superstitions and errors which
He resolved to leave his parents and home forever,
than a single Yahweh; and ll.S the nations of Europe through the ages have been attached to it. He is a. and proceeded to carry out his resolution without dedeemed it incumbent upon them to i!Jfport a god of believer in nature, pure and simple, and discards all lay. He accordingly left home secretly, and passed the
'eastern manufacture, it is ever to be regretted that personal gods: He does not believe in supernatural- first night in a villagfl eight miles a.way; and rising
they could not have selected Ormuzd, of Persia, Ism of any kmd, but accepts nature as being quite three hours before the dawn, he walked thirty miles
or Osiris, of Egypt, instead of Yahweh of the Jews. sufficient to cause every result that takes place. As without stopping. He carefully avoided villages,
Almost any god would have been better than that. a ??nsequence he does aw~y with many of the super- public thoroug'hfares, aud all who would be likely to
The creed of the Persians and of their descend- stitiOns and excesses whiCh have worked into the recognize him. It was well that he did this, for he
ants may be said to be of the simplest character. It beliefs and worship of the people of the country. had been away but three days before he learned
is to fear God, to live a pure life, to perform good He is also a man of great purity of life, and has sac- from a government officer that his father had sent
deeds, and to die in the hope 9f a future existence. rificed much in consequence of his honest convic- out a large number of men to hunt for him. He
Their kings flourished and were powerful for a long tions, and has incurred much opposition from the hastened on, and met with a eompany of begging
time, but ultimately the devotees of the youthful orthodox element of the land. His career has been Brahmans, who kindly relieved him of what money
system of Mohammedanism overpowered them, driv- on~ of interes_t and. evinces the tr~uble and unpopu- he had, and induced him to part with his gold and
ing a part into exile and subjecting these who re- lanty, even m this country, whiCh a man brings silver ornaments, rings, bracelets, and other jewels,
mained to its own sway, and compelling them to upon his head who ventures to mark out a course for upon the plea that the more he gave in cha~ity
accept and proclaim the teachings of the later himself that deviates from the beaten path of cus- the greater his reward would be in the future hf~.
prophet. Thus has one nation and one religion tri- tom and long received opinions.
He' then made his way to a society of pious mendiumphed over another since the history of man has
He was born of a Brahma family of the Oudichya cauts living in the town of Sayale, and they pe~
existed.
caste, in a town belonging to the .rajah of Morwee, suaded him to join their order, and to don their
The ParRees, like the Hindoos, pay no attention to in the province of Kattiawan. At the age of five he peculiar garb, of a reddish-yellow color. In this ~eW'
the Christian Sabbath, save so far as when in the began to study the Devngari characters, and his par- apparel he proceeded on to a neighboring principality~
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where he met a person well acquainted with his
General History of India, in Brief.
vived the flood, if any flood really took took place.
family, and to whom he was induced to impart the
The names of the princes of these two lines are
information that he was on his way to join in tlie
BOMBAY, Jan. 26, 1882.
given, many in number, but there is evidently more of
:Me~la of K9.rtik, a religious gathering of pilgrims
DEAR FRIENDS: Before entering farther into India, myth than real history blended with them. The solar
whiCh often numbered hundreds of thousands. · He perhaps it will be well to take a slight glance at its line,itis said, counts fifty-seven princes from Ikspwaku
continued on and joined a company of ascetics, and gen~ral history? bu~ be not frightened at this sug- to Rama; and Sagara is said to have had a hundred
abode with them some time, but the person" to whom gestwn, for a history of this great country, extend- sons, all of whom were destroyed by flames exhaled
he had imparted his purposes proved treacherous ing from go to 35o north latitude, from 68° to 98° in anger from the eyes of KalJila, the sage, but who
and sent word to the youth's parents as to his where- east longitude, containing 1,500,000 square miles, were afterward restored to life by the advent of the
a bouts; and for this cause his father was induced to over 250,000,000 inhabitants; comprising some thirty Ganges, brought down from heaven by the prayers
come where he was, with a company of sepoys, and distinct races of people, or natives, speaking as of Bhagirath. The Ramayana gives a different acin the greatest wrath appeared before his son. The many different languages, if written in full, wo'llld .count, and probably equally truthful, that Rama
parent reproached his offspring for bringing eternal require several volumes; but what I intend to say married the daughter of Janaka, king of Mithila,
reproach up~n his honorable family. The young will be comprised in a few paaes.
also of the solar line; another branch had its headman deemed It the best course to appear to yield to
There is little doubt that India was one of the quarters at Be nares; Rama, with an army, went to
the violence of his father, and at once fell at his ~arliest lle.opled cou~tries. on the globe, though of Ceylon and established a kingdom. In fact, the
feet and begged pardon. But notwithstanding this Its early history but httle Is known. It is not known whole of India seems to have been made up of small
humility, the father reached forth his hand and tore at what period the Aryan race or races crossed the nationalities, much as Greece ·wa& at a later period.
the yellow garment from his son, converted it into Indus, and settled the great plain of which this Some authors name ten principal divisions, into which
shreds, snatched his tumba (a drinking gourd) from country is principally composed, nor is much known the country was divided, but they throw little light
the son's hand, reproached him with being a matri- of the races of aborigines which they found here UlJOn the early history of the country; suffice it to say
oide, and placed him in the rigid charge of the when they made their ingress. That they found un- there is no end to the legends and myths connected
sepoys, commanding them to keep close watch over civilized races here is very well understood, whose with the gods, kings, princes, and races of this land.
him day and night.
descendants, with more or less mixed blood, still
Among what are called the historic records of the
The determination of the young man, however, was occupy the broad lands. There can be little doubt early age is an account which says that, leaving out
as firm as that of the father; and at 8 o'clock that that, in the prehistoric period of man's existence on the traveling expedition of Osiris, king and god of
night, when the sepoys had fallen asleep, he crept the earth-before the wild nations had a literature, Egypt, next came the invasion by Semiramis, the
out and made his escape, and took shelter in the a written language, or a history-wl;lat was after- qu(;len of Babylon, which is said to have been apbranches and foliage of a large tree which shaded a ward called India was a densely peopled country. proved by Stabrobatis, who was at that time king of
pagoda, or pagan temple. In a short time the It is not to be supposed that the early races emerged all India. He is claimed to be the same as Virasena,
sepoys were upon his track and pursued him even to at once into a state of comparative civilization. It otherwise called Sthabarp&ti. Ctesias states that Semthe tree; but his hiding-place secreted him so well must necessarily have taken long ages for man to iramis was defeated by him, he assembling against
that they abandoned the search in that quarter and have progressed from his original low estate; a slight her forces an armv of four millions of men. A
sought him elsewhere.. He, however, remained remove above the brutes, to reach a position where later expedition was conducted by SesoRtris, of
quietly a whole day; and when darkness again come, he perfected a language, and began to keep a rec- Egypt, who is said to have overrun the whole of
he made his way to Baroda, where he had. pro- ord of historical events.
India to the Ganges. A third invader was Shishak,
It is to be n~gretted that the early inhabitants of otherwise called Bacchus, also king of Egypt, who,
longed conversations with several of the Bramacharis and Sanyasis upon the Vedanta philosophy, who India were more zealous in producing religious writ- being very powerful at sea, advanced first to the
convinced him to his entire satisfaction that Brahma, ings, or sacred scriptures, than in writing an accurate mouth of the Indus and conquered all the country in
the great deity, was no other than his own self; that history of their age, a~d the national event~ which the vicinity of that river; and then, dou\ling the
he was at least a portion of Brahma; Jiva (soul) and then transpired. Their Vedas are unq~estwnably pomt of the peninsula, advanced northward to the
Brahma, the deity, being one. He adopted the view t~e. oldest records upon the .earth, ~nless, mdeed, the mouth of the Ganges, where he made other extenthat he was a part of the great deity. He again .Chi_?-ese ~ay have somethmg whiCh out.-date~ the sive conquests. He placed on the throne of India a
·joined a society of ascetics called Diksheets, on the an~wnt Hmdoo or Aryan sacred hym~s. The Chmese king of his own choice, whose successors. retained
the basiks of the sacred Nurbada who were initiated claim that they have records reachmg ba~k twelve command till the invasion of India by Hercules,
Yogs, or a class of men who study and exercise the m~llions of years, though that claim has to be taken though the particular time when that was accomoccult science. He waR placed under the charge of Wit~ great allowanc~; but that they are also a very plished is by no means certain. Before the ina profound tutor, and studied Vedantsar, Arya Har- anc~ent people. there IS n~ room for dou?t.
vasion of Shishak thG people of India are said to
imide Totak, Vedant, Paribhasha, and other philo- . L~ke all anment C?untries, the ~ar!y history ?f In- have led a pastoral life, for which they were more
sophical treatises. He retained this connection and d.Ia Hl.so. blended Wit.h ~yt~ologw fal:;lle that m our noted than for regular agricultural pursuits or the
advanced to higher degrees in the sacred science of time It lS hard to duiltmg';ush accurately the fable use of arms; but all this i8 very foggy with the mists
Yoga, and became what may be called a religious from fact-to tell t~at whwh w~s accomplished by of antiquity.
magician- one who can embrace the past' and men from that W~ICJ:l ~as attnbuted to the gods
Both previous to this time and after it the Scythians
future in one prAsent, a man who has reached and the !ery h.oly mdividuals which.have at ~1~ times are said to have made serious incursions into the
the most perfect state of clairvoyance and has a been believe~ m. Among the e~rhest tra~Itwns of country. Wilford, in one of his essays in "Asiatic
thorough knowledge of the occult poweTs of nature, the country IS that ~en Brahmadwks, or chi.ldren of Researches," refers to an attack of this kind about
th~ugh quite distinct from miracles and supernatu-1 Brahma, :ve~e the. first ~orn of men. ~heir names 2.000 ~.c., when Rajah ~ahu, the. king! was d.efe:tted
rahsm. He had the ablest of teachers, and here he wer~ Manch1, ~tn, Angnas, Pulastya, Critu, Daksha, till h1s son Sagara came out With ·his agmastram
progressed in his studies, and became proficient in the Vasishta, Bh_ngu, and Narada. .From the~e the (firearms) and repelled the barbarians. 'l'he Mogul
Sanskrit grammar. He traveled from place to place Menus are satd to have sprung, WhiCh, accordmg to chief, Oghuz Khan, whose era is placed at about
and became acquainted with those far more ad- some, numbered fou~teen persons, and to but half 1800 B.c., is said to next have invaded India and ocvanced in occult knowledge than himself, and that number, acco~dmg .to others. O':le of. th~m, cupied Cash~,?-ere, its northern province. He had
learned more and more of the exclusive and hidden named Satyavrata, IS clau;ned to have hve~ m time three sons, Kmn, or sun; Ay, or the moon; and Julknowledge embraced in this not well-understood of a great flood, from whiCh the Bra.hmadiCas were dus, or the star; and it is furthermore said that the
science.
saved by a huge vesse! or ark. This legend is said empire of the Moguls in Tartary was shortly after
To fol.low him in all his travels, his self-denials to reach back to a period when the Chaldeans .an.d this subverted by the Tartars, on which the descendand hardships, when footsore, weary, hungry, some- th~ Jews say the flo?d of Noah ~o~k place, and It IS ants of the sun, moon, and star were obliged to dis-·
times crossing rivers in the mountains, in very cold qmte probable that It was the ongmal, from whence pe~se. But aside from all the mythical specul.ations
weather and when he nearly perished with the cold, the l~ter legends were taken..
It IS very safe to conclude that for ages India was
and other times attacked by wild beast 8 and all .It ~s held that a class of priests _or holy men, called common fighting-ground for the fortune and booty
this in search of the hermits and weird te~chers of Rishis, sprang from the Brahmadwas, and these were hunters of many nations, and irruptions within her
Yoga who dwelt in the mountains, will req~ire more they by whom the Ved::s wer~ writt.en .. It appears exten_sive bord~rii wer~ made again and again.
space that it is worth while to occupy; besides, the that Brahma be?ame disappomted m his arrangeT~Is much IS certamly -known, tha~ the T.yrians
data are not all at hand, as the publication of his ad~ m~nt~ f~r peop~mg the earth, pe~haps because the carried on a very profitable trade With India by
ventures and experience is not yet completed. Suf. :awhis did not mcrease and multiply so fast as he means of the Red Sea, and that later the Greeks, beflee to say he spared no labor or hardship in search mtended they should. He therefore gave two sons ginning with Alexander and ending with Antioch us,
of the men with the greatest amount of the hidden to Adima (original mother), the wife of Swayamb- penetrated into India as far as the upper portion of
knowledge he was in search of and ultimately pre- huva, from ?ne of whom descended Aja, and from. the Ganges, taking lJOSsession of large tracts of
pared himself to be the great 'teacher and philoso- th~ o~h~r Pnthu (~fter whom the :world was called country on E)ach side of the Indus; that the dominion
pher ~hich. he is to-day. There are probably few Pnth1b~), both bemg contemporanes of Satyavrata of the Gre~ks was succee~ed by that of the Sc_Ythians,
more .mt~lhgent or ab.le men in India. His 0~tyle of at the time of the flood. These three persons were who also m_vaded Bactna, and that these m there
teaohmg IS most effective, and he is having listeners save~ from a watery grave, and when the waters ~ad turn were driven out by the Tartars. Next came the
and followe~s i~ great numbers. Those who have ~ubsided, beg~n to repeople. t~~ earth. ~he l?artial- followers of Mohammed, under Mahmo~d ~f Ghuzni,
embraced hls VIews number nearly one hundred Ity of the Hmdoos for tnmties or tr1ads IS well who about the year 1000 of our era earned mto effect
thousand, and he is still working energetically and known, and some authorities contend that the three his father's project for the conquest of India, and
still winning thinking people to his ranks. As be- persons were one .and the same patriarch, from whom after repeated expeditions established Moslem authorfore stated, he is at present in Bombay and it was the people of India descended.
ity from west of the Ganges to Guzerat. From this
he who wrote the first _note of challenge' to the slanThere are several ~egends about this long-ago flood, event until the middl~ of ~he eighteenth century th.e
derer Joseph Cook, whwh I gave you in a former let- some of th~m assertmg that there was a war between power of these warhke mvaders augmented until
ter. He is assuredly no believer in the claims of Chris- the crocodiles and elephants, that a churning of the nearly the whole continent came under their yoke;
tianity, and is not disposed to tamely allow the cal-l ocean took place, that the moon was fished up .from the government of the various provinces being vested
umnies of Cook to pass unnoticed. At thG time t~e bottom of the sea, and that the earth was Itself in the nawaubs, or nabobs, who exercised sovereign
~ppointed-he deliverad, in his native tongue, a roml- hfted up on the tusk of a hug~ boar. These wild control, with a reservation of obedience or fea~ty to
~ng repl.Y to Cook'.s misrepresentations. I was not j ~egends, of course, possess very httle value, but prob- ~he supreme power .of the great. Mogul, who reigned
m the mty at the time, but I am told his speech was ably are of ~bout the sam.e ch~racter as .the other flood m absolute despo~Ism at Delh1. In all these conone of great ability. Long may he live to spread legen~s. whwh other natwns mdulged m the pleasure quests and de@potism, however, no European power
what he conceives to be the truth and so far· as I of remtmg. The claim that a great flood once took interfered. All that the nations of Europe had
can understand him, what I also c~ncei~e to be the placb, when the tops of the highest mountains were done up to this time with India was in commercial
the tr.uth. This letter is long enough, and I will cover~d with water, whi?h hid itself away f:om operations. ~he Egyp~ians a~d the. Romans folstop right here, and bid you good-bye for a day or the tnght of men, and whiCh they have never smce lowed the Tyrians, sendmg their argosies down the
two.
D. M. B.
been able L~ find, is equally absurd and untrue Red Sea to the Malabar coast, and receiving in ex====================c~=
Lwherever told.
change for their commoditi6s the rich stuffs, drugs,
But~ the flood once over, the· waters disap- dyes, spices, gold, silver, ivory, and other valuables
lT I~ said t~at an editiOn. of ~he New Testa~ent. pearcd, and the earth soon began to be repeopled, which were the staples of western India. The subwas pru~ted ,~Ith ~aul's adviCe g~ven .as ''Bray w1th-~ and two lines of kings were e1:1tablished, to wit, of jugation of Egypt by the Saracens threw the whole
out ceasmg.
This? at any rate, IS ev.Id~ntly ~d_opted Satyavr&ta, the race of the sun, and that of Atri, the trade of the east into the hands of the latter, who
as the correct verswu by moBt ChristlllJI! :mtmsters,. :rao!J of t,he moon. Some of both r<J,ceB must have sur- made great efforts to extend it by.,carryil!g their en.,
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terpriae beyond the extreme point of the peninsula of to the great Eastern storehouse of wealth became their eastern forces, and it was not till ten years had
India to the islands of the eastern archipelago, equally open to other European nations, and the! paa.sed away that the Freno~ sustained afinal-iefeat.
thenoe to Siam, and ultimately to China. But the Portuguese in turn had to give place to the enter-! This took place at Plaasy m Bengal. Dupleix the
Saracens held no intercourse with Europe. Shutting prise of superior nations. From this cause the mari- 1 French commander, hi\d ~oquired immense p~wer
the port of Alexandria against Christian nations, time power of Holland greatly increased, and as her. through his espousa;l of Mirzaf~ Jung, and 'he now
they preferred transmitting their return cargoes to domestic cares diminished her people found excellent · aimed at the eatabhahmen~ of his dominion over the
Constantinople, through Asiatic Turkey and the reaa?na for turning their ~ttention to the. great pro-1 entire country. But Clive, a _young British captain .
Black Sea. The city of the sultan, consequently, duotive East. The example of Holland did not long· who had succeeded Laurance m the oomll$nd of the
soon became the great mart for East India and wait for a follower in England, who ever shows her-1 English forces, and. took Aroot, th~ capital of the
China produce, and this of course easily attracted self ready to enlist where a legitimate pro~t is to, Carnatio, defend~d It afterwa;rd agamst. an immense
the attention of Venetian and Italian traders and be made, and under the reign of Queen Eh:z:a~eth, force, a_nd ·eat~bhahed for himself S; high military
capitalists.
she took a recess from foreign quarrels and rehgwus i reputatiOn, whwh he subsequently moreaaed by a
For a long time, however, the antipathy which the discords long enough to step in and share '!"ith P?r- aeries of brilliant a~d successful operations. Large
rival religionists, Chriutiana and Moslems, bore each tugal and Holland in the profitable trade with India. tracts of country m the south were ceded to the
other formed a bar to commercial intercourse of any From the hour of the arrival of these Protestant English. Clive was made governor of Fort St.
kind; but at length the cupidity of the caliphs over- powers the Portuguese date the downfall of tlieir Davids. But events oalle~ him to Calcutta. .A
came their religious hatred and a traffic commenced, influence in the East. Through the combined- in- frightful massacre of Englishmen, merchants, and
which, while it gratified the anxiety of the Christian fluenoe of religious hatred and the conscious posses- factors had taken place in that town. Surajah Downations to possess the products and manufactures of aion of superior physical force, the English and lab, the viceroy of Bengal, who hated the English
the far East, conferred wealth on the believers in Dutch were guilty of measures of oppression wher- for which he doubtless had sufficient cause, and wb~
the prophet. In this state the trade with India con- ever they obtained a foothold, and in this way they probably coveted the wealth their industry and entertinned until the Crusaders gave territorial possession raised up enemies among the natives of the BBme prise had accumulated, sought a quarrel with them,
and influence to the southern European powers, and character, and from, the same cause, as had existeil and, laying aeige to their forts and factories, seized
converted the expeditions, which were originally of toward the Portuguese. Contests soon arose between upon them and abut them up in a small apartment
the "holy" character, into commercial and secular the competing contestants, and as a matter of course where one hundred and twenty-three out of one hun.
enterprises. Partly by means of conquest, and came the expulsion of the weaker; the Portuguese dred and forty-six were suffocated. Such cruelty
partly through negotiation, the whole of the East were compelled to abandon all their lucrative advan- called aloud for vengeance. Clive headed a force
India trade at last passed from the Saracens into the tagea in Asia,. and the English from that time have against the Nabob; it was small but compact and
hands of the Italians, and the port of Alexandria, been the proud victors.
disciplined, and pursuing the Nabob, gave him battle
until then closed by Moslem hatred, was reopened
In 1602 the English obtained a charter from their and defeated his army of 40,000 men on the plains
to the ships of the Mediterranean. Florence, Genoa, own sovereign permitting them to trade to the East of Plaasy. From that date-1757-::-the establishand Venice were the first to reap the fruita of the Indies, and securing to them a monopoly of the ad- ment of the British empire in India really began.
great monopoly; but the latter, by deputing an em- vantages of such commerce, and they soon began to
But now permanent enemies had arisen while Clive
baaaador to India to open a communication with establish factories at different points on the coasts ot and his successors labored in Bengal. The great
porta until then unknown even by the name of India, under the protection and with the con~ent of chieftain, who divided the sovereignty of the Deccan,
Europeans, obtained exclusive supplies and benefits, the different potentates then rulingovertheseahorea. the Carnatio, in short, the whole peninsula of India
which soon gave them an immense preponderance On the Malabar and Coromandel coastu, as well as on not occupied by the British, beheld with dismay the
over their neighbors. To these great advantages the Heogly River, they planted their feet, first as growth of the new European power, and formed
were shortly to be added the !!liminution of. the humble traders, and thus as the years have passed alliances for ita deRtruction. Hyder Ali, a political
Genoea{Utrade by the destruction of Constantinople,· away they have become the heavy-handed lords· of adventurer and soldier of fortune, undertook the lead
where they had established themselves to the entire the entire country. Bombay had been acquired by in this movement, and proved a formidabte antagoexcluaion of the Greeks. Thus, at the close of the the Portuguese, but was early ceded to the English, n:iat. He wrested from the English several of their
fifteenth century, Venice supplied nearly all Europe as a part of the dowry of the Infanta, who became p_oaaeaaiona, wasted much of their territory by fire
with the products of the Ea11t, and soon raised her- the consul of Charles II., and very soon afterward and sword, threatened Madras, and compelling a
self, by her wealth, to an eminence that excited the the chartered merchants commenced a trade also large British force to lay down its arms, massacred
jealousy and hatred of surrounding nations. Great with China, the tea of which country was fast aoquir- nearly every man. For thirteen years were the
. efforts were made by several states-the Dutch, the ing a degree of popularity with the English people. whole resources of the British applied to resist this
Germans, and the Spaniards-to obtain a share in The success of one company or one set of English warrior, w~o, aided by the French, between whom
this great and lucrative commerce; but neither in- merchants naturally suggested the formation of the and the British a war had arisen in Europe, vigorously
trigue nor the moat tempting offers made to the second, and the British government, in ita urgent prosecuted his operations, now gaining certain adrulers of Egypt and Syria could shake the standing need of money, likewise conferred a charter upon the vantages, and at other times suffering severe defeats.
of the Venetian power. Events at length, however, new aspirant; but this course easily led to disputes
Hyder Ali died in 178~, but his son, Tippoo Saib,
occurred, perfectly independent of commercial rival- and complications between the competitorR for trade, continued to wage war with the British, who also
ry, which struck at the root of the great monopoly, and eventually to a union of the two companies in found abundant employment in a contest which had
and diverted nearly the entire oriental commerce into 1702 under the name of the East India Company.
arisen with the Mahrattaa, another tribe of India, on
new channels. Christopher Columbus had discovered
The advantages derived by England and Holland whom, for certain considerations, it was deemed exthe western continent, and the Portuguese had found in their oriental commerce naturally aroused the pedient to attempt to force a rajah whom they had
a way to India round the Cape of Good Hope. The jealousy of France, and that government also formed expelled. It is hardly worth while to follow the
credit has been almost universally accorded to an East India Company,and ships were sent out with course of history through the multitudinous wars
the Po:rtugueae for the discovery of this pat?aage to permission to establish agencies in Pondicheny and which were dovetailed into each other from the time
the East, while the truth is, accoording to Herodotus, Chandermagore. These three nations, with the Lord Cornwallis, after his surrender to Washington
that Neoho II., one of the Pharaohs of Egypt, had Danes and the Spaniards who had also obtained at Yorktown, deprived, in 1792, Tippoo Saib of half
more than two thousand years earlier made the same small possessions, now colliltituted the European his territory. Scarcely was the sword sheathed in
liiacovery; he caused a fleet to be fitted out, which, trading community in India, and through their enter- one quarter before it was "drawn from the scabbard to
steering down the Red Sea, passed into the Southern prise and rivalry the whole of the Western world was chastise a new enemy in another direction. Sir John
Ocean, and, rounding the cape, came up the west supplied with everything which the rich soil of India Shore, who succeeded Lord Cornwallis as. governorcoast of Africa, returning to Egypt through the and the ingenuity and industry of her inhabitants general of India, was engaged in a war with the
straits of Gibraltar. Pliny also later states that could produce. Some little molestation to their Rahillaa. The Marquis Wellesley, in 1798, found
Hanno, of Carthage, made a similar expedition, and trade was occasionally caused by the somewhat bar- Tippoo Saib actually employed in new intrigues
wrote all the details of his voyage. It is accepted baroua and covetous of the rajahs and princes in against the British, while the confederated Mahrat~a
as a fact with both of these expeditions, because both whose domains they were operating, and to counter- chiefs directed their hostility to the British power m
brought back the report that the sun was rising on act these alight difficulties small bodies of soldiers· western and northern India. Aided by his brother,
their right hand when they faced the north and as were allowed by the home government to be stationed the Duke of Wellington, and General Lord Lake, t~e
they sailed along the African continent. This could at these trading points to protect the factories in their 1 marquis applied his energies and the resources. of hiS
not have been the case had they not doubled the commercial enterprises. But it was not till the year 1command to the destruction of these formid~ble
cape.
1745 that the corner-atone was laid of these occur- 1opponents, and although their operations were g~Ided
In 1497 the king of Portugal deputed Vasco de rencea, which ultimately converted these humble I and directed by able officers, engineers, and a~tlller
Gama to India to ascertain where the riches of traders by degrees into the almost unscrupulous and iata, he entirely destroyed the power of Tippo?,
Venice were derived, !lnd to endeavor to open a trade oppressive masters of the entire country.
Iannexed his dominions to those of the East-India
with the same people by the route available to PorIn the year 1746 the Nabob of Areat having died, company, broke the Mahratta confederacy, and added
tuguese ships. The mission was successful; the key the succession of his son to the muanud was disputed 33,000 square miles to the British possessions. In
to thevaatwealth of India was obtained, and the then by a cousin named Mirzafa Jung. This pretender,! accomplishing this work the British used great
enterprising Portuguese lost no time in taking advan- aware of his own want of strength, applied to the finesse, and took advantage of the spirit of antagotage of the discovery they had made. Fleet after Dupleix, who commanded the French troops in India, niam which existed between the Indian races. By
fleet wns fitted out. Every port in India was visited; for aid, which was promptly accorded, under the humoring this antagonism, increasing it when they
possession of many places was taken by force, par- obvious hope and expectation of reaping certain could, setting one party against another, they sucticuiarly on the Malabar coast, the islands lying be- advantages from the connection should the enter- ceeded in accomplishing much that they effected. And
tween Madagascar and the Moluccas, and the island prise prove successful. The legitimate heir to the herein lies the great weakness of India; th~ coun~ry
of Ormus in the Persian Gulf. A papal grant was musnud, and the Nabob of the Carnatic, Anaver<iy is made up of tribes of natives in contentiOn With
obtained confirming the prior discovery of the Por- Khan, on the other hand, sought the support of Major each other, and by working with one party apparently
tugueae, and thereby checking for a time the rivalry Laurence, who was in command of the British sol- to injure another, the English have effected what
of other Catholic nations. Prodigious efforts were diery at that locality, and that officer was nothing they have, and herein is their great hope for the
made by the Venetians, supported by the Mameluke loth to interfere in favor of the legitimate claimant. future. Were the people of India a homogeneous,
government of Egypt, and subsequently by the sultan Hence arose a collision, which, with but occasional united people, the English could not have subdued
of Constantinople, to counteract the advantages en- intervals of peace, continued for a century afterward, them in the way they did, nor could they hold them
joyed by the Portuguese, but the efforts were of no until native power after native power has succumbed in subjection to-day in the manner they d?. .
effect. While on the one hand the Portuguese de- to British power and cunning, and what was thus
The Marquis Wellesley was succeeded 1ll biB ~ov
fended with great skill and bravery their acquisitions gained by finesse and intrigue has been maintained ernment by Sir George Barlow and Lord ~·.bd~o,
in the East, including the Gulf of Persia, from their by treaty and the strong arm of the British govern- whose rule was more distinguished by domestiC IS·
enemies in the Red Sea, and the coasts, they on the ment. Every victory which was obtBined from the aenaiona, intrigues, and the settlement of the provi
other continued to pour into Europe the products of French and Mohammedan sovereigns of course re- incea acquired, than by campaigns against exter~a
the oriental world in quantities and at a price against dounded to the benefit and wealth of the English, foeil. The Marquis of Hastings assumed th~ .rems
which the Venetians could not possibly contend, and and inevitably brought an extension of British po'!l- of gbvernment in 1813, and during his ad~ImBt}:
from that time the commeroe of Venice became sessions and the strengthening of British power. tion deemed it necessary to take the field agamst t ~
almost as nothing. For more than a century this The home government, to aid the merchants in their Pmdarriea, the kingdom of Nepaul, and a host 0
trade remained in the hands of the Portuguese. But contests, sent out reinforcements of troops and ships. Mahratta chieftains, whose restless spirit, or perhafs
ultimately the highroad which they had discovered The French authorities in a uimilar manner recruited whose love of country and liberty, induced them 0
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violate the engagements they had been caused to they were enabled to effect, partly through a division The governor-general proceeded to Agra, and minisenter into, and endeavor to reestablish them&elves in of counsels in the British camp, and partly through ters were sent from Gwalior to meet him; but there
independent authority. After a long campaign, the the extreme severity of the season. The British was so evident a manifestation of the usual MahPindarries were exterminated, an advantageous peace troops were driven to capitulate, and while marching ratta perfidy in all their negotiations-or, at least,
was made with the Nepaulese, and many states out of Afghanistan, in the depth of winter, destitute this was claimed by the English-that the British
hitherto independent were compelled to become of supplies and ammunition, we're assailed in the moun- army was ordered to take the field, and march toward
tributary to the company. The effect of the policy tains, and massacred almost to a man. This sad the capital.
of the Marquis of Hastings, though capable of great blow to the British. arms was avenged a year afterAs the army advanced, the Mahratta negotiators
cruelty, was to spread peac.e and submission through- ward by a fresh body of troops-under Generals Pol- were instructed to assure Lord Ellenborough of the
out India, and the attention of the home government lock and Nott, acting under direction of Lord Ellen- entire submission of the Baee and her couselors, and
was now turned to the means of consolidating the borough, who had now become governor-general of his_lordship was induced to halt three days, in daily
vast empire which had been won by the sword and India; but the original purposes of the first expedi- expectation of her coming into camp, together with
by finesse. The army which had proved strong tion having been frustrated, and further intervention the young prince. But far different were the designs
enough for conquest in detail, was not of sufficient in the affairs .of Afghanistan offering no visible com- of the court. The time thus gained was devoted to
extent to preserve the territory intact and suppress pensation, either present or prospective, for the great the most active preparations for resistance. The
fresh attempts at insurrection. It was, therefore, expense of occupation, the country was seriously young Baee appeared like an Amazon, superintendlargely augmented in 1824, and as the close of the desolated and abandoned.
ing the dispatch of troops, punishing the lukewaTm,
war which had devastated Europe for a quarter of a
While the events named were taking place in the and animating her followers by every consideration
century now placed many experienced soldiers at the northwest of India, occupation was found for a con- of honor and profit to resLst to the death. The
command of the British government for employ- siderable portion of the British army in China. The governor-general's eyes were· at length opened by
ment in the colonies and elsewhere, a!lvantage was Chinese government had insulted a British envoy, shots fired on Col. Sleeman, who had called at
taken of the circumstances to sen_d troops to India imprisoned British subjects, and sequestrated and Gwalior on his way from Bundlekund to the camp;
under the command of some. of those generals who destroyed British property. To chastise affrontslike and the British troops advanced to the city. They
ha'ti.most distinguished themselves in the field against these, to obtain indemnification for the pecuniary in- soon afterward came unexpectedly upon the batterNapoleon .and his generals. The results of this jury, security against further wrongs of the kind, to ies which had been erected during the night at
policy was soon manifest in the conversion of a par- secure safety for future commercial dealings, and Maharajpore, unknown to them, and a bloody entially irregular but brave and devoted force into a possibly to obtain some more oriental territory, ex- gagement ensued. It was perhaps the first time in
large, well-disciplined, and well-organized army, peditions were fitted out, and after a contest of two which the British troops were nearly matched in
capable of holding comparison with the most effect- or three years' duration, a peace was obtained- number by those of the natives, and this was one of
ive troops on the continent of Europe.
though not a piece-which, perhaps, was as honora- the best-contested battles that the natives have ever
Scarcely, however, had the country rested from ble to the arms of Great Britain as it has proved fought with the English. The bodies of the natives
th0 turbulence of war, and the troops been dispersed fruitful of advantage to her trade.
lay in heaps around their guns, and nothing but
over the empire to occupy ports which best protected
Many at this time hoped that strife and bloodshed British valor carried the day. Another battle was
the people in their peaceful pursuit!!, and held in had reached a termination, and in confidence of this about the same time fought at Punniar. The
check the aggressive spirit of neighbors, when the belief, the governor-general proclaimed perpetual British were victorious at both places. The kingtrumpet again sounded the alarm. In 1820 an expe- peace in Asia, declaring his purpose of abstaining dom of Gwalior was pro11trate at their feet; but they
dition was dispatched to the Persian Gulf, under Sir from all intervention in foreign affairs. Hardly, contented themselves with a new treaty (for the apW. Keir Grant, to put down the pirates which in- however, had the pacific declaration been published propriation of territory was at that moment an unfeeted its shores. In 18~1 another force, under Sir in every corner of the empire, when it was deemed popular subject with the home government), providLionel Smith, proceeded thither to avenge the neces~ary to punish the Scindians Jor alleged treach- ing that previous treaties be enforced, save as far as
treachery under which a garrison belonging to the erous conspiracies against a part of the force retiring they may interfere with this new one, that the
first had been put to the sword. In 1824 the Bur-. from Southern Afghanistan, and for certain overt durbar obligates himself to appropriate the revenues
mese had done that which made it seem eypedient acts of hostility subsequent to the British evacuation of sixteen districts, to the extent of 1,300, 700 rupees
for the government of Lord Amherst to dispatch an of that country. The ameer of Scinde refused the for the support of the British subsidary force, and if
armament against them, to punish the invasion of satisfaction demanded from them, took arms, and there should be a deficiency in the amount, he to
British territory, which produced a contest which attacked the British residency at Hydrabad while make it up; that the civil administration of those
continued for two years, terminating in the surren- negotiations were yet· on foot, gave battle to the districts should be conducted by British officers;
der by the Burmese of fifty thousand square miles small army under Sir Charles Napier, which had that the army of the durbar should be redueed to
of territory to the English, with the agreement to been employed to sustain the demand for reparation, nine thousand men, thirty-two guns, and two hundred
pay the sum of one hundred thousand rupees to were defeated, and their territory, of course, became gunner11, the other troops being immediately dismeet the expenses of the campaign.
a part of the British empire. Subsequently, toward banded; that the Maharajah's minority should cease
In 1826 Lord Combermere, then commander-in- the close of the year 1843, the Br~tish government at the age of eighteen years, and that the pereons
chief in India, reduced the fortress of Bhurtpore, found it necessary to interfere with the state of entrusted with the management of the goverment
and took prisoner its principal officer; charged with Gwalior, to enforce the fulfilment of that portion of during his non-age should act by the advice of the
" intrigue," it being feared his talents and machina- the treaty which regulated the succession to the British resident on all.matters whereon advice should
tions would unsettle the peace of the whole of musnud. This intervention was a very convenient be offered, and that no change should be made in
Upper India. From this time and during the twelve mode of commencing a conflict which must end in cabinet council without the consent of the British
subsequent years the operations of the military were adding more territori to the vast expanse which had resident. Other stipulations were also made in the
treaty, but these are the most important; and it will
confined to the somewhat petty warfare in the county already been acquired.
of Coles, Bengal, in the rajahship of Coorg in RajThe death of the Maharajah, and the serious dis- be seen they largely favor the interests of the
pootana, and the unsettled districts in the south of ruption which resulted therefrom, rendered the state English.
In the year 1845 Runjeet Sing, the founder of the
India; but in 1838 events took place which gave em- a scene of hostilities, and caused a complete change
ployment to nearly every soldier in the British ser- in the government. The Baee, the widow of the late Seikh empire in the Punjaub, having died, and his
vice, and led to a campaign, the disasters of which prince, herself a girl of thirteen, belonging to a fam- immediate successors having met with violent deaths,
exceeded anything previously experienced in the ily of historical distinction" in Mahratta annals, had the military force of the Punjaub becam-e greatly
country. The designs of Russia upon the British adopted a boy of eight as her son. An application disorganized. There pay being much in arrears, and
possessions in India had for a long time been a sub- was made, as usual, to the British government, as their chief ineapable of controlling them-the sovject of discussion and suspicion. Excepting, how- standing in the position of the mogul emperors, and ereign, an infant, and the queen mother regent, an unever, in the instances of her advanc~s upon the Per- enjoying the paramount authority in India, for tl!e !ICrupulous and intriguing woman-the Seikhs now
sian frontier, nothing had occurred to awaken confirmation of this choice. Lord Ellenborough clamored to be led across the river Sutledge that
particular alarm, or to render any measures beyond gave his sanction both to the adoption and to the they might have an opportunity of plundering the
those of the commonest precautions at all necessary. appointment of the Mama Saib as vizier. Soon after, British poesessions. Every effort was made to reBut in 1837 it became apparent that the emissaries of the Dada Khasgee obtained the confidence of the strain so mad, ahdacious, and unjustifiable a step,
Russia were at work in Afganistan to foment and keep young Baee, by a seraglio intrigue, and ignominously but without avail. They assembled in great force
alive disputes between the ameer ruling in Cabul expelled the minister of the British approval, and and invaded the Cis-Sutledge provinces. Sir H:
and the government of the Punjaub, with which the placed the country in a hostile attitude toward the Hardinge, the then governor-general, advanced with
English were on terms of amity, and there was good English. Remonstrances were offered, but to no a small force, commanded by Sir Hugh Gough, to
reason for the English to suppose that if they did not purpose. The British government was set at open repel the incursion. Three severe battles were
interfere to check the progress of the quarrel, the defiance, in the face of the other tribes and countries fought, in each of which the Seikhs were defeated;
Afg~a.ns would approach near enough to India to of India, and they conceived that they had but two but it was impossible to drive them acros! the SutpreCipitate a dangerous collision between the British alternatives before them-that of vindicating their ledge without a reinforcement of troops. These
and the power supposed to be instigating the ag- authority, regardless of whatever opposition the were sent for. Previous to their arrival, the Seikhs
gression. Overtures of friendship were consequently durbar might be able to bring against them, or of had strongly intrenched themselves on the left bank
made to the ameer of Cabul, Dort Mahomed; but relinquishing the paramount influence and power of the Sutledge, near the village of Sobraon. Reinfailing of effect, it was resolved by the English to which they had gained in the country. It requires forced, the British attacked and penetrated the line,
send an army to dethrone the ameer, and to place 8n not a moment of study to understand that the Eng- drove the Seikhs into and over the river, and purthe musnud in his place an exiled sovereign, Shah lish decided upon the former course. An army of sued them to Lahore, where they submitted. A
Soojah, who was well understood to be more favora- exercise was assembled on the Gwalior frontier, "to government was thus established at Lahore under
ble to English interests, and in his kingdom. it was give weight to the representations of their minister;" British surveillance, but the helplessness of the king,
believed that the British would be permitted to but his efforts to restore pacific relations, however a minor, left the country at the mercy of the sirdars
retain a force that would at once protect Shah So•jah sincerely made, proved without effect. The Gwalior or chiefs, one of whom caused the murder of British
in his seat, oppose a barrier to R'!l.ssian advances from army of 20,000 disciplined troops, with 200 pieces officers at Mooltan, while others revived hostilities
the north, and promote English interests generally. of ordnance, animated with the remembrance of and assumed a menacing posture. New operations
Accordingly an army of 15,000 men, under Sir John former triumphs, had meanwhile become unmanage- now became necessary. Lord Hough (he having adKeane, was dispatched during the government of able by the durbar. The English neighboring prov- vanced to that honor) moved forward with a conLord Auckland, to place Shah Soojah upon the throne, ince of Bundlekund had been for nearly two years siderable .army against the Seikhs, defeated them
and to enter into alliance or friendly arrangements in au unsettled state, and the anarchy at Gwal~or, of signally at Goozerat, dispersed and disarmed them,
with the people occupying the large tract of country course, tended to keep alive the spirit of insurrection. and the Punjaub was by the new governor-general,
lying between India and Afghanistan. Sir John It was nearly impossible for the British government, the Earl of Dalhouise, at once annexed to the British
Keane "went, saw, and conquered," and returned to responsible as it was for the security of its own sub- possessions.
Thus was the vast extent. of India placed perEngland to enjoy, in a peerage and a pension, the jects, and the peace of India, to remain quiescent,
reward of his easy victory. ~
with a hostile durbar and a mutinous army within manently under British power. In 1852 the Burmese
Shah Soojah retained his throne for three years, one hundred miles of their northern capital. As the governors of Rangoon were charged with oppressing
with the continued help of British bayonets, bnt at season for military operations approached, the re- British subjects. Satisfaction was sought for, but
the end of that time, the chieftians, whose power monstrances of the governor-general became more not accorded. An army and a :fleet were therefore
had terminated with his restoration, combined to de. urgent, but the only effect they produced was to re- equipped for Burmah, and after a prolonged camthrone him and expel his allieli!; a measure whir.h l!ltore harmony between the Gwalior court and army.
(Oontiwued on page 314.)
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who headed a rebellion in the Roman empire, 63 B.C.
At this time he was a man of years, s.nd unless he
lived to be one hundred and fifty years old, or such a
matter, he could not hav preceded Pontius Pilate.
This letter is not considered of any account by anybody, and is only quoted by those entirely ignorant
of the evidences for Christ. There is absolutely no
evidence of the existence of Christ in "profane "
history. The passage alluding to him in Josephus
is acknowledged to be spurious, and Philo and Justus
of Tiberias ntJver mention him. All the early and
later Christian forgeries hav been exposed, and the
gospel stands alone in its record of impossibilities.
This particular story is a very thin attempt by an
ignorant priest, and the friend who sent it to us can
tell his Christian friend who gave it to him that it is
a fraud all the way through. Publius Lentulus
never wrote it, even if he ever lived.

church has plundered from the public treasury in tb
way of a~ds to ostensible cha!1t.ies, and how much
the government .has beef! ~epr1ved of by exemptin
its churuhes from the v1s1t of the tax gatherer. ~
has millions of dollars.' worth of property all over
the country which does not pay a cent toward its
own protection. Up inNew: Hampshire last year the
legislature passed a law that the churches should pay
taxes on all propert;r valued over ten thousand
dollars. Did the disc1ples of Wesley walk up to the
collector's office and settle? Hardly. The bald-headed
old deacons took their hats in their hands and went to
the boards of alrlermen of the cities, and the select.
men of the towns, and humbly begged o:ff-'-wanted
the assessment set aside, as they were" God's houses."
In the little city of Keene, where we used to liv, the
Methodists begged and borrQwed money enough to
partially build a $35,000 church, a1,1d put a mortgage
on it to complete it. When this law was passed last
year, did the trustees call at the assessors' office and
paytaxes on $25,000? Not much. The old deacons
went to the board of aldermen and said they owed
something yet on the church, and didn't feel able to
pay. Many of the members of this church are known
tous personally, and we know they bav money enough
among them to a:fford to be honest, but it never 00·
curred to them to be so.
At the rate of taxation in New Hampshire this
church should pay $62.50 into the treasury of the
town every year, but it does not pay a cent, and will
not if it can help it. And this is only one church
among the thousands all over the country. Figured
up in cold cash, it will aggregate hundreds of thousands of dollars the Methodist church robs the people
of by pious beggary and political truculency. The
other churches are just as bad. They all go around
with their hats in their bands and beg from rich and
poor, from state and people, with a brazenness that
can only proceed from an utter lack of shame and
honest prmciple. Before the Methodist spends any
more strength on the beam in its Catholic sister's eye,
it should endeavor to remove the mote from its own.
Honest consistency is a priceless jewel.

A. Little Logie and a Forgery.
This paragraph is going the rounds of the religious preas:
''A. secular paper, commenting on Mr. Miln's denial of the
lVhen and lVhere~
existence of a personal God, asks the following pertinent quesCITY, OR:, April 25, 1882.
tions : Does the man Miln believe in himself as an organized To THE EDITOR OF THEPRAmrE
TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : If you will
personality? If so, could he, an effect, come from anything
please state in THE TRUTH SEEKER the time and place that the
less than an organized personality as a cause ? If there is no manuscript
put together that constitutes the old Bible. you
personal God, can there be a personal man? Can an effect be will confer awas
favor on a constant reader of your noble paper.
greater than its cause? There are others besides Mr. Miln who
E. L. S.A.NlJFORD.
might consider these. questions with profit."
Those who pretend to reason logically should be
Our correspondent has asked us 11. question which
prepared to go where logic leads them when carried we cannot answer, and whichno one else can, for the
out. But the Christians make a loud show of appeal- very simple reason that no one knows. The testiing to logic, and go back on the chain of cause and mony in regard to the books of the Bible is more
e:ffect a& far as "God," and then stop. They are like negativ than positiv. It is certain that the majority
the Hindoo who says the world rests on the back of of them were not written by the authors sssigned by
an elephant, and the elephant on the back of a tor- the Christian authorities, but privately acknowledged
toise. When asked what the tortoise re!itB on, he by them to be false. They are mostly compilations
wraps himself up in his dignity and remains silent. from preexisting manuscripts, and no one knows
If an organized personality, as a man, must hav as how, when, or by whom they were written, and no
a cause a precedin~ organized personality, then it one knows by whom they were compiled into the
must follow that that organized personality must hav now existing Old Testament. Out of the thirty-nine
bad a like preceding cause, and so on ad infinitum. books twent¥-six are admitted to J:>e. by au~bors other
This necessitates a cause for God. .A syllogism is the than those given, and of the remammg thirteen very
simplest form in which to put it, and it may be stated l~ttle is known. To Ezra (w~o. is suppose~ to bav
thus, taking the Christian statement for the major hved about 450 B.c.) the credit Is usually g1ven of
premia:
putting them into shape with the help of Nehemiah,
1. There can be no personality without a preceding who is also !!Upposed to hav lived in the same cen.
cause.
tury. When the canon was finally closed is not
How Long Did the Jews Stay in EgypU
2. God is a person. [Also a Christian statement.] known. It was not considered inspired by its writers,
LuDLOW, VT., April 28. 1882.
3. Therefore he must have bad a preceding cause. a_nd the belief in inspiration did not become general To THE EDITOB. oF Tim TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Can you tell
[The inevitable logical deduction.]
t1ll the first century before Christ. It was changed me where in the Bible I can find authority for the statement
There is no escaping this. If no e:ffect can be a~ the whim of the compiler. The l~st ~ewish c~un that the Jews remained in Egypt 215 years? There is a claim
Yours truly,
H. P. GIBSON.
greater than its cause, then the cause of God niust be ml ~o ac~ on the canon was at Jamma, ln. Palestme, that)t was 430.
at least equal with him. What was that cause? and wh10h town was the seat of the Sanhedr1m from 70
When Christians see what a dilemma the setting
where ia it now? And what waa the cause of that to 135 B.c.
of 215 years for the Jews' sojourn in Egypt leads
ca.use? Where shall we find the first cause? It
The New Testament is as much, if not more, mixed them into, they grasp at a straw to help them out.
could not be God, for he, being organized personality, than the Old. The four gospels were not written by This straw is found in Exodus xii, 40, which says:
must ha.v had a cause, and that cause must hav been the evangelists, and only a few of the books of the "Now the sojourning of the children of Israel, who
an organized personality (on the Christian eta tement New Testament have any pretense to authenticity. dwelt in Egypt, was four hundred and thirty years."
that one organized personality must come from a It would occupy too much space ,to giv all the his- But this does not help the case. The verse does not
preceding one). And so we go on with an endless tory of the Bible, and our friend is referred to Bron- say that all their sojourning was done in Egypt,
succession of organized personalit.ies or gods. 'The ~on Keeler's "Short _His~ory of t?e Bib~e,'' which while the other copies of the Bible-the Vatican
chain would never end, as the cham of cause and ef- lB devoted to an exammat10n of th1s question.
copy, the Alexandrian version, and the Samaritanfeet never will. It could not hav had a beginning,
Befor.e dropping the subject, however, it migh~ be say the sojourning was done in Egypt and the land
and it cannot hav an end.
appropnate to remark that every copy of the B1ble of Canaan. St. Paul says that the time, from the
How much easier then, and how true, is the iiCien- published by the American Bible Society bears a lie making of the promis to Abraham to the giving of
tific atatement that the universe always existed l upon its title page, i.e., "translated out of the origi- the law, was four hundred and thirty years. From
ETery effect must hav a cause, and every cause pro- nal Greek." How a book can be translated out of a the making of the promis to the going down into
duces its e:ffect. There is no end either way. "God" language in which it does not exist, nor ever did, the Egypt of the seventy souls, was two hundred and
cannot be plumped down in the middle of the chain society does not explain; but it will not deny the fifteen years, JI,Ccording to the generations given.
and set at work both ways. The chain cannot be fact that there is no "original Greek" version of the Subtracting this two hundred and fifteen years from
wrenched apart and a link put in longer than the Jewish. scriptures, which are about as likely to hav four hundred and thirty years, leaves two hundred
whole. If he is a cause, he must likewiae be an first ex1sted in Greek as the Morey letter is to hav and fifteen years as the period the Jews stayed in
effect. There is no room for two infinits. Logic is been originally written in Chinese. If Mr. Sanford Egypt. This is also in accordance with the dates
the last thing for Christianity to appeal to, f0r it in- happens to havever contributed anything toward the assigned in the marginal notes by the Bible comevitably destroys the whole fabric. The leaders main~enance of this society, it looks to us as though pilers. God told Jacob to go down into Egypt, and
recognize this fact and confine themselvs to dogmatic he m!ght recover damages from it upon the ground said he would go with him. The account of this is
aaaertions, which they endeavor to bolster up with that 1t has obtained money under false pretenses.
given in Genesis xlvi, and the date assigned is 1706
false statements and forged documents like this,
·
B. c. Mter they got there the Egyptians oppressed
"When Rogues Fall Out," ete.
which is also going through the more ignorant religthem sorely, but the Jews stood it till Moses was
born,
and then he headed a rebellion. God told
ious papen:
The following, from the Methodist, is very good so
"There livs at this time in Judea a man of singular virtue, far as it goes, but the whole truth is not told. There them, through Moses, to borrow all th~ Egyptians'
whose name is Jesus Christ, whom the barbarians esteem as a are many institutions in this city as bad as this, and jewelry-a command they obeyed with wonderful
alacrity, and a scrupulous fidelity to details, adding,
prophet, but his followers love and adore him as the offspring they are by no means all Catholic:
of the immortal God. He calls back the dead from the graves,
on their own hook, the old clothes of the Egyptians
and heals all sorts of diseases with a word. or a touch. He is a " Some revelations recently made respecting the Roman -and then get out of Egypt between two days.
tall man, and well shaped; of an amiable' and reverend aspect; Catholic Protectory, just beyond our city limits, in Westchester
his hair of a color that can hardly be matched, falling into county, bring to light about the biggest specimen of ecclesiasti- This the Jews did. The date of this . confiscation
graceful curls, waving about and very agreeably touching upon cal greed on the one hand, and of political subserviency and and flight is assigned to 1491 B. c. Therefore, the
his &boulders, parting on the crown of the head, running as a corruption on the other, that we hav lately fallen upon. There time they sojourned in Egypt can be stated with exstream to the front after the fashion of the Nazarites; his fore- are in this institution, at this time, about two thousand children actness, or elae the Bible lies:
head high, large, and imposing; his cheeks, without spot or (formerly, there were fewer), sent there chiefly by the criminal Time Jacob :went into Egypt . .
1706 B.C.
wrinkle, beautiful with a lovely red; his nose and mouth formed courts of the city; and, though it is legally and practically a
• 1491 "
with exquisit symmetry; his beard thick and of a color suitable church institution, owned and governed in all things by its own Time Moses and crowd left Egypt
to his hair, reachin~ below his chin, and parting in the middle officers, who are exelusivly and intensely Romanists, and in its
Number of years they stayed in Egypt.
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like a fork; look, mnocent, dignified, manly, and mature; in whole ·system of instruction and management it is altogether a
proportion of body, most perfect and captivating; his hands Roman Catholic school, it is still fed by the public funds to the
Josephus, the Jewish historian, givs this period,
and arms most delectable to behold. He rebukes wtth majesty, tune of nearly a quarter of a million a year. For the years and he is sustained at the present day by the best
tounsels with mildness, his whole address, whether in word or 1869 to 1881 (both inclusiv) its receipts from the public treas·
Jeed, being eloquent and grave. No man has seen him laugh, uryrounded up $2,639,296-a little ovPr $200,000 per year, and biblical scholars. Of course, all these dates are
yet his manners are exceedingly pleasant; but he has wept fre- very considerably more than five dollars per week for each in- ·taken from the Bible itself, and are true if it is true,
quently in the presence of men. He is temperate, modest, and mate during all those years. It professes to copy the example and false if it is false. If the Jews went into Egypt
wise, a man, for his extraordinary beauty and divine affections, of the House of Refuge in preparing these chrildren for activ at all, they "sojourned" this length of time. The
surpassing the children of men in every sense " (Description €>f life, afld then for places in the families of those who may wish authorship of the Pentateuch is unknown, and at best
Jesus by Publius Lentulus, president of Judea in the reign of their services; but quite lately a number of families in the is a very imperfect history. The account of creation
Tiberius Cresar).
neighborhood applieil for children and were refused-simply is now positivly known to be false, and if Genesis
because the applicants were not Romanists. This is what the
This is a very clumsy forgery, commonly attrib- Roman Catholic authorities hav the effrontery to ask and do; is false the rest of it probably is. The kindest thing
uted to Jerome Xavier, who lived and lied about this .is what our politicians of 'both parties help them to Q.o; we can say of it is that it is legendary; that on the
the year 1600. No Christian of any note is willing this IS the way that Protestants allow themselvs to be taxed for top of a very little truth the writers piled an imto riak his reputation by quoting this. Publius Lentu- the support of Roman Catholic breeding establishments. Was mense amount of falsehood. They may hav told
Ius is only supposed to hav preceded Pilate; it is not there ever such fatuity elsewhere?"
these tales, and heard them told, so often they finally
known either way, but the probabilities are against
It remains for the Methodist to come out squarely believed them; but that is no reason why the world,
him. The only Publius Lentulus of any note was he now, and tell how many thousands of dollars its with its added knowledge, should now do so.
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The Newark Blasphemy Case.

The following is the list of subscribers whose names
will appear in the second volume, which is rapidly
nearing· completion. If any who· hav sent the "V"
notice any error in it they will do us a favor by in.
forming us at once.
We shall see the list grow
with feelings of pleasure, as every one who subscribes helps Mr. Bennett and benefits himself:

It is reported th~tt on' A.pril 14th W. H. Rosentrauch, of
Newark, N. J., was arrested for blasphemy at the instigation
of !I' person who is .a Ger!llan. Catholic. The accused gave $250
bail. Blasphemy 1s a cnme m New Jersey, punishable by fine
or one year's imprisonmeut. But it appears that the blasphemy
charged is alleged to hav been committed against the Virgin
Mary, which makes the case really interesting. I presume that
the New Jersey law in reference to blasphemy was framed with
very little, if any, 1;eference to the holy madam, nay, indeed,
perhaps the first legislators of that state would hav considered
iL as good or as bad as blasphemy even to assert that disrespectful mention of the Virgin constituted blasphemy. To
render the Virgin a blasphemable person the law must regard
her as a goddess-a deity, in fact. Well, that is what she
real!~ is, but is she that in New Jersey law?
That i~ the
que~tion. From a Roman Catholic point of view, the Virgin
being a goddess, and a modern successor of A.starte, Isis, and
Venus, the defendant is guilty of blasphemy. ~ut if the defendant is not himself a Roman Catholic, the question arises,
How can he be obligated to the Virgin Mary's religion, and be
held amenable to its penalties? This question we ask in the
United States, and not in Spain. The laws of these states werA
not intended to be any particular protection to the above goddess, unless she could succeed in another incarnation of he1·self,
and be born as a citizen of the republic, or naturalized to it as
an alien, and I hear of no ~igns of her presence among us, or
the probability that it will happen. For all that, it is not impossible that the Protestants of New Jersey may conspire with
the Roman Catholics to convict the defendant. If so, and they
succeed, let the defendant bravely bear the burden unjustly luid
upon him, and console himself with the fact that ttJ.e day of
their visitation is not very far off. ·
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pleasure in adding new

WE hav in press (ready for mailing in about a
week) the "Chronicles of the Pilgrims in the Land
of Yahweh." Our readers all know its merits. It is
a considerable improvement on the Bible chronicles,
inasmuch as it contains sound sense, and a truthful
description of Palestine. We hav extracted it from
the second volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the
World," .and printed it in this form to accommodate
the many who ,hav expressed a desire for it to
loan to friends without breaking the set of travels.
It is some 460 pages, bound in cloth, and sells for
one dollar, postpaid.
MR. FoLLET sends for two more charters for
Leagues in Illinois; one at Braidwood (Ferris Burr,
secretary), and one at Dana (James McHenry, secretary). The friends at Vineland, N. J., hav also organized and applied for a charter (Mrs. M. E. Tillotson, secretary). This is the way the League dies,
Mr. Underwood.
J. H. BuRNHAM is speaking before the Liberal
League of Pittsburgh, Pa., during May. His address is care G. W. D. Carpenter, Neville ave., Mt.
Washington, Pittsburgh, Pa.
OuR friend Jamieson is going to start a local
paper at Pepin, Wis. It will be devoted to building
up the great Northwest, and tearing <lown Christianity.
·

A. Note from Mr. Green.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SREKER, Sir : Allow me to
say to the Liberals of the state of New York, and especially to
those of the western part of the state, that I shall be home
June 1st and thereafter up to A.ugust 23d, when the Freethinkers' ·convention will be held. I desire to devote my time
to lecturing and organizing Leagues in that state, and I hereby
request all who desire my services to at once address me at
Salamanca, N.Y.
H. L. GaEEN.

The accused is indicte_d under the sixty-sixth section of the
Crimes act, which reads as follows:
"If. anv per~on shall wilfully blaspheme the holy name of God by
denymg, ·cursrng, or contumeliously reproaching Ws peingor provi.
denee, or by cursing or contumeliously reproaching J•·sus Chri~t or
the Holy Ghost, or the Christ1an religion or the holy word ,...f God
(the canonicalscrlntures contained in the Old and New Testaments),
or by profane s~otnng at or exposing them or nny of them to con.
tempt and ridicule, then every person thus offending ehall on cor..
viction thereof be punished by a fine not exceeding $200, or irn.
prisonment at hard labor not exceeding twelve months, or both."
The section ·of the Crimes act immediately preceding the one
just quoted is even more irobecil and brutal. It provides that
"All impostors in rAliglon, such as personate our aavior. Jesus
ChTist, or suffer their followers to worshlp or pay them divine hon.
ors, or terrify, delude, or abuse the people by false denunciations of
judgments shall on conviction be puni;hed for every such offense by
a fine not exceeding $100, or imprisonment not exceeding six months,
or both."
The following is the complaint made before Edward M
Weiss, the justice who held the accused to bail:
"State of New Jersey, county of Passaic. Before Edward l\1
Weiss. one of the justices of the peace in and tor said connty, personally appeared Gottfried Deutschle, and being dulv sworn, saith
that Wolf Hirsch Rosenstraucb did, on or about the 27th day of De·
cernber, 1881, in the city of Paterson, county of Passaic, at the place
502 Main street, in said clty, in the presence of his f><mily, wilfnllv
blaspheme, curse, and contumeliously reproach Jesus Christ and the
noly mother of God by •aying JAsus Christ is a - - , and l'lxposed
Jesus Christ to ridicule anr1 contempt against the laws of this state

without cause."
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CI'Lsh for the renewal of THE TRUTH SEEKER, which is a virtue
worthy of imitation by all. While the Christian church leaders
had Mr. Bennett shut up in their bastile at A.lbany, Mr. Tabor's
sympathies were deeply mortified by the most cruel and outragtlous prosecution against an A.merican bookdealer. Mr.
T»bor was deeply moved by Mr. Bennett's letters during that
time, they savored so of the greatness of the man. A.t one time,
on meeting me in the street, just after he had been reading one
of those letter&, he said to me, ''Mr. Moore, I don't believe
there is another man in this country, who, under the same circumstances, could write such cool, intelligent letters."
Some .years ago, at a Spiritual camp-meeting a few miles
from the city, a certain doctor was addressing the audience,
and in the course of his remarks he was telling the Bible story
about the forty-two children torn up by the bears. He said
those little children were out playing, and by and by they saw
an old man coming along without much hair on his head One
boy said to the others, ''Let us hav some fun with him." A.nd
as the old man came up to them, he said, " Go up, thou bald
head, go ! " and at this God sent two bears out on the little
boys, and they were torn all up. "Now," said the doctor, in
his peculiar way, and with emphasis, "that was a dumb fool
of a God."
It so happened that there was a hardshell Baptist within
the sound of the doctor's voice, who immediately became
alarmed for the honor of God, and after sweltering over it for
about two months, came down to the city with the case, and as
Mr. Tabor was always ready to giv a little legal counsel free of
charge, he went to him and laid his case before him. Mr.
Tabor was not long in giving his judgment in the case, and
that was, that he ought to go home and attend to his own business aud God would attend to his. But this did not quell the
Baptist's religious indignation. He Wtlnt off to the squire's and
filed a bill against the doctor for blasphemy, and had him duly
arraigned before the l!l,w. The case was adjourned over for
trial. Mr. Tabor was retained by the doctor. The doctor
and I went. into the squire's offic.e before Lhe_ time fiJCed upon
for the tlial. I saw therP some eight or ten nch farmers who
had been at that camp-meeting, all Liberal in thought, but the
plaintiff was not there. I went out and soon met Mr. Tabor.
He asked me if I was at that meeting. I told him that I was.
He then asked me what the doctor said. I told him as above.
He said that he supposed the doctor meant that God who
showed Moses his back parts and not the God of the universe.
Of course I sairl it was this Bible God that the doctor was
t>tlkin,.; about, and here we parted, I going up to the squire's
office, and he goin~~: .to look up this hardshell Baptist.
'rime paosed on, and finally, nobody appearing as a
complainant, the case was dismis~ed. Soon afttr I met Mr.
•rabor, and he told me tbat he had tak~ri this hardshell Baptist up into his office alone, and told h1m he had better just
drop the case and go home. "Oh, no," he said, "that would
not do; this blasphemy must be put down," and w he went
on at some length on the importance of standing up for God
and his dear son, our Lord aud Savior Jesus Christ. I told
him, said Mr. Tabor, that I had been up to the squire's office,
and had seen the men that were there, and knew they meant
business. "If you lose your case," said he to the hardshell,
" which you will, you will be arrested for perjury before you
leave the city." Mr. Tabor said·at this the old· man began to
shake in his boots. "I then told him," said he," that the
best thing he could do would be to go right down, get into his
buggy, and go home, and off he went in a hurry."
The funeral of Mr. Tabor was held at his own res'dence,
which was a large one. The religious services were conducted,
as I hav said, by an orthodox Christian clergyman. Mr. Tabor
h&d been on very sociable terms with this gentleman for some
time, their residences being n~ar together. Mr. 1'abor had
often named him to me as a very Liberal man in his v1ews. It
was only a matter of timP, he' thought, if he kept on reading
and investigating the claims of Christianity from the Freethinker's standpoint, when he would be out of that old super- ,
sLition. He had read Greg's " Creed of Christendom." •· Supernatural Religion" by Prof. Newman, Judge Waite's work,
etc., and he seemed to be well pleased with this class of scholarly
and Infidel reading, all of which establishes the claim that there
is no found&tion for orthodo~ Christianity in truth and in fact.
It is, as Judge Waite calls it, the grandest system of fraud that
ever was palmed off on the human racA.
During his discourse over the dead body of Mr. Tabor, the
Baptist divine claimed that there was an understanding between
Mr. Tabor and himself that in case Mr. Tabor died before he
did he (Mr. Holmes) was to preach his funeral sermon. What
kind of a real and Parnest understanding this was OJ! the side
of Mr. Tabor, while he (Mr. Holmes) was in good and regulnr standing as an orthodox minister_.in the Christian church,
that Mr. Tabor had denounced in my presence, but a few days
before his sickness, as the offspring of harlots-the Roman
Catholic church being their mother-! will leave any one that
was acquainted with Mr. Tabor as an out-and-out and outspoken
Infidel to what he called the Christian superstition, to judge for
themselvs.
The foundation of evangelical Christianity, is vicarious
atonement aud thA total depravity of every human being; this
is what the Rev. Mr. Holmes, as an acknowledged minister of
that church, must profess to believe in order to maintain his
position as minister. And this is whaL he calls truth, when he
told Mr. Tabor, with tears in his eyes, '·I wish you could see it
as I do." And then he tells us over Mr. Tabor's tlead body
that he answered him with as mucn feeling aud with intense
>eriousne~s, "I wish for my sake, and for ttle sake of others,
that I could."
Now I do not pretend to say that Mr. Tabor did not say
these very words, hut if so he must hav been in one of those
eccentric fits that the lawyer speaks of him as having at times.
In all my acquaintance with Mr. Tabor for the last twelve
years, I never saw anything like this condition of brain present
with him. It w&s always that of Christianity being a superstition gro<> ing out of former super~tiLions, and he could no
more believe in this Christian Holy Ghost story than he could
believe in the former .ones out of which this one grew. Of
course everybody that knew Mr. Tabor knows that he would
be the last man: to say that he would wish to believe, under any
circumstances, something that he had the evidence to prove
was a rovth and had no existence in truth and in fact.
But l\ir. Tabor has left us' in person, and, as has been said,
his char&cter as a moral and intelligel't l!'reethinker and au
upright man iu all his dealings with his fellow-man is otill with
us and worthy of imitation by all, whether inside or outside of
the Christian church.
S. D. MooRE.
.Adrian, Mir.h., l\fay 2, 1882.

Another Old 'Iruth Seeker Gone~
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : It is with
much regret that I hav to tell you, and the readers of our paper,
of the death of Lorenzo Tabor, whose body was consigned to
the silent mansions of the dead on last Sunday. Mr. Tabor
had resided in A.drian over forty years. He was a lawyer of
the most open, candid, honest, intelligent and benevolent kind,
always wanting to get at the truth of the facts in the case, so
that justice might be done, and peace maintained among the
people. He had been, for a long number of years, an open
and an avowed Infidel to what he called the Christian superstition, though his wife, a very worthy woman, had a seat in the
Christian church. I made her a call this morning, to sympathize with her in the great loss that she had ntet with in the
death of so worthy a husband. In the course of my remarks
to her, as a comforter, I proposed to write a little obituary concernin'g the·life, character, and death of her husband, to be
published in THE TRUTH SEEKER, as he had bePn one of its
patrons so lou~; but she declined to accept my offer, and most
respectfully asked me to dro!l the editor a card, telling him to
stop the paper, which, of course, I consented to do, and will
also comply with her request not to write any obituary of her
husband's private and domestic character, though I feel certain
that it was equally as honorable to him as his public charactPr
was, in the capacity of a man and citizen. Of course, his public
character, which he leaves behind him, belongs to the public,
and it is for us to make what use we can of it to build ourEelvs
up with. Therefore, let us be wise enough to hav an ambition
to try to emulate his virtues, as Freethinkers, and to avoid his
mistakes, in intimating, even in a playful way, that we would
be willing to hav a Christian clergyman, while he is an acknowiedged orthodox te&cher of what we except to as a superstition,
hold forth as a religious exponent over our dead bodies, before
the people, e~en if he should promis (as it seems this benevolent divine did Mr. Tabor) to giv us a free pas• into their orthodox heaven, on the ground of good works. For, allowing that
Noah, A.braham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, David, Rahab, Solomon,
and all that class of liars, bigamists, and murderers are there,
as the church say they are, who of us wants to take even a free
ticket for their abode? and echo answer~, Who? Let any <"ne
that has been well acquainted with Mr. Tabor here, as a man
that was always very choice of his company, just imagin him,
if they can, taking his seat in the orthodox heaven among that
class. My own opinion, honestly expressed, is that Mr. Tabor
would rather go to the other place, where he would bav the
company of such men and women as Servelus, Bruno, 'R&con,
Paine, Shakespere, Galileo, Gibbon, flume, Voltaire, Buffon,
Lucretia Mott, Mrs. A.nthony, and others of this class of mind,
that Mr. Tabor was more or less acquainted with here, through
their writings; all of whom the church has closed their heavenly
door against.
Mr. Tabor was always ready with his donation to help to support the Natioll!ll Liberal League. When the Christian church,
through its minions, made the attack on THE TRUTH SEEKER,
by an open and shameful prosecution of its editor, because he
stood up for his common rights as an editor and bookdealer,
Mr. Tabor, like a true A.merican citizen, which he was, said,
"This won't do; I will defend Mr. Bennett in his rights as an
A.merican citizen, and I will commence at once." Through
TnE TRUTH SEEKER will b.e sent to new subscribyour correspondent, he sent on his five dollars for one year,
with Viscount A.mberley's great work on the religions of the ers three months for half a dollar. Let those who
world. Then the second year, when he re~ewed, he got Paine'5 are interested in the spread of Freethought induce
works complete. He was ever prompt wfth his name, and the their friends to become trial subscribers.
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paign, a large portion of the terntories of the kmg
of Ava was confiscated and added to British territory, making- their entire East-India possessions
amount to nearly 2,000,000 square miles-an expanse of territory at least eight times that of Great
Britain and Ireland, with a population five times as
'
numerous.

.

THE SEPOY MEETING AND M.ASSA.CBES.

There is little doubt that this rebellion might have
been avoided had the English shown more consideration to the prejudices of the native soldiers, or
sepoys. These had shown themselves valorous and
loya1. on many occassioQs, and these qualities would
unquestionably have continued had not needless causes
of offense been heaped upon them. The loyalty of
the sepoy in time came to be taken for servility; his
faithfulness to duty came to be regarded as a proof
of his meanness. Cowardness could not be imputed
to him, for he };!ad fought bravely in too many exposed positions for this charge to hold. Though he
worked for one-tenth the m!)ney which the English
soldier cost his government, he nevertheless fought
with nearly equal bravery, and endured hardships with
as little complaint; and it was hard that that faithfulness should be contemned, that he should be laughed
at, and his religious predjudices broadly abused.
These causes, which really existed, began gradually
to give birth to a feeling of discontent, which culminated on the annexation of the province of Oude,
from which a considerable portion of the Indian
army, particularly the Bengal portion, had been
drawn. It was not so much that the sepoys felt
particularly aggrieved by the annexation; they of
course knew that under the English rule the country
would be better cared for than would be the case
under native princes; but their connection with the
chiefs of the province were of a friendly character,
and those chiefs found it easy to play upon their
feelings.
The ostensible cause of the meeting was fear of religion and caste; but it was not the only or even
principal cause. Other deep causes had for some
time existed. The English officer was at one time
loved and feared even as a god; but that was when
he indentified himself with the very natives whom
he commanded. It is related of l.ord Gough that
he often partook of the sweetmeats of the country,
which his native soldiers brought him, and thi1 endeared him in their esteem; but later on tb.e English officers became more haughty, and unmistakably
showed by their overbearing conduct the contempt
with which they viewed the native soldier. An officer
who scorns his subordinates cannot reasonably expect love and affection in return. The larger share
of the officers were unacquainted with their men
and held themselves alod from them, and this distant conduct in itself nurtured a feeling of hatred on
the part of the rank and file of native birth.
With the want of affection which naturally grew
up among the native element, it was very easy for
them to be keenly alive to the danger of their religious prejudices and their rule of caste being interfered with. It matters not whether the grounds for
their fears were tenable or not, they were real to
them all the same. It is said that Russian spies
made themselves officiou!'l in sowing the seeds of discontent among the native troops, a sort of compensation for their Crimean defeat, though there may
not have been as much of this as has been supposed.
But str!IDge conceits took possession of the minds of
the native soldiers, lilome ·well founded and some
without foundation; They believed that the imported salt was adulterated with ground bones; the
ghee, or melted butter, was cheapened with animal fa'
(for which they have the greatest abhorrence).
Such stories were freely circulated among them, and
they firmly believed them true, as they doubtless had
grounds for. Even the powdered bones of cows (for
which they have a sacred reverence), they believed
to have been mixed with their :flour, and the water
of the wells they believed to have been polluted by
:flesh of animals being cast into them. When inquired of what reason there was for such deeds to
be done, the reply would be: "Simply to make one
caste of us all," which was the constant burden of
the song of all the missionaries. It is also said that
Russian spies had industriously circulated the statement that the rule of the English in India was to
continue but for a hundred yearR, and having beguti
in 1757, it must terminate in 1857, which date was
at hand when these discontentments were fomented.
The mine of discontent may be said to have been
thoroughly laid throughout the country, and but a
spark was needed to fire it from end to end. That
spark was furnished when the Enfield rifle was introduced, the cartridges of which had to be greased to
facilitate their passage along the bore of the barrel.
The fat of beef and of hogs was furnished the
soldiers for this purpose. This was worse than
poison to them, and they could not use it without
doing the utmost violence to their religious feelings.
The first symptons of open discontent were exhibited at Dum Dum, a military station, and a suburb of Calcutta. This was in January of 1857. A
low caste lascar had applied to a Brahman sepoy for
water. This was a great indignity to him of the

superior caste; he indignantly refused to comply with
the request, and demanded how the ~ow caste lascar
dared to make such a request. The reply was that
the caste upon which Brahman prided himself so
much had no existence in fact, for all sepoys, of the
Brahman caste and all other, were alike required to
make use of cartridges smeared with the fat of cows
and pigs. · This taunt, in which there was too much
truth, ran like wildfire from Dum Dum to Barrachpore, where discontent was shown by several acts of
insubordination. The bolder men among the sepoys
led off in various attempts to arouse the spirit of insubordination and revolt,_and some daring attempts
were made to carry out the wild schemes they formulated.·
The Nineteenth nativ'e regiment stationed:at Berhampore simultaneously exhibited the spirit of avowed
insubordination. They positively refused to receive
the detested ammunition, and afterward broke into
the armory and took possession of their muskets.
They however yacillated, regretted the steps they had
taken, laid down their arms, and were discharged
from the service.
About the same time two sepoys of another regiment in Calcutta planned a mad attack to take the
fort at that place, and were punished. At Umballa
the 36th native regiment was still more disaffected
and gave vent to incendiary acts on a large scale.
At Lucknow the 7th Oude Irregulars became infused
with the same spirit of dissatisfaction, and being
drawn up in line for the purpose of being disbanded
they simultaneously threw down their arms and
:fled. Some were overtaken, brought back, and punished as deserters.
The g-eneral revolt, however, dates from the outbreak of Meerut, in the first week of May, when
eighty-five men of a Bengal regiment of cavalry refused to receive any cartridges, though not of the
kind to which they objected on account of the animal
fat, but those which they had been accustomed to.
They were tried and sentenced to imprisonment
from siz to ten years, and then marched off to jail.
On the following day the jail was broken into by
their comrades and they set at liberty. The 3d cavalry was then joined to the 11th and 20th-all
natives-and they rushed to arms and butchered
every European they could meet, not even sparing
women and children; they also put many natives to
death, and fired many buildings. They also proceeded to Delphi, incited that city to revolt, and
then initiated there the same mad deeds they had
enacted at Meerut. After killing men, violating
women, and then hacking them to pieces, and tossing little children on their bayonets, they proceeded
to the palace of the king, an old man of eighty years,
and proclaimed him sovereign of all India. He joined
the mutinous movement more from fear than anv
other cause. It is, of cour!'le, greatly to be regretted
that human nature, when smarting under a load of
oppression, in throwing off the restraints that have
bound them, will resort to cruel and enormous deeds,
but such, unfortunately, is often the case.
The garrison at Delphi consisted of three native
regiments and a battery of native artillery; all these
joined in the mutinous movement of their comrades
from Meerut, as well as the rabble of the city. They
attempted to gain possession of the immense supply
of war material in the city; but Lieut. Willoughby
wisely ordered the magazines to be blown up, though
he was himself so severely injured by the explosion
that his death was the consequence. Many of the
mutineers were also killed, which fortunately enabled
the remaining European inhabitants of the place to
escape to Kurnal, though they were hotly pursued on
way.
When the news of these bloody movements reached
Calcutta, of course they caused the most intense
excitement, and it is not strange that many of the
European inhabitants swore vengeance, though in
bated breath. Perhaps the only man equal to the
emergency, and who possessed the requisite coolness
and good judgment, was he who most of all needed
it, and that was the governor-general, Lord Canning,
who was loyally aided by many of the white citizens
of the town. He had but two European regiments at
Calcutta, and, of course, it would not answer to dispatch them nearly a thousand miles to Delhi, for he
knew not what moment there might be an uprising
there at the government headquarters, and they be
greatly needed there; but he immediately sent to
Lord Elgin and Gen. Ashburnham, who were on their
way to Uhina at the head of an expedition directed
to that country, begging them to return to India.
He also at the same time urged the governors of
Madras and Bombay to promptly send him all the
assistance within their power. The China expedition
were not able to arrive at Calcutta iii time to take
much part in suppressing the rebellion, though they
did service at Lucknow, which was fully brought to
terms in the following November. But the bare
assurance that they were coming was a source of
great hope and strength, and enabled the English to
accomplish the stupendous worktheyhad toperform.
The infection spread from Meerut and Delhi to
Lucknow and Uawnpore, and from thence to other
places. At Lucknow the earliest sy-mptoms of disaffection were shown by the Oude Inegulau in the

very forepart of May, froiii: which a general discon.
tent existetl among the native troops, and by the end
of the month nearly all the native regiments rebelled
together, and :fled towards Seetapore, whither they
were pursued by Gen. Lawrence, though he was un.
able to capture them. This was followed by an
insurrection in the city, and the assemblage of some
seven or eight thousand of the mutineers on the
Fyzabad road. These Lam·ence promptly attacked
but was beaten back, and finding that the canton~
ments and forts could not be safely held, he, with all
the Europeans of the place, withd:.;ew within the
residency, where they were closely besieged.
On the 3d of June the na).ive regiments at Azimgnrh rose in revolt, but they did not g-o to the extent
of committing massacres, but rode off in the direction of Ghazerpore. This led to an attempt on the
following day to disarm the Thirty-seventh Native
Regiment at Benares, which being resisted, Colonel
Neill ordered the Madras troops to fire upon the refractory regiment, which at once sent them :flying in
utter confusion.
At Cawnpore the Second Native Cavalry and the
First Native Infantry broke out on the 4th of June,
and on the next day were joined by the Fifty-third
and Fifty-sixth Native Infantries, over all of whom
the notorious Nana Sabeb of Bithoor, a titled desperado, the adopted son of the deposed Peichwa, who
had been engaged in Mahratta rebellion, assumed a
sort of general command. There were nearly a thousand Europeans there, including men, womfiln, and
children, and they, under Gen. Wheeler, hastily1 took
refuge within a feeble entrenchment, improvised for
the occasion, and there they withstood the mutineers
for nineteen days, after which time they capitulated,
the perfidious N ana pledging himself to have them
safely conveyed down the Ganges to Allahabad. Gen.
Wheeler was deceived by this fair promise, and
placed himself and over nine hundred of his compan.
ions to the care of Nana's men, but no sooner were
they in the hoats for the transfer than the -natives
commenced firing indiscriminately and mercilessly
upon them, and the thatched roofs of the boats were
set on fire, and between the two kinds of firing only
four persons out of the whole number escaped.
Those who were not killed by the firing W6re taken
pl'isoners and were put to death in cold blood in
their prison house, and this but a single day before
Gen. Havelock arrived with a force to relieve them.
Nearly a thousand of the bodies of the butchered
Europeans were thrown down a well for sepulcher,
and there they were buried, the men of Gen. Havelock not having time to dig separate graves for them.
The next revolt was at Allahabad, where, on the
first week in June, the Sixth Native Infantry, after
having voluntarily come forward to .be allowed to
be allowed to march against their brothers who had
revolted at Delhi, and these mutineers were soon
joined by the Oude Native Cavalry. A Mohammedan
moulavi setting himself up in his place as the representative of the emperor of Delhi, directed all acts of
violence that were perpetrated, till Col. Neill was
able to save the station, when, however, as was the
wont of the colonel, the innocent and guilty were
punished together.
The centers of the rebellion were thus at Delhi and
Lucknow, Cawnpore being regarded as the chief outpost of the latter. The infection also spread to Juanapore, Futtecogurh, Rohikand, and several of the important stations in Ouder. In central India several
districts were greatly agitatated, while Jhansi was
regarded as the capital of the revolt in that quarter.
There was also revolt in the dominions of Holkar
and Scindia. Though the chiefs themselves did not
rise against the English, their troops marched off at
their own instance to aid the rebellion in other localities. There were risings at Murdun, J ullundhur,
and Loodiana, in the Pnnjaub, as well as at other
places in the same district, but they were soon disarmed, and comparatively but a small number were
able to escape to aid the revolters at Delhi.
The British forces made their first advance upon
Delhi ,under Sir H. Barnard, who laid 8eige to the
city on the 8th of June. He was opposed in taking
his position with much vigor, and, to the shame of
the British subjects be it said, the rebels here were
led by traitors from the English ranks. It is hard
to blame the native troops for fighting in what they
deemed the defense of their own dear rights when
Englishmen, Scotchmen, and Irishmen proved utterly
faithless to their own cause and turned in and led
the natives against the English forces, and this f~r
money which was promised them in pay for their
shameful perfidy. The mutineers were often beaten
back, but Barnard was unable to take the place by a
coup .. He ·was unable even to invest the city, and
had all he was able to do to repel the attaqks of the
insurgents. At last, worn out by fatigue and vexation, the poor man died, and his successor, Gen.
Reid, resigning from ill-health, the command ~e
volved upon Briga:dier-General Wilson. The entire
British force was about seven thousand, while the mutineers numbered more than twice as many, and were
daily increasing. Fortunately, Brigadier-General
Nicholson arrived with reinforcements on the 14th
of August, and 1100n active operations were com·
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menced, and a victory was gained over the rebels on
the 24th at Neozuffgurh.
·
Preparations to cannonade .the city were vigorously
pushed, and two breaJJhes having been effected, an
assault was made on September 14th. The contest
was a bloody one, but mainly successful to the British forces. The assaulting party had been divided
into four columns, of which but one was defeated
and driven back, while the other three gained 1rhe
towers, bastions, and ramparts which they contended
for, and without an exception. The combat was continued through the 16th, 17th, and 18th of September, on which latter day a considerable part of the
southern portion of the city was taken. An attack
upon the palace was made on the 19th; one of the
gates was blown open, after which the British troops
gained possession of the entire city. No quarter was
given on either side. The king and his family fled,
but the old man was pursued and overtaken by Captain Hodson, and thus the siege was closed. Nearly
four thousand of the English troops fell on the
battle. field and in the hospitals, and the loss of the
native forces were fully twice as great. The pursuit
of the rebels was conducted by" Col. Greathed with
activity and severity.
In other directions, and at an earlier date, the
movements of the English forces were as active as
the nature of the case would allow. The first battle
of Havelock with the rebels took place at Futtehpore,
and the next near -the Pandos N uddee, in both of
which he was successful. It is stated that this second
o.action, which took place on July 15th, hastened the
catastrophe at Cawnpore; though it is thought that
Nana had previously planned the enormity which he
committed. He was defeatei! at Akerwa on the 16th,
Havelock proceeding thence to Cawnpore on the
17th, to find, with great grief and chagrin, that he
was one day too late. He pursued N ana to Bithoor,
and hurled the rebel's palace to the ground, but the
villain seemed to have a charmed life, and effected
his escape. Neill was now sent for from Allahabad,
and was left at Cawnpore, where he perpetrated
those frightful acts of vengeance-such as shooting
live sepoys from the large guns-which have justly
cast such a deep discredit upon the English character. These horrid cruelties were also practiced in
other parts of the country, and it is to be hoped that,
for the honor of the nation which claims to be the
most enlightened, the mostintelligent, and the most
humane, it~ fair name will never again be blackened
by such terrible deeds of atrocity.
Havelock, in the mean time, endeavored to move
on to Lucknow; and, on the passage, to give N ana
another terrible defeat at Oonas; but the rebels were
too strong for him, and he was forced to fall back
and unite his forces with those of Neill; and he was,
moreover, unable to move forward agajn until Gen.
Outram came up with further reinfercements, about
the middle of September, when they all resumed
their march upon Lucknow, after winning a victory
on the 21st at Mungulwar. The joy was great at
the Lucknow garrison upon the arrival of Haveloe"k
and Outram, and their two thousand men and somewhat more, while the insurgents numbered about
fifty thousand. The command of operations was assumed by Gen. Outram, who was senior in commaud; but they were confined for a while to beating
back the enemy, which were too numerous for them
to- openly attack. Fresh relief at last came with
Commander-in-chief Sir Colin Campbell, in November; but with his army added to those there before,
the English numbered but six thousand men; operations were, therefore, necessarily confined to a series
of isolated sieges and bombardments, but Sir Colin
conquered his way, step by step, to the Residency;
and, on the 17th of November, the garrison was relieved, and for greater security was changed to
Cawnpore. Several attacks were made on the outposts at Cawnpore by the Gwalior contingent, which
had arrived, but were beaten back; but on the 6th
of _December a general engagement took place, in
which the rebels were thoroughly defeated, and
driven toward Bithoor.
Cawnpore being thus considered safe, the forees
again moved upon Lucknow, sustaining some active
operations while on the march, while Jung Bahadoor
approached more slowly from Nepaul. In March,
1858, the English forces at Lucknow numbered some
23,000, and it was deemed best to make active movements. The first few days were employed in skirmishing, after which the rebels retaliated by a series
of assaults on the besieging force, which were every
time repelled. On the 9th of March the English
batteries opened fire, and on the lOth the outer line
of the rebels was taken. The resistance was desperate, and blood flowed freely on both sides. By the
17th of the month_ the English were complete masters of the field; though the entire dispersiOn of the
rebel forces did not take place till sometime afterward. But from that time, in all parts of India, the
war was only a series of pursuits after armed bodies
of natives; which bodies divided up into smaller
bodies, causing the pursuit to be more labored and
tedious. Leader after leader was pursued and taken;
traitor after traitor was captured and severely punished. The arch-traitor Nana alone escaped, and
has not been taken to this day. Some claim he is

dead, while others insist that he still lives in Nepaul
or Thibet, among the mountains. The final proclamation announcing the entire suppression of the re\
hellion was issued in 1859.
It would be a long and painful recital to narrate
the hardships which the numerous fresh regiments
s~nt out from England were forced to endure in this
heated climate, al'l.d landing here in the most torrid
part of the year. The conflicts on the battle-field
were but a small share of the hardships they had to
submit to. The power of the burnin~ sun struck
many to the earth, and fevers, dysentenes, and other
climatic ills proved the death of many thousands of
the poor boys fresh from the green fields and hills of
England, Scotland, and Ireland. While active
opera tiona were on foot they had much to keep up
their spirits and to nerve them on, but when these
were over, and dull camp life was only before them,
the listlessness was more severe upon them than
marches and battle!!, and many thoUiiands of them
left their bones to decay in thia fervid climate. In
many of the •regiments the proportion of deaths,
even after the war was over, amounted to forty and
fifty per cent. Bnt greater bravery has hardly ever
been displayed. N othint! more heroic than the reconquest of·this great country has yet been written.
Having won it the second time, it would seem the
English should now be considered the legitimate
owners.
THE &OVERN:U:ENT oF INDU..
It has been truthfully said that the history of the
British empire in India has no parallel in the records
of time. For so small a country as England, and
which has probably at no time had more than about
60,000 of her people here in this great country, to be
able to subdue, and re-subdue, a country containing
250,000,000 of human beings, is indeed the most
wonder;ful event, or series of events, that history tells
us anything about. As we have seen, the first appearance of the English upon this soil was simply
as traders, and they made for a long time no attempt
to conquer territory. They were not even\ armed
against the ·native races, but their contests were
with other Europeans, the Portuguese, the Dutch,
and the French. Their intire object at first was
to make money from the wealth of India, and
the enterprise of taking the entire country under
theil"\ own power, and to make it a part of their own
empire, was an after-consideration-an evolution, so
to speak, which seems at most a natural consequence
of their enterprise and their long residence in the
tempting country. The English East India Company was founded in 1600. Its first fleet was sent
out the following year, ·and commenced operations
on some of the islands southwest of the peninsula.
The factories on the main-land, at Surat, Ahmedabad
and Cambay were established in 1612. Ten years
later they were started on the Coromandel coast. In
1640 the first factory was started on the Hoogly
River, the west branch of the mouths of the Ganges,
and upon which the city of Calcutta is buih. Those
at :Bombay were not established until1667, in which
year this district was obtainE>d from the Portuguese.
The disruption of the Mogul empire led to the arming the factorie11 for protection. Upon the decline
of the Mogul power the native princes were reinstated, and they were glad to enter into alliance
with the friendly English traders among them. For
a hundred years the Portuguese, Dutch, and the
French were the English rivals, the latter ultimately
becoming nearly equal with the English. They got
at loggerheads, and one had to leave the country.
It fell to the lot of the French. The French power
collapsed about 1760, and this led to extensive
annexations to English territory, eRpecially in the
southern portion of the peninsula. The conduct of
the English during their increase of power cannot
be justified. Though the home government impeached the cruel conduct of Warren Hastings, a
long black catalogue of heartless enormities stands
on the wrong side of the ledger.
The sovereignty of the East India Company commenced in 1765. The political importance gained
had become so great that in 1772 the English Parliament decided that all civil and military corr~spond
ence regarding India should be submitted to the
king's ministers; that a supreme court of jurisdiction should be sent out to India by th~ Crown, and
that the country should be divided into three presidencies and made· subject to a governor-general and
council, the former of whom was to be approved by
the king. The three presidencies were those of
Bengal, the c!Lpital of which was Calcutta; the
Bombay district, with that city as the capital; and
Madras and the southern part of the peninsula the
third, the headquarters at that city. Later on a viceroy is sent out by the home government to rule
over India entire, whose residence is at Calcutta, the
capital of the country. His term lasts for five years,
when he is succeeded by another ineunibent at
home. In consideration of the unhealthiness of the
country, and to repay the noble lords for that exile
from their own green isle for half a d£:cade, the very
munificent sum of nearly £20,000, or $100,000, is
annually paid them, which of course is drawn from
the revenues of the country. The salaries of other
English officers in the oou11.try are in similar munifi-
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cent proportion, but India is found to be rioh enough
to pay the bills, though many millions of her sons
and daughters are groveling in the most abject
poverty.
The law-making power is a legislative council composed of the lieutenant-governor of Bengal, the
commander-in-chief of the forces, the principal secretaries of the different departments of the government, the legal member of council, with certain
leading European officials and gentlemen, with some
of the native rajahs and officials, who are appointed
and now elected by the people. The people have no
voice in chosing the law-makers or any others of the
officials of the country. The rule of the English
here up to the present time has been a pure despotism.
That this rule is not excusable to some extent at
least, I will uot attempt to dispute, though it would
be gratifying to see the lords in power more solicitous
to elevate and benefit the down·trodden masses,
rather than to draw from the country such· enormous
salaries for the comparatively 11light services performed. There is no question but what the English
have done much to improve India in the way
of the construction of railroads and telegraphs, encouraging agriculture, manufactures, and commerce,
in facilitating education, and particularly in affording a stable government, but that she might also effect other great benfits for the country is also equally
unquestionable.
'fhe revenue of India amounts to nearly £60,000000 sterling, annually, or $300,000,000. The expenditures, however, nearly equal the same heavy
sum. Thus it will be seen that the country has to
pay most handsomely for the privilege of being
ruled over by such distinguished, noble, and able
men as England sends out here, and all the people
have to do is to bestir themselves and. dig from the
soil the vast sums which is required to meet these
enormous salaries, and the numerous stipends paid
to officers 11nd soldiers for life who have served a
stipulated time in the country.
The imports of merchadise into the country, which
of course IS nearly all from England, is estimated at
.£46,000,000, or $230,000,000; and the exports £60,000,000, or $300,000,000, annually. A dependency
as rich as India was never postresssed by any country
before.
A word should be said about the subordinate governments of the country, analogous perhaps, somewhat, to the state government in America. In addition to the three presidencies named, there are two
other departmentR or divisions, to wit, the Central
Statl3s, and the Northwest Provinces, including the
Punjaub and the territory around and north of
Delhi, thus making in all five departments or provinoes, while each has a somewhat separate govennent,
partially independent of and partially connected with
the general goverment, each· having a governor of
its own, appointed, of course, by the home government; but just the precise nature of these governments I will not undertake to state, not having before me the necessary data for the purpose. Almost
everything in the country, however, including railroad!, canals, telegraphs, etc., is under government
jurisdiction. It ownli a large share of the land of
the country, and nearly everything else in it. The
government being despotic, is. of course all-powerful.
THE JtOCK TEMPLES OF INDU.•

One of the most interesting features of this
country is its rock temples, mostly cut out of the
solid rock, and beneath or partly beneath the earth's
su_rfam~, while another portion is above ground.
Feeling particularly anxious to visit some of these
rock temples, I availed myself of the opportunity
for doing so. The first one visited was the elaborate
Elephants Cavell, on an island in the harbor of Bombay, and some six or eight miles from the ApolloBunder, where we took what is called a steam-launch
-a small steamer-chartered for the purpose. As
companions for the trip I had Dr. Dudley and three
of his children, a native of the United States, but
who, with his interesting family, is now making
Bombay his home. I had the pleasure of making
his acquaintance a few years ago, when he was home
on a visit, and was most glad to meet himself and
his very pleasant Boston wife away out here in this
orientr.l world. I find them most genial and kind,
and it does one good to meet with such friends on
this reverse side of the globe. He is practicing
medicine here, and I am glad to say is meeting with
excellent success. Both the doctor and his wife are
earnest Freethinkers, which, to my tastes, makes
their society all the more interesting.
"Do you think," asked a college student of a profep;sor of theology, "that the lion and the lamb hav
ever yet Jain down together?" "I don't know,"
answered the professor, "but if they hav, I hav no
doubt that the lamb was missing from that date."
Dickens said that when the lion and the lamb lay
down together, the lamb would be inside.
WE are sometimes so impressed by a fellow-man's
estimate of his importance that we tremble at the
mere suggestion of what might hav been if the Lord
had forgotten to make him.
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viands of truth with which she was freighted with the higher branches are taught, the disposition is to·
complicate mystify, to put on the finishing touch
to make them experts in deception. Scoundrels, ras~
tain used to keep some groceries for sale in small cals, prepared to deceive and .take ad vantage of the
quantities to accommodate the poor who were not producing classes-to fit them for legislatures, to
able to buy in any other than small quantities, and establish monopolies and rings; to enrich the few
about that time, one autumn, I was skipper of a and oppress the many; which makes the government
small fishing craft off the coast of Portland, and put and the church, politically and religiously, the worst
into that place for a harbor. Being entirely out of gambling machine the world has ever known. Belief,
flour and not having the money to get a whole bar- belief belief, the catch-word to promote all deception
rei
bethought me of father Hacker's store, and all ra~cality. I hav seen for a long time that th~
forthwith made him a call, and found him "eating attention of the masse<~ needed to be called to an exof the tree of knowledge"-an apple. There was much p'osition of the facts. The vile and vicious monopopractical significance, thought I, in that act, for lizers will never let up, never become honest enough
sedentary men, and a putting into practice what he to ease up, until the masses are informed of the facts
in his paper had previously recommended as a diet sufficien.tly to rise in rebellion to their oppression,
instead of the flesh-pots of, Egypt. Who wonders
Of the professions, such as doctors, ministers, .lawthat his paper was stored so full of useful knowl- yers, politicians, and the press are all united to carry
edge when its editor fed on such fruit as once grew out the gambling; as long as they can make the
on that famous tree in Adam's orcha.rd? It happened; masses believe that they are needed to take care of
however, the captain had no flour nn hand, but, in them, so long will they rule and swindle the people.
obedience to the promptings of his large bump of To inspire your customers with belief, supposition,
benevolence, he immediately offered to lend me cash confidence in what you tell them, the bargain is
enough to get a barrel if I would pay him in three made, your object gained, your project sure, hence,
weeks. I thanked him for his kindness, but declined, followed up, your fortune is made.
saying I would swap some mackerel for some flour.
Turn to your lexicographers, and you flnd the word
"Well, then," said he, "I will tell you where to go belief is defined to mean the absence or want of
to get it." He then mentioned the house, number, knowledge, ignorance; and if the absence of know land street, and said the men were men of honesty Pdge, ignorance, does not make a fool, I do not.
and principle. I call~d on them and told them who know what will. Hence all reformers should c~ease
sent me, and was told if I would always do what to use that most pernicious of words. "Believe or
Hacker told me I should do well. I got my flour be damned," but I say unto you if you believe you
and fo~nd it remarkably good, and I remember I are already damned. Believe, or I will kill you, and
wondered why I could not get as good flour in Har- if I do not believe you will kill me. Such has been
wich for the same price. The name of one of the the basis or the beginning of all wars, in the history
firm was York; the other I hav forgotten.
of the whole world of the past. The word belief is,
I remember also reading in his paper an account or ought to be, discarded in all courts of justice. No
of his disguising himself and attending a phrenolog- witness is ever allowed to go upnn the stand and tesical lecture, where he was put forward for examina- tify to what he believes, but what he knows of the
tion, and was recommended to the audience as just case. As long as the church people can make the
the person with whom to depos;.t charitable gifts for thing called government believe they ought not to be
distribution among the poor.
taxed, so long we, who are Liberals and reformers,
These things may be considered trivial, but they, are compelled to support the churches whether we
with other evidences, portray tpe character of the wish to or not. For my part I am sick of it, and
man and show why he is now dependent upon his propose to rebel; and seek for justice and peace if I
friend for aid. Had he been less unselfish he prob. hav to fight for it. I choose the true weapons of
ably would hav been a man of means.
love if by them I can gain my end!",
B. F. RoBBINS.
N.H. DILLINGHAM, M.D.

profit to myself, and circulated it among others
Igreat
with more or less good results. I remember the capOvocA. I ow A, May 4, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is my "V," which, if it is too
late to send the editor off, or yet bring him bac4:,
may still be in season to welcome him home.
Please send the bnoks to my address.
Yours truly,
CLARA. A. DEMING.
SALIDA, CoL., May 1, 1882.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find $5, for which
you will please send me Bennett's _Eooks of his
travels. I am well pleased with THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER,
and an sure the books will suit me better than the
Christian Bible.
OTIS WHITE.
AsHLAND, April 26, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find a money ordflr
for flve dollars, for which send the two or three
volumes of "A Truth Seeker Around the Worlcl," to
A. D. Helman, Ashland, Oregon. Send mine bound
in leather. I received the first volume all right,
wa'l much pleaserl with it, and I got you a subscriber
for it. The reason I wanted mine bound in leather
was I think it will last longer, and I want them to
last' as long as possible, for I am bound to believe
that D. M. Bennett's history around the world will
do more good than all the histories that hav ever
been written by man. I suppose by the time this
reaches you he will be nearly home. That he will
reaoh there safe and sound is the prayer of your
humble servant,
0. CooLEDGE.
May 7,1882.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERs: A friend of mine (Mr. Garwood of Bfl.ltin:.ore) tells me he has just been to see
the Hackers, lnd that poor old Mrs. Hacker is actually sick from need of proper food! I hav appealed
to you often in behalf of this old couple, and many
of you hav kindly responded with needed help. But
' something more is required than spasmodic assistance. These old people are past helping themselvs,
and we mu;>t do something t~at shall be permanent.
Mr. Garwood kindly offers to receive and forward
remittances, and convert postage stamps into money
for Mr. Hacker's use, and proposes that fifty or one
hundred of us Liberals shall donate 25 cents a month
regularly, and send it to him.
Now I, for one, will do this, and I will to-day send
in my first contribution. I am sure fifty readers of
my pet paper can and will do as much. It is but
little tor us, but will make the old couple comfortable as long as they live. All donations will be
acknowledged in THE TRUTH SEEKER. Please begin
at nnce right n·ow, and send the first month's in
stalment of 25 cents t<;> C. Garwood, Box 878, Baltimore, Mrl.
It is not charity, but justice, that I ask for on behalf of this poor old couple, Hopefully, ELMINA.
OREGON, Mo.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Roberts's letter, with no address
but ''Yates City," speaks of Jeremiah Hacker, an
Infidel work"r of old time, being in want. Surely
we ought to do as much for our own as the poor deluded zealots of hell-flre and the devil do for theirs.
This old man has suffered in our cause. We ean understand how he must hav been treated who dared
to openly avow his admiration of the illustrious immortal Paine fift.y years ago. Thirty-five years ago
an Infidel came to Mt. Vernon, Ohio, lecturing. His
arguments were calm, but conclusiv as geometrical
demonstrations-albeit in manner and words free of
offensivness. On the second night, after he was
nearly through, a miserable, cross-roads pulpit
pounder got up, and for fifteen minute_s denounced
him with hell-fire, depicting him on his death-bed
howling like Tom Paine and Voliter (meaning Voltaire) for mercy. "Never was any man so completely
used up," sairl almost everybody, "as is this cursed
Atheist." A mob began to howl, stones and eggs
were hurled. "I'm a Christian, by God," cried a
great drunken bully, "and no man shall liv who
talks of my savior as that man does." ''Hurrah!
Give him h-1, d -m the d--d Infidel." Next issue
the papers spoke of how "the man's arguments were
riddled by the Rev. Poundtext," all of which I saw,
and part of which I was.
Let us hav Mr. Jeremiah Hacker's address, and let
every Liberal contribute what he judiciously can,
We ought to sustain one broken-down preacher of
light if they crtn sustain hundreds and thousands of
oracles of darkness.
C. I.
[Jeremiah Hacker's address is Berlin, New Jersey.
He needs hel.p, and should hav it from the Liberals
of the country. It is an argument of the churches,
that Liberalism has no pnblic benefits. In the matter
of colleges, we can point with pride to Girard and
James Lick's and other donations to science and education. We are going to hav an orphans' home at
Liberal, Mo., and let us at least hav the case of
Jeremiah Hacker to instance where the Liberals hav
taken care of their poor.-Ed. T. S.)
HARWICH, MAss., May 7,1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please fin<l within $1 for Jeremiah
Hackt>r. I wish it were thousands instead of one.
Years ago I took passage in the Portland Pleasure
Boat, and partook!from weeklto week of tbe precious
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GREENVILLE, OR., April 16, 1882.
YELL MISHTER BENNETT: Inclosed you viii find dot
I sends you a money order for $3 for your paper, der
TRUTH SEEKER for a year. I took him dree months
for trial, ap.d I likes him better as any paper ever
I reads. Send him from de first of April for a year.
I vas a Catholic for twe,ty-seven years und dinket
all der times dat I vas von of Christ's sheeps. I did
dinks dat der wools on me vas longer as a fifty.
pounds flour sack, but der TRUTH SEEKER makes all
der wools fall off; and ·o mine Got, vat a fools I vas
to dink dot I vas one of Christ's wedders! Now I
vear der sheep's skins any more never at ails. Now
some der Christian wedders und ewes dinks I viii go to
hell shure mitout I vears der sheep's skins. Now I
dinks dey vill makes one big mistake, for dey dink dat
dey vears vool in dis vorld, and dat dey vi1l be covered mit chickun fedders und hav vings likes one pig
rooster in der next vorld. I takes de flag of liberty
for my vings, und vill hav no more to do mit der
sheeps und vool pisness, for dats played out mit me
as one pig humpug.
Please send me some der posters to stick lip dat
tells about der TRUTH SEEKER. Goot day mit you und
your frow.
Yours truly,
NICHOLAS CRisT.
MR. EDITOR: My religion is humanity; the world,
my churnh. My philanthropy, my pr;inciples, lead
one to do something to help the laborer, the actual
producers, out of the snare of the monopolists. who
consist of the government and the thing called religion, which are summed up in legislation of church
organizations, cliques, rings, thieves who base all their
operations on that one accursed word, belief. Belief,
the catchword of all speculation, deception, trade,
trespass, fraud, and rascality. All you hav to do is
to appear sanctimonious, serious, and plausible enough
to make your victims believe that you are honest
and tfue. Then you hav them. Preach to them the
scarecrow stories of that old book, the Bible, that no
one knows when, where, or by whom, or for what
purpose it was written, until you hav so frightened
them that they will put their hands in their pockets
and hand out enough to build up yonder gaudy edifices, with their tall steeples, filled with foolish people, dedicated to God, and protected from his wrath
by a lightning-rod. Heathen idolatry, from beginning to end, so that the priests, the clergy, are nought
but a set of gospel gamblers, eitker fools or knaves.
If they are really honest, and ·believe what they
preach, they are fools; if not, why, thea, they are
knaves; doubtless more knaves than fools. This
hereditary transmission of ignorance is passed down
from generation to generation, therefore the dulness
of progress in all past ages, so, if one is satisfied
with what they hav, whether the almighty dollar or
ignoxance, they will eternally remain where they
are-in ignorance. All that is wanted in speculation,
or enterprise, is to make your customers believe.
Keep them in ignorance of what your designs are,
and you are sure to accomplish what you wish.
In all our schools for education, particularly where

CHENEY, W. T., April 26, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: While stopping in the town of Sprague
a few days, I visited many of the leading men, and
finding an element that, if rightly managed, will
prove a success, I purchased a lot, and offered to
deed it to the town of Sprague for the purpose of
erecting a Liberal church. After making the proposition I was offered other lots for the same purpose.
I would hav addressed the people there on the issue,
but there is not a hall in the place. The town is
growing fast. The N. P. railroad shops are a great
help. The country is as yet sparsely inhabited, and
sectarianism is not yet the ruling power. There will
be a meeting held to consider the subject as soon as
arrangements can be made. What I want to· know is
if we can expect any help 'from the old Empire state.
B. F. WARDWELL, Box 165.
SALESVILLE, MoN., April 30, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Since the publication of my letter in
your issue of March 25th, I hav received many letters from Liberals in various parts of the country,
asking about Montana. For their benefit I hope you
will publish this letter.
It seems t:lil.at railroad· monopolists are publishing
this country, of course for their interests, and are no
doubt coloring the picture. The circular, therefore,
should be received with many doubts. Another fact
to be remembered is that distance lends charms to
the scene. Many will come here to be disappointed.
Some will expect to find money growing on the sage
bush. There are untold millions of the precious
metal hid away in the grand old mountains, but it
takes work to get it out. This bunch grass will furnish. food for thousands of stock that will bring
money. This virgin soil will yield beautiful crop& of
grain, and clear, cold, never-failing stream<~ are not
wanting to turn the spindles of manufacture, but
then all take work and money. This far-off mountain
country is now being penetrated with one of the
great trans-continental railroads, the Northern Pacific,
which is being rapidly pushed to completion. It has
already built a branch railroad from Oden .to Butte,
the great Leadville of Montana. These roads are
giving life and activity to all kinds of business.
These will bring thousands of people here, many
with scarcely money enough to get here, and the
demand for laborers that now exists may ·be overdone. Wages are now higher than last year, and as
far as I know, higher than anywhere in the states.
Farm hands get from $35 to $50 a month, and are
scarce at that. Girls receive for doing housework
from $25 to $40 a month .. By the way, women are
scarce here, there being G.t least five times as many
men as women. We are greatly in neerl of ten
thousand or more good, virtuous, young women, for
wives for bachelors. It seems, however, that wages
for labor keep up, notwithstanding the numbers who
come. I think all who come for the next two years
can get work. The railroads will be completed by
that time. Those who hav money to set up for
themselva can find no better field than this. There
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are thousands of acres of fine land to be had simply
for the taking of them. There is plenty or water
running back to the ocean · to irrigate the land
with .. There is an abundance· of good pine timber
. on the mountains, free to all. Our great mining
camps giv us a sure markPt. Stock of all kinds do
liv the year around. On the range some die, but the
loss will not exceed ten per cent, and that is cheaper
than to feed over in Kansas. We hav to irrigate,
.but that· is no detriment. We can grow twice as
much per acre as any state or country where it rains.
We hav sprouted grain in harvest t1me here. Our
grain is the. very best, and I believe the census shows
the average yield of oats and wheat is the highest in
Montana. Our society is fully as good as anywhere
in the states.
We hav a good system of free public schools, and
one that does not allow the Bible to be used in the
schools. We are not cu1:sed with any Christian Sunday law. We can work ')r play, dance or pray, and
no Comstock can hav us arrested. Tha~ is, we hav
no statute making ·it penal to work on Sunday.
Under the rule of the common law some good Christian judge might fine us. rhere are more outspoken
Liberals here than churcn-members. No one nPed
be afraid to say he is ~ Liberal here; our foremost
and best citizens are outspoken Infidels. We hold
the trumps, and mean to use them, too.
The climate 'of Montana is much milder than in the
states east of here in the S!ltne latitude. Gallatin Valley
is nearly five thousand feet above the sea, and in
latitude 46, and her winters are milder than in Iowa.
From April to October we hav continual spring;
never hot; temperature ranging from eighty degrees
down to fifty; nights cool; wa.nt to wear flannel
clothes, and sleep under blankets at night; but few
insects, scarcely any snakes, and none that are dangerous. There is no danger of Indians; you can settle anywhere with perfect safety.
Now, any one who has the will to work we will
welcome to Montana, and he who can't make a living here would starve in Paradise, arid ought to.
. w. J. STOVER.
NEW RIVER, TENN., April 16, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $15.00, and accept
my thanks to our dear friend and l,Jiberal, Mr. Bennett, for continuing to send his paper so long without
pay. The people here are at least one hnndred
years behind the times. You see no improvements.
Everything here has a neglected look; no school
or church, but plenty of preaching, and lots of ignorance, . so it is easy for the people to believe
what their divine tells th"lm. An old darky, who
works for us, the other day remarked to my husband: "Mr. F., I does like to work round such
Christian gentlemen as you are. I rlon't heah no
swearin' or cursin' round heah like I does up round
the depot or sa.loori. I ain't zacly a preacher, but
lean mighty that way. I think that! the industry,
prosperity, and moral element in the Nortl!, is largely
due to the Christian church, don't you? Mr. F.,
what church do you belong to?" But we do not
agree with him. I think it is owing to the broad
level acres, good soil and climate, and railroads:
with the natural energy a.nd industry of the people;
but the church claims all the credit. I think if onehalf the money that is in church property could be
used to teach the masses truth and reason, it would
be a good thing. l\fy father likes your paper, and
thinks it just O.K., and he is liked by all who know
him in spite of his Liberal views. The people are
beginning to see that one can liv a good, honor.able
life without religion. Yours, for truth,
MRS. FERRELL.
SCIENCE-,BAFFLED, BUT NOT SPIRITUALISTS.
WEST FARMINGTON, Omo.
MR. EDITOR: Please allow me a short space in rPply to my good brother Putnam's last, then I am
through. What I mean by science being baffled is
simply this: The tiny rap, the moving of tables, etc.,
are well-kne>wn phenomena admitted by skeptics to
take Place; yet science has been unable to account
for the same upon any other hypothesis except that
claimed by Spiritualists; hence, science is baffled so
far as the skeptic is concerned. What is sc,ence to
one, is not always science to another. Spiritualism
is a science to me, but not to brother Putnam.
Science is but a fact demonstrated. Immortality has
been demonstrated to me; therefore, is to ine a
· t'fi f t B th p
"
·
SQLen 1 c a~ ·
ro ~r utnam Sa_Ys: What I d?nY
as proved IS the existence of th1s subtler physiCal
body," ~.tc.; and, he says, "has not been demon~trated., If brother Putnam. had added the ~ords,
. to me, aft~r demonstr~te~, 1t would hav left h1m on
a sound . bas1s; but, I ms1st, he asserte~ what he
had no r1ght to a~sert, and what he can m no w~se
prove. I aske?. fnend Putnam to prove that there is
not such a. Spmtual body. If brother Putnam sim·
P l Y den'ed
1. m y asse1: t'10n, th_en I wou ld h av no nght
to ask him to J?rove a demal, but he affirmed t~at
there ':as no evidence of a finer body, and that 1mmortahty has not been demonstrated, that it is a
matter
't'
. . of f a1'th · H ere are post.Ive
a ffi 1:mat'10ns, an.d
I ms1st that he ~hould JJrove b1s assertwns; I say 1t
has been demonst~ated to n:e; but t:rother Putnam
makes the sweepmg assertwn that 1t has. not been
demonstra~ed. Now, brother Putnam, g1v us the
rroof. I !illiH;lE;lrely hope t]J.at our matter-of-fact 1\fa-
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terialistic friends will learn to cease making such
broad assertions, because it places them, in an awkward position. What ! tell ·me. and many other
Spiritualists that we hav no evidence of immortality!
I am quite at a lr,ss to know how ·our orthodox and
Materialistic friends can know what we hav had, or
hav not had. If they would say it has not been
demonstrated to them, I should not object; but I
am tired of their telling me that I don't know what
I know I do know; and what I know, I know as well
as anybody.
A. ALLEN NoE.
MANCHESTER, IowA, May 4, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: There is a time for sowing seeds and a
time to harvesting the results. There is a time for
them to sprout, to bud, to bloom, and bring forth
delicious fruit. In the years gone by the advocates
of science, of education, and progress hav been busy
casting the seeds of truth; slowly ~:~,nd surely hav
they grown, until, at last, as a result of their labors.
we see the blooming fields• and trees of intellectual
progress, and in a short time will reap the sheaves
of truth and eat the fruit of joy.
Priests hav ever done all in their power to stay the
real progress of the world, but they hav failed to
check its slow but mighty stride. What a priest
says now has but little effect, and the seeker after
truth considers him of no importance. A priest is
what has been; they lived in an era that has passed,
frond there is no hope of their ever retrieving their
lost power and prestige.
School-houses and teachers are be~oming far more
numerous than churches and preachers. J'he people
are learning to appreciate a good thing. The average
of people nowadays will donate far more liberally
to build a school-house than a church, and will giv
a teacher a larger sal'-ry than they would a preacher.
A teacher is a necessity, while a preacher they hav
no use for, and people can easily get along without
them.
People are fast learning who to respect and appreciate now. A man who is honest, kind, and liberal,
and who expresses his honest thoughts, is considered
equally as good as a priest. A man with a wife and
"hildren, who treats them kind and loving, is considered equally as good, and as useful to the world,
as a pries~ who practices celibacy, and who looks
upon a woman as a diflgrace, and a child that has
not had water sprinkled .on its head as fit for damnation. A mother with loving children is considered
equally· as good as a nun. In fact the men and
women who liv for this world, and try to make life
a joy, are considered equ"lly as good, in the eyes of
all intelligent people, as those who treat this world
only as a stoppin!l;' place to get ready for the next.
The men and women who liv only for this world are
fast superseding those who are sojourners here f::lr
the next. Liberty. is taking the place of slaver,r,
and the more liberty, the more intelligence; and the
more liberty and intelligence, the more truth; and
the more truth, the less falsehood and superstition;
and the less falsehood and superstition, the more
humanity, liberty, and happiness.
Infidels are increasing rapidly every day. To be
an Infidel now, is to be regarded as a man of intelligence and of progressiv ideas, to what it used
to be.
I think, Mr. Editor, the prospects for the years to
come will prove gloriously rich for the cause of
Liberalism, looking from my limited horizon. I feel
a warm pride and interest for the cause; I wish I
could do a great deal for it, if I had the means·
as it is, I must be content to do what I can, id
my humble way, by circulating my books, pamphlets, and papers among those with wh01Ii I think
they will hav an influence. Every Liberal should do
this; every Liberal should take a.n activ part, to the
~est of his or her means and ability, to spread the
light of truth, and advance the cause of Liberalism.
All can do some good; we can set a good example;
we can do a good deed; we can speak a kind word
to all; we can s:ty a good word In defense of the
cause, a.nd, all together, it will do much good. We
can ali help check and destr:oy a lie, and assert a
truth in its stead, and we can all be brave enough
to do it any place where duty demands at all times·
and, by so doing, we will help raise th~ standard of
Liberalism gloriously and grandly over the stained
and polluted banner of the church.
Yours truly,
E. INGERSOLL,

very stron~ terms of the oppos>i~ion he was receiving
from th'3 Liberal League of Philadelphia. He considers R. G. Ingersoll at the· head of the opposition
to his noble work. He calls Ingersoll the fifty-cent
blasphemer; he is jealous because he cant't get fifty
cents for blaspheming Ingersoll. He spoke in a
most contemptible way of the Spiritualists-the longhaired men and the short-haired women, as he called
th~m ;'but they can stand it. Anthony thinks Wisconsin is behind the times; he will find it is not far
enough behind to be duped by Anthony Comstock.
His vile works are pretty well known to Wisconsin.
We hav Liberal men, and men with brains, in our
legislature, who are not going to sit down and let
Comstock's bills be rushed through the legislature,
in the manner they tried too get one of· their suppression of vice bills rushed through just before the
closing of the session this spring. Anthony had better confine his work to Delaware, or some of the
states that are not behind the times.
After Mr .. Comstock had finished his discourse, he
was introduced to a few of our citizens, among them
Robert C. Spencer, the head of the Spencerian College, and a Liberal. Mr. Spencer and Comstock bad
some lively talk, in which the names of Bennett and
Ingersoll were freely used. We hope Mr. Spencer
did not forget to giv the devil his just due.
Yours for truth,
WM. F. HISLOP.
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MR. EDITOR: The notorious liar, Anthony Comstock,
delivered his stale discourse on the suppression of
vice question in the opera house here last night. He
was accompanied to the platform by four of the most
insignificant ministers Milwaukee could produce. Of
course, the first thing was prayer by one of the
divines. Then Anthony was introduced to a small
audience, consisting mostly of Christians. A few
Liberals were present mostly through
· 't t 0
'
cunosl
y, is
see · what kind of a looking
face the vile
wretch
possessed of. The lecture consisted mostly of abusiv
lying about men that are as far above 1 im
th
heavens are above the earth He bragged
:;LS,d e
. pretends to hav
consldone
erably about the noble work he
in suppressing vice. He said he had confiscated
twenty-four tons of oJ:.>scene matter. Is there a
shadow of truth in that statement? I wonder what
scales he weighed his obscene matter on; the unbala!}ced scale's of theology, I guess. He spoke in'
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PIPESTONE, MINN., AprU 14, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $6 to pay for THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I thank yc,u for your kindness in
sending it r..fter my time ran out, and wish to add
my testimony in praise or 'the fearless, outspoken
TRUTH SEEKER, and a heartfelt wish for the safe ret,lrn to frier:ds and home of our absent brother.
My cun.e-mv lasting, life-long 'curse-on that fcul
carrion, the church: and Comstock. ·
JoB WHiTEHEAD.
DALLAs, ARK., April, 23, 106.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed fifty cents for
THE TRUTH SEEKER for three months; I am well
pleased with it. It advocates the ideas of my youth,
and facts, as I find them to be, when weighed on the
scales of reason and comn..on sense. Having suffered
through life with mental imprisonment, and being
desirous of liberty, I feel inclined to come to the
front and let my light shine, regardless of all the
scorn aql indignation that may be heaped upon me.
My situation forbids my doing much this summer,
but by next winter I will try what virtue there is in
truth. I am so determined on the elevation and
ennobling of the human family that I could not bear
the idea of a superstitious woman becoming the
mother of my offspring. In thi~ lies the great secret
of heredity. If we be wounded in the brain before
birth, we cannot reasonably expect to outliv it, with
the surroundings that we hav to contend with.
G. M. CALVERT.
LEADVILLE, CoL., April 26, 1882.
l\fR. EDITOR: I am very much pleased with the first
volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the World "
which I received on my return from Pueblo. The
book greatly exceeds all expectation, and I cannot
comprehend how Mr. Bennett could write a book
with so much information in so short a space of
time. I wish Bro. Bennett good health and a long
life, and hope to see him some time. My regard~ to
all the truth seekers, and I remain sincerely. one of
them,
FRANz B. WoELKE.
LANARK, KAN., April 24, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find a two-dollar
William (the last one in' Bradley county, I think), for
which you will continue my Bible, THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Afler reading the history of that pile of rocks known
as the Promised Land from the time I was seven
years old, and reading accounts of different travelers
up to the present time, you hav given us more honest Indian on the subject than all put together.
Such hard ti roes, such distressing times, hav never
been known in this country, and the history of the
overflow in the Mississippi valley you are acquainted
with, I liv only about forty miles from there.
Numbers of people here can hardly get bread to eat.
Nothing more at present. I remain one of your
greatest admirers,
T. H. MoNTGOMERY.

A LITTLE fellow who knew Mother Goose better
than he knew his Bible was asked in his class,
"Who were thrown into the fiery furnace ?" This
was too much for him. The question was passed.
The answer. came promptly, Shadrach, Meshach, and
Abednego." This was a mortification to the little
fellow, and when the next question came, "Who
put them in?" he answered with a jump, "Little
J annie Green."
A PARRON·was asked to read the following notice:

"A man having gone to sea, his wife desires the prayers of the church." Unheeding the punctuation, the
white·chokere'd sky-pilot gravely told the congregatioh that" a man having gone to see his wife, desires
the prayers of the church."
DuRING a lesson on the life of King David, a class
of girls was asked, "Who killed the giant?" whereupon one ;replied, "Jaok, 11

THE T:RUTH SEEKEB!I MAY
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same to his opponents, and he d1sclaims all
personalities. To· show he intends to keep
strictly to this, one of his articles is headed
"Secular Desperadoes," in which the writer
abuses some of the more prominent Freethink.
ers, mentioning them by name. Oae ingenious
ge_ntle_man ~n his staff iS going to put all ~he
SCientists r~ght, and commences by attacking
the geologists, who he shows, at all events to
his own. satisfaction, .are all wrong, unless they
agree w1th our old !r1end Moses. .
The reverend doctor does not mtend by any
means t? hide his light _under a ?ushel, feeble
t~ough 1t may _be, for he 1s. not g:mng to confine
himself_ to puttm~ Infidels m therr proper place,
but he _ls .also gemg to show the_ orthodox party
where lt IS wrong. A. column IS to be devoted
to showing the true meanings of " misrepresented texts," and everybody will be enlightd ll
ene a around.
The missionary societies here are very much
distressed because the mikado of J a.pan will not
ad~pt t~e religion they want to i~troduce, am~
he IS .be1ng prayed for pretty considerably. It
re~ams t~ b~ seen wh~ther the prayers_of the
fa1thful will·mduce therr God to soften h1s hard
heart, tho_ugh as Jap~n is out. of his jurisdiction
I tear their efforts will be futil.
.
The Rev. Mr. Baxter, theonlygenum prophet
gf modern times, and the sole individual who
understands how to work Daniel's numbers
correctly and giv the right names to his very
k bl b t h f
d t
li ht ·
rema; a . e eas s, . as oun . ou a s g mlstake m h1s calculatwns, and 1t seems the world
was not to be destroyed la~t year after _all, b~t
the catastrophes are to come off some time th1s
c~ntury, probably abo~t 1890, so we hav some
ei~ht years or so to th~nk over the matter IIJld
repent u~ of our u~beh~f.
.
.
The tithe questiOn 1s agam con;ung to the
front, and husbandmen cannot qmte see what
advantage they derive from h~mling over to the
parsons so much money. Cunously enough the
clergy cam;wt at all understand why tJ;ieY. should
reduce their dem~nds; th_ey prefer stwkmg out
for hard cash, bemg afra.ld to trust.to the_Lo~d
to _sup_ port rhem .. Th_ ey are certa_1n]y w1se m
th
b d
th h d
th t
b 1
_e1evmg at a 1r m _e a.n 1swor
wo
m the bush, tho_ugh not qmte honest. J. S.D..
London, April 24, 1882.

has signed the modified bill restricting immi- the devil, and the fear of God. If the Freethinkers
gration for ten years.-ED. T. S.]
of this country were orgamzed, had balls for leotures, music, and other intellectual and artistic
EJ • 'b d d St"'IJ t H
enjoyments,snchastheyhavinsomepartsoftbe
IDina A roa aD
I
a
Om e. quer
country, especiall~ in Michigan,, they would conthe church and take possession of the confiDE.U. FRIENllS: It seems Ion!!' since I wrote deuce of the people in twenty years.· Methodism
·you last. Since then I hn.v seen many of our a hundred years ago, began its career in thi~
brave Liberal spirits in New York, among count1.Y by organizing churches if there could be
whom are Mrs. Burnz, the publisher and editor found half a dozen In a neighborhood, forming a
of our" Liberal Hymn-Book.'' A.nd right here "circuit," and sending a preacher once a week, or
let me recommend every Liberal who does not onee a month, to preach to them and keep them in
own this little book to send at once to THE heart. The preacherb in most oases were very'
TRUTH SEEKER tor a copy of it. It is only illiterate men, but manipulating the four fears
twenty-five cents, IIJld no Liberal should be alluded to above with zeal and stentorian voice,
without it. Mrs. Burnz is a grand, good woman, they went on Increasing in numbers ana power
and her work for ·humanity should be far better till the chtJreh has extended all over the ~untry.
apprecin.ted than it is, and it would be if you X ow, we bav at least a hundred lecturers among
could all know her as well as I do. Then I saw the Freethinkers, who ar"' men of education, men
the bold, brave Theron C. Leland, a handsome of logical minds, and men· of zeal. We hav more
than two hundred Leagues. Divide them into
man in the true sense of the word, intelligent, "circuits" as the Methodists did, and assign a lectkind and earnest in good works. A.sa K.
t
·
t
b h u
Butts' came to hi's office while I was' there, so I statedly.
nrer o each
mrcuithe' w
o s a and
visit
League
Enlist
women,
haveach
music
at tbe
saw him too. I called on good Dr. Foote at his meetings. Let every Freethinker regulorly conhome, and no one in all New York greeted me tribute his money to a common fund to keep the
more kindly or took more pains to entertain-me wheels of such machinery oiled, and after five
than he and his son, E. B. Foote, Jr. I brought years count noses. The public attention bas been
awa.y pleasant memories of the doctor's pleas- excited, and the experience of 1\Ir. Green and
ant home, and feel more than ever impressed other lecturers in the west shows that it is not
with his grand work for the Liberal cause and difficult to get audiences who wish to hear the
his steady patient, and persistent labors there.. church claims fairly examin••d. It is not right to
for.
'
ask a man of abilities to devote himself to the m!s.
But all these j;(oodfriends I hav left behind me sionary work of lecturing and not pay him for his
services. See bow willing the people are to pay
now, R.nd am quietly sitting i» mother's pleas- Ingersoll for his most radical lectures. But be
ant, cosy room in Pleasant Valley, in the old makes them pay. we hav other men In our ranks
county t..f Dutchess, whPre I was born and who understand the subject of discussion as well
brought up in the simple, kindly Quaker faith, as Ingersoll does. And armed with the same
which still h•th charms for me though I hav weapons of facts and arguments which he uses,
long outgrown its theological features. But the and having the ears of the people which are now
friendliness and good feeling of Quakerism will open, all our lecturers ought to be at work, and
a.! ways remain a part of my nature. It is my ought to be well paid, too.
·
first visit home since the war and in all these A slight family jar has taken place in Pittsburg
years since I hav lived way ddwn in Dixie, and which, unless quash ell. for" the }leace and welfare
never seen mother, brother, or sister, or any of of our beloved Zion," may end in something
the friends and relativs of my girlhood; and it serious. The case is this: The Rev. E. R. Donehoo
seems almost like getting acquainted over again, is a minister and pastor of one of the numerous
for,thoughwhite-wingedmessengershavweekly Preshyter!anchurches in this city. He seems to
:flown between here and my Snowville home, be a man of somepluckaml.independence of spirit.
I suspect that be did not receive his theological
yet not untilwemetagaincould I realize all eduqationasabeneficiary,assomanyoftheclergy
\
that lay between or the changes time had do. It is this charity education that emasculates
wrought in us all.
the clergy and makes them mere eunuchs for tbe
A Letter from London.
A. dear friend sends me the following lines kingdom of her.ven's sake. The courage evinced
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRVTH Sl!:EKER, Sir :
which are so appropriate to the occasion that I by 1\Ir. Donehoo in rebuking church sins makes me
Shall the Chinese Go 1
The various religious sects in this country are
append them, knowing they will touch every think that if he ever were a charity student he has
To THE EDIToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: heart with the same ki.Jidred spell they wrought paid back tbe debt he owed the chUl'ch in money,
making frantic efforts to regain their former
and not servility. Well, he is a kind of chaplain to
power over the minds of the masses, and one of Judging by the tone of the Eastern pres~, I ap- tor me :
the jail, and consequently learns much of tbe vices
CHILDHOOD'S ROME.
the latest moves has been amongst the Roman prehend the Chinese question is entirely misand crimes of soeiety by his reformatory attempts
Catholics. What they are pleased to term a understood, and having been in this state since
1um.-Jl.v Own,Dear Sabbath Home
upon pri•oners. In the Pittsburg Dispatch of April
" holy war'' has been carried on in South Wales 1850, and having employed Chinese labor somel!lweet childhood's home, "more dear to me
28th he charges the l\Iethodist Christian Advocate
Than fairest palace dome,
just lately, and the mission was closed last week what in that time, and being pretty familiar
with advertising in its columns the sale of drags
My heart e'er turns with joy to thee,
in a good old-fashioned way by a priest known with the subject, I thought I would send you
My own dear," childhood's borne.
for tbe purpose of producing abortions. Nodonbt
as Father O'Hare. It appears that two fami- a few items.
can
be entertained of the truth of the charge; and
CHoRUS-Childhood's home, blessed home,
Probably there never was a system of labor
lies amongst the Irish in Cardiff preferred reno one know• how many matrons and maids, wbo
Childhoort's happy home i
so
unique
and
convenient
for
capitalists
and
mu.ining in an unregenerate state, and refused
Mv heart e'Pr turns witll joy to thee, forget they are not married, believing in the false
My own dear childhood's home.
to giv any evidence of repentance, so it was de- monopolists as the Chinese system.. The Six
doctrin tbat tbe fetus is not a living being till tbe
Chinese
Companies
in
San
J!'rancisco
controls
all
cided that the " curse of God " should be profifth month wben it "quickens," or the ninth
Here.:ll.rst my trembling, totterinli feet
th~
Chinamen
in
the
~tate,
and
wherever
a
nounced upon them. So the priest adorned
The way to walk were shown;
month wben it is born, buvs these murderous
m(mp
is
located
one
Chinamen
acts
as
agent,
.il.rst
I
learned
to
lovo
and
speak
Here
himself with his cassock and a crucifix, and acdrugs advertised in tbeir religious family paper,
In this dear childhood's home.
and
if
a
person
wants
to
hire
one
or
a
thousand
companied by two acolytes and a bodyguard of
supposing that the use of them is not wrong, or
CRORUB-Childhood'B home, etc. they would not be advertised in such a journal.
believers, marched around the town, cursing men, all he has to do is to call on the " boss "
and
order
so
many
men;
and,
the
price
and
seReligious newspapers are read almost exclusivly
Here mother stood with loving voice,
these two hflrdened families and blessing the
And accente e~ er mild,
by church people, and when they advertise abort ton
believers. I hav not heard that the curse has curity for pay be\ng satisfactory, the men are
To
show
the
way
to
every
ril{ht
nostrums
It proves that such expedients are used
begun to work yet. However, if it did not bud placed at your disposal, and you need hav no
And lead therein her child.
in
the churcb, and of course are not considered
those outcasts from the flock, it frightened trouble with the men whatever; there will be a
CHoRus-Childhood's home, etc. wrong. ll[r. Donehoo, no doubt, in his pbilanthrop·
others, and so I suppose the desired end was head man in the gang, who will receive their
ic labors among criminal men and women, finds
I saw my father homeward come
gained. It brought 2,000 persons to perform pay, when due, and if any of the number do
When his day's toils w11re o'er;
instances of the bad effect of these pious advert!sthe act of cannibalism called " holy commun- not suit, he will send him away and get another
He helped to make for childhood's home
ments of abortion medicins, and so charged it
The •miles in memory's store.
ion" in the space of four days, and as each in his place. The Chinamen board themselvs,
upon the Christian Advocate. The Advocate blushes
would hav to giv something toward the funds, and do their own cooking-except house serCHORUS-ChildhOOd's home, etc. and squirms like an eel with a fork Un·ough its
the business must hav paid very well. The vants.
head, hut has to confess tacitly, but not openly and
And now, when long, long years hav fiown,
To show how impossible it is for Americans
members of the league hav to wear a small
honestly, that the temptation or the pay was too
E~f~~~~V/~!d'~~~:i~i;cbildhood's borne
cross, giv up all intoxicating drinks, and pray to compete with Chinamen, I will relate a little
much for its piety and decency.
Will fondest memory thrill.
day and night for the success of the" war." l of my experience. Some years ago there was
Putlburqh, April 30, 1~82.
DAVID JONES.
CHoRus-Childhood's home, blessed home,
do not fancy this will last very long, and when competition between rival Chinese companies,
My own dear childhood'lo home!
the excitement is over the usual effects will fol- and at the time they were preparing to build
Col. Kelso's Book.·
T~!~:e:;J~i\' 8i!'~h~fJh:od~:~ome.
low. If it were not pitiable that there are so the road between the landing and the town of
San
Luis
Obispo.
I
had
fifteen
Chinamen
This
last
bomb-shell into the orthodox camp
many poor, ignorant people ready to believe
Plea,ant Valley, N.Y., May 7th. ELMINA.
does much to explode thA myths of all gods
that any evil result could come from being employed clearing land, and the "boss" of my
and devils, and shows hell to be a bottomless
cursed by a priest, the whole affair would be band told me if I would secure the contract for
most ludicrous. It is really sad to find the supplying men to grade the road, at one dollar The Pittsbur~;:h Liberal League. pit through which damned souls are ever escaping from the other side. The first part, of six
most degrading 'SUperstitions still so powerful, a day per man, his company would pay to me
and Freethinkers hav much up-hill work to go one dollar per month for every man who worked, To THE :mmroR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A lectures, completely ana.!yzes the universal conthrough, for many years to come, in emanci- whether fifty, or five hundred, or more, and writer in THE TRUTH IEEKER of April 29th speaks ception of a deity from the fetich of the savage to
guarantee all good, sound men. I called on the of the commanding position of the Pitt~burgb Lib· the more abstract idea of God in modern times
pating the people from such hideous bonds.
The Salvation Army is still going ahead, and agent and put in my bid. I did not get the eral League. It has driven the clergy to get up among enlightened nations. It shows the coland the agent told me afterward they lectures to defend the church against the conse· one! to be well versed in the scriptures, and
the boss of the show,'' General" Booth, has contract,
t d b
ff
t h d
N
qnences of free inquiry. Some of the clergy hav
h
ow, accepted the invitation of the League to address that he has read them t rough the highest facall the plunder handed over to him, and as he accep e a etter o er a ea quarters.
givs no account of his expenditures, he must I think I hav said enough to convince sensible tbem at their meetings, and bav been surprised to ulty of the mind-enlightened reason.
In his preface he says: "From his fifteenth
be making a big pile. No doubt when it is as men, that however well the Chinese system of find that the Leaguers understand the subject of
large as he wants it, he will hav a call to some labor may suit monopolists, both of this and religion better than they themdelvs do. As;ar as to his twenty-fifth year his young life was
the invisible theologic world, it is not exactly infiuence in awakening public attention goes, the robbed of every ray of hope and of gladness,
other sphere of labor across the sea.
The Rev. Dr. McCann, who debated with adapted to the American idea of democratic League bas evinced more power than all the and nothing but a physiCal constitution of wonMr. Charles Bradlaugh a short time back, find- republicanism, and I do not believe the Liberals churches com biKed; for while no one ever dreams derful power kept him from sinking into an
ing that his arguments did not convert any of can compete with minions of superstition in of alluding.to the holy rigmarole of the pulpit, on untimely grave;" that he had written this book
Monday mornings many are desirous of hearing to save others from the pain and horror of such
the Freethinkers who heard him, is going to get toadying to the great monopolists.
If Arthur, by the grace of God and Guiteau, what was said yesterday at the League This veri- false teachings.
at them in another way. He has started a
The second part is in verse, flowing as.easily
weekly paper with the modest title of The Pre~ident of the United States, has turned this fies the fine argument ofT. C. Leland, the secretRry
Champion of the Faith Against Current Infi- country over to his imperial highness of Pekin, of the national institution, that there is power in and rapidly as a mountain rill, carrying the
delity. In his opening address he informs his as would seem by his returning a bill to Con- organization. The Leagne meet in no untaxed pure waters of truth through the filth of Bible
the Chinese minister's objections, it house, with cushioned seats, with a choir of fine narrativ and the valley of dry bones of orthoreaders that his aim is high, and could not well gress with
t
· h uld
h
C
musicians, and a salaried expounder and defender
be t e duty of ongress of their opinions. They hire a hall in the third dox faith and credulity. A. few of his delineabe higher, being to help those who are seeking appears o me 1t s o
to
investigate
the
matter,
and
inform
the
people
storv
of a building, and bav no music to lure the ations, full of quaint. humor, some may consider
for truth to find it. His method is also high;
he claims to be considered honest in his own if the president alone, by imperial ukase, has people to come to their leotures. Nothing but the too plainly told; yet these stories are given in
convictions, and the same claim shall be yielded, the right and power to constitute this republic deep conviction thattheiropinionsarecorrect, and far better language than is found in the Bible.
their desire to havtheirfellow.citlzens enlightened He has made a much better defense of the devil
as far as possible, to those who ha v different a province of a foreign state?
convictions. I greatly admire that clause, " as · I do not think it possible to abolish the upon them, lead them to pay the expenses they in- from this ancient record, than he could find in
far as possible;" we well know what that means. Chinese system of slavery, as they will not cur in holding their meetings. Yet this com para- it of· justification for the acts of the Jewish
He intenus, week by week, giving replies to the come into our courts, except when dragged in tiv handful of people, by virtue of being an organ- God.
Not since Hudibras has there been such damInfidel statements of the Infidel papers of pre- as criminals. There is no probability that they !zed body, attract the attention of the public, and
aging blows given to these old myths and
ceding weeks, when there are any which call for will ever strike for liberty, or would accept it if wield an infiuence for good.
reply-another sweet little saving clause. Of offered; and as the supply of men in China is The sole support of the churches in perpetuating fables. The colonel has made the sacredness
course, all the hard nuts,that he cannot crack practically inexhaustible, you will see, if Presi- their old dominion over the minds of the people, of the scriptures appear as absurd as Cervantes
and made that of the knights of the age of chivalry.
by any mea.ns, will be considereu as statements dent Arthur's arrangement is carried out to its consists in their organization, their music,
results, it will require but a few de- tbeir wealth. Not one of their doctrine, 80 antago· The smgular audacity with which he attacks
not calling for reply, and will be quietly ignored. legitimate
d
Ch'
nlstic to each other, can bear candid investigation,
maize this country.
and no intelligent people llungry for knowledge the foundations of Christianity shows the earn·
How childlike and bland some of these pious ca es to completely
Yours trul:r, . FRED RoBINSON.
would be found at their meetings were they not estness of ~is. own convictions in regard to its
folks are; it is quite refreshing to meet with so
Nordlwjf, Cal., April 22, 1882.
drawn there by music, or driven there by the four fabulous orJgJ.n.
L. HuTcHISON.
much innocence now-a-days. The editor claims
[Since th11 aben was writt11n Mr. A.rthur. t 11arfl-the f&&rof death, the fear l!lf hill, the fear of I Bishop Cr1ek, Cal., May 2, 186~.
l)ourtesy for himself, and promises to giv the

Balaam.

ROBERT SWAIL.
A strange event once came to pass;
While Balaam rode upon an ass,
The ass got scared to death, almost,
At meeting on the way a ghost.
Out of the road she made a bound,
And her old master jerked around;
He pounded her to tnrn her back,
But still slle would not keep the track.
In fact, she would not go at all,
But jammed his foot again•t a wall;
Then slap upon the ground she fell,
This made old Balaam mad as h-1.
And he began the ass to smiteHe thrashed the beast with all his might ;
Then, strange to tell, the lfss began
To talk and reason like a Dian.
Few are the wonders this surpasses;
Though men may sometimes talk like asses,
Yet no one, since the world began,
Ere heard an ass that spake like man,
Balaam was nat surprised the least.
But talked an argued with the beast;
His rage was such, he wished, he said,
He had a sword to kill her dead.
Then suddenly it came to pass,
He saw the ghost that scared the ass;
A fighting ghost we understand,
For a bright sword was in his hand.
Old Balaam had just wished for one
To slay the ass he rode upon;
It can be seen at the first glance,
To borraw one, this was his chance.
'Tis queer he never thought of that;
Instead, he on his face fell fiat;
Now man and beast -were on a level,
God's agent did it, not the devil.
Then to this prostrate congregation
This ghostly parson preached salvation;
He held aloft a threatening sword,
And ordered them to serve the Lord.
'Tis likely when the ghost departed
His converts were quite brokenhearted,
And, weeping, sang the sad refrain:
"Oh, when shall we three meet again I"
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A THEISM "logically denies" no moral precept,
no real good, no pure, high, and noble -principle,
and nothing that is instructiv, good, and useful.
It builds up hope. happiness, love, and industry
here on earth and leaves the unknowable for
prieots and dogmatists to dispute over.-ll!lmina
])rak• Blenker.

THEY hav got a new" True Messiah" in Eg:ypt
and we gnP.SS he is genuin, for be is shedding about
as much blood as the old timers hav in that lineThe Judge.
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The oldest reform journai in the
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ENTITLED

INGf RS0ll 0NTAl MAGf,

A BURGLAR entet·ed a house the other' night, and
BEING
scared a lady so bndly that her hair, which was
lying in an exposed place on the bureau, turned
Six Interviews with the Famous Orator
DR. SPRENGER was asked hy a Muss ulman how white m a single night.
on Six Sermons by the Rev. '.1'. DeWitt
he (Dr. Sprenger) could disbelieve the religion of
Talmage, ot' Brooklyn, to which is
"WHA~ is the moon good for?" asked Prof
Islam," seeing that Mohammed's name was writadded
ten on the gates of Paradise." In a less palpable Miller; " what are i.ts principal uses to us?" And
form, the same mode of reasoning is constan!ly the smart bad boy looked up from tne class and
adopted among om·selvs. Either we do not take said, "To rest the gas company. '
the trouble to submit the evidence of the facts upon
Stenographically reported by I. NEWTON BAKER.
SCHOOLniARMS IN IDAHO.
which we create our arguments to a sutllciently
Printed in bo~d, clear type, on heavy, tinted paper, and
rigorous scru•iny, or we fail to perceive that the
When he bad finished with the climate, soil, and
handsomely bound In muslin, with heavy boards, beveled
axioms we take for granted are in reality neither productions of Idaho, one of the group asked:
edges, gilt top, Octavo, 443 pages.
self-evident as our system requires, nor capable of
"How about education facilities?"
"That's the only thing we lack," replied the old Price, ~2.00. Paper Edition•;t'rom same
any sati~factory demonstration.-Amberley's Analysis
man, with a mournful sigh. "We've got schools
plates, $1.00.
Those wbo wlsll tJ ilav Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures on
THE worst religion has itA truth; the best religwn enough, but we can't keep no teachers."

A TAlMAGIAN CATECHISM.

H What's the trouble?"
bas its error.- Anon.
"Well, take my school, for instance-only two
A CANDLE, though its light bears no proportion miles from the nearest house. eminently situated
to the light of the sun, yet it resembles it, never- on the top of a hill, and paying the biggest salary.
theless, in giving light, whereas darkness is con- We can't keep a teacher over two weeks."
trary to botb.-Dr. Samuel ClaTke.
"Do they die?"
"Some do, though it's no place for dying. We
WHEN by night the frogs arc croaking, kindle but
had a young fellow from Ohio. and be met a griza torch's fire,
Ha 1 how soon they all are silent I Thus truth zly and whistled for him. The grizzly cum. W"
bad another, and a widder run ·him down and
silences the liar.
-Longfellow.
married him inside of a month. The third one
I~ seems a very hopeless thing, nowaduys, to try
was lame, and the Injuns overtook him. Then we,
to bold any minds by the mere bonds of autbo1·ity tried women folks. The first one got married tbe
The int<>llectual air all around is too astir for this: night she lit down there; I took the second about
There is no system of mental seclusion can well the middle of the third week, and the next one
shut out the young from opinions the most opposit was abducted by a stage robber.
to those to which they hav been accustomed. The
"Why don't you get the ugliest, homeliest womold safeguardo, whicn were wont to inclose the an you can find-some perfect old terror, like that
religious life, as with a sacred charm, no longer do lantern-jawed, razor-faced female over by the
so. Even tbo~e who rest within the ebade of au- ticket window·!"
thority do PO, in many cases, from choice rather
"Why don't we! Stranger, you Eastern folks
than from babit. They know not what else to do. will never understand us pioneers in the worldTbey hav gone in quest of tru'h, and hav not found never. That's my wife-the identical school- teacher
it; and so they bav been glad to throw themselv~ I married, and she was the handsomest one in the
into arms which profess an infallible shelter, nnd drove."-Detroit Free P1·ess.
seek repose there. This is not rem~dy for doubt,
but despair of reason. And no good can come in
A SAILOR'S YARN.
this way.-Principal Tulloch's How to Succeed in Life.
This is the tale that was told to me
THERE is nothing more unreasonable than for
By a battered and shatt•red son of the Beamen to liv viciously and yet hope to escape the
To me and my rnessmate, Silas Green,
necessary consequences of their vices.-Dr. SamWhen I was a guileless young marine.
uel Clarke.
'Twas the good ship Gyascutus,
WE hear much said in Tecent days about the irreAll in the China seas,
llgious tendencies of people· as manifested in the Wlth the wind a-lee and the capstan free
multi tudes who do not go to any church; and the
To catch the summer breeze.
prospect is in some respects bad. Yet, to my
mind, there is a thousandfold more ground for so- 'Twas Captain Porgie on the deck,
To his mate in the mizzen hatch,
licitude concerning the moral and spiritual welfare
of society in the fact that there are so many habit- While the boatswain bold, in the forward hold,
Was winding his larboard watch.
ual cburcb-gom·s who are no more religious in
their character and lives than if they had no con- "Ob, how does our good ship bead to-night?
tact whatever with religious institutions, and to
How heads our gallant craft?"
whom religious habits hav only become a conven- "Ob, sbe heads to the E. S. W. by N.,
ient cloak, not only to cover the want of real moral
And the binnacle lies abaft!"
and ~piritual earnestness, but to conceal decently
"Oh, what does the quandrant indicate,
from the pnblic eye positiv moral deformity and
And bow doe3 the sextant stand!"
Tottenness. To sucl> an extent dnes the insince1ity
"Oh, tile sextant's down to the freezing point,
prevail, that it is a wonder the maskers, as they
And the quadrant's lost a hand!"
meet in their Sunday pilgrimages to their respectiv
churches, do not peep out from under their masks "Oh, and if the quadrant has lost a hand,
And the sextant falls so low,
to laugh at each other's attempt at pious deceit.Its our bodies and bones to Davy Jones
}V. J. Potter.
This
night are bound to go I
THERE is a wide difference between truthfulness
and mere veracity. Veracity implies a corre- "Oh, fiy aloft to the gar board strake I
And reef the spanker boom;
spondence between words a'hd thoughts; truthfulness, a correspondence between thoughts and Bend a studding sail on the martingale
To glv her weather room.
realities. To be veracious, it is only necessary that
a man giv utterance to his convictions; to be true, "0 boatswain, down in the for'ard hold,
it is necessary that his convictions hav atllmty
What water do you :find?
with fact-Fred W: Robertson.
Four foot and a half by the royal gaff
l<'REETHINKERS are not free from thought, but
And rather more behind!"
free in it. Whatever they believe or don't believe, "0 sailors, collar your marline spikes
they bav no animosity against facts, duties, natural
And each belaying pin;
obligations, or anything which binds human so- Come stir your stumps and spike the pumps,
ciety together in one harmonio•1s wnole. They
Or more will be coming in!"
cheerfully accord to the great body of Christians
the credit of being far better than their creeds or They stirred their stumps, they spiked the pumps,
They spliced the mizzen brace;
theological dogmas. And when the churches, as
such, insist on having their property taxed equally Aloft and alow they worked, but obI
The water gained apace.
with all other property, they will accord them
such credit for >incerity as is at present impossi- They bored a hole above the keel
ble -Elizur Wriqld.
To let the water out;
9
I DO not l>elieve that all parts of the sixty-six But, strange to say, to their dismay,
Tne water in did spout.
books of the llible are equally inspired or of ~qual
authority and value, nor do I believe that all the Then up spoke the cook of our gallant ship,
books of the Old Testament are critically infallible.
And be was a lubber brave:
-Dr. Thomas, of Chicago.
•· I hav several wives in various ports,
And my life I'd orter save."
AMONG the Ibos, a negro tribe, it is the custom
for women, six weeks after child-bn·th, to present The.n up spoke the captain of marines,
a pair of hens as an orrering, which, however, are
Who dearly loved his prog:
not killed, but liberated, after certain ceremonies. ·• It's awful to die, and it's worse to be dry,
In like manner, the HebrPw woman, after her deAnd I move we pipe to grog."
livery, was enjoined to b1ing a lamb and a pigeon
or, turtle dove; or, if she were unable to bring the Oh, then •twas the noble second mate
Who filled them a'l with awe;
lamb, two young pigeons or two turtle doves (Lev.
1'he second mate, as bad men hate,
xii, 6-8).-Arnberley's Anaivsis.
And cruel skippers jaw,
A liAN'S regard to his own interest and advantage is, then1 only faulty when it is a temptation to lie took the anchor on his back
And leaped into the main;
him to do anything that is in its own nature evil,
not when it is in conjunction with the universal Through foam and spray he clove his way,
And ~unk and rose again!
right and reason of tbil'gs and the happiness of
God's whole creation.-Dr. Samuel Clarke.
Through foam and spray, a league away
The anchor stout he bore;
THERE is a long twilight between the time when
a god is first suspeeted to be an idol and his final Till, safe at last, he made it fast
And warped the ship ashore!
overthrow.-FToude's Ccesar.

NOBODY will be at such an open defiance with 'Taint much of a job to talk about,
common sense as to profess that we should not enBut a tlckli~b thing to see,
deavor to know, and to think of, things as thev are And suth'in to do, if 1 say it too,
in themselvs; and yet there is nothing more freFor that second mate was me I
quent than to do the contrary: and men are apt to
Such was the tale that was told to rne
excuse tllemselvs, and think that they hav reason
By that modest and truthful son of the sea,
to do so, if they hav but a pretense that is for God
And I envy the life of a s<cond rnate
or a good cause, that is, in effect, for themsel vs,
'J'hough captai,,s curse hirn and sailors hate,
their own persuasion, or party; for to these, in
For h< ain't like some of the swabs I've s,en,
their tu'rns, the eeveral sect" of men, especially ln
As
would go and lie to a poor rnarine.
matters of reJ;;:;i on, en!itle God and a good cause.
-J<Q'. RocM in the v.troit ]J', Cf Pres,,
-Locke's Uonduct of the Understanding.
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ment of opinions which threatened to shake the
existing order of thought like an earthquake."
THERE is a religious society in this city having about sixty members who reject animal
food and fish on r~ligious grounds. They call
themselvs "Faithists," and call upon all vegetarian .worshipers of Jehovah to join them.
What connection therA is between Jehovah and
vegetables is not explained, but as the supply
of cranks is not yet exhausted by the other religious sects, thi~ one will probably continue to
grow.

THE Rev. Dr. Landis preached last Sunday
on" Nothing." Ministers hav been using the
same te:xt, under ·different titles, for a long
time.
SuNDAY, the 21st, was appointed by several
bishops of the Episcopal church as a day of intercession for the success of miss;ons. It is the
HARRIET MARTINEAU left many personal
opinion of others that the missionary cause is
friends and thousands of admirers in A.merica.
past praying for.
Boston women hav raised abolit $13,000, and
THE first Welsh Presbyterian church in Ohio before long a -statue from the studio of Miss
was founded in 1803. A.t present that division Whitney will be unveiled in that city. The
of the church bas three thousand members. statue represents Miss Martineau in her prime,
So it is only a question of time when the Welsh sitting in a garden thc.ir on her terrace, as she
Presbyterians will save the whole state.
vras accustomed when in study. A. manuscript
IT is suggested that an itinerant ministry will lies in her lap, which she has been reading, and
use bicycles in the future. Perhaps the riding the hands are folded over it. A shawl has
of bicycles is what Ezekiel was attempting to dropped from her shoulders and partly drapes
shadow forth in his vision of a wheel upon the the figure. The head is lifted and the eyes
earth, and the spirit of a. living creature in the look out into space as if she were in deep
thought.
wheel.
THE lack of an inspired proof-reader made
THERE is a report that the Rev. Mr. Hoyt,
who is a. member of the civil service examining itself severely felt by the revisers of the New
board in this city, catechizes applicants for Testament. For instance, from more than 1,500
Custom House clerkships from the " Union passages, collated for the purpose, a. writer in
Question Book" of the A.merican Sunday-school an English journal shows than an half occurs
eight ti"mes, a half five times; tliat hand is preUnion.
INFrDEL books are extensivly circulated and ceded by an seven times, by mine forty-three,
read by the English-speaking Hindoos.-New and my forty· nhie times; by thine ninety-seven,
York Tribune. The honesty of the Tribune in and thy forty-three times; that the word heart
printing this item now is not so great as its rs preceded by an three, and by a three times,
lack of enterprise as a chronicler·of contempo- by mine thirty, and my fifty-two times, by thine
raneous events in not having mentioned the fifty-two, and thy eighteen times. The only
words which never vary is an hundred. The
fact long ago.
relativ which, when referring to persons, has
THE A.ssembly of Southern Presbyterians has been sometimes changed to who, sometimes to
decided not to take action approving the revised that, and sometimes retained. There is the
New Testament at present, but at next year's same want of uniformity in the use of whence
meeting. This new revision seems to be a sc.>rt and thmee, in many passages from whence and
of literary white elephant on the hands of the from thence being employed.
Protestant church. If they are wise they will
AMONG the literary and scientific workers,
sell it to Barnum, at his own terms, and go back
whose testimony as to the influence of IM.cohol
to the " original " Greek.
and tobacco on intellectual labor a gentleman
THE agent of the Bible Society in Brazil of Manchester in late years obtained, Mr. Darmakes the following statement in a recent cir- win was one. He wrote that he drank one
cular : "We guarantee that the Bibles and New glass of wine daily, and believed that he should
Testaments published by the A.merican Bible be better if he drank none at all, although the
Society contain in their entirety all the books doctors agreed in urging him to drink it as a
recognized as canonical by our Lord Jesus cure for giddiness. He added that he had
Christ and his apostles." We should say that taken snuff all his life, and regretted that he
they do, and a good many more.
ha:d ever done so. The habit he had often tried
THE Moravian, a religious paper, and the to shake ofi, anll. for a time had done so, but
New York Chmian .Advocate deeply deplore never succe~sfully for any long period. He felt
the signing of the anti-Chinese bill by President sure, however, that it wa.s a great stimulus and
A.rthur. They regard it as unconstitutional. aid in his work. "I also," he wrote," smoke
A.fter witnessing the ease with which the relig- daily two little paper cigarets of Turkish toious press bolted the Fugitiv-slave and Com- bacco. This is not a stimulus, but rests me
stock law camels, it is hard to see the necessity ·after my work, or after I hav been compelled
of its straining at this Chinese gnat.
to talk, with tired memory, more than anything
THE Southern Methodists, in general confer- else. I am seventy-three years old."
ence assembled, hav voted that their church
CoLONEL INGERSOLL is to be the orator of the
members must neither dance nor go to the cir- Grand A.rmy of the Republic on Decoration
cus. This is hard indeed. But there is a law Day. It is eminently fitting that he should
of compensation which tempers the ecclesias- be; first, because the celebration of the day is
tical wind to the shorn lamb. They are not in honor oJ. the fallen soldiers of the Union; and
prohibited from attending church trials of cler- second, because he is the most brilliant and elogymen, and the world ca.n o:ffer to the curious quent orator of our time. Nevertheless, some
no such circus as one of these investigations.
pharisaical panderers to the ultra pious sentiment
IN his address before the Massachusetts His- of the community condemn the selection betorical Society, Oliver Wendell Holmes gaTe this cause the day "is semi-religious in character."
testimony in regard to the Liberal religious Indeed I That is the first we hav heard that
views and teachings of Emerson : " The minis- the Grand A.rmy of the Republic is to hav a
ters denounced his heresies, and handled his prayer-meeting. We had supposed that there
writings as if they were packages of dynamite, was nothing religious about Decoration Day.
and the grandmothers were as much afraid of We thought it was wholly patriotic in charachis new teachings as old Mrs. Piozzi was o! ter. We presume that the Grand A.rmy were
geology. We had had revolutionary orators, of that opinion too. A.nd we still believe that
reformers, martyrs; it was but a few years they are. Never mind the canters, boys I
since A.bner Kneeland had been sent to jail for Ingersoll will giv you the best oration that was
expressing an opinion about the great first ever uttered on Decoration Day, and, if you
cause; but we had had nothing like this man, must hav prayers, he will giv you one that will
with his seraphic voice and countjlnance, his knock the professional prayer out of sight. No
choice vocabulary, his refined utterance, his more beautiful prayer was ever spoken than
gentle courage-which, with a different manner, that prose poetry which fell from his lips over
might be ca.lled audacity-his temperate state- the coffin of his brother. Away with mch
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hypocrisy I Let us listen to a liberty-loving
man, a soldier, and an orator when we gather
to express a nation's sorrow for the loss of her
soldier sons and her gratitude for their devotion.- Truth.
A.N encouraging phase of the strife between
the Freethinkers and the Catholics of France
occurred in the chamber of deputies recently
on the debate on the Civil Interment bill, by
which it is sought to place non-religious buriais
on the same footing as those celebrated with religious rites. Monsignor Freppel (Catholic) declaimed against the idea that Materialists could
render honor to " the mixture of physicochemical elements which is all that remains of
the hndy after death." M. Clovis Hugues
(Liberal) replied that Materialists had a better
right to honor the remains of the dead than the
Catholics, who regarded the corpse as the wornout garb of a departed spirit. The controversy
was brought to a close by the minister of worship, who remarked that when a man died he
always left something behind to which funeral
honors could be paid, and that in the case of
Materialists these last sa.d tributes of respects
were paid tG a life consecrated to duty and
honor. The bill was accepted by 379 to 89.
THE new statutes, practically abolishing religious instruction and religious disciplin in the
English universities, are likely soon to become
law. They contain provisions, the London Globe
thinks, which must be regarded as "directly
hostil to the cause of religion in general, and to
th" church of England in particular." It appears that the restrictions, by virtue of which
colleges were compelled to take clergymen for
their president, and to elect a large proportion
clergymen among their fellows, hav beell
gradually relaxed jn the course of the last fifty
years. Now it is proposed to abolish them
almost entirely, leaving ia most colleges only
one, and in no case more than two fellowships, confined necessarily to men in holy orders. " The result of such a measure," the
Glebe says, " cannot be regarded without the
greatest apprehension by every one who has any
regard for the religious and moral instruction,
and supervision of the undergraduates, or who
is cap~ble of understanding what results are
following in France upon the destruction of the
religious element in public instruction."
THE Rev. Dr. George A.. Lofton, pastor of
the Third Baptist chRrch of St. Lonis, is now
in bed in a pretty badly damaged condition.
He has just had an experience he will not soon
forget. A.ccording to stories told by a number
of people, the reverend gentleman started for a.
trip of recreation recently. It was reported
that he was going on a long Southern tour.
The doctor had a bottle of rock and rye in his
satchel. A.t Holden, Mo., a lady boarded the
train. The divine looked, and, circumstances
would indicate, was immediately captured. He
soon began gazing back at the lady in a way to
attract attention. Soon after he got up, walked
back and took his seat next to the lady. For a.
moment, while the doctor and the lady talked,
nothing was heard, but in a minute the lady
and the bystanders state that Dr. Lofton reached
his own arm around he~ and tried to draw her
to his manly bosom, while he whispered in her
ear. The doctor is a strong, powerful man,
with a. long arm. The lady screamed, and succeeded in evading the ministerial grasp. She
ran out of the Pullman sleeper and into the
Louisville car, which was the next behind. The
minister followed her, clutching a bottle of beer
in his hand. There were gallant men with
brawny arms aboard, and the strongest of these
was a monte-dealer. There was some loud
talking, during which, it is reported, the
preacher swore some terrible oaths. In a moment the monte man struck the parson square
between the eyes, knocking him all in a heap
across the car. A. large number of the officers
of the A.rmy of the Tennessee, including Gen.
Sherman, saw the whole affair, and say the
story as told by the conductor, the substance of
which is given, is true. The clergyman left the
train at Vincennes, taking the next train for
hoJUe,
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Jltws of tht fJitth.
JAMES VICK, the well-known seed man, of
Rochester, N. Y., is dead.
CoL. INGERSOLL will deliver the opening address at the Denver Exposition.
THERE arrived at this port, during the week
ending May 20th, 23,545 emigrants.
A. woMAN in this city recently presented her
husband with a son weighing but ten ounces.
No certain clew to the assassins of Cavendish
and Burke in Phenix Park, Dublin, has as yet
been discovered.
A. DEI!'ICIT amounting to $14,829 is reported
in the accounts of ex-State Treasurer, now Governor, Churchill of A.rkansas.
GuiTEAV's last hope is gone. The court in
bane has refused him a new trial, and. his execution is set down for June 30th.
THE excursion boats to Coney Island, Rockaway, and up the Hudson began their regular
trips last Sunday with crowded decks.
LAsT Tuesday was, according to the Jewish
belief, the day of Pentecost and the anniversary
of the revelation of the decalog to Moses.
A. STRIKE is said to be impending among the
iron and steel workers of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
which will result in the lockout of thirty thousand men.
ATTORNEY-GENERAL MARSTON has decided
that Walt Whitman's " Leaves of Grass " is
an indecent publication, and has compelled the
publishers to giv it up.
THE comet is said to be now visible to the
naked eye. It is in the constellation Cassiopeia,
and at midnight is about midway between the
horizon and the North star.
THE steamship A.laska has just made the
passage from Queenstown, Ireland, to Sandy
Hook in seven days and four hours, thus beating the best previous record westward.
LEIGHToN, the colored man who murdered
Mary Dean by cutting her throat with a razor,
was hanged on the 19th. The execution was
performed in so bungling a manner that it was
nearly twenty minutes after the drop fell before
life was extinct.
Two members of the Union League Club
recently quarreled. One called the other a
blackguard, and was called a liar in return. A.
duel seemed imminent, but at present the case
is before the grand jury, and it is hoped that no
gore will flow.
SEVEN thousand Baptist Sunday-school children of this Ticinity had a parade ·last week.
They were divided into six " armies," and
carried banners and gonfalons waving aloft,
and had brass bands at their head playing
lively airs. Ice-cream, cake, and colic followed
the parade.
R. B. HA?Es has been made chairman of
the board of directors to distribute the Slater
fund for the benefit of the Southern colored
people. The New York Sun finds reason ior
rejoicing in the fact that Hayes has at last got
a place where the salary he draws does not belong to another man.
A. LANDSCAPE and portrait painter died in a
New York hospital last week of starvation. He
had been without food for six w~eks, being
too miserly to buy it, and believing that a man
could liv without eating, after he once goL accustomed to it. Bank books showing a deposit
o! $6,600 were found in his clothes.
LAsT Sunday the Rev. Dr. Steman preached
from the text, " Keep yourselvs in the love of
God." A.fter the sermon he abused one of his
congregation, also a clergy.man, and was arrested for provoking an assault. When the
reverend gentleman met his accuser in court he
dealt him a vigorous blow on the forehead,
knocking him down. A.s he arose, the pastor
landed another on his nose. Mr. Stema.n was
then taken away.
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to tha~, except. through some ~ersonified attri- seif wished this.' he crea~ed or imagine? a trinity, a
butes of ·hun whose supposed glory IS so great there tr~ad, representmg creatwn, preservatwn, and deis no image, and his nature and will cannot be com- struction (nothing but the co~rse .of nature at best),
and named them Bra.hma, VIshnu, and Siva. Each
General History of India in Brief.-Co:i:teluded. prehende~, save in. som~ s_uch attributes.
Accordmg to S1r Wilham Jones, who for many of these persons in the Hindo'o godhead has a disC.AVES OF ELEPHANT..\..
years was an enlightened judge in India, and gave tinct class of worshipers, and thelile again are divided
On our way to Elepha~ta we visited a large Amer- the ancient religions of the country great attention, and subdivided almost ·without end. True, Brahma
ican freight ship, commanded by Capt. Ross, of New the most venerable p·art of the Hindoo scriptures is himself has but few worshipers as an individual
England. His wife is on board with him, with a rel- called the Ga[atri-the mother of the Vedas, or and there are no temples, no altars, and no shrine~
ative and his wife, the cabin .being neatly and coJ;Il- holiest verse o the Vedas-which lie thus translates: ere?ted to his honor? and .few images, comparatively,
fortably fitted up for their accommodation. We ''That divine and incomparably greater light, which whwh represent him •disconnected from his two
were kindly received by the captain and his family, illumines all, from which all proceed, to whom all partners in godship. As he is supposed to be the
and had a very pleasing visit with them. Americans must return, and which alone can irradiate (not our creator of the world, the entire universe, his labor
do seem nearer and more like relations than any other visual organs merely, but our souls) our intellects." is completed, with little more for him to attend to,
people of the earth, and it certainly does our hearts Another translation says: "Let us adore the su- so to some extent he becomes a sort of supernumermuch good to meet them in these distant waters.
premacy of the divine sun-he the godhead who ary in the domain of the gods, while Vishnu
The ride to Elephanta out far in the bay, and sur- illuminates all, who recreates all, from whom all pro- and Siva, the alternative preserving and tiestroying
rounded by many other pleasant and picturesque ceed, to whom all must return, whom we invoke to elements, have ever a continued round of duties and
islands, was a delightful one, the day being as charm- direct our understandings aright in our progress labors to perform.
The trinity, or trirnurti, generally claimed to reping as could be desired. Upon the arrival at the toward the holy seat."
point of our destination, we found a pier of indeThe following paraphrase, or commentary, by the resent Siva in his threefold character of Brahnia the
pendent concrete stones, large and square in form, learned Pundit Rhadacant, descriptive of Brahma or creator, Vishnu the preverver, and Siva the destroyer
runniug several hundred feet out into the water, by the great incomprehensible, may be deemed appro- is the -largest and most imposing sculpture in th~
the side of which our little steamer landed its select priate before we enter into a detailed description of temple, and stands at the inner end of the main comnumber of passengers, and we found the island, the sculptures in this ancient temple: "Perfect partment, immediately in front of the grand enthough rocky and elevated, covered with rich growth truth; perfect happiness, without equal; immortal, trance. The figures reach a bight of twelve to fifof tropical trees and plants lovely to behold. Mun- absolute unity; whom nei~her speech can describe teen feet, and display a very fair amount of artistic
goe"trees, palms, bananas, cactuses, with a ·profusion nor mind comprehend; all-pe1·vading; all-trandscend- skill, being carved and sculptured with care and
of plants, creepers, and flowers, met our eyes upon all ing; delighted with his own boundlesF! intelligence; precision. Each person in the godhead is identified
sides. A well-built stone walk and ascending steps not limited by space or time; without feet, moving by his accorded symbols and peculiarities. The
with a walk neatly laid on each side, rounded off swiftly; without hands, grasping all worlds; without high head-dresses, on which was bestowed an almost
with ornamental capstones, erected many years ago eyes, all-surveying; without ears, all-hearing; with- inconceivable amount of work, when gilded and
by a rich rajah, leads for a thousand feet or two out an intelligent guide, understanding all; without adorned as they originally were, must have presented
from the water's edge to the magnificent temple cut cause, the first of all causes; all-ruling, all-powerful; a very rich and striking appearance, and are sup.
out of the solid rock.
the creator, the preserver, the transformer of all posed to represent the style in vogue with the rajahs
The name Elephanta comes from the colossal statue things; such is the great one." This is perhaps of the country at the time the temple was constructed.
of an elephant standing at the entrance of the temple, equally as grand a description of the great unknown The ornaments on the tiaras are interspersed with
the figure being cut out of a detatched mass of dark- as any Christian has been able to give, each knowing symbols and emblems, and the brooches, necklaces,
colored rock of volcanic or igneous formation. The absolutely nothing of the being or power attempted pendants, and festoons of jewelry are most elaborate
native name of the island-which is perhaps some to be described, and drawing only upon a prolific and rich in execution. The models themselves
three miles in circumference, the rocks, partially imagination for ideas; but after all, neither can rise would do honor to artists of our own times.
covered with soil, rismg two or three hundred feet above the great cosmos, the universe-nature-which . The head on the left and facing the east, accord.
in the center-is Gurhpoora, meaning the "tower of embraces all existence, all material, all forces, all ing to the ancient custom, is the principal head of
purification;" or, according to others, the "fortress- capabilities that have existence, and beyond which, Siva in his character of destroyer, as the protaber.
city."
·
above which, and below which there is and can be ance on his forehead-his third eye-the skull on his
The excavation was made by the believers in nothing. The simple term, nature, then, expresses cap, with plants sacred to him, indicate. His hair is
Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, the great Hindoo trinity; just as much, and means just as much, as the far- formed of twisted serpents. He wears a stern, gloomy
but as to the precise period when it was done, of fetched and incomprehensible imagery and dream- expression, and has a Roman countenance, which
course, cannot be decided, though it is believed to ing which men, whether pagan or Christian, ar(> derives character or fierceness from a moustache
have been earlier than the Christian era, some claim- capable of originating. "Nature," if we only look above his slightly parted lips. A slight prominence
ing them to be several centuries older than Chris- at it in the right light, is as great a word, as great a is visible at the corners of his mouth, which may
tianity. I will first give the size of the excavations, meaning, as great a conception, as "God" can pollsi- have meant to conceal the tusks often ascribed to
etc., and describe the various statues and sculptures bly be. And after all the fine talk is indulged in, him. In his right hand is a large cobra, with the
further on. The excavation consists of three parts, after all the imagination can paint, the two words wide, expanded head peculiar to that deadly ser.
of which the center is occupied by a great temple, are synonymous, and mean almost precisely the same. pent, and which s!'ems to be looking the destructive
dedicated to the Hindoo trinity, and the sides by two "Nature" is .ALL, and "God" can be no more. About god in the face. Siva is sometimes represented with
chapels, sacred to Siva and Indra respectively. The the only difference is that the stickler for" God" has five heads, but in only one of them, and in the mid.
extent of the cave from north to south is one hundred taken what the term" Nature" implies, with all its dle of the forehead, is placed the "eye of destruc.
and thirty feet; from east to west, one hundred and wonder and mystery, put an imaginary envelope or tion," from which flames are to dart forth to destroy
thirty-three feet. Twenty-six pillars, of which eight covering upon him, and given him personality, and the world.
are broken, and sixteen pilasters support the roof named hi.m Brahma, Ahura-Mazda, Osiris, Odin,
The center and largest head is Brahma, the creand the entire mountain which rises above it. Jove, or Jehovah; but when all this is done, the vari- ator. It perhaps has not as much expression as that
N either the floor nor the roof is in precisely the same ous names mean the same, no more, and no less. I of Siva, but it exhibits the qualities of tranquility
. plain throughout, and consequently the bight varies still insist that nature means just as much as either of and repose in a striking degree. It isprobablewhen
from eight and a half feet in some places to eighteen them, and is more true, more real, more absolute, fully painted the expression of his countenance may
feet in others. The pillars also vary somewhat in than any of them; for nature really does exist, is have been greatly increased. The figure has a rich
size and decorations, but not sufficiently to cause the the sum of all existence, and is the only thing that necklace of jewels, with festoons like pearls, which
difference to be noticed by the visitor. All the walls does exist. But if there are those who wish to per- have the appearance of being suspended from elonare covered with bas-reliefs, generally of large size, in sonify nature and name it by any of the above ap- gated ears.
good proportion, and producing a pleasing effect. pellations, or any of the thousands of others that
The third figure of course represents Vishnu, the
The reliefs on the walls are in some cases so high and have been invented, I will not quarrel with them for preserver, who has had no less than nine distinct
distinct that they adhere only to the main mass of the taste they indulge in; but I must insist that no avatars or incarnations, begotten by himself, to
rocks by their backs. Many of them are of colossal name that can be invented, no personality that can carry out his wise designs and purposes. He has a
dimensions and remarkably well executed, though it be imagined, can make grand, glorious, eternal old somewhat feminine cast of count.enance blended
is to be regretted that certain Christian zealots have Nature one iota more great or omnipotent or omni- with benignance and geniality. The ornaments of
seriously defaced many of the sculptures. Consider- present than it is. And I must also insist that when the headress are also of a feminine character, having
able light is admitted at the main entrance, as well personality-a being-the qualities of organization, several beautiful festoons of jewels or pearls with
as on the sides; so that no artificial light is required parts, locality, of being in one place more than oblong drops. The right hand holds up a lotus in a
to see the sculptures in the various parts of the ex- another, is given to a universal principle or power, good state of preservation.
cavations. A feeling of awe is not easily suppressed its infinity, which is one of the greatest characterThe center figure holds what appears to be a
as one stands near the main extrance and views the istics, is at once destroyed. No being, thing, sub- gourd or pomegranate. The whole subject stands in
grand and quiet sculptures, representing the ancient stance, person, power, or principle can at the same a recess in the rock ten feet in depth, and the center
belief of the people who many centuries ago inhab- time have personality, locality, and infinity. The figure from the bottom of the breast to the top of
ited this land, and which sculptures have so long terms are most assuredly incompatible with each the cap is seventeen feet ten inches in bight. Bequietly reposed in this quiet retreat. I will not at- other; where personality, individuality, locality, or- hind the head to the left is a recess capable of h~ld
tempt to here enter into an explanation of the com- ganization, and "being" exist there cannot be in- ing a person in a reclining position, without bemg
plicated system of Hindoo mythology, which is not :finity; a being cannot possibly be everywhere at the observed from below, an arrangement supposed to
even understood alike by the various sects of the same time. And when the idea of "being" is dis- have been made use of by the priests to assist the
Hindoos themselves, some paying their worship to missed, there is no truer nor grander term for the gods and enable them to speak at the proper moone particular deity and some to another. The gods supreme, infinite power than N.ATURE; and it needs ment, and increase correspondingly the faith ~nd
of most of the sects are claimed to have had numer- not a creator, and had not a creator a thousandth adoration of the worshipers.
There is nothmg
ous avatars, sons, or transformations, or descents part as much as either of the personal beings called like a proper amount of finesse in these godly matupon the earth to accomplish some particular purpose, gods, which men have imagined. Whenever any ters.
either for the good of the gods or of the race of one says "nature" must have had a beginning, a
In the compartment east of the great trinity Siva
men upon the earth; and each of these has again cause, or. a creator, they would speak far more truly is represented in his double character of male and
been transformed an almost infinite number of times to say that any god or being which can be imagined female, a personification of nature in one form. One
-Vishnu and Siva, two of the persons of the trinity, must have had a beginning, a cause, and a creator. side of the figure is that of a m~le, and the other
are each said to have a thousand different names. Nothing can possibly be gained in logic or good a female, and the distinction between the .two
There is scarely a passion, feeling, vice, or virtue of sense by deciding that nature must have been caused, sexes is carried out with elaborateness. The nght
the human ra<}e that has has been personified, to- but that the god or gods were not caused. Until it hand of the male side leans with one of the four
gether with all the innumerable hosts with which the can be shown that any god possesses any quality or arms on the head of the nandi, or sacred bull, the
prolific and imaginative mind of ma.:o has peopled capability which nature does not more perfectly animal on which Siva rides; it is not seen with any
the supposed domain of heaven, and including fire, possess, I shall object to nature being despised, and other figure. It appears that most of the Hi~doo
wind, earth, water, with all the forces and features a creation of the imagination adored in its place. goda, like, in fact, most of the gods of other natwns,
of nature. The devout Hindoo can hardly approach But to return to Elephanta and the Hindoos.
had their favorite mode of conveyance. The other
his .ideal, supreme, and unknown god, incomprehenWhen the Hindoo deity wished the world to exist right arm of the compound figure holds up a cobraf
sible to any mind, perhaps, but his own, and really and continue, or rather when the Hindoo Theist him- or napa, also one of the. symbols of Siva. Many 0
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the gods seem to have considerable to do with snakes, A short flight of steps leads to this chamber, and in sacrifice to Vishnu, in which Dadhiohi declared it to
and even Yahweh himself had no little trouble with the center, on a kind of altar, is a round, dome- be necessary that Siva should have a part. In the
a member of the snake family, which he had created, shaped pillar, the lower end of which is square and course of the dispute which arose Mahadeva, the
and whichpossessed shrewdness and power sufficient is let into the base, the upper part being round, and greatgod of all, and perhaps another name for Siva,
to thwart and upset the plans of his maker. One of about three feet high. This is the most sacred ob- created Virabhadra, who at once demolished the saothe left female arms holds a shield or mirror-prob- jeot in the temple, and is particularly the symbol of rifioe, exhorting them to submit to Mahadl:lva, "whose
ably the former-while the other arm is broken off. Siva. It is the lin[Jam, the union of the phallus and wrath was better than the beneficence of other gods."
The side of the head.dress is distinctly marked, both the yoni, the male and female organs of generation, Extreme age is depicted on the countenance, large
in the jewels and emblem!!!. It is greatly to be re- recognized as the source of life and regarded as the tusks protrude from the mouth, and the eyes bespeak
gretted that the lower part of this sculpture has been correct symbol of creative power. As is well known, vengeance. The figure had eight arms. There is a
much damaged by vandalism, but above and around this was an object of greatworshipwith the ancients small human body on the left, which was no doubt
the principal figure are numerous floating or flying and is confessedly one of the oldest forms of worship pierced by a sword held in one of the left hands.
statues, some in the clouds, and others as attend- in the world. It was not necessarily an impure idea One of the right hands grasps a long sword as if
ants with the chamara, or cow-tail fan. On Siva's which prompted this form of worship and this sym- about to slay a victim. .A bell is held in one of the
extremerightishis trident-bearer, and above Brahma, bol of life and creative power, but was simply a left hands to strike the doom, and 11 bowl in another
with his heads, seated on his lotus throne, upheld recognition of the principal law of nature, without to catch the blood of the victim. What is supposed
by swans, as his conveyance. He had four arms, which animal and human life could not possibly to be an elephant's hide is held up behind the figure
the right one of which holds a lotus; the others have exist, another oonolutive proof that the ancients, in by two of the arms, as if about to wrap it around the'
been so mutilated as not to be easily made out, but their conceptions of what they supposed to be deity, body. The head of an elephaijt is quite visible.
are suppo~ed to have held his usual symbols.
recognized the laws and forces of nature. The up- There are a number of male and female figures above
.A little nearer to Siva is Indra, the ancient Vedic right portion represents the generative energy of and below, probably representing the gods looking
god of the firmament, riding on his beautiful Siva, or nature, while the circle or zone within which on, as Dr. Wilson suggests, "in horror and amazeelephant, .Arravati, who was supposed to shower the it stands correspondingly represents Parvati, the ment." The head-dress is most elaborately carved.
rain from his trunk. In one hand Indra holds the female side of reproduction. In its entirety it repre- In the Bhagavad-Gita Siva is described as roaming
thunderbolt, while the other is not very plain. His sents the reproductive power of nature, by which about in dreadful cemeteries, attended by hosts of
robes are the clouds, spangled with a thousand eyes means only the continued existence of organized life is ghosts, laughing, weeping like a madman, and
or stars, as thus poetically described:
possible. There are, in secluded places in this temple, smeared with ashes from funeral piles.
Mounted on the sun's bright beams,
several other smaller lingams, but all having the
" The Destroyer" is again described by a learned
Darter of the swift blue bolt;
same import.
writer in this language: "His body is smeared with
Sprinkler of genial dews and fruitful rains,
On each side of the chamber described, on raised ashes from a. funeral pile, around his neck hangs a
On hill and thirsty plains.
pedestals, stand gigantic guards, with the Brahman- string of human_skulls, his forehe!ld is streaked with
On the other side of Siva are Reveral grotesque wal cord on their shoulders. Their head·dresl!les are a black line, his hair is woven into a matted braid,
figures; on one of them, called Garuda, sits Vishnu. rich and varied. They may have had various sym- his loins are clothed with a tiger's skin, a skull is in
The Garnda on which Vishnu rides is a half man and bols in their hands, but the most of them have been his left hand for a cup, and in his right he carries a
half eagle of resplendent plumage, and king of the destroyed by the vandals who worshiped another bell which he constantly rings, exclaiming aloud,
feathered tribes. Vishnu has four arms; one holds description of god, though no more true and not as 'Ho! Shambhu Bhairava; ho! lord of Kali.'"
his chakra or disk, which, when he throws it from real. It is said the four gates of this shrine were
This is terrible, to be sure, for a god; but'it will
him, emits flames from the edges; one rests upon his never opened but once a year, on the day of the of course be remembered that these gods sometimes
knee, the others are broken off, but are suppolled to greatest festival held in the temple, to show in what get in a terrible way and exhibit the fiercest rage and
have held his peculiar emblems.
veneration this special phase of worship was held.
passion, and that they often show the most deadly
It is easy to see, in all these representations) that
THE MARRIAGE O:F' SIVA.
hatred to each other. The old god of.the Jews, who
the forces of nature ~ere intended to be personified,
On the south .side of the great porch is a depart- tried his hand for a few hundred years to rule the
and if the poetry of the conception could only have ment of sculptures said to represent the marriage of little country of Palestine, and before he got to be as
been ke.pt in mind, without the coarser and cruder Siva and Parvati, particularly as this is the only in- civil and civilized as he is now, used often to get into
notions of beings and persons having crept in, it stance where the goddess is represented as standing those fits of anger. Fire used to dart forth from him
would all have been well enough; but the mischief of on the right band-a position occupied only on the and consume two hundred and fifty people at a time
all this god business, in all ages of the world, is 'that day of marriage. Siva is ten feet and ten inches (Num. xvi, 35). Sometimes he wanted to consume
men have not been able to keep distinctly in mind high; he had four arms, though now more or less millions at once (Num. xvi, 45, and Ex. xxxviii, 5).
the portrayal of nature's operation~, rather than the broken, and his right leg gone; Parvati is eight His anger was fearful on a great number of occasions
crude ideas of personalties. As regards the male feet six inches high. .A figure behind her, with his and is often referred to as " waxing hot," and being
and female element being each represented in divin- ri'ght hand upon her shoulder or arm, supposed to be "stirred up.'' His hatred was also very strong and
ity,the idea is far more beautiful and more true than Himalaya, her father, seems to be leading her for- often spoken of, but his anger and hatred were ne'V\lr
the Jewish and Christian conception, in which there waro. Both her hands are broken off, though prob- so great as when other gods were noticed by his peoare three masculine deities, without the slightest ably one of them rested in t4at of Siva. There is a ple, and when sacrifices were offered to them in place
recognition of the female element. In nature, the small crouching figure on Siva's left, sai!l to be of himself, although so far as appears they were
female exists, as per necessity, as really as the male, Brahma, the officiating priest of the ceremony. Be- quite as mild, complacent, and well-behaved as himand if there is any deity besides nature, it must be hind stands Vishnu, who has four hands-in one a self. On these occasions his anger often rose to such
as much female as male. The Hindoos, in this re- lotus, in another a ohakra, while the other two are a bight as to know no bounds. Siva, even as "despeot,.had more good sense than those exclusively broken off. On the extreme right of Parvati is a stroyer," scarcely holds a comparison with him.
he-god worshipers, who n(,JW affect to despise them large male figure with a crescent behind his head,
THE WEST WING.
and their recognition of the female element.
holdingupawater-pot,probablyoontainingthewater
Descending a few steps, and crossing the courtIn the compartment west of the trinity, the sculpt- necessary for the ceremony. This is said to be the yard, a small porch is reached leading to a chamber
ure represents Siva and his wife, Parvati, after being moon-god. Of the numerous surrounding figures no in which is another dungeon. On each side of the
divided to form separate and di!ltinot sexes. Siva decided opinion can be given as to their meaning, door is a guard or door-keeper, with two attendant
has his usual high head-dress, on which are sculpt. though various theories have been advanced upon dwarfs, and a flying figure above the shoulders of
ured the crescent and other emblems, and above them the subject.
each. The figure in the center of the north end reprises something like a helmet, or a "foam-crested
The various gods whom men have worshiped have resents Siva in the attitude of an ascetic, seated on a
wave," in which is to be distinguished a three-headed had not a little to do at getting married and raising lotus throne, upheld by two figures. To the right is
female figure. It is supposed to represent the river children. When they exercised the good sense and a figure holding a plantain, behin.d is a sage, on the
Ganges, which is fabled to flow from Siva's hair. morality to get married before begetting ohil- left a similar figure. .Above is Brahma. In the
The three heads are thus supposed to indicate the dren, it was very commendable and exemplary clouds are a number of winged attendants. On the
mythieal union of the three sacred rivers, the Ganges, on their part; but when, like old Jupiter and Yah- south side Siva is again represented with. six arms
the J umner, and the Saraswati, severally the consorts weh, they engaged in the business of begetting with- and a protuberance on the forehead, probably that
or energies of these three great powers. This juno- out taking the preliminary step of getting married, terrible third eye. In one hand he holds a cobra, in
tion is called Triveni, or the three-plaited locks. The the practice can hardly be censured in language too the other a club. The palm of one hand, minutely
Ganges and the J umner form a junction near Allaha- strong or pronounced. It is simply setting a very carved, is turned outward. On his right is Brahma
bad; the latter river receives the Saraswati near bad example to the world, for it would seem that on a lotus-seat, upborne by swans. On the left is a
Delhi, so that the union of the three is held to take what is right and moral for a god to do may also be figure seated on a bull. Above the shoulder of a
place at one point-all another poetical fancy of practiced by n;en. It is difficult indeed to under- female figure is Indra, and behind him Vishnu on
nature and her great operations.
stand why seduction or adultery, even with a pro- the shoulderli of Garuda. There is a small unfinished
One of Siva's hands again holds a snake, and on fessed proper motive, is any better in a god than in chamber at the south end, overhanging the cistern or
his left stands, in a graceful attitude, his beautiful a man. Adultery is adultery, whoever commits it, well, which is believed to have been at one time so
consort, Parvati. She has several necklaces, armlets, w!lether gods or their priests. If gods or men wish deep as to be almost unfathomable. The cistern has
and bracelets. The lower part of this compartment to engage in sexual commerce it is as little as they been explored; it deepens considerably toward the
is filled with dwarfs, and a curious :figure, kneeling ought to do to look up a partner that theythinkwill extreme end, and the bottom is composed of large
in front and a little to the right of Siva; his head suit them and then get married in an honorable man- stones.
has garlands of flowers around it. On Siva's right ner, like honest persons. Anything short of this is
BIRTH or G.ANESHA.
are Brahma and Indra, and on Parvati'sleft is Vishnu the sheerest adultery, which is always immorality.
Reentering the great cave or principal part of the
on Garuda. Garuda was also the serpent destroyer, Why will some of the gods always be setting such temple and passing toward the west wing, a comand having killed all but one, he kept this for a bad examples before men, who are only too ready to partment on the right hand is reached, now badly
necklace. He seemed to have better luck with snakes use any excuse and follow any bad example in this mutilated, representing Siva and his consort, Parvati,
than the Jew God.
line which may be set them? .At the very least that seated together in their terrestrial paradise, Kailasa,
Between the three compartments named are two can be said, the gods should not blame men for doing situated among the peaks of the mystical and wonsquare pilasters, against which stand large guards, the very acts they do themselves. But the way derful mountains of Meru. Above their heads are
as doorkeepers or sentinels, with attendant dwarfs, things have been going on in the past with some numerous male and female figures, floating on what
probably to guard the central trinity, which appears of these gods, with respect to their conduct with appears to be olcud-s, which rest on countless sumonce to have had doors, as the poles for receiving females, in sly and secret places, and in yielding to mits-of Kailasa, depicted by the unequal masses bethe lintels are plainly to be seen.
sexual desires, this conduct has truly been enough to low; between and behind Siva and Parvati is a
THE LINGA SHRINE.
make their followers and worshipers thoroughly female figure carrying a child on her hip, from which
To the west of the great hall a mass of rook was ashamed of them.
it has been supposed that this panel represents the
left (about the space inclosed by four pillars), and
SIVA THE Dl!:STROYER.
birth of Ganesha, or Gunputti, afterward known as
this has been carefully sculptured out to form a
Facing the marriage scene is a compartment said the elephant-headed god of wisdom. There are sevsquare chamber, as if to shut out from the public to be one of the most remarkable in the entire tem- eral figures on the right and left, but it is not easy
gaze something more sacred than anything else in ple, and is thought to represent Virabhadra, one of to decide the-meaniug of them. Perhaps they are
the temple. '.r:he four openings face the cardinal the avatars of Siva, in the act of deRtroying a saori- the immediate attendants of Siva and Parvati. This
points, and these were once provided with doors, so :floe. The legend runs in this wise: Dakra, attended compartment is much mutilated in the lower portions,
that the sacred apartment could be securely closed. by a number of divine beings, determined to wake a. but appears to have been filled with dwarfs and
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animals. Among the latter is the bull, Siva's vehicle, tall as a mountain, and another figure, probably
the tiger of Parvati. There is also a strange figure
on the canopy. The skeleton form of Bhringi, Siva's
favorite, is discernible at the feet. The mutilation
that has been perpetrated in this compartment is
shameful.
RAVAN OR RAVANA.

Facing the apartment last described Siva and Parvati are seated on an eminence; their paradise among
the Himalaya Mountains already alluded to, and
which Ravan, the twenty-armed, ten-headed, demonking of Lanka, is trying to remove or overthrow.
Siva is here represented with eight arms, which,
however, have been broken off; one held a trident,
a portion of which still remains, two rested on the
heads of other figures. Parvati sits on his right; on
each side is a guard. Bhringi is seated at Siva's feet;
on the left of the former is Gunputti, with his elephant-head. The legend connected with this runs
thus: Ganesha having quarreled with Vishnu, and
being likely to gain the victory, Siva cut off his head,
and this so enraged his mother that she threatened
to upset the whole celestial business. The gods,
therefore: in their great alarm, implored Siva to
interpose. Upon his doing so, Ganesha's head could
not be found, and in the great emergencies of the
case it was determined to replace it by the head of
the first animal to be found. This proved to be an
elephant with a single tusk; Siva adopted him as his
son, and in consideration of this and of the serious
disturbance in heaven which had thus been averted,
the gods magnanimously agreeed that he should be
the first god invoked on all occasions. In this way
the wrath of Parvati was most fortunately averted.
Beneath the raised throne is Ravan, who had resolved to move the great mountain to his own kingdom, in order to secure Siva's aid against Kama, one
of the avatars or incarnations of Vishnu. Parvati,
however, had her eyes open, and noticing the alarming symptoms she was caused to tremble and quake
with fear, and at length being unable to longer
restrain her trepidation, she exclaimed: "Some one
moves the hill! We shall be overthrown !" At this
gentle hint Siva pressed' down the mountain with one
of his great toes right upon Ravana's head, which
caused the evil god, or demon, as the case may be, to
utter such a loud ery as to shake all creation; but to
serve him right for his impudence Siva held him fast
by the head or neck with that powerful great toe of
his, for a thousand years, until Mahadeva, sometimes
sty'led the blue-throated lord of Uma, was fully propitiated with hymns of praise, and by the performance of such austerities as never fail to please the
gods, when the benignant being kindly sent and
released the bad fellow, and made him the present of
a sword besides. Ravana's back is turned outward.
This is fully equal to the Jew-book story about the
son of Yahweh by the Jewish maiden, getting his
heel-just as good as the toe-on the head of old
Lucifer, Apollyon, Beelzebub, Satan, the serpent, or
whatever his name might be, and giving it a thorough bruising, and holding him in confinement
afterward for a thousand years. Really, these god
stories are wonderfully similar.
THE EAST WING.

Descending a few steps and crossing a court to
which there was an entrance, a flight of nine Bteps is
reached, on each siQe of which are stone leogriffs in
a sitting posture, and from that this apartment is
called the "Tiger Cave." The circular platform in
the center of the court was probably the positi<?n of
the nandi, or sacred bull of Siva, which always faces
the linga shrine. In the center of the east wing is
another linga shrine, though smaller than that in the
great temple already mentioned, and having but one
entrance, to which was once afued a daor. At the
east and west ends are large figures, though much
damaged. The small figure on the right of each
has a snake around his waist: The large figure near
the west end has two attendants. This figure had
four arms; in one hand he holds a snake, and with
another he holds his robe in place on his shoulder.
That protuberance of the third eye is plainly seen.
A little to the right is the chapel of Ganesha, formerly protected by a railing in front. The back wall
of this chapel is covered with a strong crusty com-.
position, resembling bitumen. There are many indications in this compartment of the temple having
once been painted, as portions of the ceiling still
have patches of paint adhering thereto. At the
extreme end is the largest figure of Ganesha in the
cave, and the Hindoo visitors as a work of high
respect, have daubed it with red paint. On the top
and at the back of the head-dress is a large square
hole, thought to have been intended for depositing
presents in by the devout worshipers of the linga
and the trinity.
A 11hort figure on the right rests his head on the
knee of Ganesha, while another :figure on the left
holds an offering; above are two flying figures, as
well as seve.ral figures on the sides. On the back
wall of the chapel are ten figures, ineluding that of
Ganesha. The rest of the figures are females, some
of them carrying children, and above all are the
small symbols already mentioned. At the opposite
end is a standing figure, thought to be meant for
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Siva, or Shulapani, the wielder of the trident. On
his right is Brahina, seated on his lotus throne;
a hove are three figures, one holding an offering; on
the left is Vishnu on the shoulders of Garuda. A
figure below holds a lotus. Facing this chapel is a
chamber corresponding in size, but quite plain. At
certain times of the year, it is said, the ground within
this chamber is covered with water to the depth of a
foot or mere, which the believers insist comes by
miraculous means from the Ganges. This may
account for the absence of sculpture in this compartment. The excavators finding the rock here more of
a porous nature, probably thought it might be liable
to decay or crumble away, and therefore left it unwrought. During the dry portion of the year the
miraculous action of the water ceases, and this portion of the cave, like the rest, becomes dry. It has
often been noticed that miracles can take place only
when the conditions are favorable. Rain miracles
frequently fail in dry weather.
THE T..t.NDAR.A. DANCE.

Returning toward the entrance, a compartment is
reached on the left hand, in which Siva is represented
"tripping the light fantastic toe." (You will remember that Jesus was also fond of attending a wedding.) . This sculpture has also been shamefully
mutilated; it had eight arms, only one of which
remains-one crossed the body, another held a seepter, around the top of which was a cobra; another
hand held a portion of the robe. The head-dress and
armlets were carved with great care. The right leg
is broken off near the knee, and the left is entirely
gone. The dance that was here represented is called
the "frantic dance," of which there are two varieties; this one is accompanied by violent gesticulationa, which Siva performs at the eventide to the
sound of musical instruments, with his hair loose,
stamping with frantic energy, attended by his ganas
s.ndpishachas, when the dust he raised is put on their
heads; the other dance is performed, when in sport
he destroys the world, fixing the elephants of the
four corners on his trishula and dancing wildly.
One author calls it "the dance of the victor of
Tripura," that dance to which space is wanting.
Lightly treads the powerful, destructive god lest he
should overturn the earth; he cramps his action lest
his arms reach beyond the limits of the three worlds,
and he bends his spark-emitting glances on vacuity
lest they should consume the objects on which they
gaze. (How kind the gods are not to turn everything into eternal smash, to be sure!) Parvati
stands on the left of Siva; over her right shoulder
is a flying female figure, and above this again is
Vishnu, riding as usual of Garuda (this time without
a head.) Over Parvati's left is Indra on his celestial elephant.
Bhringi's skeleton is here as well as a large male
:figure bearing a skull, from one of the eye-sockets of
which a snake is crawling. In the left hand corner
is a figure of Ganesha; in his left hand he holds his
broken tusk, and in his right a club. His worshipers
have again 'Showed their respect for him by smearing
his image with red paint. (The Christians usually
cover the image of this god with gold.) Over
Ganesha's club is Brahma, with three heads and four
hands, seated on a throne supported by five geese.
(It has been suggested that geese usually support
gods and thrones.) The central figure is said to
have a held a book. There are or were a number
of other figures in this compartment, but they have
been so mutilated that their original meaning cannot
be made out; but the significanee was all heavenly,
of course.
SIVA As AN ASECTIC.

.and sweat blood under an olive-tree; and many of
the big saints in his church have lived ascetic lives
for years, some retiring to monasteries for their entire
lives, and some even passing a score of years on a
pedestal or monument. Siva and his devotees do
not beat that very much.
This grand old cave is often made the resort of
picnic parties. It is so commodious, light, and
clean that it is very appropriate on a burning, bright
day to retire to its perpetual shades and partake of a
grateful repa.st. It certainly would be as welcome
as a !lliraculous dinner of bread and fish. It is a
lasting shame that the Christians who many centuries
ago visited these shores felt it their duty to exhibit their hatred for the gods of the Hindoos by
knocking the heads, arms, legs, etc., from the same.
The poor gods are always harmless enough if people
will only let them alone and not say so much about
them. There never was a god heard of who had
power enough to harm anybody if left alone. Gods
are much like scandal and slander-they do the more
harm the more they are taked over and their qualities
and features exaggerated.
Even the pious hypocrite, liar, and slanderer, Joe
Cook, when he visited this cave a few days ago, not
being able to appreciate the poetry of the oonception
of nature's forces, is said to have been intensely horrifird at the presentation here of so many imaginary
gods, and is said to have inveighed st.rongly against
them. "Oh, the monstrosity of presenting such beings as gods !" Well, heathen gods may be monstrous
enough. All the gods I have met with, and I have
seen great numbers of them, are monstrous according
to my views, but I have seen no heathen gods so
monstrous in my eyes as the orthodox, Jew-Christian
God, who made beings on purpose to damn them and
torture tli"m forever, and who planned the fearful
degradation and cruel death of his own dear son, in
whose dying agony he took great pleasure. No, I
have met with no pagan god, horrible as they are,
with a character so monstrous and so execrable as
that.
It makes little difference, after all, how a god is
piotured to our vision and conception, whether in
images of r.tone, metal, or wood, whether painted on
canvas or panels, printed on paper, or whether described in books, or expounded upon from the pulpit.
It is all the same business of god-making-the worst
business, by the bye, that poor misled man has ever
engaged in. The miserable gods clearly would have
had no existence but for the creation which imaginative man has given them. And just think for a
moment what a world of harm the poor created
phantoms have made. Think of the quarrels, contentions, and wars that have taken place in the
world in consequence of these worthless gods, each
nation and people insisting that its god was the most
powerful, and that to his god all others should bow.
Think of the cruel, intolerant, and persecuting religions that in all these ages have been gotten up in
the interest of these gods, making the devotees of
the different gods hate each other with the most intense animosity. Think of the myriads of priests
these gods have required to minister unto them, or
rather to the poor dupes who believe in them, telling
the dupes what the gods think, wish, and command,
the dupes having to support in opulence these lying
priests for all these miserable falsehoods. Think of
the fiends which these priests and these gods have
made of men. Think of the rivers and oceans of
blood that have been shed on their account, of the
great unhappiness they have caused for these many
thoui!ands of years, and then tell me if I am not correct in saying that god-making is the worst business
man has ever engaged in.
There are four other rock temples on this same
island, two being c:m the same ridge with the one I
have described, and the other two being on an opposite ridge and approached by a tortuous and tiresome
path through an intense jungle. The one nearest
is but a short distance to the south of the great eave;
its entrance faces the east by northea!!t. The entrance to the third temple is further to the south, but
these two are in a dilapidated condition, and much
debris has fallen from the roof. The fourth temple
on the opposite hill is reached by crossing a ravme
and climbing the hill to the distance of a hundred
feet or so above the level of the great cave. ~his
was discovered only about twenty-five years ago.
About five hundred feet north is what appears to be
the beginning of another cave. Near by three walls
are cut in the rock, with some brick foundations in
the same vicinity, though they possess no special
interest.
When it is remembered that these caves were excavated in the neighborhood of twenty-five hundred
years ago, while the worship of lndra was still in
vogue, and before the world had gained its present
knowledge of hardening steel, making drills, and the
most perfect carving tools, the industry, perseverance,
and skill of the cutters of these rock temples can
but be admired.

Far in the compartment just described is one about
which there is not a little diversity of opinion on the
part of antiquarians, as some think the main figure
in this case bears resemblance to Buddha; but so
much mutilation has been done him that it is not
easy to divine accurately what the meaning is. The
principal figure has but two arms, and is seated crosslegged on a lotus seat, upborne by two figures. The
face h~s a mild expression, and the head-dress is
elaborately and minutely cut. The scene is laid on
the Himalaya Mountains, and Siva is represented as
mourning the loss of his consort Uma, who, poor
thing, died broken-hearted, because she and her busband were not invited to Daksha's sacrifice. Heavenly minstrels are above, and attendants below seated
amidst the rocks. To the left of Siva is a plantain
or banana tree, and under his left arm a sun-flower.
,On each side is a female figure. Vishnu is over the
plantain, and again on the shoulders of Garuda. Still
over Vishnu is a figure on horseback, the only inl!lta.nce where the horse is represented in the entire
cave. There are also several other figures, but their
meaning is somewhat obscure. The most noticeable
feature in this compartment is the representation of
Siva as a mourning, sad ascetic. Perhaps even a
god with several wives still has cause for sadness.
Many of the devotees of Siva have for centuries
been ascetics, they seeming to think that fasting and sadness is particularly pleasing to their god.
TO OTHER ROCK TEMPLES.
The Christian god was also an ascetic, and is said to
There are a thousand rock temples in India, in all,
have passed some of his early years among the and many of them extremely interesting. Of course,
ascetics. He retired also to a mountain and fasted it would not be expected that I should visit all of
forty days and nights a la Tanner, and mourned them, but I desired to see such as I could visit con•
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veniently. The Carlee caves are nearly eighty miles stars which shine in America. We passed over four my guttree as before, making arrangements through·
southeast of Bombay, and the Kennery caves are miles of very smooth road, with rows of mangoe the station master for an ox-cart and a guide to call
twenty-five or thirty miles off in the same direction. and other trees on each side, makin2 a pleasant me at 5 in the morning, to accompany me to the
These I resolved to visit. Accordingly I took the avenue all the way, till we came to a by-road over caves, six miles away. I hoped there would be the
·Great Indian Peninsula Railway to Khandala station, rocky ways, where we soon had to leave the tonga same promptness in this case as on the preceding
seventy-six miles from Bombay, to visit those first and walk nearly a mile. The sun was up when we morning, but I was disappointed. I was up betimes
which are farthest away, calling to see the others on reached the mountain range in which the caves are waiting for my men and my conveyance, but they
my return. The tide to Khandala is much of the way located, and we had to climb up five hundred feet of did not put in an appearance till 7 o'clock, when my
most picturesque. For several miles we are on the steep hillside to reach thP.m. Here half a dozen patience had become nearly exhaueted, knowing that
1sland on which Bombay is situated, the road lying padres, a low, idle order of priests, were in waiting as I had several miles to walk in reaching andrein and nmu shallow bodies of water, with pleasant to show us around the excavations, and especially to turning from the caves it would subject me to traveland rather fine-looking towns scattered along every receive the coins in return which we might feel ing with the burning midday rayil of the terrible
few miles. The cocoanut and palm-trees are ev~ry- generous enough to dispense. Near the entrance to Indian sun pouring mercilessly down upon my
where to be seen, with a profusion of cultivated the main cave stands a small Siva temple with dim defenseless head. I scolded some, but it was wasted
flowers, especially around the stations and the dwell- lights burning inside, and an image opposite the upon the ·benighted heathen, who could comprehend
ings of Europeans. Farming is being prosecuted all entrance. Before the door were three or four bells my language and gestures but little more than to
along, especially where irrigation can be used. to call the worshipers tb their duty. In close prox- understand I w-as displeased.
Wheat is the great winter crop, but it looks very imity was a nearly naked priest muttering prayers
I had presumed to hope, also, that the ox-cart in
short in comparispn with American wheat. There to Siva or some other god. He held out his hand which I was to ride eight miles, going and coming,
certainly is not an excessive growth of straw in this for a few pices in payment for the prayers which he might be one of those cosy, comfortable spring carts
country. I have not learned what the average crop had probably muttered for our benefit. The whole with a pleasant covering, which I had seen in Bornof wheat is in India, but in the fields I have thus far thing reminded me of what I had seen in Catholic bay; but judge of my disappointment when I saw a
seen, I judge it not to be extremely heavy. When churches. Catholics and Siva-worshipers alike are very common, rough cart, with springs, without a
the fields have had little or no water, the crop lo·,ks busily uttering senseless praye1·s to somebody or seat, without a top, save three bamboo bows with a
light. I notice peas are pretty largely grown, though something they know nothing about, which takes blue rag, scantily reaching across the top and indifby no means a large variety. The vines are small not the slightest notice of them, and which in all ferently secured. I endeavored to submit philosophand the pods very small; the peas, however, are of probability has no existence, and alike they both ically to the situation, and placed myself recumbent
fair size, and taste very sweet. Where the fields are want money for their worthless services. Without upon the pile of straw within the cart and meditated
not blessed with irrigation they look parched and money their prayers are faintly uttered, and prob- upon my good fortune in· h~tving some straw to sit
dead. The water is often supplied -from small ably reach but a short distance from the earth. and lie upon, while my very dark driver and guide
canals, and, again, is often· pumped up or raised by Without money priests soon cease their labors and were urging the unwilling cattle along the smooth
ox-power, or man-power, by processes similar to seem quite willing that those who will net fork over roadway without the precincts of Tanna, a very
those employed in Egypt.
should go to hell and be damned. Priests are all fair Indian town, of near 10,000 inhabitants. We
Not many miles are tranrsed before ranges .of about alike. The Christian priests, however, are the met many companies and groups of scantily· clad
hills, on either side of the railway, nre reached, a.nd worst, for they are more exacting than pagan priests natives on their way into the town, some with carts,
they grow taller and more -picturesque as the journey and it requires far larger sums of money to satisfy but more carrying burdens of produce, etc., upon their
is continued southward. The ridges are often sharp them.
heads. That is the almost' universal mode of carryand ragged, with frequent tall peaks and domes,
THE C.!HLEE CAVES.
ing burdens here (balanced upon the head), and men
some of them of a very striking appearance. On one
These are Buddhistic excavations, and are believed and weman march along, with head erect, with what
of their high ridges is a singularly shaped rock, or to have been executed in the Asoka period or about looks to be a weight of half a hundred pounds upon
mass of rock, which, at the distance it is from the three hundred years before the· Christian era. The their heads, though the natives are not a muscular
railway- four or five miles -looks like a vast chief "ave is a Buddhistic temple, and said to be one people. They are generally well formed, but m11scle
church or cathedral, with its spire at one end. of the largest and finest in India. It is hewn out of nor flesh predominates. But they are early risers.
The tall rocks along the route are worthy of notice, the solid trap rock; Including the portico, it is 140 I have observed that the peasant class are up before
many of them being decidedly grand. At a distance feet in depth, forty-five feet in width, and twenty- daylight in the morning, hurrying off to their work,
of fifty miles from Bombay, we have made an ascent five feet in hight, being vaulted overhead with whether it be farming, carting, or canying burdens.
of some hundreds of feet, and the railway lies on the wooden arches, something like the reversed ribs of a They perhaps are unable to accomplish as much in a
summit of a moderate ridge, with valleys on either ship, but more round at the crown. These ribs are given time as Americans, but they are willing to
side. This formation of country becomes more three inches thick, and more than a foot in depth. commence in good season before the sun is up.
marked as we go south, and when we have reached Why they were placed there is a little doubtful; pos- They are often to be seen working in the fields
the summit of the elevation-! think three thousand sibly to attach some kind of ornamentation to. The while it is yet dark.
feet-we have passed by the side of valleys five hun- roof rests on forty-one pillars, fifteen of those on
There are no fences in India, save a cactus hedge
dred feet immediately below us, which almost makes each side having a tall base, an octagonal shaft, and now and then, or a wire fence along by the side8 of
one dizzy-headed to look down upon from the car- a richly-molded capital, on which kneel two ele- the railway. The cactus in use here for hedges is
riage windows. Many of these views are worthy of phants, each bearing two figures, generally a man entirely different from the prickly pear hedge I saw
a better description than I can give them. as I must and wom.,n, but sometimes two women, all well exe- so frequently in Syria and Jj":gypt; this is a smaller,
hurry on to the caves.
outed. At the re~tr of the temple is an altar fifteen slimmer variety, its branches being almost round,
Khandala, a native village of five hundred inhab- feet in diameter, and more than that in bight. On l,ike the limbs of a shrub, but of a light-green color;
itants, was reached half an hour before sunset, in the top of it is a cupola, or square altar, supporting a it has no other leaves. The division lines between
time for me to repair to the small hotel, kept by a linga, with the remains of a large umbrella over it, the tillers of different patches and sections of ground
native from Madras, who says he is a Roman Oath- suspended from above. This altar has a passage be- are usually marked off by a ridge of earth or sod,
olio, where I got an evening meal of bread and milk. hind it several feet wide. Outside the rows of pillars thrown up like a small stone wall. Sometimes
For lodging I returned to the station house (the word on the sides are a.isles,givingthe place the appearance ditches are used for the same purpose, and sometimes
depot is not used in India or England, for this pur. of a cathedral. In the portico, fifty-two feet wide, corner and line stones are set up. The land is partly
pose, but always station) to lodge. Let me inform are sculptures of Buddha and his followers, several owned by government or rajahs, who hare large
you that, before starting out, I provided myself with of the figures being nude and of more than life size, possessions like the lords in England. In either case
a guttree, the native name for the kind of bed used in bas-relief. An elephant of life size is also sculpt. it is rented or leased out to the tiller for all the rent
by people here when traveling. It consists of a thick ured on each side. Tlie entrance portion rests on that 'Jan be obtained for it; and as the applicants for
cotton quilt and a cotton pillow. The quilt is large Jour columns, two of which are joined to the solid land are almost without number, the demand for
enough to allow one to lie on one half and be covered rock. In front, on one side stands the "lion pillar," ground to till is active. It is often more than the
with the other. It makes a very comfortable bed, so. called from having four lions sculptured upon it, toiling tiller can do to meet the rent exacted of him
and may be laid almost anywhere. The whole is standing back to back on the capital. The doorway by his avariciqus landlord.
rolled up tolerably snug and fastened with straps, under the portico is through a screen, above which
The smooth road continued for nearly three miles,
and carried as one ordinary piece of baggage. This rises an imposing arch. The whole structure is well when we turned off into a by. road, leading toward
I used the first time at Khandala, spreading it on preserved, none of the sculptures being mutilated.
the caves. This road has never been worked, nor
the wide seat in the waiting-room, where, but for the
Several other smaller excavations are in the im- have the boulders and other stones, which abound in
noise of frequently-arriving trains, I might have mediate vicinity. We were directed up through a great numbers, been removed out of the way. Our
slept well. There were no musketoe.s. Now, then, narrow aperture and a difficult ascent to what seems way then led toward the range of hills in which the
wherever in India I travel, I can follow at least one to have been a school-room where the young novi- caves are located. Among these hills a young
of the injunctions of Jesus-take up my bed and tiates and students were once educated, with cloisters growth of forest trees is coming on, much of it bewalk.
and private apartments where the Buddhistic monks ing what in this country is styled "jungle"-a wild
My Hindoo friend, Tookaram Tatya, of Bombay, resided. The figure of Buddha is several times and thick growth of trees, shrubs, and weeds, tangled
being on his way to Poonah, stopped over at Khan- sculptured on the rock. This school-room is some more or less together. India was once a heavily
dala, to visit the caves with me, which suited me far thirty feet square and about ten feet high, with timbered country, but the wood was long ago cut off
better than making the tour alone. He is an excel- chambers and side rooms. It is some forty feet for fuel, and but a small part of it has been allowed
lent and g_en_ial man, whose . company is very agree- higher than , the main temple, and has but little to grow up again. Among the mountains and hills,
able, and 1t IS vastly better to have a companion who ornamentation connected with it.
however, there seems to be little objection to the
can talk with the natives. After contracting for a
The other excavations are not particularly large new growth; but the good price which fuel commands
tonga to call for us at four o'clock in the morning, c;~r fine, and some of them are so difficult to reach incites the slaughter of the forests while the trees are
we had only to utilize our guttrees, and take a good, that we did not make the attempt. I marveled, still young. I noticed on my way to the eaves many
night's sleep. The reason for so early a start is to nevertheless, at the path;nce, perseverance, and re- buffaloes and oxen working like pack-mules at carrytake advantage of the cool of the day, and to ~et ligious .devotion that caused all this work to be done. ing wood out to the roadway. A kind of saddle is
back before the midday; for you must bear in mind No idol-worship has ever been practiced in the Bud- put upon the back of the buffalo, and a large bundle
that, for several hours during the middle of the day, dhistic temples, and where Buddha's image is sculpt- of wood, five or six feet long, is fastened on each
the sun glares and· burns without a moment's inter. ured it is not worshiped as a god, but is made in a side, attached together by ropes, and secured upon
mission, not a cloud being seen from one week to manner similar to paintings, which are executed the animal. The buffaloes and cattle march along
another.
.
among Christians, in honor and in memory of this in single file, and seem to attend well to their busiOur tonga man was prompt, and by 4:30 in the great religious teacher and reformer.
nes~ requiring little guidance or attention.
We
morning we were on our way, four miles or more, to
THE KENNERY CAVES.
pasl!'ed a number of small native villages where a
the caves. A tonga is a two- wheeled vehicle with
We were back to Khandala in time for the trains dozen or more families reside near together; this
two seats for two persons, the front seat facing for- running each way, and here my friend Tookaram and being the custom in India, rather than living
ward, and the back one just the reverse, the passen- myself parted company, he going on to Poonah, and scattered over the country on farms as in Europe and
gers riding back to back. It is on springs, and does I returning to Tanna, about twenty miles from Born- America. This is perhaps rendered necessary on acnot ride badly. We had two horses, and as the bay, the point where I leave the railway for the count of the abundance of wild animals, particularly
roads in India are very good, we got along nicely, Kennery caves, having ample time to look about tp.e tigers,uthroughout India. The houses of the laborers
and I had a good opportunity to study the morning town and visit the excellent prison located there. I in the farming districts are of the most primitive
stars, and observe how closely they resemble the again took lodging at the station house, spreading character, consisting of corner stakes of bamboo, or
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some other wood, driven into the ground, with a much as I revere him as the biggest single body of
cheap siding of plaited grass or flags, making a rude matter I know of, I did not wish him to strike me in
matting, and a roof of the same material or of straw, his wrath, especially when off among the rocks and
in the form of thatch. .As they never have frost in hills so far away from home. Those· two miles
this part of India, little protection is needed from seemed the longest of any I ever traveled, and I will
the cold, a shade from the sun and dew, and a place not disguise from you the fact that I was glad to
to keep the small store of simple eatables, such as reach the range of rocky hills in which the hundred
rice and other grains, which the mass of people sub- Kennery caves are located:_for there are a hundred
sist upon, being about all that is" required in the way of them, big and little.
of a habitation. 'l'he floors a're the native earth as a
The excavations are at different altitudes, in the
rule. Little or no furniture is used. Chairs are face of high, precipitous, and dark-colored trap rock,
almost unknown among this people; th~ir sitting is steps cut in the rock leading from one story to another,
squatting, with the feet placed firmly on the earth and from one temple to another. These are Budand the posteriors brought in close proximity to tbe dhistic cave temples, and are supposed to have beetJ
heels and nearly to the ground. This is the favorite excavated some time after the reign of the great
mode of sitting at ease with both males and females, Buddhistic ruler in India, .Asoka, about three hundred
and they will often occupy this position for hours years before the Christian "era, and long before the
together, as we would sit upon chairs or sofas. Buddhists were expelled from India by the inore
I have often wondered how they can rest, sitting as orthodox Brahmans. Th13largest of the hundred is
they do. It is well, perhaps, that I am not an about the same size as the one seen at Carlee, and
Indian, for I could not sit in that position for any has a colossal figure of Buddha on each side of the
length of time without positive pain; my knees are portico, carved in bas-relief in the solid rock, the
too close and stiff for that.
fig].lres being not less than fifteen feet high. 'l'he
In approaching the vicinity of the caves we passed temple proper is ninety feet long by forty broad,
near Vehur Lake, which is the reservoir from whence with a vaulted nave of forty feet in bight, restiug
Bombay's supply of water is obtained. It is a pretty on thirty-four pillars, and flanked by sides of a lower
sheet of water several miles in length and breadth. elevation. The pillars, cut in a bold style, are OCI saw several native women going there, with large tagonal, and fully fifteen feet in bight. This largest
bottles on their heads, after water for family use. excavation is called a vihw·a, or church for perform.
I think it is often carried several miles. The women ing worship in. In the rear part is a dagoba, or
use earthen bottles containing from three to five gal- solid dome, nineteen feet high, and forty-nine feet
Ions, while male water-carriers more frequently use in circumference. Many inscriptions are to be seen
bottles of the skins of goats or hogs, simply dressed in different places, said to be in the ancient Pali
or undressed, sewed up in their original shape, and language. The total length of the temple, includ.
carried upon the hip or back, with a strap passing ing portico, is one hundred and forty-two feet. On
over the shoulder. Some of these skin-bottles con- the capitals of the pillars are sculptures, similar to
tain ten to fifteen gallbns, and make the bhestee- those of Carlee. There are numerous sculptures of
the native name for water-carriers-toil heavily to the disciples and followers of Buddha in the portico,
transport them about during the entire day. Streets much like those in the one before described.
are often sprinkled by the means of these skinThough I bad traveled far to see this temple, and
bottles, manipulated by the natives.
found it interesting, I was constrained to recline in its
When we had progressed over the rocks within shades and get some rest and breath before explorsomething more than two miles of the caves, the cart ing it at much length; I felt nearly overpowered by
arrived at the end of its journey, and the rest of the the heat. There are communications in the rocks
way had to be done on foot. The driver and cattle between many of the larger caves, and in some of
remaining behind, the young guide and myself made them are figures of Buddha, dagobas, etc. Several
our way through the burning sun Qver rougher roads, of the excavations are viharas, or places of worship,
and up and down steeper hills, through uninhabited while others were monasteries, school-rooms, or places
woods and junglBs. I think the guide was not very of abode. Some of the smaller excavatione are not
well acquainted with the course to be purs],l.ed, for more than ten feet in length, some twenty, some
three times he had to retrace his steps, necessitating forty, and some sixty. A great amount of cutting
my doing the same, though the perspiration was was done to make all these excavations, and for many
streaming down my face and back, and I was sighing hundred years they have been entirely unused. I
for the cold breezes which you in .America at this sea- did not climb to up to every one, but saw enough to
son of the year are enjoying to the full. I felt that impress me with the extent of the great work done
it was enough to walk the weary road once over with- here. Before the entrance of the larger viharas are
out being compelled to travel it twice, with the un- reservoirs, cut in the rock, to contain water for use in
pleasant uncertainty that we were not going right. the worshiping ceremonies. Some of them must
I told my young guide that he did not know his duty, hold hundreds of barrels, and the water is sweet and
but all my eloquence was wasted upon him, for he good. I was very thir.;ty, and gladly availed myself
could scarcely comprehend a word I said.
of some Buddhistic water. I took it in the primitive
It was not very reassuring to notice that he was way, conveying it from the cistern to my mouth by
afraid of meeting snakes, for several times before my hand, converted into a cup, and I did not mind
going through patches of dead leaves he stopped to it, though the operation had to be repeated many
see if any cobras showed themselves, or to allow times over. These caves are in a very lonely rethem to make their exit. Cobras and· other serpents treat, no one living within several miles, and no one
are extremely numerous, and as the bite of a cobra in sight or anywhere around, save my guide and myis more fatal than a bullet from a pistol, I was not self. How changed, I contemplated, since this localparticularly anxious to meet any of them. I heard ity was the resort of hundreds of pious and devoted
the rattle of snakes two or three times, and once I Buddhists, who regarded these exc:::.vations with as
saw, but five or six feet away, a snake four feet in much awe as a sincere Catholic regards his most holy
length, but whether it was a cobra I cannot say; I and grand cathedrals. These are older than any
am sure, however, he did not bite me.
Christian church in the world, and are bound to conOnce I heard an outcry of some wild animal, and tinue in permanent good order when every Christian
looking in the direction from whence the sound came, church now standing will be leveled to the earth.
I had a glance at an animal on the outer part of
There was not a little satisfaction in climbing over
the limb of a tall tree, leaping to a lower. one. I these rocks and penetrating into these numerous exdid not see it well enough to decide what kind of an cavations; but the day was passing, and the station
animal it was. I had heard that tigers are very must be regained in time for the evening train for
numerous, and that in the Bombay presidency alone Bombay, and I would have to hurry back for that
30,000 persons are annually killed by them. I felt purpose; besides, my guide exhibited not a little ima repugnance for a close acquaintance with a tiger, patience for me to finish my explorations and return
and decidedly wished not to be one of the 30,000 to the bullock cart. In fact, he urged me several
and thus make up the yearly quota. I said to the times. The sun was now at the meridian, and was
guide: "What is that?" I think the tone of my pouring the heat down in its intensest rays. I longed
voice conveyed more to his dark mind than the words for the old bullock cart, and would have given sevthemselves, for he was on the lookout, and his eral rupees could I at once be transferred to it. I
countenance seemed to relax somewhat when he remembered the pile of straw, and yearned to be
uttered the word "wander." I happened not to lying prostrate upon it. But there was no help for
know what a wander is, but learned when I returned me but to make the return journey of two or three
to Bombay that it means monkey. I have ever miles-they seemed to me fully equal to ten-back
since been gl3d that is was a monkey, though a very to it. We started out,.but I had never felt the heat
large one, rather than a tiger, which animals are not of the sun so before. The weather gets very hot in
noted for their amiable behavior, or for respecting New York, in Cincinnati, and in Louisville, in all of
the rights of others.
which cities I have resided; I have traversed their
But, oh, how hot the. sun became, and how I streets in the sun when tae mercury stood at one
wished the cave temples would draw near! My hundred; in Kentucky I once walked thirty miles in
head began to throb and beat, and I was decidedly the dust with the thermometer at ninety-six; but it
of the opinion that I would prefer to be recliffing in seemed to me I had never felt the sun burn right
one of the rock temples in the eternal shades, rather into one's head like this. The heat, perhaps, was not
than to be toiling in the burning sun of this land of above ninety degrees, but the sun glared like the
perpetual summer. We came to a little stream of mouth of a furnace. I soaked my handkerchief
water which was tric'kling down into the lake, and I sopping wet, and placed it on my throbbing head,
bathed my head, face, and neck, and wet my pocket- and guide and I started for the cart. How I did
handkerchief and wo~e it in th~ cr?wn of my hat to wish myself there ! The perspiration was most proprevent sunstroke, whwh cala.mity_Is very usual here fuse, and my old head burnt and thumped as though
to new comers. As much as I thmk of the sun, as. there was a small trip-hammer in it. I thought I

should fall to the earth, and really was fearful of
sunstroke. My guide hurried on, but I could not
follow him;. and when the good shade of a large tree
was reached, I lay under it and tried to get breath
and repose. The guid~ would return and urge me
on. When I thought It would be prudent, I again
tried the weary path, and thought I would gladly
give half my kingdom to see that dilapidated old
cart. When I could go no longer, I availed myself
of another friendly tree, and lay upon stones, on the
turf, or even almost in the dirt itself, so I could recline in the shade. The wicked guide would call me,
again urging me on, perhaps to my death. " .Ah,"
thought I, "w bat ~ontrasts there are in this world !
While the people at home, in Minnesota, Iowa,
Nebraska, etc., are . almost frezing to death at
this very moment, with the mercm:y nearly congealed
to a solid state, here, on this 23d day of January, I
am nearly burning up with the intense glaring and
heat of the sun's rays!" .Again and again my dark,
copper-colored guide returned and urged me to renewed exertions, himself not caring for old Sol's
fiery glances, and being only anxious to get back to
Tanna, and be handling the rupees I was to give him
and the cartman for their miserable services. .Again
and again would he continue to impel me on, alive
or dead. But there is a limit to all things; there is
a point at which patience ceases to be a virtue. .At
last I turned upon my tormentor and cried: "HoI
you heartle!1s, horrid, heathen Hindoo, how can you
hold that I can stand these heated, vertical rays of
old Sol like yourself? You are as bad as the crafty,
cruel, crushing Christians of my country, who
crowded me nearly to death, and would gladly have
t~ken my life. You nearly do the same, when you
urge me through these fiery darts and glances of the
god of day. Know you not that prudence requires
that I should favor myself a little, and not hasten on
through this deadly, burning sun, even if the station
is not reached in time for the train? Though you
can stand the heat equal to a salamander, and are as
unsusceptible to its powers as the cinders of a
furnace or the scoria of a volcano, can you not understand that I am not calculated to endure the fires
of hell, ;;tnd that Yahweh himself would be more
cruel than usual to drive me out in this burning,
killing sun? Cease your tormenting, and let me rest
yet a few minutes longer."
But again my rare oratory was wasted on that son
of the blistering plains of India. He even understood me not, and he cared not for my burning head
and my fusing brains. He still mged me on to
reach the bullock cart. He would make an excellent
hand to take turns with Lucifer himself in stirring up
those fires in the infernal regions, and to punch back
poor helpless souls when in their struggles they manage to get a part of the way out of the boiling, seething lake ! and all to please and glorify the goou, patient, merciful, long-suffering Yahweh, who planned
it all up while sitting in listless idleness, in vacuity,
darkness, and eternal frost and gloom for thousands
of billions of ages before he made the earth and the
sun from nothing; long before he made that accursed
snake and that worse than d~adly fruit to damn his
own offtlpring forever and forever! How could it be
otherwise that those fervid thoughts should course
through my burning brain, when by the ideal thermometer it stood at 600° above the melting point?
But being the soul of patience, of endurance, and the
rlisposition to continue to try and endeavor so long
as life remains, I again and again listened to my
dusky tormentor, and made renewed efforts with him
to reach that miserable bullock cart; and, as surely
as I am alive to-day, after continuing those efforts
long enough, with my face looking like a beef's
liver, my shirt like a dish-rag, my poor feet worn to
a blister and almost to the bleeding point, that old
cart was reached, and never was I so glad before.
But judge of my grief when, after reaching the
cart, I found the bullocks had eaten up the straw,
and that I had nothing but the hard boards to lie
upon, for I was too far gone to sit up. I had thought
it was very good of the cart-driver to put in the
straw for me, but I was forced to withdraw the
credit I had thus awarded him, for I now learned
that the straw was designed for the hump-shouldered
bullocks to feed upon while I was exploring the
caves, and not for my comfort at all. But I was by
this time almost indifferent to everything. I was
just able to climb into the old cart, and at once
assumed th~J recumbent position; and the cattle, with
their faces turned toward home, and their paunches,
filled with the strawwhich had been my bed, rushed
mercilessly on over boulders, rocks, and miniature
precipices, until I was black and blue from head to
heels, and nothing but a sack of jelly save the few
bones which stubbornly refused to become jelly
under any consideration. If I only had been rich
cream there would have been the finest lot of fresh
butter at Tanna that had arrived there for many a
year, but it so happened that I was composed of
baser material; as it was, however, there was an arrival of several gallons of melted soap-grease, etc.,
but it was received in very bad order.
Possibly some of you may regard my language as
bordering on the extravagant. Of course I am the
last man to l.ndulge in extravagant and unwarranted
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language, and know not how to make apology for it.
All I cim say in extenuation of this business, and to
pacify those of you who do not. like my description
1s, Just try it yourselves. If you will only endure all
I endured, and submit to all I submitted to, to be
melted as I was melted, I am fain to think you will
decide that my language is .a long way within
bounds. But that original remark that there is a
limit to all things will bear repeating· once more.
We reached the station, I gathered myself up, and
took a good wash. The heathen Hindoos received
their five rupees. I was able to board the train when
it came along, and while the sun was still above
Malabar hill I had reached Bombay, several degrees
better than a dead man, though I wished not immediately another such day's experience.
THE CAVES OF ELLORA.

being filled with statues and sculptures. Of the old English gentleman." It was Sunday, and the
cloister kylas he say's the pile is 150 feet by 270; the men, as the prison is under Christian superintendence,
pillars, octagonal, support one hundred feet of roof. were not at work; but Mr. Smith had the prisoners
He mentions the sculptured groups as exhibiting out in ranks in the several yards or courts of the
Rtrange, wild, and inharmonious fancies. Of the prison, inspecting them, to see which he should
bas. relief kylas he says there is a great amount of decide to send away to fill a requisition for three
sculpture, indicating great labor and patience. One hundred. men to go a few hundred miles north to do
piece is Ravana's conquest of Ceylon; the campaigns some excavating on some public works. I accomof Rama are also given, the same taken from the panied the prison-keeper and had a fine opportunity
Ramayana. Vishnu is also sculptured on Garnda, to see the men as they stood up in rows for examinaand also Vishnu and his consort Saravasti. Again, tion. Mr. Smith took pains to point out to me the.
Giant Dwarpel, or porter, guarding Christna, and be- most notorious characters, giving an account of the
hind him Arjuna with his bow, as well as figures of crimes they had committed. One had made a kind
Indra and the other ancient gods. He describes of spirit which produces intoxication, manufactall the sculptures as fine and large. I am sorry I ured by soaking a certain kind of flowers in water
could not have seen them all, but they are hard to and allowing it to ferment. Government does not
reach.
allow any sort of whisky·making to be carried on
THE CAvEs OF ARJUNTA
without ·its sanction, so these men, as a matter of
I had intended to visit these renowned caves, as Are still more inaccessible. They are thirty in num- course, were arrested, tried, and sent to prison for a
several wrote me before lt3aving home not to fail ber, and Buddhistic in character, and were doubtless term of one or two years. Some were in for petty
seeing the caves of Ellora; I did not intend to, but exc~vated when Buddhism was the state religion of lar~eny, like stealing. chickens, .lambs, and small
they are about in the'center of India, and learning Indta. Four of them are said to be churches or arttcles. Others were m for fightmg and assault and
that a visit to them would necessitate a ride of about places of worship, while the most of tbe remainder battery, and these were a low class of prisoners, like
eighty miles in a bullock cart, and my experience at were monasteries, the abodes of Buddhistic monks, •the cultivators of the ril! farms, who a~e consi~ered
the Kennery caves being indelibly stamped upon my cen~uries .before there were Christian monks or any t~e lowest part of t~e Hmdoo rae~, .h.avi~g less mtelmemory, my usually good courage failed me, and I Chriatiamty by that name. These caves are in a hgence, less enterprt.sfl, an.d less ctvthzatwn than any
concluded to forego this exquisite pleasure and take circular, perpendicular ravine on the southern side of other part o~ the mh~bttants of the country. A
in lieu thereof Chaunder Dutt's description of the the valley of the Tapty. They vary from thirty to number were m for bemg at the head of bands of
Ellora cave temples, which I will now very kindly sixty.eight feet in depth. Some are nearly sqflare. prowlers, brigands, and robbers, ,whose homes were
transcribe for your benefit:
some have twenty columns or more; some of in the mountains in the nort~ern part of Indi~, and
" Ell ora is a town of the Deccan, near Dawluta- which are square with bands; some round and richly who would swoop down at mgh~ and rob ~ v~llage,
bad, which is near the center of India. About a carved. They are represented by Ferguson as being and sec~re what plunder t~ey mtght, no~ w~shmg to
mile west of the city is a chain of mountains of red- finely wrought, rich with sculptures and details.
murder if they ~ould help 1t, but 11:ot hesitatmg to do
Besides the rock temples and religious caves so .w~re'they drr~en to th~ necessity. Two or three
dish granite, out of which the cave temples are
excavated. The mount,ains have an amphitheater already described, there are many others scattered grtzzly old. men were pomted out. to me who had
form, and are scooped out from top to bottom, and over India, some of which are represented as being been oaptams of such ~ands of. b.rt~l!'nds, and a tarare filled with innumerable chambers. The circuit very fine. At Chillumbaram there is said to be a ror to peaceful peop!e m the VI~tmt1es where they
of the excavations is about two leagues, and includes very large temple, the highest of any in India now dwelt. The~e were m for t~n yea_rs, unless they had
nume:rous galleries and rows of pillars which support extant. The great pagoda at Tanjore is said to be also been gmlt,r of murder, m whtch case they were
apartments lying one above another, with steps and the finest pyramidal temple in India. This is also sentenced for hfe. I was sorry to find that several
porticoes leading to them, and bridges of rock ov~r very high, re.aching an \elevation of two hundred wer~ there fo: murder, and these were nearly all
. . .
canals hewn out of the stone. The chief temple is feet. There IS at or near Mahabalipooram, on the servmg out a life senten~e.
called Kaitasa, or the habitation of J\llahadeva. It is Coromandel coast (the southwestern portion of India);
I saw _two men occupymg adJOimng cells who had
the most wonderful of all the cave temples of the a f!:indoo temple quite in the Egyptian style, which been tne~ for the murder. of an aunt of one. of
world, and is unlike others generally in this, that the seems to have had. six associate temples, which, the culpnts, the other actmg as an accomplice.
rock has been cut away both externally and inter- however, have sunk down and been swallowed up The poor woman had. a small sum of money, some
twe~ty rupees, and thrs the worth~ess t;ep~ew co'!e~ed
nally, so that it looks as complete as if it had been by the sea.
erected on a plain. Its ante-chamber is 138 feet
Egypt excels in pyramids and massive constructed ~nd mduced the other man t~ asst~t Jum ~n obt~mmg
wide by 88 feet long, and has many rows of pillars temples and tombs, but India is by no means behind. It. I~ probably was not _thetr ot:tgmal mtent~on to
and adjoining chambers. The great portico comes Dutt says the monuments which mark Indian oivili- com:m..tt murder. _Th:o'!mg a qmlt or somet~mg of
next, and leads over a bridge into a huge chamber zation are mainly of two kinds; (1) constructed the kmd over theu vwttm, one held her wh1le the
o 247 feet long and 150 feet broad, in the middle of temples and other buildings similar to those existing other searched for the small sum of money; but
which the chief temple stands. The temple is 103 in other countries, and (2) rock chambers, of which in their anxiety they smot~ered the old la~y to death.
feet long by 56 wide, and has a bight of 100 feet in some are subterraneous, while others are hewn on They had been found gmlty of mur~r m a lower
pyramidal form. It is hollowed out to the bight of the surface of rocks, or are partly under ground and court, and an appeal had been ta~eu to the high
seventeen feet, is supported by four rows of pillars partly on the surface. Of the former it-may gener- court of the realm, where the verdtct of_ th~ lower
with colossal elephants, and is cevered with sculpt- ally be said that they are of a style similar to the court had been confirmed, and an apph?atwn had
urea: Among the other divisions of the excavation Egyptian, particularly with respect to courts with been made to the governor of t~e presiden?y for
is an upper.storied temple for the avatars of Vishnu, pillars and cloisters, and, so far as southern India is par~?n; but as he had r~fused to mterfere wtth the
the roof of which is supported by sixty-four square- concerned, in size also. The temples in northern deCis~onoftheoourtsnothmgwasl~ftfor~he_wretche_d
based pillars, eight in each row; in another direction and central India are said to be smaller than they culprits but to hang; and Mr. Smt~h satd 1t '!V"a~ hts
are to be seen the figures of Indra and his wife; and otherwise would be but for the existence of Moham- duty to break the news to the miserable cnmmals
all over the temple are figures and symbols of Hin- medan intolerance, which, after it gained power that they might prepa:e for the death which must
doo worship, though there are others also which in the country, acted to prevent the building o£ large take place on the Frtday o~ the s~me week. He
resemble objects of Buddha veneration. . The num- temples by the believers in religions antagonistic to caused the men to be let outstde thetr cells, when the
ber of excavated figures is altogether very large, and its own. They wished their own mosques to excel younger one, the nep~ew of the :r_nurdered W?mar;,
the figures are executed rudely indeed, but all in the in size, and they would not allow Hindoo temples to ~egan to make complau~.t of the pams he had m hts
boldest style. Tradition credits the excavation to surpass them. Thus have religions and their gods hmbs, and the ache~ m other parts. of the body.
Viswakarma, the divine architect, and one of the ever been quarreling and fighting each other, and "Well," said Mr. Smith, "your _case IS probably a
®ief temples bears his name. They are all quite in thus they will probably continue t,o do until men b~d one, but take courage, for. m a few ~ays you
Egyptian style and dimensions, and are justly re- learn wisdom enough to dispense with such mischiev- w1ll no longer be troubled wtth those pams ;" and
garded among the most marvelous Works executed OUS and useless luxuries.
then he told them that a pardon had been refused,
by man. Light is admitted into each excavation at
The climate of India is far less favorable than that and they must die. The older man seemed perfectly
its entrance, and carried to the inner compartments of Egypt for the preservation of sculptures and unmoved and indifferent at th~ int~lligence,_while
by_ means of great arches or windows, and the deep- carvings on rocks. In this country, with four months th~ young man at one~ f_orgot hts pams, seemmg to
emng gloom adds greatly to the sublimity of their of constant rain every year, followed by a burning thmk he would be WI~lmg to end~re the~ several
character."
sun and fierce winds, it cannot be expected that fine years longer,_ and he crted and be~atled hts sad fate
Ferguson, in describing these rock temples of work cut in stone will endure perfectly as in Egypt m a most ptteou~ ma~n~r, seemmg utterly broken
Ellora, says there are thirty of them-ten dedicated where it never rains, and where there is even scarcely do'!'n, an~ protestmg _hts mnocence, and that he had
to Buddha, fourteen Brahmanical, and six not any dampness in the air. BJit for this fact it is not no mtenti~n to commit. mu!der. W~ left the poor
classed. He says the externals are elegant and sim- at all improbable that ther~ would now be seen in ~ell~w agam l?cked up m hts cell, crymg and lamentpie. Two of the pillars in the tJhurch already de- India many mon\lments reaching back to a date much mg m a touchmg manner.
.
scribed are very rich and handsome. Twenty-eight earlier than the temples that do exist, but which for
I was. glad to learn that, as bad as the cnmes we_re
of the others are octagon near the base, and above obvious reasons have crumbled and moldered away. for whtch these sable wretches had been commitchange to sixteen sides. There is a larg'e figure of
ted, there was not one in the whole lot who had
Buddha surrounded by flying figures and genii.
AN INDIA PRISON.
been sent to prison for mailing a copy of "Cupid's
Without these is a court, with colonnades, and a
I remarked that I visited the priBOn at Tanna. In Yokes." Yes, India is saved that deep disgrace, and
vihara attached. Of the duo avatara, or ten avatars, consequence of the limited penitentiary experience I America, the land of the free and the home of the
he says the upper story is splendid, the hall one hun- have had forced upon me by the very pious and god- brave, is the only country on which the sun shines
d:e~ feet square, with, forty-four pillars, equally loving Christians of America, I presume I take more that has a man vile enough to commit that crime,
divided over the floor. A temple is dedicated to interest in prisons and prisoners than I would other- and she is the only country hard-hearted enough to
Siva and Parvati, with a lingam on the. right hand wise feel. So, while waiting at Tanna for the night send him to prison for it. You, perhaps, are able to
side. A statue of Vishnu is also there, though after- to pass away 80 I could take an early start for the judge how the blush of shame suffused my face to
ward they, or rather their worshipers, became yery caves as narrated, after looking through the oriental remember, as I stood there before those culprits, that
antagon.isti~, as they remain to thilil day, hating each town, watching the bazars, the mechanics, and the I was a citizen (I am not sure, however, whether I
other With mtense hatred. He speaks very highly busy people who seem to be hurrying through the am still a citizen) of a country which had among its
of the sculpture, and pronounces it the finest in world about as fast as their brethren in Europe and inhabitants·one man capable of such a deed as mailIndia. He mentions the figure of the Prince of America, I directed my gharree driver to take me to ing "Cupid's Yokes." There is one consoling fact in
Evil, Ravana, and its florid appearance. He also the prison. A gharree is a native carriage, with four connection with this sad affair, and that is that the
mentions a figure of Siva and Parvati, represented wheels, drawn by one horse or by two, with two great country of the United States of America, by
as playing the game of choupets-something like seats inside, on the plan of a hackney ceach, though virtue of her salaried judges and her highest courts,
draughts. It is not improbable, perha,ps, that the of a plainer character. I sent in my card to the and in connection with the Young Men's Christian
g?ds and goddesses find time to indulge in many prison-keeper, Mr. Smith (I had heard the name be- Association and the perjured villain Comstock,
kmd~ of ga!lles. The pillars have what are called fore), and he very politely sent word tha~ I should severely punishes such crimes by sending to prison at
cushiOn capitals.
be admitted. When I was conducted to his presence hard labor with counterfeiters, robbers, and murders,
Of the vimana kylas, he says it is large and finely I found him very genial and pleasant, and a fine old men who have the temerity to deposit in the
sculptured, with an octagonal dome, the interstices ,specimen of the well-preserved, venerable, "fine
(Ocmtm~ on page 330o)
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god, not daring to to'lll a lie to a Christian, then they should take his day as to the rotundity of the earth. . The belief had b
the life of that Christian.' Clement of Alexandria (A.D. 220) that it was flat, and rested on the back of a turtle, the turtlee~~
said that hailstorms, tempests, and plagues were caused by the back of a snake, and the snake on the back of an elephant
D. M. BENNETT, EDITO:&.
demons; that credulity was necessary to render faith easy; and The Greeks had long held the theory of rotundity and ev •
that events in the life of A.braham were typical and prophetical those Greeks who came over. to .Christianity brought it 'l'li~
of arithmetic and a~tronomy. He 'kindly allowed that the them. The church opposed It, Simply because it was Greek
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT fS.OO PER YEAR. Jews and Gentiles would hav the gospel preached to them i!l Cosmas had, in his business, traveled over nearly the who].
hell. Clement's .imagination wM naturally lascivious. His known world. He felt himself p~c!Jliarly fi~ed,. therefo~e, ~
chapter on the immodesty of pagan women in the bath .betrays write on the subject, and the ChriStians m his time used his
Thslargese ana ~est Radical. Jo-urnal, pu:bZis"hed in 1/Jwrops- the hatred of the canaiUs for the upper classes, and shows name, no doubt, a'S Christians in modem. timea hav Used
that, if a bishop in the church could use such language, the famous reputations, to intimidate honest belief. ·They would
or .A~, containing nearly B811en. hundred squars inoha 1TW'I'tJ early Christians of Alexandria must ba, been from the very say, you believe the world to be round l Has not Cosmas gone
.of reuiling mattsr than a7IIJI othsr jo-urnal, of its mnil.
lowest grades of society. While thus indignant at the supposed over It? Has he not J:leen there? Does. h.e not know? Do
wickedness of the hPathen, he wrote a book so unseemly that you set yourself up agamst that gr~at Chnsba.n sc~o!aD ?' ·Let
his English editors did not venture to translate it, and in it he me urg:e up?n the reader never to yield to the per~ICIOUs habit
quotes probably more from the Bible than in • ny other of his i of feanng simply a great name. It and sholarsh1p Q.o not, by
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MAY 27, 1882.
1 anJ: means, always g~ ~?ge~her; and th~ only way by which
books.
"Origen (A.D. 254) sa.id the sun, moon, and stars were living, enlightenment and. cn;hzat10n Cf!ll p~ss1bly make progre~ is
creatures, endowed with reason and free will, and occasionally through the determmahon of each mdiVIdua~ member of B?Cietv,
"Were the Fathers Competent 1"
inclined to sin; he was not certain whether their souls were no mat~er how humble he ~ay be, to _do his own thmkmg on
RosEVILLE, CoL-' May 2, 1882.
created at the samA time with their bodies or existed before, nor all snbJec~s where on:e man s thought IS as good as another'sTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Please pub- whether they would be released from their bodies at the end of !1-n~ such IS the case I~ theology-and, when he know~ that. he
lish in THE TRUTH SEEKER· some of the writings of the Chris- the world, or not. Their light was from knowledge and wisdom IS nght, to stand by. 1t, though all the wo~ld be ~amst h1m.
tian fathers Jerome, Eusebius, Victorinus, OrigPn, Tertullian, reflected from the eternal light. That they had free will he One reason for the mto~e:able slowness ":Ith which men hav
Irenreus, Justin Martyr, and "Papias, bishop of Hieropolis in proved by quoting from Job. xxv, 5 ; and that they were escaped from the superstiti?ns of theology )s, they .hav allowed
Asia, whom ,~enreus speaks of as hearer of John and a <lliciple rational creatures he inferred from the fact that they move. thern:selvs to be overawed w1th tbenarn:es of Augushne,J~rome,
o:f Polycarp.
.
. .
.
'As the stars move with !!o much order and method.' he says, Calvm, '!'nd other supposedly gr~at thmkers, ":ho were! m fact,
.The present rea~on for asking the..above :f~vor IS tb1s: A piO~~· 'that under no circumstances whatever does their course seem utterly mcompetent to deal With the questiOns which they
friend gave me a litt!.e book called. T~e BI~~e from :s;~aven,, to be disturbed, is it not the extreme of absurdity to· suppose handl~d.
.
,
.
.
that so much order, so much observance of llisciplin and
"Cosmas, s~emg the wave of Infl.delity sweepmg over the
by. one D. M. Ca.nng~t (A.~ventist), m wnich. those holy
wnters are quoted as if their ~orqs are supen?r to a. demon- method, could be demanded from or fulfilled by irrational land,' conc?rrung the fla~ne~s o~ t?e earth, wrote ~ work !o
strated fact. I hav somehow Imbibed the notion that those beings ?' The sun moon and stars according to him were counteract It. He called 1t Chnstian Topography, and smd
pious historians were colossal liars, and that their works prove 'subject to vanity/ and they prayed to God through hi~ only it was' int?nded to denou~ce the false and ~eat~e~ doctrin .of
It. Shakspere makes Othello say,
begotten son. Famin, the blighting of vines and fruit trees, t~e rotundity ?f the earth,. and was to be a O~riStian des~p" The anthropophagi, and men whose heads
and the destraction of beasts and men, were all the work of tlo~ of the univer~e, esta?lis~e~ by demonstrations fro!ll.diVme
Do grow beneath their shoulders."
demons. Lactantius (A.D. 325) believed that demons entered scripture, concer~mg wh!ch It IS not la!"ful for a ChriStian to
Didn't Shakspere get his idea of men with nogs' heads and men and injured them through the viscera, producing diseases do~bt.' A.ccordmg to him the wo~ld Is a rectangular plane,
men with no heads, and men with but one leg that " were ex- and mental distempers, but t.bat the sign of the cross would tWice as long _as br~ad. The heavens come down to the .ear~
ceedingly swift and lived by the chase," from those holy fathers 1 drive them away As to the notion that the earth was round on 'the four sides, bke the walls of '!' room. The earth lies m
F. R. STEPHENSON.
he said:
•
the center, with the ocean all aboD:t It. Be~ond the ocean lies
"About the antipodes also one can neither hear nor speak whhOut the untraversed land, the terrestrial paradise. On the north
Perhaps the best reply we can make to our friend laughter. It Is asserted as something serious that we should believe side of the earth is a mountain behind which the sun sets.
is to cite a chapter from Keeler's "Short History of that there arRmen who hav their feet opposit to ours. The ravings (Co~ mas lived in Egylht, where the sun seems to set in the
· l
T OSh OWWh atth eearyc
1 h urch au th Orl• of"Howisitwlththosewhoimaginthatthereareantipodesopposit
Anaxgoras are more tolerable, who said that the snow was black. nor·
· th ) Th epaneo
I
f eear th was not
b t
theBibe."
. exactly horizontal'U
ties believed will show what kind of men they were, to our footsteps? Do they say anything to the purpose? Or Is there inclined slightly from the north, for which reason the Euphrates,
any one so senseless as to believe that there are men whose footsteps the T1'gn's and other n·vers running south ward are rapi"d while
and whether their intelligence was such as to justify are hlghe~ than their beads? or that the things which with us are in th N'l ' d th
·
thw d re sl~
p
r' h
· b 1' ·
h'
h
· h arecumbentposition,wlththemhanginaninverteddlrection?that
e 1e,au o ersrunnmgn0 r
ar ,a
w. eopew o
the world to-day In e 1evmg anyt mg t ey mig t crops and trees grow downward y that the rains, and snow, and believed the earth to be round were blasphemers, given up .for
testify as to the genuinness and authenticity of script- hall fall upward to the earth? And does any onewonderthRt [the] their sins to belief in tha.t impudent nonsense.
hanging
[ofofSemiramis
Babylon]
are mentioned
among
"Similar science was taught by Patricius,
of TarUre. In So I'mportant a matter as a universal and un- the
sevengardens
wonders
the "'orld,atwnen
philosophers
make hanging
h Diodorus
h
impeachable religion, by. which the world is to be fields, and seas, and c!ties,an<lmountains? . . .
sus, and other Nestorian theologians. T e C ristianreligion
h
"What steps of argument led thPm to the idea of the antipodes? staked its all on the flatness of the earth's surface, and when
saved or lost, God s h ou ld h av c osen men of inte 1- They saw the courses of the stat·s traveling toward the west; they science proved the rotundity theology was dealt a blow from
..._1
dge
of
the
laws
of
the
universe
saw
tbatthe sun and the moon always set toward the same quarters,
gence, 0 f k DOw e
' and rise from the samfl. But since they did not perceive what con: which it can never recover. Truly is it said, 'Theology ever
men great of head and heart. Did he do so? Let trlvance regulated their courses, nor how they re•urned from the has been, as it ever must be, the barbarian's interpretation of
west to the east, . . . they thought that the world is round like a th
.
,
US see:
ball, and they fancied. . . . that the stars und sun, when they hav
e umverse.
" SI'nce the early Christian fathers origm'ated the theory that set, by the very rapidity of the motion of the world are borne back
''Gregory the Great (A. D. 600) believed that volcanoes were
~
to the east. . . . It followed, therefore, from this rotundity of the the entrances to hell, and, he tells a story of Theodoric and
the books of the New Testament are inspired, the question heavens, that the earth was inclosed in the midst of its curved sur- Pope John being cast, in chaivs, through the mouth of one of
·
We they competent to do so? The populo¥ idea is face. But H thi• were so, the earth also itself mus. t be a globe. . .
f th But if the earth also were round, it must necessanly happen that it them into the lower regions. Two nuns, who had been excomarises,
re
f
d
bl
that they were learved, p~o oun 'venera . e men, wor Y 0
e should present the same appearance to all parts of the heaven. . . municated for talking too much, were buried in the earthen
highest respect; and :;o VIgorously has this been enforced that And if this were so, then the last consequence also followed, that floor of the church. When the deacon, in saym·g mass, com. ~
Servetus
waq
burned
to
death
by
there would be no part of the earth uninhabited by men and the
hich
one 0 f th 8 0 harges on W
other animals. Thus the rotundity of the earth led . . . to the manded all suspended persons to leave the edifice, the two nuns
John Calvin was that he had spoken disrespectfully of the invention of those suspended antipodes."
uld · f
th ·
dd
t to tur afte th
fathers. The facts are quite the reverse. The early Christian
wo
anse rom eir graves an epar • re n
r e
~
"The
work
in
wh1'ch
this
philosophy
was
taught
was
curimoos
was
over
Many
persons
had
seen
these
resurrections ~
and
and they
~
f athers were extremely ignorant and hsuperstitious,·
;h
ously enough termed ' The Divine Institutes.'
•
the nuns continued them till they learned to hold their tongues,
"Cyril of Jer~salem (A.D. 386) quoted from Clement the story when the ban was removed, and they rested peacefully in their
were singularly incompetent to deal wit t 8 supernatural. The
men who laid· the foundation of the canon were Irenreus (A. D. of the phenix, and declared that God had created the bird tombs. A dead child was once raised to life simply by having a
200), Clement of Alexandria (A.D. 21 0), and Tertullian (A.D. 220), expressly to enable men to believe in the resurrection. He said stocking, the relic of a holy man, placed upon its bosom. Having
it was a wonderful liird; and yet it was irrational-it did not no oil, lamps were fed with water, and wicked with paper, and
and of them Prof. Davidson says:
"The three fathers of whom we are speaking had neither the abil- sing psalms to God, and it knew nothing of his only begotten they burned perfectly. A city w*' on fire, and nothing could stay
ity
nor
inclination
to
examin
the
genesis
of
documents
surrounded
b li d h ·
1 d th e ravages unti"] B"IS h op £MarceIIinus th rew h'ImseIf agams
· t the
· • Chrysos tom (A.D. 40..;..
'J e eve t e au was peop e
with an apostolic halo. No analysis of their authenti!Jity and gen!l- son. St
in ness waR seriously at~mpted. . . . . The ends whtch they h~d m with angels. Jerome (A.D. 420) believed it was filled with flames, and they were immediately extinguished. A. huge stone,
view their polemic motivs, their uncritical, inconststent assertions, demons. St. Augustine (A.D .. 430) believed in demons. They which five hundred yoke of oXen could not stir, was removed a
their'want of sure data, detract from their testimony. Their de- · d d ·
di
h
d
cisions were much more the result of pious feeling, biased by the trie to eceive men by persua ng them that they were gods. long distance by prayer. A lamp, s attere to fragments, was
theological speculations of the times, than the conclusions of a sound They were called demons from the Greek dairrwnes on account mended perfectly, and exhausted oil vessels were filled; a carjudgment. The very arguments t!Iey use to establish certain con- of their knowledge. (To the early fathers exact learning w11s tain monk died, and predestination was fulfl.lled, all in answer
show weakness of perception.
1
· h sueh narraelusions
"Theinfancyofthecanonwas
cradled inannncriticalsge,and d evil'll!h) · Th erewas also a cass
of satyrs an d fauns calied toprayer. 'Gregory's 'Dialogues • aTe filled Wit
rocked with traditional ease. Consc!eBtlous care was not directed I'Mflibi, to whose lascivious attacks women were constantly sub- tions, and Henry James Coleridge, his biographer, says he was
from the first to the well-authenticated testimony of eye-witnesses. ject; and demons, termed by the Gauls J)usii, which perpe~ a 'great man,' a 'great saint,' and that he 'towered above his
Of the three fathers who contrlbnted most to Its early growth.
d d '] th
I
d
Irenreus was credulous and blundering, Tertullian passionate and trate ai Y e same unc eanness. Of this there was so much contemporaries, and their immediate pre ecessors and folone-stded, and Clement of Alexandrla,lmb!Jed with the treasures of trustworthy evidence that to deny it was an impertinence. (So lowers.'
Greek wisdom, waq mainly occupied with ecclesiastical etllics. · · real and so universal was the belief in these lewd spirits that,
''St. Thomas Aquinas (A. D. 1270) affirmed that diseases and
[Their] asoertlons show both ignorance and exaggeration."
in 1484, Innocent VIII. issued a papal bull against them. .And tempests were the direct work of the devil, and Jus tin Martyr,
"Some citations will illustrate their mental characteristics. Burton, in his 'Anatomy of Melancholy,' expresses his firm Theophiius of Antioch, Athenagoras, Tatian, Cyprian of CarthThe reader is familiar with the fable of the phenix, which was belief in them.) St. Augustine affirms that miracles were still age, Tertullian, Origen, Jerome, Lactantius, Eusebius-in :fact,
said to renew its life every five hundred years. Clement of performed in his day. A blind man at Milan had been cured all the early Christians, believed in demons. The New TestaRome (A.D. 100) thoug~t it had an aetna! existence, ~nd he by the relics of two martyrs; a personal friend of his, named ment writers believed in them. The air was peopled with them
asserted that it was typ1cal of the resurrect1qn. Tertullian be- Innocent, had been miraculously cured of an ailment, and he and with angels. Every fountain, every tree, every stream,
lieved the same thing. Celsus, the noted antichrishan writer, had seen it done with his own eyes; a lady had been cured of every grove had its sprite. :Jllve~thing that w~ done must be
used this fact to illustrate the credulity of the early Christians, an incurable cancer; a man in the town of Curubis was mirac- done under a miracle. The AllDlghty had to be ID'Toked to perand Origen defended the f'!'ble rather than accept the just 0 !iti- ulously cured of paralysis and hernia by being baptized; on a form the simplest things. Nothing was too great for the credulcism. The writer of the epiStle of Barnabas believed an ancient certain occasion evil spirits, which had afilicted some cattle, ity of the fathers, provided only it was improbable; and nothing
superstition that the hyena changed its sex every year, being were dispelled by prayer; a paralytic was cured by prayer, and small eneugh for belief, if it was at all probable."
alternately male and female; that a hare has as many young as by contact WI'th a pi8 ce of sacred e rth h'10h h d b
b
ht
· d Wit
· h 1'ts mont h ; t hat from the spot where Jesus was buried
a
w
a een
roug a
So much for the1'r 1'ntelligence. Now a"" to theu
it was years old; that a weaseI conceiVe
and ·nhence
he arose;
the reason why men should eat only animals with a cloven hoof youn~ man possessed of demons was relieved by the prayers knowledge of scripture and scholarship. The same
was because the righteous people lived in this world, but had and hymns of some women, but in departi:Dg the demons strug• book (supported in every instance by complete proof)
expectations in the next. Justin Martyr (A.D. 150) believed in gled :ftercely, so that one, in passing out through the young says:
demons. He said that they were the offspring of angels who man's eye, knocked that organ from the socket. It fell on his
"Jerome and Origen were the only ones who could read
loved the daughters of men; that. insane people (demoniacs). cheek, and hung there by a vein till one of the women returned
were possessed and tortured by the souls of the wicked who had it to its place, and, by seven davs' praying and singing, it was Hebrew, unless we except Dorotheus. Justin Martyr quo~
died in their sins; and that this was a proof of the immortality entirely healed. A young girl, possessed of a demon, was from Jeremiah and calls it Isaiah. Clement of Alexandria
of the soul. He said that the food of angels was manna. cured by the application of nil mixed with the tears of a bishop quotes as scripture passages which are not in the Bible. He
Athenagoras (A.D. 168) declared that the strong belief of Chris- who was praying for her. The relics of the martyr Stephen quotes as Paul's, words which are not in Paul. In quoting
tians was that angels had been distributed by the logos th;rough- had performed the most astonishing miracles, healing the blind, from an opponent he would insert-not with intent to misrepreout the universe, and that they were kept busy regulating the curmg the sick, converting the impenitent, and raising the dead. sent, perhaps, hut with the same result-words not in the origwhole. Some of the angels loved the daughters of men, and The eiahth chapter of the twenty-second book of his great inal, and he even does the same in quoting from the Bible.
fell, and thus were begotten giants or demons. These last work, 'The City of God,' is filled with the narration of these Tertullian quotes as in Leviticus a passage not in that book;
roamed about the world, performing the evil deeds peculiar to prodigies. Concerning the theory that the world was round, he he misquotes history; he cites as in Isaiah a passage not in th!l't
their natures. Theophilus (A. D. 180) said that the pains of said:
book, but in Revelation, and he is frequently inaccurate lD
women in child-birth and the fact that serpents crawl on their "But as to the fable that there are antipodes, that is to say, men quotations. The gospel writers committed the same blunders.
bellies were proofs that_the ac?ount of the fall, as given in G~n- on the oppo~it side of the earth, where the sun rises when It sets on The man who wrote the gospel of Matthew attributes to Jereesis, was true. Tertulhan believed that the hyena changed Its us, men who walk with their feet opposit our~, that is on no ground miah a passage which is in Zechariah; and the writer of the
And,
indeed, itbut
is not
affirm_ed that
this hasonbeen
Sex,· and that the stag renewed its youth by eating poisonous credible.·
by hlstortcal
knowledge,
by scientific
conjecture,
the learned
gronnd · gospel of Mark. attributes to Isaiah .a passage which is in Malak
snakes; that eclipses an~ comets were signs of God's anger .and that the earth is suspended within the concavity of the sky, and that chi. One cunous illustration of this, and of how sacred boo s
forerunners of national disasters; that volcanoes were operungs it has as much room on the one side of it as on the other. Hence are formed is seen in the excess of the Catholic over the Prot. to hell ,ant
d hatt hevocaniCcon
1 ·
dit"IOnwa:sapunls
· h m~nt m'- they
say that the part which is beneath must al~o be inhabited. esan
t t B'bl'
•t
b srof books which
Ill
Buttheydonotremarkthatalthougbitbesupposedor•cient!fically
.I e. Th e f ormer hasqmeanum
flicted on the mountains to servtJ as a wanung to the Wicked· demonstrated that the world is of a round and spherical form yet it are not m the latter-such as the two of Maccabees and the
that demons sent diseases upon the bodies o:f men, blighted !l.oes not follow that the other ,!'ide of th~ earth is bare of water; nor Song of the Three Children-which Protestants call the apoca.pples and grain, and produood accidents and untimely death. ~I:J:• ~~~~~~P~~~:,r~~~~sP~~~:~~~~fX ~~lft~whf~~~~~fssfa.f; ryphal Old Testament, but which Catholics consider as much
He. said that a corpse in a cemetery once kindly moved to make menta by the accomplishment of Its prophecies, givs no false infor- the word of God as any other books. The reader bas aJ..rea?Y
room for another corpse to place beside it. He inTited the mation; and it is too absurd to say that some men mif.ht hav taken seen that the ancient Jews did not consider these authontativ,
heathen magistrates to 'summon before their tribunal anv per- ~~£:U.:o~~v:-:~ ~~~:h:'it~~:t ~~~e;~g. f~~~bf~'::'t~h~; ~~~~ and the Palestinian Jews did not include them in the sacred
collection. The Greek Jews, however, thought more of them,
son possessed with a devil; and if the evil spirit, when exor- distant region are descended from that one first man" (Adam).
CoEmas Indicopleustes (A.D. 535) was first a merchant and and the Alexandrian Jews placed them in an appendix to the
cised by any Christian whatsoever, did not own himself to be a
devil, as truly as in other places he would falseiy call himself a then a monk. The pagan notion was gaining place rapidly in Gr.eek canons at the end of their Bibles, the same as they l,l,Sed
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to be printed in our old Bibles. The early Christians of Africa
co~ld not read Hebrew; they had to use the Greek manuscnpts; and as they saw the apocryphal books in the collection
they supposed they were a part of it. The result was that the
early Bible-makers in the African church included the apocryphal books because they were not intelligent enough to leave
them out. St. A.ugustine included them because he found
them t~ere, !l'nd the Catholic church retained them because St.
A.ugustine did.
Of Eusibius, who is the most important of all the
early fathers, without whom, says Tillemont, "we
should scarce hav had any knowledge of the history
of the first ages of ()hristianity, or of the authors
who wrote in that time," Taylor says: "He never
let a regard for the truth stand in his way to preferment," and that" he was a consummate sycophant."
Christian writers hav not hesitated, says the "Revelations of Antichrist," to brand him as a great falsifier and ~ime-servin8 sycophant. John W. Draper
bears test1mony to the same effect.
. The fact alone that he inserted the passage in
Josephus about Christ is sufficient to establish his
reputation as a f~>:rger and liar. How can we believe any of the writings of a man like that unless
corroborated by others? And it is upon him alone
that much of the Christian fabric is built, without
any evidence besides, without any corroboration!
Jerome was a gossiping sort of man, who changed
his opinions often and his friends'with them unless
they too followed him in his vagaries. The kind. of
man he was may be inferred from his prayer," 0
Lord, thou knowest that whenever I hav and study
secular manuscript I deny thee." Hence he resolved
to study nothing but the scriptures. It is probable
from this prayer that all the secular manuscripts
gave no proof of the Christian religion .. Jerome set
himself at work to learn Hebrew, and soon discovered
many manuscripts. He was a great disputant, and
as he makes contradictory statements about the same
book (a gospel .of Matthew he pretended to hav
found), it is probable he was like Eusebius and Paul
-given .to lying for the glory of God. His works
are very voluminous. The best edition of them is
by Vallarsi, whi~h makes eleven volumes.
Irenreus, says Taylor-:-and he is acknowledged by
s'cholars to be correct-asserted not only what he
himself knew to be false, but in the plenitude of
that security of not being contradicted, and of being
able to cloak himself up in the sanctity of affected
contempt for all who were more }).ouest and better
informed (on which all other churchmen as well as
he place their ultimate reliance); he put forth as
truth what he knew was impossible to be so, and
what every sensible man in the world must hav
known so. too; he audaciously misread inscriptions
. on public monuments, and pretended authorities for
the proof of the Christian religion, even in the teeth
of thousands who both knew and saw that there was
nothing of the sort in existence. Thus he pretended
that there was a monument or image between two
bridges on the river Tiber at Rome, bearing an in-.
scription to Simon the Holy God, which the devil
had caused to be erected there to the honor of Simon
M'l.gus, whom they were to be persuaded by that
sort of proof that their ancestors had worshiped;
thence to infer a coincidence with the apostolic
history.
.
·
As a specimen of Tertullian's reasoning, we may
quote a little and leave it for the reader to judge
whether the words of such a writer should hav
weight:
" I find no other means to prove myself to be impudent with
success, and happily a fool, than by my contempt of shame;
as, for instance, I maintain that the son of God was born: why
am I not ashamed of maintaining such a thing? Why ! but
beca.use it is itself a shameful thing. I maintain that the son of
God died: well, that is wholly credible because it is monstrously
absurd. I maintain that after having been buried, he rose
a.gain : and that I take to be absolutely true, because it was
manifestly impossible."
Origen was a great prop of the church, but afterward acknowledged it all to be false and relapsed
into paganism. This fact has been sedulously kept
from the world by all Christian writers.
Justin Martyr's veracity may be judged by the following:
" This is the popular quotation from it: ' There exists not a
people, whether Greeks or barbarians, or any other race of
men, by whatever appellation or manners they may be distinguished, however ignorant of arts or agriculture-whether they
dwell under tents, or wander about in covered wagons-among
whom prayers are not offered up, in the name of a crucified
Jesus, to the father and creator of all things.' "
Any man who could deliberately write like that
in the year 140 or thereabouts, can hardly be trusted.
His knowledge of the world must hav been extremely
limited, or else he imitated Paul, that the glory of
God might more abound.
Of Papias but little is known, and for what we
hav of him we are dependent upon Eusebius. Dr.
Lardner says he was a man of small capacity, and
when Lardner says "small" we may conclude it
was small, very small. Papias tells of a man in his
time being raised from the dead, and of a man who
drank deadly poison and did not die.
Dr. Lardner is probably right in his estimate of
him.
The works of the early fathers, what are not destroyed, are nearly inaccessible. But few exist sep-

arate. They hav to be extracted from other writers.
They are all mixed up. But from what has been
gleaned from them by recent investigation of scholars, there is no kind of doubt that they were
"~olossalliars.~' We hav quoted enough to show
th1s. Th~ir statements are always taken with a liberal-margm for discount by historians and investiga_tors. They had so much superstition that every·
thmg they said was colored by it. The Bible, as we
hav it now, is merely the guess-work of ignorance.
We do not know where Shakspere got his idea of
dog-headed and one-legged men. If any of our
readers do they will perhaps oblige by enlightening
our correspendent, and no doubt a good many
others.

The Same Old Falsehood.
\ LoMPon, May 6, 1882.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In an argument
to-dav with one of my neighbors I mentioned Paine. He said
that Paine, like all other men of his kind, when he came to die
took back w:hat he pre~ched. I do not thjnk he did. If you
know anythmg about his last days or dying words, please let
me know through your paper.
J. F. DINWIDDIE.
It is a good deal like the killing of the cattle in
Egypt to refute this bald-headed and. fangless old
stc;>ry; itl has been done sever.al times-we had nearly
sa1d several hundred-but, hke the cattle, it seems to
need several violent deaths before it will stay dead.
Col. Ingersoll offered one thou!land dollars in ·gold
to the New York Observer if it would prove that
Paine admitted the Bible to be an inspired book or
that he recanted his Infidel opinions, or that he died
regretting that he had disbelieved the Bible, or that
he died calling upon Jesus Christ in any religious
sense whatever.
The Observer could not do it, and in its issue of
Nov. 1, 1877, said:" We hav never stated in any
form, nor hav w:e ever supposed, that Paine actually
renounced his Infidelity. The accounts agree in stating that he died a blaspheming Infidel."
This confession was wrung from that dishonest
~aper by Mr. Ingersoll, who produced a mass of test1mony perfectly overwhelming, after it had said
Paine died in fear and trembling. The "blasphemy"
is a gratuitous fling at Infidelity just worthy of the
source from which it cam~. The testimony of Willet
Hicks, who was with Paine every day during the !atter ·part of his last sickness, was that "he died as
easy as any one I ever saw die, and I hav seen many
die in ·my time." The facts in the case amply prove
that Paine died as he lived, believing in one God
and no more and hoping for happiness be)"'nd this
life .. If any ~hristian can prove that he "recanted"
he w1ll 'he ent1tle4 to the thanks of the Observer and
the thousand dollars of Col. Ingersoll. ,

The Way Public :MoneY is Squandered in New
York City.
In the last four months the board of apportionment of this city, composed of Mayor Grace, Controller Campbell, and Alderman Sauer, has dolil.ated
to Catholic institutions as follows:
Dominican Convent of Our Lady of the Rosary.. . $2,472 85
St. A.nn's Home.............................. . 1,128 99
Association for Befriending Children and Young
Girls........... -...........
. ...... .
894 85
A.sylum of St. Vincent de Paul. ................ . 1,532 28
A.merican Female Guardian Society and Home for
the Friendless.......................... .
618 57
Colored Orphan A.sylum ....................... . 3,330 56
St. James's Home for Children................. . 1,893 43
Hebrew Sheltering Guardian Society............ . 4,607 71
Mission of the Immaculate Virgin .............. . 8,137 63
Missionary Sisters of the Order of St. Francis .... . 7,977 42
St. Joseph's A.sylum .......................... . 8,223 85
Asylum Sisters of St.. Dominick ................ . 9,492 01
St. Stephen's Home for Children ............... . 9,882 00
Ladies' Deborah Ni:trsery and Child's Protectory .. . 5,195 14
Institution of Mercy........................... . 32,298 60
Home for Fallen and Friendless Girls ........... . 1,081 63
Total ............................ $97,685 89
Is it any wonder, when pub lip money is squandered
in such reckless profusion by our officials, that taxes
are high, and consequently rents and livipg, so that
the poor pe.ople of this city are forced ·to liv in un 7
healthy tenements not fit for hogs? This abuse of
a public trust is worse than malfeasance in office--it
is criminal waste. But so long as our laws allow, it
will continue. The laws should be changed. Is not
this proper work for the National League?
H. L. GREEN is engaged to speak at the LiberalSpiritual camp-meeting as Orion, Mich., June 13th
to 18th. '
CoL. ,INGERSOLL has accepted an invitation to deliver the oration at the Academy of Music on Decoration Day. The Telegram, in a canting little
editorial, remarks that this .will disturb "many of
our best citizens." The editor of the Herald's
waste-basket need not worry. His rest will not be
broken.
LIBRARIAN W. T. PEOPLES, of the Mercantile Library of this city, said that "at a recent convention
of librarians he found several who agreed that more
books were abstracted by ministers than any other
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class of people," which is not a very good word for
the shepherds. Just think of a minister preaching a
sermon on honesty with a stolen library book in his
bookease.
THE Spirituaiists of central New York will hold
their Fifth Annual Reunion at Dean!lville, N.Y., on
Saturday and Sunday, June 3d and 4th, beginning on
Saturday at 2 p.M., and closing Sunday evening. J.
Frank Baxter, of Boston, the test medium, singer,
and speaker, is engaged, and other good speakers
will be secured. The friends of Deansville will care
for all they can, and good hotel accommodations are
assured at reduced prices.
IN this issue is the last of the.letter which closes
the second volume of "Around the World." It will
make some 950 pp. The volume will be printed up
as soon as may be consistent with the slow-moving
ideas of stereotypers and binders, and mailed to the
subscribers of the fund. It will be illustrated as
fully a'S the preceding volume. In the mean time we
should very much enjoy enrolling many more names
to appear in the dedication.

California.-:Mr. Bennett's Movements.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SmEKER, Sir : I was honored to-day by the receipt of a letter from the "American Voltaire," as we Californians proudly call D. M. Bennett. It is
dated "Approaching Hong Kong, A.pril 13, 1882," and forwarded via Yokohama. Mr. Bennett states that in visiting the
interesting island of Java, one of the famous Spice Islands, the
party missed the regular steamer. A.s he .is very evidently being received in hospitable and princely style by the " heathens"
of Java and other oriental lands, my own opinion is that he
may turn orienta.l heathen himself and settle down beneath the
stately palm groves or beautiful mangoe forests. This opinion
is to be corrected, as the distinguished traveler states that he
expects to reach Japan (Yokohama) by the 15th inst., and from
his knowledge of winds and currents, would reach San Francisco in the early part of June. It is very probable that he
will remain in Japan longer than he expects, as the country is
at once unique and fascinating. A. friend of mine who traveled throughout that progressiv and intellectual empire says
that the Japanese are a most attractiv and interesting people
that the whole country is a vast garden of beauty, and among
the better classes there are many operi and avowed Freethink~rs. The cultured of all sects abominate Christianity as much
as we, the cultured and elect Freethinkers of America, do.
lienee we may not be surptised if the gallant old hero should
domicil himself iri a paetic tea-house and rest for a few days.
We are prepared to receive him at any moment, and hav been
anxiously awaiting his arrival.
Should he desire, upon reaching here, to rest under the vine
and fig-tree of an hospitable Freethinker, we hav everything
prepared for him. I delegated to my good friend, Philip Cowen,
of Petaluma, the pleasant duty of finding some healthy and
romantic spot where Mr. Bennett could be perfectly at home in
case he wished peace and quiet for a few days after his long and
fatiguing voyages. Mr. Cowen has just called upon me with a
letter from H. W. Pepper, residing near Petaluma, and addrPssed to "My Dear Mr. Bennett." In the letter, which is
unsealed, the most hospitable welcome is extended to the invincible editor of TrrE TRUTH SEEKER to come to Mr. Pepper's
ranch, and in substance "the latch-key is out and no questions
aFked." Cowen, who is a big-hearted, enthusiastic Freethinker,
has the spanking team already actually engaged, so the old
hero will go :flying over the route to the ranch. This will be a
novel and exciting experience, even after the wild, John Gilpinlike ride he had on the sacred animals-jackasses-around
Cairo. We ought to hav a good deal of reverence for a jackass, as our savior rode on one into Jerusalem. Were he nowadays to ride into San Francisco, I do not think the Christians
here would giv him a "government mule," even, although
there are a good many asses amongst them.
Well, you see the friends of Freeth ought in California are
making merry to receive the illustrious man who has suffered
martyrdom for Freethought. But the enemy is also activ, and,
I regret to say, irifamous. The city is already :flooded with
tracts defaming Mr. Bennett, and they bear the ear-marks of
the Comstock- Bundy gangs. The Ind(Xl) is savagely
quoted as a "Liberal" paper which denounces Bennett.
One of the dailies has had a vile attack upon all Freethinkers in general, and Mr. Bennett in particular. In it Freethinkers are stamped as men who are in favor of turning decent
homes into brothels. Knowing the sources from whence the
attacks come, we hav treated them and their authors with contempt. Some parties at the East (you can iiDBgin who they
are) 'llav sent out whole packages of vile tracts in defamation
of Mr. Bennett and our cause, and all the leading dailies are well
supplied with them. I hope the day will never come when- any
number of Freethinkers will do as the Christiaus and those
leagued with them are now doing, that is, wantonly and vilely
assail a fellow-creature and try to rob him of his good name
and his hard-earned property. No, Freethinkers are incapable
of such infamous conduct, and even "a Christian dog," as the
Turks hav it, is safe under their kind and humane action.
Before these attacks upon Mr. Bennett and the glorious
cause of Freethought, we Freethinkers were united and enthusia~tic in preparing to receive him, and do honor to the cause
for which he so heroically suffered. Since the attacks we are
a living :flame of fire, and we are determined to light up the
whole country in honor of Freethought and the man who has
borne its flag, in prison and out of prison, with unflinching
fortitude. We are pushing the priestly enemy to the wall. He
must go. Reason must triumph over superstition; the future
is in our hands. Let us, a" freeman-the very salt of the earth
-lead humanity upward and onward to light, reason, and evenhanded justice. Let us even protect the Christians in their
superstitions, if they will not accept reason ; but let us, above
all things, see that the wild beast of religious fanaticism is
forever chained on the A.merican contineut.
A.pril 8, 282.
.
BYRON ADONIS.
ONE of the beet books that hav ever been issued
from this office is Col. Kelso's "Deity Analyzed and
the Devil's Defense. :rt is a work we can conscien.
tiously recommend. "The Real Blasphemers," now
in press, by the same author, is also a superior work.
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(Continued from page 327.)
simple people are none the worse for it. They are was sure he could send to Bombay and they would
public mail a copy of that pamphlet of twenty-one equally as happy and virtuous as though they did as return to him just as he would charge them. Is it
pages. Have I not still reason to be proud of my Christians do-put on a vepy long face on one day not strange, then, that peopl~ w~o have so much
grand old country?
in seven, dress up in their best clothes, listen to a g<:>Odness in them should com~Il;lt cnmes ~nd get into
Mr. Smith also took me into the women's depart- salaried man utter a lot of falsehoods, and then cheat prison? Not at all. A certam proportion of men
ment,"for, hard though it be to say it, there are some and swindle their n,eighbors all the rest of the week. of all nations will steal and do various things to intereighty female prisoners here, and some of them even That is Christian morality !
·
fere with the rights of others, requiring punishment
for the crime of murder. The women were sitting . The men in this prison do a great variety of kinds for it. Asiatics are no worse in this r13spect than
·in their favorite. squatting posture, two or thfee of work; there are shops for carpenters, blacksmiths, Europeans or Americans. I am inclined to think
·with infants in their arms but a few weeks old. wire-workers, weavers, mat-makers, metal-workers, they are not as bad. It is true there are prisons in
(When six months old they are separated from their and makers of a great variety of articles for household India, and a considerable number of prisoners. But
mothers.) I noticed some with mild, pleasant faces, use. I looked into their shops and found them neat when you take into consideration that there are
while some looked hard and vicious. "Here is one," and tidy. Tbe carpenters' shop was pointed out, and 250,000,000 of people in India alone, and that crime
said I, "who looks as though she would commit no it was simply a long room, like a hall, with lumber is punished as rigidly here as in any part of the
great crime." "That one," replied Mr. Smith, "is lying against the walls, but not a bench, or anything world, it will be found that there are much fewer
here for murdering her husband." "Well," said I, of the kind. Hindoo carpenters do not use a bench criminals in proportion among these heathens than
"I believe that husband gave her some reason for to work upon. Planing and all other work is done among the enlightened Christians of London and
doing the deed, for she assuredly has a mild, gentle on the ground, and they work squatting, as before New York, or in all Great Britain and America.
countenance." We moved on, and stopping before described. This is the wav in whi0h all mechanical There is not one-hundredth part as much intoxicat. another bland, gentle face, I ventured another opin- work is done. Blacksmiths have their forge and ing liquors drank by the Hindoos in proportion as by
ion, by saying, "Here surely is one that could not have anvil sitting on the ground, and they squat and ham- the Christians of England, Scotland, Ireland, and the
been guilty a serious crime, for she looks incapa- mer their iron, do their filing, etc. Very little me- 'United States; there is not a tenth part as much
ble of it." "That one," replied the keeper, "is also chanica I work is done standing or sitting; every- fighting, assa1Ilt and battery, manslaughter, and
in for murder." I mention these Cl!ses that you may thing is done squatting, save, perhaps, laying brick, murder. I do not believe that there is nearly as much
understand the correctness of my observation and .when squatting is out of the question, and they are in proportion of lying, cheating, swindling, and stealjudgment of human nature, as I somewhat pride my- compelled to stand. There is no question but what ing among the followers of Vishnu, Siva, Christna &
self on my acuteness.in that direction.
the Hindoos are a very ingenious and mechanical Co. as among the. pretended followers of Jesus.
Mr. Smith pointed out another kindly-looking people. Like the Chinese and Japanese they imitate
There is, Of course, not a little dishonesty in Asia,
woman, somewhat over thirty years of age, who ap- extraordinarily well, and can learn to do almost but, I insist, not so much in proportion to numbers as
peared as though her fate had been a hard one. He everything that any mechanic can do. I have seen in Europe and America. 'l'hey have their vices as
remarked that she was in prison for adultery. She much of the work of their hands, the accomplish- all people have, but they are not as great in proporwas a widow, and being the neglected, despised ment of which seems marvelous.
tion as 2.mong those who profess to be disciples of a
thing which a Hindoo widow is, and being a fallible
The .keeper showed me a compartment in which far superior religion.
·
human being,withhuman propensities and weaknesses, Brahmans alone are confined-these are the elect of
I must give Mr. Smith credit for keeping a very
she had, like Mary Magdalene, stepplld aside. Mr. India, the favorites of the gods, they whose blood is cleanly and orderly prison. The quarters for the
Smith remarked that the woman was" more sinned a little bluer and a little purer than that of the com- convicts are roomy, airy, and light, and the entire
against than sinning." I said, "Yes, I have no doubt mon horde. This is the priestly class, who un- sanitary arrangements are almost without fault. I
of it." Ah, thought I, if all the world were served derstand what the gods say and what they want, and next accompanied him to the salesroom of the estabas this poor Hindoo widow has been, how many who so well know how to instruct their less favored Iishment, where he showed me a great and interestwould be free to-day? How would it be in happy, fellow-mortals what they must believe and what ing number of articles manufactured by the pris~;mers,
enlightened and Christian America? Would any they must do. This c~ass of heavenly-minded men among them excellent chairs, carpets, mats, rugs, baswomen and any men be sent to prison there? Would sometimes step astray, as they do in our country, and kets, stands, and a great variety of miscellaneous
there be any Christians shut up? Would there be get into prison much the same a's with us; those who wares. An article of showy mat or rug, manufactsuch a thing as a priest being placed behind the bars know little about the gods, and whom the gods care ured of jute, and dyed brilliantly, with the colors
for the act of adultery? Ah! I fear there are a few very little for-the same also as with UR. The artistically blended, the material being cheap and
who would scarcely escape; and I fear, too, that if natures of these men, after all, is but a little better the goods pretty, and for which Mr. Smith has applied
all Christian adulterers were in prison, many dwelling than others, and they sometimes err and get into for a patent, struck me as being a very good thing
houses would have to be converted into jails. But trouble. I saw them partaking of their food, squat- and which ought to afford a large profit. Had I
this poor, uneducated, humble, despised, and crushed ting to it as they do to everything else. The Brah- room I should have liked to purchase some of the
Hindoo woman has been shut up behind iron grates mans being a very exclusive class, whose food, if the goods gotten up there, but I have but a single satchel,
because she has done as all beings, human as well as shadow of one of the lower caste or a Christian which was packed full when I started, and to the
brute, have done in all ages, and will continue to should f~Il upon it, would be ruined and have to be content~ of which I have been adding somewhat ever
do. I wonder if the man was also imprisoned. Of thrown away, eat by themselves, ani!. cook for since. Its capacity is filled, and I .can add no more.
course there was a man connected in the business. them13elves, and by themselves, though they have
Mr. Smith next showed me through his beautiful
Women are not very apt to commit adultery when committed crimes and are in pris'on. Good Queen :flower garden. There are many splendid gardens
there are no men around, and it is the men who Victoria has said that she did not wish that to be seen in this country, but few more beautiful
generally are the instigators of the crime, and the re~igious. opinions and :prejudices of her subjects, and in better order than this. He has one hundred
certainly they deserve punishment at least as much even m India, should be mterfered with, and since varieties of the rose in blossom, with all the other
as the woman; but the male who induced this that the Brahmans have had a private table. What annuals, biennials, and perennials in the catalogue,
woman to sin is not here. He is away, enjoying the a great, grand old heart Queen Vic. must have, to be including one hundred and thirty varieties of the
liberty to induce some other woman to commit the sure! I wondtr if she and her ministers are willing craton, with spotted and variegated leaves, belongsame deed, while she is here doing penance for his that. Charles Bradl_augh should occupy the seat in ing to the laurel family. He shows himself a master
sin as well her own. Oh, the injustice of this world, Parliament to whiCh he has twice been legally of :floriculture as well as a eapital superintendent of a
on the eastern side as well as on the western ! Men elected !
prison. He next showed me quite a collection of
The prison garb in India is not the same as at the antiquities, principally gods, which he unearthed in
send their helpless fellow-bein&s to prison for the
·same deeds which they commit themselves and go Albany Penitentiary.
It consists sometimes of making an exca.vation for a building or a bridge.
scot-free. What an incompetent and unfair governor simply a shirt of very coarse material, and sometimes Among the gods was one of Christna with his twelve
this litttle world has!
of something like a pair of draws in addition, com- disciples around him, who was also begotten by a
The women in the prison spin, weave, and make ing down to the knees, with a skullcap for the god, and born of a virgin, who performed miracles,
their own clothes, and cook the food for the other head, and the color and style of the stripes of the and who was finally put to death by his enemies for
prisoners-seven hundred in all. I saw the kitchen caps indicates the number of years the prisoners are the salvation of mankind. If it had been gotten up
where the cooking is performed; the place where the in for. In addition each man has a tag of wood at- a thousand years later it would have answered very
rice is boiled, where the curry is made, the trough in tached to the front of his shirt with his name, crime well for Jesus and his twelve, but it was manufactwhich the :flour for bread-making is mixed, the scales and' term of sentence written upon it, so that M/ ured far too early for this comparatively modern
on which the dough for the little, round, fiat loaves Smith in deciding which to retain and which to send, teacher. How mean it was in Christna to copy from
is weighed-two of which are 1 allotted to each pris- had only to look at this tag to make up his mind. Christ, his younger brother, who did not come into
oner per meal. The place, looked pretty tidy, but He did not wish to send those who have but a short existence till a' millennium further on in the world's
very unlike an American kitchen. I saw the wheels time to stay, nor those who are serving out life sen- era! It is always villainous for big boys to impose
on which the women spin, but they are small and tences. Nor did he wish to send those who had on little ones ..
primitive, and the day being Sunday they were still; physical disabilities; and as he passed along before
As the shades of evening came on I walked back
but the poor women know not the importance of the them they entered such complaints and told of such through the town to the station, much pleased with
Jewish Sabbath. They were not educated to regard ailments as the circumstances justified. Many were my visit to Mr. Smith and his very creditable estabone day in seven more holy than the other six, though excused from going for lameness of different kinds, lishment.
they know about as much of the matter as Jesus and as well as for debilities of other kinds. 1 inquired
JOSEPH COOK.
his disciples did, and about as much as the early .whether they preferred to go or stay. ,He said the
This letter has already reached a great length, but
fathers of the_ Chris_tian church did. J es~s is not re- great~r pa~t ~referred. to stay, knowing that the before closing I will say a word or two about that
ported as havmg sa1d that Sunday, or either of the work IS easier m the pnson than carrying dirt would falsifier and defamer, Joe Cook. ·His contemptible
seven days constituting the week, is any holier than be. I noticed, too, that he did not wish to send and malicious course has failed to have the effect he
the rest; nor did he, who is supposed to have given those to do excavating who had learned to become wished, and his slanders have injured himself more
all the moral lessons which Christians ought to ob- good mechanics, and could be employed at such than anybody else. A reaction seems to have set in
serve, ever command that Sunday should be kept kinds of work as require green hands a long time to against him, even among those who are nominal
holy, or that his people should go to church on that learn. He often remarked that a man was a splendid believers in the same system of religion with himself.
day. Nor did his disciples ever teach any such thing. carpenter, blacksmith, weaver, or tradesman of other As an indication of the growing feeling toward
The fact is, the Sabbath and Sabbath-keeping are kinds, and he couldnot let him go. He must keep him; him, I will copy the following from the Bombay
not Christian institutions, only as some of the early almost any man can carry dirt, but only a few can Gazette:
manipulators of the new religion borrowed that part do what this one does here. And so he went on
It is impossible to conceive bow the cause of Christianity in
from the old, antiquated Jewish religion, substituting, making his selections with obvious judgment;and, so India can be advanced, or what moral or religious benefit _can
arbitrarily, Sunday for Saturday, making a day holy far as I could see, as well as anybody could. do it. result to any one from certain recent actions of well-meanmg,
which no authority ever said is holy; and they had It seemed a little singular that one European, single- but perhaps over-zealous, and certainly injudicious, persons enin missionary work. It is not lqng since very just comnot a particle more authority for it than they had to handed and alone, could safely control seven hun- gaged
plaints were made in Calcutta of placards being posted about
enjoin circumcision, the Passover, the eating of shew- dred Asiatic prisoners, but such is the case.
the streets, abusing the Hindoo religion. More recently we
b~ea~, a:nd animal sac~ifice. I repeat that Jeoms and
Mr. Smith's a~sistants are all Asiatics, and many have had a good deal of declamation, and a considerable amount
h1s du•mples never sa1d keep Sunday holy, and no of them are prisoners. He places confidence in of abuse of certain persons and their professions, from Mr.
Christian has any valid authority for doing so. The those who prove themselves worthy of it. Many of Joseph Cook and his supporters, resulting in an unseemly conand in such unedifying language as occmTed m the
Hindoos regard all days alike-one as holy as another them he can send about the town with all safety, troversy,
Poonah meeting the other day, when the reverend gentlemen
-and businesll goes on all over the country on Sun- and they will return to him like honest men. He (Joe Cook), somewhat needlessly, quoted the saying about cast·day, precisely as on the other six dayil, and the poor,. told me that he has men under his charge whom he ing pearls before swine, to the annoyance of more than the
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native portion of the audience. A.nd now it is reported from likely to prove a very paying enterprise, and the must needs baptize himself in the same stream in
Allahabad that, during the recent great religious gathering of missionary cause is not receiving immense benefit which eighteen centuries previous John the bath-man
natives there, some missionaries, in their misguided enthusiasm,
washed the sins of Jesus all away. But alas! alas!!
GQod-bye,
D. M. B.
set up a stall in the fair for the sale of books attacking native from his efforts here.
though the pilgrim had never found "Jordan a hard
religions, and even" palmed off the books on unwary purchasers,
road to travel" he discovered, when too late, that
who believed them orthodox Indian book~." A. local paper
Congress Trying to Suppress the, Bible.
hears, "on unimpeachable testimony," that "in one case,
Jordan was a mighty hard and extremely dangerous
To
THE
EDITOR
OF
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
Sir
:
Now
where an indignant purchaser, thus imposed upon, tore up the
river to swim. He boldly plunged in without the
book before the crowd, indignRntly protesting that publications that Congress says the "Mormons must go,'1 is not assistance of Johnny the Baptist or Bridges his comof that sort were not wanted at the Mela, the offended mission- that virtually declaring that the Bible must go?
. ary hanled him off to the police station, and ws.nted to hR.ve How can Congress abolish the Mormons without panion, and where he had bargained for full and
him punished. The magistrate, of course, refused to listen to abolishing the Bible, as well as the Constitution of free salvation, he nearly met sudden. and total dethe complaint."
the United States? But let the good work go on; struction. No heavenly door appeared; no celesI forget whether I wrote you, in a former letter, let Congress wipH out the Mormons, the Bible, the tial cloud opened; no father's divint> voice is heard
that the blatherskite Cook, in his lecture at Poonah, Constitution (as its principles are seldom maintained), saying, "This is my beloved son in whom I am well
attempted to induce his audience to repeat after him and then wipe out itself, and we will then hav less pleased," to encourag~ or resuscitate t~e panting pilwhat is called "the Lord's Prayer," which they, sen- crime, corruption, and misery, and more virtue, hap- grim as he struggled m the holy baptismal font, so
sibly enough, refused to do. This made the would-be piness, liberty, and justice. How can these Chris- he had to scramble for himself, shake his dripping
Boston Christian.scientist much out of humor, and tian statesmen, these emulat,ed Congressmen at locks and gather breath without angelic aid, the same
he blurted out the insulting :fling about "casting Washington, suppress the Mormons without suppress- as would hav had any other poor human mortal.
Nothing in the Holy Land, except its holiness (?),
pearls before swine." This gave offense to_ several ing both the Constitution and the Bible? "To a
Europeans present, who deemed the insult wholly man up a tree" it looks as if these polygamist sons or association with the old Jew book and its entire
uncalled for. One or more took the occasion to re- and daughters of Utah hav most decidedly a pretty lack of fulfilling the scriptures, interested me equally
mark that, after a ·residence of fifteen or twenty good grip upon these virtuous law-makers at Wash- with the pyramids in Egypt, the catacombs, recent exyears in India, they had never had occasion to liken ington. Does not. the Constitution say emphatically cavating, and the amazing works of art everywhere
the natives to swine, having universally found them that no lt.tws shall be enacted to interfere with one's visible.
But I must close by repeating that the books for refto be a well-behaved people. They were annoyed religion or mode of worship? And are not the
by Cook's insolent conduct, and he was so effectually Mormons the faithful followers of the modern Solo- erence, for antiquarian uses, for historical purposes
snubbed that he did not attempt another lecture in mon, Brigham Young? The Bible sanctions polyg- and general information upon the subjects of which
that town, and was off on the early Monday morning amy. Was it not in practice by the godly and they treat, are well worth the price. See TRUTH
train, to air his eloquence in some other quarter. saintly followers of Christ? Did not that ancient SEEKER, Investigator, and other Liberal papers for
ELLA. E. GIBSON.
The Poonah paper, however, in giving a statement Mormon, old Solomon, hav his seven hundred wives terms.
of the affair, has it somewhat different. It says and three hundred concubines? Are not these modA Lame Conclusion.
this:
ern Mormons as godly, righteous, virtuous, and as
A. friend who read the "Agnostic Orphan," in a late TRUTH
A.t tlie close of the meetin~ a ludicrous scene ensued, which good "citizens" as Solomon, David, Noah, Lot, SEEKER, says :
was anything but creditable to the persons concerned. Dr. Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and all the other he-harlots, "Tell Elm ina if she believed in Spiritualism she would not hav
Cook wanted to offer a prayer, . • . whereupon a brother libertins, and polygamists of ye ancient times-citi- such 'jingles' in TH:u; TRUTH SEEKEH; would know that the mother
in the ·spirit world' can so clearly see tbat the trmls of her son are
missionary of his said it was not desirable to say a prayer before zens who stood high among God's chosen people?
bu• for a day, as it were, compared to ttle future, and that all tho
non-Christians. Mr. Cook, however, persisted, and said that,
will bP. compensated for with a perfect exactness, and
The writer can look upon all this late agitation of sufferings
that her child may be a teacher even to some pampered darling,
ash~> had followed. his own way in Bombay, he _would. do EO
wunse
every
want being supplied, may hav made him very
the
Mormon
question
in
but
one
way-that
Conhere, too; whereupon the previous speaker (Rev. G. Rivington)
said that to offer the (Lord's) prayer in the presence of so many gress has at last commenced the meritorious work of ::!elfi8h."
If a belief in Spiritualism leads to such conclusions as the
non-Christians was like "throwing pearls before swine." This suppressing the Bible, which they will do by supreckless remark natumlly gave rise to great indignation among pressing polygamy. And as the Constitution is only foregoing, I prefer not to believe; for, while well aware that
some g"od nearly always comes out of evil, I do not think that
the native audience, and would certainly have givm rise to
angry discussion and unpleasant retorts but for the fact that a a farce and mockery, the sooner it is also wiped out it is well to let little innocent, helpless children starve and
third well-known missionary volunteered to defend natives the better. Men hav been and are in our prisons in freeze, simply that compensations may grow out of the lessons
against the cowardly aspersions of his brother missionary. The direct violation of the Constitution, and theRe Chris- thus taught, or that ''pampered darlings" may become wise
chairman advising M.r. Cook to ><bst.ain from offering a prayer, tian statesmen are as silent as the grave upon the or unselfish through such means.
'l'ne day of vicarious suffering and vicarious atonement has
Mr. Cook, instead. of obeying, proceeded to denounce the chair- outrage. They are very loud in their protests and
man, and to set his authority at naught (the chairman is an indignation against England for the unjust impris- gone by. And the d.a.y when one will be punished as an example, or a warning, or a threat to intimidate others is fast going
English geutleman, of Poonah). The whole spectacle was disgraceful to q, degree, and the meeting dispersed at once, without onment of Amerioan citizens in British bastiles, but a.lso. The future law-maker and judge will simply protect soare entirely indifferent to the sufferings of those un- ciety by confining and restraining the offender-restraining not
Mr. Cook being allowed 'to pray (Pmm,q,h IJnyan Prakash).
only the one who commits the crime, but those who are sure to
While Cook was at P,ou~J:t, Dapt. A. Banoii, who justly and unconstitutionally imprisoned in American d.o evil througb. a bad and unfortunate organization and trainbastiles
and
Christian
torture
pens.
An
American
ing-and when that time comes there will be no professional
was chairman at the meetwg m Bombay for the refutation of Cook's slanders, at which I made some citizen has more rights, liberty, and freedom in any thieves, because a man who appropriates another's property
foreign country to-day tha:q. he has in his own. Brit- the second time will be supposed mcorrigible, and therefore
· remarks, wrote a note to Cook, as follows:
ish laws do not imprison American citizens in their placed where he crtn do no further harm.
NAPIER HoTEL, PooN.A.H, Jan. 21, 1882.
The world has no need of starving orpha.ns or hanging crimSir: A.t Bombay you publicly asserted that my friends, Col. own or in foreign lands for selling their own undis- inals for" example," though while we hav them of course we
puted
property,
but
the
railway
monopolist
lawf.l
of
Olcott and Madam Blavatsky, founders of the Theosophical
shall use them for this purpose; but we prefer to hav every man,
Society, were persons of no repute in the United States, and America do, at least in the "City of Brotherly woman, and child well feu, comfortably housed, highly eduthat they had come here to learn certain tricks and arts of Love," the boasted birthplace of liberty, and the cated, and perfectly trained in, all that is good, true, and beaumagic, that they might teach them to mediums in America city settled by William Penn two centuries ago.
tiful, if it could be brought about, just as though some
ah·eady exposed.
lovely lives are found among those who are life-long invalids,
SYLVESTER
F.
WILSON,
· You were challenged by Col. Olcott to face him before the
Imprisoned by the Pennsylvania railroad monopoly for buy- and we all appreciate health the more for having endured pain
public of Bombay last evening, but instead you sent a note to
and sickness. Yet we d0 all we can to banish disease from the
ing
and selling railroad tickets.
the effect that you could not help to advertise Infidelity, nor
world and not keep it as a moral· teacher or an example or
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
April
28,
1882.
stand upon the same platform with 1.\'Ir. Bennett.
warning to the well. If the view this friend takes were a corMadam Blavatsky and Col. Olcott, therefore, followed you
rect one, why should there be homes for the friendless, orphan
here, and on their behalf, I, who am not an Infidel, but a Chris- The Way to Read the " Around the World" asylurr·s, reform schools, life-saving stations, or any charitable
tian officer of the army, demand that you shall meet Colonel
Book and Letters.
institutions whatever?
Olcott before the Poonah public, and make good your charges.
Why not let little orphan children roam our streets shivering
If you decline, I shall post you as a coward and a slanderer.
Take a map, or atlas if you hav no large maps, and and starving, ignorant and an taught, as "lessons?" As one
Mr. Bennett is not here, so you cannot make that excuse.
as you read of the route traveled and the various lesson is rarely effectiv, and continmLI dripping is, why, the more
As I must rejoin my regiment forthwith, I cannot stay over places visited by the "Truthseeker," follow right on of these miserable little teachers we hav the better it will be.
to-morrow, and must request an answer early to-morrow morn- along and around with him, making a line with your Let them suffer; their trials are" but for a day," and then they
ing. On behalf of Colonel Olcott, I stipulate that not a word pencil, a dot at every place he passes through, and a will pass on to a perfect future, and. be compensated for all,
be said about religion.
Your obedient servant,
h
though how this agrees with the i.a'ea that we are here to become
A.. BANON, Capt. Thirty-ninth N. I.
star wherever e stops. This is the way I hav done wise, good, intelligent, and learnerl, so that shall be fitted for
To this the base slanderer, who defends perjury with the letters as I hav read them weekly, and you this " summer land over there " I cannot see, for the ragged,
and the worst villainy, sent the following reply, hav no idea, if you hav not tried it, how much inter- ignorant orphan who only livs for an example is surely very
est it adds to the events, incidents, and scenes de- unpr<'pared to take up life in the future, and will be as mueh
dodging behind the contemptible excuse that because scribed. Whether reading the travels in the book behind the pampered darling who is taught not only all the
MadamBlavatskyandCol. Olcott had been in my com- for the first time, or the letters in the paper, this morahties.aud virtues, but is well fitted m all ways to go onpany, the insolent defamer could not meet them: method will be found equally entertaining and in- ward and upward. Our. jails and prisons are not! as a ru!e,
filled with pampered darlings, who hav few temptatwns to sm,
Oapt. A. Banon, Thirty-ninth Bengal N. I., Sir: Colonel
·
d h
d
"ll b
· d
h" ·
e surpnse at lS m- and who find life too full of something to d.o and something to
Olcott and lYlad~J,m Blavatsky have kept such public company structiv, an t e rea er WI
le11rn, but it is the orphans and the uned.uc~ted (or those eduat Bombay that I can have no connection with them.
creased powers of retention by this proce~s.
I am very much surprised at the ludicrously dictatorial tone
The historical portion of Vol. I. its antiquities, cated in sin) who generally become our ~nmmals.
Our friend says these arc " only trials for a day :" But she
of your note, demanding. that I shall accede to their desire to the Druidical sun-worshipers and their temples, the
use me as a means of advertising Infidelity.
howling dervishes of the oriental empire, and the must remember that while she, as a Spiritualist, may believe in
on to" perfected spheres," we think it is the race as a
I hope I shall not be obliged to give your name to the public mosques of the Mohammedans, beautifully ill us- passing
whole that passes on and improves and grows toward, but
as an apologist for those who have publicly fraternized with a
l
h
·
man but just out of jail for violating righteous American laws trated, are wel wort the pnce of the book. All never reaches, perfection; never can re~ch it, becq,use th~tre
intended to secure the purity of the mails. My remarks on the the various religions are compared or contral'lted with is always more to learn, and more to achieve, and more to be
enterprises of the Theosophical Society were all justified by Christianity as the journey proceeds, making some in the beyond Our children m1u children's children pass ou
unfavorable disclosures in regard to,the latter, upon just as we hav passed on beyond our parents and. grandparits official documents which I cited.
ents, and we. like all who hav gone before, are only as the
Yours, etc.,
JosEPH Coorr.
which I will not comment, as the book can only be leaves of the trees that liv, grow, and mature, then fade and
Thus the miserable caluminator shows his venom represented by itself.
die and furnish nutriment for future leaves in future years.
by repeating the frivolous charges against my humMore than half of Vol. IL has already appeared in But we leave behind something more than the leaves, etc. We
ble self. But I do not feel that it is the slightest THE TRUTH SEEKEH (May 1, 1882), beginning J ann- lea"e our example and onr thoughts, which are unending in
discredit to be abused by such a liar. On the other ary 28th-a journey to the Holy Land. Here the their infiuen· e, and. therefore should we strive to do and teach
the right.
.._
.
_
hand, perhaps his vindictiveness, and his persisting pilgrim seems to hav a heavenly visitor for a teacher only
'!'he friend I would cntJCise also says that "1f people do JUSt
in attempting to blacken my name among strangers, -old Melchisedec, who, according to the sacred what their organization and surroundings make them, why
should be regarded as a compliment, acknowledging writ, flourished 3,795 years ago in Palestine in com- waste time in so much writing, in the efi,Jrt to make them betthat he considers myself of some trifling consequence, pany with Abraham the faithful. This ancient ter ?" But she forgets that tllis very writing is one of the surand that my blows at his pet institution have hurt a relic. so inspired the pilgrim that he was unconscious- roundings, one of the circumstances that helps to create new
little. I really care very little what such a man says ly carried back to the days of Hebrew tradition, and aims, impnlses, ani beliefs, and conseqn~ntly new mode~ of
action. If a man who smokes twenty pipes of tobacco 1n a
about me. Such attacks are seldom made upon those rushed into the language and style of the Judean day can be induced by one letter to lay a":'ay his pipe forever,
.who are regarded as ciphers, or as. unworthy of patriarchs, prophets, and scribes of old; and as are- is not this writing to s Jme purpose? Is 1t not a wo•k of renotice. The same malice which sent me to prison sult, givs his readers ten chapters ofChronicles. So form and an infiuimce that does good? If I c,;n interest a
would now be glad to destroy my usefulness and much for the positivness of D. M. B. when an old whole Sunday-school in birdf, IeaveR, stones, flies, and bees by
neutralize my efforts, but it does not affect me.
ghost gets the handling of him. Who would hav penning t.hern " fJittle Ije.;sous," is not this writing a work worth
~very line that we pen that upholds the good, the
The above correspondence has been published in thought it? But this is not the worst of it, or the doing'/
true or the beautiful does the whole world a benefit and helps
the principal papers in India.
best of it; for the pilgrim or scribe became so hal- to c;eate better circumstan~s and bPtter surroundings.
Upon the whole, Joe Cook's visit to .India is not .lucinated after his arrival in the Holy Land, that he
Rhinebeck, N. Y., May 15, 1882.
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
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SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, May 12,-1882.
MR. EDITOR: I send you $5 for the Round-the-World
books.
ALFRED MEAD, SEN.
BRODHEAD, Wis., May 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 to pay for
Around-the-World books.
E. T. FLECK,
GARNETT, KAN., May 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find·inclosed $5 for the Roundthe-World books to be sent to Mr. J. M. Axtell.
Yours fraternally,
C. E. DEWEY.
C.lLIIiTOGA, CAL., May 8, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for the Round-theWorld books. We hav been so interested in what we
read in THE TRUTH SEEKER as to induce us to buy the
books and thns help on the geod work a little.
J, C. WEYBRIGHT,
WELLAND, ONT., May 12, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 for Round-theWorld beoks. Please publish my name in second
volume. I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER some time,
and it has given good satisfaction.
1
Yours truly,
JAMES BRIDGES.
MANCHESTER, IowA, May 12, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I hav watched that $5 business almost
too long, and think now that Mr. Bennett cannot get
too much for his noble work, therefore inclosed I
send you a "V" to help get the trav~>ler home, and
wish to get the books.
J. U. ScHELLING.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IowA, May, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: You will see by this order of the nth
of March that l tried to get into the trip around the
world at the last hour, but that I failed in it, as the
check went astray, and 1 can find nothing of it, but
I hav got a duplicate of it, I hope this will go all
right, so you can add my name to the trip ar~und the
world, as I want it to lend to some of my fnends to
try and gAt them thinking fer themselvs ..
If D. M. Bennett should come any way near Cedar
Rapids, on his way across the conntry, I know a few
who would like to see and hear him, if they only
knew where they could reach him.
Hoping I will soon hear from you, I remain,
Yours, a thinker for himself, PETERS; RoBERTSON.

place where we can worship the God of Israel after
the manner of our forefathers; and all cried, Yea, let
it be even so,_ and it was so.
Then they arose and anointed themselvs with hoggrease and sweet cream, and fell upon their faces
and busted things generally, and started for Knapp's
Station, each man and his kindred, his ass, and maid
servants, and all that he had.
And they pitched their tents over against Baldwin,
even at Knapp's Station, where they erected an altar
unt0 the God of Israel, and fell flat upon their faces
and wallowed in their tents even with their maidservants, so great was their love for the savior of
man. Now, their Moses was of the tribe of A--r",
a man after God's own heart and the sisters of the
church; and he blew upon a ram's horn and the ewes
bleated fervently, and a great commotion was raised
in this sacred land 1ly reason of this tooter.
And the scripture was being fulfilled, for the lion
and the lambs lay down together beautifully, and
there was none of the kicking here which Paul describes as difficult.
And while the chief priests tooted upon his tooter
his meek and lowly eye caught sight of a comly ewe
whom report said had strayed from the fold; and
she was fine to look upon, and was of the :Southdown breeds, and he longed for her fleece of which
this yarn is spun. And he girded on his cane and
du:;;ter and b<>ckoned her to follow, and she followed.
And together they went up into a mountain, leaving
the multitude below, for this Abraham intended to
sacrifice this ewe unto the Lord even as Isaac was
intended. And they came to a place which looked
like an altar, and he placed his arm around his victim and drew forth a knife. But in casting his eyes
upward he saw two wicked sons of Belial peering
through the brush, and his hand was stayed; and
the ewe lamb arose to its feet and sat upon a log
while this Abraham buttoned his robes around him
and punched a stump even with his cane, for he was
very wroth, seeing he had got cheated out of his
sacrifice.
MoRAL.-Keep your lambs from camp-meetings, or
they will get scooped.
J, L. WARREN.

ELKLAND, PA., May 14, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: The last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER is
at hand. D. M. Bennett's" Experiences at Bombay,"
his noble self-defense against the malignings of the
slanderous orthodox J. Cook, were. timely, trenchant,
well aimed. Glad he was there at the opportune
moment, though we opposed his going.
The editorial, "Christian Duplicity," is just the
ATLANTA, GA., M~:.y 10, 1882.
argument and showing needed. How can sensible,
MR. EDITOR: Please find inc! osed $5 for the magnifi- thinking people yield adherence and support to the
cent and splendidly written letters of D. M. Bennett. nonsense irihumanl v propagated by church creeds,
I must hav them in book form, so that I can follow dogmas, and the Bible? Just read Deut. xxviii, and
again and flgain the old hero in his travels arou:cd the feel any book containing such horrid doctrins should
·world. This is c,ne of the most superstitious towns be discarded until all like sentiments be expurgated.
that it kas ever been my iortune to visit. I went to Eve was a consistent Bible woman in her curse upon
church last Sunday, and the minister told me that he Cain-Shakspere, Byron, Shelley, Bennett, and like
did not know whether heaven was a stationarv abode envolumed souls, are our books of reverence....:..they
or not; it might bu continually floating around through are upon our center-table, and the busts of Paine,
Voltaire, Ingersoll shall inspire from their pedestals,
the air.
I hav not been able to bring my mind to believe and the benign faces of like men shall speak from
that it has ever passed close to the little, licentiom. thfl walls, as soon as money can prudently be thUF
city of Atlanta, and yet such howling among the God- invested. As I lay reading "Christian Duplicity " a
long-cherished thought was reintensified, viz., the aid
called, black-coated, hell-scared liars!
Kindly, etc.,
A. M. SHoMo.
needed by all Liberalists to uphold the hands and
hearts of such writers, speakers, teachers, editors.
BARABOO, Wis , May 10, 1882.
Liberalists, are you aiding, or hav you bequeathed,
MR. EDITOR: I hav been waiting a long time in hopes to sustain and advance the cause of freedom-huthat some of the m11.ny Liberals of this city who are manity-which shall triumphantly march down the
well-to-do would send"'> for your Round-the-World ages when no longer you breathe the vital air? If
books, but seeing no names in your list from this not already done, make the indenture append the
plac 9 I concluded to make a break, come to the codicil.
·
f, ont and show my colors, and I hope that many
A word as to the Freethought C<mvention at Watothe;s will do likewise. So here goes a "V" for your kins, N.Y. August will soon be on the spokes of
book of travels in the Holy Land. Though I hav time's chariot wheels. Whoever has attended one of
read the letters in your paper, I want the books all these conventions needs no urging, the thought of
the same, for I know they will be entertaining, in• which quickens the pulse, and eJ.ectric thrills take up
teresting, and instructiv. I want to learn all I can and repeat the anthem. For these truth is voiced in
about that wonderful country where they say the first clarion tones; great hearts throb for fraternal enman was made, and I guess the first god, too. But franchisment. HumanitY is crowned "king of kings
for the life of me I don't see how in that. rocky, and lord of lords." A riew baptism of fellowship is
steril and God-forsalren country they could get mud experienced which lasts the whole year if need be,
enou~h to make a good-sized man. I don't wonder It is a glorious pilgrimage to the "Mecca" of light
the Lord God had to make the woman out of the and love, life and hope, emancipation from priestly,
man's> rib; you see the mud was played out; but the churchal, creedal tyranny, Let us now determin to
woman must be made, mud or no mud, for without go and identify ourselvs workers, sympathizers, abether he couldn't run his institution; without her there tors of the cause dearest every noble, thinking soul.
would hav been no one to eat that awful apple; In t1nion is strength; numbers hav their influence,
without her there would be no one to enlighten and and whoever loves humanity sufficiently to do hominstruct Adam ; without her there would be no one age by contributing time and money are sure to be
for the Holy Ghost to overshadow; without her of the right caliber to add dignity to the convention.
there would hav been no son of God to be put to H. L. Green, that royal veteran worker, calls for voldeath for the evil and sin his father brought into the unteers. He arrays the galaxy of starry orbs-Col.
Ingersoll, Hon. Charles Bradlaugh, Prof. Felix Adler,
world.
Some seek wealth, power, and fame,
George C. Miln, D. M. Bennett-as captains, colonels,
Some a great and glorious name;
and lieutenants. Hail to these noble, royal chieftains I
I seek a nobler thing by far,
Royal leaders of the van, hurrah! loud cheers and
Nothing less than a shining*.
greetings for each and all!
J. HASELTINE.
Not only is a soul-baptism of trenchant progressiv
CHRONICLES.
thought-the jewelled glory of the age-to be showCLEAR LAKE, Wis.
ered upon all who go up thither, but the natural
And it came to pass in those days that the chief beauties of Watkins-the sheen of the lake giving
priests, scribes, and pharisees gathered themselvs back bending skies, floating crafts and s~eamers all
together, each man and his household, and sp~ke freighted with joyous mortals, the grandly magniflunto another saying, Let us rise, gather up our loms, cent glens, offering a thousand attractions and enbuckle firmly our breech 'tllouts, and journey to a . chantments to the lovers of beauty and the students

of nature-are to be enjoyed on this propitious oc
sion. Leave your shops and counters, offices 8~~
sanctum, ·your farm and accustomed routine, a ,.
come up to know and be known unto each other \ :
gaze into the noble eyes of those who think g;ea~
thoughts; to clasp the hand' whose pen has aided to
unloose and forever remove the manacles that fet ·
tered hands and still enslaves and holds in mentai
darkness and bondage all who support priests and
confess to· creeds-hands that hav knitted up the fra.
ternal fellowship that make us akin, even though
strangers in the individual form.
For the broadest freedom, GRACE L. PARXHU.ST,
SHORT SERMON-TEXT: JEREMIAH HAOXER.
PosTviLLE, low A, May 11 1882
It is the dusk of a May evening. I hav be~n re~d
ing the appeal of C. L. Roberts for Jeremiah Hacker
in the last TRUTH SEEKER. And, for the thousandth
time, I ask myself, Why is it that not only the crlm.
inal, the sick, the insane, the idle die of want, sur.
rounded by princely mansions and magnificent
churches, but the industrious, the capable, those devoted to the world's good, lie down in sickness and
old age, without food, fire, friends, or shelter? Millions of dollars for court splendor in a republican
government; thousands upon thousands to bedeck a
president's grave and place to the bank account of
his widow and children; hundreds f~r hospitals,
colleges, receptions to learning, to wealth, and to
heroism; and a brave brother sitting amid the gloom
and melancholy of poverty. and neglect!
Cultured Infidelity and ignorant belief are alike
accused, if, from the storehouse of their material
goods, no generous gift finds ita way to the house.
hold where want and anxiety hav made their home.
Though Infidel, wrestling with Christian competi.
tors in the world's arena, seldom secure a fortune,
yet, here and there, over the land, I find unbelievers
in elegant homes and beantiful surroundings, with
princely incomes; and still our League treasury
languishes, and pioneers like J.eremiah Hacker sit
forlorn and ,forgotten, no doubt wondering it the
race is worth saving, after all. Who will convince
this old man that humanity, unlike God, does hear
the cry of suffering, and sends relief?
MRs. H. S. LAKE,
A WORD FROM CINCINNATI,
Prof. E. D. Babbit, author of "Principles of Light
and Color." "Religion," etc., writes us as follows: .
The cause of Liberalism is making fine progress in
Cincinnati. While numerous persons hav been psychologized and drawn into the churches by therevivalist Harrison, the men of Freethought are waking up also. When Ingersoll lectures here his
speeches are reported wholly or in part by all our
papers, a thing which is not so fully done in fashion·
<~.ble New York. It is well to hav some regard for
fashion, especially when it is not hurtful; but an extreme regard for fashion makes cowards of men and
women. The Spiritualists hav organized a society
here which is· running in full blast, its lectures being
held in Odd Fellows' Hall at 11 A.M. and 7.30 P.M. on
Sundays. Under the manifestations occurring in the
presence of such accomplished mediums as R. W.
Sour, M.D., Jesse Shepard, whose music is certainly
astonishing, and others, many of our leading judges,
doctors, and lawyers hav been convinced of the fact
of spirit communion and of human immortality.
Let me quote one fact concerning Dr. Sour, the
truth of which I can absolutely vouch for.
A person from any part of the world may come to
him. The doctor may never hav seen him or heard
of him before, but will ask him to sit down a few
feet away, He will then take a large sheet of paper
which the stranger ·may hav brought, after having
marked it so that he can be sure to identify it, and,
having made the room absolutely dark, will sit down
with some crayons, go into a trance, and in thirty
minutes a wonderful life-size picture will be produced
which the best crayon artist of New York would require a week to equal, working at the average rate.
What is still more marvelous, however, is the fact
that this picture will probably be a startling likeness
of s~me dear departed friend. But this is not all. ,
If the name and relationship of that friend is not
given at the time, Dr. Sour may invite the stranger
to come again next day with his own double~slate,
cloth-lined at the edges, and marked for identifica·
tion. I say the next day, because the doctor will
probably be too much exhausted to do anything
more on the same day, and may hav to keep his
bed. This time the seance is in full light. A bit of
pencil is put inside the slate, a string tied around
the whole. The doctor goes into a trance, and holds
the slate directly before the stranger's face. Writ·
ing inside is plainly heard. The slate is untied, and 1
both sides are found written on, perh!J.pS in the eX·
act handwriting of the one whose picture was drawn
before, while at the bottom of the whole is the
very name itself! What's to be done with such
phenomena? Is it magic? But I know of five of
the leading magicians of the world who hav had to
admit that there is something beyond all thauma·
turgy in it.
.
.
Another sign of the progress in medical educatio.n
may be seen in the fact that the American EclectiC
Medical College, a first-class chartered institution ~f
this city, has completely emancipated itself from a
crude and poisonous drugs, and adopted the new, re-
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~;aed, and powerful methods of cure, founded directly
ft!J>on nature and chemical law which hav lately been
·ll1scovered. Although a progressiv and accomplished
corps of professors are already engaged, I hav been
invited to the chair of chromopathy and magnetology, and I hav already commenced my labpr therein.
This is a new thing in medical education, chromopathy, as. many of my readers know, beipg the
science of healing by light and color, the results of
which are already becoming marvelous, while the
term magnetology embraces electricity, magnetism,
magnetic manipulation, and the fine forces generally.
Those wishing more information can address me at
200 Mail). st.·, Cincinnati, ·
EDWIN D. BABBITT,

TWO COWS IN COLLEGE,
NoRTHFIELD, May 10,1882.
MR. EDITOR: Carlton College has had the experience and the realization of knowing what it is to hav
cows go through college (in thrcmgh the window and
out through the doer), .which proved to be not a
profitable business. This act of some of the Carlton
students has created a great sensation throughout
this community, an act which the faculty shall long
remember.
N orthfl.eld, noted for its colleges~and churches, is
a beautiful town of twenty-five hundred inhabitants,
situated on the St. Paul and Milwaukee railroad,
forty-five miles southeast of St. Paul. The beautiful
Cannon river divides the town, and :flows majestically
on its course toward the Mississippi, . The founders
of Carlton College (Congregational) are of the creed
of John Calvin-total depravity and infant damnation. This college is built on the east side of the
river, on a high elevation, towering toward the sky,
overlooking the river below, which affords a beautiful sight to the eye of the students who are lovers.
of nature's most charming scenery.
St. A.lph's College (Norwegian) is on the west side,
built on a pinnacle many feet higher than Carlton
College, and affords a view of the whole town, and
for ' thirty ·miles east of the Mississippi, So high
toward the stars is not a desirable winter resort when
the mercury is sixty degrees below zero. But the cool
summer winds fan the student's brow, and he forgets for the time the polar region of but few months
back, and thinks up there is paradise.
The students of Carlton College are under very rigid
and Christian dis'cipJ.in, and yet the boys are very
naughty and~ull of tricks, such as filling the chimney
of the library room with,wet hay, thereby damaging
the books with smoke, putting powder in the chapel
to explode while the inmates are at prayers, ringing
the bell at midnight, etc. But the last ·act or trick
was not very nice for college students to be guilty
fof, If it had been perpetrated by some illiterate boys
it would not be quite so amazing. It was this wise:
Thursday morning two cows were found in the college, taken there through a window on a plank
properly arranged, making it easy for the cows to
walk, one being put in Prof. Goodhue's room, and
the other in Miss Evans's, after which an excessiv
dose of croton oil was given them, and they left to
inn in tli.ese fine rooms, the seats and other furniture
of which were besmeared. Imagin the amazement
of the professor and Miss Evans on entering their
rooms in the morning, to find these horned beasts
presiding in their absence.
MRs. S. J. LENONT.
DO THEY EAT IN HEAVEN ?-MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE
UP-STAIRs RESTAURANT,
MoDEsTo, CAL., May 7, 1882.
MB. EDITOB : In your issue of April 29th this very
fair and pertinent question was asked by H. R. Keel.
You answered the question very well, but not as
definitly as you might hav done by quoting other
passages of scripture. In Matt. xxvi, 27--29, we read:
"And he took the cup, and gave thanks, and gave
it to them, saying, Drink ye .all of it; . . . But I
say unto you, I will not drink henceforth of this
fruit of the vine, until that day when I drink it new
with you in my father's kingdom." Luke and Mark
giv this account substantially the same. This is conclusiv as far as the· liquid portion of the diet of
heaven's inhabitants is concerned. They do drinkdrink wine, too, and no new-fangled wine, either.
They drink "this fruit of the vine," and that is the
same kind of wine that Jesus and his disciples were
then drinking, Our good temperance lecturers should
warn the people against going to heaven where they
will be exposed to the influence of Jesus, who habitually drank wine to such an extent that he was
called a ''wine-bibber," who gave wine to his followers here, who regarded it as a great blessing, for
which we should giv thanks, and who promised to
hav a good supply of it on hand in heaven.
In Luke xxii, 29, 30, we read: "And I appoint unto
you a kingdom, as my father hath appointed unto
me; that ye may eat and drink at my table in my
kingdom, and sit on thrones, judging· the twelve
tribes of Israel." From this it is clear. that they do
eat and drink in heaven, and that they do all other
things that eating and drinking render necessary.
They must hav out-buildings there as well as palaces, thrones, etc. Indeed, heaven is quite like home.
In Rev. xix, 9, we read, "Blessed are they who are
called unto the marriage supper of the Lamb." This
marriage supper took place in heaven. From the
fact that this feast was called "supper" we learn,
by implication, that they eat other meals there just
~Iii we do here. From the fact that they marry there
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PITTSBURGH, P A., May 16, 1882,
MR. EDITOR: Paul said a great many foolish thiags,
and gave some good advice. A.u instance of the latter was, "Let your light shine," and although we
may not be inclined to hef'd some of his teachings,
we are perfectly willing, after having gone to the
trouble of lighting our tallow-dip, to use THE TRUTH
SEEKER as·a candlestick, that its glimmer may penetrate the gloom of orthodoxy and cheer some kindred soul struggling on its way toward liberty and
light. If it was good for those that " loved the
Lord" to "speak often one to another," it is just as
good for Infidels. Social intercourse between organized bodies__ of Freethinkers is just as essential to
life and growth as it is to individuals, and while we
are too modest to toot our own horn, we would ask
HARSHAW, ARIZONA, May 4, 1882.
the
question of kii!dred organizations, "Brother, is
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1.10, which please
use as directed. We are having a pretty time out your' light burning?"
Auxiliary Liberal League No. 76, notwithstanding
with the pets of that pious old fratld, Rev. Mr. Tiffany
the ~ombined efforts of the .Puritanical clergy of
-one hundred and fifty people estimated to be killed,
Pittsburg, is doing a good work for the emancipation
and the work not yet finished.
of the masses and the building up of a higher and
I want to be an Ingin, ·
better form of ethical culture. A. part of our plan is
. An Arapahoe or Ute;
the systematic free distribution of Freethought and
I don't to be a white man,
scientific literature, with regular lecturAs every SunA poor unprotected brute.
day at 3 P. M,, followed by free criticism and discusF. A. LAMONT.
sion.
We hav secured the services of ex-Rev: J. H. BurnSTEVENSVILLE, PA., May 12, 1882,
MR. EDITOR: My heart leaps with joyful emotions ham, of Saginaw, Mich., who will will remain with
as I realize that Mr. Bennett will soon be on Ameri- us through the present month, and perhaps through
can soil aga.in, if not already. It should inspire in June. He lectures twice a week, and makes himself
every Liberal heart these words, "Behold! the bride- generally u~eful and agreeable in the meantime,
groom cometh; go ye out to meet him." Count on Bro. Burnham came to us highly recommenned, and .
me for $8 for the gilt-bound volumes, and pardon a so far he has more than fulfilled our highest expec·
few brief thoughts. Reason and liberty are the tations. Last Sunday his subject was, " The Design
bridal pair, that appear at the dawn of day, which is Argument; or, Does Nature Prove a God?" He befast breaking upon the night of ignorance and faith. gan by saying that the constitution' of society is such
Reason, the bridegroom, clothed in tlie mantl'fl of that he who claims the credit of sincerity for himjustice, protected by the shield of science, armed with self must accord it to others; stated the orthodox
the sword of common sense. Liberty, the beautiful idea of an infinit, omnipotent, omniscieut, omnipresbride, clothed with love and gentle affection, crowned ent, and perfectly good and unchangable God, and
with virtue, and bringing equal rights for all. Watch said that such a God was absolute, unconditioned,
them advance, see their stately and majestic tread, and out of all relation to finite thi!lgs, If God exand in their wake follows the bridal train-peace and isted from eternity, but began to be, or was created,
patience, harmony and beauty, forbearance and for- then God must hav become conditioned, assumed
relation to that universe, and changed, which would
givness.
Liberals, why stand ye here idle~ Prepare them a destroy his character. Again, to design implies
feast. You question of what it shall be. Go to thought, a relation and succession of ideas, someShakspere. Pluck the most substantial fruits which thing impossible to an infinit and absolute being.
The prismatic view of nature was here presented
hav grown from the fertility of his brain. Proceed
to Voltaire, Paine, and Ingersoll; an\! lastly, bring a with a vividness and power seldom equaled, and the
rich dessert from the gardens of Chainey. Next. question asked, If God was omniscient and foresaw
where shall their quarters be? Instal them 11.t the this from all eternity; omnipotent, and could hav
capital, which is every heart that is true to nature, prevented it, yet did not, how could he be all-just or
and in so doing we shall work in co-partnership with all-merciful ? Instead of being an infinit God, his
them and each other to effect the great reform the character, as exhibited in his works, would disgrace
the meanest fiend in hell,
world so much needs, for
The lecture throughout was a masterpiece of BaThrough ages past we see the stream
conian logic and Websterian eloquence, and the conHumanity supplied.
clusion irresistibly reached was that throughout the
Convulsions swarm within our hearts,
boundless expanse of the universe there was no nook
For crimes we cannot hide.
or cranny wherein might hide the Christian's God.
Through time it rolled, a crimson flood
With greetings for all friends of universal mental
Of .human sacrifice ;
liberty, I am
Yours truly,
HARRY HoovER.
Affections that belonged on earth
Transporting to the skies.
DALLAS, TEx., May 7, 1882.
But time alone can right the wrong,
MR. EDITOR: It is a sad sight, and one that annoys
With Liberals' earnest zeal;
The wounds inflicted long ago,
me this morning, as I watch from my window the
Humanity must heal.
bright faces of the little boys and girls whn are
wending their way toward the spire·capped temple of
Then let 118 work with ready minds,
superstition, seen not, far distant, where they go to
Through reason's quickening powers ;
We soon shall see the stream dried up,
hav their little heads stuffed with the silly tales of
And victory shall be ours.
the gloomy past. And as I hav often seen ~hem
before, I think, too, that I can distinguish a change
The priest who now in oostly robes,
upon the faces of a few, as time trips nimbly by,
Eternal life imparts ;
Will be, like old Corinthian brass,
where shades of sadness seem to steal, as the seeds
Among the long lost arts.
of superstition takes root upon the young hearts,
which, in time, will smother the noblest stru~>ture
Yours truly,
FLORA A.. PATTON.
of the human mind. Though the b'oys are less easily
GRATTAN, May 15, 1881.
caught with the chaff that is issued out, week by
MR. MACDONALD: Permit me, as a friend of Liberal- week, in this house of strange, curious ways, yet in
ism, to make a few suggestions to you and through time they, too, are caught, all the same. Then it
you, should you deem them worth consideration to will be sadder still to contemplate the struggle to
the Liberal public generally. It is not enough that unlearn that which has cost so much valuable time
we prove to the world the falsity of religious dogmas to learn.
and creeds. As a general rule they n.re held in high
But the world will do it, for some day he must go
esteem, and are very dear to their votaries, and it out and mingle with the mixed crowds who pass
is not to be denied that they teach many good hither and thither, and listen to words of wisdom,
things. Liberals, in order to deserve success while which will flow from the independent mind.
pointing out the faults of religious creeds, should not But a brighter day is coming, sir, thanks to the
lose sight of the importance of adopting all of their able efforts of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and other Liberal
acts and teachings that will benefit the world. And papers, for we can already see the dark curtain,
until we learn to outdo them in such things we shall whi ·h was woven by the priestly past, rise higher
fail, and deserve to,
and higher, day by day, showing intellectual beauOur prominent men and periodical publications ties, which are greater, and of far more importance
should be very careful not to allow personal or pe- to the human race, then was ever presented to the
cuniary considerations to stand in the way of har- Jews by their Jehovah.
mony and unity of action. The only strife allowable
And freedom with us is not far distant, we hope,
should be in endeavors to see which shall say and for already the ·professional office-holder snlffeth from
do in an honorable way the most and best to ad- a far' his meat and bread, and is even now becoming
vance the cause, and I would suggest for your and lenient while enforcing those laws which hav been
their consideration that Messrs. Bennett, Ingersoll, imported westward by the Connecticut Blues, which
and Miln during the months of July and August is a good sign.
What a shaking up of the " dry-bones " there
make a tour through the prominent places of summer resort in New England, New York, and the up- would be if Col. Ingersoll should announce his inper lakes, and talk to the people of the faults and tention, some fine morning, of giving a series of
follies of creeds, and teach them the benefits to be lectures here! No shepherd would be more soliciderived from a right knowledge and practice of the tous for his flock, after hearing the hungry cry of a
duties of men and women to themselvs and the world wolf, than would be each faithful parson, while we
at large ln all that pertains to the good of humanity would smile and giv our little mite to help him on
in this life,
Yours truly,
CoNVERSE CLOSE.
his way. And why not?
D. 0. 1\IITOBELL,

we learn that they (the lambs, at least,) possess sex
there just as they do here, and that they make the
same use of their sex.
But why need Mr. Keel care whether they do or
do not eat in heaven? Does he expect to go there,
and to stop at the Great Golden Hotel, w ich is 1,500
miles long, 1,500 miles wide, and 1,500 miles higb,
and no cars or elevator inside ? If not, would he not
better be asking what they do at the great rival hotel
just across the way. All intelligent persons, and I
take Mr. Keel to be one of this class, are now heading toward this latter hotel, in wnich they do not
keep sheep and other domestic animals as they do
in the fon:p.er.
JoHN R. KELso.
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four other great operators, $8,0oo,ooo, giving a total of profits of "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved· but he that b
lieveth not shall be damned" (Mark xvi, 16).
'
e.
$8o,ooo,ooo to about ten or twelve estates in one single year."
Is
that
your
Christian
lQve
?
But
agl).in
:
What do you think of that, working slaves? Do you think
it is all right? It must be; it is in the country.
"Ye serpents, ye generatioJ?.. of vipers! how cau ye escape the
Now, let me show you this thing in anotherli!:ht. It is stated damnation of hell?" (l\1att. XXIii, 33) ..
A. Talk with the Working Men.
that W. H. Vanderbilt has purchased, within the last year,
And again:
I want to say a few words right here on what I think of the and now possesses $31,500,000 of United States four per cent
working classes of this country, and I shall make them so plain bonds. This is not one-quarter of what he owns to-day. Did "If a man Qome to me, and hate not. his father, and mother
and children, and brethren, and s!"ters, yea, his own life 'a~~od
that the people will understand them without the aid of a dic- he earn it? By the sweat of his brow did he acquire the means wife,
he cannot be my disciple" (Luke xiv, 26).
·
•
tionary. The American people went to war to liberate four with which to buy these bonds? I know you must say no, if
Oh, what fine stuff to be called the word
a god! Again:
millions of black slaves and made about forty millions of white you know anything. Let me show you the magnitude of this
ones and a debt of millions and millions of money for themselvs amount of money. Suppose that twenty-three men had com- "But those mine enemies. which wonld not that I should rei
and their children to pay with a heavy interest, besides the loss menced w()rking eighteen hundred years ago, at seventy-five over them, bring !lither, and slay them before me" (Luke Xix,
of millions of lives; and, not satisfied with this, they must eat, cents per day, working three hundred days in the year; it would
Why, he must be Guiteau's God, for he said his God inyes, must ~at each other up in business, be up to all kinds of hstv taken them until now to bav earned that $31,500,000. structed him to murder President Garfield to get him out of tlle
rascality, lie, and cheat, and let their bosses drive them to the Think of the ages that hav passed since then !
way to save the nation in spite of all the prayers of the priests
polls to vote into office thieves and swindlers to enact rotten
to the contrary. Oh,
" Ill fares the land to hastening ills a prey,
laws in favor of Shylocks, drones, parasites, railroads, express
Where wealth accumulates and men decay."
What dire calamities do mortals feel
and telegraph monopolies, etc., guilty of every enormity that
Again, let me show you what slaves and fools you are. From
From holy rage and superstitious zeal!
villainy can concoct. Some boy now living will see such times 1861 to 1865, when the country was in the throes of civil war,
I also want, right here, to examin your Christ a little iu
in this country yet as were seen in France at the time of the the Shylocks, drones, and thieves conspired together to rob another light, and see what was his origin. In the book of
Revolution, when the white slaves had to eat grass.
•
the government of $1',500,000,000. You will probably ask, Matthew it is stated that an old Jew named Joseph dreamed
"Ill fares the land to hastening ills a prey,
"How?"
h" b
h d
I will tell you. By conspinng together to put up the price of that a Holy Ghost came upon IS etrot e wife (if. any one
Where wealth accumulates and men decay."
knows what a ghost meaos), and got her with child. It apLook at the people of Ireland at the present time. They are gold, so that, with we dollar in gold, they could buy from two pears Joe was not 'V'-'ry well satisfied with having his betrothed
perfect ignorant serfs; a,nd the'" end is not yet. Talk about our to three dollars of paper money, and then exchange it for bonds, wife made a strumpet and himself a cuckold with horns stickfree government and free institutions, why, it is a mockery! at par. By so doing-, they compelled the government to submit ing out of his head. He thought he had better put her away
Our government is nothing but a perfect oligarchy. Away with to a shave of about $700,000,000 in six per cent (gold) interest, privately, but this angel or ghost (something or nothing for
it! Working people, what do you want with the pest-hole in which has been drawing semi-annual interest on an average of nobody ever proved what it was) told him not to put her a;,.ay
Washington that is supported by the taxes wrung from the fifteen years. Or, in other words, by usurifilus interest (over but keep her and be satisfied to be called a cuckold; forth~
weary muscles and aching backs of yourselvs, the starving, the established rate of six. per c~nt), they hav taken from the child she was big with should be a god, and would play smash
people, in interest on these bonds, $1,500,000,000; a perfect in all Israel. Well, aftAr a while, those Jews got so disgusted
toiling millions ?
·
or dissatisfied with their god that they haled him up and
piece of barecfaced robbery.
There are too many fOols seeking worlds of bliss
And making a hell of unhappiness in this.
Now, let me show you it is so. Suppose that a :fleet of war stretched him upon two cross-poles, and nailed him thereon ·
I want to say to you working inen that you do not need tl!at vessels should come to our ports and demand a tribute or bounty and stuck long spears or hooks into his side, so that be died:
infernal nuisance in Washington at all. It ought to be abol- of $1,500,000,000 to be paid in annual instalments. What do They then took him down and buried him in 11 sepulcher, but
. ished, and I want you to see that governors of states and terri- you think? Would not the press swell the headlines with edi- in a few days this dead god rose up a-kicking, and stoC'd upon
tories to enact good laws for those states and territories are all torial indignation? How orators would lift up their voices his feet. As soon as those Jews found that this god who
that you require. And when intelligence becomes catching you with burning words ! How Congress would grow stern and created the universe (for he said, " I and my father are one ")
must hav as little law and legislation as possible. But you will resolute, and vote men and money, without stint, to repel the was alive again, they were after him, to kill him again, like
add, no doubt," We cannot do without a government." Now insolent invaders! Ab! but how is it, ye fools? For fools ye bloodhounds, but he was too sharp for them the last time, so f
I think tliat just shows your ignorance! Are you such babes, are! You cannot see you are robbed of that amount, becanse he escaped and :flew off to heaven (if any one knows whe're that
dolts, and simpletons that you cannot govern yourselvs? Do it is done right here at home by drones, thieves, and Shylocks. is), and s~t 011 the right hand of himself to judge the quick and
you not know that the veto of the president stands against the Now, I suppose, aftPr showing you all this, when election day the dead when there shall be nPither quick nor dead. Now,
will and wishes of a majority of the states? And yet you call comes around again, you will be ready to rush out and throw was there ever anything in the world half as ridiculous as this?
this democracy ! The president can veto anything and dismiss up your-hats and hurrah for some old political thief, who cares Why, you Christians are a lot of the biggest nincompoops and
or select any officer he pleases. Can a king or any monarch do no more for you than he does for the pavement he walks upon. ignoramuses in the world to believe such trash. Ignorance
you going tc be, as you hav been for years, such blockmore? Our Senate is nothing but a relic of monarchy. Some Are
--"is a monster of so frig-htful mien
will ask why. I will answer, Because the representativs cannot heads and dolts, to l'ast your votes for lawyers, bankers, Shyi~f~!~:~o~a~~tr~:\~i~~\;?t~eh~~~~~eenact any measure the Senate happens to disapprove; both locks, political prostitutes, professional office-sPekers, pap-suckwe first endure, then pity, then embrace."
houses cannot enact a law by a majority if the president hap- ing leeches, as you hav done; or are you going to show them
you are determined to be no longer their servants and
pens to disapprove of it. That is the reason, working men, that that
slaves, t!9 cast your votes as they dictate, for whisky and lager
Dr. John Mill, an English divine, says he has searched
that infernal machine in Washington ought to be destroyed. beer? You will probably ask, •' Who can we vote for?"
thirty-five years upon the New Testament, which has enabled
And another reason is that it costs you $28,988,874 per annum.
I will tell you. Select some of your own number; men him to detect the eJlormous number of eighty thousand different
Do you not see that all the representation you get is to pay the whose lives hav been in sympathy with you and your wants, readings of that book. Even the best sentence of Jesus," Love
taxes? Yes, working men,
and vote for them, and go in and elect them; but giv them to thy neighbor as thyself," he says, "has been pronounced au inThat.upas-tree in Washington
understand that they are your servants, and while in office they terpolation." Mr. Cooper remarked,'' Well might the New TesSpTeads poison far and near;
must attend to your wants, and if they are found guilty of be- tament be compared to Lord Chancellor Eldon's silk stocking
One of of the poison est trees on earth,
.A. deadlier one is here.
traying the trust reposed in them, you will make a law to hang that was darned all over with worsted until there was no silk
o justice, may you surely strike
them to to the first lamp-post; and be sure and keep your word. remaining." It is further stated. that there are thirty-two
And Cleave it to its root, .
Then you will show your~elvs men, but not till then.
thousand different versions or translations of the New TestaWhile man sball rear fair freedom's tree,
And all partake its fruit.
Working men, I am going to state here some more of your ment in existence. Which is the true one? There are six
But think of it, working men; you will never erect a" free- folly and ignorance. The amount of money annually spent thousand different religions. Tell me which is the true one,
dom's tree" anywhere as long as you spend eight. million dol- in this country for liquor is one billion dollar.,, and the criminal then I will believe. There are eight hundred million pagans
lars every year over the gambling table, as has been done ·by fruits of drinking, amounting to ninety millions more, would and only two hundred million Christians. Only one out of
some of you in Chicago. And at the same time the profits at one make the astonishing sum of $1,090,000,000. Massachusetts every two hundred of them saved. 0 ye Christians! your
gambling house hav averaged one thousand dollars a day this spends directly $27,000,000. New York spends $246,617,500 saving grace is very small!
What I hav shown you above is splendid stuff to spout about
last year. Just think of it. We are indebted to the Bible, Chris- for intoxicating drinks alone. The amount of liquors contianity, and ignorance for over seventy thousand fallen woinen sumed would be sufficient to fill a canal four feet deep, fourteen in the churches, which I call bawdy shops, and which cost you
in New York, and two hundred and eighty thousand prostitute feet wide, and eight miles long; and the number who drank the $5,000,000,000 in the United States. Do you not know that you
men who ruined them through Christian and ignorant influences. stream dry, if formed in procession, five abreast, would make who own a house or shanty hav to pay the tax on this amount
Working men, I want to show you another phase of your sit- an army one hundred and thirty miles long. Oh, what a lot of of property? And do you not know also that one way or anuation. We hav' a volume of money of about twelve dollars per fools and simpletons! Where are your intelligence and wisdom? ·other your taxes and repairs cost you almost as much as if you
capita, and only one-third of that in circulation; and we Is it any wonder yon are in poverty and rags, and your chil- paid ,A rent for those houses and shanties? And after all this
you are ignorant enough to pay to seventy thousand priests
h!iv a tax of seventeAn dollars per head; how can we expect to dren starving and in ignorance?
I hav not done with you yet. I am going to show you some about $200,000,000 out of your hard earnings to those. spoutpay it or prosper? That is, how are we going to pay seventeen
dollars with only twelVe dollars to pay it with? Do you not more of your loathsome habits. Official statistics show that ing, lascivious force-pumps to stuff you and your children with
see we are running headlong into bankruptcy? But you will $350,000,000 was spent for tobacco in 1871, which was more myths, lies, and hell (and lots of them know it to be so). And
add, no doubt (as I hav been told), "It is all right; it's all in than was spent for bread in the same year. Why, in this little they will continue to do it as long as you are fools enough to
the country." I am sorry to say you are dreadfully mistaken, city, LaCrosse, there is one cigar manufacturer who boasts that pay them for the imposition, the fraud, and the h~bug.
The priest whose acts1he blackest vices taint,
for some of it is in England. You or your children will seA he sold 1,338,800 cigars in 1881. Why, you slaves, you are ·a
For his own glor.llmakes a perfect saint.
how " right " it will be within another hundred years. I tell perfect lot of puffing smoke-stacks. You are a fine example
I am going to appeal tc you once more, and probably for the
you you are white slaves, because you produce three billion for the rising generation, are you not? But this is not all;
dollars' worth of luxuries and necessities, and non-produ·cers there was manufactured by one firm forty thousand barrels of last time. I want you, for your own good .and the good of
consume two billion dollars' worth, which leaves you, the pro- lager beer in the same year in this city. I suppose that was your children after you, to take my advice. Be sure and think
ducers, one billion dollars, and you do all the work, and are drank to quench the smoke in the smoke-stacks of the smokers. for yourselvs, and be sure and make good hard sense catching.
Now, my dear simpletons, or god-be-duped slaves, I am going Raise up your children to think for themselvs, and not stick
four or five to one. And you are slaves. The bright sun
rises to its coune, and lights a race of serfs. He sets, and his to tickle you up a little on your religion and superstition. Do priestly lies, myths, and superstition into their heads to make
last beam falls on slaves. Not such a.s, swept along by the full you not know that what you hav got in your jobbernols. is them crazy zealots and bigots. Patronize no church, no religion, whether called true or false; no missionary humbug, no
tide of power, the conqueror leads to crimson glory and undying nothing but a myth, a lie, a humbug, and a farce? Yes,
fame; but·base, ignoble slaves-slaves to a horde of banking
Your brains are clogged with pulpit mud,
Christs, no gods of any kind, no office, pap-sucking, carpetbag
politicians, do away with that sink-hole in Washington, supThen find your thirst for human blood I
tyrants and railway despots, and in each hour occurs some
! will now show you what it costs to save your souls at the port no grog or whisky shops, play no cards or gambling of any
dark fraud, open rapine, or protected murder. Oh, out agaimt
expense of starving yourselvs and families. There are over kink, use no tobacco or cigars, avoid all advertising quack medthem.
Working men, if you do not take back the three hundred and seventy thousand lying, sensual blatherskites called priests in icins or quack drug shops, support no rotten law nor lawyers,
fifty million acres of land that hav been stolen from you and this country, at the enormous expense of over two hundred but be a law unto yourselvs. Go and fight for no bloated Shygiven away by the government to the railway rascals and dead millions of dollars per annum, and you pay this to those sleek, lock, banker, railroad, telegraph, express, or any otller corbeats, besides thirty millions held by them illegally, I shall say lascivious despots to preach out of a dirty, lascivious, obscene, poration, monopoly, qr specula.tions, but fight for your ow?
that when nature formed you it formed the biggest simpletons, and disgusting book called the Bible, about a god which has the independencA. If they want any fighting done, let them d~ 1t
fools, and slaves that ever crawled upon the face of the earttl. most degrading character that ever could be conceived. I will themselvs, and above all, never more be driven to the polls ]Jke
sheep to the slaughter by any leech or tyrant, and you will show
A.nd, besid<'s this, do you know what the government is doing giv you here a few passages, as proof of what I say:
for you ? I will tell you: It is paying the national banks ''Thus salth the Lord God of Israel, Put every man his sword by yourselvs men.
,
Now I hav tcld you not what tc do. I will now tell you
$18,000,000 for issuing $300,000,000 of currency, which it his side, and go in am! out from g-ate to gate thrqughont the camp,
slay
every
man his brother,
and 27
every
h1s companion, and what to do. Be sure and vote fosome of tile most sens1"ble
could muke.and issue "for nothing. Forty millions of the peo- and
every
man
his neighbor"
(Ex. xxii,
and man
35).
,
ple's money is held by the banks in Chicago, with only a mill•· Tte J,ord sent fiery serpentA among the people: and much peo- and intelligent men amongst your ranks, for there are such (as
Iarael
died" (Nnm.
X'Xi, male
6).
ion of capital. "Oh," you will add, "it is all in the country." ple•· ot
Now,
therefore,
kill every
among the little ones, an<i kill I h av Sal b efore) , an db e sure you e1ect th em. p ay no a tten
• •
Yes, and so is the following in the country. Within the last ever_y woman that hath known man by lying with him," etc. (Num. tion to wire-pullers and rings. You are a large majority. Yo~
six years funds to the amount of six-sevenths of the valuation xxx1, 17).
can do it if you will. If you do not, whatever be your fate 1t
·• And the Lord sent a pestilence upon Israel, and there fell of will be J·ust what you deserve,· yes, mark you, J·ust what you
of the property of the United States and territories hav been Israel
seventy thousand men," etc. (1 Chron. =i, H).
ld
wrung from you and passed through the United States treasury. "The Lord will smite with a scab the c-rown of the head of the deserve! And as sure as yon neglect those things I hav to
Is that what yo1:1 went to war for? Yes, and to shoot each other daughters of Zion, and the LCJrd will discover their secret parts" you, so sure will the consequences be. Yes, this boa~ted free
(Isa. saith
iii.l7).
down for thirteen dollars a month, to make a debt of about etc.
"Thus
tbe T.ord of hosts concerning the prophets, Behold ' r country of yours will be a second Ireland as sure as mgh_t f.ol·
$2,756,000,000, and to kill each other off to the number of will feed them with wormwood, and make them drink the water of lows day. Now here it is : I am only one, and can but g'IV you
2,000,000. What were left of you came home (you who had gall" (Jer. xxxiii, 15).
good advice; if you take it, it will be well; if not, your doom
" Thouout
shalt
eat it(Ezek.
as barley-cakes,
and bake it with dung that IS
· sea1ed , an d so IS
· your ch"l'
homes) to work worse than black slaves ever did for coupon- cometh
of man"
iv, 12).
1 Ctren ' s. I b"d
l
you g ood-bye
h'
clippers, Shylocks, drones, parasites, to reduce the currency "If the prophet be deceived when be hath spoken a thing I the probably forever. I am the friend and well-wisher of t e
my'hand
whole
human
race,
J.
PETTEY.
Lord
hav
deceived
that
prophet,
and
I
will
stretch
out
fr<;>m $2,000,000,000 to $700,000,000 in ten years, and also to
upon them and will destroy them from the midst of my people
La C•·osse, ur~8 •
put a Tweed into a situation to steal $20,000,000 more. Here, Israel"
(Ezek. xv, 9).
•
"•
"Samaria shall become desolate; she hath rebelled against her
_ _ _ _ _,.._ _ __
again, working slaves, is what the New York Commercial Ll.dG:od;
they
shall
fall
by
the
~word:.
their
infants
shall
be
dashed
in
vertiser s~tys about the millionaires of this country:
pieees, and therr women With child shall be ripped up" (Hosea
IT doesn't look well for a churchwarden to take
"The additions to the fortunes of those identified with Wall street xm, 16),
".Behold, I will corrupt your seed, and spread dung upon your an umbrella to church, and carry it into his pe!' and
from speculation of 1879 are enormous. Here are the amounts. faces,
even the dung of your solemn feasts" (Mal. ii, 3).
hang to it. He should leave it out in the vestibule,
Added to the Vanderbilt estate, $3o,ooo.ooo; to the wealth of Jay
Gould, $15,ooo.ooo; to the wealth of Russell Sage, $10,ooo,ooo; Sidney
I
will
now turn to the book called the New Testament and with tJ?.at supreme confidence that a man hail when
Dillon, $1o,ooo,ooo; James R.Keene, $8,ooo,ooo; to the l<'irst National
'
lla.Dk. $2,000,000; to Drexel, Morgan IJ; Co., $2JIOO,OOO; and to three or giv you a little of what your Christ and savior says:
he bets on four aces.

~ommunitalions.

oi

/;f .
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THE TRUTH BEEKER. MAY 27!1 1882.
A Rejoinder to Mr. B. F. Underwood.
T:E!E TRUE INWARDNESS OF MR. WAKEMAN'S OPEN
Ll!:TTER TO HIM,

NEW YoRK, May 10, 1882.
Dear Sir: A. severe illness has prevented
earlier attention to your replies to my open letter to you in THE TRUTH SEEKER of A.pril 8th.
Were it not necessary to complete the purpose for which that letter was written, nothing
more would be said. That purpose was stated
at its opening to be to awaken "moral consciousness, and the possibility of understanding
the enormity of the false position taken by you
and the Indtm." ·
·
That letter was designed as a stinging counterirritant to a " comatose patient," and it has
answered its purpose very .well. When you
compelled me to write it I meant it should answer some useful purpose beyond a personal
justification of myself. That purpose was to
make the Indtm and you recognize your true
position, or at least to enable others to do it, and
to appreciate its traitorous character, to whic&
you and the Index appeared to hav become
wholly insensible.
Thus I sought to hun to good advantage
your importunity. For you would hav aletter;
you fairly "jumped upon me" With cries of
" false statement," so that you compelled me
to tell you the truth. The result seems to show
that you received a little more fire than you expected; if so, remember that de~perate cases of
spiritual pride require desperate remedies,
My justification was easy enough, and stands
complete. A.s the good old Inv1stigator says,
I hav "made out my case." A.s the Mayflower says, that open letter is a " volley of unanswerable facts." You do not dispute but
one of a dozen quotations; you really make no
defense. You cannot. Every one sees how
clearly the quoted words convict you and your
Indtm of bearing false witness, and you cannot
parry them.
When all of the main charges are thus practically admitted and close you in hopelessly,
you make a futil effort to escape from the grip
of only one, and that a minor quotation. You
can'find no way out but one little knot-hole,
and in that one you are stuck. You present in
that a new illustration of your art of innuendo,
thus: Y~u say that it is ''strictly true?' " that
theLeague demands the repeal of all postal laws
against the transmission of obscene literatme
through the mails."
These words, published in the Indtm after
its statement " that the League was in favor of
the transmission of [suchl matter and of a vile
traffic unhindered by any law," could only be
taken as a repetition of that libel, aiJ.d any person of ordinary sense (as you are) would know
they would be so taken. Yet you sought to
keep open the subterfuge for escape by saying
the words are "strictly true." But they are
not strictly true; The League has not opposed
all postal laws. It has opposed only that
" United States Comstock law," which
placed a censorship and espionage over tl1e
mails, and made them traps for Comstockism
and its societies." The League did not oppose
"all postal laws," hut one specific Comstock
law.
AgAin, the states hav time and again prohibited the transmission of matter by mail
under the most stringent "postal laws." That
by such laws the slave states were formerly
hermetically sealed against " incendiary " literature is well known. To such postal laws, if
necessary, the League has constantly appealed.
Thus yom one attempt at defense only illustrates again how false and wrong it is to seek
to hide a slanderous· innuendo under "strict
truth," which is not the whole truth. Such a
defense explodes at the breech. Better hav
said nething.
Nor as to the other and the great charge which
my letter presented in order to effect its counte1'irritant purpose can you make any defense.
Since 1878, when the Index found that it could
not rule the League, it has done its level best
to ruin it, to make it a " wreck," and to be
able to declare it " dead." To accomplish this
purpose its only weapons hav been public
slander and private detraction. That the
League and the Liberal cause hav been greatly
injured is beyond dispute, and the Indtm is
responsible for that injury. After it has· run
the whole pack of Christian curs, Mr. Comstock,
Rev. Joseph Cook, the New York Independent,
Scribner's Monthly, the" religious" press generally, and the secular preRs to a large extent,
responsivly echoed the Index. It was the
sponsor for this whole" gang," to use your
fJ·iend Bundy's cultured language when he
speaks of the League. These charges and
facts are plainly proved, and are indeed notorious. Now you, as the co-secessionist, adviser,
companion, and finally successor and alter ego
of the lost Mr. A.bbot, come forward to condemn me for making " a false statement," and
to defend the Indtm in its course of defamation.
The stinging words of the open letter were to
make you see " the enormity of this position."
The fluttering bird shows that it has been hit.
That you and your Index were hit in a tender
spot the wild work of your replies makes clear
to every eye. '!'his false and traitorous position
thus made plain is evidently not pleaBing to you.
That is natural, and greatly to your credit.
Yom fluttering is a sign of life, and, it is to be
hoped, of health.
But should not a gentleman and a philosopher either disprove the facts or acknowledge
their truth and mend his ways by taking heed
thereunto? But what do you do ? Without
~enyiilg the facts, which are proved overwhelm·

885

ingly, as if clean daft with rage, you quote a be kept cool and clear. Your personal attack "Liberty and Purity, in Wisconlong editorial from your Indtm to show that you, was evidently inade in a rage, and to me it shall
sin.
and it, knew perfectly well that all of _these be as though not a word of it had ever been
The
following
letter
from the Milwaukee
slanders it had been uttering and insinuating uttered. I hav no personal grievance or illto kill the League for years past were-what? feeling toward you. The awakening purpose Republican and News of A.pril 21st last, goes tO
true ! no, but wholly false, and that the Indtm of my letter I knew would necessarily involve show that the victory over " Comstockism" in
the exciting of feelings, of the natural expres- Wisconsin was won because the battle was
knew that they were false all the time!
What position is that for a sensible man to sion of which I will not complain. You cry out chiefly fought upon the principle of secular reput himself in ?
indignantly at my reference to yom arbitration, publican popular government, as against the
You quote these words fwm the Index of and I think you would be justly indignant if government of amateur theological societies.
July 14, 1881 : "Oommon fairness, therefore, your conduct toward other persons and their Whenever and wherever that issue is made
demands the admission that those generally records had not made this allusion to your own and understood, " Oomstockism " will find its
who ask for the repeal of these laws hav no sym- a necessary arqumentum ad lwrninem. " Judge final resting-place. When the people under-·
pathy whatever with obscenity, and rely on other not, lest ye be judged," applies to you. I had stand it, they will never giv up the enforceagencies for its suppression!' From the same no other way, except by trying it on, to make ment of their laws to any such new-fangled ateditorial other passages of similar meaning you feel how sweet a thing- personal detraction tempts at theocracy, which first originated with
is. I had just read how tendm·ly you spoke of Mr. Comstock. This letter is a valuable addimight be taken.
Then why slander and get all of the Chris- one of the lady vice-presidents of the League, tion to" Liberty and Purity," Mr. Wakeman's
tian world to slandering these repealers? Why in your Index of bctober 13, 1881, and I was indispensable book on this issue, and it will
call down upon them " blows from the aroused fresh from your last invidious mention of men hereafter be printed with it :
conscience of the country" because when they and women who are missionaries of the League In your issue of 1\larch 21st, last, yon 'l'IV to the
a reply or justification signed by 1\f.llfaoson,
meet as a League they put their views in the in the Liberal field, bravely struggling under world
of a society for the suppression of vice,
obloquy, want, privation, anxiety, and even your secretary
form of a resolution ?
in which are some things which neetl correction,
It is this hopelessly inconsistent position of sly abuse, to do what they can to emancipate in justice to me and to others. l"or instance, in
to my little book, "Liberty and Purity,"
the Index that is generally felt to be false, the human heart and mind. I had a right to regard
Anthony Comstock is made to say of me that
speak for them, for they cannot speak for them- l\Ir.
wicked, perfidious, traitorous, and absurd.
he never &aw me defend but one case in court, and
Yes, I expected you would bring out the rest selvs. [wanted you to feel how they felt when that was of a vender of obscenity, and his client
convicted. This is simply untrue. I never
of th&t editorial (from which I quoted fairly they read your cunning innuendoes and insinua- was
de{ended or tried any such case in any court.
only Mr. A.bbot's utterances), by way of avoid- tions. The right purpose called for the right And my League position in regard to the legal
ance, but it is a plain confession of the falsehood instrument. A. slight reference to your inno- questions involved is such that 1t would be indeli·
and improper for me to act professionally in
of the slanders of the Indtm ·and of its whole cent record effected that object. You and the cate
any such case. This matter is fully dlscusseit at
couree in relation to the League, and its mem- Index are fond of hauling over the records of pa!!'e 38 of the book "Liberty and Purity," which
others. You, whose delight seems to be this :M. llia,~on appears to hav had in his possession.
bers, since 1878.
Again, :Mr. Comstock is made to say that the
The Index seems to hav the notion that it kind of torture-can you not stand one turn of speech
" Liberty and Purity" is not the speech I
may go on uttering, inculcating, and insinuat- the screw without a cry ?
delivered before the committee of the Assembly of
"If you can feel for yourself, you may learn New York as it purports; and that many of the
ing slanders for years, but that if it makes a
''gross" statements therein contained I never
sly confession of their falsehood in some un- to respect the feelings and to state fairly the would
hav dared to make in his presence. This Is
noticeable way occasionally, then it is all right motivs and purposes of others." Such I stated also un•rue; the speech was delivered orally before
as my object in writing to vou. Every epithet the committee from full notes, In which au the
and it is morally absolved.
gross" or otherwise were distinctly numMr. Abbot introduced this novel method of or reference I used was for that ohject only, charges"
bered. I went over each number carefully, much
absolution in the Index. For instance, he was and is justified by it and the facts. B::t the to Mr. Comstock's evident disquietude and with
compelleu to admit that not a word was uttered question of motivs is always relevant. A.nd you frequent intel'l'nptions from him. At the concluas some of the matters had been called In
by the "mHjority" at the Syracuse League hav not even yet learned to state fairly the mo- sion,
qnestion, and as some of the proofs were called for,
Congress which he or any one could call im- tivs of others. You freely insinuate that my 1 asked leave· of the committee to submit a printed
of my address with the _Proofs and correc·
proper, and yet he made the public believe that " motivs " are bad; that I wish to " bend you copy
inserted. This permisswn was cheerfully·
the obscenity was so thick that the poor "minor- to my purpose;" that there are "motivs you tions
granted. The speech was printed from my notes,
ity" could hardly cut their way through it and very well understand;" that I hav personal a few corrections Inserted, the proofs supplied,
as thns prmted was delivered to the commitget out alive. This was done, too, when the ends," and that my object was not "the de- and
tee weeks before they l'eported. Thus the speech,
"
only improper words used at that Congress fense of the League."
as it stands to-day, was delivered befm'e, and to
'l'he man who makes such wild insinuations the commltt<>e, _and no one has ever called any of
came from the leader of the Index people on
statements m questlop before, except it be in
the floor-the very man who exploded the discredits himself. I hav no business, or per- 1ts
instance: The Rev. Dr. Potter has stated in
" modification" fraud by saying that the Com- sonal interests, or even wishes, whatever, in- this
Seribner'R Monthly that the rAport from his sermon,
volved in this matter. Unlike you, I hav never on page 28, varied to seme extent, though I think
stock laws were well enough as they are.
not materially, from the written texts of his disNow, what I wanted to make you and the made a cent by Liberalism. And as to honor, course,
It seems that the quotation was made from
Indtm see was that the falsity of a slander, and though I appreciate it, I shall only be too glad a phonographic report of the sermon as delivered;
even the confession of its falsity, does not j ns- to hail a less busy man as my successor as and my belief is that the zeal of the learned doctor
had, for a time, lifted him above the cool text of
tify it& circulation, but, on the contrary, is the president of the League at its next Congress.
his manuscript. The trouble with l\Ir. Comstock Is
How any onll could be freer from "motivs ~· quite
best reason in the world for stopping it.
well understood in our state. As some peoThe evidence, which you cannot and do n®t try than I it -.. ould be hard to tell. I hav no inter- ple become color blind he has become truth blind.
And his statements always hav to be confirmed by
to deny, shows that your Indtm has outra- est in Liberalism 'except its success. Your at- other
or else taken with more than one
tacks upon my motivs, and me, personally, are grai_n evidence
geously slandered the League since 1878.
of sal~. This infirmity often befalls pro-.
much
like
the
Rev.
Braden's
attacks
upon
CoL
fesswnal
sp1es,
detective, and informers. '£his is
Its editorial quoted by you sh!JWS that it
reason that our legislature passed an act last
knew better. My letter was written to make it Ingersoll. Anything you can lay your hands the
year
preventing
his evidence from being taken tn
felt that such a course was an "enormity." upon, however irrelevant, will do to blacken any coul't as to persons accused by him. '£hat act
the
water,
so
that
yon
can
escape
the
griping
was
vetoed,
but
it is pending before our present
Every word o! my letter seems to hav been
legisluture, and the necessity is such that it may be
within the truth, every epithet, however se- force of the fncts Bgainst your Index.
passed
and
not
vetoed
tnis year.
Let me impress upon you and the Index the
vere, in it, is sustained by the facts stated. Its
Wherever his great libel, "l!'rauds Exposed "
and
the
example
of
Col.Ingersoll,
to
whom
goes,
it
needs
to
accompany
it little "Liberty and
words
effect has been such as I wish to produce-a
as a witness to the truth.
lively exposure and appreciation of the posi. you refer. Who ever heard him say a word Purity"
The
said
llf.
Masson,
secretary,
also undertakes
tion of the Index and its editors toward the Lib- against any Liberal? He says : ''Meanness can- to make a statement of his own, in which he seems
not
descend
beyond
the
level
of
him
who
v.ill
be
a
worthy
disciple
of
l\Ir.
Comstock
in biB failto
erals of the country. It was evident that nothure to state facts as they are. He says near the
ing but an incisiv statement of the truth could endeavor to blacken the reputation of another, close
of his reply, that I am the •· T. B. Wakeman
enable the Index " to see itself as others see simply because he cannot answer his argument. who is the president of the National Liberal
I despise, I execrate, with every drop of my League, which advocated the repenl of the United
it."
laws against obscenity and became sympaLittle as you may now believe it, that let- blood any man or woman who wilfully attempts States
thizers and defenders of dealers in obscene publiter was rather from a frien_d than an enemy. to destroy the reputation of another." Never cations." It is true that I am president of that
League; it is not true that the League advocated
Well would it be if you could believe that now. forget those words !
repeal of all the Uniter:l State• laws against obWhen he withdrew from the League, he did it the
Liberal bleod should be thicker than water.
scenity, of which there are a great number applicThe Index should not spend its strength to de- upon principle. He was a Republican in poli- able under the revenue laws, and districts and terstroy those of the same household of faith if it tics, leaning, I fear, toward the centralization of ritories of the United States. The League protested
Comstocklsm" in the states and national
is to be a Liberal paper at all. Its editors the general government. You, a Jeffersonian against"
government, or in the proceedings within the
should not get cards calling them " J udases." Democrat, had no principle to leave upon. He courts. That Is, they protested, first, against the
It should not be spoken of by one of its prin- has never spoken a word against the League or farming out of the enforcement of crimmal Jaws
to _amate';lr, irresponsible~ and semi-theological
cipal Liberal neighbors, Mr. Chainey, in this its members; but otherwise, as far as he could. somet1es
m the states. tsecond, in the United
way: "I should be much obliged if the lndew He has acted as one who could differ from other States government they protested against the
"Comstock
postal law," by which the inviolawould point us to any affirmation they ever Liberals without bragging of himself, or conof the mall was destroyed in principle, and
made that has not been made in these lectures. demning them, or misrepresenting their motivs, bility
a censorship and espionage was established, under
I diRlike to speak against those who claim to or ceasing to co-o!'lerate with them in any other the Jackson decision, within the post-oftlce, conto the express injunction of such statesmen
be engaged in the service of liberty. But he Liberal work. He has tried to help up instead trary
Webster, Clay, and Calhoun.
who wears your colors, and professes to fight of to strike down. With him, after all, Liberal asAlso
they protested against •he use of the post
on your side, and then turns his sword against blood is thicker than water.
ofilce as a detection bureau of these Comstock societies
for
the purpose, among others, of throwing
If the Index had imitated him, it would never
you in the thick of the fight, is the most towinto United States courts for trial common law of.
hav been thonghtof as an enemy or a traitor, but fen,es,
ardly and meanest of all traitors."
wh1ch do not constitutionally belong there.
The Index has had, I think, little notion of the as a friend, differing only as to some minor ques- Third. They protested against the Introduction
a lot of English precedents into our courts, unextent of the feeling thus voiced by Mr. tions of civil administration. In that event I of
der these ComsJock laws, by which the right of
Chainey. It would seem to hav lapsed into a should hav been spared the necessity of writ- trial by jury bec&.me practically a farce.
comatose condition of spiritual pride which has ing you that open letter. But in doing that, It was not until the position of the League upon
questions was found to be Invincible that its
hid from it its own wrong-doing. While it has my only wish was that of Burns for his ·• Auld these
Pharacter became so bad, But this charge that it
for years been guilty of doing what it could to Nickie Ben:"
became the sympathizer and defender of the deal"Oh, wad ye tak' a thought an' men' I
ers in obscene matter, etc., has not the slightest
injure the League by slander and personal deYe aibllns might, I dlnna ken-"
foundation. lf 111. l\Iasoon had turned to page 46 of
traction, while it practically confesses that it
"Liberty and Purity," he would hav seen tllat the
Therefore,
I
am
still
hopefully
yours,
knew better, it has been editAd in the spirit of
League has always favored, in the strongest manT. B. WAKE~IAN.
ner _possible, the enforcement of proper and efthe Pharisee and of "Holy Willie," backed by To BENJAMIN F. UNDERWOoD,
Esq., Editor of fectlv laws for suppressing the oll'enses referred
the unforgiving spirit of their bigotry. Beto; but it insists that tho•e laws shall be enforced
Indtm.
the
tween its slanderous lines their self-righteous
by the regular authorities, and not by any amll.teur, irresponsible, nnd bigoted "Comstocklsm."
prayers were always visible :
THE TROTH SEEKER.-Remember when you Because
the League would not thus consent to hav
•· 0 God! I thank thee that I am not as want a Liberal paper, and one that takes no common
law, common sense, and the Constitution
other men are, extortioners, unjust, adulterers, stock in superstition, takes nothing on faith, violated, the cry was raised by those "'ho had no
or even as this publican" [or that vile Liberal but talks plainly about matters in· this world, other argument that it was in favor of obscenity.'
Such a c11arge is not only false, but is disgraceful
Leaguer].
that the leading, best, and cheapest paper of to anyone who uses or countenances it for a mo"I bless and praise thy matchless might,
ment. Those who use It are simply slanderers.
the
kind
is
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER.
$3
a
year.
When thousands thou hast left in night,
But then l\Ir. l\I. l\Iasson must llav known the po.
Send stamp for copy to D. M. Bennett, pub- sition of the League on reading •·Liberty and
That lam bere afore thy sight
l!'or gifts an' graceisher, 141 8th street, N. Y.-Star Spangled Purity," and his repetition of this charge leads
A burnin' an' a shinin' light
strongly to the suspicion that the Society for the
Banner.
To a' this place."
Suppression of Vice In Wisconsin had better begin
with Its secretary, and prevent him from bearing
Nothing is more blinding than the pride of
Lake Pepin Gazette,
false witness agatnsr. his neighbor.
which the above are immortal expressions. If Like the United States of America "free and IndeYours respectfully,
T. B. WAKEMAN.
my open letter has done something to make pendent.'' W. F, Jamie .son, editor and publtaher, Pepin, New York, Apru, lW82.
that spirit, and its consequences, more visible Wis.
and hateful to you and to others, it has accom- Lake Pepin Gazette-will fear no man's thought-or woman's either. The Infidel, Christian, Sp1r1tua!!st, heathen,
"ANT I CHRIST."
plished its object.
saint, or sinner will find all shades of opinion and every
The rest of your reply calls for but a few pattern of doctr1n discussed in its pages, free from un~
Proving concluslvly that
words, A.s you had no case upon the merits, couth personalities, but independent in expression.
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
you followed the traditional advice, " to abuse It will be publl•hed weekly, price but $1 a year. SamHis birth, life, trial, execution, etc.-Is a myth:
the plaintiff's attorney." Liberals should never ple copies to everybody froe. The first number will be
ready In a few weeks. Send at once. Every number will
allow their passions, not even their indignation, contalll
descriptions of the beaut1t111 northwest.
W Et~i.t~il~~/e~Ef~rle.
to rise cibove the mouth. The he~>d should
Adtlrou
w. F. J.llllllaoli', l'oplu,Wil. l'r!co, ,2,00.
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A PROJIUNENT lumberman has had his coat-of·
arms painted on the panels of his rarriage, with
the Latin motto "Vidi," which by interpretation is
"I saw."
AN old lady in Hoboken says there can be nothing
more attractiv than the spring style of wrap for
young ladies. She says it's the knee plus ulster of
~d taste.
A SAN FRANCISCo man has been arrested for deceiving a widow. While his crime is to be abhorred, it must be admitted that his genius commands admiration.
A HAN who wants his wife to love and respect
hlm. will never make the mistake of putting his
feet into her slippers. Years of devotion will not
wipe out the insult.
"TAXE that right away," said the young man to
the waiter, as he pointed to a saucer of whipped
cream which had l'een broughtfor his strawberries;
" I did not come here to get shavPd."
A GENTLEMAN went into a dry.goods store
and asked for ten yards of naked cambric.
The young lady blushed and said: "I guess you
mean undressed cambric!" "Oh, yes! that's it!"
" THE muses kiss with lips of 1l.ame," says a
recent poet of the new order. Then we are thankful that we are not couriing any of the muses just
now. We don't wish to hav our best summer
moustache burnt ott' until later in the season.
" WHY did God forbid Adam and Eve to eat of
the forbidden fruit?" asked an Austin ·sunday.
school teacher of his class.. "For fear they might
fall out of the tree and hurt themselvs," replied
Jimmie Fizzletop, who had his arm in a sling.
MALE calves·arevery apt to be sent to the butcher
on reaching a certain age, while female calves are
allowed to grow up and ever afterward hav nothing •o do but lay around, eat, sleep, and be milked.
Susan B. Anthony has never said a word about this
discrimination against a ~ex.
NEW TABLE OF DRY MEASURE.
Two ekooners make one piut.
Two pints make three drinks.
One quart (of strawberries) makes a dish.
One peck makes six quarts.
One bushel (of peddler's apples) is three pecks.

Interrogatories to Jehovah.

DEITY ANALYZED

Being s,qoo questio:r;ts propounded to llis
Jewish Godsh1p upon a great
·
variety flf subjects,

AND

"WHAT isthismancbarged with?" asked Judge
Powers. "With whisky, your honor," replied the
sententious policeman.
AN Ohio man has been struck .by lightnin'g nine
times, and isn't dead yet. You hav to take office
away from an Ohio man to kill him.

.J"1JST 01JT

VOLUME I. NOW READY .

.9}dds and 6nds.

A TRUTH SEEKER

Aroun~

T H: E

the Worl~.

Illustrated with forty cuts, and with a steel plate engrav
lng of te.e author

BY D. l'tl, BENNETT,
Editor of Tm: TRUTH SEEKER, author of" A Truth Seeker
in Europe,"" Gods and Rellglons of Ancient and
Modem Times," "The World's Sages, Thinkera, and Reformers," "Champions of

the Chnrch," etc., etc.
THREE VOLUMES FOR ,5,00.

The Most Instruction t"or the Least
Money of" any _Book ot Travels
yet Written,
In 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an International Congress at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was sent
as a delegate. He took the occasion to make the tour of
Europe, and his observations were embodied In "A Truth
Seeker In Europe" (price, $1.50). The letters were also
publlshed in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the readers were so
well pleased with them that the proposition was made
that he make the journey around the world, and glv the
world the benefit of a Freethinker's observations. The
proposition w•s accepted If the ones de•lrlng such a work
would advance five dollars each, the volumes to be dedicated to them. On July 30, 1881, Mr. Bennett began the
journey, sending letters back to be published. The work
will make
THREE VOLUMES OF NEARLY 900 PAGES EACH.

DE V I L' S D E FENS E.
By Col . .J"ohn B. Kelso, A.M.

Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyront, Baalbec, to Damascus.
·There hav been mahy books of travel printed but none
llke this.

Alamontada, the Galle:v-Slan.
A narratlv, by

Not. since Hudlbra• has there been such damaging
blowo!<lven to these old myths and fables. The colonel
has mu.de the su.crednesa of the scriptures appear as absurd as Cervante• made that or the knights of the age of
chivalry. The slng•1lar audacity with which he attacks
the foundations of Christianity shows the earnestness of
his own convictions In regard to Its fabulous orlgln.-L.
Hutchison.
Address
D. M, BENNETT,
141 8th st., New York.
Price, $1.50.

Translated from the German by
IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT
1418
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
th street, N.Y.

A New Edition, .J"ust Published.

PUBLISHED EVERY SA'l'URDA y

AShort History of the ~ible,
Being an .Account of the Formation
· and Development of the Canon.
By BRONSON C. HEELER.

Price, cloth, 75 cents.
Paper, 50 cE>nts.
This book slwuld be read by every clergyman,
layman, scltolar, and Liberal.
I hav read Mr. Keeler's book with great pleasure and
profit. H• glvs, In my opinion, a clea• and Intelligent ac-

~.:\.~tr~rc~r~ef~:\~.~~r~~~ a~~~hy~te":~~ew~M~~~~

He dr·es not deal in opinions, but in facts; a11d tor the

Johann Heinrich Daniel Zschokke,

THIS WORLD.
By George Chalney,
51 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass,
7erms e2.00 per annum.
2h.s World Is divided Into three parts. '
PARt';l;.lc;.c'~~lns the weekly lecture delivered by George
PART
continued story et ~ Liberal and Rad!ca

11.-7

character.

PART III.-A short story devoted to the education or
our ch~'!:':.':l~·~~'i.ra!:'~~~n~~~~rlnclples.

THE RADICAL PULPIT.
Comprising dlseourses of advanced thought by

0. B. FR.OTHINGHA111 and FELIX ADLER
two of America's clearest thinkers.
Price, In cloth, 81.

~p~;.ecfrnee•~a"i .~~~~ct:~~gtref;~0tot~~ec~~~~t~~t af:lf,o~i;

were, and the weight that their evidence Is entitled to.
The first centuries of Christianity are filled with shadow;
meat histories of that period simply tell us what did not
happen, and evon tlie statements of what did not
happen are contradictory The falseh•ods do not agree.
Mr. Keeler must hav spent a great deal of time In the
examination of a vast number of volumes. and the
am 'unt of Information contained In his book could not
be collected In years. Every minister, every college proThose sending In five dollars before the completion of fessor, and every man who really wishes to know somehe work w1ll hay their NAMES INSCRIBED IN THE DEDICA- ~~l~gt~~ob~oJi~.:__3:tg~~n~~s~l~wth of the Blnle should
TION OF THE VOLUMES.
Address'
D. M. BENNETT,
The first volume describe• Scotland, Ireland, England,
141 Eighth st., New York.
Including also an account of the .Freethinkers' International Congress at London, In 1881, Holland, tbe Nether-

lands, Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey, Smyrna,

BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

.A NEW BOOK BY ROBERT G.
INGERSOLL,
ENTITLED

INGERS0ll 0NTAl MAGf,

AND THE

FOR THE

P:rotluction of" Children ot' Finer Health
and Greater Ability.
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
"The virtues or men and women as well as their vices
may descend to their children."
Price, 81.00. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th street. N.Y.

'\lU;j "f Li:::"f ME SHOW YOU :1

BEING

DR- :P-:)QTE':5

Six Interviews with the FaiDous Orator
ALL THE VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
on Six SeriDons by the Rev. T. De,Vitt
Which adds greatly to the Interest of the work, and with
TaliDage, ot' Brooklyn, to which Is
the close description wl)l present Old-World places 'in a
added
THEY bad been married exactly ten months, and very familiar light.

one day when she found it necessary to sign a
paper, she wrote her maiden name in full.
" What! " he ejaculated. "Oh I how foolish," she
said, "I forgot that I was married." And then he
ja=ed his hands down into his pockets and wondered if that was any reflection on his character or
what.
AN EXAMPLE OF A CHRISTIAN AT WORK.

THE editor of a well-known religious journal
called one evening on a friend who was a deacon
in the church. His wife received the visitor, explaining that her husband would be down in a few
minutes. During the conversation there were
noises upstairs which proceeded unmistakably
from the flogging of a boy. Pretending not to comprehend the cause of the sounds the editor said:
''Perhaps I hav interfered with some important
engagement of your husband's?"
"Not at all," she replied, "he'll be at leisure
soon; he's ouly furnishing an example of a ChristiRB. at work I "
THE NEWER ARITHMETIC.
If it costs a colored family eighty cents per week
to keep four dogs and a goat, how much less will
it cost if a policeman breaks the goat's neck and
two of the dogs get in the way of a street car?
Six times seven girls are how many girls, and
what on earth are they good for ?
A lady bought a hat for $12, a set of frizzes for
$4, a pair of shoes for $6, and a comb for $3. How
much would all hav cost her if the man hadn't told
her that he had quit the trust system ?
A woman pays seventy-five cents for a sbirt for
her husband and $9 for a pair of silk hose for herself. What was the east of both?
A man gave $3 to the Foreign Missionary fund
and chiJlped in a nickel to buy a two-sLilling Testament for a home murderer. How much did he giv
in all? Also, if the sonl of one heathen is worth
fifty times the soul of an intelligent white man.
how much more valuable is the soul of an Indian
than a; Congressman's?
A man who desires to move a cook-stove weighing 200 pounds calls in a neighbor to lift 180 pounds
of the infernal old thing, while he gets away with
the remainder. What is the remainder?
A tramp has 200 feet to go to reach a gate, while
the farmer's dog has 300 feet to go to bite the
tramp. The tramp travel! at the rate of twelve
mUes an hour. and the dog at the rate of twenty,
How near the gate will the poor, discouraged suf.
ferer be when the canine catches on?
A man who gulps down a five-cent glass of beer
and tells the saloon-keeper to charge it, is obliged
to pay a doctor $2.50 for cementing a crack in his
skull, whUe the saloonist is tlned $3 for doing such
a cracking good business•. How much money was
involved altogether, and how much would hav
been saved if the beat had wa1ted until a candidate
came along and asked him to take something?
A housewife sold a goat to a pedler for a vase
worth nine cents. a pair of boots for a china dog
worth six cents, and a vest for a glass bottle worth
four cents. How much did she receive for all, and
how much over $6 clear profit did the pedler
make?
A grocer takes twenty-eight pounds of butter
worth thirty-two cents per pound, and mixes it
with fifty-six pounds of butter worth fourteen
cents per pounds. He then hangs out a sign of
"gilt-edged butter," and sells the wholefortwentyniUI cents per pound. How much does he make?

Parentage

SANITARY AND PHYSIOLOG·
ICAL LAWS.

IT IS THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND.

Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of seeing everything
going on, and In his nook he has faithfully chronicled the
habits and customs of the different peoples of the many
places he visited. Th€ every-day life or all nations Is laid
before the reader by one who has visited them and beheld them with his own eyes. We feel sure this work Is
greatly superior to any account of a journey around the
world we now hav.

~

Marriage

:S:and-:B:ck d Ees.lth Hint.~
AUD READY REOIPES.
vVorth

$~3.

Cos\. 25c

By t!lc

The volumes separately will be $2. Those sending $5
now will get the first volume by return mall and the other
two as •oon as Issued, which will be In a few months, or
Stenographically reported by I. NEWTON BAKER.
just as soon as they can be got ready. Those sending the
$5 will hav their names In the dedication Of the seoond
Printed
In bold, clear type, on heavy, tinted paper, and
volume.,
hll)ldsomely bound In muslin, with heavy boards, beveled
Vol. I. mail<d <m receipt of $2.
edges, gilt top, Octavo, 44S pages.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
1418th st., New York.
Price, $2.00, Paper Edition~t'roiD saiDe

A TALMAGIAN CATECHISM.

"PI.Ani

f'.Uthor or
li01!ETALK'' AND ''MEDICAL
CO:\l:liON SENsE.'~

1~ S ~!~ES .of

c?oat~!in!a~itl~

ments
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l'YCry

plates, u.oo.

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY
THE

Bennett-Mair Discussion.
BETWEEN

D. D. BENNETT and G. M. MAIR.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

The rnnest Discussion yet Published,
a-lvtng the DogJDas and Clal10s c.l
Christianity a thorough Ex•
aiDination pro and con.
Price,
U.GO,
Addresa

Those who wish to hav Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures on
•' Talmagian Theology," will find them here, in fu1I, to
gether with many other points necessarily excluded by
the limits of a lecture. " The Tahnaglan Catechism •'
puts In the form of direct question, the plainest and profoundest Inquiries of modern doubt, and answers them
according to Tahnage and orthodox Chrlstlanlty. As a
piece of satire, with earnest purpose, this production
stands alone, and In the literature of Freethought has not
Its equal.
Copies mailed to any point, postage free, on receipt of
price.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
1418th st., New York.

PROSE POEMS,
By Robert G. Ingersoll, .
On large, heavv paper.
ILL1JJHINATED.

D. M. BENNETT.
141 Eighth st., New York.

Made jor Framing.
Poetic, Patriotic, Pathetic,

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

GEN. GRANT BANQ.UET.
Ingersoll's response to the toast, " The Volunteer
Soldier."

A

VISION OF WAR.

D. M. BENNETT.

Extract trem a Speech at the Soldier's Reunion.

Heavy Plate Paper,

A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll,

SUITABLE FOR FRAME
WITHOUT FRAME.

OR

Sent by Mall Cor Fifty cents 1
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IT is now considered safe to announce that
summer is upon us.
BEECHER has gone 'to the country. We cannot state where Mrs. Tilton is.
THE Rev. Peter Lewis, pastol' of the Enon
Baptist church, Washington, has been fined $2
for drunkenness.
CoL. ABE BuFoRD, the Kentuckian who is
engaged in the laudable endeavor to effect a
union between the turf and the church, accuaes Talmage of having plagiarized his sermon on the •• boss."
MR. DARWIN left an autobiography behind
him. There has also been found among his
papers a sketch of his father about equal in
length to that of his grandfather, which was
published some tim<> ago.
THE Massachusetts Medical Society voted,
104 to 60, to admit properly qualified women
to membership; ·but changes in the constitution
cannot be made without the consent .of the
council, a kind of executiv committee, and this
has been refused.
THE Sup~eme Secular Be~evolent A.ssocia·
· tion of Port Jervis, N.Y., filed its certificate of
incorporation on the 24th ult. It has for its
objects, among ·other things, the doing away
with the observance of Sunday and national
days of thanksgiving as religious days, and the
abolishment of the use of the Bible in public
schools.
THE Women's.Temperanee Union of Brooklyn held a prayer meeting on the 27th ult., for
the success of the prohibition ballot cast that
day in Iowa. A.s this is a country in which
the power comes from the people, invoking the
aid of a foreign potentate is wholly undemocratic, and the Women's Temperance Union
ought to know it.
THE Rev. Dr. George Washburn, president
of Robert College, Constantinople, writes to the
Independent that " there is less interest in foreign missions in· America than there has been
at any time during the last thirty years. There
has been no increase of contributions commensurate with the increase of wealth and populain the country. The societies depend more and
more upon legacies, which represent the feeling·
of a past rather than the present generation."
He calls for i.nore zeal, more men, and more
money.
FouR clergymen assembled in the church of
a departed -vicar, in Somersetshire, England, to
act as pall bearers at his funeral When the
ceremony was about to commence it was discovered that the grave was too small, and, as
considerable delay was inevitable, the mourners
'adjourned to 'the neighboriljg vicarage house,
while the reverend pall bearers remained with
the coffin, WhiJh had been set down in the
chancel. When the sexton presently arrived to
announce ·that all was ready, he found them absorbed in a rubber of whist, the coffin being
uaed as a card table.
MR. D. M. BENNETT, who, about a year ago,
was sent by his friends and admirers throughout
the country on a trip around the world, reached
California early in June, and on the evening of
June 5th a large meeting of the Liberals of the
Pacific <loast extended to the veteran editor a
cordial welcome. We understand that all along
the route from California to New York Mr.
:Sennett will receive the warm congratulations
of his friends, who will hold meetings and invite him to speak. Mr. Comstock and the Vice
Society tried to brand Mr. Bennett as a felon,
but his friends, both in this counti·y and in
Europe, are weaving for his brow the garlands
of the hero. He was banqueted in London, re. ceived great attention in India, and now the
heartiness with which he is welcomed home
exhibits the contempt which honorable men
and women feel for those who attempted to
persecute and orush him.-Foote's HeaUh

Momhly.

Ne-w- York: Saturday. July 1. 1882.

THE. Chicago Inter-Ocean has a department
wherein .questions propounded by correspondents are attempted to be answered, and hitherto
we hav regarded the department as being of
value in giving information on not commonly
understood subjects, but in that paper, for June
15th, is one so outrageously at variance with
truth and decency as to throw discredit on the
whole department. It is in relation to D. M.
Bennett (proprietor of the New York TRUTH
SEEKER), and. the article of 1,000 ems (about
three inches in length) contains seventeen
squarely stated lies. Such a department in the
lnte1·-0cean must be valuable.-The Blade.
ADMIRERS of the late Jesse James, Baptist,
hav called attention to the fact that though so
much wealth passed through his hands he died
comparativly a poor man. This tribute to his
character becomes additionally impressiv
through the gndual distribution of his humble
means among people who set up prior claims.
Thus Mr. Rountree has repossessed himself of
the watch which Jesse wore when he was shot,
and which the latter had stolen from him in
1880; and Mr. Evans, in a replevin suit, has
recovered a saddle. of which Jesse robbed him,
though the horse that went along with it has
disappeared. If all the nominal property of
the late Mr. James finds its proper owners
there will be left very little indeed for his widow,
and his kin.
BisHoP GILMOUR of Ohio may possibly be
right in eondemning the L<~dies' Land League.
But when young women join such organizations
it does not follow by any means that they" forget their womanhood " and " turn themselvs
into brawling politicians." The latter phrase,
repeated several times in the bishop's card, exhibits too much feeling. Quarrels between
Catholic bishops and Irish people, formerly
regarded as impossible, are now quite frequent.
They constitute a portion of the increasing evidence of the general decline of faith. Where
there is perfect faith there is obedience, and
quarrels are impossible. In the breaking of the
ties between priests and people the church is
weakened.-Sun.
THE new Russian law on the Jews, which the
emperor is pleased to approve, contains the following provisions: "1. We forbid the Jews to
settle anew outside of the cities and the viilages. Jewish agricultural colonies are exempted from this rule. 2. We forbid the Jews
to purchase, to procure by mortgage, to rent, or
to take charge of any real estate .outside of the
cities and the villages. 3. We forbid the Jews
to conduct any trade on Sundays or on the
twelve great Christian holidays, and order that
Jews shall observe the same rules concerning
the closing of places of business as are observed
by Qhristians." And yet complaint is made by
Christians because the law does not allow them
to banish to the mines of Siberia any Jew
whonr they may " deem obnoxious."
THE superstitious ceremony of "waking the
dead'' has for centuries been, and still is, practised in one of the northern Scotch counties. A.
house with a corpse in it becomes, for the two
or three days between death and burial, the
rendezvous of the neighbors; who sit and tell
stories-particularly ghost stories-ostensibly to
dissipate the grief of the bereaved. Such gatherings, which are largely attended by young
lovers, differ from Irish wakes in that the
Scotch bring their own tobacco and pipes. The
people of this district are all free church and
free drinkers. Whisky abounds. Great offense
was given by a teetotaler substituting milk, and
it is opined that there will be few mourners at
the next funeral in that house. What connection there is between Scotch whisky and the
resurrection is not clearly set forth.
THE Sun hits the New York preachers a rap
on knuckles already sore thus: "The usual
number of preachers hav engaged passage for
Europe this summer, and their flocks will get
scanty attendance. In a recent Congregational
council the candidate was asked whether he
would receive into the church a man who insisted on going to Coney Island after morning
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service, and to the theater after he became a
member of the church. The minister replied
that he would couaider such a one a subject for
careful pastoral attention. It requires usually
A. REVOLUTioN has broken out in Uruguay,
two Sundays with the intervening week days to
s.
A..
cross the sea, but clerical brethren do not
A. SCRAP of land in this city 16x29 feet was
scruple at this, while a few hours on a Sunday
afternoon by the sea makes the church-member sold recently for $168,000.
who enjoys .it an object of 'careful pastoral
THE freight handler's strike in this city has
attention.' It would be inconvenient if some caused great damage to merchants.
rules worked both ways."
BRADLA11GH was recently ordered out of Par•
liament
when he attempted to present a peti·
THE al'tless prattle of a babe is often to the
point. One of those unreasonably bright chil- tion.
dren who are always getting people into diffiSEVENTY-FIVE thousand bushels of charcoal
culties was at a prayer-meeting ,the other even- were uestroyed by fire in Pittsfield, Mass., on
ing with his mother, when he asked aloud, "Ma, the 25th ult.
say ma-who was Dinah Moore?" "Hu-u-sh,"
THE Malley trial is approaching the end.
whispered his mother cautiously, "it's a hymn." There is said to be scarcely one chance in a
"No, it ain't, ma," continued the hopefut, "it's thouaand for conviction.
a woman's name; say, who's going home to
MRS. S(]OVILLE' Gul.teau's sr'ster and wife of
Dinah Moore ?" " Willie," said his mother in
a ghastly voice," you're disturbing the meeting. his counsel, George Scoville, is reported wan·
It means going to heaven to die no more." dering about the country insane.
" Dine no. more ! 0 ma, don't they eat anyCoL. INGERSOLL is spending the summer at
thing there?" His mother explained as well as Lon~ Branch, a watering place on the coast of
she could, and Willie sat still for half a minute New Jersey, where he has rented a cottage.
his bright eyes roving about the church. The~
Gov. BLACKBURN, of Kentucky, has been
· 1·ISt Bames. Kentucky
he asked in a shl'ill whisper, "Ma, is God out " converted, b y reVIva
of town?" "No-o-o, no-no," answered the is a great place for horses, whisky, and re·
distracted woman, faintly. "Then what's Mr. ligion.
Kelly running this meeting for, ma ?" continANoTHER cyclone in Iowa, this time in Em·
ued the sweet child. The choir sang him
down, but as the meeting closed with a mo- metsburg, has caused the death of fifty people
ment of silent prayer, his gentle voice was dis- and destroyed many thousand dollars' worth
tinctly heard.
of property.
THE Rev. James Clewents, of Brook's StaIN view of the charges against our postal of- tion, Ga., was killed by his team while plowing
ficials made in our columns last week by the one day last week. Obvioua warning : it is
secre~ary of the Anti-Monopoly Leagne, and the blasphemy to plow.
general tyrannical and unconstitutional way in
which the postmasters usurp power to pry into
PRoF. SwiNG, of Chicago, has retired from
mail matter, the following from the Sun is of the editorial control of the .AUiance, and will
interest. We commend these remarks to the be succeeded by Mr. George C. Miln, the recent
postmaster-general : " It seems that there is a convert to Agnosticism.
missing witness wanted by the prosecution in
MICHAEL DAVITT, the founder of the Land
the Malley murder trial at New Haven. His League, is lecturing through the eastern part
name is John J. Gilchrist. On the preliminary of the country amid great enthusiasm. The
investigation he testified positivly to having agitator has but one arm.
WILLIAM H. MuNDY, president of the Gospel
seen James Malley and Jennie Cramer together
on the evening before the body was found. Temperance 'society, is in jail, charged with
Now he does not come forward to testify at all. extorting money from keepers of disorderly
His whereabouts is unknown. A.t the post- houses in return for immunity from prosecuoffi.ce in New Haven a notice to the clerks has tion.
been put up in these wo;ds : ' If you find a letTHE Rev. R. Moffat Neil, of Brooklyn, is
ter addressed to John J. Gilchrist, bring it to
accused of preachiug to his present congrega•
me. N. D • Sperry, Postmaster.' Now, we
make bold to inquire, if Mr. Sperry shall thus tion under an alias, previous immoral conduct
obtain possession of a letter addressed to Mr. having made unsavory his real name, which is
Gilchrist, what will he do with it? Does he O'Neil.
propose to open it, in order to ascertain the
THE New York Democrats are talking of the
name of some correspondent and acquaintance· Hon. Roswell P. Flower as candidate for govof the missing witness? Is it his intention to ernor this fall. Mr. Flower has shown himself
deliver such a letter, if one comes, to the dis- sound on many questions of importance to the
trict·attorney, or somebody other than the per- people at large.
THE Hebrew Aid Society hav notified the
son to whom it is directed? Or will he merely
scrutinize the postmark and the handwriting authorities that they can receive no more Ruson the envelope, to see what he can get in that so-Jewish refugees. The number of arrivals is
way? Even if he intends to study only the too vast for the society to cope with, and they
exterior of the letter, we doubt whether he is wil~ hereafter be turned over to the regular
justified in requiring its submission to him for Castle Garden authorities.
the purpose which is here really in view. A.
THE President and Cabinet hav decided not
postmaster may properly e:xamin the superscripto interfere with the regular course of the law
tion of the letters that pass through his office
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spiration theory, and goes to the gallows a vic·

neither he nor they can warrantably carry their
scrutiny any further than is necessary to ascertain the person to whom and the place at
which the letter is intended to be delivered.
Mr. Sperry's placard indicates that he is willing
to use his power as postmaster to pry into matters which it- may be very desirable for somebody to elucidate, but in regard to which the
post-office ought not to be made a detectiv
agency. The assumption of such authority is
too dangeroua to be tolerated. If a postmaster
is disposed to uae the letters which pass through
his office as a means of informing himself concerning the affairs of those who write or receive
them, the sooner he is translated into some
other sphere of worldly activity the better.''

tim of the Christian superstition.

ENGL.!ND is getting troop ships ready to send
to Egypt to protect English interests in that
country. It is not improbable that England
will sooner or later add Egypt to her already
extensiv domains. Arabi Pasha, the new
ruler, threatens to blow up the Suez capal if he
is interfered with.
THE Hillsdale amateur four hav arrived in
England. Amateur oarsmen in England, having not yet forgotten their recent defeats by
American crews, are protesting strongly against
the admis5ion of the Hillsdales to their contests
on the ground that the American crew is
composed of men who work for a living.
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can all ~e dispensed with very easily, _and every-

s~fficiently wit~ered to roll :wit~out breaking, a quan- body be JUSt as well off, for nature reqmres none of
t1ty of about thuty pounds Is g1ven to each man, who

rolls it on a. strong wooden table, covered with a fine them; but people seem to ta~e a great deal of comA. Tour' in India.-Continued.
ba~~oo mat, the. slightly rough surface of which fort in the use of them, ·and 1f used in a reasonably
famlitates the rollmg. As much leaf as can be con- temperate manner they willnot do much harm. But
TEA .AND CINCHONA.
veniently held in the hands is taken from the heap it will be a long time befor~ the world will be willBesides tea, much cinchona is being grown in l;ly the men, and this they roll with a backward and ing to confine themselves to the comparatively innothese lower mountain districts abQut Darjeeling, and forward motion till the leaf comes into a soft state, cent drinks; they are too fond of intoxication, delira _fflw words about these crops may be admissible. and while being rolled it gives out ·juice freely. ium, and frenzy. If Liberals-those who believe in
Cmchona, as perhaps some of you do not know, is When sufficiently rolled it is formed into tightly living true to nature aiid the laws of health and
the tree which yields the bark called " Peruvian compressed balls. These are allowed to stand in a temperance-would step forward, and no longer use
bark," which yields the very ·valuable alkaloid, body until fermented. This is the most important intoxiQating drinks, and thereby set a noble example
quinine. This useful medicine was first learned by matter in the whole process. The .fermentation to the Christian world, it would be a great thing, and
the Jesuit missionaries who went to Peru to teach must be stopped at just the right time, which prac- I would be most glad to see it. If we have good
the followers of the Incas a religion of "love," and tice enables one to do. As a rule the inside of the sense, we need to keep it all and make good use of it.
the bark was long called "Jesuit's bark" in conse- ball should be of a rusty, red color. The fermenta- One of the greatest teachers the world has produced
quence. If they did not confer much benefit upon tion is stopped by breaking the balls and spreading -Buddha-totally condemned the use of intoxicants
the Peruvians, the Peruvians certainly conferred a them on mats and placing the same immediately in and one of his strongest commandments was "Use n~
great benefit upon them, and through them upon the the sun. An hour in the sun is deemed sufficient; it intoxicating drinks." This is one of the greatest and
world. Quinine, and the other parts of cinchona, in is then placed on trays over charcoal fires, where it best commandments ever given, and I wish that the
the cure of intermittent fevers, has proved of inesti- is shaken up and respread, repeating the operation Rationalists, the Naturalists, and the Liberftlists of
mabie value, though, like most other good things, several times until it becomes dry and crisp. Any the world would decide to follow it. Moses and
they become evil when used to excess. Millions of piece then taken between the thumb and finger Jesus never gave a commandment superior to this,
and nothing of this kind. When one with pain witpeople have been benefited by the use of quinine, should crumble with slight pressure.
lind doubtless hundreds of thousands have been
The manufacture is now completed; the balls have nesses the madmen and demons men make of theminjured by using too much of it. The consumption become tea. It has now to be sifted and assorted. selves, and the wretchedness that is produced by the
of this article is immense, and the demand always For this purpese sieves of different sized meshes are use of alcoholic liquors, it is enough to make him
good. To obtain a sufficient supply of the cinchona used, the highest quantities of teas falling through wish that the great injunction of Buddha could be
bark has been a great desideratum. The Peruvian the finest sieves, and the coarsest tea through the followed. He said, "Man is naturally intoxicated
stock has been greatly lessened, and other parts of coarsest seives. All the red, hard, unrolled leaf is quite enough, and he should use no intoxicating
the world have been looked to for a supply. India now fanned ap.d picked out of the tea and mixed drinks."
Wit]l regard to the preparation of tea, I_ will add
and Ceylon are now contributing largely to satisfy with the Bohea. All the black teas except the Flowthis steady and extensive demand, and the country ery Pekoe are made in this manner. In preparation that machines have been made for the rollmg of the
around Darjeeling is doing its share. I saw a gen- of this kind is very simple; when the leaves from tea-leaves, which do the work very mucq faster and
tleman just from Ceylon, where the cinchona is much the end shoots are collected, they are exposed to the equally as well. Most of the tea is now rolled by
grow~, to engag~, five or. six thousand feet up among sun, spread out on the mats until the leaves are shriv- machinery.
Between two and three .thousand acres in the Darthe Himalayas, m the cmehona culture. The busi- eled. They are then placed over small, slow charness is a profitable one, but it requires six years for a coal fires and roasted very slowly. If this is skil- jeeling district are in cinchona-trees, which seem to
return. The trees are duly planted out on ground fully done the Pekoe tips come out a whitish orange flourish at altitudes of 9,000 feet. The culture is
cleared up for the purpose, and when six years old color-the whiter the better. This is merely a fancy simple; the ground is cleared of its natural growth,
holes mades where the tree is to be planted and filled
they are cut down and the bark taken off. This gen- variety and is not prepared for general sales.
tleman told me of one man who, on a ·hundred acres,
To make green tea the leaf must be brought in with good soil, and the ground suitably plowed or
cleared the handsome sum of $40,000 in the six years. twice per day; that which comes in at the middle of dug during the six years they are allowed to remain,
There are several different _varJeties, yielding greater the day is partly prepared the same day, while that when the young trees are cut down and peeled.
My stay at Darjeeling was short, and I must not
or lesser percentage of qumine, but the calisaya is brought in at the close of the day is kept over till
the favorite because it yields the most. There are the next morning. The leaf is placed in hot iron hold you there too long. I arrived there about4P.M.,
now nearly 5,000 acres in cinchona in the vicinity pans over a small furnace, and kept at a temperature and left at 10 the next morning. I would have been
about Darjeeling, and the increase of acreage· stead- of about 160°, and stirred with sticks about seven glad of three days there to ride out to MountSinchul,
ily continues. This !:>ranch of culture was commenced minutes, until it becomes moist and sticky, being and have a look at Mount Everest, and look around
here twenty years ago, and promises to become very then too hot to hold long in the hand. It is then among the mountains, but that desire could not be
extensive. The quinine being the most valuable rolled two or three minutes on a table, until it gets gratified; I had to hurry back to Calcutta. The road
alkaloid which the bark yields, that variety yielding a little twisted, after which it is laid out on mats in down the mountain was nearly as interesting as the
the largest proportion is of course most esteemed. the sun for three hours, and rolled twice during the ride up. I saw th~ same grand sights..o~r..~gain,~nd
The other alkaloids residing in the bark are cichon- time, and in the sun. It is then again placed in the also some points that escaped my attentiOn m makmg
ine, quinidine, and cinchonidine. They exist in differ- pans and kept at the same heat as before, and worked the ascent. Although the train co~ld come do~nmuch
ent proportions in the different varieties of bark. with sticks until it becomes too hot to hold; when faster than it went up, the engmeer kept 1t under
The calisa_Yaquinin~ represents aboutnin~ty per cent it is stuffed as compactly as possible in canvas bags; control, and made about the same speed as in goof the entire alkaloids present. In the Blx years the the mouth of the bags are tied, and then beaten ing up.
I need not again describe the grand, picturesque
trees reach a growth of four or five inches in diam-. with a :fiat heavy stick to consolidate the mass; and
scenes
all along that mount1in ra~lway, though th~y
eter, and _a bight _of some thirty feet. This is far it is left in that condition through the night. Next
from _th~!r full size, but t~e planter. is anxio~s to morning it is taken out of the bags and worked with are. extraordinary enough to merit a double descnp·
" realize as soon as possible, and six years lB :re- sticks, as before, for nine hours without cessation. tion. One sight seen whil_e descendin~ I will me_ngarded as a profitable age when to make the harvest. During this last process th~ green color is imparted tion, and that, the MarchiOness of R1pon. While
Tea you all kn_ow abo~t, but possibly you will not to the tea and the process is completed. These are we werP. on a side track to let her train pass, it came
object to knowmg a httle more. The tea plant the kinds into which green tea is sorted· 1. Ends; along, and as the lady was sitting in a large rockings~ems to ~hrive very well on. these high a_nd black 2. Young Hyson; 3. Hyson; 4. Gunpowde~; 5. Dust; chair in the center of an open car or carriage, I had
h1lls formmg the lower portiOns of the Himalayas. 6. Imperial. The indigenous or hybrid plant makes a good opportunity of seeing her-:a. fine, tall, m~d~le
-!>- f~ir yield for the tea plant when five years of age the best black tea, and the plant produced from the aged woman, of decidedly English characteristics.
IB siX hundred pounds of _cured leaves per a~re. seed brought from China makes the best green tea. She looked entirely at her ease, and seemed to be enWhen twelve years ?f age_ 1t has reached matunty,
After another drying over charcoal fires it is joying the scenes all around her, as well as the c?nand shoul~ ~hen yield n~ne hundred _pounds per packed in chests or boxes lined with sheet-lead, the versation of the English gentleman ~n tete-~-tete w~th
acre. So 1f 1t averages m market price a rupee boxes containing eighty pounds or one hundred her. As I understand it, the marchwness IB the wife
(forty-five cents) a pound, ~he planter is doing very pounds each; and then it is ready for market, where of the governor-general of India, ,who receives the
well; all expenses are pa1d and a good margin for it is usually sold in large lots at auction, bringing snug salary of $200,000 per year, and has the office
profit.
.
. .
.
from twenty-five cents to forty-five cents per pound. for a term of five years. One would think she would
As I sa1d before, 1t IB not the matured leaf whiCh
The stories that have been told in America about be able to pay her own fare to Darjeeling, but she
makes the b~st tea, but it mus~ be picked while the green tea being prepared by the admixture of copper did not, and not only an entire carriage but a ":"hole
. leaves ar_e s~1ll tender. The native~ beco~e very ex- in so~e form is undoubtedly a misrepresentation. If train was !\furnished for her use. It may be all r1ght,
pert at p1c~mg? and se~m to know m a~ mstant, ~nd the slightest quantity of any of the salts of copper but I noticed they did nothing of the kind for your
almost by mstmct, whiCh leaves to piCk and whiCh were to be added to tea it would impart such a humble servant, although he does not male the t~o
not. The more young and succulent the leaf when metallic taste to the tea as to be easily detected. All thousandth part of what is paid the Marquis of Rlpharvested the better the quality of the tea. It is the poison there is in te3 is what is inherent in the on. Well, let tnem rip-on if they want to; perhaps
important in picking to leave eno~gh ?f the leaves plant, and that not in enormous quantities. Much I am as happy paying my way through the w~rld as
at. the end of the branches or twigs to keep the_m .that has been said of the pernicious quality of tea they are in being carried "free gratis for nothmg."
DEPARTURE FROM CALCUTTA.
alive. If all th? leaves o~ the plant were plucked it is largely exaggeration. It is a stimulant of a mild
I was back in Calcutta in time to write a few letwould be very likely to d1e.
kind, and taken very strong, and in too large quanti·
The leaves are named as follows, from the teas ties, it undoubtedly injures sensitive nervous consti- ters and mail them previous to taking a gharrie for
they make; supposing there are six leaves on a shoot tutions; but if it is taken weak, and in moderate the steamer Teheran, lying three miles below the
of the tree or plant: 1. Flowery Pekoe; 2. Orange quantities, I do not think it will shorten life more city. As it was to sail at 5 A.M., it w~s. necessary
Pekoe; 3. Pekoe; 4. Souchong; 5. Congon; or mixed than fifteen minutes, on an average, to each person. to be on board the night before. Arr1vmg at the
together-!, 2,_ 3, Peakoe or 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Pekoe-Sou- In my opinion, coffee is much more of a powerful steamer, we were visited by a good thunder sho!er,
chong. No 6. IB called Bohea.
stimulant than tea, and capable of doing more harm with abundant flashes and reports of an electrw~l
In the evemng all the leaf pickers are called into than tea. It is very possible that the lives of many character. This was the first real rain I had seen m
the fac~ory, where, ~ft~r weighin~ the leaf in their have been shortened to the amount of half a day or India, and it continued two or three hours_. It was
respective bas~ets, 1t Is sp_read lightly on bamboo more by the use of coffee. Water is the best of all pleasing and refreshing.
Sunday,Feb.12.-Beforedaylightwe had wei~hed
mats or trays, tier above tier, to allow the leaf to drinks, and does not shorten life whether drank cold
wither. There are several tests to show when the or warm, though large quantities of cold water anchor and were steaming slowly down the r1ver
leaf is properly withered. Fresh leaf pressed in the when the body was very warm, and on a very hot day: toward the Bay of Bengal, some eighty miles aw~Y·
hand, and held to the ear, ?rackles, but no so;nnd has often taken life very suddenly. Water does not We passed through a long stretch of level, fertile,
should be heard from the Withered leaf The stem stimulate, but it affords all the qualities that nature tropical country, with a free growth ?f ~ocoanut
part ?f a withered leaf w~ll bend double without requires from any fluid. , Blessed are they who like trees and bananas on either side. W1thm twenty
breaking, but a fresh leaf Will break. In dry weather cold water better than any other drink, and will not miles of the city we pal!lsed several brick-yards,
~f there is any ~un whell: the leaf is brought in, it indulge in anything stronger. If the world, or the where the brick for Calcutta buildings are turped
Is _usually suffimently Withered already from the people in the world, will only agree to relinquish the out. All are molded by hand; I saw no machmes
actiOn o~ the sun. thro~g~ the day; bu~ should it not use of whisky, rum, brandy, gin, ·and tobacco, I for and no steam engine at work among them all.. The
be su~mently w1lt~d ~t IB plac~d out m the _sun; if one, by way of compromise, would allow them tea and kilns are square, and not so large a~ we make m our
there IS no sun, artificial heat IS employed. When, coffee and a reasonable use of wine.and beer. They country. On the left bank of the river I saw an efh
·
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temples, and is also fluted at the top. On the top of I gineer, who has been in India some fifteen years, and
this is a large circular, flat black stone, cut in shape is now going home on a furlough of a year. The
of a melon. On the summit of this, again, is the Scotchman has been the same length of time in the
chucker, or wheel, the distinguishing symbol of military service, and has held an office. He now reVishnu, and precisely resembling the wheel of a tires on a pension of four shillings ($1.00) per day
ship's rudder. The whole is surmounted by flags for the rest of his life. He will not be able to live
and pennons, of the appropriate colors of the god in in much splendor on that pension, but, as he has no
whose memory they are displayed.
family, it will feed and·clothe him. The Irishman has
The modes are various by which the devotees con- served thirteen years in the army, and reached the
ceive they render their offerings acceptable to their office of sergeant, but rather than make up the necesgod. The great ceremony, however, is that of their sary number of years for a pension, he has availed
Rath Jatra; but a minor and preliminary ceremony himself of the priviledge of resigning, and is going
TEMPLE OF JUGGERNAUT.
is that of bathing the gods. Their godships are to Australia to invest the $500 he has saved, and try
On Monday morning the sea was still rough, but placed in a line on an elevated terrace within an in- his fortune at baking, of which he has some knowlnot sufficient to cause sea~sickness. I was in hopes closure, and protected from the night dews (lest they edge.
we would pass near enough to the Cuttach shore to should catch cold probably) by an extensive canopy
Two men are also on board who are in the men. enable us as .to se(t the temple of Juggernaut, at of many-colored cloth. They consist of three fright- agerie business in Au~tralia, and are taking there
Pooree, near by, but that wish was not gratified; we ful wooden faces, and are, respectively, black, brown, with them a big tiger, some large wildcats, some
kept too far away. The temple is said to possess an and yellow in color. The lower portions of the fig- cobras, monkeys, wild hogs, deers, cranes, herons,
imposing appearance from the sea, when at proper ures are closely swathed in cloth wrappers. The fol- and numerous other birds and animals. These are
distance, though not very remarkable for its archi- lowing day the idols are consigned to their respective on deck, and a free show every day.
tecture. It is composed of rough stone, and plastered niches in the temple; but Juggernaut complains of
The weather continued rather rough, and the
over with chunam. The khek (chief tower), and not feeling very well, his exposure to the night· air, "white caps" very numerous. The water was
other minor buildings connected with it, are com- to which he is not accustomed, having given him a rough enough to induce a little vomiting. On two
prised within a wall surrounding a platform, raised cold. He does not get over this cold, fully, till the or three mornings, while standing on deck, I saw
high above the ground, and. six hundred and fifty day of the grand ceremony, when, by the wise treat- great numbers of flying-fish. I several times saw as
feet in length. The hight of the tower is two hun- ment of his physicians, he is sure to recover. The many as twenty rise out of the water at the same
dred feet. According to Brahmanical records, this priests find it to their interest for the god not tore- time and place and fly off like so many swallows
temple was erected many centuries before the Chris- cover too speedily, for during his prostrated illness catching flies over a pond. They at first have much
tian era; it was destroyed and rebuilt several times, many presents are made him by his devoted fol- the appearance of birds. Some of them keep on the
and was lastly restored in 1198 by Rajah Bhim Deo, lowers, and these the priests take in charge, of wing a distance of twenty or thirty rods, but they
of Orissa, who is said to have expended $2,500,000 course.
usually fly so near the water that the waves hit
upon the work. Within its b,oly precints it is said
At the festival of the Rath Jatra, the idols are them, and down they come. The greater share of
many minor deities are provided with lodgings and conducted .in state to visit their country-seat, one them are small in size.
attendants; but, of course, the most revered of all mile and a half from Pooree, but a journey which
MADRAS.
the deific occupants are Juggernaut, the "Lord of require three days. The manner of inducting these
The brisk head-wind accompanied us all the way
the World "-one of the aliases of the many-named heavenly dignitaries from the temple to their raths, to Madras, where we arrived Wednesday, the 15th,
Vishnu-Buldeo (his brother), and their sister, the or cars, is not extremely reverential. Ropes are at 11 A.M., three and a half days from Calcutta.
saffron-colored Sabhadra.
·
fastened round their necks, and they are dragged We had no sooner cast anchor than we were surThe average number of pilgrims who annually re- neck and. heels through the mud and dirt, and are rounded by a perfect swarm of small boats, with
sort to Pooree, to pay their adorations to this great finally hauled by the same gallows sort of process to naked natives in them, or very nearly naked-a
deity, is said to be one hundred and twenty thousand. respective vehicles, where they are decorated by the race called Ktings-wishing to take us ashore.
Many of these infatuated pilgrims never return to priests, and welcomed by shouts of admiration and They are noisy and clamorous, and show the greattheir homes, as thousands of them die of famine and triumph from the fanatical multitude. The raths on est avidity in securing patronage. They have the
over-fatigue on their long journey. Many of them which the monster deities are drawn are of lofty and same kind of oars I noticed at Bombay-a straight
are said to actually crawl at great distances, when no massive dimensions and clumsy architecture; that of pole with a round paddle at the end eight or ten
longer able to walk, to this, the Mecca of their hopes. Juggernaut is forty-five feet in hight, has a plat- inches in diameter. Several of us (the retiring army
No people could evince more sincerity or true devo- form thirty-five feet square, and moves upon sixteen gentleman being able to converse with the natives)
tion~ If those two qualities prove the truth of a wheels of solid timber.
chartered a boat and went ashore, as the steamer is
The Black Pagoda is situated sixteen miles north to stop here all day, for we of course wished to see
religious system, then the worshipers of Juggernaut
must have the truth. But sincerity proves the truth of Pooree, near the village of Kanarac. It was the town. It is a place of considerable size, though
of no religion.
built by Narsing Deo Langora, rajah of Orissa, in not equal to Bombay or Calcutta. It is the capital
Great numbers are also destroyed by the pernicious 1241, though many claim it was built much earlier- of the portion oflndia called the Madras presidency.
climate of the rainy season, and their dead bodies, many centuries earlier. In the days of its pristine glory With its suburbs it extends some eight miles along
which are thrown on the sands, near the the English it was designated as the Temple of the Sun, and was the coast, and some three miles inland, though not
station, are either burnt, or left to be devoured by dedicated. to its worship under the title of Suriga, in all compactly built. It has no harbor, and the vesthe troops of dogs, of the pariah class, and the jack- consequence of that deity having cured the son of sels doing business at this port have to lie off in
als and vultures, which are numerous enough for all Vishnu of leprosy. Now, the way in which the front. As a port, however, notwithstanding its
emargenQies ; for, though as many as one hundred young god became infected with that filthy and exposed condition, it ranks third in India, both as
and fifty bodies have been seen on half an acre of troublesome disease was in this wise: One day some regards the number and tonnage of vessels and the
,ground, there were enough of these scavengers to fine ladies of the rajah's palace were taking a bath, value of its imports and exports. The anchorage is
dispose of them in a short time.
and that young god was sensual enough to look at good, and deep water is found near the beach. The
The grand ceremony of the installation of the god them with carnal pleasure, even as a human being sea-board is dry and sterile, with a sandy shore exon his triumphal car is called Rath Jatra, and takes would do under similar circumstances. He claimed ·posed to the fury of the waves. While the sea conplace in J\lne. The influx of pilgrims to attend this that he saw them by accident, and did not look on tinned an open roadstead, tl,le possibility of landing
ceremony is usually enormous, but it is said their .purpose; but appearances were against him, and he or receiving cargo was often attended with great
numbers are decreasing year by year; for this big was duly punished. But perhap!! it was a kindly act difficulty, especially in the stormy season; but new
god, like many others of the mammoth gods of the in Suriga to cure the young god, for leprosy is a ter- harbor works are being constructed which will
past, is losing ground in the faith of the people. As rible disease, which more than one god is said to greatly obviate this. The boats used for taking
civilization and a knowledge of nature and her laws have tried his hand at curing.
cargoes to and from ships and steamers are different
What remains of the building is the pagoda, or from any I have noticed before. They are called
spread over the country, the veneration for Juggernaut, and all the other equally monstrou!! gods, square building, the sides to the cardinal points; the massoola-boats, and are employed to cross the heavy
grows less and less. Men no longer throw them- walls are fifty feet high, and of amazing thickness. surf of the coast. They are large and light, conselves before the huge car of this monster god to be From thence upward, the roof is an exact pyramid, structed of thin planks sewed together with hidecrushed into the earth, and it is to be hoped that on the apex of which are the remains of .some sym- thongs, and packed or caulked with coir or cocoanut
the day will come when men will no longer prostrate bol of the god. The pyramidal part is divided into fiber. The fishermen also use an extraordinary craft
themselves before any god which the imaginations compartments, each overhanging th.e other, like the called a catamaran, which is formed of two or three
of men have created. There is better work to per- roof of a Chinese temple, flat, and decreasing to the small logs, six or eight inches in diameter, and eight
form-to study that which is true, which has a real 1 top. The part still most perfect is the inferior tower, or ten feet long, made smaller at the ends, and
existence, to fully learn the laws of our being, and which is called the Jug Mohun.
fastened together by thongs, a carved piece of
to know best how to bear ourselves toward our felThe sanctuary in which the god was lodged is wood between them constituting the stem-piece.
low-men, so as to most increase their happiness, and 1 almost destroyed; what does remain marks a freak A primitive sail is set up in the middle log. They
our own at the same time.
Iin the operation!! of time, or whatever is the destroy- iWill carry two or three men, and, with a brisk wind,
This temple is inclosed by a high wall, inclosing ing power. The sanctuary was in the shape of a tall sail at a good lively speed. It is curious to see this
grounds nearly eight hundred feet squal'e. Gates tower, exceeding in hight the other part of the tern- craft thus down to the very surface of the water,.
are on each side of the square, which look to the' pie. From half way down it had a slight curvature, with three naked men aboard, five and ten miles
cardinal points. The eastern entrance is guarded by' and terminated in a point. Only one quarter of this from shore. To sink them would be impossible,
two lions roughly carved in stone. The gateways building is still erect; the other three are thrown while men with nothing bnt a piece of muslin six
all ris~ in pyramidal shape, with sculpture and por- down in undistinguishable ruin; it seems the tower inches wide and eighteen inches long for clothing, in a
traiture above them. On looking in at the eastern has divided in the center and then crosswise, cutting land of perpetual summer, care nothing about getgate, the one entered by the pilgrims, the only thing it in four parts. When the three parts fell, it was ting wet. This kind of craft will face any weather,
to be seen is a broad flight of steps, which leads to difficult to account for the fourth remaining.
and are very useful for carrying letters between
the temple. A handsome black stone pillar, the
Foliage is springing up in its crevices, and will ships when no other means of conveyance is possishaft of one piece, and twenty feet in length, stands soon lay its glories in the dust. A complete shrub- ble. An elegant lighthouse 125 feet high stands
immediately before the entrance. It is said to be bery has grown upon the summit of the temple, near the fort. Its light is a flashing catadioptric,
one of the most chaste and elegant pieces of art ever which was once graced with the Leel Chucker, or blue and can be seen from a vessel fifteen miles at sea.
The . population of Madras, given ten years ago,
seen, and equal in design and proportion to any pil- wheel of Vishnu. An absurd notion prevailed among
lar-of Corinthian order.
the Hindoos of the temple having a loadstone at the is 400,000, classified as follows : Hindoos, and
'Ihe grand temple in which the gods are impris- top, which, attracting the passing ships, drew them to those claiming that caste, 330,000; Mohammedans,
oned is a very high tower in the middle of the square, destruction. Some desperate foreigner13, having suf- being Arabs and other nationalities, 53,500; Euraand from its great elevation, like the domes and fered such a catastrophe, ro.;ormed the pagoda and sians (mixed with European blood), 12,000; Europesteeples of many cathedrals and churches, forms a carried away the magp.et. The sanctuary being ans, 4,000. The latter live chiefly, as in other parts
conspicuous landmark, and may be seen at a long thus defiled, the. shrine was deserted by the Brah- of India, in detatched houses in the suburbs, surdistance; sailors can espy it far out at sea. The mans, and many of its ornaments were removed to rounded by "coll!pounds" of several acres, tasteform of the tower is square two-thirds of the way up, the temple of Juggernaut.
fully decorated With shrubbery and flowers. The
-whence it decreases by a slight curve to the top, and
My traveling companions are an Englishman, a city is not a healthy one, the death rate being
thus followa the configuration of most of the Hindoo Scotchman, and an Irishman. The first is an en-. thirty-three in a thousand. The cholera was retablishment with an engine and tall chimney, which
I took to be a sugar factory. We left thus early to
take advantage of the tide to help us over the bars
in the river, and, as it was, we had to lie by two
hours at a bar for the water to rise and enable us
to get over it. When we reached the Bay of Bengal we found a strong head-wind, and the sea so
rough as to make the steamer toss and pitch in a
manner to make several of the passengers sea-sick,
I making one of the number. The stirring ()f the
waters also stirred our stomachs, and for a few hours
there were stirring times.
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ported rath~r bad while we were there. The streets to run off, the indigo remains at the bottom, after and at the word of command 'the coin moved along
and roads have a very red appearance, a top coating which it is taken out and drained in cloth bags, and in the direction they indicated, while. no one was
of hard earth, containing iron ore or pounded brick, then dried gradually in the shade in shallow wooden within three feet of it. I could not see what moved
having been put upon them. Many of the streets boxes or trays. While yet damp it is cut into small the coin. I thoug~t perhaps I had better hold on to
are wide and neatly kept.
cakes an inch square, end when sufficiently dried it is th.e rupees I had ln my pocket, or those jugglers
m1ght order them: out.
I visited the botamcal and zoological gardens. packed in cases for shipment.
In the latter are some fine animals. I also looked
The life of 'the indigo planter is by no means free
After the performance was over one of the acoom.
at some of the Hindoo templeg, and saw two cars of from anxiety. The crop is liable to a variety of mis- plished deceivers offered to show how six of the
Juggernaut-large, crude things, much ~s already fortunes before it is secured. It may be washed tricks were done for a rupee. The Scotchman and
described. One of them is much larger than the away, in the first place, by too heavy rains, or from myself joined together and took the lesson; and now
other, and is used but once a year, in June, when inundations of the rivers near which it is usually as I do not intend to en~age in the juggling busines~
the ceremony of the god taking a ride comes round. grown. It is also apt to suddenly dry and wither after I return home, I will not object to giving you
A good deal of idol-worshiping is done here. The away, or it may be deetroyed by a peculiar caterpil. a part, at least, of the information I paid for. The
missionaries are making great exertions to establish lar, which its deadly enemy. Then again in prepar- cup and ball trick was done as all jugglers do it, by
their religion, but it is hard work to make converts, ing, if the fermentation is not stopped at the precise skilfully catching the ball. between the ball of the
and they get badly discouraged. I visited the bazars moment, or if the dye is not properly separated from thumb and the palm of the hand, taking pains every
and principal business places. They are not so fine the salt of the plant, the whole may be totally lost. time when they lift the cups or 11move the balls to
Again, the fluctuation of market prices is a great show the palms of their hands save the very time
as those of Calcutta.
The chief buildings are a cathedral,. a Seotch source of anxiety to the planter. Many have made when they catch up the ball in the way described
church, a hall, the senate house, Chepak palace (rev- large fortunes in the indigo culture, while many and one does not notice it, it is so adroitly done, s~
enue offices), a college, the Central Railway station, others have been totally ruined.
that one is almost surprised when the cup is lifted
etc. A strong fort is here, named after St. George,
While waiting for the steamer to load we were. under which he. surely saw the ball placed, to find it
who was a fighting saint. Within it are the secre- visited by various native dealers with numberless gone, and under another where it was not. Of course
tary's offices, and two or three statues of noted Eng- kinds of wares to selL I purchased a pretty large there is much manipulation of the hands to show how
lish men who.served in India. Here is also an obser- assortment of curious sea-shells which abound here, honestly they are performing the trick, and at the
vatory from which all India takes its time. The town as well as some specimens of native work made of same time they are doing it all on purpose to cheat
is blessed, or cursed, with three bishops, one Church of seeds, etc. And among my other purchases I made you.
England and two Catholics. They ought to be able one which may surprise you, for it surprises me now
In the trick of the stones in the mouth, before
to attend to God's business for the moderate number while I think of it. The purchase was four young commencing the trick the performer, unnoticed,
of Christians here, though it takes a great number of parrots. Now I never was specially fond of parrots, places five or six smooth pebbles in his mouth and
men to attend to his business in the various parts of but a native had some twenty of them in a cage, and under the tongue, which do not prevent his constant
the world, and it keeps the people hard at work to they looked so lively and cunning that they attracted talking; and when he pretends to catch a stone in tha
pay their salaries. God does not pay them, and if my attention, and I thought I would like one in THE air and place it in the front of his mouth he simply
the people do not" shell out".they get nothing, and TRUTH SEEKER office to P,elp do the talking which brings one of the pebbles in his mouth to the front,
• as soon as the pay stops they quit working. As much which has to be done there; and as they are said to looking just as though he had placed it there with
as they think of their God, and as valuable as they be very liable to die, I thought if I started with four his hand; he keeps on catching· stones in the air and
think human souls, the former would go unserved and I ought to be able to get one home. I offered the placing them in the front of his mouth so long as the
the latter would go unsaved if their money is not native a rupee for a bamboo cage and four of the stones under his tongue hold out, and then he catches
forthcoming.
young parrots. I think it must have been a generous no more in the air. Then when he pretends to swalIn the fort are two guns, captured from the once price in his estimation, for he accepted at once, and low them they go adroitly back under his tongue,
famous Tippoo Sahib. There is here a monument to before I had time to think twice about the trouble and when he opens his capacious mouth for you to
Bishop Heber, who traveled much over India and they would be to me in the fifteen thousand Yiiles I look in, it appears as empty as a corn-crib in the
wrote most intelligently about it.
have yet to travel, I found myself owner of the spring of the year. I can hardly tell how he makes
I called, of course, upon Mr. P. Murugesa Mudaliar, birds. I am far from sure that they are the talking- his throat look as though one of the stones was comeditor of the Philosophical Inquirer, a small Free- kind, but if they are not it will be from no lack of ing up from the stomach, but it is done by working
thought journal, published half in English and half lung power. I am certain, at all events, that they the muscles of his throat, and he shows much dexterin the native language, and conducted with ability. are of the squawking kind, for that has already been ity in making the stones appear in the back part of
Upon my arrival in India he had spoken very com- fully proved to me. They are about twenty days his mouth. He continues to raise the stones up from
plimentary of me, and expressed the hope that when old and as hearty as you please. I take them into his stomach (apparently) so long as those he had
I visited Madras I would stop long enough for the the stateroom with me; bread and boil6d rice is the uncler his tongue hold out, and when he puts up his
Secular Society and the Theosophical Society there proper food for them, and these I can easily get. hand to take out the last one he skilfully places a
to give me a fitting testimonial of their regard. He They chipper and squeak away pretty lively through much larger one in at the same time to bring up from
repeated this hope upon my arrival, but as the the day, and they serve as company for me while I his stnmach in the same way as the othexs,-and-you 1
steamer was to stop there but a few hours, and am reading and writing. If I succeed in getting are not a little surprised to see him take such a large,
another of the same line would not be along for two them home I shall be pretty sure to have an affection smooth, fiat stone from his mouth, which you had
weeks, it was impossible for me to stop. He seemed for them for the trouble they will have cost me. The not seen before. He continues to carry another
to regret· this very much, and said the "brethren" mother always likes the boy best which causes her stone to his mouth every time he takes one from it
would feel very much disappointed to learn that I the most care and anxiety.
so long as he wishes to keep up the deception.
had come and gone without their having an opporThere were other natives on board who had mon- The art in the thing is to make the manipulations so
tunity of seeing me, as many had calculated upon keys to sell, and some of the passengers made pur- adroitly that· the trick is not discovered. Now that
having a visit with me. I tried to convince him that chases of them; but as I have no hand organ, and do I know how it is done, I am sure I would do it so
the loss was not much, and that he must give my not care to buy one, I c0ncluded not to invest in awkwardly that any person could see through it in a
best regards to them, and assure them I would be monkeys. My parrots, I think, will be all the live moment.
very glad to see them a.nd make their acquaintance stock I shall require till· I again tread the soil of
His trick with an egg in a bag, which he jams and
were it possible to do so. He accompanied me· to America.
thrashes about, and turns inside out, showing that
the beach, where I took boat for the steamer, and
JUGGLERs.
nothing is inside, after which he takes out the egg
looked quite downhearted about it, and said he did
Among our other visitors were two juggle1·s, who all sound, is done by a pocket inside the bag in which
not know what to tell the "brethren." Had I then performed some very clever tricks. I had often the egg is placed, and when the bag is turned inside
known that the steamer would not leave till the next heard of the Madras jugglers, and of the astonishing out it does not show, and when he thrashes the bag
day at 1 P.M., I could have spent the evening with feats they perform, among others causing apparently and stamps on it he is very careful to have the corner
the "brethren," without any difficulty; but not a plant from the seed to grow up into a tree and where the egg is in his hand. It is curious how blind
being able to read the future I did not think the blossom, and bear fruit, ap in the space of a few a simple little thing of that kind will look when a
steamer would be so long taking on freight, and I minutes, and when they had no apparatus about them dextrous man is the manipulator.
did not wish to be ashore when the vessel weighed savtl a piece of cloth and the breech clout which they
The trick of a snake skin being turned into a live
anchor and left. It would leave one separated from wear about them. These men did not perform that snake is done by having two bags, one in which the
his baggage, etc., in an unpleasant predicament.
trick nor anything else equal to it, but they did very skin is placed, and one containing a real snake, and
The freight taken aboard in such large quantities skilfully what they did do. One was the usual ball then adroitly changing them. I did not think this
was indigo and cinchona bark, the first in boxes and and cup trick; they had two balls and three cups, and trick was as well done as the others.
the other in large bales. Indigo has long been a the way they made the balls appear under the cups
Another trick was to take some tender cotton
staple crop of India, and cinchona is fast becoming where they apparently did not put them, and made thread, which he picked apart, breaking it into a hunso. Three steam hoisting apparatuses were kept at them vanish where they seemingly did put them, dred pieces, right before your eyes, then rolling
work for more than ten hours at hoisting these two was rather curious, though the trick is an old one. it up in a wad, and next getting hold of an end and
commodities on board. The hold was completely They then performed a trick of catching small peb- hauling off twenty-five feet of whole sound thread
filled, and a large pile was made over the entrance bles about the size of robins' eggs from the atmos- without a break in it. This was done by keeping
to the held, on dlick. This steamer goes home to phere and placing them one by one in the mouth, concealed in the hand a small ball of thread not
London, and that is the market where indigo and holding them there in sight as they were. added, one broken, an end of which was easy to get hold of, and
bark are handled in immense quantities. This cargo by one. Then they apparently swallowed the stones which was brought to the front when the time comes
must be worth $100,000. ·
and then brought them up one by one from the to heal the thread up, to join it all together, and
The excellent blue dye extracted from the indigo stomach, and took them from the mouth and several pull it out so that you can see that the hundred.short
plant makes it a plant of great value, and as it is sue- much larger in size than they had swallowed. The bits are all joined together again.
cessfully grown in the southern part of India, it is lump which the 1·ising stone made in the throat could
The trick of the strings, pretending to pull them,
largely cultivated. The cultivation and mode of be seen, and then to see it appear in the center of the after out off, and heal them together again, I can
preparation are simple. The soil must be one that is mouth and then in front when they were taken out, hardly explain intelligently, and will not attempt it,
favorable to the growth and must be fertile. The and this repeated several times, looked real and puz- for it does not amount to very much.
ground being well prepared, the seed is sown at the zling. After some tricks with cords, snakes, and
Another trick, of. a smooth pebble in the hand
commencement of the rainy season. In three or four eggs in a bag, which I will hardly undertake to de- being converted into a bird, and nodding its head
days the plants appear, and, so :rapid is this climate, scribe, they brought forth a couple of small figures, "good morning," and chirping, was done by holding
in two months it is cut.
one of which they called a policeman and the other an artificial bird's head between the butt of the
The factory consists of a series of vats of brick- a criminal. The manipulations they put these two thumb and the opposite part of the hand, and at the
work and chunam; into one of these the plant is fellows through, making them obey orders, dance, right moment bringing it up between the thumb and
thrown, and a sufficient quantity of water is let in to etc., by the voice only, looked very curious. They forefinger; the chirping is, of course, done by the
cover it. In a few hours fermentation commences; were independent figures, without wires or strings; juggler, with some show of ventriloquism, and the
after a short time the liquor is drawn off into another still, when they were told to fight or kiss, or dance, movement of the false head was done by the hand,
vat, where it is constantly agitated with wooden they would obey orders at once, but what moved and was not so blindly done but what one could s~e
stirrers. This is done to separate the true dye from them I could not see. They also borrowed a rupee that the juggler made it bow with the muscles of hiB
the salt of the plant; the former is thus precipitated. from one of the lookers on (a silver coin the size of hand.
to the bottom of the vat, and thewater being allowed a half dollar), and laid it on the deck of the steamer,
The tricks of the figures moving, talking, fighting,
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dancing, kissing, etc., and the rupee moving along
on the deck at word of command,he did not explain,
and wanted another rupee to show it. I did not see
that I could make the knowledge worth a rupee to
me, and declined to invest; so, perhaps, you and I
will have to go down to our graves without knowing
how it was done, though they were the best tricks
performed.
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not seem to take any means to make people love him. weak and timid to exercise cunning and duplicity.
The manner of the highest in authority in India, Stratagem and deception are the natural defense of
down to the man who has charge of a railway sta- those who lack strength and bravery. As it is imtion, is curt, short, and crabbed toward the natives, possible for a cat to become a good watch-dog, to
and almost all about him. It is not strange that stand as a brave sentinel to guard the entrance of a
the Hindoos do not love the English, nor that castle, so it is impossible for a consciously weak peothey feel the heavy rod that is constantly held over ple to have the self-reliant qualities belonging to the
them. Nor will it be strange if there are other mu- strong and brave. They have to do the best they
GOOD-BYE TO INDIA.
tinies in India, for this heavy rule, this insolence of can with such qualities as they have. So if the HinWhen the indigo and cinchona were taken on manner, cannot always be quietly submitted to. But doos use more duplicity and deception than the Euroboard, the jugglers and pedlers were sent away. so long as England is able to hold the control she peans it is not very strange. But I have not found
Anchor was duly weighed, and in an hour or two we has in India to-day, it cannot become free, or have a the Hindoos especially false, deceitful, or vicious.
were far out a sea again, and the hills south of Ma- government of its own.
Some of them, of course, will lie and cheat if they
dras grew fainter and fainter, and soon were lost sight
I wish to qualify, somewhat, the character I have can; but if they are any worse in this respect than
of altogether. This was the ·last of India-the last given to Englishmen. I have met hundreds of them, Europeans and Americans, I have failed to perceive
I will probably ever see of it-but I shall long re- who are as genial, friendly, and agreeable as any it. 'l'hey will show not a little finesse in obtaining
member my visit to its broad boundaries, and will men in the world. Many of my best friends, friends good prices for their services and for their wares,
not soon forget much that I have seen in its wide whom I esteem almost as the" apple of my eye," are but I cannot see that they are any worse in this pardomain. A great deal might be said with respect to Englishmen. No, no! all Englishmen are not con- ticular than many white races I know. I have found
its past, its present, and its future, which I have not c·eited, all are not cold and forbidding, all are not the. people of this country submissive, patient, and
said, and perhaps what I have not said had better haughty and insolent; but very many of them do faithful, and I cannot see but they have as many of
remain unspoken. I fear I have alreadv detained show that they think themselves superior to all other what are called ''the virtues" as many people I
you too long. I will, however, add a few words men in the world, and that they have the natural know of. They have not as niuch independence and
more, by way of good-bye.
right to govern others; and by evincing this trait too self.reliance as some men, and I cannot think they
The government of India by England is one of the plainly, they have failed, to some extent, to gain the are to blame for it; there are natural cauBes which
anomalies of the world; how so small a country as love of the world. The other nations of Europe, the produce it; but according to their ability they are
England, and so far away, and with but from thirty Hindoos, and many of the people of the English colo- willing to perform as much as any other race. I
to sixty thousand of her sons in the country, all told, nies, do not bear the love for Englishmen that so have fancied I perceive "a fitness" between the Engcan keep under complete subjection 250,000,000 of intelligent, so administrative, and so grand a people lish and the Hindoos nearly as great as between the
stone which was hurled by a strong arm and the
intelligent people, is indeed a mystery. · There are ought to be entitled to.
two or three reasons for this. One is the people of
It is a question as to how much England is benefit- poor head which it struck (the English are the stone,
India are not a homogeneous, united people, to begin ed by having India as a dependency. It is doubtful and the Hindoos are the head); the English are very
with. They are really some thirty different nations, whether her net gains from this country are exces- willing and fit to rule, and the Hindoos are willing
speaking different languages, and are jealous and sively large. I think I said in a former letter that and fit to be ruled over. Perhaps it is all well
suspicious of each other; and even if they were to John Bright said in Parliament that India cost more enough a!! it is.
The people of India have many disadvantages to
be free from the control of England to-morrow, they than she is worth to the people of England. This
could not unite themselves under a united home gov- may be so. But the greatest benefit that India is to labor under. Their conquerors and rulers have a
ernment. England obtained control over the country, Great Britain is that it affords good fat situations for different religion, a different civilization, a different
to a great extent, by taking advantage of this spirit thousands of her sons who could find little to do at estimate of manhood. It is to some extent the effort
of jealousy which exists among the people, and secur- home. It is a good field to which to send the second of the ruling class to convince the ruled that they,
ing the adhesion of one tribe by making war upon and third sons of the better English families who ca~ the latter, are wrong in their religion, wrong in
another, the enemy of the first. Had the people been inherit none of the homestead, nor any of the paternal their customs, and wrong in their mode of living.
united and true to each other, England could never acres. Here they are paid good salaries, and find a The missionaries are working in the same direction,
hav;e subdued them in the way she has; and were it plenty of the poor natives to "lord it over." The constantly urging upon this ancient people that they
possible for them to be united next month or next first positions· in the goverment here are perfect must change their religion. It is not strange that
year, and to act under the control of one able lead- "godsends" for recuperating the fortunes of some now and then one should do it. The natives are
ing spirit, the English could not retain their foot- of the bankrupt of England's nobility, who have ex- wholly the dependent class. The government has
hold in the country for sixty days. But this, under pehded all their money at home, and who are willing all the money and patronage. The positions and
the circumstances, cannot be. It is hardy possible to "go abroad" to obtain more. The governor- clerkships are all at the disposal of the predominant,
for this people to be a united, free people, though general of India is paid a salary some four times as ruling class. The better classes of the Hindoos are
there are many of the best minds of the people who great as the President of the United States receives, very anxious to obtain these positions-they are the
indulge in the remote hope that such a. state of things with hardly a tenth part of the duties to perform; and best and about the only desirable positions open to
may take place at some time in the future; and the itismuchthesamewaywithofficersholdinglowerpo- them-to get into government employ. To be a clerk
ultimate liberation of India is the fond dream they sitions-they are all well paid. In fact, Englishmen in some department is the highest they can hope for,
cherish in their hearts.
are in favor of good salaries for their services. Even and this teaches them subservience to powers that
Another striking peculiarity between the English the colonels and captains of the regiments here get far be. And when they believe that by accepting the
people and the Hindoos is the great dissimilarity in better p·ay than they do at home, and after serving a religion of the ruling class their chances for making'
their characters. The English are bulldogs and the stipulated number of years they can retire on a pen- a living and filling a respectable position are better, it
Hindoos are sheep; and you know a resolute bulldog sion that supports them comfortably the remainder is not strange that some should be governed by such
can worry and dnve five hundred sheep. And as of their days. This is probably all right, and per- motives. I have heard of instances where men have
there is in nature no means by which a sheep can haps it is proper for the people of India to pay all worked in the employ of the government, and prohave the characteristics of a bulldog, so the Hindoos the bills. They assuredly have it to do, and when fessed to believe in Christianity, who, at the close
can never have the courage, resolution, and fixed any of her sons perform the same services rendered of day, and when night had thrown her mantle over
purpose which the English possess. A few of the by an Englishman, they do· not receive one-fourth the earth, would betake themselves to their temlatter will always be able to keep under subjection the pay for it. Perhaps it is sufficient for the people ples and worship the gods of their childhood and the
·large numbers of the former.
of India to work hard all their lives to pay the Eng- gods which their fathers and grandfathers worshiped
The English are far from being angels, for they lish lords and lordlings for being willing to govern before them.
In justice to the government I must say that I do
have faults which angels are supposed not to pos- them.
sess.
They are overbearing, domineering, and
It has seemed to me if the English would not hold not believe that they aim to do missionary work, or
oppressive; they rule with a heavy, iron hand, but themselves so far above the people of this country, to induce the Hindoos to abandon their own religion;
they are good administrators; they possess decided would mingle more on terms of equality with the but the Europeans here are nearly all adherents to and
executive ability, and there is no doubt but that people here-raise the people up to their level, in- advocates of Christianity, and it is not strange that
they give to India a better government than she stead of treating them like slaves infinitely below their natural preferences and predjudices should often
would be able to organize herself, had she the liberty them-it would be far more human and far better. appear; and the efforts of the missionaries are conto do so. It is my opinion that India is better off The distance between the class which rules here and stantly to induce the natives to abandon their own
to-day than she would be under an emperor, rajahs, the class which is ruled over is very great indeed. religion and accept in place that of the missionaries;
and maharajahs of her own. She has lost the right of 'fhe white soldiers and the black soldiers are never and often and often the idea and the promise has
having native rulers of her own blood and color, but mixed together in the same regiments. The black been held out that places, positions, and good pay ·
she has gained railroads, telegraphs, hospitals, soldiers are told thousands of times, and in thousands would be far more within their reach if they would
scho?ls, European machinery, and a permanent, of ways, that they are immensely below their rulers; consent to acknowledge Jesus. Many times places
creditable government.
and though in case of war the Hindoo blood should and salaries have been promised them upon these preEngland has borne a most commendable part in be shed in defense of Britain's honor and glory, it cise conditions. Some birds may be silly enough to
wh~t she has done for the education of the people of must not be done on terms of equality; it must not be caught with chaff, and some Hindoos may be weak
India, as well as for her own ignorant soldiery, who even be in the same regiment with the white soldier. enough to be caught with Christianity, but their numgo there to serv_e a term of years. With all the It has seemed to .me if the white and Hindoo soldiers bers are small. Very few of them are changing their
faults _of style, with all her fondness for command, could be more together-be placed more on terms of religion. And those who are induced to profess a
and With all the o~erbearing and almost insolence of equality-that there would be far less tendency t_o change are not thereby improved in habits and mormanner, the English have proved themselves the mutiny. If one-third or one-fourth of each regi- als. It is a lamentable truth that while Europeans
~rien~s of educatio~, and the promoters of general ment were composed of Europeans there would be have brought enterprise and a stable government to
mtel.ligen_ce. '!he~e IB _no nation which has surpassed very little probability of a mutiny occurr~ug, as there this country, they have also brought many vices.
England m this duectwn, and what America has of would at every moment be that checkmg element They have taught the simple natives to drink intoxigre~tness, what she has of love for education, she directly among them. In 1857 all the revolting regi- cating drinks, a:nd they have taught many of the
reoeived much of from the mother country-Eng- menta were composed wholly of native troops, save natives to yield to libidinous indulgences. Intemland.
the superior officers, who are willing to command perance, prostitution, and dishonesty have been inIt cannot be denied.thatthe native characteristic of colored soldiers for the pay the service affords them. creased by the advent of the English people here,
"John Bull" is to be surly, dictatorial, overbearing, It would,· of course, not be pleasant to the lligh- despite all the doctrines of Jesus that have been
self-~mpor~ance, excessive c01;ceit, fondness for au- toned Englighman to serve in the ~am_e regiment preached. And even in the estimation of Christians
thonty, With a love of makmg other people sub- with the natives; but could that predJudiCe be over- themselves those natives are most respected who reservient to his own will. This character "sticks come, benefits would accrue in more ways than one. main faithful to their own religion. I have heard of
out~· so plainly with many whom I have met in : It is said by the English t~at the Hindo?s are Christian people looking for servants inquiring as to
India, and elsewhere, as to be almost painful, and deceitful, time-serving, and dishonest. It Is not the religion of the candidates for service, saying:
extremely unpleasant. When John Bull is greatly improbable that there is much .truth in this. The "If you are Christians, I do not want you; I prefer
puffed up with his own vast importance, and his im- natives of India have doubtless about their share of for servants those who do not profess to be Chrismense superiorit~ over all other men, he is not the human failings and weaknesses. ~hey are not so tians." This tells plainly how much the mis!~lost polite man m the world, and is capable of mak- muscular, not so self-reliant, not so mdependent by sionary effort is doing for India. It is well to intromg himself extremely disagreeable. And this char- nature, as the sons of Britain are, and it is onlyfollow- duce into the East the enterprise, the improvements,
aoteristio prevents people from loving him. He does ing out a natural law for those who are by nature and the civilization of the West, but it will aJso be
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well if the vices and the religion of the West can be
left at home.
I will mention one fact with which I have become
acquainted since my visit to India, and that is that
the children of Europeans born in this country,
whether full European blood or half-bloods, do not
prove to be of much utility. Some of them fill
subordinate clerkships, but as a rule they are indolent, thriftless, and worthless. Those having business to be done, and requiring efficient men to do it,
much prefer sending to England for men to giving employment to those who were born in the country. In this way I have noticed that the children of
European parents who were born and raised here
labor under decided disadvantages, and are almost a
tabooed class. A few of this class have distinguished
themselves in mechanics and in literature, but it has
by no means been the rule. As a general thing,
they are" no good."
The rule of caste in India in confessedly an evil
productive of great wrongs to the lower classes, and
every good person would gladly see it abrogated,
and every child of the soil placed upon an equality.
But is there no caste in other counti:ies? Has England no caste? Are not a few there born lords and
gentlemen of high caste, while other castes of
traders, manufacturers, mechanics, sailors, soldiers,
farmers, and the toilers of numerous kinds, fill all the
subservient castes below them? Is there a country
in the world where caste rules more severely and
more cruelly than in England, and where the incident
of birth-where, when, and how-makes such great
difference in subsequent destiny? Has happy America no caste? Is not the caste of wealth, more cruel,
perhaps, than all other kinds of caste, rapidly growing up there to be a heartless, a soulless tyrant?
Yes, even America has caste as really and as cruelly
as India.
Now the broad lands of India have receded from
sight, and now her virtues and her vices must be forgotten for the present; for there are still other.lands
to explore, other Asiatic countries to visit and describe. In what I have said of India, though I have
not pretended to be exhaustive, nor to cover the
whole field, I have endeavored to be fair, so far as I
have gone. Good-bye, India. You are a great
country in many directions-great in the number and
expanse of your broad acres, great in your vast
mountains and plains, great in your rivers and streams,
great in the crops produced upon your bosom, great
in the character of your people, both in the past and
present; greatinyourphilosophies,in metaphysics, in
language, in literature, and in founding great systerns of religion that have lived for many thousands
of years. You have established a good record in
the history of the human race. You have had
·many virtues, you have also had some vices, and you
surely have had misfortunes. You are not as happy
as I would be glad to see you; and I fear the day is
not close at hand in which your children will be as
independent, as prosperous, and as happy as they and
I desire. Bright but unhappy India, good-bye!

Twelve Days in Ceylon.
ON THE WAY TO PEN.A.NG, March 3, 1882.
DEAR FRIENDS ON THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF THE
GLoBE: It required a little more than two days between Madras and Galle. We arrived at the latter
point, the southern port of Ceylon; on Saturday afternoon, February 18th .. We passed down the eastern
side of Ceylon, the channel on the western side being
shallow, and for hours saw the mountains and highlands of the island. The town of Galle is situated
on a point of land running into the sea, with another
arm reaching around it farther out into the sea, has
a good harbor, and is a point of a good deal of outgoing and incoming shipping, and is pleasantly located
on the southern part of a fertile plain, with a most
profuse growth of cocoanut-trees, banana-trees,
breadfruit-trees, etc. Take it all in all, this is the
most lovely country I have yet seen. It is greatly
diversified with mountains and valleys, with hills
and plains; it has a most luxuriant growth of tropical
plants; it abounds in fruits and flowers; it has a warm
and equable climate, but not excessively hot, for,
being surrounded on all sides by the sea, the air is
considerably modified, so that the mercury rarely or
never rises above 94°. The air is never hot and dry,
but if warm, it is also moist, and rains are frequent.
In this respect it differs widely from India, where it
rains four months and then goes without rain eight
months. My visit to Ceylon has been very pleasant,
and I filet it down as coming nearer being the "garden of paradise " than any country I have ever seen.
Not the least pleasant feature I met with in Ceylon was the kind reception which the intelligent and
genial people gave me. I may say they took me to
their very hearts. Before my feet had touched the
soil of the island, and while yet standing upon the
jetty, or slight wooden dock, on which I stepped
from the boat which took me to shore, I was met by
kind friends who were expecting my arrival and were
prepared to extend hospitalities to me. They waited
on me to the Custom House, where my baggage
passed a !!light examination, and then accompanied
me to the hotel. Mr. Edmund Gooneratne, one of

the wealthiest and most respected natives of the mat. The leaves are used for roofs of buildings
place, and who holds a responsible office in the rev- and for braiding up into hundreds of forms of baskets'
enue department of the government, called upon me sacks, and various articles for domestic use. Tb~
at my hotel and cordially invited me to hia house, leaves are also plaited into carpets for floors, and for
saying he had a room prepared for me, and that I screens and partitions. The. stalk parts of the leaves
would be very welcome there so long as I wished to are large and substantial, and are used for fences
'remain. But I said to him that my mail matter had and for fuel to cook by. The cocoanut-tree is on~
been sent to Colombo, and I was anxious to hear of the few trees wbich has witbin itself the elements
from home; and as I could take stage that night for for making soap. The ashes qf the burnt leaf-stalks
that city I had decided to go on at once, and to make contain considerable .potash, which is obtained by
my visit to Galle on my return. He reluctantly leaching them, and this combined with the ail of the
acceded to my wishes, but exacted a promise from fruit makes good soap. The trunks of the trees
me that I would stop at his house upon my return. makes good beams for houses, and are used for
And the o·lme kindness I have found at every place bridg~s, etc. The blos13om of the. t_ree, when duly
I have visited. I have found friends waiting for me cut, yields pretty freely of a sweet JUice called toddy
at stations; carriages have been in attendance upon which quickly passes, by fermentation, into beer'
me to carry me where I wished to go; my hotel bills and is so drank; or it can be distilled into a form of
have been paid; my railway fares have been dis- alcohol called arrack, having a peculiar flavor, and
pensed, and even my washing bills have been settled possessing the power to bring intoxication readily.
before I had the chance to do so. My utmost wishes These two last uses are the worst of all the llurpose&
have been anticipated, and all have seemed desirous to which tlie cocoanut-tree is applied. It Is better
to do all they could for my comfort. This kindness to place a. lump of lime in the receptacle for the
almost took me by surprise, for though THE TRUTH juice, which prevents fermentation, when it is easily
SEEKER is taken at Colombo I did not dream I was boiled down to a syrup, and granulates into a pleasso popular on this opposite side of the globe, or that ant form of sugar. If the natives only have plenty
friends were so closely looking for my coming. I of cocoanut. trees and a good supply of bananas they
think I have Col. H. S. Olcott to thank for much of cannot die of starvation, for those will surely sustain
this. I am quite well persuaded that he corresponded life; both trees afford much nourishment. Perhaps
with friends in Ceylon and advised them about the there is no tree more deserving the title of the "tree
time I would arrive tbere, and expressed the wish of life" than the-cocoanut tree; but even that does
not afford eternal life, for people die, though for
that they would receive me kindly.
I took stage for Colombo, seventy-two miles north years they have eaten of its fruit. But even though
of Galle, on the west coast of the island, at nine this may be called the tree of life, it is to be feared
o'clock in the morning. The road is as level as a the "tree of knowledge" cannot be found. Ceylon
"barn floor" all the way, and as smooth as any road has a great number of trees which bear fruit, and
I ever rode over. All the roads on the island are of many kinds remarkable for their r~chness, but I
a similar character. They have had a heavy surface- found none there which imparted knowledge. It is
coat given them, of stone or something of the kind, claimed by some tbat the original Garden of Eden
which has heen broken up finely and ground to a was planted on this island, and there are probably as
smooth surface, which is not easily converted into many reasons for believing that it was planted there
mud. The road leads for much of the distance as anywhere, but I am sorry to think, if the tree of
through the most luxuriant cocoanut groves, well in- knowledge luxuriated on those shores, that it has run
terspersed with the plantain or bananas. I found far out, and no longer exists.
We changed horses every five or six miles, and as
more of the cocoanut-trees here than any place I had
before visited. Perhaps I should describe this tree, they were fresh, and traveled at good speed, we got
as some of you may not know all about it. You do, along well, riding at all times near the coast, where
however, know that it belongs to the family of we could plainly hear the waves constantly dashing
palms, of which there are some one hundred and fifty against the shore. When we stopped to change mail,
members, but none of which are more useful than or to change horses, I listened with rapt attention
the cocoanut-tree. This grows one hundred feet tall, to the ceaseless thundering and pounding of the
without a limb or branch. Its foliage is wholly at waves. They have certain qualities of music in them
the top, and consists of huge leaves, about fifteen -rhythm, if not melody-and there is an-eloquenoefeet long, or rather a leaf of leaves, for on its main and grandeur about this music not found elsewhere.
I had six or eight fellow-passengers, and all natives.
stalk are about two hundred leaves, an inch or an
inch and a-half wide, and three long in the middle One was an employee in the postal department, and
of the large leaf, and six inches shorter, or more, at could speak English; so I could manage to talk some
the ends, like the parts of a feather on each side of as we rode along at night by the sea, where the seathe main stem. The lower of these large leaves lop laden air was refreshing and agreeable. Still the
toward the earth, the center ones stand out horizon- night was a trifle wearisome. Stage riding, after a
tally, while toward the top they stand obliquely or few hours, becomes monotonous, even to one who has
upright, making at the top of the tall trees an open been several days on the ocean. But when nearly 4
mass of verdurefullytwenty.fivefeetacross each way, .A.M. we reaohed the end of the stage route, Kalupand around the base of these leaves grow the cocoa- tara, where the railway com~ences which carried us
nuts, the trees having an average of about fifty nuts the remaining twenty miles to Colombo. As we had
to each tre'e; sometimes they have nearly a hundred, an hour and a half to wait, I took a cup of tea and a
but that is not usual, and they often go below fifty. horizontal position on my India gu~tre_e, and did
It requires thirty or forty years for a tree to reach succeed in catching a short nap. I will mform you
a hight of seventy-five or a hundred feet, and the that I left my young parrots with one of the waiters
tree grows in hight from year to year far more at the hotel at Galle, charging him to take good care
than 'the trunk increases in size. They are seldom of the little fellows in my absence, believing that
seen more than ten or twelve inches in diameter, would be better than if carried with me. The
and the trunk becomes of that size when six years man was faithful to his charge, for upon my return
old, while each subsequent year's growth is added on I found the little fellows lively and well, and they
t<:> the top. They will live to be one hundred years chirped and flew about as though ~lad to s~e me. A
old, and are always profitable. There is perhaps no rupee satisfied the servant for his attentiOn to the
tree that grows so wholly useful, or which can be birds .
put to a greater variety of purposes. When the fruit . The train arrived at Colombo about 7 .A..:M:., and I
is about half matured it contains over a pint of sweet made the mistake of not getting off at the right stawater, which is very pleasant and nutritious as a tion, where several friends were awaiting my arrival.
drink. I took my first drink of it that night on my I supposed that Colombo had a general station at_ the
way to Colombo, and found it very refreshing. The terminus of the road, and that I would certamly
ripe fruit you know about; cocoamits are used for know it when I came to it; but instead of that it has
many purposes,· entering into many dishes made by some four stations at different points through the
the cooks, and into many forms of confections, and town, after which the road continues on to Kandy,
many are eaten as food in the native state; chocolate, seventy- two miles east. I arrived at the fourth and
cocoa, and broma are prepared from them; the nuts last station, when I deemed it best to make s?me
are gathered by the natives, cut open, and when inquiry, and found I should have got off tw? statwns
somewhat shrunken from drying, they are taken out before; so I had nothing else to do but hue a conand ground or grated, and the oil of the meat pressed vevance and ride back to the other part of town
out, or it may be obtained by boiling the meat in where I should have got off. I went to the British
water and skimmi:ng off the oil. After the meats India Hotel, and spent the day in writing an~ sleepare thus pressed they make excellent food for cattle ing. My friends were looking for me at diff.erent
and sheep. The oil is put to a great variety of uses; stations and two of them went down to the end of
it enters into cooking, somewhat as we use lard; it the rail~ay: to see what had become of me. They
is ~ur~t ~n lamps for illumination; it makes good also called at several hotels, but by some nieans _not
hau"01l; It makes good soap, and hundreds of tuns at the one at which I was stopping; but of all this I
of it are shipped annually to Europe and America, was perfectly oblivious, and spent the day very
where it is put to a great variety of uses. The shells pleasantly in my chamber, which looked out upon the
are made into buttons, used for cups, dippers, and restless ocean, dashing against the rocks_ along t~e
other vessels; the fiber which grows on the outside shore. It being Sunday, I could not obtam mymail,
of the shells, after being rotted a month or so under at which I felt a trifle impatient. But_ on Monday
wster, are taken off and picked apart, when they are morning I was all right. I not only received several
spun and twisted into small cords for making rope, letters from home and a few copies of THE TRUTH
for carpets, mats, etc. I have seen hundreds of the SEEKER but I al~o found the friends I wished to
native women picking the fiber apart, and spinning find, and who had been so anxiously looking for me.
and twisting it for various purposes. It makes a THE TRUTH SEEKER is taken in Colombo, and I found
very strong rope, and a very serviceable carpet or I was famo~s ther(l, .Several of the Truth Seeker
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Tracts h~ve been translated into Singalese, and pretty Travers, and thine be the glory, the power, and th.e supr~macy and enlighten him, even as I have blessed and enlightened you.
J. B. TRAVERs."
Peace be and abide with you, the trinity. I A.M THAT I A.M.
largely Circulated among the natives to help the mis- now and forever. So be it.
My friends were very kind to show _me about the
sionaries, or rather help against them. My " Open Winchestm·, Ill., Dec. 26, 1881.
Of course under the circumstances, surrounded as city and take me riding about the suburbs in various
Letter to Jesus Christ" had been sent there, and
pleased them hugely, and they seemed very glad to I was with the kindest and most pleasant influences, directions. Colombo contains over a hundred thoutake the author by the hand. The meeting was this prayer contributed to place me in a most gracious sand inhabitants and covers a large area. A pretty
cordial, and I felt at once that I was among mood; and though I had never thought of setting little lake, nearly a mile across, lies back a little way
myself up for a god-though perhaps in point of from the landing, and the town is built around it,
friends.
Mr. Andrew Perera, the preside~t of the Theo- harmlessness and real worth I must confess I believe the part east of the lake being occupied with pretty
sophical Society, holding a position in the surveyor- myself better than many of the gods I have seen and residences with very commodious grounds, well decge:Q.eral's office, and Mr. J. Robert De Silva, one of heard of, or, I may say, as any I have seen or heard orated with flowers and ornamental plants. Mr.
my patrons, and engaged in t}:te same office, informed of. It is not strange, then, that while in this gracious Perera took me to his residence, which is a pleasant
me that they ~ad quarters prepared for me at the mood I vouchsafed a reply to this sincere prayer, establishment, also to a new house he has built, still
hall of the society, and I must go there. Being un- though I am well aware it has been the custom of more tasteful, with extensive cinnamon gardens adskilful at making excuses I complied without a word most of the gods I know anything about to take no joining. Cinnamon is pretty largely cultivated here
and found indeed that most comsortable quarter~ notice of any prayer offered to them, and though the on the white sands where was once the bed of the
were furnished, with a cook to attend to getting up supplications were poured out to them in a stream of ocean and upon which lit~le else would grow. Cinmy meals, and· a room to write in, etc. So I had eloquent desire, they remain as silent as the grave, namon is a pretty, clean-looking shrub which grows
nothing to do but enjoy myself and become acquaint- and take no more notice of them than they do of the in clusters, from three to five feet high, and is cut
ed with the numerous friends who called upon me, whistling of the winds. Now, I do not wish to be off twice a year, the bark scr.aped off its outer part
and every one of whom seemed full of friendship and that sort of a god, and I am resolved I will not be. and then peeled off the rods, dried, and packed. If
sympathy·. They had heard of the wrongs which So far as I am able I will respond to the prayer made allowed to grow sear after year it makes a pretty
had been done me, and it seemed todothem good to to me, and will send my blessing upon those who .ask large tree, but the large bark is not good; it is the
see me and hear me talk. These people are natives, for it; to the extent of my power. Here then is my new growth that yields the fine aromatic article.
My friends,cut me some shoots of the cinnamon to
called Singalese, and originally were of the Hindoo answer to the above prayer:
MY BELoVED SoN, J. B. TRAVERs (for in the sense that I am take home with me for walking-sticks. I have not
stock, but seem quite distinct from the Hindoos, and
int«:llligent and enterprising. Many of them speak thy father thou art also my son) : Thy earnest prayer has used a cane yet, and perhaps when I do it will be
me; though offered up on the great plains of Illinois it one of cinnamon.
English well, and I find it easy to converse with reached
has found me here in the tropical clime of Ceylon, which, I feel
We visited the main Buddhistic temple of the city,
them. They are Buddhists in religion, with a decid- sure, is much farther than thousands and millions of prayers
ed leaning toward Freethought, and are totally before offered have ever reached. A.nd it pleaseth me, yea, it near which is a large open hall for meetings, where
unbelievers in supernaturalism and miracles. I took seemeth good unto me, to vouchsafe to thee a few words in one of the priests holds forth to the people. A large
edifice is also being constructed upon the grounds for
·much interest in those ki.ndly people ; noticed reply.
Be it known to thee, and to all men who care to know, that I a festival to come off after a while. In the temple,
their physical and phrenological developments par- have
not at any time proudly set myself up as a god; nor have
ticularly, and was struck with their well formed I claimed to have more knowledge, more power, or more love by a side entrance, is a colossal, reclining or sleeping,
heads, their good reflective abilities, and perceptive than my fellows. I have even entertained a slight opinion of figure of Buddha; and here I was sorry to see were
powers. They are not, as a rule, so dark as the Hin- gods generally, for I have been unable to see what good they images of several Hindoo gods of large size, promidoos; they are not so spare ·and not so sad. They have done in the world, either to themselves or to those who nent among which was Christna. It did not seem
have believed upon them; I have failed to see that they have to me that the Hindoo gods had any business in a
are a pleasant, intelligent, cheerful people, with much made
the world any better or any happier for their existence.
to be admired in their characters and dispositions. Far be it from me, even had I the amplest power that can be Buddhistic temple, for neither Buddha nor his intelI was pleased to find the Theosophical Society flour- imagined, to be like some of the gods I wot of. Far be it from ligent followers had any belief in gods of any kind,
ishing here, that they have a commodious hall for me to cause human beings to suffer or be unhappy. I woul<l not, nor did they believe in worshiping them. All around
their public meetings, with rooms for other business, had I ali the power that blind mortals have conferred upon all the this outer court or corridor, which surrounds the
and also a printing-press on which to print tracts and gods they have created, devise and form human beings without inner · temple, are allegorical representation! of
any choice or consent of their own, place them here in this world scenes in the life of Buddha, of his temptations by
other matter to spread among the people. They of
temptation, endow them with the tastes, desires, and pasprint a paper also in the Singalese language which sions which would surely lead them into temptation and trans· the evil powers, his triumph over them, and many
has considerable of a circulation. I will tell you that gression, and make them unhappy while they live, and then other interesting incidents in his career, much the
the Singalese language has many points of resem- consign them after death to an existence of unutterable torture same as Christians are so fond of doing by their
blance to the ancient Sanskrit, and there can be no and wretchedness, from which there can be no possible escape. deific hero or demi-god. In the interior, or sanctuNay, na.y, I would not be such a god as that, and I cannot ary, is a sitting figure of Buddha in his meditative
doubt that the Singalese are the regular descendants think
any one is under any obligation to love such a god as that
of the old Aryan race. I felt complimented when or even to believe in him. Far better would it have been to mood, and here offerings of flowers are often made
the friends informed me that a considerable portion leave the human race in a state of eternal rest and nihili ty than to his memory. They claim not to worship the imof their paper is made up of extracts from THE TRUTH to create it to be wretched in this life and ten thousand times age, but that it is only placed there to keep their
SEEKER. That paper niust have a strong light which more wretched in the life to come. Verily, indeed, I would net great father constantly in remembrance. I said to
such a god as that. I would instead be a benevolent god, them that it was precisely the same feeling which
can reach to the opposite side of the globe and shine be
a merciful, a happiness-conferring, and a prayer-answering prompted Christians to place figures of their god
so brightly.
god.
I need not tell you with what gladness I perused Thou didst correctly recount some of the experiences I have and of his mother in their churches and sacred
letters from home, for when one bas been seven passed through, and thou didst also correctly state the objects places, and that in both instances, especially with
months in foreign lands it is particularly gratifying and purposes which have governed me. Thou hast perhaps the unlearned and unthinking classes, the tendency
to receive letters from the loved ones at home, and spoken words of praise too strongly in my favor, but pray-ers was to image-worship, and I regretted to see so many
privileged characters, for nobody believes half they say when images among them. I was told that the figures of
who in spirit follow the wanderer in all his journey- are
thus occupied.
ings and me~nde.rings. Neither need I tell you how It pleases me, my son, to hear thee acknowledge the good the Hindoo gods were introduced a few centuries ago
much good It did me to read copies of THE TRUTH thou hast derived from THE TRuTH SEEKERj it rejoices me to by their native kings, with a view to conciliating the
SEEKER, printed since the present year came in. I know that it dispenses light and truth in· the world; and I Hindoos, who dwelt in considerable numbers in the
must confess I read that paper with great pleasure, would that thousands more have'their understandings enlight- country, and to unite them and the Buddhists
ened by it in the same way thou hast done, and be made happy together. But it is a compromise I am sorry to see.
and I will own to you that I regard it one of the very in
the truths which fill it columns from week to week. I
best papers published, and its patrons among the best would say to thee and to all others who sympathize with thee, I would much prefer to see the Buddhists stand
people in the world. It does me much. good to see do all in thy power to add to the good influence which the strictly by their principles, and wholly discard everythat it is so well conducted in my absence, and that paper wields by increasing the number of its patrons, the num- thing that looks like image-worship. This is perits friends still remain true to it. Long may its ber of its readers, and. the number of those who are willing to haps the largest temple in Ceylon, and is decorated
lamp burn brightly, and continue 'to shine clearly into lay down all their errors, all their prejudices, all their blinding richly with gilt and paintings in the historical and
and superstitions, and their lives if necessary, to promote allegorical pictures. All the images of Buddha, like
the dark places of the earth which need illumination. creeds
the happiness of their fellow-men.
May it continue to grow stronger for a century to Thou and thy helpmeet have acted wisely; you, my children, the pictures we have seen of him in America, reprecome, and do a great work in dispelling the dark have done well. It pleaseth me that you, my son and daugh- sent him as a thoughtful, meditative, passive, genial,
clouds of religious superstition and error which for ter, have a son to cheer you on your journey through life and plump young man; and with not quite that sanctiages have been hovering over and darkening the to be a support to you when old age and feebleness come upon monious, super-earthly look given to Jesus in images
you. It pleaseth me that thou hast so early conferred my and paintings of him. There is too much of a tenearth. I feel proud of that paper, and proud of every name
upon your young offspring. It will be my pleasure, so
person that takes it and pays for it. Long may they far as in my power, to bestow the same blessings of truth upon dency among Buddhists to multiply images of their
live, also.
this new candidate for earthly life and sorrow that you ac- adored teacher, and while they do not really worship those images, their veneration comes so near to
Through this valuable medium, I heard a prayer knowledge I have bestowed upon you.
My son and daughter, you have taken a heavy responsibility worship that it is difficult to perceive the difference.
offered to me, from Winchester, Ill., and which apupon yourselves, but a responsibility which should not be skirked But if all the wood-cuts, engravings, lithographs,
peared in ~he paper for January 14th of the present or
evaded. By your agency another human being has been
year. It Is, as many of you may remember, of this brought into the world to do good or ill to himself and his fel- paintings, and images that have been made of Jesus
tenor:
low-beings. Do all in your power to mark out before him the were counted, they would probably exceed those of
course he ought to pursue. It depends much upon you how Buddha ten to one. And the adoration which Chris"Our Father, who art in A.sia; thou who hast ever shown by this tender bud of humanity is directed and inclined, and tians pay to those representations amounts to worword and deed that thou lovest thy followers with a love equaled whether he is an honor to himself and his race or the reverse. ship, precisely the same as with the Buddhists. I
by no other gods; . thou who givest thy time, y~a, and who A.ll your wisdom and carefaess will be required to help him have seen thousands of Christians kneeling and bowfreely offerest thy.~fe, for the happiness of thy children; thou become a useful member "Wsociety when he comes to the age
who suffered revlhngs, perf:ecutions, and imprisonmeut that of maturity, and to be a bl~ing to his race and to himself in ing before the images of Jesus and the Virgin, worthose who would be saved might be saved from the black and after years. Very much depends upon early education, and shiping them as really as -any idolater worships his
eternal night of superstition, ignorance, and woe; thou who those who are instJ.·umental in bringing young human beings image .. And what numbers of Christians keep the
art even now traveling in a foreign land where pestilence and into the world should feel the responsibility which devolves crucifix, with their dead god upon it, in their dwellfamine, deceit and treachery abound; thou hast gone even there upon them to bestow upon their off~pring the right kind of ed- ings, or upon their persons, making a fetich or an
that we, thy adorers, might learn the ways and conditions of ucation.
idol of it as much as does any pagan. The Christian
the children of men, the false teachings and works of other
I conjure you, my son and daughter, to teach your little
gods, not so noble, grand, and loving as thou. Hear thou my child the truth in all cases, and to instruct him to alwavs be thinks it impossible for him to adore his Jesus too
pr~:yer, and grant this my petition. Thou didst, through thy true. Do not suffer his young mind as he grows into childhood much, or to have too many representations of him
spmt of love, send me thy Bible (THE TRUTH SEEKER), which and youth to be filled with the foolish theories, the absurd before P,is eyes, and the same with the Virgin.
t~ok the scales from my eyes, and the blind did see. Thou notions, and the wild vagaries which for thousands of years These representations doubtless amount to hundreds
d1dst thus enable me to change my course in life, and as I did have led the world astray and driven it into darkness, error, and of millions. It is the same with the followers of
follow thy words of wisdom, and wherein thou teachest us to unhappiness. But always place the truths of nature before
lo'!e another, and did thereby obtaiu a wife, also one of thy him· teach him the laws of his being, and what course must be Buddha ; they believe him the greatest teacher ever
children; and ~tS she did aid me to increase and did bear me a pur~ued to preserve health, happiness, and honor. Look well upon the earth, and they think they cannot have him
son, anct he, 0 Bennett! was born on the twenty-fifth day of after his physical health. Without a healthy body there cannot too often placed before them. I have said to them
December, one thousand eight hundred and ei!;-hty-one, thereby be a healthy mind. Never fDl'get the importance of good exam- that I did not believe that Buddha himself would
t~rough the power of thy word, he is thy son, and also a god ples being set before him. Teach him to obey the laws of approve of making so many images of clay, stone,
wrth th~e. Now, 0 Bennett! hear thou this prayer, and nature; teach him to love the truth, and to always obey its pre- glass, and metal, for they would inevitably draw the
gra~t th~s my supplication. Breathe thy holy spirit upon him; cepts. Teach him to love and do good _to hi~ fellow-bein~~· and
anomt ~rm with the oil of thy love· clothe him with thy wis- I will give you my assurance that he will be m a fit conditton to minds of the ignorant to the images instead of to
dom; grrd upon him the sword of thy power, and let him be a receive all the blessings you can desire to rest upon his head; the teachings of the man. I said the teachings of
(Continued on page 41 o.)
god like unto thee. Bless thou my son, thy son, James Bennett and I will promise to the extent of my power to bless him,
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A Chicago Liar.
The meanest specimen of Christian malignity extant has recently been forwarded to us by several
friends the past.we.ek. A subscriber, probably new,
says:
J.A.CKSON, MICH., June 19, 1882.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: This [the inclosed slip] was clipped from the Inter. Ocean of Chicago. Please
let us know how near the truth it is. Yours, A. SUBSCRIBER.
This is the slip:
9,482.-BEAST BENNETT.
0
OKETO, KAN.

Please giv a short history for the last three yE>ars of D. M. Benn(ltt,
formerly editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER of New York.

JAB. BIGHAN.
A.NsWER.-D. M. Bennett became notorious some years ago
as a chief purveyor of obscene literature. About the time he
had attained his "bad pre-eminence " in this meanest of all
attempts to debauch the minds of the youth of America, male
and female, Mr. Anthony Comstock, of New York, the friend
of young manhood and apostle of pure literature, ran Bennett
down, had him arrested, tried, and convicted of sending cartloads of the foulest and most obscene books, papers, etc.,
through the mails to all parts of the country. He was convicted
and sent to the penitentiary for several years. After serving
part of his time he was pardoned by the governor of New York
state, who in so doing used his authority in such an arpitrary
way as to giv pain and offense to the better class of citizens, not
only of that state but of the whole country, and much was said
and written severely animadverting upon his . conduct. A.fl:er
this Bennett skipped out, and the next heard of him he was in
tlle East Indies, in Bombay, Calcutta, and Ceylon, where he has
·been indentifi.ed with the Theosophists under the leadership of
Colonel Olcott of New York, and Madam Bla.vatsky, a Russian
woman, who claims citizenship in the United States. The trio,
at last accounts, were lecturing about India, giving seances, as
clairvoyants, and publishing a paper called the Theosophist in
advocacy of their doctrins.

Perhaps about the best aBswer that we can make
to "A Subscriber" is to print the letters of some other
older subscribers, who are conversant with the fight
Mr. Bennett had with the church three years ago.
One writes:
RocKFORD,lLL., June 17, 1882.
To THE EDIToR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I was for many
years a member of the " press-gang," but during all my journalistic days, when lying was in fashion, I believe I never saw
so many falsehoods compressed in so little space as I find in the
inclosed, which I clip from the Chicago Inter-Ocean of t)le 12th
inst. I think the general head, "Our Curiosity Shop," very
appropriate for articles of that character. A.s I hav enjoyed
my full share of newspaper abuse, I trust, on returning from
your " skipped out " expedition to the Indies, you will get your
fill of the same, and feel none the meaner for it, for lying is the
special prerogativ of the partisan press.
I had supposed that Tony would out-Tony the world in downright lying, but giv me the editor of the Inter-Ocean, who as
much excels Tony as Tony does the common sinner.
Congratulations, Mr. Bennett, on your return to America,
and congratulations again that, by meritorious actions, you hav
made yourself worthy of so much sectarian an'd partisan malignancy. A.s worthy a name as Thomas Paine has been traduced
for near a century, "whose pen did as much to secure the independence of America as did the sword of Washington." You,
who are striking as vigorous blows as he did at the citadel of
tyranny, may expect to be assailed in a similar manner. I trust
there are men who will survive you who hav sufficient honor to
vindicate your good name, while his were "summer friends,"
who deserted him in the hour of trial.
Sincerely yours,
G. W. BRoWN, M.D.
Another pens these indignant lines:
TECUMSEH, MICH., June 20, 1882.
To THE EDITOR oF THli: TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Inclosed you
will find a clipping from the Chicago Inter-Ocean of June 15th,
in which Mr. Bennett is most grossly assailed. I do not now
remember of having before seen so much wilful lying condensed
in so little space. Anthony's dirty ear-marks are so plainly visible in every line that one can't help placing the writer among
his well. trained lickspittles, and unless the boss defamer looks
well to himself some of his toad-eaters out West will some day
outrank him in his dirty work. Such fools will never learn
that Bennett can't be put down by such means, but instead
they giv him a boost up every time.
J. GurwrTs.
And a friend from Wisconsin has taken up arms, as
he writes us:
·
BELLEVILLE, Wrs., June 18, 1882.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Inclosed you
will find a slip of paper cut from the weekly Inter-Ocean, of
Chicago, which you will please publish, and also the statements
setting forth the facts in the case. I shall also send to the InterOcean a statement of the facts as I understand them, but hav no
reason to think it will rectify it. You may use this as you see
:fit. Would sa.y that more than one-half of our village are pronounced Liberals.
Yours for truth and right,
JoSEPH GREENWOoD.
There is very little use in replying to this InterOcean stuff in THE TRUTH SEEKER. All our readers
ought to know it is a lie. But we hav written a letter to the offending paper of Chicago, which we hope
to see them print. It seems to us, although no lawyer, that an action for libel could be sustained against
the paper, and heavy damages recovered. The libel

was printed in the daily, semi-weekly, and weekly
editions of the Inter. Ocean, and consequently has
had a very wide circulation, to the detriment of Mr.
Bennett's character among those who do not know
him or the work in which he is engaged.
Ho~ever, for the bene.fit of our ne~er subscribers,
we pomt out more speCifically the hes .. What the
"9,482" means we do not know, unless it be that
that is the number·1 up to date1 of the lies the Interd
Th
•
• •
0 ~ean h a~ to ld to mqmr~ng
correspon ents.
e
lymg begms promptly With the first word. To
call a man a beast may be Christian courtesy, but
even Christians should hesitate to do so unless they
hav some evidence to corroborate their assertions.
The only evidence they hav is that Mr. Bennett was·
tried on the ostensible charge of sending obscene
'1
Wh'l M B
t
h
~att~r t h rough t. e mal s.
~e
r. enne t ~as
m prlson.he.recelved the followmg letter regarding
that conv1ct10n and sentence:
WASHINGTON, D. c., A.ug. 20, 1879.
D. M. BENNETT, My JJear Friend: I hav just read your letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav thought of you every hour
that I hav been awake since your imprisonment. Every man
on the jury that convicted you committed a crime. Benedict
committed a crime when he refused a new trial, and Hayes
committed a crime when he listened to the hypocrits and religious zealots, and refused a pardon. Well, we will get even
with them all some day. Superstition cannot rule the world
forever, and the quicker the decisiv struggle comes the better.
I hope the keepers of your prison will hav sense enough to treat
you as you deserve, and not put you on 11 level with criminals.
You hav violated no law, committed no wrong, and made no
being unhappy. You hav lived an honorable, useful life, and
in any country not governed by Christians you would be free
and respected. Well, bear up as well as you can. Time goes
on, and in a little while liberty will unlock your cell and giv
you back to home and friends.
Yours truly,
R. G. L'1GERsoLL.
Would Colonel Ingersoll hav written that to a
beast, or the editor of the Inter- Ocean?
But a few short weeks ago, on learning there was
to be a reception tendered Mr. Bennett in San Francisco on his return from his trip, James Parton wrote
the promoters:
NEWBURYPORT, MAs~., A.pril6, 1882.
You intend, I hear, to giv Mr. D. M. Bennett a reception
upon his arrival in San Francisco. You will do yourselvs
honor by the act. The wrong which he endured was one
which can never be compensated or atoned for, but it can be
turned to our profit and his solace by such a public welcome as
you propose to giv him. He suffered for us. Human nature
itself was outraged in his person. The act for which he suffered was as innocent as selling a loaf of bread to a hungry
person. He violated no law, and he injured no creature.
Would James Parton hav written that about a
beast, or an Inter- Ocean editor?
The lying is consistently continued in the first sentence of the answer: "D. M. Bennett became no torious some years ago as a chief purveyor of obscene
literature."
This is certai_nly news to us, who hav kn.own Mr.
Bennett fl)r the past eight years, during all his trials,
and to his life-long friends, who, one and all, regard
him with the highest esteem. Obscenity is justly
and righteously regarded by all decent people with
d
d ·
d
h
d t t t'
Isgust, an Its ven ere loat ed as
e es a ·lOll an
slimy reptiles: And ,aet they· are honorable compared with a man who will falsely charge another
with the crime. A Presbyterian hell would be too
comfortable a place for such a. fellow.
The next is: "Anthony Comstock, of New York,
th f .
f
h
e r1en o young man ood, and apostle of pure
literature, ran Bennett down, had him arrested, tried,
a-nd convicted of sending cartloads of the foulest
and most obscene books, papers, etc., through the
mails to all parts of the country."
·
I n the fi rs t p 1ace A nth ony C omstock ls
not a friend
of young manhood. He is a detestable man, the
willing tool of an ecclesiastical organization composed of soap-boilin~ hypocrits and wholesale knaves.
His life. is one of ly1ng and deceit, and the example
he sets 1s an extremely bad one, .and one that if followed would deservedly land "young manhood, 1.n
the penitentiary unless protected by the whole power
of the church, as he is. Neither is he the" apostle of
pure literature." He is rather the "apostle" of
nastiness, for if there is any dirtier book in some of
.
h
h B'
h
'
Its parts, t an t e 1ble e worships, it has not yet
been named to us. The only grain of truth in the
whole thing is that Mr..;l~ennett was "arrested."
The rest is false. He was n~ver "tried." The farce
called a trial was but one of the legal preliminaries
necessary t_o his incarceration. He was condemned
f
h fi
rom t e rst. Everything in his favor was ruled
out by the bigoted judge. A long life of usefulness
and honor, of business integrity and social worth
even the book itself upon which he was to be con~
victed, all were set aside by the J'udge and J'ury who

a·

a

"committed a crime," and his liberty taken from him
at the behest of a church organization, which dreaded
him as a powerful and incorruptible opponent. There
were no "cartloads" of "foulest and obscene books
"
'
papers, etc. · Then~ was only one little fifteen-cent
pamphlet, which hundreds of the foremostcitizens of
the United States hav declared not obs~ene. Charles
Devens, then attorney-general of the United States
wrote of it: "In regard to the book itself, while it
·
·
seems to me a pub hcatwn not desirable to be made,
I am aware that -there may be much difference of
opinion upon the subject, and do not confound# with

1

tho~e o?scene P?J:blicati?ns, ~he ~ffect and object

of
wh~c~ ~s ,to exc~te the ~~au~.natw'!". and inflame the
passz?ns.
~e wrote this, h1s opmwn of the book,
to Ehzur W;r1ght, January 13, 1879 .. Regarding Mr.
Bennett's trial, the New "forkEvemng Express said:
"It involves· ~he right to I?rin!, publish, sell, and circulate
through the mails ma~ter. whwh rs no more offensiv to good
taste, an~ no more obJectwnable.on the s?ore of morals, than
passages II!- ~hakspere and the ~lble: It ls fast becoming the
general opmwn that Comstock IS domg more harm than good
py a zeal that is not according to knowledge, and officious meddling with private and public rights."
A
h b k
h nr. h ·
s to t e 00 • ~n trla1'.t e rras zngton Capital
was equally expliCit. It sald:
·
."While we boa~t ?f !Jni' freedo~, and claim for o~selvs the
~ldest range of op~nwn on·all subJ~cts,_ we are practically subJeCted to a despotism !rom sectarian mterference that is perfectly intolerable. The latest .instance of this reaches us from
New York, where D. M. Bennett was prosecuted by that Christian and scoundrel, Anthony Comstock, for sending, as it was
claimed, obscene literature through the mails. Comstock had
mailed an order, under an assumed name, for a book Bennett
had sold to popularize certain opinions concerning the marriage
tie.
"When the case came to trial before a judge of the United
States Circuit Court, Bennett's lawyer attempted to introduce
the book itself, but the honorable Dogberry decided that the
defendant should go to trial on such passages as the prosecutor
had seen fit to quote in the indictment. Such ruling surpassed
anything of the sort since Pontius Pilate, and would m~ke it
dangerous to mail a Bible or a copy of Shakspere to any one.
" Of course a ju~ge capable of such ruling was one who
would let no jury escape him, and he accordingly left the impartial twehre no other course than a verdict of guilty.
" The worst feature of this wretched business is that Congress
has sanctior1ed by law the tampering with mails on the part of
this charlatan that is fatal to the postal service. He travels at
the expense of the government, enters any J!lOStal car or office
he pleases, and trifles with private mail matter, at his sweet
will.
"This is all uncalled for-a melancholy farce. There is law
enough on the statute books of the states to arreet the circula.tion of obscene literature' without invading the mails. The
trouble is that these laws are not enforced, and while such
prosecutions are neglected, a great noise, with the smallest resuits, is indulged in to giv this _very unnecessary individual a
national notoriety."
One of the jurors was also conscious-stung at the
great wrong he had been instrumental in committing
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in convicting Mr. Bennett, an wrote this etter to
the New York Herald of March 27, 1879:
NEW YoRK, March 24, 1879.
To the Editor of the Herald, Sir: The newspaper reports of
the trial of Mr. D. M. Bennett for mailing" Cupid's Yokes'·'
seem to make a few words of explanation on my part necessary. For instance, the Herald report says: "Despite of
all arguments of eleven jurors, Valentine continued to vote for
the acquittal of the pri~oner, buts.eemed.~o tire of hie -eon~ne
ment toward daylight, and at half-past sJx yesterday mornmg,
when the last ballot was taken, voted for conviction.'' Now, it
is quite true that I was tired of confinement, and that another
juror was extremely anxious to get hol!le to a sick wife; but it is
not true that I changed my vote for those reasons, for I felt ·
sure that we would be discharged in a few hours whether averdict was found or not.· One reason for changing my vote was
to enable some appeal to be taken so that the true meaning of
the words "obscene" and" indecent" as used in the statute in
question might be determined by some higher court. After the
jury retired .for deliberation there was doubt about the meaning
of those words upon which the whole case hung. We had been
charged to f_(lllow strictly and only the definitions o_f the judge
(Hon. c. L. Benedict), and accordingly we sent to h1m for them
and received them in these words, which I copied at the time
(the italics are mine):
"'.l'he test of obscenity is whether the tendency of th~ matter
is to deprave and corrupt the morals of those whose mmds are
open to such in:fiuences and into whose hands a publication of
this sort mary fall."
"'Lewd, means a tend(JI'l,C'g to excite lustful thoughts."
"Passages are indecent within the meaning of. the statute if
they contain obscenity, that is to say, matter haVIng that form
of indecency which is calculated to promote the general corTuption of morals."
'l'hese definitions were so broad and uncertain that it seemed
to me they might be used to condemn a very large, and perhaps
the larger part of the literature of the country, as well as the
isolated p~sages that had been picked out of" Cupid's Yokes."
I say isola.ted passages, for the court did not allow the whole
book to come in evidence before us, although we each had a
copy of it in the jury-room. I felt, and I still feel, that these
definitions carry the statute much further than Congress ever
intended, or a fair application of it woulil. warrant.
•
The pamphlet in question seems to ~e ~mmoral ~rom ou~ ordinary point of view, but not obscene Withm the stnct !Deanmg of
the statute, although the isolated passage_s _selected m1g~t, standing by themselvs, come under the defimttons of the JUdge. I
wished therefore to maintain the right of the author, Mr. Heywood, ~nd of tho~e who agree with him, to differ from me.
Under tliese convic_tions I hesitated to do what seemed an act
of wrong and injustice to Mr. Benne~t (of whom I had ~o
knowledge whatever), but I could not VIolate my oath nor disobey the instructions of the court. I could only expressm7conviction by withholding my concurrence for a reasonable timeabout fifteen hours; then I gave it with a pro!est and as a
means to obtain a less sweeping construction ?f th1s statut~ upon
appeal or a change of it by those who made 1t. Had the Jurors
been left to construe and apply it Mr. Bennett would never hav
been convicted.
Yours very respectfully,
ALFRED A.. VALENTINE.
Commenting upon this letter, the New York World
said:
"The letter which is sent us· by Mr. Valentine! the ~issenting
juror in the case of Bennett, deserves careful ?onstderati~n. The
questions involved in that trial were very serwu~. A. ~ri_ter who
advocates unpopular opinions on important subJ~cts 1s ha"~?le to
be made t.he victim of legal prosecution unless his. legal rights
are protected with the utmost care • • • • In t~1s cas~ Judge
Benedict made a decision surprising to laymeJl m ruhn~ t~at
the context of the phrases quoted and relied upon in the mdwtment should not be read to the jury. Some of the ~ablest
books in our languuge could be so garbled by a selectiOn of
phra,ses as to bring them within the prohibition of the statute.
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Judge Benedict's definition of the o:fE~nse, concern~g which the of New York state had no more authority to pardon to an audi~nce of over. three thousand, and t~e gr~at
jury was required to find·, had the misfortune of bemg so vague Mr. Bennett than the meanest editor of the Inter- est enthusiasm preva1led throughout the meetmg.
as to be almost worthless, and required a judicial construction Ocean, and, so far as we know, no more disposition ~ext '!eek th~ traveler's own. account of the oc~a
from the jury. The tendency of Federal judges since the war to do it th~n that editor bas to tell the truth or be s1on w1ll ~e gtven, together wtth the lecture, whtch
has been to usurp the functions of the jury. Whether Judge
Benedict has yielded to this temptation or not, there is food for an hm;wrable man. But Hayes was applied to by a ~he co~m1ttee request~d leave to copy and ~ran.slate
reflection in Mr. Valentine's remark that, if the jury had been petition bearing the signature11 of over two hundred mto Smgalese, the nat1v language of the sp10y 1sle.
left to construe and apply the statute, Bennett would. not hav thousand reputable citizens of the United States, and
been .convicted.''
it was his conduct in refusing the request which Col.
Round the World.
The New York Volks. Zeitung was of the same Ingersoll denounced as a crime. There was nothing
The following is the list of subscribers whose names
said or written about the governor of New York,
, opinion, as its issue of March 27, 1880, shows:
will appear in the second volume, which is soon to
"If anything were needed to confirm our original jud~<ment but there was very much said and written "severely be published. If any who hav sent the "V" notice
animadverting"
upon
the
conduct
of
Hayes,
who
about Mr. Bennett's prosecution, the above card of M.r. Valentine is just that thing. Particularly weighty is that part of it afte,r once saying he did not regard the pamphlet a11 any error in it they will do us a favor by informing
which points out that not the character of the whole book, but obscene and promising to release Mr. Bennett " lis- us at once. We shall see the list for Vol. III. grow
only certain isolated passages of it were passed upon. How tened to the hypocrits and religious zealots and re- with feelings of pleasure.
appropriate is the remark of Mr. Valentine, that measured by
Ashman, James
Axteli,J.M.
Anderson. R. J.
that 'test ' the greater part of literature must be condemned. fused a pardon."
As
for
"skipping
out,"
we
presume
the
editor
of
In fact, what would become of Goethe, Schiller, Shakspere,
Berls, Herman
Brooks, M.
James
Byron, and similar unimportant (?) authors ? A.bove all, what the Inter- Ocean would be pleased to " skip" in the Backler,
Bally, .Pennock
Berrian. 111rs. H.
Brown, Jennie Butler
Bodell, Jacob
Brubaker, John R.
R. L.
would become of the Bible if we should take therefrom single same way did anybody regat:d his services ·as a Baker,
Bowen, Wm. R.
Buckemeer, Jacob
R. c.
sentences and words, and upon them found a judgment upon writer of sufficient w'orth topurchase a book of J;lis, Baldwin
Bower, Mrs. John, Jr.
Buford, P. G.
Barber, B. W.
Burgess, J.
Brander, Wm.
Barlow, C. A.
the moral or immoral character (or tendency) of these wtitings?
Beadle,
Isna.c
Brandon,
R.
W
..
Burgston, Frank
or
run
the
risk
of
intrusting
him
with
five
dollars
Bell, Addison A.
Brawley, W.E.
Burr, Chas.
0 ye pharisees and hypocrits !"
Bridges, James
without having a sheriff to watch him. But there is Bennett, John
The Winsted (Conn.) Press also felt deeply the no apparent danger of his "skif>ping" to India unoutrage, and gave this expression to its feelings:
Cate, E.
Colburn, C. E.
Constance, Chris
less a company of liars should select him as the chief Carr'•·
Jonh B.
es, Colby, Mrs. Amell& H. Corley, R. J.
"D. M. Bennett, edito'r of THE TRUTH SEEKER, in New among ten thousand. We respectfully recommend Cervantes,A.L. [2 ohar ' Collins, Frank W.
Corliss, E. 8.
Library
Colwell, Frank
Corry, J.P.
York, has been for some time under arrest for sending through him to the various harmonious Christian societies City
Cl~rk, Maggie E.
Conkl!n, Wm. W.
Cram, A.
the mails a copy of the now famous' Cupid's Yokes '-the
book for cir<!ulating which Heywood, its author, was unjustly who are engaged in spreading their gospel of dirt Dahinden, Jacob, Jr.
Deming, Clara A.
Dorrance, H. B.
Daniels, 0. E.
Diamond, Geo.
DOPB,A.M.
imprisoned in Massachusetts, he being soon after released by through the Indias. His services would be of value ])arl\ng,
H. W.
Draper, Ira E.
~1~~~~~:;r'F-:'.H.
order of the president. Bennett has had his trial, which has re- to them in making their reports of conversions.
Davies, J.
Dutton, Jerome
sulted in a wrdict of guilty. The trial was an infamously oneMr. Bennett dld lecture in India, as Jo Cook can
sided affair, the judge being an enemy to Freelhought and testify, but this is the first we knew of his develop.. ~~~trs~~~~~. G
Elliot, Josiah
Engstrom, John
apparently determined to convict the prisonPr and punish an ing into a seance-holding medium. We were ·1lso
Infidel by fair means if convenient, by foul means if necessary.
Fleming, Robert
Fry,J.H.
He refused to admit the testimony of such men as 0. B, Froth- in complete ignorance of his having any connection Farr, Clinton
ingham, Elizur Wright, and Oliver Johnson to p~ove that the with the Theosophist beyond being a friend to its Fleeck, E. T.
book was not obscene. The jury brought in a verdict of guilty editor.
G!les,E.M.
Gano H.
Green, F. I.
Glosser, H.
A. L.
Green, W. F.
at last, not because they considered Bennett guilty,· but to acThese facts are all familiar to the majority of our G·•rdner,
Gordon, G. A. M.D.
Gardner, B.J.i',, M.D.
Gregory. Waiter
commodate a juror who wished.to be liberated in order that he readers, but judging from the number of letters in- Garrett, Pat F.
Gre.-am,W.H H.
might go home to his wife. The court held that tne good
closin~
clippings
from
the
InterOcean
and
making
Haigh, Wm. Henry
Bennion, Altce .
object of the writer of the book was not a matter to be taken
Hoover, SUa.a
Herman, M. B.
Wm.
Hope, Peter
into consideration. The jury were to consider 'whether the inquiries, there are a large number of new recruits Hale,
Halev,J.H.
HopplniZ, S. J'
iW:l'~~;:.sgJ't~ A.
HousE, Dr. M. w.
tendency of the matter was to deprave or corrupt the morals of to Liberalism who are not yet in possession of them. Handley, J. A.
Haseltine, J.
Hilt, Dana
Hubbard, R.
those whose minds are open to such influences and into whose Those desiring further information can obtain it
Hoffner, Ed.
Hunt,R
H. H.
Jl:~<;,~: ~~sl.er
Holman, A. D.
Hutchison,
Luna H.
hands publications of this sort may fall.'
from the "Trial of D. M. Bennett," price 75 cents. Helghton,lllarlus
Holt.J. 0.
'' On this principle a jury of Infidels might find every Christian
Also
the
Iconoclas.t
last
week
published
a
brief
sketch
publisher in the lanrl a fit subject for the law's vengeance; and
Jones, L. M. & J. L.
Jordan, John
a Christian jury might cause to be fined and imprisoned every Of the life of Mr. Bennett, which can be obtained of Jeweli,Peterw.
Infidel pubhsher, or a jury of Prohibitionists every advertiser of W. H. Lamaster, Indianapolis, Ind., for five cents.
Kenyon, Daniel C.
Kimbrough, R. H.
intoxicating liquors, or a jury of vegetarians every publisher
We ha v only this much to add: That a writer on ft~f;~':A~:~ry B.
Kessler John G.
Klng,Geo. W.
who dared to advertise the virtues of meat, and sn on through a paper who will use his position to wilfully injure Kenck,Chrls.
Kimball, Murray
au endless category. Catholic might punish Protestant, and the character of a man who not only never harmed
vice versa, it being not a matter of right but of might in these
Ladd, Sherman W.
cases. Whether or not the tendency of a book is to 'deprave him, but never knowingly injured any one, or who t~¥~~~~ft:~~chuYler
and corrupt the morals' is a matter of mere opinion, suscepti- deliberately writes what he knows to be a lie, can ex- Lawrence, Cba.s. B.
ble of no proof whatever. Every reformatory document has a pect and deserves only the execration of all decent
tendency to ' corrupt the morals,' if we are to take the opinion people. And this is just what one of the editors of Malster, A. 0.
McCrone. C. Wesley
Mu.se, AlbPrt
Mead, Alfred,Sen,
of those who are opposed to reform, and they are generally in the Inter- Ocean has earned for himself.
Mo·tln, J. s.
Mead, Charles
the majority. The abominable ruling of Judge Benedict in
Martin, Mrs. S. M.
Metcalf John
Maxtleld, John
Bennett's case would muzzle the press of the Democratic party
Mr. Bennett's Movements.
throu~hout the United States during Republican ascendancy
Nerr, I. E.
Noble, Wm. J.
Norris, Col. S.
and m.ce versa. Not an abolition .paper could hav been tolerated
Last Monday we received a note from the return- NewKirk, Reuben
under it. Every Greenback journal might be silenced. Liberty of speech and press is a miserable farce if law sanctions ing pilgrim, from which we infer that it will be along parris, John B.
Pence, Allen
Power, Mark
Predmore, L.
the punishment of a man for sending through the mails, not in July before he gets East. But we will print the parrish, M.
~~~t,id c.Ii::liralm
Ro\.Je1"'t
Pugh John
matter that has corrupted anybody's morals, but matter that in letter, and then THE TRUTH SEEKER family will all PeRt,
Peck, W.H.
the opinion of a probable set of bigots and ignoramuses may know as much as we do about it:
possibly tend at some future time to cmTupt the morals of some
Quick, Simon
SAN JosE, CAL., June 17, 1882.
·
imaginary human being!
DEAR EuGENE: I am spending two or three days with the Reynolds, Rev.Charles B. Rocke. F.
"This outrage upon ~ennett and liberty is perhaps the openRowe,T.A.
Richmond, A. K.
Rockhlll, Clement
Rutherford, J. A.
ing of a Y. M. C. A.. plot to root out 'heresy' and establish good friends in this beautiful Santa Clara Valley. Yesterday I Rlley,
J. B.
Rogers, s. C.
Ryan, Hugh
the pet Christian God and his lackeys in power over a people visited the quicksilver mines of New Almaden twelve miles Robertson, PeterS.
heretofore superior to either or both. A.t any rate, every friend south of this place, where, within the last thirty years, 55,563,
Shomo, R.M.
Mrs. Emma A.
Stansfield, Geo.
of freedom ought to make Bennett's casfl his own at once and 327 pounds of quicksilver hav been procured from the bowels Sabine,
Schell!ng, J. U.
Sloan, H. E.
Steele, W. L.
aid him by voice and pen, ballot and pocket. book, in maintain- of the earth. With the exception of the Almaden mines in Schoenlmt,
Smlth,AoaB
Sterling,
C. S.
Geo.
W.
Smith. F.
Stewart, M. F.
H. W.
ing in this struggle that great pioneer of truth, conqueror for Spain, these are the most extenoiv quicksilver min~s in the world. Schow,
Smlth,llirs. Olive K.
Scofield,
D.
B.
Btr"tton,
Da'fld
The
process
of
reducing
the
ores
by
roasting,
and
the
distillajustice, and guardian of liberty, which all bigots and tyrants
Smith, J. R.
Scott, In~
Stuart, GranvUle
Seaver, Hobert
Smith, J. T.
Stuart, Joha E.
and 'heaven-ordained' public beggars and pilferers with tion of the heavy metal, are inter~sting to investigate.
Sheradln.
Mary
A.
Snyder,
c.
K.
Swaim,
Jesse
Last evening the frienus here gave me a reception in the Cal- Shloler,M.
good reason fear and detest-the right of free speech.
Springfield, I. W.
" Bennett has taken an appeal, but if not successful we shall ifornia 'rheater, a very neat establishment. The audience wasfair
in
numbers
and
appreciativ.
The
stage
was
profusely
and
soon hear of him· in his honorable old age as an occupant of a
Tlltany, Albert
Towery Thoma9 J.
Truesdell, W. H.
felon's cell-not there for any deed of dishonesty, or for law- tastefully decorated .with flowers and presented a beautiful Tinsley, James T.
San
.Jose
Libappearance.
Thomas
Jacob,
president
of
the
fully cheating his creditors, or for oppreasing the poor, or for
injuring his fellow-man in any way, but for simply sending eral League, presided and made the opening remarks. The Vore, Mary A.
through the mails a book which in the opinion of less than a City Band discoursed excellent music. 1\:l:iss Maud Loud reWllson,H. J.
Waggonor, Marshall 0. Watson, H. R.
dozen incompetent men may hav a tendency to cotTupt the cited "No Sects in Heaven" in a very creditable manner. Mr. W
West, Jobn
Wineman,P.
d.tts, Peter
Weybrlght, J. C.
Wood, Enos
morals of some person or persons, the existence of whom is R. H. Schwartz performed a cornet solo. Dr. J. L. York made Walkinshaw, Wm.
Wheeler. Geo. .
Wood,J.W.
the
speech
of
welcome,
and
made
a
brief
examination
of
the
Walltwe,
0.
M.
neither known nor specified. If this is the beginniPg, what may
White, Otis
Wool en,J.
Wallace. W. w.
me
welcome
to
claims
and
purposes
of
Liberalism.
He
made
Will\ams.H B.
Wright, Andrew
Ward, Leonard
we expect in the eud from the Comstock ' morality ' mill, and
Will!!, H.
Wright, S. G., M.D.
this beautiful portion of California. I followed in a brief de- Wardwell, B. F.
· theY. M. C. A. who grind it?"
scription of what I had witnessed in the Old World, the religious Wardwell, John F.
These are but a ·few of. an immense number of superstitions of the various countries, etc. Thirteen young men
opinions by the press of the country we might quote; of the Turn Verein sang a favorit song in fine style, when Zinsmeister' Jacob
but they are enough to show that there was not even Marion Todd, lawyer of San Francisco, made the closing speech
A Reception to D. M. Bennett.
one obscene book in question. All are agreed that in excellent style and spirit. After more music by the orchestra A PIWPOSITION THAT A DINNER BE GIVEN TO THE OLD PIL•
was
closed,
and
pretty
extensiv
handshakings
and
the
meeting
GRIM AT THE WATKINS CONVENTION.
the pamphlet in question was as free from obscenity congratulations followed.
as the classics and hundreds of books freely allowed
As Watkins Glen is the place where D. M. BenTo-day several friends will accompany me to Mount Hamilthe privileges of the mail. The "cartloads" is the ton, where the observatory is being constructed with the funds nett was first arrested, and where the persecution
infamous inventio-n of Christian malignity.
munificently donated by tlt.e late James Lick. I shall next visit against him by the Comstock crew first commenced
The next lie, that Mr. Bennett was sentenced to Stockton, Fresno, the Yosemite Valley, Modesto, etc., when I four years ago, I think it would be eminently proper
several years' imprisonment, is so small compared to will turn my face eastward, stopping at various points on the that the Freethinkers of the United States tender
way. Up to July 1st I may be addressed care The Great West,
the rest that it is almost lost sight of. The sentence Denver, Col., and after that care of J. C. Jones, 45 Franklin him a dinner and reception from his long journey at
of thirteen months, and not several years, was due to st., Chicago.
that place, at some time during the session of the
Yours truly,
D. .l.YI. B.
the great feeling manifested by the public in the
coming Freethinkers' Convention, to be held Aug.
case, and not to the leniency of Benedict, who, judgNoTHING can be more gratifying to the readers of 23d. And, as a member of that association, I move
ing from the disposition manifeti!ted on the trial, THE TRUTH SEEKER, and to the friends of Free- that such a dinner and reception be given to Mr.
would like to hav made the sentence a dungeon thought generally, than the account given in our Bennett on the evening of the third day of that confor life, if not the stake.
present issue, of the reception accorded to Mr. Ben- vention, and that the following named persons be the
The ignorance of the writer on the Inter- Ocean nett by the people of Ceylon. His farthest wish, he committee to make the proper arrangements, viz.:
in regard to the case is fully shown by his statement states, seems to hav been anticipated,, friends met him Hon. Elizur Wright, James Parton, T. B. Wakeman,
that "after serving part of his time, he [Mr. Ben- with outstretched hands at every point, and ample J. P. Mendum, CouLtlandt Palmer, and Amy Post.
nett] was pardoned by the governor of New York provisions for his accommodation were made in ad- And I ask all who second this motion to indicate
state, who in so doing used his authority in such an vance at different points which be was expeeted to through the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER, Invesarbitrary way as to giv pain and offense to the better visit. It is interesting in the extreme to know that tigator, or both.
H. L. GREEN.
class of citizens, not only of that state, but of the in the very centers of Christian missionary labor the
whole country, and much was said and written Se· standard of Freethought is raised above the ecclegiA NEW auxiliary League has been organized at
verely animadverting upon his conduct." As he was astical banners of the church, and that thousands Galva, Henry county, Ill., Dr. James F. Todd, sec·
convicted in the United States court, the governor rally to its support. Mr. Bennett lectured in Ceylon retary. Mr. F. F. Follett has been there.
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Wominued frompagd 407.)
were they to see it. The eyes and hair of all these
Buddha are so good that they require no image to people are intensely black, the hair straight and
enable you to remember them, and if you keep the glossy. I saw very few baldheaded people.
import of those teachings in your hearts, or in your
Five or six of my friends, on Washington's birthminds, you will not require any images. It is bet- day, accompanied me out eight miles in the country,
ter to exercise the memory more, and to have less where a Buddhistic festival was being held. The
images for the eye to rest upon. It is the same with ride was a very pleasant one, surrounded as we were
re~ard to Jesus, and the endless images made of him by all kinds of the most 1uxuriant tropical vegetaare prompted by precisely the same spirit that has tion. The festival building was constructed of tall
led to the images of Buddha, and all the gods of bamboo poles, with a good deal of ornamentation,
pagandom. There are no idolaters so ignorant as to Buddhistic pictures, etc. In the center was an altar,
think the image of atone, wood, or metal which they or something of the kind, containing a figure of Budbow down to is really the Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, dha, and around it a company of people were sij;ting,
Osiris, Jupiter, or any other god they may please to chanting some of the sayings .of Buddha, or a style
worship; but they regard the images as simply the of liturgy used in worship. It was not the time of
epresentatives of those gods, which are themselves d_ay for the masses to be present, and no public
invisible. To my view, all the principal religions of speaking was being held. I was, however, introthe world, with the exception of Mohammedanism, duced to some dozen of the priests, and was very
are little better than idolatry, and I cannot see that kindly received by them. The principal one was a
there is any difference between a Christian having a fine, large, genial, intellectual man, who, in his
picture of his god before him, and a worshiper physique, the shape of his head, the plumpness of his
of Siva, Kali, Christna~ or Mumbo Jumbo, doing the face, and his round, good-natured look, generally resame thing. It is all idolatry alike; the only differ- minded me of CoL Ingersoll, so much so, that it
ence is in degree.
comes handy to me to call him "Bob" in preference
While visiting at the temple ·or vihare, I was intro- to his real name-Amaramoli. We sat down, and
duced to the chief priest of the temple, and said to through an int-erpreter had a good long conversation,
be the greatest orator on the island, and a contro- upon the point of Buddhistic belief. The Buddhists
versalist of the first order. He is the one who held do not usually sit down in the presence of the priests,
a public debate with Christians a few years ago but I am not quite enough of a Buddhist yet to be
at Panadura, twenty mileil from Colombo, which, governed by all their rules, so I retained the sitting
was published by Messrs. Colby & Rich, under the attitude. I will give you a part of our conversation
title of" Christianity and Buddhism Face to Face." as nearly as I can remember it, which will give you
This orator acquitted himself well, and vanquished some hints as to what Buddhists believe. P reprehis opponents. His name is Mohottiwatte Gunama- sents the priest, and B myself.
naa. He does not speak English, and the conversaB.-I wish to inquire of you relative to a few points
tien between ~a had to be il!-terpreted; but he received of your belief.
.
me ve~ c?r~!ally. He said my" My Op~n Letter to.
P.-I will cheerfully answer all inquiries you wish
Jesus Ohr.Ist . had bee~ translated for h1m, and he to make if I am able to do so.
had read It With great mterest, and he was now glad
B.-Do Buddhists believe in any creator or perto see the pers?~ who wrote it. In a day or two he sonal deity?
returned my Vlfiit, ~1!-d called at m.y room, and we had
P.-No, we have no god.
another ~leasaa.t v1~1t, and I availed myself of ~he
B.-Do you believe that matter eternally existed?
opportum~y to m~mre aJ:~out several matters relative
P.-Yes, it is impossible to either create matter or
to Buddhism~ w:h10h. I wished to know more of.
destroy it.
All Buddhistic pn~sts wear a yellow robe of comB.-Do you believe that the laws of nature are ever
mon cotton, colored m a dye made of the bark of the set aside or in other words that miracles are ever
~ackwood, a tree .which grows abundantly on the perform~d? '
'
P.-No; the laws of nature are never set aside;
Island (the :rellow Is duller than that made by annat~o
and more like that produced by copperas). Then there is not a moment in which they cease to operdress consi~ts of three yards of muslin, also colored ate. There never was, and could not be, such an
yellow; this goes .around the body and held by. a operation as a miracle, because to produce o:ne the
strap above the hlp!!. The robe Is about the Size laws of nature would have to be subverted which
of an ordinary b~d-sheet, and is worn much in the cannot be the case.
'
style of the Grecian and Roman toga-placed upon
B.--That is much my belief. Do you believe that
the shoulders, and bro.ught aro~nd and thrown over there is any efficacy in prayer?
the left sh?ul.der, l~aVIng. the nght arm and ~boulder
P.-No; we have no being to pray to, and do not
bare. This 1s theu entue dress. They e~ther go believe that there is any efficacy in prayer. What a
barefooted or have s~ndals on the feet. Then heads person wants done he must do himself, and get
are sha:ved,. and I th~nk also t~e eyeJ:~rows cut off. some of his fellows to help him. That is the enly
They live l~ves of celibacy, e~t little ammal.fo~d, an.d kind of prayer that can avail.
take no. solid fo?d after 12 o c~ock M. Then t1me .1s
B-~We will not quarrel on that question, for I
pass~d m studymg the .te.achm~s of B.uddha or m think much the same way myself. Do you believe
copymg the books.contammg h1s teachmgs and the in a future life?
·
.
.
.
voluminous commentaries upon them. Buddha did
not allow his priests to be owners of property, but in
P.-Buddha ta~gh~ a kmd of Immortality, that we
modern times they hava degenerated ·somewhat in ne':er had a begmnmg, and hen.ce we ~an never
this respect, and some of them now are rich. This entuely end. But .when we attam to Nuvana '!e
custom is also said to have been introduced by the lose our persona~ existence an~ be~ome ab~orbed m
native ~ings who made large donations of lands to the great fountam or body of Intelligent enatenoe.
the priests for the benefit of education, eto. These
B.-I have great respect for much that Buddha
gifts were undoubtedly made in much the same spirit taught, ~ut I cannot understai_Id what grounds he h.ad
as Christian kings and· princes have given property up.on wh10h to bas~ the ~octn~e of an eternal. prwr
to the church and the priesthood -to place themselves ex1sten~e of the m.md or .n~telligenc.e. Accordmg ~o
on a good standing with the clergy, and to benefit !llY belief the mmd on.gm~tes With the body; It
their condition, possibly, in a future life. Property lB a product of o?-r orgamzatwn, and dates no farther
and· money, however, are corrupting influences in all back ~han the. t1me when we were begotten. The
religions and a rich priest or bishop cannot be re- material of whwh we are composed of course always
garded ;a 80 pure an_d unworldly a man as one who existed, but our indiv.iduality, that '!hich makes us
"lays not up treasures on earth." It is probable persons, began only Wlth our conceptiOn.
that wealth has the same corrupting influence upon
P.-~uddha spent a great deal of time and thought
the priests of Buddhism as of any other religion, and upon th1s subject, and he came to the firm conclusion
it is to be regretted that they have so far departed that the doctrine of metempsychosis is true, the same
from the strictness of Buddha's teachings al'! to be- as did Pythagoras, the great Grecian philosopher,
come the owners of property and money.
who was contemporaneous with Buddha. He said
I will here mention the ordinary style of dress worn he could remember some of his previous existences,
by the people. It comes nearer to the European and that once he was a cock, and at another time a
than any other nation's dress I have met with. The king. You cannot think such a man as Pythagoras
principal part of the men in the cities and towns would be guilty of falsehood.
wear the European coat, vest, shirt, hat, and shoes,
B.-No; I entertain toohi~h an opinion of Pythagbut in place of pants they wear three yards of cloth oras to think he would utter what he believed an unheld around the waist by a leather strap, and they truth, and I have a similar opinion of Buddha; but
wear n.eith~r .drawe~s nor pants. This is all ~hey retain they.lived in an age of t~e world when JDetempsyof theu or1gmal tribal costume. The ordmary dress chos1s was almost the umversal belief among the
of women is the same waist cloth, held by a strap or intelligent nation!-1 of the earth, and it is very nat_belt, and coming down to the feet, anll a very short, ural that they should have fallen into the same kind
open, loose jacket or spencer without sleeves, coming of belief. No doubt they were perfectly honest in
down to the waist, and seldom fastened in front. maintaining it. I can hardly see any grounds for
The dresses of the better classes and for extra occa- believing it true. It is just as easy for nature to
sions are much in the European style-long skirts, etc., originate the mind as the body, and in my opinion
wit~ decorati.ons of jewelry, and the like .. The ~arm- the mind had not a preexistence any more than the
era and laboring people dress much as m India-a body. We see that a new-born infant has less mind
simple waist-cloth. It is the custom here for men to than body, but that it has in an andeveloped state
wear the hair long, and to do it up on the back of the the apparatus or machinery for producing mind, and
head as women do in our country, .ne.arly all wearin.g with the use of ~he eres, ears, and the other organs
round combs to help hold the hau m place. Their and senses, the little mtellect became expanded and
long suits of profuse, jet-black, glossy hair would enlarged to what man is capable of attaining. If
doubtless be the envy of many American women our minds had a previous existence, why cannot we

remember something about it, and why are we such
absolute know-nothings when we are born?
P.-Our previous existences were like dreams real
and conscious, while being lived, but like a <heam
the memory of it passes away ~hen the dream is over.
Buddha taught that after Nuvana is attained the
memory of all previous existenoas returned, so that
the whole course of being could be reviewed if desired.
B.-Yes, but I can see no warrant or authority in"
nature for all this, and I cannot accept what Buddha
taught any more than anybody else, unless there are
real proofs to sustain it. Now, does not the fact
that families, tribes, and nations bear a strong resemblance to each other in mental qualities as well as
physical go to prove that we inherit the mental part
of our being precisely as we do the physical? If it
were not so, and the doctrine of previous births -and
existences is true, would we not see the greatest possible differences between the mental characteristics
of numbers of tlie same family, tribe, and nation?
Would there be one chance in a million for two
brothers, or for father and son, to bear any mental
resemblanee to each other?
.
P.-Well, perhaps I cannot fully explain how it is,
but we are told to believe in previous ·births, and
without that previous ex!stence there is no:logical
grounds to expect an existence hereafter.
B.-I admit that lo~ic indicates that we cannot be
immortal after this existence unless we wereimmortal before, for, as I have often said, whatever has a
beginning must have an end.:.....whatever has one end
must have two. So if we have an existence after this
it must be regarded as merely a continued existence
and not immortal life. It niay last ten thousand
years, but at some time we must come to an end if we
had a beginning. I admit that the only logical argument in favor of immortality is the doctrine of reincarnation, or your doctrine of previous existence.
But, admitting for a moment that the doctrine is
true, where is the law that governs the matter that
there shall always be a soul ready to step in every
time a new person is begotton or born? There would
seem that there sometimes must be derangements in
the law of demand and supply. There would seem
to be a liability of there being an over-supply of
souls at one time for the bodies to be supplied, and
at other times that there would not be enough to go
around. For instance, scientists tell us that there
was ·a time when this earth was unfit to be inhabited
by organized beings-that there was a time when no
plant or a~imal could live upon it. Now att_}J.~J]!!!l!l: __
ent time there are some 1,500,000,000 liuman bemgs
upon the earth, and perhaps ten times as many animals of different kinds. Supposing for a moment
that 500,000,000,000 years thus passed before any
form of animal life was upon the earth needing a
soul, what were all the souls doing through that inconceivable period? And does it not show a hitch
in natu\e's arrangements that so many souls should
have to remain unoccupied all that time? And
again, suppose that within the next fifty years the
men and animals should increase on the earth five
hundred per cent, where could the souls be found to
aupply them all? Is there not an incongruity, a great
probability of derangement in the principle of supply
and demand, a great want of perfection in the system?
P.-Yes, but you must remember that this· is not
the only world in existence; there are perhaps millions of other worlds to draw from, and if there were
a deficiency of souls for instance in this world for
the births taking place, there would be a plenty in
the other worlds to meet the demand.
B.-No matter how many worlds there are, the
principle is the same. There is a possibility of the
demand for souls for new animal births to be ten
times as great at one period as at another, so if there
are enough of souls to meet the greatest possible demand there must be an immense number to remain
in idleness or inactivity for immense periods of time.
Besides, there appears to be no authority that we get
any part of our being, whether physical or mental,
from any other world than this. By the laws of the
universe the matter and the existences of individuals
that belong to the earth cannot leave it or get away
from the potent influences that hold it here. It is
probably the same with all worlds; the laws of
attraction and gravitation hold on each permanently
every, form and substance that belongs to it. There
is nothing that warrants us to believe that any form
of organized life that belongs to any world can
throw off the forces which hold it to that world;
they are a part of it and cannot dissever themselves
from it. Does it not seem to you a more perfect
system for each world ~o furnish all. the ne~essit!es
and material for the ammals and bemgs which live
upon it rather than that they should be dependent
upon some other world for a part of their existence
-their soul, fbr instance? And so long as we can
find in our parentage the mode of our origin in
nature, all the necessary resources to furnish what
we have and what we are, is it not needless to look
elsewhere?
P. (hesitatingly)-! do not know that I have any
further arguments to advance. I have given Y.ou the
substance of the teachings of Buddha upon thiS sub-
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jeot. I think you had better see the high priest in
Colombo; he may be able to make the matter more
clear to you than I can.
.
B.-Will you pleas~ give me Buddha's doctrine of
Karma?
P.-I will refer you to the high priest on this subject all!!o, for he can explain it better than I can.
B.-May I ask you, Do you believe in a state of
future punishment-a hell ?
P.-We accept the law that. bad actions necessarily entail unhappiness, ana that if this is not reached
in this life it will be in a future life, though it is
our belief that most of the punishment for bad conduct comes in future bad births. The better we do
here the better will be our condition the next time
we are born. When Nirvana is reached then repeated births are over; we have to be born no more.
We then enter into a state of reat and peace with no
further anxieties, do further desires.
B.-Do you believe in a center or head. devil who
inflicts punishment for bad conduct performed here?
P.-No; nothing of the kind. We recognize the
existence of bad spirits, of dark spirits, but we have
no supreme devil.
B.-Let me ask a question about Nirvana. Is it a
continued existence, or is it a cessation of existence?
Does Buddha still exist as an individuality?
P.-There is a difference of opinion among Buddhists on this point. Northern Buddhists, those living in Thibet, Nepaul, etc., believe that Nirvana
is a state of conscious but peaceful existen~e-a state
of rest and peace but still retaining consciousnesswhile we of the Routh, in Ceylon; Burmah, Siam,.
etc., believe that Nirvana is a state where personal
consciousness ends and where there really is no individual existence. We understand Buddha's doctrines
to be this; then since he reached Nirvana we believe
he no longer exists. Existence and perfect rest are
incompatible with each other.
B.-Do you as a people believe that the planets
have an influence over the destiny and fortunes of
individuals in this world ? In other words, do you
regard astrology as true ?
P.-We do.
B.-Do you personaliy believe in Occultism? Do
you believe that by a course of mental and physical
training the mind becomes able to exercise control
over the forces of nature, as, for instence, to be able
to move small bodies of matter by will power, for
two people at a distance to hold communication with
each other, and to cause one form of matter to pass
through other forms?
P.-I do.
B.-Have you witnessed anything of the kind
yourself ?
-·
P.-I have, several times.
B.-Let me ask you a question about your priesthood. You profess to lead strictly celibate lives.
The Catholic priesthood do the same, but we find that
Christian priests have been known to step aside,
yield to the allurements of nature, and thus break
their vows; in fact, we have got to think the Christian clergy about as sensual as any other class among
us. I want to ask if you Buddhistic priests sometimes act in this way. Are not the attractions of the
opposite sex too much for you?
P. (smiling)-! cannot say.but what priests among
us have sometimes been gmlty of such conduct as
you allude to, but the cases are not common. If
they do wrong in that direction they are expected to
withdraw from the priesthood.
B ..- Do not some of your priests hold property in
their own name, and do they not show a fondness
for acquiring worldly possessions? (I was informed
that this same priest owns a good deal of property.)
P.-Yes, this custom has gradually crept iiJ. within
the last few hundred years, though it is not strictly
in accordance with Buddha's requirements. Perhaps
a wrong has been done in this direction.
B.-I ~hank you for your kindness .in answering
my_ questwns. I thank you for the gemal manner in
whwh you have received me. My interview with
you has been very pleasant. I thank you for it. I
find we agree on a good many points.
P.-You are very welcome for whatever I have
been able to tell you. I feel honored by your visit
to me, and thank you for coming. I think were you
to study the teachings of Buddha closely we would
agree on more points still.
. After looking at a couple of elephants which were
m attendance. at the festival, going through a series
of _Performanctls, and after partaking of a lunch
~hich had been prepared for us, we returned to the
City.
A half day was spent in visiting by carriage
several places of interest in the suburbs of the city.
Mr. yvm. Fr!ld. Wijeyesakera, secre~ary of the TheosophiCal SoCiety, and Mr. J. R. De Silva accompanied
me. We called at the hospital and medical college
and museum, which is a well constructed establishment. The hospital is very roomy and cleanly, and
capable o_f !l'ccommo~~tin~ se.veral hundred patients.
The pres1dmg physw1an 1s a native, and a man of
fine parts and abilities. He has some thirty young
men with him in the hospital learning practice, etc.
The college is a suitable building for a medical

school, a modern structure. The museum contains a
good de!ll of interest to medical men, including representatiOns of morbid conditions of various parts of
the body, of abnormal formations, etc., with muah
of natural history, osteology, etc.
We also vil!!ited the insane asylum, the museum of
antiquities of the island, and the cemetery, the front
part of which is used for Europeans, and the rear
part by Buddhists, who inter their dead, save the
priests, who are cremated. The Buddhists leave their
graves entirely plain, without tombstones or other
decorations. In the cemetery I saw the gombogetree, from which that drastic drug is obtained. On
our return we stopped at Mr. Wijeysakera's home,
q~affed t~e juice of King Cocoanut, looked through
his extensive grounds, and saw several kinds of palm,
the breadfruit-tree, the jackfruit-tree, the nuxvomica-tree, pimento or allpspice shrub, nutmeg-tree,
pineapples of different varieties. It is not the season for breadfruit to be ri~e, but I have eaten some
which were sliced and fried in cocoanut oil, much
as potato chips are fried with us and called "Saratoga chips." The fruit iB now about half grown.
The fruit is said to be more like boiled potato than
like bread. It is cooked before eaten. This tree grows
erect, often to pretty large size, with a leaf a foot
in len~th and divided into lobes, rich and shiny
in appearance. The jackfruit is as big as a large
watermelon, and grows· on a tree as tall as the elm
--=not at the ends of the limbs as with most fruit, but
on a stout twig for the purpose on the trunk of the
tree or the main branches. It is much eaten by the
natives, and has a sweet taste, though the meat seems
a little tough and coarse, like a pumpkin. Its enormous size makes it ample as a meal for several persons. The wood of the tree is yellow, somewhat like
some varieties of mulberry, and is used for buildingtimber. The bananas are also largely depended upon
here fo:r food. I saw many of the large bunches of
fruit on the trees covered with a kind of basket made
of palm-leaves.· Upon inquiring what that was for,
I was told it was to prevent the effects of any evil
eye which might be cast upon it. The more ignorant
people seem to believe that some evilly disposed persons possess the power to destroy the growth of fruit
by the power of the eye.
Let me mention the harbor works which the government have in course of construction at Colombo.
A heavy wall of concrete stone, made in very heavy
blocks, weighing nearly a ton, is being laid across
from one point to another, a distance of two miles,
inside of which will be a very secure harbor where
ships and steamers can safely rest, no matter how
furiously the storm may rage outside. The blocks
are composed of sand, broken stone, and Portland
cement. The breaking of the stone and the mixing
of the blocks is done by convicts. The blocks are
lifted and placed by steam cranes. The work is
heavy and expensive, but it will be of great utility to
the town when complete<i.
Among the items I have picked up in Ceylon I
learn that it is not very desirable for a man to have
a family of daughters, for with every daughter he
has to give with her in marriage quite a handsome
dowry, when he is able to do so, as scarcely any
young man thinks of marrying unless he gets a good
dowry with the bride. When a father has several
girls this is a very heavy tax to him.

Partial Corections of English Spellings.
A:PROVED BY THE PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
[1'h•s Comunicat•on i•~peU in acordancc with the Corections.]

BY :MRS. ELIZA B. BURNZ.

·The English Philological Society has recomended for general
us~ sum ''.Partial Corections of Engli~h Spellings;" thoze corectiOns, w1th the reazons for them, bemg set forth it a pamfiet
publisht under the auspices of the society. In this action it
has shown a sound common sense, without which the greatest
atainments in lerning ar of littl practical va.Iue. It would be
excee~in~ly gratifying to lern tha:t the English Spelling H,eform
~ssomatwn. accepted _theze co~ections _and uzed them iu printing
1ts transactions and m carrymg on 1ts educational work. It
would be also cauz for rejoicing if members of the American
Philol?~cal A.ssocia:ti.on, and. the American Spelling Reform
A.ssomation, recogmzmg the importance of concerted action
with English reformers, wer also to recomend and uze theze
" Partial Corections " in writing and printing. This coud be
done _without any loss or dignity by American spelling reformers, smse the English " Partial Corections " and the American
~' Five Rules" harmonize. There is reazon to beleev that spell~g reform _would progress far more rapidly than it has yet done
~fa determmed e~ort was ~nitedly made by its friends to put
m use these partial corections, without further change, until
they wer adopted by the press generally; perfect alfabets, new
letters, and exact fonetic spelling being, for a time, relegated to
the indefinite future, or to "spelling experimenters," publisht
at the expense of their authors.
The " ?artial Corections" comend themselvz to the press
and public, becauz they ar in harmony with the English uzage
of the Roman letters, and becauz the rezultiug print is eazily
red; each of which considerations may be considered as an
essential toward efecting that partial change of spelling which
must precede a complete reform of Fnglish orthografy. The
chief value of the "Partial Corections" (which ar now recomended by Dr. Murray and his fellow filologists upon etymologi·
cal or historic grounds) wil consist in their becoming precedents
for analogus changes, made not for historic, but for purely
fonetic reazons. A.t prezent, however, we may be satisfied to
go no further than the "Partial Corections '' prescribe, sinse
quite a large per cent. of spelling is changed by the corections
alone.
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The progress of spelling reform has been greatly retarded by
the wholemle changes proposed for immediate adoption by·many
of its frends. I hav felt deeply greevd at what, in my opinion,
has been a great waste of the splendid oportunities ofered to its
le~tders. Four years ago, if the distingnisht filologists who
heded the moovment had prepared articls spelt on the basis of
the" Partial Corections" or the" Five Rules," they would
hR.v been welcumd and readily printed by the Independent (N.
Y.), New England Journal of Education, Princeton Revieio,
and other first-class papers. I think they rniht almost hav
made historitl spelling- fashionable, and thus prepared the way
for still further simplifications; but insted of a revized orthografy, which peopl generally would hav acknowledged to be, at
least. " sensibl," a style of spelling was urged upon the Spelling Reform Association and the public which neither, and
especially the latter, was redy to apreciate. The new print was
un-Eoglish in apeerance and difi.cult to read; the script. quite
unsuited for business use or for corespondence with non-fonetic
persons; ·nhile the compozitors of frendlv papers wer so hevilyta:xt by new and cut letters that the publishers could not aford
to giv the help to spelling reform which. they really dezired to
bestow.· A number ®f papers, however, as the Hom8 Journ<il
and TRu'rH SEEKER (N. Y.), Tribune (Chicago), the various
shorthand periodicals, and many others, ar regularly printed
with a simplified spelling of certain classes of words selected by
their editors; and it is to be hoped that, when the book of
"Partial Corrections " is more widely distributed and its teachings better understood, the latter will be accepted as a basis for
concerted and uniform action by spelling reformers and frendly
publishers.

Ho! for Watkins.
Less than ten years hav passed since the Freethought movement in this country began to take
upon itself the form of organization. What strides
the movement has made in the decade! Not so
much in the matter of organization, perhaps, as in the
wide diffusicn of the spirit of investigation and individualization. It seems but a short time since the
Liberals held at Wolcott, N. Y., their first great
meeting. No one could hav foretold whether many
or few would attend the proposed convention, or
whether or no those who migh~ be present would be
in sympathy with the movement. But when the
time came, to the great surprise and delight of the
Liberals, they found their numberB in the W oloott
Grove much larger and the people more enthusiastic
than they bad dared to hope for.
The next question that :flashed upon the minds of
the leaders of that project was, "Can we hav other
meetings like this in different parts of the state, and
in other states?" It was decided there that an effort
should be made to get up such conventions in different parts of the country; and from that day to this
New York has kept up its Freethought convention,
while other states bav imitated her example to some
extent; and, as a result, Freethought, like a tide, has
:flowed far ·and wide over the land.
Now, this matter of coming together in convention
was no mere aecident. The seed of }free thought had
been sowed broadcast by the Liberal press for many
years.
The Boston Investigato1· for half a century had
been doing battle for mental freedom, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER, though but recently in the field, was
swinging its battle-ax with telling effect upon hoaryheaded superstitions. The Wolcott Convention was
the natural fruit of these labors. But while we delight to honor both of these grand papers, we cannot
forget, and should not overlook, the service performed
by our indefatigable colaborer, H. L. Green. It
was he who agitated the matter regarding the convention several months previous to its session. And
to him belongs the credit of keeping up that agitation every week in the newspapers, and by correspondence and lecturing until his efforts resulted in
the success of that grand meeting. It was grand
because we had never before had anything like it,
and grand because so many similar conventions, in
all parts of the country, hav followed in its wake.
H. L. Green worked hard, and without remuneration, for all he received was comparativly nothing
for the service he rendered the cause. And although
so poorly paid, he has, nevertheless, kept on in the
same kind of work, and at the same price. Now it
is becau~e he has labored hard, in season and out of
season, for Freethought, that I, for one, feel bound
to honor and aid him as much as I can.
Brother Green is at present making every effort
he can to insure success to our next convention,
which will be held in August, and I most sincerely
hope he may find the hearty co-operation and support of the Liberals of New York and other states,
as he certainly deserves a more generous support
than he has ever yet received. Liberal friends, let
us lend him a band-an open hand-and we shall
find, when the Watkins convention is held, that our
~ontributions hav been wisely bestowed.
Boston, Mass.
W. S. BELL.
THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent to new subscribers three months ·for half a dollar. Let those who
are interested in the spread ef Freethought induce
their friends to become trial subscribers.
WE hav received from Burnz & Co. a copy of the
"Partial Corections of English Sspellings, approved
by the English Philological Society." _Mrs. Eliza B.
Barnz advocates their adoption in an article which
we take from the New York Independent. THE
TRuTH SEEKER is recognized as one of the leading
spelling reform papers.
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possessed, self-reliant, cold, with no disposition to would see that one must first become very liberal
conciliate. On the other side of the room sat Chris- before he will giv Spiritualism its due consideration
tianity, sweating under the weight of the mantle of Once I called myself a Christian, and said I be:
charity, with no disposition to extend even the hem lieved all the Bible taught, ~ut that was before I
MoDENA, June 12, 1882.
of the mantle to the other side of the room. At this had learned to read much; having great anxiety to
MR. EDITOR: As I see you hav the first volume of juncture, as with one voice, they inquired of me what get my soul saved, of course I believed, for I had
your book, "A Truth Seeker Around the World," fin- I considered the basic principle of reform. I an- been told that that was the proper way; but my orished, and ready for your subscribers, please find sw>Jred, "Love for justice and humanity." Brother ganization was such that reading was one of the
inclosed $5, and send the book by return mail, also Bennett started for the door on his side of the room, greatest of pleasures, and gradually my mind has
one dollar for your paper for three months to two new and Brother Ford started for the door on his side of changed into what I call true Liberalism. I hav
subscribers, which I made a raise of last week. Please the room, each exclaiming, as they strode away, read a score of Bibles, and found gems of thought
forward their papers by first mail.
in all of them, also much that is crude, and the
"Too indefinit-too indefinit."
Yours truly,
H. B. DoRRANCE.
The conference was a failure, and why? For the Christian Bible is no exception. Well may it be
reason that our education has been too individual- called the book of books, teaching as sublime morals
DAYTON, June 9, 1882.
istic, while it should hav been cosmopolitan. We must as ever were taught, and at the same time teaching
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5 for the Round-the-World merge the individual into that of brotherhood-we as damnable doctrins as the brain of man could con• books. I hav followed the faithful old man as he must become welded together into one solid phalanx. ceive. And here is what Liberalism does for a man:
journeyed on through the rotten Old World, meeting Thus organized we might dictate the terms to our It sets him free, it teaches him to discover between
with all kinds of obstacles in his way, even some of oppressors; we should be invincible, Unorganized, husk and chaff, to accept of a truth wherever he
his old New York ·opponents following him and try- we are compelled to paddle our own canoe; organing to destroy what little pleasures he might enjoy ized, we may fioa:; in a magnificent steam palace. I finds it, whether in the Bible or THE TRUTH SEEKER
to think and believe as reasoa teaches him, to freer;
on his journey. But I am glad to see that he is more hav taken the Irish Wm·ld for three years and a-half, speak his honest thoughts, and to grant unto others
than a match for them, and that he is receiving and I am not acquainted with its equal in ability, all the rights and privileges he claims for himself.
great attention from the higher and most educated zeal, or honest purpose, as an exponent of the op- Here is only one thing out of a thousand that one
of the different countries through which he passes.
pressed, yet I hav no sympathy with its religion, its has got to believe in order to believe the Bible. Let
Respectfully yours,
J. B. RILEY.
Gvd, its Christ, its Mary, or its saints. If Patrick any one read the various accounts of the numbering
Ford had not this one wealmess, I should be as apt of the children of Israel. He will readily see that
DESIGNED FOR THE EYE OF MR. J, PETTY.
to fall down and worship him as any object I know about ten million of people went into a country oneSEDALIA, Mo., June 20,1882.
of. I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for nearly three sixth or one-seventh the size of Kansas. This would
J. PETTY, LA CRossE, Wis.: I hav just finished a years, and value it highly; am pleased to notice that make a very rlense population; and we are told in
careful perusal of your communication in THE TRUTH it g1vs space occasionally to the workingman's cause; Deut, vii, 1, that there were seven nations more mighty
SEEKER of May 28th, headed "A Talk With the Work- I hope the space will increase, as the labor question than the)"' already there. Then there were in this
ingmen," and as I am one of the class addressed, I is increasing in importance daily, and it is destined little country about thirty little nationFJ. The Philam prompted to respond to so disinterested an effort to be the question for the next decade.
istines was one of the little nations; and we read in
in my behalf.
Brother Petty, you hint that "A Talk With the 1 Sam. xiii, 5, that they went to fight Israel, and
As you appear to possess quite a fund of acquired Workingmen" might be your last appeal to them. they had thirty thousand chariots, and footmen like
information, I shall infer that you are not a work- To me this sounds strange from a man who has we - the sand on the seashore in multitude, besides a body
ingman, for you hav put the brand of "fool " on defined convictions of right and wrong. Hav the of horsemen; and this is only a little nation. We
every workingman.
courage of your convictions. and repeat the assault read of little fights where one, two, three, four, and
Friend Petty, do you really think that the five so long as there appears a Shylock in the field. Let even five hundred thousand were slain on a side·
thousand workingmen who weekly read THE TRUTH the banker, the land-grabber, the lawyer, the priest, and after one of the little nations had fought and
SEEKER never hav a thought above the thought of the great and small gamblers, and the most con- lost hundreds of thousands one day, they were ready
fools?
temptible dogs in the kennel-the political jobbers- to fight and lose as many the next day, and the
Do you sincerely believe that the hundred thou- know that a day of reck;oning awaits them in the third day kill a few hundred thousand of their
sand readers of the Irish World are driveling fools? near future, when not only justice for the future, enemy; but this was in the days when wonders were
Did it never occur to you that possibly a few· of but restitution for the past, will be demanded.
heaped upon wonders Liberals generally look upon
the three hundred thousand workingmen of the
Brother Petty, I will strike with you blow for such stories •in the Bible as idle tales. But when
Greenback organizg,tion might possibly possess a blow against the whisky and tobacco fiends. Twelve they read "Do unto others as ye would that others
"Petty" amount of information on the subject of hours per day labor upon a shoe-bench leaves me should do unto you," they are willing t~ acknowlfinance as practically applied in the administration but little time to devote to the pen, but I feel anx- edge that it is good, it springs from a noble heart;
of the government?
ious to bear my testimony against the evils that all Liberals should love it, they should think of it
Did the thought ever present itself to your mind afflict humanity.
every day, and try to make every action of their life
Truly yours, A WoRKINGMAN.
that the thousands of workingmen who read THE
correspond to it. It was taught by the greatest
TRUTH SEEKER, Investigator, This World, Age, Iconosages of earth. But what man can read David's__
PHILADELPHIA, PA., June 20,1882.
clast, and Liberal, and who hav read Voltaire, Hume, MR. EDITOR: Startling, terrible facts are portrayed prayer for his ememies-" Set thou a wicked man
Paine, Volney, Bennett, Ingersoll, Bradlaugh, Un- in that able letter published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of over him; and let Satan be at his right hand. When
derwood, Frances Wright, and Slenker, might also May 27th. Reader, please peruse that article again, he shall be judged, let him be condemned; and let
hav read the Old and New Testaments, and possibly and then ask, Will not every truth seeker exclaim, his prayer become sin. Let his days be few; aud let
committed to memory as much of their pages as What is the remedy ?
another take his office. Let his children be fatherbrother Petty has kindly quoted for their instruclVIr. Bennett speaks against the oppression of the la- less, and his wife a wido.w. Let his children be contion?
boring classes in every country through which he tinually vagabonds and beg; let them also seek their
Did you ever realize that for every material com- traveled; and in his honest, brave search for truth bread out of their desolate place. Let the extortioner
fort and luxury that you may enjoy you are indebted will welcome to his columns full discussions upon catch all that he hath, and let the storms spoil his
to the workingmen and workingwomen ? The million this subject. Now, I propose that those readers of labor. Let there be none to extend mercy unto him,
palaces, with their beautiful surroundings, that deck THE TRUTH SEEKER who hav a remedy for the evils neither let there be any to favor his fatherless chilthe earth, the magnificent steamers that dot the spoken of in Mr. Pettey's letter, ventilate it in a dren. "-and say it's good; it comes from a man after
surface of every sea, the priceless volumes that con- short article in our glorious Freethought organ.
God's. own heart? Surely, he that can do it, is lost
stitute the hoarded thought of past ages, the print0 dear TRUTH SEEKER friends, I beseech you to se- to all sense of honor.
ing-press, the sewing machine, the telegraph, and riously consider this important subject. Do you know
I look upon thousands. who believe these 'dogmas
the photograph, are each and all the product of the that our nation is doomed to destruction unless la- with pity instead of ·contempt. Thousands of Chrisbrain or brawn of the workingmen and working- bor reform triumphs ? Do you know that aristoc- tian women are in as; great a darkness as the women
women. Bro. Petty, I refer you to these results, and racy has caused the downfall of every nation which of Utah, and men, too. But Liberalism is gradually
ask you, in all candor, were they conceived and has been destroyed? For this there is a philosoph- doing its noble work. Martin Luther lived to see
brought forth by a mass of gaping fools ?
ical and physiological reason. The brains and bodies Protestantism flash over Europe, the pope tremble
Bro. Petty, if you might collect all the intelligence of aristocrats become· weakened for the· want of on his throne, and lose all his vast dominions except
of civilized society in one aggregation, and could proper useful exercise; the brains and bodies of the Italy and Spain; but in a few years the church had
separate that which is practically useful to human- laborers by overwork. Thus both classes degenerate regained it all, besides adding much. It was because
ity from that which has little or no value to the until a nation is ruined and many arts and sciences she had the most perfect organization. Throughout
the world the pope has 1,000 bishops, who wear the
race, I think I should be able to demonstrate, be- lost.
yond a doubt, that all practical and useful intelliNow, the remedy is for all people to do their ·share miter of the ruler. These bishops hav 250,060 priests
gence is monopolized by the workingmen and work- of the world's work. How shall we bring this about ? to help them pull the wool over the eyes, and the
ingwomen. Believing thus, I refuse to wear the col- By industrial organization! We laborers must unite, stamps out of the pockets, of 225,000,000 of ignorant
lar you hav prepared for my neck.
own our own business, and cease working for aristo- dupes. Then there are thousands of other organizaI do. not share in the opinion that ignorance is the crats, hav our own currency, and cease using the tions to combat. But Liberalism is the ism for the
mountain that stands between the workingmen and Shylock banker's money. We will thus bless them emergency, She's not dead, nor in her last throes.
their rights. What is most needed, as I think, is as well as ourselvs, for they will be healthier and Sensible Liberals know before the accomplishment
oRGANIZATION-no amount of intelligence will effect happier if they perform some useful labor. The of a revolution of this kind that the people must
any great object without proper organization. We
hav time to adapt themselvs to the new order of
hav formed our line of thought in isolation, and the workers cf the world are now arising to the truth things. All truths hav been very slo'V in gaining
that labor is honorable. Oh I may it be freed, not ground, and the very last thing one will part with is
consequence is there are no two who think alike;
there is no cohesiv force, no right, no left, no center; by the sword, but by the pen! For a peaceful solu- gods, devils, and ghosts. Liberalism says deeds, not
no standard to rally around, no commander to tion of this great question let us hope.
creeds; humanity, and not Christianity; salvation
Yours for all truth,
SADA BAILEY.
direct our movemPnts; we are simply a mob. Allow
for all denominations; justice instead of faith, edtme to giv you a crude illustration of what little
peter, and brimstone; love to mankind, not to God
INGALLS, LINCOLN Co., KAN., June 15, 282.
weight intelligence has when exercised individually,
and ghosts. Liberalism teaches justice to all, favors
MR. EDITOR: I read a great many papers of all to none. This is simply grand. This is not a Chrisor independent of organization, D. M. Bennett and
Patrick Ford are men of extensiv information; they kinds, and my judgment would be that those who tian nation. Christ had nothing to do with making
claim to be reformers, and are accepted leaders in would pronounce Liberalism dead or defunct, to say it, and it seems to me that Christians would be
certain lines of thought; they are true friends of the the least, are not keeping up with the times; to be ashamed to claim a descendant from the assassin and
oppressed. I wish to confer with these men in the short, they don't know what they are talking about. polygamist, David, on one side, and the prostitute of
interest of humanity. I request them to meet me at They may be able to talk very learnedly upon a Uriah on the other, as the son of God.
A. BUTTERJi'IELD.
a certain place, and they promptly present themselvs, variety of subjects, but their judgment in regards to
and I open the conference thus: "Brother Bennett, Liberalism is not worth any more than that of some
LIBERAL, Mo., June 13, 282.
what do you consider the basic principle of reform?" enthusia!tic Christian of the Protestant type who
Brother Bennett promptly answers, "Mental Lib- thinks Cathollcism is dead. If B. F. Underwood had llh. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1.50, and employ
erty." Brother Ford remaTked that Bennett's an- said that Liberalism-the grandest ism of the age, as follows: $1 to my credit for THE TRUTH SEEJtER,
swer was suggested by that imp of hell, Infidelity. the concentration and crystallization of all isms-was 25 cents for a" Liberal Hymn Book," and 25 cents for
I turn to brother Ford, and ask, "Brother Ford, gradually warming into life, he would hav been far our old hero, Jeremiah Hacker. I wish I could do
what d'l you consider the basic principle of reform?" nearer right. Some Spiritualists, no doubt, would dif- more for him and you both, but it is not in mY
fer with me about its being the grandest ism of the power to do so at present; but I look for better
Promptly came this answer, "Free Lands."
There sat Infidelity on one side of the room, self- age; but if they would take the second thought, they. times in the near future. My subscription expired
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June 1st, and I hav felt bad ever since for reading he will be glad to make engagements to lecture bea paper not paid for; but it was my misfortune and fore such societies as desire his service, and can be
not. my fault.
j addressed at Lansing, Mich. Mr. Rowley has grown
Well, Mr. Editor, I will tell you something which gray in the cause of liberty, but does not seem to
is very strange to me. I am only a three-year-old II weary of well doing, and is still anxious tbat his last
Liberal, although fifty-six years of age. Since I be- days may find him a standard-bearer in the field of
came a Liberal, I hav had a desire to belong to the Lib- liberty, and his sun set after many a well fought day.
eral ·League, hence my move here; and what. was, Keep him at work, for he is sowing the seeds of truth,
my surprise 'in learning that there were none. One j which will bear fruit in the years to come, and furwas organized last winter, I am told, but it is no nish food for the hungry.
L. E. DRAKE.
more; whether it died a natural death, or by other
PEORIA, ILL., June 19, 1882.
means, I do not know. We claim we are living in
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed ·please find 48 cents for the
the only town in the United States that has a Liberal
foundation; but where is the Liberal foundation, if postage on roy Round-the-World books.
Very truly yours,
SAMUEL WEBBER.
not in the National Liberal League? Some one says
it would· not benefit us any more. Are we so selfish
PRACTICAL THEOSOPHY FOR AMERICAN INDIANS.
that we can think only of ourselvs; hav we not a
.
PHENIX, OR., May 20, 1882.
·cause to fight for, or do we intend to confine our
MR. EDITOR: The great success of the Theosophical
strength to the citadel already won, and leave the
balance of the Liberals do the best they can against Association in harmonizing the different castes in
odds? Well, no;. we ought to organize-giv the chance India is suggestiv of what might be done in America,
to our enemies to count noses, if nothing els·e; count- where millions of dollars hav been spent to convert
ing noses has won more than one battle, as our Lib- heathens abroad, and where vastly· more has been
eral voters saw last spring at our school election. spent to destroy our Indians at home, all of which
But I must close. Wishing our captain home soon in under Col. Olcott's Theosophy, could hav been sa:ved.
He does not tell the Buddhists and Brahmans that
good health, I remain, Yours, JosEPH A. HALLOTTE.
their religion is all wrong, and affirm, like missionTowN CREEK. ALA., June 15, 1882.
aries, that Christianity is all right, but appeals to
MR. EDITOR: I here inclose you a small subscrip- their instincts and interests to judge for theroselvs
tion for your valuable paper. Times are very close as to the natural right or wrong of both systems.
at present in these parts. When my time is up
It is not because the Indians are savage or incapaagain, I think we will be in a better condition flnan- ble of civilized habits that they hav so long refused
cially, and, possibly, religiously. If there be any- to adopt them, but because of the blighting influence
thing in the efficacy of prayer, I presume I will do of whisky, avarice, and lust with which they are aswell (or good). I understand that I am a special sociated. They__hav been too often treated more like
subject of prayer by roy Christian friends in this brutes. unfit to liv than like human beings with inalpart of the moral vinyard.
ienable rights equal to the white roan. But thanks
A certain minister tvld roe that he ha,d spent time to the law of progress and the spirit of the age for
enough upon his knees in prayer for the salvation of the following report of an Indian school in Washmy soul to make bread to do his family for a year.. ington Territory, published in the New North West,
Said I: "Parson, perhaps you did not exercise faith. by Mrs. Euniway, editor:
'
Also, if there be a God, and he made me and put
"Here are .collected about a hundred young Indians, ranging
me here, he did so without c0nsulting my feelings; in years from five or six to twenty, and all as well fed, well
and more, if he sees cause to damn me throughout clothed, healthy, and happy, and, for anything we can discover
all eternity, because I can't believe in certain relig- to the contrary, as intelligent-looking as an equal number of
·
d
h
"ll h
of young Anglo-S!I'xons of both sexes in any school in Oregon.
IOUS ogmas,
e WI
av to go ahead; I can't see A.n~ _yet th~se children were tak_en but recently from the wild
what he will make by it."
prames, wilder woods, and Wildest mountain gorges, and
He said that was blasphemy. 'Tis a horrible thing brought here in blankets and moccasins, with unkempt, uncut
with some people here to think of a man going off hair, and d~stitu.te of _all ?ivilized training. Already they hav
into Infidelity. They hav been in darkness so long, learned t? smg like rughtingales a~d work like beavers. They
they can't bear the light. I imagin the light that learn their lessons promptly and With average readiness, and so
has been shining through THE TRUTH SEEKER recently seldom break a rule that severedisciplin is unknown and unnecll b
essary. The boys are learning to make boots and shoes build
Wi
e like bread cast upon the waters-taken up houses, make furniture, shoe horses, and cultivate th~ soil.
many days hence. My best wishes for your much They dig stumps, level grounos, rai~e vegetables, play ball, and
eat'eemed paper.
Yours, etc.,
W. J. BEENE.
run ~aces; they read and study, sing and pray, and attend
~eetings _and lectur~ .. In short, theY: are learning white men's
BISHOP CREEK, CoL., June 10, 282.
Vl!tues wit~o~t their VIces by_ acquirmg white men's industry
MR. EDITOR: I hav just received a letter from D. Wlthout their idleness. The grrls are learning to make men's
M. Bennett, saying he was here on this coast the and women's clothing, darn stockings, sew on buttons wash
first news I had of his arrival, as I am so far from cook, churn, iron, wash dishes, set tables entertain ~allers'
keep their rooms in order and superintend hbuseholds in detail'
any telegraph communication. U the railroad through and, like th~ b?ys, are delving deeply into book lessons with
this valley was completed I would go out to some equally gratJfymg success. They are also permitted to play at
point on his route ·and see him and hear him lecture. re~ar hours, the smaller ones taking as much comfort with
I hav been reading the first volume of "A Truth then dolls as the petted young daughters of any white mother
Seeker Around the World," and wonder how he found in the land."
time to rest his brain enough to write so much in a
Similar reports come from every Indian school in
hurry or under depression of spirits, as is often the which they hav fair treatment. Surely this appeals
case with travelers, but with the ease and elaborate to Spiritualists and to the Liberals of all parties to
description of one viewing a panorama passing before stand up more prominently for the rights of the
him in a quiet room. Only once or twice he speaks Indian. It should not be forgotten that it is from
of a litt~e discomfort, such as his getting nearly that race that we hav derived our continent our
drowned m the Jordan, and of his ride of a hot day Indian corn, and two (Randolph and Jefferson) of the
in an ox-cart to see some caves in Siam. But, to me, signers of the Declaration of Independence.
the most interesting portion of his observations is
If Liberals fail to recognize the Indian race as
what he sees below the surface of external life-the equal fellow-heirs to freedom in religion and to the
various religions of the world and their effects upon enjoyment of a common 8 country, they may depend
different peoples and nations. It appears plainly upon it that the advocates of Sunday laws and of
that all these mythological ideas and forms of wor- God in. the Constitution never will. But they must
s_hip, with their priests and costly cathAdrals, hav been help to disarm the Indians as proposed by the Secrehk~ an incubus upon the minds of men, retarding tary of the Interior, help to support standing armies
their normal development in reason and true science wars, and missionaries, and ·appropriate $250,000, a~
misleading man in regard to his true relations in th~ proposed by Senator Hoar, for the education of Indian
universe.
children, all of which is a needless expense.
There seems to be more real knowledge in OccultOnly proclaim Col. Olcott's Theosophy as a practiism than in all the theisms ever taught· and if it cal truth, and the army may disband, and the sowere divested. of its too severe asceticis~ and had called "savages" will hav ample resources of their
more of Spiritualism, more of the blendi~g of the own and soon become an element of strength and
thought and lite of the orient and occident the world the glory of our country.
JOHN BEESoN.
might become the wiser and better for it. ' There are
many pearls of truth deeply hidden in occult lore,
Los ANGELES, CAL., June 10, 282.
but few there be who find them.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $2.50-$1 to J ereroiah Hacker
.
L. HUTCHINSON.
$1 to Liberal Orphan Home, "Fruits of Philosophy ,:
P. S.-I think with many others that the present 25 cents; "Self-Contradictions of the Bible " 15 cent~·
calendar should be changed to accord with the prog- and ten cents' worth of leaflets that tell how the in~
ress of the age, and I would suggest, if some· one else spired books jumped upon the table.
has not already done so, that E.M.-era of manI hav no news to tell you this time except that my
should be adopted in place of A.D. I shall so date brother, S. M. Graam, an outspoken Infidel, has
my letters henceforth.
L. H.
been elected superintendent of the Providentia school
district Sunday-school. The Christians started a SunPLAINWELL, MICH.
day-school in that place, but it has now fallen into
MR. EDITOR: Among the many agents at work for a kind of weekly sociable; nobody to pray.
your valuable paper we find C. S. Rowley, a veteran
I hope every reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER will use
in the .cause of Freethought, a man of experience, the new date, 282.
Farewell,
W. H. H. GRAAM.
and withal an earnest, energetic agent, who makes
friends for THE TRUTH SEEKER wherever he goes. As
SALT LAKE, June 11, 1882 .
:~peaker, his fund of know~edge must place him , MB, EDITOR: Inclosed find fifty cents in stamps,
. ong those who are able to mstruct the masses and for which send TRUTH SEEKER to address given
pomt the way to progress and reform.
Please commence with the first of Mr. Ben"nett's
His poems are in many points fine breathing the letter on ., Occultism."
sentiments of original thought and cu'Iture. Anxious
P.S.-I am afraid the Liberals here are not united
to labor more ardently in the cause of human rights, enough to giv Mr. Bennett the fitting reception which
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he deserves. The assumed leader of the Spiritualists
and Liberals is reported as saying that he did not
know D. M. Bennett, and did not wish to. But perhaps some other man may arise in time and supercede Mr. E. L. T. Harrison, and a fitting tribute ot
respect may yet be given the returning hero. Many
would like to see and hear him, but drifting sands
seldom meet from whence they started.
The apostate Mormon ls the same individual still,
and generally has the same conceit that his particular ideas of Liberalism are right, and is Liberal
only so long as any one• will think or act as he wishes.
Hence Liberalism is very much divided in Utah.
When Mr. Charles .Bright was here last winter there
was an attempt to form a Liberal society, but Mr.
Harrison announced that he did not want Liberals
of a certain stamp, and I think it has all fallen to
pieces. Mr. Harrison is an apostate Mormon from
Spiritual phenomena, and principally follows the
Lead of Col. Bundy in his Liberalism.
Yours,
W. B. FRINK.
RLOOMINGTON, ILL., June 6, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I would report that the ~tate Liberal
League of lllineis, Auxiliary No. 16, National Liberal
League held its first annual conventjon in Schroeder's
Opera House, in this city, on Saturday and Sunday,
June 3d and 4th. Considering the inclemency of the
weather, as it rained nearly all of the time during
both days of the convention, I think I may report
that we had a successful session.
The most unpleasant feature of tl:!e meeting ~as ,
a lack of attendance on the part of the charter and
older members of the State League. But I take it
for granted that they hav their own excuses for not
being on hand to take in the important work that
we, as Liberals, hav before us; And I cannot help
feeling that those who did not attend are greatly
losers by their absence. Prof. W. F. Jamieson gave
us three of the most stirring, able, and convincing
addresses it has ever been my good fortune to listen
to, besides several short, cutting, and conclusiv replies to some of our orthodox neighbors, who, being
present, were disposed to denounce us and our movement as ungodly and blasphemous, rather than attempt to giv any sensible reason why our principles
should not prevail in this and every other country.
All of Prof. Jamieson's speeches were received with
hearty applause. And I, as secretary of the State
League, am under lasting obligations to Prof. Jamieson for the noble and generous manner in which he
came to my rescue, in helping me out of he financial
erobarassment I was under for rent, printing, and
other incidental expenses connected with getting up
and running this convention. And I hope every
member of the state of Illinois, and as many more
as can, who hav a spare dollar, will send him a
yearly subscription.
F. F. FoLLET, Sec. S. L.
RECEIVING recently a note from a friend, asking
information about Daniel Tuttle, of Poplar, Crawford county, Ohio, we forwarded the note to friend
Garwood, who is conducting the Hacker relief fund,
with the request that he would investigate, if he
could, the facts and report, so that if Tuttle is a
proper object of Liberal sympathy he might share
with the venerable Hacker the hearts and purses of
the charitably disposed in our ranks. He now
writes us:
•
BALTIMORE, June 25, 1882.
. l!,RIEND EuGENE: I hav got the information I told you I was
Ill trail after, respecting old Mr. Tuttle, and, if possible, it is a
worse case than that of Hacker. The postmaster of the place
tells me about it in the following language:
" They are both very old, and almost helpless. They are
depending entirely on the charity of the good people of the
neighborhood and friends from abroad. They hav no way of
earning a living. They are considered worthy of all the· as~ist
ance they can get; without assistance they would be obliged to
be taken to the county infirmary, which would be considered
quite a disgrace to the old people."
He then tells me I can use his letter and name if I choose.
Now, what are we going to do about it? I feel that something ought to be done to help them out. Our people move so
slow. There are, though, some noble souls, who come right
square up to the work; the fault is there is not enough of such.
Elmina is trying to do something for the Tuttles through the
IwnoclMt. but as yet I don't know what her success is. She is
away from home, and at a disadvantage in working. If the
Liberals had their hospitals, and old men's and old women's
homes, it would be a diiierent case; but they hsv not, and its
a shr1me there is no better provision for just such cases as
Hacker and Tuttle. And yet, if one hundred out of every
thousand who profess to be Liberals would giv the small pittance of 25 cents per month, it would amply relieve several
such cases as these two.
Yours respectfully,
C. GARWOOD, Box 878.
We suggest that Mr. Garwood be made custodian
of the Liberal Relief Fund for these people, unless
it is preferred to remit directly to the parties interested, and let them repor.t to Mr. Garwood, who will
publish lists of donors once a month. If Liberalism
has come ·to stay, and Liberals' love of humanity is
not all pretension, it is time we organi4ed some practical work for humanity. It is much better to feed
the poor than to giv to God, who does not need it,
and a barrel of flour is better than the blood of Christ
to conjure by. When the aged Mr. Hacker, and the
still older Mr. Tuttle, and their faithful wives, are
laid to rest, it will be a consolation to know that
their last days were made comfortable by the contributions of the true friends of humanity-nobl~
hearted Infidels.
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Bob Ingerson.
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ceived in the majority; the stupidity is most battle is not over is shown in the late suppres- kind's destlnv, di•solntion, in the passing a of C. W. Frankel, the honored parent of way
plainly seen in tbe faces of the sheep, the shep- sion of Walt Whitman's "Leaves of Grass.'' esteemed
From. the San Francisco Examiner.
members, Charles A., Wm. F. Theodour
herds
monopolizing
the
other
qualities.
The
The
terrorized
condition
of
the
general
book
0 .. and Louise Frankel,
'
ore
Who'd hav us sail upon a sea
Resolved,
That in the severing of those tender tl
same
old
song
has
been
sung
at
most
of
the
gathtrade
is
exhibited
in
the
immediate
surrender
Of doubt and Infidelity?
o:tfer the stricken family our most f"'rve:i~
erings. So much money received for the good of Osgood & Co. Heywood raises the standard we
Who'd hav us scorn the "better part,"
sympathy .and condolence, feeline- that they can
work, so much more spent, so much due to the of revolt by advertising and selling Walt but grieve at the severity of th1s sudden sepanot
And leave the soul without a chart?
Bob Ingersoll, the Radical,
treasurer, and the deficiency must be made up Whitman's book. But when may we hear tion from a deyoted husband and father wboras ·
they w1ll.ever cherish.
'
e
The ranting, roaring Radical,
or the Lord's vinyard will lack laborers. Ac- that the wealthy and " highly respectable :• memory
Resolved, That while in his demise we recogniz
The God-denying, man-defying,
cordingly tbe hat is passed round arid comes publishers bid defiance to the Vice Society by the departure of a brave apostle of· ralionalleme
Hell-deserving Radical.
the loss to the Liberal community of an !Dtelllgent
back well filled; the givers are lending to the openly selling the condemned work?
student and thinker, society an honest energetl
Who'd quench the holy fiame of truthLord and laying up treasures in heaven, so it is
To help awaken the whole American people citizen,
his associates a faithf11l friend, 'instead 0~
The joy of age, the hope of youthall right, and thus the game is kept up year by to the dangers which confront them, let Ben- vain regrets ~e rather rejoice that he peacefully
The fiame that shines on every strand,
year. Some tradesmen find it a good advertis- nett hav a triumphal march from the peace- passed away m the firm conviction of the sound
ness of the principles in which he lived-the sattS:
And lights us to the happy land? '
ment to giv a large sum, as their nqmes are ful. waters of the Pacific to the roaring surf of faction
of a well-spent life, having no terrors for
Bob Ingersoll, the Radical,
printed and published with the amount of their the Atlantic. He has been honored at every the future, nor no reg_1·ets for the past.
The ranting, roaring Radical,
Resolved,
That the cause of radicalism has lost an
donation. Others hav perpetrated a good big step of his progress in his trip around the
The God-denying, man-defying,
advocate in one who consistently educated
swindle, a bogus company or bank, or done a world. Let his countrymen not be behind in earnest
a respected family to uphold, above everything
Hell-deserving Radical.
good thing in electric shares. Others make im- their readiness to wash off the mud his ene- the lofty emblem of Freethought.
•
'
Who'd fill our hearts with human dross,
mense profits by grinding down those who work mies and the enemies of a free press hav
E. A. STEVENS,
And hav us spurn the golden cross
for them to the lowest point of remuneration. heBped upon him. E. B. FooTE, SR., M.D.
Sec. Chicago Liberal League.
On which the prince of glory diedHowever dishonestly they gain their wealth,
New York, June 17, 1882.
The cross of Christ the crucified ?
they fancy they make up for their rascality by
'I o Liberals and Leagues. ·
Bob Ingersoll, the Radical,
doing something handsome· for a missionary
The
"Index"
and
Lucy
Stone.
The ranting, roarfug Radical,
The
National Liberal League is organized
society. In the words of the Spanish proverb,
The God-denying, man-defying,
I hav just finished reading- a report in the for the purpose of securing universal mental
they "steal a pig and giv the trotters in God's
Hell-deserving Radical.
name," and hav thereby made their calling and lnde;v of the New England Woman Suffrage liberty to ourselvs and our posterity. Its motto
On that last day, when quakes the sod
Convention held in Boston, May 29th. The is ''Justice for all; privilege for none." It is
election
sure.
Before the awful voice of God,
article is from the pen of Charles Ellis, who be~ battling against tremendous odds. It finds
The
Salvation
A.rmy
was,
of
course,
not
What sinner will in anguish cry,
gins by saying that " the meeting was called to everywhere opposed to it the compact and
going
to
be
left
out
in
the
cold,
so
tbey
had
a
"I'm doomed for all eternity?"
series of holiness meetings at Exeter Hall and order by Mrs. H. B. Blackwell (Lucy Stone).'' magnificently-disciplined army of the church.
Bob Ingersoll, the Radical,
Princely donations swell the coffers of this
other places.. It was stated that at one of these Now, I was not aware that there was, or is,
The ranting, roaring Radical,
performances Booth made a powerful speech, any Mrs. H. B. Blackwell. I am familiar with enemy of liberty. The hard hand of toil and
The God-denying, m11n-defying,
with the usual finish, money was needed, and the name and life-long labors of Lucy Stone, the delicate one of wealth alike drop into
Hell-deserving Radical.
l\f.
he so worked upon the emotions of bis deluded but ha v not been informed of the fact, if fact it her treasury the dollars and dimes by which
Some Additional Rmna••ks by the "Truth followers that gold, notes, and cheeks were be, that this heroic advocate of woman's rights to keep the machinery in motion to turn out
Seel~er's" Prh·ate Bard.
handed up to the platform aggregating nearly has so far stultified herself as to assume abadge a " race of slaves.'' A.t the instigation of
£4,000. When the supply slackened off and of servitude by changing a name, celebrated tbis power our " Leaves of Grass" are cut
Who'd hav us anchor in the mud
Of faith in things not understood ?
no more seemed to be forthcoming, he re- the country over, for that of the gentleman down and cast out; our "Cupid's Yokes" are
made to cripple the supple limbs of libertyWho'd hav us drop our common sense
marked, "The usual .collection will now be with whom she is matrimonially associated.
Is it possible that Mr. Ellis has purposely our Sabbath sunshine is darkened by the black
And put our trust in providence?
made," and a further sum of over £500 was
!Salvationists, damnationists,
netted. For cool impudence and success, this designated the lady in thi!l manner that he may coats of ber executioners; and if one of the vicQuick judgment and probationists,
man certainly stands in the front rank; conse- prevent the readers of the Inde;v from learning tims givs vent to his indignation in" thoughts
The Bible-teacoing, hell-fire screeching, quently he is respected and envied by the other the fact that Lucy Stone does not countenance, that breathe and words that burn," our statGospel-preaching l\Iethodists.
churches. They cannot sit still and see all the theoretically or practically, tbe prevailing cus- utes of blasphP-my are fuvoked to save Almighty
. Who'd make us all believe a lie,
plunder going to an outsider, and as they are tom of marriage, which makes woman the Gcd from the vengeance of the people whose
And that upon his throne on high
unable to stop it, hav resolved to try and get a property of man ? A.s the National Ballot Box wrath his servants hav provoked.
A tyrant god in judgment sits
Yet, notwithstanding all these things, you
share. The archbishop of York has given it so aptly puts it : " This changing of names is a
To damn each sinner for his wits?
out as his opinioR that the army is doing a great part of the old slave code under which women are not everywhere aroused. Our League treas- ·
Salvationists, damnationists,
work for the Lord, and that it ought to hav the hav lived. During slavery a negro was Cuffee ury is not plethoric with the means to keep an
Qnick judgment and probatioaists,
countenan<>e
assistance of the established Jones, Cuffee Smith, or Cuffee· Brown, just as army in the field. Our scouts are exposed to
The Bible-teaching, hell-fire screeching, church. Tbeand
Quakers
are also of the same he changed masters. When a woman, by mar- the vicissitudes of want and weather. We canGospel-preaching l\fethodists.
opinion, and other dissenting bodies are looking riage, takes a master, or by remarriage, changes not salzuy our officers nor equip our army.
Who, whea. they find they can't convert,
This ought not be. If we value what the
upon it favorably, now they see what a good ber master, she, in like turn; is expected to
Betake themselves to throwing dirt;
paying concern it is. The ''general " will change her name." A.nd a correspondent adds: revolution wrested from kingcraft, a free counAnd, when they see that does not hurt,
probably make use of them for his own pur- " The custom of women writing tbemselvs down try; if we hate what the rebellion overthrew,
Do rip and rave and tear their shirt?
poses; but is scarcely the man to go halves with as Mrs. John Doe, or Mrs. Gov. Brown, or Mrs. slavery; if we love liberty and adore justice, let
Salvationists, damnationists,
what he gets. I will not now further encroach Acting-Lieutenant Stebbins is enough to make us at once, each and all, deposit our dollars
Quick judgment and probationists,
a horse laugh.'' '
and dimes in the treasury of the National
The Bible-teaching, hell-fire screeching, on your space, but remain,
It is time that this matter of badging League, and send in our names one hundred
Fraternally yours,
J.D.
GosP_el-preaching Methodists.
women as serfs were done away with, and that thou•and strong to swell the ranks of freedom,
London, June, 1882.
Who love to think on worms and death,
she hav sufficient backbone to retain her own and voice ae-aiu, with added emphasis, the DeWhen we've resigned our mortal breath ?
name and her own individuality, no matter who mands of Liberalism at the next League ConWho'd plunge our souls in endless pain,
Stir Up the Enthusiasm.
gress. I appeal to every League and every Libor what her husband may be.
Which we can ne'er escape again?
We hav reason to be proud of Lucy Stone eral in the land.
MRs. H. S. LaKE,
To THE EmToR Ol!' THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·:
Salvationists, damnationists,
Ch. Fin. Com. N. L. L.
" Similar Cases," in your last paper, by Ed- and Julia E. Smith, of Glastonbury, Conn.-the
Qnick judgment and probationists,
Patch G1·ove, Wis., June 13, 1882.
The Bible-teaching, hell-fire screeching, ward W. Chamberlain, was good. Stir up the latter of whom, notwithstanding an age which
euthusiasm. Mr. Bennett should be given a might naturally be expected to bring conservaGospel-preaching Methodists.
cordial reception nt every point that he stops tism-has also been consistent and brave
THE
Who, when all dogmas of the past
at on the route, from the Pacific to tbe At- enough to insist upon being Julia E. Smith,
Lie in one common grave at last,
notwithstanding
her
recent
union
with
Mr.
BOOK
OF
THE
CHRONICLES
lantic. Amazing combinations hav been made
Shall read on heaven's eternal scroll
to crush the veteran editor, and every effort of Parker. In the Woman's Herald of Indust1·y I
OF
The truths now taught by Ingersoll?
his enemies in this direction has acted like a find a letter, closing in this manner : " Mr.
Salvationists, damnationists,
kicking gun. What are the facts? When the Parker is much interested in your bright reada· The Pilgrims.in the Land of Yahweh.
Quick judgment and probationists,
The Bible-teaching, hell-fire screeching, whole country lay, so to speak, at the feet of the ble paper. and joins me in wishing you success.
D. M. Bennett, Scribe.
Gospel-preaching Methodists. G. E. l\f. members of tbe Vice Society and its agent, trem- Cordially yours, Julia E. Smith" And in a
.ALSO
bling with fear, Mr.Beunett courageously said, I letter from Mrs. Stone in regard to a statement THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE
defy them. I will sell the condemned book. in the Chicago Time.q that she had had difficulty
TRUTH SEEKERS.
An Interesting Letter from Lon-. Iwill
will break the back of the Inquisition. He in retaining her name, she wrote me: "All
don.
sold the book ; he sent it by mail openly and that has been said by the newspapers about the Frmn Volume II. of"A 1RU1H SEEKER AROUNJJ 1HJ!J
To THE EDIToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: avowedly. He was arrested. To convict him refusal to register me as Lucy Stone has not a
WORLJJ."
.
D. M. BENNETT,
One of the benefits accruing to those who hav the prejudices of a Christian jury were particle of foundation. I hav never had any
141 Eighth street. New York.
"found Christ," to use a cant phrase, has just awakened by bringing in charges and insinua- trouble worth mentioning, about .keeping my Price $1.00
been exemplified in the case of a young woman tions which had nothing to do with the trial- name. I assumed my right, and it has been
THE
who committed suicide by drowning last week. allegations not contained in the indictment. respected "-by all except; this Inde;v reporter,
She ha.d lately joined one of the sects of the After conviction and sentence, when two hun- who saw fit to violate that right; a violation
churcb. known as the" Bible Christians," and dred thousand free Americans clamored for which, it appears to me, justly culls for this re- BIBLE-WHENOE AND WHAT?
BY
according to the evidence of a witness at tbe his pardon, and President Hayes was about to buke from Yours truly, MRs. H. S. L.AKE.
Patch Grove, Wis., June 16, 1882.
inquest, those who had become members of accede to the demands of justice, still new
Richard B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,
this terrestrial branch of the kin!!dom of charges were trumped up to keep him in
A. theologian of high d~gree, and a counsellor
Obituary.
heaven could murder either themselvs or others prison. Chickering Hall gave it5 answer to
learned in the law, on the origin and
or commit any other crimes, small or great, the question whe~her such outrageous medCharles
Frankel, aged 71, passed sudcharacter of the Bible.
without forfeiting their through ticket to glory. dling with a man's personal affairs would be denly to his eternal rest Sunday evening, May
This unfortunate -woman was no sooner assured tolerated by a free people when a question of 28th, while some of his family were attending cl~i~~~~~~~<;.';;p~Jl~~~s ¥~~~i~~~~n.~ :&~v:~~J'~e:glf~~l'iJ~h~
ma.nlcal caste and Reman sacerdotalism. Be is entirety
that her name was entered in the "lamb's national concern was involved in Mr. Bennett's our League.
of ecclesiu.stica.l E~upervision and censure.
.
book of life " than she expressed great anxiety return to his family and business.
Mr. Frankel was born in Stockholm, Swed<>n, indenendent
6
00
fr'!~ ? W~!~~~~si~Pre~~~~e..i~J ? a"nkJ, 0 ~~11,.~ lfib£gec~\!'a'l
to" see Jesus," and accordingly took the shortNow the more that his enemies can show residing there a.nd in Germany untill852, when source
dJgmatic theology? are treated fearlessly in tbe
est cut she could find to attain so desirable an that Mr. Bennett is a •· very bad man," the he came to this cnuutry. Instinctivly holding light cfofhistory,
phllosophy, and comparatlv religions. It
object. A.s she left a letter behind detailing more conspicuous will it appear that the Liberal views in bigh esteem from early roy- {:j~Ct~S:I~1t;rt~fd~serio~~;n~~U~~~sed statement of what
her intention and reason for same, there is no American people will not in the long- run per- hood, he became more pronounced in his con- WHOLE LIBRARIES ARE HERE CONCENTRATED
getting over the fact that it was a clear case of mit the least interference with the freedom of victions as he developed mentally, firmly withINTO ONE LITTLE BOOK.
religious monomania, and yet for all that we do the press. If they are disposed to leave Mr. holding from all religious sect• throughout his The author's conclustons are, of course, against the aU·
p• matural origin and Infallibility of the Blblej,while the
not find the orthodox and respectable news- Bennett with nothing else to stand upon for life.
Quite a coutmversalbt, he enjo,Yed
ocf ~ft~~~~~~:~~~~t~~~~1:!~own to epriestly
papers saying a word against the system that his popularity but his championship of this one •' cornering" his Chri!tian friends or ministers ~~W~~~~~~fn~~
The principles of nqtural religion are ably stated, and
can bring aboqt such a circumstance. But if it principle, then will the liberty-loving men and in religious disputation. Ever indefatigable in the claims of true morality are warmly adqocatPd.
Tb.e stmng commendations of the secular prass show
could hav been shown in any way that this vic- women of tbis continent gather about the old his endeavors to place his family in a more that
Is just the book for these times of agitation and
tim of priestcraft had ever read a Freethought hero and giv him all praise for his courage and comfortable sphere tban be had expErienced, "revision.''
Printed In good type and bound in cloth. Price, ,1.
publication or heard a Freethought lecture, manliness in standing up against church and he several times carried on quite extensiv furnisuch a howl would hav been set up all over the state for free thought, free speech, free print- ture fact >rles, was thrice reduced by fire, and Address D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth st. New Yo k
country, and the pernicious effects of Infidelity ing, and free mails. Bradlaugh and Mrs. twice by dishonest partners. His life was full
'l,HE PEOPLE'S READER.
would hav been displayed in the most vivid Besant took the same course in England, and of generous detds, considerate acts, and docolors. If they could only get hold of one case the people gathered around them and they mestic harmony, always endeavoring to assist A sketch of man's physical, political, mental, and
of the sort, if but a very small one, how it won. Our battle is not altogether ended, but oppressed humanity. An Abolitionist, Social- social development In past, present, and future.
By GEO. (), S'I'IEBELING, M.D,
would be magnified and altered to do duty in we hav but to 8Ustain Mr. Bennett to carry ist, Atheist, those who so often prophesied
various ways. But, unfortunatelY for them, away the war-worn banner.
his death-bed repentance a1·e probably satisfied Price 25 cents. For sale at this of!ice.
the Freethinkers are about the most respectable
In justice to Mr. E. H. Heywood, Flora and that a brave and benevolent Infidel can die Tile Le;;end of the Patriarchs
members of the community, the salt of the earth Josie Tilton, and a very few others, it should without recanting. His children will cherish
and Prophets.
in fact, and a good, genuin case of criminality be added that they, too, defied Comstock and the memory of an affectionate fathe,r and an
By S. BARING-GOULD.
cannot be discovered amongst them.
his backers. Perhaps it should not be said honest man. Prof. Baumgras, our vice-presi- Price, $1.50.
The May meetings in London hav brought that the whole country was paralyzed with dent, spoke at the family residence, prPvious to
up deputations from the elect of all part~, and terror. A. few heroic souls stood firmly on the remains being taken to LaPorte, Ind., for
ECCE DIABOLUS,
the black-coated and white-tied brigade has the very top of the parapet and helped to fight interment, where Henry Goodman. editor of the
a.h
·
th
""
in
which
the
worship of Yahveh, or Jehov b ,
mustered in force. The different casts of th e b a ttle. B ut wh en Bennett f ell m e en- Journal, pronounced an impressiv oration over
is
shown
to
be
devil-worship,
with
some
o
countenance hav been quite a study. Although counte r Mr. H eywoo d an d a f ew others h ad his grave.
di.•
· d as
there are many types of refinement amongst recovere d f rom t h e woun ds th ey sus t ame
The follow:ing resolutions were unanimously servations upon the horrible and cruel or •
nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offerings.
the faces, these are in a very small minority. advanced skirmishers, and the attention of adopted at the League Sunday, June 4th.
Sensuality, greed, low cunning, and hypocrisy, freeme~felluponMr.Beunett!l'sthestandard- WHEREAS, For the first time since our or- BytheVERYBEV.EVANDAVJES,L£,D,,
Arch-Druid ot Great Brltalll.
l'r!oo, 20 oenr..
together with stupidity, may be plainly per- bearer m the fight. The eVldence that the . ganization, we are forcibly reminded of man- I
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By Edr;ar C. Beall,
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With a preface by
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Robert G. Ingersoll•.
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" This book written by a brave and honest man, Is filled journey, sending letters back to be publlahed. The work
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141 Ei~rhth st., New York.
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(JENTENARY OF VOLTAIRE.

VOLTAIRE IN EXIIJE:
I:uo I am right, thy grace impart
Still in the right to stay;
If I am wrong, oh. teach my heart
To find the better way.

WHEN is sugar not sugar? When it's ground.
And whether it's ground or not it's sandy always.

His Life and Works in France
and Abroad.

" THERE'S no place like home." " Thank .God!' • (England, Holland, Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland), with
unpublished letters of Voltaire and Mme.
said the man who boarded with his mother-in-law
Du Cbatelet.
EvERY girl w11o expects to keep up with the
BY BENJAMIN GASTINEAU.
A MAN'S thoughts must be going. Whilst he is times should wear clocks on her stockings. And
11wake the working of his mind is as constant as tbe then mark 'em,'~ Hands otr.''
Translated with the autb.or's appro>Sl by Messrs. F. V
beating of his pulse. He can no more stop the one
gel! and Edmond Dubourg.
THE
30th
of
June
is
a
day
of
great
event
Guithan the other. Hence if our thoughts hav nothMIIDY volumes bav been written upon Voltaire, but none
ing to act upon they act upon themselvs. They teau is to be hung and the Hat·vard-Yale boat-race of Its slze contains so mucb. Information as this. From It
acquire a corrosiv quality. They become in the is to come off. After that the country will be at a clear Idea can be obtained of the Immense lnfiuence be
:;~~~~ ~t~nc~~~gge::sdet~:r "fg~~Ji~l~~s~.:~~~~og~~~~~
last degree irksome and tormenting. Wherefore peace.
to step ant of the orthodox paths of tbongbt. that sort of equitable engagement which takes up
llfR FRELINGHUYSEN writes to llfintster Lowell,
PRICE, PAPER, 75 cents; CLOTH, .1.00.
the thoughts sufllciently, yet so as to leave them "No canal yet exists across the isthmus." That's
Address D.]![. Bennett, 141 8th st., New York~
capable of turning to anything more important, right, Mr. Frelinghuysen. Keep Lowell posted
as occasions offer or require, it is a most invaluable right 11p on the latest news.
blessing. And if the industrious be not sensible of
"YES, I'v got a horrid cold,'; said Mrs. Jenkin·
the blessing, it is tor no other reason than because
they hav never experienced, or rather suffered, the son. "I'v dosed and dosed, anrl I don't get one bit
better. 'Pon my word, I believe l'v taken no less
want of it.-Paley.
than thirty-nine articles, and I begin to feel like an
The oldest reform journal in the
A MILLSTONE and the human· heart are driven ever Episcopalian."
United States,
round,
JUDGE ToURGEE says the live man is always to
If they ha v nothing else to grind, they must thembe found in front. In funeral processions down Is published every Wednesday at the
themselva be ground.
-Longfellow.
Paine Memorial Building,
JACoB, who was a good hand at a bargain, makes here in Texas we hav noticed that the remains
bis terms with Jebovab in a thoroughly business- were in front and the live men came straggling
Boston, Mass.,
like spirit. "If God will be with me," etc. (Gen. along behind.- Texas Siftings.

-Pope's Universal Prayer.

THE BOSTON INVESTIGATOR,

xxxviii, 20-22), the adoption of Jehovah as
Jacob's God being thus entirely dependent on the
perfermance by that deity of his share in the contract. Sometimes it is quaintly suggested that were
the worshiper in the place of God he would not
neglect the interests of his devotees. Thus the
author of a hymn in the Rig VeEla, addressing the
·• gods of the tempest" exclaims, "if you, sons of
Prien!, were mortals, and your worshiper an immortal, then never should your praise be unwelcome, like a deer in pasture grass, nor should he go
in the path ofYama." Another poetgivsthishint,
"Were I, Indra, like thee, the sole lord of wealth,
the singer of my praises should be rich in cattle."
Ambertey's Analysis.
WHEN Hercules turned the purifying river into
King Augea's stables, [ hav no doubt the confusion that resulted was con~;iderable all around; but
I think it was not Hercules's blame; it was some
other's blame. The Reformation might bring what
results it liked when it came, but the Reformation
simply could not help coming. To all popes and
pope's advocates, expostulating, lamenting, and
accusing, the answer of the world is: Once for all.
your popehood has become untrue. No matter
how good it was, how good you say it is, we cannot believe it; the light of our whole mind, given
us to walk by from heaven above, finds it hence·
forth a thing unbelievable. We will not believe it,
we_will not try to believe ; we dare not l The thing
is untrue; we were traitors against the giver of all
truth; if we don't pretend to think it true away
with it; let whatsoever likes come in place of it;
with it we can hav no farther trade.-,-Carl?Jle.
HAPPY the man, who, studying nature's laws,
Through known effects can trace the secret causeHis mind l)OSsessing in a quiet state,
Fearless of fortune, and resigned to fate l
And happy, too, is he who decks the bowers
or sylvans, and adores the rural powersWhose mind unmoved, the bribes of courts can see,
Their gilded baits, and purple .slaveryNor hopes the people's praise, nor tears their
frown.
-Dryden's Virgil.
THE cure of grief and of other disorders of the
mind is one and the same, in that they are all voluntary and founded on opinion; we take them on
ourselvs because it seems right to do so. Philosophy undertakes to eradicate this error. as the rest
of all our evils. Let us, therefore, surrender ourselva to he instructed by it, and suffer ourselvs to
be cured; for whilst these evils hav poasession of
us we not only cannot be happy, bnt we cannot be
in our right mind. We must either deny that reason can effect anything, while, on the other hand,
nothing can be done right without reason; or elsA,
since philosophy depends on the deductions of
reason, we must seek from her, if we would be
good or happy, every help and assistance for
living well and happy.-Cicero.
How charming is divine philosophy,
Not harsh and crabbed as dull fools suppose,
But musical as in Apollo's lute,
And a perpetual feast of nectared sweets
Where no crude surfeit reigns.

-Milton's Comas.
T~RE

are souls so dull and passionless that
they hav but a languid pleasure or a languid pain
in any personal experience. And there are those
who envy such their own disposition. But l pre.. fer the alternating hills and valleys to these level
prairies, wave they with whatsoever wealth of
corn, bloom they with wh&tsoever flowers.
I
sicken of the sea's um-uflled calm, and I am only
myself when it begins to heap itselt in whitened
billows. There is but one sensibility to pleasure
and to pain. And there are those who never felt a
real pang of love or sympathy or sorrow, whose
lives are less worth living, whatever they may
think, than the lives of men and women who hav
drunk the cup of sorrow to the lees, simply because
these hav had the sensibility which makes a man
responsiv to the touch of beauty or of love, simply
because these know what it is to thrill from center
to clrcumference, with an exalted passion of delight.-J. W. (Jhadwick.
NOT my will, thou unrelenting spirit of nature,
but thine be done. Thou art a gentle, loving
mother, but a severe, cruel, pitiless mistress
Thou givest life, and fillest the world with bliss
unutterable, but just a:s freely dost thou shower
upon us want, woe, misery, and pain; yet hav I
that within me which outrides the wind and the
-storm, and surmounts every obstacle which thou
placest in my path. My idols thou mayst shatter,
If thou must; I will bnild for myself new shrines,
where my soul shall find rest, and my heart meets
1ts requirements. So long as life shall last, hope
shall be my guiding star, and despair shall not
dwell within me, I will be good and do good, and
these two things always bring peace and quiet to
"the weary and way·worni-Eimina D. Slinker.

THE Cleveland Leader tells of a little girl who. in
describing to an acquaintance a few days since
some of the principal features of her home, said,
"When we get through with breakfast we hav
prayers, but when we finish our dinner we hav
dessert, and I like dessert best."
A BOSTON burglar worked for six solid houra on
a safe in a newspaper oflice, and was rewarded by
finding, not any actual cash, but the note of hand
of a prominent politician for $7, whicb he owed
for election ttcketo he had m·dered printed. As the
safe was ruined, the best way, or ratber the safest
way, would be to leave the safe wide open, or else
hav a glass window in it, affording from the outside a view of the lack of contents. Something
should be done to protect the hard-working burglar from the impositions of journalists.
A WESTERN POOL.
"Is it not beautiful, sweetheart i"
As Lillian McGuire spoke the~e words she looked
into Rupert Hetherington's face with her starry
eyes, and as the light of holy love shot forth from
within their dusky deptbs he felt instinctivly that
she was going to hold him up for some ice-cream.
But, conqnering the somber reflections that tbis
ghastly thought called up, the young man placed
his arm around Lillian's waist to pnwent her :red
sash from being sunstruck, and waited in the tense
agony of a horrible suspicion for her to speak
again.
"Do you not think it lovely, darling?"
"What?" asked Rupert, with an ingenuous owl·
club expression on the perfect features of his westside face.
"Why, the morning, to be sure," replied the
girl, a sunny, six-button smile . playing lightly
around her lills as if afraid it might fall in. "The
twittering of the birds, those silver-throated harbingers of summer, is to be heard on every branch
BJ!.d bough. The air is laden with the delicate perfume of lilac and apple-blossoms, while the dewkissed leaves of yon sturdy maple reflect a little
of the crim•on and gold of the rising sun. Spring
has been a sad laggard, but now that she has come
in all her glory of bud and blossom, what can be
more beautiful ?"
"I cannot tell you," replied Rupe1·t. "You are
far too fly for me, dearest, when such matters are
to be discussed. B nt in the dreamy, sensuous d >OLYS
of autumn, when the tasselled corn hangs ripe in
the shea-yes, and the leaves hav felt the blighting
touch of the frost king' a icy breath, I am more liable to get there. Mine, as you know, is a sensitiv,
Sedgwick-street nature, which shrinks from contact with a cold and cruel world. To me the spring
has naught of j:Yy. The low, mellow note of the
new milch cow, chasing a butcher's wagon in
which her offspring uneasily reclines, seems to
me like the wail of a lost soul, and weir<! fancies
crowd my brain as I hear at midnight the mournful hoot of the owl, flitting like some evil spidt
amid the desolate precincts of the village churcbyard."
"Is it your liver, darling?" murmured Lillian.
"I sometimes think so," was the reply. "Ever
and anon the tbougbt comes over me like a black
demon of the night that I am off my feed. But it
cannot, must not be. Yet in autumn all is changed.
The soft mezzo tints of the pumpkin pie fall gratefully O)l my eye, and all nature, laughing in the
frnitage of an abundant harvest, seems joyous and
free from care. It is to tell you this that I hav
come around so early this morning-to tell you
that in the months that are to come, the scorching
days of midsummer, when the sun, hanging like a
ball of molten brass in the skv, will send down its
rays in pitiless fury, you had better get another
fellow-one who will love you dearly as I hav
done, and whose memory you can ever cherish
with gentle tenderness."
"But whom shall I get?" asked the girl in agonized tones.
"I hav thought of this, sweetheart," Rupert re·
plied. "You can do no better tban take George W.
Simpson. He loves you dearly. I know it because
he has often told me that he doesn't, and George
cannot tell the truth."
"I will do as you say," said the girl, choking back
a sob. •· And now good-bye."
"So long," said Rupert, kissing her as he spoke.
Tb.e girl threw her arms around his neck, kissed
him, and went into the house.
Rupert walked around the corner, where he met
George Simpson.
"D•d you fix it 1" asked George.
"Yes," was the reply.
" Which do I get, winter or summer?"
"Summer."
"You are in luck, as usual. old boy. They tell
me she can beat the record eating ice-cream."
"Yes," said Rupert, "but think of the oysters i"
"True." :replied George, " I had forgotten the
oysters. "-Chicago Tribune.
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The Theosophist,
A Monthly Jom·nal,
Devoted to Science, . Oriental Philosophy, Psy.
chology, literature, and Art.
Conducted by

ltladame Blavatsky, _
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tb.eorles of what never can be known, It devotes Its columns to things of this world alone, and leaves the next, It
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The Process of Mental Action l
OR,

HOW WE THINK.
By Spirit

of the first blbllcal scllolars of Germa11y, author of "Die
Religion Jesu," "Jesus Nazarenus," "Ursprungs Unserer
EVangelien " lu Sources of Our Gospels"], etc., etc. He
Is Frofessor of New Testament <Jrlttclsm and Exeflesls In
i~~~nii'a~~s~t!Ji.:':ed ;te~~~f~h~f General Religious !story
Prof. Volkmar writes to the author of "The History of
the Christian Reltglon," Inclosing the official letter of the
society, In wb.lch Pfarrer Kupf'rschmldt, the secretary,
SflyS:
"In the name of the Society of Critical Historic"! The.
ology. I bav the honor to Inclose to you a few lines with
the letter of our venerated Prof. Volkmilr. With great
1

~¥.~';,;W~~1~tt~s g~~;~alf~e~ie sftbi~c~r~~-~o~~::~t~~
1

enter Into a crltlc·sm of your scientific work. It Is forme
to communl•mte to you tnat the whole society Is rejoiced

~r:~Yt~~k~~~afi~;g;n8ri!h1.~~~fe~~o~~\~~-~:p:!:~~t!

tiv. An unprejudiced and thorough presentation of the
writings connected with the orlgln of our Christian re.
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it sometimes appears in contradiction to it."
The author has also received congratulatory letters

treat~d,
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with a copy of your valuable history."
One of the most favorable reviews of the history was
made by the learned Norwegian, Bjornstjerne Bjornson.
Prlce,$2.25.
Address,
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st. New Yark.

THE

BIBLE-WHENCE AND WHAT?
BY

:n. Faraday.

Among the many snbjects treated.are: Spirit life the
best place in wbich to study the mlnd.-Tbe mental sur-
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!~:;r~~t t~ ~ iJ~rfs1Y:~vil~ft~1~~a;~ ~b~f f~~; ~~~· :fu~:

dred.' One of our members, Herr Kappeler, has thor~
eughly examined the work, and has made to us a report

Richard B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,

A. theologian of high dPgree, and a counsellor
learned in the law, on the origin and
character of the Bible.
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manimalia are more sensitiv than lower orders.-The

brain ls not the fountain of thought.-An analysis of the
braln will never reveal the mlnd.-Wbat makes people c1;rhe ~~~~~~P~~~~r~s fg!sii~~~n,?~~v~H~l~e;~,~~rn~!h~
1
manfcal cast,e and Roman aacerdotslism. He is entirely
independent of ecclesiastical eupervfsion and censure.
fanatlc•.-How a child develops the power to tb!nk.-Tbe
rri~~ w~~\~~~si;;;;l~·~~~~~er1~; ?b 0 0~h~~ ~~bJgee~~a'
1
ifa~\~! ~~~~~~ggrf:in~t!:. ~1~~Ptfy t~cE~~~~~~t~!~kr~ source of dJgmatJc theology 1 are treated fearlessly In the
of history, phtlosopby, and comparatlv rellglons. It
~~i~ks~~~i~~~~rf~~lfg~;r~~~a;.~~;~ f~~~~:~~~~·;t~~~c~ light
ff:~1~s:~~:r~~fotris ec6~~:n~~~i~~~sed statement of what
1
0 1
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ment while In the body?-llow knowledge transcending WHOLE LIBRARIES
INTO ONE LITTLE llOOK.
human attainment!! can be transmitted to man.-As man
The
author's
conclusions
are, of course, against the auadvances he can better analyze himself.
gernatural orlg!n and lnfalllblllty of tb.e Bible, whlle tbe
Price, 15 cents.
For sale at this office.
P~~~~~i~~~)~~ ~~~~~·~t~~~f~~<t~~~~~,;~own to be priestly
The prlnclples of n"tural religion are ably stated, and
the claims of true morn lity are warmly adqocat~·d.
The st1·ong commendations of the secular prass show
that Is just the book for these ·times of aglt•tlon and
"revision."
Printed In good type and bound In cloth. Price, 1\1.
"Life and Mind, on the Basis of Modern Address
D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth st. New Yo k
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THE DEATH-BLOW TO RELIGION.
Medicine."

By R. Lewins, M.D. (of England),

THE PEOPJ.E'B READER.

A sketcb. of man's physical, political, mental, and
·And Its appendix ph!losophlcal, scientlfic, and critical by
Prof. O'Byrne. This book has excited much notice In social development in past, present, and future.
Ry GEO- C. STIERELING, lti.D.
Europe, bas been lengthily reviewed In the Journal of
Price 25 cents. For sale at tbls office.
Science. and very blgbly spoken of by the Westminster
Revie:w. Order In time; one dollar, post free.
Address

MR. O'BRYNE,

51 Fort avenue, ROxbury, Boston, Mass.
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is shown to be devil-worship, with some o~·
servations upon the horrible and cruel ordi•
nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offerings.
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THE burning of Garibal_di's body is likely to giv
a boom to cremation, at least in Italy. For there
may be many to whom this method of disposing
of the human body has ~ppeared to be a mere
whim, with which they had nothmg in common,
who will now think of it seriously, out of respect
for the memory of Garibaldi and a willingness to
follow his example.
THE Rev. John Jasper, of Richmond, says that
a boy in his congregation has been struck dumb
for telling lies. With this awful warning before
him, he dares not stop preaching the truth about
_the flat earth standing still and the sun revolving
round it. Jasper is a consistent Christian in his
ignorance, and we hav often wondered why Talmage does not follow his lead.

ft \
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SCIENCE HALL, 141 8th St.,
NEA.B BROA.DWA.Y.

and a looking glass, and chock full of towels of a
size adapted to his person. Whenever the band
plays, Col. Ingersoll occupies a position where he
can best listen to it. As well as good bathing he
requires good music, ,and no better music than
that at Long Beach floats seaward from any watering place. The robust sybarite from lllinois has
estabiished himself on terms of profound intimacy
with the kapelmeister, who. in turn regards him
with deep admiraJ;ton and respect."

erty, It says, in substance, to the members of
the bar: "You are often employed to draw wills
·for rich men; you thus come to know what property they hav, and what they propose to do with
it. This knowledge is denied the world at large,
and is imparted to you because of the confidentml
relation you occupy. Avail yourself of this position, and pour into the ears of the unsu.spectmg
testator the manifold advantages which will
accrue to his soul from a devise and bequest to
the General Theological Seminary of the ProtesSTORIES of the murder of Christian children by tant Episcopal church." A.s a matter of morals,
Jews are generally treated as malicious inventions of course, it is wholly improper for a lawyer to do
or revivals of Middle Age superstitions. But it any such thing. He is not the keeper of his
seems to be believed at Pesth that a Christian client's conscience, nor should he undertake to be.
girl was really killed last EasLer in a Jewis syna- When called upon to draft a will, he should ascergog at Tisaezlai by some Jewish butchers. If tain what the testator desires to do, and then he
the story told be at all true, the crime was the re- should adviBe him what are thet necessary lawful
sult of a plot; for butchers from a distance are steps to accomplish that result; but it would be
said to hav come to take part in it. The popular almost as disgraceful to comply with the spirit of
belief is that the girl's blood was used in making the above invitation as it is for clergymen to sura cake for some religious rite; and the ex- round the bed of a dying man and endeavor to
citement is so intense that 600 soldiers hav been extort from him gifts to the church which he
sent there.
would never hav made in the time of health and
DuRING the riots against the Jews at Balta, in strength and perspicacity of intellect. No honorRussian Poland, thirty or forty women sought able lawyer Will comply with a request of this
refuge with their children in the garret ·of a house character.

BESIDES THE TRUTH SEEKER, the newspapers,
magazines, and reviews which adopt the principle
and use new spellings, more or fewer, in their
regular issues, are .the Home Jowrnat, the Chicago
Tribune, the Utica He;rald, the Princeton Review,
the Toledo Blade, the liibra;ry Journal, the Oberlin News, ahd others. The number, including
minor examples, is stated by a writer of the New used as a synagog. While thus concealed, lin
breathless suspense, with the rioters in the street
Y ark Tribune to be about two hundred.
and on the lower floors of the house, a baby beBISHOP PAINE is ninety. In asking the Meth- gan to cry. .A.t this some of tYle women, in a
odist Conference at Nashville to reheve him from perfect frenzy of fear, beset the mother, tore the
further activ service, he declared that sixty-five child from her arms, and endeavored to stifle it.
years of ministry had not shaken his perfect be- Its mother fought wildly for it, and ·succeeded in
lief in the truthfulness of the Christian doctrin of recovering it, but· it was already more dead than
salvation. The bishop must hav an impenetrable alive. Some of the cruelties inflicted upon the
skull,· or much less than sixty-five years of famil- women during these riots almost surpass belief.
iarity with ministerial ignorance and pulpit hy- '!'he hospital at Odessa shows instances of fiendish
pocrisy would hav sufficed to convince him of the mgenuity unfit for description, and paralleled only
injustice of the salvation scheme.
by the atrocities of the .Apaches.
THE colored minister who whipped his wife at
THE brutality exercised in convents finds an.Alexandria, Va., was fined $4 by a justice. He
had no money, and was given a week in which to other illustration in a story from Cracow, accord·
pay. On the intervening Sunday he preached ing to which a nun in a convent there has been
from the text, "Whom the Lord loveth he chas- inhumanly treated. She belonged to a good
teneth," drawing from it the conclusion that he Silesian family, and gave all her property to the
had punished his wife properly. Then he asked convent·eighteen years ago. But for a faithful
the'congregation to contribute the $4 for his fine, old servant who follllwed her into the convent in
and they did it, though the plates had to be passed order to be near her, she would probably hav
six times before the amount was realized. The died under the treatment she received. Her
pastor's appeals were a great deal like those of brother could only obtain an interview with her
by calling in the police. She h.ad to be supported
Mr. Kimball in debt raising.,
by two nuns, and appeared in a terribly emaciated
THE Evangelical Ministers' .Association of Bos- condition. Having refused to accept a young
ton voted that it was "the duty ·of the republic to confessor introduced into the convent some years
educate· her future citizens in moraJs," and to this ago, she was confined alone in a cell, and the sisend a committee was appointed to produce a text ters were forbidden to approach her. The story
book. This task was found difficult, and the runs that she had worn the same gown for eighcommittee sought to turn it over to the secretary teen years, and had had no change of underclothof the Massachusetts Board of Education, but he ing or shoes or stockings for sev~n years. Her
declined to undertake it. The association has now cell had not been cleaned for a twelvemonth, and
formed a new commit:ee, including a Universalist, she was never allowed to leave jt. Tbe straw of
a Swedenborgian, a Roman Catholic, and a He- her bed was rotten and full of vermin. The sisbrew, and a series of books are in preparation.
ters with her contradicted her statement, but she
ON a recent Sunday the bishop of Liverpool persisted in imploring her brother to free her from
went to preach at the evening service in a large her terrible position. The brother could only prochurch in his diocese. The second lesson appoint- vide her with food and clothing. Until the affair
ed for the day happened to be in the chapter in has been decided in a court of justice the nun will
Timothy in which the duties of a bishop are de- hav to remain where she is.
fined, aud in which he is directed to be "the
A NEW style of begging has been invented by
husband of one wife." As the bishop happens to
be the husband of a third wife, the obsequious the Episcopalians. .A. pamphlet on the past hisincumbent thought tbat hemightfeel disconcerted, tory and present needs of tl1e General Theologso, in the plenitude of his servility, he ordered the ical Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal church
curate not to read the proper Jesson, but to choose has recently been circulated in large quantities
among the practicing lawyers of this city. Inanother.
closed in this pamphlet on a loose slip of paper
THIS is the way a Sun correspondent talks is a printed notice which reads as follows: "As
about the Freethought ora.tor: "Col. Ingersoll you are frequently called upon to draft wills for
livs at Long Beach this summer. He has rented your chents, this pamphlet is sent to you to ask
the cottage nearest the hotel. .A.ny day\is portly your attention to one of the most important eleeform may be seen riding indolently upon the bil- mosynary institutions in our city. The corporate
lows beyond the region of surf and making a title is 'The General Theological Seminary of the
large defiant hummock on the line of the horizon. Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States,'
In the place that he has selected he can step upon a corporation e~isting nuder the laws of the state
sand that is as compact and smooth as velvet; the of New York." The author of the essay appears
surf that tosses him in an interesting manner is by the title page to be the Rev. E . .A.. Hoffman,
white as milk, unrningled with clam shells or D.D., the dean of the seminary, and it is to be
metropolitan wreckage, ciean and beautiful; and, presumed that the slip which we hav copied .is
moreover, he can shower his person with fresh circulated by the authority of that institution.
tepid water on emerging from the sea, and dis- The notice is, says the Sun, substantially an invirob~. and· ·array himself in a spacious and well- tation to lawyers to influence their clients in re·
·yentilated compartment supplied with a foot bath gard to the testame~tary disposition of their pro;p-
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Jlltws of Jht 1/ttlc.
The state of New York has appropriated $200 1•
000 to the Emigration Commission.
The impeachment of Lowell, minister to Eng·
land, has been moved in Congress.
A boy twelve years old recently died in this
city from an ovo~-indulgence in cigarets.
Things in Ireland continue in an unsatisfactory
state. A caretaker was recently assassinated.
The Texas Greenbackers held what is reported
to hav been a disorderly convention last week.
Several prize fights hav been fought in this
vicinity lately without being interfered with by
the police.

A. train just out of Long Brauch was derailed
on the 29th nit., killing five passengers and injnr·
ing many others.
The Malley boys and Blanche Douglass, of New
Haven, Conn., hav been acquitted of the murder
of Jennie Cramer.
England has made arrangements for em1Jarking
40,ooo'men for Egypt. There are indications of
a rise in the latter country again£t English resiWE. hope the correspondent of the Boston dents.
Herald is mistaken in the following. Col. IngerThe Harvards beat Yale in the intercollegiate
soll makes such good use of his money that we boat race on Friday, the 30th nit., and the Coshould like to hoe him the posaessor of millions: _Jumbia freshmen beat the Harvard freshmen on
"There is nothing more interesting in Washing- the 1st inst.
ton just now than the affairs of the Ivanhoe mine,
Fresh attacks by Christians upon the Jews of
and I may as well tell you about it. The Ivanhoe Htmgary l).re reported. Three rioters hav just
mine 1s Bob Ingersoll's mine. That is, Robert is been sentenced to three years' penul servitude for
the heaviest owner in it at present, and it begins killing a Jew.
to look as if he were the heaviest loser in it also.
Miss Ella Cleveland, of Pawlet, Vt., believes
The principal movers were Ingersoll and a firm of
lawyers, Halbert E. Payne & Grafton, and Sena- that she has been raised from her sick bed by
tor Plumb, of Kansas. .A. WashingLon banking prayer. :Mortality among fools haM not rid the
firm was also interested. The property is said to world of them all yet.

hav cost $60,0001 and therefore. the shares of
stock cost the original holders and issuers thereof
30 <;ents apiece I The company was formed about
a year and a half · ago, and soon after it was
formed the most astounding stories of the wealth
of the mine began to circulate all over Washington. I forget how many millions of dollars'
worth of ore were always in sight in the mine.
None of it was ever taken out, but it was stated
to be there, and a good many honest people got to
believe that it was there. .A.ftor a while the able
originators of the mine began to Jet some of their
friends into this good and beautiful thing at the
rate of about $3 a share. There seemed to be
quite a demand for it at this figure, and consequently the price was advanced to $5 a share,
and then the demand for it increased. The company held a meeting and set apart a quantity of
stock to be sold at $5 a share, to be used to develop the mine. The reports of fresh millions of
ore heaving in sight as the explorers advanced
rapidly underneath the surface continued to arrive in Washington, and some of the originators
of the mine put faith in them. :Hr. Ingersoll
himself became convinced that the mine was such
a bonanza that he thought it a great pity that the
company's stock should go off at the low rate of
$5 a share. So he went and put all the Jl!Oney
he could rake and scrape into it, and his friends
generally did the same. One gentleman I know,
who had nothing but his faith in Ingersoll to guide
him, invested $38,000 in the stock at $4 and $5
a share. Somehow, there seemed to be a good
deal of stock floating about, and after a while it
began to sink a little, and then it sank a good deal,
and last week I hear.d of a fellow buying 1,000
shares at ten cents a share. Ingersoll has paid
something over $50,000 for what he could how
buy for about $2,000. He is able to bear the
Joss, because he can get $1,000 ·a night whenever
he chooses to lecture in Chicago, N E'W York, or
Boston, bn t some of the other sufferers are not
as well able to bear it; in fact, the I van hoe mine
has blown a. sort of simoom of poverty over
Washington. There was a regular craze about
the stock last year, and people who had not much
ready money even mortgaged their houses to buy
it at $5 a share. The secret of the little affair
was, of course, that while Ingersoll and his
friends were buying, Plumb, Grafton, and their
friends were selling."

Henry Cole, a lawyer, of Cincinnati, 0., recentlY.
shot a:q.d killed his wife and a daughter aged 19,
and then immediately shot himself. The cause
for the act is not known.
.A. cyclone in Coalville, Pa., destroyed much
property and many Jives on the 30th ult. The
city of Lafayette, Ind., was flooded the same day.
God moves iu a mysterious way his mercies to
display.
Herr Bebel, of Gormany,'has been sentenced to
two months' imprisonment for speaking disrespectfully of the Bundesrath, a public legiBlativ
body. Germany is determined not to be behind
in examples of slavery of speech.
The charge of "unholy walk before God " has
been sustained against Deacon Richardson of tho
Hanson Place church, Bmoklyn, the man who
laid milroau track on Sunday. Thus one good
brother after another goes astray.
The Star Route trials are said to be degenerating into a comedy. It is reported that the government took up tho weakest caso first, as a
precedent, knowing it would be defeated. It is
probable that the thieves will all escape.
The prohibition amendment has passed the
Legislature in Iowa, and hereafter no liquor can
be legally sold in that state except as medicin.
Many persons will object that this is not a free
country when a man may not choose the beverage
he shall drink.
Cordial relations having been established be·
tween the turf and the church by General Abe
Buford and Revivalist Barnes, of Kentucky, the
Brighton Beach Racing .Association carry on the
good work by donating a day's receipts to a
n!)ighboring church.
Parnell and his followers hav been expelled
from the British House of Commons. Sir Stafford
Northcote, who moved the expulsion of Mr. Bradlaugh, and who is the enemy of Justice in whatever form it presents itself, was one of the
instigators of this outrage.
Guiteau was '• removed"· on the 30th ult. The
book whose teachings brought him to the gallows
continue~ to be taught in public schools, and the
delusion of inspiration, which made him a mur·
derer, is still preached by sixty thousand clergy·
men in this country. .A.n examination of the
ctim'B brain revealed no indications of insanity
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Jllfrnth lttlttr Jlronnd t~t florid
Twelve Days in Ceylon.-Continued.
.A. LITTLE LECTU:RING.

I had not been very long in Colombo before my
friends gave me a pressing invitation to address
them. It was in vain that I told them I was not a professional lecturer, that I never addressfd a public
audience till past fifty-five years of age,· that
the eonsciousness of my inability as a speaker, and
my excessive modesty, had allowed me to make but
a few attempts since that time, and that I had not
come abroad to deliver lectures, but to see what I
could of the world. They would not accept these
very reasonable arguments and excuses, but still insisted that I should address them. I said that they
had been so very kind to me that it would be a piece
of ingratitude on my part not to oblige them, even
though my efforts were feeble, and my oratory of a
low class. "I am in your hands," said I, "while I
am here, and will do what you wish me to do as nearly
as I can." The result is I delivered ten lectures in
Ceylon-fully as many as I had ever delivered before;
and from the flattering compliments paid me it would
seem I gave very fair satisfaction. Perhaps they are
not hard to please.
My first lecture I wrote out and delivered it at the
Kotahena Dipaduttama Vihare of the orator priest
Mohottiwatte Gunamande, near the temple already
mentioned. My audience numbered fnlly three thousand, nearly all natives, so that it had to be interpreted as delivered, and this changed into Singslese, I speaking a sentence or two and then the
translation made. Mr. Simon Silva, Seneviratna
Muhandiram, interpreter to the Colombo municipal
council, acted as interpreter on the occasion. The
chief priest whose name I have given introduced me
to the audience, and recounted some of my v,aried experiences at the hands of my Christian friends.
I am somewhat noted for my long-windedness (save
when in the Jordan, etc.), and I gave them about all
the lecture they wanted on one occasion, the delivery
and the interpretation occupying two hours and a
quarter. But the audience, among whom perhaps
there were two or three hundred females, paid excellent attention, and extended to· me a hearty vote of
thanks. There were twenty or more priests in attendance, among them the high priests of the city, the
chief priest and orator of the Vihare, also the priest
Mohottiwattewith whom I held the conversation out
in the country; he came in the eight miles to hear
me. Several of them told me that my examination of the subject was the most exhaustive and
thorough they have ever heard, and assured me
they were highly pleased with it. I was at once
asked if I was willing it should be copied and translated into Singalese, as they wi~hed to print it in
large numbers for the people over the island. Of
course I had no objection to anything of th.at kind. I
was only too glad to do what I could to aid them in
any way. Two of the friends sat up the better part of
a night to copy it, soon to be printed in their own
language. , I confess I felt somewhat flattered by the
compliments given me, but that you may see how little they were deserved, I will send the lecture along
with this and let you read it for yourselves. I am
sure considerable of it will sound familiar to you, for
you have heard me talk in the same way before.
But here it is:
LECTURE TO THE PEOPLE OF CEYLON.
FRIENDS, BROTHERS, AND SISTERS OF THE SINGALESE RACE ;

I beg to assure you that it is with unusual pleasure that I visit
your country of tropical delights and meet with so many kind
and genial people as I find here. I have little desire to speak
words of flattery to you, but let me say, though I have visited
. many lands and climes, I have nowhere found more friendly,
kindly-disposed, and intelligent people than I have met with
here. I am very glad to visit you at your homes and to become
acquainted with you personally.
With your permission, I propose to address you to-ni~ht upon
the subject of religion, and more particularly upon the Christian
system, which is th·e prevailing religion in my own country, and
which so many men and so much money are being employed to
establish he.re in your lovely country. The subject of religion
is an important one, and should interest every man and woman
on the earth. It is of the. first consequence that we have the
right kind of religion, and are able to discard or avoid such kinds
as abound in superstitions and falsehoods. The number of religions which men in the past and present ages have embraced
reach thousands, and the number of gods which have been worshiped amount to millions. No man can truthfully claim that
all these religions have been true; no man can claim that all
these gods have had an actual existence, though the devotees of
each religion and the worshipers of each god hav believed they
had the most truth in their religion, and that their particular
god was greater and more powerful than all the other gods.
It is my belief that all religions have possessed some truth,
and that all have been burdened with some falsehood. Some
have had more truth than others; some have abounded far
more in falsehoods than others. We should make it our business to seek and embrace the truth and to detect and reject the
error. There is no better employment than this.
In my remarks upon Christianity on this occasion I will
divide my subject under three heads :
1. The origin of Christianity.
.
2. The truthfulness of Christianity.
3. Christianity compared with your own system of religionBuddhism.
The subject is a wide one, and in the remarks I will have
time to make I can embrace but a small portion of that which
is to be said upon the subject, and my observations must ne<Je$·

sarily be brief and imperfect. I ask you to attribute the limited which the earth and the planets revolve, and from: which they
arguments I may employ rather to 11 want of time than to a lack obtain their light and heat, it is wor~e than childishness to
o! proof or to 11 scarcity of truth.
claim that the earth i~ the older. It is believed by most scienPrimarily, Christianity, so far as its god and its sacred book tific men that the entire solar system was once ·one thin body ·
are concerned, is an outgrowth of Judaism.
of matter, and that in obedience to inherent and ever-active
Secondarily, Its dogmas, rites, and ceremonies are borrowed forces the portions forming the planets and asteroids were
from paganism. There is an abundance of proof to establish thrown off, when, in obedience to a· law of nature, they assumed
these propositions.
.
the. spherical form aJ?d took up their journey around the Bun
Judaism and its offspring, Christianity, are based. upon the whiCh for a moment ~hey have never ~ince abandoned. The
Pentateuch, often called the five books of Moses, though there opinion of these men of 8Cientific investigation is worth a thouis not the slightest proof that Moses wrote a word of them, or sand times more than the ridiculous and unsupported statement
that if. he .had written them. they would have been any more of some unknown ignoramus about there being light, heat day
divine or true in consequence. There are the best grounds, and night, and full vegetation on the earth before there wa~ any
however, for deciding that hfl dtd not write them, for they con- sun.
With regard to the silly story about a snake being able to
tain an account of his own death and burial and many other
events which did not take place till many hundred years after speak the language of man, when he has no organs to utter
his death. No man has yet lived who was able to write an such language; that a snake should be able-to thwart and ciraccount of what took place long after he ceased to live, so we cumvent the plaus and wishes of an infinite creator, is too abare justified in deciding that Moses did not write the Penta- surd to merit serious consideration. To claim that trees and
teuch. Who did write it is not known, nor at what time it was stones and hillocks once spoke with human language would be
written; but as the books refer to the kings which reigned. in equally sensible and true. The snake family have ever crawled
Judea, we may safely conclude that they was not written till a upon their bellies, as they do now. Thev have never eaten dirt
few centuries before the Christian era.
for a living, and never were able to stand and walk upon the
I need scarcely repeat the fable of the creation of the world, ends of their tails.
of all upon it, and of the temptation and fall of man. You. are
The idea that knowledge and eternal life ever grew on trees
familiar with it all. I will simply ask a few questions with ref- is childish in the extreme. You have many varieties of trees
erence to the tale. Is the world but six thousand years old ? on this beautiful island, and it is a great place for fruit, but I
Was the univer~e created from nothing or brought out of non- ask you if you have ever seen trees of knowledge or any fruit
existence? Is the earth older than the sun? Were there no of eternal life. No; you have seen nothing of the kind, nor
human beings before A.dam and Eve? Did a snake ever speak has anybody else in any part of the earth.
the human language? Did lcrwwledge and endless life grow on
The claim that the infinite God of the universe repented of
trees? Did a rain ever fall upon the earth which reached to his work, regretted what he had done in attempting to people
the tops of the highest mountains? Were specimens of every the earth, and that in consequence of this he sent a million
form of animal life great and small, ever gotten together in one times more water upon the earth than ever existed for the sake
place and shut up in a box or vessel and p!tched and made air of drowning the inhabitants, when it was in his power to extight? If such a thing could have been done could those ani- tinguish their lives in a moment· without all that trouble, is anmals, requiring different climates, different temperatures, dif- other of the foolish and untruthful claims upon which both
ferent food, have lived homogeneously in that box, with food or systems of religion· are based. A.n infinite, all-wise God could
wj.thout, for a period of thirteen months? Did the creator of not be so fickle and weak. The rain necessary to cover the
the universe ever select 5,000 square miles of the earth's sur- earth to the tops of the highest mountains does not exist; it
face as his own country, leaving all the rest to his adversary, or never did exist; the atmosphere is incapable of sustaining a
to get along as best it might, without his care and blessing, he thousandth part of it, even if it did exist ; and if that amount
being indifferent as to what befell it? Did an infinite and om- of watl)r by any means should be thrown upon the surface of
nipotent God ever attempt to have a special country of his own the earth it would be compelled to remain there, the same as
and people of his own, and fail in his efforts?
the ocean now remain~, for there would be no other place for it
If one of these inquiries can be truthfully answered in the to go to. The atmo~phere, I repeat, could sustain but a small
negative, then are Judaism and Christianity untrue, for the fractional part of it.
foundation upon which they stand requires them all to be anA.s to the idle story about the ambitions, enterprises, and exswered in the affirmative. If any of these affirmations are un- periments of the Jew God in the Jew country, about his total
true, then is Judaism false, then is Chriatianity false.
failurA and disgrace, I will not detain you with many remarks
I will say, to begin with, that we have not the slightest upon the subject, but will only Eubmit it to your judgment
grounds for believing that one of the foregoing questions whether such tales are not too insipid, too extravagant, and too
should be answered in the affirmative. Priests tell us that the foolish to be applied to a being of infinite power, wisdom, and
story was written by inspiration, but they have no grounds for love, and whether the whole story is not unworthy of belief.
In connection with this branch of the subject, let me add that
setting up that claim. The story itself dnes ·not say it was
written by inspiration, neither does it say by whom it was writ- Judaism had nothing new or original in it. Its doctrines, rites,
ten, nor in what age of the world it was V~ritten. This no man and ceremonies were borrowed from the nations that had an
knows, but we have the right to examine its probable truth.
older existence. Thus circumcision was earlier practiced by the
A.s to the Rge of the earth, we have every reason to believe Egyptians, the Ethiopians, t.he Colchians, and other nations.
that it is r:ot only six thousand years old, but that it has been The sacrifice of animals, to please the gods, was common to all
many millions of years in existence. The strata of rocks, one the pagan nations centuries before there were any Jews in the
above the other, showing wide eras between, with the fossil re- world. A. hereditary priesthood was common in Egypt, in
mains of many forms of vegetable and animal life which Phcenicia, in Assyria, and other nations, before the Jewish naexisted at periods many thousands of years apart, prove the tion had an existence. The form of their tabernacle and temple
earth at least hundreds of thousands of years old, and that the was from the Egyptian pattern. The monotheism, which has
foundation claim of Judaism and Christianity is false.
been loudly claimed for the Jews, was earlier taught in Persia
The existence of the coal strata spread over many countries, by the great Zoroaster, before the time of Moses, Jabob, or even
and which strata were the product of an immense vegemble Abraham.
growth produced when the atmosphere surrounding the earth
Prayer and prophecy were practiced by many nations long
was far more warm, more humid, and more charged with car- before the Jews. They simply borrowed those rites.
bon than it has been for many ages, show the age of the earth
But I must not dwell longer on this branch of the subject. I
think I have shown that the foundation of Judaism and Christo be far greater than the J~w-book claims.
The great glacial periods, of the existence of which there are tianity is untrue, and not original, and that, therefore, the systhe amplest proofs in thousands of places, where immense rocks tems themselves are false in essence and reality. I must
were transported for many miles by vast and slowly-moving hasten on to the second branch of my subject.
masses of ice, the latest period of which must have been nearly
Is Christianity truthful in its later claims?
two hundred thousand years ago, give proof of the same kind.
It is a question not easy to decide, whether the reputed
A.s to the universe being created from nothing, I will ·only fonnder of the system ever had an existence. If he did exist,
say that the bare proposition is the most absurd one that can it becomPs another serious question whether he was a demi.god,
be advanced. But it must either have been created from noth- begotten directly by deity, without a natural father, upon the
ing or always have existed in some form. If the latter, then of person of a human f<-male, thus being half god and half man.
course a creation was equally impossible and unnecessary. If .But still, again, it is another question whether he set the laws of
it always existed, the forces which exist in it and impel it must nature aside and performed miracles. It is also a most weighty
also always have existed. When we take the fact into c<msid- question whether this story is original; whether the doctrines
eration that not an ounce nor a grain of matter can be created, of his system are peculiar to it; whether his morals are better
increased, or destroyed, it is far more reasonable to believe and purer than were taught by others before him, and whether
that matter and force, or the universe are eternal, and always his followers have led more R.ngelic and. better lives than the
existed, than that any god ever brought them forth from noth- devotees of other religions. I shall not have time to do justice
ing. The writer of Genesis, however, knew nothing of all this, to thi! branch of the subject, but can only take a hurried
and we must decide that the foundation of the two systems of glance.
religion under consideration is untenable. The flippant and
Whether such a person as Jesus lived is, I repeat, a matter of
slip-shod ftyle of the creation is appreciated by the fact about doubt. There is not the slightest proof that there was such a
the creation of the smrs. Six days were required to make all. person, save in the four stories attributed to Matthew, Mark,
Five days were r!)quired for the earth and what was on it, but Luke, and John. But what makes this claim extremely lame
we are told that in one day the sun and moon and stars were is the fact that those stories were not written by Matthew, Mark,
created. When we remember that the sun is a million times Luke, and John, and nobody knows by whom they were written.
larger than the earth, that there are are millions of other suns A.ll that we dv know, with certainty, about those stories is,
and ·stars larger than ours, and so fa.r away that it requires that they had no known existence till150 years after Jesus was
millions of years for light, which travels at the rate of two hun- dead and buried, if it is conceded that he lived. There is no
dred thousand miles per second, to reach us, the looseness and proof that tho~e four stories were used, read, known, or even
ignorance of the remark, ''and he made the stars also," must heard of till the year 181, or thereabouts. The Christian fathers
be perceived. The person who wrote that had not the slightest and ap!lstles, previous to that time, had never heard of them.
conception of the immense number, magnitude, and distance of This is a most damaging fact to Christian claims, but neverthe·
less it is true. I will offer here to-night a thousand rupees to
the starry orbs which fill the vault of heaven.
A.s to whether Adam and Eve were the first individuals of any one who will prove to the contrary, and that either of those
the human race, we have the most positive proof that they were four books was written by Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John;
not. There are many places in different parts of the earth but it will not produce thA proof. A. thousand lacks of rupees
where the bones of human beings have been discovered where ($5,000,000) could not produce it.
If they had been written by those four individuals, that would
they were imbedded under a slow deposit of soil or of stalagmite formations which could not have· been less than fifty not make them true, because we have no more assurance they
thou,sand years in accumulating. The human bones that have were truthful men than thousands of .others who have writ.tl)n
been found side by side with the bones of animals which have- falsehoods; and .qjudging from the way they often contradict
not been known upon the earth within the last five thousand each other, and give their ~ories in a totally different man~er,
years, or since the historic period, prove man to have existed they must be very unreliable witnesses. Such evide!lce, ID a
scores of thousands of years ago. The human bones and modem cou1t of justice, would be insufficient to convwt a Clal·
remains that have been found in the low strata of the earth's prit of chicken-stealing; and when the naked fact stands out
crust prove that man existed on the earth more than a thousand that it was not Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John who wrote
centuries ago. The positive proofs of the stone age, befdre the those extravagant narratives, and we find that a gross fal~hood
historic era, when man in.a very low stage of development and has been told us to start with, that we have been egregwu.sly
civilization, knew nothing of the metals, and only had imple- deceived in the identity of the witnesses, the whole thmg
ments of stone and the bones of animals, show that the human appears as it is, a delusion, and the entire story is not worth ta
race was on the earth thousands of years before the time of straw. If a falsehood, I ask, has been told us at the outse'
A. dam.
what "onfidence can we have in any part of the tale? None
Relative to the earth being older than the sun, and vegeta- whatever.
It is possible, however, that there might have been such a
tion perfecting itself before there was a sun, it can only be said
that the very thought is grossly absurd. A.s the sun is a million person as Jesus; the naBil.e is said to have been a common one
times larger than the earth1 as it is the central body round in the land of the Jews, and it is quite possible that a person
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/ by that name might have been a strolling lecturer, who was
v .followed by a small band of admirers, and this man might have
(believed he had some claims to the throne of Judea, which bef~ lief he might have ventilated as he strolled about the country,
!: ,and for these pretensions the Roman authoritie.~, who ruled the
., country, may have deemed it prudent to put him to death to
avoid any disturbance that might arise from his followers proclaiming him as the rightful ruler of the. country. I say all
that might have been possible, for similar occurrences have
· taken place in the world again and again; but there is no proof
that any such thing took place. If, however, for a moment it
be ~ranted that the man Jesus did live, that f"lls very.far short
of proving that he was begotten by the supreme power of the
universe, or that his second, or ideal partner, called the Holy
;.~Ghost, performed what is called the overshadowing feat, or that
:, JeRus himself executed such miraculous feats as raising people
· from the dead, changing water into wine, casting out innumerable devils, multiplying bread and fishes to an unheard-of extent, of himself rising from the dead after being executed, and
finally ascending up bodily into heaven through. the intensely
. cold and intensely light air, where a person could not live for a
.:minute.
. The only foundation for the divine conception part of the
story was a dream which it is asserted Joseph had, which is
claimed to have been related by Matthew, though Matthew had
no means of knowing what Joseph had dreamed, or whether he
could drell:m out r~~~;l facts or not. Dreams are poor things at
best to bUild a rehg10n upon. But we now learn that it was not
Matthew at all who told the dream, but some unknown person,
a hundred years later, who. played the pa.rt of a forger or falsifier, and· pretended to be Matthew, when he was not. The
case of Luke is no better; he. pretended to give a vision which
Mary had, and which he had no means of knowing anything
about, but he, also, now turns out not to be Luke at fill, but
rather some unknown false pretender and misrepresenter.
The other two gospel writers have not a word to say about
the ~ream or, the _vision, or about the divine begetting and conception. They either never heard anything about it, did not
believe anything about it, or were untruthful witnesses, and
~ept back a part, and are not worthy of credit. In all candor,
rt must be confessed that such evidence as .this, to sustain an
·
act totaUy impossible in itself, is entirely without value.
If there is the slightest truth in this story of the miraculous
conception, it is very singular that neither Paul nor Peter, who
had much more to do with establishing the system of Christianity than any other persons of their time, and whose epistles
, were written a hundred years before what are called the gospels
· were penned, have not a word to say about it· not !l. word
about Jesus not having a natural father, the ;ame as other.
men; not a word about his mother being a virgin. If there
is truth in these claims these men should have known some~hin~r ab?ut it, and sho:nJ.d have said something about it. A.lso,
if there Is -lJ,ny truth m the wonderful miracles which it is
claimed Jesus performed-of his raising the dead of going up
bod!ly into heaven-they should at least have a w~rd upon the
subJect; but, strange to say, they have not a syllable.
In my honest opinion those events never occurred, nor were
they thought of till after more than a century and a-half had
passe~, when the miraculous conception, the divine parentage,
the mrraculous performa~ces, were deemed necessary to make
the story go down well with the marvel-loving and superstitious
people of the times.
. It was perfectly easy, after the hero of the story had heen in
hrs grave for a hundred and fifty year~, and when everybody
wa~ dead and forgotten who knew anything about the matter,
to mvent such marvelous additions, and add on these little extras; to have new stories written, new claims set up, a new set
of statements to be believed, and a stronger religion established.
I do not say positively that this was the case, but it certainly
looks as thougl:i it was, and it would have been perfectly e'ISy
to do so, and there was nobody to prevent it. This much is
known, and ~annot be contradicted. The gospels and epistles
that were wrr~ten in the fir~t century say nothiog of the miraculous conception, and nothmg of the wonderful miracles Jesus
perfor~~d; but in the subsequent centunes the best Christian
au~horrties _tell us the~e were hundreds of spurious gospels and
eprstles whrch were drscarded as not being- entitled to credit.
But there are no good reasons why the bishops and priests of
the fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries, when they met to decide
what gospels and epistles should be admitted into the Christian
canon, _should hq.ve accepted the four gospels now in the canon,
and reJected the many that are not in. Those accepted were
not so old 1!-s .s~me that were rej.ected, and they possess no more
~roofs _of divmrty_ than those reJected; in fact, at that time, and
smce, rt was claimed that the rejected ones were the best.
Some of them claimed to be written bv inspiration but even
t'Jlis ~hallow pretense was not made on t'he part of th~ four gospels m the canon. There is no claim in either of them that
they were written by inspiration; and if any one can show me
the .slig~tes_t authority, of the least value, that they were penned
by msprration, or that any invisible being had anything to do
with them, I wish they would do so.
. ~he co~ncils :V~ich took upon themselves the business of deCidmg whwh wrrtmgs should be admitted into the New'Testament, and whi~h not, in .the first place had no authority for a
work_ of that kmd; and, m the next place, they were the most
unsUitable persons for undertaking a work of that kind that
~ould well ~e imagined. More noisy, discordant, and contentiOus gatherrngs h!Lve scarcely been known in the world. Their
quarrels and fightmgs were a.disgrace to the human race. We
have the best Christian proof of this. The Council of Nice
presided over by Constan~ine the Great, was extremely noisy:
quarrelsome, and uproariOus. Constantine was compelled to
~end a large share of them home, to burn their church memoI~J:lS, and to threaten th~j.t if they continued to make so much
drsturbance , and be so unruly, he would not longer fight the
Infidels for them.
Saint Gregory Nazianzen, in a letter to Pr'ocopius said "I
flee from all assemblies of bishops, because I never s~w a good
and happy end of any council, but that they did rather increase
than lessen the evil, and the love of contention and ambition
always ov~rcomes their reason." In declaring his decision to
never '!'gam attend another council, a!id giving bis reason therefor, thrs good Christian said, "Because nothing is to be heard
there but geese and cranes, who fight without understanding
o_ne an~ther.': In describing one of these meetings·, the Christian wrrter, Tindal says, " Indeed, fire confusion and disorder
were ~o great amongst them, especially in their synods, that it
sometrmes came to blows; as for instance Dioscorus bishop of
~exandri!L, cuffed and kicked Flavianus, 'patriarch of Constantin?ple, With that fury that within three days after he died."
T~ ~as the s~cond synoil of Ephesus. Pappius, a noted
Chrrstian authorrty, described how these men decided which
book;s were inspired, " By placing all the books under the commUUIOJ_I table, and upon tl:ie prayers of the council the inspired
books JU!llped upon the t11ble, while the false ones remained

under." A.nother writer says the matter was rlecided by vote,
and that Luke's gospel was admitted by a single vote. Pretty
ways, indeed, to form a word of God! ·
It appears that it took ~everal of these contentious councils to
get the canon of the Necv Testament fully settled, and really it
was never fully settled. One council set aside what a previous
council had enacted, and so they went on quarreling like a lot
of noi&y politicians After the great Council of Laodicea, in
363, two other councils were held-one in 406, the other in
680. That of 406 rejected several books which had been declared inspired by tl]e council of 363; ana then, again, in 680,
books were pronounced in3pired which the council of 406 had
condemned. A.nd in this wav the book which Christians fondly
and blindly revere as the" Word of God" was made up, und
this is the compilation they depend upon to prove their founder
and their religion divine.
.
I will not enlarge in this direction, but briefly recapitulute.
The foundation dogma of the Christian religion depends upon
a dream which probably never was dreamed, because the person who tells the story is quite another person from the one he
pretends to be. A.s the real MattJ:lew had no means of knowing
Joseph's dream, the pretended Matthew, a hundred years later,
positively could know nothing of it. Such stories as these were
chosen by contentions, noisy councils, wholly unable to tell
which books were written by inspiration (if ·any were),. and
which not. I will leave it with you, and other sensible people,
to decide what such proof as that is worth.
A. word about the originality and divinity of the Christian
doctrines. The begetting of sons hy mythical gods was common
more than a tb.ousand years before Christianity. Ormuzd had
a son named Mithra. Vishnu bad ninE\ sons, or avatars, and
prominent among them were Rama and Christna. Osiris·begat
Horus; Saturn had many sons, Jove had not less than a dozen,
some by celestial females and some by earthly virgins; the
Scandinavian god Odin beg at Thor and Balder, and the Druid
god begat Hesus; atJd so hundreds of other ~SOds were claimed
to have begotten sons long before the Jew God engaged in the
same busineEs.
The myth of " virgin and child" existed in Egypt, Assyria,
Persia, Lndia, Phcenicia, and other countries one and two thou·
sand years before Christianity existed.
The 25th day of December was long ago kept as a festival by
several pagan nations, because on that day the son of God was
held to be born, and this a score of centuries before the birth of
Jesus.
The cross was used as a religious symbol in Thibet, Egypt,
etc., more than a thousand years before Christianity.
A. belief in good and bad spirits, ill· heaven and hell, was
taught in India, in Persia, in Egypt, iP,,A.ssyria, and elsewhere
more than a thousands years before Christians adopted it.
A. beli~>f in a trinity was old in India, Egypt, and other countries before Christianity was born.
Baptism by wateri was practiced in India in the sacred
Ganges, in Egypt in the equally sacred Nile, and in other countries hundreds of years before Christianity began.
Prayer, humility, repentance, self-denial, etc., were taught
and practiced many hundred years before Jesus.
It is not claimed that any oE these were divine doctrjnes when
practiced by the pagan nations, and I wish to be informed how
they became divine because Christians adopted them. But;.
these being pagan doctrines, I wish it explained what doctrines
Cnristians hold that are ·not pagan, and which are any more
divine than those just named.
There were several so-called sons of gods which might have
answered as models to pattern the story of Jesu!3 after, but I
will not take your time to name them, but will simply refer to
one, first brought to the notice of the Christian world by that
excellent Christian, Sir William Jones, who many year• acted
as an English judge in India, and made himself well acquainted
wit.h the religions of the land. This was Christna. He was
held to have been begotten by Vishnu, who overshadowed the
virgin Devackai; his life was sought by the wicked tyrant,
N anda, who to destroy him caused great numbers of little children to be slaughtered. The young god, however, was sent
away by heaven to be saved. When he grew to maturity he
commenced his mission to his countrymen. He lived a holy
life, he chose a band of disciples who followed him; he taught
excellent morals; he performed wonderful miracles, but his
enemies pursued him, arrested him, and executed him on a tree
by the side of the Ganges; and thereby the good of mankind
was greatly promoted. I will not follow the parall~l between
them more fully, enough having been said to show that the
similarity between Christna and Christ was wonderfUlly great,
and it seems that one might have been a copy of the other.
You of course know that the story of Christna is many hundred years older than that of Christ. If it can be shown that
the copy is more divine than the original, I wish it to he done.
The parallelisms between Jesus and other sons of gods and
great teachers is very great, but I will not r11count them.
Let me now take up the third division of my subject-a comparison betwPen Buddhism and Christianity. There are many
points in common between them, and many points of difference. I will glance at some of them-the points of similarity
first:
1. Both are claimed to have a mission to their fellow-men.
2. Both are believed to have been very good persons.
3. Both led lives of humility and self-denial.
4. Both had a band of disciples.
5. Both taught a good code of morals.
6. Both were tempted and tried by evil influences.
7. Both founded a large system of religion and have great
numbers of followers.
8. Both are dearly loved by their admirers.
9. The memory of both is commemorated by images.
10. Both omitted to write down their doctrines before leaving
the world, and their followers wrote them afterward.
There are other points of similarity, but these are sufficient
for the present. Let me briefly see how they compare in the
points I have named. 1. A.s to which was the best person
there is a difference of opinion; the followers of each believing
their favorite to be the best and the greatest. But as I am not
a follower of either I ought to be an independent judge or umpire. I will give my honest opinion. Buddha sacrificed the
most for the sake of his convictions. He relinquished wealth,
fortune, family, fame, a prospective crown, a dear wife and
child, home, friends, ease, and comfort, all to follow what he
conceived to be his duty. Jesus had few of these to relinquish,
so his sacrices were not so great. '
2. A.s to the excellence of the lives of the two persons I must
decide in favor of Buddha. His period of preparation and
teaching continued fifty years, during which time he did no
wrong, gave way to no anger, no passion, while the mission of
Jesus, at the outside, continued but three years, and some
stoutly claim but one year. A.s a long period of good deeds
must be better than a short one, as much as fifty is more than
three or one Buddha was better than Jesus; besides, the latter gave way to anger and unreasonably cursed the fig-tree; he
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called his fellow-bewgs very hard names, like vipers, serpents,
fools, children of hell, thieves, etc., and on another occasion
angrily and roughly beat and drove the dove-sellers and money
changer~ from the temple, who had long been in the habit of
being there.
3. A.s to which was the most humble I must again decide in
favor of Buddha. Being a prince, an expectant ruler, he (rave
it all up, everything he had in the world, and lived the most
hU!llble life it was possible for a person to lead. He never
sought to rule on the throne, he never sought public display in
any way. On the other hand, Jesus claimed to be entitled to
reign.
He talked about sitting on the throne and making
kings of his disciplPs; he allowed his followers to proclaim him
a prince, he mounted an ass and rode in pomp and splendor
into Jerusalem, whilst all around him were shouting in favor of
his being king. Buddha did nothing of this kind, and clearly
possessed the greatest humility.
4. A.s to which has lfad the greatest number of disciples, the
decision must again be in favor of Buddha. He began preaching more than six hundred years earlier than Jesus, and his doctrines spread more rapidly. It is estimated he has now 500,000,000 of followers, while Jesus has but little more than half that
number. It is very safe to decide that Buddha has had more
than double the followers of Jesus. If these numbers fix the
degree of divinity Buddha is twice as divine as Jesus.
5. A.s to which taught the best code of morals.there is again
a great diversity of opinion, but as a disinterested judge I must
declare for Buddha. While I perhaps cannot accept all his doctrines, I ani compelled to admit that his morals were invariably
of the purest order. I do not remember that in the course of
his half cen,tury of teaching he required one thing that was
wrong or foolish. He did not command his followers to hate
their parents, their children, their wives, their brothers and
sisters; he did not require them to cut off their right hands, to
pluck out their eyes, to reward theft. He did not preach that
idleness and indolence, taking no thought for the morrow-is
better than industry, thrift, enterprise, making suitable efforts
to provide for winter, for old age, or a visitation of sickness and
want. He did not praise up the uses of the sword, and command his dis<iJ>les to sell their garments and buy swords. He
did not show a disposition to have those slain who would not
that he should reign over them; he did not say those who could
not believe must be damned; he did not curse cities that refused
to receive him; he did not instruct his disciples to take other
people's a~ses or other property; be difl not threaten to deny
and curse those who denied him; he did not claim that if persons believed upon him they could handle poisonous serpents·
and drink any deadly poison without harm; he did not promise
his disciples that they should have whatever they asked for, believing; he did not choose a bad, wicked man for a disciple;
he did not demand that his followers should be perfect; he did
not insult or speak harshly to his own mother; he did not
assure his followers that they should be able to remove mountains by a word; he gave no assurance that Gocl as his father
would give whatever asked for; he called no one a liar without
being able to prove it; he did not show cowardice, nor falter in
the discharge of his duty; he did not pluck corn belonging to
others; he did not favor the binding hand and foot, and casting into outer darkness a, man who had no wedding garment;
he was not timid.nor cowardly at the hour of death. A.ccording to the account Jesus did all these, and consequently candor
requires the admission that Buddha taught the best morals and
performed the most faultless deeds. It is true Jesus is credited
with uttering excellent maxims and morals (with several exceptions). His Sermon ou the Mount contains many moral
beauties. But the gr·eat drawback with that sermon is the
great doubt about its being delivered. Matthew is the only one
who mentions a Sermon on the Mount, and he was not present
when it was delivered, so that admitting that the first gosplel
was written by Matthew, a great question must exist about his
beillg able to report a sermon whirlh was delivered before he was
called to be a diwiple, and when he was far away. Confidence
is further shaken in the correctness of that report, as the others
say nothing about it. But still further, when WP. find that the
reporter was not even Matthew, whom he pretended to be, but
some unknown person more than a hundred and fifty years
after, every particle of confidence has flown away. It is impossible to believe that t.hB report can be truthful, or even that
such a Eermon was delivered. But as to Buddha's moral teachings there can be but one opinion-they were the best that have
ever bElen uttered, and in thi~ opinion the ablest men of our age
agree.
Max Muller says, " The moral code preached by Buddha is
one of the most perfect the world has ever seen.''
Mr. P. Horder, at the head of the Public Institution Department in Burmah, says, '' Buddhists are guided by precepts
older and not less noble than those of Jesus."
Klaproth Bays, "Their scriptures tend to elevate the human
race, and have ch>tnged savages into amiable men.''
Rev. Spence Hardy says, "'rheir ethics can hardly be
equaled.''
Rev. M. A.. Sherrington says, "Buddha was a philosopher, a
calm disputant, employing no physical force, whilst his morality was the purrst the world ever saw.''
It. would be pleasant to quote many of his excellent sayings,
but you are familiar with them, and time will not permit.
6. A.s to which endured the most temptation, it is only necessary to remember that it is not claimed for Jesus that he passed
but forty days in fasting and temptation, while Buddha's stage
of the same description lasted ·for years. Not another word
need be said.
7. A.s to the number of followers to be claimed for each, I
have already shown that those of Buddha exceed those of Jesus
two to one.
8. I will admit that they are equally loved by their followers.
9. They also stand equal on the truth point.
Now let us examine some of the points of difference between
the two teachers, and between the conduct of these followers
There are perhaps as many points of difference as of similarity,
but I cannot notice all of them ; a few must suffice :
1. Buddha strictly enjoined temperance. He said, "Man is
naturally intoxicated, and ought not therefore to use intoxicating drinks." A.mong the strict rules laid down for the guidance of his followers was one to use no intoxicating liquors.
Jesus said nothing of this kind, but on the other hand he encouraged drinkers by making wine for them when already
pretty intoxicated.
2. Buddha enjoined great kindness to animals, and forbade
the taking of animal life. There was never a man who showed
such a tender sympathy and such great carefulness for the animal kindgdom. Jesus rlid nothing of the kind.
3. Buddha was a philosopher and to a great extent a scien·
tist. He penetrated more deeply into the nature of all existences, of cause and effe::t, of conduct and consequences, than
almost any other man with whom the world is acquainted. His
system has justly been termed one of philosophy rather than
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one of belief or religion. With Jesus the ,opposite is the case. name of the Christian religion. I could picture to you the that good will be sure to ·come out of it. EYen before th
He did not exhibit a philosophical mind. Scarcely an utter- bloody deeds of the Christian sovereign Charles of Spain, who of the present year some steps should be taken in this d' e ~ose
My last word is, Return to the pure morals and thJrec on.
ance of his showed philosophical thought. His leading charac- carried the sword of Christianity and the persecuting impleteristics were impulse, faith, and religion. His system is ments to tens of thousands of homes. I could narrate to you philosophy o_f your great ~eacher; discard whateYer err~rsound
strictly one of religion, not of science or philosophy. 1 do not how millions of hapless and wretched human beings were tor- haye crept m among you, and you will truly be amons lll&y
think he brought one sci~ntific fact to light, or indicated a sin- tured and put to death in Europe in the interest of Christianity, grandest people on earth. Co-operate with Col. Olcott ang the
gle scientific thought. Some of his advocates are now trying charged with being witches and having devils ! How these pc9r Theosophical Society, whos.e march is in the right directio d the
to reconcile his system with the teachings of science, but it is a beings were torn from friends and home, kept for d!tys without I am sure your llYes will be spent in doing good and~ ard
'
a a
task very hard of accomplishment. He gaye not one scientific food and sleep until really insane when they were put to death rich reward will crown your efforts.
I thank you for your'kind attention.
maxim; he taught not one scientific lesson ; he knew few or in the name of the Christian religion ! I could hold you for an
no scientific truths ; he knew not that the sun is the center of hour detailing persecutions in the name of religion in Christian
VISIT TO A P .ANSAL A.
the solar system ; he knew not that the earth is a sphere, and England, Scotland, and Ireland, Catholics torturing and killing
After
the
lecture
the high priest invited me top
revolves round the sun; he knew nothing of the power of Protestants, and Protestants torturing and killing Catholics
steam, of light, of magnetism, of electricity, of the science of wherever they had the power; and could give you almost an him a visit the next day to his residence 1 whia.t
chemistry, of geology, of astronomy, of mathematics j he knew endless number of instances where the most revolting and tar- invitati?n I accepted an~ duly attended to 1 two ~r
nothing of the art of printing. ·A. person at this age of the rible deeds were done in the interest of Christianity, but I have three fnends accompanymg me. The residence of
world with no more knowledge would be regarded as an igno- already detained you too long, and I cannot think you haYe any priests is called a pansala, and in this commodiou
rant person.
fondness for hearing of· such bloody deeds. But all this and
4. Buddha taught the existence of nJ'being called the devil more, :6.undreds of times more, has been done in the name of building several usually live together somewhat lik s
which Jesns and his followers so strongly believed in. He may Christianity, and still you and the world are asked to believe monks. No priest is allowed to have a wife. If he is :
have thought there are .existences not good and pure, but he that it is a ·• religion of love." Oh, had there been far less of ~arried man and .wishes to. become ~ priest he has to
had in his system no head devil, always working in opposition this kind of love in the world, ·better, far better, would it have dissolve the marriage relation and live no more with
·
to the good deicy. Jesus did. He had a great deal to say been for its inhabitants!
his wife. On the other hand, if a priest becomes tired
about this devil, and much of his attention was deYoted to castBut let us drop this subject. It is a most sickening and boring out this devil or his minions from the human beings into rible picture. Let us for a moment look at something more of the austerities of the priestl;wod and wishes to fo].
low the ordinary custom of the world, he is at liberty
whom he found entrance. Every case of insanity, of -aberra- pleasant.
But before leaYing this field of murder and blood let me say to do S4!>1 though I am told these cases are not numertion of mind, was to him a devil. We now understand the error
of this belief. Insanity is known to arise from other causes that in taking a fair Yiew of the record of what Buddhism and ous.
than the entrance of devils into human organizations. In this Christianity haYe done in the world, I cannot see that you have
The pansala of the high priest of Colombo is a.
respect there was great difference between the doctrins of Bud- any good reason for giving up your religion and adopting Chrisdha and Jesus.
tianity in its place. You assuredly .would by so doing have no very pleasant .home. T~e grou?ds comprise a few
5. Buddha recognized the great, ever-existing principles of better.morals and no better record for good conduct. If the acres, and beside the residence IS a college for the
nature, the eternality of matter and force, the unchangeable Christian nations have a superiority oyer the A.siatic nations in education of young priests, of whom, I think, he has
nature of canse and effect.· He did not believe in the existence point of enterprise, progress, and civilization, it depends far some thirty with him steadily, besides others who
of a fickle, whimsical, personal God who superintends and op- more upon race and education than upon religion. Their relig- go there to take lessons. To become a priest requires
erates all the events in the world. On the other hand, Jeb'US ion is not better ·than yours. I have often thought what a a great deal of study, particularly of the teachings of
seemed not to comprehend the great laws pf nature, but seemed blessing to the world it would have been when the nations of
to think a personal deity attended to everything that takes Europe embraced the Christian religion had they chosen the Buddha and the v~lumi.nous c?mmentaries upon them.
place even to the descent of rain and the falling of a sparrow. religion of Buddha instead. Could his doctrines of peace and As these are all In the Pall languag6, which is no
6. Jesns laid great stress upon the importance of I?rayer to love of humanity, of inoffensive lives and spotless conduct, have longer a living language, that aslo has to be thorthis personal God, and commanded that it be d8ne with great been honestly lived up to in place of the horrors of which I have oughly studied. It takes seven years, as the high priest
frequency. Buddha not believing in such a personal God, mentioned a part, what an infinite blessing it would have been informed me, for a young man to complete his studies
could not believe in the Pfficacy of prayer to that which has no to the race. If western energy and enterprise could have been
existence. His great confidence was in effort, in labor, and in blended with. your deep philosophy and pure morals of the East and become fitted to act as priest. This property, if
strict physical and mental culture. In this direction he has far better would it have been for us all. A.t all events, I cannot I remember con-ectly, was partly donated by some
excelled all other- men who have lived. J esll/l did not distin- see that you have anything to gain by throwing away the teach- rich person or rajah for the purposes of a college
·guish himself in that way.
ings of Buddha and taking those of any other person instead,
and the government have also aided the enterprise:
7. Jesus belieYed in miracles and in supernaturalism. He
I would like to tell you about what the Freethinkers of Europe but just to what extent I will· not attempt to say.
thought his personal God often interfered, superseding the laws and A.merica are doing. , -I am proud that it is my privilege to The buildings are good, and the place wears the air
of nature, and did things wholly unnatural. Judaism and work in co-operation with them. w'e are trying to do good to
Christianity are wholly based on this doctrine of miracles. In- our fellow-beings. We are endeayoring to give our brothers of comfort. The library building is light, spacious,
deed, if their claims and doctrines are true, a series of miracles and sisters the truths of nature and science. We are not only and rich. The high priest kindly showed me through
have been performed for thousands of years; creation was a striving to tear down the castles of superstition and error, but it. On the first floor are the European works, prinmiracle, the government of the world is continued miracles; in we are toiling to erect temples of trnth. We are trying to cipally in English, which they deem it necessary to
fact, if a supernatural providence goyerns this world's events, spread truth and knowledge 'everywhere; and I am glad to be keep. I notic~d among them cyclopedias, histories,
millions of miracles have to be performed every day. Buddha able to assure you that truth and reason are gaining ground
was a naturalist, not a supernaturalist. With him eternal law with us. The teachers of science and nature's laws are busily dictionaries, etc. It looked familiar to see "Webster's
and eternal causes were paramount to ali else. He had no be- at work, and they find many studious and anxious pupils who Unabridged" lying upon the table. I was, however,
lief that events are the result of the whim of any being.
desire to know more of themselves and of nature's laws and more interested with the Buddhistic books on the
I need not pursue this subject any farther., but I must call requirements.
second floor. The teachings of Buddha and the nn.
The belief in supernaturalism, in gods and devils, is giving merous commentaries upon them are all inscribed by
your atten;-,ion to the great and distinguishing difference between the actions and conduct of the followers of these two way. The more we know of nature tl:J.e less we be!ieYe in gods
great teachers in the dissemination of their opinions among and deYils. We are fully determined to press on in the path- hand upon the leaves of the Palmyra palm, much in
men, and toward those who do not accept their doctrines. Here way of truth. We feel that you are our brothers, and that etyle of the first copy of Buddha's teachings ever
exists the greatest difference of all. :)3uddha did not say'' Who- there is a strong bond of union between us. We feel great written. I had often heard of palm-leaf books, and
soever believeth not shall be damned." He showed no disposi- sympathy with the philosophy of Buddha and the principles you of writing being done upon palm leaf, and I was
tion to damn anybody, whether they believed or not. Neither love. We may disagree a trifle on some points; we mar not particularly glad to see the books.
haYe his followers ever tried to crowd his doctrines upon the fully comprehend and accept the doctrines of" Karma' and
PALM-LEAF BOORS.
world by force or by oppression; and neither have they used "Nirvana," but in the main we can walk hand in hand, and
cruelty or persecution toward those who have not accepted their we recognize you as comparative Freethinkers, while we are
The leaves of the palm are about thirty inches in
Yiews. I haYe never heard of a single instance where they have comparative Buddhists. You believe in the doctrine of love length and two inches or two and a half in width;
persecuted for opinion's sake. Buddhism is the only great re- and progress; so do we. You belieye in the brotherhood of these are gathered from the tree at the proper time,
ligion in the world which has not resorted to persecution. Its man; so do we. You believe in the good results of good conrecord is clear and unsullied. Oh, happy would it be for the duct, of a good moral life; so do we. You believe in the eter- and are made smooth by rubbing and rolling themThey are
world, grateful would it have been to the millions who have suf- nal principles and powers of nature; so do we. You believe in perhaps a process like sandpapering.
fered irrdescribable agony, could the same be truthfully said of no fickle, cruel, torturing, personal God, who delights in affiict- made precisely of a length and width, so the edges
Christianity! But oh, what a dark and bloody record is in- ing his creatures; neither do we. Yes, I feel that we are much may be gilded or colored as desired. A hole is made
scribed on the pages of history with respect to the conduct of alike; that our cause is the same, and that our work should be about one-fourth the distance from each end of the
that church. I cannot refer to a tithe of it. Beginning with in the same direction. Let us join hands and be firm and true
its first great general, Constantine, who spread Christianity by friends. Let us co-operate to make this world better as much leaves, and through this cords pass-somewhat as in
shedding rivers of human blood, following down to Charlemagne, as we can, and to progress in the cause of truth. You, the fol- Venetian blinds-which hold the leaves in their
who visited the principal nations of Europe, compelling them lowers of Buddha, in all A.sia number about 500,000,000. The places, and prevent their becoming <1-isarranged. On
to accept Christianity and its rites at the point of the sword and Freethinkers, and the scientists, and the Spiritualists, and the the outside is what may be called the cover, which
to saYe their lives, putting on one occasion one thousand per- naturalists of Europe andA.mericanumbernot less than 10,000,- probably is made of wood or other suitable material,
sons to 9eath because they would not be baptized, we come to 000 more, and we are gaining. United, we equal the combined
the bloody and sickening wars of the Crusades, inaugurated by advocates of the two systems of supernatural religion, Chris- just the length and width of the leaves, and neatly
The cords are
Christians for the purpose of driving a riYal system of religion tianity and Mohammedanism. We are nearly half the popula- painted, gilded, and decorated.
from what they c&lied the Holy Land. These wars, which were tion of the globe, and let us hope we possess our full share of wrapped around the cases or covers, so each book is
continued for many many years, were called "holy wars," but, honest morality and intelligence. Let us strive to moYe forward. always together and in place, and it is often kept in !t
my friends, they were the most unholy wars and the most use- Let us learn more and do more and more good. Let us unite neat box or outside case, when the book is of large
less of any wars waged. In these cruel, cruel wars and in their our efforts forever in this glorious search after truth, and the size. The number of leaves or pages varies from five
consequence tens of millions of the lives of human beings were opposition to error.
wast~>d, and rivers of human blood were made to saturate the
A.nd now, with your permission, I will say a partipg word. hundred to two thousand. These fit very compactly
earth. This is all true, too true ! But, thanks to the doctrines There is one desire stongly impressed upon my miBd. I wish to together; they are about as thick as heavy book
of your great teacher and the practices of his followers, no such see the Buddhists of A.sia take a forward step of reform in two paper, and far more durable. These palm leaves
curse rests upon Brahmanism. It has buHt no inquisitions, it or three particulars. I fear in the centuries that haYe passed will last for hundreds of years with almost steady
has had no subterranean religious dungeons which thousands some errors haye crept into your religion, not authorized by handling. Many Buddhistic books are in existence
of men and women have been thrust into at all hours of the your great teacher. I allude particularly to the use of images
night and day upon charges of which they were innocent and and the treatment of woman. I would rejoice to see all images one and two thousand years old. Had they been
entirely ignorant. It has not, burnt men and women at the done away with among you. They are of no benefit to you; paper they would have been entirely worn out.
The inscribing on these strips of palm leaf is done
stake for not holding the right sort of opinions; it has had no you do not require them to make you remember Buddha's teach?~headi~g-block; it has broken no bon.es; it has sundered n_o in~s.. You hav~ too much intelligence, you have too pure a by hand with a stylus, which is an instrument
Jomts; It has pulled out no tongues; 1t has used no racks; 1t ·rehgwn to requrre them, and they are a reproach to you. I with a dull steel point, like a needle with the point
has not filled the human flesh with burning splinters of pitch; know that Christians have them in great numbers, but that is cut off, and with a metal handle ten inches in length,
it has nsed no crushing iron boots; it has used no diabolical no excuse for you. Oh, revere and worship truth and not impincers, no pullies, no infernal machines of any kind to force ages ! By taking this step you will place yourselns better so it is very much heavier than a pen. The stylus
makes an impression into the surface of the palm leaf,
people to accept their doctrines nor to punish them for disbe- before the world. and your religion will take a higher stand.
lieYing them. Christianity has done all of this hundreds and
I much wish to say a word in behalf of woman, and want to and, when the page is completed, a mixture of lampthousands of times oYer, until the mind grows-sick and 'faint in urge you to emancipate her and elevate her. The wives the black and oil (like black paint) is rubbed over the·
the contemplation of such horrors.
.
mothers, the sisters, and the daughters of this world are a~ im- surface, and then wiped off with a cloth; this leaves
I could tell you how the Christian church persecuted the portant half of this world's population. Nature is as much
W aldenses, drove them from. t~eir homes, dashed ~hem from female as male; so ~ th~ worl~. The more intelligent the the letters black, while the surface is as free from
rocks, threw t~em from l?rempwes,_ pulled out the1r tol?~ues, mothers are t~e more mtell1gent will be their offspring. Let me ink as before. In this way the letters are as black
hung them up m all conceiYable attitudes and cruel pos1twns, urge you to g1ve your women more education, more equality as our print, and as easily read. The copyist is an
smothered them in caves, and put thousands upon thuosands to more happiness. They will be better companions for you and artist; be puts the same number of lines on. a pa~e,
agonizing deaths of the most heartrending character:-. I could better mothers for your children. Send your girls to school as and the same number of words and letters m a hne
tell you how the church pursued the same bloody and cruel much as your boys. Educate both. Give. your daughters as
course toward the A.lbigenses, and how ten, twenty, fifty, and a much liberty as your sons. Give your wives equality in social as in the book from which be copies; _and when ~e is
hundred thousand innocent men and women were most cruelly and other positions. Take them with you when you go abroad done his labor is a perfect transuript in every parti~U
murdered because they had the temerity to vary their religious -when you go to meetings, to places of amusement and to lar of the book from which he worked. The inscrlb·
belief in a very slight degree from the line the church pre- places of pleasure. Make them eCJ,ual at home, equal 'abroad ing is done as rapidly as writing with which some
scribed. I could tell you of the massacre of St: Bartholomew's equal everywhere. They will be none the less chaste and vir~ pains is taken. I have seen copyists at work, and
D~y .in France, w~en s~ty thousand p~o!!le were put to death tuons on account of ~t. You will love them more and they will was surprised to see how rapidly and neatly they ~c
w1thm three days m Pans alone by Chnst1ans, and where one love you more. I wiSh your priests would move in this matter.
hundred thousand were put to death over l!'rance. I could I wish when I return to my native land to be able to say to my complished their labor. The lines run leng~h'!Ise
relate to you how the Christian butcher A.lva roamed over the friends that reforms are being inaugurated among our Bud- with the leaf, which has lines sufficiently dis~mct
Netherlands !IIld put fifty thous!IIld persons to death in tl!,e dhistic brothers; that the priest are leading in the matter, and to be followed without the necessity of ruhng.
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~· The lines are quite straight and a good distance that from custom, or exceeding modesty on the part toward Galle. They had applied there for me to
~\ apart. Thus these books are very neat, durable, and of the. wom~n, I was never introduced to them, and visit them and give a lecture, but upon arriving there ·
!. far more compact than I supposed. They occupy they did not come in sight as the women do in our I found that it had not been advertised, aiJd that no
~' but little more space than large works do with us, country. I saw that the women were kept too much audience was in attendance. I, however, had a good
:; but are of different shape. When put away in the in the background, and I freely expressed the opinion drink of cocoanut. water, had. a good visit with the
' book-cases they look as neat as any library, but of that they should inaugurate a change. Some of the priests in their pansala, looked at the temple and dacourse quite different from ours.
good friends fell in with my suggestions and thought goba, looked at the very large bo~tree growing there
I' was shown some large books executed in Burmah, they had not been doing quite right in the matter, (the same kind of sacred tree under which Buddha
very rich and expensive, which were a prese~t to the and wished ,me to speak to an audience of women and sat and under which he attained his Buddhahood),
. college by the king of Burmah; also the teachings of try to awaken in them an interest in education, lect- and rode by carriage out into the country where a
; Buddha. Thfe ledaves afre habout twice the width of ures, public meetings, etc. Of course I was willing rich native, a Mudaldiar, is erecdtinfg a ~argd~ dagoba a
1 the palm 1ea , an are o t e bark of some tree, pre- to do what I could. The audience was compostiJd of hundred feet tall an a hundre eet m 1ameter at
pared most neatly, made perfectly smooth, and the both women and men, and the hall was well filled. the base. It is of about the same use as a pyramid',
edges and covers richly gilt, with precious stones set It was interpreted as before and by the same person. a showy and expensive place in which to deposit
in the latter. The letters in these books were not
I endeavored to show them that the highest state of some relic, where. the fa~thful can.vis~t at stated perimade with a stylus, but look as though painted on civilizati~n and the happiest condition of society de- _?ds and mak~ the1.r offermgs .. Thts, like most others,
with a small brush, and a black paint having much pended upon male and female being equal, and going IB round, comcal m. s.bape, With a cupola or altar on
varnish in it, for the letters had considerable breadth forward hand in hand in every good work. I tried the toJ,>. ?-'he one VISited costs roue~ money, but the
and shone like a varnished surface. The work was to show that woman fell short of performing her ~udali.ar Is wealthy and can afford It .. We ca.~led at
executed with wonderful neatness and skill, and, as duty in life if sho did not make an effort to cultivate h1s r~stdence hard by, but a~ he was Ill we dtd not
one volume had nearly a thousand leaves, must have her mind and to be interested in all questions which see htm. Sevarallarge meetmgs have been held at
taken a great amount of time to accomplish it. Thus, concerned the two sexes in common. I gave it as my the dagoba, where a large temporary structure for
the teachings of Buddha and the commentaries are opinion that girls should be educated as well as the the purpose has b~en erect~d.
.
all copied by hand, and in the original Pali. His boys, that they should be fitted for the responsible . Of the temple .m the ytllage, Ran~oth Vthare, a
works are not printed and placed in the hands of the positions in life in which the mind has to work as little should be said. It IB noted for Its wealth and
.,.. people, neither are they often copied in the Singa- well as the body; that the women of Ceylon would arch~tectural beauty. Its roomy :t;nonast~ry, comlese language, but are kept in the original language, perform their duty better, they would be happier and modt~UI,l school-house, ~nd ~ell-furmsh~d ~1brary and
and in the hands of the priests, who have a monopo- their husbands would be happier if they, the women, magmficent temple, With Its fresco pamtmgs .of the
ly of them. This I did not approve of, and I said to would become interested in the same mental topics, fatakas an~ othAr o~nam~nt.al works, and the Images
several of the friends that Buddha's moral teachings the same subjects of reform, the same means to ele- of Buddha m standmg, s1ttmg, and recu~bent poeshould be printed in cheap book form, and put within vate the race that interested their husbands· be tures, are perhaps not excelled upon the Island for
, the reach of every individual in the country, so that willing to attend instructive lectures, and to imp~ove symmetry of figure an.d c~aste execution; and the
at any and at all times, if they wished to read the their minds in every way they could.
stupendo~s dagob.a, With 1ts crown of gold-plated
sayings of their great tfacher, they could do so, the
I cited to them what woman has accomplished in brass (whwh cost m London fifteen hund~e~ rupees),
same as Christians do by the sayings of their great various ages of the world. I told them of Aspasia prized ~oth as a ~ork.of art and .a.s ensh~mmg gr~at
teacher. I said if this was done, but few priests and the intellectual women of Greece. I talked to wealth m books (mscribed on gold and silver), relics
·• would be needed, and the expense of sapportin~ five them of the grand matrons of Rome, and came down of Buddha and many a ra~at (~ai~t) and other ~reas
thousand priest" in Ceylon alone would be saved. to our own tim.es. I told them of what Mrs. Besant ures held sacred by Buddhists, mvite the attentiOn of
I said, also, that it was a puzzle to me what Buddhists is doing in England, of the editorial work she per- ~he sight-seer and the lover of art. Th.e large bo-tree
want of so many priests; they have no god to pray forms of the numerous books she has written of the m part shades the temple.
to; they have no big devil to be saved from; they many·\ectures she delivers, of her almost unheard of
The high p~iest in charge here is Weligame. Siri
have _no miracles to be performed, nor anything of prosecution of scientific studies. I told them of what ~umangala, sa1d to ~e ?ne o~ the most learned priests
the kmd, and to me such numbers of priests seemed many women in my own country were doing, of the m Ceylon.. I w~s mv1ted mto the pansala ~nd had
a useless superfluity. I said with Christians it is dif- many that were acting as public teachers and lect- a conve~satwn w1th o~e of the venerable priests o.n
ferent; they have a god, who every day must be ad- urers, of the eloquence many of them displayed, of ~he su~Ject of .Buddhism .. ~twas. arranged a~ this
vised and directed as to how he ought to run this the number of female authors editors writers in the mtervtew that 1f I would VlBlt theu town agam on
universe, and that nobody knew how to perform this various departments of liter~ture, of the numbers the. following. Monday night they "!'ould have the
kind of s.e~vice so. well as priests; and, again, they who had fitted themselves as physicians and lawyers, notiCe duly ctrculated ~nd an audtAnce w~uld be
have to VlBlt the sisters through the week, and see and that it all went to prove that woman is C-"pable ready to hear me. Wtth that understandmg we
that they are duly supplied with the Holy Ghost, in mental capacity of doing almost everything done returned to Colombo.
while on Sundays they have a sermon or two to get by man; that when they resolved to make the effort . On the evening of the same d~y I spoke in the hall
off to their flocks; so, upon the whole, they have con. they were pretty sure of accomplishing; that many m Colombo to a yery g~od audien~e of people who
siderable to attend to; but your priests here seem not of them were becoming as distinguished in the world understand English, so It was not mterpreted. Sevto be needed. The most they do is to tell the people as men, and that men did not love them the less for eral Europeans were present, and many who are
what Buddha taught; and if every person had a it, but the more. The more the mind is improved, called" burghers," the descendants of the Dutch and
copy of Buddha's instructions the priests could be whether male or female the more lovable and the other Europeans born in the country. I gave some
dispensed with, and the good time hastened on, when more estimable they bec~me. I said it is all a. mis- account of my journey, esp~cially in Palestin~ ~nd
every man will become his own priest.
take that men should be learned and women igno- Eg_YJ,>t, and made so~e striCtures on the Chnst1a~
I did not quite say that to the high priest, for I rant. Women have brains as well as men, and they religiOn. I am afraid I was not .e:x;tremely co~pli
was his guest, and it would be impolite to offend him should be be cultivated and improved as carefully. mentary toward that system of rehgwn, for I notwed
in· his own home; but I said it to several who I
The more intellectual women become the better there were some tender-skinned Christians present
thou~ht possessed the influence and ability to gradu- companions they are, the better wives· and mothers who did not like my remarks well enough to stay
ally maugurate.a change. ?-'he teachings of Buddha they make. The more intellectual the mother, the and hear them out. But that a large portion of the
are very volummous. Holdmg a volume of four hun- more intellectual the children will be. The mothers audience appreciated what I had to say I had good
d!ed p~ges in. my hand, I put the question to the have much to do in forming the character of the peo- reason to know. Some very complimentary observahtgh pnest wh~ch I had asked before-" How many ple of the world, and they should be fitted for it in tions were made by several of those present, and a
volumes the, size of that would the teachings of the best possible manner.
warm vote of thanks given me.
' Buddha make, aside from the commentaries upon
I brought the matter home to them and showed
On the next morning (Sunday) I took the train for
them_?" He studied -over the matter a little while, them that the world is moving forward, and they Kandy, seventy-two miles east of Colombo, and the
replymg that they would make fifty or sixty; and should feel anxious not to be left behind; that there is ancient native capital of the island. The friends
when I looked over ~he mas.s of volumes before me, now more general intelligence diffused among the there were expectmg me, and I wished, of course, to
I Qould hardly doubt It. S_? It can be seen at a glance women of the world than in any previous age, and see some of the interior of the country. For some
how much more the teachmgs of .Buddha amounted that the world would inevitably be improved by it. thirty miles the country is level, the vegetation luxto tha!l those of Jesus, whose saymgs, though given And while this reform was taking place· in other uriant, and much of the character before described,
four times over, co:nprised o~ly some sixty pages. parts of the world the women of Ceylon should also save that a large share of the low lands are rice
Buddha's .metaphysiCal doctrmes alone amount to a have a part in it. In closing I urged them to begin fields, though the crop has been harvested. Rice is
hundred times as much as all that is attributed to to move in this matter, to drop to some extent the grown largely under water, and the fields, even if
Jesus.
.
.
old course they had always pursued, to insist upon but little out of level, are terraced and dammed so
I sat d~wn m. the library, and, through an interpre- going with their husbands to lectures and meetings, that the water will stand alike over the entire level,
ter, the htgh priest and myself held a conversation and to interest themselves in what interested their and run from the higher beds to those next lower,
of over half ~n hour; I asking him several questions, husbands and male friends. I tried to convince them and so on. I saw thousands of acres fixed in this
and he puttmg some to me. He wished to inquire if they never began they would never accomplish way, and even where the ground is tolerably
BOJ?e about Freethought, a~d w~at FJ.:eethinkers are anything, and that they should not defer it longer.
steep, so as to hold the water, and to have it run
dom~. I was pleased to .gtve .him this information.
The women preS'ent seemed to pay close attention from one part to another. Many of the fields thus
He ~~ a man of goo~ mtelligen~e and extensive to my remarks, and two or three came to speak to me terraced look like large amphitheaters, with elevated
learm.ng, t~ough, as w~th all ~he priests here, princi- after I had finished who looked as though they wishEd seats or terraces around. The native name for rice
pally m theu own partiCular lme. It occurred to me it was different with them. but I fear the change will is paddy, a name not hard to reme~ber, for it has. a
that ~h~y ought to study something besides Buddha. be very slow. The peopie of the East are greatly familiar sound. Paddy is a most Important crop m
Admt~tmg that he was one of the greatest teachers, the slaves of custom, and they seem illy calculated to Ceylon, as the people use th~t far more t~a.n any
~nd h1s one of the propound est minds that ever ex- show the enterprise and activity evinced in the West. other kind of food. Though Immense quantities are
Isted, there have been other great men who have ut- I was introduced to Mrs. Andrew Perera, whose bus- grown here, considerable has to ~e !mported in additered ~ost .valuable truths, !lnd there is much other band is the president of the society, and one of the tion to feed the nearly three mtllions of people of
educatiOn In the world whiCh they ought to under- most progressive men in Ceylon. I regretted she the island.. No wheat is grown upon the island; it
;nd. Th~y ought to kn.ow more. of mod.er!l or cannot speak English, for she sesms a very ~leasant lies too near the equator for that, the southern part
. vai:tern smence an.d educatiOn. In 1ts way, ~~ ~s as :woman, and I wished to impress upon her .m1~d t~e being but six degrees from it.
h h~le as .the saymgs of Buddha. But my VlBl.t to Importance of some prominent woman movmg m this
I judge the soil of Ceylon is not extremely rich,
t .eh tgh prtes.t '!'as a pleasant one, and I left him manner. I said-and the interpreter put it into Singa- but the weather is so warm, and the rain so frequent,
Wit the conviCtiOn that according to his light he is lese-that I hoped she would co-operate with her that the climate is a forcing one, and the vegetation
very worthY: ~an. His name is Hikkaduwe Sri husband in the good work in which he is engaged, most luxuriant. After reaching the higher lands the
u angala, pr~n01pal of the Widyodaya College.
try to in9-uce other women to join her, and above all class of vegetation gradually changes, other forest
n the evenmg of the s~me day (Friday), by re- be sure and attend the meetings of the society, espe- trees taking the place of the cocoanut. I also passed
qu~st, I addressed an a udtence at the haU of the cially when lectures were delivered. She gave me a many coffee plantations and fields of cinchona. Some
~_?Cietl upon the subject of the education and eleva- promise that she would do so, but I fear it was coffee fields, proving no longer fertile enough, have
;od ~ 'ko~a~: I had talked with some of the friends, rather faint. It seems like an immense struggle for been abandoned and allowed to grow up in whatever
s:o oo t e tberty to. tell t~em that I thought they, her to throw off the customs of the past.
wild growth p~eases to come in. As the road be~ins
s'teuld make a reform.m thetr treatment of the oppoOn Saturday, the 25th, fried De Silva accompanied to climb the hxgh grounds the scenery becomes pwt1 sex. I had been m aeveral houses, and I noticed me to Panadure, nearly twenty miles on the railway uresque and grand. Our way wound around among
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the hills, steadily ascending, going through several the profuse prespiration t'rom his face. I would bled, and I talked to them nearly two hours. The
tunnels, passing on the sides of steep hills, where give more for the knowler1ge of one true science, same interpreter !lerved here as at my lectures in Cow
one can look away down, down on one side, and away one important fact in nature, than all the relics that lombo. The people f!eemed highly pleased with
up, up, up on the other to the top of some peak two could be piled up on a large barn floor.
what I said to them. Besides a vote of thanks, two
thousand feet above you.
After looking at the golden vessels, and taking persons came to the stand and chanted to me several
Kandy is nearly siz thous:md feet higher than them in my hands to my heart's content, I was led to stanzas in Pali, composed for the occasion by two of
Colombo, so you can readily underBtand wo had to another part of the temple, where there are several the you.ng priests in the pansala. Though extrava..
do some climbing. The higher peaks on the island images of Buddha, one reclining and several sitting, gant, they give the reader an idea of the style of
are nine thousand feet above the sea, so after we some of precious metale, one of crystal from Bur. Indian composition:
got among the mountains it can be understood that mah or Siam, almost as transparent as glass. A
Sarada slslsirak~tntl, hara. diddbassawantl
we must have had grand views, I found, too) that light placed behind it illuminated it curiously. Here
SaraSija suradantl, singinik&madentl.
Wara wiauta mahaDti, seta nmttung11lrltti
the temperature moderated as vye l'Ose in the world, were more :flowers, considerable kneeling before the
Cbira manatu, sakantl, ya.n Bennet.t nama manti.
it being considerably cooler at Kandy than at Co- figures, and I must acknowleilgeitt~macked too much
lombo.
of image-worship to just suit my notions. I should lllay the llrcat, bright, famous, emlneut, heroic, and patient Mt
who bears comparison to the brJgbt moon o! tbe s.utumn,
Upon arriving at the station in Kandy, I found prefer to see more intelligent understanding of na- Bennett.
to a pearl, the celestial river, a lotus, the heavenly clepbant, and the
several friends in waiting with a carriage for me to ture's laws and forces, in place of so much blind van- wish-conferring cow of heaven, llve lonlol: I
ride in. I was taken to a hotel, where a suite of eration for a person or the image of that p~son.
Wivldll& PfWh•n-a wltta, sajjanaw!lsablmta
rooms were provided forme, and they wished to know
I was nezt shown the library of Buddhistic books,
N:ijawisa yndayng(l'n, bh&tu Lanlmml bba.ngo
Sa.j<ma. nal!:Ua jato, milayanto nudanto
what was my pleasure. I said I wished to see their inscribed, like those I saw at Colombo, on leaves of
Parasamay,.ta moghan, so Bennett nama sura.
town and the country around, what I could, and as the palm. Here were also some very rare and
to my services, they were at their ,command. It neatly executed works from Sia.m, presented to this May the ann Bennett, who is 1iko unto a shelter that sc~eens
men, who dispelling the darkness of .superstition, causing
seemed they had arrangfd for me to speak at 2:30 temple. This collection of :ijuddhistic works iB learned
tile l>lossoms of virtuous and true-hearted men to blow up their 1lne
p, :w:. I have the same report to make here as at large and rich. But as I retired from the building pets.lP, 1md, rising from behind the udayaglri rollk of America, his
Galle and Colombo; the friends were extremely I heard the tom-tom beating, the horn sounding, and native country, appeared in the sky of fair Lll.nk:a (Ceylon), ahJne
kind and genial, and had I been ten times the man i: other noises made which sounded to me like absurd- long I
Ku.vinikal'a pn,gn,ttbo, desa desa.ppatilo,
am they could hardly have done more.
ity. Those contribute to the mode of worship here,
Su wldlta m\1Ma.ttllo, b)w.rata wa.~abbuto
This Sunday lecture was an out.door affair. I was as much as the organ and other appurtenances in
Samaye.naya samattbo, dam ka.runna chitto
stationed on a wide wall, in front of the Molle- Christian worship. It ia, perhaps, because I am not
Saohit-a munatu vya.tto, ya.n Bennett nama m&nti.
gow Buddllistic temple1 with my audience some ten spiritual-minded or worshipfully inclined that I can- May the klnd·hearted Mr" Bennett, who Is praised by learned pan.
dlts in dilferent countJ•!es ,is familiar with various arts and scieuces,
or twelve feet below me. Next beyond was a fine not duly appreciate them.
is the residence of Sa.raswatl, and who possesses a competent know}.
square of green grass, then a beautiful artificial lake,
On the next morning (Monday) I left on the 7: 15 edge
of dltferent religious systems, live long\
covering a hundred acres or so, surrounded by pleas. train for Nawalapitiya, a town some twenty-eight
Nllrb•la dbawala lakkbl bansa wadtrwabhlkilo
ant residences, blessed with an exuberance of foliage miles in a southeast direction. I was accomp ~nied
Wayawa mududalogha kinna satthagga gandho
and :flowers, and back of that smoothly arose a ma- byGeo. ~'rederick Werasekera, who lives at the town
Suta guna bhisa jato nuddaya bija.koso
.Lasatu kamala bhawan dassito yosatilanti.
jeatic mountain, surmounted by three domes or peaks, just named, and who had gone to Kandy to request me
perhaps two thousand feet higher than where I stood; to visit his town, and talk some to his people. The May Mr. .Bennett, who is elegant as the swan of Lak8DI.l. or god.
while behind me, on the opposite side of the town, railway leadB through a very intereBting country of deas of prosperity, whose members are tender and fine, who Ia
scentell with the perfume of llttll'&ry acquirements, who is composed
rose 1 most picturesque hill!!, affording magnificent high hills and deep valleys, with a profusion of tea. of.
gentle qutolltHls, like th.e lily, wbo observes humanity &s a pre.
views, with gardenB and pleasure grounds beautiful gardens and coffee-fields. The coffee-tree is a neat, cious art!cla of jewelrv, und who Is amiable like a fiower, live long!
to behold. I thought the surroundings ought to be trim-looking tree of small size; it will grow fifteen
Sir!<lhara warawa.tto charuseloru mdto
sufficient to inspire me to make a good speech, but feet high, but is usually kept cut hack to about
Pamh!t& nlratatto sadhu dhammanuyato
Kavi aim sij'l.lanto sckbaro santa bhuto
probably it was not qual to the place. I had a good five feet> and some six feet apart each way. The
Lasatu sucbira kahn so Bennett nama manti.
large audience, and among them twenty priests with coffee grows in a pulp or kind of fruit, and it must
the yellow robes. I spoke an hour and a-half, and be quite a little labor to gather it, free it from the May the llheral.minded Mr. Bennett, who has pleasant and inteJ.
Iectual fcatuxes, who is endowed wftb so great wisdom as tlle mern
rpy remarks were interpreted by a school teacher, pulp and dry it for market; but there are plenty of or
the J:Qlden mount&tn. and is beut upon the public good, who ob·
M. Silva Babewanlerdava. I spoke without notes, people here to rlo the work. The crop has been serves good morals and virtuous teachings, who is like unto a wrell.th
as I have done in all cases except the firat, but pur- gathered. I could say much about the beauties of of nowera that shine on the top of learned men, :!loutish long\
eued a Bimilar subject as in my first lecture at Oo. this ride, but perhaps you can understand that CeyGnnanikara niwaso sadawachahhi law
Webndha palivilaso pala.nesasa neso
lombo. Wh~ther good or bad, it gave full satisfao. lou is made up of beautiful and picturesque scenery.
Wnra mati wadhu miso pak&to kitti gl.oeo
tion to those who heard me. A prieBt succeeded me, Mountains can hard1y be otherwise than interesting.
Il1i wala. satu Bitnnso yan Dennett nama manti.
and held the audience for another hour. It is easy I watch the farming operations with special care,
May Mr. Bennett, who is an abode of virtues, is truthful and bon·
to see that it pleases both the prieets and all the and CIJnclude the plantations here are not excessively est, is llkeunto King Indra in defending Rnddhism (a~tainst Xttanity),
others to have their own l'eligion shown to be superior large, but divided into small lots. I see some Is the lord of wisdom, and wbo possesses a commanding address
to Christianity, and this is not hard to do. The facts meadow ground, but the grass is different from any- like the moon, Bhlne long\
only have to be stated to make the trnth apparent. thing we have. I judge the grass is cut with a
Kusamaya bima suro wada sangama suro
Plnablta sukbakaro buddha dhummanu cba.ro
After Bpeaking I climbed the hill in the rear of sickle, or with a heavy crooked knife, used with one
Wars. pulbu satisaro, k!ttibaran sudbaro
where I stood and greatly enjoyed the beautiful val- hand with a striking blow.
Swhlrn manatu dhlro yan Bennett nama manti.
ley and town spread ou.t before me like :1 panorama.
When we reached the station a carriage was in May Jl.!r. Dennett, who Is like unto the sun which destroy& tbe dew
Kandy is beautifully situated, nestling among the waiting for me, and I was oonveyed to my hotel with of superstition, is like a vtct<Jrious general in ena-ugements of con.
hills on all sides, and is one of the prettiest places I as much display as though I had been a prince. At troversy, who follows the teach!njl"B of Lord Buddha, which comfort
have seen.
10.30 I addressed an audience of natives in which the world, and well bears the pearl necklace of renown in intelliAfter my evening meal I visited the Mollegow there were a few EuropeanB. Mr. Werasekera in- gence, llve long\
liaxamukhapada Ka:ojo netta mind!waroso
temple, one of the most sacred places to the Bud- terpreted my remarks, which seemed to be well re·
Sato.ta basita pbeno nuddaya nirapnro
dhists on the island. As I approached the entrance ceived, and continued about an hour and a half, wh~n
Janakbaga nuUnado tnnga suwachara kulo
I heard the measured beating of a drum, which, to- dinner, or" tiffin," was attended to. At 1 P.M. I took
Laaatu wara earo D. 1\I. Bennett nama manti.
gether with the blowing of a horn, constitutes a part the return train, stopping at Gampola. to address May Mr. D. ~r. nennett, who is like nnto a pend which is covered
of the worship. Several friende accompanied me, another audience, the interpreter being the same as with tile tlowe1·a of his members of face, hands, and legs, etc., which
and we were admitted into the small apartment con- on Sunday. We then retur:ned to Kandy, where in is interspread with lotuse~ of his eyes, Which b&s the foamy bubbles
continual smiles, which is tilled with the waters ot generosity,
taining the shrine of the relics. Here is said to be the evening I addreBsed, at a speaking-place called of
wbicb. enjoy~ tbe melodious outponr!nga of praises of the birds of
deposited one of Buddha's teeth, with some other Nata Dewule, a large antlience in English, making people, and which has a high shore of complaisance, shine Ion" I
relics which I have forgotten. The same are kept three lectures that da.y, and in three different places
The following is by the priest who composed the
in a golden shrine or place of deposit, the gold and I did not know but I did about as well as political
foregoing
poem, and was appended to the translation
silver in it weighing two hundred pounds. It is of speakers sometimes· do in election campaigns. I
rather curious workmanship. Before this shrine, Oil shall not say too much by claiming that my remarkB of the words:
Sansuddhasesa wara bharst! bausi kilo
a table covered with silver, flowers are spread to the in each place were well received, and a vote of
Sissn II pal!lulito lapanara windo,
memory of Buddha. The flowers were largely tube thanks carried. Twenty priests attended my last
S11ttunga kitti dbawalo kavl sekarabho,
roseB, and several bushels of the blossamM were pro- lecture. Mr. Werasekara accompanied me back to
Yopanuawa Slri Sumangala thera pado.
vided for the purpose. I thought 1 had respect Kandy.
Bissolu aanga n!wuto ;yiyaosadiso
Bbumitthi sek:harilra Pa.na•lurilkyaga.me
enough for the pure life and ezcellent morals of
On the following morning I rode out some three
Lal1khi sarojasama kancba.na slngana.me
Buddha to justify my spreading some tube rose bios- miles to the Royal Botanical Gardena, some fifty or
Al:amake lasatt tassa maba kav1aaa..
soms on the table before me. There is certainly one hundred acres in a fine display of tropical trees,
Pavdra. sura nara wtwidba auklladada pada, pankaja. aundaro,
no harm in such beautiful and odorous blossoms, nor shrubs, and flowers. It is doubtful if a finer collecWipulatara:Gunaratana jalanidbi saaanambara, bhakll.ro
in spreading them around; so I spread some of these tion of tropical trees is to be found anywhere. These
Lasat1 ya.ti Guna•·atana madbiwaebai:tope taesacha tero.Jro
Rucbiratara tarunikura parlwuta wutta puddba wlbaralte.
flowers in memory of Buddha. H may be called gardens belonged to the kings of Kandy several hunworship. Well, call it by what name you please, I dred years ago, and many trees were planted there
Na taddhan himaya. midan wlrachitan gathayl mlse&da-la,
Na ntant.agga ta,wakkbarehi roupa nita kyena slll.Beni-ti,
spread the flowers.
then that would be difficult now to procure. I wish
lH kyateno.la snnna bhogisa aikeya. techa sa kew.a-se
Several priests were in attendance, and among I had a list of them, but have not. I remember
Ma kke kumba gatega jellima pabhe bbagc lruJa he p&-taiJ.
them the high priest of Kandy and that part of there are sizty varieties of the palm, and others in
whose n!lmc the firat and the last letters of the last verse (Na Na
Ceylon. He outranks the high priest of Colombo proportion .. I saw immense clusters of the bamboq, WiI ilfa
/.a tt 8 , na) torm (Nanawimalatlsena), and who am a dlacJple
and of Galle. He showed much attention to me, containing over a thouR:and poles two or three inches of
tbe Rev. Gnnaratana, wbo contributes in various ways to the
and c.aused som~ very valuable gold vessels of vari- thro?gh and forty or fifty feet tall, and a bright yel- happine&s of both tbe gods and men, whose fe~t are as delicate at
ous k1nds and stzes to be brought forth from their low m color. What I have seen before have been llowers, who stands in the sante relation to vutues as tbe oce&n to
pea~ls and gems, who shines like tbe sun in the sky Of Buddbiam,
places, to be uncovered and shown me. Some of dark. I think there are twelve varieties of bamboo and
who Is the prim~I pal of the fiower of temple called the Rarkot
them have settings of precious stones of great value, in all. I saw two very large trees of the banyan Vihare {the gotd.p!nnacled temple), whlch Is situated ln the :tlowery
and are heavy with pure gold. They are the pres. family; they had some auxiliary besides, but their gari!Lncl of p;madure, wbtch nestles on tbe bead of th:e lovely~ymph
11ents of the old Kandian kings who once had their roots were the greatest; curiosity; they grow princi- enrth; and a popil of tbe perfect &nd ventll-able Welrgama Sin Sumwho is the tl.our1shlng pr·Qfessor or .the afore deacrlbed tem:
thrones in this city. The high priest said they did pally on the top of the ground, and edgewise, fuily anga.la,
ple, who is like unto SJ.raswati, or the Indtan Mmcrva,In wisdom.
not show those valuables very often, but they looked two feet high and four inches thick, looking some- is a :fiowerof knowledJ!;e, wblchisfrequented by the ~eesolstudents
upon me as a special friend, and he was only too what lik~ very heavy joists or planks, standing on to fetch the pollan dust of learning; whO bears a higb repnl~tlon,
glad to show me all the respect possible. I duly ap~ edge, and extending tbirty feet or more from the and is admired by poets as the wreath of :fiowers that they woar ~n
Iteads in Utorary attahimenls, &nd who is like the moon 1n
preciated their kindness, though I must confess that base of the tree. The gardner, Mr. Ferdinandua, is their
gentleness attended by ita retinne of star'!l ot puPils. have composed
the reverence evinced for Buddha's tooth and the a very intelligent man, and very kindly showed me this pane~·ic on this Tuesday when tbe ann has entered the
eighteenth division of the zodiacal sign called Aquarius, In the
golden vesBels seemed too much like the veneration around through the beautiful grounds.
N.A.NAWlMALA.
which so many European 'Christians show for pieces
At 2:30 I took a train for Colombo, arriving there year of tbe Ulustrious ICing Sakka, 181>3.
of. the cross which ~esus was crucified upon, the a little after siz, when a few friends joined me to ao- Ran kat VUl.iiJ'e, Panadure, Ceylon, Feb. 28, 1882.
Another of the friends brought me a curiously
splkes that fastened h1m to the same, as well as the company me to Panadure. At the appointed houBe
handkerchief which St. Veronica lent him to wipe of the lecturl\ fully two thousand people had assam- carved stick1 suitable fot 3 Q~ne, and wished me to
<
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acoept it as a token of ~is regal~ _and his gratitude
for what I had said. His name 1s James Fernando.
On the next morning the following letter was writ.
ten and signed and mailed to me at Galle:

next morning, and the day of my departure, Mr.
Gooneratne aecompanied me to the temple, where I
saw the high priest and a dozen others. They showed
me the temple, the figure of Buddha in various posi.
tions; showed me their library of palm.leaf books,
PAN.APUR.E, March 1, 1882.
D. M. BENNETT, JJear Sir ; Permit us to take the present and here I saw a copyist busily engaged. copying one
opportunity of exiJressing to you our warmest thanks for the of the books with the stylus. He did the work with
able lecture you delivered last night at Panadure. The im- neatness and dispatch.

pressive manner in which you e:z:pressel! yourself, and the fairness with which you treateoi the two systems of religion, which
formed the basis of your lecture, have left a rleep impression
of yon in the minas of the many hundreds who heard von last
night. Notwithstanding the hickerings of a handflll of Christians, who have always to say something behind the screen, we
do assure you that you carry with you a name which will be for
a long time remembered by the Ceylon Buddhists.
·
We regret that your stay in Ceylon is so limited, but hope to
see you El)llong us once more.
Wishing you a safe voyage, long life, and succi!SB in the laudable work in which you are engaged, we beg to subsmi.be for
ourselves, and in behalf of the ma•s of Buddhists in Panadure,
Dear sir, your most obeilient servants,

J EREJHA.S DI.!s,

JoHN J. COURAY1

J.A.s, FERNANDO,
JAMES DIAs,
.

H. H.
M.P.

D.P. GooNETILLEKE,
D. JOHANNES,

FERNANDO,

w.

GLOOREY,

G. E. R. GooNEWARDANES,
P. P. GooNl!:'l'lLLEKE,
H. W. R. GooNEWARDANEs, J. H. GuiiNNE,
D. Dus,
S. D. CooREY,
M. PARERA,
Lours FERNANOO,
J. PEIRAS.
GALLE.

On the.following morning I took leave of the
friends from Colombo, as well as Panadura, who re.
peatedly expressed the wish I would pay them another visit. I took the train for Kattura, where . I
took stage for Galle, arriving there at 4 p, M. I
should saythat before leaving Panadure I had a very
pleasant interview with Mr. John J. Couray, who
invited me to his house and presented me a work on
Buddhism. I found him a very pleasant and intelligent man.
I bad been but a short time at the hotel when Mr.
Gooneratne sent his carriage for me, and I at once
was conveyed to his very pleasant residence at the
edge of the town, where I was most cordially received and. made very comfortable what time I
remained in Galle. He fills an important position
under the government and is a man highly respected
by both Europeans and natives. I found Mrs. Gooneratne a very pleasant woman, and more in the Eu.
ropean an-d American style than any woman I have
met in Asia.
I dalivered a lecture in the hall of the Theosophical Society in Galle on the night of my arrival, and
another on the following night. The first, a com parison between Buddhism and Christianity, was interpreted; the second was to an audience which
understood English, and was au: examination of
the two main pillara of Christianity-a fable &nd
a dream-the fable in the first book in the Old
Testament, and tbe.Alream in the first chapter of
the New Testament. I think! succeeded in showing
that these foundation 'pillars are extremely rotten
and illy calculated for su11taining a great system of religion. I had very good audiences, but would doubtless had doubly as large had not a heavy thunder
shower set in about an hour before each lecture.
The rain was by far the heaviest I have seen since
leaving America. Ceylon cannot be called a dry
climate. The sun and winds take up so much vapor
from the surrounding ocean that the atmosphere is
at all tiines highly charged with moisture, and it can
rain at short notice at almost any time. I think
there is three times as much moisture in the atmosphere here as in India and many other countries.
The frequent rains keep vegetation exceedingly green
and luxuriant, but there is a declded tendency for
things to become musty and moldy in a short time.
I feel sure I succeeded 1n gaining many friends in
Galle, and among her best people. Many called
upon me and seemed really sorry for me to leave
them. I obtained here, as in other places, subscribers. for Ta:u: TRUTH SEEKER, and many here as !fell
as elsewhere urged me to come again. The btghpriest, Bulatgama Terunnanse Meriangoda, called
upon me, also another learned priest, Weligama
Dhamma Jala. They are highly learned in the precepta of Buddha, but I found I could teach them
some very simple lessons in the laws of nature.
After my return from my last lecture, I found one of
these awaiting my return, when we had a long conversa~ion upon the shape, size, and motions of the
earth, as weH as other topics. He was loth at first to
admit the earth to be a sphere, and supposed the
water of the ocean to be perfectly level. I soon convinced him that thousands had traveled around it,
and that I was myself nearly half way around. I
illustrated by means of ari orange, the lamp, eto.,
how the earth revolves around the sun, and on its
tlWD axie, how the moon accompanies the earth and
revolves around it in twenty-nine days, how eclipses
of the sun and moon are produced, what causes summer and winter in the Northern and Southern hemispheres, etc., etc. These facts seemed new and
ve~y interes~ing to him. And then, again, I thought,
th1s was an Instance where less studying of Buddha
would have answered, if nature's operations bad
been studied more. He invited me to call upon him
at his pansala nea.r the temple. Accordingly on the
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married within their own caste, begat children only
during their ?rime, and were not liable to lose the
finest o~ their youth in war, they transmitted their
best qualities in an ever.increasing meal!ure to their
descendants. The Brahmans of the present day are
the result of three thousand years of hereditary education and self-restraint; and they have evolved a
type of mankind quite distinct from the surrounding
BUDDHISM,
population. Even the passing traveler in India
I am now ready to say good.bye to Galle and marks them out alike from the bronze-checked, largeto Ceylon, for the Khiva is out in the harbor, and limbed, leisure-loving Rajput or warrior caste of
she is to bear me to Penang and Singapore. But I Aryan descent; and from the dark-skinned, flatmust not leave just yet, for I promised to give you nosed, thick-lipped, low castes of non-Aryan origin,
a chapter on Buddhism when I reached Ceylon. I with their short bodies and bullet heads. The Brahlike to keep my promise, and this one must not be man stands apart from both, tall and slim, with finely
disregarded, as I wish you to know as much about modeled lips and nose, fair complexion, high foreBuddhism as possible, for, take it all in all, it is the head, and lllightly cocoanut-shaped skull-the man of
greatest and the best of the great systems of relig. self-centered refinement. He is an example of a class
ion which the world has had. Perhaps the religion becoming the ruling power in a country, not by force
of Confucius was nearly as good, but it seems to me of arms but by the vigor of hereditary culture and
that Buddha was a. more profound man than Confu- temperance. One race bas swept across India after
cius, more of a metaphysician, more of a philoso- another, dynasties have risen and fallen, religions
pher; besides, his religion bas bad and still has three have spread themselves over the land and disappeared.
times the following, of any other system of religion But since the dawn of history the Brahman has calmly
the world has known.
ruled, swaying the minds and receiving the homage
I think I can do more justice to the system, and of the people, and accepted by foreign nations as the
more justice to you, by giving: some quotations from highest type of Indian mankind.
Dr. Hunter's new work," The Indijl.n Empire, Its
"Gautama, afterward named Buddha, ' the EnHistory, People, and Products," just issued from tha lightened' and Siddbartba, 'he who has fulfilled his
press of Trubner&Co.,London. As I learn,itmeeta end,' was the only son of Suddhodana, king of Kapilthe approval of such Buddhists as ·have seen it. I av~stu. This prince, the chief of the Sakya clan,
feel sure I will not be imparting wrong info_rmation ruled over an outlying Aryan settlement on the
.by thus quoting. In a chapter on Buddh1sm and northeastern border of the middle land, about a hunBrahmanism is·tbe following:
dred miles to the north of Benares and within sight
"The first great solvent of Brahn;aanism '!as the of the snow-topped Himalayas. A Gautama Rajput
teaching of Gautama Buddha. The hfe of th1s cele. of the noble solar line, be wished to sished to see his
bra ted man has three sides-its personal aspects, its son grow up on the warlike model of his race. But
legendary developments, and its religious conse- the young prince shunned the sports of his playmates,
quences upo~ mankind. In his pers~n Bud~ha ap- and retired to solitary day-drea.mB in nooks of the
pears as a pnnce and preacher of anment Indta. In palace garden. The king tried to win his son to a
the legendary developments of his storr Buddha practical career by marrying him to a b~autiful and
ranks as a divine teacher . . . and ,apparently as talented girl; and the youthful Gautama unexpecta saint of the Christian church, with a day assigned edly proved his manliness by a victory over a :flower
to him ia both the Greek and Roman calendars. As of the young Rajput chiefs at a tournament. For a
a religious founder, be left behind a system of while he forgot his solemn speculations on the unseen
belief which has gained more disciples than any in the sweet realities of early married life. But in
other creed in the world, and which is now professed his drives through the city be deeply re:flected on the
by five hundred million of people, or nearly one-half types of old age, disease, and death which met his
of the human race.
.
eye; and he was powerfully impressed by the calm
"The story of Buddha's career is a typical one. of a holy man, who seemed to have raised his soul
It is based on the old Indian ideal of the noble life above the changes and sorrows of this world. After
which we have seen depicted in the Sanskrit epics. ten years his wife bore to him an only son; and
Like the Pandavas in the Mahabara.ta, and like Rama Gautama, fearing lest this new tie should bind him
in the Ramayana, Buddha is the son of a king, be- too closely to the things of earth, retired about the
longing to one of the two great Aryan lines, the solar age of thirty to a oave among the forest.clad spurs
and the lunar; in his case, as in Rama's, to the solar. of the Vindhyas. The story of how he turned away
His youth, like that of the epic heroes, is spent under from the door of his wife's lamp lit chamber, denyBrahman tutors, 'and at the end' Buddha retires, ing himself even a parting caress of his new-born
like Rama, to a Brahman hermitage in the forest. babe lest he should wake the sleeping mother, and
. . . It is to the jungles on the south of the g:l.Iloped off into the darkness, is one of the many
Ganges . • . that the royal exile repaired. t'lnder episodes in his life. After a gloomy night
After a time of seclusion1 the Pandavas, Rama, and ride, he sent back his one companion, the faithful
Buddha alike emerge to achieve great conquests, the charioteer, with his horse and jewels to his father.
two former by force of arms, the last by the weapons Having cut off his long Rajput locks, and exchanged
of the spirit. Up to this point the outline of the his princely raiment for the rags of a poor passer. by,
three stories has followed the same type; but hence- _he went on alone a homeless beggar. This abanforth it diverges. The Sanskrit epics depict the ideal donment of earthly pomp and power, and of loved
Aryan man as prince, hermit, and hero. In the wife and new-born son, is the Great Renunciation,
legend of Buddha that ideal has developed· into which forms a favorite theme of the Buddhist scripprince, he~it, and saint.
.
tures in Sanskrit, Pali, and Chinese. It has fur"Their whole life (of the Brahmans) was mapped nished, during twenty centuries, the type of selfout into four clea.rly.defined stages of discipline. For sacrifice which all Indian reformers must follow if
their existence, in its full religious significance, com- they are to win the trust of the people."
·
menced not at birth but upon being invested at the
For
a
time
be
bad
studied
under
two
Brahman
reoloae of childhood with the sacred thread. of the
twice.born. Their youth and early manhood were to cluses ncar Rajagriba in Patna district, learning
be entirely spent in learning by heart from some from them that the path to divine knowledge
Brahman the inspired scriptures, tending the sacred "Lies through the subjection of the flesh. • . ,
fire, and serving their preceptor. Having completed The temple of Buddh-Gaya marks the site of his
his long studies, the Brahman enters on the second long penance. But instead of earning peace of
mind by fasting and self-torture, he reached a crisis
stage of his life, as a house_holder: He married and of
religious despair.
. Torn with doubts as
commenced a course of famlly dutu:~s. When he had
to
whether,
after
all
his
penance,
be ·was not destined
reared a family and gained a practical knowledge of to perdition, the haggard ascetic,
,in a final parthe world be retired into the forest as a recluse for
oxysm, fell. senseless to the earth. When be
the third period of his life, feeding on roots or fruita, recovered
the mental struggle had passed. He felt
and practicing his religious duties with increased de.
the path to salvation lay not in self-torture in a
votion. The fourth stage was that of the ascetic or that
mountain cave, but in preaching a higher life to his
religious mendicant, wholly withdrawn from earthly fellow-men."
affairs, and striving to attain a condition of the mind
Like Christ, he is tempted by Mara, the enemy of
which, heedless of the joys or pains or wants of the
body1 is intent only on its final absorption into the mankind.
deity. The Brahman, in this fourth stage of his life,
"From his temptation in the wilderness, the
ate nothing but what was given to him unasked, and ascetic emerged with his doubts forever laid at rest,
abode not more than one day in any village, lest the seeing his way clear, and henceforth to be known as
vanities of the world should find entrance into his Buddha, literally, 'The Enlightened.' This was
heart. Throughout his whole existence he practiced Buddha's second birth; and the pipal fig or Bo
a strict temperance, drinking no wine, using a simple under whose spreading branches its pangs were
diet, curbing the desires, shut off from the tumults of endured has become the sacred tree of five hundred
war, and having his thoughts ever fixed on study and millions of mankind in the East. . . . The idea
contemplation. 'What is this world?' says a Brah- of a second birth was familiar to" the twice-born
man sage. 'It is even as the bough of a tree on Aryan castes of ancient India.
. In this, as
on which a bird rests for a night, and in the morn- in other features, the story of Buddha adheres to
ing flies away.'
\
~ncien~ 4ryan types, but gives to them a new spir.
''The Brahmans, therefore, were a body of men 1tual s1gmficanoe. . . . He developed from the
who in an early stage of this world's history bound! ?ld Brahmanioal ~odel. of the wandering ascetic,
themselves by a rule of life, the essential precepts of mtent only on sa-v:mg b1s own soul, the nobler type
which were self-culture and self-restraint. As they
.
(OontinTUd on page 426.)
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resort for all who appreciate good readin!l', and papers
on our tables will become well advertised in this
vicinity.
,
D. M. BENNETT' EDITOR.
It you should see Proper to send us a copy of your
publication on the above inducement, we would be
most happy to receive it. If not, then please inform
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. us what, if any, reduction will be made in favor of our
association from vour regUlar subscription ratefl.
Very reipectfully, DoANE RlFIDIBARK, Cor. Sec.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The lMgS8t and cheapest Radical JQU1'11(1l p?ihli.ihd in
We are afraid the young Chrhttians of Yankton
llurops or America, r.ontaining a~m hundred square iMhe&
would
not read THE TRUTH SEEKER if we sent it to
more reading matter tlu:m any other journal of its kind.

by Hipparchus and Ptolemy, with a year of 365
•
The Macedonian era dates from th.e occupation of
Babylon by Seluous Niator, 311 B.c.
The Mohammedan epoch is the hepira, or flight
of Mohammed from Mecca to Medina, 622 A.D. But
as this is subsequent to Christ;perhaps it is irrelevant to the question.
The dating froXQ, Christ is a superstitiously arbi.
trary affair, and fails to satisfy in the simplest manner the conditio~s necessary for registering the succession of events. Being placed in an intermediate
period it is necessary to work both Wafs, and. some
confusion is made by chronologers calling the year
preceding the period 1 B.c., while astronomers denote
the year as 0. Even after the adoption in Europe
of the Christian era a great variety of methods of
dating grew up and prevailed in different countries
for a long time. Altogether, the chronology of the
world is much mixed. Before Christ moat nations
dated from their most important events, and it is
plainly seen what a mess they hav made of it. There
was nothing in their epochs which could commend
them. to any but themsEtlvs, as there is nothing in the
Christian era but guess-work to date from, The
Bruno-Wakeman calendar would be a good substitute, inasmuch as it has a basis of common sense
and fact, and serves to memorize an event in history
of immense moment to the human race.
d~~

them, which we hav no idea of doing 11Dless they
pay subsoription price. We do not make any reduction to clergymen and other dead beats. If they
NEW YORK SATURDAY, JULY 8, 1882.
want the paper they can hav it for $3 per year cash
in advance. We sometimes trust Liberals, but must
Homeward Bound.
positivly. insist on _pay in advance from Christians,
·The latest report we get from Mr. Bennett is as esrecially Y. M. C. A's., whose reputation around
·
here is not particularly good.
follows:
OGDEN, UTAH, June 27,1882.
DEAR EuGENE: I am 'Pul'suing my homeward way.
Wbat Before A..D. t
I visited Reno, Virginia City, and Carson in Nevada,
and had interviews with TRUTH SEEKER friends in each
Ali it always.givs us ~leasure to oblige our friends
place. In the two former places I was urged to stop
over.and address a public meeting, but feeling so (and at the same time dtsoblige our enemies), we will
anxious to pursue my eastward journey I felt impelled tell Mr. Griswold what.
to decline the invitations. I hav had an interesting
AUBURN, N. Y., June 8, 282.
visit at the "Holy City," the Zion of the Latter Day To THE EDIToR OF THE
TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Please
Saints. A reception was ten<iered me at thli Liberal publish in THE TRUTH SEEB:ER
for the benefit of my.
Institute on Sunday night, the 25th inst. The hall self and all others who may not
be fortunate enough
was well filled with th~ best of the citizens of Salt to know, the following information,
What data
Lake City. Mr. E. L. T. Hanison presided and made were made use of, or what _events viz.:
or epochs were
me welcome in a. neat speech of twenty minutes. I taken for chronological cyclesf prior to
the Christian
spoke for an hour and a half, after which came very "in the year of our Lord."
hav asked· several of
hearty handshaking!! and congratulations. Sev~ral my Christian clergr,man friends,
Immortality.
but
failing
subscribed for THE TRUTH SEEKER and the five vol. any two answers alike, and not being wholly tosa 'l'et
tisPHILADELPHIA, June 18, 1882.
umes of Aroun~ the World. The friends of Salt Lake fied, deeming their different repli~P.. althoug-h probaTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: As I hav
Cit.y were very kind to me.
I came here yesterday morning, A delegation of bly truthfully intended!. unreliable, I cordially request never addressed you before for information, I hope
this will recPive :vour. attention. A Christian friend
friends met me at the station and escorted me in a an answer from an Inndel source.
Hoping to get, as heretofore, good, secular, reliable asks me, "Why is it that all, or nearly all, heathens
carriage through the city, and through the very grand
information
at
your
earliest
convenience,
I,
with
believe in immortality. Although they hav crude and
Ogden Canyon-seven miles in length-north of the
city. The towering rocks on either side, almost per- many thanks, will for th~ first time beneat.h the new vague ideas, what inculcates tna.t idea?" I being
a young and poorly read Infidel, am unable to giv
pendicular, and a thousand feet high, and the rush- "Bruno-Wakeman" cycle, subscribe myself.
L. DEWITT GRISWOLD.
what I cousicter a satisfadory answer, and having
ing river down the canyon, with the dancing cascades
seen similar questions answered in THE TRUTH SEEKER
and waterfalls coming in from lateral canyons, were
There is much incompleteness in all the chrono- (of which I am a subscriber), I concluded to refer it
most picturesque and intAresting to vi~w. We took
an excellent dinner up there in nature's cathMlr~il. logical tables of the ancients. The earliest written to you. I hope you will giv me an annihilating, reAn entbusiasttc reception was given me at the Oflera annals of-the Greeks and Romans are lost, and vari- ply, as you did Mr. Scholes some time ago.
House last evening. Mr. James Horronks presided oils events are taken to reckon time from. Apollo'
WALTER CoLLINS.
and made the opening- remarks. Mr. John A. Jost dorus, an Athenian, who lived in the eeoond century
Immortality
is
mostly
a
question
of per~onal belief
read the following "Welcome:"
.
" Our honored and highly esteemed friend and B.c., dated his chronioles of events from the supposed among enlightened people. A hundred persons will
period of the fall of Troy. In Egypt they kept the hav a hundred different ideas regarding it. The
brother, we bid you welcome.
.
"Hero opposer of the Christian church in ita dese- records by dynasties of sovereigns. Various epochs belief is born ef a hope that it may be so; that s.fter
cration of t.he sacred rights of our glorious constitu- were selected by different writers, each community we hav toiled for a few yes.re, with no apparent adtion, we rejoice to meet you.
"We ~av followed you fr?m the shore of the At· having ita own epoch and method of time reckoning. vantage gained, we may b'e permitted by Mother
lantic with the deepest feelings of love and friend- Thus, in one city the reckoning was by succe11sion of Nature to continue our existence in another sphere.
ship and with a fond solicitude for your sa.fety and kings, in another by annual magiatrates, in a third That many nations hav had these hopes proves that
comfort upon your long and arduous journey eastward by succe8sion of priests, those ubiquitous calamities all are more or lese allied in thought and feeling.
to this place, and shall continue to follow you with
But to say that all hav so believed is incorrect. The
the same feelings till you shall again reach the most which hav befallen all peoples and nations.
This helter-skelter method was not found satisfac- Buddhists' heaven is Nirvana, which their souls will
sacred spot on earth you left some eleven months
ago-home, sweet home,
tory to those nations which had commercial inter- attain after many transmigrations. This Nirvana is
"We cannot forego the pleasure of meeting you as course with each other, and the need of a common annihilation, or endless sleep. This sect comprises
you pass through our prospering city, and detaining epoch was severely felt. This led to the adoption of a good share of the population of the world-some
you while we grasp the hand and look upon the
.
countenance of the great and brave man-the hero such a starting.point by several peoples, the moat 500,000,000.
opponent of religious persecution of the nineteenth important of which were the Babylonians, the Greek,
The origin of the belief in immortality is only a
century who braved the degradation ot the prison and the Roman. The Jews had no general era, question to speculate upon; it can never be definitly
cell 1 a!lcl th.e horrors. of the priestly inguisitlon of a
Chnst1an b1goted pnesthood, through tlieir ex.ecutiv properly so-called. In Babylonia time was reckoned settled. There are people with this belief, and there
Comstock, the Torquemada of to-day, that the rights from the era of Nabonassar, 747 B c. Among the are people without it. The question is, is it true?
of all should be tolerated-the man who braved con- Greeks the reckoning was by Olympiads, the begin- Nature having inspired men with a desire for existtumely to advocate the rights of others to differ from ning being the year in which Correbus, who was a ence, it is but natural that they should dread being
him.
"We glory in your courage and disinterested love half-mythical character, was victor in the Olympic blotted out. Baoon said that men fear death for the
in advocating the equal rights of every citizen of this games, 776 B.c. The Roman chronology was started same reason that children dread the dark. And as a
fair land, and for your determined effort to preserve from the foundations of the city, the date of which child would naturally seek to escape from a dark room,
the sa~e from. the powe~ of religious tyranny that is variously given, but usually assigned to 753 B.c. which its fears people with monsters, so men seek to
would, 1f once 1n possessiOn of that power, again confront the unbeliever with the rack, the fagot, and The Chi:r:tese and other Asiatic nations reckon not only escape the darkness of the tomb by the hope of a
the years but months a.nd days by cycles of sixty.
resurrection. Whether there is any more substantial
the fire.
The Julian period, invented by Joseph Scaliger in foundation for it than their hopes, nobody knows.
"Our friend and brother, tbe sincere desires wishes
and hopes of thousands disenthralled from religi-m~ 1582, although not a proper chronological era, affords Spiritualists say they hav evidence sufficient to eetaberrors hav foFoweq you with ail enthusiasm worthy considerable facility for the COD:J.parison of different lish the fact, but this the Materialists deny, and it
of the dause m whiCh you are engaged
"We rejo.ice that you hav been preserved to return eras with one another. It makes the first year of the may still be regarded as an open question.
But a future life is no argument in favor of Christo you nattv land-the country consecrated to lib- Christian era correspond with ~he year 4714 of the
erty-the home of the brave, whwh should be the la~:d Julian period.
tianity. The church has no patent on the idea, and
ol the free. We are proud to say that none returned
The Olympic games, by which the Greeks reckoned she has never produced a particle of evidence to supentitled to a more hearty welcome or a more honored reception than the brave, noble, and endeared time, were celebrated once every four years, between port it. She has made assertions, but assertions are
in the hearts of every true Liberal, our beloved the new and full moon first fO'llowing the summer not facts, and while the belief in heaven is a part of
brother, D. M. Bennett.
solstice. Their origin is lost in the dimness of re- every Christian creed, the church has left it for the
''You will please accept this small token of love m?te antiquity, but it is invested by p~iestly legends reviled Spiritualists to demonstrate its existence.
and esteem as the outpourings of the hearts and
souls of the Liberals of Ogden and vicinity in unison w1th a sacred character. The Olympiad, or period And immortality, if it were a fact, would do nothing
wi.th Libet:al League. of Ogden city at the hands of of four years, was designated by the name of the vic· to prove the dogmas of the church, or the claims of
th1s comm1ttee a.ppomted by them for this labor of tor in the foot-race.
the Bible. Suppose Adam's soul to be in hell, in
love; and may our fondest hopes be realized in your
Before
the
Israelites
left
Egypt
their
year
began
consequence
of his fall, it would afford no evidence
continued su~cess, and in hearing at an early day of
your safe arnval home, of the continued love of warm with the autumnal equinox. But in order to cele~ that he was made of dust, or that men to-day are
hearts, th~ shake .or ready hands, and the embrace brats their deliverance the month in which that took forced to labor because he is there. And if Noah
of your falthful w1fe.
place was afterward regarded as the beginning of the is keeping him company, does that fact sustain the
"JOSEPH SEWELL,
JAMES HoRROCKS,
ecc!esi~stica~, which was also the legal year. After flood ? Admitting that this life is not all th~re is of
"JoHN A. JosT, .
JOHN HoRROCKS,
the1~
d1sperswn, the Jews had recourse to the astro- us, does it prove that Jesus. was born "!"~thout a.
"C. P, LAMBERT, Sec. Com., F. H. MARsa.
"Committee." noinical rules and cycles of the "heathen,, nations. father, or went to heaven bod1ly, or that Ehph went
My remarks were continued for an hour and a half They adopted a cycle of eighty-four years, which was up in a whirlwind or a chariot of fire? Admitting
a.nd were frequently applauded, I hav met with a ~ade by borrowing the Caliphic period of seventy- that when the grave closes ove-r the clay, ~he soul
truly cord1al meeting here, This morning I resume s1:x: years, aD;d the Gree.k octaeteris of eight years. dons wings of light, d.oes it prove that t~e mnocent
my homeward way to Denver and other points in
Colorado. · I am anxious to be with you once more, After the Nwene connell the Jews abandoned this must suffer for the gu1lty, or that .the gmlty can be
cycle. They now, and hav since the fifteenth cen- justified by suoh suffering? Does 1t prove that from
D, M. B.
tury, date from the creation of the world, which is all time certain people hav been marked for heaven,
yery indefi~it, the dates i,n the Bible being assigned and certain other people for bel! ? Does it afford
Christian Begging.
We presume ~he Y. M. C. Association made a m comp~rat1vly modern times. The three versions the slightest evidence that mankmd are totally ~e
of _the B1_ble--:the Hebrew, the Samaritan, the Septu- praved, and unable, of themselvs, to do anythmg
mistake in sending the following to us:
agmt-differ 1n snob a degree that the accounts are truly good?
YANKTON, DAK,, June 20 1882
totally irreconcilable, and no real!!on can be given for
The belief in immortality is a great problem, and
To ~HE EDITOR OF 'I'~E TRJ:!TE! SEEKER: The r~centiy
o:rganlze~ Young Mens Chrtstmn Association of this preferring one to another. There is nothing by which not to be lightly settled in a breath. There may be
City, hav1~g opened a pu~lic reading room, is desirous to compare them. One writer colleoted two hundred something real in this idea, which has fed the hope
ot supplymg the same w1th all the leading periodicals different calculations of the date of the creation, with of millions, and it may be but faith's shadowy vision,
of the country.
thirty-four centl;Uies variatio~.
or love's pleasing dream. But "it was no.t .born of
We shall endeavor to make our rooms a place of
The Babyloman era pf Nab()!l¥l~~r was followed any book, nor of MJ.Y cree!l, n9J" of any rehg10n. It

•
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was born of human affection. It is the rainbow- that the Sabbath was made for man and not man for put, "Is Walser an Infidel? Is he opposed,to the
Hope shining upon the tears of grief.n
the Sabbath.
Christian religion?" To gratify their desires Mr
Walser allowed them to throw open the flood gates: "-,_
THE .PLEABURF.S OF LIFE. By F. S. Ryman Cornell He told them to go on, and if he had done one sin~le
.More DirtY Work.
University, lthica, N.Y. Price not given. Ad- wrong since he had lived in Barton county (a perwd
By the following letter and. extract, havmg referdress the author.
of two years), dig it up and place. it before the jury,
ence to Clark Braden's scurrilous attack upon Col.
This poem was written, the author informs
Ingersoll, published in pamphlet form, itwill be seen when he was about nineteen, and is designed as a and he would abide by the consequence. He did not
that the notorious libeler iB still alive and "doing slight echo of Owen Meredith's "Lucille," which he believe in orthodox Christianity, claimed the right to
think and investigate, and would do it; he would not
his master's work:"
regards as a masterpiece of poetic grandeur. The
EUREK.A, NEv., June 19, 1882. scholar falls far short of his master, of course, but sacrifice his· manhood to please superstition and
To THE ED ITO& OF TRE TRUTH SEEK.ER, Si1· : I clip the within he has produced some very pretty verse, barring ignorance. Nearly all the witnesses for the prosecuscrap from the Eureka IJaily Sentinel of the 18th. It speaks some slight mechanical faults, and if he does not tion, when asked what kind of a gathering was at
the church, said it was a Christian gathering, and
for itself. As"B&me of your readers possibly would like to know
what eame forth from the last tum of the wheel, I send it to instruct as deep as Epicurus did, the book will at that they knew of no other religion than the Chris.
least serve to gild an idle hour with pleasure and tian religion in this county.
you.
Yours truly,
H. L. HREE!'f.
.THE EXTRACT.
profit.
Mr. Walser was not convicted. He made an able
A. fifteen-page pamphlet comes to us under a glaring, sensaplea
in his own defense. He is one of the best lawtional head. It is further described as a " scathing and fearTHE post-office authorities of Boston bav refused
less e:x:pose" of the famous lnlid('l writer and lecturer. There to forward at second-class rates No. 24 of George yers in southwestern Missouri, and defended himself
may be some persons who will want•to purchase this book. For
ably and manfully. At present the preacher and
the information of any such persons as will take pleasure in the Chainey's This World. The reasona given for this several of his congregation are under arrest for mobperusal of the highly-spiced scandal, we will say that it is pub- extraordinary step are (1) that· the number in ques- bing 1Ylr. Walser, and the trial will come off Bhortly.
lished by Clark Braden, No. 31!) East 65th street, Ne]V York, tion was accompanied by a supplement which, it is
A. J. READING.
for ten cents a copy. We hav not read the book. It is not alleged, ''does not come within the definition of a
Liberal, Mo., June 26, 1882.
:
likely that any of us about this ranch will ever hav leisure to s~pplement," and (2) because Mr. Chainey stated in
read it~ We may be losers thereby. If so, we are sorry for it,
that's all. Buli when you find a scandal put up under such h1s 1ssue of Jan. 7th that he would sooner send This
Was Goldsmith MistRken 1
head lines, and note ; also, on the title page, a winged feuHi.le World for $1 per year to those too -poor to pay $2
To THE EDITOR OF THE Tsurn SEEKER, Sir: In
den;ton, brandishing a dagger in hsr right hand, and with a than hav them say, "Stop my paper." This second
spear in her left with which she holds pierced and aloft the objection, the acting first assistant postmaster· gen- "The Letters of a Chinese Citizen of the World,"
skull of her victim ; when you find this, and behold the devil era~ declares, puts This World among " publications prominent doctors of the Christian faith are menin the corner gloating over human reputation blasted, you are
not apt to feel like perusing the narrativ, unless you are flis- des•gned for free circulation, or for circulation at tioned and several quotations made from their
posed t.o chp.ekle over a lie. If anybody starts out to tell you nominal rateB." Mr. Chainey defends This World writings concerning strange lalilds and stranger
something bad of your neighbor, and he givs himself away by ably against these ridiculous and wholly groundless people which they (the doctors) claimed to hav ·
displaying a motiv of interest for his scandal, especially if you charges. Referring to this decision, which he prints, visited while preaching the" gospel."
discern that he proposes to make money by~attackiug said neigh- he says:
Foot-notes gave the names of the writerll, and I
bor in hill good name, listen to him, if you can't hl'llp it, hut
think the books (it was ten years since that I read
.
"The
above
made
our
last
week's
mailing
bill
$26
stick a! pin in what he tells you and fasten it down as a lie.
Judging from such surface appearance~ as referred to, we think msteai of $5. We would not mind thi~. if the offi- the "Letters"), from which the quotations were
it, dollars to red apples, that Mr. Clark Braden's semational, cial decision were according to law. If this ruling made, and the names given in the foot-notes, were
is not in direct autagonism with the language of the some of the early Christian fathers'.
money-turning pamphlet is largely more false than true.
But if the filth were true, what then? It can hav no force law, then there is no meaninl! to words nor truth in
The quotations referred to gave me all the knowl.
figures. The United States Official Postal Guide savs
to break down what Ingersoll has spoken and written. His (page
edge I hav of the extraordinary discoveries of those
703,
rule
172):
'There
is
no
objec1
ion
to
a
pa.a-rguments must be overthrown by logic among reasoners, and per consisting entirely of literary matter being pious ' 1 traveled fools,, in the lying age.
possibly by faith among enthusiastic religionists. Scandal may adopted as .. supplemflnt, and sent at the pound rate
demolish the man, hut it cannot impair his literary work. That
" Caduibals that do each other eat,
the paper it supplemeuts. . . .
will stand until it is proven untrue. Beautiful flowers grow out ·with
The anthropophagi, and men whose heads
" '.The _supnlement m,ust contain matter printed
of dung, and truth may flo~rish in a filthy mind. We do not therem.
Do grow beneath their shoulders''
because there was nG room for it in
affirm that Ingersoll is a bad man or a good man. It is not the bodyeither
or the paper wituout the sacrifice of legitinecessary. And his argument against the authenticity of reve· mate matter, or because received too la.te to be is all that I recall in Shakspere concerning them.
lation may b~ all bosh. · We don't know anything about that, printed in the paper, or for greater convenience in
I did not know until I read George Macdonald's
nor do we believe that anybody knows anything about what the. mechanical process or issuing a paper.' These
there is such war and pion~< wrangling over. Bot we do know rulmgs cover the ground: our supplement was corn- letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER that "cannibals" and
that the world eoudemns Byron and N. P. Willis and a hnst of posed entirely of literary matter. We were compelled " anthropophagi" mean the same thing, but sup.
others for the private life they led, while the value of their con- to print it in this way, in order to hav it appear for posed anthropophagi to be the name of the "men
tributions to literature has never been questioned. Still, Mr. ~he reason. given in the supplement. Any one desir· with but one leg, that were exceeding awift and
Bra.deu's scandal pamphlet will get into the swirl of sensational wg to be JUSt would hav sePn at once that it was lived by the chase," or the "men with heads and
yellow·back reading. A.s gossip, for which there is as great an fully authorized by the ruling, ' or for the greater
itch at tbe present time as ever, it will, no doubt, prove a tooth- [convE'ni.ence in the] mechanical process of issuing shoulders like a greyhound, that taught grammar
the paper.' The authority who made this decision, and music when the Ptolemies reigned in Egypt."
some morse].
with these rulings before him, might as well hav This is very nearly the .wording of two of Gold.
Undoubtedly Braden is using his pamphlet to get knocked us down and taken $20 from our pockets. smith's quotations from the fathers.
money. If he should sncceed in getting enough to JVe hav no more respect for the man who defrauds
T. R. STEPHENSON,
purchase a· coffin, and would then use it, the decent m the name of the law than we hav for him who
Roseville, Cal., ·June 12, 282.
steals
in
defiance
of
it,"
portion of the world could rejoice. Detraction and
[ Anthropophagi, acc-.rding to Webster, means
slander appear to be the only weapon left the church
Border Ruffianism in Liberal.
Webster gets hill authority from
cannibals.
since Anthony Comstock turned his attention to lottery and faro dealers. _.._
G. H. Walser, founder of the beautiful little town Charles Lamb. Very likely some of the early
of Liberal, Mo., was mobbed here by a crowd of Christian writers may hav told of these things.
Methodist Christians on Sunday, June 19th. The They were an exceedingly ignorant, superstitious,
Book Notices.
and credulous lot, much given to drawing on their
URN BuRIAL, An argument for cremation. Price, facts in the ease are as follows: Mr. Walser owned imaginations for their facts; and as these are no
about two thousand acres of land here1 and started a
ten cents, For sale at this office.
tougher yarns than many they did tell and believe,
·cremation is a subject that ought to be better town, and wished to hav no saloon, no sectarian we think they may be fairly given credit for them.
understood by the people, and its promoters hav churches, hell, god, or devil. He was getting along -En. T. S.]
done well in issuing thili pamphlet. They will do nicely, and was an eyesore to the orthodox: Chris.
better if they will establish crematories in which the tiona, who could not bear to hav it said that a place
practical working of the science may be demon- could thrive without the foregoing institutions; hence The Freethinkers' Convention.-Reduced Rates
of }'are.
strated. Such works, by showing how much superior they pushed in, got part possession of a lot, and built
this process is to the old one of burial, would help a gospel shop on it for sectarian purposes, contrary
To TRB EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
the cause of cleanliness much more than any tract to the wishes of Mr. Walser and other Liberals who
that could be written. But if we cannot hav a whole had an interest in the lot. The church was dedicated following letter explains itself:
TRUNK LINE COMMISSION.
loaf we must be satisfied with a half, and so this lit- to man by the Liberals, but the Christians took forcitle work is most acceptable as a. missionary docu- ble possession, held the keys, appointed trustees, and New York Central and Hudson River. New York,
Lake Erie, and Western, Pennsylvania, and Bal·
ment, for we believe in cremation. The rflduction to did not recognize the Liberals who held an interest
timore and Ohio Railroads.
ashes in a few moments of the dead seems much bet- in the property. On the above-men.tioned day, Mr.
Walser
and
a
number
of
Liberals
attended
a
meetNEw YoRK, June 27, 1882.
ter to us than to lay them in the earth, rioting-ground
for worms and festering heaps of mold. And we are ing held there by the Methodists. · At a proper time Referring to your application for special rates of
Walser arose to announce a lecture; but before fare to the Freethinkers' National Convention at
glad to learn from the" Urn Burial" that the system Mr.
he could say anything these godly people began to Watkins Glen, for five days, commencing August 23d,
would say that the Trunk .Line Committee hav deis gradually growing into favor. Of course it is a
heresy, a.nd therefore is frowned upon by the church, c~y, "Put him out!" and rushed upon him, pulling cided to grant your people the usual excursion rates
this way and that, hooting and howling like luna- of two cents per mlle over their lines. It will be
which now practically monopolizes all the sacred h1m
Mr. Walser's friends rushed in and rescued necessary that you should apply to the general pas.
rites of life and death, but the· sensible portion of tics.
him from the mob, but not until they had in]'ured senger agents of the four trunk lines ror whatever
may be necessary to complete the anangemen t.
the world, including the press and some considerable
Yours truly,
R. T. RYDER, Secretary.
portion of the medical faculty, are beginning to ad- him by wrenching his armll and knocking out some
of
hill
teeth.
They
no
doubt
intended
to
kill
him
on
H.
L.
Green,
Secretary
Freethinkers'
Association,
vocate its adoption, The reasons for it are eleanli·
neBs, economy, a healthy sentiment, a.nd the preven- the spot, and had it not been for his friends they Salamanca, N. Y.
wol!-ld hav accomplished their cowardly and dastardly
The reader will perceive that from all station!! on
tion of burying alive.
.
deEngn. Some of these Christians made the remark 1 the lines of each of the above mentioned roads exTHE SABBATH. A series of articles originally published afterward that they would hav things their way or cursion tickets to the Watkins convention can be
in the Bremer. County Independent. By M. Far- they ~ould walk over dead bodies.
procured at two-thirds the usual rates.
rington. Denver, Iowa. Price not given. Address
Durmg the afternoon a warrant was got out for
I am inclined to think that all persons west of
the author.
Mr. Walser's arrest for disturbing public service. Chautauqua Lake had better purchase excursion tickA very valuable summary of the arguments on the The trial came on the following Tuesday at Lamar, eta to that place, and from there avail themselvs of
Sunday question. The author has drawn material the county seat of Barton, and lasted four days. the above arrangement.
from all sources, including divines, historians, theo- About twenty witnesses were examined on e!!-ch side.
·-------logians, and even from the New Testament. He Three lawyers were employed by the prosecution.
THE State Convention of the Iowa Liberal League
,finds that Sunday is no better than any other day, Mr. Walser, assisted by Mr. Hartless, a young and will be held on the (air grounds at Tama, Tama
that it was instituted and eBtablished by man, and shrewd lawyer, conducted his own defense, and it county, Sept. 7th, 8th, 9th, and lOth. Except during
that the twenty-four hours from Saturday night to was ably done. •
business sessions the platform will be free to all
Monday morning are no more sacred than the preFrom the very commencement it was evident that questionli of human interest. A large attendance is
ceding or following twenty-four. Mr. Farrington it was persecution, not prosecution. Liberalism, In- hoped for and confidently expected.
has do~e his work well, and every bigoted Christian fidelity, .Christianity, God, Jesus, and the devil were
who w1shes·to make Sunday a day of gloom should all on tnal. Not ten words could be asked one of
H. L. G:&EBN will lecture in North Hannibal, Oshav this book thrust into his hand to remind him 1 the state's witnesses before the questions would be wego oounty, N.Y., on_Sunday, July 9th.

na,

______

______
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(Ctmtinued from page'!l23.)
'But the earlieflt idea of Ni'!'Vana,' sa;s one of the the order, went to Ceylon with a body of missionof the preacher, striving to bring deliverance to the greatest authorities on Chinese Buddhism, 'seems to aries and nuns. From thence missionaries estabsouls of others."
have included in it no more than the enjoyment of a lished the faith in Burmah, 450 A.D. (though two
Five months after his temptation llnd three of his state of rest consequent on the extinction. of all Buddhist preachers landed at Pegu as early as 207
ministry Buddha had ·gathered around him sixty causes of sorrow.' The great practical aim of Bud. Bn
.
disciples, whom he sent forth to preach salvation, dl:ttt/s teachingll was to suddue the lusts of the flesh
"Siam was converted .to Buddhism in 638 .&..D• • •
with these words, ' Go ye now and preach the most and the cravings of the mind; and Nirvana has Yara received its missionaries direct from India, beexcellent Law,, The essence of his teaching was the been taken to mean the extinction of the sinful tween the :fifth and seventh centuries, and spread the
deliverance of man from the sins and sorrows of life graspine condition of heart which, by the inevitable faith to Bali and Sumatra. . • • [In a foot-note
by self-renunciation and inward self-control." The law of Karma, would involve the penalty of renewed Dr. Hunter remarks that' polemical writers, Chrisconversions he made were numerous.
individual existence. The pious Buddhist strove to tian and Chinelile, have with equal injustice accused
"Buddha preached throughout a large part of reach a state of quietism or holy mediation in this Buddhism and Christianity of consciousl¥ plagiarizing
Behar, Oudh, and the districts of the northwestern world, and looked forward to an eternal calm in a each other's rites. Thus Kuang-Hsien, the distinprovinces. Monasteries marked· during ages his world to come.
guished member of the Astronomical Board, who
halting-places; and the principal scenes of his life,
"Buddha taught that this end could not be attained brought about the ChineRe persecution of the' Chrissuch as Ajodhya, Buddh-Gaya, Sravasti, the modern by the practice of virtue. He laid down eiflht pre- tians from 1565 to 1671 writes of them: 'They pilfer
Sahet Mahet, Raja-Griha, etc., became the great cepts of morality, with two more for the religious this talk about heaven and hell from the refuse of
places of pilgrimage for the Buddhist world. His orders, making ten commandments (da"Sa-sila) in all. Buddhism, and then turn round and revile Buddhism.'
visit to his aged father at Kapilavastu, whence he He arranged the besetting faults of mankind into (The Death. Blow to the Corrupt Doctrines of Tienhad gone forth as a brllliant young prince, and to ten sins, .and set forth the special duties applicable chu, i. e.,. Christianity, p. 46, Shanghai, 1870). 'We
which he now returned as a wandering preacher, in to each condition of life; tQ parents and children, hardly. see how the Buddhists could think otherwiRe
dingy yellow robes and the beg.1png bowl in his to pupils and teachers, to husbands and wives, to or be accused of injustice, and along with them all
hand, is a touching episode which appeals to the masters and servants, to laymen and the religious those who study chronology and compare notes.!. when
heart of universal mankind. The old king heard orders. In place of the Brahman rites and sacrifices, there is hardly a modern traveler, in Japan, uhina,
him with reverence. The son whom Buddha had Buddha prescribed a code of practical morality as and other Buddhist lands but is struck with the simileft as a new-born babe was converted to the faith, the means of salvation. The three essential features larity. 'The temple at Rokugo,' writes Miss Bird
and his beloved wife, from the threshold of whose of that code were control over self, kindness to (Unbeaten Tracks in Japan, vol. i, p. 295), from a
chamber he had ridden away into the darkness, other men, and reverence for the life of all sentient remote town in .T apan, ' was very beautiful, and
·
·
became one of the first Buddhist nuns. The Grea.t crE?atures."
except that its ornaments were superior in solidity
Renunciation took place in his thirtieth year.
Pasaiug the lengthy descriptions of the missionary and good taste, differed little from a Romish church.
His silent self-preparation lasted about six, and aspects and work of Buddhism from its earliest The low altar on which were lilies and lighted canduring forty-four years he preached to the people. times-the work of the Sixty/ the first Buddhist dles, was draped in blue and silver; and.on the high
. . . He spent his last night in preaching and in Ecclesiastical Council in 543 B.c., the second-443 altar draped in crimson and cloth of gold, there was
comforting a weeping disciple. . . . lie died n.c., the third-244 B.c.; the numerous and meritori- nothing but a closed shrine, an incense burner and a
calmly, at the age of eighty, under the shadow of a ous works of Asoka with his edicts, religious institu- vase of lotuses.' And further Dr. Hunter himself
fig-tree, at Kusinagara, the modern Kasia, in Go. tions, missionary efforts, etc., we will briefly notice quotes from another passage of Miss Bird's book: 'In
in what that great king has done in reference to the a Buddhist temple at Niagpo, the Chinese goddess of
rakhpur District "
"'The Fo-wei-kian-king,' or< Dying Instruction of forcible reform resorted to by him, to purify the mercy, Kwan-Yin, whose resemblance to the Virgin
Buddha,' translated into Chinese between. 397 and faith and secure its pristine orthodoxy. Asoka, tak. Mary and .child was already mentioned, is seen stand4ln A.D. from a still earlier Sanskrit text gives to ing measures to spread the religion, "collected the ing on a serpent bruising his head with her heel."
the last scene a somewhat different, though an equal body of doctriue into an authorative version, in the Just as the pictures of the Virgin in thousands of her
beauty. 'It was now in the middle of the night,' it Magadhl':. language; a version which for two t.hou- image~> we have seen. 'I will put an enmity between
says, 'perfectly quiet and still; for the sake of his sand ye>n.rs has formed the canon (pitakas) of the thee (the serpent) and the woman, and between thy
diciples, he delivered a summary of the law.' After southern Buddhists. . . . Asoka is said to have seed and her seed; it·shall bruise thy head and thou
laying down the rules of good life, he revealed the supported 64,000 Buddhist priests; he founded many shalt bruise his heel,' reads verse.15, chapter·iii, Gen.
inner doctrines of his faith. ' The heart is lord of religious houses, and his kingdom is called th.e Land esis. It is this verse, we are told, that led the early
the senses: govern, therefore, your heart; watch well of .the Monasteries (Vihara or Behar) to this day."
and medieval Christians to adopt its representation in
the heart. . . . Think of the fire that shall conThe fourth council"was held four hundred years some of the Virgin Mary's images. But it cannot be
sume the world, and early seek deliverance from it. after .Buddha's death, by King Kanishka, the famous so. For the verse threatens that the serpent's head
. . . Lament not my going away, nor feel regret. Saka conqueror, who ruled over Northwestern India, will be bruised by the heel of the woman's seedFor if I remained in the world, then what would and whose authority having its nucleus in KaP-hmir man, and it is the woman bers~lf personified by the
become of the church? It must perish without its extended to both sides of the Himalayas, from Yar- Christian mother of God who bruises the reptile's
end. From henceforth all my disciples practicing kand and KhokBn to Agra and Sind. His council of head. Whence, then, the origin of the allegory? The
their various duties, shall prove that my true body, five hundred (40, A.D.) drew up the three commenta- snake and snake ornamentation are the distinctive
features of Hindoo and Buddhist religions, and the
the body of the law (Dharmakaya) is everlasting rif's of the Buddhist faith.
and imperishnble. The world is fast bound in fet"These commentaries supplied in parts materials latter carried it alike to. the east and .the west.]
ters; I now give it deliverance. . . . Keep your for the Thibetan or northern canon, completed at Another stream of missionaries had found their way
mind on my teaching; all other things change, this subseq11ent periods. The northern canon, or, as the by Central Asia into China. Their :first arrival in
changes not. No more shall I speak to vou. I Chinese proudly call it, the' Greater Vehicle of the that empire dates from the second century B.O., aldesire to depart. I desire the eternal rest(Nirvana). Law,' includes many later corruptions or develop- though it was not till 65 A.D. that Buddhism then
This is my last t>xhortation."'
ments of the Indian faith as embodied by Asoka in became the established religion . . • . The Scythian
"The secret of Buddha's success was that he brought the 'Lesser Vehicle,' or canon of the southern Bud- dynasties . . . accepted it, and the earliest re.
spiritual deliverance to the people. He preached dhists (244 B.c ). The Bucldbist canon of China, a mains which recent discovery has unearthed in
that salvation was equally open to all men, and that branch of the ' Greater Vehicle,' was arranged be- Afghanistan are Buddhist. Kauiska's council soon
it must be earned, not by propitiating imaginary tween 67 and 1285 A.D. It includes 1,440 distinct after the commencement of the (..'bristian era gave a
deities, but by our own conduct. He thus cut away works, comprising 5,586 books. The ultimate diver- fresh impetus to the faith. Thibet, South Central
the religious basis of caste, of the sacrificial ritual, gence between the canons is great, both as to the Asia, and China, lay along the great missionary
and of Brahman supremacy as the mediators between historical aspects of Buddha's life and as to his teach- routes of northern Buddhism; the Kirgbis are said
God and man. He taught that sirh sorrow, and de- ings.
One example will suffice. 4ccording to have carried the religion as far as west the Caspian;
liverance, the state of a man in this life, in all pre- to the northern or 'Greater Vehicle,' those who on the east, the religion was introduced into the
vious and in all future lives, are the inevitable results transgressed wilfully after ordination might yet re- Corea in 372 ..&.. D, and thence into Japan in 5i2.
of his own acts (Karma). He thus applied the inex- cover themselves; while to such persons the southern Buddhist doctrines are believed to have deeply
orable law of cau~e and effect to the soul. What a or ' Lesser Vehicle ' allowed no room for repentance. affected religious thought in Alexandria and Palesman sows, that he must reap. As no evil remains
"The original northern commentaries were written tine. The question is yet undecided as to how far
without punishment, and no good deed without re- in the Sanskrit language. . . . Kanishka and his the Buddhist ideal of the holy life, with its monks,
ward, it follows that neither priest nor God can pre- Kashmir Council (40 A.D.) thus became in some de- nuns, relic-worship, bells, and rosaries, influenced
vent each act bearing its own consequences. Misery gree to th~ northern or Tibeto-Chinese Buddhists, Christian monachism. . . • It is certain that.the
or happiness in this life is the unavoidable result of what Asoka and his Patna Council (244 B.o.) had analogies are striking. The form of abjuration for
those who renounced the gnostic d<~otrines of Manes
our conduct in a past life; and our actions here will beel) to the Buddhists of Ceylon and the south.
determine our happiness or misery in the life to come.
" Buddhism was thus organized as a state religion expressly mentions Buddha .and Sak/a. The ChiWhen any creature dies he is born again in some by the couttcils of Asoka and Kanishka. It started nese in San Francisco have pictures o the Buddhist
higher or lower state of existence, according to his from Brahmanical doctrines; but from those doc- goddess of Mercy . . . which the Irish Cathomerit or demerit. His merit or demerit consists of trines, not as taught in hermitages to clusters of Brah- lics identify as their Virgin "Mary with the infant in
the sum total of his actions in all previous lives. By man disciples, but as vitalized by a preacher of rare he~: arms, an aureole round her head, an adoring
this great law of Karma, Buddha explained the in- power in the capital cities oflndia. . . . Buddhism figure at h~r feet, and the spirit hovering near in the
equalities and apparent injustice of man's state in carried transmigration to its utmost spiritual use, and form of a bird."
this world as the unavoidable consequence of acts in proclaimed our own actions to be· the sole ruling influ"Buddhism never ousted Brahmanism • • • but
the past; wbile Christianity compensates those in equal- ence on our past, present, and future states. It was the two systems co-existed as popular religions
ities by rewards in the future. A system in which thus led into the denial of any external being or god during more than a thousand years (244 B. c. to
our whole well being, past, present, and to come, who could interfere with the immutable law of cause about 800 A. n. "), writes Dr. Huuter. Fa.hian
depends on ourselves, leaves little room for a personal and effect as applied to the soul. But, on the other entered India from Afghanistan in 399-413. A.D.,
God. But the Atheism of Buddha was a philosophi- baud, it lin~ed together mankind as parts of one uni- and found Brahman priests equally honored with
cal tenet, which does not weaken the sanctions of versal whole, and denounced the isolated self-seeking Buddhist monks, and temples to the Indian gods
of the human hearts as the heresy of individuality. aide by side with the religious houses of the Buddhist
right and wrong.
"Life, accord~ng to Buddha, must always be more Its mission was to mak!! men more moral, kinder to faith. A Buddhist monarch ruled over ten kingor less painful; and the object of every good m~n is others, and happier themselves; not to propitiate doms in Afghanistan. In Kashmir the king an<J.
to get rid of the evils of existence by merging his imaginary deities. It accordingly founded its teach- people were devout Buddhists (so late as 645 ..&..n.),
individual soul into the universal soul. This is ings on man's duty to his neighbor, instead of on his under the teaching of five hundred monasteri,es and
Nirvana, literally, 'cessation.' Some Buddhists ex- obligations to God, and constructed its ritual on a five thousand monks. The vast monastery of Naplain it as absolute annihilation, when the soul is basis of relic-worship or the commemoration of good landa (identified with the modern Baragaon near
blown out like the flame of a lamp. O~hers hold men, instead of on sacrifice. Its sacred buildings Gaya) formed a seat of learning, where ten thousand
that it is the extinction of the sins, sorrows, and were not temples to the gods, but monasteries (vi- monks and novices of the eighteen Buddhist schools
selfishness of individual life; the final state of union. hams) for the religious orders."
here studied theology, philosophy; law, science.
and communion with the supreme, or the absorption
From that time upward Buddhism stread through- especially_ medicine, and practiced t~e~r devo~ions."
of the individual soul into the divine essence. The out the known lands like lightning. n the year 243 Hionen 'l'hsang found the two rehg10ns mmgled
fact is, that the doctrines unde.rwent processes of n.c. Mahinda (Sanskrit Mahendra), Asoka's son, with everf!here. ''On the Madras coast Buddhism
change and development like all theological dogmas. his sister, the Princess Sanghamitta who bad entered fl.our1shed. Owing to the gradual in6rease of dom·
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ination on the part of the Brahmans, a.nd such persecutions as instigated by Sankara Acharya and
Kumarika Bhatta, Buddhism began declining in
India toward the sixth century, and "in the eleventh
only outlying state, such as Kashmir and Orissa,
remained faithful, and, before the Mohammedans
came upon the scene, had almost disappeared from
India.· During the last thousand years Buddhism
has been a banished religion ftom its native home.
But it has won greater triumphs in its exile than it
could have ever achieved in the land of its birth.
It bas created a literature and R religion for nearly
half the human race; and has affected the beliefs of
the other half. Five hundred millions of men, or
forty per cent of the inhabitants of the world, still
follow the teaching of Buddha. Afghanistan,
Nepaul, Eastern Turkistan, Thibet, Mongolia, Manchuria, China, Japan, the Eastern Archipelago, Siam,
Burmah, Ceylon, and India at one time marked the
magnificent circumference of its conquests. Its
shrines and monasteries stretched in a continuous
line from what are now the coufines of the Russian
empire to the equatorial islands of the. Pacific.
Du.ring twenty-four centuries Buddhism has encountered and outlived a series of powerful :rivals.
At this day it forms, with Christianity and Islam,
one of the three great religions of the world, and
the most numerously followed of the three·.
''The noblest survivals of Buddhism in India are
to be found, not among any peculiar body, but in
the religions of the people; in that principle of the
broth~rhood of man, with the reassertion of which
each new revivaJ of Hindooism starts; in the asylum
.which the great Vaishnavite sect affords to women
who have fallen victimOJ to caste rules, to the widow
and the outcast; in tha.t gentleness and charity to
all men which take the place of a .poor law in India,
and give a high significance to the half satirical
epithet of the 'mild' Hindoo "
The following, from Arnold's "Light of Asia,"
will aid in giving a clear view of the excellence of
the religiou of the great Indian philosopher and
sage:
·

"But," spake he to tbe herdsmen, "/wherefore, friends,
Drive
the flocks adown under high noon,
Since 'tis at evening that men fold their sheep ?"
And answer gave the peasants," We are sent
To fetch a sacrifice o! goats five score,
And five score sheep, the which our lord the king
Slayeth this night in worship of his gods."

ve

Then said the master," I will also go."
So paced he, patiently bearing the lamb

Beside the herdsmen in the dust and sun,
The wistful ewe low-bleating at his feet.
So entered they the city side by side,
The herdsmen and the Prince. what time tl1e sun
Gilded slow Sona's distant stre•m. and threw
Long shadows down the street and through the gate,
Where the king's men kept.watch.
Then some one told the king. "There cometh here
A holy hermit bringing down the flock
Which thou didst bid to crown the sacrifice."
.The king- stood in his hall of offering,
On either hand the white-robed Brahmans ranged,
Muttered their mantras, feeding still the fire
Which roared upon the midmost altar. Then
From scented woods flickered bright tongues of flame,
Hissing and curling as they licked the gifts
Of Ghee and spices and the soma juice,
The joy of Indra. Round ab011t the pile
A slow, thick, scarlet streamlet smoked and ran,
Sucked by the sand, but ever rolling down,
The· blood of bleating victims. One such lay,
A spptted goat, long-horned, its head bound back
With munja grass; at its stretched throat the knife
Pressed by a priest, who murmured, "This, dread gods,
. Of maRY yajnas cometh as the crown
From Bimbasara; take ye joy to see
The spirted blood and pleasure in the scent
Of rich roasting 'mid the fragrant tlames;
Let the King's sins be laid upon this goat,
And let the fire consume them burning it,
For now I strike."
·
But B11ddha softly said,
"Let him not strike, great king!" and therewith loosed
The victim's bonds, none staying him, so great
His presence was. Then, craving leave, he spake
Of ltfe, which all can take but none can giveLtfe, Which all creatures love and strive to keep,
Wonderful, dear, and pleasant unto each,
Even to the meanest; yea, a boon to all
Where pity is, for pity makes the world
Soft to the weak and noble for tbe strong.
Unto the dumb lips of his flock he lent
Sad pleading words, showing t>Ow man who prays
For mercy to the gods is merciless,
Being as god to those; albeit, all life
Is linked and kin, and what we slay have given
Meek tribute of the milk and wool, and set ·
l!'ast trust upon the hands which murder them.
Nor, spake he, shall one wash his spirit clean
By blood; nor gladden gods, being good, with blood;
Nor !Jribe them, being evil; nay, nor lay
Upon the brow of innocent bound beasts
One hair's weight of that answer all must glve
F.:>r all things done amiss or wrongfully,
.Alone, each for himself. reckoning with that
The :tlxed arithmic of the universe,
Which meteth good for good and ill for ill,
Measure for measure, unto deeds, words, thoughts;
Watchful, a ware, implacable, unmovP.d;
Making all futures fruits of all the pasts.
Thus spake he, breathing words so piteous,
With such high lordliness of ruth and right,
The priests drew back their garments o'er the hands
Crimsoned with slaughter, and the King came near,
Standing with clasped palms, reverencing Buddh;
While still our Lord went on, teaching hew fair
This earth were if all living things be linked
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Its extreme length is 271! miles, and. its greatest
breadth, 137! miles. Its southern point is 5° 55' north
of the equator, and its most northern point, 9° 51'., Its
a1·ea, including the islands on its northwestern coast,
is 25,742 square miles. Its three largest rivers are
respectively 134, 84, and 72 miles in length; it has six
other shorter ones. It has several mountain peaks
between 6,000 and 9,000 feet above the sea.
The inhabitants of the island are divided into five
classes: 1. The Veddahs, probably the aborignes of
the island, are a barbarous tribe who live by hunting
and fishing, with the bow and arrow, and know noth·
ing of civilization. They have no religion save a belief in devils, of which they stand in great fear.
Their numbers are few, and decreasing.
2. The Singale~e are descendents of Hindoo colAccording to the doctrines of Buddha, wisdom and onists, who settled in Ceylon three thousand years
virtue are the two objects to be sought after. ago. They are one of the branches of the great
Supreme excellence consists in the extinction of all Aryan stock, and their language is clearly of Sanscrit
desire. Those who fail to attain this, continue to origin. They are a handsome, well.made race, and
pa!'s from one state of existence to another. As one their appearance and character are gentle, rather
l!J,mp is kindled from another, so it is with the suc- t.han bold and aggressive. They have good intellects,
cessive conditions of the individual. If so fortunate and easily become good scholars. They excel in
as eventually to overcome all desire, the lamp burns mathematics and practical talent. Their national
ouf and existence ceases. This is the condition religion is Buddhism, which was introduced into the
called Nirvana, (usually pronounced Nirwana by the island nearly four centuries before the Christian era.
Buddhists themselves), or the absence of desire. To Many of the Singalese have Portuguese names, from
be is to su:fler, to cease to be is to cease to suffer.
the fact that the island was once under Portuguese
The Buddhist; as I have already shown, has no control. The names Fernando, Dias, De Silva,
god, he has no miracles, no supernaturalism. Merit Gomez, etc., are cases in point.
and demerit, according to his belief, necessar~ly pro3. The Tamils, who occupy the northern part ·of
duce fruit after their kind. · 'fhere is no recognition the island, and are more o1· less spread over other
of "propitiation," "pardon," or "atonement." portions, were originally from the eastern part of
Cause and effect are absolute, but the effect may fol- India, and they retain the Tamil language, as well
19W after the individual has passed through several as the Hindoo religion.
They differ from the Sinages of being, and he may be perfectly ignorant of galese in appearance, manner, and dress. A cloth
the. cause. It is not uncommon for a Buddhist on around the waist and a turban on the head constibeing plunged into misfortune, to say, "This must tutes their ordinarY. dress, and the turban is often
be on account of some sin committed by me in a for- omitted. They do not generally cultivate the beard
mer birth." Ail a natural consequence of the belief, and mustache; the hair is worn long, and fastened
not of transmigration exactly, but rather of the in a knot, which bachelor dandies are fond of adjustrenewal of existence under various forms, the de- ing over one ear. An oleander flower or rose stuck
struction of animal life is forbidden.
behind the ear is also a mark of attention to appearGautama was not the only Buddha; many existed ance. The school-boys are &laid to often encircle
before him, and he alluded especially to six. Bud- the head with the strip of ola, on which their lesson
dhas are persons who in each successive stage of ex- is written. The highest official office is that of
istencA have gone on acquiring more and more maniagar, and the second that of odiar. These
merit, and less and less desire of every kind. Pleas- officers are for the most part distinguished by a turure and pain, the social relations, the appetites, the ban ironed smooth, instead of being folded loosely,
emotions of the mind have lost all influence over and arranged in a peculiar form, somewhat like a
them. They become indifferent to all things sub- cross. It is said that this practice was introduced
lunary, and are wrapped in meditation. This last by the Portuguese, as a mark of the conversion of
condition is always that of man; on attaining Bud- the wearers to Christianity. If so, the dress has
dhaship they manifest its acquisition, by what survived the religion. They are industrious, enterwould almost seem as miracles, until existence prising, and intelligent.
ceases. Those persons who do not become Buddhas,
4. The. Eurasians or Burghers are descendants
but subdue their passions and extinguish their de- from pure Dutch parents, who made the island their
sires, are called Rahats, and are believed to enjoy home, or an offspring of European and native mixa high state of felicity.
ture. The term '' burgher" signifies in Dutch a citi.Although established in great purity by its illus- zen, or, one entitled to the freedom of the borough.
trious. founder, many innovations have crept in, It is now generally applied to all having some 1£urothough perhaps not so much as in other great systems pean blood and who were born in the island .
of the world; none perhaps are so pure as when first
5. The Moorman are probably the descendants of
established. I have already alluded to multiplied Arabs who settled in Ceylon and the Indian contiimages of Buddha, to the offerings of flowers, to the nent and intermarried with the native races. They
corruptions of the priesthood, and to the inequality speak the Tamil language, though Arabic is taught
of women. Had the teachings of Buddha always in their schools. Their religion is Mohammedanism,
been strictly followed these innovations would not and their occupation, trade and barter. They are
have crept in.
speculative and money-making, and have often been
All Buddhists are not as enlightened as they should named after their relatives, the Jews. They act
be. Many of them are unquest.ionably in a low largely as merchants and pedlars. They shave their
state of ignorance. The abstract refinements and heads, and let the beard grow. They uncover their
metaphysics of their great teacher are little under- feet and look grave when they meet an acquaintance.
stood by the masses; and the learned find it a thankThe Rodias may be treated as a distinct class,
less task to endeavor to educate them. It is not though they are usually classed with the Singalese.
strange that these lower classes incline to a species Mauy think they are a branch of the V eddahs, and
of image-worship, but it is to be regretted that the are descendants of the aborigines. Those who
learned priests wink at it as well as at other absurdi- think they are Singalese have a tradition that they
ties and superstitions which exist. But perhaps were the persons whose duty it was to supply the
Buddhistic_ ~riests are like other p;riests, and uphold Kandian kings with game; and that on one occasion
the superst1t10ns they themselves do not believe in they produced human flesh, which his majesty enfor the sake of the power they thereby maintain over joyed so much that he directed them to procure more
the people. But the dissemination of education of what he supposed was part of some wild animal.
and general intelligence is the true remedy for these The royal barber, however, learned the facts, and
ills.
acquainted the king of them. His rage was great;
But with whatever faults may be charged to Bud- and, as the direst punishment that he could inflict on
dhism, I am decidedly of the opinion that it has pro- the offenders, he decreed that henceforth they, as
duced a higher state of morals than any other sys- well as their tribe, should be outcasts from other sotem of religion with which I am acquainted. There ciety; that they should not be permitted to p.ursue
is to-day less of intoxication, fighting, robbery, steal- auy calling, but beg their bread from door to door,
ing, assault and battery, manslaughter, and murder, and be shunned by everybody. This order of things
committed in Buddhistic countries, and more of being once established, it became no unusual thing
peacefulness, more of love for animal and human for the king to punish noble men al!d women who
kind, than in Christendom and Moha.mmedaudom. incurred his displeasure by condemning them to
This is the result of" a religion with a god, without a joiu the Rodias with their whole families-a sentence
divine providence, without a devil, without a prayP.r, worse tnan death. This fact may account for the
and without supernaturalism. These few words con- beauty of form peculiar to this class, in spite of the
tain more truth, more food for deep thought than abject demeanor which their degraded position supervolumes of sermons and pious twaddle. Let those induces. They live in villages of their own, and
who think there is no gettmg along "without god in obtain their subsistence by begging, their importuthe world" ponder well on these truths. They can- nity and the aversion with which they: are regarded
being in their favor, for people w1ll gladly give
not be successfully disputed.
them a trifle to get rid of them. Having formerly
ITEMS OF CEYLON HISTORY.
I do not propose to burden you with a full history been debarred from tilling the soil, they have learnt
of this island, but it does seem as though I ought to to make many articles of handicraft, such as grass
give somewhat of its past experiences before bidding ropes, baskets, mats, etc. Their habits of life are
it a final adieu.
said to be unnatural and immoral. In former days
In friendliness and common use of foods,
Bloodless and pure; the golden grain, bright fruits,
Sweet herbs, which grow for all. the waters wan,
Sufilcient drinks and meats, which, when these heard,
The might of gentleness so conquered them,
The priests themselves scattered their altar-flames
A.nd flung away the steel of sacrl:flce.
'
And through the land next day passed a decree,
Proclaimed by criers, and ln this wise graved
On rock and column," Thus the King's wil~ is:
There hath been slaughter for the sacrifice
And slaying for the meat, but henceforth none
Shall spill the blood of life nor taste of flesh,
Seeing that knowledge grows, and life is one,
And mercy cometh to the merciful."
So ran the edict, and from those days forth
Sweet peace hath spread between all living kind,
Man and the beasts that serve him, and the birds,
On all those b•nks of Gumm where our Lord
Taught with his saintly pity and soft speech.
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the women were only allowed to cover the lower part
of the person, but this prohibition no longer exists,
and they generally wear a colored silk-handkerchief
tied around the neck and . waist. Their figures are
as erect as arrows. One can ~rdly view a race so
fine physically, and so degraded morally, without
pity and a desire to see them elevated. It will be
long before the Kandians learn to regard them with
any other than feelings of aversion. The men might
find occupation on public works, but they have so
long been accustomed to an idle life that they do not
wish regular manual employment.

ZENA, OR., June 16, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed pleas A find $8-three for my
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER and five for the
Round-the-World fund, and oblige, JoHN PHILLIPS.
EAGLE, Wis., June 27, 1882.
MR .. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 for the Roundthe-World books. Send the first volume in care of
F. G. Parks, and as fast as. the others are ready send
them along.
Respectfully,
E. L. BoVEE.
GuLL RivER, MINN., June 22, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: The books I recently sent for hav been
rflceived, and I like them very much. Inclosed you
will find $6-$5 for the Round-the-World books, and
$1 for '·Marriage and Parentage.
ALBERT MASE.
Yours respectfully,
PLYMOUTH, MAss., June 27,1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4, and send one copy of
"A Truth Seeker Around the World" to Nathan
Churchill, and one copy to Mr ..John Shubert. We
may become su.bscribers to the 0ther volumes as they
come out to the public. I am both a Spiritualist and a
Materialist, which I am glad to see Mr. Bennett is.
Materialism is as nothing without the Spiritual, but
both together is like a pair of shears. It will shear
off all the wool from Christian dogmatism, and then
there will be nothing left but the bare hide.
NATHAN CHURCHILL.
PARSIPPANY, MoRRIS Co., N. J., June 24, 1882.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed you will find seven
dollars for the Round-the-World trip, if I am not too
late. If the two dollars additional is not enough to
bind them in substantial style, please notify at once,
and I will send the difference, as I forget the price.
I am glad to learn through THE TRUTH SEEKER of
Mr. D. M. Bennett's safe return to American shores
and his enthusiastic reception in the "City of the
Golden Gate;" and also that our friend, Mrs. Elmina
D. Blenker, is enjoying herself so well among her
fellow-workers at Boston.
ALICE V. HENNION
Respectfully,
EASTERN MICHIGAN CAMP-MEETING AT ORION LAKE.
DETROIT, MICH., June 21, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: One of the most successful mee1ings
ever held in Michigan closed on Sunday last at
Orion Lake. It was a six-days' camp-meeting, beginning on Tuesday, June 13th. Orion Lake is situc.
a ted forty miles north of Detroit, on the Detroit and
Bay City railroad, and is one of the most delightful
places in the state. The lake covers some sixteen
hundred acres of land, and incloses several islands.
One gentleman who is familiar with Lake Pleasant
declared Orion to far excel in natural beauty that
famous rallying-ground of the Spiritual and Liberal
forces. Owing to the backwardness of the season,
and the great demonstration at the soldiers' reunion
in Detroit the same week, the numbers in attendance were not large; but yet the meeting met all of
its financial obligations, and was in every other
feature a gratifying success. There were representativs from nearly every section of the state and some
from other states. Among the latter may be mentioned A. J. Pope, of Indianapolis, Indiana, a most
faithful and earnest worker in any line to which he
is called.
The more substantial result of the meeting w, s
the organization of the "Fourth District SpiritualLiberal Association," comprising the counties of
Oakland, Macomb; St. Clair, and Lapeer. Last summer a committee was appointed by the Executiv
Board of the State Association of Spiritualists and
Liberalists to divide the state into districts as a basis
for district work. The division comprehends twenty
districts, and the new Fourth District Association is
the first substantial step in this new departure, which
it is hoped may be speedily followed by others.
The Association will hold its first annual meeting at
Orion in connection with a two-days' grove-meeting
the last Saturday and Sunday of August. The provisional officers to hold until that time are: President, Israel C. Smith, Metamora, Lapeer county;
Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. Frances M. Odell, Farmers Creek, Lapeer county; Directors, W. B. Banon,
St. Clair, St. Clair county; CharieR S. Hutchins, Mt.
Clemens, Macomb county; Allen S. Pearsall, Shelby,
Macomb county; Owing to the simple accident that
no representativ from Oakland county waa present
at the time the formal organization was made, no
one appears in the list from that county; but this
will be remedied at the annual meeting.

Our Spiritual and Liberal friends in eastern Michigan took an especial interest in this meeting, as it
was the first of the kind held in that part of the
state, anc! this interest insured for it its gratifying
measure of success. The utmost harmony prevailed
thrJughout, and the meeting dispersed with no irritation, heart-burnings, or jealousies.
The principal speakers in attendance from Michi·
gan WPre J. H. Burnham, Mrs. L. A. Pearsall, and
Mrs. Sarah Graves; and from abroad the popular
Spiritualist speakers were Cephas B. Lynn and H. L,
Green, Liberal. Our Michigan friends were most
happy to greet this well-known organizer and secretary of the New York Freethinkers' Association;
and it is to be hoped that many of them will renew
his acquaintance at the coming annual gathering of
that influential and efficient agency of progress and
Freethought.
A notable fact of the meeting was an address on
Sunday evening by Mr. Choate, principal of the village school, in which he placed himself squarely on
the Liberal platform. This for a young· man whose
position in all likelihood will depend upon men
subservient to church influences is an act of moral
courage that is well worthy of imitation. Mr. Predmore, an old and leading citizen of the place, may
also be named among the leading Liberals.
The conference meetings were presided over with
dignity and tact by Mrs. Graves.
Charles E. Watkins, the well-known test and slatewriting medium, was present during the entire meeting, and gave the most perfect satisfaction to all
who held interviews with him.
ThA L<tpeer Spiritual choir, led by N. P. Wadsworth, with Mrs. Odell as organist, rendered excellent music, and Miss Palmer, of Romeo, gave some
fine vocal improvisations.
Copies of most of the leading Spiritual and Liberal
papers were there, and were announced from the
rostrum, and placed in the hands of Mrs. Lucie E
'
Owen, of L'Lpeer, as general agent.
Among the literary contributions to the occasion
were two very pretty poetical efforts, the first a
"Welcome," by Mrs. Owen, last namen, and the
other" Destiny," by Mrs. S. S. Allen, of Flint.
S. B. McCRACKEN.
H. L. GREEN'S LECTURE TRIP.
OTSEGO, June 1, 1882,
MR. EDITOR: ,Since my last letter to THE TRUTH
SEEKER, I hav lectured in Waterloo, Wheatland,
Grand Mound, Burlington, Fort adison, in Iowa,
and in Nauvoo, Galesburg, Yates City, and Streator,
in Illinois. Our meeting was not large at Waterloo,
but the subject seemed to be new to most of the
persons present, and they listened attentivly for an
hour and a-half to what I had to offer, and I hope
I was able to say a few things that will set the
young men who were present to thinking. Mrs.
Maria Rapp, one of your subscribers, an intelligent
German Freethought lady, took the le'1d in getting
up the meeting, and my good fnends J. D. Weaver
and Dr. J. R. Corry seconded her efforts with liberal
contributions. I had a very agreeable visit with Dr.
Corry and his worthy wife. While stopping at Waterloo I was the guest of Mrs. Rapp, at her very pleasant home. Her late husband was one of the most
activ Liberals in that vicinity. At the lecture I was
pleased to take by the hand N. Roebuck, William H.
Cutler, N. Derrick, Joseph Watkins, and A. C. Bratnober, all members of "our church."
I was invited to Wheatland, Iowa, by that wellknown, energetic Liberal, Jerome Dutton, and when
I arrived there, in a very short time, I was made to
feel perfectly at home by Brother Dutton and his
good wife, whose hospitality I greatly enjoyed.· I
became much interested in his bright boy, Claude,
who for many years has been a cripple, and his
young girl, who is the picture of health and intelligence. Here I made the personal acquaintance of
brother H. L. Barter, who is publishing the Liberal
Free Press. I wish he might get a living support.
The paper is published weAkly, for $1 a year. Among
the Liberals I met at Wheatland I remember the
names of D. S. Cook, Nathan Davidson, Henry Bulmer, and Henry Hartsman.
From Wheatland I went to Grand Mound, and for
three days enjoyed the pleasant home of Mr. Leroy
Dutton and Mrs. Flora Dutton, his wife. Mr. and
Mrs. Dutton· hav, as your readers know, been great
admirers of D. M. Bennett and THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and Liberals contributing largely to the Liberal
movement. Mr. Dutton has one of the best farms
in that section, some four hundred acres of the best
land in the state, and a large, well-furnished house,
the doors of which are always open to 'Liberals and
reformers who travel that way. While at Mr. Dutton's I made the acquaintance of Dr. C. R. Fish, of
Clinton, Iowa, and Mrs. Jennie Holcom, of Mendota,
Illinois, both intelligent Freethinkers, and subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER, who were visiting at Mr.
Dutton's. I also made the acquaintance of Charles
Dutton, a brother, and Andrew Allerson, an activ
Liberal. I lectured in the district school-house to
an intelligent audience. The last lecture previously
delivered there was by W. S. Bell, who I.founcl had
many warm friends in this section. Miss Anna
Baldwin, the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dutton,
entertained us all with fine vocal and instrumental
music.
. Mr. Warner Boecklin invited me to lecture before

Liberal League No. 237, in the city of Burlington
and I was surprised when I arrived there to find
Mr. Boecklin and his intelllgent wife, Mrs Cornelia
Boecklin, the proprietors of the finest mansion -in
the city. We seldom find such elegant residences
owned and occupied by heretics. But here we hav
beauty everywhere, not only in the residence and
splendid grounds, but more particularly in t.he genial
intelligent, and philattthropic occupttnts. Mrs. Boeck~
lin is a relativ of the late distinguished Unitarian
preacher, Rev. Dr. Channing.
Liberal League No. 237, I was glad to learn, was
prospering. 'Ihe officers of the League are W. H.
Ellery, president; Mat Stemple, secretary, and Cornelia Boecklin, treasurer. And allow me to say that
Mrs. Roecklin has the courage to wear the reform
dress. The League meets every two weeks at the
Boecklin mansion. I am sure there is no other
League in the United States that has so fine a building to meet in. And I must mention the fact that
the first publications that met my eye on the center
table were THE TRUTH SEEKER, the Boston Investigator,
and Chainey's This World.
Fort Madison, vn the Mississippi river, was my
next-stopping place. Dr. J. W. Moorman, one of
your subscribers, made the arrangements for my
lecture there. It was in the court-house, and well
attended. I greatly enjoyed my visit at the doctor's,
but regretted that a sudden illness prevented his
attending the lecture. While at Fort Madison I made
the acquaintance 0f Mr. J. R. Tewksbury, wife, and
daughter. Mr. Tewksbury makes his living by violating the second commandment. He is said to be the
best photographer in southwestern Iowa. If there
are a"~Y of your readers who desire a good likeness
of your humble correspondent, let them send twenty.
five cents to Brother Tewkesbury and get one-cabinet
size.
The next place I visited was the old Mormon town,
Nauvoo, from which the Mormons were driven by
their brother Christians thirty-eight years ago. How
these various Cbri'Stian sects love one another I
The Mormons evidently follow the teachings of the
Bible nearer than any other Christian se.ct, and notwithstanding this their Christ.ian brothers of other
denominations would like to drive them into the sea.
Solomon and David were "after God's own heart,"
but Joseph Smith and Brigham Young, who followed
directly in their footsteps, hav no rights that modern
orthodox Christians are bound to respect.
I know of no town in .America , that has a finer
natural location than NJ.uvoo. The Mormons seem
to hav made a very fine selection for a site for the
holy city of ''The Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints." They were probably led there by the
same deity that led the childern of Israel through
the wilderness. I was entertained at Nauvoo by
Earnest Heck, president of the Nauvoo Liberal
League. He livs in one of the old brick Mormon
houses, and my visit at his house was very agreeable
to me. Mr. S. Palmer, secretary of the Le,gue, is
an activ Freethinker. Mr. John Haas, a German
Freethinker, very generously gave us the use of his
opera hall for a lecture, and, all things conl:lidered,
the audience was very respPctable in size. I took by
the hand here, besides those heretofore mentioned,
the following subscribers to your paper: August
Boeger, George A. Ritter, and W. H. Fulton.' The
river here surrounds one-half of the town at least,
in a semi-circle; the other half is beautifully located,
on an ascending bluff. The houses are so far apart
that each resident can own and work a small farm.
There are but a small portion of the inhabitants
orthodox, anr1 it has been suggested that this be
made a Liberal city. The League here is indep_endent, but it no,w proposes to take out a charter, as an
auxiliary· to the National Liberal League.
The
Liberals of Nauvoo are a very intelligent class of
people.
I lectured in Galesburg, Illinois, Sunday evening,
May 21st, in the opera house, to an audience of two
or three hundred people, one-third at least of· whom
were young men. They listened very attentivly, and
I am confident I said some things that will influence
them to bring their judgment into -use when listening hereafter to orthodox sermons on the holy Bible.
They applauded very heartily at some of the absurd
things I pointed eut. The Universalist preacher,
Rev. C. W. Tomlinson, and his wife, called in when
the lecture was about half through, but for some
reason soon left. I listened very attentivly during
the forenoon to his discourse, in which he criticized
Freethinkers, .but like most other clergymen he could
not listen for an hour to some one who disagreed
with him, although it was an old personal friend. I
dislike a religion that causes a person to hav more
respect for an unknown God than a known man or
woman. It is better that we keep our love and respect for man, who needs it, than for a God who
does not. I will show no disrespect to any @f my
friends on the earth to please any God in the skies.
What we need is more love .for humanity and less
for gods.
The two persons who arranged for the Galesburg
meeting were Dr. A. G. Humphrey and D. W. Hamblin, and they paid most of the expenses out of their
own pockets. Dr. Humphrey is the proprietor of a
water-cure establishment at Galesburg, and has many
patients. He is an able Liberal writer and speaker.
I was pleased to meet Dr. A. Clark, an old-time
Infidel, and forty years' subscriber to the Boston
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He inquired very particularly about
his old and wort by frie:ad Amy Post, of Rochester,
where he used to reside, and whom he had not seen
in many years but whom be held in high esteem,
as all do who' know her. I was entertained while
in the city by Capt. F. D. Light, who is the proprietor of the Commercial Hotel, a good place for Freethin.kers to put up.
A number of the members of the Liberal League
met the evening I arrived there, and decided to hold
regular meetings hereafter. Dr .. Humphrey is president, and A. S. Cummings is secretary. This League
will send delegates to the St. Louis congress, in
September.
At Yates city, on short notice, a very respectable
meeting was got together by the energetic labors of
the postmaster, whose name, I regret to say, I hav
forgotten.
My last stopping-place was Streator, Illinois. Here
I enjoyed the hospitality of Dr. M. Woolley the
author of that wonderful book, " The t:;cience of the
Bible." I am satisfied from my visit with the doctor that he really knows more about the Bible than
any other man in America. His book is beyond the
comprehensioB of most readers, but I am sure that,
in the near future, it will be valued very highly.
At Streator I had an agreeable visit with Mrs. Maria
B. Densmore, who is known so well by the Liberal
public as a writer for Liberal journals. Mrs. Densmore's age and want of health keep ber within
doors most of the time, but her mind and pen are
still activ.
All who attended the Freethinkers' convention last
year will remember William Bronson, Mrs. :Uensmore's brother, who made so many stirring speeches
in the conference meetings. I am ple-ased to l;!ay that
Brother Bronson will be present at the Watkins' convention. While at Streator I spent a day with Mr.
Edward Jones, and vie .ved with interest his "Allegorical Castl:." It repres_euts very many interesting
events in h1story, connected with the downfall of
political and religious despotism.
Hereafter my address will be Salamanca N y
Truly yours,
H.
G~E~N.

II To~~orrow

(June 27th) we, of Io~a, .vote. up.on. a Jesus, w~o detest his very ~arne, and wou!d c~ush him
prollrbltory amendment to our Constitution. It rs, Ill out of h1s present existence, and hurl h1m lnto the
its inception .and spirit, a· clerical movement. All torments of hell (if there is any such place) if it were
Liberals who are working for it are simply ln the in their power. Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, lovers
position of ''old dog Tray." The church cannot con- of freedom,Humanitarians, Infidels, and Freethinkers
ceive of a ·reform accomplished through any other ~hat might you expect at the hands of Christian. r.u~ers
agency than that of force.
If they only dared? :f1cho answers, Tile InqUISitiOn,
The State Register says that every· church bell in with her most inhuman torture. But thanks to the
Iowa rings for the amendment. Tile Northwesten~ Infidels and Humanitarians of the present and byNews quotes witli approval the vindictiv remarks of gone days for the spirit of toleration. Here is a specithe California Christian Advocate that the leadera of men of the spirit of a Baptist clergyman not very far
the League of Freedom are out of place while out away, toward Col. Ingersoll: "I should like to furof jail, and from every prohibition press in the state nish the powder to blow Bob Ingersoll up with, but
flows in an unceasing stream the torrent of billings- be is not worth the powder that would blow him up."
gate defamation, vituperation, and silliness. Disguise
I rejoiced to read in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the safe
it as we may, seek to avoid the conclusion as we arrival on A.merican soil of our beloved hero, D. M.
will, the truth is that we, as Liberals, hav a special Bennett. May he reach his home in safety, and may
interest in this fight beyond that of our imperativ peace and joy reign supreme where he dwells.
duty to defe.nd to the death the principle of individYours trulY,
MRs. S. J. LENONT.
ual sovereignty, as the bed-rock upon which rests our
every right as dissenters from the popular faith, for
CINCINNATI, OHIO, June 5, 1882.
it is apparent that tbe prohibitory law and the SunMR. EDITOR: Perhaps there is no man now living
day law questions are so inextricably entangled that
to kill the latter vampire of usurped power we must who has witnessed so much extraordinary and wonstrike to the heart of tb.e former as well. And its drous absurdities in the line of priestcraft as D. M.
enemies are very largely our friends, and they can Bennett of the New York TRUTH SEEKER. His travels
be made still more nearly unanimous for equal laws over the globe hath brought him in contact with an
for all days, if we are but wise enough 'to be brave overwhelming proof that the entire races vf mankind
are under tile heels of a most ravenous and deceitful.
and consistent in our devotion to liberty.
Surely and not so very slowly the narrow confines clique, or number of cliques, who ride rough-shod on
in which the individua,;l may freely move by graoious the necks of the millions, and hold them in the most
permission of the powers that be are being lessened, abject slavery. Their millions of deluded dupes are
and it is high time that we awake to a realization terrorized by the assumptions of these idle vagabonds,
of the terrible fact. How many more sumptuary who are ever swindling and sponging on the Ignorant
amendments do you want? how many more medical masses. The multitudes of deities, seen and unseen,
laws ? how many more Utah bills? how many more these miserable black-hearted priests hav set up as
books suppressed by attorney-generals, and Comstock an authority and power fe-r mankind to obey, to bow,
bills enacted by state legislatures before you will get to cringe, and become the most servil of slaves, is the
most atrocious of crimes, inasmuch as no gods, god
upon your feet and assert your rights?
. How much bette~ organized than we a~e our Eng- desses, or demons ever existed outside the dark and
hsh brethren. Thuteen hundred accessions to the besotted brain of savage life. The whole business is
secular society in one year! But their "greatest or- the most glaring of frauds, whether perpetrated in
a tor" has kept ever in the front; ours has retreated lands called civllized, or amidst the wild and darkto the cove~ of the neighboring hills, fearful of the minded races of savagism. Everywhere the systems
mud battenes of the enemy. Comment is unneces- of priestcraft, seems to be on a par in one particular,
sary.
which is plundering the poor, pitiable, infatuu.ted
Right glad am I to read of the hearty reception people, over whom these scowling priests rule with
given to Mr. Bennett by the California comrades. the vilest of tyranny. Ca.n it be possible that these
Grand. letters were those sent to. the reception com· villainous systems, so long palmed off on a world's
mittee. How some of them must hav made the mal- credulity, shall last? Will the people never see thro~Jgi1
contests squirm! Perhaps they hav by this time these accursed shams, and smash the inventors and
learned that it never pays, in the long run, to desert perpetrators of such self-evident fr<~.uds? Will the
the colors of freedom.
people be ever blind and des.titute of beholding these
In two or three days I am off for northwestern many brazen-faced tricks to humbug a wea!<-mincled
Iowa, southeastern Dakota, and western Minnesota. and thoughtless world? Sure! y not. Tile time must
Shall remain in that section until nea-r the time for be near when gods, visible u,nd invisi\)le, will become
the state convention of the Iowa Leauge, which will a stinking offense to tb.e enlig-h:ened and intellectual
be held some time in September. From there to St. mind, and such minds I trust are increasiDg daily.
Louis the last days of September, where I hope to If such is not the case this beautiful planet is doomed
grasp by the hand many old friends from all parts to a blight which saps the foundation of all 1r11e and
of the country, and to make the acquaintance of genuin civilization and progressiv free IJoaolioud.
other workers in the cause. While in the northwest
Yours truly,
T. WINTER.
I hope to be kept busily employed, and shall be
more than glad to organize a League in every town
SAN JosE, CAL., June 19, 1882.
Ivisit. I want to get many subscribers for our paDEAR MRs. BENNETT: I want to tell you your good
pers, Address me at Norway, Benton county, Iowa.
husband stayed with us last night and left this mornFraternally,
E. C. WALKER.
" ing for Stockton, and, I a· sure you, we were sorry to
hav him go, for be has warm friends here. Allow
NoRTHFIELD, MINN., June 21, 1882.
me to' tell you of the recPption we tendered him at
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed 50 cents for THE the California Theater last Friday evening. Our stage
TRUTH SEEKER three months for Charles B. Drake. bad f'iX bouquets that averaged from three to seven
Mr. Drake and family are of Liberal views, intelli- feet in high•, and you can imagin their size and
gent humanitarians. I do not doubt but in the future effect. The entertainment we were all proud of.
your paper will find a warm reception in their conLast Frida! Mr. Schwartz took his carriuge and
genial and pleasant home.
drove to New Almaden QuicksJ!ver 1\Iines with Mr.
By the same mail I shall forward' to your address Bennett and Mr. York, and on Satmday a jolly I0ad
a copy of the Rice Cotmty Jourr,al, in which is an of us accompanied him to Mount Hamilton to see the
able letter from one of the Old Guard in the aboli- Liclr Observatory which is being built in 1 he interest
tion ranks, J. W. North, of Oleander, Cal., and who of science. Mr. James Lick, the noted Infidel and
was the founder of Northfield some twenty-six or Freethinker, donated sufficient funds to establish and
seven years ago. I understand the town was founded sustain an observatory with the largest telescope in
on the basis of temperance principles. But this, like the world. The exact amount donated I do not know
many other towns, has drifted away from its origi- We remained on the moun•a.in over night. I wish
nal basis. Notwithstanding that Northfield is a sec- you could hav been with uP. We voted unanimously
tarian town, and the majority of the readers of the that it was a bright spot in 01ir lives long to be reJournal are strictly orthodox, the views entertained membered. Mr. Bennett is tired and feels anxious
and promulgated by Mr. North being antagonistic to get home. I think you will see him soon. I hav
to their doctrins, yet his letters are sought and de- often thought of you as you hav watched and waited
voured with greed and eager look and wish for more. for his' return, and rejoiced for and with you when·
If this last letter should call out remarks in defense the telegram was sent you th1tt he was again on the
of the dogmas of the church from some of its stanch same continent with yourself, with no ocean flowing
supporters, we may look for a lively discussion through between you. There are many friends on the coast
the Journal, and thereby cause many to see the ab- who desire to take the traveler by the hand, but he
surdity of the whole plan of Christian salvation, and feels that it is impossible to reach them all at this
emerge from the darkness of superstition and bigotry time. Very pleasant receptions hav been tendered
into the light of reason and common sense. Some him at San Francisco and Sacramento· also. 1\Ir. York
mouths back, one of the ablest men in the church intended to accompany him as far as Salt Lake City
took Mr. North in hand, but be was too glad to lay on his homeward journey, but has been compelled to
this oppressed Infidel burden down, and proved him- lay by for repairs as he is quite ill from over work
self a total failure to defend his religion or answer and unable to travel. Hoping you will soon see him,.
the arguments of the Freethinker.
I remain,
Yours for truth,
Mns. J. L. YoRK.
. The beautiful oration o.f Col. Ingersoll's, delivered!
TunKviLLE, KAN., June 16, 1882.
lll New York on DecoratiOn Day, should be in the
hands of all the clergy, and should be read from every MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 to pay for
pulpit in the union, as one of the most eloquent, my dear old TRUTH SEEKER another year. I am very
patriotic, sublime orations that was ever delivered by thankful to you for continuing it so long after my time
heroic man. From beginning to end is the manifest- ran out. Mr. Benuett's letters are very interesting
tatioil of the spirit of love and justice toward all to me, and I wculd like to hav them in book form,
humanity, and yet there are many of the shepherds, but oannot spare the money now.
Yours for liberty,
the expounders of the doctrin of the meek and lowly
D. C. BRUMITT,

i

I

i.

AND NEWS.
NoRWAY, IowA, June 25, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: For six months I hav written little of
my travels for your paper. Work has pressed upon
me too heavily to permit of much scribbling. During this time I hav visited between. Kansas and
northwestern Missouri, besides putting in several
m.onths of activ duty in Iowa. Hav met many of our
most useful Western Liberals, many of your subscribers, forming a large number of very pleasant
af'quaintances who will not soon be forgotten) and I
hav sold a fair amount of Liberal books, pamphlets,
papers, etc., thus sowing good seed for the harvest
by and by.
My lecture appointments hav increased in proficiency, and I hope to be able to devote myself still
more to that branch of my work during the coming
months.
Antichristian ideas are spreading_ everywhere, the
new thought is permeating every stratum of society,
and the old theology is apparently dying. But I
think that he would be much mistaken who should
for one moment relax his vigilance or sleep upon his
post. And this is just what thousands of Antichristians are doing. But the old spirit of the church
still livs, and we shall never be free until it is killed.
Every incident, almost, of our political and legislativ
life sh0ws us thM tyranny is 'but changing its line
of attack. It has not abandoned Hs siege of the citadel of liberty.
·
The church can directly injure us only through
the inculcation of her monstrous errors, but indirectly she is each year adding a new thread of steel to
the fetters now upon our wrists through the laws
which she induces state and national legislators to
enact. And she conj1,1res not now so much with her
old shibboleth of "lewd," as with those very sweetlysounding ones of "morality," "temperance," "order," etc. And too. many of our unthinking Liberals
are falling into her dextrously-set traps, are deluded
by her sophistries. People educated in church doctrins are not very apt to easily rid tbemselvs of all
her errors when they throw off tbe chains of her
theological servitude. So it happens that thousands
of so-called Liberals wbo talk kindly of the Christian superstitions and shout themselvs hoarse over
the beauties of our supposed free government, are
hand-in-glove with priest and politician for the utter
obliteration of our few remaining liberties. Of all
men out of place a Liberal supporting sumptuary
le~islation is most completely lost, and yet we in
thiS state behold the sad spectacle of thousands of
Infidels supporting and activly working for the Prohib~tor~ amendment. Prohibition involves a principle
whwb, I~ carried to its logical conclusion, would stop
every Liberal press in the country, and close the lips
of every· Freethinker. If the majority may to-day
prescribe what I may not sell or drink, or the ground
that the article is injurious to myself or others, the
same or another maj_ority to-morrow may upon the
sal?e grounds say what I shall read or teach to my
children. There is no limit to the demands of tyr
anny when once you admit its basic principle. No
Freethinker who knows why he is a Freethinker can
giv; his vote for this kind of legislation.
~OTES
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NOW READY.
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Saturday Sermon!! of the Toronto Mail,
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INCLUDING A VINDICATION OF

Illustrated with forty cuts, and with a steel plate engrav
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Cll"RLES BRA.DLAlJGH, lti.P.,

BY D. M. BENl!IET¥'.

Sold at this office.

Ingersoll in Canada.
By the liame author. Price, 15 cents.

Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,\ author of" A Truth Seeker
in Europe," " Gods and .Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times," "TheWorld's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers," "Champions of
the Church," etc., etc.
THREE VOLUMES FOR $5.00.

The l'tlost Instruction for the Least
Money ot· any Book ot Travels
yet Written.

THE

BRAIN and the BIBLE.

In 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an Interna.
tlonal Congress at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was sent
as a delegate. He took the occasion to make tbe tonr of
OB,
Europe, and his observations were· embodied in "A Truth
Seeker In Europe " {price, $1.50). The letters were also
~t
published in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the readers were so
well pleased with them that the propoaltlon was made
that he make the journey around the world, and glv the
world the bene.ftt of a Freethinker's observations. The
By Edgar C. Beall,
proposition was accepted if the ones defliring such a work
With a preface by
would advance file dollars euch, the volumes to be dediRobert G. In;:;ersoiJ.
cated to them. On July 30,1881, Mr. Bennett began the
··This book written by a brave and honest man, Is filled journey, sending letters back to be published. The work
with brave and honest thoughts. The arguments It will make
presents cannot be answered by all the theologians In
THREE VOLUMES OF NEARLY 900 PAGES EACH.
the world!"- R. G. lng<rsoll.
Price. $1.50.
J!'or sa\e at tills office.
Those sending In five dollars before the completion of
he work Will haV their NAMES INSCRIBED IN THE DEDIC.!.·
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Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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Price, 12.00.
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D. M, BENNETT,
141 8th st., New York.
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Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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A New Edition. Just Published.
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AShmt History of the Bible.
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By George Cllaiuey.
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2hw World Is divided Into three parts.
Being an .Account of the Formation PART
I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George
and Development of the Canon.
PAR.fl~~~~l" continued story ef. ~ Liberal and Ra

By BRONSON C. KEELER.

Price, cloth, 75 cents.
Paper, 50 cents.
This book should be ?'ead by every clergyman,
layman, scholar, and Liberal.
I hav read 1\Ir. Keeler's book with great pleasure and
profit. Be gtva, tn my opinion~ a cleu.r and intelUgent ac.

~0~r~tr~fc~~;e~r~':ti~s~~r~~~ a~~~hy ~~::~~~ewr~~e?t~~~

character.
PART III.-A short story devoted to the education
our children In Liberal sentiments and principles.

Send t·or a "ample copy.

THE RADICAL PULPIT.
Comprising discourses of advanced thonght by

0. B. F.KO'll'HINGHA.l'tl and FELIX ADLER

He d' es not den.l in opinions, but in facts; aud tor the

two of America's clearest thinkers.
Price, !n cloth, e1.
were, and the weight that thetr evidrnce is ent1tled to.
Tile first centuries of Christianity are filled with slladow;
m st histories of that period simply tell us what did not
happen, and ev"n t.he statements of wha.t did not
happen are contradictory 'I' he fals~ll'""'Oda do not agree.
Mr. Keeler must hav spent a great deal of time In the
examination of a vast number of volumes, and the
am unt of information contained in his book -could not
AND THE
be collected in yes.rs. Every minister, every collt!ge profeasor; and every man who re~Lliy wishes to know t~.omeSANITJHll: AND PHYSIOLOG~~!~gt~l~'b~toi~.:.i:~~~'}n~~s,\'i~~wth of the Billie sbould
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tlons.lCongressatLondon, In 1881, Holland, the NetherP:ro..tnction of Children of Finer Health
lands, Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey. Smyrna,
and Greater Ability.
Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyrout, Baalbec to Da.mascus.
There hav been mahy books of travel printed but none
BY
A
PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, like this. lT IS THE O~L. Y ONE OF ITS KL."iD.
Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of seeing everything
"The virtues of men and women as well as their vice
ENTITLED
Judge .JEREMIAH S. BLA.CK. going on. and In his book he has faithfully chronicled the •
may descend to their children."
Prof. GEORGE P. FI!!!iDER.
Price, $1.00. Address
D. :M. BENNETT,
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Those who wlsb t > hav Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures on
'Talmaglan Theology," wil find them here, in fu 1 1, to
gether with many other points necessarily excluded by
the limits of a lecture. u The Talmagtan Cu.techism"
puts in the form of direct question. the plainest and pro.
foundest inquiries of modern doubt, and answers them
according to Talmage and orthodox Cluisttan~ty. As a
piece of satire, with earnest purpose, this production
stands alone, and in the literature of Freethought has not
Its equal.
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TRUTH

SENSIBiLITY.
Sensibility, how charming,
Thou, my friend, canst truly tell;
llut distress, with horrors arming,
Thou hast also known too well.
.l<'airest flower, behold the lily
Blooming in the sunny ray;
Let the blast sweep o'er the valley,
See lt prostrate on the clay.
Heal' the wood-lark charm the forest
Telling o'et· his little joye;
Hapless bird I a p•ey the surest
To each pirate of the skies.
Dearly bought, the hidden treasure
Finer feelings can bestow;
Chords that vibrate sweetest pleasure
Thrill the deepest notes Of woe.
-Burns.
UNLESS we are willing to adopt the logic of
persecutors, and to say thR.t we may persecute
others because we are right, and that they must
not persePute us necause they are wrong, we must
beware of admitting a principle of Which we
should resent the application to ourselvs as a
gross injustice.- J. S. Mill.
To believe transubstRntiation, or any other
absurditY, contrary either to sense or reason, is
in the most profane manner to make religion
ridiculous by taking away the very foundation of
all knowledge "nd of all beliefs, either in matters
of religion or in anything else, for ttle judgment
of rE>ason being once set aside. there remains no
possible means of judging whether any one thing
whatsoever be more reasonable or more unreasonable to be believed than another, or whether, in
any ease whatsoever, either belief or unbelief be,
in any degx·ee, reasonable or unreasonable at all.Dr. 8. fftarke.
THEY who oppung [oppose) the force and certainty of reason and treat "tight reason" as a
chimera must· argue against reason either with
reason or without reason. In the latter way they
do nothing, and in the former tbey betray their
own cause and eetablish that which they labor to
dethrone. To prove that there is no such thing as
"right reason" by any good argument is indeed
impossible, because that would be to show there is
such a thing by the manner of proving that there
is not.- Wollaston's Religion of Nature Delineated.
.A.s ih other religions, •o in that of our own
country, the position of the body in the grave is
discerned to be of vast importance. The head
must be westward and the feet eastward, the
nominal reason being that the dead person should
rise from his temporary abode with his face to the
east, whence Christ will come; the real reason
being, in all probability, the survival of a much
older custom, in which this venerable divinity,
the suu, stood in the place of the savior of mankind.-A.mberley's Analysis of Religious Belief.
THROUGHOUT his career CmEar displayed always
a singular indifference to life. He had no sentimental passion about him -no Byronic mock-heresies. He had not much belief either in God or the
gods. On all such questions he observed from
first to last a profound silence. But one conviction he had. He intended, if he was to liv at
all, to liv master of llimself in matters which b!llonged to himself. Sylla might kill him if be so
pleased. It was better to die than to put away a
wife who was the mother of his child and to marry
some other woman at a (lictatm"s bidding. Life
on such terms was not worth keeping.-Fmude's
C(Bsar.
To solicit and persuade one another are privi·
leges which belong to us all: and the wiser and
better man is bound to advise the less wise and
good. But be "is not only not bound, but he is not
allowed, speaking generally, to coerce him.- TV.
E. Gladstone.
THERE is probably no great religion in the
world, the establishment of which has been altogether dissociated from mil·acles. They prove
the most striking, most indisputable, most intelligible proof of the divine will, not indeed that
there is any clear logical connect ion between the
performance of a wonder and the truth of the
wonder-worker's doctrine, but popular imal1,'ination jumps readily to the conclusion that a man
whom rumor or tradition bas invested "~Vith supernatural powers over nature must also be in possession of correct opinions, or even of supernatural knowledge, on the mysterious questions with
which religion deals. Hence ecclesiastical historians of all ages and countries hav sought to show
that those from whom they deduced the systems
in which they wished their readers to believe werA
either themselvs gifted with thaumaturgic faculties, or were the subjects of special marvels
worked upon them. Such miracles bav always
served as their credentials, indicating their high
character, and entitling them to demand the obedience of mankind to the commands they brought.
-A.mberley.
FRUGALITY itself is a pleasure. It is an exercise of attention and "contrivance which. whenever
it is successful, produces satisfac<ion. The very
care and forecast that ure necessary to keep expenses and earnings upon a level, form, when not
embarrassed by too great diftlcuLies, are agreeable
engagement of the thoughts. This is lost amidst
abundance. There is no pleasure in taking out of
a large unmeasured fund. They who do that, and
only that, are the mere loungers of money from
one hand to another.-Paley.
IF a woman is her own housekeeper she sllould
study to do her work on the most simple and easy
plan, cook but a few dishes at a time, and hav
each ll.B perfect in itself as possible. She must
save work wherever she can, Rlld, above all else,
limit the numbel: or her children to only ·two or
three at the most. •rwo children, if well cared
for and properly reared, are all that one woman
can possibly attend lO and dO her own housework,
aewing, knitting, g~>rdening, etc.-E. D. Blenker.

Gon made bee•,
, Bees made ho:wy;
God made man,
l\f2.n made moneyH!i;cd to get.
.A. WESTERN young man, aged eigh'een, b lS
eloped wit() a married woman of t.hre.o-scoreyears.
This restbetic craze for antiquities is becoming
altogether too general, and threatens to cause
trouble.
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18 SUpped Up Again.
"
19 Joiiliua Stoppfng the Sun and Moon. Bennett....
20 Samson and his Exploits. Bennett ............ , ..
21 The Great Wrestling Match. "·
.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
22 Discussion 'with Elder Shelton. Bennett.........

"WHAT side of. the street, do you live on, Jlilrs. 23 ReK:?'n~~t~~~:.~ .~~~~t.~~:~. ~~~·r·t~. ~~::~~: .. ~·. ~:
24 Christiana at Work. Wm. McDonnell.............
Kipple ?" asked a counsel cross-examining a wit- 25
Diecussion with George Snode. Bennett.........
ness. "On either side. If you go one way, it's 26 Underwood'sPrayer................................
·
27
Questions and Honest Answers. Bennett.
on the right side; if you go the O'ber way, it's on 28 Honest
Alessandro di CagUostro. C. Sotheran............
the left."
29 Paine Hall Dedication Address. Underwood.....
THE Eagle at Denver givs the following as an
obituary notice brought to it by a quiet, sad-eyed
man, with the inquiry, •; How much will it coat?"
"Smith.-Busted a trace, in this city, Friday,
just after dinner, Mary Smith, wife of the undersigned and daughter of old Sa.m Pl'att, tbe leading
blacksmith of Denver, Colorado. The corpse was
highly respected by the.bigb-tontost families; but
death got the drop on her, and she took the up
bu~ket with perfect confidence that she would ha.v
a square show on the otberside of the divide Tbe
plant transpires this afternoon at her boardingbouse on Willow street. Come one. corue all
"Dearest Mary, thou hast left us,
For you on earth thP.re wasn't 1:oom;
But 'tis HeavAn that has bereft us
.A.nd snatched our darling up the tlnme.
"Denver papers pleas" copy, and send llill or
draw at sight. By her late huoband, P, SMITH."
BRIDGET.
Who comes from Erin's emet·ald shore,
Succeeded by a score 01: more
Of cousins who infest your door ?
The servant gal.
Who comes as g~:een as new gt·ass is
But in a month, with haughty phiz,
Exclaims, \~I want me wages riz ?''
The servant gal.
Who brings with her froru her last place
.A. character that's fair to trace,
.Although she left there m disgrace?
, Tile serv•nt gal.
Who'll hav six evenings in the week 1
Whose cousins on the seventh seek
Your houses, who of onions reek?
The servant gal's.
Who is the mightiest despot found 1
Who'll hav no mistbress peeking round?
Whose imvudence doth all astound?
The servant gal.
Of whom i• it at last you say
"Stand it I can't another day,"
Then recommend and send away?
The servant gal
-Boston Transcript.
GEORGE AND GWEJSDOLEN.
"Can you not answer me, Gwendolen ?"
trp from the meadows the soft breezes of a per:
feet June evening were wafting the faint perfume
of the cowslip, and as George W. Simpson anrl
Gwendolen .Mahaffy stood near the gate whose decrepit appearance told with more eloquence than
mere words of the deathless passion that enslaved
their souls, both felt that a crisis in their lives had
arrived-a moment had come which would in the
misty future that stretched away before them, like
one of William l\L Evart's letters, be either a bright
beacon of hope and joy to look back upon with
gladness, or a desolate landmark like the lightning.
riven trees that one never beholds without a feeling
of sadness. Secure in the consciousness of his own
merit-that sterling merit which always lies in a
strong arm, clear brain, and large feet-and yet
with a mod<;st diffidence concerning his own worth,
the young man stood there in the gloaming with a
half reluctant eat-on-the-back-fence expression that
lent an added beauty to his pure young face, and
made more pleadingly tender the earnest, father.
is-coming-up-the-front-steps look with which he
regarded the beautiful girl who stood by his side.
He bad asked her to be his wife-to leave parents
sisters, brothers, and all the endearing intluences or
a happy, Christian hOme, where two girls are kept,
and go out with him into the wide world as a helpmeet and companion. He had told in fervid sentences of the great love he bore her-a· love tbat
would ever be the guiding star of his life, he said,
cheering him when the black clouds of adversity
and despair hung heavily in the horizon of his
hopes, and without which his whole existence
would be OI)e arid, trackless waste, on which lay
the whited skeletons of Ambition and Hope-ghastly remnants of a life whose final wreck was all the
more sad because of the happmeos which it might
hav held had love not flown away with mocking
laugh when pleaded with so passionately.
[When it came to ornamental lying, with two
rows of fiuting up the back, George took first
money.)
Gwendolen had stood in graceful poise as he
spoke, one ear thrown slightly forward and her
right foot covering the door mat, and, now that be
bad finished, was looking down in maiden shyness,
while the rosy blushes that chased each other under
Iter dazzling complexion "iOuld hav told, if anybody could hav seen them, of the emotions that
were agitating her young soul. Bnt no words
came from her lips-those rosy ripe portals that
opened with such languid grace when tllet·e was
pie in the house; and George began to fear that
perhaps he bad talked her to sleep. Presently,
bowever,sbe drew quite ciose to him, put her band
in his, and, resting her cheek upon his shoulder,
she said: "Yes, George, I will marry you."
"But when?" asked the young man, a horrible
fear that his bluff was to be called chilling his very
blood.
"I will marry you," repeated Gwendolen, "when
a bicycle rider is elected president.
"Tul'ning away to hide his emotion, George
muttered, in low, piratical tones," Thank heaven,
I am safe."-CMcago Tribune.
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· A. CUR.rous petition has just heen presented to
the General Assembly of the established church
in Scotland. It seems that the Rev. John Campbell, minister at Iona, uses his church for
THE Rev. James Craigie Robertson, English
ABUNDANT wheat crops are reported in the
strange and unusual purposes. A.t one time
writer of wo~ on eccles.iastical history, is
pigs were kept in it, at another cattle were West and Northwest.
dead.
lioused in the sacred precincts; while every
THE principal leaders of the insurrection in
Ml:OHAEL DAVITT, the Irish agitator, received
winter, for some time past, it has been con- Uruguay hav been killed.
an enthusistic welcome in New York, about
verted into a stack yard. On one occasion the
THE Lick Mills in San Jose, Cal, were burnt
12,000 workingmen turning out to hear him in
church was so full of corn and straw that serTHE
daily
Truth
says
:
"
We
hear
that
the
last
week. Loss, $100,000.
Union Square.
vice had to be held outside. During the past
portrait of Mrs. R. B. Hayes, presented by the
MoRE
people visited summer resorts last
six
months
the
church
has
been
closed
alto·
THE Free Church Assembly of Scotland at temperance people, has been assigned a perSunday than went to all the churches.
its recent session, put forth a deliverance manent place in the Green Parlor of the White gether.
THE danger of attending church is still fur.
again'st " admiring the works of nature on the House. Nothing could be more appropriate.
TEK thousand one hundred and sixty-eight
ther
illustrated by an alarming incident which immigrauts arrived at this port last week.
. Sabbath day!'
Mrs. Hayes was really president during the supRET. DR. PECK, of New York, says," God posed incumbency of the late Rutherford B.'' occurred during a thunder-storm on June 25th,
THE steamer Scioto was sunk on the Ohio
will divide" the wealth of the Goulds and the Truth is mistaken. It was Mrs. Hayes's pas- while a flower service was proceeding at Orms- ~iver last week, and sixty excursionists were
kirk
church,
near
Liverpool.
About
1,600
Vanderbilts. Let'~ all stand around and hold tor. Rutherford was two removes from the
persons attended. While the benediction was drowned.
presidency.
our hats.-New H(JIIJen Register.
being pronounced the congregation were terriTHE Phare du Bosphore (a Constantinople
BISHOP GILMOUR, whO. brought himself into
THE doctrin of sinless perfection was dis- ·fied by a sudden flash, and what appeared like newspaper) has been suppressed for attacking
unpleasant pre-eminence recently by attacking cussed in the General Assembly of the Cumber- a ball of fire passed through the church from Bismarck.
the Ladies' Land League, has been sued for land Presbyterian church, lately held at Hunts- the northeast. Cries of " fire " caused a panic,
THE Dutch ironclad Adder is lost at sea.
slander by Edwin Cowles, of the Cleveland, 0., ville, A.Ia. Some congregations of this denom- women and children shrieking. The vicar
ination hav gone as far as the Free Methodists (Canon Sheldon), the curate, and some of the Several bodies of the crew were washed ashore
Leader.
at The Hague.
THE Rev. Geo. A.. Lofton, whose erratic in professions of perfect living. A. revision congregation exerted themselvs to allay the
THE mortality of New York for the first six
actions on a train recently occasioned so much committee advised that libArty of conscience be alarm of the people; but it was some time bescandal, has resigned his pastorate. He will allowed on that subject, but by a large vote the fore this was accomplished. When the excite- months of this .year was greater than in 1881
also leave the ministry, and, it is intimated, following was adopted: " The doctrin of sinless ment had somewhat abated the vicar, standing by 11294 deaths.
perfection is not authorized by the scriptures, upon a seat in the body of the church, offered
will go into business in St. Louis.
THE post-office authorities at Washington
and is a dogma of dangerous tendency.'' Well, up prayers for the preservation of life, and then
hav decided that Walt Whitman's" Leaves of
THE Rev. Archibald Braun, of London, in we should smile.
pronounced the benediction. The congregation Grass " is mailable.
referring to supplications for the church in
A. PmLADELPmA pastor who recently preached then left the church. It was found that the
these times, says: " We need to pray that the
HABLOT KNIGHT BROWNE, better known as
against Sunday newspttpers wandered so far lightning had struck the steeple and had shatchurch of Christ may be saved from formal
"Phiz,"
the comic illustrator of Charles Dickfrom the path of rigid accuracy as to say that tered some of the stone-work inside, but left
proprieties and ·stupid improprieties, from being
ens's works, IS dead.
there are no Sunday papers in London. He very little trace outside.
frigid or frenzied."
advoca~ed the entire cessation of Sunday labor
THE mysterious disappearance of a young -TmRTEEN Socialists of Prague, Austria, hav
THE Bishop of Melbourne, Australia, has in the offices of the dailies, and said that the
girl
of fourteen at Tisza Eszlar, in Hungary, is been sentenced to imprisonment for terms vary•
shown good sense by declining to grant the Monday edition could be prepared without
still
the cause of excitement in the neighbor- ing from one week to three years.
petition of some of the people of his diocese to doing any work between Saturday midnight
hood.
She was missed about two months ago,
A. POLITICAL speech by ex-Congressman Wm.
direct prayer for rain. He says that .material and Sunday midnight. He said that he knew
phenomena are under the control of laws which this could be done, for he had filled every Some weeks afterward a report was circulated Robbins in Statesville, N.C., last Saturday led
will not be changed or interrupted in answer to position on a paper from compositor to manttg- that she had been murdered by the Jews in to. three serious assaults and a fatal duel.
order to leaven the Easter bread with her blood.
GEN. SKODELOFF, of Russia, is dead. It is
prayer.
ing editor.
The authority instituted an inquiry, at which a stated that he committed suicide fearing the
THE Presbyterian ministers of Chicttgo deTHE circus came to an Illinois town and an- young Jewish boy, the son of one of the attend- exp~sure of his connection with the Nihilists.
voted a whole !lay of discussion to the quesnounced its opening for Monday. On Sunday ants at the synagog, gave a detailed account of
tion, What are we to believe concerning hades?
EGYPT is at war with England. The bom•
the Sunday-school superintendent gave his having, through the keyhole of the synagog
A.t the end of the discussion there was no genbardment
of A.leundria began on Tuesday
acdoor,
seen
her
killed
by
several
butchers,
school an exhortation about it, and warned the
eral agreement on the subject, except that
children of the wickedness of going to such a cording to the Jewish rites. It was proved that last with disastrous effect on the Egyptian forts.
nearly all the brethren thought the more it was
THE daughter of a clergyman at Dover,.N.
depraved show. Then he told them that if she had been last seen at the synagog. Upon
discussed the more difficult it seemed.
there were any children present so lost to all this the chief men named by the boy were H., was struck and killed one day last week
A.s long as people will persist in building sense of what was ·best for them as to go to arrested. In. spite of the most careful search, by a stray bullet from the pistol of some boys
churches they must take the punishment which this soul-destroying exhibition, he would thank and although a reward of five thousand florins who were target-shooting.
·the Lord sends. The following illustrates our them to rise, ~o that the rest of the school was offered, not a trace of her could be found.
Two hundred and eighty·three outrages are
.argument: Bishop Mora, of Montery and Los might see what they looked like. Instantly A. few days ago the corpse of a woman was reported to hav been committed in Ireland by
Angeles, was seriously injured by being thrown all arose except one lame girl. . It was agreed found floating in the Theiss. A.n inquest was the peasantry in the month of June. The outheld, which has only made the matter more rages by the landlords are not enumerated.
:from a vehicle while on his way to the .dedica- that the circus had been well advertised.
mysterious. It was reported that the body had
tion· of a new church at Hanford.
A. LITERARY treasure of singular appositness,
THE church of. the Rev. J. Hyatt Smith in
THE Rev. Philip Herbst preached heterodox says the London .Athenmum, has just turned been identified by the mother of the missing Brooklyn is about to be converted into a theabut
this
is
now
contragirl
as
her
daughter's,
sermons in the Luthern church at Columbus, 0., up in the form of a preface, written by Thackter. The last sermon previous to the contemand the trustees obtained a temporary injunc- eray for the second edition of his " Irish Sketch dicted. There will be much excitement until plated. improvement was preached there Sunand
the
result
the
inquest
has
been
concluded
tion forbidding him to officiate as pastor until Book," but suppressed by the publishers as
day the 9th.
the question involved-that of the right of a being too outspoken. In it Thackeray strongly is known.
A. MAN in Soudan claiming to be a prophet has
''
WHILE
Christians
of
every
denomination,"
church to receive from its minister the kind of supports not merely the disestablishment of
doctrins which its creed authorizes-shall be the Established church, which, he says, "will says the OhrUtian at Work, " are putting forth collected many followers. He has just met the
their strength and making great sacrifices to nativ soldiery and defeated them, killing
settled in court.
no more grow in Ireland than a palm·tree in
open the eyes of the heathen to the folly and two thousand, and capturing six guns and three
St.
Paul's
churchyard,"
but
even
the
repeal
of
A. FRENCH photographer residing at Tangiers
wickedness of idolatry, there are extensiv man- thousand rifles.
bas just been commissioned by the sultan of the Union. The paper is said to be written in ufacturers in Birmingham, England, who do a
CANON LEoN J. L. BERNHARD, of Belgium,
Morocco to photograph his 364 wives. Th:e Thackeray's most vivacious and most charac- large trade in 'gods.' The circular of one of
secretary
to the bishop of Tournay, was cap·
portraits will be contained in an album, of teristic style, and will soon be publi!hed in the these enterprising firms runs thus: 'We beg to
tured.in Havana recently. Bernhard left his
which the sultan alone will hav a key. If the Century magazine.
offer to our Hindoo clients images of Yamen, nativ place about a year ago with $340,000
photographer could only manage to strike off
THERE is a Western legend that one who the god of the dead, in bronze, very finely belonging to the church.
some duplicates from the negativs they would tastes of the water of the Missouri River thirsts carved ; also a large collection of images of
THE doctors are quarreling over the brain of
probably command a considerable sale.
for it ever afterward. Kentucky has the same Narundi, the prince of demons. He is carried
Guiteau, some pronouncing the assassin sane
SoME progress is being made with the works legend about its whisky, and now General A.be by a giant of elegant structur1, his saber is of
and others Insane. Whatever may be the final
!or the Panama Canal. Excavations hay been Buford, who was recently converted by the the latest fashion. The god of the sun is
decision, if one is ever reached, Guiteau can
begun at several places; but much sickness and Mountain Evangelist, seems to demonstrate that offered for sale, having II silver tail and
hardly be the gainer or loser by it now.
mortality prevail among the laborers, who are the legend may also apply to the trrf. He an- mounted upon a crocodile of copper. BourTHE English Regatta Committee hav exclud·
to a large extent drawn from the West Indies- nounces that he is not only going back to the beren, the god of riches, is a finely finished
especially from Jamaica. The l!,rench hav race course, but he is going to own a fine horse, work of art. A. great assortment of inferior ed the American Hillsdale crew of oarsmen
built hospitals, for which there seems to be and that very soon. "A.re you going to leave gods and semi-gods. While the firm does not from participating in English amateur races.
only too much need. The total absence of all the church? " he was asked. •' Leave the giv credit, discount is allowed from the account The Hillsdale& are not snobs, and the Regatta
proper sanitary arrangements is said to be a far church?" said the general, "leave it? Why, for cash." By way of explanation of the Committee are, which acC6lunts for the exclugreater cause of disease than the unhealthiness bless your soul, no. A. man can own a fine (Jh;ristian at Work' 8 remarks, it might be stated sion.
THE third Iowa district Greenbackers hav
of the climate, although during eight or nine horse, and run him too, and go to heaven." that the " great sacrifices " which the Chrismonths of the year the heat is intense. The So we may expect to hear next season of Gen. tian missionariei are making consist in doing nominated a Congregational minister for ConEuropeans on the isthmus hav experienced A.be Buford's string oi' highly moral racers go- nothing at two or three thousand dollars per gress. If Greenbackers continue making foolgreat suffering; but their respectiv governments, ing about the country to measure strides with year and living in the most comfortable quar- ish nominations like this, they must nqt expect
acting through the resident consuls, hav been the unenlightened and perhaps Infidel colts of ters, with wife and fainily, at the expense of the co-operation of Freethinkers, which they
express themselvs anxious to secure,
the old-fashioned turfmen.-Sun.
t~rompt to relieve all urgent cases of distress.
American anit European industry.
Sm HENRY THOMPSON says that " diet to be
wholesome should be varied for all. It has,
too, to be changed for di:fferen t periods of .life.
Some constitutions thrive better on vegetables
and cereals than by admixture with animal
food. A.n exclusivly aniinal dietary might,
perhaps, be best for a very few. So many. persons hastily conclude that what is best for them
is best for all. There is no greater error."
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Twelve Days in Ceylon.-Coneluded

description. · The principal gems of Ceyl~n a~e the

· amethyst, garnet, ruby, chrysoberyl, sapphire, cmnna.

•
mon-stone, catseye, moonstone, and opal. Of. the
The residents in Ceylon, as distinguished from the metals, gold has been met with as well as nickel,
regular inhabitants, a.re the Malabar coolies, the cobalt and tellerium, but not in quantities suffi.Nattucotta chitties, the Parsees, the Caffres, the cient to justify working the mines. Iron is of very
Malays, and the Europeans. The Tamil coolies fine quality, and plentiful, and nitre and plumbago
come over from the eastern or Coromandel coast, are abundant; large quantities of the latter especially
principally from the district of Madura. By them are exported.. Tin is also found. Rock crystal,
all the work on the coffee estates is done, except the hornblende, mica, h.yperstone, feldspar, calcspar,
felling of the forests. They are induced to leave bitterspar, etc., are abundant. Iron .quartz and
their own country by the high wages they receive in meganese are found in some parts.
,
With the history of the past I must be very brief.
Ceylon. They periodically visit their own land, and
when they have saved up enough they remain there. The reign of the native kings is divided into two
Their habits are simple, and their wants few. Their periods, the Mahawanse, or the "great dynasty,"
religion is Hindooism. The Nattucotta chitties are from 543 B. c. to A. D. 301, and Suluwanse, or
an interesting class of people. They are brokers "lesser dynasty," from 301 to 1758, the whole covfrom India, and are actively engaged in trade. Their ering twenty-three centuries. In the .first period
fidelity has passed into a proverb; while thousands fifty-five native kings reigned and died, and in the
of rupees pass through their hands, they are found second one hundred and ten. These lives of kings,
invariably honest, and their habits of life extremely like most of those of other countries who have done
simple. What a good thing it would be if some of both good and bad for their peoples, were. of varied
the presidents and cashiers of our banks, insurance characters, some worthy and some unworthy. I will
companies, and other corporations could take a few give a sketch of but a few of them, which will perhaps
lessons as to the rules of life from these simple but be all I should detain you with.
intelligent pagans.
In the sixth century before the Christian era there
The Parsees are not numerous in Ceylon. There reigned in Lala, a principality of Magadha, in the
are perhaps fifty of them in Colombo, where they valley of the Ganges, in India, a king named Singha,
are connected with business houses. They have had or Sihabahu, who was said to have descended from
the enterprise to get up a large theater, though con- a lion. He was also of the illustrious race of Suriastructed of bamboo poles and plaited palm leaf for vas, who claimed as their progenitor a beneficent
sides and partitions, with palm-leaf also for roof. being who came down from. the sun, and taught
They act as amateurs, but attract good-sized audi- mankind the arts of civilized life. Wijayo, the eldences. I attended one of their representations-an est son of this king, was so wild and unruly a charopera. I deemed it a little tame, and far inferior in acter that his father was compelled to dismiss him
rendition to regular Italian, German, French, and from his court. Collecting together a band of kinEnglish operatic performances. What made it seem dred spirits, Wijayo set sail in search of adventure
particularly dull was that the female parts were and ultimately reached Ceylon and made a landing
taken by males. For a man to fall in love with an- near what is now Putlam. He found the island inother man, to sing all sorts of pretty love songs to habited by a rude, uncivilized people whose origin is
him, and for the counterfeit woman to sing back in involved in obscurity, and who worship snakes and
a man's voice, and for another old man who wants devils, . and were consequently called N agas and
to marry the counterfeit woman to get very jealous Yakkos.
and angry over the matter, soon becomes tiresome.
Marrying a Yakko princess, Wijayo established
The Caffres are the descendants of recruits from himself at Tamena N ewera, not far from the place
the west coast of Africa, many of whom were once of his landing; and having by the aid of his wife
slaves under the Portuguese at Goa. They are obtained the mastery of the island, he repudiated
woolly-headed and have all the characteristics of the the alliance, dismissed her and her children, married
negro. Their numbers are not very large, and they the dl}ughter of an Indian prince, invited over from
are usually employed as soldiers, or upon public the continent merchants and artisans; located his
works.
·
followers in different parts of the country, the betThe Malays originally came from the straits of ter to develop its resources, and laid the foundation
Malacca, and were enrolled in the Ceylon rifle regi- of its" future greatness, giving to it the name of his
ments. Their descendants are principally engaged father, Singha. Hence the name of the race and the
in military service. In religion they are Moham- language.
medans. Their stature is _low, but they are comDying without issue, his nephew. Panduwasa sucpactly built, and muscular. They are said to be ceeded him, and pursued the same line of policy as his
fond of war. Their favorite weapon is a poisoned predecessor. He married a relative of Gautama Budkris, which they use when at close quarters. They dha, and in order to spread civiliza.tion encouraged
are, however, dressed and drilled in European style, the brothers of his queen, who came over with her
and make good soldiers.
from the continent, to found subordinate principaliThe Europeans are either civil or military servants ties, which were, however, subject to himself and his
of the government, or else merchants, planters, and successors as the paramount sovereigns of the whole
tradesmen. They, of course, come here to make island.
For two hundred years much improvement was
money, and when they have secured a competency
they usually prefer to return to their native country. made in the condition and resources of the country;
Among the animals of Ceylon are, first, the ele- reservoirs for water and works of irrigation were
phant, which seem to :flourish here; the buffalo, the extensively inaugurated. In fact, more attention was
elk, the chutah, the bear, the wild hog, the deer, the paid to agriculture than to religion. In the year
porcupip.e, the monkey, the jackal, the wildcat, the 307 B. c. King Tisso, "the delight of the deities,"
hare, the mongoos, the squirrel, the jerboa, the com- ascended the throne. Having dispatched an ammon rat, and the muskrat.
bassy entrusted with valuable gifts, to Dharmmasoka,
The principal birds are eagles, kites, hawks, owls, the king of Magadha, that sovereign, in return, sent
crows, devil-birds, pea-fowls, jungle-fowls, pelicans, his son Mahindo to inculcate the doctrines of
:fiammingoes, cranes, herons, curlews, ducks, part- Buddha in Ceylon, which, with the aid of his
ridges, quails, snipes, pigeons, parrots, woodpeckers, sister Sanghamitta, he succeeded in doing, 267
minas, etc.
B. c.
At the urgent request of the Singalese
The reptiles are iguanas, lizards, snakes, frogs, king, a branch of the bo-tree under which Gautama
toads, tarantulas, and centipedes. Of insects there attained the Buddhaship was with much pomp
are butterflies, moths, beetles, grasshoppers, glow- brought over from Magadha, and planted at An uradworms, ticks, musketoes, and ants without end.
hapura, where it took root and continues to :flourish
The vegetable productions are as numerous and to this day, being over two thousand years old.
varied as the animal. Among the trees of value are
The energy which had hitherto been expended
ebony, calamander, satin, jack, halmillille, malille, mainly on agricultural works now took a new direckeena, mendora, del, tulip, teak, palmyra-palm, etc. tion, though not entirely diverted from its original
The trees yielding fruits and seeds considered valu- channel, and from this period dates the erection of
able are the tamarind, mango, orange, ma.rgosa, elipe, those stupendous masses of masonry about Anuradcotton, cashew, bilembe, almond, pumelo, lime, pome- hapura and other ancient cities, which Singalese
granate, wood-apple, lowey-lowey, rambotan, gurka, kings vied with each other in constructing. The
bullock's heart, guava, mulberry, cinnamon, and cof earliest of these dagobas, as they are called, were
fee. Of the palms are the talipot, the palmyra, the erected by King Tisso, whose name has consequently
cocoanut, the aracannut, the kitul, and the sago are the been handed down to posterity amidst the plaudits
principal. Trees most valued for shade are the ban- of the historian. The three cousins of the king who
yans, rhododendrons, and tree-ferns. I saw one or successively filled the throne followed in his footmore banyan-trees at Colombo that had nearly as steps, and during the century immediately ensuing
many auxiliary tranks as the large banyan-tree at on his death the number of vihrens (temples) and
Calcutta, but not nearly so large.
dagobas rapidly increased, though it is also said that
Of the vegetable the most common are the brin- the number of tanks for the purposes of irrigation
jal, pumpkin, bandikai, cucumber, bean, spinach, increased also.
tomato, sweet potato, yam, cauliflower, cabbage,
For some time there were .troubles of various
peas, potatoes, etc. The peach and strawberry sue- kinds, including invasions from India, the successors
ceed in some parts of the hill country.
of the Tamils obtaining the throne, but which was not
Cey}Qn has always been famous for its mineral recovered until the great dynasty of the kings who
productions; its "sapphires, topazes, amethysts, gar- had in part descended from the sun terminated with
nets, and other costly stones" were the theme of travel~ Mahasen in 301 .A.. D.

The story of the k~ngs of Ceylon of the lesser
dynasty is but. the narrative. of the decline of the
power and prosperity which had matured under the
original· conquerors, ali4 of._ the rise of the. Malabar
marauders, whose ceasele~s· forays and incursions
eventually reduced authority to feebleness and the
island to desolation. The. vapid biography of the
royal imbeciles who filled the throi:J:e froin the third.
to the thirteenth century scarcely embodies an inci.
dent of sufficient interest to diversify the monoto.
nous repetition of temples founded and dagobas re.
paired, of tanks. constructed, and priests endowed
with lands reclaimed and fertilized by the "forced
labor" of the subjugated races; civil dissensions
religious schisms, royal intrigues, and assassination~
contributed equally with foreign invasions to dhnin.
ish the influence of the monarchy and exhaust the
strength of the kingdom.
Of sixty-two sovereigns who reigned from the
death of Mahasen in 301, to the as·cension of Prak.
rama Bahu in 1153, nine met a violent d-eath at the
hands of their relatives or subjects, two ended their
days in exile, one was slain by the Malabars, and
four committed suicide. Of the lives of the larger
number, the Buddhist historians fail to furnish any
important incidents; they relate merely the merit
which each acquired by his liberality to the national
religion, or the more substantial benefits conferred
on the people by the formation of lakes for iniga.
tion.
It was during the reign of Kitsori Maiwan the
First that the relic supposed to be the right canine
tooth of Buddha was conveyed to the island by a
Brahmin princess about 300 A. D., and was deposited
by the king himself "in a casket of great purity
made of phalika stone.'' I think this tooth is now
in the valued casket of relics at Kandy.
Skipping over an interregsum of trouble from the
Malabars and Tamils, who seem to have done much
to disturb the peace of Ceylon, we come down to the
year 997, when the king Mahindo married a princess
of Kalinga (in the northern part of the Madras presi.
dency). During the reign of his son, who succeeded
him, a rebellion broke out in which a Tamil army led
the royalists against the insurgents. Ceylo~ was n_ow
reduced to the extreme of anarchy and msecur1ty.
The foreign population had increased to such an extent
as to gain a complete ascendancy over the native in.
habitants, and the kings had lost authority over both.
In 1023· the Cholians repeated an invasion 0£ the
island, and carried the king a captive to the coast
of India (where he died in exile), and established a
Malabar viceroy, who hold possession of the island
for nearly thirty years, protected in his usurpations
by a foreign army. Thus throughout the reign .of
nineteen kings, extending over eighty-six years, the
Mala bars kept up a continual war with the Singalese
till they filled by degrees every village in th.e island.
While this was the state of things at the capital, mat·
ters were little better in the principality of Rohuna,
where the royal family still maintained a semblance
of sovereignty. Four brothers contended for t~e
tottering throne, and. each in succession fell from 1t
again after a brief reign, until in the year 1071, the
minister Lokiswera assumed it, and held his court at
Kattregam, on the borders of the Badulla and Ham·
bantotte districts. His name is only recorded on ao·
count of his being the progenitor of a prince who
effected the deliverance of the island, restored order
and industry, and for a brief period recalled to mind
the glories of the "great dynasty."
On the death of Lokiswera his son, Wijayo Buhu,
who succe!Jded him, followed by the mountain~ers of
Rohuna, delivered the capital from the Tamils, od
ganized a standing army to guard the coasts, an.
received deputations from beyond the seas. On ~IS
death a civil war for the succession ensued, which
terminated in the accession, by the choice of the
people, of the young prince Prakrama, whose accom·
plishments were of the most varied as wel~ as com·
prehensive character, many of them havmg. been
acquired at foreign courts. He was crowned kmg of
Pihiti at Pollonnaruna. in 1153, and subsequentlY. on
the subjugation of Rohuna, which had for some time
continued refractory, "sole king of Lanka" (the
ancient name of Ceylon).
.
.h
There is no name in Singalese history wh!C
holds the same rank in the admiration of the peo_pl_e
as that of Prakl-ama Bahu, since to the piety of Devljt
piatissa he united the chivalry of Dutugaimunu.
rebuilt the Buddhist temples and covered the face fa
earth with works of irrigation to an extent that woub
seem incredible c1id not their existing ruins codo ;
orate the historical narrative of his stupen ?u
labors. So great had been the decay of Buddhflm
under the dominion of the Tamils that only ve
· t h e IS
· 1and·
an
ordained priests were to be fou~d m
Bud·
embassy was therefore sent to Siam,. wh~re the ddi·
dhist religion prevailed, for the ordmatwn ~l a was
tional priests. While, however, ·the young . ng the
devoting himself to the interests of Buddhi~d not
restoration of order, and the arts of peace, h; Oe Ion
:rieg!ect those of war. Some m~rchants 0
of
}
havmg been plundered by t)le s~bJe.cts of the ~ns~la,
Cambodia and Arramana, m the Siamese pend { a
he sent forth an expedition under thEo COJ?-~an ~ess~
Tamil leader to punish the outrage, whiC sue
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fully accomplished its object. He next turned his
arms against the Cholian and Pandian kings who had
assisted the Tamils against the island, whom he
defeated, and made tributary to him; annexed the
island of Ramesduram and the adjacent coast of
India to his kingdom; founded a city in thE) Pan dian
dominions, and after commemorating his victory by
the coining of money, returned in triumph to Ceylon.
This good king died in 1186, and with him ends
the glory of Ceylon under its native rulers. For the
thirty years that ensued the island was a prey to the
anarchy occasioned by the struggles of rival claimants to the crown, who in rapid succession ascended
it onJy to be hurled down again, their reigns, with
two exceptions, being calculated by days and months
instead of years. In the year 1211 an adventurer
from the northern circars, Magha by name, landed
with a. force ()f twenty-four thousand men and made
himself master of all Ceylon. His government was
signalized by cruelty, oppression, and wanton destruction, and "the whole island was like a bosom
of fire, the Demilos plundering it from village to village." After the lapse of twenty years a member of
the royal family succeeded in recovering those parts
of the island called Maya andRohuna, and established
himself at Dambedinia, fifty miles north of Colombo,
where he reigned under the designation of Wijayo
Bahu III . .in 1235. The invaders, however, continued
to hold possession of the capital and the districts
about it, which they secured from attack by a line of
forts extending along the coast on the west.
Pandita Prakrama Bahu next ascended the throne
in 1266, arid succeeded in arresting further portions
of the island from the invaders. He encouraged
learning and improved the internal communication
between different places by the construction of roads
and bridges. During his reign the island was Ruccessively invaded by the Tamils and the Malays, but
their incursions were repelled. It was by this king
that the sacred tooth of Buddha was taken to what
is now Kandy. On his death the Tamils left Ceylon
but little peace, and the seat of government was several times changed.
It was at this time that an event of some importance occurred, though not much mentioned by Sing• alese historians, and 9rought to light by the English
historian Sir E. Tennent. So early as the fourth century of our era friendly intercourse had been established between the island of Ceylon and the empire
of China, occasi.oned by the desire of the latter to
extend its commerce, and strengthened by the bond
of 'a common religion.· Some of the ambassadors
sent to Ceylon recorded on their return to their own
country what things they had seen and heard; and
these annals are interesting and valuable corroboration of other history. In the year 1410, however, a
Chinese embassador entrusted with offerings to
~udd~a was treacherously waylaid by the ruling
kmg lD Ceylon, and escaped with difficulty to his
ships. The position of Ceylon toward China had
previ?u~ly been one of deference and recognition of
superwrity; and the emperor, determined to avenge
this indignity, dispatched a naval and military force
to Ceylon, which seized the capital and carried off
the offending king a captive to China, along with the
rest of the royal family. They were, however,
allowed to return to their own country on the condi-tion of their paying an annual tribute to China; the
emperor further ordaining that the offending king
sho~ld be deposed and the wisest member of the
fa~Ily exalted to the throne in his place. This
chmce fell on Prakrama VI., who, with his successors,
continued to be the tributary to China tilll448.
The period is now reached in the affairs of Ceylon
'!hen the Europeans appear on the stage. In the
suteenth c~ntury the Portuguese, who at that time
had extensive possessions in India, called at Galle
and ColoJ?bo, and soon evinced a desire' to gain a
foothold m Ceylon. A good deal of intrigue was
employ~d, a_nd they hesitated not to employ duplicity,
and_ by mtngue to set one portion of the Singalese
agamst another and to join in with one faction to
help put down another. But in every instance they
were false to the party they pretended to help, and
the result was the party they professed to help was
brought completely under their power. The design
early formed by the Portuguese was to become rulers
of the island and bring the people under their control. They were not able to bring this about rapidly,
and they never gained possession of the whole
~slan~. They held most of the seaports, but the
mterwr provinces were not made subservient to
them. And their authority on the coast was not
permanent;, the/orts were sometimes nearly wrested
from_ them, an they were under the necessity of
keepmg an !lrmy of twenty thousand men to hold
theu possessiOns there; so it is doubtful if the island
re~lly proved to be of much value to them; it certamly was not the great fortune to them which they
expected it would be.
Some of the Singalese princes were bought over
b! ~o~tu~ese gold, and some nominally embraced
Christiamty, but Maaya Dunnai and his son, who
showe_d so .much intrepidity as to acquire the name
of RaJah Smgha, or the lion king made 11trong and
?ontinued resistance to the Portuguese power. Durmg an attack on Kotta in 1563 such was the close-
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ness of the seige that the Portuguese commander troops to see the crocodiles devour them, and these
caused tlie flesh of the slain to be salted lest provis- creatures grew so 11sed to the food that at a whistle
ions should fail, and being convinced that the place they would lift their heads above water ready for
could never be effectually maintained as a fortress, another victim; but they were better than the Chrishe caused it to be dismantled and induced the king tian who commanded such terrible deeds to be com~
(who had placed himself under his authority) to take mitted.
And now succeflded a series of conflicts attended
shelter at Colomo, wh.ere he was both the tool and
victim of his nominal protectors. The Portuguese with varied success. The Singalese, maddened by
sought to excite the apprehensions of the minor these sufferings and the atrocities of their enemies,
chiefs of the interior at the increasing power of for once made common cause against them. The
Maaya Dunnai, urging them to embrace Christianity Portuguese troops became mutinous; and the interferand form an alliance with them~elves. So early as ence of the viceroy of Goa was necessary to preserve
1547 Jayaweira, the reigning king of Kandy, had in- the settlements in Ceylon from ruin. At this period,
timated a wish to adopt the Roman Catholic faith, 1597, died at Colombo Don Juan Dharmapolo, the
and at his request one hundred and twenty men were nominal and last legitimate king of Ceylon, bequeathsent toward Kandy to protect him from the conse- ing to the Portuguese by will that which he had never
quent indignation of his subjects, but ere the men virtually possessed-the sovereignty of the island.
reached their destination the king, who had already Thus the Portuguese were again in possession of the
changed his mind, caused them to be waylaid and maritime provinces, but the mountain fastnesses they
slain. In 1550 his successor to the Kandian throne scarcely reached.
It was in this century that the. great missionary
made a similar request, and in spite of the warning
they had already had, a second force was dispatched Jesuit Francis Xavier visited Ceylon. He went there
by the Portuguese, which was attacked when within in 1544, and by his eloquence and persuasion he inthree miles of Kandy, defeated, and forced to retire duced considerable numbers to embrace Christianity.
with a loss of seven hundred men, half of whom In 1591 and 1604 respectively, expeditions were sent
againt Jaffna to punish its king for aid rendered to
'Yere Europeans.
On the death of Maaya Dunnai in 1571 his eon, the Singalese; but on each occasion hl3 succeeded in
Rajah Singha, succeeded him. He contrived to re- buying off his antagonists. In 1617, probably in
duce most of the minor princes to obedience, and consequence of some further acts of hostility, his
made himself master of Kandy, the king escaping to capital was taken "under circumstances of singular
Manaar, where he and his daughter were baptized, barbarity," the king carried to Goa and there exethe king by the name of Don Philip, the princess by cuted, his heir induced to enter a convent, and the
that of Donna Catherina. As soon as Rajah Singha's peninsula formally incorporated with the Portuguese
arrangements were completed, he invested Colombo possession in the island.
THE DUTCH POSSESSiON.
with a formidable force; but the Portuguese reThe revolt of the seven Dutch provinces from the
mained masters of the sea, and sent naval armaments
to destroy and ravage the cities on the coasts. They oppressive yoke of Philip II. of Spain, and their deceven/roceeded so far as the extreme south of the laration of independence under the name of the
islan , where they pillaged the magnificent temple Netherlands, are events in the history of Europe, but
of Dondera (by which proceeding, of course, they they also had much to do with the interests of Ceyexhibited the superiority of Christianity), and re- lon and other parts of the East. The newly-formed
turned laden with spoils, after having inflicted inde- states rapidly extended their commerce, and ere long
scribable sufferings on the wretched and innocent sought the Indian seas. In 1602 one of their vessels,
victims of their displeasur&. Discouraged by these commanded by Admiral Spillbergen, anchored at
disasters, by the intelligence that fresh troops were Batticaloa, Ceylon, and the admiral, after .some
arriving to the aid of the Portuguese, and that his delay, was conducted to Kandy, where Wimala
own subjects were in revolt, the grim old lion king Dharma, who had carried off and married Donna
raised the siege and retired to Settawakka.. There Catherina after defeating the Portuguese, was then
he was aroused from his lair by a formidable revolt reigning. On being satisfied that the strangers were
of the Kandians, who, instigated by the Portuguese, not only uncconnected with, but the enemies of the
and commanded by a Singalese prince, who had been Portugese, the king, in a transport of joy embraced
baptized by the name of Don Juan, poured down the admiral, and in the fulness of his heart offered
upon the dominions of Rajah Singha and laid them him permission to build a fort in the name of his
waste to the walls of his palace. But Don Juan, in- master, the prince of Orange, in whatever part of
toxicated by success, and indignant at the Portuguese the island he chose. Laden with gifts, the Dutch
for proposing to bestow the hand of Donna Oath- commander returned to Batticaloa, leaving his secreerina on aBother than himself, turned against his tary and two musicians at the Kandian court, and
allies, drove them from Kandy, poisoned his rival, having captured a Portuguese vessel off Batticaloa, he
and once more marched against Rajah Singha, whom presented it with its crew and cargo to the king, as a
he defeated. The old chief, the hero of a hundred pledge of his sincerity.
On the 27th of April, 1603, Sebald de W eert, the
fights, unable to endure these disasters, refused surgical aid, and retired to his den at Settawakka, where Dutch vice-admiral, arrived at Batticaloa, and prohe died at an advanced age in 1592.
·
ceeding to the Kandian capital was received with
Don Juan now ascended the throne by the name of every mark of regard and favor by Wimala Dharma.
Wimala Dharma. The delada relic (the tooth of A treaty was entered into, whereby the Dutch comBuddha) had been carried off to Goa in 1560, and mander pleclgel} himl'!elf to aid the king against the
there publicly destroyed by the archbishop (an exhi- Portuguese, and De W eert proceeded to Achin for the
bition of Christian hatred and envy), who with his purpose of procuring re-enforcements for his fleet,
own hand, in the presence of the viceroy and his taking with him an embassador from the Kandian
court, and in spite of the offer of a fabulous price for court. On his return De W eert encountered and
its possession by the king of Pegu, reduced it to captured four Portuguese ships; and on his arrival at
powder in a mortar and then burnt it in a brazier of Batticaloa the king proceeded in person to meet him
charcoal, after which the ashes were cast into the there, expecting to share in the prizes, according to
river. But the Buddhists were not to be thus cheated the terms of the treaty. He found, however, to his
out of the tooth; they proved themselves equal to great mortification, that De Weert had released the
the emergency; they somewhere procured another captured vessels, and his suspicions as to the good
tooth, which was eventually installed in the sacred faith of the Dutch were further excited by the represhrine at Kandy, and is now venerated by the faith- sentations of his embassador, who complained that
ful, and bushels of flowers are spread out before it, De Weert had at an entertainment treaten him with
and everybody is just as well satisfied as though it marked disrespect by placing him at the foot of the
were the real tooth of Buddha; and in this way table, though the representative of the king, while
proved themselves pretty good competitors in the the Portuguese were seated at the head, from which
relic business, who have gathered in the various he inferred that their hostility was feigned. The
cathedrals and churches of Europe cartloads of what embassador further cautioned the king not to place
are called "relics," but of which probably not one himself within the power of the vice-admiral, as he
suspected him of entertaining treacherous designs.
is genuine, or is what it purports to be.
Don Philip having died at Manaar, his daughter, In consequence of these representations Wimala
Donna Catherina, a ward of the Portuguese, became Dharma declined visiting the Dutch fleet, or even
the lawful successor to the throne. Her guardians entering a tent which De Weert had caused to be
sent an army to repel the usurper, and an engage- erected on the shore for his reception.
Piqued at this mark of distrust, De Weertabruptly
ment ensued in which they were at first successful;
but Wimala Dharma, returning to the charge, routed told the king that as he had thus slighted the attenthe Portuguese, carried off and married the queen, tions paid him, he would not proceed to attack Galle
and for twenty years reigned over the Kandian according to previous agreement, or render him any
assistance. On this an altercation ensued, during
country.
Resolved, however, to chastise him, Jerome Azeve- which De Weert, who, to use the expression of the
do, a Christian butcher, was sent by the Portuguese Dutch historian, Baldmus, "had drunk once more
to take the command in Ceylon, a captain of whom a than was proper," made use of some coarse and incountryman has recorded the belief that hie subse- sulting expression about the Kandian queen. Fired
quent misfortunes (he died in prison at Lisbon) were with indignation, Wimala Dharma ordered the Dutch
a judgment on him for his_ cruelties to the Singa- commander to be seized. The order was misunderlese. He compelled mothers to cast their infants be- stood, and De W eert was, after some resistance, detween mill-stones previous to their own execution. spatched by the followers of the king. Having thus
At Galle he caused his soldiers to take up children compromised himself, and perceiving that all hope
on the points of their spears that they might "hear of conciliating the Dutch was at an end, Wimala
how the young cocks crowed." He caused many Dharma directed that the attendants of De Weert
men to be cast o:lf the bridge at Malwane for the should also be killed, with the exception of a. youth
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whom he took under his protection. A few escaped minions of the Dutch in the island, concluded an ad- and carried it out. Henceforth successful rebellion
by swimming to the ships; the rest were massacred. vantageous treaty with the Kandians, whereby a was at an end. The completion of this work was the
The king then returned to Kandy, whence he dis- considerable extent of territory was secured to the incentive for the commencement of others of a simipatched the following brief epistle to the Dutch Netherlands, and conditions favorable to the exten- lar character, and at the present day Ceylon may
officer next in command: "Who drinks wine is no sion of trade between the coast and the interior boldly submit to a comparison with ~~:ny other British
good. God has done justice; if you desire peace, were entered into. The results of the liberal policy colony in the world with regard to well constructed
peace; if war, ·war." Wimala Dharma died soon of the new governor soon became apparent in the roads and bridges.
after this, and his queen held the government alone, improved condition of the traae and revenue of the
There is no question but what the steady and able
but her position was a painful and difficult one. The Dutch possessions.
administration of the English in Ceylon has been
prince of U va, the most powerful of the Kandian
BRITISH RULE.
better for the people of the island than would hav~
nobles, aspired to the throne, and as a step toward
In 1782 war was declared between the Dutch and been the fitful, revolutionizing, and unsteady rule of
gaining it claimed the guardianship of the late king's the English; and the latter, who had by this time es- native princes and kings. The English as early as
minor children. This claim, however, was disputed tablished themselves at Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, 1815 had the magnanimity to grant that the national
by their uncle, Senerat, a Buddhist priest, who con- and other places on the coast of India, directed their religion of the island should not be interferetl with
trived to kill his rival by stabbing him in the back efforts against Trincomalie on the coast of Ceylon, which has been kept with a fair degree of faithful:
within the precincts of the royal palace as both were and having taken possession of it, Mr. Hugh Boyd of ness. Some improvements have been made from
on their way to have an audience with the queen. It the East Indian Company was dispatched to Kandy time to time by the English governors and rulers on
is as well, perhaps, that Senerat gave the blow first, as an embassador. Communications of a friendly the island, until at the present time there is hardly a
as his vietim was preparing to serve him in the same nature had been opened between the Madras govern- better governed colony in the world, and from what
way. He succeeded in persuading the queen that ment and the Kandian court as early as 1763; but I coula learn there is but little desire for the English
his real motive was regard for her safety and that of the British had failed to avail themselves of the ar- authority to be removed.
her children, and in inducing her to bestow herhand rangements for an alliance then made, and in conseThe governor-general of Ceylon is appointed by
upon and shre her;throne with him in 1604.
quence of this slight Mr. Boyd's overtures were re- the queen, or, at least, by the home government.
Such was the desire of the Dutch to conciliate the jected; and on his return to Trincomalie he had the The governor is assisted by and presides over an
Singalese that they took no steps to avenge the further mortification of finding that during his ab- executive council, consisting of the officer commandtdaughter of their countrymen. In 1609 a treaty sence the French had surprised the fort and carried ing the forces, the colonial secretary, .the queen's adoffensive and defensive was drawn up between the off the English garrison.
vocate, the treasurer, and the auditor-general. The
two powers. The right to a monopoly of the trade
Two years later war broke out~afresh between the le~islative council is presided over by the governor,
in cinnamon, gems, and pearls was granted to the Dutch and the Kandians, on which event the latter and is composed of the members of the executive
Dutch, and they were permitted to build a fort at solicited the aid of the English, though the same had council, the government agents for the western and
Kottiar. Billt in 1612 the Portuguese surprised and previously been rejected. The English, very willing central provinces, the surveyor-general, the collector of
destroyed it. About the same time Donna Catherina to secure further foothold on the island, furnished sea customs, and five unofficial gentleman who respectdied broken-hearted at the death of her eldest son, the aid desired. Aid was sent from Madras, and in ivelyrepresent theSingalese, Tamil, Burgher, planting
whom she had reasons to believe had been poisoned rapid succession different towns on. the coast were and mercantile interests. The island is divided into six
by Senerat, who was now king, An agreement was taken by the English; and the Dutch possessions in provinces, which are presided over by officers called
entered into with the Dutch to help against the the island which had not been taken by the English government agents, who, with the help of younger
Portuguese, which, however, was not carried out. were ceded to them, including the fortresses of Galle, members of civil service called assistant agents, carry
Numerous struggles took place between the Singalese Kaltura, and Matura, the respective garrisons being on the financial administration of their provinces.
and Portuguese, and sometirp.es to the benefit of the allowed to vacate them with all the honors or war. The native head men under their control are their
former.
The public buildings, records, and treasures were valuable and indispensable auxiliaries. The island
In 1632 King Senerat died, and his son Rajah made over to the English, and the public servants is duly supplied with courts. The schools and mean1
Singha II. came to the throne. The Portuguese and residents were allowed the option of remaining of education are in a fair conditign. The missionaries
deemed it a favorable time to make inroads into the or leaving as they saw fit. Most of the judicial have a large number -:.f schools wherein the tenets of
Kandian dominions. The new king entered into a officers and clergymen chose to remain, retaining Christianity are taught. Col. Olcott has taken subtreaty with the Dutch to assist him. In 1638 the their appointments and emoluments as before.
scriptions for fourteen thousand rupees for schools
Dutch Admiral Westerwold, after defeating a PortuMuch has been said of the pusillanimity of the to be free from all religious or doctrinal instruction.
guese fleet in the neighborhood of Goa, dispatched two Dutch in thus surrendering all they held in the If the lands now held by the priests can be diverted
vessels, with directions to prepare the king for his island, almost without striking a blow. There is to the uses of free education it will be a good work
arrival, with the rest of the fleet, in May following. good reason for believing that bribery had something accomplished.
Apprised of the new alliance, the Portuguese de- to do with the transfer that was made. It is known
THE .ANTIQIDTIES OF CEYLON
termined to attack Kandy before the rest of the that previou£ to the advance of the British on CoDutch fleet arrived. The king retired from the city; lombo by land, after the taking of Nigombo, an Eng- Consist of the ruins of edifices at the ancient capitals,
the Portuguese sacked and burnt it; but on their re- lish officer l:mded from the fleet which was at the dating from the sixth cectury before the Christian
turn they were attacked by an overwhelming force; time hovering off the coast, and after conferring with era, dagobas, and the ruins of Buddhistic temples,
native ·troops deserted them; their overtures were the Dutch governor, re-embarked. On his departure several of which were constructed more than two
rejected, and the whole force, commanders and all, some Swiss mercenaries in the service of the Dutch centuries before our era.
The ancient capital,
save seventy who were mad~ prisoners, perished on were allowed unmolested to transfer their allegiance Anuradhapora, was inclosed by a wall sixty-four
the battle-field.
to the English. Van Angelbeck then concealed his miles round, embracing an area of two hundred and
On the first of May Westerwold arrived with the valuables, and calmly waiting the advance of the forty-four square miles, including gardens and ·fine
rest of the fleet and at once attacked and took the attacking army, at once capitulated on its arrival; edifices. Here is the celebrated bo-tree, ·which came
Portuguese fort at Batti~aloa. The following year but such was the indignation of hi§! troops at the sur- from the branch of the tree in India under which
he took the fort at Trincomalie. Negombo, Matura, render of Colombo that they spat at and attempted Buddha attained to his Buddhaship, and which is
and Galle fell in succession. the king of Kandy in- to strike the British as they marched into the fort, more than two thousand years old.
vested Colombo and could have taken it, but he and nothing but the presence of the English saved
Among the dagobas about the ancient capital deseemed to think SOJUe Portuguese power should be Van Angel beck from the effects of the resentment of serving particular notice, the first in point of anretained to act against the Dutch, whom he dreaded his soldiers. He never. again returned to Holland, tiquity is the Thuparamaya, a monument inclosing,
to have entire control.
but remained a resident in the island he had basely it is claimed, the right jawbone of Buddha. It is
In 1646 an armistice was agreed to between Portugal surrendered until his death. Thus ended the rule of the seventy feet in bight, and was built in the third cenand the Netherlands, one of the articles of agreement Dutch in Ceylon, and thus did the English become tury before Christ. Some of the classic stone pillars,
being that each power should retain without molesta- possessors. The rule of the Dutch, though marked with elegant chiseled capitals, which surrounded it,
tion from the other whatever possessions it had al- by a few atrocities, was not so bad as that of the are still in existence.
ready acquired in Ceylon. But the king of Kandy, Portuguese had been. The object of both had been
Next in antiquity, and far superior in size and
being as much dissatisfied with Dutch as with Portu- to wholly subjugate the island; and wherever they magnificence, was the Ruanwelli dagoba, commenced
guese, used all means in his power to embroil them suct;eeded in fixing their yoke, its wearers found it a 160 B.c. It was much injured by the Tamils in 1214,
with each othu, and he attacked either as seemed heavy one.
but is now one hundred and fifty feet high. It is of
advisable to him. On one occasion he boldly marched
It was some years after this before the English be- brick. A tmbterranean passage formerly led to the
through the Portuguese territorytoNegombo, where came in full possession of the Kandian portion of the interior. Not far from the sacred bo-tree are many
he attacked the Dutch in their fort, which he succeeded island. There were intrigues, efforts to reach and stone pillars, some standing, others fallen, or as if
in taking; and having made prisoners of the garrison, retain the Kandian throne by aspirants and usurpers about to fall. There are the pillars of the famous
he wrapped in silk cloths the heads of such officers as hardly worth while to repeat. The English were Lowa Maha Paya, or brazen palace of Dutugaimunu,
had fallen in the conflict, and dispatched them to the called and seemed as willing to aid a usurper or so called because the roof was covered with brass.
Dutch commander at Galle. To this insult, as well tyrant if their own interests would thereby be pro- It was built in the second century before Christ, as
as many others heaped upon them, the Dutch either moted. Things went on in this way till July, 1815, a residPnce for the priests, and was supported by sixsubmitted in silence, or sought to conciliate their when the English deemed it necessary to declare war teen hundred pillars. In their present rough condihaughty enemies by the most abject marks of humili- against the tyranny which continued to manifest it- tion these pillars fail to suggest the idea of beauty,
ation. Their great object was gain, and for that they self at Kandy by one of the worst tyrants that had particularly when compared with the graceful colwere content to wave, for the present, every other occupied that throne. The English advanced upon umns of Mehintalai or the Thuparamaya. It is
consideration.
Kandy in eight different divisions. On February thought that these pillars were once covered with
After this time the Portuguese held little more 14, 1815, the English entered Kandy. The king had cement and adorned with precious gems and pearls.
foothold in the island, and the Sin,galese royal race fled with two of his wives. The place of his con- It is related in the Mahawanse (a Buddhist history)
became extinct in the person of Koondesala, who cealment was pointed out. The door was shattered, that the king caused a gilt hall to be constructed in
died in 1739; and a Tamulian, a brother of the queen when the glare of torches revealed the cruel tyrant the middle of the palace, and that the hall was supdowager, was raised to the throne, with the title of to the gaze of his exulting subjects, who bound him ported on golden pillars representing lions and other
Sri Wijayo Rajah. It had long been customary for hand and foot, reviled him, spat on him, and dragged animals. At the extremity of the hall it was ornathe kings of Ceylon to marry Tamil wives, thus pre- him to the next village with every species of insult mented with festoons of pearls, and all around with
paring the way for a total transfer of the crown to and indignity. His life, however, was spared. He beads. "In this supreme palace there are nine
that race, the blood of which already flowed so was conveyed a prisoner to Colombo, and then re- stories, and in each of them one hundred apartments.
largely in the veins of the royal family. No Singa- moved to Vellore in the Madras presidency, where All these apartments were highly embellished; they
lese king again ascended the throne of Ceylon.
had festoons of beads resplendent like gems, and the
he died in 1832.
During Wijayo's reign the Kandians prevailed on
From this time there was no great opposition to tinkling festoons were of gold. In that palace th~re
the low country Singalese to attempt the expulsion the English authority. Two or three restless mal- were a thousand dormitories having windows with
of the Dutch; but the latter not only defeated their contents made attempts to raise a revolt and to seat ornaments (like unto) jewels, which were bright as
opponents but marched on Kandy, which they themselves on the throne of Kandy, but they were eyes.'' Such is a part of the description of. the gr~at
took and held for some time, the king retiring on suppressed without great difficulty.
Sir Robert famous brazen palace, a testimony both of the mu.mfitheir approach. In 1766 Governor Iman William Brownrigg devised the plan, a good military road to cence of its erecter and his reverence for the priestFalck, a man of enlarged mind, who had already in- be constructed into the heart of the mountain dis- hood. It is espe9ially recorded that the laborers
augurated a more enlightened policy within the do- tricts, and Sir Edward Barnes grasped at the idea employed in it!! construction were remunerated; the
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king being of the opinion that "on this occasion sums on structures, in designing which the idea of render it worthy of attention. The foot impression
it was not fitting to exact unpaid labor."
utility seems to have been utterly discarded, and upon the summit has probably had a longer period of
reputed sanctity and worship than. almost any other
The Abhayagiri dagoba erected by W alagam that of grandeur alone entertained.
Bahu I., 87 B.c., on his rescuing the throne from the
WORKS oF IRRIGATION. . .
object of reverence in the East. But some who have
usurpation of the Tamils, was originally- 180 cubits
Someth~ng should be said of these ancient works, seen it report that the resemblance to a footprint is
in bight, but is now reduced to 240 feet. The which possessed far greater importance than all the not at all close. The summit. of the mountain is
SuwaBaramaya dagoba was erected by the same king. palaces and monuments. Sir Henry Ward says that, rocky and surrounded by a wall about five feet high,
The Jaytawarama dagoba was built by Mahasen in leaving the main road six miles from Dambool, be in the shape of ,an irregular hexagon, by the side of
the third century after Christ. It was 210 feet in met with no less than nine tanks within a distance which a level path has been formed, incircling the
hight, and its circumference is still 1,080 feet. It is of sixty miles. He found that they were constructed rocks, which rise to a bight of about eight feet in the
surrounded by a spacious court, paved with stone, with great labor, considerable engineering skill, and center, andon the top is tl:e holy footprint; and the
and it has been estimated that the whole mass con- of such solidity that their embankments seemed to whole is surmounted by a wooden temple. One
tains twenty millions of 'cubic 'feet.
defy the hand of time. Forty miles north of these who has visited it says the indentation bears very
About eight miles from Anuradhapura, in an again is Paduvil column, the most gigantic work of little similarity to a footprint, and that were it not
easterly direction, a hill suddenly rises above the all, for the bund, which is in perfect repair, except for the fact that some interested devotees have made
plain. A flight of a thousand steps, partly built, at the one spot where, in the course of ages, the good use of mortar and trowel, the visitor would
partly cut out of the rock, llJads to a stone dagoba; waters have forced a passage between it and the gaze for a long time before he would fancy he saw
and ascending still farther, the traveler finds himself natural hills which it united, is eleven miles long, anything of the kind. Even as it is, were the plasat the base of a second dagoba of brick. This re- thirty feet broad at the summit, one hundred and tered separations of the toes removed, one would be
markable hill is called Mahintalai, in honor of sixty feet at the base, and seventy feet high; and more likely to take it for the impression of a door
Mahindo, the. founder of Buddhism in Ceylon. The that to the westward of this is the tank of An urad- with a semi-circular top than for that of a foot. It is
lower or Ambustulla dagoba is supposed to mark the hapura, and the giant's tank, the dimensions of about four feet and a half long and two feet and a
quarter broad. Verily, verily, if that impression
spot where the meeting took place between Mahindo which are not given.
Sir Henry Ward says he walked and rode over the was made by one of the feet of old father Adam, he
and King Devenepiatissa. The upper dagoba, called
the Ambhalato, is said to enshrine a single hair from Paduvil column, and estimates that its construction must have had a greater understanding than he
must have occupied a million of people for ten or has generally had a credit for. During the months
the head of Buddha.
Between Mahintailai and Kandy-, at a distance of fifteen years. The tank, when full, is said to have of visitation by _Pilgrims it is preserved by a
forty miles from the latter place, is a huge mass of irrigated the whole space between the bund and the metal cover glittermg with glass diamonds from the
gneiss, which towers above the level country to the sea. A vast breach is now open, th.e depth of too inquiring gaze of unbelieving or wavering skepbight of 350 feet. The name of the place is Dam- which is said to be unfathomable; and what was tics. The border which makes the outline of the
bool, and the caves in the side of the rock have once the basin of t.he tank is covered with magnifi- impression is about four inches broad, made of
been converted into Buddhist temples, and at the cent timber, except in those parts still under water coarse lime, painted; and the temple which surpresent day glow with all the brightness of coloring during the rainy season. These are overgrown with mounts the imposition is about six feet by five in
the painter's art can bestow. On entering a richly- coarse, rank grass. For miles around there is not a size. It is supported by chains running from· the
carved gateway an image of· Buddha is in a sitting vestige of man; and the temporary building erected corners of the roof to the outside of the walls, where
position, and within is a figure, in a reclining for Sir Henry had the effect of frightening away all they are firmly fastened to the rock.
TRADE AND CROPS oF CEYLON.
posture, forty feet in length. This temple was first the game in that part, so unaccustomed were the
Imports, 53,647,000 rupees; exports, 52,916,000
endowed by Walagam Bahu 86 years B.c. It is still deer and the buffaloes which frequented the tank to
a place of much resort, pilgrims going there from any intrusion u:ron their solitudes.
rupees; vessels at Colombo in the year 153~, tonnage
all parts of the iRland.
It is thought that a net-work of canals connected 600,000 tons; vessels at Galle in the year423, tonnage
The later capital, Pollonnarua, is described as the nine tanks together; that every river or stream 560,000 tons.
abounding in the remains of great grandeur. "No that could be turned to account was intercepted, its
'l'he products for export are coffee, tea, cinchona,
scene," says Sir Emerson Tennent, "can be con- waters diverted into these huge reservoirs, and there chocolate, caoutchouc (three kinds), ipecac, cardaceived more impressive than this beautiful city must husbanded by the aid of artificial embankments, mons, cinnamon, pepper, vanilla, cocoanuts, and all
have been in its pristine splendor; the stately build- generally stretched between the hills, and con- the products of the tree, citronella, and other essenings stretching along the shore of the lake, their structed, when such a measure appeared necessary, tial oils, plumbago, etc.
gilded cupolas reflected on its still expanse, and of massive blocks of ;stone, artistically beveled in
Ell:ports of tea, g5,000 pounds; coffee, 72,532,500
embowered in the dense foliage of the surrounding such a manner that pressure only consolidated them pounds; cinnamon bark (in value), 784,000 rupees;
forests. At the present day it is by far the most more firmly; furnished with sluices and spill-waters cinnamon oil, 25,667 rupees; other esse.ntial oils, 12,remarkable assemblage of ruins in Ceylon, not alone for the irrigation of the surrounding fields and the 500 rupees; cardamons, 25,000 rupees; cinchona
from the number and dimensions, but from the escape of the surplus water. At the time when bark, 520,000 rupees; plumbago, 1,625,000 rupees;
architectural superiority of its buildings." This these works were common throughout the island the cocoanut oil, 2,189,000 pounds, worth 2,717,739 rucity had been a favorite residence of royalty so early art of irrigation in Europe was in its rudest state.
pees; cocoanuts, crude, mostly to India, 85,000 ruas the year 718. Mabindo I. adopted it as the seat
The Anuradhapura tank is the oldest work of the pees; cocoanut shells, 28,690 rupees; copperah (dried
of government. It was here that Prakrama Bahu, kind. It was constructed by Panduwasa in the fifth nut), 529,651 rupees; arrack (spirit from the cocoathe Magnificent, was crowned in 1153, and he it was century before Christ. The Giant's Tank, in the nut), 165,117 rupees; coir fiber, rope, yarn, matting,
who raised it to the bight of its splendor. Ac- Manaar district, is so called because the huge masses etc., 400,875 rupees.
cording to the Mahawanse, it was twenty-eight miles of rock forming the lower part of its dam, which
The imports are principally butter, cheese, ham,
long and sixteen miles wide, and the whole sur- are said to have sustained no injury by time, were bacon, confectionary, preserved meats and fruits,
rounded by a wall. Prakrama enlarged the lake, supposed to have been hewn and carried to their potatoes (from India), books, maps, and prints, liqerected numerous edifices, and planted. gardens. places by giants. This tank contains within its uors, wines, kerosene oil, jewelry, dried fish, and
The Rankol dagoba was built by his queen, and is basin ten villages, which have sprung up since its curry stuffs (from India), etc.
558 feet in circumference and 186 feet in .bight. formation.
The main street of the city, which formed the apThe Horra-borra Tank, in Bintinne, deserves
There, I think you will admit I have told you
proach to this monument, may, according to Ten- mention. An artificial· embankment two hundred enough about Ceylon. I will say that I have drawn
nent, be still traced by the foundations of the houses feet broad was there drawn across a river at a spot the historical items largely from "A Brief Account
that lined it on either side.
where two masses of rock, rising from the bed of of Ceylon," by L. F. Liesching, who quoted from Sir
Farther up the street is the Jayta Wana Rama the stream, add solidity to the work. These rocks, E. Tennent and others.
In conclusion, I must say I leave Ceylon with
temple, built by the king, on a model, it is said, of though sixty feet in thickness, have been tunneled
one erected at Kapilewasta, in India, by Buddha so as to allow the surplus water to escape through very kindly remembrances of many friends whom I
himself.
It differs in character from Singalese them. They were formerly fitted with sluice-gates, will not soon forget. At 12 M:. on March 3d, a queer
structures generally, and the workmen employed on and the waters arrested by the embankment were sort of boat peculiar to Ceylon took me out to the
it were brought over from India. It contains a thrown back a distance of eight or ten miles.
Khiva. Several friends accompanied me to the
gigantic image of Buddha. Near by is the Kiri
The Ellahara canal was commenced by KingMa- water's edge, where we took the final adieu. The
dagoba, so called from its milk-like whiteness. It hasen in the year 275; it was fed by the waters of boat mentioned appears to be dug out of a log, with
was. surmounted by a golden spire. Near it are the Karaganga. This river fed various tanks in its aide boards at the top. It is long and narrow, and to
stone pillars which mark the site where the town course, that of Kowdelle being tw.enty-ol!le miles in prevent its rocking and capsizing two curved arms
council was wont to assemble. Date, 1187.
circumference; a second, now in ruins, its bed being some ten feet in length reach over and attach themThere is an old dagoba at Bintenne. The city covered by forest trees, is said to have been thirty- selves to a log ten or twelve feet in length, which
itself had great antiquity. It is believed to be the seven miles round. Some idea may be formed of the keeps the craft steady. About 1 o'clock the steamer
Magrammum of Ptolemy, and a chief city of the magnitude of the work when it is stated that one of weighed anchor, and in two or three hours Ceylon
Yakkos. It wa111 here that Buddha is said to have the embankments alone stretches along a distance of was lost to view. Good bye, Ceylon.
·
first set foot upon his visit to Ceylon. The dagoba twenty-four miles, and varies in bight from forty to
was built thr~e hundred years before Christ by the ninety feet. The other tanks and canals which are
March 8, 1882. Five days of steaming against a
brother of Kmg Devenepiatissa. It is a huge semi- somewhat numerous, I will have to pass over in steady head wind brought us to Penang. One or
circular mound of brick work, three hundred and silence, fearing I have already made a greater tax two days it rained some, and dark clouds overhung
sixty feet in circumference, and still one hundred upon your time than I should have done.
us. One morning while viewing the clouds acted
feet high, but so much decayed at the top that its
ADAM's PEAK
upon by contrary winds, the steamer seemed to pass
original outline is no longer ascertainable.
Is one of the highest mountain cones in Ceylon- under an archway of dense, dark clouds which nearly
There are many other antiquities on the island, eight thousand feet-but is difficult of ascension be- shut out the light, partially like passing into a tunbut probably I have mentioned the most distin- cause the upper portion approaches so closely to the nel, and soon the rain poured down freely. Other
guished, and probably enough. In many places the perpendicular. To the followers of Buddha and days were pleasant, though the wind remained
dense foliage, so natural here, has completely cov- Mohammed it has equally special attractions, as the briskly ahead. I noticed several whirlwinds, which
ered these old ruins, so that even large trees are monument of the life and existence of an extraordi- seemed to di!lturb somewhat the surface of the
growing directly over where once stood some grand nary man. The Buddhists assert that on one of ocean. I saw numerous schools of flying-fish, who
old structure. .There is, however, abundance of Buddha's viBits to the island he left the impression were out for an airing, and seemed to be ~njoying
proof to show that the sovereigns who once suc- of his foot as an evidence of his power and an object themselves. We passed a number of islands both on
cessively_swayed the scepter here were not only fond of worship for his followers; the Mohammedans, on the right and left, being, I presume, the Nicobar
of erectmg monuments and edifices of glory, but the other hand, contend that Adam, after spending and Andaman islands. To the north of us is Burmah,
that th~y were keenly alive to the importance of his paradisaical happiness in Ceylon, where the Gar- which, though I do not v1sit, deserves some attendevelopmg the resources of a grateful soil, and that den of Eden was located, endured there his penance tion from us, and while I am steaming along toward
the labor expended on their agricultural works likewise, subsequently to his fall, by standing on the Penang, I will tell you something about it.
brought back a return not only sufficient to supply summit of the peak on one foot for a long series of
BURM:AH
the wants of a teeming population, but also to ena- years, and that hence rose the impression. But Is one of the large independent states between India
ble_ them, while maintaining a court, the splendor of were there even no traditions of the sort to hallow and China, another of which is Siam. The history
:whwh_ was the theine of foreign princes, and the the mountain, its great bight, its peculiar shape, and of Burmah is full of civil dissensions between the
mcent1ve to foreign rapacity, to spend countless the distance to which it can be seen at !!ea would alone Burmese and the Peguans, their deadly enemies, and
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the wars which were the result were often very in the country I have never seen an indecent act or: roofs I!lade of bamboos and l~aves .. Young ~en who
bloody. In 1750--:52 ithe Peguans, W.ith the assist- immodest gesture in man or woman. . . . I. are bachelors do not sleep m their fathers houses
ance of the Portuguese, captured Ava, and annexed have seen hundreds of men and women bathing, and j but each village has a separate building for th~
Burmah to Pegu. · But this triumph was short-lived. no immodest or careless act. . . . Children are· young men, wher? they sl~ep by themselves. They
The royal family of Burmah being incompetent to treated with great kindness, not only by the mother a~e fond of wresthng, dancmg, .and games of various
wage the wars necessary to regain their liberty, the but by the father, who, when unemployed, takes .the kmds. . .
. .
,
Gause was warmly taken up by an adventurer-Alom- young child in his arms and seems ~leased ~o attend
The prmmpa~ food of the country Is nee, ~ut they
praw-who, having defeated the Peguans, ascended to it while the mother cleans the nee or sits unem- make use of ammal food to some extent. F1sh and
the throne.· He also took summary vengeance on ploy~d by his side. I have as often seen fath?rs the flesh of the superior animals, such as bullocks,
the English and French, who had established facto- caressing female infants as male: A widow With de~r, goats, etc., a~e _much so~gh_t after. ?-'he rice,
ries in Burmah, and had interfered with her civil male and female children is more hkely to be s~mght as ~n n?arly ~ll AsiatiC co~~-trie!l, IB eaten with ?urry,
feuds to secure their own interests. This ill-faith on in marriage than if she has none.
Children whiCh IB a ma:ture of chilus (red peppers), gmger
the part of the Europeans was long remembered are almost as reverent to paren.ts as among the turme;ic, and numerous. kinds of vegetables, and
against them in the country where they were refused Chinese. The aged are treated With great care and sometimes small fish or bits of meat stewed together,
a footing.
tenderness and occupy the best places in all as- which is added freely to boiled rice. I have tried
In 1767 Burmah was invaded by a Chinese army semblies."'
·
several kinds of the rice and curry-some I have.
of fifty tho~Ball;d men, but th!l reigning king, ShemThis is pretty good testimony, and to come, too, found tolerably good and others not to my taste~
puan, was vigorous and gave It such a reception that from a man who went there to teach them what he It is usually too hot with the peppers. A favorite
not a man of the large army ever returned. to China. called a better religion; It )Vould seem t~at it must drin~ '!"ith the Mu~hs a.nd Burmes.e is called ta.rree,
In 1794 a Burmese army of five thousand men be a pretty good sort of rehgion that will make a or a JUice of a spe_mes of J.>alm, whwh also f~rmsh~s
crossed the British frontier and entered the district people conduct themselves in that manner. J. H. leaves for thatchmg their houses. The hquor IB
of Chittagong in pursuit of some refugees from Stocqueler, in his" Handbook of British India," says sweet, slightly intoxicating, but harmless. A strong
Aracan, but retreated when commanded to do so by the marriage tie is held in rather slight respect by spirit is also distilled from fermented rice. The .
. the English, and the delinquents were given up. the Mughs, and that divorces are procured for trivial smoking of tobacco is almost as common a fault with
This opened an intercourse between the English and offenses. The Burmese regularly court their wives, them as in Europe and America.
Burmese, which was of an unfriendly character. and after the consent of the parents has been obtained,
Both men and women are robust in form, but they
This unpleasantness, with the fact that the English a day is fixed for the wedding, and all the friends are not a handsome race. They are fond of ornawished to possess themselves of the Burmese coast, and relatives of the parties are invited to a feast at menta and finery. The men usually we~r a ~ead
with as much of the interior as they could obtain, led the house of the bride's father. After the dowry dress, or gambong, composed of book mushn twisted
to the war of 1824. This war was continued over has been settled, they all sit down to the feast; the round, but not over the head, and it is often gracea year, and though the Burmese are said by the bride and b1·idegroom eat out ~f the same dish, fully entwined with their long hair, which they prize
British generals to have fought well, they were not which binds the contract, and they are declared to so much that it is not uncommon for them to wear
able to compete with the superior weapons, skill, and be man and wife; the son-in-law often remains a false hair; a jacket which is tied at the throat and
bravery of the British army, and ultimately the king member of the family till the wife desires a home of closed over the chest and reaches half way down the
of Burman was willing to enter into terms of peace her own and he can afford one. The Mughs go thigh, and a dhootie, often of brilliant-colored silk,
by ceding to the English valuable portions of his through the same ceremony, with this difference, complete their costume. The women go with the head
· country lying on the coast. By the war of 1852-53 that when young the match is made for them by their bare, but the hair is neatly braided and tied in a
these possessions were enlarged inland, as far up parents, and they never see each other till the mar- knot behind; a red cloth is wrapped tightly round
as Prome, so that England holds the most valuable riage day; but widows or grown-up ladies do not at- the bosom, from which descends a petti?oat, which
part of Burmah, and when some good excuse offers tend to this, but exercise the liberty of choosing for is often gaily colored and open on one side, so that
and it suits her to do so, she will undoubtedly tak~ themselves.
in walking much of the leg and even the thigh is
the remainder.
.
When a divorce is sought for by both parties noth- ofte~ exposed. The. Mugh women we~r als_o a l?ose
These Burmah provinces have been of great value ing more is requisite than that they should go before mushn Jacket, reachmg below the waist, With tight
to England, both in a commercial and a political a village assembly and make a declaration of their sleeves, and a gay cotton handkerchief thrown c~re
point of view. The exports of rice alone- wishes. Their property is then equally divided, and les!;!ly over the head or shoulder. The young guls
for the cultivation of which the low grounds of they; separate, perhaps to rejoin again when their are said to be often very pretty and always merry.
Burmah are well adapted-to Bengal, the Coroman- ill feelings have had time to subside. This seems to
The Mohammedans of the country are supposed to
del coast, and other parts of India, give employ- be a better rule than to compel a man and woman to be the descendants of slaves imported from Bengal
ment to about a thousand small vessels annually.
live together when they can no longer love each by the great people in early times. There are sevA considerable portion of the English-Burmese other and there is no possibility of the union being eral mountain tribes-the Koonrees, Taugmros, Kypossessions is comprised of the province of Aracan, longer desirable. When a husband wishes to sepa- engs, and Karians-who are wholly different in rewhich contains some 3,000,000 inhabitants, divided rate from his wife against her will, he must give up ligion an~ customs from the Bl!-rmese and the_Mugh~;
into three classes, the Burmese, the Aracans, and the all the property and take upon him all her debts and they are m a state of barbarism. The_Y bUild their
Mughs, besides Mussulmans from the hills, and Hin. leave the house with nothing but his gambong and houses entirely of bamboos, and very high from the
doos and Mussulmans from India. The Burmese and dhootie; but should a woman seek divorce from her ground, and live in communities of from fifteen or
Mughs are manly, frank, and straightforward in husband, she has only to tender to him, befoi·e a com- twenty to forty or fifty families. They change the
character, kind and hospitable, with more of inde- petent judicial authority, the sum of twenty-five site of their village every tw.o or three years, as the
pendence and good nature than sycophancy or mean- rupees, which by law he is in ordinary cases bound· soil of the hillsides becomes exhausted. They are
ness in their bearing; they are of an obliging, for- to accept, or at the utmost she returns her husband frequently at war with each other, but such as degiving nature, but rather improvident, and somewhat the ornaments he may have given her, also repays scend into the low country and occupy the small
inclined to the use of intoxicating drinks, which has the sum of money he gave her parents on the wed- hills are very peaceful, inoffensive people, though
been considerably increased since their acquaintance ding, which iR usually all the cost to him of the mar- not a little addicted to drunkenness, produced from
with the English. They are said to be passionate riage, and then the release is effected by the wife the spirit distilled from rice. They are of a roving
and.to make good soldiers. The women are reckoned breaking a palm leaf in two, eating one-half herself ~isposition, and upon ~he occurrence o_f any _great
faithful, and are allowed to go abroad without re. and giving the other to her husband. Where there siCkness or unusual misfortune they Immediatel_y
straint; and they are said to be more industrious are children they are divided according to their move the entire village. Their attachment to their
than the men. The whole labor of the house falls sexes, the boys being given to their father and the native mountains is, however, very strong, and those
upon them; they go to market, fetch the food, the girls to the mother. They are considered far from who have been driven by the oppression of other
water, and every necessary; they beat out the rice, being a burden in a country where food is 80 a bun- tribes to seek a residence in the islands, or the plains
even, collect the ashes of their dead, and on the first
cook the me.als, m~ke cloth fo~ the whole family, dant and a livelihood so easily obtained.
and even assist their husbands m the fields and in
The Mughs have no fixed method of disposing of opportunity, be it years afterward, convey them back
looking after the cattle.
their_dead; the customary way is to burn them; but to their native hills. Nothing will induce them to
The religion of the Burmese is Buddhism, and that the poor usually bury their dead. The coffins, which intermarry with any other people or i~habit a Mugh
they are mainly a moral people there is abundance are used alike in burning and burying of persons, of village. They wear very little clothmg beyond a
of testimony. Malcom, the American Baptist mis- any substance, are in the shape of a sarcophagus, and rag round the loins and another round the head, and
sionary to Burmah, in his "Travels in Asia," places if the family can afford it they are richly ornamented in cold weather the richer ones have a cotton wrapthem fairly on the record as to good conduct. In with tinsel, etc. Iu this the corpse, dressed in a new per or chudder over the shoulders_. They are ~o;tu
giving some of his own personal experiences in suit of clothes, is laid face downward, a piece of gold nate in not being troubled with very much _rehgwn,
Burmah, he says he was resting one day in a zayat or silver coin, or a jewel, being put in the mouth, being more nature-worshipers than anythmg e~se,
in a small Burmese village, and was scarcely seated the great toes and the thumbs are tied together, and and believe in a good many nats or demons, whwh
when a woman brought a nice mat for him to lie on; if a female six pieces of wood are laid on the back, they strive hard to placate.
another brought him cool water; and a man went and if a male but three.
The Buddhist temples of the Burmese, called
and picked him half a dozen good oranges. None,
When a female dies pregnant she is not burnt but Keoungs, are most substantially and often beautifully
he says, sought or expected any remuneration, but buried, the child being first .cut out of the womb and built, and as a mark of distinction they have two or
quietly disappeared and left him to his repose. He interred alongside of the mother ; lepers, temple three roofs raised one above another. They are gengoes on to say: "None can ascend the river without slaves, suicides, victims of cholera, criminals, and all erally well !ltocked with numerous images of Buddha
being struck with the hardihood, skill, energy, and those considered unclean are buried, not burnt. The of all sizes and materials, white and black mar~le,
good humor of the Burmese boatmen. In point of chief priests and men in power are generally em- alabaster, wood, stone, clay, or copper,mostofwhi?h
temper .and morality they are infinitely superior to balmed and their bodies preserved for some years are, either wholly or partially, gilt with gold or stlboatmen on our western waters. In my various trips aft?r "!hich. they a~e ~urnt "!ith great ceremony: ver. Glass. and. metal ves~els with _real and artificial
I have seen no quarrel, nor heard a hard word." Quwksllver IB the prmmpal article used for cleaning flowers, and va.rwus other simple artiCles ?f orna~ent,
"Many of these people have never seen a white man the intestines. Music and dancing t 11ke place at the are arranged in front of the images; Immediately
before, but I am constantly struck with their polite- funer~ls ?f those who can afford to pay for it, and a over them the~e is usually a canopy of fine cloth
ness. They desiilt from anything on the slightest feast. I~ grv:en to th~ neighbors seven days afterwar~, ornamented With gold _leaf and ~ms~l,. an~ bl~ck
intimation; never crowd around to be troublesome, at wh10h It sometimes happens that exhilarating wooden cases, the panehng of whiCh IB mlaid With
and if, on showing them my watch or pencil-case, or liquors are imbibed till some of the party become little squares of glass of all c?lors, surm?unted by
anything which particularly attracts them, there are very happy, or other times riots are the consequence. images of Buddha, and in whiCh the pnests keep
more of them than can get a sight, the outer ones The day after the funeral the family repair to the their sacred books and records, occupy_ the background
stand aloof and wait till their turn comes. . . . spot where the body has been burnt or buried, and and other parts of the hall. Hangmg lamps, wall
I saw no intemperance in Burmah, though an intoxi- spread food for the deceased.
shades, crystal decanters, and such things are also
eating liquor is easily made from the juice of the
The children are usually named three or four much sought after for the ornament of the temp!e·
palm.. · · · A man may t~avel from one en~ of montl;ls after their birth. The astrologers fix the
In the mountains and forests t~e el~phant, tiger,
the kmg~om to the other Without money, feedmg name and the day, and the parents give a feast, at leopard, t.;.ger-cat, bear, deer of variOus kmds, and ~he
and lodgmg as well as the people. I have seen thou- which there is music, dancing, and revelry. In the wild boar are to be found. _The bosgaurus~ the wild
sands together for hours on public occasions rejoic- ·lo'!" countries the people of all classes live in houses buffalo, the sha (somewhat hke t~e c~am01s), and a
ing in all ardor, and no act of violence or case of bl~Ilt of posts and bamboo walls, the flooring being kind of wild dog or wolf; also a sp_emes of ~accoon,
Intoxication.
During my whole residence raised four or five feet from the ground, and the the wildcat!.! the ballasoor, and a kmd of mvet are
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ound in the hills.

There are no jackals, hares, or the laboring classes have simply a waist-cloth and sometimes braided by itself, and sometimes with silk

The latter article is .very large and looks or other thread of brilliant colors. The Chinaman
~·· .roxes; but asses and mo~k~ys of numerous kinds in- hat.
It seems to be made of. bamboo, large thinks very much of his pig-tail, for to lose it is a
~·.·· habit the j~gles .. The birds and snakes are much heavy.

r:· the same a.s 1n lnd1a. The waters produce over two
~· hundred kinds of fish.
.
if Among the trees are the teak, oak, red and white
r' jarool, praing, tooii, sissoo, telsue (yie~ds dammar),

enough for an umbrella-would almost answer for a great disgrace. .As a punishment for criminals the
boat, or to top out a hay-stack.
pig-tail . is sometimes taken off, but the punishThere are a few Chinamen in Bombay and Cal- ment is equal to a year's imprisonment. They do
cutta, but aside from those places these are the first their eating on the deck, their food being largely a
f gurjun, semel or cotton-tree, peepul, With ·n.umerous I have met with, and I judge this to be almost as mixture of rioe and other articles. I notice they are
; kinds of palm and bamboo everywhere 1n great good as a visit to China. One can see here Chinese very handy with their "chopsticks"- two ·small
abundance. The mangrove, which is valuable as customs and habits almost as perfectly as in Peking smooth sticks about three inches in length, and which
fuel, especially for steam purposes, is most abundant. itself. They certainly show as much life and energy they hold in their right hand, one with the thumb
Long grass covers the plains. Iron is found in many as any people I have met with, and they are so much and finger, so they can manipulate them in picking
lighter in color than any other natives that a relief up small bits of food. In eating soup and semi.. places, as also is coal.
is experienced in this direction.
ff'
PENANG.
fluid food they hold the 'bowl or vessel close to the
In the way of enterprise and money-making they face, and the way they poke the soup, etc., into the
On March 8th, at 11 A.M., we arrived at Penang, a
thriving city situated on an island by the same name, are almost equal to the Jews, and have often been mouth is very amusing.
some si:x:teen miles in length, and separated from the termed "the Jews of the East." Many of them
This people have faults much like other portions of
Malayan peninsula by an arm of the sea. The town become wealthy and do a large wholesale business. the human family. Many of them are slaves to
is situated on a level plain, but near by are hills I hear of some who came here with nothing and opium smoking, the same as Anglo-Saxons are slaves
three thousand feet hig~, which give a good back- commenced business by peddling fruit or something to alcoholic drinks and tobacco; though I don't
ground to a very pretty picture. The city is sitqa ted of the kind, saving every cent they made, and finally think the Chinese are so bad in this respect as 011r
in the northwest entrance of the straits of Malacca, becoming heavy merchants, and ·sometimes owners own people; I so far see very few indications of it.
which are but a few miles wide, so that the land and of vessels. Many of them are men of good large They look plump and healthy. I am told they are
hills on the southern side add to the beauty of the frames and good muscles. .As a rule, they are far very fond of gambling and that· often when they
scene. The vegetation is ·much of the same character stronger than the Hindoos, and they seemed not at have been absent from' their country for years and
as on Ceylon, the palms and banana-trees being all opposed .to hard work. I see hardly any Chinese have saved up a good deal of money, they will get
women, and am told that but few of them leave to gambling on their way home and lose it all. I
abundant.
We had barely come to a stop before our steamer the "Flowery Kingdom."
heard, however, of men doing the same thing who
1
Here I also saw the first of the Malays, and pro- would object to be ranked with Chinese.
was well surrounded by numerous Chinese boats of a
pattern different. from what I have seen before. nounce them a good-looking clasl'l of .Asiatics. They
On our way to Singapore we pass between the
They are twenty feet or more in length, rather sharp are of a dark-yellow, or light-brown, rather short in Malay peninsula and the island of Sumatra. We
at the bow, With an eye <tfin each side, the extreme stature, and well built. They are not so active, in- passed a number of islands, some small and others
point representing an ani!iiial's or a fish's head (it is dustrious, and enterprising as the Chinese, but seem looming up boldly. As we approach the equator
said the Chinese think the boat cannot see where to :l steady, well-disposed class of people .. These are the weather seems to grow hot and oppressive. On
go unless it has eyes); the stern is rather wide and the inhabitants of the Malay peninsula, and the the 9th many waterspouts were visible through the
square at the· extremity, and the rave or sideboard same race has spread over several of the neighbor- day. ·I saw one very plainly which looked like a
long slim funnel reaching from a dark cloud two
extends two or three feet farther back than the boat, ing islands, particularly Sumatra and Java.
giving it somewhat the appearance of a swallow's tail. ·The Klings, from India, arre considerably darker. thousand feet above the water down to the latter,
The Chinese waterman stands near the after part Cf They, like the .Arabs, have a heavy beard, while the aud from the commotion that seemed to be caused it
the boat, and has long oars which cross each other faces of- the Malays are as free from beard as an was doubtless taking up water freely. These whirlwhen he takes hold of them,- so that the right hand .American Indian. They are said to be pretty good winds ~r cyclones sometimes suck up large quantities
of water, which, as soon as the force which takes it
oar is in his left hand, and vice verBa. He pushes farmers, and also make very fair mechanics.
Penang has belonged to the English since the up is spent, returns in immense showers, called "the
with the oars instead of pulling, and always retains
the standing position; but he makes them move days of the East India Company. It contains about bursting of a cloud." These heavy :floods sometimes
along with good speed. He has a sail he can put up one hundred and sixty square miles, and is reckoned take place on the land. The circular wind-storms
at pleasure, and a canvas covering he uses when· it very rich in proportion to its size and the amount of or cyclones are similar to those which sometimes
rains. Here he has his furnace for cooking, here he ground under cultivation. Its staple productions take place in our country when the storm makes a
has his bed, and this boat is his hom~:\ from year to are the betel-nut or the arican palm, cocoanut, nut· narrow path for a few miles, tearing up trees, prosyear. .As the steamer stopped here a few hours I of meg, and cloves. There are some three hundred trating houses, blowing trains from railroads, and
course patronized one of these sand-pans (for that is thousand nutmeg-trees on the island; and in what is even sometimes taking up stones weighing hundreds
the name of them), and went ashore to see the· town, called the Province Wellesley the annual yield is of pounds. The power of the wind when moving in
though the sun was pouring down his vertical rays at over twenty-five million nutmegs. The clove-trees such a spiral or narrow circular form seems to be
a fearful rate.
- number nearly one hundred thousand, over half of immense, and the whirlwind itself, without being
broken, travels at the rate of several miles an hour,
The town presents a lively, thrifty appearance, which are in bearing.
The English portion of the town is very pretty, while the velocity of the wind within the cone or
and cleanly withal, having a large number of business houses; shopping, wholesale and retail, and the comfortable-looking dwellings having ample circle must be at the rate of two hundred miles an
many of them large and well filled with goods. space and being well surrounded by a fine growth of hour. It requires an immense force of wind to twist
The population is much mixed, the larger portion luxuriant tropical plants. The public buildings are a strong tree three feet through, or pick up a rock
being Malays, with many thousand Chinamen, with of a respectable character, and the spires qf two weighing half a ton. It is indeed wonderful what
a good many Klings and other low-caste Hindoos, churches give the place the appearance of a/Euro- the forces of nature are capable of accomplishing
with .Arabs and other Mohammedans. There are pean city. I stepped into a court-house when legal when the conditions are adapted for heavy work. It
also a good many Europeans living here, but how proceedings were being attended to. The judge is a peculiar condition of the atmosphere, and the inmany of each I did not -learn. Judging by the large was an Englishman, and one or two of the lawyers, visible aerial forces which produce cyclones, tornadoes, and simoons. I much prefer that they give me
number of fine bungalows in the eastern part of but all the rest were natives, principally Malays.
Fruits are cheap here; pineapples two cents each; a tolerably wide berth.
the city, I should say there are fully a thousand
We arrived at the P. & 0. wharf at Singapore on
European residents, with twenty or thirty thousand watermelons are plenty, but 'not of good qualityChinese, and enough of the Malays and others to tough, and comparatively tasteless. In the native the morning .of the lOth, the weather, barring the
make fully one hundred thousand. But the Chinese part of town the water comes up close around the heat, the inost charming that could be desired, and
are the life of the town. They have the principal buildings, which stand on posts, much like the pic- the hills and sloping grounds of the lands around the
harbor being of the most charming character. Everypart of· the commercial business in their hands, as tures of such houses I saw in my childhood.
There is a noted waterfall five miles from town, thing looks blooming and beautiful. Here I saw
well as the mechanical pursuits, etc. I strolled
through several of the business streets (and some where a small stream dashes from rock to rock in a for the first time the fan palm. The top looks
of them are long), and found Chinese signs far more fall of three hundred feet, but I did not_have time to like a large peacock's tail, spread in the most
numerous than all others, and they present a contin- go out and see it, for I deemed it better to be on board regular manner-too regular and beautiful, almost,
uous scene of activity and enterprise refreshing to in time than to see a cascade much inferior to what to be natural. The leaves are like the leaves
of the banana, which, including the stem or stalk
witness. Though Chinese signs are the rule, many we have in our own country.
part, are fifteen feet ·in length; they stand edgeOFF FOR SINGAPORE.
are also in English. I was pleased to see that Hin
.At 5 P.M., having duly exchanged freight, and wise, the leaves being a foot in width. OtherHu Lee is doing a flourishing drug trade; that Sing
Ling Bing is conducting the furniture manufacture shipped as deck passengers one hundred and twenty wise the tree looks as fiat as though it had been
v~r~ successfully, having twenty of his countrymen Chinese, we bent our course in a southerly direction pressed. While the top is twenty-five or thirty feet
for Journeymen; that Hing Ling Song is turning out toward Singapore. The Chinese have made money across, the entire width or thickness is but a foot. It
not less than twenty pairs of shoes and boots per enough to go home, some to remain and some only on truly presents a beautiful appearance.
Perhaps this is a good place to close this long letday; that .Ah Si_n Lu has a dozen tailors at work; a visit. Fault has been found with Chinamen beD. M. B.
that Hi Hon Ho is doing a lively carpenter and cause after they hav-e made a good "pile" they go ter. Dear friends, good-bye.
house-building business; that Hong Ding Su has a back to their own land to enjoy it. There is no
good blacksmith shop; that Thwang Shang Bang is doubt they love the country of their birth, and it
A Detour to Java.
m~king harnesses at a lively rate, and that Sam Ling does not seem to be much of a fault for them to do
BATAVIA, :March 19, 1882.
Dmg has a shop full of good-looking tin and copper- so. If it is commendable for those of other nations
DEAR READERS: When the steamer Khiva arrived
ware. I cannot begin to tell you the names of all to love their own country it would seem that it is not
the Chinamen in business in Penang, for there are culpable in the Chinamen. I have had a better op- at Singapore on the morning of the lOth inst. I reat least twenty shoe shops, nearly as many furniture portunity to study Chinese habits and character than paired at once to the city, three miles away_ to asc~r
shops, with tailors, dyers, tinners, etc., in abundance. ever before, and I see much in them to admire. tain if a steamer would soon leave for the Island of
Some are selling hardware, some glassware and Their enterprise, their industry, and their cleanliness Java, for if I could conveniently do so I wished to pay
crockery, some notions and varieties, some dried are certainly commendable. They live on very little, it a visit and see the sights of Singapore and write
fish, some fruits, rice,.and other eatables, and also and are fond of rats and puppies, and they are very about them upon my return. I wished to cross the
mats of various kinds. I saw a number of peripatetic damaging competitors for .American farmers, me- equator and visit the southern hemispheres, not that
dea:lers, those who perambulate the streets with a chanics, and laborers, but that they are far from be· I expected to realize any particular difference be~
spnng-pole on their shoulders, somewhat in the ing the worst people in the world I am fully con- tween Singapore, a degree or so north of the equator,
~tyle · ?f a neck-yoke, carrying all sorts of wares, vinced.
We have two Chinese waiters on the and other points a few degrees south of it. I certainly did not expect to see the equatorial line, nor
mcl_udmg" ~~uits, confections, food of all kinds, steamer, and they are decidedly pleasant fellows.
notiOns,
Jim-cracks," etc., and several with a
There is no mistaking a Chinaman; his yellow to know when I passed under it or over it. I knew
full cook-shop upon their shoulderil, in which they skin, his almond, oblique eyes, will point him out, it was an imaginary line, or rather that though there
could get up a meal at short notice. I noticed a but these failing, the everlasting "pig-tail" is a sure is a precise place where the line belongs there is no
large number of dyers spreading their blue cotton indication. The head is shaved save a round spot line there. But I particularly wished to see the
goods out upon the grass to dry in the sun. This is three inches in diameter around the crown. This is island of Java, fourth in size among the more than
wh!-"t makes ~he ordinary wearing apparel of the never cut, and is kept neatly braided, and often one hundred and twenty-five islands forming the
(Continued on pave 44 .)
Ohin~men, while the better classes wear white, and reaches a length of four or five feet. This queue is
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Nearing Home.
From Omaha, under date of July 7th, Mr. Bennett
writes us:
DEAR EUGENE :· I made a rapi<l run through Colorado, visiting Denver, Blackhawk, Central City, Leadville, etc. I was
kindly received by numerous friends whom I was very glad to
meet, and was much interested with the various mines, smelting
works, reducing and stamp mills, etc., which I visited, together
with the majestic scenery of the Rocky Mountains, so grandly
opened to the view of the enraptured beholder.
I had not corresponded with the friends and had not informed
them of my arrival, consequently they were not looking for me
so early. They wished me to stop over in each place and hold
a meeting, but feeling that I could not take the time, I hurried
on eastward.
The Liberal friends of this town gave me a fine reception last
night in Masonic Hall, where a good audience greeted me on
my homeward way. Edward D. McLaughlin, Esq., a promi·
nent lawyer of.this city, presided and made the opening speech.
The remarks I followed with continued over an hour, The Liberal friends received me very kindly, and there are a large number of them. Considerable additions were made to THE TRUTH
SEEKER list, as well as to the names of those who wish the
Round-the-World volumes. I have had a very pleasant time
here and made numerous acquaintances.
1 pursue my eastern journey this morning, visiting a few
points in Iowa and Illinois. I will speak in Chicago on the evening of Sunday, the 16th; in Milwaukee on the 17th; in Jackson, Mich., on the 23d; in Rochester, N. Y., on the 27th, after
which I will soon be home. The malice of the lying InterOcean and of the sick-roosterites is made very apparent, but
aside from misleading those unacquainted with me, I trust no
very great harm is accomplished. Yours truly,
D. M. B.
The Chicago Liberals hav engaged Hershey Hall
for the evening of the 16th and made all necessary
arrangements for a hearty reception of the traveler.
A pleasant time will, no doubt, be experienced by all
parties.
•

--------

this nation, its government, and its newspApers tow~r.d me will
justify thee in cursing them, .and 1 know thi!'t thy divr~e law: of
retribution is inexorable. I therefore prediCt that th1s nation
will go down in blood, and that my murderers, from .the Executiv to the hangman, will go to hell. Thy laws are n~exorable,
0 thou supreme judge. Woe unto the men th.at vtolate thy
laws I Only weeping and gnashing of teeth ~wa1ts thet;n. The
American press has a large bill to settle wtth thee, r1~hteous
Father, for their vindictivness in thiR matter. Nothmg b~t
blood will satisfy them, and now my blood b~ on t~em and th1s
nation and its officials. Arthur, the President, IS a cowa.rd
and an ingrate. His ingratitude to the man that made htm
and saved his party and land from overt¥ow ha:s no parallel
in history; but thou, righteous father, Wtlt JUdge htm. Father,
thou knowest me but the world hath not known me; and now
I go to thee and the Savior without the slighte~t ill-will toward
a human being. Farewell, yemen of earth." ·
When Garfield was first shot the church made
haste to cry "Infidel !" Did ever 'a prayer like that
come from an Infidel's lips? Guiteau felt that he
was commissioned by God as dtvinely and fully as
Jesus did. He had a mission. So had Jesus. He
committed a crime against the laws of his land in
pursuance of that mission. So did Jesus. He was
put to death, as was Jesus, by the people whose
laws he had broken. Who shall distinguish between
the two? If Christianity is true, Guiteau may .hav
been right, in which case, will not the Chr1st1ans
who h~ng him hav a heavy penaltr to yay? They
profess to believe that the wandermgs of the Jews
are in consequence o! thflir rej~ction of t~e Messiah;
may not the1r rejectiOn of Gmteau's cla1ms lead to
like disastrous consequences? They should think of
these things ood be consistent. We do not see how
they can accept the inspiration of one "crank 11 and
reject that of another who produces exactly th~
same evidence to support his claim. Guiteau's
pueril song is exactly in keeping with Christ's
words, that" except ye become as little children ye
cannot enter the kingdom of heaven." His idea
was "that of a little child babb.ling to his papa."
We print it to show to what a state of imbeciJity
religion can reduce an "inspired prophet:"
"I am going to the Lordy-I am so glad!
I am going to the Lordy-I am so glad I
I am going to the Lordy-Glory, hallelujah 1
Glory, hallelujah I I am going to the Lord.
I love the Lordy with all my soul,
Glory, hallelujah I And that is the reason
I am going to the Lordy, glory hallelujah!
Glory hallelujah ! I am going to the Lord.

[ wonder what I will do when I get to the Lordy?
I guess that I will weep no more when I get to the Lordy.
Last week the world witnessed the spectacle of a I am going to the Lordy. Glory, hallelujah I
Glory, hallelujah I I am going to the Lord.
set of Christians hanging another Christian for his
Christianity. And the world will be no better for it, J wonder what I will see when I get to the Lordy?
unless it will take to heart the very obvious lesson I expect io see most splendid things, beyond all earthly conception,
that religion is what made the murderer and
I am with the Lordy. Glory, hallelujah I
committed the murder. Over eighteen hundred When
Glory, hallelujah I I am with the Lord."
years ago the Jews crucified the first Christian who
had the courage of his convictions, and now his folBabble is just the word for such nonsense; but
lowers hav hung the last who had faith enough in what a farce the whole thing is! Jesus's last words
God to obey his commands. There was as much were of wild despair. The first inspired Christian
evidence of Guiteau's inspiration as of any of the died wailing; the last driveling. What a compatriarchs and pro-phets who figure in "holy writ." mentary on their faith ! As a religion to liv by,
Yet he was disbelleved by legal and ecclesiastical Christianity has proved a failure. It has failed to
authorities. What would they do with Christ make men better or kinder, more honest, or to reshould he reappear and make the claims he is said spect the rights of others. Its most ardent advoto hav made in the first century? Hang him, cates hav been the. most tyrannical and cruel. Its
undoubtedly' or put him in the insane asylum.
firmest believers hav been the worst of men. It has
It would seem that there are no Christians at the developed instead of restrained wickedness. To die
present day who honestly, and with their whole by, it is still worse. Its scheme of salvation puts a
beings, believe in the religion they profess so loudly, premium on rascality and affords hope to the murexcept such men as the assassin of Garfield. He derer, but none to his unbelieving victim. Abrawas a Christian; his whole life had been devoted to ham's bosom is broad enough to hold every scounpreaching the gospel and ranting .against Infidelity. drel, but there is no room in heaven for the virtuHe believed in God, in Christ, in heaven, in hell, in ous. The lesson to be learned from Guiteau's fate is,
the resurrection, in salvation by the blood of Christ. Shun the superstition of Christianity as you would a
Had he not placed such implicit faith in the Bible pestilence, if you would liv usefully and die like a man.
he would hav been alive to-day, and so would
Garfield.
Shak~ng off the Wicked, and Other Things.
Guiteau's prayer upon the gallows proves his sinJORDAN VALLEY, OR., June 22, 1882.
cerity. He leaves it for the churches to prove that
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Is there any
he was wrong. He had more faith than Christ had. place in the Bible that speaks of God taking hold of the " ends
His last words were, "The angels are coming to of the earth" to shake the wicked off.? If so, please state the
me." The well-known cry of Christ was widely chapter, as I wish to show it to a friend who denies that the
Bible says the earth has ends. A.nd where shall I find authordifferent. The following prayer, which Guiteau ity
for the statement that the Jewish God once delighted in
made, is not the words of an unbeliever, but of one human sacrifices? By answering the above you will do a favor
who was what his religion made him. Let the for a constant reader of your noble paper.
churohes remember that, and never again say that
Yours for truth,
W. R. KING.
Infidelity leads to crime. Infidels hav committed
In Job xxxviii God asks, "Where wast thou when
crimes, but never on account of their unbelief, I laid the foundations of the earth?" and in the
while the leaves of history are thickly dotted with twelfth and thirteenth verses of the same chapter
the names of men who had committed crimes be- propounds these pertinent queries: "Hast thou comcause of their belief. It will be seen that Guiteau manded the morning since thy days, and caused the
felt as sure of heaven as any so-called saint who day-spring to know his place, that it might tak@ hold
ever lived:
of the ends of the earth, that the wicked might be
"Father, now I go to thee and the Savior, I hav finished shaken out of it?" By Luke i, 78, it is learned that
the work thou gavest me to do, and I am only too happy to go the day-spring is the thing that comes from on high
to thee, The world does not yet appreciate my mission, but
thou knowest it. Thou knowest thou didst inspire Garfield's " to giv light to them that sit in darkness and in the
removal, and only good has come from it. This is the best shadow of death, to guide our feet into the way of
evidence that the inspiration camp from thee, and I hav set it peace." As this, according to the church creeds,
forth in my book that all men read and know that thou, can only be done by God, or Christ, or the H. G.
Father, didst inspire the act for which I am now murdered.
This government and nation by this act, I know, will incur thy (short for holy ghost), the day-spring must be one
eternal enmity, as did the Jews by killing thy man, my of these three.
That God commanded (and if he had not delighted
Savior. The retribution in that case came qnick and sharp,
and I know thy divine law of retribution will strike this nation in them he would not hav commanded them) human
and my murderers in the same way. The diabolical spirit of sacrifices is learned from the following passages:

The Lesson of the Washington Tragedy.

" No devoted thing that a man shall devote unto the Lord
all that he hath, both of man and of beast, and of the field of
his possessions, shall be sold or redeemed; every devoted tW:f
is most holy unto the Lord. None devoted, which shall be d~
devoted of men, shall be redeemed, but shall surely be put ~
death" (Lev. xxvii, 28, 29).
·
"The kiog [David] took the two sons of Rizpah . • and
the five sons of Michael; • . . and he delivered the~ into
the hands of the Gibe,nites, and they hanged them in the hill
betore the Lord. . • . • And after that God was entreated
for the land " (2 Sam. x:xi. 8, 9, 14).
"And he (God] said, Take now thy son, thine only son Ise.e.c
whom thou lovest, and get thee into the iand of Moriah and
offer him thPre for a burnt offering" (Gen. xxii, 2).
'
" And J ephthah vowed a vow unto the Lord, and said, If thou
shalt without fail deliver the children of Ammon into my bands
then it shall be, that whatsoever cometh forth of the doors of
my house to meet me when I return in peace from the children
of Ammon, shall surely be the Lord's, and 1 will offer it up for
a burnt offering. So Jephthah passed over unto the children of
A.mmon to fight against them; and the Lord delivered them
into his hands. • • . And Jephthah came to Mizpeh unto his
hou~e, and behold his daughter came out to meet him. • . .
And he sent her away for two months; and she went with her
companions and bewailed her virginity upon the mountains.
And it came to pass at the end of two months that she returned
unto her father, who did according to his vow which be had
vowed" (Judges xi, 80, 31, 82, 34, 88, 39).
That is the kind of a,God the Christians hav.
DID GOD :&&. T

?

HAGERSTOWN, MD., July 8, 1882,
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Is there not
an account in the Bible of God eating a common meal with one
of his servants ? If so, please giv me the passage through THE
Tlj.UTH SEEKER.
.
SAMUEL HA~UIIL.
In the eighteenth chapter of Genesis it is recorded
that Abraham had the pleasure of setting forth a
meal for the Lord. He entertained angels unawares,
which, from the fact that his wife conceived after
their visit, would appear a dangerous thing for self.
respecting husbands to do. It was in this wise:
Abraham sat at his tent door on the plains of Mamre
one day, when three men came along. He ran to
meet them, and called one of them my Lord, some.
what after the manner of the English peasant
who greets his landlord with "Me lud." Abraham
told Sarah to" make ready quickly three measures
of meal, knead it, and make cakes upon the hearth,"
while he picked out a fine calf from the herd and
had it prepared in butter and milk. He then put
these delicacies before the strangers, who did eat.
While engaged at their meal one of the strangers
asked him where his wife was. Abraham answered,
"In the tent." The stranger said that he would
certainly return, and that Sarah should bear a child,
at which Sarah laughed. Then the identity of the
angel was disc.losed, for we are informed that "the
Lord [the angel] said unto Abraham,' Wherefore did
Sarah laugh? Is anything too hard for the Lord?,'
[meaning himself.] When Sarah found out who
she had been laughing at, she was afraid, and denied
it, which, as it was only a little lie, was not put
down against her. Then the men departed, but a
wondering world is authoritativly informed in the
twenty-first chapter of the sa~e book. that "T~e
Lord visited Sarah as he had sa1d, and the Lord d1d
unto Sarah as he had spoken."
All of which goes to show that Abraham and his
wife prepared a common meal for the Lord, and that
the Lord ate it. And uninspired people might also
say that it goes to show that Anthony Comstock
and Oliver Stevens should let "Cupid's Yokes" and
"Leaves of Grass" alone and proceed against the
holy scriptures.
--------~-------

A First-Class Book.
THE REAL BLA.SPIIEMERS. By John R. Kelso, A.M. ~aper,
50 cents. For sale at this office and by other Liber11l
book dealers.
As Col. Kelso says, it has always been a habit of
preachers and churchmen generally to charge Freethinkers with blasphemy, especially when they cannot answer their arguments. To them Paine was a
blasphemer, although he believed in God and defended his character against the aspersions of the
theologians who attribute to .him every vile characteristic which man himself possesses. . Jehovah
was but a magnified Jew, at the present reduced a
little by the civilization of our time and accepted ~y
the Christians because their forefathers behaved 1n
him. Against this kind of a God Col. Kelso argues
there can be no blasphemy, because he does not
exist. And imagining a deeent god, h~ shows that
the Christians are the real blasphemers, masmnch as
they charge him with doing that which he never
does, and which is contrary to his nature. Acc?brfing to this, therefore, the champions of the Bl e
are the champion blasphemers, as the-y: charge ~od
with doing all sorts of impossible thmgs, suo . as
separating light from darkness, making someth~ng
from nothing, etc. In his previous book he. as
analyzed Deity, and in this he analrzes the Bible,
showing it to be false in all its essential statemen~·
His assertions are accurate, and the good temper e
displays 1s calculated· to make the book va.luab,l~ as
a missionary document to hand to an mqumng
churchman.
"" DElTY ANllYZliD," in six lectures, John R. Kelso, A.M~'
a book of 470 pages, written in terse prose and masterly rhym '
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has been laid upon our table by the author, and we find it one
of the best handbooks extant for Freethinkers and philosophers. " The Messiah or Savior," and " The Devil's Defense," are very clever a.n4 though~ful prod~ctions,, a.nd.every
·man who has learned to think for himself will find m this volume much food for serious. re:f:lection.-San Francisro PulJlic Opinion.
"A. TRUTH SEEKER .ARoUND Till!: WoRLD." From New York
to Damascus, being Vol. I., 836 octavo pages, of a series of letters written by D. M. Bennett while making a. tour of thA
globe ; as few can travel to the extent here described, and as
most people will relish the fresh views of men and things in
Europe, A.sia. and elsewhere presented, this volume, like the
other two to follow, will be eagerly sought a.np. profitably read
by increasing numbers finding facts better soul-food than creeds,
codes, and customs born of superstition. The book is well
printed, has a fine portrait of Mr. Bennett, and many interesting illustrations. Price, $2, three volumes for $5. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 141 Eighth street, New York.- The Word.

Third Annual Congress of the International
·
Federation of Freethinkers.
·
We hav received from Charles Bradlaugh, as chairman of the General Council, the following notice.
America should be represented bv able men. Efforts
hav been made to induce T. B. Wakeman to be one
of the delegates, and we trust will be successful, although he is loth to leave his family and business.
Let the Liberals labor with him.
" The Third Annual Congress will be held at Paris, in the
large hall of the Grand Orient, Rue Cadet, on September 1,
2, and 3, 1882. The business arrangements are in the
hands of the Union Democra.tique de Propaga.nde A.nticlerica.le
(secretary, Mons. A.. Cinqualbre, 48 rue monsieur .Ie prince,
Paris).
The questions placed on the order of the day by the Second
A.nnual Congress, held in London, September, 1881, are as fol-·
lows: "The Effect of Christianity Upon the World," "Will
the Corning Man Need a Religion?" "The Oath Question in
Various Countries," "The Best Methods of Propaganda."
Readers of papers are requested to forward their names and the
titles of their papers as soon as they conveniently can to the
general secretary, J ·Swaa.gman, 48 Marlborough Hill, St.
John's Wood, London, N. W,; and they are also reminded
that it was decided at the London Congress that the openers of
discussions and the readers of papers should be limited to thirty
minutes of speech.
" Secretaries will much assist the General Council if they will
be good enough to forward to the secretary of the council before A.ugust 1st the reports of their societies' work during the
year, so that they may be incorporated in the General Report
for 1881-82.
" The following proposition will be laid before the Congress
by-Mrs. Besant, member of the Council for Englanil: That the
words in rule 3-" Its seat shall be in London "-shall be
amended as follows: " Its seat for the year shall be in the town
selected by the Congress of each year for the next Congress
ensuing.'
J. SW.A.AGMAN."

But there is a. great deal about this legal " one " business that
is as well a. legal fiction. Yet I heard a. lawyer in court not
long since, in a conspiracy case where a. husband with another
had conspired to defame the character of his wife, make a. motion to quash the indictment on the ground of the oneness of
the husband and wife, and therefore the one (which was the
husband, you know) could not possibly coilspire against himself!
It is very astonishing how indifferent women a.re to the matter of their personal identity and its preservation, and until. they
assert their independence in this particular we fear they will not
make great headway in the enfranchisment of the sex. Married women lose not only their names, but their children, and
their badge of ser!dom denotes the ownership of both child and
mother.
If women were not ashamed to parade a. man's name for
their own, as may be witnessed upon visiting cards, advertisments
for servants, reading thus, Mrs. Capt. Jabez White, Mrs. Dr.
John Snow, Mrs. Hon. Peter Finigin, and the like, I should think
men themselvs would feel rather sheepish to Fee their names in
public P.rint, preceded by a Mrs., as wanting dressmakers, nursery maids, second girls, cooks, chambermaids, and washerwomen.
I heard of one gentleman who justly rebuked this sort of
thing. He took a letter from the post-office addressed to himself with a. Mrs. at the beginning of his name. He said to his
wife: "Let this thing stop at once. I am not a Mrs., and
never shall be. Inform your correspondents immediately, and
also that you hav a. name of your own, and advise them accordingly."
What would men think to write them•elvs as Mr. Jane O'Brien,
Mr. Katy Brown, etc.? How it would suund! A.nd it is quite
as ridiculous on the other hand.
·
I am not inveighing against marriage, for I do believe in its
truth and sanctity as much as anyone can, but I like to see my
own sex as independent and individualized as the other. Woman
should be neither a drudge nor a. toy, an angel nor an underling, but she should be just a woman, and an equal of the best
man, asserting her rights and her· iiiJlependence. . She should
be proud of her identity as a. woman, arid maintain that identity
in marriage as well as out of it, and the name she inherited
should remain hers till death. She m·ay add her husband's
name if she chooses, but her own name she should never part
with, nor merge herself in another's name with the foolish glee
of an ignorant child, or a slave who has been sold to a. new
master. Let women think of this matter and follow the example of Lucy Stone who, although many years a wife, has worn
her own honored name fearlessly and unmolested.
Yours for equa.l rights,
SusAN H. WixoN.

The Cause in Stockton.

From Stockton,, Cal., un<}er date of June 20th, Mr.
Bennett writes to THE TRUTH SEEKER, as follows:
"Pursuant to invitation, I visited this pleasant city yesterday,
and a meeting of the friends was tendered me last night. 'furn
Hall was well filled with an apprecia.tiv audience. After mu8ic by
Mr. Dreyfoos' orchestra., Dr. A. S. Hudson made the openmg
speech, of twenty or thirty minutes, introducing me, and descanting on the steady growth of Freethought and the teachings
of science, I then talked about an hour. After which the
usual hand-shakings, with ~ev:era.l subscriptions to THE TRUTH
SEEKER and the Round-the-World volumes. There are a goodly
number of intelligent Liberals here, and our cause is evidently
The Watkins Dinner.
·on the increase.
We hav received the two following letters seco.nd"My anxiety to get home is so great that I bav decided to
forego the pleasure of a visit to the Yosemite valley, and the
ing Mr. Green's proposition:
'
towns south of this place. I take the eastward train to-day,
SHARON, CoNN., July 2, 1882.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : It strikes me stopping in Nevada a. day or two, and then passing on to Salt
Yours truly,
D. M. B."
that Mr. H. L. Green's proposal in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July Lake City, Denver, etc.
1st, that a dinner be tendered to Mr. D. M. Bennett at the coming Freetliinker's convention at Watkins Glen as a testimony
A Victim of Railway Monopoly.
to his fearless life and character, is eminently proper and timely.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SREKER, Sir : Yesterday the
He, Mr. Green, has mentioned several, including myself, as a.
committee of arrangements. I am sure that all of us will be Board of Pardons-the Pennsylvania. Railroad monopoly-Camglad to act in such capacity, but I ani equally sure that none of eron-bossisms-Qua.y-ring-robbing board of pardons-which met
us 'will be so placed as to be able to take in hand the practical at Harrisburg one day in advance of the Cameron-ring monop·
preparation of such a. feast of reason, and so I would suggest oly-boss-rule-stalwart-Republican-re-convened State Conventhat as Mr. Green is to be present to superintend all other ar- tion, declined to grant me a pardon for the alleged'' artificial"
rangements, he be added to the committee and include the crime of selling railroad tickets, the specific offense being that
I sold a passenger a ten-dollar ticket over the Pennsylvania
Beiinett dinner in his general convention work.
railroad for nine dollars, thus saving him one dollar, and preYours respectfully, ·
CouRTLANDT PALMER.
venting the railway monopoly from robbing the passenger from
Mr. Bartlett will also be there:
whom I purchased the ticket for eight dollars.
SOUTH DARTMOUTH, MAss., July 2, 1882.
Of the eight hundred prisoners imprisoned in this modern
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: Mr. H. L. Green bastile, this Christian torture-pen, at the present time, I am the
makes a. proposition in the last TRUTH SEEKER to tl!e effect that only outspoken and declared Infidel known among the entire
a. dinner and reception be given to Mr. D. M. Bennett on the number. This is why I am here, because I am a Freethinker,
evening of the third day of the convention at Watkins Glen, a free man, and believe in free and honest trade in railroad
and concludes his proposition thus: "And I ask all who second tickets or anything else that the law allows one to buy that is
this motion to indicate throu~h the columns of THE TRUTH not injurious to the health and morals of mankind. I appeal
SEEKER, Inv88tigator, or both.' ·
to the Liberals, Freethinkers and lovers of liberty in America,
Mr. Editor, I second the motion through the columns of THE not so much for financial aid, although I hav a wife and
TRUTII SEEKER, and hope the diiiner and reception will be de- child, and am poor and penniless at present, as for their moral
cided upon at once, and that it will bc a glorious success. Let assistance and influence. Thela.w under which I am imprisoned
our friends who are for free thought, free speech, a free press, and ha.v now been tortured for seven months of my one year's
and free mails respond through the columns of your paper.
sentence and five hundred dollars fine is unconstitutional, and
Yours,
EDWIN H. BARTLETT.
so declared by leading judges and lawyers of the country, but
here in Philadelphia and Pennsylvania, where everything is
under the influence and iron rule of Pennsylvania railway
The Badge of Serfdom.
monopoly and Cameronism, the people hav but few rights,
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The remarks of while the monopolies and political bosses do as they please. I
Mrs. H. S. Lake, in a recent number of THE TRuTH SEEKER, on now appeal for justice to the tribunal of the last resort, the
the IndtXD reporter and Lucy Stone, are very suggestiv as well people.
Notwithstanding Judge Mitchell sent to the Board of Pardons
as most interesting.
The common custom of women merging themselvs in their by my attorney a. very strong, plain, and comprehensiv letter,
husbands so entirely as to lose the identity of their own names stating my sentence to the full extent of the vile law was renis certainly humiliating, and, in a just sense, degrading; and dered by him under a. " false impression of the facts" in the
the eagerness with which women .fall into the long-established case, a.n,d strongly advising the board to grant my petition, and
habit or custom is very surprising, to say the least, and shows notwithstanding a. large number of the leading merchants and
how the !eng years of subjection to man hav left their firm im- business men of Philadelphia had signed my application for
pression upon their nature. It would be comical, were it not so pardon, the board declined to grant it. This is the reason:
mortifying, to note how quickly women put; off the" maiden Because the board is a. railway monopoly, Cameron-Quay-ringname" upon marriage, as though it were some upas-tree, and board, and they could not let me out for fear of the consehastily adopt another name, often blotted with some stain or quences. No pardop. for one who would use his voice and pen
for the dethronement of " Cameronism" and "bossism," as
reproach, from which her own name was free anil clear.
That she is no longer regarded as a femme sole after marriage well as monopoly. They were undoubtedly informed of my
iE< bad enough, but that she should be so eager to lose all her intention to launch a weekly anti-monopoly, anti-boss, antiidentity as an individual is sorrowful to contemplate.
Cameron paper soon after my release. Hence I must suffer
" Husband and wife are one," screams some man, " and here till the end of my time, Nov. 1st, uuless the people-my
don't you forget it I" But which one is the one? Why, .the countrymen-find some other means of opening my bastile
man, of course, always and every time. He is the head of the doors.
So much for not sacrificing my honor, principle, and manfamily, the head of the house, as "Christ is the head of the
church." The Bible says it, therefore it is, and women bow hood. I here publicly appeal to• our champion of liberty, R.
their heads, and the chain eats into their flesh, but they make G. Ingersoll, to c!ill the attention of the President and attorneyno complaint. The la.w and the gospel join hands, and the general to this unconstitutional law and outrage by a monopoly
women keep silence.
.
upon a private citizen. I also appeal to the friends of liberty in

Congress-the representa.tivs of the people-to bring my case
before Coni\Tess ·before its adjournment. Let every lover of
liberty write the governor of Pennsylvania and the leading independent press of the country ventilating this outrage. A.ll
who feel able and wish to aid me in exposing this infamy and
assist me in my struggle for liberty and right, can send me one
dollar or less, addressed to S. F. Wilson, care of my attorney,
Wm. C. Gross, 132 South 6th street, Philadelphia., Pa.., who
will acknowledge the same for me by post, and I will publicly
acknowledg-e all contributions in my paper, Willm's AntiMonopoly .Agitator, soon after my release.
SYLVESTER F. WILSON.
Moyamencing Pmon, June 21,1882.
[Investigator, Man, Ironoclast, Agnostic, Kansas Liliercil.
IndtXD, Banner of Ligh;t, and all free and independent papers,
Greenback and anti-monopoly, please copy and mail marked
copy to above address, and accept grateful thanks of S. F. W.J

'fhe Hacker Fund.
MR. EDITOR ANn READERs oF THE TRuTH SEEKER: I am
happy to state that the donations for June ha.v kept pace with
those for May. There are some real. generous, noble, sa.cri·
ficing souls helping along with this work of love.
Our little ·club is slowly, yet I hope surely, growing. I am
anxious that none of you shall " fall out by the way " or forget
to send in your donations on time. Order and prompt action
are very desirable.
I would like to ~ay to members of the club and special contributors, hav your donations forwarded so I can get them by
the end of the month, as on the first I shall close up for the
previous month and immediately forward the aggregate to Bro.
Hacker. I would suggest that you each select some pa,rticula.r
day, not too near the close, as a day, not of humiliation and
prayer, but of remembrance, to perform a. little self-imposed
duty for the relief of your aged and destitute brother.
. I am <afraid that some of our friends who ha.v not yet contributed are ashamed to append their names to a. twenty-fivecents· per-month donation, who may also feel not able to contribute more. To this I would say that if there be any cause
of shame at all, it is rather in making no donation. Knowing
that begging is much more offensiv than pleasant, Elmina and
I hav appealed to you for a ver:v small monthly mite, so that
all could giv without shame and none feel it. A brief ~PCtra.ct
from a recent letter of Bro. Hacker's says, "We thank you for
what you hav done more than words can express; also Elmina
and all who hav so kindly aided us.'' Yours fraternally,
Balti1no1·e, Md., Box 878.
C. GARWOOD.
STATEMENT FOR THE li!ONTH OF JUNE.
A. J. Stoug-h, Bozeman, 1\Iontana, $2.50; J. L. Tompkins, Lake
City, Iowa, $1; Elijah Clark, Dwls, Illinois, $2: Ernest Rhine,
Bavonne, N.J., $2: E W. Fitzner, Nev•da City, California, 50 cents;
V. J. Borrette, White Rock. Nevada, SO cents: Elijah Myrick, Ayers,
Haseacbusetts, $2: A. l'<rlnskl, Superior, Nehraskl\, $1; William
Rlack, Carrollton, Illinois, In advance to 'FebruRry 16, 283, $2; A.
G, Duquoin, Illinois, 27 cents; E Livezey, Raltlmore, Maryland,
25 cents; C. Garwood, Bultlmore, 1\Iaryland, 25 cents.
lllR HA.CKEH'S ACRNOWLEDGMI~NT.
BERLIN, N.J .. July 1,1882.
Received of r.. Garwood, of Baltimore, Maryland, $14 08.
Through the office of THE TRUTH SEEKER as follows: From N.
N. K Wood, M.D , Sioux City, Iowa, $1: Leonard Jackson. Mt Jack•on, VIrginia, $3; J F Ruggles, Bronson, Michigan, $1: w. H.
Gmham, Los Anl!'eles, California, $1: J. A. Hallotte. Llbera.l, Missouri, ~G cen•s; Paul Simon, Rebnld, Wisconsin, $2: 0. Cooledg<l,
<\sblanu,Oregon, $2: J J Ford, N11w York cttv,5o cents; D. B.
Burt. East Dubuque, Illinois, $1: J. J. Knowles, Quincy, Mlcbilmn,
25 cents: John Bnrr, Braceville, Illinois, GO cents; Warren C. Barrus, Georgetown, Colorado, 50 cents.
Several others of my old-time friends hav sent gifts, but I do not
know as they want their names published. If they do they will
plea"' notlfv me, as I rteslre to please all.
B. F Underwood, of Boston, has sent me $5 from the office of the
Free l{ell~lous Association, but does not state whether It Is from
himself or from the Association. If from the latter, It Is more than
I am aware of having ever received from all rAllglous societies, excAptinll" the Sh~tkers. We hav not words to express our gratitude
to all the kind friends.
J, and M.S. HACKER.

The Michigan State Association.
It is known to many that Mr. Burdick, the President of the State Association of Spiritualists and
Ltberalists, some time ago resigned his position.
The revised articles of association contain no provision for filling vacancies. They provide that in
o~~ose of the absence of the president from any meeting, one of the directors shall sot in his stead, but
do not say which one. This vacancy leaves the
secretary the only responsible exeoutiv officer of the
Association, as he is the rightful and legitimate
medium of communication and correspondence. As
such officer, I shall be glad to receive communications bearing upon the organic work in the state and
on all matters of interest connected with the cause
from officers of societies and all other persons.
S. B. McCRACKEN,
Detroit, Mich., July 3, 1882.
Secretary.

Watkins Glen and Bismarck Grove.
In August two great meetings will be held, the
New York Freethinkers' Convention, at Watkins
Glen, and the Kansas Liberal Union, at Bismarck
Grove. Liberals of America, let us make these meetings a grand success. Let every one who can attend
one or both of them. The pleasure and profit derived will richly repay for the time and expense involved, while the moral effect of two great outpourings of enthusiastic Liberals, one in the East and one
in the West, cannot b('. over estimated. Let the
watchword, then, be "On to Watkins!" or "On to
Bismarck!"
J. E. REMSBtmG.
Atchison, I~ansas, July 6, 1882.

The Freethinkers'

Convention,- Excursion
Rates,

The Northern Central Railway Co., and the Lake
Shore and Michigan Southern Rail way Co. hav each
agreed to sell excursion tickets to the Watkins Freethinkers' Conve!ltion from any station on the line of
said roads or their branches. But before any person can avail themselvs of this arrangement he or
she must send to me for a certificate. Friends, send
in your orders, with a three-cent stamp.
Salamanca, N. Y.
H. L. GBEEN, Sec'y.
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Wrmtinued fromp!UJ~ 439.)
We arrived off this port about 3 p, x., Sunday, the has several species of birds never found in Sumatra.·
eastern or Malayan archipelago, sometimes called 12th. The water next to the shore is shallow, and "though a strait but fifteen miles wide separates them~·
the Thousand Islands, and the most prosperous and the steamer anchored three miles from the town. A The same genera found on what is termed the. Asiatic
best governed of the lot. I knew that Java belongs small steamer took off the passengers, mai1, etc., and division are also f~mnd on the continent, while they
to the Dutch, that it is a very fertile and productive approached the town by means of a mole or canal are not found in the Australian division; .
3. The volcanic character· of the two divisions is·
island, and· that the greater portion of the Java between two walls of brick about one hundred and
coffee drank is supposed to come from this island, fifty feet arart and running fully two miles into the very dissimilar. What is called the Asiatic division
but all beyond these few general facts I must confess shallow water of the Javan· sea. This mole has un- abounds in volcanoes, Sumatra having fifteen; pro! was ignorant of. I thought I should know more. doubtedly been excavated so as to give sufficient ceeding eastward Bonda, Amboyna, Bouro, Oeram
I learned at Singapore that the steamer Gen. depth of water at low tide. A lighthouse stands on Gilolo, Siace, and Sanquir, to the Phillippine Islands'
Louden sailed for Batavia, over five hundred miles one of the walls of the· mole. As we enter the city are all volcanic. While this is the case, the souther~ .
from Singapore, at 12 o'clock :M.,.and that a second- the mole branches out into basins and is much util- range leading on to Australia belong to the coral
class passage cost twenty-five dollars. I concluded ized by small boats. We passed several small craft formation, and not to the volcanic.
to make the investment, and in due time a small (principally native) in the mole.
4. Australia, and the islands belonging to that
boat, manned by two Malayan natives, was taking
From the ocean tbe western end of Java looks coatinent, have neither ape, monkey, cat, nor tiger,
me some two miles out into the" roads" to the Louden, low but luxuriant. No mountains or high land are wolves nor hyenas, no bAars, no elephants, horses
and in half an hour we weighed anchor and were off. in sight, but farther east the high land commences sheep, deer, or oxen. Australia has the kangarop, th~
Singapore looks rather pretty from the sea, as nearly and reaches altitudes of ten thousand and twelve .opossum, and the wombat, and so have the islands
all seaports do. The .tall cocoanut-trees among the thousand feet. Michelet calls Java" a belt of fire." ~rouped with her, while none of these are found in
suburbs present the usual tropical appearance, and on The name is doubtless well deserved, for the island the Asiatic division. It is the· same with the birds;
the northern side the hills are picturesque and luxu- contains a greater number of active and extinct vol- ·those found in Australia are found in the islands of
riant. Our ?assage, as you are aware, led south be- canoes than any other portion of the earth of the the second division and not in the first. The Asiatic
tween the islands of Sumatra and Borneo.
same area. The island is traversed by two magnifi- division has .woodpeckei·s, pheasants, barbets, fruit
Befo.re nightfall we had crossed the equator, with- cent mountain chains, and these are thickly sown thieves, etc., common in the continent, while it has
out the slightest damage being incurred. We with volcanoes, not fewer than forty-five in number. not honey-suckers, cockatoos, or brush-tongued lories
stopped at a cluster of small islands called, as I was This belt of fire is composed of extinct as well as which are possessed by .Australia and the Australian
told, Rio, or the Rio archipelago, to change mail and active volcanoes-a belt marked by lava-blackened .islands.
_ .
.
take on a passenger or two. Those islands look peaks crowned with yawning craters, and occasion5. The human races in the two divisions bringthe
beautiful, and on the main one rather of a nice look- ally throwing abroad fierce signals of flame, smoke, same conclusion. In the first division the Malay
ing village stands upon the shore. The most con- and vapor. This volcanic formation extends over :race are found thP. same as upon the Malay peninsula,
spiouous growth in all these places is the cocoanut- many of the neighboring islands, including Sumatra, while in the .Australian division the Papuans only
tree, the most valuable to the people of this part of though more numerQus in Java than elsewhere. are found) with some cross-breed where they come
the world of all other trees. The plantain or banana This accounts for the great fertility of the island, as together. It would seem that the g1·ound for ao~
is also seen in abundance everywhere, but they are decomposed volcanic matter makes t,he richest of cepting bhe classification claimed is almost without
are not so tall and not so conspicuous as the first. soil.
fault.
·
On the second day!we halted at another island, MonThe mountains of Java are undoubtedly largely
Sumatra is second in size in the Eastern architauk, and changed mail again. This also belongs to of volcanic formation. It is well known that all pelago, and second, perhaps, in the amount of exthe Dutch, and presents signs of prosperity. Many volcanoes (or nearly all) have been buiit up by the ports made. It lies directly under the equator; and
small islands on the right, lying off the large island accumulation of matter-mud, ashes, and lava- extends six degrees north and south. It Jies obof Sumatra. I counted twenty-eight islands at one ejected from their own bowflls. The openings and liquely from the southeast to the northwest, and is
time in sight, besides two or three I thought too craters often shift their position, and thus a country about one thousand miles long, and in the widest
small to count, and threw them in for good measure. may be covered with irregular series of hills in place, opposite Singapore, one hundred and forty
The passengers on the s~eamer were Dutch or chains and masses, here and there rising into lofty miles wide. .Its superficial area is one hundred and
Malayans, the last in much the largest numbers, and cones, and still the country be essentially volcanic. forty thousand square miles. Its northern end is
as deck passengers. Several of the Dutch are offi- This is the opinion of the English scientist, Wallace, s@parated from the Malayan Peninsula by the Strait
cers in the army of different grades, besides private who has given much attention to this island. He of Malacca, and on the south it is separated from
citizens. I found but two who spoke English, so says: "There has been some elevation, especially on Java by the Strait of Sunda. The eastern portion
my conversational opportunities were not of the best the south coast, where extensive cliffs of coral is level and well watered by three sluggish rivers.
kind. One of them had the kindness to assure me limestone' are found; and there may be a substratum On the western side range after range of mountains
that I looked very much like the king of Holland- of older stratified rooks; but still essentially Java exist, running parallel with the coast, some of them
"almost a perfect picture or him." I said to my- is volcanic, and that noble and fertile island-the five thousand feet high. The highest peak on the
self: "Now that settles it. I have always thought very garden of the East, and, perhaps, upon the island is 12,140 feet. Several others are two thouthere was something about me, and now I know it." whole, the richest, the best cultivated, and the best sand feet lower. The island is rich in tropical
I have been taken for a Dutchman often, and for a governed tropical island in the world-owes its very verdure, though it is not as well cultivated as Java.
Methodist preacher several times; but now to be existence to ~he same intense volcanic autivity, Its forest-trees are colossal in size, often surrounded
told that I look like a Dutch king-that excels all, which still occasionally devastates its surface."
by innumerable parasites and creeping plants of
and I give up beat.
THE E.ASTERN ARCHIPELAGO.
great beauty; and these are so thoroughly inter! cannot say that the Dutch are the most pleasant
Before entering into a description of Java it will laced as to form an impervious labyrinth of the
people to travel with I have met. They are good- be well to make a few general remarks about the most luxuriant growth. Palms of various varieties,
natured and social, but rough and noisy. At meals great body of islands among which it is numbered. large fig-trees, and fra~rant myrtles are very abunthey are decidedly uproarious. Probably if the From the southern extremity of Asia to the north- dant. On the mountam slopes oaks of every species
military officers had been absent there would have western portion of Australia stretches a double- grow large; but the most valuable tree on the island
been less noise. I was half suspicious, too, that the and in some places a treble-chain of islands, some is the camphor-tree, or clryanobalops / and another
wine and beer, which were freely partaken of, had large and some small, but occupying a space of valuable tree is that which produces the gum
something to do with the noise. I do not think this four thousand miles in length from east to west, and dammar, used in varnishes for maps, etc.
Dutch line of steamers is as well managed as the some thirteen hundred miles from north to south,
The exports of Sumatra are capsicum, ginger,
English "P. & 0." line. There is less tidiness and lying entirely in the tropical zone. ·Three of betel, tobacco, indigo, cotton, camphor, cinnamon,
evinced; Neither do I like the dishes or the cooking these islands, Borneo, Sumatra, and New Guinea, rattan, ebony, benzoin, sandal-wood, teak, aloes,
so well. Think of many having to eat "stofe," are severally larger than Great Britain. Borneo is ivory, rice, wax, edible bird's nests, etc. Among the
"shouse," and dishes of that 110rt! Stofe, I believe, larger than any island in the world, save .Australia, productions may also be named sweet potatoes,
is potatoes and greens mashed up together, and which is called a continent; while Java, Celebes, maize, taro, bananas, mangoes, durians, citrons, etc.
shouse is a kind of gravy. The names of the other and Luzon are each about the size of Ireland. Owing to the frequent rains the mountains are covdishes are equally euphonious and elegant.
Eighteen others of these islands may be compared ered with j luxuriant growth even to their very"tops.
There must have been fully two or three hundred to Jamaica, and more than a hundred others as large The animals found on this large island are the royal
natives on board, male and female, babies and all. as the Isle of Wight.
tiger, the tapir, ourang-outangs, monkeys, antelopes,
They were around on the two decks thick as
It is believed that these islands once belonged to zebras, buffaloes, horses, goats, pigs, and oxen. The
grasshoppers in Kansas.. They feed themselves, and the Asiatic main-land and united Australia to the forests are peopled by: many birds with bright
of course had their food with them, consisting of same continent. This is the opinion of both Earl plumages, and the rivers are inhabited by crocodiles.
rice, grain, fruits, etc. The Malayans, much like and Wallace, and they have no doubt that Borneo,
The inhabitants are principally Malays. In the
those at Penang and Singapore, are rather pleasant- Sumatra, and Java certainly once helped to form the northern part there is an admixture of Hindoo blood.
looking people, somewb.IJ.t inclined to pug-noses and continent of Asia. The Eastern or Malay archipel- There was once a Hindoo colony there, and ruins of
high cheek-bones. They are of a darker-yellow ago has been divided into two grand divisions-the ancient Hindoo temples still relJlain. The religion
than the Chinese, with straight black hair and no Asiatic and the Australian, Java, Sumatra; Borneo, of the island is Mohammedan. There is but little
beard. I think they practice pulling out all hairs and the Philippines forming the former, and Timor education among them, and of course the most abfrom the face. I must acknowledge them a better group, the Celebes, the Molluccas, New Guinea, the surd superstitions abound about devils, evil spirits,
looking people than I supposed. They seem lively Ke and .Aru Islands constituting the latter. The etc. They have not so many gods to trouble them
and cheerful.' Several groups were nearly all the following facts are adduced to justify this division: as some races have, but the de:vils make up the defttime playing some game on deck. One game is a kind
1. In the first place, it has been found that a shal- ciency. They are of a peaceful, quiet disposition.
of cards, but smaller and wholly unlike ours; low sea connects the three great islands of Sumatra, Even the boys among them are far less inclined to
another something like dice, a top having the dots Java, and Borneo with the Asiatic continent; and mischievous tricks than European and American
on its several sides; and while it is spinning, or this sea averages fifty fathoms in depth, while a boys. Wallace describes a colony of tame squirrels
while it is covered from view, money is laid down similarly shallow sea connects New Guinea and at Palembang, the principal town on the island.
on the board duly marked off. These games were adjacent islands with .Australia. Between the two Upon holding out crumbs of bread or other food the
participated in by both men and women, though I is a deep sea more than a hundred fathoms in depth. squirrels would come down from the tree-tops and
2. A wide difference exists in the natural produc- take the morsels from the hands of the feeders.
noticed that the women played mostly with the
small cards, and did not bet so high as the men. tiona of the two divisions. The first division has Such a colony of squirrels would hardiy be allowed
They are a free-and-easy sort of people, and do not the elephant, the tapir, the rhinoceros, wild cattle, to remain in peace in any American town. Wallace
seem at all fastidious. They are largely Moham- all of which belong to the same generl!' in the south~: remarks that the manner in which Malays frequently
medan in religion, but it evidently sits easily upon ern part of Asia. They could not have swam the obtain the confidence· of wild animals is a pleasant
them. Many of them are stout, well-developed breadth of waters that now divide these islands from trait in their character, and he ascribes it to the
people, and have pleasant countenapces. They are the main-land, and it is a justifiable conclusion that great deliberation of their habits and movements·
said to be industrious and willing to work, but in- they were once all of the same continent. The same and their love of repose. The young are obedient
olined to be a trifle slow. They are a plodding lesson is taught by the birds and insects; for though to the wishes of their elders; and have little inclinapeople, but not so intellectual and "sharp" as the the birds have wings to fly with, save some aquatic tion to mischief and unruly conduct. The villages
Chinese, who are the traders and mechanics here, as tribes, which are decidedly wanderers, the perching in the interior are said to be somewhat peculiar.
at Penang and Singapore. The Malays are often birds are generally as strictly limited by straits and They are surrounded by a high fence; the huts built
the~servants of the Chinese.
arms of the sea as quadrupeds. As an instance, Java. without streets or regularity, and raised on posts six
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·feet high, sometimes built of planks, but more often
of bamboo. Benches, chairs, and stools, as well as
other furniture, are a supeTfluity not often indulged
in. Cocoanut-trees and the plantain are always
cultivated about the ·villages, as upon the fruits they
- are enabled to obtain their principal livelihood.
The Dutch have some points in possession on the
west coast, constituting four provinces, the capital
of which is Padang. The Dutch rule these natives
with a heavy hand; but probably if they had the
entire . island under their control it woul!l be better
for the people, and the island would be far more
, productive. As it is, the resources of the island are
but poorly developed. It is capable of yielding to
the world ten times as' much of its magnificent
wealth as it now does. The Dutch have tried to
extend their dominions, but were not eminently successful. The natives showed too much fight to suit
them.
Borneo, lying also under the equator, possessing
much the same luxuriance as Java and Sumatra, is
.still more in a state of natU:re. It has been subdued
by the hand of man to a very limited degree. It
seems singular that while the enterprise of man has
caused him to settle and subdue such cold and cheer1ess countries as Norway, Iceland, and even Scotland,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Maine, such
a fertile and luxuriant island as this should not be
colonized and appropriated by any nation. It is
· 850 miles in length, and 720 miles in breadth, with
an area of 270,000 square miles-three times the size
of Great Britain. Its chain has been likened to a
shoulder of mutton, the northern end being the narrowest. It may be described·as one immense forest,
generally of very· moderate elevation, traversed by
great rivers, which descend from a central group of
mountains, surrounded by wide alluvial plains. Its
physical character is unlike that of Java and Sumatra; its plains are of much greater extent, and its
mountains not so high, which generally reach an
1average altitude of from .four to six thousand feet,
the chain of Kimbalu reaching the bight of 13,680
feet. The rivers are mostly tidal, and wide only on
the plains, where their volume is large. The island
of Borneo is undoubtedly capable of growing food
to sustain one hundred million of people, while perhaps it has hardly a hundredth part of that number,
and they poor miserable beings at that. It seems to
require cold climates to endow men with hardiness,
enterprise, and thrift.

Elmina Seeing tl1e Sights.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS: 1Since I wrote to you last
I hav Iiad so many pleasant experiences I could not
describe them without wearying you all, but will
only giv a brief summary, so that you may see
where I've been all this time. I returned to Rhinebeck from the "Hub," and attended the fvur days of
commencement exercises of the institute, and then
went back to Pleasant Valley and staid a few days,
then bade perhaps a last farewell to mother, sister,
· and brother, and all the home folks, and once more
took my way to the gr~at city of. New York to make
a· farewell visit there among the pleasant friends
who hav been so kind to. me. I attended a theater,
went to Coney Island and saw that famous watering
place where hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers
go day after day to recreate and bathe in the briny
waves. It is truly a place of pleasure, games, and
amusements of all kinds. Music and dancing, restaurants and hotels, and all that pleases are there
found. I went up in the great centennial iron toler
three hundred feet in an elevator, and gazed abroad
over the wide waters, the green land, and sandy
beaches, the hurrying crowd below looking like mere
pigmys and moving specks on the earth. Went to'
the museum and saw the wonderful elastic skin man
who could draw the skin of the back of his neck up
for a night-cap, and that uuder his chin for a veil,
and make it in great flaps in the under side of his
arm or any of his limbs; and the man with one hundred faces, who could look like George Washington,
Peter Cooper, an Irishwoman, a Dutchman, or a
country school-boy, and presented each character exactly. Then a friend took me to the Metropolitan
Museum, where I saw all sorts of animals, birds,
shells, rocks, etc., in cabinets, and there were curiosi. ties from foreign lands, and skeletons and specimens
of prehistoric ages. We took a pleasant walk in
Central Park, that wonderful wilderness of tree,
lake, rock, and meadow in the great city of brick
and mortar, and there, in a little cave, we stood
silent, still, arid as alone as if we twe were the only
denizens of earth.
But the brightest day must hav an end, anJ once
more the iron steed bore me away over the far fields
into ~he Keystone state, and here I am among
the friends of long ago-in Flemington, where the
first years of my married life was spent, and our
first .child (Oscar) was born, among Mr. Slenker's
relativs and those who were once our neighbors. I
hav renewed old acquaintances and made new ones;
hav seen the boys and girls I left mere children, now
surrounded by olive branches of their. own, the
old and the new so intermingled I can hardly realize
whether the past has come back or I myself hav !

And by a wonderful coincidence the very woolen
mill that Mr. Slenker worked in there, and which
we saw burn down, ha.s again burned to the ground
during my present stay here. But amid all the
changes one can see improvement and progress always oil the advance. More CQmfort, more education, more real appreciation of life and its blessings
are everywhere. Where one used to read our Liberal papers in fear and trembling fifty will now
eagerly seek and devour .them freely and publicly.
A little lingering of the old myths dwells in the
the minds of nearly all, but the general intelligence
is leading toward fact, science, and truth. 'l'he
churches look old, dilapidated, and forsaken, and the
frequenters gay, happy, and worldly. Heaven fades
away in the distance, and earth grows grander and
more beautiful. People no longer nurse their sorrows and think it a sin to be joyful and happy, but
everywhere the love of the esthetic and the good is
on the increase. .With so much of joy on every
side, who shall say life is not a blessipg? or who
could long for an unknown future ? ·
My heaven here I'll fondly seek,
In this, the only life I know,
And humbly ask, with patience meek,
That best of cheedo all may flow.
. And when my hour shall come to die,
I know not when nor where nor how,
No shadows dark shall dim my sky
For finding heaven here and now.
Yours truly,
ELMINA D. SLENKER.

That Old Man Abraham.

Means for Ends.-Learning
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and'Loggerheads~

The system of learning puraued at all our great colleges, and
consequently imitated very extensivly at the lower ~;chools
should be well exposed to the public in order that a thorough
reform may be instituted. The almost sole subjects of study
are Latin and Greek (some Hebrew), abstract mathematics, and
theology. The attention given to other matters is small indeed.
Having passed ten years of my life at some of these institutions,
the last few of which were in a regular course, for whicl; the
previous six were preparatory, and· having observed in myself
and several hundred others the effect of the course of study, I
incline to rank the college course with the other wastes and
burdens of life imposed on himself by man. It belongs to the
class of expensiv governments, standing armies, church and
state. But the effect on society is irreparable loss. WP. take
the flower of our youth and literally emasculate their minds.
When our oldest colleges were instituted all the learning of
the world was concealed in Greek or ;Latin works. Did one
desire to study law, medicin, theology, history, science, he
must first learn to read the languages they were published in.
There was also a time when the British student of law had to
learn French. The law ceased to be written in French and the
students of law ceased t.o study French. The sciences of the world
are no longer concealed in two dead languages, yet we go on
wasting long years of the most precious part of life over these
tongues. There is something idiotic in this habit, but it is the
same with all human institutions that survive their utility.
'J;'here are to-day two or three branches of science that are indispensable to human life, and which require a lifetime to even
partially understand, They are left to whomsoever will take
them up, while all the sons of wealth and leisure begin droning
over arno, amas, and tupto tupteUi from the age of ten till
twenty-one. Perhaps that would not matter as to what they do
but alas! the sons of toil, those who hav but few years to spend
in study alone, do so naturally follow their example. Yes, the
schools for the people's children are invaded by this idiocy, and
those who are to lead in the great future are wasting years to
get a smatter of Greek, and after all they must remain inferior
to the commonest serving maid of old Attica.
The writer has done what not one graduate in ten thousand
does-he has kept up the reading of Greek and Latin each·
year of his life. And of what use? The thorough acquisition
of science, such as chemistry and geology, or electricity or
metalnrgy, would hav been of more use to mankind and himself than had he learned these two languages with Hebrew and
Sanskrit, with a dozen more dead tongues. Long 'ago men of
great genius and erudition remarked the same respecting a coll~ge course.
Cowper, the poet, Sidney, Adam Smith, and
:Macaulay, among others, hav exposed the folly and absurdity of
such waste of time. Macaulav, in his "Essay on the London
University," is especially severe, and in his common sense way
unanswerably condemns the whole system.
As our TRm.'H SEEKER world has so many quick, activ, influential minds, I present these ideas, hoping they may stir some
minds up to activ opposition to such wicked waste of time
and good material. Every village school has some one or more
friends to some college begging for it. The ambitious youth all
h?J?B to ente~ college and. study Greek and Latin. Lofty ambitiOn ! A Simple reflectiOn ought to expose its fallacy. If a
knowledge of these tongues is so important now they are dead,
and that learning is no longer like a mummy swathed in them,
what must it hav been when they were tbe living vehicles of all
the thought of civilization, and how infinitly superior to our
best were the Roman plowboys and Greek milkmaids? How
natural for dull, sleepy, old colleges to stand still while the
world went past th"m, and finally mistakA the means of acquiring knowledge hundreds of years ago for lhe sole object of
xll study in our nineteenth century l We shall find tallowbrained conservatists, and all the logger-beaded apes of respectability, shuddering at all such heresy as this, as they hav in turn
shuddered at freedom and equality, liberty of conscience and
of speech, at Abolitionism a.nd Infidelity. Never can we look
for reform till the idol-breakers and truth seekers investigate
the subject.
1.
Orevon, Mo., June 10, 1882.

There are but few Christians who 'know that the
statement in the eighth verse of the twenty-fifth
chapter of Genesis is false and absurd. It says that
Abraham died in a good old -age, an old man, and
full of years. Well, what is there about that that is
.wrong? If a man lives to be one hundred and
seventy-five years old is he not full of years? He
would be considered so at this age, but not in Abraham's time, when men lived to be six hundred years
old. You will find by Gen. xi, that Shem, one of
Noah's sons, did not die till thirty-five years after
Abraham, being six hundred years old. In what
sense, then, could it be said that Abraham died in a
good old age and full of years, when, according to
the run of ages, he had not reached what might be
called the prime of life? The following table is
from the Gen. xi, commencing at the tenth verse:
, DATE B.C.
Year of the flood,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
2348
Shem at the birth of Arphaxad, 100 years old, in the year 2346
. "
"
Salah,
135 "
"
"
2311
"
"
Eber,
165 "
"
"
2281
"
"
Peleg,
199 "
"
·"
2247
"
"
Ren,
229 "
"
"
2217
"
"
Serug,
261 "
"
"
2185
"
"
Nahor,
291 "
"
"
2155
"
"
TArah,
320 "
"
"
2126
"
"
Abraham, 390 "
"
"
2056
Shem at the death of Abraham, 565 "
''
"
1881
Shem died in the year
1846
A.sphaxed died, 1908; age 438; died before Abram, 27 yrs.
Salah
"
1878; " 433; " after
"
3 "
Eber
''
1817; " 464; "
"
"
64 "
A World of Knownotbings.
Peleg
"
2008; " 239; " before "
127 "
MY
BELOVED
BROTHERS AND SISTERs: P. T. Barnum says the
Reu
"
1978; " 239; "
"
"
97 "
Serug
"
1955; " 230; "
"
"
74 " worla loves to be humbugged and ate willing to pay for iii. So
Nahor
"
2007; " 148; "
!'
"
126 " it's not strange that one set of knownothings are willing to pay
Terah
"
1921; " 205; "
"
"
40 '' another set of knownothings to tell them all about the things
of which they know nothing.
Every priest is a knownothing about the things in the next
Yet you will find that the Bible chronology dates world;
in fact, some of them don't know any too much about
Abraham's death in the year 1822 B.c., twenty-four the things in this world. Now, I am willing to admit that I am
years later than Shem's death,. which would make a first-class knownothing, but I know as much about the next
~brah~;m two hundred and thirty-four. ye~rs old. world as anyone, and that is just nothing at all. I hR.v never
Gen. xn, 4, tells us that A~raham took his wife,. and seen God, and my wife says that she has never seen the devil.
the souls they had gotten ~n Haran, and went to the Ana yet she is as well calculated to hav made his acquaintance
anyone. Amen.
land of Caanan, he then bemg seventy-five years old; as Brother
Jones will please pass the hat.
M. BABCOCK.
yet the chronologyputs the date !lt 1921 B.c., making
Abraham one hundred and thirty-five rears old.
Sing~ Brothers, Sing.
How and why they make the dates so mcorrect I
Now is the time to prepare for making the annual Liberal
cannot see, for any common school-boy would do
meetings as interesting as possible. It will be a good plan for
better, and not half try.
ALFRED L. BINLEY.
friends residing in those places where the meetings are to be
held to get together all their ~cquaintances who can sing and
The Freethinkers' Convention,
send for several dozen "Liberal Hymn.Books," and practice on
A WORD TO THE LIBERALS OF NEW ENGLAND AND OF some of the most stirring and appropriate pieces, until they are
well learnt. These singers will then be able to lead the congreTHE WEST.
gation. The tunes to which the hymns are set can be found in
The general passenger agent of the Fitchburg the "American Tune Book," and nearly every collection of
railroad (Hoosac Tunnel route) has agreed to giv low music designed for church use. They are mostly tunes with
rates of fare to New England people who desire to which people hav been familiar for years; good tunes, too,
attend the Freethinkers' Convention at Watkins which only need to hav the right kind of words set to them to
Glen if a certain number of names can be pledged he a joy forever. We advise our friends to try this plan. In
covers the '' Liberal Hymn-Book " costs but $1.75 a
who will take tickets; and the Lake Shore and Mich- paper
dozen. See advertisment.
igan Southern railroad will allilo giv us low rates
from Chicago and at the various stations along its
'l'he Op~nion of One Who Knows Braden.
line if a certain number of names can be pledged to
Frorn the Falls City Jou1"nal.
take excursion tickets from Chicago.
This office has received a pamphlet entitled "Ingersoll UnTherefore, I hereby request every person residing
by Clark Braden. Braden requests us to advertise
in New England who would like to purchase a cheap masked,"
himself and his pamphlet free, which is very characteristic of
excursion ticket from Boston to the Convention and the dead beat. The Kearney Journal, Oakland Independent,
return to at once send me his or her name. And Qmaha Watchman, and a few other exchanges hav puffed this
also every person living in Chicago or west of there fraud, and we hope they will publish our version of Braden
who wo~dlike to purchase a cheap excursion ticket Unmasked. We personally know Clark Braden to be an
from Chicago to the Convention and return to at unscrupulous liar. A number of years ago, in Pawnee city,
Nebraska, he villainously slandered the memory of Joshua :R.
once send me his or her name.
H .. L. GREEN.
Giddings, the old antislaveq hero, for which he was called to
.
Sec. Freethinkers' Ass'n.
account then and there. Braden is a liar by nature and a charSalamanca, N. Y., July.l, 1882.
latan by profession. He exhausted his resources for knavery
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in this state, and is no longer recognized by his own church in
the East. No respectable publishing house would take Braden's
pamphlet, and he was obliged to print it at his own expense,
and 10 his own name:

principles of the· Christian· religion. In this respect Howard with very naughty conduct in' connect"
my father was less particular. I remained at or with the front sopra:na. singer of the cJ,wir in the 8~~~
about home until I was eighteen years of age. I church at sundry times and places, during a period
had now become very sensible to religious impres- of about three years last past. For about two we
sions, but not without my doubts as to the correct- and at the present time, the trial of the said act~ks
ness of some of the doctriils of the church. Jewish has been progressing In our Common Pleas co~o:
wars, wonderful miracles, and many curious things and during- the said trial much of the bad has b r '
which I read in the scriptures I found it diffitmlt to brought out in the testimony of the numerous
reconcile with the attributes of a good and just God nesses who hav testified in the case, but much credit
TRAPPE, Wis., June 2S, 1882.
and with what littlA I then knew of the laws of must be given to the trustees of the said church f
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find a" V" for Mr. Bennett's nature. And here I must confess I was in trouble their manly, outspoken condemnation of the couror
Around-the-World Fund. Please send the books to often, not being able fully to believe nor dare not of this man Howard in their testimony in the cas~e
c. o. SELMER. disbelieve what an affectionate and loving mother and in their manifest disposition to do him am '
1
harl taught me. Sometimes I shed tears; sometimes justice and not kalsomine the "sable robe" their d~a~
DISCORD, IowA, June 26, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 to help bring I would pray that God would enable. me to come to con has donned while an official in their ranks and
his own family hav not furnished him a downy bed
our hero home. I am glad to learn he has safely a right conclusion.
At this time, when eighteen years of age, I took a upon which to rest his weary self. And, among other
landed on American soil. I wish you to send his
books of travel. Hope I am not too late. This is the situation at the Friend's Retreat, York, England, an testimony, it was shown by the clerk of the great
third "V" I hav sent or been instrumental in send- institution for the insane, and belonging to and hotel at the Methodist L':Lkeside camp-meeting ground
ing. We hav our first volume, and think that alone under the management of the Society of Friends. near "Sandusky City, in 1880, that during the meetings
worth more than all the Bibles ever printed. We ex- The treatment I met with during the twenty years on the said grounds this "deacon" called upon the said
pect to get the other volumes when our turn comes. I ~a~ there ef!lployed in various capacities gave me cl~rk for a key to open a door connecting his, the
I think they will be the best legacy we can leave to a hkmfl" for this people, and for about twenty years said deacon's room, with the said singer's room in
I was m _the practice of attending their meetings .the said hotel, and that the said door was .unlocked
ou children and grandchildren. MRs. M. RoGERS.
for worship. In 1847, when about forty years of age, as requested by the said deacon. The said singer's
CHAMPLIN, MINN., June 25, 1882, . I :emoved to this country with my wife and five name is A--, and has a husband from whom she is
MR. EDITOR: Again I .take the pleasure of forward- children, and purchased a farm of one hundred divorced, now living in Fostoria, in this state and
ing a "V" for the book of travels around the world. acres in the township of Pelham, where there was a who is reported to be a very fine gentleman. '
The money is from W. Brander, the book to be sent Friends meeting-house and rather a large settlement The "Lakeside Methodist Fellows" received a big
to Archibald Brander, P. E. Island. Now I must of Friends, with whom I continued to meet for a advertisment in the above matter, and up to the presright here express my joy for the happy return of few years, when some of my friends, as well as my- ent writing they are not reported as having settled
Mr. Bennett, and also my gratitude to him for giv- sel.f, t_hought. I might be more useful if in member- for the said "ad." furnished by their then hotel
ing us the best and most reliable book of travels ship m helpmg bear the burdens of society, when clerk in the rendition of his testimony in the case
yet written. May he be induced, after a go0d rest, I applied for membership, and was received as a Too much praise cannot be given to the most of th~
to visit all the chief cities of the Union, to write the member, and continued so for over thirty yPars, and members of the Congregational church here in their
scenes on his long journey, and to shake hands with took m! part in the management of the affairs of efforts of so manly and moral character, in trying to
the so01ety.
suppress vice wherever they find it, and especially in
the million of his true friends.
J. KINSER,
Some years ago some of our young Friends, assisting this man Howard, their deacon, who was a.
and some of the olqer ones, also, began to think chief officer in the "Society for the Suppression of
.
FALL RIVER, MAss., July 6,1282.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for the journey around that old orthodox Quakers were lacking in religious Vice" in this city, which was established here a few
the world. · I hav been sick all the past winter, and zeal and life, and had bPcome altogether too slow years since by that noted vice propagator, Anthony
Yours, waiting for the verdict,
forbidden to read much, but now that I am coming and did not keep up their end with the other Chris- Comstock.
M. 0. WAGGONER,
back to health again I want to read those letters of tian sects, and in order to do Ro began to let on a
the brave voyager. I don't care whether my name little more religious steam, and began to adopt the
MuscATINE, IowA, July 3, 1882,
is printed on the list or not. It is not written in the practices and forms of other religious societies; and
MR.
EDITOR:
I
read
the damnable Inter- Ocear. lie,
instead
of
waiting
.for
the
moving
of
the
holy
spirit
the "Lamb's book of life," and I hav no wish to hw
it paraded in any other book unless it may be of as Friends had always professed to do, they had and hope you will proceed against the scoundrels for
ben&fit to some other. I am glad the traveler has spirits of their own always ready; in fact, they had libel. I believe that every Liberal in the land will
arrived so far tow~rd home, and I trust he may con- got the road to their heaven a short and sure way- indorse the same. What will not the followers of
tinue in this life many years yet to beat back the only to believe in the atonement and your salvation the cross be guilty of to traduce the characters of
was sure, etc. '
honest opponents? If you don't want to waste time
slavery of error and superstition.
One thing, perhaps more than anything else, set in law, take a trip West and cowhide the villain.
Very truly yours,
SUSAN H. WIXON.
Yours truly,
H. M. KENNEDY.
me to thinking, when I heard it preached, how very
thankful we ought to be to our loving heavenly father
PIPESTONE, MINN., July 1', 1882.
CHENEY, W. T., May 21, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find postal order for for that blessed gift to us-the holy scriptures. I
ErnToR TRUTH SEEKER : It is a treat to read the re·
five dollars and fifty cents, five dollars for "A Truth confess I came to the conclusion that I did not envy
Seeker Around the World" for a friend of mine, Mr. any one that could feel so thankful for a book that freshing, common-sense, and instructiv pages of THE
J. R. Crowell, his name to appear in the books if to me me was so unintelligible, so full of inconsist- TRUTH SEEKER each week, we hav such a surfeit of
not too late, and fifty cents for Mr. Bennett's litho· encies anrl contradictions. The discordant views held Christian orthodoxy in all our daily walks. The
graph. Send the above to the address of A. D. Ferris, by the slow and fast friends led me to much con- Ladies' Christian Temperance Union trotted out
Pipestone, Minnesota. It is so pleasing to hear troversy, hard feeling, and appealing to ~he law (I their big gun, David Willis, D.D., U.S.A. This rethat our old friend has landed safely on the shore of am now speaking of friends in Norwich, of which ceiver of public money for empty prayers gave a
his nativ country once more, aud now I should like meeting I was then a member), in which some Chris- lecture on "The Perfect W qman." He gave us King
to hav him travel over the United States and honor tian charity was manifested, but of all the charities Solomon's (that old libertin) view in the Bible,
us with his presence, and lecture on his travels to I know anything of, Christian charity is the least which, he said, had never been surpassed. His idea
help advance Freethought and sell his works. Will desirable. About this time my faith in the creed of of a perfect woman wa!il, of course, the stereotyped
not his friends that hav subscribed for the books the church had became so much relaxed that I Christian one of a perfect cook, housekeeper, ornanow pledge themselvs to giv another five for this could not longer be making a profession of faith that mepter of home, supporter of the clergy, temperance
enterprise ? I, for one, will, and hope all will, for it was not in accordance with my own honest convic- worker, etc; thought her position equal, but differwill be a great pleasure to all to hav the honor of tions of the truth, and although I still continued to ent, to man's; her voice not intended to thrill the
grasping the hand of one that has suffered martyr- love and esteem my old friends, I felt cempelled, in Senate, but influence for private good, etc. All this
dom for the cause of Freethought. Hoping all will order to be true to my own convictions of right, to edifying stuff written down like any school-composithink favorably of the proposition and start him on resign my right of membership in the Society ef tion by this learned D.D. But women will continue
the trip as soon as he is rested and able for the task, Friends without giving a reason why I did so; and progressing, and will soon obtain the ballot in spite
now as more than two years has passed since that of all the doctors of divinity in the country.
I remain; as ever,
Yours,
A. D. FERRis.
time, I feel well satisfied with having done so. I now These C. T. U. ladies are mostly strong Suffragists.
belong to the one-man church. My creed is to seek Hof they reconcile it with the Bible is one of the
ONEIDA, N. Y., GoD's DAY, July 2, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for the truth, to believe all that my senses tell me mysteries of godliness. It was laughable to see them
a year. I do not want to be deprived of it. I admire is believable, to do injury to no one, to be just in hav to take their own medicin. When will women
its independent character and the fearlessness with all my dealings, to do what good lies in my. power cease to pander to and support these falsifiers and
which it advocates the true principles of Free- to the_ whole human race. In looking back over my misrepresenters and study and think for themselvs?
"Dr." Willis is a pompous wind-bag-good deliv~hought and reform.
If it was as extei:J.sivly circu- past hfe I cannot charge myself with being a wicked
lated as it ought to be, the church of God would be man. I may hav done some things and left others ery, but no reasoning faculty. The Christians, howobliged to resort to still baser means to obtain undone that might hav been better otherwise but ever, seemed much elated over him, and collected
money than they do at present. I hav just read an circumstances hav much to do with our actio~s in filthy lucre for him. A criticism of his two lectures
article on the first page of the Utica Saturday Globe this life, and the probability is that the same cir- was refused by our local paper here, which is, howthat I consider a fair sample of the Christian church cumstances would produce the same results again, ever, rather Liberally inclined, Please send me the
ANNIE EvEREST.
of to-day. Referring to the execution of Guiteau, it Then, by birth and circumstances, I am to-day just "Age of Reason " as an antidote.
runs thus: ''Many mess .. ges arrived at the jail this what I am. I diu not make myself, nor did I make
ELKLAND, PA., July 2, 1882.
morning from different parties. A telegram from the circumstances; then how could I be different
MR. EDITOR: We are pleased with the animus of
New York asks if the sender could obtain possession and I think myself rather fortunate in being what
of Guiteau's body to exhibit for the benefit of the am. I think I hav a pretty correct sense of what is W. S. Bell's article, "Ho for Watkins!" in last
Young Men's Christian Association." I think the really right, and I feel in conscience bound to do TRUTH SEEKER. May each and every )Jlberal in the
Young Men's Christian Association is getting pretty what I know to be right, and to do no wrong to any states and Canadas re-echo the sentiment and rehard up.
Respectfully,
G. BEEBE,
living man or thing if I know it. And this being spond to his and H. L. Green's call for aid and conaction, that the approaching convention, to
the case with me, I hope to carry out these views certed
be held at Watkins, may be a success and organizaWELLAND, ONT,, CANADA, May 26, 1882 ,
to the end; and if there is a hereafter, which I do tion go on increasing! The church justly taunts us
MR. EDITOR: I hav thought it right for me at this not know-there may or may not be-but I cannot see as being parsimonious, penurious, disintegrating in
time to leave behind me a short sketch or outline any justice in being punished in another life for do- tendency. Only the other day .a divine said to me,
of my life, as it may be of interest in years to come ing the best you ca.n in this.
JoHN RAY.
"So long as your people do not organize we hav
nothing to fear, and your parsimony shows your
T•OLEDO, 0 ,, J U 1y 1, 1882.
want of earnestness, enthusiasm, and zeal in your
·
1
on 1y giV an ou~ ~ne, and n;tore particularly _as it reMR. EDITOR: Some time since one N. M. Howard, a cause," Allow me to say this same divine is closelY
lates to my religious experience than. anyt~mg else. deacon in the First Congregational church of this watching the lead of the Freethought movement.
~ was born at. Hnby, a country VIllage m York- ,.city, and also recently a member of our state legis- By our coming together at Watkins, as well as keep·
shire, England, I_n ~he year A D. 1806, on the 15th of lature from this county, also a broker and commis- ing speakers in the field, let us show we are Ill
February, of Chri~tian par_ents, Thom_as and Hannah sion merchant, commenced an action in our ·court of earnest, advancing, and becoming a power.
Ray. I was tramed or mstructed m the religious Common Pleas against a weekly newspaper known A word as to the reception and dinner to be tencre?d of the church of Eng~an_d. My mother, as I as the Toledo Democrat, charging said paper with dered D. M. Bennett during time of convention.
believe, was a good a~d Ch~Istian ~oman, an~ took libel, and claims $25,000 for repairs to his alleged Allow us to be one of the thousands who second the
great care to hav us (six ch1ldren) mstructed m the damaged character. The paper charged the same motion. The proposition is just what we bad been
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looking for, knowing that Mr. H. L. Green is not
the man to let so auspicious an occasion pass unimproved. Let ·us do honor to our hero in doing justice to ourselvs and the cause. I beg to offer the
first toast of the occasion: D. M. Bennett, hero,
martyr, world-renowned truth-seeker, consecrated to
truth and its dissemination; the advocate of right,
the scorner and defier of wrong, the crucified of
yesterday, the' crowned to-day! Honored, beloved
chieftain, hail thee welcome to our home and hearts!
A lone picket on the rampart.
GRA.O.E L. PA.RKHURST.
EAST DuBUQUE, ILL., June. 22, 1882.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $5-$3 for THE
TRUTH SEEKER, $1 for Mr. J. Hacker's benefit, and $1
for Mr. Sinnett's book. I will add that I feel greatly
obliged to Mr. Bennett for the information given of
all he was able to reach in·connection with these mysterious phenomena or subtle forces of nature being
investigated by Col. Olcott, Madam Blavatsky, and
the astral Brothers. I was surprised at seeing rather
severe and unkind criticism on Mr. Bennett's communication in connection with this subject in Mr.
Ohainey's This World of April 15th. I was pained
that our esteemed and gifted friend should hav erred
so gravely, should hav departed so widely from the
principles that he so ably defends. I fear that when
leaving the late dark prison house of superstition he
may hav carried with him some "f his old intolerance not adapted to the sweet and bright atmosphere of perfect liberty and equal rights. He may
hav taken this method of freeing himself of it, though
an improper one in my opinion. We consider it a
broad assumption for any man to say what forces are
not·in nature or set limits to her possibilities. I hav
had an experience with phenomena of a nature parallel with some of the incidents related by Mr. Bennett, and could our critic hav shared with me, he
would never hav characterized the communication as
·"rubbish." My kind regards to Mrs. Bennett.
Very respectfully' yours,
D. R. BuRT.
RocKY CoMFORT, ARK., June 20,1882,
MR. EDITOR: As I hav never told you anything of
this country, I propose a few remarks. We are situated within about four miles of the Indian line on
the west; within six miles of Red River on the south
twelve miles from Little River on the east.' Last yea;
the crops were nearly a failure, a thing very uncommon in this country. All our bread and meat had
to come from St. Louis. Money is very scarce. We
hav the finest ·prospects for crops of all kinds 'that
ever were known in this country at this time of the
year. Corn is now safe; wheat and oats are cut and
being thrashed. We can't send you much money
till cotton is gathered and put in the market, which
will be about November.· I inclose $1 to be applied
as directed.
Yours,
E. M. JENNINGS, M.D.
ALLIANCE, 0., June 22, 1882.
:MR. EDITOR: I am glad the veteran truth seeker
landed safe in our own country. We hav be~n delighted with his report while away. Am glad he has
been investigating occult philosophy; there are wonders in that line i.n our own country which I hope
he will find time to investigate and report. Even
though Brother Chainey thinks it poor diet for
Freethinkers, you know the scriptures say " the carnal mind cannot disern the things of the spirit,"
and some reformers are afraid of others reporting
thing-s in advance of their own knowledge; they are
running into error. But I think we should be broad
enough in our Liberalism to not fear investigation in
any direction; for only through the broadest liberty
of thought, and freedom to scale all bights and
fathom all depths, and push our research in all
directions, can we hope to arrive at truth, and continue to progress inflnitly. There is no limit to the
possibilities of the human soul, and the sooner we
realize that bonds and checks only hinder, but cannot prevent its ultimate development ii!to truth and
the sublime Spiritual unfoldment of our natures the
better. I think we can trust the honest seeker ~fter
truth in his investigations without trying to limit
his sphere, or saying, thus far and no farther shalt
thou go, especially if we hav discarded the dogmatic
"Thus saith the Lord." With an honest God speed
to the workers in every field of reform,
I am, fraternally, MRs. C. RocKWELL.
WHITE RooK, NEv., June 15,1882.
MR. EDITO:rt: Inclosed find $6, to be applied as folfows: $3 for Charles Brown's subscription to THE
TRUTH SEEKER for 1882, and $3 to apply on George
Gottman's account.
That beautiful notice which the San Francisco
Chronicle gave you will reap its just reward. Four
of its regular subscribers of this place concluded
after reading that article that they had no further
use for it, and one that had requested me to send for
it remanded the order. I think every Liberal who
has been taking it should notify the publishers that
they hav no use for such a paper, and tell them the
reason why. By touching them where it hurts they
may possibly some time make up their minds that
Freethinkers and Liberals are half-way decent and
ha.v rights that should be respected as well as Christians.
The Liberals of White Rock send a hearty welcome
home to D. M. Bennett. They all would ha'V gone to
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Francisco to giv his good, honest old hand a
squeeze could they possibly hav done so. The most
ot us here are cowboys, and as the cattle are scat·
tered over hundreds of miles of wild country, we hav
to be in the saddle most of the time to keep track
of them. With my kind rt>gards,
··
Yours truly,
V. G. BoRRETTE.
PORTI!MOUTH, ENGLAND, June 10, 1882.
M:rt. EDITOR: I hav to acknowledge the receipt of
the book entitled "The Godly Women of the Bible,"
and the first volume of Mr. Bennett's travels around
the world. I hav to thank you for first complying
with my request to become a subscriber and for
punctually posting the bt>oks to me. I must also tender you my thanks br THE TRUTH SEEKER forwarded
weekly. I expect by the time this reaches New York
Mr. Bennett himself will be at home. I am anxious
to hear of his safe return to New York. Also glad
he is not left in that sacred ditch, the Jordan. I
fancy of the two I would rather be left in the sacred
river of the Hindoo-the Ganges of India.
Please inform Mrs. Bennett that Mrs. Brumage has
sent bv this post an antimoccasin (made by her niAce},
for her use as a token of remembrance of Mr. Bennett's visit to our domicil at Portsmouth. I may say
that we are both pleased with Mr. Bennett's writings.
On alternate Sunday evenings I read a portion of his
travels to our Freethought friends, who are also well
pleased. I am now about the land of Yahweh.
On Sunday, May 7th, Mr. G. Foote, of London,
editor of the Freethinker, delivered two lectures in
this town, one on Mr. Bradlaugh and . his constituents, and "The Great Chris~ is Dead." '.II he southern
part of England is not so much alive to Freethought
as the midland districts, but are fast waking up to
think for themselvs. As a proof, the clergy and lay
churchmen throw out hints to their flocks that they
must avoid attending Freethought meeting, and •reading such works as the "Mistakes of Moses," etc.
All of Col. Ingersoll's late works hav been much read
in. this country. I a.m anxious to read his last oration.
I received a note from Mr. Bradlaugh this day, informing me that he will lecture three times on Sunday, July 9th. The south of England wants a little
stirring up on Freethought matters. This is the spot
that sends the Woolf to Parliament, one of his open
enemieR.
Mrs .. Brumage joins me in kind regards to Mr. and
Mrt;J. Bennett, and to the editor during Mr. Bennett's
absence. We are well; I hope ea.ch of you are the
same.
Yours sincerely,·
J. E. BRUMAGE.
SoMERSET, KY., June 30, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: No doubt some of your readers would
like a word on Kentucky's great gospel tramp, prevaricator, and damphool. known ·as Geo. 0. Barnes,
the evangelist, who has been on an extensiv tramp
in this state, raking in the loose change of the demented creatures that swallow his brimstone soup.
This tramp, like his, mythical predecessor of Galilee,
teaches doctrins strangely at variance to the univer!!al experience of mankind. But being a godinspired man, a kind of Jesus Christ, junior, nothing
better could be expected from him. His sermons
are noted chiefly for their slang and lack of logic and
common sense, admirably suited to the mental caliber of the majority of his converts. He claims to be
able to preach daily for five years without becoming
hoarse, which he parades wherever he goes as a
proof of his divine mission.
He givs his hearers to understand that all the
world are wrong in their belief but him. "I alone
know the way to heaven." "All preachers are working for the devil." "Bah! Ingersoll has a better
chance for heaven than any preacher." "Black and
Talmage tried to answer Ingersoll, but failed. His
arguments are unanswerable."
But what is Barnesism?' It is a belief that Barnes
is inspired by God, that the Bible is the word of
God, that prayer and anointing will heal the sick,
that all disease is the direct work of the devil, that
a true believer cannot get sick, be hurt by any
power on earth; that none but sinners hav trouble
of any kind, that the world is to be destroyed in five
years, that Barnes has been baptized in a manner
that he would not explain "to save the life of one
so dear as my wife," that Marie's organ is tuned by
by prayer and faith, that said organ has been tuned
in said way for five years, that o~ journeys the
"Lord" sent rain all round Barnes and not a drop
fell· on him, that the devil sends rain to keep the
people from coming to hear him preach, that the
Lord makes the wheat grow, and the devil makes
it take the rust; that hundreds of consumptive with
lungs "clean gone" hav been healed through the
instrumentality of Barnes, that no difference what
you do you will be saved if you "confess Jesus,"
that scores of incurables were cured at "Pink Cottage," although it is known that the "faith fuse"
is now an exploded humbug; that Barnes does not
receive money for his services, and yet his daughter
Marie has got enough to make him think of taking
a trip around the world; that the devil made Barnes
sick at Somerset, and his wife had to anoint him to
exorcise the devil; that the bottle of oil Barnes
always carries in his pocket to cure the sick with
has curativ effects above that of other oil of the
same kind; that the" Bible is every word true," yet
there are many passages in it that are the " devil's
lies;'' that all church-members that do Bot "con-
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fess " to him will be damned, yet he advises his eonverts to join the churches; that all believers should
take no thought for the morrow, but ,trust the good
Lord to provide all things needful ; that to scream
" praise the Lord " at the top of the voice will drive
the devil out of the room.
Such is Barnesism, the popular religion of the day.
But we are glad to know this absurd, fanatical, and
laughable form of superstition is opening the eyes
of many hitherte strictly orthodox, but now on the
broad road to liberty and light. Of these the young
men form the majority, and it is a common thing to
hear opinions promulgated that are inimical to the
creeds of Christendom. All we need is a good Liberal
educator like THE TRUTH SEEKER to finish the work
begun. A good lecturer would find a field here that
would pay.
Yours fraternaily,
J. C. OwEN.
NoRsE, TEXAS, June 27, 282.
MR. EDITOR: As I hav seen nothing in your columns from this section of country, I hav thought
perhaps a dot or two might be acceptable. I took
passage on board THE TRUTH SEEKER craft on the first
day of January last, and I am happy to say that I
hav found to my satisfaction every particle of her
timbers sound to the core. You will therefore see
that I entertain no fears of being stranded or shipwrecked. Indeed, I think all who will come on board
THE TRUTH SEEKER craft and sail out into the broad
ocean of reason with Truth as their headlight, need
hav no fear whatever. True, we may run against
what by some would be called knots in theology, but
that is the kind of game we are hunting for, and
when we touch one of them they are nothing more
than a pile of sand, as it were, before a batteringram. I was considerably amused in reading vour
columns of June 17th, under the head of Book
Notice, "Ingersoll's Interview on Talmage," etc.
Well, it is amusing as well as instructing to read
after Col. Ingersoll; and when he handles the subject of theology, I would not lay him down to pick
up anybody else. I was a little surprised, however,
at one of the colonel's expressions in your columns
above alluded to. The colonel says that he" has no
more confidence in flat worlds than he has in flat
money." I feel quite sure that the colonel never,
U<es language without comprehending its meaning,
consequently did not use the above language unintentionally. Now, if Col. Ingersoll has any kind of
money that is not flat money, I would be glad to
get a small piece of it for a keepsake; fact is, I will
giv five dollars of flat money for one dollar of money
that is not flat. Of course there is no flat money
out of nothing, but there is flat money out of something; and before the flat goes forth upon the material there is no money value in it. Fiat (decree,
order) is what converts any material into money and
says how much of said materia.! shall constitute so
much money. When I read the colonel's language
as I hav quoted it, I thought of the anecdote I once
heard of a. preacher, which is as follows: "The
preacher was preaching to 'his congregation, with all
the power and vehemence he possessed, warning
them of the awful dangers of the ' bottomless pit;'
when warming himself up to the highest frenzy, he
raised his hand aloft, and shouted in thunder tones:
'If you don't all repelilt of your sins and come to
Jesus, you will all go to hell just as sure as I catch
that fly (whack comes his fist). Damned if I didn't
miss it.' " Now, I agree with the colonel as regards
fiat worlds, but when it comes to flat money, I think
its like the preacher's fly-he missed it. I will close
for this time; perhaps will write you again soon, and
giv you a description of religion and Freethought in
this section. You can count on me as a passenger
on THE TRUTH SEEKER craft until death parts us;
indeed, I will hav to fall very low financially if I
ever do without the noble TRUTH SEEKER.
Yours in the cause of truth,
W. T. M.
MoNTROSE, IowA., July 3, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I am but one among tens of thousands
who rejoice at your safe return to your nativ land,
triends, and home. Your enemies are few but vindictiv and bi,tter, an inherent disposition of Christianity. But long life to you, the champion of Freethougbt.
Guiteau has passed over the river. On the other
shore the first one he met was an old friend of the
same faith. The salutation was as follows: ''Good
morning, Brother Calvin, happy to meet you." "The
same to you, Brother Guiteau. It seeltls you were
hurried over the river simply for putting into execution the command of God. Not so w~h me, for our
faith was in power when I burned at the stake my
victim. Now take some rest, Brother Guiteau, and in
due time I will introduce you to many of our Christian frien<ls who hav obeyed the commands of God
in the same way. Good-bye." Friend Bennett, we .
are not prepared to meet God, for we hav not murdered our fellow-man.
A. CRANDALL.
BosToN, MAss., July 1, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Though a little obscure-unknownstill I claim to be a star in the firmament of Freethinkers. And I just wish to indorse a suggestion
made by E. Myrick, that our noble patriot advocate ·
of Freethought giv :a. B. Hayes an oppC)rtunity for
an exchange of mutual magnanimity on his way east.
Such opportunities for the display of real greatness
are too r.are to be lost. Wouldn't Mrs. Hayes giv a
dinner? Who knows?
GEORGE SHARPLEY.
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The Editor's Wager.
The editor sat in his chair alone,
A busier person there never was known:
When in came a farmer, a jolly old soul,
Whose name for long years had been borne on the
roll
Of paying subscribers. He had come into town
To bring his good wife and some farm produce
down,

And, having a moment or two he could spare,
Had run in as usual to bring in a share
Of his own inward sunshine to lighten the gloom
Of the man of the press and his dull, cheerless
room.
The editor's smile, as he lifted his eyes
And saw who was there, was of joyful surprise;
And he greeted his friend with a deal of glad zest,
]'or a good chat with him was like taking a rest.
When at length tbe old farmer got ready to leave,
He said, with a sly little laugh in his sleeve:
My dear friend, there is only one thing I just
want to say.
Now please don't get vexed, for yon kriow it's my
way;

But what makes you put in each paper you print
so much tbat is worthless-do you take the hint Y
Well, petty misfortunes, and little misdeeds,
And lots of small matter that nobody reads."
The editor looked at him square in the face,
At :first with a frown, then a ·smile took its place.
"Jl'ly dear friend," he replied." I'm surprised you
don'tknow
.
Every line in the paper is read; but it's so;
And now, if you wish, I will make my words good
And prove what I say, as" every man should.
I'll put in the very next paper a line
Or two about you, in coarse print or :fine,
Whichever you choose, and just where you may
say,
And if you don't ftnd on the very next day
That your neighbors all read it, I promise to giv
Free subscripLions to you as long a~ you llv."
Agreed,,. said the farmer; " you shall sing a new
song;
Put it right in the middle of one of those long
Fine-type advertisments-1 never yet knew
Any person of sense to read one of them through,
If I hear frorn It twice I will bring down to you
The best load of garden sauce I ever grew."
Then the " good days " were passed, and the farmer went out, ·
And the editor laughed to himself, without doubt,
As he thought of his wager, and how it would end,
. And the nice little joke he would havon his friend;
Then he wrote just two iines,and he ordered them
set
In the smallest of type, thillking, "I'll Win that
bet."

And he placed thern blmself, to be sure and not
fail,
In the midst of a close agate real estate sale;
For to better succeed in his little designs,
He'd selected the place where to put these lines,
And hav thern connected with what followed and
make
A sentence complete in itself, without break.
These the lines that he wrote, "Our old friend,
good James True,
Who is one of the best men the world ever knew,
Of the well-known Hope farm "-that was all that
he said
AbOut James, but the line next below these two
read,
Will be sold very cheap"-then went on to unfold
The beaut~es and bounds of the land to be sold.
The paper was printed. The·next day but one
The farmer came in with his eyes full of fun;
Yon hav won," he began," just as sure as you're
born;
Why, before I got breakfast ate yesterday morn,
Two or three neighbors ~alled on purpose to see
What that meant in the paper they saw about me.
(I hadn't seen it yet.) Then, during the day,
Every n"ighbor that met me bad something to say
About my being sold. I was sold very cheap,
And you did it well, too-it was too goed to keep.
so l'v told the whole story, and come with all
speed
To bring you the garden sauce, as I agreed."
The editor looked from hi.s window and saw
His friend had brought in all his horses could
drawAll for him; he declined to accept it, but found
That his friend wouid not listen, and was o1fwith
a bound,
Saying, cheerily, as he went out," In your next
Just say Jim True's preachmg; and this is his text,
There's naught in the paper-fruit, flowers, or
weedsNor a line in the paper that nobody readB."
-E. P. Tobf:IJ in the Providence Journal.

Some Well-Deserved Compliments.
From tfle Ogde:n Daily llemld.

After 8 o'clock, Monday evening, Union
Opera House was well filled with an audience
eaO"er to hear the reputed Liberalist and editor
of"'THE TRUTH SEEKER, Mr. D. M. Bennett,
who is on his retu'rn from an eleven months'
trip around the world.
The chairman introduced the gentleman who
was the recipient of the ovation with fitting remarks.
The secretary of the Liberal League then
read the address of reception to the guest, expressing the solicitude of the fellow-thinkers in
his welfare during his journey around the
world, and maintaining the equal rights of all
men in matters of belief in the land which
ought to be the land of the free.
Mr. D. l'YL Bennett then stepped to the front,
expressing his warm thanks for the cordial reception accorded him. He referred to the kindness of his friends in enabling him to make the
circle of the world, a friendship he could never
forget. He then alluded to the fact of his having been sent to prison, some years ago, and
traced the course of his Freethought journal,
THK TRTITH SE!i:KE.R, from small beginnings in

a town in Illinois to it~ present :flourishing- condition in .New York. In plain words, he
sketched the course of his persecution insti•
gated in the Y. M. C. A. in New York, and
mainly carried out by Anthony Comstock ..
In 1880 he was sent over to Brussels, Belgium, and he extended his tour over various
countries of Europe. This was finally extended
into a journey all over the world, on which the
speaker started on the 30th of July, 1881. As
a result of this tour Mr. Bennett has written
five volumes of travels, two of which are published, and the others will shortly be issued.
The speaker also gave a few rapid sketches
of his traveling impressions, as in Egypt, Chaldea, India, and then branched over into a
glance at the development of the civilization of
mankind, drawing comparisons between various
systems of religions, especially dwA!ling on the
creeds of Buddha. He also asserted that the
status of morality in Europe, to his ob~ervation,
was by no means superior to that of the pagan
countries of Asia.
Further on the speaker paid a ~<lowing tribute to the great political power of England, extending all ovPr the face of the earth. but he
could not help contrasting the immorality of
the "Christian"' civilization with the good behavior of the Asiatic pagans. Mr. Bennett
also !'poke on the uselessness and even danger
of missions to "convert the heathen," and expressed his belief that there is little probability
in the pagan nations being brought over to
" Christianity."
·
In conclusion the speaker combated the error of supernaturalism, the misconception of a
creator having made nature out of nothing,
and the folly of man making gods in his own
image.
In conclusion, aft11r paying the "Mormon"
church the compliment of having- a united and
theref_ore strong organization, Mr. Bennett exhorted the Liberals to organize in union and
harmony.
.From Pomeroy's G·nat West.

D. M. Bennett, editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
published in New York city, nnd the champion
of personal freedom, arrived in Denver Wednesday last, on his :wily home from his trip around
the world. Mr. Bennett will, when he reache~
New York, hav been on his way twelve months.
During his trip he has been writing- a series of
articles for his paper, descriptiv of his travels,
and they h11v formed one of the most attractiv
features .of the paper. Mr. Bennett is a close
observer, and his manner of describing what he
saw cannot be excelled by any living writer.
He has circumnavigated the globe, and. the
sights he has seen are narrated in his book, entitled" A Truth Seeker Around the World," in
the most charming manner. His description of
Egypt and the Holy Land is perfect, and now,
since the recent revolt in E~ypt, will prove of
unusual interest. This book will comprise five
volumes, Clmtaining 4,500 pages-au incredible
amount of matter, gathered in sq short a space
of time-and it can be truthfully said that it
exceeds anything ever attempted by any traveler
in a flying trip of 25,000 miles. Mr. Bennett
will spend a couple of weeks in Colorado, visiting the many plac\lS of interest, and will incorporate in his book a description of this wonderful
state. To our brethern of the press all over
the state we ask that l'Yfr. Bennett be given
every opportunity to see the mines and industries of the state, as a description by such a
noted writer will do the state more good than
the many garbled reports given by irresponsible correspondentR.
·
While in India l'Yir. Bennettmetthatreligious
montebank Joseph Cook, whom thA nativs ran
out of the country, and on the platform, amid
his heathen audience, routed this notorious
Bible hanger, and crammed down his throat,
so to speak, the stories he was trying to induce
the nativs to believe. Mr. Bennett's }Pctures in
Ceylon were so well thought of that they were
printed in the Singalese language and scattered
broadcast over the country.
On his return from the ·interior of the state it
would be a good idea for people who >J.re interested in foreign travel to get Mr. Bennett to
giv a lecture and tell us what he has seen.
The first volume of Mr. Bennett's book is
out, and describes Scotland, Ireland, England,
includinl!', also, an account of the Freethinkers'
International Congress at London, in 1881, the
N Ptherlands, Germany, Austria,Greece, Turkey,
Smyrna, Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyrout,
Baalbec, to Damascus. The second is in print,
the third is in the hands of the compositors,
and the fourth and fifth will be ready in about
three months. Each volume is illustrated with
forty illustrations, making it the finest work of
the kind ever published.
Address D. M. Bennett, 141 Eighth street,
New York city.
F>Yrm/Jfan,

If a man has courage, goodness, truth, and
humanity in him. just let his enemies try to
crush him out and see how gloriously his worth
will spring into light as his defender and savior.
The attempt to crush out the great TRUTH
SEEKER has had just this result. Thousands
who rejoice in the triumph of truth and human
nature over hypocritical bigotry greet his return
to the golden gates of California after his world
pilgrimage with an enthusiasm that, we confess,
surprises us.
But why should they not? Who has suffered more or worked harder for the enlightenment of our people than he ? That he has
faults, who has confessed more frankly or
atoned for them more patiently and nobly? A.
man is to be measured by the average of his
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whole life and its results. When this measure
is applied to Mr. Bennett he rises so far above
his defamers that their clamors cannot be
heard. His pilgrimage has now certainly been
long enough to leave all his sins behind him,
and we welcome him to our shores with the
heartiest congratulations upon the success of
his voyage. Let his record of it, called " A
THE
Truth Seeker Around the World." be sent for
at THE TRUTH SEEKER office, 141 Eighth street,
New York. A.nd let those who gather at these
ovations remember that to render them permaBEING A REPLY TO TRE
nent a League should be or~ranized on the spot.
Send to the office of Man, 744 Broadway, N_ew Saturday SermonE~ of the Tc;>ronto Mail,
York, to hav a charter forwarded at once.
INCLUDING A VINDICATION OF

-

" MAIL'S" THEOLOGY.

F>·om the Ogde:n Daily Pilot.

D. M. Bennett, the. editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, came in from California on this morning's train from the west, and goes to Salt Lakf.l
City. Mr. Bennett is the prophet of advanced
Liberalism in religious matters, and proposes to
lecture in Zion. He is on his return from a
trip arpund the world, in the course of which
he has made a thorough study of the customs,
manners, religious, and superstitions of the different countries and peoples he has visited, and
proposes to giv his views on the subjects of his
researches. The work will take up five volumes of nine hundred pages each, with plates
and illustrations, and will present an exhaustiv
review of the way thinl!'s look from Mr. Bennett's standpoint. It is hoped that the gentleman can be induced to stop over in Ogden on
Sunday evening and giv the people a chance to
hear of what he has seen during his long journey of eleven months, and of the inferences he
has drawn from his views of peoples and things.
From the Ogden (Utah) Daily Herald.

D. M. Bennett, editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
came in from the west by the express train this
morning. The old gentleman looks tolerably
well and feels happy on his return from his trip
around the world. He is an indefatigable
worker, not. much of a speaker, but a very
:fluent writer. During his iourney of eleven
months' duration he has written five volumes
on his own peculiar and others' views on man
as to his present a.nd future condition. Two of
the books are published and the other ones are
reaily for the press .
Mr. Bennett went to Salt Lake City to-day;
on his return he will remain over and lecture in
Ogden on Saturday or Sunday night.
From the Salt Lake City Herald.

This noted man [D. M. Bennett], editor of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, who has been placed bebiud the prison bars by the notorious Comstock,
and whose name is as well known iii a certain
cirole of thinkers as that of Robert G. Ingersoll, ~me in from the west yesterday on his return from a tour around the world. During his
journey of eleven mouths he has written five volumes on his own peculiar views of mnn and
things, which will be p;::blished in due time.
The gentleman looks venerable and feels well.
It is expected that he will lecture in the Liheral
Institute before he leaves Utah, that building
having been tendered him free of all expenses
for that purpose.
·

CHARLES BRAD LAUGH, U.:P,,
Against the Mail's Aspersions.

By ALLEN PRINGLE.
Price, 15 cents.

Sold at this olllce.

Ingersoll in Canada.
By the same author. Price, 15 cents.

THE

BRAIN and tile BIBlE.
OR,

The Conflict between U:e:ntai Science
and 1'tl eo logy.
By Edr.;-ar c. Beall,
With a preface by

Robert G. Ingersoll.
.. This book written by a brave and honest man, Is filled
with brave and honest thougllts. The arguments It
presents cannot be answered by all the theologians In
the world!"-R. G. Ingersoll.
Price, $1.50.
For sale at this olllce,

THE

Christ~anReligion.
BY

Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
Judge JEREMIAII S. BLA.C.K,
Pro.f. GEORGE P. FISHER.
The only CJon1plete and Authorized
Edition.
Thls very remarkable series of papers appeared at Jn.
tervals In the North Ame>"ican Review. and awakened the
profoundest interest with the press and public. Their
appearance In p!tmphlet form le In response to lnnumer.
able reauesta from an uarts of the country.

Price,

liO cents.

Orders should be given immediately. Address
'

D. M.

BENNETT,

1418th street, N.Y.

INGEl~.SOLL
AND

.JESUS.
Conversation In verse between the two great reformers

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Price, 10 cents.

D. :M. BENNETT,
141 8th street, New York.

Front the Ogde:n Datl?t He>·ald.

As previously announced, Mr. D M. Bennett, THE SEl'tHTIC GODS AND THE
the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, will lecture at
BIBLE.
8 o'clock to-night in Union Opera Honse. Al- Treat.lng upon ·the gods of the Semitic nations, lnclndln
thoueh not possessed of o,.atorical gifts like Allah; Jehovoh, Satan. the Holy Ghost, the Virgin MBI"y
the Bible. 1'o the latter 230 pages are devoted, show
Ingersoll, Bradlaugh, Beecher, or others, he is and
lng that nook to be a very Interior production for s first
olassGo~.
By D. M. Bennet.t. sss 1•1'1<~ D"'<eo. ):'ope
a :fluent sp_eaker, and having a thorough com- covers
60 ttA'J)t.R~ r.1ntb B1
mand and prompt control of a vast store of
miscellaneous and interesting knowledge, he is
The Champions· of the Church;
sure to sati~fy his audience Having just reTheir Crimes and Persecutions.
turned from an extended tour through Persia,
BlographJcal sketches of prominent Christians who dl
India, China, and Japan, he will hav a good g~aced
mankind. A companion to Tbe World's Sages,
deal to say about the roanners and customs of etc. BY D. M. Bennett. Svo, 1,119 pugea. Cloth, $8; leuthe
$4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
various races.
11

From the Central City Dail1J Register.

A Short History of tlle Bible.

Mr. D. M. Bennett, the venerable editor of
Being a popular account of the formation a.nd develop
THE TRUTH SEEKER, of New York, and who ment
of the canon.
has a national, if not a world-wide, reputa.tion
By BRONSON C. KEELER.
in journalism, is a visitor to this section of the
Address D. M. BENNETT,
Rocky Mountains to-day. He is just returning Price, 75cents.
41 8th st .• New York.
from a twelve-month trip around the world,
which his patrons anrl admirers gave him by
subscription. His observations of his extended
travels will he issued in book form in five vol- ESSAYS and LECTURES
BY D. F. UNDERWOOD.
umes, which cannot but be interesting to the
public, written from his standpoint. He is
Embracing, lntluence of Christianity on ClvlUzatlonn
""'! Mc-terlallsm; What Llberellsm Offers 1
entertained while in Central by some of his ad- Chrlatianlt~
Pace of Cltrlstlanlty: Scientific Materialism· Woman
mirers.
Spiritualism from a :&rnterlal!Rtlc Standpoint; Palne , th
From the Jud,qe.

:b. M. Bennett has returned from his trip
around the world. He has proved himself a.
hero and a noble man in
.._spite of Comstock and
his soap-boiler.

____

Pollt!<>al und Re\l~lous Reformer; Mt>terlallstu and Cr11Ij8
1 he
Wll! the Coming Man Worship Gorl? Crimes and Cruet
of Christianity; the Authorl'Y of the Bible; Freethoug
.Judged by Its Fruits; Our Ideas of God.
SOU pages. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.

___

FROM BEHIND THE BARS.
Western Michigan Camp-Meeting, A Beries of letters written in prison
at Ionia.
By D.llr. BENNETT.
A. Spiritual-Liberal camp meeting, to continue Over 700 pa~res. Price. $1 .50.
such number of days as mnv hereafter be announced, but to close on Sund1y, August 6,
1882, will be held on the Fair Ground, at Ionia, GARRISON IN HEAVEN.
A. DREAM.
under authority of the cm:runittee on district
BY WILLIAM DEN'I'ON.
work, of the State Association of Spiritualists
PRICFJ 7FJN CFJN7S.
and Liberalists.
llold by D. ]![.Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York
The meeting will be conducted similarly to
the one which has just closed so successfully at
PRICE REDUCED.
Orion, and a district association will be organized. Friends at Ionia hav given assurance of Self-Contradictions of the Bible
their cordial support and encouragement.
Price reduced to 15 cents, from 25 cents
.
Further announcement will be made in due Aperfectly rellable, accurate pamphlet of 58 Ph~e~d gg~D
S. B. McCRACKEN, Manager,
time.
piled by one of our ablest correspondents;JIIs u
the table of every scholar. For sale at thl~ o ce.
IJet'l'oit, June 19, 1882.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JULY 15, 18f32..
:VOLIJME. .1. NOW READY.

Interrogatories to Jehovah.

Price $2.00

Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety flf subjects.
BY D.Jaf. BENNETT.
Paper, !50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

A TRUTH SEEKER

Aroun~
I

the Worl~.

Alamontada~

Translated from the German by
IRA G; MOSHER, LL.B.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141Bth etreet, N.Y.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

THIS WORLD.

BY D. M. BENNETT.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY

Editor of THII TRUTH S~EKER, author of" A Truth Seeker
in Europe," u Gods and Religions of ·Ancient and
Modern Times," "The World's Sages, Think..
ers, a.nd Reformers," uchampions of
th,e Church," etc., etc.

By Georlil"e CJhainey.

51 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass.
2erma $2.00 per annum.
,

THREE. VOLUMES FOR $5.00.

Send t'or a Hample copy.

In 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held au International Congress at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was sent
as a delegate. He took the occasion to make the tour of
Europe, and his observations were embodied In "A Truth
Seeker In Europe" (price, $1.50). The letters were also
published In THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the readers were so
well pleased with them. that the proposition was made
that he jilake the journey around the world, and glv the
world the benefit of a Freethinker's observations. The
proposition was accepted it the ones de9lrlng such a work,
would advance five dollars each, the volumes to be dedicated to them. On July SO, 1881, Mr. Bennett began the
journey, sending letters back to be pubtlohed. The work
will make

he work Will hay their NAMES INSORffiED IN THE DEDIOA"
TION OF THE VOLUMES.

The first volume describes Scotland, Ireland, England,
includ,ing also S.l':i account of the .Freethinkers' International Congrese at London, In 1881, Holland, the Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey. Smyrna.,
Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyrout, Baalbec to Damascus.
There hav been mah~...)1ooks of travel printed but none
11k:e this.

IT IS THE 0~ ONE OF ITS KIND.

THE RADICAL PULPIT.
Comprising dlscoursea of advanced thought by

0. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX A.DLER

Magnetic Physician

THE GREAT SPIRITUAL REMEDIES.
Blackfoot's Magnetized Paper,

Dr. York's Liver and Kidney Pills,

To Heal the Sick and Develop Mediurnship.

A eure cure for all dlseasee of th~ Liver and Kidneys.
Fr!ce, 25 cents per box, or five boxes $1.

Price, 10 cents per sheet, 12 sheets $1, or one sheet each
week· for four weeks, 40 cents; eight weeks, 70 cents;
twelve weeks, $1

TESTiltiONIA.L.

e1;

Dr. York's Positiv Blood Purifier,,.

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO
THE

Bennett~Mair

Discussion ..

By CJol. John R. Kelso, A..M.

Price,
Address

$1.1)0,
D.M.BENNETT
141 Eighth st .. New York.

OF

Being an Account of the Formation
and Development of the Canon.

HlstorJ of the 81~le.

By BRONSON CJ. KEELER.

Price, cloth, 75 cents.
Paper, 50 cents.
This book should ·be read by every ilergyrruzn,
Zayrruzn, scholar, and liJJeral.

I hay read Mr. Keeler's book with great pleasure and
SillTABLE FOR FRAME OR profit.
He glvs, In my opinion, a clear and Intelligent acWITHOUT FRAME.
~.\'r~tr~c~f.:'e~r~:\~s~~r~~~ a~l/'~hy ~~::~~~ew~.?;:gt~~~
He does not deal In oplnlone, but In facts· and lor the

Sent by Mall for Fifty cents i

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.
TO TRIA.L SUBSCRIBERS

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
A. WEEKLY LIBERAL JOURNAL
With sixteen large pages, will be sent
· Cor THBEE MONTHS, postage paid,
··

·FOR

FIFTY

CJENTS.

correctness of his facts, he refers to the h~hest author!-

~~~;,, ~;d ~: ~he~;~t ~~~~tlhe'Trh~v~~~n~~rl:t~"n~lf~tft~~

AND READY REOIPES.
Worth $26. Cost 26c
Bythoauthorot

"PLAIN HonE TALK'' AND 4 'MEDIOAL
COMMON SENSE."
about Dally Uabltll
of Common All·
for every

BmnGEPORT, CONN., June 1<1, 1882.
JA>IES A. BLISS, Si1': Please send me three more pl•n·
chettes. Mine writes nicely. . Yours resoectfully,
:MRS H. H. Pln'J'CllARn.

Spirit Communications
For parties at a distance. Terms, $1 and three S-cent
stamps.
Send postal card for circulars and testimon Jn.ls.
Address
JAMES A. BLISS,
4t28
Box 133, Wakefiel<l, Muss.

CONSUl.~! ..

ENTITLED

ING~ RS0l L0NTA l MAGf,
BEING

Stenographically reported by I. NEWTON BAKER.
Printed In bold, clear type, on heavy, tinted paper, and
handsomely bound In muslin, with heavy boards, beveled
edges, gilt top, Octavo, 443 pages.

Price,

~2.00.

Paper Edition"Lf"rolll sa1ne
" plates, $1.00.

Those who wish to hav Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures on
• Talmaglan Theology," will ftnd them here, in full, to
gether with many other points necessarily excluded by
the limits of a. lecture. u The Talmagfan Catechism "
puts In the form of direct question, the plainest and pro.
!oundest inquiries of modern doubt, and answers them
according to Talmage and orthodox Chrlstlanlty. As a
piece of satire, with earnest purpose, this production
stands alone, and In the literature of Freethought has not
Its equal.
Copies mailed to any point, postage free, on receipt of
price.
Address
D. :M. BENNETT,
1418th st., New York.

ELM.INA

SING, BRO l'HERS, SING.

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

018 STI!ISOllt & Co., Portland, Jafa!D.e

:OR. FOOTE'S

Hand-Book of Health Hints

TESTiltiONIAL.

The first centuries of Christianity are filled with shadow;
SEND TO
most histories of that period simply tell us what did not
happen, and even the statements of what did not
happen are contradictory The falsehoods do not agree.
Mr. Keeler must hav spent a great deal of time In the
FOR TIIE:rtl.
examination of a vast number of volumes, and the
amonnt of Information contained In his book could not
The D&rwlne. Price, paper, !50 cenls; cloth 75 cents
be collected In years. Every minister, every college pro- The
Clergyman's
VIctims. Price, 25 cents. John•e Way
fessor, and every man who really wishes to know some.
15 cents. StudJ.Ing the Bible, 75 cents.
Specimen·
~~!~gtr:'!~ob':,t0i~..:.,3~~~'}n~~sfft'f?wth of the Bible should ~~f~~~. o~~~esahyBi•lr'i'i_ 1f>. c~~~d'~~ps gladly re
D. M. BENNETT,
Address
4.0tf
RnowvtllA.
Pn1A.Rk1
On .v'141 Eighth st., New York.

USE THE

....

ot· CJhlldren or Finer Health
and Greater Ability.

Designed especially to develop writing me<llumshlp.
The cheapest and best Planchette In the market. l'rlce
50 cents, post-paid to any part of the United States.

THREE PAMPHLETS
By John E. Burton.

Full letters t'roiD the Editor, now on a
I.-The Golden Mean in 'l'emp,erance
~~'!,~tl!~~~n; or, Common Sense In Eat ng, Drlnktour around the ~orld, appear weekly.
Thes·e alontl are worth the price asked.
II.-The Inspiration of" Bibles.
In your meetings, to make them lively and Interesting.
Address
D. M, BENNETT,
III.-The Birth and Death or Religions.
The LlBERAL HYMN Boox contains songs by the best/eoets,
141 Eia-hth st., New York. ~f:f~~~*'a;:~::;o~:,.=~swJt ~t~ 1ll~~~~~~~3~..;~'1,
Either of the above pamphlets sent to any address on
Mrs. Blenker, and Indeed by a!~ who hay examined it. receipt of 10 cents, or the three for 21i cents.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
~~ to dl>20 J!ildrdr~·Y at home. Sample sworth i5 free Sent by D. M. Bennett for 25 cents each, or $2.50 a dozen.
141 Eighth at., New York.
~

P~odnction

"JUST LET ME SHOW YOU,;

A TALMAGIAN CATECHISM.

LITHO GRAp H ASh~rt
Heavy Plate Paper,

•

Bliss's Electro-Magnetic Plan·
chettes,

bl~~~ :/~;: t~~~~!'::'1l~ytL~e~Ui~g1:e~ch~a~~~e~

A. New Ed~t!on. Just Publishe~.

}n paper covere, '1 75 a dozen,

THE

FOR THE

has made the sacredness of the scriptures appear as ab- Six Interviews with the (Farnons Orator
surd as Cervantes made that of the knights of the age of
on Six Ser~nons by the Rev. T. neWitt
chivalry. The singular audacity with which he attack.
Talmage, ot· Brooklyn, to which Is
the foundations of Christianity shows the earnestness of
his own convictions In regard to Its fabulous origin.-£
added
Hutchison.
Addrese
D. M, BENNETT,
Price, $1.50.
141 8th st., New York.

L I F E .SI ZE

D. 1\1. BENNETT.

~ND

Parentage

.
CACTUS, KA>!., May 8, 188"l.
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
JAMES A. BLISS, Dear Si>·: I received the !>1118 you sent
me, and find them a superim· remedy, as specllled of them.
"The virtues of men and women as well as their vice
E. 1-IUlHIES.
may descend to their children."
I. Bruce Pohvarth Waterford, W. T.: "By tile way,
Price, $1.00. Addl"ess
D. M. BENNETT,
your pills are very satisfactory."
141 8th street, N. Y
B. E. Newton, SIS West 85th street New York City:
"They are ftrst•class."
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BETWEEN

~

SANITARY AND PHYSIOLOG·
.ICAL LAWS.

A NEW BOOK BY ROBERT G.
INGERSOLL,
DEITY ANALYZED

D.lt,l. BENNETT and G. M. ~.lAIR.
The :fnllest Discussion yet PnbHsbed,
l!;ivtng the Dogmas and 4Jlaims 91
CJhristianity a thorough Ex•
aiD~nation pro and con.

Marriage

JUST OUT

THE DEVIL'S DEFENSE.

(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

two of Amerlca'e clearest thinkers.
Price, In cloth, $1.

JAMES A. BLISS,

Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of eeelng everything
going on, and In his bOok he has faithfully chronicled the
TES'I'UIONI.-l.L.
habits and customs of the dllierent people of
many
places he visited.. The every-day life of I
laid
ONE AMONG MANY THOUSANDS LIKE IT.
before the reader by one who has
them and beNORTHBRIDG~, MASS., May 26, 1882.
·held them with his own eyes. We feel sur'l, this work I~
MR. BLISS, JJear Sir: I Inclose $1 for twelve sheets of
greatly superior to any account of a journey around the Blackfoot's Magnetized Paper. I must Inform you that I
ha.v been sick for three vears-not able to walk acrms
world we now hay.
the floor. I tried three diJierent doctors, and they called
my disease Rheumatism and Neuralgia. 1 gave up all hope
ALL THE VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
of ever recovering, when I sa.w Blarkfoot's Magnetized
Which adds greatly to the Interest of the work, and with
8
ie~;~;~vi~~~Es~J~e
T~~~:fnA~~y~z:.th~ t~:~ i0 h~~ b~~~
the close description will present Old-World places In a
gaining, and hay got so now I ca.u go around and do my
very fam!Har light.
own work.
yours,
MARY SMITII.
The volumes separately will be $2. Those sending $5
now will get the first volume by return mall and the other
.
two as soon as issued, which will be in a few months, or
jtist as soon ae they can be got ready. Those sending the
l5 will hay their names In the dedication of the Becond
A cure for all diseases caused by Impurities In the blood.
volume.
Price, 50 cents, or three boxes $1.
Vol. I. mailtd on receipt of $2.
TESTIMONIAL.
Addrese
D. M. BENNETT,
1418th st., New York
COPPER .CITY, CAL June 8, 1882.
JAMES A. BLISS, Dear Sir: I send you Inclosed $1 for
three boxes of Dr. York'S Blood Purifier. I hay taken the
most of the first box you sent me with good eJiect.
H. C. MCCLURE.

CHRISTIANITY

7h.s World Is divided Into three parts.
PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George

PARf'~r~"I· continued story ef " Liberal and Ra
character.
PART III.-A short story devoted to the education
oul" children In Liberal sentiments and, prlnclplee.

The Most Instruction Cor the Least
Money ot· any Book ot Travels
yet Written.

TH-REE VOLUMES OF NEARLY 900 PAGES EACH.
Those sending In five dollars before the completion of

the Galley-Slave.

A narratlv, by

Johann Heinrl.ch Daniel Zschokke.

Illustrated with forty cuts, and with a steel plate engrav
, lng of the author

.,.,
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VINELAND, N.J.
A rogalarly educated and legall7 qnanfted phy.lclan,&Dd llio
:,UOs& suceesalul, aa his prnctice will provs.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS.
EASES.
Spermatorrhea an<l Impotency~

N the re1ult or 18lf-obuse tn youth, aexnal ereeseea tn roatnror

~e:;;~:n°e~~~S:~I:::I' E~~i~~~(!l:b~':!f!t~~~ ~~'d;;~':!~~)~Df!:
0
~=., 1~~!sf!~ Poe~~~!~1 ~/F~~~~e~~Po~e;~.fo:C:Tid!!~~-=

Bexua.t '?ower, &c., rendering tnnr:-lage improper or unhappy,
thcroughly and permanently curtd by an

~

EX'l'ERNAL APPLIC lTION, ,

"bJch ts the Doctor's latest and greo.teat med 1 discovery c:~A
whleb he ha~eo farpreacrlbed tor tbte baneful
np!alnt tn ~lf.b
•tagea without a fo.Uure to cure in a alnglo ease •1d some of thuzt
llfrere in a terribly •battered condition-had ,•n In tbe lnu.:.t'J

:i~~~~~~~;h;ttfca~~~egrt~~e:i:Ji~~ b~ftih~~~

&hie to talte care of themaelvc11.

SYPJIILIR lftltlve'/j cu11kl and entlre~ ma.dleated lme.
0
frer!f!~:/ ~~~ur~~J~~~d ~~~~~;atetrld1~ ~~7
oum.
Middle-Aged and Old Men. ·
w~et:,afreq~::r :;!~ea~fo~O:t \i1~lt~d:r~!ft!h:c!:~!~1t~
dlght. e.mnrting or burning ecnsatlon, and a weakenfug of tha
IIJI'tem In a manner tho patlentcannotaccount for. On uamtnlng
t!s.e urlnn4 deposits a ropy or cotton·Hko sediment, or 10metlme1

l!.

1

~hl~ ~~u~~~ie1~br b~~~~~i:'!~~~in;~~~ J~:k ~~~rro;li !;~~!
ance, which plainly sbowa thnt the aemc=-..r.Mse5nfi'wttli theu!'lne.

~~ aDr.F~lfo:S~0E':tc~~e ~~e1d:rd~l1u~;rr:~~~~~n~ ;~c~!
ea~Co~;!t~:~l~n~i:;s/e~~dr f:e::~!Jh~.:i~~~gb~~~,t~f~r:o~:~!;

1511.4 ccrreapondenco ar.rl.ctly con1identi&L

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.
~~g;~::~;:=~b~:1r7;~1!~~t\V~!~:;~~n~8tt=

r":'IDptoms, horrible elf&eta, llnd eure, followed by st.rongteBtimoo!ll.ls;..
!:~ed b;r- amdavlt aa to their Nenutnenew. Should be red
0
1 6 8

\J£·n.me.
P.R:I.E'lrJlWs~ v~:~s~~ d, :k e~Je:;.:~
la •h-'- NOr zoa ..,. thia.

H.~a AR<l

1""- lilt B<r<o~' '"''~ tto...o N 1'.1 ·
Among the succeesful physicians who hav departed
from the narrow beaten trnck of orthodoxy, we )Day l'lll1ll
Dr. Fellowe, of VIneland, N. J. His prlnclplea are trufl,
nl mtem baeed upon sclent1!1lfact.'
[hom !lit (No.) Ls!J<r<ll.
1·he reputation of Dr. Fellow• IB s mclent to warran

~':!es~n;:, ~~e'"£gf'J~gai'il'~o~~c:~~ f~!" ~~~:.~t t~~~~

Onlle. Procraatlnat!OD 1a the thief Of tJIIIf 11114 ?W'• costa
~~~ Ufe Of III'IIIIIU bi!U."
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A

A:im yet, alas 1 the realllis of life
Claim the full vigor of a mind prepared,
Prepared for patient, long, laborious strife,
Its guide experience, and truth its guard.
We fare on earth as other men hav fared;
Thev were successful 7 :Let not us despair.
Was disappointment oft their sole reward?
Yet shall their tale instruct, If It declare
How they hav bo1"Detheload ourselvs are doomed
to bear?
-Beattie.

~nis.

MISSOURl J.Wt1NDELAY.

l!'rmn the Papers 11/ the late JeiJse james, Esq,

,The Theosophist,

THE

A. Monthly .Journal,

Real Blasphemers,

D61Joted to S~Jitmee, Oriental Philosophy, p8'f/•
chology, Literature, and .Art,

Conducted by
I'm a bandit bold, with a lust for gold, and a heart
Madame Blavatsky,
that knows no fear;
Under the 11usf.lces of the Tbeosopblcal Society. Th!a
I rob and slash, and plunder and gash throughout
BY JOHN
:KELSO, A.M.
newi successfu , and famous monthly magatlne, the cfljellp~
the joyt>us year.
est n India, and one of the most Interesting In tli~
Showing
that
the
writers
of
and
be11eYers
In
the
Bible
world, bas acquired a clroulatlon throughout Ind!l_!t and
My favorlt food's gunpowder and blood, "Washed
and not the deniers of Its troth, are the ones who really do In Europe, America, the Australasian Colonlea, .owrtU
down with whisky neat;
•
:1:.~ ~~~? Africa, China, Ceylon, Burmab, and the Per•
And I'd rather kill than hav my fill of Delmonico injustice to the character of God,!f a God exists.
" There Is a tone of elegance and scholarship about the
dinners to eat.
wbole ottbls perlo~lcal, Which alm~st lead!i Europeana
IN SIX LECTURES.
Oh l giv me a man to stab,
to envy It, , . . The 7/ltosophist Is rapidly Increasing
lAM compelled to testify, and yet I do it willinglY,
.
D. M. BENNJI:T!,
Its merits aa a first-class llterar:v orf,an. , , • , w,
Price, 50 cents.
Or a nice old woman to jab,
141 Elilhth street, New x ork.
that I hav lrnown both men and women not daring,
~~~:v~~~ eaJ~~~t~·~J.trr,ii~'h;~;i~arlo'ri~on.l:hlcb the maga.
With my bonny bright steel,
nor even desiring, to a:mrm another life, and yet
Till she ceases to squeal,
convinced that life Is wen wonh living; and this,
PUBLISHED AT BREACH CANDY, BOMBAY INDIA,
And her gore dyes her red as a crab, crabtoo, after they had missed some dearest child or
And her gore dyes her red as a crab.
Subscrlpt.!on, £1 per annum, post tree.
friend, and notwithstanding they were people of
Post-office Order:t~~~Ti'bU,~~of£,~~~ otthe Theosophist"
the largest heart, the rarest tenderness. And I You should see my mien as I board a train, and my
pops on the passengers pull.
The oldest reform journal· in the
thank heaven thatl do not feel called upon to address myself to such people in the tone w.hich is so The way I do it is quite too too; it, indeed, is just
A. GENTLEMAN,
United States,
awfully aw-ful.
frequently adopted by many earnest people at the
Student, under 35 of L'beral views, would llke to find a
present ttme, assuring them that they hav no right The ladies squeak, and the gents, so meek, pass out Is published every Wednesday at the congenial mate. Some means, or self-supporting, pre.
their wallets rich;
to feel that life here is worth living, unless they
SINCERITY
terred.
Address
.lbine Memorial Building,
can hav a complete assurance of a blessed immor- And I gather them in-the diamond pin, the
TRUTR SKKKBR office, 141 8th st., New York,
Boston, Mass.,
watches, and rings, and sich.
talify. I do not care to frighten people, or to bully
4~~6----------~--~---=-----------Oh l trot out you boodle, quick,
them into belief in elther God or immortality.Or my knife in your ribs I'll stick I
J.
Chadwick.
By .JOSU.H P. MENDU.M.
Or, in joyous frolic,
GOD gave you that gifted tongue of yours, and
A cold lead colic
An address dellvered
set it between your teeth, to make known your true
Edited by HORA.CE SEA.VER.
Stir up in your parts stomatick, tickmeaning to us-not to be rattled like a mufiln-man's
B.Y EDWARD SEARING
Stir up your parts sto-ma-tick l
bell.-Carlvle.
PRICE, tS.oo per annum; single copies, Of the New York Bar betore·the SocletyotHumault:r,
At home with the boys an my household joys are seven cents. Specimen copies sent on re•
D. M. BENNETT,
EVERY man's rellglon is, not what he professes,
esthetic and chastely gay;
ceipt ol.' a two-cent stamp to pay postage.
Price 23 cents.
141 8th st., New York
or what show he makes in e:x:ternal observances, We hav prayers with meat, and there's always a
but what infiuence It really has upon the man himThe lnvesttgator Is devoted to the Liberal cause In re!lgseat when the parson comes our way;
self, in the habit of his mind, and in the course of For pa wore the cloth, and though I may be ott', ma lon; or In other words, to universal mental Uberty. Independent In all Its discussions, discarding superstitions
his actions, in his family, in his business, in his
theories of what never can be known, It devotes Its col·
basn •t forgot her place,
OF THE
deallngs with all mankind, in his common conver- And there's never a dollar that I may collar to umns to things of this world alone, and leaves the next, If
there be one, to those who hav entered Its unknown
sation, and even in his very diversions themselvs,
which she don't say grace.
ahores. Bellevlng ~bat It Is the duty of mortals to work
as well as in the more solemn acts of prayer and
for the Interests of this world, It confines Itself to the
In fact, in Missouree
TO A.D.200.
devotion.-Dr. Samuel Clarke.
~~~~~n°: ;~~':-s~f:n~n,!'!~1for i\a!'p~o:£1~';,~ t't~~~~~oea~~
It's just such gents as me
By CHARLES B. WAITE, A,M,
As rule the roast,
IN Luther's '"Table-Talk," a posthumous work
~~~~t~~.~~y:g:e~~~:.~~d f'~s~f~~~1::firrJ~~~~~-n~'!:ii~~:
And well may boast
please send your subscription for atx months or one year,
of anecdotes and sayings, collected by his frienils,
They're the pride of our great countree, tree- l'.n~~a~~t:~~ ;~tw~~~~~~~ '1~~ \~e ~~{~~~ i1~~~f~n';
the most interesting now of all the books proceedThey're tbe :pride of our great countree.
longer
Sm5S
ing from him, we hav many beautiful, unconscious
ol8~ra6~fkifl:Ur1g:tv~~:~~~ !ndgr~~:~~t~rs~~~Y!~1.
POSTSORil'l'.
displays of the man, and what sort of a nature be
The president of tbe society !f'Prof. Gustav Volkmar, one
had. His behavior at the death-bed of his little
0
(Oommunicationa through Madam de Lim'rick. sevTHE
Y:fefl~1o~r~te~~~/!c:!'}:~~s ~!~~~~~~!P.~'N.;,~~~~ ¥/n~fr!;
daughter, so still, so great, and laYing, is among
enth daughter of a seventy-seventfl, son, born with a
Evangelien"
I"
Sources
of Our Gospels"], etc., etc. Be
the most atfecting things. He is resigned that his
Ol~
caul. Ladies, 50 cents; gents, $1.)
1• Professor of New Testament Crltlclsm and Exefresls 111
little Magdalene sho11ld die, yet longs ine:x:pressibly By treachery's bdlt, from an army Colt, I was
i~~~~~~~~s~~n.:':ed a\e~~~f[b?f General Religious !story
OF
that she might liv, follows In awestruck thought
Prof. Volkmar writes to the author of." The Hlatory
kicked into paradise,
the Christian Rellgfon," Inclosing the official letter of the
the fiight of her little soul through those unknown And now I frolic, on wings angelic, in the mansions
society, In which Pfarrer Kupf'rscbmldt, the secretary,
realms, awestruck; most heartfelt, we can see;
SI}.YS:
•
of the skies,
D. M. Bennett. Scribe.
sincere-for, after all dogmatic creeds and articles I've a job on hand, and It looms up grrutd-just
"In the name of the Society of Critical Blatorlcal The.
ALSO
ology, I bav the honor to Inclose to you a few llnes with
he feels what nothing It is that we know, or ca,I
the letter of our venerated Prof. Volkmar. With great
whisper it to them at home:
know; his little J\<1agdaleue shall be with God, as Jack Sheppard and me has It fixed, you see, to THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE
1
~~;r~~t t~ : ~~rfs1¥:!v~~fi1~~a;~orb~t l~~~ ~~~· H~::
TRUTH SEEKERS.
God wills; for Luther, too, that Is all; Islam Is all,
capture the golden throne.
dred.' One of our members, Herr Kappeler, has thor.
-Carlyle. [NoTE.-Just so: when it comes of the
eugllly examined tile work, and bas made to us a report
-Alj. T. in the Judge.
of an animated
last push, the mighty man Is not mightier than his
Frmn Volumell. of".A 7RU7H SEEKER AROUND 7HB concernln~ It, which became the subject
THE
OHARMS
OF
JUNE.
"even Christian;" and the philosopher uot much
JI.ORLV."
~~e';,sr~'f:: anc~Ptic~~~e.;lyo~:Teenlffl~0::rY£·1~'ii'ro~m~
to
communlo,ate
to
you
tnat
the
whole
society
Is rejoiced
wiser than Dr. Talmage, or any other church
"Can I come in 1" asked a young lady recently,
D. M. BENNETT,
Prlce$1.00
141 Eighth street, New York'
clown. As to Luther's "Table-Talk," it bas been, as she opened the door of the editorial room..
~\':i~yt~~~a~~~a~~~ion:n~fl!~~~ff~~o'i.~\~a ~:p~~:e~t!
tlv. An unprejudiced and thorou~b presentation of the
within the last quarter of a century, republished
"I suppose you can," replied the ·horse reporter,
writings connected with the origin of our Christian reby Bohn, of London, and, after reading It again "unless you hav been suddenly stricken with p•rligion, such as we bav found In your admirable book,
and again, I bear willing testimony to its value. It alysis, but you will hav to let go of that door knob
places theology in accord with science; while, dllferently
treated, It sometimes appears In contradiction to lt."
may be recommended to those of strong digestiv first."
The author bas also rec•lved conF.:;atulato~ !etten
6tomt~.chs, on the same principle that Coleridge
Encouraged by this kindly greeting, the young
i~~~
~~~ ~~t~g~ ~a~~~~~~·!!"~~~akfi:l~ gig:>fe~~:.~~n&
a valls himself of, in recommending the study of lady entered the room and seated herself.
Bolland, and others. One of these, Dr. I. Hooykaas says,
Jeremy Taylor's works: "Jeremy Taylor," writes
·• I want some advice," she said," but I hardly
" With great and thankful suryrlse I received your ietter
By the celebrated sculptor
Coleridge, "is an e:x:cellent author for a young know "-and here the youn~r lady blushed violently
w~~ea ~~Jlll.~f J;g~{ ;:~~~~~Yeb r~~[l~~ the history was
man to study, for the purpose of imbibing noble and began regarding the fioor with great attentic;m.
made by the learned Norwegian, ~ornst~rne B~ornson.
principles, and at the same time of learning to e:x:"It's about getting married, Isn't it 1" asked the
Price, $2.25.
Addressi41 Elit~th 8 ~N:tfe.:Iork.
erclse caution and thought in detecting his numer- horse reporter.
Price,
$1..50 each.
ous!errors." "Boswell's Johnson" is, perhaps, on
•· Yes, sir," replied the girl.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
THE
the whole, the best book for such mental exercise.
"I thought so. The hesitating, don't.know141 8th street, New York
In Coleridge's own "Table-T1Uk," the blunders so whether-I-had-better- buy-ice- cream· or- caramels·
far outnumber the hits that it is perlious to recom- with-my-money look on your countenance told me
BY
mend it. "Art is long and time is fieeting."- me that at once. What Is the difficulty in your
case?"
Richard B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,
C. w.a.J
" Well," said she, "I'm engaged to a young man
!MAGIN that, instead of oppcsing an e:x:tortionate
A. theologian of high dPgree, and a. ·counsellor
claim, we glv up our cloak also to the man who
learned in the law, on the origin and
OR,
"I supposed it was a man," said the horse rewishes to take our coat. Plainly, such conduct can porter. "Go ahead."
character of the Bible.
ha v but one result. We shall become the victims
"And he says," she continued, "we ought to be
The author, though possessing all the prerofc'tlvs of 11
of e:x:tortionate claims, and our property will be· married right away. Do you tblnk June is a good
By Spirit M. Faraday.
~~~'l~::i~;,f:P.."n~"ir~~~~ t!~e;d~~c:;·;~:,~ aij~ I~ ~n~~
squandered among the undeserving, instead of month for weddings?"
and censure.
being kept for better uses. Or suppose that perseAmong the many subjects treated are: Spirit lite the Independent of eccleslastlcalsupervlslon
0
"There is no doubt about June being the boss best
place in which to study the mind.-The mental sur. rr~~1 ~~:\~~~si~Pre~~~eA~;
\v~h,.~ ~bl~e~'!'.3
cution, for the sake of our opinion!, instead of month to get married in," said the horse reporter.
of d)gmatlc theology? are treated fearlessly In the
being met with armed resistance, whenever that "In J11ne everything looks pretty smooth. The 8~~:s.~~~ CJ,~~~~= ~~tr'i~r~:~~n p!W.ont~!~eci'~~~~b~ source
llgbt of history, phllosopby, and comKaratlv religions. It
resl!tance Is likely to be successful, is received first blossoms of the early summer-beautiful har· mammalla0 are more sensltlv than lower orders.-The
n:~l1~s:\~l:r~ef~~seci,c;.~:n:g~~~se statement or wnat.
only with blessings showered on the heads of the bingers of the wealth of bud and bloom that is to ~~~~ ~!fJ !;~;/C:,~~~~f ~~etb~YN~.:."'1t:ata:IJ.s~: ~~ot~~
WHOLE LIBRARIES ARE HERE CONCENTRATED
oppressors; without doubt, the hands of the perse- come-are trembling on their stalks; the birds are stupld.-Wby reformers are peraecuted.-Whv Prof. W:.r
INTO ONE LITTLE .BOOK,
aday woul!l correct bla earth statements.-What makes
cuting party will be strengthened, and liberty, singing as if in very glee from every branch and fanatlcs.-How
a chlld develops the gower to thlnk.-Tbe
The author's conclusions are of course, against the li'Q.
which is everywhere the result of resisting evil, bough; the perfect light of the turquoise-tinted
fi~';;\~! ~~':,.~g:g~rf:tn~t!i.~P~P!y t r:c~~~:;,~'h~!~kr;: mat ural origin and lnfalllb!l!ty of the Bible, wblle the.
will never be established. The freedom we our- sky is refiected from an air that is as pure and main stationary from generation to generatlon.-How to P~~~~~~~-0~ ~~~~~~:!~~~fo~1~:~own to be priestly
selva enjoy, both liB a nation in respect to other balmy as the breath of a perfect houri from Circas- break the power of 1gnorance.-Tbe Importance of shockThe principles of n~tural religion are ably stated, andl
the minds of sluggish people.-The penalty of living the cla.lms of true mor' llty are warmly adqoce.t<•d.
nations, and as individuals, in re&pect to our sla; while the newly-plowed fields, freshly kissed Ing
without thinking.-Is there a llmlt to mental developThe strong commendations of tbe secular prass show
domestic government, is the consequence of acting by the dewo of heaven and warmed by the kindly ment whlle In tbe body1-How knowledge transcending that Is just the book for these times of agltoitlon and
human attainments can be t.ransmltted to man.-As man "revision."
on a principle the direct reverse of that laid down rays of the sun, are holding within the bosom of advances
be can better analyze btmself.
Printed In good tyve and bound In cloth. Price et.
by Jeaus.-Amberley's Analysis of Religious Beliif.
Price, 15 cents.
For sale at this office.
the earth the many seeds that ere another month
Address D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth st, New Yo k
shall hav come and gone will spring up to life and
WE'RE the eons of sires that ba:flied
light, growing stronger and more perfect with
Crowned and mitred tyrrany;
every gladsome day, until iJl autumn, when the
They defied the 1l.eld and scatfold,
A sketch of man's physical, polltlcal, mental, and
leaves, touched by the blighting breath of the first
For their birth-right-eo will we.
social development In past, present, and future.
frOst, are transformed into all the vivid hues that
-aampb~ll.
By GEO. C. STIEBELING, :U.D.
tell so eloquently the story of nature's wondrous "Life and Mind, on the Basis of Modem
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office,
THE countries which are still swayed by the sul- handiwork, and the very earth shall laugh in the
golrten
glory
of
an
ahundant
harvest.
What
time
Medicz'ne."
tan and the Pope constitute dark spots on the map than this could be more fit for young hearts to
of the world, the regions where ignorance, cruelty, plight a willing troth-hearts •trong in a love that
By R. Lewtns, M.D. (of England),
The Legend of the Patrlarehs
and despotism are the rule. When one remembers shall never know surcease or change, that shall be And Its appendix pbllosophlcal, scientific, and critical by
and Prophets.
more
steadfast
and
trusting
with
every
hour,
until
the millions on millions of men who bav been tor.
Prof, O'Byrne. This book bas excited much notice In
By S. BARING-GOULD.
when
the
autumn
of
life
iB
reached
the
strong,
tured and slain by sultans and popes, or by their wilful passion of youth becomes a ripened, tender Europe, has been lengthlly reviewed In the Journal af
Price, ,1.50.
miniol}B, in accordance with the dictates of an ar- holy otfectiOn that is beautiful beyond compare? Science. and very highly spoken of by the Wesm.inster
rolilant theology, one cannot help. gloating over It is ween the tresses that were once brown a•e Review. Order In time; one dollar, post free.
THB
"the almighty 1l:x:" in which these· two seedy and fiecked with gray ; when the cheeks once peachy
and dimpled are marked by the furrows that grief
Address
MR. O'BYRNE,
dilapidated potentates 1lnd themselves to-day. and
care hav made; when the eyes that in the days
51 Fort avenue, Roxbury, Boston, Maos.
It serves them right, for they are e:x:piating, in agone sparkled with such witching merriment are
The clergy are defied to answer this work,
some slight degree, the abominable cruelties of dull and lusterless; it is then that the love of a
their predecessors of other days. One can hardly truly happy married life should be crowned with 4t25
:BYU
the halo of a tranquil existence that knows no sorunderstand how enlightened mankind, ·in view of row or care. Yes, my bonny lass, you should get
Ungodly
Woman
of the 19th Oentury..
the hideous memories of the past, can tolerate the married in June, sweet June, month of roses and
.THE
race meetings. Go to him who has won your
presence of a priest -Free-Religious IndeQ:..
Near!)'
8'!0
Plllllel.
Price,
paper,I!O
centl; OIO&ltr '' •
young love, and sa v to him that the glad fruition
SOIENOE has made out the dependence of our of his hopes bas come at last. Seek with him some
chapel, and there, amid the solemn
mind and preseBt consciousness and memory on ivy-crowned
BY
hush that so well befits the occasion, let a mitred
the bodily conditions, so far as to justUy the con- bishop make you one."
in which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,,
STEPHEN
PEARL
ANDB.EWS
clusion that the dissolution of the body carries
"Thanks,"said the young lady. "Good day."
is shown to be devil-worship, with some ob-·
PRICE TEN CENTS,
"So long," replied tbe horse reporter.
with it the dissolution of our present consciousness
servations upon the horrible and cruel ordf•·
the girl departed a man entered the room.
and memory, which are reared on the bodily basis. "IAs
AddreB8,
D. :U. BENNETT,
am thinking of taking a fishing trip," he said,
na.nce of bloody sacrifice and burnt-o:fferings.
At least, it raises apprehensions in the highest de- "and wanted to inquire in what month suckers bite
gree that this will be the case.-Graham'• Creed of the best."
4172 A WEEK. e12 a day at home e11111ly made. Costly. B;rtbe VERY BEV.EVA.liD.&VIES,LL,D,,.
"June," promptly replied the horse reporter.
'I'
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THE Rev. William T. Ellis, of St. Louis, was
fined $o in a police court, but it was not for an
offense which affected his standing as a clergyman. He had insisted on picking over a barrel
of decayed potatoes in front of his house, to
the discomfort of his neighbors.
SoME of the barbers of Philadelphia do not
wish to work on 'Sundays, and hav therefore
appointed a committee to enforce an old law
against Sunday · labor. · The members get
shaved in shops which they find open, and
then become witnesses against the proprietors,
who are ,fined $4 apiece.
THE Rev. J. E. Starr became matrimonially
engaged to Miss Graham, of Brampton, Ont.
She told him that a fellow Methodist clergyman, the Rev. R. N. Willoughby, had been a
suitor two years before and had forcibly kissed
her. Mr. Starr made this kiss the basis of a
. formal charge against Mr. Willoughby, and a
conference trial is to be held.
THE members of the German Lutheran
church of Columbus, Ohio, are involved in a
quarrel, in which each side has got out an injunction restraining the other from entering the
church, and the sheriff is in charge of the
building. The trouble grew out of the objection of the pastor, the Rev. Mr. Herbst, to accept certain doctrinal forms on predestination,
as passed by the last General Joint' Synod of
Ohio. Anticipating this trouble, Mr. Herbst
purchased an old chapel, and preaches there to
his following.
THE Chicago Christians hav asked Moody
and Sanky, now in England, to return 'home.
"Moody, dear Moody, come home to us now,
Our converts are all on the. run;
You promised, dear Moody, that you would
come home
As soon as that Scotch job was done.
Our fire has gone out, our churches are cold,
The old women won't come to tea,
And some of the faithful are sick unto death,
While others go out on the spree.
Come home, come home, come home,
Please Moody, dear Moody, come home!"
IT is related of a Maryland deacon whose
peaches are first in the New York market that
having company at his farmhouse one evening
recently, a terrific thunder-storm came on and
shook things up worse than an explosion in: a
crockery store. Everybody was thoroughly
frightened, and directly after a blinding :ll.ash
one of the visitors anxiously asked, " Friends,
don't you think we had better kneel and ask
for protection?" "No, Brother Jones, no,"
protested the deacon. " I ha v just had a lightning-rod put on the house at an expense of $36,
and I propose. we hold off and giv her a fair
show to do pusiness."-Detroit Free Pre.~s.
A NUMBER of Philadelphians who disagreed
with all the established churches as to one or
another dogma, formed a society under the
· name " Outcasts of Israel," and hired a hall for
meetings. But at their :ll.rst ·gathering it was
demonstrated that they differed as radically
with one another. Sister Miles announced that
she was leading a consecrated, holy, sinless life.
Brother Hartshorn said that such a thing was
impossible with poor humanity. "You are not
spiritual enough to comprehenq it," said she;
"you are too animal." "It seems to me," retorted he, "that the animal is interrupting me
now." Then the discussion became an unseemly quarrel.
THE methodist ministers of Cincinnati hav
declared for a prohibitory liquor clause in the
Constitution of Ohio like that of Iowa. "We
invite the people," they say, "of all political
parties, and o.f all churches and no church, to
unite with us at the proper time in petitioning
the present legislature to pass a joint resolution
submitting the proposed amendment to the decision of the voters of the state." Similar
movements hav been put under way in illinois

and Indian!!-, and a total abstinence revival seems
likely to extend over the West. The Constitutional amendment adopted by Iowa is taken as
a model by the agitators. It is as follows :
" No person shall manufacture for sale, sell, or
keep for sale as a beverage any intoxicating
liquors whatever, including ale, wine, and beer.
The General Assembly shall, by law, prescribe
regulations for the enforcement of the provisions herein contained, and shall thereby provide suitable penalties for violations of the provisions thereof."

ment. At the close of the reading the minister
looked horror--struck, the congregation stared
at Bramley with cold, hard ·stares, and his wife
rose up in her seat .and glared at him like a
THE widow of Abraham Lincoln died on
tigress. It was a close call, but he was equal
to the occasion, and, rising calmly and with a Sunday last of paralysis.
ST. PATRICK's Roman Catholic church in
look of perfect resignation on his face, he said,
'Brothers a'td Sisters : It may appear strange Danville, ill., was burned last week.
to you that I should ask our beloved pastor to
THE Rev. G. B. Simons, of Troy, is on trial
read such a terrible thing as that from the before the church council for immoral conduct.
pulpit, but the best way to fight the devil is to
CAsEs of sunstroke hav been frequent in this
fight him boldly face to face. The writer of city during the heated weather of the last fortGARIBALDI said a few years ago, in stating that vile note is unknown to me, but is evi- night.
his religious views: " God is thought and rea- dently some depraved child of sin who is enWoRKINGMEN of all trades held an enthusi·
son; all I wish to see done is to substitute deavoring to besmirch my Christian reputation. astic and successful meeting in Science Hall on
I
shall
use
every
endeavor
to
ferret
out
the
genius and intelligence for God's priesthood.
the 16th.
Do not imagin that I pretend to teach the re- writer, and, if. discovered, will fearlessly proTHE entire business portion of Colfax, Wash.
ligion of God. I am not so impudent. I am, claim her name and hold her up to the con·
however, a little of a mathematician and a little tempt of all good Christian people.' He sat Ter., was burned on the 15th inst. Loss,
of an astronomer, owing to my long sea life; down amid murmurs of approbation and sym- $250,000.
MICHAEL DAVITT has gone back to Ireland.
and on the sea I saw and observed the works pathy.''
THE Rev. Mr. Hicks, who figured as the He expresses himself perfectly satisfied with
of God; but, I repeat, I hav not the presump-·
· ·
a d viser of Guiteau, is evid11ntly a sen- his visit to America.
tion to teach God. Truth; reason, and God are, spmtual
CoNG~Ess has voted $20,000,000 for the im·
in my opinion, synonymous.
Copernicus, sationalist of the first water. This fact was
Leibnitz, Newton, Franklin, Arago, Galileo are indicated by his conduct before the execution, provement of rivers and harbors. Arthur has
God's priests, for God's priests are genius and and becam~ fully manifest by his performances not yet signed the bill.
A DUEL took place in Lunenburg oounty,
intelligence. Every one, however, has a right o~ the scaffold ; it IS now made additionally
tp believe according to the dictates of his own apparent by the zest with which he enters into Va., on the 14th, in which one of the partici·
conscience."
the squabbles of the doctors over Guiteau's pants, Joseph Addison, was fatally shot.
FIFTY-ONE families of Russian refugees hav
SoME of the ministers of Philadelphia hav body, eagerly elbowing his way to the front as
been criticising the mayor of that city for his the central and controling personage, and fo- just left New York for Europe. They did not
recent action in regard to the Sunday laws. menting contentions as if for the sake of noto- feel satisfied with their prospects in America.
He says that if-they suppose they are going to riety, rather than trying to quiet them. AtTHE ex-Rev. George C. Miln has now deft·
tracted by these quarrels, a wretched figure reentangle him in any controversy they are very
appears on the scene-Mrs. Scoville, who writes nitly announced his intention of taking the
much mistaken, for he has no desire for thus
to Hicks that she will sue him for possession of stage this fall. He will appear as Shakspere's
gratifying their longing for notoriety. He
her brother's corpse and for the property he Hamlet, of whose character he has an original
further says that these gentlemen do not know
what they are talking about when they under- left to this spiritual adviser. Such 11 suit conception.
take to be critics in the matter of legislation would serve to prolong the attention which the" THE doctors who attended Garfield during
and the law. The mayor regards it as a pub- reverend gentleman likes to attract, and in the his last illness want $80,000 for their services.
lic misfortune that "every tom-tit of a divine end it is by no means impossible that, besides The matter is being discussed in Congress, but
wants to attract attention as a denouncer of writing a book and lecturing on Guiteau, he the appropriation, at last accounts, has not
beeri made.
officials and of political policies." He says may set up a museum of his relics.- Sun.
AN English religious paper, The Ohristian,
A STEAMBOAT of 585 tons burden was cut
that he goes to Quaker meeting, where he is
glad to say that there are none of these politi- publishes the .following school-girl's letter. completely in two parts by collision with an
Puck copies it with the remark that it is so dis- iron steam yacht on the Hudson last Saturday.
cal harangs.
gusting as to be almost funny: "I must tell The stem of the steamer :ll.oated in one dirac" ONE of the inhibitory ' General Rules ' of
the Methodist Episcopal church," says the you the good news. Since I wrote to you four tion and the stern in another, but beyond the
Methodist, "mentions among the things not to of our girls hav come to the savior thoroughly. scratching of her paint the yacht was UllinIsn't it splendid? One night after we had jured.
·
be done ' the reading those b9oks and singing
CHARLES LANGHEIMER, whom Charles Dickthose songs which do not tend to the knowledge come from the service, and had gone up to bed,
- - was crying; she was in dreadful trouble
ens interviewed in his " American Notes,"
and glory of God.' As a piflce of church law
and could not find rest. I was obliged to
while visiting the Philadelphia prison about
to be enforced by pains and penalties, that
leave her, because I sleep in another room;
thirty years ago, is again in jail. Langheimer,
rule, with many others of its kind, has long
but her companion is a Christian (though she
since become obsolete. The manner in which
better known as "Dickens's Dutchman,"
never let any one know it before). During the
is seventy-nine years old, and has spent fortythe cultured Infidelity of the ilge as embodied
night, - - , who sleeps in my room, joined
in its literature is treated among us has had its
two years in prison.
these two, and all three prayed together about
e,ffect in very largely encouraging the use of
DURING the past ten days Alexandria has
two in the morning, and they all found Jesus.
just that kind of books which were most earIt was the first news I heard in the morning, been bombarded by the English. Arabi Pasha's
nestly et'JildemMd by our Methodist fathers.
and even if they had not told me I could hav troops hav withdrawn from the city, and left it
Dickens and Thackeray, and George Eliot,
guessed it from their happy faces. That was at the mercy of the Bedouins and released con•
and that class of writers, are the great teachFriday morning. Before breakfast another of victs, who hav fired and pillaged the town and
ers of thousands of Methodists-chie:ll.y the
them was in great trouble; she said she was so massacred the European residents, numbering,
young and susceptible, who necessarily assimiwicked and so miserable. I told her that that it is reported, over two thousand persons. The
late what they read."
was just the reason she wanted Jesus, and that city is still burning. English and American
THE Evansville .Argus has evolved the fol· he wanted her. We prayed together, and she marines hav been landed in force, with orders
lowing story. It illustates how the grace of gave herself to him. That was another happy to shoot all rioters and incendiaries. Turkey
God will sometimes bring a man out of a tight face to go down to breakfast. We went to the has been invited by the powers to take a part
place with :ll.ying colors : " The people of a last of the services yestsrday, and there was an in the investment of Alexandria. The origlittle town in W arri,ck county ha v been hanging a~ter-meeting for those who were wishing to inal cause of the present trouble between Eng•
right over the brink of a church scandal, but become Christians, or who would like to stay land and Arabi Pasha is that the chief ruler or
are not aware of the fact, nor will they be for other reasons. A good many of us stayed, khedive of Egypt had contracted various pub·
until this copy of the .Argus reaches its readers and my own companion was converted there. lie debts, a large portion of which are held by
over there. Just before the close of the ser- We had such a nice time last night. It seems English and French subjects. Against this
vices last Sunday a good brother walked for- almost too good to be true-only it is true. It state of affairs, and the management placed
ward to the pulpit, handed the minister an an- just shows how God answers our prayers in a over them, Arabi Pasha, representing the nativ
nouncement, as he thought, and asked him to way we never think of-' exceeding abundantly political element of the country, rebelled, and
read it to the congregation before he dismissed above all we ask or think.' They were all the khedive was unable to subdue him. The
them. Just before time was called on the worldly girls, fond of dances and all that sort military proceedings now in progress are for
doxology the minister said, ' Brother Bramley of thing, and it will be very hard for them the purpose of overthrowing Arabi and restor·
has handed me the following,' and in a clear when they go home into the midst of it all ing power to the khedive, who is viceroy to the
'Voice he read the note, which ran as follows : again. Yesterday morning Miss-- gave us sultan of Turkey, of whose dominions Egypt
" My Own Pet Bram : Are you never coming all a holiday, and allowed us to spend the is considered a part. As the matter stands at
to see me again? I am dying to see my dar- morning up-stairs together, reading the Bible, latest accounts, Arabi threatens to return to
ling oRce more and gaze into his beloved eyes. etc. We had a splendid morning. You may Alexandria, after having first cut the aqueduct
The old mummy that calls herself your wife imagin how we all felt after what God had just supplying the city with water, and the English
will never :ll.nd it out. How can you endure been doing for us. - - is still unconverted, and American marines are at the front in wait
her? Come, darling, to one who truly loves but she will not always be. She is bound to be for him. When the war will end is beyond the
you. Your own and only Mary." The good converted, because we hav all prayed for her knowledge of any man. The Sue2; canal ill
closed.
brother had handed in the wroni announce- so much.''
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age of eight or ten years 1n a narrow and dimlY."-. cone, as well as the sharp ridges and peaks an~
lighted celL She is not permitted to emerge from It mounds of the lower mass, IU'e brown and barr
e OUl'-I!O ava. ·
on any co~ideration nor even to receive the visits except·where relieved by clumps of pine-like tr en,
·
F or· SIX
· N o 1ava-streams are VISI
· 'bl e, pro b a bly having beeea·
BoRNE o.-c oN T I NU En.
of her father, mother,' brothers. or sisters.
The aborigines of Borneo ,are Dyaks, and these or seven dreary years she sees only the sl~ve~ at- covered long ago by dust and ashes, as have be::
are divided into Sea Dyaks and Hill, Dyaks. The tached to her service; and her sole occupatiOn IS to many of the volcanoes of Java. Though somewh t
former are largely pirates, and of course would be a weave mats: Her_ limbs, del?rived of all exercise, lower th~n t~e peak o~ Teneriffe, it is said to be mu~
benefit to no country. The Hill Dyaks are a better do n~t acquire their natural size _or. use, ~nd her feet more maJe~tlC when VIewed from the north, where it
race, inclining to be peaceful, but not vigorous or remam small and stunted, but this Is a high mark of seems to r1se abruptly out of the sea; while onth
industrious. They are described as more talkative gentili~y. She gains her freedom when she reaches south, w~e~·e _it rises from a somewhat low, leve~
and cheerful, and less suspicious than the Malays, of a marriageable age, and returns to the world more country, It Is riChly wooded. The vegetable growth
whom there is also a considerable number on the like a specter than a human being; she is pale as a of this island i_s spoken of in the highest degree.
island. They are said to be truthful, temperate, and waxen effigy, her trembling limb~ scarcely able to
The product~ons of ~elebes and the Spice Islands
hospitable. They have no written language, and support her attenuated body, and Ignorant as a new- are spoken of m the highest terms, they vieing with
what religion they have is made up of gross super- born child. On this occasion a slave is immolated, the most fertile portions of the earth, and enjoying
stitions little better than fetichism, though perhaps that the body of the young girl may be sprinkled climates as lovely. Here the clove and nutmeg-trees
no more so than the religions of many other people with t?e victim's blood. The object of this ~mprison- abound .. ·T?ey also have volcanoe~ and ea_r~hquakes.
in the world. They hold tbat their god Djath mentIS to render the child famous, and to preserve
Batchian Is spoken of as a paradise of birds,amon
governs the sublunar world, and the god Sangjang a daintineEs of figure and a delicacy of appea.r- which are several varieties of the magnificent bird~
reigns over hell, for they, too, are able to afford a ance;which are conside~ed the v~ry first attractions. o~ para~lise. Wallace yher~ discovered a species of·
hell; and these gods are invoked by sprinkling rice
The Ot-Daooons practwe tattoomg, as also do some bud whwh he termed !Sermoptera Wallacci. In his
on the ground and offering various sacrifices. They ?f the Dyaks. Sometimes t~e forms of the tattoo- description o~ it. he_ says the pl_uma~e is sober, being
often have wooden idols in their houses, probably to mg are graceful and complicated, and cover the of an ashy olive, With a purplish tmge on the back·
represent their invisible gods. Some travelers say whole body with the exception of the face. This the crown of the head is beautifully glossed with
the people of the island are a sort of Pantheists, and, ceremony is performed under instructions from the pale metallic violet, and the feathers of the front e;r.
like the ancient Greeks, believe in gods above the priestesses, who are supposed to know how the sang- tend as much over the beak as in most of the family
earth and gods below the earth, with innumerable sangs ornament themselves. The legs of the women The neck and breast are scaled with fine metalli~
good and evil spirits, of whom Budjang-Brani is the are tattooed from the knees to the feet. They wear green, and the feathers on the lower part are elon.
worst devil. They think diseases are caused by the a short, narrow apron, generally blue, fastened gated on each side, so as to form a two-pointed gor.
influence of demons, which also cause, all the mis. around the waist by a girdle of rattan or a leather get, which can be folded beneath the wings, or
fortunes in the world, and these are driven away by belt, to which strings of pearls and other ornaments partially erected and spread out in the same way as
shouts and shrieks and pounding on a discordant are attached. They are very fond of decorations. the side plumes of the birds of paradise. The four
gong. I have known Christians to act in a similar The women of this tribe are muscular, and they un. long white plumes, which give the bird its most
manner. It is said the Dyaks cherish a vague dertake the most arduous labors. The men are also unique character, spring from little tubercles close to
notion of divine unity and of the immortality of the equally yain and use much ornamentation. They are the upper edge of the shoulder or bend of the wing;
soul. In this respect they are much like all other greedy for money, and often use extortion with they are narrow, gently curved, and equally webbed
religionists. The notions of all are vague.
strangers. They are not very honest or truthful, and on both sides, of a creamy-white color.
In one respect these natives are more advanced less moral than the Hill Dyaks.
Of the people of Bourn a little should be said.
than believers in some other systems of religionThe animal productions of Borneo are much like The aborigines, or Alfoories, resemble the Malays,
they allow women to administer some of its rites; those of Sumatra. This is pehaps the real home of but away from the sea-coast appear to be very igno.
some of them are dancing priestesses or bayaderes, the ourang-outang, many of which reach a large size. rant. Wallace says many of those he met had never
while the duties of others are directed to healing the These animals are not lively like monkeys, but pre- seen a piu; and the .better informed, few in number,
sick, exorcising evil spirits, conducting the souls of fer solitude and listlessness. They will sit for took pride in teaching their companions the uses of
the departed to the abodes where their ancestors are, hours upon the limb of a tree lo'oking toward the "t.he needle with a head, and without an eye." They
demanding the favor and protection of the gods. earth as though in deep meditation, and often heave were equally ignorant of paper, teapots, teacups, and
Before a woman can assume the sacerdotal rank, the a sigh as if melancholy. Wallace says they are not teaspoons. Their houses are mere hovels. Formerly
soul of a sangsang or angel must have passed into so pugnacious as represented, and do not attack man each tribe was compelled to send one young maiden
her body, and while she continues to discharge the unless in self-defense. Their numbers are said to be annually to its "regent" for a bride; but the Dutch,
duties of the sacred office she must abstain from all decreasing.
having acquired some power in the island, have caused
intercourse with her family. With a portion of the
It is almost a wonder that England has not had this custom to be discontinued. In regard to mar.
Dyaks the souls of the dead wait around their for- some grievance with Borneo, so as to get up a war with riage each man has to buy his wife for a price regu.
mer residences until the funeral ceremonies are per- it and capture it. If she would send ten or twenty lated by the standing of the bride's father; thus the
formed, when they take their departure to the abodes thousand of her sons and daughters there to civilize daughter of a man of nobility costs much more
of bliss; but with others the dea,I depart at once and and develop the resources it would be a most valuable than that of a poor and obscure man. They are said
do not wait for funeral services. As soon as the country. There are some Chinese settlements on the to believe in one supreme being, who created all
corpse is stretched in its coffin, its spirit departs for shores, and I cannot see why a million or two of things, and is the source of both good and evil.
the other world under the guidance of a sangsang, Chinese ~hould not leave their own over-crowded They also believe in malignant spirits. They imag:a.nd to the sound of hymns chanted by the priEstesses country and make Borneo their permanent home. I ine that prayer leads to prosperity, and the neglect
or bilians. The dead pass over an invisible bridge, am quite willing they should emigrate there instead of it to adversity. Through the infinite love of the
which begins at the place where they died and ends of making the longer journey to California. This supreme being he was induced to send a great teacher,
where happiness dwells. The dead body, reposing large island also possesses much mineral wealth, but Nabiata (whether a begotten son I cannot say), who
on its bier, is first carried out into the open air; after- its mines have been but poorly developed.
dwelt among the mountains, and delivered the will
ward, probably when the flesh has been eaten off by
Other points among these numerous islands must of his divine master in seven commandments, as
animals, the bones are cleaned and burned,and collect- be mentioned very briefly or my story will become follows:
ed in urns, which are deposited in the. sandong, or too long. I will notice a few of the peculiarities
l. Thou shalt not kill nor wound.
house of the dead. The funeral ceremony is an occa- of some of the islands, and give some of their relig2. Thou shalt not steal.
sion of great pomp, when not only buffaloes and wild ious superstitions. 'l'he Island of Bali •lies south of
3. Thou shalt n"ot commit adultery.
hogs are sacrificed, but human beings also. The heads Java, and is about eighty-five miles in length and
4. Thou shalt not set thyself up againt the fenna
of the victims arehungupin thesandong. One chief fifty-five in width. It has a very fertile soil, and a (tribe).
5. A man shall not set himself up against the
is reported having deposited in his wife's coffin eight very mild tropical climate. As a "garden spot" it
suits of clothing and all her ornaments. Immedi. is hardly surpassed by any similar portion of tb.e chief of his tribe.
ately after her death he immolated a slave and others, earth's surface. It grows everything found in tropi6. A chief shall not set himself up against him
when her corpse was removed from the house; and cal regions, and is represented as charming and at- that is over his or other tribes.
after the cremation of the body eight slaves, sixty tractive in every particular. It has plains next the
7. The chief over more than one tribe shall not. set
hogs, and two buffaloes were sacrificed around the pile. ocean, then a range of well-wooded hills, and above himself up againt him who is placed over all tbe
A singular custom is said to exist among the these a lofty volcanic ridge, bold, impressive, majes. tribes.
wealthy; the survivor, whether husband or wife, can- tic, culminating in a peak 11,326 feet high. Mter' a
Nabiata also taught that though the body perishes
not under any pretext quit the house for a certain long repose this volcano burst out actively in 1843. the soul will live forever; that those who keep tbe
period, which time is longer or shorter in different The island is subject to earthquakes. In 1815 an foregoing commandments shall dwelll.n his presence
families. Often the widow or widower remains thus earthquake here was so severe as to shatter into frag- far above the firmament, while those who do wickedly
seated and impassive, doing nothing for as many as ments a mountain of considerable size, by which shall never enter the abodes of the happy; nor shall
seven months together. Human sacrifices are offered twelve thousand persons lost their lives. The prin- they remain on earth, but for ever and ever, lonely
on the conclusion of peace with enemies, or treaties cipal products are rice, cotton, and coffee; among the and in sorrow, tliey shall wander among the clo?d~,
of alliance. The public and private charms and talis- animals, some tigers1 monkeys, hogs, goats, cattle, yearning with a desire never to be gratified to JOill
mans are then dipped in human blood, and those pres- buffaloes, and small hardy horses. The birds are their brethren in heaven. Nabiata also introduced
ent sprinkle their foreheads, shoulders, chest, stomach, numerous and of brilliant plumage.
circumcision, performed on children of both sex~s
and down to the knees and feet, at the same time
'-!-'he inhabitants are partly Malays and partly when they reached the age of eight years. ~hts
muttering vows and prayers in behalf of one another. Chmese. The costume of the people is extremely teacher seems to be dispensing pretty fair Judaism
Among a tribe called Ot.Danoons their occasions simple and primitive, consisting of a small piece of and Christianity.
·
of festivity, always prolonged, coarse, and noisy, cotton cloth, to which a sabalc, a kind of cloak, is
One ceremony practiced on this island is that of
terminate very often in contention. Men and women added on state occasions. The houses of the poor shaving the heads of children, which takes pl~~ on
become intoxicated; the quarrelsome seizetheirweap- are of mud, sun-baked, and covered with reeds the first birthday or thereabouts, and has a relrgt?ns
oris and threaten hostilities; but those who have pre- or bamboo; those of the princes are of brick, significance. The priest begins the rite by repeatmg
served some degree of sobriety separate the bellig. neatly laid in· cement. The villages are arranged in a low monotonous prayer in a monotonous nasa~
erant parties and bind them till they recover their squares or parallelograms, and inclosed by high chant, which at times swells into a chorus.througd
senses. Often after these orgies the ground is cov- walls. The religion is said to be a modified Hindoo- the accession of other voices. When this IS ende
ered with the prostrate bodies of the turbulent cap- ism, but I can hardly see how that can be when a servant brings in the child, followed by anot~e~
thres. When these superstitious people remove into it has been settled by the Malays and Chinese.
servant carrying a large plate partly filled W 1~
a new locality, custom requires that they should pay
Lombok comes next east, and is a smaller island, water, in which may be observed two parts of t e
the inhabitants a certain sum of money for the pur- being forty-eight miles long and thirty-seven wide. blossom of cocoanut, a razor, and a pair of shears.
chase of buffaloes, hogs, etc., which are immediately Here also plains come next to ~he sea, and in the in- The chief priest dips his fingers in the water, place;
sacrificed to the gods to appease their wrath, which, terior mountains 12,000 feet high. One cone appears them on the head of the infant, and clips ~ff. a l~c
as with other gods, is always ready to be aroused to once have been a volcano. All the neighboring of the hair with the shears. The lock of hair IS t
on the smallest provocation. These ceremonies often valleys and ravines are hung with dark woods, which thrown into the water with a piece of m?ney. T
co11t the new.comers a sum of money equaling fifteen also mantle the base of the cone, and seem to. example of throwing in a piece of money 1s followe
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by all present. Tea and small rice cakes are handed
around, and the ceremony is concluded.
Marriage ceremonies are always interesting. This
is the way they get married on this island: The
house and verandah of the groom is brilliantly illuminated by Chinese lanterns. The bride at her home is
tastefully decorated with trailing plants and flowers,
where she awaits the coming of her future companion. Female friends gather into the room with the
bride, and soon engage in the favorite custom of
chewing betelnut. A shrill piping attends the approach of the groom. A company of gaily dressed
boys bearing wax tapers lead the procession, and
another similar cortege brings the presents for the
bride. ffhe bridegroom follows, supported by his
friends, and surrounded by tiers of candles arranged
in a kind of frame-work. He is dressed in gay, red
attire, and has a gold chain hanging on his neck.
On one side of _the room where the ceremony is performed stands a small table covered with a red cloth,
and upon it are two gigantic red wax candles. The
bride sits behind it attired in a scarlet dress-red
being the favorite color with these people-and with
a cloud of lace falling over her face and shoulders.
The' bridegroom approaches; 'she rises slowly. Placing the palms of his hands together he bows thrice
with great gravity and deference. She salutes him
in the same manner, except that she does not raise
her hands. And now the interesting moment has arrived. She remains standing, and probably tremulous, yet seemingly tranquil, when he steps forward
and pulls at the pins that hold fast the veil which
screens her charms from his ardent gaze. He very
naturally shows some awkwardness in this part of the
operation, but a couple of maidens in attendance
·kindly assist him, and by: degrees the countenance of
the bride is revealed. He then passes round the
table, and both sit down together, while the guests
sit quietly until it is time for them to depart and
leave the newly-married pair by themselves. This is
the way in which the ceremony is performed among
the richer classes ; it is not probable that the
poor are able to put on so much style. These people
have doubtless been changed somewhat in their customs by the Mohammedan influence among them, as
they have partially embraced that system of religion.
They have likewise foolishly adopted the pernicious
habit ·of opium-smoking, which indicates that theChinese have also been proselyting among them. The
shores of this island abound in coral formations of
the most remarkable character.

bl'own, the hair black and crisp and worn at full many instances where they have received direct
length, and not much attention paid to it. The men answers to their prayers.
There are priests among the Dorians (all peeples
wear it in a comb consisting of a bamboo stick split
at one end into three or four points like a fork, and and all religions have these); but their functions are
shaped at the other end into a spike and neatly confined to the interpreting of dreams and omens,
carved. This strange implement or ornament is and to giving advice in case of sickness. They do not
stuck obliquely into the hair, and a strip of colored sacrifice animals, and few religious ceremonies are
calico, fastened to the upper end, hangs down from necessary. The marriage ce~:emony is simple and
it like a streamer. The beard is strongly crisped, but without show. The bride and bridegroom sit down
short. The dress of the chiefs is on an ampler scale before the Karwar, the bride offers homage to the
than usually prevails with the Papuans. They wear groom by giving him tobacco and a betel leaf. The
the saluer, or short drawers, of the Malays, and the two then join hands, rise up, and they are married.
kabaya, or loose coat of calico, with a handkl:lrchief When a death occurs the corpse is wrapped in a shroud
round the head. Men of lower rank restrict them- of white muslin and interred in a pit five feet in
selves to a chawat, or waist-cloth, made of the bark depth. It is placed on its side, with its weapons and
of the fig or the paper mulberry-tree beaten out in ornaments around it, and a porcelain dish under its
the same way as the bark-cloth of the Polynesians. ea~. The grave is then filled with earth, and roofed
The chief devices used on the bodies of the males over with atap, after which the Karwar of the deare crossed swords and kris-blades. The men hunt, ceased is placed on the top, and all is over. The dead
fish, shape their weapons, build houses, and make man sleeps as quietly as though a long funeral sercrosses. The women cultivate the plantations, do man had been pronounced over him.
The Aruans are another tribe or race whose homes
the househeld work, carry wood and water, manufacture earthen vessels, and weave mats and cloth. I are on some of these islands. Some of their customs
believe the women are the most industrious. They may be alluded to. They are very inoffensive and
are all quite skilful. They are all good swimmers, peaceful in disposition. This is shown by their
the women vieing with the men. Their food is prin- treatment to strangers, who have again and again
cipally yams, maize, millet, fish, pork, bananas, cocoa- mistreated them and cruelly taken advantage of them
nuts, papayas, and rice. They are inveterate smok• in many ways, who cheat them in trading, and who
ers of tobacco.
·.
domineer over them. Though uninspired by religThe manners and customs of the Dorians are de- ious motives, though fearing no future punishment
scribed as less barbarous than might be looked for and hoping for no future reward, they live in the
from a race so rude and uncivilized. They are of a utmost good fellowship. If any disputes arise they
mild disposition; with strong natural principles, in- submit at once t9 the decision of the elders, as their
clining them toward right and justice. They look forefathers did before them, and for whom they enupon dishonesty as a serious crime, and theft rarely tertain the highest esteem. About the only vice they
occurs among them; and though they have no locks have is indulgence in strong drink, and this they
or fastenings to their houses their property is never, learned from Christians, and from Christian traders
or very seldom, stolen. Would it not be well for they obtain it. No Aruan can take to himself a
some of these pagans to go as missionaries to Europe wife until he has delivered the marriage presentand America and teach the Christians of those quar- which consists of cloth, or brass gongs, or elephants'
ters of the world how to be honest? They are rather teeth, according to his rank. These are often paid
suspicious of strangers, and they have good cause to in instalments running- over a period of many years.
be, for they have been badly treated by the strangers
Very unlike the rule in Ceylon, with this people it
who have visited their coasts. They have great rev- is a most fortunate circumstance for a man to have a
erence for old age, they are faithful to the marriage good family of girls, for the marriage presents or
vow, and are very affectionate toward their children. payments which he receives make him rich. It
They prize chastity as highly as any people on earth, sometimes happens that a young man wishes to
and practice it more strictly and honestly than any marry when he has no offering for the father-in-law.
Christia;n nation. Breach of chastity is almost un- In such case he visits all his friends and acquaintknown among them. They are partial, however, to ances and solicits something from each, to enable
strong drink, but can hardly be worse in this respect him to at least make the first payment on the damsel
than many Christian nations. They prepare no fer- he wishes for a wife.
MALAYS AND PAPUANS CONTRASTED.
The islands of the Eastern archipelago are peopled mented liquor themselves, and knew nothing about
It is unlawful among these people to enter the
by these two distinct races; the former in the west- intoxicating drinks until the Christians taught them, house of a person durin~ his absence, and whoever
ern portion of the islands and the latter in New and who still supply them with the wratched stuff. transgresses this law is compelled to pay the owner
Guinea and neighboring islands. The Papuan is Each tribe has its own chief, and each chief is inde- a piece of cloth or something of similar value. This
much the darker in color, of a sooty brown and ap- pendent of other chiefs, though a nominal allegiance is called palcal dende, and if the offender is unable to
proaching a black. The hair is frizzled or woolly- is given to ~e sultan of Tidore. When a chief dies, pay the fine he must leave the village. On the
not so much so as the African negro, but growing in one of the relatives of the deceased hastens to com- death of an Aruan his relatives assemble and destroy
little tufts, or curls, which keep separate from one municate the intelligence to the sultan, carrying with all the goods he may have collected in his lifetime,
another. Some tribes of_ them cut their hair close to him a gift of slaves and birds of paradise as a token breaking even the gongs in pieces, which are carethe head. The face is clothed with beard and whiskers, of fealty. This person is generally appointed to the fully thrown away. The body is then laid out on a
which also grow in frizzly tufts. The breasts and chieftainship, and is duly invested with the insignia small mat, and propped up against a ladder for three
shoulders of the men are frequently covered with a -a yellow kavaya, or pair of drawers, and a hand- or four days, after which time the relatives again
similar growth. The Malay term for crisped hair is kerchief. From that time he is bound to pay a tax assemble and cover the decomposed parts with lime
rambut pua-pua, and hence the name pua-pua, or of one slave annually to the aultan, also to contribute for the purpose of checking further decay. MeanPapua, is applied to the entire class. In stature the three vessels, or prabus, to the sultan's flotilla, ancl while the fumes of burning gums fill the hut, and the
Papuan is taller then the Malayan and perhaps equals supply him with provisions when demanded. The guests sit in the fumes drinking freely of intoxicating
the European; but his legs are long and thin, and authority of the chief is not very extensive. The liquor. Thus excited and inflamed they vent their
his hands and feet are large. The negro character- actual control of the people rests with a council of feelings in violent shouts, which mingle with the
istics are strong in him; the forehead is depressed, elders, a:y.d the chiePs principal prerogative is to lead howlings and wailings of the women and the hoarse
while the brows are prominent; the large nose is men to battle. Legislation is extremely simple, for discord of several gongs. If they act any worse or
broad and high, with the nostrils considerably hidden where crimes are few punishments will also be few, drink any more freely than Christian Irish do at
by the long front tip; the lips are thick and prominent. and the prevailing principle is that of compensation. their wakes, it is a pity indeed. Food is offered the
They often disfigure themselves by gashing the skin If a man burns down another's house he becomes the deceased, and his mouth is even filled with food and
in long stripes with sharp knives, then filling the slave of the person whose house is burnt; if he drink. One would almost rather not die than to be
wound with white clay.
wounds another wilfully he must give him a slave by treated in this manner. The body is then placed on
Morally the Papuan is said to be equal to the way of retribution; if he steals, he must not only re- a kind of bier, which is strewn with numerous pieces
Malay, while his intellect is held to be superior, store what he has stolen, but he must add something of cloth, according to the man's rank and wealth;
alth~ugh the Malay has usually proved the victor in as a bonus. Capital punishment is never inflicted. while large dishes of China porcelain are set beneath
confi~ct. The Papuan is as impulsive and demon- Yes, what a fine thing it would be if these people to catch any moisture that may fall from the corpse.
strative as a warm-blooded Italian, and gives vent to could teach Christians to live as morally as they do. These dishes after this are held in high value. After
his feelings and passions by shouts of laughter and But they are superstitious and believe a great deal being removed from the house further attempts are
yells, and by frantic gestures. He is full of energy, that is not true. (Christians are not quite free from made to induce the corpse to eat. The mouth is
and quick of comprehension, with a keen sense of similar superstitions.) They carry about with them again filled with 1:he most choice edibles and drinkathe artistic, which leads him to decorate his house at all timea and places a variety of charms and talis- bles, and the mourners join in a loud chant, calling
with elaborate carving, as well as his canoe, his imple- mans, such as bits of bone or quartz or carved wood, upon the deceased to tell them if he will not waken
ments, weapons, etc. He has a marked antipathy to to which, in consequence of their superstition, a fic- from his sleep at the sight of so many of his old
strangers, or at least to their settling in his neighbor- titious value is given. Those who are a little tinc- friends, and eat with them once more. At last this
hood. This is especially the case on his own soil; tured with Mohammedanism use verses of the Koran fooling ends, and the corpse is again placed on the
whe_n in a foreign country, and especially when in a written on narrow slips of paper by the Mosie~ bier, which is then adorned with flags and carried
servile condition, he parts with all this. Mr. Wal- priests. But most Dorians are pagans and worsh~p into the forest, where it is placed on the top of four
lace says: "The Malay is of short stature, brown- an idol called Karwar, a clumsy figure carved m posts. A tree, usually the pavetta indica, is then
skinned, straight-haired,- beardless, and smooth- wood, holding a shield, and having_ an enormousl_y planted near it. It is stated that at this final cerebo?ied. The Pa.puan is taller, black-skinned, frizzly- large head with a sharp nose and a w1de mouth. This mony none but nude women are present. This is the
haired, bearded, and hairy-bodied. The former is is kept in every house, and plays the part of a dumb sudah buang, and testifies that the body is abandoned
broad-_faced, has a small nose, and fiat eyebrows; the oracle. In every case of trouble or new projects its to silence and solitude, being no longer able to see,
latt~r I~ long-faced, has a large prominent nose, and owner hastens to consult it and implore it, crouching hear, think, or feel. Let him rest in peace.
'l'he Ahetas are a race of small savages, with curly
proJectmg ~yebrows. The Malay is cold, quiet, un- before it and bowing repeatedly with h_is ha~ds
d~monstrative, boastful; .the Papuan, impetuous, ex- cH.sped upon hi!l·forehead. S~ould he be se~zed ~It_h hair and retreating chins, which inhabit the PhilipCitable, .wa_rm-tempered, and noisy. '!'he former any feeling of doubt while m these exermses It IS pine Islands. They are so uncivilized or ignorant as
grave, digmfied, seldom laughs; the latter is merry regarded as an unfortunate sign, and the votary to know nothing of agriculture, and live by hunting
and laughter-loving; the one conceals the other dis- abandons whatever purpose he had in his mind to and fishing. They have no religious system, though
plays his emotions."
'
carry out; but when the suppliant is very anxious to they are not wholly devoid of religious sentiment.
The.., J?orians are a tribe which inhabit a part of carry out some particular desire, he is pretty sure not It appears that they have learned from another neighNew Gumea. They are small in stature, about five to have the unfortunate sign, and it will be easy ~or boring tribe the practice of worshiping for a day the
and a <luarter feet high, their color a very ,dark him ~ say his god approves. They are o.ble to ctte trunk of a tree, or a fragment of rock, and in w hioh
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they trace some fancied resemblance to an animal; tensive group of islands, I had better return to ~ven _at noon, the strange flyin~ dragon (a huge fl _
then they turn away from it and think no more the island which I am at present visiting and say mg lizard-draco), that memorial of a remote. epoJ;
about gods until they come across some lilimilar something more about it. Let me tell you, then, when the serpent was endowed with wings, does not
object which they can fancy bears some resemblance that Java, in shape, may be likened to a parallelo- hesitate to make its appearance. Numerous black
to something. In faot, their plan of making gods gram, of which the larger portion runs east and animals exist, which 3:gree in color with the black
is not widely different from the modes of other peo- west, with a slight inclination to the north at this, basalt of the mountams. And black, too, is the
ple. They cherish a particular veneration for the the western end.· It has withal a crescent shape on tiger, that terrible destroyer, which as late as 1830
dead. For several years after a friend or relative its northern line. It mea.sures 630 miles in length, devoured annu!llly three hundred lives !
"The double mountain chain which forms the
dies they continue to visit his grave and deposit and varies from 35 miles to 126 miles in width. Its
thereon a little offering of remembrance, if nothing total area in round numbers is fifty thousand square backbone of Java is intersected by numerous internal
more than a little tobacco or betel, much as a Chris- miles, or nearly as large as the state of New York. concentrated, and sheltered valleys. Hundreds of
tian mourner places a wreath of flowers upon the
The average hight of its forty-five volcanoes is lateral valleys, running in an opposite direction, vary
grave of a loved one. The bows and arrows of the said to be about nine thousand feet. Many of these the· spectacle. This diversity of surface insures a
deceased are suspended over his grave on the day of volcanoes are still active, so that along the axis of corresponding diversity of vegetation. The soil in
interment, and it is their fond belief that he issues the island a series of five towers seem to be planted thlil lowlands is madreporio, and was once alive. At
every night from his resting-place to pursue the like vast burning beacons to throw their lurid, a higher level it has a foundati{ln of granite, loaded
shadowy hunt in the haunted glades of the forest.
warm ·light far athwart the rolling billows of the with the fertile ruins and hot debris of the volcanoes.
In case of an aged person affiicted with a mortal Indian Ocean. These peaks, owing to the fertility The whol€1 is a vast ascending scale which, from sea
malady, they don't always wait for him to die before of the soil and the humidity of the atmosphere, are to mountain, presents six different climates, rising
they bury him; but no sooner has the body been green with produce almost to their very summits, so from the marine flora and the flora of the marshes to
deposited in the grave than it becomes necessary, that perhaps it has been justly said that while the the Alpine flora. A superb amphitheater, rich and
according to their traditions, that his death should mountains of Java are more lovely than those of abundant at every gradation, bearing the dominant
be ·avenged, and accordingly the warriors of the many other countries, they are not so strikingly plants, and those transitional forms which lead up
tribe sally forth with .lance and arrow to slay the grand and picturesque. The form of the volcanoes from one to the other; and lead so ingeniously that
first living creature they encounter, whether man, is even and regular, like a pyramid, but devoid of without any lacuna or abrupt leap, we are carried
stag, wild hog, or buffalo. When thus in pursuit of that wild ruggedness and grandeur often found in onward, and vainly endeavor to trace between the
an expiatory victim they take the precaution to mountains of other kinds.
six climates any rigorous lines of demarcation. In
break off the young shoots of the shrubs as they · These J avan volcanoes have all names, with the the low lands, facing India and the boiling caldron
pass by and leave the broken ends hanging in the altitude given they severally attain to, as well as the of the ocean, the mangrove absorbs the vapor; but
direction of their roots, for the purpose of warning province in which they are located, but they are towards Oceanica, and· the region of the thousand
neighbors and travelers to shun the path they are strange, hard names, and it is hardly worth while to isles, the cocoanut-tree rises, with its foot in the empursuing, for even if one of their own people should repeat them. I will say, however, that the tallest erald wave, and its crest lightly rooking in the full,
fall in their way they would not dare to let him one is called Slamat, and is 12,300 feet high. These fresh breeze. The palm is here of little value.
escape. He must suffer for the dead.
volcanoes display all the phenomena of igneous Above its bamboo and resinous trees Java wears
This rude people have virtues; they are faithful action except lava streams, which do not occur in a magnificent girdle or zone of forest; a forest
in marriage, and a man has but one wife. When a Java. The active craters are said to be r11markable wholly composed of teak-the oak of oaks, the finest
young man has selected his future partner, his for the quantity of sulphur and sulphurous vapors wood in the world-indestructible teak! It boasts
friends or relatives ask the consent of the girl's which they discharge. The crater of Tasohem con- also of a gigantic plane, the superb liquid amber.
parents, and it is always granted. Then the mar- tains a lake, about a quarter of a mile in length, Here every kind of food and all the provisions of
riage-day is fixed, and in the morning, before sun- from which issues a stream so strongly impregnated the five worlds superaboun9-. The rice, maize, figs,
rise, the maiden is dispatched to the forest, where with sulphurous acid that no forms of life can exist and bananas of Hindostan, the pears of China, the
she conceals herself or not, according as she feels in it, and even fish cannot live in the sea near its apples of Japan, flourish in company with the peach,
disposed toward her suitor. An hour's grace is mouth. Near Butar, an extinct volcano, about half pineapple, and orange of Europe; aye, and even
allowed, and .the young man then goes forth to seek a mile in circuit, is known as "the Vale of Poison," with the strawberry, which extends its growth along
her; and if he succeeds in finding her and bri~ging or Guevo- Upas. No living creature can enter it the banks of the stream. All this is the innocence
her back with him before sunset she is his wife; but with safety, and it is said that the soil is strewn with of nature. But side by side with it prevails another
if he fatJs in his search he is required to abandon all the carcasses of birds, deer, and other animals killed and more formidable world; that of the higher vegfurther claim to the damsel. It seems it rests by the fatal carbonic acid gas which accumulates in etable energies, the plants of temptation, seductive,
largely with the young woman whether she is found the hollow of this deadly valley. So if tb,e deadly yet fatal, which double the pleasures, while shortenor not. If she prefers some other young man to "upas-tree" of which we have heard so much proves ing the duration of life. At present they reign
hunt for her all she has to do is to hide thoroughly;- to be a myth, there is no doubt about the deadly val- throughout the earth from pole to pole. They make
but if her suitor is after her mind she will manage ley being fatal enough to kill any being who pene- and they unmake nations. The least of these ter.
to help him find her.
trates into it.
rible spirits has wrought a greater change in the
They cherish the greatest respect for old age, and
Miohelet has considerable to say about Java. He globe than any war. They have in man the volcanic
their meetings are always., governed by one of the says it is dowered with fires. "Notwithstanding its fires; and a soul, a violent spirit, which is indefin·
elders. They are remarkable for the agility and limited area, it possesses as many volcanoes as the able, which ·seems less a human thing than a creaaddress of their movements. They dextrously climb entire American continent." And to these he says, ture of the planet. They have effected a revolution
the highet5t trees, seizing the trunks with both hands we must add its liquid volcanoes, ,.its vein of which, above all, has. changed our idea of time.
and using the soles of the feet as a lever. It is said somber azure, which the Javanese call the "Black Tobacco kills the hours, and renders them insensible.
to be a curious sight tq see these children of nature River." This is the great equatorial current, which Coffee shortens them by the stimulus it affords the
departing on a great hunting expedition; men, in its northerly course warms the Asiatic seas, is brain; it convert them into minutes. Foremost
women, and children all consort together and issue remarkable for its muddi~ess, and tastes salter than among the sources of intoxication to which man unforth like a troop of ourang-outangs. They are human blood. A hot sea, a torrid sun, volcanic fire, happily resorts, we must name alcohol. Eight
accompanied by one or two small dogs of a peculiar volcanic life. Not a day passes but what a tempest species of the sugar-cane which thrive in Java
breed, which assist them in following up the prey breaks out among the Blue Mountains, with light- abundantly supply this agent of delirium and of
after it has been wounded.
ning so vivid that the eye cannot endure to gaze at forcible feebleness. No less abundantly flourishes
Among the natural curiosities of the island of it. Torrents of electric rain intoxicate earth and tobacco, the herb of dreams, which has enshrouded
Timor is the raised coral reef at Coupong. It rises madden vegetation. _The very forests, smoking with the world in its misty vapors. Fortunately Java
like a vertical rampart between the beach and the wreathed vapors in the burning sun, seem as many also produces immense supplies of its antidote, coftown, and again behind the town to a hight of fully additional volcanoes situated midway on the moun- fee. It is this which contends against tobacco, and
six hundred feet above the sea, spreading over all tain slopes. In the loftier regions they are frequently supplies the place of alcohol. The island of Java
the adjacent highland and giving it comparatively inaccessible, and sometimes so thickly intermingled, alone furnishes a fourth of all the coffee drunk by
smooth and level outlines. This coraline limestone, so dense, so gloomy, that the traveler who penetrates man; and a coffee, too, of fine quality, when it has
of which this strange elevated track consists, is dark them must carry torches even at noonday. Nature, been dried sufficiently without any fear of reducing
externally, frequently very hard, but white and without an eye to watch her, celebrates these her its weight. Formerly Java and its neighboring
comparatively soft when broken open. Its surface- 'orgies of vegetation,' and creates her riTer mon- lands were known as "spice islands" only, and as·
both that of the beds and the face of the cliffs-is sters and colossi. Stemless rhizanthero seize on the producing freely violent drugs and medicinal poisons.
rugged and porous, having, as coral formations roots of a tree, and gorge themselves with its pith Frightful stories were circulated of its deadly plants,
always have, a honey-combed appearance, and, with and vitality. Some species measure six feet in oir- the juice of which was a mortal venom; and of the
its imbedded corals and shells, reminding the ob- cl!-mference. Their sple~dor, shining in the deep guevo.upas, which but to touch was death.
server of the great wonders performed by those mght of the forest, astomshes, nay, almost terrifies
"He who would see the East in all the fulness of
small animals, which, under the waters of the ocean, the beholder. These children of the darkness owe its magical, voluptuous, and sinister forces, should
work with unceasing industry in building up the nothing of their resplendent coloring to the light. explore the great bazars of Java. There the curious
large islands which abound in the southern portions Flourishing low down in the warm vapors, and fat- jewels wrought by the ouuning Indian hand are exof the Indian oceans. All this· mighty cliff is the tened by the breath of the earth, they seem to be its posed to the desires of woman, temptation, and the
work of this minute form of animal life. The com- luxurious dreams, its strange eery phantasies of cost of pleasures. There, too, may be seen another
monest corals here are the beautiful mreandrina, desire."
seductive agency, the vegetable fury of the burning
astrrea, and porites. Of the shells, those most
Miohelet continues: "Java has two faces. The and scorching plains which is so eagerly sought
abundant are the strombus and area. The great southern wears already the aspect of Oceanica, en- after, the perfumes of terrible herbs and flowers as
truth taught by this coral reef is that the central joys a pure air, and is surrounded by rooks all alive yet unnamed. Marvelous and profound the night in
mountain chain was once the only part of the island with polypus and madrepores. To the north, how- its sweet repose, after the violent heats of the day!
of Timor raised above the waves, and that it was ever, it is still India-India with all it inherits of un- But be cautious in your enjoyment of it; as it grows
surrounded by a fringing coral reef. As by the action healthiness; a black alluvial soil fermenting with old you breathe death ! Take note of this : the p~
of the coral insect the chain gradually rose, and the the deadly travail of nature reacting on herself- ouliarity that gives to these brilliant bazars so cunneighboring sea consequently became shallower, with the work of combination and decomposition. ous an effect is that all the thronging crow~s are
this fringing reef was extended on all sides, while Its inhabitants have been compelled to abandon the dusky with dark complexions, and all the animals
portions from time to time were brought above the once opulent town of Bantam, which is now a mass are black. The contrast is singular in this land of
surface of the ocean until the island attained its of ruins. Superb Batavia is one triumphant came- glowing light. The heat seems to have burned up
present condition-three hundred miles long and tery. In less than thirtyyears-from1730 to1752- everything and tinted each object with shadow. The
forty miles W:ide. Thus are the changes in nature it sw~llowed up a million human lives; sixty thou- little horses as they gallop past you seem but so
often accomplished.
sand In a twelve-month (1750)! And though it is many flashes of darkness. · The buffaloes, slowly arRETURN To JA..VA.
not so terrible now, its atmosphere has not been riving, loaded with fruit and flowers, with_ the most
I think you will admit that I have talked long purified to any considerable extent. The animals of radiant gifts of life, all wear a livery of blmsh black.
enough about what I have not seen, btt which in- the primeval world which live forgotten in its bosom Beware of this time of night not to wander too far,
formation I have obtained from other sources, and are remarkable, it seems, for their funeral aspect. or to ramble in the higher grounds, lest you should
that, though a volume would scarcely contain In the evening enormous hairy bats, such as are encounter the black panther, whose green eyes
a,ll that is interesting and wonderful about thia el;• found nowhere else1 flutter to and fro. By day, and illumine the obscurity with a terrific glare! And~
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who knows ?-the splendid tyrant of the forest, the various fragments of sculpture and statuary scattered pied by a statue; second, single temples of great
blaok tiger, may have begun his midnight prowl; around in all directions. Three of the8e structures size, of hewn stone, consisting of a series of inclosthat formidable phantom whioh the Malays of_ Java are quadrangular temples, rising by suooessive stages ures, the whole oooupying the summit of a hill, and
to a topmost shrine, whioh contains several large without any concavity or excavation; third, single
believe t9 be the spirit of death."
From these glowing passages of description the statues more or less defaced. The ground plan of temples, oonstruoted of briok and mortar, with an
reader oannot fail to gather up suoh details as will the largest temple measures 93x36 feet. They are excavation similar to the individual temples of the
assist him to realize for himself this dazzling, fertile, without piazzas, but along the sides are carved orna- first olass; and fourth, rude temples, of hewn stone,
beautiful, terrible Java-its blazing volcanoes, its mental markings, and niches and pedestals for stat- of more recent construction than any of the rest. To
these particulars may be added a notice of the ruins
rich mountain valleys, its immense forests, and its ues, and some figures in alto-relievo.
luxuriant ~ardens, with all their exuperant abundTwo of the other buildings are in similar style, of Brambanan, whioh are situated almost in the cenanoe of frmts and blossoms.
but smaller in size, and are thought to have been de- ter of the island, between the native capitals of
The population of Java is between two and three signed fortombs. Thesixthstruotureoonsistsmerely Djokokerta and Surakerta. Here are found the
millions, the larger portion of whom are Malays and of two solid blocks of half-ruined masonry, and were temples of Loro-J ongran and Chandi-Sewa. The
believers in the religion of the prophet, though a perhaps a part of the gateway opening into the former comprises six large and fourteen small temportion are Buddhists. There are a good many sacred inclosure. On eaoh side stands a colossal fig- ples. They are now a mass of broken ruins, but it
Chinese on the island, 10,000 being in Batavia alone. ure-'-one a male and the other a female-of bulky is thought the largest were not less than ninety feet
There are 5,000 Europeans (chiefly Dutoh) in this proportions and savage aspect, scantily attired, and in hight. All were built of solid stone, profusely
oity, with some more in other parts of the island.
eaoh wreathed around with a huge serpent. They decorated with carvings and bas reliefs, and adorned
The principal exports are ooffee, rioe, sugar, nut- kneel on one knee, with the breast and body leaning with numerous statues, many of whioh remain entire.
mega, maoe, oloves, tin, indigo, cinnamon, ooohineal, on the other, while one hand rests on a large square- The group at Chandi Sewa, or the "onG thousand
pepper, pimento, tobaooo, cocoanuts, ooooanut soap, headed olub, elaborately carved. The right hand of temples," oooupies an oblong area measuring six
eto. The total value of these exports amount to the male figure is lifted and turned outward, with hundred feet in length and five hundred and fifty
some $30,000,000 per year.
two or three fingers ereot, as if forbidding the ap- feet in breadth. This area is covered with five rows
NATURAL CURIOSITIES OF J.A.VA.
proaoh of an intruder, or to command silence. Eaoh of temples; in the outer row, eighty-four; in the
Among these are the hot sprmgs or lakes. A figure wears a sort of orown. The eyeballs protrude second, seventy-six; in the third, sixty-four; in the
noted one is on the mountain Dieng, not a lovely as if in. anger; deep frowns with sunken lines mark fourth, forty-four; while the fifth forms an inner
plaoe to look at, so said, but abounding in m:;my in- the forehead, and from eaoh side of the mouth in- parallelogram of twenty-eight temples. Eaoh temteresting features. After reaching the summit of olines downward a large tusk. The male figure is ple is pyramidal in structure, and consists of large
Prau Mountain a descent of a hundred feet has to be twelve feet high. Eaoh figure is sculptured out of blocks of hewn stone. Eaoh of the smaller ones
made into the dreary valley of the Dieng, a valley the solid rook-a close-grained, grey, porphyritic contained a figure of Buddha, and the ohief and cenmeasuring about a mile in oiroumferenoe and abut in trachyte. The workmanship is admirable, every tral buildings figures of the principal objects of
by a semioirole of blaok, jagged, irregular hills. line being cleanly and smoothly out, while all the Hindoo worship, all of colossal size and admirable
Hera on its marshy area, among scattered blocks of folds of the skin are artistically presented. A beau- execution.
In reference to these sculptures and decorations,
stone, lie the ruins of five small temples, built with tiful bull is also carved in stone, being about four
hewn slabs or stone and sparsely ornamented with feet long. Here are human figures with elephants' Mr. Crawford remarks that: "First, the scenery, the
rude carvings. A broken causeway in the rear of heads, an admirably wrought fragment of a chariot figures, the faoes, and costumes are not native, but
these shattered memorials of an anoient'oread leads drawn by several horses abreast, and the figures of those of western India. In the human figures, the
to a larger .temple on the brow of the hill, and Hindoo deities, eaoh three-headed, or fl)ur-handed, faoes are characterized by the strongest features of
the Hindoo countenance. Many of these are even
thence the path leads along to the shallow milky and with several pairs of arms.
basin of the Tologo Lin, a small caldron of water
There oan be but little doubt that these tem- seen with bushy beards, an ornament of the faoe dewhioh is eternally seething and bubbling under the plea and statues are Hindoo, though it is thought nied by nature to all the Indian islanders. The
influence of voloanio heat and emitting dense clouds they show a degree of refinement and delioaoy whioh loins are seen girt after the manner now praotioed in
of steam. Just beyond, at the extremity of a dark is deficient in many Indian mythologio sculptures. India, a custom unknown to the Javanese, or any
hollow, the earth throws off a considerable amount It oannot be told at what date this work was exe- other people of the archipelago. The armor worn
of oarbonio-aoid gas. It is usual for the native guide outed, but that they are works of considerable antiquity is not less oharaoteristio. The spear, the kris, and
to prove the deleterious quality of this gas at the oost is admitted; and it is a question what has become of the blow-pipe for discharging the poisoned arrow, in
of the lives of two ohiokens. When thrown into the the Hindoos who composed the colony at that time. all ages the weapons of the Indian islanders, are
fatal ohasm the head and neok of the victims are If they remained here they have become so inoor- nowhere delineated in the temples; but, instead of
suddenly convulsed, and, flapping their wings in porated with the Malays as to be no longer trace- them, we have the straight sword and shield, the
bow and arrow, and the olub. The combatants,
agony, they roll over and expire.
·
able.
·
It is stated that the Javanese, when in a state of
It is justly claimed that the ruling minds whioh when mounted, are oo}lveyed in oars or on elephants
despair, resort there to decide their fate. They lie selected the site of these temples must have been in- -'-both these modes of oonveyanoe of foreign cusdown near the lake to pass the night, and if flhey live spired· by lofty sympathies and have possessed as tom, for the elephant is not a native of Java, and
until morning they take it for granted that a favor- keen a sense of the beauties of nature as any Hellenic the nature of the country precluded the use of
able turn in their affairs is just ahead. But if they philosopher or priest. T1:J.e antiquities are remark- wheeled carriages. Second, there is not a gross, inchance to expire from the effects of the gas through able, and .so is the scenery by whioh they are sur- decent, or licentious representation throughout, and
the night the man's death is attributed to the ven- rounded. They oooupy the summit of a knoll, whioh very little, indeed, of what is grotesque or absurd;
overlooks the broad plain-valley of Malang. On the and third, we discover no very pointed nor very disgeanoe of Pangooroo, an evil spirit.
Another of these voloanio lakes is Chondero di right hand, toward the southwest, rises the picturesque tinct allusion in the scriptures to the more oharaoMoooo. It covers but about twenty feet of spaoe, group of the Kawi hills, whence a grassy but broken teristio and unequivocal features of Hindooism."
VOLCANO WORSHIP.
and is, in faot, a small pool of boiling water, with and ragged ridge extends northward to the mighty
D'Almeida, in "Life inJava," gives an aooount of
an outlet into a small rill whioh winds around like a mass of Mount A:rjuno, whioh, with its peaked sumline of vapor. In the center the water rises in three mit and wooded declivities, oooupies all the north- the form of worship paid to Bromoke, one of the
or four jets about five feet high, and throws around western quarter of the horizon. Through a low gap largest volcanoes on tbe island. As almost everya spray of boiling water. The banks consist of a in the north aooess is obtained to the surf-beaten thing else in nature has by some people been worsoft, hot mud, sulphurious deposits, and small blocks line of the northern ooast, with its populous towns shiped as a god, perhaps there is equally good reaof limestone whioh, in oourse of time, have been and ample harbors. Toward the east is the gigantic sons for worshiping a volcano. It is surely one of
ejected by the restless waters of the boiling pool.
ridge of the Tongger, with all its spires and pin- the grandest and most imposing of the phenomen!"
About a mile in an opposite direction beyond naoles and pyramids, gradually increasing in elevation in nature, and to those who are worshipfully inclined
Dieng lies the Talogo Warno, a many-colored, reed- until it reaches its loftiest points in the noble colossal it may be an appropriate object of adoration. I
fringed lake, at the base of the Brambanan Moun- forms of the Bromo and the !der-Ider, from whioh draw from D' Almeida. This volcano is situated
tains, and about nine hundred feet in length. Here it curves gracefully toward the southeast and the some three miles from the town of Tosari, and formthe waters gleam with all the colors of the rainbow, beautiful oone of the Semiru. The ohord of thi& ing one of the ohain of green wooded hills and
a bright yellow at one point and an emerald green magnificent amphitheater, or the distance from Semi- mountains among whioh it' rises a barren cone,
at another; here a beautiful azure and there a deli- ru to the Kawi, cannot be less than forty miles in crowned by volumes of smoke and vapor. Its asoent
oate rose; there orange and milky white-all these length, and is formed by low undulating ridges, has been frequently accomplished. The pal.h leads
up extensive slopes covered with a tall, yellow grass
hues blending and merging into eaoh other as softly whioh shine in the full glory of the tropical sun.
and gradually as the tints of a hummingbird's plumThere was undoubtedly a time when the temple!;! to the Mungal, an enormous extinct orater, reported
age. The oause of this extraordinary phenomenon is were frequented; when Hindoo priests stood there to be the l&rgest in the world. Here is easily obnot given, but probably it arises from certain qual- and ministered. All the country round is studded served a cluster of mountains something more than
ities in the water or in th4oil, as it oam;wt arise with busy cities, adorm!d with palaces, echoing with two miles away, the foremost of whioh is Batokfrom the atmosphere, as the· atmosphere is the same the hum of active life. The vision of a Hindoo that is, "the Bald," from its barren summit, for its
over that spot as all around it.
kingdom, onoe powerful and opulent and civilized, declivities are well clothed with herbage. It is oonAnother hot, _muddy valley is at Kawa Kiwung. whioh flourished for centuries in this beautiful Java, ioally shaped, and its sides are marked with deep
Here the water Is constantly kept at the boiling heat rises before the beholder. That suoh a kingdom did grooves, showing the course taken by the lava
by the heat below. Everywhere in the vicinity the exist cannot be doubted; its traces are seen in the streams in its whilom period of activity. To the
ground is impregnated with sulphur, and sulphurious ruins scattered over the surface of the Malang val- right, a little in the rear, extends the sharp-pointed
gases exude from the same into the air. Boiling ley, in the huge piles of briok now half oonoealed ohain of the Dedari and Widadaren, or "dwelling of
springs seethe and hiss in almost every hollow. among the forests, in the ancient causeways still used fairies;" while on the left, wreathed about with
Under the surface is heard a continuous reverbera- as the principal roads of the country, and in the ra- smoke-clouds, whioh partly oonoeal its bulk, groans
tion, as if the l:larth were in the throes of mortal mains of th~ massive walls whioh stretch from the the Bromok, a dark and dreary object in a picture of
agony. Those who believe in the existence of the southern side of Mount Kawi to the sea, fortifying surpassing brightness.
The traok now descends into the crater, and
kingdoms of Old Niok have but to visit this locality the valley of Kediri, and thus protecting the ohief
to feel pretty sure that they have found it. They will aooess to the plain of Malang from the west. These 9rosses its sandy floor; the Dasar-or as it is approf~el as the Dutchman did when he stopped to water structures are far beyond the capabilities of the pres- priately oalled, the "Sandy Sea "-where not a tree
his horses at a noted hot springs in our country. He ent native population of Jarva, at least without or shrub is visible, and the only signs of vegetation
was thunderstruck to find the water was hot and im- Eurpean aid, and point unmistakably to the exist- are a few patches of dried and sorubbt grass. The
mediately called out to his son who was dri;ing, "0 enoe of a people here among whom the arts and surface, moreover, is curiously corrugated or ridged,
Shon, Shon! drive on m~t all your might, for pe sure, soienoes had made muoh progress. Yet the history like the sea sand at the ebb of tide, and the whole
Shon, hell-Is not one mile from this plaoe."
of this people is wholly unknown, as well as the landscape is as full of gloom as the waters of the
.ANTIQUITIES oF JAVA.
calamities whioh befell them. This may all have oo- African Sahara .
The form of the Bromok is that of a truncated
Java, like many of the other countries I have vis- ourred five hundred years ago, a thousand, or more.
ited, seems to be able to boast of antiquities. At
Mr. Crawford, in his history of the Indian arohipel- oone. From one of its sides project numerous sinSingha Sari, situated at the threshold of a venerable ago, describes the ruins of Java as consisting of gular masses, or mounds of mud and sand, incrusted
wood, are the ruins of six principal structures of temples, images, and inscriptions, and the first- in a baked olay like red lava. Some of these mounds
hewn stone, and also the base of a oiroular tower. named he divides into four classes: First, large have been wasted by the tropical rains, which have
Here are numerous large and small figures, with . groups of small temples, of hewn stone, eaoh occu- channeled the sandy sea with deep, broad fissures;
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with them in their rapid course. These may be asscended some distance with the boats of the natives;
but only the Solo, Kediri, Tjemanock, and Tjearoun
are open to vessels of any considerable burthen.
Much of the charm of Javanese landscape of
course lies in the extraordinary richness of its vegetation, which clothes every valley side and every
mountain bight with masses of diversified foliage.
This richness cannot be wondered at when the presence of such quantities of decomposed volcanic rock,
with limestone and sandstone, is remembereQ., and
that it is abundantly watered by frequent rains, and
that the climate exhibits a remarkable range of
temperature. At an elevation of 6,000 ;'feet the
thermometer does not rise above sixty-aegrees; in
the plains, during the day, it ascends from eightyfive to ninety- four degrees; and during the night,
from seventy-three to eighty degrees. The character
of the natur~l products of the island is necessarily
affected by this variation of temperature. On the
plains and moist warm valleys the growth of the
tropics are profuse, while on breezy mountain bights
are the products of the temperate zone. The coast,
which in some places is fringed with coral reefs, is
generally lined with feathery groves of cocoanuttrees. Inland spread vast fields ·of rice, extending
up the sides of the hills and irrigated by a multitude
of artificial water-courses. Two or three crops of
this are made per year. Hedges and fences of fruit
trees here and there inclose the Javanese villages, in
which the huts are built of bamboo, and with their
high-pitched roofs and quaint construction. The
white buildings and tall chimney of a sugar mill
occasionally diversify the prospect; the open fields
are skirted by rows of bamboos,. and the straight
and well-kept roads run through monotonous avenues
of tamarind-trees. At· each mile is a queer little
wood-en guard-house where a policeman is stationed,
who communicates with his fellow policemen by
means of a gong; and the dim of that discordant instrument frequently arouses the echoes of the quiet
country. The coffee crops are chiefly cultivated on
the moderate hills, not on the plains nor the mountain tops.
·
At some distance inland are the remains of several
deserted cities now given over to the wild bull and
tiger, and in the wild recesses of the forest still are
found an occasional colossal statue of a god or one
of the ancient temples like those already described.
Once is found a dome fifty feet in diameter and surrounded by a triple circle of seventy-two towers,
covering with its terraced walls the entire slope of a
hill. Such magnificent specimens of human industry
and of ancient science are seldom crowded together
in so small a compass. The building is six hundred
and twenty feet square and one hundred feet in
bight. The terrace walls are adorned with four bundred niches, each containing a cross-legged figure
larger than 'life, and with a succession of bas-reliefs
carved in stone, occupying in all an extent of three
miles.
'l'he terrace cultivation practiced here is worthy of
notice. The slopes of the valleys and their branches
are being everywhere cultivated in terraces, as in
Ceylon, up to a considerable hight, which, as they
wend round the flanks of the hills, produce all the
effect of stately amphitheaters. Hundreds of square
miles of country are thus terraced, and, as has been
remarked, convey a striking idea of the industry of
the people and the antiquity of their civilization.
'l'hese platforms are annually extended as the population increases, the inhabitants of each village worksing in concert under the direction of their chief;
and it is by this system of village-culture that such
immense areas of terrace and irrigating canals have
been rendered possible.
Let us look a little more at the vegetation of the
mountain ranges. Tne bases are covered with vast
forests of different species of the fig-tree tribe, some
?f which seem allied to the Indian banyan. All are
~nterlace~ and bound together by creepers and trailmg parasttes, and are remarkable for their immense
bight, "so that their over-arching foliage glimmers
like a green mist-their milky sap, their fruit, and
their far-spreading branches." At about the same
bight above the sea grow noble trees of different
families, and with almost unpronounceable namestheir boughs embellished with fantastic orchids, and
th_eir trunks covered with such parasites as pepper,
mtstletoe, loroanthus, nepenthes, pothos, etc., while
in among the low undergrowth rise grand aborescent
ferns of surpassing beauty. Here are found the
vaquois-tree, a species of pandanus or screw-pine, but
in_ stature and charact~r r~se!'fibling the palms.
Htgher up are the palm-hke hqmd ambers, their tall
and stately stems clasped round by tenacious parasites; also rattans and rubiaceoo, some of the latter,
however, offending the air with a noxious, fetid
odor. From a bight of five thousand feet is passed
through a truly virgin forest, the trees being as tall
as the highest masts, and surrounded by a dense
growth _of herbaceous plant!J, tree-ferns, and shrubby
vegetatwn. Of the ferns the variety seems inex:MATTERS OF GENERAL INTEREST.
haustable, as many as three hundreq species having
Owing to its mountainous character Java has no been found on one mountain. Next in course the
navigable rivers; but it is watered by many shallow chestnuts and oaks are reachE!d, rhododendrons the
streams, which carry brightness and fertility along dammar pine, numerous species of glossy-le~ved

while others, still supplied with liquid matter from
the volcanoes, are encroaching on the Dasar, and covering that portion of it in the immediate neighborhood of the crater. Embodied in these mounds are
large blocks of lime and ironstone; also large black
stones veined like marble and glittering like granite.
These, as well as the scoria, which abound in every
direction, are supposed to have been ejected at the
last eruption of the volcano.
On ascending to the summit of the ridge, aDd
gazing into the abyss of the crater, one is filled with
awe and wonder. The reality before him far surpasses in horror the most frightful of the scenes
which Dante has drawn in his Inferno. Terrific
sounds like groans and shrieks and yells issue from
those depths, while a yawning pit in the center
belches out dense volumes of sulphurous smoke.
The inner crater forms a large basin about three
hundred and fifty feet in diameter, with irregular,
broken sides, descending to a depth of two hundred
and fifty feet. The sides, as well as the bottom, are
sulphurous matter.· Such is the Bromok. Let us
now join the procession of pilgrims to visit this terrible place of worship.
Tbt> scene presented on such an occasion by the
Sandy Sea is a striking contrast to its ordinary appearance of desolation. Groups of pilgrims are scattered over its surface; some eating, some praying,
others singing, laughing, talking, chaffering. Men
are selling and finding a ready sale for amulets,
charms, and volcanic stones, which are vouched to
be remedies for every human ill. Provisions of all
kinds are abundant, and are displayed for sale on
roughly constructed stands-·a plank or two supported on stout poles. W odonos and man tries, with
their small suite of followers, parade up and down,
gaily dressed, their burnished krisses glittering
amidst the folds of their sarong. Old men and old
women, who have come to pay their last respects to
the awful shrine, are moving feebly. along. They
watch with eyes of delight the frolics of their grandchildren, for there seems no end of juveniles, from
the screaming babe
arms to the romping child.
About twenty mats are mnged in a row at one part
·of the Sandy Sea, and on each a young priest kneels,
having before him a box of myrrh, aloes, frankincense, and other spices, which are sold for offerings.
At right angles run another row, with the same
number of priests, all kneeling in the Arab f3shion,
their bodies sitting back and resting on the calves of
the legs; These are older than the former group,
and may be regarded as the patriarchs of their respective villages. Behind ellcb stands a payongbearer, shading his master from the sun by a large
umbrella. Their dress consists of a white gown,
worn over the sarong, which is fastened to the waist
by a broad red belt. Over the soulders depend two
bands of yellow silk, bound with scarlet, with tassels
of gold coins flaunting from the ends. A large turban, adorned with gay silken scarfs, forms the headdress. In front of each priest are spread small
baskets made of plantain leaves, containing incense,
sandalwood chips, and other preparatwns; wooden
censers, throwing forth jets of aromatic smoke, and
vessels of plaited rattan for holding water.
At a short distance from the priests gathers the
motley crowd, waiting for the consecrated offerings,
which have been deposited on bamboo stands. These
consist of cocoanuts, plantains, pineapples, mangoes,
and other fruit; of baskets of recently :fledged chickens; of trays loaded with all kinds of cakes; of
strips of silk and calico; and coins of gold, silver,
and copper.
Some minutes having been spent in prayer, each
priest dips his goupiUon or cup into the vessel of
water before him, mutters a few unintelligible words,
and sprinkles, the offerings as they are brought to
him. Then all the holy men bow their heads and
repeat a prayer in a loud and distinct voice. The
oldest rises up, followed in succession by his sacerdotal companions, uttering words sounding like "A yo,
ayo, Bromok," meaning ''Forward, forward, to the
Bromok." At this signal the whole multitude hastens
to the edge of the crater, and he who first gains the
ridge believes himself the favorite of fortune and
certain to have "good luck.'' Every now and then
some of the older priests come to a halt, spread their
mats, and prostrate themselves in prayer for five or
ten minutes, thus earning a reputation for special
saintliness, and at the same time securing an interval
of rest-two pretty good-sized birds brought down
with one stone.
The summit of the volcano being gained, the various families and individuals again present their offerings to the priests, who, after mumbling over them
a few additional words, tumble them down the
crater, each person repeating some prayer or wish;
and so the ceremony of worshiping Bromok in concluded. The crowd then descends from the volcano
to indulge in a variety of games and pastimes; ·and
towards evening everybody returns home, and the
Sea of Sand regains its normal aspect of dreariness
and solitude.

m

laurels, sweet- scented myrtles, gorgeous magnolias
melastomas, eugenias, while through the verdurou~
gloom flashes the silver of a leaping and tumbling
brook, and brightness is given to the scene by the
splendid foliage of the broad-leaved musaceoo and
zingiberaceoo, with their curious and resplendent
flowers. The new forms of growth which constantly
meet the eye are enough to tire it with their endless
variety, and it is impossible to fully appreciate it as
it discovers Sll;Ch a wonderful profusion of luxurious
vegetation.
At six thousand feet raspberries abound, and
thence to the summit of the lofty mountains three
species of edible rubus (raspberry and blackberry)
are found. At seven thousand feet cypresses appear
and here the forest trees lose somewhat their stateli~
ness of character, and mosses and lichens take the
place of the ferns and lycopods. From this point
upward they increase rapidly, so that the blocks of
rock and scoria that compose the mountain slope are
completely hidden by the mossy vegetation. The
pretty heaths, especially the white-haired vaccini::e,
are also abundant. At eight hundred feet the land.
scape becomes European or American, and one can
see such familiar acquaintances as the honeysuckles,
St. John's wort, and Guilder-rose. At nine thousand
feet is found the rare and lovely cowalip (primula
impe1ialis), which is peculiar to Java. • It has a tall,
stout stem, sometimes more than three feet in bight;
it bears several whorls of cowslip :flowers instead of
a terminal cluster like those of Europe. The forest
trees, gnarled and dwarfed to the size of mere
bushes, creep up to the very rim of the mountain
crater, while thickets of shrubbery, artemesias and
gnaphaliums, growing six feet high, are abundant.
Here also are buttercups, violets, whortleberries, and,
not to be omitted, sow-thistles, chickweed, white and
yellow crosswort, plantain, and annual grasses.
Mr. Wallace furnishes the following explanation
of the extraordinary fact that on lonely mountain
peaks in an island close to the equator should bloom
a vegetation so closely similar to that of Europe,
while in the plains below, and all the lowlands for
thousands of miles around, thrives a flower of a
totally different character. The violet and the wood
sorrel of the English woods adorn the lofty volcano
cone, at the base of which :flourishes the fig-tree or
the cocoanut palm. Thus in the course of a few
thousand feet the traveler seems to pass, as it were,
from the latitude of the rich tropical islands to that
of the soberer European vales and pastures. It is
said that the peak of Teneriffe, though it rises to a
greater Bhight and is nearer Europe than any of the
Javanese mountains, contains no such Alpine flora;
neither do the mountains of Bourbon and Mauritius.
The case of the volcanic peaks of Java is, therefore,
to a certain extent, exceptional; but, as Prof. Wallace
observes, there are several analogous, if not exactly
parallel, cases that will assist in obtaining an understanding how the phenomena may have been brought
about. For in"stance, the higher peaks of the Alps,
and even of the Pyrenees, contain a number of plants
absolutely identical with those of Lapland not to be
discovered in the intervening plains. On the summit
of the White Mountains, in our own country, every
plant is identical with species growing in Labrador.
Now not one of these cases can be explained by a
reference to the ordinary methods in which seeds
are carried from place to place. Most of the plants
yield seeds so heavy that the wind could not possibly transport them such immense distances; and the
agency of birds is out of the question when the immense Ellevation at which the plants are found is remembered. In the face of such difficulties, some
naturalists have put forward the theory that these
species were all separately created twice over· on
these distant peaks. This is not a very wild theory,
perhaps, if the idea of a special creation is only set
aside. The same causes that produce a given result
in any one case will produc~ like results again when
all the conditions are the same. So that the causes
that produced a certain plant on. the White Mountains, under precisely the same conditions would
produce the same plant in Labrador. Why not?
But another explanation, and perhaps the true one,
is found in the existence of the Glacial age-an age
when the mountains of Wales and other parts of the
globe were covered with those huge ice-rivers called
glaciers, and the mountainous parts of Central
Europe, and much of America north of the great
lakes, were dreary regions of ice and snow, with a
climate resembling that of Labrador and Greenla?d
at the present day. In that age all the countrt~s
referred to must uecessarily have borne an Arotw
:flora. As the Glacial period passed a~ay, and the
ice and snow receded up the mountam slopes, or
retired toward the North Pole, the plants also receded, "always clinging as now to _the margins of
the perpetual snow-line," above whtch snow never
melts. The Glacial period theory hardly shows t~at
plants or their seeds were conveyed from the Whtte
Mountains to Labrador, but the fair inference is that
a similar climate, in a similar atmosphere-in short,
similar causes all around, prod~ced the same resulJ
in one place as the other. It 1s not to be suppose
that all vegetable life originated in one germ, or
that q.niiQ.al U£~ ;;~.ll sprang from one germ, or that
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all plants or animals of the same class, order, time the lease for the unexpired time can be transor species must necessarily come from one ferred. Besides a heavy rent to the government, the
or one beginning. Nature is abundantly able Dutch have to pay the taxes, which are by no means
repeat her operations, and there is no reason why light, all amounting to so much that the natives are
same plant or the same animal should have been to some extent precluded from being tillers of the
into existence in hundreds of places. It is soil; to such extent, at least, as I am informed, that
to think that the Western hemisphere was considerable land lies unoccupied. In this way the
ependent for vegetable and animal life · upon avarice of the government defeats itself. The gov• ;"seed" obtained from the Eastern hemisphere, or ernment plants a good deal of land in coffee, the
the Southern upon the Northern.
work being done, of course, by natives, but the gov· 'Ihe same causes must, under the same circum- ernment is hard upon them. When dealers are pay·
and the same laws, always produce the same ing forty guldens (sixteen dollars of our money) per
When all the conditions are favorable for picul for coffee, the natives are compelled to sell it
matter to produce low forms of organic to the government for fourteen guldens. I think one
result will be sure to take place; and in hundred and twenty.five pounds constitute a picul.
..
view of the case it is no more wonderful for The government thus produces coffee valued at 42,< gta"s to be produced and to grow in Patagonia than 000,000 guldens annually, while by private planters
i::i,n Greenland, and the same with all vegetable and it amounts to 24,000,000. The other crops exported
{!;Jinimal forms of life. All are the result of natural are as follows: Sugar,191,000,000 guldens; tobacco,
i,J!,~auses, acting under favorable conditions; and when 11,100,000; tea, 2,600,000; indigo, 365,000. I think
~1 .t~ose cause~ and conditions exist th.ey will be very considerable rice is exported, but I am not sure. It
~· hkely to act.
is grown very extensively, but a very large amount
'
It may be said with respect to the Javanese flora is required for home consumption.
that many of the genera are identical with those of
The Java government is wholly appointed by the
Europe, but not the species. Prof. Wallace ex- home government of Holland. The governor-genplains it in this way: "During the greatest severity eral's term is five years, and his salary is 160,000
of the Glacial sge 'temperate forms' of plants will guldens per year, besides what he can manage to
~ave fo;und their way to the confines of the tropics; pick up in other ways. The island is divided into
·but on Its· departure they would, of course, retreat twenty-two provinces or districts, and at the head of
'!lP the southern mountains in quest of the climatic each is a "resident" who receives from 15,000 to
conditions necessary for their existence. But in such 20,000 guldens per year, with a certain percentage
·circumstances, and owing to the lapse of time that of the revenue collected. Under these officials the
·must have taken place, many of the plants would natives are employed in various capacities, so that
, undergo such modifications as to become distinct all laws and communications directly to.the natives
species." Darwin also treats the subject in a similar are done through native intermediates. The natives
way and at much length in his "Origin of Species." are said to be very faithful in such charges intrusted
Another objection, according to Prof. Wallace, to them. The annual profits accruing to the governmay be urged that "a wide expanse of sea between ment amount to from ten to twenty million guldens,
Java and the continent would effectually prevent though within the last year or two depressed prices
the immigration of temperate forins of plants during of coffee, etc., has reduced this sum not a little.
the Glacial epoch." But to this objection the reply
The military force on the island is about 15,000,
is made that the fornier connection of Java with one-third of whom are Europeans, the balance native
·Asia is proved by abundant' evidence. "The 'most troops. The Dutch pursue a different course from
striking proof of such a junction is that the great the English by mixing the Europeans in all the regi·
mammalia of Java, the rhinoceros, the tiger, and the ments, so there is no regiment but what has about
banting, or wild ox, occur also in Siam and Burmah, one-third Dutch or Europeans, and in this way danger
and these certainly could not have been introduced from mutiny is greatly averted. Had the English
by man; The Javanese peacock and s.everal other pursued this course in India the mutiny of 1857 would
birds are also common in these two countries; but hardly have taken place. I think the Dutch plaee
in the majority of cases the species are distinct, themselves more on an equality with the natives than
though closely allied, indicating that a considerable the English are fond of doing. The English are
time (required for such modification) has elapsed prouder and more haughty than the Dutch, and
since the separation, while it has not been so 1ong as though they afford quite as good a government for
to cause an entire change. Now this exactly cor- t.he natives as do the Dutch they are less loved by
responds with the time we should require since the the natives.
temperate forms of plants entered Java. These are
I was surprised to learn the population of Java is
.almost now distinct species; but the changed con- nearly 20,000,000. I did not suppose it contained so
ditions under which they are now forced to exist, many people. The Chinese in th0 island amount to
a~d the probability of some of them having since 206,000; Europeans, 33,000; Arabs, 10,500; scatterdted out on the continent of India, sufficiently ing, 3,000, while all the rest are Malays, more or less
account for the Javanese species being different."
mixed, called Javanese. In Batavia there are 5,000
! have perhaps already said enough about the ani. Europeans, 10,000 Chinese, and probably more than
mals and bi.rds qf Java, but I will detain you enol}gh 100,000 Malays, besides Arabs, etc.
longer to give the 'names of the most abundant variThe people of Batavia are rather a contentedeties. The numb'ir of Javanese mammals is one looking people, and all seem busily occupied in some
hundred. Among these are the rhinoceros, tiger- employment. The Chinese seem to have the largest
cat, panther, royal tiger, wild hog (two varieties), share of the business in their hands. The few Euro.
napa, or musk deer, wild ox, gibbon, and numerous peans have thc;J heaviest shipping business to attend
other apes; lemur (two kinds); of bats a great num- to, with some of the better stores, such as book
ber, the largest of whiuh measure seven Jeet across stores, music stores, watchmakers, drug stores, etc.,
the wings, and live principally on frait; civets (two but the Chinese have nearly all the rest. I see here
kinds).
many manufacturing shops similar to what I saw in
Of t~e feathered tribes there the Javan peacock, Penang; furniture is largely manufactured, and I
measurmg often seven feet in length (including tail, cannot see but what the chairs, tables, wardrobes,
of course), thrushes, flock-birds, jungle. fowls, king- book-cases, sofas, etc., made by the Chinese are as
fishers, hornbills, lorikeets, woodpeckers, etc. There well made as they are by the Americans. They are
seem t? be no very fine singers among them, but certainly good mechanics. I see the Chinese coolies
every~hmg must not be expected of one island.
delivering furniture in all parts of the town. Four of
I Will not attempt to give you much of the history them.take a long and large wardrobe on two bamboo
of Java, and for two reasons; the first is I do not poles, or a large bedstead, and transport it two or
know very much about it, and the next because I do three miles. I see much furniture thus delivered.
n?t suppose you would .care very much about it if I The Chinese are the building contractors, doing all
did. The Dutch came m possession of it somewhere the more particular branches of the mechanical work,
about the year 1600, not far from the time when and hiring the Malays to do the heavier and coarser
they w~re so bus~ly extending their enterprise and parts. I notice many Chinese shoe shops, harness
possess~ons he~e m the East, and they held it in makers, tinners, etc. I see here also a great variety
peace till the time when Holland allied herself with of wares being carried about the town on the shoulthe fortunes of Napoleon, when the English became ders, balancing on spring poles. Vegetables, fruit,
not only the enemies of France but Holland as well :fish, etc., are largely carried in this way, and mostly
and during that time took Java from the French
by the Malays. I cannot help feeling sorry for them
Dutch. But England held the island but six years- to see them tugging along nearly naked in the hot
from 1810 to.1816, when, after Napoleon was sent to sun with a load upon their shoulders heavy enough
Helena to die, by a treaty Java was given back to for a horse to draw; but they do not seem to mind it,
the Dutch. She, however, did not return Ceylon hundreds of them passing at a good speed in all
nor the cape settlements in the south of Africa directions. They have several kinds of fruit thus
which were originally Dutch settlements. Th~ carried about here that are quite new to me. Several
Transvaal _is especially Dutch, and the Boers who of them seem somewhat like mandrakes in our counrecently Withstood England so valiantly are the de- try, only sweeter and more juicy. One kind, called
scendants of the Dutch settlers.
·
rambatams, has a red case or rind like an orange,
. Hollan.d has found much profit in Java; the soil but with soft thorns or spurs, somewhat like a chestIS so fertile, and the climate so favorable, that a bun- nut burr, only so limber as not to prick; this is taken
dant crops are produced. The land is all held by the off, and the inside is a sweet, mucilaginous fruit, with
government, and the natives are required to pay a a seed inside about the size of a plum stone. Another
~arge rental. The government is heavy upon them kind, called mangosteens, has a somewhat similar
ln t~e way of taxation. The larger share of the rind, an eighth of an inch in thickness, but smooth
land Is rented out by the government to nativeR and on the exterior. The inside is in separate divisions
planters on terms of seventy-five years1 during which with a seed in some of the parts. This is very
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sweet and rich. There are several other kinds still
more like mandrakes, but I do not remember their
names. I see some oranges, but they are not in
season now. I saw a very large fruit somewhat like
an orange, but fully four times as large, which is
coarser than an orange, but is considerably used.
Bananas and pineapples are abundant. Some of the
fruit is very cheap, half a peck being sold for a few
cents. Here the gulden is divided into a hundred
cents, which require two and a half to equal our
cents.
The town covers a great deal of ground, being
some eight miles from the bund, or landing, to the
southern extremity. A tramway, or horse railroad,
runs the entire distance, but the cars are heavy and
clumsy. The whole town is permeated with canals,
supplied from a river from the mountains fifty miles
or so away. The streets and canals are side by side,
and at all hours of the day, but most in the morning, hundreds of the Malays are to be seen taking
their bath in the canals, though it is about the muddiest looking water I have seen. I had thought the
Missouri the most turbid of all streams, but it is
considerably discounted in turbidness by the water
here. The soil is a red, alluvial formation, and imparts great color to the water. At intervals of one
or two hundred feet stone steps lead down to the
water. On tho?se steps clothes are washed and
thrashed. The male bathers have simply a waistcloth, while the female bathers have a piece of calico some three yards in length, which passes around
the body under the arms. They seem very fond of
bathing, remaining in half an hour or more and disporting themselves like playful mermaids. The
Malays are not nearly so spare as the Hindoos,
having sufficient flesh upon their bones and of a
much lighter color, though it may be called a brown
or copper color.
.
There are but two or three points in Batavia
where business seems to be concentrated. In one part
of the town, probably the older part, near the landing where the shipping is attended to, are some
very deep stores, say two hundred feet, where heavy
wholesale stocks are carried; and in two or three
other places the stores and shops are compact and
close together, as in other cities; but, as a rule, the
stores, like the dwellings, stand apart and back from
the street. The dwellings, ealled bungalows, especially of the Enropeans, are white cottages of one
tall story, with a high Dutch tile-roof, with a wide
verandah all around, over which the roof extends,
thus affording an abundance of shade. The roof
<•ver the verandah is flatter than the other part,
giving a curved or concave appearance to the·roofs,
rather pleasant in appearances. These houses are
mainly built of stone, plastered over and whitewashed. Some of the residences are fine-looking
mansions of imposing bight, with columns in front
of the main porch or portico. In the aristocratic
parts of the town, and around the King's Plains-a
square of some three hundred acres-are some finelooking public buildings and private residences.
The homes of the poor natives are decidedly more
humble, and usually constructed of bamboo, which
grows abundantly on the island. Many of the
Chinese who have made money have fine residences,
tlituated back from the street, with a fine court in
front. At night the showy entrances are lighted
up by large Chinese lanterns, and might be mistaken
for theaters, hotels, or something of the kind.
THE BATAVIA MUSEUM.

I twice visited the museum in Batavia, and found
it an interesting study, being a collection of antiquities and curiosities pertaining almost entirely to this
part of. the world, first of Java, then Sumatra, Borneo,
and the neighboring islands. The collection embraces specimens of weapons of war, including spears,
swords, knives, bows, and arrows, with guns of
ancient pattern, musical instruments of many kinds,
some of them pretty rude, including string instrument8, drums and, gongs of enormous size; a great
numberofartisticmanufactures,includinginlaid work
of various kinds, metal. work with inscriptions, woodwork with carvings; articles of domestic use, cloths,
garments, styles of houses and boats, coins, thrones,
crowns, royal jewelry inlaid with precious stones, and,
last but not least, a thousand gods of all sizes and
patterns from three inches in length to the size of a
man, some made of metal, many of wood, and· far
more of stone. Some are Hindoo gods, including
Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, Ganesha, Christna, Kali, etc.
The larger portion are gods which I did not recognize are probably peculiar to these islands. Had I
not already met with many thousand gods this lot
would have been a decided curiosity; and they were
as it was, for the variety is very extensive, and these
island gods are in some respects different from those
on the ma.in-land. Some of them are crude productionA for human beings to get up; but that is a general characteristic of all the gods; come to think of
it, there is hardly one among them all that will bear
close inspection. When accurately represented they
are horrible looking monsters, and their moral character if no better than their external appearance.
They are a bad lot altogether.
I saw in the museum some implements of torture
(Oontinusd em paqe 458,)
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willingly, for fear or favor, let a misstatement go into it, or let and for their benefit an appropriation of over se;one go uncorrected that by any means slips past its usually thousand. dollars was made for the present year enty
well-guarded portal. Since attention was first called to this
The Rev. D. W. Chandler, who is in charge of th
D. M. BENNETT, EDIToR.
case, ~eat pains hav been taken to get at the exact facts; and Hok-Chiang· district, is "able to report a little p · • e
information has been received from many sources; several of
ress in many departments of work." Of ano~hg.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY A.T $3.00 PER YEAR. these strongly prejudiced for or against Mr. Bennett. The district (Ing-Chung) he writes that he does not er
original inquiry was from Mr. James Bighan, of Oketo, Kan.,
who asked for " a short history for the last three years, of D. pect that '~the statistics will show any material ~X·
The largest and cheapest Radioal Joumal published in M. Bennett, formerly editor of THE TRU'i'H SEEKER, of New crease in any department of work." Of the enfu'·
York." The following abstract, compiled for the most part
Europe or .America, r,ontaining seven hundred square inches from letters and publications written by Mr. Bennett's friends, mission in central China Rev. V. C. Hart the
and confirmed by official records, may be relied on as a correct superintendent, reports: "We found at the be · e
more reading matter than any other journal of its lc£nd.
answer to Mr; Bighan's request, and wherein it directly differs ning of 1881 the whole field as destitute of la.bor~ln
from the former answer, that one is in error. Sometime in 1878 yea, more destitute than in 1875, when we fi;st
Mr. D. M. BAnnett, editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, an organ of formally asked to take up these cities." The Res
NEW YORK SATURDAY, JULY 22, 1882.
the Freethinkers, in response to a decoy letter mailed to him by Mr. !Jagnall, superintendent of another district, /•
Anthony Comstock, author of what is commonly known as the
"Comstock law for the suppression of obscene literature," sent ports: "As the weather permits we· go on the stree~
Approaching His Journey's End.
through the mails a copy of a certa:in pamphlet written by E. H. and to the water-side to sell books and tell of God'
As will be seen from the following letters, Mr. Heywood. Immediately thereafter Bennett was arrested on the free gift." He reports the baptism of only tw~
complaint of Comstock, tried, and conyicted of sending obscene men within the year. The Rev. Mr. Lowry, superin
Bennett is almost in sight.
in the United States mails, in violation of statute. He tendent of the mission in north China, concludes hi;
DUBUQUE, IowA, July 11, 1882. literature
DEAR EuGENE: I had a very pleasant ride from Council Bluffs was sentenced to thirteen months' imprisonment at hard labor r~port by sayin~:."We feel the need of a fresh hap.
eastward on the 7th inst., thinking Iowa about the prettiest in the penitentiary at Albany. His friends in various "'ays ap- tism of the spir1t. We are surrounded by discour.
country, with the most good land to the square mile, that I had pealed to the public for sympathy for Mr. Bennett on the agements and annoyed by constant vexations, which
seen in the entire circuit of the globe. A.t 9:40 in the evening I ground that the pamphlet, although abhorrent to the moral
arrived at Cedar Rapids; and though but one person had been teachings of the great body of our people, could not be prop- combine to rob us of our early enthusiasm and zeal"
It will be seen from this that Methodist missionary
notified-and that on the same day-of my approach, some erly classed as an obscene book. Petitions signed, it is claimed,
thirty or forty TRUTH SEEKER friends were in waiting for me at by over two hundred thousand persons were presented to the enterprise in China has been crowned with anything
the station and gave me a hearty welcome. They escorted mil president, asking him to pardon Bennett. This the president, but success, and an apportionment of over sev-enty
to the Grand Hotel, in the parlors of which a· friendly meeting after much hesitation, declined to do, impelled to this course, thousand dollars is bestowed on things set down as
o.f an hour and a half was kept up. Several expressed the de- some say, by Mrs. Hayes and the church element. Mr. Ben- churches, circuits, and so forth that if all were rolled
Sire that I would stop over one day and speak to them in the nett was compelled to serve out his full time, less the deduction
evening. My engagements, however, to. the north would not made for good behavior. His friends, including many promi- into one would not constitute a respectable country
nent Freethinkers from all parts of the country, stood ready to parish. But if this is true of China, what shall be
admit of it.
On the following morning I took the train on the Burlington welcome him back to New York, where they gave him a grand said of Africa, where Methodist missions commenced
road northward to Shell Rock. Friends were in waiting for me ovation at Chickering Hall, May 2, 1880. Very soon after this as far back a.l!l 1833? The Rev. J. S .. Payne opens in
at the depot, and escorted me to the residence of Mr. Malcolm he was sent as a delegate to the International Freethinker's
Fisher. On the next morning, Sunday, I w&s conveyed to Congress, held in Brussels in 1880. Afterward he visited many a most dismal strain: "The report of this first of the
Waverly, some eight miles distant, where Col. M. E. Billings parts of Europe, and wrote a book which was so well received foreign missions of the Methodist Episcopal church
took charge of me, and in his carriage conveyed me eighteen by his readers that they made up a purse of several thausand for the year 1881 cannot but fall far short of the deep
miles to the residence of one of my early patrons, George Watts dollars, and sent him on a tour around the world, from which intere11t which the work in this section of the world
where a regular meeting of the League of northern Iowa w~ he is just returning. His particular friend, Eugene M. Mac- awakened in former years. The work has not been
held in ~pleasant grove, presid~d QVer by its worthy president, donald, of New York city, writes that when at Bombay Mr. prosecuted with the vigor of those years." The
M. Farrmgton. A. shower commg up somewhat inopportunely Bennett " met Colonel Olcott and Mme. Blavatsky, but did not
we deemed it best to repair to the neighboring. school-house, travel with them nor giv seances, as he is not J?ifted that way. African race baR shown itself especially open to
where t~e meeting was concluded. Speeches were made by He has no connection with the Theosophist." The above seem the influence of Methodism; yet in all Africa the
the president, followed by the secretary, M. E. Billings, who in- to be the bare facts of this case, and any statements hitherto church numbers only 2,044 full members, with 141
troduced your humble servant. I detained them with my made in these columns at variance with them we greatly regret. probationers, after fifty years of labor. The value
desultory remarks over an hour, after which a few others
of church property is $33,434. The comparativly
spoke. This is a live, activ League, meeting every two weeks
small apportionment set apart by the committee for
and in different localities. Some two hundred were present'
The Failure of Methodist Missions~
the conversion of the African heathen seems fully
among whom were quite a number of TRUTH SEEKER patrons:
The Catholic World for June has a very spicy justified by the re.sult. The truth is, Methodism has
who commenced when the paper started in Paris, Illinois and
ha.v stood steadfastly by it since through both good and ill re- paper on the failure of Methodist missions, and more not touched Africa any more than it has China.
port. The meeting was a glad one on all sides. I returned to especially in Catholic countries. The writer is evi- Even the savages regard it with disgust.
W~ve~ly, and on the following ni~h~ spoke in the Opera House,
It seems that the Methodists, in their zeal for
bemg m~roduced by Col. M. E. Billings. After the meeting I dently a good Catholic who regards the acts of the
to?k tram for this point to once more see my highly esteemed Protestants in establishing missions in countries the making a show and justifying expenditure, hire con.
fnend, D. R. Burt, who has nearly reached his eightieth year. church has hitherto. considered her own as very im- gregations. They treat them like Hood's negroes.
I hav had a good visit with him, and hav seen several Liberal pudent. It is plain from his tone that he would pre- As no quantity of scrubbing-brush, soap, and flannel
friends. Several urge me to stop over and speak to them but fer to see the people relapse into paganism than to will wash them white, they gild them. The induce.
time will not permit. I must hurry on and fill other engage- be dragged to heaven by any other path than the ments held out to the Chinese hav been already
ments. From here I take train this afternoon for Clinton
county, Iowa. A.s I approach home I grow more and more one be and his friends travel. But his spleen serves noticed. Mr. Hollett said to the Liberia conference,
impatient to reach it. I am receiving pressing invitations to a good turn by showing how insignificant are the convened at Monrovia in January, 1881, that if the
visit friends at various points, but I am compelled to decline results of all the fuss the Methodists make to get up conference resolved on pushing the work of converthem.
Yours truly,
D. M. B. missionary funds, begging indiscriminately from Sun- sion it would be well to avoid, among other practices,
day-school babies, young and old. The appropria- "the unfortunate custom of some of the early mis. Cmc.AGo, ILL., July 15, 1882.
tions for ·Methodist missions for the present year sionaries of hiring the nativs to attend church and
DEAR EuGENE: After leavmg Dubuque on the evening of the
11th I proceeded down the river via Clinton, and then west to amount to the respectable sum of $752,26,2. Of this school." Mr. Harman, presiding elder of the Cape
Grand Mound. Mr. Leroy Dutton and others met me at the $327,327 go to foreign missions; the rest to domestic Palmas district, writes: "The work of our church has
station, and Mr. Dutton accompanied me to Wheatland where missions of various kinds. The foreign missions are been greatly ret~rded in some places, and at other
I was very kindly re?eived ~y Mr. Jerome Dutton, his family, divided up among Africa, Central America, South points virtually stopped," in consequence, as aUeged,
a~~ several other. friends; wrth whom I had a mnst agreeable America, China, Germany and Switzerland, Scandi- of "pecuniary embarrassments."
.
VISit. The followmg day I passed with Leroy, Flora Lorenzo navia, India, Bulgaria and Turkey, Italy, Mexico,
In India the people are not Ch~stians, even of the
and Charles Dutton, with several other friends of Gra~d Mound'
whom I was glad to meet, and who seemed glad to see me i and Japan. Of these respectiv fields for missionary Methodist stripe, and the report does not represent
hav several invitations to speak at Wheatland Grand Mo~nd ze~l a~d apostolic work China receives the largest them as Christians. Tke missionaries employ Hinand Detroit, but as time would hav been requi~ed for notices~ apportionment, amounting to $70,357; India comes doo and Mohammedan boys to act as " collectors,"
be duly circulated, I deemed it best to not tarry for the pur- next with $62,759; then follows Scandinavia with paying them" at the rate of one rupee per hundred
:pose.. On y~st~;rday morning I turned my face eastward, pas.s- $45,926; Japan, $38,281; Mexico receives $30,000; for the average attendance of the month, and to each
mg mto IllinoiS on my homeward way. My friend, Otto
Wettstein, of Rochelle, ill., had by letter pres.sed me to call upon Italy, $25,000; Central and South America, $13,250. pupil is given a scripture-verse ticket." "The masses
him, and upon arrivin~ there yesterday afternoon I found him Thus it will be seen that the Methodists kindl:y set of the people are as obdurate as .ev?r( writes ~e
waiting for me with a carriage, in which, with his wife and apart $68,250 for the conversion of the Roman Cath- Rev. J. E. Scott. "Hindoos are still JOined to their
three of his children, we pleasantly rode for two hours through olic ~eathen, which is more than they giv to India, idols, Mohammedan~> still read the Koran and pray
the town and .surrou~ding .country. In the evening some thirty te~ times more than they bestow on Africa, and only four times a day, and that good time when the haJoor forty very mteresting Liberal friends assembled in the parlors of Mr. and Mrs. Wettstein, giving me a pleasant reception. a little lese than they devote to the children of the crowned missionary can sit under a palm-tre~, wr~h
I g~ve t~em a sort. of parlor talk upon my travels, ai:rswering Celestial Empire. Is it possible that they regard the anxious crowds flocking about him earnestly mqmr~herr v~ous qu~stio~ about foreign countries, etc. The meet- Catholic countries as more benighted than. the the way to heaven, in these regions has not yet
~g continue~ till midnight, and was a very pleasant, social heathen ? It would seem so, and yet they must dawned."
time. :r'he Liberals of Rochelle are alive and intelligent.
The Mexican missions were set on foot in 1873.
recollect that the scarlet woman is their mother.
LeaVIng that pleasant town this morning, I arrived here in
Bishop
Merrill has Episcopal supervision over the~!~·
The
result
of
all
this
expenditure
is
shown
as
fol.three hom;s. I hay met many sympathetic friends, who gave
me a cordial greeting. My regular reception takes place to- lows: The children baptized are 676; the adults, 169. They hav nine missionaries, with eight assista~t l!l-IS·
morr.ow (Sunday) eve_ning. Please announce that Sunday There are 19 day-schools with 193 scholars, and 29 sionaries in the shape of eight wives of the miss~on
evelllll:g of the 23d I will speak at Jackson, Mich., and on the Sabbath-schools to accommodate 934 scholars. The aries. The Woman's Foreign Missionary Society
followrng Sunday evening, the 30th, at Rochester, N.Y. On churches are 15, with an estimated value of $9,150. has five missionaries, all unmarried. There are two
Monday, the 31st, I hope to be with you.
The estimated value of the parsonages is $3,450, and ordained nativ preachers and five unordained, with
Yours trulv.
D.M.B.
of the schools, ho11pitals, and other property, $40,200. ten local preachers.
After nine years of labor what has been accomThere
was collected for the missionary society
Reforming.
$185.96; for other benevolent societies, $22.60; for plished in Mexico, and what are the prospects? SuThe Chi?ago Inter-.Ocean of July 13th contains self-~uppo~t, $650.46; and for church building and perintendent Drees considers these important matters
t.he followmg. correc~10n of its previous infamous repairs, $317.03. The report from central China is in his report. These past nine years he setll dowr;t as
libel. Th~ editor writes us that he had no intention in keeping with this. The members number 46 and "the heroic age of Protestantism in Mexico-:-a t1me
to be unfair toward anyone, and blames the contrib- the probationers 44. There are three churches, with of baptism in fire and blood, of mobs and violence,
utor; who, whatever his name may be, is certainly an estimated value of $5,500, while the four parson- of fanatical hatred and obloquy." Rather a warm
a rascal.
ages are set down as worth $12,500, the school, hos- beginning; and Superintendent Drees waxes warmer
9525.-D. M. BENNETT.-.! CORRECTION.
as he goes on to enumerate some of. the ob~tacles.to
Undoubtedly the article published in "Our Curiosity Shop" pital, and other property dwindling away to $2,500, Methodist and Protestant progress m MexiCO, c~Ief
some days.a.go, in answer to an inquiry about Mr. D. M. Ben- a~d the collections for self-support amounted to prenett, con~me.d several positiv misstatements. Very few of the Cisely 15.92. North China shows but little better. among whieh is what he describes as" the deadem~g,
answers m this ~ep~rtment are contributed; when they are, the It boasts of 210 members and 151 probationers, with brutalizing influence of Romish dogma and practihce
form, as a rule, mdicates the fact, as in No. 9 465 in the Weekly church property worth $11,700, and parsonages worth over the mind and conscience of the masses of ~ e
Inter-~cean of June 1st. In this case the qu~ry .:Vas referred to $33}000. It will be observed that the parsonages people." It would seem that the Catholics of M~;rco
B: contnbutor w~?se wide range of reading, travel, and observa.The are a hard lot, for Mr. Drees goes on to speak of the
ti~n, and prevailing accuracy are quite noteworthy· and the are worth nearly three times the churches.
edit~r, contrary to his usual practice, adopted the co'ntribution schools and other property are estimated at $12,700, great prevalence, almost unrestrained, of. ignoran~e
~ his own, with~ut careful inspection. Both he and the con- and $13~.02 was collected for church support. Thus and pe•rsonal and social vices, such as lymg! druD; •
tributo~ are convmced that the answer calls for a restatement. after thirty-five years' labor all the Methodists, nativ enness, impurity, lack of respect for the marriage tle,
No one lD any way connected with " Our Curiosity Shop" would or foreign, in all China do not number two tbm!t;!~~~J ~n<l infidelity to the conjugal union."
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The Rev. J. W. Butler, in charge of the Mexico
city circuit, cautiously admits that "it may seem
that the statis.tics for this circuit do not show a very
large increase over those of last year," but h~ can
report" a great improvement in the general stllbility
of the church, as well as increased evidence of true
spirituality in our members."
The total number of members in all Mexico is 338;
the number of probationers, 398. rhere are sixteen
day-schools with 544 scholars, and one "theological"
school with one teacher and six students. There are
eight churches, whose estimated value is $51,050, the
value of the parsonages being $46,800, and of the
schools and other property, $12,665." It is to be
hoped, says our Catholic author, that the committee
on foreign missions 'will consider that a cheering exhibit of nine years of evangelical work.
The mission in South America was begun as long
ago as 1836. The work is divided between the nativs
and the English-speaking immigrants whose children
"are nativs, adopt the language of the country, and,
unless converted, will sink deep into the prevailing
evil ways." The English element is pronounced as,
"in the main, the best" of the immigration, though
"the vices of Englishmen (especially drunkenness)
are considered by the nativs as the ripe and legitimate fruits of Protestantism."
By all this it is clearly seen that as a missionary
religion Methodism is a failure. If the vast sum
annually collected and wasted on a few savages and
Catholics were spent in enlightening the people at
home, how much good might be done ! The church
would be afraid to do it, however,' for fear that the
more knowledge the people possess the ·fewer members would there be for the Methodist Episcopal
church.

" Leaves of Grass" Not Obscene.
This, from Chainey's This World, would indicate
that all the post-office officials hav not lost their
senses:
" Last week appearances seemed to indicate that we were on
the verge of a confl.ict with officialdom-a confl.ict precipitated
by the bigotry and fanaticism of a petty instrument of those
pretentious purists who hav so long outra:ged the conscience of
republican A.merica. For that confl.ict-unlooked for though
it would hav been-we were so far prepared as to be determined to oppose any and every arbitrary decision contrary to
the recognized .principles of civil and religious liberty. There
is a point where obedience ceases to be a virtue, and where the
plainest duty of a good citizen is to resist unjust and arbitrary
constructions, or rather mis~onstructions, of the law. We hav
it on the best authority that' fools rush in where angels fear to
tread;' and .the following letter from headquarters will demonstrate that, if the postmaster· gene:cal and his more immediate subordinates are ' angels' in any sense, there can be no
doubt whatever that the Boston postmaster, Tobey, is a fool:
"' WASJHNGTON, D. C., June 20, 1882.
"'Postmaster, Boston, Mass.: Your communication in regard to the exclusion of a circular containing an extract from
Walt Whitman's" Leaves of Grass" bas been received, also a
communication from the publisher, addressed to a personal
friend, and referred to Ron. Robert Ingersoll. Mr. Ingersoll,
in turn, has referred this communication, wi<>h his own comments thereon, to this department, and the matter has been
submitted to the postmaster-general for his personal examination. You are advised that he does not think the Department
would be justified in excluding the mailing of the circular as
third-class matter, and therefore you should forward through
.
the mail copies of it prepaid at third· class rates.
" 'The Department feels that when it exercises the power of
exclusion, under section 225, Postal Laws and Regulations, it
should be done under circumstances of strong conviction that
the case is within the in tent of the statutes. The postmastergeneral is unable to reach this clear conviction in this matter.
In regard to the attempt to mail the matter as a Si!pplement,
he is, however, clear that the former ruling of the Department
excluding the circular in the form in which it is issued from
being mailed at pound rates as a supplement is correct.
"• Very respectfully,
JAMES H. M.A.RR,
" 'A.cting First Assistant Postmaster-General.'
"Here, then, for the present we leave the matter, though
we hope ere long to be able to show up the mean part which
the man Tobey consented to play at the bidding of the wire. pullers of Comstockism Now that the embargo has been removed from No. 24 of Tl~is World, our subscribers have doubtless received their copies. In reply to many inquiries, however,
and to prevent disappointment, we wGuld state that our issue
of June 17th is quite exhausted, so that we can supply no
copies, should further application be made for any.
" D~opping for a moment the editorial ' we,' I would say
that I mtend to devote some of my time to lecturing away
from home. One subject which I shall take will be 'Leaves
of Grass,' and in the course of that lecture I shall freely and
fairly discuss the question of Comstockism and free mails."

God, the Bible becomes in a very vital way a reveal·
ing of man.
•
h B'bl
Th e true meth od genera lly to mterpret
t e 1 e,
to get at the meat, is to take as true the very oppo"
sit of what the theologians hav taught. For instance, the "fall of man" was really an evolution
onward in the Spencerian sense. It was a breakmg
up and passing forth to greater difference of thought
and feeling, and therefore to an intense life. So
perhaps a subtler rendering will make. Cain a better
man than Abel, and Esau than Jacob.
Chainey's interpretations of the Bible are mainly
of this sort, and he thus finds a world of suggestion
in its hitherto arid nages. His "New Version ,
,..
will amply repay reading. While it keeps us vigorously abreast of the times, it unlocks the riches of
the remote past, and the continuity of man'!' life is
exhibited, and the eternal material of his progress
seen, for man is not simply intellectual, but passionate, and it is by a fusion of thought and emotion
that he has progressed. While, therefore, we hanish
the dogmas of the Bible, we still need to realize the
mighty hope and aspiration that throbbed in its personages and through which we are bound forever in
one vast humanity.
Chainey has the poet's insight. He touches, heart
to heart, the impassioned ages of which the Bible
is a fitful and imperfect record. · He has gone far
beneath the surface and unfolded the living soul.
His discourileB are a new and remarkable force in
Liberal literature. He voices the revolutionary sentiment. With graphic work he pictures not simply
the true but the beautiful. He has the earnestness
of a prophet. He is essentially constructiv. He
deals not with conceptions only, but with ideas. He
is a natural idealist and an Agnostic transcendentalist. He is a worshiper, not of theological abstrac.
tions, but of the real grandeurs of this world.

charge of the musical department, one of the most indispensilble adjuncts of our meetings: Those of r.our readers who hav
had the good fortune to listen to him will bear me out in all
that I may say anent the originality, enthusiasm, earnestness,
pathos, and wit manifested by Mr; Peck. , ·
.
Dr. A.. B. Dobson, of Maquoketa, independent slate-writer
and magnetic healer, will be present. Other speakers will
probably attend the meeting.
Tama is so situated as to be easily accessible from all parts of
the state and the West. It is .fifty-one miles west from Cedar
Rapids, on the main line of the Chicago and Northwestern
Railroad, and is the northern terminal point of the Northern
Iowa division of the same road ruuning to Elmore, Minn. It
is also an important station on the Chicago, Milwaukee, and
St. Paul Railway. These two great roads, with their numerous feeders, giv close connections for Tama with all the other
roails of the state.
Full particulars concerning reduced railroad and hotel rates,
program of exercises, etc., will appear in subsequent numbers
of your paper. Permit me to particularly request all, esl?ecially Iowa Liberals, to secure, if possible, the insertion of this or a
more condensed notice of the approaching Convention in their
local papers. It cannot be advertised too extensivly. Let
each woman and man interested in the cause of liberty take
hold and do all possible to make this assembling of ourselvs
together a complete and glorious success.
Let us lay aside for a few days the heavy burdens of our
laborious lives and journey to Tama to consult as to the best
means whereby we may carry our struggling race to & higher,.
happier plane of thought and action. Let us meet at Tama
and become better acquainted with each other.
We need to develop the social side of our natures far more
than we are inclined to do. Come and bring your children
and your friendR and their children. We must not forever
remain egotistically elect, self-centered icicles, simply because
we throw away some of the old superstitions and build upon
the bulwarks of individual sovereignty. Do not forget that we
hav expenses to meet. The printing must be done, our speakers paid, and then our proceedings should be printed.
I hope tl;e burden of preparing for and conducting this Convention will not fall entirely upon one or two activ workers.
For particulars address
E. C. WALKER, Sec'y.
No 1'Way, Benton Co., Iowa.
---------

The New York Freethinkers' Convention.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav been
I N. the .Lvorth merican
evzew or ugust the spending a day at Watkins Glen mak:ing arrangements for our
Rev:. ~enry Ward ~eec~er. writes of "Progre~s in uonvention, and am .pleased to state that there is a great change
Rehgwus Thought, pomtmg out the many m:tlu- in the sentiment of the citizens since we were here four years
ences, social, educational, and scientific, which are ago. There are many of the best people in Watkins who are
by degrees transforming the whole structure of dog. i in full sympathy with us. And all who got? Watkins will _be
matic belief and teaching. T.V. Powderly the of- i well trea~ed. The board o~ trustees of the v1llage ver:r rea~1ly
. .
.
f
'
granted us the use of the village park free of charge, m whwh
fic~al head of. the Kn~ghts o J!abor, the strong~st. we can hold our day meetings if the weather is pleasant, and in
umon of workmgmen m the Umted States, contrib-! which our friends who desire can put up tents. I am pleased to
utes a temperate article on "The Organization of' learn many parties are coming with tents. A.nd I was surprised
Labor." The well-known British military corre-: to learn that many persons from various parts of t.he country
spondent Archibald Forbes writes of "The United: hav already engaged rooms at the hotels and board1~g-houses.
1 I was able to ena-age the Opera House for the whole time we are
·
'
.
S tates Ar'my, , d wellmg
more part10u~arly on those •to be there at a very reasonable price.
features of our army management wh10h appear to 1 As to the boarding-houses and hotels, the boarding-houses
him to be most worthy of imitation by the military will take boarders for $5 per week, or for $1 per day. The folgovernments of Europe.
"Woman's Work and lowiu~ are the ~ames of the proprietors of some of the most
Woman's Wages," by Charles W. Elliott, is a forci- promm~n~ boardmg-houses: Mrs. Howard, Mrs. A.. J. Graham,
ble statement of one of the most urgent problems of Mrs. M1rrwtt, Mrs. Frur, ~rs. Geo. Frost, and Mrs. J. MaJette.
.
l\h·. C. S. Frost, the propnetor of the Glen Park Hotel, has
o:ur time. The author seeii no advantage _to be de- very kindly agreed to act as agent in procuring boarding-places
rived from the employment of woman m man's for parties who may desire at such rates as they wish to pay.
work, whether of brain or of hand; such employ- Therefore anyone wishing to engage rooms may write to Mr.
ment, he insists, only reduces man's wages, and does Frost.
.
. .
.
not really add to the total resources of the whole
As to hotel rates, the followmg commurucations explru.n them. hl .
.
selvs.
1
~'ass
of '!or k ers~ I n .a h,\g y-mterest~ng essay on
·
•• LAKE SHORE HousE, July 12,1882.
The Ethics of Gamblmg, 0. B. Frothmgham ana"I agree to keep people attending the Freethinker's Convenlyzes the. passion for play with rare ingenuity. "The tion for $1.35 per day.
M. T. SMITH, Proprietor."
Remuneration of Public Servants," by Frank D. Y.j
"JEFFERsoN HousE, July 12, 1882,
Carpenter, gives matter for serious consideration, i "We will ke~p. so '!lany of the people attending the Freeboth to the civil service reformerlil and their oppo- thinker·~ A.ssocratwn m August as we can accomm~date ,!or
nents. Finally, there is a paper on "Artesian Wells $1.50 per day.
AnEL HoDGKINs, Propnetor.
Upon the Great Plains" by Dr. C. A. White of the:
.
"FALL BRooK HousE, Jul.Y 12, 1882.
.
. . '
T
R .
. '
I "We will keep so many of the people attendmg the Free·
S mithsoman
InstitutiOn.
he
emew lB sold by thinker's Convention m August as we can accommodate for
booksellers generally.
·
i $1.50 per day.
H. M. PARKER & SoN, Proprietors."
!
"GLEN PARK HOTEL, July 12, 1882.
CHARLES W .A..TTS, the editor of the London Secu- i "I agree to entertain the people who attend the Freethinker's
lar Review, is about to make this country a visit,· Con:'ention in A.ugust at the rate of $2 per. day or $2.50, acduring which he will lecture upon secular and anti-: cordmg to rooms taken, and make a d~duction of fifty cents
· 1 b' t
H
t t
h h
th · per day to each of the speakers. I will also run a free bus
th eo 1ogwa
. su JeC B.
e e~ec B o reac
ere e. from m house to and from the place of meeting.
first week m September, and IB open to engagements 1
Y
"c. S. FRoST, Proprietor."
to speak fr_om that time on. Letters for him m.ay be ,
"GLEN MouNTAIN HousE, July 12, 1882.
addressed m our care for the present.
I "We will entertain the people attending the Freethinker's
1
Mr. Watts is a very able and energetic lecturer, 1 Convention in August for $3 per day, so far as we hav ro9m for
and we trust he will find many opportunities of pre- them.
A. J. MrcHNER, Proprietor."
senting his thoughts to the American Liberal public .•·
RAILRoADs.
1 All of the great trunk line railroads hav agreed to sell excur0WING to the lateness of the harvest the Western 1sion tickets !1-lo~g their lines.
Pe?ple residin~ on the Lake
• •
.
•
•
'
I Shore and M10h1gan Southern, runmng from Chwago to Buffalo
Michigan camp-meetmg appomted for the first week· and on the Northern Central Railroad will hav to write to me
in August at'Ionia is postponed so as to begin Tues., for certificates (inclosing a three-cent ;tamp) to entitle them to
day, Aug. 15th and close Monday, Aug. 21st.
excursion rates. People living west of Chicago should purchase
excursion tickets to Chautauqua Lake in the first instance.
The Iowa League Convention and Liberal ~'he arrangements from Boston and New England are not yet
.Mass .Meeting
completed. By next week I will be able to giv a more full reBook Notices.
Will be held on the Fair Grounds at Tama,'Tama mmnty, port.
SPEAKERS AND MUSIC.
THE NEw VERSION. Lectures by George Chainey at Paine September 7th, 8th, 9th, and lOth. If. thorough preparation,
Some twenty-five of our ablest speakers hav been engaged up
Hall, Boston. Cloth, $1. For sale by THE TRUTH earnest work, good speakers, and fine location can insure sueS
th li t ·
1 t d •t 'll b
b
cess, then the coming Convention will be the best Freethought to the present. 0 soon as e s IS camp e e 1 Wl
e pu •
SEEKER.
'
shed.
Splendid
music
is
engaged.
ll
gathering ever assembled in the Hawkeye state.
We think that Chainey has done a wise thing in
CASH RECETPTS.
There should be a full muster of all divisions of the Liberal
thus making the scriptures suggestiv of new thought. army-Spiritualisto, Materialists, and rE>formers generally.
Twenty-four hav responded to my reque~t for a dollar subThe Bible is passing through a vast. disintegrating There will be three sessions each day. It is probable that one scription. Two or three hundred more mtended to do so
process. It it!! a complete work, but some of the session per day will be sufficient for the transaction of the busi- when they read the call, but they forgot it. They are refloating material is good, and Chainey has made it as ness of the League. A.t all'other sessions the platform will be quested to do so now before they again forget it.
Salamanca, N.Y.
H. L. GREEN, Secretary.
free for the presentation of the views of all who may desire to
serviceable as it could be to our present advance. speak, it matters not how radical or conservativ his or her
There is much genuin human nature, as well as devil- opinions may be. It is the truth of which we are in search,
AMONG the humorous newspapers, of which there
nature and God-nature, in the Bible. There is ro- aud the truth can only be ascertained where there is opportunity are so many good ones, none is better than the New
mance and poetry in it. It has the crude freshness for the expression of the most divergent ideas. The conference York Judge. The price is ten cents per copy. One
number is as good as another, and all are equal to
of the childhood of the race. A bold and skilful here will be an especially valuable feature of this meeting.
A.mong the speakers who will be present I can now announce the best. If you want to be amused and instructed,
writer who is sufficiently iconoclastic as well as symMrs. H. S. Lake, Dr. Juliet H. Severance, N. F. Peck, and
d f
't It ·
bl' h d t 34
d 36 N rth
pathetic can remold its form to a natural and beau- M.
Farrington. These women and men need no encomiums of sen
or 1 •
IB pu IB e a
an
o
tiful signi:tic&nce. Being no longer a revelation of mine to secure for them good audiences. Mr. Peck will hav Moore street, New York.
1\T
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not very pleasant to meditate upon. One was a huge
chair for the punishment of criminals; the seat is
compo~ed of six large knives, nearly three feet long,
set firmly in the frame, edge upward. The place for
the feet to rest upon had three similar knives; the
arms were two knives each, and the back four more
knives, the edges toward th13 sitter. On the sides are
loops through which bamboo poles pass for carrying
the uncomfortable seat. The culprit had to sit
, naked in this chair, while four-or six persons carried
him a stipulated number of miles. !think the edges
were not designed to be sharp enough to cut far into
the flesh, but to cause extreme unpleasantness to the
sitter. I thought if I was ever so weary I would not
wish to sit in that chair, even for a short time.
Another still worse implement is a heavy frame,
about fifteen incheR in hight, made somewhat in the
form of a cross, with blocks five or six inches high
fastened upon the upper surface. The condemned
man was fastened upon this frame, when, with a
heavy maul or beetle (which was also there) the
wretch's bones were broken by striking heavy blows
upon them between the blocks. Such a death must
be horrible in the extreme-worse even than crucifixion. The different pain-causing machines which
man has invented to torture his fellow-man are a disgrace to the race. There is no animal so cruel as
man. He has not only made all the impl"ments of
torture which he could possibly invent, but he has
also created all the gods and devils that ever existed,
and which have ever been more cruel than the
machines.
THE NEW HARBOR WORKS.

I visited the new harbor works seven miles east of
Batavia. The town has no harbor, and vessels are
compelled to lie at anchor out in the roads, and, during the prevalence of the monsoons, at considerable
risk and inconvenience, as loading and unloading
cannot be done when high winds prevail. To obviate
this difficulty the government is incurring very heavy
expense in creating a new harbor at the point indicated. Thirty-five million guldens have been appropriated for the work, and it is thought when done it
will amount to double that sum. I found seven
large steam dredgers at work and eight pile-drivers.
Each dredger is accompanied by a steamer called a
"hopper," into which the excavated mud or earth is
emptied by the dreelger, when it is taken out some
three miles into the sea and emptied by means of
opening the bottom and letting the earth drop into
the water in a minute. The hoppers hold two hundred -and fifty tons of earth, requiring from an hour
and a half to two hours to fill them. Immense quays
or slips about two thouRand feet in length are being
made beside the main harbor, which is about a
thousand feet in width, and dredged to the depth of
thirty-two feet. Between the harbor and the quays
are heavy walls twelve feet in width and forty
feet in hight from the bottom. The harbor will hold
a large number or vessels, and by the side of the
quays are to be built extensive warehouses nnd
coal shedR, so that any amount of freight can be
loaded and unloaded here, and any number of steamers coaled.
The digging for the quays is mainly done by
hand, while the main harbor is done by the steam
dredgers. In the quays hundreds of Chinamen and
Malays are working in the water and mud digging
up the clay and coral, which is hoisted in lots of
two or three tons by steam and deposited in cars,
which take it in the rear to raise the low ground
and make it hard. The dredgers also meet with
much coral, and each dredger is supplied with a
strong horn or hook for breaking the coral, so that
the buckets can t,ake it up with the earth. A vast
amount of coral has been taken out here and used
for walls and for paving the sloping sides of the
eanals. I should think I saw five hundred tons of
coral that has been taken out here, and among it are
many very curious specimens of cunning workmanship which the industrious insects get up in such immense quantities, making large reefs and even
islands where before was deep water. These coral
insects have been· very busy about Java, and seem to
have done much toward changing the nature of the
shore all along the coast. Besides the coral I saw
hundreds, and perhaps thousands, of large sea- shells,
scolloped and regular, but otherwise somewhat like
an oyster-shell, but three feet in length, and weighing one hundred pounds or more. It certainly was
no very small insect that once inhabited these shells.
These former habitations for marine animals are
now used for constructing walls, and seem to be as
hard as ordinary limestone, they being of the same
material-a carbonate of line. How long ago these
shells were alive, or formed the homes for large
shellfi~h, is not known; but it was probably before the
coral msects helped to make this place semi-solid,
and may have been thousands of years ago.
For pumping the water out of these deep channels or quays that are being dug pumps of different
kinds are used, principally the centrifugal and pulsometer. With the first the suction is produced by
a fan, or wheel, with wings, which exhausts the air
and produces a steady and large stream of water;
the second IS done by two currents of steam rushing
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through conical chambers and uniting, producing a of the year it rains hard nearly ev-eryday among the
vacuum, which raises a large stream of water, but· in mountains, and I would find a day spent on the top
pulsations about two seconds apart. This pump of them anything but pleasant. 4. I could find no
was entirely new to nie, and I am not certain that I one to. talk with or learn the facts from. I think the
describe it correctly; but it seems to work very volcimoes are not much visited, for I could find no
successfully, and is not liable to get out of order. one who seemed to know much about them or could
The steam escapes with the water, making it nearly give me much information concerning them. At the
blood-warm. A large amount of water has to be Hotel de L'Europe, where I stopped in Batavia, the
raised to keep it out of the way of the diggers, who proprietor speaks some English, but he knows very
certainly have a nasty, wet time of it. Over a thou- little about volcanoes, and seemed scarcely aware
sand men are at work here, and as it is difficult to that Java possesses volcanoes. I viRited a bookseller
get men to go down in those deep channels and dig a few times who speaks English tolerably well, and
clay and coral in the water, several hundred pris- is a man of intelligence. He discourages me about
oners are sent down from the city for the purpose, visiting the volcanoes, assuring me I w.ould find no
for which the sum of two cents each prisoner is paid regular means of reaching them, that there are no
per day, and this in Java currency. The'' gulden, regular guides, and that I would be almost sure to
worth forty cents of our money, is divided into a encounter heavy rains.
hundred cents. It takes two and a half Java cents
I can bear witness to the frequency of rains in
to equal one of ours, so that less than one of our Java; I have passed twelve days here, and it has
cents is paid per day for each of those prisoners. rained about every day; and some of the rains have
As I looked down upon them, knee-deep in the mud been the most profuse I have seen in years. I think
and water, I thought I would not like to work at the the annual rain-fall is some one hundred and fifty
business for the same money; but their clothing is inches. By taking a cruise along the north coast of
only a clout, and they can easily wash off at night the island for a hundred miles or so there a.re voland go back to their prison as clean as ever, and canoes to be seen from the sea, but I was not fortuwith their blue shirts on, which is their full dress.
nate enough to learn of any boats or steamers makThe piles used here in large numbers are American ing that journey which I could take.
pitch pine from Nova Scotia. They are a foot
My trip in the country was a pleasant one; 1 saw
square and forty feet in length; the lower end is much beautiful country and scenery. The mountains
sharpened, and the heavy weight, raised rapidly by and plains are interesting, but perhaps not as highly
steam, drives them through the soft earth at pretty so as I had expected. The mountains are picturesque,
good speed till they strike a bank of coral, which but not as precipitous and grand as the Himalayas;
retards their progress seriously. Those piles are for the valleys are lovely, but rather uneven in lilurface;
the foundations of the warehouses between the the farming portion of the counrry is more cut up
slips. For the outer walls large concrete blocks with gulleys and uvtnes than almost any country I
are made of Portland cement, sand, and pebbles half have seen. A good deal of the surface for agricultas large as one's fist, which are brought from the ural purposes is in this way lost. I did not get into
mountains several milesfrom the city. The Chinese the best of the coffee districts, though I saw some.
are principally employed at this concrete business, I saw more of tea. Rice fields I saw in abundance,
and seem to work dextrously at it; the three ingredi- and in all the different stages of growth, from the
ents are mixed with water in a bed and carried in plowing of the ground to the harvesting of the crop.
tubs by means of poles resting on their shoulders, It is all under water. The ground is stirred up by
and emptied into boxes forming molds, which, what may be called a plow by a pair of buffaloes,
when the mixture hardens, are raised by a crane. the water being nearly a foot in depth, so that the
The blocks weigh about a ton each, and make a very soil is scarcely seen at all. It looks a little out of
permanent and handsome wall.
the way of our style of farming to see the plow
A floating dry dock for repairing ships in has also under water, the cattle knee-deep in mud and water,
been constructed. The t:,rround being low, and water and the plowman jogging along behind with nothing
standing in almost a stagnant state, renders the place on but a rag around the middle, and up to his knees
unhealthy. Many of the Europeans have died of in water from morning till night. The next process
fever; but as the soft ground is made hard, and the is to transplant the rice, which is started in beds very
water drained off, the locality grows healthier. The compactly sown. The plants are about six inches in
work has been in progress nearly four years, and two hight, and men and women having a small armful
more will be required to complete it, but it will be a of the plants go along in gangs or companies and ingreat achievement when finished. One of the en- sert them in rows about six inches apart. The transgineers who has bPen at work here for three months planting is a very simple process, the root of the
was kind enough to go round the works with me~ A plant simply being pushed down into the mud, where
large machine shop is on the premises fqr repairing it soon takes root and goes to growing. Rice is demachinery and putting work together. The shop is cidedly a water plant, water being constantly kept
well supplied with heavy latheR, planers, etc. The upon the beds-if beds they may be called-where it
machinery used in this work is principally of Eng- grows. These are small inclosures, with a bank of
lish manufacture, and from the establishment of earth or turf around them as a dam to hold the water
Appleby Brothers, London.
from running away. The ground is terraced with
A. TRIP INLAND.
great care, one bed being a little higher than anI have not seen as much of the interior of Java as other, so that the same water runs from one bed to
I would have liked, but went out on the railroad as another, thus serving often twenty beds. The higher
far as it is constructed-a distance of some eighty beds are supplied from the rivers and streams, and
miles. I visited Builenzorg, some forty miles from in several places I noticed the wat?~ ~eing conveyed
Batavia, and a most romantic place, partly sur- over the railroad and other roads m Iron conductors
rounded by mountains, raising their peaks in great a foot or more square. In a country where rains are
grandeur. Here the governor.general resides the so frequent the high grounds as well as the low are
most of the time, though Batavia is the capital; and well supplied with water. I think the only cultivahere he has splendid botanical gardens, contain- tion the rice fields require is for the weeds to be
ing an abundance of the most beautiful tropical pulled up occasionally. When partially grown it
trees, plants, and :flowers. I tio not know as I have bears considerable resemblance to wheat, but when
seen anything finer in the way of gardens. One it heads out it looks muoh more like oats. When
cannot behold them without being impressed with ripe enough it is cut short with sickles and tied up in
the great variety of the trees, shrubs, and flowering small bundles, in which form I have seen it being
p1ants of Java. Many of them are perfectly mag- transported to market in wagons and cars. I think
nificent. I also visited the following villages: Mas- the threshing is a simple process, though I do not
sang, Gombong, Tji Tjoerock, Parong Koe La Tji- know that I have seen it done. The pounding off the
badak, Karang, Tenjah, Tjisart, and Soekaboemi. hulls I have seen, which is done by a heavy pounder~
Some of these are but small villages, but the first and manipulated by the natives, in the form of a large
last are towns of considerable size, the latter having lever, three of them standing on the top, stepping
some twenty-five thousand inhabitants, nearly all out toward the reverse end, raising the hammer, and
Malays or Javanese, with some Chinese, who are the then letting it fall suddenly upon the grain, keeping
principal merchants of the town. I spent some time this up until cleaned from the hull. There are main strolling over the place looking at the customs of chines which perform this work rapidly and well, but
the natives, walking through the gardens, groves, the natives are much opposed to them, and many
etc., but the great difficulty was I could find nobody have been broken by them, as they look upon these
to talk with who could understand English; and machines as their enemies, performing the labor
that, by the bye, is ·the great difficulty I find here in which of right belongs to them. The yield of rice
Batavia. There are comparatively few who speak must be double the amount per acre as with wheat.
English.
It is kept in every little store where provisions are
Soekaboemi is the farthest east of any place in sold, and three or four grades seem to be made of it.
Java I have visited; it is up pretty well among the It is the great staple of food all through Asia. Withvolcanoes, but I cannot say that I really saw any of out their" paddy" the orientals could hardly make
the burning mountains, for the mists and clou-is per- life a success. When they have plenty of that they
sisted in obscuring them from my view. I saw are happy; without it, most miserable.
numerous mountam peaks, but cannot say that any
I had a good opportunity for seeing the different
of them were really smoking. I wished to visit growths of Java, and could not help being struck
some of the volcanoes, but found several difficulties with the great amount of parasitic plants upon forest
in the way. 1. They are at considerable distance trees. It is very common for large trees to be COJ?-·
from the railroad, and there is no regular convey- pletely covered with this very neighborly and familance to them. 2. There are no guides to go with iar kind of vegetation, several varieties of parasites
one and show him the way, etc. 3. The ascents are often being seen on the same tree, some climbing
represented as being very difficult, and at this season plants finding their -way to the very tops of the trees,
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and some that have not the faculty of climbing, but thing of a struggle to obtain the daughter's consent,
DEPARTURE FROM JAVA..
manage to propagate themselves la~gely and to pi~k for she)oved her Ernesto very much and cared nothFriday, March 24th.-I expected to depart from
up a very good living without havmg any ~o~ts m ing for the de-crepit old man who wished to pay for her Batavia on the 21st inst., as that was the regular
the earth or any where else. I have seen varieties of in gold; but in obedience to her parent's wishes and time for leaving, and that would admit of my getting cactus of pretty large growth ~horoughly ooveri~g to help him out of hi111 deep trouble she consented to to Singapore in time for the steamer for Hong Kong,
large trees with tht~ir abundant life. I saw also, _w~Ile give up the one she loved and to become the wife of whose time for leaving Singapor_e is the 24th; but
outside what is here called sweet potatoes; It Is a one she did not love at all. Tbe marriage papers for some reason word was sent on here to defer the
olean-l~oking plan~, six feet_ in 1hight, but I am able were made .out, and the time for the nuptials was set; leaving till to day. This change in the programme
to say nothing of Its botamoal character or of the but the two that loved each other had an interview, has disturbed me not a little, as I fear it will bring
quality of its tubers, as I have not eaten of them as and their former passion was renewed. The girl did me too late at Singapore to go on east by the next
I am aware. The roads in the country are good. not think she could wed the old fellow, and he came P. & 0. steamer, by which line I have a ticket to
The railroad is being gradually extended along the upon them and could not fai~ to see the love they Yokohama, but they told me here that the time of
length of the island, running between the two ranges bore each othe~. _It made him very uneasy, ~nd a the boats had been changed, and that I would be in
of mountains. The station~houses are large and well good d~al of smgmg had to be done about It; he time. I, however, have had misgivings upon this
built.
oomplamed to t_he fathe~, and the father sang very subject, as by missing my steamer I will be detained
I met in Batavia a Captain Bursely, whose home sternly to the gul, but still she loved the young chap 'two weeks, which is far from a pleasant thought.
was once in New York city, and whose forefathers and could not like the old fellow. By degrets the
At 7 A..M I was at the landing and took the steamer
lived at Cape Cod, in Massachusetts, and were all old man saw the ~ruth of the matter ~nd became con- for the Bromo, lying three miles out in the roads, the
sailors. The captain has long been sailing in_ these vinoed that the gul could not love him, as her heart rain gently falling to remind me in leaving that it
eastern waters, particularly among ~he Archipelago had gone out to the young man, and he had the good sometimes rains in Java. Two or three dozen steamislands, and has seen much of the natives upon them; sense to give her up, and unite the-hands of the two ers or ships are lying at anchor in the roads, and
but he is now about quitting the ocean, as he has young ones_ with his blessing a_nd a very handso_me among them three or four men of war-two of _them
taken from the Java government Princess Island dower, wh10h h~ gave to ~orma. So everythmg Russians recently arrived. At 9 o'clock we weighed
(between Java and_ Sumatra) for a period of seventy- ended very happily.
anchor, and were making our way northward. The
five years. It contains_ 15,00_0 ~~res of fertile land,
THE MALA.Y WOMEN.
number of passengers is not as great as when coming
but is now co-vered With primitive forests of teak,
down; particularly the natives or deck passengers
and sandalwood, which are valuable for building
I have perhaps said enough about the natives here, are considerably less numerous, but there are several
purposes, furniture, etc. His purpose is to at once but I have not reported what I hear from several, that Malays, Chinese, and Arabs, some going through to
set one or two hundred Malay choppers at work to the women are not as virtuous as they should be. Singapore, and some to stop at the intermediate
·fell the timber, saw it with a steam saw-mill, and There is said to be no trouble for the Dutch soldiers points. A goodly number of them are Mohamthrow it into the market without delay. He says to find Malay women to live with them as wives of medans, and three or four times per day they get
there is a good demand for lumber and timber and convenience for one, two, or three years as desired; together on the deck, and taking their bearings as
that he will be able to realize a hundred thousand and what seems equally bad, mothers will sell their nearly as possible, with their faces toward Mecca,
dollars from the timber alnne. The teak of this daughters for money. The sum of one hundred gul- they go through the praying process of bowing,
country is dark in color, and when made into furni- dens is said to buy a nice young Malay girl; for that kneeling, placing their faces to the floor, and mutture it looks about as well as mahogany or black sum a Malay mother will part with her daughter for tering their stereotyped prayers. It requires some
walnut. It is also very pleasant to work. As the purposes indicated. It is hard to believe this state- ten or fifteen minutes to go through the formula.
fast as he gets his land cleared he proposes to set ment, for the women look like a modest, virtuous, There are no more persistent pray-ers than the Moout cocoanut-trees, principally, which ar~ a con- well-disposed class of people, showing as little wan- hammedans, and their prayers probably do as much
tinual source of profit after the few first years, and tonness and looseness of character in their demeanor good as anybody's, but I don't believe that a thourequire but little experience in cultivating. With :>s any people anywhere. But th_e num~er of half- sand of them amount to a cent in value for all the
ordinary luck he ought to be able to make a suo- bloods or' half-castes one sees remmds him that sol- effect they have upon any being beside themse1ves;
oess of his enterprise. He seems to be a man of diers or missionaries have been around. It is oer- prayers may effect to a slight degree those who
energy and practical talen~ sufficient t? oa~y out his tain that males mmt assist in this mixing business. pray, but that they have any effect upon any being
project, though I do not thmk I envy him hiR pleasur~
I must say of these women, however, that they above the clouds I do not believe.
I got acquainted somewhat with the chief engineer,
m establishing a home on an island inhabited only follow to excess the vile habit of chewing the betelby tigers and other animals. The price he is to pay nut, a mixture so common in all these Ai!iiatio ooun- an intelligent Englishman, and was interested by his
for the land is one gulden per year per acre, the first tries. The betelnut grows on what i~ called the narration of his experiences at Acheen, at the northtwo years being no rent.
.- .
areca palm, the prettiest of the palm family, the ern part of the island of Sumatra, where the Dutch
I miss here the cattle of India With the lumps up- trees growing VHY erect, trim, and graceful. The prosecuted their expensive war with the natives of that
on their shoulders, which I have seen in several of nuts are somewhat larger than hickory-nuts, and locality, and where they have only been able to get
the countries I have visited; the only cattle I have have a rather agreeable, astringent taste. They control of a few miles from the coast. 'l'he natives
seen in Java are the buffaloes, and they only in the are broken up in fragments, interspersed with gum- are rather warlike and retreat to the fastnesses of the·
country. The only beasts of burden in Batavia are catechu and some spices, and these constitute the mountains, from which they descend to make fdrays
a race of small horses, not half the size of the horses betel, which these people chew constantly, especially and attacks upon the Dutch forces, throwing them into
in our country. They are a tough, hardy breed, but the women. The practice is fully as filthy as to- much confusion and loss. The Dutch suffered much
seem too small to haul carriages and heavy loads. baoco-ohewing, though perhaps not so deleterious, loss of life from the great unhealthiness of the loThey are disposed to be contrary. Hiring a dosedo and it seems to have become a passion with these oality, where there is much marsh ground and con( a two-wheeled carriage with two seats, one facing people. If it may be regarded as more innocent sequent miasma from stagnant water, decaying
the front and the other the rear) to take me to the than tobacco-chewing, I must pronounce it more vegetation, etc. He described the burying-ground
Noordwijk station, the little horse took a notion not filthy. It gives tpe saliva a deeper color, and ma~es of the natives nine miles in extent, the names of the
to go, and the Malayan stepped down and gave him the mouth and lips look nasty and extremely unkiss- dead being inscribed upon the tombstones as in civilsuch a severe beating as to change his mind. I felt able. Every woman seems to be addicted to the ized countries. Two of the monuments are of brass,
like asking him to spare those blows and let me go filthy habit, and every mouth looks nasty, and the or bronze, and mark the graves of the kings; in the
on foot the rest of the way. At another time I lips and tongues and teeth of all are made dark inscriptions the letters are left up and the face of the
patronized the tramway, riding its whole distance of with the vile stuff which they seem so fond of.
metal out away, which he considered a pieoo of great
eight miles; three of these small horses are made to
I should perhaps mention to you that Batavia is labor and skill to be performed by the natives. The
haul a heavy, clumsy oar, containing forty passengers. supplied with drinki~g wat_er from numerous a~te- Aoheen war was very expensive upon the Dutch, and
Coining to a curve and a slight ascent over a bridge ~ian wells put down m varwus parts of the city. was far from being remunerative.
the little horses got. discouraged, and refused to go The filthy water of the river was used until a few
further. It was almost amusing to see the Malay years ago, when it was found that by going down
Sunday, March 26th.-We had a pleasant trip up
driver and conductor use their efforts to induce those from sixty to seventy-five feet an abundance of exsmall specimens of the horse tribe to leave that oellent water can be obtained-a discovery of very to Singapore, making stoppages at the same two
points we did in going south-Muntok and Riouerlocality, though the freedom with which the whip great value_.
and
also saw the same multitude of islands off the
was applied to the poor little fellows destroyed all
It occurs to me that while I am here at Batavia
the charm of the situation; whipping enough was you and I are at antipodes. You are on one Sumatra coast. The weather was pretty oppressive,
done to move a oar a hundred ·miles, and the stolid side of the globe, and I almost directly opposite. as it had good reason to be under the equator and
little ponies seemed to pay no more attention to it This point is about one hundred and eighty degrees close to it.
We arrived here in Singapore at 5 P. :r.r., being
than they would to blows for brushing off the flies; of longitude from New York, whether you go east
two
days and a half making the run. I found upon
-and it was not till the passengers got out and pushed or west. I am nearer the equator on the south than
the oar along that the little fellows made much you are on the north, otherwise we are very nearly arrival that my worst fears were realized, that the
effort to move. The drivers here have a very differ- opposite. It is hard to realize that I am eight thou- steamer I wished to meet had gone on to Hong the
ent way of talking to their horses from what our sand miles beneath your feet, or you eight thousand day before, and that there was no way for me to do
drivers use; instead of saying "go along," or "get miles beneath mine, but that is about the fact in the but to patiently wait here for twelve days for anaway," they apply the whip very freely, __,.'lon<) cry case; and, if the learned men are correct, that eight other steamer. '!'his is greatly to be regretted, when
"ugh," as though they were feeling the pa;..\ or the thousand miles ,is made up of fused and seething I feel so imp<l.tient to be making as good time as poswhip instead of the horses. In this respect the metals, rooks, and earths, with a thin crust to prevent sible. There is, however, no other way but to be
drivers here remind me of those I saw last year at us coming in contact with the super-heated ma~s. I resigned to the situation, and to wait for the time to
Naples, who made similar painful ejaculations. As am now at the point farthest from you that I will be pass by.
The town and island of Singapore, the small
a rule the Javanese do not feed their horses very while absent. To reach you I will have nearly
well, and depend too much upon the whip.
fifteen thousand miles vet to travel, but from this islands in the vicinity, and the steamers and ships in
An Italian opera company is performing in Bata- time forward every hundred miles I travel will place the harbor looked very interesting as we steamed up;
via, and by way of variety and to while away the me that much nearer to you. Another cheering re- and as we neared the dock I was not a little intertime I went one night to listen to them and see the flection is that if nothing befalls me I shall make ested in seeing native boys which were all around
manners of the pl;we. The theater is a new and the last half of my journey in less than half the our steamers, in boats, dive down and catch copper
rather tasteful building. It was well filled, prinoi- time it took me to make the first half. The refleo- coins thrown .into the water by passengers. They
pally with the Dutch residents, with a fair sprink- tion is cheering, because I am wearying somewhat showed themselves very expert, being able in almost
ling of the wealthier Malays and Chinese. The per- with travel; and however much I ha~e been pleased every instance to catch the coin before it reached the
formanoe was very good, and the singing excellent, to see foreign lands, I am more anxwus to see my bottom, and sometimes seuuring two coins before
but being in Italian I could not understand a word. own land once more, for notwithstanding the fine coming up, and allowing none to be lost.
This letter is long enough, and I will say good-bye.
The opera was "Don Pasquale," in which was a and beautiful countries I have seen, I like America
Sincerely yours,
D . .M. B.
lover and sweetheart, of course, who were pledged better than any of them, parti~ularly because there
to eaeh other, but the .father of the fair damsel was is my home and there are th~ fri~nds I love. Let me
in great distress for want of money, and when a rich say here that much of the histor10al past of my deTHE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent to new subsoribold nabob offered him a large sum for the hand of his. scription of Java is drawn fr_om "The Eastern Ar- ers three months for half a dollar. Let those who
daughte:r, the needy father listened to the old man ohipelago," by W. H. D. Davis. T. Nelson-& Sons, are interested in the spread of Freethought induce
and promised his daughter to him. He had some-· London.
their friends to become trial subscribers.
/
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. of the large Bennett gun in India had the effect to young girl, as the book says, and causing her t 0
put to flight the American orthodox fleet sent there bring forth a son, thus cheating the poor carpent
under the command of radical Cook. The many im- and making .him a step-father, to work and toil ~r
pressions left with many peoples and nations by the support a baby in whose birth he had no part 0~
GREENFIELD, Mo., July 10, 1882.
Rev, Bennett, in my opinion, will be long lasting and interest. If such a God was to perform such an
MB. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5, for which will grow into monuments of reverence and be fresh act in this day, Comstock would be a fit subject for
please send us the Round-the-World trip,
in history thousands of years hence. Please allow a midwife, and then. he could hav some stock in his
Respectfully yours,
CHAS. A. STEPHENSON.
me yet to return the noble writer my heartiest thanks Jesus and go forth to practice his infamy in persecutfor the most excellent letters penned by his Liberal ing those he might deem heretics or guilty of obscenWATERMAN, IND., July 8, 1882.
ity. What a miserable fool he and President Hayes
hand to the Liberal. truth seekers of America.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $5 for your trip around ·
must be to be duped by such a pack of hypocrits
Ever yours,
B. F. BRATTAM, M.D.
the world-better late than never. Send books to
when any number of passages in the Bible are s~
the above address by mail.
. ·
BIGGS, CAL., June 29, 1882.
indecent that they would not dare to read them to
GEo. W. & C. CLIOKENER.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose you $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER a respectable audience. I repeat that no book would
from January. My friend, you can scarcely imagin be permitted to be circulated containing the mean
ORION, MICH.
what true satisfaction it is to me to enjoy the priv- dirty passages that are in the Bible, and the lies re~
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $7-$5 for "A Truth ilege of reading so excellent a paper as you conduct
corded there, and all the word of God, so the ChrisSeeker Around the World," $2 for balance of subscrip- in the interest of mental freedom. I look for its
tian asserts. It is putting a low estimate on Mother
tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is refreshing to know arrival every week with much more solicitude than
Nature to charge such infamies on her, when.
that there are some who dare say what they believe. the return of the Sabbath. I liv very close to a
reason teaches the reflectiv mind to believe that no
to be the truth. It is a step further than to say I church, and while they are thundering their anathec
defects in divine nature exist, and that no particle
don't know, which is all I dare say of the supposed mas upon the heads of those who dare think for
of natural law can, or ever has, or ever will, be susspirit life. If there is any who do know they should themselvs I sit complacently beneath my old shadepended for any or all the prayers ever uttered on
be able to explain how they know, that others may tree and peruse the contents of your valmi.ble paper,
earth. Hence I view that system as a catch-penny
arrive at the same knowledge,
and am not afraid of the hell they hav already con- in duping the devotees of the religions, while love
Yours truly,
L. PREDMORE.
signed me to.
charity, and good will to all are repudiated. Such i~
The Rev. Broadcloth came into my blacksmith the craftiness of priestcraft and a greed for power
WAS CHARLES J. GmTEAU INSANE?
shop when he first came here and introduced him- for ease and selfishness, while humanity is unheeded
ADRIAN, MICH.; July 8, 282.
self by asking me if I was a prayin~ man. I an- and sneered at, and all for Christ's sake.
MR, EDITOR: This seems to be an open question swered, "No, sir, I am not; why should I pray?"
Truly yours,
H. WILLis,
with the people at large, one class claiming that he He replied, ·'You should endeavor to make your
PHILADELPHIA, PA, July 6, 1882;
was insane, and the other that he was a sane man, peace with God." I told him, "lf there is any such
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $1 for· a continuance of the
and must be hung. On this side the government person in the universe I hav no evidence of his exbas put itself by hanging him, though the testimony istence. I certainly never quarreled with him, and paper. I enjoy reading your paper ver.v much, alof his nigh relativs and other witnesses was that he I could not discover how I could become reconciled thotlt<h I cannot say that I accept all its doctrine,
was insane on the subject of religion and had been with one with whom I was not at variance and was not ~xept so much as is implied by its title. I cheerfully
for a pumber of years-that is, as we understand sure that he lived." I asked him to explain the lend the little support I can giv to antagonize the
them to mean, the Christian religion as founded on philosophy of prayer-perhaps he could make it idea of suppression of the press under pretended rethe Bible. Now, this brings us to the question, What plain. He then quoted very profusely from his holy ligious dictation.
Permit .me to correct what I conceive to be an error
is Christianity, and why should meditating upon it Bible, all which I answered in rotation to the comtend to the derangement of the brain ?
plete discomfiture of the rt:verend representativ of on page 406 of your issue of the 1st inst., twenty-three
1. Christianity, as defined by its own records, con- the meek and lowly Jesua. I asked him in conclu- lines from the bottom of the second column. Mr.
sists, first, in the belief in one personal God, and sion if he prayed. "Oh, certainly," he arrogant!} Bennett says, "Chocolate, cocoa. and broma are prethat he made everything out of nothing; then out of replied. "Well, then," I said, "you are certainly pared from them," meaning cocoanuts. The "Catethe dust of the earth he made a man in his own like- offering insult to your God every time you pray, and chism of Familiar Things," publi11hed by Lindsay &
ness, and that this man being lonely, this God had if he heeded it you would suffer the in con venie.nce Blokiston, on page 27, tells oj' what chocolate is made
him to go to sleep, and while he was asleep God took of having your mouth closed." "Why do I insult ~that it is a kind of paste, made of the kernel of the
a rib from his side and of it he made a woman for him ?" he furiously asked. "Because," I answered, cacaonut, a very different thing from the cocoanut.
the man, put them in a garden. under certain instruc- "you claim he is the omniscient ruler of all things, Webster also differs from Mr. Bennett. I think it a
tiona, but they disobeyed and fell from their :first knows all things from beginning to end, and is bad thing to make such a mistake.
state of innocence and simplicity, and thus plunged equal to all emergencies. Now, holding God in the
R. M. ROBINSON.
the whole human race in sin.
light that you do, is it not an insult when you stand
2. Now, through the agency of the Holy Ghost in up and dictate to him and suggest what he should
RussELLVILLE, July 7, 1882.
the overshadowing business, this God had a son that do? You miserable, short-sighted, ignorant, sinful
MR. EDITOR: Much has been said of late about
.was named Jesus by an angel before he had a par- worm of the earth, that cannot see one moment spending enormous amounts of money and labor
entage, This Jesus was to act as a mediator between ahead, how. dare you substitute your wisdom for erecting mammoth buildings, the most costly and
this God and his sin-begotten children, And now all infinit wisdom? Are you not afraid that. God will magnificent in the world, for the use of the gods
these children who were willing to giv themselvs up become indignant at your repeat insults?" His only and their special favorite. And it has been shown
to Jesus and acknowledge him as their savior should reply was, "You will suffer for all this."
to my mind most conclusivly that all this money
be saved, and those who turned their backs on
I am yours for truth,
JoHN D. STANLEY.
and labor might hav been used more judiciously;
this Jesus should be damned eternally and forever lost.
used so as to hav dispensed more general happiness .
BATTLE CREEK, MrcH., July 6, 1882.
and good of all kind to the human race. All men
Now, this being the bed-rock on which the Christian
religion rests, the next question is, How does mediMR. EDITOR: It is due to you for me to say that and all women who hav not shut their eyes to all
tating on this tend to mental derangement? We will for many years I hav given much 1bought .on the truth and all light, except that which comes through
answer it in this way: That as this religion rests on Bible and Testament as to the truth of the vast orthodox mediums, must see this at a glance if
the supernatural, and the brain belonging to the assertions in those books, either In a historical or a they will but throw open the doors and windows of
natural, there cannot be a harmonious blending be- divine record of past events. So glaring and unnat- their understandings, and all such must easily see
tween the two, and that the moment the natural be- urnl are the thousands of passages in the Bible that that oc'lans of evil of the worst kind has flowed out
gins to meditate and ruminate on tho supernatural, to me it is strange how a religion could be founded of all this sacred folly. But this does not bring me
something that has no existence inside of the natural on such a record of inconsistencies. Your travels to the conclusion that we really want no houses of
universe, tbe tendency is toward mental derange- and account of what is termed the Holy Land hav worship whatever, or that it is wrong to hav any.
ment, because there is no base in nature. to rest thrown more light on our minds than has ever been True, I don't believe in any of the man-made gods,
the mind upon, and so this effort of the brain is all by all travelers preceding you. Your unbiased mind Jehovah not excepted; even if I were to believe there
wasted, and indeed worse than wasted-it is a feeder and determination to seek and investigate, and un- is no God, I would still believe that houses of warof a morbid condition of the brain, and leads directly trammeled by that enemy of man, old theology, ship, built in the bounds of reason and con:.mon
toward mental derangement.
could view things as they are and giv us· what I sense, are indispensable. This is just what we LibCases of mental insanity from this source are get- deem the most correct history ever written of that erals want, and just what we must hav. If we may
ting quite common all around us. In noticing one land, for if such a God did act the part which is expect to become a people of any available influence
of these cases a correspondent of the Adrian Times recorded in those books, and on which Christianity and power in the· world without thes'l, it is perfectly
makes these very sensible remarks: "It occurred to is founded, then such a god is and ever has been a plain we can do no good whatever. We must hav
us while writing the above that it would be well for most atrocious being. But I look on all the illu- organization and all that ncessarily pertains to
our legislatures, while protecting the various religious sions iJ?. those books as myths, and used by tyrants organization, and that organization must be framed
denominations, to seriously contemplate the impor- 'and priests in order the better to enslave the masses so as to be most effectual in accomplishing the ends
tance of also protecting the people against these and hold sway over their minds, bodies, and souls, desired; call it a church if you please, the name is
abuses. Cases of insanity through religious excite- Religion caused millions of poor beings to suffer un- nothing to me, If this is what Mr. James Parton
ment are quite numerous, probably double those from told misery. The Christians of to-day, giv them the meant by" supplanting the old by building up a new
all other sources, saying nothing about those par- power, and you, instead of that mock trial and religion," I am with him heart and hand; he of
tially wicked becoming loony, silly, or extremists." eleven months' imprisonment, would hav been course meant to use no force but the force of reason.
S. D. MooRE,
burnt at the stake. No doubt that arch fiend and If we can build up the best organization of this kind
king of all hypocrits would hav been glad to hav that ever was built up, lets do it-it will be worth
MEDICINE LoDGE, July 5, 1882,
piled the fagots, applied the torch, and danced building. If not, let it sink, Improvement, progMB. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5, which you around your quivering flesh and sing "Glory, halle- ress, the amelioration of mankind, are what we must
will add to the Round-the-World fund, and please lujah !" and all for Christ's sake. I repeat that such effect.
annex my name in the second volume if you can at no doubt would hav been your fa~e had that wretch
These old church buildings in themselvs are as
so late ·a date, and send me the books of Bennett's Comstock,. the miserable fool of a judge, and the harmless as the hills, were it not that the word lie
travels around the world, which I think are far su- twelve jurymen the power to hav inflicted such pun- is written all over them in symbolical characters,
perior to any history of any man's travels around ishments. I repeat that no people on earth are so and it is the purposes they serve which make them
the globe. I love the venerable old traveler because inconsistent as the bigoted Christian who makes his contemptible. False creeds, bolstered up by the
he was the first to open up the Liberal artillery and long prayers, calls on God, and actually tells God most corrupt organizations, hav been fed and abelgo into a successful battle in defense against the su- what he must or ought to do, and all for Christ's tered in them until they hav become fat and powerperstitious and oppressiv creeds, dogmas, and relig- sake. Not a living being on earth has any actual ful; bet_ter no organization than corrupt ones. Rid
ions of our country; and I esteem the noble traveler knowledge of what is termed god; it is wholly im- these buildings of all corruption, superstition, and
above all because he had the nerve to put on a bold aginary. As to the existence of a being, a something priestly humbug; take away from them the last
front and an outspoken mouthpiece, and leave the that rules the universe, I say it is all an imagina- feature of superstition's haggard visage, and turn
American shores sounding his bugle of Freethought tion. Your record of that miserable land of Pales- them to the use of humanity; then I can even greatly
and liberty aloud to every nati"n, superstitious creed, tine should convince all that if the Lord did bring rejoice that they are in the world. Several times
and religion of the world, which had the effect to set the Jews from the rich lands of Egypt he made a when reading the letters from friends in THE TRUT:S:
fire to the dormant thoughts of many unthinking, poor_choice to put them on a tract of land so poor, SEEKER I hav met with the questions: "How long,
superstitious nations, which I hope may continue to so miserable, and so forbidding, and then to chime oh! how long, will men and women continue to cling ·
burn until superstition is utterly consumed, We in and sanction the most hideous crimes known on to ridiculous old superstitions? How long will they
should feel grateful to know that the sounding alone earth, and to cap the climax in overshadowing a, consent to be duped by a hypocritical priesthood? "
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You will hear from me again soon. With best
found. My motto is, Let us all be truth seekers, and
if we find we are indulging a delusion, and though wishes for the good cause, I remain,
Yours truly,
C. W. McCRONE.
the same seem desirable, let it be dispelled, abandoned; let the truth come out and prevail, though the
heavens fall. Thanks to our letter-writing friends;
BuFORD, OHIO, June 27, 1882.
their letters are interesting and not unfrequently inMR. E:mToR: You will doubtless be surprised to restructiv. It is, I think, good to compare notes and ceive a letter from me at this place. I am here on a
visit to the old home, and notwithstanding my deterinterchange views. .
My special thanks to Bro. T. Winter, of Cincinnati, mination not to bring on any religious discussion,
0., for his bold, clear, pointed, ann logical letters. yet I find that here away in the backwoods some
They are so identically expressiv of my own views stray rays of light hav penetrated. I had resolved
on the same subjects. His under date of April 15th not to say anything upon these factions for the sake
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 29th, will, I think, pay of peace-for the sake of having quiet and rest-for
reperusal and consideration.
the sake of avoiding giving pain to gentle, generous,
One word more and I am done. I am glad to loviQ.g mother, who is old and feeble, and it would
learn that that remarkable and highly-respected do us no good to controvert or argue with her, and
man, champion of truth and freedom, after a success- would only cause needless pain. I hav, however,
ful tour around the world, D. M. Bennett,' is nearing found truth seekers here, anxious truth seekers who
home in health and good spirits; that his truthful asked me for some books and tracts, and when I told
history will prove a great blessing to the present and of our grand old TRUTH SEEKER, and showed a copy
CoNCORD, KY., July 10, 282.
coming generations I hav do doubt.
·
of it an interest was aroused at once, and it may be
MR. EDITOR: If misery loves company, so too does
Yours fraternally,
M . .BURLINGAME~
the nucleus of a number of subscribers. I inclose an
happiness, and it is upon this principle th!J,t we inorder for some books and one copy of THE TRUTH
dite this "special " to THE TRUTH BEEKER. In accordA REPLY TO A WORKINGMAN.
BEEKER. I may be able to do something more here
ance with Liberal ideas we hav had a Sunday picLA CRossE, Wis., July 10, 1882.
in a quiet way. I came here more for rest than work,
nic. Should any of the friends wish to know how
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of thA 1st inst., but it seems hard to associate with people long withwe wE-nt, tell them we walked. By pre-arrangement, I saw an article from a workingman who says he out telling them of the progress of Freethought. I
a party of twelve, your correspondent included, does not relish an article of mine which appeared in tell you the air is full of it. It seems that there is
spent last Sunday in the woods dedicating God's first your paper of the 28th ult., headed "A Talk With the ari influence permeating the atmosphere which causes
temples to a happy present and pleasant memories. Workingmen.'' I stated in that article, "I should the old wheel-horses in religion to balk. We hav
A few of us who had the pleasure of knowing, make it so plain that they would understand it with- reason to rejoice and be exceeding glad; !or great is'
through the medium of the pen, the Walkers, the out the aid of a dictionary." But it appears I was our jollification.
Lelands, the Kelsos, felt that a lecture from one or mistaken on his part. He adds in the first place, it
I hav been so unfortunate as not to get my paper
more of them was l'equired to render the felicities is " disinterested effort on my part.". I am sorry, for since coming here, so that I a.m a little behind in
complete, and we inwardly confessed to a pang of that. I did not intend to make it so. He says I TRUTH BEEKER news, but I trust our pilgrim is doing
envy that other sections could be regaled by the put the brand of fool on every workingman. I grand service in the cause, as he always has done. I
eloquEjnCe of Freethought oratory, while we who so think he is mistaken in that, for in the article I wish he could stop at Cincinnati as he goes east. I
much need it should be denied. But when that lect-. said, "Select some of the workingmen whose lives am only forty miles east of there.
ure bureau proposed by Mr. Green becomes a bona- hav bE)en in sympathy with you and your wants,
I am, as ever, yours in the cause of truth,
fide existence we too will· share the enjoyment. As vote for them, and elect the in." He add!, "I infer
L. E. HuGGINS.
Mr. Leland says, "you see if we don't.'' We first that you are not a working man." Yes, I am a
repaired to a sulphur sprtng some miles distant, the working man, and hav worked hard for fifty years,
ORANGE, N.J., July 8, 1882.
medicinal qualities of which will hereafter enjoy and am now working from ten to twelve hours a day
MR. EDITOR: I hav just been reading friend Bensome celebrity if never berore. The day was delight- in a market g<trden, but that is no reason why I nett's address to tp.e people of Ceylon, as reported in
ful, and the walk, the woods, and the water con- should not speak what appe'ars to me to be the truth. THE TRUTH BEEKER of Jul_y 8th, and I want some sort
spired to realize our most sanguin hopes. A few of You ask further, "Is it not possible that a few of of hieroglyphic to represent all the emphasis and
our party were Liberal in principle, the remainder the Greenback organizations possess a Petty in the astonishment that one can condense into one entire
in disposition; and it was by no means difficult for amount of information on the subject of finance?" line of Oh's! and exclamation points. 0-o-o-h! What
the two elements to blend harmoniously. Our sweet etc. Yes, I acknowledge the corn. You ask, "Did I a masterly iconoclast he is in the use of pure, simfriend Miss Louise Schulte discoursed with warm ever realize that every material and luxury that I ple, Anglo-Saxon language! What crushing sledgepartiality upon that important science, phrenology, enjoy I am indebted to the workingmen for them?" hammer blows he does strike with nis little pen!
and the good-natured. arguments arising in conse- What a simple question to ask. I will tell you what Oh, oh! What powerful blows a little man can strike
quence only imparted a flavor to the conversation. it is, the workingmen aN giants in the arts and me- if he only has the weapon of.eternal truth to wield,
Having in our lengthy walk reached one of those chanica, but mere babes and pigmies in religion, to with only one hand. GoGd heavens I I find myself
lofty points common to the Ohio River hills, we at- their discredit. You add, "What is most needed is exclaiming in my own private dwelling. Is it possitained a view of the quaint old town of West Union. organization.'' YPs; there is the rub. What pre- ble that I hav made such.a donkey of myself for fifty
The enchanting effect of glistening spires and shiny vents organization? Is it intelligence or is it igno- years past by clinging with a death-like grasp to a
domes elicited a proposal to pursue our march until ranee? If you say intelligence, then the more igno- system of unmitigated falsehoods! I really wish a
reaching the glittering goal; but others who felt ranee a man possesses the better he is off. You copy of your paper for July 8th could be put into the
that their pedestrian capacities were lilllited, inter- add, "We are simply a mob," but say, "We must hands of every person in the country. Every sentence
posed objections. Leaving some to rest under the become welded together into one solid phalanx." is as full of immortal truth as a mad porcupine is of
shady boughs, a detatchment made an informal call Will ignorance do that? "If Patrick Ford," you quills. Truth is mighty and must ultimately prevail.
at what was once appropriately known as the Ban- add, "of the Irish ·world, had no religion, I should
Yours,
SERENO EDWARDS ToDD, SR.
dits' Cottage. We found it invested with many at- be apt to fall down and worship him." Does that
KANSAS CITY, Mo., June 30, 1882.
tractions. Nestling as it does amid dense foliage of bespeak liberty or man-worship·? I think you would
MR. ·EDITOR : The germs from · the East are in
trees and shubbery, the visitor is upon it almost be- not answer for a standard bearer, for you would be
fore he is aware, but when once within its charmed looking out for man-worship instead of liberty. I dream:-land for the present; when they awake into
precints it does not require an extravagant fancy to believe, with Macdonald, if ever the workingmen are beauty my pen shall send fragrant tattle to you.
conjure a miniature paradise. However lacking in liberated they will hav to stop praying and go to Accept my thanks. Times are changed somewhat
honor its architects were, their taste at least could thinking for themselvs, for he adds, "Neither Con- with you since I used to write to Albany. Would it
not be questioned, and we half regretted the inter- gress nor the church will help them, for one robs not hav been better for Francis Abbot had he ta.ken
ference of the law, which, it is said, rendered their them of their money for the benefit of the rich, the the bull by the tail at that time? You are the resurfuture plans of ·improving and beautifying abortiv. other of their mind for the glory of God." I am rection while your enimies are dying. Brother Underwood found a wide-a-Wakeman as he was in the
The surrounding scenery is wild, rugged, and pict- with all due respect,
Your well wisher,
act of blasting Liberalism, and so things go on from
uresque. The steep cliffs, dark glens, and trickling
J. PETTY.
bad to worse with them.
·cascades, shadowed by huge forest giants, which in
CANTON, DAK.,
10, 1882.
You hav had a great benefit and bestowed the
their turn are mantled by clinging vines and wild
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.50, for which san::.e on all your friends in your interesting letters
flowers kissing their monarchs' feet, cause the beholder to feel that he is indeed in the realms of send M. Faraday's papers on "The Process of Men- from everywhere. I never knew such industry as
tal Action," Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4. For the rest of the yours.
LizziE ADAMS.
romanee.
A thousand thanks to the friends, both abroad and money you may send me copies of Col. Ingersoll's
at' home, who hav lavished such loads of kindness "Decoration Oration," delivered in New York. I
RICHMOND, ILL., July 4, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: If there is any possible chance to make
upon Mr. Bennett: Surely his enemies should know would like some more books and papers, but I canby this time that persecution only makes his friends not spare the money to buy them just now. I hope a libel suit stick against the Inter-Ocean, I hope you
more obedient to the immortal bard's injunction by Mr. Bennett has had a pleasant time since his ar- will commence suit at once. I will giv my mite to
help to put it through. I take the only copy of THE
grappling him to their souls with hooks of steel. rival in the " land of the free."
The cruel wrongs he suffered we felt were in a meas- There are many Liberals in this section, but they TRUTH BEEKER that is taken here. I showed it to two
ure ours as well; in the honors conferred we must are not qrganized, and it is hard work to fight a pow- parties, and they agreed to do likewise. I hav no
erful enemy unless organized for the purpose. The hesitation in saying you can rely on fifteen or twenty
ever rejoice.
VIRGINIA E. VANCE.
great trouble I find here is that the Liberals take dollars from this place to help put him through, so
very little interest in the subject of liberty. They I hope you will let him know that as much of a beast
UNION CITY, MICH., July 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2.40, which please ap- say, "I think and act for myself, and others can do he may think you are, that you can find plenty of
ply as herein directed: 75 cents for Keeler's "Short the same." This is not right. If the Liberals of this friends, and money too, to make Inter-Ocea'IJ, hide his
History of the Bible," 15 cents for "Self-Contradic- country would work as zealously for their cause as beastly head. I hav no doubt but you will find plenty
tions of the Bible," which please send me, and $1,50 do the church people, we would soon be able to de- of friends to assist with the needful if you will comto apply to my subscription for the highly-prized mand a hearing in all matters of importance in leg- mence a suit. I hope you will.
JoHN WEST.
TRUTH BEEKER, which is my Bible, Concordance, and islation, for the legislatures of the country are the
mouth-pieces of the church, and so long as they are
Commentary.
ScoTLAND NEcK, N. C., July 10, 1882.
Thanks to your many noble and intelligent con- run in the interest of the church we may expect to
MR: EDITOR: I wish to urge upon all Liberals of
tributors who are dispelling the fogs of superstition hav to liv under and be subject to obnoxious laws.
the South the necessity of sending good representaand establishing rationality. But for your noble and Bro. E. C. Walker is laboring in this vicinity, and I tiv men to the Watkins Convention, to be held
talented workers, W. F. Jamieson and the dear and hear from him once in a while. I endeavored to get August 23d. The present preparations and indicalogical TRUTH BEEKER, probably I should still be plod- up some lectures here for him, but the rest or my tions are that it will be the largest Liberal gatherding along with a weak and sickly faith (for I could Liberal frier:ds did not care to take any part in the ing in the world. Speakers of known ability and
never firmly believe in the God of the Bible), in the work, so I could not shoulder the whole responsibili- talent will be there. Low rates over all railroads
absurd and antiquated Christian dogmas. Thanks to ties of getting him here, and had to let him go by and at the hotels will be made. Further informathose aids in lifting me from the quagmire of delu- unheard. This is a community in which a good lect- tion will be given by the secretary, H. L. Green,
sion to the plain and scientific truth. Long had I ure goes begging, and a minstrel troupe will draw a Salamanca, N. Y. I hope the papers of the country
longed for indubitable 'evidence of the falsity or the full house. The only excuse I can offer for this is will be as Liberal as we who represent the cause
current Christian theology, on account of its incon- that the greater maj(J)rity of the people are Chris- and giv us notice through the press.
sP,tency. That evidence I am now confident I hav ti.~ns.
JOliN F. ENGLE,

My judgment is until we Liberals hav a goodly
number of superior institutions of learning and magnificent meeting-houses, embellished so as to be
attractiv to the young. The naked truth is good
enough for old philosophers, but the young want it
decorated and adorned with the pleasures, the flowers the fruits of life; they, generally speaking, prefer' beautiful and sublimated error and superstition
to plain ·unvarnished truth. Liberal Leagues, books,
papers, and lectures are all very good so far as they
go, but these alone can never effect the des~red reform .. We want all the usefuls, and we want them
in the highest state of perfection.
1 need not say I am rejoiced on account of Mr.
Bennett's safe arrival back to his nativ· country, all
true Liberals are, and it is my highest ambition to
act so as to be worthy of a place among that class
of men. Yours, in all friendship and brotherly love,
WM. L. WoRLEY.
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THE TRUTH

A. Gleam of a World That's to Be.
BY ALBERT LANDON.

.A.s a

diver looks down for a beautiful gem
That is lost in the sands of the sea,
So I look down in the river of time
For a gleam of a world that's to be.
Oh, where shall I look for the wonderful key
That will open the portal I seek ?
Is it sunk in the sands of a fathomless sea
Or hid in rocks of seme mountainous peak?
I'v heard of a land far away in the East,
Where visions of lleaven abound;
I'v searched in the words of prophet and priest,
Yet no way to that land ha v I found.
But like bubbles that float on the face of a stream,
Or stars that are seen in a river,
For a moment only in beauty they gleam,
Then are lost to my vision forever.
Is there a proof I can safely trust,
Or is it au a child of the brain,
That the children of men who sleep in the dust
Shall awake frOm thefr slumbers again?
With the wonderful thought no more I'm content,
But search for the wisest, liv for the best;
Be just to my neighbor, true to my fdend,
Let the gods and prophets provide for the rer,t.

Gods and Names of Gods.
To THE EDIToR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
Your visit to Egypt greatly inte~;ested me, for I
had myself for many years beeri investigating
1E:!<ryptology. It seems to me to be true that
the" modern name Copt is the same as the old
name 1Egypt. The ancient Greek for 1Egypt
is A.i~uptos, Latin .lEgyptus, the " g " in the
latter being hard, but now-a-days used by us
with the soft sound. The first syllable Ai or
1E is the old Greek prefix, serving the pnrpose
of a species of what modern grammarians call
" article." Often 'in such cases where this
prefix had been incorporated long ago with the
word another or a newer form of article is superanded. Thus ·in classic Greek we hav " Hee
A.iguptos" (feminin) for Egypt as a country,
and "Ho A.iguptos" (masculin), the term used
by Homer for the river Nile (see Odyssey iv,
447, etc.). It appears that the country was
called Egypt by the Greeks and those nations
which were of kindred origin With them, but
that the true name was Ham or Cham. A.
comparison philological of these terms Ham
and Egypt has furnished me with what I consider as the true origin of the latter of the two.
It is well known that Ammon, Hamon, or
A.men meant the Great Hidden, the unknown
God. The affix on or en expressed the manifestation of the Ham, Oum, or Am, so that possibly the name of the manifestation or personifi.carion was at some time substituted for the
n 1me of the original Great Hidden.
We find this very same thing at any rate
taking place where Brahma or Brahman stands
from the impersonal Brahm itself. I conceive
that the term Egypt is an Aryan rendering of
the name Ham. A. root which we may write
as lcob, kub, J.;yb, or kib was widely diffused
through some of the Aryan languages, the
meaning being secreting, covering, hence cup,
lcophin, or coffin, kibotos (the ark); but the
same or a similar root at the same time supplies words meaning head, skull, etc., which
fact, however. does· not present impenetrabllil
intricacy. It is rather striking that we should
find in the fables a personage by the name of
.lEgyptus, said to hav been a king of Egypt.
He was the son of Belus (but according to
others, son of Neptune ; and w bat is the difference ?) and brother of Dana us Quere. Was
not that king the same as Ammon himself?
Was he ·not called son of Belus to show that
the ultimate occult God of the Egyptians was
taken from an Aryan source? and was he not
called brother of Danaus to show that the
older Greek population had their system similar, and about the same epoch had derived from
the same A.ryan source? This point seems to
me to be worth pursuing further, and indeed it
may be found in the end that Ham is a trans·
lation of an Aryan theological name into
Egyptian instead of the 'Vice -versa I suggested
above ; or again, that it was not an Egyptian
word at all, but a word borrowed along with
the theology attached to it. Solomon is Saul
(or Sol) Ammon ; Bethlehem is .l'leth-el-Ham ;
Chemosh is a form of the name, and so is
Milcom (Melek-om, or Ham the king). Ham is
the origin of all force, and Hamon is the operation of it in, the visible creation, both good and
evil, the operation of the comylete divinity,
while Osiris was a more specia manifestatation as an ad-vocate of man, and champion
against the Typhon.
Let us inquire whether other ancient peoples
had gods similar to Ham in character, that is,
gods after whom they called tbemselvs. The
Kelts had their Keli, or the great Hidden or
Unseen and Incomprehensible, who has come
down to our day by the Druidic inheritance.
The root of his name is found in the Kymmric
verb kelu, to hide or conceal, and the Latin
lcelo or celo, meaning the same. Keli and
Belus are supposed to be the same name originally, K and P orB being exceedingly interchangeable between cert&in Aryan nations, as
for instance, at the beginning of a word such as
Philip and Pascha, the Gaels cannot for their
life pronounce the P, though its sound is abundantly found in their language. Therefore we
find them saying Keasg, while the Kymmry of
Wales say Pasg (from pascha, the passover);
and the Isle of Man Gaels say Killep instead of
Philip. Al!'airi you may depend upou it that
· the words Belgians and Gauls or Gaels were
o~l;y one IUld the SIUD.e word, The Kelts
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had their ultimate hidden deity, the great Keli, lAO, which was certainly connected with the
II ANT I cHRIST."
and their name as Kelts is after him, and a va- introduction of letters or alphabet 1(non-hieroPro-ving co!'clustvly .tbat
riation of his name was Beli and Belin, from glyphic), invaded A.sia Minor and .&.rabia, and
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
which we getP!ennydh, the chief of the Druidic encroached on the nativ Sabean system. with its
trinity, and this Plenhydh stands in the same El, Elohim, and Allah (all same) and the
His birth, life, trial, execution, etc.-Is a myth,
relation to Keli or Bell as Brahma stands to Drnidic circles and cromlechs of these regions Price, $2.00.
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Brahm.
testify to the fact.
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It would be interesting to explain the characNext take the Gothic race. What is their
THE
ultimate hidden divinity ? It was Got or God, ter called Melchisedec, which is so ridiculously
and they were called after his name, or he after misunderstood by all Judre-Christian commentheirs. This name is the very same as Khoda, tators.
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11.-The Inspiration ot' Bibles.
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fJdds and 6nds.
WHAT woutd.justly.be called :flattery when of
ALL San Francisco is clamoring for brass bands
fared to the powerful is a debt of humanity to the in churches. Extreme measures·mnst be taken to
ta.llen.-.Macaulav.
keep San Francisco people awake, evidently.THAT Christianity should encourage a disposition azeveland Voice.
o asceticism, Which even Judaism could not check,
It makes very little diJference what the weather
was no more than might be expected from the lan- may be in the other parts of the country In April
guage and conduct of its founder and his early dis· ani\ May, they always hav Hot Springs in Arkanclples. Christ never married, and probahly lived sas.-Detroit Ji'ree Press.
In complete chastity. Paul goes so far as to comA VERMoNT man took a bean-pole and stirred up
pare marriage unfavorably with celibacy. James
upholds poverty as preferable to riches in the eyes a skunk to see what the animal would do. He
of God. The whole of the New Testament abounds found out, and then went to a lonely place in the
with P!I;BBRgesln which present misery Is declared woods to decide what to do with himself.
to be the forerunnm; of future happiness and pres
THE correspondence of the actress Rachel is
ant prosperity of future sulfering. This is the about to be published in Paris. She has been dead
very spirit of monasticism, and it is not surprising so long that· probably not more than three or four
that from sucharootsuchfruibl hav sprung. From old gentlemen are now living who wm be seriously
a very early age devout Christians hav felt that in annoyed bY the publlcation.-Somerville Jrrurnal.
renouncing Individual property, marriage, perTHE New York Young l\fen's Christian Associasonal freedom, and the various other joys which
llfA in the world o:trers, they were ful1llling the die- tion, which tried to get the remains of. Gniteau to
exhibit,
are now trying to secure Blanche Douglass
tate& of their religion and preparing themselvs for
it is alleged. It was hoped l\Iiss Douglass would
heaven. -Amberley's Analvs!s.
halt in her downward career, but maybe she is
ALTHOUGH I be the basest of ma.nkina,
past redemption, and wlll engage with the associF1'0m scalp to sole one slough and crust of sin,
ation ....,.Peck's Sun.
·
Un:flt for earth, un:flt for heaven, scarce meet
A
CERTAIN
young
man
brought
his aJflanced
For troops of devils, mad with blasphemy,
down from the country to see the sights. One day
I will not cease to grasp the hope I hold
while they were passing the confectioners the
Of saintdom and to clamor, mourn, and sob,
Battering the gates of heaven with storms of swain noticed in the window a placard bearing the
announcement,''
Ice-cream, $1 per gal." "Well,"
prayer,
said the young man as he walked into the saloon
Hav mercy,Lord, and. take away my sin.
"that's a pretty steep price to charge for one gal'
Patient in this tall pillar, I hav borne
but, Maria, I'll see you through, no matter what it
Rain, wind, frost, heat, ha.ll, damp, and sleet, and costs. Here's a dollar, waiter: ice-cream for this
snow;
gal."
And I had hoped that ere this period closed,
A NEW YORKER who had business in one of the
Thou wouldst hav caught me up into thy rest,
mountain villages, last week, was followed to the
Denying not these weather-beaten limbs
depot,
when ready to take the train, by a natlv,
The mead of saints, the white robe and the palm·
. who continually Inquired:
0 take the meaning, Lord: I do not breathe,
"Are you an undertaker?"
Nor whisper, any murmur of complaint.
"Oh,no."
-Tennvson's Simeon Stvlites.
"Didn't know but you was an undertaker, lOOk·
MANY hav been drawn by the Inevitable spell of lng for an opening here, and I'd like to pool with
asceticism to :flee from opposing parents and un- yon. I own the graveyard here, and we could r>m
sympathlzlngfriends In order to embrace it; others the business to snit ourselvs. Are you a doctor?"
hav been destined from their infancy, like the MexHNo."
ican and Peruvian youth, to wear the cowl and
"Didn't know but yon was. I hav got the best
take the veil. But throughout the history of every place in town for a drug store, and I'd furnish the
order there has been the same fundamental idea medicine and yon do the doctoring; and we'd pool.
sustaining its exlste:Jlce; the ideas, namely, that in Maybe you're a lawyer?"
becoming an ascetic, the person was consecrated
"No, my friend."
to God, and became by that consecration purer,
"I thought if you was we could fix it all right,
holier, and better than those who continued to pur- one of my brothers being the justice of the peace
sue the ordinary avocations of secular !ife.-Am- and the other the constable, and I'd be the silent
berlev's Analvsis.
•
partner and sue every man in town to make busiIF a God of inflnit power and boundless goodness ness. Likely enough you are a preacher ?"
'Wrong again."
permits Injustice and suJferlng here, why not there?
"Well, I'm sorry. I'v got a mortgage on the best
Hit is said that that shocks our sense of justice and
church
building here, and if y011 was only the
our feelings of humanity, t<nd that we must not
suppose God will do anything wrong or cruel, I re- right kind of a preacher we'd pool in, and ~n less'n
ply that we, with our disposition, would not, if we three months we'd hav the dead wood on every
had the power to prevent it, allow snJferings and soul worth saving."
wrong here. Perfect justice in some other state
"ARE yon traveling alone.?" asked a tall, ag1i.
cannot be logica.lly inferred from inequality, injus- cultural-looking gentleman, approaching a lady
tice, and wrong in this state.- Underwood.
who occupied two seats in a crowded car.
uNo, sir," she replied.
0 REMEMBER that my life is wind; mine eye
'· l\Iay I ask, Who's with you ?" asked the man,
shall no more see good. The eye of him that hath
seen me shall see me no more: thine eyes are upon looking around vrunly for some other place to store
·
me and I am not. As the cloud is consumed and himself.
"l\fy husband," snapped the lady, with :flashing
vanisheth away, so he thatgoeth down to the grave
eyes. "My husband is traveling with me."
shall come up no more.-Job vii, 7-10.
"Oh 1 ah 1 excuse me," and the tall man straight"AY, but to die, and go," alas!
ened up and prepared to take a standing ride.
Where all hav gone and all must go!
"Is that seat engaged ?" asked a dashing, wellTo be the nothing that I was
dressed young fellow of the lady five minutes
Ere born to life and living woe.
later.
"No, sir," she replied, and down he plumped.
Count o'er the joys thine hours hav seen,
"I say, ma'am 1" protested the tall man, ''is that
Count o'er thy days from anguish free,
your husband ?"
And know, whatever thou hast been,
"No, it isn't, and you needn't ask any more ques'Tis something better, not to be.
-Byron.
tions 1" retorted the woman.
:MANY are the expedients which men of corrupt
"But you said you were traveling with him,"
minds hav invented to deceive themselvs. Some persisted the ta.ll man.
satisfy themselvs witb. the zeal they express for
"So I am," snorted the lady.
the profession of the true religion, though they dis" Where is he?" insisted the tall man.
honor that profession by unrighteous works.
" He's in the baggage car in a coffin," replied the
Others expect to obtain salvation by the strength lady.
of their faith, utterly mistaking the very meaning
"I beg your pardon, ma'am," said the tall man
of the word "faith,': apprehending It tO signify humbly; "I honestly beg pardon. I won't ask Ji
credulity instead of fidelity, and that they should he's dead, but you'll excuse me for thinking that if
be accepted for being confident Instead of faithful you and he hav been married tong he's deuced
servants. Some depend upon certain things that smart to travel around screwed up in a box, if you
can be done for them by others, as if anything are on the same trip and it's likely to lase long."
coUld, In the religious sense, be of advantage to
WHERE I DRAW THE LINE.
any man, which does not at all make him a better
I used to think that I should like to go to heaven,
man. Others rely upon the merits of Christ, deceiving themselvs with an expectation that Christ but I hav changed my mind lately. I suppose it is
will rescue them from punishment, though they a very pleasant place, well lighted and ventilated,
reject a.ll the motlvs by which his gospel proposes and all that sort of thing, but I could not stand the
to rescue them from sin. These and a.ll other ex. Inhabitants. I am not over particular about my
pedients of the like nature-all expedients what- associates, not exactly squeamish, you know, but I
soever, .intended to supply the want of the one really must draw the line somewhere.
It would be anything but a pleasure to bav to see
thing necessary-a virtuous life-are false and holHenry Ward Beecher forever sitting round on rosy
low.-})r.IJamusl CJtarke.
,
clouds, folding his wings in fat contentment and
WHAT is noble?-that which places
winking at the female angels, or Talmage dancing
Truth in its enfranchised will,
an everlasting loose-jointed jig of exultation over
Leaving steps, like angel's traces,
the actors and other professianals who were being
That mankind may follow still!
roasted for running opposition to his Brooklyn
E'en though scorn's malignant glances
show; !lnd I don'tthink that the long rows of smug
Prove him poorest of his clan.
deacons and lank elders, all bursting with gratified
He's the Noble who advances
conceit, and congratulating each other on having
Freedom and the cause of man!
worked the salvation racket successfully, would
-Oltarles Swain.
hav a soothing In:tluence on my feelings. and yet
To teach woman to claim what is her InaUenable these would be the very aristocracy af heaven, so
.birthright is the :flrst great step toward lifting the to speak.
whole human race upon a higher plane; to raise
I should also hav to associate with all the glorlthe mother and to educate the children; for only :tied negro murderers from the South, and holy
free, Independent, educated, self-supporting bank defaulters from. the East, with the psalplmothers can bear and rear noble, grand, beautiful, singing, prayer-shouting criminals from all secand perfect children. Take right hold then, my tiona, and last, but not least, I should hav to meet
sisters, and do what you find to do and do it now. that inspired Christian gentleman, Charles J, GniBegln to-day; tear not public criticism. If you can teau; and there's where I draw the line.
drive 11 team, haul wood, plow the land, or :flll any
No; sene! me to hades with Splnoza and Paine
professional position, do so, regardiess of the fear and Bob Ingersoll, and all the good-hearted, honest
of being thought out of your sphere. Is it more de- fellows that I myself hav known, who didn't care
grading to carry home 11 sack of :flour from the mill a rap for any church that ever was built. I prefer
than to scour a :floor? or is it more unwomanly to good company to good lodgings any day, and when
plow a furrow than to stand at the wash-tub? or is it comes to Gnitean I weaken.- George Kyle in t!le
1t a.ny more labOrious r-.lllmiml D, lllenktr.
'Judge.
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A.. P. SINNETT.

This book describes many alleged phenomena b
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his Round-the-World lett•rs and the book has c
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Price, cloth, $1. .Address
D. M. BENNETT.
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Showing that the writers of and bell eyers In the Bible
and not the deniers of ito truth, are the onee who really do
Injustice to the character of God, 1f a God existe.

IN SIX LECTURES.
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The Theosophist,
A Monthly .Journal,
Devoted to Science, Oriental Philosophy Psy
chology, Literature, and Art. '
Conducted by
ItiadaJUe Blavatsky,
Under the ausf.lces of the Theoeophical Society. This
new, auccesafu , and famous monthly magazine, the cheap..
eat in India, and one of the most interesting in the
world, has acquired a circulation throughout India and
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International Law.
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And he who heeds the

Telegraph tries to make out that Garibaldi, .falling of sparrows could probably better hear
THE boy was not far out of the way who,
when asked what Sunday was made for, said,
" To go on an excursion." The hotel-keepers
are of the same mind.
FELIX ADLER has given the striking freight
handlers some good advice-and one hundred
dollars. He resigned from the Free Religious
Association some time ago.
THE pope has begged several leading ·cardinals who are anxious to escape from Rome not
to leave him, as from one moment to another
he may require their presence. '' Beg" is a very
good word to use in connection with the pope.
IT is reported that King Humbert of Italy is a
skeptic in religious matters, if not a Freethinker.
That probably accounts for his honesty and
patriotism in paying his father's debts out of
, his own pocket instead of allowing them to be
· saddled on the state.
THE revised New Testament meets with so
little favor in the"Methodist church South that
it is not used even for Sunday-school lessons.
Would it not be a good idea to get the Lord to
rewrite the Bible in the presence of reliable
witnesses? Ministers to be debarred, of course,
:as they would object to such p·assages as do not
.suit their different denominations.
OF the shareholders of the Bank of New
Zealand ninety~ four are parsons. Lay up your
treasures, brethren, where neither moth nor
:rust doth corrupt. We who are your pastora
will toil among you and be satisfied with a.
mortgage or two upon this sinful earth. Shell
out your threepennies regularly, dearly beloved,
and Jehovah will provide the rest.
THE war in Egypt has been carefully studied
by the World's Crisis, the organ of the Adventists in America. It admits the difficulty of
interpreting prophecy by military movements,
but believes that the saints ought to watch the
course of events with Bible in hand. It is
quite sure that the European Conference is
'' another united effort of the revelator's four
angels to hold the four winds."
IN Kentucky the legislature has expressly
provided that no religious test shall be applied
to a witness in any civil action, but there is no
statute governing the question· in criminal
cases. In a recent murder trial the objection
was raised to ~ne of the witnesses that he was
an Athei and therefore that his evidence was
.not admissible. The question went to the
Court of Appeals, which decides that in criminal as well as civil cases no inquiry can be
made into the religious belief of any witness.
Miss GREYSoN, who had for many years been
bedridden with spinal disease, at Erie, Pa.,
believed -that she could be cured by prayer.
.She talked with the attending physician about
it, and he said that he would arrange for a
,meeting of devout persons at the house of a
neighbor, when her recovery shtuld be earnestly implored. At the appointed tinie she
. sprang from her couch and declared herself
.·miraculously recovered. But the ·doctor had
'called no meeting, and no praying had been
·done.
BARNES, the Kentucky evangelist, believes
'in the entire efficacy of repentance, In a
rP.cent exhortation he said : " A man can con.
1ess Jesus better when he is drunk than when
he is sober, for he can just come and throw
himself limber, ·like a rag, into the arms of
.Jesus. Suppose a man comes here limber
drlmk and confesses Christ, and then goes out
and puts another quart of whisky under his
belt, and, going home, he falls off his horse
.and breaks his neck, that man will go straight
to heaven as sure as God is God ; and if ke
uon't I would be willing to go to hell for him."
If heaven is full of "limber drunks," we will
buy a ticket for the other place. What with
hanged and unhanged murderers and " limber
drunks," the population of heaven must be a
rather scaly lot,

while " despising the ecclesiastical system, still
revered the Bible." As matter of fact, the
general was an extreme Freethinker for many
years before his death He grew sick of relig·
.ion altogether. He became president oi an
Atheistic society, and in 1880 he wrote thus:
"Man has created God, not God man. Yours
ever, Garibaldi." More statements to the
same purpose will be found in Bent's " Life of
Garibaldi," where they are very much de·
plored.
A TOTAL abstinence society's committee urged
Mayor 'King of Philadelphia to order the police
to obtain evidence against rumsellers who violate the Sunday law. "So you want me to
turn the police into ~pies ?" he rPplied. Then
he explained his idea of police duty in that matter to be that patrolmen should compel a closing of front doors and windows, but never
enter a barroom except to quell a disturbance.
" If you desire to convict these violators of the
Sunday law," he ·added," you inust get the
requisit evidence yourselvs. That is not the
proper work of the police." Mayor King evidently has some regard for the Constitution.
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the prayers of Christians after the jackdaws
were bricked up. We hope the jackdaws were
CHoLERA is raging in Tokio and Yokohama,
converted before they died. To the tender
Japan.
mercies of Christian pietists, 0 Lord, we comLIQUoR prohibition is 5aid to be working sue· .
mend our enemy I
cessfully in Kansas.
THE congress assembled at Madrid toward
QUEEN VICTORIA has just completed the
the end of last month to discuss the best mode
forty-fifth
year of her reign.
of furthering the cause of education has broken
THE proprietor of the London F'reethinlcer is
up after holding a great number of sittings and
passing several resolutions, the most important being prosecuted for blasphemy.
of which was ths.t primary education should be
NEW YoRK Greenbaake.rs in convention ha'V
gratuitous and compulsory, and that manual nominated Epenctus Howe for governor,
labor should be taught in all primary schools.
FrvE men were murdered by Indians in
The Froe bel method of teaching was recomPleasant Valley, Arizona, on the 19th inst.
mended for .';lse in all infant schools; but a resTHE Senate has voted Mrs. Garfield $50,000,
olution in favor of allowing women to become
candidates as teachers in the higher schools as her dead husband's salary for one year.
was rejected. Spain is still a long way behind
APACHE Indians 'murdered three American
most other European countries in regard to. prospectors in Sonora Valley, Cal., last week.
education, but it appears from some statistics
SENATOR HILL, of Georgia, is said to be in a
referred to during the congress that the numdying condition. His disease is cancer in the
ber of primary schools has increased from 24,- mouth.
·
000 to 29,000 within the last twenty-two years.
PJtoF.
WoRTH,
of
the
Broadway
Museum
in
The t9achers are badly and unpunctually paid,
and the consequence is that they are; as a rule, this city, bitten a short time ago by a rattle·
.A. ROT fight is going on in Miiwaukee over very unfit for their posts. Spain is pre-emi- snake, is recovering•
the question of Sunday observance. The city nently a Christian country.
ONE Walsh, a youth of nineteen,who murhas a large German Element, and the theaters
IT is pleasant to read in the J(flf)i&h Mess'eng~r dered his sweetheart some time ago, was hanged
and beer gardens hav been open on Sundays.
that in various parts of Russia Christians ex- in Brooklyn on the 21st .
A petition was recently circulated for closing
WrLLIA.M RoBINSON, near Wadesborough, N.
erted themselvs most activly to assist Jews. In
the theaters, and it was signed by many merthe government Cherson Christian neighbors C., while in a ·religious frenzy on the 21st,
chants. This brought out the resentment of
erected a barricade around a Jew's brewery and brained his wife with an ax. ·
the Germans, and, under the direction of the
watched throughout the night. At another
GEORGE P. MARSH, United States minister to
brewers, a system of boycotting has been emplace Christians put out the flames consuming Italy, died at Rome on the 24th. He was a
ployed against all tradesmen whose signatures
Jewish property, and a lady of rank, living at writer of considerable merit.
appear on the petition. The brewers are the
a distance, came over to distribute aid, and took
prime movers, because they know that the
N. M. CuRTis, an officer of the Custom
off soine of her own clothes to clothe a nearly
closing of the theaters would be followed by an
naked J ewess. Many similar cases are cited.- House, has been fined $1,000 for receiving po·
attack on the beer gardens and saloons. Much
Sun. It would be pleasanter reading were it litical contributions from office-holders.
bitterness has been engendered.
not for the fact that the persecutions were likeFouR hundred and fifty-five agrarian outFEW problems, says the Sun, hav puzzled wise the work of Christians. There were Chris- rages in Ireland during the last three months
archreologists morR than the origin of the splen- tians on the other side of that barricade, willing hav been followed by but thirteen convictions.
did ruins in Cambodia. For the further exam- and anxious to tear down the brewery; it was
THE Shanghai Mercury reports trouble beination of these rnins the French government Christians who kindled the flames, the other
tween American and Chinese sailors which, in
sent out a mission under M. Delaporte at the Christians put out, and Christians first stripped
case an assaulted Chinaman dies, may end in a
end of last year. After a careful examination the Jewish maiden the other Christian relieved.
riot.
of the remains at Angkor, M. Delaporte comes And the destroying Christians were undoubtedA WHITE physician was called by a Spokane
to the conclusion that these ancient Khmer tem- ly more orthodox than the saving ones. It has
fndian in Oregon to treat his sick boy. The
ples were dedicated to Brahmanism. Buddhism always been so, and probably always wiU be.
boy died, and the father shot the physician and
and serpent worship hav been proposed as
IN a controversy between the Roman Catho· fled.
solutions of the problem; but it has not been
lie bishop of Vincennes and a priest at Brownsbefore conjectured that the rnins had any conA NATIONAL mining exhibition is about to
burg, the Supreme Court of Indiana has renection with Brahma. M. Delaporte professes
cently decided an important question touching open at Denver, Col. Tons of ore and bullion
to find in the rich Fculpture records of the exchurch property, which is said to hav been ad- are pouring in, one county sending ten tons of
ploits of Rams. and the glories of Vishnu, as
judicated in this case for the first time in this silver bullion •
wall as emblems of other of the gods and heroes
country. It appears that when Father O'DonTEN thousand dollars has been appropriated
of BrahmaniSID.
ovan, the pastor of the Catholic congregation by Congress for the construction of a suitable
EvERY Sunday a clergyman of some denom- at Brownsburg, was removed from that position monument to mark the grave of Thomas Jef·
ination goes to the state prison at Carsons, and by Bishop Chatard he refused to surrender the farson at Monticello, V a.
treats the prisoners to a sermon. Recently the premises which he had been occupying as a
ARABI PAsHA of Egypt is still massing troops.
reverend gentleman who had been taking his parsonage and using as a church. His sucA slight collision has occurred between his
turn at the theological wheel accosted an intelli- cessor was thereby prevented from taking poiforces and those of England. Arabi has shut
gent-looking convict in the yard with, " I session and entering upon the performance of
off the water supply of Alexandria.
never see you at divine service?" "No," an- his duties. The bishop thereupon brought suit
THE Hillsdale crew of amateur oarsmen, now
swered the prismi.er (in for an unsuccessful to oust the priest in possession and to recover
stock speculation). ''No, my work out here in the property. In the lower court it was held in England, is still meeting with scurvy treatthe yard makes it impossible for me to attend." that the relation between bishop and priest was ment from the British regatta committee. They
"Ah, sorry to hear it. We've just had a very that of landlord and tenant; that in this case ha v been refused en try in all the races.
pleasant time-services and choir singing and the tenancy was a yearly one, and that the
Miss FANNY PARNELL, daughter of Charles
everything the same as in our church. The tenant could not be dispossessed without a Stewart Parnell, the Irish Land Leaguer, died
only differenca (this quizzically) was in the three-months' notice. As this notice had not of heart disease last week. She had been activ
congregation." "Yes," returned the convict, been received by Father O'Donovan the court in the organization of the Ladies' Land League.
calmly, "this congregation has been caught." refused to disturb him. This judgment is reAN enterprising theater manager of New
His reverence gazes afield and silently admires versed by the Supreme Court, which holds that
York is about to import Mrs. Langtry, the prothe beauties of nature.
a priest cannot be considered as the tenant of fessional London bes.uty, and Nilsson, the great
RELIGION has a verysofteniilginfluence upon his bishop, but that the relation existing be- singer. He has also engaged Irving, the noted
men. We hav observed that deacons are al- tween them is more like that of master and English tragedian.
ways tender toward the brute creation, and that servant. While the priest is not the hired
A LABORER at work repairing the" Church of
whom a deacon loveth he chasteneth if he can. servant of the bishop, he is, under the laws of
Incarnation" in this city last week, recently,
the
This softening influence was recently shown in the church, appointed to his position by the
through a dispensation of providence, damaged
Oxford, England, in a striking manner. Some bishop, and by him may be removed from it,
by fire, was killed by the falling of a scaffold
jackdaws confidingly built their nests upon the and when so removed he has no claim to the
upon which he was working.
chapel walls of New College in that town, and church property, and is entitled to no notice to
THE Rev. Ms.rtin Hoernlein, a Lutheran
because their noise interfered with the Christian quit. He must surrender the premises with
service within the authorities had the birds his office. What kind of a precedent is this to preacher of this city, cut his wife's throat and
bricked up. The congregation, we are told, be established in a country in which there is then attempted suicide last Monday. Mrs
" heard the cries of these unfortunate creatures supposed to be no connection between the Hoernlein is recovering, but the would-be murderer's own wound is said to be dangerous,
daily ~ow less till, on· the fifty day, death church and state?
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Penang ~nd Malacca, in extent twenty miles in play of butterflies, beetle~, etc., is pan:icularly fine.
length and ten in width. Upon one pretext and _The largest of the but~er:fhes .are ~eyen mches across.
another they will undoubtedly seize and annex o.ne ~e bugs ~nd beetl_es •are ver.y bn_lhant. The collec.
c·ty· d I I d ·.
portion after another until they have the whole of twn of sea ~hells 1s. v~ry large; and e_mbraces very
.
SIngapore
I an san :
.
the peninsula under their power. .
.
many_ beautiful v~neties. . The speCime~s of the
SrNGA~ORE, Apnl 5, 1882._
·The duty on the export of tin forms the largest botamcal produc_t1ons of. the country, mcludmg
DEAB FRIENDS AT HoME: Time has hung heavily item of the Straits Settlements, this valuable metal woods, plants, seeds, gram, etc., are numerous, as
on_ my hands i? _Java, and ~ere more. than ~ny other being largely produced in various part~ of the pe~- a_re also the_ minerals, ores, sto~es, et~, The collec.
pomt I have VIBite~. To s1t d_own ~nd 'Walt twelve insula. The country is also very rwh m the ~rmm- twn _of n~t1ve manufactures, mclu~mg_ cloths, do.
days for a steamer m. a swelterm~ climate, and wh~n pal tropical productions, to which the growm:g of me~ tiC artiCles, weapons o~ war, musiCal m~truments,
the whole place and ~ts surrou~dmg~ can be see~ m coffee, tea, and cinchona are steadily being added on nat1_ve houses, boats, etc., lB _large and curwus. But
two days, and when Withal one 1s partiCularly annous the high lands rice being the great crop of the low I missed the gods here, whwh usually form a large
to be getting on toward home, is very tedious indeed; lands.
'
share of museum collections. This is probably not
~ut I sa:w no help for it but p~tience. I have a
The Straits ports are all wholly free fr?m du~ies a godly ~ocality.
.
·
ticket pa1d for to Yokohama, and 1t would cost more on imports or exports, nor are tonnage duties levied
The library contams some ten thousand volumes
than double as much _to buy another ticket t_o Hong for general purposes; and the only tax to which for lending to members,, with a depar~ment for_ ref.
Kong by some other l~ne as my board h~re Will cost; shipping entering this port is liable consists of a very ?renee, _and London papers and periOdiCal~. It 18 an
~o I have ~een _lookmg ar?~~d the mty and the moderate one of three cents per registered ton for mterestmg plac~ to pass a few days, espemally to one
1~land on wh!ch 1t stand~, _v1s1tmg the muse~m and the support of the lighthouses at the entrances of who has seen little of the news of_ the 'Yorld for
hbrary, readmg some, wr1tmg some, and passmg the the Straits.
many weeks. I spent some of my leisure time here,
time a~ best I co~ld. C?f ?ours~ I must tell you
Besides tin, the exports comprise sugar, _pepper, a_nd. re~d with regret of the heav:y floods in the Misso~ethmg abou~ ~h1s flounshmg mty and ~cun~ry.
nutmegs, mace, sago, tapioca, rice, buffalo h1des ~nd BlBSlpp~ valley and the great loss m conseq~ence. I
Smgapore, ongmally from the Sanskrit &ngha- horns rattans gutta percha, India rubber, gambier, read With more pleasure of Mr. Bradlaugh s re-elec:tmra, means the lio!l city, though othe.rs ?laim that gums: coffee, dye stuffs, tobacco, etc. The united tion from Northampton. If this third decision of
It means the touchmg-place, ~ecause 1t. 1s a pomt exports and imports of the three colonies are as fol- the people of th~t borough that Mr. Bradlaugh sh~ll
where all vessels between Ind1a and Chma have. to lows: Singapore, $121124 060; Penang, $46,137,050; represent them m the House of Commons could Inpass and stop. It is situated on the southern part of Malacca $5 831 495 · totai $173 092,605.
fluence the Christian bigots and flunkies to accord
I will 're~ark' that the ;urren~y is the same in de. him justice, it W01J.ld be very accep~able to hundreds
an island by the same name, twenty--seven miles
long and fourteen wide, and separated from the nomination and value as our own, dollars and cents, of thousands of the lovers of the r1ght, but perhaps
southern part of the Malayan peninsula by a narrow which is pleaj!ant to meet with. The coins are dol- that i~ hardly to be expected, but a repetition of the
strait, in places but about half a mile in width. Iars, twenty cents, ten cents and five cents, in silver, wrongs that have so often been perpetrated. It is
Within a compass o~ nine or ten miles south are and one cent in copper.
'
Christian policy ~o exercise power to suppress ~ustice
some thirty_ small islands or islets, ~ormerly princiThe number and tonnage of vessels arriving at the ~nd c~ush unbelievers :w~enever they possess It. It
pally occupied by fishermen and puates, but now. StraitsSettlementsduringfouryearswereasfollows: 1s then day now, but 1t 1s hoped that the dayfor
some of them are partially cultivated by natives. It 1876, number, 10,166; tonnage, 2,548,722. 1877, reason and justice will come after awhile.
i! one hundred miles·around them.
number 9 761; tonnage, 2,495,539. 1878, numb~>rI visited the -botanical gardens, located some three
The island of Singapore was ceded to England by 12,473;' to'nnage, 3,360 638. 1879, number, 11,879; miles from the city, and found them extensive and
?ne of the Malayan. kings or ~aharajahs or_ sultans tonnage, 2,785,843.
'
well laid-out groun~s, oontaini~g over one hundred
m1819. · The populatwn of the I!land at that t1mewas
The government of the Straits consists of a gov- acres and a great-variety of tropwal ~reesand_plants.
one hundred an~ fifty natives; now _the_ city aLone ernor, aided by an executive and legislative coun~il, ~here are al~o ~everal houses ~or buds of dlifere~t
ha~ 140,000~ and 1s a place of commerC1~l1mportance, the latter body being composed of eleven official kin~s, an~ w1thm the grounds 1s a pleasant lake_ m
bemg a pom~ from whenc~ mu~h of the produce of members and six unofficial, but all Europeans. The w~wh wh1te and blaek_s~ans were_ gracef~lly swimthe surroundmg country 1s shipped, and wh_ere _a natives have no voice in the government.
mmg around. I also.v1s1ted a C~me~e private garlarge amount of goods from other countnes 1s
The military force consists of half a battery of den, about as far out m another dueotwn, owned by
trans?~pped in va~ious directions_. Great n~mbers artillery and one battalion of an infantry regiment, by a_.rich Chinaman-the one, by the ~y, who ~n
of sa1hng _ve~sels call here, an~ With several hnes of of which one company is stationed at Malacca, two tertamed _G~neral Gr3;nt when here~wh10h cont~ms
steamers It 1s ~ regular st_oppmg-place. Here they and a portion of the artillery at Penang, and the many var1et1es of curwus plants not m the botamcal
all coal on the1r. way, gomg east and west, north remainder at Singapore.
garden. Among them were some twenty plants of
and south. Very extensi~e. coal sheds are loc!lted
In population the Malay race predominates in the m!lgnificent Vict?ria _Regia, one of the most
next to the wharves, contammg 100,000 tons; th1s of Penang and Wellesly, the Chinese coming next. In splendid ~at~r plants ln existence .. The leaves, fully
course comes from England. The docks and wharves Malacca the proportion of Malays is still larger; five feet m diameter, and_ round, 1_1e as flat upon the
are of a good character, and the warehouses for while in Singapore the Chinese have considerable of water as a vast platter, w1th two mches of the edge
merc~a.ndise are very extensive, holding immense a majority. According to a census of 1871 the races turned up !ike the ~opper ~ottom of .a l~rge boil~r.
quant1t1~s.
.
.
·
were as follows: Singapore, Europeans, 904; Malays, The ~owe~ lB a beautiful wh1te, large m size, and m
The mty of Smgapore 1s as level as a floor, and 19;250; Chinese, 54,120; natives of India, etc., 13,300. keepmg w1~h the plant. There are other fine water
has wide, smoo~h stree~s, that are kept ~lean a?d Penang, Europeans, 513; Malays, 20,110; Chinese, plants growir;g here with beautiful flo_wers, but~ did
orderly. The Island lB. gently undulatmg, With 22,720; natives of India, .etc., 7,100. Wellesley, not learn therr names. I was much mterested m a
sev_eral slight hills, and ~rofusely dotted with. plan- Eu~opeans, 96; Malays, 51,100; Chinese, 14,000; style of trained pla~ts I saw: there; they se~med like
ta.twns and cheerful-lookmg bungalows, occupied b:v natives of India, etc., 10,000. Malacca, Europeans, a hardy, slow-growmg species of shrnb, w1th small
the English and Chinese. As it is but seventy.five 47; Malays, 57,474; Chinese, 13,456; n~tives of glossy leaves, growing compactly together, somemiles from the equator, it of course luxuriates in all India, etc., 3,000.
what like dwarf box. They are trained in the forms
the trop_ical pro~uctions. The f~n pal~s are numerSingapore, according to census of one _year ago, of ships, pagodas, houses, li?ns, bears, dragons, fis~,
ous, the1r beautiful tops spreadmg With such regu- presents the following: Europeans, Americans, etc., and even men and women; m the latter cases artl·
larity as to add greatly to the loveliness of the land- 2, 76.9; Armenians, 88; Jews, 172; Eurasians (of ficial heads are supplied, as eyes are in th~ case of
scape. Cocoanut-trees and ban_anas ar~ exten~ive~y European half parentage)! 3,094; Chinese, 86,766; animals, fishes,. etc. _One would hardly believe that
grown. Coffee and teaplantatwns are mcreasmg m Malays, 22,155; other natwnalities, 24,175. Total, a shrub could be trame~ to pr_esent so many sh~pea
numbers.
139,208.
and to look so nearly like ammals, temples, sh1ps,
Singapore, including the island, the city, the
The sources from which the revenue is raised are etc. In the same grounds are many rare plants and
neighboring islets,. Malacca and _the island of alike in all parts of the straits. They consist chiefly curious spe~imens of Chines~ skill. The swmr;er
Penang, fo_rm '!hat 18 called the Straits Settlements, of a stamp duty, the monopolies of preparing and house contams a large bronze !mage of _Buddha, w1th
a~d are um~ed m one ~olonial government, of which retailing opium for smoking, and the safe of spirits numerous animals and large buds also m bronze.
Smgapore 18 the capital. Penang I have before and other excisable commodities which are farmed
CHINESE CUSTOMS.
partially described-an island fifteen miles long and out to private individuals gene;ally to the Chinese.
Many of the Chinese are wealthy and have fine
nin~ broad, lying near the west side of the Malay Those articles which pr~duce intoxication chiefly residences, with very imposing entrances, whic? are
pemnsula, at the nort~ern entrance ?f the ~traits ~f pay the expenses of the government, and this body often decorated ~ith landscap?s and fine v1ews.
Malac~a. On the .ma1~-land; opposite the 1sla~d, 1s licens~s those death-dealing articles. to secure their Only a small P?rtwn of th~ Ch1!l~se, however, are
what 1s called the provmce of Wellesley, a stnp of own life. The land revenue comprises the proceeds wealthy; as w1th other natwnalit1es the large pr?the coast, forty-five miles in length, and averaging of sales of public lands quit rents, tithes, and fees portion are toilers and poor. All the heavy work IS
eight miles in width. This belongs to the English, on transfer; judicial fin~s and fees, the post-office, done by Chinese coolies; they load and unload
and forms a part of the Settlements, the same lying the light dues, and a few miscellaneous items make vessels carrying the freight to and from the w:=trebetween th~ fifth and sixth degrees of north latitude. up the remaining sources of revenue.
houses on their shoulders by means ?f carrymgMalacca Is also on the west coast of the peninsula,
Schools have been established with characteristic poles, or in heavy carts drawn by . Chmese power
about o~e h~mdr~d and twenty miles from Singa~ English generosity. The Rafll.es Institution is for when the distance ampunts to considerable. They
pore, bemg a st_rip of cou_ntry forty-two miles in both boys and girls, and has some fifteen teachers. run many thousands of the small_ :t>oats, called
!en~h and varym~ fr_om e1ght ~o twenty-four mi~es There is also a Malay college, with one Eng~ish and sampans .. They carry around .the. mty a~l sort~ of
m Width. The pr1nmpal town 1s Malacca, contam- fourteen Malay teachers. The missionaries and merchandise upon theu shoulders w1th the1r sprmging 74,000 inhabitants, 50 of whom a~e Europeans, churches have also established some schools.
balancing sticks. I often see them with heavyloads
48,~00 Malays, 14,000 Chinese, and 3,000 natives of
The Rafll.es Museum and Library is a very credita- of vegetables of various kinds weighi~g two or three
India.
.
ble institution, occupying the same commodious and hundred pounds; and I have _sever.al times_ seen them
. Malacca 1s on~ of the oldest Europe~n settlements i~posing-l?ok_ing building with the Rafll.es Educa- carrying on the_ir sho~lders m th1s way, m ~overed
m the East, havmg been taken possessiOn of by the twnal Inst1tutwn, located near the shore of the bay tubs, manure (mght s01l) for three or four miles out
Portuguese in 1511 and held by them till 1641, and commanding a beautiful view of the harbor and into the country to their gar~ens. A peopl~ that
whe~ t?e Dutch, after repeated attempts, succeeded shipping, with the adjacent pleasure grounds, etc. will thus carry manure on theu backs f?r mlle_s to
in drr~mg the~ out. The Dut_ch held it till 1795, The museum contains an interesting collection in enrich the ground must be ~Set down as mdustnous
'!'hen 1t was se1_zed by t~e English and held by them natural history pertaining to this colony· and the and deserving.
.· .
till1818, at whwh date 1t was restored to the Dutch; neighboring islands. The assortment of stuffed
It is interesting to see them eatmg m front of
but in th~ tr~aty of 1824 it was again restored to birds and animals, snakes, coral formations, etc., is their eating shops on the. street~. ~table, say
the English m exchange for the East India Com- very fine, and is excelled in but few museums, espe- feet long, is set' out With their dishes of que.k
pany's settlement, :Bencoolen, on the west coast of cially where a specialty is made of this part of the looking eatables, every~hing chopped up much 1~ 6
Sumatra.. ~alaoca was f~rmerly a place of much world. From the representations made this must be mincemeat, only no~ qmte so fine, so they can ha~nd
commerCial Importance, bemg the grand center for a rerfect heaven for snakes for the variety of stuffed it with their chopsticks. There are benches aro "t
the trade of the Malay peninsula as well as of and preserved snakes is l~rge and varied. One of these tables, much as we have, but t~ey do .n£t Sl .
Sumatra; but P~nang, first, and then Siagapore, the pythons, the skin of which is carefully stuffed on them as we do, but squat ?n th~m w~th their e~k
have taken all th1s trade away, and now it is only and the skeleton neatly prepared, is twenty feet in as is the universal custom m th1s oriental. w~ '
th_e center of a g~eat undeveloped agricultural dis- length and four or five inches through. It was where they busily apply them~elves. and their c opd·
trwt. The Enghsh have also taken possession of a killed in this locality. Some of the snakes are really sticks in trausferring their varwus kmds of oh6pe
portion of the west coast of the peninsula between beautiful in color, spots, and varie~ations. The dis- food (mostly vegetables) to their mouths. Eao 0011
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has a small cup of palt water, or brine, before him, 1 pants, a loose dress or frock reaching to the knees,- pal streets. A solid wall some fifteen feet in bight
with which he salts his viands to suit his taste; he close around the neck, with an undergarment some- occupies the two fronts, and upon the top of it are
also applies his curry and chilli (pepper) in the same what like a short chemise, but which I will not un- some twenty figures of the sacred bull, about life
way. It is curious to see how expertly they use dertake to describe. There is no band or belt about size, sud in anatural recumbent position, with their
their slender chopstic~s in t~king up small mouth- the waist save that attached 'to the pants. There is big eyes sticking out as though very good natured
fuls of these various dishes, dip ~hem into the brine, but little weight to the entire dress, and that chiefly and wishing some friendly notice. These figures are
or into the curry o! other dressing, as they desire. rests upon the shoulders, and the entire body is free of stone or clay, and painted. To the left of the enI don't suppot!e their styl~ of food or of serving it and unencumbered. I must say I like it better than trance stands a high tower, somewhat like a pagoda,
up would suit the taste of a European or an Ameri- any natin female dress I have met with in Asia, and with five or six stories, painted in brilliant colors and
can,_but.they seem. to ~n~oy it hugely and attend to it looks appropriate and well. It is so sensible a p_rofusely ornamented with figures of many of the
putti.ag 1t out of sight without regard to who may style of dress that I would be very willing to see Hindoo gods in bas-relief upon the walls, some
choose to watch them. But I wonder why they do our American women adopt it with such pradent painted black, some red, and some of assorted colors,
not sit on t~eir benches as people ought to instead modifications as they see fit to make. I am confident but all brilliant and strong. Upon entering the. caof squatting on their haunches, with ·their knees that a dress of this kind is far more harmless than pacious yard and making known my wishes by pan.sticking up a~ove their mouths. The Chinese who tight corsets, tight lacing, with a heavy weight of tomime that I wished to see the gods, I was taken to
taus eat at their street restaurants are coolies, and skirts constantly dragging down upon the hips and som'e chapels or shrines in a low building on the left
have_ no clothing, as a rule, ~ave their waist-cloths; preventing the wearers obtaiuing a full, free breath. side of the grounds, and in rear of the tall tower,
and It looks f~nny to see their yellow bodies, knees, The dress of the b~tter portion of the Chinamen is where I found shrines to Kali, to Siva, to Christna,
and shanks closely huddled around these long tables, not dissimilar to that of the women, looking like a and. other gods, the rooms of each being about ten
perhaps as many as a dozen iu the distance of a pair of drawers, with a shirt worn outside. As the feet ,square, the idol being opposite the door, with an
square, for they seem to have their different kinds of men are beardless, and they have a somewhat effem- oil lamp or two burning on either side. The idols
business separated and in localities by themselves. inate look, so it is sometimes slightly difficult at first are not very prepossessing in appearance, looking
Thus one square is occupied almost entirely by sight to determine the sex; but the women do not rather gross and unlovely in appearance. The
blacksmiths, another by carpenters, another by cab- shave their heads; they have no pigtails, andusually thought came into my head that if I had to worship
ine~ makers; another locality by jewelers and gold- wear small rings in their ears. '"Besides, they are anything that I would prefer something that looked
smiths, another by shoemakers, another bv tailors, better looking. The small-footed grandees seen in more comely and attractive; but it at once occurred
and so on. It is an interesting study' to walk China do not emigrate, and are not seen except in to me that I should not expect too much of the gods
through the streets where their busy shops are the parent country. But they generally have small as a class, for all of them, not omitting Yahweh of
the Jews, which is the god worshiped at St. Andrew's
located andsee how industriously-they are applying feet.
cathedral, and Allah, which is worshiped at the
themselves to the various avocations they are pursuICE :MANUFACTURE.
ing; and it is easy to see that they are an'ingenious
There are two ice factories in Singapore, one mosque hard by the temple, and Joss in the Chinese
and industrious people. They do not sit on their of which I visited, where ice is manufactured at the Joss-house are all hard-looking monsters according
haunches while at their work so much as practiced rate of five or ten tons per day by the atmospheric to the description given of them. Yahweh, particu.
by the Hindoos, but stand more like Europeans and process, and without the use of any chemicals. The larly, with smoke pouring out of his eyes, fire out of
Amerieans. But I am satisfied that a_t many kinds plan pursued is to create a vacuum in the chamber his nostrils, a two-edged sword out of his mouth, his
of work they do not accomplish so much in the same where the water to be frozen is, by pumping out the head like wool, his feet of brass, etc., must be a bad
time as an English or American mechanic would do. air as nearly as possible, by which the temperature looking customer, and not highly calculated to arouse
~noticed two men sawing off a stick of timber eight is r~dui)ed below the freezing point. Stirrers are much of a worshipful feeling in one who admires
mches square, and used a fine whip saw for the pur- constantly in motion to keep the cooling water uni- real beauty, grandeur, and loveliness.
From the shrines I was conducted to the temple
pose, one on each side, working away as leisurely as form in temperature. When completed it comes out
though if they got it off any time during the day it in cakes some eight inches square, and three feet in proper, where there is a larger room, and where the
would answer every purpose, whereas a single Amer- length. For sh.ipment it is simply covered with gods are rather more imposing and of larger· size,
ican carpenter would easily saw off twenty .such sawdust, and is sold by wholesale at half a cent per where more lights are kept burning, and where the
sticks to their one. A great fault in the matter is pound, and by retail at one cent per pound. It takes worship must be of a higher grade, otherwise there
the inferior quality of the tools they work with; a large amount to supply the hotels and the numer- is but little difference between the two places. If
'their saws, planes, etc., are inferior to those our me- ous steamers which call here; and as it is always the chapel is the "holy place" this is perhaps the
chanics use. If they adopt American tools they get summer here, the demand ~s steady all the year " holy of holies." A few priests is wandering
along much faster, but they are slow to adopt west- around. The other factory uses ether, the evapora- around each place, and one was ready to take a few
ern notions and styles; they are partial to the ways tion of which carries off the heat and produces a cents from me for showing me the gods.
From here I went into the mosque across the way,
and customs they are familiar with from their child- freezing atmosphere, but I do not understand the
hood, and they will even break up labor-saving ma- process well enough to give an explanation of it. I where two tall square towers rise in place of the
chines, regarding them as their enemies. Every hear of an American firm which is putting up ice ordinary minarets. Of course there were no gods to
machine which tends to render their labor unneces- machines in other Asiatic cities, by which ice is man- be seen here, though several of the faithful were
sary they consider calculated to take labor and food ufactured at an expense of one-tenth of a cent per here in prayer to one they could not see. After visfrom them. Thus, when American plows have been pound; but I do not fully understand the process. iting a temple where there are numerous gods a
introduced here, although the Chinese farmerEI and By all the processes steam power is requisite, mosque looks like an empty void, and as though the
gardners admire the~manner in which these improved and it seems almost a self-contradiction that heat imagination had much more to do to create the god
implements turn up the soil, they look upon them and steam are essential in making ice. In the prayed to than where the figures stand out boldly
with very unfriendly eyes, deeming· them direct factory I visited an engine of thirty or forty hone before you. In this respect the mosques and churches
enemies to them because they perform the labor it power is employed day and night .at pumping out air. are very much alike. Which is the most empty
would require twenty Chinamen to accomplish with In Java ice imported from America or Norway is and which bas the most of nothing in it is very hard
principally used. I think there are no ice factories to decide. Those who pay their money can take
their heavy hoes.
.
There are hundreds of retail stores in Singapore in operation there. When I saw the sign, "Ameri- their choice, and they can turn their faces toward
where Chinamen sell hardware, varieties, fancy can ice " sticking out I was impelled to step in and Mecca, or toward Jerusalem or Rome, as they
prefer.
goods, etc., some brought from their own country, have a look at it
I next wandered into what I took to be a JossFORT CANNING
but more from England, some even from America.
Such American goods-more particularly cotton Stands on a pleasant hill in the rear part of the city, house, though Joss himself appeared to be not at
manufactures-as find their way here come by way overlooking the city and harbor most beautifully, home. There was an altar there with a light or two
of England, a~d are entered as English goods, Amer- and here is a tall signal staff where the colors of all burning in the rear of it; a place where Joss might
ica getting little credit for them. The Hindoos, here the steamers and ships are elevated as they arrive, have been, but no Joss could I see. He may have
called Klings, also have stores of curiosities and ori- telling at once to the citizens of the town every such adopted the fashion of Yahweh and Allah and not
ental manufactures of sandal-wood, camphor-wood, arrival that takes place. And here is also given the show himself to ordinary mortals, thinking they will
shell-work, jewelry, etc., which they are very glad signals of the various mail steamers about to depart, believe the more in him when they see the least. At
to sell at large profits. These also act as money- so that by this all can tell when to mail their letters. all events he was invisible to my eyes, and I could
changers ·and small bankers and money-lenders. If The guns on the embankment around the fort have only see him with the eye of faith, and the eye of
an English engineer or other mechanic wishes to full command_ of the city and the harbor in front. that kind which I have does not see first-rate; I canborrow from one to three hundred dollars to buy a If a mutiny should break out, or an enemy should not boast of it at all. There were several Chinamen
horse and bugl!y, to furnish a house, or something approach the town, John Bull will be ready for the in waiting at what seemed like refreshment. tables,
of that kind, about his only chance is to apply to emei·gency, and prepared to send shot and shell by next to the outer walls. I spoke to them, and made
one of these Klings, or Chin~se bankers, called chit- guns and mortars where he chooses to direct them. some inquiries about Joss; but they un<Jerstood not
ties, who will lend the sum to him at such enormous He knows how to keep the upper hand wherever he my language, and gave me no information. I am
inter~st ~s _will _amount to one hundred per cent by plants his boots. The fort is neatly kept, and its sorry I am as yet unable to tell you much about
the trme It IS paid, and he (the chfttie) is seen to take commodious buildings for the soldiers, the stores of Joss.
Not to treat the gods with partiality I also called
all the security he can get, and keeps clo~>e watch of ammunition and other supplies, its shells, etc., with
the mecha.n~c and looks strictly after his money. If its many acres of green grass between, all look very at the cathedral conducted in the name of St.
th~ .mechamc. a~tempts to l~ave the place without pleasant. There is hardly ever a time but what two Andrew. It belongs to the Church of England and
parmg t~e ch1tt1e th~ latter Is after him with a legal or more men-of-war or war steamers are lying in the not of Rome, and hence is bare and plain. It has a
writ, whiCh stops him promptly. The chitties, of harbor, at a distance of a mile or two from the shore. pulpit, aft altar, an organ, and many pews, but little
·course, sometimes lose, but they exact such enormous Among those here now are two Russian war steam- more. It is larger and more expensive than the
interest that their profits in the aggregate are very ers, and the admiral was obliging enough to let his temple, the mosque, and the Joss-house; it cost far
'large. There are cheap Chinese eating-places at the band come on shore one evening and discourse very more money than the whole of them put together;
·corners of the streets, where a bowl of soup, a cup pleasant music on the esplanade of some thirty acres, and here Yahweh and his son are grandly worshiped
-of tea, or some queer-looking dish can be had for next to the harbor, where thousands of Europeans by the rich sons and daughters of Albion, who
two or three cents, and which are pretty largely pat- and natives assembled to listen to the sweet strains sojourn here in Singapore. The place is so aristoronized. As I said before, the Chinamen here are of of the "Last Rose of Summer," "Captain Jinks," and cratic that a poor man would have very little business
various grades, some wealthy, some in moderate cir- twenty other beautiful tunes. The band consists of there. I do not think that the god who is worshiped
cumstances, and many in the more humble condition some twenty-five performers, chiefly on wind instru- there would take any notice of an ordinary poor
of boatm~n, carriers, stevedores, etc. I see a good ments, and they acquitted _themselvs very finely. man. While the elect are inside worshiping, a
many Chmese women here, and they are a tidy, Hardly a day passes but what salutes are fired from heathen with a dark skin is outside pulling and
swinging the punkas which fan the faithful and give
good-looking portion of humanity. The larger share Fort Hill for some fresh arrival.
A VISIT TO THB TEMPLES.
them air while they are worshiping; but you cannot
of. the Chinamen are good-looking, well-developed,
As it would not become one of my religious turn prove it to me that there is really any more god in
w1th good heads and faces, but the women look better than the men, and they are better dressed. Their of mind to neglect the temples in any town I visit, I the vast and vaulted cathedral than there is in the
garme!lts are usually of dark-blue glazed muslin or could not do less than visit the different places of mosque, the joss-house, or the temple of Siva. To
c~mbr10, and are of such pattern as my friends Mary WOfBhip in Singapore. One of the most imposing of me they all seem much alike-better adapted to men
Ttllotson and Dr. Mary Walker could not fail to these structures, after St. Andrew's cathedral,- is the of superstitious minds than for men really bent upon
approve. The;y consist of a pair of rather loose Hindoo temple, standing on the corner of two prinol. studying the sreat and glorious truths of nature.
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ITHE TRU'l1H: SEEKER~ J"t:tL Y

The Catholics, the Armenians, and the Presbyterians
have oburobes here, but I did not visit them for two
reasons; first, they are looked up during the day, and
second, because I knew I would see nothing to interest me if I went there.
A EUROPEAN CIRCUS COMPAMY.

The same oirous company which I saw in Calcutta,
the teJJ.ts of which I also saw in Penang, has been
here in Singapore, and a portion of the company have
been boarding at the same hotel where I am stopping; and to help while away the tedium of the time
I have been compelled to spend here, and becoming
partially acquainted with a portion of the members
of the company, I have twice been to see them perform; and I am constrained to say they are very
good performers, about as good as I have ever seen.
The whole company, including lackeys and helpers,
amounts to over eighty persons. It is called Charaina's
Italian Circus, though a majority of those I have
become acquainted with are English. A Frenchman
and his German wife perform on the trapeze, and
she is rather better on the trapeze than any woman
performer I have ever seen. She climbs the rope to
the horizontal bar, fifteen feet from the ground,
where she goes through several startling evolutions,
standing on one foot on the small bar without touching anything at all, also sitting in a chair balanced
upon the bar and without touching anything. When
the husband and wife are up together he holds her
up by one band, which grasps the belt around her
waist, and holds her over his head while he stands on
the rod, touching nothing else. They have a bright
little daughter four years· old which they sometimes
take up with them, holding her in various fearful
positioJJ.s, and the little thing seems to know nothing
of fear. They have sat next to me at table, and little Lizzie has often vi8ited my room and chatted
with me. Young as she is, she speaks five languages
-French, German, English, Russian, and Bengali.
I almost begrudged her ability in aquiring languages.
Here I will make the oirouit of the whole world and
come in oontaot with :people speaking many different languages, and Will scarcely learn a hundred
words of them all. Little Lizzie exoeis me altogether; she seems to breathe in language with her
very breath, while with me the learning of different
tongues is attended with great difficulty. In fact, I
stop so short a time in a place that it is not worth
while for me to try to learn the language of each;
for what I learn in one place is knocked out of my
mind by what I hear in another. I do not try to
learn the languages I come in oontaot with.
The riding and other feats by other members of
the company are very good, but I need not describe
them. I will only mention a marrying incident
which took place aniong them here. A young Englishman, by the name of Stoodly, and his two young
sisters are members of the company, and are very
good riders, having learned in their father's oirous,
long popular in England. But Emma, the elder
sister, fell in love with a young man by the name of
Stewart, one of the clowns of the oirous, who loved
her in return, and so they got married a few days
ago, at which t,he brother took offense, and chose to
be displeased thereat, though young Stewart seems
like a worthy companion for the young lady. It
seems also that Charaina, the proprietor, did not like
it that the couple had presumed to get married, and
at the instance of young Steodly he discharged
Stewart and his brother, hoping, I presume, that
Emma would leave Stewart and adhere to her brother
Charles and sister Ida; but she remained true to her
husband and stays with him, while Charles and Ida
have gone off with the company to Manilla, in the
Philippine Islands. The two Stewarts, with Emma,
and with Hayes and his wife and three children, who
were also' discharged from the same company, are
trying to organize another company, if they oan obtain horses, and have a oirous of their own. But it
requires a lp.rge amount of money to organize and
oonduot a oirous, and though they are all good performers, their suooess is a matter of much doubt.
While the company were embarking on a steamer
which is taking them to Manilla, an accident occurred
which might have been serious. As the carriage
containing the three performing tigers was passing
from the dock onto the gangway leading to the
steamer it dropped down a jog of some eig'ht or ten
inches, which so wrenched the cage that the doors
sprang open and one of the tigers jumped out among
the hundreds of people who were standing around.
{)f course the crowd scattered in all directions, and
the tiger seemed to be about as much frightened as
the people; it went quietly over the gangway upon
the steamer and orouobed under one of the carriages,
while the man who enters the cage with the tigers
and Cbaraini secured him with a rope and got it
back in the cage again without any harm being done.
One of the two young elephants also made strong
objections to going upon the boat, but by whipping
him and adopting other persuasive means of the
kind he was finally induced to embark for Manilla,
and the company left without further trouble, save
that the boat was not large enough to take all, and a
carriage containing a very large tiger, and another
containing some fifty monkeys, had to be left behind
to follow on another steamer. I may remark that
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the oirous has been well patronized here, as in other
places in the East; the Europeans, the soldiers,
the Chinese, the Klings, and the' Arabs freely part
with their dollars, their half dollars, and their
quarters to witness the gay attractions of the arena.
THE AMERICAN coNsUL.
I called twice upon our consul, Major Studer, of
Des Moines, Iowa, who was appointed by General
Grant, and has been here over ten years.· He is a
Swiss by birth, but went to America when quite
young. He served very creditably in the war of the
Rebellion, and though not a politician was offered
this position in consideration of the good services be
had performed. I found him very genial and friendly
and quite willing to impart to me any information
respecting this locality, of which he possesses much.
He informed me that there are but five or six Americans in Singapore, and some of them talk against the
Yankees and try to pass themselves off as Englishmen. Snob Americans are only worthy of contempt.
There are not very many Ameriean goods coming
here, and snob as do, find their way through English
houses. He thinks our agricultural implements, or at
least some of them, might be sent here to advantage,
as well as canned goods gener&lly. He says the
natives generally entertain a very friendly feeling
toward America, and representatives from more than
one of the neighboring islands have applied to him,
implying they would be glad· to place themselves
under the rule and protection of the United States;
but he has told them that it was not our policy to
have colonies, that we have abundant territory in our
own country, and do'not wish to encumber ourselves
with colonies. He thinks it might be to our advantage to own some of these rich tropical islands, espeoially some of them rich in tin and other valuable
products.
He spoke of his visit to Java, and of the suspioion with which the government there watch all
European and American visitors, bespeaking a narrow and ignoble policy. He said of all people in
the world th9 Dutch have less to fear from the
United States than any other country, a government
which ·has no colonizing ambition or aspirations, still
they watch Americans as closely as though they
thought their valuable island was about to be stolen
from them. He has k{loWn American visitors to be
watched and followed by spies as long as they were
in Java, and even he himself had be·en similarly
watched while there. He regards this as a very
small trait in the Dutch, that they should seem to fear
the natives whom they cruelly oppress may be induoed to revolt against their oppressors. I was able
to assure him that I had seen no indications of spies
after me while in Java, that nobody seemed to be
suspicious that I was about to steal their island, or
to incite the natives to rise against them. The
major seems to anticipate that General Arthur will
soon recall him to confer the place as a reward upon
some one more of a politician; but I told him I could
not see any snob danger. The l'!alary is but $2,500
per year, and he could make that much in other
capacities. The salary is but about half what is paid
by other governments similarly represented here.
Should a change be made he would perhaps engage
in merohantile or commercial business here in Singapore, as his long residence here and the acquaintance
he has built up would give him many advantages.
I feel sure he has done much toward looking after
the interests of American sailors in distress, and of all
American citizens, from whom he often receives applioations. He is· a very wealthy and creditable
representative of American interests, and it would
not seem that anything would be gained by making
a change.
A VISIT TO THE JtrNGOOM OF JOHORE.

One day I spent in paying a visit to the dominions
of the maharajah of J ohore, situated on the southern
point of the Malayan peninsula and the most
southern part of the main-land of the Asiatic continent. I was accompanied by a Mr. Fitzgerald, an
Englishman, stopping at the same hotel. We took
the stage across the island of Singapore, some fourteen miles, to the Straits, three-fourths of a mile
wide, which separate it from the main·land. The
ride across the island is a very pleasant one, affording a fine view of the country residences and plantationa with which the island is more or less coveredplantations of the indigo plant, of coffee, tea, and
cinchona in l!ome places, to say nothing of the everpresent cocoanut, aracannut, and banana-trees which
jabound in all'tltese tropical countries: A oonsiderable portion of the island, however, seems to have too
poor a soil to justify cultivation, and it lies waste
and unused. The soil, or what may be called by
that name, appears a hard red clay with. iron mixAd
with it; but in places it is dark and rich and produotive. The groves 9f mangoe-trees, to be seen
along the excellent smooth road, look very thrifty.
The climate is so warm and forcing, and the rains
so frequent, that where the soil has any fertility in
it, vegetation cannot help being profuse. The roads,
after being made very smooth, are given a coat or
course of what looks like a low grade of iron ore
pounded up fine, which gives a hard surface, .not
liable to become muddy. The earth is so re.d that
when it rains the stream!!! are very much colored and

turbid. The Missouri river cannot compare with
these streams. Though the 'island is but twenty.
seven by fourteen miles, the rains are so abundant
that it has quite a river, which empties into the sea
at the city, and its mouth· makes a good harbor for
hundreds of small craft-Malay boats, lighters
eto., capable of carrying twenty or thirty tons eaob:
On our return we were favored with a copious
shower, which gave us a good opportunity for se'.ling what tropical rains are. The moisture is by no
means stinted. As I said before, the surface of the
island is undulating, nowhere rising but a few bundred feet above the sea level.
.
When we had crossed the islapd we of course
oanie to the beautiful Straits which separate it from
the main-land, and right before us, on the opposite
side, peered up the maharajah's palace and the town
of New J ohore, a town of some five thousand, consisting of Chinese and Malays.· I may remark that
our fellow-passengers, some dezen in number, were
mostly Chinese; but as they were seoond-olass passengers and we first we did not sit in the same oom.
partment, though in sight and hearing. We changed
horses three times going out,; and the same. on our
return, and found, as I have before, that it is the
rule in this eastern country for the horses to balk
and run back awhile before they make up their minds
to go forward, as good horses should. It is not a
little amusing to see the natives manage their fiery
steeds, crying "ugh!" applying the lash, eto., to induoe the contrary equines to become progressive in
their dispositions. I hardly award to them the
meed of being first-class horse trainers.
At the Straits we found several Chinese, 'with
their sampans, ready to take us across to the town
for the low price of ten cents for the passage. We
were not long in engaging a plump, cheerful-looking
young celestial to transport us to the town and kingdom of J ohore, a mil~ away, in the angling diraction we had to pursue, and in view of the distance,
the sum of five cents each seemed decidedly reasonable. When we reao}led the opposite shore, which,
with its background of elevated hills, clad in the
rich tropical verdure, ornamented with the bright
scarlet flowers so common in this latitude, looked so
inviting, we passed along near the Malay houses at
the water's edge, which houses, according to their
invariable custom, are built on poles or small pil'es
driven into the earth beneath the water, giving them
a space of several feet between the floors of the
houses and the water at high tide, thus obviating
any bad effects that might arise from contiguity
with the abundant aqueous element, and retaining
all the advantagelil of the ceaseless tide to bear away
all offal and surplus matter, with the convenience of
having the family boot always near at hand, which
is reached by descending a rude flight of steps.
We landed at a series of stone steps opposite the
market-house of the Malayan and Chinese city, and
were made glad to see how much good it did the
young Chinaman to •transpose that ten-cent coin to
his own leathern fob. We intimated to him that
we would cheerfully patronize him again, and tried,
with our imperfect knowledge of the Celestial
language, to give him to understand that we would
aooept his services again in about three or four
hours; but he probably found other customers
equally as remunerative, for when we returned we
found another Chinaman in waiting for us with his

sampan.
We looked through the town and saw that most
of the little stores are kept by the representatives
from the Flowery Kingdom, and that they are more
than a majority of the population of the primitive
city. Fruits and eatables, snob as the natives use,
are exposed in the little shops; but nothing looked
attractive save the bananas and small oranges on
sale.
We called into an open building, much like a
large shed, where were .some thirty or forty Chinamen playing cards and other games for money.
The sums risked -vy;ere perh~ps not large, but t~e_y
se~med very intent upon theu sport, and to exhibit
a striking contrast to their brethren~ who were outside industriously plying their various avocations,
by which to add to their silver and copper coins.
Some few of these Chinamen in this shed were lying
upon rude tables, and from their cadaverous and
shriveled appearance I judged them t_o be t~e sl~ves
of opium, and that they had been mdulgmg m a
pernicious smoke.
We early bent our way to the large saw mills of
James Meldrum, a stolid old Scotchman from
Edinburgh, who has been many years running this
mill, and has sawed many millions of feet of lumber.
This mill stands a little out of the town, on the bank
of the Straits. The logs are conveyed to it in rafts,
and, after being sawed, the lumber is taken by
steamers and sailing vessels to Singapore, to Java,
Penang, and to the various towns on the neighboring islands, where it finds a pretty ready market.
The mill is a large one, .the building being nearly a
hundred feet square, having some half a dozen
gangs of saws, with numerous circular saws for sawing small logs, edging, eto. The engine is of e~me
two hundred horse-power, and is capable of ~~ma
far more work than is performed. I have VlBite
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many of the saw mills of Michigan, and am sure in the drawing-room some very rich crystal chande- the alligator and large lizards that is more or less
there are many mills in the pine regions of that pine liers and vases, some eight or ten feet in bight, and repulsive. They·run up walls and ceilings as easily
state, each of which saw per dJJ.y ten times the lum- which had recently been received from England. as flies, and go everwhere with agility and perfect
ber turned out at this Joh6re mill. True, the The rooms are all very capacious, and grand enough impunity. In Batavia I have seen them on the dinMichigan timber is soft pine, while this of Johore is for any potentate in the world. The polished marble ner table and nobody seemed' to regard them with
mainly hard and heavy. Besides this, Chinamen floors of a part of the rooms are of the finest quality, aversion. They are usually from two and a half ·t;o
and Malays cannot manipulate lumber with our and present a very rich appearance. The large fiat five inches in length. They usually seem anxious to
Western men, and the Scotch cannot compare with tile which was used for the balcony and some of the get away from man, and do so with marvelous exAmericans in lumber-making.
lower rooms is to give place to the polished marble pedition, but withal they are very tame, and are
Meldrum has been running this mill more than ten which has been ordered for the purpose.
around in the houses as though they consider they
years, and while the logs were near at hand, and but
We were also shown to the large dining-room on have an unquestioned right there. I would suppose
little expense was required to get them to the mill, the first floor, where a hundred or two persons can this would be the paradise for bed-bugs, but I have
. he made large profits and went back to Edinburgh sit down to the table and have ample room. We seen but few of them. Bats attains great size in
with his piles, but when the mill went into the hands were shown into the plate-room, where the gold and these warm countries, and those called flying foxes
of the maharajah it did not pay expenses, and soon silver dishes and implements amount to many thou- often measure two or thi·ee feet from the point of
ran into debt. Then Meldrum was again importuned sands of dollars. Here also are many of the presents one wing to the other. They do not very tnuch
to come out and take the mill once more, and he con- of value which have been made to the maharajah, with harm, though they seem unclean. I do not think
sented to do so, and is now running it in connection the emblems and paraphernalia of royalty. This eli- rats and mice are worse here than in our country.
with the brother of the maharajah; but I think the mate is so damp, however, that this ware has to be
CHINESE COFFINS AND CEMETERIES.
business is hot now'proving very profitable. The rubbed up every day to keep it bright and shining.
Where there are so many Chinamen there must
timber within ten miles or more of the mill is cut up, Some forty or fifty servants are employed in the pal- necessarily be a good many coffins and somewhat
and it is so expensive getting to the mill, and is con- ace to keep things in order; and it must be admitted extensive cemeteries. The coffin is a heavy, clumsy
ducted so badly by t_he natives, that it is proving un- that they accomplish the task well.
affair, and speaks not so highly for the taste and insuccessful. Much of the timber is so heavy that it
After being requested to enroll our names with the genuity of the people as some other of the articles
sinks in water, and rafts of bamboo and light. wood illustrious visitors who have called at the Malayan they manufacture. The article is made of what
have to be constructed on which to float the heavy palace, some brandy was produced, which, with due might be said to be four pieces of a log of suittimber, and thi11 is attended with extra cost. The respect to the maharajah and his polite representa- able length and size, each piece being about the
AmericJl.n plan would probably be to follow up the tive, we could not do less than permit to touch our third part of the log. These are put together with
timber with portable mills, .sawing in flat boats on the lips, and it is barely possible that a teaspoonful or a heavy head and foot- piece fitted in, and the inside
small streams where the lumber is abundant, thus two slippped down our throats, because on such is somewhat dug out to receive the body; but the
obviating the necessity of conveying the logs long a noted occasion it would hardly answer to do less. whole affair seems very clumsy and awkward. These,
distances. But if this course were to be suggested to Of one thing, however, I am mre, that enough was with the corpse inside, are carried upon bamboo
the old fogy Scotchman he would undoubtedly spurn not imbibed to do any harm. We were also shown poles, something as is the custom with us, though
it as a "Yankee plan," which he would despise too over the well laid-out grounds surrounding the with less order in the procession. The tom-tom and
much to adopt. So they will doubtless continue to palace, including the music house beside the water, other ChinP.se rude musical instruments are played at
work to great disadvantage and make no profit at the where the maharajah's band discourses sweet music. the house of the corpse before starting for the grave,
business. The kinds of lumber sawed are teak of His "majesty," being a Mohaln,medan, uses the and very often along the way to it. With us music
several varieties, Johore cedar, camphor~wood, san- priv.ilege which that religion allows him, and is is used iu times of rejoicing; with them it is used in
dal-wood, mahogany, rosewood, chungal, maraboo, not content with one wife, but can boast of three. times of mourning. We use black as a color for
kangree, etc. I think the finer of these woods are The wives of course were not on exhibition with the mourning, whereas they use white. Their cemenot very plentiful, the greater bulk being teak, cedar, palace. It is to be presumed those are kept for his teries are usually on the side of a gently sloping
etc. Though the business is not paying very well, a special use.
hill, and their tombs are partly in a circular form
second mill of about the ·same size is being fitted up
From the paintings, etc., in the palace it is not like miniature vaults, only they are of small size and
from an old building, and will ere long be set at work. hard to perceive that the English are held in great without any appearance of ostentation.
The engineer is a Scotchman, recently imported, but favor by this Johorian maharajah; in fact, he is said
A FEW UNlLENTIONED ITEMS.
he is much dissatisfied with the country, the business, to be a usurper of the place he holds and is merely a
Perhaps Singapore is hardly as noted for its fruits as
and all that belongs thereto; he prefers old Scotia, puppet in the power of the English, and has ceded to Java, for here I have seen none of the rambotans,
with all her dull mists and biting frosts, to this land them considerable portions of the Malayan penimmla none of the mangosteens, and several other kinds of
of perpetual summer, with the pests entailed to it. to which he has no right. The kindom of Johore fruit so abundant in Batavia, but pineapples and
The lumber sawed at this mill is largely used for extends nearly to Malacca-some one hundred and bananas seem quite as abundant here as there, and I
building purposes and furniture manufacture.
fifty miles north and south and the width of the have seen one kind of fruit here that I did not meet
We visited the maharajah's armory, where is a peninsula, which in the widest place in the lower part with there, and tbat is the custard apple, a very rich
meager assortment of arms and small C!i.nnons, snffi. is some sixty miles. He has no heir, and when he and luscious fruit about the size of a cocoanut, with
cient to arm a company or two of infantry and a shu:ffies off this "mortal coil" it is expected the a sweet, rich pulp, bearing some resemblance to
park or two of artillery, but it looked like a small British will attempt to take possession of the entire custard, and some to our paw-paws, but superior.
affair .for the armory of a kingdom. We then walked peninsula; but I learn that considerable portions of They have black seeds, somewhat like wate1·melons;
down the foot-paths through the woods, where we saw it belong to the king of Siam, and as Siam is in they grow on small-sized trees. ~ut with all they
pineapples growing wild, and where the cobra and friendly treaty with the United States and several have· of rich fruit in this part of the world there 'is
other poisonous serpents greatly abound. Here, as other powers, there possibly may be some trouble nothing that equals. American apples and peaches.
in many other places I have visited, a profusion before the entire the peninsula is allowed to pass in- I will be most glad when I can again have my fill
of tall fern-trees, the foliage of which is much like to the possession of the English. It is extremely of those luscious fruits.
the finest ferns, are seen on every hand. Here the rich in tin as well as other minerals in which other
I have not mentioned the hand-carts here, which
soil is not very good, but I am told that farther away nations besides the English feel a lively interest, and are used for. transporting persons about from place
it is better. In the interior the terra japonica, the it is possible some of them might object to England's to place instead of carriages drawn by horses.
vine-plant which yields the gambier, is largely cul- clasping it to her greedy bosom. But all that is They are after the Japantlile style, and are called
tivated. An extract is made of the plant by way of further along. At the present the great maharajah Jimspiclcshas, and are hauled by the Chinamen.
decoction, which is evaporated by boiling, and re- of J ohore is deeply in debt; England is the principal They have two wheels, like a cart, with a short shaft
duced to a stiff extract suitable for shipping in coarse creditor, and there is not much likelihood of the debt on each side and a cross-bar in front, where the
sacking of palm leaf and grass. This is the gambier being wiped out.
Chinaman places himself, and trots along on these
of commeroe, and is largely used as an astringent in
SOME DRAWBACKS.
emooth streets about as fast as a horlile. The cartanning leather, somewhat in medicine, and largely
With all the delights which may justly be claimed riages a:t\B made light and neat, and as they have
by brewers for checking the fermentation of the beer, for Singapore and its surroundings, there are some springs and are neatly cushioned, they are quite
and for imparting a rich color. There is nothing drawbacks, which more or less detract from the per- pleasant to ride in; and at the rate of ten cents an
harmful in the nature of it, save its astringency. It feet Elysium which it might otherwise be. The hour they are not expensive. I tried them on one
is rather exhaustive to this weak soil, and succeeds continual hot weather is one of these drawbacks to occasion, and can recommend them to those of you
but a few years on the same ground, when a new Europeans and Americans. However delightful it who may journey this way. There are said to be a
locality has to be taken. The Chinese cultivate this may be to feel the breath of perpetual summer, one thousand of them in the city, so it will be easy for
plant largely, and it is not uncommon for them to be inevitably wearies of being in a state of constant many to be accommodated.
picked off from the fields by the tigers which are perspiration day and night from week to week and
I may remark that the houses in Singapore are of
growling a bout. The skin of a large tiger was shown from month to month. No bed-clothing is used over good quality, even those occupied by the Chinese.
us _in the armory which had mad.e way with nine the body at night. Hotel keeper11 no more think of They are one, two, and 'three stories high, built
Chmamen.
furnishing sheets and blankets for beds than they do strongly of stone, plastered over and whitewashed,
~e paid our respects to the maharajah by calling of furnishing overcop.ts and mufflers. I have found so they look clean and healthy. There is said to be
at _hi~ palace, a commodious but rather plain-looking it more comfortable to remove every vestige of cloth- ~orne cholera here, though I c~nnot think the fatality
bmldmg, some two hundred feet in length, princi- ing at night than to retain any to swelter in. But Is great. The houses occupied by the Malays are
pally of brick, and erected on a plateau some fifty even this becorr es tiresome in time.
usually ?f their peculiar style, sitting on poles, with
feet above the water of the straits, and fronting on
Another drawback is the continuous attack of cer• siding and roof of palm-leaf, being of a frail charthat beautiful arm of the sea. The maharajah had tain insects and pests. There is a great abundance acter, but answering very well for warm climates.
gone to Singapore, but his butler or steward in charge of fleas, musketoes, ants, spiders, tarantulas; scorpi- The most of the other houses are covered with tile, ,
very politely showed us over the extensive building, ons, centipedes, lizards, to say no more of the ser- and are quite permanent.
which is kept in excellent order, and as clean as a pents which are everywhere plentiful. The ants are
I have parted with my birds. I found I was a
new bandbox. In the lower story is a balcony nearly one of the greatest pests here; they are everywhere trifle mistaken as to what they are. I bought them,
the whole length of the palace, with rooms for vari- and into ev;erything. The white ants are the kind supposing them to be parrots, but found they were
ous purposes immediately in the rear. The entrance which labor so industriously at destroying timber parrakeets, a small variety of birds of the parrot
to the drawing-room, the reception-room, the ball- and wood. of all kinds. They eat their way into the family, but which do not learn to talk, and illy enroom, the royal bed-rooms, ~;eading-rooms, writing- hardest timber, finding their way any number of feet, dure cold climates, and are pretty sure to die early in
rooms, the ladies-rooms, etc., is reached by a wide and when the exterior may.to all appearance be northern latitudes. They seemed quite unreconciled,
stairC\J.Se, at the end of which on the wall is a full. sound the inside may be all honey-combed with as they became older, to their imprisonment; and
length, life-size portrait 'in oil of Gladstone, which is these mischievous pests. In this way bridges and though I had purposed to take them to America
an excellent likeness. The drawing-room is large house timbers are utterly ruined by them and made with me, though I had brought them from India
and magnificent, richly ornamented with paintings unsafe. There is a red ant which is said to abso- and Ceylon, and had taken them with me to Java, I
of _the royal family of Great Britain, including the lutely eat iron, but this is hardly to be credited.
opened their cage-door one morning here and gave
Prmce of Wales and wife, the Duke of Edinburgh
The lizards of this eastern country are very plen- them their liberty, which they seemed to enjoy in
a~d wife, an~ others of Victoria's favored offspring, tiful; I have seen them everywhere in great num- the garden acljoining the hotel: They did not fly
With herself m the foreground, of course, with paint- bers since I reached Syria, but I believe I have not far away, but have taken up theu home among the
ings of George III. and George IV. There are mentioned them. They are a sprightly, active little shrubs in this pleasant garden. I leave them, here
numerous Japanese vases in many of the rooms and reptile and entirely harmless, but their shape is so like with the best of wishes that the cat will not
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catch them, and that they may escape the many and withal is quite a modest man. He has been not strange that he still denounces me because I was
troubles incident to birds.
somewhat overworkea, and is going home for a rest, convicted. It seems to be a law in human nature
DEPARTURE FROM SINGAPORE.
after which he will return' to Perak and perhaps when an individual ·greatly wrongs another, to folio~
All periods of waiting are sure to terminate sooner make another fifty thousand. I notice the Chinamen it up with other wrong acts to show that he was
or later, and my waiting at this equatorial city is no on deck spend much of their time at playing cards right and justifiable in the first instance. So I ex.
exception to the rule. On Thursday, April 6th, the and dominoes for small sums of money, thus show- pect Joseph Cook will continue to be my enemy. He
P. & 0. steamer Gwalior, on which I am to be ing the strong national disposition. In the first has not magnanimity enough to be just to me. I am
conveyed to Hong Kong, was signaled at about 10:30 cabin a rich China woman is playing it rathei· shrewd. very sure I do not want him as a friend. If I cannot
A.M., and so announced at Fort Hill, aBd as it was She has. paid her fare the same as any other lady, have friends for whom I entertain more respect than
to spend the day here, I did not bid good-bye to and being entitled to a servant for her child, she has I do for him, I choose to have no friends. But the
Singapore and repair to it till about 5 P.M. The taken her husband for her attendant, so he gets his world is tolerably wide, I discover, and though
steamer is lying at the wharf of the company, three passage free. Bret Harte says: "For ways that are Joseph and I are now on the same boat, we will
miles from the hotel. I found a good room waiting dark, and tricks that are vain, the heathen Chinee is probably generally find room enough to get through
life without seriously colliding. With all his malice
for me in the second cabin, where I find genial trav- peculiar."
eling companions, conspicuous among whom is the
While attending "divine service" in the cabin I hardly think he h~s done me serious injury. I
Rev. T. F. Clark, of Syracuse, N. Y., who is aleo on aft, I had an opportunity of seeing the wife of Joseph still live, and I hope to for a little while yet-long
a tour around the world. He and I do not quite Cook, who was some two years ago taken to his enough, at least, for Joseph to hear from me still
agree on theological subjects, but I like him as a gross, flabby bosom. Joseph is wonderful as a sci- again.
But perhaps I am wandering. I wished simply to
man, and find him a rzenial, intelligent, pleasant entific man, and he finds Christianity pre-eminently
traveling companion. He has considerably more a scientific system. He is charmed with the great remark that Joseph is a man df science. If· he can
faith in the supernatural than I am able to boast of, amount of lilcience he finds in it! He can hardly find not make. the world believe he is scientific his misbut think we shall manage to travel together with- w:ords to adequately extol the grand and beautiful sion is a failure. He looks at everything with scienout trying to tear out each other's eyes. I would scientific elements of the system. With him for a tific eyes. The subjt>cts of his lectures are scientific
much prefer to help him to open his eyes the better big masculine god to slily and secretly get a young subjects. One of these subjects is "marriage," and
to see the truths of nature and the fallacies of the- unsophistacated virgin in the family way, and then of course he treats it in a strictly scientific manner.
ology ; but I shall not weary him with my hetero- to coolly set himself to work to bring about the He can tell his hearers in what scientific marriage
dox views. He is a sincere follower of Wesley, and cruel and ignominious death of the amiable and in- consists, and how people should select life-partners
I shall easily respect the good qualities which he nocent son, the result of that overshadowing arrange- in consonance with the dictates of science. In fact,
possesses.
ment, and all for the purpose of this god's getting this great expounder of science has within the past
JOE COOK, THE SLANDERER.
himself into such a pleasant and forgiving frame of two years perpetrated matrimony himself, and may
I learn, also, that on this same steamer is the mind with his other numerous children, that he now be said to be making his bridal tour, and it has
notorious, the false, and the slanderous Joseph Cook, could consent that 'not more than ninety-five per been done upon true scientific principles, I beg to
who has taken pleasure in calumniating myself and cent of them should go into everlasting suffering assure you. He would have no marriage but a
the Liberals of America. I have little respect for for doing the very things which he made them to do, scientific marriage; no union but a scientific union.
the falsifier and slanderer, and cannot esteem such a and which he inevitably knew they would do before Let me tell you, then, what kind of a wife this aposman as he. I had not heard of him since in India, he made them, is remarkable-first, for its wonder. tle of science has taken unto himself. Let me show
and had I never have heard of him further I should ful love, and second and greatest, for its wonderful you a tall, gaunt, sallow, spare female of very unnot have greatly mourned. His wife is traveling science, the latter of which Joseph has been the first certain age, who looks as though she had remained
with him. They go on to Shanghai and Yokohama, to discover, and for which he .should apply for a an old maid twenty years too long, and who, I heard
after which they go to Australia and New Zealand, patent without further delay. Yes, if there is any- one of the passengers say, looks as though she had
returning by the Sandwich Islands to San, Francisco thing that the soul of Joseph loves more than not vitality enough to draw a herring off a gridiron.
in time to commence his fall course of lectures.
another it is the science which impels a Jew-God to (Perhays that remark is a trifle severe; I did not
Friday, April 7th.-This is Good Friday, being order the death of his own dearly-beloved son, and make it. It is only my business to report what I see
the day appointed by the Catholic and English he cannot help thanking the Jew. devil for the im- and hear.) But just imagine two hundred and fifty
churches to commemorate the crucifixion of ·Jesus, portant part he performed in this scientific and god- pounds of coarse adipose and lymph, which for over
though if such an event ever took place there is a like enterprise. Joseph cannot help regarding the forty years has lived in a state of angelic purity and
hundred chances to one that it was not on the seventh devil as thus showing himself a great friend and celibacy, basking in the rays of the sun of science
day of April. Bnt let that be as it may, it is a beau- patron of science. With Joseph, as with many till approaching the fiftieth mile-stone in the journey
tiful day in this locality, and at 9:30 A.M. we leave others, it is a deep and difficult question whether the of life, then taking to his puffy and distended but
the wharf, where we are surrounded by lovely Jew-God or the Jew-devil is entitled to the most scientific bosom ninety-five pounds of spare, elonislands, with moderate elevations covered with lux- praise and admiration for the parts they severally gated, osseous femineity with sallow cuticle and siluriant tropical vegetation, flowing vines, shrubs, and performed in this grand scientific scheme, since with- very locks, and you will have in your mind's eye
trees; some flowers yellow, some blue, and some out the parts played by each the world never could what constitutes a true scientific marriage, and what
bright scarlet, making a sum total of loveliness, have been benefited by this masterly exhibition of matrimony is and should be according to the supewhich I never expect to see excelled. We passed scientific power and glory. The honors are easy; rior light of the scientific Joseph. This is the kind of
down at a moderate speed in front of the city, with and in Joseph's great heart his !1Cientific admiration conjugal union he has looked up for himself, and for
the twenty islands scattered around in the offing and for the two grand operators in this acme of scientific the benefit of those who do not wish to give fifty
rounding the island of Singapore. We passed up on perfection is justly about equal. He perceives such a cents to hear this man of science expatiate upon the
the east side of the Malay peninsula into the China harmony between religion and science-such a con· theme from the orthodox platform, I give it unto
Sea. The day continues lovely, and the entire view is sistency between them-that his capacious soul over- you. And those of you who have not yet perpeas fine as could be easily imagined. The city with its flows with gratitude, and for ten or twelve thousand trated matrimony and wish to perform it in the true
scores of steamers, ships, and smaller sailing vessels, dollars a year he is willing to tell his dear friends scientific manner may here perceive the mode
gradually lessen in our view, until after a time they all about it, and then spend a part of the money in pointed out and be able to govern yourselves acentirely fade from the view, as also does the island traveling around the world and bearing to those in cordingly. At all events, here is a fine specimen
of Singapore and the Malay peninsula, and nothing foreign lands the same glad news.
of this Cook's science, and the value of his scienis before us but the watery expanse of the China Sea.
This is the same Joseph who refused at Bombay tific lessons.
This being a very holy day in the estimation of to stand upon the platform where I stood, or to be
SIAM.
the English Christians, and this steamer being an seen even with those who associated with me or
While moving northward in the Chinese Sea we
English institution, it was of course to be expected recognized me; and this because I am so " bad a leave on our left the kingdom of Siam, concerning
that some attention would be paid to it. Word was man !"-more specifically because I had been con- which it may be well to say a few words. It is
given out that service would be held in the main demned and sent to prison, while he greatly admires an extensive kingdom in the southeastern part
saloon, and all were requested to be present. I had his scientific God because he was not only con- of Asia, between Burmah and China, and conno objection to being present, and walked aft and demned and scourged, but sent to execution. Herein sists of forty-one provinces, each governed by a
attended the service, at which the Rev. Mr. Johns, a Joseph is hardly consistent, for there was the same phaja, or great functionary. It lies between 4° and
Welshman residing at Han chow, China, read the amount of guilt in the one case as in the other. 21°, 30', north latitude, and between 97$; 30', and
regular Episcopal service, consisting of numerous Possibly I am not quite as scientific as Jesus, but the 107° east longitude. Its area is estimated at 309,000
prayers, psalms, and parts of several chapters in the injustice of my conviction and condemnation was square miles, and its population at 5,700,000. There
Bible, with the singing of two or three hymns. No almost t>qual to his. Joseph, of course, does not so are several ports along Its coast-line on the Gulf of
sermon or discourse was attempted.
regard the matter; he sustains and defends the per- Siam, but foreign commerce is entirely carried on at
The list of passengers in the first cabin num- jurer whose evidence convicted me, while he meas- Banrzkok, a few miles up the river Menam, Paknam
bers about twenty, but· this small number is made ures out upon my. defenseless head his bitterest and Paklat beingcustom stations at its mouth. The
up by some one hundred and twenty Chinamen as anathemas. Had he been my judge I am sure my chief products are rice, sugar, guava, mango, dauries,
deck passengers, who are returning to their native sentence would have been hel!ovier, and I would not coffee, cocoanuts, tobacco, sage, and gums. Teak,
country, among whom are several women. Some now be on the same steamer Gwalior with him, sandalwood, rosewood, and the aquila-tree are the
have made their little "pile" and are returning to steaming up the China Sea. In fact, I clearly re- chief woodland products. The principal .manufactheir native land to enjoy it in peace; some have member that this pious and scientific Joseph helped tures are vases, urns, and other vessels, in the making
been acting as servants in Singapore and other places, to convict me. I see him now in the eyes of my of which gold is embossed upon silver; gold- beatand, their masters returning to Europe, they are re- memory, and how he lent his august presence and ing, iron-founding, and pottery. The chief exports
turning to China. Some are merely going there on powerful influence against me. I distinctly remem- are rice, sugar, gums, hides, horns, oil-seeds, dr~gs,
a visit, to return again after a time to their field of ?er how he came into the courtroom when I, a pre- dye-woods, timber, etc. The chief imports are calico,
labor. In our cabin we have three fellow-passengers Judged convict, was being tried before a Christian linen, glass, cutlery, hardware, etc.' The governwho are Chinamen, and who are quite gentlemanly ~ury, and when he placed himself by the side of my ment is an absolute and lereditary monarchy, and
and well-behaved. One is Ah Foon, who has been in mfaz~wus prosecutor and sat there a lon.g time, while there are .two kings; the first the actual monaro~;
the silk business in Bombay, which he has cloeed readmg my " Open Letter" to his scientific friend the second the nominal head of the army. In addiout, returning home with a view of taking a stock of J. C., which was arrayed against me, when his de- tion to the pul;>lic revenue the king is entitle<i to
China silks and tea to New York or some other lectable nose turned up and his whole countenance three months' labor, or its equivalent, from his subAmerican city, and thereby add to the little fortune took on the appearance of one smelling a very offen- jects. Its revenue and expenditure amount each to
already made. He is a pleasant young man, and if sive odor, with holy horror streaming out from every about $6,000,000. Bangkok is the capital, and has
the new law now being enacted by our Congress does angle of his beautiful features. His countenance a population of 255,000.
.
not prevent his emigration to America, it is not un- spo_ke in thunder tones to that Christian jury before
The inhabitants of Siam are of the Mongolian
likely that our country may be benefited by a visit whiCh he sat-if a countenance may be said to speak in race so they of course bear some resemblance to the
from him. Another of our distinguished fellow- ~hunder ton~s-and with all the power which Joseph Chi~ese. The religion of the oountry is Buddhism,
passengers is Foo Sum, who has been engaged in a ~s ab~e to Wield. -h~ seemed to say to this sympathiz- which system was introduced into the country twd
very successful trade in tin at Perak, on the Malayan mg Jury: "Th1s Is a very bad man ! He deserves thousand years ago. The people are peace~ul an
peninsula, where he has made a profit of some fifty punishment! Away with him! Send him to prison! quiet in character, though they cannot 'Declaimed as
thousand dollars. He sports a fine diamond ring, an Fine him! Crucify him!" Thus this man of science being as enterprising at the Chinese. •
amethyst bracelet, fine broadcloth and linen apparel, helped his friend Anthony to convict me, aud i~ ilil
Li~e Burmah, Siam was in former times much in
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volved in wars with Pegu. In the. s~vent~ cent~y At Singapore it could not be seen at all, while in
it had the misfortune to have a Chnst1an prime mm- Java it was away below the horizon. We are now
To THE EDITOR. OF THE T&UTH SEEKER, Sir: I would like to
ister-a Venetian named Phalcon_;_and he concerted between 19° and 20° north latitude, and I was last hav the following letter from my friend Dr. Brown published
with the French for the conversion of the kings and night pleased to get a good sight of the old polar in your columns, nothwithstanding it may justly subject me to
the establishment of a Gallic-Indian empire in the star once more: I like the North Star, and prefer to the charge of a little vanity. I was sure Dr. Brown would be
East. But the Siamese nobles discovered the -plot spend the remainder. of my days where I can see it in favor of giving Mr. Bennett a public dinner and reception at
Watkins; and allow me to say here that letters indorsing the
and defeated it, the Christian minister being killed, every night, whenever the clouds will permit.
·proposition are reaching me from every quarter. I wish our
We have now but one hundred and fifty miles di£tinguished literary writer and biographer, James Parton,
and the French expelled from the country; and as
the king h~d been partial to his minister, the royal more to make to reach Hong Kong, one of the out- could be engaged to deliver the address of welcome on the
dynasty was changed. In 1821 st~ps we~e taken by lying cities of the Celestial Land, early to-morrow occasion. The article Dr. Brown refers to I herewith inclose.
the British government to open a friendly mtercourse morning. As my next letter will be largely taken Dr. Knox is the leading Presbyterian minister of southern
H. L. G.
with Siam; but the mission dispatched for the pur- up with celestial matters, it seems a proper place and New York.
DR. BROWN'S LETTER..
pose was unsuccessful. But after the English estab- time to bring this letter to a close.
BINGHAMTON, N.Y., July 17,1882.
D.M.B.
Dear friends, adieu.
lished themselves in Burmah they obtained some
FRIEND GREEN: In the Elmira Telegrwm, under the heading
foothold in Siam, and they virtually have the chief
of ''Dr. Knox and Satan," I hav read one of the best thing:;;
Notes from H. L. Green.
port at their command. It is, perhaps, only a queswritten by you I hav ever seen put to the consideration of those
tion of time when the entire country will be under
THE FREETIIINKEBS' CONVENTION.
Presbyterians who would wilfully lie about the Freethinkers.
Your work this year has been all we could ask, and I want to
English cont~:ol.
·
This year the New York, Lake Erie, and Western
Though ·the government of the country is des- Railroad (the Erie) will sell excursion tickets to be one of five thousand Liberals to giv you one dollar apiece
your general work, and do the same every year I live.
potic, it is a modified form of despotism. A great Corning or Elmira to persons attending the Wat- forA.ny
suggestions you may giv me about the coming convenshare of the political power is vested in a number of kins Convention at two cents a mile from the fol- tion I shall be glad to receive from you. I most fully approve
hereditary chieftains, who are owners of the lan?. lowing stations: Jersey City, Paterson, Newburgh, of the dinner we are to giv D. M. Bennett on that occasion.
I am more interested in the general Liberal cause than ever
Besides the second king, or deputy, a state counctl, Port Jertis, Lackawaxen, Deposit, Susquehanna,
and a privy coqncil he~p t? ~odify the despotism ?f Great Bend, Binghamton, Omega, Waverly, Addi- before in all my life. You can depend upon me to work in the
most harmonious manner with both Christians and Spiritualists
the government .. The mst1t~twns of Europe are sal~ son, Canisteo, Hornellsville, Castile, Warsaw, Buf- in
the rule of the majority. We are in a good condition to
to be gradually introduced m the· country, though It falo, Suspension Bridge, W ellaville, Friendship, again meet the common enemy at Watkins. Hoping to hear
is to be feared theyare not as highly appreciated Cuba, Olean, Salamanca, Dayton, Dunkirk, Bath, from you soon, and, as you wish, help you in your efforts to adby the natives as they should be. Upon the whole, Avoca, Wayland, Avon, Rochester, Batavia, Corn- vance the cause of mental liberty, I am ever yours,
T. L. BROWN.
Siam may be regarded as one of the progressive ori- wall, Conewango, and Jamestown.
ental countries, and there is good reason for hoping
As this arrangement has never been made before,
[That our readers may hav an opportunity to inthat before another century has rolled away· it I desire to call the especial attention of the readers dorse Dr . Brown's estimate of Bro. Green's little shot
will have taken a decided forward step, and will of THE TRuTH SEEKER·to it.
.
at the Presbyterians, which appeared in the Elmira
have numbered itself with those nations resolved to
And now allow me to say the ·Certificates for Sunday Telegram, we append it.-En. T. S.]
do something for itself and for the race.
passes on the Northern Central Railroad and all its
DR. KNOX AND SATJ.N.
coCHIN CHINA.
·branches, and also fo-r the South Shore and MichiI noticed that the corner-stone of a new Presbyterian church
N ext east of Siam, and between that country and gan Southern and all its branches, are ready for
'China ··proper, lies the comparatively small French delivery.
The last-mentioned road runs from was laid in your city last week, and from a report in the .AdverI learn that among other false and foolish things Rev. Dr.
colony of Anam, at the southern point of Cochin Chicago. Send in your orders with a three-cent tiser
Knox said : " Radical opponents of the church were meeting
China, the principle town of which is Saigon. The tamp.
ouce a year to say that the church was falling down and couldn't
French as colonists have pt:oved themselves far inThe Convention commences August 23d and holds stand alone; hut meanwhile church people (Christians) were
ferior to the English, and though they have done five days, closing up ori Sunday evening. As I shall meeting every day to put up more churches for Christ than the
better here than in some of their attempts at coloni- spend my whole time from now until the Convention Freethinkers, so called, could build in a year for Satan, either at
zation, they have done only tqlerably well here. The working for its success, I shall be pleased to answer Watkins, Hornellsville, or anywhere else." In the first place, I
want to thank Dr. Knox for advertising the Freethinkers' comtown of Saigon is represented as not in a prosperous any question in relation to it.
H. L. GREEN,
ing eonvention, and then ask him a question or two. Doctor,
condition, commercially, its trade falling off within
Secretary.
how do you know Ch~ist indorses your church ? Christ, when
the past four years. The commerce was formerly
on earth, it is reported, took up little children and blessed them
and said," Of such is the kingdom of heaven." Your Presbyrather active in the tropical products common to the
H. L. GREEN'S LECTURE TRIP.
neighboring countries, but its diminuition presents a . To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: A.s I am com- terian "Confession of Faith'· holds that little children, if not of
discouraging· prospect. The nativ.es of th~ country pelled to occupy so much of your space nowadays with articles the elect, go to hell and arfl there to be tormented forever.
Christ said man should be rewarded according to deeds done in
are said to be an odd mixture of Chinese and Malays, about the Watkins Glen Freethinkers' Convention that com- the body. Your Presbyterian." Confession of Faith" is a C9land not very distinguished for enterprise or thrift. mences A.ugust 23d (and, by the way, is s~e to be m~ch the vinistic document, and teaches that good works are of· no
They are small in stature, slovenly in appearnce, and largest convention we hav ever held), I ~1 make t~1s letter account--that men, women, and children are sent to heaven or
bri<>f. Since my last letter I lectured m Detrmt, at. the hell, not on account of any good or bad deeds, but by reason of
it seems that those farthest removed from Christian very
Orion Camp-Meeting, Linesville, Pa., and North Hanmbal, a decree made by God before they were born. If that is true,
influences and civilization are the best and most un- New York.
by what reason do you claim the Presbyterian church is
corrupted. This is the way it is everywhere. I am · I was pleased to find in the city of Detroit many i?tel~gent doctor,
a church of Christ 'I You speak of Freethinkers building up
fully convinced that.Christian missionaries and Chris- Liberals, but regretted to learn that there was no ac~v LJ?eral churches for the devil. We deny the charge. We hav no
tian habits have not been a benefit to the oriental organization. My lecture was well a~tended by an mte_lligent interest in the old cloven-footed fellow. He is an orthodox inaudience and a committee was appomted at the meetmg to stitution, and the church could not get along without him. A.
people.
call together the Liberals of the city soon after hot weather for
When the proposed canal is cut across the narrow- the purpose of organizing a Freethinkers' association, which few years ago a man to my knowledge was turned out of an orchurch for saying he did not believe in the devil. A.nd
est part of the. Malay peninsula it will shorten the will also be a Liberal League. Mr. Erlward Chope, one of the thodox
I judge your Presbyterian church would not take in a member
journey between India anel China some four days subscribers and admirers of THE TRU1'H SEEKER, and a man of who did not believe in the devil. A.s Theodore Parker used to
by steamer, and leave Singapore and Johore, if not character, property, and standing in the city, is the ch!l'irman say," The devil is the fourth person in the orthodox godhead."
out in the cold, at least down in the warm. But of the committee which insures success to the underrakmg. I But, doctor, if Freethinkers ever get to building churches I hope
had a very pleas~nt visit at Mr; Chope's suburban residence. they will be manly enough not to exempt them from just taxathere is no likelihood that the great enterprise will As
is the case generally with out-and-out _Infidels, he has an
be undertaken for a long time yet. From all the in- excellent intelligent wife, who makes h1s home pleasant. tion, and thus compel other people to pay the taxes on them
whether they desire to or not. What cheek an orthodox minisdications this is not a greatly frequented route. This, Brother Chope gave me a very fine carriage ride about the ci~y, ter must hav to stand up in the pulpit of a church untaxed and
the 12th, is the sixth day out from Singapore, and I which I greatly enjoyed. A.nd I m~st not f<?rget to mention read the eighth commandment, "Thou shalt not steal!"
have not heard that any sail or craft has been sighted my good friend, Dr. W. R. Merwm, and h1s equally good
H. L. GREEN.
since we reached the China Sea. We have seen thou- wife, both stanch Infidels ; and I am pleased to know tha.t
they are differently situated from the way most Infidels are,
sands Of flying-fish, and .a few albatross and other for they are. the owners and occupants of one of the _finest
What Shall We Name Them~
sea birds, but these are all.
·
residences in Detroit ; and if they have any money ~o d1spose
To THE EDIToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER·, Sir: The corre. The first d~ was pleasant and lovely; but on the of they prefer, they say, to giv it to s? ffering humaruty rather spondence of Mrs. Lake and Mrs. Wixon is very interesting,
1
second day out we were fairly in the northeast mon- thari for the support of " God-houses.
and doubtless contains suggestions worthy of consideration ;
I
enjoyed
the
Orion
Camp-Meeting
very
m~ch. It was under but I could not help noticing tha.t both these ladies (for whom
soon, now in season, blowing strongly in our faces,
the supervision of S. B. McCracken, of De~o1t, one of the most I hav great respect), in their plea for the preservation, after
which caused the sea to be very much disturbed and activ
Freethinkers in this country. I notice Bro. McCr11c~en
the steamer to roll and toss to such an extent that is getting up another camp-meeting for August 23d at Ioma, marriage, of the anti-nuptial identity of woman, omitted to make
any provision for the ~amiug of such children as may occur
many of the passengers were sea-sick, and acted Michigan. A.nd this reminds me we must hav three or f~ur from the matrim!lnia.l association of male and female citizens.
much as the whale did when Yahweh gave him Liberal grove-meetings in New York state after the Watk:ms If Citizen Smith (female) enters into connubial partnership
.
an emetic and caused him to throw up Jonah. As I Convention.
with Citizen Brown (male), and both retain their maiden name,
On the 25th of June, in company with Ju_dge McCormwk, _I so to speak, shall the achievements of their mutual offspring
-said once before, my stomach has been too faithful a spoke
for the Linesville Liberal League, whiCh, by thfl way, IS render illustrious the name of Smith, or shall such offspring
servant, and has worked itself through with too many not one of the " dead Leagues'' we read of. This League has
only to perpetuate the glory of the house of Brown? One
a difficult undertaking, for me to wish to indulge in a fine hall, tastily fitted up, and has for fiv~ o~ s~ years held liv
or the other of these names would naturally be adopted as the
a disparaging remark about its shortcomings, but regular meetings and annually celebrated Pame s b1rthday.
common denominator of the little Brown-Smiths, and which it
Ou Sunday last I. spoke at North _Han_nibal before: _one of the shall be is the 'i•ttv of those who favor this movement to deI did nevertheless think on the 8th inllt that it
most
substantial
L1beral
Leagues
m
thiS
state.
Th1s
League
cide in a sa.tisi,.ctory manner before their apostles become inwas over-sensitive at the roughness of the sea,
regularly every two weeks, and has done so for the last volved in the difficulty which these remarks are designed to call
as it undertook several times to forcibly throw off meets
six years. It has a regular attendance of about one ~undre~ attention to.
DENNIS.
into the sea what I thought would be better for it to and fifty. It often employs speakers. Levi G. Ball IS Presiretain. In fact, I began to think I was not progress- dent of the League, W. J. l3radt, Secretary, and A.mbrose
Watkins and the Freethinkers.
ing at all in becoming a sailor; it seeming to me that Price, Treasurer. A.mong the members are a number of g.ood
The weeks are fast speeding away, and I trust that every
my stomach was disposed to make more ado at mere speakers. It is composed mostly of farmers and their .w1ves
trifles now than at the beginning of my journey. and children. Th~y hay a fine choir of singel;"S, hold somables, Infidel who can do so is preparing to attend the great Freepicnips, and other entertainments. T~ere 1s but one place
convention at Watkins in A.ugust.
But on the third day the wind and roughness had. where public meetings are held in th~ _v1llage, an~ tJ;!at IS the thought
Every man a.rJd woman whose heart is thrill:ng to the music
so far abated that the vomiting was discontinued, school-house and in that three Chnstian denommations hold of the new era, who looks anxiously and hopefully forward to
though the nausea somewhat retained.
On the their meetings, as well as the Hannibal Liberal League, and I the dawn of a new day for the human race-a day when the
fourth day the sea had become comparatively smooth, learn the attendance at the League meetings are larger than all slavery of creed, of custom, and of caste shall hav passed away
.
-should determin to be·present at Watkins and to do whatever
. so that its gentle ripples on the surface in the mild the Christian meetings put together.
Our friends in Hannibal are entitled to great cred1t for the
breeze gleamed and glistened in the bright rays of way they sustain their League. I put it d~wn as far the best he or she can to signify that Infidels are moving; that in the
world's work they are not laggards.
the morning sun like a valit plain of moving dia- League in the state outside of New York mty.. The memb~rs A.Jl should feel it a pleasure to contribute of time, money, and
monds. It was indeed most beautiful.
of this League contemplate attending the Watkins Conventwn influence to the success of this undertaking, the responsibility
To-day the wind is stronger again, and the steamer and tenting out. A.nd, by the way, I hav ~ngaged the sh~dy of which has been assumed by that ever-activ and zealous
has more motion than is just agreeable, but not quite Village Park at Watkins for the Conventwn and for tentmg worker, H. L. Green.
In response to inquiries as to whether I shall be at Watkins,
enough to make the stomachs tryto place themselves purposes, and I hop~ to see a dozen tents put up there for the
week of the Convention.
let me say that I so intend. I hav already turnea eastwardinside out. Upon the whole, we have had a pleasTHE WATKINS CONVENTION,
having completed my Western engagements-and shall be with
ant passage, having no storm save of wind and one
A. word to friends who caunot attend the Watkins Conv~n you upon that occasion.
slight shower. It is agreeable again to get far tioa. If you cannot attend, you can send me a ~mall subscnpI should be glad to hear from Eastern individuals and societies in reference to lecture!j.
MRS· a. s. L41\llir
enough north to ~eta good view of the North Star. tion to use in defraying its expenses. Please do 1t at once.
H. L. GREEN.
Oh~o,IU.
.
When in Ceylon It passed down nearly ou.t of sight.
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.lil. hail thou noble son
Of liberty loyal and free,
In ages yet to come
Thy name shall honored be.
We'll ne'er forget the burdens yoq hav borne,
Your struggles 'neath the weight of obloquy and pain,
But from your dungeon's gloom alight has sprung
To fire the patriot heart a~ain.
CHoRus.-In loud and joyful, etc.

The largest and cheapest Radical Journal published in
Europe or .AmtJrica, rmttaining seven hundred square inches
Mrs. Dawson next skilfully performed a beautiful
more reading rn.atter than any other jou1?1al of its hind.
piano solo. The president then introduced me, re-
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Further from Mr. Bennett.
MILWAUKEE, July 17, 1882.
DEAR EuGENE: I hav just arrived here by train
from Chicago, and found kind friends and a carriage
at the depot awaiting my arrival, and was transported to the Plankington Honse, one of the finest
hotels in Milwaukee. My reception last night at
Hershey Music Hall, in Chicago, was a perfect success. That fine hall was well filled at an early hour,
though an admittance fee of twenty-five cents was
charged at the door. Mr. J. K. Magie, president of the
Chicago Liberal League, ablypresided, and Dr. Paoli,
president of the Scandinavian Liberal League, Prof.
P. Bandgrass, J. W. Archibald, Prof. Charles Orchardson, and W. T. Peck, acted as vice-presidents.
Over the stage and in front, the word "Welcome,"
in large letters and inclosed by a wreath of evergreens, stood out conspicuously. On another banner
in large letters were these living words: "Free
thought, free speech, a free presil, and free mails."
On one side of the proscenium was a painting of
Thomas Paine, surrounded by a wreath, with this
glorious and immortal quotation from him conspicuously displayed: "'l.'he world is my country; to do
good, my religion." On the opposit side on another
large canvas was the painting of a female with a
wreath, surrounded with these appropriate words:
"Reason offers her wreath to all truth seekers." A
life-size painting of Robt. G. Ingersoll, also wreathed,
stood near the foot-lights in front. The stage was
profusely decorated with flowers, evergreens, and
wreaths.
The services commenced with a voluntary on the
fine organ of the hall, exquisitly performed. I
entered the hall while the voluntary was being performed, when I was greeted with such applause as
could not fail to make any recipient happy. The
president stated clearly the object of the meeting,
when the secretary, E. A. Stevens, read some letters
from persons who could not be present, among
which were the following:
NEW YoRK, July 13, 282.
E. A.. STEVENS, JJear Sir: Let me add my voice and my congratulations for the safe arrival of the great world traveled
truth seeker on the shores of his nativ continent.
The :American Board of Foreign Missions, through their
illustrious vicegerent in A.merica, Anthony Comstock, sent Mr.
Bennett as a missionary to India. I congratulate them on their
choice of a man of learning, eloquence, and eminent fitness for
the preaching of the latest and truest gospel through all the
world to every creature, and would like to ask the A.merican
Board how they relish the result. Since we hear that many
saints were brought to repentance, and led to see the error of
their ways through his preaching, we hope they will know
where to come again when they want to secure the persuasivness and the energy of a man illumined from on high and inspired by the divinest afllatus.
We await with deep interest the coming of Mr. Bennett on
his triumphant way across the continent.
I am, most sincerely, first his, and then yours,

T.

c. LELAND.

RocKFoRD, ILL., July 14, 1882.
MY DEAR SIR AND BROTHER: I hav purposely delayed answering you, hoping circumstances would occur by which I
could join your reception on the 16th to our voyager around the
world, but, unfortunately, there is no Saturday-night train from
here to Chicago. Imperativ duties keep me here until midnight.
Convey the congratulations of Rockford Liberal League, No.
199, and those of my own to our worthy friend, D. M. Bennett,
on his successful trip and safe arrival home from his 25,000-mile voyage around the globe, and assure him of our continued
confidence and esteem. Say to him that when the orthodox
public shall so amend their creEds as to make them harmonize
with the teachings of nature, we shall hope they will abandon
calumny, misrepresentation, falsehood, and persecution in their
defense.
Trusting the attendance will be large and the ceremonies interesting ruid_worthv the great occasion, with regrets that I am
not able to participate in them, and thanks for your kind invitation to do so, I am,
Fraternally and truly yours,
G. w. BROWN, M.D.

Mr. W. F. Peck read a poem composed for the
occasion by Mrs. H. S. Lake.
A quartet, of two male and two female voices,
sang in admirable style the following original song
by Mr. Peck:
WELCOME GLEE TO D.

M.

BENNETT.

In loud and joyful strain
Merrily we sing, merrily we sing
A. welcome home again
Shall music gladly ring.
Welcome, welcome to your home again,
0 standard-bearer brave, we hail thee with applause
From foreign lands returned with strength regained, '
To battle still in freedom's cause. ,
CHORUS.-In loud and joyful, etc.

.

counting briefly some of the events in my career .
I followed in remarks, continuing an hour and twenty
minutes, giving an account, first, of my arrest, moe¥
trial, and imprisonment, and then detailing incidents,
observations, and impressions connected with my
travels. When I stepped forward I was greeted
with prolonged applause, which was repeated several
times during my remarks. No reasonable person
could ask for nwre hearty applause. Before I closed
Miss Dora Sweet came gracefully forward and presented me with a large, beautiful bouquet in the form
of a basket, and other bouquets of elegant flowers
were furnished by Mrs. J. C. Jones and Mr. M. C.
Wellington, all of which I hav expressed home, so
highly did I prize them.
I was followed by an exquisit solo upon the
organ,- when Dr. Paoli was introduced and made
some effectiv remarks upon the sacredness of free
thought, free speech, a free press, and free mails.
A resolution indorsing t:he course I hav pursued,
and condemning in strong terms the persecution and
defamation which hav been -extended to me by the
church and false-hearted friends~ was unanimously
adopted.
Mrs. Freeman was then introduced and made
many telling and eloquent remarks touching the
spirit of persecution which our enemies hav shown,
and warmly commended the principles of individual
rights and freedom. Her mention of the " Christian
Mule-Kicking Association," headed by that disgust·
ing donkey, Anthony Comstock, was warmly applauded by ·the well.pleased audience. Another
beautiful song of "The Liberal League" was rendered by the fine ~uartet club. At the close a large
portion of the audience came forward and grasped
me by the hand, giving it many a vigorous shake,
and speaking many kind and sympathetic words to
me. I also .took subscriptions for THE TRUTH
SEEKER and the books of travel. Several persons
from distant towns were present, who had come expressly to attend the meeting, some coming a distance of fifty and a hundred miles .. The friends
were all enthusiastic, and every body seemed pleased.
Too much praise cannot be awarded to the committee who had the preparation of the meeting in
charge, and the efforts of Mr. E. A. Stevens, secretary of the Liberal League, are especially worthy of
mention. I feel particularly grateful to all my
Chicago friends.
The afternoon of the day here wal!l spent in a carriage drive over the city and suburbs in cou'Ipany
with T. W. Williams, M.D., Mr. A. B. Severance,
and Mrs. H. S. Lake. Milwaukee is a beautiful city,
situated, as it is, on an elevated bluff on the western
shore of Lake Michigan. Its elegant residences, in
view of the lake, and along Grand avenue, are unusually rich and more numerous than in most other
cities of the same size.
July 18th.-The meeting last night at the Academy of Music, given in honor of myself, was a large
one. The beautiful theater was well filled. A
large ·and splendid bouquet occupied a prominent
place on a table at the front of the stage. Mr.
Landor, a lawyer of the city, and chairman of the
committee of reception, being rather hoarse, did not
preside at the meeting, and that duty devolved upon
the vice-president, Dr. Juliet H. Severance, who
acquitted herself with dignity and ability.
Dr. T. W. Williams made the opening speech, and
read a paper of decided ability, reviewing the ground
occupied by the Liberals of America. The _)lXposition of the errors and shams of theology was thorough. The compliments paid to myself were all I
could ask.
Dr. Severance read several letters from friends in
the East as follows:
PAINE MEMo~uL, BosToN, July 13, 1882.
MR. CHAmMAN, AND LADIEs AND GENTLEMEN: We are much
pleased to learn that our respected friend and excellent fellowlaborer in the Liberal movement, D. M. Bennett, has reached
your city on his journey homeward. In common with all of
you, we hav re!td with great interest his letters from abroad
which manifest his superior ability as a writer and his remarkS:
ble and untiring industry as a traveler in seeing and making a
note of everything, from great to small, of any importance to
the general reader. Mr. Bennett in these two respects had acquitted himself with high credit, and to the entire satisfaction
of his numerous friends, and also in his ready and valuable efforts to promote Liberalism, as opportunities hav offered. With
you all we con~atulate him that having escaped the danger of
the seas, and (If we may be allowed a little scripture)" the pestilence that walketh in darkness and the destruction that wasteth
a~ noonday," he returns in safety, health, strength, and renewed
v;tgor from his protracted and useful experience among Christians a)ld heathen. It was said of the phi!o@opher Franklin,
who, you know, was of" our church," _that he could not cross
a channel without making some discovery useful to mankind;
and it may be said, without any flattery, of our friend Berinetl
that his voyage around the world has added to our stock of
knowledge by the interesting and instructiv letters he has given

~

us. He engaged in a hazardous undertaking but he
tbrouS?h "right side up;" perhaps he had been ~aved" go_t
dentiallyl" but as we are not quite snre of that we will nof~·
to argue the point. Sufficient for us that he has got back all P
and is the same D. M. Bennett, Liberally, that he was whe ~·
sailed from New York a· year ago. And now, ladies and n 6
tlemen, please drink this Boston toast as a mark of res~~
eur. friend Bennett, and as an expression of gladness for his Saf
arnval:
6
"When his :r.erlls are past, shall our gratitude sleep?
No!· Heres to the pilot that weathered the storm."
P. S.-In conclusion, permit us to say to you, Liberal brother
and sisters of Milwaukee, that you honor yourselvs by this kin~
reception to Mr. Bennett. We are all engaged in the same com
mon cause, the cause of freedom and humanity. It is the onl;
right cause, and never let us cease our labors in it until time
rings down his curtain upon us and the drama of life is ended
We hope you are having a pleasant and a large party, and
whenever any of you come to Boston we shall be pleased to see
you at the Paine Memorial, where there is always free thought
and ~ree ~peech, and where" th? latch-strin11: is always out."
Wtth kmd regards and best wishes for all, we are,
Yours fraternally,
HoRACE SEAVER,
JOSIAH p. MENDUM~
NEW YoRK, July 12, 282.
To THE BENNETT REcEPTION CoMMITTEE : You wish a word
from me for your reception of the "Around-the-World" pilgrim, D. M. Bennett? Let it be this, Those wlw suffer and
toil for Liberty slwuld be lwrwred by her servants the wo1•ld over
In such honor you honor yourselvs. Those who make and
stand the brunt of the test cases of liberty must never be deserted when under fire. It is only by such tests that our dangers are disclosed and popular government is secured.
A.ll defects and failings are atoned for by, and pale before,
such services a~ Mr. Bennett has rendered to the cause of liberty at home and abroad.
The welcome you giv the pilgrim will hav more than an echo
when he reaches New York.
Yours sincerely,
T. B. WAKEMAN.
NEW YoRK, July 14, 1882.
MRS. JULIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D., My JJear JJoctor: There
is no such avenger as time, as he rolls around his whirligig.
Time is doing much avenging work for Mr. Bennett, and doing
it in his time, and on time too.
In September, 1879, at the annual Congress of the National
Liberal Liberal League, in Cincinnati, while Mr. Bennett was
still in prison as a representativ defender of a free press in a
free republic, the delegate, or one of the delegates, from Milwaukee, strenuously opposed the resolution of sympathy with Mr.
Bennett, presented by Col. Ingersoll, and, on its final almost
unanimous passage, he, the only dissenting so-called Liberal in
that large body, rose in his place and voted aloud, spitPful No l
Since that time Mr. Bennett, patronized and supported by the
Liberals of this country, has been twice to Europe and once
around the world, meeting with a continued series of receptions
in his own' city, in London, in A.sia., and wherever he has traveled. Now he appears in the presence of that disagreeing delgate and receives an ovation in his own city of Milwaukee, such
as no other Liberal in the country could obtain.
It is glorious to be "in the right with two or three," but
what is it to be in the wrong in a minority of one? It seems in
this case to be making a moral Haman of oneself-a fitting
goose to hang high-while the Liberal Mordecai, illustrious suf.
ferer for freedom's sake, sits in triumph in the most liberal
" king' s gate" that has yet been developed in this republic.
T. C. LELAND.
Yours very sincerely,
RocHESTER, N. Y., July 12, 1882.
To THK CHAmMAN oF THE BENNETT RECEPTioN :
"Bearded, sunburnt, gray-necked, forbidding, I hav arrived,
To be wrestled with as I pass, for the solid prizes of the universe,
For such I afford whoever can persevere to win them.
On my way a moment I pause,
-Walt Whitman.
Here for JOU I and here for America!"
It is not possible for any man to be a true friend to humanity or to freedom without being an uncompromising enemy to
all kinds of slavery, for there can be no permanent peace to individuals or nations while slavery of either mind or body exists. That yout honored guest, D. M. Bennett, editor of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, on his way home from a triumphal march
around the world, is such a man:, I am, after a long acquaintance, thoroughly convinced. He is an iconoclast, a hater of
shams, and under the most trying circumstances (as has been
clearlyproved) would not 'for a moment entertain a thought of
compromising with any wrong that would in any manner endanger the liberty of man, woman, or child. Let us welcome
him a~ain with open arms and joyous hearts, feeling assured
that after a year' !I absence in foreign lands, battling for universal mental liberty for all nations, he will still continue
the formidable struggle against all kinds of superstition and
priestcraft with the same ardor and success as in the past.
Out of slavery comes war. Hence this skirmishing all along
the lines. The enemy show themselvs in various disguise~.
One of the latest and most disgusting to all intelligent minds IS
that of attempting to suppress Walt Whitman's "Leaves of
Grass." Any attempt to end this conflict between Freethought
and religious intolerance, except by an entire cessation of the
encroachments of the chnrch upon all Liberals of wha~ever
name or nature, is like covering up a volcano which must mevitably burst forth in the future with renewed vigor and violence,
carrying sorrow and destruction ~n its path. The end is not
yet. Let us strike hands of undying friendship and love, and
resist with unflinching purpose all kinds of oppression, and let
us not cease in our well-doing until all nations, races, and sexes
are free from the stupid authority of "thus saith the Lordt
which has so long held women, both by law and custom, m
subjection to men, and which the latter in turn hav for the
same length of time permitted to be done like a great army of
poltroons.
Very respectfully yours,
JAY CHAAPEL·
RoCHESTER, July 12, 1882.
MY DEAR DR. JuLIET H. SEVERANCE: I am truly rejoiced to
hear that the truth seekers of Milwaukee are so wide awake to
the great needs of the hour as to giv our veteran hero in all good
.
works a public reception.
D. M. Bennett is not trying to be a hero; he is trymg to be a
man· so we need not be afraid of hurting him. I say man, becans~ I think it the highest praise,.and if custom and law ':J~
not put an ignominious bar between man and woman I sb_o.
bow to him in reverence above all other nam11s. In recogmzmg
all of the pa!rtotic ~ood work of our earnest frie~d and brother£
I hav sometimes wiShed that he would speak a little oftener
the mean injustice of woman's humiliating position,, an4 ash'
Who did it? Who has hedged her in ? 13ut 1ny fa.~th m t e
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"good time coming" is strengthening. I rejoice every hour
to see the great people of the West so ready to ;~tonor ?ur best
agitator on his safe arrival frolll: his !ong and toilsome .Journey,
and I hope this grand opportumty .will be kept _up and mcreased
on his near approach home. ln·VIew of the m1ghty effort made
everywhere-everywhere to impede. every ~dvance step, every
progressiv work aug word, suraly A.g~tate, ag1tate! should be our
watchword, a.s in the days of negro slavery.
Very respectfully,
AMY PosT.
J. 0. Barrett, from the northern portion of the
state, made a· very finished and e:ffectiv speech, in
which my efforts in the cause of Freethought and the
persecutions of my enemies received due attention.
Mrs. H. S. Lake. was then introduced and made a
finished and able speech, closing with the following
original welcome to myself:
WELCOME TO D. M. BENNETT.
Welcome! Truth's devoted seeker I
Not from fields of war's red glory,
But from plains, and seas, and mountains,
Rich in anc1ent lore and story.
Welcome I not from war's debasement,
Where man slays his conquered brother,
But from fields of mental conflict,
Where the victor helps the other;

crits. If such conduct belongs to Liberalism then I
hav been mistaken in the article, and need to revise
my opinion of it. What· can men think of themselvs
who will busily circulate such shameful documentsnot for the·promotion of truth and virtue, but only
to injure one already deeply wronged? The base
and despicable course of this class of men is in strikcontrast with the letters from the true friends above
quoted.
I leave to-day for Michigan and the East. In two
weeks I will be with you.
D. M. B.

NEARER MY HOME TO THEE.
THREE RIVERs, MICH., July 22, 282.
DEAR EuGENE: Leaving Milwaakee on the morning of the 18th, I halted for a. few hours in Chicago,
and at 3:40 P. H. friends Magie and Jones accompanied me to the Central Michigan depot, where the
good-byes were duly said. I arrived at Dowagiac,
Mich., at a little past eight, where I found Dr. Abbie
Knapp waiting with a carriage to convey me to the
farm house nearly eight miles from the town. Hera
I enjoyed a very pleasant visit of over thirty hours.
Some three loads of the friends having been notified of
my arrival, drove out to the farm, where we partook
Helps unbind the bands and fetters
of an excellent dinner and enjoyed an agreeable
That hav kept man's mind in prison;
visit
of six or eight hours. Prolonged conversaHelps destroy the fabled Eden,
tions and discussions were indulged in, with interest,
To rebuild a real Elysium.
all around.
Gods and goddesses hav failed us;
My next point to make was this, where dwell my
They hav reaped our love and labor,
boyhood friends, E. D. Blakeman, C. E. Sears, and
Yet, where peace and joy should blossom,
their amiable companions. I had to stop over at
Flash the guns, and gleams the saber.
Kalamazoo for a few hours to wait for the train
Over all this globe of plenty;
ooming south to this place, and took the opportunity
Where strong arms hav delved and spaded,
Lahor weeps in rags and tatters,
to call upon a few TRUTH SEEKER friends, who inHungry, wretched, and degraded.
sisted upon my taking a carriage ride with them
around the beautiful town, passing out by the State
On the plains and in the cities,
Insane Asylum to the large nursery of L. G. Bragg,
Where the steeples gleam and glisten,
an ardent admirer of THE TRUTH S:EEKEE and the
Honest thought is gagged and handcuffed,
Round-the. World letters. I had such illustrious
While to rogues the people list-en.
companions as Willian Shakspere, H. M. Porter,
"Governments belong to governed!''
Lucius C. West, and John Galligan. They chided
Such the sentiment invented
me somewhat for not notifying them of my passage
By a nation in whose counsels
through Kalamazoo, that they might have taken
Woman is not represented.
some steps to do me honor. Upon accompanying me
So the theory of justice
to the southern train, they extracted a promis from
Mocks the pe·ople through the ages;
me that I would return there from Jackson and parBut at last the light is blazing
take of a dinner with them on 'Monday evening
From the poet's pen, and sage's.
next. B~ing somewhat ~ond, by the ?Y~· b~th of
Round the world the rays are glinting,
a good di_nner and t~e so~ICty of appreC1ativ friends,
And they light the night of error;
the prom1s was r~ad1ly give_n.
.
From the bonfires we are building,
I found the fri~~ds h:ere m wa tmg for me; I ha v
Priests and kings shall fl.ee in terror.
had a pleasant. Vll!lt With them, and am pleased to
We will raise the house of refuge
r~p_ort them vrrtuous, prosperous, and happy. My
For the slave of every station;
VlBlt here has _been very ~greeable.
.
We will toil with brain and muscle
My good friends, M.P. ~hurston and Wife, of Burr
For a sensible salvation.
Oak, drove over fifteen _miles to see ~e? .and urged
So we rally round our standardsme stro~gly t? ret!lrn With them and VISit the truth
Soldiers true in every season;
seekers m thelr ~eigh~orhood; but my en~agements
So we greet you, scribe and comrade,
would· not admit of It. Bro. Thurston IS a great
In the dawning "Age of Reason."
lover of THE. TRUTH. ~EE~R, a:nd I was very glad of
I was then introduced, and for about forty min- the opportumty to VISit With hn~.
. utes spoke to the audience in niy usual uninteresting
In a few hours I _take the tram east for Jackson,
style.
'!here I am advertised to speak to-morrow. In a
The meeting was concluded with an earnest appeal little more than a. week I Will hav _fulfilled my enfrom Mrs. Lake in favor of organization, and of re- gagements, and w1ll once more be With you.
viving the League which once existed here. At the ·
D. M. B.
close of her remarks over forty names were given by
STILL NEARING HOME.
those in favor of forming a new League. The meetJACKSON, MICH., July 24, 2S2.
ing continued over two hours.
DEAR EuGENE: When I . arrived here from Three
I lu~v to report that here, as well as at Chicago, the
dirty sick-roosterites hav been busy at their vile work Rivers on Saturday, I found friends and a carriage
in sending out from the East in large numbers the waiting for me; the friends made me welcome, and
scurrilous, anonymous, and infamous pamphlets al- the carriage conveyed me to the Hurd House, where
luded to. Three of these were sent to each of the many friends called upon me. Hearty conversation
Chicago papers, and hundreds of them were sent to was engaged in, and the visiting continued until a
this city, and they hav been freely handed around late hour. I found that delegations had come in to
and mailed. There is some diversity of opinion as see me from different localities in the state, some
to the source from whence these pamphlets come, traveling for thie purpose ten, twenty, forty, and
some thinking them furnished by Comstock, and even a hundred miles. Of course the know ledge of
others regarding them as from the Boston school of this made me proud, though I could not forget that
"cultured Liberalism." The job of issuing and cir- it was the cause I represent more than personal conculating these pamphlets was a part of the dirty work siderations which brought them here. I was nevermarked out by the conspirators at Greenwood, while theless very glad to see them and take them by the
I was the occupant of a prison cell, with the bolts hand.
Double honors hav been shown me here. The first
turning on me ten times a day. The fact that M.
Masson, the secretary of the Comstock obscene soci- reception was given me yesterday afternoon in Merety of this city, has distributed them freely, and is riman's beautiful grove adjoining the city, the
known to hav mailed them, would seem to indicate weather being most propitious and enjoyable. S.D.
that Comstock had something to do with them; but Moore presided over the meeting and made the
the relation with them of R. C. Spencer, the "cul. opening remarks. Mrs. A. E. N. Rich, of this city:tured" gentleman who was expelled from the National her poetical name being "Ethel Etherton "-recited
Liberal League Congress at Chicago nearly two years a welcome poem, written for the occasion. If you
ago for improper conduct and o:ffensiv and insulting and the other friends will excuse the over-complilanguage, and who is also an ardent Index man, con- mentary allusions to your humble servant I will send
nects those shameful pamphl~ts with the Boston- it to you. Here it is:
Greenwood-Comstock-Ellis -Abbot-Underwood-BunWelcome to-day with greeting earnest, heartfelt,
Come in behalf of friends of Liberal thought,
dy-Savage-.Religio-Index conspiracy crew. The "honTo D. M. Bennett, of world-wide reputation,
ors,"perhaps, may be divided between Comstock and
The man who never yet was sold nor bought.
the parties named, but it is pretty well understood
Around
the world this intellectual giant,
that the dirt~ pamphlets were issued and largely cirTo see her wonders, with her gods commune;
?ulated by the other party. Thousands were thrown
Into the lap of science pouring treasures
Into the, entrance of Chickering Hall at the time of
To broaden freedom's skirts, her path illume.
my r~ception upon leaving prison, and thousands
Around
the world this truth seeker hath wended
'!ere sent all Qver the country. This was unquesHis way. Again with his own people stands.
tiOnably the l}l.Ost dirty and infamous mode of warShall the Pacific coast or Eastern borders
fare ever pursued by moral skunks, sneaks, and hypo.
Outdo the West in "holding up his hands?"

This man who for mankind hath been a martyr,
Not for some mythical, some monstrous God,
A.nd that he dared giv utterance to reason,
Smite with Truth's sword blind bigots' blood-stained rod.
Behind the bars for what? obscene effusions?
No I freedom of conscience, liberty of speech I
The Comstock grab a subterfuge to place him
Beyond the power the public ear to reach.
There never yet was wall so high or hoary, . '
Abyss so black as the famed Calcutta hole,
But from its depths would leap to light and glory
The inspiration of a mighty soul.
Bennett, behind the bars, like Michael Davitt,
Was heard in every port, from strand to strand.
These prison-voices, like deep, rolling thunder,
From center to circumference shake the land.
This cry for liberty is far outreach in~?;
Every true heart its echoes will prolong
To cheer the heroes who dare stir the waters
Of our Bethesda; "suffer and be strong."
When to step out means something more than honors,
Vile persecution in ten thousand forms,
Imprisonment, a crown, but not of roses. Of asphodel and rue studded with thorns;
Then while these angels stir the mighty waters,
And thus impregn them with life.giving powersPowers first to cauterize, then heal tb e nations,
Before which staid conventionalism cowers.
Let every soal worthy the name of manhood
Step out and plunge into this cleansing pool;
The future holds for such his meed of glory,
Though asses bray and serpents hiss "thou fool I"
Bennett around the world with pen of granit
Hath traced upon the everl~sting hills
Truths that will light the onward march of science,
When creeds hav perished with the word that kills.
Then let us as truth seekers, brave, true, earnest,
Giv him a welcome home, warm, loving, long,
To· cheer him in this work of human progress,
To bear him heavenward on the waves of song.
Three cheers for him who dares brave opposition,
Fearless of foes, tireless to combat wrong I
Such names shall vet be borne on waves of glory
Around the world, chanted in all known tongues
By those whom through like suffering hav grown strong!
Then superstition drop her mantle goryReason and freedom Jove-crowned tell the story,
A. world redeemed, and earth and heaven strike palms!
Dr. J.
Kenyon, of this city, followed in able
and complimentary remarks. Being a converted
clergyman, he speaks with ease and ability. I followed in expressions of gratitude, and givivg some
of the incidents of my travel, especially connected
with the "Holy Land."
Mr. Moore closed the meeting by an urgent appeal
in favor of organization.
Another meeting was held in the eTening in Guard
Hall in the city. Many of those attending the afternoon had to drive home, and others attended the
evening meeting who were not present in the afternoon, so the two audiences were only partially the
same. The speakers, however, were the same. Mr.
Moore presided, and gave a l:lrief history of my arreRt, trial, and imprisonment, as well as of my visit
to Europe two years a. go, and my journey around the
world. Dr. J.
Kenyon followed in an eloquent
address, dwelling upon the effects of the persecutions
which hav been imposed upon me, speaking in very
complimentary terms of the two volumes I wrote
while in prieon, "The 'Iruth Seeker in Europe," and
the five volumes written while traveling round the
world. Mrs. Rich again recited her welcome poem
in a very effectiv manner, after which I spoke nearly
an hour. A good audience was present. At the
close or the meeting steps were taken for the organizing of a Liberal League. The stand upon the plat.
form was decorated with a bouquet of bright :flowers,
presented by Mrs. Atwood, of Eaton Rapids.
.I return West to Kalamazoo to-day, where a reception will be tendered me this evening. After
that I set my face homeward, stopping only for a
visit and reception at Rochester, N. Y. In a. week
from this time I will probably be in my old place at
home.
D. M. B.

w.

w.

NoT wishing to be behind the Liberals of other
cities in giving honor where honor is due, those of
New York will giv Mr. Bennett a banquet reception
on Thursday evening, August 3d, at 6 P. M., at Martinelli's, corner of Fifth ave. and 16th street. The
presence of as many friends as possible is desired.
There will be several prominent Liberals from
abroad. We expect Geo. Chainey and friends Mendum and Seaver, as will be seen by the following
from the Investigator:
"We were obliged to our friend Macdonald for his kind in·
vitation; accept it with much pleasure, and shall be on hand,
one or both of us, at the dinner, which, as our friend BenBett
deserves, let it be good, for his sake, and full of 'material aid
and comfort' for the sake of those who are to eat it.
".B'raternally, but in a hurry,
BOTH."
· We assure our Materialistic friends that the dinner will be good, as Mr. Martinelli has considerable
reputation in that line in this city.
To cover cost of dinner and incidental expenses
the price of tickets has been put at $2. They can be
obtained of Dr. E. B. Foote, 120 Lexington ave.;
E. W. Chamberlain, 120 Broadway, or E. M. Macdonald, TRUTH SEEKER office.
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arm-chair that was standing a few feet away, up to the table. ently under it-Slade never ceasing to shake and press close to
Several other disc-:.veries could be mentioned if we had space his bed-fellow and clutch him by the arms convulsivly. Afte
to enumerate them. But though the trick part of the phenom- this interesting performance had lasted for about ten minu~
ena was all made clear, the slate-writing remained a mystery. Slade asked the writer to address the spirits and ask the '
·This much was clear, that it was not the work of spirits, for the whether there would be manifestations during the night· {:
The Slade Exposure.
writer received gushing messages from persons still living, said himself that he thought it was rather late for them to ~ane
From tht. Belleville (Ontario) Daily Intelligencer.
whose names he had written on the slate. These yet embodied if est with much power. (It was then after 2 A.M.) The write;
The best-known of the slate-writing mediums, and the one spirits wrote that they were present, were happy to be so, and said aloud, "Well, do you intend to produce any manifestations
~e?erally ac~owledged to be possessed of the greatest medium- one was so kind as to promis to remain always with the writer to· night?" Three loud raps, signifying "yes," was the rep!
1stic power, IS Dr. Henry Slade, of New York. His name as a -in the capacity of office bore, it is to be presumed. There Suddenly Slade rose on his left elbow and extended his right
medium is world-wide, and he has confounded and converted was no doubt in llie majority of minils that the messages were arm over the speaker's breast. "Look," he said, "at that
some of the most eminent thinkers in England Germany and fraudulent, but how they were produced was a puzzle. There bright light just at the foot of the bed. Oh look! don't you see
Russia, as well as in America, by the wonde;ful pheno~ena was no doubt that when one of the circle wrote a name on the it, just in the direction that I am pointing ?" He continued in
which are produced by him. Knowing this, a number of gen- back of the slate and handed it to Slade, he contrived to read this way for about a minute, directing attention to a supposed
tlemen of this city, having heard much, read some but seen but it while he held the slate under the table. As soon as the slate light in the room, whicb, to the writer's unspiritual eyes relittle of so-called spirit phenomena, determined ~ engage Dr. was well under the edge of the table, the spirits began to make II!ain~d veiled in Egyptian darkness . Slade th~n pointed in' the
Slade for one week, to giv daily sittings or seances. The ar- his arm shake, and of course his wrist would shake and twist, direction of .the bedroom door, shooting out h1s long, lithe arm
rangements were completed, the engagement was made and and of course the slate, being in his hand •. would shake and suddenly over the writer's breast, and directing his attention to
Dr. Slade arrived in Belleville on Friday evening, the 30th ult., twist also-several times being turned completely over, so that a mos~ brilliant .vi ole~ li~ht in that direction. He was informed
and put up at the Dafoe Ht.use, wb'3re rooms had beeri engaged he could read llie name without any difficulty. Usually, how- that h1s energetic pomtmg was rather unnecessary, for in the
for him. The doctor's suave, gentlem~tnly manner and appar- ever, he contented himself with allowing the slate to assume a darkness his hand could not be seen, and he was civilly reently honest and sincere desire to work in the great cause to perpendicular position, so that he could get a p~ep at the ini- quested to be quiet. He paid no attention to the request bowwhich he had devoted his life created in many minds quite an tials, without reading the whole name. As to how he pro- ever, but almost immediately after it was made threw him~elf
impression in his favor. "It does· not matter," he said ear- duced the writing when the slate was under the table, no one with considerable force against the writer, and stretched his
nestly to the writer," if only one person in Belleville is convinc>ed could explain (and indeed it still remains unaccounted for). It arm far over his body. Something was heard to clank against
of 1he fact of a future existence who was not convinced of it may be observed, however, that no message in answer to .a the side of the bed, and the passiv occupant of the bed knew
before, I will consider my~elf well repaid."
question was produced, while the sl11te. was in that position, almost as well as its activ occupant that something was comSuch a noble illustration of disinterestedness and zeal could which was-longer than a dozen words or so · they were always ing. He was not disappointed. In four or five seconds somenot but impress one with his honesty of purpose, notwithstand- written in a cramped, unnatural hand, which, often, no one but thing decidedly hard and heavy fell, as if from the ceiling on
ing tb., fact that he was to receive $150 and his expenses for himself could read; and they were written within a short space, his bare shin, which lay outside the covers in case of an em~rg
the visit. Dr. Slade's sittings began, and the phenomena not extending the full length and width of the slate, like the ency .. He leaned forward and clutched the object, and, feeling
which were produced were certainly, at first startling. but messages, not in reply to questions, which were supposed to be it, discovered it to be a smooth walking-stick with a metal
after the first surprise, several of those who heid successi~ sit- written between inclosed slates. The writing produced between knob. He quietly placed one end on the :floor and held on to it
tings with him began to observe suspicious movements on the closed slates or with the slate :flat on the table was, moreover, with his right hand. "What was that thing that fell on the
part of .1he doctor not so much in the slate-writing (which, in regularly. and well written, and could be read with ease. Sev- bed?" asked Slade, after a momPnt's pause. ''Only a bit of a
1
·
most mmds, remamed
a mystery up to the last, and is not sat- era! persons maintained that. the writing between the closed stick," was the reply.
A few minutes afterward Slade began groping with his left
isfactorily explained tosome even yet) as in the other phenom- slates was not produced at the time when it was supposed to
ena with which the slate-writing was supplemented. These occur, but that one of the slates which were placed together hand te> find out what had become of the stick. He fonnd his
other phenomena were mere tricks, whether judged as spiritual had writing on it when they were placed together, and that companion's right arm hanging by the side of the bed, and he
manifestations or sleight-of-hand performances. The slate Slade deceived the sitters by sleight of hand when he pretended asked, presently, "Hav you my walking stick in your baud?"
was passed under the table by some invisible agency into the to show each side of both slates. Several persons had become The fellow had no doubt· concealed the stick somewhPre near
hand of one of the sitters while both the doctor's hands w·ere convinced of this, but no one wished to. be the party to snatch the head of the bed when he retired, in case any "manifestaon the table; those sitting around the table had their limbs the slates and expose the trick. Chief McKinnon, however, tions" would be required. The writer then caught Sl<tde's both
tapped and p~es~ed, as by a hand'· and occasionally their. chairs at a seance on Wednesday also became convinced, and decided hands in his left hand and held them close to his breast, and
were sharply Jerked ; a long penml would be placed on a slate, to make a test. Accordingly an arrangement was made by sev- demanded that the manifestations should continue under those
and when the doctor would place the slate under the table llie era! parties to go together to the sitting yesterday morning at condition~. Slade protested against this, and alternately argued
pencil would :fly suddenly from under the table on to it, or over 10 o'clock, and the person on whose arm or shoulder Slade whimpered, and threatened, but he finally submitted. After~
the beads of the sitters; if the "atmospheric conditions" should rest the two closed slates was to grasp them and wrest short time the writer was touched on the right leg several times
were favorable, a large chair, which· was always placed at 11 them from him as soon as the writing should commence. Those and the rappings were renewed around the bed. After lying
convenient distance from the doctor's chair, would suddenly who were present at that sitting were Chief McKinnon, E. passiv for a minute or two, the writer raised his left leg as
quickly as he could; it came in contact with Slade's left leg
:fly toward him; and of course llie'raps under the table and in McMahon, and Alderman Dickson.
When thA time for the closed-slate feat came, Slade reached which was evidently performing gyrations in the air. The firs;
the vicinity of the medium were o·f frequent occurrence. In
every one of these "manifestations" the doctor was detected his hand, as usu,I, to the little stand behind him that held his mentioned leg rose higher than the other, and came down on it,
by different parties at different times. Sunday night Mr. slates, selected a slate, and appeared to show both aides of it as pinning both of Slade's legs to the bed. Then grasping Slade's
James Starling distinctly saw him throw the long pencil' with well as those of the one on the table. He closed them together wrists tie:htly, the writer requested that the manifestations be
his thumb and finger, from the edge of the table ov~r the as usual, with a scrap of pencil between them, and held them continued. Slade writhed a little, protested much, and again
heads of the company. He was also detected afterward by on Mr. Mc>Mahon's shoulder. In a moment the scratching be- threatened and whined, but again submitted, with very little
Mr. J. Northcott and. others: This is a simple trick, and can gan. But it was not heard longer than two seconds, when Mr. resistance-strangely enough, for he is very powerful in the
be done by anyone with a little practice. Dr. Abbott in the McMahon suddenly seized the slates, wrested them from Slade, upper part of the body. For ten or fifteen minutes the two recourse of his only sittin~r, lo;JOked suddenly under th~ table and laid their inner surfeces open on the table. One of the mained in that position, and during that time there was not the
while loud raps were in progress and distinctly saw Slade's heel slates was entirely coverec~ with writing which, on examination, faintest suspicion of a manifestation-not a rap, not a touch,
knocking againl't the rung of his chair. The raps under the proved to be the following, which is but a specimen of all the nothing. Finally a cramp in the left leg, brought on by keeptable were of course produced by the toe of Slade's left slipper. platitudes that hav been supposed to come from the spirit land ing it so long in a strained position, induced the writer to release
The pressures and .taps .were undoubtedly produced by him. through Slade's meiliumship, and which is given exactly as Slade. He ~hen rose, dressed himself, and left the great medium to his dreams-not, however, without first denouncing him
One who had ~at w1lli him two or three times and closely ob- written, even to punctuation:
.
served him could not fail to perceive that just before the taps "Yon are all the children of the intlnit; your times a>-e the as a fraud.
Before closing we wish to say a word about the chara!lter of
~nd pressures would be made on the limbs of any one of the measure of endless years; your labors are the search from lmmeSitters he would always pretend to be touched himself and moria! wisdom; your destlny Is the joy and Jove-now It Is time this individual, apart from his profes~ion of medium-juggler.
would shiver, J. erk back his chair, and look under the t'able., from
yon all
began
t? .realize
factprepare
ana prepare
meetlook
themore
change
earth
to sptrtt;
you this
c•mnot
unlesstoyou
to swindler, and we hope that this article will be copied into newsgiving as a reason that he was so nervous that he did it in- the laws of spirit and of God-this is all I shall say no'l'. God bless papers throughout Canada and thA states, so that society may
be warned against him, and he may be driven into private life.
stinctivly•. For his keen aJ?-d practiced eY_e, just the one glance you all."
was suffiment to enable Jnm to "take m" the disposition of
Slade, with the evidence of his fraud confronting him, did It is impossible to enter here into a minute description of Slade,
the legs of the company, and he could, with that snake-like not make any attempt at explanation. He wilted at once, and but he is most assuredly a creature not fit for the companionleft leg of his (which he always kept under the table, allowing appeared for a time quite dazed and stupid. But when Chief ship of respectable people-a slave to the moEt horrible, abnormal, and loathsome lusts; a being without conscience, withthe ot.her to remain in full view of the company), touch any of McKinnon threatened to arnst him for fraud he begged with out
shame, without honor, and without sex.
the s1tters wherever ~e ~lease~, with an unerring precision,.so tears and sobs to be allowed to leave town. He acknowledged
IS HE THE GENUIN SLADE t
long as t?~Y kept their limbs m. the same position. A close that all the phenomena which had taken place were fraudulent,
and suspiCIOUs observer could easily perceive by the movement and that Spiritualism had nothing whatever to do with them.
Since the foregoing article w.as put in type an Intelligencer
of Slade's body when he was manipulating his left leg. On He offered to ~how how he produced the trick which had just reporter has seen and interviewed a gentleman named W. H
one occasion, Mr. James Starlin!!", who sat at the doctor's left, been exposed, and explained it in this way: When he took the Dakin, a traveler for a large hat and cap establishment in
was tou?hed ~n t.he lfeft knee •. He suddenly and very vigor- I t f
th ta db h" d h" •t
ta" d th
· t New York, who is in the city on business. Mr. Dakin asserts
nn I con me
e message JUS
ously raised his right foot, and It came in contact with a mate- s a e rom e s n e m
quoted, which he had written while he was alone, before the that the man who has been in Belleville under the name of Dr.
rial subs.tance suspic.iously resembling the calf of a leg, and the sitting began. By sleight-of-hand manipulation, which is very Slade is not tl!e real Slade, but an impostor. He was, he says,
ownership of the said leg was immediately confirmed by an easily understood when seen, he made it appear that he wiped in Port Huron, Michigan, on Saturday last, and the real Slade
expre~sion of p~n ~n. Slade's open countenance, and an uneasy and showed the two sides of each slate, while the fact iR that he was there on that day, and was extenEivly advertised through
start from that mdrvidual. After this "manifestation" Slade had wiped and showed oB.ly one side of the one that had the the town to deliver a lecture on Sunday. He had been in Port
objected to having Mr. Starling sit in the circle on the ground writing on. The scratching noise was produced by his finger, Huron for nearly a week, stopping at the houses of prominent
that he. had al~eady llat five times, which, he claimed, should and the final tap on the slate denoting that the message is com- Spiritualists, and had been giving a series of seances, at which
hav satu;fied him. On another occasion, after the party sitting plete, by the same means. When told that he would probably wonderful materializing phenomena had taken place. Mr.
opposit Slade had been touched several times on both limbs be arrested, he paced the :floor in extreme trepidation and en- Dakin offered this afternoon to wager $100 agflinst $5 that the
the 'Yriter, ~ho w.as sitting at Slade's left, suddenly crossed hi~ treated piteously to be allowed to leave the city at once, declar- Port Huron Slade is the genuin man, and the Belleville Slade is
legs Immediately m front of the medium, so that that individ- ing that if arrested he would certainly cut his throat. Steps an impostor. In a day or two the true facts of this mixed-up
u~l could not! by any pos~ibihty, get his foot beyond them were taken to procure his arrest, but after the information had affair will be ascertained.
.
Without touchmg, not knowmg them to be in that position. In been laid and while the warrant for his arrest was being made
THE QUESTION ANSWERED.
a moment .the~e was a very palpable tol!-ch, not to say a kick; out, two or three of those who had been most activ in unel\l"th·A telegram from the editor of the Port Huron Sunday Comon the writer s left ankle, and Slade Immediately· afterward ing his deceptions, moved to pity by his entreaties, his tears, mercial says it was Dr. Charle.~ Slade who lectured there.
looked under the table.
and promises, pleaded for him and secured him his liberty. He The genuin man is Henry Slade who was here •
. · It is significant that so long as t~e ~riter kept his legs crossed left by the noon train for the east. Before he left the city he
m front of Slade, the gentleman s1ttmg opposit Slade was not attempted to do something to retrieve himself. To one gentleThe above account was sent to us several days ago,
touched, though the party to his right was. As to the passing man he said that when he admitted that his manifestations
of the slate under the table, that was done with Slade's useful were the results of trickery he told a lie in order to avoid arrest, but we declined to publish it, having seen the follOW·
left foot, which he could bend forward so far that the tte al- and was ready, on account of fear, to admit or deny anything. ing in the Banner of Light:
most touched the front of his leg. The slate rested :flat on the He told the cabman who drove him to the station that a cer"Information reaches us from Montreal, Canada, that an indisole of h!s slipp~r, and in this manner he passed it 11long to tain gentleman who had prominently interested himself in the vidual who goes about that country calling himself-or by inferany o?e m the Circle t? W:hom ".the spirits" were directed to. recent affair had got him arunk, and that he (Slade) was not ence agreeing to allow others to call him-' Dr. Slade,' is now
send }t. ?J-r. A. ~cGmms, leamn&" back _in his chair quietly, 1 respoBsible for what he had done or said.
operating in that part of the continent, and has just been exsaw t3lade s foot With the ~late restmg on It. Mr. W. TempleSince he has gone there are several persons who hav had posed in Belleville, Ont. We are glad to hear that to such an
ton also glanced UDder the table hastily on one occasion·, but repeated sittings with him who are not satisfied with the ex- extent, at least, justice has overtaken him. We would inform
was observed by the ?octor, and Mr. Templeton, though he did planation he gave of the production of writing within the closed our readers in Montreal, Belleville, and elsewhere, that Dr.
not see the ~late on his f?ot,·saw the slate fall to the :floor and slates. They say that they know the writing could not hav (Henry) Slade, of New York city, the genuin proprietor of the
Slade's foot dra'Y back like lightning to his cha.ir. The spirits occurred in that way, because they. brought their own marked name, is at present lecturing in Michigan, and is not, nor has
attemJ;>ted four times to. carry the 'slate to the writer, but failed slates to the sittings, had examined them closely on both sides he been of late, in Canada. The person claiming his name and
e~ch t1me, the slate fallmg to the ground before it could reach before the writing came, and that Slade had never attempted to reputation is either the party who is known as • Charles Slade,'
~s hand. The reason g1ven. by Slade was that the writer held substitute any other slates in place of those they brought. How- against whom we hav repeatedly warned our patrons, or ~lse
his hand beyond the magnetic cuqent, and the spirits could not ever that may be, there is no doubt whatever that the manifes- some one of the Braddon-Fay-et·al. combination now imposmg
carry the, slate past that current. The real reason was that as tations which take place at night in Slade's bedroom are pro- upon the Canadian people has assumed the name of Slade to
so~n as Slade a?-nounced that ~he slate had left his hand the duced hy himself. This was demonstrated on Thursday night escape the effects of the showing up which we gave these
wnter moved h1s hand about e1~hteen inches from the rim of to the complete satisfaction of the writer, who shared Slade's • worthies' in our issue of June 3d. The New York Sun
the tabl~. where he could see, if the slate reached his hand, bed willi him for some time that night. About a quarter of an paragraphs this • Belleville' business as applying to the genuin
whether It was co~veyed by !I-llY visible power. (It is perhaps hour after the writer turned off the gas and got into bed loud Dr. ~lade, but its attempt to injure a worthy medium is beneath
?-e~essary to explam 1 h.at dunng ~ these manifestations Slade raps came apparently from the back of the qed near the writer's contempt, and is too absurd to need an answer."
ms1sts that all m. the. crrcle must Join hands in the middle of the head. Slade immediately began to tremble and cower down in
We had always thought the Banner to be'a strictly
table-thus makmg It necessary ~or them to come up close to llie bed, and in reply to the question what was the matter with
•
· t t
th~ ta:bie.). 0~ Thursday ~h1ef McKinnon detected Slade him, he said the spirits were there and were going to do some- reliable paper, and dee~ed the ab~ve snffie1en .0
twitchmg With his.to_e the charr ~f the.man. on his left, and an- thing, for he was being touched all over. The rapping contin- cast doubt ~pon the genumness of tlie exposed medlother gentleman distinctly saw him, With his left leg, wheel an ued, now at the head of the bed, now at the foot, now appar-, um, and so Informed our Canadian friEmds. But the
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following letter leads us to believe that t~e affair is
muoh mixed; and that it may be cleared up we
print the whole. It seems to us that it is in order for
brother Colby to explain, for the preponderance of
evidence is against Slade. We trust our correspondent will not regret that we have softened down one
or two of his expressions.-En. T. S.
· BELLEVILLE, July 19, 1882..
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav just received your letter, and noted its contents. A.s to it not being
the genuin Dr. Henry Slade, who was so completely exposed
'here, I can arid will prove that it was, also that the people in
the Banner of Light office·are mistaken. Here are the proofs:
First. The first letter we sent reached Slade through the
Banner of Light office.
.
Second. Slade was recognized by Mr. H. Tammadge, of
this city, as the same man who was on trial in London several·
years ago,
Third. He was recognized ):>y Mr. C. J. Starling, who visited
him several times in New York city.
Fourth. He was recognized both from photographs and engnvings in illustrated papers in the possession of Feveral of us
here.
·
Fifth. In a letter written to a gentleman of this city, Mr. F.
H. Rous, written after the exposure, he a.ttempts to excuse himself. I send you the paper so you. can judge with what success.
Sixth. While here many letters were received by him, all addressed to Dr. Henry Slade, and several forwarded from the
Banner of Light,
There are several other proofs, among which are the im_probability of an impostor wearing several thousand dollars'
worth of diamonds and having several hundred dollars with
him, as this man had. You can tell the Banner of Light people that if he was a oogus Slade they should send us the money
we are out, as it was their fault, they giving the bogus our letter
instead of the genuin. But it was certainly the genuin humbug, and if they st1ll deny it we will send a committee to New
York and unmask him as thoroughly as we did here. If there
is a genuin medium, they ought to send him to Belleville, but
they won't. ''Fraud will not ~tand honest investigation;
truth courts it."
The reason Slade was allowed to escape is, he, or it, was a
member of the Masonic body, so were some of his captors;
also it is likely he or it made a liberal use of his ill-gotten gains
, to grease their palme. Yours truly, · JosEPH TEMPLETON.

Elmina Abroad.

were nine graduates, all girls but two, and I think the proficiency of these yonng ladies in their studies ought to convince
any reasonable person of. the equality of sex as far as mental
acquirements are concerned, and I might say superiority, for
they certaiuly put the young men in the shade this time. To
giv any idea of the addresses (valedictory, etc.), is impossible,
but professors who were present said they would do credit to
almost any college commencement. The paintings done by the
pupils of the school are real specimens of art and ll'ems of
beauty, The art reception was in the evening and dancing
music, etc., made gay the passing hours. A.s it all glides by, I
softly say to myself,
.
"Ob. t.he wo,.ld it is beautiful,
Who can complain
Or wish that the world
Were m~de over again!"
Rhinibeek, N. Y., June 16, 1882.
ELMINA.

God Ideas.
It seems to me that we are indebted to our early :religion
training for our ideas of God and nature. Nea,.lv every one ofs
us is infl.uenP.ed bv the ideas derived from the BiblA. If a lad
never went to church or Sunday-school, still he gets ideas on
these suhjects from those who hav. Hence the idea that the
creator is omnipotent, can perform·miracles, etc. Now, when
w11 break from this idea we naturally run into Atheism. One
of' my friends, in denouncing my remarks in this paper, asks why
not suppose nature to be eternal, self..existent, and then no use
fcir a God. I ask, why not suppose God eternal? I cannot
suppose nature as eternal except as a principle. We see begin~
ning and ending to all things, eq.rth included. "Wh•.t," asks
the Atheist, "nature and G'od both?" Why not? What warrant hav von for the idea of an omnipotent God, such as you
think he inust .be, if a.t all ? Why not God and nature both
eternal, from everlasting to everlasting? Most A.theists rPject
the idea of a gon because they see no signs of sympathy and
interference. But whv not a g0d who cannot interfere as wfll
as a god who can? There are some ·facts we do know. I
mea.n that some thin~rs do exist positivlv and truly. They seem
hard facts to us, too, yet they are. Our reason teaches. us that
omnipot;.lnce cannot be. God cannot be and not be at once.
Yet if omnipotent in this idea of omnipotence, he could be and
not be. .Omnipotence is utter absurdity. Eh<rnity we know
exists, as do space, time, etc. Eternity is infinit time. MR.y
there not be a creating spirit eternal, out not omnipotent? In
fact, mav there not h" two or three, half a dozen, or an infinit
number 'of such? When we Pxamin the one-god idea we see
no more warrant for it than for some other iileas.
The grand point with me is just this~if this blind, dumb,
.senseless nature is all, then it has created something greater than
itself; that is; intellect. Why, even a dog's sense is superior to
dumb nature.
.
I would ~ltY fnr Mr. James's benPfit that I do nnt feel called
on to worship this god except by doing, the best I know how,
CLARKE IRVINE.
my duty.

perate that has ever heretofore been kindly touched by a Christian, makes me feel justified in begging your indulgence for a
line or two more.
The use of intoxicating liquors as a beverage causes more
than three-fourths of the crimes and accidents, more than
seven· eighths of the poverty, disease, vice and wretchedness,
cursing and injuring our republic year after year. Shall we lift
no hand to stay the dreadful avalanche ? And who really do
least to stop this slimy old serpent from continuing to trail over
all?
Our judgment must be based upon what we witness. Do we
not see the preachers of the various Chril,ltian churches coddle
and coo around our dear Brother Distiller and say only soft and
pleasant things about this matter, except occasionally, when far,
far from home and hid in a multitude of temperance advocates,
of whom half at least are Freethinkers, lest BrothH Rumseller
be offended. If ever we do attend " divine " worship we will
see sitting prime and smiling in their pews the great wholesale
d<>alers and manufacturers and the boss retail dealers, those
who keep respectable places. and we will see the pulpit smiling
back at these same pewe. Why? The answer is evident when
the box comes round and these magnates, who make a veritable
hell on earth, put up the largest sum~ for Jesus and trim in
elegance the slick-headed calf who bleats from the pulpit.
No, no, Liberal friends, let us not advocate that principle
which would, if carried to its logicHl conclu~ion, fill the lips of
our people with a poison that would bind in chains not only the
body but the brain as well. We who believe that mind is but
the expression of the body, i. e , of material organism, hav an
impregnable position from which to bombard this mind-destroying traffic.
..
LIBERTA: 'j

Col. Kelso's Book.
DEITY ANALYZED AND THE DEviL's DEFENSE. By Col. Kelso.
See advertisment.
This book has the intensity of an autobiography.
It contains the processes of thought by which a bright
a~d earnest mind has worked its way out of superstition into the real truth. On this account it has a
value beyond the keenness of its logic. This is unanswerable and is a mental tonic of the first order.
There is a breezy freshness in this book which makes
its arguments like the mountains on the Pacific coast,
not bare forms, but rugged and superb forces, with
a suggestion of volcanic fire. We might know that
this was written by a frontiersman. It is not the
"chop logic of mere culture." Every word has the
ring of a genuin truth seeker. This book has not
been written out of intellectual vanity merely for the
sake of writi11g a book. It is the expression of the
author's intellectual travail. It has the birthmarks
of a keen struggle by which he has liberated his own
mind from the chains of dogma. It is also an original book. Col. Kelso has dug his own mine and
brought forth his own gold. He has not "jumped"
any body else's claim. He has gone directly to nature.
He ~ivs us his QWn contact with it and not another's.
The God of the Bible is indeed pret.ty thoroughly
picked to pieces. The sawdust flies. The poor .doll
makes a sorry figure in the hands of the dissecter.
his dignity vanishes when we see of what it is made
up. The fact is, that deity cannot bear analysis.
The worshiper must take it whole like a pill and
swallow at once. To reduce deity to its elements is
to destroy him. We then see that he is of the earth
earthy.
.
Col. Kelso's defense of the devil is, we think, quite
just. Many good points are made. What the world
has called the devil has certainly done a vast amount '
of good. He has been the parent of knowledge and
the spur to progress. He may hav ''slopped over"
occasionally and not been quite dignified and respectable.
No doubt he has gone to extremes.
The
trouble of it is that the devil don't always know
where to stop. He gets started and away he goes;
and he hasn't the slighteRt notion of letting off steam.
Of course he smashes things. But the original intention of the devil is good. He sincerely desires to
make things better. He has a "divine discontent."
Like the Irish party in Parliament, he is always in
the opposition benches because he sees that is the
best way to make progress. He is in too much of a
hurry oftentimes, I grant. He lacks "culture," of
course. He isn't "college-bred." He is a rough,
sturdy, upright, and downright reformer, who don't
care a blank what people think of him. Such is the
devil, and Col. Kelso will tell you more about him if
you will read his very lively satire.

DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS: Once more !.greet you from the old
Empire state, and among the friends· and relativs of my girl~
hood days.
·
I hav pleasant memories of the friends I met in Boston, and
the sight~ I there saw h~tv left bright pictures on memory's
walls. The last day of my stay I went through Prang's vast
Liberalism Run Mad.
chromo factory. I had always a curiosity to know how it was
possible to manufacture such lovely pictures at so cheap a r•te.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 8th is to be found the followBut I had never once dreamed of the work it took. WhPn I ing s<>ntence from the pen of E. 0. Walker: "Prohibition
went in and saw long rows of desks, a,nrl at each one seated ari involves a principle which; if carried to its logical conclusion,
artist bent intently over a picture, faithfully copying line by would stoo every Liberal press in the country and close the lips
line, dot by dot, each little stroke or speck, and saw the pictures of evf'ry Freethinker."
•
·transferred one by one to lithographic stones, and then printed
A friend of mine, a lawyer nnd a Freethinker, and, more than
on paper or cardboard, shade by shade, color by color, a little that, one who stopped just on the verge of ruin from the
more red, a little more yellow, a little more btown, till it passed a.ccu,.sed habit of stronl! drink, brought that copy of THE
·through some twanty or thirty impressions, going from handc '!'RUTH SEEKER to me and said: •• Here, look at what Mr.
rollers to power-presses, from room to room, I then realized that Walker~ays. It is not true; it is wrong, •nd he ought to know it."
e:v~n ~he ~inie~t chromo was a work of. f~r more t.oil than a grand
Blood boils in the veins .,f one who bas known and felt the
pamting m ml colors. But the rap1d1ty of the reproduction almost resistless power of the drinking habit fastening closer
makes them cheap and plentiful, and I saw some as high· as and closer day by day, with friends and Rcquaintances helping
twenty-five dollars in price, and others only a cent or two in it on, and none save those who ar" called fanatics bv the heartvalue. We saw one large room containing two or three hunL less, tl;oughtless rahble, putting forth even the slightest efforts
dred girls, all putting fringes on valentines, chromos and holi- to stav the evil. When one has broken the terrible chain. torn
day pictures, a~d counting, folding, an~ arraneing them; and its links from out the quivering nerves, then to ha.v such words
we saw the Chnstmas cards for the commg season in process of from one who ought to be a leader in the van for libertv, snePrbeing made. One· large room way down in the cellar wascalled ing at the honest efforts of serious men to break the fetters of a
the" sfone library.". It was filled with shelves of lithographic bondage ten thousand times more damnablA, resistless, and
stflDes, containing plates from which the pictures had been awful than even the hideous t;onsters of the Inquisition, selfprinted. 'fhese stones are all brought from Bavaria, and many restraint becomes a double burden.
of them cost twenty-five and fifty dollars apiece. We went in
Liberty itself was born of prohibition in that early day when
the engin room and saw the power that moves the great ma- the idea of law, order, and individual right first entered the
chinery of the factory, and the engineer touched one of the great s~tvage breast of man. The principle of prohibition involves
belts and lighted a gas-jet with his finger, and also transmitted the restraint by law from the doing of that which is a crime
a spark to each of us from it, by touching the tip of his finger per se as well as that which is a crime hecanse forbidden .. From
to ours. As I looked at all the wonders of the estahlishment I the masters of jurisprudence· we learn that a law is a rule of
thought of a remark made by one who once visited our woolen conduct prescribed by the ~upreme power of a state commandm~ll ~n Tennessee .. A.fter wat~hing the process of cnrding, ing what shall be done or prohibiting that which shall not be
·
spmmng, and weavmg the woolmto cloth, she exclaimed, "The done.
works of God are great, but the works of man are greater."
Laws that prohibit that which shall not be done are the sort
Prang: has a grand ho~~e, and the grounds are just lovely, and of laws in which the principle of prohibition is involved Nothwhat IS best of _all, he IS .a real German Liberal, and hundreds ing can be more apparent. By examining the laws which are
of dollars are gtven by h1m every y~ar to support the cause of· prohibitory in their nature, it seems to me we can easily deterfreedom of thought and the elevation of humanity. He is a min whether or not they "involve a principle which, if carried
m!Ln of who~ we may well be proud a.s a laborer in our ranks. to its logical conclusion, would stop every Liberal press in the
His lovely pwtures are gems of be!L~o/ m thousands and tens of country and close the lips of every Freethinker."
~housa~ds of h~me11 all over the CIVilized world, and he himself
By looking into our penal code, which is but a codification,
lB a kmd, ?or.d1al, and pleasant gentleman. . He took us all somewhat modified, of the revised statutes, which were themSAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
over the building, and the~ out on the top of his house, where selvs built from statutes previously in existPnce, containing,
he g~ve us seats, f~om ~hwh w~ had a splendid view of Bar- therefore, little that is new, we find prohibitory provisions
So Do We.
num s great tiavehng mrcus as 1t pas~ed along the street. It against murder, treason, larceny, bigamy, incendiarism, swindFrom 17~< Index of July 20.
was one of the most gorgeous processwns ~ever witnessed. In ling, gambling, etc. It does seem to me that these provisions
!J?.e afternoon. of· the ~ame day I went w1th Mr. Chainey and are really prohibitory; that they involve all the principles inWe quite agree with a correspondent who writes, "A.n editor
hiS pleasant httle fa.nnlJ: to Nantasket Beach to see the old volved in prohibition, and that they support liberty, both of the who, from policy or cowardice, publicly_ mentions as a friend
ocean. We had a mce nde on the cars, and a beautiful sail in press and speech. To this list of prohibitory enactments in the and praises aR a hero a man whom he privately calls an enemy
the steamer, and ~t last s~ood ~n the shore and saw the mighty highest interest of the liberty of man, wom~tn, ani! child, pro- and speaks of as a vile fellow forfeits the re~pect of all honest
oc~n roll her wh1~ foammg billows )'<>ward the shore, each fol- tecting and guarding the right tn be sober, to hav a sober men." The above statement is very general in its character,
lowmg the .other 1!1 reg~lar su~ssi?n, and yet no two alike, father, husband, and brother, many wise, thoughtful, philan- but any one who sees in it a condemnatio~ o~ his own disbonan~ all haVIng a wild, werrd,, fasctnation that c!Ln never be de- thr<~pic, liberty-loving Liberals wish to add one prohibiting the esty is at. liberty to make a personal applicatwn of the remark
scnbed, but ca:n only be reahzed by the onlookmg of one's self. manufacture sale. and importation of alcoholic liquors to be tJ himself.
To see the ~h1te specks of sails far off against the distant hori- used as a be?erage. Mr. Walker speaks of this proposPd law
We know of nt) one to whom the above applies so
zon, and thmk that beyon~ them, on, on, on, was only one vast as of 11 sumptuary nature. He knows, if he knows anvthing at
sea?~ waves, m~de one thmk how wonderful it was that so tiny all about the matter, that sumptuary laws were distinl!uished well as to B. F. Underwood, whilom Liberal lecturer,
a ~ng as !1. sh1p <:<>nld ever find itself, or bring its precious by the object for which they were enacted, being either for at present fighting editor of the Index, ~religious
economic purposes or to foster some partic?lar trade or .ir~dus- paper published at Boston.
fre1ght ~f ~vmg bemgs back to the solid firm la_nd &&"ain.
A.ll this IS now only a memory, but how precwus Is the fac- try, but never for the great purposes for whwh the proh1h1torv
ulty that ~as powe~ ~call up at any ho~r the whole panorama laws are deemed the most practical and eff<>ctiv means. viz., to
WE hav for sale the lithograph likenesses of the
back to VIeW and liv 1t over. a~d ove~ agam!
.
lessen crime, idleness, pauperism, disease, and death. The law three representativ Freethinkers of America-Paine,
b A.nd pow ~ am once agam m Rhmebeck Institute, and hav prohibiting the sale of intoxicant~ is, therefore, not a sumptu- Bennett, and Ingersoll. With a frame, which can
een W1tnessmg the school co!llll!encement, a regular feast .of a.ry. law, but a part of the police regulations of the stato.
reason an~ ~ow of. soul. The JUIUor class had the first day, and . Here I should stop, knowihg that the splendid letters from be purchased at slight expense from any picturespoke therr little p1eces better than many a public orator GQpld, Mr. BennPtt are not only more interesting to your readers, but frame maker, they form an ornament that would
and .sang and played" divinely," and in the evening had are- crowd your ample pages, were it not that the importance of adorn the walls of any home. The three together
ce~ti~n. It was a pre~y scene to ·see little tots of eight, ten, this s,ubject and the fact that a few red-hot and unbalanced cost $2 . singly Painu $1 · Bennett and Ingersoll,
an welve years dancmg, 'Yaltzing, an~ playing plays, just like Liberals are continually representing the Liberal thought of the
t '
h
'
'
'
grown-up people. The semors had their day yesterday. There age to be against everythmg moral, decent, healthful, or tem-, 50 cen s eac •
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to the conclusion that it is mixed who his mother address a~d eloquence gained for him the esteem of
was, and if we cannot find out by the .text who his the people.
father or mother was, we are left in great doubt Last week, at the earnest solicitations of the citiwhether there ever was such a man. Talmage as- zens of Boerne (a small village thirty miles northwest
BoLIVAR, N. Y., July 14, 1882.
sumes there was, and twists the account given of him from San Antonio) he delivered the Fourth of July
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to pay for the three in the book of Judges into all mannt>r of shapes in oration, and on his return here some of our most
volumes of Round-the-World.
C. C. CoNROY.
order to hide the true meaning of the story. The prominent citizens requested him to deliver a lecture
account says that an angel or messenger came t& to the public at Turner Opera Hall, which h& acALDEN, low.&., July 7, 1882.
Manoah's wife and told her that she was barren, but cepted. A.t an early hour of Sunday evening the
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find fifty cents for she should hav a child, and ordered her a low diet elite of San Antonio came pouring into the spacious
your excellent paper for three months, as I see that in order to prepare her for the event. The first ques· hall, and it was soon filled to overflowing. A. few
is your terms to new subscribers. I want to become tion is, Who was this angel; was it some man or was minutes aft13r the appointed time, Mr. C. K. Brene.
better acquainted with THE TRUTH SEEKER, for I be- it a spirit? We conclude it was a man, as he talked man, a leading lawyer of San Antonio, appeared on
lieve it to be the paper which I hav long wanted in to Manoah, and Talmage does not believe-that spirits the stage, and in a few appropriate remarks intromy family. I am wholly, honestly, and thoroughly talk to people on earth. In the eighth verse we hav duced to the audience the renowned Adirondack
Infidel or Liberal, and I love truih and liberty, and positiv proof that it was a man. Manoah asked the Murray. A. hearty applause greeted the noted pulpit
I love any paper or book that is honest and bold Lord to Jet the same man come again and teach orator of Massachusetts, now not clothed in the
enough to stand up, alone if necessary, and advocate them what to do with the ·expected child. The whole priestly robes of a deceiving saint, but in plain, homethe truth for truth's sake, as THE TRuTH SEEKER chapter indicates that it was a put-up job on Manoah spun gray, his left hand bandaged and in a sling.
seems to do. It is the first paper of the kind it has by this man and his wile, but who the man was we He announced that his lecture would be the same
ever been my privilege to read. I feel as the Metho- do not learn. Talmage says that when this Samson one delivered. to a certain society in Boston shortly
dist enthusiast says in class-meeting-! feel it a grand was eighteen years old he was engaged to be married after his return from abroad-" My Thoughts and
and glorious 'privilege to giv my testimony for the. to a Philistine girl. The Bible does not say any such Conclusions on the Hereafter." The subject was a
truth. I hav been much pleased with what I hav thing, hence Talmage misrepresents the text and tells deep one, and he .held his vast audience spell-bound
read of "A Truth Seeker Around the World," and a white lie to his hearers. The text says that Sam- from the beginning to the end. Such theories, alwe are all eager to hear from Brother Bob, as we son went down to Timnath and saw a woman of the though in the minds of many but never before exfamiliarly call Col. Ingersoll. My conversion to Lib- daughters of the Philistines. It does not say, as Tal· pressed by any lecturer or orator in this city, seemed
eralism I think, was due in a great measure to the mage says, that be was betrothed. Talmage says that to entrance his hearers. No devil, no hell; no soul,
reading' of his lectures, although I had been striving on his way to Timnath he came across a lion, or a spirit, or body to suffer the torments and agonies of
for and gradually nearing the .truth for some years. lion came out upon him, and he seized the monster hell, or the Pleasant meetings and reunions of friends
I commenced .with Methodism, being brought up. in by his long mane and shook him as a hungry hound and lovers in the paradise above, both delighted and
that faith; from thence to Campbelliteism, then on shakes a March hare, and made his bones crack. distressed, and for fully one and a half hours the
to neutral ground, then by the help of Brother Bob, Now, we pronounce this statement false, and I will speaker was listened to with breathless silence, and
Thomas Paine, Viscount Amberley, and others, I v;;as prove it by the Bible. The text says that he rent on conclusion waR greeted with tremendous applause,
enabled to mount upon that sure foundation-the him· as he would hav rent a kid. It does not say one During his lecture he severely censured the orthorock of truth-and leave superstition and priestcraft word about a hound, a March hare, or his bones dox ministers for ever alluding t'l tb.at eternal hell
in the mud and mire which they hav I'nade and wal- cracking, Sa.mson kept this great feat from his par- as the place for the unheliever, and he welt' knew
lowed in for centuries, and which I trust will ere ents, and we hav no evidence whether it was true or that it was only the easy situations, the maintenance
long swallow them up and leave us free. Pray for false. The text does· not giv us his age at this time, of their families and dependents, the credulity of the
us, Mr. Editor; pray for us in the form of giving us and how Talmage found out that he was eighteen uninformed, ignorant, and superstitious, that kept the
free and honest thoughts-thoughts which will en- years old is only known to him. Perhaps the spirit enlightened ministers in their pulpits to-day. The
lighten and instruct, and help to make us better men of SamsoD has been to see him and explained the day of judgment or resurrection was something be.
and better women-thoughts which emanate from such whole matter.
·
yond his comprehension; where is that grand review
minds as Bro. Bennett's, and are given to us through
Talmage says that this boy smote the lion with his of bodies of generation upon generation at tbe rate
the medium of his excellent paper. Please count me fist and stamped on him with his heel. The text war- of one thousand millions for every thirty years of this
in as one of your many friends.
H. M. REYNOLD~.
rants no such language. Talmage says that after earth's existence to take place ? Flatten out this
that when he was passing that way lte turned .into globe of ours, and there will not be standing-room
DuNLAP, IowA, July 12, 1882.
the thicket to see the remains of the monster. He for even the smallest fraction of that vast army to
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find cash to pay my sub- says that under that hot climate the flesh had rotted stand as on dress parade for review. The very thought
scription. Please excuse delay, and allow me to say off of his bones, and the bones were bleached until or idea of a future resurrection seemed ridiculous.
further a word in regard to the trouble at Liberal, they were as pure and white as a vase of porcelain His views on the deity and Christ seemed to lack
Mo., au account of which I find in your paper of or a tank of gold, Now, the above representations comprehension. A.t any rate he passed this point in
July 5th.
are mere nonsense, The text says he turned aside to such a manner as to leave the audience in doubt as
First. That it seems strange "one of the best law- see the carcass of the lion, and behold there was a to his true belief, and this is the only instance that
yers in southwestern Missouri," as Bro. Walser is de- swarm of bees and honey in the carcass of the lion. I could perceive where he differed with our champions
scribed by the writer, should make the mistake (be- We claim that Talmage has no right to distort the of Freethought and truth, R. G. Ingersoll, D. M. Ben.
ing original proprietor of the town) to allow himself text and make it lie in almost every verse, He says nett, and others; but it seems to me that the time
and •· other Liberals" to be drawn into a sort of that Samson got mad because his wife told her friends is not far distant when he will also cast away this
partnership with "Methodist Christians." By leas- the answer to the riddle. He says that Samson in last illusion ADd pronounce to the world that he is
ing or selling ground on specified conditions, it his indignation slew thirty men. The text again says an Inftdel,.and others will soon follow, and in a short
seems Bro. Walser had it in his power to shut out Talmage lies. Samson told ~he people had they not space of time one law and one thought will bind all
saloons and "Methodist Christians," etc., from every plowed with his heifer they would not hav guessed nations and kindred of the earth, and that law shall
foot of his two thousand acres if he wished to do so. his riddle. Now comes the knob to Talmage's lie. be the law of universal freedom and brotherhood.
Second. With all due regard for the good inten- The nineteenth verse says, "And the spirit of the
Yours for Freethought,
CHAS. L. SAuER.
tions and good works of our friends at Liberal, Mo., Lord came upon him, and he went down to A.shkelon
allow me to say, Mr. Editor, that I candidly think and slew thirty men of them, and took their spoils
WHITE CLOUD, MxoH., July 15, 1882.
the original plan, idea, and intention of building up and gave a change of garments unto them that exM~. EDITOR (not dead but absent): Through an overan exclusivly Liberal town and community was and plained the riddle." We see by the text that God press of duties we find, upon a moment's reflection,
is wrong in principle. The church is ever and al- helped him kill the thirty men in order to get their that we hav neglected THE TRUTH SEEKER." Please
ways trying to do just what it seems our friends in clothes to pay his bet. It fa not hard to see Talmage's pardon. Hav not been at Ashland Center since early
Missouri hav been trying to do-to drive out and misrepresentation of the text, if not a downright spring. It is now pleasing to send yoU $3, a part of
keep otlt opposition, and hav it all their own way. I lie. Talmage says, "Further to avel).ge the wrong which it is quite possible is your due. Please change
think we can well afford to J llow the sectarians a done him, he sets on fire three hundred foxes, and my address to this place. Again THE TRUTH SEEKER
monopoly of this "exclusiv" idea. My idea of Liberal- these terrified creatures, in their alarm, rush into takes a strange location, and that, too, among its
ism is for something broader and better than the the corn shocks and the vinyards until the whole enemies. But niay we not trust that it is able for
dividing up of society into ten t!lousand of little land is ablaze with desolation," Now, the text does the shock? We should perhaps say enemies by secwarring factions-a platform and invitation so broad not warrant any such extravagant talk. Judges xv, ond nature, as, -strange as it may appear, we think
and benificent and noble that all who will may come 4, says, "And Samson went and caught three hun- there is not an orthodox expounder within twenty
and enjoy with us the feast and fatness of natu"t"e dred foxes, and took firebrands and turned tail to miles of us, and within this area. ·at least twenty
and reason. In short, I would not only let in the tail, and when he had set the brands on fire he let thousand soul habitually reside. It would seem
avowed enemies of our Liberal cause, btlt I would them go into the standing corn and burned up the that your paper might flourish here. I guess I will
invite them to come and hear and see for themselvs shacks and standing corn." W~;~ should like Mr. Tal· plant· a few copies anyway. I don't intend it shall be
what manner of people it is who are constantly re- mage to tell us what kind of strings Samson used to long until at least some of this God-forsaken people
ceiving the choicest anathemas of their self-assum- tie the foxes' tails together with that the fire did not shall know that it is affirmed upon good evidence
ing, narrow-contracted, divine leaders.
burn off. His great imagination could easily_answer that Jesus Christ is not the only one that died to
Let us-in fact we must-so conduct ourselvs that the question. Is it not strange that intelligent men save sinners, as the tale runs, and that Thomas Paine
instead of following or stoppiag to contend with any, and women will sit and listen to a man like this wrote our great Declaration, however much it may
we may be the leaders of others, even of " Method-. Talmage distort and twist the Bible into all manner surprise them, We still admire THE TRUTH SEEKER
ist Christians," into the broad fields of reason and of shapes and swallow them as truths, when they and its cause. It presents to the world learning
beauty, where, instead of debasing strife over small are as unreasonable as ·~ Sindbad the Sailor?" The much needed, and which practically cannot be reached
things, shall be found a plane so broad and so lib- story of Samson as given in the Bible is a big enough elsewhere. What is more reasonabl·e than that the
eral and free that all may gain understanding.
lie without Talmage or anyone else striving to make s11ience of matter is the grand solution of the great
Yours truly,
D. A.. BuTTS.
it a greater. There is no class of people on earth that problem? Creativ power created all for the sE~.ma
misrepreseBt the Bible as our modern ministers do, end. A. blade of grass is just as consequential as is
XENIA, July 15, 1882.
what we term a noble man, from a creativ standJ.D. SEELY,
MR·. EDITOR: I read a sermon in the Fireside Compoint or purpose. Ever since I was old enough to
panion, preached by Talmage, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
SAN ANTONio, T:E::us, July 10, 1882.
reason much I hav had a glimpse of this fact, and
using Samson or a part of the story about Samson
MR. EDITOR: In No. 22 of your valuable paper you since the fortunate meeting of some learning as por·
as a basis of his remarks. The orthod )X accuse the mention a letter received from one Fenner, which trayed in THE TRUTH SEEKER am at rest upon the subInfidels of distorting the text, but I will bet ten places Mr. W. H. H, Murray, late of Boston, but now ject. Unbounded thanks are due the venerable-author
millions, or half I am worth, that there never was a citizen of Texas, in a rather bad light. The state- of our paper for pains taken long since, and now that
an Infidel on earth that ever misrepresented the ment that the father of a young woman eaid to be he has endured said axduous journey, all from a
text to the extent Talmage did in his sermon, using living with Mr. Murray came here after a long nhilanthropic standpoint, we should feel that he could
the following as his text: "And called his name search, found her, and blew his brains out at the truly be said to hav well nigh donned Paine's lifeSamson, and the child grew and the Lord blessed very threshold of Murray's door, is a myth. Mr. long persistency and world-wide philanthropy. We
him." In reading the history of the origin of this Murray, ever since his arrival here, has led a very are glad to see that those who can are trying to mete
Samson (which I believe to be a myth) in Judges xiii, quiet and retired life, living in a small cottage some out to him some of his dues in the way of a recap·
we do not find who his father was. We read that distance below the city, very few of our citizens know- tion upon his return to his nativ shores, and they
his mother was barren, and as it is not possible for ing anything of him until last autumn, when he was bav my hearty cheer. We wish you and also everY
a barren woman to giv birth to a child, should the requested to deliver an address at the opening of the bona fide Liberal well. And just here we wish we
whole universe take hold and help her? We come, Agricultural Fair at San Pedro Springs, when his ftne could know that each and every~me of them felt as
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I do -that 1·t 1·s wrong to giv support in any way to
·
II , I owa, as you know , has
M R. E DITOR: G rmne
th ,.ase clerical gentlemen, commonly styled preachers,.
· it ed b Y a. t ern
· 'bl e eye1one, killing
and refral·n from. doing so, and t_her.eby cease, so fa.r · 1ate1y b een vrs
·
l· n responsrbihty, their damages scores, ren d eri ng h un d re d s h ouse1ess an d h orne 1e as ,
as We are Concerned'
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th roug h
au :fferrng,
an d mournmg
t 0 the World and compel them to become useful leaving desolatwn,
b
f ' ·ety Don't donate them and you the country. Happening to see a Grinnell paper, I
mem ehra oh som r'm.mediately and fiaunt THE TRUTH was struck with the big-hearted generosity of the
•
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.
f
h ld'
f
effect t e c ange
SEEKER an d you do the same, if but mediately. An4~ .Chicago mmisters who, a ter o mg con ere~ce o~er.
th
'dea
strikes
me
and
it
hurts
a
little
the
sufferers,
sent
them
this
very
substantral
ard.
h
ere aNnot. loerg.r since I saw a p' reacher of Christ and "The blessed Lord, who rides in the storm, will
too.
o ifiedn drr·~ 1·ng on his way to his pulpit. Upon overru
•
1
a n d your
.
1e your d"Isas t er t o h'rs own gory
h rm
cruc
· '
h h
11 d
hl·s nearr'ng the residence of a gentleman whom he profit." Theiri great hs.ouh1s, as seen tin1.tb is,t tav ca e
knew did not believe in his dogmas he espied the out the follow ng, ~ lC you are a l er y o use as
twelve-year-old daughter of said gentleman emerge you see fit. The hnes were furnished me by Mrs. M.
from the house and proceed upon the way in advance Snodgrass, of this place.
of him. Just there said preacher was taken With a
THE RAT wno TURNED HERMIT.
aerious fit of jerking the reins and applying the lash
It is told, in a story old,
until he found himself at the side of the girl, when
How a certain rat, grown tired of strife,
his solicitations that she should ride with him beAnd the cares which beset his rats hip's life ;
came too vehement to be shunned, and she rode with
And wishing to meditate at his ease,
Took up his abode in a great Holland cheese.
hl.·m. A few days a.fter I asked what the preacher
,..
aaid to her. She replied: "Oh, he told me all how
This rat soon grew fat,
Christ was killed by being na.iled to a tree-right
And he said to himself, God blesses his own,
through the live fiesh-becauae I and other little
My body would hav been ouly skin and bone.
girls and boys were bad and sinned against God
If I hadn't turned hermit, I really must say
Renouncing the world is the better way.
every day' and by ·the death of his son we could be
made good, and go to heaven where my little brother
To his cheese, on their knees,
was that died, and where all good little girls and
Came some representativs of the- rats,
boys were, if I only prayed to God and would come
Saying Ratopolis is besieged by the cats.
to his meeting; and that I should come every Sun·
We are going for aid to a foreign land,
Old neighbor, do lend us a helping hand
day and he Would . tell me all how it was., and if my
pa would not let me come to run away and come."
We set out without
Now, it is a poor rule that will work only one way.
A dollar to pay the needful expense.
If the so-called clergy can use such means to catch
Do lend us some shillings, or at least a few cents;
up and to fill the ears and minds. of antichristian
We will be very grateful, and will surely repay,
• If we liv to return next New-Year's day.
Youth Wl' th what they know the parent would basely
The rat said that
ignore, why should not Liberals turn an eye to youthful orthodox society, and occasionally, as the opporHe no longer had interest in worldly affairs,
tunity presented itself, implant a seed that might
But for the sake of friendship his two longest prayers
aprl· ng up onrl. choke a whole vr·nyard of Chris. tian
Were at their disposal; what could hermit do more?
"" 't. atter how much it m· ay hav been fosHe gave them hi s blessmg,an
·
d then c1 ose d th e door.
nonsense' no m

te:t;ed. By reciprocal law we may use means against
D. C. PENDLETON,
means.
Yours truly,

You see, these few Christiahs are backed up by the
orthodox from the surrounding country. They are
raising iota of money for them to fight the Liberals.
They are determined there .shall be no place on this
.
green earth free frc,m their filthy, sou 1-poisomng,d
hell-degrading infiuence. The Liberals hav treate
them well, let them use our hall free of charge, given
them audience, and in no way molested them. fOur
only offen~>e is that we criticise their system o religion; that is the head and front of our offending,
Now it behooves us to redouble our efforts in thed
cause of Liberalism, for the enemy is at work, an
nothing
they
will be
left undone
defeatbigous.
It
is war;
it iscan
a do
mighty
battle
betweentoerror,
try, superstition, and the whole host of darkness
against mental freedom, liberty of conscience, right,
t.ruth, and justice. Church and state must be divorced, and such instances of religious· intolerance
as that which has recently been enacted in our
midst should serve to arouse the people. to the true
state of things. 'Tis the same spirit that imprisoned
d
d G
Ga.lileo, burned Servetus at the stake, ragge
arrison through the streets of Boston, and those who
think ita fires are dead will find themaeh"s mistaken,
The upaa-tree is not uprooted, though some of ita
branches are lopped off, others twisted and .gnarled,
.
htl
t'll 't . f
so that its appearance rs unsig y, s 1 1 rs ar
from dead, and possesses life and vigor, and many
strokes of the iconoclasts must be wielded before it
is felled.
All eyes in the Liberal ranks are upon our little
h h
town, and will watch our struggle wit t e monster
whose insatiate maw is greedy to devour us. The
orthodox world are also watching us and. uniting in
prayer for our destruction. One preacher predicts
that Walser will not liv two years and that Liberal
f
h
·a d
will be sw4ilpt from off the face o the eart , for o
will not permit such an Infidel town to liv. If. they
would only l:Je content to leave everything to God
we would hav nothing to fear; it, is with his aelfd
t th t
h
t
t d
d
constitute agen s a we av o con en an war
with unrelenting zeal. Liberal will liv and prosper
in spite of all Christendom until it wields a worldwide influence.
.

0 the rarity of charity,
Amongjthe rat family. If men li.v at ease,
And the world is to them a great Holland cheese;
Whentheirfriendsaredistressedandinsorryplignt,
They will giv only blessings, then close the door tight.
Ever for truth and right, J. PARKER BALL, M.D.

We hope D. M. Bennett will visit us when he
THE woRLD's GREATEST OURSE,
passes through our state, We would all gladly shake
CINOINNATI, OHio, June 26, 1882.
him by the hand and giv him a hearty welcomeMR. EDITOR: When the man of deep thought takes
would be glad to listen to the voice of one whose
LI BERAL, M o., J une 28 , 1882.
pen we are so familiar with,
a broad survey over this small planet and beholds
h .
the hunareds of miserable superstitions which hav MR. EDIToR: No doubt your many readers feel an
In conclusion, I would say the C nstians are
grown out of supernaturalism h,e is lost in amaze- interest in our little Infidel town, and would like to fio~din~ the paper~ "':ith their version ~f this affair,
ment how such useless, unmeaning, and ridiculous know how it is prospering, It is making a very . whwh 1a. very preJ~dwed, and are trymg to place
absurdities could hav fastened their preposterous fangs healthy growth. A brickyard is in operation, and 'Li~erals m a false light for the ex~ress purpose of
on the minds of the masses. Looking out from the the foundation of a flouring mill is being laid; ex-1 inJuring our town, So please pubhs~ th1s, that the
sublime pedestal of· truth, with strong mental dis- pect to hav it running in September. The wheat other side may be heard. At the. t.rral the_r could
cernment, perfectly free from the least taint of big- crops here are solendid, and nearly all harvested., not bring up one mean, contemptible,. or d1a~onest
otry or prejudice, what do we behold? Why, the
The National Liberal Orphan Home is a fixed fact. act against a Liberal, although they tr1ed therr best
wildest exhibition'! of a demented multitude, the Between two and three thousand dollars are in the to do so, and we mean to. ~eep ~~rael va above _renumeroua phases displayed by the false forces hands of the treasurer. It will be commenced in proach as pea.ceful, law-abJdr;ng ?lt.Jzens, demandmg
brought to bear on the infantil mind by designing September, and we expect to hav an institution that our lawful rights, and mamtammg them at all
priests of every sect and creed throughout the world, not only Liberal will be proud of, but every Liberal hazards.
Yours for truth,
A. L. ANDREWS.
and riveted on their lives to bend and crush them in the world. Although . everything is prospering,
beneath the ·iron sway of intolerant superstition. and a good deal of breaking and fencing, etc., is .Michigan State .A.ssociation.-.Annual Camp·
The despotic and flagrant laws of priestridden gov- being done preparatory to making new houses this
.Meeting.
·
The Fourth Annual Camp-Meeting of the Michi.
ernmEmts swing a chain of clerical slavery around fall, when we expect a large addition to our nux;nthe unthinking and helpless multitudes, holding bers I am sorry to any that we hav the enemy rn
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assumed authority. This black pall of deceit, ~alae- a f 00 thold through
are rese tat on a d false pre 1
x;nr . P t o bne L~b
on Monday,
September
hood, and delusion is the crushing principle of true t enae, th e :t;>art'res c1armr~g
1 era 1s w h en th ~y• I Au1gust
t and
th closingements
the secretary
will4th
be
, . 25th,
0 wmg 0 . 0 .er engag
progress-it is the mountain of ignorance, which were our brttereat enemles. They hav succeeded m
t nti
t the meetin
must be leveled by the mighty strokes of gigantic getting seventeen-twentieths of a lot and hav built unable to grv hrs pers~mal at e on o
~·
sense.
This mountain is the hive of priestly a church upon it, and hold ·service~ every Sunday and Miss J. R. ~a.ne, 312 Wood~ard avenue, Detro1t,
drones which skulk around in every land, imposing there. Liberals own the other three-twentieths, and Ihas ~een appomted correspondmg secretary for the
their driveling cant on the illiterate multitudes, un- of course hav a right in it too. Mr. Walser awns a occasro;n.
.
.
.
In vrew of thrs meetmg, the appomtment for a
fitting them for the duties necessary to their daily share and at the dedication of the church made a
wants and rendering hundreds of them fit candi- few r~marka, stating.that it must be free for all de- camp-meeting at Ionia in August has been cn.nceled.
dates for a madhouse. Also take into account the nominations; that the Liberals could hold lectures
S. B. McCRACKEN, Sec.
howlings, ravings, screamings, etc.; does it not look there as well as the Christians. This of course ex.Detroit, July 23, 1882.
like a vast circus with multitudes of the Grimaldi cited the anger of the followers of the meek and
--------clowns on a ramp&ge? Will common sense, reason, lowly Jesus, and something must be done. It would
Iowa Convention- and Camp-Meeting.
and scientific power be able to cope with this hydra never do to hav God's holy temple desecrated by
.
.
of superstition? Its batteries must blaze away and those wicked Infidels, so they secretly organized a
Let all who can brmg tents and other campmg
rest not until the widespread curse topples over and mob. The next meeting Mr. Walser and quite a accouterments. For tho~e who hav not ~hese ~eces
becomes the laughing-stock of all sensible people. number of the Liberals attended to listen to the 1 sary adjuncts of camp hfe accommodations wrll be
Although this curse is old, it is not unconquerable; discourse. After singing and prayer Mr. Walser' found among the friends and at tbe h~tels of T~ma
it hath ·no foundation to rest its claims. There is arose as is customary, to announce that he would and Toledo. Col. D. M. Fox and Nettle Pease Fox,
not an ancient or modern religion in existence to- deliv~r an address after services closed, and those! of Ottumwa, ana Col. D. M. Billings, of Waverly,
day but what can be traced back to some mean, un- who desired to hear it would please remain. He 1 hav been added to our list of speakers. We are e~
bluahing fraud, and whose birth was the outcome of had not said three words before he was ordered to Ipecting a very large attendan~e. Let u.s J?ake thrs
the wildest fapaticism, palmed off on a people per- stop, which he refused to do, as he felt he had a right! the grandest convention of liberty's drsmples ever
fectly helpless to understand right from wrong. The to make his announcement. Then the cry of "Arrest· known in Iowa.
.
inventors of religions hav ever been one of these him!" was heard, when two burly Christian_s pounced
We shall be prepared to supply camper.s ":'1th th_e
two things-knaves or cranks, and these are the upon him, followed by three more, who trred to for- necessaries of life, as well as the usual pwmc deh·
principal ingredients involved in working its differ- cibly put him out of doors. Mr. Walser maintained; cacies For particulars address either the underant phases to the present day. Gods and devils, his ground and did not go until he got ready, although! signed at Norway, Ben'ton Co., or E. S. Beckley,
heavens. and hells, are the factors used by the con- he got considerably bruised by his aasaulters, who · Tama Tama Co. Iowa. Come one, come all, and
solidated clerical rings to cajole or terrorize and knocked'his front teeth loose and twi~ted his a~ms light ~new the w~tch-fires of freedom.
.Yours for g,ction, E. C. W .ALKER, Sec.
drive into the priestly net, there to be the property nearly out or their sockets, and bruraed his srde.
of the church, bound to the altar of superstition, a And what was it all for-what was his great offense?
willing devotee to a mythical .idol, made and pro- .Simply because he arose to make an announcement.
.
·
vided by a pagan priesthood. But shall it so re- Then they arrested him for disturbing and breaking
MRs. LAKE desrres to tha~k Mr. ~ohn H. Haslam
main? Shall the despot and the ·cheat ever rule, up public worship, and so anxious were they to put of Calhoun Co., f\.rk., for hrs dona.tron to.the League
and Peddle ita pious frauds and cunning tricks be- him in jail that they at flr.:;t refused to accept his treasury. She wrshes to make thrs pu~hc acknowlfore an outraged people ? Surely the time must bond for his appearance at court ~he next ?ay, The_r \ edgment because he neglected to send hrs address.
come when the bandage of mental blindness will be had their team all ready to trot hrm off to Jail, The1r
WE are glad to know that Dr. Foote's paper has
torn to shreds and cast to the winds, never more to excuse was that it was not lawful to giv a bond on
block out the solid and sublime truths of the Mate- the Sabbath day, but of co_urse it was perfectly law- been laced on an equality in the mail with other
rialistic philosophy, which firmly believes in one ful to arrest him. The trral was set for June 21st,
bl" Pt.
It h ws a return of good sense and
world, one life, and one death, which is the truth, and lasted four days. The jury hung. Four were pu l?a IOns. . s 0
:ffi
~be whole truth, and nothing but J;he truth.
fQr acquittal, two {orthodox church-members) for • exercrs~. of fatrness on the part of ou~ post-o ce
·
'
'1'. WINTEa, CO!lviction, Here the case rests for the present. I authorrt1e11.
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THE<
Aunt Jinny.

BY "OLD VIRGINIA."
Far back In the earlier days of steam,
Ere invention had taught it the art to scream,
In the city of Parkersburg, then a town
or small dimensions and slight renown,
Of the steamboat near the folks to warn
Aunt Jlnny would blow her long bright horn.
Blow it long, and loud and shrill,
Blow it with vengeance, vim, and will,
And none begrudged the pittance small
For service rendered one and an.
An extra pennv kind hearts bestow.,d,
Which, if they did not, their conscience owed.
With what she earned her wants supplied,
The perquisite buried her when she died.
Though the chains of the slave were heard clanking
afar,
And fo.lnt In the distance the tocsin of war,
By some good fortune or kind decree
She and " her man " had been " sot free."
By th11t stream where the children used to play,
(Commercially known as King Coal's Highway,
Not the Klpg Cole Of which ballads sing,
Though he perchance was a sable king,
But king of diamonds and smoky crown,
And greater than all from the Creoars down).
Remembered the cabin tbe "old man 'built,
The little low bed and its nine-patch quilt,
The :dowered plates m the dresser tail
That stood against the clay-washed wall.
The bunches Of hoarhound, mint, and rue,
Elecumpane, and catnip, too,
Her answer to questions of childish glee.
"Honey. dem arbs Is good forte."
But this relic of Time Death did not spare,
May ·• dat golden crown" her grey head wear;
'Tis of years a score ago, and more,
Since the dead vines fell from the cabin door,
And the cabin went with the things of yore,
But many yet think of her, aged and worn,
Aunt Jinny that blew the steamboat horn.
&oncord Ky., July 14, 282.

From the .New York Sun.

The Times· has gathered some remarkable,
nay, astonishing, statistics of the church membership of New York. If they are accurate,
they indicate an even greater decline of religious faith among Protestants than has hitherto
appeared, though for ten years it has been
manifest to careful observers that religious
skepticism and a lack of veneration for the
religious ideas of the past were rspidly increasing in New York and all our large cities, especially among the younger members of Protestant families.
The statistics of the Times show a total of
Protestant church membership so small that it
must startle the denominations to which we hav
so often uttered the word of warning. In comparison with the whole population it is so insignificant a fraction that even Infidels must be
surprised at it.
Out of 1,300,000 people, our present population as estimated by the Times, it finds that less
than 100,000 are members of Protestant
churches, and considerably more than a quarter of those are in one communion, the Episcopal, which a generation ago had not a sixth
part of the whole. Only 90,579 persons in New
York belong to Protestant churches, or about
one-fifteenth of our population.
In 1845, when the population was 400,000,
the Protestant church membership aggregated
51,459. In 1882, when the population is
1.300,000, it amounts to 90,579. That is, the
population has incrPased in that time 225 per
cent, while the Protestant communions hav
only gained seventy-six per mint; and the
average .percentage of growth would be very
much less were it not for the great increase of
the Episcopalia.ns. Of all the cnief communions
tile Episcnpalia.n is the only one which shows a
proportionate increase anywhere near that of the
p 1pulation of the city. The Congregationalists
hav more than doubled, it is true, but then they
had only a little over a thousand members in
1845. The Lutherans are four times as numerous, owing to German and Scandinavian immigration,, but even now they number merely
7,500 communicants. So it is with other denominations still smaller. Their handful in
1845 has doubled in 1882, but even now they
muster only a very feeble force. The number
of Unitarians, Universalists, Quakers, and
Swedenborgians, all told, is given at 2, 700.
, Let us compare the membership of the principal denominations in 1845 and 1882, selecting
for the purpose figures published in the tables
of the Tinnes :
Per cent
1845.
1882. Gain.
Baptists. -.......... •. •. . . . . . . . . . 8,874. 12,686.
4<.
2,4\m.
4,984.
2:1,275.
12,814.

JULY Q9,
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mate obtained from the secretary of Cardinal
The Champions of the Church ;
McCloskey, and which are based on a compuTheir ()rimes and Persecutions.
tation of their parishioners made in a very genBlograp!llcal sketches of prominent Christians who dis
eral way, appa.rently, by the priests of the city. g·acell mankind. A companion to "The World's Sages,'
BvD. M. Bennett. -s~,1,119psges. Gloth, ts; leather
The Staats Zeitung, commenting on these etc.
~; morocco, gUt edges, ~.ou.
.
statistics, thinks the Roman Catholic strength
is very much exaggerated, since the state census
of 1875 gave the total number of Catholics in
A Short History of tb,e Dible.
New York as only 162,808.
Being a popular account of the fo~~on and develop
But there is no doubt that there are far more ment of the canon.
Catholics here than Protestants, if we include
By BRONSON C. KEELJOt.
among the latter only those who are actually Price, 75 cents.
AddreBS'
D. M. BENNETT,
members of churches. There may not b., five
41 8th st .. New York.
times as many, perhaps, but it would be safe to
estimate them as being three· or four times as
numerous. They had only 50,000 in their com~
FROM BEIDND THE BARS.
muninn in 1845, according to the estimR.te furnished to the Times; but since then has oc- A se:iies of letters written in prison.
curred the great Irish immigration, almost
By D. M. BENNETT.
entirely Catholic, while Germany has sent. over
vast additions to their army, though tbe Staats- over 700 p&~~:ea. Price. ,1.50.
Zeitung is of the opinion that sixty per cent of
our German population are altogether outside GA. RRISON IN HEAVEN.
of the churches, both Catholic and Protes'ants.
A. DREAM.
The Roman Cath"Jics, therefore, greatly preBY WILLIAM DENTON.
dominate among those who profess any religion
PRICB 7EN CEN7S.
at all in New York, but more than half of the llotd by D. M .Bennett. 141 Eighth st., New York.
population are left when Catholics and Protestants are add€d together, even if we 11ccept
PRICE REDlJCED.
the estimate of the secretary or the cardinal.
Against six hundred thou~and of the twn faiths Self•Contradictions of the Bible.
there are seven hundred thousand people who
Price reduced to 15 cents, from 25 cents
are claimed by neither Catholics nor Protest- A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphl~t of 58 pages. Com.
ants. Among these nonbelievers are included plied by one of :vur ablest correspondents; should be on
a large share of the most intelligent and the ·the tsble of every soholar. For sale at thls,pffice.
most reputable people in the city.
If any clergyman seeks a missionary field, if
Lake Pepin Gazette.
any society has money to lay out in the propaLike the' United States of America "free and lnde
gation of Christianity, where could the effort rendent,"-W. F, Jamieson, editor and publlsher, Pepin
and the money be better expended than in Wis.
Lake Pepin Gazettt will fear no man's thought-nor worn
New York.?
an's either. The InJli:lel, Christian, Spiritualist, heathen,
sa'nt, or sinner wlll ftnd all shades of opinion and every
pattern· of doctrm discussed 1n Its pages, free from uncouth personalities, but Independent In expression.
It will be publl hed weekly, price but $1 a year.· BamA treatis on the Population Question.
pie eoples to everybody free. The ftrat number will be
Price. 25 cents.
For sale at thiB office.
ready In a few weeks. Send at once. Every number will
. contain descriptions of the beautiful northwest.
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PROSE POEMSI
By Robert G. Ingersoll.

On large. heavv paper.
·ILLlJJHINATED.

Made for Framing.
Poetic,

Patr~otlc,

Pathetic.

GEN. GRANT BAN(tlJET.
Ingersoll's response to the toiiBt, " The Volunteer
Soldier."

A

VI§ION OF WAR.

Extract frem a Sp~ech at the Soldier's Reunion.

A Tribute to Ebon

c.

Ingersoll.

Our R eltglon: Help for the Llv·
ing; Hope :for th_eDead •.
Funeral Address over the Grave of little Harry Mllier.

Price.

2~

cents each.

Address

D. M, BENNETT.
141 8th street.

Ailtll'fUls

w. F ••lAMtl£~nN. Pavtn, Wis.

INGERSOLL
A.ND
JESUS.

THE

" MAIL'S" THEOLOGY.
BEING A :RlllPLY TO THE

Saturday Sermona of the Toronto Mail,
INCLUDING A VINDICATION OF

CHARLES BRADLAlJGH, M.P.,
Against the Mail's Aspersions.
By ALLEN PRINGLE.

Price, 15 cents.

'sold at this o11Jce.

Ingersoll in Canada.
By the 111me author. Price, 15 cents.

ESSAYS and LECTURES.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Embracing, Inllnence of Christianity on C!Ttllzatlon•
Christianity and M•terlallsm; WhatLibernllsm OJrera !Ji
Pace of Chrlstl><nity; Belentlftc Materialism· Woman.
Spiritualism from s M•terlallstlc Standpoint; Paine,
Yolltlcal and Religions Reformer; Materialism and Cnme•
Will r.he Coming Mon Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Authorl'y of the Bible; Freethouaht

the

J'!M~~~-Itio~~~sJo ~:~~~ec~~fi.<t?·

()ENTENABY: OF VOLTAIBE.

VO T.A..IRE IN EXILE:
His Life and Works in France
and Abroad.
(England, Holland, Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland), With
unpublished letters of Voltaire and Mme.
Dn Chatelet.

BY BEN.JAMIN GASTINEAlJ.
Translated wlt~e~ha-:,!~~:~~3P:8~~~-Y MeBiliJ. F. V
Many volumes hav been written upon Volts.ITe, but none
of Its size contains so much Information as this. From It
a clear Idea can be obtained of the Immense lnlluence he

:;~);~~ ~t~U.,~~~~eJ\',::.d;~r'fg~~h~~~·:S~~lJ:'o'~~~~

to step out of the orthodox paths of thought.
.
PRICE, PAPER, 75 cents; CLOTH, $1.00.
AddreBB D. M. Bennett, 141 8th st., New York.

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
A series of letters written during a tenweeks visit in Europe.
BY D. H. BENNETT
850 pagea. Price. $1.50.

Conversation In verse between the two great reformers
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Price, 10 cents.
D M. BENNETT,
141 8th street, New York.

week In :vonrowntowll. Termsand$5out1ltfrse.
$66 aAddress
H. ILu.Ln & Co., Portland, Maine.

"ANTICHRIST."

Iron-Clad and Manna Series.

Proving conclus1vly that
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
His birtb, life, trial, execution, etc.-Is a myth.
Prlc.e. $2.00.
141 Eighth st., New York.

IROY CLAH SERIES.
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Seeular Itesponsibility. G. J. Holyoake. 5ctt.
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THE

Christian Religion.
BY
Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
Judge .JEREMIAH S. BLA.CK,
Pro:f. GEORGE P. FISHER.

·

Essny ou Miracles. David Hume. lOcents.
Land Q,~>estion. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
'Vcre A<!:nn and Eve Our First Pareuts T

Charles Bradlaugh, 5 ceuts.

Why Do Men Starve? Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cts.
Logic of Lif"e, Deduced from tlle'l'rlnclple ot Free.

thuugut.

(;f,

J, Holyou.ke.

lU C~Jnts.

A Plea for At.heism. Charles Bradlaugh. !Octo.
Large or S•nall Families? A. Holyoake. 5

cents.

The only ()omplete and Authorized
Edition.

Superstition Disl>layed, with a Letter of Wm.

Pitt. Austin ilolyoake. 5 ceuts.

Defense ot" Secular Princi1>les. Chas. Watts.

5 ccnc.s.

This very remarkable series of papers appeared at In·
terva.ls In the Narth Am<rican Review. and awakened the
profoundest Interest with the press and public. Their
appearance In pamphlet form Is In response to innumer.
>ble rea nests from all parts of the oountrv.
Price,

liO cents.

Orders should be given Immediately. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141Sth street,.N. Y•.
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THE

BRAIN and the BIBLE.
Electro·Magnetic
Plan ch ette,
A wonderful and mysterious little Instrument that com.
OB,

blnes electricity and animal magnetism In assisting Spirit
Intelligence to communicate through It with mortals. It
bas been in the market a little over two years, aiid dnrinli!
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rhe Conflict between Mental Science
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. Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts. 5 cents.
The Christian Deity. Charles Watts. 5 cents.
Moral Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts. Sets.
.l'reet.bonght and lUodern I•rogress. C.

Watts. 5 ce.t.w~.

.

()hristianlty: Its Nature an<l Inllucnce on Civiliza-
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(J1lu.l'lc::~

Watts. 5 cents.

Thoughts on Atheism. A. Holyoake. 5centBI
Is There a ltioral Governor of the Universe ·r .A. Holyuake. 5 cents.
PhiloSOl>hy ot" Secularism. C. Watts. 5 cts.
lias l!Ian a Soul? Charles llradlaugh. 5 cents.
Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Labor's Prayer. Charle• Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Poverty; Its Cause and Cure. ~1. G. H. 10 cents.
~~~:nee and Bible Antagonistic. c. Watts.

5

()hristian Scheme ofRellemption. Charles

Watts. 5 cents.

c.

J,o~ie ot" Death; or, Why Shonld the Atbelst Fear
By Edgar
Beall,
to lJie 1 G. J. Holyoake. 10 cents.
been MO.VED BY A POWER Independent of themselve
With a preface by
whlle their hands hav been placed passlvly upon lt.
Poverty: Its Effects on the I-olltlcal Condition ot the
Robert G. Ingersoll.
.People. Vh<irlc:; llru.dlaugh. J cents.
THE ADVANTAGES CLAIMED OVER OTHER
•• This book written bY a brave and honest man, IB filled
PLANCHETTES.
l!IAYN,\. SERIES.
with brave and honest thoughts. The arguments It
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varnl•bed wood.
~00 (lnestions \Vithont Answers. 5 cents.
Second. Five miniature batteries upon the top of eacb the world 1"-B. G. Ingersol!.
Plancbette, upon which the fingers rest.
Price, $1.50.
For sale at this office,
Dialogue Between a Christian ltlission•
Third. Each I'lanchette lo separately magnetl.zed and
ary and. a (Jbiuoe""e ~Iaut.lu.riu. 10 cents~
a•slgned a band of developing spirits.
Queries Submitted to the Bench ot" Bisb•

Price, Fif"ty ()ents Each.

OI>S by a Weal' but Zealous Christian. lU

Bent post-paid, securely packed In a neat box te anf CHRONIC DISEASES, cents.
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BIBLE.
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Interrogatories to Jehovah.
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a. grea.t
variety ef subjects,

A TRUTH SEEKER

BY D.M.BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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Alamontada, the Galley-Slave.

f
A narratlv, by
J"ohann Heinrich Daniel Zschokke.

Translated from the German by
IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
For Bille by D. M. BENNETT,
1418th street, N.Y.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Illustrated wtth forty cuts, and with a steel plate engray
!ng of the author

BY D. D. BENNETT •

THIS WORLD.

Editor of Tllll TRUTH SEEKER, author of" A Truth Seeker
In Europe," " Gods and Rellglons of Ancient and
Modern Times," uTheWorld's Sages, TB.lnk·

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY

By Geor&"e Chainey.
51 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass,

era, and Reformers," "Champions of

2trm: $2.00 ptr annum.
2/lu World Is divided Into three parte.
PART I. contains the weekly lecture dellverM by George

the Church," etc., etc.
THREE VOLUMES FOR f5.00,

PARfl\~~~".{· continued

The Most Instruction t"or the Least
Money ot' any Book o1 Travels
ye~ Written.
·
J.n 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an Intern a.
tlonal Congress at Brussels, tO which Mr. Bennett was sent
as a delegate. He took the occasion to make the tour of
Europe, and hle obeervstlone were embodied In "A Truth
Beeker In Europe " {price, $1.50). The letters were also
publlehed !U THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the readers were BO
well pleased with them that. the proposition was made
that he make the journey around the world, and glv the
world the benefit of a Freethinker's observations. The
proposition w"s accepted!! the ones de•lrlng such a work
would advance five dollars each, the volumes to be dedicated to them. On July 80,1881, Mr. Bennett began the
journey, sending letters back to be published. The work
wlllmake
THREE VOI:.UMEB OF NEARLY 900 PAGES _EACH.
Those sending 1n five dollars before the completion of
he WOrk WUI hav their NAMES INSCRIBED IN THR DEDIOA•
TION OF THE VOLUMBB.

The first volume describes Scotland, Ire land, England,
including also an account of the Freethinkers' International Congress at London, In 1881, Holland, tbe Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey. Smyrna,
Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyrout, Baalbec to Damascus.
There hav been mahy books of travel printed but none
like this. IT IS THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND.
Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of seeing enrythlng
going on, and 1n h!B book he has faithfully chronicled the
habits and customs of the d!IIerent people of
many
places he visited. Th~ every-day llfe of
laid
before the reader by one who has
them and beheld them with h!B own eyes. We feel sure this work Is
greatly superior to any account of a journey arou.nd the
world we now hav.
ALL THE VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED

story ef d Liberal and Ra
character.
PART III,-A short story devoted to the education
our children In Liberal sentiments and principles.

Send tor a Hample copy.

THE RADICAL PULPIT.
Comprising discourses of advanced thought by ·

0. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER
two at America's clearest thln:kers.
Price, In cloth, 11.

JAMES A. BLISS,

Marriage

Magnetic Physician.

THE GREAT SPIRITUAL REMEDIES.
Blackfoot's Magnetized Paper,

Dr. York's Liver and Kidney Pills,

To Heal the Sick and ·Ee:ve"lop Mediumship.

A •ure cur~ for aU diseases of thn Liver and Kidneys.
Price, 25 cents per box, or five boxes $l.

Price, 10 cents per eheet,l2 sheets $1, or one sheet each
week for four weeks, 40 cente; eight weeks, 70 cents;
twelve weeks, $1

TESTIMONIAL.

'I'ESTil'IONI&L.

~

Parentage·

AND THE

SANITARY AND PHYSIOLOG·
I CAL LAWS.
FOR THE

P:roductton of Children of Finer Health
and Greater Ability.

CACTUS, KAN., May 8, 1882.
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
JAMES A. BLISS, Dear Sir: I recelvea. the plllo you sent
me, and ftnd them a superior remedy, as speclft~d of them.
"The virtues of men and women as wen as their vice
E. HUGHES.
may descend to their children."
I. Bruce Polwarth Waterford, W. T.: "By the way,
Price, .1.00. AddreBB
D. M. BENNETT,
your pills are 11ery satisfactory."
141 8th street, N. Y
H. E. Newton, S1S West 35th street New York city:
11
They are first-class."

ONE AMONG MANY THOUSANDS LIKE IT,
· NoRTHBRIDGE MAss., May 26, 1882.
MR. BLiss, Dear Str: I Inclose $1 for twelve sheets of
Blackfoot's Magnetized Paper. I must Inform vou that I
hav been sick for three years-not able to walk acrme
Electro~Magnetic
the fioor. I tried three different doctors, and they called
my disease Rheumatism and Neur, l~la. !gave up all hope
of
ever
recovering,
when
I
saw
Bla"kfoot's
Magnetized
Which adds greatly to the Interest of the work, and with
Designed especially to develop writing medlumshlp.
the close description will present Old-World places In a ;eaJ:~~;~vi~t~~es1~ge ~'i~g"tnAu~q~~-th~ t~:d.;; n~~eb~~s! The
cheapeot and be;t Planchette in the market. Price
gaining, and hav got so now I can go around and do my 50 cents,
very tam!llar llght.
post-paid to any part of the United States.
own
work.
Yours,
MARY
SMITH.
The volumes geparately wtll be $2. Those sending f5
TESTIMONIAL.
now will get the first volume by return mall and the other
BRIDGEPORT, CoNN., June 14,1882.
two sa soon as issued, which will be in a few months, or
JAMES
A.
Buss,
Sir; Pleo.se send me three more plan.
just as soon as they can be got ready. Those sending the
chettes. Mine writes nicely.
Yours resnectfully,
e5 will hav their names In the dedication of the second
l\1&8 H. H. PRITCHARD.
A cure for all diseases caused by Impurities In the blood.
volume.
Price, 50 cents, or three boxes $1.
Vol. I. mailed on receipt of f2.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
'"TESTIMONIAL.
1418th st., New York
.
COPPER CITY, CAL , June 8,1882.
For parties at a distance. Terms, $1 and three S-cent
JAMES A. BLTss, Dear Sir: I send you inclosed :til for stamps.
Send postal card for circulars aud testimonials.
three boxes of Dr. York's Blood Purifier. I hav taken the
Addreeo
JAMES A. BLISS,
most of the first box you sent me with good etrect.
H. C. MCCLURE.
4t28
Box 63, Wakefield,Mass.

Bliss's

Plan·

chettes,

Dr. York's Positiv Blood Purifier,

Spirit Communications

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY
THB

Bennett-Mair ·Discqssion ..

A.ddreee D. ltl.. Bennett, 141 Eighth street, New York

JUST OUT

A. NEW BOOK BY ROBERT G.

DEITY ANALYZED

INGERSOLL,

AND

ENTITLED

BETWEEN

THE. DEYIL'S DEFENSE.

D. D. BENNETT and G. D. MAIR..

By Col. John R. Kelso, A.M.

IN GERS0ll 0NTAl MAGE,

(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

BEING

The fnllest Discussion yet Published,
~riving the Dogmas and Claims ot
Christianity a thorough Ex·
amlnation pro and con.
Price,
Address

Six Interviews with the !Famous Orator
on Six Sermons by the Rev. T. DeWitt
Talmage, of Brooklyn, to which Is
·added ·

$1.~0.

D.M.BENNETT
141 Eighth st .. New York.

L I F E •S I Z E

LITHOGRApH

A TALMAGIAN CATECHISM.
A New Ed~tlon. Just Pnbllshe~.

Stenographically reported by I. NEWTON BAKIIII.

A Short HlstorJ of the ~~~le,

Printed In bo1d, clear type, on heayy, tinted paper, and
handsomely liound In muslin, with heayy boards, beveled
edges, gilt top, Octavo, 44S pages.

Being an Account of the Formation
and Development of the Canon.

- OF

D. M. BENNETT.
Heavy Plate Paper,

By BRONSON C. KEELER.

Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Paper, 50 cents.

This book slwuld be read by e:very clergyman,
layman, scholar, and IAberaZ.

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OB I hav read Mr. Keeler's book with great pleasure and
. profit. He glvs, In my opinion, a clear and Intelligent acWITHOUT FRAME.
~.:'r~\~c!~:ef~:\~s~~r~~~ a~~b~hy ~t::~v;,~ewrh.?J:c~~~~
Sent by Mall :for Fl:fty cents 1

ADDRESS THIS OFFIOE.
TO TRIAL S1JBS()RIBERS

THE TRUTH SE_EKER,
A WEEKLY LmEBAL J"OUBNAL
With Bixteen large pages, will be sent
!"or THREE MONTHS, postage paid,
FOB

FIFTY

CENTS.

He does not deal In opinions, but In facts· and tor the
correctness of hie facts. he refers to the h!~hest authOJ 1-

~~~e, ~:d ~g~ ~he~~~t ~~!~tlhe'frh~v~~:n~:W~':,~I[l:,t~t~

Price, $2.00.

Paper Edltlon1from same
plates, u.oo.

Those who wlsll to hav Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures on
• Ta.lmaglan Theology," will ftnd them here, in full, to
gether with many other points necessarily excluded by
the limits of & lecture. " The Talmaglan Catechism "
puts In the form Of direct question, the plainest and pro.
foundest inquiries of modern doubt, and answers them
according to Talmage and orthodox Chrletlan1ty. As a
piece of satire, with earnest purpose, this production
stands alone, and In the literature of Freethought has not
its equal .
Caples mailed to any point, postage free, on receipt of
price.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th st., New York.

The first centuries of Christianity are filled with shadow;
SEND TO
most histories of that period slm ply tell us what did not
happen, and evan the statements of what did not
happen are contradictory The falsehoods do not agree.
Mr. Keeler mnet hav spent a great deal of time In the
FOR THEM.
examination of a vast number of volumes, and ·the
amount of Information contained In his book could not
The Darwlns. Price, pap_er, 50 cenle; clothh 75 centt
be collected In years. Every minister, every college pro. The
Clergyman's VIctims. Price, 25 cents. Jo n'e Way
tessor, and every man who realty wtshes to know some- 15 cents.
Studplng the B!'>le, 75 cents.
Specimen
thing about the orbdn and growth of the Bible should
read this book.- B. G. Ingersoll.
~~f~:to~~~e 8811ymlr.>i'i.1~-c~E~in&~ps gladly re'
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
40tf
Snowv111~. Pn1A.~lf1 n~ . v ..
141 Eighth st., New York.

ELMINA

SING, BRO l HERS, SING.

THREE PAMPHLETS

By J"ohn E. Borton.
USE THE
Full letters :from the Editor, now on a
I.-The Golden Mean In Temp,erance
~~.'!n~L~~fn~~n; or, Common Sense In Eat ng, Dr!nktour around the world, appear weekly.
These alone are worth the price asked.
II.-The Inspiration of Bibles.
In your meetings, to make them lively and Interesting.
Address
D. M, BENNETT,
The LIBERAL HYMN BooK contains songs by the best poets,
III.-The Birth and Death of Religions.
to well known tunes. It Is highly commended by
141 Ei110hth st., New York, adapted
1\!e~ere. Wakeman, Parton, WrlghthGreen, Underwood,
Either of the above pamphlets sent to any addreBB on
Mrs. Blenker, and Indeed by all w a hav. examined !&. recolptof 10 cents, or the three for 2G centtJ,

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

til.

.,...

to 11!20
~I!FA~·:Y at hOme. Sample worth~~ tree
..
..,,.,..ou li'I'II!IOir If Co,! Portland, 11111118

phys!elanl

01~~~~-~~<~rn;.~ud~~--~~A-G&:Nis~A~~k~~~

Sent by D. :M. Bennett for 25 eenta eaeh, or ,2.50 • dozen,
111 paper coven, fl 7511 donn,
·

.

AddreBB

D. M, BENN-ETT,

lU Bllhth It,, :New i"ork•

CONSULT!.,
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THE

f}dds and llnds.
THERE lives more faith in honest doubt,
Believe me, than ill half the creeds.

-Tennyson.

Real Blasphemers.

THE Washillgton aritic publishes pictures of all
implicated in the assassillation of l're&ident Garfield. The six doctors are very properly given a
more prominent. position than the other assassin,
Guiteau.- Texas Siftings.
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.
A GENTLEMAN from Navada stepped into a PhilShowing
that the writers of and bel!evers In the Bible,
adelphia tonsorial saloon to hav his hair cut. The
1
offlciathlg artist, having enveloped his victim's and not the deniers of Its truth, are the ones who rea 1y do
neck in towels and compressed him securely in the injustice to the character of God, If a God extsts.
chair, opened the conversation by saying:
IN SIX LECTURES.
"Your a little nervous, sir, I perceive. Allow
Price, 50 cents.
me to say that our ' Capillary Elixir' not only
covers bald heads with a luxurious growth of hair,
but calms the mind and restores the Whole nervous
system to a healthy equilibrium. What do you do
for nervousness In Nevada?"
The representativ of the Comstock looked up
scerenely and answered:
The oldest reform journal in the
"We usually go out and kill a barber."
United Sta.tes,

PUTTING aside the outrage offered tn God, by
supposillg him to make the illnocent suffer for the
guilty, and also the loose morality and low contrivance of snpposillg him to change himself into
the shape of a man, in order to make an excuse to
himself for not executing his supposed sentence
uppn Adam; putting, I say, these things aside, it is
certahl that what is called the Christian system of
faith, includillg in it the whimsical account of the
creation, the stra11ge story of Eve, the snake, and
the apple, the ambiguous idea of .a man-God, the
corporeal idea of the death of a God, tlle mythological idea of a family of gods, and the Christian system of arithmetic, that three are one and one is
three, are all irreconcilable, not only with the divine gift of reason that God hath given to man: but
to the knowledge that man gains of the power and
SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR A REVISED VERSION.
wisdom of God, by the aid of the sciences and by
studyillg the structure of the universe that God
"Nervous is the man who taketh his first marhas made.-Paine's Ag~oj R•ason.
riage vow, but at his thous11ndth he waxes cooler."
IF men weJe no better than their religions, the -I!kclesiastes.
"Behold I send my most valiant men to the front,
world would be a hell indeed.- Prof. aujford.
wherefore let Beersheeba's husband· hav a show.'•
WHo shall number the patient and earnest seek- -David.
ers after truth, from the days of Galileo until now,
"And 11-Ioses knew that the land which had been
whose lives hav been embittered and their good promised to Abr&ham's children· was a goodly
name blasted by the mist~<ken zeal of bibliolaters? land, and if the thing came off he could place a
Who shall count the hosts of weaker men whose million talents of Egvptian money at seventy-five
sense of truth has been destroyed ill the effort to har- per cent."-Exodus.
monize impossibilities-whose life has been wasted
"And when Jonah had satisfied himself that the
in the attempt to force the generous new wine of in whale contailled manv vessels of oil, he tarried till
scien~e into the old bottles of Judaism, compelled he was opposit to Jaffa, and crawled straightway
by the outcry of the same strong party.-Huxley.
into the throat of the leviathan and choked him.
WHAT didst thou, 0 Church, tor Galileo, who saw Then he lifted up his voice and cried aloud ' Enough
-let thy servant get out, and take advantage of
Through Nature's veils the great organic forcethe market.' And it was so."-Jonah.
Who sought and found the all-pervading law
"And she clutched his garment, but Joseph said,
That holds the rolling planets in their course 1
' Let go. I pray tllee.• And he cried mightily to
When didst thou fail to check the :!lowing source
to
heaven with one eye, and watched old Potiphar
or truth, whose waters needs must illundat-e
out of sight with the other. And he sat him down,
The theologic dikes that gnard thy estate?"
still winking, and did write the account himself
-The ahu>·ch, by a. P. aranch.
CHRISTIANITY teaches that men are "saved" lest the ungodly who come after shouid mock."through Christ, Moral goodness will not do. The
thief, the robber, and the murderer may go straight
to heaven by repentance at the last moment. The
noblest minds must suffer eternally if they believe
not ill Jesus. This doctrhl certainlY give a license
to crime. It makes Jesus a scapegoat for rascality
and wickedness It depreciates the value and the
importance of moral goodness. Indeed, "the plan
of salvation" has all the worst features of a bankrupt law. In the past especially, Ohristendom has
bePn 1llled with men who hav not tried to liv pure
and good lives because they believed that moral
goodness would not save them. There are still
those who intend to get all the advantAges of a sinful life, and, at last, to "cheat the devil out of his
dues" by availing themselvs of the bankrupt
scheme of redemption.- B. F. Underwood.
AND now, auld clouts, I ken ye're thenkin',
A certain Hardie's rantin', drinkin',
Some luckless hour will send him linkin' [trippillg]
To your black pit;
But, faith, he'll turn a corner jenkin' [dodging],
An' cheat you yet. -Burns.
So greatis always the mental distress consequent
upon the loss of intellSe and positiv beliefs, however narrow they may be, that the millds, thus bereft of them, is at first much more keenly alive to
its loss than to its gain. To the believer in the
highly poetic"! polytheism of the Greeks, the rude
dispelling of his illusions must hav been attended
witll great mental pain. So also te one who held
tile crude conceptions of the Universe which prevailed befere Copernicus, the great change effected
by telescopic discovery must hav brought with it a
killd of terror. The sudden expansion of his notions of the distance and nature of the celestial
bodies, and tbe consequent insignificance of this
earth, thns shown to be one of, the smallest objects
in the stellar universe, must at first hav produced
despondency and aorrow.-Stoddard's Nev; Faith.
HAv no opinions that I would not most willingly
exchange for trmh; I may be sometimes wrong, I
may be sometimes right; at all evenIs discussion
may be provoked, and as this cannot be donA without thought, even that is good.-Colten's Lacon.
To allow a crime to be committed when you can
prevent it, is next to committillg the crime yourself.- Ingersoll.
IT has been well said, that "we must follow Truth
though she lead us to Hades or even to Gehenna. •i
Tile noble quest in which Science engages is the
quPst not of faith or of consolation, but of truth;
and with the scientific philosopher, loyalty to
Truth is the first principle of religion. The disagreeableness of a well-supported conclusion furnlslles no sort of justification for not accepting
it. save to those minds which are irreligious as
well as unsclentitlo. He who is loyal to Truth will
never harbor the misgiving tbat her paths may
lead to Hades; he will fearleesly follow tbe guidance of Science, never doubting that consolation
must come of knowing the truth.-John Fislw·.
ETERNAL Truth shhles on o'er Error's cloud,
Wllich, for a little, veils the living light.
Tllerefore, though the true bard may sing aloud
His soul-song in the unreceptiv night.
His words-swift, arrowy fires-mustIly and light,
Sooner or later, kindling south and north
Till skulking }falsehood from her den be hunted
forth.
-The (Jhurch, by a. P. aranch.
WE, having caught a glimpse of the bea,lty of
Truth, deem the possession of her worth more than
all the world beside, and we hav made up ourmillds
to work ungrudgingly, asking for no reward beyond
tlle results which spring up from our labor-we
will spread thll gospel of Freethought among men,
until the sad mmor melodies of Christianity hav
s:Jbbed out their last mournful notes on the dyillg
evening breeze, and on the fresh mornillg winds
s • all ring out the chorus of hope and joyfulness,
from the· glad Ups of men whom the Truth has at
last set free.- .Annie Besant's (Jhristianity and Frer
tiW•,!iht,

THf OCCULT WORlD.
BY

A. P. SINNETT.

This book deecr!bes many alleged pllenotnen~ brougb
about throul!h the agency of the so.ca\led Astral Brother~
of India. Mr. Bennett quoted It at considerable length In
his Round-the-World letters and tile oook has caused
much remark wherever it has been circulated
Price, cloth, $1. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st., New Yo!k.

The Theosophist,A Monthly .Joui·nal,
D{JI)oted to Sc:ience, Oriental Philosophy, Psychology, Litera;ture, and .Art.

THE BOSTON INVESTIGATOR,

Conducted by
MadaDle Blavatsky,
Under the ausf.lces of the Tlleosophlcal Society. This

Is published every Wednesday at the
Paine Memorial Building,
Boston, Mass.,

world, has acquired a circulation tbroughout India, and
in Europe, America, the Australasian lJolonies, North
and South Africa, Cblna, Ceylon, Burmah, and the Per.
sian Gulf.
"There Is a tone of elegance and scholarship about the
wbole otthls per!O<IIcal, wblcll almoat ·leads Europeans
to envy it. . . . The 7/ieosophist Is rapidly tncreaslng
Its merits as a first-class llterarv ortan, . . , . WA
~~~v;;/~1\~~-~.~~J>trbzi~'b;z;;'::~ldri.~onJ:htch 'he maga-

·BY JOSIAH P. ItiENDUM.

PUBLISHED AT BREACH CANDY,BOJ\fBAY INDIA.

Edited by HORACE SEAVER.

Post-office Orders to" The Proprietors of the Theosophist"
at the above address,

~;twi~ufgJr~:ua~~n~~emg~s r&~n~~flf?t:i~s~i~~etc;p 6tir6

Subscrlntion, £1 per annum, post free.

A GENTLEMAN,

PRICE, $3.00 per annn01; single copies,
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....

Student, under 35 of L'beral views, would like to find a
C'1ngenia.l mate. Some means, or self-supporting, prt}.
;;;;iii
Address
SINCERITY
Tile 1nve$tlgator Is devoted w che Liberal cause in rellg- !erred.
loni or ln other words, to universal mental liberty. Inde~
TRtrTH SEEKER office, 141 8th st., New York.
pendent In all Its discussions, discarding superstitious
4t26 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

theories of what never can lJf;! known, it devotes its col~
umns to things of this world alune, and leaves the next, lf
there be one, to those who hav entered its unknown

shores. Believing that It Is tlle duty of mortals to work
for the Interests of this world, It confines itself to the
1
m~~noi ;~i~~~r.:'n~z:;~~ I~r it.J~";o:ti~6~ tt~;~';..'J,Koe..~~

--=--------

Humanity and the Progress of
Inte1·national Law.

An address delivered
BY EDWARD SEARING
please send your subscription for stx months or one year, Of the New York Bar before the Society of Humanity
D.. M. BENNETT,
l'.n~~~d~~::i~ ~~tw~~!:fia~'i wi~~ t;,e ~~{~~~~ ~~~~~f~~"; Price 25 cents.
141 8th st., New York
longer
Sm53

~~~~t~~, ~~Y::c~~~:1~~n;ci f~s~ f~~Yf~~fiYri~~~~~-n~~~d~~:

Exodus.

HOW SILLY 'TWOULD BE.
"You hav heard," said a youth to hi~ sweetreart
who stood
'
While he sat on a corn-sheaf, at daylight's decline" You hav heard of the Danish boy's whistle of
wood;
I wish that Danish boy's whistle were mine."

THE

BOOK OF

TH;n~HRONICLES BIBLE-WHENCE AND WHAT?
OF

BY
Richard B. westbrook, D. D., LL.B.,

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh.

A. theologian of high dPgree, and a counsellor

D. ltl. Bennett, Scribe.
.ALSO

"And what would you do with it! Tell me," she THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE 1'0 THE
said,
TRUTH SEEKERS.
While an arch smile played over her beautiful face.
"I would blow it," he answered, "and then my
/i'rom Volume ll. of"A 7RU7H SEEKER AROUNJJ 7HE
fairmaid
'
~(ORLD."
Would fiv to my side and would there take her
D. M. BENNETT,
place.''
Prlce$1.00
141 Eighth street, New York'
"Is that all you wish for 1 Why, that may be -----------------------yours
Witllout any magic!" the fair maiden cried;
"A favor so slight one's good nature secures,"
.And she playfully seated herself by his side.
"I would blow it agaill," said the youth," and the
charm
Would work 'so that not even modesty's check
Would be able to keep from my neck your white
arm."
She smiled and she laid her white arm round his
neck.
"Yet once more I would blow, and the music divine
Would bring me a third time an exqnisit blissAnd would lay your fair cheek to this brown one of
mine:
And your lips stealing past it would giv me a
kiss."

afi:1ii ~~~~:rr
fr~!) wg~~~~~st~f;~;&~r\~: ?bo~~J. o~~.."t ~~blgec~':..1
sonrce of dJgmatlc theology? are treated.fearlessly in tbe
~~~~~f.:Pa.~~~~ft~~~~ t~:e;d~~i;~:~

independent of ecclesiastical supervision and censure.

light of lllstory, philosophy, and comparativ relfglons. It

l: l:~l~g:~:~ef~ri."cvo~~:n~~~%~sed statement of what
WHOLE LIBRARIES ARE HERE CONCENTRATED
INTO ONE LITTLE BOOK.
The author's conclusions are, of course, against the su..

The Busts of

sernatural origin and Infallibility of the Blole, while the

PAINE and VOLTAIRE .

tll~~~af~l,:>;m~e %o~~h~;a!r~e~~~~ya~;~~!t~~~~ed, and

By the celebrated sculptor

thir'l.sr~~~'lh'.:''l:~'k"~~;~~\',_~.~f t\~e:e;~~:~~r!tt':i'ns~~~

Price,

$1.50 each.
Address
141

P~~~~~i~~!~~~ ~~~~~~~~:~~~~t~l~~~:~own to be priestly

"revision."

CLARK MILLS.
D. M. BENNETT,
8th street, New York

Printed In good type and bound In cloth. Price $1.
Address D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth st. New Yo k

----------------------------------THE PEOPLE'S READER.

A sketch o! man's physical, polltlcal, mental, and
social development In past, present, and future.
By GEO. c. St'IEBELING: M.D.
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

The Process of Mental Action l The Legend

of the Patriarchs
and Prophets.

OR,

HOW WE THINK.

The maiden laughed out in her innocent glee" What a fool of your"self with tha whistle you'd
By Spirit lti. Faraday.
make!
.Among the many subjects treated are: Spirit life the
For only consider how silly 'twould be
best place In which to study the mind.-The mental sur.
To sit there and whistle for what you might take."
00

~~~~:s.~#h~ ~~1~: ~~trvi~rt;~~n p~'li. tt;~e~~~'*~Y

A YOUNG man with a nose like a razor and an
eye which would hav raised a blister on sheet iron
on a hot day, halted a pedestrian on Gratiot avenue, and stated that he was trying to rais.;> money
to reach the.bedside of his dying sister ·in Chicago.
He was too proud to heg, but if the ~itizen would
giv him a qnarter he would show him a trick
worth five dollars.
"Vash ish dot drick ?'' queried the citlsen.
"It is to make ten cents go further than a dollar.
You c11n play it on the boys, and make ten dollars
a day.n
"My frendt, I never blays mit der poys."
"Yes, but you can hav lots of fun, you know."
" I vhas no handt for fun. If I ever git off some
shakes I never laff."
"Yes, but this is something new. When you
come down to the grocery of an evenhig you--"
"I doan' come down. I vash home on del" shteps
all der eafnings."
"But you could hav a little fun with your
neighbors."
"I told you I vash not a funny man. I likes to
schmoke und read. der morning papers."
"Veil, I don't want to beg, and I am offering you
the ti:ickvery low in order to get home and see my
sister die. Hav you a dying sister 1"
"I doan' expect I hav. Vash is ctot dlicks ?"
"To make 10 cents go further than $1."
"Und vhill she do it?"

learned in the law, on.the origin and
character of the Bible.
The autllor, though possessing all,. the prerofc'tlvs of a

ma.mmaua are more sensitiv than lower ordera.-The

~~!l~ ~~to~;~:/~~~~"if ~~eth~YN~.::--J~at":'~frsi: ~~ot~~
stupid.- Why reformers are persecuted.-Why Prof.

~r.

aday would correct his earth stllotements.-What makes
fanatlco.-How a child develope the power to think.-The

ii~~\~~ ~~~f.:~g~rl:tn~t!:.~~~.'I~Y t~!'c~~'!~iu~~~~!~k,:;

main stationary from generation to generation.-How to
break the power of ignorance.-The importance of shock.
1

0 1
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By S. BARING-GOULD.
Price, ,1.50.
THE

GODLY WOMEN OF THE BIBLE
BY AM

Ungodly Woman of the 19th Ce;ntury

ECCE DIABOLUS,

ment Willie In the body?-How knowledge transcending
human attainmente can be transmitted to man.-As man in which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah
advances he can better analyze hirnflelf.
is shown to be devil-worship, with some ob
Price, 15 cents.
For aa1e at this office.
servations upon the horrible and cruel ordi
nance of bloody sacrifice and birrnt-offflt-ings.
B;ythe VERY REV. EVAN U.\.VJES.LL.D •
Arch-Dru.ld of GrABt Hr!t.11fn
Prfce. 21l canto.

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE,
REPLIES TO THE

Reuben Dailey's Printing Offiee.

" Christian Guardian" and " Chris·
tian Advocate."

Send for a circular price list or sene' .ut bids. I guarantee to send my Liberal friends their printing prepaid a••
cheap as it can be got at home.

By ALLEN PRINGLE.

Reuben DaiJ•w's Moral Code

This pamphlet wae considered necessary because the
.Tnst Published in '.l'ract For01.
paper attacking Mr. Prlnl!'le refused to· publish his reply
Your Moral Code Is a valuable collection of practtc&
to it. Its criticism was upon Mr. Prlngle'e argument precepts suitable for general use, because Inspired b,V"
against design in nature, and th!s work contains both the wisdom, goodness. truth, and the Jogfc of common sensa
attack and reply. It Is valuable, as II presents the strOUI!'· ~ee~~~YNJt~l~C,r~ri~ ~T~:.~~.a~.d1~~b;~~~
~a.l
est Chrtstian evidence for the exl•tence of God wltll the
m~r\~va('if;r~~~~;'jfi~h~J:rg:Jr~~"fr~~n¥~~~~'M: your recomplete and overwhelming refutation.
To my mind it contains the best code of morals extant.
Price 10 cents. Sold at this o:lftoa.

Wilf:J.

-(]. Close, Grattan, Mich.

"She·will."

" U nd five cents goes petter ash a dime?"
·THE
"That's the ratio."
" U nd notings at all goes petter ash 5 cents?"
"I-I-1 think It does."
BY
" Vhell, you shust consider you haf all der notillgs efer was und you vhill be in Chicago to-morSTEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS
row t Gif my love to dot dying sister, und tell her
;I'RICE TEN CENTS.
dot you saw me well. You'd petter glt some oxpress wagons to draw dose nickles down to der
Address.
D. M. BENNETT,
railroad, und you look a leedle oudt for some
Dutchmans who has peen eating grass und vhaa · <11!7 A WBEK. $12 a day at home easily made. costly
green t"
'iP 2 out1lt free. Addreu tau• a; co., 4u~usta :t.llllne •

LABOR DOLLAR.

prepald,l~~~~= a dozen, fE~Jfi":Jofifl~~-centB
11 :,_e~&\
6moB8
Jefl'ereonvllle Ind.
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The Relation of Ancient hgyptian Oiv
ilization to the Hebrew Narrativs
in Genesis and E~odus, and
the Relativ Claims of Moses and the
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By VAN B1JREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
;f'rlce, 25 Celltso
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NEA.B BROADWAY.
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by, Mrs. Edinger and daughter, Prof. and somewhat stern official appeared on the beach
Mrs. Ainsworth, Mrs. J. B. Smith, and others. while a pleasant party of half a dozen good
Christians were enjoying their morning dip in
ON the llth and 12th of last month, Siena,
A GooD farm in Indiana has been allowed to Italy, was visited by a series of alarming earth- the salt water. He ordered them to come out,
ANOTHER anti-monopoly journal, called J'IJSrun to weeds for five years because of a belief qu~ke sbocks. The soldiers were all turned which they refused to do. Then he told them tice, has been started.
that
if
they
would
not
come
out
he
would
carry
that it is under the curse of a former owner, out of the barracks, and the people rushed out
J. N. CRAFTs, a Presbyterian deacon, of
whose ghost walks the fields at night and of the houses on to the Lizza for safety. The their clothes away. They dared him to do this
Franklin, Pa., is a defaulter to the extent of
at
his
peril,
and
gave
him
to
understand
that
if
houses rocked; the plaster came tumbling
would make it unpleasant for a tenant.
he touched · a single garment of theirs they $65,000.
THE enormous number of baths taken each down the chimneys. The· shocks were re- would pick him up and souse him in the sea
THE flouring mills of Hecker & Oo., in this
week at the public bath-houses, often reach- peated, some strong, some weak, throughout without giving him opportunity for a change of
city, were burnt on the 31st ult. Loss about
ing between two hundred thousand and three the day at intervals of a quarter to half an apparel. The old man hesitated a little while,
$500,000.
hundred thousand, and counted for the whole hour. The bells were rung; the thrice-holy and then made up his mind that if he did not
ONE of the big operators in wheat made
season in millions, shows not only" how popu- Madonna del Vuoto was uncovered. Some of want to become an involuntary Sunday bather
Jar they are as amusements, but how vitally the riobilir.y, afraid of their own houses, had the best thing he could do was to go away. $525,000 on a "deal" lately. And the work·
important to the cleanliness and sanitary wel- their carriages dragged @n to the Lizza and This he did, telling the bathing brethren, as he ingman pays it _in the end.
,slept there in the open air. .A.t two in the mournfully turned his back on them, that he
ANTHONY CoMsToCK is raiding the pool sellers
1fare of the population as a whole.
morning there came· a shock as strong and terbelieved them to be men of sin. But he mo- of this city. They accuse him of many things
THE Mazzini monument in Genoa was un- rifying as if a mine had been sprung under the lested them no more.
not supposed to be compatible with decency.
veiled on J nne 22d. .A.s the covering fell, and city. After that the force of the concussions
THE President will veto the River and Har·
the sad, noble face and. form were revealed, a decreased.
A FISH story comes from the vicinity of Sea
bor bill. It is thought the robbery is too apEolemn silence fell on the multitude. Many
THE sale of an advowson (Lt a London auction Girt, N.J. It is stated that one day the famwept, and then arose a tremendous shout which mart was attended by representativs of the ily of a much respected clergymA.n, living in a parent for even a professional politician to
rent the air. Garibaldi's hymn was pealed out. Curates' Alliance for the Abolition of Purchase cottage near that fashionable resort, were with- approve.
Meanwhile the banner of unredeemed Italy was in the church of England. Upon the lot being out meat or fish for dinner, and were driven to
JoHN L. SULLIVAN, the notorious pugilist,
unfurled at the foot of the monument, but be- put up the Rev. G. Hennessey called out, the probability of having to dine on cabbage has been fined in a Boston court for being
· :fore the police. could intervene it was hauled "Withdraw the advowson;" to which the and other vegetables. About ten o'clock in drunk and using obscene language. Sullivan
down and passed from hand to hand in safety. auctioneer replied, "No, I will not withdraw the morning a large fish-hawk was seen to is a good Catholic.
Garibaldi's hymn was repeated, and the pro- the advowson, but somebody may be with- swoop down to the sea and rise with a fish in
THE death list in this city last week was uncession dispersed.
drawn presently." The reverend gentleman its beRk. It is well known that this is the precedentedly long, owing to the extreme hot
WHILE the pope was taking his usual drive again demanded the withdrawal, upon which manner in which the fish-hawk does his mar- weather, the mercury ranging continually
in the Vatican gardens the report of a gun was the auctioner informed him solemnly that if he keting, and having thus secured his prey, takes among the nineties.
heard close at hand. The coachman took was not quiet, "as sure as he was a living it home to his wife and chiidren in their nest on
WHEN Vanderbilt travels he rides in a car
fright, whipped his horses, cried out, "Help I m&n he would hav to go out.'' Mr. Hen- top of a high tree. It so happened that this that cost $40,000. When people travel who
fish-hawk
had
caught
too
large
a
fish.
It
was
nessey,
however,
still
contiimed
to
interrupt
Assassins !" and drove full speed into the
pay their fare they .are forced to ride in much
courtyard of the papal palace, causing great the proceedin!ls, and replied to the remon- a ten-pound bluefish, and it struggled violently less expensi v vehicles.
consternation among the guards, who ran for strance of one of the spectators by declaring for liberty when captured by the hawk. Prestheir arms and barred the gates. The guards tgat this was " the only effectual way in which ently, just as the hawk was flying over the poor · GENERAL GRANT has written a letter to the
went in quest of the supposed assassin, and they could protest against the'sale of souls." clergyman's back yard the fish got the better House chairman of Committee Affairs to say
soon returned to the palace with a dead cat, Upon the auctioneer once- more warning the of him, and hit the hawk such a powerful blow that he thinks the Japanese indemnity fund
which the keeper of a neighbormg vinyard clerical agitators that " they might find them- with his tail that the bawk was glad to let him should be returned, with interest, to Japan.
had kept. Does the pope's conscience make selva going down the steps of the building in- drop. The fish suddenly descended among
REv. CHARLES E. SToWE, nephew of Henry
voluntarily and very quickly if they persevered the clergyman's wife and daughters, who were Ward Beecher, is in trouble with the deacons
him a coward?
in obstructing the sale," they quieted down, sitting in the shade of a tree outside the kitchen of his church because of his liberality in belief.
D. M. BENNETT, the venerablA editor and but the advowson was not sold.
and preparing their frugal meal. They ac- He believes in evolution and several other
proprijltor of the New York TRvrH SEEKER,
cepted the fish as a gift from heaven, whence, heresies.
THE
liquor
trade
seems
to
hav
good
reason
who has a national, ii not a world-wide, repuindeed,
it seemed to hav come, so unexpected
THE striking freight handlers are still out.
tation in journalism, will pay a visit to Michi- for alarm at the total-abstinence wave which is and startling was its descent from above. The
sweeping
the
West.
In
Kansas
the
prohibiAlthough the railroad monopolists raised freight
gan in a few days. As .he is on his way home
in
two
or
three
of
clergyman's
family
called
from a twelve months' trip round the globe, tory law has driven the traffic out of sight and their Deighbors and enjoyed with them a sub· two and three cents per hundred pounds, they
and from the many solicitations received from made it so dangerous that only reckless men stantial fish dinner. The poor fish-hawk had decline to concede the advance of three cents
the friends of freedom in this state, he has con- will engage in it. In Iowa the recently adopted to make other provision for his family in the per hour, wqich the strikers deemed it necessented to stop over one day in Jackson and giv constitutional amendment has been declared tree top. This is only a fish story, yet it is said sary to hav in order to liv.
the Wolverines a little history of the antipodes. valid by thll courts, and the next Legislature to be vouched for by several excellent and
THE Egyptian imbroglio is as far from settled
He is now in Wisconsin, and will make but will be compelled to enact a statute to wholly trustworthy people.
as ever. Arabi Bey is stirring up the Egyptians
and
sale
of
spirituous
prevent
the
manufacture
one stop in Michigan-on the 23d.-Adrian
beverages. In Indiana a prohibitory act has • THE exposure of the drunken debaucheries to a national war with considerable prospect of
IIJvl?fning Mail.
passed one branch of the Legislature, and will of Rev. Timothy O'Connell, rector of St. James success. The sultan of Turkey is lukewarm
SoME important telephone results hav been unquestionably become a Jaw.
Connecticut Epislopal church at Fremont, one of the toward England, and intimates that he will
lately obtained by M. Van Rysselberghe, the has a new law requiring the names of five tax- largest parishes in Nebraska, is creating con- only obey united Europe. Meanwhile, the
Belgian meteorologist. He has succeeded in payers on every petition for a license ; and as siderable sensation. An afternoon paper pub- English keep control of Alexandria, and
eliminating from telephonic communication no name can appear on two petitions, this lishes his record before coming to Nebraska. promptly shoot all thieves and incendiaries they
through a. wire the ·inductiv action of a neigh- greatly restricts the number of bar-rooms. In 1876 he was married to Helen Jones at catch.
boring telegraph wire (which. givs a crackling The noted Pond law of Ohio has been declared Huntington, N. Y., and went to Cornellsville,
AT Bigelow's Garden, a pleasure resort in
kind of noise in the telephone). Moreover, he unconstitutional, but new legislation against Pa., where he was frequently drunk and abused Worcester, Mass., a sacred concert by the
can employ the same wire at the same time for rum is being arranged for next winter. Michi- his wife. He had delirium tremens, and was Worcester Brass Band was stopped by the city
both telephonic and telegraphic work. Thus, gan has imposed an immense license tax, in- twice put in an insane asylum, but the last marshal, and the proprietor, J. H. Bigelow,
in a recent experiment, a message was sent tended to close the small saloons. Anti-treat- time made his escape, his wife going home to directed to appear in court to answer a charge
from Brussels by the Morse telegraph to the ing laws in Nebraska and Wisconsin having Huntington. O"Connell went to Nebraska of d?ing business on the Lord's day. The gardirecting engineer of telegraphs in Paris, and been nullified by court decisions, the enemies of City, Neb., and af~r a while quietly obtained a den is fitted up with revolving horses, ewings,
an oral message sent by telephone was dis- alcohol are getting ready for something more divorce from his wife on the ground of deser- fountains, and flower~beds, and is run in continctly heard while the Morse receiver was in stringent. The question of prohibition will be tion. She knew nothing definit until ufter it nection with the Rink as a pleasure resort.
action. .A.t the forthcoming exhibition in an important one in the fall elections of North had been obtained, she being informed by let- Concerts hav been repeatedly given in the Rink
Munich telephony is to be tried between that Carolina, Illinois, and probably several other ter. An attempt was made to reopen the case, on Sunday evenings under the head of "sacred
town and Dresden, a distance of about 343 states. Even in Kentucky-a great producer and affidavits were filed for that purpose, but concerts."
miles.
of whisky-a formidable agitation is_ in prog- they were stolen. One affidavit was that of
CEPHAS M. WooDRUFF, of Newark, N. J.,
Mary Rogers, who charges him with having was an elder in the Presbyterian church of that
0N Friday evening Mrs. Dr. Severance very ress.
A REVIVAL of the efforts to abolish Sunday seduced her in November, 1876, at the house of town. He was also the executor of a brother
pleasantly entertained a company of friends at
ber residence on Grand avenue in honor of her bathing at the seaside camp-meeting resorts his wife's father at Huntington, N. Y., where elder of the same church who died in 1871.
guests, Mrs. H. S. Lake and Mr. Peck, of has broken out with new fervor. Original he was visiting. It is claimed, also, that he W oodrufi settled up the business, and then beChicago. The entertainment consisted of enactments against Sunday immersion in the threatened the lives of Bishop Kerwood and came business manager for Mrs. Porter, the
music by Severance & Willlams's orchestra, surf were very strict, and for some years were wife of Pennsylvania. Whether his character widow of the brother eider. He frequently
and songs by Messrs. 0 . .A.. Severanae, Clarence rigidly enforced. Latterly the better judgment was known to the bishop of Nebraska is not prayed with the lady before talking business
H. Williams, Mr. Peck, Miss Lillian Stillman, of the managers has winked at the offenders, positivly stated, but he succeeded in being ap- matters with her, and had her confidence until
and others. A fine recitation by Mrs. Lake who thought it no more sin to wash in the sea pointed district presbyter, and last spring he two or three years ago, when she sued him to
was greatly enjoyed, and altogether the even- on Sunday than to wash in their own bath-tubs, obtained charge of St. James parish at Fre- recover several thousand dollars, which, she
ing passed very delightfully. Among the guests which they would do if they were at home. mont, Nebraska. Mrs. O'Connell's sister livs alleged, Woodruff had embezzled. The decision
were Dr. and Mrs. H. S. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. But now it is decided that to take a surf bath is in Omaha, and her sister's husband has from of Vice-Chancellor Van Fleet has not yet been
0. A. Severance, Mrs. T. W. Williams, C. H. to break the Sabbath. A.t some of the camps time to time told different church people and given. It is expected to be in Mrs. Porter's
Williams, Messrs. C. G. and Omro Severance, by the sea a patrol is organized to warn the others of the character of O'Connell, but the favor, but Mr. Woodruff's estate is insolvent,
Mr. and Mrs. Hunting, Mr. and Mrs. brethren of the oonsequences of transgressing general public were ignorant of the man's his- and she will hav to take her chance with othef
creditoril.
l\lcAlstine, Mr. and Mrs. Spencer, Mrs. Orms- the law. At one of these places a portly and tory.
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A.

Few Days in China.

with their little babes strapped to their backs, look" a11d seems to confirm the assertiOn that "Hong Kong
content~d and peace!ul as the b~st dispol'led is the graveyard of England." Many who came out
American babies ~hen bemg rocked m a cradle. to engage in business and' service early laid down
While the mother is vigorously rowing, the babe at their lives, for I noticed that very many who were
her. back. may be seen fast asleep, though the sud" buried. in "Happy Valley" were in the prime of life.
den motion of the mother's body seems nearly Dr.·Young tells me''thedecomposed gra~ite·of the
enough to break the child's neck;. but it is used to it, country when dug up sets free a noxious gas or
and does not mind that rough-and~tumble sort of miasma, which has been very fatal to Europeans,
life. While the mothers are walking along. the but that it is now much leeR sickly than formerly. The
streets the babes are often seen part asleep, with their unevenness of the ground in the cemetery is tasteheads dropping backwards in what would seem a fully employed to make the locality romantic and
very uncomfortable positson; but their sleep appears pictnret;lque, and graves are see~. on these v~rious
as sweet as that of a young prince or that of a child altitudes. The peaceful surroundmgs seem to Imply
of a millionaire. And, what is also very cheering, that it is really a happy valley, compared with the
the mother and children look very healthy.
struggles and turmoils of life. Here at least "the
Of course, the sights of Hong Kong had to be in- weary are at rest." The Chinese cemeteries are
vestigated. Many of the numerous Chinese stores farther away and are always located on the hillside,
and mechanic shops must be visited. The stores and without decoration save the somewhat neat and
are rather capacious, especially when compared with modest circular appearance of the fronts, something
the stores of India, and they are neatly kepJ;, well in the shape of a horseshoe, and looking as though
attended, and fully supplied with native and foreign a vault was in the hillside containing the departed
goods, in the buying and selling of which Chinese friends: Elevated localities are selected, and on the
merchants are very proficient. I saw a store with hillside they are sure to have dry graves. The Chinese
the name y an Kee over the door, but could not be- greatly venerate their dead, and they seek to have the
lieve it was the original.
grave such as will long preserve the bodies in good
In the mechanic shops all the various branches condition and keep water from finding access.
are being conducted with vigor and skill. The
Among the places visited about town was an unmaking of camphor-wood boxes, to be used as occupied lot of an acre or so where were many
trunks, is extensively carried on, as well as nearly groups of Chinese, each group having as a center a
all the ordinary mechanical trades, too numerous to nostrum seller, or doctor, having Chinese signs .and
mention. Industry and activity are the rule through- show bills around him, with numerous bottles of his
out. The markets are well supplied with vegetables remedies, which he seemed to be praising in high
common in our own markets, but I think they must terms to his audience in such eloquent manner as to
be brought from the main-land, as there is little land effect some sales. Others were pulling teeth, applyon the island suitable for gardening. The cabbages, ing liniment to lame backs and sore shins. Some
squashes, cucumbers, radishes, lettuce, etc., look as were musicians, and attracted dense crowds by singfresh as though just from the gardens. Fish are ing in the native tongue, a.ccompanying the same by
caught hereabouts in great abundance, and are used striking on a small gong. The whole was not within vast numbers, composing, as they do, a considera- out interest, for it wa8 a kind of "Vanity Fair,"
ble proportion of the Chinaman's diet.
. showing that the Chinese have charlatans and venThe mode of conveyance about the town is by ders of marvelous "curealls" the Bame as other
the Japanese jinriki-sha and chairs, carried on the nations.
shoulders of coolies. The first is a genteel, light,
There is one American house in Hong Kong, that
two-wheeled carriage, or hand-cart, which I men- of Russell & Co., who seem to be doing an extensive
tioned in Singapore. Some will hold two persons, business in exporting, importing, and as agents for
but are more comfortable for one, and with such a ships, and steamers, and banking. There were forload the Chinese coolie trots off on the smooth roads merly other American houses here, but the vicissinearly as fast as a horse. I rode in one· several tudes of trade compelled them to suspend. There are
miles. They are brought from Japan, where they many heavy English firms with fine stores' and good
are much used. The chairs are like a Bedan-chair, stocks, but the bulk of the business is performed by
and differ from the palanquins of India in having the Chine,e. Some of them do a heavy exporting
two poles to be carried by in place of one, and are and importing business, and have become very
usually without a top, while the palanquins are in- wealthy. Several lines of steamboats engaged in
closed and suspended from the carrying-pole. W1th the coast trade are owned by Chinese merchants. I
the chairs, one pole is on each side of the chair, the heard an English officer of a steamer say, "The
ends resting on both shoulders of the carriers. I Chinamen were rather slow to adopt our modes of
could not help noticing the difference in the ease business, but at last they learned; now they are gowith whith the Chinese seem to carry these chairs ing ahead rapidly, and bid fair to run us out." The
compared with the Hindoos, with their palanquins. Chinese are satisfied with small profits, and can do
Two Chinamen walked off with these chairs with a business much cheaper than the English.
heavy man in it with far more apparent ease than
THE CHINESE NATION.
four Hindoos with the same load in a palanquin.
Now that we have got within the Chinese islands
The Chinaman is far more muscular than the Bin- and the mainland is scarcely a mile from us, with an
doo. Ascending and descending the cross streets old walled city inside the hills on the peninsula not
running up the hill is, of course, attended with some another mile away, it is quite correct to say that we
difficulty in either mode of conveyance, but the have reached the "Celestial Land," the "Flowcoolies manage it well; they even carry persons in ery Kingdom," the ancient "Cathay," or modern
these chairs to the top of Victoria Peak, eighteen China, with its 5,000,000 of square miles and 400,000,hundred feet high, and so steep that it is hard work 000 people, the most populous as well as the oldest
for a person to climb it ou foot.
nation in the world-a nation indebted to no other
I visited the Botanical Gardens, and found them for its civilization, its art and literature-a nation
very interesting in trees, plants, and flowers of trop- which claims an existence of forty thousand years,
ical and European varieties. Many of them are and some say even of millions. However unsupextremely beautiful. The garden is on a partially ported these extravagant claims of antiquity may
level terrace, some two hundred feet above the main be, it cannot be denied that the Chinese are a very
streets of the town. In this vicinity are numerous ancient people. They have no traditions of Noah's
fine residences of wealthy Englishmen, as well as flood (though they claim to have had a flood of their
the governor's house and the general's. They are own), and it is almost a certainty that they ~escen~ed
sufficiently elevated above the water level to give a from neither of the sons of that old. mythwal shipcommanding view of the harbor and shipping. The builder and navigator; and in the Jew bo~k the~e is
government buildings and soldier's barracks are no reference to this people, and no allus10n gtven
large and fine-looking. At the parade grounds, at that can have any application to them. They are
the eastern end of the town, I saw the military out, undoubtedly older than any of the nations mentioned
and a number of the 11oldiers running races, jumping in the Jewish scriptures, and are wholly disconnect~d
hurdles, etc. The English are very fond of such from any nation known to the J e~s. Meado:ws, m
his work on China, places the re1gn of Fu-h1 ~327
athletic sports; I see them everywhere.
The museum in the Town Hall is well filled wtth before the Christian era, since which time a contmunative manufactures, models of ships and boats, ous history is claimed. It is well known that Conweapons of warfare, natural history, including a full fucius lived five hundred and fifty years befqre our
variety of the birds, butterflies, insects, shells, snakes, era and that he revised the old sacred writings of
etc., of this part of the world, with skeletons of " the Kings " which were at that time very ancient,
many larger animals; also many specimens of the and he ofte~ spoke of those who had lived and taught
rocks, minerals, ores, and woods of the locality. long before him as "those of ancient times."
The military stores kept here by the British governSochee Chunder Dutt, who has written much on
ment are large, this being the depot for army and the Asiatic nations, and is also a believer in J1ible
naval supplies for this section, including Singapore story, is decidedly of the opi;Dion that the Chmes~
and Shanghai.
did not descend from the famtly of Noah. He says.
The cemetery of the city, called "Happy Valley," "In reviewing the facts we find nQ account anylocated in a snug nook between the high hills in where of the descendants of Noah having proceeded
the rear, a mile or so east of the city, is delightfully to China to people it. We do not lose sight of ~he
adapted for the purpose. It contains many fine two assumptions frequently advanced that Ch~na
monuments, commemorating departed admirals, gen- was probably planted by the Tartars descendmg
erals, and captians, with very many of the " rank" from the steeps of the Im~ns, or by the Ks~etryas. on
and "file" who have succumbed to the unhealthiness being expelled from Ind1a, both ass?mptwus bemg
of the climate and the engagements which took .based on the supposition that the Hu~doos and the
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HoNG KoNG, Apri116, 1882.
DEAR LovERS OF TRUTH: I closed my last letter as
we: were nearing this port. The strong head winds
and the fog at night retarded us for a few hours, but
early on the morning of the 13th we reached the
outlying islands, of which there are many, and saw
large numbers of Chinese sailing craft, including
junks and smaller vessels and fishermen's boats. The
junks and sailing boats are rather clumsy lookingwide iri proportion to length, the stern 1·ising several
feet higher than the middle portion. The sails are
of bamboo matting, square in form, w:ith five ribs of
bamboo poles running obliquely, the whole reminding one of the wing of an immense bat. The
smaller boats were very numerous, and the Chinamen in them seemed very intent at fishing, while
the larger crafts were conveying merchandise of various kinds to and from neighboring localities.
The islands of the Chinese coast are far from
beautiful. They are nak€d and abrupt masses of
rock, protruding from the surface of the ocean,
with little covering save a reddish clay in places,
and with no vegetation. The crests and peaks are
sharp, angular, and serrated, looking as though
some great upheaval had taken place here perhaps hundreds of thousands of years ago, the
fused or plastic rocks quickly congealing in their
present rugged form. These outlying sentinels
do not impress the beholder that they are guarding
the "Flowery Kingdom," for not a flower or a tree
of s.ny size is to be seen on many of them. They
differ in size, some being very small and some from
one to fifteen miles in circumference, and their altitude varieB from three to fifteen hundred feet. No
signs of inhabitants were to be seen on the most of
them; on one or two are a few dwellings, being level
enough near the water to admit of buildings, and a
bare possibility of growing some vegetation. Probably they are chiefly the homes of fishermen.
Half a dozen or more very small steamers, which
the English call "steam launches," came out to meet
us, and accompanied us in. About 10 A. M. we
reached the company's wharf in the harbor of Hong
Kong, and found everything wearing the appearance of life and activity. The city is on an island
some twelve miles in circumference, also bearing the
name of Hong Kong. Victoria Peak, immediately
in the rear of the city, reaches some e~ghteen hundred feet in bight. The town, partly built upon
the hillside at the base of the Peak, and partly on
the narrow strip of levelland next to the harbor, is
not much seen as approached from the China Sea
until very close to it. The harbor consists of an
arm of the sea, nearly a mile in width, between the
island and the main-land opposite the point of the
southern Chinese peninsula, which has the same precipitous and naked appearance as the neighboring
islands.
Here the British flag waves, reminding one of the
extensive domain which bows in submission to it;
beginning at Gibraltar, taking in Malta, Cyprus,
Egypt (upon which the British hold a mortgage,
almost amounting to an ownership), Adin, and the
neighboring islands, the whole of India, the best part
of Burmah, Ceylon, Penang, and Singapore, and now
Hong Kong, and further on Shanghai, to say nothing of Australia, New Zealand, the southern portion
of Africa, and very extensive possessions in North
America. Truly it is said "the sun never sets off
the British possessions." That little nation certainly
wields more power than any other upon the face of
the earth.
HONG KONG
Is comparatively an English city, though in China,
and nine-tenths of its inhabitants are Chinese.
There are some ten thousand Europeans here, including the military, numbering about two thousand;
there are afew Arabs, Parsees, etc., with some 140,000
Chinese. The town is well built, even includingthe
native quarters. The city has had a rapid growth,
being less than forty years of age. After the English conflict with the Chinese in 1842 the town was
started, and is now a very important commercial and
military point. A great amount of shipping is done
here, both East and West; like Singapore, it being
a free port, so that there is no obstruction to trade.
The exports and imports are large. We found the
harbor pretty full of steamers, ships, etc.-some
forty of the former, and more than thirty of the lat.
ter, not including some fifty small steamers, and
hundreds of small sailing vessels and boats for running about the harbor and visiting the various steamers and ships lying therein. Among the large
steamers some eight or ten are men of war of differe,nt European nations, which are stopping here temporarily. In many of the small boats, or sampans,
Chinese women are to be seen as frequently as men;
in fact, their boats are their homes, and it becomes
as much the business of the women to help in rowing, sculling, steering, etc., as the men, and they
evince a marked degree of skill and activity in that
line. I have noticed them also on lighters~ convey-
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Tartars derive their descent from the stock of Noah, merce, and the mechanical arts. Step by step, and flinch from accommodating themselves to the pres, which is in itself erroneous. Even apart from the one step at a time, was the golden rule they fol- ent whenever it is of service to them to do so. This
objection neither of the !hypotheses seems to us to lowed, as is shown by the facts which their histori- is a very favorable trait in them to notice, and promhave an; good foundation to stand upo_n. T~e ans have taken so much care to record. The efforts ises to carry them through as long a future alii they
Tartar invasion assumild by Father Martim, were It of the first two dynasties were mainly confined to have had of the past."
possible to corroborate it by better evidence than has the clearance of the country, the formation of vilIn love of education perhaps no nation presents a
yet been advanced in its support, would still prove lages, and the introduction among the people of ag- better record, and in no nation is more attention paid
nothing as respec~s th~ first, simply by proving t?o riculture and the pastoral and domestic arts. Suju, to it. Here learning is the only road to places of
much. for, if the mvaswn alluded to took place m who immediately preceded Fohi, is said to have in- power, of trust, and honor. A man who cannot pass
the r:ign of Shun, its date was necessarily much too vented knotted cords, as the first crude attempt of the most thorough examination in literary branches
early for any branch of the family of Noah to have his age for recording ideas. Fohi invented symbols, stands no chance of reaching any commanding posipeopled Tartary, and then extended to China. I do and substituted them for the knotted cords. Hwang. tion. In no country are there more profound teachers
not believe in any such invasion, for the simple rea- te reduced the symbols to characters, which were in the various literary branches or a greater number
son that the Tartars could not have developed them- afterward improved in the reign of Lew-pang. of advanced students. Here knowledge is not only
selves sufficiently at the time fol such a purpose. I Throughout the reigns of Fob!, Shin-nung, and highly respected, but is absolutely required of all
believe that both China and Tartary had then Hwang-te, the growth and progress of the sciences those who would occupy the better positions in society
already ceased to be thinly peopled-for I am not and arts were especially fostered. Then followed the or hold any posts under the government. Even the
wedded to the dogma that all races of men descend- age for laws, regulations,and political inst.itutions, un- lower classes are pretty well educated, but it must be
ed from Noah, to commence with, and I doubt der Yaou and Shun-Yaou being the first legislator, admitted that here, as in the oriental countries gengreatly if either son was in those early times strong while Shun gave effect to those of his predecessor's erally, females are disregarded in this respect, it not
enough to send ·out emigrants or raiders in any di- ideas which he did not live to carry out. Of Hwang- being deemed essential that they should be learned.
rection. In the Tartar accounts we read that Oghuz te it is said he cut through the mountains to facili- Females of the higher classes are somewhat educated,
Khan was the first who made himself master of tate commerce, that .he discovered the mariner's but those of the lower classes are not.
C&thay; and, if we take his era approximately at con:i.pass, and that one of his ministers, Yonge-heng,
Anson Burlingame, when he headed a Chinese embetween 1800 and 1600 B.c., it brings us very near discovered the polar star; and all this, be it remem- bassy to our country in 1868, made, in. a speech
to the time when the Tartars began to be trouble- bered, before the deluge, which found the rest of delivered in New York, the following tribute to
some on the borders of China, in the reign of Chang- the world plunged generally in barbarism and crime. Chinese learning and civilizati~n:
til)g, 1562 to 1648 B.C. But the Chinese accounts In after years many of the emperors are described as
"China is the land of scholars and kchools; a land of books,
show that on that occasion the Tartars were repulsed; having been good astronomers themselves, and as from the smallest pamphlet up to the voluminous encyclopedias.
and even if it had been otherwise, the era for plant- taking great personal interest in teaching astronomy It is a land where privileges are common. It is a land without
ing China had then. gone by.
.
to their subJ"ects. A tribunal of history existed to caste, for they destroyed their feudal system over two thousand
.
h fi
years ago, and they built up their grand structure of civilization
"The other hypothesis is also open objection of compose accurate accounts of eac h reign, t e rst on the great idea that the people are the source of power. This
an unaccordance with dates. The descent of the portion of whose labors was published in 97 B.c., by idea was uttered by Mencius between two and three thousand
Chinese from the Kshetryas has. been supported by Izeemat-seen, in the reign of W oote; and if all years since, and it was old when he uttered it. . . . They
the text of Menu, which says that' many families of these annals be not altogether trustworthy, surely make scholarship a test of merit."
the military class, having gradually abandoned the no other ·Asiatic country ever made such effort to
To give some idea of the voluminous character of
ordinances of the Vedas, . . . lived in a state arrive at the truth. The very assortment of the Chinese literature, I will copy the statement made by
of degradation, such as the people of Pandraka and classics of the nation attests to a considerable prog- others, that the Chinese dictionary is a work of one
Adra, those of Dravira and Camboja, the Yavanas ress in letters among them. The divisions were five, hundred and fifty volumes, and the history of China
and Sakas, the Paradas and Pahlavas, the Chinas namely, (1) Shu-King, which was historical; (2) is a work of three hundred and sixty volumes, while
and other nations;' and Sir William Jones, referring Shi-King, which was poetical; (3) Yi-King, which the works in the various branches of literature are
to the story of Yayati, an Indian prince of the Lunar referred to sciences, but now little understood; (4) almost without number. The catalogue alone of the
race, having banished his son Druhya to the east- Chung-Cicu, which related to government; and (5) works in the emperor's library at Pekin is said to
ward of India with a curse that his progeny would Laki, which had reference to moral duties. Of the occupy one hundred and twenty volumes.
be ignorant of the Vedas, says that this Druhya was perseverance of the people a standing proof exists in
THE RELIGION OF cm:NA.
probably identical with Fohi, who is generally the great wall of China, carried over 'mountains and
Like other nations, China has had its gods and rerecognized as the progenitor of the Chinese. In across rivers for more than a thousand miles, its ligions, though it does not seem that she boasts of
refutation of this supposition, it will perhaps be 'suf- bight varying from fifteen to thirty_ feet, whilst its so great a number of gods as India or Egypt. They
:ficient to point out that, by the Chinese accounts, breadth affords space enough for SIX horsemen to were thousands of years ago worshipers of the forces
Fohi lived long before the deluge, which did not ride abreast upon it. Of their general aptness of nature, which in time they invested with personoccur till the reign of Yaou, while Druhya, by the almost every manufacturer' of China affords ample ality, but they generally recognized one supreme
Hindoo accounts, lived some generations after evidence, being nearly as good as the similar pro- deity, whom they regarded as the creator of the
Satyavrata, the Noah of the Hindoos. It may be ductions of Europe. The manufacture of gun" world and the special friend of their nation. One of
further mentioned that the Ch~nese accounts dis- powder is said to have been known to the Chinese the names of this deity was Tien, or Chang-ti, a
tinctly make Fohi a native of China, born in the long before it was discovered in the West; it is cer- supreme being who commands right deeds, pure
province of Shense, in the northwest province of the tain that the art of printing was known to them at thoughts, and constant watchfulness. Their worship
empire. His birth was, of course, miraculous; he least two hundred years before the birth of Christ, has been mainly devoted to their ancestors, whom
was too great a man to be allowed an ordimiry birth, and the manufacture of paper from an earlier date; they hold in great reverence. Probably there is
and the story mentions that his mother was em- and, more wonderful still, they knew, as observed, hardly another nation that cherishes the memory of
braced by a rainbow, but that rainbow, mind, had the use of the mariner's compass from the time of their progenitors with such devout reverence, and
no connection with the rainbow of the deluge, for Hwang-te, which must have been of inestimable this has been the case for thousands of years. It is
the simple fact alreatly stated, that Fohi belonged to benefit to them in their rude excursions on the ocean, the duty of sons to honor the memory of their fathan anterior age.
carried on in square-built ships made of pieces of ers, and so fully is this observed that it amounts to
"Rejecting both the above assumptions, then, we wood sewed together with the strong thread of the sacrilege if a son neglects this binding obligation.
may take it for granted that China was not peopled cocoanut, which were mainly directed to different Meetings are often held at the graves of the deby any descendant of Noah; in fact, all her ~tories points by the flight of birds and by periodical winds. parted, and here their highest worshipful feelings
go to .prove that China was well peopled before the In the excursions the Indian ports were particularly are poured forth.
·flood; that the flood, when it did come, did not de- sought for; and it is well known that at Ceylon the
China has three great systems of religion-Confustroy all her inhabitants; that all the damage it did Chinese trader met the Persian capitalist half way cianism, Tanism, and Buddhism, and, what is reto the country was repaired after the labor of a few to dispose of his silks-a proof in itself of very con- markable, they have existed peacefully together
years. It follows, therefore, that China was planted siderable progress for the age."
more than two thousand years; they have not
in regular course by an independent set of first
In summing up his able remarks on China, the quarreled and fought as have the devotees of other
parents, especially given to the country from the same writer says: "The evidences of civilization in religions, but the three systems have been so equally
beginning; i.
that the Chinese are an aboriginal China are undeniable, even though that civilization regarded that it is not unusual for the three systems
race occuppying their own country from the first be of a rather humble and distorted character. It is to be embraced and sustained by the same individdawn of time Lthe commencement of the human pertinent, therefore, to ask how that civilization was ual.
race], a conclusion fully borne out by the history of attained. Neither Greece nor Rome nor Persia was
Confucius(Kong-foo-tse)isregardedbytheChinese
their civilization, and even by their outward appear- self-civilized; nor can any country of modern Europe as their greatest philosopher, and it is very doubtful
ance. They have mixed long, very long, with the lay claim to that distinction. But the Chinese, like if the world has produced a greater teacher or one
Moguls and the Tartar, and with those of the Hin- the Egyptians and the Hindoos, commenced the who founded a better or purer religion. He was
doos they have no affinity whatever."
world without extraneous help, and even more espe- born 552 years before Christ, and not far from the
Further on the same writer says: "The proofs es- cially than the Egyptians and the Hindoos, who may time when Cyrus became king of Persia, and the
tablishing the remote antiquity of the Chinese exist· have copied from each other, attained what civiliza. return of the Jews from Babylon. His birth and
in their own records, which have not been found un- tion it can boast of by their own exertions. They that of Buddha were but a few years apart, so that
trustworthy; in the corroborati\re testimony of such have possessed for ages many very curious and use- these two great teachers and founders were upon the
equally ancient records of the Hindoos as existed ful branches of art, and have greatly excelled in earth at the same time. He became fatherless at an
(e. g., the passage from Menu which lias been already them; but no one has helped them to them; they early age, but his mother trained him with tender
cited); and in the existence among the Chinese, to have not learned them by imitation. Several of these care and encouraged his natural taste· for learning.
this day, of such arts as picture-writing and hiero- arts have since been introduced into Europe, but the At the time he lived China was divided into several
glyphic-painting, which generally indicate an old excellence of the Chinese, in some of them at least, petty kingdoms, which were bitterly contending with
existence, and which were only equally well known, has not been surpassed. Mechanical skill has been each other for supremacy. When he attained the
one to the ancient Mexicans, and the other to the carried to perfection among them; their ingenuity years of manhood he received a governmental posiancient Egyptians, from neither of whom could they and skill are unequaled. Their long bridges, great tion in his kingdom, but he became so wearied with
have been borrowed.
,
roads, and pyramidal towers are architectural and. the incessant contentions that he retired from public
"In respect to the extent of Chinese civilization, engineering evidences of this skill, industry, and in- service. and devoted himself to teaching his band of
if it was not very great in the abstract, it cannot be genuity. They dig canals, form gardens, and level disciples and the multitudes who gathered around
said to have been very inconsiderable when were- mountains more patiently, perhaps, than any other him to listen to his moral precepts and instructions.
member that such as it was, it was almost entirely nation. They are also inimitable manufacturers of The purity of his life and the excellence of his docof indigenous growth. By her position China has porcelain and bronze, excellent carvers in wood and trines brought around him many grave and thoughtalways been what she is at this moment, more or ivory, very superior workmen with silk and cotton, ful persons, who became greatly attached to him as
less cut off from the rest of the world; and yet was and this, considering their peculiar position, and ex- faithful followers.
the country always provided with everything that elusiveness, is certainly amazing. The fact is, they
When about fifty years of age he accepted the
could possibly be required for the comforts of man. are able to adapt themselves to any and eve:-y condi- office of minister of state, and his ministration was
Literature and philosophy were early cultivated by tion of life, and always do so without hesitation. marked with great wisdom, prudence, and success.
the inhabitants; theology and ethics also; nay, even There is a strange union of the past and the present But after all the excesses of the court upturned his
astronomy, music, and magic; and all this without in their character, as in everything else about them, good laws and provisions, and he was again comll.eglecting agriculture, medicine, navigation, CQDl· and1 while wedded to the past ordinarily, they never pelled to resign his post and retire to the humble life
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of a religious teacher. Reverses came upon him as
To produce and have not, to act and expect not-this is sub- month are consider1:1d the most lu?kY for marriage.
he advanced 'in years, and he experienced the un- lime virtue.
When children are betrothed, a pau of fowls, ducks
pleasantness of the friends of prosperity turning He who is self-displaying does not shine; he who is self-prais- or geese, and a few pounds of vermicelli are sent by
ing- ha5 no merit.
b
away from him; but he remained true to the great The unwise are full of ambitious desires, lusting for the the bride's parents to the ri egroom il family, who
moral principles he had long enunciated, and a faith- stalled ox, or for sexual enjoyment. The wise conquer them- return the male ·birds and , retain the female. Beful band of followers remained loyal to him.
selvs, putting away all impurity, all excess, an~ gaiety.
trothals are.managed by agents or go-betweens, and
His system has been called, not a religion, but a The~e. is n~ greater misery than discontent; no greater sin .the principals have little or nothing to say about it.
code of morals; it is, however, doubtful if a better than gwmg r~ll!- t? lust.
.
The first thing to be done is to consult the horoscope
religion has been inculcated, for it instructed men
~b.~'s!~~ S:~~:~ 1 ~~~:!~!~!:t ~~~e~fdae~l~is jewels in his of the young lafly in order to ~ompa~e ~t w~th that
how to lead good lives and how to deport themselves bosom. He grasps nothing, and therefore loses nothing. He of the proposed husb~n~, an_d If the m~ICatwns are
in all conditions and circumstances. He enjoined all does not copy others. He recompenses injury with kindness, favorabl.e and the prelimmanes are happily arranged
to be sincere, julilt, loving, careful in rendering to and excels in forgetting himself.
certain presents take place between the parties of
others what was due them. If his precepts are
BUDDHISM
such articles as have a.symbolical meaning. If any
obeyed, an almost faultless life will be the result.
Was introduced into China in the year 65 in the first unlucky accident hapl?ens ~uring the tb~ee. days
To me his system of religion and his teachings Christian century, over four hundred years after its allotted for final consideratiOn, the negotiatiOn is
appeal with special favor, because mainly free from existence in India. Several mandarins were sent to broken off. If they are all right, four large needleil,
the mythical and the su;eernatural. He had little to India to learn with respect to the religion of Buddha, with two red silk threads inserted into two of them,
say about gods and deVIls, and very little about any and upon their return they taught the same, and it are usually .thrust thrGugh the wedding cards.
other state of existence. His doctrines were emi- was largely embraced. Over one-third of the peoule The red thread is supposed to represent that with
nently of a practical character, relating to the details of China are said to be Buddhists. Their name for which the feet of all mortals are tied in the spirit
of life as between man and mali. No great relig- the great teacher is Fo. It is to be regretted that world-those who are doomed to be husband and
ious teacher has been so free from superstition, and this religion has been corrupted with gross supersti- wife by unalterable fate. A similar thread is used
so solely directed to the improvement of character. tions and absurdities. This system of religion is to tie together the cups out of which the two drink.
Well would it be if the whole world were faithful perhaps about the only thing that Chinese have bor- When the bride and bridegroom meet for the first
followers of his precepts.
rowed from other nations, and far better would it time it is not uncommon for the attendants of the
The latter portion of his life he spent in editing have been had it been kept at home.
bride to request the bridegroom to rub her feet, under
the sacred books of his country, and in writing some
CHINESE WHIMS AND usAGES.
the belief that it will prevent their aching in future.
additions to them. These books were five in numNotwithstanding its three rather sensible systems When the ceremony of marriage is performed rice is
ber, called the Kings, and have already been men- of religion, like nearly all other countries, the people thrown over the pair as an omen of affiuence and
tioned. They are of great age, and by good judges of China entertain a great number of absurd myths, plenty in the coming years. This is much the same
believed to be as old as the most ancient Vedas. and a belief in many species of invisible existences, custom as that practiced by the Parsees, the ancient
These books were deeply studied by Confucius, and and in the occult or magic powers which they are Persians, and in some of the countries of Europe the
he strongly urged his listeners to obey their precepts. supposed to influence. The myth-making disposition practice formerly prevailed of throwing baked cakes
At the age of seventy-three he closed his life, hav,- has been common to all nations, especially before en- upon a newly-wedded pair, for the same purpose of
ing spent fifty years in public instruction. He is re- lightened by the better teachings of science and truth. invoking plenty for future years. When the Chinese
garded as the patron saint of the empire; the finest There is scarcely a European nation that has not bride is conveyed to her husband's abode, great care
temple in the country is erected over his grave, and abounded in beliefs in the strangest myths and ab- is taken that her feet are not permitted to touch the
thousands of others are in various parts of the em- surdities. The Scandinavian countries and Germany threshold of his house, and for this purpose red carpire. His religion is the state religion, and all can. were especially the field for a belief in elves, hulders, pets are laid over it. She is also lifted out of the
didates for official positions are required to commit dwarfs, sprites, imps, ogres, wraiths, brownies, fairies, sedan chair over a pan of charcoal plaeed in the
to memory his excellent maxims. His name is and witches, with an almost endless catalogue of court, and afterward taken to her chamber. Three
greatly revered by the better portion of the Chinese good and bad omens and charms, controlled by in- days after marriage she is allowed to pay a visit to
nation, and offerings are made to his memory at the visible powers. The same was to a great extent true her parents' abode; the bridegroom follows and is
two yearly festivals, when thousands of animals are of the British islands. The people of those countries regaled with three cups of tea and three pipes of
sacrificed, and thousands of pieces of silk are burnt. were formerly full of those superstitious beliefs and tobacco; there is a charm in the number three. The
This is unquestionably an absurd way of honoring his whims, signs, and omens in reference to thousands of chair in which the young wife is conveyed has
life and teachings, but it seems to comport with the things. An account of the myths and folklore of the painted on it as a charm the image of a Tauist priest
sense of propriety of the Chinese, who hold to much European nations is sufficient to fill several volumes. who, according to the legend, succeeds by his magthat is superstitious and devoid of reason.
Christian countries have been by no means free ical power in counteracting tbe influence of evil spirits
As samples of the sayings of Confucius I will sub- from these enslaving superstitions. St. Chrysostom who lie in wait on such occasions to harass and
join a few:
and many of the early fathers found it necessary to make ill the bride. It is customary for the bride to
Sha111' teach you what knowledge is? When you know a inveigh in measured terms against the absurd super- present the husband with a pair of shoes as an indithing to hold that you know it, and when you do not know a stitions and whims which prevailed in their day. In cation of her submission to him. These shoes are
thing to allow that you do not know it; that is knowledge.
the eighth century a council of church dignitaries, carefully preserved, and never given away like other
To see what is right and not to do it is a want of courage.
Pope Gregory III., Charlemagne and his successors, worn. out articles.
Coarse rice for food, water to drink, the bearded arm for a and the abbots and bishops of Scotland and France,
The whims and superstitions with regard to the
pillow-happiness may be enjoyed even with these; but without virtue both riches and honor seem to me like a passing vehemently denounced the same absurd class of be- dead are very numerous. The mourning at funerals
cloud.
liefs. Even Martin Luther, the father of Protestant. is kept up for three days, and is manifested by loud
Grieve not that men know you not; grieve that you know not ism, entertained many very ridiculous notions. It is how lings, the beating of gongs, and the firing Qf
men.
recorded of him that he believed in the existence of crackers. These are used alike in demonstrations of
A good man is serene; a bad man always in fear.
a stone to be found in eagle's nests which possessed joy and sorrow. If the mourning parties are able
In the Book of poetry are three hundred pieces, but the de- h
sign of them all may be embraced in that one sentence," Have t e. power of detecting thieves. ~.e expressed his they can hire professional howlers to do the mournno depraved thoughts."
helief, ~mong many. other super.stttwns, that three ing for them, but it is imperative that it be kept up.
I daily examine myself in a threefold manner in my transac-, toads spitted on a stiCk drew pOison from wounds; When a man loses his father he closes out his busi~ons with. men; if I am upright. in my intercou~s~ with ~riend_s, tha;t the swan sings sweetly just before death; that ness and secludes himself from the world for three
If I am faithful, and whether I illustrate the hignest vrrtue m tbe hand of a king or an elector possessed the power years. This applies to the highest officials in the
m~~ft:~:~ss and severity are the highest qualities.
to cure scrofu~a ~y the touch; that t~w thirty-eighth government as well as to those in common. life.
When you transgress do not fear to return.
yea_r of a mans lif_e was on_e of peculiar danger. ~e This observance often· causes the greatest inconvenLearn the past and you will know the future.
believed strongly m the existence of a personal devil, iel)ce. The dead are buried in their richest garments
Not to correct our faults is to commit new ones.
and that he could be seen by human beings. Atone of silk, and the wealthy are often laid in their graves
B~ rigid to yourselves and. good ~o ot~ers.
.
.
time he thought the devil came into his study and with as many as five jackets and . three pairs of
FlX thy_ thought~ on duty, pr~ctice WitJ:out ceasmg the vrrtue he threw his inkstand at his satanic maJ· esty. He trousers. The corpse is bound with long·strips of
<1f humarnty; and If you have leisure cultivate the arts.
f
. .
.
Return bad treatment with equity and remember kindness was full o superstitiOus beliefs. The grea~ preva- cloth, two of which must be white and one red.
with kindness.
'
lence of a belief in the existence of witches, which After thus swathing, the ends are tied in an "auNever do to others what you would not have them do to you for hundreds of years prevailed all over Christian spicious knot," and as many of these ominous knots
LAO-TSB,
Europe, and the millions that were made to suffer the are tied on various parts of the body as these strips
most cl'Uel deaths arl:j sufficient proof of the rule of will allow. W~ite is the color used in mourning.
The founder of Tauism, was born fifty years before superstition and mistaken belief that has existed in If a cat or a dog by chance passes over a corpse it is
Confucius, and lived till after the latter became a Christian countries. Nothing in the world has been a very bad omen, and the animal must be killed at
man. They had an interview on one occasion, but so shockingly monstrous. The same belief bad its once. If a pregnant animal of any kind passes over
Lao-tse was so deep and metaphysical that Confucius run in the taking of life, and causing great wretched- the corpse it is believed· that the dead person will
was unable to comprehend him. But by some the ness. If we find superstitions still lingering in less arise and pursue the living and strangle to death the
elder is considered the greater philosopher and more favored nations we have little ground to point the first person he is able to catch. It is a common cueoriginal thinker of the two. He was abstruse and finger of condemnation at them.
tom for two coins (cash) -to be placed in the sleeve
The Chinese believe strongly in astrology, lucky of the dead man and then tossed out to see what his
deep, and less practical than Confucius, still rationalistic. He believed strongly in Tau-the spirit of and unlucky days, geomancy, divination, influence state of feeling is. If both coins turn up obverse or
truth and reality, or the deity whose essence is truth, of the dead demons, portents, signs, omens, etc. reverse it is understood that the dead man is at
and hence his system is called Tauism. Though this These have to do with all the affairs of life, begin- peace; but if one comes up one way and the other
teacher has been considered very rationalistic, his ning before the birth of the child and continuing till differently something wrong has been done and the
system has strangely become mixed up with magic, death, and even after placed in their graves. Certain departed is not at rest. These coins are religiously
idol-worship, and other senseless beliefs, and its days are lucky to be born on, and others unlucky; preserved, and after the bJlrial are used as a means
priests are said to be ignorant and full of supersti- they have modes of ascertaining the sex of the child of divination to learn the wishes of the dead man
tious absurdities. As I understand it, it is the Tau- to be born, of frightening away the demons that relative to his business affairs and family arrangeists who most worship images o:r idols. Those who wish to put in an appearance at the time of birth; ments left behind. After the death of a person, if
worship in Joss-houses are said to be Tauists. Here they have queer ceremonies of binding the wrists of the windows are small a hole is made in the roof to
are specimens of the teachings of Lao-tse:
new-born babes, of cutting the cord of the feet, rock- allow the spirit an aperture large enough to. take his
There is something chaotic in nature which existed before ing an empty cradle, etc. Shortly before the birth departure .. This usage is in keeping with 3' similar
• heaven and earth. It was still. It was void. It stood alone of a child a ceremony is performed by a priest <for old custom in Scotland and the Scandinavian counand wa.s not changed. It pervaded everywhere and was not h
f f · h ·
d
d A
·
endangered. It may be regarded as the mother of the universe. t e purpose o ng tenmg away the amons who are tries, where a like course was pursue .
n extensive
I know not its name, but give it the title of Tau. If I am forced believed to haunt the mother for the purpose of de- belief prevails in China that the spirit of the last
to give a name for it I say it is Great. Being great, I say it stroying the life of the child. The priest recites a person dying in a given locality is compelled to
pass.es away; passing away, I say it is far o:ff; being far o:ff I portion of the sacred writings, then ten or twenty keep watch around the place. of burial until a_noth~r
say lt return~.
.
. .
pieces of a certain kind of grass, cut about an inch person dies and relieves h1m. So strong ls thiS
Now: Tau IS great; the earth Is great; a kmg .Is g~eat, In long with several likenesses of crabs cut out of belief that they refuse to rescue a drowning man, or
the Ulllverse there are four greatnesses, and a kmg IS one of
'
.
·
them Man takes his law from the earth· the earth takes its paper, are put m a censer and burned.
others meeting death by accidental causes, lest t~e
law from heaven; heaven takes its law' from Tau, and Tau I The ceremonies pertaining to marriage are equally last perlilon who died and is keeping watch Will
1
akes it from what it is in itself.
whiiJlsical~ the :first, sixth, and tenth days of the thereby be wronged, and, in his indignation, will

·a
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pursue the man giving. aid ~n~ cause him ser_ious in- day a person should sit with his face to the south; yes, hundreds of thousands and millions, of poor injury•. This absurd behef has Its counterpart m Soot- it is a most auspicious day to. make matrimonial nocent persons to death because they were believed to
land, where. it was formerly strongly claimed that matches, pay calls, get married, set out on a journey, be under the influence of witches, as has been the
the spirits of the dead had to keep watch in the order new clothes, commence repairs to a house, to case in Christian countries.
same way; and when two persons died in a neigh· make contracts, collect accounts, etc. There is also
As a natural consequence, ·being in the old line
borho~.>d on the same day there was often a great an analogy in this respect between the Chinese and of credulity, these people believe strongly in elves,
struggle on the part of the living to see which should Western nations, who regard New Year's day in a fairies, and brownies, many of which are little
be buried first and thereby be saved the unpleasant similar light.
dwarfs in human shape, not more than a foot in
task of watching. The contests in many instances of
PORTENTS .AND OMENS.
bight, who have the power of making themselves
this kind were so severe as to lead to blows. The
Upsetting an oil jar or spilling oil is regarded by visible or invisible at will, and who are simply playChinese entertain the belief that food, arms, cloth- the Chinese as an omen of ill-luck, in the same way ful in their character, or malignant, as the case may
ing, and money furnished to the dead and buried that spilling salt is regarded among Western nations. be. The tales and recitals of these singular little
with them can be used by them, and in this respect The crow is a bird of evil omen, and the crowing of folk are very numerous and much like those which
the superstitions of many other tribes and peoples a bert is regarded with special horror, and the fowl for centuries abounded in the northern countries of
fully agree; for instance, at the funeral of the red is disposed of at once as soon as she evinces a dispo- Europe. The Chinese fairies bear a striking resemlndians horses and dogs are sacrificed for the use of sition for crowing; but it was not the Chinese who blance to those of other countries; they usually apthe departed; a similar custom prevails among the got up the couplet "A whistling woman and crow- pear to simple-minded people as extremely beautiful
Aztecs;· camels were the funeral sacrifices of the. ing hen are neither fit for God or men." The Chinese young women, who allure their victims across a fairy
Bedouins, and many tribes supply their dead with regard comets and eclipses as harbingers of evil, and bridge over a mystical strtcam into fairy-land, where
food of various kinds,. placing the same upon th~ir they say "the longer the comet's tail the greater the they are entertained in various curious ways; and
graves at certain times after interment.
.
evil," thus showing that the principal danger lies in when after a few days they express a desire to
The Chinese beat gongs and make other noises iro the tail. With regard to eclipses the popular belief return home they are permitted to do so, when, to
frighten away the demons and evil spirits who are ilil that the sun or moon is then being devoured by a their great consternation, they find that seven generdisposed to annoy the souls of the departed. On huge dragon, and they resort to be~ting gongs and ations have passed away in their absence and all
the sixtieth day after death the family place on a firing crackers to drive it away, but many ·other their relatives are dead and forgotten. These tales,
table a number of plates containing offerings of nations have entertained very similar notions.
fully believed here, throw Rip Van Winkle and his
food, etc., accompanied by the never-absent incense.
T.!le Chinese have great faith in dreams, and be- nap of twenty years far in the shade.
They also place on the table a washbowl full of lieve them to be instigated by gods or departed
Where faith and credulity are so abundant as in
water, in which is floating half a duek's egg. A spirits. To dream of a bear is the sign that a son the Flowery Kingdom there is hardly any. limit to
duck made of bamboo and paper, on which is placed will be born; of a serpent, a daughter. To dream this great Christian virtue. They most readily bea paper image of a human being, is alti!o put in of a white mouse indicates buried treasure where the lieve in the existence of dragons, monstrous serpents
the water. The image represents the dead, the duck little animal is seen. They also have multitudes of which live for many centuries and have the power to
his means of transport, and the shell a boat on which other similar signs from dreams, but it is hardly assume hum11n shape when disposed to do so, which
to cross the Chinese Styx. The Chinese theory of likely that they have gotten up more dream books faith would do credit to those who believe in the existdeath is that it. takes place in accordance with the or had more distinguished dream interpreters than ence of the unicorn and of St. George killing the
reckoning of heaven, exercised through the pow.er Western nations, including the Jews.
dragon. TheChinese alsohavetheorignalsea-serpent
of the god or goddess controlling the special disease
The superstitions about the influence of demons, which occasionally finds its way over on our side of the
with which the person suffered. To this power, there- and the means of driving them away, are almost globe; but here his great snakeship attains to much
fore, prayers and oblations are addressed, and if without number. The bamboo, the peach, and the greater length, requiring a junk several days to sail
they prove unsuccessful the petitioners comfort them- willow-tree are believed to possess special power in the entire length of him. Thus it is to be seen that
selves by regarding it as an unalterable decree of driving away demons. The dry bamboo, however, when the Chinese get up a sea-serpent he is a snake
fate .. In this respect their belief is. not unlike that is supposed to attract devils, while a branch of the fully calculated to excite great marvel. Moses with
of Western nations. The Chinese have a great gree!l tree is carried in the hand in funeral proces- his brazen serpent, Hercules with his hydra, Apollo
aversion to touching a dead body or disturbing in sions for the express purpose of driving away devils. with his python, Cadmus with his dragon, Sigurd
anyway the graves of the dE)ad, believing that there- The willow is also used to assist in raising spirits. with his Fafner can hardly equal the extraordinary
by the spirits of. the deceased are disturbed, in which The plum-tree is also believed to possess similar size and length of the Chinese serpents and dragons.
case the dead will haunt them and cause them harm. powers, as well as several plants. The articles used When a monstrosity is to be invented who shall say
·Their term for the deaQ., or the state of the dead, is as charms to ward off demons and evil spirits are it shall not be of the most astonishing character?
Fung-Shuey, and this they never wish to have dis- almost without number. Charms written on red and Perj:laps one of these Chinese snake stories will be
turbed. Seventeen years ago a short line of tele- yellow paper are thought to possesspeculiarefficacy. acceptible asasampleof whatthispeoplearecapable
graph was suffered to pe constructed by the English Pictures of the gods on paper are supposed to pos- of doing in this line: •
on Chinese soil, but the Celestials soon took up the sess great power; these are pasted up over the doors,
"Hang-chow is a most beautiful place. The residences of
idea that it disturbed the Fung-/3 huey and it had to on the bed- posts, worn in the hair, and used in many princes and nobles are here, and beautiful flower gardens and
be ren;wved. It_was the same also with a few miles other ways for the great influence they are supposed ancient temples are squatted all over. the place. Among these
of railroad whwh was subsequently constructed; to possess. Amulets of the metals particularly, the garden of Prince Chow wns pre-eminent for beauty; but
' that was found to disturb the Fung-Shuey, and had cash, and articles made from the same, are much Prince Chow had long been dead, and his beautiful garden was
. to be taken up. In this way the great reverence worn to obviate the effects of evil spirits.
deserted by mankind. In it were altars, pavilions, and mounh" h h
1
· f
tains, almost equaling in splendor the gardens of the imperial
w 10 t ese peop. e entertam or the dead often
Spiritualism is strongly believed in among these palace. Here there resided a huge black serpent, which tad
stands in the way of their progress and prosperity. people, and professional mediums-generally women been in this place morll· than eight hundred years, and could
But at present there are signs that their prejudices -are enabled to make a good living in being em- also ascend into the clouds and take the human form. One day
toward these mo~ern improvements are giving way, ployed in calling up the !!pirits of the dead, in visit- she saw a large white serpent coming towards the garden, and
and that they will ere long be introduced again in ing their places of abode, and communicating what she strove to prevent the entrance of this white serpentine vish
Th
·
itor. Her worils were these: 'Whence comest thou to invade
t e _country, . e present prime minister of the they have to say. A magic pencil, made of the the privacy of my garuen? Dost thou not fear my wrath? •
empue is a progressive man, and is struggling hard twig of a peach-tree, by certain incantations is made The white serpent who had assumed the human form, as had
against the prejudiceli of his countrymen to intro. to write in the sand much as the planchette does the other, merely smiled and said: 'Don't talk about your
duce some of the modern improvements of the West. among us. Chiromancy, or palmistry, or fortune- power. but pay attention to what I am going to say. I am a
He has been able to show to the government that telling by the lines in the hand, is as much resorted powerful white serpent, come from the mountain cavern of the
the existence of the telegraph alone in the empire a to as among the Gypsies of Europe. The Spiritual winlls, where I have resided more than eighteen hundred years;
but because I am not so powerful as I could wish I have deterfew y~ars ago when war was imminent with Russia mediumship spoken of, or rather the strong belief in mined to change my abode, wherefore you must Jet me take up
woul~ have sav~d the country fifty millions of dol- it, has existed many centuries in China, and is con- my residence in this garden; besides this, why should we quarlars m prevent~ng the needless transportation of sPquently far older than with the Western nations rei, being both spirits in the form of serpents?' But the black
troops, ammunitiOns, etc., to the northern frontier. The belief in ghosts and apparitions is very rife in snake was not so easily pacified, and angrily exclaimed: 'This
The conveyance of intelligence by the antique modes this land of superstition. It has been said "China is is my garden, ani! you are a spirit from some distant place; how
f
1
·
·
then do you dare thus to deprive me of mine own? If, moreo cana s, etc., IS qUite too slow for these days, and full of ghosts." Scarcely a popular play is present- over, you think yourself more powerful than I am, let us conthe moving of forces and ammunitions to the north ed upon the stage of their theaters in which a ghost tend together three times for the mastery.' The white serpent
long afte: the need for them ceased, causes even th'e does not appear and play a conspicuous part to aid in smiled slightly and sail! : 'It is no de::ire of mine that we
obtuse mmds of these orientals to perceive it. .
righting the wronged or to punish the guilty. Their should contend together, as I do not wish to injure one of my
UNLUCKY DAYS.
stories and tales also abound in ghosts and appari- species; but since you so much wish it, I will contend with you,
Every seventh day with the Chinese l·s regarded ti"ons. The tales about the ghosts of murdered men but on this condition only, that whoever shali be victorious in
the strife shall be the mistress, and that the conquered one
as unlucky, and also as suited for silence and mourn- and suicides are almost without number. Haunted shall always act as slave.' The black snake, still angry,
ing. T_he nuiJlber s.even in this regard is thought to houses are strongly believed in, and the most fright- snatched a sword and cut at the white serpent, but she, drawing
have arise~ from the four changes of the moon, the ful stories are narrated about such ghostly appear- two swords, put them before her in the form of a cross. In a
same as m the observance of the same number ances. They even believe that their gods or idols few minutes the superior talent of the white serpent became
th J
d h
·
T
k
f h ·
evident, for by muttering a powerful spell the sword was
among
e ews an ot er natiOns.
he seventh, have ghosts, and wal about the streets o t e mty snatched from the hand of her adversary by some invisible
fourteenth, twenty. first, twenty-eighth, and thirtv- on certain occasions. They also believe in the ghosts means, and she was left defenseless. The black serpent at this
fifth day after a person's death are specially ob- of animals, and that they sometimes appear to the was very much frightened, and, kneeling down, respectfully ad~erved fo: mourning ceremonies. The seventh day living from whom they have received cruel treat- dressed the other, saying,' Do not contend any longer; I acIs the critiCal one in fevers; the seventh evening of ment. But with all this it is hardly possible for knowledge you as my superior, and am willing to serve you as
the seventh month is the great worshiping time for them to entertain more absurd and monstrous notions your slave.' Matters being thus settled so satisfactorily, the
mistress and the servant entered the garden together.''
women. As every seventh day is regarded as an un- than have been indulged in in Christian countries.
lucky day with the Chinese, so Christian nations seem
There is scarcely a form of disease known in China
Perhaps I am not a good judge of snake prowess,
to have adopted a similar idea that every Friday is an that is not beli!lved is often produced by the evil in- but it seems to me this white female snake must be
unlucky day, on which no enterprise must be under- fluence of demons and devils, and of course they nearly equal to the noted snake of Eden which
taken, n~ journey begun, no building raised, no voy- have numerous formulas and rites for exorcising entered into the fruit business some six thousand
age com,menced, and even no visits of courtship be these evil beings, and thus rescue the affi.icted from years ago, which so completely frustrated the deep
made. The ChinAse also divide the three hundred their ·evil control. In this respect they cannot be plans of his creator; though I am constrained to adand sixty-five days of the year into sets of twelve excelled by the most pious Christian exorcists, or mit that the Eden snake had the greater powers of
days, each being under the supposed influence of a perhaps even by the founder of Christianity himself, persuasion. But it must be confessed that these
certaill: planet, a certain zodiacal sign, a certain who was such an adept in casti~g o~t devils and Chinese snakes are, all things considered, at least
terrestml alement, and one of the twenty-eight finding them to be the cause of msamty and other equal to the Jewish.
"lunar mansions." In their almanacs the un- diseases. The Chinese find that their sick men "have
Mermaids are also believed in here, and numerous
lucky days are marked that all may know when not a devil" as often as those the most full of faith in very plausible stories are told of the deeds of their
to commence important enterprises.
other parts of the world. They also believe in men-fish. I saw in th~ Hong Kong m~seum a ~ne
But. Ne~ ~ear'~ day is exceptionally a lucky day, witches, which sadly affi.ict poor mortals, and that specimen of the mermaid, but whether hke that liDon w.h1ch It .Is emmently proper to present religious these witches often enter into cats and foxes w~en \ported by Barnum from ~apan or some other counoffermgs and vows to heaven, to put on full dress, not in human beings. But as absurd as these behefs try-the bo~y of a fish With the head of a monkey
fine caps, and elegant attire; at noontide on that are they have not been so cruel as to put th~usands, sewed upon It-I am unable to say.
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duced the art of writing; the first to build palaces teen years, commencing with 960, and the first
prince ~id much _toward subju~ating and uniting the
As in many other countries, are greatly revered in and found cities. .
What is called the ancient history of the country, contentiOus p~ovmces; ~ut their _dead_ly enemies, the
.the celestial land, and are doubtless, here as elsewhere, the foundation for the belief in gods and as distinguished from the mythological period, began Tartars, contmued their ,harassmg mcursions. To
demons which has so extensively prevailed. The with the reign of Yu, 22 B c. He commenced a new drive them out the emperor Ningt-sung invited the
sun, moon, and stars, ~hunder and lightning, w1nd, dynasty, called Hea, which continued four hundred assistance of the Mogul Tartars, who accomplished
Yu was a great prince, all that was wanted of them, but kept all their con.
~ater, and fire, have either been personalized or be- and thirty-eight years.
lieved to be under the control of special gods or but his successors in the same dynasty did not quests to themselve!'l, which laid the foundation of
demons. The moon enjoys a prominence in regard greatly distinguish themselves. Next came in the the Yuen or Mogul dynasty, by which the Sung dy.
to the nume:.;ous traditions as believed of her inhab- Shang dynasty, which continued for six hundred and nasty was eventually overthrown.
We have seen, then, that the connection of China
itants and powers, They also hav an old man of the forty-four years. Two or three of the emperors of
moon, a moon goddess, a lunar frog, a toad, a hare, this dynasty were men of ability, the others only or- with the barbarians commenced in the sixteenth cen.
etc., and such myths have more or less resemblance dinary rulers. In this period, about 1562 B. c., the tury before Christi'after which the inroads of these
to the legends existing in Europe and America, and Tartars on the north began to annoy the Chinese by hordes continued at intervals for more than twenty.
handed down from our forefathers. The sun, though making inroads into the empire, and were repelled five hundred years. The Huns were the first and
in a lesser degree, is the subject of similar beliefs. with great difficulty. About this time many emi- they continued their depreqations till theywandered
Westward into Europe. The Tartars were equally
?Ianets and other stellar bodies are devoutly believed grants left the country and settled in Jaran.
About 1122 B. c. a rebellious noble, W oowany, merciless, and the result was the more peaceful Chim, the stars, as among Western nations, the embodiment or homes of heroes or demons. So also with founded the Chow dynasty, which continued eight nes~ were .. obliged to pay a large price for the quiet
other cosmical phenomena; unable to comprehend hundred and sixty-seven years, during which time whwh their arms were hardly able to procure. Not
the great truth that all these operations are brought m~ch trouble was experienced by rebellious petty only were very large sums of gold thus paid over
about by great and unerring laws, the superstitious ch1efs and internal dissensions. About 1001 B. c. but, as observed, heavy instalments of fine silk~
Chinese are easily induced to believe that the forces the Tartars again appeared on the frontier, and these and young, beautiful women. The Tartars were au
controlling them are personal gods and demons. inroads were kept up at intervals for several centu- ugly race, and their females unattractive, and they
'Ac·cording to their theory of cosmogony, man is in- r~es. In the latter part of thi!! .dynasty, and at the were consequently reserved for domestic labor, and
timately identified with the uowers of nature he time when the country was divided into several gov- their ugly lords were only too glad to obtain the
being a miniature heaven and earth, that in ord~r to ernments, Confucius was born, 552 B. c., and about more comely Chinese women for bosom companions.
be conversant with the science or civil government 370 B. c. Mencius was born, who, as a teacher and A supply of women for their beds was the customary
tribute exacted by the barbarians, and a poem is still
lime must study celestial and terrestrial phenomena, philosopher, was only second to Confucius.
The Chow dynasty was overturned, and the Tsin extant in which a beautiful Chinese princess is made
some of _which are regarded as being manipulated by
good bemgs, but the far larger share by evil deities succeeded, continuing forty-three years. The second to bewail the hard lot in being compelled to live in
emperor was one of the most vigorous that ever the tent with an ugly Tartar with only raw flesh and
or demons.
reigned
in the country. He drove back the Huns, a sour milk for food. W oote, of the Han dynasty
The Chinese Old Man of the Moon, Yue-lao, is
believed to hold in his hands the power of predesti- branch of the Tartars, and built the Great Wall all was the first to refuse this tribute, and his arms and
nating the marriage of mortals-·so that marriages, along the northern frontier to keep them out. But his policy were both vigorously employed in backing
if not, according to the native idea, exactly ~e made himself infamous by waging a war against his refusal with effect. But the demand was revived
"made in heaven," are gotten up in the locality sup- hterature and learned men, and causing many thou- and acceded to after his time, and this accounts for
posed to be between heaven and earth. He is sup- sand volumes of books to be burned. This dynasty the frequent depredation!!! of the Tartars, and why
posed to tie together the future husband and wife was ended with him, and the Han dynasty inaugu- they so often peacefully retired after obtaining the
with his invisible silken cord, which never parts so rated by Lew-pang, a captain of a troop of robbers, tribute they demanded.
The third race of invaders, the Turks, gave but
long as life exists. Thunder and lightning are re- continued four ":.mndred and twenty-two years.
garded as manifestations of supernatural anger. I~ the reign of Lew-pang the art of printing was limited trouble, for like the Huns they also went
Meteors are regarded with superstitious reverence, discovered. The third in succession was Leu-how, west after they had been bought off. The fourth
and the most absurb legends are entertained as to the first female that ever reigned in China. She was were the Moguls, who were specially organized by
the supernatural power they have manifested. MC!un- a woman of talents, but noted for her cruelty. Her Chingez Khan, to dilate in all directions-Baton
tains are believed to be the homes of divinities and successors were weak, and the Huns again continued Khan spreading desolation into Poland and Germany
demons. The god of one of the principal mountains t~eir depredations, and they had to be bought off on the west, Halaku overrunning Persia, Palestine,
regulates the punishments inflicted on sinners, both With presents and blackmail; and not satisfied with and Armenia on the south, Sheibani penetrating into
in this world and the next. Four other divinities are money, these savage robbers demanded a tribute of the frozen regions of, Siberia, and Kublai Khan, the
believed to preside over the other lofty mountains of maidens, and many females of the highest families greatest of them all, taking possession of the Flowery
the country. The typhom~s and furious winds are had to be surrendered. In the reign of Woote, 140 Land. The ancestors of Ohingez Khan had been
supposed to be produced by powerful dragons flying to 88 B. c., another application for females was re- tributaries to the Chinese emperors in respect to the
through the air, sometimes called " bob-tailed" jected with indignity, and a vigorous attack drove lands they held in China after driving out the Tar·
dragons. They have a rain-god who attends to the Huns back, who were defeated in each subse- tars; even Chingez himself held a title of honor and
sending showers with which the earth is blest. quent attack. W oote showed himself a friend of servitude. But this did not prevent him from leadEarthquakes are believed to be the direct expressions learning. About 50 B. c. the Huns and other Tartar ing two distinct expeditions against the empire, the
of supernatural personages. Volcanoes are regarded tri~es up to the borders of the Caspian Sea, tired of first of which was bought off by the surrender of the
in the same light. W aterspollts are held to be the frmtless struggles, submitted with one accord to the imperial princess and five hundr.ed other maidens, and
result of fighting dragons who have their furious Chinese emperor, so that nominally the whole of Tar- in the second of which he annexed the five northern
provinces to his dominions. A few years later the
contests in the air. They have several legends giv- tary beeame a part of the Chinese empire.
After this internal dissensions became abundant, whole of China was taken by Kublai Khan, the maging accounts of their terrific engagements.
The miracles believed in in China are literally and continual wars were carried on between the nificence of whose court ill! recorded in the wondrous
without numbers. It has l<>een said that the Romish leaders of the various factions. This state of things stories of the travels of Marco Polo. The seat of
ch~rch _is hung w!th miracles, and_ in the sam~ way allowed the Tartars to re-assert their independence government was removed from Nanking to Peking,
Chma Is hung With legends of muacles .. If It is a and resume hostilities. But the new emperor, Kwang- and Polo was employed in several missions of high
virtue to believe in .supernatural occurrences the woote, from the years 25 to 57 A. c. united the gov- trust in the interior of the empire. The dominion
Chinese must be superlatively virtuous. But this ernment and repulsed the Tartars. The last reigns of Kublai was very extensive-more so than that of
excessive faith in miracles, portents, signs, omens, of the dynasty were again replete with internal dis- the British or Russians to-day, as it stretched from
demons, dragons, evil spirits, brownies, and all ·the sensions, and in the mean time the Tartars pressed the Pacific Ocean to the Dneiper, and from the
rest of the category of supernatural monstrosities, is continually on the frontiers, though, fortunately, the Frozen Sea to the Straits of Malacca. The cona terrible curse upon this otherwise sensible and de- boldest of the tribes, the Huns, had turned their quered races submitted to him with willingness, beserving people. They are to be commiserated for faces westward and toward the nations of Europe cause he was exceedingly humane in his treatment
the onerous slavery under which they struggle in through the Alani and the Ostrogaths. The aharac- and relieved their needs with ·a most generous hand.
this respect. Hardly an hour passes in their lives ter of the Chinese nation is said to have been formed In the midst of this greatness, however, the mutinous
but what they are subjected to some imaginary dur_ing the Chow and Han dynasties. Learning was spirit of his own countrymen caused him the greatest
danger, the wrath of some exasperated demon, the revived; the invention of paper and printing gave trouble, and presaged the early fall of the Mogul
effects of some evil genius, some foreboding por- great facilities in this direction. Provinces were dynasty. Nevertheless all the Mogul princes who
tents and bad omens-enough, it would seem, to de- added on the north, and consolidated in the govern- sat on the throne of China, short as their tenure of
office was, governed well-much better than the
stroy all the pleasures of life. And still it is curious ment, which were ever after retained.
to note how these absurd notions and beliefs have .The middle age . of Chinese history commences Chinese emperors themselves who had been in
their counterparts in the superstitions that have been With the. second Tsm dynasty, which began in 264 power immediately before them. Kublai restored
cherished in Christian nations. Alike they have and contmued one hundred and fifty-six years. This the old Chinese constitution, and he, as well as his
been slaves to the grossest superstitions and the most dynasty was more noted for internal dissensions, successors, submitted -to the laws, the fashions, and
wars, bloodshed, and a chronic state of disaffection even the prejudices of their subjects, to please them.
absurd fears.
than for firm, good government. The Sung dynasty They also restored letters, commerce, and justice;
CHINESE IDSTORY
succeeded next, but not very much can be said in its improved the face of the country by the excavation
Is too voluminous-extendmg over more than five praise. The last prince in the line was assassinated, of canals, and did all they could to promote the genthousand years-to be attempted in a letter like this when the Tse dynasty succeeded under Seaou-taou- eral prosperity and strengthen. the peace of the
and I will not inflict it upon you. I will simply re~ cbing, who was an excellent sovereign. A few able country. Unfortunately, in a short time, they
mark that the history of this country has been di- rulers were successors. About 620, during the Tang themselves were enervated by luxury-usually fatal
vided into four periodsdynasty, China experienced much trouble from the to indolent people-and they were the victims of the
!. The Mythical Era.
Turks, who had originally operat.ed under the Tar- same vices as had been their predecessors. From
2. The Ancient Period, as distinguished from the t~rs ~t t~e foot of th~ Ima~s, as slaves occupied in living in tents, as had been the wont of their races,
first.
diggmg uon, but havmg smce asserted their inde- they adopted the customs of the Chinese and lived
3. The Middle age.
pendence, were allured by the luxuries of China to in houses, and indulged in all the pleasures of
4. The Modern Period.
the desire of settling in it. They were, however Chinese life; and becoming educated in the customs
The first extends far back into the dim past before easily bought off with bribes, on receiving which of the Chinese, they easily succumbed to them.
real history existed. The first emperor in this era is t~ey bent their course westward, where they estab- Even the disciplined army which they brought with
said to be Pwan-koo, who was born when the heaven lished the Turkish dominions, which they still hold. them was soon vitiated and made effeminate by the
and the earth were still not separated. After five But ~ivil wars again cursed China, exhausting the luxury, abundance, and sensuality all around them,
successive reigns came Fohi, who, as already ob- energ;es of the country and bringing it to the yerge and into which they readily plunged. The governserved, is credited with being the real founder of of run~. The emperors were imbecile. In 943, in ment of the emperor Tohwan-temur was easily over·
the Chinese empire, and with having instituted mar- the reign of Chuh-te, the Tartars again invaded thrown in 1368, by Chooy~nen-Chung, the son of a
riage, educated his subjects in making nets, building China _with a large _army, and proclaimed an emperor poor laborer, who introduced the Ming dynasty.
houses, domesticating animals, etc. He commenced of their own selectwn; but the succeeding sovereign This first foreign yoke imposed on the Chinese was
the s?cond dynasty, and was succeeded by Shinnung, dro.ve the Tartars . back. The second Sung dynasty within a period of ninety years thus overturned.
who m turn was succeeded by Hwang-te, who intro- wh1ch followed reigned for three hundred and nine. The Ming dyn~sty ruled with vigor for two hundred
THE POWERS OF NATURE,
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and seventy-six y_ears? and the ?ountry was prospe_r~
ous under its dommatwn. But It was overthrown m
its turn in 1644, the conquerors this time not being
the Moguls but the Mant-9hoo Tartars of the Tun goosian race, who were assisted by the Moguls. The
Chinese have since been unable to free themselves
from the Tartar power, and the present ruling
dynasty in Tartar; and perhaps it is better so, for in
this way the vast Tartar territory is permanently
under the same government with China, and a state
of general prosperity has prevailed in the vast
domain.
A. VISIT TO CANTON.

Hong Kong, though salt-water fish are very plentiful causing the wearer to look as neat as though just out
there.
of a band-box. It is quite interesting to see how
PAGODAS.
expertly these women handle the oars, with what
The river scenery is diversified by a towering pa- agility they step around, using the bamboo poles to .
goda now and then standing on some elevated land prevent bumping against other boats and to give
not far from the river, and some of them two hun- "a good send-off" when starting out. The boats are
dred feet in hight. They are usually octagonal- from fifteen to twenty feet in length; six feet wide,
though sometimes round-and nine stories high, with the prow usually wedge.shaped and the opposite end
a scolloped or turned-up roof between the stories. square. They have an arched roof ten or twelve
At a distance of five or ten miles they look like the feet in length, the same being made in sections so as
hugh chimney of some manufacturing establishment, to be drawn out when desired, or placed one over the
but, like the minarets of Mohammedan mosques, on other when but little roof is needed. The oars and
a nearer approach they prove to be of no use save as poles have a place at the edge of the roof and it is
monuments of superstition. The idea that pagodas amusing to see how deftly they are taken down, used,
A trip to this anc.ient and strictly Chinese city was are temples in which worship is performed is a mis- and returned to their places.
of. course the first thing in order after looking over taken one, for no kind of service takes place in them,
These boats are not operated by women excluthe city of Hong Kong. Canton is ninety miles from neither can they be ascended like an ordinary tower. sively, but many of them are; and there are no boats
Hong Kong, and is reached by steamers running up They are from ten to twenty feet in diameter at the that has not one or more women. The boats are the
the Canton or Pearllriver. I selected the Han-Chow, base, and seem to be mainly solid, and for no pur- homes of these people. Here they are born, here
a moderate-sized steamer, built in Hong Kong and pose save to stand as sentinels for the use of the they grow up, here they pass their lives, and here
owned by a Chinese company. For nearly forty gods, the devils, or the dead, as the case may be. they die when the voyage of life is over. Here they
miles the route lies among barren islands of rock and The superstitious Chinese have a belief that the have their snug furnaces for cooking, their convensterile clay like those around Hong Kong. There is Fung.S huey-'-the spirit or repose of the dead-are ient -places for keeping food, extra wearing apparel,
nothing beautiful_i~ th_e appearance of these islands, at p~ace and rest when in a state of balance or and various utensils (not numerous), and everything
though th.eir preCipitous steeps and ragged and tow- equilibrium, and the great source of disturbance and as neat as though just out of the store. On several
ering crests are picturesque. Very few inhabitants untranquillity of the departed is caused by this bal- occasions I took the liberty of looking into these
are living upon them, as they possess not soil enough ance being jostled or interferred with. The great convenient receptacles, and was highly pleased to
to adriiit of cultivation. At the mouth of the river office of the pagodas is to preserve this equilibrium notice how cleanly and orderly everything appeared.
on either side are rather formidable-looking forts, and thus secure the continued quiet of the Fung- The way the children are managed is interesting to
which bothered the English somewhat when they Shuey, as well as to have a favorable influence upon observe; the youngest is fastened on the mother's
tried to make the ascent of the river in 1842. The the gods or presiding spirits in the localities where back, somewhat like a papoose, and held in place
Chinese had stretched a heavy chain across the river the pagodas are built. It is a niost sad thing with by a wide bandage of cloth around its little body,
a few feet below the surface, and when the English them to have the pagodas thrown down or disturbed, where it quietly remains while the mother is pulling
man-of-war ran against it at first they hardly knew for thereby the Fung-Shuey are seriously annoyed. at the oar for dear life, the body swaying suddenly
what the matter was, and while they were thus de- I am informed that some of these pagodaR are six- back and forth vigorously at the arduous task, and
layed the guns from the forts were peppering them teen hundred years old, and on the summits of two the little, quiet infants sweetly sleep while their
warmly. It was not long, however, before the Eng- or three of them I saw what looked to be trees nearly heads look to be about to be snapped off by the
lish found out the nature of the obstruction and twenty feet in hight, and the information I have is mother's sudden motions; children somewhat larger
removed it, when there was little further difficulty that they are the -result of the seeds dropped there are sitting near the ends of the boats, and are either
in reaching Canton.
by birds and which took root in the moldered rock tied fast for safety, or have a section of bamboo atAfter the valley of the river proper' is entered the and material of which the pagoda is composed. It tached to them to prevent their sinking should they
signs of life and fertility are abundant. On either indeed looked singular to see trees of considerable fall overboard. The dog and cat not unfrequently
side is a rich plain, highly cultivated in rice and size growing on such a tower two hundred feet from are also taken along, and in a few instances I saw
other crops, which look green and flourishing. Fruit the earth.
chickens, likewise. The children of both sexes are
trees are abundant, prominent among which are
Nearly half way to Canton is Whampoa, a town put at the oar as soon as large enough, and it is very
the Li-chu trees, which bear a red fruit nearly as of several thousand inhabitants, but not looking common to see both boys and girls not ten years of
large as a plum and in appearance somewhat like a much like a European or American city. The build- age tugging away at the oar. It is not unusual to
strawberry; the natives make great use of them in ings are m~inly one story in hight, and make no pre- see mother, daughter, and grand-daughter on 'the
preserves, etc. These trees are often seen set out in tensions to architecture. The streets are narrow and same boat, the two older acting as navigators, while
orchard style, and their reddish blossoms, which are not elegant. The English formerly had a military the youngest is taking passage via "pig-back."
now out in full array, present a lively appearance. station here, but it has been abandoned several Seeing such great numbers of these river boats, I
Many peach-trees and fruit-trees are also- seen all years. On the hillside in the vicintity are extensive inquired of a Chinaman, who could speak a little
along on dry elevations. The low rice fields cover Chinese cemeteries; and it is said that the Chinese English, how many there were.
hundreds of acres, and they are larger and more ex- assemble around the graves of the dead there in
"Oh," said he," there are millions of them." But
tensive than I have before seen. The vegetation numbers amounting to fifty thousand. They believe he hardly realized how many millions imply, but
presents a different appearance from that of Java that the tutelary gods of the locality on such oc- there are ten or twenty thousand of them, I have not
and Singapore. The banana-trees are plentiful casions conduct back the spirits of the dead to their the slightest doubt; the floating population of Canenough, but the cocoanut and other palm-trees are former homes and friends.
ton amounts to fully fifty thousand; the river is full
scarcely seen. The vegetable growth is not so proIt requires something more than eight hours for for miles up and down, and the numerous slips and
fuse and luxuriant as near the equator, we now being the steamers to make the distance from Hong Kong, canals are swarming with them. There are also
over twenty degrees from it. The temyerature is while something less suffices to return. .As we neared long streets of larger boats like barges which are
also considerably lower, and the nights and mornings the city the number of boats, large and small, greatly permanently anchored and fastened together, with a
feel somewhat cool. This change is an agreeable increased, and I observed that the pictures which are walk in front. They are fully occupied, and do not
one, for the tropical heat day and night for months given of the appearance of Chinese craft are very leave their place at any time; they are constructed
becomes tiresome.
correct. The wide, high-ended, square, clumsy- for residences only. The people who inhabit these
A range of hills from five to eight miles from the looking junks, with a railing more than a foot wide boats are a class by themselves, and legend says their
river runs along the valley and hems it in. Those on each side to walk upon, look different from the progenitors hundred of years ago were driven to.the
on the right hand as we go up are the highest, and craft of any other country.
water, and their descendants have not since been
present a rocky, sterile appearance so general with
We had no sooner cast anchor in the river opposite allowed to live on land. It is said that many of them
the islands. This sterility, however, is made up by the center of the city than a score or two of smaller do not pass so much as three days on the land in an
the luxuriance of the valley. The river is full of covered boats, already alluded to, were all around entire year, and that they seldom go ashore save to
Chinese junks and smaller square-built sailing craft, us, wishing to convey the passengers to the shore; purchase ~eed~u.l supplies. I can test~fy to th_eir
with their crude bamboo sails and cross-ribs, like a and what seems a novelty, the larger proportion of pleasant dispositiOns and general behavwr. I Wish
bat's wing, and besides these there are thousands of the 'watermen are women, and they are such plump, our American women were as healthy and robust as
sampans, some with sails, some without (the latter healthy-looking bodies that it does one good to look these Chinese sisters are.
for local use), but nearly all having a crowning bam- at them. A couple of young female Celestials apI do not recommend any of you to make a journey
boo roof running fully half the length of the boat, plied their arts to me to induce me to take their boat to Canton for the sake of stopping at the Canton
making a secure shelter from rains, night air, and to the Canton hotel, assuring me in very "pigeon Hotel, but if it so happens that any of you do come
the burning sun. As a rule these boats are the English "-with the "English" far less conspicuous I wish to speak favorably of this hotel,_ for it is bethomes of those who occupy them. Thousands of the than the "pigeon"-that they had "goodee boa tee," ter than might be looked for under the Circumstances.
• celestials seem as busy as bees, rowing and sculling and only oharged the moderate price of ten cents. It is ~ept by a Portug11ese who has been in the counand manning the sails of these numerous boats I assured them they were the" gals" for my money, try sixteen years.
carrying produce to market, transferring goods and and one of them catching up my little parcel I folSE~IN~ THE ~ITY.
.
going from place to place. Numerous steame~s of lowed them down the gangway, across two· or three
It were folly to thmk of seemg Canton Without a
various sizes are also plying this busy stream, some other boats, into their own snug and cleanly craft, guide, so the services of Ah Cum, a rather intelligent
~rom Canton up the various branches emptying into and in less than two minutes, one at the oar in front Chinaman, were secured, and chairs secured for him~~. some from Hong Kong and Macoa, a city of con- and the other sculling aft, I was not long in reach- self, myself, and Mr. Clarke, who was in company
Siderable, consequence, located on the coast west of ing the landing of the only hotel in the city, claimed with ~e in thi~ explori~g expedition. This was the
. Hong Kong. Pearl River averages more than half a to contai11 two millions of people.
first time dul'_lng my Journey that I had be~n conmile in width, and in several places the stream
Canton is in north latitude 23° 7', and extends for veyed much distance by human muscle, but m Candivid~s int~ two or more channels, and t_hese. with a distance of four miles along the northern side of ton th~s is ~he only mode of conveyance. The streets
the tnbutanes and the numerous canals whwh branch Pearl River a considerable suburb called Honan range m width from four feet to twelve, by far the
from it? ~ake the region a well-wat~red_ cm;mtry. ,being on th~'opposite side.
greater num~er being ne~rer the smaller figl;'lre.
When It IS remembered that such an mstitutwn as '
THE POPULATION IN BOATS.
Wheeled carriages are entirely out of the questiOn.
roads, whether by rail or for carriages, is scarcely
I am constrained to inform you that the women who Here in this city of nearly two millions there is· not
know~ in China, the multiplicity of boats to traverse largely manage these boats are neatly dressed in a carriage of any kind, not even so much as a_ wheelthe nvers an~ numerous canals can be well under- dark blue, brown, or deep purple pants and loose baJ.!OW ?r ba?y-wa~on. All those ~ho nde, all
stood. The _nv~r has not the pe~rly, transparent ap- frock reaching to the knees, without belt around the freigh_t, mcludm~ bnck, ston~, sand, di~t, and mer •
. pearance whw~ Its name would Imply, but, like the waist, coming up high in the neck; the goods are chandise of_ all kmds, are carr~ed on mens shoulders.
'Ganges? the ~Ile, and the Jordan, is as. turbid as is glazed, catching little dirt, and the¥ look as tidy _as I ~as _on t~Is notable day carried no~ less than fifteen
the Ohw at hi~h water. I have not smce leaving though clerks in ribbon stores; theu long, full smts miles m this manner. It seemed a httle wrong to be
hom~ .seen a river so ?lear ·and transparent as our of glossy black _hair are ~eatly combed and done up thus transpo~ted, bu~ there was no other way, and I
glorw!Is Hudso~. I thm_k the name of Pearl River in good taste, with becommg puffs over the ears, and had _to sub~It, espemally when there were s?ores of
was gn~·en to _thi~ fine Chmese stream from the oyB- adjusted neatly at the back of the head. They have coohes clamorous_ for the chance_ of carrym~ me.
t~rs whw~ exist m places in it, whose shells yield the a fashion of making it project three or four inches The price of a chair and three co_ohes al~ day IS one
highly-prized pearl. The river abounds in fish and from the head· the hair is gummed or waxed so it dollar and a half. I must speak m the highest terms
considerable quantities are taken alive in tanks to keeps its place' without the slightest disarrangement,
(Continued on page 490.)
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Home Again.

issued amounts t@ over five hundred dollars. It can
be understood that much money ill needful to meet
the numerous large bills.
Every patron of THll: TRUTH SEBREE can ~asilyl!lee
by noticing the tab upon the wrapper of h1s pap_er,
when his subscription expired; and I earnestly Wish
that so many would -not be willing. to let six, nine,
and twelve months pass away without reuewing and
paying their just indebtedness. Let me urge those
who are thus in arrears to remit the amount they
owe, reaching to the close of the present year. This
act of justice will afford great relief 'in this office,
and is only the right thing to be done. To those of
you who are in arrears let me particularly request
·your attention to this little matter.
May we allliv to see many years of health, happiness, and usefulness.
Sincerely yours, D. M. B.

passing that of characters in fabled history has hewn a broad
highway through. the flinty rock of su\>erstition, !illd by the
light of his pure life and the power of his pen has frightened
away the bears hiding in .the. dark treacherous passes, so that
any man: may walk therein with great~r safety, wh~ther.hegoes
shouting glory! glory! or walks qmetly along mhaling the
beauty and fragrance of nature's grandeur about him; and that
his prattling gr~ndchildJ;en ~ay follow. alon~ the .way and
frolic and laugh if they Will, without meeting with qmte so ter.
rible a fate as the innocent ones of sacred story. WhPn I think
of our present fre,edom compare~ with that of the past, that
every mind ma.y launch an explormg bark out upon the prolific
sea of thought. and impart to earth whatever products their re~
searches may find, without ~anger of han~ing !o the g;ibbet or
burning at the stake, I feel like pronouncing with sublime reverence the name Thomas Paine; and as we come down the sca.Ie
of yAars and ponder over our own ~xperien~es, and think of the
opprobrium cast upon men for darm~ to ~1ffer from the long:
established views of others, we exclaim With honest gratitude
and pride, BenJ;lett, Ingersoll, Chainey, and the lamented Emerson. To these distinguished and talented men our greatest
praise is due, for bJ: their deed~ a_nd ·words they hav so revolutionized public sentiment that·It Is now almost respectable for
thinking minds to be known as such among J_D~n.
"May the days of those among them now liVIng be many and
prosperous, and their last long sleep peaceful and happy."
Mr. Bennett being called upon responded very happily, saying that he felt deeply the honor which was bestowed upon
him and related in a running manner many of the things concern'ing the religions of the Orient, which had impressed him
in his travels, dwelling particularly upon the. e!idences that .he
found of all the ideas and usages of the Chnstian church exiSting in'those countries a thousand years before. the coming of
Christ.
.
He also related the causes which led to his arrest and imprisonment about three years ago at the instigation of Anthony
Comstock. The gentleman was listened to with great attention.
He is a pleasant speaker, evincing in .h s speech a cultured
mind, to which had been added the experience of extensiv
travel.
In response to " Freethought," H. M. Porter spoke as fo].
lows:
" Gentlemen : Keeping pace with time, intellectual culture,
knowledge, and moral worth advance with the freedom of
thought The new truths of one age become the superstitions
of the next. The regal garments with which the fathers clothe
the cherished idols of their hearts are by their children trailed
in foulest mire. Knowledge meets the hosts of error intrenched
behind the bulwa!'ks of ignorauc11 and superstition, and slays it
with a single stone. Credulity falls in a combat with faith, wd
faith is fast crumbling before the searching onslaught of rea.son
and science. The hell paved with infants' skulls has already
become a green and grassy dell where the hand of tenderness
and love can gather flowers. A.ll honor then to the noble men
and brave reformers of both ancient and modern tinles whe hav
counted as naught honor, reputation, and life, who unflinchingly
hav drunk the poisoned cup, endured the croas, braved the tortures of inquisition, welcomed the fagot, and who through hard
toil and hard fare hav braved the living martyrdom of the modern Christian penitentiary, that kingcraft, priestcra.ft, ignoranc~,
and superstition might be banished from the world and their
places filled by the living light of science, virtue, and mental
freedom."
A.fter the close of the remarks the party adjourned once more
to the parlor, and spent a short time in that pleasant converse
which comes with other pos.t-prandial good things.
Mr. Bennett leaves this morning for Rochester, and expects
to be in New.York city on Sunday, so that he will hav been
absent on his trip around the world exactly one year.
I will add that the principal professions were represented by those who thus honored me, and that
the eatables were all that could be asked for; the
folly of introducing the l!se of wine or spirit~ on the
occasion was not committed, and the evemng was
extremely enjoyable.
I came on here without stopping, save a few hours
at Niagara Falls, to view once more that grandest of
all cataracts in the world, and which I had not visited
for more than thirty years.
My reception here takes place to morrow afternoon
and evening. On Sunday morning I will reach
home, making exactly a year.from the time I sailed
'On my Round-the-World jo~rney.
D. M. B.

DEAR READERS: It., is with pleasure that I announce to you that I am home once more. I arrived
here on Sunday morning, July 30th, just a year from
The Kalamazoo Banquet.
the time I left home, there not being a variation of
RocHESTE:a, N.Y. July 26, 282.
fifteen minutes from the exact year. I return in good
DEAR EuGENE: Upon returning to Kalamazoo
health and spirits, no visible change having taken from Jackson I found friends at the station waiting
place, unless, as several friends insist, I am two or forme with a carriage. I was escorted to most comthree years younger than when I took my departure fortaole quarters· at the Kalamazoo House. The retwelve months ago.
mainder of the day was occupied in attending to the
If there is such a being as a Special Providence calls of friends and in visiting them. My rewho supervises all the affairs of this world ahd takes ception came off in the evening, William Shakesgood care, not only of those who remain at home, peare presiding. I will not take the time to detail
but those who travel in distant lands, then it must the same, but instead will give you the report which
be he has kept watch over your humble servant, the following morning appeared in the Kalamazoo
for I hav, with the exception of a couple of days of JJaily Gazette, the same having been written
partial illness in the fore part of my tour, been re- out by its editor, who was present:
markably well, though I hav wandered in different
Last evening a few friends of Mr D. M. Bennett, editor d
lands and climes and hav partaken of a great many THE TRUTH SEEKER, tendered that gentleman, who i~ now upon
kinds of food. I hav also been favored with almost his return to his home in New York, from his trip around the
world, a complimentary banquet at the Kalam ·zoo House.
interrupted good weather, enjoying twelve months The affair was impromptu and of a private nature, the 5uddenof continuous summer, and hav not found it neces- ness of its conception and carrying out preventing the notifying
sary to ever carry an umbrella.
of many who would hav been glad to be present.
The following gentlemen composed the party: N. Steams,
I feel that there is considerable hard work in me
yet, and I shall not flinch from letting it appear. B. Bannister, William Shakespeare, L. C. West, John Gitlligan,'
· m...... T
H. M. Porter, C. B. A.llen, L. G. Bragg, J. W. Fletcher, H. P.
I very c h eerf u11Y resume t h e 0 ld P1ace m
.1.1:1.E RUTH Kauffer, and J. C. Perkins. A.fter an hour's pleasant converSEEKER office, and will let you hear from me from sation in the parlor, about half-past nine, an adjournment was
time to time, as in days of yore.
had to the dining-room, where a splendid banquet was spread.
You sent me around the world, possibly to see if I In fact the affair was gotten up in a style never excelled in KaJoould not increase my faith in gods and devils, in amazoo, and stamps Mr. R. P. Emerson as the man for an
·
f ·
1
'f 1 d fi ·
b
I
emergency, the notice given him by the committee who had the
whwh aith
was mam est Y e Cient; ut
am matter in charge being very limited. The tables were spread in
unable to report that I hav, upon my return, any good style, the fruits, flowers, glass, and silverware being armore faith in the supernatural and the impossible ranged in artistic combination.
than I had on the day I left. So if you sent me to
The menu presented below was prepared by Mr. Thos. Colobtain an increase of godly or devilish faith, the !ins, the eminent chef de cuisine of the Kalamazoo Rouse:
mission has been a signal failure. I trust, however,
KAT..AMAzoo HOUSE.
.
d
:BANQUE1',
that in other points of VIew, goo results may grow
In hOnor of D. M. :Bennett,
out of the journey I hav just completed, and that you
B11 a Party of His Friends,
will not hav occasion to regret sending me away
J~&~:i-:. 2 ·
from home.
soup.
I return with renewed faith in the eternal powers
Chicken a la-printanire,
and principles of nature, in the Buperiority of good
Broiled White ~:,·Butter sauce.
lives, in acts of kindness toward our fellow- beings,
Mashed Potatoes.
andi n efforts to spread the light-of truth over the dark
Celery,
Sliced T!~i:~~~s.
Queen Olives.
spots of the earth. I shall continue to do what lies.
Removes.
ROast Tenderloin of Beef, with Mushrooms.
l· n my power in this direction.
Spring Lamb, with Green Peas.
I hav, while on my thirty thousand miles of jour- .
Entrees .
.
,.
f
lt
t
·
d
b
th
d
Broiled
Spring
Chicken,
neytug, e sus ame
Y your sympa Y an rememsweetbreads, breaded
a 1" Cream
maitre Sauce.
d'hotel.
brance, and hav felt a constant desire to return to
Cold IJiahes.
Chicken Salad a Ia Mavonnaise,
You, to again engage in the work of mental liberty and
Ham, with Cbampaigne Jelly,
human progress. I gladly devote the remainder of
Beef tongue ala Belle-Vue.
my life to the dispensing the great truths I deem
Lady Fingers,
Dessert .and Fruits.
Maccaroons,
· most el!sential to the human race.
Asssorted Cake,_
Brandy Jelly,
I thank those who hav so kindly welcomed me to
~~Wi~~~~nMee~~:
American·soil. I hav been greatly flattered by those
Apples,
Pea<Jhes.
Bananas,
fif
d
h dr d
Old Government Java Co:tree.
h
1d
fi
W O hav trave e twenty- ve,
ty, au one un e
A.fter doing justice to the viands, the chairman of the affair,
miles to take me by the hand and to speak to me Mr. William Shakespeare, called the meeting to order and spoke
the words, "Welcome home." I beg those to par- as follows :
don me who hav invited me to their homes to speak
Gentlemen: We meet to-night, not to rejoice that we are
Reception at Rochester.
words of welcome to me, and whose invitations I better than other men; not to devise ways and means to make
The honors done me at Rochester were three-fold,
found myself unable to accept, it being utterly im- our fellow-men uncomfortable, either here or hereafter; not and most satisfactory to me. Meetings were held, July
· · 11 h
h' hI
for the purpose of perpetuating any pet superstition that is inP088I'ble f or me to VISit
a t e towns to w lC
was tended to degrade and pauperize tlie human mind; and last, we 27th, in the Odd Fellows' Temple on Main street at 3
mvited. I hope at a not distant period to visit are not here for the purpose of eulogizing or commending the and 8 p M. At the last named every seat was filled.
many places where I feund it impossible to call, and bigotry of a New York or Delaware judge. But, gentlemen, Both meetings were presided over by D. C. Farlin,
to take my numerous friends by the hand. I will we are here to honor one who has taught that all men are M.D. Effeetiv and excellent speeches were made
before that attend the Watkins meeting, where I equal; that the greatest good we can do our fellow-man is to by Mrs. Amelia H. Colb~' Jay Chaapel, Prof. .A. L.
hope to meet large numbers of truth aeekers who make him happy here, and trust the powers that be for his fu- R
D D 0 F 1'
d th
M Ol'v
ture happiness. We are here to honor one who has suffered . awson, r. . · ar m, an 0 ers.
rs.
I e
are resolved to remain faithful to the cause of truth for opinion's sake; who has been a martyr to Freethought. K. Smith sang" Beautiful Hills" in exquisit style.
while life endures.
We are here to do honor to free speech and D. M. Bennett, I made some remarks at both meetings.
I am glad that THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER has been so 'our guest.'"
On the following day, pursuant to an invitation
ably and satisfactorily conducted in my absence, and
In response to the toast " Our Guest," Mr. L. C. West said: from my sister, Mrs. L. A. Allen, nearly a hundred
1
that l' ts thousands of fri'ends hav been loyal an· true
"Mr. Ohairman and Gentlemen: The names of men who
· d f ·
h "s B
"
1
u
·
reeze,
hav sufiered for opmion's
sake are engraved in letters of blood fnen s o mme met at t e h ea
h
f L k aJopu
t .ar
to I. t in their support. More than words of thanks
upon the pages of history. A.s we read them, and thought place of summer resort on t e s ore o a e n arlO,
are due to my faithful wife, who has remain~d at dwells upon the awful deeds committed by fiendish man upon seven miles from Rochester. Here an excellent dinhome during my long absence and every day applied his helpless fellow, in the name of him who is represented as ner was partaken of, a meeting was held in a neighherself to the interests of our cause. Eugene has all kindness and goodness, a feeling of thankfulness envelops boring grove, w·here more speechifying was done,after
done splendidly.
our hearts that the perpetrators of them are not of the present which a pleasant steamboat ride up Irondequoit Bay
.
d .
d
'th
b
t'f
I di. d not wish during my first week at home to age, that their fetid bones are dissolving and commingling with
the offal of the past. But, with this satisfying thought, we was enJoye , mtersperl'le WI
severa1 eau I u1
urge a word about money matters, but I cannot do overlook the fact that a. like spirit is rife to-day in this enlight- songs by Mrs. Olive K. Smith and Mrs. David Cosad,
less than say I feel sorry that so many allow them- ened age, and in our own great land of boasted liberty, that accompanied by the piano. The exercises of the day
selvs to be in arrears for the paper we all so dearly acts alike censurable in their intent, if not by the same tartur- were closed with a dance at the "Sea Breeze." The
love. In looKing over the list I regret to see that ing me~ns, can be com~itted in a free repu~lic. <?u~ honored whole day was highly pleasant and !3njoyable.
great numbers hav been careless in this regard· and · ~est With us here to-~h~ ha~ be~~·. and IS, a VIctim of the
A more full account, with a report of these meet·
h
· h I' . ' mneteenth century Chnstmn mqmsition. He has endured
. .
d
will physical and financial sufferings for entert&ining doubts and ings and speeches, will be given in due course where
thlB hascauae a stru;gency here at ome whu~
be glaa to hav relieved. The expenses of THE expressing opinions contrary to those taught by ignnrant so- it belongs in the history of the journey across the
TRUTH SEEKER alone are over three hundred dollars called prophets of the dark ages. Two years hav but elapsed continent.
D. M. B.
per week, which has to be paid in cash. The issuing of since he was liberated from a garris:med dungeon in the great
the fat volumes of Round-the. World travels, together state ?f New Yor~.in _which he was plunged by a horde of blind
THERE is neither space nor. time in this i~sue to.
with the illustrations they contain is very expensiv 1 fanatics, because m ~s searc? for tmth he had ventured to ask giv an account of the ReceptiOn Banquet given to
•
. eaop
'
the gods
a few plam
questions
theybycould
not answer. We~ h
d d't
f th'IS paper on Th urs d a y. evenespecially
as the vo l umes coi?-t~m
three or four of
delight
in honoring
our guest
because
his sufferings the path- ~ e returne ~ I or o
hundred more pages than ongmally mtended. The way of other thinking minds is made lighter and less danger- mg, ~he 3d mst. A report of the same wlll appostage alone on the two volumes thathav now been ous, because he with an indomitable will and a patience sur- pear m our next.
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The Slade Exposure.
I cannot regard the article from the Belleville,
Ontario, .J)aiZy Intelligencer as strictly fair, nor does
it attempt to explain the phenomenon of independent
slate writing, which is the most peculiar manifesta
tion that takes place in the presence of Mr. Slade.
Some allusions to Slade are also made in the article
entirely foreign to the subject, and which seem to be
prompted by a spirit of decided unfriendliness.
I will briefly repeat here what I hav published in
full before, that I hav visited Mr. Slade and hav, in
his presence, witnessed phenomena which I was positiv were not the result of fraud or trickery. Writing has taken place on a slate while held in my own
hand, and when no other person touched it. I distinctly heard the writing while being done, and felt
the vibration produced by it. A message was also
written on the same slate while lying upon the table
before my eyes and with no one touching it. I
looked at the slate elosely before the writing took
place and found it entirely clean. I heard the pencil
moving and immediately took up the slate and saw
the message that had been written on the under side
of it. This was in broad daylight and without the
slightest chance for fraud or collusion. My coat
was several times visibly moved. I was partially
lifted, chair and all. A marble-topped center-table
was whirled around when no one was withifl ten feet
of it, and a large easy- chair was also whirled and
thrown to the :floor. A heavy fall-leafed table rose
twelve inches from the :floor by three of us placing
our hands upon the top of it, after which it slowly
and smoothly revolved in the air and resumed its
place upon the :floor. I subsequently placed myself
upon the table, and with the hands of Slade and my
friend upon the table, I was lifted twice from the
floor, table and all.
• I ~ not say these phenomena were performed by
spirits, but that intelligence was connect.ed with
them, and that they were performed by a power
which I do 'not understand, and which the Intelligencer account of the movement of Slade's foot and
cane by no means explains. While I cannot say that
Slade was guilty of no dishonesty in Belleville, I am
sure there was no trickery on his part in my interviews with him. I feel that simple justice demands
me .to say this much.
In addition I will call attention to the hundreds of
other reliable persons who hav witnessed the Slade
phenomena, including the writing on slates while
held in their own handR, upon their arms, shoulders,
or heads, and on the insid·e of slates firmly secured
together. I hav heard many truthful persons relate
.these truthful expefiences, and among them may be
mentioned the learned German Professor Zollner,
who perhaps, may be regarded as astute as· the
Belleville critics.
D. M. B.
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buckler. Something like this is the case with Mr.
.A Letter from London.
Underwood when he avails himself of the congenial
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir': "Now comes
cover of the Catholic Review to make a sly attack on theTotugTHE
of war.'' A. declared enemy of Charles Bradlaugh, and
myself. I am delighted to know that the Catholic consequently a' most fervent Christian, one who is reported to
Review abuses me as only a rigidly ortl10dox paper get his living by company-mongering(not a very reputable occan abuse, and to find myself term~a a "vile imita- cupation, but profitable), and known as Sir Hen~y Tyler, M.P.,
tor" of Ingersoll, and accused of witlesR blasphemy, has, with the approbation of the public p•osecutor, issued summon~es aga.inst the proprietor, editor, and printer of the ll're~
uncultured vulgarity, and talentless audacity.
thinker for publishing_" a blasphemous libel" in that paper.
All this is right enough from the Catholic .Review. The case came on for hearing before the Lord Mayor on WedAs I myself do not fight Christianity with rose-water nesday, s.nd, after mu<'h discussion, was adjourned till Monday
nor shoot at it with a child's pop gun, neither do I next. The solicitor for the prosecution stated his intention of
expect Christians to abstain from their favo·rit applying for a summons against C. Bradlaugh as tenant of the
publishing office. How the affair will terminate it is impossible
weapons of calumny and vituperation in their allu- to
say, but there will doubrless he a good fight. It will be
sions to me and my work. It they praised and soft- watnbed'with great interest by all, more particularly by Freesawdered the lecturer of Paine ·Hall there would be thinkers:
serious grounds for a strict self-examination on my It is nothing in favor of the orthodox party that in such prospart; since, however, they abuse me, I know that I ecutions as these they a! wavs work with remarkably dirty tools,
and there are always plenty of disreputable scoundrels, promiam doing my appointed work in some degree as it nent
champions of the faith, who can be found ready, for a conought to be done.
sidAration, to appear as principals.
Mr. Underwood, however, pretends to be really This Tvler bas ms.de himself conspicuous on several occaanxious that the Roman Catholics of this country sions in the House of Commons by asking the secretary of the
should learn to draw certain distinctions. His cul- education department if he could not prevent Dr. A.veling, Mrs.
tured heart (they cultivate the heart in the F. R A., Besant, and the Mis•es Bradlaugh from teaching science to
public classes, and, failing to get his way, he has altered his
some critics aver, at the expense of the brain, but tactics
and will find a more pliable individual in the Lord Mayor
let that pass) would be oeeply pained that "an igno- of London, who is a pious man, and consequently a stanch uprant, vulgar fellow" (myself) should he taken "as holder of all the c0rruptions existing in the city of London.
the last development of Freethought and as an illus- A.s I told you in a previous letter, the godly folks hav been
tration of the natural result of a movement inaugu- starting a lot of papers to prove that their religion is the only
true one, and as they hav foolishly been trying to prove their
rated by scholarly and pure-minded men," etc. case
by argument, the natural result is that they hav ignominWithout troubling you with many extracts from Mr. iously failed, and several of the papPrs hav come to grief for
Underwood's fearfully long-winded sentences, I want of subscribers, and therefore, as they cannot make any
I will ask leave to assure both Catholics and non- hPadway by argument, persuasion, or ridiculing Freethought,
Catholics that I heartily desire never to be mistaken thev hav had to fall back on brute force.and hav dragged forth
for a Free Religionist. Though not particularly from obscurity an almost obsolete act of Parliament to serve
purpose. How they must gnash their teeth when they
fond of sectarian names, which only tend to accentu- thPir
ro:>fiect ths.t they cannot now burn or tnrture their opponents,
ate our divisions, I would, if a name were necessuy, and i!oubtless regret that the days of the Plantagenets and
call myself a Secularist. This designation has now Stuarts ar" gone to retum no more. It is a great pity that all
become recognized in Europe, where the meaning the disbelievers in Christianity do not openly avow themselvs;
attached to it covers the whole position I occupy as they would be an overwhelming body.
chief swindler in that gigantic fraud, the Salvation A.rmy,
a public teacher. For me, and for those who thi.nk hasThe
appealed to the British public for the sum of £16,750 to
as I do, "Free Religion" is a paradoxical term, in as. ens.ble him to buy the lease of the Grecian Theater, and seems
much as what is universally called "religion" cannot to be well a<snred he will e-P.t it. The Archbishop of Canterbe free, because it is the enslaving, voluntary or in- bury sta.rted the list wit.h £5. The queen was appealed to, but
voluntary, of the human mind to its own fancy-cre- only sent them her blessing. Last month they held an allni.zht meeting, the doors being closed from 11 P.M. till 5 next.
ated figments.
A.s ticket holders only were admitted, and no report
Putting aside Mr. Underwood's reference to morning.
was given as to what the prnceerHngs were, we can only con''scholarly and pure-minded men" (he being assur- clude it was a repetition of the orgies of the early Christians.
edly no competent judge of what the world terms ThesR Salvationists are cerbtinly a bright lot; young girls are
scholarship), I would pomt out that the names be induced to leave their homes t·o join them, several suicides hav
uses (some being illustrious, others not so) are taken place s.mougst the members. and many of them thieve
they can lav their hands on. In fact, they are so
scarcely those of the leaders of Freethought in any everything
often before the magistrates that a column is set s.part in the
part of the world. Like other smatterers and re. organ nf the anny to repudiate all the members who get conechoers, Mr. Underwood livs in a very limited intel- victed. Whenever one of these rogues happens to get caught
lectual horizon. With all respect to the memory of and punished it is at once stated that he never had anything to
the naturalist Darwin, he was notoriously a mental do with the cause. If you join the army, the only sin you can
is the one of being found out in any act of rascality.
reservationist, as he himself confesses in his "De- commit
One ot' the chief men belonging to the Christian Evidence
scent of Man.,, However respectable his motivs, SocieL-y
having lately died, a public appeal has been made for
advanced Freethinkers will allow that all mental money to support his family. Clearly his friends do not believe
JusT received from Burnz & Co., 21 Clinton place, reservation is injurious to mental liberty and favor- that " the Lord will provide;" in fact, you never do find a proNew York, "Pro and Con of Spelling Reform," an able to superstition. I am, according to Mr. Under- fessed Chriblian who is willing to trust anything to the Lord he
address delivered before the Ohio State Teachers' wood, "but a recent convert from theology, the is always hra~rging about as being such a great friend to all his
worshipers. None of them in tbeir hearts really believe that
Association, by Prof. 0. E. Vaile, of Cincinnati. spirit of which still clings to me." I am glad to know there
is such a person or thing, or they would giv him a chance
This is a thorough and masterly dissertatiQn on the that I am a convert, that I hav really and truly and to see what he could do. In truth you may put them down as
proposed revision of English orthography, and completely turned away from the old prison-house. "whited sepulchers."
Yours fraternally,
J.D.
should be carefully read by parents and teachers, In this respect I differ from the leaders of Free DJndon, Englmul, July 13, 1882.
and all interested in popular education. Price, 10 cts. Religion; I am not like Lot's wife, walking backward, casting regretful, longing eyes to the old city
'fhe Freethinlrers' Convention.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, the eloquent ex-minister, of of coiTuption I once dwelt in. In the name of the
HOW TO GET 'rHERE FROM BOSTON.
New York city, will deliver two lectures at theWat- Freethinkers of the world I indignantly repudiate Inquire at Fitchburg Railroad depot, 250 Washington street,
kins Freethinkers' Convention, one entitled "The the notion th'lt any half-way house exists between for excursion tickets No. 83, to Watkins Glen. Price, $18.25
Supreme Thing," the other "The Spirit of Human- religion and irreligion. Having rejected the theol- for the round trip. You go by Fitchburg Railroad to North
ity in American Poetry." Judge C. B. Waite, of ogy of Christianity, I refuse to creat(l another im- Adams, then by Troy and Boston Railroad to Troy, then by
Chicago, the author of " The History of the Chris- aginary deity and profess to make it the guide and N, Y. Central and Hutlson l'tiver Railroad to .Geneva, thence
bv Seneca Lake steamer to Watkins. Return by the same
tian Religion," will lecture on "The Orthodox director of my life. I believe that the surest of all route.
Thi~ is the best s.rraugement up to the present time.
ways to retard the progress of humanity is to cling If any better
Scheme of Salvation."
is made I will notify New England people throu~h
in the slightest degree to the terminology and the the Liberal papers.
Borrowing Thunder.
methods of Christianity. I believe that Christianity,
EXCUitSION TICKETS.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Cir- the religion of the man Jesus, was founded upon im- Excursion tickets can be procured s.t every station on the
cumstances having rendered· it advisable on me posture-the imposture of a disturbed imagination- Pennsylvania R>1ilroad, the Philadelphia and Erie Railroad,
temporarily to suspend (that is, for a few weeks) the aHd I absolutely refuse to use the names of God and and the Northern Central R9.i\road, also on the Lake Shore and
publication of my paper, This World, I should be Christ as though the former were aught but a term Michigan Southern Railroad; but in most cases it is cheaper
our Western friends to get. excur~ion tickets in the first inobliged if you will allow me to address a few words for an unknown entity or nonentity, or the latter for
stance to Chautauqua Lake. In all of the above cases. exceptto American Secularists through the medium of THE, aught but a fanciful title for one who was nothing ing Chautauqus. flake, an order frnm me is needed. The N. Y.
TRUTH SEEKER. The subject upon which I write is more than a well-meaning maniac. This, Mr. Editor, Lake Erie and W. R. will sell excursion tickets from all princinot, perhaps, of great importance; of that, however, may sound to Mr. Underwood like the spirit of the- pal depots without nrders from me.
! will let your readers judge for themselvs.
ology, but I think your readers will scarcely so con·
THE BENNE'rl' DINNE!t AT WATKINS.-'rHE WIDOW'S MITE.
I believe that-among the American Freethinkers sider it.
A.t Forestville, }f. Y., there is a fine old widow lady, who has
at least-my opinions respecting the Free Religious
In conclusion, let me add that I am not intolerant for many years been a stanch Infidel. ':l'o-day's mail brought
Association, its " platform " and "system," are tol- by nature-quite the reverse. Let any Free Relig- me thA following letter from her, with $1 inclo~erl:
. erably well known. Of one thing I am certain, name- ionist who likes attack my views fairly and squarely ''Friend Green: I send yon $1 toward getting up the Watkins dinner for our old friend, Bennett. We ought to hold a
ly, that I hav pretty openly avowed those opinions, and I shall read what he writes with attention and day
of rejoicing that our old lnfiuel friend has got. back all
and hav freely expressed my thorough conviction respect. I hav nothing, however, but profound con- right. I hope every r~ibPral will do the same.
that the thing called "Free Religion" is little, if tempt for that method of controversy which Mr.
"Truly yours,
MitS. S. W. BENNETT."
anything, more than a. feeble attempt to impart Underwood has adopted, namely, that of taking up I hav put it down in my book as the "widow's mite."
vitality to the ashes of superstitions which the another person's mud balls to throw at me in the
HUNDREDS of Liberals will be plei\Sed to know that Mr, and
majority of Freethinkers hav repudiated for ever. hope that some of them· will stick. .Personally I am Mrs.
G. H. Walser, of Liberd, Missouri, willl be at the FreeIn one characteristic feature the leaders of Free Re- not desirous of combat, nor do I care much for any thinkers' Convention. Many wrll go to Watkins to make their
ligion closely resemble those more orthodox relig- attacks made upon me, but I do feel that it is my im- acquaintanee. He comes to Watkins in the interests of the
lonists, by whom they are held in derision, as being perativ duty to defend the cause I advocate when it National Liberal Orphan Horne.
"neither fish, :flesh, nor good red herrmg," and that is misrepresented and maligned. That cause has FoR the benefit of the Liberals in the northern part of the
is in their intolerance, conceit, and dislike of adverse been advocated by Voltaire, Toland, Paine, Collins, state, please say l.hat during the Convention the Seneca Lake
criticism. An amusing, a most amusing, example of and a host of others, each and all of whom were ages Steam Navigation Company will make special rates of $1 for
this may be seen in the Indeo;r, of July 6th, in an in advance· of the half-way house of Free Religion, round trip from GAneva and Watkins and return, and will run
H. L. GREEN.
article signed "B. F. Underwood." I hav. some- and whose names will shine resplendent when suc):l. a speci;.l boat on Sunday.
where read of one ·of the semi-savages who fought "scholars" and intellectualities as Mr. B. F. UnderJ. G. DESHLER, of Allentown, Pa., has become .a
against Troy that he was seen at his best when wood shall hav faded into utter oblivion.
life member of the National Liberal League.
shooting his arrows from behind another warrior's
Yours respectfully,
G. CH.AINEY.
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(Ofmtinueil from pag~ 487.)
small children might reasonably be expected in these I a marble dagoba in the form of a pagoda, with seven
of the three faithful fellows-two before me and one streets), Street of a Thousandfold Peace (what a very stories, in each story of which is a statuette of
·behind-who carried me that day. They walked happy street!), Street of Refreshing Breezes, Street Buddha. This graceful construction is designed to
along briskly all day and acted as though one hun- of Five Happinesses (reasonable people should hardly represent the seven heavens of happiness into which
dred and seventy-five pounds was not much of a bur- ask for more), Street of a Thousand Beatitudes (none faithful Buddhists are to. be admitted when the
den. The chairs are of the kind used in Hong Kong but a celestial could endure so many), Street of Nine- struggles of life are over, particularly those not for..
-neatly constructed of bamboo, with a slim pole on fold Brightness (rather hard, perhaps, on the eyes), tunate enough to attain to Nirvana. Under this
each side, one resting on each shoulder of the coolie. Street of Accumulated Blessings (who would not like dagoba some relic of Buddha is supposed to be de.
The second one in front has a strap across his should- to live on such a street?), Street of Continual Delight posited. . •
In the third shrine is represented sitting on a lotus
ers. The poles spring a little, so that the riding is (there should not be a vacant room in that street).
easy and pleasant. The coolies in passing through the Take it all in all it would seem that to be a citizen of throne, an avatar or incarnation· of the Goddess of
narrow and crowded streets keep up a constant shout- Canton ought to be next thing to a residence in an Mercy. Passing thr<mgh a neat court, the grand:'
ing to those in the way to stand aside, and in streets orthodox heaven, were bowing, wearing golden hall is entered where the five hundred saints are
but four feet wide it can easily be understood there crowns, psalm-singing, and harp-playing are so ex- seatetl upon an elevation of some five feet. The
worthy desciples of :Buddha are said to have num.
must be necessarily some jostling. When carriers tensively indulgeain.
are met with other chairs or oommodities the passage
Nearly all the stores and place of manufacture bered over eight hundred, but these five hundred are
is not easily made; and turning corners in such have rooms in the rear for residences, so that their those who took up their residence in the monastery
The more which was situated on the side of a mountain called
narrow streets can only be effected with great care; homes are convenient to business.
in many places it was "a rub and a go."
wealthy merchants, however, have homes in the Tin-Toi-Sllan. The hall in which these noted saints
Such riding in such streets was a decided novelty, more fashionable portions of the city, where they are seated is arranged in aisles, with a row of the
and I saw more on that busy day than I will be able have fine entrances, grand courts, servants in livery, saints on each side. I have seen a list of the names
to describe to you. I passed thousands of· stores, and all that sort of thing. In most of the stores a of these notable five hundred, but as they are hard
supplied with Chinese merchandise of all kinds, and teapot full of tea is kept warm by padded cushions, unpronounceable names, I will not attempt to giv~
numerous mechanic and artisan shops where all sorts and customers are welcome to a cup of tea (" cha "), them. It is a study of hours to walk before these
of wares were being manufactured. The stores in- and a delicate little China cup stands ready for him. holy dignitaries and read the different expressions
variably present a very neat appearance, ranging The teapot has to be replenished several times upon their countenances. Some are fat, some lean
.!lome grave, some smiling, spme t!!.ll, some short:
from fifteen to twenty-five feet in width, with an through the day.
average of thirty feet in depth, with often a rear room
A CHINESE GRISTMILL.
some old, some young, some speaking, some main.
Among the places visited early in the day was a taining silence, but doubtless all impressed with the
about the same size. A majority are one tall story in
bight, with a skylight in the roof, giving the stores flouring mill, with twelve run of stones, which is a purit'" of Buddha's teachings and the necessity of
· a cheerful appearance. A portion are two stories in novelty in its way. The stones are not run by water yielding obedience to them. They Rtronglyreminded
bight. We were shown into several large-sized nor steam, but by ox-power. The twelve run of me of the thousands of sad-looking saints I saw in
rooms on the second floor, where rich goods are kept. stones are in a line, and to each upper stone is at- tho cathedrals of Italy, and I preceive the same kind
One can hardly realize that these narrow passages tached a lever some ei~ht feet in length; to each of idolatry in one case as the other. These images
are streets in a great city; they seem more like con- lever an ox is hitched, and rpund and round he are made of clay, smoothly sculptured into proper
tracted paFsages in an immenRe house, for to consid- tramps in a circle twelve or fifteen feet in diameter. shape, and then gilded. They are said to be fac
erable extent they are partially covered in with The eyes of the oxen are covered with pads, so they similes in features of the originals, who lived four.
boards or other obstruction to the sun's rays. The can see nothing, and to each one is attached, under teen hundred years ago. It is claimed for ~hem •as
long perpendicular signs in vermilion, gold, and the belly, by straps, a receptacle holding about a apostles of Buddha that they not only had tlie power
black, hanging at the entrances, covered with huge gallon to catch such fluids as the oxen may be dis- of treading under foot the most noxious reptiles, of
Chinese characters, with large-sized paper lanterns posed to void while "swinging round· the circle." subduing the ferocity of wild beasts, of dispelling
and globes, with the tinsel and glitter inside, give This provision is made in the interest of cleanliness. birds of evil omen, but to speak in unknown tongues,
the streets a decided "celestial" appearance. They The oxen apply themselves patiently to their monot- to unravel obscure problems, and to perform many
are mostly found with neatly-cut blocks of granite, onous toil, requiring little urging or attention, and other miraculous deeds. Just about the same claims
twelve or fifteen inches wide, and long enough to are changed every four hours. The rotation of the are set up for them as for the similar character in th11
reach across the majority of the streets, presenting a stones is so slow that no curbs or covering are re- Christian church.
In connection with this temple is a monastery
smooth surface to the bare or sandaled feet of the quired, and the flour is seen slowly making its egress
thousands of pedestrians who perambulate them. from the circumference of the stones as the ox pur- where considerable numbers of monks reside, pre'fhe sewers of the city are on· the surface, and im- sues his winding way. But one run of stones in one cisely after the manner of the Romish church, which
mediately under this pavement, and not subterranean of our large flouring mills would turn out more flour came into being over five hundred years later than
as in our large cities. As a coneequence, I noticed in in a given number of hours than fifty of these ox- Buddhism. In the center of the large hall where
a few instances odors arose which were not the mills can accomplish. It is the duty of one or two the five hundred statues are is a shrine before which
sweetest perfume, but as a rule the streets are very Chinamen to do the sifting and bolting. The first is worship is performed. Here were three or four
clean, and with but few offensive smelllil. The streets done by a double treadle, with a foot on each; and monks sitting upon a slightly elevated platform,
have gates which are closed at ten or eleven o'clock by throwing his weight first on one foot and then chanting the ritual and keeping time by striking a
at night, so there is little chance for passing from the other the sieve is made to work back and forth. bell held in the hand. The service sounded very
street to street; to obtain passage through the gates The fine bolting is done on a plan similar to our nearly like what I have heard in many Romish
the assistance of a policeman has to be called into own, the bolt being turned by hand. The entire churches and cathedrals, and the style of dress of
requisition. So great is the industry of this people operations seemed very primitive compared with the monks looked extremely like that of Romish
that thousand!l of mechanics and artisans work till our flouring mills. One or two men were dressing monks. It is not strange that the Christian misstones (four feet in diameter), using a steel chisel sionary, Father Hue, who visited this part of the
past midnight.
The variety of avocations pursued in this vast bee. and hammer in place of the pick used by our mill- world three hundred years ago, should have been
hive is very great, as must be well understood. Here ers. The stones are a kind of burr, somewhat like struck with the great similarity between the nature
in some of the finer streets are dealers in silks, which ours. The wheat ground 'here is grown further and forms of Buddhism and his own system, and to
is a special manufacture in Canton, jewelry in great north in the country, and is of good quality. The get out of the awkward dilemma he found it convenient to charge that the devil had been there long
variety, fine embroidery on silk, paintings on paper bread made here is very fair.
and canvas, metal wares of all kinds, woodwork, cabI saw numerous shops where rice was being di- before him and established a counterfeit system
inet ware, leather goods, and ornamental work of all vested of its outer hull by its being pounded with a almost exactly like the Christian. My companion,
kinds. Artisan's shops abound in great numbers and heavy wooden hammer in a large wooden mortar. the Rev. Mr. Clarke, marked the striking similarity,
variety. I saw the richest figured silks being wove, The hammer is raised by a Chinaman stepping on and afterward admitted that the faet had shaken his
the finest jewelry being manufactured, figures and the end of the lever to which the hammer is at- faith more than anything else he had met with.
ornaments in jade-stone being cut. I can hardly re- tached; bearings being nearer the end he stepped Some seventy priests are connected with this temple.
member all the goods sold in the stores and made in on than to the hammer. The weight of the man In a shrine hard by is a large porcelain vase containthe workshops, but in addition will mention~ the raised the hammer to its proper altitude, when he ing holy water, over which certain words have been
lacquer ware, ivory, carved and worked in all shapes takes off his weight and lets it fall. This is repeated mumbled by priests, and which makes it very e:fficaand devices, grasscloth goods, clothing, tea, tobacco, thousands·of times in a day. Half a dozen or ir.ore cious in curing diseases. Many of the devout heporcelain and china ware, shoes, furniture, tinsel orna- are following suit in the same room, and there are lievers pay their money for this water under the
ments for temples and altars, bronzes, cornelian and numerous shops of the same kind. The men are belief that it will do them good.
THE ·TEMPLE OF PAK-TAI
other precious stones, silk edgings and laces, damask naked, except a very slight covering of the privates.
goods, buttons, fans of various material, tortoise-shell
I visited early in our circuit a splendid Chinese Shall next have a passing description. This is not a
goods, silver ornaments, trunks of various materials, club-room, a large building, divided into rooms, Buddhistic temple, it belonging to the system much
glassware and rock crystal, confectionaries, bake- and the whole richly decorated with vermilion, older than Buddhism. Pak-Tai is one of the names
shops, restaurants, markets, etc. But everything is gold, carving, images, etc. Refreshment rooms of one of the oldest gods in the country, who has
done by hand. Though I visited scores of ai-tisan- were attached, and the appearances warranted the been credited with being not only the chief ruler of
shop!i, and looked into hundreds of others, I saw not belief that the celestials have a good time there. I the world, but the first god who desoended upon the
a steam engine, not a horse-power, but everything am sure there is nothing like it in America.
world in human form. This he has done on three
being done by muscle power, including planing and
THE TEMPLES AND THE GODS.
different occasions,"and under different names, the
cutting brass, iron, etc. The Chinese must be credCanton has not nearly so many temples as Benares, first time more than six thousand years ago, and the
ited with being excellent workmen and with perform- though it has one hundred and twenty-five or more. last time 2697 B. c., or a long time before Noah being with great skill the multiform arts they prosecute. l shall not undertake to describe all of them to you, came a navigator. On the occasion of his last incarOf course the names of the merchants, the kinds of and for two reasons: 1. I did not visit them all; nation he visited the province or kingdom of Tsinggoods they sell, and the names of the streets are all and, 2. I don't think you would care to hear about Lak-Kwook, where Shein-Shing, the queen, on comin the mysterious Chinese characters, which to so many, had I seen them all. I must, however, tell ing into his presence, was "overshadowed," and in
western people are as silent as the sphinx, but when you about some of them. The first one visited was consequence conceived. It seems she went more than
interpreted they are found replete with " celestial" the Buddhistic Temp1e of Five Hundred Genii or the usual period in that interesting condition, and at
conceptions of beauty and blessing. Thus Canton Saints, so called from the gilded life-sized statues it the end of fourteen morlths she gave birth to an
boasts of its Peace street, Bright Cloud street, Street contains of the five hundred very holy saints and avatar or incarnation of the great god who had overof Benevolence and Love, Longevity street, Street of followers of Buddha, whose virtue was so great that shadowed her. This case seems to have been more
Heavenly Peace, Street of Early Bestowed Blessings, they could perform almost any miracles they pleased. miraculous than the little similar incident which
Street of Everlasting Love (what a lovely street!), The temple, monastery, courts, etc., cover three occurred less than nineteen hundred years ago over
Street of the Ascending Dragon, Street of the Salut- acres, and is one of the most distinguished and in the miserable rocky country in the western part of
ing Dragons, Street of the Reposing Dragons (I wealthiest in the city. It was erected in 503 and Asia called Palestine. In the latter case the overhad rather give the dragons a wide berth), Market rebuilt in 1855.
shadowing and conception were equally miraculous
of Golden Profits (the purchaser might possibly fear
Inside the gate are immense statues of four senti- with this China incident, but when nine months had
from this name that the profits might be too large), nels, or gate-keepers, whose business is supp:>sed to passed away, and the birth took place, so far as we
· Gate of Virtue, Street of One Hundred Grandsons, be to guard the entrance. In the first pavilion are are informed, it occurred in a perfectly natural manStreet of One Thousand Grandsons (an abundance of three large gilt figures of Buddha. In the second is ner, but in this Chinese oase it was as miraculous as
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the conception, for an incision had to ~e made under marka ble than the carpenter-he attained to a greater wicked emperors who did not do to please him, and
the left arm of the mother, and the buth ·took- place size, he had richer robes, prettier shoes, more inter- he holds power still over this sublunary world, exerfrom under the arm instead of in the regular way. esting company, had the luxury of a chariot of nine cising over mankind presiding watchfulness and
Thus it is plainly seen that there was more miracle, colors, and, upon the whole, was a good deal better direction. To the simple he imparts wisdom; to the
more supernaturalism, in the birth of a god in the looking th11n he who is said to have a sword coming virtuous happiness; to traders prosperity: and to all
out of his mouth, fire out of his eyes, smoke out of innocent persons protection from injustice, oppression,
eastern part of Asia than in the western.
A~d what is more, at the time of the birth of his nostrils, and hair like wool. There are possi- and wrong. He directs the course of the lightning
this y~ung Chinese god a cloud of rich and varie- bly some among you who will not believe this and winds, gives rains and fruitful seasons, stavs the
gated colors overshadowed the whole nation, and story of the Chinese god, while so many all around progress of epidemics, gives relief to those suffering
the air was suddenly impregnated with the most you easily believe that equally impossible story about from ague, and, in a word, at his pleasure lengthens
delightful odors. Thus, again, it will be seen that that other person who went up. Let me assure you or shortens the days of man. Now I submit it to
there was a good deal more of overshadowing and that, so far as I am able to see, there is as much you if it was not very good in Pak-Tai to direct the
impregnating done in China than in Palestine. And, probability of the truth of one as the other. There course of the lightning and the winds. What if he
still more, upon the birth of this ·Chinese god rare are millions who believe the one, and there are mill- had not had the condescension to do this? Are we
and precious stones came forth from the earth to ions who believe the other. If any difference, there not left to suppose that the lightning would not have
mark the occurrence of this birth from under the left are more people-here in China who believe the story presumed to start" out, that the winds would havi'l
arm as a most important event. Shortly after his about Pak-Tai than there are in all the world who been at a loss which way to go, and that water would
birth he also gave proof of the strength of his in tel- believe that other and newer story, and they seem not have know~ enough to run down hill ?
From the manifold services which this god has
. lect, and of the purity of his soul. His general de- to have as much good sense as other folks. Perhaps
portment was .likewise of the most go<ily character; if you could only be made to believe that you would performed his admirers and worshipers have conthere is not the slightest intimation that he ever have to burn in hell forever if you refuse to believe ferred several names and titles upon him. I will not
spoke a disrespectful word to his mother. At t.he this story about Pak-Tai, you would change your detain you by repeating all the holy epithets which
age of seven years he was well versed in the differ- mind and at least pretend to believe it, the same as have been conferred upon him, but will merely mention "Chin·Woo," "Un-Woo," "Chang-ti," and no
ent branches of literature; and as he advanced to a great number of people do the oth;Ar story.
the ye~J,rs of early youth he conceived it to· be his
But. I have not told you all about this Chinese less than Yuk-Hu.Sze-Saong-Yune-Tin-Shang-Tai,
duty to retire from the society of the world to qual- god. After he had tllus triumphantly ascended up and I just wish to ask you if you do not think such
ify himself to serve the gods and 'promote the happi- into heaven and assumed chief control there, he- be- names as those are an ample compensation for
ness of men. His parents were opposed to this step, came his own father, and was really Pak-Tai who the services be performed? Could a reasonable god
but this heavenly individual waa so determined in had begotten himself, and in this respect you will see ask for anything handsomer? But his generous worhis purpose that he would listen to no opposition; that he again resembled the other individual I have shipers have not stopped at that; they have built
and when he reached the age of fifteen years he left alluded to. It is a curious thing how these gods can numerous temples for him in all parts of the empire,
his home and became a .wanderer on the mountains, be one, two, or three, just as they please, and that and have placed his image in them so that the people
under the expectation that be would there meet a they can be father and son at the same time. Possi- need not forget him. A black flag is hoisted on all
heavenly messep.ger who would give him instructions bly it may be a very convenient thing when a god gala days to commemorate his wonderful power, and
as to his future conduct. It seems he was inspired has been duly begotten and he grows up to be a full- these are waved before his temples. On the third
from a divine souTce in this matter, for the heavenly sized god that he can turn round and be his own day of the third month in each recurring year his
messenger, named Yak-Tsing-Shing.Tsu, appeared to father. Among all the beings which have· existed, a grateful subjects present him with a new robe, as near
lim among the wilds of those desolate mountains god is the only one who can do this, and probably as possible like the one in which he ascended up to
and instructed him in doctrines of a most heavenly that is one iof the advantages of being a god. But heaven nearly six thousand years ago. In the inacharacter. The young god applied himself very I ask you.tJ listen further. After Pak-Tai had trans- bility of his worshipers to place the robe on him
closely to his divine studies; and when he had com- ferred his residence from that lone mountain to the direct, they place it upon the image which they have
pleted them, his heavenly visitant directed him to mansions in heaven, the earth, in the reign of Yan, set up to represent him, and the robe is put on with
proceed to an exceedingly high mountain, called Tai- between four and five thousand years !l.go, was vis" great pomp and ceremony at the hour of midnight,
wo-Shan. situ11ted in the Eastern Ocean, on each side ited by a deluge, which did no small damage to a while thousands are kneeling all around him; all who
of which, surrounding waters extended more than considerable scope of country. When the waters are able, attired in robes of state, and bowed down
fifty thousand miles. He was further informed that had abated, however, Pak-Tai descended to the in profound adoration for the great services perwhen he reached that remote and lonely mountain he earth for the purpose of teaching men how to till formed by so wonderful a god. While the robe is
must take up his abode in a certain red cavern, and the ground and raise good crops, as well as several being placed upon him the bell and drum in the temthere pursue the studies he had thus far so success. branches of mech11nical arts, the knowlege of which ple are sonorously sounded, and aftEJr the grand cereAully prosecuted, and to continue the same for a those primitive Chinese possessed a deficiency. In mony is over, the priests perform the kow-tow and
period of one hundred years. He was, furthermore, this course he proved himself a greater friend to the the assembled multitude chant peons of praise to this
directed not to comb his hair nor cover his feet. By human race than any god I now remember of read- wonderful god. On these occasions the temple is
strictly following out these instructions he was as- ing about; for scarcely one of them, though they illuminated by large and brilliant chandeliers sussured that he would become fully qualified to fill the often come down to the earth, put themselves pended from the rafters; and numerous cages filled
important position designed for him many cEmturies to the trouble of giving mankind any information with larks and other birds are taken into the temple
to help the people sing praises to the great Pak-Tai,
before.
that was of any practical benefit to them.
This is a somewhat lengthy story, but it is so reThis great Pak-Tai further distinguished himself and these enthusiastic praises and rejoicings are conmarkable, and so very godly, that ti must not keep by punishing the wicked inhabitants of the earth, tinued for three ~ays, during which many thousands
it back from you. Suffice it to say this young god who, in the reign of Chan-sin, the twenty.eighth of people prostrate them~elves in devout adoration
betook himself to this remarkableisland and followed and last sovereign of the Shang dynaRty, bad be- before the image that sits upon the throne. And a
out all the instractions that had been given to him, come so corrupt and sinful that Pak-Tai, with the large porcelain vase is filled with holy water over
after which the time came for him to ascend up into concurrence of his heavenly companions, took it which the priests have muttered some pious words,
heaven to his father. At ari early hour on the day upon himself to not only destroy those wicked men, and from that moment it becomes charged with such
of his ascension the sky presented a most brilliant but to overcome the host of evil spirits, by whose miraculous power that it is held to be able to cure all
manner of diseases, or at least this is so strongly beappearance, and from it there fell a profusion of influence men had been led astray.
beautiful, fragant, and heavenly flowers. And the
The first movement he made in his masterly enter- lieved that the faithful are willing to pay handsome
air, also, for a distance of three hundred miles, re- prise was to dethrone the wicked house of Shang sums for it, which sums enter into the treasury of the
sounded with the notes of musical instruments.
and to set up in its place the dynasty of Chan. In god, and are dispensed by his priests as to their holy
It is not a little remarkable that when the time the next place, clad in black armor, he waged a minds seems most fit.
In this temple there are five associate gods, and promfor his ascension had come he had attained to the bittar war against the devils and imps who had in.
s·tature of nine Chinese cubits. His face was round cited the minds of men to do evil. And although inent among them is Lue-Kung, the god of thunder.
as the full moon, though possibly not so large as the the devils had the assistance of a ~ig turtle and a Like old Thor, he holds a hammer in his right hand
moon. His eyebrows in shape resembled wriggling snake, each of great size and prodigious strength, and a chisel in his left with which he is able to knock
dragons; his eyes were like those of a phenix; and Pak-Tai showed himself more than a match for all out as much thunder and lightning as reasonable peohis skin and flesh, in point of purity and cleanliness, of them, and placed them hors de combat. He ren- ple desire. He has wings on his shoulders, and with
were like unto pure crystal. He wore a rich jade- dered the snake and turtle perfectly powerless by these he is supposed to be able to fly as rapidly
stone hat, and his body was covered with loose flow- just placing his right foot on the one and his left foot through the air as the thunderbolts which he manuing robes of silk. Then, standing·on the summit of on the other, and ever since that tramping operation factures.
In a small court adjoining the temple is a pond in
that very high mountain where he had resided for a was performed the snakes and the turtles, the torhundred years, and looking .toward heaven, he raised toises and the dragons as well, have been entirely which are kept five large turtl6s. These are sacred
his hands in the attitude of prayer, when a host of subservient. to him. And right here I beg to call to Pak-Tai, and in consequence are highly venerated
angels suddenly came down from heaven and minis- your attention to the contrast in this respect be- by the people. At the end of the square in which
tered unto him. They brought him long robes of tween Pak-Tai and that God of Palestine and his son, the temple stands a stage is erected, on which plays
silk, on which were embroidered in gold representa- who jointly have not yet been able, after thousands in honor of Pak-Tai are perfomed at intervals
tions of dragons. Thes@ good messengers were also of years of hard contest, to defeat one snake of their throughout the year. On such occasions the square
so kind as to present him with red shoes, flying own creation. This snake is not represented as being is literally crowded with people, who never weary
swords, and a chariot of nine different colors. And, so large as the Chinese serpent, but he was uncom- with doing honors to this favorite deity.
I have not drawn this account of Pak-Tai from
what was still more pleasant, a number of beautiful monly lively and shrewd. He engaged in the fruit
women, each of whom was mounted upon a heavenly business, which he found already grown for his pur- pagan or Infidel authorities, but from the eminent
horse, descended to his side. These beautiful crea· pose, and in a few adroit operations, aided by the Christian Archdeacon John Henry Gray, M.A., gradtures presented to him a dispatch (probably a tele- persuasive eloquence which bad been furnished him, uate of Christ's College, who as consulate chaplain
graphic dispatch) that the gods had unanimously he entirely defeated his maker and utterly destroyed has resided in Canton, and himself witnessed the
appointed him to the office of chief· minister of the pet plans of the God after they had been thought ceremonies which he describes. Mind you, I do not
heaven. They also gave him a black banner, upon over and matured for a few thousand million years, vouch for the truth of a word of the story, but in
which were several white stars, the same being typi- at the very least, and the God has never yet been my honest opinion it is just as true as any other god
cal of the seven northern mansions of the moon, able to recover from that terrible defeat; for though story that I have ever heard. They all have a great
destined for his special residence.
the snake was sent to grass and told to eat dust, he sameness in style and credibility, and are worthy to
This heavenly personage then, Elijah·like, took his has flourished remarkably; be has drawn the greater stand on the same level.
seat in the chariot of nine different colors, accompa- part of mankind after him, and has continued to deBirth.
nied by the host of angels and the pretty women, feat his· antagonist in every encounter since. The
Born, July 19, 282, at Mason City, Iowa, Bennett Macdonald
and having assumed the name of Pak-Tai, ascended moral to these god and snake-stories is this: Pakmajestically up to heaven. This somewhat remark- Tai was a great deal more powerful than Yahweh, to S. C. and May Belding. Motb.er and son are doing well.
S.B.
able event took place on the ninth day of the ninth or the Jewish snake was more subtle and cunning
THE
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will
be
sent
to
new
subscribmonth of the fifty-seventh year of the reign of than the Chineile snake.
Pak-Tai has continued, at intervals more or less ers three months for half a dollar. Let those who
Hwang-te, 2, 754 years before the young carpenter of
Judea made a similar ascension. It cannot be over- prolonged, to come down from his heavenly abode are interested in the spread ef Freethought induce
looked that in many respects Pak-Tai was more re- to take a hand in the affairs of men and to punish their friends to become trial subscribers.
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and glorious. He soqn put it into the hearts of his ferred to the toes or foet; but upon bringing to his
chosen people to build a town hall for meetings and aid other faculties of sense, he finds that his unaided
all public purposes. The enterprise was acceptable sense of feeling is not to be relied on. Wilen. one
to the town folks, and they aided in building it. receiv'ls a blow on his 'crazy .bone ' his sense of
RocKLAND. ONT., CAN., July 20, 1882.
About this time the Lord stepped in and· moved his feeling would refer the injury he has sustained to
DEAR SIR: Inclosed find $5, for which please eend servants to name it the Baptist Church and be dedi- the little finger, the parts to which the injured nerve
the "Around-the-World" books. GEo. G. MEIKLE.
cated to the Lord, and it was so. And it came to is distributed; but his other senses admonish him
pass
that the Lord's people got up a Fourth of July that this is not the fact. There are many other
NEw TACoMA, W. T., July IO, 1882·
dinner to purchase a new organ. These blood-washed cases I could cite to you, all going to show that we
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclos@d $8, for which send childrt>n quarreled over the spoils, and a bitter war cannot always rely implicitly upon our own sensame THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year, and "Around- ensued where fiery darts were hurled, and spitting tions or experience. They frequently mislead us, and
the-Werld" books.
Yours truly. D. W. PERKINS.
gods led on the Christian broods. With curses upon therefore we should learn to doubt them."
H.-" Why, man, you are crazy! Do you then
VINTON, IowA, July 24, 1882.
its altar and crape upon its doors his peculiar peoDEAR FRmND EUGENE, (though I expect I might ple were split asunder. In continuing his steppings claim that we should doubt our own sensations, our
say Bennett, for I expect and hope this will find this same prayer-making preacher was induced to own experience?"
I.-" Yes; that is just what I claim, if we wish to
him onoe Jl1.0rewith you all): Y,ou remember I wrote make Kalamazoo College an endowment of $10,000,
you some some time ago in reference to the binding and also to solicit subscriptions from ot.hers to help guard against falling into error. We can know
af those books, and you said send back the first vol- build up this Baptist preacher factory. The subscrip- nothing positivly, absolutely-know it in such a way
ume and $ 3 and you would send them, bound in tions thus taken when paid had an interest taxed on as to place it beyond a doub•."
H.-" What! Do you not know that you are living
morocco. Weq, I didn't do it, but I hav sold it them from date of subscription, all of which told
·
with the balance of the volumes for $5, which please heavily on that endowment fund to the honor of the and standing before me now?"
I.-" No; I cannot say that I do in the sense I
find inclosed, with $2 additional for mine bound in honor of the Lord, the preacher. Oh, how mystericalf, which, I believe, I would as lief hav as mo- ous are his ways, and past.finding out. It was. the use the word 'know;' all I can Bay is that such
seems to me to be tile fact."
rocco, and perhaps it won't cost quite as much. Send Lord's doings, and all for his holy cause.
the balance of the volumes sold to E A. 01,1-rk this
Again the Lord went down into Ovid and said to H.-" Why, you are a lunatic-you are insane!
his people of the Methodist Episcopal church, "Build How can I reason with you when you .say you do
office, and ever so much obliged.
I cannot say how glad I am at dear old friend Ben- for me a house to dwell in, that ye may come before not know anything?"
nett's safe arrival to his home and dear little wife. me in prayer and praise, and I will abundantly !.-"One never reasons about that which he knows
What a Liberal defeat of Comstock, Colgate, Crosby, ·bless and prosper you in all your doings." And it -knows in the sense I use that word. Absolute
Bundy & Co! May they hide themselvs for very was so that the Lord favored them grea1ly, so much knowledge of anytlling rules out reason; therefore,
so that they soon had much money in store where- your God, if he be omniscient, can not reason."
shame, and be seen no more of men. I rejoice with with to build him a house. His favored children now H.-" You are the most unreasonable reasoner I
him at the many friends he found on his journey.
I see by tile last paper he must hav passed through lifted up a great and high frame, even seventy feet ever met with. You would reason one out of his
our town the morning of the 12th. Had I known it from the base to the top of the timbers, and th<'y senses."
!.-"Beware lest I prove you to be what you hav
I would, at least, hav had a shake.
M. BRANIN.
rejoiced greatly, so that rich o:nes had confidence in
his cause and came from their stores and fai·ms·and charged me with being-a lunatic. Why do you reaplaces of business in a holy conference and selected son with me if I am insane; bu.t perhaps there is a
HO! FOR WATKINS GLEN.
where ~he throne would be and seats whereon they method in my madness? Tv doubt is to reason. By
ST. JoHNS, MrcH., July 28, 1882.
would sit and worship. But the Lord was displeased doubting one guards against being mistaken. I canMR. EDITOR: The Lord and everybody else willing, with all this, and came that way in a wrathful zephyr not say tllat I absolut•Jly know anything. All I can
I, and also my wj.fe, will attend the Watkins Glen and threw down their heaven-built walls and dashed say is that the preponderance of evidence, as my
meeting. We hope to enjoy a great intellectual $3,000 worth of divine confidence to tile earth. His faculties of sense enables me to appreciate evirlence,
feast, and if our friend Bennett managed to steal or people were thrown into more dismay, but finally leads me, compels me, to accept certain things as
purchase any of the gods of India or other countries, concluded it was "the Lord's doings and wonderful true. They seem to me to be true, and yet there is
we hope that he will be sure to bring them to the in our eyes," and then waited for further steppiBgs not one of those things which I accept as true but
convention, so that we may not fail of having a of the Lord.
that I am willing to doubt about its truthfulness,
' good time for the want of gods. And let us hope
Divine favor began to shine again, and the town and in regard to tile truthfnlness of which I am free
that the heathen's god will unite with the Christian's people were importuned to build to him a house of to say I may be mistaken."
god anrl lend their influence, if they are able to aid worship of smaller size and on lower ground with a
H.-" Verily you are a doubting Thomas! But· to
and assist us, in trying to unshackle the brain of plan much humbler than the first. It was finished doubt one's own sense~,tion is not the same as to
man and in trying to make the world better. Let and pop•Ilarly dedicated to the Lord of Sabaoth. The doubt his experience. We may receive a sensaall who can afford the time and cost be there.
Lord was greatly pleased in his heart at this, and tion through one of our faculties, and without the
M. BABCOCK.
said, "Now will I pour out for you a blessing, even aid of our other faculties to confirm the correctness
a great refreshing from the presence of the Lord.'' of this sensation, we may be led into an error, .or
HOME, HOME, SWEET HOME!
There is nothing too great for the Lord to do, and we may draw a false inference from our sensation,
SNOWVILLE, VA., July 16, 1882.
the people were persuaded to ask a favor of the Lord. but our experience is macle up of the aggregate of
DEAR FRmNDS: Since I wrote you last I hav spent So these soul-saved ones took courage and besought all our sensations, and therefore cannot be false or
some days in BaltimorA and some in Washington, the Lord's anointed to send them a thousand-dollar erroneous."
and had a go )d time in general seeing the sights man to sprinkle them with heavenly dew. He heard !.-"I am glad that you concede the point that
and exchanging greetings with good Liberals· and their prayers and set up a revival mill in Ovid whwh 'we may be led into an error or we may draw· a
whole-souled workers for the happiness and welfare ground away for many weeks so that more than three false inference' by relying upon the unconfirmed
of humanity.
score of souls were saved with an everlasting salva- testimony of one of our faculties. Please to notice
Thr.ee months of pleasant enjoyment hav passed tion. They were saved from crime and lies and de- that the sensation may be correct, but the inference
since I left the portals of home; spring, with its ception, and saved to the church. Tbe Lord must drawn from the sensation may be all wrong. Even
tender buds and dew-tipped grass, has passed away, hav stepped out, for, as we behold, lo! the most of the aggreate of all our sensations which you corand summer, with its ripening grain and waving them stepped out of this salvation. And now, even in rectly, I think, style our experience, may be correct,
fields of corn, is here, and all things are in the glory these last days the Lord communed again with him- but what you infer to be the cause of those sensaof perfect fulness of perfection. I, too, feel full of self and said, "Surely I must again go down and tions may not really be the cause of them; here, I
contentment and sweet satisfaction, for I've had my visit Ovid, and try my people." And it came to pass think, is where your. difficulty begins. You say you
pleasure trip and found all at home well and happy that as he rode upon the storm he snapped his fin- cannot doubt your experience. While I do not agree
and apparently glad to see Elmina once more witll gers charged with electric fire at his dwellings, even with you on this point, we will, for the sake of what
them.
the houses of God, and the fires ran down the towers is to follow, accept what you say as true. The next
And now I want to go to work and do enough to thereof and the walls were shattered and torn, so question to determin is 'What is the cause of .that
partly make up for ''lost" time. To do this I need much so that the larger one was badly rent asunder. experience-?' You claim that the cause is God's givyour help. My ftbility to do depends on means to The confidin~ chil"dren of this benign benefactor all ing you· a new heart; his speaking peace to your
do with, so I hope all my special frie~ds who are came together as of one accord before the sanctuary soul; converting you. · In short, this religious experiwanting Liberal books and papers will order them and cried out, ·• The ark of the Lord has departed, ence is the result of supernatural agency-is miracuof me. I will be glad to furnish them at publish- and we must worship him in another place." And lous. If you can clearly establish that claim, then
er's prices, or shall regard all orders as friendly some other said, "Is not this an almighty careless way all the rest is clear sailing. I claim that this exfavors.
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
of stepping?"
T. L. TRAVIS.
perience is produced by natural causes, and that all
the phenomena can be explained in perfect accordSUMMERTON, 1\iiCH., July 11, 1882.
ENON VALLEY, PA., June 25, 1882.
ance with the laws which govern the mind. Your
MR. EDITOR: As the six months are up for which I
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: In conversation with my religious experience and conversation belong to the
subscribed for your paper, and wishing to sustain good Methodist friend H., in regard to the nebular same class of phenomena as that of table-talking,
the acquaintance for the remainder of the year, I hypothests, as to how far it tends to confirm the 10.ind-reading, mesmerism, ete., and can all be exwill make it a fixed fact by sending you the money theory of evolution, and as to how far the theory plained on the same general principles."
for it. There are a few subscribers and more readers tends to overthrow the doctrine or the Christian reH.--"That is what you claim. My claim is differof THE TRUTH SEEKER in this new country. The most ligion, the conversation finally drifted to the ques- ent. Do you not think that you are a little egotistiof them admire it and feel able to defend it, and are tion as to whether one's own religious experience is cal in setting up your claim against mine, especially
capable of showing by words and deeds that they hav sufficient evidence upon which one can rest his be- since you confess that you don't believe anythinggreat respect for the light, life, and knowledge that lief in God, Christ, the inspiration of the scriptures .not even what you are saying?"
are taught in its pages. It is a source of much satir::- etc. My friend H. said: "Oee who has had the relig:
I.-" Your criticism is to the point, but you should
faction that we hav master minds, men and women ious experience such as I h<.V had-and all good not forget that I am not laying down the law and
of great abilities, who are advancing bright truths Methodists claim to hav had, when God has spoken the gospel dogmatically. All I am doing, or trying
and thoughts for every one of us to analyze, try, and peace to their souls-cannot doubt that there is a to do is to giv you an idea of what seems to me to
prove. In this there is no cllance for blind belief or God and that the Bible is his inspired word." I be in accordance .with the eternal verities.· You and
sophistry. How vast and varied are the fields into said: "But can you not doubt your own religious I entertain different opinions in regard to what is
which the truth seekers are .leading us, lighting up experience, your own sensations?"
the true cause of your religious experience. You
the pathway, and putting such implements into our
H.-" No; that would be impossible."
claim that God has miraculously interposed to
hands that will enable us to survey the route with
I.-" Let us see about that. Look into a pol- snatch your soul from hell. I cannot accept this as
great certainty. What a vast difference between a ished mirror and your own unaided sight would the true cause. I think you are laboring under a
demonstrating philosophy and a dark theology. Let lead you to believe that the objects in front of delusion."
us jump the chasm. Fifteen years ago I was trust- the mirror were duplicated by a like number
H.-" Oh! A delusion? Everybody is wrong, and
fully rocking away in the" only believe" theory, but and kind of objects on the other side of the you alone are right. You think every one must bow
I was fairly jerked out of it by watching "him who mirror; but upon calling. to. your aid other facul- to your doctrin no matter how unreasonable, Just
works in a mysterious way his wonders to perform." ties of sense, you find it is not true, but that think of it! Follow a leader who confesses that he
In our little village one of his chosen ministers said the mirror simply reflects the objects in front of it. don't know anything!"
in his prayer, ''Henceforth, Almighty God, let thy One who has had a leg amputated,.were he to con- !.-"You appear to be particularly sensitiv about
stately steppings be seen and felt in our midst, even suit alone his sense of feeling, would say that the delusions. Can it be possible that this sensitivness
in Ovid." With others I watched for steppings, be- amputated member was still there, because the sense arises from a secret consciousness that here is the
lieving sincerely that God's works would appear grand of pain in the stump of the amputated leg is re- weak place in your armor? I fear it does, I would
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like to giv you the history of an unquestioned de·lusion and see how nearly it resembles your religious experience.;,
H.-" How do you know that it is a delusion ?"
I.-" I said an 'unquestioned delusion,' and I
think you will not question its being a delusion
when .you hav heard the history, I was called to
see a woman who was suffering a good deal of pain
at times, I proposed to giv her chloroform by inhalation. She consented, She had scarcely got .under
its influence when she began to talk about Jesus,
hea-ven, God, angels, etc.; bade good-bye to her
family and friends, expressed herself willing to go
since 'Jesus had paid it all,' and so alarmed her
friends that I discontinued the chloroform, and in a
short time she came to herself and was all right
again, only she retains a Yery distinct recollection
of having gone to heaven, seen and talked with God
and the angels, and of having:a good time generally,
She says,' I was so happy.' When I asked her how
God was dressed she could not tell·me-she did not
notice; neither could she say whether the angels
had wings or not, or even feathers. I suppose she
was so inexpressibly 'happy that she never thought
of taking notice. Now here is wh·lt I would call an
unquestioned delusion. In what does it differ from
your rel!gious experien<>e 1"
H.-" Why, in this: The chloroform was the cause
of this delusion, but my religious experience is not
a delusion beca.use I .know God has spoken peace to
my soul. I know that God has pardoned my sins
and accepted me as one of his children."
·
I.-"I beg .your par<lon, but, with all respect for
your convictions, I must say you do not know, you
simply think you know; in this lies your delusion.
You say that the chloroform was the cause of all
this delusion on the part of my patient-a very obvious cause. No one questions that this was the
cause of her delusion, but in your case the cause is
not so apparent. This i3 the principal difference betwee11 your delusion and her;;, Now, if you will take
the trouble to study the law of mind, as it is applicable to mesmerism and other kindred phenomena,
I think that you will find a cause (althot~gh perhaps
not so obvious) for your religious experience without
appealing· to any supernatural agency whatever.
You religious experience may be real, but you are
laboring under the delusion that it is caused by a
miraculous interposition of God's grace, With the
woman who took chloroform her sensations were delusiv; ·but with you, your sensations may bav been
real, but your attributing them to a supernatural
agency is delusiv. Now, so far as you are incapable
of doubting, of reasoning, on the possibility of your
being deluded in regard to the cause of yo"Gr religous experience, do I claim that you are insane-a
lunatic. So you see that, according to our different'
ways of reasoning, we are both a little off, and perhaps we are."
So we parted. Now, Mr. Editor, the foregoing is a
rough draft of a conversation which took place after
our Liberal friend, ex-Rev. J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw, Michigan, had delivered his lecture on the
•' World's Infancy" in our town on the 26th of last
\May, I would 'like to hav it published in THE
TRUTH SEEKER if you deem it worthy of a place in
its columns.
H. NYE,

SEEKER, AUGUST 5, 1882.

As to their attempt to supplant Spiritualism, I
hav seen nothing of the kind in their published
speeches or writings. They differ from the Spiritualists in regard to the forces that produce the socalled spiritual phenomena, which they hav a perfent right to do until Spiritualism proves itself more
infallible than it is at present.
·
I hav taken and read every number of Mind and
Matter from its first issue, and am sorry to see its
editor borrow its slanders from so ignoble a source,
as though he was inca! able of writing originals.
As to the difficulty between Dyanand Saraswati
Swami and the founders of the Theosophical Society,
it is but slight, as I understand it. The learned
pundit felt aggrieved because the Theosophists receive into their society orthodox Brahmans instead of
confining admissions to the Swami's own sect. Besides, the Swami has admitted that the occult powers of Madam Blavatsky are yoga, which the editor
of Mind and Matter well knows, if, as he says, he
has "carefully followed their doings in that land of
priestcraft, India." And surely the present attitude
of the Spiritual papers and Spiritualists toward each
other and toward their mediums will fully warrant
the conclusion that they are controled by superhuman, elementary, or earth-bound spirits rather
than beneficent human spirits~
W. B. FRINK.

FARMINGTON, UTAH, July 8, 282,
MR. EDITOR: In writing this letter I feel that I am
only discharging a duty to my!lelf and also on behalf of all the Liberals of Utah (and they are many)
who may hav been members of the Mormon church,
and who are willing to accord to all men, Mormon
or non-Mormon, every right and e:very privilege
they claim for themselvs. I am led to write this
way in consequence of a letter over the signature of
W. B. Frink, of Salt Lake City, published in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of July 1st, which, in addition to his
very rancorous throws at Mr. E. L. T. Harrison, of
Salt Lake City, makes a big try to throw dirt on all
who. hav ever had a connection with the Mormon
church, He says, "The apostate Mormon is the
same individual still, anrl generally has the same
conceit that his particular ideas of Liberalism are
right, and is Liberal only so long as any one will
think or act as he wishes, hence Liberalism is very
much dividPd in Utah."
I am not acquainted with Mr. Frink personally,
but while in Salt Lake City yesterday I, being interested, took the trouble to. make inquiries about him,
and learnt that while hA is a man of considerable
scientific acquirements, he is quite rabid on 'the
Mormon question and considerable of a Mormoneater, and holding to the impression that no good
can come out of Nazareth, of course there can be no
good and true Liberal that was ever a member of
the Mormon church. I was a member of the Mormon church twenty-seven years, in England twelve
years, and the balance of the time in Utah. During
that time I was no drone, but a worker, and was
held in good esteeni among them; but in the course
of time the light of reason and rays of Liberalism
shone in on my mind, and to-day I claim, to be a
Liberal in the true sense of the word, because I am
willing to accord to others all the rights and privileges which I demand for myself, and I know of
many who hav once been of the Mormon faith who
are willing to do the same, while I arn sorry to say
CHEYENNE, WYo. TER., July 20, ~282.
I know of soiJle who bav once belonged to them
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find a flcrap cut who act and talk as though they thought the Morfrom Mind and Matter of about three weeks ago. It mons hav no rights which they should respect.
seems that when a man, however honest or honora- From what I can learn Mr. Frink has never been
ble before, commences to advocate an ism. he must connected with the Mormon church, still I fear he
descend to falsehood, slander, and defamatiOn:
belongs to this latter class, though I hope not, and,
"It :vould seem that Occultism, Blavatskyism, and if not, I would like to know that I had made a misOlcottism h~.v found the end of ~he. rope o~ hum-· take. There are RU shades of Liberals as there are
buggery, whwh they set out to twist m Amenca and f
th'
. 1 .
d h I
'
·
in India. Referring to this fact, the R.-P. Journal 0 every mg e se • an w at would like to se~ IS
says: • '.!-'he Pundit of the Somaj informs the public that_where they cannot agree they_should be willmg
that neither Col. Olcntt nor Mme. Blavatsky knows to disagree, and yet at the same time organize on a
anything o~ Yog Vidya (occult science) as practiced platform so broad, with its planks so few, tha~; all
by the :yog~s of old; that they may know a littl~ of can come in and be mutually educated to the full
ID!JSmensm, as well as the nat~ral. an.d physical standard of Liberalism. and while I am Je ki
f
sCiences (taught in the Bombay mstitutwns), espe. .
'
SI. a ng o
cially the science of electricity; and that they may organ~zat~on I would suggest that I ~an thmk of no
know the art of clever conjuring (by having subter- orgamzatwn that comes so near fil!mg the bill as
ranean or hidden electric wires, or other hidden ap- the National Liberal League. I do not think there
paratus). But for t~em to say that th~y perform can be anything in its planks or demands that any
their phenomena without apparatus, Without any L'b 1
b' t t .
d h'l I
secret pre-arrangement, and solely through the forces
~ era can o Jec o! an ~ I e.. am ~uch pleased
existing in nature (electricity) and by what they call With the progrt'ss this somety IS makmg. I cannot
their ''will power," is to tell 'a lie.'
but express surprise that it has not made much
.': '.!-'hus .ends another attempt to supplant modern more.
Splrituallsm by fraud and deception. Nearly six
Although I hav now lengthened out my letter conyears a.go, through the. Banner oj Light! we expos~d siderably I do not .feel it would be J'ust for me to
the barefaced pretensiOns and deceptiOns of this
. '
.
brace of discomfited humbugs. We hav followed close. Withou~ saymg a few words for Mr. E. L. T.
their doings in that land of priestcraft India and Harnson. Till a few weeks ago I was no more perare not in the least surprised that they shouid be sonally acquainted with Mr. Harrison than I am
~~eked out of ~ndia by ~he ~rahman pontiff as being with Mr. Frink; but while I hav only known Mr.
worthy of his toleration.
Frink through the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I
The above you personally know to be false and hav known of Mr. Harrison as a man with others
de!ama~or_y; an~ what !J,dds to the mendacity of the prominent and of long standing in the Mormon
edit~r, It IS .copied ~r?m a paper which he affects to church, and whose every personal interest and prosdespise for Its duphmty and f~lsehood. Now I hav pect in life was apparently linked in with it; and
c.arefull~r r~ad every Theosoph~st that has been pub- yet in the face of all this-and it was more than any
hshed ~mce Col. Olcott and Madam Blavatsky went person outside of Utah can well comprehend-dared
to Indi~, and I fail to see that they are being likely .to come out in the interest of Liberalism and Freeto be kwked out of India, but, on the other hand, thought and be the pioneer and the John the Bapthey hav been received with open arms by the edu- tist for us who hav come out since and made it
'ca:ted and intelligent Hindoos. Notwithstanding the possible for us to do so. I could s;,y a great deal
slight kicks administered by the editor of Mind and more than this for Mr. Hq,rrison with others. I hav
~~tter an_d the Rev. Joseph Cook, their popularity no doubt, like the rest of us, he has had his faults,
JS 1ncreasmg,
but is living to learn, One thing he has learnt lately
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is that our friend, D. M. Bennett, is not the bad
man he has been taught through the Bundy paper
to believe he was. He had confidence in Bundy, and
only saw Bennett through Bundy's barnacles; and
believing Bennett to be the man he [Bundy) and
others represented Bennett to be, I do not wonder at
his saying he did not want to know him. Who
would want to know such a man they would make
Bennett to be?
But a happy change came over the scene. Bennett
appeared amongst us after. his trip round the world;
he was introduced to Mr. Harrison and related to
him the injuries and wrongs he had to suffer from
Christian persecutors, hissed on by professed Liberals who should hav stood by him and been his
friends in his hour of trial. Mr. Harrison was convinced, and in a very substantial manner manifested
his friendship for him by assisting to procure the
Liberal InstitutA for him to lecture in, acting as
chairman at. Mr. Bennett's reception in Salt Lake
City, and by making a short, well-studied, and appropriate speech when introducing him to the audience. In closing, I will just say that Mr. Bennett's
visit in Utah was quite a success, of which we, the
Liberals of Utah, feel proud. As ever,
Truly yours,
VVALTER VVALKER,
BAXTER SPRINGS, KAN., July 16, 282.
BRo. BENNETT: I hav followed you round the world
in THE TRUTH SEEKER to Ceylon with great pleasure
and profit to my mind, and hope that you are now
rappy among your friends at home. In early life I
was deprived of the conditions to get an education,
I had to hoe a hard row in my early life, to battle
for bread and a future home, and all my associations
were amongst the ignorant and bigoted, and when
priestcraft held the field unmolested and inhumanly
triumphant.
Since I began to read THE TRUTH SEEKER and other
Liberal papers and books and works 'on natural science I hav added much to my store of knowledge
the clouds, fogs, and mists of ignorance, superstition:
and bigotry are diesipated, and in the light of truth
and freedom my life is now worth something. Having
lived to sixty-five, I cannot expec.t to liv many years
longer. But ob how much longer and better I could
hav lived, how much more life would hav been to
me, could my min<f hav been thus instructed and
Liberalized lontr, long ago!
Orthodoxy and priestcraft are fast losing their hellish and inhuman sway in this region of rapid growth
and enterprise, and there is an increasing demand
for Freethought literature and science,
I hav, with both mind and pocket, done all I could
to help you and your paper, and I am glad• to see the
good effects produced. May you yet liv many years to
continue your noble work and enjoy its fruits!
H. CRUM,
SNoWviLLE, VA., July 18, 1882,
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS: 'I shall be glad to hav all my
friends and the friends of the aged and helpless to
join the Tuttle Club, each to pay twenty-five cents;a
month, paying . $1 for four months, or in any way
they prefer, bnt paying it regularly, so there will be
a sure pension for the old couple. All donations
will be acknowledged in THE TRUTH SEEKER and In-

vestigator.
I got sixteen dollars for H'Lcker in one week, while
only fifty cents came for Tuttle, yet the latter is
equally needy and has equal claims upnn us as Liberals.
Yours anxiously,
E. D. BLENKER.
AYER, MAss., July 24.. 1882,
MR. EDITOR: By reference to the ·date of my last
payment for the very valuable and interesting
weekly visitor, THE TRUTH SEEKER, I see I am delinquent for one year, and somA time on the second
year.
I hav no apology to offer, but hope I am alone in
thus trespassing on your confidence. Enough of
I!!Uc.h customers would ruin any good cause. THE
TRUTH SEEKER is as well worth the cost as any literature extant.
I inclose you $7: $6 for the paper, and $1 for the
Jeremiah Hacker Fund, the veteran and worthy
pensioner. It is to be hoped that many will "lend
to the Lord," and in no way can they do it better
than to remember Bro. Hacker by bestowing material
aid,
E. MYRICK.
SuTTON, NEB., July 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1, for which you
will please continue to send me THE TnuTH SEEKER,
as my time expires this mcmth. A trial of the paper
has convinced me it is worthy of every true Liberal's
patronage.
I hav read many of Mr. Bennett's works, also the
works published at your office, and must say that I
am deeply interested in them. My one wish would
be to hav the best works of Liberalism if I were able
to invest. However, I shall make an effort to secure
the volumes of Mr. Bennett's journey around the
world.
·
There :ue but few outspoken Liberals here. I, for
one, say just what I think, regardless of their sneers
and scorn. I don't believe the Bible is of divine
origin. It seems to nie none but the most ignoraJJ.t
can, All the clergy between here and THE TRUTH
SEEKER office coukl not change my belief.
Yours for truth,
MRs. RETTIE SPORL.
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The Corsair's Wife.
BY

ALHAZA.

Sparrows are chattering rou;1d the eaves,
The cool whispers, through dark-green leaves,
Like a farewell.
He eaid he thought of me many a time,
He sent me gems from a golden clime,
.And a farewell!
They bring me buds and blossoms gay,
He took my heartsease all away,
With a farewell;
They talk of spring, but every bell
Rings through my bosom, like a knell
And a farewell.
The greensward wears a golden smile,
Where glides to the sea the sacred Nile,
With a farewell;
He-stood by many a golden strand,
:But his heart was in his nativ land.
Ob, farewell!
I am too proud to whisper o'er
The vows he breathed. He oomes no more
With a farewell;
He :finds pale gems where moans the sea,
Where death is waiting now for me.
Farewell!
I see the wave, the curling mist,

The corals by the pale foam kissed
With a farewell;
.And gliding near the phantom White
That leads me to my home of light.
.l!'arewelll·

The Modern Robber.
SON.
·• Oh father I how I long to see
A robber brave and bold,
Who with a manner fierce and free
Could tie a traveler to a tree,
And confiscate his property,
As in the days of old."
FATHER.

"My son, you really shock my ear
With longings so grotesque
Your reading has been bad, I fear;
We never hav such robbers here.
Though ours make millions disappear,
They are not picturesque."

SON.
"The things Jack Sheppard used to do
I'v read about in books,
And Claud Duval and Turpin, too,
And all that gay, romantic crewOh. let us seek a robber, do I
.And notice bow he looks."
FATHER.

" These robberies, though bravely done,
Were small affairs indeed;
.And since you seek a robber, son,
Go look for him at Washington,
If you can Jearn his name from none,
You'll :find it in my screed."
-Sun.

A Call for the Sixth Annual Congress of the National Liberal
League.
All citizens of the United Stales who believe
in the fundamental principles of our republicseparation of church a.nd ~tate ; equ~lity. of all
citizens before the law without d1slmctwn of
creed or race or sex; justice for all and privileges and mnnopolies for none ; the neefl of
univerEal secular education, free speech, and a
free press, as the basis of universal suffrageare invited to join the National Liberal League
and to appear or "to be represented in its Sixth
Annual Congress, to be held in St. Louis,
Missouri, on Friday, S .turda.y, and Sunday,
September 29th, 30th, and October 1st, 1882.
The League has for its objects and has
sought to carry out the principles above stated
by securing,
1. THE TOTAL SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND
STATE. This is the fir:>t and chief object of
the League, and includes, among other things,
the taxation of Church property and the suppression of secta.rian appropriations; and, as
necessary to that general object, the League
insists upon,
2. The protection of all citizens in their
equal, religious, civil, and political rights, without regard to religious belief or want of such
belief.
3. The universal, secular, and scientific education of the people, so as to emancipate them
from the prevalent superstitious ''religions."
4. The impartial secular administration and
enforcement of the laws by secular authorities
only, who shall be directly responsible to the
people.
5. The inviolability of the Mails, and their
impartial administration for postal purposes
only.
6. A free press and no censorship by churches
through amateur societies under state laws, nor
through postal officials under United States
laws.
Year by year we find that the above principles and measures are openly or covertly violated more and more in every sta.te and by the
general gove~nment, and chiefly through church
influences. Any sect, church, or " religion"
that militates against these principles open! y
or covertly, directly or indirectly, is the enemy
of American liberty and of the American people. The Leae-ue is opposed to churches and
''religions" only as they are opposed to liberty
and to the rigiJts of man.
All American citizens, therefore, to whom
these principles and objects commend them·
selvs, should rally to the National Liberal
League and make it the nurse and defender· of
freedom in every town and state as well as in
the nation. In no othe:r way can " the bless-

SE:rn:K~R• .A..UGtJS'I'

ings of liberty," the birthright of American
freemen, be so efiecti.vly maintained. Renee,
tbere is not a man or a woman on this continent whose worth, usefulness, and dignity
":ould not be enhanced by giving attendance or
a._Jd to the congresses of the League. Never
smce the congress of 1876 has an assPmbly met
having more important principles nnd measures
before it than the present congress. It meets
to accomplish the fundamental purposPB of the
patriots of 1776. They will hav failed, unless
the objects of the League are attained.
'ro aid in this noble work it is only necessary
to join. or to organize an Auxiliary Liberal
League m your neighborhood. For terms and
mode of ora:anization address the Secretary
without delay.
All Charter a.nd Life-Members of the League,
and all delegatPs from local Auxiliary Leagues
will hav votes in the Congress. Annual mem~
bers are entitled to seats, but not votes.
Combine, then, for the common dE>fense, for
general secular education, and for the firm
support of the e~sentials of free institutionR.
Let it be not your fault if in the growth and
pnsperity of our people their liberties and
yours are frittered away and lost.
Dated New York, July 14, A.D. 1882 (Era of
l\ian 282).
T;B. WAKEMAN, Pres. N. L. L,
ELIZUR WRIGHT, First Vice-Pres,
T. C. LELAND, Sec'y.
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to speak out openly their honest convictions.
They are not able to stand alone and incur the
odium that an honest utterance of their opinions would cast upon them. But let us show
them at Watkins by coming together in great
numbers, that they will not stand alone if they
avow their principles, and they will take courage and spE>ak out. If we can hav such a convention at Watkins as the interests of our cause
demands, we can set in motion wave of Freethought that will extend all over the whole
country and make itself felt over the whole
globe.
For my part I hav admired very much the
position taken recently by Prof. Felix Adler of
New York, in favor of Liberalism making itself a practical power for reform in this country, It is true, as has often been stated, that
heretofore we hav had about all we could do
to protect ourselvs from the attacks of the
church and defend our position. But, now it is
time that we commenced showing the world
that .we h&v a mission to perform. We hav
surely already done a good work by liberating
the mind from the thraldom of superstition, for
no one is fully prepared to think and act freely
so long as he stands in drAad of gods, devils, or
other orthodox hobgoblins, whom, he thinks,
everywhere infest the un:ivarse.
The mind
must be freed from these childish beliefs before
it is prepared to freely investigate all questions
from a scientific standpoip.t •
So I hope that at this convention there will
be many practical qu~stions that relate to humanity here in this world brought np for consideration. For true Liberalism teaches us that
it is not the beings beyond the clouds who need
our aid, but humanity around us. In p!ace of
gazing up into the sky from a position on our
knees, we must stand erect and look around the
earth to learn what work of humanity we can
eng9ge in here and how to make this world of
ours a morA comfortable place t@ liv in.
Friends, to m,,ke this convention a perfect
success we must each and all be willing to sacrifice somethina:. Mr:>st of us hav once been in
the church, and how much we gave to perpetuate a superstition. If we will now giv one half
·as much for the advancement of Ratiovalism
the success of our cause is secured. Are you
willing to do this ? Then let everyone who
r<>ads these linEs ~ny, I will be presant at the
Wa·kins Convention. notwithstanding it will
cost me time and money to do so.
H L. GREEN, Sec.

a

The New York State Freethinkers' Association has invited the Freethinkers of the United
States and C".nada to meet them in general convention at Watkins Glen, Augnst 2Sd, 24th,
25th, 26th, and 27th. The following speakers
hav been engaged to address the convention:
Ex-RAV. Geo. C. Miln Rnd Judge C B. Waite,
lA.te mernb"r of C.lngreso, of Chicago; D. M.
Bennett, Hou. T •. B. Wakeman, Courtlanfl
Palmer, Prof. A. L. Rawson, T. C. Lela.nd,
and ex-R•v. S. P. Putn&m, of New York city;
ex-Rev. Geo Cbainev, HorRce Seaver, editor
Boston Investigator, Hon. Elizur Wright, and
Prof. W. R. BRll, of Boston; Matild>t Joslyn
Gage, of SyracusP; Charles Bright, of AmstPrdam; Lucy N. Colman, of Syracuse; Col. M.
E. Billings, of Waverlv, Iowa; Rev. J. H.
Burnham, of SadUR.w Citv, Mich.; Hon. A
B. Bradford, Enon Valley. Pa.; Hon ..John E.
Remsburg, of Atchinson, Kan.; M. Babcock,
St. Johns, Mich.; Mrs. H. S. L1ke, of San
Francisco, Cal; John F. Engle, Scotland Neclr,
N.C.; Hnn. Jud~~:e McCormick, Franklin, Pa.;
The Champions of the Church; .
and C. Fred Farlin, M.D., Wolcott. N.Y.
Their ()rimes and Persecutions.
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, of W ashin~rton;
James Parton, of Newburyport. Mass.; Bron- Biographical sketches of prominent Christians who dis
son C. Keeler, literary editor Chicago Times; ~~~e:v ~~M~~:~~n:t~~~~i~fl9 ~~~~i.h~~~~~~~ ~~:fli~~
~; morocco, gilt edges. ~.50.
Han. W. D O'Connor, of the TreaRury Department of Washington; Mrs. Clara Nevmann, of
New York, and Prot Felix Adier, of New York
A Short History of the Bible.
city, are also invited and expected to be present
to address the convention.
m~~~~lf ~Jf.o~~~-sccount of the formation and develop
On the evening of the third day of the conBy BRONSON C. KEELJIR,
vention a dinner and reception will be ~iven to
Address
D. M. Bennett. Aditor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, Price. 75 cents.
D.M. BENNETT,
who has just returned from a trip around the
41 8th st.. New York.
world, at the Glen Park Hotel in Watkins.
The following P-re the members of the commitFROM BEIDND THE BARS.
tee having the matter in charge; Hoh. Elizur
Wright, James Parton, J. P. Mendum, Hon.
T. B Wakeman, Courtlandt Palmer, and Amy A series of letters written in prison.
By D. M. BENNETT.
Post- Mr. James Parton has been !1-PPointed
Over 700 DR!leS. Prlcc. ll.no.
to read the address of v;eleome.
'The association ha' engaged the- Watkins
Village Park in which to I· old the day sessions
THE
of the come·,tion, and F P~>r's Opera House
for the evening se<sions. ThA headquart"rs of
the convention will be a'. the Glen Park H~ta[.
The railror,rls of the country hav nearly all
BEING A REPLY TO THE
agreed to sell excursion tickets, and thA hotels
Saturday
Sermons
of the Toronto Mail,
and bo3rc1ing-ho'l~Ps q,t, W ~tkins will entPrtain
the people a.t greatly reduf'Pi! rates. Prof.
INCLUDING A VINDICATION OF
Peck, of Chicago, a distinguished vocalist, will
take ch~rge o~ the singing.
CHA.RLES BRA.DLA lJGH, M.P ••
Against the Mail's Aspersions.
AN APPEAL TO THE FRIENDS OF UNIVERSAL
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
MENTAL LIBERTY TO MAKE THE GATHERING
Price, 15 cents.
Sold at this omce.
MORE THAN A SUCCESS,

"MAIL'S" THEOLOGY.

The Freethinkers' Annual Convention is to
be held at the bea.utiful and picturesque Rummer resort, Watkins Glt>n, at the head of SenBy the same anthor. Price, 15 cents.
eca Lake, for the five days commencing· An~?;
ust 23d. I am doing all in my power to make
it more than a success, and the question I desire to ask every Liberal who reads these lines
is, "Will you do all in your power to aid me
By Robert G. Ingersoll.
in this undertaking?" If you will. then we
wm hav a Liberal convention at Watkins such
On large, heavv paper.
as has never before been witnessed.
ILLlJI'IIINATED.
There is nothing now more needed to giv
Made
jor Jilraming.
the cause we represent an impetus than a great
convention that shall, by its numbers and abilPoetic, Patriotic, Pathetic.
ity, and the high moral position it shall take,
attract the attention of the whole country.
GEN. GRANT BAN(llJET.
What we want now is a convention that shall
be worthy of ou·r cause. And we can hav Ingersoll's. response to the toast, "The Volunteer
Soldier."
such a one if every Liberal will do his and her
dtlty.
A VISION OF W AU..
Some thirty of the ablest Liberal speakers in
Extract !rem a Speech at the Soldier's Reunion.
this country, and two or three from foreign
countries, hav promised to be with us, and we
should giv them two thousand hearers repre- A Tribute to Ebon c. Ingersoll.
senting all sections of the United States and
Our Religion: Help for the LIV•
Canada.
lug; Hope :for the Dead.
We hav had good conventions heretofore,
but nothing such as the interests of our cause Funeral Address over the Grave of little Harry Miller,
demands. There are now thousands of people
in the churches and out- of them who are, in
Price, 21i cent~>~ .. acb,
their honest, private opinions, Freethinkers~
D. M, BENNETT.
Address
141 8th street.
Their intelligence has cau<ed them long since
to discard the dogmas of the church, But they
t5
to
$20
per dB.y at home.. Ssmpl.e worth t5 free
hav not, as yet, gained moral courage sufficient
AM.rDI llrQIBOII' ~ OQ •• l'o~nd, .114111n•

Ingersoll in Canada.

(JENTENARY OF VOLTAIRE.

VO TAIRE IN EXILE:
His Life and Works in France
and Abroad.
(England, Holland, Belglnm, Prussia, Switzerland) With
unpublished Ieb~r~J\'~t~~~~lre and Mme. '

BY BEN.TAMIN GASTINEA1J.
Translated wlt~el~h8~J''Y~::f~~3P:8~~~~r:! :M;easrs. F. v
Manyvolnmes hsvbeen written npon Voltaire, but none
of Its size contains so much Information 118 this. From It
a clear Ides can be obtained of the Immense lnllnence he
exerted u~on Enro£e and the world, of his brllllsnt genius
~ii'~t~~~Jt ~t~6:~cortt~d~ie~ai~~'i,~\~~~~~ who dared
PRICE, PAPER. 75 cents; CLOTH, 11.00.
Address D, I'll•.Bennett, 141 8th st., New York.

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
A series of letters written during a tenweeks visit in Europe.
BY D. M. BENNETT
850 pages. Price. $1.50.
week In yonr owntown. Terms and $5ontlltfree,
$ 66 aAddress
H. HA.LLKT & Co., Portland, Maine.

FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.
A. treatis
Price. 25 cents.

o~

the Population Question.
For ssle at this omce.

ESSAYS .and .LECTURES.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD;
Embrsclng, Inlluence of Christianity on Civilization;
Chr!stlaniBJsnd Moterlallsm; What Llberollsm Olfers In

§~rr1tn"aftsci'rl:~~'!ttir~t~~~~N:{fg s1f:~X~~~~~~J:.:n"~~~J
fvWn'f:'~ ~~~~;~~~~s~g:~~e~~?"6~r:::~=~~ngr~~\fi:J

of Christianity; the Authorl'y of the Bible; Freethought

J~W~~~-~ti>m~~sJo ~~~~~e~~~~.'t~·

ts .... aooo

-Electro·Magnf'tic
Plan chette,

A wonderful and mysterious little Instrument that combines rlectriclty and animal magnetism In assisting Spirit
Intelligence to communicate through It with mortals. It
has been In the marKet a little over two years, and durlnll:
tnat time thousands' f skeptical persons, }>es, downrl~ht

~a.,t~rif8{r~iJ''ir-i'":~8'W~1~cfn~~~~tn~~·:t ~~n~g:~:el~

while their hands hsv been placed passlvly upon it.
THE .ADVANTAGES CLAIMED OVER OTIIEl!.
PLANCRETTES.
First. A paste-board top In place of olled, stained, or
varnlsb ed wood.
Second, Five mlnlatnre batteries npon the top of each
Planchette. npon which the lingers rest.
Third. Each Plsnchette Is separately magnetized and
s•slgned a band of developing spirits.
Price, Fit'ty (Jents Each.

p,.S,_i~~ f~!tJ~~~~ds~~~r:!Yu~~~~~el~t ~l~:fe:.0xF: :l~
•t Ta• TRUTR

SEJ:!GI:I< oJHce.

GARRISON IN HEAVEN.
A. DREAM.
BY WILLIAM DENTON.
PRICE 2l!JN CEN2S.

Sold by D. l!l.Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.

PRICE

REDUCED.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible.
Price reduced to 15 cents, from 25 cents
Afeertectly reliable, accurate pamphlPt of 58 )lsges. Com•
f~:~a~fe ~ee~!J~~~~l::~ "j~~~~~r:.~et'&1~: 0mg~.ld be on

PROSE POEMS, INGERSOLL
AND
JESUS.
C6nversatlon In verse between the two great reformers

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Price, 10 cents.

rfi sN.· sfr~:t~::J~York.

"ANT I CHRIST."
Proving concluslvly that
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
His birth, life, trial, execution, etc.-Is a myth.
Price, ~2.00.
141 Eighth st., New York.

Lake Pepin Gazette.
Like tlie ·United States of America "free and lnde
pendent," W. F, Jamieson, editor and publisher, Pepin
Wis.
Lake Pepin Gazette will fear no man's thought-nor wom
an's either. The Infidel, Christian, Spiritualist, heathen,
sa 1nt, or sinner will find all shades of opinion and every
pattern of doctrm dlscnssed In Its pages, free trom nn·
co nth personalities, but Independent In expression.
It will be pnbll hed weekly, price bnt $1 a year. Sam•
pie copies to everybody free. The first number Will be
ready In" few weeks. Send at once. Every number w!.U
contain descriptions of the besntlful northwest.
AddreSI
W. F, JAliiiiiiMOl!lo 1/'GPfno "\VII•

•

THE TRUTH SEEKER, AUGUST 5, 1882.

VOLS. I, and II. NOW READY.

Interrogatories to Jehovah.

THE

Price $2.00 each.

Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety f!f subjects,

Real Blasphemers.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

A TRUTH SEEKER

Aroun~

the Worl~.

Illustrated with fifty cuts, and with ;a steel plate engrav·
!ng o!the author In Vol. I.

BY~· M. BEN~ETT.
Editor of THB TRUTH SEEKER, author of " A Truth Beeker
1n Europe," " Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times," "TheWorld's Sages, Think~
era, and Reformers," "Champ~ons of
the Church," etc., etc.

A.lamontada, the Galley-Slave.
A narrntlv, by
Johann Heinrich Daniel Zschokke.
Translated from tbe German by
IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
1418th street, N.Y.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

THIS WORLD.

ShoWing that the writers of and believers In the Bible,
and not the deniers of Its truth, are the ones who rea'ly do
Injustice to the character of God, If a God exists.

IN SIX LECTURES.
D. M. BENNET!.
141 Eighth street, New x ork.

51 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass.
7 erms $2.00 per annwm.

An addrees dellvered
BY EDWARD BEARING
Of the New York Bar before the Society of Humanity
D. M. BENNETT,
Price 25cents.
141 8th st .. New York

Marriage S Parentage

THE DEVIL'S ·DEFENSE.

AND PHYSIOLOG·
ICAL LAWS.
FOR THE

Pl'eductton or (Jhildren oC Finer Healtl!
and Greater Ability.
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.

"The virtues of men and women as well as thelr vice

may descend to their children."
Price, $1.00. AddresR

D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th street, N. Y

he work Will hay their NAMES INSCRIBED IN THE DEDIOA~
TION OF THE VOLUMES.

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY
THE

Bennett-Mair Discussion ..
·BETWEEN

"JUST LET iVJt:: SHOW YOU 11
DR.

INGERSOLL,

1~S ~!.?~~cf£e:-r~~~c~u~~o:J ~~~~:;{~aX\\~

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR
WITHOUT FRAME.
Sent by Mall for Fifty cents

ADDRESS rrHIS OFFICE.
TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
A WEEKLY LIBERAL JOlJRNAL
With 11txteen large pages, will

be sent

Cor THREE MONTHS, postage paid,
FOB

FIF:I'Y

(JENTS,

Fnll letters t'rom the Editor, now on a

on

,t.ddresll

D. M, BENNETT,
Ul.EI&'hth st,, New

Tork.

l'iu~slng

tbu

for PtPg-no.td
some of the Prlvat~

Six Interviews with the !Fatuous Orator
mi Six Sermons by the Rev. '1', De\Vitt
Talmage, ot' Brooklyn, to which
added

\S

and other phystc!an"
dlrec!lnnH (I)·· }l'""T•nrlug

E?'"" AvENTS

Adill"nap

Dn M. Bennett, 141 Eighth

WANTED.
New Ynl"k

~tt.l"l'"""t..

.Heroines oC Freetnou1&.ht. Uontalnmg BloB;r

~J.~~ l.~fJ~~;:W~~£"'W~~~l1.~~emale writers.

Being an Account of the Formation
and Development of the Canon.
By BRONSON (),KEELER.

but in facts; and tor the

were, and the weight that their evidence Is entitled to.
The first centuries of Christianity are filled with shadow;
mnst histories of that period simply tell us what did not
happen, and even~ the st.a.tements of what did not
happen ar13 contradictory The falsehnods do not agree.
.Mr. Keeler must bav spent a great deal of time In the
ext~mination of a vast number of volumes, and the
am •unt of Information contained In his book could not
be collected in years. Every minister, every college professor, and every man who really wishes to know some~~!~gtJi'i~ob';,toJ'l.':R~i~~'}n~'!,~.,\ll:'wth of the Bible should
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st., New York.

~;:~r~i:;:;,~~' fi~~~~'bfr~~~'ho·r~;.?' e~ ~Tri:~t:
0

Sent by D. M. Bennett for 25 cents each, or 12.50 " dozen,
lu paper COVQr&, 11 75 a dQifiD,

trlns. By Kersey Graves. Price :jl2.00.
':'.'he \Vorllo's Sixteen Crucified Saviors;
or, Christianity Before Chr!~:~t. Cont11ining new nnd start.

~:l~n~;r~~~~~~n~f~~~ ~g~gJ~~:rf~:~~·1nJ~l~~~ P~~scc~~~~.l~~~

of the Christian New Testament. and furnishing
m~steriP.s, besides

a key for unlocking many of its sacred

1~rrlf'~~~~nNi!:v~!~tog1 g~.s~~.teen orienta crucified gods.
Bible in the Balance. A text-book for lnvestl·
:;ators. By Rev. J. G. Fish. Price, $1.50.
Old Theolo~y Turned lJpside Down or
Ri;:.-ht §ide irp. By Rev. T. B. Taylor, A.M. Cloth.
'f1.2fi; paper, $1,00.
l'llodcrn Thinkers: What they Think and Whb:
~ft ~: f,;f,~~~l?.w'p~~f.cloW~~l.W. Introduction by Ro

SDI)Crstitiou in All A;:.-es. By John M;sllor.
A Homan Catholic priest. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper,

!'!.00.

.

Antiquity of Christ~anif.y. By John AI·
berger. 1~mo, 61 pp. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents.
Essnys on l'llind, Mntter, Forces, Theol•
ogy, etc. By Charles E. 'l'ownsend. Extra cloth,12mo,
i04 pp. Price, $1.50.
By same author. Price, 75

:l'J[otti.eJ•n Thinker. By various authors
ur~ the must alivunced speculations in philosophy, sci·
theology. h\lld. sociology. ~econd number. Svo,
DP· Price, ~1.0\1.
.n.~osHi vist Prhne•·· Being a series of famiUar
convel·dutit.Jus un the Heligion_of Humanity. By 0. G.
.Ju.viU. l.>rice, 73 cents.
""'

VINELAND, N.J.
.A oogtrlarly odueotod and log•lly qual!ae4 ph)'1!etan,and lire

UllOIIt aueceastul, as hia practice will prove.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS..
EASES,
Spermatorrhea and Impotency,
u the result of aelf-abuae In youth, sexual exce11ea In matutw!

~e::;~~:n~~:~~~:~ r'Ejls~!:(!:i::~Z:!r!~~~ ~~~~~~s)~DJ:

8

i~c'.,o_fJ'eifa~;~ foe~~~~=~y !}F:~dle~,hto~ft:.t~~ffd;::~:.:

Buua.'..'::'ower, &e., rendering m.nr.-iage improper or unhappy, 11M
l!boron~.illy and permanently eurtd by an

EXTERNAL APPLIC

~TION,

11rhlch ta the Doctor'e latest and greatest med l discovery ft4
whichhehaasofarpretcribed for this baneful
nplaintin~lfte
11t&ge.e without a failure to cure in a single case ,d eome of th•
torere in a terribly ahattered condition-had . :n In the lnu.JlO
wylmns, many had Falling Blcknea~, Fits; ot ra upon the "Ye!P
oiConsumptlon; while othera, agalD,Ilad becou bollahandhardly
Nile to talteenre of themtelve!.

IIYPHU.IS Gl'ltlveliJ enrod

ana

ontlrolft onullealed tmn

~..!!:~~ a'!~~~fu.!~a!! !if~~~.t.trl.U~0~~"f;
....-..~.

Middle-Aged and Old Men.

ll;r~~~c~.~~·tc.;~z~fut~:~~:~r~~:~r~r P~~~~~~\~f~~ ~;ut~r.;
Price,

rJ~~ Dlmte,l1'lorence. Extra cloth, 1:c!mo, 327 LJIJ.

"J.dl.!I."Onglt Ron1e On. A memoir of ChriRtia.n and
u.r..tlclutstian exver1ence. By Nathaniel Rawsuy ·waters.
E!r.":l.ra cloth, 12mu, 852 pp. Price, $1.75.
C.!bri.st. of l'nul. By George Reber. Extra cloth,
1~DJO, 4UU pp. i>ric~, $2.00.
Culti vntion of' A •·t., And Its Relntlon to Religious
Pu:rit<.tnlslll uut.l. _\Iouey-lictting. By A. H. Coopel". 12mo,
4.8 pp. Pnce, 11exi1Jic cloth, 35 cents~ paper, 20 cents.
'.l'lllc ~ilstol'ic•ti.V esus of N'azn I'<' I h. By 111
Schn~~Ingel", l'H.U., Habbi of the Ct,ng:reg.llion Anshe
Emcth, .AIUany, New York. Extra clotH, 12nw, 98 pages.
.PrJce, l5ccnts.
'}rite Ca.s~ ~"-;,;-n.hist tne (Jhurch. A summary
Of Lhe arbumcuts ugJ.inst Christianity. Price. 50 cents.
Pers<HIItl Immortality ancl Otll('r Papers. By Jmue Oppenheim. Extra cloth, 1.2mo, 96
page::~. Pnce, 7J cents.
!iionl -••·rol)ietns, With Papers on the Theological
AmenUment.. autl tne t:;tate Personality lUc<t. By Joseph
E. J•eck. P.tper, 121110, ti3 pages . .Price, 25 cents.
f"Jonf"Pss1ons of au lnquil•f"l'. W"hy and What
Am 1 't lly J.tme.s J.J.clcsou Jarvc.::o. ljnce, :iil ~.J.
Hocia lism ""d Utilihtriauisln. By John
bt.uart 1.1111. Price, $1.:""il.
NCJncsis ot' Faith, Ily Anthony Froude. Price,

~~e;:o&eq~:r :!!~a~~O:r ii'!ft~d:::~lt:h:ee~:p:r:l~~rh~

$1.50.

~~~~ d:o~f{s~~cipa;~~t~~~:1~~~d~~~~t, ~~ :~~~J~~
11
1
;hl~ o~"~ ~icr~bfh~~UZ::~i:!~a::r::~~'!: J~:k ~~~rto;!i~.~;~r~
llD~, which plainly sbowa that tbe semen {;_nueanffwith ths mine.

.B.v

Gllght emarting or burning sensation, and a wes.kening of tb.;

~~~ •nr.~~lro:a~0E':~~~le ~~h:d1dJJlu~;rJ~~~~n! r.~~i~~

Cbristinn aud Deist. Price, $1.CO.
l!iocinlism. Reply to Rev. Roswell C. Hitchcock.
u. llusiuess .Man.
M:o1lern SymJ)OSiu•n. Price, $1.25.
'JI'rinl of n. ;u, Dennett. Price, cloth, 75 cents;
par,l:.~r, ·1U cent8.

red COrrtapt'nder..ce atiietly cx..nddential.
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THREE PAMPHLETS
By John E. Burton.

adapted to well known tunes. It Is h!~hly commended bl.

enee, h1story, morals, religion, and general events. Also a
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LIBERAL HYMN· BOOK
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THE RADICAL PULPIT.

USE THE

on by him In Arabia. Price, $2.
The Bible in lndia-H!ndoo Origin of Heorewand
Lhrlstlan Revelation. Translated from "Le Bible dans
lnde." By Louts Jacolllot, Price, $2.
Trance-Dynamic Cure .By La rloy Sunderland.
... rice of ·rrance, $1.50t Dynamic Cure, $1.
An 16ye-Opener. "Cltateur, Par riganlt." Le
rlrun, Doubts oflnfidels. By Zepa. Price, cloth,15 centa1
paper, 50 cents. ~
.. ,.4
Biiole ot' Bibles; or, Twenty.seven Divine Reve-

JVI

I
Among the successful physicians who haT departed
from the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rsnJ
Dr. Fellows, a! VIneland, N. J. His pr1nclplel are true
nl sntem blll!ed upon BCient!lc fact.'
Comprising discourses of advanced thought by
[li'Ymn tlU (.110.) LobtrtJJ.
O. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER
The reputation of Dr. Fellows Is s Jllclent to warran
any one In reposing conildeuce In hi . sklll and abllltf
two of America's clearest thinkers.
These In need of his aid should not fa! to conault ht" at
Price, In cloth, $1.
once. Proc1'P.IItlnatl~n 11 the thief ot um• """ l'<'t• 1. oosto

SING, BRO i HERS, SING.

1

S. L. !'rice, $4.
qj>rigxn and .IL.evelopment ot' Reklgxous
.ltleas and BedeCs, as manifested in history and seen
by reason. By Morris Emsteln. Price, $1.
'I'ite Koraa. A new En!lish ec.ltlon of the Koran or

lmec

I hav read Mr. Keeler's book with great pleasure and
profit. He glvs, In my opinion, a clear and Intelligent ae-

~~~\~rc~~~e~r~:tl~s~~r~~: a~~b~hy ~1::~~ewi:?;:c"t~~~

2~f~r u f~e:~: ~h~f.~~tl~, ~~~~llw;~~ll ajl~r~oi'l~ ~~X:

J•lafttb n.nd Reason ; Heart, Sou,, and Handwork
r?J!alsey H, Stevens. Extr" cloth. I2mo, 441 pp. Price,

~ame

Those who wish t') hav Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures on
• Talmagtan Theology," will find them here, in full, to
gether with many other points necessarl'y excluded by·
the limits of a. lecture. u The Talmagian Catechism"
puts In the form of direct question, the plainest and pro.
foundest inquiries of modern doubt, and answers them
according to Talmage and orthodox Chrlstlanlty. As a
piece of satire, with earnest purpose, this production
stands alone, and in the literature of Freethought has not
Its equal.
Copies mailed to anv point, postage free, on receipt of
price.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
1418th st .. New York.

.tll.pp~es ot Goltt. A story book for ooys andglrJs,
Hy Mls- Susan Jl..Wixon. Price, $1.25.
.
'J.'llle L ·ropnet o;. Nazareth; or. A Crttlcal m.

1

Stenographically reported by !. NEWTON BAKER.

o~inions,

lillstory oC the (Jouncil oC Nice, A. D. d:a.,.
with a Life of Constantine the Great, and a general exhJ..

~~~g~rs~f 1~eD~~~~~:i'Jle~~l!ij!~1~~~,\~e days of the ear!J'

>c<•rlil)ture SpecuVations. With an lntrodullo
ttun un the creation, stars, earth, primitiv man, Juda.!sm,
~\~ce:l:{ .~alsey R. Stevens Extra cloth, 12mo. 419 PI?·

Printed in bol.d, clear type, on heavy, tinted paper, and
handsomely bound In muslin, with heayy ·boards, beveled
edges, gilt top, Octavo, 443 pages.

He dnes not deal in

()reeds. By William McDonnell, authorot
' Exeter Hall." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
'I'VIIe Da~ oC Rest. By Wm. McDonnell, author ot
~<fc~;t;!~ Ha ," .. The Heathens of the Heath," etc. Frice.

ce~~?uel to Essays,

CONSULT!'"

A TAlMAGIJli.N CATECHISM.

In your meetings, to make them lively and In ~erestlng.
tour around the world, appear weekly. The
LIBERAL HYMN BooK contains songs by the best poets,
'J'hese alone are worth the price asked.

C£'ll{S,

lnt~

~f::.ecif~es~~sf s~g~~ct:x~~tfef;_r~0tot~~ec~~,~t1~~ a:za\~o~;;

Heavy Plate Paper,

25

"'-'' •. ··-;,,---···-·····- ~crmtnlna chnf)ten on Eq::Jcn~
S·~usc uu c.~u.mon
:Meu.(mr,·s, How to
Knad:a \\-ort'r

BEING

Price, cloth, 75 cents.
Paper, 50 cents.
This book should be 1·ead 'tty every clergyman,
layman, sclwlar, and Liberal.

D. M. BENNETT.

a valuni.Jle Book ofRcfcrenr.:u f·Jr l.'Vcry

INGtRS0ll 0NTAl MAG[,

AS~ort Hlstor~. of the ~ible,

OF

2!3c

t:~o n.uthor o!

"PLAIN Ho~,!:B TALK'' A~"'TI '' 1\IEDICAL
Co:u~toN SE~.SE."

ENTITLED

(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

LITHOGRAPH.

Cos~

Worth $:::::5.
By

A New Edition. Just Published.

LIFE-SIZE

:t'amil~

mirt~cles

A1E> R:.t.DY REOIPES.

A. NEW BOOK BY ROBERT G.

D. D. BENNETT and G. M,lliAIR.
The Cnllest Discussion yet Pn'-Usbed,
~riving the Dogmas and (Jiaims ol
(Jhristtanity a thorough :Ex•
amJnation pro and con.
Price,
u.rso.
D.M.BENNETT
Address
141 Eighth st., New York.

J~:-ooo'J~:C:FS

.Uand-Bxk cf :Health :t(lnt,s

Paper Edition .t'rom
)>lates, $1.00.

The Heathens ot'the Heath. By Wm.McDouo

nell, author of "Exeter HalL" Price, $1.50.

~~~~;;':r~dci:Ot~~~~~i:rrna~ht~~~~eb~!o~~~i~a

AND THE

~ANITARY

DEITY ANALYZED

Price, $2.00.

iiCIS(JELLAN.EOlJS RADICAL WORKS,
i<xeter Hall. A theolo!l!calromance. "One Ofthe
:~s~;e~1~it~~i> ~~~:;:cea of t e day." Price, paper, 60

_<\.pocryphal New 'l'estameri"t. Being all
Humanity and the Progress of "u.eThe
cfospels, epistles. and other pieces now extant attn~
fi~~.
a~::l
til~er:·~~~~~~on;~';!~~ ~t l'~~rufehll~~ f~~ ~
International Law.
Testament by Its compliers. Price, $1.25.

PUBLISHED EVERY BATURDA Y
By George (Jhatney.

THREE VOLUMES FOR .5.00.
7/tts World I~ divided Into three parts.
PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George
The Most Instruction cor the Least
PAR.fl\~~~'7·
continued story ef a Liberal and R8
Money or any Book ot Travels
chP.racter.
PART III.-A short story devoted to the education
yet Written.
our children In Liberal sentiments and principles.
In 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an Interna.
Send tor a 111ample eopy.
tiona! Congress at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was sent
as a delegate. He took the occasion to make the tour of
JlJST OlJT
Europe, and his observations were embodied in "A Truth
Seeker In Europe" (price, $1.50). The letters were also
publ1shed in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the readers were so
well pleased with them that the proposition was made
that he make the journey around the world, and glv the
AND
world the benefit of a Freethinker's observations. The
proposition was accepted If the ones de• Iring such a work
would advance Jive dollars each, the volumes to be dedi·
cated to them. On July 80,1881, Mr. Bennett began the
By (Jol. John R. Kelso, A.M.
journey, sending letters back to be published. The work
will make
THREE VOLUMES OF NEARLY 900PAGES EACH
Those sending In Jive dollars before the completion of
The first volume describes Scotland, Ireland, England,
Including also an account of the Freethinkers' Interna.
. tiona! Congress at London, In 1881, Holland, tbe Nether.
lands, Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey. Smyrna,
Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyront, BaaJbec to Damascus.
Volume II. embraces visits to Damascus, the Sea of Gal·
Uee, Beihsaida, Nazareth, the Dead Sea, the Jordan,
Jerusalem, and other places of interest in Pal\'stine;
Egypt all.d Egyptian history,and Egyptian towns, manners,
and customs the pyramids, etc., to Bombay, India.
There hav been many nooks of travel printed but none
!Ike this. IT IS THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND,
Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of seeing everything
going on. and In his book he has faithfully chronicled the
habits and customs of the di!Ierent people of the many
places he visited. The every.day life Of all nations Is laid
before the reader by one who has visited them and be·
held them with his own eyes. We feel sure this work Is
greatly superior to any account of a journey around the
world we now hav.
ALL THE VOLUMES WILL BE U,LUSTRATED
Which adds greatly to the Interest of the wm·k, and with
the close description w.lll present Old·World places In a
very familiar light.
The volumes separately will be $2. Those sending $5
now Will get Vols. I. and II. by return inall and the other
as soon as issued, which will be in a few months, or
just as soon as. It can be got ready. Those sending the
$5 will hav their names In the dedication of ·the third
volume.
Vo!. I. or II. mai!ea on receipt of $2.
Address
D. M.BENNETT,
· 1418th st., New York

BOOKS
SOLD BYD.ll.B.ENN.E'lT.
•
.
A

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.

Price, 50 cents.
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I.-The Golden Mean in 'I'em.rrerance
~;.'!n~t~~Tn~~n; or, Common Sense In Eat ng, Drlnk11.-The Inspiration of Bibles.
Ill.-The Birth and Death ot' Religions.
Either of the above pamphlets sent to any address on
receipt ot 10 cents, or the three for 215 cents.
Ad.ill'QIII
D. M, BENN.IITT,
Ul Elilll.tlllt.. Now York.

oCl'lloses. By Hobert G. Inger.

'Jrhe (iloll" nnd Other Lectures. By Robert
G ingersoll. !.)rice, cloth, $1.25; paper. 50 cents.
':1~ he Ghosts and Other Lectures. By Rob.
er1 H. Ingersoll. Price, cloth, $1.2S; paper, 50 cents.
'l"he Gods, .. tc., and 'I' he Ghosts, etc., In
onn v..Jlume. I.>r1ce, pa.pet, $1 00.
\Vhat l'llnst \Ve Do to Be Saveill? Pr!ce,25
cen1.s.
'Vas Christ a Gootl ? Conclusions drawn from
apo.~~wl,(.'. writings. By 1 Mensinga, Price, $1.50.
Abst.rnet ot' Colenso on the 'Pentateuc!J.
A ~:umpreuensiv summary of Bishop Colenso's a:rr,mnentt
~~~~~~~ ~~~~s.the Pentateuch is not historical y true.
1' .

5

Selt'-Contradictions ot' the Bible. One hundred and forty-four propositions without comment, embodyln'> most of the palpable and striking seif-contradlc·
tions 01 the Bible. Price, 25cents.
,
·
'r·r.., Bl•a;:.-vad Git.a; or, A Discourse on, Divine
Matt.cr~ between Krishna and Arjuna. By J. Cockburn
Thompson. P1·ice, $1.75.
'i'llc Clergy a Source ot' Dan;:.-er to ~he
Amcric•L"l ltepublic. By W. F. Jamieson. Price,

$1.00.

Yonlh'1; Liberal Guide for their .\fora! Culture
an.lllellglocs Enlightenment. By Prof. H.M. KottlngeiO
4-•.M. !'rice, ~1.
Orthndo.« Hash, with a (Jhange of Diet.
Ry Wurreu Sumner Barlow. Pr.c., h cents.
,..;.,
'I'he Voices. A poe u In four parts. By W~en
Sumner B.trlow. One ot the mosttrenchantyctsen~lble
8~tlres on the notions, superstitions, dogm.,'!'!1 and lncoiJ.o
IIB&OD~ pi'IIQtl~ell Ot tiCCies!liitJillim elitan'- nlCO, ll·
.
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IT is frequently asserted thil.t in the most Christian countries the people are the most intellectual,
m orul, and happy. But the fact is thRt in those
countries in which skepticism and Infidelity ha v
acquired the greatest ·strength and inftuence; and
in which Christianity has been modified to conform
to the c"anged condition of afi'airs, the pe0ple are
the most advanced. The Abyssinians hav had
Cbristi~nity at least fifteen hundred years. Faith
am.,ng that people is sincere and unquestioning.
Skeptir,ism Is not encourall!ed or tolerated Yet according to travelers who hav visited the Abyssinians, their condition Is one that does not afi'ord a
very good illustration of the elevating infiuence of
Chrlstianity.-B. F. Underwood.
·
THERE are :plany good things about Christianity,
and I, boll never attack anything that I believeto be
good; though I shall never tear to attack anything
that I honestly believe to lie wrong. We hav, I
say, what they call the Christian religion, and I
find that just in proportion as nations hav been re:
ligious, just in proportion they hav gone back to
barbariPm. I find that Spain, Portugal, and Italy
are the three worst nations in Europe, and I find
that the nation nearest Infidel, France, is the most
prosperous.- Ingersoll.
TouoBING God and his ways with man, the highest human faculties con discern littie more than
the meanest. In theology the Interval is small indeed between Aristotle and a child, between
Archimedes and a naked savage. It is not strange,
therefore, th .. t wise men, weary of Investigating,
tormented by uncertainty, longing to believe something, should submit themselvs absolutPly to
teachers who, with firm and undoubting faith, lay
claim to a supernatural commission. Thus we fre_
quently find inqulsitiv and restless spirits take
refuge from their own skepticism in the bosom of
a church which pretends to infallibility, and, after
questioning the existence of a deity, bring themselvs to worship a wafer.-Macaulay.
ALTHOUGH the proportion of those who do think
be extremeLY small, yet every individual fiatters
himself that be is one of the number.
The
soundest argument will produce no mol'e convicion in an empty head than the most "superficial
declamation-as a feather and a guiw'la fall with
equal velocity in a vacuum.- Collen's Lacon.
A GOOD many people seem to think thnt t.:> take a
miserable view ofhnman life, to see faults in everybody and to find cause of complaint in everything,
is to show superiority of mind. No blunder can be
greater. A person who always looks at the black
side of life is either very unhealthy or very bad.
Selfish people are always very unhappy, Rnd n"turally so. Those who shed no brightness on those
around them see darkness everywhere. The best
radiaters are the best absorbers, and those who
radiate warmth on others gather warmth round
their own hearts. There are myriad goodnes.,es
in the world, bnt the. sadnesses will never be lessened by moping over them and by magnifying
them until they hide all the glories and the beauties of life: those who do not believe that the sadnesses are God-Ordained will do more service by
trying to remedy them than by merely mourning
over them.-Annte Besant.
THERE Is no right so sacred as the right to one's
own thought upon the highest theme.-J. W, Chad-

WEATHE:R report-a clap of thunder.

Thts book describes many alleged phenomena bro~b
about through the agency of the so-called Astral Brothers
BLISS on the half &hell-bachelor and maidenD. :u. Bennett, Scribe.
of India. Mr. Bennett quoted It at conslde.rable length In
hood.
his Round-tbe.world letters and the hook has caused
ALSO
much relliark wherever It has been circulated
A TRAMP called hiS shoeS "corporations," because THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO TBE
Price, clotb, $1. Address 141 :Jlg~h ~~~:&'e~;ork.
they bad no soles.
TRUTH SEEKERS.
THE sun is no l.Rvalid, but it always goes South
to spend the winter.
A COMMERCIAL paradox-tile 3hylocks always
get fat on a lien law.

FrtYITI Volume 11. of"A :JRU:JH SBEKBR AROUND 7HB
~tfORLD."
D. M. BENNETT,

141 Eighth street, New York'

Prlce$1.00

HOLDING for a raise: Indian scalps are worth
$10 each in Arizona, but there are few sales at that

priee, as the owners are holding them for a raise
SWEET girl: "Is It wicked to sing that song on
Sundays?" Brother Jack: "Yes, it is wicked to
sing it any day." "Why?" "Because it makes
people swear."

The Busts of

PAINE and VOLTAIRE.
By the celebrated sculptor

A SIX-YEAR-OLDER was seated in a barber's ehair.
"Well, my little man," said the barber, "how
would you like your hair cut?" "Oh, like papa's,
with a littl~ l'OUnd hole at the top."
s m Mrs. Gallagher: ·~r think it islwrong to
make these soda fountains so shiny, white, and dazzling. They don't trouble me, but l'v observed
that my husband can neVel' look at one without
winking."

CLARK MILLS.
$1.50 each.

Price,
Address

D. M, BENNETT,
141 8th street. New York

The Theosophist,

A ltlonr.Jaly .Journal,
Devoted to Sderwe, Oriental Philosophy, Psy
clwlogy, Idten<ture,and .Ar.t.
Conducted by
Madame Blavatsky,
Under the ausf.lces of the Theosophical Society, Thl

new, successfu , and fa~10us monthly magazine, the cheap

est In India, and one of the most Interesting In the
world, has acquired a clrcul!ttlon throughout Indt~, and
In Europe, America, the Australasian Colonies, .North
and South Africa, China, Ceylon, Burmah, and the Per
81
~.nT~~~~ I• a tone of elegance and scholarship about thq
whole of this perlo·'tcal, which almost leads Europeans
to envy I!, • • . The 7/teosophist Is rapidly Increasing
Its merits as a flrst-class llterarv or~m. . . • . W~

~~~vi~l :Jf~~~.W:~~trbii~'b;f~~a(Ldri~on~h1ch ··he magaPUBLISHED AT BREACH CANDY, BOMBAY INDIA.
Subscriot.ion, £1 per annum, post free.

SEND TO

ELMIN.A

THERE was a young girl had two beaux;
The best looking one was named Meaux;
But toward the cieaux
Of his call he would deaux,
And make a great noise with his neaux.

Post-office Orders to " The Proprietors of the Theosophist
at the above address.

THE

FOR THE:lll.

The Darw1na. Price, paper, 50 cenls; cloth, 75 cent.
The Clergyman's VIctims. Price, 25 cents. John's Way
15 cents. Studying the Bible, 75 cents. Specime-n
eoples of tl:ie Physi•l<,iet, 10 cents. Strunps gladly ro
THE inhabitants of a western town tarred and calved. Address
·R. D. SL.ENKER.
40t;f
Rnowvi11A. Pnln.~lr1 On . Vel
feathe1·ed an obnoxious Individual only to find that
the man was Innocent, but made believe guilty because he wanted some feathers for a pillow and
was too mean to buy them. They are terribly indignant.

BIBLE-WHENOE AND WHAT?
BY
Richard B. westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,

IF the belief of errors not morally bad did no
mischief, it would make no part of the moral duty
of man to oppose and remove them. There was no
mor11 ill ln believing the earth was Jlat like a
treneher any more than there was moral virtue in
believing that it was round like a globe; neither
was tilere any moral ill in believing that the creator made no other world than this, any more than
there was morn! virtue in believing that he made
millions of other worlds, and that the infinitude
of space is filled with worlds. But when a sy•tem
of religion is made to grow out of a supposeE! sYstem of creation that is not true and to unite itself
therewith in a manner almost inseparable therefrom, the case assumes an entirely difi'erent
ground It is then that errors not morally bad be_
come fraught with the same mischiefs as if they
were bad. It i• then that the truth, though otherwise ind11ferent, becomes essential, and either
confirms or denies the l'eality of tile religion itself.

BE KIND

The oldest reform journal in the
United States,

Is published every Wednesday at the
.Paine Memorial Building,
Boston, Mass.t
By JOSIAH P. lt.IENDUD
Edited by HORACE SEAVER.
PRI(JE, $3.00 per annnin; single copies,
seven cents. Specilnen coJ>ies sent on re·
ceipt ol· a two-cent stain}> to pay postage.

EPITAPHY Al!ROPOS 01!' KEROSENE,
With oil of coal who lights the fire
Will be knocked like a kite, but high&.
Against coal oil I oft gave warning,
But Bridget's friends are now in mourninll.
Not to use petroleum I Mary did advise,
But alack-a·day her body in tae kirkyard lies.
'Twere better far o'er fire to linger
Than with coal oil to burn your finger.

The Investigator Is devoted to the Liberal cause In rellg

ion;

~

-Thomas Paine.

WE of to-day hnv an advantage over the men of
old In a knowledge of astronomy and natural philosophy Which corrects our seeming" consciousness" that the earth does not move; and we know
that it is not a consciousness of a fact which is no
fact, but an erroneous con struetion of evidence
yielded by the senses, which misleads uninstructed
minds still on the subj•ctof the earth's motion. In
like manuel', we are blessed now with a biology, a
psychology, a phreno-physiology, and a mental
philosophy, which even while the churchP.S are
rolling their thunder against the profane Inroads
of science on their sacnd g1·ound, are helping us
to a more and more searching analysis of the
"consciousness of free will" and showing us that
whatever will is, and in what ever qualified sense
freedom may be predicted of it, absolute free will,
that is, uncaused, self-determining will, has no
more real t.xistence than uncaused brain or uncaused human being.-N R. Waters.
FoR benefits return benefits; for injuries return
justice without any admixture of revenge.- Confueiua.
FREE and fair discussion will ever be found the
:lll'mest friend of truth.-.Dr. G. Campbell.
No one can be a bigot who reads, u·ies, and thinks
all sides. True, I would be consistent. If we attend church we should not sing, kneel, or rise
with the congregation, for that would be taeltly
uniting in giving praises to a being which we do
not believe exists. Atheists are the very ones wbo
are the first to find out " new truths," and make
"fresh dfscoverles," for they are not afraid of
being led beyond the old God-and-Bible platform t
It is l'eligion that always kept the world in bondage
to its creeds. and bound it down to the E>ld and by-

Put on the kindling, dash on the oil,
When the fire burns the kettle will boll;
When the can bursts the house is afiame,
And, as is usual, there is no one to blame,
Ah, indeed, what might hav been,
Were it not for kerosenP.,
There now.
-Philadelphia Times.
TEXAS preachers frequently find it a serious
task to preserv" order in their congregatiOns. At
Dalla~<, recently, a minister arose before a lal'ge
audience, took his text, and began preaching. A
brisk firing of pistols began on the outside of tile
church.
"Brothel' Deacon," said the minister, "I belieVP.
those fellows are casting in~inua• ions at me. In
fact, I am very nearly convinced," he continued, as
a piece of plastering fell from the wall close to his
head.
"I think, parson, that it refill's to some one else,"
replied the deacon.
The minister raised a tumbler of water, and was
in the act of applying it to his lips, when the glass
fell, shattered hy a shot.
·
"T .. is is an inD11endo no longer," said the minister, wiping the water from his-,est; "this is what
I term an unmistakable thrust. The congregation
will please sing while I go out and investigate the
matter. Is there another preacher in the house?"
"Yes." said a man, throwing down a stick which
he had been whittling, arising and pulling at the
waist of his pants like a man who had just straightened up afte1· setting out a row of tobacco across a
broad field.
u

Got on an extra Y"

HYes.''

"Unlimber"
The whittling preacher handed over a large
Remington pistol, Which the insulted preacher
took, and, drawing one from his belt. started out.
After goin.g out there was an immediate improvement in the firing business. It was decidedly more
lifelike, insomuch that the deacons sat working
their fingers. After a While the minister returned,
and plaeing an ear and the nostril and a half of a

in other words, to universal mental Uberty. Inde-

pendent In all ita discussions, discarding superstlt!ou•

theories of what never can be known, it devotes tts columns to things of this world alone, and leaves the next, If
there be one, to those who hav entered its unknown
shores. Believing that It Is the duty of mortals. to worb
tor the interests of this world, it confines itself to tllt
things of this life entirely. It has arrived at the age o'
ftfty .. one years, and asks for a support from those who are

and tf you are not satlsfled with the way the Investigatm
is conducted, we wgn't ask you to continue with us any
longer
Sm&l

1

independent of

eccle9iu.&tict~.l

£mpervision and censure.
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Kindle with kerosene, tilen ride ye
Like the prophet of old-Elijah.
The kerosene kitchen help is a peripatetic fire-bug
Dlckery, dickery, dock,
The 011 set fire to her frock;
The fiame was red, and she was dead,
Dicl<ery, dickery dock.

a counsellor
learned in the law, on the origin and
character of the Bible.

A. theologian of high dPgi.'ee, and

THE BOSTON INVESTJGATOR,

TO THE ANIMALS.
Speak gently to the herring, and kindly to the call'
Be blithesome with the hunny, at barnacles don't
laugh;
Giv nuts unto tbe monkey and buns unto the bear,
Never hint at currant jelly if you chance to meet a
hare.
Don't tantalize the tortoise, nol' sacriftce the sloat;
Don't. persecute the parrot, nor grumble at tile
goat;
But giv the stranded jelly-fish a shove into the sea,
Be always kind to animals Wherever you may be.
Be lenient with lobsters, and ever kind to crabs,
And be not disre~pectful to cuttlefish or dabs;
Chase not the cochin·chfna, chafi' not the ox obese,
And babble not of feather-beds in <'ompany with
geese.
Be tender with the tadpole, and let the limpet
thrive,
Be merciful to mussels, don't skin your eels alive;
When talking to a turtle don't mention callpeeBe always kind to animals wherever you may be.
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IJotJts and ~lippirt!JS~
THE Christian Leader, of Edinburgh, Scotland, makes fun of the Rev. Dr. Hicks, of
Washington, and pronounces his conduct at the
execution of Guiteau scandalous and unministerial.
EAcH Catholic in .he world is requested to
giv five cents toward the erection of a mon ument in memory of Pope Pius IX. Let every
Bridget and Mickey duly forward on their
nickels.
MR. AND MRs. HERRICK were separated by
divorce, at Corinth, eighteen years ago. Both
married again, and lived a long distance apart
until recently, whe1). they met and immediately
eloped together.
IT is announced that Brother Sankey is to
1:1pend thirty days in visiting his friends andrelatioBs, and is now in New Castle, Pa., his old
home. In September he is to return to England
and rejoin Moody in a tour of England and
Wales.
IN-the seventeenth century, when the Scottish
intellect was darkened by ignorance and superstition, it was held that there was nothing beautiful on earth; painting was tabooed; and to
write poetry was considered a serious offense
against society.
THE people of Peoria, Ill., hav become much
annoyed with the noise and disturbance made
upon the streets of that city by the Salvation
A.rmy. It is a pity that the band of senseless
zealots cannot conduct themselvs more in the
bounds of reason.
THE Rev. Mr. Van Meter is now on a begging expedition to raise money to send him
back to Italy to propagate the religion of Jesus
according to Protestantism. Inasm6 as Italy
is one of the fi.rst Christian count~s in the
world, the very home of the church, it would
seem a much better use could be made of the
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THERE are among the ministers of this city
several· secret Greek letter societies, containing
about twenty-five members each. They hav
meetings at the St. Denis Hotel and other places
onoo a month, usually on the first Monday, and
hav dinner. Sometimes a rose is sugpended over
the table to indicate that all that occurs is
sub rosa. One of these _societies is the A.lpha
Sigma, and another is the Sigma Chi. The latter is composed chie:fl.y of Presbyterian ministers.
Their first object is to afford a place for ministers to meet without restraint, where the talk
may be in confidence, and where private notes,
dbservations, aud experiences may be compared.
It is difficult for a strange minister to obtain
admission to these societies, and candidates'
names -are considered a long time, as it takes a
unanimous vote to elect. If these godly shepherds become so communicativ on the hilarious
occasions alluded to as to divulge the good
times they hav had with·the ewe lambs of their
flocks, the meetinge must hav a special interest
to those pious men of ardent love who congre,gate there.
A. VERY unpleasant report appears in the
daily press respecting the Rev. Henselman, of
the Christian church in Canton, Ohio. Three
ladies make the charge against their spiritual
guide to the effect that he so far lost the fear of
God as to kiss them without their consent and
despite their struggles to the contrary. One of
the ladies is a widow to whom the kiss was
given by way of consolation a few hours after
her husband had been laid in his grave. The
two other ladies hav husbands, one of whom is
so unsanctified as to exact $300 damages for
the indignity offered to his wife. Brother Henselman thinks this sum is far more than the
kiss was worth to him, and more than others
just as good would cost; but inasmuch as the
injured husband threatens to put a bullethole
through the body of the pastor if the money is
not promptly paid, the man of God has secured
the .payment of the same. He justifies himself
by insisting he has cf'lmmitted no crime, he having done quite as much in many other cases
when no fuss was made about it. The brethren
as well as the sisters of the church are greatly
excited over this kissing business, and a church
trial, it i~ thought, will be the result.

money.
LoNDON has more than a thousand charitaole institutions of every grade, and for a vast
.variety of commendable purposes. The aggregate income of these is over $20,000,000.
There are mong them 82 hospitals and 47
A.wAY out in Manitoba the Mennonites are
dispensaries, whose united yearly receipts are
$2,500,000. And yet there is much unrelieved divided into two parties, each of which is wagmisery in the British metropolis.
ing against the other a war of unrelenting bitterness. The question involved is not one conON the evening of the 4th inst. a beautiful cerning original sin, future damnation, or the
display of what many considered A.urora Bore- everlasting punishment of the wicked. Were
alis or Northern Lights appeared in the north- it any of these, the contest might be less bitter.
ern heavens, bright bands of light extending It is one of the mo~t petty matters in dress, or
nearly to the zenith. A. finer display is said to rather in dress trimming. One side is known
not hav appeared for half a century. Henry as the Hook-and-eye party; the other is called
Morris insisLs that it was not the A.urora Bore- the Button party, The old fashion among the
alis, but rather the zodiacal light.
Mennonites was for the brethren to fasten their
D. M. BENNETT reached New York yesterday. coats with hooks and eyes. The progressiv
His circuit of the world has thrown more light among them hav recently introduced the
on men and things, religions and manners, than fashion of using buttons and buttonholes, just
any other traveler. What he saw as described as the world's people do, but still adhering to
will fill four large volumes. Everything of in- the practice of having the garment cut straight
terest is treated in a most interesting manner; in front from the neck down. The Hook-andnot a word too much, nor has he left anything eye party denounce the use of buttons as sinful
inadequately presented.-The Liberal.
conformity to the ways of a wicked world, and
wALTZING is being regarded as immoral. regard the wearers of buttons as the enemies of
Professor James P. Welsh, dancing master, has pure and undefiled religion. The Buttonites
begun a crusade against it upon the ground that insist that there is no sin in buttons, and that
the sexes are thus brought in such close contact they are far more convenient than hooks and
as to produce a dangerous effect. He thus ex- eyes. The Rook-and-eye party can make some
presses himself: " I hav been a aancing show of scripture for their side of the contromaster for the past ten years, and hav versy, for both hooks and eyes are mentioned
made it a practice throughout that period to ob- in the Bible,while buttons are not once spoken of
serve carefully the changes in the public taste,
IT will be remembered by many that about
and to note the changes for better or worse in five years ago the Rev. A.ugustus Blauvelt, an
my prosfession. I hav watched closely and orthodox clergyman of the Dutch Reformed
thought deeply on the subject, and now I hav church, a man of character and learning, and
no hesitation in saying that the waltz, under honored by all who knew him, 'l'las placed upon
whatsoever name it may go for tile time being, a prolonged trial for heresy before the ecclesiasis immoral. It is the only dance that decent tical authorities of his church, the result of
people protest against, and I am happy to eay which was a verdict of guilty against him, and
that there still remain numbers of careful he was tabooed as an •• unbeliever." During
fathers who will not allow their daughters to the years that hav since intervened, the gentleda'lce it, although a vast proportion of the fash- man has continued the investigations he had
ionable, and a majority of the others, do not previOusly inaugurated, and the first fruits of
~eem as 7et awakened to its iniquity."
aUl this is a vol\lme called" The Present Re~-

{

SCIENCE HALL, 141 8th St., ~ $3~
NEAR BROADWAY.

ions Crisis." The work is a heavy blow to the
system of Supernaturalism upon which Chris·
tianity is founded, He advances upon the bul·
warks and battlements of orthodoxy, and as·
sails with powerful weapons the very citadels of
ecclesiastical power. He challenges the fundamental dogmas of the faith which he has thrown
aside, and deals his powerful blows with the
skill of an experienced combatant. His work
will not fail to carry conviction to thousands of
studious men who may read it, and will aid
them to reach the goal of Rationalism to which
he has attained. The volume will be followed
by two others, which promis to be equally rad·
ical and damaging to orthodoxy. The price of
the volume already issued is $1.50,
THREE or four citizens were the other day
having a confab at the east entrance of the
City Hall in regard to will power, and there
was one of the group who dared to go far
enough to assert that a man of strong will
power could draw a person to him from a distance of one hundred feet. "Try it; try it I"
exclaimed one whose faith was slight. " I
don't say that I can do it, because I may not
ha v the strength of will." " Well, there is a
man down by the gate who is looking up and
down as if undecided. Bend your will on him
and see if you can draw him this way." "I'll
try it just to please you," replied the advocate
and he fastened his gaze on the man, clenched
his hands, and put forth a mighty effort. The
man at the gate seemed to feel it. He looked
across at the monument down the street, then
up at the hall. "I'll be hanged ii you aren't
doing it," whispered one of the group. The
advocate braced himself for a greater effort,
and the man at the gate left his place and
walked straight toward the building. He ad_vanced like one in a dream, and not a man
man dared move a hand. He came closer and
closer, and as he reached the sf·eps he pulled a
paper from his pocket, held it up to the man
with the will power, and quickly remarked:
"Mr. Blank, here's that old bill for three cords
of wood I - I'm tired of trotting around after
you. and want my money to-day, or I'll begin
suit !"-Detroit Free Press .
IMMEDIATELY after the departure of the Evangelist Harrison from the Loveland camp-meeting, rumors until that time suppressed were
given circulation
He had arrived on the
ground four days later than the contract called
for, and left two days ahead of time, yet wanted
his full pay. A. cottage built and furnished at
an outlay of $500 was given him, and he offered
to sell it for $200. It was assumed that he exhibited a mercenary spirit entirely out of keeping with gentlemen of the cloth. Last year the
subject was broached of erecting a cottage on
the camp grounds for the use of the evangelist.
The ladies became greatly interested, and one
of them, Mrs. Joseph L. Hall, personally went
out and secured the fund. The cottage, a neat
little two-story affair, was built, nicely far
nished, and formally presented to Mr. Harrison,
the receipted bills being immediately handed
him after the presentation speech. Time went
along, and the present summer camp was inaugurated. A.s one of the features,· arrangements were made for a visit from Mr. Harrison,
at the usual stipend. Somewhat of a breeze
was raised when it leaked out that he had been
endeavoring to sell the house, the gift to him of
the ladies. Two hundred dollars was the figure
he asked. No time was lost by some adherents
of one of the factions in giving him to understand that the building was not his to sell, and
there the matter dropped. On Monday he went
before Dr. Runyan, secretary of the association, a.'ld asked to be released from the two
remaining days of his contract. It then transpired that he had erred in the dates in some
way, as his time was then up. This adjusted,
he raised a question of allowance for expenses,
and on this point Dr. Runyan differed with
him, and it took several mmutes of conversation pro and con to get the matter finally settled, and he departed, the opinion of many
being that ais days of usefulness in Cincinnati
are over.-Cincinnati Commer~.

S

per year.

THE immigration last week was 7,471 at this
port.
GEoRGES. LELAND, the noted hotel man, is
dead.
THE defense in the Star Route cases hav got
their evidence all in.
C. L. JAMES writes to the Sun that at the
rate Christianity is dying it will be dead in 1900.
REv. DR. TYNG is being sued by his partner
in a Wall street speculation for money alleged
to be due.
THERE is to be a board of naval officers appointed to see whether one of Robeson's monitors will float.
THE Democratic politicians are at Saratoga
making governorship candidates. Whether
they will make the governor remains to be seen.
Two cadets at West Point hav been indulging in a prize fight. They are young Christian
gentleman, and had a large amount of honor to
maintain.
iiii, CoNGREss has adjourned. A.nd it ought to.
It has voted away $295,000,000, some $75,000,000 more than last year, and about $100,000,000 more than year before last.
MANY of the striking freight handlers hav
gone back to work at the old rates, and the
strike is practically ended. The railroads were
too powerful for them and owned too many
courts and judges.
LAST Saturday this city was withouta government, owing to the hegira to the watering
places. There was no mayor, no aldermen, no
police board, no sheriff, no county clerk, no
judges, and no stoppage of big salaries.
WILLIAM MERTENs, the printer of the Freiheit, who was charged with publishing a seditious libel concerning the murders of Lord
Frederick Cavendish and Mr. Burke, has been
found guilty. Sentence has been postponed.
IT appears that the judges of this state are in
the habit of accepting free passes from the
railroads for themselvs and friends. Some people argue, and with a show of reason, that their
decisions affecting railroad matters are in:fl.uenced by these things.
THE question of prohibition is likely to play
an important part in politics for the next few
months, especially out West. The Republicans
pander to the pion}! prohibition element, while
the Democrats do the reverse. It will make
big changes in majorities.
RICHARD KELLY, proprietor of the Tuam
Ireland, Herald, was committed for trial last
week for publishing an article written by James
Redpath, which is alleged to hav been an incitement to the murder of Mr. Burke. Bail
was accepted. The vicinity of the court was
crowded during the examination.
IN November a Baptist convention is to be
held in Cincinnati to try to settle the much
vexed question as to issuing a version of the
Bible which shall be distinctivly Baptist in its
use of "immerse" instead of "baptize." It
may yet become necessary for every sect to hav
a version of the New Testament to suit themselva.
A. STREET preacher of Brooklyn who made
himself a nuisance to tradesmen was thoroughly sprinkled by an honest German baker before
whoEe establishment he had begun exhorting.
The crowd he collected broke the baker's windows and he took this method to let the clerical
gent know he disagreed with his methods, if
not with his tenets of belief.
A.RABI still holds out and fights the British
occasionally, inflicting a good deal of damage
upon ~hem and killing many men. The prospects are that there will be considerable of a
war streak in. the clouds of European politics
before the atmosphere clears up. It may be a
'' holy '' war on the part of the Mussulmans of
Egypt a~ainst the European usurers.
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A. Few Days in China.-Continued.
THE TEMPLE OF THE QUEEN OF HEAVEN

Possesses more than ordinary interest. The Chinese
name of this heavenly queen is Tien-Hau, and she is
greatly revered by the Chinese; she is a Tauist divinity. Like many of the gods of whom we have
heard so much, she once lived in the flesh and in
human form. She was a member of the Lum family,
and was born in the province of Fokien. When in
the womb of her mother she remained there five
months longer than the usual time (it seems to take
Chinese gods fourteen months to pass through the
period of gestation); but when she did come into the
world remarkable supernatural events occurred to
presage to mankind her future greatness. When
she was but one year old her precocity was so great
as to enable her to understand the duties which she
owed to the gods, and that is more than I have learned
to this day. At the age ·Of five years she was so far
advanced in her studies as to be able to comprehend
all difficult and abstruse subjects. At the age of
eleven she expressed a desire to go to a nunnery, with
the view of giving her attention to the tenets of the
Tauist religion, but her father was eo opposed to it
that, like a good little girl, she remained at home
and pleased her father. She had four brothers, and
they were merchants, and in the pursuit of their vocations made voyages to the distant parts of the
world. On one occasion when they were absent
from home she fell into a trance, from which she was
eventually arou!ed by the loud cries of her parents1
who loved her most tenderly, and who thought from
her apparent lifelessness that she was dead. But
upon her recovery from the trance she informed her
parents that she had seen her brothers navigating
the mighty deep, and that their peril was very great
from a violent storm to which they were exposed.
Soon after this the youngest of her brothers returned
home and informed his parents of the shipwreck and
death by drowning of their oldest son. He further
stated that during the frightful storm a lady appeared
in the mid-heavens, and by means of a rope dragged
the tempest-tossed and sinking ship from its perilous position to one of safety. While he was relating
his adventures his sister, the Queen of Heaven, came
into the room, and at once congratulated him on his
very narrow escape. She also. informed him that
she had gone to the rescue of the older brother, and
was in the act of saving him when the cries of her
parents aroused her from the vision. You should
learn from this not to wail too loudly when you
think a person has died, for you know not how much
harm you may do.
When she attained to womanhood, she firmly opposed all persuasions on the part of her parents that
she should be married; and when she was twenty
years of age she was taken from this world; but she
returned once a month and revealed herself to her parents, when they knew she had become a goddess; and
soon her fame spread so greatly that temples were built
in her honor, and she was widely worshiped as the
queen of heaven who was able to save poor mariners
when in great peril, and it was to her that prayers
were offered up in tempests and dangers at sea. On
one occasion, when an embassador was on his way
across the Yellow Sea with a mission to the kingdom
of Corea, a fearful storm arose, and the embassador,
in terror at the situation, called earnestly upon this
deity, beseeching her to save him and his companions
from the yawning deep. Joyful to relate, he had
scarcely said the ''amen" before a celestial lady was
seen coming though the clouds toward the sinking
ship. She at once alighted upon the deck of the
vessel, and, taking the helm into her hands, guided
the ship safely into port. As a reward to this excellent goddess, the emperor, when he heard of the
salvation that had been wrought, conferred upon her
the title of Sing-Wei-Fu-Yan and caused an expensive temple to be erected for her benefit. A few
centuries later another embassador, on a similar
errand, while crossing the same sea, was exposed to
similar great perils from a furious storm, and was
about to be lost when he called upon this goddess, immediately after which she was seen coming across the
tossing waves, and soon placed the embassador and
the terrified crew in a harbor of safety. Of course
this gracious kindness of the goddess was duly reported to the emperor, and his sense of her goodness
was so great that he conferred new titles upon her
and issued an edict that temples should be erected in
her honor in all the provinces of the empire. She is
especially worshiped by seamen, fishermen, and all
who are exposed to dangers on the water, and state
worship is also paid to her. The twenty-third day of
the third month is celebrated as her birthday, on
which occasion great festivities are observed; and
also at the New Year's festivities, the vernal equinox,
and the winter solstice, honors are paid to this beneficent goddess.
In this temple is her image, standing under a
richly-gilded pavilion. On each side are two subordinate gods, whose business it is to minister to her
wants. On each side of the grand entrance to the

temple a large idol is stationed, and these may be
regarded as the sentinels guarding the holy place.
They are supposed to caet their eyes over the
ocean, and ·if they see any persons in danger of destruction by water, t.hey "report the case to the goddess without delay, whfln she immediately interferes and saves the perishing.
At the extreme end of the shrine are two rooms,
regarded as the private apartments of the goddess.
One is her reception-room, and the other .her bedchamber. In the latter is an elaborately-carved
bedstead, a toilet service, dressing-case, clothesstand, and chairs. The bedstead is rich with gold
and vermilion, and the curtains, presented by a devout lady, are very rich.
Now I hope none of you will be so ungenerous as
to deny the right of the Chinese to have a queen of
heaven. You well know that the Christians have
one, over which they make very great ado. I have
seen many hundreds of her images in the churches
and cathedrals of Europe, and some of the images
of the Christian queen are decorated with the richest
silk robes, the most brilliant diamonds, and many
other rich ornaments. Her admirers never get done
sounding her praises and showering honors upon
her, though I have not heard that she ever saved one
embassador, or ever interfered to rescue one poor
drowning sailor. I cannot see, for my part, why
the Chinese have not just as much right to have a
queen of heaven as those dirty monks and priests
over in Rome, Naples, Florence, anq Milan.
0

TEMPLE OF THE FIVE GENII.

The term "genii," with the Chinese, means holy
and celestial beings, almost amounting to gods.
These five genii are regarded as the patron gods of
Canton. It is asserted that during the Chau dynasty (a thousand years before the Christian era)
these five genii, each riding a ram, and bearing in
his hand an ear of corn, the first wearing a white
dress, the second a yellow, the third a black, the
fourth a green, and the fifth a red dress, rode into
the city of Canton. On passing one of the principal
markets they spoke out simultaneously, in a loud
voice, "May famine never visit the markets of this
place !" As soon as these words were uttered they
immediately flew away through the air. From this
circumstance the city has been variously called the
City of Rams, the City of the FiY(! Genii, or the
City of Five Angels. On the ground where the
rams stood were found five stones, which were easily
imagined to bear some resemblance to rams, and it
was at once admitted that the rams on which the
genii rode into the city had been changed into these
rocks. They were, in consequence, regarded with
great veneration, and were eventually deposited in
the college of the magistrate, from which place they
were removed to the shrine in the temple, where
they now are. They are placed'upon an altar, and
in the rear of them are the images of the five genii
who rode upon them when rams. Though these
stones were thus under the immediate protection of
the genii, they were so badly affected by the heat flf
a great conflagration which took place in 1864 that
one or two of them cracked in pieces. But the devout Chinese gathered them up and placed them together as they belonged, and conveyed them to the
shrine they now occupy.
The first of these divine personages is believed to
be the genius of fire, the second of wood, the third
of earth, the fourth of metal, and the fifth of water,
and they are said to be able to cure any of the ailments incident to the human body. The Tauist
priests say the body is composed of fire, earth, metal,
water, and wood, and that if they are in equal proportion, health is secured; but when one preponderates over another, sickness is the sad result. To restore, therefore, the proper equilibrium between the
five elements, the genii are appealed to. And to secure their attention the greatest humility is manifested by the supplicants for their mercy. The
apparel worn by convicts is put on, and chains and
shackles are affected to show their utter unworthiness
and to secure the mercy of the genii.
In front of the shrine of the five genii stands a
great bell-tower. The bell is said to be the largest
in southern China, weighing sixteen tons. It is believed that whenever this bell is sounded evil immediately befalls the city, so it is never sounded; but
once upon a time the custodian hit it by accident,
and in consequence, as is believed, a fatal epidemic
broke out in the city in the same year, by which a
thousand children were destroyed. At a later date
the bell was unfortunately hit again, in consequence
of which a game-cock became so frightened that it
flew from the tower where the bell hangs, alighting
at a certain spot in the Canton river, and to this
day the superstitious Chinamen imagine that they
occasionally hear this cock crowing. In 1845 the
tower of the bell was repaired, which made it necessary to lower the bell to the earth; and to do this
without its being struck a special number of careful
workmen were delegated for the purpose; but with
all the care that could be exercised, it was inadvertently struck, after which several Tartars sickened
and died, and the theater took fire, by which three
thousand people were burned to death. Again, in
l865, when the English were bombarding the city,

this bell was hit by a falling shot, and to this circumstance the people attribute the capture of their
city.
A M0NKEY GOD.

One of the shrines of this last temple is a small
one in honor of a monkey god, canonized under the
rather pretentious name of "The Great Sage of the
Whole Heavens;" and as his story is almost;. as remarkable as that of the snake of Eden, who succeeded so well in the fruit. business, I must tell it to
you and see if you do not agree with me that this
monkey was not also more subtle than all the other
beasts of the field. If you find the story somewhat
improbable I beg you to remember that 'there is also
a slight improbability about the snake story, and
try and think that the Chinese possess the same
right to a learned and wo_nderful monkey that the
Jews have to a learned and wonderful snake. For
my own part, I sel:l less that is repulsive in a monkey
than in a snake, and he seems far more subtle and
intelligent than a snake; but to the story:
Once upon a time, when events outside of the ordinary course of nature used to take place more frequently than they do now, a large boulder or smooth
rock on the summit of a mountain, called the
"Flowery Mountain," by receiving the action of the
rays of the sun through the day and the moon at
night, eventually hatched out a monkey, and probably one of the most remarkable monkeys that was
ever hatched out before or since. He was ambitious
and wished to be a king, so he summoned to his
presence all the monkeys in the neighboring forests,
and 1n the most positive tonE:>s which a monkey can
assume proclaimed himself their king, and gave
them to understand that he expected implicit obedience from them.
fhis, like good little monkeys,
they accorded to him, and he thus became a prosperous and honored king. After a time he conceived
the notion that monkeys ought to speak and dress
like human beings. So he stole a suit of c]othes,
which proved to be a pretty good fit, and then he
concluded to leave the forest and be a man among
men. He soon acquired a good knowledge of the
language and customs of men, and expressed a desire
to visit the western· paradise, Sai-Tien, in order that
he might there obtain an elixir of life, and live forever. (I imagine it was a fluid extract of the fruit
which grew on the Tree of Life).
On his way to paradise, having to cross a large
ocean, he constructed a vessel for the purpose
which served extremely well. Upon debarking he met a man on the sea-shore who was
gathering fuel, and said to him that he wished to
find an angel or genius named Poo-Tai-Tso-Sze, and
asked directions how to find him. Luckily the fuelgatherer possessed~he desired information, and informed Mr. Monk that the angel resided in a certain grotto with a ong Chinese name, on the slope
of a holy mountain, which he pointed out. Thither
the monkey bent his steps, and easily found the
grotto and the angel. The angel was very much
pleased with his visitor and the visitor was pleased
with the angel, and concluded to abandon for a while
the visit to paradise, remaining with this angel in
the grotto, and with whom he absolutely stayed for
the term of ten years, at the close of which period he
found he possessed the power to assume the form of
not less than seventy-two different animals and
things. The angel was so good as to bestow on him
the beautiful name of Suen-Eng-Huung, and to impart to him the power to fly at any time, and from
any point, the distance of one hundred and eighty
thousand miles, which would seem enough for ordinary purposes.
After flying round considerably, and finding he
had pretty good command of his wing~, he visited the
mountain where he was born, where he called all his
subjects around him, and narrat~d to them his adventures among men and with the angel in the
grotto. The monkeys, of course, listened attentively
to him, but in reply they told him of the great losses
they had sustained in his absence, from the attacks
of the Prince of Evil. This sad intelligence decided
the monkey king to wage a war of extermination
against this great evil spirit. As powerful as was
this wicked being, the monkey easily overcame him;
but lest further ·encroachments should be made from
the same source the monkey monarch entertained
the enterpise of supplying himself with more invincible weapons of warfare than those he possessed, and
he concluded to visit, without delay, Hoi-Luung·
Wong, or the "Ocean Dragon King," for the purpose
of despoiling him of irresistible weapons which he
possessed. With this extraordinary monkey to conceive was to execute, and he soon reached the Ocean
King, and, with his unfailing success, succeeded in his
enterprise. But this kingly dragon felt so outrag.ed
nt the insults which the. monkey monarch had mfl.icted upon him that he determined to submit the
whole matter to the "Pearly Emperor," YunkWong-Tai. Thie resolution he carried into effect,
and consequently a. general engagement took plaoa
between the monkey monarch on the one ~and and
the forces of the great Yunk-Wong-Ta1 on the
other. The contest, of course, was of the very fiercest character and it might be thought that the
monkey would :p.ot be able to stand againSt SllCh a~
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army; but, armed with the sea-needle, of which he ing personage, with sqmething of severi.ty in his in it; then, withdrawing it, she waved a final adieu
had robbed the Dragon King, he Wal'l able to countenance. It is not usual in the Confucian tem- to the attentive spectators, again placed her head
ples to set up images of him, as he was opposed to within the noose for the last time, throwing at the
achieve a glorious victory.
,
He was not, however, satisfied to rest upon his everything of the kind, but as the popular prejudices same instant a 'red handkerchief over her face. The
laurels, but, like a wise general, resolved to follow up are so strong in favor of statues, and the reverence supports upon which she stood were about to be
his victories and attack the palace of Yuuk-Wong- for him is so great,. this image was set up here, and removed, when several among the spectators called
Tai, and before its walls dictate his own terms of probably with. the same kind of reverential feeling to her reminding her that she had not drawn the
peace. It was not his nature to delay the execution that Christians have when rearing images and pict- ring which was designed to tighten the cord around
of his resolutions, so he at once carried out his plan. ures of Jesus. This statue of Confucius is said to her neck and produce strangulation. Smiling an
Yunk-Wong-Tai sought to appease his adversary by have been erected by the litterati of the country, the acknowledgment for the friendly reminder, she adappointing him to rule over horses, but the monkey educated portion of the people being the special ad- justed the ring, and, motioning away the support~,
monarch was not to be caught with such chaff; his herents of the Confucian system.
·
she was left hanging in the air. With great selfaspirations were far above attending to horses, and
On each side of the quadrangle is a long cloister possession she placed her hands before her and held
he at once gave Yunk-Wong-Tai to understand that containing several small shrines, above the-altars of them there till, in the struggles of death, they were
unless he conferred upon him (the monkey monarch) which are tablets bearing the names of the seventy- separated, and her life had departed. Her body was
the grand and august title of "The Great Sage of two special disciples whom Confucius is said allowed ~o hang there about half an hour, and was
the Whole Heavens," he would immediately move to have selected from the three hundred who fol- then taken down and conveyed to the temple. The
upon his works. There was no course for Yunk- lowed him with devout reverence. Th~y were noted reporter followed, placed himself close to the b0dy,
Wong-Tai to take but to yield to the monkey's for their piety and extensive literary attainments. saw the handkerchief removed from her face, and
demands. He conferred the title, and that is the way In the second quadrangle is a shrine in honor of the satisfied himself that the woman was really dead.
in which that monkey came to be The Great Sage of parents anti. grandparents of the great philosopher. Suoh cases are said to bf' of frequent occurrence. We
~"~he Whole Heavens, and we may here see what per- He distinctly enjoined filial reverence, holding it up cannot, of course, approve of such kind of a taking
,. 'aeverence and energy can accomplish, especially as the chiefest of virtues.
off, and think her misguided; but it must be admitted
with a resolute monll:ey.
On the first and fifteenth of each lunar month, as that she was a brave, heroic woman, and that she
"" After all these glorious achievements the Great well as at the vernal equinox and th a winter solstice, exhibited far more firmness and courage than a cerMonkey Sage again decided to visit the Western the followers of the eminent E~age gather here to tain person who was said to be crucified some eighParadise, and this time he made no halt till he worship him. The viceroy acts as the high priest on teen hundred and fifty years ago; though we are hid
reached that blissful locality; and no sooner had he the occasion, and·the various officials are duly allotted to suppose that he had far more to gain by death
arrived than he found a large peach-tree heavily la- their places of honor in the vast multitude which than had this poor Chinese woman. If his death
. den with magnificent fruit, which had been a thou- gathers. Sacrifices of bullocks, sheep, and hogs are bad not taken place till he procured it himself.. as
sand years in perfecting. Being still a little thiev- made, as are also offerings of fruit, flowers, oakes this woman did hers-no matter how much glory
ish, as monkeys usually are, he stole one of these and wine; and on extra occasions many pieces of might be in waiting for him-we have every reason
peaches and ate it; the result was he received the silk are burnt to his honor. At the proper time to suppose he would be alive yet.
power of living forever. It may be that this peach- during the ceremonies the viceroy prostrates himself
A PROPHETIC STONE
tree was the identical "tree of life," which was ang performs the Kow-Tau, while the other officials Rests in the temple of Sai-Yan-Tong, in Chi-Hongplanted in the Garden of Eden and then transplanted bow themselves low to the earth. The words spoken Kai street. It is visited chiefly by women, particuin this Western Paradise; it seems to have been by the viceroy are of this import: "Kneel, bow your larly those who are in the condition tbat Hannah
taken somewhere, for no one has ever been able to faces to the ground, and then rise to your feet." On was before Yahweh was kind enough to open her
find it.or the garden where it was planted.
one side of the altar an orchestra is placed, attired womb for her. These women flock to this stone of
·So soon as the angels residing in .this paradise in robes of state, and they play on musical instru- prophecy to ascertain whether their barrenness is to be
missed one of the,peaches, and found that the monkey ments and chant praises to the memory of Confucius. removed, whether they will be blecsed with a child,
had eaten it, they were greatly troubled, and severely A prayer which has been written with exquisite care and if so, when the glad event will take place. The
censured the angel whose duty it was to watch that is then read in a loud voice, after which a blaze is stone which contains such remarkable powers is somepeach-tree, who excused himself by saying that no brought in contact with it, and it is burnt under the what larger than a human head, and rests upon a
one was able to resist such a monkey as that. But belief that by so doing it will be at once borne to tripod. When gazed upon by wishful wives the
it was. decided by the angels in council that the the realm where the great teacher is supposed to stone is supposed to reflect pictures or visions, by
monkey must be seized and put to death. The seiz- reside ...
which the good ladies are shown the fortune in store
ing was effected, bat as he had eaten one of the
for them. It is visited by women in all classes of
A SHRINE TO VIRTUOUS WOJIIEN
peaches he could not be put to death, though the Stands on the opposite side of the street from the society, and all, of c_ourse, have to pay to the priests
most vigorous efforts were made to do so. The best temple of Confucius. It is called Ching-Tsit I-Nue- who have the stone m charge a fee for the use of it,
that could be done by all the aid that could be Tsze. In it, and immediately above the altar which though rich w.omen are charged a good deal more
brought to bear was to confine him within the it contains are arranged on shelves numerous wooden than poor o'nes. A child is supposed to be
boundaries of five sacred mountains for the term of tablets recording the names of women who have worth more to the rich than to the poor, and it is
five hundred years. When he had served out his passed their lives in virginity, this being regarded as perhaps well enough that they should pay handterm of imprisonment he was permitted to again visit a virtue worth recording. In honor of these women somely to the priests who help them to get one. A
the Western Paradise, taking a companion and two a granite monumental arch stands in the court of the god is placed above the stone, to which these be.
servants with him. This visit was made for the pur- !ihrine. Many of these women were affianced when seeohing Hannahs betake themselves in their great
pose of obtaining copies of the Sai.King, or sacred young, but the young men to whom they were be- anxiety, but I hardly think it is Yahweh, for it is a
scriptures, written by the gods. He succeeded in trothed having died before the nuptials were cele- tolerably decent-looking sort of a god, whom the
obtaining copies of this remarkable work, but unfor- brated they resolved to give their hearts not again Chinese call by the handy and euphonius name
tunately while on his way from that delectable coun- to others, but to pass their lives as virgins and as of Wai-Ling-Kom-Ying-Shek-N ue-Sin-N eung-Shantry one of his servants wall BO careless as to let the adopted daughters of the parents of their departed Wai. Possibly this name would have been contindivine volumes fall into the ocean. The monkey lovers. Here are recorded also the names of ued somewhat longer had not the monosyllables given
sage, however, quickly recovered them and so spread many widows who after losing their husbands de- out. But it is this god's business to keep a good
the volumes that the rayB of the sun could fall upon liberately resolved to live no longer in this world, watch over the stone and·' give a kind smile to those
them and dry out the salt water, and to superintend but to follow their husbands in death by suicide. whose wombs are to be opened. All mothers, Amerithe drying process the same careless servant who had Suicide of such widows, or sutteeism, is also regarded cans as well as Chinese, who have thus been blessed
let them fall into the sea was placed in charge. The as a most meritorious act. I have seen an account by this prophetic stone, yes, and the priests, too, have
stupid fellow, however, fell into a deep sleep, and a published in the Hong Kong Daily Press of a heroic the perfect liberty to call the fruit of 1;heir hopes
big fish came and destroyed the entire volumes save death of this kind, by hanging, of a Chinese widow and prayers by the name of this god, unless it is a
these six words, Naam, Mo, 0, Mi, To, Fat. Perhaps in the province of Fokien. The writer saw a pro- girl. I don't thiuk it is a very pretty name for a
it was very fortunate that the monstrous fish was un. cessiotJ escorting a young woman seated in a sedan girl; I should prefer M.ary or Kittie or Annie or
able to destroy those six words. Who knows what chair and arrayed in scarlet and gold. The proces- Maggie, or something of that kind.
the world might have lost if those six monosyllables sion was a kind of notification to the public that the
THE TEMPLE OF THE DRAGON GOD
had been completely wiped out? After all the won- woman was a bout to sacrifice herself and follow her Contains the image of the cleific dragon who is supderful exploits of the monkey monarch, or god, as departed husband, who had left her childless. The posed to send and withhold rain according to his
his wor11hipers consider him, the emperor of Chin~t writer followed the procession, and was led to a own fickle whim. The image was made at Pekin
caused a temple to be erected to his honor, and ever place where a gallows was erected in a field, and forwarded to Canton by order of one of the
since that time it has been regarded a virtue for de- around which were assembled hundreds of the wid- august emperors who once ·ruled over this great
vout Chinaman to pay homage to him.
ow's friends and neighbors, all clad in their holiday nation. State worship is accorded to this god-that
Now, my friends, I am afraid that some of you attire. The lady was assisted by her male attendants is, the highest officials of the government in the city
will be a little skeptical about this monkey story, and to ascend the steps to the scaffold, and, after pleas- assemble at this temple on the first and fifteenth of
think it smacks very strongly of the improbable; but antly bowing to the crowds, as ·much as to welcome every lunar month, and at the vernal equinox and
if you can swallow the Jewish snake story, why can them there, she partook,with several female friends, winter solstice, and sacrifices of sheep, pigs, and
you not also gulp down the Chinese monkey story? of a repast which had been prepared for the occasion fowls are made on these occasions. In seasons of
I repeat, the monkey tale is fully as probable as the and placed upon a table on the _scaffold, in full drouth special supplications are made to the deity,
snake tale. I can believe one just as easily as the sight of the multitude, and she partook of the meal and fasts ar(l enjoined, and butchers, fish-mongers,
other, and I mul'lt say I think the monkey story the with an apparent good relish. A small child was and poulterers are required to close their shops. The
prettier and more sensible of the two. Millions be- then placed upon the table, and tqis she caressed; highest officials not only put on "sackcloth and
lieve in the snake, and millions more believe in the and taking the necklace fron:)!}'\Jer own neck placed it ashes "-that is, array themselves in mourning habilmonkey, and if you cannot believe in either it is be- upon the neck of the child. 'b.'l then took a richly- ments-but they abuse themselves, and, by deep
cause you have not as much faith as the Christians ornamented basket containi< e;I ::Oioe, herbs, and penitence, fasting, and prayer, do their utmost to
and the Uhinese.
flowers, pleasantly scattered thJ ~'ltents among the work upon the feelings of this powerful dragon which
THE CONFUCIAN TEJIIPLE.
crowd, and then delivered a sh&: address to them, holds in. his hands the power to give rain to the
I was anxious to visit one of the temples of the thanking them for their attendan.~ and vindicating thirsty earth. But, when, for some inscrutable reagreat sage of China to see how far it agrees with the step she was about to ~a~e,, l:J\'Feving that she son, this god who holds the clouds and the winds in
others. The edifice is approached by a triple gate- would thereby not only reJom he:i~ead husband, his hands sees fit to not send the greatly needed rain
way; on each side is a large stone slab or pillar, on but be admitted into the joys of her're ~(. This done, it is thought that some serious sins have been comJot the awful mitted and that human sacrifices are rEquired to
whwh are engraved inscriptions reminding rulers and a salute from the bombards annount,
others who visit the temple t.o do so with reverence. moment had arrived when she mus 1~.ilne,m the last appease his anger and secure again the pluvial blessA court is passed through before the temple is sad deed. A slight delay was occas1 w wasv the non- ings; and it is no unusual thing for devout believers
reached, and within it is a moderate-sized reservoir arrival of a reluctant brother, wh< S)m it i>osed to to offer themselves to the authorities as sacrifices to
~f holy wate~, designed to typify the purity of the her taking this rash step, but ~hc~oJ'fhe b:tdesired secure the condescending mercy of this dragon god.
hfe and teaohmgs of the great sage. In front of the should be present to Witness It. : U}e WOmaer was Formerly these human ufferings were sometimes acentrance to the temple a hove the altar is an image of soon induced to appear, when tl.~ ai.e fatal n~lmly cepted, but in latter times the rulers have gained a
<?onfucius, three times the size of life, and in a sit- mounted !I' ~hair placed ~nder t!~nly placed hand little more common sense, and deem it not best to
.
'ead take human life to please any god, even the dragon.
tmg posture. ije is a grave and rather majestic, look- to ascertalll 1ts fitness, dehberatei
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But superstition of the grossest kind hangs over this their respective attendants ready at a moment's year; and the belief that tb,ose who worship th"
people, and I cannot help feeling sorry for them warning to execute the commands that may be given god will be absolved from all the sins they hav~
from my very heart, as I am sorry for the equally them by the royal master. There are als~ in each committed during the year-in the same way that a
misguided men and women in our own country who, compartment images of men and women in the act Catholic believes he will be absolved from his sins
like these benighted Chinese, think their god has the of undergoing the various punishments which have by telling the priest about them and paying a nice
weather under his control, and who pray to him for been meted out to them by the stern judge for the little fee for the absolution-as may well be sup.
rain or jor fair weather with the same supel"lltitious sins they had committed. The first of these king- posed, induces thousands to come here and prostrate
faith that the people here evince in praying to doms is presided over by Tsuu.Kwong.Wong, and themselves.
,
their weather dragon. If there could be any efficacy the unfortunate wretches under his supervision are
The second department of the Chinese hell is supin prayer I would pray day and night that the peo- those who. have committed suicide or homicide. posed to be located. under the South Sea, and is pre.
ple of both countries might get rid of all their super- Here are also the vriests and nuns of the Buddhists, sided over by a kmg or god named Choh-Kong.
stition arid blind delusion about the power of their who have received money to say masses for the dead Wong. The class of offenders sent here for punishgod managing the weather, or anything else in exist- and neglected to perform that most important ment ~re, in the ~rst place, priests w~o have decoyed
ence. I would have them see that the rain and fair service: Here are also sent the perpetrators of and kidnapped little boys Jrom their homes to in.
weather depend wholly upon natural causes, and that various other crimes.
duce them to become Buddhistic priests; husbands
none of the gods, whether Chinese or Jewish, on
The punishments visited upon the sinners in this who, for frivolous and insufficient reasons, put away
either side of the world, have the slightest power in department are various; many are compelled to their wives and straightway go looking about for
the matter. But as praying does no good to dispel climb a tall ladder and gaze into a large mirror, other women; persons who feloniously dispose of
such ignorance .and folly, I will continue to labor to which reflects back upon them the form of the beasts, other people's property p~aced in their ha;nds in trust
the best of my ability to show those who have a reptiles, birds, fishes, and insects, which they are for safekeeping; mandarms who cruelly oppress the
measure of good sense the utter futility of spending destined,accordingtothedoctrine ofmetempsycb.osis, people; men who, by the careless use of fireal"ms1
their time in offering up prayers for rain, or for any- to occupy, for the bad deeds they have committed. maim and injure their fellow- beings; physiciaiis.
thing else they cannot obtain by their own efforts or Others are punished, as was Tantalus, by being who, ignorant of the business they pretend to folfrom their fellow-beings.
placed in the midst of water, yet being unable to low, persistently subscribe for the sick when th~ir
THE TE?!lPLE oF CHAANG·OHU·KI
taste a draught of it, though their thirst be terrible, prescriptions make the sick worse instead of better.
Stands directly across the street from the temple of as well as hunger that cannot be satisfied, though The punishments meted out to this class of evil-doers
the Dragon, and is in honor of a god who dates back abundance of food is in sight, and almost within are as follows: The kidnapping priests are cast into
from 250 B.c., in the era when gods were conceived reach. Those who have committed homicide are a lake of ice (which is the worse, that or burning
rather more frequently than now. He was a high compelled twice a month to undergo the same pains sulphur?); those who rascally dispose of or approJl!:inister of state in the Chinese empire and was sent and sufferings which they caueed their victims to priate other people's property are enveloped ii:t dense
by Chi-Awang-ti, the emperor, on a mission to Can- endure when they took them out of the world. Sui- clouds of sand, which chokes and suffocates them to
ton to pluck from the slopes of the White Cloud cides are punished by being denied the rites of an~ death, only it is not possible for them to die; man.
Mountain a few handfuls of the small plant which oestral worship, and after two years of imprisonment darius who oppress the people are here confined in
grew there, supposed to possess the power of impart. in the dark dungeons of this terrible place they are procrustean cages not high enough for them to stand
ing immortal life. On his arrival at the mountain made to return to the very placee where they com- up and too short for them to lie down. After these
he readily found the remarkable herb growing in witted the rash acts, and then if they are not peni- bad fellows are ~apt there for an indefinite period
great abundance. The first thing he did was to gather tent, but rather show that they have really become (perhaps for a few million years) they are trans.
some of the precious plant and eat it himself before evil spirits, and manife!lt a disposition to injure the ferred to the tenth department of Jlell, where they
plucking any for his imperial master; but no sooner living, they are forced to return to hell and undergo have to remain for another indefinite period, when
had he done this than all the rest of the plants of the the terrors of a prolonged existence there. When they are permitted to enter into beasts, birds, rep.
same kind toek fright and made themselves invisible, they become repentant and give assurance that they tiles, fishes, or insects, and again be allowed another
and so thoroughly was this done that not a sprigwas are sorry for what they have done, they are per- probation on the earth.
left for the emperor. The despair of the good man mitted to again return to the earth and go through
The virtuous who come to this department tore.
from this cause was Tery great, insomuch that he was other forms of existence as animals of some kind.
ceive rewards and honors are those who expended a
placed on the" ragged edge," and he even wished
Speaking of suicides, it may be well to observe portion of their means in purchasing medicines for
he were dead. He greatly feared to encounter his here that there are several forms of suicide that are the sick and poor; those who gave dishes of rice to
overeign's wrath, and with a view to hide hil:nself regarded as highly honorable by the Chinese. If a those needy and hungry; those who gave correct
from the emperor he resolved to become a hermit, minister of state wishes not to survive an insult instruction to the young and ignorant. This class of
and no more live among the sons of men, thus pass- offered to bill sovereign, it is a most noble thing for doers of good works, after receiving due rewards
ing in total seclusion the few remaining years of his him to put an end to his own life. ShQuld a gov- for their virtuous deeds at the hands of Choh-Kong.'
life among the ~olitudes of the mountains. At length, emor or ruler of a city not wish to outlive the cap- Wong, are sent to the tenth department, to ag~in
becoming weary of this monotonous and cheerless ture of his town it is deemed the proper thing for assume human form, to enjoy in thfs world the
existence, he resolved to end it .by precipitating him- him to do to step down and out by taking his own riches, honor, and renown to which they are en·
self from the top of a precipice to the rocks below. life. Should a general not wish to live after the dis- titled.
He attempted to carry out this stern resolution, but grace of losing a battle, he is looked upon as a most
The third kingdom is located under the South· .
while still in midair a huge stork, which happened to honorable man if, like Saul, he terminates his{)wn ex- eastern Ocean, and its king or judge is Sung-Tibe passing just at that moment, seized him by the istence. Should a son, unable to revenge an in- Wong. Before this potentate are arraigned officials
hair on the very top of his head, probably his pigtail, sult offered his father, take himself off by suicide, it guilty of ingratitude and unfaithfulness toward
and bore him aloft to heaven, and from that moment is regarded as quite commendable. Should a man who their sovereign; wives unfaithful to their husbands;
he became a god; and in his honor the Cantonese has lost a beloved wife not wish to linger in this sons undutiful to their parents; slaves disobedient
erected a temple upon the summit of the very vale of tears after his dearly beloved has taken her to their masters; soldiers mutinous and rebellious;
rock from whence he threw himself, which is a departure and he wishes to join her in the Chinese malefactors escaped from prison; merchants who
distance of six miles from the city, and which moun- summerland, be is greatly honored for shutting off cheat their customers and their partners in trade;
tain I could see when upon the walls surrounding it. his own oxygen gas. It is the same with a dutiful men who involve their eureties in trouble; geoman·
On the twenty-seventh day of the seventh month wife, as already observed, when the husband has cars who give false opinions as to the value of lands
each year thousands of devout people resort there to gone on before her, to summarily settle up her and real estate, on which, by their instructions,
ask the blessings of health at the hands of the god earthly affairs and follow on after him. And again, houses were built or cemeteries established; ploW·
of health and long life, who for centuries past has should an unmarried woman be so unfortunate, as is men who, while plowing lands, disturb the coffins or
been worshiped with the highest reverence. To this sometimes the case, as to lose her virginity, she ·human bones and fail to give them proper interment
temple in the city of this same god it is however more would be highly approved if she commits suicide, in another locality; persons who do not pay their
convenient to repair, and here multitudes go often and this last great act is thought to wipe away the qebts;. persons who neglect to wo~ship at th? tombs
to pay their homage to their beloved deity, and they stain of the first.
of their ancestors; persons who wnte or publish pasare just as sure that their prayers are heard and anTo go back to hades, let me say that the priests quinades on their neighbors for the purpose of holdswered, and can tell as big stories about the efficacy and monks and nuns who take feel'! for saying pray- ing them up to scorn and contempt; scribes and
of prayer as can any of those who pray to Yahweh, ers and masses, and then do not say theyrayers and amanuenses who do not correctly copy or writ~
and what is more, the stories of the Chaang-Ohu-Ki masses for the very souls who are in purgatory, or books and letters intrusted to them; perjurers and·
worshipers are just as true as those of the Yahweh some place like it, and cannot quite get out for the forgers.
worshipers.
want of a prayer or mass said in their favor, are
The punishments for this class of offenders sent
righteously confined in a dark chamber named Pu- to the third department vary in degree and intensity
· THE TEMPLE OF HORRORS.
Shing-Wong, the tutelar deity of the city, is here King-Shau; and from the roof of their prison a very of suffering. Thus, upon some tie;ers are let loose•
worshiped. His office is to protect walled cities like dim lamp is supended,by the insufficient light of which to feed upon them, as the vultures fed upon PromeCanton. This is a large state temple, and the vari- they are compelled to read over and over again the theus, though being always devoured, are never conous courtyards with which it is provided are literally prayers an4 masses which they did not say after be- sumed; others are. perpetually pierced with sharp·
crowded with stands for fortune-tellers, doctors, ing paid to say them, and which are printed in pointed arrows; some are constantly being diseD1dentists, corn-doctors, tobacconists, pastry cooks, etc. such fine type that they can hardly make it out in boweled; others are firmly bound to red-hot funnels
No stronger proof than this is required to show that that dark place. That serves them right. I am of brass. But their sufferings are not eternal; after
many people flock to this place, for otherwise the almost in favor of as much hell a8 that; and if all an indefinite period they are transferred to the tenth
charlatans and dealers in various articles would not the priests in the world. who have wilfully and department, to exist again on earth in some of the
there have their stalls.. Yes, around these stalls knowingly foaled thai:;, fellow-beings by preaching forms of animal life. The virtuous who come to
from morning till night are to be found men in all absurd lies aJ:>O~t n.le 'J".5ods and devils, burning hells, this department for rewards are those who, at their
the walks of life, the high and the low, the rich and and lots of siml]" a ~'\ense, and have taken money own expense, erected bridges over small streams for
the poor. On each side of the great quadrangle of for their falselJ"~?V~ ~d to be shut up in that dark the benefit of their neighbors; persons who furthis temple are five hells, regarded as miniature rep- prison for abc' 1 o. /ndred years, to repeat over nished the means for paving highways, etc. The~e
resentations of the ten kingdoms into which the hell their silly sen~ll}t< 0~orward and backward a few are also consigned to the tenth departm~nt, to a~atn
believed in by millions of the Chinese is supposed to millions of timl' q,.nd then be made to swallow them, return to earth in the persons of honorable, highbe divided. This place is denominated the Temple and then vomj(~liem up, and then be made to swal- minded men.
of Horrors from the representations here given of low them ag~ ?• and this to be repeated a few times,
The fourth department is under the Eastern Sea,
the various forms of punishment inflicted upon the it would seer, ~io be the divinest and best retribution and is presided over b;y Ny-Koon-~ ong. The u~
wicked. Among these are a man boiling in oil, that was E!Ji~s •isited upon desi~ning and lying hyp- fortunates who find their way to this place of retn·
a man being ground under stones, a man in red-hot ocrites. .rgh'.e~)lly if I get promoted to be a deity of bution are those who evade paying their just taxes1
flames, a man being beheaded, a man being sawn one oft~ ?~her grades I may be in favor ()f carry- tenants who do not pay their rent; physicians wbo
asunder, the infliction of the bastinado, procesees ing out;;iller£·in~reatment of this kind, unless the administer the wrong kind of medicine to their pa·
representing transmigration, trial scene of criminals, offend~mmo:e (Ppent, tell the truth, and speak words tients; merchants who sell bad silk for good; peretc.
of goo/thda , t n sense.
sons who on the· streets or in public assemblies do·
In each of these ten kingdoms of hell is an image
ThJ depa~~\fti.anniversary ~f the god w;ho p~esides not give place to the blind and infirm; persons wh~>
of a king or judge sitting in judgment. Around the overon the firtthJilent of the mfernal regwns IS cele- maliciously destroy crops of grain; those who. r~
throne of justice are the ministers of the court, with brat
~t da1 of the second month of the move their neighbors' landmarks i the BuddhlStiQ'
6
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priests who violate their monastic vows; libidinous port of their aged parents, who fail to comfort them not one pleasant voice, not a cheerful note, is ever
persons, like fornicators- and whoremongers, drunk- when.sick and distressed, and who do not celebrate heard there, bqt only the perpetual howlings, yellards, busy-bodies, gamblers, and brawler~.
_ their ~uneral obl!equies; those who are ungrateful to ings, screechings, 'inoanings, execrations, cursingsThe punishments meted out here are like those In benefactors; those who indulge in obscene conversa- that and nothing else-and that forever, forever,
the other departments, somewhat interestingly varied. tion; wpmen who place wearing. apparel on the FOREVEB, FOREVER! !
Some are cast headlong into a lake of blood (not so housetops to dry (a custom particularly distasteful to
As monstrous as the Chinese hells are, as monbad as fire); some are suspended from the beams and the Chinese, as they deem it offensive to the dead). strous as their gods are, as monstrous as their religrafters in the hall of torture by means of hooks The punishments ·here awarded are as follows: Sons ions are, their hells are not a thousandth part so
passed through the fleshy parts of their bodies; and daughters deficient in :filial piety are metamor- monstrous as the Christian hell, their gods are clearwhen these have suffered in proportion to their de- phosed into animals, and some are trampled under ly not a thousandth part so severe as the Christian
serts they are also sent~ to the tenth department to the feet of hor!!es; those ungrateful to benefactors God, and their religion not a thousandth part so terenter into the animal kingdom and climb up to the are cut in two with large knives; those guilty of rible as the Christian religion. There is not another
privilege of again becoming human beings. The obscene conversation are tied to stake& and their religion i~ the world that has such a merciless god,
virtuous souls who gather here for their reward are tongues cut out; those who oppress the poor are dis- such a terrible hell, as Christianity. This doctrine
those who provided coffins for the decent interment emboweled; those who expose clothes on the house- of an endless hell is the most horrible that mortals
of the poor. They are also consigned to the tenth tops are thrown headlong into a lake of blood. The ever preache'd; it has caused more human wretcheddepartment to become good men again on earth, and virtuous who repair there to get their back pay are ness than any other doctrine that was ever uttered;
to enjoy riches, happiness, and honor. Such do not. those who have contributed money for the benefit of it not only makes future existence the most terrible
have to enter the bodies of animals.
mendicant friars.
that CflP possibly be conceived, but it also fills this
The fifth department is presided over by Im,LahThe ninth department is presided over by Too-Shi- life with terrors, fears, and apprehensions far worse
Wong, and he is a very austere fellow, who never ex- Wong, and the delinquents who appear there for than death, making a perfect hell of this life, to those
tends any clemency to the culprits who are placed their just deserts are artists who pros1fitute their tal- who believe the wretched doctrine, as well as of the
under his power. Those sent here are unbelievers in ents by painting obscene pictures; authors who other, if there is one. .
I
the true religion, back-biters, slanderers, incendiaries, ·write obscene books; Buddhistic priests who receive
No person has ever lived who deserves to suffer in
revilers of good and virtuous men. The penalties in- money for the benefit of the monasteries to which a Christian hell for the space of twenty-four hours.
flicted here are somewhat in proportion to the crimes they belong; but which funds they dishonestly'ap- There is no person living who deserves such a hell,
committed. Some are made to ascend pagodas and propriate to their own use; persons who unnecessarily unless it is the lying priests who preach it, and theretowers that they may view the villages and hamlets kill animals; persons who cause discord between hus. by destroy the peace of mind of those who believe
where they lived when in the body, as well as to bands and wives and between parents and children; the doctrine. Yes, if I must have a religion, if I
bring to memory the delights they once enjoyed in persons who administer drugs to women for the pur- must have gods, if I must have a hell, give me the
the society of their relatives and friends. It is pose of exciting their paBsions. The punishments Chinese article before the Christian-any others
thought that thus bringing their former condition to meted out to these sinners are semewhat diversified. before the Christian, for they are the quintessence of
mind will intensify the unhappiness which they must The dishonest priests are cast upon sharp iron spikes; all that is horrible and execrable.
feel in their present bereavement where they have no the slayers of beasts and birds are devoured by the
TEMPLE OF THE MEDICINE GOD.
-hopes of escape. Some are subjected to the un~leas- very kinds of animals which they wantonly killed;
Not far from the temple last mentioned stands the
ant performance of being sawn asunder; but after those who make trouble between husbands and wives temple of Yeuk-Wong, the Medicine King, or the
they have sufficiently paid the debt they contracted and between parents and children are devoured by god who attends to the medical department of the
in life they are sent to the tenth department to again wild beasts;_ those who give drugs to women to ex- celestial spheres. It seems he was once a human
take their c~mrse through the animal kingdom.
cite passion are gored to death by saws. The virtu- being (as most or quite all the other gods were origThe virtuous sent here to obtain the reward due ous who flock here for their reward are ferrymen inally, or at least the creations of human beings),
them are those who are noted on earth for giving who give free passage to the poor and needy; and and he performed such valuable services in the medical
alms to the needy. These are also sent to the tenth those who supply the poor with hot tea in the winter line that he was deified and made a god. Here
department, not to become brutes, but to have another and with cold tea in the summer, and with medicine stands his image, and by its side five other gods,
lease of life in this world in the persons of good in times of plague and pestilence.
subordinate to him, for his wife, his son, his grandThe tenth and last department of the Chinese son, his daughter, and his granddaughter were also
men. On the birthday of the god presiding over this
department large numbers of votaries flock to his hades is presided over by King Chuen-Luung-Wong. deified and stand with him, so you see they constishrine, hoping thereby to obtain free forgiveness for To this department, as has been stated, persons from tute a rather godly family. This temple is much
all their sins and transgressions of the past year.
the other nine departments in order that they may frequented by those in bad health, all having the
The sixth department is located under the North- return from there again to the earth; the good and faith to believe that this 1Esculapius of the Chinese
ern Ocean, and is presided over by Pin-Shing-Wong. deserving becoming men of honor and disti:qction in can drive away their ills and make them whole.
Those who are sent here for justice are those who their next earth life, and the wicked either as beasts, One day in the year, however, is special businflss
habitually complain of the weather and the seasons; or birds, reptiles, insects, or fishes.
day here, and that is the birthday of the god-the
those who obey not the teachings of Confucius; those
This is rather of a long story about the different twenty-eighth day of the fourth month in the year.
who place ash-heaps and cast filth in the vicinity of departments of th'e Chinese hell, for no one can Then this temple is packed and crammed to its uttemples; persons who presume to worship the gods claim that the Chinese hell is not more complicated most capacity, women being the far larger proporwithout having. performed the requisite ablutions; and intricate than the 'Christian hell, while less ter- tion. Women unquestionably abound in faith more
those who read obscene books and show them to rible than the eternal torture in the fire that cannot than men; it is the women who keep up nearly all
others; persons who paint or embroider images of be quenched. Without stopping here to discuss the the religions of the world. On the morning of this
the gods, angels, and representations of the sun and question whether the devising of hells, is a .good oc- very worshipful day the medicine god is supposed to
moon; persons who damage and destroy good books; cupa tion, or whether there is any truth in it, be quite wearied and fatigued, having; just returned
those who scrape the gilding from the images of the this much must be conceded, that ths Chinese, as from a trip to the mountains in search of curative
gods, and persons who waste rice. The punishment well as the other oriental nations, engaged in it far plants with which to carry on his business. He thus
for these offenses are as follows: Those who scrape earlier than either the Jews or the Christians, and appears to be an "herb doctor," and does not adthe gilt from the gods are suspended from beams they show more system and propriety in their hellish minister mercury, arsenic, and antimony. In speakand disemboweled; .those who destroy good books conceptions. Their sense of justice seems better ing of being fatigued, let me add that fatigue has been
are hung up by the heels and flayed alive; those who regulated, their moral ideas are fully as acute, and common with all the gods; they all get wearied
forever complain. of the weather and the seasons are their cruelty not nearly so great and continuous. The when they overdo or work too hard. We hear a
sawn asunder; and the others are made to kneel Chinese bell provides punishment somewhat in pro- good deal about a certain god who, after doing a
with bare knees upon sharp particles of ir~n.
portion to the offenses committed; and after the debt larger week's work than usual, became so much
The upright who come to this place to obtain their is paid and ~he sinner tortured as much as he de- fatigued that he had to rest all the next day; and he
reward are ~hose who used their money in the en- serves there is a cessation of hostilities, and the pre- did his work so badly that it was not long before he
dowment of temples, monasteries, and nunneries, and siding god has a little mercy, the poor wretch is was sorry that he had performed that week's job at
cheerfully contribute to their support.
given another chance; but with the Christian hell all.
Well, this medicine god having got completely
The seventh department of the Chinese hades is there is no gradation of punishment; there is no let
located under the Northern Ocean, and is presided up. All offenses are punished alike; a man who wearied. out at hunting over the mountains, it very
over by Tai-Shaan-Wong. Those doomed to go to leads a pretty good life in this world, works honestly naturally becomes the duty of his female friends
this place for their just desert11 are aged and en- for a living, pays his just debts, injures none of his and worshipers to minister a little to his comfort,
feebled men, who for nourishment suck the breasts fellow-beings, but does not go to church, does not and so they fan him and nurse him up, as women so
of women; physicians and resurrectionists who rob believe in priestcraft and theology, does not believe well know how to do. On one of these birthdays it
the graves of their dead for the purpose of obtain- the Bible was written by God, does not believe that is stated that no less than five thousand women
ing subjects .for dissection, or for getting their bones Jesus was God Almighty and made the earth, the fanned him in course of the day. Where is there a
for medicine; women who pro_cure abortioss on sun, moon, and all the stars out of nothing, does not man so irreligious and ungodly as not to be willing
others, or take medicine to prooure ...it upon them- believe that any being can be his own father and his to be a god just a few hours .under such condiselves; schoolmaster11 who neglect their pupils; mal'!- own son at the same time, that three are one and one tions? But if Yeuk-Wong would take my advice
ters who maltreat their slaves; and the men of wealth is three. is given just as strong a dose of hell as the he would not worry and tire himself out in that way
who grind the face of the poor. The punishments man who commits a hundred murders, burns looking up his supply of drugs, for there are plenty
for this class are of this kind: Robbers of tombs are and devg.states villages, robs his fallow-be-ings, of poor people who, for a very reasonable considerathrust into burning volcanoes, and the doctors who and causes many to starve; all grades of offenders tion, will gather his herbs for him; but these gods
make medicine of dead men's bones, are boiled in oil; are pitched together into a seething lake of burning will not take my advice; in fact, they take nobody's
the other offenders are made to wear the large brimstone, and there they must remain and fry eter- advice, and scarcely listen to anything. The god
wooden collars, or congues, in use in China.
nally. When 9.99,999,999,999,999,999,999 years have we have over in America is no better than the others;
The virtuous who go there for their compensation passed in that terrible place their sufferings have he has got so be will scarcely listen to his best
are the sons and daughters who, in obedience to only fairly commenced-it is not yet even break- friends any more; and if he does listen he wont do
the commands of their family physicians, draw drops .fast time; and if those figures are multiplied together what they ask him to do, even if they ask him a
of blood from their veins and cut pieces of flesh from as many times as there are units in the total amount, hundred times over. As a proof of this I have only
their legs to be used as a last resort by the physicians and the sum of years which they all make are suf- to again cite the case of poor Garfield. One
for medicine to cure those whom nothing else will fered in that Christian lake; yes, if every second in hundred and fifty thousand of his priests in Europe
save; those who purchase pigs, sheep, goats, birds, that inconceivable total is lengthened to a million of and America, not lese than seven millions of the
and fishes in the markets when taken for human food centuries, and the indescribable torture has been en- pious lay-brothers, and twenty-nine millions of the
and then consecrate them to live near the temples as dured all that time, still only a fractional portion of still more pious sisters on both sides of the Atlantica ~enefit to the gods; those who buy coffins in which the time has passed; it is still not breakfast time, these good souls, the special favorites of the god,
to Inter the bodies of deceased paupers, the house- and never will be, for there is no end to "forever;" asked him, on their bended knees, with their eyes
less and friendless who die at the corners of the eternity has no end; breakfast time never comes in closed, and many with their heads almost bowed to
streets.
the Christian hell; there is never a moment's cessa- the earth, and with tl3ars even streaming from their
T~e eighth department of the unhappy regions is tion of the acutest torture, not a let up for a single eyes, these, all in the most fervent manner, supplipresided over by Ping-Yang-Wong, and here are i-nstant; not a solitary gleam of light can reach that cated their god to be so kind as to let the good
arrayed_such sons and daughters as neglect th1:1 sup- horrible place; not a ray of hope can penetrate it; Garfield get well and liv a few years longer, but he
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would not do it. I am sure thousands of those good
people who profess to have implicit faith in prayer
asked him, in the best way they knew how, more
than a hundred times to just let the President live.
At a moderate estimate, not less than ten prayers
each were offered up by the numbers named, making
an estimated grand total of 360,000,000 of united
and fervent prayers just to perform one simple little
act which would not take him three minutes to attend to; but not a finger would he lift, not a motion would he make, toward answering their prayers.
I cannot see that the Christian God'is any better
at answering prayer than the Chinese gods, and yet
his worshipers call him "a prayer-answering god,"
and boast unceasingly of his kindness and promptness in attending to their requests. It is·my opinion
their claims are untrue. He does not answer prayer
with certainty. · I tried him about twenty-five years,
and asked him to do a good many little things for
me that ought not to be very hard for an omnipotent
god to perform; I asked him in the very best way I
knew how, and I believe with as much sincerity as
the average of praying people, but I cannot at this
moment remember of a single instance when any
one of my prayers was answered, or when anythmg
took place in consequence of my praying in the
slightest degree different from what would have ocd h dI
d p h
I
curre
a
not praye ·
er aps am :aot "gifted
in prayer," but I did the best I knew how, and that
is about as well as Moody and the Salvation Army
can do. I presume, had I asked that water might
continue to run down hill, that twice two might still
be four, and that the sun might continue to rise
in th~ east, those prayers would have been answered; but as for getting anything special that I
prayed for, that I would not have got all the !lame if
I had not prayed, I met with a total failure. At
length, however, I got tired of the game in which I
alwayslostandnever won-always getting blanks and
no prizes-and concluded to discontinue, and ask no
more favors of gods visible or invisible, but to pray
with my hands and my brains-to let well-directed
effort be my prayer. I have been pursuing that
course over thirty years, and I have no reason to
complain. I have done tolerably well; if all my
prayers have not been realized as fully as I wished
more of them have been answered when I depended upon my own exertions than when I looked
to some imaginary being above the clouds. At all
events, I am so well satisfied that I shall continue the
prayer of effort.
In view of the fact that God did not see fit to answer the 360,000,000 prayers that were loudly, forcibly, earnestly, humbly, and unceasingly sent up to
him in favor of Mr. Garfield, the question naturally
arises, how many prayers are required to move him
-just a little? Possibly the grave problem may be
solved by a statement worked out in simple position,
or the good old rule of three; thus, if 360,000,000
prayers to Yahweh produce nothing, what do all the
rest of the prayers amount to which have been or
may be offered ? This is an easy example to work
out, and any school boy can obtain the answer; he
will of course remember that the second term and
the answer must be of the same character and denomination, and he cannot be mistaken; the answer
will be 000,000,000.
Guiteau said God compelled him to shoot Garfield,
and he went to his death with that assertion upon
his lips, and it is hard to show why it is not just as true
as that he commanded Abraham to slay Isaac, or that
he commanded Saul to slay the king and people of
Amalek, including the women, the suckling infants,
together with the camels, the asses, and the sheep;
or that he commanded the slaying of seventyfive thousand or more of the men, women, or children of Midian, besides scores upon scores of other
instances where he commanded his servants to slay
people. If we must believe that God ordered that
human life be taken in one case, why not in another?
With regard to Garfield and the prayers offered for
him one of four prqpositions must be the truth.
I. God wanted G~rfield to die, and authorized, or
at least permitted Guiteau to kill him; or,
2. He could not answer the prayers if he would,
and was unable to spare Garfield's life; or,
3. He would not answer the prayers if he could,
and is not a prayer-answering God; or,
4. 'fhere is no god who orders life to be taken, or
saves it when otherwise it must be lost.
l incline to think the last proposition the true
one. I may be mistaken, but if so, I am honest in
my opinion. I cannot think a God of infinite love
and mercy will send me to eternal torture for being
honest. If he does, I shall endure my doom with
the best grace I can command, but very likely I may
think it a trifle hard.
'
THE TEJIIPJ.E OF SIN-FUNG.

The business of this god is to look after runaway
slaves and servants. To his shrine all persons repair
who have lost male or female slaves. They worship
him and offer sacrifices to prevail upon him to set
himss,lf at work at once in their interests. A courier
is constantly in attendance, with his loins girt and
already prepared to set out in chase after the runaways, to help the god to find them when the proper

kings, that her dal;l.ing may be sure to be remem.
bered and blessed.
,
Between the porch _and the main temple is a court,
with a small temple m the center, and one on each
side. The roof of the'main temple, as 'is the case
with the most important temples, is of glazed green
tiles, and is suppprted by lofty wooden pillars
made bright and shining. by many coats of lacquer:
Within the sanctuary a1·e three colossal gilt statues
of Buddha, representing respectively the past, the
present, and the future. These images, if standing
would measure forty feet in bight. Before each i~
an altar on which are carefully arranged incense.
burners, candlesticks, flowers, etc. Here, as in all
the temples, ~he bamboo i!lcens~ is kept ~onstantly
burning, the mcense material bemg placed m :l. small
tube of_ bamboo, which _h~rns slowly, but steadily,
like a p1ece of punk, em1ttmg rather pleasant odors.
In front of each image is suspended from the roof
a large lantern, the lights in which, as with the
vestal lights of ancient Rome, and the sacred lights
of modern Rome, are kept constantly burning.
Small lights and lanterns are also around the
shrines, and these are lighted on special occasions.
temJ;>le is one of the finest in Canton. Its courts are There are streamers and banners bearing Chinese
spaowus and neatly paved with granite slabs. The characters in letters of velvet on a red ground. Upon
green-tiled roofs and the several shrines are sup- the two sides of the shrine are eight statues of the
ported by granite columns. The first shrine is of
course dedicated to old Kwan-Tai himself, and above most distinguished of Buddha's disciples. There
were eight hundred of them in all, but these are conthe altar he sits in state. On the right side stand sidered the greatest for their preeminent virtues
two colossal figures; one is represented as bearing and spiritual attainments. Like Buddha they
the seal of the god, and the other holding a huge abandoned the wickedness of the world at an early
battle-axe. On the left side ar~ two similar figures; age and dedicated their lives to holiness and peace.
one holding a commission from Kwan-Tai, .and the The great and good qualities of these hol~ men are
other a weapon of war. In the rear are the parents highly praised by Chinese poets, and shrmes have
and grand-parents of the god. Votive offerings to been erected to them in many places. Portraits are
the god of war are suspended from the rafters of the also as plentiful of them as of the disciples of ~esus
temple. Several other temples in the city are also among the Christians. A great many extr!'Lo~dmary
dedicated to this terrible god of battles. State wor- claims are made with reference- to these disCiples of
ship is offered him especially at the vernal and au- Buddha which I will not take the time to repeat,
tumnal equinoxes and at the New Year.
but if half the claims are true they must have been
far more remarkable men than the twelve who much
THE HONAM TEMPLE.
This is a Buddhistic temple situated in the suburb later attended upon the teacher of Galilee.
In a corner of the room where the shrine is located
of Honam, on the south side of the river. It has an
extensive monastery connected with it, and is often is a large bell, unrivaled for the softness of its tone,
called the Ocean Banner Monastery. It is the and also a large drum in an opposite corner. The
largest temple in Canton, the whole occupying eight two are sounded at the commencement of matins,
acres of ground. After passing through an unpre- vespers, and each daily service. T~e:y not o~ly
tentious gateway, the grand entrance is reached by a notify the public that the time for rehgwus serviCe
broad well-paved walk, on each side of which is a has come, but they also convey a similar intelligen~e
row of large trees of the banyan species. The en- to the celestial beings, notifying them that. their
trance is guarded by two immensely large sentinels attention and good services are required. At the c~l
or janitors, who are gross enough and terrific enough ebration of matins and vespers the monks, dressed In
to frighten timid people; they are sitting, but if dull, grayish robes, arrange themselves in rows on
standing would reach a bight of nearly forty feet. each side of the shrine, and in a monotonous chant
There are supposed to be two of the eight person- address prayers to Buddha for the preservatio~ of
ages, whose office it is to guard these sacred premises. the emperor and the high officials of the empire.
Two are on duty at a time, and they must not suffer They also offer to heaven prayers for_ all the blessin~B
any evil spirits to enter the premises. The janitor on desired, and pay profoundest adoratwns. The offiCIthe right is supposed to welcome all who enter in a ating priest in front of the altar blesses and conseproper spirit to visit the holy shrines, while he on crates a small quantity of rice, and places the same
the left reminds them that the courts are hallowed, on a, tripod which stands without the door of the
and must be approached with due reverence and awe. temple, where the riee is eaten by birds, who doubt.
The eight janitors have the usual Chinese names, the less appreciate the foodWithin the shrine is a magmficent and elaborately
_interpretations of which are " The Deliverer of the
Wretched and Miserable," ''The Restorer of the sculptured marble dagoba. On one side Bu~dha _is
Sick and Afflicted," "The Restorer of BI~ssings," represented as ridir;g upo~ a~ ~rephar;t With SIX
"The Possessor of Purity," "Utterer of Loud tusks· on another s1de he IS ndmg a hon; on the
Words," "The Soother of Sorrow," "The Wise and third 'he is riding a fabulous animal an~ holding in
his hand a scroll; and on the fourth he IS represented
Good," and "The Great God."
The porch to the temple is ascended by a short as sitting upon a lotus flower. Under each of these
flight of stone steps. On each side of the entrance representations is sculptured a bowl of fresh wa~er,
is a large white board bearing Chinese characters, which with the Chinese is an emblem of punty,
being dissertations to good conduct. On the right typifying the excellence of the life and teachings of
hand board it is stated that licentiousness is of all Buddha. Under this dagoba is supposed to ~e a
vices the greatest, while on the opposite board filial relic of Buddha, which, of course, is regarded With a
piety is described as the greatest virtue. Within degree of reverence by the faithfu~, which amounts
the porch are four colossal images of the "Four to worship. The marvel, however, Is, as there ~re so
Great Kings of Heaven." If they are as heavenly as many dogohas all over Asia under which r?hcs of
they are great, their goodness can not be doubted, Buddha are said to be deposited-some h~vmg one
for, if standing, they would hardly fall short of forty of his teeth, another some other bone of h1s bodyfeet in bight. One has a sort of green face; in his where they all came from. His body did not have
hand he holds a sword which he is unsheathing. bones enough in it to go round a:ud supply all, all:d
He is supposed to hold authority over the winds, and how so many dagobas can be bless.ad with one ?f ~1s
to keep them from getting unduly on the rampage. bones is a puzzling question; and the wonder IS Ill·
The second has a red face, and holGs in his hand a creased when it is remembered that Buddha'_s bod~
jade-stone harp, upon which he is supposed to dis- was cremated and the bones, of course, calcmed t
course sweet music, when he feels like it. It is powder. Is it' to be supposed that a miracle has been
claimed for him that he controls the elements of fire, P erformed in each case where a relic is said to be deair, and water, of which he is composed, the first be- posited, as with the wood of t h e " t rue _cr oss. " on
ing of wood. The third has a white face, in his which Jesus was crucified, enough of vy-h10h, 1_t ~as
h~nd is an u_mbrella, suppos~d to be of pearls. It is been estimated, is still in existence m_ Christi~?
h1s prerogative to send or withhold rain. His consti- churches and cathedrals to build a small-sized ho~s 0
tution is held to be of metal. The fourth has a Had not the body of Jesus, as supposed, ascended 11h~
swarthy complexion. In his left-hand he holds a heaven there is little doubt that hundred~ of b I~
golden dragon, and in his rigM band a pearl, sup- bones ~ould now grace Christian sanctuar~es; h~S
posed to have been taken by him from the mouth of it would be a little awkward to be showmg
the dragon. He is invested with the power of grant- bones to the fa_ithfu_l, while it is asserted _tha!o\~
ing propitious winds, and his constitution is said to took his bones w1th h1m to heaven. There IS P
b~ of water. It is claimed for these four heavenly ably about the same amount of truth with refer~~~:
kmgs that they exercise a presiding watchfulness to Buddha's bones as with the wood of the ~ .
and supreme direction, severally, over the eastern, and the underclothes of the virgin. The dago ~~n
1
southern, western, and northern quarters of the heav- question cost many thousand dollars, ~ut n?t a su~
ens; and to them Chinese mothers devoutly com- of what some of the cathedrals cost m whiCh. e
mend the charge of their little ones. The mother and his mother :are worshiped with an adoratiOn as
rt th
often writes the name of her child on a strip of paper profound as that b2stowed upon Buddha.
On eaoh 9f the ,stone pillars which suppo
e
and affixes it to the. body of one of these heavenly

fee has been paid in. Without the courier little can
be done. In all cases the gods, of themselves, are
helpless beings, and hut for the priests and other assistants nothing could be accomplished.
Mothers whf) are anxious that their daughters
should speedily obtain godd husbands often send
aged female servants as go-betweens to this god to
enlist his services in their behalf. It is customary
to offer small silk or cloth bags containing sweetsmelling incense to put the god in an accommodating
humor. In times of plague and pPstilence, as well
as in cases of ordinary sickness, the bags which have
thus been placed before the god are worn as charms
or preventives against attacks of sickness. It is not
uncommon for such bags to sell for a great price.
In the same temple is a shrine to the god LunkTunk-Tai-Wong, but what his particular duties are I
am not able to say; but his wor~hipers present to
him votive offerings in the shape of stones and
rods which look much like barbers' poles in their
decorations.
TEMPLE oF KWAN·TAI.
This is the great Chinese god of war, and his
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shrine a red placard is posted, the object of which withdrawal from their presence she at once addressed forehead. On the sides of the hall stand the images
is to we.rn the thoughtless who visit the monastery herself in prayer to the future Buddha in supplica- of twelve personagPs, called the" Kings of Heaven."
to on no account profane sQ sacred a place. The tion for those who were suffering the agonies of hell, .At the feet of Pee-Lu are two small red tablets; on
third great shrine is· in honor of Koog Yam, the and.no sooner had she uttered the words, "0-mi-to- them is recorded in letters of gold the names of pergoddess of mercy. A larg~ gilt image of the god- fat," than beautiful and fragrant flowers from sons who have contributed largely in the decorations
dess is the first thing to be seen. On the altar is heaven fell all around her, and at the same moment and fittings of this holy place.
the usual collection of incense-burners, candlesticks, the unfortunate victims writhing in hell were at
THE HOLY HOGS.
and stands for artificial flowers. The front is once translated to heaven to a state of perfect joy
Connected with this largest temple in the city are
adorned with a red, embroidered altar-cloth .. On and bliss.
very commodious apartments for about a dozen fat
each side of the shrine are several bookcases, inWhen, however, -the kings of hades learned they hogs, a corridor leading to them from the body of
closed by folding-doors, and containing the Bud- had thus lost their subjects by wholesale by the the temple. These are hogs devoted to the gods, or
dhistic scriptures, which are regarded with venera- prayers of Mu-Sbin, they were filled with the great- to the sacred uses of the temple, and are the gifts of
tion as deep as that with which Christians regard est perturbation, and commanded that she should at pious devotees who, for some blessing received, or
their scripture.
once leave their abodes. No sooner had she re- the answer to some prayer obtained, deeming one of
THE GODDESS OF MERCY
turned to earth than she perceived a white cloud the best acts they can perform is to not take animal
Is held to be the incarnation of Buddha, who not descending from heaven toward her, and upon it life, but, on the other hand, to preserve it. From
less than thirty-two times appeared on earth, and on seated Jl person having the form of a Buddhist the hour the pigs enter this sacred inclosure they.
each occasion in a different form. Her father was priest, and who addressed her in the most bE;Jnignant are regarded as sacred, and are carefully fed and
a sovereign of one of the provinces, and her mother manner, and asked her if she would like to go to attended to by the monks, the food being largely
a very devout woman. They were many years with- Hong-Shan, a high mountain, on which dwelt angels contributed by devotees who come to the temple to
out progeny, which filled them with grief. Her and grmii, whose homes had once been on the earth. worship. The animals are kept very clean, and are
mother went twice daily to the temple to pray, and He informed her that he was Shik-Ka, who, during never killed; they are fed year after year and
in every case she prayed for a male offspring. The her protracted seasons of sorrow and persecution, allowed to live as long as they will, and when they
godR, however, as gods often are, were not. propitious had carefully watched over and protected her. die are buried with all the honors due a saint. One
to her, although she kept up this constant prayer till Mu-Shin's heart, of course, overflowed with gratitude of them I saw is fifteen years old, and must weigh
she became advanced in years. Many persons, after at receiving this intelligence, and at once made up six or eight hundred pounds.
receiving no answer to their prayers for so long a her mind that she would accompany her guardian
I had seen many holy things, and read of holy
time, would become discouraged and give up the 'angel to Hong-Shan. Upon their arrival upon that animals of various kinds, but I think these were the
struggle, but this good woman did not; she prayed delectable mountain the favored female was re- first holy hogs that fell under my observation. The
on, and after awhile the gods, perhaps, got a little quested to sit upon a throne of lotus flowers. She idea of hogs and holiness seemed a trifle incongruashamed of themselves, or at least they·so far re- of course complied,_and there she reigned for ten ous to me, and, turning to the guide, I said, "Ah
lented as to conclude to give her a female child. years, after which time she was promoted to Sai- Cum, Ah Cum, do you believe there is any special
She accordingly conceived, and in due course of Tien, the western paradise of the Buddhists. But holiness in these hogs, or that they are any holier
time the daughter was born and named Mu-Sbin. while in this place of exquisite happiness she did for being kept here in a temple?" Ah Cum's reply
Her birth was attended with extra.ordinary pheno- not forget her wicked father, for during a long at- was," Oh, me got no religion; me don't care anymena. Throughout the day on which she was born tack of illness which visited him she watched over thing about it; all temples just samee to me." I
a bright cloud overshadowed the dwelling of her him and aided in restoring him again to'health. concluded that Ah Cum was not far out of the way,
father, and the air was impregnated with the sweet Her name after this was changed to Koon-Yam, the and that all the temples are about alike. But many
fragrance of many flowers.
goddess of mercy, as which she bas since been wor- kinds of animals, and especially bulls, have, by the
During her childhood abe manifested extraordin- shiped, women and children being her principal worshipers of many gods, been regarded as sacred,
ary ability, and evinced a great desire-in order to votaries.
and I don't know why piggie bas not an equal right
lead a pure life 9ond perfect her intellectual attain.
Ladies of wealth and position in society repair to to come in for a share of sacred honors. 'l'hese
ments-to spend her early life within the walls of a this goddess to solicit her aid and blessing. The porkers were of the pure China breed, with short
Buddhistic nunnery. Her parents were greatly op- form of worship pursued upon such occasions is con- legs and small bones, and of the same kind I met in
posed to this, and to prevent her from carrying out ducted by Buddhist priests in a mann"lrwhichissup- considerable numbers in my ride around the city.
her intentioJ:!. they confined her in a bower or garden- posed to be pleasing to the goddess. Two tables are In tb.e outer parts of the town, among the dwellings
house. But finally, in consequence of her importu- placed immediately in front of the goddess, and at a of the poorer classes, pigs are largely kept, and run
nities, her father finally conveyed her to a nunnery. distance of a few feet from each other. Upon these around with the children and dogs, all being apparHere she was called upon to discharge the duties of fruits and flowers, as eucharistic offerings well ently upon an equality. The pigs look as clean as
a menial, to which she complied with the utmost pleasing to the goddess are neatly arranged. Around the children, and as though they bad their daily
grace and cheerfulness. It is p6rhaps not strange these tables ladies attired in their best robes sit or bath.
• that she was a perfectly angelic creature, for she kneel, the priests at the sound of musical instruments
In the compartment with the sacred swine are
was blessed with no less than thirty-eight angels, march in with slow and measured step; but as the notices placed in a conspicuous position warning all
who ministered unto her and gave her all the aid musie quickens, their pace increases, until at last persons to beware doing any unkindness to the bogs
within their power. When it was her duty to pluck they run rapidly around the tables, making the form upon any consideration, assuring them that if any
vegetables the monkeys came to her assistance, and of the figure eight, as fast as their feet are able to bad act is done to those animals retributive justice
in picking tea-leaves, the birds were so accommo- carry them. This singular style of worship is brought will be meted out for the same in the great day of
dating as to help her. Eight genii, in addition to to a close by the priests rushing wildly into t4e judgment. In another compartment are kept male
the angels, were commisl'lioned to wait upon her, to presence of the ladies, tendering to them their warm- chickens, which have also been dedicated to a holy
bring fruit to her, and whatever she needed. On est congratulations.
life. Like the Jews, the Chinese think male animals
one occasion when she was bearing fruit to the nunThis goddess is also very much worshiped during and birds are most acceptable to the gods.
nery a white tiger came to her assistance.
the Tsing-Ming, a season regarded by the Chinese as
The monks and friars attached to the templeAt length her father became very much annoyed especially auspicious for repairing to the tombs of there being in the neighborhood of a hundred of
at her prolonged stay at the nunnery, and conceived their ancestors to perform worship to them and them-occupy considerable space. I saw where
the wicked plan of destroying it by fire. He ac- ma'ke prayers to them. Paper representations of their food is prepared, and the dining-room, with
cordingly gave orders to his generals to carry out servants' houses, sedan-chairs, gold and silver ingots, the eight long, plain tables, where they take their
this bad intention, and the flames were kindled; but are conveyed to the shrines, and, after being dedi- simple meals of rice and vegetables, boiled in the
no sooner had they made some headway than they cated, are burnt, with the belief that they are thus kitchen hard by. Their dormitory does not look
were extinguished in a miraculous manner. The converted into spirit substance, in which condition particularly inviting. It has long wooden benches
father became enraged that his plans were thus they can be utilized by their departed friends. This on either side, where these idle and useless beings
thwarted, and in a very angry manner commanded is particularly carried out on the nineteenth day of seek repose at night. They are simply beggars, and
that his daughtt)r be seized and brought before him. the second month, that being the anniversary of the reminded me much of the same class of monks I saw
His orders were promptly obeyed, and· when she was goddess's birth. There are other temples and shrines in Rome, where there are seven thousand of them.
brought into his presence be commanded that s}le be dedicated to this goddess in• other parts of the city. Possibly they all have the highest requisites of true
slain at once with the sword. Again divine power Hither votaries flock in great numbers upon her Christians, for they take no thought for the morrow;
came to her aid, and the designs of her wicked father birthday, and beseech her blessings upon themselves they toil not, neither do they spin. These Chinese
were thus thwarted. As her father prevented her and their sick relatives. They light immense sticks monks have a long loose dress, very similar to the
return to the nunnery, she resolved to commit sui- at the sacred lamps which are suspended above her Christian monks, and Mr. Clark was stru?k with the
cide. This rash resolution she effected by strangu- altars, and then, bearing them aloft, return to their resemblancee. [TO BE CONTINUED.]
lation; but during the following night a large tiger respective homes, when these incense sticks, as euDeath
entered the palace, seized the coffin, and conveyed it charistic offerings, are often placed before the ances•
·
·
h 1
f h
DEAR FATHER BENNET'r: It is hard for me to break to you
to the summit of a mountain not far away, where, tra 1 t a bl et s, an d at oth er times
upon t e a tars o t e the sad news of the death of our dear, sweet, little son, James
by the interposition of a heavenly messenger from tutelary deities and guardians of their dwellings. Bennett Travers, Oh, with what pride we looked upon our boy
the god!!, she was restored to life. She was in- Sometimes, also, previous to leaving the temple the when born! He was so stout and perfect in form; he had such
formed by the messenger that the ten kings who votaries hold a small parcel of tea wrapped in paper a finely-developed head, from which shone as bright and beaupreside over the ten departments of hades were most in the cloud of smoke of incense about the altar, and tiful eyes as ever were to mortal given. We named him Bendesirous to see her. She was, of course, very will- when the tea bas thus been fumigated it, of course, nett because we loved you, and hoped that he would be a great
·
d
and good man, as we firmly believe you to be; but Death
ing to comply with the request of such distinguished becomes Impregnate
with holiness, and is consid- marked him for his victim, and all available medical aid, with
personages, and at once hastened, under the guidance ered efficacious as a medium in curing various forms our constant watch and care, could not save him. Oh, how my
of the angel, to see the potentates of grim justice. of diseases. The pious Chinese doubtless feel about heart bled when the physiciau told me little Benny could not liv!
Upon her arrival she was greatly pained to witness the same kind of veneration for this goddess &s He is gone. Lying on my knees, at 6:30 P.nr., Saturday, July
the dreadful punishments inflicted upon evil-doers, Christians do for the Virgin Mary, who is appealed 15th, he breathed his last.
·
b
1
h'
The funeral was a qniet one. The address, made by a
and her sympathy and compassion were raised in the to m
prayer Y mi lions of devout wors lpers as Campbellite minister who thinks enough of the church to prefer
highest degree when she saw their horror and de- having the power to confer all kinds of blessings selling groceries to preaching, was short and without the Chrisspair. She resolved at once to do all she could by spiritual and temporal; and the relics pertaining to tian fringes, scripture reading, aud psalm singing. Had there
prayer to Buddha to alleviate their sufferings.
her, including fragments of her underclothes, have been no mention of Jesus in the address I would hav been betShe inquired of the ten kings what their object performed wonderful miracles. The rock on which ter sat.isfied; but it is hard to overcome old habits, and he for
that is Dear
excused.
was in sending for her. They replied that they her milk is said to have dropped, as at Bethlehem, is
little Bennett, thy troubles are over,
.
wished to confer upon her a reward in token of the thought to be charged with miraculous power, an d IS
Death's angel bas robbed us, we see thee no more
urchased
by
the
faithful
as
possessing
astonishing
Unless
thewe
future
eternal
high esteem which they bore her for her many vir. P
Then in
shall
see thy
fair life
formhover,
as before.
tues and the boldness and zeal which she had evinced qualities. There is not very much difference, after
Bnt now for that future we hav no misgiving
despite the cruel persecutions of her own father, all, between Christian and other superstitions.
Better thun torture, the gloom of the !;\"rave;
]'rom the orthodox heaven where a Gmteau is living
which were meted out to her because she had the
Near the shrine of this goddess stands the Pe6-LuMay the angels of mercy our darling one save.
wisdom to choose the seclusion and self-denial of Kok, or the hall or tower of the god Pee-Lu. He is
E'arewell, our sweet baby, we know it is well,
the nunnery in preference to the gayety and splendor sitting on a phenix throne and wearing a crown of
Though o'er thy cold grave full often we weep;
.A.nd whether in action or rest thou dost dwell,
of her father's palace. They urged her to continue gold. He has three eyes, the center of which, the
Yet we'll think of thee only as l'CSting in sleo.p.
in her course of wisdom and holiness . . Upon her eye of omniscience, is placed in the middle of the Wincheste1·, Ill.
J. B. TRAVERS.
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Their Meaning and Use." To this toast the Presi- h?nor and_ rev:erence that waits upon his d~ys, until
dent said he had been assigned to reply in the absence. his final pilgnmage shall come:
. . :
of Mr. James Parton, the president of the Liberal: To us all of the creed of t~Is old rehgwn Is forD. M. BENNE'IT, EDITOR.
Club of this city..
. 1 ever deag and gone, put} _pit:y t~e hear~,that _does
Mr. Wakeman said : In our youth we were taught not feel some echo of Its pilgnm s return . to mght.
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. the maxim that "history repeats itself," as if it were I Our Liberal Pilgrim went forth ol!t of a c?mplicaan axiom. Now it is discovered that history never tion more the fault of others than his own, m which
He
The largest and chempest Radical Journal publisheil in repeats itself. It is a sign of progress that we hav, he served as a Martyr for the freedom of all.
Hurops or America, oontaining se1>en hundred square inches learned this fact, and we must be grateful for the 1 nee_ded a change of J?lace and scene--:a new life,
knowledge of the law of evolution,·which proves that whwh only a new VIew, a general VIew, of the
more reading matter than any other joumal of its ldnd.
facts and events can never recur, because the condi- world, could giv.
. .
.
tions ·of social life and of its progress can never be I He went out as a Pllgnm from the anxwus meet.
! ings of his friends, not to the birthplace or shrine of
NEW YORK SATURDAY, AUGUST 12, 1882. twice the same.
Yet the fundamental necessities and emotions of' a pigmy god, but to Humanity . in its home, the
mankind are ever the same or similar. The feelings: world I The limitati_ons th~t encircled his life he
which hav thrilled the human race from its infancy would solve and lose m the hfe and sympathy of the
The Banquet Reception
are simply answered to again and again thro~ghout whole race. More than Ulys~e.s ever dreamt of .seeTo the returned pilgrim at Martinelli's on Thursday the ages by new circumstances, symbols, religions, ing-of oceans and lands, of Cities and men, of priests
evening, the 3d inst., was a highly enjoyable affair. or philosophies. The language and dress may a~d g?ds-he has gazed upon, and no~ he ~eturDI! .to
At the hour of six the friends began to assemble in change but the collectiv soul of Man is ever much his faithful Penelope, to us, and to his native land I
the capacious saloon with its long table bearing evi- the sadte. The same needs produce the same feel- Moved more than ever, must he be, if he is human, by
dent proof that a feast was soon to be presented to inga.
the higher, better, uniyersal, im~ortal impulses of
the guests. A suite of reception-rooms for ladies
Religions succeed each other, like fleeting clouds, 1 man.
~y mor~, he brmgs those Im~ulses home to
was also brought into requisition. The returned when we watch the course of history; but their fun-ius
and JOI?s _us _m that s:yn;tpathy which makes our
traveler was cordially taken by the hand by the damental demands, feelings, astronomic festivals, 1 race one, mvmmble ~nd _divme.
guests as they arrived, and he was made heartily and even rites and usages reappear. I_nstead of d?part-1· But n~t o~ly as a pll~nm has he gone an.d _retnrn?d.
welcome to his home once more. Not far from the ing utterly from the earth, they smk deeper m the As the pllgru:~ ~ften did o_f old, he ~as Jomed With
hour of seven the dinner was ready and some sixty heart of man and blossom forth anew from age to that sacred misswn the duties of a knight errant. As
or more gentlemen and ladies-warm personal age. The Christmas FEstival is as old as the knowl-j a soldier of justice and right, a Seeker of Truth, he
friends-were seated before the brilliant display, edge of the winter solstice from which it took its, brings a record of services in every land he has visready to participate in the festivities of the occasion. rise.
·
ited of singular value.
·
Among the hontJred guests were Horace Seaver
Such thoughts sprang up in me an.ew when I read
Who, for instance,. could hav done w~at he has
and Josiah P. Mendum of the Boston Investigator, often how our honored guest describes himself in his accomplished in India and Ceylon? Hts speeches,
and H. M. Fisher, of Fishersville, N. H., who had book "Around-the-World" as "the Pilgrim."
j translated into the nativ. t~ngues, are going before
come a long way to be present at this welcome feast.
But is he not a Liberal-that is, one of those thousands, and perhap!! mllhons, as the best and perThe entire ceremonies continued nearly six hours.
emancipated from Theology? And is not a Pil- ~ hap~ the only_ antidote _to. the _stupid Munchausen
After the company were seated the President, T. grim a "religious person "-a product of the ac-1 sto~1es by whwh the missiOnaries. of ~heology are
B. Wakeman, arose and said:
cursed old theologies he is to liv and die in fighting? t~y_mg to overthrow the comp_arativly mnocent traLadies and Gentlemen: I havthebonor to present Yes. The Fetichistic peoples, like the savage tribes, ditwns of Buddha and Co~fucms. He has exp?s.ed,
to you your lately returned friend, the illustrious Pil- the Africans and the Chinese are, it is true by their 1 as no other ever has, the WICkedness of undermmmg
. grim who has circled the earth in the search for religion, a stay-at-home peo~le, because their gods one superstition b_y another '!h.ich the natives can
truth. And to you, Mr. Bennett, I hav to present are their homes or in their homes. They occupy the ?ever un~erstand, I_nstead of gr~mg them. ~h~ b~ess
this large circle of friends you see before you, who ground floor in the religious world, and are the ma- mgs of hberty, smence, h~mamty, and c~vtlizatwn.
hav voluntarily come together and provided this feast jority of our race. They sre largely exempt from The costly,_ an~ to the nativs the des_t~ctiv ~ork ?f
as a slight token of their esteem for you and of their pilgrimage making.
these emmisanes of an effete superstitiOn whwh still
desire to.do you some honor for your labors, trials,
But the next higher stories of the religious world- beclouds our civilization should ~e b~oug,ht to a? end
sufferings, and victories in the Liberal cause. So the theologies proper, viz., Polytheism and Mono- by the indignation of the more ~mentlfic an_d ~nhght
that this may be done decently and in order, we must theism-are sure to blossom out into thousands of ened world. We had no m~re_ng_ht to anmhllate the
recognize the fundamental law of all vital, social, and Pilgrimages and millions of Pilgrims, for unlike the 1 Sandwich Islande~s by _Chnsttamty than we ha? by
even spiritual life, that is, that the higher is always Fetiohist, their gods or god, or revelation, or sacred,1 gunpowder. ~omal. s~Ience has _t11;rown new hght
conditwned upon and subordinate to the lower. The thing, is not in their homes, but dwells or has ap- over the relativ positiOns of rehgwns and races.
first duty of man is, therefore, material and proto- peared afar in some sacred river, plain, mountain, ~ach is the outgrowth of each, and a sudden change
plasmic. After the feast of these good things there village, or city, and there the highest must be IS death.
.
.
.
shall follow in due course a "feast of reason and a sought. So the Polytheistic Hindoo, Greek, or
Sue~ a~e some of the mstructiv lessons our Libflow of soul." But first of all we ask for a word or Roman sought the places where his soul could obtain eral pllgnm and kmg~t errant of truth has brought
two from him whom we hav met to honor by way of or make its peace with the god-governed order of his. o?t in the clearest hght. He_ ha~ _served no~ on~y
acceptance and " grace."
world. So the Monotheistic Christian or Moham-1 himself, but us and the world, m nsmg by this pllMr. Bennett, who stood by the side of the chairman, medan is sure or surer of heaven if he can only once grimage above the eomplications of ?is own life.
evidently somewhat moved by the situation and the look upward from his God's house at Mecca or J e- He shall be loved, honored, and chenshed accordgoodly company before him, expressed his gratitude rusalem. This impulse in these religions has slaugh- ingly. For his services in _Ceylo_u the Buddhist stuJorthe kind welcome extended to him, remarking that tared millions. The Crusades, with their three dents chanted hymns to him as If to ~. hero-sage of
to be thul'! welcomed by near friends felt still more millions of victims were little more than incidents their faith. Half the world lies between us and them
grateful than by those farther removed. While on his in its play; and e~en now in Asia and Europe it to-D;ight, nor can we join in th~ir sonorous o!i~in~l
long, toilsome journey around the world, surrounded yields every year its thousandfold crop of deaths Pah, but we send. them greetmg, and we JOID In
by those with whom he was wholly unacquainted, he as witnesses to its power.
these verse~ of their song at least, though we have
had fondly remembered the parting farewell so
But are we, the emancipated, not free from this them only m prose:
kindly given him at the house of Mr. and Mrs. death-dealing theological absurdity? Alas I Not- May the kind-hearted Mr. Bennett
Ryan, by many of those now present. He knew they wichstanding all of our wrestlings to escape from the Who is praised by learned pandits ~n different countries,
were true friends to him, and the spmpathy and past a professed .Pilgrim sits by our side 1
Is familiar with various arts and smences,
friendship which they extended to him had susB~t what a contrast? A Pilgrim ! Why? To Is the residence of the higher wisdom,
And who possesses a competent
tained and cheered him while far away. Although
what place? What for'! Let us see.
Knowledge of different religious systems,
he had very bitter enemies, few people could boast of
When Europe slept m the bosom of the Holy
Liv long!
more or better friends. So long as he was able to Church, one who had from sin, folly, or misfortune, M th L"b
·. d d M Bennett
hold such true and steadfast friends he should care f
· h t.h e W?rld , or t h e Ch nrch , ·1 Who
~ ay e 1 era1-mm e
r.
,
hal! pleasant and intelligent
features,
. oun d I't '' roug.h". Wit
but little for his enemies. We would not detain his mstead
of comm.Ittmg har~-kar~, could drop the tan- Who is endowed with so great wisdom as the sage of the golden
friends by prolonged remarks, but recommended gled threads of life, throw up the sponge, and say,
mountain,
that all proceed to the little job immediately before "I will go on a pilgrimage to the Holr Land for the Who is bent upon the public good,
them.
good of my soul and the glory of God. "
Wh? is li~e unto a wreath of flowers
·
of learned
men,
. cry was respecte d . The pnest
The dinner consisted of five or six regular courses,
A t once t h IS
re- Whtch shmes as the crown Flourish
long!
including small clams on the shell, soup, fish, chicken, corded his vow, and gave him the cross-bearing
.
game, roast beef, vegetables, a general assortment of robe, the sandal shoon and scollop shell. A procession IMay Mr. Bennett, :v!Io is like unto the Sun wh1eh destroys the
cake, fruit, ice cream, etc. The dispatching of the f
· ·
·
· d ~ ('f
h e Is like
dewa victorious
of superstition,
·
anxwus?
prayerf u1 f nen
1 any
general in engagements
of controversy,
viands as they were brought on, one after another, 0hadgrievmg,
left) followed him to the next parish, and tear-~ Who follows the teachings of Lord Buddha, which comfort
blended as they were with. general conversation in fully passed him over to the tender mercies of the
the world,
which nearly all participated, occupied an hour and Faithful, of the Infidel, or of God, as his fate might A.nd who well bears the pearl necklace of renown,
a half.
be.
j
Shine long!
After this the president called to order and reYears pass, and, if not in heaven by the aid of) Our next toast is "Our Liberal Pilgrim," and to
quested E. B. Foote, M.D., Jr., to read several let- some disease or Mohammedan sword, the rumor, that Mr. Beunett himself must reply. He is before
ters which had been received from persons who could reaches his _nativ village that the lost pilgrim is you.
·
.
.
not be present. Among the same were letters from working his way homeward. His return is hailed
Mr. Wakeman's speech was hstened to With the
James Parton, Elizur Wright, Col. R. G. Ingersoll, like that of a triumphant soldier or of "a lost sheep." i closest attention and frequently applauded. . The
and George Chainey, but unfortunately, with the His misdeeds, if any, are forgotten. Has he not' close of it especially" brought down the house."
exception of the first, they got lost, so they cannot been redeemed, regenerated, by the Holy Ones at
Mr. Bennett spoke somewhat as follows:
be given. The following is the letter from Mr. whose shrines he has watched and prayed? The
My heart swells with gratitude t_oward you, my
Parton:
procession forms again. The friends and neighbors friends, who surround me here to-mght. I can b_ut
NEWBURYPORT, MAss., July 8, 1882.
with gifts, the children in gala-dress with song and feebly express my feelings, but I think ~ou will
My Dear Eugene: Your kind invitation to attend the proposed flowers, go out and meet, and rejoice over, and beg easily understand that I cannot do otherwise than
dinner of welcome to Mr. Bennett on his return home in A.ugust
does me great honor. I am sorry to be obliged to decline. It the prayers of the brother who comes to them as if feel grateful.
One who has been around the world ought to hav
has become necessary to me to avoid all the avoidable causes returned from an unknown and therefore a holier
of excitement, and· it would excite me very much to take part world. He is led in triumph to the altar of the something to talk about. There is, i~deed, a plent_y
in such an occasion. I am not, like you, in the vigor of youth, Church, and there deposits the palms gathered from of material; I hardly know what to giv you, there IS
nor like him, made of watch-spring steel. He is a wonderful the plains of Jericho, and which entitle him to be so much to choose from, and I am only sorry that I
man. My impression is that his tour round the world will bear ever after honored as a "Palmer." The priest am not a better talker. A man who does not allow
good fruit in some of the countries through which he passed, as
grants him complete absolution from all of his sins, his voice to be heard until he is si_xty years. of ~ge,
well as in that to which he returns.
JAMEs PilToN.
and declares his vows fulfilled and his life sacred. I and who has no particular talent m that dtrectwn,
At the conclusion of the reading of the letters the Henceforth he has a new lease of life. The leaf has I ought not to be expected to be much_ of an orat?r·
President gave the second toast, "Liberal Pilgrims, been turned for a new entry, the past is lost in. the\ Although 1 hav seen many beautiful countrieS-
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lands- that hav charming features of lieauty, tall and went apart, when he opened his mouth and drank also!what a signal failure the whole Yahweh entermountai'ns, deep valleys, wide plains, great rivers, a cupful of fiery :fluid which inspired him with wis- prise was. Afrer boasting repeatedly of the great
populous cities-tropical countries fill ad with wonder- dom and understanding, when the five scribes wrote value and desirability of the country, and giving it
ful palms, bananas, spice woods, and other exotic wonderful visions of the ni~ht. In the course of to his chosen people for an everlasting possession, in
productions, I can say that of all the countries on forty days under such inspiration, it is said, the which he should set up his kingdom forever,- after a
the face of the earth I think our own America is the scribes wrote two hundred and four books, seventy troublous, precarious career of a few centuries, durbest, affording th~ happiest homes for the people. of which were to be kept secret and the others pub- ing which period his chosen people were defeated
We hav every reason to be grateful that our lines lished openly. Whether this is the- way in which and captured by their enemies, the neighboring
are cast in pleasant places, for we hav advantages the books of the Old Testament were written, it is nations, more than a dozen times, they were finally
which the people of other nations do not possess. tolerably certain that they bad no existence until driven entirely and disgracefully out of the country;
We should be mindful of these things and not feel within six centuries of our era. When the Jews and for more than eighteen hundred years they hav
that our lot is a hard one, for we hav a better were taken captive to Babylon they were little bet scarcely been allowed to set a foot upon the misercountry, a better climate, better institutions, better ter than are their cousins of to-day-the Arabs and able soil. I realized that it was one of the most
laws, and greater opportunities for living comforta- Bedouins of the desert-a wild, nomadic race, with- complete failures and fizzles that has ever been
ble and happy lives than hav most of the people in out wealth, without literature, without civilization, heard . of. Not only has his chosen people forsaken
foreign lands.
and without a history. During the fifty years they the country which he gave them for a perpetual
· I will simply name some of the countries I hav passed in Babylon, that seat of ancient knowledge home, but he has also forsaken it himself and has not
visited. Greece is the land of a great people, where and civilization, they learned far more than they been in that narrow domain for hundreds of years.
2,500 years ago dwelt a nation remarkable •in the ever knew before, and when they were sent back to I furthermone do not believe that the devil takes the
history and literature of the world, remarkable for their own country they felt the necessity of a na- slightest interest in it, or that he ever visits it.
their generalship, for their fighting qualities, for tional history and of sacred writings of their own. It
[TO BE CON'lUiU1ilD.]
their literary attainment11, their poetry, sculpture, was not difficult for shrewd priests, with what they
and architecture; in many other directions they were had learned in Babylon, to write up a story of their
Volume II.
a people who hav hardly been equalled. It was nation and of the sayings and doingll of their God,
very interesting to view the ruins of their temples their prophets, their warriors, and their great men. Of "A Truth Seeker Around the World " has been
and statuary which still remain. Passing by ConA very strong proof that the Old Testament books issued and mailed. If any who hav subscribed for
stantinople, there is not so much to be said of it, were thus written is found in the fact that the cos- the set fail to receive the copy due them they will
though it is a historic city, founded by Uonstan- mogony of the first book in the Bible, including the please notify us promptly.
tine the Great; it is a beautiful city viewed from account of the creation of the world, of the Garden of
the distance, but when its streets are traversed it is Eden, of the remarkable snake, of the fall of man, of .· IT is but justice to the Banner of Light to say
found to be dirty, dilapidated, and almost repulsiv. the great :flood, etc, is almost exactly after the model that it decided that it could not be Henry Slade whQ
Egypt, now most unhappy, at the present moment is of the Babylonish claims, for in the excavations was at Belleville, Ont., upon the ground that it knew
a remarkable country in the way of ruins and monu- made in Nineveh and Babylon by the great English him to be a genuin medium, while the Slade who was
menta of antiquity; its pyramids, temples, tombs, excavators, Rawlinson and Smith, they found a great there confessea himself to be fraudulent. It afterand obelisks are very wonderful-;-nothing on the number of earthen tablets of various sizes, inscribed ward claimed that Slade acknowledged he had ased
face of the globe surpasses this ancient country. in cuneiform characters, not less than four thousand fraud to avoid. going to pri~on. It is perhaps true
The river Nile, which :flows 1,300 mile11 without a years old, in which these same stories w~re nar- that a man will sometimes confess to what he has not
tribntary, draining the mountains high up in central rated. These men learned to read those tablets, and been guilty of to be spared the infliction of torture
Africa, and running through an otherwise desert there they found our story of the creation, of the fall and of impri~>onment, but this is an awkward plea at
waste, bears to that lower country the rich alluvial of man, and of the :flood. It is easy to understand that best. It is humiliating for a man to confelils to an
deposits which make it one of the most fruitful por- the Jews, in the course of their half century's resi- untruth to avoid imprisonment. It is far better to
tions of the earth's surface, and which has produced dence in Babylon, could learn all this and could also be guilty of no untruth, and to confess to none,
more food for man in proportion to its area than any appropriate it and incorporate it into their story upon prison or no prison.
------..-----any other. Among its remarkable ancient statues their return. It is highly probable, from this standA. New League at Milwaukee.
there is one hewn from granit, which weighs 1,000 point, that Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, Joshua,
The Liberal agitation and the reception of Mr.
tons and was transported over two hundred miles. Samuel, David, Solomon, etc., are simply mythical
The civil engineers of our time would hardly be characters, as are St. Nicholas or Sant3 Claus, Blue- Bennett in Milwaukee, Wis., result in the organizacompetent to move so vast a body that distance. beard, Sindbad the Sailor, Jack the Giant-killer, tion of a new auxiliary League in that city. There
There are also monolith obelisks, varying from sixty William Tell, John Bull, Brother Jonathan, an'd was a " dead" one there before, and R. C. Spencer,
to eighty feet in bight, which hav been transported Mrs. Colum9ia. I hav seen in the British Museum the president, was keeping it dead, except when it
the same distance.
.
the very tablets on which these Babylonish stories ilerved his purpose to throw mud upon the National
India, that country of 1,500,000 square miles, and were inscribed, and there is no doubt that their an- League. Dr. T. W. Williams is president of the
containing 252,000,000 of people, is another remark- tiquity is decidedly ~reater than the first five books new League; P. A. Stuart, secretary, and Mrs. M.
A. Brown, treasurer. Mrs. H. S. Lake, and Mrs. Dr.
able portion of the earth's surface, remarkable for its in the Old Testament, usually ascribed to Moses.
It is far more reasonable to conclude that those Severance were activ in getting up this new auxiliary.
extensive and eltlvated mountain ranges, 28,000 to
29,000 feet high, which I had the privilege of books ,were not written by Moses, that the leading
'l'he Watkins Meeting.
looking upon; its thousand rock temples, one hun- features of them were taken from Babylonisb literadred of which I also had the opportunity of visiting. ture, than that Moses wrote them, for it nowhere
It is to be hoped as many Liberal friends will atCeylon, perhaps the most beautiful island in the says in those books that Moses wrote a word of tend the meeting at Watkins as can make it convenworld, save, possibly, Java, deserves mention. These them, and the difficulty is conceded of a man being ient to do so. It bids fair to be one of the largest
two islands hav a richness of tropical growth no- able to write an account of his own death and burial. meetings ever held in the country. These re-unions
where excelled. They hav antiquities alao, remark- And inasmuch as the city of Dan and the kings of are of the greatest service. They hav not only a
able and interesting, which I cannot dwell upon at Judah are mentioned in Genesis, and these had no good effect upon those who participate in them, but
this time.
existence until a long period after .the time of also upon the public at larg-e. Let there be a general
There is a little land which is probably familiar to Moses, it is entirely clear that he never wrote the turn out, and let the world be able to form some
you all-a small tract of country called Palestine, or account. And even if it is conceded he did write it idea as to wh!rt. the Liberal strength is.
the Holy Land-which I will talk a little about, as it makes it far from true. Moses was no more able
perhaps it will interest you as much as to hear of to truthfully tell what took place two thousand years
The Watkins Convention.
countries farther east. The feeling that comes over before he was born than any other man.
THE OPENING SESSION.
the visitor to this country which we hav read so
Yes, as one journeys over the Holy Land he is
At 10 o'clock A.M., Aug. 23d, Dr. Brown, the
much about since the days of our childhood, is one constantly impressed with its narrow limits and the
of disappointment at its diminutivness and insignifi- poor quality of its surface, When I climbed up on president will call the Convention to order at Freer's
canoe. While in Greece, Baalbec, Egypt, India, Cey- the top of the Mohammedan tomb on the hill back Opera H~use in Watkins, after which there will be a
lon, Java, China, and Japan there are many ruins of of Nazareth, I could look over uearly all of the free conference meeting of ten-minute speeches until
adjourned. It is very desirable that as many as can
ancient temples and edifices of various kinds, in Pal- country-said to hav been selected by Yahweh for a
estine there are no ruins of Jewish temples. There dwelling :rlace for his chosen, peculiar people, prom- be present at the first day's session of t~e Conv~n
tion, and especially that all who are m Watkms
are some remains of edifices built by the Phamicians, ising it to them for an everlasting inheritance, and
Wednesday morning be promptly on hand at 10
the Greeks, and the Romans, but there is hardly one designing it for his own special kingdom-quite as
o'clock. At 2 o'clock the afternoon session will open
stone remaining on another which is known to be well as some farmers can overlook their farms. I
by the delivery of the annual address by the president
Jewish in character. There is nothing to prove that could view the Mediterranean Sea far beyond the
SUBJECT OF LE~TURES.
there ever was such a building as Solomon's Temple, confines of the country on the west, the mountains of
"Last Words l.n the Pulpit," by George C. MUn.
and there is also little proof that such a person as Lebanon and Mount Hermon far in the north, the
Solomon ever lived. The foundation walls under mountains of Moab beyond the Jordan in the east, "Is 'Leaves of Grass' Obscene?" by George Chainey.
the Mosque of Omar, where the temple is said to hav and nearly to the mountains of Judah in the south. "The Orthodox Scheme of Salvation," by Judge C.
stood, are believed to hav bei:m built in the time of Thus I could view the greater part of the land B. Waite. "The Spirit of Humanity in Am.erican
Herod, not long after the beginning of the Christian which the Jewish God is said to hav selected in Poetry," by Samuel P. Putnam. "The Mission of
era. If Solomon and his temple did exist, it is very preference to all the countries of the globe, and Liberalism " by Mrs. H. S. Lake. "Was Woman an
singular that none of the people of those times knew which he made his residence, ·caring little or nothing Afterthought?" by Matilda Joslyn Gage. " Freeanything of them. Herodotus, the eminent Greek for the other portions of the earth, but rather declar- dom of Speech, Pen, and Mails," by Lucy N. Colhistorian, who lived and wrote in the age immedi- ing curses and maledictions upon them. I estimated man. "Superstition," by M. Babcock. "The N aately succeeding the time of Solomon, though he that about one thousand square miles of the country tional Liberal League," by T. C. Leland. "Alcoholtwice traveled through Syria, in which country Pal- in the valleys is fair farming land, and can easily be ism," by Prof. Stolz .. "A F~b!e ~nd a Dr~am, the
eRtine is situated, and wrote up full accounts of plowed; another thousand miles on the hillsides which Foundation upon whwh Christiamty Rests, by D.
what he saw, he had nothing to say of either Sol- are terraced can also be plowed and cultivated in M. Bennett. "'l'he Era of God versus the Era of
omon or his temple. Had they been in existence, vineyards, fig and olive trees, while the remaining Man," by Courtlanot Palmer. "Is There Evidence
he assuredly would hav known it. Neither did any three thousand five hundred square miles are simply of Design·in the Universe?" by ex-Rev. J. H. Burnhistorian of the time know anything of them. There naked, barren rocks, which could never be cultivated ham, of Michigan. 'l'he other speakers hav not as
yet announced their subjects.
is no proof that any nation of that period knew any- unless with a crowbar.
BY SENECA LAKE STEAMERS.
thing of Solomon's glory or of his temple. It is probI realized while passing over this dismal, diminuPeople attending the Freethinkers' Convention
able they are myths, as are most of the persons and tiv country that the person who selected this rockevents named in the older Jewish story. There is bound land in preference to all the world could not from the northern part of New York state, or from
no proof that what is considered the older portion of hav been a good judge of real estate, that he knew the East or West by the way of the New York Centhe Bible was written even till after the return from nothing of the continent of America or the great tral and Hudson River Railroad should take the
the Babylonian captivity, where the priest Ezra and states of New York, Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, steamer at Geneva for Watkins Glen. These boats
his scribes produced them, perhaps, somewhat in thh Missouri, and Kansas, for those familiar with these hav agreed t? sell tic~ets for $1, the round trip. This
manner given in 2 Esdras, chapter xiv-the Greek countries could not be justified in selecting such a is a most delightful nde, and the best way to reach
H. L. GREEN.
form of the name Ezra-when he took five scribes. miserable country as Palestine. I was able to realize the Convention.
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Aristocratic Freethought.

tent" is the aristocratic Freethinker himself. He
can measure all philosophies; he can dictate all
moralities. He can out-pope the pope, and outCresar Cresar. He can blow his own trumpet with
all the thunder of a papal bull. Such is aristocratic
YJ'reethought, the Mephistopheles Of American Liberalism, the clovenfoot of all human history-the
very devil of orthodo](y without the safeguard of a
decent god. No wonder that Pr?f· Adler has
~pewed the _ghastly humbug out of his ~outh. He
IR democr~t10; he has some sympsthy With th~ people; he wills end a hundred dollars to the strikers;
he will stand up for the rights of the 'lowliest men
and women; he believes in practical work. No
wonder that he is sick and tired of this aristocratic
nonentity, this show of respectability, this gymnastic
parade of metaphysical quiddities. Every decent
man will learn to abhor it. It is nothing after all but
dead men's bones. The old giants are dead. Aristocratic Freethought religion is but the rattling of
their chains by crawling v_ermin.
..
What the world wants IS democratiC Freethought,
and this will triumph through the powers of universal
sympathy, through the ongrowing spirit of humanity. Democratic Freethought rejects nothing that
belongs to man in his manifold struggles.
A~istocratic Freethought i~;~ at_ heart the ally of ~he
J esmt. It may cry out, "Anti-theology- mad Lib~ralism," but it is i~self the spa'!~ of theology. _It
Is the base-born child of superst1twn, ashamed of Its
parentage, yet betraying its bastard blood in every
feature a_n~ in every mo~ion. T? all inte_nts and
p_urposes It IS dead._ The JOb now IS to bury It out of
sight.
***

The true name for so-called "cultured Freethought" is "Aristocratic Freethought." Culture
is too good a word for it, for its culture is only
veneer. It is an outside polish. It is a thing put on
for the sake of a"Ppearance. It is a tawdry theatrical garment. It Is the paint of the actor. It has all
the meanness of hypocrisy, only it is not quite so
deep. It is so superficial that one can quite easily
see through and detect the coarse-grained blackguardism that it seeks to cover.
A true culture, of course, makes one universal in
his sympathy. It deepens and broadens and freshens the whole nature. It givs one an insight into
the worthiness of all things. In the light of a true
culture every particle of humanity is glorified.
Nothing therein is despised. Every genuin feeling
is acknowledged. Whatever concerns the world in
any of its aspects concerns the truly cultivated intellect.
But the so-called "cultured Freeth ought" is the
most bigoted and sectarian thing of the day. It has
the sublime complacency of absolute stupidity. It
thinks that it knows all things, while it is really as
ig!lorant as a fool. It sits in judgment on men and
things like a veritable Dogberry. It has a little
''consensus" of its own, and outside of that discerns
only darkness. "Cultured Freethought" is the child
of orthodox dogmatiRm, and therefore it is puppyism.
It is full of backbiting, and when it has nothing else
to do it tries to catch its own tail in a metaphysical
Fraternal.
whirl.
"Cultured Freethought" is entirely abstracted
A.nd if thy heart and thy drift be as mine
To all mankind, love and good will,
from the spirit of humanity. It has no sympathy
Now lift to me that friendly hand of thine,
with the struggling masses. It has never yet uttered
A.nd thus let us pull together still!
a ringing word for industrial liberty. It is the snobbery of Liberalism. It is the dandy of reform. It
For twenty years the writer was employed as a
always carries a perfumed handkel'chief for fear that revival mininster in the Methodist Episcopal church,
its poor nose may be defiled. No poverty-stricken and for more than sixty years he has been every way
wretch must ever come betwixt the wind and its familiar with the mental machinery by which the
nobility. It cries "hands off" to the vulgar crowd. Christian "God" or "godheads" are made (He b. ii,
Therefore" cultured Freeth ought" is" aristocratic 6). However, I hav from 'the beginning been familiar
Freethought." It· is not democratic. It has no faith with all phas?s of mystical and mediumistic ppein the people. Having demolished the god in the nomena upon which modern Spiritualism is found·ed.
sky it acknowledges in its stead tke god of respecta- My investigation of this movement commenced in
bility. It worships Mrs. Grundy. It bows down to the Fox family, New York, in 1848; and I am sure I
the successful scamp. It is the slave of wealth. It hav witnessed aB much since that period as any man
is the puppet of society. Its Freethought is merely can wish to see, and not only through mediums in
a polished luxury. It is worn like an elegant dress. my own family but through the best so-called "test
It is part of a sumptuous feast. Aristocratic Free- mediums," both in this country and in France and
thought doesn't care a fig what becomes of human- England; and enough, I may say, to crystallize the
ity. It prates of intellectual liberty, but it has not conviction to a certainty in my own mind that all
one word to say for the multitudes who sweat at such "tests," as to the personal identity of these
thankless tasks. It is the representativ to-day of nondescript invisibilities, are fraudulent, as no names
that ancient Phariseeism which Jesus so heartily or dates are or can be given, nor, indeed, any other
cursed; and as it could not answer his arguments it knowledge of us that they do not succeed in learning
nailed him to the cross, to its eternal infamy. Even through a medium's brains. And I am equally sure
thus is the aristocratic Freethought of the present that it cannot be ·shown that there i'l ever in any
age. It has all the venom of a Calvin, and as it can case more than one "spirit" to each medium (and in
not burn at the ~take it does all within its power to a vast majority of cases it cannot be proved that
destroy reputation. Its methods of warfare are there are any at all); and hence what are called
those of the coward, the sneak, and the savage. It "tests " all depend on the clairvoyance by which it
wields the dagger of the assassin. For the sake of is obtained from living brains. · But it has always
revenge it will engage in the dirtiest work. Of seemed very strange to me how those calling themcourse it wouldn't besmear it bands with honest selves Spiritualists can sail under the Christian flag
labor, but it will most willingly besmear its hands as some do, who repeat Theodore Parker's prayers
with the slime of scandaL It delights in throwing when they shut their eyes, and talk to the air or to
mud. It has made a fine art of slander. It is sly, the ridge pole.
awful sly. It can deal a foul blow. It has not the
But this much I should not hav said but for the
slightest compunction in striking under the belt. remarks by D. R. Burt in THE TRUTH SEEKER, July
When it can't bite it keeps up a melancholy and per- 15, 107, page 445; and in one or more papers I hav
sistent bark.
noticed similar invidious remarks of Mr. George
Aristocratic Freethought is at heart as cruel as the Chainey. My own' opinion is that there is not a
grave. It has all the harshness of the priesthood man living outside the ranks of modern mysticism
without the element of mercy. It will sacrifice any who is more fraternal in his estimate of Spiritualists
thing to its own welfare. It thinks of nothing be- than George Chainey. A more liberal and kinder
yond to-day's respectability. It will cringe even to heart does not throb in any living bosom, I am sure!
Comstock for the sake of a w01·d of praise. It seeks And while Mr. Chainey and all Liberals are perfectly
for its allies the traitor and the spy. In discarding willing that all Spiritualists should do their own
Chr\stianity it becomes Shylock the Jew, and seeks thinking of things unknowable, oui- ~;'~"itual friends
to cut the heart out of its adversary by legal tricks. should not expect us to restrict our poetical filgmtl
It will do anything except make a fair, honest, and when alluding to "angels" or to "gods" occasionsquare fight. It will hesitate at no injustice unless ally. Surely, while they exercise "faith" in pheit takes courage to do it. Aristocratic Freethought nomena produced by fofllls of force, of which the
is very prudent. It looks out for number one con- scientific werld is wholly in the dark, they can allow
stantly. It locks itself in its little castle at the Hub their Liberal friends to rely upon nature's test-that
and shoots its arrows through the port-holes of its consciousness and all memory of the past are wiped
spite. It dodges when it sees the smoke of battle.
out by death. 1\pd if "ghosts" and "gods " there
Aristocratic Freethougbt is essentially provincial, be for credulity to exercise itself upon, they inhabit
as all aristocracies are. It dwells in a little world another sphere-they do not belong to this world,
of its own. It has no large knowledge or outlook. and hav no business here.
Its highest idea of the universe is a Boston audience.
It is easy to see that when this new form of mysTo this it bows and scrapes as to Almighty God, es- ticism commenced, in 1848, the progressiv tendencies
pecially if it has a plethoric pocketbook. Aristo- of the age had begun. Hence, as those who yielded
cratic Freethonght expects that the world will come up to it their selfhood and self-control found themto its feet as it sita i.n its easy-chair. It has a selvs unpopular, they readily fell into line with all
sablimely ridiculous idea o; its importance. When progressiv movements. And I testify what I know
it takes snuff it expects all the worlil to sneeze. It when I affirm that the Liberal press has always given
puts on the airs of s, "school-ma'am." It is a" blue- to Spiritualism an "open ring and fair play." The
stocking" of the first water. It takes a great deal Boston Investigator, the Indianapolis Age, THE
of pride in "namecs ;" without "names" it would TRUTH SEEKER, the Agnostic, Dallas, Texas, and
hardly survive. It has only one idea, and that is Man, hav each extended "the right hand of fellow' the consensus of the competent," and the "compe- ship" to all Spiritualists. And, while I say this, I

ought to add that t~er~ is n~t a Spiritual paper that
has reciprocated this hbe~ahty shown to mysticism
in this be~alf . by t~e L1beral press. The mystic
press admits dis~us~wn as to _th~ occurence of the
mystic rap; but It IS classed Similarly as the Christian press is in matters that depend on" faith" in
the unknowable. Faith in these things unseen by
humanity is the motiv power alike both of Christianity and Spiritualism. But Liberals are friendly
to the la_tter ~ecause it fights <?h:ist_ianity not only
by its daily muacles, but by Chnstiamty's own power
-"faith" in the unknowable; hence we are as we
should be, allies. And there is every consideration
why we should pull together in behalf of freedom
and progression "forever one and inseparable." In
one respect we are all alike. Ea.ch human mind
believes all it thinks true; and Liberals are the onlv.
class in mankind that, as a class, do not fabricate by
"faith" the evidence (Heb. ii, 1) of things unseen
and unknown. But they yield to all the right to
think for themselvs; and this right is denied by
Christianity while it is allowed by Spiritualism.
Hence, in so far ·as Liberals and Spiritualists are
agreed in regard to freedom and progression, they
can and they will pull together!
LaRoY SuNDE.RLAND.
Quincy, Mass., July 18, 107.

The Logic of Theism.-A Paradox.
A.ll objects of knowledge exist. That which does not exist
cannot be an object of knowledge, and that which is not an
object of knowled::re does not exist; that is, it cannot be objectivly or subjectivly related to man. It might as well not
exist as to exist without our knowledge, as in such a case it
cannot possibly influence or affect our exi~tence one way or another. Therefore all things existing at the present time without our knowledge are related to us simply as non-existentnothing.
God, it is conceded by the church, is not an object of knowledge. Coleridge says," A. god understood' is no god at all;''
and Prof. Swing, in one of his beautiful poem-sermons, confesses, "We must simply confess the fact of such a Father of
all, and that he is not something our eye can see or ear hear."
But if •• he " cannot be understood, nor ·heard nor seen, he
ceases to be an object of knowledge, and consequently, to us,
does not exist at all.
The Bible at one time was considered in itself proof abundant to establish the existence of a God. It was looked upon
as a direct revelation from " him," and therefore of course infallible. Doubt and investigation were considered a crime, and
a blind subjection to the literal version au imperativ necessity
to an average moral status and the final salvation of man. All
objections were met with, promptly pointing to the littleness of
man, the " omniscience of God," and the audacity that one so
puny and imbecil should presume to grasp the idea of an "infini t God."
God then existed, or was supposed to exist, only by virtue of
the entire subjugation of man's intellect to the priesthood and
the letter of the Bible. The latter infallible and a true revelation from God, its words were indeed proof, and a God theu
became virtually an object of knowledge and real.
But of late it is generally conceded by a progressiv church
that the Bible is not thus strictly reliable, and its most brilliant
representativs scorn its crude notions concerning a God, the
creation of an iufinit universe, the origin and destiny of man,
etc., and are untiring in their efforts to prove a God by the
data of science, by logic and reason, ignoring entirely that
venerable volume, which, for six thousand years, has been the
only basis for such a God. But, alas, nothing else in the
world-nothing whatever in the vast expan~e of nature proves
a God I The Bible overthrown, and knowledge and reason as
the sole basis for our belief, we then hav absolutely not a vestige of material left to build a faith upon, and the idea to-day
exists in the minds of all intelligent Christians only by virtue
of the veneration they once held for this God, but which, if first
announced to the world to-day, and not transmitted to them
from the pages they now discard as fable and myth, they
would also readily consign to the realms of fiction.
Then having no evidence or knowledge of a God to-day,
" he " ceases to exist, and . we must infer that our guod ancestors back, back, back to the primary races of men, where the
God-idea originated, to explain the causes of natural phenom·
ena, of which they were sadly ignorant (and of which their
"Father in heaven," in " his " inscrutable wisdom, also chose
to keep them so, the Bible being rather deficient in its character as a text-book of scientific subjects), not being endowed with
superior powers of conception, or even approximating our own
degree of intelligence and learning, knew no more about it than
we do, and therefore the results of their crude intellectual
efforts must cease to be authoritativ to us.
The existence of God then being in doubt, or, to say the
least, having become a legitimate subject for philosophic discussion, as the many sermons preached in'' his defense " of
late now prove, is it not ~Strange that the church, ever so boastful of its possession of the whole truth, iE yet unwilling to
apply same rule of logic and same methods of analysis to the
basis of its belief which it so imperativly insists must be ap•
plied to all other objects of existence, and that while it is inexorable in its demands upon the scientist to rationally explain
the existence and attributes of all things, it entirely ignores an
explanation of thfl assumed premises of its own belief, and in
its inscrutable wisdom explains the knowable by the unknowable, the actual by the ideal, existence by non-existence, the
tangible by the assumed, the positiv by hypothesis-in short,
everything by nothing?
It imperativly demands an explanation for all existing
things, but boldly assumes the existence of an imaginary something far greater than all else, and insists it needs no explanation, thus not only leaving all things unexplained, but adding
the infinitly greater mystery of this assumed explanation (God)
to the origiual problem.
A.ll fiuite phenomena are but effects of preceding causes.
We all know this, and the church is ever ready to renounce the
idea that anything can come by chance. They are rigidly exacting in the application of all rules of logic in all their researches-as far as they go. Paley said a watch could _not
come by chance, it' must hav a designer, and the cosmos, revealing to our amazed vision iufinitly greater complications and
harmonious order, must of necossity hav a designer also, and
all the church, startled at the profundity of the argument,
kneel and worship Paley and God. But it never occurred to
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them that to be consistent and truly philosophical, the harmony
and order existing in this God, as well as "his" origin and attributes, must likewise be accounted for and explained, or else
the supposed explanation falls to the ground, leaving us infinitly
farther from a correct solution than the oriiinal problem.
If the universe-being tangible and real-necessitates a designer and creatQ.r, then surely this creator, simply by virtue of
" his " intangibility and "his " incongruous incompreh!lnsible
nature, is not e'Xempt from the application of some laws of argument, and this of course in turn necessitates a preceding cause
or causes, a designer and creator also. A.nd. if this is self-evident, this designer and creator, preceding God the creator of the
universe, also could not possibly come by chance and "he"
again would necessitate another God, and " he " another, and
so on ad infinitum.
If it be insisted that this God, of whom we know absolutely
nothing, can and ~oes exist uncaused from all eternity, and by
virtue of "his" own inherent qualities, how ;Jlluch more reasonable to suppose that this infinit aggregation of matter and
force, the tangible basis of all forms and phenomena, filling infinit space, and which comprises the sum total of all we do
know (and which never could not ha.v existed, as from nothing,
nothing can come) is eternal, never was caused, and possesses
within itself all-sufficient potencies, during an infinit cycle of
ages, to produce every known result?
The church in its supreme transcendentalism ventures just
one step too far. It leaps from the boundaries of the knowable
into the gulf of the unknowable, into absolute vacuity, and
there ia the realms. of fiction seeks the agencies and potencies
from whence to design, fashion, and manipulate an infinit uni·
verse. It divests the vast cosmos of infinit, eternal matter and
co,existent forces of all qualities and powers to produce motion,
heat, light, life, growth, development, or of any or all attributes
to produce a single phenomena, but lo ! invest the grand
imaginary "man," "spirit," "God "-all vague phantasma~
goria-outside of nature with all the req uisit potencies to first
miraculously create "himself" from l)Othing, and then create
from the large quantity of nothing remaining the immense aggregation of suns, moons, worlds, systems, and all the multifarious appurtenances pertaining .thereto. This vast universe,
comprising all we can see, know, and understand, individually
or by the aid of latest scientific developments, and infinitly
more, this all, in the opinion of the church, is nothing but a
vast aggregation of inertia or dry lifeless .dust, incapable to
move or produce any result by virtue of its own attributes, but
the great something outside of !ill-nothing-can and noes do
it as the potter molds the clay, etc. Everything can do nothing, but nothing can do everything.
.
The great all is the basis of the Materialist's belief, the remainder-nothing-the only basis for a God ! Everything is
not God, all which is left when everything is subtracted from
all-nothing-this alone is God.
In its researches for final causes, the church applies a rigid
logic to living and existing thilljls, but ignorant of nature, its
order, modes, and forces, it jumps from the world of reality,
from this universe of grandeur and of beauty, into simply nothingness, and there, in endless vacuity, finds a myth which it
places upon a celestial throne and worships it or " him" as our
"heavenly father" (who had no father), who is uncaused, omnipotent, and, as Prof. Swing says, " here and there and everywhere," and who by wonderful feats of jugglery, and necessarily by means of "his " gigantic proportions, personally designs, creates, and manipulates the great all that livs and moves
in the universe.
'
Once upon a time it was satisfactory to the heathen to be told
that the earth was supported on the back of a huge tortoise, and
so also it has ever been satiifactory to the Theist, when con terriplating the origin of things, to receive for an answer, though
equally stupid," God made it!" A.ll finite phenomena being
preceded by a certain chain of causes and effects, he assumed
that the grand infinit aggregation of matter and force, the fount
and only true first cause ot all causes, and producing all phe·
nomena, must hav a preceding cause also, and he then wandered into the realms of fiction and created from nothing a god
or innumerable gods, ranging in characteristics all the way from
a man or other animal to a great spirit filling all space outside
of matter, and this creation of his assumption was final, atsolute. It was supreme and at a. variance from all else in nature
inasmuch as it was not subject to the same mental analysis, and
that while all visible things from the animalcnla, rose, tree, man,
world, sun, and system, in his opinion, necessitated a designer
and maker, this God ·;solely by virtue of I' his" invisibility.and
"his" imaginary grandeur, needed no god or designer to preced!l "him," and could and did exist from all e:ernity.
Now, why all things visible and real, incuding the infinit
mass of mat ter in its original elements, should necesitate a
creator, and this invisible, unthinkable God be exempt from
this imperativ.maxim of the church, this proposition I call upon
the church to explain.
Strange logic, profound consistency I To worship a god
whose sole right and title to this exalted honor consists absolutely and solely in the one fact that '' he" is not an object of
knowledge, but incomprehensible, intangible, unthinkable !
Suppose off in space somewhere, God were visible to us as is
now the sun or moon; supposing we all alike could behold this
" heavenly father" reposing on "his golden throne" iil transcendent glory and celestial splendor, would then these same
philosophers in the church in their search for final causes persist in exempting " him " from the same rules of logic they
now apply so rigidly to all other visible phenomena, and still
insist that this actual, tangible God could come by chance, or
exist uncaused absolute and by virtue of " himself " and " his "
divine attributes from all eternity? A.nd in thus asserting the
supremacy of this god, and denying another god-the creator of
this visible god-would not, in so doing, their favorit epithet of
" A.theist" apply to them as fitly as it does now to those who
believe in-the supremacy of nature and deny a creator of the
universe? A.nd in thus denying the existence of (another) god
to this visible god, would not also their favorit argument and
verse from the psalmist, " The fool hath said in his heart, There
is no god" (to this god) apply to them as well all it now does
to the A.theist who only scorns the identical idea and nothing
more, namely, that an invisible god, gre11.ter than all else, can
exist uncaused, the greatest " orphan " of all!
It then becomes clear that the church has ever fomi.d its only
proof (?) for a god in the fact that" he" is invisible and intaBgible, and that, conceding this," he" cannot be proven and
therefore does not exist at all ! For could " he " be proven,
and as all objects of knowledge, seen, heard, felt, and understood, " he " would instantly cease to be god, become divested
of all supernatural and invested only with natural attributes,
and then, of course, be instantly consigl}ed by the church to the
realms of nature, which, however, need no god •. ·A.nd a superfluous god is more unreasonable than no god at all.
The paradox, then, is also apparllnt that the church now finds
and ha~ ever found its sole proof(?) of God's existence in the
one solitary fact that " he " has and never can be proven, and
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The time has come when the orgauiz9d power of bigotry and
that, therefore, being no object of knowledge, "he" does not
superstition should be met and overthrown in the only way in
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
exist at all.
which it can be done-by counter organization. In particular
Rochelle, Ill., June 11, 1882.
it is time that any doctrin which involves the death of God
should be exploded. If Jesus was God, and laid down his life
The Freethinkers'_ National Convention,
with the intention of taking it up again and with the ability to
do so, then he did not die in good faith, and his pretense of dying
AT WATKINS GLEN, AUG. 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27, 1882.
was a fraud. If, on the other hand, he really did die, being
Information in relation to speakers, hotel, and boarding- God, .then how does the case stand? Either his father remained
house accommodation~ and arrangements with the railroads alive for the purpose of sustaining the universe, and of raising
and steamboat companies, etc.
his son on the third day, in which ca•e there were two gods, the
one alive the other dead, or else if they were both substantially
SPEAKERS ENGAGED.
one, and the one God was dead, then who or what remained to
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, of Washington; Ex-Rev. Geo. C. support and direct the universe? Or could it ~;o on all the
Miln, Editor Advance, and Judge C. B. Waite, late member of same without any God ? And if so, what need of a God?
Congress, of Chicago; D. M. Bennett, editor of THE TRUTH These are questions which the priests should be called upon to
SEEKER, Han T. B. Wakeman, Courtlandt Palmer, Prof. A.. L. answer to the satisfaction of an intelligent people-a people who
Rawson, T. C. Leland, and Ex-Rev. S. P. Pqtnam, of New cannot longer be satisfied with the dogmatic sophistries of the
York city; Ex-Rev. Geo. Cbainey, Horace Seaver, editor Bos- past.
·
ton Investigat01·, Han. Elzur Wright, and Prof. W S. Bell, of
Wishiu~; you success iu every effort for Freeth 1ught R.nd for
Boston; Matilda Joslyn Gage, of Syracuse; Col. l\L E. Bill- a free people, I remain, Yery truly yours,
C. B. WAITE.
ings, of Waverly, Iowa; Rev. J. H. Burnham, oP S•ginaw
LETTER FROM GEORGE CHA.INEY.
City, Mich.; Han. A.. B. Bradford, Enon VR.lley, Pa.; Hon.
BosToN, MAss., A.ug. 1, 1882.
John E. Remsburg, of A.tchison, Kas.; M. Babcock, St. Johns,
DEAR FRIEND GREEN: It givs me great pleasure to assure you
Mich.; Mr~. H S. L~ke, of San Fr,mciEco, Cal; John F.
Engle, Scotland Neck, N. C.; Han. Judge McCormick, Frank- that I shall be present at the Watkins Convention. The relin, Pa.; G. Fred. F~trlin, M.D., Wolcott, N. Y.; Lucy Col- membrance of the cheerful sociability, kindly greetings and inman, Syracuse; Charles Bright, of A.ustrali», ancl Prof. J. spiring addresses that characterize these conventions make
Stobz, of Toledo, 0. The prospects are that Prof. Felix A.dlsr, them a boon above all price to every earne>t Freethinker.
of New York; Geo. Jacob Holyoke, of London; Parker Pills- These, together with the high reputation of Watkins Glen as a
bury, of Mass., and Mrs. Clara Neymann, of New York, will most invigorating-and plea>.~nt summer resort, ought to increasll
be present and the committee is making an effort to procure the the attendance of the present convention very largely over all
attendance of. that most distinguished thinker of the world, others. I inclose a gt·eenb:.wk to help you in meeting preparatory expenses which, by experience, I know to be very large. I
Herbert Spencer, who has just arrived in this country.
hope many others will do likewise.
HOTELS AND BOARDING-HOUSES.
Your friend,
GEORGE CHAINEY.
The hotels hav agreed to keep the people in attendance upnn
the Freethinkers's Convention HS follows, per day: the L>tke
A Spiritulllist Convention.
Shore Hou•e fo.r $1.35; Fall Brook House, $1.50; Jeffersr;m
A.
convention
of the Spirituali,ts of central New York will
House, $1.50; Glen Park Hotel, $2 and $2.50, according to
the rooms taken; Glen Mountain Houst>, $3. The headquarters be held in. the Dweraux Opera Hrmse at Oneida, Madison Co.,
of the Convention will be at the Glen Park Hotel, and Mr. Frost, on the 19th and 20th of August, commencing Saturday, the
the proprietor, will run a free bus to and from the Convention. 19th, at two a" clock P.~l, and closing Sunday evening.
J. Frank Baxter, the test medium, singer and speaker of
The boa.rding·hou•es kept bv Mrs. A.. Stoll, Mrs. Merrott, Mrs.
Freer, Mrs. George Frost, Mrs. Mallette, Mrs. Graham, and Ch8lsea, Mass., Mrs. S. A. Byrnes, of Boston, are engaged as
others will board and lodge people attending the Convention for principal speakers.
Friends from abroad will be eotert~in<>d by the citizens of
$1 per day. C. S. Frost, of Watkins, will procure board, on
Oneida as far as possible, and Allen's Hotel, near the depot,
application, for·any person and at such mtes as is desired.·
will entertain guests at reduced mtRs.
TENTING GROUNDS.
Spiritualists of central NE>w York. remember that our opThe village park has been engaged by the A.ssociation, and a posers hav pronounced us dead. Lqt the Oneida convention
Mtts. W. H. HrcKs, Sec'y.
portion of it can be used on which to put up tents for private tell them that we still liv.
Delta, Oneida Co, N. Y., Tnly 31, 1882.
parties.
STEAMBOAT ACCOMMODATION.
A Correction.
The Seneca Lake Steam Navigation Comp'IDY h·as agreed to
make special rates of $1 for round trips from Geneva to WatTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUT!j: SEEKER, Si1': Owing to
kins and return during the session of the Convention, com· somebody's mistake, the uot.ice for the camp-meeting at L>tnmencing A.ug. 22d, and continuing to Aug. 28th. A.nd the sing appears in THE TRUTH SEEKEit as adilressAd only to SpirCompany will run a special boat on Sunday. (This will be a itualists. It is the annual camp-meeting of the Michigan State
delightful trip.)
Association of Spiritualists and Liberalists. We can't consent
RAILROADS.
to hav the Liberal factor left out in the cold in that way.
The. ouly roads that hav agreed to sell tickets at reduced rates Pleaae correct and oblige Yours truly, S. B McCRACKEN,
Det1·oit, Mich., A.ugust 2, 1882.
are theN.' Y., L. E. & W. (the Erie), the Northern Central
Railway Company, the Pennsylvania Railroad Co., the Phila"delphia & Erie R B. Division, ancl the Lake Shore & Michigan Press Notices of Mr. Bennett's Movements.
Southern. The Utica. Ithaca, & Elmira R. R. and the CazeF1·nm the 1/ealtlt JJ!vnthly.
nova, Canastota & DeRuyter R>tilways will grant. low rates to
A.s we go to press Mr. D. M. Bennett is being cordially rep11rties applying to M. W. Serat, General Passenger Agent, l.tt ceived by the Liberals of the West. It is in contemplation to
Elmira, N.Y. People from the north and W<>St of Watkins giv him a rousing reception at W 11tkins on his way home, and
Glen will find it to their advantage to take the Syracuse, the Liberals of New York are prPpal"ing to giv him a public
Geneva, & Corning Railrnad to Watkins.
dinner on his arrival here. The Comstock tar is ver.v plentifully applied at all the places at which he has stopped, but it
N. Y., L E., &.,W. (THE ERIE).
doesn't stick to the veteran editor worth a cent, while the perThis road will sell excursion tickets (without "orders" from secution makes his friends still more determined that he shall
me) from any of the following stations to Elmira or Corning: not be crushed out by the Comstock crowd. There are many
Jersey City, Paterson, Newburg Junction, Port Jervis, Laclm- warm, honest palms here, all outside of the Vice Society
waxen, Owego, Waverly, Binghampton, A.ddison, Canisteo, awaiting a grasp of his hand on his return to New York.
Hornellsviile, Caqtile, Warsaw, Buffalo, Suspension Bridge,
Wellsville, Friendship, Cuba, Olean, S•J.iamanca, Dayton, DunFrom the P1·ee '11·w1er.
kirk, Bath,A.voca, Wayland, A.von, Rochester, Batavia, CornMr. Bennett, editor of the New York TRUTH SEEKER, has
wall, Conewango, Bradford, and Custer City.
just completed his trip around the world. He lectured in San
Francisco and other cities. In Ceylon he delivered an address,
OTHER ROADS.
after a pressing invitation, to three thousand followers of
To obtain the benefit of excursion rates from the Northern Buddha, comparing the principles of Christianity and BudCentral, Pennsylvania R~ilroad, the Philadelphia & Erie, and dhism. Every sentence was interpreted as he uttered it, and
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railways it will be neces- he was listened to with great attention, far more than was sesary to first write to me (inclosing stamp) and procure a certifi- cured by the Rev. Joseph P. Cook, the Monday lecturer of
cate.
Boston.
There is some prospect tlfat the Great Western Railroad will
sell low rate tickets to Watkins. If so the Liberal public will
F1·om the J(alamazoo Daily GazeLte,
be notified through the Liberal papers.
D. M. Bennett, the veteran editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER of
New York city, paid our village an informal visit yesterday on
VERY IMPORTANT TO WESTERN FRIENDS.
his way home from a tour around the world.
There is already established from almost every town in the
Mr. "Bennett is known the world over as an invincible chamWest very low excursion rates to Chautauqua Lake. These pion of Freethought. Something over a year ago a portion of
tickets are ~rood until Oct. 1st, and persons attending at Wat- his subscribers throughout the United States and Canada,
kins·can avail themselvs of them. If you pm·chase these tick- having bPcome much interested in a serie~ of letters contrib11ted
ets when you get to Jamestown, if you come by the Atlantic & by him to his paper during a short European journey, and feelGreat Western road, get an ordinary ticket to Salamanca and ing that it would be bestowing honor well merited, as a partial
there get an excursion ticket on the Erie to Elmira. If you recompense for his prior suffering for opinion's sake, invited
come by the Lake Shore Railroad, when you get to Fairview him to make a journey around the worlil at their expense. It
purchase an ordinary ticket to Dunkirk, and there get an ex- was finally arranged that the journey should be made on concursion ticket to Elmira.
dition that sufficient five-dollar subscriptions should be made.
Nearly $8,000 was speedily raiserl, aurl Mr. Bennett published
FROM NEW ENGLAND.
a history of his tmvels, five volnmes in all, and givs them in
Excursion tickets can be procured at Hoosac Tunnel Railroad return to each of the donors of the money. The journey bedepot, 250 Washington street, Boston, to Watkins Glen and re- gan July 30th of last year, a.nd extended through Scotland,
turn to Boston for $18.25. Route, Fitchburg R. R. to North Ireland, England, Holland, Germany, Austri11, Greece, Cyprus,
A.dams, Troy & Boston R. R. to Troy, N. Y., Central & Hud- Syria, the Holy Land, Ceylon, Javn Island, China, Japan, an4;1
son R .. R. to Lyons and Geneva, Seneca Lake steamer to W at- nearly all the countries of note in the Olil W r,rld.
kins.
In very many places banquets and receptions awaited the
VERY CHEAP RATES.
traveler. In London a grand banr:(uet was given in his honor,
Very cheap rates can be procured of most of the railroads by presided over by Charles Bradlaugh, the uoted Liberal memparties of ten or twenty persons or more by applying directly to ber of English Parliament.
On his return he crossed the Pacific ocean, landing in Calithe general passenger agent of the road for special rates. For
fornia a few weeks ago, where another grand reception awaited
further particulars apply to
H. L. GREEN, Sec.
him.
Salamanca, N. Y.
A.s a historical and descriptiv writer Mr. Bennett stands toJUDGE WAITE TO ATTEND THE WATKINS CONVENTION.
day, in his sixty-fourth year, without a peer. His gratitude to
CHICAGo, ILL., July 22, 1882.
his· many friends is often referred to by him.
H. L. GREEN, EsQ., My Dear Sir: Your favor of the 19th
Mr. Bennett is a book publisher and dealer in New York.
inst. is received. I hav seen no printed circular or notice of He was escorted. about our streets by a party of gentlemen
the meeting at Watkins Glen, but assuming that it is to be a yesterday afternoon for an hour before he took the train for
convention of Freethinkers of all kinds, and not of any particu- Three Rivers, where he visits old friends. It is expected that
lar section of them, I shall make my arrangements to be he will return to our village again in a few days before his final
journey home.
present.

-------..-------
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HARRISBURG, PENN., Aug. 5, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed my check for $8;
three dollars for subscription (one year}, dating from
April 1, 1882, and five dollars for
the books of vour
1
recent.travels. Yours, etc.,
H. C. OR~H.
Sioux FALLS, DAK. 'IER., July 24, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed in anothl'lr letter
of this date post-office order for $10, to be used as
follows: $6 for your books of travels around the
world (I send $6 instead of $5 for the reason that I
hav been. tardy in sending it), $1 to Jeremiah Hacker
to keep body and sour together, and the balance, $3,
to T. C. Leland to assist him in his noble League
work. I hope to do better some time in the future.
I hav seen a notice that there would be five volumes
of your travels instead of three. If so, send them
all, and the extra money will be forwarded to you.
·
Yours truly,
N. S. JoHNSON.
[All will be included in four volumes. The last
will be $1.50 extra.-En. T. S.]
·
A.LLIA.NCE, Omo, July 13, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4.50 to be used
as directed. We welcome the good old truth seeker
home from his long journey and appreciate the successful efforts of the ones at the helm during his
absence. The conduct of the soreheads in attempting to injure Mr. Bennett's character is contemptible. His friends will never desert him without just
cause.
Sincerely yours,
J. &. A. F. KIRK.
FORT MADISON, IOWA, July 16, 1882.
BRo. BENNETT: I suppose by this time you are at
home sound and well, and as providence (with a
small p) bas kinrlly allowed such a sinner to prosper,
it may be inferred that there is not so much sin in
THE TRUTH SEEKER ol1lfit as some pious people may
hav imagined. We are feeling happy pver the result,
and thankful it necessary.
Inclosed find $3 on my subscription to THE TRUTH
SEEKER, which has been well conducted during your
absence.
Fraternally yours, . J. B. TEWKSBURY.
OAKLAND, CAL., July 8, 282.
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav just received the first volume of ''A Truth Seeker Around-the-World," and today my wife anci I hav read a good portion of it,
and it is so interesting that I scarcely know how to
wait for the remaining volumes. I am sorry your
time with us in Oakland was so short. I suppose
you are home ere this. I took your paper on trial
for three months. When that timeAis up send it
right along, according to agreement. I would like
to hav a cabinet-size picture of yours to hang alongside of Col. Ingersoll's.
Now, Mr. Bennett, go on with the good work you
are doing. Maybe some of the gods you bought will
help you on. I saw two here the other day for $4.
What do you say? Are they not cheap enough?
Send me a line.
Yours truly,
N. H. ScHow.
IRWIN STATION, PA., July 15, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, for which please giv
me credit for my ticket on the grand old chariot,
THE TRUTH SEEKER, through the year of the spook's
son, 1882, and also receive my sincere thanks for
waiting till we arrived at the seventh station on the
route, as you hav been so lucky as to make the
journey safe around our globe. I send you my congratulations, hoping that you may liv to a good ripe
age. and retain all of your mental and physical faculties to the end, and receive the honor due one who
has done so much to emancipate the human mind
from the shackels of superstition. Your description
in all its parts in your journey has proven to be a
success beyond the most sanguin expectation. My
love to all the workers in your office, as well as yourself.
WM. N. BIDINGER.
PIPESTONE CITY, MINN., July 28, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I can but congratulate you on your
safe return once more to your loved home and beloved friends, for I with many others of your hosts
of friends felt as if when you set sail on your long
journey it would be the last time we would be pri vileged to number you among us; but thankful we are
that you were permitted to return and enjoy another
of those tributes of respect as has been given to the
martyr of Freethought, free speech, and an earnest
truth seeker before. The Liberals of this part of the
far West hav just been enjoying some telling lectures
given by the able, energetic, and enthusiastic worker,
:&, C. Walker, one who is working for the grand and
glorious cauoe of freedom of the human mind. But
the same Christian intolerance showed itself in our
midst as it did in days' past. This time not in the
form of thumbscrews or torture-racks, etc., but by
the low, dastardly cowardice of an unknown person
attacking the person of our lecturer through an open
window in the hall in which he was speaking, under
cover of darkness. Not principled enough to refute
or try to refute the arguments advanced by an open
debate, he comes arouud in a sneak-thief style and
iosults a man by throwing eggs at h;m. Happily it
was not a rotten one (one was all the low-minded
coward dared throw), and that one, although well
aimed, was st9pped in its course; but unfornunately

it struck another of the same ideas. This symb~l of
Christian bigotry did not prevent the getting of
twenty-four signers for a charter for organizing a Liberal League, in which I intend to be an earnest and
energetic worker since being aroused from my lethargy by this vile assault upon one who is endeavoring to spread liberality of thought and to free humanity from the thraldom of superstition.
Since writing the above the perpetrators of the vile
attack hav been found out, and are being brought to
justice.
Yours for the same rights to others as we ask for
ourselvs.
Mns. H. 0. WHITEHEAD.
ALTOONA, PA., July 20, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: As a member of the New York State
Association I heartily assent to Mr. H. L. Green's
proposition to giv the veteran editor, Mr. D. M.
Bennett, a dinner and reception on the evening of
the third day of the convention, and if present I
will cheerfully render any aid that would tend to
make the reception a grand and complete success.
W . .r. BuRNS.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IoWA, July 24, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please say to the many readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, particularly the working men and
the class of business ~en who hav but little leisl.}re
to devote to study ajid historical research, that of
all the efforts yet put forth to tell the simple truth
regarding the story of the "printed word of God,"
it has never before been my good fortune to
find anything that seemed te yield the satisfaction
and gratify every desire so' completely as does the
"Short History of the Bible," by Bronson c. Keeler.
Friends of Freethought desiring knowledge, do not
delay to get a copy of the above work. It will enlighten the common reader more than any short
work that I ever met with. Those who cannot afford to purchase "Judge Waite's History" will find
in "Keeler's Short History" all the knowledge of the
growth and make-up of that ''mammoth fraud," the
Holy Bible. I know it was a compact of priestly lies
before I read this short history, and now I hav the
witness and the evidence. Readers of TRUTH SEEKER
working men, and mechanics, send seventy-five cent~
and procure this work. I advise this because I reel
that in so. doing I will giv you cause for rf'joicing.

T. J. B.
BEEVES STATION, July 24, 1882.
MR; EDITOR: You will find inclosed sevent.y-five
cents for Keeler's "Short History of the Bible."
Please send the latest edition, bound in cloth,
THE TRUTH SEEKER, take it all in all, is the best
paper that comes to my desk, though I take several
newspapers and -three medical journals. I am the
only outspoke!}. Liberal bere, but think others will
soon let their light shine by subscribing for THE
TRUTH SEEKER. Long liv the author of so good and
truthful a paper.
W. L. McDANIEL, M.D.
CINCINNATI, Omo, July 18, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Pardon the remarks I here make. I
think it must be clear and .evident to your mind that
a vast amount of good cpuld be gained both to yourself and the People of this nation by your visiting all
the great centers of population hnd lecturing on all the
places and sights you hav witnessejl. It certainly
would hav a strong tendency to open the blind eyes
and start thousands to thinking and reflecting. You
could not spend a portion of your existence in a. more
laudable work. Every sincere Liberal would be with
you and do his best to strengthen your hands itl such
a valuable proceeding. Should you at any time resolve on suc>h a step, and come to this city, I will
not be slow in doing everything that lies in my power
for your success. You hav seen the distressing effects
of superstition on the globe, and we in this country
are not exempt from its blighting results. The Christian religion is equally a superstition as much as a.ny
others you hav seen, and in some respects more so
inasmuch as it ~laims infallibility and damns all t~
an eternal hell who do not swallow its senseless and
hateful creeds, and would murder them here if unprotected by the civil powers. Therefore we should
try in every way possible to expose and uproot" so
mean, untruthful, and dangerous a. system. I hope
you will not think my remarks intrusiv or uncalled
for. I know you hav a zeal for. the spread of sound
sense, unmixed with any phase of supernaturalism
and that is my firm and honest principle. We ha;
not a very long time to liv. Let that precious time
be well spent in trying to strike from the human
mind the fetters placed there by a cunning, unprincipled, and deceitful swarm of clerical locusts who
liv in indolence from the hard toil of unthinking and
much mistaken dupes who bow and cringe to these
impostors, who know nothing and can do nothing
for one single mortal, but take their money and laugh
them to scorn behind their backs for their weak and
silly-mindedness. It is time the world awoke to a
sense of its wrongs and the deceitful practices played
on the masses of humanity for the benefit of pious
fraud who loves to dwell in ease on this planet, but
teaches its delurled devotees to despise it and liv only
fm some other world, of which they or anyone else
know notlling, and for the best of reasonl!l, There is
no other. This is tha world for man to be born and
to die, and be forever extinct. There is no greater
truth among men than this.
T. WINTER,

KmKSVILLE, Mo., Julv 14, 1882.
M11.. EDITOl!.: I received sample copies of the Index a
few days since as an inducement, I suppose, to subscribe. Although the title to the paper has been
changed from ,the Free Religious Index to. the Index
yet I find the publishers still term it a free religion~
paper. I hav nn ohjection to the word free, but in
view of the many and long continued evils resulting
from religious beliefs, as admitted, I cannot conceive
how the· term, or anything synonymous, can with consistency be held up by any claiming to be Liberal
or of advanced thought as embodying truth and
goodness, or setting forth a proper mode of life. I
hav no use for the term except as a synonym for all
that is bad, for all manner of crimes hav been committed under the sanction of religion. In one of the
numbers, by ohe of the editors, I find this logic:
"Philosophical Materialism may consist with a high
morality. Practical Materialism is immorality itself."
It may be inferred from the above, and correctly,
that I ha.v no use for the paper:
WM. HART.
CENTER HILL, TEXAS, July 26, 1882.
DEAR BENNETT: I hope you yet liv. But will you
deny that you hav been over Jordan? Now, do tell
me, did you get out by miracle or the use of natural
means?· You know that miracles were the fashion
about Jordan in the days of Elisha. Did you see
where the fiery wagon stood while Elijah was climblng into it? er where the fiery horses were pawing?
I am so glad that although you did cross over Jordan you got out on this side. I guess it was the old
literal Jordan you went over, and not the campmeeting Jordan. I· hope you are enjoying home,
sweet home, to-day among the denizens of earth.
Your age to-day is sixty-three years, seven months,
and three days. Mine is eighty-three years, five
months, and twenty-five days. If you can excuse an
old brother's freedom with his friend, I'll tell you
what I firmly believe, and that is that D. M. Bennett
is to-day tha most notorious man on earth, and I
think, probably, one of the happiest m!'ln on earth.
To be happy we must be good and do good. For
my part, I cannot call to mind any one on this
globe that has tried to do more good than D. M.
Bennett, and I hold that he is a grand success in all
his etforta.
J. A. RUTHERFORD.
PHENIX, OREGON, July 25, 1882.
MR. EDIToR: As I hav been taking the Inter-Ocean
for two years, I was on the eve of sending for ·the
third year with two other new subscribers. I received
the number with the answer to the question from
the gentleman from Kansas, and we were all so disgusted with their beastly lies that we will not giv
them another dollar. I sent them a letter telling
them I would not take the paper until they would
make a true statement of the affair, and I would
like to know the name of the man who answered
the question. As the Inter-Ocean has been trying to
pull you down I hav tried·to giv you a boost up, and
I hope others will do the same. I inclose $3 for six
new trial subscribers. I flUppose you hav arrived
home by this time. Was glad you had so m<my to
giv you the hand of friendship, and myself and wife
will be happy to extend ours if opportunity offers.
We hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER most of the time
you hav run it, and the Banner of Light from the
first, and we thin-k we will take them while we stay
in the flesh and both of you stick to the truth as
close as you hav.
J. HoLTON.
SHAWSVILLE, VA., July 16, 282.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 for THE TRUTH
SEEKER for this year, You will remember me as one
who is slow-always behind in paying up. Well, I
hav first-class Christians to deal with here in Virginia.
If they are not as outrageous as Comstock, Oliver
Stevens, and Mr. Tobey, postmaster of Boston, it is
because they hav not got into office yet-not because
they hav not the same God and the same Holy Bible
that set the .Jews to get all they could of the Egyptians by lying, to run off with. I send you a copy of
a letter I received from one of this stamp. Bead
and publish if you choose. I hall sold him a copy
of your "Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers," your
"Humphrey-Bennett Discussion," a copy-book, and
a few pamphlets, whole cost $6. 75, on. a short credit.
I was to be paid in wool to take to Blenker's factory,
and this letter is all he proposes to ·pay. I guess I
shall hav to charge the books to you and Ingersoll,
bgth of you, or hav you had experience enough wiLh .
such men of God P .
Yours without any God at all,
J. M. BARNES.
HUFFVILLE, VA., June 21, 1882.
J. M. BARNES, Sir: I will write you a few lines to say to you
that I hav burned the books that I purchased from you and
would like to ~av the rest and do them the same way, and so
you need not expect me to pay you one dime, I would see you
or anl other man dead before I would pay for any such books
!1-nd i you think you can make me pay. it go ahead and try that
lS what I want you to do and then I will show you what I will
do, so I will not say any more for I )lav said more now than
W. T. EPPERLY.
the books is worthy of
[It must indeed require a very bigoted and a very
dishonest Christian to become incensed at a book
containing the lives of the eminent sages and teachera of ancient times, or at a discussion giving both sides
fairly, the Christian clergyman, a party in the discussion named, having full opportunity to say just wbat
he wished to in defense of his system. If this Christian
had been an honest man, when he found the books

.
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did not suit him he would hav returned them. To
burn another man's property, or to refuse to pay for
what he had regularly purchased, is no better than
stealing. Can it be that the kingdom of heaven is
composed of such ?-ED. T. S.]

shoe or boot. But since I hav got to doing my own
thinking I find that my teachers greatly misrepresented. I hav come to the cohclusion that Paine was
one of th~ best men that ever put a foot o~ American soil, and that the devil is a better man than his
brother, and more truthful.
I read THE TRUTH SEEKER nearly every week to an
intelligent audience that congregates at a Bn.ptist
shoe shop. It is m.using quite an excitement. The
proprietor, a Baptist, takes great interest in it, and
says he must hav the Around-the-World volumes.
To make this interesting I will inclose post-office
order for $3 to pay for my subscription.
0. P.· TEITSWORTH.
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will be numbered amongst the largest manufacturing
cities in this country.
But let me speak of Nauvoo as it was forty yen.rs
ago, when it was the second city in Illinois in the
number of it>~ population, when it ha\1 between
twenty-fl. ve and thirty thousand industrious inhabitants; over ten times its present population, and
when ir. had one of the finest temples ever erected as
a dwelling-place of the gods. I will giv you a short
description of it which· I copied from ·a very fine
lithograph I saw hanging in a hotel in Montrose;
underneath the picture of the temple was printed
the foUowing description: "This temple was built of
light-gray limestone, it was 128 feet long by 88
feet broad and 60 feet high, with a tower 200
feet high. It had 30 heavy pilasters which cost
$3,000 each. The whole cost of the temple was
$1,000,000." (Had it been built by some of our thieving government contrators it wo'uld hav cost, doubtless, over ten millions.) "The baptismal fount, supported by 12 carved oxen, was in the basement
story, and with the oxen was intended to be gilded.
The cornercstone was laid April 6, 1841, and it was
burnt November 10, 1848."
On the front of
the temple was this inscription cut in large raised
letters: "The house of the Lord, built by the Chmch
of Jesus Christ, of Latter Day filaints. Holiness to
the Lord."
This is a piece of information that I picked up in
the office of a hotel. It was new to me, and will
doubtless be new to most of the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER. While in Nauvoo I was shown the
spot where this magnificent structure once stood.
It occupied a whole block on the highest point of
the high ground I hav before mentioned, but not a
vestige of it remains, unless a few fragments of
broken stone lying scattered over the ground may
be considered RUCh, for even the foundation-stones
hav been dug up and carried away for use in other
buildings; and one of the finest business buildings
in the present town, a three-story white stone building on the corner of the same bloc~< where the ternple once stood, and where a store and post-office are
now kept, was built entirely with stone taken from
the temple, and I was told that a large portion of
the other buildings of the city are partly built with
stone taken from the temple. To wllat sa.cril 0 gious
uses holy things are often put, and who that reads
this article will attempt to say that this sacred ediflee, of which I hav been writing, was not jnst as
holy and just as sacrPd as n ny building eYer erPcted
for the worship of a god? This building was burnt
down less than forty years ago, and now a strauger
may be a week or a month in Nauvoo, and, unaided
by information gl£>ftnerl from others. be woulrl not
find a vestige of this once grand edifice. ThPn what
an utter farce for people to go to the Holy L<:md,
and come back and tell about the rf'marlmble evidences they hav found of tbe trut.h8 of the Bible.
But I am taking too much of yJur space and time.
Please say to anyone desiring- my help ,in getting
together and organizing a Le" gue in any part of
western Illinois, between here and St. Louis, or
between the Illinois Central railroad and the Mist=dssippi, or any one desiring to join the state Liberal
League of Illinois, or in any other way a<sist me in
the work I am doing for the cause in Illinois, to
please write me. My post-office addrees is Bloomington, Ill. I am very anxious to organize as many
new auxiliary Liberal Leagues as possible between
now and the next National LibAral League Congress
in St. Louis, which meet.s Sept. 29Lh and 30th, and
·oct. 1st. Yours for universal mental lil;>erty,
F. F. FoLLETT,
Sec. State L. L. of Illinois.

THE TIME FOR ACTION.
_
BERLIN, N.J., July 14, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: If Liberals ever intend to do anything
effectual to gain thAir just rights it is time for them
to act as well as talk. The same spirit is alive now
in the churches that burnt John Rogers, Michael
Servetus, and tortured to death millions of others;
inflicting all the pains and agonies that were possible, out-deviling the most orthodox deyils ever heard
of. When were devils ever accused of torturing their
kind as professed Christians hav done? Every LibLA HARPE, ILL., July 19, 1882.
eral, every man who wishes well to his country or
D. M. BENNETT, Dear Brother: How I would like
his race, who has not· already read the history of to hav been at the reception given you at Chicago
martyrs sho,uld do ·80 at once, and learn what our on Sunday July 16th, but I was too far away at that
fathers, and mothers, too, suffered by priestcraft and time, being in Keokuk, Iowa, and my limited supply
churchcraft to secure to us the little liberty we now of money would not admit of my coming. All of the
enjoy. They literally waded through fire, tears, and money I can possibly get or earn I hav to use in
blood to save us from mental slavery, worse than paying my expenses in traveling over this state of
death, and inst~ad of acting to secure and bequeath Illinois in the interest of the Liberal League. I
to our children what liberty we hav we are only wrote you at Chicago, in the care of E. A. Stevens,
talking and writing in a semi-cowardly way while but not knowing his street or number, I do not
our ignorant, bigoted enemies are forging chains aqd know whether he got it or not. I am certainly reshackles for our necks and limbs. In every part of joiced over your return in health and good spirits,
our nation they hav their untaxed churches, their and I am more than pleased with the hearty recepYoung Men's Christian Associations and Sabbath- tiona you hav received in your passage home across
schools, and are training every mind they can capt- ·this ·continent. I know that it has been the spontaure to their vile purposes. They hav the history of neous outpouring of love and good feeling for one
the murderous; plunderering myth, Moses, the licen- who has been and is bravely fighting for the cause of
tious David and Solomon, wfth the lascivious songs mental freedom, and not an ovation worked up by a
of the latter, together with all other sorts of abom- corrupt pc.litical faction over a dead scion, as was
inations in our public schools, andour children must witnessed over the same rout.e only two years ago,
be corrupted by reading them or go without learn- I voted for that scion twice. And you hav written
ing, If we do not send our children to their Sab- a history of your travels which will be read with inbath-schools, to be taught falsehood and licentious- terest for generations to come. I hav no doubt but
ness from a book that has 'caused a thousand times what your ''Around-the-World" is the most accurate
more misery than any other, they are insulted, and account of the countries and of the peoples you hav
we ourselvs are taunted in the streets as infamous visited that has ever been written, and more espeInfidels and blasphemers that hav no right to liv. A cially so in the accounts given of the social, religyoung lady who goes to church every Sunday dreAsed ious, and moral character of the inhabitants. But
in the hight of fashion, hugging to her heart a Bible you could not see all of this little (I speak comparbound in "blue and gold," to show her dress and ativly, when compared with other worlds and plancriticise the wardrobe of others, and never knows ets) globe in one year. I observe that your account
enough about the sermon to tell what the text was of your travels partakes largely of the form of a
told me I ou~ht to be hung_:_, hat no In;fldel ought past and present religious history, as it is very approto be suffered to liv, The sin for which she de- priate it should, for there is no doubt but what a
nounced me was reading the Boston Investigator, large portion of those who hav subscribed for your
THE TRUTH SEEKER; the Agnostic, and other Liberal work of travels hav done so through an earnest depa.pers 'that kind friends and publishers send me free sire to get an honest and reliable history of the difof charge, while no religious paper has ever been ferent religions of the world, more than they h~v
sent to me free, though m~tny of their editors and to get just a geography of the different countries,
publishers know that I hav besn shut out of the But there is one place which has a rather peculiar
world by deafness for fifty years.
religious history, which you, in your anxiety to get
We cannot testify in courts without swearing by a home to the bosom of your family and your publishmythical God who can look complacently down from ing house, was no doubt compelled to skip. But I
his glorious throne and see us, or our parents, and hope, for the good of coming generations who will
ot~er relativs and friends, squirming in blazing read ~our book, you ~ill no~, forget to giv it an apbnmstone throug~ all eternity, And now they are propr18.te mentioning m the Around-the- World." I
trying to get the name of this abhorrent God intq. allude to Nauvoo, Ill. I made a detour from
the Constitution, make him the supreme ruler of the my direct route south, through the western tier of
nation, hav none but church bigots to make or countries of Illinois in order to visit Nauvoo. Havexecute laws, enact more stringent Sabbath laws ing been informed that this once flourishing city of
require us all to attend church and support it or fine' about thirty thousand inhabitants was now largely
imprison, roast," and torture us if we refus~. Thi~ inhabited by Liberals, whom I was anxious to visit,
spirit is aliv-e in the churches, and is zealously work- with a view of inducing them to become identified
ing, mainly in private, to accomplish their purposes with the National Liberal League, I went nearly
and we are only chattering about it instead of rising a hundred miles around by rail in order to see
in our might and beheading the hydra monster.
them. Leaving my direct route south at Monmouth,
Read the consummate impudence that has been I went to Burlington, Iowa, then southwest along
poured out by priests and religious papers on Col. the western shore o! the Mississippi to Fort MadiIngersoll and the New York committee who appointed son and Montrose, and here by a ferry to Nauvoo.
him to deliver an address on Decoration Day, and And as I stood upon the ~pper deck of the little
ToLEDO, OHIO, July 15, 1882,
you will not doubt that torturing and burning will steam ferry-boat and took m the grandly beautiful
MR. EDITOR: The clergy in speaking of Infidelity
commence at once if they get the power they are scenery of that spot. of earth, once selected by that nearly always mean to convey tbe idea that an Infl.striving for.
JEREMIAH HA.CKER.
peculiar people, calhng themselvs the "Latter Day del is a person of the world. Here is a great mistake
Saints." I could not help reflecting on the amount of made even very often by our own people. The world
inhumanity heaped upon this people on account of their is merely skeptical, ami a large majority of the popRENo, NEv., July 5, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $3 for THE peouli8.r religious belief, and that too by a nation pro- ulation are not even this. The so-called people of the
TRUTH SEEKER for the ensuing year. It is, like an fessing entire religious freedom and non-proscription world believe in the Christian religion. Nearly all
old and valued friend, hard to part with its com- on account of religious belief or unbelief. And I of our criminals are believers and were taught orthopany, and I will not in this case as long as I am able cannot eonceive of any reason for the outcry con- doxy. The more intelligent begin investigation, and
to pay f0r so valuable a paper.
tinually being raised against Mormonism, unless it search after truth. First they become skeptical; that
The Liberals in Reno were expecting to giv Mr. is to try to hide and cover up· the social and political means they begin to doubt. However, one who
Bennett and Dr. J. L. York a fine reception, but Mr. iniquity of their persecutors. The city of Nauvoo doubts, or, so to speak, the skeptic, is not an Infidel.
Bennett was in a hurry to return home and Dr. lies in a bend of the Mississippi River, forming the The skeptic is ready to take either side. The Infidel
York was sick and unable to come to Reno then, so !hape of a horse-shoe. For a distance of nearly has a belief. He is no longer a skeptic. An Infidel
as a natural consequence we were exceedingly dis- three-quarters of a mile from the western shore ex- does not believe in the orthodox doctrin, but he may
appointed. By the way, Dr. York will be here by the tends a level plateau on which the most of the believe in a god or in the immortality of the soul.
lOth or soon after to deliver a series of his Free- Mormon city once stood. Now the bYsiness portion An Infidel need not necessarily denounce the existthought lectures, which will giv Reno another im- of the city is on the tableland lying east of the plateau, ence of a god. If he does, then he would be an
petus in Liberalism, which may result in a Liberal and along the base of this tableland is a good Atheist. The true Infidel can tell you the reason of
place for digging a canal, that would furnish water his belief in nature's philosophy; as ahm why he does
League. ·Who knows?
Yours fraternally,
power to an unlimited extent. I doubt very much not. believe in the church. The true Infidel is a perHARMON WRIGHT.
whether there is in the whole northwest a more in- son educated in the sciences of life, and he is happy.
BUSHNELL, ILL., July 30, 1882.
viting place for the investment of money for the He is therefore not to be classed with the people of
DEAR BENNETT: I want to ,tell you that I hav never purpose of building· up a large manufacturing em- the world. The Infidels are found among the best
missed reading o~e copy of the glorious TRUTH SEEKER porium than is to be found here. And, could some citizens of the country. Our cranks and croaks over
since you started it in Illinois. The longer I read it o! the many millions of dollars now lying in our the country are not Infidels. Ask them about nature,
the more I think of it, and I love it more than the treasury-vaults and in bank-vaults, invested in inter- about their own organization, about philosophy,
Christians love their God.
est-bearing bo:ads, which pay no taxes, and are ab- physical, moral, and mental culture, and you will
I was always taught to believe that Thomas Paine sorbing the labor and industries of this country find them as ignorant as a horse is of astronomy.
and the devil were the worst beings that God made, in interest and usury, only be released from To be honored with the appellation of an Infidel you
the fingers of the former being like a hawk's claws~ their present confinement and be invested in this must hav knowledge about the subjects I hav menand the latter's mouth like a baker's oven-full of and similar improvements over our country, how Lioned. Our gamblers and street loafers are many
fire, teeth like a collier's rake, eyes like tea-saucers, much more properous we should become as a nation I of them skeptical, but cannot be classed with the In~
~nd cloven feet that no ehoemaker could fit with a There is no doubt the time will come when Nauvoo 1 fl.dela,
Yours in truth,
J, S,
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A Field of Rue.
BY ALHAZA.

We passed one daY through a field of rue
{Let us talk, my friend, of things that are true),
How bitter a sign of the corning of springNo daisy to wave, no lii:met to sing I
Then why should we meet in that field of rue?
Dead buds for me, acorns for you.
Yon whispered words as harsh to me
As the deadly breath of the upas-tree.
. I spoke of blossom and fragront ieaf;
Alas, for frowns and answers brief,
I hold your Christian thorns, and pray
That they may change to flowers in ~!ay I
Bnt what to me are fields of rue
Or roees wet with morning dew?
!lonely weep where none can see,
For Highland Jamie is lost to me.

The Sabbatarian Cranks.
Come, men possessed of common sense,
Who fill the people's 1·anks,
Look out for tl:!ose few meddling loons~
The Sabbatarlan cranks;
If they hav business Of their own,
Bid th<>ru to such attend,
And let you mind your own atl'airs;
All trouble then will end.
Do not these Sabbath hypocrits
On Snndays drink and eat?
Do they not take ·a carriage 1ide
And stop at some retreat?
Are not their servants forced to work~
Cooks, waiting-maids, and all?
~lust they not bav their dinners bot
On Snndays at their call?
Poor men on Sundays must not shave,
Or buy and smoke cigars,
Or patronize a candy shop,
Through fear of prison bars;
The baker must not bring your bread,
Or milkman serve at doors,
Nor ice be brought to cool your throats,
So say these cran;,y bores.
One must not breathe the country air,
Or take a horse-car ride,
Nor on a steamboat dare to go,
By SLmday cranks he's spied;
On law and order they will talk
With great bombastic show,
And whicll they know but little 'bout,
To make so loud a blow.
Now ls it not conspiracy
To bribe your fellow-man
To drink, get drunk, and break the law
Upon the catch-game plan?
Then bring him forth-a hired spy~
Before the court to swear,
That !Je went Into a beer saloon
And bought a glass while there.
To prove the pudding they won't tasteThis clique of small poltroons~
Who aJ'e too cowardly themselvs
To go Into saloons;
They'll bore our mayor to send police;
Rigged out as sneaks and spies,
To catch the man who dares to sell
Strange things that meet their eyes.
Now each man's house his castle is
Throughout fair Freedom's land,
Where all hav rights we should respect,
And firmly by them stand;
Bm these Sabbatarian cranks,
Tile world would like to rule,
And hav us do just as they say,
But we're not in that school.
-Harry iln!)elo.

H. W • Beecher on Progress of

'l'hought.

From the North Amerwan Revme.

It is supposed that the world is indebted to
original thinkers, to trained investigators, to
rigid experimenters, and that the common peaple are merely the recipi<mts of the benefits
which they did nothing to create. But this
power of schol~trs or scientists to develop truth
depends very larg•ly upon the intelligence and
sympathy of the common people. Thev giv
fore~>, extension, and enthusiasm to the results
of learned ·labor. They are the nurses who
·
Th ey grv
·
care for t h e ch I'ldr en of tb e b ram.
svstenance to those who explore. They form
an atmosphere, a public sentiment, around in·
vestigators. They give power and practical
use to the dry products of the inquiring brain.
The reaction of popular intelligence is, in
many ways, as needful to science ani! learning
as is the special training of scholaTs and scientists. Both are needful for the production of a
cycle of knowledge. What is the voice of one
man to the response of millions as an enforce·
ment of truth? One man kindles the torch.
but a million reflectors catch the light and diffuse it. The very twilight of the pulpit may
become noonday among the pews.
It is in this way that the pulpit is changing
its methods and material of sermons. No mat·
ter what becomes of decrees of election and of
reprobation, an audience of fathers and mothers understand what fatherhood is. No mgenuity or €loquence eRn persuade them that a
God who for ten thou? and years has labored
to produce ~n infiuit population of damnable
souls can with decency be called our father.
The common sense, the humanity, the moral
sense which hav grown out of the gospel are
judging theology. Little by little the pulpit
shrinks from medieval theology. Ministers
first gloss it by new interpretations, then they
prudently 'hold it in suspense, then doubt it,
then cast it away.
Theology has mainly regarded the revelation
in scriptural record as sole and exclusiv. It has
looked with great suspicion upon reason, while
employing its might to .forge arguments against

its plenary use. It has more than doubted world; the fall of man in A.dam, the doctrin of
nature-it has degraded it, and made it a by- original sin, the nature of sin' and the method
word. The school of the ascetic has corrupted of atoning for it. The decrees of God, as set
men's minds and made discord between the forth in the Confession of Faith, and the rnaBible and nature. To l~n to one's reason has chinerv supposed to be set at work for man's
been declared a sin and snare. What, then, redemption, the very nature and disposition of
shall we lean upon ? If a man may not 'tse his God-as taught in the falsely called Pauline,
eyes, what may he see with? It is taught that but really A.ugustinian theology, popularly
man must take GQd's word implicitly, without known as Calvinistic-must giv way.
controversy. But how shall he understand the
Before the science of mind had an existence,
word without the use of his reason ? Is there mAn treated the remote 11nd inconceivable elena other word of God than the Bible ? Hav ments of the divine mind with perfect assurthe heavens ceased to declare the glory of God, ance. They knew God's thoughts and pur·
and the ear"th to show his handiwork? Does poses as if in confidential relations with him.
God no longer speak through man's moral con- The debate respecting the persops of the Trinsciousness? Is man forbidden to use his own ity maae the air lurid for hundreds of years.
reason while commanded to believe the reason· Because the Bible called God king, the kingly
ing of the church? Did God' sit down and government of ~ncient and of medieval days
write the Bible ?
furnished the elements from which theology
Our age is not in rebellion against clear, in- formed the theory of God's moral government.
tellectual statements of religious truth, But ·A. few texts of scripture were enough, whether
there is a rebellion against the tyranny of poetry, narrativ. or pictorial drama, to estabmedieva\ creeds. It is not extravagant to say !ish a doctrin. From the marvels of the childthat a revolution is at hand in regard to the hood of the race, from the severity of the imwhole philosophy of Christianity, and that this perious Samuel, from the tender hymns of
revolution is led on, not from restless impa- David, from the sublime rage of the prophets,
tience of restraint, nor by novelty, nor by a from the dreams and visions of Ezekiel, from
worldly spirit but by the deepest moral con- the clouds, the trumpets. the horsemen of the
sciousness of men who love truth above all Apocalypse, its auroral heavens, its lurid
price.
oramas, its thunders aud mysterious voices, the
The signs are in the air. Men no longer honest weavers of theology drew their thre&ds
preach doctrins to which they swore in their and wove their theories, and stamped them
ordination vows, or they giv to them new mean- with the Bible brand, and c11lled· men Infidels
ings at variance with historic fact. It is be- who should set theirfeoble reason against God's
ginning to be permitted men to preach their word! Thus it has come to pass that theology
own view of truth unchpped by creeds. Sa- may find itself described, after its own manner,
gacious and cautious men are quietly sowing in the vision of Daniel-" This image's head
seed which they know will by and by des+ roy was of fine gold, his breast and his arms of sil·
old notions. Other men testify to change by ver, his belly and his thighs of brass, his legs
greater zeal in teaching the old symbols of of iron, his feet part of iron and part of clay."
doctrin. Every age has a race of men who
In modern hands great change has come over
elect themselvs to the care of other men's be- theology, as the result of increasing knowledge.
liefs-who appoint themselvs Gods sheriffs to There is a uniform tendency, away from the
hunt and run down heretics. They are very aristocratic and mGnarchic toward the demobusy. Men are cea~ing to employ creed~ as cratic; an effusion of tenderness toward man,
lines of separation between sect and sect, and and especially a revulson from the old represenare shaking ha11ds in a higher fellowship over tat ions of eternal torment, so important in the
and acroES them. Creedi hav ceased to he convictions of energetic priests and flaming
employed as conservaturies of piety. Ortho- revivalists. There is still great confidence of
doxy confesses that truth c&n no longer be theologians in theology. Innovation a1·e resisted
kept iu church or seminary by creeds, but only Men are cautioned not to lean to human reaby living faith.
son, nor to set up their individual conscience
A.ndover, next to Princeton the very J erusa- against the ripe thought and moral sense of
lem of Jerusalems of orthodoxy, triply guarded the church of ages.
by a creed made, tight and strong beyond all. When even change is feared, what vigorous
breaking or picking, and to which the whole fear must be felt when a revolution impends?
body of its professors were sworn to reswear But men do not yet consider how wide apart
every five yPars, bas, alas l with some levity are religion and the theory of religion. Theoland merriment, shown to the world with what ogy, like the crustacean shell, may at first proagility good men could fly over it, walk around teet religion, but if it may not be cast off, year
it. They interpret the creed of fifty years ago, by year, for a new one, it soon oppresses and
not by what its makers mPant, but by what the even destroys.
The dread of Darwinian views is sincere;
professors think they ought to hav meant, and
would hav meant if they had received a full yet a secret fear prevails that they may he true.
But hav men considered what a relief they will
A.ndover course! ·
The development of physical science consti- be from some of the most disgraceful tene~s of
tutes the grand feature of the li!st half century. theology? A.re they content to guard and deThe doctrin of the Conservation of Forces, and fend a terrific scheme which sullies the honor,
the discovery of the method of creation, viz., the justice. and the love of God, against a
Evolution, while revolutionizing physical sci- movement that will cleanse- the abomination
ence, will powerfully reform social and moral and vindic:tte the ways of God to man ? Even
theories. A.t length the flood of ignorar.ce has if the great truth of evolution led to unbelief, it
abated, and the dove of truth has solid ground could not be so bad as that impious and maligon which to put its !oat. The study of the nant representation of God and- his government
human mind from the side of physics as well as which underlies all medieval and moat nf modmetaphysics is productiv of changes of the ern theology. We shall quote from the Presbymost radical and important kind. Religion terian Confession of Faith the account given by
has much to hope, and the old theology much the church of· the origin of man, and of his
to fear from scientific disclosures.
moral government, in the light of which the
It matters little that upon some points the scientific account of the origin of man and the
great doctrin of evolution is yet in discussion. nature of sin is as health to sickness, as life to
The debate is not about the reality of evolu- death. Instfad of drPading the prevalence of
tion, but of the influences which prnduce or di- the scientific doctrin, men should rush tow&rd it
rect it. That the stellar world was not created with open arms and exultation, as a r!llease
instantly, but gradually through uncountable from the hideous nightmare of ages.
ages; that this inorganic globe was the product
In chaptEr iv, sec. 2, is thestatement of man's
of slowly unfolding changes; that the vegetable creation:
kingdom did not come into being at once, but " our first parents. being seduced by the subtllty
by slow evolution from simple to complex; that and temptation of Satan, sinned In ea1iugtheforthe animal kingdom developPd from original bidden fruit. This. their sin, God was Pleased, ac.
cording to his will and holy counsel, to permit,
simple forms, and attaine d its presen t condition having purposed to order It to his own glory. By
through ages of gradual unfolding from lower this sin they fell from their original righteousness
communion
wlt.h God,
so became
dead
In
to h'Ig h er; th a t tb e h uman race h as b een sub · and
sin, and
wholly defiled
in alland
thefacultieB
and
parte
ject to the same great law and method of cr~a- of soul and body."
tion-may be said to be undisputed among
Next inochapter vi, sees. 1, 2, is the account
Chrisscientific men, whether Christian or not
.
of
the origin of sin:
tian. This is not all. Th e presumpt ron gains
ground that the chain of succession is unbroken,
"They (Adam and Eve) being the root of mankind, the guilt of tlleir sin was imputed and the
and that. as civilized man un folded f rom the same death in sin and corrupted nature conveyed
barbaric and savage man, so the human race to all their postel'ity, descending from them by
itself is developed from the animal kingdom.
ordinarv gene,.ation. From this original corrupu lion, whereby we are utterly indisposed, disabled,
1 I t is per h aps and made opposit to Hll good and wholly inclined
A.t this point there is a h at
the most revolutionary tenet ever advanced. It to all evil, do proceed all actual transgressions"~
will be to theology what Newton's discoveries (chap. vi, 3, 4).
were to the old astronomy. The repugnance
Should a physician place a son of fifteen
that men feel at descending along such a road, years in a plague hospital, expecting, nay, carand with such an ancestry, would foam and tain that be would incur the disease, and that
subside in a short time. It is not the retro· he would propagate it to innumerable others,
spect, but the prospect, which givs such almost that he might show his ekill in combating it,
universal hesitation to the mind and imagina- would not language fail in characterizing the
tion of mere scientific moralists. Its admission deed? Or, if this illustration be deemed inapt.
would be fatal to the theory o:f a plenary and by leaving out the power of choice, substitute
verbal inspiration of the Bible still held by the case of a father who should place his
some. The first two chapters of Genesis hav daughter of seventeen years in a court where be
been a sword in the hands of theologs of old knew that she would be surrounded by the
with which to fight the discoveries of modern most cunning courtiers, expert in seductiv fiatastronomy. Next, they were sharpened against teriel'-, who should beguile, bewilder, and sathe advent of geology. In both conflicts the duce the innocence of the child who had no
truth was victorious. Now, again, but upon a experience of danger, or example, or friend, and
more tremendous issue, theology resists evolu- who should fall, become the mother of imtion. It is an honest resistance. To admit the modest children in endless succession; would
truth of evolution is to yield up the reignine: such a cruel experiment be creditable or eXC)lSa·
theology. It is to change the whole notion of ble because he meant to set up afterward
man's origin, his nature, the problem of human remedial influence?
'· '
life, the philosophy of morality, the theory of
But the most astounding part of this account
sin, the structure of moral government as taught of creation is that God, when he had created
in the dominant theologies of the Christian innocence and inexperience, permitted it to be
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debauched, and went on to transmit to the
whole human race, through all time, the degradation, sin, and suffering of these divinely destroyed experimentalists of Eden.
It a,ppears, then, that the earth was a vast
machine fc;>r the manufacturing of corruption·
that God himself planned that corruption; that
instead of stanching the. evil at its outbreak he
devoted the earth to the production of corrup.
tion. It appears, also, that the sin which they
did not commit was imputed to all the myriads
of human beings born ages after the sin was
committed, and that the penalty upon A.dam's
sin was the total derangement of every human
faculty; .so that men could not be obedient
but, as a pMt of the divine will and arrange:
ment, were created not only unable to do good,
but by the whole force of God's decree made
opposit to all good and wholly inclined to all
evil. This we are taught has been the business
of God for ten thousand years-to produce infinit sin and suffering.
Even this is but the beginning of that theory
of creation and God's design in it, which thea.
logians dread to hav swept away by the revela.
tions of science. It appears that before a step
was taken in this mighty tragedy there was a
distinct purpoee in God that this world should
produce innumerable wretched souls, whose sin
resulted from the conditions of their creation,
for whom no remedy was attempted, who were
made with the distinct and avowed pnrpose of
furnishing material for another and after
world; designed and built for the purpoEe of
torment endless, increasing forever l
"By the decree of God, for the manifestation of
his glory, same men and angels are predestinated
unto everlaeting life. and others foreordained to
everlasting death. These angels and men, thus
predestmated and foreordained, are particularly
and nncbllnR"eably desiR'Ued, and their number Is so
certain and de:finlt that it cannot be either increased
or diminished. Those of mankind that are predestined unto life, God, before the foundation of
the world was laid, according to biB eternal and
immutable purpose, ~tnd the secret counsel and
good pleasure of his will, hath cho~en In Christ
unto everlasting ~Clary, out of his mere free grace
and love, without any rorelliR"ht of faith, or good
works, or perseverance in either of tbem, or any
other thing In the creation, or conditions, or causes
moving him thereto, and all to the praise of his
glory. . . . The rest of mankind God was
pleased. according to the unsearchable counsel of
hls own will, whereby be extendeth or wttholdeth
mercv as he pleaseth, for the glory of biB sovereign
power over his creatures to pass by, and to ordain
tbem to dishonor and wrath, for their sin, to the
praise of his glorious justice" (chap. ill, sec. 3, 4, 5,
7).

To one who employs a moral sense, this extraordinary representation of the divine nature,
and of the plan of cre&tion, seems like an 'un·
real dream. Yet it represents the work of good
men, of heroic men, in an obscure age, when
absolute monarchy furnished the ideal of God,
and when the citizen had no rights which the
king was bound to respect. From such a
medieval horror all Christian men should fly
tow"rd the rising revelation in science, of God's
true work in creation, with thanksgiving and
gladness.
This doctrin of the fa.ll of man in A.dam is
not, as may be imagined, an extreme and anti·
qua ted notion. It is fundamental to the whole
orthodox theology of the world. The system
could not stand a moment if it be exploded. It
may be summarily said to be the working
theory of the Christian theology, as much today as it W&S five 'hundred years ago. · Every
man entering the ministry of the Presbyterian
nhurch is obliged to swear to hold and teach it.
There is no diffa.rence in that respect between
the Catholic and the Protestant creeds.
Within the memory of this generation these
hideous doctrins were preached widely and vigorou~ly.
The outburst of indignation with
which they were received was regarded as proof
that man's unregenerate heart was at enmity
with God. They may still be preached, but no
longer with commanding sovereignty, but
apologetically. They defend rather than assert
themselvs. But in the main this view lies
silent in the pulpit like a corpse in a sepulcher.
Here and there a good de&con remembers when
such sound doctrin w&s set triumphantly forth,
to the confusion of heretics and Infidels, and
longs to hear again the refreehlng sound. But
the new generation, whether of clergy or laity,
will not worship it. Yet it is to-day the only
exposition, clear and thorough, of what the
church has to say as to the origin o,f man and
the method of creation.
Not only is the method of creation thus disfigured, but over against it has been erected a
scheme of reparation and redemption, if not so
shocking, yet equally fictitious and delusiv, and
destined to giv place to a nobler view of divine
nature and of providence, and of tba divine
thought of the redemption and elevation of
mankind.
When the nreeds of the past era hav passed
away we shall enter upon the creeds of a new
era. These will differ not alone in their contents from former doctrinal standards, but they
will differ in the very genius and method of
construction. Our reigning creeds begin with
God. with moral government, with the scheme
of the univPrse, with the great invisible realm
beyond. These are the weakest places in a
creed, because the matters they contain are
least within the reach of human reason, and
because the all~ged revelations from God upon
them are the most scanty and uncertain. The
creeds of the future will begin where the old
ones ended-upon the nature of man, his con·
dition on earth, his social duties and civil obligations, the development of his reason, his
spiritual nature, its range, possibilities, education-the doctrin of the human reason, of the
emotionP, of the will-man as an individual,
man social and collectiv; and from a sound
knowled~;;e of the nature of mind, developed
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within the scope of our experience and observation, we shall deduce conceptions of the great
mind-the God idealized from our best ascer·
tainments-iil. the sphere within which our faculties were created to act with certainty of
knowledge. Our creeds will ascend from the
known to the unknown, which is the true law
and method of acquiring knowledge. Hitherto
they hav expended their chief force upon that
which is but dimly known.
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PART III.-A short story devoted to the education
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Those who wish to Jmv Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures on
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gether with mi.tny other points necessa.rily excluded by
the limits of a lecture. .. The Talmagtan Catechism"
puts n the form of direct question, the plainest and profoundest inqu1r1es of modern doubt, and answers them
according to 'fu.Image and orthodox Christianity. As a
piece of su.tJre, with earnest purpose, this production
stands alone, and in the llterature of Freethought has not
Its equal.
Copies maned to anY point, postage free, on receipt of
price.
Address
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SANITARY AND PHYSIOLOGICAL LAWS.

Stenographically reported by I. NEWTON BAKER.
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The first volume describes Scotland, Ireland, England,
Including also an account of the Freethinkers' International Congress at London, In 1881, Holland, tbe Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey. Smyrna,
Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyront, Ba.albec to Damascus.
Volume II. embraces visits to Damascus, the Sea of Gal·
tlee, Bethsaida, Nazareth, the Dead Sea, the Jordan,
Jerusalem, and other places of interest in PalPBtine;
Egypt and Egyptian history ,and Egyptian towns, manners,
and customs the pyramids, etc., to Bombay, India.
Volume III. descrJbes India, Ceylon. Penang, Singapore, Java, an China.
Volume IV. Japan, the passage across the Pacific, and
the tour over the American Continent.
There hav been many nooks of travel printed but none
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Six InteJrviews with the [Famous Orator
on Six Sermons by the Rev. '1'. De,Vitt
'l'ahnnge, ot" Brooklyn, to which is
added

The inventor of the

In 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an International Congress at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was sent
as a delegate. He took the occasion to make the tour of
Europe, and his observations were embodied in "A Truth
seeker !n Europe " (price, $1.50). The letters were also
published !n THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the readers were SO
well pleased with them that the proposition was made
that he make the journey around the world, and g!v the
world the benefit of a Freethinker's observations. The
proposition was accepted It the ones de•!rlng such a work
would advance five dollars each, the volumes to be dedicated to them. On July 80, 1881, Mr. Bennett began the
journey, sending letters back to be publ1ohed. The work
w!llmake

Marriage
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In the CURE OF DISEASE, are now imposing on the public by so-called

Editor of THII TRUTH SEEKER, author of "A Truth Seeker
1n Europe," u Gods and Religions of Ap.cient and
Modern T1mes,1 ' ''The World's Sages, Think·
era, and Reformers,'' "Champions of
the Church," etc., etc.
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Of the New York Bar before the Society of Human1ty
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141 8th st .• New York
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Showing that the writers of and believers In the Bible,
and not the deniers of Its truth, are the ones who really do
Injustice to the character of God, If a God exists.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. AUGUST 12. 1882.

ALL hail, ye tender feelings dear I
The smile of love, the friendly tear,
The symPathetic glow I
Long since, this worl!i's thorny ways
Had numbered out my weary days,
Had 1t not been for you I
Fate still has blest me with a friend
In everv care and Ill :
And oft a more endearing band,
A tie mor" tender still -Burns.
IN the minde of almost au religious }Jersons,
even in the most tolerant countries, the duty of
toleration is admitted with tacit reserves. One
person will bear with dissent in matters of church
government, but not of dogma; another can tolerate everybody-short of a Papist or a Unitarian;
another, every one who believes in revealed religon; a few extend tpeir charity a little farther, but
stop at the belief in a god or in a future state.llfi!l' s Liberty.
THE right of private judgment, in matters of
faith and worship, is now more generally recognized in practice than it used to be, though such is
human pride that. even yet many resent the exercise, by their nei«hbors who di:tier from them, of
the freedom which they claim for themselvs. Tbey
seem to f.:>rgPt the maxim th11t we should do to
others as we would hav others do to us-a principle
admirably applied by St. Paul to the case of religious differences (Romans, chap. xiv), and which,
indeed, is the only one that has been found to work
well in au circumstances for every sect; it condemns not only political disabilities and restraints
unwarrtmted by the exigencies of the state, but,
still more, that uncharitable treatment through
which, almost excluBivly, the spirit of intolerance
can now J!.nd vo>nt in free Proteitant countries.Ckambers' Encyclopedia.
CONSIDER now, if they asked us, will yon giv up
your Indian Empire, or your Shakspere, your
English; never hav had any Indian Empire, or
never had any Shakspere? Really it was a grave
question. Oft!cial persons would answer doubtless
n oft!cial language; but we. for our part, too,
should not we be forced to answer? Indian Empire or no Indian Empire, we cannot do without
Sbakspere I Indian Empire will go, at any rate
some day: but this Shakspere does not go, he
lasts fo~ever with us; we cannot giv up our Shakspere !-Carlyle's Hero-worship.
IN our halls is hung
Armory of the invincible knights of old;
We must be free or die, who speak tbe tongue
That Shakspere spake: the faith and morals hold
That l\Iilton held. In everything we are sprung
From earth's :first blood, hav bibles manifold.
-Wordsworth,
WHEN the great Kepler bad at length dicovered
the harmonious Jaws that regulate the motions of
the heavenly bodies, he exclaimed," Whether my
ll.iscoveries will be read by posterity or by my contemporaries is a matter that concerns them more
than me. I may well be contented to wait one
century for a reader when God himself, during so
many thousand years, has waited for an observer
like m-yself."-CoUon's Lacon.
WE wish to break with nothing that is worthy of
adw.iration in the past. We can see and appreciate
how mnch of the good and noble there was and is
in Christianity. But we cannot see that one iota of
this was or is due to tbe supernatural element in
t. ;rhat men hav been inspired and sustained in
virtue and self-sacrifice by love of the man Jesus
is not only apriori probable, but historically true.
But what nobler art ever had its source in the devotion of the Trinity, in 1 he existence of the rlevrl, or
the story of the exodus 1 Where is the perfume
from the Dead Sea ilowers of theology? What
sustenance is there from its fruit? We find none.
On the contrary, we know not a good cause which
is not hindered by it. It only ceases to be mischiev.
ous by becoming ridiculous. While the people
perish for lack of knOWledge, theologian2 are busy
wrangling over vestments and candles, negus and
genutlexions. The supposition that this is the re.
ligion that is to regenerate human life is an insult
to common sense.-.D. in National Reformer, Aug.
28, 1881.

THERE is the greatest difference between pre_
suming an opinion to be true, because, with every
opportunity for contesting it, it has not been refuted, and assuming its truth for the pursose of not
permitting its reputation. Complete liberty of
contradicting and disproving our opinion is the
very condition which justifies us in assuming its
truth for purposes of action; and on no other
terms can a being with human faculties hav any
rational assurance of being right.-.ilfill's Liberty.
MIGHTY tleets and armies, harbors and arsenals,
vast cities, high-domed, many-engined -they are
precious, great; but what do they become? Agamemnon, the many Agamemnons, Pericleses, and
their Greece; all is gone now to some ruined fragments, dumb, mournful wrecks and blocks; but
the Books of Greec91 These, Greece, to every
thinker •till very literally livs; cqn be called up
again into life. No magic " Rnna" is stranger
than a book. All that mankind has done, thought,
gained, or been: it is lying as in magic preservation in the pages of books. They are the chosen
possession of man.-Carlyle.
THERE is nQ[hing that we are such spendthrifts
of us of health. We spare everything sooner than
that, though whatever we sacri:fi~e to it is worth
nothing withoutit.-Locte.
TAKE away from Genesis the belief that 1\foses
was the author, on which only the strange belief
that it is the word of God has s•ood, and there remains nothing of Genesis but an anonymous book
of stories, fables, and traditionary or invented absurdities, or of down-rlght lies '£he story of Eve
and the serpent, and of Noah and his ark, drops to
a level with the Arabian tales, without the merit of
being entertaining; and the account of men living
to eight and nine hundred years becomes as fabulous as the immortality of tbe saints of mythology.

-PaiM'B Age o/ ReaBon.
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THE angels r>fthe Sunda:y.schools are sometimes
the demoL.s of the melon patch.
OuT in Illinois when they sm·vey David D ..vis
for a suit of clothes they take him on a half-mile
track.
IT doesn't make any dl:tierence how you ~pell
Read the following remarkable case:
whisky; the man who uses too much of it wui hav
the worst spell.
"WHAT'S that you'l·e playing?" said a New
Haven man to his daughter, who was pounding at
the plano keyboard with more noise than skill.
"It is Wagnerian, pa; that is the music of the
future." "Oh, it is, is it I Let it be a long time in
the future before I hear nny more Of lt. Play me
'Comln' Through the _Rye.'" "Oh, pa, ain't you
horrid; always thinking about snmetbing to
"WILSONIA" will cure paralysis,
drink!" Honors are easy in that family.-New
Haven Register.
catarrh, rheumatism, inflammatory rheu.A.N Austin lad:v. who is very anxioue to acquire matism, varicose veins, nervous debility,
the prevailing art of painting placques, brought pain in the back, bronchitis, a~thma,
some of her drawings to a cynical artist for exam·
!nation "Ought I put a coat of var11isfi on the dyspepsia, etc.
plate before I transfer this drawing to it?" "No, Pamphlet cont~&ining testimonials, price
miss," responded the artist, looking _at the badlylist, etc., sent on I&Pldieation.
drawn picture," you ought to put thA varnish on
afterward. It would mak" the plate look better."
When the lady shut the door it made such a noise
people thought it was burglars blowing open a
safe.

Magnetic Clothing.

"\VILSOl'tiA"

AN irresistible pun: When Follg went to look
for rooms in the apartment house he was shown
about the premises by as handsome a piece of calico-young, bright, and ros:v-as ever gladdened
the eye of a bachelor. ·• What dO you think you
should prefer, sir?" she askAd. Fogg said he
couldn't help it if he was to die for it, and he replied, in his most killing manner, "Sweet sixteen."
•· From what she said," added Fogg," I somehow
got the impression that ' sweet sixteen' was already engaged."

Magnetic Clothing Company,

"Our ch!ldren were all twins, and I'll send my
wife down to giv you some advice. You see-.''
But she picked up a flowerpot and tlung It at
him. He jumped back, and all she entered the
house he called out:
"Hope insanity won't break out on the twins!"
ON the day of Gulteau's execution Michael
Geary was standing behind his bar. There entered
from the Cedar street side, breathless, and seemingly excited, a man in seedy black. He advanced
to the counter and dealt it a blow that made it
tremble.
"So they've hanged Charley Guiteau ?" he exclaimed. "It was a shame (giv me a little whisky). If I had been back in time to defend him
(sugar, please) they never shquld hav perpetrated
that outrage," and he drained his glass and set it
down so hard as to send its fragments tlyinl{ over
:Michael. Geary's brow began to blacken, and his
voice smmded ominous as he remarked lnqulringly, uNo?"
"No, sir; if that chucklehead Charley Reed had
read his Blackstone and Chitty, or even his Peterbaugh, be never .(some more Whisky, please)-l
say he would never-( I'd like some more whisky,
if you please)-would never hav permitted that
case to even go to the jury. Ain't you going to eet
out •h!it whisky?"
~fichael had quietly come out from behind the
counter and confronted the lawyer. He touched
him on the shoulder and remarked slowly and
impressivly: ":My friend, you owe me fifteen
cents for whisky and twenty-five centll for the
glass. I would like forty cents, if you please."
The man of genius made a weak and abortlv
search through his vest pockets, and said, "Yes,
yes, that'll be all right; just get behind your counter, please, and set me out some more whisky,and
I will discharge the wholo obligation at once.''
Said Micl:!ael In deepest tones, "Are you a
lawyer!"
The fellow said he was.
"Hav you read Blackstone and Chitty, likewise
Peterbaugh, of whom you spoke but now!"
"The lawyer said, oh, yes, he knew 'em by
heart.
"There is one law work with which you are not
conversant," said llllchael, solemnly, as his fingers
began to twitch.
" What is that?" asked the law-yer.
" Geary on Ejectments," thundered Michael, and
did the bounce act with a vim that landed him into tlle midqle of the ijtreet.

lJevoted to Scierwe. Oriental Philosophy,
chow(Jy, Lueratwre. and A1·t.
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Couducted by

i'lndame HhtV~&t~>I<Y,
Under the auoplces of the Theosopulmll Society, 'fhls
new! succeBBfu1, and famous monLhly magazine, tbe chenp.
est u India, and one of the most lnt<>restlug lu ttie
world, ilas acquired a circulation throughout Ind!~t and

1n Europe, Americ.a, tlle Australashm Colonies, -North
:~~ ~gm~

Africa, China, Ceylon, Burmab, and the Per.
" There Is a tone of elegance and scholarship about tho
whole of this perio'lcal, which alm·,et leads Europeans
to enyy It . . . The :Iheosophist Is rapidly Increasing
Its merits as a ftrst.class llterarv or1an. . . , . We
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THE

BIBLE-WHENCE AND WHAT?
BY
Richard B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,

A. theologian of high degree, and a counsellor
learned in the law, on the origin and
character of the Bible.
The author,

thou~h

possessing all the prerorctlve of a
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BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh.

him?"

ands~<id·:

A WenihiJ' ..J(Hlrnal,

Independent of ecclesiastical supervision and censure.
25 East 14th street, New York.
frJ~) w~~l~~~s~~~e~~tJ~r1~; ?bo.:'J<J, 0\vh~~ ~~bi~ec~~.~
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source of d)gmatlc theology? are treated fearlessly in tbe
llght of history, phllosophy, and comgaratlv religions. It
/:~1~s:\~f:r~~f~Jse.,';,';.~:n~~g%~~se statement of what
THE
WHOLE LIBRARIES ARE HERE CONCENTRATED
INTO ONE LITTLE BOOK.
The author's conclusions are, of course, against the suOF
gernatural orl'fln and lntalllblllty of the Bible, while the
P~~~~~fn~h~f t~~~~~~!!~~~~gl~g~:~own to be priestly
The principles of natural rellglon are ably stated, and
the
claims of true morality are warmly adqocat<'d.
D. M. Bennett, Scribe.
The strong commendations of the secular prass show
ALSO
that Is just the book for these times of agitation and
THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE " revision."
Printed In good type and bound in cloth. Price $1.
TRUTH SEEKERS.
Address D. M. BENNETT,141 Eighth st. New Yo k

SHE was a styllsh young lady, about eigh'een
years old, and. to accommodate a friend, she took
the baby out for an airing. She was wheeling it np
and down the walk, when an oldish man, very
deaf, came along, stud inquired for a certain person supposed to Uv. on that street. She nearly
yelled her head o:ti trying to answer him, and he l<'rom Volumoll. of"A :IRU'JH SEEKER AROUND :IHE
~(ORLD."
looked around, caught sight of the baby, and said:
D. M. BENNETT,
"Nice child, that. I suppose you feel proud of Price $1.00
141 Eighth street, New York'

"It isn't mine,'' she yelled s.t him.
"Boy, eh ? Well, he looks juet like you."
"It isn't mine," she yelled again. But he nodded
his head and mmtinued:
"Twins, eh? Where's the other one?"
She started o:ti with the cab; but he followed and
asked:
"Did it die o:f colic!"
Despairing of making him understand by word
of mouth, she pointed to the baby, at berself, and
then shook her head.
"Yes-yes; I see-t•other twin in the house.
Their father is fond of them, of course !"
She turned the cab and hmTied the other way,
but he followed and asked:
"Do they kick around much nights?"
"I tell you 'taint mine," she shouted, looking
very red in the face.
"I think you're wrong there," he ans-wered.
"Children brought up on the bottle are apt to pine
and die."
She started on a 1,m for the gate, but before she
had opened it he came up and asked:
•· Hav to spank 'em once in a while, I suppose!"
She made him about twenty gestures in half a
minute, and he helped the cab through the gate
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Prof'. GEORGE P. FUDER.
Tile only (Jomplete and Authorized
Edition.
This very remarkable series of papers appeared at ln.
tervals ln the North American Review. and awakened the
profoundest interest with the press and public. Their
appearance In pamphlet form Is In response to lnnnmer·
able reQuests from all Parts of the country.
Price,
liO cents.
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Is published every Wednesday at the
.Rzine Memorial Building,
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Edited by HORACE SEAVER.
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NEAB BROA.DWA.Y.

MR. BRADLAUGH has received a practically
unanimous vote of confidence from his constituents of Northampton. They seem disposed
not to desert him though the Christian bigots
continue to persecute him.

he cannot make headway against the devil in no claims tQ saintship it is probable that very
Dayton, he will s'and a very poor chance in few men of this or any other age can show a
Chicago and New York.
cleaner, purer record than Mr. Bennett can
show.
The crime charged againt him and for
" HoME Again " are the first words written
by D. M. Bennett as he enters his sanctum and which he was imprisoned was no crime at allresumes the editorial chair 0f THE TRUTH so stated and so acknowledged by the attorneySEEKER after his journey around the world. g:eneral and by President Hayes himself. Mr.
We regretted his departure, believing there was Bennett became involved in the trouble not benever a time in the history of the great conflict cause he expected any emolument from the sale
in which we are engaged when his presence on of the .condemned book-not because he inthe immediate field of battle was as much dorsed, even, the sentiments contained therein
needed as now. Perhaps we are wrong in the but simply from a manly chivalrous desire that
idea that his going was a mistake; be that as it everv honest man should possess and enjoy the
may, we hail his return with joy, imd very Hame right that any other man has or ought to
much regret that we could. not somewhere in possess-the right to publish and defend his
his journey across the continent hav me\ and honest convictions through the medium of the
extendetl the hand of welcome-welcome back public press and the public mail.-Kansas LW-

THE statue erected by the people of Boulonge
to Marietta-Bey, the distinguished French
Egyptologist, is on the Esplanade. It is a pyramid, on the sides of which are inscribed the
names of his principal discoveries.
LET all friends remember the Watkins meeting from the 23d 'to the 28th inclusiv, and be
there as much of the time as pnssible. There
will undoubtedly be more good speaking during
the meeting than ever at one meeting before.

to the land we know he loves so well, notwithstandillg its past unjust and inhuman treatment
of him. Realizing the dangers by land and sea
of such a journey, we hav watched its progress
with anxiety for his safety, knowing of no man
whose loss to the Liberal cause would be more
severely felt than would D. M. Bennett's. We
cannot do better than giv several paragraphs
from his salutatory words to the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER in its first issue after his return.

A STONE weighing eighty-five pounds recently
fell at Salin,~t, Kan., and another, cigar shaped,
four inches in diameter and over twelve inches
long.
A PRETTY girl of 18, neat in dress and polite
in manner, is a bootblack in Galveston. She
has a chair on a street corner, and makes $3 to
$6 a day.

-Spiritual O.ffe?ing.

THE Rev. Joseph Bartlett, a retired CongreD. M. BENNETT, of THE TRUTH SEEKER, havgationalist minister, or Gorham, committed
suicide by drowning in the Little River, Maine. ing arrived in New York in healtb.and safety
He was seventy years of age. May the hPpe from his long journey around the world, was
not be indulged in that he is now with Jesus? last Thursday evening given a reception by his
friends in that city. Mr. Mendum and ourself,
IT is estimated that in Delawara, Maryland, who went on to assist in the exercises, were
and a part of Virginia, there are 6,000.000 kindly met at the New York depot by Mr. Geo.
peach trees; several growers have each 100,- Macdonald, who escorted us to the banquet
000 trees in bearing, and that this year's crop room, where we found qnite a gathering, and
-will agg~;egate some 6,000,000 baskets of the we, too, had a fine reception. After a superb
fruit. Everybody should eat and can all they supper, which gave us "material.aid and comare able.
fort," for we had taken a long ride and were
SINcE the London Freethinker has been prose- tired and hungry, Mr. Wakeman began the
cuted for blasphemy, a part of which consisted speaking. He was an excellent chairman, and
in printing comic pict11fes of the Bible, it has his happy faculty of introducing the different
taken to reproducing quaint old pictures from speakers inspired them all to make good
Dutch Bibles. Serious Bible Sketches, No. 1, speeches. The whole affair, which was very
for the 6th inst., represents Yahweh showing well managed and prol•nged until a late hour,
his back parts to Moses as per Exodus xxx, was unusually interesting throughout and gave
the highest satisfaction. We enjoyed our visit
21-23.
very much, and were greatly pleased with the
MR. D. M. BENNETT arrived home safe and
the fraternal feeling exhibited toward us by our
sound last week from his trip around the world,
New York associates in the Liberal movement.
and thus again hav Christian prayers been
Our friend and correspondent, S. P. Putnam,
thwarted, as in the death of Garfield, whose
who was one of the party and largely helped to
life they prayed for, and the life of Bennett,
make it successful, kindly send~ us a twowhose death was invoked. very discouraging
column sketch of it.-Boston Investigator.
this must be to Christians; very. -Kansas
D. M. BENNETT, having made the tour of
Blade.
PROF. SEELEY is the author of a somewhat Europe, Palestine, Egypt, India, China, and
anti-theological book entitled " Natural Re- Japan, landed in San Francisco more than a
ligion," in which he attempts to sail very close month ago. The Liberals of California gave
to the wind by sustaining Christianity on gen- him a very cordial and very handsome public
eral principles, but throwing aside supernatural- reception. After visiting many of the plac~s
ism in toto. His task is a most difficult one; of note on the Pacific coast he has been
if supernaturalism is discarded Christianity has slowly making his way eastward, stopping and
not a leg to stand upon. If supernaturalism is lecturing at Salt Lake City, Ogden, Denver,
untenable-as it really is-Christianity is one Omaha, and at other points. On the evening
of the 16th he his expected at Hershey Hall,
of the most dishonest frauds in existence.
Chicago. The Liberals of that place hav ar:BISRoP IRELAND, in his address before the
ranged for a hearty reception of the world-round
National Roman Catholic Total Abstinence
traveler'. It is proposed to tender him a dinner
Union, at St. Paul, said things which hav
and public reception at the Freethinkers' Constirred up the feelings of Irishmen considerably.
vention to commence at Watkins Glen, N.Y.,
The following sentence especially meets with
August 23d. As this is the place where Mr.
disapprobation: " The woes of the people of
Bennett was first arrested, and where the inIreland are mostly brought about by intemperfamous prosecution against· him by Comstock
ance, and if they could be made temperate and
and his clan commenced about four ,years ago,
kept so for about fifteen years they could buy
it would seem that there would be an eminent
the entire island with the money they would
fitness in thus humoring the veteran champion
otherwise spend for strong drink."
of human rights, after his long pilgrimage.
TRE devil for once has been too much for the The writer of this is no hero-worshiper. No
evangelist Barnes, who, having succeeded in man that ever lived has been good enough to
making a Christian horse-racer of Buford and deserve an apotheosis, whether before death or
an honest Christian politician of Gov. Black- afterward. Mr. :Bennett, like other men, has
burn, both of Kentucky, now confes~es to hav- his faults-none of his friends and admirers
ing found his' match in Dayton, 0., where he claim perfection for him. But whatever may
has been wrestling with the evil one for at be his faults no one can charge him with the sin
month without making a single conversion. E>f hypocrisy or of avarice-the two great
But the great converter is. not discouraged; he damning sins of the times. Like the great
is under contract to put in a part of the autumn Horace Greeley he approaches the simplicity of
in Chicago, with the winter in this ungodly city childhood in his devotion to candor, truthfulotNew York. It is to be feared 1 however1 if ness1 and unselfishness, And although making

eral .•

THE Sunday morning Bazoo (Mo.) has a
long and painful account of the way in which
the Rev. T. J. Shepherd, of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, attempted to deeply wrong
the Rev. M. F. Wells, of the same church, by
seducing his wife. Wells had been preaching
at Monnt Olivet, Benton county, Mo., but had
been removed to Deerfield, when he was succeeded at Mount Olivet by the RE>v. Shepherd
Their families hod not moved, and as each had
half· fare tickets on the railroads they occasionally went home to see their wives. Mrs.
Wells is the mother of five children, but the
Rev. Shepherd evinced a fondll,llSS for calling
upon Mrs. Wells and talking religion with her.
He became so earnest in this religious conversation that . to giv emphasis to his words he
placed his hand upon Mrs. Wells's knee
and held it there for some minutes. When.
Mr. Wells returned home his honest, simple:
hearted wife narrated to her husband
how earnestly the Rev. Shepherd conversed
with her, and asked what she should do when
the Rev. Shepherd placed his hands thus upon
her lower limbs. The Rev. Wells, learning that
the conversation was upon religious subjects,
told his wife that the· Rev. Shepherd was 11 a
man of a pure heart and clean hands," and
probably had the purest motivs. Shepherd,
however, continued to visit Mrs. Wells oftener;
he visited her at night, he tarried long, and his
religious conversation became so earnest that he
kept one or both hands upon Mrs. Wells nearly
all the time. His late visits at length attracted
attention in the neighborhood, and created much
scandal. Jacob Smith, who boarded where the
Rev. Shepherd did, concluded to play the spy
and• watch the holy man. Sad to state, after
the religious conversation had been continued
till a late hour one night, Jacob saw the Rev.
Shepherd take hold of Mrs. Wells' hand and
inquire. 11 Do you enjoy connection?" The
simple· minded woman thinking he was alluding
to her relativs, innocently answered "Yes."
He then talked more religion, interspersed with
passes over her face and mouth, which nearly
put her to sleep, so that she became powerless·
to resist him; when the lecherous clergyman
threw his arms around her and drew her close
to him, followed by the most disgusting conduct unfit to narrate. Mrs. Wells recovered
herself somewhat and she pushed the clergyman
away, saying "This thing has gone far enough,"
but he expressed the opinion that there was no
danger. She forcibly replied, "You should not
get me into anything that will send my soul to
torment.'' He again assured her there was
" no danger, the best of Christians do worse
than this every day.'' Mrs. Wells at once left
the room and entered where her five babes
were sleeping, and in this way the clerical sinner was foiled. The result is the scandal is
widely spread. Wells has entered a complaint
against Bro. Shepherd, and has retired unhappy
and disg~sted from the pulpit. What makes
the matter still worse is the fact that Wells is
a blind man and poor; wbile Shepherd is well
off, owning a good farm. Wells feels too much
disgraced to preach longer, aad Shepherd will
be permanently relieved from any more briaking the bread of life. It is a very sad thing
~hat men of God will act in this way.

~ $
S 3 pet• vear.

PRESIDENT ARTHUR was in the city last week,
YELLow fever has appeared in Brownsville,
Texas.
DROUTH is causing great damage to crops in
New England.
A HOLY war is being preached in Morocco
against Christians.
SENATOR HILL of Georgia is slowly dying of
cancer in the mouth.
THE American rifle team for an international
match with England has been chosen.
SoME opium smokers hav been imprisoned as
disorderly persons by the authorities of this
city.
Sm!E of the Irish Land Leagues of this
vicinity ha~ voted to assist Arabi Pasha with ·
money and men.
A DISSIPATED husband, named Connors,
crushed his wife's skull near Scranton, Pa.,
with a carpenter's square on the 13th.
MRs. KisNER, of Hamilton, N. J., recently
raised money to buy her pastor a Bible by killing a rattlesnake and selling the rattles.
CETYWAYo, ex-king of Zululand, is in England. He will hav an interview with the queen
in regard to the restoration of his kingdom.
SuBSTITUTEs, called 11 brownbacks," for the
old national bank notes hav been issued. They
bear Garfield's head as a viguet on one end.
ALL good Catholics observed last Monday as
a fasting day. Tuesday was the 11 Feast of
the A5sumption" and a holy day of obligation.
A PARTY of six young ladies are roughing it
on a tramp through North Carolina to view the
sce:qery. They hav thus far traveled about 225
miles.
. GLoVE contests, such as occurred recently
between Sullivan and Tug Wilson, hav been
decided to be prize fights, and as such hav
been forbidden by law.
THE Salvation Army is marching against sin
in Brooklyn. The soldiers, some of whom are
women, wear navy blue suits and sailor hats,
and make themselvs ridiculous generally.
HENRY GEoRGE, the political writer, and at
present correspondent of the Irish World, has
been twice arrested by the authorities of Dublin, Ireland, as a suspicious character, but was
released by order of Gladstone.
ALEXANDER WIEMAN, his wife, and child, the
latter a boy of seven years, were found lying
dead in their residence, in Evansville, Ind~, on
Sunday morning last. Four persons hav been
arrest;ed charged with the murder.
A MAN who has for years been a writer on
the New York Sun was arrested and clubbed
severely one evening last week for sitting on hill
own doorstep when the guardian of the peace
conceived that he ought to be in bed. The act
is causing considerable indignation among
liberty-loving citizens.
ARABI P A.SliA. has been declared a rebel by
the sultan of Turkey; but the Mussulman jurists, whom the sultan frequently consults,
explain that, in so far as he has disobeyed the
caliph, he is a rebel, and may be unceremoniously treated as such; but, in so far as he has
been a defender of a Mohammedan country
against the aggressiv designs of Christians, he
has merely fulfilled the duties of a good Mussulman, and consequently the caliph cannot
make common cause with England. The
sultan may punish Arabi if some act of rebellion
can be proved against him; but he must not
associate himself with those who wish to crush
Arabi as a defender of Islam. It is thought
that this decision will seriously influence the
action of Turkish military. So it seems that
with religion left out the aspect of the war
would be greatly simplified. More troops from
England hav arrived in Egypt.
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•11orld flower.
M~nY: votaries resort to this temple, and
'f ;u'4
state worf:lhip IS performed here.
===================== There are more than a hundred other temples and
~

A Few Days in China -Continued.
PLACE FOR CREMATION.

monasteries in Canton which might be described,
but I did not visit them; beside!!, ram tired of temples, and dou1t not you are. From what I have
!!aid I think you can easily see the superstitious bent
of the Chinese mind. The gods and ceremonies of
all the other temples can readily be imagined. I will
therefore leave the temples and enumerate some of
the other places I visited.

garb of the bachelor of arts, and they repair to the
chancellor's yamen, where a ~ilded ornament in the
form of a flower is placed on t~e apex of their hats,
as a mark of honor, after which they are seated in
sedan-chairs, and their friends cause them to be COUducted through the principal streets of the city.
These candidates are afterward eligible for the examination for the highest degree at Pekin. The examination is so rigid here that only one or two per·
cent are usually able to gain the coveted prize ..
Some go back for the second and third time at sub ..
sequent examinations, since having undertaken the·
struggle they do not wish to yield until they have.
triumphed.· It is said men ali old as fifty or sixty
years present themselves among the young students,.
being equally anxious to receive the chancellor's ap-.
proval.

In the rear of tbe temple is a Chinese garden
.(w~at is left of the garden, which once occupied the
entire grounds), and here I saw many curious plant111,
particularly the slow-growing and small-leafed
slimber-tree, trained and trimmed so as to represent
EXAMINATION HALL
numerous objects, such as bridges, ships, pagodas,
temples, dragons, serpentst dogs, fishes, men, and Is a noted place, where the scholars of the two
women, much the same as those lsaw in the Chinese provinces, of which Canton is the capital, are exam~
garden near Singapore. To the animal!'! and men ined for the degree of bachelor of arts, this being
the second degree of learning in China. Examinaartificial eyes are supplied. The e:ffect is curious.
In the rear part, and in one corner of the grounds, tions for the first or highest degree-master of artsTHE PAGiilDA!l.
is a furnace for cremating the priests and monks are made in Pekin. Examination Hall and the
There are several of these in the city, but they do·
when they finish their earthly labors, as is the prac. buildings and courts connected with it occupy a svace
tice everywhere with Buddhistic priests. The build- measuring 1,380 feet by 650 feet. The inclosure is not require a lengthy description. The first to be·
ing in which the burning it~ done is a small brick divided into two sections, that for the officials and mentioned is called the ''Flowery Pagoda." It is'
structure, about six feet square inside, and about the that for the candidates. On each side of the grand nine storie!! in bight, octagonal in form, and two·
same in bight, with a roof somewhat in the shape of avenue leading from the entrance are apartments or hundred and seventy feet in bight. It was com ..
a dome, with plentiful openings fol" smoke and vapor cells for the students, numbering eleven hundred and menced in the year 502, and was intended for a dato escape. In the earthen floor is a trench or depres- sixty. These are five and a half feet long, and three goba or shrine in which to deposit some relic of
sion a foot in width and nearly that in depth. The feet eight inches wide, with ledges in the brick Buddha, or some portion of his vestment. It was·
dead priest is taken into this place sitting in a sedan- walls for boards for a seat, and a table on which to also designed to represent the style of mansions:
chair, and the wood used for fuel is placed under and write. The sheds in which these cells are located which abound in the Western Paradise, where the·
over him. His brothers, the priests and monks, are over two hundred and fifty feet in length, and faithful hope to go when the time comes for them to•
arrange themselves before the door of the pyre and are no farther apart than to admit of ingress and leave the bustle and turmoil.of earth, and there spend.
spend five minutes in chanting -a prayer for the egress. The examinations take place ouce in three a few decillions of years in perfect bliss, each onli<
repose of the departed soul, when one of the number years. The examiner is the literary chancelor, as- being a Buddha, emancipated from all care, trouble,
takes a torch and lights the pile. When the flames sisted by the prefects and lellrned men of a lower and suffering. Latterly all pagodas are supposed to
·
exercise a beneficial geomanic influence over tb~?
are well spread ove'f the fuel another prayer is grade.
The preliminary course of studv for those who spirit of the dead, or Fung-Shuey. The structure is
chanted, when it is supposed that the soul of the
dead priest is placed at rest. Sandal-wood is used wish to pass examination here is very rigid. Each also regarded with such reverence that the faithful
for fuel, or pieces of it are occasionally thrown on candidate is required to furnish to the ruler of the believers reilort to it to be healed of their diseases.
the fire while the burning takes place. When the district where he lives a certificate signed by two They scrape from the external walls particles of marashes have become cold they are carefully gathered graduates (bachelors of art), who pledge themselves tar, etc., which is mixed with an ointment which
up, placed in a cinerary urn, which is deposited in a a_s sur~ties fo~ the applicant, giving at the · saD,le heals the most intractable sores and wounds, and persmall building for the purpose, where it remains till time his age, his name, the name of his parents and forms cures as wonderful as Christians boast of from
the third month of the year, the time when the grandparents, with the name of the village or ham- the e:ffects of the mortar from the shrine at Knock, in
Chinese gathP-r around the tombs of the dead to leF where he was born and resides. It also must Ireland, where the Virgin made her appearance, and
worship their apcestors, when the contents of the state that he is not the son of a soldier, a play-actor, to which thousands make pilgrimages, with precisely
urns are put into a red bag and deposited in the a slave, a whore, or of those whoee occupation it is the same kind of faith which influences these super~ne~y-built stone mausoleum, or ossuary, also stand- to attire dead bodies for burial, for sons of such are stitious Chinese. This pagoda, like most others, is
mg m the garden. There are two or three ossuaries not permitted to become bachelors df art. His first simply a tower to look at externally; it is not alin the grounds, one being full, or rather the ashes of examination takes place before the ruler of the dis- lowed to be entered or ascended. Its diameter at
five thousand and forty-eight priests and monks hav. trict, assisted by able members of the litterati. This the base must be about twenty-five feet. It is quitQ
ing been deposited in it, which is the full number examination takes place at the capital city of the ornamental in appearance, bells of ornamentation
permitted to be so deposited in one ossuary, and it is ~ount;y o~ distric~, in the hall with which every cap. hanging at each octagonal angle. It is also painted
securel_y sealed, where the a~hes o_f these once living Ital mty IS provided. All the candidates meet in in brilliant colors.
Smooth Pagoda is another of these towering ornamen Will undoubtedly remam qmet for a long time the hall at six in the morning; at seven the examiners
appear, and at eight the business commences, when ments, and was erected by some Arabian voyagers
to come.
On the west side of the grounds i11 the Sai-Kwai- the subjects for examination are made known, and about the year 900. It is one hundred and sixty feet
Tong, or Hall of Death, where the sick, aged, and these consist of two essays on themes or texts f3e. high. A spiral staircase leads to the minaret on the
infirm priests and monks are taken to die when that lected from four books, and one poem. Each essay top, but the entrance is closed.
The F~ve-Story Pagoda, so called, is not really a
event seems about to take place. On one side of the mus~ have not less than four hundred characters or
cour~, attached to i~, are a row of m:ilall, dingy cells, words, and not more than seven hundred. The poem pagoda, but a tower, or rather a building, on the
and m these the prrests and friars draw their last must consist of twelve lines, and each line must north wall of the city. The building is about one
breath-here to them the scenes of life close. This measure five metrical f:3et. At two P.M. those who hundred feet in length and half that in width. The
hall is .said to be placed on the west side of the have completed their essay and poem are allowed to roof projects several feet over the balconies on the
grounds to shorten to that extent the distance which retire, while those who have not completed them are Fidel!!, giving it the general appearance of a pagoda.
the liberated soul will have to travel to re:wh the given till ten o'clock to finish, and at that hour the It a:ffords a splendid view of the city, the windings
Western Paradise, which is the place where good productions must all be handed in, whether com- of the river, and the iJUrrounding. country. Down
Buddhists are supposed to go. The body of a dead pleted or not. As soon as these productions have the river two nine-story pagodas are seen in the dispriest or monk is attired in the suit of his order, and been examined the names of the successful candi- tance; eastward runs the range of White Cloud hills,
twelve hours after his death is conveyed in a sedan. dates are made into a list and placed upon the tem- and in the southwest the Sai-chin hills are easily
chair to a fane, in which iB an altar, and on this ple ?f Conf_ucius. Eight of these preliminary exam- seen, thirty miles away. On the north is a wide
alt~r the d.e~d p~iest i~ placed, occupying the medi- matiOnf! are held at an interval of but a few days. plain dotted with villages, farms, and the scenes of
tatlve positiOn m whwh Buddha is represented- The candidates who have been successful in three of busy industry~ The hills near the wall are covered
sitting with crossed legs, the soles of the feet turned t~e~e examin~tio~s then become candidates for eight with cemeteries, and up their ascending grades are
up, and the hands placed in the attitude of prayer. similar exammatwns at'the prefectural city before to be seen t:ltousands of the Chinese resting-places
Here the companions of the dead man gather and the prefect and his assistants. If they pai!!s well for the "dead, with their vault-like appearance and
offer a ~rayer to him. Then the corpse is conveyed, here ~heY: are pronounced fit candidates for the grand circular fronts in the shape of the Greek letter
as described, to the place of burning, and in going exammatwn before the chancellor in Canton, which Omega. Here, .I easily imagined, thousands upon
thousands of the Chine!!e gather at stated periods,
t~e:t:e a paved passway is used, walled up on each examination is limited to one day.
~he candi?ates are ~dmitted in companiell of fifty and call to mind their ancestors and departed
side and covered over, and which is never used on
any other occasion, the door at each extremity being durmg the mght prevwus te the day of examination· friends, remember their ·virtues and worship their
kept locked. It may well be "alled "the path of and a.t six o'clock all are to be ready, for at that hou; memories. Near this pagoda are stone tables and
the ordeal commences. Each candidate is examined stone seats, on which refreshments are partaken of,
death."
to see i~ he has in his pockets or seereted anywhere and here we took our lunch, which Ah Cum had
OTHER TEMPLES AND GOD!'!.
about him a copy of the four classics in which he is brought for us from the hotel, and we ordered a pot
_The temple of Cho.Shing is near the temple of to be examined. To make sure of the matter this of tea made by those in attendance, ant.l, as it was
F~ve Hundre~ . Genii. This. is one of the patron search is repeated by another party, and with the very good, and so much riding and sight-seeing had
samts. o~ medwme, and here IS a large porcelain vase greates_t care.. The candidates are then recognized given us a good appetite, we enjoyed the repast
contammg holy water, for sale to the sick. It is by their sureties-graduates-who on this occasion highly there upon the old walls of Canton.
n~t cl_aimed that if th~Y. drink of that water they wear their official costume, after which a certain
The walls are twenty .feet in bight, and about the
will hve forever, but rt IS believed that it possesses number of sheets of paper are furnished to each can- same in thickness, faced on each eide with layers of
power to heal many diseases. In the second hall di~ate, for which? however, he has to pay the ·cost stone or brick, and filled with earth. We ascended
are sixty gods, who preside over the sixty years of pnce. The candidates then take seats at the various the wall in two or three places. Towers are erected
the Chinese cycle.
stone t~bles with which the hall is supplied, when upon it at intervals of a quarter or half a mile. The
The ~emple. of Chang-Ti, one of the great gods of the subJects for the theses to be written upon are walls around the old city were constructed in the
the Chmese, IB on Great New street, and is one of read to them. Each studl3nt must write an original eleventh century, and were completed as they now
the richeet and most gaudy in the city.
poem, as in the primary examination. They are then stand in the fourteenth century. What is called the
'J7he Emperor's '-!-'emple should be mentioned, in relegat~d to the ~talls or cells already described, new city was inclosed in the sixteenth century. The
whwh state worship is held by all the mandarins when, m a certam number of hours, unaided by city has sixteen gates, of which four are in the digathering there on the Chinese New Year, and when books of any kind, they must write the essays and viding wall, two in the west wall, six in the south,
the emperor's marriage is celebrated.
the poems, which must be ready to hand in at a cer- two in the east, and three in the north.· There are
Kwong-Hau temple is one of the oldest Buddhist tain hour. The numbers, not the names of those besides two water gates. The wall makes a circuit
temples in the city, having been founded in 250. whose productions have been accepted ~re placed of six miles. The Five-Story Pagoda was first built
Theye are two smal~ gra.~·lite pagodas in the court. up?n the walls of the literary chancellor's yamen. in the fourteenth century, but, burning down, was
In the second story Is an 1mage of Buddha sleeping. T_h1s, howeyer, not being deemed sufficient, the can- rebuilt in the seventeenth century. During the CanK~n-Yum temple, founded in 1403, is high up, didates are subjected to still another examination ton rebellion in 1854-'55 the Viceroy Yeh was accusand Is al?proached by a long flight of granite steps. equally severe three or four days after the first ex- tomed to station himself here, and with great interIn ~ro~t IS a stone elephant. In the chief pavilion is amination described. After this those who have est watch the movements of his forces in their e:fforts
a gilt 1maie of the god Kun-Yum sitting on a lotus- passed this last ordeal acceptably are dressed in the to suppress the rebellion. The first and second
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baskets .carried like!!' sedan-chair~ and are eJ?ptied for, their arms being pinioned, they are unable to
down wtthout the shghtest ceremony or feelmg, as: help tbemselveR.
though they were the mereAt dirt or rubbish. Eaoh I There is some diversity in the modes of execution
criminal has a card or piece of bamboo attached to 1 at this place. There are leaning up against one of
him, on which is given his name, age, place of relli- ·the walls three rude crosses, upon which condemned
dence, the crime of which be was convicted, etc. men are fastened and allowed to remain there for
The u:sual mode of death ie beheading, and the exe- hours, and perhaps days, and somlltimes they are cut
cution is presided over by the chief man in the county, to piece~ with knives. Even condemned women
or by a representative of the viceroy, or the govemor, have been served in this manner. Others have been
of the city, as the case may be, and in regard to the, strangled by hanging, 11omewhat as is the custom in "
nature of the crimes committed. Several of the! our country. ·
criminals are ordered to kneel ina row and to incline
I s&w lying in a pile four or five human skulls betheir he~ds forward, and at a signal given by the pre- longing once to condemned wretches who were exesiding functionary the executioner, or executioners, outed upon the ground. As I stood there looking
for there are often three or four of them, raise their at those skulls and thinkilig of the immense numlong, heavy, glittering blades, much like a scimet.ar, i bers that had met their death upon that plot of
anq with a single blowseverthe head from the body.: ground, I realized that it was a fearful place, and
CHINESE PRISONS.
No block for the head to rest, upon is used in any i that the most horrible thoughts and feelings must
I think I have indicated before that I have some case. The bodies are then borne by members of the: have been experienced on the· part of many thoureasons to be interested in prisons, l!IO of course I lowest or pariah class, whose duty it is to attend; sands in that circumscribed lot. "Ah," thought I,
wished to visit some 6f the prisons of China. I sa.w to that kind of business, and are buried without: "it is all over with tho~e poor fellows, and where
two of them, and found them not so formidable and coffins, in grounds east of the city appropriated for' are they all now? The.ir bodies have. returned to
solid as the one in which I was confined. The Canton the purpose, and named" The Temple for Ten Thou- the elements of nature; Is there anythmg else left
prisons are of one story and constructed of wood, sand Men." Death is usually met here with perfect of them which can think and feel?"
made by- setting round posts of small· treee in the stoic indifference, for the Chinese, like most of the
TH:I!l WATER CLOCK
earth, so close together that no man can get be- orientals, are not afraid to die. There are, however,. Is visited by those who go about Canton, though it
tween them; and still admit some light and air; next as sa~d, ~ccasionally s~me exceptions to the r~le. <?ne [is by no means a very g~eat curiosity. It is called a
to the street it is boarded up or walled, I forget ·caee ts grven of a facetious character who wh1le bemg i "clepsydra," or copper pr water-dropper. The apwhich. The prisons are about twenty feet square, conveyed to the place of execution was lively in his' paratul'! consist!'! of four copper vessels, sitting on
and in an apartment of this size I counted twenty remarks to the crowd who had gathered, as people ledges or l'!tairs, so that as the water slowly drop!!
prisoners, ten of them wearing the wood collar (the in all countries a~semble at such places, and said that from the upper one it falls into the one next below,
cague) made of boards one and a quarter inches he had at lalilt risen to a position of dignity in ·the from which it also drops into the one next below
thick, the whole two and a Half or three feet !!quare, world, and could afford to be carried abroad in state. , again, and so to the last; and by the period of time
with a hole in the center large enough for the neck, On another oc.casion a condemned man refused to, required for the water to thus drop out of one recapbut not large enough to allow the liead to pass bend his head forward, saying· he had a long neck: tacle into another time is measured somewhat upon
through. It is put together on the culprit, and can and a good marksman ought to be able to hit it with- i the phn of an hour-glass. Besides, there is an index
not be gotten off by the one who has not the key or his inclining his head. The executioner ,reasoned placed in the upper jar by which the time can be
tools for the purpose. As the poor wretches are with him, assuring him that he was a friend and not told at any hour. The upper jar is twenty-three
naked, or nearly so, the rough eages of such a collar an enemy; that he did not follow the avocation of inches in bight, and the same in diametet·; the other1
are ealculated to chafe their feelings, and the skin taking life from choice, but from necessity, and that are a trifle smg.Jler, decreasing somewhat as they
also. I saw a number with sore-looking neckso I he acted 11trictly in accordance with the command of descend. When the water has dropped into the
made up my mind at once that I would not wish to the governor, and did not PJtrike a blow until ordered lower jar it is dipped back to the upper one, and i11
'wear a necklace ?f that kind. The floor of the pril!l- to do so; that it was his wish to take life with ae lit- occaaionaily renewed. In this way the Chinese
'ons are the llll,ttve earth, and I saw nothing that tle pa.in as possible, and. if the condemned man would measured time five hundred years ago; but it is not
Jooked like beds or anything to lie upon. They incline his head forward he would take it off with a accurate, and merely an imperfect arrangement.
jprobably have nothing but Mother Earth to rest single blow, whereas if he had to do the work with One good Connecticut clock, costing two dollars and
;upon, and that with.out a rag to cover them. I could the head held erect he might have to strike two or a half, is worth a hundred water clocks. The tower
'easily realize that the Chinese treat their evil-doers three times, and cause much moro pain.
This where the clock is is approached by pa11sing under
with great severity, and I thought if I had to again rea11oning was effective; the condemned man inclined three or four monumental arches and ascending a
go to prison I would prefer the American style to forward hie head, and the next instant it was rolling long flight of stone steps. Here is a fire clock,
the <;Jh~nese, though in American prisons talking is upon the ground. A wl'iter in the China Mail gives which consists of a composition somewhat like a
prohtbtted and labor has to be performed, which is an account of an execution he witnessed there when slow· burning fuse formed into a coil. The time is
not the case in the Canton prisons which I visited, twenty-eight condemned men were uarried to the calculated by the number of inches burned of this
for the prisoners talked constantly and came to the fatal lot, and more than half the number exhibited fuse. This is also inaccurate, but tends to show the
aperture and begged us very earnestly for money. decided objections to being disposed of in that sum- ingenuity of a people who knew no better way of
Even those wearing the wooden collars were ai!l mary manner. Even after they had kneeled in a row mea'Suring time. Both these clocks were ur~ed hunanxious for money as though they had no ornamenta- to submit to the fatal blow some of them sprang to dreds of years ago, and are only kept in operation
tion about them. ·
their feet, although manacled, and cried out lustily now to show the expedient!! of former centuries.
In the first prison visited the sentences of the to the !'lpectators, "Save life ! save life ! SBve life!" ·
DOG, CAT, AND RAT MEAT.
inmates do not exceed a year, and the offenses were and the headsmen were placed under the neees8ity of
I can no longer have any doubt about the Chinese
stealing, picking pockets, assault and hattery, etc. striking off their heads the best way they could, while indulging in these delicacies, for I have seen, with
In the second prison, much of the same character, the the poor wretches were thus upon their feet. One my own eyes, the meat nicely dressed and offered
terms were for a number of years, and the offenses argumentative sort of convict reasoned in this way for sale. I must say cats and dogl'l, when nicely
of a more aggravated character, such as house- with the executioner: "Well, according to the teach- dressed, look a!!! well aR pigs and rabbits. The Jogs
breaking, ro~bery, counterfeiting, arson, manslaugh- ings of our religion I will have to come back here to are not skinned, but probably scalded, as hogs were
ter, ~tc. I dtd n~t. hear that one in either prison was this earth in about eighteen years, and enter life in our country when I was a boy, and the hair
conv10ted of mathng a copy of "Cupid's Yokee." again in the lowest form of existence. I will then Iscraped off. The meat looks white and. inviting, and
But then we must remember that China is a heathen ·probably be an executioner as you are now, and it I am not prepared to say that the :flesh of dogs and
country, and is not yet blessed with Christian laws will be my pleasant duty to take off your head about cats does not contain as good nitrogen as pigl!l and
Christian Co!lrts, Christian judgel'!, Christian prisons: as you are to take off mine."
ducks; neither can I Play that ratl!l have not in their
and all the other Christian blessings. Possibly she
Archdeacon Gray narrate!! seeing three condemned organized elements just as good and as nourishing
is not senlilible of the deprivations which she labors men executed there on a certain occasion; two of the me!J,t as a1·e contained in frogs, eels, and turtles. At
under.
men had been pirates, and one a colonel in the Chi- all events the Chinaman seeml'! to like them, and as
I noticed that some of the convicts in the second nese army, who had exhibited cowardice in time of he does I am a.s willing he should eat them ae that
prison had shackles and fetters on their limbs, and I action and had tried to save his life by escaping from the Frenchman should eat horse and frogs, the EJ;Jg·
could not help feeling sorry for the poor wretches, danger, and thereby lost it. One of the piratee gave lishman sheep and bare, and the American hog
and that they could not have behaved themselvel!l so a withering scowl when he was unceremoniously and bear meat. Every man to his ta~te. I presume
as not to be placed in such unpleasant quarter!!. In emptied out of the basket, as though if under other there are many of us who, if half starved, and served
the street, also, in the vicinity of the prisons, where circumstances they .would not dare to treat him in with a nice stew of cat or dog meat, ::J.nd we were
there is a wider space than in the usual streets, I saw that manner, but they were vile men of the lowest ignorant of what it wae, could be persuaded to bedozens of offenders who were permitted outeide the claes, and no rt.spect was shown them before their lieve it veal or Jamb; it would taste very good to us,
,prison walls, but they had shackles on them so they headl!l were severed, or afterward. But the colonel, and we would be duly nouriehed. There is no
'could not get far away; besides, they were under the being a man of wealth, was conveyed in a closed doubt that usage and prejudice have much to do in
•e:y~ of a keeper. I ce~tainly did not envy their con- sedan-chair, a carpet was spread in the mud for him causing us to regard some animals ae fit for food and
dttwn, and wondered tf they had all been justly con- to kneel upon, when the last moment had arrived, and others not.
"Vi.cted, or whether some of them had not had a Bene- when his head was severed his servants, who were
I did not learn the ruling market prices for cats,
diet to sit in judgment over them to send them to permitted to attend him, took charge of his body, dogs, and rats, but I imagine I can !lee the Chinese
prison when not guilty.
said prayers in hi!! behalf, placed his remains in a butcher carefully feeling pussy's sides, eeeing how
THE EXECUTION GROUND.
coffin, and buried him in his own burial lot. All much meat is on the ribs of the dog, and squinting t;>
It wa!! but natural that from the prison one should met their fate without a tremor.
see whether the rat had been well provided for.
go to the place of execution. This is called Ma-Tau,
It is the custom when the condemned have friends The animals of these varieties which I saw hanging
or the "Horse's Head," because the plot of groundis to furnish them with food and wine while being con- up in the butchers' stalls looked as though they had
supposed to bear some resemblance to the head of the veyed to the place of execution, for it to be done. been pretty well fed, and as though Wing- Wong
horse. This small lot il'l usually occupied in drying The Chinese are very fond of pork, and wi~ is taken and his wife, and King.Koon and his family, might
coarse pottery-ware, like furnaces, etc., which are with it. Tho!!e who are to die within the next half make a good dinner upon such viands.
made in shops adjoining, on either side of the prem- hour partake freely of these while en route to the
There are in Canton. restaurants where the aniil!les; but on this plot,containingin theneighborhood place of death, and it is not uncommon f.or t~em to mals named are exclu~tvely eerved ut>, and, with
-of a quarter of an acre, the lives of thousands of drink so much wine that they are nearly mtox10ated Archdeacon Gray's asrnstance, I can g1ve you the
human beings have been taken, more even than on when their decapitated head falls to the earth. bill of fare of some of them. The particular
many of the noted battle~:fields of Europe. Crimi- This perhaps, is a single instance when intoxication restaurant of the kind which he visited bears
nals are executed here in all numbers, from three to does' no harm. The poor outcasts who have no the euphoniouB cognomen of "Whoon-Hang.Kanfifty at a time. In the _year 1855 fifty thousand friends are not feasted with pork and wine, and they Maan-Yank-Poo." In the stew pans of the establishrebels were beheaded here. The lot is unpaved often arrive &t the terrible place in an emaciated ment, the hind r.nd fore quarters of puppy and pussy
earth, and the stench from the human blood that is condition aa though they had not had a "square were being converted into savory dishes calculated
sh_ed upon it is often so great as to be smelt half a meal" for many~ week. The food give~ to t~e to make ~ ohn Chinaman .laugh fro~. ear to ear.
mile away.
convicts as descrtbed, has to be placed m the1r Placards m large letters mformed vtsttors that the
Qrbninal• are conveyed ]lere from the pl'i$QDIII in· mouths ~hile in transit, by accompanying friends, 1:finest of black cats were served up in all styles aD.d
11tories of the building were occupied by the French
troops, and the third, fourth, and fifth stories by the
British soldiers, during their operations against Canton and the Chinese in 1857, As a favorable position for viewing operations, and for safety from
attack, it is not surpassed in the city.
Leaving this locality we passed for some time
}hrough the Tartar quarter of the city, occupied as
dwellings and stores for family supplies, Canton
·was taken by the Tartars in 1650, who destroyed
)nuch and slaughtered many thousands of the inhabi·tants. Since that time the Tartar dynasty has occu;pied the imperial throne, which rule has continued
·.to the nresent time. There is some difference be·tween the features and looks of the Tartars and the
1Chinese, but it is not so great as to attract observation were one not apprised of. the fact.
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at all hours, that dogsteaks hot from the griddle
would be produced at the shortest notice, and that
rat soup and stew wei:e always on hand and kept
warm. In the eating-room on the second floor
hapl?y parties were sitting, with chop-sticks in hand,
puttmg those rare delicacies out of sight at a rapid
rate. On the wall was posted in large characters the
following dishes and prices: "One tael of black
dog's flesh, eight cash; one tael's weight of clog's
fat, three kanclareens of silver; the genital organ of
a black or yellow dog, three kandareens of silver;
one large basin of black eat's flesh, one hundred
cash; one small basin of ditto, fifty cash; a large
basin. of fat rat stew, one hundred cash; quarter of a
rat-p1e, three kindareens; the same of puppy-pie, four
kindareens of silver; one bottle of common wine,
thirty-two cash; one small bottle of wine, sixteen
cash; one large bottle of dark rice wine, sixty-eight
cash; one small bottle of dark rice wine, thirty-four
cash; one large bottle of plum wine, sixty-eight
cash; one small bottle of plum wine, thirty-four
cash; one large bottle of pear wine, sixty-eight
cash; one large bottle of Teintsin wine, ninety-eight
cash; one basin of congree, three cash; one small
plate of pickles, three cash; ketchup, three cash;
vinegar, three cash; one pair of black eat's eyes,
three kandareens of silver.", (I think it requires ten
or twenty of the round brass coin called cash, with
square hole in the center, to equal a cent.)
Do not some of you wish you could order a meal
at that restaurant? I am compelled to confess that
I left Canton without availing myself of the opportunity of patronizing that restaurant for a dinner.
Pork, however, is the great favorite of the Chinese. I saw far more of hog meat in the butcher's
shops than all other flesh put together, and it uniformly was very fat. The dogs of Canton are of the
"yaller" variety, and have quite a different expression of countenance from the dogs of our country.
They are of medium size, their noses sharp, bearing
considerable resemblance to the wolf and the fox.
They look intelligent and good-natured. They undoubtedly make very good hash, but they do not seem
to be aware of the destiny that awaits them.
The Canton markets are pretty well supplied with
poultry and game of the kinds peculiar to the country. On Hing-Lung-Tai street is an extensive market, where may be found in considerable quantities
live ducks, geese, chickens, pigeons, partridges,
quails, teals, divers, !ltorks, and, not to be omitted,
owls, lizards, tortoises, and salted, smoked, and preserved rats. The storks, as you are aware, are large,
long-legged birds; to keep them in their places they
are fastened to their perches with cords, and to mevent their being frightened at the approach of customers who wish to examine them before buying,
their eyelids are kindly sewed together with fine
thread. That is a trick that our people have probably never adopted ; but there is no end of the
cruelties practiced in all countries where animals are
used for food. I have seen in our own country half
a dozen young calves just torn from their mothers,
with their legs corded tightly and thrown together
on a hot day, in a small wagon-body, on their backs
and sides, thus transported for miles to the slaughter-house. We can hardly with consistency condemn
the Chinese for cruelty to animals. Lizards are supposed to impart strength to invalids convalescing
from an attack of illness, and of course are regarded
as a luxury. Tortoises are eaten by those suffering
from running sores and ulcers. Those who have lost
their hair and hearing seek for this kind of food,
under the belief that will contribute to the restoration of what they have lost. I cannot speak
from personal knowledge as to the quality of lizards
and tortoises, but I cannot see why they should not
contain as much nutriment as many similar animals
that are eaten by other people. I cannot say why a
tortoise is not as fit for food as a turtle, or a lizard
as a frog or an eel, and I know the latter are good.
Inasmuch as all animal flesh, especially the lean
part, is of about the ~arne composition, it ifi somewhat hard to say which animals shall be used for
food and which not. The classification and prohibitions ascribed to Moses are without reason, and are
totally disregarded by ourselves and other nations in
map.y particulars, notably in the swine, which does
not chew the cud. It is somewhat difficult to see
how the parting of the hoof or chewing of the cud
makes any special difference with the nitrogen,
which is the principal ingredient in animal flesh.
In Ui-lan street is an eating-house and garden of
fashionable resort. The bill of fare presents one
hundred and forty-six dishes, from six cents to
ninety cents each. In the kitchen the Chinese culinary art may be seen. The rooms for parties and
the garden are decidedly attractive.
SMALL FEET OF CHINESE WOMEN.

I like many things I see among the Chinese, but
not their abominable custom of dwarfing and itaforming the feet of women. While they are not
foolish, as the women of America are, in contracting
the waist, chest, and abdomen with corsets, so they
can hardly obtain a natural, free breath, they have
for many centuries-yeR, for thousands of yearsfollowed the miserable practice of confining the feet
o{female infants in iron shoes, oc other equally hor-

rible appliances, to prevent them from attaining
their natural and proper size, and this to follow a
most absurd fashion. Oh? what fools fashion makes
of people in nearly all countries! I have seen many
of these small-footed women tottling along on the
streets of Canton, walking much as a man would on
two wooden legs. The least push would throw them
over, and some of them have to be steadied by a servant or some other person. They are absolutely
cripples; made so to be in the fashion.
The average length of the feet of these unfortunate women is from three to four inches. I have
seen the shoes that had been worn by a Chinese
woman not any more than three inches in length;
not too large for a babe two years of age. Think of
the cruelty, the torture, that is constantly being infiicted in this country in cramping the feet of poor
little girls to keep them at the size of infancy
and preTent their attaining the proportions design_ed
by nature, when, instead of making them look better,
they look far worse. Those little deformed feet are
not pretty-not half so beautiful as a good-sized nat.
ural foot, and are not of one-tenth part the utility. A
Chinese woman with such feet can walk but little, and
that little with less grace than that with which a duck
waddles. Fortunately the fashion is not universal.
It is only the upper classes, or those who ape them,
who make such fools of themselves. The lower
classes let their feet grow naturally, and they are not
a bit too large, for· the Chinese have small feet as a
rule, and they look infinitely better in every sense of
the word than those who are made cripples for life
by fond but foolish parents. I forget how long a
time is required that the feet of the little ones
should be confined in iron clamps so that they will
not afterwards grow again, but I think it is several
years, anq the agony thus produced cannot be described. The toes sometimes turn under in the most
deformed manner, and even grow into the soles of
the feet. Oh, it is horrible to contemplate ! But
scores of millions of children have been thus tortured, and millions more will be in the same manner. The long queues or pigtails of the men are
foolish in the extreme, but they bear no comparison
with the deformed foot folly. I asked Ah Cum how
much it would require for me to cut off his queue to
carry home as a Chinese curiosity. He replied that
he would not have it cut off for thirty thousand million dollars. That sum is rather more than I thought
the pigtail would be worth to me, so I did not cut it
off .. Truly, the superstitions, prejudices, and fashions of this people are oppressive in the extreme, and
it will be a long time before they are removed.
They do not take to Western notions and customs
" worth a cent."

them; and the almost uniform testimony has been
that the natives are not improved by the mi~siona.
ries and their intercourse generally with the people
of the western nations. They learn many new
vices and few new virtueR. There is no question
but what intemperance ancl licentiousness have increased largely among the simple-minded people of
Asia since they have become acquainted with missionaries and Christians of other grades. Honesty
and truthfulness have not been increased among
these people by the introduction of the new religion
and western customs. They undoubtedly knew how·
to lie and be dishonest before, but they did not prac-.
tice it to so great an extent as since they became,
somewhat Christianiz~d, for Christians can out-lie,,
out.cheat, and out-swmdle the world.
I say it is a grave question whether the small num....
ber of Asiatics who have embraced Christianity have,
been benefited thereby. As a truth, it may be·
stated that their morals have not been impra:ved'.
They are Asiatics in character and abilities, and will!
continue to be Asiatic whatever religion they adopt ..
Religious beliefs and superstitions do not greatl)V
change national and racial peculiarities. Perhaps the
effect of the adoption of Christianity upon the
natives of this eastern world is pretty well illustrated
by a short dialogue which was repeated to me, and
which took place between a European and native, as
follows:
"Well, Sam-Sou, I hear you have become a Christian.''
·
"Yes, sa be, me Christian now.''
"Well, what do you d6, since you have become a
Christian, that you did not do before?"
"I do like ·sabe (master); I swear some, I get.
drunk sometimes, and I pump ship standing up" (the ,
last a true oriental never does).
It may not be hard to judge whether that poor·
native has been greatly benefited by following the
example of "sa be," but he is a fair representative of·
the Asiatic converts.
I am clearly of the opinion that the tens of millions··
of dollars that are annually given by well-meaning ·
people in Europe and America for the spread of the ·
gospel, or what is called the "gospel," in heathen
lands had much better be retained at home, to be ,
used in ameliorating the. condition of the poor- ·
providing them with remunerative employment, by ·
which they can support themselves, affording them~
comfortable places of abode where they will not be-.
come the victim'3, as now, of the odors and miasmaeH
which exist in the miserable cellars and close, crowded/
tenements, where disease and ill-health are natura11
results. If the people of London, Edinburgh, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago,
A VISIT TO THE MISSIONARIES.
and thousands of other cities and towns, would use
Among the calls of that busy day in Canton, was their surplus means in aiding the poor and helplessone with Mr. Clark, upon the missionaries Mr. Mas- the heathen-in their own communities, instead of
ters and wife, who are intelligent people, living in a sending it to the most distant parts of the earth, they
very comfortable two-story house of s~one, plastered would, in my opinion, be acting far more wisely.
on the outside and of a white color,much'afterthe style
Why send to A.sia's distant shores
o£ good European houses. · Mr. Masters is an EnglishTo cure the ills at our own doors?
man, and Mrs. Masters an American woman, a native
We assuredly have in Europe and America enough
of Vermont, and several years a missionary before that are needy, enough that are ignorant, enough
marriage, though they both are still young people, that are down-trodden, enough that need to have
not more than thirty-five years of age. They are the gospel of cleanliness, industry, and real truthfulgenial and pleasant, and are undoubtedly devoted to ness preached to them, to use up all the spare dimes
the work in which they are engaged. Mr. Masters and surplus energy our pe-ople can boast of. As
has mastered the Chinese language and is able to "charity begins at home," so ought charitable deeds
talk to the natives in their own tongue, and tell them and labors. When we have fully converted the
how much better Jesus was than Confucius and heathen in our own lands, and have found useful
Buddha. He has preaching regularly two or three and remunerative employment for the idle and distimes a week, and the people are good· enough to solute, when we have spread cleanliness, health, instep in and hear him talk, but from the representa- dustry, and good morals among the lowly and needy
tions of both Mr. and Mrs. Masters the success by in our own country, it will then be time enough to·
way of making converts of Chinamen is poor. The undertake the conversion to a similar gospel in conn-.
Chinese do not take readily to Christianity. The tries on the opposite side of the globe.
children attend the schools, somewhat, which the
Foreign missions seem to be one of the fashions of·
missionaries conduct, but as to their becoming good, our time-one of the rages which people run into •.
firm Christians there is room for much doubt, and on The churches or communities which raise the most ;
this ground the two people shook their heads in a moneyforforeignmissionsfeelthattheyhavethereby·
discouraging manner and seemed to think the shown superior virtue, and pride themselves accord- ·
natives might rise against them at almost any time. ingly; and the preacher or Sunday-school superinI do not wish to speak unfairly with reference to tendant who squeezes the most money out of the
the work of the missionaries here or at other scanty purses of the little boys and girls, to be used'
places in Asia. The majority of those who come in sending the gospel to the people of Asia, Africa, .
out here to plant the gospel are undoubtedly sincere, etc., thinks he has done a great thing. This is all a·
and, so far as they are introducing western education, mistake. Not one dollar in ten so contributed really··
customs, and civilization, they are doing good. And reaches the heathen for whom intended, and the'
even with the utmost success they can hope for they fraction that does reach them effects quite as much:
are perhaps planting no worse superstitions than they harm as good.
'
find here; but that Christianity contains truths or
When the inquiry is made in these Eastern cities::
good morals not taught in the religions of Confucius
Who live in the best houses?
and BuddGa you very well understand I do not believe.
The answer is, the miesionarias.
In the progress of science and many of the arts we
Who have the most money to spend?
are ahead of the Asiatics. Our civilization is supeThe missionaries.
.
rior to theirs, but that our religion has more truth
Who have the most servants and the prettiest Barthan theirs, that we also have not superstitions and vant.girls?
errors as well as they, is quite another thing.
The missionaries,
It is a serious question whether the Asiatics who
I have seen in many cities in this Eastern world
have embraced Christianity have really been bene- that the missionaries occupy larger and better houses~ fited thereby. I perceive it is the general impres- have larger retinues of servants and attendants, have
sion of Europeans and Americans, so far as I have apparently more money to spend than almost any·
met the latter, that the natives have not been bene- other class of people. Many come out here and live
fited by the missionaries. I have conversed upon this 1 in comparative luxury and ease who at home would
subject with officers of the army, with officers on 1 hardly be able to make a living. Those who giv61
steamers, and with business men when I have met their money freely to keep up this absurdity ar&
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11ot making the most wise use possible of their by the name of Fat-Shan, the Birmingham or Pitts- conversation, or lies quietly. and sayB little, waiting
means.
burgh of China. Here iron-work in its numerous de- to take another smoke after a while. Among those
All this, however, need not be complained of if partments is conducted, including many foundries. I have seen smoking I saw no dropping into an unthe truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the It is said by good judges that the castings here pro- conscious state, none who acted as though they had
truth were taught these people. But when I realize duced are much thinner and smoother than are made lost their senses, none who even went to sleep.
that hundreds, and even thousands, leave their homes anywhere else in the world. The rice kettles and In short, they acted little different from .those who
and country, that millions of dollars are annually other hollow ware are but about as thick as heavy smoke tobacco, with the exception of the length of
employed, to plant here superstitions quite as great paper, and. as smooth as though ground and pol- time required to do the smoking. An opium smoke
as those whicb have existed here for thousands of isbed. Some American mechanics who have ex- does not last over half a minute. Of course the inyears, I mentally exclaim, "What misdirection! amined the ware admit that nothing of the kind dulgence can be repeated often enough to produce
What folly!"
has been accomplished in our country. This degree stupefaction, but I saw no one even ar:-proacbing that
At the house of Mr. Masters I met Dr. J. G. Kerr, of perfection is attained by the molds being of a condition, and I am told by reliable Europe!l.ns who
au American, who is principal of the Hospital of the smooth material that will bear heating and being used have been familiar with opium smoking for years
Medical Missionary Society of China, the head- repeatedly; they are brought to a high heat before that it is very rare that anything of the kind is seen.
quarters of which is in Canton. I am pleased to be -the fused metal is poured into them, so that the latter
Of course opium is a deleterious drug if used in
able to report that he is doing a very commendable is not chilled, but runs freely into the smallest inter- excess in any form, and produces a -very injurious efwork, and is most succe~s~ul as a s~rgeon. He ~as stices. A large match factory has also recently been fectupon the system, destroying the nervous tone, deperformed some very critiCal operatiOns for ovarian started, where matches equfl.l to any made in Europe hilitating the stomach, ending in an emaciated, impovtumors, stone in the bladder, etc. In the year .1880 or America are turned out in large quantities. The erished, cadaverous, broken· down, and ruined conthere were treated in the hospital16,860 out-pati~nts establishment is conducted upon western principles, dition. But opium is not the worst article used, nor
and 1,121 in-patients. The number of su~giC~l a large number of hands and a steam-engine being does it do the most injury. Alcohol is a hundred
operations amounted to about five hundred, whiC~ m employed therein. The whole thing is managed by per cent worse; and opium does not produce a hunthe main were very successful. The doctor Is a Chinese operators. I, however, had not time to visit dredth part of the annoyance to others as does the immodest, bard ·working man, and seems wholly de- Fat-Shan.
bibing of intoxicating drinks. If a Chinaman smokes
voted to the pursuit of spreading good health and
I have said nothing about the dried-fish stores of opium, even to excess, he is quiet and disturbs noChristianity at the same time. I cannot speak too Canton, but there are many of them, and they body. He does not become a demon in human
highly of the first, and am confident he would not wish smell strong enough to deserve a word or two. The shape, wishing to annoy aE.d frighten everybody
to spread falsehoods. If his religion were equal to Chinese are very fond of dried fish, and shops where around him, to disturb the peace of an entire neighhis practice I am sure it would be of an excellent this kind of food is sold are often met with, but oh, borhood, to commit the worst of crimes, includingtakcbaracter. I have no doubt of his sincerity, neither how loudly they do smell to heaven! An ordinary ing the lives of his fellow-beings, as has heen done
ihave I of the sincerity of the Mohammedan der- fish-market has rather of a fishy odor to persons of thousands of times by those under the maddening
-vishes, the Siva-worshipers of India, and the mill- acute nasal organs, but polecats and sauerkraut! influence of alcoholic drinks, but, at the worst, passes
'ions of Buddhists scattered nearly all over this great they cannot begin to smell like these dried-fish estab- into a quiet, passive, dreamy state, which disturbs
continent. Nothing is surer than that sincerity is lishments ! I was not fond of lingering around them and harms no one but himself. There is probably
no test of truth. 'l'he greatest errors and super- longer than necessary.
hardly a person in Great Britain or America who has
stitions the world has known have had myriads of
I should mention that I visited a printing estab- not heard the midnight howlings of intoxicated men,
lishment and book-bindery or two, and found them and whose lives have not been more or less endansincere and honest supporters.
. There is not a question but what D~- Kerr is pur- conducted very differently from similar e.stablish- gered, and whose peace and comfort have not been
suing the course best calculated to wm converts to ments with us. The printing is done on engraved totally destroyed by those who indulge in intoxicathis religion. There are plenty of people in China wooden blocks, the same as two thousand years ago. ing drinks, which place them below the brutes. The
with various ailments,and when relieved of them by The presses are simply constructed, and are worked difference between the evils of opium-smoking and
scientific and skilful treatment. it is very natural by hand. I can hardly describe them except by saying alcohol-drinking is immensely in favor of opiumthat they should feel kindly disposed toward the they are not at all like Hoe's improved eight-cylinder smoking, though I by no means wish to be considered
person who cured them, and look favorably upon the presses. The book- binding is not so elaborate and an advocate of, or apologist for, the pernicious habit.
doctrines he teaches. If they had :eceived great elegant as with us, though the books are put together But such a hue and cry has been raised by leading
physical good, they would hardly hesitate to take a with neatness, and the work is done with but little Christians, both in Europe and America, against the
modicum of the spiritual also. With the doses of machinery. A large proportion of the books are enormous sins of the Chinese for their use of opium,
physic which gave them relief they will hesitate to with limp covers like our pamphlets. The paper for and so many exaggerations and falsifications have
spurn a few doses of theology, though it is not much blank-books is ruled by hand. I was struck with the been indulged in by them and the missionaries now
better than what they have already. From wh~t I neatness and accuracy with which it is executed .. in Asia, that I simply wiRh to throw the light of
hear from two or more places where the mediCal The writilfg of the Chinese is performed with a brush truth ttpon the whole subject. In a former letter I
practice is connected with t::.te missionary, I judge or camel's-hair pencil, the lines running from the top think I made some mention of a paper read by Sir
the union of the two to be beneficial to the accept- of the page to the bottom, instead of across the Rutherford Alcock, formerly minister from the Britance of new religious dogmas. Pills and piety g_o page; and the paging commences at what we call ish government to the empire of China, which paper
better together than the latter does alone. Let 1t the end of the volume, being in this respect like the was read before the Society of Arts in London, and
not be understood, however, that the doctor has b~en Hebrew. Their l!ingular-looking characters are exe- which was practically the same as appeared in the
able to make great accessions to the church, but pills outed with greater rapidity than one would suppose. Nineteenth Century for December, 1881, under the
and powders lend a helping hand. The Roman
The Chinaman never uses figures to make ca.lcula- head of" Opium and Common Sense." Sir RutherCatholics have considerable of a foothold here, and tions as we do. They have in all their banks and ford having resided over twenty years at the head of
are erecting a fine cathedral with money that has business places small calculating boards, containiBg the Chinese government, and in the largest city of
been sent from Europe. If their religion is any bet- eleven, thirteen, fifteen, seventeen, or twenty-one the empire, in the capacity of minister plenipotenter than the teaching of Buddha and Confucius I am rows of what may be called buttons-turned blocks tiary, and besides being a man of great intelligence
unable to see it.
of wood, smaller than ordinary checker-men, Rliding and general information, is a moRt competent witLet me remark in this connection that branches of on wires, six buttons on each wire; the outside row ness. I wish to make some further allusion to what
the Canton hospital have been organized in two or being separated from the other five by a slight divis- he had to say upon this subject, or rather to give
three other places, and that encouraging success has ion. By manipulating those buttons, they add; sub- you a part of a letter, commenting on Sir Rutherbeen met with. The Canton hospital was started by tract, multiply, divide, and work out all sorts of prob- ford's paper, from a London correspondent of the
Dr. Peter Parker in 1839, but was burnt in a large lems, but how it is done I have not learned, and can- Hong Kong JJaily Press, in which he makes quotafire in 1857, and was rebuilt in 1866. The expenses not explain. If they wish, however, to seA what the tions from the ex-plenipotentiary.
are met by foreign and native contributions.
interest on fifty dollars amounts to foi' three months at
The correspondent goes on to say that amongst
The Chinese are themselves prominent in establish- five per cent per annum, or what twenty-five yards of the leaders of the anti-opium movement are such
ing several charitable institutions where the needy silk amounts to at seventy-eight cents a yard, they pious men as the archbishops of Canterbury and of
and helpless are furnished with a home and such aid resort at once to their reckoning apparatus and work York, Cardinal Manning, and the Ead of Shaftesas they require. Thus in the vicinity of Canton it out in a moment. The way their fingers make bury. . Si.r Rutherford accuses these eminent philanthere is a Home for Old Men, a Home for Old Women, tho11e buttons change places is very rapid.
thropists of ignorance upon a subject in which they
a Home for the Blind, a Home for Lepers, a FoundOPIUM SMOKING
take a deep interest, and of giving currency to gross
ling Hospital, etc. It is a cause for rejoicing that Is one of the bad habits which Chinamen have con- exaggerations which, although entirely disproveil
whatever religion men may have there is much in tracted and of course is much to be deplored, but I long ago, are still repeated and indorsed.
human character that is grand and noble_, and that am certain it has been gre11tly exaggerated, and is
The pretext of these ecclesiastical dignitaries for
even the darkest superstitions upon religious subjects not nearly so gross an evil as the use of alcoholic taking the matter in hand is the statement put forth
cannot crush out of humanity all the native kindness beverages in Ohristian countries. I think I said by the missionaries in China, that their efforts to
and goodness inherent. to it.
something upon the subject in a former letter, but make converts are marred by the disgrace which is
MECHANICAL TALENT oF CANTON.
will revert to it again here. I have looked into att~ched to the foreign name by reason of the im. I regret that I had not time to visit more of the several opium. smoking establishments and have seen portation of opium. On this pretext Sir R~therford
establishments where various mechanical work is a few scores of Chinamen smoking; but it is a far sim- is very severe. He not only affirms that it Is totally
being performed, inasmuch as it is in general so dif- pler affair than I supposed, and does not produce the untrue, but that the presence of the Christian misfer<mt from what is to be seen in our country; but stupefaction and intoxication which I had been led sionary iu China is a far greater eyesore than the
being under the necessity of getting back to Hong to believe from what I had read and heard upon the importation of opium. He held in his hand a cerKong at a certain time to take the steamer for Y oko- subject.
i tain pamphlet compiled by a Chinese statesman of
hama, I was not able to extend my operations so
The opium is softened with water or some other great literary attainments, which contained the most
fully as I otherwise would have done. It would liquid to a semi-fluid condition. Of this enough is • slanderous and disgusting libels conceivable on _
have been very interesting to visit many of the places taken up on the point of a long wire, like a fine knit-! Foreign Barbarians, whos~ wholesale butchery ~he
of mechanism and taken time enough to become ting needle with a point, to amount to half the size; author advocated. His grtevan?e w~s the ~eachmg
fully familiar with the various operations there con- of an ordinary pea. This is placed upon the pipe,' of false doctrine by foreig~ missiOnarieS: Su Ruthducted. Canton is noted for its many manufactures, which seems to be neatly constructed of wood, the' erford accuses the mandarms of promotmg and enespecially fine and excellent silk goods, grass cloth, bulb at the lower end being not an open bowl like a couraging the circulation of this pamphlet, and demother of pearl carving, wood carving, porcelain tobacco pipe, but a slightly crowning dish with a clares that the Tientsin massacre was the outcome
wares·, jade-stone work, jewelry of many kinds, cop- small hole in the center, connecting, of course, with of it.
per work, fine embroi<iery, gold and silver thread, the tube leading to the mouth. The opium taken up
With respect to that tragic affair he accuses the
furniture, bamboo work, including hundreds of dif- with the needle is deposited on and around this small Tientsin authorities of being absolutely implicated.
ferent articles, pictures, a wide variety, glass-blow- hole and held nearthe blaze of a small lamp until dry, He gives the details ill: a most authenticate~ shape,
ing and cutting, gold-beating, felt work, cotton it being worked into the proper shape over the hole and thPy form anythmg but pleasant readmg. A
fabrics, colors and pigments, etc., etc. I only had and an opening being made though it with the needle, difference is made between Protestant and Roman
~ime to take a hurried glance at some of these, leav- when the opium is lighted in the lamp, three or ~our Cath~lic missionaries, grea.tly in favo~ of ~he forme:,
1
mg many unnoticed.
whiffs are taken, and that is all of it; the opmm but Su Rutherford m:,mtams that this difference Is
I should also have been glad to take a day and is consumed, and the Chinaman, who is lying on his. unknown to the Chinese generally. J;Ie is. v_ery
1
go up the river twenty miles further to a city side in the meantime, either gets up, or engages in severe upoJJ the French Roman Catholic misswn1
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aries, whose conduct he describes as ranacious and the streets of London-m01·e of violence and misery, in :England or America who cannot bear witness to
aggressive, and he blames the French government with danger to all . who come in contact with it- this truth, and who does not know of from one to
in unmeasured terms for supporting their pretensions than I ever saw in twenty years of life in China; twenty persons who make an exce~sive use of opium
and maintaining their position. He does n~t speak and I would rath~r live, so far as personal safety and in some form, until many of th_em have become the
from hearsay, but froman absolute personal knowl- freedom from outraged fHelingil for humanity, in •a merest sots and wrecks of humanity. Great Britain
edge of the subject.
heathen population of opium-~mokers, than in a and America have really but ilhght grounds for
Sir Rn+.herford, having refuted the assertion that Christian community where drunkenness from alco- throwing stones at the Chinese on account of their
England forced opium on._China, turns round upon the holic drinks is the prevailing vice among the mass immoralities.
I again repeat that opium-smoking is an evil which
ecclesiastics, a:sd sets forth that missionaries, who aud the working cla.sses."
Here he alights on grounds which are not only I by no means wish to defend, and_ I would ·be very
are far more odious to the Chineile than opium, were
forced upon the Middle Kingdom by treaty, and, perfectly una.saailable, but which relegate the anti- glad if the Chinese would abandon it, but it certainly
what is more, have caused much more trouble s.nd opium philanthropists to the same category as tbat is not so bad as represented. It does not destroy and
risk of a rupture than opium has ever done. In enjoyed by the society for sending flannel singlets kill off men so rapidly·as has been asserted. I saw
short,. he 1>.hows that whilst opium is a source of to the infant niggers of Jamaica. He shows hy many men who have smoked opium for years who
revenue, missionaries are a constant source of anx- elaborate and authentic statistics that whilAt the show very little-of the appalling appearances attribChinese spend twenty-five millions sterling ($125,. uted to the use of the drug. They do not begin t 0 ,
iety and danger,
He accuses the missionaries of writing to the so- 000,000) annually on opium (imported and native look half as bad as many a roan I have seen who·
cieties to wh~ch they belong on the subject of the grown), or Is. sa (40 cents) per head on the lowest had been drinking whisky but a single year. Opium •.
opium trade aud making grossly exaggerated state- estimation of the papulation, namely, 300,000,000, smoking does not cause riots. It does not make bus.
ments. These being read by clergymen at public the people of the British Islands spend annuaUy bands beat and kill their wives; it does not endanger
meetings, . and printed in the missionary reports, £142,000,000 ($710,000,000) on strong drinks and in- the lives of almost everybody who comes in contact
have fed the agitation against opium. One of these toxicating liquors, or £4 10 ($22.50) per head on the with it, as the use of alcoholants does. So, with all
statements computes the number of Chinese who die ascertained population of 35,000,000. This is 40 the evils which are entailed to opium-smoking, I
repeat, it will be quite as well for the pious and overannually from smoking opium at a higher figure than cents per head against $22 50.
Furthermote, he sets forth, on grounds supported officious souls of Great Britain and America to spend
there are smokers altogether-that is, if the opium
imported be divided by the small allowance of a by facts and figures, that whilst the entire supply of their redundant energies in lessening the consumption
mace per man per day. These exaggerated state- opium, Indian and native grown, is only sufficient in their own countries of the maddening, death-dealments have been contradicted and disproved by for the moderate requirements of three millions of ing alcoholic drinks before they make them!!elves
leading authorities and medical missionaries, adverse opium-smokero:, the abuse of intoxicating liquors in too unhappy about China and the Chinese.
to the use of opium-but still they are reproduced the British Isles is the rule and not the exception.
CHARACTER UF THE PEOPLE.
Finally, he submits evidence of the very highest
and re-lied upon.
I need say but little on this subject. We have
The t::~.bles are thus entirely turned upon the· mis- medical authority, and facts stated by unimpeachasionaries. Sir Rutherford has doubtless aroused a ble witnesseli, to show that opium is less deleterious many thousands of Chinamen in America, and they
nest of hornets about his ears, but it seems that he is than alcohol. Iu short, I can hardly see how the are coming to be pretty well understood. It must
so sure of his ground that the clericals may waste force of reasoning can further go. It can hardly be be borne in mind, however, that it is the lowest and
their breath on platform and in pulpit without doing expected that high ecclesiastical dignitaries, lynx- most ignorant, and the most criminal class who go to
them!!elves much good. It is unpr~cedented, how- eyed grievance-mongers, and simple-minded mission- America to perform menial labor. The merchants,
ever, to :find a diplomat who has retired upon his aries will accept such a defeat on tu quoque lines, the statesmen, and the educated remain at home, so
laurels coming forward and assailing the highest but ridicule must reconcile them to the situation. the entire peopl!'J cannot be fairly judged by the
ecclesiasticil.l dignitaries in the land by accusing They must allow the Chinese to spend in peace his class sent under contract to America.
John Chinaman has his vices and his virtues. He
them of lack of knowledge on a subject which they twenty pence per annum on the " drowsy syrup of
are conspicuous in agitating-of making mischievous the KtBt," Ol' turn the head of their hobby to the is full of superstitious and absurd religious beliefs;
and misleading statements-of indorsing and repeat- E1Jgiishman and teach him to spend less than his but from my standpoint I regard him in some respects
as head and shoulders above the other Asiatic nations
ing exaggerations which have been refuted and dis- one thousand and eighty pence.
proved years ago, winding up with a tu quoque
Sir Rutherford thua, you see, clearly shows up the I ha-ve met with. The Chinese nation is perhaps the
charge, that the mode adopted of propagating their ignorance, meddlesomeness, and arrant misrepresen- oldest na.tion in the world. We know it iil one of the
respective creeds is far more objectionable than tations of theBe pious souls who have little eise to do oldest. Its government certainly has continued
the grievances of which they make so great a hobby. but live upon the money which they have, but never far longer than that of any other nation that exists.
TLe rise and progress of the opium trade is aiven earm,d, and occasionally meet at Exeter Hall and It has for thoasands of years been foremost in dis,.
by Sir Rutherford in a very comprehensive ma7mer. cry out against the heathen in Asia and other quar- coveries, art, literature, and works of industry. While·
The import first commenced about 1707, when about ters of the globe, and discuss some arbitrary measure other nations and peoples have risen, flourished for a
200 cbests were 8hipped from Goa to China. This of reform. We have the same self-righteous class period, and then fallen away and died, China has
source of supply was increased to about 1,000 chests in America, who are far more troubled about the continued on in her steady course, still the same
annually, and no more. In 1773 the East India Com- sinfulness of people on the opposite side of the earth plodding, industrious, methodical, contemplative peopany commenced to export opium in very small than their own shortcomings and delinquencies. ple millennium after millennium. While anarchy and
quantities until about 1790, when they sent forward Here is to be seen a very fair specimen of the in cor- change. has been the order elsewhere, China has rea cargo of 1,600 chests. This proved unsaleable and rectness of the representations. of missionaries and mained firm and "mmoved. She has not devastated
had to be sent back.
Christians generally about the immoralities of what other countries; she has not destroyed other peoples,
is called the heathen world. Take Great Britain, but has stayed at home and minded hEr own business .
.A.YER.A.GE .A.NNUAL SUPPLY FR0:\1 INDI.L
for example, the fimt Christian nation; on the globe, She has developed one of the finest and greates~
Fr•Jm 17!JO to 1820,
t8~~ ch~,5 ts. who spends $710,000,000 per year for intoxicating countries on the earth. The Chinese empire extends
1820 to 1830, 1 o.6
"
drinks, and in whose principal cities intoxication, 3,400 miles east and west, 2,000 miles north and
"' 1830 to 1840,
2 19
52,925
,,
crime, prostitution, poverty, and wretchedness exist south. She has probably to-day more of the coined
"
1840 to 1850, In 1860, when it beca.:r,e legalizQd,
89,744 piculs.
to a shocking extent, is intensely troubled, or at least wealth of the world than any other nat.ion, with the
" 1870
95,043
"
her leading Christians are, because of the wicked- exception, perhaps, of Great Britain.
" 1880: •
.
.
~ 6 , 839
"
ness of the people of China, who expend annually
The Chinese are good mechanics, good laborers,
The .deduct_J.On ~blCh 8>~, Rutherford. draws from the aum of $125,000,000, while the population of good business men. There is an integrity and relithese fignrea_w this-that T.nt1Y prove tne trade was! China is ten times that of Great Britain. These ability about them iu trade and commerce scarcely
not tole~at~d b~cau~e of the fear ?f t~e might of sanctified hypocrites seem to think it far worse for to be found in any other Asiatic nation. They know
~reat Bntam; as1s iii.l!Gg!ld by th~.Ant1-0pwm League, John Chiljaman to spend his forty cents per year in how to build up a trade and hold it. They show
mast?ur~~,U. 13 ~~~! (th,e fl~~res)_ ms~lay_, t~-e fact tb:::.t the opium be <;uietly smokes than for John Bull to themselves worthy of confidence in the most extonthe lllvhc.a.:-.0 Wub sLeudy a.1~ gradual_Htcm the. com- 1 guzzle down hiS $22 50 worth of maddening, debas- sive transactions. They appreciate the nature of a
mencem8~1t ?f the ~rade uut.lll8~0, when tLe lear of ing, alcoholic (h·inks, which make him a nois,, in- contract, and live by the terms of treaties they enter
Great Bnt~m'IS :U 1 ~ht be~a~e dev-elope? an~ illus- furiated demon. This plain case shows just ~bout into. I have talked with many business men with
trated
C~m~~raswner" Lt~ 8 cou~J of _Il!lpnson!ng how: J:?-UCh ·trn~h and_ consistency th~re is in the respect to the Chinese character, ~nd find the uniher ~arsty ~ I~present':'~~e and t~e eutire ,f~retgn ~hnstra~ howhngs about heathen smfulneas and form report to be that they are sharp, enterprisingcommun;ty, ,."n<:' extortmf\ from "he,m, anu .... r _the 1mmoral.1ty..
.
will get the best of a bargain if they can, will even
thr~at o1 t~e1r lives, ~0!000 a~d odd .cn~sts of opmm . Amenca IS really httle better than England either/ beat the Jews, and have done so, driving them from
whw_h lay lil the rece1vmg ~h1ps at Lmtm.
.
m the t;ath~ulness of her Christians or in the use of Hong Kong and other cities in Asia; but they will
I now pro~eed to the review <;>f what I co~s1der to alcohohc drmks. She follows closely the example of do as they agree; their representations can be relied
be the most Impo_rtant pa.rt ?f Str ~- Alcoc~ s paper, th.e mothercountry. If the Christians of both coun- upon; they will not play false when they have given
namely, the.rel~tive ~e~euer!ous effe~ts of ~tlmUl(l.nts, t~1es wo~ld J:usy themselves more about their own their wol'd. I heard a gentleman say, whose busiwhether na10otiC or a,cohohc, ove~ tne ent.tre area ~f sJI?'B ana m11sdee~s, more about the evils, vices, ness it is to buy teas largely for a shipping firm, and
ou~ planet. He pr~du,ced a ~ap Illustrat~ve of t~rs c~·Imes, d~ba~chenes, ignorance, poverty, degrada.- to examine the quality of the teas, and to see if the
pomt, a?d he developea some smgular and mstructive twn, ?estitt;ttwn, a~?'~ wretchedness which exist at various chests are as represented, that he find'!
conclusw~s. From ~~-e negro, debased. a;n.d barbar- home.m their own cities, and less about the sins and their teas just as they represent them, and that it is
o~s as. he Is, to the ChJz·:ln of the most ClVIhzed coun- nnbehef of people who live fifteen thousand miles unnecessary to open more than one ches-t in a hun~ne~ lD the world, he ~ho.wed th.at some strange from them, they would exhibit far more honesty, dred. But with other teas, which it is his business
mst~nct led and prompte~ hm~ ~o setz'3 upon the most con~istency, and goo~ sense.
to examine, it is very different. The Japanese in
avln.la~~e natural producu whwn na~ure had placed
Su Rutherford quwtly but effectually shows up this respect fall far short of the Chinese. Every
a~ his disposal, and. to e~tra~t from It some B?rt of a the heartless hypocrisy and inconsistency of the chest of their tea has to be examined,- the quality
st~mulant whereby mtoxwatwn or mental exmtement clas~ of pious busybodies alluded to, and also makes often fallin~>" short of rt3presentations, and various
J:?Ight be l?romo.ted. Som~ of t~e modes of prepara- clear the real source of anxiety, disturbance, and dishonest trkks and expedients resorted to which a
twn are. dis.g.ustmg, some mgemous, some rude, and danger of mi~~ionaries as a class, who make them. Chinaman would scorn to be guilty of.
As regards the crime of intemperance among the
some sm~ntlfic. ~Iy space does not alloV:' ~e t~ go £elves so offimous and meddlesome in the countries
beyond the. two sttmulants best k.nown to mvill~ltwn, where they ~re, unwelcome _aggressors, under the Chinese, I wish here to repeat the testimony of t~e
namely, opmm a~d alcohol, the first named being by pretense of brmgwg from theu own homes and their intelligent Dr. Kerr who has lived among them m
far the most anttq~ated. I must the~·efore confine own cities a purer and more moral religion.
Canton for thirty y~ars. He says, to the great credit
myself ~o a companson of the ~eletenous. effects of
As to the use of opium, England and America are of the Chinese that in all that time he has not seen
~hese stunu~an~s,. and, to _be~on01se, .to _their respect- not as faultless and sinless as they assume to be; more than on~ intoxicated person in a year. The
IVe _result~ m Ohma aud m areat ~n1am.
th~y are by no me~ns free from the sinfulness of same testimony is given by the Rev. Mr. Chandler,
S!r l1chher~ord s.ayg: "I h~ve hved for the _l~st ~smg laJ"ge q'umtities of this drug in ex Jess of what who has been seven and a half years in China, and
tw:elv.e years In thl8 great mty of beGr and spint- IS neederl as a medicine. In both count,rieil enormous in that time has seen but three drunken men. How
drmkm~ peopl_e, after more than. twenty J:earsl quantitie~ of opium and morphine---'the active princi- I wish the same could be true of tbe people of Engpassed m the midst of de~se populatiOns of opmm- ple of opmm-are used as intoxicants and narcotics land and America! I believe it would even be betemokers, and I .can consment!?Us~y ave! that I s~e m. addition to the enormous quantities of alcoholic ter for them to part with a small portion of their
more degradatron 1:\nQ. brutality m a smgle da,r m drmks guzzled down.
There is scarcely a druggiet 1 Christianity and imbibe a little paganism, if they
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could thereby become as temperate as these heathewa. hunger. The same cannot be said of the hundreds there in the morning and he in the evening of the
I am not an advocate of vast numbers of the Chi- of thousands . of American Christian mothers who same day. I have not the slightest idea that he did
nese being sent to California to compete with our procure the death of their unborn babes.
this designedly, but it so turned out that we were in
In point of cleanliness the lower classes of Chinese Canton at the same time, though we did not meet.
laboring classes a~d force them_ ou~ of th~ market.
The Chinese ooohes have been rau1ed to hve more do not take as high ground as they ought to. · Their He did not put in an appearance at the hotel, but
economically ·and on a less amount of money than any. habits are not all cleanly, and their dwelling-places made his way to the missionaries, who were only too
other people in the world, and they are very willing are not tidily kept. The higher classes are more glad to entertain him. Of course he was called upon
to work for one-third the price necessary to support particular about their surroundings, and their houses to deliver one of his scientific (?) Christian lectan American or a European. But I believe it is not are neat and olean. I saw the house of the viceroy nre~t, which he did in his grandiloquent style. In
claimed that the Chinese. are not faithful as laborers, of these two province!!, and also the hou!!e of the defining his avocation and position, I am informed
nor that they do not do their work well. It seems governor of the city, but did not go in them. They that he declared himself uot a clergyman, but a
un-American to discriminate between nation'l.lities, staud within a court or large lot walled about. I "teacher of a:domatio theology," if anybody knows
saying to the people of ninety -nire nations, "You also saw several of the government buildings, some what that means. Had he prenounced himself a
mav freely come to our shores," but to the hundreth, of them pretty large, but not particularly elegant.
peddler of dogmatic absurdities and barefaced false"You shall not come." To those who have labor to
The quarter of the city called Shamien is where hoods and slander, we would have understood the
perform it is a great desideratum to have cheap and Europeans principally reside, and is beautifully situ- meaning of the words quite as well, and the assertion
reliable labor, the qualities that are prominent with ated on the Macao passage of the river, where coast- would have contained quite as much truth. Herethe Chinese; so, while one class is injured by an ·in- ing steamenJ and gun- boats anchor. It is situa:ted on turned to Hong Kong on the next boat after me
flux of Chinese, another is benefited.
an island OTer half a mile in length and a sixth of a l>ld I learn than that we are to go on the same boat
The charge is made against them that they do not mile iu width. A canal one hundred feet in width to Yokohama, though we will not be in the same
assimilate with our people, and do not become citi- divides it from the western suburbs of the city. 'l'he cabin or saloon.
.
zens; that they go to America to make money, and public buildings are the British Consulate, the library
On my return to Hong Kong the ride down was
then take it with them upon their return to their and reading room, Concordia Hall, and a Protes- pleasant. A. few Europeans were on board, with
own country. This is undoubtedly true. The China- tant chapel. The site was formerly occupied by two two or three hundred Chinamen of the better classes.
man loves his own country, and this is hardly a forts, which were surrounded by mud flats, left bat·e I bec<>rne acquainted with Dr. Young, of Hong Kong,
. crime. Besides, the laws of his land forbid his hiav- at low tide, but covered with rickety boats and shab- where he resided several years, and learned from him
ing his country for permanency. That feature by shanties on piles. In 1859-62 it was inclosed by many facts relative to the charactet of the Chinese,
would, however, be changed in time. True, too, the a granite wall and filled in, at a cost of $325,000. and I am pleased to say that he gave them a good
Chinaman carries with him, when he returns to his The eastern fifth belongs to the French, but is unoc- general character. He is a Scotchman by birth, and
own country, the money he has worked for; but he cupied. Two bridges connect Shamien with the city. has resided in Canada, and is a man of fine .intellileaves his ·faithful labors behind him to enrich the
Chiu-Cha.u, or the Guild Hall, was erected at an gence. He is soon to make a voya~e to America, to
country at least to the ::.mount of the small wages expense of over $20,000, and decorated in the high- take in charge twelve hundred Oninese coolies to
paid him. We ought not to begrudge him what he est style of Chinese art. Over the doors of the British North America to aid in building the Northhas toiled faithfully for, especially when he does it grand entrance the wood carving, in bas-relief, lac- ern Pacific Railroad. He thinks he will remain in
at one-third the price another. man would ask. This quered and gilt, is very elaborate. In the first court America.
Chinese problem, however, is a difficult one to solve, stone pillars, encircled with dragons, support a canI found the officers of the steamer Kiu-Kiang very
and I only hope it may be decided according to the opy at the entrance ef the shrine of the goddess pleaaant gentlemen; they at·e Europeans, and havin~
principles of right and justice.
/
Tin-ha.u, or Queen of Heaven. The altar, the image been running here in these Chinese waters for many
The Chinese have their vices. They are not an of the goddess, and all the fixtures are rich and years, they are well acquainted with the natives of
anomaly in the world. All nations have them. But showy. In the second court iB a platform for theat- the country. I learned much from them, and their
one of the most serious crimes charged upon them is ricals, and accommodation for spectators in the ri>port was in keeping with the points I have stated.
infanticide. There is undoubtedly truth in this, great hall below and rooms above. In the upper Upon the opium-smoking subject especially, and
though a visit to their country does not make the hall two gods, Pak-tai and Man-cheung have a F~hrine. with reference to the effects of the missionaries,
fact apparent. There seems to be no children miss- On the east side of the large court, oa the :river their testimony was entirely to the effect of what I
ing. The cities and the country are ftlll of them. front, is an ancestral hall, in which tablets of the have written. The second officer took me through
There are no grown people missing. With the great deceased members of the guild are set up.
the large ~aloon, in which were many Chinese mernumbers that have been sent to Peru, Australia, the
The vegetable markets are fully supplied with chants and traders-men in good circumstancesCape Qolony of Mrica, and America, with all who early growths of lettuce, radishes, turnips, cucum- and here I SJ.W no less than twenty smoking opium.
have emigrated to other Asiatic countries, there bers, squashes, etc.
I con verl'!ed with some while they were smoking,
seems to be a plenty left. The country is swarming
The arsenal is under the .control of the viceroy, and found them intelligent and communicative.
with human life of a vigorous, healthy quality. and is conducted entirely by Chinese. Breech-load- Some said they had smoked for several years, and
Four hundred millions of people are said to be in ing guns, Gatling guns, steam engines, etc., are.made had not discovered that it had injured them at all.
the country.· It is very clear that there are many in the establishment, in which from two hundred to Some said they smoked, as then, when they had
children who have not been killed.
nothing to attend to; and when they had bm11iness
four hundred men are employed.
But I have no doubt that in the past centuries inIn the evening I visited what are called the on hand they did not care to smoke. I had half
fants, particularly female infants, have been put to Flower Boats, a series of large boats permanently a mind to try one of their small puffs, to see
death by their parents, not from want of affection, fastened together in two rows, standing end to end, what the effect would be, but fearing it would leave
but because they were unable to support them. This with a space of some thirty feet between them, with me with a headache, which is the usual effect with
was a gross crime, but they have seen no other a walk on each side, the ends of the boats open, like beginners, I concluded not to try it.
GOOD·BY TO CHINA.
course. They did not know how to use preventive a store or saloon, the same,. of course, being covered
means, and resorted to the course they did under- in like a house. I Raw no quantity of flowers, but
I should have been glad to have visited Shanghai,
stand. But this belongs, I hope, to the past. I am the boats were well illuminated; musicians were and made a trip up the Y aug-Tse-Kiang river-the
informed that the custom- has been largely discon- playing in some of them, and all had the appearant>e largest ip. China-but it would have necessitated an
tinued. If the custom still prevails it is certainly a of gayety. A boat is often hired for an evening, expenditure of three or four weeks extra, and as I
great crime.
and gay parties are given. Women of easy virtue have already seon a. pretty good representation of
But take thie crime in its worst aspect, I am far resort there, several of whom, I presume to say, had Chinese life, and as I begin to feel not a little anxfrom sure that the Chinese are any worse than Chris- their faces elaborately painted even to the very iety to get home, I concluded to forego further extians. There is scarcely a Christian nation in the eyes, giving them the appearance of blushing deeply. plorations in the Flowery Kingdom. It has been
world, particularly Protestant countries, where child- I saw no lewd conduct, and nothing to indicate that said, doubtles11 with much truth, that if one visits
mlll'der is not persistently followed. It makes little they were disreputable characters I learned there any prineipal Chinese city he sees all, and having
difference whether the murder is performed after are no theaters in Canton, the authoritietl having taken a good view of Canton, I concluded that must
birth or before, the principle is the same-it is the prohibited them on account of Borne disturbances and suffice. The facilities for traveling iu the interior of
taking of life. There is probably no country where disorders whioh took place. at them. These pleasure- China are not good, aod the language is so utterly
this is done to the same terrible extent as in boats, when concerts, etc., are held, are visited as a different from all others, that a foreigner labors under great disadvantages in trying to get on among
America. Christian mothers arE" killing their unborn substitute for the theater.
children more rapidly in the United States than in
In connection with the character of the Chinese, it them. After looking more over Hong Kong, I deany country under the sun. The physicians of the may be said that they have strong prejudices against cided it would answer, so far as China is conland well understand this, and, I fear, quite too large Western people and Western civilization; but though cerned.
The steamer that is to take us to Japan is the
a proportion of them are lending their help in this they are a slow-going people they are moving some,
direction. It is but a small proportion of American &nd are gradually adopting some of the later and Sunda, of the P. & 0. line, and, notwithstanding
mothers that now raise large families of children. ml9re scientific discoveries and improvements. its name, it did not leave till Monday afternoon of
They have heard how to get rid of them, and too Though their advances in thi.s direction are slow April 17th, the cargo, which consisted largely of
many are availing themselves of the knowledge, and and careful, they are sure and permanent. What some two thousand parcels of Chinese sugar, not
greatly to the injury of their own health. This is they find to be good, and to stand the test of' expe- having been taken aboard until that time. Japan
all wrong. Mothers have the natural and inherent rience, they will be very sure to hold on to. What gets its sugar from China; it is taken over in a darkright to govern the size of their families. Poor, they gain they will be very likely to ·keep, and will brown state, .and is refined there. It is packed in
destitute parent11 should not bring into the world hardly have a reaction and go back to the old modes bales of matting, or piculs, weighing 135 lbs. each,
so our cargo is a tolerably tsweet one.
three times as many children as they can possibly which they are slowly leaving behind.
But this letter is quite long enough, flnd I will
take care of. Mothers who are debilitated and unOf course they are prejudiced against foreigners,
Yours truly,
D. M. B.
able to bear children should not be compelled to do and consider their country and themselves superior to close here.
so. But all this could be effected by prevention, and other countries and other peoples, whom they regard
Book Notice.
not by infanticide, or child-murder, before or after as infidels and outside barbarians, While Christians
birth. It is a positive evil for some mothers to bear believe themselves to be better than other people, the Fort GIRL~: A. Special Phisiology, being a supplement of
the Studv of General Ph}siol 'f!:Y· By Mrs. E. R. Shepchildren. To prevent an evil is not wrong. Preven- Chinese know themselves to be. In such an old and
herd. Illustrated. Fowler & Wells. Ptica, $1.00.
tion, then, is not a crime, but in many instances a denselv populated country it is to be supposed that no
This is a most excellent work in the right direction.
positive good; while child-murder, before or after small amount of vice and crime must almost neeessabirth, is surely a crime; besides, those committed rily exist among the various classes. China has its There is no information of which girls stand more in
before birth are attended with most positive injuries thieves, its robbers, its swindlers, its bigamiats and need than is contained in this little volume. It has
to the mother's health. As regards, then, the health polygamists, its counterfeiters, and murderers in suf- been the great mistake of the past to keep from this
.of mothers, the Chinese custom of putting daughters ficient numbers. But when the vast population of portion of humanity the very information of this
to death after birth was less merciless than the cus- the country is taken into considetation, I believe a kind which more than all others thev most need. In
tom among A.meri'can women of taking the lives of lesser number of criminals, a far smaller number of addition to the subject of female physiology the taltheir unborn children. There is also this difference: evil-doers are found here than in any Christian coun- ented authoress ably discourses upon dress, reproduction, motherhood, female diseases, love, passion,
the Chinese women did not put their redundant chil- trf.
JOSEPH cooK .A.GAIN.
marriage, self4buse, etc. These subjects are ably
dren out of the way to hide their criminal or imThis falsifier and maligner followed me to Canton, I handled; and parents cannot do better than place
proyer co~duct, but rather to dispose of their offspnng, whiCh must otherwise suffer from want and taking the next boat a~ter the one I took, so I arrived this little work in the hands of their daughters.
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portion of these subterannean apartments is the place Christian miraclesH,and codnsbid ~red them quite as true
where Empress Helena is said, after considerable and remarkable.
e cou
e 1eve that Gabriel's fin.
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
dreaming and blasting, to have found three crosses- gers and Abraham's head indented the large rock in
two, those on which the two thieves were crucified, the Mosque of Om~r just as easily as he could that the
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R and the one on which Jesus was crucified, which elbow and head of Jesus had made indentations in
was "the true cross," portions of which are shown in other rocks, or that the body of the ·prophet Elijah
in many of the cathedrals and churches of Europe. made an indentation when he lay down to rest on the
The largest and cheapest Radictil Journal published in
The skill which St. Helena evinced in determining soft side of a rock when fleeing from the wicked Qneen
Iifurope or America, umtaining seven hundred square inches which was the true cross, or the one on which Jesus Jezebel, half way between Jerusalem and Bethlehem
more reading matte?' than any other journril of its kind.
was crucified, was very remarkable, the matter being which is piously pointed out to this day. Elijah seemed
accomplished by taking them one at a time in the to be able to play heavy and light as he wished, as
·
presence of a sick woman The first two came near much as another could blow hot and cold, for when he
N W
E
YORK SATURDAY, AUGUST 19, 1882. killing the poor sick woman from the distressing stopped to rest on that rock he was so heavy as to
effect they had upon her, and these of course were sink into it eight inches, while on a subsequent occa.
know to be the crosses on which the two thieves sion his body became so light as to rise up into the
The Banquet Reception.-Continued.
were executed, but the third and last cross had a upper atmosphere where a feather could' not float.
CONCLUSION oF MR. BENNETT's REMARKS.
wonderful curative and happifying effect upon the Great indeed is the mystery of godliness and godly
While looking over those 5,500 square miles- feeble patient, and from this Helena and everybody stories.
·
hardly one-tenth the size of the state of New York else knew this last was the one on which Jesus gave
The pilgrim remarked that there was much about
-and two-thirds of that naked,· sterile rock-I could up the ghost, after painfully crying out, " Eloi, eloi, other countries of which he could talk to those present,
not believe that country was ever capable of sustain- lama sabacthani: My God, my God, why hast thou but better speakers were present to address them.
ing six or eight millions of people, or of raising two forsaken me?"
Thanking them for the ·honor done him on this oocamillions of soldiers or more at a time, to engage in
Among the wonders of this holy place is the tomb of sion, and for the friendship they bore him, he took
internecine war, one army of which, according to old father Adam, but a few feet from the spot where his seat.
the book of Chronicles (xiii, 17), lost 500,000 killed on the second Adam was crucified four thousand years laThe President then spoke as follows:
one side alone, and in a single battle. Such a story is ter in consequence of an apple which the first Adam
1/riends: You see that, as a result of the services of
utterly incompatible with the diminutiveness and ill-advisedly ate. One is constantly struck with admi. these Liberal pilgrims, the people in this land will be
miserableness of the country. I furthermore realized ration and wonder at the great number of marvels enlightened as to the true grossness and superstition
the great improbability that that small country, with- clustered in this one holy place. A deep regret, which the Christian church is attempting to put
out a seaport, without foreign trade, without manu- however; lingers from the fact that here at this upon them. In consequence of the personal observafactures, without gold mines, without any visible holy sepulcher, as at Bethlehem, the Infidel soldiers tions of these Liberal pilgrims and the dissemination
source of wealth, emerging from a state of semi- of the prophet Mohammed have to be stationed to of this information through the Liberal press, the
barbarism, and without a settled government, should prevent the Christians of the Roman church and the church will not be able in the future to control public
within the reign of one king be able to accumulate Christians of the Greek church from fighting each opinion in this country as it has in the past. Among
the enormous wealth of one million talents of gold- other. In Bethlehem many years ago the two kinds those who have contributed largely to spread the
to say nothing of the other treasures-which Hebrew of Christians named contended so persistently as to truth and uproot superstition is one whom we delight
scholars tell us would be sufficient to build a temple which should have precedence in the use of a certain to honor, Horace Seaver, of Boston; and we will ask
of solid gold of the size of Solomon's. Such a mass altar, as to come to blows, since which time the him to speak to the toast, "The Liberal Press."
of wealth was not accumulated in the same peri-:>d by Turkish government have felt obliged to keep the
Mr. Seaver spoke substantially as follows:
any nation in the world up to that tii:ne, and I was devotees of this" religion of love "from fighting each
Mr. Chairman and Ladies and Gentlemen: I thank
fully convinced that the claim is devoid of truth. I other. It is the same at the church of the Holy Sep- you most sincerely for this kind and cordial greeting
was convinced, too, that more exaggerations and false- ulcher where the two kinds of Christians, fought on the you give me, as it assures me that I am among
hoods have been told about that miserable piece of occasion of the holy fire descending from heaven- friends and not strangers. I am always glad to
real estate than any portion of the earth's surface which it does once a year-such a bloody carnage meet a company of Liberals, for I regard them as
of twenty times its size.
took place that three thousand people were killed "the chosen people." May their numbers increase,
But, notwithstanding the contracted arid worth- upon the spot. That, after all, is but a small num- until a genuine liberality shall everywhere be the
less character of the country, notwithstanding its ber of lives to be taken in the name of this religion rule and not the exception, for then we shall have, to
lack of ruins and antiquities, it still posseilses no lit- of love which has been the cause of the shedding the the fullest extent, free thought, free speech, a free
tle interest, in consequence of our having read so blood of nearly a hundred millions of the human race. press, free mails, and the equal rights of men and
much about it and the wonderful events which
The pilgrim also spoke of seeing the stones along women. In the maintenance and prom"otion of this
are said to have transpired there, since the days the way from the Judgment Hall to Mount Calvary, great cause we are all engaged, and let us continue
of our childhood, when we were Sunday-school which had been indented, the one by the elbow of our work in its behalf as long as we live, and never
!!Cholars. The speaker then narrated the incidents Jesus when he fell under the weight of the cross cease our opposition to bigotry, priestcraft, superof his visiting a cavern in Nazarath, under a Chris- which he was bearing, and another against which he stition, proscription, and every form of tyranny over·
tian cl).urch, where Joseph and Mary were said to have leaned his head to rest at another time when he fell, the mind of man.
lived, where the Angel Gabriel is said to have visited thus making a large dent in the rock. He marveled
It is now some forty years or more since I had the
the little girl Mary and made an appointmentfor his why an infinit God should fall so many times under pleasure of speaking to an audience of New York
master, Yahweh, to come and see her and overshadow the weight of a cross in the Rhort distance of three Liberals. At that time my friend Mendum and my.
her; of seeing the carpenter-shop where Joseph and squares, especially, as according to the statement of self were young men, just entering upon our work in
Jesus used to use the hand-saw and jack-plane; also Matthew, Mark, and Luke it was not Jesus who bore the Liberal movement. But as I look around this
the large oval stone where Jesus and his companions the cross, but Simon, the Cyrene. It is only John table "I think of more than I behold," for I miss the
used to eat their picnic dinners when children to- who speaks of Jesus bearing the cross, and it is only pleasant faces of the good old friends who encourgether. He described the church of the nativity at he who tells of his falling under the weight of it, and aged us in our labors-Gilbert Vale of the Beacon,
Bethlehem, where Joseph and Mary resorted to pay it is thus according to John that the stones were in- Benjamin Offl'n, James Thompson and father, John
their taxes, and where Jesus was born. He saw the dented in connection with those falls. If, however, Morrison, Edward J. Webb, John Ditchett, William
exact place where the Virgiu lay, where the manger Jesus did fall, and "Matthew, Mark, and Luke told E. Rose, Oliver White, George H. Evans, John
was where the new-born babe was laid; the very the truth about Simon carrying the cross, Jesus must Windte, Oliver Hull, and other~. All are gone, and
spot where the three wise men sat when they called have fallen ]Jecause Simon bore the cross. If four wit- as they were brave and devoted workers in our comin to worship and make offerings. He also saw nesses in a court of justice of our- own time should mon cause, let them be gratefully remembered. But
the small apartment in the same oa.ve where the Vir. agree no better than these do on this and other two, if I am not mistaken, of tho~e friends of other
gin retired to nurse the young god when she and points, their testim0ny would justly be thrown out days now survive. One of these is the venerable
Joseph were ·about to set out for Egypt when the and utterly discredited.
Lewis Masquerier, who is yet laboring for humanity
cruelty of Herod was feared, and whell a few drops
The pilgrim also showed how the Christian mira- aud freedom. The other is "the Rose that all were
of milk from her breast falling upon the rock turned cles were thrown into the shade by those of the Mo- praising" forty years ago for her ability, eloquence,
it aU white, and charged it with such medicinal hammedan brand. The Mosque of Omar, which and wit; and though the Atlantic now rolls between
qualities that to this day a lump of it added to a pint standa where the temple is said to kave stood, her and us, I am sure that you will all agree with me
of water is claimed to perform miracles in increas- incloses a large rock fifty or sixty feet long, forty in the hope and wish that the last days of Mrs.
ing the flow of milk in the breasts of such women as broad, and eight or ten feet deep, from the top of Ernestine L. Rose in her English hom~ may her hapare deficient in the lacteal fluid; and also aiding those which Mohammed started when he made his cele- piest and best.
to bear children who hav previously been unable to brated journey to heaven on horseback. When the
It is cheering, however, to know that the mantles
do so. It is not quite claimed that with the aid of feet of the horse, Al-Borak, left the rock on that of our departed friends have fallen upon 'such able
this highly-blessed stone the services of a male are wonderful journey the rock it~elf undertook to ac- and earnest laborers as Messrs. Wakeman, Bennett,
unnecessary, as with the Virgin herself, but the next company Mohammed and the horse, and absolutely Leland, Putnam, Rawson, Macdonald, Post, Foote,
thing to it, for with the use of the stone and the ser- rose some six feet, and would undoubtedly have flown and others with whose names you are familiar; and
vices of one of the opposite sex, a child is sure to be all the way to heaven had not the angel Gabriel, who that notwithstanding our soldierl!l fall by the way,
the result. In view of all this it is not difficult to be ap- luckily was standing there, ca.ught the rock in an in- the ranks close up with the tried and true, and the
palled at the marvelous power of virgin's milk, and to stant and held it back. So firmly, however, did he march is forward. So may it ever be while liberty
conclude. that if it was a few drops of the milk which grasp it that his fingers sunk into the solid rock, leav- needs to be defended and religious bigotry opposed;
caused the rocks of Bethlehem to turn white, a few ing immense indentations therein. Gabriel must and for our encouragement the prospect of the silodrops must also hav escaped at Nazareth before she have had a tremendous fist, for the print of it in cess of -Libenlism at no very distant day is becom~
left home, for the rocks in that locality are of the the rock is three times the size of an ordinary ing brighter with every year. Formerly we had but
same whitish color, and that a few more drops must man's hand. And the faithful Mussulmans claim one or two papers and no lecturers; now we have
also hav fallen while re!!ting in the vicinity of J erusa- that ever since th:;t time that rock, by a continual ten or a dozen of the first, and many more of the
lem, for the rocks round. about there, and even on the miracle, has remained suspended in the air. The last, and, besides all this, the leading men of the
Mount of Olives, are of the same chalky complexion. pilgrim said he went underneath the rock and world to day in literature and science are drifting
Yes, great indeed is the miraculous power of virgin's found a good-~ized room there, where Abraham, into Liberalism, if they are not there already.
milk.
Samuel, David, and Mohammed used to resort to
Amongst our best and most efficient helpers is a
The speaker also recounted some of the wonderful pray, and the place is pointed out where Abraham, free and independent press, "the tyrant's foe and
things he saw in Jerusalem, particularly those in the when rising suddenly from his knees, knocked his the people's friend;" and in maintaining such a press
Church of the Holy Sepulcher, erected over the very head against the rock and made a big indentation in Mr. Bennett has fairly earned the name and fame of
place where Jesus,was crucified, where the true cross it. What a hard head old Abraham must have had, a martyr by a year's imprisonment, and we all honor
was found, where is the stone on which he was laid to be sure !
him for his fidelity to his convictions, nor do we con- ·
to be washed and embalmed, the sepulcher in which
The pilgrim, however, had strong doubts about sider that he was guilty of any .crime. It was a sayhis body was placed, together with the stone which the that big rock being still suspended in the air, for he ing of the world-renowned philosopher, David
angel rolled away from the mouth of it, and the stone was very sure it is firmly resting on the solid rock ·au Hume, that "the liberty of the press and the liberty
upon which Mary Magdalene stood when Jesus ap- the way around the room. Still, he said he could be- of the people must stand or fall together;" and our
peared to her at the re~urrection. In the low\lllt lieve the Mohammedan mirac~eB just as easily as the friend Bennett, as if impre~sed with that grand sen-
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timeiit, seems to have inscribed over his press this finding that you have a public place of your own souri; and Pennsylvania and Ohio will each be
where you can mee~ .together witho~t _being subject ~epresen~ed by a very numerous delegation. I hav
glorious motto:
to the expense of h1rmg from a Christian landlord a JUSt received two or three letters from Kansas in"Here shall the Press the people's rights maintain,
forming me of a number of friends who are coming
place in which to hold you public meetings.
Unawed by influence· and unbribed by gain;
[To BE OONTINUED.l
f~om that sta~e, and we shall hav a strong delegaHere shall the Press its sacred precepts draw,
tiOn from Mame and many from Massachusetts, and
Pledged but to Reas<m, Liberty, and Law."
THIB is the last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER before most of the other New England States will be well
In conclusion, as the Liberal movement depends
the
Watkins great meeting, and let us once more represented.
for success on a public avowal of its doctrines, and
Then remember, friends, what a galaxy of star lecas some of our friends in other parts of the country urge all to be there who can. It will be a glorious
turers,
of both seX!'\S, we shall hav on the platform at
gathering,
and
much
gooil
speaking
will
abound.
In
do not seem as yet to have learned this lesson, perhaps the following toast may not be inappropriate: addition to the other speakers, W. S. Bell will de- Watkins Glen. I predict it will be a body of a!
"The times that tried men's souls are over, but liver two addresses, one upon Li.berty and one upon noble and eloquent persons as ever addressEd any one
the times that try the moral daring of men's minds Christian Morality. To the niany friend!! of Mrs. convention in America.
I hardly think I shall ever attempt the work of
Amelia H. Colby we hav to say that this able
are even now!"
getting up another great convention, but I want
speaker
has
given
encouragement
that
she
will
be
Said Mr. Wakeman:
every Liberal in the United States and Canada to
In. answer to the toast Mr. Seaver has proposed present. We hope to meet thousands of our friends help make this second Watkins Convention oije that
there.
there is only one I can think of to can· upon, one
shall for years be remembered as the great Freewho bas always been in the v:anguard of the battle
thought Convention of 1882. No Liberal can afford
THE
attention
of
the
reader
is
specially
called
to
against superstition in this country, who has sat with
to stay away who can possibly get there.
the
article
from
Iconoclast
on
page
526;
let
no
one
those whose names our worthy friend Seaver lias
RATES OF FARE ..
called as having passed away, but he still remains fail to read it. It givs a true and· faithful account
of
some
of
the
inhmous
conduct
of
Judge
C.
L.
Mr.
John
M.
Abbott,
general passenger agent
with us, and I hope he will remain to receive the anplause of victory ~t least, for the dawn is here, eii- Be~dict, the Christian bigot, to whom several thou- N.Y., Lake Erie & Western H.. R, says: Person~
lightenment has penetrated the mists and darkness of sand dollars of the people's money is annually paid purchasing excursion tickets at Jersey City, Paterthe church. Such articles as that or" Mr. Beecher's for exercising the most abhorrent intolerance and in- son, Newburg Junction, Suspension Bridge, Buffalo
in the last number of the North .A.m~rican Review justice toward men far better than himself. Amer- and Dunkirk, should inquire for regul:;r summer ex~
show that our labors outside of the church are pry- ica has produced no judge, so complete a Jefferies as cursion tickets to Watkins Glen. At the other
points hereafter named they should ask for excursion
ing up the church into the light of human l'eason. I he. May we not hav his like again.
tiekets to Elmira or Corning. From the East these
call upon our friend Mr. Mendum to respond to the
Christian
Intolerance.
rates will be: From Port Jervis, $7.40; L'ickawaxen
sentiment proposed.
The Christian bigots and repressors of England, $6.50; Binghamton, $2 30; Owego, $1.45; Waverly:
Mr. Mendum responded to this toast in the followled by Sir Henry Tyler, M. P, are showing the mean- 70 cents. From the west th12re are two prices, the
ing happy manner:
ness of the religion they advocate by prosecuting, first to Corning, the second to Elmira: Adison, 45
Ladies and Gentlemen: It was impossible in under an obsolete law against. blasphemy, Charles cent!l, $1.15; Canisteo, $1.45, $2 20; Hornellsville
my best days, and when I felt the strongest, to be Bradlaugb, W . .T. Ramsey, and G. W. Foote, as pub- $1 65, $2 35; CaRtile, $2.95, $3.65; Warsaw, $3.35:
eloquent, or to ~peak in terms that should in- lishers of the Freethinker. A preliminary examina. $4 05; Wellsville, $2 65, $3 35; Friendship, $3.30;
spire you much; to-night I am old, weary, and tion, before the Lord Mayor, bas been had, and the $4.00; Cuba, $3 65, $4.35; Olean, $4.15, $4.58; Salafatigued, and did not expect to be called upon to parties have been remanded for trial under bail of manoa, $4.85, $5 55; Dayton, $5 85, $6 55; Bath, 80
respond to any toast. But I will say, in th(;l first £100 each. The real object of the trial is to injure cents, $1 50; Avoca, $1.10, $1 80; Wayland, $1 80
place, that I am happy to find our friend Bennett has the political prospects <lf Bradl!l.ugh, and to prevent $2.50; Avon, $3 00, $3 70; Batavia, $4 00, $4.70~
returned to us in full health and strength, that be is his a;d~ission into ·Parliament, as, by an old la~, a Cornwall, $9 50; Conewango, $6 45, $7 05; Brad~
a~~ed for the battl~ against Christianity and superconvwtwn for blasphemy debars a person from bemg ford, $5.10, $5.80; Custer City, $5.25 $5 95. 'l'h(se
stitiOn, and that he IS determined to wear the armor
eligible to a seat in P_arlia.ment.. The contemptible t~ckets wil~ be on sale from Aug. 22,i' to 27th incluwhich shall carry superstition to its tomb and the
!la~ure of the prosecutwn IS easily understood when 'Slv, and wtll be good for return until Aug. 31st.
weapons that shall help to bury it so deep that it It IS stated that Bradlaugh has no control over and There is nqt much difference between the railroad
will never be resurrected. Let, us every one of us,
no pec:uniary interest in the pu~lication, Foote being fare from Corning and Elmira to Watkins Glen.
do the bes:. we can to hold ul? his arms, help him the ed1tor and Ramsey the pubhsher.
·
Rather better and oftener from Elmira.
carry on ms paper, and keep It above the fear of
In
a
terse
a~d telling arti~le upon. the. subject MTs.
Seneca La(ce Steamboat Oompany.-This comfailure. Before friend Bennett started THE TRUTH
Besant uses this language: ' One thmg Is clear. Our pany has decided not to run an excursion boat on
~ERKER, my friend Seaver and myself were engaged
organization is a very powerful one, and outside of Sunday. It will sell round trip tickets week days
m the arduous task of carrying on the Investigator, our organization is a vast mass of friendly opinion. for $1 00.
and we stood for years alone, battling superstition
We must strain every nerve now against the common
SPEAKERS.-ADDITIONAL suB.TECTS.
the venal press, and the pulpit. We look arQuD<l foe.
We must no longer, as many of us hav tried
now and find that most of the secular press are ready
d
bl
1
b
·
h f ·
Hon. Thaddeus B. Wakeman will speak on "Libto o, trou e ourse ves a out sparmg t e eelmgs of erty. Science, and Humanity the Basis of Construeto ~a~e an advance s~ep for freedom: and humanity. Christians
as mu<~h as possible. We must leave the
T~Is IS due to the enlightenment of the rising gener- constructiv work on which we have been so much tiv Liberalism;" ''Is the Bible Diviuly Iu~pired ?"
atwn, the men and women who were educated, I am engaged, and devote ourselves to the destruction of by Hon. A. B. Bradford i "Thomas Painf', the A posproud to say, from the pens of the Liberals of my the vile and persecuting disposition which menaces tle of Liberty," by Hon. John E. Remsburg, of Kanown day; and I am proud that the ~oston Investi- our leaders with the jail. Christianity has drenched sas; "Liberalism in the South," by Ron. John .F'.
gator, with all its faults, has been one of the instru- Europe with blood over and over again. It has re- Engle, of Scotland Neck, N. C.; "H.adicalism the
ments that has opened the eyes Clf the people to see tarded science, supported tyranny, been the bulwark Heart of Re~orm," will _be Charle.s Bright's subject
at the Watkms ConventlQn. •• Pame Hall II will be
the ~ncr?ac~ments thathav:e been steadily advancing f r .
o po ItiCal oppression, the enemy of human progress. the theme of J. P. Mendl7m's lecture. A number of
and mfrmgmg upon the nghts of the people, until Every
book which has aided humanity has had to
now the press-even the daily press-is in some de- fight for ite life against Christianity. Ireland and the speakers announced hav not as yet named their
g~ee awakened to, the cause of the people.
My Spain are the most backward and the most unhappy subjects.
WESTERN FRIENDS.
fnends, let us for a moment look upon the condition countries in Europe. France, which is shaking off
of the people. Here, in this city of New York Christianity, is ·prosperous and free. There are no
Those who get tickets to Chautauqua Lake had
where there are so many Liberals I am bound to say prosecutions for blasphemy there. The teeth of better come direct to Jamestown, then purchase an
tha~ ~ou are like .the peo.Ple in' Boston, the great superstition have been broken and its claws pared ordinary ~icke~ to Salam~nca, and ~t Salamanca get
maJonty of you Liberals, In your daily intercourse away. Here we are less fortunate. Christianity is an excursiOn twket to either Cormng or Elmira as
with those on whom you are dependent for support strong, -and it is sapping both the intellectual and above stated.
H. L. GREEN,
a~d _Patronage, do no~ ~are express your sincere conSecretary.
moral life of the people. The gross indecencies of
vwtiQDS upon the rehg10us quest.ions and tendencies the Salvation Army pass unrebuked, while the Queen
of the age. Had it not been so the politicians you and the Archbishop of Canterbury smile on the de·
To New York City Liberals.
sent to Congress would not have P-nacted your Com- moralizing movement. · All-night services are held,
stock law, and we wo11ld not, in Massachusetts, have in which young men and young women are shut up
Liberals of New York City desiring to attend the
elected the men who are tools of Anthony Comstock from 11: 30 P M. till the following morning, and this Watkins Convention will inquire at the Erie Depot
and who have enacted the law there, which stands scandalous orgie shelters itself under the pretense of Jersey City, for" regular summer excursion ticket~
to day upon ?ur statute book, by v~rtue of which any religion. We see the Salvationists dancing and yell- to Watkins Glen."
one ~an go mto our houses, stores, and shops and ing in the davlight, and can guess something of the
Mrs. A. Stoll, who keeps a pleasant boardingexamme ~h~t books and papers they may consider unbridled license of the 'all-night meeting,' to which house near the park where the Freethinkers' Conto be an mfrmgement of that law. Ladies and gen- only 'friends' are admissible. Such is Christianity vention is to be held in Watkins, would like some
tlemen, or rather, gentlemen, for it is not the ladies in England now, and it is this low superstition which twenty boarders at one dollar per day.
that make the laws, and it is not the ladies who elect is invoking the laws left us by the Dark Ages, in
H. L GREEN.
our senators and representatives· gentlemen it be. order to stop the heresy which, in the wake of eduhooves you, in casting your vote~ for senato~s and cation, is spreading among the people. Those petty
Iowa Convention.
representatives, to inquire whether, in the first place imitators of .the Christian brutality of the past are
Good
news
from
Tam
a I Comrade E. S. Beckley writes me
they are Liberal men, and, in the next place, w hethe; doing their worst. 'The devil has come down in
the preparations for the approaching camp-meeting and Libthey are men who dare to stand up for their Liberal great wrath, knowing that his hour is short,' but he eral League convention are going on finely. It will be the
sentiments. If they are such men as we have sent will soon be chained up in the bottomfess pit of scorn largeet and best Freethought gathering ever known in Iowa
to Congress and to our legislatures, we might as well and contempt by the Reason and the Liberty he is or the West even. Mrs. H. S. Lake, Dr. Juliet H. Severance'
Nettie Pease Fox, M. Farrington, Col. M. E. Billings, G. L:
send Catholic priests and monks there. And when trying to destroy."
Henderson, Col. D. M. Fox, Mattie E Hull, W. F. Peck, and
we give our wives and daughters the privileges we
S.D. Moore are among the speakers, representing ali shades of
ask. for ourselves, of going to the polls and throwing
Liberal though~, who will address the light-seekers there
The Watkins Convention.-Mr. Green's
theu ballots. for senators, rep.resentatives, governassembled.
Last
Word.
ors and presidents, I do not thmk we shall find such
Let all who can bring camping equipments. The hotels will
encroachments upon our liberties as have been
MR. EDITOR: Allow me this last word about the giv reduced rates, and the friends will accommodate all possiena.cted in Congress and in our legislative halls. I Watkins Convention. If your readers each knew as ble. Remember that the platform will be free to all within the
limits of reasonable time. ''No mental popery upon this platbeheve that our laws should be so liberalized that well as I do what the prospect is for a great conven- form"
will be the dominant idea there.
women may come to the ballot-box, and that what- tion at Watkins Glen next week, no one one of them By the Constitution of the Iowa Liberal League each local
ever men are permitted to do with impunity women would stay away if they could possibly get there.. I League may be represented by its president and secretary and
may also have the privilege to do; and when that know of but two Northern states bnt what will be one additional delegate for each ten or fraction of more than
day comes, when we have elevated women, men will represented at Watkins, and those are Delaware and five members. A.ll charter and life members are also delegates.
also rise superior, but if we crowd women down we California. And I am not sure they will be left out. So far the business sessions of the League; otherwise the convention is a mass-meeting, and we want the masses to attend,
mus~ expect inferiority in our own ranks. In cou- I predict we will hav fifty from Canada. There will For f11rther particulars address E. S. Beckley, Tama, Tama
clllsw~, .let me express the hope that I shall have be a large number from Michigan, a goodly number county, Iown, or, Yours fraternally, E. Q. WALKER, Sec,
the pnvllege some day of coming to New York and from Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana- and Mis- Norway, Iowa.
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i done by them, and the less said about. them the better,.espe- letters to the Religio·Joumal, the Index and the Investigator

cially while the old m~n is in prison." But the associate in which THE TRUTH SEEKER man was denounced as being" vut'
editor had not charity and fairness enough to think..and speak gsu," "immoral," a "despicable character," a ''deliberate mali:
thus. He saw what he conceived to be a rare opportunity to cious culminator of a virtuou~ wo~an," "unfit toreprese~t any
ruin the hated TRUTH SEEx:Eit, though it had sh?wn notbing ?ut dec~nt movement, or to assomate .w1th decent men and w,omen;"
What is the Matter With Chainey t
kindness to him and had never spoken an unkmd word of h1m; "tr1ed to corrupt nnd SP.duce a VIrtuous young woman; ' "has
To TilE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: I am one of and he embraced it with alacrity. The animus of the associate trailed the banner of Liberalism in .the dust;'' "the perusal of
your subscribers, and hav been for ~everal years. I hav never editor cannot be mistaken when it is remembered, that while. his letters has left in my ;mmd a feeling of unutterB.ble di~gust,"
written anything for THE TRUTH SEEKER before, but would visiting Mr. and Mrs. A.. B. Brown, of Worcester, Mass., soon etc. The Inde:v also published tl;e enormous falsehood that" the
like to say a word in reply to an article in your last issue by G. after the Greenwood conspiracy, he said to them emphatically,' editor of ~HE T.RUTH SEEKER had done 1?reatflr ?a~~ge to the
Chainey. Chainey has not only freely critici<ed Free Religion, "B,nnett must be crushed." He knew that every dollar THE ca~1se of Ltberalism than any other man~~ A.ruenca. To make
but has made Underwood a tsuget in one of his lately published TRUTH SEEKER man had in the world was invested in his pub-; th1s s.tatement ~nywhere near the truth 1t won!~ be necessary
lectures, and openly abused him in first. class style.
lishing business, and that if his paper and his business were de- to ent1rely lose. s1ght of. the years of. constant tml THE TRUTH
The most that Underwood has done bas been to point out stroyed he would come out of prison without a dollar for him-, SEEKER man has put m, and the .fourteel?- ~housand pages of
some of the most glaring faults of the class of lecturers to• self or his companion of a third of a century. in their old a~e.: books .and J?~mphlets he. ha~ wntten ~1thm the past eight
which Cbainey belongs. In my opinion Chainey would do well He saw, ss be supposed, a chance to ruin them, and he sa1d, ' y~ars, Ill additiOn to the ~di~onal and busmess management of
to take the ad vice that Underwood has given in a general way, "Bennett must be crushed."
, h1s paper. and book publishmg.
.
The crushing process was soon put in operation. The rna~' All th1s wl!'s followed on t_he part of the assomate editor
apply it to himself, and see if he cannot improve in the lectures
utterly IJnd "morally corrupt and rotten" was dispatched to Ch1-, by le~ters ~r1tten to near fnends of THE TRUTH SEEKE&
he intends to deliver in the eo ruing year.
I hav taken a great deal of interest in Chaiuey since he first cago to serve in the capacity of "agent," or assistant editor of the, man, JU 'whwh not only.t~e grossest falsehoods were uttered, but
came to this city; and think he has a splendid opportunity to do Religio-Phi!osophical Joumal, not yet purified from the reeking; the effort was made to lllJUre th~ old man to the fullest extent.
a grand work in preaching the gospel of Liberalism. I hav filth and nastiness which had infested it for years. This i C~mments are hardly necessary m reference to such conduct as
been a subwriber to his publication, Thi~ World, from its "rotteu man," designed for assistant editor, had assorted th1s, but the remarks of Col. R. G. Ingersoll are t? the point:
commencement· hav heard nearly all his lectures. But many garbled extracts of those private letters and sandwiched them, ''Meanness cannot descend beJ>:ond the le-;:el of. h1m who will
of his hearers ~retired of hearing him talk about theology, as with the grossest 'falsehoods, and interlarded them in large l endeavor to blacken t~e reputatwn of anot~er, simply because
th,y gave up all interest in that subject before he was born. type with such expressions as "libertine," "adulterer," ''old 1 he could not answer his arguments. I despise, I exe~rate with
Chainey is evidently a young man of t;~lent, but having gone L·1thario," etc. The associate editor also went West•on a! every drop of my blood any. man or woman who Wilfully atfrom one extreme to another one, suddenly, he is as intolerant, lec:urinl! tour, and at the instance of his acco.mplice, Bundv, ·tempts t? d~stroy the reputatwn of ano~her." .
.
In_re_vJewlllg the conduct of the assomate e~1tor o~ .h1gh cultin my opinion, as he was before he left the church. He seems he rode in, post haste, some three hundred m1les, under the
to hav but one leading idea; and that is to make all his hearers pr('tense of looking at the letters to see if they were genuin, ur~, 1t 1s scarc~ly nece~sary to remark that m additiOn. to all
Atheists. When he changes from his usual course it is to giv wheu that matter had been fully settled at the Greenwood th1s slander, Vituperation, .a:ud abuse, he. has been gu1lty of
us some of Walt Whitman's nastiest productions. He is in his meeting. In this the hypocrisy of the man is clearly evinced. more than a score of- P?SJtiv false~oods m referen<;e to THE
glory when he is doing this, and seems to think he is doing a He knew just as well about their genuinness before be came TRUTH SEEKE~ man, H1s accomplice, the former ~d1tor of the
splendid work for humanity.
to Chicago as after. Fourteen columns in the Journal were oc- Inde:v, wll's gu1lty of !le~J·l.Y a hundred falseho?ds w1Lh re~erence
A.ll this may be well-enough in its way, but it is not what the cupied with those letters, interlarded with the" rotten man's" to the same hated mdlV!du&l; another of h1s accomplices he
earnest thinkers among the Liberals care for.
.
slanders, ~efamations, and lies. A.ll its regular subs?ri~ers has denounced as "mo~·allyrotten;" .another~s there~resen.tativ
We hav had theological bosh long enough from the pulpit.
were supplied; advanced sheets were sent to the prmmpal an~ successor of .the vilast and filt.hJest den m A.merwan _JourUnderwood has had many years of experience in the ranks of papers of the country, Rnd tens of thousands of extra copies of nahsm; another .1s a corrupt. prostitute ; another can eas1ly be
Liberalism, and has done a splendid work. He has lately taken the same slanderous journal were sent all over the country. prove~ to ~e gm~ty of the v1lest sodomy; another ~ho uttered
up editorial work, and is making his influence felt in the Indez. The same m&licious,defaming matter was published in the Inde:v, t~e vilest ~e~ w1th referen?e to. the. abus~d ml!'n, 1s charged
Chainey has talked from the Paine Hall pl<ttforru with perfect aud tAn thousand extra copies more were mailed to all parts w1th com;mt~g adultery w1th h1s hired .g1rl, w1th th~ knowlfreedom, and has said whatever he pleased about [j"nderwood or oi the country, and a list of the names of THE TRUTH SEEKER edge of h.1s w1f~. Such are the n:ccomphces and coadJutors of
anvbody else.
patrons (which list was stolen from THE TRur:a SEEKER office the assomate ed1tor .of the _Index m the. attempt to crush THE
It would be equally interesting if Underwood would giv us, in the night when the editor was asleep) was used for the vile ~RUTH SEEK~R an~ lts.~ubhs~er .. Such 1s. the moder~ phase of
with the same freedom, his opinion of Challley.
purpose.
cultured Liberalism: of smentlfic teacbmg; such 1s the man
Bath are good men in their respectiv spheres, but Underwood
It was this contElmptible kind of warfare waged upon an old now having ~irect control of the ~potless IndfJ!C.
.
is a close student and has won his wr..y to distinction by contin- man cruelly and unjustly imprisoned by Christians which was
In connecuon should be. mentmned the ~il~, scurrilous, and
u&i application to the great problem of the Liberal cause and denominated by that grand man, J a.mes Parton " a warfare of anonymous pamphlets des1gned to deeply lllJUre THE THUTH
hard study.
mud," and he advised every one who received the vile papers to SEEKER man, and which hav been ~ent over the country, to the
What the Liberals need is science; let theology go. Very few burn the same and ge at once and obtain :fiye new S'lbscribers p~blish~rs ?~ papers, .to patrons of ?-'HE TRUTH .SEEKER, and to
care to hear a man get up Sunday after Sunday and say that to THE TRUTH SEEKER. The Boston Invest~gato1·, in au article pr!vats mdlVlduals, w1th the sol~ obJect of causmg th~ deepest
he don't believe in a god. Who cares whether he believes in~ uPon the subject, and immediately after the publication of the IDJ ury to the man who had. mtended to ~ong ~either the
g·>d or not?
distorted letters, used this sensible and charitable language:
m il.ligning party nor any other person. The crrculat10n of those
\Vhat men want to know is how to liv in this world; how to "Until Mr. Bennett leaves his prison ap.d has a hearing it is only anonymous pamphlets has been kept up more than tw.o years.
make life a little sweeter and the better worth living.
jtist that he should hav extended to him the charity of silence and a. When THE TRUTH SE&KER man recently reached his nativ shores
If Chainey can do something in this direction he will do a But!!pension of jtidgment. We will only add, what must appear obvi- on the western side of our co.ntinent he found the pamphlets had
f
d d
h
bli h
f
h
ons to all; that if it is wise and judicious to assail a man's moral b
better work than he has done in the past.
A.G!ioSTIC.
c!Jaracter in a public newspaper, the accuser should at least giv his een orwar e tot "pu s er o every newspaper, as wast .e
Boston, Mass., A.ug. 7, 1882.
own proper signature, and not hide himself under the maBk of a case with the principal papers in the cit!es acr?ss th~ c?ntinent.
nameless or anonymous correepondent. A brave man never sioops It takes but a cent to send three coptes of 1t, so 1t IS easy to
REl'LY -Although our correspondent has failed to comply
to such conduct, but is willing to reat upon his veracity and to take largely disseminate the vile stu:ff with a limited outlay of cash.
.
tbe responsibility of wbat he may publish. For our own part, we
with thA usual courtesy accord ed to t h e press (to giv b IS rea1 would as soon think of plunging a knife into tbe breast of the dead, In Mil waukee the leading Inde:v man of the town, R. C. Spanname, if only for the informatinn of the editor), his commu- that we might wreak our vengeance on a Qorpse. as to cowardly cer, has busied himself in handing out large numb.,rs of them
nication is given a place in these columns. Many editors re- acreep
behind
battery of
newspaper
a.ttempt
to assa~sinate
··b: th
· t of d eep1y lllJ
. · urmg
.
th e rP t urmng
.
travman's
moralthe
character
by astabbing
hiruand
under
the mask
of' a spe- WI-..
e evl·aen t obJeC
fuse to publish any anonymous articles; but as" Agnostic" cia! agent.'"
eler. It is believed they emanated from the Index-Geeenwood
writes with an apparent good motiv, his real name is not insisted
A. private note from Col. R. G. Ingersoll, written soon after crew· To show the manner and purpose of their· c'trculat1'on
upon.
the
publication of those scandalous letters and head-lines, to the the followin~ is herewith presented:
We will not undertake to decide the question as to which is
WELLAND, ONT., July 31. 1882.
the most l·n fault in point of recrimination, Underwood or wife of THE TRUTH SEEKER man, contained these passages :
]')fR D ]')!. )3ENNETT, Dear Sir: To-day I received a tract by mail
Chaiaey, as doing so is clearly unnecessary, both being quite "I sympathize with you from the bottom of mv heart. I am afraid with au. s 'postage Rtamp upon it, beaded by two roost<~rs and
Bennett is losing his health and courage. It is a dreadful thing "These he thy Gods. 0 Israel." I suppose some of D. ]')[. Bennett's
a ble to defend themselvs. It would SEem, however, that ]')Ir.
to be in prison, and I do not see bow any man endures lt. 1 regret left-banded friends had seen a lette1· of mine. in THE TUUTH SEEKER
neither of them should feel it necessary to mark out a course that so many people hav taken advantage of Mr. l!!ennett's troubles of Jnly 15~h. and by that means got my address, and thought it a
for the other, and neither should be over-fond of criticising the to stab his reputation and to try to ruin his business. I think tt will good opportunity to set me right in regard to the charecter of" the
other. While both hav intelligence enough to manage their come out all rll!ht. · · · When yon write Mr. Bennett tell him for Rpos\le of liberty," as it calls him. No doubt you bav seen the tract.
me that I bav !lOt, and will not join in 'be cry against him. I am no 1 can assure my left-handed friend that he is barking up the wrong
, ree. All these scurrilous attacks only show the character, color.
own line of work it is unneces_sary for either to be too much dis- Pharisee. If opportunity offers I will do all I can to get a Pardon
turbed about the misjudgment of the other.
"R G. INGERSOLL" and motiv of tbose resorting to them, and how anxious they are to
The teachings of scientists and the truths of nature are unA.h, what a marked differnce is apparent between the con- C>·ush one who so ably advocates the ca,1se so directly opposed to
· d eof these men JUSt
·
own.
questionably of the highest value, but it does not t h erefore fol- duct and altitu
name d and that of the their
I am much obliged to the sender, as it help> me to ~vmpo.thiz~
low that the showing up of the falsity of supernaturalism and editor of the Index and he that is now its associate editor I
with tbe party most abused.
JOHN RAY .
.,heology is not also commendable. So long as seventy-five
It was tltis contAmptible course of the conspirators which inIf there ever was a shameful, dirty, and contemptible mode
thou•and priests are constantly employed in our country in duced hun,1reds of intelligent and fair-minded people to write that of warfare resorted to to ignominiously wrong an injured man
·preaching up the infallibility of the Bible as God's word, so they had never known such villainous and despicable conduct the issuing of those anonymous pamphlets is that mode; and it
long as supernaturalism is preached from every pulpit, so long as the conbpirators were guilty of. H any meaner or more cou- is in keeping with the vile conduct measured out to THE TRUTH
as the God idea remains the central superstition of all the super- temptible Lreatment was ever measurad out to a man shur up in SEEKER man for the past three yearg, It is not claimed that
stit.ions among men, so long as over two hundred million dol- a pri.son-c\'11 and utterly unable to deft:nd himself, or even to the associate ed1tor of the Inde:v has been the only one who has
lars are annually expended in this country alone to keep up tl:e know whnt attacks were being made upon him, it is desirable m'liled them, but that it is but a part of the program which
deluoioii, so long will it seem advisable, at least, that t~e that the s.tme should be pointed out.
he helped to inaugurate, and that he has himself muiled a parmodes of warfare adopted by Voltaire, D1derot, Paine,
The purpose of the associate editor of the Index to" crush" thn of them, there is the strongPst proof. The editor of THE
Volney, Taylor, Ingersoll, Bradlau~h, &nd others should not THE TRUTliSEE!iElt m&n was further evinced in what the associate TRUTH SEEKER has received letters from his patrons of the highbe discarded, though such a "student" and "scientist" as editor hall to say C'f THE TRUTH SEEKER and its editor to a re- est raliability saying they hav received theEe filthy pamphlets
the associate editor of the Inde:v recommends it. Both modes porter of the Chicago Inter-Ocean, after the scurrillous letters directed in the handwriting of the associate editor of the Inde:v,
of combat will probably be attended with profit several years referred to, bv his procuring and co-operation, had been pub- post-marked at his post·office, Thorndike, and accompanied
to come.
lished. In fact, the basis for the malice and falsehood with by a Jetter from him.
It is possibly very wrong for Mr. Chainey to say an unkind which the Inter-Ocean has since, and quite recently, pursued and
With all the dishonorable and persistent efforts of these acword of the associate editor of the Index_- but before condign injured the editor of this paper may justly be· charged upon the complices they hav failed to show that THE TRUTH SEEKER man
vengeance is wreaked upon the head of the unfortunate associate editor of the lnde:v. In the interview alluded to, the committed any crime or was guilty of any wrong save that of
Chainey it will be well for the associate editor to recall some of associate editor, a~ reported, said that THE TRUTH SEEKER was indiScretion. They bav not even charged him with having
his own exploits in that same line. If he has forgotten theFe a coarse, obscene sheet; that its patrons were" Freelovers," and committed adultery. The extent of their basest insinuations is
there are those who can refresh his memorv. It is still fresh the "tag-rag and bobtail" of the Freethinkers of Ameriea, that he wanted to, What a pity that he should be so wholly
in the mind of the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER how the asso- while, said he, "the party I represent, on the other hand, and unlike all his brother· men 1
ciate editor of the Index maliciously treated him while in which is entirely distinct from the before-mentioned, are as · But how is it with the self-righteous associate editor of the
prison, placed there by the common enemy, and upon a most entirely opposed to the man, on account of his offense against Index? Has he been guilty of no impropriety t Has he writunjtLSt charge and c JUviction. While THE TRUTH SEEKER man the ltws of decency, as are the most conservativ Christians in ten no naughty letters? Has he not only not wanted to, but
was thm in a narrow cell, with the clstnking bolts turned upon the countJ.y." This student, thisrepresentativ of high culmre, has he not actually done it? There is ·the strongest proofs
him no less than ten times every day, the associate editor of the further denounced THE TRUTH SEEKER man as "an aged sin- upon which to answer these interrogatories in the affirmativ.
Inde:v conspired with a man by the name of Ellis, of whom nAr," "a culprit," and with having made efforts t'l seduce a Several persons hav seen a letter which the associate editor
the associate editor had previously strongly expressed the virtuous young l1dy. He furtherm,,re claimed that Col. Inger- wrote to a lady in Watertown, Wisconsin, proposing that she
opinion th11t he was ''morally corrupt and rotten." This soli had boen induced to try to obtain a pardon for the old sin- accompany him as 9. traveling companion to California and
~arne Ellis, with the co-operation of aB unprincipled harlot, ner from !'resident Hayes at his, the associate editor's, entreaty; Oregon, prudently suggesting that if the matter was acted upon
had, in the most dishonorable manner, obtained possession of but since the failure, Col. Ingersoll. '1'1 ith the be$t men of the the fact muat be carefully kept from his wife. Inasmuch as
some silly, private letters which THE TRUTH S!!:EKER man had party, had left the culprit" to his fate and on account of his this bypocrit was intensely disgusted with the letters of THE
writt3n some years before, and which the accomplices in this Immorality." That these statements were all the grossest fa loP- TRUTH SEEKER man, the latter in return could do no less than be
dirty business deemed sufficient to utterly ruin both THE TRUTH hoods constant readers of THE TRurH SEEKER do not need to disgusted with the associate editor. Perwns of the highest
SEEKER and its editor. These the moral vultures seized upon be told. 'rhe patrons of this pa.per are as honorable a'ld high- credibility who hav read the letter referred le will make oath to
with the voracity of hungry wolves, regarding them a perfect minded as the patrons of any paper in the country. They are the fdct, and it is believed the letter is still in existence. Can
"god<end" to enable them to beat out the brains and dollars no more'' Freelovers," no more the tag-rag and bobtails of it be possible that the man who has been so deeply disturbed
of this editor.
.
society, than the readers of the Inde:v. The associate editor did .by the letters of others should be guilty of writing such naughty
After these letters had been examined in secret conclave by not induce Col. Ingersoll to use his influence with Hayes. Tne le"tters himself? It seem 5 so. A. man who Is so deeply dis·
the accomplices it was decided to publish them to the world Liberals t'f New York sent T C. L'land to Washington to con- turbed at the letters of others, should naturally hav a little care
while the writer was still immured in his prison CEll. Here was fer with lngersoll upon the subj act, and he it ~as who secured in writing his own billet;.doux.
an opportunity where a moderate amount of charity would hav the colonel's services, and not the little hypocrit who lied abol'lt
With all the charges and. aspersions made against THE
been a grand q•1ality to exercise. Had the associate editor, when it. The £'iii tor did not try to seduce anybody, anJ, the woman TRUTH SEEKER man it is not even insinuated that he has comhe had read over those private letters, possessed any gP.nerosity referred t > was neither young nor virtuous. But it is not strange mitted adultery, that he h&s illegitimate children in Toronto, Ont.,
he would havsaid, "The old mstn bas evidently been a little in- that the. [nter.Ocean, believing the man it was interviewing Mason, Mich., or in any other place. It is not claimed that he
discreet in writing these letters, but no crime is proposed in them; was telling the truth, should bav formeti a most unfavorable ever held unlawful intercourse with Josie Palmer, of Duouque,
he ha~ done a good deal of effectiv work; no good can possibly opinion of THE TRUTH SEEKER andits editor.
with women in California, in Oregori, in Illinois, or other places.
arise from publishing the letters; it is long oince they were · In connection with this very unfriendly conduct on the part With the associate editor it is different. Men sometimes,
written; they are probably nearly forgotten; no harm has been of the associate editor of the Index, he, about this time, wrote especially after sitting awhile over the whisky bottle and sev-
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era! times imbibing the e:x:hilirating contents, become inclined
to boast of the conque~ts they haT p~rformed,. the. g-~od times
they hav enjoyed, and they become so commumcat1v as to confess to &dulteries they hav committed. That the associate editor
of the Ind«V has done this, as men truthful as liv will testify
under oath lf necessary, and that particular cases were detailed
in the recita.l. These sworn statements can be brought out i(
the associate editor calls for them or denies them. ThE>re are
also other incidents, which may be brought out, showing who is
most amenable to the charge of" Freelover," and whose conduct' is- most productiv of'' unutterable disgust.'' In such event
the true character of the man who is held up as the teacher of
cultured Freethought, of the censor who assumes to criticise the
conduct, motivs, and modes of teaching of others while his own
conduct will not bear investigation, will be 1hown. It may be
proved that by appointment he met at night a. woman of easy
virtue in the office of a certain doctor in OttumwR, IowHo, with
other little episodes in the life of a traveling lecturer.
A man who livs in a glass house should not commence stonethrowing, and a man of repeated adulteries should not too often
allow himself to become " unutterably disgusted" with a man
whose only offense has been towrite silly private letters. A man
who gets sick at the stomach at the impurities indulged in by
others should )lava slight hesitancy about wallowing in filth
himself.
Apropos of private letters, let it be remembered th;.t Justice
Story, one of the most eminent jurists of which America can
boast, in a noted case in which pri-fate letters had been
published, gave this opinion:
" The publication of private letters is one of the most odious
breaches of private correspondence, of social duty, and of honorable feeling which can well be imagined.'' This high moral
principle the deadly enemies of THE TRUTH SEEKER most evidently did not incorporate into their moral creed when they so
eagerly gave his private letters to the common foe and to the
world. They were guilty of conduct which no gentleman
would stoop to.
Under the circumstances it felt to the sufferer far meaner,
far more cruel, far more infamous, than the dastardly conduct
of Comstock, Benedict & Co.
Let not the associate editor of the Ind«e and his accomplices
and conspirators feel th~tt thev are being treated with any
severity in this article. They should rather realize that they
hav many a time, again and-again, needlessly caused the cruel
iron to enter the soul of THE TRUTH SEEKER man and his affectionate wife to the extent that death was often desirable. If
they hav any sense of justice at all they ought to be willing to
hav in a small degree meted out to them what they hav so
heartlessly and fiendishly meted out to others. There is in
existence such a quality as retributiv justice.
In conclusion let it be said, if the associate Index editor
wishes to commence a· libel suit, he knows where THE TRUTH
SElllKER is published. All that is .here said can be proved in
any court, and much more besides.-[En. T. S.J
P. S.-It is to be hoped that "Agnostic," if he has not by
this time fnnnd out what is the matter with Chainey, has at
least acquired some information about his friend Underwood
that will not be without interest.

Been to Church.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1• : After seeing
the sights in the big cities of the world, and meeting so many
of the grand workers in the gr,md cause of Liberalism and free·
dom, I hav wound up by attending the little one-horse Camp. bellite church here in Snowville-went expecting tp hear Mr.
Hall, the big gun from Texas, who comes once a year and givs
the brethren and sisters here a lift in the way of enthusing the
con~egation and filling them with holy fire and pious zeal.
Bat, lo I though the hour had come the man had not, so we
. only got to see them cannibalize by eating and drinking of their
god, and then a portly brother arose &nd gave his testimony
that " Christ. had risen," d,eploring the fact that in spite of
" overwhelming evidence " there were so many learned and
intelligent people who refused to believe in this wonderfully
plain phenomena testified· to so strongly by the great St. Paul
himself. "Why," said he, "they will believe that a magnet
will attract iron, even when they cannot giv us the first reason
why it does so, nor can any person giv us the source of this
power; but tell them 'The Lord has risen,' and they cannot believe it, though so strongly testified to I " But this "wise
reasoner '' never told his hearers tha~ the power of the magnet
was just as st.rong now as it was ten thousand years ago, and
that anyone could convince himself by actual experiment to-day
that io did just what was claimed for it.
'But they cannot show one dead man who can be made alive
again; no man whose head was cut off, or heart was cut out, or
who was really dead, has ever been made to liv anew. They
cannot bring an' iota of proof that one was ever raised from the
dead. They giv us what they call "testimony," culled from
an old Jewish book of legends, fables, and irresponsible history
that was written no one knows when, where, or by whom, and
which contains hundreds of errors and contradictions, and tell
us to believe or be damned I
Now, to show the nature of this old Jew book that these
Campbellites put such faith in, let us cull a few gems from
Hebraic lore, from the holy Talmudi,stic writings, which are just
as sacred and as true as the account of Jonah and the whale,
the garden story, or the dead god rising and visiting his disciples
again and again, and even letting a doubting Thomas put his
hand into the dead wound in his dead side. In the morning I
heard the Campbellite myths; in the evening I read the Talmud
myths which I append below, and you truth seekers shall read
these last also, and then j ndge if " facts" gathered from such
old lrgendary sources as these are worthy of credence by reasoning, sensible, and thinking men and women:
" According to the Talmud, the. patriarchs were much more
wonderful people than might be supposed from our uninspired
reading of Genesis. The bight of Abraham was as the bight of
seventy-four men, and his weight equal to theirs. He ate at
each meal more than seventy-four ordinary men could eat; and
he built an iron city for his children with walls so high that the
sun could not shine into it. Moses was also a remarkably vigorous man; f01· each of the tables of stone which he carried
about so easUy were upward of twenty-eight tons in weight I
" Bat these were pigmies in those days. When we read the
Talmud we are in a paleontobgical period of tradition. 'When
I was a grave-digger,' says A.bba Shaul in the Niddah of the
Talmud, 'I once chased a roe which had entered the shin-bone
of a dead man; though I ran three miles after it, I could not
overtake it, nrr reach the end of the bone. When I returned
they told me it was the shin-bone of Og, king of Bashan.'
N ev.artheless, this fact does not seem so extraordinary when we
remember that the soles of the feet of 0;\', king of Bashan, were
forty miles in length, and that at each meal he devoured a thousand oxen, 'a.~1d as many of all other sorts of animals,' and
drank 1.1> thousand me~.~>sures of wine. It wa.s Og also who de·
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sired to throw a stone forty miles wide upon the camp of Israel, Puritanic New England ; and as an evidence of the greBt lovand would hav done so had not the Lord sent an armv of ants ing kindness that dwells-not in the hearts of Christians, ns a
to bore the stone when he was lifting it,
rule-and the actions of the few Infidels there in Boston, I giv
'' Og ought, in spite of his alimeJ:lta\iv capacities, to hav been you a quotation from volume :x, "Encyclopedia Britannica,"
satisfied, however, with a certain Talmudic fro(l for at; least one page 77, viz : '·He [Garrison] was sure, after his e:xperiencP at
meal. We are toid of this frog in a commentary upon the dis- Baltimore, that a movement against slavery rest.ing upon any
cussions of certain learoPd rabbis. In the original Hebrew of less radical foundation than this would be inefficacious. He
Exodus we read that ' the frog' (not the frogs) ' l}ame up and first proposed to establish his paper at Washington, in the
covered the land of Egypt.' Rabbi Elazar held that there was midst of slavuy; but on returning to New England, and obbut one frog; but she so multiplied as to fill all the land of serving the state of public opinion there, he come t.o the conEgypt. Rabbi A.kiva thought otherwise; he said that there clusion that little could be done at the South while the nonwas only one frog, indeed, but that· frog was so large that she slavE holding North was lending her influence through politifilled all the land of Egypt. Rabbi Elazar ben Azariah said cal, commercial, religious, and social channels for the su•tethat this was untrue· that there was indeed at first only one nance of slavery. He determined, therefore, to publish his
frog, but she croaked so loud that she called all the other frogs paper in Boston ; and, h&ving issued his prospectus, :;et himin the world into the land of Egypt. So much for the discus- self to the ta~k of awakPning an interest in the subject bv sion. Rabba, the son of Chanua, said that he himself' once means of lectures in some of the principal cities and towns o-f
saw a frog larger than any seen now, although not quite so large the North. It was an uphill work. Contempt for the negro
as the frog in Egypt. It was about as large as Acra, a village and indifference to his wrongs were almost universal. In BoFof some sixty houses.'
ton, then a great cotton mart, he tried in vain to procure a
"Such a frog might hav satisfied the noonday hunger of Og, church or vestry for the delivery of his lectures, and thereupon
king of Bashan, in time of famin, but it would not hav made a announced in one of the daily journals that if some suit11ble
mouthful for Leviathan, 'who maketh the deep sea to boil as a place was not promptly offered he would speak on the common.
pot.' For when Leviathan makes the sea boil it does not be- A body of Infidels proffered him their small hall; and, no otber
come still again for seventy years I The snake Jormungund place being accessible, he accepted it gratefully, and delivered
would be only as an eel to such a monster. Another rabbi saw therein three lectures, in which he unfolded his principles and
a sea monster whose neck was three miles long, and it had only plans. He visited, privately, many citizens of the city, statesmen, divines, and merchants, and besought them to take the
b@en born that day!
.
·
" After this we can the more readily accept the famous story lead in a national movement against slavery; but they all,
of Cresar and tbe lion. Ra.b'>i Joshua ben Chananja was once with one consent, made excuse, some of them listening to his
at Rome, and the Cresa.rs (we are not told what Creaar, any more plea with manifest impatience. He was disappointed, but not
than in the Gesta Romanorum) said to him: • This God of disheartened. His convictions of the righteousness of his
yours is compared to a lion '-as it is written in Amos, 'The cause, of the evils and dangers of slavery, and of the absolute
lion hath roared; who will not fear.' . . • • Who,' con- necessity of the contempl11ted mov~ments, was intensified by
tinued the Cresar, 'cares for a lion, A horseman can kill a opposition, and he resolved to go forward, trusting in God for
lion.' This Assyrian contempt for lions provoked the rabbi to success.
say that the lion spoken 6lf by the Prophet Amos was not an
"On the first of January, 1831, without a dollar of capital
ordinary lion, ' but a lion of the forest of Ilaei.' Creaar insisted save in band and brain, aud without a single subscriber, he
upon seeingtbat lion, and the rabbi prevailed upon God togrant and his partnPr iss';led the first number of the Liberat01·, avowthe emperor's request. Thereupon the lion left his lair and ing their determination to print it as long as they could subsist
roared; and thoagh it was four. hundred miles away, all tbe on bread and water and their hands obtain employment. Its
walls of Rome tumbled to the ground I Then the lion advanced motto waR, 'Our country is the world; our countrymen are
three hundred miles nearer and roared again, and the teeth mankind.' And the edition in his address to the public utdropped out of the heads of men thR.t heard him, and the em- tered the words which hav become memorable as embodyinl!'
peror,fell from his throne and shrieked to the rabbi that he the whole purpose and spirit of his life: ' I am in earnest. I
will not equivocate. I will not excuee. I will not retreat a
would pray God to send the lion away.
"On the authority of Strabo a population of 14,000,000 has single inch, and I will be heard.'
been claimed for imperial Rome; but the Rome of rabbinical
"Help came, but ~lowly. For many months Mt. Garrison
tradition was a far more wondrous city. The voice of its mur- and his brave partner, Mr. Isaac Knapp, who died long before
muring was heard over the whole earth; and we hav a legend the end of the conflict, made their bed on the floor of the room
in the Talmud of three rabbis journeving to it who were almost -dark, unfurnitured, and mean-in which they printed their
deafened by its roar even at tl;te distance of two hundred !tnrl paper, and where the mayor of Boston, in compliance with the
twenty miles. The lion which shook down the walls of such a request of a distinguished magistrate of the South, ferretEd
city must hav had a mighty voice; yet his voice was even as the them out in an obscure hole, their only visible auxilia1·y a
negro boy. But the paper founded on such inauspicious circooing- of a dove compared to the voice of Judah.
"For when the angel of the Lord interfered to prevent cumstances exerted a mi!l'hty influence, and lived to record nr·t
Joseph's brethren from killing him, Judah cried out with such only President Lincoln's • Proclamation,' but the adoption of an
a loud voice that all the walls of Egypt were leveled with the amandment to the Constitution of the United States forever
dust, and all the cattle cast to the ground, and Pharaoh was prohibiting slavery.''
Now we are passing through another great revolution for the
' and all the men who stood
flung from his throne, . •
round about Joseph had their heads twisted with their faces to freedom of millions, not only of colored, but of all shades.
their backs, and so they remained until the day of their death I' But as then among the assumed elite of the world, who are to"Some r·f the rabbis would seem to hav inherited the voice day more servil slaves to that fearful God portrayed in that
of Jttdah, or at least a part of it, for there was R!>bbi Yehudah old book formerly containing both Old and New Testaments,
who had the stomach-ache for seven years, during which time but since the condemnation of the New by the Committee's
'his groans could be heard for three miles.' 'NAvertheless he labor in London and the issue of the new revision, which they
was rnore blest than Knrah, who was so rich that it required will not adopt, \Ve now only hav che old, Where are our
three hundred white mules to carry the keys of his treasury.
Christiaus floating to? Let us out with our lifeboats and save
" Everything was in proportion in early ages, however. them, at least all of them that are worth savinrr. We want no
Every grain of wheat used to be as big as an ostrich-egg,' as Comstocks nor Guiteaus.
M. 0. WAoooNER .
white as snow, as sweet as honey, and as fragra.nt as musk.'
Toledo Ohio, August 6, 1882.
In the time of Enoch they diminished into the size of a goose's
egg; in Elijah's time to the size of a hen's egg; finally they
Whose Patronymic 1
became as small as grapes by reason of the sins of men. In
To
THE
EDITOR
OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In a late is.<sne
the same way the land of Judea has become smaller. After
Israel was expatriated the country ' shrank even as the skin of 0f'TnE '!'RUTH SEEKER "Dennis" very properly inquires whether
the offspring of marriages where the mother retains her maiden
an animal shrinks when its occupant is gone,'
"Sandalphon, the angel of prayer, whom Longfellow has name shall be known by the father's or mother's cognomen.
We might reply to that qu"stion as Sir Anthony Absolute in
written so exquisitly of, does not figure in the Talmud as a nebulou~ creature at all-for he towers above all other angels to the the play answers his son Jack," Settle that between you, sir;
bight of 500 years' journey. Is there any such angel, except, settle that batween you I " Husband and wife might arrange
indeed, thatlone whom Mohammed saw, who had 70,000 heads that matter satisfactorily, we think, without. interference from
and in each 70,000 tongues wherewith he sang the praises of outside parties; and, considering that the male line has been
God ? It must not be supposed, however, that the other thus honored for so long a time, it might be well to hav a turn
angels were very small, for the Ladder of Jacob was 8,000 about and perpetuate the mother's side of the house for a few
miles wide. The reason it was so wide was to accommodate centuries. This would seem to be just, as well as generous, to
the angels, for as they were ascending two abreast and descend- the mother, as it is upon P,er devolves all the pain, burden, and
ing two abreast space was required for four angel~ on a step; risk of child-bearing, as well as the care, rearing, and education
nf children.
and the breadth of an angel's body is 2,000 miles.
There are honorable instances where children bear the moth·
"And nevertheless when a certain Philemo asked Rabbi
Yehudah the Holy, 'If a mwn hav two heads, on which head er's name instead of the father's, and no one suffers thereby.
ought he to put the phylactery,' the rabbi was displeased, and The grandchildren of Horace Greeley, if I am rightly informed,
threatened to anathematize him. Yet hav we not seen two- bear the name of Greeley instead of their father's name, as Mr.
Greeley left no sons to perpetuate his name I Henry Wilson, the
headed men in these days, although we hav not seen angels?
"But the anathema of a rabbi enters all the 248 members of eighteenth vice· president of the United States, made illustrious
the body at the fcame time; and we must not at the present the name of his mother's family, his father being Colbath, and
he being known by that surname till his seventeenth year, when
time: dilate further upon this matter.''
ELllliNA.
he had his name changed to that of Wilson.·
Children born out of wedlock bear the name of the mother,
Garrison and Bennett;
and, by the way, such are the only children that the law recogTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : All hearts of nizes as owned by the mother, and that because the father
Liberals are glad to know that our noble patriot in the great repudiates and disowns them.
''One of the old school," in the Boston Invtl8tigato1·, thinks
war for liberty, D. M. Bennett, has returned once more to his
home and his friends, and to again engage in the hand-to- ncbody would find out that parties were married if the bride
.
'hand contest with arch em·mies of the principles that THE should not wear her husband's name.
Oh, yes they would, for there will always be "old school"
TRurH SEEKER. and its unswerving friends are fearlessly congossips and Paul Prys enough to spread the news; besides, there
tending for.
A few men in E..ll ages hav been courageous enough to stand is the certificate of marriage, the record in the clerk's office, the
firmly by the right, even though prison doors were gapin~ to publication in the daily papers, and the open acknowledgment
receive them; but few hav been compelled to hav the prison of the fact by living together in the same house. Marriage is
doors closed upon them in the pusillanimous and practical honorable-true marriage is, and the more marriages the better
manner that D ..M. Bennett was treated by that basFst of all for so~iety, as Voltaire declared· but I cannot agree with the
gentleman of the " old school,/ that it would be" indelicate"
frauds, Anthony Comstock.
But who has come nobly to the rescue in the case of our in a wife or " disrespectful" to her husband for her to retain
noble martyr, D. M. Benne~t? Why, of course the Freethink- her own name as long as she livs. No man would feel wming
ers, or, as I am proud to be called, from a Chlistian stand- to giv up his name and identity and take his wife's name, and
point. Infidels. Anri now the 1ime has arrived when THE why should woman not hav as much respect for herself as man
TRUrH SEEKER commands attention and respect from even the has for himoelf? Again, suppose a woman bas made for herscreeching rabble that formerly, en masse, howled for Com- self a name famous around the world; is it right for her upon
marriage to lose that name in, say, plain John Smith, whom
stock.
These reflections recall the troublous times a half century nobcdy knows, and who may not care a row of pins for his
ago' when William Lloyd Garrison was in MiBsouli and on duty wife's renown?
The question is suggestiv of much thought, and involves a
f1tithfully for freedom. And what was his compensation? and
from whom did he receive it? l!'rom the Christian slave-hold- radical change, and, l belisve, a change for the better, inasing ingrates. The noble Garrison was imprisoned for publish- much as it would lift woman to a plane of respect and equality
in!{ the Genius, an antislavery journal, and upon his release that hitherto she has not occupied, Yours for equal rights,
Fall River, M~s.
Sus.AN H. WIXON.
from his imprisownent he commenced a pilgrimage through
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what an accordeon is. The doctor handed me one to if he could so draw up his toes as to expose the bot
examin, and I did so quite thoroughly. After replac- tom of his foot and place the slate thereon, the mo.
ing the slide I handed it back to him, and he held ment he attempted to stretch his leg out to the opit away from the table and it was played upon. He posit side or end of the table it would fall off, and,
MINERSVILLE, UTAH, July 27, 1882.
then handed it to me, and a number of tunes were if not, he would be exposing his heel to the sitter
MR. EDITOR: I have just received a specimen copy played upon it while I held it; and, what is still and not the slate. That explanation is "too thin,"
of THE TRUTH SEEKER for June 10, 1882, from a Free- better, the accordeon played any tune which I men- if you please.
·
thinking lady in Minnesota, and find in it a few tally desired. I then handed it over the table to my
When Dr. Slade passed a slate to me, and I held
chapters entitled "A Truth Seeker Around the wife, and it played several tUDPS for her. S!}e then it in my hand for writing, and the doctor withdrew
World," which are so interesting that I cannot re- requested, mentally, that if that spirit who wrote was his hand; I pulled against a force of at least ten to
frain from sending you $5 for the whole three vol- her grandmother, to· lmmediately change the tune twenty pounds in an effort to draw the slate from
Very respectfully,
HENRY CRousE.
umes.
being played to" S~eet Home," and it was instantly under the table to my side; and if be had simply
placed ,it upon the bottom of his slipper it could not
changed to " Sweet Home."
CowiCHAN, July 15, 1882.
I weigh about 188 pounds, but while sitting at the hav required such a force; and, further, when such a
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for "A Truth end of the table the doctor said that my spirit father list of physical manifestations as hav occurred in the
Seeker Around the World." I have a dear.brother intended to move me away from the table, and I was presence of such .minds as Zr)lJner and other scienat Niagara Falls who has a large family of the most moved more than eighteen inches away, and I felt tific persons, as described, the genuin Dr. Slade
interesting girls in America, some of them grown up the sensible pressure of a force upon my person as has no need of resorting to any fraud or tricks to
young women, and all of them, I believe, living in it was being done, just as I felt the pulling of the astonish his sitters, or to "carry his slates on the
the most abject mental slavery. I am doing all I accordeon and saw the bellows expand and contract bottom of his slippers."
can to emancipate them. Ple<Lse enter the $5 in the while it was playing, I looked down at my chair
The description of the manifestations which took
name of my niece; write her name on the book and while being moved back, and no foot of anybody rlid place in bed with Slade are a mass of conjectures,
send to her address, which I inclose, and oblige.
that moving. Then he said that a large picture and expose nothing more than the writer's suspiWM. McKINNON,
hanging upon the wall would be shaken. It was be- cions; and his disgusting reference to this person's
P. S.-Mr. Bennett, I hav handed your circulars hind me; I turned ar.ound to look at it. when it was deformity and lusts may be the vilest of slanders,
to some of our friends around here, and I will be violently shaken. I got up from my seat and exam- the writer of which did not attach his own name to
disappointed if you do not hear from some of them ined the wall and picture closely, but found nothing his appeal to the press of the country to expose his
soon. I am as poor as Lazarus, and cannot do any- suspicious. While there a bell was thrown upon the bedfellow's bad habits, a party to which he thereby
thing myself.
Very respectfully yours,
floor under the ttble. This was taken and used at admits himself to hav been.
WM. McKINNON.
various points along the edge, from three to six feet
Taking the article from end to end, wit.h its doubts
away from the doctor. Our clothing was frequently and mere conjectures, it does not expose anything
SAN FRANCISCO, Aug, 3, 1882.
pulled during the sitting, and hands and fingers after all is said and done, and, from its ending, may
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed ple11.se find $5 for " Around would pop up around the table while the doctor's hav been a method used to fleece a poor medium
the World," the first volume of which is duly re- both hands were on top in full view. This bell was out of his $150 engagement.
ceived and read with much pleasure and profit. I finally carried out from under the table near my
I should want much better evidence of fraud than
regard your work as by far the best five dollars' shoulder and deposited plump upon the table before the article or the letter of Joseph Templeton from
worth of general geographical and historical in- us. The doctor never touched it, It was too heavy what I can understand of the recital.
formation and interesting and instructiv family to be snapped with the finger. While this was going
Yours truly,
J. R. PERRY.
reading that has yet been published. It is impossi- on, a chair upon the carpeted floor commenced walkble for any one in any other way to get such a good ing toward us; it was at least eight or ten feet a way
NEw YoRK, N. Y., Aug. 8, 1882.
general knowledge of the whole world so easy, so from Dr. Slade. I then inquired whether that chair
MR. EDITOR: I hav been reading last week's TRUTH
cheaply, and in so short a time as in spirit to take could walk in any other direction, and in any other SEEKER. Your account of Chinese myths makes them
this long but jolly journey with you while sitting by manner. Slade said there was no particular way of appear to be the nearest to the Druidis~ of Britain
one's own fireside. When one thinks of it, "A Trip moving, and, while looking, it was whirled upon one of any of the other religions. Hu or Rea also is the
Around the World," first-class tickets, good for the foot, as if taken by the top and spun with one hand_ founder of the first dynasty with the Chinese, as he
whole family and every year as often as you want upon one leg, and then cast aside. Unless the doctor is with the Celts. How is it that countries so far apart,
to take it, only $5, return free and all the comforts had some invisible means of controling that chair, he and religions of so many different eras, should inof a home thrown in, with the very best of company had no agency in its movements; his legs could not variably crystallize in the father, virgin, an.d son
and perfect immunity from seasickness, bed and hav been attenuated sufficiently to rlo it.
form, and hav the numbers 3, 4,' 7, 10, 12? Is it coinboard and washing free, with nothing to do but liv
While sitting th@re a hand was protruded from be- cidence, or are these ideas the fragments of an uniand learn, laugh and grow fat and be happy, how neath the table, and I looked directly at it. Thie versal philosophy, handed down from the ruins of a
can they resist the temptation to take one? Your claimed to be a materialized hand. It went directly prehistoric world? I lately visited Europe, and I
realistic, conversational style of writing carries the to my vest pocket and removed my watch, weighing noticed that the Christian journals were complainreader along so smoothly with you that after having about four ounces, and placed it in my right hand, ing sadly that the notorious Infidel, D. M. Bennett,
read your work he feels that he has seen the world and then patted me upon my hand with its fingers. had been disturbing the nativ mind in India and
and can converse as intelligently about foreign I took particular notice of the distance, and I am trying to overthrow the life-long labors of the mislands and people as if he had traveled, and would certain that if that was possible to come from Dr. sionaries. The Christian Herald, I think that is the
be considered well-read and well-informed,
Slade's body· in any way it was from five to six feet name of the paper, stated also that the Rev. Joseph
In addition to contributing my mite toward the long-that was the distance from Slade's shoulder to Cook, of Boston, had taken the lecture platform out
expense I feel grateful to you for having taken the my vest pocket. One of the doctor's hands rested there and had successfully refuted the specious and
trip and what you hav written of it, It cannot fail upon the table and the· other upon his lap while this flimsy arguments of D. M. Bennett.
to hav a large sale and do a world of good.
was done. There is one little circumstance C0nnected
Is this true, Bro. Bennett? did the Rev. Joe Cook
I hope that you are home by this time and well therewith, however, that is peculiar; the hand into giv you such a back fall as they claim, or do they
rested; that you are in the, enjoyment of your usual which the watch had been placed had been injured, exaggerate a little? Christian newspapers, y0u know,
good health, and feel good fur the next twenty years' and there was a slight swelling between the fingers, often tell lies! I would like to hear your reply.
·service in the cause of Freethought.
Yours truly,
JoHN H. DAvis.
not sufficient, however, to attract notice, but it was
Very respectfully yours,
R. H. H. HuN~'.
painful. After I replaced my watch I put this hand
[As the gist of what Cook and myself had to say
under the table, and, looking the doctor in the face, was given in my letters from Bombay, I will let my
WILKES BARRE, PA., July 31, 1882.
said, "I would like the spirit to shake hands." I readers decide which had the best of it. I will only
MR. EDITOR: I hav ventured to contribute this let- then purposely placed my hand upon my right knee, remark that the Bombay Daily Gazette took Cook to
ter to your crowded columns, which contain the farthest away from the doctor. Almos1; instantly I task for his loose and imprudent remarks and adinteresting materials of Mr. Bennett's labors, with was taken by the lmnd, and a vigorous hand-shake mitted that Cook's visit to India had been productiv
great hesitancy on that account; but as an act of was given. Then I attempted to grasp the hand of no good to the ChriRtian cause. I may further
justice to the real Henry Slade, and in the hope of pretty tight, when it seemed to melt away. It caine observe that our friends in India were satisfied that
')Ointing out the criminality of the bogus Charles again, and with what seemed to be a thumb on the we had the best of the argument.-D. M. B]
::)lade who seems to be stealing his mail, as well as one side and a finger upon the other side, immediendea'voring to play his feats of mediumship by mere ately over the painful part of my hand, It made
LOCUST VALLEY, Aug, 5, 1882.
tricks I venture to say that the gentlemen writing movements toward the ends of the fingers, as though
D. M. BENNETT, EsQ , Esteemed lJlriend and Instructiv
from Belleville, Jos. Templeton and his . party, hav it were connected with an intelligence that recog- Traveler : I sincerely congratulate you on your safe
been imposed upon. I will briefly state what the nized my injured hand and wished to heal it by mak- arrival from that "Round-the-World" journey, to a
nature of Dr. Henry Slade's mediumship is by what ing these passes. I am quite certain I had given the happy re-union with your family, dear friends, and
·I witnessed on several occasions at his place in New doctor no intimation of any soreness of my hand. country. That pleasure will be largely increased by
York. I visited him in 1872, an entire stranger, and If this was a mere trick, how did it pappen that the knowing that your friends) and those who choose to
this is what occurred: Dr. Slade sat by the side of a exact spot should be selected to manipulate it? The avail themselvs of your highly intelligent observatable about three feet by four, <Vith his legs on the passes produced intense pain each time they .were tions, expressed in three large volumes of unpreceoutside, and not under it, in a room into which the made.
dented industry, in voluminous and searching scrufull sunlight was shining, except as protected by a
I hav been singularly fortunate in my examina- tiny of places, history, traditions, and forged myths,
light lacP curtain. We placed a cleaned-off slate tions of these matters for some thirty years, and hav will be cherished by all as suited to candid and inupon the top of the table, with a small bit of pen- discover~>cl some of the most glaring trickery and telligent minds.
cil lying between the slate and table. Almost im- fraud which is being palmed off upon people as Spir'Those volumes are replete with interesting and
mediately the writing was heard, and while neither itualism, but aside from all this I hav had sufficient verv valuable knowledge, particularly in lucid deof us touched the slate, On taking it up it proved evidence to convince me of intelligent forces akin to scriptions of places visited, and their renowned obto be a communication from my father, characteris- humanity in their nature, and if not the forces and jects, especially their antiquities, to which you gave
tic of my t,hen surroundings, and signed in his usual intelligence of our departed friends, they act, and large attention; with THE TRUTH SEEKER's honest ex- ·
style. Queries: How did the writing come, and how think, and know just about what we should expect posure, by a unique method, of the myths, fables,
did Slade find out the name of my deceased father? from them. And until some others offer a better and untruthful traditions in manueactured frauds
My wife, upon another occasion, in company, wit- substitute every ra.tional mind will accept them, I upon credulity (called sacred history by fanatics), in
nessed the same, having a communication from her think there may be antagonistic forces on the other Bible and other mythological lands.
grandmother, and signed in the same way, the slate Pide who are disposed to mislead us, and who may
No former traveler has so fully probed and illusnot having been touched by either person. How did be helping this Charles Slade to steal the doctor's trated such absurdities, by scrutinizing unansweraDr.· Slade find out the name of my wife's grand- correspondence and imitate him in. his feats. And ble arguments, which must culminate in their commother, he never having seen her nor my wife pre- it may be possible that even the genuin Dr. Slade plete overthrow. .such candor and completeness is
vious to that moment? Now, as to the movements may, if not watchful of himself, be captured by evil- not to be found in any other books of travel, and
of a slate Pencil being snapped upon the table by disposed intelligences and used to dumbfound us in thus you ha.v conferred a debt of gratitude upon all
the bogus Slade, and so fully described in the article this latest revelation.
lovers of truth, for all time, as the cha_mpion of nareferred to from Belleville, it is a mere nothing to
The artie!~ from the Intelligencer manifests a good ture's dignity in discarding all supei'stitions and
what we witnessed, and as to the doctor carrying 'deal of assumption.
Its 'exposures and statements supernaturalisms from her domain. I wish you had
about a slate upon his feet, etc., it would be child's are mostly conjectures. As to Slade placing a· slate trea•ed Occultism with the same deserved contempt.
play compared to what actually did take place.
"flat upon the bottom of his foot and passing it
Your three large volumes, neatly got up, are too
I am a musical instrument manufacturer, and hav · around," it implies a wonderful trick. There is no much return to your "Round-the-World" $5 sub1
been for eighteen years, and I think I ought to know: man living can do it and sit upon a chair, for even scribers to leave much toward your expenses of
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J of reply. We did at one time think it woul~l~esire now to call your attention to the fact t.hat
five volumes to contain all our letters fron1 whenever money is wanted for any ~ecessary ob]PCt
·
·
b u t n 0 w find that fo.ur volumes in our cause let me know and L
I will
f ore1gn
count nes,
F do myMll'vel
D
Yours truly,
HoRACE . AIRCHILD, . .
will hold them. The first three volumes will be fur- best.
nishRd for the $5, as agreed, the fourth volume will
BALD MouNTAIN, CoL., July 10, 1882.
be $1.50 in addition. As we hav given three full volMR. EDITOR: I find my subscription has expired,
umes of nearly nine hundred pages each, well illustrated, we hope none will fePl that they hav not had il.nd as I am interested in THE TRUTH SEEKER I am
their money's worth. We hav furnished for the fivP anxious to try it another four mon: hs, so I send you
SNOWVILLE, VA, Aug, 1, 1882
dollars fully tw.ice as much as was originally intend~d. inclosed one dollar to keep it going. I am very much
MR. EDITOR: I WI\S so glad to hear thee was safe Probably few will wish to be without the closmg interested in the way the paper keeps up its battle
b k at home, and that tby wife and Eugene bad volume, especially as the price is mad<> very low. The against old fogy notions. I was very sorry we did
d~~e so splendidly, and thy trip had been ~o satis- four volumes in cloth are $6.50; 75 cents per volume not know that Bennett was in Central City un:il he
factory, and thy home-coming was so dehghtfu~ly addition for leather binding and red edges; and $1 had left. We would like to hav taken him by the
appreciated by all, but the' little cloud that cast 11s per volume additional for morocco bi~?ing, with hand at any rate. This is a region of Methodists,
shadow over these gladnes~es was the news that gilt edges. Otu friend has somewhat ant1mpa1 ed ~ur and it is mighty easy for them to believe tbat Jonah
many were in arrears for the paper; I somehow fan- intention of traveling over our own ('OUntry g1V1~g swallowed the whale, etc. I think by the time my
cied that all would be sure to square up, plump and lectures and writing up some account of the same m subscription runs out this time I can get several
:tull, their accounts, so as to hav thy ~ome-comin~ our style. It would seem one or two vol~mes could subscribers for the paper, some friends having promprove as restful and as clear from anxiety as possi- easily be furnished descript.iv of Amencan towns, ised to take it.
We hav a good chance to giv old orthcdoxy a
ble. I know I sent my last dollar so as to be sure American ·country, and American Liberals. Those
and send enough, as I did not kno:'l' what my. book who are disposed to subscribe $1.50 per volume for whack among the ignorant Methodists here, for they
bill was, and to my agreeable surprise, I find 1~ my such a work are requested to indicate it.-ED. T. S.) all sav that Infidelity is good to liv by, but bad to die
by. Wh.at consistency! Hoping that Mr. Btennett
eagerness to do the best I could, I hav overpaid, so
thee may send the balance in " Godly Women," as
will come home safe and sound, I remain,
CoRN PLaNTER, PA., Aug. 8, 282.
I am determined to do all I can to hav this truly
Yours truly,
W. V. RowLEY.
MR. EDITOR: Your two favors, one written on the
excellent book placed in the hands of every one I ocean ·between Hong Kong and Yokohama, dated
can persuade to buy it. Every woman, especially, April 23, 1882, and the other on the st~amer Oceanic,.
CANON CITY, CoL., July 7, 282, E. S.
should read it. Friend8 of our paper, you hav sent one hundred miles west of San Franmsco, dated May
MR. EDITOR: I see that Mrs. Hutchison, of Bishop
our Bennett Round the World and now I hope you 29 1882 were duly received, with the accompanying Creek, C 1., proposes to date 282, E. M. (era of man),
will every one do a little to make him happy at home. fi~wers: ferns, etc., requested by J\llrs. Morrison, 3:nd I propose E. ~- (era of science) Man had long been
Pay what you owe and buy some good bool{s, and we jointly tender our thanks for your remembermg on the earth. Science, in an important sense, was
it would be real nice if we could send 35 cents for us. when cumbered with so many other cares and born 282 years ago. This shows that the church, and
postage on the big Round-the-World books.
employments.
all its days of power; did not foster or promote
MONEY RECEIVED FOR DANIEL TUTTLE DURING THE PAI!IT FOUR It is, perhaps, rather late t·o make the amende hon- science, notwithstanding its claims of being the
MONTHS,
orable. Sickness and other pressing engagements mother of civilization.
A. B. PIKARD.
hav prevented me from doing many things ere this I
HoraceL. Fairchild, M.D., New Brunswick, N.J.,. $.50
had fully intended to do.
C. Garwood, Baltimore,.Md.,
.
.
•
.
.50
WAVERLY, IowA, July 10,1882.
E. Livzey, Baltimore, Md. (monthly sub.), 4 months, 1.00
And another thing. The Mississippi of incense
MR. EDITOR: The hero, D. M. Bennett, spoke before
Mr. Tuttle writes me he has also received from,
that has been rolling upon you lately render my the Northern Libflral L9ague of Iowa. yesterday,
G. H. Walser and others, Liberal, Mo.,
.
2.00
little rivulet of praise of very slight moment.
Sunday, the 9rh. Soeaks to-night in the Opera House,
Two stranger friends, Mont~IDa :rer.,
5.00
As to your travels, too high praise cannot be We expect a good time. He leaves here to-morrow.
Mr. Whipple, White Water, W1s.,
1.00
awarded them. I hav been a great reader of travels I hope the hero of Freethought may liv many more
ELMINA D. BLENKER,
from Herodotus and Marco Polo down to Bayard years to do battle for liberty.
Yours truly,
Tavlor and I consider yours equal, if not superior,
W. P. McCoRMACK, Vice-Pres. L, L.
SALAMANCA, N. Y., Aug. 1, 1882.
to any of them. This is outside of their religious
MR. EDITOR: A Watkins correspondent of the El- photc,graphy-this feature is totally incompara~le
mira .Advertiser thus describes the state nf things at vivid, new, true, and so original as to be an entrrely
CLEAR LAKE, DAKOTA, July 28, 1882.
Watkins. I send it that the speakers may know how fresh departure in the domain of literature. These
MR. EDITOR: Please send me the "Trut.h Seeker
to take them. It seems these Presbyterians don't travels, if widely disseminated, would of themselvs Collection of Forms, Hymns, and Recitations," as
love each other just now. But I think when they topple over in a few years the whole structure of one of our friends is about to die and he does not
hear that their friend Bennett is coming with a Christianity. It is impossible for any person of want to be buried by the clergy; he may be dflad at
thousand more with him they will cease their family common understanding to read these truthful thrusts this writing. I visited him a week ago last Sunday,
,quarrel and fall into line under Captain Waldo and at the Christian system and further believe in its I never saw a man so calm and resigned, he knows
he must die soon; he told me it would be the hap·prepare to defend their brimstone citadel as best divine origin.
:.they can. Here is what the pious correspondent
It is a matter of gratification that you encountered piest. moment of his life, and I know he told me the
,says. The reader will notice this bold writer !Irs~ at- Blatherskite Cook and was able to worst him on the truth. He dies as he has lived, true to the principles
ttempts to quiet his nerves and those of hrs piOus very spot where he had fled for safety. Hit him or Freethought. He is a poor man and leaves a
:readers by saying: "No great excitement here over every time you can. He is worth striking at; and family of children who are all small. It does me
the prospectiv coming of Freflthinkers." Do ~ot it is some honor to roll him in the gutter. Your last good to see a man hold out to the last; bold and
lbe alarmed, friends. We are not going to Watkms thrust at him on the marriage question is too "good fearless he meets the endlesss sleep of rest. He has
to "arrest;'' only to enlighten you and divest you f<,r anything." Hit him again and again. He is the no fear of hell, nor expectation of heaven, I will
of your Presbyterian superstition.
most dangerous man the fetich of Christianity has send you notice when he dies. Hls name }s Kearney.
"'There is no great excitement here over the prospec~v con- raised up in these latter days. His hodge-podge of I did not Jearn his initials. Yours, P. J. UMBRITE.
yention of Freethinkers. Some new names are occasiOnally scientific scum and foam is jumbled together in a
FARLEY, IowA, Aug. 6, 1882.
:announced for speakers, but the experience of past times ~bows way to befog and darken the common mind; and he
MR. EDITOR: I saw by one of the Dubuque papers
that you can't tell who will be tb~re until the day appo~ted.
It is given out that Presid.ent Wh1te an.d other 9omell umver- is dishonest and untruthful to a marked degree and that you would be in that city ou a certain day, so I
:sity officials will take part~ the proceedings, wh1c~maJ: be 1 but wants to be exposed at every turn. Don't lose sight got on a train and went in to see you, but I missed
more likely not it not bemg clear what the Umvers1ty 1s to of him as you sit in your editorial chair.
you, although I boarded and walked through the
I hav some intention of attending the Watkin's train upon which you lett. I was talking with D. R.
gain by that ad~enture.. , . ~~e.Pre~bfterian chur?~• it is pre:sumed will hav its share of cr1timsm m 1ts present diVIded state, Glen meeting; if so, I may see you there.
Burt in two minutes after you had gone, I felt very
.and p;obably deserves it. I.t was a ~aining, however, by ~he
I hope your good health may hold out for years
.doings of the last convention m Watkins, and a first-rate _notice to come, as it probably will do, since it stood the sorry, as I wanted to get one grasp at your hand, I
hav just received the second volume of your travels,
'by the Freethinkers may bring a. second bene~.t. W~1le the
<Convention is hot, let the conventiOn hammer away, 1t may constant strain of a year's travel in different climes and am more ·than pleased with the work. Your
and
under
so
many
different
conditions
of
food
and
wreld the parts togethe~.''
plain, simple, and easy manner of describing the vatemperature.
. rious countries, peoples, their industries, habits,
.Surely the :Rev. Waldo is in a bad condition to
I hope to do more for THE TRUTH SEEKER in the
meet President White and the whole Cornell crew year to come than I hav in th~ year that has passed, dress, social, political, religious, and other relations
with his forces so divided. Brother Bennett, you health and fortune pemitting. In cone! usion, I remain discounts anything that I hav ever before read.
Every one who wishes to get the truth concerning
must take pity on him and protect him. H. L. G.
as ever,
Yours fraternally,
B. G. MoRRISON.
these old conntries, and get it set forth in a plain,
comprehensiv manner, should at once send $5 for
WEST MERIDEN, CoNN, Aug. 14, 1882.
NEw BRUNSWICK, N. J., August 4, 1882.
MR. EDIToR: I, as well as H. S. Johnson, Sioux
MR. EDITOR: In• looking a~ my tab upon wrapper of the three volumes. Let me congratulate you on your
Falls, Dak. Ter., read notices in THE TRUTH SEEKER TRUTH SEEKER, received to-day, I find I am one of the safe arrival in your nutiv land, at your home, and
three or four times that it would be five volumes in· delinquents in paying my subscription, Inclosed find among your countless thousands of admiring friends,
stead of three of the "Journey Around the World," three dollars for one year's tribute to yoli and Uncle and again upon the masterly manner in which you
and I see by your answer that it will all be included Sam for twelve months to come. Also inclosed find hav written the description of your travels.
Ever yours truly,
H. GILMORE.
in four volumes, and as I would not like to lose two dollars for one seat at the Bennett banquet at
anything pertaining to your journey, please tell me Watkins. I wish you would pre&ent the chair to
CHARLEVOIX, MICH., July 29, 1882•
. how m~ch the fourth volume will cost-leather bound. so.me worthy Agnostic, as my local duties will not
MR.
EDITOR:
The
Christians, one and aU, owe you
I am greatly rejoiced at your success in your admit of my absence even for a day. I would gladly
a spite, and I owe you $3. For the first you will hav
journey around the world and safe return to your giv ten times the cost to be a silent witness at the
friends, and particularly the reception your friends Convention, but when duty calls we must obey, and to depend on answer to prayer, but for the latter I
inclose a post-office order, for which giv credit and
hav given you, as you are worthy of all you hav re- it will be impossible.
send along THE TRUTH SEEKER, and oblige,
ceived for your sacrifices.
I am well pleased that you hav returned home in
Yours,
RoBERT MILLER.
Mr. Bennett, I agree with Mr. T. Winter, of Cin- good health and spirits, and trust that nature will
cinnati, that if you were to start on a journey around be kind enough to spare you for many years yet of
EATON RAPIDS, MICH., Aug. 7, 1882.
· the American continent, as you did around the brilliant labor and usefulness. Your paper is the
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER
world, you would be the means of accomplis~ing most welcome of tbe many literary guests I recei~e, one year. I think I can hardly keep house without
·.much good for the cause and for yourself. Fust,. and your counterfeit, as well as Col. Ingersoll s, it. Liberalism is on the increase in this vicinity.
you would be the means of arousing stagnant 1 greets me every morning as I arise, for they decorate You will probably get new subscribers from this
.Leagues-like ours in Meriden-to life. Second, I my bedroom walls. Paine has the post of honor- place soon. Please send me Paine's "Common
.you would get more subscribers than anybody else.; over my mantel, and the trio are worthy of my Sense."
Yours truly,
E. CowLES,
~Third, you would sell more books. Fourth, you wife's punning. as she dubs them my ".three graces."
'Could deliver lectures and write a history of America.· As I do not take much stock in the" grace of God,"
GENEVA, N. Y., Aug. 6, 1882.
H would be glad to subscribe for it. ·It would be which "passeth all understanding," perhaps there is
MR. EDITOR: I am glad to hear you hav returner!
wery pleasant, as you could take Mrs. Bennett with more truth than poetry in her title.
well. I think everybody is well pleased with what
;you, I remain
Yours most respectfully,
1 Another duty.
Inclosed find one dollar for Bro. you hav told us. I do noil eee how you hav got so
JoSEPH FRANKOWSII.
Green. I had almost rorgottenhim and his Herculean much through your brain. Please send me about
:[Though the foregoing was not intended for pub- ·labors. He wants o?e dollar from each Liberal to forty copies of this week's issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
lication we will venture to print it and add a few help defray Oonvent1on expenses.
WM. SMITH.

trave I. S o w1'th 1·nclosed $8 • please take $3 to renew
h
my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for not er
·
from Jtily 9, 1882 , and the balance .to .add to
yearl
my previous $5 interest in your expeus1v JOurney
d 1 id observations and lectures Rounrl the
World~c My regards to your efficient aid, Mr. Macd
ld
Your fraternal seeker after truth,
ona ·
CHAS. E. TowNSEND,

:'e';~i~e

The Lange Outrage.

"The district attorney then suggested to the! Judge Folger, writing the opinion of the Court
court that the prisoner being found guilty upon i of Appeals, ss.ys: "The case turns upon a question
From the Iconoclast.
the indictment, and "the general verdict having I' more easily stated than it is determined. Was the
Th" case of the United States against D_ M. Ben- been recorded of guilty, he rlid not eee how the actofthedefendantdoneasajudge? Ourbestrenett is by no means the only case in which Judge court could. go hack of the record, to which the;1flection upon it, aided by the reaeonlngs and conBenedict's extraordinary conduct has brought him court responded that he did not see bow he could! cln3ions of many more cases than we hav cited,
into despicable notoriety,
go back of the reeord: and then, in effect. deCl!ar- I has brought us to the conclusion that as he had
On the 2~d of October, 1873, Mr- Edward Ln.nge ing that thA pr·isoncr had come off as luckily as he 1 juriedict!on of the person and of the subject matwas convicted of stealing mail bags, after a trial deser'led or could expect, p1·oceeded to vacate the ter, and as biB act was not without the inception of
before Judge Benooic!, which was attended with sentence and resentence the prisoner to one year's jurisdiction, the act was judicial-"
circumstances of peculiar atrocity_ This trial and imprisonmentWe look upon this as a very frivolous way of
its results were very remarkable, and excited at
"Mr_ Arnoux (counsel for the pdsoner),-With avoiding the real questions in the case_ The Suthe time a great deal Of interest and indignation, respect to that, before your honor passes sen- premA Court of the United States was then apnot only on account of the trivial character of the tence-pealed to, but declined to disturb the judgments
pretended otrense and the outrageous punishment
"The Court.-I pass sentence, and if that is not of the inferior courts_
infiicted therefor, but on acconnt of the entire free- right, you can bring it up hereafter-perhaps in
Mr. Lange having thus done his whole duty in
dom from moral restraint as well Rs from judicial some other motion--:but the record will now be pursuing the matter to the court of last resort, one
responsibility exhibited by Judge Benedict in his that he is sentenced to one yea-r's imprisonment;
of the most extraordinary cases ever presented to
conduct throughout.
"liir- Arnoux.-I wanted to show that it ie not legal consideration in this country comes to an unThe story of this trial is narrated in the reports in your honor's powAr to make that sentence. I satisfactory end, and beth Benedict and the coachand in the Albany Law Jour11 al, to which paper we will make my remarks as brief as possibleman remain unpunished. The innooont alone bas
sue indebted for our knowledge of the facts_ Mr"The Court--I do not hesitate at all- I hav ex- aufferedLange had long been a respected citl.zen of New amined the question, and I do not hesitate to infiict
This is only one of the "mistakes" of the judge
York, and was a. gentleman of high character and that· sentence, and that is the sentence of the whose dignity bad to be bolstered up by keeping
l>Lrge wealth and credit, and partner in the pub- court. If there is any way in which that can be Mr. Bennett in prison. With this single "mislishing bouse of Lange, Little & Co_ It appears that Bhown to be erroneous, I will hear the argument take" in view, we believe it. is fair to say that
sever"! yea.rs before the t1ial, Messrs- Lange, Lit- on some other motionthere is no greater outrage, no more degrading
tle & Ce- removed from premises in Pearl street to
"Mr. Arnoux then moved the correction of the spectacle, at this day presented to the contemplamm-e spaciou• buildings in Wooster street, leaving record by inserting the special finding of the jurY tion of the American people than that of the conhehind a mass of rubbish which the owner of the so it might not appear on review that the sentence tinned presence upon the judicial bP.nch of the
Pearl street building requested Mr. Lange to re- was on more than one transaction.
judge who man~tged the conviction "of lllr- D. M.
move, and which l\lr- Lange, iu an accommodating
" The Court.-No; I shall direct the verdict, Bennett_
spirit, ordered to be taken to the loft of his stable guilty of stealing inail bags of the value of twentY;;.djoining biB residence_ Among this rubbish were five dollars.
~everal ol<\, worthless, jute mail bags, which. had
"Mr- Arnoux.-In passing sentence originally,
been received under the then prevailing provisions that your honor intended to pass sentenc.A for one
of our kaleidoscopic postal regulations by Messrs. transaction_
Lap.ge, Little & Co. from the post-omce to facilitate
" The Court--No_
AND
the mailing of certain publications issued by them,
"Some further debate ensued, when 11-Ir- An-I
and which bt1gs had been thrown aside as unfit for drews, associate counsel for the prisoner, reuse. A contumacious coachman whom Mr- Lange minded his honor that when the sealed verdict
had discharged revenged himself by giving in- was handed to his honor, he handed it to Mr- Anformt\tion to tlte United States authorities that 11-lr. drews, saying, ' I will put this under any count
Le.nge hacl these mail bags in his possession, and you please,' and that Mr- Andrews then asking if
tile district attorney's o111ce, then under the man- it would make any difference in the punishment, Headquarters for Freethinkers' Conagement of Mr. George Bliss (better known as his honor replied, 'No-'
vention, Aug. 23d to 28th.
Decoy Bliss) seized upon the case with avidity,
"The Court--I recollect it exactly as the counsel
and the result was an indictment charging Mr. says_ I do not care to listen any further- The
L·1nge with stealing, purloining, embezzling, anrJ verdict is guilty, and the sentence of the court is
itT SPECIAL
appt'Opriating to his own use certain mail bags be- that he be imprisoned for one year.
0_ S. FROST, Owner and Prop.
longing to the post-o111ce department.
" The court then immediately called up other 2t33
On the trioJ the district attorney attempted to business."
show that tLiB otfense of Mr. La.nge had been going
T.b.ns the refusal to bear counsel on the return of
on for years, although the statute under which he habeas corpus was made to hav the same effect that
THE
was eonvlcted was not p~ssed until about tlfteen a denial of the writ in the first instance would hav
month~ before the indictment was found- Con- bad. The readers of the Iconoclast will now not be
n
cerning this, 11-lr. (now Judge) Arnoux of counsel at a loss to understand how it was that the exer- H
for Mr. Lange, in a letter to the Alt>any Law Jour- tions of able counsel went for nothing in Mr_ BenBEING A Rl<PL Y TO THE
nal, publiahe•t March 14, 1874, says: "The statute nett's case_
under which Mr- Lange was indicted was passed
Another writ of habea1 corpus, returnable before Saturday Sermonll of the Toronto Mail,
in June, 187~; the acts for which he was indicted the circuit court, was subsequently obtained and
INCLUDING A VINDICATION OF
were alleged to hav been committed December, heard by the three judges in New York, hut this
1872, and January, 1873. Crimes outlaw in three writ was vacated and the defendant remanded to CU./HiLES BRADLAIJ(~!U, M.P.,
years, notwithstanding which the conrt, under our prisonAgainst the Mail's Aspersions.
exception, permitted the prosecution :for the purThe Supreme Court of the United States was
By A.LL"EN PRINGLE.
pose of creating an atmosphere of guilt to giv evi- then petitioned for writs of habea• corpus and certi!'rice, 15 centsSold at this office.
dence tending to show that the appropriatiOn had orari, and upon the return of those writs that tribeen going on for years and had continued to a bunal reversed the action of the inferior courts
very recent time, in fact, that he had been in the and discharged the defendant, rebuking the conhabit for six years of taking every Saturday from duct of Benedict in this language," There is no
his place of business to biB residence from ten to more sacred duty of a court than in a case properBy the same author_ !'rice, 15 centsfifteen of these bags, making, at the rate of fifteen ly before it to mai..IJ.tain unimpaired those securia week, upward of four thousand bags I almost ties for the personal rights of the individual which
exclusivly white duck bags, the jute being excep- ha v received for ages the sanction of the jurist
tional, none of which had Mr. Lange ever dleposed and statesman-'' Mr. Justice Miller, who writes
of. Out of this enormous quantity the total num- the opinion of the United States Supreme Court,
By .Robert G. Ingersoll.
ber of m ..il bags found was twenty-two, and not also says: "The law imposes Imprisonment not
one duck bag. ·The coachman accounted for the exceeding one year, or a :ll.ne not exceeding two
On
large, heavv paper.
balance by saying that he liad buried two wheel- hundred dollars. The court, through inadvertanILLUJ!IINA.TED.
barrow loads, and had, four months before his dis- cy, imposed both punishments, when it could
charge (January, 1873), thrown thirty in the man- rightfully impose but one- After the fine was paid
Made
jor Framing ..
ure heap, with which, two months after, he had and passed into the treasury, and the petitioner
ferlillzed the cabbages I The jury a,cquitted Mr- had suJfered five days of his .one year's imprisonPoetic, Patriotic, Pathetic.
Lange on ten counts of the indictment, and found ment, the court changed its judgment by sentenc-.
tbe total value of all the bags taken by 11-lr- Lange ing him to one year's imprisonment from that
GEN. GRANT BAN(lUET.
to be iess than twenty-five dollars. • This was a time_ If this latter sentence is enforced it follows
clear conviction of the coachman of perjm·y, but, that the pri!oner, in the end, pays his twq hlll\<lred Ingersoll's response to the toaet, "The Volunteer
Soldier-"
doubtless owing to the extreme pressure of busi- dollars 11ne and is imprisoned one year and five
ness, the district attorney has not yet found time days, being all that the :(l.rst judgment imposed
A VISION OF WAR.
to hav him indicted."
upon him and :(l.ve days in addition- And this is
Extract tram II Speech at the Soldier's Reunion.
~'he defendant showed t~t he had not been ben• done because the first judgment is confessedly in
e11ted by the possession of the bags_ .IIe showed excess of the authority of the court-'' He also
an entire absence of intent to steal them and of says, ··If there is anything settled in the jurispru- A Tribute to Ebon CJ. Ingersoll,
motiv for stealing them_ He proved that part of dence of England and America it is that no man
the bags were put in pqblic Bight, and that there can be twice lawfully punished for the same of- Our Religion: Help for the Llv·
had been no guilty Concealment, and that his fense, and there has never been any doubt tjlat
ing; Hope :for the Dead.
coachman threatened him three days before his this rule atrords entire and com:!>lete protection of
arrest, and that he did not remove one Bingle bag the party when a second punishment is proposed
Funeral Addreas over the Grave or little Harry Miller.
or attempt to blind the o111cers, and in fact showed to be inflicted in the same court, on the same facts,
Price, 2~ cents each.
an t~nti.J:e cours\) of co~duct wmcll any fair and for the same statutory offense-''
It would be charitable to suppose that Benedict
.bonest IJ1P.n would unhesitatingly say was inconAddress
D- M, BENNETT141 8th street.
ei~tent and incompatible with guilt- The trial was was ignorant of this fundamental principle of law,
attended with the usual incidents which charac- but we c&nnot suppose so. The prtnciple is known
teri~e a trial before Bened!ct, and the victim was, to every tyro, and Benedict is no tyro, and the
quesrion comes home irrepressibly, What wae
of course, convictedTheir ()rimes and Persecutions.
The punishment provided by the statute for this Beneoict's motiv in thus violating the law which
otfense is imprisonment for not more than one it was his duy to uphold? Men's motivs must be
year, or a 1lue of not less than ten ·nor more than judged by their actions- Even if there had been a
two hundred dollars- It would seem that this was principle to be upheld by the sentence of Mra case in which a ~udge haVing no malicious or Lange, we ask, !sit usual or ri~ht for judges to
vin(!!Qtiv feelings to gratify, and no ulterior motiv perpetrate grobs outrages tor the sake of maintainto serve, would infiict uvon the unintentional ing abstra(Jt .vrinci:ples? Po men do such things
offender the lightest punishment prescribed by for nothing 1 Was this sentence gratuitous? If
law; but, on November a, ~871\, Judge Benedict the judge's conduct was without motiv it shows a. A series of letters written in prison.
e!lntenced l\{1'. :j:,ange, under that COnVICtion, tO one degree of rashness and negligence sufficient to
By D- M- BENNETT.
y!lar's imprisonment and a 1lue of two .bundred justify his removal from the benco. If lt was
dollarsfrom motivs they were certainly such as to convict Over 700 p~~~~:ea- !'rtcfl, t.l-110Mr- Lange was committed to jail, and hls fine him at oncewas paid the next day. On the 6Lh of November
llfr_ Lange, with laudable public spirit, endeavJudge Blatchford granted a w11t of habeas corpus ored to bring Benedict to justice, and proceeded
returnable on the 8th before Judge Benedict, who against him in an actiOn of damages for the false
REPLIES TO THE
dismis8ed the writ without permitting and even imprisonment, leu evidently from a desire to obrefusing counsel for the prieoner to be heard, va- tain compensation for the injury inflicted upon
cated the sentence, and resentenced the defendant him than for the purpose of fnlJllling his duty as a
to one year's imprisonment from the 8th of No- citizen by holdtng up to public detestation the acts
vember, without regard to the :tine already paid of the judge who had so shamefully prostituted the
By A.LLEN PRINGLE.
and the five days' lrnpr!sonment already iintfered. sacr-e<l powers of his o:tllce_ A demurrer was inThis pamphlet wa• considered necessary because the
Tbe proceedings had betore Benedict at thi" ·Lerposed on behalf of Benedict, which was, on paper attacking Mr. !'ringle refn•ed to publish his reply
time were very remarkable- We quote from the tritd, overruled by Judge Van Brunt, who "took to It, Its criticism was upon Mr- !'ringle's argument
report of them in the Albany Law Journal:
the view that Jl{r_ L><nge's cause of action was a against design In nature, and this work contains both the
•· At the conclusion ot therema~J<s oi ~lr- Lange's good one_ .l!'roru Judge Van BrunL's <lecision an attack and reply_ It Is valuable, as it presents the strODil:·
counsel, the district attorney 1:ose to re_ply, but was appeal was taken to the general term of the New est Christian evidence for the exlotence or God with tbe
1nterrupted by the court.
York l:lupreme Court, before which tribunal, as c<>mplete and overwbehnlng refutation.
Prtr.e 10 cents, Sold at this ollloe•• ~·he Court--! do not care to hear any more ex- well as uelore the Court of Appeals, Benedict
tended remarks, because my attention has been managed to squeeze out on a technicality and to
IlK to cl2Q per d»,y at borne. Sample worth
calle\1 too tlll) Dm~ter a.nq 1 l.lllllel:llt&Jld 1~ ~,
~v Jnct&e YI\Illlr®t'~ \leQ!~lon ~:over~ed,
r
., _.4cldrliN lilliiiO• • co.,l'o11!11~4!

(JENTENA.RY OF VOLTAIRE.

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE:
His Life and Works in France
and .Abroad.
(England, Holland, Belgium, !'russia, Swltzerlav.d), With
unpublished Jette1·s of Voltaire and MmeDu Chatelet-

BY BENJAMIN GASTINEAU.
Translated wlt~e~h.:'nJ'~~~~':,"3PJ~";;~lr~-Y Messrs- F. V
Many volumes hav been written upon Voltaire, but none•
or Its size contains so much Information as this- From It.
a clear Idea can be obtained of the Immense lnfiuence he'

=~~"i;~~ ~t~U.:~~~ge:~de~:r'tg~~~t~~s~~~~~~Joga~~~~:
to step out of the orthodox paths of thoughtPRICE, !'A!'ER, 75 cents; CLOTH, ·1-00Address D."M. Bennett, 141 Btb st_, New York,,

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
A series of letters written during
weeks visit in Europe<

11o

ten-

BY D. M- BENNBTT
850 pages_ Price. $1.50-

$66

a week In :vonr owntown. Terms and $5outlltfree.
Address H. HALLli:T & co_, !'ortlaud, Maine.

IGLEN PARK HOTEL FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.
1·
A. treatis on th·e Population Question.
For liSle at this omce_

!'rice. 25 cents-

TOURIST'S HOME.

ESSAYS and LECTURES.

Watkins Glen, New York.

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Embracing, Infiuence of Christianity on Civilization;
ChrfstlauiBJ and Mnterlallsm; What Llberelism OJrers in

r;~~tu~f~.~r/:~~':ftL:~t~~~:mll1:" fta"J~~~~~~i>Yi'e':'~:e;
~Nn'S'~ ~~f,:'~~~~~·-:g:~~e~rf~'ii~~~n~ngr~~l:}:~

of Christianity; the Authority of the Bible; FreetbOUI!::bt
Judged by Its Fruits; Our Ideas of GodSOO p_ages- !'aver. 60 cents; cloth. Sl-

'

\\·
\

MAlL'S THEOLOGY

Ingersoll in Canada.

PROSE POEMS,

The Champions of the Church;

FROM BEHIND THE BARS,

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE.

" Christian Guardian'' and" Chris·
tian Advocate."

=

BLISS'S

Electro-Magnetic
Planchette,

~~~'!.~:~We~~ ~as~~ff:i~1s~;:~elf.~%n;.~~~t~~~ts~~~;;

Intelligence to communicate through It wtth mortals- lt
has been In the market a little over two years, and duri~U~"
that time thousands of skeptical persons, {>es, downrl~ht

~:~~":8~:lh~"ir-i''i''l>5'Wil~cr~d~hPa;n~~~t ~nt~~~e~;~
wblle their bands hav been placed passlv!y upon ItTHE ADVANTAGES CLAIMED OVER OTHER
PLA.NCHETTES.

First. A paste-board top in place of olled, stained, or
tarnished woodSecond. Five mlnlatuu batteries upon the top of eaeh
!'lanchette, upon which tbe fingers restThird. Each !'lanchette Ia separately illllilletiz&d and;
a•slgned a band of developing spirits.
Price, Fttty (Jents Each.

p,.S~~~ fg:tJ:f~~ds~:i:~u&~~kr~~o\~t ~n:t~:,O:.:Ft~
at THIITllUTH S:I-.KJ:lt offici\.

:.:J:

GARRISON IN HEAVEN.
A- DREA.M.
BY WILLIA.M DENTON.
PRICB 'lBN CBN'J.S.

lold by D. M.Beonett, 141 Eighth st., New York.

PRICE

REDUCED.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible.
!'rice reduced to 15 centt!, from 25 centt!
Afeerfectly reliable. accurate pamphlet of 58 pages. Comf~.:'~~fe ~ee~!J~~g~l::~ ~~e1:.Y~':.~et'lJ'I~; d'Jig:.ld be on

INGERSOLL_
AND
JESUS.
)

Conversation In verse between the two great reforinertO>

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Price, 10 cents.

1]{ sN.- sfr~~~~;.: York •.

"ANT I CHRIST."
Proving concluslvJy that
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
His birth, life, trial, e:.:ecutlon, ete.-la a myth •.
Price, $2,00141 Eighth st_, New York•

Lake Pepin Gazette.
Like tbe tUnited States of America "free alid lndc
pendent," W- F, Jamieson, editor and publlsller, Pepin
Wis.
Lake Pepin Gazette will fear no man'& flllought-nor wom
an's either_ The Infidel, Christian, Spi<ltuallst, heathen.
ss.lnt, or sinner will find s.ll shades or opinion and every
pattern of doctrrn discussed hl Its pages, free from uncouth personalities, but lndeJ?endent in expressionIt will be publl•hed weekly, price but $1 " year_ Sam··
pie copies to everybody free. Tbe :t!rst number w111 be-,
ready In a few weeks- Send at once_ Every number Will:!
coataln ~IICI'iptlons of the beautiful northwest.
~

w.J.J4141l!~~'·fopw,

w11,

THE '£RUTH SEEKER, AUGUST :.a.9, 1882.
VOL§. I. and

II. NOW READY.

Price $2.00 each.

Arou~~th~Worl~. THE W~NDERFU L' WI

!

IN SIX LECTURES.
Price, 50 cents.

Fraudulent Manufacturers and Bogus

Companie~,
A. NEW BOOK BY ROBERT G.

Editor of TH« TRUTH SEEKER, author of "A Truth Seeker
In Europe,"" Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times," "TheWorld.'s Sages, Tl:l.ink·

Who, knowing of my

INGERSOLL,

'Wonderful Success

ENTITLED

era, and Reformers," "Champions of
the Church," etc., ete.
FOUR VOLUMES FOR $6.:10,

The Most Instruction Cor the Least
Money or any Book ot Travels
yet Written.

INGERS0l L0NTAl MAGf,

In the CURE OF DISEASE, are now imposing on the public by so-called

BEING

In 1880 the Freethinkers of tbe world held an Interns.
tiona! Congress at Brnssela, to which Mr. Bennett was sent
as a delegate. He took the occasion to make the tour of
Europe, and his observations were embodied In "A Truth
seeker In Europe " (price, $1.50). The letters were also
published In THE TRUTH SEEJ<ER, and the readers were so
well pleased with them that the proposition was made
that he make the journey around the world, and glv the
worl(l. the benefit of a Freethinker's observations. The
proposition was accepted It the ones de• Iring such a work
would advance fiye dollars each, the volumes to be dedicated to them. On July SO, 1881, Mr. Bennett began the
journey, sending letters back to be published. The work
wlllmake

MAGNETIC GARMENTS.

\VIL 8 ·0 l't
The inventor. of the

Six Interviews with the !Fammts Orator
on Six Ser1nons by tbe Rev. •r. DeWitt
Talmage, of Brooklyn, to which ill
added

A TALMAGIAN CATECHISM.
Stenographically reported by I. NEWTON BaxR.

'

Printed In bo1d, clear type, on heavy, tinted paper, and
handsomely bound In muslin, with heavy boards, beveled
edges, gilt top, Octavo, 443 pages.

Price, .2.00.

FOUR VOLUMES OF NEARLY 900 PAGES EACH.

"WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING,

The first volume describes Scotland, Ireland, England,
Including alao an account of the Freethinkers' Interna·
tlonal Congress at London, In 1881, Holland, tbe Nether:lands, Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey. Smyrna,
Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyrout, Baalbec to Damascus.
Volume II. embraceo ylslts to Damascus, the Sea of GalIlee, Bethsalda, Nazareth, the Dead Sea; the Jordan,
Jerusalem, and other places of interest in Pa.l:>stine;
Egypt and Egyptian hlstory,and Egyptian towns, manners,
and customs the pyramids, etc., to Bombay, India.~
Volume III. descl'lbes India, Ceylon. Penan~~:, Singa-

Can only be consulted at

14: WINTER ST., ROS'rON.

pore, Java, an China..
Volume IV. Japan, the passage across the Pacll!c, !lnd
the tour over the American Continent.
There hay been many nooks of trayel printed but none
Hke this.

200,000 persons testify to the Wonderful Cures
effected bv him.

IT IS THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND.

Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit nt seeing e"Verythlng
going on, and In his book he has faithfully chronicled the
habits and customs of the different people of the many
places he visited. The every.day life of all nations Is laid
before the reader by one who has visited them and be·
he1d them with his own eyes. We feel sure this work Is
greatly superior to any account of a journey around the
world we now hav.
ALL THE VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
Which adda greatly to the Interest of the work, and with
the close description will present Old-World places In_
very familiar llgh t.
The volnmes separately wlll be $2. Those sending $8.:10
now wlll get Vola. I. and II. by return mall and the others
as soon as Issued, which wlll be In a few months, or
just as soon as they can be got ready.
Vol. I. or II. maikd on receipt of $2.
Addreos
D. M. BENNETT,
1418th st., New York

NOTE .ADDRESS:

WM. WILSON,

80 Court street, Brooklyn.

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

Interrogatories to Jehovah.

Comprising discourses of advanced thonght by

THE

Bennett-Mair Discussion.

By John E. Borton.
I.-The Golden Mean in Tem.frerance

~;:,«!n,!l~~~n; or, Common Sens_e In Eat ng, Drink-

D.-The Inspiration ot" Bibles.
DI.-The Birth and )}eath or Religions.

An address del!vered
BY EDWARD SEARING
Or the New York Bar before the Society of Humanity
D. l'r!. BENNETT,
Price 25 cents.
141 8th st .. New York

Marriage

~

Parentage

BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Cure8 ull forms of PRIVAT:Er,

80

Bexua.! .l!ower,

!.'tk.<-ro11g~ly

D. M;. BENNETT and G. M. MAIR.

Johann Heinrich Daniel Zschokke.
Translated from the German by
IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
1418th street, N.Y.
Paper,l50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

'Fhe :fnllest Discussion yet Published,
~~:Ivtng the Dogmas and (Jiaims or
Christianity a thorough Ex•
amination pro and con.

&~.,rendering

mnr!"!aga tmpropu or un.h.appy, l:l!!'tt

and perm.o.[to.ntl y cured by an

EXTE.RNAL APPLIC . TION.

A narratlv, by

(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

11rblch 11 the Doctor' a Jntt8t and
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PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George
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Alamontada, the Galley-Slave.

Price,
Address

VINELAND, N.J.
A rqnlar~:r edt!e!\!r.a •nd legl\lly quai11led phyalclau,and ilia
SbG&tancecsatul,.ns hi a prnctice will prove.

Being 3,000 questions propounded to his CHRONIC, and SEXUAL Dig.,
EASES.
Jewish Godship upon a great
Spermatorrhea an(l Impotency~
variety flf subjects,
u tha reanlt of aelf~abua'3 In youth, eexnnl e:o::ce8'ilea In maturn

BETWEEN

Either of the above pamphlets sent to any address on
receipt of 10 cents, or the three for 25 cents.
Address
D. M. BENN!l:TT,
,., JI:!Rbth st., New Yo•!<.

Humanity and the Progress of
International Law.

CONSULT!._

WILI.IA.M '\VILSON wili not be re!!ponstble i'or any Ma;-nctlc
GaTments purchased elsewl1ere. SEND DIRECT TO THE IN-.
V.ENTOR..

O, B. FBOTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER

THREE PAMPHLETS

Paper Edition trom !!!arne
plate&, $1.00.

Those who wish to hav Col. Ingersoll'• lateot lectures on
'Talmagtan Theology," will find them here, in full, to
gether with many other potnts necessarily excluded by
the limits of a lecture. " The Talmaglan Catechism"
puts n the form of direct question, the plainest and profoundest inquiries of modern doubt, and answers them
according to Talmage and orthodox Chrlstlanlty. As a
piece of satire, with earnest purpose, this production
stands alone, and In the literature of Frecthought has not
Its equal.
Coplco mailed to any point, postage free, on receipt or
price.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th st., New York.
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THE RADICAL PULPIT. CHRISTIANITY
two of America's clearest thinkers.
Prlce,ln cloth, $1.
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and not the deniers of Its truth, are the ones who rea'ly do
Injustice to the character of God, If a God exist~.

The. readers of this paper are calitioned against

Ulustrated with fifty outs, aud with ;a steel plate eugra.y.
!ng of the author In Vol. I.

BY D. M. BEN!liETT.
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copy.
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Heavy Plate Paper,
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Amon11 the successful physicians who haT departed

the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rau
SmTA.BLE FOR FRAME OB DEITY ANALYZED from
Dr. Fellowa, ef Vlnel8nd, N. J. His pr!nolplea are trall,
AND
AND THE
h1 Qltem baled upon ICientliC fact.'
WITHOUT FRA.ltiE.
[J'rom tAt (.ife.) LtM-<11.
SANITARY AND PHYSIOLOG
THE DEVIL'S DEFENSE.
Sent by Mall for Fl:fty eent•·t
any~~~ rr:u:::.~: ~nl£::esl!:h~ .~~~n~~ '::tiT?~
ICAL LAWS.
TheBe In need of hiB aid ehould not tal to consult him at
By (Jol. John B. Kelso, A.M.
ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.
Q'ICe. Proc!llltlnat!On Ill tllO tlll~f r<f Um• ''''~ .,._rft OOStl!
FOR THE
'('"ao
l:tromn"'
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Prctclnction ot" (Jhlldren of Finer Health
and Greater Ability.
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
"The virtues of. rnljll and women as well as their vice
may descend to their children."
Price, 11.00. Addresa
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th street. N. Y

THf OCCUlT WORlD.
BY A.. P. SINNETT.

TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS

r chlyalry.
The singular audacity with which he attack.
' the foundations of Christian!~ shows the earnestness of
' ~!~Ji~~nYictlons In regar to Its fabulous orlgln.-.L

THE TRUTH SEEKER
·

A WEEKLY LIBEBAL JOURNAL
With lll.xteen large pages, wlli be sent
.Cor T.HBEE MONTHS, posta&"e paid,
FOB

FIF'.l'Y . (JENTS.

This book describes many. alleged phenomena brongbt These alone are w_orth the price a•ked.
about through the agency of the so.called Astral Brothero
A.dclres•
D. M. BENNETT,
ohrl India. Mr. Bennett quoted It at consldera,b\e lellgLh In ·
s Round-the-World letters. and the book has caused
141 Eill:'hth 11t,, New York.
mpnch remark wherever It has been circulated
rice, cloth, 11.
Address
D. M. BENNETT
i --------------------141 Eighth st., New York, ,
A WEEK. f12 a day at home esa!Jy made. Coati

11!72

I

Price, '1.50.

oatllt tr•o. Addrau TJIU 6Co., Aunata Maille
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"JUST LET ME SHOW YOU"
DR- FOOTE'S

Ha.nd-Book of Health Hints
AND READY RECIPES.

D. M, BENNETT,
141 8th st., New York.

Worth $25. Cost 25c
By tho author o!

"PLAIN

SING, BRO fHERS, SING.

a

Fnll letters from the Editor, now on
tour around the world, appear weekly,
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fdds and finds.

A MAN were better relate bimself to a statue or
picture, than to suffer his thoughts to p·ass in
smotber.-Bacon'& Essays.
I HAY no more doubt of the untruth of Christian dogmas than I hav of the untruth of Brahmanical dogmas; nor is there any more of terror
or authority for me in thll former than in the
latter. I utterly reject theology, especially the
patristic and Calvinistic theology which claims the
name of orthodox among Christians, which, In its
distinctiv tenets, is to me not merely f9.lse, but
loathsome, so that I cannot be content to liv or
die With any taint of it upon me.-N. R. Waters.
WE may sav that, since mental phenomena appear with and run their course along with certain
specialized groupo of material phenomena, so, too,
must th<>y disappear when these specialized groups
are broken up. In other words, we may say that
every living person is an organized whole; consciousness is something which pertains to this organized whole, as music belongs to the harp that
is entire; but the ha1·p is broken and it is silent,
and when the organized whole of personality falls
to pieces, consciousness ceases forever.-Fiske'•
Unseen World.
BUT old men take pains also In these matters
which they know do not at all concern themselvs.
" He plants trees to benefit another generation," as
our fliend Statius says in the Synepheli. Nor, in
truth, let the husbandman, however old, hesitate
to reply to any one who "Bks him "for whom he is
serving:" "For the immortal gods, who intend
that I shoul<l not only receive these possessions
from my ancestors, but also transmit them to my
descendants."-Cicero's Old Age.
You are Old, Father William, the young man cried,
The few locks that are left you are gray;
You are hale, Ftl.ther William, a hearty old man,
Now tell me the reason, I pray.
In the days of my youth. Father William replied,
I remembered that yonth would fiy fast,
And abused not my health and my vigor at first,
That I never might need them at last.

-Southey,
WHEN you ha v nothing to say, say nothing; a
weak defense strengthens your opponent, and
silence is less injurious than a bad reply.-(Jolton's

Laeon.
BY Kiving up an argument which will not bea•
examination, we strengthen a good cause, no le•s
than by producing additional evidence in its support.-Stewart"s Active ana .Moral POWP3B.
IN the pursuit of truth, there is no respect of per-

sons. -JJr. G. Campbell.
THE dogma of eternal punishment rests upon
passages in the New Testament. Tbis infamous
belief subverts every idea of justice. Around the
angel of immortality the church bas coiled this
serpent. A finite being can neither commit an infinit sin nor a sin against the infinit. A being of
infinit goodness and wisdom has no right according to the human standard of justice to create any
being destined to suffer eternal pain. A being of
infinit wisdom would not create a failure, and
surelY a man desiined to everlasting agony is not
a success.-Ingersoll.
LET not the authority of the wliter, whether he
be of high or low literary repute, iofiuence you;
but let tbe love of pure truth draw you to read.
Yon should not inquire who wrote it, but consider
attimtivly what is written.- Thomas a Kempis.
I wouLD let men enter their own churches with
the same freedom as their own houses; and I
would do it without a homily on graciousness a
favor. For tyranny itself is to me a word less odious than toleration.- W. S. Landor.

a male acquaintance. " Do you think you could
getoneforme?" "I am afraid not," he replied
" These very old eoins are only to be found in valuable collections." And yet he cannot see why,
when he met the lady the next day, she didn't
speak to bim.
"YoUR honor, you've thirteen men on th" jury,"
suggested a bystander to a justice of tho peace in a
n<>ighbming town a day or two ago, where an unfortunate individual was on trial for vagrancy.
"Bless my soul, that's true," said the veuerable
squire, adjusting his specs and casting a beni~mant
look upon the thirteen good men and true: "Mr.
Foreman, please e.xcuse one of the jurymen."
"All right, your honor," responded the foreman
promptly, as he reached for his bat and started
out, amidst an audible smile from the lobby, "I
excuse myself."

I

I

I
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Read the following remarkable case:

"WILSONIA" will cure paralysis,
catarrh, rheumatism, inflammatory rheumatism, varicose veins, nervous debility,
pain in the back, bronchitis, asthma,
dyspepsia, etc.

A NUMBER of Chinese h~v been at the Grand
Hotel, New York. Young ll!ll'. Smith, who wanted
to hav some fun, said to one of them who was making a puzzle out of the wooden toothpicks on the Pamphlet containing testimonials, price
counter: " Intendee stoppee here longee ?" " Sir ?'•
list, etc., sent on application.
sai<l the Celestial. ' S"oppee longee in New Yorkee ?"repeated ll[r. Smith, with a smile. " We shall
remain in the city but a brief Period," replied the
Peking man, ·• prior to resuming our journey to
Washington." Then he walked away, and the Magnetic Clothing Company,
junior proprietor of the Grand ascertained that he
bad been talking to a Harvard graduate who spoke
25 E~st 14th street, New York.
six different languages besides Chineee.
5t31
.A BLACK SQUATTER'S DIGNITY.
Fifteen miles out of Chattanooga, on the BridgeEXPLANATION.
port road, I came upon a negro squatter. The
The
advertlsment
Which appeared last week
cabin was a structure of poles which a man could
signed by Wm. Wilson calls for an explanation.
h<tv pushed over, and the roof was simply a lot of
In October, 188t, Wilson sold his stock, patent,
straw and weens and bushes •brown upon rafters
and good will to the Wllwnla Magnetic Clothand held down by large limbs. The one room was
ing Company, which was organized to continue
not over twelve feet squat·e, and in this, with no
the business carried on lly Wilson. His eccen- ·
fioor but the earth, lived a family of nine. There
tric methods in business soon caus~<l difficulties
which could not be adjusted. hwastherefore
were two straw beds, one chair, one old table, three
agreed tbat Wilson sbould retire. In June lost
plates, or.e knife, one fork, two spoons, and a bowl.
he ceased to be a member of the company, reIt had been raining, and part of the earthy fioor
taining as his sbare the Wilson Ia Corset, whlcb
was a mud puddle. The family had about five
Is not Included under the term " Magnetic
pounds of meal and three or four of bacon, and of
Garments" as we u~e it.
all the patcheR one ever saw the greatest show was
The "caution" in the advertisment referred
right there. The old man had 1hirteen patches on
to wlllapph to certain Individuals who are lmone leg of his trousers, eleven on the other. seven
ltatlng" Wllsonla" and trading upon the reputation of u Wilsonia."
on his vest, and his cotton shirt was patched in a
But the absurdity of the concluding paragraph
dozen different places with red, yellow, and White
will be seen when we state tbat Wilson bas
and blue woolen. The old woman's dress looked
bound
himself under penalty for violation of
like a crazy quilt, and two of the boy• bad only one
agreement, not to manufacture u Magnetic
trousers leg apiece.
Garments," and that, as our agent for Boston,
"Great Scotti bnthow do you liv?" I asked wbile
he obtains fron;t us all the •' Wilsonta." garments
one of the boys was watering the horse.
Which he advertises for sale. It will be asked,
"Lib, eab -bow does we lib?" repeated the old
"Why should Wilson thus try to mislead the
readers of this paper?" We reply," It is one
man, " Well, sah, we is gainin' on it right smart. I
of his eccentric metilods in businees."
reckon it's gwine to be a good y'ar for poo' folks. '•
Our Magnetic Garments are increasing In
"What do you raise?"
reputation day by day. Send all ordera direct· d
"Cbil'en an' dogs, sah I" be soberly replied.
as below. Pamphlet containing testimonials,
"Do you work any ?"
price llst, etc., mailed free.
"Only when I feels like it "
Wil!iOnia. Magnetic Clothing (Jo.,
" And this is all your furniture ?''
"Well, p'raps dar may be a cha'r out behind de
Proprietors and Sole Manufacturers,

"'\VILSOl'iil\"

cabin.''

"And these are all the clothes you hav ?"
"Yes, sah, 'cept one o' my old hats on de roof"
"And you call this living, do you?"
" See beah, sir," he began, as he rose up from bis
seat on a log near the doorstep, "'pe<trs to me like
you was inquilin' a leetle too much! We doan.
adverlise to keep no fust-class hotel he~tll, an' if
you doan' like de way we fiing ourselvs aroun•
you'd better be sailin' aiong down de road! Some
White _folks is &o mightY nice an' pert an• pertick
ler dat nufiin' on airth am quite up to deir style
Boy I bring up dat boss an' let dis pertickler White
man git dun gone aforedem two naked chil'encum
home wid de sassafras and skurry his feelin's l"-

2t3S

25 East 14th st., New Yo•·k.

Please Order them of Elmina.
~i~jPf~~~~st~', ~~lJ,e;~ sgl~~~;~ac;i?;hylgty~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~
These three are Infidel romances. "Studying the Bible,"
Specimen copies of Alpha a.nd Herald of Health
10 cents each. Four tracts, 6 cents; ·• Health Hints," ~5

75 cents.

cents; and any oth•r Llbeul book :!'"U may want at publisher's prices. Addreas
ELMINA D. SLENKE~,
6m33
Snowville, Pulaski county, va.

from

me.-Ohi!lingworth.
THE fear o' hell's a hangman's wbip,
To hand the wretch in order;
But when ye feel your honor grip,
Let that, aye, be your border;
Its slightest touch is instant pauseDebar a' side pretenses;
And resolutely keep its laws,
Uncaring consequences.

-Bu1·ns.

.
A Montllly Journal,

'

Dm;oted to Science, Oriental Philosophy, Psy.
chology, Literature, and .A1·t.
Conducted by
ltladame BlavaUI.:y,
Under the au•f.lces of the Theosopbical Society. Th
new, successfu, and famous monthly magaztne, the cheapis
est ln India, and one of the most lnterestlllg In th ·
world, has acquired a circulation tbrougl10ut India an~
In Europe, America, the Australnslan Colonies, North
:;:.~ ~o,:j_~~ Africa, China, Ceylon, Burmah, and the Per..
,..-" There Is a tone of elegance and scholarship about th
"wbole ofthls per!Mical, which almost leads European:
i~s e~VrA\ as ·a ilr;l'~ • .?.''Wt~:~~ ~~ ~~~~d.ly tucreastns
ma•vel at the beauty •nd accu,nc;yw.!t~ which. ·lie in:~
zlne Is edfted."-Public Opinion (London).
PUBLISHED AT BREACH CANDY, BOMBAY INDIA.'
SubscriPtion, £1 per annum, post free.
Post-office Order!ttcU:~T~ti'u~~o~J:~~t;,<>is~ of the Theosoph;.t"

THE

BIBL1:- WHENOE AND WHAT?
BY
Richard B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,

A theologian of high dPgree, and a counsellor
learned in the law, on the origin and
character
of the Bible.
,·
The author, thOugh possessing all tbe prerogatlva ot a
repudiates the title" Rev." as a relic of Brah·

cler~yman,

~~~:0~8~\eo;~~c~~Fa.:Wc:r~~~~<g,~~~~~~·an~~~~::r~~eiy

The questions, Where did the books of the Bible come
from? What Is their authority? and, What Is the real
source of dJgmatlc theology? are treated fearlessly In tbe
light of history, philosophy, and comgaratlv rellflons. It
\: ~~~11s:i~:r~"ef~,is".io~nd:n~a~~~se statemen :of wbat
WHOLE LIBRARIES ARE"HERE CONCENTRATED
INTO ONE LITTLE .BOOK.
The author's conclusions are ·of course, a_ga.inst the

au,..

rrnaturalorl'l{n and Infallibility of the Bible, While the
p~~~~~fn~"o"r t~'!'!,~",~;~~~~1'f,~~~1:~own tc be priestly

thT~y,.p,:;tsng~~~';,"e ~o~:mra!r~e-#~:~Ya~~~~~~t~!':~ed, and
ifhe strong commendatlfons of the secular prass show
~f:'e\l:l~~~~. the book for these times of agitation and
Printed In gOod type and bound In cloth. Price $1.
Address D. M. BENNETT,141 Eighth st. New Yo k

THE

Christian Religion.
BY

Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
Judr;e .'JEREMIAH S. BLA.CK,
Prof'. GEORGE P. FISHER.
The only (Jomplete and Authorized
Edition.
This Very remarkable aeries of papers appeared at Intervals In the North American Reuiew. and awakened the
profoundest Interest with the press and public. Their
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Price,
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WHEN THE FROST IS ON THE PUNKIN.
When the frost is on the punkin and the fodder's in
D. JJI. Bennett, Scribe.
the shock,
.ALSO
And you hear the kyouck and gobble of the struttin' turkey cock,
THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE
An<l the clackin' of the guineys and the cluckin' o.f
TRUTH SEEKERS.
thebens,
And the rooster's hallylooyer as he tiptoes on the
fence,
Frrnn Volume 11. of"A 1RU1H Bl!JFJK.l!JR AROUND 7Hl!J
WORLD."
0 it's then's the times a feller is a feelin' at bis
D. M. BENNETT,
best,
Prlce$1.00
141 Eighth street, New Yol'll:'
With the risin' sun to greet him from a night of
gracious rest,
As he leaves the ho11Se bareheaded, and goes out to
feed the stock,
When the frost Is ou the punkin and the fodder's in
the shock.
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and Prophets.
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FAITH may even sometimes appear under what
seems to be unbelief. A soldier, dying on a field of
battle in our war for freedom and union, was asked
by a chaplain, who tells the story, to trust in the
BY Al(
atoning blood of Christ and ask God for pardon.
"No, not now," said the soldier, "I did not do it They's eomethin kiildo' hearty like about the atUngodly Woman of the 19th Century.
By the celebrated sculptor
mosphere,
when I was strong and well, I wlll not do it now
ttearJy S50 'Par1e1. ;Price. n"nar. fill centl; cloth, 7& eta.
merely to please God and to prevent him from When the heat- of summer's over and the coolin,
fall
is heresending me to hell. That would be the act of a
Of course we miss the fiowers and the blossoms on
coward."-JJr. J. If'. Clarke.
Price,
$1.50 each.
ECCE DIABOLUS,
the trees.
A woRKHOUSE ought to contain a school, not of And the mumble of the hummin' birds and buzzin'
Addresa
D. M. BENNETT,
in which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
141 8th street, New York
writing or reading, but of industry. If you wish to
is shown to be devil-worship, with some obof the bees;
·
make the bulk of men wiser, do not put books into :But the air's so appetizin', and the landscape
servations upon the horrible and cruel ordi·
their hands, which they will either throw away
ORDERS FOR
nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offerings.
through the haze
from indifference or must drop from necessity, but Of a crisp and sunny morning of the early autumn
By the VERY REV. EVAN DAYIES,LL.D.,
give them employment suitable to their abilities,
days
Arch-Druid of Great Britain.
Price. 25 centl.
and let them be occupied in which will repay them Is a picture that no painter has the colorin' to
the most certainly and the best. Their thoughts
mock:
will thus be directed to one main point and you When the frost is on the punkin and the fodder's in
THE PYRAMID OF GIZEH.
For sale at a liberal discount. Address
will produce good artisans and good citizens, This
the shock,
The Relation of Ancient 1/-pyptian Civ1!33
"WILSONIA," 37 King Atreet, New York,
is the wisdom for every day in the week; and
ilization to the Hebrew Narrativs
what Is higher than this will never be impeded by The husky, rusty rustle of the tossels of the corn,
in Genesis and E~odus, and
it and will often rise out of it.-Landsr's Imaginary And the raspin' of the tangled leaves, as golden as
THE
PEOPLE'S
READER.
the morn;
the
Relativ
Claims of Moses arJ,d the
(Jonver•ations.
A
sketch
of
man's
physical,
polltlcal,
mental,
and
The stubble in the furries, kindo' lonesome like, social development in past, present, and future.
Pyramid
to
Inspiration Considered.
but
still
IF we are weak in proportion to our failures, the
By GEO. (). STIEBELING, M.D.
By VAN BlJREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
best intellects, as we would call them, are the A-preachin' sermons to us Of the barns they growed
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.
Price. 25 cents,
to fill;
feeblest of all; lor the most rational advice has the
fewest followers, the plainest reasoning the most The strawstack in the medder and the reaper in
the sh.,d;
obstinate opposers. We have no right to be angry
A Short History of the Bible.
or vexed at any such disappointment. When a The bosses in their stalls below, the clover over.
m~ft~~~ ~Jfeog~~~~count of the fol'lllatlon and developwise man cannot make an unwise one bHtter, shall
head;
he therefore let the unwise one make him worse 1 0 it sets my heart a-clickin' like the tickin' of a
By BRONSON C, KEELXK,
clock,
Sh9.ll the weak, while he holdeth pertinaciously to
Price, 75 cents.
Address
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DEACON SMITH, of the Mount Calvary Baptist in's remember dat you hav de asthma, an' doan
church, was fined $2 and costs at Hartford for try to talk too loud nor too much." The elder
whippine: a brother Baptist, who had charged sat down in one time and three motions, and in
him with a fondness for policy-shops. "I'se a forty seconds had resumed his nap.
CANON FARR.ui. s~tys the Salvation A.rmy is
THE Watkins Convention this week I
bang-up Christian and Brudder Lane's a liar,"
RECENTLY Elder H., a minister in Maine, who
compo~ed of rowdy Christians.
SENATOR BEN HILL, of Georgia, is dead.
was the deacon's defense.
}.las twice been a member of Lhe state legislature,
IF it wasn't for the belles a good many peoARcHBISHOP GooLD, of Melbourne, was shO
THE Rev. John ~. Brisbee did not exRctly preached from the somewhat unusual text,
ple would miss being church-members.
enter and run his horse in a race at Madison, "A.nd Jeshman waxed fat and kicked," the at and slightly wounded on the 21st.
WHEN an equestrian is hurled over the head Tenn., but did the next thing to it by lending whole drift of the sermon being in support of a
THE Star route trials are drawing to a close
of his horse' the animal is the power behind the his horse to a friend to do that same for him. contribution which was to be taken up at the without much prospect of tangible results.
thrown.
Howbeit the horse won the race, but the racy end of the sermon for the preacher's benefit.
A.T Lunenburg, C. H., Va., a man is on trial
HYPOCRisY is shaking hands with your neigh- clergyman has been arranged before a Presby- The elder descanted strongly upon the fact that
for
killing another in a duel. The quarrel was
Jeshman would not hav kicked if he had not
bor, and then, when his back is turned, kicking terian tribunal for horse-racing.
about a woman.
his dog in the ribs.
"MAMMA, I'll be a preacher when I grow up," already waxed fat ·upon the possession of this
THE Star Publishing Company, of New
world's goods. The collection, however, reSoME one claims to hav found this legend in said Freddy. "Ain't got brains enough,"
sulted only in the small sum of $3. 71. Sur- Haven, Conn., is accused of fraud by the post•
a
cynical
old
uncle
who
had
been
to
grunted
a Leadville church: " Please do not shoot at
Congress. " Then we'll make a Congressman prised at its meagerness after all his eloquence, office authorities, and its mail stopped.
the organist; he is doing his best."
of him, my dear brother," smiled the mother. the elder approache<l a brother and inquired :
CoMsTOCK has arrested a New York agent of
CARLYLE said that trifles were the hinges of "A.h, my daughter," replied the old man, "it " Why did not the people giv more freely?"
a lottery which is being carried on for the bene•
destiny. But Carlyle never tried swingine: on requires more brains to make one Congressman "Because they did not like for you to wax fat
fit of a Roman Catholic church in Ireland.
a front gate that was hung with such light run- than three parsons."
for fear that you would kick," was Brother
JAMES GoRDoN BENNli:TT, proprietor of the
ning-gear.
Furness's consoling explanation.
NATURALlSTs in Pittsburgh are discussing the
New York Herald, has been decorated by the
THE wheat crop in Kansas is turning out reasoning powers of animals, the subject being
A. CURIOus eort of church was some time ago sultan of Turkey with the Order of Osmanli.
bountifully, running from sixteen to forty-six suggested by the suicide of a dog. Its leg was formed at Bridgeport, Conn., under the name
A. KENTUCKY convict has just been liberated
bushels per acre, with an average of twenty- broken, and it whined piteously for several of the Methodist-Congregational. It had some
after
spendmg thirty-five vears in jail. He an•
eight bushels.
days. Finally, in an apparent fit of despera- of the features common to both denominations,
nounces his intention of turning over a new leaf.
THERE is a farmer in Ohio who has not tion, it limped out to the bridge and jumped but it was independent of all other churches.
BAsso HEYMANN, of Talmage's Tabernacle,
sheared his sheep in five years, because, as he into the river. Those who witnessed the act be- Selecting the Rev. Mr. Dumble for its pastor,
this church for a while worried uneasily along was recently severely beaten at a seaside hotel
claims, providence intended the sheep to wear lieve that it was preme-ditated suicide.
DR. DIXWELL, of Boston, is endeavoring to its profitless way, not gaining from the outside by some of the guests who objected to his singtheir wool.
INDIANAPOLIS pastors are charging each other discredit the miracles at the Old Orchard faith world any converts to speak of, and not having ing.
THE thirteenth annual meeting of the· Amerwith stealing old sermons from books. Sup- meetings.· "A.ll well-attested faith cures," he in its treasury at any time a sum large enough
pose they do ? A. good old sermon is far bet-· says, " are either of purely nervous diseases or to be worth stealing. It has now come to ican Woman Suffrage Association is to be held
of organs closely dependent upon the nervous grief. It owes pastor Dumble $275 on salary in Omaha, Neb., on the 12th of Sep•ember
ter than a fiat new one.
system. Of the four authentic cases at Old acccount, and is unable to pay. Brother Dum- next.
A. NEGRo congregation at Austin, Texas,
Orchard two were spinal affections, one sciatica, ble has attached the house of worship in order
IT is noticed that Mr. W. H. Burr, of Washthought their pastor )lad their color in mind
to make himself secure. He offers it for sale,
and one a mere derangement of the heart."
ington, through the New York Sun, continues
when he frequently spoke of "the powers of
thus presenting a choice opportunity to any
" You seemed to sleep very soundly last new denomination wishing to supply itself with to pile proof upon proof that "the rea:! Junius
darkness," and requested him to stop such talk
night, Matilda," said the Rev. Mr. Orthodox to a church building. Bridgeport is so well sup- was Paine."
or resign.
his wife the other morning. " Well, yes, I qid; plied with prosperous churchas of the leading
PRESIDENT ARTHUR was invited by the citiA PRoviDENCE Methodist pastor has asked
I had an unusually good night's sleep," replied persuasi•>ns that inventors of new sects hav but zens of Newport, R. I., to join them in a clamhis presiding Eolder if there would be any l).arm
Mrs. 0. "You must hav been dreaming of slender cltance of success there.
hoke last week, but his excellency was unkind
in a, clergyman taki.lg lessons in boxing, for
enough to decline.
exercise·only. :I'he answer has not yet been some~ing very pleasant." "I was, John. I
THE congregation of St. Michael's German
dreamed that I was in church, and you were
given.,
FRIGHTFUL atrocities by the Apache Indians
preaching your sermon on predestination;" Lutheran church, Philadelphia, hav long had
A BOY of six and a girl of two, at Ballard- and the little woman rubbed her half-closed annual excursions and picnics in which beer is are reported from Arizona. Six men, eleven
ville, Neb., imitating the Hindoos, are matad eyes at the very thought of it. Orthodox the chief beverage and dancing the diversion. women, and Peveral children were massacred in
for marriag-e by their parents, who hav-si~ed thinks it unfortunate that the marriage vow This year the picnic was held in a park of one neighborhood.
an agreement that the wedding shall occur should be so binding.
THE Massachusetts Greenbackers hav nomrather bad reputation, and there is some conin 1897.
inated
Gen. B. F. Butler for governor. Mr.
demnation
of
the
committee
who
selected
it;
MR: G. W. CHILDs, it is said, is very anxious
THE first Catholic camp-meeting ever heard to get his friend, Gen. Grant, in the Episcopal but as to the beer and dancing, Pastor Bender Butler would undoubtedly make as good a govof is b~ng held in New Jersey, and many sin- church. But he does not seem to be progress- says: "The teetotaler who is afraid of himself ernor as the Bay state ever had.
ners are being brought to repentance and home ing much, for the general says that while the is not worth half so much as the moderate man
HERBERT SPENCER arrived in New York on
in hacks, the same as from. any other camp- Methodist church service is short and the ser- who knows where to draw the line. A.t one of the 21st. He comes to America for the benefit
meeting.
mon long, the Episcopal church service is our picnics there was an amount of beer con- of his health, and does not design to lecture,
sumed which surprised a gentleman, and he though he has received many pressing invitaTEXAs has 50,000 acres of school land rap- long and the sermon short, which, as he exremarked that the same quantity distributed tions to do so.
idly appreciating in value, and worth probably presses it, makes six of one and half a dozen of
among an equal number of Americans would
$100,000,000, and is expected to hav in the the other. So he cannot see what he is to
THE transit of Venus across the face of the
hav intoxicated the lot. Not one of our connot distant future a school fund of a quarter of gain by a change. The general does not go to
sun
occurs on the 6th of next December, which
church now as much as he did when he was in gregation, however, was unsteady. Our pastors will be the last time this phenomenon take~
a billion dolla!ts.
never
protest
against
beer,
for
the
reason
that
place in this century, the next transit being set
THEY mobbed the widower who, at Waterloo, Washington.-Baltirrwre Sun.
it don't hurt Germans, who hav been accusTHERE was a man from Pike county who tomed to it since infancy. Dancing in the down for 2004.
Iowa, while erecting only a pine slab over his
wife's grave, presented a handsome piano to happened to be in Philadelphia over Sunday. same way doesn't corrupt their morals. I
THE President has adopted a new kind of
the girl who had "been very kind to him during Not knowing what to do with himself he visited think it only affects people who· would do naval flag to be hoisted upon whatever vessel
one of the churches and listened to a sermon wrong anyhow."
his sad affiiction.
he honors with his presence. The Stars and
GLADSTONE won't go to church unless ac- on the fateful words, "Mene, mene, tekel
MicHIGAN has produced a great variety of Stripes hav been considered sufficient for every
companied by two policemen. It is supposed upharsin." When he returned home he gave his new sects, most of which are distinguished by purpose heretofore.
that some time in recent years he must hav wife a full account of his auventures. " I by their oddity and the pomposity with which
ONE hundred Arabs were killed and forty
got caught in one of those " debt-raising" think," eaid he," that Philadelfy hain't got no they advance their claims to be considered the taken prisoners in an encounter with the British
rale, true religion, Jane. But what kin we exmeetings where the preacher locks the door.
only people whose views of truth and righteous- troops on Monday. The English hav taken the
pect where a preacher, without enny one sa yin'
A. SoUTH CAROLINA girl, twelve years old, is a word agin him, stan's up an' starin' at a gal ness are correct. The latest reported novelty Suez Canal, and traffic has been suspended to
the bride of a clergyman. So one clergyman in one of the nigh pews, hollers out every now in sectarianism bears the very select name of allow their war ships to pass.
can't tell the difference between a baby and a an' then, "Minnie, Minnie, tickle your par- "The .Chosen." The members of this sect
BuRGLARS entered the bank at Kewanee, Ill.,
believe themselvs to be the very elect of God. recently, bound the clerk and female assistant
woman when it comes to either marrying them son?"
They believe to a certain extent in the com- and locked them in a vault, and escaped with
themselvs or marrying them to some one else.
SoMEBODY hit Elder Toots in the neck with a munity of goods, but fix the limit of ownership
about $15,000 booty. A.t last accounts no clue
A. CALIFORNIA evangelist advertises that he peach-stone, and he awoke and offered a resoat $3,000. A. member owning that much may to the robbers had been discovered.
is "the equal ot Moody in exhorting, and bet- lution to the effect that America entered a solter than Sankey in singing.". Notwithstanding emn protest against the action of the British in keep it, but if he has more he must divide the
SoMEBODY put an emetic in the ice-cream at a
surplus with his poor brethren. The sect was
the richness of his gifts, he is willing to " leave Egypt. " De resolushun am entirely out of orchurch fair in Union Springs, N.Y., lately, and
not started by rich men, but poor onPs, having
the matter'of pay to the generosity of the breth- der," replied the president, as he tossed it into
the stomachs of many devout persons were
each far less than $3,000. Hence their belief
ren."
the wood-box. "What goes on ober de sea am in the right of the richer brethren to divide. badly effected thereby. A. man has been
ANoTHER crazy man, this time in Pittsburg, none o' our bizness 'tall. If de British want to The sect is not just now gaining many new arrested charged with the diabolical act.
has tried to kill a preacher, Strange bow often lick de Turks, or de Turks want to lick de Brit- members from the outside world. People havA.N Irish priest at Pikesville, Md., fell through
the vengeance of maniacs takes that direction. ish, dat's nuffin to us, Elder Toots I" "Yes, ing over $3,000 seem to be strangely shy of it. 11. trestle-bridge recently and iniured himself so
All of them, too, had good bringing up, and sah." "Has you got a cabbage patch dis The outsiders show it little or no sympathy, severely about his back and shoulders that his
as boys were taken to church to listen to long y'ar ?" "Yes, sah." <'• Den you 'tend right !IJld are disposed rather to make sport of its recovery is doubtful. It is a case where the
sermons twice every Sunday. Queer how to your cabbage an' let the British government peculiarities than to bestow upon it substantial Lord was too busy " counting hairs and watch~gs turn out.
ing sparrows" to guide his servant's footsteps,
end to Egypt. When you cum to our meet- vecuniary aid,
c
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very cheerful as they scull their boats
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Twenty Days in Japan. •
YoKOHAMA, April 15, 1882.
DEAR READERS: As we rode eastward from the
harbor of Hong Kong toward the Pacific Ocean we
gradually left behind us the rugged island on which
the city is situated, passed several other cheerless
islands, and before dark the island of Hong Kong
had faded from our sight. When we got out where
the. sea was broad we found the head wind very
strong and the ocean rough. My rather critical stom·ach again became affected and would not retain the
· food I had taken. I found it convenient to seek my
berth to let my stomach resume the even tenor of
its way. I was, however, attracted by the phosphorescence of the water of the ocean as I had been in the
China Sea. After dark the water, disturbed by the
motion of the steamer, glowed with light as though
a quantity of live coals had been thrown upon its
bosom. It is interesting to watch the appearance of
this phosphorescent light, which appears more noticeable in tl:re vicinity of land than far out in the ocean.
Sometimes this singular illumination 9n the disturbed surface is so great as to reflect up in the
cabin window and oast quite a shadow.
On the following day the sea was very rough, and
not a little sea-sickness was the natural consequence.
It does not seem that I make much headway in becoming a sailor, and really appear to grow worse
in this respEct instead of better. Land on the southern China coast remained in sight in the distance all
day.
For two days more the strong winds, heavy sea,
and consequent sickness continued, making this the
most unpleasant part of my tour so far. On the
third day the wind changed to the north and there
was some improvement. I was not alone in my uncomfortable feeling, for many others on the steamer
made similar complaints. A heavy rain came on,
increasing the gloominess of the situation. The
fourth day acquitted itself better, and the weather
behaved more satisfactorily.
On the morning of the fifth day we reached_ the
harbor of Nagasaki, the most western town in
Japan. By this time the weather had become very
pleasant, and the several elevated islands which
guard the entrance to the harbor pYesented a lovely
appearance, with their terraced hills clad in the
bright-green garb of growing grain. Every available foot of the land which we passed by seemed
to be utilized and made into beds up the hillsides,
scarc.ely a rod in width, with the luxuriant wheat
and barley presenting a promising and cheering aspect.
At the entrance of the harbor is Parpenberg
Island, a steep mass of rock, covering an acre or
more. From the summit of this pile, two hundred
and fifty years ago, four hundred Dutch Christians
were forced upon the rocks below and into the sea,
and their lives destroyed. Francis Xavier commenced the missionary work in Japan, and succeeded in gaining many converts. The Dutch also sent
out missionaries to the country, and obtained quite a
foothold in the vicinity of Nagasaki; but, unwisely,
they became too officious and meddled unduly with
the political affairs of the country, and made themselves obnoxious to the Japanese government. They
were duly warned of this, and were notified to leave
the country by a certain date. This notice was dis.
' regarded, and when the time arrived the Japanese
pressed down upon them and the Europeans fled to
this island for safety. But the pursuers followed
them up· as promptly. The pursued reached the
summit of the rock by means of the gradual inclination on the north side, and f1;om that point the
pursuers forced them to their death. It was,
indeed, a very severe measure, but it seems to have
been quite as much political as religious. Even if
it was a religious movement, and meant for persecution, it was a small affair compared with what the
Christians had often done in- Europe, where, on
some occasions, ten times the number were. put to
death. The J apa.nese did not seem to move precipi.
tately upon their victims without giving them ample
time to get away. That was not so bad as it would
have been had they swooped down upon them without
giving them a moment's notice, as Christians have
often done by those whom they have persecuted and
put to death.
NAGASAKI
Lies snugly by the water's edge, on the eastern part
of the harbor, which is perhaps a mile across, and
more than that in length; the hills rise gradually all
around to a· bight of severa-l hundred feet, and are
under good cultivation, giving the harbor and town
somewhat the appearance of a vast amphitheater.
The harbor, as well as the sea before entering,
abounded in Japanese craft, large and small, which
differ from the Chinese in having neat, square sails
of canvas in place of the bamboo. There was in the
harbor also a few foreign ships. Nagasaki was formerly an important port, but since Kobe, two hundred miles or so further east, has been opened for
trade the business of Nagasaki has considerably

around in 11-ll directions. Sculling is · the m~de Of
propelling their small boats, as they never resort ·to
rowing. The oar has a rocker at the proper place,
which works on a pin, and the waterman in all cases
stand to do the sculling. Many of the small boats
have two scullers, and the larger boats, for conveying freight, etc., have half a dozen.
Soon after our steamer cast anchor I was sculled
ashore in one of the smaller boats, and, as we had a
few hours to spend in the town, I leisurely looked
over it. It had many things different from what I
had seen before, with a new· class of manufactures,
merchandise, and people. The town is principally
occupied by natives, the foreigners amounting to
but a few hundred, wliose residences are principally
on rising ground near the harbor. The buildings of
the natives are principally of frame, one and two
stories in bight, unpainted, and the roofs generally of
brown or lead-colored tile. The streets are clean, of
beaten gravel, and with no sidewalks, and of fair
w'idth. The stores are numerous, not deep, but well
supplied with the various commodities of the country. They are open in front, a platform, about
eighteen inches high, covering most of the interior
space, which is covered with Japanese matting, made
of a kind of grass, and looking very neat. On this
platform the shop-keepers, whether men or women,
sit, with their feet under them, waiting for customers, who are rarely expected to step upon the platform. No counters are used, and the goods are
placed upon shelves, one above another, a few feet
above the platform. In each store, on the platform,
is a square open box, with ashes inside, in which is a
very small charcoal fire, with sometimes a small
brazier or neat brass furnace with a fire in it. This
is all the fire a store halil, and is utilized for heating
water in a small tea-kettle for making tea, lighting
pipes, etc.
'l'he people are very pleasant, genial, good-natured, and polite. I have seen no people who smile
so much and who seem more amiable and friendly.
This is true in their intercourse with each other as
well as with the foreigner. They bow a great deal
to each other, and often almost to the ground. The
married women have the foolish fashion of blacking
their teeth with some kind of dye, which gives them
a horrid appearance, and their habitual smile
only shows this miserable custom in its fullest extent. This blacking is done after marriage, or not
later than the time when the first child is born.
Black teeth undoubtedly look well to them, but not
to a foreigner. Their shoes are of a peculiar charac.
ter, and are of three general kinds. First, a wooden
sandal or sole, two inches thick, with a space cut out
between the heel and ball, and the toe beveled off
like a wedge; a cord, sometimes of straw and sometimes of cloth, comes up in the front part, and passes
between the big toe and the others, and then branches
to each side of the shoe or sole half way back, making a loop, which is all that holds them to the feet.
These wood soles are worn .both plain and with a
straw or grass matting sole fastened on the top.
Second, a wooden sole, about half or three-fourths of
an inch thick, in which two cross pieces, four inches
high and half' an inch or less in thickness, are mor·
tised in under the ball of the foot and the fore part
of the heel, so that the walking is 'done on the edges
of these upright cross-pieces. They are held on the
feet bythe same kind of cord coming up.between the
first two toes, the same as the others. They are
higher and lighter than the blocks first named, but
both are ungainly clogs, which deform the step, and
cause an awkward gait, much as a person would have
whose toes were cut off. There is no spring to the
toes or ball of the foot with either, and the :wearers
go clattering along like a lot of cripples. They,
doubtless, are convenient in mud and water~ and
are very easily dropped from the feet when a
house is entered, which is always done. The
Japanese never step upon the platforms at1d their
clean mats with their shoes on; these are invariably
left on the ground, inside the entrance. Third, a
sole made of straw, or neatly constructed of a species
of durable grass, somewhat like their mats, and worn
without any wooden soles of any kind. These are
held on by the toe-cords like the others named, and
are usually supplied with cords at the sides of the
heels, which are tied on the instep, holding them
firmly to the fee~. These are the lightest and best
to walk in of the three; they do not give the awkward gait as do the others named, and they cause no
more clattering than going about in stocking feet or
a pair of light slippers. I liked these the best of the
three, and bought a pair of the better kind. Those
made of rice straw sell at two or three cents per pair,
and those of grass at twenty cents. The straw
ones last only a day or two while traveling on the
road, and are then thrown aside. Lots of them are
for sale everywhere, so they can always be had, and
the wooden shoes are piled up in the stores where
sold like cord-wood. 'l'hose made of blocks are of
light wood, something like our linn or basswood. In
many shops I saw men and boys making them, hewing them into shape, taking out the. section in the
center, putting in the cords, etc.

These shoes are worn with stockings and without,
or rather what might be called mittens for the feet;
these are made of cloth, and have a separate place for
the big toe, the same as fqr the thumb .in a mitten.
This arrangement is necessary, in order to let the
cord pass up between the first and second toes. I
think stockings are never knit, as with us.
Shoes of straw are also made for the ho~ses, and
the!le are tied on to the horses' feet with cords of the
same straw. This was the first time I had seen straw
horse-shoes. They seem a poor expedient, for on
stony ground they soon wear out, and are often untying and coming off; but these are the only kinds
of horse-shoes used here, except on the few horses
which foreigners have, and which are l'lhod in the
way common with us. Horses are scarce in Japan,
and of poor qulllity, and are principally us.ed for
packing produce, freight, etc., on their backs, to and
from the ports. I have seen a few oxen used in the
same way, and with the same kind of straw shoes
tied upon their feet.
Very little shoe-leather is worn.in Japan, and that
by foreigne1·s and such natives as are in government
employ, the police, and the military, who dress in
European style.
·
But few of the Japanese men wear pants, and
those who do so, save the offiCials and military,
wear th~m tight, the legs fitting like a long pair of
stockings. The lower classes wear little clothing of
any kind save the cord ·about the waist, and the
small cloth in front. The classes next.above wear a
cloth a yard and a half in length around the
waist and legs, lapping in front, with a loose gar·
ment like a sack-coat for the body, with very large
flowing sleeves. The women are similarly attired,
having no dress as our women wear, but the cloth
about the lower part of the body, and the garment
with large, short sleeves, made loose, thick and warm,
with a wide belt or band about the waist tucked in
at the back or confined with a large bulky knot.
These belt!! are often ten or twelve inches in width,
and with the better classes are often composed of
silk or satin. The garments are usually made of
cotton, padded for cold .weather, and colored a dark
blue with.a native indigo grown in their own country. The women in better circumstances have silken
garments and other fine goods, but the men wear
silk far less than the Chinese. The Japanese are
not'a dressy people, and there is little fit or trimness
in their garments.
They have no new fashions to follow, have li~tle
rivalry in dress, or stJ le of dwellingA, thereby bemg
free from the tyranny of fashion which rules so rigidly in Europe and Ameriea. A fashionable woman
of France, England, or the United States, in order to
meet the demand!! and usages of society, as we have
it, requires ten times as many and as costly dresses
as a .Japanese lady.
Neither meri nor women in Japan wear linen or
cotton undergarments. Such articles as shirts and
collars are practically unknown. The loose. upper
garment of the women laps over in front and is held
by the belt at the waist. The neck and bosom are
uncovered, and the plump breasts often disclosed.
The hair of the women, like the men's, is intensely
black and is neatly combed and done up in a wide
chignon at the back of the head. It is heavily oiled
or treated with bandoline so as to retain for a long
time the position in which it is placed, the chignon ·
being formed over a wide pad four or five inches
square, and giving the hair a glossy appearance.
They themselves cannot make up the chignon, and
the aid of a hair-dresser is required. I am told the wo·
men, as a rule, have their hair dressed once in six .or
seven days, and it seems a marvel how they can keep
it smooth so long. Their pillows are very different
from ours, being a wooden rest some five inches in
height with a cushion on the top. A flatiron, with a
roll of cloth or a newspaper tied upon the handle,
would give a very fair idea of a Japanese pillow.
This is so placed under the head as not to disturb the
hair. The beds are thick padded quilts or comforts
spread upon the floor mats. They use no bedsteads.
Though descended from Chinese stock the men do
not wear their hair in Chinese fashion, with the queue
or pig-tail, but have it cropped short and rather
roughly, somewhat after our fashion. Some have
the center and top .of the head shaved, and the rest
of the hair left long and tied at the back of the head.
The hair of both men and women is straight, coarse,
and plentiful, like that of American Indians. The
complexion of the face and skin is of a yellowish
cast much like that of the Chinese. The women are
much fairer than the men, ;1nd many of them are almost as white as Europeans. The J.apanese women
wear no ornaments in the hair save one or two long
hair-pins, usually of fine metal. It is a cul!ltom with_
them to paint their faces on extra· occasions, ~nd to
color the lips red. They seem not to hold theu age
well; women thirty-five and forty years of age often
look as old as an Englishwoman of .fifty. Some of
the old women are mere crones. I said the Japanese are short; the men average about five feet two in
bight, and the women four feet six. I think I have
seen no Japanese that measures over five feet eight.
The upper classes are often spare and flat-chested,
but the working classes ar~ muscular and well-ma.da.
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From their characteristic politeness they have been
When it is remembered that Japan· is tbg largel'lt the nation, it very naturally became the eenter pf '
called the French of the Far East.
archipelago in the world, composed of 3,800 island ttl, the religion of the country. In the city and vicinity
JAPANESE HOUS:Il:S
a large portion of w bioh lie in the western portion ·of are many very rich temples and shrines, and thouAre an institution of themselves, neatne!!s baing one the empire, in and around the Inland Sea, it will be eands of pilgriml!l visit them every year to pay their
of their great characteristi~s. - They lack sev~ral easily undenitood that we muet neceMarily pJ.I!I!! a religious devotio'n!! before the altare eo abundant in
things common to ourdwelhngs-t~eyhaveno~him- large number of them in our cour~e by the inhmo the vicinity. Japan aboundsin t.empleeJtud ehrines;
nies, no fireplacee, no doors that swmg upon hmgee, pass•ge from Nagaeaki to Yokohama. The pa.~s- and though it is eaid by !!orne th~t the J apane~e are
no window glase, no plastered walls, and no perma- age through the Inland Sea is one of !!pecial beauty .not a reliiiou~ pecple, a di:ti'erent couclm:ivn mur,t be
nent partitions. The fronts are usually open, and and loveline!!e. There is a great variety in the iel- arrived at if the number and col'!t of the tempks and
the fire for cooking, made of charcoal or wood in a ands passed, some being barren rook!!!, without li!ign ehrinee, the number of priests and monks, and the
furnace of large or s·mallsize, is often in the front part of ·verdure,- and eome, especially the narrow val- number of pilgrim!! who here make annual religioue
of the building. The emoke, when wood is burnt, leys which run down to the l!lea, being green ·with pilgrimage! are taken into consideration. It is prob•
is allowed to rise to the roof of the building, and to the young grain now about si:z: inches high, with the able, however, that there il!l less sanctimoniousness
find its way out the bel!t way it can. In winter they humble homes of the tillers of the !!oil, and on the and eolemnity among the Japanese in their religious
have no way of warming themselvel!l save by gather- larger islands villages dotting the landecape at inter- observances than almost any other nationality. They
ing around these small fires, where they can warm vals of a mile or two. Ever aml anon a Shinto tem make their pilgrimages pleal!!ure expeditions and
their fingere and toes while the rest of the body is ple is eeen on an eminence in a grove with an gala ~imes more than occasions of long-faced salemnearly freezing. They know nothing about warm annue and a row of trees on either side leading to nity. They are a very cheerful people in their religrooms heated by stoves or fireplace!. The eides of the entrance~· Som.etimes we passed through nal'l'OW ious observances as well as all other matters.
the houl!le are either boarded up or plastered an bam- straits, and then again we emerged out into a
Kioto is called the "Home of Art," and is noted
boo lathing midway between the upright posts and comparatively wide l!lea, well filled with fiehing craft for it11 exquisite manufactures in porcelain ware, fine
etude, usually four inches thick, but there il!! no fin- and many large and !!mall boats engaged in local pottery, bronzes, silks, damasks, embroidery, lacquerished plastering inside. The rooms are inclo!!ed in trade. On Sunday night, juet at. sun1et, we pused work, etc. The wares there manufaotured find their
front by light, neatly-made sliding frame!! with very through the Straits of Kasha. The day had been a way into all the principal oitie1 of the country, and
small cross-bars, !lomething like a light sash, only lovely one; the aun ~;et clear, with brilliant huea, command a higher priee than the eame kind of
)i~hter, the· bar!! closer together, and covered which made the western horizon peculiarly radiant. goods manufactured eleewhere.
The mi!'leionarier~
with translucent paper, through which the light I thought I never witnessed's more lovely eunset, or have e!'ltablished a college here, and claim to have
pasees in sufficient quantity to admit of reading. one when the surroundinge were more picture~que and made considerable progrel!l!l in introducing their
The partition• are frames of eimilar size cov- enchanting. We seemed to be hemmed in by land creed. Whether the people are really greatly imered with figured opaque paper, and may be ehoved all around ul!l, and in every direetion high walle proved thereby is another queetion.
back, making a good-sized hall or room, or drawn of rock forbade our pal!lsage. But the pilot knew the
The rich goods· manufactured in Kioto for the
forward, dividing the eame into two, three, or more way, and by twil!lt.ing and turning in theright avenue robea of the prieethood are aaid to be extremely rich,
rooms, ae deeired.
The sash-frames are l'!hoved a narrow passage ope11ed before ul!l; but the ruehing abounding in gold and eilver thread. Silk crepes
back through the day, when the weather ia warm, through of the flowing tide oTer the rough surfacel!l are made there 10 fine and delicate that four widt.he
and closed at night, or when the air il!l cool. Out- of the rockl!l below produced !!cores of eddies and can be drawn through a small finger-ring- at one
!!ide of the front framee are wooden blinds or shut- whirlpools all around Ull, conveying the impreseion time, and having in their texture small sprays of
ters drawn closely at night, and shoved back through that the pae!'lage was attended with danger. .But flo wen and bamboo upon tinted ground, producing
the day, and kept in a l!lhallow recess for the pur- the pilot took ue eafely through just as the sun upon an esthetic female beholder the most ravishing
pose: These are never omitted to be drawn at had hid himl!lelf behind the wel!ltern hills and while effects.
night, for the Japan~se are timia in the dark, and the occident was illuminated in the mol!lt lovely
With its schools, bo1pital1!1, lunatic asylum, alm!!wish to shut it out. The stories are not high, and manner, after which we had a plenty of room a.nd house!!, fountain!!!, public parks and gardens, beantiare ceiled overhead with smoothly-planed boarde fair niling. We pas!led three villagel!l hard by, one d ful cemeteries and ~treets, almost painfully clean,
of dark wood, with slight cross piecee, an inch which il!l Kasha, after which the narrow strait ie Kioto is pronounced the most lovely, the best arsquare, running transversely over the l!econd !!tory, named. On the following morning about sunrise we ranged, and best-manag•~d city in Japan.
and apparently more for ornament than real utility. passed through another l!ltrait, when we emerged out
A GLANCE .lT JAPANESE HIIilTORY.
The rooms are about fourteen or fifteen feet equare, into a wide sea where the islands were fewer in numWhile 11moothly moving on our way on the !'Iouth
and not more than eight feet high. The paper on ber and farther away. Here our pilot, who had ac- l!lide of the m&in Island of the Japaneee group, somethe sliding partitions is often ornamented with paint- companied u!l from N a.ga!!aki, left u11, haTing been time a with the main-land near upon our left, and
ing, more or lel'!S crude, 6f trees, flowers, birds, ani- with ue for two nights and a day, for which services sometime!! entirely out of aight, let ul! spend a
mals, and perl!l.ons. The translucent paper is not he il!l paid the sum of !leventy-five dollars.
· little time in briefly reviewing the hil!!tory of thil!l
painted in that way. The frames of the hou!!el! being
We did not call at the city of Kobe (two syllables), interesting country.
so light they cannot be very solid, and while walk- though it, with the older town of Hiogo, of which it · The empire of Japan, compriRing 3,800 ielandl!l, the
ing aorosl!! the floors they shake very se:rudbly, which, is a continuation, forml!l a city of aome 50,000 people; pri~oipal being the four main onee, exterH;lH from
with the light, flimsy partitions, gives the whole a it has been open to foreign trade eince 1868, and latitudfl 24° to 64° 40', and from longitude 134° to
similarity to toy houses for children. There are no doee not a little exporting in tea, silk, copper, cam- 156.. 38', east, making a total of 148,000 11qnare
chairs in the room!!, no table, no washstand, no look- phor, vegetable wax, tobacco, fans, etc. It is pleat'!- mile1, thue conrin~ over twenty-l'lix degreee of latiing-gla!ls, no furniture (}f any kind. Sometimes a antly situated on the Inland Sea, the ground rising tude and twenty-tw-o and a half degreee of longitude.
folding paper ecreen, more or less ornamented, on a gently in the rear. Quite a number of foreigners Ite northern extremity correspond11 with the latitude
very light frame, stands on one aide of the room, and have home11 on the rieing ground juet without the of Quebec ll.nd its southern with that of the 11outhern
that is all the place contains save the white, clean, limite of the city, not a few of whom are Americans. part of Florida, thus making its climate compare
soft, and springy mats on the floor,· and which are This il!l one of the principal points for.mi11sion work, with that of the Unitt;d State!!, embracing a large
· fastened· to it. ··No person is ever suppol!led to ·walk and ia headquarter!l for the American branch of range of temperature. In it!! southern limit~, which
on these mats with their shoes. No greater insult Japanese mie!!ieng, there being here some fifteen lies within thirty miles of the tropic of Canoer, ie
can be offered a Japanese family by a European Americl!.n mil!i!lionaries, male and female. A echool almo!'lt perpetual summer; while in the north~rn part
than to enter into their house& and step upon their hal! been e&ta.blished; a Bible clas8, etc. A weekly of Yezo, the moet northern of the larger island11, the
white ma.tl!l with boots or ahoes on. They not only journal is publishedin the native langu:!lge in the in- winters are almcllt·Siberi&n in inteneity.
object to the dirt which would thus be taken in, but tereet of Christianity and under the direction of the
The population i11 35,000,000, twenty-five thousand
they are very particular that the straw or graal!e!! of mil!lionaries, at the head of whom il!l the Rev. Mr. of which are the Ainom, the aborigine!!! of the connthe mats be not crushed by the hard eoles and heels Guilick. The paper, however, hal!! but a limited cir- try, living on the northern island Y.ezo, who are !laT•
of boots and shoes. With the nakedneas and plain- culation. They doubtlen feel that they are doing ages, and bear much the ume relauon to the Japannel!ls of theee Japanese houses, nothing can excel their the Japanese much good, and it is to be hoped that ese a!'l our American Indi:tus do to us. They are a
neatness and cleanlinesl!. If cleanlinese is godlineaa,. they are; but from some remarks I have read upon tall, muecular, fine-looking race, and have many nothey must be a very godly people. I WRii in some of the subject, there is at l~ast room for question upon ble t~a~t~ of c~aracter, b~t lack enterpriJe, and a lo.n
the houses in Nagasaki, and was much struck with the !!ubject. A complamt has been made that the for CIVIlized hfe; they till the land very poorly, hvtheir neatness. In one curio el!!tablishment I was Japanese girls educated by the miaeionariee are not ing mainly by hunting and fishing, and &re very fond
taken into· the second etory and had a good oppor. well adapted to make good wives for native bus- of intoxicating drinb, puticularly the sake, the natunity to examine the manner in which it was made, bandl!l, and that by such education they lol!e much of tiona! drink o~ the J llpaneue, ma!mfactured from
and since that time I have had other opportunitiel!l. the politenel!l!! so characteristic of the people. It is rice. They dr1_nk to excee~ .of th;e when they can
I will not undertake to describe the porcolain, the 1aid of the Amer~can missionaries that they dil!lcour- get. it, and. believe t.bat the1~ godl!l 1ue plea~ed ~y
earthenware, the lacquer-work, the metal-work, the age Japanel!!e pohtene!ls, and that in return for the their 110 domg. Theu wor11hip largely oon~Ists m
furnitm:..e, and bamboo ware which I saw in the l!!ev- low and profound Japanese bowl!! they simply give a libatione of sake: an? they are ~nquel!ltionably deera.l manufacturing places I vil!!ited, but they are short, l!lmall, and hal!lty nod, which, tp the Japanel!le, voutly fond of this kmd of worship.
quite intere!'lting, and exhibit a high degree of me- has little signification. It seem!! the mis1ionariee are
It is ueually. held th~t the J apanel!le are. the dechanica! skill and good workmanship. I bought a deficient in Japanese politene~s, l;>eing more anxious scendants of ~hmea• emigrant• w.h~ eettled m Japa:n
few photographs of views in the vicinity taken by to urge their religion!! dogmas upon the people than •everal.centurwe be.fore the Chnetian era, but this
native artiste, but did not make exteneive purchases. to adopt their polite manners. There are large tem- theory I!I etrong}Y: dieputed by some. ¥orton, ~ong
Many of the article• made here hB.ve the app~a.rance vles here at Kobe, both of the Buddhistic and ago, after exammmg the Japanese cramum, demded
of toyl!l, and eeem more showy than solid. Confec- Shinto eectif.
that they are not of Chinese origin. L:lnguage,
tionerl!l are tolerably plentiful, and the market!! are
A railroad, some fifty-five miles in length, running .w_hic~ is juetly claimed to be one o~ the st~ong~l!lt inwell eupplied with a good varieiy of vegetable!. as far as the city of Kioto, has be~n in operation five dw!ltiOnl!l of race, rather arguel!l aga..ml!lt theu bei~g of
Fruite, except orangee, are not very abundant, it not years. Twenty milel!l out, at the mouth of the Yodo- Chmel!le 1\tock. Though .th~ written and prmted
being the season of the year for them. The popula- gawa River, is the commertial city of Osaka, with charactere ~re l!lomewhat !!lmilar, the languages are
tion of the town is not less than twenty-five thousand. 270 000 inhabitants. It is noted for it8 varioue wholly unhke and cannot be underl!ltood by each
CONTHWATION o:F ouR JOURNEY.
ma~ufacturee, and is represented ae having a thrifty ot~er. ·It ha~ been decided t~at t~e~r language is
After looking around Nagasaki ae much al!l I trade. Here is located the government mint for .the neit~e~ of Chmese nor Pol,rn~lil!ln ongm, ~or of any
wished, I took a jin~rick-sha (of which there are sev- making of the silver cain of the realm. Some thirty aborigmal north.east.ern AsiatiC race. 1_Vhitney and
eral hundred in the city) and returned to the landing, miles further on is the ancient city of Kioto, which Max Muller ar~ mchned .to place the~ I~ the Indoand thence by sampan to the steamer. In an heur or wa 11 formerly the home of the mikado and the capital European fam1ly of nati?ne If so, It 1s held that
~wo we weighed anchor and were on our way out of the empire. It has 225 000 inhabitant!, which ~~ the conquerors of the~e Islands !Duet ha:ve started
mto the Inland Sea. We. pasl!led many romantic and but half what· it bad fifty yea.re ago. ·Since the cap1- from ~he c.-ntral po~wns of ARia, a~d mstea.d of
picturesque islands, eome of them high, rocky, and tal was moved to Tokio Kiota has very much fallen traveling west, ae did the other emigrant hordes
abrupt; and eome, with more gentle l!llope!! and cul- o:ff in population and importance. It is, however, from the same locahty,,croseed to ~apan and wrestt:d
tivated sides, presenting the appearance of home and represented as the prettiest city in the empire, and is the country from the mdolent Amos-who declare
comfort. One, called Cathedral Island, is a remark- noted for itl!l rich Shinto and Buddhil!ltic temples. It that they desc~nded ~rom a dog-then the posl!leBII!able one, being simply a mai!IS of rock ril!ling high out may be regarded as one of the holy cities of Jap&n, ors of the soiL Thie wa.a probably not lesl!l than
of the water much in shape of a church, with an for when it was the home of the mikadoe!!, and as twenty-five hundr~d or thr~e thousa~d yeare ago.
opening like ~ larie a.isle running through the center. the mikado is the head of the religioua institution of
For many centunes tht~ ch1ef executiVe of the COUll·
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try, the mikado, was believed to hav~ directly de· scended from the gods who created the eountry.
These rulers by "divine right" exercised their power
through the Kuge, or court nobles, mostly connections of the mikado, and who monopolized all the
highest offices, and of whom were composed the two
great councils which regulated both religious and
national affairs and filling the various important
posts of the country. They were a hereditary nobility, which absolutely governed the country.
After the twelfth century, the period when the
feudal system of the country arose, the ruling power
gradually passed out of the hands of the mikado and
the nobility, which had previously exercised it, into
the hands of the great feudal families, and in 1603
became concentrated in Iyeyasu, the head of a new
dynasty called the Tokugawa, successive members of
which exercised power for two centuries and a half.
During this period the nominal mikadoes held the
semblance of power in the city of Kioto, but the
absolute power and splendor of the government
passed to his chief vassal under the title of shogun,
who ruled from the castle of Yeddo, now called
Tokio. He almost invariably bad the power to impose his will upon the mikado. This was the dual
government which gave rise to the mistaken notion
that there were two emperors in the country, the
mikado and the tycoon, one the spiritual ruler, the
other the temporal.
The feudal princes of the country who had conquered their territories by t4e sword were called
dairniyo, and these exercised over their dominions a
rather independent authority, somewhat as did
the lords and barons of olden times in England,
though they were, of course, subservient to the Shogun, and were compelled to acknowledge his anthor.
ity, and his government was composed of the most
loyal and faithful whom he could select from their
numbers. The samurai were their ·two-sword retainers, who had won their provincee for them, and
in turn had baen awarded grants of land. These
were not only the principal fighting men of the conn·
try, but the most public-spirited and best-educated
class.
Of these privileged classe!l the Kuge were poor, but
retained their former prestige, numbering some one
hundred and fifty families; the daimiyo, with their
semi-independent position, two hundred and sixty.
eight families; and the samtwai, the real backbone
of the nation, four hundred thousand households.
Below all these were the mudsills of the country, a
vast, unrecognized class of men without position,
called the heimin, including farmers, artisans, and
' peasants. These men were carefully separated from
the upper classes and were prohibited by law from
intermarrying with them, as well as from the still
lower, or pariah class, the eta, who handled raw hides
and contaminating things of that kind, and the pin in,
paupers, allowed to squat on waste lands, and who
lived by begging, carrying bodies from tbe·execution
grounds, and performing various other degraded
offices.- This class were entirely without political
privileges, and numbered thirty-two millions. Thus
the shogun possessed the real power of the country,
though the mikado was nominally above him, was at
the bead of the church, and his name was used to
conjure with.
The revolution which occurred nearly fifteen years
ago subverted this tenure of power, did away with
the l'hogun, the diamiyo, the samurai, and established
the full power of the mikado. This revolution undoubtedly largely grew out of the new ideas gathered from the intercourse of the people with western
nations whose civilization and customs they wished
to take as models for the-government of their own
country. A portion of the daimiyo saw in the new
movement a promise for the good of the country
and patriotically joined in it, as they particularly
wished to see an end of the power of the shogun and
the full restitution of the mikado.
In 1868, Keiki, the last of the shoguns, retired into
private life, and in 1869 nearly the whole of the daimiyo petitioned to be allowed to yield up their fiefs
and quasi-sovereign rights to the mikado, praying
him to assume absolute power and to establish the
internal relations of the country upon such a f9oting
that the empire will be able to take its place side by
side with the other nations of the earth. This prayer
was answered, and a tenth of their former revenues
was allotted to them; a provision was made for
their retainers, and by 1871, when the clans were
finally abolished, the feudal system of Japan, with
all the splendor it possessed, and all its oppressiveness, ceased to exist. The mikado removed his seat
of government from Kioto to Tokio, which bas since
been the capital of the country. There has since
been one rebellion against the new order of things,
in 1877, wh.ich cost the country thirteen thousand
killed, twenty-one thousand wounded, and over forty
million dollars in treasure, to say nothing of an enormons loss in property and in the business of the
country.
Since the new order of things has been adopted
Japan has gone forward rapidly and has done a great
deal to place the nation in the front rank with the
progressive nations of the world. Serious mistakes
have, of course, been made, and many enterprises

have been undertaken which have proved failures,
and much remains still to be done. The mikado has
promised that a representative assembly elected by
the people for the enactment of laws shall exist in
1890, that being as early as the common people will
be ready for full suffrage in the election of a legitslative assembly.
The mikado is an absolute sovereign. He is aided
by a supreme council which consists of a prime minister, a vice-prime minister, and the heaJs of the departments of state, and meets in the mikado's presence, who presides. Below this is a legislative
council of eminent men presided over by an imperial
prince. This body enacts new laws and changes old
ones as it sees fit, or, rather, as are determined by
the supreme council. The chief departments of state
are foreign affairs, finance, war, marine, educatio11,
public works, justice, colonization, the imperial
household, and the interior, the latter embracing the
department of religion.
For administrative purposes the country is divided
into three Fu (Tokio, Kioto, and Osaka), and thirtyfive Ken, each having a governor or prefect, and a
staff of officials responsible to the minister of the interior. The salaries are by no means excessive. The
P.remier receives less than $10,000; the ehief and
vice-ministers of the different departments, $7,200
and $4,800, respectively.
The soldiery of the country consists of 35,500 men
in time of peace, and 50,230 in time of war, with a
reserve force of 20,000 composed of the former
samurai class. The navy consists of thirteen ships
in actual service, ironclads, iron-belted, composite,
and wooden-all steamers, carrying 2,270 men and
87 guns, besides ten training ships, four yachts, etc.
The police force is a very important body, and
numerous, with responsible duties. This force is
aiso composed of the samurai class, and is well educated and efficient.
A pretty thorough postal system is established, and
letters are carried to all parts of the country at two
cents each. Thirty-five thousand miles of post routes
have been established, and this amount is being
yearly incrtlased. The postal department appears to
be managed with ability and fidelity. In the year
ending June, 1878, the number of letters, papers, etc ,
transported by the mails was nearly 50,000,000, and
of this number but sixty-two were stolen, and but
ninety-one missing. Of this aggregate ~5,000,000
were letters, 763,000 registered letters, 10,000,000
postal cards, and 950,000 pewspapers. The number
of money orders it is said was 204,367, aggregating
$2 800,000. The post-office savings banks amount to
292, with 5,000 depositors, averaging $22,50 each.
The post office department employs 7,000 persons,
twelve of wb.om are foreigners. It is believed there
is not another nation of the same size in the world
which can show a higher degree of integrity in the
management of its postal affairs.
The telegraph system of the country is very efficient, and is spoken of in the highest terms. The
first short line wa_s erected in 1869, and the lines have
been increasing since that time at the rate of 600
miles per year; 8,000 miles were in operation two
years ago, Bell's telephones have been imported,
and are successfully employed in connection with the
public works. The number of persons employed in
the telegraph department amounts to 1,410. During
the year 1878, 1,045,442 messages were transmitted,
of which number 28,000 were foreign. The prices
for foreign dispatches are higher than for native.
The native newspapers have adopted the plan of
giving telegraphic news to their readers.
Railroads have been lillower in their construction,
there being but seventy-six miles in operation in the
entire country, though five hundred miles more are
projected; their construction, however, is progressing
slowly. Had half or two-thirds the money that has
been expended upon the army and navy been expended in making railroads and good common roads
the country would be decidedly the better for it.
One of the great lacks is want of means of internal
communication.
The mercantile marine of Japan is well worthy of
notice. The Mitsu Bishi line of steamers is doing
nearly all tbe coasting trade of the country, and
makes weekly trips between Hong Kong and Shanghai and Yokohama. I have seen two ,of them while
on this passage. Several of these steamers are, as I
learn, of American construction. They are well
conducted, under Japanese management, and all are
making money. The total Japanese tonnage is
36,543 tons, besides a number of lake and river
steamers of smaller dimensions. The total number
of steamers of more than one hundred tons capacity
is sixty. The clumsy and unseaworthy junks are
rapidly being replaced. In 1872 the number of
junks of more than six tons was 17,258, but the number is gradually growing less. The mercantile rnarine regulations are somewhat st~ingent. Marine
schools have been established for giving practical instruction in navigation and engineering, and all masters, officers, and engineers on native owned vessels
are required to pass a rigid examination. If they acquit themselves properly in the examination certificates are awarded, which are necessary for those who
wish to en~age in the service. To show that these
.
.
~

examinations are not merely a matter of form it Ill
be stated that out of the last examination of
candidates 69 failed to pass. The coasts are prett
well lighted, and most of tbe shoals and sunken roc{
have been surveyed and marked by buoys.
s
Japan has two mints, one for paper money at
Tokio, and another for ooin at Osaka. The latter is
said to be about the largest and most complete in the
world. The coins of Japan are very pretty and
are not exceeded in beauty by any I have 'seen
The denominations are 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 cent~
each, the larger called yens, while the cents are sen
Their currency cor~espon_ds with our dollars and
cents. The gol~ comage IS confined to 5-yen pieces.
In the year endmg June, 1879, 92,073 gold coins
were struck. The silTer coins, about $75,000 000
The copper coins are 2 sen, 1 sen, ! sen, and i rin ·
and of these 83,000,000 were struck.
'
Their paper currency is the principal money in use
among the natives. The bills are somew~at smaller
than ours, and are for 10 sen, 20 sen, 50 aen, 1 yen
5 yens, and 10 yens each. This currency is, how:
ever, usually at a discount, owing to the magnitude
of the public debt, for in the aptitude of the Japan.
ese in following western fashions they have incurred
a large national debt, amounting to $360,000,000.
But it should be stated that a large proportion of this
debt was handed down from the old regime, the ag.
gregate amount of which was $272,635,000, includ.
ing the absolute debt owed and the hereditary pen.
sions awarded to the nobles, the military caste, and
the Shinto priests. The Satsuma rebellion of 1877
added over $40,000,000 to the national debt, and the
Formosa expedition $10,000,000 more. But one.
thirteenth of the national debt is due to foreigners.
The interest on the public debt is 4! per cent. The
paper money issued by the government amounts to
$120,000,000, which sum has been diminished bythe
withdrawal of $7,385,000.
The assumption of the daimiyo debt was necessary, in order to make the unification of the empire
possible. It does not appear that the issue of paper
money has largely increased the circulating medium,
because it has been required to replace the former .
paper issued by the daimiyo. Two years ago the
national debt stood in this way:

2it

Domestic debt, bearing interest................. $238,681,230
Domestic debt, bearing no interest, including pa·
per money................. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . 122,307,720
Total domestic debt .......................... $350 938,950
Foreig-n debt....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11329,120
Total of both domestic and foreign ............. $362,268,070

The chief source of revenue is the imperial land.
tax, which is now 2! per cent on the selling value of
the land, which is less than formerly, and from this
source $40,000,000 is supposed to be annually raised.
The land was in former times owned by the mikado,
and the farmers were required to pay an annual rent,
but under the new order of things the land has been
sold to the tillers, subject to the a hove tax. The tax
on alcoholic liquors is estimated at $5,000,000; export and import duties, $2,140,000; the profit on government industrial undertakings, $1,190,000; postage
stamps, $1,050,000; tax on legal documents, $535,.
000; tax on companies, $500,000; tax on tobaeco,
$345,000; tax on produce in Yezo, $360,000; ta.x on
vehicles, $270,000.
The expenditures of the government are stated as
follows: Intel"est on the public debt, $15,650,000;
the army, $7,190,000; the navy, $2,635,000; the
police, $2,485,000; the administration of fu and
ken, $3,785,000; colonization, $1,510,000; embankments, $1,445,000; education, $1,135,000; industrial
undertakings, $1,005,000; civil list and imperial
princes, $875,000. In 1880 there was an appropriation for "temples of the gods," $220,000, but now
that has been reduced about one-half, by which perhaps it may be inferred that the people are becoming less religious, or that the gods are becoming more
reasonable in their demands.
In the last eleven years some 225 newspapershave
been started in Japan, and their number is on the increase. They have an aggregate circulation of over
30,000 000 copies. Many of them discuss finance,
commerce, morals, etc., while, as with us, many are
devoted to light reading, gossip, and romance. Politics are touched "very lightly, as a dangerous subject,
for the government authorities are constantly on the
alert, and if anything of an objectionable character
appears, notices are not unfrequently served on the
offenders to discontinue their publications. The press
is hardly "free."
It is in the educational department that Japan hl!.s
most greatly honored itself .. The new education~!
system was planted on a commendable plan m
1873. The empire was divided into seven scb~ol
districts, and a school allotted to every 600 inhabit·
ants. The system is based upon elementary school!!,
and ascends through middle and normal schools _to
foreign-laBguage schools and colleges for spemal
sciences. In 1879 the total number of elementary
schools was 25,459, with 59,825 teachers, being
58,268 males and 1,558 females. The total number
of pupils was 2,103,012, or 1,594,792 boys and 508,220 girls. The school age is from six to fourteen. ·
The same br!lnchee are taught al! in our schools. It
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is said the standard of education has been raised too dispensed with, until now. but a few remain; and be denied; but it is to be hoped that this will gradhigh for a peasant population, and has made it diffi- Japan is practically running on modern principles ually give way, and that a better state of feeling and
cult to obtain competent teachers.
her departments of government and her institutions general satisfactory results may take place.
It was intended that the elementary school system of learning; and, perhaps, she is doing so with as
THE RELIGIONS OF JAPAN.
should be conducted by the people, but it has fa_llen much ability and with as much success as a majority
Two systems of religion prevail in this country,
largely into the·hands of local government offimalB, of the European nations.
Shintoism and Buddhism, the latter of a modified
and this probably arises from a want of proper interIn effecting these great changes, the government and corrupted character, being full of superstitions
est in the matter by the common peopl_e. The com- has steadily endeavored to follow European and and combined with the image-worship originally
plexity of the Japanese language, with the great American models, not only in the style of teaching, prevalent in the covntry. Buddhism was brought
number of characters which have to be learned-not but in the dress and personal habits of the students from Corea in the sixth Christian century, and it
less than 3,000, even in the primary schools-is no and learners. Instruction everywhere has been con- seems to have been engrafted on the worship of
small difficulty to be overcome in comparison with ducted upon western principles. The pupils in the pagan gods and demons which it found here. Shinour system.
upper schools have been required to sit on benches toism is the religion of the imperial families and
The middle schools have rapidly increased during and at rlesks the same as pupils in our own schools. perhaps a third of the people of the country. In a
the past six years, growing mainly out of the in- In government colleges the reform has been carried word, it is the worship of nature, of the country and
creased desire for the acquisition of the higher so far that students eat food prepared in European its heroes and great men of the past, taking little
branches of learning. The course of study continues style, and use knives and forks. Increased attention thought of another world, or of the existence of gods
from two and a half to five years and includPi! writing, has been given to female education, and the Empress and devils, though gods are incidentally believed
grammar, composition, drawing, languages, geog- Haruka has promptly come forward as a patroness of in.
raphy, history, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, phys- the higher eduoation of women. The number of
It has been said that Shintoism is simple pantheics, chemistry, astronomy, geology, natural history, female teachers and scholars has greatly increased ism, which denies the personality of God, and recogphysiology, agriculture, mechan\cs, commerce, book- in both the elementary and normal schools. 'The nizes in nature, through its ramifications, all of
keeping, statistics, mental and moral philosophy, government has evinced a decided wish to increase deity that exists. But, on the other hand, it has been
political economy, law, and gymnastics. There were the number of competent ·native female teachers and asserted and shown that the belief recognizes a cre389 of these schools, with 910 teachers, of whom the a higher standard of education among the -pupils. ator, and this quotation has been made from the
small numbt'lr of 23 were females The number of Mr. Tanaka, connected with the educational depart- Kojiki, one of the sacred books of the Shin too: "In
students three years ago was 20,522, an increase of: ment of government, says: "The edueation of the beginning, before heaven imd earth or anything
. 9,000 over the preceding year. The female students children ehould be so conducted as to develop grace else existed, in infinite space was Ame-no-mi-nakaof these schools numbered 1,112. Their educational, and gentleneslil of manners and deportment. If they nushi-no (supposed to mean the Lord God of the
system embraces schools for special sciences, of which j are brought up under the influence of the gentler middle of heaven). Next were Taka-mi-musubi no
there are fifty-two in different localities, with 161 qualities of female teachers, a much better result may Kami and Ka.mu-mi-musubi-no Kami (high imperial
teachers and 3,361 students. These colleges teach be attained than when they are trained entirely by generating gods) But that is about all the religion
law, medicine, agriculture, commerce, navigation, men.''
has to say about gods, and this may be merely a recchemistry, mathematics, etc., the latter branches beIt is admitted by Europeans and Americans that ognition of the deific or pantheistic principle residing the most conspicuous, and medical and commer- the youth and young people of Japan of both ing in nature. Christians usually denounce Shintocial schools next. This system is crowned by the sexes show a decided aptitude for learning, that they ism as naught but cold Materialism, though later on
University of Tokio, which includes departments of acquire knowledge readily, and that in good beha- its ~ods are more abundant.
law, literature, and science. The number of students vior, earnest self-control, docility, and a disposition
It has been questioned whether Shinto is a product
in the three first departments amounted to 710, and for hard and continuous work, they are not behind of Japanese soil. The Japanese call their ancient rethe instructors numb~red 56, 32 being Japanese and the children of Europe and America. The result of ligion Kami-no-michi (the way of the gods). The
24 foreign. The preparatory course includes Eng- all this is that a large number of the young of Japan meaning of the word Shinto is the primit1ve
lish, mathematics, geography, physics, chemistry, have been turned out capable of intellectual acquire- religion-that which existed in the country before
histo.ry, political economy, philosophy, natural his- ments and in natural ability for doing the most the introduction of Buddhism. "Pure Shinto" is
tory, drawing, etc. The special course of law em- practical and efficient work in government employ the term often used, and implies the original religion
braces international and English law iii its various and in educational departments.
wholly unmixed with later arrivals. Confucianism
branches. Science includes chemistry, physics, and
But it must be stated that with all these encourag has also been introduced into the islands, loaded with
engineering. Literature is a new department, but ing features only about 40 per cent of the children many of the superstitions added to it by the Chinese,
includes the branches usually taught tmder that head. are going to school-that is, betweem three and four and this is known as l~iyobu Shinto.
The whole course requires a term of five years. In million are not attending school. There is no comJapanese cosmogony and mythology, like those of
the year 1875 nineteen students were sent to foreign pulsory law compelling their attendance; the minds other countries, regard their own country as the unicountries to perfect their education and have now of a great majority of the peasant population do not verse. A confused idea is held as to the period and
completed their studies, grailua.ting with honors. realize the importance of sending their children to manner in which the gods and the islands were
Some of them were sent to Europe and some to the school, not having themselves been educated in that brought into existence The sun-goddess, AmateUnited States. The government made them loans of way, and in the rural districts needful schools have rasu, representing the life-giving power of the sun,
one thousand dollars per year, which was a pretty not yet been fully established nor teachers provided may perhaps be regarded as the principal deity in
heavy debt to incur by those who at best could ex. where all can be accommodated. It is no small un- Shinto. This life-giving, light-bearing goddess, findpect but very moderate salaries upon their return to dertaking to thus change the whole .policy of a ing Japan disturbed with opposing elements and
their own cvuntry. In this way the most promising country and lift it from a state of general ignorance feuds-the earthly gods, with Okuninushi at their
young Japanese graduat~d with honors at foreign to one of enlightenment. It cannot be done in a head, were unable to preserve order, and the goddess
colleges, and brought the results of their studies day, nor year, nor in a generation.
dispatched Ninigi no-Mikoto, a heavenly god, to this
backto their own country, and are now building up
It has been thought by some that the Japanese country, and compelled Okuninushi to resign, since
a first-class educational system at home.
have undertaken to advance too rapidly, that they which time the latter has ruled only over the invisThemedical department of theuniversityismainly have attempted in too short a period of time to ible, while Ninigi, and the mikadoes who have sucunder the charge of German teachers and influence, throw off the slow, staid, and old civilization of the ceeded him have ruled over the visible. Here may
and two classes of instruction, medical and pharma- East, and to adopt in pl:!cethe manners and customs, be discerned a crude idea of the apparent contendceutical, were organized; and, as instructors were education and civilization, of the West. It is so short ing forces of nature. The gods, however, that were
scarce, classes were organized in such a way as to a period of time since the great mass of the people overcome made some attempts to regain their power,
utilize the instruction to the best advantage. The here were occupying the low plane of ignorance that and rebelled against the control under which they
university is fur-nished with a library, a hospital, it should not be expected that all can 'toe changed in were held, but this was brought to an end byJimmu
anatomical rooms, botanical and zoological oollec- the life of one generation.
Tenno, the mikado fifth in descent from the suntiona, surgical and medical apparatus, and all the apThere is no doubt but what on the part of millions goddess, about 660 B CJJ., who fully established the
pliances of a medical college. In 1877 the hospital of the common people there is a sullen opposition to rule of the sun-goddess.
treated 836 in-patients and 4,390 out-patients; 117 this new order of things. They are prejudiced
Japanese history seems to date from that period,
corpses were furnished for dissection. A large pro- against Western innovations and fashions. They and it was made the starting-point of Japanese chroportion of the physicians of the empire still follow prefer to pursue the good old way with which they nology. The 7th of April is held to be the anniverthe crude and unscientific practice of the Chinese are familiar, and in which their fathers and grand- sary of Jimmu Tenno's ascension io the throne. He
school, but considerable numbers of young physicians fathers were brought up and in which they died. has been deified and worshiped as a god. A thouhave been turned out qualified to practice medicine They see, too, that these new fashions, these W e~tern sand shrines are erected to him in all parts of the
according to the most advanced European standard, styles, are expensive. Their taxes are heavy and op· country. From him the present mikado is claimed
and the number is annually increasing.
pressive. They cannot see that the gains have to have regularly descended. Many of the interThe foreign language school was at one time re equaled the cost, and they almost revolt against the mediate mikadoes have also been deified and worga!ded a;s of great i~portance; an~ intelligent and great expenses that have been incurred and the new shiped as gods, more or less great, according to the
deeds of valor.they performed.
progressive persons hke Mr. Mon, who w&s some fashions that have made them necessary.
Hirata, a Shinto revivalist who wrote some seventyti~~ in the United States, and was afterward sent as
As has been truly said, "the problem of 'how to
mm_Ister to England, was greatly in favor of intro- make ends meet' has vexed the brains and tested the five years ago, said: "To compel obedience from hud~mng English as the written language of Japan, resources of Japanese statesmen since 1871, when the man beings, and to love them, was all the sovereign
With the anticipation that it would in due time be- mikado assumed the responsibility of the debts which had to do, and there was no necessity for teaching
come also the spoken language of the country. He the daimiyo had contracted to Japanese subjects be- them vain doctrines such as are preached in other
proposed to prominent persons in Eng)a nd and Amer- fore the restoration, and of the paper money of all countries. Hence the art of government is called
wa tha~ if they would consent to the phonetic mode sorts and values which they had issued, substituting rnasturigoto, which literally means 'worshiping.'
of ~pelhng and adopt it, he would use all his influence it for uniform paper currency.'' It must be left for Accordingly the early sovereigns wor~hiped the gods
to mtroduce English as the language of Japan; but, time to determine whether all the innovations which in -person, and prayed that their people might enjoy
u~fort:unately, he met with no encouragement in this have been undertaken will prove successful, and a sufficiency of food, clothing, and shelter from the
direct_wn; and this is the worse for England and whether the Japav.ese people will continue to sustain elements, and twice a year, in the sixth and twelfth
Ame!lca, for few things are more needed than a and keep up these expemaive changes. It is thought months, they celebrate the festival of the 'general
spelhng reform in our language. The awkwardness by some that a thorough reaction on the part of the purification,' by which the whole nation was purged
a!l~ monstrosity of our orthography are simply people is not unlikely, and that a general rising of calamities, offenses, and pollutions." This festival ·
ridiCulous.
against foreign influence may take place, when an is observed till the present time. In the thirteenth
To effect these great changes in the course of the effort will be made to drive foreigners from the century the mikado interpreted the directions of his
education of this country, to inaugurate new systems country and reinstate the former order of things. divine ancestors by ordering that "even in the
upon western models in the governmental· depart- But it is to be hoped that these fears may not be slightest matters. [certain holy things] are not to be
ments? many teachers and aidl!l from Europe and realized; that the government will succeed in carry- -placed after the emperor. As it is the duty of subAmertca hav~ been required; but now the number ing out to full completion the reforms it has u.nder- jects to imitate the incarnate god who is their soverof these foreign teachers and assistants is greatly taken; and that the revenues of the country Will be eign, the necessity of worshiping his ancestors and the
red?-ced. As ~ast as the Japanese have found adequate to meet all expenses. ~hat there is a strong gods from whom they spring is to be enjoined upon
t~eir ow~ offiCials competent to perform the va- feeling on the part of many agamst the presence of every man. The gods who do harm are to be apnous dut1es, the services of foreigners have been foreigners, and against foreign influence, can hardly peased, so they may not punish those who have
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offeniled them; and all the gods are to be worshiped govern the world; but even this is only exposed to' answer the purpose, it seems u~necessary to waste
t.bat t.hey may he induced to increase their favors." view in temples in which Shinto has been at some two hours in prolonged ceremomes. The bell which
It can be easily seen that Shinto i!'! olo1ely con- time jumbled up with Buddhism. A plain 'gohei' is run~ to call the attention of the god, can scarcely
neot"d T.rith the government, !l.nd that the veneration is a slim wand of unpainted wood, with two long be called a bell, and is perhaps more a rattle· it is
and w?rf<bip of the ruling l!overeign was of quite ~" pi<~:cel! of paper, notched alternately on opposite composed of two concave disks of brass or bell-~etal
much Import.ance a~ tbl!.t of any othPr god. He i~ sides, hanging from it. In some shrines which were two feet in diameter, joined at the back, and bein'
the lin<>al de::<Mnih.nt of the god~. i>~, of c0urse, a. long in Buadhistic hands, such as that of Iycysu at an inch or two apart in front, like two clam. shells~
gnfl him!l~>.l.f. Hi~ heavenly origin, like the old inca~ Nikk_o, gilded metal ~akes the place of pqp~r. The. little ways open. . A b~ll inside, when n;toved pro.
1
of P<>ru, h3s been the found'ltion and main-spring of gohe% represents offenngs of rough and white cloth • duces the sound whwh brmgs the. god to hts bus1nes~.
J :.~p1.nrsA _government. The duty of oheving hi!! which were iluppo!!cd to have the effect of attracting! '!'he chief festival days of the gods at the larger
command~ hae been a!l imperative as the obedience to the god to the spot where offered, but gradually came temples are attended with processions, music, dane.
to be com!idered the gods themselves. In the pure· ing, decorated cars, etc., and the occasion constitutes
be rendered to any god.
From t.he death of Jimmu Tenno t.o the introduc- Shint~ temples, which do not display the .minor,: a g!l'la day when pleasur~ and hil:uity are .the principal
tion of Buddhillm is computed at 1236 years. Be- t.here IS a kmd of receptacle concealed behmd the; obJect. On these occasiOns anmentclasswal dancings
tween 99 and 3() B. c. the reigning mikado, Suji:n, a closed doors of the actual shrine, which contains a land posturiugs are given on covered platforms with.
demi-god of courroe, appeared as a reformer. He ca!!e only exposed to view on the day of the annuilll in the temple grounds, when a maiden appears dressed
call9d upon his people and turned their minde to the festival, and which is said to contain the spirit of J in white and bearing a gohei in her hand, and she is
true worship of the shrine11 ; he built shrines in sev- the deity to whom _the temple ill dedicated, ' the au- regRrded a priestess. It is perhaps to combine re.
eral parts of the country; he removed the mirror, guet spirit substitute,' or 'God's seed.' " Much the ligion and pleasure, so that the people may be able to
sword, and stonA from the palaee where they had same idea ail the Jews entertained when they sup· please themt~elves and the gods at the same time. It
previously been kt>pt to a shrine built expressly for po~ted their god was contained in the box of shittim- is also very kind of the gods not to be so exacting as
to require that the people shall put on very solemn
them, :&nd appointed his daughter as priestess to wood wnich they constructed for his reaidence.
The most prominent emblem in the Shinto temple faces, look extremely glum, and make themselves
hold them in cbargA. The mirror rested in the
shrinBs of Ise till 1871. In the middle of the sixth is unquestionably of Japanese origin. This is. the· very unhappy. It is good in them while they are
century Bndrlhistic mi~sionaries arrived from Corea "torii," which stands :o.t the entrance of their tem-1 made happy themselves to be willing that the peo.
. and prosBlytized so sucCeisfully among the upper ple grounds, or the avenues of evergree_n trees lead- ple should be.happy al~o. ~do not lik~ sue~ gods as
classes that about the eighth centurv a decree wae mg to the temples, and before theu numerous take pleasu:rem the unhappmess of their subJects and
ia~ued ordering the erection of two Buddhi11tic tem- shr.i.n~m byt~e roadsid~, and in ma~y other place~. The wish_ them to thr~Hv all enjoy.ment a.nd pleasu~e asid?,
1
ples and a 111even-story pagoda. in every province. torn Is of d1fferent tnzes, from mght feet to twenty- lookmg so sancttfied and miserable as to gtve the
The continued supremacy of Buddhism is due, how- five or thirty-five feet in bight, and is composed of impression that they have not a friend in the world.
The religious ceremonies of the Japanese are not
e..-er, to a master l!ltroke of religious policy, accom- two upright posts fro.m ten to twenty-:fi..-e feet apart,
plished by a priest, Kobodaishi, in the ninth century, with two crot~S· bars at the upper ends of the posts, wholly confined to temples; they carry their religion,
who, in order to gain and hold precedence for his the :firat two feet from the top, and the other resting 1 also, home to their residences. In nearly all J apa.nese
cr•ed over the people, taught that the Shinto _god11 on the tope of the posts and extending a foot or two I houses i11 a karnidand or god-shelf, on which is a
were but Japanene manifFstations of Buddha. Thi11 feet beyond them on each side. They are. more miniature temple in wood, the same containing tabdo_gma served to reconcile the foreign with the commonly compoiied of wood-the body of trees, lets covered with paper, on which are written the
native element religion, s.nd for several centuries from six to twelve inches in diameter-and,aome- names of the gods in which the household believe
The upper cross- and place their trust, and also monumental tablets
~ave Buddhism the ascsndency in the country, both times of stone out in 11quare form.
Shinto and Confucianism being compelled to occupy bar turns up somewhat at the ends, giving the upper bearing the names of dead ancestors and members of
subordinate positioml. Thill may be aaid to have side a concave i!hape; thig is particularly the case the family. Fresh flowPrs, and particularly the leafy
been the st.a+.e of things till about two centuries ago, when made of stone. Sometimes they are painted, twigs of the cleyera japonica, are placed there as an
when the Chinese philosophy of Choo-He was intro- and 11ometimes left entirely plain. The "torii" offering, together with 1ake, water, and boiled rice.
duced, which, however, is now being !!Uperseded by means bird's nest, for on it the birds offered to the At night a lamp is set in front of th.e shrine, and its
the teaching-s of Spencer, Darwin, Mill, and Huxley, gods, but not sacrificed, were supposed to rest. An- glow-worm glimmer, the same a!! in Buddhistic famiC,iolled the "English philosophy." At t.hll restoration other Shinto emblem is a rope of rice straw, which lies, is one of the fe~tures of Japanese life.
But the requirements of Shinto rest light upon
of the mika~o to temporal power, in 1868, Shinto was hanga across the torii, or temple entrant~e. These
re-established as the state religion. This. grew o11t vary in size from half an inch to three inches thick. the shoulders of the people. The priests make few
of itR power as a political engine in mattera of gov- These ucred ropes are often thrown over the trees i exactions upon the people, and are seldom required
ernment, but it it wail harqly poiJSible to infuse new ~ear the temples, and over the doors of dwell- a11 mediators. There are no angry gods to propitilife into it, or to re-introduce usages which had long mgs, and are supposed to secure the bleseings of the ate, no devile to appease, no bell to render their lives
been obsolete. It cannot be regarded as a. 11trong gods of the neighbdrhood. Strips of light-colored wretched. They have prayers, but they are short
re1igion, and tbe number who filtrictly adhere to the paper are also seen dangling in connection with the and ea.sily said. A new edition of prayers, in Ca. tholie and Church of England style, were published for
ropes.
old faith is said to be ilmall.
There are said to be in Japan !lome one hundred the use of the deTout, but with the peasantry, which
"The Buddhai.zing the old gode, and the incorporating the ancient traditions of the divine ancestors thousa:1d Shinto temples, including the shrinea by is by far the larger class, a simple wi~h is all the
and early beroe111 of the J &pane!le with the ethereal the wayside and in the groveii sacred to worship. prayer that is neceesary. I cannot see why a wish
code and dootrine01 of Buddhiom, produced a jumble Many of the shrines are not more than five feet in in all cases is not as good as a prayer. A prayH is
upon which the reigning mikado, ple~>sed with the bight. There are about twenty thousand officials, only a wish after all, and a god with good powers of
fu11ion, bestowed the . name of Riyobu Shinto, or which may perhaps be considered as priests, includ-, perception ou_ght to be able to unrierstand a brief
'twofold religioua doctrine.' From that time Shinto ing the" ~Shrine keepers.'' They abo have a semi- mental wish just as well as a long, tedicus oral
and Buddhistic priests celebnted the.ir ceremoniell connection with the government, though their dutie11 prayer. As they are not in the habit of putting
in the eame temples, the distinctive features of Shin- are few. They are competent to marry people, but themselves out of the way to answer prayers, it is
to, the absence of idols, sacri:ficei!, and visible objects do not shave their heads like Buddhiiltic priests. There believed that a. simple wish would not be more disof worship, disappeared, awl the temples were is an annual appropriation of $220,000 for Shinto regarded. In this busy age of the world "time is
crowded with wooden images of Shinto divinities ehrines, and $70,000 for public worship. 'fhe Shinto money,'' and if a wish answers the purpose just aR
alongside of tho!!e of Buddha and his di!!ciples, only worilhip, however, evidently is not so conspicuous in well a& a prayer it should take the place of the
a very few temples in a very few districts retaining n2.tions.l affairs as formerly. Within a year the de- latter in all cases. The Shintoists in many parts of
the simplicity of the ancient faitb. Since 1868 the partment for administering the affairs of celestial Japan find that all that is necessary to do in the way
imaget~, and all the gaudy and r;ensuous parapher- and terrestrial gods sank into being a Board of Re- of prayer and worship is to turn theit: faces toward
nalia of Buddhi11m, have been awept out of a large ligious Instruction. E>~dy in 1877 it was destined to the morning sun, rub their hands slowly together,
number of the temples, but the splendor of the the furthl"r humiliation of being qtlietly transferred and then make a bow. Thl:ly find that this answers
buildings still remains, ag at Shiba in Tokio, and the to ~ flub-department of the minister of the interior. all purposes, and as the whole ceremony does not
plain wooden structure, with the thatched tent-roof In less than ten yeare the oldest and most sacred in require half a minute, they study economy in not
and the p~rfectly b:ue interior, is only seen in ite !!thution in the country nearly passed out of exist- wasting time unnecessarily. They have never disprimitive 111implicity in the Shrine of Ise and a few enos.
covered that the gods are at all offended at the
Shinto may well be called a mild form of religion. brevity of the ceremony, and so long as the gods sre
othor places. In the eighteenth century an attempt
waa made by a certain echolarly and able man to re- It has no wonhip, properly eo called, no sacrifices, not dissatisfied, the- briefer the better.. I think I
"ive pure Shinto and adapt it to those cravings of no hell for ginners, no purgatory, and the immortali- know e.ome worshipm·s in the Western world who
humanity which Bui!dhism had partially met; but ty of the soul is scarcely believed in; and is only as- might take a hint from the Japs and economize time
the attempt failed and has resulted mainly in afford- sumed from the immortality of the gods. It how- very much in the length and frequency of their
. ing materials for the regearches of Mr. S.itmv and ever has its virtues;, it inculcates reverence for an eel!- prayers .
TherA is no poverty on the part of the Japanese,
other foreign Fchola.rs. The characteristics of 'pure tors, and enjoins the following and praticing of good
Shinto' are the (\bsence of an ethereal :.nd doctrinal deeds and good conduct. The priests on frequent oc- as far as gods are concerned; in fact they have a goq ·
codP, of idol-worship, of prie~tcraft, and of any c&sions assemble at the larger templP-s and chant cer- for almost everything-a god of wisdom, a god of
teachin~B of a future state, and the deification of ta1n liturgical words, accompanied by a kind. of happin~;ss, of protection of human abodes, of barheroes and great men, together with the worship of unmusical music, but it cannot be regarded as pubiic vests, of learning, of the gate and front court, of the
certain forc~-s and objects in nature. It i2 said the worship, as the public are not admitted. The gods well, of the kitchen, the fireplace, the sleeping apartkarni, or godg, number fourteen thousand, of whom are supposed to re1:1ide in the temples dedicated to ment, of the garden and :fields, and for everything
three thouBand seven hundred are known to have them, and when a worshiper dmws near to perform else that can be thought of. If they find a luxury
shrines; but practically the number is infinite, or -the rites of worship be pulls a rope connected with a in one or two gods they must be supremely happy
'eight millions.' E>wh hamlet has its special god, kind of bell some fifteen or twenty feet from the in having such a multitude. And where the labor
as well as each miya, or shrine, and each child is grol!lnd to call the attention of the god; th<;n all he and care pertaining to all the duties and conditions
taken to the shrine of .the dietrict in which it is born does is to clap his hands twice, make two low bows, of human lif~ are divided up among a great number
a month after birth, and the god of that shrine be- throw two or three cents into a r"Ctl,ptacle for the of celestial dignitaries, on the principle that "many
comes its patron. E~ch god haii its annual festival, purpose, buy a charm or two to keep away evil in- hands make a light job," the labors are not onerous;
while many have particular days in each month on fluences, and that is all there is of it. People in whereas those who have but one god to attend to
which people visit their ilhrines.
la~ge number~ make pilgrimages of hundreds of everything and to everybody, might lay too much
"The temples are of unpainted wood, and the tent- m1les to do th1s, and this only. But I cannot say that upon him for a single being. A god should not be
like roofs are thickly thatched. They are destitute God is not just as well pleased with that as he is to overworked. The same considerate feeling that
of idols, effigies, images, and ecclesiastical orna- hear a fashionable piece of mu?ic on the organ, two prompts a man not to overwork hie horse or his ass
mente of any kind. The only objects are a circular or three hymns sung, two or three prayers offered, should also prompt him not to overwork his god.
ateel mirror, the gohei, small offerings of sake (the and 11. tedious sermon of an hour and a half doled All people should endeavor to be reasonable and
national drink), rice, and other vegetable food, on out. When a god has a vast amount of business to merciful, as well as godly.
.
The directions to the Japanese as regards the.u
unlacquered wooden trays, and some sprigs of the attend to, and hilil presence is rEquired in many thouevergreen cleyera-japonica. The mirror is the copy sands of places at the same time, it may easily be sup- morning ceremonies are in this wise: "Rise early In
of the one given by the t~un-goddess, as the emblem posed that he would prefer short services to long the morning, wash your face and hands, rinse out
of herself to Ninigi, when she sent him down to ones. If a clap of the hands and a bow of the head your mouth, and cleanse the body. Then turn your
10
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which have been saddled on to the simple teachings upon what he had heard while traveling in India and
'of Jesus.
other countries. He learned Pali, Sanskrit, and ChiBuddhism was brou~ht to Japan from Hakusai, in nese, and became familiar with the literature of those
Corea, in the winter of the year 552 in the thirteenth languages. His sect was called Shin-gon, or" true
year of the reign of Kin-mie-Tenno, thirteenth of words." Its principles taught that the subtle points
his line since t.B.e reign of Jimmu. The books, im- of an argument should be seized and elaborated. It
ages, etc., thus brought were given by the mikado .to points out three paths to perfect bliss, which means
his chief counselor of state, Soga Iuame, who depos- absorption into Buddha. It teaches that on ail sides
ited them in a- part of his palace, thenceforth called are the six associated things, earth, water, fire, wind,
Kogen-Jie, or the Temple Facing the Sea. In the air, and mino, and that the multitude are possessed
year 577, the sixth of Bidatzu Teuuo, the succession of these six things, the proper control and use of
" From a distance I reverently worship with awe before Ameno-Mi-hashira and Kuni-no-l\ii-hashira (the god and goddess of of Kinmei, the paraphernalia of the religion was again which lead to perfection. The road to bliss is by
thA wind), to whom is consecrated the palace built with stoHt brought to Japan, and its doctrines found favor at the observation of and deduction from the buddings
pillars at T~ttsuta-no-Tachime, in the department of Heguri, in court. In the year 585 a terrible pestilence raged of llpring, the bloom of summer, the fall of the leaf
the province of Yamato, I saw with awe. Deign to bless me by over the country, and the counselor of state, Monon- in autumn, the withering of the verdure in winter;
correcting the unwitting faults which, seen and heard by you, I obe Moriya, expressed to the monarch his apprehen- when looking o-ver the earth in contemplating its
have committ~d, by blowing ofi; aud clearing away the calami- sions that the cause of the sc·ourge was the introduc- vastness; when on the water, its roundness; and when
ties which evil gods might inflict, by causing me to live long
hkfl the hard and lasting rock, aud by repeating to the gods of tion of the new systen of religion into the country. He examining three-cornered objects, fire. By meditahea.venly origin the petitions which I present every day along was, however, unable to fully convince the mikado tion and solitude to be able to reach paradise. The
with your breath, that they may hear with the sharp-earedness that his views were correct, though he succeeded in head is compared to a high mountain on which the
of the forth-galloping colt."
obtaining an order that the rites of the new religion sai.nts assemble, and the body to the sea which enshould not be celebrated. The temples were accord- circles it. Within the mind are seated the thousand
Another is as follows:
ingly burned and the images cast into the rivers. wol"lds; multitudes of lotus-flowers should spring
" Reverently adoring the great god of the two palaces of Ise Moriya was afterwards killed while maintaining law therefrom. The body is likened to a garden guardin the first place, the eight hundred myriads of celestial gods,
ed by s.n iron fence; the mind resembles the broad
the eight hundred myriads of terrestrial gods, all the fifteen and order in a local disturbance.
May ado Oojie was a contemporary of Moriya, and seas and rivers; the head is like the chief of saints
hundred myriads (mere figurative expressions) of gods to whom
are consecrated the great and small temples in all provinces, all was a warm advocate of the new religion·. He is to in paradise; the eyes like the god of hades; the
islands, and all places of the great land of eight islands, the this day regarded as a special friend of Buddhism; body like good actions and evil thoughts and deeds.
fifteen hundred myriads of gods which they cause to serve he is designated as Sho- tuku-tai-shi, which means In the sixteen large countriis, the five hundred
them, and the gods of branch palaces and branch temples, &nd "an exceedingly virtuous son." Images of him, rep- smaller countries, and the countless others as numerSohado-no-Kami (scare-crow), whom I hR.ve invited to the
shrine, set upon this divine shelf, and to whom I offer praises resenting him both in youth and old age, seated and ou<~ as millet-seed, there exist gods great and small,
day by day, I pray with awe that they will deign to correct the crown·ed, are to be seen in many Japanese temples; and in all things extol the five elementa-eaJ·th,
unwitting faults which, heard and reen by them, I hav com- the same as the images of saints Jpseph, Christopher, water, fire, wind, and metals. The correct observmitted, and blessing and favoring me according to the powers Sebastian, etc., are seen in Christian cathedrals and ance of these things lead>J to annihilation and bliss
which they severally wield, will cause me to follow the divine churches.
·
through absorption into Buddha. The priests of
example, and to perform good works in the vray."
Buddhism was largely spread over Japan by t,he the&e sects were forbidden to eat other than vegetable
It 9-oes not appear that prayers like these, or even introduction of Chinese literature, which the priests food; sake was prohibited and celibacy enforced.
It is needless to follow up and describe the numerlonger, would have any more effect than turning readily accepted. They were the first to adopt tho
toward the sun, rubbing the hands, and bowing the Chinese characters, and their use in the country dates ous sects which arose, one after another, during the
s11cceeding centuries, and the fine, metaphysical dishead, or that the gods are any better pleased with from that time.
In 624 tw9 priests arrived in Japan from Corea; tinctions upon which they are founded. There seems
them. Shintoism is said to be waning, both as a ·religion and an engine of government. Western science their names were Kan-ro and Taku-sek. The first to be no end to the little differences and distinctions
and Western philosophy are upsetting its cosmogony wae elevated to the rank of so-Jo (chief priest), and that forever arise in religious and creedal speculaand its mythology. To those who are becoming ac- the second so-dzu (vicar-general). These were the tions. The Yamabushi is a sect of wandering priests,
quainted with the teachings of modern scientists of first Buddhist priests in Japan to whom a grade was though not absolutely mendicant, do not. decline
Europe the absurdities and superstitions of these old given by the government. In the year 700, Do-sho, such sums of money as may be given them for such
religwns have less and less influence over them. As chief priest of a temple, died and was cremated- religious services as they are ready to render. They
fast as they learn the absolute truths of nature will the first instance of cremation being practiced in have their defined walks, and pay periodical visits to
certain localities. They are particularly called upon
they cease to believe in the supernatural and the Japan.
As the new religion grew to be strong in the coun- to pray to Kojin, the god of culinary affairs, and to
impossible. Mi'. Mori, in defining the system of religion under consideration, says: "The leading idea try it began to divide into sects,. much the same as offer up prayers for the sick, absent relatives, and
of Shinto is a reverential feeling toward the dead. Christianity did at a later period. Do-sho built a good fortune. They look back upon Fudo as their
As to the political use of it, the state is quite right temple and founded a sect calle-d Ho-so (knowledge patron, and pray to him continually. Before prayin turning it to account in su})port of the absolute of a myriad subjects). His tenets were divided un- ing they blow loudly on a conch-shell, probably to
government which exists in Japan." This is un- der five heads: "The name of things, the form of call the attention of the god. There are branches of
doubtedly as correct a definition of the system as can things, discrimination, true intelligence, form of the this sect called beggars, strollers, etc. One of these
be given in the same number of words. There is soul." The sect San-ron-shin was founded by Y eka; sects pass from door to door, playing on a native inprobably no one more competent to give an opinion the tenets were thus divided: "The medium argu strument, and receiving a few small coins in their
upon the subject than be, and there I am willing to ments, the hundred arguments, the twelve gates." fans, which they extend to receive the pittances
let it rest, fully believing that there is nothing very It em\:oraced principles enjoining complete indiffer. they deem their due. They do not speak, but
bad in encouraging a reverence for the dead, espe- ence to worldly affairs, through personal nullifica- after playing a few additional notes they pass
"
cially those who were good and brave. That belief tion. This sect has become extinct. :Men are not quietly on to the next house. .
fond of self-extinguishment.
The Buddhists have monasteries and nunneries to
is not calculated· to ma~e a people very vicious.
Gem-ba-so-jo in 735 founded the Ga-sha sect, the which all the sects contribute in common. Celibacy
JAPANESE BUDDHISM.
doctrines of which were taken from the prayer- boob is enjoined. The nuns are drawn from all classes of
Buddha was a great man and possessed remark- by that -name. They are crowded into thirty vol- society, though some nunneries admit only the
able powers of mind; and considering the age of umes, aud are divided under two headings-the wn- wealthy. It is not uncommon for women who wish
the world in which he lived be evinced a wonderful trol of the passions, as selfishness, covetousness, etc., to be separated from their husbands, tut fail to obmental grasp in his understanding the laws of nature, and the control of the thoughts. This sect has been tain a divorce, to retire
these nunneries and rethe supremacy and indestructibility of the universe, absorbed by others which sprung up afterward.
main tbl"ee or four years and then come out into the
the littleness and non existence of the gods, and the
In 749 Do-sho and Do-ji made a visit to China, and world again fully absolved from the bonds which
benificent consequence of good actions. He was a upon tneir return brought with them a work of bound them to their husbands, ready for new engreat philospher, sager and teacher, a man of ac- twenty-seven volumes, and upon the doctrines con- gagements.
knowledged purity of life and mind, and marvelous tained in them the sect of Jo-jitzu-shin was founded.
OBJECTS OF BUDDHISTIC ADORA.TION.
kindness toward the human race and all the animal They taught the utter absence of substantiality in all
The
objects
of adoration of this class of religionkingdom. His moral teachings never have been ex- things. Life was but a prolonged dream, the objects
ists
are
very
numerous.
Some sects devote them,
celled, his self-abnegation and humility have not surrounding it mere delusive shadows or mirage, the
been equaled, and his metaphysical dissertations product entirely of the imagination. This queer sect selves to particular objects, leaving others without
have never been approached. He taught a system has been absorbed by those which hold that there is attention. The temples have !!pecial gods or special
of religion, though intricate yet simple; he discarded some reality in things. About the same time Kochi divinities and saints. In one respect the Buddhists
all gods, and all images of gods, and it is greatly to Dai-so-dzu built a temple, and founded a sect upon are unlike Christians, between whom (especially the
be regretted that his numerous followers should have the teachings of 'l'en-shin-bo-sa.tzu of India, who was Romish branch) and themselves there are so many
features of similarity. The Buddhists have no
so far departed from the spirit of his teachings as to one of the disciples of Buddha. He taught that th~ mediator or intercessor, but each man has to perembrace many gods and to set up the images of soul resembles a fair page, upon which the artist
them in their places of worship. In the same way it might trace a design, and that special care is needed form his own work, to earn his own happiness, and
is to be regretted that the simple example and teach- to prevent the impression of evil designs, in order to absolutely to be his own savior. But they have a
great number of patrons and saints to whom they
ings of Jesus should have been disregared and hun- which the thoughts should continually be upon Bud- addrHJB
prayers and from whom they ask favors.
dreds and even thousands of images set up in and dha.
Taishak-ten-a (heavenly emperor) is prayed to for
around the places of worship proJ;essedly dedicated
In 754 Kan-chi-osho was possessed of three hun- success and protection in this life, the future not
to his name, surrounded by all the pomp, glitter, tin- dred sha1·i-the small, pearl-like substance which rewithin his province.
sel, and dazzle with which the cathedrals and churches mains from the cremation of a Buddhistic saint or being
Mari-shi-ten
is the great patron of all persons,
of Christian· Europe R.re replete. He was a perli!on priest-also certain books named Gen-gi (original
young- or old, learning, writing, reading, dancing,
~ecidedly plain in his manners and tastes, and there signification), Mongu (rare and excellent collection),
1s_ ~o more reason for supposing that were he to re- Shi-kan (perpetuation of that which is admirable). singing, or a trade. His image is represented as
VISit the earth to-day he would be pleased with the These he presented to the mikado, who accepted them standing on the k,ck of a galloping wild boar, and
bas six arms and three faces. The boar being the
pag~antry, gew-gawry, and gilded ostentation exist- with manifest pleasure, and who, with four hundred
last
of the twelve zodiacal signs, and preceding the
mg lD St. Peter's and &,t. Paul'~;~ at Rome, the Domio and thirty-four of the chief officers of his court, be- first sign N e on repetitions, implies before the beginat Florence, the cathedrals at Milan, Cologne, Paris, came pupils of the priest. In close proximity to the
ning. The three faces, the eyes and countenances
London, New York, and many other places, any more palace a temple was erected, where the five commandto all.direction!!. The six hands denote dexterthan Buddha would be pleased with the images of ments of Buddha were first promulgated in Japan. tend
ity at work. This is a favorite god with the Nichig?ds, the gilt, and tinsel in the temples devoted to These commandments prohibited the destruction of ren sect.
TO UE CONTINUED.]
his. memory and teachings. The Japeliese, like the life, dishonesty, adultery, falsehood, and wine-drinking.
To
these
w~re
appended
six
radicals:
eyes,
Chm~se, have appended to his pure and simple
THE TRUTH SF.EKER will be !lent to new subscrib~eachmgs a great amount of ridiculous flummery and nose, ear, tongue, body, mind; six unclean things,
Image-worship. It is a,corrupted form of Buddhism valueless as dirt: color, sound, smell, taste, touch.
ers three months for half a dollar. Let those who
which gives me no pleasure to contemplate any more
In 813, Kobo-dai-sbi, the compiler of the present are interested in the spread 0f Freethought induce
than. the contemplation of the great corruptions J apanesa syllabary, founded a temple and a new 13ect their friends to become trial subscribers.

face toward the province of Yamato, strike the palms
of the hands together, and worship" by bowing the
head low toward the earth. The Japanese of both
sexes make it a rule to bathe their bodies once a day.
For the more intelligent classes, the more pious, or
for those-who wish to speak prayers of considerable
l~ngth, forms have been marked out. The f~llow:
ing translated by Mr. Satow, from the Kirnph~
Mi;hi was put out by the mikado J antoku in the
first half of the thirteenth century:

r
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heroes and martyrs, if need be, of humanity. And.! the pen of Henry Ward Beecher, .which if any one
so my hope a':ld belief is that when. this prese~t· h.ere bas not yet read 1 hope he ':"Ill not let ~ort~.
clerical professiOn has been swept entirely away It eight hours g? by before procurmg and rea.dmg It
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
will be succeeded by one differ~nt i?J spirit an~ ~ur- throu~~- I. Will q?-ote a few passages from It. He
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $S.OO PER YEAR. pose, represented now by such mspued and bnlhant says: No mgenmty or eloquence can persuade men
men as George Chainey Felix Adler and George tha·t a god who for. ten thousand years has labored
Miln.
'
'
to produce an infinite population of damnablA souls
The largest and cheapest Radical Journal published in
Mr. Leland was next presented to the friends in can :With decency .be ca:lled our fathe~. . . . Little
llurope or America, wntaining seven hundred square inches the following words by the President:
by; l~ttle the pulpit s~rmks fi·oiii: medteval ~heology..
more reading matter than any other journal of its kind.
I am now going to introduce .to you a ma?J who Mmisters first gloss ~t l;>Y new mterpretatwns, th~n
has attempted the impossible. Liberals have hith~rto they prud~ntly hold It m suspense, then doubt I~,
been a rope of sand, without coherence or orgamza- then cast It away., . : . The schoo~ of the ascetic
NEW YORK SATURDAY, AUGUST 26, 1882. tion. Mr. T. C. Leland, secretary of the National has corrupted mens mmds and made discord between
Liberal League, has attemped the impossible in say- ·the Bible and na~ure. To lean to one's reason has
ing that this state of things shall not continue in the been declared a !lln and a snare. Wha.t, then, shall
The Banquet Reception.-Concluded.
future. I ask him to speak to the toast, "TheNational we lean upon? If a man may not use his eyes, what
At the cloRe of Mr. Mendum's remarks, the chair- Liberal League."
~ay he see with? . . . . Is man forb.idden to use
man said: There is already a wave of Liberalism
[Mr. Leland's speech will be published later. ~t his own rsason while ~omman~ed to believe t~e rea.
within the churches as well as outside of them. I was a written address and he wishes to reserve It son of the church? Did God sit down and write the
now refer to those glorious champions of liberty for extension amend~ent, and use at Watkins and Bible, or did he whisper all of its statements in the
who, though educated in the clerical profession, have elsewhere on 'his western trip to the League congress ears of inspired men, who beca~e mechanical ~e
taken their etand outside of the church in order to this fall. It was a half humorous and wholly dead- porters? . . . Much of what Is called Infidelity
he defenders of human reason and Freethought. earnest philippic on "Eternal Vigilance," showing IS a revolt from the errors of old theology. The
Such men as George Chainey and Miln, who have that we hadn't any great amount of it left to swear church, the Bible, the creed havll been confounded
evoluted out of the clerical profession because it was by in t;pe United Stat4:'s-and pretty muc~ all there :With religion. Neither churc~, b?ok, nor theology
too small and narrow, are represented here to- is has been garnered up and put to use m the Na- IS of value except as an e~ucatmg mstrument. 'J!ley
night, and I will call upon the ex-Reverend S. P. tional Liberal League.]
hav? no sac~edness of their own. . . . Th.e Signs
Putnam to speak for "Our Ex-Clergymen."
Mr. Wakeman then continued:
are m .the au. Men no longer preach doctrmes to
MR. PuTNAM: I wish that George Chainey or Mr.
That Liberalisn is coming to be a powerful ele- W:hich they swore in t~eir ordina~ion vo'"!s-o~ the.y
Miln were here to-night to respond to this tt)ast. ment in this country is largely due to the fact that give them new meanmgs at vanance With historiC
Either of them, perhaps, could give a better insight it has gained aecess to the press, and is gaining facts."
.
into the struggles and sacrifices of those who have Liberal organs of a daily character, and that is partieMr. Beecher not only testifies thn~ to the dawn of
evoluted out of the clerical profession than I can. ularly true in this city through the establishment of a the ag~ of reason, but he proves his own advance
We must admit, when we look at such men as Miln, little newspaper called Truth. And one of the most~ by expressing opinions that differ from those proChainey, and others, that, after all, the clerical pro. laughable things in this world is the policy of silence claimed by Mr. Ingersoll no more than the language
fession has produced, in a certain way, some noble by which this little paper is met by its grand and in which they are clothlld falls short of I:agersoll's
fruit. But, when we look upon our own experience, august compeers. But the time will come when they eloquence. And when yo~ remember that, next to
there is a feeling of regret that we ever entered the will be pierced through and through by its wit and ~r. Ing~rsoll, Mr. B~echer IS the ~ost elo.quen.t !Dan
clerical profession. It seems that the ten years sarcasm and ability. And now let us hear from one m Amerwa, you can Judge how radical these opi~nons
spent in that profession was a waste of time. And who has done so much to establish it, if he is pres- are, and what his punishment would have been If he
yet, I sometimes look upon it in another way, some- ent, Mr. Louis F. Post. I ask him to speak to the had uttered these sentiments ten years ago. He
times wondering if such men as Chainey and Miln toast, "The Independent Press."
would not have escaped through the crevice in a split
would have been produced and become the real LibMr. Post said:
jury on that issue then.
eral powers that they are to. day, whether they would
Mr. Ohai1·man, Ladies, and Gentlemen: I was
But what has produced this great change in public
have ever reached their position of great influence requested to respond to the toast, "The Secular Press," opinion? Not the press, but the labors, the sacriand helpfulness, if they had passed through any other and in a thoughtless moment I consented; but when fices, the humilations, t~e honest purpo~e and stea?experience than that of the derical profession. And I end6avored to. gather my wits abont me I found fast conduct of men hke Thomas Pame, who l~Id
that brings before us the question of whether there there was very little I could say that was favorable 1the corner-stone of Infidelity and Freethought; l~ke
ought to be a clerical profession or not. We know to the secular press in connection with the Liberal 1I Bennett, who is rearing the ~uperst!uctu~e; and hke
that the clerical profession as it exists to-day is a bar movement which Mr. Bennett re-presents. It has Ingersoll, who adorns the edifice with h1s eloquence
to human progress. But we rejoice to know that been supposed that the secular press is the leader and and guards it. with shafts of sarcasm shot. from the
even this great body of sixty thousand priests former of public opinion. That is a mistake. It may bow of humor. This revolt of reason agamst sup~r
throughout the United States of America-for in a reflect public opinion, but it never forms or leads, stition has had and is having a wid~r.and nobler msense they are all priests-we are glad that this great public opinion. In the country. the editor is fright- flue nee than its promoters have antiCipated or supbody is more or less thrilled with the spirit of liberty ened by the cry of" Stop my paper;" and the met. pose. If there had been no Infidels there would have
and progress, that it is not altogether devoted to ropolitan publisher is frightened by the cry of" Stop\ been no abolitionists, and chattel slavery would have
superstition, but that there is in it something of that my advertisement." There is not a paper in this city I thil'l nation by the throat to-day, as, under the influmighty tide of progress that is sweeping over the that dares to fly in the face of public prejudice. They· ence of superstition, it had it before the war. And,
whole world. And when we think of tlie clerical are all controled by that prejudice through the cry in regard to the social and industrial questions which
profession, not simply in an abstract way as occupy- of" Stop my advertisement." It is not a mere ques- are pressing forw_ard for solution, if In fide lit~ ha.d
ing a certain position, but as men-honest men-as tion of more or less profits, but one of absolute ex- not freed men's mmds from the thrall of ecclesiastiI think a great many of them are, we must extend to istence. Therefore I have come to the conclusion in cism these questioners would be trodden beneath the
them our profoundest sympathy, for we feel that responding to this toast to speak not of the press, but heel of the church, and .the idle rich would go on
they are occupying an unfortunate position. And if for it. Upon thll press in this city are a great many piling up wealth beyond all human events, w.hile
there is to be any such profe~sion as this, it is a pro- Liberal men-·the majority, I think, are Liberal- toiling millions were sinking deeper and deeper mto
fession that in the nature of things, should occupy minded men, bnt for the sake of bread for their the slough of servitude and despair, without a prothe van of humanity; and if we are to have men ex- families and themselves they are compelled to test, with the sanction of the Almighty God, and
clusively devoted to what we call the great questions smother th~<ir consciences. In speaking for those under the unctuous smile of the anointed. Infidelof religion, universal humanity and philosophy, if men I think I express their feelings, as I do my own; ity, humanity, and progrflss go hand in hand, while
there is to be a class of men set aside from the when I say that the community owes Mr. Bennett a superstition, cruelty, and retrogression are in .league
common occupations of life, with leisure and oppor- heavy debt, a debt that may not soon be recognized, with one another. The disenthralled generatiOns of
tunity to cultivate these sentiments of humanity and but in time, either to himself or to his memory, it coming ti'me will honor no men of our day more
all those higher flowers of' feeling, as it were, we will be fully paid. There are reforms to be accom- than those who are sacrificing bodily comfort and
must affirm that such a class should be thoroughly plished, and some men must go ahe~J.d, bearing the mental peace for the physical and intellectual freeintelligent, free, and forward-looking in every respect. heat and burden of the day, their flesh torn by the 1 dom of their posterity. Foremost among such !Den
We must admit that to-day the clerical profession brambles of bigotry and their feet bruised by the II regard the Infidel whom we welcome home to-mght
occupies no such position as this. Unfortunately, it stones of contflmpt; they suffer that others may en- from his triumphal tour around the globe.
looks backward and not forward; unfortunately, it joy. Such a man I regard Mr. Bennett It is but
Said President Wakeman:
is thoroughly devoted to fixed religious opinions or seldom given to those men to experience the thrill
One of the most beautiful features in the trinity
creeds, and not to religious thought, or religion as it that comes from the knowledge of a life work com- of results to whi11h the last speaker referred is Liberal
might be; and so far as the clerical profession occu- pleted and a victory won, but it is possible that this institutions, established by Liberals. A few years
pies any such position as this it is a bar to human boon is in store for Mr. Bennett. Notwithstanding 1ago it was said that Liberalism was principally _negaprogress, and the sooner we sweep away this clerical the secular press, public opinion is being created i tive, and it was true, but that state of affaus is
profession and set these sixty thousand ministers to with startling rapidity. Despite the secular press, 1changing, and instead of a confused, unsettled, diswork at something useful the better it will be for the age of reason has dawned. When John Brown organized i:nass, it is becoming constructive and orhumanity. I believe that when we look at the cleri- closed his eyes upon the world the monster of hu- ganic, knows pretty well what it is about, has got a
cal profession as it has existed in the world, when man slavery was in the zenith of its power, but mind of its own for the arrangement of affairs, and
we make a deep and accurate study of human history Wendell Phillips, his contemporary, still lives to has the power to make trouble for its opponents,
in a scientific way, we shall find that this great wear the laurel wreath of victory and point with and is making it; so that before long·Liberalii will
body of men have, in a certain vague way, answered pride to the scars of the conflict. Thomas Paine claim their rightful place in the control of h_uman
some human need, and therefore I believe that when went down to the grave disheartened, his honor affairs. Science is becoming the great new faith of
these men become truly Liberal and scientific, and smirched, and his fame obscured, but Mr. Bennett humanity, and is breaking th-e fetters and lifting the
devoted to the interests of the human race only, may live to see Paine's memory honored again and slaves of mankind. To this end the Society of
when they are evoluted clearly out of the clerical his fame shine with a brighter luster than it ever Humanity exists in New York, and I call upon Prof.
profession into the broader field of humanity, there shone. I am not over-sanguine in asserting that A. L Rawson to say a few words in its behalf.
will not be any necessity for them to go forth into the religions of superstition and faith are rapidly
Mr. Rawson responded to the following effect:.
what we call secular business affairs, but that they losing their hold on the minds of men. This fact is
At this late hour you will ha:~;dly expect me to give
will occupy instead the position of Mr. Chainey in attested by the evidence of keener and less partial the history of the life of this Society of Humanity
Boston and of Mr. Adler in New York. They will observers than I. Henry George, one of the clearest and what it is doing, but you will expect, probably,
form a great company of educated, liberal-minded investigators and most eloquent writers on social a few word~ in that direction.
men, who shall be the teachers of humanity in the questions, and a man who still clings to the religious
Believing that organization was necessary to sehigher spheres of thought; men having the poet's traditiol1s of his childhood, in his work on" Progress cure good results from our labors, a few men an.d
insight and the fullest freedom of the soul; who, in- and Poverty," says that" in the popular mind Chris- women associated themselves together into what IS
stead of hanging on to the skirts of humanity, tianity is dying at the root, as the o.ld paganisms now called the Society of Humanity, and became a
and listening to the voice of a bishop or pope in were dying when Christianity entered the world." power. I need not remind those who are present,
order to find out what they shall say, will stand in And only a few days ago there appeare<i in the except possibly a few of you, that, although they
the front of their congregations, the real leaders, North .American Review a remarkable article from have not done much work among themselves, tltey
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have been the promoters of very much good work world of human nature from age to age, and as they Ipoems and products of art inspired by the love of
outside of themselves. The Liberal League has had are founded in the nature of things. There are liberty. And of those who among us have been the
much assistance from members of this society, per- great rythms in human forces which come from un- representatives of that· new power, I have the honor
sonal and moral. The Liberal League will continue delying principles, and if we can grasp those princi- and pleasure to name our friend, Mr. S. P. Putnam.
to receive such assistance from us until it gains the pleF, take them, as it were, in our hands and weigh I hope he will give us a short poem as a specimen of
object for which it was created. There are other them, we can judge with greater precision the signs this new phase of Liberalism, Liberal art.
movements on foot also that owe to the Society of of the times, and gauge the degree of progress of
Mr. Putnam then read the appended poem:
Bumanity their nerve. We have listened to-night the world. Whenever there is an aggregation of
The flay is broadening far, but still the night
to a short account of what Mr. Bennett h!!s seen and human forces or any forces whenever there is a conBroods with its shadow o'er the eager sight,
done in his pilgrimage. He made use of one sen- densed immovable conditi~n of things then reform
And fo~ bir~s fl~ltter 'gainst the_ golden dawn,
'"I b
And Splt thelrpmson though thelr fangs are gone;
tence which, it seems to me, was not quite complete. nec~ssan y egms by dJsmte~ratwn, by ISSolvm~.
Backward and forward tides of darkness flow
He said that Egypt had furnished more of the bread To Illustrate: If a crystal of Ice had been formed m
And chilling blasts rebuff the morning's glow·
of the world than any other country of equal size; the muddy street, and had taken up into its compoThe "Leaves of Grass" that sparkle with sw'eet light,
and that is true, but Egypt has also furnished more sition a portion of foreign matters, rendering it imW~ere n_ature's splendor quivers bare and brightideas to the world, of a religious character, than ~ny perfect; and if our purpose were to reconstruct that
~mckmmors of the truth's most ~eauteous form1 hese are _bedragg!ed by the c.rawlmg worm,·
other country in the world of equal extent. The crystal in accordance with the laws of crystallization
- .
.
'
Who sees m anythmg most fa1r no more
whole world, both the East and the West, is in- so as to exclude all Imperfectw.ns, the first stage of
Than what his own corrupted heart can pour.
deb ted to Egypt for many of the ideas that have our process would be to reduce It to a state of perfect
Not yet, alas!. not yet the day supreme
ruled the world from Moses's and Mohammed's times solution; to separate and distinctify the individual
Reigns in the heaven, although with many a gleam
to the present. To-day there is going on a struggle molecules. The second (or, in a sense, the third)
It .daEheson th~ slow-recoiling dark;
there that may .ch\l,nge the face of the world in its step is to recrystallize without the assumption of any
Still t~e r~tre~tmg dog~ of terror bark,
,.
.
.
The r1ght IS dtmmed with many a ghastly wrong;
.
. .
religion!! aspect. It may be the beginning of a new ~mpunties. Tms reveals to us the prog:r~ss of huma;nThe despots still their bitter sway prolong;
era. Whatever may be the end of the war, its be- Ity. If we go back to the old conditiOn of affairs
The hands of labor feel the cureed chain,
ginning is simply the foreclosure of a mortgage which under the Catholic church in the middle ages, we
Its wealth-creating instrument no gain
English people have had upon tbe government of find the primitive condition which Compte called the
But buttressed t~rone when.ce reckless po.wer defies
Egypt and in which the Egyptian people have no' prior synthesis of human society. Then comes a
The people's vmce; Inveutw!l's noble pm~
.
"'
'
I
h f
1
.
'b k"
h" h h d
·
d
·
That belts the world-the railroad's gleammg coilm~erest.
n t. e orec ~sure of that mortgage the rea mg up,_ w. IC
e enom1nate analysis, and :ve
Seems but a spider's web to catch the spoil
neighbors may become mterested and the disturb- Iare. now b_egi~~mg to be prepared for a newsynthes~s.
And feed the pampered body of the few,
ance spread over the whole of Europe, and then My techmcalities for these three stages are synstasis,
While millions find no fruit from what they do.
Egypt will profit by it. If I was a young man m:9 analysis, and synthesis. Four hundred years ago,
We are not read~ yet to sing the song
face would be set toward Egypt to help that people with the death of John Russ, or rather with his
Of peace and qmet-n~t to us ?elong
to free themselves; and I believe that a dozen men life, which was extinguished under the flames of per'E-hte pnertfhect lanrel~t-fthls fe~Et I8ldbeyn tdheyway,
.
.
.~., o o
e sumrrn o · man s g0
a .
.
. .
.
.
h
b
1 _ bl
we II prepa_re d With scientific knowledge could ass1st secutiO;'J, t e~e egan a, ~em~r."a
~ d~Ift m the
And yet what glories meet our ample view,
the Egyptians to free themselves from all their ene- bumamty of Europe towara mdivldllahzation, toward
How beautiful the dawn, how vast the blue,
mies. I bold that there are few people in the gov. the assertion of the right of private judgment in
Sparkli~g with thousand radiant shape_s sublime
ernment of England who are real hum:mitarians, or matt~rs. of cons.cience, which culminated, through
That J:>rmg t?e ~essage of the better lime ..
who would be accepted as members of our society :Martm Luther, m the great Protestant movement.
TThhe mght may hnger,lbtuht ohur sousltsyaerte f:lelfb, .
·
Th~t
.
.
d
h
e worms may craw, e arve
W'
e,
sh ould t h ey app Iy. Th ose who arP. pronounced L1b- . "'. m~vement wept on untJ 1, u~ er. t ? spur .and
The bats may spread their wings against the sun,
erals are led by those who are not Liberals, and who wspnatwn of Rousseau and Voltaire, It ripened mto
But that which made them finds its race is run.
are supporting the established church, and that the French Revolution and political freedom.
The wrong does perish, though by slow degrees,
church has been at the right hand of the established
In our age, and within a few years past, we have
And more nncl more the waud.of s~ien~e frees; .
, king in all ages to oppress mankind. The est b- b"gun another forward step in the direction of
. I
Truth walks the earth and _bml~s Its kmgdom fair,
rIS h ed governments here, although made by the peoa
f d
•rh
soma
E'en from the desert pluckmg Jewels rare.
!e~ om. , .. ese three m~rk the three stands, reJustice at last mr.kes rich reward for all,
ple, have beco~e a monopoly, and can elect them- ligwus, politiCal, and somal, of the great modern
Displacing charity with freedom's callselves to office time a;fter time in spi~e of the people; r~for_m3;tory moveme.nt.. The process of disintegraFor ch_arity is bu~ th~ ancient :'ice .
!1-nd ~he church, that IS almost established, because it tiOn 1s JUBt now begmnmg to come to an end. It
By wlnch the s"m.fti sms are pam ted. mce.
IS paid and supported practically by the government has done so with some of us, and that change will
He ~ants no cha~·tty whose slmple rJght .
·
·
h
h 1
'
•,h
· h"
h
To hve work thmk and act !S grflnted qutte.
IS supl?ortmf: t at w o e monopoly of govern~ent, occur wn many more w1t m t e nex~ five or ten
And thls shali come: for man with man shall grow
and. Will until the people wake up and shake It off, years. What then? Why, a new dnft; a return
In one vnst brotherhood. Yet in the :::low
or smk deeper and deeper until we become slaves in from the aphelion of this career, and a new progres.
Of intense interplay of every mind
name, as in fact we are now.
sion toward the constitution of a new human society
Society will be all rights combined.
The Society_ of Humanity has for its direct pur- that is to occupy this planet. We have gained one
'Tis not in sacrifice, but in the flower
pose to enlighten the people of this country until stage of the evo~utions; we have turned the _angle,
~fo~~~oi~a~~!1~~o:O~~~t Jnh~r~:::t power
they can free th«:Jmselves; not by war, bu~ pe~ceably, and we :;>re co~mg back toward a co~struct~ve, to
Check one man's action aud you mar the grace
through t~e ballot:box and through sendmg JUSt and replace c1estmctiv~ reform. The world Is wakmg up
Of our humanity's effulgent crown.
true men mto public places to do the work· that we to the fact that we are about to enter upon that drift.
The strongest suffer if the least bow down.
expect of them as the servants and not the masters With regard to Mr. Bennett, what he has done and
Thnt ?rown, it shall be stainless yeta'?d shine,
of the people. The Society of Humanity does intend is doing has been well stated here to-night a d
And llgbt all pathw~ys to one .el!d lhvme:
·
bl" h h
· ·
h I ~· h
.
.
' ~
To man's great empire o'er this pL1net w1de,
to e~ta IS
ere a new r~hgwn,. founded upon hu- w at WIS to say IS a word With rega~d to w~at ne
Commanding ray of sun and sweep of tide,
m~mty, and not upon an Impossible god, and they ought to do, and what he must and Will do m the
Gemmen with the stars, and glittering with the fire
Will welcome every man who has a head and heart to future. A large part of what he bas accomplished in
Drawn from the mouuta.in's heart; and our desire,
aid this work. It is a grand step in human progress. the past baa been simply the building of a pulpit for
All that we hope and dream, shall be fulfilled;_
Its ultimate success depends largely upon pecuniary himself, and he occupies such a one at this time as
'l'ruth seeker, truth, thy noblest world shall build.
succes~, and the Society of Humanity is already no other man in this country does. For the purpose
The President .made his closing remarks in this
. establtshed upon a solid, substantial basis; it has had of promulgating his ideas and helping forward the wise:
thr~>ngh bequests a sufficient amount of property left business of constructive reform, what he should now
This poem ends the programme for the evening.
to It to place it beyond any possibility of want; it do is to stump this whole country, every state and I feel, and I think the feeling must be universal, that
can meet all demands in a legitimate way, and there- county in it, and stimulate ihe people to organize at it is good for us to have met together on this occafore no one need be deterred from joining it by fears every point over this whole land, Leagues, organiza- sion. 'l'he lesson of this occasion and meeting is
for its continued existence.
tions, combinations, alliances, under whatsoever that we must stand by each other when we are under
The President then spoke. Said he:
name and in whatsoever relationsl:ip to other parts fire. _When an attack is made upon one of us LibAnother element toward this constructive phase of of the .Liberal movement, that shall help forward erals because of his Liberalism we must rally to his
Liberalism has been the founding of philosophies those great principles of freedom, and forward the support, and in doing that we will gain the respect
up~n scientific ideas and principles, philosophies drift of humanity toward organic constructive reform of each other and of the world.
which entirely take the place of theology, or, if they and the building up of the looee, unorganized mateThe position Mr. Bennett was placed in was an exdo not go so far, appropriate the theological forms rial into an actual power. We should be the strong- ceptional one, and called forth the rarest qualities of
and reconstruct them in such a way as to entirely est pa•·ty in the world to-day if we were organized, human nature, unswerving faithfulness to principle
cJ:lange them from being a phase of popular supersti- but indolenee and want of co-operation have made under ignominious persecution; and from his
twn . . Among the leaders in this country who have us weak. We are nowhere when compared with the friends it callPd forth similar qualities, that when a
contributed most to this great work is our distin- same number of religionists with the same amount man is under fire we must stand by him. A man's
gui~hed friend and philosopher, S. P. Andrews. I of brains, if we could find them, because they have failings are atoned for by a great service to humandelight to call him our American Hegel, and I am the added force of organization. Organization is ity; all their weaknesses and sins are forgotten by
please_d to say that he will respond to the toast," Tha the word of the future; we must have organization, virtue of that noble aspiration and self-sacrifice in
Growmg Spirit of Unity and Efficiency Among Our but such organization as shall, instead of suppressing aid of human progress. That gives a man absoluReformers."
·
the individual in his struggle for freedom, come to tion and lifts him above all his failings. Another
The "Greet Universal Preacher" spoke thus:
his aid in behalf of freedom and for the purpose of lesson of this occasion is that we must learn to comIf we were in the Liberal Club, and if my friend, carrying out the objects and designs of the most J,ib- bine. We have combined around this table towelMr. Wakeman, had made a violent assault upon me, eral and exalted men on the planet. Organization comf'l Mr. Bennett. Can we ever do it again for any
as he sometimes does there; then I might perhaps is, like fire, a very bad master, but a very excellent other purpose? Can we stand shoulder to shoulder
say ~omething worth while, but I have :never found servant. Organizations in the past have been our for the accomplishment of any particular thing in
t?e mfl.uences attending the dinner-table to be par- masters and have oppressed us, and consequently the progress of the Liberal cause? I hope we can
twularly inspiring in the direction of eloquence or the people have taken on a fear in regard to organi- and may. How far this shall aid us in the future,
clear~ess of thought. You have all read among the zation. We must make organizations scientific and and how far we shall succeed in bringing the dawn
beautiful stories that are told regarding Charlea beneficent, such ag shall be a blessing rather than a we have spoken of, we cannot tell; but it rests with
Lam?, one to the effect that when Lamb and a party curse. This is to be the work of the immediate each on,e of us to further it by our labors as we can.
of fnen?s. had stowed themselves in a stage coach, future. Rfforms come rapidly along, and in the Our reward will be the respect and estee~ of each
af~er dmmg generously at a country tavern, the mean time we must act, ano not merely speculate. other, of the world, and of our own consmences and
d;tver, desiring to take in another-passenger, presented Therefore I speak for the Liberal Leagues, and of hearts. We are thankful that. our friend Bennett
him~elf. at the coach-door with the inquiry, "All what I think Mr. Bennett should do to help the peo- has returned; we congratulate him from the bottom
!u~l m~Ide ?" and Lamb replied: "I don't know how pie to attain an organic form of reform in the imme- of our hearts, and we will stand by him in the future,
It. Is With the others, but that last piece of pigeon-pie diate future.
when under fire, as we have in the past, and we will
d1d the bus_iness for me." I am just now rather too
Mr. Wakeman next introduced the poet of the lend him our help in all his labors for humanity ..
full for famle utterance.
evening thus:
.
Votes of tha11ks to Mr. Wakeman for the admir
I think the most desirable thing 'for us in the presAnother phase of the progresR of Liberalism has able way in which he discharged his duty as chairant ~tage of affairs is to 'become thoroughly philo- been its representation in art. It has been said that man, and to MeRsrs. Seaver and Mendum for making
soph10:a-l in the matter of reforms, so as to see the we had no art. It is no longer true. l!'rom Shelley so long a journey to be present, were unanimously
operat1on of p.rinciples as they flow through the down to the present we hll.ve had the most glorious passed,
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as be pleases, as we do as far as we hav the power ? and that it.
is as susceptible of proof that matter was created by an intelligent power as that it eternally 1i11:isted without a cause, and that,
by some process of evolution as mysterious a,nd incomprehen~i
ble as its eternal existence with<'ut e. Muse would be, it should
produce intelligence, produce a mind to control and govem
itspJf; which would be just as inconc~ive.ble and inc.omprehensible as to hav been cr~>ated by an intelligent being, and much
more so, because it would be contrary to all our experience, the
analogy of thinliS in nature, can~e and effect, a.ud ev~rv rule by
which we are governed in the arqniRition of kn,lwledge.
Tha genArallv-received opinion that matt~r cannot be annihilated, and that consequently it must be eternal, is not susceptible of prnof. All we know is that we cannot annihilat.e mA.tter, which does not prove that the A.lmighty could not Wfl
cannnot create it, but that does not prove that he ca.nnot ere
ate matter. How do we know but that the A.lmigbty l•as annihilated worlds of matter? How can we know but that the
Great I A.m could blot out this universe in the twinkling of an
eye and still exist, the same eternal, self-existent being that be
ha~ eternally existed 't
It would ~eem thstt the Almighty has given us aPsur~nce
enough of hi~ all-sufficiency in what we can see in t.he univers~;
in the infinit -variety which he hilS given us; in the countless
millions of r'lifferent orders ami forms of existences be ha11 created to convince us that all thin!ts are possible with him, except
to contradict himself, or make nature contradict natur(>. or hims<llf to commit suicide. It. wonld not seem to be possible for
the eternal to annihilate himself.
·
I hav, as briefly as would seem consistent in order to pre~cribe any sort of connection of the ideas adva11ced in my
former articles on this •mestion, referrE>d to a few of the main
points of argument involved in the consideration of this snbject
before presenting my linal proposition and the reasons I may be
able to giv in support of it.
JAMES HaLE,

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH S&ll:KER, Sir : Perhaps you
will nm~mber, if not this will remind you, that I commenced
the difcu~siou of this question more than a year ago, the fir~t
article of which was published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of JauUHr:v Hi, 1881; the second article in that of February 26th; the
thhl article in !hat of A.pril 30th, and the fourth in the issue
nf A.ugugt 13th, which was abot1t the time yon left on your
ronnd-the-world trip. I hfl.d intended to write just one more
article on this subject," and ~~.s I could not do so before you
~tarted I made up my mind tr. wait until you returned, if you
,ever sh <mld and if I shottld li v till then, and try to ha v the last
arti<•lf' ready to appea-r then, if you were willing to publish it
in yur C"lnmns. A.nd ina~much as it bas heen so long since.
tbe fint article appeared, and such ·long intervals between the
publication of the others, it seems the.t, in order to present my
ideas in any sort of connection, it is necessary to briefly recapitulate Enme of the main points pre~ented in my former commnni<'atifins.
In the first article my proposition was that mind was an immaterial spilitual entity; that it is the I a.m that I am, the
thinking, reasoning myFelf; that tbon>:bt is a volition of the
mind, a5 is walkir,g·' or speaking a volition of the physical
orRa' ~; that I hu,v the control of my own wi!l, my o'~<n
thcmghts, my own actions; that mind is the p 'wer that governs
evt~ry act of onr lives, and that the pri nci pie is recognized and
acted upon in all the trallsactions of life everywhere and under
all circumstances; that mind governs matter; that if mind is
tbe resuh of material organization, in cases of very great excitement of tbP. mind, resulting in de~tth to the body, then the
mini!, the effect, has de.•troyed the cause of its own existence;
tb" materi'l] organiz~tion has· committed suicide,
lt i3 in its operations and results like the Kilkenny cats that
Darwinism Boiled Down.
fought eRch other until there was nothing left of either but the
. .
.
.
.
ends of thPir tails, and if they had only fought a little longer
Ehruna mq~res m & recent DUJ?~er ~f ';L'lD<: TRUTH SEEKE_R
there would hav been nothing l~ft, and that would hav beP.n 11 for the best ~r1ef manual of Darwm s prmCJpal work. There 1s
pertPd illustration of the Materialistic problem.
- no such abndgment, and probably none could be made, at
Trat is how Materialism dP.velops its principles. We know ~east in the present st11.te of science. T~a "Origin of_ Specie~"
that the mind can and has killed the body in hundNds and IS not a lar~e.book and the.· argumentative pa;t of 1t. Is qmtR
tbou~and~ of cases by its excited action alone, independent of short, but It IS cra~med With example~ and illustr~twns, and
avery other cause.
upon ~he~e depend rts value. _The commg popular ltteratu~e. of
My second article was devoted pdncipally to arguments to Darwm IHI!Jl)mt, I. f~( uld tbmk, take the form ?f axposiL!on
.show that the material organization was merely a medium rathe~ than abbreviation-the facts of natural history whiCh
of oommunico.tion which the miml manifested in itself to the Darwin t&kes for understood cannot be packed any closer, but
material world. That in all the different grades of life, frnm .need, on tbe contra~y, to be ex~laine~, to those wh_o ilo n~!
the lowest np to man, the same rule holds true; that in even kn~w them. T_bere IS a book. ent.1tled What Darwl!l.S'l.w,
the vegetable world we can see manifeatations of life in a man- deSlg~e~ for ch1ld!en and ~nsmentJ!ic readers. Exposiho!ls of
ner th~<.t c•lnld never be exhibited to us only through those pe- Darwmrem ~s apph~>d tn var1ous subJects may also be found m the
cu1iar organiz (tions. A.nd so· with the animal crt'.ation. We P_o'[nilar (31J~IJ!Wf! Mo1}thly and some numbers of the Intema·
see life, instinct. if not reason, manifested in the different ani- twnal Sm~ifio Se-nes.
. .
.
.
mal or~ranizations that we could never s<Je or know only through
TJ;te outlme nf the J?arwmian ~heory IS easrly defined. A.ll
tb.n~e separate and distinct specimens of creation.
spectes of plants and ammal_s mult:iply faster than they c,~n conThat the eal', an organ to convey facts to the mind by sound, tmue to ~nd me~~s of subs1ste_nce. Hepce !e.sults the str~g·
doE's not hear. I hear the ROund; the ear knows no more about gle for existence :-great multitudes dymg- tn eac~· generatwp.
it than a bluck of wood. A.nd tbe eye is merely an organism from want of nouriSb~ent or t~e ~ssault~ _of enem1es. _In th1s
amwering the purpo~e or a telescope or a microscope to present E~rLJggl_e eye,rv exceptlon 1 pe_cuharrty, or td10~yncrasy whlC~ ca!l
ot•ject8 to the mind to myself. The objeet is imprinted on the a!d an mdrndual to s_urv1ve mc.rea~es the chance that ~be md!!"f'tina of my eye on the same priuciple 11.nd in the sqme way VJdnals so favored will leave the most nnmProu• poste-nty. Th1s
tbal en object is imprinted 11pnn the ohject-glnss in the camem is. the law of :·natural ~elect.ion." As tbe stock-breeder sPlects
of tbe photcgr~pber, and by some means, as incomprehensible bts J_DOBt ~ervweable _ammals to become parent~ •. ~o natnre, .by
as my own PXistence or that of univerFe, is conveverl to my C'Jttmg off those whw~ are not fitted to the !)ond!hnns of existmind. But the eye itself sees nothing. I see throul!'h tbe eye. ence, selects those whiCh are, for the ~arne end. In the course
If I were dead the impression might remain on the retioa of the of many generations. the "survival of the fittl>st," which at
eyfl, b1;t. there would be no sight, no seeing. A.nd this seeing fir~t admitted exceptwns •. ~ecomes absolute and exclu_d~s them.
and hFaring are under the control of the mind and so i~ the In the long run, competition must destroy the famthes lea3t
brain subject to my will. I can think abottt one thing or adapted to their s~rroundings: ~mong_ these m_ay_ generally
another just as I please, and the brain must mind its business be m?l~iled negat1v ~nd nothing-m~partwular varteties. ,~e~ce
and do as I will if it can. The mind seems to be enthroned the ortgm of mrw spPmes and the disappearance of the mtsssupr~mA over and iodependent of this material organization for ing lin~.". J?arwin shows, with great fJrofusion, of instanc~s,
its existence, -with power to govem and control the whole con- t!Jat th1s-prmmple accounts for all the ~1fferent kmds of .vanacern, and, according to the law of cause and effect-, cannot he ~ton among races. The pnwer of changmg color so consp_wuou_s
the result of the ()rganizations and forces that are subject to its m the chameleon, the conquest of the earth by the more mtellicontro1.
.
gent races of men, the limited number of rapacious animals,
My third article consists of a 1ew arguments to show .that it the swa~ing procliyity. of codfisli and oyst-ers, the advance in
is no more inconceivable that the mind could exist independent c_omplextty of ~rgaruz1.1tion from the nomad .up to man, the perof material organization than that material organizii..ion could siStent umformtty of those lo.w type~ _found m the ~ldest strata
produce mind; that it does not pro-ve that mind or the life prin- -progre;'S .. retrogression, Jmmo.bthty, mons~·o~1ty-all are
ciple is, necessarily, the result of material organization, becan~e dr~wn_ wrthm the C?f?pas.s of a smgle generaltzB,tron. Of ~be
we never see it manifested through those peculiar organintions· obJeCt!ons to Ds.rwm1sm 1t se~mB. unnecessary to say anythmg
that to m~ke the observation that nothing exists that is-· not now. They appear to be burred m the grave of the discoverer,
material or the result of material organization, does not prove it who lived to see the complete 1riuml?h of his vi~ws. It israth~r
to be so. That if I cannot understand my own existence, bow necessary now to warn stndents agamst supp?~ng that Darwm
am I to know all the possibilities of a spiritual existence of which has exhausted nature. A.s a theory of the ongm of species, his
I can know nothing through the m,1dium of those material discov~ry_J~aves, pe~h~ps, l!othin~ to be ~esired. Th~ origin of
organs of sense, which were designed only to be a means of those I~d1v1dual var1at10ns m WhiCh spemes have the1r remote
communication with the material ut'iverse? That if we cannot source 1t doss not bear upon at all.
C. L. J.A.HES.
know how mind exists, neither can we knnw how matter exists,
___._ _,..._ _ _ __
·rhe one is as much a mystery as the other. That every e:lfect
A. New Prophet.
must hav a cause, that if the mind is not the result of material
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER. Sir: Ever since the
organization, what is the cause, and what i• the cause of matter
That we are t0ld that we cannot go outside of the un~ver~e for na.tiv uprifing in Egypt and the bombardment of A.lexandria,
the very good reason that there is no outside of the universe I h&v been expecting each week to see some one call the atten.
for the cause. That tbu universe is material, ar.d that what is tion of your readers to the f,-,Jlowing prediction, which appeared
vot in the universe. is nothiJJg, and that mind must be the result in one of your "Round-the-World" letters from Cairo, written
of matter anJ material. That there must necessarily be an several months ago. It cannot be that I e.m the only one who
intelligent cause for all that exists. That upon the principJe by bas noticed its almost literal accurateness :
which "'e learn everything we know, cause and effect, we cannot "Toe natlva [of Egypt] are talldng among themselva of the necesc~uceive of an intelligent existence without an intelligent cause, sitv of rtsinl! ag!l.ins~ their oppressors and d rt vlng them from their
This may come in one. two, or tbree ye!l.rs. but come it
and that in our ,,wu existence can be found lj. parallel that will oountry.
p1·etty surely will. . , . That will he a bloody day when It enmas,
illustrate tbe principle. That the cause of all things occupies and manv J~uropeana will donbtless be mas~acred: but It will only
the same relation to the urriverse that my mind does to my body; glv the European nottiona a gooel excuse to visit severe punishment
thut eternal, self-existent, supreme-intelligence mind is mani- upon the MoSlem~."
There you bav the whole program laid down, and it bas been
fested in and through the univer~B in the same manner as my
mind is manifested through this material organizoJ.tion; and that followed, with no omissions and few extras. H your mind
that intelligence is the soul of the universe, the au in all, the was not illumined by the spirit of propbPcy when you made
Great I Am.
tL&t diagnosis, then the spirit of prophecy is of no account.
My fourth article was oo. the propositon that force "as not an Isaiah never made a hit like it, though he followed the style of
inherent property of matter; that if mind (life} was not the re- his time in making his wediction after the event of which he
sult of material organization, but an eternal self-existent mind, wa..~ writing had occurred. His aver~ion to the truth may in a
supreme intelligence, the soul of the umverse, then it wa~ en- measure account for the Jack of corrPspondence between the
tlrely unnecessary to bring in the proposilion that force is an in- subjectiv order of his narr~tiv and the objectiv order of the
herent property of matter to supply the place of God, to account phenomena. Neither did the dreaming Daoiel nor the mannfor all the life and intelligence manifested in and through those daring Ezekiel strike so close to the facts. A.s for Mother
material organiz>~,tions; that something must be eternal, without Shipton's Prophecy, that lady's reputation went with 1881, the
beginning and without end, whether mattet or spirit, or both, world failing to come to an end before the expiration of the
or f'lse nothing could now be in existence. A.nd, according to year, according to expectation.
all our experience ~nd knowledge here, mind is the power that
The A.dvantists are admonished by their leaders to stt1dy this
controls m<~.tter; that influences and controls other minds; that Egyptian questio_n with the Bible in their hands. If soma of
lOntrols every enterprise among men; that moves the world. them s~onld hA-ppen to stnroble across the passage in A.ct.s
A.nd why should we not reasonably come to the conclusion that which says, "I will raise up a prophet from among brethren;
the universe is·controled in the same manner by an intelligent, to him ye shall hearken," and also the prediction which I hav
inYisible power-a milld, a spirit, a God-whe handles matter , quoted, a connection between the two might be imagined, and a

reputation established for you as a prognosticator of i:lire events
which would make Mehemet A.chmet, the would-be prophet of
Islam, ~eem small potatoes indeed.
G. E. M.

" A Truth Seeker Around the World."
.h'rm11 the 1/umopMst, Bombay, India.

At the time of Mr. Bennett's visit to Bombay, it was ·made
known that he was on a -voyage around tbe world_at the reqnestr,fthe subscribers to his journal, Tam TRUTH SEEKElt, and at
their expense. This latter fact at once att6\sl:a the popularity of
Mr. Bennett in A.merica. among t:4e Freethinking classes, and ·
their probaole numerical ~trength; for unless the uumber were
large, no fund 30 considerable as this jolU'ney requires could
hav been raised by a popula.r subscription of five dollars from
each contributor. Mr. Bennett's observations of tra.vel hav
been regule.rly published in his journal in the form of letters.
and the portion of the trip between New York and Damascus
has jnst appeared in a thick volume of 836 pages, profusely
illustrated, a.nd having a well-engraved portmit in steel of the
author. Mr. Bennett is a type of a class very numerous in the
United States, and which has recruited some of the ablest men
in A.merican public life-that of the self-made. By dint of
strong JJatural endowments of mind, backed by a store of bodily
vigor, they hav forced their way into public notice and popula.r
leadership, often despite obstacles fit to _crush au hope out of
weaker cban.cters. A representativ man of this class was the
la.~e distinguished journalist and politician, Horace Greeley,
fouuder and editor of the New York '1'1·ilncnt; and one c<tnnot
turn over a leaf of A.merican history with on t seeing tb e traces of
bimilar minds having been at work. Mr. Bennett's path to
authorship aud leadership- in the Western Freethought movement did not run through the drowsy recitation-rooms of the
college, nor over the soft car_I?ets of a-ristocntic drawing-rooms.
When his thoughts upon relrgion filled his bead to overflowing, he dropped merchandizing and evoluted into editorship
with a cool self-confidence that is thoroughly characteristic ot
the A.merioan disposition, and scarcely ever lookeg for in any
other race. "The A.merican invented the monkey and shod
t-he musketo "-is a Russian proverb expressiv of the popular
idea in that country of the cleverness of their transatlantic
friends. One would naturally look, then, to find in a bonk by such
a man rather strength than finish, many quaint, original views
of foreign people and countries without any pretense of that
polish which marks the literary productions of the 11niversity
graduate. A.nd such, indeed, is what one sees in the volume
nuder notice. The author's mission was the unique one of ~tud yhng
and reporting upon the religious state of the world from the Freethinker's point of view. lt may be described as an anti-missionary or anti-religious pilgrimage ; a c11mmission to discover
not alone how little or much good the missionaries are doing to
the "heathen," nor how good or bad are thA various ot-her
Christian nations, but also whether Christian A.merica can dmw
~ny good lessons in morals or religion from the hoary civilizations of A.sia This duty Mr. Bennett has performed to· the extent possible in the brief time allowed him in each country to
look over his ground. He makes many shrewd observations,
more particularly in Elirope and the Holy Land, where hislon~
previous study~f Christianity fitted him to grasp its relations
with the state of things h!l witnessed. , His is not a book to be
read with either ple!lsl1re or patience by the professed Christian,
but it is admirably adapted to his audience ; and the popular
rfceptions which, in the latest ad vices from A.m~riC1J., are report.ed as being given to him by crowds of sympathizers all
alonfl; the line of the Pacific R~tilway, show that he bas largely
added to his influence with that rapidly-growiog party which is
a~RR.iliog Christian theology "from every coigii. of vantage."
Three vnlumes are to complete the work, and the three are advPrtised at the remarkably low co~t of five do-Jlars, or about Rs.
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Congress Hall.
Our enterprising Secretary of the St. Louis League has just
completed arrange·ments for the League Congress in St. Louis.
It will meet in the Young Men's Temperance Hall, northwest
corner of Fourth and L)cust streets. This is a good, commodious, central hall.
A.lso the headquarters of the Lengue officers will be at the St.
James Hotel, and the delegates can find quarters there for
$ UiO per day, board and room included. It is a first-class $2
& day hotel.
It has recently been refitted and furnished anew.
One of the proprietors is a Liberal.
l!~or tho~e who prefer to take rooms elsewhere the Italian
Kitchen, Sixth and Olive streets, will furnish meals at very
reasonable prices.
. So everything is arranged, and: we hope the auxiliary
L'!agues will be represented at St. Louis by full delegations.
Every auxiliary is entitled to s.,nd five delegates. We believe
this will be the larg~st and fullest Congress ower held. The
best speakers in the counky willbe there. Mr. George Chainey
will occupy Sunday afternoon with one of his admirable teet-.
ures, as he did last year in Chicago. Mr. Wakeman will close
the proceedings on Sunday evening with an address. Friday
and Saturday will be occupied with the bu~iness of the Laagt1e
-entertaining plans for its progress and improvements, discuEsing its resolutions, the election of officers, etc. It will assemble promptly at 10 o'clock on Friday morning, September
29th.
Leaguers and Liberals-life, annual, and charter memberswill every one of you resol'l'e- to be present?
'f. C. LELAND, Secretary N. L L.
· 744 B1•oadway, New York.

A Mistaken Idea.
To ~'BE EmTO~t OF THE TRUTH SR!!K'Im, Si1•: I notice that
TnE T&urn SEE)l:En. and many eastern papers speak of the prohibitory liquor law of Kansas as a success. This is not the
case. A.nyone can get a glass of liquor in the saloons of the
large cities by asking for it., just as easy as sugar, nails, or any
other commodity, and in the smaller places where fines hav
been imposed it is sold secretly. So that to find one that is
closed in conseque.Qce of the law is a very rare occurt·ence; yet
I think there is not so much drank as before, some of which is
attributed to the hard times and people not being able to pay
for it. I hav lived in the state twelve years, and notice things
some, and my drink is water. I wish well to the temperance
cause, but I want the trul;h told, and want our paper to do it
every time. Hence this note.
.
Governor St John's yarn 'about increased immigration and
enlarged tax roll is all bosh-not worth a moment's notice.
The reverse is the fact. Many hav left the state b_ecau~e of
short crops, and, so far as I am advi~ed, not because liquor is
not to be had, for it is plenty, and much villainy is practiced to
evade tl:.e law.
Indeed, sometimes it seems to me that the hypocrisy and
lying and pe~rj ury are as corrupting to the· morals oi the country

.
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this beautiful abundant land from the desolation of a heinous A{rans wrote Sanskrit, which is believed to be the oldest lanplot. and convert into happy homes of secure peace for the guage in the world; claimed to hav been used more than ten
brave and free as long as they are vigilant.
thousand' yeMs ago. The antiquity of the Chinese is so great
· How many fsthers, mothers, and grandparents will set ex.
as
to run back into the age of much uncertainty. They claim.
ample~, and keep reminding everybody which is the rig;ht way?
I beseech you all to save yomselvs with all the rest, by retak- from twelve to forty thousand years, and even millions.
iug all the liberties our sires nobly won, obta-ining many others
The · Egyptians inscribed their hieroglyphics upon rocks,
they nor we hav known, and do not hinder women who hav statues, obelisks, and temples not less than five thous&nd yeats
labored for everybody's liberty all their lives from taking as
ago. The people of Ninaveh and Babylon stamped cuneiform
Open Letter to Young People.
many and as milch of them as they glv any one.
inscriptions upon earthen tablets four thousand years before our
·
Affectionately and respectfully,
Dear Young Men and Women of the United States of .Amer·
Vineland, :N. J. ·
MnY E. TILLOTSON.
ica: Since you h~~ov been taught that on your rectitude of charera, aad these are now to be seen in large numbers in the Britacter and choice of jndicious life rests the hopes of the aged for
ish Museum, London. There is abundance of proof that man
the security of just inst-itutions a.nd safe administrations, you
A Letter from Mrs. Briggs.
existed upon the earth from fifty to one hundred th~lllland
will not feel insidiously addressed if those interested in human
welfare express anxiety when they see you surrounded hy snares
To THE EDITOR OF THE Tn.UTH SEEKEll, Sir : The death years ago; but about the only history ~hey left is the stone im·and-artfully-pressed temptations, which only high purpose and of a dear brother recently called me to Verm(,lnt, and after the plements they used and the bones which they left in the eaves
fixed principle can resist. Knowing that in the present critical last sad offices were performed I improved the opportunity where they lived, side by side with animals.
state of our nation, when a fuller union of church nnd state is while there of visitin~ many old schoolmates and dear friends
Probably the oldesc reliable and regular history is that of the
planned, your aid to that plan is sought by all possible allure- that I h"d not seen for years. One whom I hav known as a
mAnts; and lea.rning recently that good young men, of Lib~ral most worthy man· from my earliel't recollections was formerly Grecian historian Herodotus, who lived Sflme six centuries beview8 aoul educat'i.on, hav. been lured into the church, and an enthusia~tic Universalist, and smart enough to many times fore our era. He wrote extensivly, and his works still remain.
urged to join theY. M. C. A., which, for its social fentures, vanquish by Bible arguments eminent divines, but now, alas, What is called Bible hisoory is far from being the oldest in the.
they like, prompts me to throw out this kindly. W11.rning, late as irone over to the enemy in the Baptist division! And I askeil
itis; for long ago Liberals sbouldhav establiShed methods of myself, Howis this possible? Not being able to answer the world. There is no proof that any of it was written befor!l the•
combining culture and amusement for the young, independent t:[Uery, I left with him for perusal that book of books for the time of the Babylonian captivity, aild much of it less than six·
of bigoted sects. In answ~r to my remonstrance the apology benighted, "Deity A.nalyz!!d and the Devil's Defense," by Col. centuries before the ChriStian era~ The part alluding to- the
of these young men is the attractions of we1.1,lth, fine h1.1,lls and John R. Kelso, of C!iliforni~~. that latest and best defender of creation of the world, the Garden of Eden, the fall of man, the
temples, popular standing, and entertainments. In a large de- the fa.ith-1t work that Iwi~h to commend to all Liberals as one
gree these are held out to attract, •nd Freetl:inkers are not fully that cannot be ex~>elled as an efl'ectiv instrument to dispel th~ debge, etc., is not older than tkat captivity, and was unquesattentiv to the constant need of fortifying young minds agai,tst clouds of superstition and ignorance (the only barrier that pre. tionably taken from the Babylonian records· and myths. The
seductiv show. But, finally, we ""are awake to the danger of vents all Christians from a.ttainiJJg ment!ll freedom), and a Babylonians were an older and a far more literary and learned
bavfug our last liberties usurped by power.seekit>g Cl'aft, and to book that r>ugbt to hav a large sale and extensiv reading, if pe0ple than the Jews, and from them the latter derived most of
the stronc efforts to make you its servil a.Jlies, like thousands we would do our dutv to those of our fellow men that hav not
now unwittingly giving it the service o:f their lives. The thou- yet been able to break the fetters the church has forged for the knowledge they posse~sed. The Bible was not ;ritten till
sands not yet under its sway should be spared to the truth. To them. Its keen satire and unanswerable arguments must after the return from B!tbylon, and much of it is a plagiarism
show the subtle aim (aptly told in the old term priestcraft) to prove most e:ffectiv in demolishing the absurdit-ies of theolo~y ; upon Babylonian literature.-ED. T. S.
!hose of you not aws.re of the guile qehind the pm·face suavity and I hav great hopes that the mind of this old and valued
of the church·made respectability of to-day, and bfneath the friend, .and others 6f his class, will yet be released froi:n the
A New Opera.
specialMhcitnde for your aid in this crisis, is the object of this thraldom of superstition-the mental bastile which now imtask, and I hope its welcome will be ml.lllifest by a large count prison~ so many noble minds, annihilating Freeth ought, and
It seems that friend William McDonnell, author of " E:~:eter
of grown boys and girls in Liberal clubs. To divert yon from keeping men !Llld women in abject slavery to a myth. I feel Hall,"" Heathens of the Heath,"" Family Creed~," etc., has
reasoning aud scientific company and boob strained efforts that by urging my friends· everywhere to buy and circulate
are made to brand such with the odium of obscenity. For"this ·such books--as this I am hut simvly doing my duty to them and made a new departure by writing an opem, which will probably
purpose our best people and most useful literature are attaeked the cause we hav so much at heart-the freedom of all man. be placed before the public lu the course of the coming autumn.
· ~ond condemned. To cover the revolting nature of church kind.
The following is what the Toronto Daily Mail has to say of .it
dogma and fraud the f&Scination of show and ple•sinji at.
For the past three weeks I hav been denied the privile11:e of a.fter perusing it:
tention are made proflllle, and recently the appearance of re- readi-ng THE TRUTH SEEKER, now I hav the last three numbers
A..N OPERA BY .A. CANA.DU..N A.UTROR.
fi.nement a.nd le~ning are emulated to countervail tedious pelt. before me, but only time enough to g-lance over them at presings of pulpit doctrins. This winning phase is self-coJ;Lfession ent. My eyes a.nd soul are especially gladdened bv reading '' The
We are pleased to annouuce that Mr. William McDonnell, of
that el'lnobling progress for aspiring souls is not there, and is Index and Lucy Stone," bvMrs. Lake, in TsET~tuTH SEEKER Lindsay, Ontario, has written an opera, in thrre acts, entitlo'd,
superduous to thJse knowing the central kernel of the structure of July 1st, and "The Badge of Serfdom," by Susan H. "The Fisherman'~ Daughter." This, we believe, is the fint
is pagan idl'latry, mythic superstition, and disguired knqwledge Wixrm, in paper of July loth. I indorse every word of them. opera or work of the kind ever written in Can ad a. We ha v
that these are facts.
,
Let mothers educate their sons and daughterR accordingly. been favored yrith a perusal of the piece, and are of opinion
Skilled in long-practiced cunning, Christians haT ways of How true are Sister Sa.da Bailey's words in THE TRU'l'll SEEKER that if it is properly produced the opera will be an und,,ubted
driving people to their fold with a gentle seeming, thoujih a of July 1st on a subject o.f yet more importance at present. success. The plot is simple a.nd natural, with sufficient of the
cruel, dire intent, evincing much tact, and this runs all through She s11,ys: "Do you know that our nation is doomed to de- humorous, the pathetic, and the sensational to make " The
the winning proceSl!.
·
struction unless lahor reform triumphs? Do you know that Fisherman's Da.ugbter" very attractiv. As a.n author Mr.
By affiliating with .fashion and other SJl(lCulations, they hav aristocracy h~s cansed the downfall of every nation t.ho.t has McDonn~ll is already favorably known in the literary world.
established customs and standards of morality and respect on a been destroyed? For this th11re is a. philosophical and vhysio- He has not only written. the opera, but composed the music
plane and line with their policy, creatin~~: a caste they a!!SUme to logical reason. The brains and bodies of aristocrats become (something unusual), much of which is very ~tirring, tender,
be alone reputable,. By its criterion they measure vice and weakened for the want of proper, useful exercise; the bra.ins and original. If arrangements can be made'" TheFisherma11's
virtue, real worth not ·considered; and in the auspices of their and bodies of the laborers by overwork. Thus both clas~es Daughter" will probably be brought out in New York during
aociety, intemperance venal excesses in many things, legal dege-nerate until a nation is ruined and many arts and sciences the ensuing operatic season, ana we l1ave much pleasure in a.n.
prostitution, avarice; swindling, knavery, multiply and demoral- lost." The re01edy sbe prescribes is feasible, but who, oh, ticipatinli:" for Mr. McDonnell the success which, in our opinion,
1ze so generally that confidence in huml.III integrity has reeled who, will lead and be sustaioed?
he most certaiuly deserves.
till alarm for the perpetuity of any soundness is urging the best . "Ststnd by Mr. Bennett," says Brother Leland. Certainly
in all sects, the doubters of atoning gods, the Freetbonght we will ; and tho~e who hav known him fmm youth up look
·Nature's Work l~inished.
lovers of truth, and especially the believers that indh·idual re- t~n from a distance and hail with pleasnre all demonstrations of
0
sponfibility is highest incenti-r to goodne~s, to begin reforming welcome and gladnPss at his safe return. I was one of the
~ THE ~DITO!t ~F THE TRUT~ SEl:KER, Sir: .The abl.e and
exislinji usages, to gain for the mas.ses .some red health of numerous friends who went on board the ve~sel that borA him pomted article.s W~JCh hav occaswnally "-rpeared m the Ltbe;al
body, mind, and morals, and a basis of prospllrity where justice away a year a!!;O to giv him a. parting handshake and words oi pap~l:s over hts Signature hav made the name of
Jenkms
may be umpire. Discovering this aim in LiberaL ranks, priests cheer anr! woulil f.\'ladly ne one to gr:eet him on his retnrn
' familtar to many of your readers as an outspoken Ltberal. It
whose honor rises from the ignorance of the m'l.ny,started anew
'
Fraternally yours,
MRs. ScoTT Bnm~s.
now becomes my painful duty to inform you ~f his sudden
the old ~landers, wi.th malice &ttent, made the understanding
depart.ure from us by the process called death, whtch took plac-e
that dissenters were unpopular, patronage must be withheld
Girls' Industrial School.
on the 6th inst. after a short illness, which occurred at his
home in the suburbs of Hannibal, on a s01all fruit farm, where
from their busineEs, activ ~dvocates. suppre~sed in som.e way,
.and the passport to reputation was church favor. In thJs their
One of out: Michigan patrons has memorialized the legislat- he was used to spend the most of his time, either in his orchard
.usual appeal to fear is expected to be potent with young mem· me of his state as follows:
or library. Noted for his vast store of useful knowledge, a
hers.
perfect walking encyclopedi<l., strictly temperate, honest and
When priests had the power they beheaded Freethinkers to
To thtJ Legi;slaturt! of Michigan: AR the question of the courteous tr, everybody, but always outspoken in his Liberalintimidate others, as well aa to hush the thought. Their object Girl's Indttst.rial and Educational SchMI has been merged in ism, woe to the one who attacked him with the pen. He was
now is to so modify law that ng&in they can silence opposition. that of a Reform School for Girls, I wish to explain the plan I unpopulil.ro:f course with the mental slaves who dare not express
The hard strife ~o g!'in numbers is that they may thrust liberty have ailvoca.ted and still adhere to in regard to the former. In their nonest opinions, but with Liberals his loss will be deeply
out of the Const.ltuhon, vot.e the myth they call God in, ba sus- doing so my object is to draw a. line between the two institu- ileplored.
taif:le~ in deeidiJ?g on interpreta.tion~ and ruling ace<.•rdingly. tions for the obvious reasons that by the plan which I propose,
In accordance with his request dm·ing; his life, a strictly secThts IS the meanmg of the late VIOlatiOnS of law by agents of in the eata.blishment of a strictly indu~l.rial school, the number ular funeral was given him. Dr. A.yres, lecturer of the Society
vice societies, spurious courts, postal inter!erence, a.nd trials to of girls who are daily becoming a public cl•arg-e will be dimin- of Moralists, officiated, assisted by Mr. J. B. Chelsey, using
suppress physiological scieloce, To counteract this gigantic iFhed by tsking them from towns, cities, and the country-while that valuable little book," The Truth Seeker Collection," by
desecration of our republican government, already much cor· yet innocmt of crime, though beset by temptation on ev~ry selecting that which was appropriate to the occ&sion, together
rupt~d, the institutioncalled•Liheral Leagues was formed. It is hand, a.nd thus giv them a hnme where industry, morality, with a brief sketch of the life of the deceased, making; a very
increasing in growth and prosperity ye&r by year, but with the economy, and honesty shall be inculcated, where the science of neat at:d impressiv SArvice, co=anding the attention and
combined e 11emies of all monl.rchies and churches it needs the cooking, bouse-work, and every industry pertaining- to woms,n respect of a large attendance of orthodox as well as heterodox
aid of all who.belieTe in its principles, who abhor the heartless- shall be taught, as well a.~ those brauches which fi~ t.hem !or friends.
D. C. llA.LL.
ness of tyranny, the abject slavery of subjects, and th& horrid succe~sful blliinefs. I would ask an appropriat-ion of $25,000,
Hanniua~, Mo., Aug. 8, 1882.
torture of the noblest ,,f hnmamty by Christian tan•tics with and recommend: That buildings of moderate dimensions, pla.in
chains, gags, cells, and gibbets. And there are enough whose and substantinl, he erected; that everything be done with an
'' The North American Review"
rea.! views are with Liberals to rally to the true standard and eye to economy; that sufficient grounds be purchased, to "U·
For
September
has for its le&ding artiDle a very forcible preroll ba~k threatening invasion at once, if they had courage to able the school t{) raise as much produce as possible, in order
outaot mner truth. Investil!ation show-s that majorities of that it may soon beccme, in great meflsure, self-sustaining; to sentment, by Dorman B. Eaton, of the evils produced by the
those sustaining churches hav no faith in them and only incite girls to .11reater industry, I would have each re~eiveacer practice of levying "Political A.sssessments." The paper is
acquiesce for "position and success in business.'' 'Such mer· tain percentage on everything which she makes and produces noteworthy :for its striking arra.y of facts, but more so because
ceuary ca.tering so degrades character that dupes linger on, for saJe, this to be invested for her at interest until she g!a.dunev:er enjnying ilia sweet freedom of living a conviction, daily a.tes. I am convinced thstt the institution may soon be self- it will be universally regarded as the ultimatum of a large and
selling th;'lmselvs, bMomes commonplace, and it is feared they eustainin11: in 11. great measure, thus relieving the state of a infiuentia.l section of the Republican party, addressed to the
will sell their country and posterity's inheritance, too, when burden of taxes so alarmingly great as it is becoming.
party leailers. "Oaths in Legal Proceedings," by Jndge Edthe trying hour which is hastening on arri'fes.
H. WILLIS.
ward A.. Thomas, is a discussion of the question whether the
If you, young people, consider well the womentous matter
interests of morality and public justica alike would not be proA Question in Ancient History. ,
stand firmly, by the human right of self-government thro~
moted by the abrogation o! all laws. requiring testimony to be
your infl.uence into the true organization of that right the
MEttiDE:N, CoNN., July 15, 1882.
Liberal Leagues, you wi tl honor rour own patrotism, stren,thPn
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3-$1.50 for THE TRUTH given under the sanction of an oath. Thomas B. Maury, late
the true, and be examples to older people who ought to hav SEEKER a.nd $1.50 for the "Bennett-Mair Discussion," Plell;se of the Signal Office, contributes an article on "Tornadoes and
been h~lpiug you by their manly practice. A.uxiliarv Leagues SPUd by return mail. Accept my thanks for sending the paper
their Causes,'' which, in addition to its scientific interest, poscenter m ~he. N a:tional! !orming a bo~y where all reforms may so long after mv term exnired, and if it will not take too much
work for Jlllltice m political, commerClal, reliiious, and aU good of vour valuablo tiine, I would like to ask you a question, sesses the merit of suggesting many practical measures for
systems.
">hich; if you will answer, I will use to enlighten a Christian averting di•aster to life and property from wind-sttrms. " A:rA.r;td women, as well as men, should join them, giv what aid friend of mine : What is the oldest history and how far hack chitecture in America," by Clareace Cook, is marked by freeand mfl.uence they can, and th11.t is much more than is usually does it goP
EuGENE LANE.
dom of utterance that IS refreshing. In this respect it ranks
supposed. Soon as women in goodly numbers swell the memREPL"Y.-The psople of ancient times were not excellent his- with Commander Gorringe'a celebrated paper on the United
berships they will form sociable societies independent of prete~tious seots, and when -jlUr ranks show they are able to enter- torians. They seemed to attach little importance to chronol- States Navy. .A.ugustus G. Cobb writes of" Earth-Burial and
tam themselvs, defend a true standa.rd of rectitude, 11.nd en- O!!:Y or a system of dates. It is a que~tion of the greatest an- Cremation," and J. E. Manning. in an article entitled" The
cour&ge their own business affairs, the vassals whom shams tiquity between the Hindoos (descendAnts of the Aryans), the Geneva .A.ward and the Ship-Owners," sets forth the justice of
~av left worthy of redemption will gladly turn and enjoy a
Chinesl!l, the Egyptia.ns, and the Cha.ldean~ or A.ssyrians. 'l'here the cla.irns of consi(l:nors of cargoes and owners of vessels to inncb ~e.ason of open-browed hone11ty.
.
demniti.ca.tion out of the Geneva. A.ward fund, for losses, from
. Savmg you, Yl?ung ~en, from wily nets long l•id for you, is the strongest evidence that each of these nationalities made the acts of Confederate cruisers. The .Review is 5old by book·
will a.llo save you, our gtrls, and, !laving enouih of you, will save :record& iu their pecullilr ways many thvullaud years ago, The sellers and news dealer5 geaerall y.
·
as liquor drinking could be. Of this, however, it is difficult to
determin, and it is likely that some more law-making may make
it possible to prosecute the offenders, but if it is fonnd that
there can be no better way of promoting tempera.nce than the
one now on trial it bad bettilr he repealed &nd left altogether to
moral suasion.
DR. GEORGE W. CIUP.M.Io.Y.
Owwlur Oity, Kam~as, Aug. 1, 1882.
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SALT LAKE CrTY, Aug. 12, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just received the second volume
'Of ''A Truth Seeker Around the World." You will
find inclosed four dollars. Please send me two copies
'Of the second volume of "A Truth :Seeker Around
the World." I shall want two more copies of the
:second volume soon.
Yours truly,
JAMES ASHMAN.
BEDFORD STATION, MICH., Aug. 11, 1882,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is five dollars for the book
·of round-the-world trip, if it is not too late. I was
burned out of house and home last September, and
I hav not got up to the "front" again yet. It is
hard when once you get in the " rear " to fetch up.
I was a subscriber to your paper, but I had to let
you drop it on account of my losq of property. I
could not send you the " needful."
Res-pectfully,
F. WINGATE.
WARREN, 0., Aug. 14, 1882.
l\fR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $10, for which

please send one cory of yo1,1r travels around the
world, $5; Robert G. Inersoll 's best book, $2; and THE
TRUTH SEEKER for this year, $3.
I would J.l.av sent this before, but had the misfortune to see the earnings of a life swept away by fire,
and could not spare the money before.
I hav been a pioneer in the Freethought movement, having had serious doubts of the big fish and
ghost stories for at least forty years.
Yours very truly,
THOMAS DoUGLAS.
DENVER, BREMER Co., IowA, Aug. 14, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you should find a postal oroder for $17-$1.50 for Vol. IV. of your tonr round
the :world, $2 for Jeremiah Hacker, and $1 to T. C.
Leland for annual membership in the National Lib. era! LeaguP. OnA dollar and a half of the $17 aforesaid is for Vol. IV. of your tour round the world, to
be credited to my son-in-law, F. W. J:ctcob. The balance ($8) is for the Secretary of the National Liberal
Leage, for annual membership in the League for the
following: l\I. Farrington, Mrs. Ann L. Farrington,
Edgar L. L. Farrington, Miss Ianthe A. Farrington,
Mrs. Vivia L. Farrington, Denver, Iowa, $1 each;
Mrs. Delifl, J. Jacob, F. W. Jacob, Waterloo. Iowa,
$1 each; Mrs. A. N. Wood, Waverly, $1.
For the good cause ever yours,
M. FARRINGTON.
PETERBORo, N.H., Aug. 11, 1882.
MR, EDITOR: If you know how to forgiv such cussed
carelessness on my part I hope you will try and do
so. Your remark about delinquent suhscribers has
just fallen undei my eye, and I was taken back when
I found I was behind, instead of ahead, as I supposed
I was. I had it so settled in my mind that my subscription expired in '83 that I did not think to look
at the tab until your remarks called my attention to
it. Find inclosed $5-$3 of which place to my credit
for the paper, and the balance use as directed. I
will senrl you some more money soon on the R·mndthe-World books. I don't mean to be hog enough to
accept so many boc.ks for the paltry sum of $5. Am
glad of your past year's success. Hope you won't
hav to take your pay in congratulations. That is
real good as far as it goes, but the printers and
paper-dealers will not take them in exchange at anything like par value; neither will they Patisfy the
demands of the stomach.
GEo. GEER.
HAMBURG, Aug. 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I received your note and will try to
answer it. I hav been sick a long time-am barely
able to sit up, but hav some money laid away for
you, which you wcmld had long ago had I been well.
I inclose $6-$3 for extra binding on my Round-tneWorld books, and $3 for the dear old TRUTH SEEKER.
If my time is not out all right; if it is I beg pardon.
I would rather do with one meal a day than owe for
the best paper published.
Mr. Bennett, allow me to congratulate you on your
safe arrival home, and I hope those for whom you
hav sacrificed so much will try to lighten your burden by at least forwarding to you your just dues.
In a ww days the Convention will meet at the Glen,
and I hear you are going to be there. I, too, had
anticipated that pleasure, but the time is so near at,
hand I must giv it up. I hope your reception will
be a grand success, and that all those who attend
the Convention may enjoy themselvs to the fullest
extent.
Yours truly,
MRs. E. M. SICKMON.
BuTLER, .Mo., Aug. 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I congratul11te you on your successful
voyage, your happy method of writing it, and on
your safe return.
I hav received Vol. II., and am even better pleased
with it than with the first. I do not think I ever
spent $5 that has given me more genuin satifaction
than that for your journey around the world.
I hope you may conclude, after taking a sufficient
rest, to m:1.ke an extended lecture tour through the
states, and that your many friends in this part of
the country may yet hav theopportunity of listening to your description ot scenes in foreign la,nds1

and of the manners, customs, superstitions, etc., of
the inhabitants of the many countries through which
you hav passed.
We also desire to take by the hand and welcome
to our homes the old hero-martyr of religious persecution, the venerable seeker of the Truth, whose
writings and publications are doing more to spread
Freetbought than all other causes combined.
That you may liv to double your noble work in
the cause of universal mental liberty is the wish of
your friend and pupil,
R. S. KEr.so, M.D.
BENNETT'S RECEPTION AT MILWAUKEE, WIS.
GLEN BEULAH, Wis , July 20, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: For the first time I had the privilege
of grasping the hand of D. M. Bennett at his reception in Milwaukee on the 18th inst. The Liberals of
that city had spared no pains to make it a success.
The gathering in the Academy of Music was larger
than I anticipated, considering the unpopularitY of
the Lib'lral movement. Mrs. Dr. Severance presided
with womanly dignity and tact. The preliminary
addresses were madP by Dr. T. W. Williams, the
writer of this, and Mrs. H. S. Lake. The doctor's
lecture, in manuscript, was a finely-written production, on the broad-gauge of thought. Mrs. L:1ke's
words, both in poetry and prose, called like a silver
bugle for action. On the arrival of Brother Bennett
th~ committee of reception requested him to speak
on "Comstockism," as was announced in the bills.
DQubtless this subject was chosen bee~ use Milwaukee
for some time has been Comstock's headquarters in
Wisconsin, in the effort to legalize a Comstock law
a la obscenity. It was, however, impolitic, in my
orinion, to dwell on such a subject at a reception.
When an obscene man like Sir Anthony throws carrion at our feet it is best not to stir it much, but
bury it out of sight forever as soon as possible, and
then lash the villain that so insulted us, that he may
learn better manners. In his honest and unsophisticated heart Brother Bennett did not calculate, I in·
fer, that a certain class attended that meeting who
ardently hoped he migbt say something which they
could construe as obscene. They wanted to "catch
him in his words," after the delectable style of Comstock-a game that is contagious. The old man told
the facts in a plain, unvarnished manner, demonstrating the villainy or that Anthony. They who are
infected with the virus of false modesty:, bloodpoisoned by popular theology, evidently in sympathy
with Comstock's pretentious virtue, demonstrated
their "holy horror" by leltving the hall. But the
main body of the audience remained courteous to
the end, indicatin~ a just appreciation of the good
man addressing them. The next morning and evening the Republican-Sentir.el and Wisconsin appeared
with somewhat· flaming headings concerning the
"ribaldry of D. M. Bennett." The reporters, ever
courting public taste and never justice or truth, made
the reception appear just as black as they dared to.
While they told some truth, the moral aspect of tbeir
reports was a villainous lie-chara,..teristic of a set
of reportorial pimps, who thus seek to show off,
show their talents and immaculate piety, and so keep
in good favor with the churches. Such usage from
newspaper tools of sect and party should only awaken
greater vigilance and daring. It is well to practice
on the olden adage, "Cast not your pearls before
swine lest they turn and rend you;" but while we are
wary, it becomes us to demand of the press everywhere that our meetings shall be correctly and justly
reported, or we will withdraw patronage. Let this
be understood and everywhere avowed in convention. The· Liberals-this includes Spiritua.Usts who
are liberal-have the majority, intellectually speaking, in the country. Would we but unite our forces,
leaving our personal crotchets out, we would be irresistible. Our first duty, then, is to organize wherever there is sufficient material to warrant, and move
in solid phalanx up<'n hypocrits and blind guides,
and thus compel the press, if it cannot learn decency
otherwise, to tell the truth and respect our rights as
American citizens.
Fraternally,
J. 0. BARRETT.
MoYAMENSING PRISON, PHILADELPHIA., PA., l
Aug. 11, 282.
l
MR. EDITOR: While you hav been journeying round
the world I hav been suffering in prison ae a victim
of railway monopoly. As the Christians of N ~-w York
sent you to prison for a year in 1879 for daring to be
a man and daring to sell that which you had a perfect right to sell, so for the same reason-for selling
my own property, railroad tickets, at reduced ratesthe railway monopolists of Pennsylvania hav sent
me to prison for a year and fined me $500. According to the rules of this prison I can only write one
letter in two months, except to my wife, now in Nevada, Mo., to whom I am permitted to write once a
week. I hav cone! uded ·to a vail myself of the opportunity and write this letter to you, with the h<,pe
that more may result from it for the cause of justice,
right, and American liberty, as well as for my personal welfare, than should I write this letter at this
time to any other one person. I do so for the following reasons:
lat. Because I wish to thank you for the letters
and articles THE TRUTH SEEKER bas pnbli~>hed from
time to time in the past few months in relation to
my case (by the bye, I must giv New York credit as
being the banner city in my defense, and ltll credit
to its independent press in giving publicity to the

outrage that has been perpetrated upon an American
citizen in my person by an American railway monopoly. THE TRUTH SEEKER, Truth, Sun, Herald, Commercial Advertiser, Irish World, National Journal, and
House and Home hav all published notices of my
arrest and imprisonment and denounced the outrage).
2d. Because my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER
having expired a couple of weeks ago, I wish to
specially thank you for continuing to send it to me,
and to say that as soon as I can get to see my counsel-who, I think, is at present out of the city at
some summer resort, but will return to the city in a
few days a.nd see me:-I will hav him send you the
money to pay my subscription up to the time of the
expiration of my sentence, November 1st. I am now
expecting to see him every day.
3d. To congratulate you upon your safe return to
your nativ land and to your home from your long
trip around the world, and to express my pleasure
at the success of your trip and the ovations and enthusiastic receptions which awaited you at almost
every point at which you stoppefl. Your letters in
THE TRUTH SEEKER I hav read from week to week
with great interest, and shall want them in book
form soon after my release, to re-read, show to my
friends, and preserve for my little son (now six years
old) to read when he becomes old enough to read
them understandingly and to appreciate the knowledge, truth, and faith they contain.
4th and lastly,. I write you with the belief that you
your10elf, having once experienced what it is to suffer
for a year in prison for truth, principle, and the
rights of the people, can more readily understand and appreciate my position, and that if you
can, through your influence, and by bringing my case,
as a victim of unjust laws, before the public at the
Freethinkers' National Convention at Watkins Glen,
secure a lessening of my sentence and secure to me
the justice of a pardon at the hands of our Pardon
Board, you will cheerfully do so. I would like
to hav my case brought to the notice of the convention, with a view of having the convention take
such action upon the same as they may deem proper,
adopting such resolutions as the merits of tbe case
seem to demand, together with a petition in my behalf, to our Board of Pardons, asking for my pardon,
having the same Aigned by all classes of citizens attenoing the convention, and hav it sent to the Board
at Harrishurg, Pa., care of Charles N. Farr, Recorder
of Board of Pardons, the next meeting of which takes
place on the 19th of September; but all letters and
petitions should be in the hands of the Recorder at
Harrisburg by September lOth. The law under which
I was convicted and sentenced is unquestionably unconstitutional.
If I had been able to employ able counsel, such as
Colonel Ingersoll or Mr. T. B. Wakeman, to defend
me I doubt if ever a jury would have convicted me,
or, after being sentenced, I could hav had the decision of the lower court set aside by a higher tribunal.
SYLVESTER F. WILSON.
[Let every person who sympathizes with an unjustly imprisoned man do what he can toward effecting the release of Mr. Wilson by addressing the
Board of Pardons as above, both by petitions and
private letters. Those who will put themselvs in
this man's place will certainly be willing to do so
much to help him.-ED. T. S.J
.
ILION, Aug. 11, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I send you post-office order for $3,
which is to pay for TRUTH SEEKER another year.
I hav received the two volumes of travels, and
think them just the thing.
I should like to see you now, and see if your longcontinued traveling has changed your appearance,
We hav read every word that has been in your paper
concerning you tr~vels since you left a year ago and
hav been interested and instructed by the letters
you sent home. I hope I may see you again sometime.
s. MAUD P. GATES,
Yours truly,
PHINEAS GATES,
EUREKA. SPRINGS, ARK , July 27, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $2 on subscription; one
for myself and one for C. H. Cole, the trial subscriber I sent you same time ago, This is almost a
Liberal town. I never saw so many Liberals in one
place. Last year I had great anticipation of a Lea.gue
here. I invited Mr. Bennett here on his return
across the continent, and he wrote me to bear him
in mind, that we should be remembered and visited,
if possible, etc. At •that time I went so far as to
send for the necessary blanks to organize a League
(which papers I hold yet), but the terrible drouth
which visited the West last year was raging then,
and hard times set in which made it impossible to
do anything at organizing and maintaining a League.
This town is only a health resort, and hard times
are more felt and feared here than in towns which
are backed by agriculture and manufacture. The
country has just garnered another good harvest, and
we look for good times again. We very much regret that we will not see Mr. :Bennett before he
completes his circuit, but hope to hav another opportunity. I put him flown as the greatest civilizer
the world has had. I am certain that the world
never made such progress in civilization as it is mak-
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ing to-day. Mr. Bennett endures hardships, perils,
alld persecutions with fortitude; he travels, reads,
and studies .extensivly; be talks, lectures, and
writes ably and voluminously, and he publishes continuom;ly, while the millions ;J.re eagerly reading
wUh pleasure and profit, Thus superstition vanishes
before bim, and true civilization follows aftf'r him.
Every effort .should be made to get some, at least,
of the many good Liberal publications of the day
into our public libraries, and every town having a
League should hav also a Liberal library. I find it
is very easy to handle a Christian when once he gets
to reading.
Some of our good writers should publish a series
of preparatory books presenting the subject of Freethought thoroughly, but beginning in a mild, con·vincing style and advancing step by step (as Lincoln
did with emancipation), until the subject is thoroughly covered and explained.
It is usQless to put a radical work into the hands
' of a moss·-backed orthodox. But few of them hav
ever read any kind of Liberal or scientific books, or
thought but little upon such subjects. They must
"become as little children," and be educated out of
their error, just as they were trained into it.
Another thing much needed is a good collection of
Liberal hymns and songs, set to music, for the use
of families and gatherings. Everybody loves good
music-a thing which we are very deficient of.
Speeches, lectures, essays, readings, etc., ;tre liable
to become dry and tiresome unless mingled with
and enlivened bY good, lively vocal music. The
Christian Sabbath school owes its success to its good,
spirited music.
.
·We want a change of music, a change of words
and or· tunes. Let us sing of "Greenland's Icy
Mountains" and "Afric's Sunny Founts," with words
and melodies grand and inspiring as nature itself.
Let the Christians sing 0f the hours so " tedious and
tq,steless," of the "birds and flowers having lost
their sweetness," etc., while we worship in eong the
birds and flowers, and enjoy the happy hours.
Have we any music-makers ? then let them get to
work. There is a field of speculation and profit before them awaiting a display of their talent.
As for Sundq,y, the body and mind need rest 'and
change which a day of rest may giv. Modify the
Sunday laws surely, but by no means ever abolish
one day of rest in seven. Six days of labor calls for
one of rest. Six days of study demands one or rest
and change for the mind. There are many better
works for us to perform than that of abolishing Sunday. Such are my ideas. If some should differ with
me I should like to know it. Ever for right and
light.
Yours fraternally,
J. THos, KENNEDY.

Itrue
labor with Mother Nature; hence, she sets. us
the example. Thf\ road to hapriness, and to pay the

· KALAMO, Aug. 8, 1882.
Mit EtnTOR: I discover it is· time I should -renew
my sub •cript ions for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and as I·
am very much in favor of maintaining the fight
against bigotry and superstition, I hasten to send
you the three dollars nece<sary to giv me the paper for another year.
·
·
Yours truly,
ALBERT WoEK.
LYNN, MAss., August 1, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: The second volume of" A Truth Seeker Around the World" arrived yesterday. It is bettea, much better, as it proceeds. Wish I could be
with you at the banquet to our apostle. But he
must come to Boston, where his reception will be
equally welcome wit.h your own.
Yours,
DR. CORKEN.
DFSDEMONA, TExAs, July 22, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5-$3 to apply on
my subscription, and the balance use as directed.
We are rlelighted with your letters of travel. Glad
you are nearing home in safety, and wish you many
years of health, happiness, and prosperity.
Yours for truth,
A. C. MARTIN, M.D.
MILL BRooK, CoNN., Aug. 17, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is three dollars to renew my
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. It .has become
one of the household needs (or gods) that can't well
be dispensed with.
I am, perhaps, just as glad that you had a prosperous journey and got home safe and sound as any
of your patrons or correspond~nts; but that kind of
talk must have become rather stale and nauseating
to you, and I forbear.
·
Fraternally yours,
H, W. PINNEY.
LYNDON, KANSAS, Aug. 8, 1882.
·MR. EDIToR: Thrice welcome home, alth'ough you
hav given us a rare feast from abroad. We received
the flower seed all safe. Accept our thanks. I take
the hint and inclose $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER, My
wife joins me in love to you.
Accept the photo of our son, D. M. Bennett, as a
token of respect. We will teach him to admire you
while young, and when he is old he will not depart,
etc.
J, M. and R. A. PERT.

BosToN, MAss., Aug. 4, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I notice your editorial in the issue of
August 5th, and welcome you home from your long
journey. Noticing what you said about subscribers
in arrears, I looked at my tab and found my subscripti.on will run out on September 1st, 1882. I therefore
send checK to your order at once for $3 for another
year lest I should forget it. Respectfully yours,
PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 15, 1882.
HENRY N. STONE.
M:a. EDITOR: Allow me to heartily cong1:atulate you
on your safe return from your long iournev around
REEVES STATION, GA., Aug. 9, 1882.
the world to the shores which I, for one, did not
MR. EDITOR: I am glad to hear of you landing home
wish. to see you leave, thinking now as then that we
safe and sound, and I am also glad you hav given
hav room enough and by far too much work to do us so truthful a history of the countries and people
for all the truth seekers there are or is likely to be
yon saw. It seems to be the most correct and reain our ranks in our -own country and homes.
sonable history of places and people I ever read.
To those of our friends who hav not yet come to When you rest a while I am one that is willing to giv
this conclusion, I beg them to stop and think long five dollars to help send you on another trip. But I
enough to see what is going on about them, Look
hope you will not hav so hard a swim for life in the
at the tendency of our law-makers to pass laws cenfordan.
W. L. McDA.NIEL.
tralizing all powers at Washington; and again, at
the· many millions of dollars being acquired by a
LAFAYETTE, IND., Aug, 12, 1882,
few indivduals; and again, at the stealing, robbing,
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken your paper for three
and utter worthlessness of both the Republican and
Democratic parties. Oh, when will our people open months for fifty cents, and think my time nearly out.
their eyes and see what is being done with their Please find inclosed $1.50 for six months. I would
rights? How mueh longer will we close our eyes and subscribe for a year, but I am sick nearly to death,
fold our hands and send either thieves or fools tn and don't know that I will get well. While I do liv
Washington to represent us? Just so long as we I want your paper for my bible, and when I die it
keep in this rut, so long may we expect the taxes will be the only bible that will be found by me.
Yours fraternally,
WM. CASE,
piled on. Let us look at these things a.s they arenot through Republican or Democratic eyes, but
JANESVILLE, Wis., July 29,1882.
through the eyes of common sense, and let us go to
MR EDIToR: I inclose $1 to renew my subscription
work, one and all, to giv to each and all equal rights,
females as well as males. Let us see that our wife, for four months. I wish I could do more, but my
our daughter, and our mother has at least an equal means are not abundant. I hav read your letters of
right in the government of our country with any travel with much interest, especially since you left
and all others. Let us work to preserve our Consti- the Holy Land, whose barrenness was not favorable
tution as it was intended. Let us cut all deadheads; to descriptiv inspiration. I am glad you hav met so
compel those who want churches to pay their pro- cordial a welcome wh<~rever you hav been, and hope
portion of taxes. Why should you or I be taxed to your new, as well as your old, friends will continue
support a god we don't believe in ? Let us band to- to sustain you in your work of mental enlightenELVIRA WHEJOLOCK.
gether ~o work out the salvatiqn of this our country. ment for the people,
Let us start a fund for the founding of a home for
NAPLEs, N.Y., Aug. 6,1882.
those who are worn out, and a school for the proper
MR. EDITOR: I heartily welcome you home from
· instruction of our children, for it • is to the former
that we owe th~ liberties we hav, and it is the chil- your long journey, and am glad to learn that you
dren, born and unborn, that must carry on this work, hav returned hale ood hearty, and able to swing the
and let us see that they hav a chance to get a proper battle-ax at your old post again. The account or
education, or in other words, giv us more science and your journey published weekly in THE TRUTH SEEKER
common sense, and less bible in all of our sr>hools. lias been of great interest to me. Hoping that you
Whm is there in our ranks, and how many, who will may liv to a good old age, and hav a happy termiand can subscribe to such a fund? Let those who nation to a useful life, I am,
Truly yours,
JoHN PECK.
can :Start the ball by heading the list for ten or
twenty thousand dollars, and you will soon see the
smaller fish c·ome swarming in in s.uch quantities as
,
BATTLE CREEK, MICH., July 23, 1882.
to surprise us all, for the world is full of good yet
MR. EDITOR: I hav just learned by lVIr. Cobb, of
and only wants the chance to do good. Start the Battle Creek, that his brother is engaged in a girls'
ball at the Watkins Convention, friend Bennett, and industrial school at Milwaukee-a most glorious enkeep it before tne public, and rest assured the work terprise! May he and those noble women, who are
will be done.
doing a work of more value to humanity than all the
Inclosed please find $3 for the continuance of THE cburches in Christendom, succeed, I take Nature as my
'l'RVTB SEE:Klm to my address.
;B, REDFIELD.
~uide, She is a perr~tual wqr~fil~-po cessation from.

debt we all owe to F,ttlHlr God and :M:utber N ~ture, is to
be producers as wei! as consumers. To idle away
our time, and to bfl continually debt.,rs to the author
of our existence, is setting a bad example t.o th0se·
whose care wf'! ought. to g 1.v our attention. WhNe is:
the family in· all our land who has to depend oru
hired help to run a cook-stove that bas it clone as it
should be? Nine-tenths 0f the food we eat is badly
if not wholly unfit to go into the human system.
Why? Simply because the girls and women are not
taught the science of cooking, or the art of economy
-true industry. My dt>sire is and bas been for many
years that every state in the union shall have industrial schools for girls, where science, art,. and economy shall be taught, and combining, 1st, honesty; 2d,
strict morality; 3d, politeness in all cases; 4th, a
strict observance of ·cleanliness in person, in fact, in
everything; 5th, a care that everything be in order,
kept clean, and healthy; 6th, that each girl ·be
taught mueic, so that it may inspire her to do up
, er work and imbue her mind with cheerfulness,
and make home a happy place for her, instead of
street gossip and the temptation that lies in wait for
them by the libertin, who is ever on the alert for
bis victim. Then go on, my dear frienrts, and instead
o! prayers teach those useful branches, and teach
each girl the beauty of independence, which is the
fruit of industry. Eyery family ought to hav an
organ or piano to take away the dull monotony of
the kitchen and wash-room and make life cheerful,
and incite the mind to perseyere in its duties, and
make home a heaven instead of a dull, dead, lone-.
some monotony, I repeat, dear friends, go on fitting
those dear girls for teachers in every department of'labor pertaining to women. Teach them, first, honesty; second, industry-self independence. Leave the
future to Mother Nature. Don't incumber the t.ender
mind with the theology so prevalent in our land,
If we can lead a life of rectitude here we need not
fear the future.
I made such an attempt to get such a school in
our state but failed, and it was defeated by praying
Christian women, who must hav a reform penitentiary, nothing more, to punish the poor girlsthe victims of libert.ins who are received into the
parlors and associates of t!Tose praying-womAn's
daughters. Such is the horrible state and inconsistency of what is termed high society. Yes, punish
the poor girl, the victim of the lustful, gay libertin,
who struts around the streets with impunity. We
hav an agricultural college farm for boys. A half
million dollars of E>tate money has been squandered
on this farm to teach boys the art of farming. Hundreds of boys hav been to that farm, and I question
if fifty of them hav ever returned to or gone on to
farms; and yet large sums are yearly appropriated,
while not a dollar is given for the education of girls.
I hope to see the day that women will vote, and
1dso adorn our legislativ halls as law-wakers with
men; then we will hav laws for the whole people.
Tyranny, which has now over half of our race, will giv
place to just laws, and ever the right be done.
Truly yours for humanity, H. WILLIS.
FLoRENCE, ALA., Aug, 15, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I would like to write you and the
readers of your paper a long letter. Though we are
strangers, yet there is a brotherhood of feeling, a
common cause in which we are interested alike-a
freedom to think and also a freedom to utter those
thoughts, but I will claim space for only a few·
lines. I hav read your weekly publication of "Letters from Friends," and one thing strikes me forci'bly-that very few of those letters are written from
parties in the Southern states. This might indicate
that the sunny South, the land of cotton, was creedbound by the dogma of old theology, and I am free
to confess that such is the case to a great extent,
but perhaps not more so than the northern or eastern states. Our people are kind, generous, and lovers of freedom, though impulsiv and quick to resent
an insult, and this I think you will admit to be the
proper material for Liberalism. I think a few Liberal lecturers might make expenses, and more too,
if they would come this winter. Tell them to come
and reason with our people and help us out of the
old superstitious channels. We would like to lay
aside the old Jewish mythology and put on the new
garb of rationalism.
M. R SHELTON.
PATERSON, N.J., Aug. 15, 1882.
D. M. BENNETT (pilgrim and author of the New
Dispensation): All hail, the chieftain of religious liberty I The good work is complete. Let the testament of the pilgrim of the nineteenth century be
placed on the table of every Liberalist in the land.
JYiay the old record of false prophets, with its damnable decrees, be consigned to reminiscences of past
ages as a book of horrid delusions. Let the "Truth
Seeker Around the World" be all embodied in one
volume with space left for a family record and entitled the New Dispensation. It will educate humanity to. the realization that the only hells are the
human (or iPhuman) contrivances called religions.
Inclosed find $3 to pay my subscription. With
high v:eneration and esteem for the good work you
hav accomplished, I am,
~espe~t!~!JY yours,
J'oul{ J. HAULAND,

"
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Rispah.
BY ROBERT SW AIL

When three years famin had occurred
The Lord sent to King David word
That for the sins of old King Saul
His venueance fell on great and amall.
Henurs<>d Ills wrath, though he was dead,
And nearly f<'rty years had fled,
'His vengeance mmght would satisfy
Unless seven sons of Saul must die.
·so they were hanged by God's good king.
For many days their bodies swing
Before the Lord for his delight;
His eyes feast on the ghastly sight.
Their mother's love for them was s.uch
That dead she would let nothing touch;
She kept the birds off through the day,
At nill'ht she drove the birds away;
Though feeble now and very old
She kept her post through heat and cold,
In sleep she dared not close an eye
While weary days and nights pass by.
Her guiltless sons her God so great
Dooms to an nnju~t, cruel fate;
Mocks at her a:uguish while she weeps,
Laughs at the sorrow that she reaps.
0 Rispah, can thy grief be told
As thus thy darling., thou behold?
0 noble Rispah, good and true,
How doth God's work seem to thy view!
What dost thou think of this foul deed,
Dost thou admire his bloody creed?
Could thou for him feel tender love,
Or praise him if in heaven above?

•

The Prohibition Question.
J. H. COOK TO E. C. WALKER.

er'npt," etc. How is that demand to be reRlized
except by a compulsatory and prohibitory law?
You demand that chaplains, etc., ''shall be diocontinued." How discontinued except by legal
compulsion? The ending of the next statement is'· shall cease"-compulsion again. The
nextstatement ends with" shall be prohibited,"
and you send this out to the world, while prohibition in regard to the use ~tnd sale of alcohol
is so repulsi v and tyrannical to ycu.
If you repeal a law you prohibit irs execution.
The truth is, there is a very large numbe1· ot
Liberals who hav inherited or cultivated an
appetite for strong d1·ink. Many (•f them belong to Liberal Leagues and drink enough
every year to buy many b1oks and papers and
do much for Liberal lectures. Tuey do not
want any prohibitory laws to help them reform.
A. LibP.ral saturated with bad whisky and extremely poisonous tobacco, and who will not
take a Liberal paper or help to build up a Liberr! Lea12:ue, is to me a repulsiv object.
We all (you too, I presume) are in favor of
laws to prohibit murder, robbery, arson, rape
(it ought to include licensed rape), burglary,
etc., and to protect life and property and individual rights. Is not the prohibitory law designed to effect all this ? You gi v a melancholy
view of what churellcraft ana priesteraft are
doing to " stop the Liber.11 press and ciose the
lips of Freethinkers," and you say if I sanction
prohibition I do not kno'li why I am a Freethinker.
·Do not facts prove that the :more they try to
"stop the press " and " close thA lips " the
more the presses increase and the lips open?
You ask, ·• How many more sumptuary laws,
Utah bills, medical, and Comstock laws do you
want?" Take D. M. Bennett's case. Was not
the applicatbn of law to him a boomerang that
hurt tb.e orthodox much the most? Has it not
been the means of settinl:( up Bennett, doubling
the circulation of his TRUTH SEEKER and books
and friends and largely increasing his Infidel
influence? So it has been more or less in other
cases. A.re you not glad that there are Ia ws to
protect you and prohibit your being molested
and physically injured in some places where
you go? It seems to me you despair too much
and do not see that our enemies are working
for us unconsciously as much as we for ourselvs.
" Through the thick gloom of the present I see
the brightness of the future as the sun in the
heavens."

To all that I hav ever read from your pen I
hav given a most emphatic A.men; except your
views on temperance prohibition hws.
You oppose those laws and I advocate them.
I believe you are sincere in your opinions, love
truth and humanity, are doing a noble and
efficient work for both without any pay except
the consciousness of doing good to humanity,
and helping to inaugurate the rei~:,rn of justice,
truth, and freedom on earth; Therefore it is
net pleasant to oppose yo11 on any question.
)"our reasons for opposing and denouncing
· prohibition laws are that they are an iufringe_ment upon natural rights and contrary to the
spirit of all free thought, liberality, justice, and
. the true ways and meal!)l by which all the objects of truth seekers !!'nd lovers of humanity
..are to be obtained.
From what you say agstinst prohibition am I
not logical in inferring that your general rula is
that no human being should be driven or forced
to do anything, or prohibited from doing anything he wants to do ?
You say if we can rightly prohibit men from
drinking intoxicating liquors we can prohibit
From May, 1876 to May, 1882.
them from using or eating or drinking anyTRANSLATED
OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWS.
thing else. Let me say here that it is as clear
PAPERS,
to me as that two and two are four that human
beings hav a natural and just right to protect ~e~~s-:iJ:h previous Translations diligently compared and
each other from the bad or evil effects of all
uses, habits, or actions.
By Col. M. E .. BILLINGS.
If not, then we might as well discard all
·
human, man-made laws.
SECON:D EDITION.
I look upon the purposes and objects of the
prohibition law to be not the prohibition of the
Price Twenty·fivc (Jentl!l.
act of selling or drinking p~r se, but the prohibition and prevention of the results of those acts
D. M. BENNETT,151 Eighth at., N.Y. city.
and habits-the protection of society in general,
as well as individuals and poor, innocent wives,
mothers, and children, helpless and defenseless.
THE
from these results, the extent and magnitude of
which, in a pecuniary, social, sexual, intellectual,
moral, and hereditary sense, you know as well
as I. To me prohibition is synonymous with
BEING A REPLY TO THE
protection, prevention, defense.
Satmday
Sermon8
of the Toronto Mail,
You say that in Kansas the practical results
of the law hav been to promote and not proINCLUDING A VINDICATION OF
hibit the sale and use of alcohol. That has
been true of some localities where the combined CHARLES HRA.DLA.lTGH, M.P.,
Against the Mail's Aspersions.
forces of money and a majority against the law
deterred the proper officials from enforcing it.
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
It was true of Columbus through 1881, but Price, 15.cents.
Sold at this omce.
after several druggists and doctor were arrested
and heavily fined, and if unable to pay the
fine were shut up in jail, they concluded to conform to the law or quit their business. A.nd
By the same anthOr. Prlce,15 cents.
now for se:veral months inebriates on our streets
are few and far between, comparativly.
My good brother, I belieTe that the prohibi. bon law, both in Kansas and Iowa, will work a
·great good for all, both the orthodox and the
By .Robert G. Ingersoll.
Jnfidel. In Kansas the prohibition law had
but eight thousand majority; in Io'wa four
On
large, heavv paper.
ttimes as many, a fact you seem to deplore, and
ILLUMINATED.
which makes me happy.
A. man's abstract opinions and beliefs do not
Made jor Framing.
per se do harm to any one, but the effects of
Poetic, Patriotic, Pathetic.
his passions. appetites, and habits often do great
harm. I would hav no prohibition of a man's
GEN. GRANT BANQ.UET.
opinions, but I would, if possible, prevent, even
by law, the results of his pecuniary greed or Ingersoll's response to the toaat, " The Volunteer
appetite.
Soldier."
If you take the position that there should be
A VISION OF WAR.
no human law to prohibit any result of man's
actions, then you virtually say there should be
Extract frem a Speech at the Soldier's Reunion.
no law to prevent crime or protect individuals
and society from its effects and results. Do A Tribute to Ebon c. In;-ersoll.
you believe in or advocate any law maile by
man? If so, in what kind and cases of human Our Bell;-ion: Help for the Liv·
weakness and wickedness? Show me one case
In;-; Hope for the Dead. ·
in whrch a human law, in your estimation, is
right, just, and ,compatible with natural human Funeral Address over the GraTe of little Harry Miller.
rights, and by your own logic I will show that
Prlce, !l:> cent1 eaclt. /
he prohibition law is also right, just, and comAddress
D. M, BENNETT.
patible with natural rights.
141 8th street.
Most of our Jaws are prohibitory, either expressed or implied. In your published " Demands of Liberalism, affirmed by the Iowa
Liberal League," in your first statement you
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HOW WE THINK...
:ky Spirit :u. Faraday.
Among the many subJects treated are: Spirit life the
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In~: the minds of slug~:l•h people.-The penalty of living
without thinking.-Is there a limit to mental develop.
Address D. lll. Bennett, 141 8th st., New York.
ment while In the body?-How knowledge transcending
human attainment• can be transmitted to man.-As man
dvs.nces he can better analyze himself.
~'ROM
Price. 15 centa.
For sale at this o:lllce .

BEIDND THE BARS.

A series of letters written in prison.
ByD.M.BENNETT.
Price. :n.50.
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By JOSIAH P. MENDUM

FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.

Edited by HORACE SEAVER.

A. treatis on the Population Question.
Pr1ce. 25 cents.

For sale at this o:lllce.

ESSAYS and LECTURES.

The Investigator Is devoted to the Liberal cause In rellg.
!on; or In other words, to universal mental liberty. In de·
pendent In all its dlscus•lons, discarding superstitious
theories of what never can be known,lt devotes Its col·
umns to things of this world alone, and leaves the next, If
c~~~~1lng~n7:'~';~~~ea8~,;;h#s~~~~U;e~ll~,!,vt6~~~~~~ there
be one, to those who ha.v entered its unknown
Pace of 1fhrlst!J<nlty; Sclentlllc MaterlaUsm· Woman; shores. Believing that It Is the duty of mortals to work
Spiritualism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine. the for the Interests of this world, It conllnes Itself to the
of this life entirely. It has arrived at the age of
~NN.f:'J ~~~~"e~~~~~.,~~{~~~eJ:,rn~I~~=~n~ngr~~\Ti~J things
ilfty.one years, and asks for a support from those who are
of Christianity; the Author!•y of the Bible; Freethought fond of sound reasoning, good readtnfi, reliable news, anBY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
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Price, cloth, 75 cents.
Paper, 50 cents.
This book slwuld be read by uvery clergyman,
layman, sclwlar, and DiJJeral.
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I hav read Mr. Keeler's book with gr~at ple111ure and
pront. HP givs, In my opinion, a clear and lutelllgent account or the ~rowth of the Blb!P. He shows why booka

Electro-Magnetic
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Planchet.

ft';:.ecirnees~.:~,t ~dg~'itct:x~gtfef;~ot0ti~ec~~,~t~!~ a~t~0;~

were, and the weight th&t their evld•nce Is entitled to.
A wonderful and mysterious-little Instrument that com· The 1\rst centuries of Christianity are tilled with shadow;
most histories of that period simply tell us what did not
1
r~~:l~l~ ;;~~~~~-~o"~~~~~:le~~~~~~~'rt ~i~~sl~~~.~~lri~ happen, and ev•n the statements of what did not
has been In the mauet a little over two. years, and durin~ happen are contradictory The f&lseh"ods dn not agree.
that time thousands of skeptical persons, f,es, downrl~ht Mr. Keeler must hav spent a great deal of time In the
examination of a vast number of volumee, and the
~·;~r~g~t~:J'~i'le~8W~1Jllcfndd~~tnth~~t ~~n~g~~~er~: am •unt of Information contained In his book could not
be collected In yeBrs. Every minister, every college prowhile their hands hav been placed passlvly upon it.
fessor, and every man who rea.liy wlshes to know someTHE ADVANTAGES CLAIMED OVER OTHER
~~~~\~~'l,':,"oi~~i:~~'}n~~s.Wz?wth ot the Bible should
PLANCHETTES.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Elihth at., New York.
First. A ps.ste-board top in place of oiled, stained, 01
varnished wood.
Second. Five miniature batteries upon the top of eaeb
Planchette, upon which the llngers rest.
Third, Each Planchette Is serJarately magnetized ane
a•sl~t:ned a band of developing spirits.

THE

Price, FUty (Jentl!l Eacb.
0
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TRUTH

SnKE2 offlcA

GARRISON IN HEAVEN.
A. DREA.M.
BT WILLIAM DENTON.
PRICE 1..l!JN C.l!JN78.

llold bY D. M.Bennett, 141 El&hthst., New Yor!L

PRICE

REDUCED.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible.
Price reduced to 1~cents,from 25 cents
A pertectlyrellable,a.ceurate pamphlet of 58 pages. Com·
plied by one of ynrablest correspondents; should be on
the table of every soho!ar. For sale at this o:lllce.

INGERSOLL
AND
JESUS.

Real masphemers.
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.
Showing that the writers of and believers in the Bible,
and not the deniers of Its truth, are the ones who really do
Injustice to the character of God, If a God exists.

IN SIX LECTURES.
Price, 50 cents

C H R 0 N 1C D 18 EASE VR

1

Embracing those of the blood and Nervea, the Dlleuea of
Men, the DlseMes of Women and the various e&Ullea
pnyslcal and social, leadlnlj,_to them are .fl~ treated b:r

~~~~~~11~8~1>~ ~~N~~:'earl 1,00olfp~~~

1Uustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 'Lexington aye.,

~~:,ia~rkii?t!"?.~~ ~~,!':Jt,:'~~i:--Yma~~r~ ~~:~g~\~ ~=~
1

SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical pbbllcatl<ms: "We know him (Dr. Foote) penonally and: Inti.
11
1
Conversation in verse between the two great reformen r:~:l{• a&'!.n:ars ;::a':, Jf~::·>:,~'&~~;~~~~~~r:~a
motlvs. whose life has been spent In lnatruetl~ and lm•

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

P!"lce, 10 cents.

1fl·s~· .~,:!~~:;~York.

"ANT I CHRIST."
Proving conclusivly that
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
His birth, lite, trial, execution, etc.-is a myth.
Price, 12.00.·
i41 Eighth st., New York.

!

~~n~~c~~[:loiX·~~~'b~ ~h~~~lj,~u~~,!~g~~h~.nm~:

happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.
1

11l~~~~c.t~8~~¥g:~'li1W~'i.~ f:t".'!ri.ti~t ~~dt~~~~

of families, who to-day stand ready to bear wllllnK test!
mony to the great benefit the_y hav derived from the hyl
tologlcal, hygienic, a!J.d moral leBBOns Which he h!IIIIO abl
mparted."
.
Purcbuera of PLAIN HOME TALK are at llbert:r.~
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FRKI'o
Price of the new Po&ular Edition, by mai]&Qs~ ~e~d only J}f~B~BJ:lft '#N:L~1¥mt<toJ1.A N~
,2Al!lo.•t 21th at.. ·New York.

T

Lake Pepin Gazette.
SEND TO

ELMINA
FOR THEM.

Like the United States of America "free and. lnd

~ndent," W. F, Jamieson, editor and pub118iler, Pepil:l

l~ke Pepin Gazett• will fear no man's thou5ht-nor worn

::;~t~~~~Iimrf~M'1~';l· .&h~!J~· ~n~i~to~t;.~ga:~:~

p~ttern of doctrln dlscuased tn Its pages, free from un·
couth personaltties, but independent in expreooion.
It will be pubH hed weekly, price but $1 a year. 8aJJ1•
pie copies to everybody free. The lll"l!t number will be
ready In a few weekll. Send·at once. Every number Wtll
contain deaerlpttons of the beautiful northwe!t.
-··-

~

W.I',JAIIIIIIOM,l'O~ID,

,_

.THE t£RUTII
VOLS. I. and II. NOW READY.

Price $2.00 each.

SEfEK~R,

CAUTION TO SUFFERING INVALIDS!

AroJth~E\VoriU. THE WONDERFUL ' WILSONIAr
Fraudulent Manufacturers and Bogus

·BY D. U. BENNETT,

BOOKS TO EXCHANGE
Books for ~ale and books wantect to purcba•e. send
three-cent stamp ·far new list, just ready. Fine photo·
grapbs of the" Blbllopole," 25 cents. Address
J. FRANCIS RUGGLES,
Great International Blbllopole
2.34
Bl'anson, Mich.

Editor of THB TRUTH SEEKER, author of "A Truth Seeker
In Europe," " Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times,'' ''TheWorld's Sages, Think·
era, and Re.rormers," "Champlons of

Interrogatories to Jehovah.
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety flf !3Ubjects.

The readers of this paper are cautioned against

Illilstrated with fifty cnts, and with ;a steel plate engravIng of the author In Vol. I.

~4 3

AUtlUST 26,· 1S82.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Companie~,

A NEW BOOK BY ROBERT G.

INGERSOLL,

Who, knowing flf my

the Church," etc., etc.

The Host Insirnction t'or the Least
Honey ot' any Book ot Travels
yet Written.
In 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an .Interna.
tlonal Congress at Brussels, to which Mr.Bennett was sent
as a delegate. He took the occasion to make the tour of
Europe, and his o)>aervatlons were embodied In "A Truth
Seeker In Europe " (price, $1.50). The letters were also
publ!shed 1n THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the readers were SO
well_ pleased with them that the proposition was made
that be make the journey around the world, and glv the
world the benefit of a Freethinker's observations. The
proposition was accepted If the ones de•lrlng such a work
would advance five dollars each, the volumes to be dedicated to them, On July SO, 1881, Mr. Bennett began the
jonrney, aendlng letters back to be published. The work
will make

In the CURE OF DISEASE, are now

ENTITLED

S lccess

W"onderful

FOUR VOLUMES FOR $6.50.

impo~ing

on the public by so-called

BEING

Six Interviews with the TFa1nons Orator
on Six Sermons by tile Rev. •r. DeWitt
Talma~~:e, ot· Brooklyn, to which Is
added

MAGN.ETIC GARMENTS.
\VILLI~\~1

A TALMAGIAN CATECHISM.

VliLSON,

Stenographically reported by I. NEWTON BAKER,
Printed In bo'.d, clear type, on heavy, tinted paper, and
handsomely bound In muslin, with heavy boards, beveled
edges, gilt top, Octavo, 443 pages.

The inventor of the

Price, $2.00.

FOUR VOLUMES OF NEARLY 900 PAGES EACH.
The first volume describes Scotland, Ireland, England,
Including also an account of the Freethinkers' International Congress at London, In 1881, Holland, tbe Nether.

"WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING,
Can only be consulted at

14: WINTER ST., RO~l'ON.

80 COURT Sr., BROOKLYN, or

pore, Java, an China.
Volume IV. Japi\D, the passa)!e acroas.the Paclftc, and
the tour over the American Contin~nt.
There hav been many nooks of travel printed but none
!Ike thiS. IT 18 THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND.
Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of seeing evecythlng
going on, and In h!B book he has faithfully chronicled the
habits and customs of the di!Ierent people of the many
places he visited. The every-day life of all nations Is laid
before the reader by one who has visited them and beheld them wtth his own eyes. We feel snre this work Is
greatly superior to any account of a journey around the
world we now bav.
ALL THE VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
Which adds greatly to the interest of the work, and 'with
the close description will present Old-World places In
very f8Jillllar light.
•
The volumes separately will be $2. Those sending $6.50
now wiUget Vols. I. and II. by return m"ll and the others
as soon as Issued, whtch will be In a few months, or
just as soon as they can be got ready.
Yo!. I. or II. mailed on receipt of $2.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
1418th st., New York

THE RADICAL PULPIT.

200,000 persons testify to the Wonderful Cures
effected bv him.

DEITY ANALYZED
WILI,IA.M WILSON will not be responsible for any lt.lagnetlc
Garments purchased elsewhere.
ViBNTOR.

NOTE ADDRESS:

SEND DIRECT TO THE

IN·

D.-The InspiratfuuoC Bibles.
Ill.-The Birth and Death oC Religions.
Either of the abaTe pamphlets sent to any address on
receiptor 10 cents, or the three for ~I> cents.
Aoldress
D. M. BENNETT,
1M

E1eht.b Bt •• Norw Yr>Tlt

Humanity and the Progress of
International Law.

80 Court street, Brooklyn.

N. B.-Friends of pro;:res~, do not be ml!iled by specious !!tate·
ments recklessly published bJ nnprinctpled persons and circulat«:d
through our citie"· Note my only address,

80 COURT ST., BROOKLYN.

Full History of ".Wilsonia" and its Inventor
Next 'Weeki
TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
A WEEKLY LIBERAL JOlJRNAL

LITHOGRAPH

FOB

FIFTY

(JENTS.

OF

D. M. BENNETT.
Deavj Plate Paper,

SffiTABLE FOR FRAJIE OB
WITHOUT FRAJIE.

141 8th at., New York

Marriage S Parentage
ANDTHB

.

.

SANITARY AND PHTSIOLOG·
ICAL LAWS.FOR THE
Pr~clnctlon o:f (Jhtldren oC Finer Health

and Greater Abtllty.

Sent by Mall for Fifty c:ents.,

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

THB

PUBLI!:EIED EVERY !ATURDA Y

Bennett-Mair Discussiono

51 Fort ave. (Roxblll'Y), Boston, Mass.

CHRISTIANITY
BETWEEN

D. D. BENNETT and G. M. M.tliR.

BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.

(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

The f'nllest Dlsc118slon yet Published,
clvtng the Do&'lllas and (Jia:tms or
(Jhrlstlanlty a thorough Ex•
amlnatlon pro and con.
Price,
u.lio.

BY A. P. SINNETT.
This book de•crlbes many alleged phenomena bronght
about through the ageucy of the so-called A•tral Brothers
of India. Mr. Bennett quoted It at considerable length In
his Round-the-World letters and the book has caused
much remark wherever It hail been circulated
l'rice, oloth,
Address
D. M. BENNBT!141 Etahth at., Now "orli:.

THIS WORLD.
By George (Jhalney.
7 trm8 e2.00 pt:r annum.
7h7.8 World Ia divided Into three parts.
PART I. contslns the weekly lecture delivered by George

PAR,P~~~~"l· contlnned story &f 4 Liberal and RB
character,
PART III,-A short story devoted to the education
our children In Llberal•entlments and principles.
Send t'or a 11ample copy.

SING, BRO i HERS, SING.

D.M.BENNETT
141 Eight~ st., New York.

AddreBB

-THE OCCU[l WORLD.

'·

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

"The virtues of men and women as well as their vtoe
may descend to their children."
Price, e1.00. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th atreet.N. Y

,1.

LIFE-SIZE

With 11lxteen large ps~res, wtll be sent
ror THREE :MONTHS, postage paid,

Fnll letters Crom the Editor, now on a
~our around the world, appear weekly.
An address delivered
'these alone are worth the price asked.
BY EDWARD SEARING
&d4ress
D. M, BENNETT,
Of the New York Bar before the Society of Hnmanlty
141 EIKhth st., New York.
D. M. BENNETT,
Price 25 centl.

THE DEVIL'S DEFENSE.

WM. WILSON,

THREE PAMPHLETS
:,:,'!n'l~~Tn~~n; or, Common Sense In Eat ng, Drink-

AND

By (Jol. ;John R. Kelso, A.M.

O. B. FROTHINGHA.JI[ and FELIX ADLER

By-;rohn E. Bnrton.
I.-The Golden :Mean tn Temrzerance

Those who wlall to bav Col. Ingersoll's lllte•t lectures on
Talmagla.n Theology," will find them here, in full, to
gether with many other points necessarily excluded by
the limits of a. lecture. " The Talmagian Catechism"
puts n tbe form of direct question, the plainest and profoundest inquiries of modern doubt, and answers them
according to Talmage and orthodox Chr!stlanlty. As a
piece of satire, with etU"nest purpose, this production
•tands alone, and In the literature of Freethought has not.
Ita equal.
Copies mailed to auv point, postage free, on receipt of:
price.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141Bth at., New York.

JlJST OlJT

Comprising dlscolll'Sea of advanced thought by
two of America's clearest thinkers.
Price, In cloth, 11.

Pa1•er E<litlon from 111ame
plates,$1.00.

1

lands, Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey. Smyrna,
Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyrout, Baalbec to Damascus.
Volume II. embraces visits to Damascus, the Sea of Gal.
llee, Bethsalda, Nazareth, the Dead Sea, the Jordan,
Jerusalem, and other places of interest in Pal"stine;
Egypt and Egyptian hlstory,and Egyptian towns, mann~rs,
and customs the pyramids, etc., to Bombay, India.
Volume III. deacrlbes India, Ceylon. Penang, Singa-

I'N GERS0l L 0HTAl MAGE,

Alamontsda~

the Galley-Slave.

A narratlv, bY

.Johann Heinrich Daniel Zschokke.
Translated from the German b:r
IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
.
For sale by D. M, BENNET'!.:~
1418tb street, ~.Y.
:Paper, 50 cent~; cloth, 75 cent~.

USE THB

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings, to make them lively and Interesting,
The LmBRAL HYMN BooK contains songs by the best poets,
adapted to well known tunes. It Is hl(jhly commended ~

~~:~r~ie':;::,n;.~':!' 1:,~~~3' b~~~~ho r~.:'.:'' e~a~f~d~t:
Sent by D. M. Bennett for 25 cents eaoll, or 12.00 a clo~n.
pap~r ooven, fl 7511 dollllo
-

Jn

CONSULT!-.
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THE TRUTH BEEKER·.. AUGUST

Jl[nils.
IN 1863 the archbishops und bishops of th<> Ctmrc11
A wonrAN calls her husband Good Resolutior8,
of England, in their protest to Bishop Colensc>, Hf- because he is always broke.
:ftrmed: "All our hopes for eternity, the very fo·mA 11 ERSEY milkman turned pale when seveJ'nl t'f
dation of eur faith, our nearest and dPat•est consolations are taken from us, if one line of the sacred his cnstomers rlubbed together and made l1im a
book be declared unfaithful or untrustworthy."- present of a scarf pin in the shape of a pump. It
was a cow-herdly act.
0. B. Frothinoham.
WH A.T is revered by others has a claim on my
tenderness and forbearance, however far removed
from my own belief. Jo'or this reason I am not in
sympathy with those persons who ridicule or despise the faith and practices of any religion. I
know that in such fmms are embodied the highest
conceptions and purest aspirations of a vast proportion of mankind; and that the forms themselvs
are in the present order incl ispensable to the souls
which cling to them. Jnstice, kindness, and a regard for the llighest. interests of us all, as well as of
the cause of truth ilself, demand that such things
should be treated with respect, though never that
one should pretend to believe in them when he
does not, or refrain from resis1ing, by word and
deed, when occa 'ion calls for it, their false claims
and encroachments.-N. R Waters
AcCoRDINGLY he by degrees perceives
His feelings of "version softened down;
A hOly tenderness pervades his frame,
His sanity of reason not impaired,
Say rather, all his thoughts now flowing clear,
Ifrom a clear fountain flowing, he looks round
And seeks for good; and finds the good he seeks;
Until abhorrence and contempt are things
He only knows by name; and if he hear,
From other mouths the language which they
speak,
-:He is compassionate; and has no thought,
No feeling, which can overcome his love.

CHICAGomnet be a very dt-yplace notwithsianding its proximity to the lake. In some parts of
that city there is a saloon for every six hmtses.
Chicago is a spirited village.
SolliE Indiana papers refuse to publish any
poetry not written by a person who has been a resIdent of the state for a year. There's nothing like
encouraging home Industry, especially when kindling material can be obtained for nothing,
"DoEs yonr lm•bund talk in liis sleep, madam?"
inquired a young physician who was gatheringstatistics for a WOI'k on dreams. "No, sir; tllP.t
would be impossible," tte lady replied. "Why
impo_ssible. madam ?"asked thaastonisbed dector.
"Because he's been under the sod for several
years," gaily answered the happy widow,

~6,

1882..

OF

The· Busts of
PAINE and VOL'rAIRE

Bennett the Jl,., p0s-t 1e .

·ny the celebrated sculptor

1" liE T n0TH SEE I( ER8.

Price,

$1.50 each.

Fl'om the Borders of the LAND OF YAHWEH.

Address

Being ten chapters of Excellent Moral Jllaxlms ancl Inafter tbe style of Paul.

D. l\!, BENNETT,
141 8th street, New York

struction~, som~wl.Jat

Price- Ten Cents.

The Theosophist,

D. l\f, BENNETT, 141 E!ghtll ot., N, Y. city,

Matrimonial.
A widowed ·gentlem,.n, fifty years old, wortll $12,000 1(\
$14,000, honse comp'etelv turnish('d, desireR a house·
keeper with a view to matrimony, She must be a lady of
Ltberal vlew•, worth $8,000 or 10,000, and uge not to exceed thlrty-ftve years. Address A. I1., this oflice.
2tSt

•

CLARK :M:ILLS.

TO

A Mont.hly .Journal,
D(JI)oted to S&ience, Oriental Philosophy, P81J•
chology, liiteraiure,and Art.
Conducted by

ltladame Blavatsky,

Wanted! Wanted!

Under the ausr.lces of the Theosophical Society. This
11
.A. r-ood cook and a. good laundress i a good fa.rmor and
gardener and a br igllt, activ chore boy. Radical Spirit- ~:twl~ f~~r::ua~~ndo~aemg~s ~~n~~tifta:i~s~l~~e i~hethP~
ualists and Libern.Hsta· preferred. Permanent hame ann world, has acquired a clrculat.lon throughout India, and
tn F.iurope, Americn., the Australasian Colonies, North
~~~~tb~~e~n~f ~~G~-!~~~t de~r~~~:t;l. Lo~~!-~~n~e·~~~~u~~~g~ and South Africa, China, Ceylon, Burmah, and the Permust describe themselvs anlfl their quali1lcattons for the P.tan liulr.
"There ls a tone of elegance and scholarship about the
sttuatimts. Ltberallsts ple:lse c<tll the n.ttontlon of tllose
whole of tllls perlo~lcal, whicll almnst leads Eur,peans
1
to enVY It . , . The 1/teosophist Is rapidly Increasing
~~~!~~e~~
Pkcft{~;s~t
~JciJ1zyr&~If:"tlfr~
~;~
B~~ff
~~~~~
THEY were out fishing on the serpentine Hack- ClearWater Harbor, Fla.
its merits as a ilrst-class Uterarv organ. . . • . Wa
SlS-1
marvel at the beauty •nd accuracy wlt.ll which the maga.
ensack River, when she suddenly exclaimed, "I've
zlne
Is edfted."-Public Opinion. (London),
got n. bite!" "Ha.ul it in, quick!'' he shouted as be

caught hold of het· line. "Why, it isn't there,
dear," said she, holding out her band;" here it.ls,"
and she exhibited a mammotll mnsketo to the excited young man. They don't watch the meteor•
together, now.

ilsonia

IT is said that formerly in one of the remote min·
ing settlements of Wyoming a single copy of a religious paper containing a sermon by the Rev. l\!r.
Talmage made its gppearance weekly, and thq.t
every Saturday evening the men of the community
Read the following remarkable case:
-Wordsworth.
met to determin by a game of •· seven-11p" who
343 CoURT STREET. BROOKLYN.
should
read
the
sermon
in
public
on
the
following
CHARLEil V., after his abdication, amused himGENTLF.:\mN: I Cheerfully bear witness to the efiicucv of
self, in his retirement at St. J:1ste, by attempting day.
the" "\VILSONIA" ·Magnetic Garments. I am a sea ..faring
man. J.1'~or two years I sutfered from chronk dtarrhcea, ana
to make a number of watches gO P-xactly together.
THE FINDING OF MOSES.
was under treatment of phystctans, in turn, in Sun DoM
Being constantly foiled in this attempt, he exmim:o, Mextco, Nova Sc-,tta, New York. and nrookl_yn.
About three months ago I purclHsed a suit of WILSONIA
claimed: " What a fool hav I been to neglect my On Egypt's banks. contagions to t-he Nile,
wltllout having a part-Icle of faltll In lt. To-day I am a
own concerns, and to waste my whole life in a vain Great Pharaoh's daughter went to bathe in style;
And
a•
she
ran
about
to
dry
her
royal
skln,
;~~~cf~~n80~~r;~ ~~ ~;~~Y~i:; ~~;wi~L:B~fl~rrhcea. r
attempt to make all men think ali.ke on matters of
ll!ay15,1882.
Yourstruly,
T.L. RunoLI'H.
religion, when I cannot even make a few watches She kicked the bulrush that had little l\ioses in.
At that event Rurpri•ed, awhile she &tud,
keep time together."-Colton'a Lacon.
"WILSONIA" will cure paralysis,
In silence gazing on the sacred find ;
WE will hope the best rather than fear the worst Then turning to her maids, she said in accents catarrh, rheumatism, uiflammatoryrheumild,
and believe that there never was a right thing don~
matism, varicose veins, nervous debility,
or a wise one spoken in vain, although the fruit of Blood an' ages, girls, which of yez owns the child 1
pain in the back, bronchitis, asthma,
them may not spring up in. the place designated or
THE colored voters are beginning 'to understand dyspepsia, etc.
at the time expected,-Lander's Imavinarv Converpolitics as well if not better than most white voters.
•ations.
One of the candidates for an office at the munici- PamJ•hlet containing· testin•onials, price
THAT the Noachian deluge, recorded in the scl'ipt- pal election in Austin not long since relied on tbe
list, etc., sent on RJ>plication.
ure, covered tbe whole earth, was the nniver.gal fidelity of an old family servant to help him out
opinion until toward the close of the last century. among the C(_)lored voters. The candidate was
• . . , The present tendency ot opinion among beaten. After the election he was told that his
writers like the late Hugh 1\liller, is to regard the holored political friend had voted against him.
flood of Noah as partial and local, though the uni- lie did not believe it, but, meeting him one day,
.Magnetic Clothing Company,
·
versality seems to be implied in the biblical de- the ex-c~ndidate eaid;
scription.-ChambeTa'a Enc1)clopedia. [Seems I l\la"I'll giv yon a dollar, Jim, to tell me whom yon
25 East 14th street, New York.
voted for."
·
dam, nay it is; I know not aeems.-Hamlet]
51:21
" I voted agin you, boss."
WITH the discovery of the immense age of our
"Well, here is the dollar for your candor."
earth and the enormous length of time (compared
EXPLANATION.
"Look heRb, boss, ef ya1· am gwine ter pay fer
With our historical accounts), during which man
de candor, I mont as well own up. I voted agin
The advertisment which appeared last week
has been an inhabitant of the globe, and with the
yer free different times. Free dollars moab, if yer
signed by Wm. Wilson calls for an explanation.
knowledge that man's origin is almost without please, boss."
In October, 1881, Wilson sold htsstock, patent,
doubt to be derived from a lower order of the aniand good wlll to the Wll;onla M"gnetic Clothmal kingdom, and certainly from very primitiv
THE meanest man resides in J\ferced. His name
ing Company, which was organized to continue
and savage ancestors, the old account of the first is William Fahey, and he keeps a hoteL He made
the business carried on by WiJson. His eccenpair, the fall; the curse of the race, the "scheme of a wager with George Soper that the latter could
tric methods in business soon caus~d difficulties
which could not be adjusted. It was therefore
salvation," as indicated in the prophesied" seed of not swallow two dozen raw eggs in twenty conagreed that Wilson should retire. In June last
the woman" that shOuld "bruise the serpent'a secutiv minutes. The wager was for $25, and
he ceased to be a member of the company, rehead "-all this, upon which is built up the lOfty Soper, as he waited for the eggs, allowed his mind
taining as llts share tlle W11sonia Corset, which
structure of" ja&tification by faith" and "redemp- to revel in castle building. He thought how much
Is not Included under tlle term " l\Iagnetic
tion through the blood of the Lamb," ernmbles good he could do with. that $25, and how many
Garments" as we use it.
away, and the vast system falls to the ground.- smiles he would bring to the pallid lips of orphans
The "caution" in the advertisment referred
Stoddard'& New Faith.
and the fatherless and -hnsbandless. Soper knew
to will applY to certain lncl!vldua!s who are lm·
itR.ting
" Wilson! a" and trading upon the repu'To reason the king-James H.-was not in tbe he could do it as easy as falling off a lOg, and he
tation of" Wilsonia."
habit of attending. His mode of arguing, jj it is was j•1st looking out of the window to call in some
But the absurdity of the concluding paragraph
to be so called, was one not uncommon among dull poor little girl or boy to get a dollar or two for the
wm be •een when we state that Wilson has
and stubborn persons, who are accustomed to be poor, h~rd-worked mother, when the eggs were
bound himself under penalty for violation of
surrounded by their inferiors. He asserted a propo_ brought in. He immediately lOst all confidence in
agreement, not to manufacture "Magnetic
Garments," and that, as our agent for Boston,
sition, and as Often as wiser people ventured re_ humanity, for Fahey bad rung in twenty-four
goose
eggs,
not
one
of
them
weighing
less
than
he obtains from us all the ·• W11sonia" garments
epectfnlly to show that It was erroneous, he asserted
half
a
pound.
Soper
don't
go
to
Fahey's
any
more.
which
he advertises for sale. It wm be asked,
it again in exactly the same words, and conceived
"Why should Wllson thus try to mislead the
that by doing so be at once dispensed of all objec_ It broke him all up.-Stnckton (b'al.) Iud,pendent.
readers of this paper?" We reply, " It is one
tions.-Macaulav.
WHY SHE TALKED TO THE FLY-SCREEN MAN.
of his eccentric methods in buslnets."
Our Magnetic GarmenM are Increasing In
A FRIEND called on l\lichael Angelo, who was
She knew he was the fiy-screen man by the samreputation day by day. Send all orders direetcd
finishing a statue; some time afterward he called ples under his arm, but she held the door open and
as below. P~mplllet containing testimonials,
again; the sculptor was still at his work; his friend, permitted him to say:
prlce ltst, etc., mailed free.
looking at the figure, exclaimed: "Yon hav b<.en
"1\ladam, r notice that you havn't a fiy screen at
Wilsouia :ttlagnetic Clothing Co.,
idle since! saw yon last!" "By no means," replied any door or window."
Proprietors and Sole Manufacturers,
the sculptor; "I hav re-touched this part, and fin_
"Not a one," she answered.
ished that; I bav softened this feature, and brought
"Yon must be overrun with flies?"
2tS3
2a East 14th st., New Yo1'1t.
out this muscle; I haY given more expression to
"Weare."
this lip, and more energy to thie limb." "Well,
"Flies are a terrible nuisance?"
THE
well," said his friend, " but all these are trifles. '•
"Yes, indeed."
CHRONICLES
"It may be so," replied Angelo, " but recollect that
" And this seems to be a good locallty for mus- BOOK OF
trifles make perfection, and perfection is no trifle." ketoe21"
OF
-(!olton's Lacon..
"Ob, yes, sir_"
"And a great deal of dust blows into a house
TAKE from the New Testament all passages uphOlding the idea that belief is necessary to salva- not protected by screens 1"
D. :ttl. Bennett, Scribe.
'~A. great deal, sir.''
tion; that Christ was offered as an atonement for
.ALSO
"And how many windows havyou in the house?"
the sins of the world; that the punishment of the
"Sixteen."
THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE
human soul will go on forever; that heaven is the
"JDach one ought to hav a half size."
TRUTH SEEKERS.
reward of faith, lilld hell the penalty of honest in"Yes, sir."
vestigation; take from it all miraculous stories" And I can make them cheaper to you than any
and I admit that all the good passages in it are
Frmn Polume li. of"A 7RU1H SBEKJ!JRAROUNJJ 1HJiJ
true; and if they are true, it mokes no difference other man in the business."
WORLD.''
"I
think yon can."
whether they are inspired or not.- Inqersoll.
D. l\!. BENNETT,
"Do yon prefer plain gr}len or figured 1"
'Prtce$1.00
141 Eighth street, New York
You ought to settle it in your mind that it is "the
" Well, I always did like plain green."
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth '•
"Very well: I will measure the windows and
that yon want. How is it with most people 1 Is it take your order."
THE PEOPLE'S READER.
not true that as we go on in life we find that some
"Yon needn't tronble yourself any further," she
A sketch of man's pllysica.l, pol!t!cat mental, and
bow or other we bav come into posession of. certain quietly replied.
social development In past, present, aild future.
"What 1 Don't yon want screens?"
oplnlons. We ao not know where they came from;
By GEO. C. S'I'IEBELING,l'll.D.
"No, sir, The other day the woman across the
-we inherited them, perhaps, or we picked them up
Price 25 cents. For sale at this oflice.
along the .,pathway of life. But we hav come to street had ten minutes' conv~>rsat!on with a tin
hold certain views of things, and we hav come to peddler, and she's had her nose in the air over me
A Short History of the Bible.
hav a sort of personal attachment to them, and if ever eince. A fly-screen man is about three times
anybody comes along and questions their truth, as high as a potato man, and I've been talking to
m~~fnolf ~Jfeog~~~~ccount of the formation and developnine times out of ten we resent it as a personal af- you let her see that s11e Isn't the only lady in
front. We are in the position, then, not of truth town who can put on airs. She's mad as a hen by
By BRONSON C, KEELJIR.
Seekers, but of positiY and earnest defenders of this time, and now you get up and dust or I'll hav
Price, 75 cents.
Address D. M. BENNETT
certain views, without much regard to whether my dog run you clear to the river."-Detroit Fres
~ 5th st,, New York.
freq,,
~ef 11re ~e or ,oot,-.M. J, fJU1!a(/'•

Magnetic Clothing.
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The Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh.

to

PUBLISHED AT BREA()H CANDY, BOMBAY INDIA,
Subscrint.ion, £1 per annum, post free.
Post-of!lce Orders to "The Proprietors of tile Throsophist"
at tlle above address.

ECCE DIABOLUS,
in which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
is shown to be devil-_worship, with some observations upon the horrible and cruel ordi.
nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offerings.
By tile VERY REV. EV&N D&VIES,LL.D., ,
A.rcll-Dnlld of Great Brltsln.

Prtr.e. 25 eento.
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THE

BIBLE-WHENCE AND WHAT?
BY

Richard B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,

A. theologian

of high degree, and a counsellor
learned in the law, on the origin and
character of the Bible.

Tlle author, though possessing all the prerofc'tlva of a

~~~1~!J~~s~:Pa~c!Jaf:~~~~ t~~1rie;d~~:if;~~ a£~ 1~ ~iR~~?y
1

independent of ecclesiastical supervision and censure.
fr~~e1 w~:~~o~~sl:~frere &~rW: ?b".:'tJ. o~~a~ ~~bJ~ec~~~
source of dJgmatic the~ogy? are treated fearlessly in tbe
light of history, philosophy, and comparatlv religions. It
J:.;;~1~s:l~:.;,~fJJs"c';,'i'd:n~~~~~~sed statement of what

J:

WHOLE LIBRARIES ARE HERE CONCENTRATED
INTO ONE LITTLE .BOOK.
The author's conclusions are, of course, against the sn..
8<rnatural origin and lnfalllblllty of 'tlle Bible, while the
P~~~~~~~~",ef ~g~~~~~~!P~~~li~l~~1:~owu to be priestly
The principles of natural religion are ably stated, and
thfac~a~Tr~g~ t~~~~~~uJ~?ioa:: "&ttlfi!¥s~~~7~:t;~ss show
that is just the book for these times of agitation and
" revision.''
Printed In good type and bound ln cloth. Price $1.
Address D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth st. New Yo k

THE·

Christian Religion.
BY
Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
Judge JEREMIAH S. BLA<:K,
Pro:f. GEORGE P. FISHER.
The only complete and Antllortzed
Edition.
This very remarkable series of papers e.ppee.red at ln.
tervals ln tlle North American. Reuiew. and awakened the
profoundest interest with the press and public. Their
e.:ppearance in pamphlet form ls ln response to !nnumer•
able reo nests from all parts of the conntrv.
Price,
liO cents.
·Orders should be given Immediately. Address
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THE SEltiiTI<: GODS AND THE
BIBLE.
Treating npon the gods of the Semlt!ri nations, including
Allah, Jehovah, Satan. the Holy Ghost, tbe Vlrgln :Mary,
and tbe Bible. To the latter 2SO pages are devoted, showlug tllat book to l,le a very Inferior production for a ftratclassGod. By D. l\!, Bennett. asa lal'lle pqea. raper
covers 60 cents: cloth·ll-
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PUB.M!O.HED WEEK.L~
BY D. M. BENNE'rT.

WE understand that Mrs. Besant has just received the only'certificate in honors in Botany which has been issued this year from South
Kensington.
A GIRL slept seventy-three days at Beaujon,
France, and then awoke very slowly, the use of
the faculties as well as the limbs returning only
by gradual steps. Speech was ~;estored last.
AN. ecclesiastical inquiry has been made in
England into misconduct on the part of the rec·
tor of Chastleto_n. The bishop said that the defendant's course had been such as ·to lead
almost every one to think that thAre was some
gronn<l for the charges of immorality.
THE Salvation Army has begun operations in
Toronto. Major Moore is there with a detach·
ment of twenty soldiers and a lieutenant. They
sing in the streets, just as they hav done in
other cities, but hav not as yet conducted themselva in as noisy ways as in Brooklyn, Jersey
City, and Peoria. The Toronto people are exceedingly conservativ and orderly, and will not
be likely to tolerate such proceedings as the
Salvationists hav indulged in elsewhere.
ATTEMPTS to boycott the products of Chinese
workmanship in San Francisco are not entirely
successful. While Chinese cheap laboris vigorously denounced, practical experience shows
!(hat when it comes to ·the actual paymt>nt of
coin, the wares that cast least at the same
qualicy are the ones purchased. When Chinese-made shoes are placed beside others that
white workmen hav manufactured, and are sol!l
fifty cents a pair cheaper, they are nearly always preferred.
THE Rev. Mr. Brand, of Oberlin, Ohio, whose
sermon about Druggist Bronson, a sly rumseller, has led to a suit for damages, wound up
the discourse by addcessing · Bronson thus :
" Good men shall breathe freer at thy death
and utter thanksgiving when thou art gone.
Men shall place thy gravestone as a monument
. and a testimony that a plague is stayed; and
as, borne on the blast, thy guilty Epirit whistles
toward the gates of hell, the hideous shrieks of
those whom thou hast destroyed shall pierce
thee-hell's first welcome."
A CHICAGO letter-writer says that at ·a recent
Sabbath evening service in that city the pastor,
who was going to Europe for the summer, took
a Vt>ry affecting leave of his congregation, and
at the close.rrquested that all should join with
him in repeating the Lord's Prayer, " after
which" the choir would " sing a hymn." As
soon as the prayer was finished the basso
struck up "Rocked in the cradle of the deep,"
and the organist favored the audience with a
mock thunder-storm,, with howling winds, etc.,
between the verses. And· then the benediction l
- " HAs yer had yer boy baptized?" asked Jim
Webster of Sam Johnsing, both colored. "Not
yet." "What's de rea•on ?" "Bekase de
Rev. Aminidab Baxter charges two dollars for
ebery chile." "A whole two dollars! Dat am
wuss dan highway robbery. De Rev. Whangdoodle >Baxter baptized bofe my twins, and he
only charged me twenty-five cents." "Yes,
but dat ar must be a powerful unreliable kind
ob a baptism what only costs two for a quarter.
I wants a cheap article m,Yself, but I ain't
gwine ter come down so low as two for a
quarter."
AT an Eastern revival meeting the minister
in the course of his remarks informed his hearers that he was the conductor of a salvation
train; that the accommodati<~ns were first-class;
that there were no misplaced switches to fear,
and that Peter was waiting to receive them at
the depot at the other end o.f the line. Thereupon a tall, gaunt, keen-visaged man in the
outskirts of the crowd, addressing the clergyman, said: "I'm a good deal consarned in what
yeou hev to say, stranger, and ef yeou kin git
me a back seat on enny of them air keers for
half price, I'll buy a ticket,''

t
l

.Ne-w

Yorl~,

Saturday.

APROPOS of the various camp-meetings now in
progress, the story told of a certain meeting of
this character among the colored people in the
South, a few yenrs ago, is not inappropriate.
It w11s a Mathodist camp, and one Sunday
night; when a young white preacher was in attendance, the sable worshipers seemed to be
powerfully moved to shouting and exhortation.
The minister earnestly prayed that the power
of the devil might be "curtailed." "Amen!
bress der Lor' for dat !"shouted an old dar key
close by the altar. "Oh, yes, Lor'! cut him
tail smoove, smack off l"

::;~Jptember
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addressing the court, "it is unnecessary to enth~
ter it upon the record." "Enter it, Mr.
Cler·k," continued the Judge. "I am a Baptist; Mr. Smoote is a Methodist, and I want it
OUTRAGES on Jews are reported from the in·
entered, so that if he ever falls from grace I'll
terior
of Pvland.
ha.v the record on him."
ARGUMENTS f·1r prnsec"tion and defense hav
THE Du Quoin Press prints this item : " Mr. not yet terminated in the Star route cases being
D. M; Bennett, editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, tried in Washington.
was last year sent by his friends upon a tour
ONE Garland, of Lunenburg Court House•
around the world. He accomplished the trip, Va., who killed a man in a duel, was acquitted
returning last week, just one year to a day
of murder b, the jury.
from the time he started. He wrote a detailed
TRAIN robbers stopped a camp-meeting PX•
and exhaustiv acount of his travels and what. he
THE Prohibitionists of Iowa hav their amend- saw during his long journey, •he recital fi'li!·g cursion train near Toledo, 0., on th" 28th ult.,
ment to the Constitution, but much difficulty four large volumes. Mr. Bennett traveled wi•h and robbed the p~sseugersof their watches aud
remains for them to overcome. A legislature his eyes wide open, and he details in graphic jewelry.
has next to be elected to carry the amendment and fluent style the story of his wanderivgs.
A MOVEMENT is on foot to· place a bnst of the
into effect by providing pains and penaHies for One peculiarity of these travels is that they American poet Longfellow in Westminster Abits violation. Wine and beer will continue to were written from a secular or anti-religious bey in London. Tennyson has given his name
be sold in the state until a law is passed mak· standpoint. They are, however, marked by a to the scheme.
ing the sale a criminal offense. The first effect ~pirit of fairness, and, while not in the inter~>st
IN spite of the prohibitory law the Paloonof such an act will be.to stop the manufacture of Christianity, the author is very candid, and
keepers still carry on their business openly in
of beer in Iowa; but to provide against its con- treated with high regard the religious opiniom
Iowa. A test case resulted in victory for the
sequences a leading brewer in l\{ilwaukee has of all with whom he came in contact. The
saloon-keeper".
made arrangements to put canvassers in every consequence.was that Mr. Bennett was the reA RIOT is reported to hav taken place near
town in the state to take orders for beer deliv- cipient of many flattering attentions from the
O~tlcutta, in India, in which great atrof.'it.ies
ered on the cars in that, city.
people whose countries ·he visited. They
were committEd by the Hmdoos on MohamTrus is why he quit preaching: "I understand, seemed to be inclined from his age and le;.rn- medanf, who are in a sm"ll minority.
ing
to
regard
him
as
a
true
philosopher.
Mr.
Uncle Amos, that you hav quit preaching,"
THE re•idents of Cl~veland county, N. C.,
said the secretary of state to an old colored Be\lnett's friends gave him a dinner on his
hdd an indignation meeting and warned out of
we
giv
the
following
extract
return,
of
which
man who for years has had charge of a church
the state several Mormon emissaries who bav
in Little Rock. "Yes, boss, I'se stepped from the New York Tribune concerning the
been for some time proselyting in that section.
'Mr.
Bennett,
not
visibly
the
worse
for
feast:
asrde," '' Why did you quit ?" " Wall, dar
Two brothers named Johnson, of F!l.irfield,
was numerous pressures brought ter bar agin his apotheosis, rose to speak amid much cheerde ole man. Da. charged me wid stealin' a ham ing and clapping of hands. Of all the lands N. C , quarreled about a watermelon. A shotfor one thing, and 'vised meter quit." "Why, which he had traversed-and he bad seen !tUU was introduced into the discussion, and
they couldn't prove that you stole the ham, many-there was none, in his opinion, to com- one of the broth"rs was shot through the head,
could they?" " No, sah, da couldn't, and ef I pare with America. Greece he bad seen, and and died instantly.
hadn't 'knowledged it da- ueber would hab Egypt, and the Holy Land; he had been in a
AT Brownville, last S"turdAy evening, a minprubed it." "Why did you acknowledge it?" place where he could look almost from one end istn who had made himsdf distasteful to his
" Case da found de ham under my bed, sah."- of it to the other, and it was his opinion that if congorpga1ion was ttlken bodi'y from the pulpit,
Palestine was the chosen, whoever had made carried out of th~> church, aud r~quested tostJek
.Arkansaw Traveler.
·
the choice had never seen the state of New another field of labor.
To a country parson not more than half way York.'"
THE l'l.test political scandal is the report that
round the world from Boston a rustic couple
went to be )llarried, accompanied by the aunt
EvERY six months a notice is circulated in Gov Cornell, of NewY01k, has heen gambling
of the bride, an elderly female, with sharp eyes the female penitentiaries of France calling upon in Wall street and made many thousand doland nose and a general air of intending to see all women who feel inclined to go out to New lars at the expense '-f his friends. The storv
that everything was done duly and in order. Caledonia and be married to make an applica- was put into circulation by Jay Gould.
THERE is trouble over the Irish SkirmishingThe aunt watched keenly during the ceremony, tion to that effect through the governor. The
nodding her head vigorously at each emphatic matrimonial candidates must be you11g and fund. Ninety thousand dollars has been subword, and at the conclusion she rose energetic- exempt from physical infirmities. Girls under scribed, and a meeting of the subscribers was
ally to her feet, saluted the newly-married long sentences readily catch at this method of held last Sunday to inquire of the trustees what
couple with a business-like air, anJ then turned escaping from prison life. The only moral dispnsition has been made of the money.
briskly to the clergyman. "Mr. M.," she qualification reqnisit is to hav behaved well at
JuDGE BENEDICT's coachman has disapsaid, "I never met you before, but I know who least two years in the penitentiary. The se- peared, and is supposed to hav fallen overboard
you are, and I must say how beautiful and how lected candidates hav to sign engagements from a Hudson River steamboat. It is possible
promising to marry convicts and to settle in that the man committed suicide as a sort of vigrammatical you hav married them two."
New Caledonia for the remainder of their lives. carious atonement for the sins of his master.
TORONTO keeps Sunday in a more rigidly quiet
On these conditions the government transports
THoMAS SMITH, a prominent. resident of New
way than any other city of its siz~ on this conthem, givs them an outfit, and a ticket of leave
Orleans, was bttr·ied on the 28th. He had
tinent. The JStreet cars do not run, the bootwhen they land at Noumea. Their marris.ges
black boys are not on duty, and all the telegraph are arranged for them by the uovernor of the had ten "Wives at one time, nine of whom suroffices are closed except the central one, where colony, who has a selection of well-behaved vive him, and seven accompanied his remains
one man remains all day to attend oo impnrtant convicts ready for them to choose from, and to the grave He was a very pious man, and
messages. The cab stands _are deserted, and each girl may consult her own fancy within was habitually married by a Baptist minister.
anybody who wants a vehicle and team must certain limits, for the proportion of marriage:
THE British troops in Egypt are advancing
go to a livery stable. The drug stores are open
on
Kafr-Pl-Dwar, the stronghold of Arabi, and
able men to women is about three to one. It
at certain hours, and that only for the sale of has frequentlv happened that pretty girls hav the decisiv battle is expected soon. The nativ
medicins. The liquor shc·ps r-lose at seven on been wooed by warders, free settlers, or time- army is continually b~ing reinforced from the
Saturday evening, and remain closed until five
expired soldiers and sailors, inst<Jad of by con- peasantry, and_the rebel strength is unknown.
on Monday morning. It is said by those who victs. In such cases the governor can only Several fights in a small w11y hav occurred,
claim 'to know that only the front door~ are assent to a marriage on condiiion that the fe- with what are claimed as important victories
closed, and that the thirsty can be admitted by m~le convict's free lover shall place himseU in for the English.
the back door and .obtain all the liquor they the position of a ticket-of-leave man, and underON the afternoon of August 26th Andrew
want.
take never to leave tbe colony. The married Canary, a Catholic priest, hired a horse at a
' ONcE, during a very busy term of the court, couples get huts and free grants of land, and livery stable in this city. He did not return,
George P. Smoote, who had been a lawyer, but all they can draw fwm it by the:r own latlor and the horse was advertised as stolen. A
who had reformed and adopted the pulpit as an becomes theirs. During five years "they are policeman caught sight of the priESt next day
eminence from which to spread persuasiv elo- subjected to the obligation of reporting them- on the street and arrested him. He says he got
quence, came to town and announced, with sal vs weekly at tl~e district police office, and drunk, and has not the faintest idea where he
special invitii.tion to the ba.r, that he would they are forbidden to enter public houses, and left the horse and buggy. He was locked up.
preach at night. One of the lawyers arose and must not be found out of doors at night. This
A MINISTER named Phillips, of Shiloh, 0., got
requested that the court adjourn at night that probationary period being satisfactorily passed, into a q•1arrel with a member of his collgregathe lawvers might hav a. chance of hearing the they get their full freedom, but subject alw1.1ys lion over tLe Sunday law, attacked him with
lawyer-divine. "All right," said Judge Mc- to the condition of remaining in the colony. To with his fists, and received a stab wound m reCown. "Mr. Clerk, enter it upon the record this rule the law has forbidden that any excep- turn from which he is expected to die. Poputhat this court adjourns to hear the Rev. tion shall be made Ou nn account whatevu lar feeling is agamst the clergyman, who is said
George P. Smoote preach." "Your Honor," must convicta who hav accepted grants of land to be intensely domineering in his manner, desaid Judge Eakin, who now occupies a seat on and contracted " administrativ marriages," as sires to dictate the conduct of his parishioners,
the supreme bench of the state, arising and they are called, ever return to France.
and is very hard to get along wi.h pleasantly.
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Twenty Days in Japan.- Continued.
Bishamon-ten. is the heavenly protector of priests.
The bushi or cavaliers of all sects regard this diety
as their· special patron, and they call upon him to
make them dexterous swordsmen, good horsemen,
learned scholars, and successful men in their various
undertakings. The image is a standing figure holding in the left hand a pagoda which contains the
souls of the devout, and in the right hand a naked
sword to protect those souls. His periodical festival
day is the day of the tiger.
. Harjin-ten (heavenly joy of joys), sometime called
Sho-den (wisdom), has a large number of worshipers.
The original idol was two figures embracing, but is
now represented single. It is prayed to by all sects
for wordly success, and it is claimed that his prayerful devotees receive benefits for seven generationB
to come. The idol is supposed to be highly pleased
if boiled in oil.
Ben-zai-ten (heavenly goddess of capacity and
ability) is a. deity to whom all the sects are fond of
offering prayers. W o~en espeeially approach the
shrine of this goddess and breathe out the desires of
their souls, and particularly ask for ability, attractiveness, and wealth. Men pray for wealth and
honor; actors visit her and pray for success and for
the power to please. Her shrines are often placed
near the water's edge on artificial islands in lakes or
shoal water. Snake-day is the occasion of visiting
her shrines.
Dai-koku-ten is a god represented in various forms.
It is usually represented as a stout figure, sitting on
rice bags, wearing a cap, with a sack on the shoulder, the mouth closely closed with the left hand, a
mallet in the right hand. The lesson taught by this
is that human nature, being prone to excess of ambition, therefore low stature and an humble attitude
most befit it. The cap partlycovers the eyes, to prevent their looking too high and to keep them bent
on the realities of life. The bag represents wealth,
like the wind, diffic)llt to attain .and requiring its outlet to be firmly controled. The mallet is an emblem
of labor, by which alone the fruits of the earth can
be obtained, and the bags of rice denote the wealth to
be acquired by adopting the precepts which raise the
low above the multitude. All sects and classes call
upon him for full purses and succesl!! in life. The
day of the rat is set apart for him.
Fud-so (immovable, honored one) is generally
represented seated, and always surrounded by flames,
holding a naked sword in his right hand, with
which to punish the wicked and terrify the heedless
into obedience; in the left a coil of rope, with which
to confine the guilty. Pilgrimages are often made
to his shrines in the interest of the sick. These penances are not unfrequently made without clothing,
standing under a spout of cold water, or abstaining
from favorite articles of food, and protracted fasts,
in order to please the deity. Miracles are claimed
to be often performed at these shrines, such as the
blind being made to Bee, the lame to walk, the. deaf
to hear, and the dumb to speak.
Ni-wo-son (two honored kings) are two idols placed
to guard the entrance of temples. One is in red, has
the mouth open, and represents the Yo, or male
principle of Japanese philosophy. The otlier is
green, with the mouth firmly closed, indicative of
silence, and represents the female principle, or In.
Small pictures of these, pasted on the beam or over
the enti·a.nce of houses, are supposed to be a protection against burglars and thieves.
Kishi Mojin (the mother of child demons) is a very
bad goddess. She steals young children and devours ·them. She had a thousand children of her
own, one of which was hidden from her as a punishment for killing the children of others. Let it be
hoped she reformed.
There are many other gods in the Buddhistic
category; but I will not take the time and space to
describe more of them. In addition are many human gods, or mikadoes and saints who have been
deified after death, some of which I will briefly notice. The Japanese name for these is Hotoke.
Amida Niorai, or Buddha himself. This divinity
is represented in a sitting posture by bronze statues
of very large size, some of them over fifty feet
in hight, and called Dai Butzu. One is at Kamakura, one at Kioto, and some six of smaller size at
Tokio. Sometimes these statues are standing, but
u_sually seated on a lotus flower. This god is considered so far above the common deities that it is of
little use for ordinary mortals to attempt to aspire to
such dignity. These statues present the appearance
of J?erfect passivity and rest, with naught to disturb
theu unmoved contemplation. Worship is paid to
these statues on the 15th of each month.
Hotei is the name of a celebrated Chinese priest
who was kin~ to children. He is the Japanese Santa
Claus,. and IS represented with a capacioua sack
gathermg goodly treasures for his numerou!! little
friends.. He is said to have eyes in the back of his
head, and can see around corners, and thus is able to
tell whether all the little boys and girls are good or
not.

Jiurojin is a little man with a high head. He is
mtendea to. represent the south star.
Shoto-kutanishi was the first son of Yom Tenwo.
He became a learned. echolar while yet a child. He
was the founder of the religion in Japan, and died at
the age of forty- nine. Idols may be seen, well worn
by devotees rubbing the finger and then the affected
portion of their own bodies. Jie was one of the disciples of Buddha noted for his untiring energy in
benefiting human beings.
Chiu-jo-hime was the first Japanese nun, and the
only woman deified as a.n idol. She is said to have
extracted the fibers of the lotus root and wove them
with silk to make tapestry for altars.
There are twelve demi-gods, which closely resemble the twelve signs of the zodiac.
There are also a class of thirty Buddhistic gods,·
oa.lled Bosatz, one for each day of the month, but
their names need not be mentioned.
Sennin are spirits which inhabit and haunt the
mountains.
Ten-nin are beautiful creatures from Paradise, and
really mean good actions.
·
Kari- yobinga are birds of sweet 11ong in Paradise,
making music for the saints.
Onie are demons or evil spirits, and are typical of
bad actions.
·
Hotoke is the generic term for the spirits of the
departed which have become gods or have become
absorbed into Nirvana. Divinities a.nd household
altars are known by this general term.
Niarai are the divinities who watch over humanity, and to whom petitions must be addressed.
Bosatzu are the apostles of Buddha and a few eminent priests of olden time, and are the chief patron
saints of the va,rious trades, virtues, views, and wants
of humanity.
Rakkan are the disciples of the Buddhistic creed,
and who learned direct from the great teacher. Five
hundred of them are claimed_, though· sixteen are the
most distinguished and revered.
.
It was long the custom for temples to be the resting-places for tmvelers, especially priests, and
guests were entertained without regard to religious
belief. Intermarriage and adoption frequently bring
several sects into familioB, but this is got along with
pleasantly. The religionists of Japan are not so intolerant toward each other as has been the case in
many other ·countrieiil.
.
Ho-o is the priestly name by which the mikado
was known when he entered the priesthood. His
children who becBme priests were known as Niudoshin-0, or Ho-shin-0.
Monseki Bre the chief priests of the sects, and are
appointed by the mikado. As the MontQ priests
marry, the position remains in the family. If no
children are born adoption is resorted to. In the
other sects celibacy for the priesthood is enjoined.
The teachers of the mikado, if he enters the priestly
class, are called Dai-shi, Kokushi, or Kai-shi. The
founders of the sects are called Kai-san, expounders
or first teachers.
Sanja (reverend persons) is the term often used in
speaking of the learned and holy men of both the
past and present. Dai.sojo is the highest title of
rank held by the priesthood. The next three grades
in descending order are Gon-dai-so-ji, Dai-so-dzu,
and Gon-dai-sodzu. Shonin is a sage or learned
theologian. to whom his sect is much indebted for
knowledge or extension of the creed. The same
term is applied to the founder of sects .. 0-sho is the
term for superior priests. Inge is the local chief of
a temple. Those of an inferior grade are called
hajo, jin-u-injiu, anshiu, etc. '!'heir garbs are somewhat different.
Temples are generally built with money collected
by priests, who afterward take possession of them.
Some have been built by the mikado, or by the shogun,
when that office exi2ted. Great virtue is supposed
to be acquired by building temples and giving money
to embellish them. The daimios formerly erected
numerous temples from the same motives. Temples
attached to graveyards are supported by the families who have relatives or friends buried there, from
the prince to the peasant.
Until within the last few years the priests drew
large salaries from the government and officials; but.
latterly thr,y have been thrown upon their own resources, and have been reduced almost to beggary.
Certain celebrated idols are frequently conveyed
from place to place, and the temple where they take
up their temporary abode is, of course, a point of attraction. The treasures kept in the larger temple!',
or in the treasure-houses, often are of a valuable
character, consist.ing of golden vessels, ornaments,
etc., donated by rich officials and others. Relics
are also deposited in the same places, and are exhibited to the public on certain occasions. Visitors can
occasionally see them by feeing the priests pretty
liberally. Temples and the grounds surrounding
them are made the playgrounds of children, and they
show little respect on account of the 11acred character
of the locality, and are not particularly awed by the
grim gods who look down sternly upon them. Offerings of stone or metal lanterns, pictures, rice, sake,
and numerous other articles are often brought to the
temples by visitors and worshipers. ·

Kuji, meaning nine figures, is a charm used to proteet from harm .. The' fingers of the right hand are
held in certain ways, and figures are described in the
air, then both hands joined, the fingers interlocked·
after certain numerous set modes, called in-wo-mu~
subu, after which hot iron may be touched with impunity, a naked sword may be stood upon without
harm; robbers and housebn,akers become so affec:.ed
by the same as to become rigid and helpless; this
being of great benefit to the possessor.
·
FUNERAL CEREMONIES.

Old people of either sex prepare for death by making frequent visits to the shrine of Buddha and departed spirits in the state of bliss. They also are
visited by the priests, who pray with thein, and by
conversation prepare them for the great change.
Those who contemplate suicide visit the temples or
shrines with a view of appeasing the deities for the
rash act they expect to perform. When a.n accidental injury or illness occurs the priest is sent for,
and the friends of the sick man make pilgrimages to
the shrines or temples for his benefit. When restoration to health is despaired of the priest again pays
a visit,_ and after the person's death select~ the kaimio, or posthumous name for the departed, and
writes it upon a slip of white paper, pasted upon a
small tablet of unetained wood. The corpe~e is moved
with his head to the :Qorth, and a folding screen
turned upside down is placed by it. Cakes of raw
rice flour, a saucer of oil, and a dim rushiight are
placed near the corpse; also his eating-tray, cup,
saucer, and chop-sticks, with vegetable food, so that
the dead man can eat what he needs. Forty-eight
hours after death the cerpse is washed in warm
water and prepared for the coffin, or kan, and his
head is shaved, a. priest making the first three strokes
with a razor, when the process ie finished by a servant.
The corpse is dressed in a white shroud, made of silk,
linen, or cotton, according to the circumstances of
the family. The heads of female corpses are sometimes shaven, and sometimes the hair falls down
loose over the back and shoulders. Stockings are
put upon the feet, but not sandals, for the reason
that they are not worn in Paradise.
The coffin or kaii is wholly unlike those used with
us, being a high tub, a square box or large earthenware jar or vase. The body is buried in a sitting
position and not a recumbent. The hands are
joined as in the act of prayer. 'l'he vacant; space in
the coffin is often filled with chaff, tea leaves, or
more costly incense. The wealthy use considerable
vermilion. Those who are shaven have a cap placed
upon the head. The bier is laid upon trestles, and
the face of the corpse turned to the north; a temporary altar is erected on which food is again placed.
The family do not retire for rest on the night before the funeral, and the time is spent in the recitation of prayers by priests. In the processions to the
grave considerable formality is observed, especially
among the upper classes, and in the following order:
Priests in mourning, two white paper lanterns,
trunks, lance- bearers, retainers, halbert-bearers, incense-bearers, tablet, coffin on a stand carried by.
two poles on the shoulders of four bearers who frequently change; the long and short sword of the
deceased, one on each side, tied up in covers and
born by retainers; the sandal bearer, the favorite
horse of the deceased, led by a groom; men bearing
baskets of rain coats; mourners on horseback and on
foot; the heir on horseback; the members of the
family; invited friends. Interspersed through the
procession are bearers of white paper lanterns.
Every article used is white, so far as possible. This
extensive ceremonial is in caee of a rich man; with
the poor the matter is far more simple.
The corpse is taken to the temple, where it is
r~sted on trestles; prayers are recited for the dead,
and often cakes are handed around to those in attendance. At the ending of the prayers the body is
taken to the grave, accompanied by the priest, who
continues to recite prayers until the interment is completed.
Cremation is often employed, and the process is
attended with but little ceremony, the coffin being
placed over the place for burning, in a. small brick or
mud building for the purpose, with a peaked roof
and often a. high chimney for carrying a.way unpleasant odors; fire is lighted beneath, and fuel supplied in sufficient quantities to effect the burning,
which requires two or three hours. Often tlie coffin
is not burned, but several corpses at a time placed
upon a pile,of wood and all burned together. Each
one is numbered, and after the ashes become cold
they are gathered up, placed in an urn, and buried in
the cemetery, or the urns or jars are sent to a temple
at Koyasan, where is an immense collection of euch
IUDS from all parts of the country.
About nine
thousand dead are cremated annually. For a while,
in deference to European sentiment, the practice was
ordered discontinued; but after two or three years
tlole embargo was removed, when cremation was resumed. Priests are sometimes employed to remain with
the dead while the burning is performed, but not usually. The funerals of the. poor are often attended by
tOrchlight, after dark, that their poverty need not be
exposed.
·
· The mourning for near relations is very deep, and
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co~tinues from twenty days to a year. When parents occasion when_this industrious !lists~ was sitt-ing a.t \pieces of bamboo, like knitting-needles, of which one
have died businees must be f!uspeuded for fifty <hy:e, heJ· loom w•;avmg he threw a r0cking horse's skin so 1 is hid down. The incantation is then recited the
as weil as the use of the razor!', sake, and al. a~i!llal violently against her and the loom as to prevent her fifty-two splints divided at random into two divifood. The temple and the grave mu~t be v1s1ted _w0rking any more. In short, this bad 5pecimen of !lion!l, one for each hand; these are tb.;;n counted cut
druly. Brothers, sisters, husbands, Wives, uncle!!, the maeculine per.euaeion per!listed in hili miacbiefto in lote of eight each, and tbe odd one!! left determine
aunts, and all first-born children are mourn"(! one such an extent that his sister war; compelled to leave the order in which the !!ticks :;.re to be p!acwd. This
hundred days.
home a.n.-1 flee to the celestird cave and shut herself is repeated twic,e, and the third time tbfl at.1>nding
JAPANESE cosMoG:JNY.
in by rolling a huge rock before the door of the needles are counted out, six at a time. The means
ln additions to the religions of the country, a few cave. The conl'leqnence was heaven, earth, and the by which the solution is determined is obe~cure and
remarks upon its co~mogony may be in order.
f?ur qnarters !'e?gm: e?veloped in dark~~ss, and bard to _be understooCi, but the process is conducted
Konton, or chao, like an egg or embryo, was the tnere was no distmctwn Mtween day and mght; and as df-scnbed.
·
Girls divine the futare by' dropping a long hairpin
originaloondit.ion of all things, before the separation the oight hundred thou1;and gods assembled at the
of the two principle!!!, the In, the female, and the Yo, river-plain of Yut!a to discuss wh~,t should be done from their bead into the matting and counting from
the male. The etherial ascended and became the to restore light to earth and heaven: and they pro- the end of the pin, yes or no, yes-no, alternately,
heavens; the sediment was precipitated, from which cure.d for the Yokogo the country of perpetual day, and the last straw in the mat indicates the answer to
the ashi sprung up like a young shoot. Thil'l shoot anum ber of roosters, or domestic fowll'l, which crowed the question asked.
continued to grow until it became the first of the perpetually. These irrepreseible crowers werehken
In building dwelling-houses good luck is supposed
Kami, or the :first being of the country, and was fol- to the mouth of the cave where the ·young woman to be secured by having the door to the southeast,
lowed by the being who pushed his way into a cir· had shut herself in, where Tatchi, the strong banded the closets on the southwest, the kitchen along side
cumscribed space,.and the being who made the land god stood waiting. The most beauteous god, Futo- the storeroom.
pleasant and lively, and these repreAent the first eamano, brought from Ama-no-k_uka yama. a beauti~hysiognomy and palmistry are very generally
fruits of the earth after chaos; and these were fol- ful tree, on the top branch of wh1ch were suspended behaved the same as formerly in Europe and Amerlowed by the following in regular succession:
:five hundred jewels ; from the center branch hung & ica.
Takami-masubi-no-mi-koto, offspring of heaven star-shaped mirror, while from the lower. branch
Another way of telling fortunes is to have a box
_ and earth.
hung green and white slips of pape~ and this tree, containing a hundred slips of bamboo all numbered,
Kami, offspring of the gods.
roots and all, was brought to the mouth of the ca.ve. and well shaken. From a hole in one end one of
Uji;bi-ni-no-mi-koto, offspring of the ground.
The gods then implored the young lady, Teu-sho-ko; the slips is shaken out. The number on this corto !!how her face, but she would not grant their re- rel'!ponds with the number of a paper on which the
Ama-no-toko, offspring of the heavens.
The god of plentiful veget_ation, the god of earth, queet. Then Ama-no-usume-no-mikoto, the goddess drawer's fate is written, often, it must be confessed,
the god of sand, the god of u!leful timber, the god of with the heavenly, glossy .-countenance, proposed a in ambiguous language.
harvestl!l, the god of husbandry, the god of primeval da_nce before the m~ut~- of the cave to excite the curiSpirit-rapping is bel~eved. in, the mediums being
habitations, the god of primitive dwelling-pbces. oe~ty- of the damselmende, and to carry out th_e prop- women. They use varwus mc:;mtations, and profess
Up to this period the male principal, Yo, being per- os1t10n she took the branches of the tree whiCh the to be able to converge equally with the dead and
manent, the !lexes had not appeared.
god had brought, and placed. t_he jewel~ in her hair. l!ving. They a_re known by their carrying a small
The foregoing reprel'!ents the creation.
She took a rod of bamboo, With grass t1ed to the end bundle of peculiar shape, and also a light bark hat
After this the five elements, wood, fire, metal, of it to make it look like a. spear) and she a1so tied on the bead or in the hand.
·
.earth, and water were divided, and in due order up her flowing sleeves with tendril!! of ivy. Bonfires
Amulets are much worn, and are usually obtained
-fulfilled their respective uses. Isanagi, the producer were then lighted, wh<1n the beautiful goddess at shrines and temples where they are sold by priest!l •
.of the male, and Isanumi, the Droducer of the female, dance2 before the cave with all her might, to the Servant!'! wear them suepended by a string around
-followed next in order, and· these were the :fir~t mm;ic of fifes, drume, and cymbals. The music and the neck. More educated men are ashamed to wear
,couple in exi~tence. The names were derived from dancing did excite the curiosity of the young lady in them, and conceal them in some part of their cloth·
the meaning of the first words e~oken upon earth. the ca-ve, and !ihe wondered what it could all mean. ing, or carry them in their tobacco pouch or purae.
'The woman made the first advances; she beckoned To enable her to see what was going on outside she Women carry their amulete in a girdle specially
to the man, and he was gallant enough to nod in re- moved away the rock. a little so she coul_d l~ok out, m!lde for the purpose, and which they never part
,sponse and go to her at once. They stood on the when a strong god seized the stone, cast It aside, and With for a moment except when they undrel!ls for
;celei!tial bridge which spans the ethere:tl vault, the with his other band grasped the fair damBel and bathing. Night and day it is on their persons.
:man waving the matchless falchion. The thought drew her from the cave. Then the gods of the Some of the more common onee are the Kannon, to
<Came to his mind that there might be some substance winds twisted a rope of riee l'lt:raw, and drew itacroi!S give ability and good fortune through life; the Gozo,
bene~th the face of the water!!!, and be plunged his the mouth of the cave. Then all was gladne!l!! and to bet~tow the gift of children, and enable their
mighty weapon into the watery depths, and the the rotation of day and night wan eetablished for- being reared; the Suii Tengu, to l'!ave from drowndrops which trickled from the weapon formed the ever.
ing and other harm; if choking, to swallow the
dry land of an inconsiderable island. To this isla~d
As a puniBhment to the bad boy who bad caused paper of the amulet is a positive cure; the figure of
the man and woman betook themselves with the all this trouble death Wi!.S not inflicted upon him, but Nichiren and of Kobodaishi, to carry them to paraintention of maliing it the foundation of a future his hair was pulled out, one hair at a time, his finger- di11e; Sei-sh, for gof>d luck; Ben ten, for the gift of
continent. They started out to make the circuit of nail!! and toenails pulled out, and he was banished to beauty, accomplishments, and attractiveness to their
it, the woman turning to the right, and the man a far distant land to scratch for a living the best wsy lovers; Chi rice Gongen, to protectl!l them from
turning to the left, meeting on the opposite side from he could.
snakes, the ~reatest dread of Japanese women;
where they started; and at this juncture the woman
When this was all over Isanami, who had not been Aizen, to caul!le children to be lovable, and a ho~t of
spoke the first word uttered upon earth-Ana nigush altogether idle, brought forth a :fifth child, Hino- ot~e:rs for nrious gifts and power~. Girl!! when
mashi otako ninu-0 joy to meet a lovely ma.n ! Kam, the god of wildfire, but it was a bad job for very young have som"' of these amuletl!l suspended
But the man was I!O ill-natured as to be displeased her, for on the same day she was coneumed by fire. f:t;om the girdle in a small square pouch, and are
because the woman bad got in the first word, and But in the agonies of death she brought forth another worn for years. Ghost storiel'l are widely believed
insisted that the journey round the island should be child, the goddees of the earth and bills, and 1till in, and thousands of them are narrated, and some of
repeated. When they again met the man made this another daughter, the goddess of water. After this a very horrible charactH. Women are eaid to relittle speech: Ana niyashi rnashi ootone ni ainu- Kakutsucbi married Hani-yama, and in due time the tum after death to nurse their little children they so
0 joy to meet a lovely woman I Perhaps his remark wife bore to her liege lord a fine l!lon, the :first prod- unwillingly left behind. When lovers are parted
was not altogether original, but that was the way uce of man and earth, and on his head grew the for a season, and are faithful to each other, the one
~the :first pair began business; and that little island mulberry and silkworm, and from whose naval who dies first visits the living one and reneW!l the
~grew un~il it became the everlasting great Nipon, the sprung the :five cereals, rice, wheat, beans, millet, love. When a man passes at night the grne of
;largest island in the Japan group.
and sorghum.
some girl he bas loved it is believed that if he thinks
It so happened that the woman conceived and
There is a good deal more of this co11mological of her, even though she had not reciprocated- his
brought forth a female child, either as a punishment story, but perhaps I had not better take the time to love, she ril'lee from the grave, appearing like a beaurfor having spoken the first word, or because the tell it. You may not believe even what I have told. tiful woman, carrying a lantern. He recognizes her
:female principle was the mo!lt powerful. The man I do not vouch for its truth, a.nd do not know th~ot as his lost love, and she vi~its him every night after'Was, however, disappointed and displeased because it contains very much; but I believe that those who ward in secret, until diRcoveEed by a third peraon.
it was not a boy.
·
got up this fable knew just about as much of the To all but him she appear!! a gha!ltly ~keleton, but to
The female child became Teushoko-dai-jin. 'fhe origin of the world, the !mn, moon, and star& as the him she is lovely ia the extreme. The gifts prewife after brought forth another female child which man who told that other story about everything l'!ented by her lover are found on her grave. Ubume
was called Teuki yomi no mikoto, the goddess of the being made in eix days, about the earth producing is a female specter believed to be often met on
moon, the moon itself. The third child fortunately plants, flowers, trees, and fruit before there Wl!H'I a. rivers and C!'lnal bank!!, on roads, through marsbe1,
was a male, and was harned Hiro Ko, a leech. He sun, about a firmament being made and set in the carrying a child. If met, she aske the traveler to
was a tolerably smart boy, for at the age of three heavens to hold the water above it from fa.lling do her the fa-vor of holding her child for a minute
years, and when he could not walk, his parents down and mixing with the water below it, about a or two while she is ab~ent, but after the holder baB
built him .a boat of camphor-wood, and !'let him man being made of t.he earth, he being put into a held it until out of patienc!1 it_ begin!! to grow
adrift in the world, and be became one of the :first illeep, a rib extracted, of which a woman was formed; heavier and heavier every moment, until it falls
:fishermen in that part of the country. Catching fish about a l'!nake talking, and all the rest of it. The from his arms a boulder which no man can lift.
and selling them is considered the first commercial two stories will probably do very well to go together.
Demons are believed in, and that they perform
transaction, and this primitive fieherman is still WOfJAPANESE SUPERSTITIONS. Very strange feat11. One day a man W!l.l!l drinking
shiped by fishermen, sailors, etc.
It is not a very long fltep from religion to super- sake on the verandah of his house, enjoying himeelf
In due time the fourth child was born, and being stition, so it will be easy to slide gently from a con- and the prospect before him, when a hideous-looking
a finely shaped boy, and after the two girl!l and the sideration or the religions of Japan to its superl!!ti- demon, with sword, appeared beyond the garden
oripple it was very welcome. The hopes of the par- tions or beliefs in charms, inc:mtations, omens, etc. fence, and gradually seemed to float toward the man
ents rested with the last born to popula~e t:.Je country. I shall not attempt to give a full list of all the non- drinking sake, who at once hid himself under sc~e
-They, however, were doomed to disappointment, for sensical beliefs of this time which the people of carpet, but, peeking out, he eaw the baffied demon
the boy proved to be an unruly young fellow, and these islands entertain, but it is quite likely that I turn toward the houl'!e of his next neighbor, when a
the older he grew the worae he grew, murdering the may be able to state enough to convince you that serious conflict soon took place. The neighbor atpeople in that part-of the country and tearing up they are by no means deficient in the strange epin- tempted to attack the demon with a naked sword,
forest!l and destroying vegetation. His parents were ions and superstitions so common in most other but judge of his surprise when he discovered that he
under the necessity of sending him away to a foreign countries. There is less room in the Shinto system bad struck o:ll' his wife's head and mAnglf::d the
. country. But he got homesick and returned, when than in Buddhiem for the cla!ls of vagariee under children. There are three very bad demons, one
he resumed his wild career. On one occasion he conl'!ideration, and for this reason the ignorant among green, one red, and one black, who come after wick'turned a wild horse loose into a :field which hie si~ter the Buddhist!! have been charged with being the class ed souls when the measure of iniquity is full, and
was cultiv~J.ting in rice. The crop was trampled which largely entertain them.
convey them on a terrible vehicle to the raging fires
down and the :field destroyed. Again after the sister
The Japanese believe greatly in fortune-telling, of pandemonium. Tengu ia a good sort of devil, btt
had built a new bouse in which to prepare the new and have various modes of performing the feat. One never does harm to good people, nor to his own worcrop oJ; rice that unruly boy defiled it so that she way is as follows: Six pieces of hard wood are shipers, but scoffers and scoundrels must beware. It
~ould no longer make u,e.e of it, On still another marked in a prescribed manner, then with fifty-one is his bu11iness to guard temples and shrines. He iQ

represented as having a very large nose; and he also woman dressefir herself in white, allows her hair to the plain to a bight of 13,000 feet. We saw it at a
wears a mask, which is black and has an enormous hang down her back, places a tripod on her head distance of seventy-five miles, its snow-capped sum.
beak. The first, Dai Tengu, represents the male prin- (used in cooking), in which are three lighted candles; mit peering above the clouds and looking as grand
ciple, and the second, Sho Teng:u, represents the in her mouth a lighted torch of bamboo and pitch- and dignified as the Himalayas themselves. It was
pine, lighted at both ends, and arround her neck a originally a volcano, and must have belched, smoked
female principle.
Strange notwns are entertained about the fox, which mirror. This she does at the hour of two o'clock at and thrown out a great quantity of lava, fused rockt
is as bad as the black cat in witch times in Christian night; and taking an effigy of the faithless one and and ashes to build up such a vast body as it is, and
countries. Marter Kitzune (the fox) takes upon him his paramour, nails them to a tree within the grounds which undoubtedly was once thus formed. It is the
all shapes, but is particularly fond of appearing as a of some shrine. The result is that in whatever part highest land in Japan, and perhaps in Asia with
pretty woman, arrayed in very gay attire. In what- of the effigies the injured woman drives the nails a the exception of the Himalayas. It stands alone
ever shape, however, in which he appears, he is sure serious injury will befall the original in a correspond- not being connected with any mountain range. It~
to follow his victim, or lead him over precipices, ing place, and thereby the woman will have her re- shape is almost as regular and beautiful as a pyra.
into rivers, wells, etc. But he is good to the women, venge. But if by ill chance she happens to meet a mid, equal on all sides. With the love the Japanese
and hardly ever annoys them. A fox>s wedding is a ghost while on her untimely errand the whole thing have for the grand in nature, it is not strange that
sight to be seen but once in a life-time. It is con- is defeated, especially if she shows the least terror they worship this mountain and consider it almost a
ducted with all the pomp fitting for a nobleman, and at seeing the apparition. She can only recover from god. Toward the end of summer the snow of the
generally by torch light when there is no moon. the ill effects by certain incantations and by impre- summit melts nearly away, and pilgrims from all
Foxes are so mean as to st10al a way the senses of peo. cations on the offending pair. A common mode of parts of the country visit Fujiyama, and with two
ple, and that, too, when they had none to spare of bewitchment is to form a lay figure of straw, pierced or three days' climbing after reaching its base they
the article, and play all sorts of mischievous tricks with nails, and then bury it as near as possible to the arrive at its summit, where the view of one of the
and pranks upon them. They sometimes deceive a place where the faithless one sleeps, when some evil prettiest countries in the world and the matchless
1 Pacific is spread out like a panorama at their feet. The
man to believe a field of buckwheat to be a river, and will be sure to befall him.
Charms abound in this charming country, or at , ascent is not attempted at any other !'eason of the
he undresses, lays his clothes away carefully_, and attemps to swim through it, but has great trouble in least the belief in them does. If on the eighth day 1 year. It stands some fifty miles from the coast, and
effecting it. On a certain occasion a polite young of the fourth :rp.onth a certain kind of grass (peu peu /in a clear atmosphere is easily seen when a hundred
man walking along the road on a racing day met a gusa) be gathered and hung within paper lanterns it miles away.
beautiful young lady without an umbrella. He, of is considered a sure way to keep away insects. An/ As we steam eastward the coast of Japan improves
course,- offered her to share his, and they walked incantation is used to drive away fleas, but I cannot j in vegetation and beauty. The shores grow less
along together, entering into a most interesting con- believe that fleas care a straw for the most powerful1 rocky and sterile in appearance, and the green fields
versation, in which he paid the fair damsel many incantation ever framed. If the dew on the grass be of grain and the forest-clad hills are more pleasing to
beautiful compliments. But he happened to notice gathered on the first day of the fifth month it is said the eye. The closing days of April find "the. land
that the young lady>s garments were not at all wilted, to be an unfailing cure for sore feet. If farmers of the rising sun" arrayed in its emerald robe of
and that her robes· shone and glistened as though draw a limb of the namako by a cord around their beauty. The southern line compares in latitude with
just out of the band-box. Luckily for him, just at fields the moles will leave it at once. If seven small the southern portion of the United States, and there
that moment he happened to think of the fox, red beans are swallowed by males on New Year's no longer the robes of winter are left. behind when
and mustering all his courage, he drew his sword, day, and double that number by females, health will May-day arrives.
YOKOHAMA.
which fortunately he had with him, and struck the be insured for the ensuing year. (It is a pity that
At about four o'clock in the afternoon of April
young lady a fearful blow, when he ran home with women are twice as hard to cure as men.) If small
all his might. Several friends returned with him to spots above the ear on the heads of children are left 25th we entered the capacious and beautiful harbor
the spot, where, instead of a young lady, they found unshaven, they will not be troubled with scrofula. of Yokohama. In little more than half an hour we
a fox very seriously wounded, when they all came to (The heads of small children are always shaved.) If had cast anchor and were lying before a pretty city
the conclusion that the young man had escaped a a trader about to start on a journey, whether by ship, spread out on a fertile plain, with a bluff on the
great danger. On another occasion a man saw a on horse back, by vehicle, or chair, will make the sign western side of the town a hundred feet or more
fox which had been caught in a trap, and kindly set of shin (red) in the palm of his left hand and then higher than the plain, and on which the pleasant
it at liberty; and a few days afterward while walk- lick it off, he will be preserved· from harm, and saie- residences ,of the foreigners are principally located.
Everything was hurry and bustle on our steamer.
ing along the highway he met a beautiful young ly return. If a tiresome visitor stays too long, and
lady, who spoke kindly to him and informed him it is desired for him to go, the broom is inverted, a We had arrived at the end of our long journey, and
that she was the fox to whom he had done such a towel thrown over it, and it is fanned until the bore all were anxious to get on shore· and see more of
kindness, for which she wished to reward him, but departs. If itis desired to dream of anabsentfriend Japan. The natives gathered around the steamer,
being a fox she was unable to do so. She proposed, or lover all that has to be done is to turn the quilt of sculling their numerous small boats, anxious to conhowever, that he take her to a house of prostitution the bed end for end. If the rice-pot, when it begins vey passengers. They were on the alert for a job,
and sell her for the highest price he could obtain, to boil faintly, makes a lQw, gentle noise, it is a sure but were not so noisy and persistent as the natives
and keep the money as his reward, and she would sign of good luck; but when it makelil a loud, bois- of many countries I have visited. I was not specially
have no difficulty in taking care of herself. The terous noise, something bad is sure to happen. In in a hurry, and allowed others to take boats before
good man acted upon her sugge;;tion, took her to the case, however, that the pot becomes too turbulent myself. In due time, however, I was sculled to the
place designated, and as she was remarkably charm- the evil effects may be prevented if it be immediate- Bund, which is a long, pleasant street facing
ing, he obtained a very high price for her, and went ly wrapped in the garments of a female-a virgin, if the harbor. Here, in a moderate-sized building, were
on his way rejqicing. The young lady attracted possible to find one. If a membe! of the family is representatives of the custom house department, who
very great attention by her prepossessing personal ap- away on a journey, in order to secure his prosperity examined the baggage of new comers. Mine, not
pearance, and several men naarly lost their wits on ac- all that is necessary to do is to drop one bean per being extensive, was quickly disposed of, especially as
count of her beauty. After playing many roguish day into the well while he is absent. That will but little scrutiny was exercised. A jin-rik-sha soon
pranks upon them for two or three days, she dis·ap- prevent him from becoming footsore. In order to conveyed me to the Windsor House, which, being
peared, and a fox was seen in the garden. The secure good weather while absent on a festival, pic- kept by Americans, a plenty of American papers
young lady was seen no more, but the man kept his nic, or journey, the- girls only have to make a paper to be read, made it seem almost like getting home,
money and was thus rewarded. That was a foxy image and hang it to a branch of the tree naruten. something I had not experienced for months.
trick, to be sure.
To prevent the bad odors of a cesspool a cup is filled· It was too late in the day t'l get my letters from the
The badger (tanuki) is also believed. to have the with water, a tray placed over it, and they are then in- bank to whose care they were addressed, but on the
power to assume the human form; but, unlike the verted. If the water is not spilled the cesspool will next morning I was made the happiest man in Japan
fox, goes before his victims, who are usually women. be sweet. If candy is rubbed over scrofulous .sores by the receipt of nearly a hundred letters and papers
Besides appearing as stunning young men, they often and then placed upon a yenoki-tree the sores will be from home and from dear friends on the opposite
assume the form of inanimate _objects. A family seen to heal up. To remove pimples from the face side of the globe. Those of you who have never
living near the Imperial College at Tokio is reported all that has to be done is to rub them with a horse's been a long time away from your homes and your
as being greatly annoyed with fnes, who continual- tooth. If the gridiron on which fish is to be broiled own land can perhaps hardly realize the joy which
ly played practical jokes upon the females of the is raised above the head and turned around three letters from loved ones afford; but let me assure you
household, often appearing to the servant maids as times the fish will be sure to not stick to it. To re- that there is nothing in the world like it. The sight
an enormous tea-kettle. A badger is also said to move the laths from the top of a grave will insure of foreign lands, of their red and yellow skinned inhave been for a long time a priest of the temple at good luck in drawing a prize in the lottery; but this habitants, their quaint dwellings, and all their novel
Morinjie. A waste-paper dealer once bought an iron makes it bad for the graves.
.
scenery, cannot take the place of news from home.
pot for making tea. On placing it over the fire a
The foregoing, touching the superstitions and re- I had long been anticipating this feast and was looking
long tail and four legs came out, and the pot ran off ligions of Japan, is drawn from "Japanese Notes," forward to it with great anxiety. Several hours
-a first-class badger.
by C. Pfoundes, and originally published in the were most pleasantly spent in devouring the contents
Cats are also very talented in Japan. As a sam- Japan Mail.
· ·
of my heavy mail, and I now wish to thank all of you
ple cat story this may serve: A rich gentleman, reNEARING YOKOHAMA.
who have contributed to my pleasure by writing me
siding at Tokio, had a niece residing in his family,
Let us return to our voyage per steamer along the while on this lengthy tour.
and one evening she was sitting alone, and was en- southern coast of Niphon, the main Japanese island.
My pleasure was not greatly enhanced by finding
gaged at sewing. Hearing her name spoken she The day wa!il a lovely one and the sea smooth. We that Joseph Cook and his better half-for she is unlooked around, but seeing no one in the room save the were sometimes nearly out of sight of land, and questionably the better of the two-were stopping
-family cat she resumed her sewing, when she again occasionall_y we passed inside some of the islands, at the same hotel, but as we are not likely to come
heard her name spoken. She looked earnestly at the not many miles from the mainland. Reese Island to blows, and as I propose to pass a considerable parcat, when pussy asked the young lady to lend her a attracted special attention, as it is the home of a tion of my time in the interior, I did not allow the
handkerchief, remarking if she would do so she volcano smoking away, and which we could see forty contiguity to an unpleasant object to disturb my
would show her a sight worth seeing. The hand- miles before we reached it. The bight of the smok- equanimity.
kerchief was furnished, and the cat told her to look ing mountain is perhaps three or four thousand feet.
I spent my first days in looking about the city and
out in the back-yard soon after ten o>clock and see It does not belch away so vigorously as Vesuvius, taking in its sights. I early called on the .American
what she could discover. The young lady followed nor does it pulsate, but it sends. up a steady volume Consular-General Thomas B. VanBuren, a relative of
instructions, and when ten o>clock came she looked of smoke equal to a steamboat, and from the conical ex-President Martin VanBuren, and who has resided
into the yard, when she saw collected there all the shape of its upper portion shows that a large amount here in Yokohama eight years. As we have both
cats in the neighborhood holding high carnival, and of volcanic matter has at some time in the past been resided in the same county, a sort of relationship
eauh cat decked out with a handkerchief,and having thrown out. Is is so quiet, however, of late years was almost claimed. I find him a very genial gena very gay time. The handkerchief was returned in that little disturbance has taken place. It is some tlem'ln, well posted in J ap~nese affairs, and willgood condition. Otters are also said to cut up many ten miles from the coast, about eight miles in circum- ing to impart the information he possesses. The
roguish pranks, adding to the reputation of the Jap- ference. The island has a population of a few hun- duties of his position are numerous, having to attend
anese animals for being very sagacious.
dred farmers and fishermen llcattered along its shores. to the needs of American sailors and citizens when
Witchcraft is said to be employed in this way: If
FUJIYAMA
in trouble, to give permits to all exports to .America,
a woman becomes jealous of her husband or lover, .Attracted still more attention than Reese Island, and to issue forms, take acknowledgments, administer
anJ has good reason to believe that he is paying im- is, indeed, one of the remarkable mountains of the oaths, etc., pertaining to American interest; to hold
proper attentions in another direction, the injured earth, rising majestically and independently from court and examine into the charges against lawless
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American sailors, and to investigate their claims
when injustice is done them. He has the power to
fine and imprison for various offenses. I visited hi~
'Several times, and found he has many calls for h1s
-official services, and that his time is busily devoted
·to his duties. He expressed a desire that our laws
should be changed with regard to American sailors,
which, as they stand, are often very oppressive, not
only to the masters of vessels, but. to the sailor~ as
well. By the terms of the law sailors on American
vessels cannot be discharged in any foreign port, or
·for any cause, without paying them three months'
wages extra; and this exaction often leads to unpleasant difficulties. The law was enacted eighty
years ago, and, though meant in the time of it as a
protection to the sailor, it really works against his
interest, and in various ways. He is in hopes that
Congress may amend the law.
Contular-General Van Buren has written three
moderate-sized works upon Japan, one upon the
trade of Japan, one upon its food, and oue upon its
labor. He was kind enough to present me with
these works, and I shall be glad to "-Vail myself of
the knowledge which they contain. ....I have also obtained Miss Bird's (that was) interesting work upon
this country-" Unbeaten Tracks in Japan "-and I
.shall not hesitate to draw from it such facts as I
-deem will be interesting to you. I also find a goodly
nunber of American and Engl1"sh people reai.di"ng
here, whom I am glad to see, and from whom much
can be learned.
Yokohama has quite a mixed population, and to
such an extent tbat it has been denominated a "hybrid city." The business portion of the city in
h" h A
·
dE
(
w lC
mencans an
uropeans the latter including
English, French, Germans, and other nationalities)
transact .business occupies. the· front portion of the
plain next to the harbor, and is very well laid off,
fairly built, presenting much the appearance of an
European town, and bears the name of the "Settlemep.t" The bungalows and compounds, or the resideuces of these foreigners, are largely on the" Bluff,"
where are many pleasant houses, intt?rspersed with
gardens. It has been likened to the suburbs of Boston. The Japanese quarter is much the larger portion of the city ; it lies on the extensive plain
directly in the rear of the "Settlement," and its numerous streets ·of plain gray houses are well packed
with the busy, good-natured natives, who are more
conspicuous for their geniality, politeness, and indus.
try_, than for the indications of wealth which the
evmce. I do not remember that I have seen a stat!
·t of what the
lat·
· b t h ld . d "t
men
wn000
Is, ofu sh"ouh JU
ge I
to be considerably popu
over lOO
10 5 OOO
Americans and Euro eims full ' thew
' • are
Chi ese a d the e ~-10 d' J Y
same numoer of
e_r _apanese.
.
n ' n . r m
Yokoha_ma Hl comparatively a new town, Its age
really datmg from. the year 1866. The ?lder town,
~anagawa, occupymg the .northern por~}On _of what
IS now the n_orth.ern portiOn of the mty, IS much
older, but until th1s_ port beca~e by treaty one ?f _the
O_Pen ports for f?reign trade, It reached. no d~stmctwn, and was !1ttle more than a fishmg VIllage.
Now the splend_Id harbor has alwa:r~ pres~nt European and Amerwan steamers and sallmg ships, co~st~ng steamers and other .craft, and .m~n-of-wa~ lymg
m the harbor, rep~esentmg the prmmpal nat1?ns of
the world. The_n~ports and exports of. the mty are
very _larg~,. and It JUstly ~akes rank With the commermal Cities of modern times.
The local government of the city was at one time
in the h~n?s of a mixed foreign municipali~y, but at
present It IS under Japanese control, at the head of
which is. t~e prefect of Kanagawa. The government bUildmgs, including the custom house, the
p_ost-office, etc., are of good style and fit for any
mty. The stores, hotels, and business houses of all
kinds are substantial and creditable in appearance,
and the amount of merchandise on sale appears equal
to the demand. The.re are three orfour banks, which
transact a heavy busmess; There are two or three
public gardens, quite respectable in character, and
pleasant places to visit.
The stores which deal in Japanese manufactures
and Japanese "curio" and antiquities are interesting
plac~s to visit, where one can see almost endless
spemmens of Japanese art and mechanism in silk
goods, damasks, porcelain, lacquer-ware, and an
almost endless list of ingeniously devised and cons_tructed articles for various .Purposes. The public
baz!'Lr, or properly called an mdustrial exposition of
natiOnal handicraft and manufactures, and which
covers a~ ~ere of ground, occmpied with low continnons bUild1ngs, is a very interesting place to spend a
fe!V hours. The goods are very neatly arranged, the
prwes marked upon them, polite clerks in attend:mce,
and here considerable sales are effected of the curl-·
ous manufactures for which this ingenious people are
noted. The n_ative stores and shops, all along in the
Japanese portlOn of the city, where goods are sold
_and where the various branches of manufacture,
1D a sma~l way, are conducted, are also interesting
~laces to mspect. The potteries in the E'astern porf.10n of the town, where their ingenious wares i~ this
me are turned out, are by no means devoid of mter.
est. Industry, ingenuity, peacefulneas, cleanlinesl!l,
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politeness, and good nature are the prominent char- and the missionary boards, for this reason, have latterly
acteristics of this people.
discouraged unm!Lrried men from coming out to do
The jin-rik-shas of this city are a decided institu. moral and religious work for Jesus among the
tion. I ·have spoken of them before, having seen heathen, and are sending married men principally.
them first in Singapore, then in Hong Kong and This is doubtless a very judicious precaution.
Nagasaki; ·but here they abound in greater numbers
As you are interested in missionary intelligence,
than in the towns named, amounting to several let me give you a trifle more from the "Annual Rethousands. I think I told you they are a slim port of the Evangelical Alliance of Japanfor 1882:"
hand-cart, with springs under the cushioned seats Stations where missionaries reside, 36.
and a calash buggy top, which can be up or tlown·as Out stations where no missionaries reside, 111; au increase
the rider pleases. An oiled paper apron comes up of 35.
before the rider when it rains, shutting him entirely Organized churches, 83; a.n increase of 19.
in, except a narrow space for looking out, and pre- Churches wholly self-supporting, 15 i an increase of 2.
·
·
Churches partially self-supporting, 59; an increase oi 32.
ventmg him from getting wet. They are light and Baptized adult converts, 3,811; an increase of 1,110.
handy, designed generally for one person, and the Baptized children, 601; an increase of 336.
_
manipulators trot along with them on smooth roads Boy's schools and mixed schonls, 39; an increase of ,25.
hour after hour, nearly as fast as a horae usually Scholars in these schools, 1,584; an increase of 994.
travels, and often making forty or fifty miles a day.
Girl's schools, 18; an increase of 3.
I ·
d
Scholars in these, 607; an increase of 116.
tIS not ten years yet since they were invente ' and
Theological schools, 6; an increase of 2.
now fully 50,000 of them are used in different places.
Theological students, 93; an increase of 6.
Tokio alonb has 25,000 of them. As few horses are Sunday-schools, 101; a.n increase of 38.
reared in this country, and those few are of poor Scholars in these, 3,764; an increase of 1,253.
quality, used principally as pack horses, carrying Native ministers, 38; an increase of 22.
· b ack s, t h e Jlll·ri
·· "k-s h as are of Unordained
native preachers and catechists, 124; an increaEe
pro d nee, et c., upon t h eu
30 .
the main dependence for traveling purposes. The Colporteurs, 10; an increase of 8.
Japanese name for them is kuruma, but the Chinese Bible women, 20; a decrease of4 .
name jin-rik. sha is more used, and for short is Hospitals, 4; an increase of 2.
often only riki. The price for riding in them is ten In-patients treatt~d in these, 183; a decrease of 97.
4; a decrease af 1.
sen an h our, or one yen per d ay, an d as I"t t a k es one Dispensaries,
.
of 4,744 .
Patients treftted in t hese, 18, 02 7; an mcrease
h un d re d an d fif ty sen to equal one hundred cents Medical
students, 5; a decrease of 21.
our money, the price is low enough. At these pricee,
Contributions of native Christians fer all purposes, during
however, the Japanese laboring men can make more the year, in paper yen, 8,772; au increase of 5,583.
mo~e.y than at farm work, or any menial labor; they
Average for each adult native Christian, 2.30; an increase of
rus mto the cities, and willingly ru.n themselves to 1.20.
death for the one yen per day, for the constant runThe increase given is since 1879. The report
ning with the loads they haul tells heav·I·ly upon d
t . l d
h t tb C th l"
d .
f
oes no me u e w a
e a, o ws are omg, or
them, so that they usually last but five or six years, they do not belong to the Evangelical Alliance; they
when lung disease of some kind or a broken-down however are said not to be doing very much. It
system ends their career. ThEse rikis are gotten up may strike you that a great deal has beon accomin different styles, some plain, and some lacquered, plished by the missionaries, but when it is considered
decorated, inlaid, and ornamented, according to the that between one and two hundred persons have
taste of the owner. Some show mainly polished been at work here fifteen years, that milliems of dolbtrhass, whi~e obthe~s are richly tintl~id wfithd pearl, andd mlaersnthsahvaevbeebeneenexhpeelnddeodu'ttthoattb.aelln:til?vde~. toof eimnbdruacceeo era agam earmg represen a wns o ragons an
"'
,.
beautiful flowers. They cost from ten to twenty- Christianity, that they are a people rather easily
five and fifty dollars each. Many meruhants and persuaded, especially when they think it to their
business men have a riki waiting constantly at their pecuniary interest to be persuaded; that their redoors so as to be ready at all times when they wish to ligion sits very easily upon them, that in their desire
go a square or more. When a traveler or tourist wishes to adopt European and American customs they would
to go off on a long trip into the country where the very naturally think they had alsJ better adopt the
roads are heavier and .more up an?- down hill, two religions of those countries. For such people to
men generally are employed, o!l!3 m fr~nt between !ay aside one se.t of sup~rst~tions and ta~e up another
the shafts and the other pusomg behmd, and on IS not a very senous a:ff:nr; 1t doos not, after all, seem
.
t s one ye_n t w.enty. fi ve or. one fift. y f.or th at . yery _re~ark a ble resu l"~s h ave b een pro d uce d ,
sueh Jaun
each man per day IS pa1d, they findmg thei~ own espeCially m v~ew of the many boasts that are made
food. After dark paper lanterns are, by exactiOn of of the great thmgs that have been done here, and of
law, carried by the riki men. At the busy hours of the rapidity with which the Japanese are embracing
the day, in the morning and evening, it is.a sight to Christianity. Three or four thousand out of a popuwitness the hundreds of merchants, clerks, miBBion- lation of thirty-five millions is but a small percentar,~s, fashionably-dressed ladies, Chinamen, and age. And from what I can learn the spread of
Japanese, all gliding to and fro on their way home Christianity among the natives is slower now than
and elsewhere in the ever-whirling rikis. They are it was a few years ago. As novelties are readily
a useful institution that c·Juld not be dispensed with. turned to by the human mind, it cannot be thought
The Chinese in Yokohama are a very useful class strange that these simple-minded people should
of the community. Many of them act as clerks in be attracted by a new religion held up to them as
banks, shipping ·houses, stores, compradores for containing wonderful powers, and which would be of
Europeans (managers in any kind of business), trades- inestimable value to them, and it is not strange that
men, and mechanics in the various departments. numbers of the common people should be led to
The best tailors, :;~hoemakers, carpenters, cabinet- adopt it. But it is becoming an old story; it is no
makers, etc., are Chinamen. As shrewd and sue- longer a novelty, and these natives are nut attracted
cessful business men the Chinese unquestionably far now as much as formerly. It is about time for
excel the Jap·anese. There is also this difference another new novelty to come along.
between them which I think I alluded to before.
Very few of the better classes are turning ChrisThe Chinese have the best idea of business integrity. tian. But a small proportion of the educated JapanThey will live up to a contract, and they will not ese are becoming converts to Christianity. Mise Bird
take undue or dishonest advantages in business. presents a very fair view of the more intelligent
They seem to have the disposition and knowledge to Japanese mind in the description which she gives of
enable them to conduct business so as to win and her visit to the Kubota hospital and school under the
hold trade. The sl!-me cannot be said of the Japan- influence of native teachers who had been educated
ese to the same extent. They regard a bird in the in Europe and America. After inspecting the school
hand worth a good many in the bush, or, in other with much interest, she put this question to two of
words, they deem a dollar of profit to-day more de- the teachers:
sirable than the probability of ten dollars a week or
''Do you teach religion?"
month in the future. They will even for the sake of
They smiled significantly with undisguised conmaking a dollar to-day be guilty of some petty, dis- tempt, replying:
honest trick by which they will lose a customer
"We have no religion;" adding, "All your learned
worth twenty dollars to them. In business matters men know that religion is false."
they forecast badly. This seems to arise more from
Miss Bird gives a pretty full account of her vil'it
the habits of the country than from inherent dishon- to Mr. Tyson, a prominent missionary, and describes
esty and rascality.
the success and encouragement he meets with. She
MISSIONARIES.
says: "Mr. Tyson itinerates at certain seasons of the
Christians are fairly represented here, having five year. He finds strong prejudices against Christianor six churches patronized principally by foreigners, ity in the country, and extreme indifference in the
and some twenty missionaries, more than half of city. On his first tours great crowds came to hear
whom are males. Aside from the schools they are him of the' new way,' but that kind of interest has
conducting and some hospital work, it is questionable diminished.
.
As 'tbe outward and visible
whether they are effecting very much good. In the sign ' of three years of earnest work, :Mr. Tyson bas
whole of Japan there are one hundred and thirty-six baptized seven rersons." I have seen an American
Protestant missionaries, seventy-eight of whom are missionary who has been here eight years, who has
married men, ten single men, and forLy-eightunmar- drawn over twelve thousand dollars from the misried women. The wives of theFeventy-eight married sionary treasury, and who, as I am informed by a clermissionaries are not counted, but they are supposed ,gym~n, has not baptized one person in that time.
to be of great service in promoting the morality of From such statements as this, those who drop in
those to whom they are married. It has been f,mnd every Sunday their dimes and quarters for the" salvathat unmarried mis!lionaries were i~clined to follow tion of the heathen" can _judg_e how much good it
the general custom of other AmeriCans and Euro-1 does, and how the money IS bemg used.
peans who keep native women for their private use,
I have a plenty of authority from Christians and
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others that the missionaries lead an easy and a pleas- the Japanese are kindly, genial, hospitable, sympa.- they are self-sustaining, and manage to make their
ant life here, and make very limited exertions. They tbetic, and inoffensive cannot be truthfully denied. own living by practicing the healing art, or curing
all live in very plea~ant dwellings; they have a Miss Bird traveled alone among them for six,monthe, many ailments by the laying on of bands, rubbing
plenty of servants; they perform but little labor, and visiting parts of the country where a European bad and various other manipulations. It is possible that
get doub1e the money for the;r services thR.t they never been seen before, and she was uniformly treat- the loss of sight in some way increases their mag.
could make at bomA. It is all a mistake for our ed with civility, courtesy, and kindne~s. She wa8 netic powers, as what. would. be lost by going out
people to think that the mia~ion!l.ry takes his life in not insulted nor mistreated; no one tl'ied to rob her, through the eyes is conserved in the system, thereby
his h_and, and that he endures great hardships in and no one sc,>rcely offered her an insult or an indig- giving them unusual nerve force, by wbieh the cures
workmg to spread the goRpel. The truth i£'1, he lea~s niLy. It would seem that a people OBpable of such ascribed to tb6m are effected. Th~y get moderate
an ea!ly. plt>!l-SCJ.nt life, in a luxuriant country, with a bt~haviQ.r are not suffering intensely for Christian prices for their services, but su9h as tmffice to maindelightful climate, with all the comforts im11ginable. morality to be introduced among them. How does tain them comfortably in this country where living
Miss Bird, henel f a Christian, saylil: "Much of the this kind of heathen conduct compare with what daily is cheap. Some of them act as barbe1·s, and evince
ey_mpa.t.hy given to missionaries at home is altogether and almost hourly takes place in our own Christian much skill in dressing hair.
·
m1splaced. In Japan they are provided with com- and "favored" land? Since I have been here J took
Portable restaurants and confection aries are an infortable houses and sufficient incomes. . . The up an American paper and was made ashamed to stitution of the city, as they are of nearly the whole
phrase 'taking their lives in their hands' has no sig- read an ~ccount of a quiet, respectable woman being country. The restaurants ate two cases some four
nific'!.nce, and they incur no perils either from people attacked on the street in the upper part of New York feet high, comprisir1g a series of shelves and drawers
or climate."
city, about seven o'clock in the evening, by four for containing food, and the two are connected with
Again the same writer says: "The 'religious fac. young men. She was gagged and most rudely treat- a shoulder polA, by which they are carried. The
nlty' appears to be lost out of the Japanese nature. ed, taken across the street, and outraged ! Should compartments are silfficient to contain a full aesortIt is a complete mistake to suppose that because the not New York bestir at once and hurry off more mis- ment of the various Japanese dishes, including stew
old faiths are decaying Japan is ripe for the intro- sionaries to teach the people of Japan how to behave pickles, mixtures, -etc. It is very common for thee~
duction of a new one. The empire has em barked on themselves?
out- door restaurants to be located on the corner of
a career of material progress. Everything which
The case I mention is not an exceptional one. I the streets and to be patmnized by the working
ten? a. in tbat direction is eagerly appropriated and see the American papers are literally full of accounts classes, where at meal times they may be seen eating
assimilated; that which does not is rejected ss of no of villainy, outrages, murdui!, robbery, stealing, boiled rice, maccaroni, baked potatoes, Btews,pickles,
account, I asked a highly educated tmd thoughtful swindling, house- buming, drunkenne_ss, assaults, de- etc. Fiva sen buys a pretty fair J apanose m~<al.
young Japanese, who had just returned from a course bauchery, and many other crimes of the most revoltThe man carts used for transporting heavy mateof some years of scientific study in America, if he irig character. I must confells that, after having rial, ilucb as stone, brick, sand, gravel, and merchanhad ever studied religion, and his answer embodies traveled ovu the countries of Asia, where I have not dise, eto, are much in use, and it is almost surprisat least the view of the educated clas!les: 'No; I had i!een a fight, scarcely a quarrel, and only one or two ing to see what enormous loads are moved about the
no time for anything that had no practical bear- drunken men, it makes me almost blush with shame city in this way. Two men may often be seen with
ing.' "
to read ove:r the account of wrongs and -Outrages half a ton on a cart and marching along with it at a
This intelligent writer bad· an almost unequaled committed in our own Christian land.
good walking gait. But they keep up a doleful
opportunity for judging of the missionary work in
This is no new state of things. We are, perhaps, shouting at the same time. The two men in front at
Japan, aod ef the native char2.0ter of the people, for not worge materi&l!y than we were twenty- five or fifty every step ejaculate alternately, first one and then
she spent several months in journeying over the years ago. The New York Tribun1 in May, 1857, the other, "Ha," "Hoo," '' Hai," "Hon," "Hai,"
country and in making cloae ob11ervations of all that contained the following sad picture of Christizm "Haids," and this loud enough to be beard several
sh~ mat with. She sums up one of her chapters in morals in the Christian city of New York, the article 11quares. They seem to keep stPp by this shouting,
and they may imagine the load is hauled easier for
th1s way: "An obstacle in the Wl>Y of Christianity being written by Horace Greeley, the truthful:
(and al! thesg are &part from the deeply-rooted and
"Sixteen murders have been perpetrated in this city during it, but one would think it takes half as much strength
genuine di11like to the purity of its morality) is that the past seven wteks; and in the s~me pAriud there have b€en to keep up such a constant outcry as to do the pullthe J :;!.p;,;,m,se students who are- educated by their at least sixteen atlemots at murder, besides violent assaults and in g. When the loads are so heavy as to require it,
government 'ill England or America return and tell rum-hole fights without precedent. Ten thousa•,d harden£'d one or two additional men as&i!!t by pushing behind,
their countrymen that no one of any intelligence or and hopeless outcast females swarm the strests at night; two but it is the leaders who do the shouting.
thousand children, under the guise of pedlarr, from the ages
l
position now believes iu Christianity, and that it is frf'm ten to sixteen, penetrate evcry public building, store, and
I think the women appear on the lltreets ess here
an exploded syst.em, only propped up by the clergv office in the city to beg, or sieal, or <PY for burglars, and on than in several other countries; I see very little
and the uneducated masses!'
cheir own aecount to practice those vices which c"'rmot be named par:.. ding the cit.y on their part to exhibit dry goods
They all seem to have duties to
Eve::~ among the savage Ainos in northern Japan irl resptetable langu1;ge; five thousand great and small gam- or fine drtlSSes.
the same wrlter found ~ spirit unfavorable to the blers prey upon tl:.te credulou3 and infatuated, standing all day attend to at home, and spend little time in making
the doors of their dens in Broadway, as welllfnown in per- ·
E
·
b f
·
1 h
reception of Christianity; and though r,avage as they at
snn and professirJn a5 the maynr himself; t<>n thousand lazy, d11play.
very mornmg e ore sunnse l'lell.r Y a Unare, she found ::~.mong them much that js better than drunkon, thieving shLrt-boy~. swill- boys, killers, roughs, awl dred women pass my winriow on their way to the
wh::.t prevails among large cla!!ses in Europe and rowdi€s of .othu names, lounge on the rum-cursed corners of large tea houses, where they work through tbe day
Ame-rica. She thus expres8es herself: "The glamour the <treets, making day di: gusting, night hideous, snd tr.tvel at preparing tea for exportation. They go in squads
whi1:h at fir0t disguises the inherent barrennesli of dangerous to all who can be suEpected of having respectability of a dozen or two, some old, some young, and many
or mo•;ey; thousands of em;graut swindlers, mock auctioneers,
· h th · b b"
h · b '
b
·
b" h
aav~tge life has had time to pass away, and I see it in loltery
dealers, poliey brokers, pickpockets, hail-thieves, bur- Vnt
ueir :1. leS at t eir aCKf', t e way Ill W !C
all its nakedness a~ a life not much raised abo.,.e the glars, whar1-r 11 ts, are,1-sneak:,, pimps, and v>tmpires practice children are nearly altogether carried in this counnece;asities of animal existence; timid, monotonouii, their lmav~ri~s as op~nly a.nd with as little fear of puniGbmmt try, as among· the Chinese and Malays. The Japanbarren of gvod, dark, dull, 'without hope of God io as though they were enga!l'cd in the r,;ost virtuous and legiti- ese women place their babes inside their kimons or
the world,' thou_gb flt it~ lowest and worst con~ider mate pursuits. The swell mob of Londc•n, fi)iD~:" from a real over-garments, with very wide sleevt s, which lap in
abiy higher :.nd bettrer than tha.t Qf thou~and!! of the police, and the unendurable felons cf San F1ancisco, e:xpatriated front, one ·side over the other, often padded, and
by bullet and hemp of the Vigilar.ce Committee, ar~ rece1ved eonfiued about the waist by a girdle or wide belt.
l:.psr:d ru:MJ~e~ of our own great citieg, who are bap- h~re
with op<"n arms, parade our strests, not only by the tolertized into Christ's nam~, and I'Ue laid at last in holy ation, but with 1 he protection and personal friend>hip of our The girdle prevents t.be child from ·slipping down.
ground, inaemuch as the Ainos are truthful, r<nd, on polie~o-carry our primary elBclions and fill the high posiLinns in The mothers wear the same kind of cloth about the
th>l whole, chaste, boRpitable, honest, reverent, and the nominari0g committfes. o,, every hand we have vi<:e, and lower limbs as do tbe men, and the same kind of
kind i·,o the aged. Drinking, their great vice, is not, erime, and splendor-crime, vice, rum, a.url beggary. Here, in wooden clogs or sandals.
most fashionabll'! faubouro, is the Crockfords of New York;
I stepped into one of the large tea-houses referred
aa among us, in. anta.goviam to tbeir religion, but is the
tHere, between the p~latial re:-idenc·-·s of a million~ire and a
actu:..lb a part of it, ~nd aB anch would be f!XCeption- divine, is the rnaison de·joie oi a 9_0 ,., 1111 whose dreEs is the most to ,and llla.W fully a hundred five or six-gallon iron
ally difficult to eradicate.''
briliiant, whoee eqaipi1.ge is the most cc•stly, wbo;oe appearance kettles set in furnaces, in a brick building two hunThe !lame writer h:!.d a long couversation ·with an i~ the most stunning uf the gay bur.lerflies, virtuous or vicious, dred feet long, and in these the tea is brought to the
iot,eliigent Buddhistic priest, who gave her an ex- whose beauty and w~fllth c.dd glitter to the opera or sunshine rpquiaite degree of heat, called "firing," and which,
tn the promenade. Withh; a row-shot of these p:,Jaces is the I think, is the last, process before packing it in chests.
plant:ttiou of Buddhi!5tic belief, t>nd who, when asked other
side of the world: for bro~ade, rags; for diamonds, dirt;
wh:,t ha thought Jf ib>.: prospects of Christianity in for Johannisberger, whisky; for millionnires, beggarf; for Some of the hundr(\d inmates were attending to this
J~pan, said: "There have bean mission&ries called dJViues, dRvilB; for A'p::.sias, drabs; with her" an•l there some depa.rl;ment, some were lining boxes, some putting on
Prot~stants in Japan for fifteen yem-li; there are now poor, starvLg wretcn pailifully en::;,cting the 'Song of the large labels, some packing, some Wrlipping, brandover a hundred; and they count sixteen hundred bap- Shirt,' h<Jr beciegHl >irlo.e gl'mmering in the misery of tbis ing, etc.. Men and women were working together in
tized p~rsons. The college hl'ra is sending out young taugible hdl lik" the jr;we]r,d j>!wd inll, Jung-hiH. And over t.he most soci!i.l and friendly manner. The amount
all we lave a set of men wiled rulers. wrangliug like hungry
d
k d
d b'
d
-.r k h
·
sa'JJW?'ai to preach, very ardent, ~nd well ~:quipped dogs for the publir!. pur~e, lying and choa,i· g for advanceme•Jt, of tea prepare ' pac e 'an - s lppe at ~ o o ama 18
for t<;l.\ching. Christianity may mil.ke gre:.~.t progreM plo~ting to ovPrlhrcw all hm, that they ruay rob the people; simply enormous.
in eo me of the country p.1rtB of J apa!l, for many are and iu t·.heir influence upon our vast criminfll population, l'<'l<lkSTOCK GAMBLING.
Yokohama cannot claim to be free Jrom this grea.t
well.rv, weary, weary, and it is easy, and they will be lesely flaring their inceudbry torches in our moral powder
evil of modern timeB. It has its stock board, its exdisposed to receive it; but not in the large towns." mill."
I cannot say that the reports of the Evangelical
The above picture is very gr~phic, but not over- citements in the riee and fall of values, and here
Alliance, of which I give yo11 an extrltct, are untrue drawn. It is true to life, and in view of the facta fortunes are made and lost with great celerity. This
in every particular, but it ia believed that such re- thu;s set forth, is it not a great pity that a few thou- gambling is confined principally to the irredeemable
porte are not always strictly I'eliable, and that they sand more missionaries have not been sent over here paper money of the country called kinsats. These
are made to look more favorable to the cause of the to A~ia to learn its quiet miliions how to practice fluctu-ate in value about as rapidly as gold uBed to go
misaiona than the real facts warrant; but criticism Christian morals and how to prepare thl:mselvf;s for up and down with us in war times.· The price
may not ju&tly apply in this case. I am, however, a Christian heaven?
changes two or three times a day, or at the three
ch<:o>.rly of the opinion that there are many ways
LIFE IN YOKOHAMA
daily meetings of the stock board. What it is that
whrne the money and affort which are spent here in
In walking the streets of this city one meets with makes the value of this money change so often I did
Jr.p~n to make Christiane of the people could be a great many blinrl persons, who are, perh~ps, made not underst:And any more than I know why etocksgo
nted more sensibly, and where they would do more so by the excess of smvke in the native houses, to- up and down so suddenly in our large cities; but I
good; and this is the opinion of many other intelli- gether with the chaogeabl{> nature of. the climate. presume, as with us, it is mainly due to the misgent people. I shall hardly forget the remark of Doubtlesg the sight in many e,.ses couid have been chievous m&nipull!-tions of the stock gamblers. T~e
General Van Buren on the subjwt. He admitted saved had the proper treatment been resorted to in price varies from 1.45 to 1.80; that is, some days It
that the missionaries had done some good; "but," time; but charms, a.mulets, anii whimsical supersti-' requii·es 145 sen to equal a yen, or dollar il! silyer, or
1a.i8 he, "there are ten missionaries where there tions are net very t:ffectual in removing infi ~mmation 1.80, as the case may be. One day the pnce IS perahould be one."
from the eyes. Those people walk about the streets haps 153 in the morning, 159 at night, and 1.50 the
It cannot be denied that missionaries are often with almoRt the same freedom a'1d ease·as do other next day, allowing variation enough: to meet the dean over-officious, mischievous element that some tim ell people, and in many ca6es, unless very observing, one sires of the most inveterate gamblers.
doea do~s more harm than good, and it is a matter of would hardly notice they were blind. In their per-1 It is ilomewbat interesting to witness thl3 operamuch doubt whether the people of this a11d 'other ambulations they very frequently blow the whist.lesl ~ionB befoN this stock boar~. Several hun?r~d anxAaiatic countries are really made much better for they carry to inform people that they are on the wus perwns are aesembled m the large bmldmg for
acotpting Christianity. People's conduot and char- street and do not wi8h to be run over. As day and the purpoee; the smallest salt>B or purchases are
aeter depend far more upon race and naturai chuac- night are the same to them, their whisUes are to be I$1,000, and from that up to $10,!,00. The uproar
teristios than upon what religion they aoce:pt. That heard even in the late hours of the night. Ae a class ! makes a perfect pandemonium, the same as at the
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me~tings of the .stock board in New Y?rk. The me feel bad to see Tage Rotugging along at so hard do well. The Japs know nothing about drinking
secretary of the board ma!ks_th? changes _m yalue as a rate to pull me through the mnd. But this is about milk or eating butter and cheese. They make some
they occur from time to t1me With a pencil m char- t.he only mode for travel here. It is rikior go afoot. use of eggs, but their breeds of chickens are small
acters eight inches in length, and scores of messen- Horses are very scarce, and though they were to be and poor. They e_at chickens to a very limited exger-boys are in attendance to carry the latest quota- bad the Toads and bridges are too narrow to allow a tent. I have ·not seen a pig or hog in Japan. In
tions to their employers in various parts of tbe city. buggy to pass over them. Tage Ro can half-way this respect the Japs differ widely from the Chinese.
There are many Chinese and Japanese money-dealers spea"k: a few words in English and underst2nd rather who are extremely fond of pork. Tlie utte1· absence
through the town whose whole business it is to buy more than he can speak. His pay was to be one yen of flocks and herds detracts from the fascinations of
and sell paper money, giving silver or bank paper, twenty-five sen per day, but I soon made up my mind country life. The lowing of cattle, tbe bleating of
which is of coin value. The heaviest and most active that it was going to be too hard a task for him to sheep, the squealing of pigs, the crowing of roosters,
dealer of this kind is a woman, who counts out haul me about alone for four days. I have some the cackling of hens, the squawking of ducks and
money with the utmost celerity, and. who makes cal- feeling for a horse, if he has but two legl5. So I said: geese, all have their charms, and add to the pleasures
culations on the reckoning-board with greater dis- "Tage Ro, you must get a man to- help you. Get a of rural existence. Of the bobtailed cats I cannot
patch than an ordiMry person can do it with figures. man to help you, and I will pay him the same as I speak in very high terms. I do not know that tails
She buys and sells thousands of dollars per day, and do you. I am merciful when it does not cost inore are of very much use to cats, but we have so long
is said to be shrewd and fmocessful. Those who than a yen and a quarter per day, and other people been used to seeing pussy with a large, erect caudal
travel in the interior must have the paper money of furnish the money," After a while Tage Ro sue- appendage, that it does not seem an improvement to
the realm, as that is tlte only kind in circulation out. ceeded in getting a man to help him, and then we cut them off. What is a cat without a tail? They
side the city. It is folly to go to the country with- got on a little easier, and we all felt better.
should continue to wear their tails. Moses was in
out the necessary supply of paper yen.
. For a few miles the road led over low ground the right in his reply to his brother:
· The Japanese are very atte.ntive to the matter of among rice fields in the narrow valleys, with the
"Says .Aaron to :Moses, 'Let's cut off our noses;'
bathing. They ma~e it. a rule to take a b~th every moderate hills not far away. I saw many digging
Says Moses to Aaron, 'We>' d better still wear 'em.' "
day. Many bathe in theu own homes, while many the small fields of beds preparatory for planting
N!!.ture is right; let pussy still keep her tail. . .
others resort to the public baths, of which there are rice. The digging is done with a mattock, with a
There are few or no barns here. The gram IS
several in_ the city. These are by no means fine blade fifteen inchn'l long and four inches wide, or either thrfeshed out when harvested or stacked up
buildings, but usually cheap wooden structures, some with a large strong book with four tines or teeth in bundles under trees. They have no reapers or
of them little more than sheds. The bathing: is usu- eight or tea inches long, like a potato-hook, only threshing machines; the primitive modes are still in
ally done in large tubs, the water in which is heated three or four times as larg€l and strong. T.he use; the grain is cut with a crooked knife, and
by means of pipes from furnacee in an adjoining earth is not turned ov-er as with a apade, but is threshed with a flail made of two pieces of
room. Quite unlike the custom in our country:, men taken by the mattock or hook and moved toward the bamboo. The homes of tillers are seldom on their
and women bathe in the same houses and at the same digger some eighteen inches. Afterward the water small farms; they live in little groups and villages
hours, but not often in the same bathing-tub. For- is let into the small field or bed, usually containing along the roadside, ani! this is the prevailing custom
merly they bathed indiscriminately together, as less than a quarter of an acre, and with a heavy rake in all parts of Asia. Onr mode of 0ountry life is unthough all men or all women; but for the last few the earth is leveled down, and when about the con- known here.
years, since the ingress of foreigners, slight changes sistence of stiff mortar it is leveled off with a long
Along one rosdway were gr~at quantities of small
have been made, and now there is a board partition straight.. edge or pole, and thus the ground is ready wild flowers thP names of which I do not know, but
between the men and wo~en. Sometimes this par- to receive the rice-plauts which are grown in beds their pink, y~llow, and ,blue bloBsoms have a cheering
tition reaches three feet from the floor and sometimes for the purpose. These preparatory beds I saw in effect. The dandelions, the docks, the colt's. foot,
all the way up. In the interior, where foreigners considerable numbers, the plants up and looking and motherwort, which grew plentifully here, I do
are not around, the two sexes still bathe together green and thrifty. I saw some of the farmers malr- know and they seem like old aquaintances in a
without dreaming there is any impurity in so doing. ing the dykes surrounding ~tnd dividing the rice- foreign land. :i saw quite a number of plants which
This looks wrong to western eyes, who deem it a plants, taking the mud up with their hands and we have in America. The hills are pretty well
mark of depravity, but I hardly so regard it. These building the walls which compass the beds and wooded, and everything looks green a11d lovely.
simple people have not the same fastidious, squeam- which divide them so as to hold the water from run- The farms look like gardens. There are no fences,
ish notions that prevail with us. The limbs, the ninD" away, or allow it to run from one bed to another no hedges, save in the little villages before the small
breasts, and. many parts of the person are exposed wh;n desired, As they stood nearly naked in the lots. I see no door-yards in front of dwellings, but
with any idea of its being wrong, and they become mud an~ water up to their knees I thought it was a they all stand even with the street or road. The
so familiar with the practice that tb.ey think no moister kind of farming than I should prefer; but I houses are nearly uniform in style, usually one story
more of it than we do to see a woman's face or arm. have no doubt of its being strictly honest and honor- high, of unpainted ~vood, with a high, steep roof of
These people seem to me to have the sanie innocence able.
thatch fully a foot in thickness, and evenly cut at thP.
and indifference common to little brothers and sisPassing a large section of these small rice fields I eaves. On the ridge a layer of straw is placed
ters, orwhich exists between husband and wife; and reached ground a little higher, where barley and horizontally two feet in bight, held securely in place
I am not able to say that their fashion is any more wheat abounded, a~d was nicely headed out. Of by bows of bamboo, and oft~n wi~h iris-flower de
productive of evil than ours. These things depend ceurse it was winter grain, sown laat fall. The J ap- luce-which greatly abounds 1n th1s country, g;owvery much on custom. In Syria, Egypt, and Arabia anese mode of cultivating these cereals is to sow ing on this ridge. The roofs are usually four-sided
women are far more careful to keep their faces cov- them in rows sixteen or eighteen inches apart, the or hipped, the pitch descending f~ur ways instead of.
ered than their bosoms, and it is more unusual to see stools heing eight or ten inches apart in the rows, two· but as the houses are longer m· front than deep,
a woman's face than her breasts. To illustrate: A and the earth is worked with a heavy hoe between the ;idge of the roof runs parallel with the street.
friend at my elbow, who has traveled in Palestine, the rows; The grain looked very stocky and even, In the larger villages there are often two-s~ory
says while there he one day suddenly came upon a and as though it ought. t,o yield thirty-five or forty buildings, and the ro?fs are deep ]~ad-colore~ tiles.
woman whose face was uncovered, and in her great bushels per acre, though I think the heads· were I have passed seven tile manufactunes; the st1ff clay
pertur.bation and anxiety to conceal her countenance shorter than with us. 'fhe straw also seemed shorter. is worked carefully and dressed off by hand; and the
. she raised her dress and exposed her person. Thus The yield of rice is from thirty to fifty bushels per kilns in which they are burnt are but little larger
custom makes slaves of us all, and makes natural acre.
than ovens. A cart-load would fill th·em. The shape
simplicity a source of shame.
I saw many patches of peas just in blossom, and of the tiles, as well as the color, is different from any
This being near to the fifth month, much observ- sometimes a border of peas sunounding the fields of I have seen. The) seem a superior quality, and
ance i!l paid to the flying of large :flags made in the wheat and barley. The blossoms are of variegated make a handsome roof. On the temples and finer
ihape of a fish, and somewhat in a cylindrical colors, looking really beautiful; many fields of rape buildings they ornament the tile roofs by extr.a r.ows
form, with the mouth open; with fins on the back also presented themselves, just in blossom, looking of tile of different shape and color. As the bmldiDgs
and side, a well spread tail, painted and dressed up much like fields of turnips in bloom. I think the are not high and the roofs steep they show very
so as to represent scales, etc. The wind blows into seed is raised for making oil for hqrning, etc. I plainly.
the mouth, swells out the sides, and escapes at the also noticed many small fields of the tall black beans
K.A.N.AZA.WA.
tail. They are of various sizes, from a good sized two feet in bight, wholly unlike the beans we grow Is the general name of some thirteen litt~e villages
sturgeon up to a shark, and on up to a whale large in America, but of the variety I saw in several conn- situated not far apart and nestled by the s1des of .the
enough to take in any careless or_ disobedient Jonah tri~s in Europe, They enter somewhat largely iilto streams and the bay, for here the ocean comes up
that might be straggling around. They are fastened the food of the Japs as well as of their horses, where near to the town. From the eminence to which
by cords to tall bamboo poles, some red fish, some they have any, which is not very often. The beans we bad climbed before reaching the place, I had a
yellow, some green, and some bordering on black. are also sown in drills and carefully cultivatea. I beautiful view of the valley below, th6 steamers, the
In Japanese towni there are scores of them, and as cannot speak in too high terms of praise of the thor- Pacific Ocean, and the cosy little villages aforesaid.
the wind is rather brisk they flop and whirl about in oughnei!S and cleanlinesE of Japanese farming. There My men stopped at a waJ side tea-house to take a
a ver:v fishy sort of way, with their mouths wide open is not a weed to b.e seen anywhere in their fields. I little cha and chow-tea and rice-which afforded
as though they are very hungry for some Jonah to have in all seen many thousands of acres in grnins of me ten minutes to view the loveliness of the picture
happen along. I get two reports upon this fishy different kinds and I have scarcely seen a weed in it before me.
subjeet; one that these fish are put up in May at the all.· I could but wish that American farms were as
TEA-HOUSES
homes m which a male child has been born within free from weeds. The Japanese are evidently not Are a special institution in Japan, and are _of great
the past year, though why boys should be regarded sluggards. The amonnt. of land which anJ one cui- convenience to travelers. They are found m every
as any more fishy than girls is not explained. The tivates is not large, but be cultivates it thoroughly. villagr, and often by the roadside between villages.
other stat~~ent is that in May comes the boy's holi- ., Manuring is carried out ns fully as possible when These latter seldom furnish lodgings, but keep hot
day of rehgwus festival, and that these fishes and little or no live stock is kept. Forest leaves are tea constantly on hand, with boiled rice, sometimes
whales are a part of the paraphernalia belonging to gathered in the fall and rotted in vats and applied to maccaroni, with the pickles and mixtures of vegetathe same. Now you know as much about it as I do, the land, Night soil and urine are saved with the bles of which the Japanese are so fond. The comsave as to how these numerous fishy monsters look greatest care. Half barrels or tubs are sunk in the mon classes of Japanese eat little or no animal food,
floating in the air.
earth by the roadside nt intervals for making deposits save fish; of the latter they are very fond and use
A VISIT TO 1'HE MOUNTAINS.
in. Notices are put up by them, but they do not pretty freely. Boiled rice is the great staple of food,
Of course it was a settled thing that I must see read, "Commit no nuisance." The contents are and the tea-bou&es keep it on hand in covered vessels
something of Japan away from Yokohama. So on taken in large buckets and carried by means of the and where it does not get cold. A small bow.lful of
Saturday, April 29th, after making a bargain with a shoulder-pole into the fields and applied directly to thie, holding little more than a coffee-cupful, IS sold
v~r~_exc.ellent JapaneRe, Tage Ro, to take me with the crops. Such efforts and such industry deserve for a cent; and two or three bowlfuls of it, with
his Jin-nk-sha on a four days' tour to the country; to be crowned with success.
a fair proportion of pickles and relishes, make a
after providing some chow, which friends said I h!!.d
I·saw no meadows and no pastures in Japan. No good meal for a Japenese. Five or six cents gives
better takt>.along with me for fear I would not find cattle, no sheep, and no horses are kept as a rule. him what he considers a good square meal. He
f?od .to suit me, and after procuring some bread, A few bantam chickens, now and then a dog, and a varies his bill-of-fare occasionally, t?,lting maccar.oni
hiSCUI~s, cakes, butter, cheese, etc., we started ab~)Ut few bobtailed ~ats .are all the live stock I ~>aw. in place of .rice, and of th~ other. pic~les and mixtthe middle of the day for Kanazawa, some ten m1les · Sheep cannot hve m most parts of Japan; the . ures there 1s no end to theircombuioa.twns. Th?ugh
west of Yokohama. It having rained the day before, wild bamboo grass, which grows here universally, not suited to an American palate, they are highly.
t~e road .!?roved to be rather heavy when we got out- kills them. Efforts have often been made to intro_ appreciated by the natives of this country. I took a
sxde the City, crossing the level plains, and it made, duce sheep, but without success. Cattle also do not 1small cup of cha, which I found good.
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It will thus be seen that those in attendance had "What we Think," which was an able examination
about as much mental food as they could well digest. and argument upon the subject of the mind, the openD. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
Each meeting was cheered and enlivened by very ing sentences being as follows: "Thought is the
good singing by Prof. W.F.Peck, accompanied by the most valuable phenomenon known to man. If our
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. melodion, played by a young lady of Watkins. Many think is not our soul, our mind, we hav no idea of
of the songs were original, some being parodies upon the true meaning of the two words so often used.
old-time songs, and some new words to old and pop- The more we know, the larger and more useful are
The largest and chea;pest Radical Journal published in ular tunes. Others, again, were of a decided humor- our souls. Useful knowledge, it seems, has much to
lluroptJ or America. e0ntaining seven hundred square inches ous character, and excited much laughter.
do with saving souls. Education is the basis of
more reading matter than any other journal of its lcind.
Upon a large-sized chart which was hung upon the mind salvation. To be saved in mind is to be corside of the proscenium facing the audience was rectly educated. What we know about our thoughts
painted the following, in conspicuous letters:
should be freeJ.y and timely spoken. What is a
NEW YORK SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1882.
DECALoGuE-NEW vERsiON.
thought? is one of the most important and necessary
1. Better be an honest man in hell than a sneak in heaven.
questions. If thought is a form, what form? Ir'
2. A.n honest god will never damn an honest man for an thought is a motion, what is moved? Is motion an
The Watkins Convention.
honest belief.
entity? It seems only a relation of forms. Is
3 • A.ll blessings come from the earth; none are rained down thought an entity? Not unless it is a form. Can
The Sixth Annual Meetin(J' of the New York
'"'
from heav~>n.
Freethinkers' Association bas just been held at Wat
4. Human welfare is the only good; human misery the only form and motion be separated? They never hav to
kius, and, being a success, it givs UR pleasure to fur- evil.
my .knowl~dge~ If our think is our soul, !lnd only
5. You cannot help God; man needs your aid and sympathy. bram mottons, then our soul and our bram are innish a brief and hurried description of it. The attendance was very fair, being probably about one thou6 A. man is equally a slave whether his master is on earth or separable. · A brain without blood Jn motion does
sand persons at one time, and some two thousand in in heaven.
not seem to contain a motion. We can name
7. If the blood of Christ will save a thief, will it ever fail an
h
all, as m ... ny who could not remain through the en- honest man?
thought. There can be no t ought without sent~atire five days left at different stages of the meeting,
s. The most hell-deserving are those who desire a hell for tion, and no sensation without brain and moving
giving place to others who had just arrived.
others.
blood, timely united. Therefore if we explain our
9. A.ll time is too sacred to do wrong; no time too sacred to sense-perception we explain our thought." This was
Much th~> largest representation was, of course,
from New York, hut numerous friends were with us dn good.
.
followed by an able address from ex-Rev. J. H.
To teach there is a. way to escape the consequences of B urn h am upon" T he p urposes of L'b
from New Englan d, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, sin10.
I eral'Tsm."
is equivalent to a license to dfl wrong.
P
Michi<Yan,
Illinois; Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas,
At 7:30 P.M. ex-Rev. S. J . Putnam
read a part of
..,
INTERPOLATION.
,
and Ontario, some traveling a distance of over fifIf the churches are the hou~es of God, and he owns the cat- the poem, "Ingersoll and esus, followed by a fine
teen hundred miles to attend this convention. All tie on a thousand hills, he ought to be made to pa.y his own address upon "The Supreme Thing," in which he
seemed to ·be well pleased to be there, and doubtless taxes.
clearly showed that natural morality, manliness, and
returned to their home<~ strengthened in their love
It was easy to realize the great chan&e that has. vir~ue a~e the s~preme th~ng and superior to theofor the truth as it exists in nature, reason, and com- taken place in the community at Watkms, toward logwal mculcatwns. T~Is was succeeded by an
Freethinkers, within. the past four years, when the ~ble paper .o~ Alcohohs~ b~ Dr. J. Stolz, of
mon sense.
1
Among those from a distance were: Charles Bright, Convention was before held there. Then it was that Toledo, 0., givmg the phvsw,ogwal
effects of alcofrom Australia--now on a visit to this country; J. the editor of this vaper and three others were arrested hoi, and showing that intoxicants are a foe to the
P. Men dum and daughter, George Chainey, W. S. upon a frivolous charge, and at that time it was that human race.
Thursdar, 24th, after the conference of an b~ur,
Bell, and Josephine S. Tilton, from Boston; Judge a !!pirit of unkindnesswas shown in many ways; but
J. B. Curtis, of Stamford, Conn.; A. B. Bradford, now every penlOn in the town treated us with respect, Mary E. TIJl.otson gave the first lecture upon vital
G. W. Baldwin, Mrs. Grace L. Parkhurst, J. R. Perry, and a kindly spirit was generally manifested.
reform. This was followed by Jay Chaapel, who
and many others, from Pennsylvania; J. H. Burn
In' connection with this should be mentioned the pointed out several of the wrongs and frauds of the
ham, M. Babcock and wife, S. D. Moore, and others, increased inclination on the part of the secular press time, and defended the clair;ns of Spiritualism.
from Michigan; A. B. Severance, Dr. Juliet H. Sev- to report our meetings fully and fairly. Never before ~our~land Palmer co~tinued w1th an able a~d tellerance, A. Minski, Mr. and Mrs. Wos>dworth, and in our history has such a d!sposition been shown to mg discourse, contrastmg the era o~ G?d wnh the
others, from Wisconsin; W. M. Bronson, Prof. Peck, giv our speeches in full, and to treat us with respect- era of man. ~ more clear an? effectiv discourse was
Mrs. H. S. Lake, and others, from Illinois; G. H. ful consideration. The general attention which is not given durmg the co~ventton.
_
Walser and wife, with others, from Missouri; John being attracted toward us, and this willingness to do
In th~ afternoon meetmg S .. D. Moore opened with
E. Remsburg, from Kansas; etc., etc.
us justice, are an augury of good results. As soon as a ten-mm.ute sp?ech, after whwh M. ~abcock? of St.
Among the New York representative may be men- Freethinkers are· deemed as respectable as other peo- John_s, Mwh., h1ghly amused the audience ~Ith one
tioned Mrs. Amy Post, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Austin, ple, as soon as we are truthfully spoken of in the of h_Is. very hu~o.rous lectures. ~pon theologiCal. abMr. and Mrs E. H. Gault, Mrs. L. A. Allen, Mrs. S. public press, as soon as the odium of being an unbe- surdities an? bibh_cal mo~stro~Ihes. George Chamey
E. Decker, Willet White, Moses Hays, and others, liever is fully removed, the faith in ancient creeds fol!owed wtth an mteres~m~ discourse upon the false
from Rocht:ster; David Cosad and wife, from Junius; and supernaturalism will rapidly giv way. Thousands claims of the ~urrent re!Igwus system. . .
Samuel Cos ad, A. Boughton, and otben, from W ol- will be ready· to declare that they long ago lost all _In the evenmg meetmg Charles ~r1ght · open~d
cott; J. H. Hart!'r, L DeWitt Griswold, and other!'!, faith in the dogmas of theology, and that they fully Wit~ a spee~h of half an hour, touchmg_the relativ
from An burn; Wm. Smith, Geneva; J. T. Brown, believe that the powers and forces of nature are merits of smence an? theologr. Dr. Juhet H SevAngelica; John Peck, NaplEs; Dr. S. E. Shattuck, quite sufficient to account for every result that has erance followed With effectiv ~emarks upon the
Hornellsville; E. E. Curtis, Brighton; Homer S. ever taken place. Then will the doctrins of gods reforms of the day. Next. the editor of THE TR~TH
Billings, Fabius; F. N. Albright, Barkers; J. W. and devils, of hells and divine anger, sink into ob- SEEKER detained the aud~ence for twenty or t.hut_y
Truesdell, Isaac VanSchoick, and others, from Svra- livion with the old beliefs in genii, hobgoblins, and minutes upon the observattons he. had mads on his
cuse; Zsnas Kent, Jerome S Davis, and others, from witches, which beliefs but two hundred years ago tour.around the world. The meetmg was closed by
Ithaca; Dr. R H. Lamb, Nyack; A. H. Walker, were rife in Christian Europe and America.
poetical recitations by Mrs. H. S. Lake.
Oswego Center; R Baker,Esq, Poughkeepsie; James
Our time and attention was too much occupied to
On the third day, Friday, the 25th, after the conSturdevant, G. H. Look, and others, Prattsburg; Dr. admit of our taking note~ of the speeches that were fe.rence i~ the ?Iorning, Dr. D. C. Farl~n led. off
D. C Farlin, South Butler; Geo. C. Gregory, Skane- made; and that fact with the want of space and With a fimshed discourse upon the contrastmg claims
ateles; Mrs. May Peck, South Otselic; W. F. Doty, time, will account fo; our not giving here _anything of Materialism and Spiritualism. The ex-~ev. A. B.
of Port Jervis, with many, many others too numerous like full details of the proceed~n~s. yv e will hav to Bradford! of En?n Va!ley, Pa., follow:ed With a_n exto mention.
content ourselves by simply givmg, m most cases, tremely mterestmg ~Iscourse, m 'Yhi~h new I_deas
Among those from this city were T. B. Wakeman, the names and order of those who spoke, with the were presented, showmg the superwnty of ·smence
Courtlandt Palmer, T. C. LBland, S. P. Putnam, W. subjects upon which they held forth. In the and commerce in teaching morality over the docP. Slensby, the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, etc.
fnture some of the speeches may be given in trines of Christianity.
The meeting was ably presided over by the presi- these columns when space and time are more under
In the afternoon meeting T. C. Leland read an
dent, T: L. Brown, of Binghamton, until the fourth our control.
able paper on the work and purposes of the Liberal
day, when by telegraph he was summoned home to
On the morning of Wednesday, August 23d, the League, after which Mr. Charles Bright delivered a
attend a patient at death's door, after which T. B. first meeting was called to order about ten o'clock, very interesting discourse upon the nature of Science
Wakeman presided, assisted occasionally by J. H. when Dr. T. L. Brown, the president, made the and Freethoue:ht.
Burnham and Courtlandt Palmer.
opening speech, congratulating those present upon
In the evening a resolution of welcome and symIt is simple justice to say the speakers were abund- the favorable auspices under which this meeting as- pathy to Herbert Spencer Wlls o~ered and passe?,
ant and exhibited a high order of talent. Probably sembled. Mr. H. L. Green, the secretary, also made and the· same was dispatched to hi_m by t~legraph m
at no previous mQeting has abler speaking been some remarks, reverting to the previous meetings of the name of the thousand !reethmkers m convenheard. The subjects spoken upon were quite diverse, this association, and expressing hope for the future. tion assembled. After th1s Mrs. H. S. Lake gave
and all tastes ought to hav been pleased.
· · He also expressed his views of the necessity of Lib- one of her earnest and eloquent lectures on "The
It gave us, personally, great pleasure to meet the erals instituting schools where the various branches Mission of Liberalism." A.fter which Cou~tland
numerous friends from all parts of the country, to of education can be taught without the objection- Palmer announced to the audience that an adJourntake them by the hand, and to feel from their ear- able theological dogmas so universally introduced ment would then be made to the Glen Park Hotel to
nest manner the hearty "welcome home" which they into all our public schools. He deemed Watkins a participate in
spoke. There is a sincerity in the professions of true very suitable place for a s~hool of this kind, and
A BANQUET TO n. M. BENNETT,
Liberals scarcely to be found among othbr classes. hoped steps toward its esta bhshment would be taken
.
To meet dear friends after so long an absence is by those able to donate money for the object. Mr., who had recently returned from his tour around the
truly gratifying.
G. H. Walser, of Liberal, Mo., and editor of the pa- world, an~ had .in foreign lands held alof~ the b~nTwo days of the meeting were somewhat rainy, per by the same name, gave some account of the 1ner of Liberahsm, and had ~~en ~-~ceived With
and as it was necessarily damp in the grove where a town of Liberal in Missouri, of his prosecution by j marked distinction by sympathlZ~ng_ fnends on the
stand and seats were erected, the meetings were all Christian bigots, and of the starting of a fund; opposit side of the globe. He mvi~ed .as many to
held in the Opera House, which comfortably holds a for an orphan asylnm iu his community, toward: participate in the exercises a_s felt. hke It, and conthousand persons.
which fund Mr. A. Minski, among othPrs, has gen-,. eluded by el?quently respond~ng to the. toast "Hl!Three meetings of two and a half hours each were erously don>1ted the sum of one thousand dollars.
manity," wh1ch had been as~Igned to h1r;n. At t~ls
held every day, the first commencing at 9 A.M., the
lM:r. W. F. Doty, of Port Jervis, N. Y., explained juncture Dr. E. W. Krackowize~, of Elmua, a .Chrissecond at 2 PM, and the third at 7.30 PH, thus in- the mutual insurance organization being started in tian who believes in the doctrme~ of Darwi~ and
suring about eight speeches or lectures each day. his town, principally among the Liberals, denomi- Huxley, talked for some fifteen minutes, makmg. a
An hour each morning was occupied in a conference nated "The Secular Benevolent Association." Miss somewhat erratic and feeble effort to defend Chrismeetings, in which ten-minute speeches were made by Mary E. Tillotson spoke for some fifteen ~inutes tianity.
those who desired to be h~ard. After this the reg~- upon the reforms of the day, giving more particular
The adjournment was t~e~ made to the Gl_e~ Park
lar speeches only were lD order, and came on m attention to dress reform among women. Dr. J. Hotel, where the large dmmg-room was brilhantly
course as decided upon b_y the committee in charge.! Stolz, of Toledo, 0., spoke for a few minutes, as also illuminated, and some twelve tables, capabl? of ~c
These averaged an hour m length, &ome falling short· did some others.
commodating ten persons each, were supphed With
of that time, and some continuing nearly two hours. I At 2 P.M. Dr. T. L. Brown gave an address on various viands, with others to be brought on as or-
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dered. The bill of fare was neatly printed, with a! in a single night in the Christian city of London to make a speech here to-night-! hav prepared one. It is the
fine cut of the hotel, and under it these words:
more evidence of drunkenness, prostitution, and unexpected which happens.
·
tb · th ·
th ·
b' h I
1
Many tears are shed over those who ·are driven out into
................................ ·. · · · ·. · · · · ·
cnme an m e SIX mon s m W IC
was trave- the cold, cold world. We parted from Mr. Bennett with moist
·
FREETHINKERS' BANQUET TO
·
ing among the pagan nations of Asia. True, there eyes lust year, but he seems to hav kept well on the outside of
D. M. BENNETT,
!is crime in those far-away lands. A portion of the the crust of the Cosmos and didn't slump in anywhere that we
.Auvust 25, 1882.
i people there lie and steal and commit other crimes; hav heard of, especially not where it was cold. We are happy
: •· •··· ·•···· ··•· · ·· ··· ·· ·· ·· •·· · · •···· ···· :
j but from what I learned by visiting the prisons to greet him safe and warm-blooded here to-nie-ht.
va~ious
dishes
which
made
up
and. in st.udyin.g thei.r statistics, I am satisfied that
The poet has immortalized in song'the shot fired for freedom
Then followed the
h1
h d
at Lexington but heard all around the world. That is nothing,
the supper, and of which all partook with apparent j w 1 e c~rme IS pums ~ there moye severely and however, to the free and independent criminal whose imprisonood appetite.
more umformly than w~th. us, there IS not more th~n ment in behalf of liberty fired himself all around the world;
g This gathering contained many distinguished per- <me-ten~ho as many ~nmmals among heathens, .m and it is on record, too, that he rather mace himself heard as
sonages, and probably as much intellect as is often ~ropo~twn to populatwn, as. there are among <:hn~- he went.
and America. Yes, as I said, It
The latest and meanest Napoleon, in the bight of his despotic
fou nd in assemblages of the same size Among trans m hEurope
1.
h
.
r
.
power, used to boast that he was the elect of 5,000,000. Mr.
those present may be named, first, Mrs. Amy Post, 18 true t a.t J:IDg, c. eati~g, stea mg, 1!'tempe:~nce, Bennett in the interest of human rights can beat that reactionwho for much over a half century has been an, and. prostitut~on exist m the countnes I VISited, ary record all hollow. He is the first and only prisoner, whether
activ and practical abolitionist-a friend to the slave 1partiCularly m the seaports and large towns, innocent or guilty, whose pardon was petitioned for by over
and down-trodden as well as a constant and earnest where Christian sailors, Christian soldiers, Chris- 200,000 of his fellow citizens. Never before in the history of
worker in the cans~ of Spiritualism and Liberalism. tian traders, and ~hristian. missionaries most do the world had 200,000· names come streamin~ in, day after
t
Th
1
d d
1 h 1
d day, yes, and 12,000 personal letters by mall, respectfully
Next may be named J.P. Men dum, for nearly fifty congref!~ e.
ose stmp ~-mm e peop. e . av earne petitioning the pardoning power to remit the sentence of
years publisher of the Boston Investigator, and nu- m:?-eh m~h?nesty and cnme frotl?- thew mterc~urRe any criminal t•n this earth. Mr. Bennett will wear the belt of
merous Freethought works. 'l'ben was the· vener- wrth ChriS~Ian pe?ple. They readily adopt our VJ.cer,; that honorable record to his dying day. I only regret that the
able A. B. Bradford, for many years a distinguished hut our VIrtues, 1f any, seem to do them but little editorial sire has not a bleeding son to hand it down, that,
clergyman of the Presbyterian denomination. 1 good. .
though battled oft, it may be never won. On his tombstone,
"I
11
k th t th
• ·
1
d
f when he has occ<sion to havoneabont him-which may it not
Among the other ex-reverends were J. H. Bnrnham,
. WI remar
a
. e IDISBI?nary lOar s 0 be until after a rire old age-it will be a simple and sufficient
George Cbainey, W. S. Bell, and S. P. Putnam. Amertca an~ Europe. hav ~Isely demded to se~d very honor to chieel these instructiv words: "D. M. Bennett, the
Mrs. Matilda Joslyn Gage, the editress of the Ballot few unmarne~ miSS10narte~ to t~ose countrieS be- petitionPd of 200,000." This is approximately the sum of Mr.
Bore and an ab]e advocate of woman suffrage was cause of the Immoral habitS whiCh they teach the Bennett'sfriendsatthatdate, buttbeyareprobablyinnumerable
also' there, as was T. B. Wakeman, T. c. Leiand, females of those. lands. It. ifil. found more advis- at tbishour.
G. H. Walser and wife, M. Babcock and wife, E. H. able to pay the Wife. of the missiOnary three hundred
Now let us :!lash a lantern on his enemies. Where are they?
d ll
th
ll
f
h d d
The extraordinary way in which some r·f his persecutors
Gault and wife, A. Minski, Moses Hayes, John E. 0 ars per year, w~ an a owance .0 one un re hav been embalmed in oblivion, and others in infamy, is wonRemsburg, Mrs. H. S. Lake, Mrs. Grace L Park- d~ll~rs for each cht~d, than to J!ermit th.e unmarried derful. There are half a dozeri Hamans hanging on the galburst, A. B. and Dr. J. H. Severance, Jay Chaapel, missiOnary to form Immoral alh~nces With the nativ lows constructed for this Mordecai, while h<l, the man of honor
Dr. D. C. Farlin, and numerous others.
/ woi?en and produce ~ I?opulat10n o~ balf-br~eds. and of succeRs, sits in every one of their gates to-night.
It IS found -that Chrxsttan men w th t w
There is Francis E. Abbot, who led off within the Liberal
J · H · Burnham presided' and after t.he bountiful~·
..
.
·
~ ou
Iv~s, household itFelf. Francis was the founder and the president of tbe
viands were disposed of be called to order, and tak- ~he.h~r traders, o:ffi.mals, soldiers, sailors, ~r miB- National Liberal League, and he might hav continued so to this
ing the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER by the band, swnartes! are :rery prone to follov: such practiCes as day had he been fit to survive_ Abbot snapped and snarled at
addressed him in an impressiv manner as follows:
to. mat.enally mc!ease th~ ~opulatwn of those ?ol!n- M•·. Bennett for two years; but see-the man reco>ered from
tries, mfused With Cbnst1an blood and Chn!lttan the bite, the dog it was that died. I suppose there never was a
MY DEAR FRIEND, Mn. BENNETT: I extend to you lhe hand morais. There are nativ prostitutes over there, really lea.rned and cap~,ble writer so well advanced toward a
of welcome, and congratulate you on your safe return al? a but they are not nearly 80 numerous, in proportion, fil'm, well won, impregnable place in letters, as well as in Libervoyager ar?•md .the world. Look upon the faces surroundmg as in Christian countries.
alism, who so suddenly fell out of line, and almoFt out of the
you here m this room. These whom you behold are your
«
memory of men, as Mr. A.bbot has done, and it came about
Fo_r sev~ral mont~s I travele? over those pagan just from the little mistake of choosing the wrong road at tl;e
friends. They hav followed you in your long pilgrimage with
wat.Phful anxiety, and are now only too glad to tender to you countries without seemg any evtdence of the un- parting ways.
t~is welcome, th.>ugh here you hav only a few in comparisrn chastity of their females. I saw not on their part
Then there is Mr. Underwood, second fiddle to Mr. A.bbot
With the many thtmsand who would greet you, as we do to- an immodest action or wanton look until I reached while he was leader of the orchestra, but now sawing the same
nig~t. From .the ~ay you started your little ?'RUTH SEEKER in the semi-European city of Singapore where tbere old Inae:v catR.ut pretty much alor.e. He makes no better sueParis, Ill., until th1s, you began to make friends among the
d b
d b
.
'
cess of it; and the same abyss of Coventry and oblivion-for his
e no ou t of the unvntuous character of a treamn to Liberalism, awaits him. He commits that lowest of
Liberals and Freethinkers of this country and the world, and coul
your career has been watched, and many thousand in the pretty large number of females there, but they are offenses against good breeding, which alone dismisses a man
Liberal world hav only learned' in all that watching that you from Italy, Russia, France; Germany, and other from the society of gentlemen. He peeps into private letters
hav born bravely and fearlessly the standard of Liberal thought Christian countries. They were not of 'dPgraded and becomes a party to what the decision of learned judges has
amid the persecution and hate of the minions of superstition. pagan • birth
·
denounced as the meanest kno"'n method of attacking character.
A.nd we are glad to recognize in you the representativ of_ the
"I
t · t d 'th
'f
. Tt . h th
He connived, if he didn't directly ,Jlromote, the publication of
true spirit of honest Liberali;m. Your courage, your persistent
. was rea e. W~
um orm ClVI I Y lD ea en private letters without their authors consent, and all suspicions
labor and dauntless bravery, hav won for you the admiration of ;Asia, and deem It qmte a~ s.afe for a traveler there as point to his doing it yet. Well, after all this, Mr. Underwood
this goodly number of friends here to-night, and many thousands m our own boastful ChriStian land. No person at- has lost caste among Liberals. From beillg the popular lecturer
throughout the worl~ .. In these honest endeavors to follow tempted to injure me or wrong me. None showed be once was, he no longer "draws," 11.s the actors say, and
out your de?pest con~!Ctlon, you ba:' been made .the vict!m of the slightes.t di~poBition to do me personal injury or be bas fallen down, down, until he bas landed now in the seat
hate and pr!BO!l walls, and the fideli~y and de>otwn of f11en~s, to offer an msult. The same was the exj)€rieuce of on the Index, from which Mr. Abbot was bounced. He fills it
and the VIctories won by you, come m to compensate you m
.
.
+ , d
M'
. ·
perfectly, and, on the same line, will come to the same bad end.
ISS Is~bella L. ~rrd-that
Then there is Mr. R. C. Spencer, of Milwaukee; butT made
part at least for all of these trials and sorrows. We wish that that mte11 rgenu 1a Y:•
you could liv a thou•and years as our standard be'l.rer-the was-who, after makmg extenSIV exploratiOns of our my point <•n him in a letter which has been published, so I
man of a hundred well-fought battles, who bas turned seem- Rocky Mountains, upon which she wrote a most in- won't dwell.
ing defeat into victory. The banner .of Uberalism i~ you teresting book, decided to travel for a while over
}l'ext comes Tom Titcomb, of Sc1·t'bner's Monthly. He
hand has not known defea~, nor. bas 1t eve! dragged m the Japan. Her tour lasted for six months. Dur- characterized Mr. Bennett as a very bad man, and our ree<~ption
~ust,,and hence we ?xtend thesefnendly greetings and welcome ing that length of time she t aveled alone
th t of him in Chickering Hall as the "Apotheosis of Dirt." Well,
m this banquet to-mght.
·
.
r
over . a within a year Tom went into the presence of thaG God of his,
_ somewhat extensiV country, her only compamon. who inspired the great infallible book, and he knows now, if he
To this Mr. Bennett ;responded, expressing his being her interpreter, a nativ youth of eighteen is as immortal as housed to think himself, which has got the
gratitude for the great honor conferred upon him years.
Although she visited many parts of the most "Apotheosis of Dirt" in it, the Bible or the reception at
this night. He said, while for some reason a certain country, and where a European had never before Chickering Hall. It is the luckiest thing in the world for us
t'
f h
bl' h d b
d'
d
Infidels that the Bible is so magnificP.ntly obscene. We can
por 10n o t e pu IC a
een 1spose to act the been seen, she was treated with uniform kindness retort on them, "You're another," with such a crushing effect.
part of bitter enemies toward him, and bad sought and respect. No insult or unkindness was offered It is as lucky as that Guiteau was a Christian; for see with
to do him all the injury in their power, he was proud her at any time, and the na.tiv goodness of those what ha>te they rushed to announce, before all the returns were
to know he had hosts of the best friends a man was heathens was shown to her in numerous ways. It in, that the as~assin was an Infidel and a Socialist, who bad
ever able to boast of. No man ever had greater has occurred to me that a lone woman could hardly worked among the Nihilists and Communists of Europe. But
· d s t b an b e. S o 1ong trave 1 Wit
· h saf ety f or that 1engt h o f time in our ittrail
wasi~ the
example
of Abraham!
That
is wlatwho
didfollows
it. That
rflason t o b e proud of h'IB f r1en
too"
blarsted"
fresh on any
Christian
it;
as he was encouraged and sustained by such friends favored Christian country. I could not help con- and the whole Christian world shout, "Hang him for the
he should very lightly regard his enemies, however trasting the continued politeness and kindness of severity of his logic; not for. his crime."
hitter and despicable they may prove themselvs. "I those people toward Miss Bird with numerous ac.
Now we come to Joe Cook, the very Hercules of Christian
cannot, of course," said he, "liv a thousand years, counts of criminal atrocities which take place in our science. Little did he think in the spring of '79 when he sat in
but hope to remain with you yet, fifteen or twenty own country. . I remember that upon arriving at Judge BenediCt's court, with nose in the air, ogling, cookadood
ing, and egging on Comstock, counsel, and c0urt to railroad this
years, an to still do some good and effectiv work" Yokohama, I eagerly sought American papers, and man with express speed to prison, that he would meet that same
"Let me," continued he, "while here assembled among the first articles that met my eye was a:n ac- convict within two years going about all over the world like a
with J:OU around this banqueting board, say a few count of a great wrong done a lady who ventured to roaring lion, seeking to devour even Joe Cook, the Lord's
~ords Ill behalf of our brothers and sisters in human- step upon the streets, early in the evening, in the annointed; and succeeding pretty" ell, too, I think, for Mr. Bentty on .the opposit side of the globe-those usually upper part of my own city, New York, when four nett seems to hav left him rather tattooed in India ink.
d
d
Oh, yes ! there is Comstock. I nearly forgot him This is
·enommate pagans and heathens. We bav often men seized her, gagged her, dragged her to a coming to a climax with the small end down. Well, I guess
been told that they are a low and degraded portion biding-place, and did her a most serious and crim. c.1mstock wishfs he never had invested that three dollars in a
of t)le human race, full of crime and wrong.doing. inal wrong. I thought at once, how different this decoy Mter ordering an Infidel book from Mr. Bennett. Com! Wish to correct this statement, and to assure you from the treatment Miss Bird received from pa. stock's sun began tog@ down in gloom from that moment. He
that I bav found it to be false. In all the Asiatic gans! And since my return home I hav hardly ha3 succeeded in nothing since. The obscene line don't pay
countries in which I bav traveled, whether in India, been able to take up a daily paper which does not a.ny more. He calls his mretings at Association Hall, women
not admitted, but only the same men who hav bled for his
C ey 1on, Java, the Malayan Peninsula, China, and contain some account of wrongs, crimes, and outrages country before, attend; and they don't bleed so freely now. As
Japan, I hav found the nativs quiet, peaceful, and committed in our Christian country, arising from Dr. Tyng, who used to make speeches for him, broke off sudwell-disposed human beings.
heavy drinking and unbridled passion. It. bas more denly from the theologic line, a.nd went first into insurance,
"In the six months I was traveling in Asia I saw than once occourred to me that it is hardly worth and from tha!; into stock gambling, so Comstock han to look
n. o two nativs fighting, nor even quarreling, and dur- while for us to impoverish ourselvs to send over about him for at least an adjunct to his obscene profession, and
be tumbled naturally into the lottery business. He has taught
mg t h at time I saw but two or three persons who Christian missionaries to teach those distant pagan a few obocene pupil~ and scattered them over the country, but
seemed to be intoxicated. I hav the testimony of people how to liv and conduct themselvs.
they make poor work of it, and rush '' Heptameron," or
Dr. Kerr-an intelligent American gentleman, and a
"But I will not longer detain you; I simply wished Walt Whitman's Poems, or whatever work they atl!wk, into an
very skilful surgeon, connected with the Christian to say a word in defense of those un· Christis.n peo- unparalleled circnl&tinn. In one sense they arA public benefactors
missions in the city of Canton, where he bas resided pie in foreign lands, who, many think, are suffering -they mske two ·• Leaves of Grass" grow where only one
f
b'
grew before. It will go hurd if we don't look to it, but some
or t nty years-t.bat during that time, in a city of for the want of our civilization and the Christian re- enterprising publisher will Jay in with Comstock, or some of his
nearly two millions of people, he has not seen more ligion. I am extremely glad to be with you to- tribe, to attack any new book they may publish, so as to secure
than one or two drunken persons in a year. The night. I am inexpressibly grateful for tl e honor for it an unprecedented sale.
Rev. Mr._ Chandler, eight years a missionary in you do me; and again I sincerely thank you."
But the result of it all is the whole Comstock movement is
China, and with whom I crossed the Pacific Ocean,
Mr. T. C. Leland was called upon to respond to petering out. It is a line of busine1S that cannot he pushed far
assured me that during his residence in that pagan the toast., "D. M. Bennett's Frien.ds." He spoke as without running butt up 2gainst the roek of American independence "ith the " bird of freedom" perched on some jutting
country he saw not more than two or three intoxi- follows:
crag of it. She needs to giv but one scream, when it's all up
cated persons. I can certainly assure you that I saw
Not having the least expectation that I should be called upon
(Continued on page 557.)
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stand as far as finite minds can see into infinity, which we know edging off toward a place where bullets are less J>lentifull A.!!
of cotuse it could not grasp.
this, however, is !eHS alarming than the want of interest in the
Idolatry is the substituting of a material organization fot a situation among the rank and file. How often I hav been told
spiritual existence that acts through that materi!tl organiza-tion by Liberals that Comstocl!: is a bor,e, and the point at which he
in manifesting that existence to us in this material state of ex- -has chosen to giv us battle. a side Issue I " No, gentlemen " I
istence in which we are now placed. It is thlil lowering of the say; "it is the main issue." If the inductiv philosophy is' not
Is Mind Materiall
eternal spirit down to the material that we can see or handle, good for a matt<~r of such vital importance as the relations of
To 'l'HE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : My final prop- and charging the effect to cause. A.nd so the idolater makes tl'le sexes, it is good for nothing, and, instead of regenerating
osition is that if the theory' of Materialism is either true or false, for himself a m~~,terial god of wood or stone, and bows down the world by knowledge, we are about to plunge into a new
that mind and everything else in nature is the result of material and worships that.. Be can see that, and knows what he is abyss of confessed ignorance. Shut science off from that
organization or evolution; then that is tho very foundation and about, while groveling in the mttterial rubbish, instead of wor- sacred ground, which ca,n be done by systematic legislation of
cause of every system of idniatry and god-worship that has ever shiping the eternal spidt that animates all animate matter and the Comstock type, and she sinks from a giant into a dwarfexisted in every nation and race of men from the most ancient is the life and soul of the universe.
the·patronized slave of those three "learned " professions in
down to our present dav, including Christianity with all the
Perhaps I hav said all that is necessary on this. subject to which the stupidity and conservatism of pa.st ages is sum~ed
rest.
make myself understood. I can think of almost innumerable up. No more progress-all's known I No more tdumphal
It would hardly seem necessary to undertake to offer an argu- reaEOns for the belief in a spiritual eternal, power, intelligence, parade to the high altar. That Phallic emblem means" No
ment in support of this proposition. It is of the character of a mind that controls the material universe, and who cannot be Thoroughfare."
·
truism, for it can make no .difference what th11 cause may be, dependent upon the material organizations that are subject to
Now-the remedy. We must go in for the" A.p:>theosis of
the result is tbe same. Here we are in the world as it is, and his will for his own existence. A.s I wish to trespass upon your Dirt." I thank thee, Scrib., for teaching me that word. We
the past as it has been, with a future to be as it will be, and we time no more than necessary, I will not further prolong this dis- must stop making any, even the slightest, concession to summay consider the cause to be anything we please. Yet still the cussion, but will conclude by briefly summing up and naming mer soldiers who are afraid of soiling- their uniforms. Let them
fact remains the same. If material evolution is true, everything a few of thA results of Materialism as J see it from my stand- go and parade with the National Liberal League of A,merica.
is the legitimate result of that; and if untrue, men hav acted point. A.nd, first, it is suicidal, for if the mind is the result of They are nothing but a nuisance in the day of battle. To
upon the supposition that it was true in their systems of idol- the material organization in which it exists, it can and has by reach the expected triumph we must go through mud and mire,
atrous worship.
its own action destroyed the cause of its own existence, as in as well as fire and water. Glorious, the11, is dirt. The man
But for the purpose of illustrating the nature or workings of the death of the body from the action of the mind independent who is fighting mud-throwers, and can ~how no mud on his
the rule, law, theory, principle, or whatever i_t may be named, of all other CiH1Ses. A.nd, again, it destroys all respomibility, clothes, is one who ought to be ashamed. Remember that this
of matArialiom or evolution as held by Materialists, let us con· for if the mind is the result of an organization over which it had mud battery is the last we hav to attack. If the obscenity
sider that if the mind is the result of a peculiar material organ- no control, and for which it depends for its present and con- racket fails, the church has nothing left to fall back upon.
ization over which it could not p:ossibly hav the least control, tinned existence and every thought and action in life, it can- "Dirt" has always been trumps in her hand. B;}t WA can
because it could not be in existence until that organization was not be the author of its own volitions, and is, of coursa, irrespon- learn something from her. There was once an instrument of
perfected, for that organization is the only cause of its exist- sible. It reverses the order of nature, putting the cause for Lhe torture, shame, and death, which Christhnity has cha;nged into
ence, then that mind would be dependent upon that organiza- effect and the t>ffect for the cause. It aims to dethrone the a symbol of victory, glory, and immortality, simply by choosing
tion not only for its present but for its continued existence, its great eternal, banish him from the universe, and endow inani- to boast instead of being aslramed of it. In this :way, and no
capacity of thinking, and for the order, cha.racter, and quantity mate matt~r with an inherent force that does not belong to it to other, we can defeat our skilful enemy. I exclaim aloud that
or its thoughts, and could be no more responsible for the actions supply his place in that umverse. It justifies every scoundrel sexur.l scieMe is destined to effect that extirpation of vice, of
resulting from the workings of the orgat;s upon which it de- that exists in everything they do, for they could not hav done misery, of crime, which Christianity could only promis E.xalt
pended for its life and manner of action than a block of wood differently from what ttey hav done; and A.nthony Comstock, the truth that by knowledge generation will be made right and
would be responsible for its existence, form, or p<'sition in the as mean as he is, is no more to blame for anything he has done regeneration superfl.uou• Seize the Phallic standard, claim it
universe.
than the child unborn; and it is the most unreasonable thing for our own, bear it before our column, defying, nay, glorying
A.nd upon that principle of reasoning (if it can be called that could be thought of to ch~trge him with crime. Only for in slander and abuse, and justify the ancient sentiment "In
reasoning) no created being in the universe could commit a the reason that the s1me cause or the organization of the brain Hoc Signo Vi:nc~."
C. L. JAMES.
crime or perform a virtuous action; they could not be blamable that makes him do as he doe~, makes D. M. Bennett. think that
Eau Clai1·e, Wis.
for any act, for they could not possibly hav acted in any differ- A.nthony has done wrong; the one exactly the opposit of the
ent manner than they did, for it was all the result of the com· other. The one is as right ns the other; neither is r8sponsible;
plicated and peculiar organization of the brain, over which the a lie is as true as the truth. And why should WA blame men for
Mr. Putnam's Banquet Poem.
actor had no control. A.ll such actions could be nothing more worshiping idols, the· Virgin Mary, or anything else, or for
To
THE
EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The report
or less than simply au automatic play for which nothing coald spending money for building temrles, cathedrals, and churches
be responsible. For it is not to be supposed that the natural for the worahip of. their gods, when it is all the result of evolu- published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the Bennett Banquet at
organs themselvs possess intelligence; they pro'duce intelligence, tion, for there could be no other cause if tl1at is true? Or why Martinelli's has been read by me with great interest. Not the
]e,,~t enterta.inil•g of the many good things besides the dinner
and the product is not resPonsible for the production.
spend our own time and money in lecturing them for doing so,
I think the above i~ a fair ~tatement of the case. That it and telling ihem how much better it would hav been to is Mr. Putnam's poeCl. Mr. Putn~>m is a vigorous poet. His
does not go as far as the statement that the food we receive into hav spent their time and money in building school-hous<>s poetry rings like a bell and stirs the reader like a trumpet. It
the stomach is ground up, digested, and by ~orne evolutionary and educating the masses, when all that. we can find fault has the brig-htness of sunshine, the majesty nnd grandeur of
process and the nction of the material organisms converted with is the result of the very system we are advocating- the stars, and the breezy freshne~s of a gale. It is as broad and
into thoughts, it would seem to be enough to affirm that the all the result of material organization of evolutit·n? Could any- far-sweeping as thE~ universe. He is one of the early risers in
food was necessary only to sustain the material organisms thiT:g be more inconsistent? Torquemada, the inquisitorial the morning of liberty; hA greE'ts the da.wn with song; and his
that produce the thoughts, inasmuch as it is not claimed that fiend, in all his infernal torfurings by fire, the :t:ack, starving in productions will be read with enthusiasm as long as energy and
the organisms are thoY.ghts themselvs; and let the food claim dungeons, flaying alive, and· every other mode of torture that fire and virility are admired in verse. A ;. train, too, of martial
end there without jumping it over the org~,nization claims he could inflict, was nnly acting out what the peculiar organiza- music runs through them that wakens the senses like a Marseillaise.
into thought.
tion of his brain prompted him to do. It was a pr><ctical illusHaving said so much, which is not half what is due, of Mr.
But to come to the proposition that Materialism is the tration of Materialism; if it was Christianity, itis all the samePutnam's poetry, let me offer a little criticism. In the banquet
foundation of idolatry, all the nations and races of men that all the result of the same cause.
.
poem the third and fourth lines read like this :
hs.v ever inhabited this earth within the historic period of time,
This is all upon the supposition that Materialism is true. It
and prehistoric only so far as their history is perpetuated in the proves that Materi>tlism, in its practical workings, is contradic"And foul birds tlutter 'galnst the golden dawn.
And spit their poison though their fangs are gone."
ruins of hurled cities and monuments in different parts of the tory; that it does exactly wl;at it condemns; that while its adworld, hav had some idea of a great supreme power that con- vocates are complaining how ·bad the world is, and charging it to
This is a figure, of course. That is all right. But it seems
troled the forces of nature and the destinies of men, and hav this, that, and the other thing, this, that, and the other thing to me the metaph,or is mixed. The second line I hav quoted is
worshiped that supposed power in as many various wa.ys and are all the rt•sult of their own theory of Materialism, of evolu- open to objection as follows: First, is there any variety of birds
forms as their conceptions of that being varied in regard to tion. If we will only investigate, we can see that it is contradic- which spit? Second, is there any family among the feathered
his attributes and powers.
tory and suicidal A.ll that is, ever has been, or ever will be, if tribes that spit poi•on? Third (which seems to me the most
Tn reading "The Gnds and Religions of A.ncient a.nd Mod- Materialism is true, is the result of that system. If anything infelicitious the author could hav chosen), is there any species
ern Times" I was forciblv impressed with the thought that is wrong, evolution has made it so.
of bird known to ornithology having fangs? I was under the
JAMES .HALE.
the ancient A.ryans and the American savages had the most
impression that since thq days of the winged and fe11.thered
pure and clear conceptions of the true god of all the races
saurians nothing more distinct in the way of fangs than hens'
and nations of which we b.av any knowledge. The A.ryans worteeth ·had been brought to the notice of those who make birds
The
"Apotheosis
of
Dirt."
shipfll God in the powers and forces of nature, recognizing
a study.
·
him in his acts as he manifested himself in his '1\0rks, which
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : On reading
These two line>~ are all there is to miu the beauty of the banwas in truth the next thing to worshiping him as an eternal the remarks of M. E Tillotson upon my article, " The Move- quet poem, and I cannot help thinking that it would be imspirit. They worshiped the action instead of the actor, and as ment in Favor of Irmorance," r am relT•inded of the story proved by omitting them. The next coupletaction in the forces of nature presented the actor in a material about the Irishman, who, being unable to writ<>, got his em... Backward and forward tide~ of darkness fiow
aspect, so they materialized the actor, and confounded the ployer to write for him to bis friends on the old sod. In the
And chilling blasts rebu:!fthe morning's glow,"
actor with the action, and that is j11st what the Materialists d letter he stated that he harl meat to eat three times a week.
the present day do. Ttat seems to be the simplest form of "What do you mean by that?" asked the scribe. "Don't is above criticism. It is a leap upward 11.nd goes far to restore
idolatry. Th.e A.merican savages worshiped the great spirit you get it. three times a day?" " Yes, sir," was the reply; the confidence of the reader, which is liable to be lost in the
himself, which is in fact the wonhip of the true God, and " but don't you think I want them to believe me? " I, sir, am figurativ labyrinth of the preceding line.
I do not write this ''' warn Mr . .Putnam ag •inst the evil of
althongh they look over into the spirit world, and in their im- the orrginal discoverer of the truth that there is a movement in
aginations picture to themselvs their hunting-grounds and the favor of ignorance. Not to be considered a vain alarmist, I mixed metaphor, which, being an experienced versifier, he is
pleasures of the chase, that is no more inconsistent than the had, on announcing that discovery, to draw it mild. lam Pot doubtless aware of, but only to point out that the best of poets
Christian's New J erusa]em, with its walls of precious stones and sure that the movement in favor of ignorance has no chance of will sometimes take more license than the poeHc prorogativ
BULGARIUS.
streets paved with gold. The one is as likely to be true as the succe<s. 1 am sure it will succeed unless those in favor of allows.
other, and the idea of an activ stat£ of existence here1>fter knowledge dare to face the music. You will perceive, Mr. Ediseems to me to accord far better with everything else in nature tor, that the critical point is the right of truth seekers to discuss
Opposing Opinions.
than being employed eternally bowing before a throne and sing- such subjects as marriage, divorce, heredity, and sexual physiFrom the Indianapolis Umes.
ing the same old psalm over and over again and again. It ology. The Christian strategists, in selecting this as the place
It
is
astonishing
how Americans love America. Here is D.
seems as if it must become monotonous after a time to any one at which to resist the advance of science, hav shown their usual
who was not too lazy to work for a living; and it is just as rea- judgment. History will never accuse them of !>.eking skill in l\L Bennett, of obscene literature fame, who served a term of
sonable to expect to be activly engaged in a future state as to controversy. By rallying here, they secure the united support imprisonment for selling nasty hooks, and has just been dined
be so engaged here; it would be perfectly natura.!; nothing su- of all vested interests, all brutal passions, all ignorant preju- and wined by his sympathizing friends on the occasion of his
pernatural about tllat.
dices. A.ll physicians of the " regular" school, all the actual return from a year's journey abroad. While away he lectured
The Materialists tell us that "'e cannot conceive of the super and prospectiv husba)Jds of t.hA old fashioned A.brahamic type, in Ceylon, where the nativs were so deeply impressed with his
natural, by which I understand they meim that we cannot con- 'all the thick-necked sensualists who belive with Ingomar that wisdom and piety that they deified and worshiped hin. A.fter
ceive of an immaterial spiritual existence, which they consider a slave is all a woman is good for, all the sanctimoni us lechers, putting him in their Buddhist temples they composed an ode in
supernatural. Now, if there can be a spiritual, immaterial all the match-makers, all the husband-hunters, all the acri- his honor, in which they compared him, among other things, to
existence intelligence like my own 'mind, which I believe to be monious old maids, and all the increasing class of hdies whose the Heavenly Elephant and the wish-conferring Cow of Heaven.
such an existence, then it would be no more supernatural !han own reputations nquire purifica,tion by the process c,f emirching A.nd yet Mr. Bennett had rather be a convict in A.merica than a
the materilt! organization of its indwelling, this body.
others, are found, as might hav been predicted, group<'d around god in Ceylon . . Perhaps one of the reasons why A.merica is so
A.nd I can conceive of such an existence just as easily as I the Phallic standard which Mr. Comstock has set up. There, desirable a place· of residence may be found in the fact that
can conceive that I hav a mind of my own, as that I hav an too, is all the remaining mgchinery of persecution for opinion's obscene cranks of the Bennett order are generally suppressed.
existence myself; and I can conceive of a supreme intelligence sake. A.ll the pro5ecutions of Liberals during the last twelve
From the Iconoclast.
that acts in this univer~e hS my mind acts in my own material years hav been based on the charl!e of'' obscenity." A. formidbody. A.nd I do conceive of such an existence, and I believe able host, indeed, confronts ugl For nnt only hav they ch<•sen
With all such dough-faced papers as the Tilmes, ''it is astonthat existence to be the only living and true god, though I. can their own ground, and mustered their entire force, but they are ishing how A.mericans" would ever honor as good and pure a
not see him through these material organs of vision. Neither fighting with their natural weapons. A.nd we all know that man as D. M. Bennett is at all. The Tilmes is a time-server of
can I see my own mind in that way, but that does not prove there is an animal which no human courage was ever expected orthodoxv. It can see no good in anything or anybody outside
that I do nnt exist or that God does not ex1st. I can sit here to face l It is evident, Mr. Editor, that the movement in favor of a rotten and decaying ch1,1rch. Mr. Bennett was imprisoned
and write, and I know that I am yet in existence; and because of ignorance h11s >O far m~t with a great deal of success. for selling what the Times would pronounce "nasty books."
I can see all nature teeming with life and activity 1 know that What a seemingly resistless phal>~nx were we as we moved He has nothing to conceal of what he sold. He served a term
God exists, and there is nothiag supernatural about it any more against the church a little while ago I What "cultured" and of imprisonment for doing a thing which was no crime. He
than my own existence with thia mind and body united is su- "eloquent" and "intelligent" and "competent" leaders we was made a subject of persecution by one Anthony Comstock,
pPrnatural. The great etnnal is this god of nature.
had I How magnificentiy they strutted at the head, without as filthy and contemptible a villain as ever disgraced the soil of
This is the spiritual, immaterial view of the subject; there is the least idea that they were about to meet a skunk I Suddenly America. Mr. Bennett should hav been pardoned, and would
no idolatry here; we get down to bottom facts, to things as they that Phallic emblem was thrown to the breeze in front of us, hav been if we had had at the time of his imprisonment a
are. Only place things in their proper ordet, and let mind, and all was rout, confusion, and disarray. · A.bbot went over pre5ident who was not a coward and a dupe of the church.
which is the power that we know coJJtrf•ls and does all that is to the enPmy, bag and baggage. Underwood was suddenly No man in the United States ever before had a longer or more
accomplished here with us and around us here in this world, sit uiscovered to be hunting the rear. A.nd away, somewhere on\ respectful list of petitioners for his pardon. Hayes turn~d a
at the helm of the universe, and all is plain and easy to under- the flank, methinks I see even the stalwart form of Ingersoll, deaf ear to their desires and let Mr. Bennett suffer for a crrme
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he had never committed. He is now the h~nored gu.est of the Ibook of Kelso's. Sp ~ing of Da~it.l (the man after God'sown
world, and the lov.ed man of all ~rue Amertcans, w~tle Hayes, heart) delivering the seven innocent children into the hands of
who wa.s on.ce pre~tdent <~f the Umted ~tates, has retired to tbe. the Gil)eomtes, and. their being hanged as a sacrifice to thiR
walks of pnvate life, .a dtsgraced and .dtshonored one.
God, he tells of the mother gu 11 rding her sons da and ni ht to
·The. honors the 11!'-hvs of Ce_Ylon patd to Mr. Bennet~ see.m. to keep the birds and beasts of prey from theJ. He ~ays :
t~e edt tor of thr r~mes very Strange. Those p~op~e Ill gt vmg "PICtUre to yourselvs the unutterable agony of thatloving mother
ht~ a warm we come act;9d more the part of mvihzed human as she keeps her lone vigils day and night upon the cold hard
bemgs than ca-n be ~u.td of some of o.ur own people. The ro~k for long weary months, ~bile the bo(UE;~s ·of her wu;dered
people of Ceylon, he .. thens as they are, know bel~er how cht!dren are slowly dropping to pieces before her very face, anil
to trea:t !tl:r. Bennett than Anthony Comstock and hts horde then, if yo11 feel like doing so, break fort-h in loud hallelujahs
. of Chnsttan pers~cut~·s. These people, thoue:_h, wer~ not the to the unutterably hideous monster tbat. had it done-the mon·
only ones th.at patd ht.,h ~onors to Mr. Be~nett 1!1 foretgn lands. ster, that according to your teachings, is not a pa-rticle better now
From the ttme he set hts foot upon foretgn soil in his voyage than he was then."
aro~nd tb~ world he was honored and toasted by all. He was
The book is well worth reading and will he a good one to
recetved wtth o~an arms oy t.he people of every nat.ion he visil- lmd to all Bible-worshipers A.S a t~e picture of the God we are
ed, and up_on hts return to hts own dear AmerJCa, from the time commanded to believe in or be df.lmned
be lan~ed m the.mty of San Francisco t? his arrival in New
dold bv D. M. Bennett, New York. ·
ELMINA,
York, m eyery mty and town th~ough wh10h he passed our peeSnoiwille, Va., Aug. 20, 1882.
pie gave h1m a tnumphal receptiOn. Those who sought to disgrace. and forever dishonor Mr. Benuett by their cowardly pel'CHRONICLES.
secut.wn of him hav at last found out, to their am&zement tbat
I
hav
just
received
the
"Chronicles of the Pilgrim in the
instead of accomplishing .their damnabl~ purpose that .tb~y are
the ones who hav been ¢hsgraced at'd dishonored and not he. ~~nd o~ Yahweh," and am verv glad it is in a book by itself;
They will yet sink ioto insignificance, covered with the slimi of tt IS a mce, pretty book, too, and I take great pleasure in rPcomtheir own filthiness, while h~> will liv an honored and respected mending it to ~iberals as a splendid~ volume for missionary
citizen, and his name will ever shine in history among the work. I hav been re-reading it, and appreciated it even more
than at the first reading. Tht-re are so many good points made
.greatest and purest of AruericB,n s'ons.
against the old Christian myths, and so m~ny humorous descriptions of the ~uperstitious legends and legendary places connected
A. Delegate from the .Pacific Coast.
with them, that one marvels how in 1882 any one can be found
. To THE EDITOR oF .~HE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : As correpond- who believes enou~h in then;t to keep up t-he farce any longer.
mg secretary of Au:ultnry Liberal League HlO, of this city I If Bennett had wr1tten nothmg more than this deseription of
hav mailed a number of postal cards and letters to leadi~g the Holy Lmd, every Liberal ought to hav felt he h~d the
Freethinkers asking that we should make ~ mnvement to send w~rth of the five dollars conlribvted. Why, there is enough in
a delegate from this coast to represent us in the Sixth Annual thts volume of ~62 pages to convert every Christian in the
f1ongress of the Natbnal Liberal League, to assemble at St. W"rld from his belief in the old fables and iegends to the truth
LJuis the latter part of next month. I hav received· several as it is in Bennett the Apostle and the Scribe. I hope every
replies, and some gentlemen havoffered to contribute $5 toward League will order one for circulation, and also every individual
sending me, while two in addition would also contribute $5 each who can do so. EvErV page is full of interest, .tnd every sentoward briuging me back. I am very grateful for this generous tence strikt·s home and hits bard. It is the only true and coroffer, and especially the good will manifested, but cannot rect. hist·ory of ttl" Holy L"nd that has ever been written. It is
accept. The trip could not be made for Jess than $400, and sensible, intetesting, humorous, and excellent. I hope every
this large sum would not be adequately rep&id by anything that truth lover will do all they can to circulate this useful, pra.cti
I could do. I should think it a great honor to appear as a dele- ·cal, and myLh-de6troyiog book:. I sh:,ll rlo my share by ordergate in so intelligent and progressiv a congress, but, under the ing half r. dozen of them just as soon as I can. Ma.y the fates
bleEs our hero.
circumstances, this is out of the question.
·
"Honor to hlm who scorns to be
It is possible, however, that some gentleman, a Freethinker
To name or eect a slave;
WhoRe sonl is like the sunshine, free,
of ability and means, may be going East on business, and with
Free as tbe oce•'n wave;
the hope that this brief note may attract his attention, I send it
Honor to him who freely givs
to you for publ4mtion. Such a delegate could well take a run
Of bis beat tbought.s a store;
Wbo sl1are• the l<nowledge he receives
to St. Louis, where, without doubt, he would be amply repaid
With those who need it more."
by meeting the most intell~ctu;>l body of Freethinkers in the
Snou:ville, Va , A.ug. 20, 1882
ELMIN.!.
republic. Will the Boston [nvestif}ator, the .Age, the Iconoclast,
the Banner ofLight, Mind and Matter, and other Liberal jourThe Hacker Fund.-July Statement.
nals please call attention to this important subject? The rigb.t
man may be found by agitating thll matter.
· The following-named parties hav each voluntarily promiRPd
We should be represented, as very important matters will to contribute not less than twenty-five cents a month to the
come before the congre!"S. The most imprrtant 'among them above fund. The list is always open for,additional names:
will be the question of abolishing the mythicR.l aud bloody c~l
E.lmlna D Slenk<>r. Snol"ville, v ... p~<id to Oci 1, 1882.
endar of Christianity and adopting the universal calendar, datJohn Earmh~w,Plet;suntV>.Ile, .N.Y p•id c.SH;·.l,l882.
ing from the martyrdom of the immortal Freethinker Bruno,
J 15. weeke, Onek»rna, Micb., P~<Hi w Scp·erniler 1,1882.
G C T, Hall, Nosevil1!5. Pll.,
.
.
.
. oo
burned at the sts.ke by the Christians at Rome on the 16th of
·\.. 1\'Iinski, Snperior, N~>b., 00
Fe_bruary, ·•.a.. D." 1600. Weare ropidly adopting what is c11lled
John T Gray, Br,.nch Jnnctinn Mich.,
00
the Bruno- Wakeman cll.lendar, aud La Voce del Popolo, the
W. F. Porte.r, Ph'ladelPbia, P•L
25
W. ()oliins, Philadelpnls.., P:1,
25
leading Italian journal of this city, enthusiastically advocates
EliA.ti Liv~Ze"V, Haltimore, ~fd.,
25
its adoption.
BYRON ADONIS.
C Garwood, B!lltimme. l>fd..
.
25
San Francisco. Cal., Aui'. 16, 282.
E. W. Fi zner, NevadR Ci•y, Cal,
25

I

"The Real Biasphemers."
This little pamphlet of Col. J. R. Kelso's is truly an eye-opener to the bloodthirsty character of the Jewish Jehovah.
His plain showing-up of the injustice and cruelty of this malignant God's commands to the Jewish nation to rob and slay
each other, as also the unoffending nations and tribes around
. them, comes io us as a revelation, tea.ring the bandage from our
eyes, that hav been holden from seeing these monstrosities,
while blinded by the glamour of sanctity that has been thrown
around the Bible and its teachings.
I remember, when:~, child, on reading the Old Testament for
the first time, and coming upon the passage where God commanded the women and children, whom the soldiers had left
alive, to be slain, all but the virpins, I threw the hook from me
with horror, and exclaimed in indignation, "I hate such a God
as tha.tl" .My mother, who ~at near, in utter astonishment
said to me, "My child, you blaspheme 1" But I hav lived to
know that I did not blaspheme, and that the God of the Jews,
as set ior!h in their tra.rlitions, is not the supreme ,-uler of the
universe. "That religion or Bible which shocks the mind of a
child cannot be true," Sl'ys one of the wisest of men.
When in l!fter years I became a member of the Methodist
church, and used to pr11.y, I could never use the name G,,d or
Jehovah without a feeling of mis~:,>iving, and would aspir~ to
reach the infinit that I ftlt was far above and beyon<l sttch a
conception of deily. How hard it is for the human mind to let
go the errors taught in youth, especially tbo<e of a religious
nature, which we were taught to lisp at our mother's kuee I
But how grand it is to see the mind, in mattirer years, discarding the crude ideas of traditions and taking on the scientific
knowledge of dPmonstration and experience. A.s man can
nevt>r become better or g-reater than the God he worship", let us
hope that few will not arbe above the character of the Hebrew
God, who is, as the colonel says, far below a respectable devil.
No mindis frre that even puys homage to such a God, or that
even bE<lieves that the innocent must suffer for the guilty; tba.t
God's anger against sin is turned away by foulest murder 1
How long, ol1, how long, ere the world Ehall learn the truth
that makes free, and that the only salvation is by living a true
and loviug life, when love shall supersede all law, and become
the conqueror of every wrong, crime, and Pin?
L. HUTCHINSON.
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to do missionary work. It is certainly not hard to
underst<lnd; and it is only in two or three chapters
that the Bible style is closely followed. It is mainly
in common Englililh, with the exception of. being
divided into chapters and verses, which ought not to
be a serious objeotion.-En. T. S.]

'· The First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle."
By particular request thii< has been printed in separate form, and is sold for ten cent«. It is to a limited extent a parody on Pa"ul, and is believed to
contain quite as good morality as do the writings of
Paul, and quitfl as much of truth. Many are pleased
with the good sense and the moral maxims with
which it abounds. The extracts from the teachers
and sages of ancient times are worth all is asked for
it. Send in 10 cents for a single copy, or $1 for a
dozen copies.

"Crimes of Preachers."
We hav just brought out a second edition of this
.little work by Col. M. E. Billings. Over two· hundred cases of frPshly-committed crimes on the part
of sensual shepherds. The same will annually appear in revised editions from year to year with the
product of clerical crime for each year thus added.
The entire work has been put in larger type, and,
being arranged in alphabetical order, is convenient
for reference. 25 cents per copy; five copies for $1;
or twelve copioos for $2. The edition of one thousand should soon be worked off.

-----------·

"A Truth Seeker in his Own Country."
FRIEND BENNETT : Seeing thy rrquest that all who are disposed to subscribe $1.50 per volume for thy description of
tr:wels around our own country, 1\ir. Slenker and myself respond at once with the monPy fur the first V<Jlume, which please
find inclosed.
,
Mr. Rlenker l!ays if thee wants a " traveling companion," he
hopes thee will not. go to ·• Watertown, Wis ,"·for her, but take
Mrs. Truth Seeker along. And we also hope you will take in
Snowville on your round, ~o that our humble home may be
honorBd bv your p1 esence and our~elvs be made to rejoice with
au exceeding great gladness.
ELMINA.
Snowville, Va, Aug. 20, 1882.

TH:i: Fourth Annual Encampment of tbe Liberals
of Kllnsas, will be held in Bismarck Grove, com men c.
ing Thursday, August 31st, and holding over Sunday, September 3d. The following speakers are
engaged : Fredric A. Hinckley, Hudson Tuttle,
Emma Tuttle, Rev. D. Cheynoy, Mrs. M. P. Krekle,
C. B. Hoffman, Gov. ,Chas. Robinson, Mrs. H. M.
Stearns, David Eccles, and others. The musical and
social features of the occasion will be especially a.ttractiv. The b>'st of camping eonveniences are to be
V. J. Bol'J e•.te, '.\!bite R·:.ck, Nev'..
.
30
bad in the delightful grove. •Meals will be furnished
Wm Black, Ca, rol: on, Ill., paid t·o Feb. 1, 1883.
50
Dr.-Fairchild. New Brnnllwwk, N Y., .
.
on the grounds at low prices. An educational de1 00
Owen Web•ter, Beneon. Ariz., paid to Nov. 1st,
partmer;tt for the purpose of studying the live social
SPECIAL CONTRIBUTORS,
problems of the age will be superintended by Miss
' Sh(le Hammer." SedH1ili1., Mo., ..
50
Sarah A. Brown. and Judge H. H Howard, of LawA. G Ouurcb, Sqnaw o,·eek, Jde.ho Ter, .
•
5 00
l\frs.Jnmes A.Benne:t.. Elllll.~·lSVJlle ld~l1oTer.,. 10 00
rence, Fredric A. Hinckley, of Providence, R I.,
D. Rncllr •cb, Jr., J.lal'iit]f)le, 1\I,~-,
50
and other successful educators. The Union Pacific
W. Zimmerman, Ba.LiT.L.:.(;J'e 1\ld.,
25
Railway offPrs the exceedingly low rate of one and
$19 30
Total.
a half cents per mile, the round trip. Other roads
MR. H.!CKER.'s RECEIPT.
offer reduced rates. No pains will be spared by the
Received through the office ot THE TRUTH SEEKER from sev·
era! friends, to whom replies hav been sent throup·h the mail, managers to make it pleasant and profitable to those
the aggregate sum of $5.25. A.lso through C. Garwood, of in attendance.
B»ltimore. Md, 19.30.
Thanks seam a poor return for all this kindness, but we hav "ARE you cel'tain of securing the diadem?" asked the
nothing bettP.r to off10r. Would pray for our good friends, but minister of the dying man. And when the man said
hav no certdn proof that prayers are ever answered by any that he "didn't want to diadem bit," the minister
power higher than man.
JEREMIAH HACKER.
and the doctor flew, and as a natural consequence, the
Berlin, N J., Aug. 2, 1882.
man got better.
Between the monthly audspecial cont:ibutions for last month
we are able to make a very respectable showing and ro gladden
THERE are sermons in stones, and some are gneiss.
the hearts of our aged fri.mrls I would like to say to " Shoe
Hammer,'' of Seduli&, Mo. (and whom I ineffectually tried to -Boston Transcript. They are generally preached
r.,aeh through the ~ail), please send me your real name. Your for the "rocks" that are in 'em.-Peoria Transcript.
letttr hs's the true ring. .A.s requested, I hav divid~d the dollar
inclo,ed, a!ld s:mt fifty cents to Elmina for friend Tut.tle.
A WESTERN preacher, whose congregation had beTrusting that new support will be added to our•efforts, and
that none of u~ will forget or neglect to renew our donations, I gun to fall off somewhat, had it intimated that he
reml\in,
Fraternally yours,
0. G.A.RWOOD.
would discu'!s a family scandal the following Sunday.
Baltimore, Md., Box 8&8.
As consequence the church was crowded. The minister's subject was Adam vs. Eve.

a

Some Questions Answered.

FREEMONT, P.a.., A.ug. 19, 1882.
DEAR BENNETT: Allow me to ask you, through your columns,
if your four volumes -.vith regard to your round-toe-world trip
will be copiously indexed. Such should be the case, so as to
make the work a handy bor k of reference. The storie~ of old
Yahweh's meanderings and of Jesus ought to be so that they
might. be easily referrEd to. How about your account of the
Holy Land appearing in the above in the form or chronicles?
Afte~r ona's having na.d so much untruth in that style, the mind
naturally spleens against it.. Would it not be be bettor to hav
"Real Blasphemers" is a sharp, sSilsible, critical book. the truth stand in plain English than to try to imitate the old
YOUrd truly,
GEORGE SWEET.
J?hn R. KAlso, A.M., has done good service to Liberllli3m by barbari!ins t
his strong and abundant proofs, whichstww that all who indorse
[In answer to the foregoing we hav to say that
the Bible as thA the word of God, or the biography of saints, Volume IV. will contain a copious index of the entire
pro~hets, and holy men and women, are the " Real Bl~>sphem
work, so that any subject treated in either of the
ers, ' according to Webster's definition of the word.
Kelso certainly shows up the llharacter of the being called volumes can be found and turned to at once. It may
G?d, as it is represented in the Bible, to he cruel, reveugeful, also be stated that the portion of the work referring
wtcked, and altogether abominable and terrihle. He makes to Palestine or the "Holy Land," including. the
him out. to be pueril, weak, childish, unreasonable, treacherous, eighteen vieits of Melchisedec, together with the
blood~htrsty! a~d coivardly. Indeed, their is scarcely a deFirst Epistle of B-ennett the Apostle, m:1king in all
meanmg adJecttv that will not apply to him.
If you want to know how bad this God of the Bible really is, 462 pages, is bound in a cheap volume by itself, and
you could not apply to ~~, better source for informu.tivu thu.n this sold for one dollar. This is a good book with which

"FATHER," said a fashionable yotmg lady, "am I a
member of the church?" "Yes, my daughter," her
father replied." you .are a member.of t~e c)mrch. ~
initiated you by havmg you baptized m mfancy.
''But, father," she an!!wered, "I hav no piety, never
was converted, and I do not think I ought to be a
church-member." " The wheat and the tares are to
grow together, our Lord tells us in the parable, and
you are tare, I fear, my daughter-only a. tare," replied her father. "But didn't you say that you initiated me?" she asked. "Yes," said he," I initiated you
in your infancy. But why did you ask?" "Because/'
she answered slowly, "the Bible says that the one
who sowed the taras was the devil." The old man
groaned, walked the floor, and made no reply.
THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent to new subscribers three months for half a dollar. Let those who
are interested in the spread ef Freethought iudu<Je
their friends to become trial subscribers.
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mind, is evidence that those who hav passed on can not the sin of his mother be blotted out." Now, the
editor of the Inter-Ocean will soon find .out, if he has
and do return to earth.
MRs. J. L. YoRK.
not already, that forty such editors cannot put D. M.
ST. PAUL, MINN., -Aug. 21, 1882.
Bennett down. He may be hurt as badly as the two
ATL.lNTA, GA.
MR. EDITOR: I can think of no better way to wel- editors that united to kill D.· M. Bennett, but killed
MR. EDITOR: Received your second volume a few come you home from your long trip than to renew themselvs. No one can tell what became of them.
days ago. It is just splendid. Please accept my my eubscription to your brave paper and also to slib- I am heartily glad that you hav returned home,
thanks. Kindly, etc.,
A. :M. SHOMO.
scribe for the Round-the-World books. ~I hav not and are ready at all times to battle for the right.
read the letters in the paper simply because I wanted
Yours fraternally,
H. S. HALL.
KuHN's CROSSING, CoL., Aug.14, 1882.
the reading to be new and fresh to me when it came
MR EDITOR: For the inclosed $5 send history of in book form.
GWYNNVILLE, IND., Aug. 17, 282.
your travels around the world to
S. G. HousH.
Please find inclosed $10,00-$6.50 for the books, and MR. EDITOR: I seat myself this morning to drop
the balance apply on my subscription. I see I got a you a letter of inquiry concerning a statemen~ said
LUDLow, ILL., Aug. 25, 1882.
little behind, which I should not hav €lone. Infidels to hav been made by Colonel Ingersoll, some time
MR. EDITOR: Glad to welcome you home again, should pay promptly for their papers, as it is but a during the latter part of the past winter.
and, as I noticed your letter in last TRUTH SEEKER in little mite, individually, to each one, but a very large A minister of this neighborhood, by name McNew,
regard to your traveling in this country and lectur- elerJhant, collectivly, to the publisher of a paper.
says that Ingersoll, in making a temperance lecture,
ing, I hasten to send in two names that will gladly
You advertise the Round-the-World books at $6.50 said, "In my belief there is a hell, and all. saloonsend in the required sum for your volumes whenever for the four volumes, but do not say anything about keepers will go there."
,
you wish it. Respectfully,
GEORGE NEWKIRK,
the style of bil).ding. I want the best, and if they cost I would like, if you conveniently can, to hav you
ELIZABETH NEWKIRK.
any more notify me and I will remit the difference. giv through THE TRUTH SEEKER the essence of that
I know they will be a splendid addition to my Lib- portion of the colonel's lecture bearing on hell, if
LYNEDOCH, 0NT., Aug. 16, 1882.
there is any such portion, for by so doing you will
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find two dollars, to apply on eral library, and they can't be bound any too good. confer quite a favor on me. I hav treed the blackPlease
send
Vols.
I.
and
II.
right
away.
Thanking
my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I congratulate
coated gentleman in several lies already, and would
you on your safe arrival home from your long voy- you for your untiring labors in behalf of our great like to tree him again.
age, and also on your very interesting accounts of the cause, I remain your friend and supporter in my bumYours for truth,
-A. W. SwAIN.
J As. L. McKELVEY.
ble w,ty,
same. Your industry has been marvelous; to see all
PS-I hav a debate bt>tween myself and this lordyou hav seen, and to describe it in the way you hav
ly gentleman, a portion of which I am going to hav
CIRCLEVILLE. OHio. Aug. 18, 1882.
done, is what but very few men indeed could do.
MR. EDITOR: W o are glad to hear of your safe re- published after a while.
I remain yours in the bonds of friendship,
I presented the questions on paper, and he an-·
turn to your happy home and ardent friends from
JOHN MARSLAND.
your long and perilous journey around the world. swered in the same way. I consider the answers exMay you long liv to enjoy the fruits of your faithful tremely childish.
JACKSON, MICH. Aug. 18, 1882.
labors
in the cause ·of humanity, sustained by the
I hope, in the course of a month, to be able to
MR. EDITOR: The Liberals in this city ape 1]{ of
your late visit among them with eg,rnest apprecia- approving smiles and congratulations of all true Lib- send you one or two· trial subscribers to your paper,
tion and refreshing enthusiasm, and they express the e:rals throughout the world. And may the minions at which time I will send for a few more books.
A. W. S.
hope to see you in the place again at no distant of superstition and priestcraft be imbued with a little Nothing like good reading matter.
humanity to temper their excessiv godliness, so that [Not hearing Colonel Ingersoll's lecture, not havtime.
All our old subscribers for THlil TRUTH SEEKER re- they may never seek to annoy or persecute you ing read any report of it, and not being in the counnew their subscription with a cheerful promptness, again. I think you hav. suffered enough from Chris- try when it was delivered, we are very poor authority
and- we shall gradually gain new and substantial tian bigotry, hatred, and intolerance. Let peace and upon the subject. We are sure, however, that Colonel
·
Ingersoll believes in no hell save that which men
allies to this most important list. The glorious old patience possess your soul.
Please find inclosed $3, to be applied on my sub- make for themselvs in this life. If whisky-drinking
fla.g-staff must be kept aloft and in the breeze, w.ith
scription as directed.
is well followed up it will create !Jell enough to suit
bold hearts and courageous hands to bea 1t
A Liberal friend of mine, and your ardent admirer, the most ardent hellite on record.-ED. T. S.]
Yours truly,
C. S. R. •
Thomas Rayson, gets the paper, and reads and circnMAUSTON, Wis., Aug. 15, 1882,
APPLE RivER, Aug. 17, 1882. · lates its secretly in the neighborhood. His wife is so
MR. EDITOR: I h&.v much I would like to say if I
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find post· office order godly and pious, and such a devoted Christian, that
for $5 to be applied as follows: $3 for my paper for she will not allow her husband to take the paper or only knew how to say it; but I can say I am glad
1883, as I see my year enda on September 1st; $1.50 read it in the house with any peace, although he sub- you are here again, to family, frieuds, and the duties
for the fourth volume, as I see you are to hav four scribes for the Christian Advocate for her, and allows of your office.
books and I only paid for three; then there will be her full liberty of conscience. Please remember us I hav read every line of your travels, I hav seen
50 cents left, apply this in part payment for "Keel- kindly to Mrs. Bennett, and believe me ever your all you hav described in my mind's eye. I did inC. 1\I. SEARS.
tend to hav a shake of your hand whe•1 you were in
era' Short History of the Bible;" this will leave rue devoted friend,
Milwaukee, but a friend that promised to accompany
25 cents in your debt, and I will send it when IreUNITED· WE STAND; DIVIDED WE FALL.
me backed out, and I, never having been there, felt
mit you for some more books.
a little shy to go alone, and since then I hav been
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
I feel happy to hear of your safe return, and hope
BROTHER INFIDELS: May I claim your undivided called to see an old Infidel friend of mine at Marenyou will long liv to open the eyes of this superstitious world. I am seventy-six years old, never attention? We are now· a large body of persons, and go, Ill., where I used to reside for thirteen years,
believed in any church or creed, and fear no gods or our power and influence ought to be felt in this and and there buried a wife and three children. The exother lands. This could be effected by a grand pense of this journey has depleted my purse so much
devils. Your friend, with much respect,
that I am obtiged to be careful, or I should hav sent
w. ENNOR. union between us. We should be well known to for
more books.
each other by E<ome clevPr method, whereby we could
Let me say right here, before I forget it,· that my
not be mistaken. and as brothers we should stand
CEDAR SPRINGs, MwH:, Aug. 21, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: We are hungry for THE TRUTH SEEKER. firmly by each other, and all our movements should old friend above mentioned has been a subscriber to
Through the kindness of Mr. Hendee, of Warsaw, be in unison. Let us form and consolidate our pe"t:- the Boston Investigator nearly as long as Mr. MenInd .• we became acquainted with you through your sons and principles, and become a formidable phalanx dum and Mr. Seaver hav had the management of it.
· paper, and hav formed quite an attachment to the against the common enemy-prie~tcraft. Let us seek I asked him, while on his dying bed, with his hand
"prison bird." It does our soul ~ood to see you quench tc dethrone this false authority.' You all know how in mine, how his mind stood on matters of religion
base it is, what guilt rests upon its blood-stained and Infidelity. He said," Just as it always stood from
hell with truth.
My wife is the only daughter of a Methodist min- claws, and how it ever tries to smother the honest my youth up to the present moment; nor can all the
ister, but she has had a change of heart (or mind) truth, and promulgate the blackest of lies. The Cnristlans in the world change my views, for they
since reading the many Lil:)eral papers, such as THE priesthood are ever ready to spread deceit and gull know no- more about a future state than you and I
TRUTH HEEKKa, Irish World, the Age, and others. If the imbecil multitudes, and draw their hard-earned do, and that's just nothing at all." My last words to
such papers would not bring about a change of heart money and liv in ease through public plunder. Oh! him were these: "Farewell, old friend, a long farewhat infatuation to cringe before these systems of well, for we shall never meet again." He said, "If
what would?
My political views on finance correspond with my paganism. It is time this solemn mockery came to we do ever meet again we shall hav as good a time of
religious views, i. e., man, redeem thyself-money, re- an end, and sound Materialistic sense prevailed. It is it as a:ay of them," meaning the Christians. So it is
deem thyself. These fundamental principles it would t.he great and true remedy to rid the earth of many not true, as the Christhns are in the habit of saybe well to study. The only devil that man need fear errors and all the miserable delusions of religious ing, that Infidelity may do to liv by, but that when
is a false idea. Truth can only save us from that superstitions, and giv to man peace, joy, friendship, we come to die we generally repent and call upon
prosperity, and the most solid happiness. Brothers, the Lord to save us.
monster.
A. S. CROXTON.
I distributed several of your small tracts among
unite.
THos. WINTER.
the heathens of Marengo, and lots of God's doings;
SAN JosE, CAL., Aug. 13, 1882.
had several little confab!!! with some of the gospel
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to congratulate -you, and
LoWER BOISE, IDAHo, Aug. 15, 1882.
your wife also, that you are home again from a· forMR. EDITOR: During the last three months I hav slop-drinkers, to the great delight of many of the byeign shore, and that you are safe and sound, though been staying in the n;tountains, and I hav not seen standers.
you did hav to cast a wishful t;~ye from Jordan's any papers until yesterday. I read in THE TRUTH I do believe that great good might be done in Macooling stream, where your possessions or clothes SEEKER of July 1st an article clipped from the Inter- rengo if some Liberal lectures could be given there.
were hanging on a bush.
Ocean of Chicago. Now, it does not seem possible If I was living there I would hav some one visit it,
Let me state for the many friends of 1\Ir. York that the editor of that paper could us@ such language even if I had the whole bill to foot, as I hav had the
that he is still an invalid, bas not lectured since you as that, when he must know that every word that he most of it to do in Mauston. I hav done more than
left us, and the prospects do not seem flattering for uttered was a lie except that you were tried and con- any other man here for the cause of Liberalism; but
his doing so this summer. Some weeks since Mr. denined. No man that is posted in your case but for me Mauston would be as dead as Marengo, I am
John Sunderland, of Reno, Nev., sent him an invita- knows it was nothing but religious persecution. If sorry to say.
tion to visit them and try the air trom the Sierras. the pamphlet, "Cupid's Yokes," was really obscene, Yours ever in the causa of mental liberty,
WILLIAM HoLGATE.
The invitation was so cordial that it was accompa- why did President Hayes pardon the author of the
nied by a check sufficient to cover all expenses, with book when Hayes said it was not obscene? If that
MoDESTO, Cal., Aug. 29, 1882.
the promis of good care and his expenses paid home editor is a responsible man I would commence suit
again, and they are fulfilling their contract to the against him for libel. There is no doubt in my mind MR. EDITOR: The readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will
letter, but he does not gain as rapidly as we hoped. but such suit could be sustained against the paper. recall your prophetic utterances in your letter three
He needs rest more than anything else. I think be Judge Benedict, in the trying of your case, no doubt months or so ago (April 29th), and will remember
regrets being unable to carry out the large amount thought that he was influenced to do what he did the wonderful fulfilment of the "Coming trouble in
of work he had planned and promised, but man pro- by God's holy word, so called, as we hav a parallel Egypt," namely: "They (the Egyptians) are talking
poses, etc. Our second volume of "A Truth Seeker case in the 109th Psalm, 7th verse: "When he shall among themselvs of the necessity of rising against
Around the World" has just arrived all right. Your be j-udged let him be condemned. Let his days be their oppressors. This may come in one, two, or'
·
vindication of Slade's slate-writ.ing in a recent issue of few, and let another take his office. Let his children three years, but come it surely will."
your paper I consider simply an act of justice, for be fatherless ar;d his wife a widow. Let there be Did any prophets of the Bible come any nearer
right wrongs no one. While I know nothing of his! none to extend mercy unto him, neither let there be the truth? Why not place you among the prophets?
character, life, or tricks, I hav proof that this slate-! any to favor his fatherless children. Let the iniquity Surely, this profession is by no means extinct. It
writing is something that he cannot do, and, to my' of his fathers be remembered with the Lord, and let strikes me that you hav shown yourself a pretty good
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imitator or Isaiah~ It is permissible amongst Bible
prophets to make years mean mo.nths or days just
to suit particular events. Every Hlble reader or expounder has been struck with the wonderful facility
it can be done and be believed by a certain class
-.
of people.
Again, you write "Tbat w~ll be a bloody day when
it comes but it will only grv the European nations
a good 'excuse to visit severe punishment upon
them." These two prophecies hav been fulfilled.
Now the Bible is bolstered up by just such testimony, and Christians consider this sufficient to
secure its acceptance as a divine book; but I fear
the Christians will not accept you, Mr. Bennett, as
a true, genuin prophet, because the bubble known as
prophecy has met in you, the Infidel. an effectual
"bubble pricker." You hav caused the book C0ntaining them to subside Into the ocean of quackery
business on which it now floats; hence, there is no
chance for you in this nineteenth century to become
a simon-pure prophet, Well, I am glad that the old
prophet system is dead. It has hindered progress in
science by keeping knowledge in the dark or using
it merely to float a great corporation of priests,
ministers, and divines, with their great system of
"fraud, error, humbng, and lies."
· Prophet or no prophet, you hav really and truly
disappointed a large class of your admirers as plain
Mr. Bennett, by not coming to our t0wn and giving
us a chance to see you face to face and giv you a
good shake of the hand. Our town has quite a large
number of Freethinkers and Liberals who would hav
given you a hearty welcome. To be_ an Infidel here
is not to be ostracized from society or an impediment to success in business. The successful men of
our town are with few exceptions Liberals.
California is on the high road to become free from
the shackles of religion. The Democrats hav it as
a platform, "No Sunday Law," and, as far as I am
able to judge, they will be a success along the whole
line, as it is almost sure that the Republicans will
adopt" Enforcement of the Sunday Law." And, if
so, they are defeated. C. C. Luther, Col. Kelso,
Capt. James, D. C. Coleman, and others, wish to be
kindly remembered to you, and all express a hope
that you will again visit this coast and not fail to
visit Modesto, the central town of the boss country
for wheat and barley in America, and the finest
climate in the world. Yours respectfully, ·
A. A. GILMOUR, M.D.

to detract or censure one who has done so much to
enfranchise the human mind, and one, too, who has,
with singular ability, penetrated the devious labyrinths and chambers of the human mind. But when
she assumes to sustain the Atheistic position either
deductivly or inductivly she must, with all the other
grand and noble intellects of the present and past
ages, succumb to the inevitable and confess that she
is -finite, and that the proposition in question is
merged in the infinit.
In conclusion, let me congratulate you upon your
safe- return from your eventful trip around the world.
If it is not asking too much, I would be pleased to
hav this briefly-improvised letter published in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, in which case I hope "Elmina" and
others will rise and explain.
Yours truly,
M. J. RouNTREE.
ORANGE CITY, FLA., Aug. 6, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $7, $3 to apply on subscription for THE TIWTH SEEKER, the balance to apply
on a three months' trial subscription.
We hope to add to the list of subscribers to your
valuable paper from time -to time; but it is almost
impossible to induce people to investigate the claims
of Liberals by even reading the par,ers devoted to
the promulgation of their principles.
We are glad to know of your arrival on the shores
of your nativ country in safety and good health.
We feel sure that the knowledge you hav gained by
.the year of arduous travel ju':lt closed is fraught with
consequences the value of which the strongest intellect can yet scarcely comprehend.
Your true friend,
T. D. GIDDINGS.
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was editor of the New York TRUTR SEEKER and otrered for sale it
and other publications which exposed the unfounded assumptions
of the church and clergy and their various confilctlug creeds. And
the crime was all the more odious and unpardonable because it took
away from us as Americans the ground of onr former proud boast
that, whereas all the governments of Europe, at tile dictation of the
pl1esthood, hav for centuries imprisoned men for their hon<'st religious opinions and the expression of them, our purely secular government, recognizing the authority of no priesthood, had never
been guilty of such conduct in a single instance. It will now IDe inscribed on the records of our country's hlstory by the iron pen of
tnlth that during the corrupt and imbecil administration of President Hayes, an arrogant and per•ecutlng church, in order to gi"atlfy
her hatred of Freethoughtand of one of its distinguished advocates,
had power enough under the perverted fOrms of law, and under a
Constitution whlch ignores all religions, to use the government of
the United Statss as a tool to drag a citizen away from his family
and hls lawful business and to send him to prison as a criminal.
Re1olved, That while we thus denounce the actions of the church
and government in this case as infamous and cowardly, we ha.v the
same words of condemnation for those traitorous" Liberate.," falsely
so called, who, when the church had Bennett down in prison a.nd
were triumphing over hlm, organized themselvs into a conspiracy
to destroy hls reputation and his business by imitating the jackals
of the jungle, and raking out of their_privacy and publishing to the
world letters of a strictly confidential character, under the pretense
that by so doing they were serving the cause of decency and good
morals. In our condemnation of this relentless and unpardonable
persecution which has been kept up to the present time, it is very
clear, from the hletory of the past year of Mr. Bennett's life, that
the great majority of American Liberals concur.
.
To the toast, "Illiberal Liberals," J. P. Mendum
responded.
To the toast, "Woman and Her Freedom," Charles
Bright, of Australia, responded.
To the toast," Physical Reform," Dr. Juliet H.
Severance responded.
To the toast, "Woman and the Ballot-Box," Mrs.
Matilda Joslyn Gage responded.
To the toast, "Modern Martyrs," Mrs. H. S. Lake
responded.
To the toast, "The Orphans," G. H. Walser, of
Liberal, Mo., responded.
To the toast, "Liberal Work," H. L. Green responded.
To the toast, "Secular Schools," M. Babcock, of
St. Johns, Mich., responded.
To the toast, "The Ghost," Dr. T. L. Brown responded.
To the toast, " Liberty of the Press," George
Chainey responded.
To the toast, "The Glory of Radicalism," S. P.
Putnam responded.
To the toast, "Humanity," Courtlandt Palmer responded.
To the toast, "Liberal Law," T. B. Wakeman responded.
To the toast, "Temperance Reform," J. E. Ramsburgh, of Kansas, responded.
To the toast," The Liberty Bell," W. S. Bell responded.
·
To the toast, "Liberal Music," Prof. W. F. Peck
responded.
To the toast," Liberal Money," J. W. Truesdell
responded.
·
These were mostly short speeches of some ten
minutes, but full of sparkling hits and thoughtful
sentiments, which would read extremely well were
they correctly reported.
It givs us pleasure to state that though so many
toasts were given and responded to in the most
happy and_ brilliant manner, no wine was used. And
though the meeting was continued till 1 :30 in the
morning, every one retired to rest perfectly sober
and entirely happy. It was indeed an occasion long
to be remembered.

BERLIN, N. J., July 26, 1882.
FRIEND BENNETT: There is one subject which, next
to mental liberty, should claim the earnest attention
and action of all who wish well to the future of our
country, and that is the land question. Nature spread
out the land for the u_se ef all her children, and it
never should be bought and sold any more than sunlight, air, and water. It is one of the elements from
which life must be supported, and should be as free
to all as air or water. The one that comes first to
the wilderness should hav the right to take what he
can cultivate without money or price, and no man
should hav a right to own or claim more than he
can cultivate, but should leave the rest for others,
that all may hav a home and not be ground dowp_
under the heel of capital. Then men who cannot
SPRINGFIELD, Mo., Aug. 21, 1882.
receive a fair price for their labor could draw their
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find three dollars, which, you support from the soil. But instead of this the govwill find, will pay me up to June 1, 1882, for THE TRUTH ernment claims all the unoccupied land; -and when a
SEEKER. '.rimes hav been hard .with us in southwest- young man becomes of age the governm-ent turns
ern Missouri, owing to an almost total failure _of all him into the highway and taxes his head, and if he
leading crops last year, and money scarce. But I de- cannot find some man to buy his labor for one-half
sire to take THE TRUTH SEEKER, and will try in future to its value he must rob, steal, or starve. If he picks
pay more promptly, if you think proper to send it to up a handful of sticks and kindles a fire &nywhere on
me. While I recognize the incalculable good which the earth to keep himself from freezing he is liable
the Liberal movement is doing in freeing the human to be fined and imprisoned for stealing. Thus governrace from the terrible superstitions and fallacies which ment nurses rogues and then fines or taxes the peohav been bequeathed to us by corrupt priests and ple for courts and prisoners to punish them, and is
churchmen, yet, after much thought upon the sub- at the same time selling hundreds and thousands of
ject, I .think that Atheism commits the same fatal acres to individuals who are introducing into this
mistake which Theists of all ages and ranks, from the country the same system that has reduced Ireland to
most ultra orthodox priest to Deists like Thomas Paine, pauperism and starvation. If you feel interest enough
hav fallen into; ultra Atheism asserts with dogmatic in the future welfare of our beloved country to pubhardihood that there is no God.
lish this, I would like to send you some statistics on
Theists or Deists or Monotheists also assert, in the this subject, that should be known to every man who
Death of Mrs. Rawson.
most positiv manner, and often in an acrimonious desires the welfare of posterity.
Yours,
_
Mrs. Emma Taylor Rawson, daughter of Laura
spirit, that there is one all-wise, eternal, uncondiJ. HACKER.
Keene the actress, and wife of A. L. Rawson, died
tioned. God. Now, how do the. representativs of either
August 23d, and was buried in Greenwood Cemetery
of these extreme positions know anything about it.
The Watkins Convention.
on
Saturday last, the 26th. Her age was about
It is only necessary to remember that, owing to the
(Continued from page 554.)
limitations of the human mind, which is circum- with such sappers, not to say sap-heads, as Comstock. We forty years. She was the moth&r of three children,
the eldest a girl of six and a half years, and a pair
scribed and bounded by a mental horizon which, leave him to the American eagle.
of twin boys four or four and a half years. For sevthough large to our human, finite conceptions, is as
Now I will close with some lines of our dear Emerson. It is
nothing in ·comparison to the great 11nconceived in- a poem that has a little puzzled the learned world to get at the eral years she followed the stage with her talented
finit which underlies and overlies this very small bottom meaning of it. I confess I never saw all the latent and mother appearing last before the public in 1873.
circle; in which our little minds move, and in which the occult, and even the prophetic lurkings in its lines till I saw She wa~ a most estimable woman, and highly beloved
we see things as through a glass darkly. It surely the nimble way in w~ich Mr. Bennett strikes on his fe~t, re- by all who knew her. She was reared a Catholic,
ought to occur to the most common minds that, in bounding after every attack that t~ese agents of the A.lmTg_h~y but became a believer in Rationalism and the Rehav put upon him. But, God-ordamed as they are, they fail rn ligion of Humanity, in whic.h faith . she left the
order to successfully grapple with either of these very every
assault, while he marches on over every obloquy and
extraordinary positions, the eternal, inflexible, .in every persecution, to greater and greater success. He is as world. She died of consumptiOn, as dtd her mother
superable barrier which must ever intervene between lucky as they are unlucky.
and sister, and was buried in the same lot with her
the finite and the great inconceivable infinit must
mother, her grandmother, her aunt, her sister, and
"Early or late the fallin!l rain
Arrives in time to swell hls grain,"
be removed (a thing impossible) before we could sucher niece. Truly a worthy woman has gone to her
cessfully cope with all the vast anrl .momentous is- and spoil theirs. But here is the Emersonian portrait of Mr. rest.
sues involved therein. Hence either proposition con- Bennett, delineated a quarter of a century ago.
If the red slayer- thlnk he slays,
tains a problem in which is contained an unknown
THE Spiritualists and Liberalists of southern Mich·
Or lf the slain thlnk he is slain;
quantity of such vast proportions that he who asThey know not well the subtle ways
igan and northern Indiana will hold their annual
I
keep,
and
pass,
and
turn
again.
sumes to be able to solve the mystery is presumpreunion and grove-meeting at Sch.oolcraf.t, Mich.,
Far. or forgot, to me is near;
tuous indeed. It is plain, then, that Atheism, though
Friday, September 8, 1882. ExcursiOn trams on all
Shadow and sunlight are the same;
far more tolerant and magnanimous in spirit and inThe vanished gods to me appear,
roads at reduced rates. The best speakers are. enAnd one to me are shame and fame.
comparably more in harmony with the reHults of
gaged,
and everythiJ?-g is being done to make thlB a
They reckon ill who leave me out;
scientific discovery and the spirit of the closing years
When me they fiy, I am the wings;
very successful meetmg.
of the nineteenth century, is fundamentally as dogI am the doubter and the doubt,
And I the hymn the Brahmin sings.
matic and in some extreme cases as impatient of
LiBERALS in Iowa and vicinity should remember
To the toast, "Resolution," A. B. Bradford was
contradiction as is Theism of any kind from the most
simon-pure orthodox believer in the Westminster called upon to respond, and in compliance read the the Tama meeting on Sept. 7th, 8~h, 9th, and .lOth.
It promises to be a large gathermg, producttv of
Confession to the most Liberal Unitarian. I must following:
confess to some surprise that one so sympathetic and Resolved That we congratulate our guest, D. M Bennett, on his much good. Hotel rates are reduced, and there will
safe retu~ from his journey round the world, and welcome him be cheap accommodations for those preferring to
so deeply skilled in a knowledge of the human heart, back
to his family, his business, nnrl his co-operation with us in the
one who so successfully and happily and wisely de- great cause of :E'reethought, free speech, and free m!'ln.
camp out.
Resolved
we regard the late fining and impnsonment of Mr.
cides on all those strange, mysterious, and subtle Bennett forThat
an alleged viol~tion of the postal laws of the United
conflicts which rises between and puts at variance states, whil'h vtolatiou, according to the jndgmeD;t of the attorneyTHE LIBERAL CLUB will be otened for the season,
and other members of the then Presidents cahinet, he was
h G
the head and the heart, should l}nreservedly indorse general
not guilty of, as an infamous proceeding on the. part of the govern- Friday evening, September st, at t e
erman
and embrace Atheism-! allude1to Mrs. E. D. Slenker. ment-a cover shame-whereby a citizen was pumshed for oneotrense M
.
T
.l
220
E
15th
street
by
a
lecture
on
the
false
and
mean
pretext
of
lrts
having
commttted
Rnother.
ason1c
emp
e,
·
.
'
.
. by
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No one admires the beauty and grandeur of her. char- That is to say, Bennett's real otrense for whlch he was fined and Stephen Pearl Andrews on "The Soctal Organtsm.
'
acter more than: I do. Nor do I desire by any means sent to prison was not in violating the postal laws, but because be i
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'l'HE FIRST EPISTLE

Home Again.
TO D. Jl[. BENNETT.-BY ETHEL ETHEBTON.

vo t:T'.!iiZE iNOL~iitE: The Process of Mental Action
0

OF

Rome, home again I Row the welcome words
Thrill Rnd tingle in every vein I
Rome from a voyage around the world,
Cla~ping our loved ones' hands again.

Bennett the Apostle
TO

His Life and Works in France
and Abroad.

Webav scaled the mountains and crossed the Geas;
IIt.\V broken bres.d in ·he" Faderland ;"
Onr cheek• been f •nned with Italia's breeze,
The k,>eeliug Hindoo hath kissed our han<l

T HE T RUTH SEEKERS.
Fl·om the Borders of the LAND OF YAHWrH.

UY BEN.JAMIN GA§'1CINEAU.

The Crimes of Preachers

TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWSPAPERS,
And with previous Tranelatlone
revised.

We bav seim the cot where a B•uns was born;
The hill~ where a Wallace and Bruce hav trod,
·where at peal of pibroch an.:t twang of horn
Brave warriors leaped from the teeming sod.

dU!~rently

compared and

SECONIJ !WITTON.

We hav seen the splendor of orient morna,
The glory and glint of her sun sec ~cenes;
The weird, wild grancteur of Alpine storms,
Surpassing e'en poets' and p1·0pbets' dreams.

I•rice Twent.y-fivc ()ent.s.
D. M. BENNETT, 141 El~rhtb at., N.Y. city.

And again on our own Pacific strv.nd,
With tropical wonders all aglow,
The rivers sp&rkling with golden sand,
Fruits s•-veetest, ftowet·s ftneBt on earth that

Matrimonial.

grow.

keeper wltb a view to matrimony. She must be a lady of

Ltbera.l view", worth $8,000 or 10,000, a.nd age not to ex-

their bril!hmcy pales as v.e near our bnm e;
So even the.gold-dusc scarcely shines:
Our real wealth ie of hearts alone,
And home the altar our love enshrines.

ceed thirty-five years. Address A. H., thle office.

Wanted!

2tll4

"\Va'lltecJ!

'l'l!e bravest, fairest, by bar·Qs e'er sun~;

~~ a~t'b~~~n~ ~~frr:-!f~t J'.1f"gtfuLLo~;~~~n~eaa~~~u~r~~~
0

situations. Libemllsts please call the attention or those
1

~,1-~~~~e~~Pli'J'~;~t ~cJi'WI;}'it:f~VJ'r~i~! 'll\~£~ .~~f,

Rome, home again I How tile magic words
'Xhrill, Jill our being with sublilllliss I
Like soent of roEes and song o! N:rds;
As e, heaven is centered in love's w;,rm kiss.

ClearWater Harbor, Fla.

St84

'!long Wil{iwoou ~:-ceues, or a:ardeu grown,

A. treatis on the Population Question.
i'rtce, 25 centa.
Fo~ aale at thlll omce.

and L ~'~CTURES.

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.

Embracing, Inlluence of Christianity on Clvlllzatlon;
Chrl•tlanlty and Mnterlal!em; What Lib ere llsm Otrera In
Pace or Chrlstl:.nlty; Sclent.lfic Materialism; Woman;
Splrltual!sm from a Materlall•tiC Star.~olnt; P"ine, the

social development in past, present, and future.

By GEO. (). STIEBELING, M.D.
Price 25 cents. For •ale at this office.

By B.obewt G. In;-ersoll.

.Died.

On.large, heavv paper.

To THE EDITOR OF THE 'TRUTH SEF.KER, Sir:
Death baR again entered the little fold of Fl·eethdught in Paterson, and still another we can
ill spare has been taken from amon,.st us.
The late Mr. Alexander Turner, the subjeiJt of
this notice, was a nativ of Pa.isley, Scotland,
and was by occupation a weaver. A.bout three
years ago be came to this country, since which
time he has been engaged weaving silk in
Paterson. Having held many po,itions of re. sponsibility at home, he accepted a similar situation in Philadelphia about six weeks ago,
where he died after a short illnAss, A.ugust 6th,
in the 59th year of his age.
The parents of Mr. Turner being members of
the established church of Scotland, he was
early taught to believe all the dismal doctrins
of that body, But the power which, according
to that church, created both, had ill suited
them to each other, for as he rose from childhood to manhood he simultaneously emerged
from darkness into light, from the silly superstitions taught him in his infancy to the intellectual platform of Freethought.
Mr. Turner was well known and highly respected by all the Freethought party in Glasgow, and not by them only, for, being a warm
advocate of co-operation, and always ready to
lend a helping hand in any scheme likely to
promote the welfare of his fellow-man, he was
brought into contact with and esteemed highly
by men differing widely from him in religious
opinions. None more fondly than he appreciated the weekly visits of the Investigator and
TRUTH SEEKER, and after poring over their
contents they were duly mailed to friends across
the A.tlantic.
His remains were brought from Philadelphia
and interred here.
GEORGE TEMPLETON.
Paterson, N. J., A.ug. 22, 1882.

,ILLUJIIINATED.

Made jor Framing.
Pat~iot!c,

Pathetic.

Ingersoll's response to the toaat, "The Volunteer
Soldier."

A VI§ ION OF W Ala..
Extract rrem a Speech at the Soldier's Reunton.

1. Tli"ibntc to Ebon C

ln;-erson.

centiil each.

Address

D. M, BENNETT.
141 8th street.

Paper, 50 CAnts.

This book slwuld be read by 8'/Jery clergyman,
layman, scholar, and Diberal.
·

· ts.;,..~~o'b

Eltctro~Jllagnetic

Planchet,

I hav read Mr. Keeler's book with gr~at pleasure and
profit. He glva, In my opinion. a clear and Intelligent account of the fowth of the Bible. He shows why books

tt:r~~:~e!~~
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correctnees of his facts. he refer• to the ht~hest author!·

~:~~. ~;d ~~~ ~.~;!:'t ~~:~t~he'frh~v~~~n~t~:t~~~[~t~~~

The llr•t centuries or Christianity are filled wlth.shadow;
most hlstorleo of that period olmply tell us what did not
lntelllgence to communicate through It with mortal!. It happen, and ev'n the statements of what did not
has been in the marJret a little over two years, and during happen are contradictory The faleeh"Ods do not agree.
that time thousands of skeptical persone, ~es, downri~ht Mr. Keeler must hav opent a great deal of time In the
examination of a vast number of volumes, and the
~a;~r~8~~-J''lr/le~g~~'1J:1llcf:d~~':,W~:t ~~n~g~~:el;: am
cunt Of Information contained In bla book could not
while their hand! hav been placed pasolvly upon it .
be collected In ye3re. Every minister, every college professor,
and every man who really wishes to know eomeM
THE Jl)VANTAGES CLAIMED OVER OTHER
;~!~gt:l~ob~oi~~R'~~~'}n~~• .l)~?wth of the Bible should
PLANCHETTES.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
First. A paste-board top In place of oiled, stained, or
141 Eighth at., New York.
tarnlsbed wood.
Second. Five miniature batteries upon the top of escb
Planchette, upon which the fin~rers rest.
Third. Each Planchette Ia separately magnetized and
THE
a'Bigned a band of developing spirits.
·
Price, Finy ()entll Eacb.
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GARRISON IN REA. VE N•
A. DREA.M.
BY WILLIAM DENTON.
llold by D. M.Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York

PRICE

Funeral Address over the Grave of little Harry lllller.
~:;

~ble.

By BRONSON(). KEELER.

PRICE 'll!JN CEN'liS.

Qur Rell;-lon: Help f'or the Llv·
In;-; Hope f'or the Dead.
Price,

Sm5S

Price; cloth, 75 cents.
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PROSE

Poetic,

please send your subscrtption for .ii1X months or one year,

Being an Account of the Formation
and Development of the Canon.

141 Eighth street, New York

A sketch of man's physical, political mental, and

As more I see, in nature and in art,
The beautiful, grows a de~ire
That g1·aces yet may blossom in the h<>art,
Out-shining dead past's funeral pyre.

umns to things of this world a.lone, and leave! the next, If

there be one, to those who haT entered its unknown
thores. Bellevtng that it Is the duty of mortal! to work
ror the Interests of tltis wurld, It confines ltsel! to the

AShort History of the

THE PEOPLE'S READER.

I never rPad a poet's song, or name,
If truthful 'to his gift diVine,
But an enraptured fount my eoul bee, me,
And I would wish such power was mine.

The Invattgatur Is devoted to the Liberal cause In religIon; or In o~her words, to universal mental Uberty. Independent In all Its dlscuSBions, dlecardlng superstitious
theories of what never can be known. It devote• Its col-

A New Edition. Joat Pnbllsbed.

l<'rmn Volume 11. of"A 71/-U'lH SEEKER AROUNJJ 'lBl!J
WORLJJ.u
D. M. BENNETT,

Pr!CP.$1.00

PRI()E, $3.00 per ~nnnm; single copieiJ,
ll'llven cents. Specin1en copies sent on re•
cetpt oc a two-cent llt&Dlp to pay posta&"e.

\on~~:er

ALSO

!never saw a painted canvas glow
With living products of the art,
But for the genius gratitude WOUld tlow,
From spell-bom~d eyes and sated heal't.

Edited by HORACE SEAVER.
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rBE i·.PlSTLE OF BENJ\'ETT THE APOSTLE TO THE
TRUTH ::IEEKERS.

I never saw a lovely maiden, sweet,
In modest girlhood's glory dressed,
But quickened pulees of my heart wouid beut,
ana long to fold her to my breast.

By JOSlAD P. l'tiENDiHtii
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D. M. Bennett, Scribe.

Blu8hiug at morn, or sweet m evening gloom,
Bat I would Wiilh it for my own.

DEDUCED.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible.
Price reduced to 15 cents, from 25 cents
A feerfectly rel!able, accurate pamphlet of 58 pages. Comf~:~~fu "o~ee~~J~~g~f:;~ ~~e;:.y~~~et'&\~; 0~g~_ld be on

Real Blasphemers.
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.
Showing that the writers or and be \level"!! In the Bible,
and not the deniers of Ito truth, are the ones who really do
Injustice to the character of God, if a God exists.

IN SIX LECTURES.
Price, 50 cents

THE

"MAIL'S'' THEOLOGY. INGERSOLL
BEING A REPLY TO THE

AND

Saturday Sermon!! of the Toronto Mail,
INCLUDING A VINDICATION OF

CHARLES BRADLAUGH, D.P.,
Against the Mail's Aspersions.
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
Price, 15 cents.
Sold at this office.

Ingersoll in Canada.
By the same author. Price, 15 cents.

THE

BOOKS TO EXCHANGE

4:'72 A.WEEK. •12 a day at home eaally made. Cosly
oa~ll~ troe, 4111lr0111 T&VIIiOO., A~ ~!IQ,

FRUITS -OF PHILO SOP llY.

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh.

I never inw a pr~tty J:lower in bloom

r

a week In yonrowntowu. Termsand$5outl!tfree.
Address H. HALLET & Co .• PnrtJ_a~d. Maine.
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BY UNCLE LU'.rE.

1

A seriel!l of letters written during a ten·
weeki!! vil!!it in Eill:ope.
Is published every Wednesday ae the
BY D. M. BENNETT
.Thine Memorial Building,
850 psgaa. Price. $1.50.
Boston, .Mass.,

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES

Beautiful in Art and Nature.

1

ment while In the body?-How knowledge transcending
human attainment~ can be transmitted to mu.n.-Ae man
dvauce she can better analyze himself.
Price. 15 centM.
For B&le at this office .

The oldest reform journal in the
United State!!!,

of Christianity; the Authorl'y of the Bible: Freethour:ht
J~U~~~:~!.. lt!J:.i~~~·sb ~~~~~ec~g{.~d.
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AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
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must describe themselvs an~ their qualtftcations for the

- ![s sweetest music our nativ tongue

g~~~~ ~~flo~~~;/ar~~~a,tf ~feth~~g~~1#!:'at"~!tsi:. ~~ot~:

atup!d.-Why reformers are persecuted.-Whv Prof. ?..r.
aday would colTect his earth statemente.-What makes
fanatic•.-How a child develops the gower to think.-The
rlf,~\g! ~~~~g~g~rl:ln~~:=.~'W'ly t r:c~~'!g:;,~~~~!~k;;;:
main stationary from generation to generation.-How to
break the power of ignorance.-'l'he Importance of shock.

THE BOSTON INVESTIGATOR,

A :;-ood cook and a good laundress; a good farmer and

Ho:ds heul'ts the truest, warm, freest hand,

~~~g:s.~~b~ 'b~~~~: ~~II",l~rf~~~n p~\'i.a':,'f,~~e,:~m~~hDy

mammalia are more eensitiv thn.n lower ordere.-The

By D. M. BENNETT
Prle.e. $11!11

DB~tes..

~~\'~~~e:n~n£~t~;,!fi~;i a~:!re;~"J." J>~ina~~lc:~f~~~ ESSAY~

Yea., this land to us is the hOly lend,

Books for sale and books wanted to purcha•e. Send
three-cent stamp for new list, just ready. Fine photogTaphs of the" Blbllopole," 25 cents. Address
J. FRANCIS RUGGLES,
Great International Blbllopole
2t34
Bronson, Mich.

A seriea of letters written iu prison.

$66
.
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FROM BEIDND THE BARS.
nver 700

By Col. M. E. BILi,INGS.

HOW WE THINK.

By Spirit M. Faraday.
mugland, Holland, Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland), With
unpublished letters of Volta!rQ and Mme.
Among
the
many subjects treated are: Spirit life the
,
Du Chate!et.
best place In whlcll to study the mlnd.-Th~ mental sur-

Being ten chaptel"!l of Excellent Moral Maxims and Instructions, somewhat after the style of Palll.
Translated wlt:O~ha-;,~'lli~~~~P~~~~;; Messrs. F. V
We bav bathed in the Jordan's sacred tlood,
Price Ten ()ents.
Seen the sepulcher where Jesus lay;
D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth st., N.Y. city.
Many volumes hav been written upon Voltaire, but none
of Its size contains so much Information 1111 this. From It
We hav staod in the Moslem's holy wood,
a
clear
Idea can be obtained of the lmmenee lnl!uence he
Heard pil1>:r1m and prophet and priesteBs pray
SEND FOR
:;g~~~ ~t~nc~~~gge:.::.det:;r'tg~~Jir{:~s:,r,l~l~nJ0~r~~~~
We hav tt·aced the source of the mystic Nile,
to step out of the orthodox paths of thought.
Been borne on the breast oi' the Dsad·Sea waves;
PRICE. PAPER. 75 c~nts; CLOTH, l)1.00.
Rav plucked the shamrock on Erin's isle;
Address D. M. Bennett, 141 8th st., New York.
Yea, stood by ber patriot-martyrs' graves.
From May, 1876 to May, 1882.
We hav trod old England's kingly soil,
The lMr where the lion holds his own,
Still gathering the grain of others' toil,
Grain Ireland in blood and teen's huth sown.
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DOLLAR~
BY

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS
PRICE TEN CENTS.
1).

111. BENNETT,

JESUS.
Conversation In verse between the two great reformers

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Pr1ce,10 cents.

a

D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th street, New York.

ANT I CHRIST."
Proving concluslvly that
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST

H!B birth. life, trial, execution, etc.-Is a myth.
Price, ,2.00.
141 Eighth st., New York.

Lake Pepin Gazette,
SEND TO

ELMINA
FOR THEM.

Like the United States ef America "free and lndi
Wfs~ent.'' W. F, Jamieson, editor and publlsller, Pept

aJ:~~~:rnT~':1~~-:r!V. ~~~~~g~~~~A?~U..~P.t~~~t1ig::!

sa•nt, or sinner will llnd all shades of opinion and evet;
pattern 'Of ®ctrm discussed In Its pagee, tree from uucollt~&ebs~~~f,~J~Mu~/.:'e~&~~~?c~t J~te~p~e;"~~~-- Bampie copies to evel"J'body rree. The firet number w!ll bo
ready In a rew weeki!. Bend at once. Every number will
coataln deacrlpt!ona of t411 beautiful northwest.
~
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THE '_l1RUTH_ SEEKER, SEPTEMtlER 2 9 - 1882.
V"LS. I. and II. NOW READY.

Price $2.00 each.

CAUTION TO SUFFERING INVALIDS! InterrogB,tories to Jehovah.

Aroti~~;Worl~. THE WHNDERFUL ' WILSHNIA!"
BE~ET'l'.

·

A. NEW BOOK BY- ROBERT G.
INGERSOLL,
ENTITLED

Fraudulent ManufactnrerM and Bogus Companies,

INGf RS0ll 0NTAl MAGE,

Editor of THB TRUTH SEEKII:R, author of" A Truth Beeker
In Europe,"" Gods a!ijl Religions of An<;lent and
Modern Times," "TheWorld's Sages, T.lilnk·
ere, and Reformers," 11 Champlons of
the Church," etc.r etc.

BEING

Who, knowing f)f my

W"onderful

FOUR VOLUMES FOR $6.50.

The Most Instruction Cor the Least
Money ot· any Book: ot Travels
yet Written.

S 1ccess

In the CURE OF DISEASE, are now imposing on the public by so-called

In 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an International Congress at Brussels, to whiCh Mr. Bennett was sent
as a delegate. He took the occasion to make the tonr of
Europe, and his observations were embodied In "A Truth
Seeker in Europe" (price, $1.50). The letters were also
publ1Bhed In THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the readers were so
well pleased with them that the proposition was made
that he make the journey around the world, and giv the
world the benefit of a Freethinker's observation•. The
proposition was accepted if the ones dePiring snch a work
would advance live dollars each, the volumes to be dedicated to them. On July SO, 1881, Mr. Bennett began the
journey, sending letters back to be publlshed. T.he work
w11lmake

MAGN·ETIC GARMENTS.

Six Interviews with the IFaJDons Orator
on Six Sermons by the Rev. T. DeWitt
Talmage, or Brooklyn, to which 'is
.added

A TALMAGIAN CATECHISM.
Stenograpll!cally reported by I. NEWTON BADR.
Printed in bold, clear type, on he>wy, tinted paper, and
handsomely bound in muslin, with heaVY boards, beveled
edges, gilt top, Octavo, 44S pages

Price, $2.00.

V/ILSO:rt '
.

The inventor of the

FOUR VOLUMES OF NEARLY 900 PAGES EACH.
The first volume describes Scotland, Ireland, England,
including also an account of the Freethinkers' International Congress at London, in 1881, Holland, tne Netherlands, Germany, Austria., Greece, Turkey. Smyrna,
Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyrout. Baalbec to Damascus.
Vo!nme·II. embraces visits to Damascus, the Sea of Gal·
1lee, Bethsaida, Nazareth, the Dead Sea, the Jordan,
Jerusalem, and other places of interest in Pal•stlne;
Egypt and Egyptian history,aud Egyptian towns, manners,
and customs the pyramids, etc., to Bombay, India.
Volume III. descl'Jbes India, Ceylon. Penang, Binga.
pore, Java, an China.
Vo!nme IV. Japan, the passage across the Pacific, and
the tonr over the American Continent.
There hav been many nooks of travel printed but none
Jike th1B. IT 18 THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND.
Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of seeing everything
going on, and in his nook he has faithfully chronicled the
habits an<1 customs of the di!l'erent people of the many
pisces he visited. The every-day life of all nations is !aid
before the reader by one who has visited them' and beheld them with his own eyea. We feel sure this work is
greatly superior to any account of a journey around the
world we now hav.
ALL THE VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
Which adds greatly to the interest of the work, and with
the close description will present Old-World places in
very fam111ar light.
The volumes separately will be $2. Those sending $6.50
now will get Vola. I. and II. by return m&il and the otners
as soon as issued, which wm be in a few months, or
just as soon as they can be got ready.
Vol. I. or II. mailea on receipt of
~ddress
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th st., New York

BY D.M.BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cents; oloth, 75 cents.

The readers of this paper are cautioned against

Illustrated with fifty cnts, and with ;a steel p!ste engravIng of the author In Vol. I.

BY D. ltl.

Being 3,000 questions propounded t.o his
Jewish Godship upon a gree,t
variety t>f subject.a.

"WILSONIA" MAGNETiq__ CLOTHING,
Can only

Paper Edition t"rom same
plates, $1.00.
·

Those who wlsll to hav Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures on
' Talmaglan Tbeology ," w111 lind them here, in full, to
gether with many other points necessarily excluded by
the limits of a lecture. "The Talmaglan Catechism"
puts n the form of direct question, the plainest and pro.
foundest inquiries of modern doubt, and answers them
according to Talmage and orthodox Christianity. As a
piece of satire, With earnest purpose, this production
stands alone, and in -the literature of Freethought has not
its equal.
Copies mailed to any point, postage free, on receipt or
price.
Address
D. M. BENNETT.
1418th st., New York.

be consulted at

80 COURT ST., BROOKLYN, or

.JUST OU'I'

14: WINTER ST., BOSTON.

DEITY ANALYZED
.&.ND

i

1

HE DEVIL'S DEFENSE.

QOO,OOO persons testify to the Wonderful Cures
effected bv him.

By Col. J'ohn B. Kell!lo, A.M.

WILLIA.M WILSON will not be responsible for any Magnetic
Garments purchased elsewllerc. SEND DIR.EC'r TO "I'HIE IN·
VIBNTOR.

NOTE ADDRESS:

CONSULT!.,·.

WM. WILSON,

80 Court street, Brooklyn.

,2.

N. B.-Friends of pror:re!l8, do not be mi!!Icd by specious state.
ments recklessly publhihed b;r· nnprincipJed per8oiu and circulatt·d
tllrour:b our citie... Note my only addres11,
·

THE RADICAL PULPIT.

80 COURT ST., BROOKLYN.

Comprising discourses of advanced thought hy

O. B. FBOTHINGHA.M and FELIX ADLEB

Full History of "Wilsonia" and its Inventor

two of America's clearest thinkers.
Price, In cloth, :;1.

Next 'Weeki

THREE PAMPHLETS
By J'ohn .E. Burton.
.I.-The Golden Mean in TeJDperance
and Beligion; or, Common Sense In Eat1ng, Drink-

Ing, and Livfng.

_._

TO TRIA.L SUBSCRIBERS

.

D.-The Inspiration or Bible!!.
III.-The Birth and Death of' BeUgions•

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Either of the above pamphlets sent to any addreiiB on
receipt of 10 cents, or the three for 21$ cents.
Addreos
D. ·M. BENNETT,
1<1 Elirbt.h at •• New Yn•Jr

A WEEKLY LIBERAL .JOURNAL
With Jiilxteen large pages, will be !lent
Cor T.HBEE 1ll@NTHS, postage paid,
FOB

Humanity and the Progress of
International Law.

FIFTY

CENTS.

Fnll letters rroJD the Editor, now on a
tour around the world, appear weekly.
An address delivered
'\l'bese alone are worth the price asked.
BY EDWARD SEARING
&ddre1111
D.M. BENNETT,
Of the New York Bar he tore the Society of Humanity
141. .El&'hthst.. New York.
D. M. BENNETT,
l'rtce 25 cents.

141 8th st., New York

Marriage
.

~

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY

AND THE

THB

lliA.NITARY AND PHYSIOLOG·
ICAL LAWS.

Bennett-Mair Discussion.

FOR· THE

BETWEEN

Production or (Jhildren of' Finer HeaUh
and Greater Ability.
D.M. BENNETT and G. l!l, l!I,UR.
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN,

(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

"The virtues of men and women as well aa their vice
may descend to their children."
Price, $1.00. Addresa
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Bth street. N. Y

The l'nllel!lt Discussion yet Pnl)ltshed,
~riving the DogJDas and ()!aims or
Christianity a thorough Ex•
amlnation pro and con.
Price,
AddreBB

THE OCCUlT WORlD.

UlB!gbtblt., !few·:a:ork.

U.GO.
D.M.BENNETT
141 Eighth st .• New York

A.lamonta.da., the Galley-Slave.

BY A.. P. SINNETT.
This book describes many alleged phenomena brought
about through the agency of the so-called Astral Brothers
of .India. Mr. Bennett quoted it at considerable length in
·J!!I• Round.the-World letters and the book has caused
ll'!uch remark wherever it has been circulated.
l'rtce, clotb, fl,
Address
D. M. BENNETL

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. 1\1. BENNETT.
Heavy Plate Paper,

WITHOUT FRAME.

A narrativ, by

Johann Heinrich DanleJ Zschokke.
I
'1

1

Translated from the German by
IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
For sale by Diff·s~::e!n~·.y.
·

raper, 50 eentll; clotb, 7~ centll.
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THIS WORLD.
PUBLISHED EVERY BATURDA Y

By George (Jhainey.
51 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mess.
7 eT11UI $2.00 pe:r annum.
7ht3 World is divided Into three parts.
PAR1Jla!if~~lna the weekly lecture delivered by Georg<·

PART
continued story er ~ Liberal and Ra
character.
PART III~A short story devoted to the educatton
onr children ln.Liberalsentlments and principles.

!I.-A

Send tor a Hample copy.

SING, BRO !HERS, SING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings, to make them lively and interesting.
The LJH¥-RAL HY)tN BooK contains songs by the best poets,
ad!lpted to well known tunes. It Js htghly commended by
llesera. Wakeman, Parton, Wright, Green, Underwood,
Mrs. Slenker, and indeed by all who h"v examined it.
Sent by D. M. Bennett tor 25 centa ~.or f2,li(l 1 c!QIOQ.
lu PiP'r llOVGllh f115 a doHa.

~ •Dr.,.~lfo:a~nE~~~le ~~::J/~.lu~~,.u'~~~~~~~ P~~~!;
~o:!~~:~l~~~;8le~~:rhe!~J~;i~~gh~~~)t.~:a::fa~
~ conuponl!ence at.iictly

co!lfi.denti&l.

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.

~U!~::~;:::: lree;;!~:~'W~!rn~;,;e:~Jl,tS:

1

D:J~!n~d~:f~:t,cU.""!i;oll~~j~c~:!:-onA:;:n=
al.l. ~ Remember no meXiclne 18 &iven. AMJw

lb!

B. B. P. FEI"LOW!I, Vlnelond, New
lll411ro\O Ia ,.,~;oo,-

........... ll!lb

J~,

..

(.1'1-oM t.U .Soutl Gild B.'OfM, N, :r.J :
Amolllr the Buccesaful physicians who haT departed
tram the narrow beaten treek of ortho40lty, we mar raali:
Dr. Fellow•, ot Vlne!snd, N. J. His princtplel are tra.,,
ll1 Qltem b3lle<! upon sc!antll.c fMt.'
[J'rom I~ <Xo.) ~al.
The reputation of Dr. Fellows 1s a 111.ctent to warran

~~s~"~ ~~e'deg~~~a1~0:fo~~c~: ~~i =:.~t ~:~

once. ProerMtlnat1on 11 the t.b.lftt Of tlBI :o.JI!t'! nn.a costa
~~•ltfli rtf • b"-*~J~

IMdJilw..n
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THE TRUTH SEEKER!) SEPTEMBER 2, 1882.
THE

THE SHAKER EYt AND tAR BRAIN and tile BIBLE
To study, experiment, reason, and learn is man's
preroga.tiv, and the more he learns of nature, its
power, a!ld potencies, the less wlll he hav faith In
the marvalous and miraculous. The mysterious
becomes simple and plain when the" causes producin,.- it are understood and comprehended.-lillmina

lJrake !!len ker.
BE thoroughlY persn:J.<led that such an<i such a
doctrin is contained in the Bible. and you will very
likely find it there. and in passB.ges whose authors
were the farthest possible removed from the doctrins; but go in a spirit. of candid inc:l't!ry to this
oracle of contradictions, and the more you search
the more confused and hopeless you be~ome. This
must needs he so, for the Blble is m'l.de up of the
ill-natured compositions of m'l.nV disagreeing
writers, who wrote for times and places. as well as
for mental and moral habitudes, very remote from
those of ours; and ag to tile question of tile chnrcll
in tile ninetaenth century, it is especially at fa•tlt,
from the notorlons fact. that the primitiv Christians
expected the last judgment and the consummation
of all things to come in their own mortal day and
generation.-N. R. Waters.
JESUS therefore said unto them again, Verily,
verily, I say unto you, I am the door of the sheep.
All tha.t came before me are thieves and robbers;
bnt the sheep did not hear them. -John x, 7, 8.
BUT -thou who claim'st the keys of God's own
hP.aven,
And who wou!d'st fain usurp the keys of earthThou,Jeagued with priests and tyrants who hav
given
Their hands and pledged their oath> to blight the
birth
Of thine own children's rights-for scorn and mirth
One day shall stand, thy juggling falsehoods
named,
Thy plots and wiles unmasked, thy heaven-high
titles shamed 1

-The Chura!;, by a. P. (}ranch

I TIDNK every one, according to which way
providence has p1aced hlm in, is bound to labor for
the public good, or else he has not right to eat.Locke. If any man will not work, neiLher let him
eat.-St. Paul.
"LET in more ligllti"-Last words of Goethe.
EXAMPLES of ingratitude check and disconragP.
voluntary benellcence; and in this the mischief of
ingratitude consists. Nor is the mischief small;
for after all is done that can be done toward providing for th'> public happiness, by prescribing
rules of justice and enforcing the observation of
them by penalties or compulsion; much must be
left to these offices of kindness, which men remain
at liberty to exert or withhold. Now not only the
choice of the object•, bnt the q•1antitv and even the
existence of this sort of kindness in the world, de·
pends, in a great measure, upon the return it receives; and this is a consideration of general
importauce.-Paley's Moral and Political Philosophy
INGRATITUDE is a Vice Of·bUCh enOrmity that the
most protligate man would be ashamed to acknowledge himself guilty of. "8i ingratum dixeris
omnia dixeris." If you call a man nnl:tl"atefnl, you
ba v called him everything that is base; you need
say nothing more. The ungrateful man is an
enemy to the human race, for his conduct tends to
discourage beneficence.-Dr. James Beattie.
BLOW, blow, thou winter wind
Thou art not so unkind
.As man's ingratitude;
Thy tooth is not so keen,
Because thou art not seen,
Although thy breath be rude.
Freeze, freeze, thou bitter sky,
That dost not bite so nigh
As benefits forgot;
Though thou the waters warp,
Thy sting is not so sharp
As friend remembered not.
-Shak1pere's As You Like It
MR. LOCKE was asked how he had contrived to
a mine of knowledge so rich, yet so
extensiv and so deep. He replied that he attrlb_
nted what little he knew to the not having been
ashamed to ask for information; and to the rnle ho
had laid down of conversing with all descriptions
of men on t!J.ose topics chiefly that formed their
own peculiar professions or pursu!•s -Colton's
a~.cumulate

Lacon.

'

BALSAM

"You advertise that t.here is a :tin" stream of
water on the place, but I <ton't see it," remarked a
stranger who wanted to rent the plilce. The landlord said: "Just work that pump handle a little,
and you will see a fine stream of water. You don't
expect to hav the Nlagara Falls on a plg,ce for $15
a month, do· you ?"

The Busts of
PAINE and VOLTAIRE.
CLARK MILLS.
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BIBLE -WHEN OE AND WHAT?
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I
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"Ouev':~!~~~illion

ChristianReligion,

stolen by Wi'yam Josephus.

Wltlt a preface by
Robert G. ingersoll.
•· This book written by a brave and bon est man, Is ftllo d
with brave and honest thoughts. The arguments 1t
presents cannot be answered by all the theologians In
the world 1"-R. G. Ingersoll.
Price, $1.50.
For sale at this ofi!ce,

Wanted,
In a Liberal family or school a position a teacher of

English branch6s and J>rt, or a good situation a• houseke• per r governness, by a iadX thirty-five years old, wl·h

~i~t~~e~;';,"eg~;i~:C\:'eer Ya~~tg1,sek;~~e~~~~th~:s h:gw1?.:'.~

all her property through the k>ravery of s··me very pious
pevple. Best cf rererence. Address M. M., care ot l'DN
rrRU'fB SEXI<&R.

HISTORY·
OF THE

Ea I"s now gwiner cut it right open, en you sha'n't
hav nary bite,
Fuh a boy who'll steal waterm!lllons-en dat in de
NATirnE never did betray
day's broad l!ghtThe heart that loved her. . • . Therefore let the Ain't-Lawdy I it's green! Mirandyl Mirandyl
moon
come on wi' dat switch I
Shine on thee in thy solitary walk;
Well, stealit>.' a g-r-e-e-n watermillion 1 Who ever
And let the misty mountain winds be free
yeered tell er des sich 1
To blow against thee; and in after years,
When these wlld ecstasies shall be matured
Can't tell w'en dey's ripe? W'y, you thump um,
Into a sober pleasure, when thy mind
en w• en dey go pauk dey is green;
Shall be a mansion for all lovely forms,
But w'eu dey go punk, now you mine me, dey's
Thy memory be ae a dwellin!'-place
ripe-en dat's des wut 1 mean.
For all such sounds and harmonies; oh 1 then,
En nex' time you hook watermillions -you heered
If solitude, or fear, or pain, or grief
me, you lgn'ant, you hunk,
Should be thy portion, witb. what healing thoughts Ef you do' want" ticklin' all over, be sho dat dey
Of tender joy wilt thou remember me
allers gO" punk!"
And share my exhortations 1
- Wordeworth.
-Harrison Robertson, in Harper'' Monthly.

CHRR~-TIAN

RiiLiCION
·

TO A.D.200.
By CHA.RLES B. W A.lTE, A.M.

Verdict of European Scholars.
The president of the society Is Prof. Gustav Volkmar, one

~e ft~~ofirj~~~?-!i~aJ :a~o~a::a~~n~~~.~~~¥?;·8~~~~~~ ¥fn~,e~!~

Evangelien " (" Sources of Our Gospels"], etc., etc.

He

~t~¥f~1~~is~y .N,.~~ t~~~t~<;,~W:~~~!~~:ff~~~;:fl:~:~~~

lu the state college at Zurich.
Prof. Volkmar writes to the author of "l'he History of
t-he Christian Religion," lucloslng the ofi!clal letter of the
society, In which Pfarrer Kupf •rscbmidt, the secretary,
8

~.~~~ the name of the Society of Critical Historlcbl The-

~/,~gfet1:rari?~~~~~~'lfe~t!ac~:~f.tM~:/ew.JWgs;J~~

Interest did we ncelv.e Information of your book, • Hl•tory of the Christian Religion to the Year T"l\ o Hun.
eughly examined the work, and has made to us a report

dred.' One of our members, Herr Kappeler, has thor..

g?~~';;~W~~'\~ti:'e~g£~e~a'f1:~;e sftbl~c~r':,~.~o~~!:~t'i~

enter into a crltlc,sm of your sclentltlc work. It Is fonne
to r.ommunlcate to you that the whole society Is rejoiced
that that department of theology In which we are spe.
clally engaged hns found In America so able a representa..

~;itt~~ ~~E~~~~~~c;Mi'~hti'~~!;Fnh J'!'::';;>l\'~~~~tt~~ t~~~

!lglou, such as we hav found ln. your admirable book,
pfaces theology In accord with science; while, differently
treat~d,

It sometimes appears in contradiction to it."

The authOr has also rcce.lved congratulator]l; letters

~~~::: ~~~ ~¥tfu>~ ~£t~o~Po~r~ai~~ab~~~g{g~le~n.:'~:~ng,

Holland, and others. One of these, Dt. I. Hooykaasl says,
" With great and thank!ulsurpr!se I received your etter
with a copy of your valuable history."
One of the most favorable reviews of the history was
made bY the learned Norwegian, Bjornstje:rne Bjornson.
Price, $2.25.
Address, D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st. New York.

OBIGIN OF LIFE:
OR,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
Th~ evolution of the spirit from matter through or""nlc processes; or, how the spirit body fiows.
{h~0df~~~f~ng;;re~J~ t~~e~W~8'}: :. W'.A.m~"f!e~c~~:
~land. Price 10 cents. Bold at this office.

SCffiNCE AND THEfJLOGY
Ancient and Modern.
By J.ll.MES ANTHONY FBOlJDE.
Prtoe, 25 ceDm.

Hum pin ey-llenuett Discus8ion.
A debate on Cl.irlstlanity and Inftdellty. between D. M.
BeWJatt at<d Rev. G H. Humphrey. 55U pages. Price $.1.
''Truth wears no mask; bows at no human shrine.

Let no man fear corruption f! om her teaching, though
new; neither expect good from error. though long
believed."

FU.EE BOOR§ FOR THE SICK.
Containing nearly 100 pages, In pamphlet f01"111; shGWs
how Chronic Diseases can be positively cured by an original oystem of practice. It contains valuable and suggestlv notes on· uearly all the chronic Ills to which tlie
unman family Is subject, besides lllustratlv cases, and w1ll
,,6 sent by mall to anyone sendinH their addrel!i and a
thre.,.cent st.~m-8{4'&~1. ¥'\Hfl'~u~li:ISHING co .•
129 East 28th st., New York.

THE PYRAMID OF GIZEH.
TheRelationof Ancient.Bgyptian Civilization to the Hebrew Narrativs
in Genesis and Exodus, and
the Relativ Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered.
By VAN Bll'REN DENSLOW, LL.D.
Price. 25 cents.

BOOKS BY M. B .\BCOCK.
'Vhy Don't God Ii:IU the Devil? 25 cents.
s 111,er.,tition; the Relig•on otBelieve or

BY

En wut you s'posen B1··er Bascom, yo' teacher at
Sunday-school.
'Ud say ef he knowed how yon's broke de good
Lord,'s Gol'n Rule?
Boy, whah's de raisin' I giv you? Is you bonn' fur
ter be a black villiou ?
l's s'prised data clllle e1· yo• mammy 'nd steal any
man's waterm!llion I ·

!liental Scien<>e

Theolo~y.

By Ed;-ar CJ. BeaU,

The Theosophist,

1·

WHoEVER improves his own natm·e improves
the universe, of which he is a part. He who strives
to subdue his evll passions, vile remnants of the
old four-footed life, and who cultivates the social
affections, he who endeavors to better his condition
and to make his children wiser and happier than
himself, whatever may be his motive, he will not
hav lived in vain. But if he act tlms, not from
mere prudence, not in the vain hope of being rewarded in another world, but from a pure sense of
duty, as a citizen of nature, as a p!l.triot of the
planet on whicll he dwells, then our philosophy,
which once appeared to him so cold and Chilerless,
will become a religion of the heart and will elevate
him to the skies; the virtues which were once for
him mere abstract terms will become endowed
with life, and will hover round him like guardian
angels, converSing with him in his solitude, consoling him in his afilict!ous, teaching him how to
liv and how to die.- Reade's Martyrdom of Man.

and

ing, or u roaring" of the eare, as well ns overstrained and

weak eyes. are Immediately Improved by Its use. Inflammations and all ophthalmic dlfi!cu1tles re..:ulatcd.
SO cents per oox.
Address
G. A. LO:MA.S,
Shakers. N. Y.
A RATHER elderly darkey was inquidng of a S5tf.
policeman if he knew anything of his son Pete.
Tile policeman replied that there was a young
darkey in the Jock-up for breaking up a meeting
with ~n ax-handle. "Dat's him! Dat's my chile
Pete I" exclaimed the overjoyed parent. •• He tole
me he was gwine to 'muse hisself."
By the celebrated sculptor
HOW THEY .LOOKED.
On the Jefferson avenue line the other day a man
with an umbrella and a woman with a basket were
the only occupants of a car for sever~J blocks. The
$1.50 each.
Price,
man not only stared at lter, but rested his umbrella
.D. M. BENNETT,
Address
on his c ~in and took a long look. She was at first
141 8th street. New York
n<lrvous, then vexed, anrt by and by she cried out:
"Why do you stare at me in this rude manner 1"
"I am not staring at you to be rude, madam, but
simply to study you."
. "Well, I want you to stop it.
·
" Certainly, madam; but I assure you that I was
A Mon tls ly .J onrnal,
regarding you in the light of a piece of statuary."
"That's all right, sir, and I h"-v been regarding Doooted to Science, Oriental Philosophy, P:;yyou in the light of a baboon: but we'll both quit
clwlogy, Lite1·ature, and .th·t.
regarding, or one of us wlll walk the rest of the
conducted by
way home!"
Madatne Blavat:;ky,
He turned his head and regarded the back end of Under the ausf.lces of the Theosophical society. This
the horse in the l!ght of a beautiful landsc.ape, but newI successfu , and famous monthly magazine, the cheapit really didn't seem to satisfy his artistic longings. :;r1 ~~~ 1 !c~l~eg~e cYicui~:io~~t\.J~!~~';i'nfd!~ !~J
.
.
lin Europe, America, the Austrslaslan Colonies, North
JIM: WEBSTER lB one of the moat uprrght negroes and south Africa, China, Ceylon, Burmah, and the Perin Austin, and yet he is peculiar. Rot long slnce s~~~~~~ is a tone of elegance and scholarship about th•
be brought a large package of coffee. to the store Of wllole of this perlo·licol, which aim ··Pt leads Eur'peens
a while neighbor, and said:
to envY It . , . . The 'lheosophist Ia rapidly increasing
•• I b
ht d" o"""e •t d to
bu
H • hki 1
. Its merits as a first-class lltenuv organ. . . • . We
oug
ISC .u· e., es reo ...~r. oc
nsjmaTvelatthebeauty•ndll.ecuTacywlth whlch'hemf.ga..
au' I jes know he has cheated me outen more dan a i zlne Is edited."-Public Opinian (London).
whole pound in de weight. I j~s kin feel de light-!
-ness. Dar •hor1ld be ten pound•, an' I'se sho dar's · PUBLISHED AT BREACH CANDY, BOMBAY INDIA.
not more 'an eight pounds. H1l fixed his scales to
Subscrl"pt!on, .£1 per annum, poat free.
cheat poor cullud folks what ain't got no sense."
Post-ofi!ce Orders to" The Proprietors of the Ttumsophist"
The White neighbor took the package, and, ll.fter
at the abuve &ddress.
weiglling it carefully on his scales, said:
The
Champions
of the Church;
"Yon _are mBtakeu, Jim, he h'1S given :vou a
pound and a half too much. There are eleven and
Their Crimes and Persecutions.
a half pounds in the package instead of ten."
Blo~phlcal sketcl:les of prominent Chrtstlan~ who dl';
"Yer don't say so, bOS31 I was so Sartin dat he' ~~~~"By 'il~~~~~im!tew:o~Will ~"~~'b:~:~A'; r:agtt"er
was gibben me light weight dat, unbeknownst to : U; morocco, gllt edges. U.50.
him, jes to get eben, I lifted otf de shelf a pair ob j
·
fine boots, wntf $6, t<>.r balance der account,"
ECCE DI.ABOLUS
"Well, now yon see that he hasn't cheated you;
'
I suppose you will do what is right 1"
, in which the worship of Yahweh, or Jehovah.
"You bet I will, b033. l'se gwiue right back ter 'is shown to be deVil-worship, with some ob
dat store ter do what am right."
I servations unon the horrible and cruel ordi
" A.re you going to return, the boots 1"'
\ nance of blo~dy sacrifice and bu..rnt-offerings.
"No, boss. I can't atrord to make any such sacri-;
fices as.dat. l'ae a poor nigger, ef I is honest. I 'I By the VEBW REV: EWA.N n.ll.VJES,LL.D •.
can't afford to make anybody a present ob sich a
Arch-Druid of Great Britain.
Price. 2.~ cents.
high-priced pair ob boots, but I'm gwiue tergib
himbackdatextrapoundand a half on coffee. I
Please Order them of Elmina.
admire liberality, I does, an' from now on l'se
gWineto do au mytradin' with him, now dat be ;;,~~~Pf.~~~~~~,;~~~e;erg 1~~~~~ac~?;hyJg~r~~~~;~~~~~~~~
has worked hisself inter my confidence He shant . T(lese three are Infidel romances "Stud!J:ng the Btule,"
lose nufiln by my honesty ef I kin help it."
i {g ~~~~~· e~g~~~~~~rc'~~l~~f6 ~~~',:!,"~'fre:Tt~dJfnfs~:i 1i~
II cents; and a.ny otll4'-r L\bbi al book :rvu may want at pub·
KEN TUCKY l'HILOSOP HY •
!Iaber's prices. Addre,s ·ELMTh A D. SLENKER,
Yon Wi'yam, come 'ere, sail, dis inatunce. Wu' dat \ llm33
Snowville, Pulaski c·ounty, Va.
you got under dat box !
I do' want no foolin'-yon hear me! Wut yon say?
THE ·
Ain't nu'h'n but rocks ?
'Peahs ter me yon's owdashns p'tickler. S'posin• ,
dey's uv a new kine.
· 1
BY
I'll des take a lOOk at dem rocks. Hi yi I der you 1
B W
b
k D D LL B
think dat l's bline !
Richard • est roo , • .,
• .,
.
.
.
A theologian of high dPgree, and a counsellOJ"
I calls dat a plam watermrllion, you scamp, en I
1a
d in th law on the origin and
know whah it growed;
e rne
e
,
,
It come from de Jimmerson cawn fiel', dah on ter.
character of the B,ble.
side er de road.
I The author, though possessing all the prerorctlvs of a
Yon stole it, you rascal-you stole it I I watched , ~iif.!f~sf.iPa':.~"if~~~~ t~l~ee~d~~,Ji~~~ a.J.~l 1~ ~~~~~~
you fum down in de lot,
' Independent of ecclestastlca1supervlslon and censure.
En time I gits th'ongh Wid you, nigger, you won't . fr~fi~ wg:~~~~si~fre~~&erw: 1boa"nkJ, 0 ~~a~ ~~bi~ec~':a~
eb'n be a grease spot!
I source of dJgmatlc theology 1 are treated fearlessly In the
' light of history, philosophy, and comparatlv relfgions. It
I'll fix you. Mirandy I Mirandy I go cut me a hick'ry Is Impossible to glv even a condensed statement of what
-make •aee 1
. Is Itself a marvelous condensation.
t WHOLE LIBRARIES ARE HERE CONCENTRATED
En cut me de toughe3' and keenes' you c'n fine •
INTO ONE LITTLE .BOOK.
auywhar on de place.
The author's conclusions are, of course, against the sn·
I'll larn yon, Mt·. Wi'yam Joe Vetters, ter steal en' pernatural origin and Infallibility of the BIIJ!e, while the
·nner
. dogmas of t~e ilomin~nt theology are shown to be priestly
t er lie 'you yo Un"
o BI
'
1 perversions of the ancient mythologies.
Disgracin' yer ole Cnrist.i"n mammy, en makin' ; The principles of u.tural reltglon are ably stated, and
.
'
di
1
·
' the claims of true morality are warm1y adqocat,•d.
h er 1eave co Ok m
nner
The strong commendations of the secular prass show
that Js jnst the book for these times of agitation ·and
Now ain't you ashamed e1e you'se'f, sur 1 I is. l's "revision."
'shamed you·s my son I
Printed In good type and bound In cloth. Price ~1.
En de holy accorjin angel he's 'shamed er wut you. Address D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth st. New Yo k
hasdone;
En he's took It down up yander, in coal-black, .
.
THE'
blood-red letters,
1
•

OR,

~'he Contlict between

Is proving to hundreds the most c!llcaa.lous remedy for
oU deleterious affect! ns. Falling sight, dullness ef hear-

Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
.Tudge .J"EREltiiAI-! §. BLAV.K,
·Pro:f, GEORGE P. FhHER.
The only Complete and Authorized
Edition.

b~~:~c~~i C:f.<gr:".iobns.

25 ceuts.
The noaring· Lion on tile ·r•·ack. 15 cents.
The above books are having a big run. They are full of
fire, life, and solid facts; and are oacked by hosts of teatlmonlals from tbe most ew~~':flJi:~~~~\'J~NNETT,

"JUST LET ME SHOW YOU"
:OR- :l"OOTJ;:l'S

This very remarkable series of papers appeared at ln.
tervals In the North American Review. and awakened the
profoundest Interest with the press and public. Their
appearance In pamphlet form Is in response to 1nnumel'·
able requests from all parts of the country.
Price,
liO cents.
Orde1"8 should be given Immediately. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th street, N. Y.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
BIBLE.
TreatIn npon the godl! of the semitic nations, including
1ehovab, Satan. the Holy Ghost, the VIrgin Mary,

I Allah
I'

1

0

t~d, ~~t ~~~:· ~ get~~~~~~~~g~;:o~:c~1~';. i~~·:~'::t

cl:ssGod. By D. M. Bennett. BBS Jarse pqes. E'aper
covers.60 eents: ciotll·&l.

E:and-:B~ok of Health

Hinta

AlifD READY RECIPES.
Worth $26. Cost 26c
Jly tho o.uthor of

ecPLA!N

H071!ETALK'' AND '':M'EDIOAL
COMMON SENSE."

PAGES
and

nbout Daily llabltll
or Common AU..
for ever1

llcfcrcnc~:~

chnptcrc n11 H~·g!en3
Sense on Cummon
Mco.aures, How to
Kuo.ck!! Worth
rillrslng tha
Pregnant

Private

phyi!IICfana

~~~:r.:.:n~;x;~;~l'i'Jr,~"p:A.<r&lii~ WA~T~~n,_

D. u. B~a"ftoett, Ulllillhtlll~reet. New Yorsli

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Entered at tho Post-Of6co at Ne.r York, N.Y., as Second-class Matter.

Vol. 9. No. 36 . {

PUBLISaED WEEKLY l
BY n. u. BENNE'i.'T.
)

expelled.
peals.

Ne-w- York, Saturday.

~eptember

9, 1882.

{

SCIENCE HALL, 141 Sth St.,
NEAR BROADWAY.

t 111>
S<11' 3 -pe1' year.

The case will go to the court of ap- offend the eye between Glengariff and Killarney. Not one decent home, not one comfort"THosE people," said the pastor, solemnly, able, tidy dwelling, not one cleanly, well-fed,
THE old-fashioned preacher used to claim after giving out his text, "who are either too neat. human being did he see. Troops of sad,
TuG WILSON, the pugilist, has gone back to
that he had a call to preach. pe modern poor or too stingy to afford fly screens at home, wan, starved children nearly naked, smeared to
preachers must hear the .sound of the salary are perfectly welcome to sleep in this church the eyes with dirt and ashes, followed him mile England.
THE number of immigrants arriving at Castle
before he can regard the call.
every Sunday morning." A.nd then he went after mile plaintivly wailing, "A. penny if ye
Garden is falling off.
sur."
Men
and
women
with
the
dull,
plaze,
but
he
preached
to
the
on
with
his
sermon,
HE who doth preach in that grand church
wide-awakest congregation a good man ever deaQ. ext •ression of despair in their eyes, waded
MAINE is indulging in highwaymen who rob
Beneath that lofty steeple,
out to gaze upon him from their cabins and summer visitors to the state.
d®wn upon. ·
looked
Oft preaches less unto the Lord,
holes in the ground, or between the rocks, litThan for.the ears of people.
JAY GoULD controls $20,000,000 corporate
RECENT geological investigations are thought erally ankle deep in mud, and clad in such tatTN Arkansas some of the preachers save the to establish the fact that the eastern part of tered tatters tlilat Laz~rus was attired in princely ca.pital and 42,000 employees in Missouri alone.
counterfeit money which pious people deposit Kansas, a part of Nebraska, southern Iowa, robes in comparison. Deer stood in the fields
THE politicians pretend to expect that there
in the contribution boxes, and give it to tramps. and northern Missouri were once covered by a and birds sat upon the trees, fearless of man,
will be changes in the president's cabinet soon.
"The poor ye hav with you always."
fresh-water lake which received numerous riv- for no Irishman is permitted to hav a gun or to
EDISoN's electric light is at last in working
ers and smaller streams from the outlying touch bird or beast, even though his family
AusTRIAN astronomers now claim to possess
regions, the turbid waters of which depdsited a starve before his eyes. In the whole long ride order, and many large buildings are being illuthe largest refracting telescope in .the worldsediment varying from 150 to a few feet in of fifty-four miles he never saw a dog; and he minated by it.
that lately completed at Vienna. The length
THE British rifle team hav arrived. The indepth.
exclaims,~· Think of a people too poor to keep
of this instrument is thirty-three feet and six
ternational match will take place September
a
dog
I"
inches.
A. sUIT of interest to people of prayer is
14th and 15th.
MR. ANTHONY CoMsToCK is said to hav been
A. Pmi..A.DELPHI.A. clergyman finds no good in threatened at Morris, Conn. A. good widow,
THERE is not room in the city public schools,
noted
for
her
faith
in
prayer,
was
who
was
badly euchered in Brooklyn the other day.
·the circus. Yet the lemonade is on the regular
which
opened on the 1st, for all the pupils who
by
an
unregenerate
man
if
offered
ten
dollars
Keen
in
his
scent
for
improper
doings,
he
Sunday-school picnic sty!~:>, and the show isn't
up to the program. It must be the introduc- she would only fetch rain in three days. The "lighted'' upon a person who announced by desired to attend.
next evening it sprinkled lightly, and the widow private and confidential circular that he had
tion of animals that he objects to.
THE polit.ical campaign in Maine is very lively.
presented her bill. But ihe man claimed that. some " rare and spicy books " to sell. This So far the Fusionists seem to be ahead in popu·DR. SIEMENS calculates that the present an- the rain wasn't of contract amount, and refused
was enough for Comstock. Every fiber in his larity with the people.
nual yield of all the coal mines of the earth to pay. The widow has brought a suit.
body throbbed with indignation. No such
would suffice to keep up the fire of the sun, at
ANoTHER speck of war is seen by the fact that
thing
could be permitted while he remained
THERE
is
a
good
deal
of
illusion
about
the
its present intensity of light and heat, for about
Turkish and Greek troops fought last week on
his
society
still
escaped
bankabove
ground
or
rise of the Nile. It seems to be thought that
the iorty-millionth part of a second.
the Thessalian frontier.
for a few weeks the delta and the valley ~f the ruptcy. He explored the post-office. Refound
IN a Deadwood church the other day the
THE British in Egypt are being reinforced.
out
the
author
of
the
circular
was
doing
a
Nile are a lake, and then that they are a muddy
large congregation were devoutly kneeling in
swamp. The water of the Nile flows into flourishing business, letters poured into his Not much fighing has bePn done yet, and the
prayer, when an irreverent joker-quite audibly
canals; from thence it is pumped every morn- lock-box daily, and many of them contained situation is apparently unchanged.
whispered, "Here comes an Eastern detectiv."
remittances. Finally a copy of one of the
THE striking iron workers held a meeting last
In seventeen seconds all of that congregation, ing, as long as the rise lasts, into small rills " spicy " bo_oks was secured by strategy. It
which permeate the fields, which are thus irri:
Monday and unanimously voted to continue the
including the chit,f"elder, had slid through the
gated every morning. The water evaporates proved to be made up of clippings from the strike, many members of the union pledging
windows.
every day, leaving in the evening dry mud. " funny " columns of the daily newspapers- what property they had to assist the destitute.
THE dishonesty of the Christians of Phila- Thus, except in some low-lying districts, there the wit and wisdom of the professional pa.radelphia is evinced in carrying out the will of never is an expanse of water or mud.
ABoUT thirty thousand workingmen paraded
graphists, who, as a general rule, are good
Stephen Girard, who expressly stipulated that
fellows-somewhat given, it is true, to the say- the streets of this city last Tuesday, and in the
A.N exceptionably sensible bishop is the ing of saucy things, and, es.Pecially if th~y afternoon and evening held a picnic at Elm
no theological instruction should be given
in the college he founded; but so wholly is this bishop of Melbourne, A.ustralra, who, when come from Jersey, bite like one of their own Park. Many business houses were obliged to
disregarded, it is as thoroughly a theological lately asked by some zealous teetotalers in the giganLic musketoes. But there was nothiog to close on account of the absence of ti:teir men.
diocese to denounce publicly the moderate use cause a blush upon the fairest cheek in all that
school as any in the country.
CoAL is likely to' be high-priced this winter·
of spirituous liquors and tobacco, without any
IT is the opinion of the most experienced hesitation avowed his liberty of action on these Comstock found, and he had his labor for his It seems to be a constant effort on the part of
health authorities in London that the poorer points, even though a prelate. "I walk," said pains. But the pains were severe.-Commercial the monopolists to make livi11g dear and wages
classes of Jews are naturally long lived, and he, " my twenty miles a day, for the good of Advertiser.
cheap. It was such a course steadily followed
that the dietary and other sanitary regulations others, and when tired out I take my glass of
STILL ANoTHER !-The following is a special for years that led to the French revolution.
prescribed by their religion enable them w bat- wine and smoke my pipe of peace." Simi- dispatch by a Baltimore, Md., correspondent to
THE grossness of the Salvation A.rmy is extle for a considerable time against unhealthy larly he refused to denounce the theater indis- the New York Herald:" Quite a sensation
citing disgust in the more sensible portion of the
surroundings.
criminately ; aud when recentiy a deputation was created here to-day (Aug. 30th) by the an- English church people. Locking young men
IT is asserted that prohibition was carried in requested him to use the prayer for rain, he nouncement that Rev. Charies Bentley, an and women up together for an all-night religious
Iowa through the efforts of the women. They told them plainly that it would be not only ab- evangelist, who has been attracting immense spree is not c1nduciv to morality any more
organized associations in nearly every county, surd but useless to use such a prayer, as the congregations, had fallen from grace and \\ ould than a Methodist camp·meeting.
and, by diligent and importunate appeals to laws of nature and the causes that control the be compelled to aband<>n his ministerial work.
THERE is considerable rioting in Dublin,
individual voters, induced a large proportion of weather are irrevocably fixed and cannot be Bentley has been assisted in his religious work
those who were languidly opposed to the prop- changed by prayers. Instead of praying for by Rev. A.. D. Jones. Both boarded at the and several constables hav been injured. A.
osition to support it at the polls.
rain, he recommended judicious irrigation to the house of a highly respectable family in South gunboat lies ready to shell the city. Five thouBaltimore, and the members of the household sand soldiers are quartered h and around the
A. REAL·ESTATE dealer advertises in a Dakota petitioners.
place, and hav been and will be used to quPll
newspaper: " I can be found either .at the Gold
SIR JoHN LunnocK's opinion confirms or in- were soon among the most devout aml zealous disturbances which the police cannot subdue.
at
the
revivals.
One
of
them,
a
attendants
Mine playing 'freeze out,' at Mitchell's Ex dorses the conclusion long since put forth by
THE subscribers to the Irish skirmishing fund
change betting on the age of ' old hosses ' some of the most eminent astronomers, namely, young lady, quite pretty, who had been marwith Brown, or at my residence on Oak street that there are now in the solar system, or firma- ried but deserted by her husband, was a regu- are suspicious of the honesty and the intentions
reading the scriptures." In which way was ment, many dark bodies-that is, bodies which lar attendant, and frequently accompanied Mr. of the men holding the money, and want an achis time most uselessly expended?
now emit no light, or comparativly little. He Bentley to and from the church. They became counting, which they cannot get. A. new fund
great friends, aml it was soon whispered around has been started, which will probably benefit
THoMAS MozLEY recently wrote "of Herbert points out, for example, that in the case of that their friendship would result in a matrinobody so much as the committee that receives
Procyon
the
existence
of
an
invisible
body
is.
Spencer's system of philosophy as filling " sevmonial match. Some months ago the young it. It is co~rtain that Gladstone will not resign
demonstrated
by
the
movement
of
the
visible
eral yards of shelf in most public libraries."
evangelist left the city to convert souls in other
The author, apparently shocked by the inac- star. Another illustration which he cites relates places. -The young lady then became discon· on account of it.
by
A.lgow,
to
the
notable
phenomena
presented
MR, BR.ADLAUGH has issued a notification to
curacy of the statement, wrote a note declaring
solate and frequently was discovered by her
that less than two feet was the actual space the bright star in the Head of Medusa. This friends weeping bitterly. About a month ago his friends throughout England requesting them
covered by his thirty years of philosophical star shines without change for two days and however, the preachers returned to renew their to bring all possible pre~sure to bear upon memthirteen hours; then, in three hours and a
bers nf Parliament during the recess with rework.
half, dwindles from a star of the second to one religious work, and were morll saccessful than spect to the'· constitutional question of NorthA. LAWSUIT at Andover, Vt., involves indi- of the fourth magnitude; and then, in another ever. Nightly the mourner's bench was filled
ampton," in view of the possibility of bringing
rectly the right of a public school teacher to three and a half hours, resumes its original with sinners anxious to giv their hearts to God. forwa1 d the matter during the autumn sitting,
read the Bible in scb,ool. Farmer Hazelton bJilliancy. According to the view entertained A. few days ago the youug lady to whom Bent- when he intends to make another effort to take
didn't want his children to hear the scriptures, by Prof. Lubbock, these changes must be re- ley had been so devoted in his attention became
his seat.
and so the prudential committee arranged with garded as indicating the presence of an opaque a mother, greatly to the astonishment of her
JoE CooK was thrown from an upper to a
the teacher to hav devotional exercises a few body, which intercepts at regular intervals a parents, who had no knowledge whatsoever of
their only daughter's shame. In reply to :m lowPr deck of a steamboat on his voyage from
minutes before school opened each morning, part of the light emitted by A.lgow.
inquiry the poor girl acknowledged that Rev. Japan to Sydney, hurting his ribs so badly he
attendance being optional with the pupils.
A.
sAD
picture
of
life
in
Ireland
is
drawn
by
Mr. Bentley was the father of her child. The was obliged to be put in charge of the ship's
Hazelton informed the committee of his intention to stop the religious exercises entirely. a correspondeut of the Springfield Repu1Jliean. parents, who were greatly incensed over their surgeon. Providence did not take care of him
With that end in view, he instructed his chil- He declares that no one can conceive how disgrace, sent for Bentley and demanded sat- so well as of the Infidel voyager, but his friends
dren to attend them, and to get up and leave wretchedly poor and destitute human beings isfaction. He accordingly confessed his guilt. will no doubt be gratified to learn that his induring the reading without the consent of the can be and liv until he has ridden by cabin and The affair has caused a flutter in social and re- juries are not severe enough to prevent his lying
as vociferously as ever.
teacher. This was done, and the children were crib and all the nameless shifts for shelter that ligious circles.
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once the capital of. Japan, from the last of the
twelfth to the middle of the fifteenth century. Here
was laid the foundation of that peculiar system of
government by the military Qlasl'l, the shoguns, which
prevailed up to 1868. The city one~ covered the
plain for miles around, but after being the scene of
much warfare and civil contention on the part of the
shoguns and big military bodies, it was destroyed
by fire and unusual tidal waves from the ocean, which
is not far away, and this was four hundred and forty
years ago. It was partially rebuilt, and again burnt
in 1526. But small fragments of the city are now
left, and they are scattered here and there over the
old site. It is a noted locality on account of its
bloody historical associations. The temples still
remain in the vicinity. The first came to was a
Shinto temple, erected fourteen years ago in memory
of the unfortunate prince Oto-no-miya, who was
banished to Kamakura in the seventeenth century,
imprisoned in a cavern, and afterward put to death
by order of the ill-advised mikado's brother, Tadayoshi. The courtyard of the temple is planted with the
beautiful wild cherry-trees for which Japan is greatly
noted. Early in April they present a rich and lovely
appearance, but unfortunately for me I am two or
three weeks too late to witness the bloom. The
chapel is built of unpainted wood in pure Shinto
styl:e, and is thatched with grass. Behind is the cave
where the prince was imprisoned, eighteen feet in
diameter and fifteen feet in bight, the roof being on
a level with the top of the steps recently built at the
entrance. There are tombs of dead mikados and
shoguns on the elevations or hills in the close vicinity, but I will not take the time to give their history.

THE D.A.I·BUTSU.

After' looking as much as I could at the several
other temples, we moved on toward tP.e village of
Rase, along northeastward on the plain, hai:dlv two
Japan.-.!. Visit·to the Mountains Continued.
miles
away, and near which stands the celebrated
JAPANESE FOOD
large bronze statue of Buddha called the Dai-Butsu.
Is a subject which Miss Bird took not a little pains
The towering head is to be seen up among the treeto inquire into, and, being a woman, she naturally
tops as it is approached. It is one of the most noted
easily learned the modes of cooking and combining.
of the images of the kind in Japan. A temple stood
She remarks that the range of Japanese eatables is
on the site as early as the· eighth century, though the
almost unlimited, though rice, millet, and salt fish
image is believed to be of a much later date. Its
constitute the staples with the poorer classes. Over
age and origin are somewhat involved in doubt. There
ninety kinds of sea and river fish are used, which are
cannot, however, be any question but that it is a very
boiled, broiled, and eaten raw-from steaks of bonito
large and fine image. Tradition has it that after the
and whale aown to a minute species, not larger
construction of a similar statue at Nara, the mikado
than our minnows. Salmon, cuttle-fish, sea-slugs,
Yoritomo wished to have a similar one in his own
etc., are either dried or eaten raw. Eels and
capital, but died before he was able to put his plan
other dainties are served with Boy (sho-yu), the
into execution. One of the ladies of his court undergreat Japanese sauce, of a dark-brown color, made
took to collect funds for the purpol!le, and in the
from fermented wheat and beans, with salt and vineyear 1252 it was cast by a skilful artist, one Go-rogar, with a little sake sometimes added to impart
ye-men. History speaks of two such images. The
flavor. More than a dozen kinds of shellfish are
first, :1. wooden one, was planned by a priest named
used, including clams, oysters, cockles, etc.
Jo-ko, who collected money for it far and wide
Cranes and storks are luxuries with the rich, and
amongst all classes, and in 1228, in less than two
wild duck and goose, pheasant, snipe, heron, woodmonths, the head of the image, twenty-eight feet in
cock, skylark, quails, and pigeons are eaten by the
circumference, was already in its place, while the
better classes or those who are able to indulge in
temple in which it stood was completed in 1241.
them. The believers in Shinto sat more birds, etc.,
This image is said to have represented Amida, and
than do the Buddhists who, from their opposition to
wa!! destroyed by a tempest. The present image is
taking animal life, make less use of animal food.
believed to have been erected in 1252. It was inBirds and fowls are usually cooked by boiling.
closed in a large building, one hundred and fifty
The variety of vegetables is infinite, but with one
feet square, the roof of which was supported by
or two exceptions they are nearly tasteless, as are
sixty-three massive wooden pillars. Many of the
also most of the fruits of the country. I have tasted
stone bases on which it stood still remain. The
the pears, kept over from last year, and had
whole temple and several other buildings were twice
THE TEMPLE OF HACKI·MAN
my eyes been bandaged and I told to guess what
destroyed by inundations from the sea in 1369 and
I was eating, a pear would have. been the last Is the most important of all the temples around the 1494, after which it was not rebuilt. The dimenthing I would have thought of. It tasted like a site of the old city. In front of the wide walk or sions of the present bronze image are: Hight, 50 feet;
turnip more than a pear, but it was not so good as avenue which leads up to it stands a red torii, which circumfeTence, 97 feet; length of face, 8i feet;
an average turnip.
is seen before many thousands of temples in Japan. width from ear to ear, 18 feet; round white boss on
Fourteen kinds of beans are grown for food, with Hacki.man is one of the old Japanese gods, with the forehead, 1! feet; length of eye, 4 feet; of eyepeas, buckwheat, Indian corn, potatpes, sweet pota- whose history I am not familiar, but he seems to have brow, 4 feet 2 inches; of ear, 6i feet; of nose, 3i
toes, turnips, carrots, lettuce, endive, ·cucumbers, been believed to interest himself with the- victories feet; width of mouth, 3 feet 2 inches; bight of bump
squash, muskmelons, watermelons, spinach, cabbages, gained by successful combatants in the civil wars of wisdom, 9!- feet; diameter of bump of wisdom,
leeks, onions, garlic, chillies (peppers), egg-plant,etc., which prevailed from two to eight hundred years 4!- feet; curls (of which there are 830), 9!- feet; dibesides such usual vegetable species as docks, ferns, ago. The temple was constructed in the twentieth ameter of curls, 1 foot; length from knee to knee,
wild ginger, water pepper, and bamboo shoots (a century, and in the troubles.which befell the city it 35! feet; circumference, 3 feet. The length of the
great delicacy). The bulbs of severa:I kinds of lilies was partially delllolished. A long flight of wide two thumbs as they meet afford room enough for
are used, as are also mushrooms. The vegetable, steps leads up to the main temple, which stands in a twelve persons to be seated on them. The eyes are
however, which most should be noticed is a mammoth paved court, and surrounded on all sides by a lower of pure gold, and the silver boss in the forehead
white radish (daikon) raphames satimts. When row of buildings, in which are rooms for prfests and weighs thirty pounds.
full grown they are three feet long, and nearly three relics of the past centuries-the sword used by this
The image is formed by sheets of bronze cast sepainches through at the crown. Its taste is much like mikado, the helmet worn by that shogun, and so on. rately, and soldered together and finished off on the
the ordinary radish, when raw, but the style here is A prieet went around with me, and showed these rel- outside with chisels. The image is hollow, and into partly dry and then pickle them for three months ics, but I wafl not hugely interested in them. The side it is a good-sized chapel, with an altar and the
in brine, to which rice bran has been added, when to temple is largely painted red, on a ground of lacquer, necessary paraphernalia for worship. The image is
an ordinary Western palate and nasal organ they are and has a glaring, rich, oriental appearance. In the represented as seated on lotus-flowers, and some of
one of the most unsavory things in existence. They niches in the colonnade alluded to are two images. the petals are to be seen both outside and inside.
taste bad and smell worse. . I have tried them and
The temple was re-erected in 1828, after having The expression of the image is the peculiar passive,
know whereof I speak.
been destroyed by fire seven years earlier. It is in contemplative cast for which the images of Buddha
Among the fruits of the country are grapes, apples, what is called the Rio-bu style, with red pillars, are noted. It is well executed, and presents a really
pears, peaches, apricotl'l, quinces, plums, oranges, beam~, and raft~rs. It i~ decorate~ with small pieces imposing appearance. A movement is said to be on
strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, etc., but as a of pamted carvmg, ch1e:fiy of buds and ammals. foot to rebuild the. temple over it on a magnificent
rule they are all poor and tasteless. The finest fruit One of the priests gave me a very small glass of scale, and according to a new design, at a cost of
in Japan is said to be the pereimmon, or kaki-IJios- some fluid to drink. I asked him if it was sake, and 37,000 yen.
pyrus kalci-a large golden fruit on a beautiful tree. he nodded in return. I .tasted it, but did not like it.
There are many large bronze images of Buddha in
There are many varieties of it. A hard kind is I thought a decoction of burnt popcorn and boot- Japan, but this is the largest save one in Nara, three
peeled and dried in the sun, when it is nearly as good tops, sweetened with the cheapest molasses, with a or four hundred miles further west, where is one a
as a fig. The loquat is good stewed with sugar, espe- little whisky added to it, would make as palatable few feet larger than this, and in the composition of
cially its large seeds, which taste like peach kernels. drink. I afterward tasted of a better article here in which was blended fourteen hundred pounds of gold,
Seaweed is a great article of diet. It is obtained Yokohama, but I did not like it well enough to swal- avoirdupois. The daimiyos of the country were
in large quantities on the eoasts, where it is thrown low very much of it.
called upon to contribute for it such metals as they
upon the beach by the surf; it is gathered, dried,
Before ascending the wide flight of steps the re- had to help make the Dai-Butsu, and whatever was
and carried Jar into the interior. It is boiled, ceptacle for holy water is seen and a building for so contributed was put into the furnace and melted
fried, pickled, and eaten raw; it also enters into treasures. By the side of the avenue leading to the up. Some of the daimiyos were wealthy and gave
many of the combinations of pickles, mixtures, soups, temple are rows of beautiful trees, among them three their gold, and thus the amount named helped to
etc. Pickles and relishes, as observed, are largely huge willows, claimed to be of great antiquity. make up the substance of this big god. I get this
consumed. Cucumbers, e~g-plants, and various Near by are two ponds, where the lotus grows, and information from one who knows.
other vegetables and roots, pickled in brine or the in August the beautiful flower is in blossom. I inIn a temple at the head of the main street of the
lyea of sake, with or without rice bran, are the main dulged in a wish that this were the blossoming village, in a dark room in the rear of the altar, is a
dependence for imparting a relish and giving an time.
standing image of some goddess, which is thirty feet
appetite.
In the vicinity there a,re several other temples, but in bight. It is made of camphor wood, gilt on
Among the dishes which the Japanese know noth- it is hardly worth while to describe them in detail. chocolate-colored lacquer, and in the dim light of
ing of are puddings, tarts, creams, custards, and all They are mainly connected with the past, and are the candles, which are raised by cords to illuminate
combinations in which milk, cream, or butter are not very much used now. Over the hill toward the it, it presents a strange, weird appearance. It is conessential. They use but little sugar in cooking, east is a Buddhist temple six or seven hundred years cealed from public view by a pair of folding doors,
though they make a great use of confectionary, such old. In it are seven images of Buddha and his six- but from the 12th to the 18th of March the doors are
as it is, largely composed of rice :flour, made pretty teen disciples. .There are paintings on the ceilings thrown open. At other times people are admitted,
sweet with sugar. It is served up at the tea- of phenixes, on gold ground over black lacquer. as I was, by a side door. It is several hundred years
houses and eatmg-houses, espwially at night and They are thought to be fine, though much faded. old, but during all that time it has remained perfectly
morning. · The be3t kinds are made in the larger A large wooden sitting image of Ji-zo occupies the passive and harmless. There are other temples also
.cities, but every village has ita confectioner, and the altar, gilt over black lacquer. On the wall behind in this neighborhood; but they are not remarkwares are carried around the country in boxes by are about four hundred small gilt images of Ji.zo, able.
means of the shoulder sticks, and also by carts. dating from the tenth century. The site where this
FIRST NIGHT IN A JAPAN:Z:SE HOTEL •.
They are gotten up artistically so far as looks are temple stands was originally the execution-ground,
Whel:l the temples here were .duly inspected it was
concerned, but in taste they fall considerably behind and went by the name of Ji-goku-ga-yatsu (hell bot- time to think about quarters for the night, so Tage
our candies and sweets.
tom). In the time of Toki-gori a certain Salta was Ro took me to the principal yadoya, the Japanese
I have sampled but few cakes made bythe natives condemned to be beheaded, but the executioner, name for an inn~ or a tea-house where lodgings and
which I c~ll good, though that they ~on't make good though he delivered a couple of heavy blows in the meals are furnished. My riki stopped before a twocakes I Will not pretend to say. Tney are said to right place, found he made no impression on the story building of the character I described in conhave a cake called kasuteira, resembling sponge-cake neck, while the edge of the sword was badly injured. nection with Nagasaka. The entire front was open,
which is much in favor and fair in quality.
' On examination he found that the condemned man and a passageway a few feet in width ran through
KAMAKURA.;
carried in his queue a small image of Ji-zo, which the center of the building to the rear. This is the
We passed through the small villages constituting had saved his head.
He was pardoned, and dorno, or walk on the ground, on either side of which
Kanazawa. We saw a humble temple or two but this temple of Ji-zo was founded on the spot where was the usual elevation of wood, eighteen inches.
nothing to justify stopping; we kept on in a n~rth the miracle occurred. So the Japanese can boast of high, on which are fastened the neat white straw
w~rd course a few miles to Kamakura 1 which was miracles as well alj other folks.
mats already described. On one side the cooking
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operations were being conducted, and on the other a which is the intention. I do not think it would take beyond the reach of the waves. This is the seaweed
portion of the family were seated, engaged at sew- more than a spoonful of oil to supply it all night.
which is used for food. It is a semi-transparent,
I should observe that when they had muffioently ex- gelatinous substance that seems to have considerable
ing, etc. As soon as I alighted, two or three of the
inmates of the house came promptly forward and re- amined my stock of article!! the young ladies retired, nouri11hment in it. After being dried it keeps for a
ceived me in the most kindly and polite manner. leaving me to my own contented meditations. I real- long time, and is sent away in large quantities into
These were the womim of the house. They bowed ized that I was among a friendly people, and I felt the interior. I think I saw enough to make a hunvery respectfully, smiled sweetly, and commenced quite at home, though 8itting on the floor was a little dred tons of it; and it seems a wonder where such
talking in quite an animated manner; but unfortu- out of the mmal style. The man of the house came in quaD,tities can come from. Much of it has shoots
nately I could not understand a word, for which I was and tried his best to hold 8ome conversation with four or six feet in length, two inches wide, and as
truly sorry, as I was anxious to get acquainted and me, but we could not make muoh headway. A young thick, in its green state, as thin pasteboard. What
have a good chat. I, however, was well enough Chinaman also stopped there for the night, and he is unfit for food I think is used as a fertilizer.
posted in Japanese etiquette to know that I must by was also disposed to be sociable, but the impediments Va11t quantities of it are gathered on this coast in
no means step with my shoes upon their olean, white were hard to overcome. I did succeed in making course of the year.
mats, and I at once slipped them off and left them them undeTstand that I was from New York, and that
.
ENOSHIMA1
behind, after which I was shown up-stairs to the was about all.
The next peint to be visited, is an elevated body of
room I was to occupy, two or three young damsels
In due time the quilts were brought in for my bed land, containing some three hundred acres, and
followin~ to prepare everything properly for the and spread upon the floor, four or five thicknesses, it is about three hundred feet above the sea. It is
distingmshed guest.
The sliding paper~oovered with another to cover me. The outer and inner almost an island, but not quite, for it is joined to the
frames forming the partitioJ?.S (fusuma) were at once shutters were drawn in front, closing me completely main-land by a narrow neck which is dry land save
adjusted, a cloth mat placed in the middle of the in. When I retired, though the room on each side in very. high water, when the three hundred acre!!
floor, which I inferred was for me to sit upon. It of me was occupied by persons who know nothing temporarily become an island. There are probably
was rather a "getting down" for me, but I placed about the Christian religion, and there was nothing a thousand people living in the village, whioh has a.
myself upon it like a good little Japanese. Tage to prevent the frames to be slid aside at any time, and torii over the end of the street first entered. It has
Ro brought up from the riki the articles I had no fastening of any kind on the door!!, and none the appearance . of antiquity. There are on the
with me, and I think he told the people of the place on the. house, I felt perfectly safe and easy, as island three temples, dating from the early centuries.
that I had food of my own, and only wished tea. I much so as if I had been in my own house, and my These are visited by climbing up a long ascent of
was sorry for this, for they looked so pleasant and rest was sweet. It is not the custom for these peo- hundreds of stone ~:~tep~;~, while a stately bell of the
olean that I thought I could eat a Japanese supper, ple to look their houses, and they scarcely know what most soft and dulcet tones calls the attention of the
whether it was seaweed, pickled _radishes, dried fish, a lock is. This certainly doe! not look as though gods as well as their worshipers. The temples are
or whatever it might be. Soon one of the smiling thieves were very troublesome. It would hardly an- not extravagantly rich, but doubtless possess to the
young ladies brought in a small polished brass ar- swer to follow that way inNew York, or in any Amer- devotees who flock there, most pious associations. In
rangement named a tabako. bon, of the capacity of ican town. Can it be beoaul!!e they have so much more the village, and at several points on the hill-top,
about six quarts. It was two-thirds filled with ashes; Christianity there than here?
are remarkably fine collections of sea-shells in
in the center were three pieces of charcoal about the
In the mQrning I found the same geniality on the large variety, which are gathered in the vicinity,
size of hens' eggs; three small iron uprights con- part of the people of the yacloya, and after trying as well as brou~ht here for sale from other parts
neoted by an iron ring at the top, four inches in diam- some of their boiled rice, on which I had placed a of the coast. I purchased some of them. The
eter and three inches from the live charcoal; on the dressing of butter· and sugar, with fresh tea, made place is most remarkable for the cave on the south
ring sat a metal tea-kettle, holding a little over a iri the same way as on the previous evening, together side next to the sea, where the goddess Benpint, and the steam was coming from the spout like with some of my own eatables, I was prepared to re- ten, one of the favorites of the Japanese, is wora very small steamboat; and this was set down be- new my journey. I found my !!hoes waiting for me, shiped. It is a somewhat ein!lular cavern, the
side. me. Another smiling damsel came in with a and that my bill wa!sixty-five sen, or, in silver, forty- floor being nearly down upon a level with the Pacific,
bright tray of lacquered wood, on which was a neat three cents. I felt that the charge was very moder- the entrance some thirty feet in hight, somewhat
por1elain teapot of the capacity of half a pint, ate, and I went on my way rejoicing.
less in width, and running back thrtJe hundred and
and a tiny teacup that held about six tablespoonAs we left, the family and waiter-girls came for- seventy-five feet, where stands the !thrine of the godfuls; also a metal cup having some nice-looking tea ward and bowed a 'Very profound good-bye. When dess, behind which the cavern extends as much
in it, with a small lacquered dish, about the size of a we had got half a mile or more from the yacloya, a farther to other and smaller shrines, the passage
saucer, filled with confections and sweetmeats. That lad came running after us with my spectacles, which being lighted with several lamps.
was also set down close to me, and I was astute I had accidently dropped in the room I occupied. l
After climbing up to the hight of the ieland, lookenough to understand that I could m3ke tea just to thought it a good deal more than some of our inn- ing at the different temples and shrines, and the
·suit myself, which I proceeded to do, the two young keepers in America would do; it 11howed the in- various collections of shells and other natural curiladies smiling still very sweetly while watching my herent kindness of thel'le people. I gave the young osities, after looking upon the premi1es of a retired
operations, and two or three other girls coming to man a suitable oompeneation, but he really seemed Englishman who has built up a home on the summit
loth to accept it, clearly evincing the thought that of Enoehima, where he can look out at all times upon
help them.
While they were very polite and well behaved it he had only done his duty and wan~ed no reward the eternal Pacific, cultivating around him many
did not occur to me that they were particularly bash- for it.
plants and flowers, and after stopping at a tea-house
The morning was pleaeant and the landscape lovely. near hie place and refrellhing myself with freshly
ful, for they acted much as though we were well
acquainted, and had been since we were little boys We passed over some pretty country. Among other roasted clams and tea (finding the clams, however,
and girls together. In the absence of anything else things that attracted my attention were two came- h3rdly equal to ours in America), I descended long
to attend to they commenced overhauling my basket teries, whl:lre those who had closed their earthly flights of steps to the level of old ocean, climbed
of articles. One found the paper of round, hard career were placed at rest. Each grave was marked around under the shelving rooks, sometimes walking
biscuits and wal'l very muoh interested with them, with a thick brown !!lab of native stone, looking on bridgeways built over the surging and dashing
and 11he asked me by patitomine if she might have one. like granite, and upon which characters were out, waves, and made my entrance into the dark sanctuOf course I bowed assent, when she placed it against doubtless giving the name, age, etc., of those buried ary of the celestial Benten, Tage Ro acting as my
her forehead and bowed low in thanks. Another there. All the stones are alike, and no effort of one guide. The goddess named is popularly reckon(ld as
girl wanted one, and I bowed yes, and she returned to excel his neighbor i11 vieible. I think this is a one of "seven deities of good fortune" of the J apthanke in the same manner by putting it to her fore- oharaoterietio of the Japanese-they are no slaves of anese, though since 1868 three Shinto god<J have
head and bowing. I inferred that this is the Japanese fashion; and there are no heart-burnings, none of shared with her the honors of being worshiped in
mode of thanking. One of them found an Ameri- the spirit of rivalry engendered, from orie trying to this sacred cave. This goddess is not dependent
can apple I purchased in town, for which I gave ten outdo or outshine another. The tombstones are upon this cave alone for a temple, for at Chi-kubu
cents, but I saw she wanted the apple, and I readily much nearer together than is common in our country, Shima on the Biwa Lake and on Miya. jima in the
bowed yes. I think I should have given them any- because of the dead being buried in a sitting instead Inland Sea she holds seats of worhip. Her full name
thing I had. They laughed heartily over two or of recumbent posture.
is Dai-ben-zai-ten, which means the Great Deva of
In course of an hour we reached the sea-shore, the the Reasoning Faculty, but owing to her being rethree cucumbers they found in my basket, and when
they reached the can of butter they looked thunder- vast Pacific, which both east and south lipread away, garded as a bestower of riches, the word zai is usustruck; as though they had never seen any before. without an obstruction, for thousands of miles. The ally written with a charact<jr which means "treasure,"
A piece of cheese also filled them with the same be- riki sinking in the sand, and making the pulling and for short the second :ind fourth syllables of her
wilderment, and they shook their heads over it. I hard, I preferred to walk, as a mile or two of the name. only are uaed. By some she is regarded as the
tried to explain by pantomime what they were and sandy shore had to be pas11ed over to reach Enoshima, younger sister of Vasu-deva, or Vishnu, showing
what for. I presume they did not half understand the next point of destination. It was pleasant to that she is a member of the Hindoo god family.
me, but they smiled all the same. When, however, walk along on the olean sands of the old Pacific Another explanation, and probably equally true, is
I had made my tea, and began to spread the butter Ocean, on that pleasant morning, picking up sea· that she is a manifestation of Dai-nichi, Nio-rai, or
on my bread, and break off and eat a little cheese, shells and pieces of cuttle-fish bone. I thought to Vairokana, and confers power, happiness, riches, long
they caught the idea and laughed outright. I mo- myself, how many there are of my American friends life, fame, and reasoning powers. She is represented
tioned to them to try some, but they shook their who would like to be here thi11 morning; and how with four pairs of hands, holding a sword, a spear,
heads and laughed more yet.
glad I would be here under the11e genial skies to meet an ax, a bow and arrows, a cord for binding the
I must say for the young ladies they were quite hundreds of them and talk over some of the affairs in wicked, a long-handled vagra, and a kakra, or
good-looking, though of the Japanese cast of oounte- our past experience. I think it will not now be very "wheel of the law." Her worship was substituted
nanoe, and had they even been ill-looking, their many weeks before I see some of you at all events. for that of one of the three miraoulou~ly begotten
pleasant manners would have made amends. They The wide Pacific stretches out its five thousand miles maidens who were recognized as daughters of Susawere not dark, but nearly as light as American between us, but that distance can be traversed in no-no-Mikoto. ShA is held to be very beautiful,
women.
twenty days or less after I leave these shores, so ere though I cannot admire her taste in taking up a resiWhen I had finished :n;ty repast it was time for a long I trust I will be able to set foot on our grand dence in this gloomy cavern; but there is no account!ight, and a Japanese lamp, or anclon, was brought continent. I have seen many fine and interesting ing for the tastes of many of these god!! and godIn and set olo11e to me. It is constructed of a frame countries, but I have seen none that I consider desses.
Tradition, which is always getting up very remarkof four delicate lacquered posts two and a half feet equal to our own loved land, and none that I would
high, making a square of eight inches. The upper feel like taking for a residence in place of my home hie and improbable stories, saylil that before the
part is covered with transparent paper, and on one among you. I look forward with pleasant antioipa- existence of Enoshima that part of the sea now occuside is a sliding·door, also covered with the same, tion toward the time when I will be with you again, pied by the cave was inhabited by a dragon who
which moves up as desired to adjust the lamp-an only desii·ing that il) your midst I may close my used to devour the children of the neighboring· vilopen iron dish, about half the size of. a saucer, filled somewhat checkered career, and that some of you at lage of Koshigoye, and after they were thus killed
with vegetable oil, with a wick of pith lying in it heart may have reason to bear a kind remembrance they and the parents went away to dwell elsewhere.
and coming up above the edge of the iron vessel. of me when the struggles and storms of life are About the year 540 a violent earthquake took place,
and at the same time an Apsaras appeared in the
The light it gave was small, but by having it close over.
to me I oould make out to read a little. A domestic
As I walk along on this beautiful sea-shore I see clouds over the spot inhabited by the monster. An
~andl.e w.as also ~rought; it was about a fourth of an scores of men and women wading in the surf which island then suddenly rose up out of the sea, upon
mob In Size, but 1t gave more light than the lamp, so is constantly lashing the !lands, gathering up great which the goddess de8oended, and marrying the
. I utilized it, leaving the lamp to burn all night, armfuls of seaweed and bringing it out into heaps monster she was able to bring him under subjection
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and put an end to his destructive ravages. In later
times this Apsaras is said to have revealed himself to
Hd-jo Tokimasa, and to have foretold to him the
greatness of his descandants, but at the same time
threatened that they should lose their power if they
misconducted themselves.
.
Several Japanese urchins were around the mouth of
the cave extremely anxious to dive down from the
neighboring rocks and bring up sea shells, etc., for a
few sen, but it is said that the little rascals have the
shells concealed upon their persons, and bring no
more up than they take down. I did not give them
a job to dive for me.
From the top of the island is a fine outlook over
the ocean and all the surrounding country. A fine
view of Fuji-yama and his snow.capped summit
peering heavenward is obtained in clear weather, but
it was thick and cloudy on this occasion, so the granrl
old fellow hid his face from me.
OFF TO MIYA·NO SHITA.

Leaving Enoshima we made our course through
the village of Koshigoye and other villages on westward toward the Tokaido, which is the grand
national road of the country, leading from Kioto, the
old capital in the west, to Tokio, the present capital
in the east. The object was next to visit th(
warm springs in the mountainous district of Miya.
no-Shita, the Saratoga of Japan, a locality to which
many resort to be treated by t4e mineral waters and
the hot springs which greatly abound in that vicinity.
I judged this must have been a sort of holiday
with the natives, for kite-flying was being conducted
by men and boys to an extent I never witnessed before. The air was full of kites of very large size,
many of them ten or twelve feet long and two- thirds
as wide. They are usually oblong in shape, with
two tails. Some, however, were diamond shaped,
and some, again, in the form of huge birds with outspread wings. All were fantastically painted, bearing the figures of dragons, animals, and men. Some
were flown without any tails at all, the cord which
held the kite being attached to the front in not less
than fifty places, and uniting in one cord fifty feet
or more from the kite. This I had not seen before,
and had always supposed the tail indispensable to kiteflying. Among other aerial curiosities I saw what
might be regarded as a kind of balloon, it being an ob.
long rectangular concern, like a box, but made wholly
of light paper. It seemf'd to be filled with gas a little
lighter than the atmosphere, for it gently floated
along with the current of air, a quarter of a mile
from the earth. There were more than a hundred of
these large kites in the air at one time, and, with
the figures of the fishes spoken of before, the space
overhead seemed pretty well occupied.
After reaching the Tokaido the villages were
larger and nearer together. In fact, a part of the
way it was a continuous town for miles in extent, re.
plete with stores, tea houses, and mechanic shops;
and the streets were well filled with lively and
pleasant men and women, and active but grave. looking children. The weather had now cleared, and
Fuji-yama loomed up before me; and with pleasure
I gazed upon its towering, massive, and frosty
grandeur. The country is very populous, every body
seemed to be stirring, and all appeared pleasant and
cheerful. I must rept at what I have said before,
that the Japanese are the most pleasant, genial,
good-natured people I have met. I saw much that
interested me, but of course it is not to be expected
that I can recall or describe everything.
There is a great sameness in the villages. The style
of building is very uniform, and one town looks just
like another. In the larger towns, however, there is
a greater proportion of two-story houses, and the tea
houses are larger and finer. In every considerable
village is one or two fireproof buildings, called "godowns"-two-story buildings, with heavy stone walls,
tile roof, and iron shutters. In these valuable articles
are kept where fire cannot re.ach them, the same
as valuablee are preserved in the safe deposits in our
large cities. Houses here being built of a light, inflammable material, this precaution is necessary.
In making the journey along the Tokaido several
streams have to be crossed on bridges, for which a
small toll is charged. A line of light stages or
spring wagons make daily trips along the Tokaido
from Tokio to Kioto, but the horses a:re rather illlooking. With the exception of these and a few
pack-horses carrying various commodities, I see but
a small number of horses or cattle. Occasionally I
notice a pack-ox or two. Charcoal is a staple in this
country. It is put up in compact bales, something
more than two feet in length by fifteen inches thick,
round and smooth, and usually made of small wood,
retaining its natural shape; that is to say, the coal is
in the form of round limbs, and is unbroken. As
almost every family uses charcoal to cook :md warm
by, the aggregate quantity consumed is very great.
I see it being transported on the shoulders of men,
on horses, on heavy carts, and on oxen. Wood is
not very plentiful in this part of the island, and
quite small limbs are used for charring. Those who
burn wood im.tead of coal necessarily have much
smoke and discomfort. It is singuhr that so neat a
peopie have not devised some means for couvevin~>'
smoke from their houses.
• ""

I frequently see over the streams mills run by
undershot wheels, for freeing. rice and barley from
the outer skin, which is usually done by pounding
with wooden pestles. I have seen no regular gristmills or mills for making fine flour. Hand m~lls for
coarse grinding are frequently to be seen m the
dwellings, but not so often as the large wooden hammers and wooden mortars for cleaning rice. I judge
very little flour is made in the country, and little or
none is used by the natives, the grains they use being generally boiled and stewed. Their wheat is
to a large extent made into macaroni, and the barley
is partly used for distilling. No oats or rye are
raised and but a small portion of Indian corn. I saw
a turning-shop or two, going by simple water-power,
where trays and other neat articles are made. They
are small and have only two or three men working
in them. The women are very industrious. I see
many spinning and weaving in their open houses as
I pass by. I sometimes see two or three looms going in the same house. I have also seen women out
of doors with their weaving, one end of the piece
which they were working on fastened around their
waists, the othe:r end attached to something else. The
goods woven are largely cotton from yarns brought
from Enghmd. Some silk is also seen, but it is all
narrow-fifteen to twenty inches in width. The
children are likewise at work at what they are able
to perform, at least taking care of the smaller children while their mothers are engaged in other occupations. In the many villages I go through I note
but few idlers standing at the corners of the streets
watching passers by. 'Nearly all seem to have something to do and willing to do it. The national
drink, sake, is kept in every village, however small,
and there is littlQ doubt that too much of it is used,
but I have seen no intoxicated persnns. This sake is
kept and conveyed in tubs, with tight-fitting heads,
holding about twenty gallons. I see much of it in
transit. Some shops contain thirty or forty of these
tubs, and I have good reason to believe that more
than enough of it is imbibed. It is, however, not
half as strong as whisky, and consequently not as
injurious.
Passing in front of a temple perched on a pretty
high eminence, and heaTing the sound of a drum, accompanied by other noises, I thought I would step
up and see what kind of services were being performed. Looking in at the door, I spied a 'man and a
woman kneeling before the altar, and three priests
with shorn heads were in attendance-one chanting
a litany of some kind, another beating the drum,
while the third was playing an accompaniment on a
small metallic, ringing instrument which I could not
fully understand. What it was all for or about I did
not quite learn. Whether the man and woman
had done something they ought not to have done, or
whether the services were for the benefit of a de.
ceased child, I had no means of knowing.
We continued on the Tokaido, until we neared
Miyano-Shita, when.we turned to the right up the
hill-side, and came to a village where is a fine native
high school, the buildings neatly painted, while
everything connected with it wore a cheerful appearance. We had then arrived at the end of the
journey that could be performed by jin-rik-sha,
and the remainder of the road had to be traveled
on foot or in a chair. I felt competent to climb the
mountain path for two miles, which was yet the distance which separated us from Miyano-Shita, and
prepared to address myself to that little piece of
exercise, but three coolies seemed anxious that I
should ride in their koga, and expressed a desire to
carry me up the mountain side. Their charge was
one yen twenty, but as business was a little slack,
they thought one yen would answer. Being easy
to fall in with such propositions, and wishing to
reserve' my strength and agility for the next day's
tramp over the hills, I concluded to gratify them and
allow them to carry me.
A koga is a large basket or tray, with a roof to
shield from sun and rain, in which one partly lies
down and partly sits up. A stout pole runs through
the top, like a palanquin, and the whole is carried by
two men. Up these mountain defiles three men are
employed, the third to take turns with the others, to
allow them to take a little breath. After taking my
position in the koga I tried to be as light as I could,
having a little sympathy for the three men who had
to carry my avoirdupois; but I judge from the way
that they puffed and perspired that I did not succeed
in lessening my 175 pounds very much. They took
me over some pretty rough and steep places, but I
felt much confidence in their surefootedness, and it
was not misplaced, for they made no misstep and did
not let me fall. Two would carry me, say on their
right shoulders, a distance of five rods, when they
would place a bamboo support under the pole of the
koga, steadying the same with the hand while they
placed the left shoulder under the load; when they
made the same distance again the third man placed
his shoulder under the burden, and allowed one to
rest; and in this way they took .turns. They did not
go directly behind each other, but one walked on
one side of the pathway and one on the other, causing me to be in a quartering position, and wh~n they
changed shoulders my position was reversed, so I

-

went up the hill, first the right side ahead and then
the left, but the riding was .perfectly easy: Tage Ro
accompanied me on foot.
We passed several tea gardens, or lands in tea 88
well as other crops. When half way up we baited
at a tea-house, for thos.e who ca~ried the burden to
rest. At length we arrived at Miya-no-Shita where
in the narrow, steep valley, quite a pretty 'village'
with many stores and half a dozen pleasant hotels'
cosily nestles in the gorge, and presents a romanti~
aspect. The warm springs are close by, and the
hot water is brought in in bamboo pipes of considerable size, so the bathing-houses are amply supplied
with the warm fluid. My guide took me to the
~ara-ya hotel, kept by Heiji Nara-ya, and I found ~
It one of the most agreeable places at which I ever
stopped.
I am sure the three burden-bearers were glad to
reach the hotel, and, though I could have walked
the distance ve~y comfortabl~, I did no~ begrudge
the yen (really sixty-five cents), and I noticed it did
not make me puff and blow nearly so bad to draw it
from my pocket as it did them to carry me up the hill·
and I think I would much rather give the yen to b~
thus carried up a steep mountain road than to be one
to carry another for the third part of that sum.
My host and hostess are middle-aged people; at all
events, they have ten children, the larger portion of
whom are grown, and I was charmed by the kind
genial manner in which they received me. The ma~
dame came right up to me, making me welcome
brushing the dust from my clothPs, and talking stead:
ily, as though I had been a brother who had long
been absent but had now returned. I was again sorry
I could not talk Japanese, for the father and mother
and daughters were so friendly, and seemed so inclined to be sociable, that I really would have been
glad to understand them and make them understand
me. The mother could speak a few words of Eng.
lish in a very broken manner, while I could not speak
a word of their language. Taking off my shoes at
the entrance, I was ushered into a very pleasant room
in the second story, commanding a fine view of the
'Miya-no-Shita valley below, the hills opposite, and
the flowering trees and shrubs in the surrounding
grounds. The shoji, or sliding screens of transparent
paper, were pushed aside, allowing me to take in all
the beauties of the locality.
A neater apartment I never saw; not a particle of
dust or dirt was to be seen; the lacquered wood-work
shone like a mirror; thefusima, or sliding partitions
between the rooms, were as perfect and· clean as
though just made; the folding screens were of the
same description; and the tatami, or mats on the
floor, were as clean as newly-washed linen, if not
quite so white. I was shown into the bathing apartment in the lower story, and could not deny myself
the luxury of a bath in water warmed by Nature herself. Refreshed by this, I was ready for the beautiful evening meal which the daughters of the host
and hostess brought in on the shining zen, a small
lacquered stand, a few inches high, holding the teapot and other dishes necessary for a small repast;
and these were not placed on the floor, for here some
European habits are adopted. I was furnished with
a chair and \able, and at night I had a regular bed,
with sheets, on a bedstead. I fear I can hardly give
you an idea of the exquisite neatness of the place and
the cleanliness of everything pertaining to it. I
must recommend to all of you who visit Miya-noShita to patronize theN ara- ya hotel. It is an extensive establishment, having over fifty rooms, and all
the dirt that can be found in the house could be put
in a very small thimble. I was also furnished with
a good kerosene lamp, so I could sit and read with as
much pleasure as at home. By the bye, I see Devoe's refined oil, in five-gallon cans, almost every
place in this country. In Palestine and Egypt Pratts'
oil was the kind used, but in this part of the world
it is Devoe's altogether-both are sent over in large
quantities from America.
A DAY'S RAM:BJ,E.

Early on the following morning, wishing to visit
several places on foot, and it being May-day withal,
Tage·Ro and myself made a pretty early start, and I
was pleased that the weather was most auspicious,
being clear, balmy, and delightful. I got pretty
weary before night, but I doubt if I ever passed a
more pleasant May-day. If my wishes could be an·
swered, I think I would like to live long enough to
see twenty-five more such May-days, when I will
be willing to "pass in my checks" and "cross
over the shining river," become a resident of " summer-land," visit the red man's "happy huntingground," the "Western Paradise" of the Chinese, the
" Nirvana" of the Buddhists, the "sweet silent sleep
of Nature," or almost any other place that it may be
convenient to journey to, except it be a Christian
heaven or a Christian hell. l!'rom going to either of
these two I beg to be excused. They are not aft~r
my taste. But if, in the natural course of things, It
should so turn out that I do not see twenty-five more
May-days, I shall not complain, and will go to w~at·
ever may be in store for me with little grumblmg.
I shall feel that I have seen my share of May-days,
and that I ought not to complain.
Leaving our charming hotel, with the tall bamboo
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staff in hand which the hostess presented me, and with them a section of stiff bamboo of the right ural grandeur cf the scenery made full compensation.
with Tage Ro close before or close behin.d, as the length, which they frequently place under the foot The country is a rugged one, but the dashing streams,
case might be, we passed up. through the ~lllage by of the ladder or kind of rack on which the load is the beautiful cascades, and the lofty rocks by no
the side of the roaring, dashmg stre.am w~10h comes lashed, thus bearing the weight and allowing them means stint their charms. When we arrived at our
tumbling down over the rocks, trib~tan_es of hot to rest. I learn they make about fifteen miles a day. hotel the sun was still two hours high, and I had
water pouring into it from the mountain. side; and I I·saw two or three pack horses carrying the same walked twenty miles, much of the way climbing up
noticed that several new hotels are bemg erected, kind of bales, and they had two on each side; thus and down rocks, much more laborious than level
showing that the business of the place is increasing. men were absolutely carrying three-fourths as much walking. We were glad to rest half an hour and
I hope the new hotels will not detract from the Na- as horses. Soon after I met five or six other natives take another cup of cha. Our friends at the hotel
ra- ya, for I am sure its proprietors are most worthy in the employ of the government carrying ni.ail, done were anxious I should remain two or three days,
people.
up in packages, and conveyed by means of the shoul- and I would have been glad to do so, but I had
We passed up the rugged defile, with the rocks on der-pole. They walked rapidly, and as though the two men under pay, and time being limited, I could
either side, flowering vines and honey;mckles hang- loads were heavy.
not think of prolonging my stay. After paying the
ing in festoons, evergreens and leafy bowers in
Descending the hill and looking through a tall one and a half yens for the accommodations I had
abundance; and, what was very grand, numerous growth of the Japanese cedar (cryptomeria), native had, Tage Ro and I walked two miles more down to
cascades and waterfalls, with. their rich streams of name singee, a most beautiful tree, with a straight the village, where the riki and other man were. In
silver leaping and dashing from lofty bights and body, 125 feet in hight, beautiful Hakone Lake, a few walking among the simple but pretty wild flowers I
mingling their form and spray with the whirling miles in length and surrounded by grand, pictur- gathered some to add to those I had already gathMiyano-Shita, or mountain torrent. Some portions esque mountains, burst suddenly upon the view. ered, and a small boy of about five years, seeing me
of this picturesque gorge reminded me of Watkins And between two mountains five miles away grand thus engaged, at once divined that I wished the wild
Glen, which has s·ome of the grandest scenery in the old Fuji-yama, with its vast area of snow, rose flowers. The little fellow, with the native kindness
world. Indeed there was much that was charming majestically before me. It was probably thirty miles of disposition, in which these people so abound, gathin that morning's walk.
away, but did not look to be more than ten. I could ered a handful of white iris and other flowers, and
Half an hour brought us to Kiga, a small village see the unevenness in the coating of snow and discern ran after me nearly a quarter of a mile to give them
quite at the bottom of the valley, where are a few places where the earth shows between the lines of to me. When he was about to start back I called
bathing-houses and more hot water rushing from the snow. It is too grand a sight to turn away from to him and handed him two copper coin·s. I had
hill-side and uniting with the mountain stream, the soon, and I stood and gazed upon it almost with walked on quite a distance when here came the little
steam from the fervent waters rising freely in the rapture. It made a magnificent background to a fellow reaching out another handful of flowers. Of
air. The mineral waters here are much celebrated grand picture-first Lake Hakone, a beautiful sheet course two more coins had to be forthcoming, but I
for their medical properties. A temple and shrine of water, with towering mountains on each side, then told him the .ifiarke't was supplied, and if forced,
stand on an eminence back of the town, and from a parting of the nearer summits, and there in the dis- prices must decline; but not being familiar with
them we turned our steps up the hill, over toward tance one of the prettiest and most remarkable financial parlance, he set himself about gathering
Ashi-no-yu, some four miles away. The hill is steep mountains on the earth. I looked and meditated, more, and after a little again he came running after
and hard to climb, and had anyone been ~here to how that perhaps fifty thousand years ago vast me with another handful. I then told him the
see, he might have taken me for Christian ascending floods of lava and volcanic matter had flowed down market was closed, and that as his selections were
the hill Difficulty, with his companion Faithful by those steeps, and had built up the grand old pile. I not of the A No. 1 grade, further offers would be
his side; only I had no heavy load of sin upon my thought how grand it must have been when the old withheld. After giving him one more coin and throwback. I traveled pretty free, and though the morn- volcano was the most active, to stand where I did ing his gatherings away he comprehended the situaing sun, together with the exercise, was conducive to and view the grand effect of those internal and tion and brought no more.
a free perspiration, I enjoyed it much. The path led eternal fires. I nearly adored ·its symmetrical granReaching the riki, and feeling that I had done
us over on to high ground, where extensive clearings deur and could not wonder that the superstitious Japs walking enough for one day, I was quite willing to
were made hundreds of years ago, and the view of had made a god of it and worshiped it. It is far wor- take my seat in it, when Tage Ro, apparently none
the surrounding mountains and valleys was very fine thierof beingdeifiedandadored than thousands of the the worse for his mountain jaunt, anil his fresh com. indeed. We looked off upon the side of a high hill gods of man's imagination. Were I here in August panion trotted off at a good rate, and by the time the
which descended toward us three miles away, and when the snow is neariy away I would be glad to be evening shades had well set in we were twelve miles
saw men cutting wood and burning charcoal. We one of a party to climb to its very apex and look on the Takaido, on our return to Yokohama.
also met a few others erecting a house. On our l!P- down into its extinct crater, where fire, smoke, and
In the yadoya which we patronized here I was
ward course I met a Mr. Jourdan, a banker from fused metals and earth were once thrown up in im- placed in a rear room, in the ell on the first floor,
Hong Kong, now stopping for a few weeks at A..shi- manse quantities. But at this time of the year, when where the same kind attention was shown me as on
no-yu to be treated by the hot sulphur sprin~R there, such bodies of snow cap its summit and come far the two previous nights; the same little teapot holdfor rheumatism, and he informed me that he had down its side, a visit to its top is utterly impractica- ing one good large cupful, with the spout and the
been very much improved.
ble I can only stand at a distance, look, and ad-. handle at right angles; the tiny cup, the plate
In due time we reached Ashi.no-yu, locate in a mire and worship.
of confectioneries, the same paper covered andon,
broad, pleasant valley, with hills not far away and
Close by the shores of Lake Hakone stand several the same sliding partitions and doors, the same clean
mountains farther off. Here, as intimated, are hot religious monuments, or what remains of them. white mats, and the same soft, padded quilts for a
sulphur springs, from which boils up water too hot They are columns of hewn stone, standing upon bed; and the same smiles, low bows, and kind attento bear the hand in, and smelling so strong of sul- pyramidal bases of square and heavy blocks of stone. tions were showered upon me. In the morning a
phur as to lead one to think that the abode of Old I did not learn for what purpose they were erected, part of my breakfast was furnished, and for all this
Nick could not be far away. One of ths springs is but I could s-ee they were very well executed and only half a yen-33! cents-was the bill.
callod Koji-goku, which means" little hill." Com- had cost much labor.
It was the work of the following day to reach
forta ble little bathing-houses are built over the
The village of Hakone contains five or ten thousand Yokohama, and the task was easily accomplished by
springs, or rather where the water is brought in, and inhabitants, and is situated at the lower end of the three o'clock, feeling highly satisfied with the interconvenient hotels and tea-houses are hard by. The lake. There are also bathing institutions here. It esting trip I had had. In the middle of the day I
water is so charged with sulphur that a white deposit is an old town, and is a place of much resort. We stopped at a pretty large town and inspected a noted
is left upon the sides of the conductor through which stopped at a tea-house and took some cha and rested old Buddhistic temple, with its tank of holy water,
it runs, and upon the stones in the stream.
our·limbs a little while. The next place to visit was its soft-toned bell, its usual paraphernalia of images,
HAKONE LAKE.
0-jigoku, a few miles away, and which is reached by altars, incense, etc. I also walked into the crowded
The walk from Ashi-no-yu to Hakone is not diffi- a very rugged, and in some places dangerous, path. cemetery where there was more variety in the tombcult, and leads through an interesting section of Stopping by the side of a mountain brook, not sim- stones than I had before seen.
country. After climbing a considerable extent we ply a purling or warbling stream, but where the
I must speak in the highest terms of my riki-man,
came to a small lake in a hollow on the right, and on foaming, creamy water dashes from rock to rock, Tage Ro. · He was not only very prompt and effithe left a large stone image of Buddha, with a halo which have been worn smooth by the work of the cient before the riki, but also as guide and vallet de
in stone, six feet in diameter, around his head. fluid for ages, we partook of the chow which Tage Ro chambre as well. He took care of the few effects I
Here a temple once stood, and here the shrine still had brought in the basket, and which with the appe- had with me, carried them to my room in the evenremains. All along the pathway for half a mile we tite the tramp had aroused tasted especially good. I ing, and back to the riki in the mo.rning. He
passed at intervals small stone statues of gods and thought I had hardly at any time partaken of a meal brought me warm water in the morning for washing
saints which looked as though they had seen service in a grander place.
my hands, and looked after all my little wants
for centuries. Still further on we passed a small
After climbing up the rocky steeps and over tbe with the utmost faithfulness. The only drawback
lake on the left, and less than a mile more brought verge of the summit, boiling springs of hot sulphur was his ignorance of English and my ignorance of
us to the tokaido. Here I met a man carrying by water are reached, and the smell, with the desolate Japanese; otherwise I could not ask a better man.
means of a shoulder-stick two heavy bales, which aspect of the arid amphitheater in which 0-jigoku is
CUSTOM BOUSE EXPERIENCE.
Tage Ro said was tea. While he was resting I situated, is decidedly suggestive of the infernal
I had shipped to me to Yokohama from London a
walked. up and placed my shoulders under the pole regions. The scene is wild and desolate, vege- stereopticon, or magic lantern, with accompanying
to test Its weight, ~Jnd I thought it weighed over a tation gradually decreasing and ceasing entirely apparatus, and fou~ or five ~undred vie~s of the
hundred pounds, and concluded I had much rather in the immediate neighborhood of the sulphur most noted scenes m the vanous countnes of the
carry it one rod than ten, which I judged would be springs which line the side of ~he unattractive world, to show my friends when I return to my own
t~the extent of my ability. This man was carrying gully. Small streams of discolored water flow down country. I wished to get these out of the custom
his loa~ to Yokohama, forty miles away. I Jid not the gorge, and bamboo pipes in plenty are conveying house to look them o~er and see if all was right.
envy hun the job. DesQending the hill I met nearly the offensive smelling but medicated water to the Of course I did not wtsh to offer them for sale nor
twenty other men carrying similar bales but in a dif- bathing establishments below. The name of the to do anything with them that would in the slightferent way; instead of the shoulder-pole they had a place means "hell," and it is not inaptly named.
est degree affect the Japanese government. Gen.
rack or ladder fastened to the shoulders and back, to
But after reaching the dividing ridge a view as Van Buren wrote a letter for me to the superintendwhich '!ere. lashed three of those bales, the upper different in its charms from the scene of desolation ent of customs, stating these facts, and saying that I
one p~oJectmg above and over the head. They were left behind as can be well imagined, greets the eye. would leave on the next steamer for San Francisco,
sweatmg _freely. and they had a good right to do so, In the center Fuji-yama towen; up in grandeur and and would take the instrument and apparatus with
for I estimated their loads must weigh fully one beauty. On the extreme right is Kintoki-san, then me. I presented his letter, and at first they talked
hundred and fifty pounds. They were climbing a hill the Otomi pass and the Fuku-wari pass. To the left as though my wishes should be answered, but before
of ~orty degrees, with forty miles still before them. is the head of Hakone Lake, behind which are the I left it was decided that I must pay the regular
Thmk of _that, ye lovers of the'' cup which cheers but Hakone llilltl, and the still more imposing slopes of duties for the two weeks I would remain in the
do~s not mebriate," when you sip your fragrant tea Askidaka. Kammuri-gatake, which rises up immedi- country, the same'as if I were going to stay for life.
WhiCh poor fellows have to carry on their backs in ately above the springs, distinguishes itself by its To this decision I submitted and made application
such loads a distance of forty or fifty miles! These graceful outlines and by the dense woods which in the usual way, to pay the duties, as I wished to
men seemed more muscular and better developed cover its sides. Here the small box grows in great examine the goods. But I found that red tape has
than many of the Japanese, for as they were nearly abundance.
much to do with affairs in Japan, the same as in our
1
naked I had a good opportunity to notice their
To return to Miya-no-Shita was a walk of an hour 1own country. Before I was able to get possession of
muscle. Some of them had legs· and thighs that and a half, and though pretty thoroughly wearied, my goods and everything settled, nearly two days
even Hercules himself might envy. They carry climbing up and down over so many rocks, the nat- had passed. When, however, I got them I found
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them all right, and I was pleased. I thought, nevertheless, while I dancing attendance around the custom house, that double as many men are employed
as are necessary. The Japanese offidals, however,
seemed to understand their busine~s, and were as
efficient as men of any other nation.
This letter has reached proportions sufficiently extensive and I will draw it to a cloae.
D. M. B.
Sincerely yours,

Shiba. Here were the finest temples, and I found
there were more of them than it will be profitable to
describe to you. I will say, however, that there are
a great number of these temples, some Shinto and
some Buddhistic; and many of them blaze with gold,
polished lacquer-wood, paintings of dragons, animals, etc., in most brilliant colors. They are mostly_
large and capacious etructures, with tall, heavy,
sweeping roofs, running up high, and sharp at the
ridges, and concave at the eaves, which project sufficiently to cover a veranda. The timbers which
Japan Continued.
support the roof are painted with vermilion, and
CITY OF TOKIO.
partially ~ilt. The Shinto temples have the torii in
YoK~BH.uu, May 19, 1882.
front, wh1le the Buddhistic temples have very rich
DEAR READERs: In the remaining time I have to gateways or portals, often of two stories and with
spend in " the land of the rising "Sun," of course it heavy projecting tile roofs, the wood-work richly
was the most proper thing I could do to visit the painted and gilt.
capit&l, the city of Tokio, and also Nikko, one of the
The Shinto temples are plainer than the Buddhistholy cities of the empire. I have visited Jerusalem, ic, and though lavishly decorated with shining lacthe holy city of the Jews; the site of Heliopolis, one quered wood, they have not so much painting and
of the holy cities of the Egyptians; Rome, the holy gilt, not such rich altars, not so much gewgawry. In
city of Christians; I passed Mecca, the holy city of the large front courts of the temples, some of them
the "Mussulmans-for no Christian or Infidel can containing aeveral acres, are great numbers of what
soarc·ely look upon that city and live; I have seen are called lanterns, some of bronze and some of
Ben ares, the holy city of the Hindoos; I have been stone. They are eight or ten f9et high, with a wide
near the city of s~ranath, tne holy city of the Bud- ornamental cap· on top, in or below which is a place
dhists; and it now becomes a part of my duty to for a lamp to give light to the dead when they return
to earth, as they are supposed to do at stated periods
visit Nikko, one of the holy citiea of the Japanese.
Tokio, being on the route, was the first place to be I judged these bronze lanterns to weigh half a ton
reached. On the morning of May 4th I took the. rail- each, and the stone ones to weigh from one to two
road train for the capital, which is on the plain of two tons each, with a great amount of work upon
Y edo, eighteen miles east of Yokohama. With them. In eome of the larger temple grounds there
the five stops at the different villages along the way, must be over two hundred of these showy and singuit takes an hour to make the distance. This is the lar lanterns, which must have cost hundreds of thouonly railroad in the eastern part of Japan, but it is sands of dollars, contributed by· the shoguns, who
in active operation, a train going each way every had in their pos1e1sion the wealth of the country.
seventy-five minutes through the day. It is well The temples in this quarter of the city alone must
oonstructed; the stations are solidly built, and it have cost millions of dollars. I will partially deseems to be conducted upon the European system scribe one of them.
throughout. There are three classes among the pas- _ The temple of Shim-mei, Shinto, dating from the
sengers, the same ai in Europe. The first-class eleventh century, having been plundered, and fallen
. coach is finely cushioned and morocco lined, but the into decay, was restored in the sixteenth century,
rates are high, and but few ride in that class. The was 1urnt in 1876, and then rebuilt autl dedicated to
second-class seats run lengthwise of the car, one on the sun goddess. It is in pure Shintc· style, and
each side, and are decently fitted up. More people plain.
travel in this class than in the first. The third-class
The tezqple of Zo-jo-je, Buddhistic, is near by, incoaches are plainly finiahed, with board seats, un- eluding a monastery; built in 1620; destroyed by
cushioned, with no backs, and placed as they are in fire in 1874, and since rebuilt. Here are preserved
our cars. These are largely patronized b::y the Jap- the mortuary temples of several of the shoguns,
anese, who take readily to railroad ridmg. The whose expensive tombs are near. The inside of this
prices are respectively 1 yen, 60 sen, and twenty-five temple is very rich. Passing along a passage filled
sen. It is said the earnings of this road, eighteen with cases· of Buddhistic books, and up a red and
lacquered gallery, one enters the mortuary temple
miles long, are $8,000,000 per year.
The road runs thrcugh a ~rtion of the plain of attached to the tombs, and finds himself in a blaze
Yedo, which is ninety miles in length, and very fer- of gold, coloring, and elaborate arabesques, which
tile. Here are thousands of acres of barley and quite dazzle the eye with their brilliant beauty. Aswheat, though a large proportion of the ground that cending to the altar, which is separated frem the
can be irrigated is reserved for rice culture. The antechamber by a bamboo blind, bound with silk,
fields here have the same remarkable freedom from of which there are numbers in various places, and
which temper the brilliancy of the other decorations,
weeds already noted.
The original name of Tokio was Yedo, at which here are two double-roofed shrines of the most gortime it was the capital of the shoguns or tycoons, geous gold lacquer, picked out with body-color beand when the capital of the mikado was at Kioto; low the eaves, and held together by costly elaborate
but in the revolution of 1868 the mikado removed metal-work. The one on the right contains a wooden
from Kioto to Yedo, which became the seat of gov- image of the seventh ahogun, and the other of the
ernment, and the name was changed to Tokio, mean- ninth.
On either side of each 1hrine stand in couples
ing western capital. The town is very extensive
in size, being nine or ten miles across each way, and woodenimages of the Four Heavenly Kings, who,
containing one million inhabitants. There are a according to Buddhistic belief, guard the world
goodly number of tolerably fair looking buildings, against the attacks of demons. In front of them are
constructed after the cheap American and European Kwannon and Ben ten. The back is all gilt, while
models, especially in the quarter occupied by for- the altar and two tables in front are of splendid red
eigners; but the bulk of the town, the native por- lacquer. The rich decorations around are too nution, ie unassuming and inelegant in style of archi- merous to attempt to describe. Descending into the
tecture, the buildings being one or two stories high, ante-chamber, the paneling of the ceiling of the oraand principally of unpainted wood and sometimes of tory is exceedingly rich and the decorations magnifistone, plastered, and some of brick, the roofs mainly cent. Lion11 and dragons are on the walls. Lacquer
of tile. The streets are of good width, some of boxes on the tables contain portions of the Buddhistic
them decidedly wide, and regular. The city is said scriptures.
Emerging from the temple, I was conducted by a
to be composed of one hundred and twenty-five villages, so, as may reasonably be supposed, the streets priest past a colonnade painted with red and gold,
are not laid off through the whole area with regular- and richly adorned with open-work carvings of birds
ity and precision; though they are by no means and flowers, and then through a gate, with paintings
badly arranged. They usually run at right-angles, of Apsaras, or angels, on the ceiling, and out into
or approximately so, are not crooked, and are kept the middle court, which contains a stone cistern of
pretty clean. They are not paved with stone, but holy water, and o.u the left a belfry, the bell in which
are packed hard with earth and gravel. Sidewalks is rung only on the 12th and 30th of each month.
are not an oriental institutioJl, and they need not be All around this court are arranged in rows over-two
hundred of the stone and bronze lanterns already
looked for here.
There are a good many canals, or moats, here, mentioned. The gate leading out from this has
which are full at high tide, but empty, muddy, and carved wooden columns, with dragons twisted around
ill-looking when the tide is out. The lotus plant- them, and which were originally gilt over verthe Buddhistic emblem of purity-is largely grown milion.
The tombs of the shoguns whose ashes rest therein
in these canals; the leaves are now abundant, and
when in blossom, in August, they must present a are very rich and expensive, in bronze and cut stone;
beautiful sight. A river of good size runs through but I will not undertake a description; but several
of them are mausoleums worthy the greatest potentthe city and empties into the bay.
TEMPLES OF SHIB.A..
ate that ever lived. Of the carvings and decorations
The time being still rather early when I reached in the mortuary temple too much can hardly be said.
Tokio, and deeming it too soon to call upon our The red wall is divided into compartments, with
American minister, Judge John A. Bingham, of Ohio, large gilt medallions of open-work carving repreI secured a riki, of which there are twenty-five thou- senting the peacock and pine, wild duck and sagit~
sand in the city, and made the young man who had taria, and colored squares of chrysanthemums :floatcharge of it realize that I wished to look around the ing on the water, emblems of immortality. In the
city and to visit the most noted temples. He accord- oratory the spaces between the horizontal beam of
ingly trotted lively through many streets and to the the cornice and the lintel are filled with finely paintquarter of the city in the western portion called ed and gilt wood carvings of white lilies, peonies,

etc. The coffered ceiling is decorated with the fly.
ing dragon in gold on a dark-blue ground in a medallion on a gilt ground.
In connection with this temple and the several
buildings, shrines, etc, are gorgeous gates, gilded
walls, gilded paneling, huge gilded pillars, rich lao-.
quar-work, etc., until one becomes wearied with
looking at it, regretting that so much treasure should
be expended in so useless a cause, and where it benefits needy humanity so little. And what is true of
this temple is alllo true of the several others in the
vicinity. One is made sad with the waste of money
which might have been employed in making poor
people more comfortable and happy. Here is a
striking exemplification of the way in which men for
hundreds of years have _been lavishing their wealth
upon gods and religions, and leaving their fellowmen to suffer and die. If man could have been con.
tent to do less for the gods and more for himself he
would have been very much wilBer and happier.
TEMPLE OF KW.A.N·NO.
The temple of the Chinese goddess by this name
-the same as mentioned in my letter from Chinaprobably the most popular deity in Japan, is situated
m the part of the city callild Asa-kusa. The edifice
is of the same character as other Buddhistic temples
-the same tall, sweeping, thick, heavy concave roof,
with projecting eaves and continued veranda below;
the same square ball in the center of the temple;
the same high altar and shrine, with a figure of
Buddha; the same bronzes, brasses, tablets, banners,
and shrines; the same symbols, ima~eil, adornments;
the same incense-burning and eccles1astical claptrap.
The foundation consists of square stones, on which
the uprights rest. These are of elm, and are united
at intervals by longitudinal pieces. The great size
and enormous weight of the roof arises from the
trusses being formed of a heavy frame built upon
another heavy frame, and diminishing in size going
upward. They are richly painted and ornamented
with gold .
In this temple, it is said, fair and festival are kept
up the year round. I did not have time to see very
much of it, and will be glad to avail myself, in part, ·
of Miss Bird's description: "A broad paved avenue,
only open to foot passengers, leads from the street
to the grand entrance, a colossal two-storied, doubleroofed mon, or gate, painted a rich dull red. On
either side of this avenue are lines of bootha, which
make a brilliant and lavish display of their contents,
toy-shops for smoking apparatus, and shops for the
sale of ornamental hair-pins predominating. Nearer
the gate are booths for the sale of rosaries for
prayer, sleeve and bosom idols of brass and wood in
small shrines, amulet bags, representations of the
jolly-lQoking Daikoku, the god of wealth (the most
popular of the household gods of Japan), shrineP,
memorial tablets, cheape:vvotos,sacred bells, candlesticks, incense-burners, and all the endless and varied
articles connected with Buddhistic devotion, public
and private. Down a paved passage, on the right
there is an artificial river, not over clean, with a
bridge formed of one curved stone, from which a
:flight of steps lead up to a small temple with a magnificent bronze bell. At the entrance were several
women praying. In the same direction ai-e two fine
bronze Buddhas, seated figures, one with clasped
hands, the other holding a lotus, both with the
'light of the world' upon their brows. The grand
red gateway into the actual temple courts has an extremely imposing effect. Hundreds of men, women,
and children passed to and fro through the gateway
in incessant streams, and so they are passing through
every daylight hour of every day in the year; thousands becoming tens of thousands on the great feetival days, when the mikoski, or sa?red c~r,_ containing certain symbols of the god, lil i!Xhlbited, and
after sacred mimes and dances have heen performed
is carried in a magnificent antique procest~ion to the
shore and back again. Unde_r each ~ate'Yay on eith~r
side are the Ni-o, or two kmgs, g1gant10 figures m
:flowing robes, one red and w:ith_ an open ~outh, representing the yo, or male prmmple of Chmese philosophy; the other green, and with the mouth firmly
closed, representing in, or female principle. They
are hideous creatures, with protruding eyes, and
faces and figures distorted and corrupted into a high
degree of exaggerated and convulsive action. These
figures guard the gates of most of the larger tampies, and small prints of them are pa_sted over the
doors of houses to protect them agamat burglars.
Attached to the grating in front were a number of
straw sandals, hung up by the people who pray t~at
their limbs may be as muscular as those of the N1-_o.
Passing through t~is gat_e is r~ached th_e temple ltself, a building of 1mposmg h1ght and_ Slze, of a ~ull
red color with a grand roof of heavy uon-gray t1les,
with a s~eeping curve which gives grace as well as
grandeur.
"The timbers and supports are soldid and of
great size, but in common with all ?apa?ese t~mples,
whether Buddhist or Shinto, the ed1fice lS entuely of
wood. A broad :flight of narrow, steep, brass-bound
steps lead up to the potch, which is formed by a
number of mrcular pillars supporting a very lofty
roof from which paper lanterns ten feet long are
hanging. A gallery runs froma this round the tem-
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ple; unmatted, and an inner one behind a g~a~ing, their own. A young woman went up to him, rubbed their tiny pipes, and offer you bows of slender baminto which those who chose to pay for the pnvllege the back of his neck, and then rubbed her own. boo strips, two feet long, with rests for the arrows,
of praying in comparative privacy, or having prayers Then a modest-looking girl, leading an ancient and tiny cherry-wood arrows, bone tipped, and feathsaid for them by priest~, can pass. In the o1;1ter woman with badly inflamed· eyelids and paralyzed ered red, blue, and white, and smilingly, but quite
temple the noise, confuswn, and pe_rpetual motw~, arms, rubbed his eyelids, and then gently stroked unobtrusively, ask you to try your skill or luck at
are bewildering. Crowds ~m clattermg cl?gs J?ass m the closed eyelids of the crone. Then a coolie, with a target hanging in front of a square· drum, flanked
and out; pigeons, of wbwb bundre~s .live m t~e a swelled knee, applied himself vigorously to Bin- by red cushions. A click, a boom, or a hardly audiporch, fly over Y?ur hea~, all:d the whurmg of t~eu zuru's knee, and more gently to his own. Remember, ble thud indicate the result. Nearly all the archers
wings mingles w1th the tmklmg of bells, the beatmg this is the great temple of the 'populace, and 'not were grown-up men, and many of them spend hours
of drums and gongs, the high-pitched drone of the many sick, not many noble, not many mighty' enter at a time at this childish sport. All over the grounds
priests, the low .murmur of prayers, the rippling its dim, dirty, crowded halls. But the great temple booths with the usual charcoal fire, copper boiler,
laughter of girls, the harsh voices of men, and the of Kwannon is no& the only sight of Asakusa. Out- iron kettle of curious workmanship, tiny cups, frageneral buzz of the multitude. There is very much side it are countless shrines and temples; huge-stone grant aroma of tea, and winsome, graceful guls inthat is highly grotesqtie at first sight. Men squat Amainu, ·or heavenly dogs, on rude blocks of stone; vite you to drink and rest, a.nd more solid but less
on the floor selling amulets, rosaries, printed prayers, large cisterns of stone and bronze, with and without inviting refreshments are to be bad. Rows of pretty
incense sticks, and other wares. Ex votos of all canopies, containing water for the ablutions of the paper lanterns decorate all the stalls. Then there
kinds bang on the wall and on the great round worshipers; cast-iron Amainu on hewn stone pedes- are photograph galleries, mimic tea gardens, tableaux
pillars. Ma1;1y of them are rude Japanese pictures. tale-a recent gift; bronze and silver lanterns; a in which a large number of groups of life-size figThe subject ()none is the blow;ing up of a steamer stone prayer.wheel in a stone post; figures of Bud- ures with appropriate scenery are put into motion by
in the Sumidagawa with the loss of a hundred lives, dba, with thfl serene countenance of one who rests a crr3aking wheel of great size, matted lounges for
when the donor was saved by the grace of Kwan- from his labors; stone idols, on which devotees have rest, stands with saucers of rice, beans, and peas for
non. Numbers of memorials are from people who pasted slips of paper inscribed with prayers, with offerings to the gods, the pigeons, and the two sacred
offered up prayers here, and have been restored to sticks of incense rising out of the ashes of hundreds horses, Albino ponies, with pink eyes and nosel!, .
health and wealth. Others are from junk-men whose of former sticks smouldering before them; blocks of revoltingly greedy creatures, eating all day long and
lives have been in peril. There are scores of men's hewn stone with Chinese and Sanskrit inscriptions; still craving for more. There are booths for singing
queues and a few braids of women's hair offered on an eight-sided temple, in which 11re figures of the and dancing, and under one a professional storyaccount of vows or prayers, usually for sick relatives, 'five hundred disciples' of Buddha; a temple with teller was reciting to a densely packed crowd one of
and among them all, on the left hand, is a large mir- the roof and the upper part of the walls richly the old popular stories of crime. There are booths
ror in a gaudily gilt frame, and a framed picture of colored, the circular Shinto mirror in an inner shrine, where for a few sen you may have the pleasure of
the P. M. S. ·Ohina. Above this incongruous collec- a bronze treasury outside with a bell, which is rung finding some very ugly and greedy apes, or of watchtions are splendid wood carvings and frescoes of to attract the god's attention; a striking five-storied ing mangy monkeys who have been taught to prosangels, among which the pigeons find a home free pagoda, with much red lacquer, and the ends of the trate themselves, Japanese fashion. One of the
from molestation. Near the entrance t.here is a roof-beamsveryboldlycarved; itstbronewasfringed greatest sights is a collection of tableaux, life-size
superb incense burner in the most massive style of with wind bells, and its uppermost roof terminating figures, the work of an artist who, after visiting the
the older bronzes, with a mythical feast rampant in a graceful copper spiral of great bight, with the thirty-three great temples of the Goddess of Mercy,
upon it, and in high relielf around it ·the Japanese 'sacred pearl' surrounded by flames for its final. was so impressed by her power and goodness that be
Rigns of the Zodiac, the cat, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, Near it, as near as most temples, is an upright frame created thirty-five groups in order to show his counserpent, borge, goat, monkey, cock, dog, and hog. of plain wood with tablets, on which are inscribed trymen the benefits of her cultus. These figures are
Clouds of incense rise continually from the perf ora- the names of donors to the 'temples, and the amount wondeFfully true to life and wear real garments.
tiona round the edge, and_a black-toothed woman, who of their gifts. Among the many sbiines is an Inari In most of the tableaux the goddess is represented as
keeps it burning, is perpetually receiving small coins or Fox temple, fox-worship being one of the most a lovely and gentle woman-a Madonna, but with
from the worshipers, who then pass on to the front universal superstitions in Japan. The foxes, how- divine power. Mr. Griffis, in the "Mikado's Emof the altar to pray. The high altar, and indeed all ever, are only the servants of a mythical personage pire," gives an interesting account of each. The
I should regard as properly the temple, are protected named U ga, to whom is ascribed the honor of the two most curious, as representing two articles of the
by a screen of coarsely-netted iron wire. This holy discovery and cultivation of the rice plant. Popu- Buddhist faith-future punishment and metempsyof holies is full of shrines and gods, gigantic candle- larly, however, the honors due to Iuari Sama (the chosis-are tableaux of a hungry robber appropriatsticks, colossal lotuses of gilded silver, offerings, name under which Uga was deified) are paid to his ing the temple offerings, with a painting near him
lamps, lacquer, litany books, gongs, drums, bells, servants. Before two gilded foxes in this shrine showing his coming destiny, in which there are
and all the mysterious symbols of a faith which is a there was a tray, on which small bowls of rice and devils and a red-hot cart with axlel!l of fire, and one
system of morals and metaphysics to the educated foxes in sugar were placed as offerings. Shinto gohei, of a man suffering from violent headache, who is
and initiated, and an idolatrous superstition to the strips of paper cut and folded in special fashion, and directed by Kwannon to the spot where the buried
masses. In this interior the light was dim, the usually attached to a white wand, and supposed to skull which belonged to him in a former state of exlamps burned low, the atmosphere was heavy with represent the Shinto kami, or gods, who are simply istence is split open by the root of a tree which is
incense, and amidst its fumes .shaven priests in deified heros, were in tbA same temple, and there growing through the eye-sooket. On removing the
chasubles and stoles moved noiselessly over the soft were Shinto torii in wood and stone near the root the pain ceases. The catalogue of sights is only
half exhausted."
matting round the high altar on which Kwannon is entrance.
There are temples in many other parts of the city,
"There is a handsome stone-floored temple to the
enshrined, lighting candles, striking bells, and murmuring prayers. In front of the screen is the treas- southeast of the main building; it is lofty and very but a small portion of which I was able to see, but I
ury, a wooden chest, fourteen feet by ten, with a richly decorated. In the center is an octagonal re- looked in at a number that I need not name, where I
deep slit, into which _all the worshipers cast copper volving room, or rather shrine, of rich red lacquer, saw the huge lanterns, large brazen images of Budcoins with a ceaseless clinking sound. There, too, most gorgeously ornamented. It rests on a frame of dha, with golden halos over his head, much after the
they pray, if that can. be called prayer which fre- ;)arved black lacquer, and has a lacquer gallery run- style of the halo around the heads of Jesus and his
quently consists only in repetition of an uncompre- ning around it, on which several richly decorated virgin mother, though I saw none so large as the
hended phrase in a foreign tongue, bowing the head, doors open. On the application of several shoulders Dai.butsu at Kamikana. But I was more and more
raising the hands and rubbing them, murmuring a to this gallery the shrine rotates. It is, in fact, a impressed with the ceremonies, the show and glitter
few words, telling beads, clapping the hands, bowing revolving library of the Buddhist scriptures, and a of Buddhist temples and worship and that of the
again, and then passing out, or on to another shrine single turn is equivalent to a single pious perusal of same in Catholic cathedrals and churches, the imto repeat the same form. Merchants in silk cloth- them. It is an exceedingly beautiful specimen of ages, the symbols, the incense, the robes and appearing, soldiers in shabby French uniforms, farmers, ancient decorative lacquer-work. At the back part ance of the numerous priests, and- all the paraphercoolies in 'vile raiment,' mothers, maidens, swells of the temple is a draped brass figure of Buddha, nalia, gewgawry, modes of obtain!ng mercy, the
in European clothes, even the Samurai policemen, with one hand raised-a dignified piece of casting. uses 9f beads, etc., etc., are wonderfully similar.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
bow before the Goddess of Mercy. Most of the All the Buddhas have Hindoo features, and the
prayers were offered rapidly, a mere momentary in- graceful drapery and oriental repoee which have
The Cause in Fargo.
terlude in the gurgle of careless talk, and without a been imported from India contrast singularly with
pretense of reverence; -but some of the petitioners the grotesque extravagances of the indigenous J ap· MR. EDITOR: Once more I subscribe to your valuaobviously brought real woes in simple 'faith.' I anese conceptions. In the same temple are four ble paper. If you remember I am a three-year-old
specially noticed two men in stylish European clothes, monstrously extravagant figures carved in wood, subscriber, which covered the time of my residence
who prostrated themselves over and over again, and life size, with clawed toes on their feet, and two in New York. I left New York and visited my parremained before the altar several minutes, offering great fangs in addition to the teeth in each mouth. ents in England this last Christmas, when I also atlow-voiced prayers, with closed eyes, and every sign The beads of all are surrounded with flames, and tended several meetings of the National Secular
·of genuine earnestness, and several women in obvi- are backed by golden circlets. They are extrava- Society, and I was particularly struck with the zeal
ous distress1 probably about sick persons, who offered gantly clothed, in garmen~s which look as though in which this society i>~ performing its work, and
their prayers with a pleading agony, no less real than they were agitated by a violent wind; they wear feel sure that the Liberals of this country could
that which ascends to 'our Father in heaven' from helmets and partial suits of armor, and bold in their learn a lesson from them.
anguished hearts in England.
right bands something between a monarch's scepter I hav recently arrived in Fargo, which is one of
"In one shrine there is a large idol, spotted all and a priest's staff.\ They have goggle eyes and open the booming towns or the West. I hav been unable
over with pellets of paper, and hundreds of these mouths, and their faces are in distorted and exag- to find any Liberal club herA, although it has a popare sticking to the wire netting which protect& him. gerated action. One, painted bright red, tramples ulation of 7,000, and many churches-! guess one
A worshiper writes his petition, or, better still, has it on a writhing devil, painted pink, another painted church to each thousand. What is the matter with
written for him by the priest, chews it to a pulp, and emerald green, tramples on a sea-green devil, an in· Liberals? Why are they not at work in their towns,
~pits it at the divinity. If having been well aimed, digo-blue monster tramples on a sky-blue fiend, and at least as soon as Christians ? What is the good of
It passes through the wire and sticks, it is a good a bright pink monster treads under his clawed feet their waiting till towns are thoroughly Christianized
omen; if it lodges in the netting, the prayer bas a flesh-colored demon. I cannot give you any idea before Liberals commence their work? So far I hav
been able to meet one Liberal in Fargo-a Mr.
probably been unheard. The Ni-o and some of the of the hideousness of their aspect, and was much only
Nugent, who was formerly president of a Liberal
gods outside the temple are similarly disfigured. On inclined to sympathize with the more innocent-look- club .in Lansing, Mich. This gentleman possesses
the left there is a shrine with a screen, to the barB of ing fiends whom they were maltreating. They rare scholastic acquirements, and seems to be well
which innumerable prayers have been tied. On the occur very frequently in Buddhist temples, and are adapted for advocating, and certainly qualified for
right, accessible to all, sits Binzuru, one of Buddha's said by some to be assistant torturers to Yemma, the defending, Liberalism, but at present he is so much
original sixteen disciples. His face and appearance lord of bell, and are called by others 'The Gods of taken up with business, as everybody is in Fargo,
have been calm and amia.ble, with something of the the Four Quarters.'
that he does not feel inclined to undertake any Libquiet dignity of an elderly country gentleman of the
"The temple grounds are the most extraordinary eral work alone; but he certainly would if he had
reign of George III., but be is now worn and de- sight. No English fair in the palmiest days of fairs he assistance of some others. If you hav the address
faced, and bas not much more of eyes, nose, and ever presented such an array of attractions. Behind of some Liberals in Fargo or vicinity please let me
moutJ:l than the Sphinx, and the polished red lacquer the temple are archery galleries in numbers, where hav them. Hoping that Mr. Bennett's health is rebas disappeared from his hands and feet, for Bii:Jzuru Igirls hardly as modest looking as usual, smile and maining good through his travels, I remain,
is a great medicine god, and for centuries sick people smirk, and bring straw-colored tea in dainty cups,
HENRY W. THOMAS.
have rubbed his face and limbs, and then rubbed and tasteless sweetmeats on lacquer t:rays, and smoke Fargo, D. T., Aug, 10, 1882.
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"Having quietly withdrawn after ten years' service
The following, on "Woman and Her Cause," were
therein from the Christian ministry and turned my also adopted:
D. M. BENNETT,EDffO~
face toward another and, as I think, no less honorable Resolved, That having abolished the sovereign rights of kings and
in the same rights of labor; that it shonld be the
profession, I had anticipated absolute silence on my priests weofbelieve
the ea.rth; that labor creates the wealth of the world
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEAR. part touching the old themes of debate. I hav been •overelgn
and the wealth of the world should be justly distributed among
those who produce it. We extend our hearty sympathy to those
forced from my retreat, however, by the m·gency of many
toilers In our own land and others who do not receive their
your
invitations,
and
will
grasp
this
opportunity
of
dne
reward. We assert that Freethought makes room for industrial
The largest and cheapest Radical Journal pubUshed in
liberty.
It is churches and t.hoolotl'y that hAV crushed the masses
Europe or America, r,ontaining seven hundred square inches saying some things touching the strength and weak- It Is other worldlin!'ss that has made this world a hell to those who
ness of that institution in whose service. all my young earn their bread by the ·sweat of their face. We believe in the dignity of work, and 1t is through work that the worship of the future
more reading matter than any other jou'1'11al of its mnd.
manhood has been expended.
shall be expressed.
That we look with favor upon the e:tforts of, the Liberals
"It is not necessary for radical thinkers to assert the ofR•solved,
the Wear to found a Nation!ll Liberal Orphans' Home at Liberal
NEW YORK SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1882. restlessness which at present dist11rbs the Christian Mo., and we most heartily recommend the noble enterprise to th~
earnest consideration of our friends, and solicit their support in ald
church, for Christian apologists themselves are en- of
the undertaking.
gaged in making the confession. Andover Seminary
The Watkins Convention.-Concluded ..
A resolution of condolence with Mrs. Ernstine L.
has just revealed her ''true inwardness" to the world,
The services Saturday, the fourth day of the meet- to the distress of a few denominational watch dogs Rose, of London, for the death of her husband, was
ing, after the morning conference was ended, began and to the amusement of mankind at large, while also adopted. Mrs. Gage gave a comprehensiv
with an addreile upon Physical and Social Reform, but yesterday Mr. Henry Ward Beecher, one of the sketch of the life of Mrs. Rose and the effectiv labor
by Dr. Juliet H. Severance, of Milwaukee. For most brilliant and vacillating men of this ·century, set she performed in America as lecturer and reformer.
The following telegraphic correspondence was read
more than an hour she closely held an attentiv and the ecclesiastical world agog by some theological
interested audience. She was followed by John E. declaration sadly at variance with the standards of and the reply warmly approved:
Remsburg, of Atchison, Kansas, in a finished oration orthodoxy he is supposed to support. We cannot
To the President of Freethin~rs' Convention: All bail the
on Thomas Paine. Everybody was pleased with fail to notice that the restlessness whioh pervades power of Jesus' name. We are buildin,.:: more than one Methoboth its matter and manner.
the rank and file of the gospel ministry is a poor dist-church for every day in the year, and proposB to make it
(Signed)
C. C. :McCABE,
At 2 P.M., J. P. Mendum gave a discourse on apology for the orthodoxy of their respective creeds two a day.
Secretary Board of Church Extension, :M. E. Church.
Paine Hall, describing the condition of the prop- as dispensed to-day; Emasculated-dogmatism prevails
[REPLY.]
erty, explaining the flourishing condition which it within the church-· indifference and incredulity withLet us hear less of Jesus' name and see more of his works;
is now in; that the income amounts to nearly two out. Christian apologists are to-day more troubled build fewer churches and pay your taxes on them like ho~est
thousand dollars a year more than the interest on with 'fightings within ' than by 'fears without.' men; build better churches, since liberty, science, and humanithe sum due on the hall; and that $38,000 of the What time, then, could be more appropriate for a ty will need them one of these days, and won't want to pay too
'(Signed)
T. B. WAKEMAN,
stock still remains untaken. It is to be hoped that just estimate of the strength and weakness of the much for repairs.
Prest. Pro tem. of Freethinkers' Convention.
th'.fol will not long be the case, for the stock will be church ?
The evening meeting being the last session was
profitable to hold, and it will seem so much better
"The organized church of modern times presents
to bav the property entirely free from debt.
many features of attractivness and strength, the pres- well filled out. As a token of regard a Frethinkers'
J. H. Burnham, of Michigan, followed with one of ence of which accounts for its hold upon public badge pin was presented by a few friends to Charles
the ablest discourses of the meeting, upon the Design thought despite its manifold weakness. And radioal Bright, of Australia, whereupon he made a beautiArgument, and reviewing the strongest points that thinkers can be guilty, I think, of no greater folly ful little speech, expressing his gratitude for the
the advocl&tes of a god or gods are able to present. than to sweepingly deny that the church possesses honor thus conferred.
W. S. Bell next delivered one of the best adSome of his points were new and decidedly strong. such elements. For my own part I most sincerely
We shall probably be able ere very long to lay this deprecate the wholesale condemnation of ministers dresses of the Convention, on Christian Morality.
speech bafore our readers. Mr. BurnhaJ;D's address and equally deplore undiscriminating denunciation of We hope to some time be able to lay it before our
readers. Mr. Palmer, acting as chairman, introwas followed by a short but humorous speech from the church itself.
M. Babcock, of St. Johns, Michigan.
"These very features which are the boast of the duced Mr. T. B. Wakeman as the person who had
In the evening Mr. S. P. Putnam gave one of his church are the subject of intensest criticism for us. most contributed to his, Palmer's conversion, and had
earnept and finished discourses upon the " Glory of We do not select the weakest points in her armor, taught him constructiv Liberalism. Mr. Wakeman
Liberalism." This was followed by some brief re- but the strongest, and against them direct qur followed with an excellent speech on Science, Liberty, and Humanity, taking for his text the era of
marks by the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER upon shafts.
Egypt, after which he presented some two hundred
"For example, the very antiquity of which I man, and showing why our years should cease to
fine views of Egypt, the "Holy Land," China, and hav spoken is undoubtedly in our day an element of date from the era of any mythical god, but rather
Japan. These views were thrown upon canvas by weakness Theology, unlike the juice of the grape, from the era when man particularly began to set up
means of a splendid stereopticon, purchased in Lon- does not necessarily improve with sge. All the the revelations of science in place of theological
don, this being the first time they had been shown pages of history are full of the story of the church, and ecclesiastical superstitions. He urged the genin public. The audience claimed to be much edified but every page is stained with blood and horrible eral adoption of dating from the year in which
by them, and the hope was expressed that many au- with some ecclesiastical atrocity. I do not care to Bruno was executed. His speech in other directions
diences over the country may have an opportunity call the long list of horrors laid up against the was carefully listened to and elicited the warmest
of looking at them.
_
church, but it must be said that he at least is an approbation.
Mter Mr. Wakeman'saddressa resolution was carOn Sunday, the fifth and last day, in the morning optimistic philosopher, who, upon balancing the
conference several persons, as usual, made short good and evil achieved by the church, finds the dif- ried, to the effect that the New York Freethinkers'
Association hold its next annual meeting at Saratoga
speeches. Among them were James Tillson, of El- ference in favor of the good."
mira; R. Bacon, of Poughkeepsie, and S. D. Moore,
Mter the lecture the following resoJutions were Springs. It being found that mon~ enough had not
of Michigan. The first regular discourse was by read by S. P. Putnam, and were unanimously adopt- been received to defray all the expenses, some over
two hundred dollars were raised by contribution,
Mrs. Matilda Joslyn Gage, upon Woman's Rights ed by the meeting.
and Female Suffrage. She combated the notion that 1. That the discussions in science, the inventions of the mechanica, Courtlandt Palmer very generously giving the sum
't
h ld h ld
art&, and the general progress of society in knowledge, refinement,
On t h e th eory 0 f h umli.DI Y WOmen S OU
0
a comfort, and gOod morals which distinguish the present from the of fifty dollars.
subordinate position, and she attributed to this no- past, are the natural outgrowth of the cultivation of the human
Omitting many short speeches, made in the difierintellect and freedom in the various departments of inquiry.
tion in Christianity the one great fact of its worth- 2. That the only men in the world who cannot rPjoice in the free- ent meetings of the Convention, as well as various
dom of thought,
and whose
are prompted
by the
ig- other proceedings, it must be said the adjournment
1essness. Sh e called woman the great unpai'd 1a b orer norance,
are the clergy,
whomaterial
oppose itinterests
anrt its advocates
because
of the world, and accused the church of being the spirit of untrammeled research in the field of criticism threatens to took place in the best of spirits, all feeling that good
· d th t
h
destroy the claim they make in behalf of the Bible; that it is a revgreat robb er Of h er sex. Sh e C1atme
a eac per- elation from heaven, plainly and infallibly inspired, and that they work had been perfected and much progress made.
son should be a revelation to himself, and felt that are the divinely-commissioned and onlyauthOritativ expounders of
Our ride home to New York via the Erie road, on
.
its contents. We owe it, however, in justice to the Bible to say that
she was born equal to any human bemg in -the the Bible itself teaches no such doctrin. but that the cl•im was Monday, the 29th, was a most pleasant one. The
world. The address was an elaborate one, and was hoistedbytheEngHshclergyatthetimeof its translation to save weather was as lovely as could be asked for, and the
their selfish and ambitious ends, since the only passage in it (2 Tim.
rendered with marked ability.
iii, I) which served to teach the dogm" of plenary inspiration has almost endless picturesque and pleasant scenery were
George Chainey was next introduced by the chair- to
beenteach
correctly
by the revised
New
~estament, and proved quite enough to fill an enthusiastic beholder with
that rendered
the profitableness
of any
writing
is the test of its
man as the formerly "Reverend," but now more inspiration.
transports of joy. May we liv to see many such
3. That the war upon the church, unlike the war upon us, is sim.
t h an reveren d . H e gave a very a bl e d Iscourse upon ply one of unselfishness; that our motto being" Equal rights for all reunions and to enjoy many such beautiful rides.
Walt Whitman and "Leaves of Grass." The effort ·and special favorsfornone,"wenow earnestly contend for the right
to believe her creeds in all their variety, and contend for the right
was a masterly one, displaying both oratory and a to reject. them; that all we ask under a secnlar constitution of govA Pleasant Sunday Excursion.
fine command of language. It was an enthusiastic ernment, designed to serve the purposes of this world, is that there
should be no discrimination made by the law in favor of any class
On Sunday last, friends William H. Peck, Daniel
tribute to one whom the speaker called pre-eminent of citizens or on account of their rellgious opinion, as in the case of
exemption of church property from taxation, and in the em1Y th e poet 0 f to· d ay an d th e poe t Of t h e f uture. H e the
ployment at the public expense of chaplains to say prayers for the E. Ryan, and ourselvs, as per agreement, took the
called our government as at present a grab-bag for religious gratification of congressmen, soldiers, sailors, and others 9 :45 A.M. steamer, Sam Sloan, for Glen Island, a com...Ieves, an d sa I'd t h at t h ere never was such a mass of whomayhethere.
4. That whereas the church, although a small minority of the pea- parativly new place of pleasure resort at the upper
t .....
insincerity and hypocrisy in the world as there is plein point of members, exercises her power for evil by dint of her end of the East Riv£>r, near where it broadens out
organization and the sleepless vigilance of her agents in watching
now in the church. He gathered some lessons from their chance and carrying out their pur(>oses, we earnestly urge into Long Island Sound. The ride is one of the most
'd
·
th
d
f
't
upon
the Freethinkers of the United States the duty of associating
th e b oo k . A gran d I ea IS ga ere
rom I s name. together in local Leagues, auxiliary· to the National Liberal League, interesting in the world. Passing down the lower
We learn from it the unspeakable worth of to-day for the purpose of defending themselvs against tile wiles of the portion of the North River, or the Hudson, and
H h
h 'f
church, and preserving the secularity of the national Constitution.
-our true re l a t IOn to nature.
e t O]lg t I there To this end we advise the promotion of Liberal libraries for circu- rounding at Castle Garden and the Battery into the
is any God it is his duty to love and serve us, not lating Liberal books, newspapers, and pamphlets among the people, E<•st River, great numbers of huge ferry-boats, exthe encouragement of the monthly paper called Man, and the emour duty to love and serve him; and declared that ployment t>ythe National League of a general agent, to be supported cursion steamers, extensiv piers, vast warehouses,
absolute property in land will some day come. to be by the voluntary, yet monthly, contributions of the local J"eagues, and depots hav a bewildering effect upon the
and whose duty it shall be to visit and encourage the Leagnes,
There is not another harbor in the
considered in the same light as we now regard abso- organize new ones. to increase the circulation of Liberal journals, beholder.
lute property in man. His eulogy of Whitman was w•-o
and marshal
Freethinkers,
so that
the public may know world equal to New York harbor, and there is not
they arethe
andhosts
whatofare
their opinions
and purposes
of a most fervid character.
5. That we scorn to play into the hands of our enemies by any another place on the globe presenting such a water
apologetic explanations, defenses, and disavowals on the vile and
.
Th e great f eature of t h e a f ternoon meetmg, and hackneyed subject of obscenity into which we are t1·eacherously in- surface surrounded by such cities as New York,
velgled, bellfwmg that, wherever there are Freethinkers at all, they Brooklyn, Jersey City, and Hoboken, with such a
p erhaps of all the meetings, was the address of the are,
almost without exeeption, remarkable for their intelligence,
ex-Rev. George C. Miln, of Chicago, Who arrived purity, patriotism. and general excellence of character in all the re- countless number of steamers coming and going in
.
th
.
.
ht
H'
bl
lations
of life. Neither can we condescend to retaliate upon an add urmg e preVIOUS mg ·
IS a O lSCourse was versary, aR we easily might, by calling the public attention to the all directions, loaded ships and schooners being towed
of a finished character, though doubtless considered atatlstics ofthe prisons and penitentiaries of the country, and insti- to their moorings, and hundreds of pleasure craft of
·
d' 1
b
f
tuting a comparison between the number of clergymen and church·
b Y some as b emg
not so ra ICa as t e most o those members on the one hand and Freethinkers on the other who hav all denominations at at a safe distance.
tlieir liberty by forming the criminal class of soci~ty ..
Just about the entrance of the East River on the
Which had previously been delivered ' Probably the forfeited
6. That we. as Liberals of this country, embraee the Spir1tua11sts,
gentleman will still-'lontinue to grow in radicalism, Nationalists, Deists, Agnostics, and other classes of thinkers who, West Side is always to be seen the greatest amount
and by the time a few more years hav passed by will although honestlydi:tfering from each other in theii·speculativopin- of shipping to be found at any port in the world,
ions, agree in their practical opposition to the encroachments of the
use more decided expressions with regard to the church and in preserving the secular character of lhe national Con- and lying so compactly at the docks that their
claims of supernaturalism. We hav not space for nals
stitution
and laws,
and weandearnestly
they,tryin totheir
jour- naked masts look like a dense, tall forest discarded
and public
meetings
e:tforts urge
of allthat
kinds,
cnltlvate
his entire discussion, but the following paragraphs mutual respect and consideration as allies in a great moral work, of limbs, foliage, and bark. The great suspension
not using their weapons upon each other, but reserving them in all bridge, conp.ecting New York and Brooklyn, which
are among the best:
their sharpness for the common enemy.
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has already cost millions of dollars, is passed under, respectably kept, thus proving offensive to none. his new and beautiful yacht "Mascot"-the gemus
and which, looking up at the progress made in laying We found one steamboat load had preceded us, so of good luck-iu which he evidently takes much
the roadway and floor, we are assured that many two or three thousand persons were there, and every tiride. We looked around for Eugene, with his
months will yet be required to complete. The ex- hour after other steamers in the line arrived, bring- yacht "Sadie "-for it must be known that he
ecution of such an enterprise is an honor to America, ing many other thousands of those who wished to proudly boasts of a yacht by that name-but he
and to the age of the world in which we liv.
retire from the city and seek a day of pleasure and failed to put in an appearance, thereby causing some
Passing up for miles be~ween New York and rest. Music and the chiming of bells in the pagoda disappointment.
We arrived home just as the shades of evening
Brooklyn, Wallabout Bay and the Navy Yard on the upon our arrival made us welcome.
right, much more of wealth, costly steamers, edifices,
Here is also a fair collection of animals and were approaching, feeling highly satisfied with the
warehouses, docks, dry-docks, and all the parapher- birds, including buffaloes, gnus, zebus, deer, bear!!, pleasant manner in which the day had been spent,
nalia of commerce, with· the continuous life and 'coons, eagles, vultures, hawks, cranes, pheasants, deeming it infinitly better than going to church to
activity connected with it, and which abounds on owls, cockatoos, etc. There is no extra charge for hear the old chaffy legends and claims of supernatboth sides of the river, is not easily described. A looking at these; and it must be said that the prices uralism repeated. We also hoped that on many revolume almost would be required in space, and a for refreshments and amusements are very reason- curring Decoration Days we may meet at the monuready, well-informed writer to do the subject justice. able. In the artificial pond were swans and a fa m- ment of Paine large numbers of his friends and
It will not be attempted in this case.
ily of seals disporting in the water, and sunning admirers.
With the numerous pleasure.seekers which em- themselvs on the floats.
barked at the pier at the foot of Cortlandt street,
In a commodious building are several bowling alIN his sermon last Sunday the theological gymwhat we took on at the landing below Fulton street leys, billiard tables, etc., and it is perhaps enough to nast and harlequin Talmage, among his usual
in Brooklyn, and the large accession from Thirty. make the pious and self.righteous howl in mental amount of senseless rubbish, got off the following:
·third street, our steamer was densely packed, with anguish to see both men and women here enjoying " Through the supernatural lens of what I might
two or three thousand men, women, and children, themselvs rationally in these games on Snnday. To u.&.\Op pal(OOI qoo-c.r ~u!iP adoosoqdo.1d 'B U'BO
all fondly seeking a day of recreation and pleasure. one of ordinary, obtuse mind it seems better than through the corridors of the centuries until he
Having a band of Italian musicians on board, the wearing a long, hypocritical face to church. And saw Chr~st the center of popular attraction and the
passage up was enlivened with some of the best as there were at le::st twenty. five thou~and persons greatest being in all the world, so everywhere acEuropean and American airs, and a few cents each on the island, with more than a hundred thousand at knowledged. It was not always so. A picture on
from the generous passengers paid the bill. We had a Coney Island, Rock a way, and other places of Sun- the wall of a city, recently exposed by the arcbreolofine view of Blackwell's Island and the vast prisons day resort, it seems there are many others who gist, evidences the contempt in which he was held
and reformatory establishments it abounds with, think so. To walk around in the pleasant shade, to by many in hiR day. It represents a cross and a
the larger of which are capable of providing cells for hear harmonious music, to look at beautiful flowers donkey nailed to it, and under it the inscription,
some thousands of prisoners. These large prison- and statuary, to look upon the river, the sound, and 'Jesus, the Christ whom the people worship.' The
houses are very suggestiv, and recall unpleasant the numerous craft flitting in all directions, cannot most popular name on earth to-day is the name of
memories. It is unfortunate that our modern and be harmful, and should not offend the most fastidi- Christ. The scoffers hav become the worshipers.
improved civilization feels the need of depriving so ous god ever conceived.
·
Of the twenty most celebrated Infidels of Great
many men of their liberty, and some, even, unjustly.
After ''taking in" all the beauties of Glen Island Britain in our day, sixteen hav come back to Christ,
Oh, that justice and morality might more largely (including but a small quantity of fluids), we took trying to undo the b1ackened mischief of their lives."
prevail !
the steam ferry to the main-land near the noted If more bosh and falsehood can be packed into the
The insane .asylums on Ward's Island are exten· Neptune House, where we took an omnibus to New same number of lines we are considerably mistaken.
siv and imposing edifices, apparently capable of ac- Rochelle, nearly two miles away, and a pleasant lmttead of there being sixteen celebrated Infidels of
commodating five thousand patients. This is anotl:er Westchester town of some·six thousand inhabitants, Great Britain who hav gone back to Christ there is
B:ld commentary upon the nature of our civilization. with many charming residences.
It was in the pro- not one. Where there is a single Infidel who has
How mournful that such large numbers, in their gram to take dinner at the German hotel there, and become a Christian there are hundreds of Christians
eagerness to obtain gold and religion, or from im- this was satisfactorily carried out, mine host setting who hav become unbelievers in theological absurdiproper modes and practices of life, should thus lose before us such a meal as no reasonable man could ties. Mr. Talmage is earnestly requested to name
the sixteen converted prominent Infidels, and if he
their reason and become lunatics and maniacs! It complain of.
This over, our pious proclivities asserted them- fails to do so, all sensible men will justly consider
is most sad, too, that even within these stately walls,
erected in the professed interest of human welfarP, selva, and we farther carried out the program by him a common falsifier.
- many unfortunate men and women are cruelly and chartering a carriage to convey us two miles north on
Complimentary.
unjustly confined. If a true history of the experi- a pilgrimage to the monument of the ever-to-be-reences of the inmates of the vast piles on these two vered Thomas Paine, which was repaired, re-cut, and
The Spi1 itual Offering, a bright and sprightly
islands for the last quarter of a century could be rededicated in May, 1881. We found it in perfect weekly, has several times spoken very kind words
written, what appalling narrative would be presented good order, looking hrigbt, beautiful, and new. No concerning us, both while we were in foreign lands
to our gaze! What a record of wrong; misfortune, mutilations bav been made since the repairing, and as and since our return to our own shores. In the issue
of heart-breakings, and human agony! But this is the corners were smoothly rounded off, it is far less for the 2d inst, in introducing a portion of our rea day for the enjoyment of pleasure; let us not in- easy to do than formerly. Thanks to the generous marks on the oocasion of the reception banquet
dulge in saddening meditations.
friends who sent in their little contributions for the given us in this city, it speaks as follows, but perWe passed very smoothly through "Hell Gate," purpose, Paine's monument is no longer a disgrace haps too complimentary. We nevertheless appreand saw neither Charon, Typhon,Ahriman,Rackshas- to his admirers over the country, and particularly to ciate the kindness:
as, Ravana, Mephistopheles, Apollyon, Beelzebub, the sight-seers and desecrators who defaced it. It "Next to Col. Ingersoll, D. M. Bennett is to-day probably
nor "Old Splitfoot." These evil beings have grace- is now a credit to us all, and is decidedly a beautiful the most popular among the many distinguished men of marked
fully retired to the shades of oblivion and forgetful-, monument to one of the ablest and best of men who ability in America, denominated as Liberals. From being the
best abused and decidedly the most hated by church bigots
ness, and it is to be hoped they will trouble the sons ever lived.
and daughters of men no more. ·
Of course, standing there in that sacred inclosure, and envied by some would-be leaders in the ranks of Liberalism, he bas by a most wonderful determinati?n and honesty
There are many islands in the upper part.of the by the side of that monument, covered with the in- of
purpose, strict adherence and perseverance m a course that
East River, and to know their names, even, and their scriptions of the choicest quotations from the ill us. he believed to be right, triumphed over his enemies; and now,
history is more than we can boast: Two are called trious author, and there under the shade of those on his return home, has bPen accorded fraternal greetings and
"The Brothers," one is David's Island, which belongs beautiful trees which hav now attained fine propor- public receptions such as hav never before ?een extended .to
to the government, and is used for military and tions, we realized the reverence and gratitude due any Freethinker of the world. At the receptiOn tendered him
naval purposes.
.
from all loyal and appreciativ Americans to the in New York city, where were assembled a host of distifi:·
guished men of Freethought principles, he was most enthusiGlen Island, the point of our destination, is, as re- memory of Paine. We felt that we were standing astically greeted."
marked, some eighteen or tw·enty miles from t::.te on a spot sacred to free thought and mental liberty.
--------~~-----Battery, and near where the East River becomes the We felt that the faithful in our ranks-especially in
CHARLES BRIGHT, of Australia, will speak before
Sound; and a ride of an hour and a half brought us this vicinity-should every year make a pilgrimage the Liberal Club, on 15th street, Friday evening, the
to its pier. We had passed many scores of steam- to this place to show our respect for a man who 8th inst. on the subject of Evolution. Those who
ers, schooners, sloops, and yachts, for the day being braved the world's frowns and condemnation to are present will enjoy a rare scientific and oratorical
pleasant, and a fine breeze stirring, almost everything speak the words of truth and reason in writing the treat.
was afloat, and everybody in pursuit of pleasure.
"Age of Reason." And while standingthere by the
THE next number of the North American Review
Glen Island contains from fifty to one hundred side of that marble pillar, we resolved ourselvs into
acres, largely rocky, thinly covered with soil; and a committee of three to recommend this course to to be published September 15th, will contai~ asigni~
we were surprised to see wha~ a metamorphosis has our friends and to see that the effort to carry it out cant article by H. M. Hyndman, the English R\\dltaken place here within the three years since it has be duly made. Were our decision put in the form cal leader, on "The Coming Revolution in England;"
alao an interesting account by Dr. Henry Sllhliemann
been adopted as a place of popular resort. Mr. of words, it would read in this wise:
John H. Starin, upon the purchase of the !slana, bas Resolved, That every year after the year in the era of man, of his recent very important discoveries at Ancient
expended some hundreds of thousands of dollars in 282, on Decoration Day, the 30th of May, the admirers of Troy.
erecting dining halls, pavilions, concert halls, ca- Thomas Paine, or as many of them as practical, residing
Lecturing.
rousels, bathing houses, towers, pagodas, and all the within one hundred and fifty miles of this place, and even at
·
a greater distance, be recommended to make a pilgrimage to
appliances and auxiliaries of a first-class pleasure this sacred spot to spend the davin doing honor to the memory TO THE LIBERALS OF WESTERN NEW YORK AND NORTH·
resort. An hour or two was very pleasantly passed of a great and a brave man, in listening to speeches and soulWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA..
in strolling over the smooth concrete walks to the stirring music, and in recalling 1:.9 mind the valuable services
I
would
like
to get opportunities to lecture during
various houses and places of interest. The commo- of him who sacrificed so much to giv physical and mental freethis fall in places within a hundred miles of my
dious dining hall is one of the largest to be seen, and dom to his fellow-beings.
seemed capable of accoLDmodating a thousand perThe locality is a very favorable one for passing an home. A few evenings since I lectured in my own
sons. There are also several others of smaller pro- entire day pleasantly, and should the time come town, and this is what our local paper, the Catt.arauportions. The facilities for bathing are good and when the friends would choose to take tents along gus Republican, edited by orthodox men, sa1d of
ample, and here sea bathing may be enjoyed without and make a two or three days' stay a la camp-meet- my lecture:
•' Our townsman, H. L. Green, E;q,, delivered an ~ntertab:~
the heavy surf which nearly always prevails at Co- iag, the place will still be adapted to the purpose.
ney Island, Long Branch, and similar places on· the
As pilgrimages are practiced in all parts of the ing lecture a.t the Opera House last Sunday. even mg. His
theme was ' The Religion of Good Deed~,' which was treated
coast.
world, and by the believers in all systems of relig- from
a Liberal standpoint. :i'tfr. Green IS a good talker a:nd
An interesting feature on the grounds are the ions, there is no good reason why the admirers ente· s earnestly Hnd enthusiastically into the theme before him.
pleasant accommodations for family parties and pri- of Paine should not once a year meet together to While the Republican cau n?t i';ldorse a)l Mr. G.reen's ic~no
vate groups. In the grove assigned to this are nu- commemorate our great teacher and to strengthen clastic views, we certainly gtv htm credit for bemg ,con~c.ten
merous tables, large and small, to accommodate par. each other in right-thinking and well-doing. Let tious in his efforts to demolish what he terms rehgwus
superstitions.' The lecture was attentivly listened to, and de·
ties uf three and four up to twenty. Here they this matter be not forgotten.
serving of a larger audience than was pre~ent. The proceeds
unload their baskets, spread their edibles, and take
Upon returning to Glen Island we met our old were for the benefit of the fire department."
their dinner or lunch in true picnic style. This is a friend Capt. George Loyd, of New Rochelle, and he
I will make my terms satisfactory.
fine place for women and children to be taken to took us out for a pleasant sail in his yacht Kapp;
H. L. GREEN.
spend a day. The place is entirely orderly and is and after this we found Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., with
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The Watkins Conver1 tion.
The Watkins Convention was in every respect a representativ
gathering, and will, without doubt, ¢v a great impetus to Lib·
era! thought. Many aspects of the living questions of the day
were adequately discussed. J. E. Remsburg, of Kansas, gave
us a fine and noble presentation of the life and services of
Thomas Paine, the apostle of liberty. J. P. Mendum spoke in
behalf of Paine Hall, that magnificent memorial to the martyrhero, and which, in spite of every difficulty, must be preserved
for liberty. J. H. Burnham, of Michig~tn, gave a keen and
brilliant analysis of the design argument, and showed its logical
absurdity. Mrs. Juliet Severanc~ expressed some very -valuable
ideas concerning physical religion. That brave little woman,
Mrs. Lake, delineated the elementary forms of Liberalism and
their final unity in the glow of one grand purpose. H. L. Green
poured forth a dashing bit of eloquence; a shower of vivid
sparks from his pioneer experience. M. Babcock was the
Mercutio of the Convention, and flashed his SJ?arkling humor,
laden with truth, in the midst of more serious discourses. How
he did make the parson's money fly I T. L Brown, the president, knew how to set us all to thinking, and he touched upon
the origin of ideas with philosophic grasp and his usual scintillations of elastic" holy spirit." Walser, all the way from Missouri, brought the western breezes and their breathing hope for
a broader and better humanity. Matilda Joslyn Gage "spoke a
thtilling and needed word for· the rights of woman. A.. B
Bradford demonstrated the folly of the church's monstrous demands upon the intellect and heart of the nineteenth century._
Dr. Fal"lin opened the poetic riches of spiritual evolution, and
painted to the mind's eye the illull!inated.pillars of the republic. Courtlandt Palmer surpassed himself in his forcible and
splendid burst of oratory, portraying the man era. as opposed to
the God era. Charles Bright, of Australia, thundered forth one
of the culminating addresses of the Convention, the fire and
spirit of which made an impression not to be forgotten. The
Liberty Bell rang forth his "tintinnabulations" with awakening
effect. Prof. Peck moved our Liberal pulses with the genuin
music of the future.
Bennett's banquet was a supreme success. It was the flowering forth of a long captivity and arduous travels. It was a
noble and heartfelt tribute to a loyal soldier. The pilgrim has
received the welcomin~ honors, and he goes forth to the world
and to his future task with the seal of manhood npon his
brow.
George Chainey's lecture, "L~aves of Grass," touched the
shining bights of the oratory and thought of the occasion. It
throbbed with the poetry of to-day. It touched every living is.
sue with a master's hand. It bristled with every reform. There
was no half-way work or spirit. .A.ll that the world hopes for
out of a new and ever-advancing democracy found utterance in
this admirable discourse. His critici~ms of Walt Whitman were
appreciated, and, on the whole, just; though we do not think
Walt Whitman is quite so great a poet as Chainey makes him
out t9 be, for, after all; he givs us only " Leaves of Grass."
He does not giv us the flowers, the beautiful artistic form and
coloring. Is not splendor of form and coloring necessary to supreme art? But the grandeur of Walt Whitman is undeniable,
and Chainey's lecture fully voices this grandeur, and it should
be heard everywhere by all Lioerals as a vivid expression of
what is most glorious in our present work.
Mr. Miln's address was simply superb. Its rhetoric was of
the highest order. He spoke with the silver tonglie of Chrysostom. He was like a flaming spirit in some parts of his discourse, so intense was his dramatic action~. yet he was perfectly
self-contained, and held the audience spellbound by the deliberateness of his uttarance. His attack on the church was skilful, brilliant, and effectiv. Like a veteran and wise general, he
counted all the forces of his adversary. He made every allowance. No Christian could hav painted the church with more
glowing beauty. .A.ll that was \Jest and most beautiful was
brought forth with fascinating speech; and then when the
church was exhibited in its wondrous and mystica.l.glory, with
terrible and incisiv logic the orator struck a giant's blow right
a f. its shining head, and the hollow brilliance fell, and the darkness and horror upon which it rested were revealed. The
church was shown to be utterly weak, even at its very best.
Its strength was but .the outside glare of an awful disease
within.
We hav no doubt of Mr. Miln's success upon the stage. He
is a born actor. He is full of dramatic movement and vivacity;
his vitality is abounding.· He has the best elements of success
-a poweriul and exquisitly-modulated -voice, a splendid presence, a fine physique, a world-wide reputation, indomitable
pluck, and a magnificent conception of the charac:ers he purposes to interpret. He has studied deep into Shakspere. The
subtleties and delicacies, as well as sublimities; of the poet's
thought are not hidden from this new aspirant. His conception of Hamlet, while essentially the same as that of all great
critics, is yet in some parts so striking and original that it must
command the attention of all lovers of dramatic art. We may
not agree with him altogether, but the strength and beauty and
intense dramatic power of what he seeks to unfold is undeniable. That he has a splendid ideal, and the intellectual and
physical vigor to interpret it even to the ordinary theatergoer,
will, to my mind, be fully demonstrated.
Mr, Wakeman's lecture was, as usual, the summing up of
the Convention's tl1ought and motiv in a profoundly philosophical and also, to our mind, a vividly poetic discourse. It will
be published in the A.Uiance, and the Liberal who does not read
it will make a very sad mistake indeed, and lose a glimps into
the promised land that will repay him for many a hard day's
toil.
Mr. Bennett's illastrated lecture went off quite successfully.
It fu~ilishes a pictorial display of his travels, which is very entertaining an.i instructiv. Those who hav followed the pilgrim
in thought should not miss seeing these admirable views.
Finally we mu~t remember the words of Leland, the Napoleon of our Liberal organization, who is taking us over stupendous difficulties. ''Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty,"
and the price of .Man is one dollar per year.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

.A. Good· Word for Chainey.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your reply to
the strictures of the nameless "Agnostic" of Boston on Geo.
Chainey was very good and right to the point. While one particle of superstition exists, while theology is taught and disseminated, while religion and Christianity curse the world, Chainey,
Ingersoll, and Bradlaugh are needed, whether their methods
please " A.gnostic" and the managers of that impotent Ind8x or
not. What would better please the great mass of Christians in

this country and England than to hav the voices of these three
great iconoclasts silenced? What would giv their dyiug cause
a chance to recuperate and regain a. portion of its lost power so
·quickly as the exlermination of Freethought organs and orators? Chainey's lectures are needed,- for they are constantly
heard and read by those whose eyes are blinded and intellects
clouded with the essence of superstition, which is. the sum and
substance of Christianity. Because "Agnostic" has got out of
the woods into the sunlight of science and reason, does he care
nothing for those who are unfortunate enough to be in the
dark? Is he unwilling that others should gain the mental freedom that he enjoys; or is he one of the managers of that semireligious IndeaJ with a praying editor, and therefore envious of
Chainey's success? The mental pabulum found in that insipid
organ, whbh clings to Christ and religion, is like water gruel to
beefsteak compared with Chainey's lectures and the contents of
those Liberal journals which never had to drop part of their
name to gain subscribers. The man who straddles the fence in
politics or religion generally lacks backbone, and such are never
very successful as leaders, for the man with positiv.convictions
is the one that wins and gains a following. Chainev is bold,
enthusiastic, positiv, and logical; hs is doing a more important
work than the Index is or ever will, and those who doubt it hav
only to observe that a great difference exists between the enmity of Christians toward him and that organ. We know
nothing of God and hav no use for religion. All that is needed
to make this world a desirable place of residence is simple justice between man and man, and that is what Chainey is trying
to demonstrate. \Vhen religious persecution ceases, and social
ostracism for unbelief is done away with, then will be time
Pnough to ask Chainey to pursue a differi!nt course and feed the
peoole with pap ala Index. Until that time, which as yet is
not 'very 'near, aggressiv warfare must be sustained to prevent
the encroachments of religious sects and sectarians, who would
mold and shn.pe·public opinion in their own narrow channels by
force, had they the power. Men will soon learn "how to liv
in this world'' when the principal part of their time is no longer
devoted to trving to get into the next one. First free the mind
from every taint of superstition, and draw the attention of man
from the supernal regions to the earth below. When that· is
done, and he no longer creeps and cringes before an imalit'inary
God, he will brace up and take a. different view of life. Hoping Chainey will continue to meet with the success that has attended his past efforts, I am yours for death to superstition and
every form of mental tyranny,
C. SEVERANCE.
El Paso, .A.ug. 24, 1882.

Prohibition Run Mad.
To THE EDIToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: .A.s free discussion is the sifting-~creen of the intellect, and THE TRUTH
SEEKER the advocate of truth and not error, I beg leave to dif·
fer with your correpondent " Liberta," as to an article tha.t appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 29th, from the pen of
that writer, and headed'' Liberalism Run Mad," and which. I
think should read," Prohibition Run Mad." I know it is unpopular to differ with those prohibition people, but perhaps not
more so than to be an· Agnostic~ and, as the old adage has it,
"one may just as well ba hange<1 for an old sheep as a lamb."
Here goes. Liberta starts in by making the wild assertion that
" Liberty itself was born of prohibition in that early day when
the idea of law, order, and individual right first entered the
savage breast of man." Prohibitory nonsense I Liberty was
not born of anything, It always existed. It was here before
man was to express it. Liberty and prohibition are opposit
terms. Ideas do not produc·e their opposits only when carried to extremes, which makes opposition necessary. Liberty
is the order of nature and the birthright of every living being.
Prohibition seeks restraint and undertakes to reverse nature's
plan of human liberty. Comstock is a prohibitionist as well as
a suppressionist. He carried prohibition to its logical conclusion when he laid his slimy fingers upon D. M. Bennett (the
noblest man and the greatest light of the nineteenth century),
and dragged him to state prison, to be worked for thirteen
months like a brute, by the side of thieves and cutthroats.
Don't prohibition work nice when carried to its logical conclusion? '' Liberta" refers us to "prohibitory provision against
murder, treason, larceny, bigamy, incendiarism, swindling, and
gambling." Now, I claim, those laws are not strained so as to
meet the demands of the prohibitionists in reference to the
liquor question. The law punishes crime upon those who
break the law, but does not in any sense remove the possibility of
crime being committed by stamping out all the causes of crime.
We hang for murder, but we cannot remo-ve the whole human
family from the man-slayer. We cannot abolish government
that none may commit treason, or cease to acquire property
that thieves may find nothing to steal. We cannot put all the
women beyond the reach of the· bigamist, nor do without
houses and other buildings that evil-disposed persons may find
nothing to burn. We cannot cea~e to do business because
there are swindlers amongst us, neither can we stamp out all
the instruments usad by the gamblers in their different games
to rilin each other. ·
"Liberta" next makes the sweeping remark that "the use
of intoxicating liquors as a beverage causes more than threefourths of crimes and accidents and more than seven-eighths
of the poverty, disease, vice, and wretchedness?"
This is an orthodox lie. I heard it preached from the pulpit
fifty years ago. Three-fourths of our criminals are not drunkards. The preachers, the great advocates of prohibition, will
run as high in the criminal calendar (according to numbers) as
any other class if the truth can be reached. A.n educated thief
is a dangerous man; but must. we abEJlish education in order to
get rid of that class of men? Accidents mostly happen upon
railroads, steam and other boats, in factories, and around engins attending our industries, and a -very few of them can be
traced to drunkenness, as claimed by "Liberta." .A.s for poverty and wretchedness, drunkenness does too much, goodness
knows; but why magnify its horrors by falsifying to mislead
the public? I maintain, without fear of contradiction, that
usury causes more poverty and distress, smashes more brains,
sends more to untimely graves, and is the indirect cause of
more crime than all other causes known to man; but our orthodox ministers and prohibitionists are as silent as death upon this
subject, yet it is unnecessary, as our business can be done with
a bill of exchange, without borrowing, ana our financial system
is financial plunder, It sets from two to three hundred thousand American citizens on co the streets annually, and Christian
Shylocks scoop in those homes and then tell us whisky does it,
while their clerical tools and prohibitionist dupes sing the same
song. Christian blacklegs get up corners in wheat, flour, pork,
butter, oils, corn, and cotton, as Well as money panics, by
which honest men are bankrupted by the tens of thoul!ands,
causing hunger and want in a land of plenty, driving men to
suicide and lunacy; but we are told whisky does it all. Christianity has made the world a gambling hell, and Christian aristocratic usurpers hav got all the nations of honest, industrious

people into bondage, holding them down .at the point of the bayonet: but our prohibition folks charge it all to whisky, and the
people are gulled by it. Now, I must quit; I fear I am encroaching too much upon your good nature as to room and
time. I congratulate you upon your safe arrival home to your
dear wife and friends. May you liv long and retain the enjoyment of your faculties while life holds out, with an abundance
of this world's goods. Many thanks for the splendid letters
from the east to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Yours truly,
WALTER SIMONDS.
Granil Islanil, .A.ug. 19, 1882.

.More of .Slade.
The very long minute account given in THE TRUTH SEEKER
of Slade the medium's exposure causes me to think over the
contradictions of life. I ask myself, Has Slade been really exposed at last? For twenty years he has followed a career that
has no parallel in all history for success. When Spiritual phenomena were deridad almost out of existence on account of dark
seances, Slade stepped forth into the light, doing all the old
tricks and some new greater ones in broad daylight. I saw
surprise and consternation gathering around those who opposed
the thing called Spiritualism, then fear, then hate.
Then
there came exposures. I was deeply interested, not that I had
the sli~rhtest belief in a future state, but because of the continued existence of the "humbug of Spiritualism" for so many
years in spite of the open, glaring exposures of its mediums. I
was in the habit of thinking that'' truth crushed to earth rises
again," but here was error crushed and recrushed, yet rising
again. So I examined carefully the exposures and concludeu
they did not amount to much. Then_ came more wonderful
accounts of phenomena through Slade, and still more exposures.
Finally, after investigating the exposures and finding them more
unsatisfactory than the tricks themselvs, I concluded to go and
call on Slade suddenly some day without letting anyone know
about it. I reached New York,. where no one knew me that I
was aware of, and visited Slade one ~tfternoon. He had just
moved into the house, and things were in confusion. The person who came to the door told me that he could not see me at
first on this account. A. voice from above called out to know
" who was there." The door-opener replied, " A. gentleman to
hav a seance," or some such words. The -voice said," Let him
come up." I went up and met a feeble-looking, mild-maunered
man, who bade me ente-r a door just at the head of the stairs.
I did so and was in a l"oom perphaps 241:10 feet in size. The
man turned around facing me; the room was light, the time
about 2 P.M., November; the sun shining, window blinds all up.
.A.s he turned to me, just as I had gotten midway into the room,
none but ourselves visibly present, he asked me what kind of a
seance I wanted-was it medical aid or his services as a doctor?
I replied that I wanted what was called a "spiritual seance,"
and we both laughed. He said something briefly, and stood
perhaps five feet from me, but my attention was taken up with
a very singular occurrence just as he began to speak. It Wits
this: something like a hand caught my right sleeve and jerked
it, and as soon as I looked at the sleeve the left one was taken
in the same way, just as if some one had taken it in his fingers
and pulled it. I saw the cloth pinched up hS though held by
invisible fingers, and I saw it pnlled out from the wrist; then it
began on the right sleeve again, and as soon as I looked it be·
gan on the pants, down where the pants join the boot on the
right leg, and then passed over to the left. I observed the
cloth of the pant.aloons to be pinched together. I said to myself, " This is perhaps some trick, and a good one too." Then
the hands, still invisible, took hold of one of mine. .A.ll this
occurred in two seconds, and while Slade was offering me a
seat, or rather was asking me to sit down. When the hand
took hold of mine I said to myself, " This is something like the
big things we read of-thisisagood thing." I had lately seen
the Davenports so thoroughly exposed that I had lost all confidence i~the gen-:Tinness of the phenomena, and had come to
see Slade in a frame of mind little disposed to credit anything I
might see. I sat down, saying nothing to Slade about my feeling anything touch me. No sooner had I sat down than seemin~:t hands repeatedly clasped mine, large and small hands, but
no sooner tlid the idea present itself to me to g~asp them tightly
than they let go. Evidently the movers of the hands knew my
mind sooner than my liands could obey it. The hands would
rest confidingly in mine so long as I was content to hold and
lightly press them, but evidently the owners did not desire me
to imprison them. Finally one came and clasped my hand
tightly and I returned the clasp. No effort seemed made by it
to withdraw. I held tightly, and noticed that my hand was
evidently around some invisible material. The hand, after
pnlling and shaking a little, seemed to melt away. .A.ll of these
hands felt like healthy human ones, but perhaps a little cooler
than the average human hand.
Now I do not intend to go on and tell you minutely all that
occurred. About everything of the kind that usually occurs as
reported at Sh~de's seances happened, except visible materializa.tions. Slate writing, bell ringing, accordion playing, table
moving, etc., etc., all happened. But the point I make is this
-that I held the slate alone, after thoroughly cleaning it off;
held it on my ·head and close to and under the table; yet though
Slade was so far from me he had to reach as far as he could to
put the slate into my hand, I reaching also as far as I cou'!d to
take hold of it, the' writing took place every time I held 1t on
:ny head or under the table, and. the names of deceased relativs,
certainly never heard by Slade, were signed to the communications. The communications amounted to nothing-the usual
twaddle and nonsense. My grandmother had certainly become
a most angelic fool to giv me a no more satisfactory message.
Then, again, although Slade seemed to try to hold the accordion, it was violently jerked from him on to the floor, and he
cried out, "Don't do that, you'll break the instrument," and I
remember thinking he was very careful of his old ragged accordion, yet I took hold of it, saying, "Let me see if I can
hold it." Sn I sat down holding it tightlv in one hand, bracing
my wrist with my other hand, with thefkeys toward me. The
other end of the instrument was grasped ud violently pulled
and pushed with great rapidity, while the keys rose and fell so
as to play " Home, Sweet Home." After the tune was played
through and it was beginning to go through it again I silently
requested the tune " Hail Columbia" to be played. _I continued·to silently repeat the request over and over agam, and
that tune was then beguu and played through. I remarked to
Slade, "I think I will hav to charge you for this seance, for I
seem to do it all." He replied,'' You of all men ought to be
best satisfied, for nearly always I hav t~ touc?, the table or ~old
the slate or instrument." " Then," Said I, do you beheve
it is because I am a medium?" "No," he replied. "It is
because your friends are determined to convince you. Y:ou
hav investigated earnestly. You hav long thought of commg
here, and they were prepared." _Th~n ~e said: "But you can
settle the question if you are medium1st1e; go to the t~~;ble and
put your hand on it, and see if it will come up as you rarse your
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hand." I ·did so, while he cried "Up, up;" but no result. careful examination of the papyri discovered by Herr Emil hope there will not be a renaissance of such ghostly portraitures
Then he came and placed his hands on it calling ~o. me ~o. Bru"sch in June, 1881, and deposited in the Boulak Museum as Bruno at the stake, Galileo in torture, or philosophy expirnotice how far he stood off from the table; and, raiSmg his at Cairo? As these papyri were found with the bodies of the ing under the edict of pagan antipathy.
hands, the table followed up some three feet.
Theban sovereigns, it is fair to presume that they may throw
This word Infidelity, so long the synomym of obloquy, shall
When I came home I read in the New York Sun of a great some light ·on the period of Egyptian history immediately pre- yet be the she kina of history, as it has ever been of reason,
exposure of Slade that happened a week or so later. Some ceding, or that in which the Jews are supposed to hav inhabited science, and philosophy, the mare clausum.
people came to me and said what a pity Slade had been ex- the country. With the fact of the mutilation which Manetho's
Oorword, Ky., 282.
OLD VIRIHNIA.
posed. I asked myself how it was possible to expose him in history su:fl"ered at the hands of Christian fanatics bAfore me, I
such matters as I had experienced. Since then I hav read of confess to a feeling of solicitude for the safety of the Boulak
BATTLE CREEK, Aug. 15, iss2.
his being exposed repeatedly. In one case he was exposed and treasures. Hav they oDiy esc!!.ped Cambyses to be destroyed
MR. EDITOR: For more than a year, during the
arrested while in London, and came near to being put into the by A.rabi Pasha? or if so fortunate as to survive the present
penitentiary on account of his being detected. After that he "unpleasantness," can tbe scientific world afford to allow them whole time of your absence in making the tour
around the world, I hav refrained frolll giving any
went to Leipsig, Germany, where the famous Zollner and three to fall into the hands of the Christian Procrusteans?
My object in writing is to c11ll attention to the present state notes for THE TRUTH SEEKER, in part because of the
other learned and famous professers investigated in broad daylight at various times durinfl>a whole month. Incredible and of the case, and I hoJ?e those who hav the facilities, and are superabundance of other and perhaps more imporimpossible things occurred. Not only was the invisible made com{'etent to examin mto the subject, will do so.
tant matter constantly pressing upon its liberal and
visible, but the visble and tangible tableS and chairs were made
Pittsburgh, Pa., Aug. 18,1882.
HARRY HooVER.
open columns. Although I hav been silent, I hav
invisible and intangible. Impossible knots were tied, and solid
not been indifferent or inactiv, but I bav been conrings of wood were placed around the stems of stands whose
stantly "on the wing," passing from place to place,
An Open Letter to the Book Burner.
tops and bottoms are much larger than the rings. The knots
and rings are there to-day with_ the living witnesses to swear to
FRIEND EPPERLY : I hav been thinking for a week or more and laboring in the general interest of Freetbought
the facts. Some of the most expert slight-of-hand men in the that I would write to thee, and ask thee if thee really thinks it and reform, in the lines in which THE TRUTH SEEKER
world hav witne~sed these performances of Slade's, and do con- is honest, upright, and brotherly to" purchase" goods from a is at work.
fess they cannot understand them to be connected with the fellow-man and then ref~ase to pay for them?
Just previous to cominll to this place I visited the
Now those books thee bought of Mr. Barnes were purchased old conservativ town of Marshall, and I obtained a
illusions of 'their profession. Meanwhile, if we believe anything, we must believe that there are some little children, and by thee in a fair trade. He did not demand of thee that thee good list of subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER in that
some very simple, ignorant old Women who do the same kind of should read or believe them, and thee was perfectly ri~ht in
works th;J.t Slade does. Is it possible that Slade and these old burnin" them, so long as thee thought them harmful and mjuri- town among the most weaithy and intelligent inhabiladies and children.hav learned an art more delusiv than the ous, providing thee owned them as thy personal property. I tants of the place. And I hav also received a lib:Jral
necromancers at which they are expert enough to deceive the never think a thing is mine till I hav paid for it. A.nd as thee list of subscripti':'ns in Battle Creek-fourteen new
Boscoes and Ha;vdens of the profession? Singular thoughts owns to not having fulfilled thy contract with Mr. Barnes by subscribers in each of these places: And the probcrowd on my mmd while reflecting over these exposures of delivering him the promised wool, it looks to me as if thee had ability is that a goodly list of permanent subscribSlade. Had it not been that so many great and famous men burnt" what belon(led to another.
ers will be established here as in Union City, Kalahav been deceived by such m~n as Slade equally with myself, I
Is this honesty? It may be Christianity, for I think Christ mazoo, Jackson, and numerous other places which I
would be yery shy of expressmg the fact that I also hav been taught his followers to take no thought for the morrow, but to bav visited durin~ the past two years in the interest
fooled. .
.
.
help themselvs to &"rain, horses, and whatever they might de.But Will some .one please explam to me how he did tho~e sire as they tramped over the country, preaching and preying, of THE TRUTH SEEKER and the various standard works
tncks I hav described? How did he do the hands? How did and ranting and condemning all who d1d not believe precisely published at THE TRUTH SEEKER office. I believe I
bav taken about five hundred trial subscribers tor
he do .the slate writing? How ~id he play th~ a(lcordion? .as ther did.
How: did he get the names of my f~1ends? for- I will swear that
I th1nkif thee had studied the "Sages" and the" Humphrey- THE TRUTH SEEKER since January, 1881. And no per! neither gave my own nor my friends' names to him. Will Bennett Discussion" thee would hav learned how much wiser son can possibly measure the beneficial results of
some one please expose this to me?
CLARKE IRVINE.
better, and more honest were most of the heroius and heroe~ this large list of new subscribers to such a reforma:
Oregon, Mo.
whose bio~aphies were contained in the " World's Sages, tory journal as THE TRUTH SEEKER. In fact LiberalThinkers, and Reformers," than were Christ and his disciples. ism and Freethqught are becoming quite respP.ctable.
Wer~ the Jews in Egypt 1
I hav known a great many men and women who once believed
It Is largely a matter of numbers with Mother
Much uncertainty seems te envelop the sojourn of the Israel- in Christianity, but who found it was only myth and delusion, Grundy. There are very few minds among the
ites in Egypt. In Genesis xv, 13, we read: "Thy seed shall and so they abandoned it, and became Infidels and Atheists;
b'l a stranger in a land that is not theirs, . • • • and but never one of them grew more dishonest, untruthful, or masses who can look beneath the surface of popular
they shalhdllict them four hundred years." And in Acts vii, immoral from this change o:f opinion; but, with added light, opinion, and popular opinion is simply the faith of
6, this is repeated. Exodos xii, 40, and Gal. iii, 17, would ap- knowledge, and truth, they grew wiser, better, and happier. the multitude. As H: L. Green once remarked of
pear to fix the period_ at four hundred and thirty years; while They grew more honest, more kind, and more loving. Christ R. B. Hayes--" Mr. Hayes would as soon be in afthe chronology of King James's version makes it two hundred wanted his enemies brought be!ore him and killed •. We Infidels finity with Freetbougbt and R:form as with the
want our enemiell to become good; honest, and lovable humaniand fifteen years.
Christian church if Freethought becomes as common
Josephus says (Antiquities, Book 2, chap. iv): "They left tarians. We do not believe in murder by law any more than or as popular as the Christian system of reliflion bas
Egypt in the month Xanthicus, on the fifteenth day of the by private individuals.
We do not desire that any harm should befall thee for burning been." The advocates or constitutional rights hav
lunar month, four hundred and thirty y:ears after our father
A. braham came into Canaan, but two huridred and fifteen years the books belonging to the old man, who is trying to make a never s0ught to institute systems of torture and inonly after Jacob removed into Egypt." This would settle the living for himself and his little family. His sick wife may hav a quisition. In these times the defenders of constitumatter if Josephus's testimony was conclusiv, but experience has few less comforts in her humble home because of the loss of the tional rights hav been far In advance of the Christaught us to accept Josephus's statements with a large grain of dollars thee has robbed her husband of, and he may hav to de- tian church. My own opinion is that we cannot be
prive himself of needed rest, so as to try and sell a few more
allowance.
saved in, and through, or by the Christian church,
The real question at isRue is not" How long were the Jews books or yards of goods to some lwn~st purchaser who will pay but rather we must hope to be saved from it and its
in Egypt?'' but "Were they in Egypt at all?" Moses, the for what he buys. Does thee suppose the truth can be burnt
putativ author of the story of the sojourn in Egypt, omits to up? If thee had quietly payed thy honest debt, and then bloody perst.clltion.
There are very many classes of professedly free
state under which Pharaoh the transactions recorded took place; quietly burnt the books, thy church would hav been the
but it is stated, Gen. xlvii, 2, that "Joseph placed his father gainer and a little more truth suppressed a little longer; but worshipers, but none of them seem as a body to
and his brethren • . • • in the land of Rameses." And now every one of the thousands who hav read in THE '!'RUTH care for the imprisonment and persecution of many
in Ex. xii, 37, it is stated : "And the children of Israel jour- SEEKER of thy dishonest act, and every one who hears of it in of the best and most intelligent people we hav in
neyed from Rameses to Succoth," by which it would appear thy own neighborhood and wherever the story goes, will mark our own country. The line:o of demarcation, bowthat Rameses was the name of the particular part of Egypt thee down as guilty of ·a great wrong to an innocent man. ever, are being more intelligently and more closely
which the children of Israel inhabited. But in Ex. i, 2, we There is, moreover, a gain f-or Infidelity in the whole proceeding. dr •wn, and by and by it will be more clearly seen,
An inquiry is going about as to the nature of the burnt
read: "And they built for Pharaoh treasure cities, Pithon:.and
Raamses," which would indicate that the Israelites originated books, and to-day I am ordering copies ef them both from the and more definitly understood, that the fundamental
the name Rameses. How far these allusions tend to confirm publisher; and I hope to hav the pleasure of iellini great num- principles upon which the American government
was founded were not upon the same basis with the
the conject\lre ·that Rameses was the reigning sovereign in the besr simply from thy advertisment of .them.
"NeTer a truth baa been destroyedtime of Joseph must be a matter of opinion. According to
Christian church, but directly the reverse. This govYou
may
curse
it,
and
call
it
crime,
Bible chronology Israel journeyed into Egypt in 1706 B.c.; but
ernment was established to authorize and inaugurate
Pervert and betray, or slander and slay
according to Manetho this was during the reign of the kings of
Its teachers for a time:
the era of human rights, and not to glorify the gods
But ever tbe wronllia proTed to be wrong,
the seventeenth dynasty,, and Rameses I. did not reign till four
or to stigmatize the devils.
And ever justice is done.
hundred years later.
I go from Battle Creek to Kalamazoo, where THE
If the Jews occupied Egypt at all, some account of it should
ELMINA.
SnOW'Dille, V'a., Aug. 21, 1882.
TRUTH SEEKER and its proprietor has many earnest
appear in the records of that country, as well as in the records
and very intelligent friends.
of the Jews themselvs. Unfortunately the material at our
A Plea for In:fidelity.
Fraternally yours,
C. S. RoWLEY.
command is very limited, and so far has thrown no light on the
subject. Josephus, it is true, makes a desperate pffort to bolster
Has it ever occurred to you, my dear coadjutants, what a courup the Bible narrativ, but with very indifferent success. In l.eo)ls, condeacending, conciliating class of creatures we Infidels
HARDISON'S MILLS, TENN., Aug. 7, 1882.
his essay, entitl~d "Against Apion" (Book i, sec. 14), he quotes are? Deferential, reverential, even, 'umble as Uriah Heep, yet
MR. EDITOR: Inclol:led find two dollars, for which
Manetho's account of the conquest of Egypt by the Hyksos, or never a word of thanks. Crouch, cringe, and cower as we may; send THE TRUTH SEEKER three months, fifty cents,
"Shepherd Kings," asevidenceof Jewish occupation of Egypt. repudiate, humiliate, and dissimulate, meekly stand with nnThat this is a blunder, both as to time and circumstance, is evi- covered heads as the herJ of ''respectability" go by, and not the and the balance please use as directed.
There are very few Liberals in this vicinity, and a
dent to every scholar, nor is he more fortunate in his quotations _shadow of requital for the sacrifice. An lnfidel is an Infidel,
from Phamician and Greek authors.
distinctly marked as the" man with the branded hand," and man who does not blindly indorse all the absurdDaniel Wyttenbach in his "Opusmila," vol. ii, pp. 416 to there is no use in playing the pharisee, nor hiding within the ities and c()ntradictions of the Bible is looked upon
431, says: "The Jews first came into notice among the Greeks covert of a :pseudonym.
with great contempt by this Christian and enlightUnder thiS oete wir of an over-cowardly faith, in the silent ened community; and, unfortunately, I am not posafter the time of Alexander the Great; and the historial monuments preceding that period make not the slightest mention of catacombs of meditation, minds hav unremittingly labored for sessed or sufficient hypocrisy to accept their unreaany Jewish transaction. Homer (the contemporary of Solomon) mental liberty. By this irrepressible energv little is heard sonable dogmas, but speak my opinions boldly, and
mentions nothing whatever of the Jews. Thales, Solon, Pythag- to-day save the roaring _and crashing of creedal convulsions, think I hav a perfect right to judge according as
oras, Democritus, and Plato, led by the love of wisdom, visit- breaking in upon and reverberating along the weakening reason and facts may dictate, and not by the preed remote countries, as Egypt, Phmnicia, and Babylon, yet lines of belief. Due to the unflagging exertions of Infidelity, cepts of an ancient and superstitious tradition which
their writings contain no mention of the Jews whatever. There impediments once making progress an impossibility hav been has been banded down from age to age and been
is no mention of the Jews in any part of the works of Aristotle. swept away, as has the sunlight of reason dispelled the lurid transmuted to accord with the individual caprices of
Herodotus and Xenophon make no mention of the Jews. All gloom of preceding centuries. In the execution of its lofty the rulers and 'J!hilosopbers of the multifold nations
the historians of the transactions of Alexander who are worthy purposes, sovereignty, so long maintained as a kingly right, has which bav bad their minute existences at some period
of any credit, are totally silent as to the Jews." And he become a common heritage! imperialism bas been shorn of its of the world's age, and which has been so thoroug-hfurther says: "Josephus's arguments and citations prove noth- purple, and the galling bonds of feudalism unriveted. In the ly disseminated throughout the human mind that
ing in support of his position, that the name, the religion, and name of freedom it is sounding the knell of despotism, heard there remains to-day scarcely a single individual who
in the voice of Ireland's discontent, in the doleful plaint of has not at some period of life been astonisbPd at the
the rites of the Jews were generally known abroad."
To this testimony of Wyttenbach I will a add note from" The papacy, or the groans of exiled Nihilism, reaching far beyond readiness with which the world accepts the monLion," published by Richard Carlile at London in 1829. The the green Isle of Erin, the vine-clad vales of Italy, and Siberia's strous doctrin, and had himse!f almost de~ided to
Jews first became known under Ptolemy Lagus, who over-ran steril wastes. It has distributed wealth hitherto concentrated, believe, without pausing to conside~ or questi~>n even
of a doubt as to 1ts real ex1stence.
that coast of the Mediterranean, and when the rage for mak- scaled the inhibited walls of learning, unwrapped the esoteric the possibility
fortunately, a few less credulous minds have deing collections of books and literature took place at the new- veil of secrecy, and ungrudingly·dispensed its discoveries. In ·But
nied its truth and by reason and a constant study
built city of A.lexandria. Previous to the collection of Jewish contributing to humanity it has humbled arrogance, changed of the laws of nature proven its gross monstrosity
and Ohaldean tracts then made, and translated by the Jewish contumely into respect, and in defiance of time-honored codes and mythology. And I think L!beralisl!l is vastly on
translators of the Septuagint, no mention can be found in any accorded pre-eminence to the peers of intellect.
the increase and at no great distance m the future
ancient author of any of the books m the collection now called
In compliance with the dictates of justice, it con~emns du- man will require evidence instead of faith to estabthe Old Testament, or of any of the facts related in them. Now, plicity, honors sincerity, criminates guilt, exonerates I!Jn~ce!lce, lish any fact. However, anY. creed, J?.O ma~ter bo~
with the Bible and Josephus on the one side, and the negativ drags corruption from its lurking-places, and avenges It VICtims. unreasonable taught to the mfant mmd, chugs to It
testimony of all authentic history on the other, how shall we That such results are inuring to the benefit of the world, can~or almost with the tenacity of life itself; but the truth
decide?
at least will not deny, and just now they are boldly challengmg is mighty and will prevail, in spite of ecclesiastical
Under these circumstances the words of Marlette-Bey are of reluctant recognition. Of this brave champion, wearisomA hav compulsion and a sweet promis of a happy and
peculiar significance : "It is certain that if ever one of those been the e:fl"orts, hercalean the task, with no indemnity save the everlasting domicil in that bright and bebuti!ul lake
·
discoveries _that bring about a revolution in science should be conciousness of well-doing. Treading the paths of obscurity, of bell-fire and brimstone.
Yours for truth and liberty of thought,
made in Egyptology, the world will be indebted for it~ a pa- eating the crust of penury, dwelling in the deserts of isolation,
M.
HARDISON.
pyrus." May not Marlette-Bey's prophecy be fulfilled by a yet forced to witness the purloining of its benificence. Let us
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CENTRALIA, ILL., Aug. 6, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Welcome home, from a long and tedious journey faithfully accomplished for Freethought
and mental liberty. Well may we all welcome you
home again. Long may you liv· in the hearts of the
people.
MRS. MARGARET JoNES.
OLEAR WATER HARBOR, FLA., Aug. 15, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Welcome home, faithful Truth Seeker,
and many thanks for many truths and more light
which your trip round the world has brought to your
readers. I want your books, and will hav them, but
must deny myself until winter when I sell my orange
crop.
Yours, etc.,
M. 0. DwiGHT.
ELMwooD, ILL., Aug. 4, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: We are ·more than glad to welcome
you to your nativ shores again-the so-called land of
the free. After having filled your mission so well,
and giving to the world an extended history of your
travels, we again say thrice welcome to D. M. Bennett, and may his influence liv forever in the hearts
of the American people!
F. WATKINs.
DETROIT, July 30, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I like THE TRUTH SEEKER. I like your
Liberalism. I am glad you hav got home again safe
and sound. You hav certainly triumphed over Anthony, Colgate, Crosby, Bene9ict & Co. most. grandly. I am glad of it. But I am afraid it will be a
long time before the hold of superstition on our government will be broken, in spite of all D. M. Bennett, R. G. Ingersoll, T. B. Wakeman, and all the
rest of the friends of Freetbought, free mails, and
free press can .do to break it down. I expect this
government will become so corrupt that it will fall
to pieces, and that anarchy and ruin will follow, and
then every man for himseH and the devil take the
hindmost; and that is, in fact, about how it stands
now so far as our politicians are concerned.
'
Yours truly,
JAMES HALE.
THE MAG-NOLIA-BAY-TREE.
CROCKETT, TExAs, Aug. 21, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: This beautiful tree, of Southern growth,
needs no description to persons living in the southern
porti.ons of Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, and Texas;
but it would be a rare treat to many persons living
in the states to see one of these trees in full bloom,
dotted with their large white flowers in contrast with
the dark green leaves of the tree. This tree I regard
as one of the most beautiful evergreens of the South,
and it seems strange that there should be so few of
them found in the yards of our Southern people.
This tree I think could be grown in hot-houses at the
North, until it got too large. For the benefit of your
readers I make this proposal: All who will send me
their post-office address and fifteen cents in stamps,
I will keep a record of their namee and address,
and send them a package of the seed in the fall. I
hav applications now from persons living in twentythree different states for seed to be sent in the fall.
Truly yours,
ALEXANDER KING.
HAMPTONVILLE, CAL., Aug. 8, 1882.
:MR. EDITOR: I was in hopes to hav taken you by
the hand as you passed through California, bqt I
could not, and now I suppose I never shall. I hear
that you are getting some mud and slush flung at
you by your enemies, but you are getting more than
enough honor and praise to counterbalance anything
they may do. Their malice is of envy and spite.
You hav nothing to fear. It is the duty of every
person to leave a record in this wurld that they will
not be ashamed of. You hav left a mark that you
and your friends may well be proud of.
Now let me say to you, welcome home! You say
that the man is blessed who loves only water for
drink. If that is so I hav the blessing, for I hav not
touched nor tasted any intoxicating fluid for fifty
years, and for the last twenty hav only drank water,
with a little milk. I work some every day, and my
health is good. I never used tobacco in any form,
and hav passed seventy-nine. years, and expect to
pass many more.
Yours truly,
GEORG-E PADDING-TON.
STEUBENVILLE, 0., Aug. 28, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I see a paragraph in THE TRUTH
SEEKER recommending the formation of Liberal
libraries. I think more good may be done by advertising that the Liberal League will donate or sell at
a nominal price the works of Voltaire, Paine,, and
other Liberal writers, to any well-est1-blished library
which will place them on their shelve for general
circulation. I got the idea from an advertisment of
the Swedenborgian Society, New York, which agreed
to giv the whole of the workil of Swedenborg,
twenty-one volumes, on these terms. I being president of the committe~ of I. 0. 0. F. Library of this
place, at once accepted it, and now hav the works
on our shelve. Our society is not sectarian, and
we already hav Joe Cook's Boston lectures and
Thomas Paine's ''Age of Reason" side by side with
Bishop Oolenso and McElvaine's "Evidence of Christianity," and Paine and Oolenso are read five times to
one of the others. I should like to hav the idea laid
before the National League Convention at Watkins,

but it is too late for that, I suppose. I am satisfied
that Liberal works of all kinds will find more readers in a regular library than in one exclueivly Liberal or confined to Liberal works, as many men, and
women too, and even preachers, oome to us and take
out Paine or Oolenso or Renaa that would be afraid
to be seen going to an acknowledged Infidel library.
Very respectfully yours, JoHN DowNEs.
OAK BAR, CAL., July 28, 282.
FRIEND BENNETT : I herewith send the two dollm·s,
for which I want credit on THE TRUTH SEEKER account.
And as thou hast just returned from a trip arou1;1d
old Grandmother Earth, and hast rode the elephant,
escaped from the swift waters of the River Jordan,
and the poisonous fangs of the cobras, etc., I just
thought I would trouble thee for thy opinion about
that scripture called the Golden Rule: "As ye would
that others do to you, do ye even so unto them."
This seems tn me an imperfect, precarious rule, left
to our minds and judgment. The rule extends to mind
as well as body, Then if a subject of this rule is in
difficulty or distress about religion; a Catholic and
Protestant would giv him antagonistic advice; a Calvinist and Methodist, ditto; and so on through the
whole four hundred and fifty different denominations
of tlle Christian orders. He would soon be confused
enough to kill him. If he needed medical aid the
same differing would exist. One would want to -giv
him a big dose, one a little one, one bleed and calo
melize him, one steam him, and onfl pass him over
to the spirits. They, too, might confuse him to
death. l:;o I don't take much stock in the Golden
Rule. What's thy opinion of it ?
I don't want thee to wrongly take me for some
drone of a preacher, or an Anthony Comstock spy.
I am a member of the National Liberal League. I
vote the GrPenback ticket and read THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Besides I hav long since learned that the ignorant
may look in vain to the learned for knowledge of
the existence of a God, either in or out of nature.
Thine fraternally,
T. M. KELLY.
[Our friend's criticisms on the "Golden Rule," hav
point, though the maxim as a whole has hardly
been surpassed; but it was not originaCwith Jesus.
The same sentiments were enunciated hundreds ol
years earlier by others.-ED. T. S.]
FLEMING-, N. Y., Aug. 18, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: This communication to you is from a
true friend of long standing. With the writer you
are not personally acquainted; perhaps you never
heard of me until you arrived home. I see a statement in your paper of your safe arrival, and I am
glad to learn you sailed into the port where you
started from all sound and in good order, and was
welcomed and warmly recPived after sailing around
the world. Mr. Bennett, you must allow me to express my feelings in regard to you. I am not a flatterer, and I do not want you to receive this in that
way. I never saw you; only a shadow of you, your
portrait. I hav read your writings, You are the
greatPst hero of the age-honest, brave, noble-minded. You are doing and hav done more to enlighten
the people than any other man that ever lived on
this globe th&.t I ever read or heard of. Your travels, investigating the different kinds of gods and religions and hells that poor, ignorant, fallible being,
man, has made, if I mistake not, will clear away
some of the fog and mist that hav beclouded poor
inhumanity's eyes so many thousand years; for inhuman they are to USfl each other as they are now
doing, and hav done in the past, making their imaginary tyrant gods and all kinds of hells for others
to eternally suffer in, and themselvs go free. I do
not wish those hell-makers any harm, but I am in
favor of some kind of a hell after we pass from what
is called this life, so that some of these god and
hell-makers will get their just reward for torturing
and persecuting the innocent here. How that will be
of course I know not; but Mr. Bennett, if you keep
on you will put out the fires of the ·Christian hell
certain. It is about smothered now, and I will help
you all I can. I hav been fighting the flames of hell
all of my life. I would like to grasp your hand;
perhaps I may some time.
From your friend,
GERARD DoAN.
THE TRUTH SEEKER AROUND THE WORLD.
Aug. 27, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been reading Vol. II. of these
wonderful books, and I think I appreciated the volUllies better and better as I read them over and over
and marked their strong superiority over any othei
book of travels ever penned by priest, missionary, or
pietist; and even other Liberals who ha v traveled
bav never dared to tell the plain truth about thereligion and morals of the heathen. They knew it would
make their books unpopular, and so tacitly assented
to keep up the farce that "our religion, our God, and
our Bible" were far superior to all others of all other
nations, and, consequently, our morals and merits
were also the best and nearest 1 erfection. .But these
books tell the plain, unvarnished truth, and tell it
so simply, earnestly, and pleasantly that conviction
strikes every reader. I am glad to see these large,
handsome, and instructiv volumes selling so rapidly.
T.hey ought to be in every League library ;tnd every
home library of the land. I take great pleasure in
lending mine to pious neighbors. This is a realistic
age, and travels are just the reading that most inter-

ests the average man and woman. To know just what
the people of other lands are doing, thinking, and
feeling; to see right into their minds, hearts, and
homes, is precisely what we all like and enjoy, and
no other man has .ever given us so perfect and yet so
simple a picture of the whole as is to be found in
these books. They are the cheapest, best, and most
comprehensiv books of travel ever placer!. before the
people. They take the reader rigbt there, and all is
as plain and distinct as if seen with one's own eyes,
and more so in many cases, for the educated eye sees
so much more than one that is untrained.
Many will read these books for the history in them,
and in doing so they will, all unaware, imbibe much
of the truth of our philosophy.
That they may sell like "hot corn" is the wish and
hope of
Th~ne truly,
ELMINA..
PIPESTONE CITY, MINN., Aug. 2, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I hav the ph>asure to inform you and
the Liberals of America that 1\fr. E. 0. Walker, of
Iowa, so well known in the Infidel ranks as an earnest, thorough, unflinching worker in the cause of
Freethought and its organization, has been here
among us sowing the seeds of liberty, and already
they hav taken root and grown into an organiz~d
Liberal League of twenty-four membe1.'s, embracing-,
among the number, several subscribers to your excellent pfl.per, THE TRUTH SEEKER.
If we could hav a few such men as E. C. Walker
speaking to the people of southern Minnesota upon
the question of theological t.yranny and usurpation, it
would kindle such a flame of liberty in the hearts of
her people as would forever destroy tue power and
business of Christ;, Holy Guoat & Co., and establish
in the hearts of her sons and daughters th>~.t principle of justice, humanity, equality, fraternity. and
love which would ere long spread the blessings of
liberty over this fair ea.rth.
Oh, the incomparable love and kindness_ of our
Christian friends! How freely they do manifest it
at times toward us !
An exhibition of heavenly l0Ve was so marked on
this occasion that it demands special notice from us.
Mr. Walker in the commencement of his lecture
most cordially invited any ct•iticism t.hey thought
proper to present, which they withheld until the last
evening of his lecture; they then came forward with
the strongest argument that they bav ever been able
to present-rotten eggs. But most fortunately the
talented and gentlemanly speaker was not struck
with any of them, though thrown directly at him
through an open window. Some of the audience
were spattered with one. That was all at the schoolhC'use, but after the lecture fl. ve or six men followed
Mr. Walker, myself, and family some distance, and
threw more eggs, but none of them struck any of us.
But I need not mention such argument; it is as old
and rank as orthodoxy_
Hoping this communication will find our beloved
brother Bennett home again to his faithful wife and
waiting friends, I remain ,yours for the cause of
truth and justice.
JoB WHITEHEAD.
GRATTAN, MICH., Aug. 11, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I congratulate you on your safe return. Probably a journey of the magnitude you hav
just accomplished is seldom completed with less reverses than you hav experienced. You hav seen and
learned much that has been a source of enjoyment
to yourself, and I hope, in future years, may prove
a benefit to the world through the increased amount
of good and truthful information you may be able to
giv in your valuable paper.
Our people need all they can get from every source,
that will make them wiser and better every day,
You will be able to giv them much from the large
fund you h§.V accumulated; and your good judgment,
discretion, and common sense, ripened by mature
years, it may be hop,ed, will giv an impetus to the
circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER· that W.ill giv you
pecuniary reward, and be a blessing to many who
are seeking to know and do ·more for the good of
people in this life,
I hav been an invalid so long (eleven years) that I
hav reason to feel and know, more than many others,
the importance of learning how to liv and !ess of
how to die. During my invalid life friends hav been
very anxious that I should learn how to be prepared
for death. I hav given the matter much serious
thought, and hav formulated a little creed of my
own, which, in short, is about as follows:
A RELIGION OF DEEDS VS. A RELIGION OF CREEDS.
"All men, women, and children should try to learn
everything that will ·tend to make their lives better,
brighter, and happier, and should do what they can
to assist others. Discountenance enmity and strife,
bigotry and superstition; cultivate honesty and economy, industry, temperance, charity-everything that
will tend to make this a happier life and the world
better for our having lived. So much then will be
gained for this life, of which we hav some knowledge, and that we know we possess. This should be•
a stimulus to cultivate a hope for future and immortal life, because it can do no harm, and often givs
pleasure. In case, then, that there proves to be a·
future state of existence, if eternal justice rules and
controls all things, we may reasonably expect that
we shall start out in that life with just as much more
good capital as we hav accumulated by good acts
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and deeds here. By acting and living thus much standard, THE TRUTH SEEKER. Victory for truth, freedom, peace, love, and happiness will be the result.
Yours truly,
will be gained."
The hideous form of fear will take to itself wings
CONVERSE CLOSE.
and fly from the habitation of man. The pallid,
ghostly skeleton of superstition will crouch no longer
THE OLIMAX OF HUMBUG.
among us. We shall be a free people. 0 hasten
CINOINNATI, 0., Aug. 16, 1882.
glorious age! I hear the sound of distant drums. '
Perhaps there is no other man living to-day who
hath seen more to convince the unprejudiced mind
Millions on millions, a countless people rise,
A. va.St, wide-spreading, an~ all-conquering race,
that religions over the whole earth are unmitigated
Whose gorgeous banner, floating to the skies,
humbugs than D. M. Bennett of the New York
A.ll other earthly emblems shall displace.
TRUTH SEEKER. His traveling experiences are. complete, and ought to be quite sufficient to expel every
A. myriad people boldly climbing far
doubt as to any kind of religion being any more than
A.bove the groveling of the past;
a miserable invention of priestcraft in dffferent
Before them glistens victory's glorious star,
A.nd echoes wide the joyous trumpet blast.
~laces, according to the drift of the ignorant conceptiOns of the ·mobs. There is nnt one particle of
So in the van fair science richly shines,
divinity in or about any of it. The whole business
A.nd radiant over all reigns white-winged peace;
are so many put up jobs, and run in the interests of
The bigot's intolerance in the dust declines,
the swarms of idle lying priests, monks, friars, nuns,
A.nd superstition's power heaceforth shall cease.
etc. Th~re is but little variety in the different sysTheir industries fill every .smoking vale,
tems, in one respec:>t, th!;:lY are on a par,. and that is
Their lofty mansions crown each verdant hill·
the scheme of plunder. Nothing_can be more clear
Their bounteous yellow harvests never fail
'
than that. Religions hath been foisted on the world
Joy circles all, and bloody strife is still. '
for a twofold purpose, plunder and power. The
Yours in truth,
JoHN D. STANLY.
great masses of the people had to be enslaved in
order that the church, temple, and priest power may
control and dominate over them; and this is what all
·
ExiRA, IowA., July 31, 1882.
religions are doing to this day. The people are like
MR. EDITOR: First of all, I will congratulate you on
soft wax in the hands of the crafty, designing priest- your safe return to your home and friends and family
hood. They and their minions mold and fashion after so long and perilous a journey. I must further
their dupes from infar.cy to maturity, for no other c?mmend your industry in furnishing your appreciapurpose than grinding the almighty dollar from tiv patrons such a storehouse of useful and authentic
them, or any other ·money in circulation on this information of the many wonders of foreign laLJ.ds
planet. Greed and avarice is the chief trait in the and of ancient and modern times. Your description
character of clerical drones. They peddle all kinds of the "Holy Land," so called, interested me very
of r.eligions, ll:nd you pay your money and take your much, as I had never read a pen picture of that
chmce; and If you do not pay you can go to hell country, written by a man who was at liberty to tell
gratis. Such are religions.
the truth as it presented itself to him. Men with
But, oh! what fools these mortals be to invest a red "Rev." prefixed to their names are nothing more or
in such insipid trash. None of their jargon is worth a less than slaves, whose masters are a set of ignorant
snaP. It's t.he thinnest of shams, and tb.e sooner they dupes who feed principally on superstition and the
make the discovery the better, for it is by no means wonderful, which they draw from mythological hisdesirable to liv and die a fool, and certainly there is tory written in uncritical ages by men who believed
no wisdom in the rites, ceremonies, and mummeries more in witches, ghosts, and dreams than they knE>w
of any of the vast number of religions now inflicting about philosophy, honesty, and the true nature of
the world with their whimsical and n:msenical hum- things. When these "Revs." go over there they are
bug. Everybody should read Brother Bennett's book obliged to write just such a description of the" Holy
o~ travels round the globe. It will spread your eyes Land " as their non-progressiv readers at home will
Wider open to the deceitful practices of priestcraft like, or they will lose their fat positions and their
than any other process, and fill your knowledge-box ease and social life. It is a conceded fact that the
chock full of the best sense that man can acquire learned men of to-day who are at liberty to write
during the term of his natural life.
what they think discard the mythological nonsense
Yours for a gr_and success,
and unscientific trash written in books by ambiTHOS. WINTER.
tious priests, ignorant dreamers, speculators in unknown and unknowable things, whether these books
be called . · bibles, mythologies, revelations, or what
BIGGS, Aug. 6, 282.
MR. EDITOR: I received a letter to-day from friend not. But those who are not at liberty to write what
Garwood, of Baltimore, and I was truly surprised at their study and researches hav brought to light lthe
the attention and respect of one so far away, and clergy, generally), are still feeding the people on the
whom I never saw. I hav often heard advocates of superstitions emanating from the ages of midnight
mental liberty denounced from the pulpit as un- darkness.
But I started out to not only congratulate you, but
friendly, cold, and selfish, but my observation te!>ches
the reverse, for the pursuit of truth invariably in- to commend, with sincere thanks," Liberta," in THE
spires and PStablishes a sort of Free Masonry, while TRUTH SEEKER of July 29th, for his or her criticisms
the propagation of error and supernatural dogmas is on .E. C. Walker's attack on the prohibition movement in our state. This is characteristic of Mr.
prolific of dissension and strife.
I desire through your columns to thank the brother Walker. He is always attempting to drag down Libfor his expression of civility and congratulation eralism by attacking the principles held dear by a
elicited by my letter ot July 22d, which I expected large number of our best and worthiest friends. As
would be consigned to the domain of the waste- good Liberals as the sun ever· shone on stood at the
basket, as it was my first. I feel glad that I hav polls and worked for prohibition all day, and, thanks
joined the ranks of such a noble army, and hence- to th:eir energies, we carried the measure. And, let
forth my exertions shall be directed to the cause of me mform Mr. Walker, we did not work for a
truth against priestcraft and ignorance, for my Bible, "sumptuary law" either. We worked for a law to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, has taught me that it is my duty protect our homes, our wives, daughters, and friends
to my fellow-men. Throughout the United States to- from th~ insults of drunken wretches staggering
day we are addressed by 70,000 men, styled reverends from a duty hell-hole by the wayside, the lives and
right reverends, elders, fathers, priests, parsons: honor of our children, and to preserve the respect
preachers, pastors, bishops, and archbishops upon a peace, and dignity of our towns and communities:
subject that is enslaving, degrading, and dis~raceful. Walker votes for a law to protect his property. I vote
They are teaching, engendering, and fostering fear a for a law to protect the honor and life of my son
deadly, hideous weapon that has assassinated the and neither of us are voting for a sumptuary law; it
joys and peace of millions, and is still murdering the protects his s_on and his home, his wife and daughter,
as well as mme. If he will persist in taking into the
hearts and minds of our children by wholesale. All
stomach a substance that will steal away his brains
worship of the unknown is the emanation of fear;
and make him a senseless, raving, dangerous animal
although they teach that it is the offspring of love,
it is my duty, as a good citizen, to prevent him fro~
the serpent of fear is coiled within. These 70,000
endangering society with his drunken fits of lunacy.
men are all employed to feed and keep alive a crawlThe groggeries and hell-holes that this amendment
ing, deadly, slimy serpent of superstition and fear to will close up are nothing but way stations on the
poison and destroy all human joy. The page of his- road to-misery and ruin; and to vote for a law to
tory amply proves that its destructiv influence has close them is not voting or enacting a law for a class
embittered the lives of the human race. Men hav or a few, but it is general in its character and as
been led to inflict upon their poor bodies the most broad as our great commonwealth. This idea of Mr.
excruciating tortures. They hav tormented them- Walker's is a borrowed one. from the Democratic
se~vs with strifes, hunger, and thirst, ·and every conplatform of last year, and possesses just about as
ceivable method of suffering has been resorted to in much patriotism and true philanthropy as that party
the vain hope of appeasing the wrath of a villainous has been able to muster for the la11t quarter of a
bloodthirsty God, the baseless fabric of fear. 0 century.
Freethinkers, this corrupting and disgusting cancer
Please pardon this long communication, but I conld
is still upon the body politic. This horrid skeleton not_hav said less concerning this attack upon our
is still stalking among ns, making our nights hide- prohibition amendment.
·
ous and our days sickening and sad. The gloom and
Yours fen Liberalism and temperance,
terror of a false fear is still nursed by 70,000 men
J. A. HALLOOK.
who~e black robes are symbolic of the monster they
chensh. Our sweet lovely chileren are still within
CHENEY, WASH. TER.,Aug. 10,1882.
reach of its poisonous fangs. Let us arouse ourselvs
MR. EDITOB: I am proud of the recognition and
to duty; let us stand upon the watch-tower as sentinels; let us array ourselvs in battle with .our illus- kindness that hav been shown to D. M. Bennett on
trious captain, D. M. Bennett, leading, displaying our his way through the continent home, and that we did
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n~t let the other natiOlJS get ahead of us in appreciatmg true service in freed om's battle; How sad that
many otherwise intelligent people do not understand
or value this service! A California correspondent tells
me 'the San Francisco papers, with the exception of
the Jewish. Times and the German paper, did not
even mentiOn the arrival of Mr. Bennett. The German notice speaks only patronizingly of Mr. Bennett, saying he is inoffensiv looking, no speaker and
told his audience nothing we were not aware of before, etc., was not the man, in the opinion of the
writer, to take the lead of the Freethinkers of .this
country-as if he had not done so already. Who of
us hav braved and done so much for Freethought ?
His philosophical and historical works will liv after
him. [Possibly the scurrilous pamphlets sent from
Boston to all the Pacific press may hav had some
effect.-ED. T. S.]
When U. S. Grant, a man of onlY ordinary ability
in~apable of research and depth (another of his part;
domg work of book-making), arrived at San Francisco from around the world, he was treated like a
royal personage, the streets being clel1orated with
banners and flowers in profusion in his honor the
daily papers being filled with nauseating acco~nts
of this flattery of one who happened to be in the
winning battle of the late war. But a man many
years older than Grant, who has fought a more bit:
ter war for freedom than the latter, who is capable
of instructing his fellow-beings, whom the thinking
portion of the country delegated to inform them of
facts concerning the rest of our common earth that
we cannot see ourselvs, and if we did would probably not learn one-twentieth of what we now hav
from the acute D. M. Bennett, with his wonderful
perceptivs and memory-when this man touched his
na:iv shore a~ter hls ten months' hard writing, after
bemg recogmzed for his intellectual worth abroad
not even the common courtesy of a general announce~
ment :was given him. I told my correspondent (who
thought the German paper probably spoke the truth
~hinks B~n.nett has been much overrated, etc.) that
In my opmwn these silent editors of San Francisco
as well as the German scoffing one, were afflicted
with the same disease as Underwood & Co.-jealous
envy. No other editor in the country has been commissioned as has D. M: Bennett, and I think all are
mo:e th~n satisfied. His name will go down to postenty With that of Paine, Voltaire, Ingersoll and
other friends of humanity, Everyone I loan my'book
of trave~s to is perfectly delighted with it, of whatever behef they may be.
I agree with Mrs. Lake and Susan ·Wixon that
women should· cease merging their identity after
marriage; and this is just as sure as all the other
reforms, to happen. I think there would be no
trouble, as some fear, about naming the children.
Giv the name of both parents, and one surname, as
many do now.
. Much as I admire E. C. Walker and his noble
mdustry, I think he is mistaken in not taking stand
for the prohibition of the liquor traffic. It was long
before I came to this conclusion-hav only now done
so. Even if it is a Christian movement it may be
good (though I realize they hav never before been
the first in real reform). So let us not only help but
take .the .lead in it. Are not all laws prohibitory?
If this VIle stuff composed of a hundred ingredients
called whisky, is not made or sold, we shall prevent
the weak fools who drink it from making themselvs
bold enough to be criminals, as they are doing almost
hourly. Not forgetting, too, the blood of future generations is being poisoned. This is the saddest feature of all. Self-defense demands prohibition of
adulterated food or drink.
In a controversy with a Christian lady I am holding in our suffrage journal, the New Northwest, my
opponent referred me, in order to get rid of the
Bible in all its teachings, to a tribe of savage Indiana
in South America, who torture their medicin women
to death when a chief dies, advising me to become
one of these. I proudly pointed to Liberal Missouri
in the center of our own country, where I ~ould, and
shall, go to get rid of the Bible in all its teachings.
I showed her it was superstition that caused these
ignorant people to blame their women for nature's
laws, and superstition caused her to be so u ncharitable toward myself, etc., that this Liberal colony
harl no churches or saloons, accepted only the good
and moral from all sources, without the superstition
necessary for god-worship, etc. This lady's abusiv
throwing down of the gauntlet to me, finding that I
was an Infidel, after I had corrected a few of her
tnisstatement.s as to the treatment of English women,
was not approved even by many Christians. 'Ihe
Duniway Publishing Company proprietors wrote me
they would be pleased to hav a reply, and I regarded
this, from a paper with so many Christian readers,
as a grand l10mpliment, not personal, but to the advancing spirit of progression.
Dear readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, be sure I did
my best, quoting from Draper and others, and from
the indorsements I received think I proved my position.
I am sorry we can no longer boast of our strictly
secular Liberal. If Christians wished to remain to
themselvs, and as an experiment in morality hav no
Liberals among them, would the latter thrust themselva in and refuse to allow the Christians a hearing
in public? As Mr. A. L. Andrews exhorts, let ue
redouble our defense,
A~~IE EVJmEaT,
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My String of Pearls.

:BY AUGUSTA. E. NIOHOLSlUOEl (ETHEL ETHERTON),

I had a string of lovely pearls;
Two noble boys, two wee. fair ~iris;
Strong on the rainbow-ribbon-hope;
A claep beneath each ann-white throatA golden Clasp-strong, pure, and :dnaWrought from the gold of love divine;
A love eternal as the eong
Upon our savior's natal morn,
Sung by the angels, clear and eweet,
While kneeling at Jehovah's feet;
And o'er the earth the blessed refrain
Fell soft and sweet as Aprtl rain.
Alas I my rainbow-rtbbon, hope,
Was frail as fair; too soon it brokeAnd half my pearls, despite my tears,
Slipped o1f. The agony of years
Seem crewded into thoee few hours,
When first I saw my pearly !lowers
Lie cru~hed I 0 God I those hours of pain I
Oh I may their like ne'er come S&"ain I
So sudden ·fell my :fl.rst sweet pearlMy little, loving, lisping girl! could not feel that it was death:
Not even when I saw her breath
Was gone-her heart was still! did not say," Father, thy will,
Not mine, be done." Nay, do not chide,
For the kind angel by my side
Said it, and gently eealed my lip9,
Wllile o'er me paesen death's :tlrst ecllps.
Yet once again that angel hand
My string of lovely pellrls unbound,
And took my l!lnghing boy away
For" Lexla's" s!lke. Whllt could I eay?
I bowed and etrove to !ties tbe rodThe angel said, " Thy will, o God I"
These shadows, like the ocean spray,
Damp llll the blooms of sunny MayOr,llke the breath of the eimoon,
Waft echoea only frGm the tomb.
But through the miet bright fOrms are seen,
Sweet voices mingle with each dream;
.And etill each dlly I count my pearlsOne-two-three-four-two boys, two girls.

Mind-What Is Itt Spiritual or
Jlaterial1
·
Mind, as a spirit, an immaterial nothing, is
so devoid of being characterized in any comprehensiv language, that Webster-in his Dictionary-is obliged to resort to a palpable contradiction in naming spirit as " an immaterial
substance," which so muddles all pos~!ble
meaning as to become ridiculous. And how
can it be otherwise than ridiculous to attempt
to depict or define nothing, a spirit-nothing, an
mmaterial-nothing, which he names as two
opposits, that is," an immaterial substance;"
which is an immaterial-nothing and substancesomething, at the same time ? Therefore, any
attempt at a. conception of nothing, i. e., immateriality, is idle twaddle; and so should not
be entertained as a. rational thought of an existence. In other words, mind should not be
called a spirit, as such word is devoid of any
meaning; without any comprehension, or connection, to associate &nything with such nothingness.
.
Then there is only one other mode of conceiving of mind as &n actual existence-which
we know it to be-and that is as the function
or quality of a. material (however subtil), an
actual something, with which other somethings
or materials are in interdependent connection; in
mutu11l relations of impression and expression,
as dynamical effects-matter acting upon matter the one upon the other.
There are two kinds of material· minds sup·
posed-the one is that mind has its origin in our
organization, as the product of brain-matter,
growing with and dying when brain dies. Such
doctrin is illogical, as that would degrade mind
to the level of unintelligent matter, when we
know that mind is infini1ly different and superior to unintelligent matter, and therefore cannot be the product of such unconscious· materials. That unintelligent matter cannot generate intelligence; but must be the product of
conscious materials, is self-evident.
The other and only logical conception is
that mind is a function, or quality of a. separate
entity of a. subtil-material, foreign to our organizations, and so existing without and independent of our organizations, but capable of associating with and being instructed of our environments, by such connection, through sensenerves. In more explicit language, that there
exists in the universe only two kinds of matter,
the one as having the function or attributes of
intelligence, and so is capable of conceiving, inventing, and designing purposes, with willpower to execute or enforce its behests upon
that other matter, which is not intelligent; and
so such unconscious matter, having no discrimination, has its laws of action from and tb.us
yields to the para.m_ount force-called potentiality-of mind-m11tter, only, in forcing such
unconscious materials into all phenomenal arts;
just as our minds force all unconscious materials to perform our behests. Such are the
dynamical relations of the two kinds of cosmic
matter. Unconscious matter having no volition, no choice, bas no impetus to action without mind co-operation. Such subtil mind-matter as a. separate entity associated with our
organizations, may be as readily conceived to
be attm.cted to and associate, temporarily,
with our most delicately prepared sense-nerves
(which center in the brain); as that oxygen,
which is equally foreign to our organizations,
should be absorbed by our prtparid lungs; or
those other foreign elements, solar-light, heat,
actinic etrects, food, and liquids, should be incorporated into our prtpared bodies, for their
sustentation. And in proportion to the sMfi..

tivness of our nerve-structures, is cosmic mind-
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matter attracted to and developed by such organizations; which, in their diversity of perfection, fully and as rationally account for the
diversity of minds in all grades of animals,
from classes to families, and marked variations
in their individual differences. All finite-animal-minds being alike in kind, but differing
in degree of developments, by their varying
impressiv and expresslv effects, from varying
sensiti vness.
Such subtil-materiality of mind, as existen<lfls
and separate entities, having their independent
individual lives-apart from all organis~m
from the infinit to the lowest finite minds, are
the only material forces in nature, as the exclusiv origin and only coherent incitements to action of common matter, which we call its potentiality, whether developed in nature or by art,
in tbe uses of unconscious matter. And as such
minds are all functions of a cosmic mind-material, they never can become immaterial; therefore all such minds are by necessity, as well as
scientifically, thus proved to be immortal and
eternal dynamical forces in the universe, and
are its most important element.
Cosmic mind-matter constitutes the infin.it
mind, and its individualized parts constitute all
finite minds-being of the same kind, but infinitely differing in perfection and scope. The
first is the universal potential force~, or creator
in the disposition of unconscious matter; and
the last are limited potential forces, or co-creators, to promote their own advancement, and as
aids in perfecting worlds. Thus the infinit
cosmic mind element, individualizes and animates its own organic creations, as the most
conclusiv scientific truth of induction.
Thus, and thus only, are explained the wondrous discrimination, in the co-operation of
nature's unconscious elements, as the evident
products of intelligent action, in design and
controling power, to force all the coherent actions of unconscious matter, through its di~
criminating co-operation-the exclusiv domain
of mind. This conception of cause, slont>
accounts for the unconscious elements combining in definit proportions for varied effects,.
differing in each, and embracing coherent
adaptations, in productions, for coming needs;
wondrous mechanisms and evolutions! progress
in everything, as foreseen purposes; with the
crowning glory, in prepared organisms, for
finite mind attachments, or association. And
such material-mind associa.tious, are alone ex·
plana.tory of the origin of finite minds, their relations to unconscious matter, in impressions
and expressions; by which, interdependently
they become acquainted with their environments, and manipulate as well as control-more
or less-~urrounding unconscious matter; including mind attachments in other organisms.
I ha.v prepared for THE TRUTH SEEKER, a.
much more elaborate and complete confirmation of these views, than is here given; which
will be furnished as soon as desired-entitled
"The Universe, Materiality of All Minds;
Their Origin, Attributes, Immort.ality," etc.
CHAs. E. TowNsEND.
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fdds and lfnin.
IF we are to be deterred from answering a wellcon•idered conclusion of our own on the suhject of
religion by the circumstance, the grave, learned,
and good men deliberately reject this conclusion of
ours and abide by the contrary of it, we shall indeed
be the sport of the winds, without the possibility
of ~ny s'able gronnd for om- minds to rest on.
The many upright snd able men who conclude
a11ainRt Christianity will then, by t.he very fact of
their so concluding, forbid us to be Christians; and
if you confine the argument to the Christian world
it will debar us from every sect and opinion in turn
because of the weight of wisdom and excellence
arrayed in opposition.- Water•'s Through Rome On.
AN able man who thinks there Is something to be
done here, and who has therefore every day to
strive, to fight, and to work, leaves the future
world to itself, and is activ and usefnl in the present world. . . . . I could be wen content that,
after the close of this life, we shou'd be blessed
With another life; but I would beg- not to hav in it
for companions any who believed in it here.Goethe.
0 RURAL retirement, when shall I again behold
thee 1 and when shall I be able to pass through the
pleasing oblivion of a life full of solitude, one
while with the books of the ancients, another while
in sleep and leisure 1 • . • . ThP.n -after supper
-conversation arises, not concerning other people's villas and houses, nor whether Madame Lepes
dances well or ill; but we debate on what. is more
to the purpose, and what it is perniciou• not to
know-whether,for instance, men are made happy
by riches or by virture; or what draws us into
friendships, interest, or moral rectitude, and what
is the nature of" good," and wl,at is its highest perfection.- Horace's Fatires, Book II.. Sat. 6.
WHEN one has so effectually hushed his reason
as to believe that a man like unto other men, walking, t.alkin~>:, sleeping, eating, handled, su:tfering,
failing, despairing, giving up the ghost, was the
Supreme Being, tbe absolutely unc«nsed or eternal
one, there is thenceforth, for that believer, no absurd or incredible doctrin whatever, provided it
lie within the pale of his own education ~tnd traditional sympathies A believer in the incarnation
and proper deity of Christ is estopped from pleading reason againt transubstantiation. . • . . A
god-roan is as monstrou• and irreverent as g.:>dbread.-R. N Waters.

NO DIFFERENCE,
"What's the di:tference between a waxed runetache and a young lady's crimp net?" agked lllias
Summerbreeze's youngest brother of her beau,
while he was waiting in the parlor.
"Well, I really never gave this highly important
subject very much consideration," replied the
young man rather pompously.
"Never did, eh!" snorte<l. the young hopeful.
"Well, when you and sister sit on the back parlor
sofa, I'll be darned if I can see any di:tference."Judge.
ARCH-STREET CHURCH (Presbvtenan) clergyman coming out, encountering a backsliding young
man passing.
Backsliding y01mg man: Ab,doctor, how d'd do?
Fine weather.
Clergyman: Rad weather; bot; empty benches.
B. Y JH. (seeking to propitiate): I had the pleasure of hearing yon preach last Sunday.
C. (suspiciously): Me f Preach I Ehf What
wasmytextf
B. Y. M. (tloored, but recovering): Why, doctor I
Is it possible yon hav forgotten f (Catches a car.)

THE

THt SHAKfR EYf AND EAR BRAIN and the BIBLE
BALSAM
Is proving to hundreds the most efficaelous remedy for
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weak eyes, are Immediately Improved by Its use. Inflammations and all ophthalmic dllllca1ttes rea:ulated.
SO cents per oox.
Address
G. A. LOMAS,
S5tf.
Shakers. N. Y.
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Y'he Conftivt between lltmtaJ Scient,e
and 't'beology.
By Ed,;ar C. Bean,
Wtth a preface bY
Robert G. IngeJ.'son.
"This book written by a brave and honest man,ts filled
with brave and honest thoughts. The argnmento It
presents cannot be answered by all tbe theologians 1n
the world 1"-R. G.lngersoll.
Price, $1.50.
For sale at this olllce,

PAINE and VOLTAIRE.
-,

By the celebrated scnlptor

CLARK MILLS.
.Price,

$1.50 each .
Address

D.·M. BENNETT,
141 8th street, New York

The Theosophist,

A HAPPY NEIGHBORHOOD
"Mr. Jones," bsgan Smith, the other morning, as
they met at the corner to wait fOr the car, ''is it
positivly necessary that your &on must play the
accordion until midnight for six nights a week f
"Not at all, lllr. Smith," was the prompt reply.
•'Not any more necessary than it is for your daughter and her benux to sit on the front steps seven
nights per week and keep us awake untill o'clock
in tbe morning.n
"My daughter, sir, bas a perfect right to hav a
beau I"
•··And my son, sir,)1as a legal right to play his accordion!"
"Gentlemen," began llfr. Thomas as he came up,
"I don't want to o:tfend you, for we are neighbors;
but if you, lllr. Jones, would clean out your alley,
and you, Mr. Smith, would poison your nuisance of
a dog, I believe I would gain five pounds of fiesh

188~.

Wanted,
In a Liberal family or sChool a position a teacher of
English branches and art, or a good situation as housekeeper "r governness, by a lady thirty-five years old, wlt.h
a little daughter nine Years old. The lady has had long
exb rtence as teacher and housekeeper. but has now lost

g~op)~.pr~~~~~f t::r~~~~c~~e ld'd~~~?~~ ti.':'~a~~rU~:!

T.RUTH SEE'KKR.

HISTORY
OF THE

CtH:ti8T8AN RELICION
TO A.D.200.
By CHARLES B. WAITE, A.M:

A Monthly .Journal,
I){fiJoted to Science, Oriental Philosophy, PS1/-

clwlogy, Literature, and Art.
Conducted by
MadaDJ.e Blavatsky,
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est In India, and one of the most Interesting In the

Verdict of European Scholars.
The president of the society Is Prof. Gustav Volkmar, one
of the first btbllco.l scholars of Germany,author a!" Die
ReUgio Jeeu." "Jesus Naznrenus," "Ursprungs Unserer
Evnngelien

"f' Sources of Our Gospels"), etc., etc.

He

~t~~~1~s~is?ty :'a~':I t~i~ii'.Fr"o~\f:~~~!~~:n~~~;:fi~~i'i,:~

~o~~r~;:, "'X'k':~~yg,.~ t~~c~~~l~~1!~~r;,u~a1g~l~~~~~o~~g in the state college at Zurich.
Prof. V\\lktm.r writes to the author of "The History o!
and South Africa, China, Ceylon, Burmah, and the Perstan Gulr.
" There Is a tone of elegance and scholarship about the ~~g~~f!.lf!l";h~;~l!fl¥.:'.:~'elrn~~sJF!i-~~g~~~~~lh~t;;~r~~;:Y~
wbole ofthls perlo~lcal, which alm~st leads Eur·,peans 8'\.YS~
"In the nmne of the Society of Critical Histortcul Theto envy It . . . The 1heosophist Is rapidly Increasing
Its merits as a first-class literary organ. . . • . We ~~~9et\::~ft~:i,.h~~~e~t~~c~;gf ~~Ji~':n~/ew.Jll~gs ~~~~
ma"Vel at the beauty ~nd accUTacy with Which •he magaInterest did we ncelve lnformatlo_ n of your book, Ij:HI•zine Is edlted."-Pub!ic Opinion (London).
tory of the Christian Reltglon to the Year T"o Hun.
dred.' One of our members, Herr Kappeler, has thorPUBLISHED AT BREACH CANDY, BOMBAY INDIA. eughly examined the work, and has made to us a report
Subscription, £1 per annum, post free.

per week."

The Proprietors of the Theosophist
"Hello, Thomas I" saluted Brown from the rear Post-olllce Ordersat.to"
the above addrees.
pla'forro of the car for which they had waited,
•· I've been waiting to see you for a week past.
Your confounded old horse stands and stamps all
Their CJ.'iDJ.es and Perseentions.
night long, and none of us can get a. wink of sleep.
Just for a change, and to be neighborly, sappose g.::~rrR~~~~':t~e~~~~f~Po~i~~~~~W~~~~!'. ~~gi.';
etc. By D. M. Bennett. Svo, 1,119 pages. Cloth, $S; leather
you knock him on tile head with an ax.-Detroit $4;
morocco, gllt edges, $4.50.
THE only freedom which deserves the name is l!'ree Press.
of pursuing our own good in our own way, so long
DUCKWATER JIM, a battered and tattered Piute,
as we do not attempt to deprive others of theirs or
ECCE
who claims to be a forty-second cousin of Captain
impede their e:tforta to attain it. Each is the
Sam, has of late taken a good deal of interest in in which the worship of Yahweh, or Jehovah,
proper guardian of his own health, whether bodily
things beyond this V3le of tears. He likes to bear· is shown to be devil-worship, with some ob
or mental or spiritual. Mankind are greater gainabout heaven, the •· place of tbP. long rest," as be servations upon the horrible and cruel ordi,
ers by suffering each other to liv as seems good to
calls it. Cocking his old and battered plug bat on
themselvs than by compelling each to llv as seems
one side, and almost closing ·his eyes in his e:tfort nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offerings.
good to the reSt.- Mill's Libertv.
to obtain a realizing sense of this very d<>sir.,ble By the VERY REV.EVANDAVIES,LL.D.
ArchwDruid of Great Brtt.a.1n.
Prtce. 25 centll
A PEOPLE which takes pride in the noble achieve- place of rest, Jim 8ays: "White man up there no
ments of remote ancestors will never achieve more wuk um mine-no more run um railroad?"
anything worthy to be remembered with pride by
••No, Jim, no; no more work fl.tall."
their remote descendants.--.Macaulay.
" What white man do ?"
"Well, Jrm, play all the time on a big golden
THIS England never did, nor never shall,
harp. 11
Lie at the proud foot of a conqueror,
"And
Injun, what he do?"
But when it first did help to wound itself
"Well, he will hav a big barp,all the same as the
Now her princes are come home again,
white man."
Come the three corners of the world in arms,
"Guess not," says Jim, shaking his head dubiAnd we shall shock them. Nought shall make us
ouslY; "Injun maybe play little on jewsharp. But
rpe,
what you tink 'bout catch um plenty watermelon?"
THE
If England to itself do rest but true.
and Jim opened wide both his eyes and lOoked as
-Shakspere's King John.
though much depended on a favorable answer to
THOSE actions that are in wide dis<'repancy with the question,
BY
good breeding, such, for instance, as singing in
THE NEW COMEDY.
Riehard B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,
the forum, or any such absurdity, are so easily
The touching episode of 1\Irs Langtry's depart- A. theologian of high d('gree, and a counsellor
discernible that they require no great degree of
reprehensioll or advice. But faults that seem to be nre from Albion's shore, next November, has been
learned in the law, on the origin and
inconsiderable, and such as are discernible only to hit upon by a popular dramatist as a splendid subcharacter of the Bible.
a few, are to be more carefully avoided. As in ject for a new comedy. Already be has outlined
The author, though possessing all the prero~at!VS of a
lutes or pipea, however little they may be out of it, as follows:
1~ ~~R~:~
Scene:-The steamer's deck. Mrs. Langtry and ~~i?c~~af.:Ptt~~afr~~~~ t~;~e;d~~:i;~~~
tune, it is perceived by a practiced ear; so in life
independent of ecclesiastical supervision and censure.
we are tfl guard against all discrepancv, and the t!le Prince of Wales discovered by the rail.
10
fr~~e? wg~t !~st~\',,"~':,f~gr\~; ?bo.:'~. o~~a~ ~~bJgec~~a'\
l\Irs. Langtry: Good-bye, Albert.
rather as the harmony of morals is greater and
Albert Ed ward (taking her band and compress- source of d>gmatlc theology? are treated fearlessly In the
much more valuable than that of sounds.-Oicero
llght of history, philosophy, and nomparatlv religions. It
ing it royally): Good-bye, L\ly.
lri~1~s:!Jil:i¢'.fdris eci,'i..~:n~~U~~~sed statement of what
THE lightnings of heaven fall as frequently on
l\II·s. L.: You are sorry I'm going, aren't you?
granaries as on slave-ships. It is better at all
WHOLE LIBRARIES ARE HERE CONCENTRATED
A. E. : So sorry I
INTO ONE LITTLE BOOK.
times to abstain from exposulating with God, and
l\1rs. L : And you'll write often?
The author's conclusions are of course, against the BU·
more especially on the righteousness of his judgA. E.: Every steamer.
~ernatural origin and ln!alllbll1ty of the Bible, while the
ments and the delay of his vengeance.- W: S
(Enter Mrs. L.'s Maid )
p~~~~~l':fn!"o~ ~g~~':,~~~~~~~1Wol~~~:~own to be priestly
Lander.
Maid: Man wants to see :you.
Tbe principles of natural rel!glon are ably stated, and
Mro.
L.:
Who
is
it?
1\IANY a Cbrietian will say be is not afraid of any
th1{!a~~:O~~ t~~:it%~~"J~t1o"'ti: ';'lYf:!Ys~%%7~:t"~ss show
III
:
Jl{r.
L<J.ngtry.
truth, but is ever willing to follow it wherever it
that Is just the book for these times of aglfatlon and
Mrs. L.: Te!l him I'm busy just now.
"revision."
leads. But, alas! how f<>w know truth when they
Printed In good type and bound In cloth. Price $1.
M.: He says the st~amer lefl.ves in ten minutes.
see 1t? All manner of errors, delnsiona, and fal8eAddress D.M.BENNETT,141Eighthst. New Yo k
Mrs. L.: I'll be with him in a moment.
boods, are stalking abroad, robed in the stolen gar(Maid r'tires.)
ments of truth, adopting her name and pas~ing for
l\Irs. L : You must not forget all your promises.
her very self. Every mythology, every erroneous
THE!
A.
E.:
Never
fear,
sweetheart, In case I should
Philosophy, and evervthing "that leads to be.
wilder and dazzles to blind," comes in the guise Of miss a mail, you will recollect that I'm pretty busy
truth and seems righteous to thoae who believe.- making a bluff about going to Egypt and getting
my royal mother to prevent me.
Elmina n. Blenker.
BY
l\Ira. L : Yes, I know. But you musn't go and
THERE are no reformers but F1·eethinkers, who run the• risk of getting shot. Oh, I should die if Col. ROBERT .... INGERSOLL,
are willing to g!V themeelvs up, as German pbiloso- you did.
.Jud~e .JEREMIAH S. BLtl.CK,
pl!ers do, to t4e consequences of logical argument
A. E : Never fear. Indigestion and gout are all
.l,.l'of. GEORGE P. FOlDER.
and reasoning, which alone can sustain the true the perils of wer that will bother me, and I can find
balance or the mind and prevent mental and moral them in London.
The only COJnplete and Antho:rized
insanity from suspending their drawn swords over
(Enter Mr. Lanytry.)
Edition.
the human intellect. Some persons reiterate the
1\Ir. Langtry: The bell is ringing, dear, and
idea that none but splendidly organized persons everybody must leave.
This vei'y remarkable series of papers appeared at in·
must marry. But the worst evils are more than
l\1rB L (tearfully): Good-bye, 1\Ir. Wales. You've
skin deep, s:v,mpatbies are more powerful than been very kind to me, and I'm sure I never shall tervalB In the Narth .AmericOIII Review. and awakened the
profoundest Interest with the press and puhllc. Their
laws, and lf all men and women are pure and forget your courtesy.
appearance In pamphlet form Is In response to Innumerbenevolent, we shall soon hear very little about
A, E : Good-by, madam. I'm greatly pleased able requests from all parts of the conntrv.
diseases or bad maiTiages. It is selfishness which to hav met you. Brm voyaoe.
Price,
liO cents.
prevents a man from giVing up anima~ food, and if
llirs. L. (composedly): Langtry, did you bring
Orders should be given Immediately. Address
his diet is plain, he can sometimes divide it with a down the sieamer chair?
.
D. M. BENNETT,
poor neighbor. A greedy stomach will never proMr. L.; Yes.
1418th street. N.Y.
duce an a:tfectionate heart, although the land were
1\Irs. L.: And the champagne f
filled with Christian benevolent societies, who talk
Mr. L.: Yes.
much and do little. A savage, isolated temper
Mrs.M.: And you havn't forgotten any or the THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
can, by a system of neglect, fill the land with parcels?
!UBI. E.
small-pox, cholera, and all other diseases, while
Mr.L.: No.
Treating upon the gada of the Semitic nations, Including
a woman who really loves her own sex could :till a
Mrs. L.: Well then, you may kiss me. (Kisses Allah, Jehovah, Satan. the Holy Ghost, the VIrgin Mary,
city or village, as Mr. Graham did, with happy and her.)
and the Bible. 'fa the latter 200 pages are devoted, showIng that baol< to be a very inferior production for a firstindustrious females, but not by greediness, medMr. L.: Good-bye,
classaod. By D. M. Bennett. 8811 !&rae PB«BM. ,e'ap~r
dling, ox disda.in.-A!Aa~a,
a c~rov·oooenu: olotll.·•l·
Mrs. L.: Ta-ta.-Dramatio World.

The Champions of the Church;

DIABOLUS,

Please Order them of Elmina.

BIBLE-WHENOE AND WHAT?

g1,!i,';,"~~~~~~tth"ehig~1 ~e~a'f~et~ee s~btgc~r~~-a{fa'\~~~t~

,J

enter into a critic· sm your scientific work. It is for me
to communkate to you tHat the whole soc!ety is rejoiced

~~:~Yt~~~.~~~·~~~Fo';;n~fl~hl'~~Y,ici~o":.'J,\~ a ~:p~~;e~~:;:
11

tlv. An unprejudiced and tlwr.mgh presentation of the
writings connected with the origin of our Christian re.

~~~g~' tt~~~o;; 1~~c~~~ll ~~ft~ld s~~eK~:[ ;gw~~~~er~~~fy

treattJ:d, it sometimes appears in contradiction to tt."
The author h~s u.lso received congratulatory letters

i~g~ ~~~ ~~ttti~ ~~1~o~~~~re~~~aktt1~gjg:te1~~~!~Pfu

Holland, and others. One of these, Dr. I. Hooykaas says,

" With great and thankful surprise I received your letter
with a copy of }our valuable histo,.y."

One of the most favorable reviews of the history was

made by the learned Norwegian, Bjornstjerne Bjornson.
Price, $2.25.
Address,
D. M. BENNETT,

141 Eighth st. New York.
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MRs. A..: " We. had a beautiful sermon this entertain respect, we should be disposed to desmorning, didn't wei'" Mrs. B.: "Beautiful, ignate them briefly. as cranks; for they proand did you notice Mrs. Smithson's bonnet i'" pound their political or social nostrums with the
THE price of corn is declining in Chicago.
THE oat crop of Illinois for 1882 is estimated Mrs. A..: " Notice it i' Well, I should say I headlong zeal and serene complacency which
did. I couldn't keep my mind off it the whole are characteristic of a warped rather than a
at 200,000,000 bushels.
YELLow fever is spreading in Florida and
service." Mrs. B.: "Nor I, neither."
sound intelligence.-Sun.
Texas.
SUNDAY is ·a great day for base ball games in
"BUT I pass," said a minister, recently, in
THERE is a deplorable split in the A.ustin
the West, immense multitudes gathering to see
THE lon~horemen's strike at Boston has
dismissing one theme of his subject to take up Blue Light Colored Tabernacle. A. visiting
contests between professional clubs.
_another. "Then I make it spades," yelled a clergyman, who is chaplain to a colored militi& come to an end.
A. RELIGIOUS newspaper can always be dis- man from the gallery, who was dreaming the company, and much given to using military .AN outbreak among the Cheyenne Indians is
tinguished from others by the way it steals para- happy hours away in an· imaginary game of phrases, preached·' a very eloquent sermon, in feared by the officials.
graphs and has its sermons copyrighted.
eucher. It is needless to !ay that he went out which he continually repeated the words, " I
HENRY GEORGE, who was a.rrested in Ireland,
You don't often hear of a self-made woman. on the next deal, assisted by one of the dea- tells yer, brederen and sistern, hold fast to yer is now lecturing in London.
colors." A.bout a dozen very dark "sistern"
Fact i!, as a lady friend assures us, no woman cons.
THE signs of a war between Turkey and
THE Salvation A.rmy is in bad repute ag~tin left the building, leading out their light saddlewho had her own making would make herself a
Greece are considered quite good.
in Paterson, having refused to abandon their colored children. One of them, who was as
woman.
A. BETTER feeling exists in Ireland between
PREACHING Protestant sermons is a very un- outdoor meetings, .although requested to do so black as the ace of spades, was heard to rethe constabulary and the government.
by
the
city
physician,
who
is
trying
very
hard
mark,
"Hit's
pretty
late
in
·g,e
day
for
dat
healthy occupation. Nearly every man enIN the practicing for the international rifte
gaged in that business is obliged to go away for to prevent the spread of the small-pox. The pasture to be preaching dat ar strange doctrin
so-called army may be very zealous, but its to an A.ustin cullud congregation."
match at Creedmoor the British team are m&k·
his 'health in the summer.
zeal should be tempered by discretion-else the
AT the Watkins Freethinkers' Convention ing the best scores.
Ta:E Rilv. A.ndrew J. Rope, of Taylorville, law may step in.
the following-named individuals were appoi_nted
VERMONT went Republican by a greatly ~.
Ill., is under arrest on a charge of forging a /
A. PUBLIC Sunday performance in Lima last a committee to consider the feasibility of estab- duced majority. The Greenback v:ote showed
note for $200, witb. which money he paid the
month consisted of a terrific fight between two lishing a Liberal institute at some place in the a falling off except in one place.
expenses of his wedding tour.
dogs and six large cats that were shut up to- United States, and to report upon the same at
A. BREAK has been made in the iron strike at
FLORIDA has a preacb.er who does his best {ether in a cage. The sport came off in one of the Freethinkers' next Convention : Col. Robt.
while under the influence of liquor. He is not the public squares, and was Witnessed by a large G. Inger~oll, Washington, D. C.; Courtlandt Pittsburgh. Several finishers hav withdrawn
"poor in spirit," therefore his hopes of a heav- multitude, who enjoyed it, by way of variety, Palmer, New York; George Chainey, Massa- from the union and gone to work.
enly inheritance ~J,re extremely slim.
much more than a bull.fight. Most of the spec- chusett; J. H. Burnham, Michigan ; Eliza.beth
MosT of the preachers hav got back to town
Cady Stanton, New Jersey; Col. M. E. Bill- and resumed their pulpits, but a close observer
"ToTAL DEPRAVITY" was the subject of the tators had been to church in the morning.
sermon of Rev. Mr. McDonald of San Rafael,
THE hatred of Chinamen in San Francisco is ings, Iowa; Ron. C. B. Waite, Illinois; G. H. will not notice any diminution of sin.
Cal. While he was preaching it a thief stole not so invariable as to prevent Wun Lung's Walser, Missouri; ex-Gov. Charles Robinson,
PRESIDENT ARTHUJ!. is still using government
his lap_robe from the buggy in the horse shed. restaurant from becoming rather fashionable. Kansas; Hon. John F. Engles, North Caroproperty and spending govemm~nt money runlina
;
Hon.
A..
B
Bradford,
Pennsylvania.
REVIVALIS'r BARNES says tha.t he is now Wealthy people go there to drink tea, which is
ning up and down the coast on a vacation.
divinely commissioned, not only to save souls served without sugar or milk, in the most deliTHE Salvation A.rmy is not going to hav ·a
TAMMANY has resolved to hav nothing more
and cure the sick, but to cast out devils. He cate of decorated cups, and closely covered to monopoly in the saving trade. The Salvation to do with the A.n~onopolists-which is nc:>t
has returned to K:entucky to try his new power. precent the escape of aroma. Chinese dried Navy, under A.dmiral Tug, possibly a connec- the worst thing that could, happen to the latter.
fruits and other dainties are also attractions.
tion of the illustrious pugilist, has been started,
" YES, sir," said the Louisville man, " I arTHE Lord sent an earthquake to the Isthmus
gued with Ingersoll for four hours and made . AT Rother ham station, Eng., the other day, and those ranging themselvs under its flag are of Panama last Thursday, and nearly destroyed
cheered
by
a
parody
of
a
famous
old
sea
a
porter
promptly
offered
the
_bishop
of
Sodor
him admit that a man could be in hell." A.nd
one of his finest cathedrals. In Aspinwall !eV·
song, viz.:
the Louisville man qidn't understand why the and Man all possible assistance with his lugerallives
were lost by it. •
gage. ''How many articles, your lordship?"
" Come all you sinners young and old,
listeners laughed.-Boston Po•t.
THE Egyptian troops attacked the English
''Thirty-nine," said the bishop, with a sly
With hearts once cast in 'eaven's mold
A. PROSPEROUS Michigan baby-carriage fac- twinkle in his eye. "That's too many, I'm
A.nd join our Christian Navy bold _
on the 9th; and gave them the first real battle
,tory had its origin in the birth of fifteen babies afraid," replied the manjin good faith. "A.h,"
On board of the 'A.llelujah I
sine~ the bombardment of Alexandria. A.rabi,
We're bound to floor the forts of sin
in the town in thirteen days. A. carpenter got said the bishop, "l perceive you are a· Disof course, was defeated, but the British lo11t
A.nd
the
devil
himself
will
soon
cave
in;
the job of making carriages for the whole num- senter."
manymen. ·
Then join the side that is sure-to winber, and-from that start the business grew.
On
board
of
the
'A.llelujah
I"
THE Republicans hav carried Maine by from
YEARS ago, Long John Wentwerth, then in
A. NORTH CAROLINA clergyman lias been liv·
Congress, once told a Methodist chaplain of the
A. N.A.TIV of Cairo, N.Y., describing a recent 5,000 to 10,000 plurality. Ladd, the Green·
ing for the past eleven years on a salary of
house : "I am not going to vote for you again. revival there, says : "They had not made much backer, is reported defeated for Congress. In
three dollars per week, but now announces that
You giv us too much hellfire in your sermons. headway, but the Widow VanCott came along state representativs and senators the Repubhe must hav a raise of a dollar or ten shillings,
Now, there's a man at Cincinnati who promises and she made the gospel fur fly, I tell you. licani hav made large gains.
or be compelled to accept a call to do cooper
to save the whole of us, He's the man for She preached in the Methodist church, of course,
IT is said by correspondents of the daily
work.
me." "A.h, Mr. Wentworth, but he doesn't for none of the others would ha-v her. She set papers resl.ding at St. Petersburg that the RusOWING to the frequency of suicidi!s from the know you as well as I do, or he wouldn't under- it right down to 'em hot, now, and no mistake. sian government is growing uneasy at England's
summit of the Vendome Columri, Paris, the take to save the half of you."
Them as she couldn't coax or drive into Zion conduct in Egypt, and that it is not unlikely
authodties hav thought 1lt to exclude the pubDB. HowARD CRosBY's Business Men's Mod- she grabbed right ahold and yanked 'em in she will take a hand in the game.
lic from that building. In thirty-two years
eration Society has made a formal demand by the hair of their head. She made Cairo a
THE Ford boys, who killed Jesse James, are
eighty-two visitors hav thrown themselvs from
upon the Lager Beer Brewers' Association for regular gospel-tent, and every boy and young now in Chicago, spending the money they rethe gallery. ·
the $1,000 reward offered by the latter for the man in the place was praying like a Chinese ceived for their treachery. They are the
IT is stated that ex-Rev. Miln, the Chigago detection of adulteration in beer. The demand prayer machine. But there must hav been heroes of the slums, and hav been engaged by
Agnostic, has ordered a full wardrobe for the is founded upon the alleged discovery that the something the matter with the virus, for it a variety theater manager to draw crowds.
roles of HamZet, Iago, OtheZlo, and RicheZieu. brewery of Gluck & Scharman, in Brooklyn, didn't take very well. There was something
WIDow STEVENs, of Morris, Conn., has
If he appears in all the characters at one time use;~ large amounts of glucose in the manufact- over two hundred converts, but they all backestablished a prayer business, getting rain on
everybody. will be satisfied and justice will hav ure of its lager. The i:noney demanded is to slid."
been meted out.
BEFoRE Congress reassembles there should be payment of $10, and doing various other things
be paid to various charities. This is business,
equally remarkable. What share of the proflt!l
ONE of the iron-workers in Pittsburgh, ar- and the brewers will of course keep their word. a strong expression of public opinion in favor
of reducing the postage on letteu from three the silent partner of the concern gets ill not
rested for stealing potatoes and cabbage, ex" GLORY I Glory I Oh I Hallelujah I Halleplains that he was driven to theft because his lujah I" shouted an apparently devout and en- cents to two. This would be i.ll accorJance stated. She has taken a contract to convert a
family were starving, and the strikers would thusiastic -worshiper at Ocean Grove, in the' with precedent in the growth of the postal sys- skeptic of her town, but so far her success is
not let him go to work. There is a world of sug- crowded tabernacle when the camp-meeting tem, for only a little more than half a centliry not :flattering.
ago letter postage for distances of over four
The jury in the Star route cases convicted
gestivness in a story like this.
fervor was at its hight. If the shouter haa
. EvA 'BRIGGS, of Lawrence, Mass., who was not been quite so demonstrativ as he was, the hundred miles was twenty-five cents, and at the Miner and Rerdell, exculpated Turner, and disclaimed to hav been relieved of hip disease fact that he was stealing a watch from the man shortest distances was not less than six cents. agreed on J. W. Dorsey, S. W. Dorsey, Brady,
recently by the faith cure, at Old Orchard, Me., next to him might hav escaped observation. A.s That was the rate as late as 1825. During the and Waite. They were then discharged from
was taken to the Danvers Insane A.sylum in a it was, he overdid the business so greatly that successiv reductions in postage since. that date further consideration of the case. The two
crazed condition, owing, it is said, to religious he was easily caught. The crowds at Ocean the postal revenues invariably increased soon guilty ones were taken to jail, the Dorseys, Col.
after the reductions were made. It is well Ingersoll's clients, drove off in their carriages,
excitement. Possibly some prayed too hard.
Grove during the camp-meeting which has just kn&wn that the post-office department is now and the rest scattered to take what consolation
Two sons of a Pre~byterian minister in Ohio, Closed were so thick that many pickpockets self-sustaining. Good authority estimates that they could in the fact that but for thre~ jury•
aged respectivly twelve and .fourteen years, reaped a quiet harvest and then silently stole it will show two millions of surplus at the end men being suspiciously obstinate they would all
chloroformed and robbed their father of $4,000 away.
of the present fiscal year, It is not desirable hav been in the penitentiary. Mr. Merrick, of
recently. It is said that they had been reared
WE hav among us some men possessed of that this department should be a money-mak- counsel for the prosecution, gave notice that
up to that time nuder exceedingly rigorous ).'e- considerable ability and culture, who, because ing one. A.ll its earnings should be expended the government would continue the fight to the
ligious disciplin, which is no doubt true, but they hav acquired some reputation as pulpit or- in giving cheaper postage and greater conven- bitter end, and it is probable there will be
from the number of ministers' sons who turn ators, or men of letters, assume to solve off- iences to the people. Shall we hold out these another trial before long. Charges of bribery
out bad one is led to believe that less religious hand the most profound and intricate political prospectiv millions as a bate for Star route job- are made against the jury, but nothing deflnit ..
disciplin .and. more. trunk strap i! what is problems. If they were not often persons for bers and other plunderers, or giv the benefit of has been elicited as to which side is concernell
:ueeded ~ that bl'uch of the_ human family.
whom! in the line of their specitlc vocation, we them to the people ?-Sun,,
in the dirtf busineas,

THE· 'l.'RUTH SEEKER!! SEPTMBEER 16, .1882.

'111irruJh attfttr o/lrounJ fl..e JtfiJgrJd

seums in the. cities of several nations which m_ake before spoken of. I noticed several additional crops,
more pretensiOns than does Japan. I was partlCU· peas, beans, rape, etc. Numerous fields are being
larly interested in the department of agricultural prepared for rice, of which grain a large acreage is
··
J
C t•
d
T k.
d N"kk
implements, and was fully impressed that in almost grown. Numerous beds of the young plants look
1 0
3:pan on mue .- 0 10 an
everything in this line Japan is far behind us. There green and ·promising, and much ground is being
•
THE AMERICAN LEGATION.
were many kinds of plows, but not one of them prepared for it, with the usual dykes or banks for
1
After spending as much time with the temples as would turn a furrow; they are merely steel hooks or confining the water.
I felt like devoting to them, I directed my riki-man points, to· be dragged along four inches under the surWhere the hmd can be irrigated rice is the favorite
to the American Legation. I found a pleasant brick- face, simply disturbing the upper portion of the soil, crop; its yield of fifty or fifty-five bushels per acre
residence near the shores of Yedo Bay, surrounded but not turning it over. I saw no reaping or mow- pays better than any other general crop, and it is the
by capacious grounds and a full growth of flowers ing machines, no threshing machines, no churns, no great staple of food which the people are more fond
. and shrubbery. :An addition is being made to the cheese presses, no root cutters, no corn shellers, very of than anything else. Some nine or ten varieties of
-residence, which seems already large enough~ Judge few carriages, a few seed sowers, a few queer-look- rice are grown in this country, but with the excepBingham received me pleasantly and gave me con- ing cultivators and inventions for stin-ing the sur- tion of one kind, which grows on dry land, they all
siderable information relative to Japan, particularly race of the ground, a full line of queer and clumsy- require abundance of water. Where sloping land is
with regard to the embarrassment un:der which the looking hoes, mattocks, pruning-knives, etc. The terraced in narrow benches, and streams of water are
__ government labors, from the nature of the treaties products of the country by way of crops are fully elevated enough to flow the upper levels, it is very
which England and other European powers forced shown, as well aslarge numbers of beautiful woods, easy to inundate all; but on this almost dead level
upon Japan, by.the conditions of which Japan is pre- grasses, seeds, fruits, eto. The display of Japanese the water. has to be raised· from the river and canals
.. eluded· from levying more than five per cent duty manufactures is very fine. Natural history is well near, by means of wheels from. four to ten feet in
upon her imports, which practically prev«:mts her represented, but the great exhibit of Japanese an- diameter, according to the bight the water has.to be
from realizing any revenue from imports, as it costs tiquities is the most interesting feature.
raised.:· The wheels are light, and may be carried on
· about the entire five per can't to collect it. He deemed
There are other museums in Tokio connected with a man's shoulder; the journals of the wheels work in
it very unjust to Jspali that, while in the United the educational department, and some of them of a two upright pieces of bamboo, aud they are operated
Sta'tes and .other countries the duties upon imports very creditable character. If the three or four muse- like a tread-mill, the operator stepping on the floats
average from twenty-five to thirty-five per cent, the ums of the city were united, the collection would be on one side and the water being raised into a short
Japauet~e are compelled t~ cP,arge .but five per cent. excelled in but a small number of countries; as it is, trough on the other.
He seemed decidedly of the opinion that the British the partial spirit of rivalry between them in main- · The broad plain extends far on each side, with but
government is too officious and dictatorial touching taining a separate existence prevents such consolida- a low ridge of hills to be seen in the far distance.
the affairs of Japan.
tion.
For this reason the same continuous plains of wheat
_Fro~ oriental and ~uropean _ro.litics. ~~ sOJ;nehow
Tokio is justly noted for its parks and gardena. and barley fields grow a trifle monotonous, making
glided mto the questwn of Chnst1an ClVlllz'ltiOn; Qn .The climate is favorable for luxuriant vegetation, one wish for a few hills by way of change. We
w~ich subj~ct we ·d~d no~ quite ag_re~. Th~ Ju~ge · and the soil on the plains of Yedo is fertile enough had scarcely left the city behind before the villages
bemg a decide~. believer m the Christian. claim tnat to produce almost any growth. Few Asiatic towns grew frequent, and to watch the busy tide of life, the
the wor,~~ ~s. in~ebted to that. sys~em of religion for have public grounds and gardens so attractive. The steady plodding in the various avocations pursued by
a11 the ClV1hzat10n and learnmg 1t bas, I combated parks are not so highly cultured and trimmed as our this industrioul!! people, offered sufficient room for
,,the po.sition with such arguments as Iha:l ~~ c01;umand, Central Park, nor, is landscape gard.ening so well observation and study, though the similarity which
~·.and a1~ed to.show that we J:lav:e the.clVlhz~,tt~n !l'nd un~er~tood here. The parks of TokiO !l're far less one village bears to another is marked. The various
eduoat10n whwh we now have m sp1te of Chnst1an- artrfimal, and nature less controled than m our Cen- manufactures such as hewing out and sh~ping the
ity, rather than from its ·pro'c:iuring. He is po·sitiv~ tral Park, and it cannot be denied that nature has wooden clogs, the braiding of straw shoes, the m~king
and rather dogmatic in treating the subject, and ,per- its charms as well as art.
· ·
of baskets, and scores of other kinds of industries
h~pa did not quite like my ?Pposin~ his· ide~s: .. I
There are. ~ec~ssarily ~any places in Tokio. I seem to be conducted in these country villages the
did not, however, call upon h1m to discuss rehgwn, could not VISit m the bnef time I had to spend same as in the city. The women are no less industrious
but,more particularly to obtain a passport prepara; there, but I put in the day to the best advantage. than the men, and weaving is the most noticeable
·,.:tory ·to my visit to Nikko. That little matter being But as the shades of evening drew on, I retired to industry among them. I often saw in the open
· a_n-anged, I- left hi~ to meditate. upon· bow the Ch~i~- the hotel. Rain fell freely d~ring the evening, and houses I passed, two, and in a few instances as
t1an chu_rch ~ad a~ded . Co~erm~ua, ~run,:>, Vamm, I feared the prospects for startmg for Nikko, nearly many as five or six, wea·dng in one large room, the
and Gahleo m th~u. sm?n~1fi~ I~v:estigations, how a hundred miles away, were not cheering.
beating of the looms keeping up a lively rhythm. The
In the morning, however, though the rain was children also seem to be utilized in taking care of those
much the art of prmtmg m Its mmpiency was encouraged by the church, and ~ow much the c_hurch '!'as still slowly falling, the clouds began to break away still younger than themselves, and their old-manish
.. to be. benefited by the smence and learmng wh10h and I concluded to start on my pilgrimage, though and old-womanish looks are often enough to provoke
.were conserved by;tthe Moors and Saracens, from to commence a journey of one hundred miles in a a smile, as they move sedately and demurely around,
whom Christian Europe derived the elements of much hand-cart, with a pretty good chance of the roads clad in the same padded over-garment, with big
. of the learning which !!he is able to boast of to-day. being muddy, was not quite so promising as a ride flowing sleeves hanging nearly to the ground,
··..
ABOUT TOKIO.
by rail. I wished, of course, to have one riki-man worn by their fathers and mothers. I met many
·Leaving the American Legation, I called at the with. me who could understand me, and whom by heavy man-carts, by the means of which from two to
large new Shinto temple in the vicinity, which was some possibility I could in part understand. I made a four men transport charcoal, lumber, timber, -rice,
erected in memory of the victory achieved by the contract with a pleasant-looking Japanese named grain, vegetables, sake, wood, atone, and whatever
reigning mikado in subduing the rebellion which was Setallo, with an assistant, to convey me to Nikko and commodities require to be trimsported. These loads
inaugurated to overt~row liim. The temple . is an return for fourteen yen. He could partly speak a often seem enormous in proportion to the amount of
'imposing structure; bemg two hundred. feet square, few words in English, and I had not much difficulty muscle employed to propel them. Several times ·I
with steps over a hundred feet wide leadmg up to the in making him understand my wishes. He said he have also seen women hauling these carts with loads
main hall, in the center of· ~hich is the _}o!Jg al:ar had ~een to Nikko. eight times, so we duly started heavy enough for men. Pack-horses and packnot far ·from a hundred feet m l~ngth, be~ ore _whi~h o.ut With the best wishes for a pleasant trip.
oxen are met in moderate numbers, while men carrya dozen or two men were kneehng and bowmg m
We trotted off pretty briskly. The whether im- heavy loads by means of shoulder sticks are plentiful.
. worship, with two or three score of people lounging proved, the streets were firm, a little water standing
There are no fences here at all, nor hedges, save
around the exterior. The interior is exceedingly here and there, but no mud. My fears and forebod; now and then before a private lot or garden in a
plain though neatly ~nished, and with the excep- ings rassed away with the clouds, and I hopad for village. I saw a few live bamboo-line hedges
. tion of a few rich-lookmg narrow banners, I remem. the best. But we had not got more than six or seven cr(lpped close, and sometimes a short piece of fence,
·'"per seeing no ornament or symbol sav,e a large miles, not yet to the city limits, when Setallo said made of small bamboo cut in proper length, set
-·:. oirculi.u steel mirror, hanging in front of ·the altar, he would have to abandon the journey for his knee close together, and then held by being laced one to
~"which, had it large teeth out in its circumference, had 'become lame and it would not do for him to go . another. In fact, bamboo is worked into fences in
. inight have passed for the largest-sized circular saw; As his assistant could not speak nor understand Eng- very many different ways. In a letter from India I
with an extra degree of polish given to it.· The con- lish, I felt a little discomfited at this intelligence . gave some of the uses to' which bamboo is put,
. trast·.between its plainness and _the gilt carving and I was at a loss what to do. I had· advanced three but I scarcely enumerated one-tenth part of them.
. images oftheBudP,hist temples is v,ery striking. Shin- yen to the assistant, whose name is Sangedo, wliose Scarcely a day passes that I do not see new uses to
• toism is un~uestionably a plain. reUgion, a~~ d?~s wife was sick; he ~ad sent the money home, so, of which this very valuable material is applied. It
not trouble Itself muoh about devils, ~ods, and mvisi- course, I could not discharge him; he must go with me grows abundantly here, its neat feathery foliage
ble worlds, whether o;f pleasure or pam.
to'Nikko. We had got too far on my journey to turn presenting 'itself almost continuously.
I vis,iteda few of the better class of stores where back; and the only way was to make the beat of the
The sameness of the dwellings, the sameness of
J apariese ·manufactures are sold; and looked into hun- situation. An oldish man, named Rocha-kee, was fashion in wearing apparel, and the cheapness in the
dreds of others, as I rode through the principal secured by Setallo to take his place, but he could cost of the ,food of this people lead me to realize the
streets. I took particular interest in looking through talk less English than Sangedo, and this fact I con- great difference in the cost of living hel'e in the Oria very extensive establishment called the hazar, templated with uneasiness. I was very sorry that ent and with us in America. The food which sus' which occupies the two floors of a block of buildings Tage Ro was not with me. I fancied Setallo was taiiJs a Japanese or Chinese costs less than a fourth
completely filled with almost every article of Japan- playing false with me, pretending that his knee was of what the. food for an average American costs.
ese handiwork, including articles in silk, cotton, lame when it was not. As his legs were naked, I And fashions in dress never change here; the blisswood, lacquer, porcelain, and earthenware, bronzes, looked at his knee and could see nothing the matter ful Japanese do not have to worry their lives away
, metals, etc.. The railings and divisions are soar- with it, and as he walked without a limp I told him in anxiety as to what the latest style of dresfl is, and
ranged that visitors enter at one point and wind I feared he was" one bad man." "No, no," said garments never have to
cast as_ide beca)lse they
.. through the wilderness of exquisitely ingenious man- Setallo; "me knee hurt; it lame very bad." So I are out of fashion ...FashiOns remam the sa~e year
ufactures and wares, first on one floor and then an- had to part with him, trying to take a charitable after year. The tastes of the people _are s~mpl~ in
other, seeing all, and making the egress at a door at view of his thus early forsaking me. I am inclined all things, and one cares not to outshme h1s neig~
the opposite end of the building from the entrance. to think his representations not wholly unfounded, bor. It is the same with their dwellings. There 1s
A similar institution is in; Yokohama, and at either for upon my return to Tokio I met him, and he had no l'ivalry as to which shall have the most stylish
"'' :place purchases can· be made of any article de- a bandage a-round the knee,. though I 'could not see residence; there is little difference in them, and
· ••sired.
that he showed much lameness.
new· styles of architecture are rtot sought 'f~r n?r
Well, Sangedo and Rocha-kee and myself set our d~sired. Could our people be content to hve m
:::,. ·I visited the q.uarter of the city called Ueyno, in
,. , .which are located public gardens, parkii!, and the new faces firmly toward Nikko, which is almost due this way, they. would not need to work half as
. museum, all of which are a credit to the city. The north from Tokio. It seemed to take a longtime to hard as they do now, and would probably be quite
.: •museum is a new brick building, which I estimated get. out of the far-reaching city, the suburbs seeming as happy as they are with their numerous wants and
:. to be six hundred feet in length by one hundred and to extend away out into the country; but as the roads desires, some gratified and some not.
My riki-men, every four hours or thereabouts, call
fifty feet in width; with· two high storiea. I cannot were level and pretty hard, we made good time. At
. give anything like a detailed description of the ·an- length we got beyond· the limits of the town and at a chaya, a roadside tea-house, and take a bowlful
:... , tiquities and :fine. manufactures it contains, and wiU found thrifty-looking barley and. wheat fields on or two of rice or macaroni, some pickles, and a cup
not attempt it, but will only say it ia replete with either side; presenting the same regularity, the same oftea, after which they take a very 'brief sriioke. It
nterest and compares very favor~bly with the mu- thriftiness, and the same cleanliness from weeds takes but a very little tobacco to constitute a Jap·
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anese smoke. Their small metal pipes hold about
We passed this day about the usual number of tique city. A strong, clear stream of mountain
the third part of a little girl's thimbleful, and three villages and tea-houses along our journey. We water rushes down the middle of the descending
or. four whiffs finish it; the sshes are knocked from called at some three or four of these institutions, street, confined by planking which keeps it within
the tiny affair, and the job is over. I some.times as my two men feel the need of occasionally proper bounds. ThiB is the water which supplies the
join them in taking a small cup of tea, but not m the refreshing themselves with rice, pickles, and tea. town, and all along through the place numerous
other luxuries named.
I sometimes joined with them in the rice and tea, women and children are at all times dipping out the
About five o'clock in the afternoon we reached a and as five or ten sen pays for all one wants of these fluid for domestic use, and by the side of the stream
point where we.had to cross the river, by the side of luxuries the expense is very moderate. In most of women are seen doing their family washing. The
which for hour after hour I had been bowled; the these tea-houses I :find the people very genial, and buildings of the town, aside from the temples, are by
riki was placed in a moderate sized boat or scow, could I only converse with them I could . pick no means imposing, being usually but two stories in
with room enough for us also, and two ferrymen up many little items of information and while bight, and uniformly of the plain Japanese style of
poled us over a somewhat rapid stream twenty rods away fifteen or twenty minutes with them very architecture.
wide. The ranges of bills ahead had grown a little pleasantly. I often have occasion to realize what I
On the east, north, and west pretty lofty mounnearer. We then trotted along for another hour be- miss by being unable to converse with these genial, tains rear their heads, the tops of which through the
tween an avenue of tall pines to the large village of friendly people. .
greater part of the year are covered with snow.
An hour or two before sunset we reached quite a Some of the taller ones are worshiped as gods, and
Kona, if I understood it correctly, where we stopped
for the night.
populous town, the name of which I understood to are really more worthy of worship than the ill-lookI realize not a little difficulty in communicating be Yama, though that, I think, is the Japanese term ing images with which 'the temples abound. Nantwith my riki-.men, and what little information I ob- for mountain. From the book I should judge the aisan is th~ highest of this group of mountain tops,
tain from them is accomplished with much earnest name of the place to be Imaichi, though from the and he is particularly revered as the most powerful
'and repeated effort. Let me give you an instance. natives I cannot learn that such is its name. It is a among the mountain gods, and patches of snow are
Upon arriving in a village where the men and worn- rather unsatisfactory state of things when a traveler to be seen upon his upper surface during all the
en are busily at work, and where the young damsels cannot learn the name of the town where he stops months of the year, save perhaps July and August.
wear ruddy and smiling faces, I naturally wish to over-night. At all events, the yadoya which gave The surrounding forests are bountifully supplied
know the name of it. I endeavor to obtain the in- me accommodation was a most excellent one, and I with magnificent timber. The surface of the surformation in this wise:
·was treated with marked respect. I was taken rounding country is greatly diversified, deep ravines,
"Sangedo, what name this town?" He looks at through a pleasant court, beautified by flowers and m 1Unt:J.in gorges, and leaping cascades abounding in
me very intelligently, and deliberately answers, shn1bbery, and through which a stream of clear large numbers.
"Yes." Then I renew the effort.
water bubbled and gurgled along, and conducted up
The meaning of the word Nikko is" sunny splen" But, S1ngedo, you misunderstand me. This one flight into a plea~ant room, where I ha@. a fine dor," but the name is really appropriate for the town
village-what is its name?"
view of the town, the surrounding country, and the but a portion of the time, as it abounds much in
Again the reply is," Yes, yes."
mountains at a distance. We had traveled forty-five rainy weather. This morning the bright-red sky in
I do not like to fail in any laudable undertaking, miles during the day, and though I was not particu- the east portended rain, and we had not much more
and so make a!lother trial.
larly weary, I could well -understand that the two than reached Nikko when the drops began to gently
"But see here, Sangedp, this place, this town men who had wheeled me that distance were quite fall, though not with sufficient vigor to prevent sightseeing, particularly the grand temples principally
( throwing my hands around very comprehensively), willing to enjoy a long rest.
what its name? What you call it?"
Mine host and all the attendants of this yadoya located just above the city. A good-sized stream
"Yes, yes, yes," says Sangedo. Then having tried were unusually respectful and attentive. The mas- comes down from the mountains, and at the upper
three times without avail, I conclude it does not ter of the house visited my room, and, dropping upon end of the city dashes along over and between the
make much difference whether I know the name of his knees and bowing his head twice to the floor, rocks and boulders in a most picturesque manner.
the town or not, and very soon. have my attention commenced to talk.in a rapid and animated manner, In the vicinity are many beautiful waterfalls, celeattracted in another direction. This is a fair sample and kept it up almost without intermission for ten bra ted for their grandeur, wildness, and attractiveof my average success in speaking and understand- or fifteen minutes. He seemed to have an important ness. "The deep abyss of Key on into which the
ing Japanese.
message to deliver to me, or some essential informa- waters of Chh1zenjii plunge from a bight of two
I was not quite as well pleased with the yadoya tbn to impart, but while I was most attentive sitting hundred and fifty feet; the great beauty of the falls
which I stopped at in this town as those where I had there ,beside him on the neat white matting, I could of Kiri Furi; the loveliness of the gardens of Dainiput up on previous nights. It was oonducted on not, greatly to my regret, understand a word he said. chids; the somber grandeur of the passes through
the same general plan, but my room was on the At one moment I thought it might be my passport which the Daiyagawa forces its way from the upper
ground floor in the rear, and the surrounding odors that he wanted, to take the same to the proper offi- regions; a gorgeousness of azalias and magnolias,
were not quite as lovely as might be desired, and cial, but, upon my producing it, I learned from his and a luxuriousness of vegetation perhaps unequaled
the attendance was not quite equal·to what I had motions and manner that the passport was not what in Japan, are only a few of the attractions which
had before. Besides, Sangedo is not so genial and he wanted, though at a subsequent visit he took the surround the shrines of the great shojuns."
intelligent as Tage Ro had shown -himself on my document I had obtained from Judge Bingham and
It is hardly to be expected that I shall give a
former trip, and the difficulty of making him under- bore it away with him and returned it after a time. full description of the many rich temples and shrines
stand anything, or to understand anything from him, At one moment I imagined that he was trying to for which this holy city is so distinguished, but I
made traveling among those who know but a word learn what I wished for supper, and I tried to tell must of course give some account of them, though ;I:
of English somewhat embarrassing.
him some rice and te.a would suffice, as I had some do not do these sacred edifices full justice. SufOn Saturday morning, May the 6th, we started food with me, though from his earnest man- fice it to say many of the temples are extremely
betimes, it being not later than six o'clock when we uer and his continuous talk I was led to think that rich, not being surpassed in size, grandeur, carvings,
rolled out of the town on our way north toward some subject besides supper was upon his mind. But, gold and lacquer work by the magnificent temples of
Nikko. The air was a little cold, so much so that an owing to my utter ignorance of his language, neither Shiba at Tokio. In gazing upon these structures of
overooat was not uncomfortable. The roads, how- you nor I can ever know what important matter he the past one is thoroughly impressed with a feeling
ever, were very smooth, and we glided -along the communicated to me.
of pity for the poor people who wore forced to conMy bed at this yadoya was the richest I had seen. tribute the funds necessary to erect them, rich in
avenue between the pine and cryptomeria-trees,
which continued thirty miles in extent. The riki It consisted of several soft quilts with silk exteriors, gold and ornamentations of all kind, but really of so
men seemed to have rested finely through the night, giving them a costly appearance. The covering was a little real use to either gods or men.
and were in gor>d condition for traveling. Our road large loose silk overcoat, thickly padded and reach·
The holiness of Nikko has an ancient record. In
was pretty well lined with villages and residences, ing down below my feet, and very warm withal. the year 720 a priest named Ku-kai (canonized after
and a general air of industry and contentment Several calls were made upon me during the evening his death as Ko-bo Dai-shi), visited the place, and
seemed to pervade the country.
to see what my wishes were·, and even after I had made a road to the neighboring caverrij and he it
In the forenoon we passed a moderate-sized vil- retired to rest other calls were made. A greater de- was who gave the name Nikko to the locality, belage where a festival was being held, and toward sire to be useful and to render satisfaction could cause he deemed it" a mountain of the Bun's brightwhich hundreds of the Japanese were bending their hardly be evinced. It would seem by the attention ness." And it is claimed by the devout that from •
steps from various directions. The grounds where they paid me that I was regarded as more than an that moment fearful storms ceased to devastate the
the gathering was taking place was highly decorated ordinary person.
locality.
with fantastic-looking banners and flags, and those
In the next room to me was an apparently well·
Up to the close of the seventeenth century a farothere assembled seemed to be intent on getting out to-do Japanese, with wife and daughter, who also ily of Shinto priests named Ono were in the habit
of the affair all the pleasure possible. L heard seemed to be traveling. The gentleman was very of paying semi-annual visits to this now sacred cavsome native music, but it did not strike me as being polite and social, shoving one of the partition frames ern, to perform certain exorcisms, the secret of which
a first-class article. The Japanese, like most of the aside and entering my room to intervie.w me and had been imparted to their ancestors, by Ku-kai, and
orientals, know little about regular tunes, and their engage in some conversation with me. But from our the effect was to keep the hurricane winds quiet. It
·music seems to be a medley of sounds without meter ignorance of each other's language we could do little is with pleasure, however, I am able to state that
or rhythm. Probably the people were decked out in more than to exchange cards, with which we were since these exorcisms have been discontinued the
their gayest attire, but Americans can discount them forced to be content.
high winds have prevailed to no greater extent than
some in display. The Japs, however, seem fond
On Sunday morning, May 7th, we were up betimes, when they were kept up. A cavern situated high
of brilliant and strong colors. The dresses of the and, after partaking of a very fair breakfast of boiled up on an inaccessible cliff, on the way to Chui-zun-ji,
women have a rather clumsy appearance, which rice, and tea with some of the food I had with me, is solemnly pointed -out by the guides as the very
probably arises from the thickness of the material we were soon upon our journey toward Nikko, which place where the strong winds were so effectually
and the looseness of the garments. They wear no was now only five or six miles away. The thirty or stayed. Two volcanoes are in close proximity to the
corsets and do not need dress reform. They are not forty miles of avenue, with tall pine and cryptomeria- Holy City, one of which has shown life within the
de.formed', nor placed in torture by tight and excruci- trees on either side, still continued, though the grade past ten years, while the other has remained quiet
atmg garments.
now became ascending, having to rise a. few hundred as long back as the memory of the living extends.
It is very pleasant riding along this fertile plain feet to reach the city of Nikko. Several moderateFrom the earliest ages of which any reliable
to look off and aee the low mountain ranges, both to sized villages had to be passed on the way, and a record remains, a Shinto temple seems to have exthe right and left. The highlands, in the north in brisk stream of mountain spring water, rushing isted at Nikko. In the year 767 the first Buddhist
the vicinity of Nikko-the point of destination- along by the side of our road, tended much to temple was erected there by Saint Shu-do Sho.nin.
and beyond, raise their heads far above the plain and enliven the scenery.
Later on, in the beginning of the ninth century, Kuafford a very good object upon which to fasten my
NIKKO A.ND ITS TEMPLES.
kai, and in the middle of the same century the priest
gaze as my human horses trot steadily along. Even
Two hours of ~teady but gradual ascent brought Ji-gaku Dai-shi added to the holy places. Sho.do
Fuji~yama, some seveJJ.ty-five miles toward the west, us to the ancient city of Nikko, with its rich, grand Sho-nin was born in 735, in the eastern portion of
so rears its lofty head and snowy summit that its temples and holy shrines in great numbers. The Shimo-tsuke. His parents had long desired to have
stately proportions loom skyward far above all town has much ·greater length than width, being a son, and at lr.st their wish was granted by the
surrounding objects, and command respect before all principally one continuous street rather more than a great goddess, the thousand-handed Kwan-non, of
the highlands of Japan. I sit in my riki as Sangedo mile long, lined on both sides with shops and the Idzura Cll.ves, to whom they had offered up thdr
and his companion haul me along and fondly keep stores where Japanese manufactures and curios pray~ors for an offspring. Various miraculous pormy eyes upon Fuji-yama, revering it as one of the are largely disposed of to the numerous pilgrims tents are said to have accompanied his birth-loud
grand objects in nature.
and visitors who make their way to this quiet, an· thunder was heard, an unnatural cloud hung ove
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th1;3 cottage, flowers fell from heaven into the court- forming numerous penll.nCes. This course had such a skull, a pagoda, and- an a:x:. In the pair of hands
yard, and a most agreeable perfume permeated the a marvelous effect upon the invisible beings that in folded on its lap is the bowl of the mendicant priest,
air. From his earliest years this holy saint was de- the year 781 he renewed his attempt to reach the The horse-headed Kwan-non is an image with three
- voted to the interests of the Shinto religion, and summits. He was chagrined, however, to discover faces and four pairs of arms; two are clasped befor-ti
probably of no Christian saint could more be said that he had not prayed and fasted long enough, and its breast in a form emblematic of the lotus flower·
for his piety and zeal in promoting his religion. he found himself compelled to return and wait for another pair hold the axe and wheel, which are sym~
When even a small child he amused himself by rear- another year, when, accompanied by some of his dis- bols of the cutting off of worldly cares; another pair
ing toy pagodas and shrin€s of earth and -stone to ciples, he finally reached the summit. The_ place grasp two variations 'Of the vaga, or diamond club,
the honor of the gods. To such an extent did he pl~ased him very well, and he regarded it !l.S a fit with which the foes of the Buddhist church are to be
carry this that he _received the name of "temple- residence for the gods; in fact, another Olympus, and crushed; of the remairi'ing pair, the left holds a cord
builder." In his twentieth year he secretly quitted he proceeded to build two temples-one Shinto and to bind the wicked with, and the right hand is exhis father's house and took up his residence in the the other Buddhist. In the latter he placed the tended open emblematic of alms-giving. It takes its
cave of the thousand-banded goddess, Kwan-non, at image of the thousand-handed goddess, and in the name from a horse's head carved above the forehead
Idzura. After paasing three years at this secluded former an image of the god Gon-gen. He also built of the central face. Amida Nio-rai is represented
place, which were spent in prayer and meditation, he a shrine to the "Great King of the Deep Sand," with hands lying on the lap with thumbs placed end
had, in mid-winter, a remarkable dream of a great at the very point where he had formerly crossed the to end. The spot on the forehead is emblematic of
mountain north of Idzura, on the top of which lay a stream. This great saint lived tilf 817, where he the wisdom which streams forth from this Buddha,
sword more than three feet in length. On awaking died in the odor of sanctity. The Catholic chm·ch and the bare space in the .hair is the sign of his huhe left the cave and endeavored to make his way in can scarcely produce a greater saint than Sho-do Sho- mility. Close by is a pillar called the Sorinto. It
the direction of the mountain of which he had nin.
consists of a cylindrical copper column forty-two
dreamt, but he found the snow so deep as to present
Now we will make a jump of nearly eight hundred feet high, of a black color, supported by horizontal
almost insurmountable difficulties. But he -vowed years. In 1615 the priest Ten-kai, acting upon the bars crossing through its center, which rest on
to sacrifice his life rather than abandon the enter- dying injunctions of his father, sent two holy priests shorlier columns of the same material. The top is
prise, and he struggled t:trough the snow until_ at to Nikko to find a resting-place for the dead lye- adorned by a series of si:x: cups in the shape of a
last he reached the summit, where the sword was yasn, the great mikado. They located a site for his lotus flower, from the petals of which depend small
awaiting him. This story is almost as remarkable mausoleum on the southern slope of a hill called bells. Just below the lowel'lt of these caps are four
as that of Moses and the burning bush, and of Jesus Hotoke Iwa, behind the hill where the temple of small medallions, formed by the Tokl.1gawa crest of
when he went up into a mountain to be tempted of Gon-gen had stood from ancient times. They re- three asarum leaves in gold, of which precious metal
the devil.
turned from Yedo on the 21st day of the ninth the Nikko people believe all the brass work to be
This saint; Sho-do Sho-nin, remained at the top of month with a plan of the spot. Kadrusa was ap- composed. This pillar is one of the six which are
this holy mountain for some timf', and gave himself pointed chief superintendent, and the buildings were said to exist in Japan, and wail first erected by the
up to austere self-diseipline, and was tmstained by commenced in the eleventh month of the same year. tomb of Iye-yasu in the year 1643.
Ascending some broad steps between two rows of
most delicious and heavenly fruits brought to him In the next year the chapel and some of the surby supernatural beings. After passing three years rounding edifices were completed, and the corpse was cryptomerias planted on stone-faced bank~!-, a granite
in this extraordinary manner, he returned to Idzura, removed from Kuno. zan, where it had been tempo- torii is reached, or Shinto archway, erected in 1618.
and visited the temple Yak-u-shi-ji, where the at- rarily interred. An imposing funeral procession Its total bight is 27i feet, and the diameter of the
tendant priests admitted him as a novice. Here he accompanied the corpse. Shoguns and other digni- columns 3~ feet. On the left is a five-11tory pagoda
remained, leading a most devout life for five years, taries visited the mausoleum to pay their respects to of graceful form, painted in bright but harmonious
when he journeyed once more to the sacred moun- the dead. New titles of honor were conferred upon colors. It is 104 feet high, and the roofs measure
tain, Kabu-ga-hara. From the summit of this holy the departed hero by the orders of his successor, 18 feet on each side ; it was erected in 1650.
place he beheld amongst the mountains farther north the mikado. Elaborate religious ceremonies .were Round the 1Qwer story are placed the twelve anifour miraculous clouds of different colors, rising performed at the tomb, and among other things dur- mals of the Duodenary cycle, to wit: the rat, bull,
straight up into the sky, and he at once set off to ing three successive days the Ho-ki-kio (the Sutra of tiger, hare, dragon, serpent, horse, goat, ape, cock,
reach them, carrying his prayer-books ~nd godly the Lotus of the Law) was recited ten thousand times dog, and pig, carved in wood and painted in a lifeimages in his bundle on his back. Upon reaching by a. crowd of priests. Many court nobles and a like manner. On each side of the gate is a gilt
the place whence the clouds had seemed to ascend, priest belonging to the imperial family took part in monster called Ame-inu and Koma-inu. It is probhe found his way barred by a broad river, which the ceremonies.
able they are meant to represent lions. There is
poured its torrents over huge rocks and looked
Down to the revolution of 1868 the abbot of Nikko much carving about this gateway, somewhat variable
utterly impassable. The holy man fell at once upon was always a prince of imperial blood. He usually in character, but there is too much of it for me to
his kn.,es and offered up a prayer, when a heavenly resided in Yedo, and visited Nikko three times a weary you·with a description of it.
·
personage appeared upon the oppesite side of the year. As a historical fact it may be mentioned in
Passing through the gateway a court-yard is
river; this being had a string of skulls hung around connection with Nikko that in 1868 the prince-abbot entered, high above the approach, inclosed by a
his neck, and was dressed in blue and black robes. was carried off to the north and proclaimed mikado timber wall and painted a vermilion red. The three
He shouted to the praying saint that he would assist by the remnants of a political party. After the handsome buildings arrayed in .a zig-zag are storehim in crossing the furious river, as he had assisted capture of the castle of W akamatsu in Aidzu in No- houses in which are kept utensils used at the religious
other saints before him. He then threw a pair of vember of the same year, he surrendered to the ceremonies performed in memory of Iye-yasu, togreen and blue snakes which he still held in his right imperial forces, and having been subs€quently ad- gather with pictures and furniture used by him when
hand, and in an instant a long bridge spanned the mitted to the mikado's favor, was sent to Germany alive. In a· sumptuous stable hard by a sacred
river like a rainbow, floating among the hills. What to attend one of the institutions of learning in that pony is kept expressly for the use of the god Jimme.
a fine thing it would have been if our people of New country.
Yes, by Jimme this horse is supposed to be driven,
York and Brooklyn could by prayer or any other
At the upper end of Nikko one of the objects when exercised at all. Immediately under the roof
means have secured the services of this wonderful which most attract attention is a somewhat quaint are some cleverly-executed groups of monkeys, sevbeing in constructing a bridge between the two red bridge spanning the rushing Daiya-gawa, about erally represented as closing their ears and mouths,
cities over the East River; it would seem so much forty fpet wide between the stone walls which con- and shading their eyes with their hands. They are
· better to have a bridge-made in· a minute than to be fine its waters at this point. It is supported on stone called the monkeys of the three countries, India,
under the necessity of working five years to accom- piers of great solidity, fixed into the rocks between ·China, and Japan. The ·next building is a guard
plish it. But after all perhaps the work of this rapid which the stream flows, and its color forms a pictur~ room. A very interesting object is the on-chodza-ya,
bridge-builder would not have answered the purpose esque contrast with the deep green of the crypto- containing the holy-water cistern, made of a solid
for stead] wear, for the structure which he built for meria grove on the opposite bank. It is, of course, block of granite and protected by a roof resting on
this holy saint did not last any longer than was a sacred bridge, and was formerly__closed to all per- twelve square pillars of the same material. It is so
necessary for the saint to make his trausit upon it, sons save the shoguns and pilgrims to the holy constructed that the water, conducted through a long
and as soon as he had crossed the snake bridge it shrines in the neighborhood. Its name, Mi-hashi, series of pipes from the cascade behind the hill,
suddenly vanished, as well as the god who l;l_ad con- simply means the bridge; and, according to the bubbles up and pours over the edge in exactly equal
structed it. But Sho-do Sho-nin was on the right legend, it occupies the exact place where the great volumes of the holy flnid, so that it seems to be a
side of the river, and he at once pressed on his way, saint Sho-do Sho-nin cr~ssed the river when on the solid block of water rather than a piece of stone.
and hard by built himself a hut in whieh to practice way to the holy~mountain. The present bridge is The pediment of the roof contains a pair of winged
his religious devotions.
eighty-four feet in length, and was constructed in dragons, carved in wood and painted. Tke beautiOne night a man appeared to him in a vision and 1638. It is said not to have required any repairs fully decorated building beyond the holy water
broke to him the intelligence that the hill on the since .that time. The gates at each end are kept basin is called the Kio-zo, and is the depository for
north was called the ''Mount of the Four Gods," and constantly closed and locked except for pilgrims, the complete collection of the Buddhistic scriptures,
was inhabited by the .Azure Dragon, the Vermilion when at certain times in the year visiting the shrines. which is contained in a fine revolving octagonal cupBird, the White Tiger, and the Somber Warrior, who Another bridge a short distance below, which lays board, with red lacquer panels and gilt pillars. In
respectively occupied the east, west, north, and south no special claim to holiness, is used for common sin- front stand the figures of the god Fu-daija and his
peaks. In consequence of this important informa- ners, and is largely patronized. Near the north end sons. In the center of the court stands a torii with
tion the saint set out upon another journey. He of the sacred bridge is the shrine of the god Jin-Ja the Toqu-gawn crest in gold on the tops of the pilclimbed these four summits, and found that he had Dai-0, which, as may well be supposed, abounds in lars and on the tie beam.
at length reached the goal of his ambition and sanctity.
A flight of wide steps leads into another court,
desires, for there were the four clouds rising up
Crossing the lower bridge and turning to the left, along the front of which runs a stone balustrade.
around him. The first thing ha did was to build a the visitor ascends the N aga-sake through a grove of Just inside are two stone lions, just in the act of
shrine, in which he placed an image of the thousand- cryptomerias, and arrives at the back of Man-gwan-ji, leaping down. On the right stands a bell tower of
handed goddess, and named it the "Monastery of a monastery occupying the site of the Hombo or beautiful workmanship and decoration,- a bronze
the Four Dragons "-Shi-hon-rici-ji. In the year abbot's residence, a magnificent building, destroyed candelabrum, and a bell presented by the king of
767 he undertook the enterprise of ascending the by fire in 1871. On the right is a monastery, the Corea. On the left stands a bronze lantern, also
highest peak of the group, and after duly preparing rooms in which are often let to visitors, and where from Corea, and a candelabrum from Holland; a
himself by fasting, prayer, and other religious exer- stood-a rough stone erec~ed to the memory of the drum tower to match the bell tower is opposite. Becises for two weeks, he began to make the ascent. trusted servant of Yoritomo, the same who cheated hind these is a temple dedicated to the god Yaku-Shi
After proceeding the distance of forty ri (equaling his master into marrying Masago, the famous nun Nio-rai. Seventeen birds are here carved with deten miles), he came to a great lake, Chin-zen-ji, on Sho-gun. The road paases along the south wall of cided skill. The whole number of lanterns, and
the flank of the mountain, Nah-tai-zan, but notwith- the Man-gwan-ji inclosure and up its west side. In presented from different sources, amount to one hunstanding all his prayers he found it impossible on the north part of this inclosure the Sam-butsu-do, or dred and eighteen.
.
.Ascending another flight of steps, another court IS
account of the deep snow to proceed any farther; hall of the three Buddhas, is erected. These three
and the terrific peals of thunder which burst around Buddhas are the thousand-handed Kwan-non and reached, and on the platform here stands the beautihis head frightened him not a little. He therefore .Amida Nio rai; with them is a wooden statue of ful gate called Yo-mei-mon. The col~mns wh!ch
prudently retraced his stcps to Nikko, where he Sho-do Sho-nin. The thouiland-handed, as a matterof support it are elaborately carved an~ pamted White.
passed fourteen years in fitting himRelf for a repeti- fact, has but forty arms, which, however, are util" The capitals of the columns are formed by the heads
tion of the task he had been compelled to abandon. 1zed by holding out Buddhist emblems, such as the of the fabulous beast called ki-rin. The architrave
l'his he .did by repeating countl(:ss prayers ~nd per- lotus flower, the wheel of ~he law, tb,e sun and moon, in -the second story is adorned with dragon's headll
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where the cross-beams intersect, and in the center of saints, and all the rest of -it, that he had to resort to genii, nymphs, byaderes, witches, hulders, and
each side and end is a magnificently executed dragon the claim that the devil, the most knowing creature g~omes has almost entirely passed away, save in
with golden . claws. Above the architrave of the in existence, and who, hundreds of years before tlie haunts of ignorance and darkness.
·
lower story projects a balcony which runs all around Christianity came into existence, knew precisely what
It is only two hundred years since these impossible
the structure. The railing is forrned of groups of its feature were to be, and got up a prophetic coun- existences were strongly believed in in nearly all
children playj.ng :various· kinds of childish games. terfeit or fac-simile of it centuries before Chris. religious countries, but now it is impossible to find
Below again is a curious net-work of beams and tianity was born. What a' knowing devil the Chris- a well-informed person who will admit that one -of
groups of Chinese sages and rishi. The roof is tians have, to be sure; there is scarcely his equal in them ever existed. The gods and devils are doomed·
supported by gilt dragon's he!lds, w~th gaping crim- all the devils the different nations are able to boast to the same fate. Nature has no need for gods and
devils, and in time the people will find out this fact.
son throats, and from the top a gtlt demon looks of, with all the gods thrown in, for that matter.
In the grand entrance gate of the temple, now at-. A high order of intelligence and the diffusion of
down. The outer walls of the cloister are decorated
with carvings of trees, birds, and flowers, colored tempted to be described, are gigantic Ni-o-the science will bring this state of things about when all
and otherwise patterned aftsr nature-fifteen com- Buddhist god-and Moyog, vermilion colored, and the monst,rosities which in the dark past have been
partmerits on the right and eight on the left.
enriched with draperies painted in imitation of flow- persistently believed and feared will no longer trouble
Passing through the gate, a second Qourt is ered silk. A s~cond pair of these gods are painted sensible men and women. The gods will never
reached, on three sides of which is the cloister men- green, and set in niches within the gate. A flight kill the devils. They may still be pretending that
tioned, where the candidates for the honors of the of steps lead to another gate, in whose gorgeous the gods are trying to kill the devils, but it is only a
Buddhistic priesthood used to say their prayers. niches stand monsters almost hideous ih appearance, sham; the devils will flourish as long as the gods.
One of the two buildings on the right contains a though in human form, which represent the forces of It is men and women who are to kill the devils.
stage for the performance of sacred dances called n~ture, wind, and thunder. Wind has crystal eyes These devils and monstrosities simply mean ignokagara. In the other building is an altar, on which and a half-jolly, half-demoniaca.l expression, and per- ranee. When ignorance is thoroughly dispelled the
are burned sacred odors·while the prayers are being haps that kind of representation befits the character devils will take their flight; they will exist no more,
offered up. · On the left is the building containing of wind with considerable correctness. He is painted and the gods will go with them. When this fully
the oars carried in the procession on the first of June, green and carries a wind- bag on his back, which is a takes p~ace a host of priests will be thrown out of
when the deified spirits of Iye-yasu, Hidayoshi, and long sack tied at each end. The ends of the same a fat job, and they will be compelled to look to some
Yoritomo are supposed to occupy them. In the at·e brought over his shoulders and held by the hand. other means for obtaining a livelihood. But a few
midst stands the inclosure called the Tamfl,·fJalci, The conceptions of the Grecians of the god of the generations have passed away since a great number
which contains the hai-de_n, or oratory, and the hon- winds. was not much better than this. 'l'he god of of witch-finders and witch-punishers were kept conden, or chapel. The Tania-gaki forms a quadrangle, thunder is pain tea red; with purple hair on end, and stantly occupied in looking after witches and in putof which each side measures on~ hundred and fifty stands on clouds, holding thunderbolts in his hand. ting to torture and death the thousands and millions
feet, and is constructed of gilt trellis, with borders The thunder of the Grecians and the Scandinavians who were supposed to be in alliance with witches.
And the aggregate of human agony which was thus
of colored geometrical decorations running along was not superior to this.
above and below. Above and underneath these,
More steps, and another gate contains the Tenno, produced can never be fully portrayed, for no less
again, are carvings of birds in groups about eight or the gods of the four quarters of the globe. These than nine millions of human beings, largely women,
inches high and six feet long, with backgrounds of are boldly carved and represented as in fierce action were tortured to death in Christian Europe, to say
grass, carved in relief and gilt. The gate called with strong eye-teeth. The forces of nature have .nothing of those whose lives were not. quite taken;
Ka?·a-mon, through which this inclosure is entered, is nearly always been represented by fierce and power- b1:1t now a person of intelligence cannot be found
composed of Chinese woods inlaid with great skill ful gods or images. After this the principal temple who believes that such a thing: as a witch ever exand workmanship. Visitors are here required to is reached. Within is a gorgeous ~&brine, and when isted. Let the gods and devils fear and tremble, for
take off their shoes, for this is indeed holy ground. the. curtain of cloth of gold is drawn aside the im- they are doomed to take the same road.
The folding doors of the oratory are beautifully dec- posing interior is exposed to view. Buddha and
But I see I am wandering a trifle. I was talking
orated with srabesques of lotul!l flower!! in gilt relief. two other gilded figure!!! of brass are seated cross- to you of the temples and godhouses of Nikko, parOver the doors and windows of the front are nine legged on lotus flowers, with rows of petals several ticularly the temple of Iyemhsu. Great muscular
compartments, filled with bil:ds carved in relief, four times repeated. The same look of eternal repose is development is given to these gods of the temple;
on each side of the building. There are also four depicted on their countenances that beings in Nir- their legs and arms are swelled with immense musmore on each. side of the corridor, in the rear, and vana may be supposed to wear. It is the same that cles, and their very eyeballs seem almost ready to
leading to the chapel. The interior is a large matted is attempted to be reproduced in every temple and leave their sockets with sheer strength, fury, and inroom, fifty-two feet long by twenty-seven feet in in every roadside image. In front of the shrine dignation; but it is all sham. They have not a parwidth, with an antechamber at each end. The carv- several candles are constantly burning, and here are tiole more strength or power than any other dead
ings in the ceilings of the main oompartment and. in the floral offerings of such devotees as wish prayers block of wood or stone. These exaggerations are
the antechambers require more description to give to be offered up for their benefit. A dim, holy light simply lies. The poor godB. and devil& are perfect
them in detail than either you or I have the patience pervades the place. And here is a devil also, for it imbeciles, and have not even the-strength of a child
to attempt, but that it is elaborate and extensive seems there are few systems of religion able to but one year old. It matters not how these gods
carry on business without a devil, and here he sits and devils are· represented, whether carved out of
enough you may safely rest assured.
From this very rich edifice, on which has been ex- uneasily crouching upon the steps of the altar. wood, cut in stone, painted on canvas, or delineated
pended a vast amount of labor and wealth, some Though he is represented as being subjugated, his and described by designing and, imaginative priests
two hundred steps lead to an inclosure· on the hill- face wears a look of grim irony, and he is made to and preach era, it is all the same. All alike are the
top where is the tomb of Iye-yasu, who was a man carry at all times a heavy incenee-burner. Perhaps creatures of invention, all alike are unreal and unwhile living, but now, since his death, has become a it is not strange that a devil who has no fl>\ith in any true, and all alike are doomed to be submerged in
god. After passing through the torii of the last such nonsensical paraphernalia should wear an ironi the waters of oblivion. Let the good time hasten
flight an oratory is reached, which is to be used when oallook, when compelled to be constantly on himd on, say I, for the world has long suffered from the
the one below is undergoing repairs. Th~ tomb is a before the dumb and silent gods. Here are a hun- rule of these gods and devils. Their reign has been
single bronze casting of a light color, said to be pro- dred gods, standing in rows, many of them life size, long and cruel. Their exactions have been most
duced by the admixture of gold, and is of the same some of them trampliBg devils under their feet, and heavy. They have caused human blood to flow in
shape as those of the late tycoons of Shiba at Tokio. showing their anger toward those infernal beings. countless rivers. Their legions of priests have boen
In front stands a low stone table, bearing an im- Is it not curious that though the gods are forever a most expensive incubus--a costly luxury-drawing
mense bronze stork with a brass candle in its mouth, trampling down the devils and overcoming them in for thousands of yeats from the tillers and .toilers of
an incense- burner of brass, and a vase with artificial their unceasing conflicts, the devils still remain just the earth at least a tenth of all they could produce.
lotus flowers and leaves in brass; the whole is sur- as powerful as ever, and no more sub.dued than they They have even so impoverished some countries and
rounded by a stone wall, surmounted by a balustrade, were a thousand year~ ago? Why, a devil over in some peoples that to-day they are in a state of physthe entrance being through a bronze gate, the roof America is said to be more powerful now, and to be ical, financial, intellectual, and moral degradation.
of which, as well as the gate itself, is a solid casting; wielding more influence, than ever before, for he is But l6t it be hoped that the time for gods and devils
said to be drawing fully nine-tenths of the people is short, and that the time is close at hand when in
before it sit imposing bronze images.
A word more should be said in connection with after him, and even three-fourths of the very elect all countries the gods and devils wi.ll no longer be
this mag.s.ificent temple of Iye-yasu, and that is with seem to be more under the influence of the devil than believed in, and when the gres.t evils which they
reference to the masonry of the vast retaining walls, that other personage. If the godly powers succeed have produced will no longer exist. A greater dethe stone gallery, the stair-case and its balustrades, no better in destroying the devil in the future than gree of happiness will then prevail over the earth
all put together without mortar or cement, and so in the past, what assurance have we that the devil than poor god-bewildered man has ever yet enjoyed.
accurately fitted that the joints are not even affected will be put down and destroyed a thousand years in
The teeth of the Japanese gods are unpleasant.ly
by the long rains, the perennial damp, or the aggres- the future? Are not the "good times" we hear so conspicuGus; but thea~ teeth, after all, possess no
sive. vegetation of two hundred· and sixty years. much about always coming but never get here? force. They are no more to be feared than the
The steps of the stair-case are monoliths,. and the
The truth is, the gods never kill the devils, nor do teeth of an old dog just in the throes of death.
coping at the side, the massive balustrade, and the the people who believe in gods. The devH's are too They can no longer bite. But the priest~ of Japan
heavy rail at the top are cut out of solid blocks of importantin the systems which these sustain to ever still find dupes among the people of theu country,
be got along without. The system of religion who are still strong of faith, and to them they sell
stone from ten to eighteen feet in length.
THE TEMPLES OF IYE·MITSU
in our country could not live a year if the peo- small pieces of paper, on which are inscribed the
Are near the temples of Iy6-yasu, just described, pie could be thoroughly convinced that the devil names of the particular gods in this temple (and it is
a~d th?ugh not quite so .ma~nificent are quite as be- is dead. The devil is fully as important as the god, the same with the others), and these bits of pap_er
Wtldermg. They are still m Buddhist hands, and and will maintain his existence just as long as his are supposed to act as charms to keep away the evtls
are crowde~ with the gods of the Buddhist pantheon, big brother, the god, does. They both belong to of life, such as shipwreck, disease, famine, and the
together wi.th the paraphernalia of Buddhist wot- the same systep!,- and that system must hopelessly failure of the rice crop. This mistaken piety is
ship, the same being in striking contrast with the collapse when either the god or the devil no longer much the same as that which prompts Ch;istians to
simplicity and plainness of the lonely. Shinto temples, exists in the belief of the duped people. So long as buy candles, amulets, etc, which the pr-Iests. have
w~th their simple mirrors without the flare, the glit- the priests make fat livings by holding to gods and blessed, and which are suppose~ t~ be p~oducttve ?f
ter, and the gorgeousnel!s of the rich Buddhist eacred devils, so long will they preach them, and so long all sorts of good luck. There ts httle difference m
edifices. There is nearly as much difference between will the deluded men and women, who ought to have these senselees delusions, whether of Hindoo, Chithe Buddhist temples and the Shinto as there is be- more sense than to bow down before these invis- nese, Japanese, or Christian origi?. They are all
tween a Catholic cathedral in Milan or Rome and a ible conceptions, continue to do so. But, thankB equally absurd, and equally degradmg to the human
Methodil!t chapel in the newer countries of America. to the increased knowledge of our age of the world, intellect-the highest result which natur~ has proThere are, indeed, scores of points of resemblance this mistaken faith is rapidly losing ground; the duced, so far as w.e know anything ~bout tt..
.
The roofs of these temples are f~mged wtt~ wmd
between the Buddhists and the Catholics. And in- devil is losing his grip, and the god is also fading
asmuch as Buddhism is six hundred years the senior into irrecognition. Even these Japanese priests bells which, in furious storms, and m comm_ot10ns of
of Christianity, it is not' strange that when Father readily admit that they do not believe in theee gods the earth from earthquakes, are made to rmg. On
Hue paid the oriental countries a missionarying visit and devils as they used to do. As science and such occasions the priests rush into the temples and
he was surprised to find so great a resemblance be- knowledge increase in the world, the gods and davils beat the drums and rin!!; the holy bells with the soft
tween the ~eremonies, the dress of the priests, the 1must inevitably retire to the shades of forgetfulness duloet tones, to inform the gods that t~ey are der~-.
paraphernalia of the altars, the litany, the irr:tages of· and non-existenoe, the same as the belief in fairies, lict in duty, and are not duly attendmg to thetr
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business. But can it be thought very strange, since j are from ten to. fifteen inches in depth,· and single the soil a little better than a stiff boot if well loaded
these gods have become so stupid and helpless that.1 feathers in the tails of pheasants stand out- not less might do, or the knot of a tree made of proper
thl'Y hve to be often reminded of the duty which '! than six inches in front of peonies nearly as promi- shape. I passed several fields of hemp, now three
they are so prone to neglect.
nent.
.
or four inches high, and the rows some sixteen
The tomb of Iye-mitsu stands upon the top of a
It is hard for the memory to long retain a vivid inches apart. The fields, like those I had seen be.
high hill and is reached by a long flight of steps, recollection of the picturesque masses of black and fore, looked remarkably clean of weeds, and the soil
much like that of Iye-yasu. The style of both red lacquer and gold, gilded doors opening without being mellow and fertile, the prospects Of a good
tombs are much the same, Eave that the gates in noise, halls laid with matting so soft that not a crop are promising.
front of the tomb of Iye-mitsu are inscribed in large foot.fall is ever heard. Across these rich works of
In the night we stopped at the village of Tochigi
Sanskrit characters on bright brass. Perha}JS one art the morning and evening sunbeams fall aslant on over twenty-five miles from Nikko, and fully fifty
of the most beautiful of the many views is the tern- exquisitely arabesqued walls and panels, carved with miles from Tokio. We bad made splendid time after
ple. When the sun shines upon it, the bright tints an endless variety of birds and flowers; and on ceil- leaving Nikko, though the rain attended us a part of
of the surroundingoryptomerias is said to present a ings paneled and wrought with elaborate art, of the way. Kassembra, the last town before Tochigi,
most beautiful effect. Yes, the rays of light, and inner shrines of gold, with golden lilies six feet in is noted for its houses of prostitution. It is said
the various intricate forces of the universe, are in. bight, and curtains of rich brocade. Further,should there is no town in Japan of its size that has so
finitely superior to all the monstrous and clumsy be mentioned the incense fumes, the colossal dulcet- much of that sort of thing. Let me repeat, how.
gods that man ever devised.
"
toned bells, the golden ridge-poles, of the mythical ever, what I have said before, that proatitution is not
There are other rich temples and shrines at this fauna, the mythical dragons, together with the ele- so debased in Japan as it is in Christian countries.
holy city of N el;!:ko; there are other pagodas; other ph ants, apes, tigers, inter- blended and mingled with It does not seem to degrade the females to the same
storehouses of holy things; and they are massive, flowers, trees, golden tracery, diaper-work on golden extent it does in our country, nor does it diBgrace
rich, and gorgeous, bountiful in vermilion, in lac- ground, and lacquer screens, pagodas, not to omit their lives as it does the lives of American women,
quer and gold, rich in carvings and gilding, and bronze lanterns in the courts, shorn priests in gold for girls who liv!3 here that sort of life for a year or
bountifully supplied with gods of all calibers to brocade, Shinto attendants in black lacquer caps, two very often succeed in marrying good husbands,
preside over the different offices, but I am sure monumental urns, and back of all a mountain side and are afterwards as much respected as though they
you will excuse me if I do not enter into a prolonged covered a with majestic cryptomeria forest with rose- had all the time been at home with their parents. In
description of them. The similarity between them azalias lighting up the sacred shades .. These are the fact, it is thought they stand a better chance of
is great, and when you have had the details of one beauties, the attractions," and the fascinations of the picking up husbands in these houseE!-where they are
or two, you may be as well satisfied as though I Nikko temples to which thousands of pilgrims an· often hired out by their parents, the same as girls
described a dozen. Tickets of admission are sold to nually flock to pay their devotions to the holy shrines. with us are ·hired out to do hotel or factory workenter these holy places, and after one has paid to It is difficult to decide whether the professed follow- than though they were living at home. This may
enter half a dozen or so, and realizes how little the ers of Buddha or of Christ excel the other in the seem incredible to many American people, but it is
gods have done for ignorant man, he is content to gewgawry, glitter, tinsel, and lavish expenditure of nevertheless true.
let the others pass with merely an external and su- money in their places of worship.
Though this is the Christian Sabbath, the people
SURROUNDINGs OF NIKKo.
hereabouts seem to know nothing about its being a
perficial inspection. While one feels aesured that
the money paid for looking into these holy places
It was my wish to spend two or three days in the holy day, for they are working the same as though
is for the penefit of the gods, or rather for their vicinity of this holy city visiting the several noted it was not God's day, or was the devil's day the same
hungry priests, he still feels little inclined to be too places within a few miles in various directions, for as the other six. I to-day met an unusual number
generous in his contributions in this direction, think- here, even in short distances, are places of natural of men hauling heavy man-carts loaded with differing it no hardship for this celestial aristocracy to do scenery rarely· surpassed in any country, among ent kinds of material, including charcoal, lumber,
as the most honest men have to do, earn honorably which the following may be mentioned: One hour's stone, sake, etc. I do not mean that all these comtheir own bread. If the gods really are gods they walk from the town takes one to J akko, where there modi ties helped to form the burden on the same cart,
ought not to have need of the help of man, and if is a temple, and what is better, a Nama-taki-a but that I met different carts having loads of one
their priests are not paid by the gods for the ser- beautiful cascade far in a recess of rocks. ·It con- article only, and in the aggregate embracing all the
vice they perform, they had better seek other em- sists of three falls of about fifty feet each.
articles named, I also saw women pulling heavy
ployers who can pay them for what they do. That
Nearly as far in another direction brin~s one to carts the same as men. It is almost astonishing
the honest workers among men should be compelled Yama, an eminence whence is obtained splendid what large loads they thus haul over the country.
to make up the deficiencies of the gods to pay their views of the surrounding country. An hour ·and a
My night's lodging at Tochigi was not unlike the
worthless priests for their useless services will not half's walk over an undulating country takes one to others I had experienced on other occasions. I met
always be tamely submitted to in Japan, in Europe, Kiri.feori-no-taki, a picturesque cascade of the fall- with the same neatness, the same respectful attennor in America. It is indeed a pretty poor sort of ing mist. At the source of the Inari Ka.wa, a small tion, the same obsequiousness, the same politeness,
god that is not able to pay his own taxes and the stream which empties into the Daiya-gawa, are the same low and profuse bowing. My bill, howwages of those in his employ, without calling upon seven cascades, where the water pours over a line of ever, was somewhat higher here than I had been
his enemies, or those who feel indifferent toward low cliffs. Urami-ga-taki is another fine cascade. charged at other places, and it is possible the landhim, and do not count themselves a~ his saints.
· A picturesque view of the basin, overhung with lord of this yadoya may consider his house the bon
Some of these temples and sacred storehouses are trees, the cascade and the deep pool into which it ton establishment of the neighborhood.
roofed with sheet-copper, though the larger portion tumbles, with the various streams gushing out of the
Monday morning, May 8th, we were, as usual, up
are covered with a fine article of tiles. It has been rocks around, are said to be interesting.
with the sun, and a breakfast of boiled eggs, boiled
justl~ said that tiling has been elevated to a fine art
There are other places not far away where rice, some tea, and also a drink of warm water with
in Japan. The tiles are of a coppery-gray color, tourists make it a point to visit, but after I had fin- a flower floating in it was promptly dispatched, when
with a coat of metallic luster. They are slightly ished looking at the temples, and had taken in their we were again rolling away toward Tokio, which
concave, and the joints are covered by others quite grandeur and magnificence, the rain had set in and place I hoped to reach before again seeking rest.
convex, which come down like massive tubes from the horizon was closed as tho11gh a three-days' storm The air was clear, plea~ant, and balmy, and, upon
the ridge of the roof and terminate at the eaves in was in store; so, after looking some more over the turning my eyes back toward Nikko I saw that the
disks on which the Tokugawa badge is emblazoned town, and purchasing some Japanese curiosities and higher portions of the mountains were white with
in gold, as it is everywhere on these shrines. The works .of art, I indicated to Sangedo that the car- snow; while it had rained in the valleys, it had
roofs are massive and heavy, and require great riage might be brought up and we would turn our snowed at the higher altitudes and remained white
strength in the timbers below, which are also heavy faces toward Tokio. This was but a short task, and, and hoary throughout the day. But I was most inand massive, and as they are in full sight from below after bringing up the paper apron to my eyes to keep terested, as I was riding southward this pleasant day,
they are usually carved and painted in vermilion and the rain from annoying me, my team were soon trot- to keep my eyes upon Fuji-yama, seventy-five miles
profusely gilded so as to produce a dazzling and gor- ting down the street and the descending road to or more away in the southwest rising up like an
geous effect when the eyes are cast upward.
Yama, or Imaichi, here thinking it deBirable to re- eternal sentinel as it is, its snowy, conical summit
The shrines are believed to be the most wonderful turn to Tokio by_ a road different from the one which making a beautiful contrast with the blue sky. Yes,
work in Japan and in their stately setting of crypto- we took in coming out, as it is, of course, desirable I love to gaze upon it, if not regardin~ it as a god
meria, many of which are twenty feet in circumfer- to see as much of the country as possible rather than as many of the natives do, though it Is a thousand
ence at the base, almost as straight as an arrow, with to pass twice over the same thoroughfare. With this times more worthy of worship and respect than any
their tall tops reaching to a bight of one hundred view we took the right-hand road at the villa!{e and all of the gods which men have bowed down to
and twenty-five feet, are enough to in2pire the grand- where we had stopped over-night, and this took us a for the last five thousand years, not omitting the
est emotions of admiration. In spite of the seeming few miles further west than the one we patronized in cruel Jew: God which for a time feebly flourished in
incongruity in the use of colors by these people, when coming out.
the western part of Asia, but after meeting with a
measured by Western taste, one is compelled to a~This western road took us o'Ver. several active most ignommious failure in that q~arter deserted
knowledge .the beauty of forms and combinations of streams spanned by good bridges. I noticed in sev- the miserable, small country and emigrated to Eu~olor not hitherto. kn?wn, and that lacq,uered wood eral pla~es wh~t I had seen on my former trip to the rope, and subsequently crossed the Atlantic to the
lB. capable of lendmg1tself to the expresswn of. a very mount;:uns, an mvention for preventing embankments New World, where he has done a pretty flourishing
hi~h art. Gold, as remarked, has .been used m pro- and piers from being wa 8 hed away by high water. business, inasmuch as he pays no taxes upon his
fuswn, a~d black, dull red, and .white have been em- These were long tubes of open basket work, made of somewhat extensive possessions, and gives nothing
ploye~ With a breadth and lavishness hardly to be bamboo, some twenty-five or thirty inches in diam- to the seventy-five thous~nd men who work for him,
conceived.
.
.
eter, an~ fifteen or twenty feet in length. They are leaving them to co~lect their money from t~ose w~.o
The bronze fret-work Is of Itself a study, and the• filled With round stones of the size of a child's can be induced to hsten to them. Yes, I hke FuJI·
wo?d-work re.quires .we~ks of clos~ study to take. it head, and the ends being secured or braided together, yama better than all the gods and devils combined
allm and do lt full Justwe. The Ideas and details the whole is rolled wherever wanted and piled three that I have ever heard of, for about Fuji there is no
al~.ost baftl~ the closest observer: One screen or or four tiers high as necessity dictates, forming an deception,, no falsity,.~o humbu~, nothing ima.ginr~Ilmg has sixty panels, four feet I~ length! carved excellent breakwater-nearly as good as a solid wall, ary, nothmg hypocritiCal, nothmg unreal, but a
With marvelous bold~ess and depth, m what Is called save th~t after a certain number of years the bam- .gre·at truthful,. actual, eternal fact, a great n~~ural
open work, representmg peacocks, pheasants, storks, boo splmts must decay and cease to longer hold the result of the forces of nature, and worthy not "Only
l~tuses, peonies, bamb?oo, and foliages of different s,tones in the same round form they now occupy.
of the respect of eve~y dweller in Japan~ .but of
kmds. . The accuracy m form and co~or, and the reWe passed through several towns on our home-· every man and woman I? t~e world who h~s mformap~oductwn .of the gracefulness of motion call for the w~rd. way, among which were Kasawara, Kanuma; tion concerning it. It IS mdeed a beaut~ful mounhighest praise. The flower~ are perhaps. the b.est ex- N~reji, Kassembra, and others. We had gone but a tain-a regular ?one, as tru~ as a pyramid, and aleouted of all. Here the artists reveled m theu con- mile or two .before the rain had entirely discon- most as symmetrwal as a chiseled monument. ~or
genial l~bo! without let or hin!;lran~e. T~e lotus tinned and farmers were out in the .fields at work. hours to-day I kept my eyes toward its towermg
leaf retams Its .dewy bloom, the peomes. theu shl!'~es I absolutely saw two instances of men plowing with summit, thirteen thousand feet. above the su~roun:d
of creamy white, the bamboo leaf With exqursite horses, or, rather, with a single horse in each case; ing plain. I take ple~sure m oontemplatmg Its
feathe.ry neatness ~lmost t!e~bles on the grac~ful but the fields being plowed were little larger than a grandeur and beauty.
.
.
stem, m contrast with the rigid needles of the pme, common family garden and the plowing was of the
Let me mention, before I forget It, the manner !n
and cou?tles~ corollas, in all the passio.nate coloring J?Ost indifferent kind.' The plows were of an an- which the Japanese saw their lUJ.~.ber.. I have m
of teemmg hfe, unfold themselves amidst the abun- t1que pattern, little better than a hook, which many places, as I have been travelmg a~ound, seen
dant leafage of gorgeous tracery. These carvings reall;r qid not turn. a. fm-row, but made a scratch in this kind of work being performed. It IS all done

'
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room and board on her for t-he period of eighteen ble to parry tbe blows of Mrs. Everest:s, our great Liber~>.l come
days. I looked at the steerage accommodations, for. batant, any longer, she withdrew her forces from the field by
which some eighty-five dollars only is charged, but announcing that she would renew the battle in a di:fierent shap-.
·
l and style after a more thorough preparation.
as some drunken sailors were occupying the on y
Reasoning more conclusiv in refutation of Mrs. Overlin's·
room for steerage passengers, and as it.was closely doctrins (if such they were) than Mrs. Everest furnished could
surrounded by eleven hundred Chinese, I concluded not be adduced, while Mrs. Overlin left Mrs. Everest's arguwithout a p17otracted deliberation that those quarters ment totally nnansweiTd; and while Mrs. Everest, the champion
would not suit an old man of my size, so I saw no of Liberalism in Washington Territory, showed through her .
h d d
d ·whole argument the true Liberal milk of human kindness,--her
other-way but to fork over the two un re an antagonist only proved her genuin gloomy and unrivaled prthofifty dollars.
.
dox Christian character.
· ·
I had four days before the day of sailing, and
No other argument but one so horrid that it will put the
I occupied them in looking more over the town, se- devil to fl.ight can bring those gospel-suffering ladies on their
lecting a lot of photographs, paper goods, small J ap- knees. Such an argument I am willing to propose. to East
·
h" h I · h d Portland's Bible champion, who intends to use her God a:s
anese manuf actures,.and some curws w lC
WIS e · main pillar in all future debates. Now it is just this God of
to take home with me. ·My stereoptican views also hers and his book I should l\k!l to ~ombat,.11-n.d show that the
had to be packed, passsd through the custom house, Bible when it is stripped of its false garb of divinity, is a book
and seen aboard the steamer. This, with some of imperfection, of contradictions, of falsehoods, and of obwriting I had to attend to, sufficed to keep me busy. scenities. Can a book be divine that sanctions lying? Is a
But this letter has been drawn out to sufficiently God who must resort to deception, if not downright lying, .in
·
order to accomplish his purpose a God worth recognizing? And
elongated proportions, and I will say good-bye.
yet the Bible rPcords·this, and this Bible God sanctions it.
·
··
D. M. B..
A. person's conscience must be hardened beyond defcriptil)n
when, in face of such Bible evidence, such persons say that .the
From Our London Correspondent.
Bible condemns lying, .. The, devil, who is generally called a
liar, and the father of lying, is honest in comparison, There
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: It is somec is not .one single passage of scripture to prove that th,e devil
what difficult to say whether the prosecutor of the Freethinker ever lied. It is the same Bible that teaches witchcraft, and
is a friend or foe to. the Freethought party, as one would when the godly Puritans hung Mary Dyer to tbe elm-tree on
scarcely think a bitter opp'>neut would cake so much trouble to the Boston Common they only carried ouli the instruction and
advertise the leaders .and their papers. But defenders of th~ commands of the Christian Bible.
faith are not generally,overstocked with wisdom, and verylittle
" Our God is immutable," Christians say. I think. not, or
common sense falls to their share, so they go blindly blunder-· else his own word, the Bible, tells a gross falsehood about him.
ing along, trying to do mischief, but in the end ·do more harm The Bible also records many scenes of debauchery th&t were
to themselvs than their opponents. As Sir Henry Tyler avows approved, the Christain statements to the contrary notwithstandhimself a friend of God, we mu$t take his word for it that such ing. Yes, even holy debauchery is recorded in the Bible.
is the case: He caused som!l diversion the other evening when:
The Bible is the enemy of woman, an<i her desires were not
in the House of Commons
· he a3serted that,d in
D hisA. optnion,
Mthe• takeninto·consideration at all, thus do_ing dam.nable _inJ'ustice
·
Hall of Science was not a proper place, an
r. ve1nig, rs. to women. Neither is the Bible record favorable to the 'pediBesant, and the Misse~ Bradlaugh not prqper persons to teach gree of Christ. Strange that 'the few women mentioned in the
science, and therefore the government grant ought to be taken Bible genealogy of Christ should, all of them, be, those w1io
away. When he stated the barefaced lie that he brought the' were found guilt.y of crimes against common decency. :Neith.er
question forward in no part.h spirit and.with no personal ·m. is the Bible God, according to his own word, all-powerfuL If
feeling, he was answered wit derisiv l~tughter and cries of the Bible record is true, no sophistry can gai.J:!say this assertiop.
" Oh I " This was rather ·too
histhfellow-Christians
. I.r.ega_r,·d. the Bible as a very obscene publication. Sh_ould
k'mmuch
dly reafor
d f or
wh o were present. H e very.
e bene fit o·f th e. any other book contain one-quarter as much filth as appears in
members several extracts from the National Reformer ·and the Bible, the publishers of the same would be held as senders
various Freethought pamphlets, and, as .a. consequence, I hav of obscene literature.
n<Jdoubt that the circulation of this class of literature will be Some of THE TRUTH SEEKER reading Liberal friends of mine in
considerably extended. It is satisfactory to know he again Oregon and Washington Territory·are requested to send THE
failed
- in hisd endeavor
b tte to
· do
h' mischief,
1
·• and it is to be hoped he TRUTH SEEKER with the foregoing challenge to Mrs. Overlin to
Wl11 succee no e r Ill 1s aw-sm..
East.Portland, Oregon, the more the better, so she can distribCuriously enough, a clergyman is the chairman of committee ute them among her assistant dark horses.
.
of these classes, and he has been called to account by the bishop
The great champion of supernatural religion of East Portof London for being connected therewith. He made a most land will oblige me by making the necessary arrangements with
excellent reply, and I am sorry space will not permit me. to any paper she may choose; however, it has to be a journal
transcribe it. In his letter he reminded the bishop that he and that won't shrink from printing such passages from the divine
others could. find plenty of defense for the wildest extravagan- holy book as I may see fit to cite, even should thay bring a.
a single team and without change of horses. _ The ces of the Salvation A.rmy, while for a priest who was without blush of shame to the cheek of modesty. It will, nevertheless,
holy city Nikko had been visited nearly ninety miles bigotry, and doing his best to extend knowledge, a wet blanket ba the word of God. On my side no further preparations are
a way at an expense of fourteen yen, or between and plenty of col? water were th~ best things.
.
required, and I hope the Christian champion will lose no time. · I
eight and nine dollar~ for the team.
. On~ of the duties of ~he A.rchbtshop of Can~rbury, m return shall allow her to retain the assistance she had in her last arguTHE MIKADO OF JAPAN.
for his :£15,000 a year, IS to manufacture spemal prayers when ment, though I wish that the" godly" man would this time set
While waiting at the station .for a train I heard the ordtnary one~ are not supposed to be efficamou~ enough .. his brain in quicker motion, otherwise I shall advise her to enThe latest ~n~ Is for the benefit _of the troops now m Egypt, gage East Portland's whole clergy and all the rest of the piousthat his .excellency, the mikado, was expected on the ~~d ap. <?nnsttans of t~e. es~abhshed churoh ~re requeste_d to blessed race. These dark horses are permitted, but no substinext train from Yokohama, where he had been for a J?lll h1m m a fervent solicttatwn that th~ so.ldi~~s au~ sa~.o~s tute will be accepted. I promis to drive the champion from
few hour~. Of course I wished to see the ruler of ' may be pr_ese~ed evermore from all penis.
~t IS ~,fiLlCI- chapter to chaptar through her whole book, thus giving her
thirty-five millions of people, and cheerfully waited pated that thtsWill hav the same effect .as armor platm~ WlL~o~t the opportunity to get a fair view of the chasm, so commonly
the twenty minutes required for the train to arrive. the expense, but, as some of the. E~hsh hav been ktlled, It IS known as the cooking-stove, which heats the sacerdotal sauceto be pres~lmed that the prayer ~ld not reach the throne ?f pan, at which her eternal father is chief cook, and in which he
whe n the train reached the stati"on the mi"kado grace
m time, or that t~e other stde has. put _up an effectlv makes roasts and bakes his beloved children.
walked off with the orowd just about as' any other prayer, and as ~oth partieshav no.connectwn :w1th any but the
Come, champion, before Gabe's horn calls you to" kingdom
man, minding his·owil. business and attsriding to that only true GJd, tt.must be rather dtfficult for ~m to know what come;'' or else take your book, which you stomach has
of no other man. He was attended by a soldier or to do under the Circumstances; but as we hav It, on the author- proved not vigorous enough to digest with you into obtwo, but otherwise there was no pageantry· or dis~ ity of the first Napoleon, that he is always on the side of the scurity.
'
.
ll!}>op's heathen bad a god and beat him,
biggest battalion, the present case will probably prove no exh
H
play shown W atever.
e was dressed in citizen's ceptiou to the rule, though if the Egyptians get the worst of
Enlightened Christians make a god and eat him
dress of the European or American style, and had I the contest the archbishop will doubtless take the credit, and
N(JI)ada City, A.ug., 1882.
E. w. FITZNER.
not known that he was the mikado I would not have there will be a fresh proof of the power of prayer.
discovered he was anything of an e'xtraordinary oharThere has been a split in the Salvation A.rmy-one of the
A New Music Book.
• d
h"
b
f f
h"
captains, known: as " Gypsy Smith," having received the
ld
I
h
acter.
B ou
JU. ge zm to e not ar rom t Irty present of a watch, was ordered to giv it up to the general, who
He who'produces a good song is a public benefactor. The
years of age, some five feet eight inches in hight, is determined to hav all the plunder. The ·captain being stiffc people will sing, and the more of noble sentiment and of refined
and weighing one hundred and forty pounds. He necked, and blinded by the evil one, declined acceding to the musical expression with which their songs are laden the more of
has a little of the African type of countenance, and request, with the awful consequence of the sentence of excom- pleasure and of culture will the people find. Every good song
does not impress one as possessing unusual ability. munication being passed upon him. It did not seem, however, becomes, therefore, a public benefaction. If this be true of a
th 1
f h f
h" h to·do him any very considerable amount of damage, for he at single song, what shall be said of him who gathers in one book
H
b
d
e wears a ear on e ower part o t e ace, w lC once started an opposition establishment, which· is to be called the best songs of the many gifted composers, and who thns
is not very l<mg, and curls slightly. He appears to "Christ's A.rmy," and as brotherly love has ceased to continue places a whole galaxy of gems within the reach of those who
be loved by his subjects, as is his queen, the empress, between the rival commanders, some lively times may be sing?
who is represented as an amiable and sensible woman. expected.
·
MePsrs. Hubbard BrotherR, of Philadelphia, well known as
The mikado evinces a disposition to give his people
It turns out that only about half the amount required for the enterprising publishers, hav done a genuin service for the peoa tolerably free l!overnment, and has promised .that purchase of the lease of the Grecian Theater was collected, and ple in the production of their splendid new issue, "Treasury of
the balance had to be borrowed from " a few friends " possess- Song." It contains nearly 300 of the choicest gems of song
b y t h e year 1890 they shall have a representative ing
more money than sense. It is exceedingly problematical if suited for horne use, extending over 500 royal octavo pages, the
parliament elec.ted by the people. That will be they will ever see their loans again, and they will hav to be sat- whole prinfed on superior paper from clear, new type, and
quite as soon as the people will be ready for it, for a isfied that they will get it all back with compound interest in bound in so fl.exible a manner as to be really charming. Its
editor, Professor D. H. Morrison, of Philadelphia, is a ilistin- ·
great bulk of them are still ignorant and know noth- the New Jerusalem.
·
ing about self.government.
There has been a slight epidemic just lately amongst the guished musical instructor and a superb baritone artist. He
f
1 ·
T k" I
· clergy of indecently assaulting young girls, and one, a Roman knows the favorits of the people, and has met their wants most
I
h
' t"
n an ours Ime a ter eavmg o 10
was m Catholic priest, has been sentenced to a year's imprisonment; happily.
·
Yokohama, and upon arriving at the station it was one or two were fined, and others managed to get off.
Myron W. Whitney, the great A.merican basso, says of this
but a moment's work to secure a riki-the man with
G. J. Holyoake has just started for the States, but as he goes book, " I am happy to express to you my cordial indorsement
paper lantern in hand-to convey me to my lodg- only to report on the subject of emigration, he will, no doubt, of ' Treasury of Song' as a most desirable book for the · holiJ.e
circle, and the excellence of its selections as deserving great
ings. As I had been gone but five days, and in the confine himself to that subject.
.
..
time had gone a hundred miles and back to Nikko,
Charles Watts leaves in the course of a few days, and Will be praise."
A. specially attractiv feature of this work is a series of sketches
besides dm_·ng up the great oity. of Tokio. It ·wns in New York shortly. I believe he intends making a lecturing
" tour, and f trust he will meet with plenty of support among the ank portraits of distinguished composers and singers. In all
conceded·on all hands that I had been expeditious. friends of the cause •. He is a verv able lecturer as well as respects the book is unquestionably first class. ;
On the following morning I found the steamer writer, and is well worth hearing. Being a most exc~llent ~e
Oceanic had arrived, and on Saturday, the 15th, bater, it is to be hoped he will hav an opportunity of dlfl!>~aymg ·THE Ausyrii, a sect peculiar to the Lebtmon
would start her wheels for San Francisco. That was his abilities in that line. The audience will be well repatd for mountains of Syria, hav a singular creed. They' say
l!'raternal!y yours,
J. L. D.
t
f b
their attention.
my .s earner, or eing anxious to see my own land
London, England, A.ugust21, 1882"·There are five persons in the godhead. These :five
agam, the country that can boast of one hundred
are three, these three are two-this five, this three,
thousand miles or railroad, and, besides not far from
this two are all one !'l What silliness I · How sensiA Discussion in the Far West.
a hundred million of dollars stolen by its public serble and simple and consonant with common sense,
vants every year, is able to reduce its debt over a
To THE EmroR OF THE TRurH SEEKER, Sir: qnce in a whilE', logic, and authentic is our own creed in prefereuce,
h~ndred milli~>n of dollars annually. I could not when our_ Liberal Pacific coast press won't do 1t_s d~ty, I find! that there are three persons in one. Fooli!ih people
thmk of stoppmg over another week. I made a trip myself compelle_d to_molest you. I hope you wtll gtv me the) to say five are in one.- Walpole's Ausyrii. ·
,
.
_
- ·
.,
.
out to the Oceanic, and deemed she would answer space for the followiDg:
blast_from
the
horn
of
Oregon
s
_?ham~wn
of
th9.1
.
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
will
be
sent
three
months
Lo
.The
great
my purpose, though I very much disliked t() pay two Btble, Mrs. Overlin, of East Portland, as published m the New_
.
hundred and fifty dollars for the privilege of a small Northwest, came to a sudden stop. Finding herself not capa- new subscnbers for 50 cents.

by hand. The usual way is to raise one end of the
log which is to be converted into lumber to an angle
Of about forty degrees, when the man or boy, as the
case may be, takes a short, wi<le, and stout saw;, not
more than two feet long, and commences at the top
on the upper aide with the .sawing. pr~oess, the
cutting being effected by a pullmg motion mstead of
•
P h
•
of ten hours he saw a
push mg.
er aps m course
.
.
s
. course through. from end to en~, m.akm~ It a slow,
tedious enterprise. All the sawmg m this country
is done by pulling the saw toward the. body instead
of pushing it from the body 'as we do. Planing is
done in the same way; the planer alway pulls his
plane toward him.
. When within fifteen miles of Tokio our road led
back into the same one on which we made our
northern journey, so that from that point the towns
through which we passed were the same as we saw
on our outward trip. When within te_n miles of the
city Sangedo and Rocha-kee seemed to be weary,,
and essayed to stop for the night, but I pantomimed
and talked to, them, persuading them to add ten
miles more to what they had already accom· h d
Af
·
f
·
phs e •
tar a certam amount O my pretty
talk, with a moderate amount of other consideration,
they concluded to see Tokio before they slept, and so
I was again rolling. over the smooth ·roads toward
the capital of the country, which every moment
d
S d
•
grew nearer an . nearer. ·tea Y trottmg over. a
smooth level road will, after a time, entirely wear
away ten miles, so just as the shades of evening
were approaching we passed through Tokio, and I
immediately made my way to the railway station
• h t t h e same evemng
·
·
that T~ mtg.
return to my l o d gmgs
in Yokohama.
It was not more than seven in the evening when
we reached the etation, having made a little over
fifty miles during the day, since half past six in the
morning. A horse· having made that distance would
doubtless have shown more weariness than did San-.
gedo and Rocha-kee.
It took but a abort time
to disburse the fourteen yen which I had consen ted to pay them for making the trip. I think the
little matter of my promising this sum whether they
•
. t h ree, f our, fi
. days
ma d e the JOUrney·
m
. ve, or Six
had something to do with the speed we had made in
traveling. We had been out but four days, which is
much shorter than· usual, even were no time used
in looking over the temples. As it was, and including the rain, we had made remarkably·good time with
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Christianity probably rests upon a more slender and make it possible for a portion of the earth's
and insecure foundation than any other religion in inhabitants . to escape eternal flames, then the diD. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
the world, or at all events it may be truthfully said vinity and the truth of the Christian system tumthere is no more unfounded religion known to man. bles'to the ground. Yes, if that dream is a fallacy
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. It simply rests upon a fable and a dream. It is an then Christianity is a fallacy.
'
outgrowth of Judaism, and that religion rests solely
But if there was any truth in that dream, and if it
TM largMt awl chea;pMt Radical Journal published in upon the fable of the creation of the world (less is of any consequence to the world what 'Joseph
than six thousand years ago) in six days; of the form- dreamed, it would seem a little more reliable could
llurO'pd or A1Mrica, C()rttaini71.{f Sf/Den hundred square inehes
ing of man from the dust of the earth, and of worn- Jpseph hav told it himself. There is not, howmor1 ruuli71.{f matter than any other jourruil of it& kind.
an from the man's rib; of their being placed in a ever, the slightest intimation that the old II!an ever
fine garden, where knowledge and eternal life grew said a word about his havin~? dreamed such a dream
NEW YORK SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16,1882. upon trees, where a learned snake spoke human or that anybody ever heard him relate it. Matthe~
language :fluently and persuad!3d the woman to eat appears to be the only person who ever knew anythe fruit of the tree of know.ledge, by which th~pair thing about it. The writers of the three other gosFive Questions and Five Answers.
were not only cursed, but by which simple act count- pels seem not to hav known anything about what
STONE, PA., Sept. 4, 1882. less millions of their unborn children and descend- Joseph dreamed, or if they knew of it, they deemed
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Several copies ants were cursed also. We may well know the it of not sufficient consequence to say a word about it.
of your paper hav been purposely thrown in my way by one of story to be a fable, for in all cases where animals
What chance, pray, had Matthew to know what
your subs!>ribers, and as I hope I am not altogether invulnerable to truth through my early training, [ come to you for a lit- are said to speak the language of men the story is a Joseph had dreamed fifty years before? If any pertle'light on a few subjects that are dark to me. I append a fable. 1Esop did a good deal of this sort of fable- son now were to undertake to tell what Ja~k Downfew questions which I hope merit an answer.
telling, making all kinds. of animals to talk the ing or San Slick dreamed fifty years ago, would the
1. If the Christian religion is true, what advantages will you language of men, but he did not suppose any sensi- recital be worth a single straw? Of course not, underive from destroying our belief in it?
ble/person would believe that the animals really less the invention might serve to amuse the reader
· 2. If your work was already accomplished, would you not
hav despoiled man of all those virtues which make life worth spoke human language, but he simply used that for the moment. It would certainly be a weak
mode to teach moral lessons. He told fables, know- foundation upon which to build a system of religion.
living?
3. If the wQrld is bad with religion, can Liberalism make it ing everybody would understand they were only But when the fact is learned that it was not Matthew
better, and how?
who told the dream, nor wrote the story bearing his
fables, and the world was not deceived.
4. Do the Liberals suppose that scientific lectures delivered
According to this Jewish and Christian fable, the name, that the writer palmed off as Matthew, was
evPry Sunday will turn men from their unlawful lusts, make world, including man, has existed less than six thou- not Matthew at all, the whole affair appears in its
them better men, and exalt their natures?
5. What has Infidelity done for the world, and what does it sand years, the earth is older than the sun, and true light-a bald fabrication. Few facts are now
trees, ~hrubs, grasses, and plants of all kinds grew better established than that the four narrativs named
propose to do, that we should plll.ce any confidence in it?
Respectfully yours,
W. M. WHITEHEAD.
and produced flowers, fruits, and seeds before after Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John were unknown
REPLY.-It affords us decided pleasure to giv what the sun came into existence. There is nothing now in the world and had no existence until the latter part
light we are able, to any person in search of truth. much better usderstood than that this fable pos- of the second century, a hundred and fifty years
We do not claim to hav more truth than many others sesses not the slightest truth. ·There is abundance after Jesus was dead and buried. This fact is fully and
of our fellow-beings, but what we possess we are of proof that the earth is not only tens of thousands unmistakably proved in the great English work called
quite willing to impart. We will at once proceed to of years old, but it is highly probable that it has "Supernatural Religion" and in the "History of the
existed hundreds of millions of years-:-yea, that in Christian Religion to the year 200," by Judge Waite.
·answer our correspondent's questions.
1. If the Christian religion is true, there is no ad- some form it has existed forever. The strata of There is not a particle of proof that those four
vantage to be derived from del!ltroying belief in it. rocks forming the crust of the earth positivly prove "gospels" were known previous to the year 180.
Reason and justice forbid that truth should be de- that the· earth has existed through prolonged eras, With this truth in view, the dream story, attributed
stroyed. But that little word if is terribly in the upon which no limit can be placed. No scientist now to Matthew, but which wall not told till a hundred
years after Matthew was dead, falls utterly to the
way, and at that very point hinges all the argument believes that the sun is younger than the earth.
between Christianity and a non· belief in it. It is
Nothing, again, is better demonstrated than that ground, possessing no more historical value than the
j•tst because we believe that Christianity is not true man has lived on this earth for more than six thou- story of" Old Mother Hubbard," or of "Jack and his
that we oppose it. Believing it is as false as the sand years. The shortest era of man upon the earth Bean Stalk "-a frivolous basis, indeed, for a syitem
older myths and absurd 11ystems upon which it is is now set down by scientific men at fifty thousand of belief which the world is commanded to accept
founded, we disbelieve it is as we do them, and we or a hundred thousand years. Human fossils im- as divine truth.
So much for the fable and the dream which form
oppose it as we would oppose them were they as bedded in the rocks of the earth's surface, human
bones found in England, Wales, and other places, the foundation of the Christian religion. They are
persistently pressed upon us.
We conceive Christianity, like the most of the re- in caves, side by side with the bones of animals wholly va:Iueless and false. They merit not the
ligions 'Of the world, to be founded upon a radical which for thousands of years hav been unknown in slightest respect from any sensible person wlio is
and incurable error, and that is supernaturalism. those localities and which only liv in the torrid zone; really in search of the truth. They are the invenEqnal with the ancient religions of India, of China, the great periods of time necessary for the poles of tiona and vagaries of designing but ignorant men,
of Persia, of Assyria, of Egypt, of Pbrenicia, of the earth to so change as to place England in the and should no longer be gulped down as divine
Greece, of Rome, of Germania, of Scandinavia, and torrid zone must hav begun very, very long ago. truth by an unthinking world. As no fountain can
many other countries, Christianity is founded upon The implements of the stone age, found in various rise above its source, so no religious system can be
the belief in a power superior to nature-a power localities, all afford incontestable proofs of man's truer than the foundation it rests upon. In this
that created nature and the entire universe from great age upon the earth. Other proofs of the same light, then, Christianity is unfounded· and false. No
nothing; and this supernatural being is held to be the fact .are far too numeromJ t9 be mentioned in belief among men is more so.
.
author and first cause of everything that exists. This, this connection. But the great age of the earth and
Space will not be taken to enlarge upon the fact
as remarked, we regard as the great fundamental error the age of man upon it were wholly unknown to the that the doctrin of a demi-god, or of a son begotten
·upon which nearly all religions are founded.
writer of the book of Genesis, and the rational and by God, of~ virgin's conceiving without the services
We conceive it to be one of the axioms of truth that truthful conclusion is that that story is merely a of a man, was not first held by Christians. These
something was never made from nothing. It is utterly fable, and therefore untrue, eiipecially as it all rests dogmas were common in several of the older pagan
religions. Christna of India is a striking instance of
impo!!aible for a man or a god, or a million of men or upon the simple assertion of an unknown person.
gods, to create one ounce of something from absolute
This i~ the foundation upon which Judaism and this kind, and he was believed in a thousand years
nothing. The thing is utterly unthinkable. What, Christianity rest, and it is a foundation of untruth. before the time of Jesus.
then, exists to-day always did exist in some form. If the fo.undation of a system of religion is false,
The second question is," If your work was already
The changing of matter from one form to another is the system itself must be false. ··Nothing can be accomplished, would you not bav despoiled man of
not creation; it is evolution. The only thing that can truer than this.
all those virtues which make life worth living?"
truthfully be termed creation is making a part of a
The dream,·. which is the twin pillar of Chris- To this the answer is emphatically and forever" No."
world, a whole world, or thousands of worlds from tianity, is all the authority which the world has that There is no virtue in man's believing senselesl!lfables.
nothing, which, to repeat, is an utter impossibility. Jesus was the son of divinity and that he was be- and dreams to be divine truth. There is no virtue in
It is more unreasonable to hold that the universe gotten upon the person of a young virgin. This believing falsehood. There is no merit in accepting
came from nothing than that God came from nothing. dream. was told by a person said to be Matthew, vagaries and inventions as truth and reality. A
If the universe must necessarily hav had a beginning, in a sort of narrativ attributed· to him. The sham is a sham, and though repeated millions of
ao must the creator. If it is reasonable to say the earliest period which is claimed to be the time when times it is still a sham, and can never be anything
creator always existed, it is equally so to say the un- Matthew wrote that story ill fifty years after the else. Virtue consists in truth and in disseminating
verse always existed.
advent of Jesus, and almost half a century after the it among men. Real truth is in nature or the uniIt is clear that the supernatural theory of Chris- old man Joseph had gone to his grave, for he was an verse, not in· idle fables and dreams, the inventions
tianity is just as absurd and just as untrue•as the the- old man when the dreaming was done. What is the of a designing, wily class of men, who liv by playing
ory of all the other religions based upon supernatu- real value of a dream, whether by an old man, a upon the fears of credulous dupes. Man is never
ralism. Every event that has ever taken place was young man, or a woman of auy age? Has a dream filled with virtue by believing a lie, and is never denatural-produced by a natural cause. No event any real value? If a person dreams that he finds spoiled of virtue by being taught the truth. The
has ever taken place that did not hav a natural sacks of gold, that he is made a great king, or that great mistake of all the religions based upon supercause to produce it. All cau8es are natural causes. he is elected president of the United States, does it naturalism is their falseness. The foundation being
All results are natural results. There is nothing for one moment make it true? No; dreams are false, they cannot be otherwise than false. Let it be
above nature, nothing below it, nothing beyond. wholly without value; and if they are regarded as repeated, there is no virtue in telling a falsehood,
All existence belongs to nature, and is but a part of of any consequence the regarder is sure to be misled. though a thousand times repeated; there is no virtue
it. The most absurd idea that ignorant man has They are often the result of unsound sleep, of an in believing a falsehood.
indulged in is that there is a power or a being overloaded stomach, or of a diseased and impaired
It is the greatest mistake to say that Jesus taught
1uperior to nature. The God idea is the great cen- condition of the body, and are the most valueless of the best morals in the world, and that Christianity·
tral error which man has conceived. The belief in gods aU the vain imaginingfi which flit across the brain. has a monopoly. of good morals. Waving entirely
and devils is the central superstition around which No person of sound mind attaches importance for the present the unhistorical character of the
all other blinding superstitions hav clustered. Be- to dreams. But this dream which the old man' story of Jesus and of his divine parentage, which,
caul!le man, in his ignorance, but slightly understood Joseph is said to hav dreamed is the only foun- unfortunately, is wholly unsupported, it must be adnature, he foolishly decided that nature is limited, dation on which to base the claim that Jesus was mitted that good morals were tau~ht in the world
and must hav had a maker. Nature is too great, divinely be~otten and that his mother was a virgin- long before the time of Jesus. -Menu taught good
too grand, too universal, to ever hav had a begin- a most frivolous foundation indeed upon which to morals; Zoroaster taught good morals; Buddha
ning, or to hav been brought from nothing. To im- establish such an unlikely event and upon which to taught most excellent morals-in many respects
agin a creator of nature, then, has been th.e great error build ·up the only system of religion capable of superior to those of Jesus; Confucius taught very
of man. Nature, we know, exists-there are mill- saving the world. But if the dogma that Jesus was good and practical morals; Thales taught -good
ions of proofs of it. We hav no proof that any virtually the son of God or of th!; Holy Ghost is morals; Pythagoras taught excellent morals; so did
god exists. It is wiser, then, to accept what is, taken away, the entire system is destroyed. If be Socrates, Plato, Bias, Zeno, Aristotle, Epicurus,
rather than to spend our lives in imagining what was not the begotten ion of God, and if he was not Cicero, Seneca, Philo, Hillel, and very many others.
i8 not.
sent into the world by his divine father to l!lave it It is also a very false claim to set up that Christianity
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possesses all the virtue in the world. N? greater
mistake could be made. From a recent tnp around
the world and a visit to all the principal countries
of -the ea;th, we hav arrived at the conclusion that
· Chri!ltian nations are guilty of ten times as much
cheating, lying, robbi~g, drunk~nness, prostitution,
and crime generally, m proportion to numbers, as
the pagan world.
_.
In Asia alone there are five hundred millions of
believers in the teachings of Buddha_:_about twice
the number of all the believers in the teachings of
Jesus; and it is a great truth borne out by observation and the statistics of the various countries that
there is fully ten times as much immorality among
the nations which hav embraced Christianity as
among the followers of Buddha. This statement
can be thoroughly sustained by proof of the most
reliable character.
Another truth is that, the doctrins of Christianity
are not calculated to make the believer in them
happy or tranquil in mind. On the contrary, the
promulgation of Christian dogmas has produued
more unhappiness among men than all other religions combined. Christianity possesses nothing new
or original in its creed, being made up of the
old patches and fag-ends of the systems of religligion which existed a thousand years before it; but
'Btill.it has a more malicious and cruel God,·a more
powerful devil, a hotter and more perpetual hell
than any other religion, All this can be fully demonstrated. Let now a single ca·se be alluded to.
The last issue of the Sunday Mercury contains a
full account of John C. Paulison, a prominent lawyer of Paterson, N.J., be1oming hopelessly insane
from listening to preaching in a Methodist campmeeting near that city, where the burning and lurid
flames of hell were so vividly described as to make a
painful and fatal impression. So affected was this
lawyer with the desc1·iption of hell which he listened
to that his mind became wholly unbalanced, and he
thought he had died and was taken to the place of
terrible torment of which he had heard. Yes, even
while this infernal talk was being indulged in, Mr.
Paulison suddenly threw up his arms and made a
dash for the woods, yelling at the top of his voice,
"I am dead; I am in hell." He raved on until he
fell with exhaustion, when he called upon those who
had come to his aid to cover him with dust and
ashes, again declaring that he was dead and his soul
lost. He grew worse until it took six persons to manage him. He was taken in a carriage to the railway
train, and then home, where his raving continued,
he still insisting that he was dead ai;Id must be buried. He recognized his wife, and insisted that she
was in hell with him. In a few hours he became
much worse and had to be conveyed to an insane
asylum, and it is now thought he can liv but a few
days.
This is one of the legitimate results of believing
the Christian religion. In fact, it is difficult to understand how any person can keep his senses for
fifteen minutes who really believes in the hell which
Christianity teaches-a hell prepared by the creator
of the world, in which to burn, and that to. all eternity,
more than nine-tenths of all his offspring. If a man
believes that his father and mother, his ·brothers and
sisters, his wife and chiidren, and himself, too, hav
but one chance in ten of escaping that hor.rible fate,
insanity is ·the most natural result. By believing
this harrowing doctrin thousands a:p.d millions of
men, women, and children hav been rendered utterly
wretched, and this belief has caused more unhappiness to those who hav accepted it than all other
religious in the world. It is for this reason, and others
akin to it, that THE TRUTH SEEKER so earnestly opposes the Christian religion. Well would it be could
a religion which causes such unhappiness and .such
insanity be obsolete in the world.
The third question is, "If the world is bad with
religion, can Liberalism make it better, and how?"
The answer to this is, Truth is more conduciv to
goodness and happiness than is falsehood, and therefor~ L_ibe.ralism ~s more productiv of happiness than
Chnstiamty, whwh, by Its devotees, is held to be
the only true religion.
Liberalism is founded upon the truths of nature,
and accepts fully the teachings of science. These
are the basis of man's good and happiness, as well
as the basis of all truth. Christianity, it is claimed,
supersedes nature, nature's laws, science and its
teachings as well, and sets up in place of these
a belief in supernaturalism, opposing the highest
sources of truth known to man. Liberalism wants
many teachers of nature, science, and true morality,
but no priests of supernaturalism; Christianity wants
few teachers of nature and science, and employs hundreds of thoulilands of pedlers of supernaturalism.
Liberalism proposes to benefit the world by educating the human race in the truths of nature and
reason, and to show up the falsity of ecclesiastical
shams and absurdities. Christianity seeks to -fasten
t>;tese shams and absurdities upon the race, and to
discourage confidence in nature and her infallible
laws. Liberalism teaches naturalism and truth,
while Christianity teaches supernaturalism and falsehood. To repeat, inasmuch as truth and nature are
more oonduoiv to man's good and happiness than
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falsehood and superstition, so Liberalism is superior institutions among themseJvs, and should
~ i
to Christianity.
.
to make some sacrifices to do so.
To the fourth question-" Do the Liberals suppose
It is cheering to see that a ~egininng has be_en
that scientific lectures delivered every Sunday will' made in Liberal, Missouri, to found a home for
turn men.from the1r unlawful lusts, make them bet- orphans, where they can be properly 'educated, and
ter men, and exalt their natures ?"-the answer is be taught habits of industry and thrift. Our Polish
unequivocally, Yes! True lectures are always bet- friend, A. Minski, made a very liberal bequest of one
ter than false lectures; naturalism than supernatural- thousand dollars to begin this orphan asylum in Libism. The teachings of true knowledge, which is eral, and others hav made smaller contributions in
only another term for science, is infinitly better .than the same direction. A kind of stock company has
any form of supernatural falsehood. Liberalism been formed, the shares being made as small one
teaches that man is responsible for every act that he dollar each. Certificates are ginn for each- share,
performs, whether good or bad; that he must abide and every share-holder is entitled to a vote in the
the consequences himself, without the slightest re- business meetings pertaining to the officers and mangard to his belief in another, or the merits of that agement of the asylum.
·
other person's conduct. Liberalism teaches that
This movement is a commendable one, and it is to
man should perform good deeds because they are be hoped the time is not far distant when Liberal orright and are more -productiv of happiness than evil phan asylums may be organized in other portions of
or unwise deeds. Christianity teaches that though our country. It is not proposed that none but the
a man may commit all the wrongs and all the sins in children of deceased Liberals shall bav a home in this
the calendar, if he will only believe in the merits of asylum, but that any homeless orphans may be eligithe blood of a person who died over eighteen hun- ble. The stipulationlil are that the education shall be
dred years ago, his evil deeds and his sins will all of a secular character, and that theology shallform
be wiped away, and he will become happy by the no part of the inculcations placed before the chHmerits of that person, and simply by believing.
dren. The principle is right; it is worthy of a wide
The term "unlawful lusts" is not very definit. following.
i !
Man's lusts arid passions are a part of his being, and
Schools and institutions of learning will always be
without them he would not amount to much. ·The in order. At the Watkins Convention considerable
true object of life is to keep tliese in abeyance to the was said about the establishment of a Liberal unireason which far _outranks passion. This is done by versity, or :2.t least a school, where the children of
cultivating the intellect and increasing love of truth. Liberals can be sent, and where they may be taught
The teachings of supernaturalism do not destroy the various branches of education common to other
men's lusts and passions. As a proof of this it may creditable schools, and entirely free from sectflrian
be· stated that even the teachers of supernaturalism and doctrinal features. A considerable fund will be
themaelvs often indulge in the lowest forms· of necessary to make such a 11chool a practical succes11.
passion and lust. A recent publication, termed
But it is a feasible undertaking for the Liberals in
"Crimes of Preachers," givs over seven hundred towns to hav ·schools in their communities where
well-authenticatea. cases of lustful indulgences· on Liberal teachers can be employed at a reasonable exthe part of-- clergymen within the past six years; pense, and where no theological lessons or ceremoand it is probable that not one case in ten comes to nies will be fed to the pupils. There are many
light. Christians hav no stones to throw at Liber- towns in the country where there are Liberals enough
als on the score ofu unlawful lusts."
to support a school of this kind without being
The fifth question is, "What has Infidelity done severely tax.ed, if co-operation and liberality are the
for thE! world and what does it propose to do that incentivs. This can be done in connection with Libwe should place any confidence in it?" Infidelity, eral lectures, the same person acting as both teacher
rationalism, and scientific investi_gation, which may and lecturer. On another page, W. S. Bell, of Bosall be ranked together, bav done very much to show ton, bas a brief and very sensible article upon this
the errors in the teachings of supernatural religions subject, and it should not be overlooked. Such perand the fallacies of the theological theories of crea- sons as are capable of giving instructiv lectures once
tion, the era of man on the earth, the superiority of or twice a week. to the adult class and can teach the
nature's laws and truths, of the facts of science over children of the same through the week should not
the blind and deluding character of supernaturalism be allowed to remain idle. They are too useful to
-of mythical beings and their absurd revelations. be unemployed. The objections of Liberals to
They hav furnished to the world such men as ()o- sending their children to sect~rian RchoolR, or where
pernicu~, Galileo, Bruno, Servetus, Spinoza, D'Hol- sectarian dogmas form a portion of the course of edbach, Voltaire, Volney, Paine, Hume, Combe, Dar- ucation, are so great that those able to help defray
win, Huxley, Haeckel, Draper, and many others who the expenses of a Liberal teacher should .not be slow
hav brougb.,t the truths of science and reason to the in moving in this mattflr. There should be dozens
knowledge of man, thereby doing a thousand times of Liberal sGlhools in our expanded country.
more benefit to the world than all the priests of .
LIBERAL INSURANCE
supernatural religions which hav lived in the last five Is a subject upon which several Liberals feel much
thousand years.
interested. It is proposed to add to the Liberal
The advocates of science and truth propose to League movement an element of mutual insurance.
continue in the search of E.ature's truths, to learn This proposition strikes UB favorably. To begin
more and more of her deep myiiteries and bidden with, life insurance is a desirable thing if conducted
lessons, and to make these known to the world. They on a fair and equitable basis and is not too expensiv.
believe that truth is the greatest treasure which Mutual insurance is unquestionably better than that
man can possess, and that the investigation of truth of stock companieR. There are several mutual comis infinitly better than embracing falsehood and panies in successful operation, and which bav proved
error. They feel positiv that truth, as it exists in satisfactory to the parties interested. Notably
nature, is a thousand times more' elevating and use- among them are the United Workingmen and the
ful to mankind than all the myths about gods and Legion of Honor. These hay been organized several
devils and hells that ignorance and priestcraft hav years, and hav become very popular with those who
ever devised. This investigation of truth, this hav helped to build them up. No large capital is
search of the real, and the study of nature, are well required to run the business; the officers are paid
calculated to inspire and strengthen the confidence moderate salaries, economy being a quality largely
of reasoning, thoughtful people.
encouraged. Small yearly dues only are required to
It is to be hoped that the .questions of friend meet the running expenses, the premiumil being
Whitehead are satisfactorily answered and in ac- made up by assessments upon members, and which
cordance with the truth revered by all good men. are only made when the death of a member takes
Should he wish to ask any other questions, let him place. Those who pay two dollars per year are ennot be diffident. We will endeavor to reply to them titled to two thousand dollars for the wife and faroas well as we know how, and to giv him the truth ily when they depart this life. To pay this sum
as we understand it.
upon the death of a member is not a heavy tax, and
the sum of two thousand dollars is very convenient
Liberal Reforms.
for the widow who is left to struggle through the
~
In the progress of life, and in the advance which world alone.
There are Liberals enough in the country to orwe should make in the cause of Liberalism, there is
much good work which, from time to time, should ganize several mutual insurance companies. The
engage our attention. It will not an·swer for people machinery and officers of the Liberal League is lilufwho claim to be progressiv to set stakes and say, ficient without making it necessary to incur much ad"Here only will we abide," nor to be content to ditional expense. It is believed the movement will
always remain in one locality. We should rather impart life and tenacity to the League. The
seek to advance in whatever will conduce to im- tendencyfor Leagues is to become dull and lifeless,
prove society and to lessen the ills under which we and to practically die out. This is much because
labor, and to increase the well-being of the com- there is no money interest in them to keep up the
movement. It is thought that the insurance feature
munity.
We cannot expect the time will ever come when in connection with the League will not only serve to
there will not longer btl ills to assuage and no char- induce persons to join tbe League, but will afford
ities to dispense. The poor and the afl.l.icted we something to keep up its life and to sustain its
shall always bav with us; orphans will need to be interest.
A movement of this kind has been inaugurated by
succored, and the aged and helpless will need to be
provided for. Children will always hav to be the Liberals of Port Jervis, N.Y., and it cannot be
taught in the various branches of science and learn. seen why the thing should not be general over the
ing, and the schools for such purposes should be country. Let the matter be agitated in the ap- ·
proaching Liberal League congress to assemble on
free from theological bias and error.
.
So far as practicable Liberals should sustain these the 29th at St. Louis. More on this hereafter.
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Liberals Should Look on the Bright Side.
A FEW WORDS TO A CORRESPONDENT.-NO. I.

The few Liberals I am personally acquainted with hav not,
to rny belief, increased their chances of happiness. They hav
lost the hope of the iu.ture, and hav gained nothing in its place.
They are lonely, while the ChrisLian has his church, his Sunday-school, his concerts, picnics, etc. The Liberal has nothing.
He seems to brl aimless, without any motiv to sympathize with
his co-believers. With perfect freedom to obey all natural law,
I finrl that they hav no better healt-h, no greater pleasures, no
better success financially, than their Christian neighbors. A..
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History of Woman Suffrage," by Anthony, Stanton,
and Gage. These are live books, tha-t· only live
thinkers care to read, and the perusal of them proves
that our club is a live one, if there is only one Infidel in it.
·
,
And this club has started several others; one out
at Liberal, Jlilo., where they also hav a Liberal Sunday-school, for which Elmina writes "Little LesBOns," thus doing something to drive away the
demon of loneliness. Has friend A. tried to do his
share in this line? We ought not to complain of the
evils and discomforts of present conditions unless we
also do our level best to improve them ..
" A.ll hail to the man of cheerful heart l
Who tells of the joy yet in store for all,
Who holds that each soul has an angel part,
A.nd never is 'goodness beyond recall."

If our friend was blessed with a more hopeful and
sanguin disposition, perhaps he would see more of
the b>ight side of Liberalism, and realize how rapELMINA.
idly progress and improvement are gaining ground
under the fostering care and protection of Infidelity.
Great Rejoicing in California.
He would see that every progressiv movement, and
every invention of importance, are compelltJd· to
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A
make their way in spite of the efforts of the church to real sensation has been produced here by the full
atop them. Does not every labor-saving machine, reports sent by telegraph of the great Freethinkers'
every invention that adds to the comforts or pleas- Qonvention, which lasted five days and terminated
ures of this life, "add to our chance of happiness?" yesterday at Watkins Glen, N. Y. The leading
If we hav "lost the hope of the future," was it a real dailies of the city published this morning the resoloss? Was it more than the empty shadow of a false, lutions in full as passed at the Convention yesterday,
delusiv dream? If I spend twenty years of my life and it is no exaggeration to say that they are maghoping I shall invent perpetual motion, is it a loss nificent resolutions, worthy of the great cause we
when I learn the phantom I pursued was only a chi- advocate and of the great men who hav made the
mera of my own imagining? To lose the hope of Watkins Glen Convention famous all over the United
an impossible nothing is to waste no more~ time States. The telegra~ms published in the city dailies
grasping at empty air. .It is to leave the mind free of the 26th inst. gave the names of all the leading
to do something useful and beneficial to ourselvs and Freethinkers present, with Col. Ingersoll at the
the world.
head. One of the journals in the telegram of that
And if we hav lost this ignis-fatuus of a falsity, day said that $300,000 was subscribed at the Conwe hav g&ined the deep, pure joy of knowing that vention for founding a Freethoughtuniversity, while
hell is an empty void, and all its horrors are wiped the telegraph made a rural journal put the figures at
out from the paO"eS of our minds. We see no more $30,000.
_
young, tender girls standing on plates of red-hot
In a word, the proceedings as published in the
iron for endless ages; no more devils pitching poor, press here startled the Christians, for they~did not
helpless unfortunates into boiling lava and sulphu- know that a great convention of American Freethinkreous fb.mes. We see no more serpents twisting and ers waB being held; in fact, were in total ignorance
coiling around writhing forms of_ suffering brothers on the subject. Imagin their agtonishment to see
and sister01 who happened to be born under a cloud such full and striking reports. No event has ever
or led astray by unfortunate environments. Is all transpired that has given such an impulse to FreetbiB loss not a pure gain of joy, hope, and happiness thought vn this coast as the Watkins Glen Couvento every kind, tender, benevolent, and charitable tion. All are praising that heroic worker, H. L.
spirit? Is it no gain to feel that man's destiny is in Green, for his masterly work of organization, for it
his own hands? That gods do not create the luna- is but truth to say that were it not for him there
tics, the deformed, and the idiotic? That they do would be no such Convention. All praise also to
not send whirlwinds, pestilence, fire, and flood? such great minds as Col. Ingersoll, Judge Waite,
That they do not kill and take from WJ our darlings c. mrtlandt Palmer, T. B. Wakeman, D. M. Bennett,
whom we love more than life itself? Is it no gain ex.Governor Robinson, George Chainey, S. P. Putto know that we hav power to generate a race of be- nam; Burnham, of Michigan; Ingall, of North
iuP"B who shall as far transcend the present race as Carolina, and others who made the Convention such
w:=: do the wild savages of central Afrioa? Is it a grand success.
nothing to know that the universe is governed by
The Freethinkers of this city hav rejoiced in
laws, a';;.d that we are free to learn these laws and heart, and especially do we hail the prospect of a
make them our servants and helpers toward creating Freeth ought university as one of the noblest pro·
purer and higher aspirations and achievements?
jects of the great and universal Freethought moveAs to Libe1'als being "lonely," I do not see it in ment. Let us forward it and the Liberal Natural
this light. If we hav no congenial compa.nionR with Orphan Home and other practical works. At last
whom we can meet socially, we are free to stay .at we begin to see the beautiful light approach.
home and commune with the best minds of the earth, hav watched and waited long, and the triumph is at
living and dead. We hav the best thoughts of the hand. Let all Freethinkers rejoice. Personally. let
best writers, in cheap, handy volumes within the me congratulate my noble friend Green for his trireach of all, and we can enjoy the delights of those umphant success.
BYRON ADONIS.
npner ten at any time we choose. We can write and
San Francisco, Gal., Aug. 21, 282.
ex~hange thoughts with other Liberals aU over the
'land; and right here let me teil you there is a world
L1beral .Education.
of'joy and a delightful school for improvement to
At the Convention of the New York State Freebe found in a good conespondence earnestly carried
on, and if possible let the two be of different views thinkers' Association, held at Watkins, N.Y., Aug.
and beliefs, so there will be room for friendly argu- 23-27, the question of education came up for disment and careful comparison of views. There is cussion, and it was the unanimous opinion of those
another side also to this "lonely" question. We present that the time had come when the Liberals of
can always hav society if we seek it; always hav this country should begin to giv direction to the
meetings if we get them up. There is no special education of their children. Heretofore, and even
need of one's companions believing just as they tbem- now, the children ofLiberal people must submit to
selvs do to make social meetings agreeable and recitations and religious exercises which are loaded
u~eful. There are good, kind, intelligent, and inter- with superstition and mummery. And there is no
esting men and women who believe in gods, hells, redress. The father is taxed for the support of the
devils, and bibles, and swallow the whole creed of common school, but if he complains that his child is
faith. All that is needed to make meetings between being taught certain religious doctrins which he does
Cbristians and Infidels just as pleasant as one could not want taught to him, he gets no redress. The
desire is common courtesy and a broad, wide, and only alternativ is to withdraw the children from the
loving charity that remembers we are all what we school, but he must bear the burden of a school tax
all the same.
are by force of circumstances.
Most of the Liberals of to-day hav suffered greatly
.Now I hope every l0nely Liberal who wants more
society, will at once take steps and obtain it. It is from the barbarous teachings of the common schools.
in our own hands if we only labor to achieve And now the only way to overcome this evil is to be.
it. We are the only Infidels in Snowville, yet gin, even if it must be in a small way, to establish
we are never "lonely." When a good preacher schools upon whose doors shall be written for the
Cf)mes to the town the people take pains to let us eyes of superstition, "Positivly no admittance."
know it, and we often go and hear him. If we learn There are doubtless many places in the country
nothing new, we hav the social meeting with neigh- where small schools composed of the children of
bors and friends, and get our enthusiasm for truth Freethinkers might be instituted. In not a few
stirred up by hearing the fables and delusions re- towns and cities the office of lecturer and teacher
hearsed and rehashed. Then I helped to inaugurate might be combined in one person. A lecturer upon
a Ladies' Reading Club, which has met weekly for Liberal questions on Sunday and a week-day school
some yearB, and though there are four preachers' in which there would be no nonsense or rubbish
wives in the club, I hav always been president, and crammed into the youthful minds, would not fail to
I hav read many Liberal books in it. The two soon make itself felt as a great. moral power in the
large volumefJ of the autobiography of tha.t excellent community. Besides, the combination of the offices
and most remarkable woman Atheist, Jlilrs. Harriet of lecturer and teacher in one would make it practi·
Martineau was read, and now I am reading " The cable where Liberals are yet not very strong.

we
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Personally I am so thoroughly convinced of the
practicability of this method that I am willing to try
the experiment. We need to start schools for our
children if we would !lave them from the nightmare
Of superstition and bigotry.
I shall be pleased to correspond with the Liberals
of the country upon tbis matter, and initiate this
new movement by starting a school in connection
with a Freethought lect.ureship in some eligible
W. S. BELT..
place.
38 Upton st1·eet, Boston, Mass.

Justice.
There is an old adage tbat to me seems to contain
within its unpretending wording a grand and sublime
principle of justice, viz.," They who would be free,
themselvs must strike the blow."
This was practically demonstrated in not only the
war of the Revolution, but in the war of the Rebellion;
the :first, liberating the people of the United States
from the enslaving conditions that England, or" the
mother country," as she was called, imposed, the latter
not only the Southern slaves, but the slave-holder
also. For the bond-holder is a slave to hi!< selfishness as well as the bondmanis subject to the restraint
that slavery imposes.
Jlilen hav prated long and loud about the freedom
of American institutions, but to the close observer it
exists more in name than in fact. How many of our
institutions of learning admit woman to their
educational privileges and emoluments? Very few.
Then "taxatiOtl without representation" is the rule
where women hold property in their own right.
And-then again the humble artisan is not considered
entitled to €qual respect witl1 the priest, doctor, law.
yer, merchant, or legislator, when were he weighed in
the even scale of justice, he would be quite as likely
to raise the scale as either, in moral worth and spiritual growth.
Cannot enlightened minds :c<ee a way out of s.uch a
'state of things? We think they can. Then why do
they not unite their physical and mental strength, also
moral and spiritual power, to bring about an amicable adjustment of these difficulties or differences?
One says," I cannot associate with people that I do
not like;" another, "1 love to be looked up to too
well to leave my position, even while I know that
I'm living false to a principle of exact justice." And
says a third,'' I must hav bread and butter for myself and family, and know no other way that I can
secure it so easily, and ride on the popular current."
Thus each "PUrsues the wrong while many know the
right. With this state of things existing, what are
the. hopes of the future for the human race to rest
upon, if the majority rather sacrifice principle than
to humbly and unaelfishly liv out its claims, because
of the carpings of Madam Grundy, love of notoriety,
01·, more common still, love of self? W.hite-robed
Justice may hold the scaleB evenly balanced until
doom's-day, and the world never be saved from these
limitations and consEquent privation and suffering,
whereas, were professed reformer&, whether Materialistic,Spiritualistic, or Bcientific, to make practical what
they percl'live to be the truth pertaining to physical,
mental, and moral well-being, there would be a long
step taken in the right direction, bringing, "heaven,
or harmony, down to earth," where each and every
one could and would seekthatfield of useful activity
they were the best adapted to work in worthily and
well, which would entitle them to respectful consideration at the hands of all with whom they were
called to associate.
The human organism is made up of many parts,
that unitedly make a perfect machine, if all the parts
are in their right place and property adjusted. And
what is society itself made up of but the human
form duplicated, or multiplied?
The human organism has a head, body, arms,
hands, feet, etc., but the head cannot slight the
claims of the bands with impunity, neither can the
hands say to the feet, "We havno need of you;" and
all being necessary to make the whole a properly adjusted and perfect working model of use and
beauty.
Thus it should be in society. That class of individuals beo;t adapted to furnisl). mental fo1·ce or activity to act in the capacity of head, those who are
better adapted to labor with their hands, etc., furnish the physical necessities of the head, and receiving in exchange light, guidanct~, protection, etc.,
without humiliation on the one hand, or arrogance
and selfish ambition or aggrandizment on the other.
Thus could all the heterogeneous elements in sooiety be properly adjusted so that all ,qould work for
the good of each, and each for all, thereby fulfilhng
the requirements of the Golden Rule; or, in .other
words, meet the demands of nature, reason, sc1enoe,
equality, frater.nity, and justice.
JULIA C. FRANKLIN,
"REMEMBER," said the venerable Brother Gardner,
as he brought the proceedings of the Lime Kiln Club
to a close the other evening; "remember, as we
percolate homewards, dat while a pusson may ha va
woice like a tornady an' a mouth like a woodlilhed, de
man who winks wid his left eye allus gets de bes'
glass of sody water."-IJetroit .Free Press.
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Infidels, Tremble!-~'11he Grand .Army of In:lidels Completely Squashed.
We hav a divine in Modesto said to be the best of
the eight expounders of Jesus's, do~trin, and representing the branch of the church s samts known here
as North Methodist. He last Sunday attempted to
prove clearly the existence of a personal God.
You know such a feat has been tried time and again
by the greatest thinkers-;-yes, ever since. religion
has had an existence-with a complete failure. It
has been left for a Modesto divine to hav the grand
honor of producing the lacking evidence in such a
way and" kind that produce a telling effect upon all
intelligent disbelievers." I now quote from the
Farmers' Journal of Aug. 3d, which duly reported
the sermon; and, as it might prove of great interest
to Infidels at large as well as it has here, I will quote
the portion giving the -proof of a "personal God:"
"The Pxistence of a God, though denied by a few, who as
the fool in the Bible, went about trying to quiet the inward
monitions of his consciencJ and the daily teachings of his experience by saying,' 'rhere is no God; I know _there is no G<_>d,'
and yet is the same unbeliever confromcd w1th tha assertwns
of the whole civilized world that there is a God. Let this same
man enter into the court-house either as witness, litigant, cr
juryman, and before he is allowecl to te~t~fy or tak~ any_pa~t in
the proceeding he takes an oath, adm1m~tered. w1th hlS r1ght
hand extending toward heaven, and closmg w1th the words,
• So help me God.' He must call ou God to help him tell the
truth, or he is not allowed to open his lips. This form has
been prescribed by our legislature, and the combined wisdom
of the whole civilized world has deemed it nece~sary to embody
it as part of the law of the land. A.nd why? Because just so
much as God helps that man to tell the truth, just. _eo much
nearer will be come to tell nothing but the truth. In many
courts, and indeed in most all the hig4or courts in this and all
t'ther civilized countries, in addition to t·•king the oath as here
prescribPd, they 11re required to kiss the Bible-the book of all
books. A.gain, there is no one of the older and prominent societies in the world into which a man can enter unless in the
most solemn form he declares his bdief in the existence of God,
and this declaration is made with God's book open before him,
and its divine authority admitted. Why, let me ask the
Atheist, is all this done? Because the experience of the whole,
worlrl is that no man can be truRted to make a good neighbor,
to do his-duty to his brother, as he ought to, to dispense che.rity
with a loving hand, to love and · e kindly disposed to aU
around him, unles~ he believes in a God, and the stronger the,l
belief is engendered in the member the better brothPr is he, the
more charitable will he be, and in every resp£ct will he make a
better member of society."

'

Now, TRUTH SEEKER readers, can't you take in the
position of this intelligent divine with "his visibl@
evidences of the invisible existence and presence of
an omnipresent, omnipotent God?"
I wish to state right here, and to the editor of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, th.at this reverend gentleman a1;1d I
had a sort of controversy in one of our local papers
last February, I contradicting his assertion that Infi.
delity was all evil and Christianity a.ll good. On
proof being demanded, he threw foul aspersions on
the character and teachings of om most prominent
Infidel writers, amongst others those false charges
against D. M. Bennett and Ingersoll. On demandiag proofs, he backed down simply because the
·British Encyclopedia ·Britannica and he did not
agree about the character of Hume, Bolingbroke, and
others, against whom he launched volley after volley
of gross abuse. Ron. A. Schell, of Knights Ferry, of
this county, also demolished him so completely that
it is only lately that he has commenced lying against
Infidels. If he had any good sense he would notice
in our daily papers that crimes are -uot cpmmitted
by Infidels, but by deacons and divines.
Having interviewed D. C. Coleman, a noted Infidel who started D. M. Bennett around t,he globe,
he says: "Damn; no. Urmyhas.notconverted me,
but if he was a Christian I swear I would giv up the
church after hearing such a sermon."
Captain James says: "I am.as firm as a rock. I
am surprised that he is such a ninny aa to hav such
stuff printed and allow us Infidels to read it. I
think less of him now than I did before. I thought.
he had a little sense."
,
C. C. Luther laughed .loudly when I asked him if
he was converted. " Well, it beats all, what our
ministers will fall back on when driven to the wall."
What ! are you not converted? "Ha, ha; sncli stuff
as that convert me? no, not by a damned sight!"
No; Infidelity is yet safe at this place, and the
danger is now passEJd, and we can breathe freely
again. If anything emanates from t.his eminent
divine, and he dares to publish it, I will duly inform
your readers. Who knows? there may something
"come out" of Modesto yet! Yours for truth, and
· nothing but the truth,
A. A. GILMOUR, M.D.

Modesto, Cal.
Th~ism •....:....Repiy

to Otto Wettstein.

No intelligent Theist· believes in a creator or a creation. The
universe consists of matter, force, and intelligence, all eternal
and self-existent. There was no "great first cauae," for all
that is exists uncaused. Thus far we agree with_ the A.theist;
but when he says that intelligence and force are only properties
of matter made manifest under certain combinations, we halt,
and beg leave to inquire how he knows that force 11nd intelligence are attributes of matter? '!'he fact that intelligence can
be made manifest only under certain conditions of matter, which
we call "organization," proves nothing on this point, for matter itself requires conditions before it can materialize, and it
will retire utterly from the cognizance of the senses when the
condition~ are wanting. Who knows but that matter is only a
mariifestation of force and intelligence ? That nature possesses

within itself all the potencies and possibilities necessary to produce any known result, we believe, and that one of these potencies is intl'lligence, which, combined with force and matter,
originates all the phenomena of nature. What intelligence is
in its essence is an iirlinit mystery, and so is force an inexplicable mystery, and matter no less so-utterly beyond human
comprehension.
A. god who created nature is a monstrous absurdity; but a
universal spirit existing as a part of nature is as rational to conceive of as to conceive of force. Think of force as an attribute
of matter, and if you think deeply you are overwhelmed in the
inconceivable. If yo11. ask why this unseen intelligence pervading nature does not answer prayer and alleviate human misery,
I reply, because it hus but one mode of operation which will
ultimate in the highest good of all. How there can exist an
eternal spirit is no more of a problem than the existence of
eternal force.
MRs. C. HEDDON.

Mr. Hale Criticised.
MR. WINTER DISPOSES OF HIM IN A SUMMARY MANNER.
To THE EDITOR OF_ THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Excuse the~e
remarks ori the article by J. Hale, Esq,, whose title should be
Old Brains. He seems to be submerged with brains and entities; some for this small world, and qnite a supplv for others.
No doubt plAnty of brain is a nice thing to hav, when it is not.
befogged with crude and whimsical notions. But I fail to ~ee
anv other quality in those funny ideas peculiar to that long
string of nothings, ~tretched out for egotistical effect, all of whioh
is about as clear as mud. Pity persons hav not got sense
enough to write a few plain and sensible words wi'h a clear
mind; if they desire to benefit others, and not seek to put a
wrong construc:;ion on simple truths; for this gentleman must
know well enough that oo mental power can po~sibly exist distinct from a living, healthy brain. No man in his right mind
can hav any other conclusion or conviction but what there must
be au organized liVing brain to produce one single thought.
That speculativ folly about an undying existence is all moonshine and the source of every pious swindle. If these Spiritualistic folks can liv just as well without brains as with it, why
do they not get their brains scooped out and giv the thing a
test? Brains do not seem to be of much use to them anyway.
It would really be a pretty nice thing if all those immortality
mongers were in full pos~ession of the article. The hard-headed
Materialists could do without their muddled or addled pates.
This world is good enough for sensible people; senseless ones
are·a bore and can quit. It's awful sad that these wonderful
fellows having· mch a superabundance of consciousness, and
that without any material life, do not display it by mRking all
snrts of wonderous things known to the world in a most unaccountable, unmistakable, and irrefragable manner, leaving
everybody without one grain of doubt as to genuin life after
death and 1lecay. Go ahead, ye Spiritualistic cranks, and
show up a grsmd cirnus of disembodied spooks, so that everybody might see the fun, and perhaps get a grain of faith therein. A.II statements without proof are worthless. Materialists
cannot be satisfied with anything sliort of proof. Just show
one rea.l genuin spook and no sham; that will be a winning
cal'd. Trot him out, friends, th<tt doubt and unbelief may
vanish from the earth. A. big reward is offered for the spook
of old Nero, with his fiddle and bow.
T. WINTER.

Cincinnati, 0.
MISAPPLIED GENDER AND PERSONALITY.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: It is not my
purpose to either attack or defend the main argument, ''I~
Mind Material," of your correspondent James Hale, in TRUTH
SEEKERS No. 34 and 35, but to call attention to an important
fact, viz., that all defenders of a" supreme intelligence," and
who avow " reasons for. the belief in a spiritual, eternal power,
intelligence, mind that controls the material univers<>," etc.,
are compelled to resort to the m!l.'lculin gender of the Christian's
personal god in order to express themselv~.
For instance, Mr. Hale says, page 554 : "I can conceive of a
supreme intelligenc101. • . • I do conceive of such an existence, and I believe that existAnce to be the only living and true
God, though I cannot see hilrn [a male god] through these rna·
terial ·organs of- vision.'' Again he says, on the same page :
" It [Materialism] claims to dethrone the great eternal, banish
him [masculinity] from the universe, and endow inanimate
matter with an inherent force that does not belong to it to supply his [masculinity again] place in the universe."
It will be here seen how difficult it is to express one's idea of
a" first great cause," ''divine essence," "an intelligent invisible power-a mind, a spirit, a god-who handles matter as he
[sex a.gaiu] pleases," etc., without endowing these characteristics with the personalit)l and sex of a man-god. Why should
not Mr. Hale call" supreme intelligence," "invisible spirituR.l
eternal power and mind" it, the same as he called idolatry and
Materialism it, unless he believes this "intelligence, pgwer,
mind, spirit, or god " is a personal being of the male sex?
Why should he designate these qualities or virtues-metaphor
aside-with the personality and gender of he, his, him, himself, etc?
Let us, who do not believe in personal gods and goddesses,
divest ourselvs of these terms and titles, these nouns and pronouns, and call it it, leaving such follies to the pagans who
originated them and to the Christians, who hav copied their
en-ors and rejected their wisdom.
ELLA ]]. GIBsoN.
Barre, Mass., Sep. 1, 188,2.

--------~-----------

.A Workingman's Reply to Mr. Petty.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTII SEEKER, Sir: Criticism, wher.:
employed in a right spirit _and for mutual benefit, I consider to
be the most potent factor that can be employed in any reformatory movement. Hence I use it without fear or favor, and
court it in return, for " I would rather be right than president."
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 28th J. Petty had a communication headed," A. Talk With the Workingmen." In
THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 1st I criticised some of the points
of that communication, supplementing the criticism with some
thoughts of my own on the subject in question.
In the same paper of July 22d friend Petty criticises the
critic in such a bungling manner that I do not like to let it
pass uncorrected.
I termed friend Petty's communication a disinterested effort.
To this he replies, "I am sorry for that; I did not intend to
make it so." Brother Petty, did you intend to tell the readers
of THE TRUTH SEEKER that in writing that communication you
were prompted by a selfish motiv-that you had a personal
end to serve, an ax to grind? Now, you were eith~r disinterested or you were selfish. Which horn of the dilemma will you
take?
Brother Petty assumes to quote from my communication, "I~

it not possible that a few of the Greenback organiza.tions possess a Petty in amount of information on the subject of
finance?"
The above quotation is equal to Guiteau's jumble on the
gaUows. It is no child of mine.
·
Again Brother Petty assumes to quote, "If l'atrick Ford of
the Irish World bad no religion I should be apt to fall down
and worship him.'' That is-another child of Brother Petty's
that he seeks to drop at my door, but it does not look the least
like me, and I will not take it in. There are persons whom I
love, and objects that I admire, but none that I worship, nor
can anv inteiligent person draw any such inference_from what
I did say on the subject.
I suggested that organization was the thing most needed to
advance the cause of the laborer, to which Brother Petty asks:
" What prevents organization ? Is it intelligence, or is it ignorance ? If you Ray intelligence, then the more ignorance a man
possesses, the better he is off."
If my friend Petty has not learned that it is much more difficult to organize independent tbink(lrs than it is to ori'"anize ignorant plodders, th~n be has exnmined the subject with little
profit. Let him select twelve of the most intelligent persons in
his neighborhood and endeavor to organize them for a particular
purpose, and within five minutes from the time he opens for
business he will hav twelve differe1it propositions to hn.rrrwnize,
and the differences would multiply on his hands. Let him
select twelve ignorant persons for the same experiment, what
would they hav to differ over? what would he hav to harmonize? But in taking this position I do not accEpt his conclusivn
" that then the more ignorance a man possesses the better he is
off." If it is less difficult to organize the ignorant than it is
the intelligent, it does not logically follow that the org-miz11Hon
of the ignorant would answer the desired purpose. Our only
hope is through organized effort directed by general intelligence.
.
Br0th~>r Pett.y still quotes, "We must become welrled into
one solid phalanx," and asks," 'Nil! ignorance do it,?" l rlo
not see the pertinence of the question, as I hav made no plea in
favor of ignorance; but I will answer the question, Yes. '£he
church is a solid phalanx, and its cohesiv force is Jgnomuce.
The Democratic party is a solid phalanx, and its coliesiv force
is ig-norance. The I-tepublican party is a solid phalanx, and
its cohesiv fc>rce is ignorance. These phalan:s:es are led by intelligent knaves. We want a phalanx that will be govArned by
the general intelligence of those composing it. Now, Brother
Petty, let you and me endeavor to harmonize our diff, rences and
help to that extent the organization oi our forces that. is slowly
but surdy going on.
A. WORKINGMAN.
------~~-------

A Letter from Charles Wattf!.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, S·ir ; The
following letter I received too late to read at the
Watkins Convention. Will you please giv it a
place iu 'l'mll TRUTH SEEKER?
LoNDON, E~·a., A.ug. 17. 1882.
H. L. G!tEEN, Dea1' Si1•: Yom kind invitation to thB Wu,tkin's National Convention has reached me this day. You will
see from the date that it is quite impossible for me to get there
in time. I am sincorely sorry, for it would hav given me great
pleasure to hav been with you on such a memo: able occasion.
However, kindly giv my fraternal greeting to the Liberal
friends with whom you come in contact, and say I wish their
noble undertaking to emancipate the human mind from all
phases of theological superstition every success.
I cannot state the exaet date of my an·ival in New Y or]( or
Boston, as I hav to call at St: Johns and other pla<:ts on my
way in reference to some family business. On my arrival in
your country I will l.'ommuni~ate with you. In the mean time
I shall take it as a special fnvor if you could collect the names
and addresses of societies for which I could leclure throughout
the stat<1s. In a few d!lys you 1<hall hav a.nolher from me with
full particulars as to the.<oute I shall take to get to New York.
I expect to leave England aLout A.ug. 23d. With kindest regards for one and all,
Yours in the cause of human progress,
CHARLES WATTS.

I shall be pleased to bear from Liberal friend8 or
societies that would like to engage our diBtinguished
friend from England. He should be bept constantly
in the lecture field while here. And, by the way,
our great Freethought Convention at Watkins should
be followed up with. Freethougbt meetings in all
parts of the country. The ball should he kept rollH, L. GREEN.
ing.
l We ha-v just recei-ved a letter from Mr. W attt_;,
saying he will not arrive in this city till the fore
part of October, when he will be ready to begin his
course of American lectures. The following is hill
list of subjects, and certainly they are sufficiently
vnied to meet the tastes of all Liberal communities. We hope Mr. Watts may receive a generous
patronage. Letters for him may be aduressl'-d in
care of THE TRUTH SEEKER office. -En. '1'. S.1
MR.

WATTS·s LIST

OF

SUBJECTS FOR

A~IERICAN

LECTURES.

1. Secularism: Its Nature and Posilion.
2. Is Man necessarily a Religious Being?
3. Morality: I's Nature and Development.
4. Christianity: Its Origin and Growth.
5. Behold IIow Men Make Gods !
6. The Fallacies cf Christian Theology.
7. Civilization: Its A.ids and Obstacles.
8. The Wonders and Difficulties of the Bible.
9. Martyrdom : Secular and Chri~tian.
10. The Modern Defense of Christianity.
11. A. Secular View of the Doctrill. of a Soul and a Future
Life.
1~. Philosophy and Theology : Which ?
13. Christ: His Life and Denth.
14. The New Testament Uncertain in its History and Unreli·
able in its Statements.
15. The 'l'riumph nf the Nineteenth Century.
16. A.theism and the Horrors of the French Rsvoluiion.
17. Miracles no Proof of the Divine Origin of Chri' ti ar,it 1.
18. Biblt~ Characters.
•
19. Fanaticism : Its Caw:;e and Cure.
20. Education : True and False.
21. A.theism and Theism : A. Contrast.
22. Monarchy and Republicanism.
23. The Oath Question and the British Parliam,Lt.
· 24. Ireland: Past, Present, and Future.
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HooPER, UTAH., Aug. 15, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 to pay for THE
TRUTH SEEKER. Much obliged to you .for !30ntinuing
to send it so long after my time was run out. Will
endeavor to keep up with the times hereafter. Never
st"P my paper if possible to send it. I will remit
as soon as I can. Thinlr you will hav another sub'
scriber for your excellent paper from this place right
away, or ~t least very soon. Yours as a life subscriber to the excellent TRUTH SEEKER,
RoBERT SnrPSON.
MoBERLY, Mo., Aug. 29, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $1 to renew m.y subscription
for four months. I hav taken your paper for six
years, and I hav received every copy but one, and I
shall continue to take ~t as long as I a.m able to pay
for ll. Let me congratulate you on your safe return
home and the kind reception that you met while
crossing the continent. I hope you may liv to be
one hundred and ten years old, and your eyes may
not become dim nor your natural strength abated.
Yours truly,
H. W. Jo:r:i:NilON.
EvANSPORT, 0., Sept. , 282.
MR. EDITOR: Here is a hearty shake or the hand
and a warm congratulation upon your safe return
from your round-the-world trip. But as I suppose
your are not at this time so much in need of congratulations as of "the one thing needful," I a leo
inclose five dollars, three of which is to renew subscription, one dollar for the fourth volu!lle of "A
Truth Seeker Around the World," and the balance I
throw in for "scripture measure " and for vostage
on the books. I received the first volums in due
-time, and h!tve also received the second volume all
right.
Yours truly,
D. L. CoE.

hundred women w:hom he called wives, and three
hundred paramours. Fair, is it not,- to presume these
one thousand women were pure when they met this
holy blackleg ? If so, did not this inspired rake seduce and debauch nine hundred and ninety-nine
women? Where, then, was the Rev. Nye's just and
merciful God? Was he paralyzed or asleep? In the
language of Ingersoll: "No help from beaTen. The
skies are deaf, and dumb, and blind." If woman is
to be protected man must do it. Millions hav been
ravished upon the roadside while Nye's God stood
looking on. In vain they cried to heaven for help.
'l'heir prayers died upon their quivering lips. Had
they implored mercy from hell they would ha.v re.
ceived as much. No wonder the Rev. Nye apologized for his God, and seeks to shield him behind
man's words by singing,
·
" God moves in a mysterious way
His wonders to perform."
Yours truly,
· W. W. FosTEtt.
RICHFORD, VT., Sept. 1, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I am glad you hav performed the circuit of the globe and furnished us poor mortals with
more information about men and things than ever
was known since America was qiscovered-of the
tremendous working of priestcraft and kingcraft;
how they make our holy religion of the blessed
Jt>sus, and the fabrical Ha Mashiac, the anointed of
tho Lord, save an ignorant world from an awful
hell after we are dead. P<1.lestine seems to be a fair
specimen of what may be done in America, when the
farm is all cleared up, and we get two holy gospel
workers at each man's shoulders, Sf'rea.ming for ba.ckshMsh l
Well, this is the Lord's doing, and· mar,-elous in
our eyes. No more so than the man-trap in the
Garden of Eden. Palestine shows to-day how we are
all gettin~ out of that trap. Our intellects are
chained in childhood to old theologism; it is fashionable; it is popular. Whoso goee against the popular is damned, and damned if he dnes. That seems
to be the holy idolatry all over the world. Mystagogs control the minds of men with earlv training,
hell and immortal soul. An established fact. But I
am getting old, and am glad to see the enare getting
rotten. I. hav been highly entertained with your letters ; they are a choice treasure. Real fact alone is
valuable.
JoilEPH NoYES,

PITTSBURGH, Aug. U, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: We are very glad to learn that you
bav returned safe to your home and your many
friends, who were anxiously looking for your return.
I cannot uae words to express enough of praise to
you in your never-tiring advocacy of Freethought.
Your description of oriental religions and their coml>arison with Christianity il!! good. The superstitions
of both are the same, although they wor.!!hip, as they
.
J .lClll!ON, MICH., Sept. 7, 188~.
think:, different gods. My closing prayer is that you
MR. EDIToR: I bav just returned from the Spiritmay liv long and enjoy health to defend our cause,
as you are to-day without a peer in the cause of ualist and Liberal camp-meeting, where much good
seed has been sown. On Sundays there were about
Liberalism.
Yours fraternally, H. B. MAXWli:LL.
three thousand people on the ground, all eager to
ELGIN, ILL., Aug. 7, 282.
learn. Good order prevailed throughout the meeting.
MR. EDITOR: I am greatly pleased to learn that you There was a slight attempt made to drop the word
hav arrived ·home safe and in good spirits. Your ''Liberal"· from the name, but it was tabled very
letters are a. decided succ(lss in every respect, and are quickly. There is stoma feeling that may show itself
entertaining and instructiv. You hav certainly per- at the next annual meeting. It is hoped, however,
formed a great and good work, and how you eTer not to result in a separation.
found the time to render so much work in the brief Let me say to the Liberals the cause of this feelamount of time allowed you between arrivals am! ing is because you do not tur:o. out to the meetings
departures on your journey is indeed a mystery. and help to fight the enemy. You must know that
However, I am happy -to notice you proved such an Spiritualism is doing a work that you cannot doinvincible thorn in the side of the slanderous and reaching those you cannot reach. I cannot see why
lying Joe Cook, of Boston, in Bom.bay. Permit me to the Infidels (so called) cannot see the truth or
congratulate you upon the complete victory and Spiritualism. The public tests given by Mrs. Porter
overthrow of the villain's schemes.
were the most asteunding and convincing it has
Yours for liberty,
JAMES METCALF.
been our pleasure to wit-aess.
The e:!'fort to start a camping-ground at Pine Lake,
LA CROSSE, Sep. 1. 1882.
called Memoka, looks very encouraging. We were
MR. EDITOR: I am glad that you hav returned once over the grounds and around the lake on the beautimore to your family and friends, notwithstanding ful steamer that plows its waters. It is just the spot
the prayers of Comstock, Colgate & Co. to their God fo.r a camp ~round, a country home, college, and
that you might never see the shores of America Liberal medical school, all of which will spring up
again. But they are like the man whon.. we rear] of at Memoka .. I am ready to· g~ forth in thEl spread
in their holy Bible, viz., Satan stands at his right of the truth as it is in Spiritualism and Liberalism
hand and his prayers becQme sin.
or Rationalism. I hav been at it for the past fifteen
Inclosed. please find $10-$3 for your paper from years in the West. Will now answer calls fi'om the
January, 1881, to January, 1882. Also please send me East from Spiritual societies and Liberal Leauges.
the bound volumes as fast as they are ready of your Or, where there are no societies, if parties will furtravels around the world, the" Godly Women of the nish to me a hall and advertise, I will stop at their
Bible," etc. I wish that I could .step in and see you place- and work up an interest and organize i! possiand yours and have a good social chat about things ble.
J. W. KENYON.
both new an'd old. I still liv in hope that we may
CINCINNATI, 0., Sept. 5, 282.
see each other again. Please accept my best regards
Mn. EDITOR: Permit me to make a few remarks in
to you and yours. Yours truly,
Jos:EPHus ~EELEY
de.fense of Gtilorge Chainey against the highly cultiCROTON LANDING, N.Y., Aug. 30, 1882.
vated consensus of the competent; not but what
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $1, which please Bro. Chainey is well able to defend himself against
place to my credit for THE TRUTH .SEEKER. I also every foe, but to show that others can step to the
send· fifteen cents to pay postage on the second vol- front, when SUC'h a man is assailed, and charge right
ume of my Round-the-World boo"ks. I think it is too home on the enemy. In all these United States
much for you to giv three such nice books as they the.re is but one Chainey, and this is to be deplored,
for $4.55, You shall hav the whole $5 for my books inasmuch as. there should be a thousand the very
and more if it's called for.
' counterparts of that brave and solid man, who hath
I herewith send you one of my truth seeker pinks percolated through the muck and muddle of Christhe only seeds out of the six varieties that came up: tian theology, and none so ·honestly and vigorously
This little flower may bring some fond recollections attack the rotten fraud and atruggle to reproach the
of the Holy Land to your mind.
cause on which all these cheats are founded. He
I hope you are quite rested after your long journey. clearly shows the impossibility of any God existing
I don't suppose there ever was a missionary se.nt in the sky· or any other place in the whole universe.
on so long a journey who has had the benefit· of so He knows tha.t all these systems of religion are the
little prayer as yourself, and one who returned safer outcome of ignorance and knavery, and hanfl on the
and SOUnder,
CHARLES E. PETERSON.
necks of millions a perfect incubus; and because he
fearlessly exposes theae vile shams and tries hard to
NEw YoRK, Sept. 9, 1882.
enlighten the mental darkness on these questions
· MR. EDITOR: A\'e we living in the dark? A Rev. some pious cranks must assail him, but he is ~
Mr. Nye surely thinks so, when· he "lauds to the match for all of them, and must win. .
skies " the libertin Solomon. This man had seven Unbelievers in religious auperatitions should frater-

nize with each otht;~r all over the world, and try in
every way to-defend and console each other under
trying circumstances, and use every effort to rid
mankind of so vile a deception, which keeps them in
groveling ignorance and pltmders them through life.
I hope, friend Bennett, I do not trouble you needlessly. I am now over seventy years, and I strongly
desire to spread the honest truth as found in nature
When dead, my work is done.
T. WINTER.··
A LETTER FROM INDIA.
BERHAMPUR, BENGAL, INDIA, July 22, 1882,
Mn. EDITOR: You are aware how the Christian
missionaries are,striving hard to make proselytes of
the nativs of this country by misrepresenting the
biblical records and by fraud. We cannot any longer
allow the wily and deceitful mi-"sionaries to go on that·
way when we hav come to know Christianity to be
a pure fraud. I hav therefore commenced delivering
addresses and lectures against Christianity, proving
the fallibility of the Bible from the works of Western
reformers to the school-boys and the masses, who
generally fall victims to those religious and pious
chea.ts; and, with the view of disseminating truth I
hav opened-a. Liberal and reformatory library, a~d
commenced publishing my addresses, etc., both in
English and Bengali. This movement is the first of
the kind in this country, and I therefore need your
earnest co-operation and sympathy for the cause of
truth. To maintain a library will necessarily cost
more than I can a:!'ford, so I hope our American
authors and publishers of reformatory books, tracts,
etc., will help me in my movement against missionwork in Bengal bv donation of such books, tracts,
pamphlets, etc., as they think will do best. Unless
th~ American Liberal brothers help me for the sake
of truth, I do not think I shall be able to go on with
my work long. I intend to translate and publish
in Bengali the American Liberal works and start a
Liberal refor~atory journal in the Vernacular, which,
I am sure, Will do a great deal to expose the false
and delusiv doctrins of the so-called "miraculous
and infallible book of Revelation." Reformatory and
Liberal books and journals are a great desideratum
in this country. Donations of Liberal and reformatory works, etc , will be thankfully received from the
American brothers, who I hope will do their best to
co-operate with me ror the dissemination of truth,
and will come forward with donations of Liberal and
reformatory works to bring their Indian brothers
into light as regards fhe true character of the Bible
~dC~hti~ll~
..
I hav great confidence in you, and hope to hav
your earnest co-operation and sympat.hy in this
movement, I hope you will help me with a copy of
your world-wide known journal THE TRUTH SEEKER
and other anti-Christian works you think will do best
to stop the missionary work in this country.
I hope you will insert this in your journal for the
information of the American brothers who may take
interest in this cauee for truth, with such remarks as
you may dElem necessary.
KEDARNATH BASU, M. c. A. s.
[We mailed a number of books and pamphlets as
above, and if other friends who feel so disposed will
do the same, we are sure they will be dUly appreciated.~ED. T. S.]
FoREST GROVE, OREGON, Aug. 20, 282.
MR. EDITOR: Here is our hand in congratull:i,tion
upon your safe arrival home. I am very glad to
hear of your ret11rn, and to read of the grand receptions tendered to you at home and abroad. Well,
you hav, in my estimation, nobly earned them all.
I hope your work of travels will meet with a large
demand. I am very well pleased with the two volumes issued, and consider them the most interesting
and instructiv' books of travels I hav ever perused.
I was in hopes that you would giv Oregon a visit
while you were on this coast, but I got disappointed.
I think your presence in this town wnuld exert a
great deal of Influence in mollifying the evil-minded
followers of the mythical Jesus. Two of the leaders
of the tribe hav lately fallen from grace; .one, the
Rev. Vandersall, of the Congregational church, was
a short time ago expelled from his church for
being too familiar with one of the sisters; the other, ·
a Capt. Wilkenson, a street preacher, figured very
conspicuously in a love affair, and the consequences
were the reverend gentleman became very popular
by having his photograph emblazoned in the New
York Police News. Both of the above reverend gentlemen, before their evils were made public, were
very vemonous in their attacl's on Infidels. They
were always telling what Immoral people Infidels
were. Yes, behind their large obscene Jew-book in
the cowards' castle, they would lie, misrepresent,
defame Infidels. Both of these men hav repeatedly
told their dupes what a corrupt man R. G. Inger·
soli was,and what evil e:!'fects his teachings were having
upon the morals of the young and old. The Rev.
Vandersall once told me. that he wouly not hav a
copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER in his family because it
was so filthy. I challenged him to produce a copy
of THE TRUTH SEEKER that contained a filthy passage,
but .he did not produce it.
Whenever I hear or see a preacher that is fanatical, I set him down as a slimy hypocrit, and I don't
believe I miss it once out of a dozen times. I hav
been in business the past five years, and I can giv
you my word and honor s.s an Infidel that I hav ·

THE 'T'R U'11H
·never during that period lost one dollar by crediting
Infidels; but I can show several hundreds of dollars
of bad debts on my books opposit the names of believers in the Christian religion. They believe that
Jesus pays it all; but I don't. If he does, and I
knew his post-office address,· I would send him a
statement of accounts.
Inclosed please find post-office order for $9.00, for
which credit as follows: $3.00 apply to the account
of Mr. Bisby, Forest Grove, Oregon; $3.00 to the account of Mr. Bennett, of Greenville, Wash~ Co.,
Oregon; I forget his initials, but he is, I think, the
only subscriber you hav by that name at Greenville,
se you can fix it that the money is to go on this account for THE TRUTH SEEKER. The remaining $3.00
credit to the account of myself, $2.00 in payment for
the book "Ingersoll on Talmage," and balance to
apply on subscription of THE. TJ;tUTH SEEKER. With
best wishes to yourself and wife and Macdonald, I
remain your Infidel friend,
W. C. CLO w.
MANKATO, MINN., Aug. ,
2.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 as subscription to THE
TRUTH SEEKER for one year. The trial subscription is
exceedingly satisfactory.
We are having a camp-meeting here, inflicted by
the Free Methodists. It is none of your new-fangled
milk-and-water affairs, but one of the genuin old
Indiana backwoods style, "where the screams and
the groans of the sinners rose " and where the ground
was thickly strewn with sinners themselvs filled with
the power of the Holy Ghost, especially the women.
- We hav had a number of similar exhibitions h-ere,
but these were all females. One of them, who would
not lie still where she fell, but kicked and rwniamed
furiously, was carried into the adjoining house,
rented and kept by the ministers of God, when the
noise soon subsided. ·This reminded me of the story
of the spider and the fly.
A gentleman from an adjoining county informs me
that under the influence of these meetings held there
some two months since, his -niece, a very good'but
rather simple-minded young lady who has lately lost
her mother, was affected to insanity when a prayermeeting was called to cast the daTil out of her, but
for some cause unknown to the writer the Lord refused to answer their prayere, and she was taken to
the hospital for the insane at St. Peters. She was
sent home, however, with the doctor's orders that
she be kept from these meetings; but her father,
not having much force of character, again permitted
her to attend, and she is now as bad as ever, and
her friends fear that she is hopelessly insane.
Is it very wonderful that some people are driven
mad at these orgies ? Is it not more wonderful that
any can pass through the ordeal of this pandemonium
and retain their senses ?
These people are perfectionists, and in their experience-meetings it is customary for. them to say that
they know they are beyond the possibility of committing sin. They stoutly maintain that they are
absolutely perfect. It is refreshing to hear them try
to picture the horrors of hell and the awful agonies
of the damned, It reminds one of his boyhood days,
when but few people had read geology and none
knew the name of Charles Darwin.
When conversing with the refined and intelligent,
we do not realize the vast amount of superstition
- still existing in free America. To read Henry Ward
Beecher's article on " Progress of Thought" one
would think it impossible for these fanatical Free
Methodists to convert a single soul. Their success
reminds us that there is still a great work to be
done. That beautiful light which we see is only the
dawn; or if the sun of truth has risen, it is still obscured by great clouds of superstition. Many generations may come and go ere those clouds shall all
be rolled away, so that the benign light of truth
shall illumin every mind in all the earth. If not
all, many parts of the world hav had their periods
of retrogression, In spite of all the progress that
we hav made, new Christs may yet come on earth
and establish new systems of religion that shall
agai.n drag us down to tne level of the dark ages.
~ Let us hope not; and let us endeavor te reach a
plain of thought so high that superstition shall
never again enslave the minds of men.
W. 0. FISHER.
LETTEB FBOM IRELAND.
KEADY, IRELAND, Aug. 22, 1882.
M:u.. EDITOR: Will you kindly send me a catalog of
Free thought literature published at your office, also
a specimen copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER, stating price
of quarterly subscription -Postpaid to this country?
If I like the journal I shall hav pleasure in becoming a subscriber and bringing it under the notice of
my heterodox friends.
Freethought has made very little progress in this
country. There is nothing which my countrymen
stand so much in need of as intellectual emancipa~ion from the mass of dogmatic absurdities which
Impede all real progress and foster the demons of
i~tolerance and party hate. I fully agree with the
dictum o.f the great French physiologist, Jules Soury,
in speaking of creeds with all their power of latent
:~sc:ief and slumber~n~ _fanaticism, that th~y are a
n i~g menace to CIVIlization. But, happily, edu!)a~on IS Rpreading amongst all classes of the people,
A.
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all sectarianism and sacerdotalism. Already a branch
of. the National Secular Society has been formed in
Dublin, and I trust the day is not far distant when
similar branches will be established in all our large
towns. It must not be forgotten that Ireland hal'l
also given some toilers to the cause of intellectu_al
emancipation-in the tenth- century. John Scotus
Erigena, of whom Lecky, in his "Rationalism in
Europe," writes, "He displayed on all questions a
singular disdain for authority, and a spirit of the
boldest Freethought." In the fourteenth century,
Adam Dutl'e O'Toole, who, for denying the absurdities
of dogmatic Christimity and scorning the pretensions of priestcraft, was burnt at the stake. In the
last century, Toland, one .of the "fathers of Freethought," whose most important work, "Christianity
not Mysterious," gave great offense. The grand jury
of Middlesex were induced at once to present it as a
common nuisance. Their e:umple was followed by
the gra.nd jury of Dublin. Two years afterward the
J:rish Parliament deliberated upon it, and, refusing
to hear the defense of the great Deist, passed sentlmce that the ·book should be burnt by the common
hangman and 'its author imprisoned. And in our
own time we claim Tyndall, whoss name is known
and honored in every part of the world where the
light of science has penetrated.
These are our Freethought martyrs and confessors
to whose influence we of to-day owe eo much. I
trust the day may speedily dawn in Ireland when
the opini6ns for which they suffered shall become
as wide-spreading as the existing systems of belief.
Mr. G. J. Holyoke has, I believe, started for America, and Mr. Charles Watts has announced hie intention of visiting America on a lecturing tour.
You hav doubtless ere this heard of the proceedings instituted against Mr. Bradlaugh, Mr. G. W.
Foote, :Mr. Ramsey, and Mr. Whittle for blasphemy.
The articles upon which the charge is founded appeared in
Freethinker. But the bigots will be
foiled. To attempt to put the old blasphemy laws
in force now would be to act contrary to the spirit
of the age. F~eet.hinkers in England hav'--now a
powerful orgamzat10n behind them, and in the person of Mr. Bradlaugh they hav leader who has
never known defeat.
TJWli:IAS G. WALLACE.
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thought even, she would never see God's facre." What
a wonderful display of divine wisdom and ignorance
combined, thought I, and what a beneficent God,
too, is yours!
After making some further exhibitions of his perfect understanding of God's great plan of redemr·
tion, saving grace, blood atonement, etc., we very
naturally drifted back into the Garden of Eden fot
the origin or sin requiring all this foolishness.
After descanting upon Adam's extraordinary knowledge in giving names to all the animals, etc., not
once thinking he was so very ignorant as not to'
know he was perfectly naked, and too stupid and
helpless to clothe himself, which, it seems, God had
to do with the skins of the animals, we wound up with
the war that occurred in hea-ven, revealing the origin
ot Satan, the serpent-tempter in Eden, who was once
an angel in heaven, but cast down and out during
the war. His idea of heaven wae a fixed place above
in space, of spotless purity and holiness, free from
sin or any C\Onception of it.. Then how did war occur
there? I asked. "Well, I don't know, but suppose it
was occasioned from the evil disposition of the fallen
angel." But havn't you admitted there could be no
sin or evil there, not even a conception of it? "Yes,
but-well-that's a new idea never occurring to me
before. I'll think about it and talk with you again,
Am glad for having this talk with you," he added,
"!or as a rule I find religions conversation rather
stale."
Yes, Brother Bennett, religion itself is stale, and
for such persons as he needing something better I
inclose money for the Liberal publications hereili
named.
J. S. LYON, M.D.
GEO.RGE CHA.IN:n:Y, after the Watkins Conventwr,
journeyed west as far as Ohio and delivered seven l
lectures. On h_is way to Boston he gave us a oall, and
seemed in good condition fol.' resuming the fall oam.
paign in Paine Hall, which commences on Sunday,
the lOth inst. He will attend the League oongreEe
at St. Louie, and may be engaged to deliver lecturfs
while enroute. He also may be secured through the
fall months to fill lecture engagements.

MR. CHARLES BRIGHT of Australia delivered bc·fore the Liberal Club ad the evening ~f the 8th ins~.
an able and interesting lecture on Evolution, it,;
purposes and possibilitiee. Few speakers are capable of presenting arguments in a clearer or more
impreseiv
manner. Liberal communities in this p9l't
CHlltLl!STON, S.C., Aug. 26, 1882.
of
the
the
country who wish the services of a good
MR. EDITOR: Please let me congratulate· you upon
your safe return to your family and sanctum, and speaker cannot do better than to employ him.
your ability both man tally and physically to resume
THE following circular has been sent out to the
your old place therein. You are now doubtless enjoying the intellectual feasts at the Watkins Con- Leagues:
vention, where but a short time since you fell into To the Secretary of the Auxiliary Idbe1·al League.
DEAR STR : In accordance with the call of the president of
the clutches of the delectable obseenity-hunter, Anthony Comstock, who perchance is prowling around the League, which has been published in Man and other Libagain for another grab. I trust, howeTer, he'll be eral papers, the National Libera.! League will hold its Sixth
Annual Congress in the Young Men's ~remperance Hall, N. W.
defeated, and the meeting will prove a grand sue- corner
of 10th and Locust streets, St. Lnuis, Mo., on Friday,
cess for the cause of mental freedom, and only wish Saturday, and Sunday, 29th und 30th of Sept., and 1st of Oct.
I might be with you. Orthodoxy and church big- next.
otry are stamped upon eTerything in. this portion of
Your Auxiliary is specially urged to send your full quota, five
"Dixie," and a man or woman who utters an oppos- delegates. We beg you to send a.s many of these five delegates
ing word is consid1.1red unworthy of respect. Churches, as possible, and cert~~oiuly at least one. If you are too distant,
saloons, and apothecary shops may be seen on al- or too inconveniently situated to send a delegate, please to set'd
communication and hav substitutes, or authorize them to be
most every corner and street, while ch1uch rows, achosen
by some one who will be present. Send also, if possidrinking, and wife whipping are frequent, and in- ble, a remittance of money to help pay the expenses of tlJe
dulged in seemingly for pastime.
congress.
The question was asked me by an Episcopal saint Headquarters of the League officers will be at St. James's ·
and light or that order, just previous to the death of Hotel, St. Louis. All communications to the secretary, mailed
a lady friend who was a good woman, and who had after Sept. 20th, should be addressed there, and checks and
all her life been a consistent Christian, it she had postal orders made payable in St. Louis.
The issues mentioned in the call will be pressed and made
been made cognizant of her approaching dissolution, practical
questions. The question of the adoption of a new
and whether or no she was prepared to meet her calendar will come up for discussion and action in the congress.
sa-vior. I replied I thought not, and 'that unless she Also, a proposition for a benefit insurance attachment to the N.
expressed a wish to talk upon the subjeet it had bet· L. L. will be made, and will hav to be discussed. Also other
ter not be broached; that ofttimes great harm was important Liberal questions of the day will come up; and we
done the patient to be told that it could not recoTer, shall need your aid and counsel on them all.
In your commuuication, if you hav not already done so, please
that it would soon be called upon to appear before
the number of the members of your Auxiliary, as we hav
its maker, etc., and that she had all the while dreaded state
to make up a statement of our numbers for the Census Bureau
death and expressed much unwillingness to die; and at Washington,
to be told she could liv but few hours at most would
And now, fellow-Leagues, let us all rally to the congress on
only excite and hurry her off the sooner; and as she the 29th, and make it the largest, most noble, most influential·
was now free irom pain and suffering, and had made gathering of Liberals that has ever yet assembled in this counlifelong preparations for this eTent, I thoughtit a pity try. We hav just had a remarkable convocation of Freethinkers at Watkins, N. Y., whic,h has exerted a wide influence,
as well as a great wrong to thus disturb her. He settled
some differences, and done a world of good. The pres!!
thought it quite unsafe for her to die without a test reported this convention more fully ~t.nd fairly than ever before,
of her faith, and felt the great importance of having Now let us see if we cannot rival this gathering in the East by
the minister come and ascertain the true state of our congress _in the West, and add an,other stroke to Liberal
her mind, as the enemy of souls was ever watching work, which will close up our corrventions for the year. The
and ready to poison the mind with evil thoughts. cause needs you and invites you to this decisiv field of action a.t
T. B. WAXEMAN, President.
Being commanded to watch and pray, he felt the the :front.
T. C. LELAND, Secretary,
great necessity for her future happiness, to make her
744 Broadway, New York.
election sure, to hav the minister come and pray with
7
282 1882
her. "Do you suppose," said I, "that God has no more
Sept. • E. M.
(
).
regard for, and interest in, the souls of those who
--------are good and obedient, who hav always lived conSoME men appear to believe that the Supreme Be.
sistent Christian lives, than to forsake them upon ing regards outward forms more thl\n real viz·tue,
their dying beds to the enemy ofsouls ?" "Oh, no " and that he will puni!!h a per!!on who tells a fal~;,
said he, "God has promised never to forsake tho~e hood in one way with far greater severity thau 1 e
who put their trust in him, and we only want to will one who tells it in another. According to th! i:r
know if she_ is still firm in the faith." H God knows, view of the case, a man under oath, making a statewhat more Is needed? What the use of disturbing ment which ii!i fal!le, but otherwise harmless, wruld
her simply to gratify idle curiositv? Has not her be caused to suffer more acute agony in the future
life been one of constant preparation for death, and wcrld than one would be who, not under oath, told
the meeting, of her savior after it? What more could a wilful and malicious lie, which (as he intended it
be required by any god? "Admitting that as I do " should) caused an irreparable iz jury. Are we not to
said he, "I will furthermore say that notwithstand- suppose that it. is the falsehood 11 self, and the inte11t
she has been a moral, virtuous, honest, and upright to _deceive, which are COJJsid~rerl by the Supreme
woman, has wronged no one, and done all the good Bexng? Or doeB be l'egard the 1Ja.rticular forms
she was perhaps capable of doing, without God's . under which it is told ?-Judge E . .A. Thoman in
.!!BVing. grace, sboul<l ehe die witb, on.e skeptical! N. .A. Review.
'
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590
My Boy.

The Rancher's Opinion.

BY JOHN E. lll'CANN.
Tile lady who Is supposed to be speaking In these verses
Is one of the best -known literary lights In Amerlc•. Her
son, a young man of twenty-six, rich, talented, and a. nniversalfavorlt, left his home In New York for a trip West
for the benefit of his health. His mother received a telel!ram three weeks after his departure to hurry to his side,
as he w&s dying. She actually did kneel, with the tears
streaming down her cheeks, in tho center of her parlor.
and asked the aU·wlse, almighty, and merciful God to spare
her son's life lintll she could look upon his living face.
Her son was deud-had passed from this laud Into No-land,
before she had reached his bedside. I myself heard the
Rev: Robert Collyer speak ior one-half hour over all that
rem"\ned of one who had everything to 1!v for, but whom
an all-wise, mercfful God "removtd." .And the reverend
gentleman wound up his remarks by saying;." .His will be
done! It is all for the best!" :Pe1·haps the poor mother
thought as he thought,

I know it's a fact, parson, jist as ye say,
That sin is a gatherin' force,
An' increasin' around us day arter day,
Which is rough on your business, of course;
But I beg to remark, in passin' along,
That it ain't all outside o' your church,
And thar's thousand singin' the pietv song
• That's a gwine ter git left in the lurch.
My cows an' Bill Murray's got mixed up, somehow,
Into one blg promiscuous fl.ock,
An' strayed from the ranches, when Bill left the
plow
An' went to to look arter the stock.
Tbey's bin strayin' six months an'- right thar
again
My side of the argument winsWhen Murray came home my cows had no·calves,
While his were all blessed with twins I
"'·Twar a curious freak o' natur'," he said,
1.\. An' almos, past human belief:"
An' then he looked puzzled, an' scratche'i of his
bead.
But I knowed •twar the freak of a thief.
'Twar no use t<> fiy roun' an' kick up a muos
.An' try his ka-rac-ter to smirch;
For I am a wicked, rantankerous cuss,
Wnile he's the head deacon In church.
As I s~tid nt the start, again I repeat
That sin rises up all around,
An' sometimes appears to spring up jist as wheat
Springs spontaneous up from the ground.
Btlt it iBn't confinedjto putslders like me;
Your church fOlks don't all toe the mark;
An' thar's j•Jst as good. men. floating out in these'!
As ye'll find aboard piety's ark.

Do we miss him? Yea, we miss the cheery voice
that used to ring
In bo:y mh play, upon the green, beyond my window there;
His merry laugh, his boyish chaff, his cherished
violin
No more wlllruahe us think Ulat angels hover in
tbe air.
You see, he was so handsome, so chivalrous, and so
kindAh I he is not here to listen to the praises that I
sing;
If they only could be borne by some sweet· spirit
ont.hewmd
Till, soft and low, the cadence in my darling's ear
would rL'Ig,
He would then know that he wasn't quite forgotten
by his mother;
He was so sorry that be could not kiss me ere he
pas:>ed away;
And I knelt down there and prayed 'o God to spare
him till another
D;~y would bring me to him. God did not hear
mepra>.

To the Freethinkers of the United .States
and of Canada :
I propose to publish immediately a
Why could he ha v not taken me a way instead of
pamphlet containing the Articles of
him?
He had happy years before him. I've lett happy Association of he New York State
ones bt:hind,
Freethinkers' Association, irfcluding its
You say," His will be done I" When l talk like this cree.d and platform, viz: The demands
I sin.
WeD, I hav a right to reason, or why hav I a of Liberalism, the r.esolutions passed at
the late Watkins Convention, with the
mind?
names of the officers of the association
Why could he not hav spared him till Uooked upon
and an alphabetical list of the members
his living face ?
I humbly asked him, on my knees, to grant me with the full post-office address of .each.
that sweet boon;
This association, in many respects, is
Wllat le8son d!d his refusal teach this mighty hu
national
in ita character. Its articles
"' manrace?
I might bav meekly bowed my head had be let of association confine its membership
him li v till noon.
to no section of country, and at each
Do me miss him? why, his very presence in a room convention the Freethinkers of all the
states and of Canada are invited to parwould make
The sun shine brighter, dance fantastic measures ticipate.
And I wish .to hav every
upon the parlor floor,
person in the United Statas and of
I'll miss him while Iliv, until I die, until I awake.
I wonder if there is across the Styx another Canada, who desires to be known as a
Freethinker (who has not already done
shore?
so), to at once unite with this association, so that his or her name and postHeaven.
office addres..s may appear in the pam:BY ALRAZA.
phlet. All that is necessary to become
I went to heaven one evening.
a member, is to send your name and
I stood 'mid its glare and din;
twenty-five cents to me. The price
And the roar of sacred mus.ic
Seemed much like the pomp of sin.
of the pamphlet and postage will be
Ilonged for a quiet shadow,
thirty cents.
A streamlet's fairy rune,
Those who are members are requestWhere I could dream in silence,
ed to immediately forward to me their
·.And with my heart commune.
names written in full with their full
The beasts shook out rich odors
1 post-office address.
These addresses
From mHne and golden wreath;
But sweeter in some valley,
j should be written vary plain so that no
The wild-fl.owers' perfumed breatb.
error shaH appear when published.
I thought of sRd hearts pining
Now, Liberal friends, whether you
In dismal dens below;
are known as Materialists, Spiritualists,
Bright angels never cheer them,
Free Religionists, or Agnostics, at once
And sooth their hours of woe.
send in your names, that we may hav
The poor are faint with weeping,
a full and perfect list of the FreethinkThey wait au still and numb;
The heart of the world is breaking,
ere of the United States and of Canada.
But God sits cold and dumb
.
H. L. GREEN,
On a throne of dazzling whiteness,
Cor. Sec. of the N. Y. S. F. A.
While heavenly harpers play;
Salamanca, N. Y.
Better one tear of pity,

BY LUCIUS 0. WEST.

There came to us in summer timeWhen happy birds from every clime
Filled all the air with merry rhymeA tiny babe-with music's chime.
Almost unwelcome to the earth
It came-a burden from its birthBut now, to hearts then :filled Wlih dearth,
It proves a gem of priceless worth.
Like twinkling, diamond stars of night,
Its laughing eyes, so blue and bright,
And hands and feet so Pink and white,
All form for us a charming sight.
As playful as a lamb that skips
When clover blossoms sweet be nips,
The bee ne'er sweeter nectar sips,
Than comes each· day from cherry lips,
No softer strains were ever sung,
No 5weeter notes were ever rung,
On strings of harp such tones ne'er hung,
. As come from baby's lisping tongue.
Like golden threads of silk, its hair;
I<s dimpled chin and cheeks, so fair;
There's n9,nghton earth that will compare
With" Baby Lea," we declare.
Ah I bless our precious baby-love,
The winsome, dancing, little dove,
Bright angel sent from realms above,
To fill our hearts witb sweetest love.

A SURE CURE FOR HEADACHE
A.N.D CATARRH.
THE

"LITTLE GERMAN DOCTOR'S"

H{ladache and Catarrh

Sl'tUFF.

.iYlade ]or F1·aming.
Poeti<e, .Pata•ioU<V, Patbetic.
GEN. GRANT BlU\l"qlJET.
Ingersoll's response to the toast, "·The Volunteer
Soldier."

Extract from a Speech at the Soldier's Reunion.

------------------------'Van ted.

By an lntelllgent lady wtth experience lu teaching, a
situation as teacher, governess. wrtter, private secretarv comp:lnion housekeeper. or c:trP-t!l.ker of childi·,n.
The' lady ts comp'etent to fill either position sattaf ctorlly.
Address "Teacher," care •ruuTn S~~:ElmR office.
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In~; Ho1~e for UU:l Dead.
J!'nnsr"l Address over. the Grave of little Harry M11!er.
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~Jc:nt!$ each.
Address
D. M, BENNETT.
141 8th street.

Prfiec, 2;)

Tho un 'erslgued, a Fl'eethlnker nnd hygienist, with
health and competence, age 69. weight 14U. seel\S correspondence wtth ladies of like views. from 9 to 12 yenrs
h1s junior hen.ltby, luvlrg, lntelllgeut, anll falr, und al.wut
12 1 a:voirdupois. :Address Inquirer, South Sumerse•, Niagal"a Co., bl. Y~
.
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The Lcr;end of tlie F~1riar~hs
and Propllets.
By S. BARING-GOULD•.
Pr!c<>, '1.5').
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BY Ali<
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"MAIL'S ~' THEOLOGY.
BEING A. REPLY TO THE
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G .A BRISON IN H. E A V E N' Saturday Sermons of the Toronto .Mail,
A DREAM.
BY W:ILLIAM DENT
PlliCJil J.EN CEN:J.S.
·~~old

by D.lli.Benneu. 141Eighth•t.. New Yo,ll:.

INCLUDING A VINDICATION OF

CU.<\.:RJL~§ HRAI?LAJTGH, M.P••
Against the Mail's Aspersions.
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
Price, 15 cents.
Sold at this office.

THE FIRST EPISTLE

Ingersoll in Canada.

OF

Bennett the Apostle
TO

THE T RUTH SEEKERg.

By the same author. Price, 15 cents.

TI-IE

LABOR DOLLAR.
llY

From the Borders of-the LAND OF YAHW'rH.

l!i'i'EPHEN PEARL ANDREWS

Being ten chanters of Excellent Moral Maxims and Instruction•, somewhat after. the style of Pan!.

PRICE TEN CENTS.

Price Ten Cents.

A-ddress.

D,M. BENNETT,141 Eighth st., N.Y. c!ty,

The Crimes of

Proving concluslvly that

Preachen~

From May, 1876 to May, 1882.
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWSPAPERS,
And wtth previous Translations dl!lgently compared and
revised.
.
..

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
His birth, life, trial, execution, etc.-Is a myth.
Price, $2.00.
141 E!gbth st., New York.

THE BOSTON ·INVESTIGATOR,
The oldest reform journal in the
United State2,
·

By Col. M. E. BILLINGS.
SECOND EDITION.

Do M. BENNETT,

((ANT I CHRIST."

§END FOR

Is

p~tbli.~hed

every Wednesday at the
Paine Memorial Building,
Boston, Jriass.,

Price Twenty.fivc Cents.
D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth at., N.Y. city.

THE

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES
OF

Than Ibis in~ane display.

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.
Found at Last!

ILLU.itiiNA'J.'E:.,.

CONTENTS:

The New Version,
Extraordinary Saints.
Nothing.
Pl"lostcraft.
Utopia•.
.
The Heal"t of Yahweh.
The Descent of Mm.
The Fully of Solomon.
Tile Wandering Jew.
Self-Resnect.
Fair Play.
Priest and Prophet.
A Biblical Romance.
The Hope or the World.
Bricks Without Stru.w.
Icouot'.lnsm.
Celestial l:sarb:J..rism.
The 1\f:\.n Jesus.
Divine Brlg•ndage.
'rhe New Heltgton.
Printed on a fine quality of paper, handsm_nely bound
In cloth and uniform tn size wtth first bouud volume
Pr we $i.e~. l;'or sale at this oilice.

ln~ersoll.

On large. heavv paper.

IN EXPLANATION OF THE BIBLE, FROM GENESIS
TO REVELATIONS.

I

Our Baby.

By .Robert G.

Lectures l1y George Chaincy.

THE

Circular.

PROSE POEMS,

TI-IE NEW VERSION.

Tha

Pilg~~~~:e!~~'~as~~~~_Yahweh.
ALSO

PJUCE, $3.00 per annum; single copies
seven cents. I'IJ>echneu copies sent on re
ceipt of a two•cent sta11np to pay pm~tage
The JnveEtigator !a devoted.to the Liberal canse !n rellg
ion; or In other words, to universal mental liberty. Inde
pendent In a11 Its discussions, discarding supersttt!ou

THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE. APOSTLE TO THE
TRUT;El SEEKERS.
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T~e Process of Mental Action

longer

1

there be one, to those who hav entered Its unknown
shores. Believing that It Is the duty of mortals to work
for the Interests of this world, It confines Itself to the
From Volume 11. of"A 1RU1H SEEKER AROUND 1.HE things of this life entirely. It has arrived at the age of
fifty-one years, and asks for a support from those who are
WORLD."
1
D. M. BENNETT,
~~~~tO:s,ss~y~gfe~~~t~
~!d ~0~s~f~~~~~fiyr~~~~1:1.nit~~d~~
Prlce $1,00
141 Eighth street, New York
please send your subscription for atx months or one year,

fsn~o~lt~~t~a~ ~~tw"o"~!~fia~~ wi~~ ~e .i6~i~~~~ ~f~~g~n";
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HOW WE THINK.
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CH RONBC D!SEASES,
Embracing those of the blood snd Nerves, the Diseases o
Men, the D1scaaes of Women, and tbe various ca.nses
pnyslcal and social, Jeadln'i to them are flalnl treated by

i¥<'
li ~~~e~~2_t ~"gl&_sM~~ §~N~~:eal~,OOoE:.:e~~~
Illustrations, by Dr. E. B. F'OOTE, of 120 texlngton ave.

It will instantly relieve the most severe attack
By SJ•irit M. Faraday.
of catarrhal headache, clear the head of all
Among the many subjects treated are: Spirit life the
. offensiv matter, and, if persistently used, will
best place In which to study the mlnd.-The mental suroure the worst case of catarrh.
grise that a change of vibration amon!t the atoms proPrice, !or a few months. lo cents per box: or
~a~~~~hrrgr~~:e s:.,~~tt~s~hf: 1 ~o.,;e~noi-1~~;;::.~g~
two boxes fOr 2o cents. Yostage free.
brain Is not the fountain of thought.-An analysis of the
brain will never reveal the mind.-What makes pe~Je
Address .JA:NJES A. BLISS, Wakell.eld, Mass.
1
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PEOPLE'S READER.
A sketch of m1m's physical, political mental, and
social development In past, present, and fnture.

·~

By GEO. C. STIEBELING, M.D.
l'r!ce 25 cents. For sale at thl.e office.

fr~"i\~! ~~~~g~g~rf~!n~~~i.~~Jl"Y t ric~~~g:;,~~~:;;'~~~;:
ma!n stationary from generation to generatlon.-How to
break the power of fgnorance.-The Importance of shock:
lng the minds of sluggish people.-The penalty of living
without thinking.-Is there a limit to mental development while In the body?-How knowledge transcending
human attainments can be transmitted to man.-As man
dvances he can. better analyze himself.
Pr!ce,15 cents.
For sale at this office.

New· York, to whom all letters from the sick should ·be ad
dressed. In Its Issue for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
SEEKER thu~ speaks of Dr. FOOTE and Ws medical publications: "We know hlm (Dr. Foote) personally and Inti

~a;~~{;. at~,~~~:ar., ';!l~a~l o~h~~~"'tt1~~~~tt~~~1;;,le~g~

motlva, WIJOse life has been spent In lnstrnctln~ and lm
happy, and to be better and more useful men and women

ot families, who to-day stand ready to bear w1111ng test!
mony to the ~>rest benefit they hav derived from the hya
tologlcal, hygwnlc, and moral leesons wblch he hilS so abl
m_parted."
Purchasers of PLAIN HO.ME TALK !<re at liberty to
CONSULT lTS AUTHOR, In person or bf. mall, FREE
Price of the new Popular Edition, by mal , postage l't:eT
l'.~d only e1.50, Contents table free. AGENTS ~~
WJ,
HU.BR» HILJ, l'i:~f~~GaE~ff:York.
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VOLS. I. and II. NOW READY.

Price $2.00 each.
A TRUTH SEEKER

Aroun~

the WorlD.

Illustrated with fifty cuts, and with a oteel plate engravIng of the author In Vol. I.

BY D. M.

BEM~ET'.l\i.'.

Editor of TilE TRUTH SEEKER, author of"- A Trnth eeeker
In Europe,"" Gods and Religions of Ancient and
1
Modern Times," "The World's Sages, Tlllnk·
era, and Reformers," "Champions o:f
the Church," etc., etc.
FOUR VOLUMES FOif $6.50.
The Most Instruction Cor t.b.e Least
Money ot" any Book ot Travels
yet Written.
In 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an Interna.
tlonal Congress at BrusoeJs; to which Mr. Bennett was sent
as a delegate. He took t,he occasion to make the tour of
Europe, and his observationa were eroborlied in "A Truth
Seeker in Europe " (price, $1.50) •. The letters were also
published In THE TRUTII SEEKER, and the readers were so
well pleased with them that the propooltlon was made
that he make the journey around the world, and giv the
world the benefit of a Freethinker's observatlcns The
proposition was accepted If the ones deglrlng such a work
would advance five dollars each, the volumes to ue dedi·
cated to them. On July SO, 1881, Mr. Bennett began· the
journey, sending letters back to be published. The work
will make

FOUR VOLUMES OFNEARLYWO PAGES EACH.
The first volume dest;rlbes Scotland, Ireland, England,
Including also au account of the Freethlnlrers' International Congress at·London, In 1881, Holland, the Nether.
!ends,· Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey. SmYrna,
Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyrout, Baalbec to Damascus.
· Volume II. embraces visits to Damascus, the Sea of Galilee; Bethsn.ids, Nazareth, the Der,d S~a, the JOrdan,
Jerusalem, and other places of interest in Pal,·stine;
Egypt and Egyptian history,ar.d Egyptian towns, m_an.nere,
and customs the pyramids, etc., to Bombay, !nella.
Volume III. d!\scrlbes India, Ceylon. ·Penang, Sing""
pore, Java, an China. .
·
Volume IV. Japan, the. passage across the Pacific, imd
the tour over the American Continent.
There hav been many nooks of travel printed but none
like thiB.

IT IS THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND.

Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of seeing everything
going on, and In his nook be has faithfully chronicled the
habits and customs of the different people of the many
places he visited. The every -day life of all nations Is laid
before the reader_ by one who has visited them and beheld them with his own eyes. We feel sure this work Is
greatly superior to any account of a journey around the
world we JlOW llsv.
-ALL THH VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
Which adds greatly to tbe interest of the work, and wltll
the close description w!ll present Old-World places In
very familiar light.
The volumes separately will be $2. Those sending $6.50
now will get Vola. I. and II. by return mall and the others
as soon as issued., which will be in a few montha, or
1nat as soon as they can be got ready.
Vol. I. or ri. mailed on receipt of $2.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th at., New York

THE RADICAL PULPIT.
Comprising discourses of advanced thought by
O, B. FROTHINGHAM and FEJLIX A.DLE:il6
two of America's clearest thinkers.
Frlee, In cloth, ~i.

By John .E. Burton.
I.-Tbe Golden Mean in Te-.npera.nce
and Relill;"ion; or, Common Senae In Eating, DrinkIng, and Livfng •..
ll.-The Inspiration ot" Bibles.

Humanity and . the Progress of
International Law.
An address delivered
BY EDWARD SEARING
Of the New York Bar before the Society of Humanity
D. M. BENNETT,
Price 25 cents.
141 8th st., New York

Marriage

~

Parentage

AND THE

SANITARY AND PHlli910LOGa
ICAL LAWS.
FOR THE
Production oi" Cblldre111. or Finer HeRlih
and GreRter .&.biUty.
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
"The virtues of men snd women as well as their vlee
may descend to their children."
Price, ,1.00. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Bth streat. N. Y

THE OCCUlT WORlD.
BY A.. P. SINNETT.
This book descl'lbes many alleged phenomena brought
about through the agency of the an-called Astral Brothers
of India. Mr. Bennett quoted It at considerable length In·
n• T ~"""<1-the-World letters aud the book has caused
Jill oil lema :k wherever It hai! been circulated. .
wut;cQ, c•voh, ,1.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
:P
141 Elgh th st., N I!W York.

A NEW BOOK BY ROBERT G.

"Wilsonia" Magnstic Clothing IHGERs~~~7~LMAGE,
A.~FONISHING

PERFORUS ITS

CUBES.

BEING

ELECTRICITY pervades the wh~le world of nature, and in the human body it is absorbed at
the lungs, and is converted into Electro-Magnetic heat. It has been discovered that healthy
blood contains seven or eight per cent of iron, and when the blood becomes deficient in this it
becomes less Electro-Magnetic, and fails to restore the waste of the vitals or giv strength to the

-

~~

.

Our Means oi" Relief is Based Upon a Principle,

UNIVERSAL REMEDY FOR DiSEASE SO UNIVERSAL,
and nowhere is it more natural to seek for this remedy than among the laws of nature.
formity of results has proven that this grand law has been fully revealed to man, and

"MAGNETISM, CON8l1A' TIJY API:I41ED

Six Interviews witb the !Famon!l Orator
on Six Sermons by the Rev. T. DeWitt
Talmage, of Brooklyn, to which is
added

A TAL MAGI AN CATECHISM.
Stenographically reported by I. NRWTON BAKli:R.

and possesses such merit as already to command from physicians and scientists such recognition as has not met any ot,her scientific discovery given to medical therapeut!cs during the present century. We claim that, in the eternal fitness of things, there must be a

Printed In bold, clear type, on heavy, tinted paper, and
handsomely bound In muslin, with heavy boards,heveled
edges, gilt top, Octavo, 44S pages.
Paper Edition~t"rom same
plates, u.oo.
Those who wish to hsv Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures on
'Talmag!an Theology," w1ll 1int1 them here, In full, to
gether with many other points necessarily excluded by
the limits ot a lecture. . h The Tslmagian Catechism"
puts n the form of direct question, the plainest and pro.
foundest inquiries of modern dOubt, and answers them
according to Ta!IUage and orthodox Chrlatlanlty. As a
piece of satire, with eo.rneat purpose, this production
stands alone, and In the literature of Freeth ought has not
Ita equal.
Copies mailed to any point, postage free, on receipt of
price.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
.
141 Bth st., New York,
Price, $2.00.

Uni-

l'

is that universal remedy so long sought. The beneficilfi effects derived from medicins are produced alone through contact of positi:v and negativ chemicals, liberating, as a result of that
contact, a current of electricity which, in the human organism, becomes ·Magnetism. If this
be true, why nJt strike out at once for a means of

Administering l'lla;-netism Itsel:f, Pure and ~implc,_ wHiiout tlie
Necessity o:f §wallowing so Mucll itlcdictn t

We do not attack the medical profession, but wish to CO·operate with them, and, instead
of antagoniZing them, cordially invite hereby an investigation of our mode of cure. Many
prominent physicians hav already adopted the " Wilsonia" system in tl:Jeir practiee, and are Being 3,000. questions propounded to his
meeting with great success.
Jewish Godship upon a great

Interrogatories to J"ehovah.

:Magne~io

The "Wilsonia

Appliances"

Are p"eculiarly successful in the treatment of all forms of Paralysis, Rheumatism (acute and
chronic), Sciatica, Lumbago, Spinal Congestion, Myelitis, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Debility,
Neuralgia, Pulmonary and Heart Affections, .Catarrh (bronchial and nasal), Di.sea.Ees of the
Liver and Kid.i.:teys, Dyspepsia, an~ all diseases arising from imperfect assimilation, Affection~
of the Urinary Organs, with Prostatic Complications, Hemorrhoids, Fistula, etc., Uterine and
Ovarian Diseases, the Exhaustion resulting from val;'ious forms of Fever, viz., Intermittent,
Remittent, Typhoid, Scarlatina, Diphtheria, etc.. etc.

"Wilsonia" Magnetic Clothing Co.'s Offices
ARE AT

No. 25 East 14th Street,

No. 465 Fulton Street,
AND

1:Vc hav no otliCr omce in either New York or Broo~dyn,
and no ~enuin '"WUsonia" appliances can be obtained. cl!!e,vlacrc.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cents: cloth, 75 cents.

$66

aweek In your own town. Term• and $5outfitfree.
Address H. HALLET & Co., Portland, Maine.

THE

Rsal Blasphemsrs.
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.
ShOwing that the writers of and believers In the Blhlo,
and not the deniers of Its truth, are the ones who really do
Injustice to the character o.f God, If a God exlst9.

IN SIX LECTURES.
Prlce; 50 cents

H es w o R L D •
SEEKER~ I l'UBLI!;:~o:;eE:il:~:!;.UBDAY

To TRIAL suBscn:s:n:E:a.s

THE TRUTH

variety flf subjects,

BROOKLYN,

NEW YORK,

Where full information as to persons cured of all forms of the most serious and baffling
diseases can be obtained. The cured can be called upon, and the completeness and perrnanenc<
of their restoration to entire health be learned from their own lips.

1

.T

I

Iii Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass,
2 00
1.erm8 ' · per annum.
1.Ms World Is divided Into three parts.
l"or .!I.HBEE MONTHS, postRa-e paid,
:PART I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by Georg,
1
·
J
Chaln"l.
FOR FIFTY CENTS.
PART II.- continued story ef d Liberal and Ra
character.
Full Betters from the Editor, now on a i PAR~~I~hl~r~~o1';:t&.;raldsee~t~e~• ~~~ ~~g,~~~~~~onr around the world, appear weekly,
Send .tor a RBUlple copy.
.& WEEKLY LIBERAL .TOlJRN.&.L

Witb s:l.xteen lsrge pages,
=

wm

be seEJ.~

I

':!.'liler;;e alon-e are worth the price asked.
&.ddreslll

D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eia-btb st., New TOFk..

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

CHRISTIANITY
1'HE

ri:I.-The Birth and Death of Religions.
Either of the above pamphlets sent to any address on
receipt of 10 cents, or the three for 25 cents.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
1~1 Rl.<tllt.b st•• New York.

591"

BennettaMair Discussion ..
BETWEEN

llll, M:, :BEl\"'NE'.I'T a:nt!1 G. M. M.&..IR.
(CONTAINING 969 l:'AGES.)

"&'he ·.fnllest Discussion yet Published,
s;iv:l.ng the Dogmas Rnd Clalllls ot
Cb.r.istianity a thorough Ex•
amination pro and con.
?rice,
U.ISO.
D. M. BENNETT.
Address
141 Eighth st., New York.

Alamo:ntad5~

FROM BEIDND THE BARS.
A series of letters written in prison
By D. M. BENNETT.
over 700 Pa&es. Price. 11.50.

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
A series of letters written during a ten
weeks visit in Em·ope.
BY D • .M. BENNETT,
850 pages. Price, $1.50.
JUST OlJT

the Galley-Slave.

A narratlv, by
Jobann Heinrich Daniel Zschokke,
·
Translated from the German by
IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
1418th street, N.Y.
Paper, 50 cents: cloth, 75 cents.

DEITY ANALYZED
AND

THE DEVIL'S DEFENSE
By Col. John R. H.elso, A.M.

LIFE-SIZE

(~ tk.5 floti!e <ii!l-.:i Ho*", lV. 1!".; :
AmOnf tha snccoeetnl physlelsna who hav depsrtGd
:::::Jm the ne.rrowhestea track n:f orthodo:tr: we may ranl!;.
Dr. Fellows, 0f VlneL•nd, N. J. E!1B ;>riM!plos tWO tru'i!.

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. M. BENNETT.
Heavy Plate Paper,

SUITABLE FOR FRAME
WITHOUT FRAME.

hi

Price, $1.50.

Address

D. M, BENNE'l'T,
141 Bth st., New York.

ESSAYS and LEOTU .R.J;;,:;.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.

OB

)sent by rtlall i"or F'iflJ' cents.,

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

gy~tem bnt~e.d Uj..~i1

!SCIOD..t!'lU {:-v.:t.'

rhlJ:ru t."t-:

carf:.:

}~b~n~~.

·:·;,s raputl>~lon of Dr. Fellows Ia s filclent to warrsn
an; oae In reposing c.onfideD.ca In hi •kill sud ability
TUe80 1n noed of l116 ald. shouJd !tot f&l t...." ooru:ult !!1m at
o·1.to.. 'fl"){'.~t,.t1n%tV~!.\ f~ tf·:! t::·10~ -~"' ~~-m ... .,..<'; f'~t1'•11f. coat-11
~ .• ' . , ... ~ r't' .... ·., •• :-:~··
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THE TRUTH BEEKER, SEPTEMBER 16. 1882.
'l'HE

THt SHAKEREYE.A N0 EAR BRAIN and tile BI RI.E
THERE is nota creed which is not sh&kcn, not an
acc1·edited dogma which is not shown to be q•IeR·
tiomtble, not a received trarlition which does not
threaten to dissolve. Our religion h>1s materi~.I
iz~ditself in the fact, and now the fact is failing it,

A WRIT of attachment-a love-letter.
WAIST paper-a bustle made of newFp9.pers.

BALSAM

OR,

Is proving to hundreds the most el!'caelous remedy for
all deleterious all:ectlons. Falling sight, dullness ef hearNOAH'S grandsons Yia Ham were called Hamlets. !ng, or" roaring" of the ears, as wen as overstrained and
How to acquire short-hand-Feel around a buzz we11.k eyes, are Immediately Improved by Its use. Inflam- Jiottkew Arnold.
·
saw.
matlons and all ophthalmic dlffi<iu1tles regulated.
EVERY man is bound to develop his individualSO cents per oox.
Address
G. A. LOMAS,
THE man who was forced to drink muddy coffee
ity. to endeavor to find the right way of life, and had grounds for complaint.
S5tf.
Shakers. N. Y.
to walk in it. He has the will to do so; he has the
"A
FELLOW
feeling
makes
us
wondrous
kind."
power to be himself, and not the echo of somebody
else, nor the refiection of lower conditions, nor Not if he's feeling in your pockets.
the spirit of current conventions. True manhood
APPROPRIATE sign for a dentist's door-" Pull;"
comes from self. control-from subjection of the ·for a live business man-" Push."
lower powers to the higher conditions Of our
THE chimney-sweep is the happiest mortal in
being.-Dr. Smiles's Duty.
existence: he is always well sooted.
By the celebrated sculptor
IN the galleys of the river Loire, whither John
ONION eating has a double effect on the young
Knox and the others, after their Castle of St. An- ladies. It prevents the lips chapping and the chaps
drew's was taken, had been sent as .galley-slaves, lipping.
Price,
$1.50 each.
some officer or priest, one day, presented them an
BEFORE marriage she wae dear and he was her
image of the virgin mother, reqtiiring that they, treasure; but afterward she became dearer and he
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
the blasphemous heretics, should do it reverence. treasurer.
141 8th street, New York
" lllother? :IIIother of God?" said Knox, when the
BY
a
mother-In-law,
"You
can
d.eceive
your
turn came to him, "this is no mother of God; this
is a • pen ted bredd' [painted board], a piece of gaileless little wife, young man, but her father's
wood, I tell you, with painton it I Slle is fitter for wife-never.
WHAT women would do if they could no't cry noswimming, I think, than for being worshiped,"
A Monthly Journal,
added Knox, and fi•mg the thing into the river, It bOdy knows. What poor, defenseless creatures
was not very cheap jesting, there; but come of it they would be I
DIJIJOted
to
S!Jience, Oriental Philosophy, Psywhat might, this thing to Knox wss and must
WOMEN kiss each other, not because they like It
. chology, Literature, and Art.
continue nothing other than the real truth, it was but to make men mad at the reckless waste of a~
Conducted by
a "pented bredd ;" worship it he would not.-Car. fection that is going on.
Madame .Biavatsky,
lvle's Hero- Worskip.
DOES the night mail go by the bed post?-Ex- Under the ausf.lces of the Theosophical Society. This
A COLLAPSE of religious belief of the most com- ckange. No; it's the gate post, il.lld he usually
~3twl~uf~:i~::ua~a:do~aemg~s ~~n~~rfJr:;ie~i~~e ~~hettp~
plete and tremendous kind is now apparently at makes a long stop there.
1
6
hand. . . . No one who he.s watched the prcgA MAN can stand being considered an infernal ~o~~r~;:. l'li:!~I!~ t~~c~~~\~~~:~~~ulbh~~~~~~? ~o~tg
and
South
Africa,
China,
Ceylon,
Burmah,
and
the
Perress of discussion and the indicn.tions of opinions villain; it's the idea that he's been played for a sian Gulr.
In literature and In social intercourse can doubt sucker that m~tkes him sick.
" There Is a tone of elegance and scholarship about· the
wbole of this perloi!lcal, which almost leads Eurrypeans
that, in the minds of those whose viewi! are likely
THERE are waves and waves.· Some are waves to envY it. . . . The 'lheosophist Is rapidly Increasing
to become-and In an age when all thought iB popIts merits as a llrst-class llte•arv organ. . . • • We
of
the
serf,
some
are
hot
waves,
and
some
are
Sar.
marvel at the beauty nnd accu<acy with which the magaularized soon to become-the views of societv at
zine Is edlted."~Public Op!nion (London).
•
large -belief in Christianity, as a revealed and atoga waves. But we waive this tOpic.
supernatural religion, has given way. Science
"NEVER swear before ladies," says a preacher. PUBLISHED AT BREACH CANDY, BOMBAY INDIA.
and criticism combined hav destroyed the faith of What are we to dO! Wait until the ladies swear
Subscription, .£1 per annum, post tree.
free inquirers in the inspiration of the Bible.- first .. and then swear after them f An early reply
Post-o:lllce Orders to" The Proprietors of the 2'heosophist
solicited.
Goklwin Smitk.
at the above address.
EIRTJioDoXY has not been reinforced to any large
CoNVERSATION between society belles: "My
extent for the last ten years by fear of fnture pun- dear. what is this mixed metaphor that we hear so
Their Urimes and Persecutions.
lshment or of an angry God. On the contrary, it much about!" "Why, you little goose, it's the
1
has prospered and taken new life and interest [so latest kind of cake I"
g•~~f"J~~~~srt_ihc';,"n':~f:l'o'::
~)!~~~~~~~g~s 1;~~:.:.~;
far as it has done so] because Of its absorption of
etc. By D, M. Bennett. Bvo, 1,119 pages, Cloth, $S; leather
"AIN'T
tbat
a
lovely
critter,
John!"
said
Joshua·
f4; morocco, gut edges, f4.50.
rationalism by keeping its old dogmas out of
sight and by carefully looking after its business as they stopped opposlt the leopard's cage,'
affairs. Should orthOdoxy attempt to depend "Waal, yee," said John; "but he's dreadfully
upon its doctrine, for which it claims such whole- freckled, ain't he f"
"I LIKE your new hat very much," said he; "it's in which the worship of Yahweh, or Jehovah,
some social power, it would soon discover its
chic; that's a sort of abandon--" "There ain't is shown to be devil-worship, with some ob·
downward tendeucy.-.Anni• L. Diggs.
any sort of a band on it," she said, pouting; "it's
servations upon the horrible and cruel ordi·
ABNDON supernatural Christianity, it is al- a real ostrich feather."
nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offerings.
leged, and you must abandon thelem and immor"How could yen think of calling auntie stupid 1
tality; abandon these, and you must abandon
By the VERY BEV. EVAN DAVIEJ§,LL.D •.
every moral distinction. In many instances no Go to her immediately and tell her yon are sorry.''
Arch-Druid of Great Brita ln.
Price. 25 cent•
donut the fear is genuin, but oftener it is a con- Freddie goes to auntie and says, "Auntie, I am
·
venient subterfuge-an admirable decoy that sorry you nre 110 stupid."
draws off men's attention from the-direct observaDIALOG near the sea, on a hotel piazza: "I do
tion of the critical and historical problems which not see how you ladles can remain here two months
must be settled, if at all, on critical and historical looll:ing upon the changeless ocean." "But the
grounds. If upon these grounds the supernatural men change," was the reply of a lady.
claim~ of Christianity prove to be wholly invalid,
A LONG BBANOH girl has caught a husband with
I do not see that any moral consequences wonld
glv them back their old prestige. We cannot her hair. It is likely that the poor fellow will
make believe that Christianity is supernatural in eventually find out catching by the hair is a femiorder to economize some re.llex moral infiuence nin accomplishment which is somewhat common,
THE
of such a belief. Such a belief, in order to be opIT takes a fellow just once trying to find out that
erativ, must be real. A conscious lie never yet when he ..takes two different sizes of bracelets of
engendered any considerable amount of moral different prices to his girl to try on and select one
BY
earnestness; it never will at any future time.- for a present, she is going to make the most ex.
Richard B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,
J. W. Chadwiclc.
pensiv the fit if it is a possible thing.

The Busts of
PAINE and VOLTAIRE.
CLARK MILLS.

The Theosophist,

The Champions of the Church;

ECCE DIA.BOLUS,

Please Order them of Elmina.

BIBL:E-WH:ENO:E AND WHAT?

I NEVER go into a store a.nd see the long row of
corset boxes but I feel to wish every one was in
the bQttom of the sea and the art of making them
forgotten. The waist that le stayed and boned
until it cannot support itself is not the waist that
nature loves to behold in her children. The wise
and esthetic Greeks knew better than to wear
these engins of torture; and even to this day
artists delight in draping their statues and female
:ngures in the softly-:fiowing folds of something
that does not bind, compre•s, and misshape " the
human form divine." Right dressing, pure air,
clear water, and good diet count largely toward
making good girls and boys who shall develop
Into good men and women. If mothers teach
these things to their children they will be Ingrained into their growth and become so much a
part of their nature as to abide with them all their
lives.
" Let each and all, in joyous strain,
Sing loudest notes of praise,
And worship Health-be this our aim,
In whatsoever place.
In deepest cave, or mountain high,
In science or in art,
This goddess bright, let none decry,
But cherish in the heart."
-Klmina D. Blenker.

CHRISTIANS are of the opinion that every
thing connected with our organization is a faiL
ure, requiring magical means for its restoratiOn. An incantation, called prayer, results in a
spell called grace. Doubtless the constitution ef
our bodies could be improved by means within
our reach, 9.nd the soul profits by such exertions.
If we are perfectly satisfied with our present
orl<!anization, although in nine cases out of ten it
produces much sorrow and pain, we will never exert ourselvs to improve it. There is an elevat.ed
rPgion into which we are able to soar, with a re_
fined artist or scientist instead of an Ignorant
Christian to guide ·us. The imagination which
feeds upon our entire previous experience makes
us burn for the completion of some-requisit pic.
ture, of which we hav had but one ravishing
glimps. Engaged In such studies every day finds
us further from the sphere of sense, and we shall
triumph only when we find it impossible to fait
back Into those old ruts, where our lowest faculties
are appealed to, to make us convenient tools or
stepping-atones, by means of which the clergy can

9bWu tlle comforts Wld luuries of

life,-A.I4a~a.

"I PUT a secret kiss under the postage stamp for
my darling," wrote a Cincinnati man to his girl·
She deftly removed the stamp by steam, but found
no kiss, only some remnants of plug tobacco sud a
strong odor of beer. They are not married' yet,
and not likely to be.
ENGLAND claims to be fightln~ to secure the
peace of Egypt. This is modesty itself on the
part of John Bull. We had supposed that the
fighting was to secure the whole and not a piece of
Egypt. Blessed are the piecemakers, for they
sbflll gobble the territory,

!'he Confii;;t between Me.ni;ll Sciellt..l:l
and Theology.
By Ed;-ar

c.

Bean,

With a preface by
Robert G. lugersou.
"This book written by a brave and honest man, lsllllod
with brave and honest thoughts. Tho arguments It
presents cannot be answered by all the theologians. 1n
the world !"-.R. G. Inger soU.
·
Price, $1.50.
.For sale at this office,

PRICE

.REDUCED.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible.
Price reduced to 15 cents, from 25 cents
A r,ertectly rellable,accurate pamphlet of 58 pages. ~Comf~:~a~fe ~~ee~J/a~h~]'.!~Bt :i~~r8~~g"a't~~~·~~~~~ld e on

HISTORy-OF THE

CHRISTIAN RELICION
TO A.D.200.
By CHARLES B. WAITE, A.M.

Verdict of European Scholars.
The president of the society Is Prof. Gustav Volkmar, one
of the first biblical scholars of Germany, author of "Die
Religio Jesu."

u

Jesus Nazarenus,'" '"Ursprungs Unserer

Evangel! en" r'' Sources of Our Gospels "J, etc., etc. He
Is Professor of New 'l'estament Urltlclsm and Exefresls In
f~~~nit':.~~s~tg"Jie":ed 1te~~~T~h~f General Religious !story
Prof. Volkmar wrltes.to the author of "The History of
the Christian Religion," Inclosing the official letter of the
soclety,ln which Pfarrer Kupf 'rschmldt, the secr~tary,
se.ys:
.
.
"In the name of the Society of Critical Historical Theology, I hav the honor to Inclose to you a few lines with
the Jetter of our venerated Prof. Voll<mar. ·with great
0
~~W~~t tt~ ll'~rfs1Y:~v~~fl~%~ ..;~ fh~f l~~~ ~~~· ii~1~:
drcd.' One of our members, Herr Kappeler, has thoreughly e:xamined the work, and has made to us a report

~Y~';,~~fc~1~tt:;,hig~,~;~aT~e~v"e silnl~c~r~i.a~o~~g:~~t~

enter Into a crltlc:sm of your sclentlllc work. It Is for me
to communicate to you tnat the whole society Is rejoiced
~~:1\yt~~~ ..~~~a~~~{~,;n~f!~hA'~~~fc!~o'i.~\~ha -;:P~~=e~~
tlv. An unprejudiced and thorough presentation of the
writings connected with the origin of our Christian re-

~f,fg~· t~U,';,~o:; 1-:i;e~~;d ~ll~d s~feKg~ ;gw~~~~~"er~~~f:V

treattJd, it sometimes appears in contradiction to it." ·

The author has also received

congratulator~

letters

i~g~ ~~~ ~~t~{i~ ~ai~o~~~1r!!ai~~akft~~tgJg~(e~~n~~!~n&

Holland, and others. One of these, Dr. I. Hooykaas says,
" With great and thankful sur~ rise I received your \ettel
w~~e" ~~Pt'b~f ~~~ J:~~~~~Iehr~t~[l..;~ of the history W!IB
made by the learned Norwe_glan, Bjornstleme BJornson.
Price, $2.25.
Address, D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st. New York.

ORIGIN OF LIFE:
OR,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
ga~~~ P~Xg~~~~~~ ~i £~: :E~~t~~~tg0 ~at~g~s~hrough or.
Two papers given In the Interest of spfrltual sclenceat
the dictation of the late· PROF. M. FARADAY, of England. Price 10 cents. ·Sold o.t this office.

SCffiNCE AND THEOLOGY :
Ancient and Modern.
By JA.MES A.NTHONY FBOliDE.
Pr'tne, 25 centa.

Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A debate on Christianity and Infidelity. between D. M.
Beenett and Rev. G H. Humphrey. 550 pages. Price $1.
wears no mask; bows at no human sltrine.
A theologian of high degree, and a counsellor Let"Truth
no man fear corruption from her teaching, though
new;
neither
expect good from error. though ion
learned in the law, on the origin and
believed.''
character of the Bible.
The author, though possessing all the prerorctlvs of a
1
~~~~~~;.f:Pa':,~"if~~~~ t~:e;l~~:i;;~~ a-!J.: ~~ ~i~~~r;
lndep.,.,.dent o;f ecclesiastical supervision and censure.
0
1
rrJ/i,) w~~l 1~s~~rre~~&~r1~;?boa":J, ~~a~ ~~bl~ec~~a~
source of d )gmatic theology? are treated fearlessly In the
llgllt of history, philosophy, and comparat!v religions. It
\: jg:~~~·:'::i:.;?e~~rise~":d!n~~fl%i~sed statement of what
WHOLE LIBRARIES ARE HERE CONCENTRATED
INTO ONE LITTLE .BOOK.
The author's conclusions are, of course, against the

au~

-THE PYRAMID OF GIZEH.

~ernatural origin and lnfalllb111ty of the Bible, while the
A PHILADELPHIA young man who married a
young girl named Rose, placed over their sitting- P~~~~~~~~':,"f ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~';;l:~own to be priestly The .Relation of Ancient .Egyptian Ci'IJThe principles of natural religion are ably stated, and
room door a handsomely worked motto, "Rose by
ilization to the Hebrew Narrativa
1
1
any other name would be as sweet.'' A year or so thf{~a .:fr~~~ t~~'it't~~J~lto"~: ~f"t'f:!Y s~~'t,~~t~~~ss show
in Genesis and E;x;odus, and
that Is just the book for these times of agitation and
afterward he took it down and put in its place, 11 revision."
the .Relativ Claims of Moses and the
"No Rose Without a thorn."
Printed lu gaod type and bound in cloth. Price $1.
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered.
Address D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth st. New Yo
MY dear Miss: If you'll be mine,
By V A.N BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
You she.ll hav every spring a new hat;
Price, 25 centa.
And we'll Iiv in the cosiest of rooms
THE
To be had In the gorgeous new fiat.
BOOIU BY M. B ,\BCOCK.
My dear sir: I don't want to be yours;
Why Don't God K1ll the Devil "l' 25 cents.
Though of course I should like the new hat,
ISu)>erHtitiou; the Religion ol'Believe or
Yet I never could make up my mind
BY
be Damned. 25 cents.
'rite Ghost. oC St••Johns. 25 cents.
To inhabit a fill.t with a fiat.
The Ronrlug Lion on the Track. 15 eenta.
Col, ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
The above books are having a big run. Tiley are full of
"DBAP dat watermilyon I" bald an old colored .Jndife .JEREMIAH S. IH.. A.CK,
fire, life, and solid facts; and are oacked by hosts of testlparso.n down below South Chicago to a young darmontals from the most eminent Freethlnkere.
Prof. GEORGE P. FI§DER.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
key who was endeavoring to glide away softly
with the stolen fruit.
The only Vomplete and A.nthorbed
"But, parson, you -"
Edition.
"JUST LET ME SHOW YOU';
"Drap dat watermilyon, or I'll break yer In two
D:R- FOOTE'S
and set yer jaw a-straddle of yerneckl"
This very remarkable series of papers appeared at in·
" But, parson, you said only las' S1mday dat de
tervals In the North Americ0111 .Review. and awakened the
Lord helps dem what helps demselvs."
AND READY REOIPES.
profoundest Interest with the press and public. Their
" Drap dat watermilyon, or I'll sqake nineteen appearance In pamphlet form Is In response to !nnmnerWorth $25. Cost 25c
Satab.s right on ten yer."
able reQuest• from allvarts of the country.
Dythaa.uthoroJ
"PLAIN HoME TALK'' AND •'MEDICAL
Price,
liO cents.
" HoW are the colored voters coming out on
Co:vrn.:toN S:mNsE.''
Qrdera
ohould
be
given
Immediately.
Address
Onion CrePk ?" asked an Austin candidate of a
11
D. M. BENNETT,
~ ~!~~~t1f~e:-f~v~c0n~~o:; Jlo ~~!a~ltl~
darkey with a load of hay.
ments & va.lualJIG Book ofRe!orencQ for every
1418th street, N.Y.
25 cents.
"D:tre's a heap sickness out dare among colored
'!'Ho_>J.an<IboOK contnlna chnptcrs
folks."
"What is It, malaria !"
'.I'U:E SEMITIC GODS AND THE
"I reckon dat's dtl name ob de stn1f. Hit am
BIBLE.
somfin what he got from de druggery shop."
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic nat!ono, Including
" What stuff are you talking about 1"
Allah, Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, the Vtrgin Mary,
"De stuff a white man .out dar puts on his water- and the Bible. ·.ro the latter 280 pages are devoted shOw·
mllyons to keep de colored folks from mistakin !ng that book to be a very Interior production tor &llrd&·
clsBs God. By D. M. BeDnett. 88\l lata~~ Pl\111&. JIIP l_r
'em for dar own w~~oWrmUyons 1 "
UQyer/111\l QIDlill; !ilgth, f~,
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PoLISH journals call attention to a memorial
tablet in a Warsaw church which contains the
record of the age and death of the oldest man
concerning whom there is any authentic account
in existence. The priest Cybulski is shown by
this tablet to hav been born in 1500, a.nd to
hav died in 1667. There is said to be unquestionable evidence of the correctness of tllese
dates.
To say of a man of strong propensity to theft
that he would steal a red-hot stove can no longer
be reckoned an amusingly exaggerated hyperbole. The ~aying has been made cold and
commonplace by Phipps, the late superintendent of the Philadelphia Almshouse. A.mong
his many other thefts he stole the copper roof
off the building. Henceforth it may be proper
to say of an extraordinary thief that he is a
regular Phipps,-Sun. Phipps is a Christian.

her father to hav steps taken to prevent a
repetition of the clergyman's insults. The
Presbytery hav expelled him from their
organization, so he will no longer break the
THE British rifle team won the interMtiona
ELECl'RICITY displaces oil in forty-two llghtbread of life with their sanction.
match at Creedmoor last week.
houses on the French coast.
A.BoUT the best way in the world to kill a
CoURTNEY is redeeming his reputation as an
LoNDON T1·uth says Mr. A.. C. Swinburne,
good newspaper is for those who subscribe for oarsman by recently winning two races. PtJr·
the poet, contemplates a tour in the United
it to loan it to their neighbors, and for those haps he makes more money that way.
States, where he will giv a series of readings.
who like the paper to run or send around town
THE Sun definitly announces that Tilden has
IN the German army more and more attento bon·ow it. A. friend of a newspaper or newsretired from public life. Dana will still pitch
tion is being paid to the science of aerostatics,
paper editor never borrows that paper, but suband officers are being trained to make balloon
into Hayes, the fraud, all the same.
scribes for it like a man, and thus helps the
ascensions.
FoUR thousand people met at Irving Hall in
editor and publisher to liv, and at the same
DoEs the weather change with the moon?
time proves by his patronage that he is a de- this city last Sunday to mourn the death of
Sir William Thomson tells the British Science
fender of the principles it advances, whatever A.ugust Be bel, a leading German Sacialist.
A.s3ociation that there is no connection between
they may be.-Great West. These are words
ENGINEER MELVILLE, of the Jeanette, has arthe two things, as far as he can discover, and
of truth, and TRUTH SEEKER readers ought to rived home. The prolonged anxiety attending
he has studied them.·
take ·a hint from them. If every one who his absence has unsettled his wife's mind.
reads . borrowed TRUTH SEEKERS would subScHoOL libraries are greatly on the increase
THE passenger steamer A.sia went d<:>wn in a
REv. BARNEs, the mountain evangelist, hav- scribe and pay for their own paper like a man, it
in France. In 1865 the number was only
gale on Lake Hn:·on last week, and only two of
ing
failed
to
make
as
many
conversions
as
he
would be better· for all, especially for us at this
4,833, and in 1874, 16,648. There are now
the many aboard are known to be saved.
25,913. This does not include the teachers' expected, and also failed to receive a "call" end of the line.
THE Republican convention to nominate a
from
this
city,
has
retired
to
his
nativ
mounlibraries, which number 2,348, with an aggreTHE deacons of a negro Baptist church in candidate for governor met at Saratog& this
tains of Kentucky to engage in the business of
gate of 500,000 volumes.
casting out devils. If, when he gets his devils Bultimore say that the pastor put in a bill for week, and the Democratic convention at SyraA. CHURCH session at Emlenton, Pa., has decast out, he will bottle up a few of them or $150 rent of his parsonage when he had paid cuse.
cided that dancing is an immoral practice.
confine them safely in cages and exhibit them only $120, and they voted that he was too honGARABALDI's hoe, which he used in his !!a!'·
Some of the elders had evidently witnessed the
around the country, a big pile of money might est to preach. He insisted upon occupying the den at Caprera, has jn•t been given by Vecchi
can-can species. It may not be long now
pulpit,
but
one
deacon
snatched
away
his
Bible
be secured. It is so long since the people hav
to the Garibaldian Museum, soon to be opened
before a church session will decide that ch m·ch
seen a real simon-pure devil that they would and another pulled him out. A. still livelier at Rome.
fair lotteries are as wicked as dancing- Norrisoutbreak
occurred
ill
a
negro
MethoJist
church
pay handsomely for the sight. Bro. Barnes,
town Herald.
THE star-route cases will be spec1dily tried
in Alabama. The minister announced that
hurry around with your devils.
everybody who had given ten cent.s at the pass- again. Col. Ingersoll says the former verdict
A. TRAVELER saw in Portland, Me., while
THE A.merican Missionary A.ssociation has ing of the hats could join in the communion was idiotic. He thinks his clients, the Dorseys,
waiting half an hour in a railroad station, a
been getting in arrears; it costs so much to sup- service, which was about to begin; and he in- are innocent.
barrel of ale rolled into a saloon, an intoxicated
port in a high degree of comfort so many ease- vited all who were thus qualified to take the
man fight a hack driver, and two men drink
JoHN E. REMSBURG is still in the Liberal lecttaking priests in foreign countries that a few front seats. A.mong those who went forward
whisky from a bottle. He concludes it possible
ure field, and will be glad to do good service
months ago $300,000 were called for to make was a brother whose contribution had consisted
that the Maine prohibition law is sometimes
chi~ winter in the West. His permanent adup the deficiency. The faithful having money, of a battered and punched dime. The pastor
broken in Portland.
dress
is A.tchison, Kansas.
and who believe tha_t by dispensing it freely in excluded him. A. fight ensued, and during the
DURING service in the cathedral at R1gusa the cause of Christ they will buy a front seat
DrsTRTCT·A.TToRNEY
McKEoN has notified his
tumult somebody escaped with the bread and
some days ago the officiating priest, a member in the New Jerusalem, shelled out liberally,
wine. Thus went the body and blood of a God· subordinates that they will not be allowed to
of the Society of Jesuits, was stabbed to death and only $26,000 remains unraised. The close
attend the political conventions. With him
SoME official statistics hav just been issued in civil-service reform begins at home. He is a
by a girl whom he had betrayed. She inflicted of the fiscal year having arrived, the generous
five wounds. The congregatiGU poured amid among those having great faith and great fear France of the suicides that hav taken place in Democrat.
fifty years. They show that since 1830 the
wild excitement into the streets, and the girl are still -requested to shell out.
WM. McDoNNELL, the Liberal novelist, is in
number of suicides has trebled. In 1830 there
was taken into custody.
THE latest miracle that has been announced were 5 i.Micides for every 100,000; in 1850, 10; this city arranging for the production of his
A. DEACON and his pastor had a personal diffi- is of a deaf and dumb boy, thirteen years of
new opera at some theater. This work is
culty. The latter, in a very exciting manner, age, in the South, who has been cured of his in 1860, 11; in 1870, 13; in 1880, 15. The said by those who hav read the MS. to be
said, " Do you know what the D.D. at the end deafness and dumbness by being converted to total of suicides in the last year reached 6,650, of very superior merit.
of my name means?" "Doctor of divinity." Christianity in a revival. This is a little out of of whom 79 per cent were men. The Seine
· THE fighting in Egypt is over, Gen. W olseley
"No, sir; it stands for death to deacons." A.t the ordinary comse l'f things; if a belief in department stands at the head of the gloomy
having captured the rebel army and A.rabi and
list,
and
Corsica
has
the
smallest
number
of
tbe next church conference the pastor had the Christianity is so potent, why has not this
suicides-only two per 100,000 inhabitants. A. most of his generals with it. The diplomatists
deacon turned out.-Richmond papm·.
power been shown much earlier? There are painful fact is the growing frequency of suicides of the interested countries will now settle the
MR. AND MRS. YARNALL lived in the Sa~e more than ten thousand deaf mutes in the among children. Betwen 1876 and 1880 198 matter, with England holding the best hand.
house for forty years, at Media, Pa., without country, and Christianity and its expounders boys and 40 girls below 15 years of age deA. woMAN was shot in Ireland last Monday by
once speaking to each other, each adhering hav been lying round loose all these years, and stroyed themselvs. Of these 209 were over 12
a constable because she resisted the seizure of
stubbornly to a resolution not to make the first this is the first case of the kind cured by them. year3 of age, 21 between the ages of 12 and 10,
her pig for rent. It is no wonder the British
advance toward reconciliation. When the hus- One cure in ten thousand is not very great suc- 4 were 10 years old, and 6 were below 9, the
rule in that land is unpopular. The landlords
band was stricken by fatal illness the wife was cess in any system of practice. Brethren, pray youngest being only 7 years old. It appears
and the priests are Ireland's worst foes. The
asked to relent, but she refused. as did he, and harder.
that by far the greatest number of suicides take one keeps the people poor, and the other igdeath soon made their separation complete.
WE see that another victim of the law's pen- place in the summer, the proportions per cent norant.
REv. JoHN CAMPBELL, minister in the island alties declared that " he would die as became a being, summer, 39; spring, 19; autumn, 24;
THE Rev. Hyatt Smith, of Brooklyn, has
of I0na, has used his church at one time as a soldier of Chr;st." Does it not occur to any of and winter, 18.
made a sorry figure in politicts. The Demopigsty, at another as an inclosure for his cattle, our salaried soul savers that by this special
IN India there is a brisk opposition to the crats who took him up two years ago hav
and the grounds about it every winter as a double-action necktie method they are surdropped him like a hot potato, and the Greenstock yard. One Sunday during the winter of rounding Christ with a lot of cutthroats who, circulation of Christian literature. In Lucknow backers want none of him, but he has turned
and
Cawnpore
forty-five
publishing
houses
are
1880 the people who assembled to attend the saved or unsaved, are a safe crowd to keep
up at the Republican iloor, knocking to be let
service found that one door of the church was away from. During our recollection there has engaged in issuing antichristian books and in, and muttering about .what he will do if he
tracts.
One
house
recently
received
a
donation
closedf the lobby being stored with straw and been thousands of these bloody-handed scounof $4,000 to aid in printing Mohammedan is not received. .Preachers should keep out of
corn.
drels sent direct to heaven-men who were
works. A. Hindoo prince presented another politics. Their reputations are bad enough
THE bell of a Massachusetts woolen mill was slaughtered here as being unworthy to liv are house with enough money to issue a million already.
rung at 5 o'clock every morning except Sun- heralded in their send-off as new recruits to Hindoo tracts. More than one hundred papers
A. TOUGH story comes from Bethel, N.C. It
days. It weighed two thousand pounds, and heaven. It's about time to stop, before heaven are published in the interest of paganism and is that a boy, deaf and dumb from his birth,
is
chock
full
of
murderers,
amongst
whom
no
was intended to awaken every employee, which
Mohammedanism, and against Christianity. attended a camp. meeting, and, although never
it did, as well as every one else in town. It honest man wants to be found .....:....BreckeM'idge One Hindoo publishing house at Lucknow re- having heard a word before, was enabled by di. was complained of as a nuisance, and a Supreme (Ool.) Daily Journal •
cently sent to London an order for $25,000 vine grace to get the benefit of the preacher's
Court judge ~njoined the owners not to ring it
THE Dubuque Daily Herald publishes an worth of paper, on which antichristian tracts exhortation, and when he went forward to the
before 6:30 A.M. The decree has been affirmed account of the sinfulness of the Rev. John and other works are to be printed. Some peo· anxious bench spoke out Loldly and proclaimed
on appeal to the full bench.
A.llison, Presbyterian clergyman of Jesup, Iowa, ple hav an idea that all the missionaries hav to his conversion. That this story comes from
REv. E. B. BARY, of St. Charles, has resigned. who seems to hav made vile, repeated, and per- do in India is to make speeches in the street to one of the most ignorant and superstitious parts
He is the man who preached poor James Bur- sistent attempts to draw one of the sisters, Mrs. a lot of ignorant people, who believe what is of the country, and has no proof to support it,
chell into hell. The St. Charles Baptists hav A.lice Moffit, from the path of virtue. He told them without taking the trouble to argue will probably make no difference to the pious
not been able to get along with a pastor lately. made all sorts of frivolous excuses to call upon against it. This is a radical mistake. The people who stand ready to swallow a camel or
They are a combativ lot. A. long time ago in a her after she had forbade him the house. Even learned among the Hindoos know far more a whale in connection with their religion, but
row over a pew, one man arose in the majesty when she was quite ill he entered the house and than an average missionary; and this, with the THE TRUTH SEEKER stands ready to make over,
of his Christian wrath and chased another out penetrated int@ her private bedroom and poor quality of the Christian religion, is the to anybody who will prove it, one of tho many
of church with a butcher knife, returning in attempted improper liberties. Highly indig- reason why such a meager number of conver- mansions Jesus went to prepare. A. warranty
time to enjoy a whack at the benediction. The nant at his ungentlemanly boldness, she or- sions are made in India and other Asiatie deed will be given, and the title defended
above is a fact.
against all comers.
dered him to le~ve instantly, ~nd sent word to countries.
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used in the form of cakes without fermentation and annual crop of these is estimated at 25,000,000 yen.
in the manufacture of macaroni. The grain is These are mostly grown on land that ra~es two
coarsely ground, and the :flour imperfectly bolted.
other crops in a year-the summer crop of rice, and
The uplands are preferred fol' wheat growing. the winter crop of other grain,
J apan Continued •..._Farming and 0 ther Matters. The soil is thoroughly dug up and pulverized with a 1 The cultivationof tea is a large branch of business.
YoKOHAMA, May 12, 1882.
long, wide-bladed mattock. It is then divided into 1 The amount exported has increased from 3,000,000
DEAR FRIENDS: While still in the" Land of the small plots, each of which is furrowed into rows pounds in 1865 to 49,000,000 poun~s in 1880. The
Rising Sun,'' I will spend a-few hours in describing to three or four inches deep, an'd twelve or fifteen\ total product of the present year rs thou~ht to be
you more of this beautiful country, and in what I may inches apart. Into these furrows ashes and thor-JlOO,OOO,OOO pounds. The whole population of the
say I propose to draw pretty freely from Oonsul-Gen· oughly decomposed compost is scattered, and then in 1country drink tea, which is the n:ttional beverage
eral Van Buren's works alreadv alluded to. As October the seed is dropped by hand, about one or· from infancy to old age. It grews in all part!! of
agriculture is the basis of wealth and prosperity in two bushels to the· acre, and covered with the mat- the empire, but its most favorable locality is south or
all countries, let me refer to it more fully i:Q connec- took to the depth of one and a half inches. The the' fortieth parallel of latitude. The soils best
tion with Japan. In this country agriculture is the ground is turned np two or three times per montlt, adapted to it are the sheltered hill-sides, although
chief industry. The people, from their geograph- and liquid manure is applied three or four times dur- it flourishes on the plains along the sea-shore. When
ical position and former policy of isolation and Be- ing the winter and spring, to the roots of the plants. wild lands are to be used for tea, the soil must be
elusion, have been essentially tillers_ of the soil. In the autumn some kinds of hardy vegetables· are thoroughly tilled and subdued. The plal).ts begin
Trade and manufactures lacked the stimulus of for- planted between the rows of wheat. The wheat to yield some return in the third year, and in the
eign commerce, and were limited, and, as compared ripens in May, and is cut with a knife, much like our :fifth season the yield is good Twenty-five hundr€d
to agriculture, insignificant. The powerful feudal old corn knives, and .bound into small bundles, pounds to the acre· is considered a fair yield, but
system, with the imperial court at Kioto and the mil- which are either hung up on trees or bamboo poles, more than 3,000 pounds is often produced.
itary court of the shogun at Tokio, 260 daimiyo courts or laid on hard ground to dry, when it is carried to
The silk .culture is condilcted to a considerable exin the provinces, surrounded by more than 400,000 thefa:rm-house, where it is threshed. This thresh- tent. The mulberry-tree is grown in nearly all
men at arms, and their families of nearly 2,000,000 ing process consists of first pulling off all the ker- parts of the country south of the fortieth parallel of
people, and an official priesthood numbering 200,000, nels of grain~ ~y means of a .row of iron teeth, latitude; ~he foreign demand has increased so
were allsupported andmaintainedalmostentirelyby long and saw'-hke, closely set m a strck of wood. muchw1thm the last ten years as to have nearly
the agricultural interest of their country.
Between these teeth ~dew wheat beads at a time doubled the amount~ Large districts of wild land
Thedaimiyos alone drew annually from this interest are rapidly drawn, tearing off the kernels and their have been subdued and devoted to the mulberrycoverings. The gr~in is separated by threshings on trees, within a few years. The table-lands of the
revenue to the value of 115,000,000 yen per year.
Field farming ever has been, and still is, as I hav mats with the flail, much like the old-fashioned in- middle and northern part of the main island have been
already observed, unknown; but the tillage is really strnment formerly used in our countl'Y· ·The chaff largely taken up for this purpose, and the area will
gardening, and is of the most thorough character. is Benarated by the wind, the grain being- slowly be farther widened according to the demand. The
Fully one-half of the population are farmers, and of pour~d from a scoop-shaped basket, held four or five taxable value of the silk product is about $35,000,000
the day-laboring or coolie class a large number are feet from the ground. If the wind is not blowing per year, but the whole value is of course much
(;lmployed in the cultivation of the soil. The aver- sufficiently to answer for this purpose, artifici9.l wind greater.
age size of these garden·farms is about half an acre. is produced by an enormous fan. More wealthy
The variety of mulberry most grown is the morus
Much of th.e land bears its winter as well as its farmers sometimes have winnowing mills, with sieves nigra. It grows ten feet high, and is cultivated ten
summer crop. The thoroughness of the spade or and screens, somewhat like ours. These were first to twelve feet apart. The small crop of leaves gathmattock cultivation, and the careful attention to fer- introduced by the Dutch more than a hundred years ered in the third year increasefil gradually to the Pighth
tilization, produce larger returns and preserve the ago. The wheat is then put into straw sacks and or ninth year, when the trees are fully matured.
bearing capacity of the soil better than our superfi- carri0d, either on· hand-carts or on the backs of Two methods are employed for gathering the leaves,
cial plowing and rough fertilization.
horses, to market. Some attempts have been made in different localities. One is to partially strip the
Although the annual rainfall is greater than in the to export wheat, but as the quality is inferior to the leaves from the branches, and carry them to the
regions of the largest precipitation of the United grain usually sold in Europe, the enterprise has not 1place of fe~ding, another to cut the branches and
States, irrigation is universal.
been successful.
carry them m bundles on horses, or the backs of
The fee simple of the soil, formerly in the feudal
Barley is grown more extensivly than wheat; 60,- men. In the latter case, the young shoots grow
lord, is now held by the farmer. The area of culti- 000,000 l:m2hels is the usual crop, and is worth fully with remarkable rapidity, and are large, and give
vation has been extended fully one-fifth within the a8 much per bushel as wheat. It is more universally the usual amount of leaves the following year.
last ten years, and probably will in the future as rap· ueed for food than wheat. A portion is made into Light upland soiJs are u!!ed entirely for mulberry
idly, as the means of inland transportation are im- coarse flour, and much is cooked or used without plantations. Crops of both summer and winter
proved, fertilizers secured, and the demands of com- fermentation.
When eaten whole, it is hulled plants are grown between the rows of trees, and the
merce increase.
somewhat like rice, and in the manner T have hereto- soil is carefully cultivated and fertilized. Night
The country, embracing all its islands, extends fore described. The yield is about twenty-five soil, fish manure, compost of dry leaves, grass, ashes,
north and south through fifteen degrees of latitude, bushels per acre. It is :much used in the distillation seaweed, etc., are used as fertilizers. The presence
and the cultivated areas are at all altitudes, from of sake. Winter barley is the kind almost univers- of trees seems to make no difference in the yield of
the sea level to 10,000 feet, with a climate of the ally grown; its general cultivation is much like that the other crops, the principal requirement being a
temperate or sub-tropical zones. Japan possesses of wheat.
liberal amount of fertilizl'lrB.
50,000,000 acres of tillable soil, but a little over
The sugar manufactured by the Japanese is made
Hemp is grown on the lower and richer soils, in
one-fourth of that quantity is in actual cultivation. from the Chinese sorghum plant, which grows luxu- drills sixteen inches apart. It is sown in March or
This is owing to the lack of good roads and proper riantly in the southern portion of the country, but. April, and receives the same careful garden tillage
means of transportation..
not much north of the thirty.sixth degree of lati- as all other products of the soil of Japan. During
Woolen clothing was formerly unknown, and ani- tude. The whole product of the country is about the summer it ia frequently hoed, and fertilizers are
mal food was prohibited to all classes by their relig- 70,000,000 pounds per year, and more than that applied to the root of the plant. All hemp'lands
ion and their economical habits of life. A few quantity is import'ld from China. The plant is not are flooded three or four times in· the season from
horses and cattle were employed for military uses, grown from seeds, but from cuttings. In September the irrigating ditches. The stalk i~ ready for harvest
to a limited extent for carrying purpoeea, and lit- selected stalks are cut and buried in trenches a foot in AugG:·st, grows from four to seven feet high, and
tle or none. for agricultural work. Thus it will deep. Through the winter, from the joints of the is pulled and spread on the ground, when it rots and
be seen, as already indicated, the resources for farm- stalks, sprouts grow. In the spring these joints are the fiber is easily separated. This is done by beating are much smaller than with us. Night soil has cut off and set out in rows, fifteen to eighteen ing with a bamboo stick. The resinous substance is
been the principal fertilizer of the Japanese farmer, inches apart, and about the same distance from the removed by hand, scraping with a sharp-edged bamand the limited supply has, of course, prevented ex- plants in the rows. The ground has pYeviously been boo knife. The fiber is uncommonly _long, strong,
tensive farming operations. The introduction into dug up and pulverized with the mattocks. The fer- and glossy; if it could be completely cleaned of the
the country of farm stock, as cattle, sheep 1 and hogs, tilizers used are ashes, fish, decomposed hay, !!ea- resinous matter, it would be in demand in all forhas been conducted to a very limited extent and with weed, and night-soil. The plants are cultivated with eign markets; but until that can be done it will not
little success.
the hoe, and the ground kept free from weeds. In be a very important article of agriculture. Flax is
About seven million acres are cultivated in rice, October and November the leaves are stripped off not. growl.l in the country.
Too much praise can hardly be given to the thorwhich is more than half the quantity of all that is and the stalks are cut; the :kard outer covering
cultivated. All the alluvial lands of the sea-shore, is then removed, and the remaining portion is ougbness of Japanese tillage; and to this cause may
rivers, valleys, and creek bottoms grow lowland ground between rollers of stone or hard wood. be attributed their uniform good crops. The dirice, and the richer upland soils produce the upland The j11ice is then boiled in iron kettles till the gran- visions of land, as at present cultivated, are so small
rice. The first i~ the best and most productive. The ulation takes place, when it is placed in bags and that anything but this garden cultivation would be
average yield of the lowlands oval' all the country, presaed dry. The expressed syrup is used as molasses. impossible; but in view of the yield that is realized,
north as well as south, is about forty bushels per Dry upland soils are required for the successful it would seem advisable for our farmers in America
acre. Some of the richer and better districts, how- growth of the cane, and the expenditure of labor and to pursue the same course to some extent. As before
ever, average about fifty bushels, and some fields fertilizers is as great, if not greater than with any observed, the great portion of the land is dug
even produce seventy bushels per acre. The total other crop.
with the mattock. When the little old Chinese
estimated crop of rice ia over 200,000,000 of bushels
Although the Japanese have several kinds of pota- plow is used, the soil is plowed and re-plowed, from
per year, the average value of which is $1.25 in ail- toes, the commo.n Irish variety is principally grown, four to eight times. In this way the soil is made fine
and that in the vicinity of the sea-porta where and mellow, the fertilizers incorporated with it, and
ver, making the grand total of $250,000,000.
As you have already learned, rice is the staple Europeans reside. The yam, or sweet potato, grows worked six or eight times during the growth of the
food of the Japanese people, and the amount of in all parts of the country, south of thf.l fortieth crop. The yield per acre is often enormous. It is
hard, thorough Wtnk which it enables them to per- parallel of latitude. There are five species of this reported of a single acre, that 70 bushels of rice,
form is the surprise of every; trlweler, and seems root grown here, three of which are peculiar to with 3 1-2 tons of straw, were taken from it, when i.t
quite incredible to our meat-eating countrymen~ It, Japan. They form a considerable portion of the was prepared for a winter crop of equally large pro·
however, occasionally gets f!IO high in price that the diet of the pe.ople, especially in autumn. The price portions.
·poor can ill afford to use it, when thousands are de- is very low, usually abnut fifteen cents a bushel.
Tobacco is an important product in this country,
prived of it. Then serious consequences follow,
Carrot.s, oniOJJS, parsnips, and turnips are very ~sin all other Asiatic countries. What a pity it is
and much suffering is engendered. But the patient successfully cultivated. When turnips are grown that man everywhere has made such extensive use
and cheerful industry of the people, and their eco- alone, enormous crops are realized. 'l'here are also of this filthy weed. It is grown on the uplands by
nomical habits, are guarantees against any extended some kind of rootRgrown here, not known with us, means of th~ same patient, thorough tillage as the
or severe suffering.
and lily bulbs are considerably grown and used as crops just described. The seed is planteil. the last of
Wheat is grown in all parts of the empire, and food, they are rich in sugar and starch. There is a March or first of April in rows fifteen inches apart.
is of the variety we call winter wheat. It is, how- great variel;y of herbaceous articles raised for food, In September the lower leaves are picked; the first
ever, produced in much smaller quantities than rice. of whieh the Japanese are extremely fond; among of October, the middle; and during !'he last of OoThe total wheat crop amounts to about 40,000,000 these aTe cabbages, beets, kale, artichokes, onions, tober the npper leaves. These a1·e dr1ed and packed
bushels, worth about fifty cents per bushel ;·the aver- asparagus, spinach. mallow, sol'rel, rhubarb, mustard, in small bales. The leaf is much cut up by to~ge yield is twenty bushels to the acre. lt is largely' lettuce, endive, water, and garden cress, ew. The baoco worms, and bu~ a small portion of}t is used in
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cigar making. Cigars are much less used in Japan greater part of the miningis still old and crude in ments of the people, but eJttends to all their. trades
than with us. About $200,000 worth of tobacco per character.
and indu!!tries. Monopolies are granted to certain
year is exported to Europe.
·Returns for the year 1879 show the following parties, either of trade or transportation, and the
Beims, peas, and all .other legumino11S plants a~e product: gold, $233 843; silver, $45l,O!l4; copper, government itself often becomes a buyer or seller in
extenl!lively cultivated m Japan. . Probably there IS $1,436,061; le:;d, $25,933; pig iron, $107,759; coal, the market.
no country in. the world where th1s class of food or $1,712,493. In addition to these there was a small
LAND TENURE .
this class of plants enters into the diet of the people production of sulphur, sulphuric acid, petroleum,
.All the land of the empire was the emperois.
so largely as .here.
antimony, and tin. The total value was about Through the shogun it was granted to the military
Without any scientific knowledge of the nutritive 4,250,000 yen. As the coal out-put has considerably favorites for the maintenance of the military power.
properties of food, the natural demands of the hu- increased, the value for the last :fiscal year may These favorites leased it in small divisions to farmers,
·
man system has led to this uncommon use of beans reach five million dollars.
who held it at the pleasure of the lessors. So long
and peas as aCOmplement to their other starchy food.
IMPORTS.
as the lessee paid the stipulated price, in produce, he
More than forty varieties of beans, and a dozen kinds
The larger share of the goods imported into was left undisturbed. Such was the tenure up to the
of peas and lentils, are produced. It would be an Japan, consisting chiefly of cotton and woolen revolution of 1868. Since that time the federal sysinteresting and instructive economic study to aooer- goods, are from England. The principal goods im- tem has been abolished, the land tenure has been
tain how far the cereals, combined plentifully with ported from the United State~ are kerosene oil, changed, the land has been sold to the tiller, and is
. leguminous food, have been made here to supply clocks, watches, lamp!!, firearms, canned meats, now held in fee simple. This important reform bas
cheap, healthy, and nutritious diet for a laboring pop- and some fruits. A good deal of canned butter, been of great benefit to the farming class, making
ulation, taking, in a great degree, the place of ani- purporting to be prepared in England and Switzer- home the property qf the occupant, and giving him
mal food. An almost endless variety of these starchy land, is brought here from the former country, but much more of independence. About one-third of
cal!leine foods are made and eaten by these people, is said to be largely of American manufacture, ex- the tillable land is now in the ownership of the culand they are enabled to labor more steadily than by ported to England in firkins, and then worked over tivators, the remainder being owned by larger prO•
the use of animal food. The annual crop of peas and put up in cane. If Americans, with their usual prietorl!l, or still belonging to the government.
and- beam1 is about 50,000,000 bushels, worth about enterpril!le, will put up in cans a good article of butSOCIETY
$30,000,000.
ter, well freed from the buttermilk, a large trade for Was formerly here, as in other parts of Asia, essenI b_ave previously given you to understand that it could be established in all these Asi~~;tic cities. tial patriarchal. The father had almost unlimited
fish iA an important article of diet with the Japan- No good butter is made in any of these countries, and control over all the members of his family. The
ese, they having invented an infinite variety of the amount consumed by Europeans alone is very whole course of the life of a child wal!l invariably
methods of preparing and preserving fish. Of large.
marked out and directed by the father. Marriages
course the fisheries are an imp.ortant part of the
The amount of kerosene sent from the United were entirely under his authority. No son or daugh·
industries of the people, alarge number being con- State~ to Japan amounts to about $2,500,000 per ter, whatever their age, could leave the paternal roo£
stantly engaged in it, and the value of the fish thus year; clocks and watches, $242,000; provi~ions and without the consent of the father. The husband
secured amounts to a large sum.
butter, $110,000; of firearms, ~125,000; lamps and held similar power over the wife. She could be
MANUFACTURES.
fittings, $125,000. American manufactures of cot. divorced and sent away from her children at his will
The most important manufactures of Japan are ton seem to be too high in price for this market. It and that of his family. But much of this absolute
i!!ilk, silk thread, cotton, tea, porcelain, lacquer, seems singular that England can send here cotton power on the part of the father and husband has
bronze, and embroidery, although iron and wooden- fabrics at lower prices than our people.
been done away with, though it still remains greater
ware and various articles of use and ornament are
THE GOVERNMENT,
than is the custom in W egtern civilization.
made in large quantities. . With the exception of As I have told you, was changed by the revolution
The education of the higher clawses was in fol'mer
porcelain, most of these industries are carried on in of 1868. Previous to that time it was an absolute times Chinese. The literature, philosophy, and scithe hot11!1es of the laborers.
and irre!lponsible monarchy, with an emperor at its ence (if the latter term is permissihle) were all ChiSILK.-The value of silk exported during the year head, wh.o held all authority by divine right, and nese. There was no illiteracy among the higher
ending June 30, 1880, as gathered from the customs who ruled through a number of feudal princea, at classes, for all could read and write. Nearly all the
return, is as follows: silk floss, 104,983 yen; silk whose head stood the shogun, or tycoon. The other classes, although not learned, could also read
waste, 749,280 yen; raw silk, 10,233,980 yen; laborer had no privileges except such as his imme- and write sufficient for business purposeR. There
silk manufacturf>s, 33,086 yen; cocoons, 404,067 yen; diate prince gave him. He was absolutely under the were some exceptions, but of the male farmers and
waste cocoons, 29,554 yen.
.
control and in the power of his feudal lord and that aFtisans nine-tenths could read and write. Schools
The value of the whole product during the same lord's retainers.
existed in laTge towns of the provinces, and also in
period I find stated in the Statistical Table of the
There were no courts for the trial of causes which many of the smaller villages. When schools were
Home Depa.rtment as about fifty-four and a half might arise between a laborer and his superiors. not available, reading and w1·iting were taught in a.
millions of dollars.
The position of the laboring man was so immeasur- primitive way at home.
PoRCELAIN.-·The older manufactures of porcelain ably below that of the ruling class that it was as
The mo!lt highly educated in Japan knew some
in Japan have long been sought after, and secured as much as his lifewasworth toeven petition his prince thousands of Chinese characters, a few books of the
treasures, by those professing taste and· knowledge or appeal to the shogun or emperor against any act Chinese claasics, the books of ceremonies, and some of
of such wares. The improvements, however, made of the upper classes. The laborers were bound to the truisms 2nd proverbs of Chinese sages, and
in the modern styles, will undoubtedly in time pre- the soil, and could not leave it without permission. could write.impromptu poetry in Chinelle characters.
cede the older fashions. Thechief wantinJapanese Their lives, even, were in the hands of 1.heir imme- It is not deemed necessary that be should even know
porcelain is regular symmetry in the pieces, and uni- diate superiors, and fancied insolence or insubordina- the history of his own country, much less that
formity in a set or any number of pieces. The ab- tion was sufficient justification for ·ending theni. of any other portion of the world. He had;,no
sence of these is owing to the non-use of machines The people were divided into five general classes as knowledge of anything worthy the name of scieiice.
and forma for molding, and to defective ovena, follows :
In art he could usually paint and draw. By this it
through which the heat is not evenly distributed.
1. Military and official-this class included the will be seen that even the best educated were :not
The decorations, however, are so charming, and so emperor and his blue-blooded nobility, the tycoon highly learned.
'·
The lower classes, in place of this Chinese culture,
different from any seen elsewhere, that the defects and the daimiyos, and their retainers.
know just enough of arithmetic to serve· their daily
of shape are made tolerabla; but what a great ad2. Farmers who held land under lease.
vance will be made when a radical cure shall be ef3. Artisans.
use, and could rea~ and write in Japanese charac4. Merchants and bankers.
fected in the directions indicated, is geen in instances
ters. There was some knowledge of Japanese hisof sets of. well-shaped foreign porcelain, finely paint5. Laborers, or the coolie class.
tory, mixed up with the mythical and marvelous,
ed by Japanese artists.
There was the widest possible gulf between the gleaned from books cr learned from the traveling
Manufacturers here are now manifesting much first class and all the others. The others had no story-teller, who, by the roadside, recited to gaping
crowds the stories of the wara and amours of the
interest in the question of how to improve in the rights which the :firBt class were bound to respect.
After the revolution of 1868 a great change was olden time.
character, aymmetry, and uniformity of their wares,
and there is every reason to believe that in a few made-the feudal system was abolished, the feudal
The whole syBtem of education, from what I have
years competition with foreign manufacturers and lords were pensioned, and their power taken from already told you, has been greatly remodeled since
in exportation will ba active. The clay pits be- them and assumed by the general government. 1868. Public schools have been established, and
longing to some of these establishments have been Although the laborer still has no voice in the mak- scientific text-books from Europe and America have
worked for two thousand years or more, and the ing and execution of the laws, he has been materi- been translated and brought into great use. Perenormous deposits seem scarcely more than scraped. ally benefited by the change. A system of courts haps the illiteracy of the lower class hss not been
Cobalt, used in coloring, is found in the same hills, has been established wherein he can be heard greatly reduced by the introduction of Western
and the clay being of excellent character, no reason against even the highest classM. He can demand custom!! and learning; but the learned class are
seems to exist why the introduction of foreign mold- the intervention of these courts to insure the pay- much better educated than formerly, and in the place
ing machines and improved ovens should not turn ment of his wages, which he could by no means do of the useless proverbs and 1mperstitions of former·
ages, the inculcations of scientific minds have been
out a. largely increased yearly product of excellent under the old order of thing!!.
ware, so formed and prepared as to please the taste
A vast and burdensome body of men-at-arms, with accepted, and the prospect for the future is m0111t
and supply the wants of foreigners.
absolute authority, was set aside, the old divisions encouraging. At the present rate of progress, in
The United States imports about $20,000,000 of the people abolished, and in the eyes of the law another decade the commonest laborer may be benworth of Japanese porcelain every year. Labor is all made of the same class. It is true the power efited by the Western system of education.
MORALS.
so cheap, plentiful, and skilful in this country, and and influence of the old class syetem is still felt, and
It is somewhat difficult to write accurately of the
the artistic taste of the people is so universal, that must be for years to come; but it will gradually die
beautiful articles of porcelain can be manufactMed out until the laborer oocupief! ground equal to all morals of a country, especially of these Asiatic
countries, so as to convey any intelligent under:and placed upon the market in sufficient quantities, others.
The empire is divided into districtl!l c!llled ken and standing of the subject to Western people. The
:and at prices so low as to be within the reach of
the majority of the inhabitants of the civilized feu, over each of which is placed an officer, known habits and customs of centuries, in which the relaas the ken-rei or feu-chiji, meaning much the !lame tions of the sexes in this country have been lookild
World.
MINES AND MINING.
as the word governor with us. At the office of this up.on so differently to those to which we have been
Mining in Japan is older than any accurate his- official every native reiident mu!!t be registered, and accustomed, have created a code of morals, if the
tory of the industry. The government retains for he or she cannot remove to another ken without per- term be permitted, from which morality, in this
itself the title and control of all mines and minerals, mission is first obtained; and upon arrival at the connection, has been excluded. The relation of
and grants licenses to work them. There is a ground new home must again be registered-there. So strict master and concubine ie here considered peifectly
tax of one yen for every six square rods, whether the il!l thiB l!lupervision that a Japanese cannot travel or proper, and neither party loses caste or respectability.
mine is worked or not. When worked there is a even sleep out of his di!!trict without permi11sion of Parents eell their daughters for this purpose, and
royalty tax of three to twenty per cent of the net the authorities. A block of every ten houses has its even to become inmates of. houses of prostitution.
profit realized. Much of the mining is carried on supervising officer, and each hundred a superior offi- From these latter places it not unfrequently occurs
by the different departments of the government. cial, keeping watch ~nd ward over the movements of that girls are taken to become excellent wives and
Some have had able scientific foreign advisers, and the occupants, so that any change or movement, even mothers. After marriage the wife is expected to be
t~ere are a few natives who are educated mineralo- for a day, is immediately known, and this interfer- true to her husband, and it seldom happens that she
K18t8 and metallurgists, but it ~ ~afe to say that the ,ence by the government is not confined to the m,ove- fails in this duty. .As mothers~ Japanese women are
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models. None can be kinder or more affectionate
A large majority of the buildings are one story, and, province submits his fiscal eatimatea for local expento their children; they will spare no pains to amuse compared to those of America and Europe, small. ditures, and they examine and pass upon them. If
or instruct them, and seldom use force to compel But the reader must bear in mind that the require- they disagrAe with him, the whol.e. matter goes to
obedience or punish a fault. As wives, these women menta of this oriental civilization are less than with us. the general government for ·declBlon. Although
are simply slaves to the humors and capricei of A laborer's house, will, at most, have no more than these assemblies pos!less no legislative power, they
their husbands; they have_ absolutely no rights, and four little rooms. Generally there is one main room, contain the germ of representative local self-gov.
are often subjected to seeing the attentions of their which serves as a sitting, dining, and sleeping room, ernment. The system needs to be extended, so as to
lords transferred to some favorite concubine, to and, in addition, a small nook for cooking, and include, among the representatives, intelligent people
whom they are obliged to be considerate and re- another for bathing. That the uses of one room of all classes, and to have the power now exercised
spectful.
for the purposes of eating, sitting, and sleeping may materially increasea. That this consummation will
The males in Japan greatly exceed in number the be understood, it should be remembered that the be achieved is almost certain. Nor will reform in
females; and in consequence of this fact, and the rooms are covered with olean soft mats, upon which this direction stop here. As I have remarked the
additional one of concubinage, so largely practiced, no boot or shoe ever treads. When meals are served, mikado is pledged that an elected legislature ~hall
the number of unmarried men among the laboring small tables, not more than a foot high, are used, be inaugurated by the year 1890.
classes is very large. These persons frequent houses and the family sit on the :floor like tailors on their
'The agitation pervading all classes in Japan in
of prostitution, and spend much of their earnings in benches. When the meal is finished the table is re- favor of a national representative aosembly is manigambling and drinking. It must be said, however, moved and the room is ready for a sitting-room, the fested daily in petitions to the emperor and his min.
that drunkeuness is exceptional, especially among mats serving as seats. At night, cotton comforters isters, in conferences and lectureP, and in newspaper
the better class of laborers.. The Japanese, like all are brought from a small clothes-press, and spread communications and editorials. ·The question is so
Eastern people, are somewhat given to exaggeration on the mats, and lo ! a sleeping chamber. Thus prominent, and the determinations to achieve success
in their speech; but their great suavity and polite- much of the room occupied by the laboror of .our so universal, that the Genro-in, the deliberative and
western civilization is saved. A Japanese laborer's advisory council of' the empire, is now aaid to be
ness to each other are always compicuous.
MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION.
house, with three rooms, can be built for from twen- taking it into serious consideration; and probably
The islands of Japan are long and narrow. There ty-five to one hundred yen. And the furniture, in- the country before the lapse of many years, possibly
is no point in the center of the larger island more eluding matting and sliding partitions, will not ex- months, will find itself in possession of some such
than one hundred miles from navigable water. ceed fifty yen. 'l"he house, by reason of non-use by chamber, wherein the views of all the people may be
Cheap ocean transportation is therefore everywhere the people of boots and shoes, is neat and clean. presented and discussed, and laws for their welfare
easily available. On the alluvial plains of the east- The bath, found in almost every laborer's house, is enacted. That it will be entirely free to act as its
ern and western coasts, besides the tidal rivers, there in daily use, and, cheap and small a.s the house is, it members may be inclined is not probable, and it may
exists an extensive system of canals. In the interior is comfortable.
be a matter of doubt if such freedom would at
in former times there was no general system of roads
None of the houses are built with a view to venti- present be wise.
worthy of the name. It is true, the Tokugowa ty- Jation or warmth, the partitions and sides being
'Farmers in Japan have no seasons of rest as in
coons and some of the daimiyos had built a few roads, of paper, protected in cold weather and storms by colder climates, the climate in nearly all portions of
but they were ill adapted to carriage traffic, and in strong wooden shutters. The vast majority of the the country being ~o mild in winter as to admit of
places were entirely impassable, except for footmen houses are thatched, and therefore stovepipes and raising the hardier crops. A considerable percentage
and pack-horses.. Such caniage is slow and costly, chimneys are impossible. In fact, there are no stoves of the land-owners are not workers, large numbers
and ruinous to both producer and consumer. .As a nor grates in Japan. In villages and towns the house of the tea, silk, rice, tobacco, and sugar-raisers being
tax it bears heavily on the shoulders of labor, and is warmed, if at s.ll, by a small fire-box, fill,13d with able to employ laborers for that pm:pose. .Almost
will do flO until better roads are built by the govern- charcoal, but more generally by a square zinc or every farmer can read, write~ and keep his farm acment. So much man-packing is not only laborious, copper-lined fire-place, sunk in the middle of the counts. He sends his sons to some school to learn
but degrading. It prevents production, consump- :floor, in which the wood is burnt, the smoke from the same, and has his daughters taught music and
tion, and trade.
·
which rises and escapes through a hole in the roof. needle-work at home.
The building of good roads and the providing of But little heat is generated in this way, and much
'All labor on farms is, to .the present time, mere
cheap transportation must be a condition precedent discomfort from the smoke is experienced) and dis- hand-work. A plow is seldom seen. Sometimes in
to the settlement and development of the wilds of eases of the eye are prevalent.
the lowland rice-fields an implement five feet in
the country. By sea, river, and canal the means of
As a rule, the principal protection from cold is by length; with a wooden cross-piece and depending
transportation are reasonably good and cheap. Lines additional padded clothing. The laborer, however, iron teeth twenty inches in length, set four or five
of steamers and sailing vessels of foreign construe- suffers in the thrae winter months, when, although inches apart, is used with a horse as a pulverizer of the
tion have been established to all the principal ports in many parts of the empire the thermometer does soil after the latter has been thoroughly dug up and
of the country. The :fleet of vessels owned by one not mark very low, the cold storms of snow and worked over with a mattock. Ninety-nina per c~nt,
company, the Mitsu-Bisbi, represents in round num- rain are exceedingly uncomfortable. The drainage however, of all labor is still manual. In 1878 the
bers a gross tonnage of 50,000 tons. This company from sinks and cess-pools in the vicinity of tenements, number of farmers, out of a population of 35,000,000,
has had the countenance and support of the govern- is, as a rule, extremely defective, and is doubtless was something over 15,500,000, of which 7,000,000
ment; its :fleet is being constantly increased, and the a powerful agent in producing epidemic diseases.
were women; but as a. large number of these latter,
In 1875, when the population was 33,300,675, there including the old and young, are engaged in houseservice rendered more effective.
In addition there are many smaller companies in were 7,389,371 houses, or tenements, the average hold duties, spinning, weaving, making clothing,
Tokio, Osaka, and Nagasaki, which run steamers number of occupants to eaoh being, therefore, less etc., there were probably not more than two or three
and sailing vessels of foreign style to some of the than 5. In Tokio, the number is 4; in Kanagawa millions of women employed in field work.
smaller ports. Some of these smaller steamers are ken, 4.5; Nagasaki ken, 4.7; Firkushima ken, 5.5;
'The wages of an able-bodied farm hand is about
Japanese built, and, although not of the best con- Miyagaken, 5.9; Awomori ken,5.8; Osaka City, 3.7. $35 per year, with board; and without board; $50.
otruction, give promise that in time Japan will be inThe houses of cities seem to be less crowded than Per day with board it will not average more than
dependent of foreign countries in ship building. those of the poor, rural districts.
fifteen to twenty cents. Female labor is much
There are no means available for giving accurate
The fuel, which is used chiefly for cooking and cheaper. To do work in a house or on a farm stout,
data as to the number and tonnage of the old style heating baths, is charcoal, cut and split wood, brush, healthy women are engaged at from $8 to $10 per
of native sailing vessels, known as "junks." The and dried grass. Charcoal is made in the_wooded year, with food; and without food, $25 to $30, and
gross tonnage must be very large. They run along regions, burned in small, clay pits, and carried to by the day at from ten to fifteen cents. The number
the coast to and from all the ports, and give cheap the settlements on the backs of men and horses, in of hours of labor will not average nine, and probaservice, much cheaper than steam or foreign sailing straw sacks. The selling price varies according to bly not mora than eight. The Japanese farmer is
vessels. Latterly loud complaints have been. made the distance from which it is brought; from 25 to an easy task-master, and treats his hired labor with
of the interference by the government with the ves- 50 cents per 100 ;pounds. But wood is sold in small great kindness. In ordinary farming there is little
eels in the interests of the steam monopolies. Ex- bundles of six st10ks, each stick being about 18 inches skilled labor, but intea, silk, and sugar cultivation
perience will certainly compel an abandonment of in length and 2 inches in diameter; 80 to 100 bun- and preparation, skill and experience are required,
such atte,mpts, which, if persisted in, must result dis- dles are sold for one dollar. I am quoting the rates and are paid higher pricres. A good tea-firer on a
of districts remote from the foreign settlements.
astrously both to the government and the people.
toa plantation, or a silk winder, receives double the
As bearing upon the question of inland transports- ' Brush and dried grass are gathered from the wild wl.\ges of the unskilled laborer.
tion of the products of labor, the statistics of the lands, to which certain rights of commons attach, as
CLOTHING.-' The clothing of the farm laborer in
number of cattle and horses of both Japan and the in England in early times. The value of the fuel summer is little more than nature sent him into the
United States may be properly inserted here so that pought and sold in 1875, was as followM: wood $6,- world with; in winter a cotton garment or two is
the contrast may be seen.
, 107,974; charcoal, $2,219,986.
worn, with straw sandals or wooden clogs. The
In Japan her 35,000,000 people have 900,274 horses
.As the farmer and country laborer gets his fuel whole clothing of a year will not"'cost more than four
and 814,324 cattle. In the United States in 1870 the from hiil own land, or from the commons, this must or five dollars.
38,000,000 people had in round numbers 10,000,000 have been mostly used in the larger villages and
HOLIDAYS.-' Several holidays are allowed each
horses and mules, and 26,000,000 cattle. This will cities, showing how little is consumed for house- year, such as religious festivals and family celebrashow what burdens the laborer carries. on his back, warming even by the richer classes.
tions. When a man and his wife work for yearly
and what unnecessary calls are made upon his earn-'
FABMERS.
wages they will receive, without board, about $75.
ings in the way of conveying his products.
/ As has been said, the farmer, under the old system From this he has to pay $8 to $10 for a two or three
The mail transportation that has been established of classes, ranked next to the samurai, or governing small-roomed house, and buy clothing for a family
within the last ten years, both coastwise and inland, class. In the new order he holds the same position of four or five, amounting; perhaps, to $20. He
is cheap and excellent. The number of miles of mail in public opinion and general estimation. He is will have a small garden with his house, from which
routes aggregate 36,052. The number of letters car- now owner of the soil he tills, and is taxed accord- one half of his living is produced; a few chickens
ried for the year ending June 30, 1880, was 55,775,- ing to its producing capacity.
and ducks, tended by the children, will buy many
206, and that of newspapers 11,203,731. These fig- : The kocho, or village officer, in all agricultural articles of necest:lity or of ornament for holiday use;
urea throw great light upon the volume of' business villages, has always been a leading farmer, and some a child of six or seven years, perhaps with a babe of
of the country and the amount of reading and writ- villages had and still h11ve the right to choose the six months strapped to its back, will gather brush or
ing done by the people.
i officer. He had little more than a general supervision dried grass on the commons for fuel; and by great
TENEMENTS.
of village affairs. He settled petty dispute!!, main- frugality in eating, and scrupulous care of clothing,
..
In forming an opinion of the tenements of the tained the peace, kept the register of the inhabitants, at the end of the year be finds he has supported his
:; laborer the climate of the country must be borne in granted traveling permits, arrested thieves, and was family, had several enjoyable holidays, and has a.
, .mind. Although there are unlimited quantities of a general advisor for the village.
few dollars hidden away in some secret place.
Within the past three years the government has
·good, durable building-stone everywhere in the
ARTISANS.
mpuntain range, and vast deposits of firm clay for taken a step which has greatly enhanced the position
'The Japanese artisan, like the farmer, has always
making brick, no stone or brick houses are built. and influence of the landholder. A decree has been held a respectable position. He was in a class above
'fhe.frequency and severity of earthquakes make the promulgated by which local elective assemblies the merchant and banker, but in reality his position,
use
any but wooden structures impracticable. have been created, the electors of which are confined pay, and privileges were no greater. For a thouTimbeJ" is scarce, and there is nothing worthy the to such of the landholders as pay at least $10 land tax. sand years a very high mechanical art has existed.
At pn:sent the power of these assemblies is only The Japanese articles_and implements of steel were
name of- forests except in a portion of Yezo in the
far north!:,
deliberative and advisory. The governpr of the of the best. S~:ml.e of the old ~:~words are worthy to
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. be classed with the Toledo a~d Damas?us .blades.! yers are coming into fashion. It can hardly be said,
Their lacqnered wares have. been and. still are un-: p.owever, that they have yet succeeded in establishrivaled, and they made beautiful porc~la~n long before, mg a footing, or that the profession bas a well-dePalissy and Bottcher were ?orn. Their s.tl~, cloth, err;.- fined existence. As no civil code bas been adopted,
broideries, and silk tapestries were exquuntely beaut1-; and as the criminal code has been little modified, it
ful at a time when some Western people wore the' may be some time before Japanese lawyers flourish
coarsest stuffs. Their oldest bronze _coml?ar~s with; equal .to English and American lawyers.
the finest products of ~urop~. Then· pam~mgs on-j _'Wnters, translators, and interpreters receive all
silk and paper, poroelam and lacquer, excites the, pncea, from ten to fifty dollars per month. Clerks,
warmest attention. Their ivory and wood carvings! salesmen, and book-keepers command from ten to
are wonders of skill, ingenuity, and patient labor. ! twenty dollars per month, including board. ·
'There is hardly a house in Japan where some
cooLIE OR COMMON LABOR
.
mechanical trade is not carried on. Even in the; Is, of course, the lowest in Japan. As has been obhouseholds of the higher classes, silk, cotton, and II served, these people were the serfs of the soil. Alother goods are made by the servants, and the mem-, though the whole class system has been done away
bers of the family have some knowledge of the arf.! with, yet, as must be understood, the effect of the
Every f:nmer's house has its wheel and loom. : customs of a thousand years cannot all be removed
Many of the smaller merchants make more or less of j in a short time. Not a little of the old degradation
the.ir go?ds. In this view there a:re many more 1 of the l?wer cla~s still remains. The year ~868
artisans m the country than are shown by the census, found th1s class m utter poV(;)rty.- Not ov e m a
of 1875. The number, as I have previouslv stated, I hundred of them owned a foot of land, or the rude
is placed between 700,000 and 800,000. I believe: roof which illy sheltered their heads from the storms.
that there are more than double that number who; Fourteen years have done much to improve this condevote the greatest share of their time to manufac- · dition. Many now own their own houses and their
ture, and five or six millions who work more or less I tools. Some have bought land, and are now farmers
at mechanical trades.'
on tb~dr own account. Wages have been raised, and
Many of the wares used for home consumption re- the children of the laboring classes are receiving a
quire no special skill in their production, and there- degree of education.
fore the labor wages are low. In the manufacture·1 The carriers are undoubtedly the hardest. worked
of silk, lacquer, enamels, bronze, embroideries, and\ class in the country. Tnis class includes the packin. their paiJ?-tings Bkilled labor must enter, and is i ers, who carry freight upon their backs and shouldpatd proportiOnately.
1ers; the carmen, who haul heavy loads on man-carts
Labor-saving machinery of any kind is almost' and the jin-rik-sha men, whom I. have pretty fully,
wholly unknown in Japan, as it is in China and all! described. These last, as I have told you, trot from
other parts of Asia. There are said to be but two thirty to fifty miles per day, on good roads, till the
sawmills in the entire empire. There are few coun- perspiration pours from them profusely, when, pertries in the world wpere there are fewer inventions haps, they have to stop for an hour or more, without
in the way of new ma.ohines. .Porcelain is manufac- any .pPOtection, in the cold, harsh wind; and it is
tured in all the provinces, the aggregate amount not strange that colds, consumption and short life
being some $3,000,000 per year, but it is chiefly done are the result. Many own their own carriages and
in the same manner as followed a thousand years earn sixty centy cents a ·aay, but in more numerous
-ago, very few of the later methods ueed in more oases the jin-rik-shas are owned by companies' or
modern countries having been introduced.
guilds and command a rental of six to ten cents per
The clay is manipulated in the ancient style, and day from the poor fellows who haul them. There
the same wheel is employed as is shown in hiero- are thought to be four hundred thousand of these
glyphics on the walls of the tombs of Egypt. Some man-wagons in the country.
ad vance, however, has of late years been made in
There are two kinds of cart carriage-one by men,
the way of designs and decorations, and in various the other by a bull or a cow. Those for men are
articles of ornamentation. No more beautiful or (heavy, requiring from two to six: men to manipulate
exquisite ceramic articles are made than come from! them. The loads hauled in these are often enorthe bands of Japanese artisans. Love of beautiful mously heavy. All sorts of teams are in use here.
pottery has been a natural passion for more than a An old man and a young woman with a child
thousand years. Skilled labor necessarily commands strapped to her back are sometimes seen hauling a
a higher price than unskilled labor. Much of the loaded cart together. Ten to twelve miles a day
. coarser work is done by apprentices and common with a·loaded cart is considered a good day's work.
journeymen; but a good turner at the pottery wheel! Six or seven hundred pounds is an average load for
gets from fifty to seventy aents per day; and the two persons. I have seen a ton pulled along the
beat painters from seventy -five cents to a dollar and 1streets of Yokohama by six: men; and for this heavy
twenty cents per day. The average, however, is 1 work the sum of ten to twenty cents a day per man
much less; and makers of flowers and figures of Iis paid. However cheerless this picture, these aimbirds, etc., for ornamenting the larger vases and jars 1l·ple natives manage to find some enjoyment in it all.
in bas-relief, secure from fifty to seventy cents a day. Through the country they go in a train of several
Safe persons, skilled in baking the ware, can demand' carts, taking their food, rain. coats of straw, and sunfrom forty to sixty cents a day; clay washers and hats, and at intervals stop by some stream of. clear
mixers, twenty or thirty cents.
.
water with pleasant spade, and here laughter and
'Makers of enameled copper and bronze work re-,light-heartedness cheer them in their hard toil, while
caive about the same wages as the porcelain workers; their simple meals satisfy the demands of hunger.
although the highest skilled laborers in inlaid bronzes
Bull carts are drawn by a single animal, by the
sometimes command as high as a dollar and a half 1 side of which the driver walks, guiding him by a
per da.y; but ordinary mechanics in this line get small rope fastened in the nose with an iron ring.
from thirty to aevent.y cents. Ivory carvers get The bull-is stout, quiet, and gentle, and will travel
from ten to twenty dollars per month; carpenters fifteen miles a day, hauling several hundred pounds.
from twenty-five to fifty cents per day. Black- Such an outfit, including man, bull, and cart, earns
smiths work still cheaper, and get from eighteen to about fifty cents a day.
forty cents per day:"
Packers are of two kinds-men and women, who
Modern lacquer workers, in the best product of the carry loads of produce and goods on their backs
art, ~ank with porcelain and bronze workers; wages over the mountain paths and along the highways
rangmg from twenty cents to a dollar and twenty down to the rivers and sea-'ooast, and those who use
cents per da;y-, according to the skill of the artisan horses for the same purpose. Men and women carry
and the quahtyof the work turned out. Ship-builders from eighty to a hundred and twenty-five pounds
are of course employed on the coast and near sea- each, and travel from twelve to fifteen miles rerday,
ports, and their wages average considerably higher by which ha1·d service the sum of from ten to sixth~n those of mechanics in the interior. A good teen cents a day is earned. The horses and cattle
sh1p carpenter gets from forty to fifty cents per day, for packing are fed little but grass. They are inwhile a good foreman commaDds from fifty to sixty variably shod with stra.w shoes, which in the interior
dollars p~r month. T~ere is, p.owever, little danger cost two cents a set; on stony roads two sets a day
of Amencan m~chamcs commg over to Japan on are required.
FlSH.E:RMEN.
account of the h1gh wages paid here.
PRO]'ESSIONAL LABOR.
Surrounded on all sides by the ocean, indented
Physicians, as a rule, do not charge for the visit to everywhere by broad gulfs and bays, all the alluvial
the patient, but for the medicine admirristered; but portions of the country cut up by tidal streams and
as a physician of high reputation charges more for canals, the waters swarming with a great variety of
the same medicine than a physician of less reputation, fish suited for food, it is the most natural thing in the
it amounts to about the same thing as with us. An world that thousands of the Japanese should be
ord~nary physician receives patients at his office, and fishermen. Every shore bas its fishing villages. All
d~~mg regular hours, at twelve to twenty cents, If the bays and inlets on fair days are white with the
Vl~lts are made. to the .residences of the patients, t~e sails of fishing boats. This is the lowest class in the
priCes are doubly as btgh. Surgery was unknown m country. Their houses are the poorest of any, and
the old Japanese practice, but has been introduced they possess the least intelligence and culture. There
~y those who have learned in European and Amer- are fewer schools in 'these isolated villages than
10an schools. The better educated physicians, iiJ. elsewhere, and the percentage of illiteracy is decidedly
order to receive practice, are compelled to be gov- greater. Physically these fishermen are equal to the
erned by prevailing prices, otherwise they would re- rest of the population of the country, as they always
oeive ~ut few calls.
have plenty of fish for food, but their general ignoUntll recently Japan was so happy as to have no ranee doubtless arises from a lack of culture. There
lawyer~, save among the foreigners; but with the in- is no religious prejudices against fish as food, so this
troduot1on of modern civilization,.even native law- fishing population has no need to go hungry.
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A good fishing boat for two men costs about seventy dollars. As an average, sixty to ninety cents'
worth of fish are caught per day in a boat.
The wages of able-bodied fishermen by the day
are fifteen to twenty cents. Women and children
work along the shores at low tide gathering oysters,
clams, etc.
The preparation of salted fish gives employment
to large numbers of the cheaper class of laborers.
This numerous fishing population, the island character of the country, the number and variety of fish in
all the waters, the cheapness of transportation from
the fisheries to the centers of population on the seashores and river b~nks, all have an important bearing
upon the welfare of the laboring class. In the
larger towns the fish-markets are all under the control of guilds,. and in some places the boats are
owned and the men employed by these guilds. In
some of the larger fishing towns the guilds own as
many as twelve hundred boats and employ four
thousand men. Some of the boats carry eight or
ten men. The gales of fish of a single guild amount
to $1,500,000 per year. Fish are to be had at all
prices from two to twelve cents a pound, according
to the quality and locality where sold. The product
of the fisheries in 1878 amounted to $10,000,000.
'
M.!NEs.-The mines of Japau, in value of the
product, do not take high rank. The total value
from all mines and quarries in 1878 did not exceed-·
$5,000,000. Labor is cheap, and for poverty and ignorance the miner takes the position side by side
with the fisherman. Hie lot is harder, and his pleas.
ures less. Common mine labor can be had fox
from eight to twenty cents per day, and by the
month for still less. Ex:actly what the mine wealth
of Japan is cannot be ascertained at present, and
probably will never be known until the country and
its hidden resources are open to foreign skill and
enterprise; and this may be said with equal truth as
to the cultivated lands. If worked in large tracts
by skilled: labor and by modern foreign implements
the taxable wealth of the country would be vastly
increased.
I will give you a few more paragraphs from
Consul-General Van Buren's work.
SPORTS AND PASTIMES.
The national games and sports of Japan were less
active and athletic in character than those of Europe
and America. rrhe samurai were fond of horseback
riding, but the laboring classes were not allowed to
ride on the public roads. Even now, when the packhorses are returning unloaded from the market, and
the drivers ride a portion of the way, they make
sure to dismount in the presence of any of the old
higher class. Foot races, or walking-matches, are
not in vogue; so of boat-racing. Exclusively warlike games and practices were indulged in by the
higher class. They pra~ticed archery and fencing;
and, on eating and drinking occasions, had trials of
strength and skill within doors.
The lower classes had a more active class of sports.
Under the harvest moon you may see a whole village
collected to witness wrestling, racing, and fencing.
Theatrical performances are popular, and traveling
troupes of actors go from village to village, erect
bamboo and mat shelters, and give entertainments
for a week at a time. On such occasions the laboring classes turn out in great number~, with all their
holiday finery on, and enjoy every incident of the
performance. Laboring men, in the evening, go to
tea-houses, drink a light wine made from rice, sing
songs, play games of skill, and recite in dramatic
style from th.e old historians and poets. Women
and girls gosst> in groups at some neighbor's house,
or at the public baths. Women play a simple game
of checkers, while men are skilled in chess. The
children have battledore and kite. flying.
In addition to this, the Japanese are great travelers. In certain months, when farm labor is not
pressing, twenty or thirty friends and neighbors ~ill
arrange a pilgrimage to some of the noted shrmes
and temples in the mountains, going on foot as far
aa 150 or 200 miles. They walk leisurely along the
roads and paths, talking, laughing, and singing. In
the middle of the day, when tired, they sleep in the
shade of the groves, eat rice 1 and drink tea, and are
as happy as the day is long. These pilgrimages are
an important feature in the social life of the laborer.
They afford mental and physical relaxation; give
extended observation of wide regions of country, of
new, variHd, and better industries, and an insight
into the life and habits of their far· off countrymen.
There is another amusement to be met with on
festival days, which, in the smaller villages of the
interior, still exerts an influence upon the lower
classes. I allude to the wayside story-telling. This
afforded the only means which certain classes had of
knowing the history of the country. The storytellers have rude booths, and for a mere pittance
recite by the hour the civil and military history of
the different dynasties which have ruled the country. They speak the pure old Japanese, unmixed
with Chinese words, which the learned affect, and
thus are l_)erfec~ly understood by their hearers.
LABOR ORGANIZATIONS.
Every branch of labor and trade has ~ts gui_l~, although not, like those of Western countnea, or1gmal-
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ly formed to protect labor from the exactions·of capital. The government, for purposes of revenue, farmed
out to favorites exclusive privileges of trade or of
lfl.bor, and these pemons formed guilds and levied
taxes upon all engaged in each occupation. These
organiz:lttous, in time, fell more and more under tbe
inflc1ence anil control of the taxed. They gradually
grew to be used for the protection of the interests of
the tradeg. They could pet\tion the local authori·
ties, and, from their numbers and unity, had no incomdderable influence.
Although the government has abolished this practice of farming these guilds, and substituted therefor ·inrlividual license, the guilds still exist and
zealously guard the interest of their members.
As bas been said, there are no manufactories employing large capital and great 1mmbers of operatives; but the manufactures of Ja.pan are diatinctivelv household. In some cases a few outside Iabore;~ are emploved, but in many, perhaps a majority, of tbese household workshops the laborer is interested in the capital and profits of the manufacture.
If 1Rbor-saving n1achinery, large ca.pitaJ, and great.
est~bli8hments, employing hundreds of people, shall
ever be introduced, these guilds, now operating partially in the interest of labor, may assume the im"
portance and inflttence of the labor organizations in
the United Statea.
PAUPERISM.

In all time Japan had her beg&rar class, who were
permitted to solicit alms by the roadside and to live
in buts on the waste lands. The origin of this class
is unknown. Whether they are descended from the
lepers, or from pardoned criminals, and thus out·
ca8ts, or from the conquered aborigines, is uncertain.
Although they may still be seen here and the1·e by
the roadsides, the government discouragEls theRe proceedings, and in many cases thAy are arrested and
subjected to punishment. There was an attempt
some years since by the various local authorities to
reduce the number of these beggars by furnishing
them with labor, food, snd clothing, but without
mark1:1d success. With this exception, the government has neve!" made any prvvision for the extremely poor. Farms for the poor, p!luper asylums,
systBmB of out-door relief, were and are unknown.
So iittle food and clothing will supply the wants of
the poor that the near and distant relatives of which
the (Jla8s are formr)d were en::.bled to provide that
little. Aii! the influence of the family organizations
grow weo.ker, and their responaibiEty le!!.s, the ne.
cegBity of SOllie public provision begins to be felt.
There is another feature of society here which
makes numbers of aged, indig•ont people less dependent upon public charity. The family pever becomes extinct; the linA of descent never ceases. If
there are no male children to bear the name, a
young'.:\r son of another family is adopted, who takeB
the fn,mily name, and upon whom the aged and decrepit lean for support.
SCENERY.

The rem~rka.ble beauty of Japanese scenery has
won the admimtion of every visitor. Her grand
mountain ranges, covered with trees and l!!hrubl!,
clothed in perpetual green, towered by the worldrenowned Fujiyama, rearing its shining summit
above the clouds, reverenced hy millions of her peo.
ple as th'3 highest exhibition of nature, and the holy
~brine, to which thousands of pilgrims yearly bend
their steps; the charming and picturesque valleyil,
carpeted with riehest verdure and blo!!'soming with
flowers of a thousand hues, including the lotus,
queen of lilies, which fills the atmosphere with its
rich perfume; the rushing torrents and winding
rivers, sparkling with clearest water; her numerous
and varied islands; her indented coasts, bays, and
harborB; her variety of shrubs and trees, and her
skies of purest blue, all combine to make their impress on the character of her people.
.
Cheerfulness of dispoflition and love of the beautifal are striking charaeteristics of the natives of
the Niphon. Born and reared amidst such charms
of nature, forms of beauty become to them everyday familiar objects, and it is no matter of wonder
that they bring into existence some of the loveliest
works of art that human hands have ever formed, or
that the smiles of sky and earth, air and sea, should
be reflected on their faces and in their lives. The
laborer sings at his toil, goes cheerfully to his simple meal, and engages with the enthusiasm of boyho'Jd in his holiday sports.
ETHNOLOGY.

It is perhaps too early to state with certainty to
which of the families of the human race the Japanese belong.
Morton, long since, after examining a number of
Chinese crania, decided that they are not of Chinese
ortgw. Their language, which is always considered
the strongest evidence of race, makes it certain that
they are neither Chinese, Polynesian, nor of that aboriginal race to which the inhabitn.nts of northeastern Asia belong. Whitney and Muller are inclined
to place them in the great Indo-European family. If
ao, the conquerors of these islands must have started
from the central regions of Asia, and instead of
traveling west, as the other migratory hordes did,
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came east, crossed to Jap;ru, and wrested the coun- they will produce good crops for twenty years or
try from the Ainos, the then possessors of the soil. more without manure, The rains are so frequent
that irrigation is not resorted to.
ORIENTAL CIVILIZATION-.
Yezo is rich in coal fields, but the government
The distinctive characteristic of oriental civilization, as compared to ours of tbe West, ia its extreme seems to be jealous of. the introduction of foreign
simplicity of foo~, dress, houHe;;; bouseho1d appurte- capital, and until this embargo is removed it is not
nancee, and geneml style cf living. The precepts likely that much development of the rich mines will
of r.eligion, the maxims of government, and the ·be made. Mr. Lyman, at the head of the Geological
times inculcat.e and commend the practice of frugal- Survey, estimates the quantity of coal in the Yezo
ity and rigid economy, while the whole influence of coal fields at 150,000,000 tons, or in other words,
Western civiliz&tion t<lnds to lead t.he hborer to hab- that though as much coal were to be taken from
its of show and luxury beyond his means. Our styles those beds as is annually taken . from the beds of
of architecture, of food, and of ulotbing are incom- Great Britain, it would require a thousand years to
parably more costly than t.hose of the orient.
exhaust them.
If a Japanese laborer bad to live in our style of
The government has spent large sums of money
house, eat our animal flesh and pastrifls, and wear upon Yezo, some of which has been sunk in profitour clothing, to say nothing of the social demands le~s enterprises, while others hear fruit in productive
upon his time and means, the cost of his living improvements. .Appropriatio.ns of over $300,000 a
would be more than quadrupled, and the p1·ice of his year have been made for such improvements. The
products enhanced accordingly. This question of island differs so much in its general features and
the comparative simplicity and cest of living and of natural productions from the rest of Japan that it is
production of the two civilizations will grow in im- exempt from tbe ordinary taxes and is subject to
portance as the two systems are brought more and specilll imports on produce, which bring in a revenue
more into contact and compet.it.ion.
of $360,000 annually, a pretty large snr.a to be paid
There are seven or eight hundred million people by a population so small.
dwelling on the southern and eastern shoreB of Asia,
The chief and most hopeful operation in the island
the majority of them workers, living up to the re- is an agricultural college, on the model of'the Massquirements of this oriental simplicity, who are all achusetts Agricultural College, under native direc- .
ready to compete with our people in every branch of tion, on the staff of which are four professors. Its
human industry. .And it may be worth our while to graduating course is four year11, and the number of
inquire if the demands of our soci.alsystem do not students is limited to sixty. It gives a sound Enghandicap our laborer too heavily in the contest. Of lilh education, with special attention to aurveying
course it is not to be contemplated that our laborers and civil engineering, as required in the construction
are to be put upon rice, fish, or vegetable diet of of high ways, railroads, drainage, and irrigation works.
these Eastern workers. Our climate alone utterly
The government is supposed to have two objects
for'Qids such a consummation, if, in any view, it were in view in developing Yezo. One is to provide a
desirable. The labor-saving machinery, created field for emigration for the inhapitants of those porfrom the active brains of onr inventors, sG often tions of Japan which are euppol!led to be over-populooked upon by laboring men as destructive of em- lated, and the other, by building up a population in
ployment and ruinous to their interests constitutes Yezo, to erect. a sm·t of bulwark against aggressive
for the present the barri<'r which protects them designs which are supposed to be entertained by
and their interests against the rapid and perhaps Russi11., a po.wer which iil as much distrusted in Japan
lowering competition of the vast mass of. la- as in England: Colonies have been eettled in several
borel's to which I have alluded: But this is not favorable regions, grants of land have been made to
all that is needed. The reduction to taxation and a great many of the samurai class, and at Satsuporo
equalization of the burdens of our government, nearly a thousand soldiers are settled with their famas far as pos11ible, the multiplication of cheap means ilies, in detached houses. Seeds and fruit trees are
of tranaport~tion, the building of economical and sold to settlers at a very low price, and many agricomfortable hou!les in citie"', t.he positive prevention cultural advantages are provided which do not exist
of swindling in food and clothing, the rigid scru· on the main island; but either from a natural disintiny of all beverages sold, and the prohibition, under clination to emigrate, or from a dread of the taxes
the severest pen11.hies, of t.he sale of impure drinks, imposed on produce, Yezo fails to attract a populaand the encouragement of proper co-operative asilo- tion, and a region which could l!upport six millions
ciations for the purchase and Mile of good, cheap has a scattered sprinkling, and that mainly around
provisions, are all necfssary for the welfare of our the coasts, of only 123,000. The fisheries of this
great laboring population, the producers of our isla,nd are magnificent, and rival those on the opposite
wealth and prosperity. · So much for Vl\n ~uren.
coast of Oregon; but they are over-taxed, the tax
levied being from ten to twenty-five per cent on the
YEZO AND THE AINOS.
yield. Salmon is a specialty, but cuttle-fish, seaI have simply mentioned the eavages living on the weed, and other fi;~h, are also important articles of exnorthern-most island of the Japanese archipelago, port. There are many fishing stations on the southcalled Ainos, but have bad very little to say about ern coast. Salmon fishing there is one of the sights
them for the simple reason that I did not visit them. of Japan; some of. the 11eines are four thousand feet
Their country lie11 farther north than I have pene- in length, and require seventy men to work them; a
trated, consequently they entirely escaped my obser. pair of such, making three hauls a day, sometimes
vation. BL1t as a description of Japan will not be catch 20,000 salmon, averaging, when cured, ten
complete with an account of the Ainos omitted, I pounds each. The revenue of the fisheries of Ishmust tell you something of them, availing myself of kariRiver alone is $15,nOO a year. The fish of Yezo
the intereiJting history of them given by Miss Bird are not only sent throughout the interior of Japan,
in her "Unbeaten Trwlm in Japan."
but are also shipped to China. The Ainos are largely
The island named Yezo, which is the home of the amployed in the fiBbing, and an immense number of
.Mnos, is separated from the mainland by the T8u- the emigrants hom the provinces of Japan resort to
garu Strait, and is in shape an irregular triangle, Yezo for the fishing sea11on.
extending from east langitude ] 39° 50' E. to 146° E.,
From the interior, in Hakodate, the port town, at
and from latitude 41° 30' N. to 45° 30' N. It has a different seasons of the year, are to be bought, at
climate of singular severity, a heavy snowfall, ann moderate price, hare~>, grouse, deer, quail, snipe, teal,
in its no1 tbern part a Siberian winter. Its area is venison. wild ducks and bears. Bear furs and deer
35,739 square miles, or considerably more than that skins a;e among the important articles of export.
of Ireland, while its population is but 123,000. It is
The ehief objects of intere.f-lt to the traveler in
a mountainnua country, with grassy plains, well Y ezo ia the remnant of the Aiuo ra.ce, the abo rig·
watered valleys, impenetrable jungles, and impass- ineH of Yezo, and not improbably of the whole of
able swamps. It has several active volcanoes, and J,1pan. They are peaceful savages who live on the
the quietude of its extinct ones is not to be relied coast and in the interior, their principal occupaupon. It~ forestR and swamps are drained by innu- tion being hunti11g and fishing. They stand in relamerable short, rapid rivers, which are subject to tion to the Japanese subjugators as do the Indians of
violent freshets. In riding round the coast they are America to their conquerors. As regards taxes, they
encountered every two or three miles, and often pay partly in money and partly in kind.
These savages are often called "hairy Ainos."
detain the traveler days upon their margins.
There are but few safe ha1;bors on the coast; and They are l!ltupid, gentle, good-natured, and submisthough exempt from typhoons, it is swept by heavy sive. They are a wholly distivct race from the
gales and a continuous llnrf. The cultivated land is Japanese. In complexion they resemble the people
mainly near the sea. The interior is forest-covered, of Spain and southern Italy; in the expreesion of
and the supplies of valuable lumber is almost inex- the face, and of the manner· of showing courtesies,
haustible, and are said to include thirty-six kinds of European, rather than Asiatic. They are not taller
useful timber treAs. Openings in the forest are than the Japaneee, but much stronger. Their hair is
heavily grassed with the .Eulalia Japonica, a grass a jet black, very soft, and on the scalp forms thick
higher than the head of a man on horseback, and the ma~ses, occasionally wavy, but never showing any
forest itself is rendered impassable, not only by a tendency to curl. ·The beard, mouatache, and eyedense growth of the tough and rigid dwarf bamboo, brows are thick and full, and there is frequently a
which attains a. bight of eiglft feet, but by ropes and heavy growth of hair on the chest and limb!!. The
nooses of various vineli which grow profusely every- neck is short, brow broad, high, and massive, the
where. The soil ie usually rich, and, the summer nose broad and inclined to flatnees, the mouth wide
being warm, is favorable to the growth of most and well formed, the lines of the eyee and eyebrows
cereals and root crops. It is too· far north for rice, perfectly straight, and the frontal sinuses well
but is well adapted fo1· wheat. European fruit-trees marked. Their language is a very simple one. They
are said to do better here than any part of Japan. have no written characters, no literature, no history,
The valleys and plains are said to be so fertile that few traditions, and have left no impressions on the
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land f~om which they have been driven. In Yezo, with no litter lying in sight anywhere, nothing in- of wood, with festoons of shavings hanging around
the traveller is conscious of a freer atmosphere than deed but dog troughs, hollowed out of logs, like the upper part. Household gods form an essential
he has breathed on the main: island. ·It is not only 'dug-cuts' for the numerous yellow dogs, which part of the furnishing of every house. At the left
the air that circulates more freely, but men and are a feature of Aino life. There were neither pud- of the entrance are ten white wands, with appendbeasts have more elbow room. '.J,'here are very few dles·nor heaps, hut the houses, all trim and in good ed shavings a.ttached to the upper end; the wands
r
are stuck into the wall, while the others end project
restrictions toward trsvelers who visit this island. respect, rise clean out of the sandy soil. One can ride around the place without being stopped
"Buatori, the Iargeat of the Aino settlements m this out of the window which fr.oes the risiag sun-the
by a trespass notice; he can leave the roads and region, is very prettily situated among fores~s and morning sun being a special object of adoration with
gallop for miles .over breezy commons, by the sea- mountains on rising ground, with a very smuous all races and tribes. The great god, a white· post
shore, covered with roses, and cau lead a half savage river winding at its feet and a wooded bight above. two feet high, with spirals of shavings depending
life, and swim rivers, and climb mountains, and light A lonelier place could scarcely be found. As we from the top, is· always planted in the floor near the
fires in the woods, without breaking any regulations. passed among the houses the yellow dogs barked, wall on the left side opposite the fire. The least
In short, he can do all that can be done on the main· the women looked !ihy, smiled, and the_ men made that can· be said about these gods of the Ainos is
land. Apart from the intereiilt of investigation and their graceful salutation. We stopped at the chief's that they are harmless and not malicious, and that is
observation, there is a charm about the thinly peopled house, where, of cour11 e, we were expected guests; far more than can be said of other gods, especially
country, a fascination in the long moan of the Pa- but Shinondi, his nephew, and two other men came the one so largely worshiped in Europe and America.
cifio, in the gloriouslonelinesR of the region around out, saluted us, and with most hospitable intent Could he be converted into an immovable post, the
Volcano Bay, and in the breeziness and freedom of helped Ito to unload the horses. Indeed their ea~er fears and unhappiness of his worshipers would be
Yezo life, in some respects the most delightful to be hospitality created quite a commotion, one runnmg greatly lessened.
found in Japan.
hither and another thither in their anxiety to welcome
Miss Bird says there cannot be anything more
After passing three days with these savages, the a stranger. It is a large house,thirty-five by twenty- vague and destitute of cohesion than the Aino.religAinos, Miss Bird writes of them as follows: "I am five, and the roof twenty feet high; but you enter ious notions. With the exception of one shrme of
in the lonely Aino land, and I think the most inter- by an antechamb~:r, in which ~re kept the .mill~t- Japanese OOJlStruotion, dedicated to the god Yoshitesting of my traveling experience ha.s been the liv- mill and other !lrtwles. There 1s a doorwav m trns, sune, they h1we no temples, and they have neither
ing for three days and two nights in an Aino hut, but the inside is pretty dark, and Shinondi, taking priests, sacrifices, nor worship save the drinking of
and seeing and sharing the daily life of complete my hand, raised the reed curtain bound with hide, sake. They seem to have retained the crudest ideas
savages, who go on with their ordinary occupations which conce\.\led the entrance into the actual house, of nature-worship, with a high veneration for dejust as if I was not among them. I found yesterday and leading me into it, retired a footstep, extended parted ancestors. . It ~as been thoug~t . that the
a most fatiguing and over-exciting day, as every- his arms, waved inward three times, and then gtroked religion of the Amos IS the crude ongm of the
thing was new and interesting, even the extracting his beard several times, after which he indicated by ancient Japanese Shinto. They attach a vague sacredfrom men who have few if any ideas in common with a sweep of his hand and a beautiful Emile that the ness to trees, rivers, rooks, mountains, the sea, forme, all I could extract concerning their religion and house and all it contained were. mine. An aged ests, the fire, the sun and moon, and also have vague
custome:, and that through an interpreter. I got up woman, the chief's mother, who was. splitting bark notions of the power of good and evil. H,ere is
at six this morning to write out my notes, and have by the fire, waved her banda also.' She is the queen- doubtless preserved in its purity a very fair speoi~en
been writing for five hours, and there is shortly the regent of the house.
of primitive religion, conceived by man when 1n a
prospect of another tJavage seance. The distractions, · "Again taking my hand, Shinondi led me to the low, B;).vage state, and which is the parent of all
as you can imagine, are many. At this moment a place. of .honor at the head of the fire, a rude, mov- religions and conceptions of supernatural power.
savage is taking a cup of sake by the fire in the cen- able platform six feet long by four broad and a foot ·They a 1·e simply admirers of animate and inaniter of the floor. He salntes me by extending his high, on which he laid an ornamental mat, apologiz- m&.te natura. The outward symbol of their religion
hands and waving them toward his face, and then ing for not having at the moment a bearskin where- -wands, posts-seem to w:mewhat correspond with
·dips a rod in the sake and makea six libations to the with to cover it. The baggage was· speedily brought the Shinto gohei. These are sometimes set up in
god-an upright piece of wood, with a fringe of in by several willing pairs of hands; some reed mats, their houses to the number of twenty, and also on
shavings, planted in the floor of the room. Then he fifteen feet long, were laid down upon the very coarse precipices, banks of rive1·s and streams, and_ mounwaves the cup several times toward himself, makes ones which eovered the whole floor, and when they tain paSs<Js, and these wands are a~so thrown mto the
other libations to the fire, ann drinks. Ten other saw Ito putting up my stretcher they hung tl fine mat rivers as the boatmen descend rapids and dangerous
men and women are sitting along each side. of the along the rough wall to conceal it, and suspenaed places.
fire-hole; the chief's wife is cooking, the meri are another on the-beams of the roof for a canopy. The
With the exception of the god Yoshitsune, the most
apathetically contemplating the preparation of their alacrity and instinctive hospitality with which these popular hero of Japa~ hiBtory and a special favorite,
food; and the other women, who are never idle, are men rushed about to make things comfortable were the Ainos' ideas of deity are 6 xtremely.vague, and the
splitting the bark of which they make their clothes. very fascinatin~, though comfort is a word misap- whole sum of their religion is a few loose fears and
I occupy the guest's seat-a raised platform at one plied in an Aino hut. The women only did what the a suspicion that there are things outside themselves
end of the fire, with the skin of a black bear thrown men told them. They offered me food at once, but more powerful than themselves, whose good inover it.
I told them I had brought roy own, and would only flnences may be obtained, or whose evil influences
"I have reilerved all I have to say about the Ainos ask leave to cook it on their fire. I need not have may be averted by libations of salce, of which their
till I had been actually among them, and I hope you brought my cups, for they have many lacquered worship consists. By waving bowls of this intoxwill have patience to read to the end. We took bowls, and Shinondi b:rou!lht me on a lacquered t.ray icating drink they imagine their gods are pleased,
three horses and a mounted Aino guide, and found a a bowlful of water from one of their farm wells. and who can say they are not as near right as those who
better track the whole way. It turns into the forest They said that Benri, the chief, would wieh me to perform the similar absurdity of partaking of brQa?at once on leaving Sarufuto; and goes through the make his house my own as long as I oared to st:J,y, and wine, which they profess to believe to be then
forest the entire distance, with an abundance of ;{nd I must excuse them in all things in which their God? Their worship of the sun and moon, and of the
reedy graes higher than my hat on ho1·seback along ways were different from my own. Shinondi and forest and sea, is the grandest portion of their religit; and, as it is only twelve inches broad and much four others in the village speak tolerable Japaneo;e, ion. The wolf, the black snake, th~ owl, and several
overgrown, the horses were constantly pushing .and this is of course the medium of communi{>ation. other beasts and birds, have the word kamoi-god
through leafage soaking from a night's .rain, and They have never seen a foreign woman, and only attached to them, as the wolf is the howling god,
I was soon wet up to my shoulders. The_ forest three foreign men, but there is neither crowding nor the owl the bird of gods, and the black snake the
trees are almost solely the ailanthus ,qlandulosus and staring as among the Japanese, pvssibly in part from raven god, but none of these are now worshiped,
the zelkowa keaki, often matted together with a apathy and want of intelligence. For three days wolf worship having quite lately died out. Thunder
white-flowered trailer of the hydrangea genus. The they lisve kept up their graceful and kindly hospital- is thought to be the voice of the gods, and inspires
undergrowth is simply hideous, consisting mainly of ity, going on with their ordinary life and ocoupa- them with fear. Th~ sun, they correctly say, is the
coarse, reedy grass, mons_trous docks, the large- tions, and though I have lived among them in this best god, and the fire their next best; these are the
leaved polygonum cuspadatum, several umbelliferoua room by day and night, there has been nothing divinities f:rom whom their greatest benefits are re. plants, and a 'ragweed,' which, like most of its wbich in any way could offend the most ffl,stidious ceived. Some iclea of gratitude pervades their rude
gawky fellows, grows from five to six feet high. sense of delicacy. They said thev would leave me notions) as in the case of the worship paid to YoshitThe forest is ditrk and very silent, th1·eaded by this to eat and rest, a.nd all r~tired but the chief's sune. In their chants and recitations at the Satur~
narrow path, and by others as narrow, made by mother, a wierd, witch-like woman of eighty, with nalia, held in honor· of this god, they uile these
hunters in se9,rch of game. The main road some- shooks of yellow-white hair and a stern suspicious- words:
times plunges into deep bogs; at others, is roughly ness in her wrinkled face. I have come to feel as if
"To the sea which nourishes us, to the forest
f 1 h k
corduroyed by the roots of trees, and frequently she had the evil eye, as she sits there watching,
' muoh -worn d e- watching always, and forever k. nottiJ?g
·
h
b
k
which
protects
us,
we
present
~ur grate u t a~ s.
h ~n~~ ov~r t h e. ed ge of a b rupt ana.
t e ar You are two mothers that nounsh the same child;
ohvities, m go1ilg upon one of whwh the baggage thread like one of the Fa.tPr;, keepmg a Jealous watch
.
d
h
do not be angry if we leave on~ to go to the other.
h orse ro11 ed aown a b. an k f u11y t h'1rty feet h'Igh, an d upon her son's two wtves,.
&il on ot er young women 'I'he Ainos·wm alwa'7S be the pride of the forest and
nearly all the tea. waB lost. At another the guide's who come in to weave--neither the dullness nor the
•
pack-saddle lost its balance, and man, horse, .and repose of old age about her, and her eyes gleam with of the sea." Really this is far more sensible than
sa~dle went over the slope, pots, pans, and packages a greedy light when she sees sake, of whi.ch BJ:e many chants that are made to gods less known than
flymg after them. At another time my horse sank drains a bowl without taking breath. She alone IB this.
up to his chest in a very bad bog, and, as he was ~uspioious of strangers, and she thinks· my visit bodes
The solitary act of sacrifice w hioh. they perf~rm
totally unable to extricate himself, I was obliged to no good to her tribe. I see her eyes fixed upon me is the placing of a worthless dea~ bu·d, somethmg
like a sparrow, near one of th61r peeled wands,
scramble upon his neck and jump to terra-firma over now, and they make me shudder."
After partaking of a hospitable supper with these where it is left until it reaches an advanced state of
his ears.
"T?-er~ is something very gloomy in the solitude simple people Miss Bird asked them many questions putrefaction. "To drink for the god" is ~h~ chief
of this Silent land, with its beast-haunted forests, its concerning their religion and customs. Later.on she act of worship and this drunkenness and rehgwn are
great patches of pasture, the resort of wild animals witnessed the natives partaking of a stew which the inseparable, ii~ the more sake the Anios drink the
which haunt the lower regions in search of food women had pre?ared, which was dipped out into more devout they are, a~d the ~etter please~ are the
when the snow drives them down from the moun- lacquer bowls and eaten with wooden spoons, after gods. It seems there IS nothm~ but sake of suf;
~ains,. and its narrow track, indic;1ting the single file which sake, which is their ourBe, was pretty freely ficient value to ple~se the gods, simply because sake
1D wh10~ the savage13 of the .interior walk with their drank, though before partaki~g ~f ~t a portion is pleas~s t~e worsh~pers better than anything else.
~are, n?Iseless feet. Reachmg th~ Sar~futogawa, a always offered to their god, whiCh IS h~t~e more than· The hbati.ons to t~e fire and the peeled .posts are
nver With a treacherous bottom, m which Mr. Van a wooden post and six libations are rehgw1-1sly made never omitted, and are always accompamed by the
Si~bold and his horse came to grief, I ha.iled an to the fire. U~fortuuately these people believe there waving of the sake bowls.
Amo boy, who took me up the stream in a 'dug- is a religious virtue in drinking freely of sake. They
[TO Bli: CONTINUED.]
out,' and after that we passed through Beroka, think their gods are pleased with theBe oblations and
Saruba, and Mina, all purely Aino villages, situated libations; d1·inking sake eiJters into all their worMarried.
a~ong small patches of millet, tobacco, and pump- ship. There is no question but what they please
John
W.
Abbott,
of
Canton,
and Flora A. Patton, of
kms,. so choked with weeds that it was doubtful themselves by their worship far more than their Stevensville, Pa., were united inIll.,marriage
on Septe~be~, 6,
w?ether they were crops. I was much surprised gods, and this remark will apply equally to all oth!)r 188 using Form First of " The Truth Seeke~ Collectwn With the extreme neatness and cleanliness outside the gods and worshipers.
·
for~ for self-marriage. The ceremony was Witnessed before
houses; 'model villages' they are in these respects,
The gods of these Ainos are rudely carved posts A.. C. Porter, J.P., of Wyalusing, Pa.
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Cold is a self-evident fact to one who has to ride a era, the era of Yezdegird, or Persian era, the Jew.
few hours insufficiently clothed, facing a northwest ish era, era of Nabonassar, era of the Seleucidre, or
D. M. BENNET!', EDITOR.
wind, when the mercm:y stands at twenty-five de- Macedonian era, era of Alexander, era of Antioch,
grees below zero. But the simple assertion that era of Tyre, era of Constantinople, era of Actium
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.y A.T $3.00 PER YEAR. Jesus Christ once lived is not a self-~vident fact any }he Julian period, era of Augustus, era of the Arm en~
more than is the assertion that such characters once ians, the Mohammedan era, or era of the Hegira~
lived as Aladdin and his wonderful lamp, Sindbad etc. Last, of all came the adoption of the Christian
The largest and ohea;pest Radical Jou 17WZ published in the Sailor, the Old Man of the Sea, or Robinson Cru- era, which proves nothing more than that by the
HurO'{J6 or America, r,ontaining B(fl)en hundred square inches soe and his ~an Friday. Millions of people hav ex- consent of the nations who believed in the system it
more reading matter than any other journal of its kind.
isted whose names never came down to our ti~es, and was adopted. It is both vague and without im.
thousands of names hav been repeated to us of portance as a matter of proof. The adoption of the
NEW 0
S TURDAY SEPTEMBER 23 1882 imaginary persons who never had an existence.
Christian era was not because it was known that
y RK A
'
'
··
There might hav been a humble individual named such a person as Jesus had actua:Ily lived, but be.
Jesus, and it is quite possible he may hav been put cause a belief in him had prevailed in seve1·al
More Christian Questions Answered.
to death for claiming a right to assume the ruler- countries.
Few things afford us more pleasure than answer- ship of the country where he lived, or for some
~- The answer to the next question must also be
ing the honest questions of Christian friends, believ- other cause, but there is no historical proof that such no. The existence of Christians to-day is not sufing it to be always a worthy object to dispense the a characteT ever lived. If he did liv, he was not su- ficient proof that Jesus once lived any more than
blessings of light and truth, especially to those sit- perior to man, for he was a man; the claims that he the belief of millions of India in Brabma, Vishnu,
ting in darkness, and to whom thEl light of nature was begotten by God, that his mother was a virgin, Siva, and Christna is a proof that those myths once
has not been revealed. It is always well to be char- that he performed miracles, that he rose from the had a real existence, or than the belief of the Greeks
itable and generous to those less favored than ou. dead and ascended bodily up into the upper atmos- and Romans in Jupiter and Apollo was proof that
selva.
.
phere, are claims mythical and unproved. There is no those myths ever existed. If the tw.o hundred and
The following questions are from the Rev. John history to sustain such claims, and the most of them fifty millions who profess to be believers in ChrisSmith. This somewhat numerous personage bas were not even set up until the latter part of the second tianity prove its truth, then the five hundred millions
often been heard from in various parts of the world, century. The matter of connecting remarkable who believe in Buddhism must necessarily prove it
and in various situations. He was first known as Cap- events and wonderful powers with an individual a to be twice as true as Christianity.
tain John Smitb, whose life was saved by Pocahontas, long time after his death has been very common in all
It is a great mistake to suppose that Jesus figured
the beautiful daughter of Powhatan, in Virginia; ages of the world. In scores of instances noted conspicuously among the people of his time, neither
since that time he has turned up in numerous characters hav been credited with exploits which did he hav a great number of followers about the
places. A short time ago it was given out that they never performed. The tendency toward hero- year 40, nor for a hundred years afterward. There
John Smith had sailed for Australia ; a little worship, and the deification of rulers, generals, and is no proof to that effect. If he lived, he was
later it was announced that John Smith had been other distinguished persons, has been very great. simply a sort of tramp, roving around from place to
engaged in a fist-fight in Alabama, and had got The simple claim of miracle-working set up for any place, followed by so~e obscure fishermen and other
badly whipped; and later still, just a few weeks ago, one is not in itself worth a cent unless substantiated idlers; no historian of the time knowing anything
the papers stated that John Smith had committed by the strongest proof.
.
about him or saying anything about him. 'l'here is
suicide, somewhere in Pennsylvania, near Harris.
The belief in Christ is no more a proof that such a no claim that he ever committed a word of his
burg. But these accounts must hav been mistakes person had an existence than the belief in Santa teachings to writing, or that he organized a church,
of the printers, for now it appears that John Smith Claus, or Saint Nicholas, proves that this latter per- or established a soeiety. 'l'hose who believed in
has become a reverend, and is preaching the g 0 spel sonage bas an existence. There are millions of him did not become very numerous nor powerful
out in Oregon. We will, however, answer his ques- children who have the fullest confidence that their till the fourth century, when Constantine, for polittions all the same, and hope he will receive light favorite Santa Claus is a veritable character, .for see, ical and selfish reasons, embraced the so-called religenough so as after awhile to understand nature and what tangible proofs they have of it; every Christ- ion of Christ. Buddhism and Mohammedanism, and
her laws better than he does at present, and become mas eve they hang up their stockings, and lo and even Mormonism, spread far more rapidly than did
a sensible, earnest Liberal. Here is his letter:
behold! the same are filled with toys, sweets, goodies, Christianity.
HILLsBoRo, OREGoN, A.ug. 30 , 1882 _ and various other interesting trinkets so prized by
3. My reply to the third question may be this:
D. M. BENN~TT,.Dear Sir: A.bout one year ago, while you the little folks. They are clearly convinced that he On the basis that Christ never had an existence it is
were abroad, I wrote and sent an article to E. Macdonald for not only exists, but calls upon them personally once no more strange that a sect grew out of a belief in
puhlication in THE TRUTH SEEKER; the article was in refutation a year and bestows his blessings upon them. It may him than that sects in India called Vishnuites, Sivaof Lfi.del arguments against the flood and Noah's ark. The be regarded as childish in these little people to so ites, believers in Christna, etc., grew out of belief in
artide was printed, and brought forth what purported to be a easily believe in a myth, but there is just as much those divinitie. The world has greatly abounded in
r<'pl,v
from M8cdonald.
Soon that
afterheI submitted
to him a series
· go d h as an exlstence
·
· ·
· d to believe in charof
questions,
with the request
would answer
them; but proof th at th eu
as t h e god sects an d rebgwns
wh o claJme
! falied to bring forth a response, hence I arrived at the con- or Christ of the older ch~ldren, who in the matter of acters and gods that never had a real existence.
elusion that Macdonald either did not favor a discussion, and proof have no advantage of them.
The presence of Buddhism and Mohammedanism
cbos·~ to avoid it, or that it was a forbidden topic. I believe in
The matter of a chronological era being founded would not be sufficient to prove the existence of Buddiscussion, and believe it is the proper method to arrive at the on the story of Jesus proves nothing, except that it dha and Mohammed were there not corroborating
truth,
if you
of the for
sameyour
opinion,
and willing
to dis· 1amenta bly d efi Clent
·
· t h e Ch nstian
· ·
cuss, I and
woul'l
like are
to submit
consideration
a series
of was a d op t ed on account of th e popu1ari'ty h'lS story proof ' wh'lC h IS
m
q•.~estions which I would like you to answer in a fair and square attained. The application of .A. D., .Anno .Domini- story.
4. To the fourth question-" Can you cite a paral1u:1nner. 1 am willing for you to submit the same number of the year of .our Lord-was not made till the sixth
(pestions to mFelf, to which I will giv fair answers and an century. It was first made use of· by Dionysius the lel case when a sect of people ever assumed the
lt·Jnest examination. If my proposition meets with your Little, a Roman abbot, and began to be used in Gaul name of a myth ?"-the answer is, Yes, hundreds of
favor, we may all learn some truth by so-doing. The following in the eighth century, though it· was not generally them., For thousands of years sects hav existed
CJ .testions and answers are relativ to Jesus as a historical char- adopted in that country till a hundred years later. .which assumed the names of myths. It is necessary to
a•Jter, and to his divinity:
·
1. Is it not a self-evident fact that Jesus Christ once existed, It was adopted in England toward the close of the mention ·but a few of them.
Among the most
alld was a notable character superior to man, from the very fact same century. The fact that a &ystem of chronology prominent, however, of the myths of the past in
•nat his birth, life, and death were the c~tnse of a chronological was adopted eight hundred years after the supposed which numerous sects hav believed may be named
e·a being inaugurated, styled A.D., or the year of our Lord birth of Christ has not the slightest bearing upon the Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, Rama, Christna, Changti,
Je~~sr~ftr~~J a fact that millions of Christians exist to-day as a question of his real existence, for the Romish abbot Pak-Tai, Kwan-Tai, Kwan-Non, Osiris, Isis, Horus,
monument to Christ's memory sufficient evidence to prove that who first started it knew nothing about whether N epb, Amun, Ra, Pthah, Khem, Sati, N eith, Maut,
he must havhad an existence, and also that he must havfi.gured Christ had existed mol'e than is known to-day, nor did Seb, Sera pis, Thotb, .Anubis, Anouke, A thor,
very conspicuously among people of his time to hav made so those who adopted the same style of counting Khunsa, Pecht, Anut Anata, Bel, Baal, Hea, Ninip,
many f•llowers as early as the year 40 A.D.?
years two or three centuries later know· anything Merodach, Nergal, Ish tar, or Ashtort~th, Nebo, Bel3. If Christ never had .an existence, and was only a myth,
· A Bh ur, Ad a d ' A na b ' 1\K
how
did a sect of people become possessed of the name Chris- more a b out I·t th an h e d'Id . . . All of t h em together tis,
J.v.i.e lk art, A sh era h ' M o1·tian? For an illustration, the Mohammedans derived their knew just nothing at all. The thing was inclefinit edah, Chemosh, El, Molock, Jupiter, Juno, Saturn,
name from Mohammed; Christians, from Christ.
and uncertain at best, for there is a diversity of Neptune, Apollo, Mercury, Minerva, Diana, Venus,
4 Can you cite a parallel case where a sect of people ever opinion, even among Christian authorities, as to Pan, Bacchus, Hercules, Esculapius, Prometheus,
assumed the n11.me of a myth?
which year it was in which Jesus was born.-a dif- Jason, Theseus, Castor, Pollox, Perseus, Odin, Thor,
5. DHl not Buddha, Mohammed, and ot~er notable men hav· ference of four years according .to some of seven Balder Frey Frigga Morino Anyarober Taaroa
f, •!lowers whn assumed the name gf ·Buddhists, Mohammedans,
rd'
h
'
'
'
'
'
' ·
'
etc.'/ The <ect of Mohammedans to-day proves that Moham- years ac?o mg to. ot ers, and much more than seven Oro, Allah, Mumbo Jumbo, and any quantity of
m··d once existed by their name and other proofs, as do Chris- y~ars still ac~ordmg to others. The year of the others. These were aU myths. They hav been betiB.ns prove the existence of Jesus.
.
buth of Jesus IS no more settled than the month in lieved in by hundreds of millions, and there is just
. 6. lnfi.dAli.ty not only claims that Bib!~ personages ~re myth- which he was born. Nearly every month in the as much proof of the existence of these as of Jesus, or
wal, but clauns tha~ personages. of qmte moder? history .are year has been claimed by various Christian writers his reputed father Jehovah Yahweh Adonai El
myths, as I see claims that W1ll1am Tell of Switzerland 1s a
th
th ·
h' h h
b
I ·
1 Sh dd ·
h
'
1 h '
b
'11 d
'
myth. I find by history that William Tell was a real historical a~ e mon m w. IC
e was . orn. t I~ extreme y
21.
al, or w atever ~ se e may e ca e .
·character. It would be interesting to me, and probably to di!ficult to estabhsh myths w1th any kmd of cer- . 5. To the fifth q~estwn the answer, yes, should be
some of your readers, if you would giv some authority on that tamty.
. g1vcn to a part of It. The followers of Buddha and
William Te~ myth idea. T? m11 it is a~ am_using as yo~r claim
The 25th of December was finally settled upon by Mohammed were named after the leaders they bethat Jesus ~~a n;tYth. Eopmg you w!ll g1v. my _questions an the Christian church as the birth-day of their God, lieved in, so were the Vishnuites, the Sivaites, the
honest exammation, and !Lnswe~ them m a. farr spmt,
because that day had long been kept as a festival by Christnaites,and theRamaites,named after the personYours m Christ,
REv. JoHN SMITH.
·
f rom t h e p er;nans
·
·
·m, t h ough these 1atter ones were
.
many pagan natwns,
down to the ages they beheved
I~ I~, perh~ps, to be .regretted that the Rev. ifohn Romans and the Druids, as the birth-day of their absolute myths, and no unduped person believes they
Silllth s prevwus questwns were not duly pubhshed gods, particularly the sun, which on that day may ever had a real existence. The fact that the beand answered, but Eugene ayers that he was. ove~- be said to be born, or to begin to rise from the state lievers in Christ are called Uhristians does not prove
c~owded, and also. that he did not regard the mqUI- of night or death into which for six months it had that he existed any more than the believers in Siva
rws a~ of m~ch Importance. However,. to. make been sinking. The church showed its usual shrewd- and Christna prove that those myths existed as pera~enas for his lack of space and ~pprematwn, .we ness in appropriating this great pagan festival and sons, or the existence of the Mormons proves that
Wlll ~ndeavOT to answer Bro. Sm1th's foregomg making it its own, especially as it was just as easy Mormon was a real person. Thm·e is no question but
questwns the best we know how;
· to say its Gad was born on that day as any other. there hav been more inventions, more myths, and
. 1. Our reply ~o the first questwn must be,, No. It From the ~tory in the four gospels there is no indi- more falsehoods gotten up in the domain of religlB _not a self-evident fact that Jesus Chnst. once c~tion as to which of the days of the year was his ion than in all the other forms of thought or belief.
extsted and was. a notable character,, supe!IOr to but~-day. There is a wide range for choice, one
6. Now as to the case of William Tell. While it
~an. T.he asserti~n that any.Pers~n existed Is not .a havmg as much authority as another.
is not improbable that there might hav been a Swiss
self-ev:.dent fac~ that he. did exist ~nless there Is
There hav been many eras or systems of counting man by the name of Tell who opposed the tyranny
so~e proo! to verify ~he claim. The ex1s~~mce of t~e years among men in different nations and in differ- of the Austrians, represented by Gessler, the story
s~n s rays Is a self,-evident .fact on a bnght day m ent periods of time. Thus, we hav what is called about shooting an apple from the head of his son
July, ~o one who IB compelled. to. stand h:;uehe~ded the era of the creation of the world, the Chinese was simply a repetition of an old sun myth not less
and uncovered for a few hours m 1ts scorchmg hght. 1 chronology, the Indian chronology, the Egyptian than five thousand years old, handed down to us
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1
from the ancient Aryans, the early inhabitants of of these names and incidents is made in the latter part of the us, shall receive respectful attention by applying at
Central Asia, from whom we largely obtained our fifteenth century ~Y JJas u;eisse Buch, a!ld a complete na!rativ! our shop.
n?t recur un.til the nnddl~ ~f the s1xte~nth century m the
Since the Rev. John Smith was so kind as to say
modern languages, our religions and worshipful does
Oh1·onuxm Helvetwum, bv lEgtdtas Tschudi. The monuments
· h
t"
notions; the basis of our literature, and many of the erected in various places in honor of Tell are of a much later date. w_e mig t propound the same. number of ques.~ons to
nursery tales which for thousands of years hav been These circumstances early made the story of Tell somewhat him that ~e has to us, we will cheerfully avail ourrecited to thr, children of succeeding generations, suspected, though as a general rule it was considered as real sel vs of his generous offer. Here they are:
and by the mothers and nurses of our generation history; even Johannes von MullE-r accepted ~t. L~~er critics, 1 1. Is there any reliable history in the world about
transmitted to another, just as the story of "Cinder- however,hav proved th11t the _whole story1s nothmg but a I Jesus save what is contained in the four nanativs
common among the nations of the A.ryan race, found,
"b d
M h
M k L k
d J h ? If
ella and the Glass Slipper," "Jack the Giant-killer," legend
wi1h all its principal features, in the Persian poet Ferid ed-Din attn ute to
a~t ew, ar ' U e, an
O n
''-Beauty. and the Beast," and many other similar A.ttar, tne Icelandic "Vilkinasaga," the Danish historian yes, please name It.
.
beautiful tales, used even in our day, are traceable Saxo GrammRticus, the English popular song on William of
2. Is there any contemporaneous wnter who can
be relied upon as genu in and truthful who ever does
back to the ancient Aryans. When they emigrated Cloudesly, and only modified to suit Swiss circumstances.
so much as mention the name of Jesus Christ? If
into the Western countries, which were afterward
Here, then, is the whole thing in a nutshell. yes, please name him.
called Europe, they took their favorit tales and
There
might
hav
been
in
Switzerland
between
five
3. Is there the slightest proof that the four goslegends with them, and that is the way in which
many of those charming stories became so general and six huniired years ago a man by the name of pels attributed to Matt.hew, Mark, Luke, and John
in Europe, and were still latf\r brought to thi!l conti- Tell, who, perhaps, was a brave arid valorous de- were written by them?
4. Is there any proof whatever that those four
nent and became the folk-lore of our own beloved fender of liberty, or at all events there was a legend
land. We owe very much to those ancient Aryans. of such a character, and nearly two hundred years gospels were known by the early fathers, by any of
the
date
of
his
birth
the
Aryan
sun-myth
about
from
the bishops, by any of ·the earlier churches, or by
Our nursery stories, our adoration of the grand and
beautiful in nature, our myths, our religious senti- the apple was vaguely added to the story~ and some anybody else beftJre the year 181?
5. Is there a single dogma, rite, or sacrament in
ments and superstitions, the foundation of our lan- two centuries later it was fixed up more definitly
guage and literature, we naturally inherited from and was accepted, by those who did not know to the the Christian creed that was not hundreds of years
them as any inheritance descends from parents to contrary, as absolute history, when, in fact, there earlier held by the pagan religions of Asia and
children. Let me quote what Prof. Edward Clodd, was not a word of truth in the matter. That is the Egypt?
6. Is there any more proof that the legend of
F.R.A.S., a learned English writer, says of the way in which legends hav been accepted as hisJesus-his divine paren~age, his miracles, his teach
story of William Tell in his "Childhood of Re- tory in hundreds of cases.
So, in all reasonable probability, it was with the ings, his death on a tree-is any more authentic or
ligions:"
"The story is well known how in the 1307th year mythical story of Jesus. There might or might not, trustworthy than the story of Christna in India, or
after Christ the cruel Gessler set a hat upon a ,pole to begin with, hav been such a person as Jesus, and the sun-myth legend of William Tell and tlle apple
as a symbol of the ruling power and ordered every he might hav been put to death for political or other shooting from Aryan folk-lore?
If our friend will reply to these inquiries the same
one who passed by to bow before it. A mountain- reasons, as thousands upon thousands of· others hav
eer named Tell refused to obey the order and was been, both before and since, and within two hundred shall appear in these columns.
at once brought before Gessler. As Tell was known years from the time of his birth, when all the world
to be an expert archer, he was sentenced by way of had with reference to him were vague legends, these
Book Notices.
punishment to shoot an apple off the head of his own were dressed up and changed to suit the popular
son. The apple was placed on the boy's head, and the Christian demand; and the miraculous conception, THE SABBATH. By M. Farrington, of Denver, Iow!t.
father bent his bow; the arrow sped and went through his mother being a virgin, the visit of the Jew-God
This is a series of twenty well-written articles,
the apple. Gessler saw that Tell before shoot- to see her, his wonderful miracles, his resurrection which. were originally published in the Bremer
ing had stuck another arrow in his belt and asked from the dead, and his ascension to heaven were county, Iowa, IndependGnt. A thorough examinathe reason. Tell replied, 'To shoot you, tyrant, had added to the legend, and in the course of centuries tion is made of the Sunday question by a full invesI slain my child.' Now although the crossbow which such men as the Rev. John Smith hav accepted it as tigation of both Old Testament and New Test>:~.ment
Tell is said to have used is shown at Zurich, the event history, when, in reality, it is not history.at all; it authorities, and he finds no requirement at all in
never took place. One poor man was condemned to is not corroborated in the slightest degree by con- the latter that any particuhr day should be kept
be burnt alive for daring to queston the story, but temporaneous history, or writers of the time.
It is agreed by all reliable authorities that the more holy than others. He fiudg there is no Christhe poor man was right.
writings
of Paul are much older .than any other tian authority for keeping any day as the Sabbath.
''The story is told not only in Iceland, Denmark,
Price only 10 cents. Sold at this office.
Norway, Finland, Russia, Persia, and perhaps India, parts of the New Testament-at least a hundred
years
older
than
the
four
gospels;
but
while
his
but is common to the Turks and Mongolians, while
WAS JESUS DIVINE ? By M. B. Cmven. Barclay & Co.,
Philadelphia.
a legend of the wild Samoyedes, who never heard of whole hobby and song was "Jesus and him crucified,"
'l'ell or saw a book in their lives, relates it, chapter he has nota word to say about Jesus being begott,en
'l'he author is clear, pointed, and concise in his
and verse, of one of their marksmen. In its English in a miraculous manner by the Jewish deity; not a various publicationE, and this pamphlet of thirtyword
about
Jesus
being
the
son
of
a
virgin;
not
a
form it occurs in the ballad William of Cloudesly.
word about his miraculous ascension; not a word two pages is no exception to the rule. The manner
The bold archer says:
about the wonderful miracles he~performed. Neither in which the subject·is treated is able, and the con' I hav a sonne seven years old ;
does
Peter in his Epistle (and one of them is con- clusions arrived at, to Liberal views, entirely correct.
Hee is to me full deere ;
sidered
genuin) set up any such claim. These facts, Price 10 cents. Sold at this office.
I will tye him to a stakeAll shall see him that bee heretogether with the additional one that these miracu.
OF ANALYSIS VERsus Doa~rA ; or, The Data of Time
A.nd lay an apple upon his head,
lous claims were not set up till the latter part of the METHODS
versus The SpeculH.tions of Super-nature. By W. III.
A.nd goe six paces him froe,
second century, go very far to convince the candid
Lockwood, Ripon, Wis.
A.nd I myself, with a broad arrowe,
thinker that the Tell tactics were employed in the
Shall cleave the apple in towe.'
This
is a pamphlet of some fifty b.rge pages, in
case of Jesus. If he did exist, his story was greatly
"The story is an old Aryan myth. Tell is_the sun- changed by the imaginativ and false writers of the which the realities of nature are ably contrasted
god whose arrow (light-rays) never miss their mark, second century, as was done in the case of Tell and with the sophisms and fallacies of super-nature. The
and likewise kill their foes." the apple story. It is a matter of history that the author say a: "We affirm there iB no analogy in naThe same author then continues to give the same myth of virgin and child-Isis and Horus-was be- ture for super-nature, and he who predicts a hypothsource for the touching nursery story of the faithful lieved in in -Egypt nearly two thousand years before esis for this unthinkable realm upon any fact or
dog Gellert killing the wolf which came to destroy Christianity existed, and that in India the myth of truth of timeJ not only begs the whole question but
Llewel1yn's child, and how when the prince came a god overshadowing a virgin, of her conceiving and perjures his own reason and would p1·o~;elyte civilhome and found the cradle empty, and the dog's bringing forth an irifant god, of his being sought by ized methods with falsehood. There oan be no
·mouth smeared with blood, he quickly slew the brave an arch enemy and large numbers of infants being mistaking the issues involved in a belief between
creature, and then found the child safe and the wolf slain, of his growing up and leading a wandering nature and super-nature. Upon the former are esdead beside it. He says, ''At Baddgelert in North life, followed by disciples to whom he taught ex- tablished all human research, discovery, data, and
Wales you may see the dog's grave neatly railed cellent morals, of his performing wonderful mira- truth known in civilization; out of the latter hav
round." He then continues: ''Now this story occurs cles, of his finally being put to death by his enemies evolved wrangling, contention, violence, bloodshed,
in all sorts of forms in the folk-lore of nearly every upon a tree, and for the good of mankind, was be- and the groans of wasted life." Price 25 cents.
Aryan people, and is found in China and Egypt. lieved nearly a thousand years before Christianity
In India a black snake takes the place of the wolf, the was known. It is known, too, that with different
CH.ARL:liB BRIGHT lectured in this city Sunday night.
ichneumon that of the dog, while in Egypt the story nations such demigods-divinely begotten-as Crite, He will accept a few more engagements before de·. says that the cook Marly killed.a wali for smashing Taut, Fohi, Zulis, Devatat, Prometheus, Esculapius, parting for Australia.
a potfnll of herbs, and then discovered among the Adonis, Hercules, and ~:~everal others were believed
herbs there lurked a poisonoue snake. It is safe to in and wor3hiped, all of them not less than five hunFRIEND GEo. E. HA.RTLEY, of Turner's Falls, Mass.,
conclude that rnm·velous things which are said to have dred years before the time of Jesus, and several of made us a call last week. He is now engaged in the
happened in so many places never happened any them were claimed to hav been crucified by their
manufacture of an arrangement for guiding and
where."
enemies. There was thus no more ddficulty in stopping sleds, which is an excellent thing, anu one
He then goes on to show that the beautiful Greek finding material to finish out the legend of Jesus in
story of Cupid and Psyche, of Cinderella, Samson and the second century than there was with William we confidently expect will make a fortune.
Delilah, and other old stories of a similar kind, are Tell two hundred years after his time. And judging
simply ancient Aryan sun-myths that hav been re- from the characters of the early fathers and leaders
Organize, Organize !
peated millions upon millions of times in the thou- of the church, it is very easy to understand that they
Liberal
men
and
women in the four counties of Dubuque,
sands of years that hav passed since the their origin. were the very persons capable of borrowing the mirac- Delaware, Jones, and
Jackson, in Iowa, let us unite in one solid
To return to Tell, a quotation upon the subject ulous features from the older nations and systems. body of soldiers of liberty, the better to fight the battle of
from Johnson's Cyclopedia will be in order:
That such appropriations were made there is the mental freedom. Will not each one of you write me on the
subject, and by that means open the way for unitHtl work?
_A.ccording to Swiss legends Tell was a celebrated marbman very best reasons for believing.
We work nt a disadvantage, by going a,t it single-handEd. Our
w1~h the bow, living as a hunter at Burgelen, in the canton of
It is to be hoped that the Rev. John Smith's forces are too much scattered, as it were. If we would do our
Un, and a member of the conspiracy which was fm·med questions are answered to his satisfaction, to the
best for the cause and principles which we advocate, we must
again~t ~ustria at. Grutli, November 7, 1307, by Walter Furst,
of Un, hiS father-m-law, Werner Stauffacher, of Schwytz, and enlightenment of himself and the readers of THE work together. In the four counties named we are sufficiently
A.rnold vo!l Me~chthal, of Unterwalden, aml which finally TRUTH SEEKER, and that the same is done in a "fair numerous to form a very strong orga.niza.tion. Even our numsucceeded m freemg the country from the foreign yoke.
and square manner." If we hav failed to do this we bers, if fully counted, would giv us a power that we do not now
Then, friends, let us pound the superstition out of the
The story of the pole with the hat on it, of will try again. We believe in discussion as much as enjoy.
masses with the club of mental liberty, wielded by the strong
himself.
If
the
reverend
gentleman
has
other
Tell's re~using to bow· to it, of his being compelled,
arm of organism.
as a p~mshment, to shoot an apple from his son's questions upon whiuh he wishes us to throw some of I would like to hear from every Liberal in the four counties
Yours "for three years, or during the war,"
head, Is related, and this high authority concludes our strong light, he has only to apply; we will do named.
H. GILMORE.
thus:
the best by him we can. The same offer holds good Fa~·lt~j, Iowa, Sept. 10, 282.
to
all
others,
whether
Christian
or
otherwise.
Whof?f this st?ry about Gessler, Tell, Stauffacher, etc., the oldest
THE TRUTH SEEKER wili be sent three months
SwiSs chromclers, Johannes, of Winterthur Justinger of Berne ever wants some of the light which we hav, or whoever
11-nd Hemmerlin, of Zurich 1 know nothing.' The first mentiod wishes to know the reasons! or the faith we hav within new subscribers for 50 cents.
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something is the end of all-the glowing fruit of
knowledge. Science is not highest, but art. It is
not science but art that transforms the world.
Chainey looks beyond science to art-the applica.
tion of truth, so that life shall become gloriously
good and beautiful. " Agnostic" is so wedded to
his ignorance that he does not see thiB. He wants
seience from Sunday to Sunday; that iR, the mere
skeleton of human progress, not the living flesh and
blood; that is, trttth appliad to life.
"Agnostic" is satisfied simply to know. Chainey
wants something done. His cry is, "Know and do."
It makes me indignant to see "dry-as. dust" Liberals
like "Agnosti0" and his fry criticise a worker like
Chainey, who is constantly building, but building so
fine and deep that they can't discover it. They are
as stupid as the orthodox themselvs. The fact of it
is that the Liberalism of the Index, Underwood,
"Agnostic," and that class is the Liberalism of a
sophomore-of a dilettante. It has no sympathy
with the vast and wonderful changes now going on
in human thought and society. It hug~ orthodoxy.
It dwells under the shadow of the old. Its tongue
is foose, but its hands and feet are bound. It is
nothing but a voice. The Inclex. has reached its
limit. I honor it for its past, to a certain extent,
but I despise it altogether for its fnture. It has no
fnture. Hereafter _it will be only an echo and a
wail. It is the worst foe of a true and advanced
Liberalism. It if! already beginning to feel the
dead-rot of insinuerity. It meets no living issue.
It lingers like a ghost over the grave of its bygone
achievements.
"Agnostic, has n9 conception of Liberalism and
of the wondrous future that lies before it. He sees
not the work that is to be done-the poetry and art
that is to be created. He is a self-satisfied l)igot.
The new light is t9o much for him; it has put out
his eyes altogether.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

flolt(tl(ttnicntion§.
A Reply to Agnostic.

two of the versions it is March 24th), a sufficient exposure of the fraud is the fact that the Passover
feast day, on which Jesus is said to hav been crucified, never occurs before March 26th (Chamb. Enc. ).
Furthermore, the seventeenth year of Tiberius
Cresar was A. D, 31. But the latest authorities are
compelled to abandon all other dates for the crucifixion but A. D. 29, which agrees not only with ancient authorities, but with recently discovered Syriac
documents of a very early period. Clement of Alexandria arsd Tertqllian positivly affirm that Jesa.s
suffered in the fifteenth year of Tiberius, i. e., A. D.
29.
The credulity of Dr. Talmage is further shown in
quoting from the apocryphal Report of Pilate to Tiberi us Cresar these words, "In all the world they lighted candles from noon until evening." Why didn't the
doctor quote the preceding sentence of the report,
which says thatA1·chela.us (.who had been dead some
twenty years) was one of those who delivered up
Jesus to be crucified ? And how about Pilate's subsequent account of the full moon being like blood,
and not shining at all, while the sun shone forth
more brilliant than ever before, and ceased not all
the following night? See "Apocryphal Gospels,
Acts, and Revelations," Antenicene Christian library, vol. xvi, for different versions of this and
other apocryphal literature. It ia all as true as
" Gulliver's Travels," and as entertaining as Talmage's ~ermons. In the days of the church militant
babes in Christ grew fat on the milk of the apocryphal word, but it is apt to curdle on theit· stomachs
now.
All attempts to prove a Christ crucified under
Pontius Pilate are vain".· Every scrap of testimony
ia a Chri!!tii:m forgery. The fact is, there never was
any Christ crucified at all, but there was a Jesus
stoned and hanged on a tree for sorcery by the Jews
about a hundred years before the time of Pontius
Pilate. The Talmud frequently refers to that Jesus;
but never to the Jesus of the gospels, who is as
much p. myth as Robinson Crusoe.
Paul was doubtless a disciple of the Jesus who
was stoned and hanged about 75 n. c. Paul flourished before the year 63 n. c., when AretaB, king of
Arabia Petrea, held and governed Damascus (2 Cor.
xi, 32). From the time that Pompey conquered
Syria, 63 E. c., Damascus had an uninterrupted succession of Roman questorl!, propraetors, proconsuls,
or legates for at least a hundred years (see Syria, in
Smith's 'Bible Dictionary). Nor was it possible for
any petty king of Arabia Petrea during all that time
to march an army two hundred and fifty miles and
take the strong city of Damascus out of the hands
of the Romans.
Christianity, like all other religious systems, i!!
founded in ignorance and imposture.
ANTICHRIST.

In a certain sense " Agnostic " is hardly worth replyin2 to-he writes in so petty and narrow a spirit,
as if he had reached the finality and knew the
whole universe by heart. He seems entirely satisfied
with his ignorance and is put out because otherlil are
not as well satisfied as he. He has reachQd the goal.
Having knocked down all that is in his own particular
way, he comfortably ilea.ts himself on the ruins and
smokes the pipe of peace, and don't ca.re a whiff
what becomes of the rest of humanity. His shins
are now safe, and he don't want any more trouble.
Like the orthodox themiielvs, he wishes to take a quiet
nap. In another sense, however, I think it best to
reply, for in so doing I can show what to my mind
is the genuin purpose of Liberalism-a purpose to
which "Agnostic," fluttering in the gray twilight of
"Free Religion," is as blind as a bat.
In the first place the work of destruction must go
on more relentlessly and radically than ever before.
The old authority is by no means dead. The air is
saturated with it. It is in our politics and social
morality. In every way it deadens our progress. It
is entrenched in institutions, and only by the most
persistent efforts can it be dislodged. To let orthodoxy alone at the present stage of the world's progress would be sheer madness. There must be a
thorough cleaning out of the ancient ideas. H~ who
helps to do this is a benefactor, and is worthy of .our
heartiest support. If this is all one does, he is still
a noble reformer. He is not fighting the air, but a
tremendous and direful reality. The iconoclastic
work of Chainey is immearmreable in its value.
Every Liberal who believes in the new should aid
him unflinchingly. Every stroke that he strikes is
needed and helpful. He is simply making room for
--------·-the better things to come. He who does not welApocryphal
Evidences of Christianity.
come the iconoclast to-day is at heart the ally of
the dungeon and stake of the supernaturalist.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The
But what I want to point out more especially is Rev. Dr. T~lmage, of Brooklyn, preached a sermon
this, that Chainey, although he seems to be alto- on Sept. 3d, in which he is reported as ~Saying:
gether iconoclastic, is animated by a profoundly
A. pictur~ on the wall of a city recently exposed by the archconstruotiv spirit. "Agnostic" is so agnostic that eologist evidences the contempt in which Christ was held by
he does not perceive this. I presume it is a constitu- ~any in his d!l'Y· It. repr.es~nts ~.cross and a do:r:key nailed to
tional difficulty. No doubt he was born blind- 1t, and under. It ,;he mscr1pt10n, Jesus, the Christ w.!::om the
not for nine days only, but for his whole lifetime. people worship.
His blindness is seen in the fact that he puts Un- . This is probably a second-hand reference to a supderwood fo~ward as a lilpecimen of the constructiv pos.ed c~ric~ture ?f Christ cruci~ed, a fac simile ?f
school of thmkers. Now Underwood is anythin~:T but whiCh IB g1ven m a hook published m London m
constructiv. He may want to be, but he can't be~ In 1865, entitled "Gnostics and their RemainB " We
endeavoring to be constructiv he is simply conserv- transcribe therefrom "the following passage:
ativ. He is at a stand-still, and thinks that because By this, too, we are enabled rightly to understand a rude
other people are going right by him therefore they dra\Ving lately discovered on the wall of a vault of the Pala~re going to the devil. Underwood is a born critic. tine tthe cell of a slaYe, one of Cresar's household), which repLike Iago, he is nothing unless critical. He can only resents this jack,;l figure nailed to the cross, with the inscripd
r h H e IS a fi rs t -cl ass d eb ater, I grant; b ut tion
Alexamenos cebete theon [Alexamenos worships God], Ill
.'mo IB •
reality the work of some pious Gnostic, but which is usually
The Logic of Theism and Death.
the mere debater is not an orator and therefore not a looked upon as a heathen blasphemy, because the jackal's head
i)uilder. Underwood has done a good thing in his is taken for that of an aas.
From the :Rochelle :Register.
d':l.y. He has been a successful skirmisher. He has
The original picture is preserved in an Italian "Unlil Mr. Wettstein establishes his premises his arguments will
hit off the enemy with some sharp shots. He hal!l museum. A man with a jackal's head is extended scarcely convince."
been a fighter, that is all. As to what is required on a cross, beside which stands Alexamenos with In reply to your correspondent, "B. F. P.," in the last
after. the theological fort is taken he has no compreReviste1·, I will endeavor, as briefly as possible, to comply with
hension. His· shortsightedness is seen in the fact upraised hands.
his demand and establish my premises, but request that, in re.
· But the idea of an ass's head in derision of Chris- ply, he will establish the premises of his belief as well, and this
that he does not consider the question of liberty, as tianity first appears about A. D. 200, or later, when request I make the more freely because, in the discus~ion, he
· presented so brilliantly and powerfully by Tucker, Tertullian wrote this passage:
assumes, affirms, thus placing the burden of proof entirely
worthy of discussion-a question which touches
upon himself. I simply deny, and, in so doiug, " hav the
the moat vital issues of the world's progress, and
But lately a new edition of our God has been E:"iven to the argument," unless, indeed, he establishes his premises and
which every living and forward thinker must grasp world in that great city [Rome]. It originated with a certain thus proves the affirmativ..
. h
.
vile man who was wont to hire him:;elf out to cheat the wild Then, on the other haad, I affirm, and the premises for my
an d sett l e Wlt the most searchmg analysis. Yet beasts, and who exhibited a picture with this inscription: "The belief I readily establish beyond doubt. Bnt I admit that in
Underwood sees no importance in it.. Nothing could God of the Christians, born of an ass. He had the ears of an this matter I shall be forced to appear very selfish, verging on
so fully show that as far as the Liberal movement is gss, was hoofed in one fogt, carrisd a book [Bible], and wore a avariciousness, as after I shall hav completed the massiv
concerned, he is laid forever on the shelf. Like his toga. Both the name and the figure gave us amusement. But foundations for my premises, and then erected the lofty structbooks, he has become stereotyped matter. His books our opponents ought straightway to hav done homage to this ure of my creed, there will, alas! be naught remaining but
are useful still. They are valuable critic.isms. They hi-formed divinity, for they hr,v acknowledged gods dog- endless vacuum for my friend to build his faith upon.
headed and lion-headed, with horn of buck and ram, with To begin with, I take the great all of nature, filling endless
are on t h e whole a very illustrious monument to their goat-like loins, with serpent legs, with wings sprouting from space, which is not God. I take an absolute, iufinit, eternal,
dead author. He has no more to .say-they do hav back or foot."
self-existing universe for the grand basis of my faith. Every
something to say worthy of attention. Underwood,
In the same sermon Dr. Talmage adduces an al- atom of matter, every known force, every chemical elem~>nt and
as I hav said, is only a critic. He has not the soul of
d .
f
physical attribute; all that is, exists, and moves in the vast
· 11 y an d the great a11 of naa poet or artist. He has no deep insight. He is not lege ·discovery o a copper-plated table on which rea1ms of space; a11th"mgs spema
even profoundly philosophical. This is demonstrat- is inscribed the following:
ture in its immense aggregate, all are at my service to erect the
. l
. . .
f Ab
Iu the year 17 of the empire of Tiberius, and the 24th of grand temple in which alone I worship.
e d b Y h IS ate crltH)Ism o
bot, in which he ut·
And this comprises all we can see, feel, hear, comprehend,
·
h en d s th e pomt
· t h at Abb ot rna k es, March,
I, Pontius Pilate, governor of Pl"aetory, condemn Jesus
t er lY misappre
all we1
.
.of Nazaret h to d"1e on the cross between two thieves, Quintus understand, conceive, imagin, reason, or think gbout;
1
and misses Its immense importance. He cannot even Cornelius to lead him to the place of execution.
can discover by the aid of our microscopes aud te escopes ; al
understand Abbot, much les!l can he understand the
we can analyze in our laboratories; in short, all elements,
Liberal movement and the work that Chainey is
This death- warrant is said to be signed by:
things,. powers, forces, potencies, functions, attributes, and
phenomena, all these prove and absolutely establish beyond
doing. U nderwood does not appreciate Chainey for
1. Daniel Robani, Pharisee; 2. JohantiAs Robaui; 3. Ra- dispute the premises of the natumlist and Materialist; all outthe same season that a formal critic cannot appre- phael ; 4. Capet, a citizen.
side of all these things, all outside of all-'"nothing-this alone is
ciate an original poet. Chainey is beyond the ken vf
Various versions of this pretended discovery hav the "material," subject to the services of the Theist, to build
Underwood. The building that is being built is in- lately appeared. In every new one the dates and his faith upon.
, .
visible to his eyes.
d'ff
d
h d"
.
Imagin the sum total of all ex1stence to be represented by
.
names I er. 0 ne account ates t e 1scovery m 1 OOO,OOO. This million is uot God. Now subtract 1,000,000
The f act IS that, though outwardly destructiv, 1810; another in 1820; a third in 1280, and now Dr. f;om the original sum and the remainder-0-this alone is
inwardly, Chainey is most thoroughly constructiv. Talmage, if correctiy reported, has it in .1200. One Goil. The original million, it is conceded, is not God-this is
He aims for structure and not for ruins. He has a version has the death-sentence March 27th; another nature; but the 0 is absolutely the only equivalent to a go.d;
splendid ideal before him. He is full of the spirit March ·25th, and another March 24th, which last is und if the combined wisdom of the church proceed to brmg
of art. To be an artist in the grand sense of that Dr. •ralmage•s d~te. The plate is said to be now in proof they cannot increase this 0 to a solitary un!t.
. .
t
. h"
bl"
b" .
All .
But my premises require JlO proof. The uruverse exls~mg
erm IS IS su Im~ am ItlOn. .
· his. Iscourses the chapel of Caserta, six miles southeast of Capua, to-day ; this self-evident fact is absolute proof that at no time
breathe of the magmfi?en~e of th~s new hfe of man; ~n Italy, and a facsimile is said to hav been bought in the past could it possibly hav not e~iste~. The c~nthey are su!charged With Its poetiC fervor.
by one Lvrd Howard for 2,980 francs.
trary implies a beginning, and a beginning Implies an etermty
"_Agnostic". can't see this. He is a dried-up sciIf any such pbte exists, or is alleged to hav ex- of time previous to t~is beginn~ng!_when all was ~orev.e~ dark,
entist. He thmks that knowledge is all-that we are isted, it is as big a fraud as the pretended plates of empty vacuum, nothmg. B~.t.t if SIX tho~sand or siX t;nHllonst•?.f
1
simply to know. He does :r:ot seem to r~aliz~ that ~he boo~ of Mormon. P~erruming that March 27th, ?;~~~~.~~·op~~e~~~s ~~~t!~~h~~!{;e~~::s:~~1a~~oi~f ~~:~t~h;~~
knowledge .must flow to actu!n j that actwn IS the IS a cl.erwal or typographwal error, and th~t Mar~h I of everything, and havillg, during the vast ~te~nity of beginsupreme thmg. Knowledge 1s the means, but to do 24th 1s the true date of the pretended rehc (form 1 ningless time preceding any supposed begmmng, produced
0

a·
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nothing this nothing could not possibly ever produce something a~d then of course nothing would exist to-day.
Th~refore Materialism requires no proof ; it alone is absOo
lute, supreme, and established in the minds _of all_who f:!av
given the subject abundant. thought and a fearless mvestJgation. It alone is all the church claims for God, only, contrary
to God, it proves itself. Existence, consciousness, knowledge,
science, the five senses, and common· sense, all demonstrate
and prove it.
And it is not incumbent on roe or reasonable to demand
that 1 should·' prove the non-existence of a God, 01: hold my
tongue," A simple denial i~ aH-sufficiont to do that, unless,
indeed, God is proven first. A. says he sa.w an actual live
mermaid iu Lake Michigan, and his brother Gullible insints
that be actually came in contact with a real dragon the other
day: We simply deny these asRertions, and it proves their nonexistence unless A. and his brother demonstrate to the wo~ld
their actual existence. The affirroativ must ever be eatablished. .A person is alTaigned in court, he pleads "not
guilty," and this establishes his innocence J.mtil his guilt is
proven.
So the burden of proof falls upon the Theist, who claims
that in addition to this grand infi.nit universe there exists
somewhere, outside or inside of this universe, or here and there
and bVerywhere; another infinit something, force, spirit, power,
pers·on (about the exact nature of which being, however, no
two agree), which is antelior and superior to all nature; but,
ala~! of which being we or science or the church cannot possi·
bly form the slightest conception or obtain a shadow of proof I
And it is insiRted we must accept this imaginary being as the
trne premis of our faith in spite of the fact that it or he (why
not a she?) is absolutely beyond our comprehension, and that
by the light of latest scientific developments it is established
that all t,hings, effects, and phenomena are positivlv the inevitable necessary result of preceding natural causes, all again in
turn necessary effects of the spontaneous action and attlibutes
of matter and force and its manifold variations, and not,
never, the handiwork of a personal God.
.And therefore we must conclude thut if there is a God he is
absolutdy superfluous in the grand economy of nature, !!ll
torces ttnd phenomena acting and appearing entirely without
sucb divine· assistance or personal caprice, and, furthermore,
entirely without any evidences of design or wisdom.
·
But our friend seems to be sadly shocked at such doctrins,
becuuse h'l sees in their tendencies the agencies t{) blast his
fondest hopes and roost cherished aspirations, and not aware
that these feelings properly defined are nothing less than ·cowardice aud unworthy to be entertained by a brave and fearless
roan. Truth is desirable no matter where it leads. And if an
old. Calvinian hell of fire and brimstone and a special host of
ten thousand devils to punch up the blazes for the. benefit of
all Ir,fidels were a. fact, the writer would strive and rejoice to
obtain such proof.
"Hew to the line, let the chips fall where they will.''
But fortunately truth leads not to eternal torment, neither to
imaginary or fictitious joys, but to. that greatest boon of nature
which, if we oaly knew it, alone makes life tolerable....!..eternal
rest I .And this inevitable condition of roan after death is no
more to be dreaded than the condition of man previous to birth.
Both are identical, equally free from pain and grief; and when
all phases of this belief are properly !tnalyzed and thoroughly
understood, our final fate-eternal sleep-will be received by
~Jl the world with feelings of greate<>t delight and unmingled
happiness.
.
The trouble now is,. we are unable to fully comprehend a
condition of absolute individual annihilation, and imagin that,
when dead, we will still be partially conscious of our non-existence, separation from our loved ones, and our obnoxious condition of dissolution in the grave.
Therefore the dread and the desire to liv forever, even
though the terrible alternativ must stare every-believer in the
face lhat the chances are small, and that, according to the
"book," a vast majority are ever rushing o'er that "broatl
roacL" to eternal damnation 1
But, I insist upon it, that when the world shall fin11lly throw
off ancient superstition and discard transmitted Notions, and
become truly wise and philosophical, they will find in the very
event they now most dread-death-the source of their greatest joy and consolation through life.
.A hundred years hence the 150,000,000 people now living
will be no more; 200,000,000 or more will exist then who are
absolutely non-existent, unconscious, and virtually dead and
annihilated now. Who now mourns for this vast throng of
our children's children not yet born, and who are non-existent
now? Who pities their" dreadful fate," and who looks upon
it as a terrible calamity that these millions should and do not
now participate in all the joys and pleasures of all the multitudes living befPre them? Did you ever think of that, Bro.
"B.F.'P.?" No; it has never occurred to you! Why?
Simply because non-existence is not a state to be dreaded or
feared, but, on the other hand, the greatest and kindest gift
bestowed upon man 1
Then, if it must be conceded that the non-existence, now and
in the past, of our successors in life is not a calamity, it must
likewise be granted that our non-existence, when they shall exist, cannot possibly be a calamity. We miss them not, we
mourn for them not, and both conditions are equally void of
sensations or emotions, and cor:sequently cannot possibly be a
reasonable or legitimate source of fear.
See the infant slumber sweetly in its cradle. Tranquil and
beautiful! Would you rudely awaken your darling from its
glorious sleep of unconsciousness? Yet this is death; rooroentary death for.the t.ime being; nothing more, nothing less.
We also long daily for the honrs of this prl'cious boon, and we
accept joyfully from Mother Nature these delicious moment5 of
absolute repose-unconsciousness-death 1 'l'hen, supposing
this night, after having fallen into a tr11nquil sleep, and, previously unknown to us, our hearts woUld cease to beat, and we
should never awaken from this identical, unchanging, peaceful
condition of total unconsciousness, would, could it possibly be
a calamity to us, who, with the last throb of our hearts, are absolutely incapable of another. thought or sensation?
Impossible I We hav ~imply returned to that eternal condition we were in during the long etemity previous to our birth.
We hav lived and feasted (some more, some less; this is an
inexorable law of nature); the festiv board is removed, and we
must be co!ltent to retire and permit others to particpate in the
joys and vicissitudes of life, We shall miss the pleasures of
life no more, but neither shall we be burdened any more with
pain and cares and sorrows and grief.
A.nd if investigation and truth lead to this doctrin, let us
rejoice that death has now indeed lost its sting, and that the
terrible doctrin of an eternal, continuouR (impossible) condition
of happiness for a select few, and etel'Ual sufferings of a vast
majority of frail humanity, which is the most monstrous doc_.
triu ever conceived by brutal man and cunning priests, is fast
di.sappea.riug from the face of our be11utiful earth, and thli.t the

1lay of delivm;uce is neur·l And also that this "hangman's
whip to keep the wretch in order," !lnd the few sugarplums
delllt out so stingingly by the. church, hav ever been the cause
of keeping mankind, now and in the past, in large proportion
superstitions, vile, ignorant, and miserable, overlooking entirely tbe far grander code of morals which teaches us to do
good without hope of reward, and avoid evil without fear of
punishment, as this alone constitutes tme manhood. And this
grand nat.ural law, independent of all religion, will eventually
revolutionize the world and make it truly better 1
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
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ceives to be at such opposit extremes.. Let it. be
hoped that· the thought of the world IS becommg
; more fair and Liberal.
1'

Rev. George 0. Barnes, the Evangelist, and
W. H. LD,master, the Infidel.
From the Indianapolis &ntin<l.

Extremes meet occ~.sionally, and such a conjunction occurred when the Evangelist Barnes admitted the Infidel Lamaster intQ heaven and asserted if the Infidel were not saved
the evangelist would be willing to be damned. It seems that
the Infidel Lamaster was at one time in his life a Christian,
who now, accordin~ to the teachings of Mr. B~rnes, is" going
through an awful stage of spiritual lunacy." Lunacy is
"roentttl derangement-madness in ~ener~," and such is~~
master's affliction as M:r. Barnes Views h1s case. Accordwg
to Mr. Lamasterls conclusion Mr. Barnes is the lunatic, and
he, Lamaster, the ma-n whose mind is soun~, whose reasoning
faculties are free from disease, whose perceptwns are clear, and
whose conclusions are based upon reason. Mr. Lamaster, in
his youth, was a Christian-beJieved in Go0 and in his son,
Jesus Christ. As he advanced Ill years, as h1s head enlarged,
giving ample space for his great brain to .exercise its powers,
Mr. Lamaster massed his intellectual energies and concentrated
them upon the Bible. He says in his Ico~clas~ :. •: W ~ once
believPd as strong as he (Barnes) or ~ny o~ner Cnr.lstian 1!1 the
Christian religion .. We accPpted Chr1st as our Savwr, behev~d
that he was indeed the son of God, and that he was comm!ssioned by God to come to earth to save sinners. We once had
no doubts regarding all those doctrins, hq.t after years of readingo and study of the Bible our mind has Jindergone a very
ra,lical reli.,.ious change. We began to reason, and soon our
bellef beg:n to fade away. Skepticism b~g~n to ta~e _the
plapa of faith, and at last, instead of remammg a Chnst1an,
we found ourselvs an !Pfidel."
Now Mr. Lamaster denounces God and his son, Jasus Christ,
the world's redt>emer, and avails himself of every opportunity
afforded him to flaunt his nnbelief in the face of the world;
indeed he creates opportunities to bring to the attention of
-society' the remembrance of the Bible declaration that "the
fool hath said in his heart there is no God." Some days since
Mr. Lamaster addressed the Evangelist Barnes a communication, in which he said: "I am au Infidel. I abhor the Go~ of
th~ ~ible, reject Jesus Chri~t as a.~avio~,.and,~ook UP_D? ~~1th,
rebgwn, and the church as huge lrnpos!t!Ons, and tms 1' the
man whom Mr. Barnes believes is "passing through an llWful
stage of spirituallnnacy," but who will b_e saved_finally ,with an
everlasting salvation, and who asserts, If such lS not tne cnse,
he (the Evangelist Barnes) is willing to be damned. . .
It will occur to many readers of the Sunday SenL~ncl that
the Evangelist Barnes and the Infidel _Lamast~r represent t~e
extremes of belief and disbelief-one IS all fslth, the other 1s
all faithlessness. They are antipodal ; diametrically opposit;
as unlike as light and darkn~ss. The .Evange~st Barnes
glories in the light; every _wmdow of h1s. soul 1s open ~o
heaven's sunshine. If there IS ever a cloud m the sky of h1s
faith it is made radiant with bows of love and joy. Immaster
gets away from the light; prefers a. cave, a dungeon j ranks
himself with the beasts that perish; is willing to die uud rot
·without resurrection or immortality, and still the Evangelist
BM·nes will hav it that the Infidel Lamaster is finally to inherit
heaven and bask and bathe in supernal felicities, How
grandly extremes meet l How harmoniously they blend !
God be praised for a faith that takes all the "poor ':'anderer:
of a stormy day" at last into a h~ven of rest 1 ~t !s no yare
of the business of the Sunday Smtmel to add to religwus mfelicities. to magnify doubts, or intensify err.ors. If the Evangelist Barnes can get the Infidel Lam>>ster mto heaven ~t last
the Sunday Sentinel will not object. Let mercy and fo~~1vness
hav full sway. The voice of joy is better than the wa1lmg:s of
despair. H~aven's hallelujahs. are pre~erred to th~ howhn_gs
of hades. If to confess Christ 1s to rece1ve an etermty of b~1ss
after life's fitful fever is past, all hail! The Sunday Sentmel
sends greetings of gladness to its fifty thous.and rea~ers: If
Infidelity is a disease we rej:Jice to know t~ere IS balm m Gilead
and a gre 11 t physidw who can ~eal the Infirmity. We recall
as we writB tbe unfortunate roan m the land of the Gadarene.s.
A legion of devils had possession of him. He l?ved t? be m
the neighborhood of tombs. He made day and m~ht hideous.
Hewascursed. The devils were forced outof himandpermitted to enter into a herd of swine. Ri~ht I Let tbe hogs
hav all the devils and let men be clothed in their right minds
and work together to bless the world. We like men who rel?resent calm devotion on whose brows the peace of heaven 1s
forever brooding, an'd whose eyes are ever lifted to ce~estial
glories; men who, having drank deeply _at ~he fountams of
love and forgivness, see at last the e_manC!pati?n of the ~orld
from sin and in th8 grandeur of the1r conceptwns of an nosearchable G~d "-the God of the "old family Bible "-takes
us all at last, evangelists and Infidels, all poor storm-tossed
mu.riners, into the port of peace.

Book Notices.
" This bright world laboring in the eclips
Of prlestcraft and oi' slavery."
The "Crimes of Preachers," second edition, !~ out, enlarged
and revised, and containing so mo>ny new cases of criminality of
these " mouth. rieces of Yahweh" that even the most prejudiced of pietists inust acknowledge them to be the very worst
Instead of the best ch~ss of society.
The extra education and careful surroundings that should
make them refined, cultured, and just are m0r" than countBrbalancod by the want of activ labor and real industry, as well
as the habit people bav of worshiping these reverends as next
to d~ity himself.
While we deplore the necessity of stirring all these ce~spools
of iniquity, we must own that it is absolutely necessary that the
world should kuow the evils of a system of theology that breeds
the majority of criminals in its own pulpits.
.
This last book of Jifr. Billings contains a new list of 202 criminal nreachers, all collected in one year, and from the northern
half ~f the United States and Canada, and these 202 priests are
charged with an aggregate of 500 crimes-more than one for
every day of the year! And probably not more than one sin in
twtlnty comes to light, for murder. don't always out, nor anywhere near it.
It is the duty of all Liberals to help circulate such books as
this, and I shall do my level best to scatter all I can of them.
If we succeed in showing up these priests as they are we shall
destroy their influence, and the go-bet\Veens once out of the.way
we shall discover that the gods they pretend to comroumcate
with are as surely myths as were all the gods of Greece_ and
Rome.
It is the slowest of all works to destroy ancient superstitions;
but remember every step is so much gained. One book well
read will do a "power of work," especially if sent oft into a
back country place where the· Bible, almanac, and county
paper constitute far too often the whole library. We ha.v only
one life to.liv. Let us fill it full of good well done. Let us
teach all of truth we. can, and sow seeds of purity, goodness,
and honesty. Only 25 cents will secure this record of the detestable doings of priests and preachers. .
..
"Too long ba.v lordly priests
And priestly lords led us, with all our pride
Withering about us, like devoted beasts,
Dragged to the shrine, with faded garments tied."
.
ELMINA.
" 'l'he First Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to the Truth
Seekers" is a nice little pampbiet, and full to the brim of good,
sound, first-rate advice. Better than llny creed or system of
theology ever yet gotten up is the code of morals advocated in
this volume. Yes, better, because there are no passages one
has to twist, and turn, and jump over, lest one go astray by
heeding them, as in the apostolic writings of the God-bonk and
guide-book of the Christians of the land. Just this one paragraph is enough to roak!J the follower of its suggestions wise,
good, and generous:
"Let justice and right be the standard by which you govern
your act·ions, and never forget that the grandest thing a man
can perform is to do what is right under all circumstances."
Not satiefied with giving us a fine code of morals garnered up
by a lifetime of experience, Mr. Bennett has in this little book
given us many " re-echoes from the teachers of olden times."
If anyone can rise from the porusal of even a single p~"ge of
this epistle and not feel a resolve towa.rd renewed ligbteousness, the heredita.ryinstinct3 of that individuaL must be of the
worst possible character.
I hope every Liberal will adopt this epistle as the " code of
Infidel morals," and when friends ask us of our reconstructiv
r•ims hand them this epistle of Bennett, the thinker and worker.
Tell them here are rules for the guidance of all. Rules written on the very borders of the Holy Land, by one who has
traveled in all lands, and carefully judged of metbocls and
modes among many nations.
ELMINA.

The Tama Meeting.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The Tama
Meeting was a complete success We ha.d fine weather (save
Sunday forenoon), good speeches, good crowds, and good feeling. Our expenses were met on the spot to within $30. Dr.
Severance, Mrs. H. S. Lake, W. F. Peck, M. Farrington, Col,
M. E. Billings, Col. and Mrs. N. P. Fox, .S. D. Moore, and the
secretary, were the speakers. Besides these, many others
spoke in the conference hour, which session was always a very
lively and. instmctiv one. We had an abundance of good
music, furnished by Prof. Peck, Mr. and Mrs. Cll.yWood and
daughter, of Albion, Iowa, and Mrs. Viva Alexander, of Carroll City.
Live issues were discussed fearlessly, especially by Mrs. Lake
and Dr. Severance. 'fhe best of harmony prevailed-the harmony that is born of a free platform. Spiritufllists and Materialists fraternized roost grandly, and the influence for good
left in Tam a and vicinity will not soon dep11rt. Our audiences
reached as high as eleven hundred, and were large at all Seiisious.
And now credit where credit is 'due. Our Tama friends attended to the local expenses, and so are that ronoh ahead of
Mstrshalltown and Cedar Rapids, where the previous conventions hav been held. I am under especial obligations to Mr.
Matt. Baker and Mr. S. D. Dye, of the Local Committee. But
for their assistance the Convention and Camp-Meeting would
hav fallen far short of the complete success which it was.
I hB,v to-day only time for this brief synopsis; will soon send
fuller account.
E. C. WALKER, Sec'y.

It is encouraging that evangelists and edi~ors of
leading journals are willing to do the fair thmg by
an Infidel-one who wholly disbelieves the claims
of current theology. The Rev. Barnes is specially
i
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Infidel paper should finally hav a seat in heaven, to
wear a crown, and play a harp .~ith himself. This
is a great advance from the pos1t10n heretofore held
by the leaders of the Christian church, who hav not
And now I sand a. message to my prohibition opponents.
only consigned unbelievers to the fiery lake through J. H. ·cook and Mrs. Everest write as friends and as Liberals,
h
k
· · th e f act
• t h a t a man may oppose th
le<>!'slat!'on
they
..,
the endless ages of eternity, but hav sou_ g. t to rna. e recogmztug
d tb
f · d ft
B . te " L'b
t " and
favor
:ve ecannot
a nenconceal
o emperance.
u
1 era and
thl·s ll'fe as unhappy· for them as J?OS.slble.. When J.
A. an
Hallock
their churchly
parentage
clergymen and evangalists can find It 1? theU' hearts education. With the priests of the dying faith, whose creed is
te say a kindly word ~o~ a~ oppone~t,, 1t l<;10ks some- the mother of prohibition, they iroagin t~at abuse is argument,
what as though Chrrstu~mty IS ga.mmg_ m decenc_y the aspersions upon the character or rootlvs of ~~;n ?pponent .are
and liberality. But, unfortunately, whrle there 18 a refutation of his. statBm~nts, an exp_osure o~ hlS ma:c~~ra~1es,
F 1
d d
t t
f h f It 1
B ng proh1b1tiomsts
On(1 Barnes there are many Cooks, Talma1;res, u - an a emons ra mg 0 18 au Y ogw.
e!
fi h'
~
d 8 it is n&xt to impossible for them to treat fairly those who g t
th
d
h
N
tons, Moodys, Crosbys, _ewmans, an
e t ou_san
beneath the banner of individualism. So mote it be. I shall
of others so fond of dealmg hell .and damnaL,on, tc 1 attenu to thRse gentlemen next week, and before I am through
those who cannot accept all theu demands.. 'I ho with them they will roost heartily wish that they h~d not
editor of the Sentinel is also deserving of praiSe for I grappled with. a subject altogether too large for the caliber of
the equal consl'derot1.0 ., he givs thoee whom he con- thell' old.·f!l~h!Oned ordnance.
}ll. C. WA.LuR.
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morning?" His reply was, "Ah, hal" vigorously tossing a big green apple in his play basket, showing
considerable independence and. attention to his own
business. I love ...and admire that child over all
GLOVERSVILLE, N. Y., Sept. 10, 1882.
others in town, for its name.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find check for $10 to pay
Your well-wishing friend, , J. F. HALDEMAN.
my this year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
$6.50 for "Around the World," in four volumes. I
CoLCHESTER, ILL., Aug. 30, 1882.
want them bound in sheep, library style. And I
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find one dollar, as I see that
also want "The Truth Seeker Collection."
I am somewhat in arrears on my subscription; will
W. N. TRUMBLE.
remit some more money to you soon. Am glad to
hear of the grand reception tendered to you all along
BosToN, MAss., Sept. 3, 1882.
the line from the Pacific to the Atlantic. That is
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Pardon my carelessness in what should be done. Let us show the church and
:not sending my subscription to THE .TRUTH SEEKER its saintly .crew that we are a power, and that we inbefore now, for I had everlooked it, not d~scovering tend to be heard from now and then. I was in hopes
that it was due three or four months ago, so please to hav met you somewhere on your road home, and to
find $10 inclosed, $3 for t!:ie paper and the rest for hav had the honor of shaking hands with the hero
your books of traveJ. Allow me to congratulate you Infidel of our time.·- Wake up Underwood, Abbot,
on your safe return to your friends and home.
Bundy & Co. It seems they will never get through
L. I. PuTNAM.
Yours for the truth,
throwing dirt at you, but it is not doing you any
injury; but with them it is, I think, and it is just
CARBONDALE, KAN., Aug. 29, 1882.
what they deserve. Hoping that you will see proper
BROTHER BENNETT: Please count me as a life-sub- to make a canvass of every state in the Union, and
scriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I herewith send post- giv to the people the benefit of your travels in a
office order for $5. Please pardon my neglect, and series of good lectures, I remain as ever your wellaccept my promis to do better in future. All my wisher and a truth seeker,
·F. H. SHERWooD.
spare time from business for the last year has been
spent in reading those splendid letters of the roundKIRKSVILLE, 1\'Io., Sept. 5, 107.
the-worlil traveler. Sorry I hav allowed myself to
MR. EDITOR: :(am not certain that my subscription
get in arrears. Hoping you may liv long to edit to THE TRUTH SEEKER has expired, but if I understand
THE TRUTH SEEKER, I am,
Yours truly,
the print on the wrapper correctly it has; but, how'WM. BROWN.
ever, that matters not (except, if in arrears, injustice
to you), I send draft for six dollars for the continuNEw YoRK, Hept. 9, 1882.
ation of the paper from the time my subscription
MR. EDITOR : I would heartily second the proposed did or n.ay expire.
resolutions in your late issue in reference to annual
Should you make the contemplated trip over the
meetings of the Liberals at Paine's monument, and United States, I will take a copy of the book which
would suggest that the Fourth Liberal League, of you may write up concerning the trip, and we should
which you are president, take the initiativ in the be pleased to hav you shape your course so as to
matter. This would be a fitting sequence to its course call on us here.
in reference to the repairing and re-dedication of
We hav had a Liberal organization here for many
the monument previous to your jouruey around the years, but not an auxiliary of the National Liberal
world. Let it be considered a fixed fact.
League. Our society is composed of Materialists and
-Yours truly,
A. C. M.
Spiritualists, and we meet regularly the year round.
We are not so illiberal but what we can listen to
WAVERLY, low A, Sept. 6, 1882.
views not in accordance with our own, believing
MR. EDr.roR: The annual meeting of the Liberal that diversity of belief is only destroyed by the esLeague of Northern Iowa was held the fourth Sun- tablishment of facts.
Respectfully,
WM. HART.
day in August atM. Farrington's schoolhouse. After
the opening exercises were concluded the League
DuNDEE, MINN., Aug. 28, 1882.
proceeded to the election of officers for the ensuing
MR. EDITOR: I see I am among the number of subyear. They R.re as follows : M. Farrington, Presi- scribers to the dear old TRUTH. SEEKER who hav not
dent; D. P. Walling, Vice-President; Mrs. Eli Barns, paid up; I could not get the money when my time
Treasurer; W. P. McCormack, Secretary. Delegates ran out, and hav not enough now to pay you all,
to the St;ate Convention and an Executiv Committee but I will soon get it. We are intending to sell our
were also chosen.
Respectfully,
farm. My husband's health is poor, and he cannot
W. P. McCoRMACK, Sec'y.
work. If we sell, I will buy your books of travel
. round the world. I hav read all of your letters as
BLOOMINGDALE, N. J.,Sept. 11, 1882
.
they came in the paper, and had· many a good
MR. EDITOR : THE TRUTH SEEKER is just the paper I laugh over them, especially what you wrote about
wanted. It was by accident I learned of its existen_ce. Yahweh leaving the courts above to come down into
My friends will not let me keep one in the house; that dark cave to visit little Mary. The Catholics
they carry them off to read and pass them from one hav a book they claim no one can read and remain
to another. Please send a three months trial copy a Protestant. I do not believe an honest Christian
to Mr. Henry Bigler, Butler, N. J.; also the "Beal could read your "Truth Seeker Around the World"
Blasphemers," J. B. Kelso, to my address.
and not change his opinions. We hav been doing
Find inclosed the sum of $1 for the same.
what little we could to' st~engthen the cause · of
CHAS. KRAHMER.
mental libert-y.
·
P. s.-I expect soine more subscribers in a few
Since writing the above I had the good fortune to
weeks.
get a five-dollar bill. Inclosed I send it to you.
LURY A. CRAPSEY.
PoRTLAND, Sept. 7, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I rejoice that you .hav been able to
MoDESTO, CAL., Sept. 4, 1882.
circumnavigate this green old earth and return to
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $3 with which
your many friends again. Long may you liv t~ spread I renew my subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
truth and justice from the Atlantic to the Pacrfic, and
Please send me another dozen of "Deity Analyzed,
to all the inhabitants of the islands of the sea.
and. The Devil's Defense." This book sells well here,
Brother Bennett, you hav not one thing to fear, and the demand for it is increasing. "The Real
for every true man and woman that walks the earth Blasphemer " also sells well. The pulpit demais your friend, and is ready to gird on the whole gogs are beginning to, J:ielp advertise these books
armor and enter the wide field of combat, and by warning their congregations not to read them.
fight for truth until the seventy thousand lazy min- These warning~ help me a good deal.
isters are driven from the coward's castle, and made
For many years we hav had a Sunday law in this
to earn an honest living. The conquest is ours, and state, ·but it has never been enforced. Tllis law is
our army is on the advance. Looking and contend- riow creating considerable interest in our political
ing for the right, I remain your true friend,
circles. The Democratic party has adopted a platH. A. LAMB, M.D.
form in which the repeal of this law is demanded.
'Ihe Republican party has adopted a platform in
Pum GROVE, PA., Sept. 5, 1882.
which the retention and the enforcement of this law
MR. EDITOR: I take the liberty and pleasure to in- are demanded. In this fight, which is growing quite
form you of the fact that Pine Grove, Schuylkill hot, the Liberal Republicans are taking sides with
county, Pa., has a young Thomas Paine. Mr. Al- the Democrats, and the most zealously religious
fred P<tine, a well-doing merchant, with an amiable, Democrats are taking sides with the Republicans.
industrious little wife, of this place, had the good Few Californians care much for party lines. They
and noble principle \bY a kind and encouraging mostly vote to suit themselvs. This is particularly
word from a Liberal and Thomas-Paine loving friend) the case with the Liberals.
Yours truly,
to call their first-born son "Thomas .. " This act,
JOHN B. KELSO.
however, raised quite a breeze among the three old
women and the preachers in the town._ One old lady ,
FRENCHTOWN, NEB., Aug. 18, i882.
visited the house of the young "Thomas," asking BROTHER BENNETT: Accept my kindest congratulathe mother of the child to recall that name if pos- tiops on your safe return to your nativ shores. How
sible, having, said she, in substance, no objection to Anthony & Co. must hav torn their hair when they
Thomas, but that horrible Paine should be removed. heard of the attention shown you wherever you went,
In a congratulating conversation with the mother, and especil:i.lly arter you reached American soil
Mrs. Paine (admiring, as I did, little Thomas), she again! I can imagin how they gnashed their. teeth
told mo that a certain preacher said to her that he when they saw how the Ir.ter-Oeean had to take it
could never baptize that child by that name. I hav all back and giv you the fair history which you dethe pleasure of seeing the about-three-years-old sired. So truth does rise again, it s·eems.
Thomas Paine dailyt a very bright, lively child, strong
If our crops do well we intend to send for the celand healthy. I met him this morning on the street. ebrated four volumes, written by D. M. Bennett, en!Said I, " Good morning, Thomas ; are you well this titled, "A Truth Seeker Around the World." We
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believe in this trinity heart and soul, and thank you.
for it.
My daughter, C. M. Finch, received the flower
seeds in due time, and sends her. thanks. The letter
you wrote her while at San Francisco she will keep
as a memento.
Before closing I must congratulate you ori the
many flattering receptions you bav had and the noble speeches that hav been made in behalf of Freethought, and whose greatest ,living champion and
martyr the world sees in D. M. Bennett. With best
wishes and regards for yourself, Mrs. Bennett, and
Eugene, I am,
Most truly yours,
MARY B. FINOH.
ANGOLA, IND., Sept. 2, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I am glad that you hav outrode the
storm of abuse and lies of the church and hav got
home safe and happy. And now, as the church has
seen fit, to drag their God and religion into our public schQols here as well as elsewhere, I herewith offer
an opening prayer for our schools: " Let us pray.
Almighty God, once more we _fall on our cowardly
knees, asking thee to make one in our midst this
day. And, 0 Lord. whilst we try to do our duty as
teachers in this school, wilt thou, our father, keep
these little sinners strict ? And, 0 God, if any of
these little children should in any manner offend
thee, wilt thou, 0 God, run out some of thy old shebears and let them tear up about forty of them in
the name of Jesus? And we further pray thee, 0
Lord, that in case any of the big girls should escape
the jaws of thy she-bears, wilt thou, 0 God, turn
them into pillars of salt for Christ's sake? And 0
our-dear father, wilt thou leave them standing as a
salted monument to the folly and greed of our present school officers of the state? These favors we
ask in the name of the murdered J eSJlS, and the
church can hav all the glory. Amen."
Will Mr. Babcock. of St. John's, Michigan, please
get us up a closing prayer for our schools ?
C. H. WooDWORTH.
ADRIAN, MICH., Sept. 6, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I look upon your paper, aft"lr having
read it with increasing interest for several years, as
truly Liberal, in the proper sense of the term. In
its columns any of the various kinds of Liberals may
ha.v a hearing; and, as far as I hav learned, all a;re
treated fairly. Although others may be doing a
good work in their own way, I think it must be admitted that THE TRUTH SEEKER is giving the common
enemy by far more formidable blows than any of
its fellows. I doubt not it was the intention to
crush D. M. Bennett and destroy his paper. There
are prpbably thousands of sincere, devout Christians
indulging a secret wish that prison fare would wind
up the career of this old Infidel. But how very different the sequel! Who that has been familiar with
this history cannot plainly see that the trial and
imprisonment of this honest man hav operated overwhelmingly against his accusers ? Those that are
watching closely the signs of the times can see
clearly the elements of self-destruction in the great
fabric of Christianity. The s.tructure is already tottering, and when its days are fully numbered it
must crumble to the earth. Jacob, the liar and deceiver, has nearly had his day; and. Esau, the honest
youth, whom the Hebrew God hates, must hav 4is.
If honesty and truth are better than lying and deception, then I think the new and approacing epoch
will be superio;r to the present.
Yours in hope,
WM. F. LYoN.
SoMERSET ,N. Y., Sept. 1, 1882.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: I do not wish to be regarded
as a complainer or grumbler, but there are some
things I cannot complacently endure. You agreed
to furnish two volumes of "A Truth Seeker Around
the World," postage paid, for $5; then you had the
audacity to ask us to take three volumes, postage
paid, for $5; and now, as if not satisfied, you propose to inflict upon us still another for $1.50, you
paying postage on the whole. Against all this, sir,
do I beg respectfully to protest. You are a5king us
to take more than we bargained for, and, assuming
a little too much, you are asking us to accept of
your liberality at the expense of our generosity, and
we can't afford thus tobe outdone in the exercise of
the virtues.
It seems to me that if we get three books instead
of two for $5, and then get the fourth book for $1.50,
we ought to pay the postage on the whole. It would
be but a small thing for each of us, but a big thing
for you to do-much . more than was written in the
bond, and, for one, r· don't propose to let you do it,
sir, but will pay the postage myself, and I trust you
will pardon our fault-finding and accept the postage
as a simple act of justice; then will I get the books
at least fifty cents per volume less than first proposed, and you will receive $6.50 net for the four
vc.lumes, only $1.63 per volume, inst,ead of $2.50
gross, or say $2.10 net. Your getting more subscribers than we anticipated is your good luck, and
makes it no harder for me to pay than if there were
less, and I am not a bit afraid of your getting too
much. I am, sir,
Most truly yours,
F. N. ALBIUGHT, M.D.
[We thank friend Albright for his kindness in
sending us the amount of the postage on the books.
It is true, the postage is decidedly an important
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item; on the four volumes it will amount to over
one thousand dollars. It; is not a large matter for
each patron to pay his own postage; but for us to
pay it all, it; is a heavy tax. We are glad our friend
thinks the work low in price. It certainly is. There
is hardly any work in America where so much matter has been brought out for the same money. We
hope this fact will be generally appreciated.ED. T. S.L

BEEKER~

SEPTEMBER 23, 1882.

lowing remarks upon one of. his lectures: " The lecture at the theater last Saturday night was well
attended, and was Iistented to from the beginning
to the close with the closest attention. The speaker
said, after alluding to tb,e advertised topic for the
evening 'Common Sense:' 'As the average good judgment which men and women attain to, relating to
the various pursuits and business of this life, and
fa!' the purpose of his lecture, he desired to apply
the same common sense as an instrument in reaching truth relating to inspiration in a natural sense,
as opposed to .the tong-cherished notion held by the
religious world that in the far off past God inspired
to write books containing complete truth relating to
the salvation of mankind.'
" 'From what we may know of the divine activities
there is a connection between deity and the soul of
man-not in a supernatural but in a natural senseas there is between light and the eye, sound and the
ear, food and the palate, truth and the intellect,
beauty and the imagination, So, as we obey the laws
of the body, we hav health; so, as we obey the law of
the mind, we get wisdom and skill for the mind; so,
also, as we obey the law of the moral faculties, we
hav moral life and peace of conscience for the mind
or soul; for as we hav bodily senses to lay hold upon
matter and supply our physical needs, so also we
hav mental faculties which lay hold upon nature and
upon deity, the soul of nature, and thus supply our
mental or spiritual wants.
" 'Inspiration is the breathing or infusing of the
spirit of justice, purity, and love into the mind or
soul of ·man, and is therefore the light of our being
and the great background of all human faculties.'"
Yours fraternally,
MARTHA J. YouNGLOVE.
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Meet it with a firm resolve
Of high progressiv thought,
Till priestly rule shall vanish,
Becoma a thing of naugb.t.
Respectfully,
E. W, ALLEN.

DETROIT, MicH., Aug. 28, 1882.
MR .. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 for my Rubscription,, which ran out on the 1st. I llav done
wrong in not sending it before, but I wish-ed to say
PITTSBURGH, PA., Sept. 3, 282,
a few words to the many poorer readers who begin
MR. EDITOR: Allow me as one of the thousands of
to feel the slavery of our false system of finance.your friends to congratulate you upon your safe reMr. Petty, in May 28th, wrote a good article for
turn home. We hav really to congratulate ourselvs
workingmen, and a workingman answered it, but
upon your great success, as the success of the Libneither of them seems to see the cause of the evils
eral cause in general, and truth seekers in particuthat fill our land with vice, misery, and crime, and
lar. Your description of your travels is worth more
as Sada Baily, in July 1st, asks that everyone who
than all the so-called sacred writings of the Chrishas a remedy for our evils should ventilate it, I will
tians, and will do much toward enlightening minds
try and do so.
darkened by falsehood and superstition. The expoFirst, the cause, and I want every Liberal who
sition of the knowledge acquired during that trip
reads this paper to carefully read it, think on it,
around the world, as given in your letters in THE
study it, for it is the most important question ever
TRUTH SEEXER and in your books, will win more souls
yet discussed. It is not money nor the love of
from Christ than the millions of Christian money
money, but the want of money in circulation, that is
expended.. by fanatics will make up by conve-rsion in
the root of all evil. Do not forget it, my friends and
many years to come.
fellow-sufferers, a contracted currency always makes
But, Mr. Bennett, the truth seeker's "harvest is
the many the slaves of the few. It is the life- of
ripe and the reapers are few," and we _need your new
monarchies, aristocracies, and monopolies for twenty
and improved double-.edged sickle-harvester to garyears past. The Republican party hav so fixed the
ner the grain from Hell's Gate to Golden Gate; we
finance laws that one dollar has become of more
need you in Pennsylvania and in old "smoky city."
value than five hundred dollars ought to be. It has
Thousands will come to hear you speak where only
bee0me more valuable in the sight of the millions
tens will read your gospel, and thousands more will
than lands or homes, or wife or mother, or any
hear and afterward think and read and induce
other consideration, for all manner of crimes are
others to do the same ..
readily committed for a few dollars or even cents of
that money which should be furnished a full legal
Come, father Bennett, swing around the circle and
tender by the government only in such unlimited
see and grasp the hand of your friends and enlighten
CARVERSVILLE, PA., Aug, 6, 1882.
the dark places of the earth from the rich storeMR. EDITOR: As I appear to be almost alone in my quantities that no man need to borrow or ask for
house of truth and knowledge you hav acquired.
outspoken convictions of what I believe to be truth, credit, and no man could keep a pawn shop under
Our League here opened the ball to-day, after a will you publish this, my concludent opinion, on pop- three balls, or as a bank, nor any man liv by loantwo-months' summer vacation, with Mrs. Colby,. of ular Christianity? After weighing pro and con evi- ing money at Interest. This is the remedy, and I
St. Louis, _subject, "What is Truth?" and with her deuce furnished to my mind on the subject~being freely challenge any man on earth to giv one sensiaccustomed eloquence and powers oflogic she left the· now in my·seventy-:fifth year, and yet a youth scarce ble, unselfish reason why it should not be so. Had
old veil of the temple of darkness and superstition of ~ge, having been nurtured and ground in the there been money enough twenty-five years ago to
in rags and tatters. She is to be with us a month, Quaker theological mill-! hav always felt a deep do all of the business that could and would hav been
and we expect the harvest to _be great. Our League interest to understand truth from error, believing done on a principle of pay cash down, there would
is alive and doing a good work.
with Thomas Jefferson that "if there is a God, he hav been no slaves in the South to free, and there
Yours in the cause,
J. F. CALDWELL.
must more approve the dictates of reason than blind would hav been no -war for the Union. Had there
been $500,000,000 issued by tbe government at the
ignorance "-hence, whilst
CAMPBELLTON, TEXAS, August 27, 1882.
close· of the war there would hav been no cry of
Some aseert there is a God,
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to _congratulate you upon
"bloody shirt" for years after. In the past twenty
And some assert a devil;
your safe arrival home, in spite of Comstock, Cook,
years by speculating upon the credit of labor, labor
I believe that all is God,
has been put under a falsely so-called debt of $16,Inter-Ocean, and the balance of the jealous dead·
And that there is no de-vil;
ooo,ooo;ooo or more, which it is never intended that
heads. They remind me of so ma.ny curs barking at
That heaven is a blissful state
Of harmony divine;
they shall pay, it is only hoper! that they will quietly
a train of cars as it swiftly passes on to its destinaFound in every soul
pay the interest while they sink into abject servition-and their cursed howls are of about as much
Where the virt;ues shine;
tude. If all of the debt of England or Russia or
significance. It only indicates that death to them
That hell is a degraded state,
France or Turkey, etc., were put into legal tender
has commenced. Now, old chief, you hav been
Where virtue is not known,
around the world, and hav done great good for the
government money, all their crowns would drop off,
So man becomes a devil,
cattse, and put a star in your crown of which you
aristocracies crumble away, and all distinctions of
The only devil known.
may well be proud.
Now, finding that many of the best developed minds caste soon be leveled.
I propose now that the Freethinkers send you on after a careful examination of history, hav come to
For twenty years past the children of this eountry
a 'canvassing and lecturing tour around the United the grave conclusion of doubt whether such a person hav been drilled and educated to be liars, thieves,
States, and, as a sign of good faith, you can just put as Jesus Christ of the Bible ever existed or not, but robbers, murderers, and prostitutes. The laborers
my name down for $10 (ten dollars,) and notify me if a fact, he. was only a singular person of his time, hav been taxed to build gallows, prisons, workhouses,
when you want the wherewith and I will remit at no uncommon thing, and the priesthood of the -time insane asylums, and poorhouses. Nineteen men hav
once. Now I mean business, and I want to see the seized upon and magnified his character as that of a been hung on one gallows; thousands of men and
thing carried out. The most of the Freethinkers are god, to perpetuate a priestly rule over the mass of women for want of money in cireulation to set
. too far off to come to see you, and I want that you go mankind that they (the priests) might liv in luxury them at work hav been sunll: to the lowest depths
to see them; and I would like very much that you and ease, free from the common business of life prop- of vice and misery. Mr. Thompson, the oldest banker
take Bob Ingersoll along as companion, and if erly belonging alike to all the children of earth. Here, in New York, told the Bankers' Association last fall
you giv out he can probably help you with a few waving again the opinions of others, let me remark if that there had never been money enough in circuremarks. My gods are Paine, Bennett, and Inger- the Jesus Christ testified of in the New Testament was lation, and that at that time there was not five per
soll-the trinity-and I expect to go to them when I a veritable person, without detracting from his many cent yet of the amount then needed. Think of this,
die.
virtues, might he not properly be styled the "King my Liberal and laboring friends, that a banl{er adFreethought is a-booming now, and now is the of Tramps" according to his own rep1rted words, mits that last fall we needed twenty times as much
time to hit. We want a few lively men out in the that he " had not where to lay his head," and yet money in circulation as there was then. But I tell
you that we needed five hundred times as much
field. Now, brother Freethinkers, come, chip in. I claimed to be the Lord of creation ?
money in circulation as we then had. I tell you that
ain't got much, but I am good for a ten, and more Wonderful, wonderful! how could it be,
the want of money in circulation is the root of all
if necessary. Let's hear from you. With our. chief The Lord of creation, no home could he see?
the evil fruit that curses this land to-day with povin the field, scattering the light of Liberalism, Granting it true, how does it sound,
erty, drunkenness, vice, and misery, and if there is a
I think we can confidently count on having a fu- The Lord of creation no home for him found ?
reformer of any kind who reads this article, let me
neral, and on the tombstone of Christianity will be Oh, wonderful, wonderful, wonderful mind.
sav to them this is the only remedy, this is the
written, "Here lies the remains of Christianity. Gone Such a tramp on the roads we never shall find
(Though we search through creation with candles and lamps cause, the support of all the evils. You can find all
to the arms of its sweet Jesus. "
As
said
Lord
of
creation
and
king
of
the
tramps
l
the rest are but effects of this everlasting evil root.
Sincerely yours,
H. BUNDY.
Labor earns everything and never goes in debt, yet
CHoRus--Lamps and candles, candles and lamps,
Lord of creation, king of the tramps,
RENO, NEv., Sept, 7, 1882.
by contracting the amount of the medium of exCan it be possible, can it be true?
MR. EDITOR: Knowing that many of your patrons
change labor has been blindly driven into a supposed
Lord of creation, what shall we do?
would like to know something about their favorit,
or fictitious debt of over one·half of all the value of
Ohlll
viz., Dr. J, L. York, I now proceed to glv them an
the
whole country, and labor is exhausted to pay inBogus Christianity, church-anity-vanity,
account of his rest and work while in our little town
terest on this enormous amount, while at the same
Plague of the world, curse of humanity,
• of Reno. Having learned of his illness, contracted
time he supports and sustains six thousand curses
Has slaughtered thousands in its course,
while living in the miasmatic city of Sacramento durmore vile, called national banks or pawn shops, to
Till common sense subdued its force.
Oh, the misery suffered by it.
which the amount of interest paid no man is able
ing his service in the legislature, Mr. John SunderAnd not a soul that can deny it.
to enumerate.
·
land invited the great champion of human rights
Hence the greatest humbug of our race,
If the Liberals of this nation wish to separate
and mental liberty to come to Reno to recruit, if
The sum and scum of all disgrace,
possible, 'in this healthy. _locality, and regain his
church and state, and make this a free land, let them
Upheld by priests who fatten and thrive·
start a party with only one plank in their platformf-ormer strength and endurance. He arrived here
From others' labor, as drones in a hive;
· July 18th, and gave his first lecture August 20th.
" Free and unlimited legal tender money makes a free
Whom Jesus cursed with awful woe,
people." He or she that hath ears to hear let them
September 3d he closed his series of six lectures to
At least we find it written soMatthew 23d chapter particularly so.
hear, for I assure you there is no name given under
good audiences in the largest theater in the town.
freedom's banner whereby labor cf>n be saved. But
His success in this benighted city will soon be apA TOAST TO D, 111. BENNETT,
you must all prepare to bear a band at repudiation,
parent by inaugurating the Reno Liberal Union,
Hail
to
our
chief
from
his
long
weary
roam,
inflation, ruin, rag-baby that will beat the howls of
which is being formed at the_present time. Soon he
To the land of the free, his own nativ home;
the old man Judah that Elmina tells about in your
will take his departure for his home in San Jose,
May he liv to enjoy the fruits of his labor,
paper of the 19th, for when labor claims its own the
with another call to return and giv us a few more of
And rival forever his Comstock neighJ?or. E. W. A..
laborers must expect all the curses that the thieves .
his highly entertaining Freethought lectures in DeBold, outspoken pioneers,
can invent. Rut this is the only remedy. It is simcember next,
I honor and admire,
ple· it is just and right.
Three of our daily papers hav given him gratifyWho stand for truthful justice
With a. hearty welcome to our leader, Bro. Bennett,
A.nd hail opposing ti~e,j
l P.Rl
;Fraternally,
J. H. WooD,
ing me!ltion, 'l'he Nevada State Journal has the fol·
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church bas lost what she can never regain in ient to take up some spare word of imposing
this country, the respect of thinking men. The sound, and wholly indetermin~te sense like
The unprecedented. progress of Mr. D. M. church engineered the scheme, the church ap- "prophoscope." Or in controversy with a for"What grace diVIne
Bennett across the United States, if it has proved of it, a11d tht:J church is abundantly midable opponent whose logic was getting the
Did here with hnman workmanship combine!"
served no other good purpose, has been useful welcome to all the glory she has got .from it. better of us, how the tide of battle would turn
· -Sophocles.
in drawing Liberals togother, and in demon- Mr. Bennett will go on and Iiv in the grateful i~ we could o,nlr tell him that, examined in the
.Full heavily a drop of deep regret
strating to the people what the Liberal strength remembrance of free Amllricans long after light of the "prophoscope," his argument ap.
Falls like an Indiau ruby on my heart;
peared utterly frivolous I.· Even as a simple
of this country is.
·
Crosby and Cook shall be forgotten.
But a sweet, snowy form of maiden graceEven the most superficial observer must reaWhat shall we say of the jackanapes and weapon . of offense its effect ·would be prodigDelicious sight-to me can peace impart.
lize that Liberalism has immensely increased the.ological straddlebug," Talmage, who bas ious. '!·here are few unlettered men, or lettered
That bosom white, from purest marble wrought,
and thriven, both in numbers and in moral made the religion he professes a thousand times ones either for that matter, who could stand for
And airy tread beneath a chiseled fold,
force, since the attempt to "stamp out" Mr.. more ridiculous than all Ingersoll's s~<rcasm a moment being called "prophoscopes." The
Convey more treasure to my aching heart
Bennett's paper first took practical form. This ever could or can make it? What shall we word sophomore is sometimes used in a derisiv
Than purple sail and mast of beaten gold.
is shown in a great variety of ways. In the say of Morgan Dix, who preaches forbearance way with great effect ; but giv the right accent
How sweet was pagan art I No Cllr!stian frown
ovations which were everywhere tendered to and forgivuess, and metes out to the man who and intonation to "prophoscope," aud you hav
Chilled lovely Hebe in her fiowery way;
Mr. Bennett. In the increas~d subscription plays a practical joke on him a most fiendish re- a term of contempt that would brand and hiss
So brightly bold, so exquisitly shv,
list of THE TRUTH SEEKER P..nd other Hberal venge? We consider Dix to e as much the itself ito the very toughest hide. The word
And charmed great Jove in beauty gliding by.
papers. In the putting fqrth by new Liberal murderer of poor Wil,iaruson ~.s if he had driven would also be loxgely available .in scientific disShe met you as a zephyr meets a rose;
papers of their claims to public recognition. In a knife to his heart. Shall we not thank these cussions among persons wholly ignorant of
Her dalliance with the lilies by the stream
the general decadence or the churches and· the men for the work they hav done and are doing science. In this respect it. would far surpass
Made goels sink down, heart-smitten from the Sk:Jl:, occasional squeals which we hear from the so~ for Liberalism? Shall we not thank them for the word "coprolite," which we hav heard
When morning gray disturbed their starry dream called " religious " press about the lack of in- driving over to our camp the best and the pur- very effectivly bandied to and fro by perFous
Her smile made au\umn seem like glowing &pring, terest in their matters. In the respectful atten- est and the brightest men of our age ? Shall ignorant of its meaning.
The great need of the hour, therefore, is to
tion and applause which await the utterances oi we not also include in our grateful remembrance
And c.<lst a glow upon some P..ncient tomb,
Colonel Ingersoll whenPver he addresses the each and every. man whose name figures in that get the word " prophoscope " into the dictionTill holy Pan wonld fondly loiter there,
people. In Mr. Henry Waril BBecher's recent long list of criminal preachers which Col. Bil- ary. Lllave it there, we say, as a spare word
Slighting the sweetness of Arcadia's gloom.
for use in emergencies of all kinds. It is Tal(And frowning mymphs, with proud, disdainful article in the North .American Review. In the lings has with so much diligence compiled ?
Different men from Paine and Bennett and mage's gift to the people, so let us keep it. · If
adherence and support of Mr. George Miln;
Up),
seeing it breatheE a devout wish that
The hymn that heaved sweet,Hebe's snowy breast and in the enthusiasm shown at the Watkins Ingersoll are doing work for Liberalism, and anybody
Convention of Freethinkers just adjourned, n,nd perhaps ItS much as they. Who shall say that its inventor were so far ,]o n" the corridors of
Seemed woven in many a trembliHg mesh,
Where 'neath the sea bright .shells and corals rest· in the great number of poop!~ who considered the men who. advertise Walt Whitman, and the centmies" tilat not ev a "prophoscope "
it worth the pains snd exertion to attend there cause the people to seek his noble book and with a ten-foot re:ll.ector could bring him within
.And cruel words may break my trusting heat,
from long distances. "Those who can read read it, hav not done as much substantial good sight, we may be sure it will only be some crusty
But I can turn away and sadly gaze
the signs of th A times, read in them that the e,s Whitman himself? Is not he that waters as scholar who fails to understand this progrflfsiv
On snow-white marble's budding loveliness;
age, or to realize how greatly an admixture of
worthy as he that plants?
Thoae melting lines hav no harsh Christian ways. Kindom of Ma.u ill at hand."
At the banquet given to Mr. Bennett upon
Therefore, when our enemies howl about us the mountebank improves the character of a
Perhaps Canova's heart was wounded sore
his return to New York, Mr. Louis F. Post. like the wild bulls of Bashan, let us not be in modern minister of the gospel.
Till the sweet sky seemed sorrowing, sad, and editor of Truth, in reference to the toast, " The the least discouraged, for they are doing our
dim,
Independent Press," said : "I am not over- work. They are '' building better than they
And this angelic Hebe came in dreams,
Circular.
sanguin in asserting that the religions of super- know." Let us alwavs bear in mind what an
And with her beauty c~.st a spell o'er him.
stition and faith are rapidly losing their holds impulse Freethought has received from the To the ]fre~thinkers of the United State~
Not coldly sculptured, to a rock enchained,
on the minds of men .. This fact is a.ttAsted by Bennett outrage. Let ns remember that Walt
and of Canada:
·But stepping gently from a marble stair,
the evidence of keener and less partial observ- Whitman's "Leaves of Grass" was little re~d
I
bl" h •
d"
1
A lovely priestess from an altar pure,
ers than I. Henry George, one of the clearest for fifteen years, until some nasty fellol'l's anpropose to pu 18 1mme tate Y a
Who lightly moves and seems to tread on air.
investigators and most eloquent writers on social nouneed to the world that they saw re:ll.ected in pamphlet containing the . Articles of
Not earthly beauty has his soul adored,
questions, and a man who still clings to tbe re- its purity the ob~cenities of their own base Association of the New York ·state
His yearning bosom something craves divine,
ligious traditions of his childhood, in his work minds. Let us unite with the spirit o~ Thomas Freethinkers' Association, including itl!l
As a sweet dryad sips the evening dew
on' Progress and Poverty,' says that 'in the Jeffersen around the standard of eternal hos- creed and platform, viz: The demands
And turns itll essence to ambrosial wine.
popular mind Christianity is dying at the root, til!ty against ev:ery form ·of tyranny over the of Liberalism, the resolution!! pal'!l!led at
as the
old pagani~ms
we·e dyi"ng when Ch ns· mmd
of man, and let us be encouraged. bv the
lfor the pale artist never meets his love
·
c
late Watkin•o Convent1"on, wt"th the
tianity
entered
the
world.'' "
cond uct of the enemies flf Freethought,· and tLe
n
llnt thorns are planted In that dangerons path;
And Mr. Post went on to say: "What has congratulate ourselvs that we hav such enAmies; names of the o:fficei"S of the aB!!Ociation
011, better far to toil for high renown,
A glowing coronal, a fadeless wreath.
produced the great change in public opinion? confident that they will contribute largely, and an alphabetioalli!lt of the membei"S
Not the press, but the labors, the sacrifices, the however involuntary, to do our work for us, with the full po!!t-office addresl! of each.
Are drops of peace within tbat C!lrven cup,
humiliations, the honest purpose and steadfast and to do just that part which we could not do
This aesociation, in many reepects, is
With snowy 'Violets wreathed about the brim?
"Press the chlll marble to thy patient, lip,
conduct of men like Thomas P&ine, who laid o.urselvs.
national in itg oharscter.
Its articles
He will not liv for thee, then die for him I"
the corner-stonFJ of Infidelity and Freethought;
like ~ennett, who is rearing the superstructure,
Talmage's
Last.
of aeeociation confine ite membership
1 and like Ingersoll, who adorns the edifice with
From tlte lllontreal De.tly star.
to no .section of country, and at each
A. Wonderful Ride.
Dr. TalmR,ge, of Brooklyn, is nothing if not convention the Freethinkers of all the
his eloquen.ce and guards it with shafts of sarcasm shot from the bow of humor."
a scholar. It may be remembered that he vio- states and of Canada are invited to parBY ROBERT 8.WAIL.
To the men Mr. Post hr.snamod, and to those lently sssailed the revi.s.ed version of the New ticipate.
And I wish to hav every
Old Satan once took Jesus up
who work in sympathy with them, much is cer- Testament, and hinted that he could hav got a
·
U nited S tates and of
lnto a lofty mountain· top,
1
a
B
t
th
·
th
d
a·ff
t
person
m
the
,am Y ue.
u
ere IS ano er an a 1 eren much better one made without going far from
A pig back, that is, pick-a-pack,
• class of mRn who hav done quite as much as home. To be sure, the specimens of scholar- Canada, who desires to be known as a
And luckily did not let him drop.
1they to impart momentum to the Freethought ship whiclr he givs to his Brooklyn congrega- Freethinker (who bas not already done
Of all gymnastics e'er performed,
1movement, &ud whose labors should not pass tion from time to time are not such as ordinary so), to at once unite with this associa· Adapted most to make us stare,
uunot.iced, nor be overlooked in our estimate of students are apt to admire; but then that is tion, so that his or her name and poetIt was Chrrst beatraddling Satan's back,
the
causes which are helping ·on the
· t h e pamAnd fiylng up Into the air.
L work of
· because they are ordinary students, while he is o ffi ce a dd ress may appear m
L 1.berali sm. L et us b e qm·te f a1r.
et us giv an extraordinary divine and acrobat. The
Then every country In the world
the devi.l his due. We refer to those self-con- word acrobat means, in fact, one who walks phlet. All that is neceseary to become
Tbe devil pointed out to him;
stituted leaders who assume to represent the sen- upon dizzy .summits; so that the reverend gen- a member, ie to send your name and
This part we don't believe at aU,
timt>nts and feelings of Christianity, and whom tleman has earned the title in a double sense. twenty-five cents to me.
The price
Though it be told with holy vim.
the great body of Christians very unadvisedly He performs physical feats in the rostrum which of the pamphlet and postage will be
We know no mountain does exist
allow to retain positions of leadership to the would dislocate every joint in most men's thirty cents.
·
From whence the world can all be seen,
great detriment and disgr11ce of their cause., backs, and at the same time he soars upon the
Should one reach even to the moon,
Men whose impertinences repel the thoughtful high places of philosophy, theology, and eruThose who are members are requestBelieve it still, we're not so green.
without winning the thoughtless.· No one can dition.
ed to immediately forward to me their
find fault with the Christian system of morality.
The last demonstration tile reverend gentle- names written in full with their full
It proves who e'er made up the tale
These ·addresses
Just thought the world was spread out fiat, It is as good a mora.l system as ba$ ever been man has given of his profound acquaintance post-office address.
And thus a fiat mistake was madepresented to the world, or ever will be, but the with the Greek language is the invention of the should be written very plainly, so that
We'll kindly set it down to that.
h
men who preach it, and with their lives belie it, word "prophoscope" as applied to some inare constantly driving from its churches dis- strument through which Jacob of old" looked no error shall appear w en published.
No need for oomment on the rest,
gusted multitudes. These men are powerful down through the corridors of the centuries."
Now, Liberal friends, whether you
Why should we wish the tale to blight 1
workers for Li~e:a.lism, and we insist that they Poor Jacob 1 We don't believe a word of it. are known as Materialists, Spiritualists,
We'd gladly giv a quarter for
hav due recogmtwn as such. It would require The telescope would hav bothered him a good Free Religionists, or Agnostics, at once
.A chance to see the funny sight.
a man of wonderful persuasiv power to entice deal ; the telephone would hav made him send in your names, that we may hav
away from the church as many souls as were "hello;" but the prophoscope-wha.t would a full andl}erfect list of the FreethinkThe M 0 the r •
driven from it by the defaulter Pursell.
he hav done with it? It is a comfort indeed to
:BY UNCLE LUTE.
Consider this v~>ry case of Mr. Bennett's, think the poor old man whoBII days, as he told ers of the nited States and of Canada.
Baby-girls delight our fancy
which has attracted so much attention, and the Egyptian king, were "few and ·evil" had
H. L. GREEN,
With their guileless, winning way,
&round which hovered, like vultures, several of not to grapple with this fearful contrivance of
•. Cor. Sec. of the N. Y. S. F. A.
Maidens blooming into beauty
the most efficient workers in the church and Talmagian genius. That the word has no posSalamanca, N. Y.
With our hearts a havoc play;
against it. There never was a clearer V(.>rlflca- ~ible derivation or meaning is, we suppose, an
And a vision of the glory ·
tion of Paine's maxim, that "there is nothing Irrelevant and Ill most impertinent consider&-:
or a bride ln her new joy
l!ke a wrong to _ql!ick_en the sentiment of jus- tion. It has a grand Talmagian sound; it
Proves a poem to our senses
tice," and the lDJUStlCe of that case, practiced was built to echo and re-echo through the vast
:l
Freed from passion's fell alloy;
as it was by churchmen, arid as they thought expanse of the Brooklyn Tabernacle; sound
Lectures
by George <::laainey.
But the halo round a mother,
for the benefit of the church, has driven from nnd not sense was what was .wanted, and
With her baby on her breast,
tile church many who, if they had not seen this "prophoscope" just fills the bill. As a real lN EXPLANATION OF THE EIBLE, FROM GENESIS
Fills our souls with a completeness
injustice, would still hav been the church's "comforting word" for pulpit use we think it
TO REVELATIONS.
Sweeter, grander than the rest.
firm supporters. The fact that Joseph Cook, beats either of those old favorits Mesopotamia
CONTENTS:
Honor to the tender mother!
who not only professes to be a leader in his sect and Cappadocia; for the meaning of these The New Version.
Extraordinary Saints.
Nothing,
Prleetcr..rt.
Poets, minstrels, let us sing;
but actually finds some support for such pro- might some da.y be found out--and then where Utop!aa.
The Heart of Yahweh.
Waft ye winds of every season,
fessions, should make use of such a disreputable would their comfort be ?-but the. meaning of The Dee cent of M•n.
The Folly of Solomon.
.Wandering Jew.
Self-ResPect.
tool as the infamous Benedict to accompli~h the "prophoscope "-never 1 It is full of im- The
Argosys love's gifts to bring;
Fair Play.
Prleet and Prophet.
Though we loiter at the cradle,
vilest purpose a man ever undertook, that he pressiv and mysterious suggestions. What A Blbllcal Romance.
The Hope or the World,
Without Stuw.
lconocllism.
Kiss the malden's blushing cheek,
should sit in court and in cold blood egg on the might it not mean?
It is a word of infinit Briel<&
Celeet!al Barbarlem.
The Man Jeans.
Yield the bride an adoration
prosecutor and encourage tile judge in his work terror to those evil-doers who study Greek Divine Brigandage.
The New Religion.
of injustice, and gloat over the result of· his roots ; while to the ignoramuses who admire Printed on a :tlne qu&llty of Pafter, handllomely bound
Greater than our words can speak,
Yet our swe"etest benedictionssc~eme, and _glor7 over what he thought was Talmage it sounds like a Pindaric strain of ~~f~~tfi.Ji~dF~~~i~femaiM~~'ln~~h :tlret bound vot~me.
Lov~ cr~ations of our artgomg to be his trmmph, anrl what he probably victory.
We wrll yreld the faithful mother
hoped would be the death of his victim. These
It is not eve
h
th
dl
With her babe pressed to her heart.
f t
, · the lie d"trect w his
. preten- :ll.mg
.
ry man
:Can US gr&n
y
~c s, we say, _giV
a new word
into Wthe0 vocabulary
of his
swns to mor~hty, and no thoughtful man wants nat.ion; but Talmage can do it. The next
A JUNIOR clerk in an English government to be fo~n~ m Joseph C?ok's company. .A~ter thing is to get it into Webster. It may not
A. trea.tis on tile Population Question.
office was recently summoned before his chief, the conviCtiOn and Imp!Is~nment of the vwtlm, mean anything, as we hav said, but still let it Price. 25 cents.
For aale at this otllce.
. th
. j Howard Crosby arose JUbilant on the platform go in and occupy the ground and let a note ap - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . gb
and fined f or havi n een seen m e possessiOn . f th y .
M
•
Ch
·
t"
•
·
d
.
'
·
1
6
f h
. al
· .
.
. , "
e . oung e!l
ns ta!l.ru:~socta.Ion, an pear that the meamng is in course of discovCorrespondence Solicited.
o
eretic books, mcludmg Pame s Age or w1th p~leRtlJ unct10n ~<a:ve h1s estimate of the ery, and will probably be ready for announceReason.'' What makes this exhibition of ty- great Importance an~ im.men~e value to his ment In the next edition. Even if no meaning hetithg~~~~:?~pet:n::~~~hin~~rw!ftht hifJ.e~!~ke 'r,~~
r~n~y doubly disgu~ting is the fact that the i church of t!le atrocwus Impnsonrnent. He ~hould ever b~ discov~red, the word is grand in L~=~~~1~:'c~e!'1tJllY:•1~~~~~: ~~~:m1/::r.~~~~0~ 1~.~n~U~~~~
VICtim must keep striCt silence under penalty of i rated that value to be very !argo~ but some Itself, and might e!lsily be put to a variety of ~i~~:3~.d,w.o¥: Address Inqnlrer, So11th Ji!omerser, 4rJii
dismissal. These petty despots hav not even I ow or other no one can n?w fail to see that t~e uses. How often It happetis that we cannot
th
.
. . .
advau.tage must be expressed by a negat1v find a word that exactly expresses what we
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Revelations, by a Spirit,
thrangh the trance medlumshlp of

MRS. NETTIE PEA:.SE FOX,
J1fediumistw a;utlwr of " The Golden Key, or
J1fysteries Beyond the Veil;" " A Search
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Full letters from 'the EdU;or, now on a
tour around the world, appear weekl;:r. Six Interviews with the !Famous Orator
on Six Sermons by tbe Bev. T. DeWitt
These alone IU'e worth the price asked.
Talmage, of Brooklyn, to which is
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Address
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world.
]'!;W D. Tm. BENNET'I'.
This Is one of the most deeply Interesting Sp!rltnallstlc
works ever published. Given In narrativ form by a l&dy Editor of Tui< TRUTH l!hn<DR, author ot "A T.rnth Seeker
whose earth ll!e was one of strange vicissitudes, st~rtllng
1.n Europe," u Gods and Religions of Ancient and
event,, and wonderful mediumistic experiences. After
~
Modern Times,'' uTheWorld's Sages, Think..
many years in spirit ltfe she r•turns to earth, and, through
ere, and Reformers," "Champions of
f!!~ ~~~fhe~~~~~~~~oW!!~~~ ~~~l1~lj~~~ ~io~~~~ft M~~
the Church," etc., etc.
Interesting and lnstrnctlv to those who w~uld know oi the
condition, opportunities, a~d umphyments or those who
FOUR VOLUMES FOR ,6.50.
ha.v eroased the u narrow stream meandering theHe two
worlds between." A betterunderstandhtgofthis remal'k-

The Most Instruction tor the Least
Money ot' soy Book ot Tll"ave!S
yet Written.

0

~6~e ~~o~ r~;Yo~etti'~t~~~~ .~bJ~~r:n,;~g,! -iMc~ ~~w~~'

revelations frem·the spirit world.
Deattl Foretold; Death-be1 VIsions and Revel~tions; l•
There Another Life? Angel Ministration; SD!r!t Proph.
ecy Fulfilled; ::laved !rom a ·Horrible Fate !Jy Spirit Warn.
In 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an InternaIDgi A !~'ather's False RepJ'esentations Corrected by the
Spirit Mother; Life Saved by Spirit Power; '1Y·Dcath tional Congress at Br1lssela, to which Mr. Bennett was sent
Foretoltl; My Sudden Departure from Earth Life; First ~.,,delegate •. He took the oecas1on to make the tour o!
AWakening In Spirit Life; Mansion• In Spirit Land; Re. Europe, and hie observations were embodied In "A Truth
In Europe" (pr1e.e, $1.50). The letteril were al!!o
~J'; t,~Jf~I;.hlt~e"~l:?'li"ar~fl~~'C~;~!,'J'~;~~~.l);:rf~~~'!~~ Seeker
published In TilE TRUTH SEEKER, end the reader• were so
rh~e Jn Sftirlt Life; Temple ot Science; Ljorary; Modes
well pleased with them that the· proposltlon was made
1
g~n~r:~a Wlie:'~~~~; e!':i11\~~.~~t~;! h!~ag~~nf
that he make the journey around the world, and gtv the
· nate, aud roa.ny important revelations are gtven o! life and world the ben edt of a Freethinker's observations The
Its employm';fJ~.~~.:he epfrlt w:3~1'1i:. dJ.efJ; #:'t:F~±'.Ing.
?ropooltlon w•• accepted 1! the ones de•lrleg such swork
S8 1
Ottum"'a, Iowa.
would advance 11ve dollars each, the volumes to :oe dedi·
cated to them. On July so, 1881, Mr. Bennett began the
Journey, sending letters back to be publlahild. The work
w!Umake

u':frJ!f.'1:

The Spiritual Offering.

f~~~~~ia{,i't~i'~~~~~~~~~c\ul{ir:Ci\~~~ll~:~~he~n~~j.;

FOUR VOLUMES OF NEARLY 900 PAGES EACHThe first volume describes Scotland, Ireland, England,
including alllo an account of the Freethinkers' Intern&t1onal Congress at, London, In 1881, Holland, tbe Nether.
lands, Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey. Smyrna,
ll:phesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyrout, Baalbec to Damascus.
Volume I!. embraces visits to Damascus, the Sea of Gal.
llee, Bethsalda, N azsreth, the De•d Sea, the Jordan,
Jerusalem, and other places Of leterest In Palestine;
Egypt and Egyptian h1story,and Egyptian towns, manners,
and customs the pyramids, etc., to Bombay, India.
Volume ·ur. describes India, Ceylon. Penang, Slego..
pore, Java, an Cblna.
Volume IV. Jspan, the passage across the Pac!Jl.c, and
the tour over the American Continent.
There hav been many nooks of travel printed bnt none
llke this. IT IS i'HE ONLY O?OE OF ITS K!l<D.
Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of seeing everYthing
~olng on, and In hie book he .has 'ralthfnlly chronicled the
ilsblta and customs of the dl!l'orent people of the many
ole.ces he visited. Th< every-day life or all nationals laid
before the reader by one who has visited them and be·
held them with his own eye•. we feel sure this work lo
greatly superior to any account of s journey around the
world we now hay.
ALL THE: VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
Which adds greatly to the Interest of the work, and with
.the close description will present Old-World places In
•ery famll1ar light.
The volumes separately w111 be ~2. Those sendleg $5.50
now .will get Vola. I. and II. by return mall and the others
"" soon ea lasued, which will be In a few months, or
just as soon as they can be got ready.
Vol. I. or II. mail~d on receipt of $2.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th st., New York

:r~fera%~ ~Yb.fn~f"'~~Te~~ t8~r0~~i~o~~ ~~; ~e~~~~~ntif:

THE RADICAL PULPIT.

A LARGE, EIGHT-PAGE JOURNAL.
DEVOTED TO

The Interests of Humanity from a
Spiritualistic and Scientific
• t
Stand POlll
•

ISSUED WEEKLY AT OTTUMWA, lOWA.
FOX & WILSON, Publishers.
D. M.and NETTIE P. FOX ....•........... Edit.Ol"ll.
111. K. WILSON ................•... Assistant Editor.
The Offtring will be conducted Independently, lmpar.
tlally. Frothing looking to man's welfare wtll be deemed

r.:~~':.~~~t~fl~~~swt?o~J~ :i~l~~~3~"~~~~~: ~~14~~1 1~~~c,ru~i

11

~~c::-J'.tbitb!-'r~\ro~~~ ,&'~lltir~fc~f.l~ft~a,!l~~~{i;~\~~Jo~~:

nal, but broad, progress!v, :&beral-wfll glv fair and equal
expression to· an forms o! thought. Above all things, It
alms to be Liberal, to be devoted to Splr!tuallsm in Ita
broadest, highest, moat extensl.- application.
Among Its contributors Will be found our ·oldest 2nd
ablest writers. In it will be found lectures, ossn.ys upon
~'i.~:ii:i;,a¥R,~~·~rrr~~~.~~~- Spiritual subjects, spirit
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION :
Per year ................................... $1.50
Six months................................. .75
Three months..............................
.40
By arrangement with Fowler & Wells, publishers of the
, Phrenolo,qicat JtJUrnal, the Offering and Journal will be
sent one year for $2.75. Should the premium offered to
6

~:~:~~\C:1~~~Pbir~I~:e~ rae~~:e r~~~;~c1get'6~n~~~~~:

and packina the bust. The price of the Phrenologtcat

f~~f~ii~ifc~~~~of~ fte~n~n~~~·Jff:i~'; ~!~1bg~' g~~e~:~
year, postage paid, for

$~.75,

or $3 for both, Including

the reader to understand Its use
In remitting by mail a post-office money order on Ottumwa, or draft on s bank or banking house In Chicago or
!r:g't!'ional part o! a d~~f I~ pW":{tg~W,''gft'\;_m~~~t~~a.

Comprising dlacourses of advanced thought by'

A TAlMAGIAN CATECHISM.

WHAT OJ3JEOTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY

Price,

THB

ennettsMair Discussion.
BETWEEN

D. Im. BENNETT and G. M.JD.U.R.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)
The JrnUect Discussion yet PubHshad,
gtvtng the Dogmas and Clainls 0t
Christianity a thorough Ex•
andnation pro and con.
$1..50.
Pl'\ce,
Addrel!ll'

Stenographically repoited by I. NlfflTON B.!Kn.
Printed In bo1d, clear type, on heavy, tinted paper, and
handsomely bound In muslle, with heavy boards, beveled
edges, gilt top, Octavo, 44S pages.

D.M.BENNETT
141 Eighth st., New York.

Alamo:ntada, the Galley-Slave.
A nsrratlv, by

.Jobann He:lnrtch Daniel Zschokke.
Translated from the German oy
IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Sth street, N.Y.
Pr.Dor. !lO centrl: cloth, 75 eente.

LIF-EPSIZE

Paper EdtttoniCrom same
plates, n.oo.

~2.00.

Thooe who wish to hav Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures on
• Talmaglan Til eo logy," will find them here, In tull, to
gather with many other pointe necessarily excluded by
the limits of a lecture. •• The Tslmaglan Catechism"
puts n the form of direct question, the plainest and profoundest inquiries of modern doubt, and a.nswen them
according to T~lmage and orthodox ChTistianlty. As a
piece of satire, with earnest purpose, this production
stands alone, and !n the literature of Freethou~tht has not
Its equal.
Copies mailed to anY point, postage tree, on receipt or
price.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th st., New York.

Intei·rogatories to Jehovah.
Being 3,000 questions propounded to hie
·
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety ~f subjects,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cente; cloth, 75 cento.

Ci>66

a week In your own town. Terms and $5ontllt!ree.
Address H. HAun & Co., Portland, Malee.

<IP

·

THE

Lrrnoo~RAPH Real
D. lV.L BENNETT.
Heavy Plate

~aper,

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR
WITHOUT. FR.iliE.
Sent by Mall for Ftl'ty cents. 1

Blasphemers.

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.
Showing that the writers of and believers In the Bible,
and not the deniers of Its truth, are the ones who really do
InJustice to the character of God, If s God exists.

IN SIX LECTURES.
Price, 50 cents

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

CONSULT!.

THIS WORLDc
:PUBLIIlllED EVERY BATURDA Y

By George Chalney,

G1 Fol't ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Maea,
1 erms e2.00 Pllt' annum.
7hu World Is divided Into three parts.·

r. contains the weekly lecture delivered by George
PARfl\~~~"f· continued story e! a Liberal and RB

PART

character.

III,-A short story devoted to the education
O. B. FBOTHINGHAlll and FELIX ADLER :PARTour
children In Liberal sentiments and prlec1ples.
Elmina Wants to Sell 999,999,999 ot' them.
Send t'or a 11ample copy.
two of America's clearest thlnkel'!i.

PHYSIOLOGY FOR GIRLS.

VINELAND, N.J.

Price, le Cloth, $1.

This book tell• girls just what they ought to know. It
on the pri 11ate structure and diseb.ses o:t the :remale
sex, and gl'l'll all the delicate Information aoout themselvs
which has so long been veiled In m:rstery. It also glvs the
B;:r John .E. Burton.
~~~t~t,~~v~~~~~,'$}~ ll,[JJ'r::ato be st'if'.nl\: ~tt'E'~if'~~J:hy, I.-The Golden Mean In Temperance
SSt!
"Snowvtlle, Pulaski Co., Va.
snd Reli~Jon; or, Common Sense In Est1ng, Drink·
lng, and LI'Vfng.

THREE PAMPHLETS

t~ests

USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
a!~ who

hsv examined It~ <\Q<en

II.-The Inspiration o£ Bibles.
Sent by D. M. Bennett for 25 cents eo.ch, or 12.50
m.-The Birth and Death o£ Rel!g:lons.
Either of the above pamphlets sent to any address on
receiPt of 10 cents, or the three for 25 cents.
Addresa
D. M. BENNETT,
Ul ElRhth gt .. Ne.,. Y n•lt.

FROM BEIDND THE BARS.
A series of letters written in prison.

A SURE CURE FOR HEADACHE
By D. M. BENNETT.
Humanity and the Progress of Over 700 paees. Price. 11.50.
AND CATARRH.
International Law.
THE
AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
An address delivered
"LITTLE GERMAN DOCTO.R'S"

Headache and Catarrh

Sl'tUFF.

BY EDWARD SEARING
Of the New Yol'k Bar before the l!locletyo! Humanity
D. M. BENNETT,
Price 25 cents.
141 8th st., New York

Marriage

~

Parentage

It will instantly relieve the most severe attack
AND THB
of catarrhal headache, clear the head of all
offensiv matter; and, if persistently used, will SANITARY AND PIU'§IOLOG·
curtJ the worst case of catarrh.
ICAL LAWS.
Price, for a few months, 15 cents per box, or
two boxes t'or 25 cents. Postage free.

19137

Address JA!mS A. BLISS, Wakedeld, Mass.

To sell the
AGENTS WANTED RicJl,.New
Book

TREASURY _of SONG
For the HOME CIRCLE. A rich volume Of 300
'best loved Gents chosen from the whol• •·ealrn of
Music.
cost$87! Sale
Here,
only $2.fi0.! Emlnent
No book
like
it. Usual
No competition.
Is immense
citizens 1ay: "'A tr•asury of plw.sure for every honu."-0.
H. Tlffsny, D.D "'AJ:e~'f,ct marvel of txedlence and c/ua£'

FOR THE
P:rotluctton o£ Children o£ Ftne:r Health
and Greater Abillty.

,1eets a real household want. -A J Gordon, D.D

"Its

BY A :PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.

TH~

OCCULT WORlDI

A series of letters written during a. tenweeks visit in Europe.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
850 pages. Price, ,1.00.

JlJSTOUT

DEITY ANALYZED
AND

THE DEVIL'S DEFENSE.
By Col. John R.! Kelso, A.M.
Not since Hudlbrao has there been such damaging
blows given to these old myths and fsblea. The colonel
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ESSAYS and LECTURES.
BY B.F.UNDERWOOD.

BY A. P. SINNETT.

contents will b1·ing genial suns/Lint to t!to hmne."-Prof. W. F.
This book de•crlbes many alleged phenomena brought
Sherwin..
ftav ""anlined tllis su':'ptuaus voll!Til-e W1tl• about through the agency of the so-called Astral Brothers
great deltgh - - 1J. H;,Vfncent,,n.D., 'It should be tn e~e•·y of India. Mr. Bennett quoted It at considerable length In
1 and. -Prot. c. C. Case. Three mill· Ills Round:the-World letters and the book has caused
household •n t"
i~n homes want lt,)lence I~ Is a grand chance to much •umorkwherever1th.. beenclrculated
rxn;;.~oney. SamJ!{~C..,OJl.Us~, etc.~_ tree. Address
·
Prlco, cloth,
Addren
D. M. BENNET];,
'I""
.!iY~.IJ.A..q,p P~OS., Pbllad~lPIIIai Pl.
~U Bllll~lll'-• JfiW l'Or..

";f,

1

•

J.J'rmlltlll BOII8! M.t
N. :r.JJ
Amonc the success!nl physicians who hay departed
trom
tho
DBITOW
beaten
track
of
ortho<!.o::p-,
we may l"'..nli:
"The vtrtueao! men and women &swell"" their Tlcea chivalry. The singular audacity with which he attack. Dr. FelloWll, of Vleeland, N. J, Hll pr1ne!rJQJ
11re tn!i!,
the foundations of <Jhr1stfanlty shows the earnestness of h1 IYIItem b~ed upon IC!ant!IC !!\Ct.'
may descend to their chlldren."
his
own
convictions
In
regard
to
Its
fabulous
orl~tln.-.L
Price, 11.00. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
Hutchison.
[From tTw (.Ito.) Ltbllt'.:ll.
141 8th stTeet. N. Y
Address
D. M, BENNETT,
The reputation of Dr. Fellows Is s l!lclent to warran
141 8th st., New York.
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u•tces.tlul, a• his prt~ctice 1'Vill prove.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS.
n your meetings, to make them lively and Interesting.
The LIBERAL HYMN BoOK contains songs by the bestcfEoets, EASES.
and Impotency,
~:.;,.:~$a~::i;,i<n";o]:~r~~·wN ~t~\l}~!~~~"fr'i:g~...:~J: ot= Spermatorrhea
th~ re~~nlt of aelf.abuoe In youth, texual e:tccesea In matmslr
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Spiritualism from o. :Materialistic Standpoint; Pa!ne, the
Political and Religion• Reformer; 11aterful!sm sod Crime;
Will the Coming M&n Worslllp God I <Jrlmes and Cruelties
of Christianity.,;_ the Anthorl•.y of the Bible; Freethought
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THE TRUTH BEEKER.

THf SHAKtR tYf AND tAR ROOFING SLA Tlt
Jt:STICE and freedom for herself is wOmlln's
·tte3t and highest demand. -History of Woman Suf-

r·ag,.

NOBLE work b the true educator. Idleness is a
lwrongh demomlizer of bOdy, soul, aud conscience. Ntne.tenth~ of the vices and miseries of
the wnrld proceed from idleness. Without work
t11ere can be no activ progress in human welfare.
No more insnfferable misery can be conceived
tban that which must follow incommunicable
privileges. Imagin an idle man condemned to
perpetual youth, while all aronnd him decay and
die. How sincerely would he call upon death for
deliverance! "The weakest living creature," says
Carlyle. "by concentrating his powers on a slnt<le
object can accomplish something, whereas the
strongest, hy dispersing bls powers over many,
may fail to accomplish anytbing."-Dr. Smiles's
Duty.
IN the morning when thou risest unwillingly
the emperor is soliloquizing and" addressing h!s
thoughts to himself] let this thought be present:
I am rising to the work of a human being. Why,
then, am I dissatisfied if I am goin~:t to do the
things for which I was brought into the world?
Or bav I been made for this to lie in the bedclothes
and keep myself warm? But this is more pleasant. Dost thou exist, then, to take thy pleasure
and not at all for acliv exertion? Dost thou not
ee tbe little plstnts, the little birds, the ants, the
spiders, the bees, working together tc put in order
their several parts of the nmverse? And art thou
unwilling to do the work of a hnma-q being, and
dost thou not make haste to dO that which is according to thy nature 1-.iil. A . .Antoninus.
Go to the ant, thou sluggard I Consider her
ways and be wise, whlch, having no guide, overseer, or ruler, provideth her meat in the summer
and gathereth her food in the harvest. How long
wllt thou sleep, 0 sluggard ?-Proverbs vi, 6-9.
ONLY those who hav taken as their guide knowledge Instead of faith, those who submit to no
authority as authority but bow solely to the dictates of re'lson, those only hav a right to reject the
Bible as a moral teacher. There is no logical
standpoint between entire submission to authority
and entire freedom of judgment. Our opponents
are continually urging this on waverers as a
threat, and we reiterate the assertion as a deliberate and solemn warning. We had better quietly
accept whatever is presented to us for our homage
with a fair show of authority if we are not prepared to take the trouble to "prove all things"
and to follow, at whatever pain, the guiding torch
borne In the hand of Freethought.-Mrs. .Annie
Besant's True Basis of Morality.
THE present is the past grown older and wiserit is time bett11r understood. Free religion is religion grown Older and wiser; it is God and man
better understood. The highest fruit of a religion
Is a better religion. We are to honor the Christian
protest for toe liberty it secured the world. [When
and where?] It is not for the result that the Reformation produced, but for the precedent it established that we value it. We respect the protest, not the Protestantism, of the reformers.
That is tbe only true reformation that allows itself to be reformed. Free religion is the assertion
of man's rights-of man's freedom; it is humanity
in freer relations with man and In truer relations
with the universe; it i3 human life not bound by
creeds, not limited by cnston;ts. Its attitude is not
of submission, but that of independence.-L. K.
Washburn's Free Religion.
Is it natural that people should pursue an honest course through life when they are taught from
their mother's knees, In the Sunday-school, and
at every church they attend during Childhood,
youth, and mature age that however black their
crimes, however base their sins, however dishonest or iniquitous their conduct may be, that it can
all be blotted out; that their record can be made
spotless and clean; that their sins, though as red
as scarlet, can be made as white as wool; that
they can be washed in the blood of an innocent
lamb and be rendered immaculate, pure, and spotless; that however great the SC'lre of indebtedness
tllat may be posted up against them in the great
ledger, a kind-hearted individual will settle It
all if they will simply believe In him-that" Jesus
will pay it all !"-D. M Bennett's Truth Seeker Tract

No. 64.
To liv well is the best preacher. To set a lofty
example is the richest bequest a man can leave
behind him, and to exemplify a noble character is
the most valuable contribution a man can make
for the benefit of posterlty.-Dr. Samuel Smiles.
ALL things hav r~een in the days of my vanity.
There is a just man that perisheth in his righteousness, and there is a wicked man that prolongeth his life in his wickedne'is.- Ecclesiastes
vii., 15.

OUR feelings are but little guide to go by. The
feeble woman who h~s always been braced by
whalebone and corsete says she cannot hold herself up without them, nor could she stand up if
she had always been depending on props. If a
faculty is not used it becomes weakened, and just
so with any portion of the body. Keep it lnactiv
and it becomes helpless. It is •aid that God helps
those who help themselvs; and a truer truth is it
that we are as we make onrselvs. I read once of
an old woman who bad so long scalded and depraved her stomach with hot tea and co:tree that
even a moderate drink of pure cold water would
produce painful cramps and convulsions. .And
there are wise, good men who hav contracted a
JJabit of using tobacco, and know and feel that it is
Injurious to them, yet find it is almost worse than
death to glv it up. To cease from its use makes
them cros3, irritable, and ill-natured, and often
causes a loss of memory and mental power. There
ls but one way out of the trouble for these inebriates, and that is to adopt a pure, vegetable diet
and cleanse out the whole system by hygienic llvjns.-Elmina J?. Stenk6r,
-

IT waR m>t as the doctors saicl,
Caused by a torpid liver,
But when tbe angels beckoned ller
She went without a quiver.
" THAT," said Blggling to his wjfe when !!he told
him that a new silk dress was necessary for her
health and happiness, "is too diaphanous_" "Now,
Biggling," she answered tartly, " I waut yon to understand that I am not to be put down by mnsic!l.l
terms. You may call it a fortissimo or a trombolo,
but I'm going to hav that dress."
AN Indianapolis girl, forbidden by her parents
to marry the man of her choice, appeared to be
abundantly consoled by the promis of a gran<!!
birthday party. When all the guests were assembled on that occasion, she walked in on the arm of
her lover, who hHd within the hour been made her
husband by a clergyman round the corner:
HIS FODDER.
''What is your name?" asked a justice of a little
saddle-colored darkey who was up for stealing
clothes from a yard on Austin avenue.
•~

Bill."

Slate makes the best, ehca.pcst, hand:wmcst., and moat;
durable fire-prq_of roof. Pnrcllase dtrPct ftom the quJ.rry. ·

BALSAM

Slate are shlppert to every state In t~e tTulon. Spec!nl
Is proving to hundreds the most etrcae.lous remedy for freight rates on car-load lots. PAUL DlLLlNGIIAM,
all deleterious a:f!ectl,ne. Falling sight, dullness ef hear·
5t38
West Pawlet, Vt.
ing, or u roaring" of the ears, as wen aB overstrained and
WANTED.
weak eyes, are lmmodhtely Improved by Its use. lnflnmA doctor, 33 years old, desires to enter into correspondmatlons and all ophthalmic dU!lcu1tles regulated.
ence wtth young la_dtes of LibcruJ views with the vtow or
SO cents per oox.
Address
G. A. LOMAS,
mu.~rfmony. None need answer who is upwards of 23
0
Shakers. N. Y.
S5tf.
~~~rs,X~~~~.doS'."8.~ .~¥fgln~~~;~ftf~ a~t~afll~!'; N. Y.

LAKE PEPIN GAZETTE,

The Busts of

PAINE and VOLTAIRE.
By the celebrated sculptor

$1.50 each .
Address

D. M. B;ENNETT,
141 8th street, New York

.

"What is your father !" asked the justice, trying
to elucidate the occupation of the culprit's parent.
"1\fy fodder am what ebbar I kin pick np in de
way ob cold vittles."
"I mean who is your father?"
"Ob, yer means who am my fodder. Haln't got
no sich fodd<Jr. De missnble, low-down, wut!ess,
no-'connt skunk went into de court and swored
out ob bit. He has done swored o:tr from being my
fodder yeahs and yeahs ago, and I havn't had no
fOdder since, so my mudder says, and I reckon she
knows.
AN EATING :S:OUSE "RUN BY A STOCK COMPANY."
It was on the line of the Q. and 1\L railrmd In
:Michigan; a railroad traveler rushed into· the eatin!lr·honse and called for quail on toast.
"Sorry, sir, but quail are out of season," was tbe
reply.
".Any partridges !"
nNone."
".Any turtle soup?"
" Just ont Of sonp, sir."
".Any spring Iamb ?"
"No spring Iamb."
".Any spring chicken l"
" Served the last yesterday-"
"Yon mu•t hav roast beef?"
"No roast beef."
"Any leg of mutton ?"
HNo, sir."
"Well, whe..t hav you got?"
"Coffee, corned beef, and sandwiches, sir."
".And you call this a first-class eating-house?"
"No, sir; this is an eating-house run by a stock
company. S:Jme want spring chickens on the bill
of fare, and some say that ham is good enough;
and so the cook splits the difference and sets out
corned beef. Don't epeak so loud, sir, as the stockhOlders are just now having a meeting in another
room, and hav presented a resolution to buy fifty
pounds of chicory per month to brace up our
co:tiee."
T:S:E MOUSE AND THE LION.
A lion who had lived for several years In a certain neighborhood and gained general respect for
the manner in which he had conducted himself,
was snddenly made the object of slanders and
abuse. When he came to trace these stories back
he found that they bad been started by a mouse.
"Why bav yon slandered me?" demanded the
lion.
"Because the people will O}lly accept me as a
mouse," was the reply.
"But am I to blame for that?"
"Perhaps not; but why should you be a lion,
able to stJ.ike down the ox, while I am but a puny
mouse, able only to frignten women and children!
What grieves me is the fact that nature made a
mistake."
"Very well," said the king of beasts," you go
forth and roar and lrill. and I'll become a mouse."
The mouse stalked into the forest and began to
growl and roar, but his efforts were received with
laughter. After he had tried it again and again,
the owl dropped down beside him and observed:
"Instead of making me afraid, you only disturb
my 3lnmbers and annoy my friends. Come Inside,
out of the malaria,"
MORAL.-The mouse who nibbles at crumbs is
doing all that is expected of l).im. Secondly, He
who looks for the mistakes of.othera simply shows
the world his enVious feelings.- Detroit Free Pre81.
A ROLAND FOR HIS OLIV:E."lt.

HE.
Och, Katie O'Brien!
Plaze stop now, your cryin',
Or me heart ye will shplit Into shplinters, I'm
shurel
I shwear I was foolin'
But jist Mag Doolin,
For she's no moore to me than the durt on the
fiurel
SHE.

Arrah now, me Danny!
I'v lovers so manny;
It's yourseif is the worsht-troth, I telllt to you;
Divil the humbuggin'I saw ye 1\Iag hnggin',
.An' ye ought to be bate till ye're jist black and
blue.
HE.
But shnrely, me own dear,
If I had not known, dear,
By practicln' betwone toimes I'd love ye the
moore,
I'd thought av 1t niverBe me sow! or me. liver,
Now, I shwear, that was it, darlint, open the dnrel
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Verdict of European Scholars.
The president of the society Is Prof. Gustav Volkmar, on9
of the first btbltcal scholars of Germany, author of 11 Die
Reltgio Jesu," "Jesus Nazarenus," "Ursprungs Unserer
Evangelien" ["Sources of Our Gospels"], etc., etc. He

~~~\J'~1~s~is?t~ ;;.~! t~~~·:"a~t<.f:~~~!~'ft:n~~~;sef£1:~:~
In the state college at Zurich.
Prof. Volkmar writes to the author of "The History of

A. theologian of high d!!gree, and a counsellor ~~~~~:.~r!l~h~;~~!f~~;~elrn~~~fM~~r'}.!fd~~~h~tst;~~~i~~~
learned in the law, on the origin and
S";~~~ the name of the Society of Critical Historical The·
character of the Bible.
The author, though possessing all the prerorctlvs of s
1

~;~~~~~~;f:Pa~Jai[~~~~ t~!~e~fo:ili'~~~ a fi~ i~ ~~fl~:t
independent of ecclesiastical supervision and censure.

ology, I hav the honor to Inclose to you a few lines with
the letter of our venerated Prof. Volkmar. With great

i~~;r~~t t11~ ~l~rr;w~~v~~m;;~~a;~o~,~f f~~~ ~a~~·~~~~:

dred.' One of our members, Herr Kappeler, has thor·
eughly examined the work, and has made to us a report

frJ~e? w~~t101~st~~e~~~~~r1~; ?b a"ti'J, 0 \v~a~ ~~b£~ec~~.1 :i'l:C';,~~~~1~tt:Chi~~~~~~·'¥~t~ie sftb£~cfr~~.a#o~~~~t~g
source of dlgmatlc theology? are treated fearlessly In the
0

Into a crltlc~sm of your scientific work. It Is for me
light of history, philosophy, and comparatlv religions. It enter
to communicate to you tllat the whole society Is rejoiced
~~ lf.:~1~s:l~:~"efd~s e:0~~:n~~g%~~sed statement of what that that department of theology In Wblcll we are spe·
cially engaged has found in America so able a representa..
11
WHOLE LIBRARIES ARE HERE CONCENTRATED
~~itl:g~ ~~~~~j~~~;M:'~ht~~W~Fn J'!"a":rnt'~~~~tl~~ tf.~
INTO ONE LITTLE .BOOK.
such as we hav found in your admirable book,
The author's conclusions are, of course, againat the sn· Uglon,
places
theology
In
accord
with
science;
while, differently
~ernatural origin and Infallibility of the Bible, while the
treatt3d, it sometimes appears in contradiction to it."
P~~fe~~;;,fn~"o~ ~~~~~"c~~~~\','mt~~~1:~awn to be priestly The author has also received con~ratu1atork letters

thT~1aPri;lsn~i~~e~e ~a~!m~a!r~e~f:~'!;'~~~~~~t~t8~ed, and ~~~~ 1~~ ~~tp~~ ~~i~~~~~~r~a~~~akft~~ gfci~[e~m:~!~n&
and others. One of these, Dr. I. Hooykaas, says,
~he strong commendations of the secular prass show uHolland,
With great and thankful surprise I received your letter
that Is just the book for these times of agitation and With a. copy of your valuable history."
11
revision.'' .
One of the most favorable reviews of the history was
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ninns to things of this world alone, and leaves the next, If
there be one, to those who hav entered its unknown
SHE.
shores. Believing that It Is the duty of mortals to wohrk
'I'IIE SEMITIC GODS AND TilE for the Interests of thiB world, It confines itself to t e
Ah I blesht be the word, dear,
things at this life entirely. It has arrived at the age of
I now can afford, dear,
fifty-one years, and asks for a support from those who are
BIBLE.
To tell ye that Paddy's In coortln av me;
fond of sound reasoning, good reading, reliable news,dan·
Treatlnl! upon the gods of the Semitic nations, Including ecdotes, science, art, and a useful family journal. Rea. er,
I, too, hav been Iarnin'
Allah, dehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost. the VIrgin Mary, please send your auboorlptlon for six months or one .Yateaorr'
Since snnroiso this marnin'
and the Bible. '!'o the latter 230 pages are devoted, snow· and It you are not satisfied with the way the Investtg
lng that 1>001< to be a very inferior production for a llrst- Is conducted, we won't a~Ji; rou
contln11e wltb ~~1
To "practice" wid PaddY whoile a waiting for ye. ciass
God. By D. M. Bennett, IIi~ lr.riO Pllllll. ~per

,... Yickllrnrg Il#'akf,

PQnr» oo oet~"'; ~otll, fl,
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· THE Rev. William R. Brooks, of Hampstead,
R.I., is accused of _having three wives. Should
not the holy man be recommended for his moderation?
AN English '' Public Analyst" says that all
· cheese should be :washed before using, as a
.custom prevails aniong manufacturers of brush. iing them over wit)l a solution of arsenic to keep
1the :flies away.
·
·Tm: catalog of the ·British Museum, now
1being printed, will fill five hundred volumes,
:and .a.t the present rate it will require forty
• :years to complete it, by which time there will
lbe new matter enough to begin afresh.

New- York, Saturday, September 30, 1882.

THE clergymen of Springfield, Ill., hav undel taken to discourage young folks from going
to justices to· get married. They do not care
for the loss of fees, but they regard marriage
as a ceremony that ought to be religiously solemnized. _More correctly stated, they wish to
keep control of people from birth to death, including_ marriage, child-bearing, etc. They
wish no important movement of life to be made
without their sanction.

A PHYSICIAN at Lawton, Michigan,iis also a
clergyman. In a bill which he recently r'en"dered for "professional services" was an item
of $8 for visits which; as the patient claimed,
were made solely to administer spiritual consolation, and therefore payment is refused. The
doctor, on the other hand, declares that while
it is true that he spent most o! the. time of these
TRE colored preacher who was shot at Chatcalls. in prayer, he gave medicin for the body,
.tanooga the other night while stealing potatoes
too, and his charge 'is ouly for the latter. A
had been trying .to liv on a salary of $2 per
lawsuit is to settle the dispute.
week. A preacher can't stand an empty
:stomach any better than other folks.-.Detroit
DR. VoEKER, in the' _.Dairy Association's
Free Press.
Journal (England), says: "None of the five
TRE Salvation Army in England is now di- samples of condensedj:milk analyzed by me
Vided against itself, a large faction refusing to were produced from whole new, but from more
submit to the rigorous disciplin hitherto main- or less skimmed milk. Really good condensed
tained by Gen. Booth. Opposing processions milk, as a matter pf fact, is always made from
occasionaJly fight on meeting one another in skim milk or o. milk poor in cream. Condensed
the streets; and break up rival meetings. At milk is not a perfect substitute for new milk,
either chejllically or physically. At the best,
:Hanley a riot was quelled by the police.
· LOMBARDY, although one-half of it is occu- most kinds of good'··condensed milk 'are milk
;pied by arid mountains, contains, probably, .syrups, consisting of c.ondensed skim milk and
·
·the densest agricultural p&pulation in the world. white sugar."

{

SVIENVE HALL, ICl 8th St.,
NEAB BRO.&DWAY.

are broken, temper and patience are tried. The
moral atmosphere is disturbed with the physical." The bishop is hopeful that the nature
of malaria will soon be -determined exactly and
remedies provided. He is inclined to accept
the theory that the disease germinates in the
human body from very minute spores. Assuming that the spread in that region may be
due to mill dams, with their frequent exposures
of damp ground and decaying debris,·he says:
"The great factory interests of New England
are important to all classes. Some way must
be found to secure the water-power without
endangering life. When it becomes a; question
between life or health for the many and the
fortunes of the· few, it is plain which must
:finally go to the wa.ll."-Sun. Is not this a
good opportunity :for the bishop and some of
the noted experts in prayer to try their
hand?

~

·

S83 per year.

A COMET was seen near the sun on the 18th.
It was traveling westward.
THE Connecticut Republicans hav nominated
Gen. W. H. Bulkely for governor.
SrXTY new cases of small-pox were discovered
in Pensacola, Fla., in one day last week.
GEN. BUTLER has been nominated for gov·
ernor by the Massachusetta Democrats.
DILLON has retired from Parliament and politics, alleging as the. reason his continued illhealth.
THE Massachusetts Republicans will vote for
Robert R. Bishop for governor, and Oliver
Ames for lieutenant-governor.

A cmcus train was wrecked near Lancaster,
Ky., on the 24th, and three men were 'killed,
TRE prize offered _to the most beautiful woman three fatally and several severely injured.
at the people's festival in Bud& Pesth, Hungary,
created a national sensation, and attracted an
THE great sugar refinery of Harrison &
immense multitude to witness the competition. Havemeyer in Philadelphia was destroyed by
Over 150 women presented themselv:s before the fire on the 24th. Two men connected with the
bench of judges. They were inspected one at works c~ot be found.· Loss about $1,000,·
a time, and each canidate, as soon as judged, 000.
was passed on to a waiting room. When the
FIFTY families hav been evicted in one town
whole number had been reviewed they were in Ireland during the last week by the police
again taken before the judge singly, and finally and military, and the remaining neighbors
all were placed together in a line. Alter crit- ordered not to shelter them. England is s.
leal inspection, the two most beautiful ones Christian country.
·
were selected and the rest dismissed, and then
BANDs of Egyptian soldiers are still surfrom this smaller number the two loveliest of all rendering. Admiral Seymour and Gen. Wol•
.According to recent official reports, the provTHERE is somet'Qing the matter with the were chosen for the first and second prizes. seley are to be made peers of the realm for
:inces of Milan an«t Cremomi hav 161 inhabit- miriistry of the country, and unless some ex- But this ,was a work of difficulty, and was not their services in subdning the khedive's re·
•ants to the square kilometer,,and even in the planations are made it will be mighty hard settled to the satisfaction of all. The victor in bellious subjects.
:mountain region of Como there are 67 dwellers work to get any of us good men to" occupy the ,the tournament was Miss Cornelia Szekely, a
·on each square kilometer. On the same area pulpit. A minister fainted away in his pulpit maiden of 16, the daughter of an official in the
THE Republicans hav nominated Judge Fol~England has only 30, France 40, and Ireland the other day, another was stricken with para!- imperial household: Her claims to beauty resJ; ger, now Secretary of the Treasury, for govysis a day or two after, and now an Illinois upon a charming transparent complexion, melt- ernor, B. Platt Carpenter for lieutenant-gov•60 •.
IN Dr. Blyth's new work ori foods, a true preacher is in a. swoon, and the people can't ing brown eyes, a small mouth, rich dark-brown ernor, A. B. Hepburn for congressman at large,
'" milk-tree, is described under the name of tell whether he Will liv or not. How much hair, and a form of youthful grace; but her and Judge Andrews was renominated !or the
f!Jrosimum glactrode:rulron. On incising ' the better it is to be an editor, with only the chance features are not wholly regular, and the mouth Court of Appeals.
THE Harlem rapid-transit train telescoped
itrunk it yields a. slightly thick :flnid in abun- of being knocked down with a club when we ~tnd the head are not perfect in sh~pe. Her
photograph, taken in a dress that is being made the Portchester special train in the tuunel at
•dance, which, on analysis, is found analogous turn the corner against us.- Peck's Sun.
for her by the first dressmaker of Hungary, is 87th street in this city last Friday. Two perito ordinary milk. It has albaminous and fatty
JACOB LIVENGOOD is a Wealthy Dunkard of to be sent to all the illustrated journals of Eu- sons were killed outright, and many severely if
1principles, sugar, and phosphates. The tree is
Salisbury, Po.., and he seems to hav obeyed the rope for publication. The prizes were bracelets not fatally hurt. The accident was the result
1ound in Central America. Next a tree ought
command of his church to know nothing of the of gold inlaid with precious stones and of rare of carelessness on the part of the railroad
to be discovered that bears first-rate fresh eggs.
wicked world. Two men made his acquaint- workmanship. This competition is said to hav employees.
THE Rev. J. B. Courtney'was trying to write ance. One was" the Rev. Wm. Miller" and shown the Hungarians that they can boast of
IN saluting the French frigate Minerve last
'11. sermon, in London, when an organ grinder the other "ex-Judge Wilson," and their pre- every type of female loveliness, and they are Monday at Castle William, on Governor's
began to play under his window. The minister tended errand was to interest Mr. Livengood in taking advantage of the privilege.
Island, in New York harbor, four cannoneers
:felt no profanity, he declares, when he said to Wilson's candidacy for Congress. They told
had their arms blown off by the premature
the musician, " You fellows make this street a him about a wonderful curly-haired horse on
ANoTHER fallen minister I The Barnesville discharge of two cannons, and so badly injured
1hell upon earth." A :woman in the same exhibition in a circus side show, and took him (Ohio) Enterprise contains a painful account of that two of them died, one is not expected to
-1house, however, liked the noise, and paid for to see it, but managed to show him a bunko the lechery and villiany of the Rev. Mr. Bedall, recover, and a fourth will be maimed for life.
i:its continuance. That led to an altercation, game. They suggested that a large amount of of theM. E. church, and located the past two
THE Democrats.ha v nominated Grover Cleve·
:and all were taken to a police court, where money might be won, and turned over to church years at Beallsville, 0. To outward appearland, now mayor of Rochester, for governor;
lthey were fined.
uses. Livengood fell into the snare, and lost ance he was a pious, godly teacher of the peoDavid B. Hill for lieutenant-governor; Heney
ple, and was believed to be an efficient worker
HERESY is said to be rife in Lane Theolog- $3,000.
W. Slocum, of Brooklyn, for congressman at
in the ca. use of Christ, but really he appears to
ical Seminary, where the Presbyterian ortholarge, and Wm. C. Ruger for Court of Appeals.
" WELL, what next, I wonder?" -exclaimed
hav
been
guilty
of
the
vilest
conduct,
having
·doxy used to be beyond reproach. Two of the Mrs. Goodington, looking up from her evening
Tammany Hall was admitted to their State
sedliced a girl named Rosa Arnold, fifteen
:professors are accused of teaching the students paper. "What with boy preachers and SanConvention, and will, so far as it suits John
years of age, working in his family. When his
that the Pentateuch was not, as a whole, the cho and Mood:J- derangelists and salivation
Kelly, work for the election of their candidates.
Work of Moses, that the Jewish ritual gre_w by armies, things is coming to a pretty pass. crime with the girl was discovered his wife
N&w YoRK and vicinity within a hundred
to
be
sent
home,
and
in
a
few
caused
the
girl
~process of evolution, and that the Pentateuch Daniel and I sot under Parson Jones for nigh
miles of here was visited last week with the
days
the
clergyman
invented
the
falsehood
that
Was written by many men at remote periods onty thirty years, and we never thought of
most destructiv freshet that has been known
:and finally compiled into a body of records. asking for anything better. The parson used his mother was very ill and he must go to her,
for years. In this city many basements were
There is similar trouble at the Ohio Methodist to giv us the true doctoring without_ any ifs or but instead he went to the home of the girl,
:flooded, and in the level streets water stood
University, President Scott being charged with ands, and he made as many convicts as any of when they eloped together. He added blackseveral inches deep. The cages of the animals
denying the trinity, the divinity of Christ, and these newfangled folks ever did or ever will, ness to his crime by writing to his wife, asking
at Central Park were submerged. Brooklyn
at
Armstrong's
Mills,
and
to
her
to
meet
him
the resurrection of the body. What is poor I'm thinking." And the old lady glared at
sustained damages of several thousands of dolbring
the
children
with
her.
To
do
so
she
was
Chri.stitm:ity coming to?
the paper with a look of severity on her dear
forced to spend seventy-five cents of the only lars. At Little Falls, N. J., a dam gave way,
old honest countenance that ill became it.dollar he had left her, ouly to learn that he had causing immense destruction. At Hohokus
A STORY of a Kentucky orator is told by the
Boston Transcript.
played false to her and had gone in another $75,000 worth of property was destroyed. At
Louisville Oourier-Journal. He had received
::JllOO for defending McLarens, and only $10
BrsHoP HvNTrNGTON declares that the " task direction with the young girl. The wife and Plainfield a boy is missing yet, probably swept
from Ragg, who ;was on trial under the same of life" is fearfully aggravated throughout the children are left in utterly destitute circum- away and drowned by the rush of wa~rs from
indictment for larceny. Closing his appeal to Connecticut Valley by malaria. " Laboring stances, while the reverend villain took with broken dams above. Many were injured by
the jury, he said : "And may it please you, men," he says in the Oongregationalist, "are him the various conference collections that had the falling of bridges and buildings. At Bound
gentlemen of the iury,-when the last trd!npet disabled about half of their time. Hard- at different times been taken up, besides $400 Brook the water stood twelve feet high in the
note is sounded, and the quick and the deaa working , women, needing every ounce of their collected at the-dedication of a new church at main street, and the residents were forlled to
arise in. t)le presence Qf the Awful Judge, on strength and every hour of the week, a.re pros- Ozark. The notice of the man's crime is con- to the second stories of their houses. The inthat final day, when the earth and the seas trated. Children are interrupted at school, cluded by saying that 1'ledell's preaching to habitants of the low lands along_ Jersey City
melt away, the angel of the Lord will be seen and become objects of anxious care at home. prove the eiistence of a hell may hav con- were compelled to take to rafts. On Staten
kneeling before the throne exclaiming, 'Mc- The household economy is sorely strained. vinced manv o! his hearers, but that his con- Ishmd the railroads were in several pTaces
Larens is innocent I McLarens is mnocent I'" Spirits are depressed. In some instances im- duct goes far to prove that there should be one washed entirely away. The Pennsylvania
'&nd suddenly remembering his ten-dollar client, portant branches of indnstry are embarrassed to punish such scoundrelism as he is guilty road is one of the heaviest sufferers, and mails
over that road were long delayed.
he added in a subdued voice, "and also .Raggl" enterprises are checked, business engagements of, Had he found saving grace ?

·•

11 fir-~~ut'L Q
f.qJ
d if. ltl!f. l'd was-unfaithful. It ia also permitted in the case of a other washing is unknown. They never wash their
tk.t JS<' fl. ~ttnt'f ~ronn ''ft "UOf lchildle~s wife; but there is no instance of it in Bira- clothes, and wear the same by day and night. lam
1

·

tori, and the men !lay that they prefer to have one afraid to speculate on the condition of their wealth
a~ two quarrel.
.
.
.
of coal-black hair. They may be said to be very
"Widows are allowed to marry agam with the dirty-as dirty fully as masse1 of our people at
The peculiarity. which distinguishes this rude chief's consent; but among these mountain Ainos a home. Their houses swarm with fleas, but they are
mythology is the worship of the bear, the Yezo woman must remain absolutely seol:uded within the not worse in this respect than the Ja_panese yadoyas.
bear being one of the finest of his species, and it is house of her late husband for a period varying from The mountain villages have, however, the appearance
hard to surmise why they pay him their worship, six: to twelve months, only going to the door at in- of Htreme cleanliness, being devoid of litter, heaps
though, after all, he is a far better god than many tervals to throw sakeright.and left. A man secludes ptlddles, and untidinf>I!S of all kinds, and there ar~
people have worshiped. They set up the bear's himself similarly for thirty days. So greatly do the no unpleasant odors inside or outside the houses, as
head in their villages, yet they trap it, kill it, eat it, customs vary that around Volcano Bay I fourJd that they are well ventilated and smoked, and the. salt
and also sell its skin. Perhaps this wild_ beast in- the period of seclusion for a widow is only thirty fish and meat are kept in the god owns. The hair
spires more of the feeling which prompts their wor- days, and for a man twenty-five; but that after a and beards of the old men,- instead of being snowy,
ship ,than the inanimate forces of naturf; and the father's death the house in which he has lived is as they ought to be, are yellow from emoke and
Anios may be distinguished as bear-worshipers, and burnt down after the thirty days of seclusion, and the dirt.
_
their greatest festival of Saturnalia is the festival of widow and her children go to a friend's house for
"They have no mode of computing· time; and do.
- the bear. Gentle and peaceable as theJ are, they three years, after which the house is rebuilt on its not know their own ages. To them the past is dead,.
have a great admiration for fierceness and courage; former site.
yet, like other conquered and despised races, they
and the bear, which is the strongest, fiercest, and
"If a man does not like his wife, by obtaining the cling to the idea that in some far-off age they were
most courageous animal known to them, has probably chief's oonse:p.t he can divorce her, but he must se;Jd a great nation. They have no traditions of interne.
in ~ll ages in!lpired th~m wi~h veneration. Some of 1 her back to her parents with plenty of good clothes; cine strife, and the art of_' war seems to have been
t~e1r rude chants are m pr~u;e of the bear, .and the but divorce is impracticable where there are cbil- lo!lt long ago. I asked Benri about this matter, and
highest eulogy,.on a. man IS to compa:e him to. a dren, and is rarely if ever practiced. Conjugal he s'aJ's that formerly Ainos fought with spears and
bear. ~hen the:y WISh to best?w the highest praise 1 fidelity· is a virtue among the Aino women; but knives, as well as with bow!! and arrows, but that
on a.spec~alfavonte ~hey call him a !O~ng bear. In 1'custom' provid-es that, in case of unfaitbfulne!ls, Yoshitsune, their hero-god, forbade war forever, and
sllAmovillages,epema.llynearthechiefshouse,therelthe. injured hu!lb.and may bestow his wife upon her aince then the two-edged epear, with s abaft nine
are several tall poles wit~ the fleshless .s~ull of a bear paramour if he he an unmarried man, in whi?h case feet long, has only been u1ed in bunt.ing bears.
on the top of each, and" In most there HI also a large the chief fixes the amount of damages whiCh the Benri appears to exercise the .authority of a very
cage madegridironfashion,ofatouttimber,and~aised paramour must pay; and these are usually valriable strict father.· His mann1.1r to all-the men ia like that
t~o or these feet from the ground .. Such ·cages c~n- Japanese curios.
·
of a master to slaves, and they bow when they speak
tam young but well-grown bears captured when qmte
"If one man l!lteals from another he must return to him .. No one can marry without his approval. ,
small in the early spring. After the capture the bear what he has taken and give the injured man a pres- If any one builds a house he chooses the !!ite. He
cubisintr?duced intoa~we1ling-h~us~,generallythat ent besides, th.e value of which is fixed by the chief. bas "absolute juri!!diction in civil and criminal
of the chief or sub-?hief, where .It IS s~ck~ed by a
''They have few amusements, except certain feasts. cases, unles@l (which is very rare) the latter !!hould
wom~n :flld played With by th~ children, till. 1t grows Their dance, which they have just given in my hooor, be of sufficient magnitude to be reported to the im~oo big and roug~ for ~om~s~IC ways, and IS plac~,d is slow and mournful, and their songs chants or reci- perial officials. He compels restitution of stolen
m a strong cage, 1D whi~h It IS fed ~ndca~ed_for tul tative. They have a musical instrument, something property, and in all cases fixe8 the fines which are to
the autumn of the follo~mg year, when, .bemg strong like a guitar, with three, five, or six strings, which be paid by delinquents. He also fixes the hunt.
and well-grown, th_e festi_val of the bear. Is celebrated. are made from sinews of whales cast up on the shore. ing arrangements and the festivals. The_ younger
The customs of this fest1val vary considerably, and They have another, which is believed to be peculiar men were obviously much afraid of incurring his
the manner of the bear's dea~h differs among the to themselves, consisting of a thin piece of wood, anger in his absence.
·
mountain and ~oast Aino!l, b~t ev~rywhere ther,e is~ about five inches long and two and a half inches
''An eldel!lt_ son does not appear to be, as among
gene~al gatherm~, acc?mpamed With much sake, ana broad, with a pointed wooden tongue, about two the Japanese, a privileged pereon. He does not
a curwu!l dance, m whiCh men alon~ take part.
lines in breadth and sixteen in length, fixed in the necesearily inherit the hou!!e and curios. '!'he !atYells and shouts are used to exmte the bear, and middle and grooved on three sides. The wood is held ter are not divided, but go with the house to the son
w~en he becom_es J?lu.ch agit~ted a chief sh~ots him before the mouth, and the tongue is set in motion by whom the father regards as being the 'smartest.'
With a~ arrow, mfl~ctmg a slight wound, whwh ~ad-1 the vibration. of the. breath in singing. Its sound, Formal adoption is practiced. Pipechari is an
dens htm, ~pon whwh the ba~s of the ca~e are raised though less penetrating, is as dil'lcordant as that of a adopted son, and is likely to succeed to Benri's
a~d he sprmgs fo~th, v.ery fu~10us. At th1s stage the jewsharp, which it-somewhat resembles. One of the property, to 9Hl exclusion. of _his own children. I
AI~~s run upo~ him with vano~!'! w~apons, each one men used it as an accompaniment of a song; but cannot get at the word whiCh IB translated 'smartstrlV1D~ to mflwt & wound, as It brmgs good ~uck to they are unwil_ling to part with them, as they say it ness,' bu~ I understand it ae meaning general capac~raw his blood. As he falls d?wn ex_hausted h1s head is very seldom that they can find a piece of wood ity. The chief, as· I have mentiened before, is
Is cut off, and the weapons with whwh he hae been which will bear the fine splitting necessary for the allowed three wives among the mountain Ainos,
wounded are offered to it, and he is asked to avenge tongue.
•
otherwise authority !leems to be his only privilege.
himsel~ upon them_. · ~ft~rwards the carcass, amidst
"They are a most courteous people among e~ch
"The Ainos have a singular dread of snakes. Even
. a frenzi~d uproa~, IS distri~mted. amo~g the people, other. The salutations are frequent-on entermg their bravest fly from them. One man says that it
and a~1dst feas~mg and. not .the he~a, "p~aoe~ upon a house, on leaving it, on meeting on ·the road-, on is because they know of no cure for their bite; but
pol~s, IS worshipped, ~-e., .It receives. hba.t!on~ of receiving anything from the hand of another, and there is something more than this, for they flee
sake, and ~he fest~v~l closes w1th general mtoxwatwn. on receiving a kind or complimentary speech. They from snakes which they know to be harmlel!!s.
In some villages It I~ cu_stoma~y for ~he fo~ter-II?-other do not make any acknowledgments of this kind to
"They have an equal dread of their dead. Death
of the bear ~outterpiercmgwmls whtle he IS delivered the women, however. The common salutation con- seems to them very specially 'the shadow feared of
to his murder~rs, and after he is slain to beat•eac_h sists in extending the hands and waving them in- man.' When it comes, which it usually comes
one of them with a branch of a tree. When a bear IS ward, once or oftener, and stroking the beard. The from bronchitis in old age, the corpse is dressed in
trapped or WQunde~ by an. ~rrow, the hunters go formal one, in raising the hands with an inward its best clothing and laid upon a shelf for from one
through an apologetiC or propitiatory ceremony. They curve to the level of the head two .or· three times to three days. In the case of a woman, her ornaappaar to have certain rude ideas of metempsychosis, lowering them and rubbing them together; the cere~ ments are buried with her, and in that of a man, his
as is evid.e~ced by a prayer to the be~r 3;nd certain mony concluding with stroking the beard several knife, sake-stick, and-if he were a smoker-his
_rude traditiOns, but whether these are mdigenous, or times. The latter and more formal mode of saluta- smoking apparatus. The corp~e is sewn up with
ha':e a~is~n. by cop.tact with Buddhism at a later tion is offered to the chief, and by the young to the the11e things in ~ mat, and, being sl~m.g _o~ J!Oles, is
penod, It IS ImposslDle to say.
old men. The wo:inen have no • manners.'
carried to a sohtary grave, where It IS l:nd m a re" They have no ~efini~e id~as concerning a fut~re
"They have no medicine~ men, and though they are cu:inbent position. Nothing will induce an Aino to
state; and the subJect.IB evidently not a pleasmg aware of the e:x:i&tence of healing herbs, they do go near a grave; even if a valuable bird or animal
·~one to them. Sue~ notions as th~J: have ar~ fe'! and not know: their special virtues or the manner of using falls near one he will not go to pick it up. A vague
con!used. St;>me thmk that the spmtn of then fnends them. Dried and pounded bear's liver is their dread is for ever associated with the departed, and
go mto wolves and snakes; others, that they w:;tnder specific, and they place much reliance on it in colic no dream of paradise ever lights for Aino the
about the forests,; and they are much afraid of and other pains. They are a healthy race. In this ' Stygian shades.'
.
. .
ghosts. A few thmk that they go to ' a good or bad village of three hundred souls there are no chronically
"These Ainos doubtless stand high among unmvllplace,' according _to t~eir deeds i bu~ Shinond! said, ailing people, nothing but one case of bronchitis, ized peoples.. They are, however, as completely irand there was an mfimte pathos m his words, How and some cutaneous maladies among the children. reclaimable asthewildestofnomadtribes,and contact
can we_kno'!? No one ever came back to .tell us!' Neither is there any case of deformity in this and with civilization where it exists only debases them.
9n askmg him what wer~ bad deeds~ he ~aid,: 'Be- fiv.e other l~rge villages which I have visited, except Several young Ainos were sent to Tokio and edumg bad to parents, steahng, and tellmg has. The that of a grrl, who has one leg slightly shorter thap cated and trained in various ways; but as soon as
future, however, does not occupy any place in their the other.
th13y returned to Yezo they relapsed into savagery,
tho~ghts, an~ they can hardly be said to ?elieve in
"They ferment a kind of intoxicating liquor from retaining nothing but a knowledge of Japanese.
the Immortality of the soul, though theu fear of the root oL a tree, and also from their own millet They are charming in many ways, but make one sad,
ghosts shows that they recognize a distinction be- an.d Jallanese rice, but Japaneee sake i~: the one too, by their stupidity, al?athy, and hopelessness,
tween body and spirit.
.
thmg tliat they care about. They spend all their ·and all the sadder that then numbers appear to be
"Their social customs are very simple. Girls never gains upon it, and drink it in enormous .quantities. again increasing; and as their ·physique is very fine,
marry before the age of seven~een, or men before It represents to them all the good of which they there does not appear to be a prospect of the race
tw:enty-one. Whe~ a m~n Wishes to marr:y, ~e know or can conceive. Beastly intoxication is the dying out at pres~nt.
.
. .
thmks of some partwular girl_, a~d ask~ the chief If highest happi;n?ss t? which these poor savages aspire,
"They .are certamly superiOr to ~a~y abongmes, as
he may ask for her. If leave Is given, either through. and the conditiOn IS sanctified to them under the they have an approach to domestiC hfe. They have
a 'go-between' or personally, he asks her father fiction of 'drinking to the gods.' Men and women one word for house and another for ·home, and one
f~r her; and if. he_ consents, the bridegr?om giv~s alike indulge in this vice. A few, however, abstain word for husba_nd approac~es v~ry nearly to h~us.e·
him ~ present, usually a .Japaneee. 'cuno;'. ~h1s from it totally, taking the bowls in their hands, band·~ · Truth II! of value m thPn eves, and .t~IS 1.n
oons~Itutes betr9th.al, and the marnage, wmch Im· making the libation to the gods, and then passing it itself raises them above some peoples. _InfantiCide IS
m~d1~tely follows, Is c,elebrated ~y carou~als and the on., I asked one who abstained why he did not take unknown, and aged paren~ re~eive fi.hal re!erence,
drmkmg of m~cb sake. ~he br1de receives .as her sake, !lnd he replied, with truthful terseness, 'Be- kindnells; and ~upport, wb~le m their so.mal ~nd
do~ryherear:rmgsand ah1ghly-oruam~nted kimono. cause 1t makes men like dogs.'
domestic relatid'l:uil there IS much that 1s praiseIt I~ an e~sentia~ th~t the husband prov;Ide a house to
"Except the chief, who has two hor.ses, they have worthy.".
.
·. ,
whiCh to take h1s Wife. Each couple lrye _eeparately, no domestic animals, ex<iept very large yellow dogs,
Thus much I have taken from -~H3S Buds account
and ev,en the oldest r,~on doe!!_ not take biB brtd~ to his w~ic~ are used in hunting, but are never admitted of the Ainos, which I trust you W:Ill find not wholly
fathers house. Polygamy IS only allowed m two withm the houses.
uninteresting. And now, presummg that! have told
casas. The chief may have three '!Vives, but ~ach
":r'he habits of the people, though by no means you as m~ch about the coun~ry and yeople of Japan
must. have her separate house. Benri has two Wives, destitute of decency and propriety, are not cleanly. as you will care to read, I Will det:un you no longer
but 1t appears he took the second because the first The WOI!len bathe their hands once a day, but any at this tim?·
Very truly yours,
D. M. B.
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are none but natural causes and effects. Such a headway in turning out a wagon without material
Yox:oH.A.MA, May 12, 1882~
thing as a supernatural cause, or a supernatural of which to make it, for a wagon never comes from
DEAR FRIENDs: While still lingering on these effect, never existed. Millions of men may have nothing. It is she same with the universe; it never
pleasant .shores I must tell you a little more about imagined them, but no man can point out a super- came from nothing. It is vastly more reas-onable to
the false and elanderous Joseph Cook. The walls 0 natural cause or a PJupernatural effect. Matter and think it eternal, though ever ch:mging, than that at
houses and the fences here for several days were force. are ever present, and there i~ not a possibility a certain period in time it had a beginning and came
placardedwithlargeposterssayingJogephCookwould that can arise where law and causes are not present forth from nothing.
at the City Hall on the afternoon of the 11th deliver to govern results.
If Brahma, Ormuzd, Osirus, Zeus, Yahweh, Odin,
his lecture, "Does Death End All?" I decided I
If there is a being capable of creating such a or Mumbo-Jumbo ever made the universe, he must
would once more listen to the gn,atsophist and falsi- grand and gloriou~ machine as nature, producing all necessarily have had something to make it of. In
:fier, so I made one of his audience on the occasion matter and force from nothing, and he ii!! unable to that case it was not a creation, but simply an evoluwhich, by the bye, was one of !lOme fifteen hundred' set it in motion so it will run itself and perform all tion. If the material of which it is composed had
for as there was no admission price, a goodly numbe; there is for it to do, without his standing by· to a previous existence, the forces which permeate it
of both Europeans a,nd natives honored him with turn the crank or to "throw the shuttle,'' he stands must also have existed, and in that case we have
their presence. Here, as in all other Asiatic cities confessed of inability on his part to make a perfec-t nature eternal, without a beginning and without a.
lectures, instead of taking place at 8 P.M. are set at m~chine; for a machine that cannot run indefinitely, designer; for what always was, needed no designer
P.M., before the dinner hour. Consul. General Van Without the maker standing by, either to turn the n.o originator. .
Buren presided, a~d made a very neat opening speech, ~rank, to tighten the screws, to push when hard work When it is remembered that, with all the knowledge
in which he paid a :fine compliment to Mr. Cook as a lS ~o be performed, and to keep ~t at all times from and power in existence, not an ounce of matter can
well-known orator.
.
gomg to "et.ernal smash," is not a perfect machine .. be either made or unmade, neither created nor deFor nearly two a.nd a half hours Joseph worked He cannot be a being of infinite knowledge and stroyed, neither increased nor decreased, some con~ard to make appear true that which in my judgment power_ to mak;e a machine that ca.nm~t run itself.
ception of the eternal character'bf the universe may
1shthe grheatest and c~:r;tralhfalaehood of the world,
The fact is, nature comprises all matter, all force, be arrived at. Yes, it is far easier to think it alwaJ s
t. ~one uge s_uperstitiOn, t e parent of all the re- all motion, all power, all intelligence, all existence all was than that there was a time when it was nothing, hg1ous sup~rstltiOns. of mankind, and around which possibilities. She i~ infinitely and eternally indep~nd- and suddenly, by the magic wand of an imagiall_ darkemng beliefs have clustered, and upon ent of all euperintendent~ designers directors gov- nary god, was converted into something.
·
which ~hey have depended for their life, and that is ernors, conductors, man.ag~rs, crank-turner!!, we~vEn·s,
Nature is replete, with mysteries, subtle forcef:l, and
th~ _existence of a p~rl'!onal, creator, who brought and shuttle-throwers. Thoe~ are really. guilty of blae- powers not yet ·understood, and which are being
e:x:tstence out of non-extstence, who cre~ted a universe phemy and wicked falsehood who maliciously and ig- more and more known as we progress in the knowlof matter from a vast expanse of nothmg-the grJ)at norantly deny nature her grandeur and power, and edge of its qualities, possibilities, and laws. And
"weaver/'_ who has done all t~e weaving per- supinely set up a little one-horse crank-turner or more and more as mlfn progrel!!lles will b4il understand
formed m .natu~e's looms.. It was m pa~t the same 'weaver to propel it, to direct her looms, and to keep that there is no director or weaver needed to see that
lectu~e whiCh I hstene? tom B_ombay, and It struck me all her machinery in motion.
its eternal laws never cease to act.
as bemg ~s reple~e with sophistry a~ anything I had
But Joseph Cook and the rest of the theologians
I will not attempt to follow the sophisms of the
had occaswn to hsten to for a long t1me. One of tlie are not grand and truthful enough to be able to con- false and conceited Cook in trying to cook up a
arg_u~ents he largely depende~ upon to prove his ceive that nature possessel'l all the power, all the theory in opposition to the foregoing, but let me
positiOn "'!as the concurrent testtmony of the world, qualities, and all the abilities which _they @O rea.dily assure y<;m that bosh and bombast make up the bulk
or the UJ;nty amo~g men as regards a belief in a god ascribe to their imaginary god, ll,nd they must needs of his remarks. He flippantly takes up one author
• a~d .thei'ID:mortahty of ~an, as though the belief of devise and conceive a euperintendent to direct grand after another, culls a quotation here and there as it
m1lhons. Wl~l ~ave t~e slightest effect in making true old Nature, and show her in every instance how to suits him, and then throwe it down with the air of
that "'!hwh m It~elf lS not true.
perform her work. This absurd and eseentially false one who oeems himself superior to all authors. Con'~ Bes1de~ ~alkmg ab?ut the "weaver," he said: bueiness of god-making, getting up weaverl'! and ceit, ~s~urance, and dishonesty are his strong charThere IS m the umverse thought not our own. shuttle-throwers to aid nature and attend to all the ~ctenstw_s .. He is never fair in describing the opinT~ere e~nnot be thought without a thi~ker, and the events which transpire in the univer8 e, is what is wns of his opponents. In the first place, he claims
- thmker 1s a person. ;Some. one ~ada nghteousness. called theology-the science -0 f God-the most false as Christians the distinguished thinkers of the world,
All na~ure ~s burstmg w1th evidences of thought. and most utterly contemptible employment which including such men as Thomas Carlyle and Ralph
The thmker 18 God." Of course thought pertains to ignorant man either in his primitive condition or Waldo Emenon, the former of whom he styles as an
the universe; no thought can exist save in the matter since he has become further ,advanced has ever'en- "Old Testament Christian," and the latter a" Chris·
and forces of .which the uniyerse i~ co~ posed, ~nd gaged in. yes, I repeat, it is arrant blasphemy for tian Theist," while those he does not care to claim
~he sa~e mUl!t be du,ly orgaDJze~ as mammal bod1es, Joseph Cook or any other theologian to despoil as Christians he denounces and misrepresents.
mclu~g the stomach and c1rcl\latory apll~ra~us, eternal. N atme of her grandeur and glo~y, and set up
This is the man who announces that he is "not
the bram and nervou~ BJr8tem, before any thmkmg some -httle, puny, feeble, fickle, fractwus, change- a clergyman, but a teacher of axiomatic theology,"
can be .done. !fe m!ght ~s well -have ~aid that able, passionate, angry god to show her how. to per- a man who abounds in dishonesty and fustian.
nature 18 burstm~ w1~h evidence of eyes1ght, anel form her constant work.
Let me give you a specimen of hie style of gr<"mdilthat wher~ there 1s seemg. there must be a seer, and
Nature consists of all that is: There is nothing oquent bombast: "Whoever ascertains the trend of
that seer Is God .. He might as we~l talk about a above, notliing below; nothing inside, nothing out- the historic constellations through long periods
grau.d central eye~1ght, a gra_nd gushtng fountain ·of side of nature. It is the 'Most High, the Eternal, the obtains a glimpse of the hem of the garment of
~earmg, or of tastmg and feelmg, as of a grand burst- Ever-Present, the All-Powerful, the Self-Existent, Almighty God." He does not tell us which garment
mg thought. All these are _processes of nature, and the Uncreated, the Almighty. Nature is as much the hem is on. We are left in ignorance whether it
~re more or le~l'l developt'd m _every for~ of animal superior to all the thousands of gods which for mil- is.. hil'l cloak or his shirt-tail. Could a man utter
hfe. The ~ram no more argues the exietence of a lenniilms short-sighted and ignorant man has been more ridiculous nonsense?
personal de1ty than ~oes the eye, the ear, the limbs, inventing and setting up to worship, as the glorious
While listening to his lecture I thought if time
or any part of an ammal. In the grand. economy of orb of day is superior to a farthing candle, and that would permit I would like to reply to him, if I
na~ure all these pheno~ena take place m obedience after it is burnt out and nothing is left.
.
~ould h_ave th~ same audie~ce, ~o show up his sophto ItS laws;, they contam no argument whatever of a
It is a narrow and pitiful mind that is unable to 1stry, ~11!1 unfairness, and his m1srepresentatioils; but
perso~al deity. Cook snee:t:ed at the AgnoBtics and grasp the great truth that nature was never invented; there IS not time. The steamer will sail on Satur~ Atheists of the day, a~d Bald he. could only regard never devised, never formulated, never started, never day, and I must be dnly on board.
- th~m as fools for denymg t~e ~x1stence of a supreme set a-going, never brought into existence from nothOn the day a~t~r Cook's lec~ure in Yokohama,
bemg. If they are fools, 1t 1s to be hoped that at in g. Like time and !!pace, it never began, and like however, I received from a fr1end in. Colombo a
all events they are not 80 falr!e as be has shown him- time and space it never can end. Why cannot a copy of t,he Ceylon Observer, in which was a full
self t~ be.
.
. .
Theil'lts who so easily a~cord eternal existence to a repor~ of Cook~s lecture in that city, in which he paid
He 1llns~rated hi!! arguments _With two _charts, on deity they have never seen, and which nobody has espemal attentiOn to your humble serNant. It has
o~e of wh10~ were representations of :'ln~mal cells ever had any proofli! of, generously yield to nature, been a long time since I have sel::m more condensed
highly ~agm~ed. He gave ~orne descnptwn of the of which there are millions of proofs, the same falsehood in a single lecture ;than this one contains.
manner lD. wh1ch cells are bUilt up, and characterized eternal existence.
That I may not do even a slanderer injustice, I will
the pr?cess as a ki~d of "weaving," insi11ting .when
Is it any more difficult to accept the truth that the here quote a few paragraphs from the printed report
that kmd of wor~ IS done a "weaver" is necessary. universe always existed than to think the creato:r of of his lecture. It will be remembered that I had
He would have It that a weaver stands. back of all it always existed, and that for millions of ages he be~ in Colombo before his Cookship, and delivered
th~ processes of nature, and. personally duects every- dwelt in a vast expanse of nothing, when one day or seyeral lect~re8, in which, comparing Christianity
th~ng that .takes place. This argument struck me as one week he teok it into his head to make a bound- ~1th Buddhism, the former was placed at decided
bemg partiCularly weak. If t~e weaver wat'l power- less universe from nothing, but got it up 80 imper- disadvantage. When the pious Joseph arrived there
fu~ e~ough to create from nothmg such a universe as fectlythat he bas since had to personally supervise and and learned these facts be of course must needs alanthis, 1t would seem ~e ought ~o have made it so grand direct every movement of it? Is it not as much a der me and my friends in order to set aside the tr~ths
a~d perfec:t thatall1tsop~rat10ns could be performed mystery for the designer to have an existence as the I had uttered. Here are some of his fali'Jehoods as
Without. his _pres~nce bemg ne.ce~sa~y to throw the u,niverse itself? Does it do away the mystery at all per the reports:
s~uttle m ev.ery l~stanc~, for if ~t IS necessary for to say the uniyerse was made? for how about the
Turning again to America, he said that there were two kinds
htm ~o ~o soma sm~le msta~ce, It. must be in all.
maker; whence came be? If the universe, being so of Infidelity there-vulgar and the learned. Vulgar for two rea. Thu'! lS the way wh10h I beheve 1t t? be. Nature great and grand, must needs have a designer and sons, because its objections were ignorance mostly founded
l s _perfectly able .to perform. everythmg t_hat tran- creator, does not the same designer and creator, upon caricatures or exploded forms of objection, and because it
spues and that ltho t th
d f
d
was frpquently associated with immorality. To look at the
ent, necessarily possessing qualities· superior to what he vulgar m
· contrad.1stinct10n
· to learned Infidelity, he would do so
'
W d u w·e a1
,
h o a supermten
·
a "weav
~r, or a go. ·
1t nature all things are produced, also require a designer and creator? The frankly. While the church bad increased in power, there had
:qua1ly Simple. ~t lS no more for nature to evolve truth is, the imaginary creator is a creation of man been a large increase in freedom of though(. Freedom of
ro~ ne.bulous m1st a world, and set it in motion, while the universe is eternal, and never required ~ thought characterized every free nation. Every man in these
movmg m ha;rmony with other worlds, around a com- creator. When many say" Ah, but there must have days, in free nations like England and America, was learning
mthon oenter, than to.cause w_ater to run down hill, been a beginning to the universe," they might more to exercise his judgment, but every man had not judgment to
e sun to prod
1 ht b t
exercise. It was the glory and peril of modern ages that muluce 1~ . Y 1 s currents striking our sensibly say, "There must have been a beginning to titudes were passing through the days of little knowledge, and
atmosphere, the "weavmg" of vegetable and ani- deity or the creator."
a" little knowledge was a dangerous thing." In carrying the
~aal cells, and t~e "throwing of the shuttle" in every
To me it seems far easier to accept the evident masses !rom a state of barbarous ignorance up to a state of half
se . . Nature ~s equal. to every emergency. All her truth that- existence or nature always was, than to culture they must pass through the twilight. The trouble of
operat1<!ns ~re m obed1ence to unalterable laws, and believe the utter impossibility of the same ever our days possibly was largely to be found in this transitional
everythmg 1s ~orced to take place J'ust as it does, be- emerging or being produced from nothl'ng It 1.s state of the masses. Americans held it to be au axiom that every
cause und th ·
·
man must have an education. They wanted every man eduTh ·. er e Circumstances it cannot be otherwise. only the ignorance of man of the great system of cated as high as his talents push him on without a large amount
There ~s no "~hhance" or" happen" in the matter. nature and its perfect and infallible code of laws of spurring. Every facility was given to pe8ple to educate
1f ere 18 ~o -' c ance-work" with nature. Every that caused him to imagine some monster must themselves. In Massachusetts the public was furnished not
ect ~~qUires a cause, and every cause must produce have made it, as a man makes a wagon. A wagon · merely with common schools, but also with high schools open
·'"hs leg1t1mate result when co_ndi.tions are f_avorable. of course,,has to be made, but the most skilfui o the children of the poor as well as of the rich. His father
... ese oauses a d 1f t
ent no child to school for thirty years past, but he had been
·
, D . e eo. s are strlotly natur~l. There workman ID. th~ world could make but very poor axed for the maintenance of schools all the same. They b~
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4. It was not an Infidel petition j many Christians man or woman who wilfully attempts to dE~stroy the
and believers in Christianity signed it.
reputation of another."
· 5. Robert G. Ingersoll is not a newspaper editor.
In contrast to the malice and falsehood of Cook let
me give you an extract of a letter I received here to-day
6 .. He did not head the petition.
7. THE· TRUTH SEEKER is found in many public from a friend in Colombo who also mailed to me the,
shops, and is kept· for sale by the largest newspaper paper from .which the foregoing extract is made. It
dealers in America, and by them 13ent to the princi:- is so much more appreciative, so much more conpal towns of the country.
genial with my feelings, and puts such a different
8 _ The editor of Tm~ TRUTH SEEKER was never in face upon the result of the effort I made in Ceylon,
league with ogres and the worst characters of New that I ask you to excuse me for placing it be·
York city, who live by pandering to the vices of the fure~~
CoLoMBo, April 30, 1882.
people.
.
9. The editor of it was not pro.ved before the judge DEAR FRIEND AND BROTHER : I send you by this mail the Pali
and J"ury to be a thoroughly dangerous man. No address chanted to you by a Buddhistic priest after your lecture
at Panadure. The poem is also translated into Eng~h. I also
person has been endangered by him.
mail you a copy of the Ceylon Observer, containing tl report· of
10. He had not been sending dangerous publica- your friend Cook's lecture here.
.
.
I conld have sent you these earlier but for Cook, the report of
tions into schools of girls and boys; the fact is, I
never sent to any school-child, whether boy or girl, whose lecture I wanted- to send you at once. He seems to be a
pretty fellow, for the stage rathE)r than "for the platform or pnlany publication, either good or bad.
pit. He delivered his lucubrations at Kandy, Galle, and
11. He has never poisoned youth by transmitting Colombo, and in all" of these places he blessed you and the
utterly infamous publications; I have never circu- Theosophist leaders alike. His lecture at this place was pretty
lated any infamoas publication whatever. The. mat- well attended, and at the close of it we distributed two or three
ter upon which I was convicted was declared by the hundred copies of extracts from· the Theosophist containing
president, by the members of ll.is cabinet, and by challenges made by . you and Col. Olcott. The same were
eagerly received by the audience, thinking they were issued by
many other sound minds; to be no violation of the the Christian party in favor of Cook; but they found out their
law of the land, or of good morals.
mistake when too late. Even among the Christians-those not
12. I was not kept in prisonthuteen months; two bigoted-the impression Cook left was not favorable; they admired his eloquence, but despised his slanders of absent per-.
months were deducted for good behavior.
13. The pure Infidels did not repudiate me; those sons; so, in shott, his mission here was a failure.
You will be glad to hear that your lecture delivered here iS:
who opposed me were the worst of our class.
now ·translated into Singalese, and, as the public opinion is.
14. I did not uppn coming out of prison try to that it is the best lecture ever given in Ceylon with regard to,
make myself a hero in crowded places; my friends Christianity and Buddhism, it will have a very wide circulation,,
tendered me a welcome home, which, of course, I more so because it is detrimental to the interest of tha former and!
necessarily advantageous to the latter.
gratefully accepted.
15. I did not leave my country for my cou:Qtry's Your visit to other countries has benefited you and your people chiefly; but your visit to Ceylon has done more, inasmuch
good; my country was neither benefited nor injured as it has benefited the poor Singalese Buddhists, who are inby my leaving it, nor do I think it will be damaged deed grateful to you, and has secured among them respect and
honor to the memory of your name.
,.,.
by my return.
.
16. I did not attempt to poison the youth of Born- By a carefnl perusal of the report of Cook's lecture and the •
bay, nor any other portion of the world. While in translation of the Pall address, you may judge of the (Christian)
Bombay I neither senf nor gave out a pamphlet or love of a Christian padre of your own country and that of a
Buddhist priest of quite a different country far away in the East.
a circular of any kind to any youth.
Wishing you good speed on your journey, I am,
.
Yours trnly and fraternally,
17. I have never been manacled by justice, tardy or
J, RoBERT DE SILvA.
not tardy, lax or not lax.
There; is there not a str1king contrast between the
18. My hands have not been stained with wronglies of the Christian sla.nderer and the truthful and
d .
.
.
omg.
kind utterances of this excellent and esteemed Bud19. I am not utterly infamous, as Cook declares me dhist? The good work I had performed in Ceylon,
to be.
which the black-hearted Cook inevitably heard
20. The leaders of Theosophy in Bombay did not and
of upon his arrival there, of course incited him to do
know me to be infamous, but just the reverse.
21. I did not make a long speech on the occasion his utmost to injure me in the estimation of the people of that country; and as naturally as a .skunk
referr~d ~o; my remarks lasted only fifteen or throws his vile and offensi'Ve secretion around, so.
That jail-bird editor left .his country for his country's good, and twenty minutes.
this blatant Christian threw out his slanders andl
while the ;!peaker was in Bombay he was there. Who was it
22. In that speech I did not make virulent attacks falsehoods. But it seems he even defeated himself.
that receive~ him and made a hero of him? That hand"of his_ 'upon Christianity.
·
that had I?OIS?ned youth and had been m'!'lla~l~d br the only
23. I did not attend Joseph Cook's lecture with a His abuse and lies injured him more than they didl
too tardy JUstice of a rather lax New York JUdiCiary, mto what h
h"
d
t
·
f
k" d. me,.who was a thousand miles away.
palm was that stained hand received? Into the spotless palm orsew lp u.n er my coa '.nor a ~eapon o any m ,
Cook made further allusions to me in his Ceylon
of Colonel Olcott-into the lily-white hand of Madame Blavat- I never carr1ed a w~apon m my hfe.
.
lectures other than those which appear in the quotasky. That editor, utterly infamous as he was, as the leaders of
24. Col. Olcott d1d not say that Col. Ingersoll1s a tions-given,-in which he berated and arraigned Col.
Theosophy in Bombay knew him to be, was taken by the leader martyr.
of ~heosophy an~ led to the front of the platform at one of their
25. Thomas Paine is not out of date with Infidels; Olcott and Madame Blavatskyforrecognizingme and
treating me with common courtesy, he calling me a
a~~versary m~etings, and allowed to m!l~e ~ long spee~ con- . more people respect him to-day than ever before.
tammg very vrrnlent attacks upon Chnstmmty. The editor of
"
''jail-bird" over and over again. This seems to be
the Times of India met the speaker in a Bombay club, and asked . 26. Bradlaugh does not represent red repubhcan- his favorite epithet Jor me, thinking, doubtless, that
him if the article in Scribner was true. He assured him it lBm.
if he can. only bring the fact· to the minds of his
was. That editor (the editor of the Times of India) gloriously
27. Bradlaugh did not attain his first popularity hearers that I have been in prison they will of course
exposed the jail-bird editor. The speaker thanked him for do- by giving political lectures but by his anti-theologiregard me as a depraved character. According to ·
ing it, a':ld also the other good_sheets which had ~pread t~rough cal discourses.
'
·
his rule, Peter, Paul, Jesus, and many other worth- ..
the continent the exposure whiCh had appeared m the Tlmes of
D"d
d
.
1 . any wor -weaver ever weave mto but a part ies of the Christian pantheon, ought to be very
India. It was the speaker's fortune to assist in that exposure.
The editor thus exposed came to his lecture with a horsewhip of a discourse more absolute and blatant falsehoods? lightly esteemed, for they were not. only charged,
under his coat, but did not use it, having found there was no use What can be thought of a man who publicly makes arrested, imprisoned, tried, and convicted, but they
~or~t. In thate_xposu~e the l~adersof Theosophy,k!lowingwh~t such reckless and utterly fal'Le statements? What
mdiguant public sentiment m ~omb_ay was, led this man agam kind of a man is he thus to positively accuse me of were executed (if the story is correct), thus showing
to the platform, Col. Olcott calling hm one of the three martyrs h t I
d"d t
I h d b
t d "th thein to be more despicable characters than myself.
of modern times, the other two being Ingersoll and Bradlaugh. W a
nev~r 1 - 0 say
a
een connec e Wl
Cook professes to esteem Jesus, Peter, and Paul beNow he wonld put the question to the plain common sense of ?gres and v1le characters, tha~ I :kad sent foul ~nd cause they were unjustly condemned and punished,
the citizens here, whether Infidelity of that sort was not vul- 1mmoral books to boys and guls, that I had carr1ed and he hates Bennett for precisely the same reason.
gar? Bradlaughandingersoll were simply new editions of Tom a horsewhip under my coat to a.ttack him, etc., when Suah is the inconsistency of a hypocritical blatherPaine, and Paine was out of date even with Infidels. Brad- there was not one word of truth in it all ? This man
·
laugh a':ld others got a hearing simp~y because of the_ir politiG,liJ probably stands to-day at the head of the lecturers skite.
It may be noticed of this man that his tactics vary
connectwns. Bradlaugh called himself a republican, and
. .
.
Americans said: "God save us from our friends." He repre- ?f the Protestant branch of the Chr1Bt1an churoh according to circumstances and locality. He knows .
sented red republicanism, if republicanism at all, and red and m all the world. He may be a fit person tG stand that I am here in Yokohama, and he makes not the
American republi~J~.nism differed .. He lectured in many towns up before an audience and attempt by_ sophistry slightest allusion to me; but when he delivered his
wher_e Bra?J.aug~ _has f~iends, and he f~und t_hat it was ?nly by to prove the existence of a mythical, impossible several lectures in Ceylon· he knew that I had taken
quotin~ hl!l political VIews that he ~amed mfluence _with the god . but whatever he rr.ay accomplish in that
my departure, and he proceeded to slander me to his
operatives I,D England. Those operatives should be Improved a· 't·
' h
h
1t t
b
h
considerably, although Parliament had given· more attention to tree lOn, W ~n e ma ....es B a aments a out t ose heart's content. This, at least, is not an indication
that and the factory acts than in America; but in the English opposed to h1m, he ut~ers the . most arrant ~alae of fair and honorable dealing. Why did he not
operative class there was a great number who are not well edu- hoods. I pronounce h1m, here and at all t1mes, make his attack upon me when he knew I was prescated as to Christianity. ~~ey got soured concerning the a malicious slanderer and a bold-faced liar, wholly ent to defend myself? He professes to despise and
church, and soured about po~tics,_ and were malcontents; ~nd unworthy the confidence and respect of good men.
a man wh? would t~ke up th~Ir gnevan?es woul~ get a hearmg
He pretends to be the advocate and defe de of ignore me on the ground that I am a "jail-bird;"
but he does not despise to slander me and lie about
for anythmg he srud. For mstance, m AmeriCa Bradlaugh
. "
n ,f
conld scarcely get an audience; there were no political griev- the pure t-aachmgs of t~e meek and lowly one, but me when I am a thousand miles away and cannot
ances which he conld fan. The fact was, he fanned the politi- were that personage ahve and on the earth to-day know of his villainy. Such is the course of this discal enthusiasm of 'some of the English people into a flame, and and knew Joseph Cook as I know him-a contempt- honorable man.
.
then toasted his Atheistical ideas before it.
ible liar-I am sure he would avoid him and spurn
But whatever may be said of Cook and his ability
In the extract here made I have counted more him as the detestable hypocrite that he is. If the as a speaker, it must be decdied that he isfull of unthan two dozen falsehoods, some of which I will take occupants of the Christian heaven are to be made up fairness, sophistry, and charlatanism, and this has
the trouble to enumerate:
of such as this man Cook, I am sure that I wish been observed by persons far abler than myself. A
1. The Liberals of the· United States are not vul- not to intrude even my nose in its precincts. I would friend has loaned me a copy of the North American
gar; they are as intelligent and as moral as any por- much rather breathe pretty _strong fumes of s~lphur, Review for March, 1881, in which is a scholarly article
tion of the American public. _
and even suffer a little uncomfortable warmth, than on the charlatan Cook, by John Fiske, than whom
2. They are not associated with positive immoral- be compelled to endure his company, or any others there are but few fairer and abler minds in America.
ity; there is far more immorality in the church than of the Christian clergy who lie as does he.
It is far less severe than I would feel inclined to
in our ranks.
It was of this very man that Col. Ingersoll used write of Cook, but is eminently just and true.. I am
3. The petition referred to, presented to Congress the following emphatic language: " Meanness can- so well pleased with it, that I will in~~rt i~ here
for the abrogation of the Comstock laws, was not nl?t descend beyond the level of him who will en- entire, and ask for it your careful cons1deratwn:
specially the work of the Liberal Leagues; nineteen- deavor to blacken the reputation of another simply
THEOLOGICAL CHARLAT.!NIBM. .
.
twentieths of the seventy thousand persons who because he. could not answer his arguments. I de'' The small philosopher is a great character in New England;
~igned it were not members of the Le~gue.
spise, ;r execrate with every drop of my blood, any his fundamental rule of logicaJ ;pr~cedure is to gue~;~s at the half·

lieved that property should be taxed to support education, and
so carry the whole mass of the population upwards. They
were, perhaps, aware that in American colleges there were four
classes, the second of which was the sophomorical class. They
had now reached the sophomorical stage; there were more
squires to the square acre than ever. There were some parts of
the world that had not come to college yet. The Americans
were passing through the sophomorical stage to the stage in
which people think for themselves, and now, he begged leave to
say that it is easy to read the signs of the times in England
and America. With regard to the idea that the world has been
turned upside down by modern thought, it meant only that cer._ taln diseases of childhood were passing away; in effect it indicated the vigor of the constitution. It wonld grow into better
things after-a time, and now it is upon the sophomorical state
of the mass in our Western nations that vulgar Infidelity seized.
They had in the United States about 150 Liberal Leagues, most
of them in the Mississippi valley. They were not much· troubled with them in New England. He shonld not have known
of the existence of those Infidel organizations if they had not
called public attention to their enterprise. Five or six years
ago those Liberal Leagues petitioned the American Congress
for--:-what? The American -law, like the English la\V and like
laws of other civilized nations, forbade the transmission of infamous books through the post-office. The Infidels petitioned
Congress for the abolition· of that law. The foremost Infidel in
the United States, a I!ewspaper editor, was Mr. Robert G.
Ingersoll,. who headed the petition. The speaker had stated
those facts in the presence of Mr. Ingersoll's friends in Washington, and there was no doubt about them. Congress replied
that the petition of Robert G. Ingersoll and others conld not be
granted, because the post-office of the United States was not
established to transmit over the land poisonous and infamous
publications and instruments of vice. He had held that Congressional document before many an American audience, and
he held it up here as a proof of tha immorality of the majority
of the Infidels of theUnited States. Who defended that petition? An editor in New York who was lately in Bombay. He
published a paper never found in the public shops, and only to
be obtained by looking for it-a paper that had some influence
with the Liberal Leagues. It was ascertained that that editor
was in league with some of the ogres and worse characters ·of
New York city, who lived by pandering to the vices of the peopie. That man was found to be selling certain publications for
which a man had already been put in jail. The editor was
arrested and brought before a New York jury, which was not a
very squeamish body, as they all knew. 'l'hat man was proved
before the judge and jury to be a thoroughly dangerous citizen.
He had been sending dangerous publications into schools of
girls and boys, and had been poisoning youth by transmitting
utterly infamous publications. He was sent to jail and kept
there for thirteen months. Robert G. Ingersoll, to do him justice, I will say, ceased to make a hero of this jail-bird editor.
Several of the purer-Infidels repudiated the man, and so he was
the cause of division in the American Liberal Leagues, about
ten of them going against and more than one hundred being in
favor of him. He came out of jail and tried to make himself a
hero in crowded places, where it was easy to get up a meeting
for anybody, as they might easily do in some parts of London.
The editor of Scribner thought it worth while.topointthe moral
of this procedure, and an impartial, just man wrote down the facts
of the case; the title of the article was" The Apotheqsis of Dirt."
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and m).lltiply by two [Appla?se]." (Cook's Boston ¥onday
Lectures: Biology p. 51). It IS only two or three years smce the
"philosopher" fr~m whom this text is qnoted was himself" a
great character in New England," inasmuch as he could give a.
lecture once every week in one of the la~gest. halls ?f New
England's principal city, and could entertam his audience of
two or three thousand people with discussion~ of the most vast
:and abstruse themes of science and' metaphysics. The success
with which he entertained his audience is care~ully chronicled
for us in the volumes made up from the reports of his lectures,
in which parenthetical notes of "laughter," "applause," or
"sensation" occur as frequently as in ordinary newspaper reports of stump speeches o_r ~umorous, convivial harangues.
As a social phenomenon, this Hngular career of Mr. Cook possesses considerable interest-enough, at any rate, to justify a
brief inquiry as to" his fundamental rule of procedure."
Among the w~e and witty sayings of the ancients with
which our children are puzzled and edified in the first dozen
pages of the Greek "Reader," there is a caustic remark attributed to Phokion on the occasion of being very violently applauded by the populace: ''Dear me," said an old statesman,
" can it be that .I have been making a fool of myself?" So
when three thousand people are made to laugh and clap their
hands over statements ab~mt the origin of species or the anatomy of the nervous system, the first impulse of any scientific
inquirer of ordinary sagacity and experience is to aEk in wha~
meretricious fashion these serious subjects can have been
treated in order to have produced such a result. The inference
may be cynical, perhaps, but it is none the less likely to be
.sound. In Mr. Cook's case one does not need to read far in
the published reports of his lectures to see that his fundamental
rule of procedure is something very differen(from any of the
rules by which truth is wooed-and won by scientific inquirers.
Among Mr. Mill's comprehensive canons of logical method one
might search in vain for a specimen of the method employed
by Mr. Cook. Of the teinper of mind, indeed, in which scientific inquiries are conducted Mr. Cook has no more conception
than Laura Bridgman could have of Pompeian red or of a chord
of the minor ninth. The process of holding one's judgment in
suspense over a complicated problem; of patiently gathering
and weighing the evidence on either side; of subjecting one's
own· first-formed hypothesis to repeated verip_cation; of clearly
comprehending an,l fairly s_tating opposing views; of setting
forth one's conclusions at last guardedly and with a distinct
consciousness of the conditions under which they are tenable,
all this sort of thing is absolutely foreign to Mr. Cook's nature.
To Mr. Cook a scientific thesis is simply a statement. over
which it is possible to get up a fight. The gamecock is his
totem. To him the bones of the vertebrate sub-kingdom are
only so many bones of contention, and the sponge is interesting
chiefly as an emblem which is never, on any account; to oe
"thrown up." He talk$, accordingly, of scientific men lying
in wait for Mr. Darwin, ready to pounce on him like a tiger on
' its prey. He is very fond of exhibiting what he calls the
"strategic point" of a scientific book or theory, and altogether
his attitude is bellicose to a degree that is as unbecoming in a
minister of the gospel as it is out of place in a discussion of
seientific questions. -:His favorite method·of dealing with a scientific writer is to
quote from him all sorts of detached statemeJ;J.ts and inferences,
and, without the slightest regard to the writer's general system
of opinions or habits of thought, to praise or vituperate the
detached statements according to some principle which it is not
always easy for the reader to discover, but. which has always
doubtless some reference to their supposed bearings upon the
peculiar kind of orthodoxy of which Mr. Cook appears as the
champion. There are some writers whom Mr. Cook thinks it
necessary always to berate, no matter what they say. If they
happen to say something which ought to be quite satisfactory
to any reasonable person of orthodox opinions, Mr. Cook either
accuses them of insincerity or represents them as making ''concessions." This last device, I am sorry to be obli~ed to add,
is not an uncommon one with theological controversialists
whose zeal exceeds their scrupulousness. When a man makes
'a statement which expresses his deepest convictions, there is no
easier way of seeming to knock away the platform on which
he stands than to quote his statement and describe it as something which he has rl)luctantly "conceded." With the principal writers on evolution Mr. Cook is continually found resorting to this cheap and vulgar device. For example: When
Prof. .Tyndall declares- that "if a right-hand spiral movement
of the particles of the brain could be shown to occur in love,
and a left-hand spiral movement in hate, we should be as far
off as ever from understanding the connection of" this physical
motion with the spiritual manifestations.". When Prof. Tyn1 dall declares this he simply asserts what is a cardinal prnpo~ition with the whole group of English philosophers to which he
·
_
,
belongs.
With Prof. Huxley, as well as with Mr. Spencer, it is a fundamental proposi:P,on that psychical phenomena cannot possibly be interrupted in terms of matter and motion, and this
proposition they have at various times set forth and defended;
and, what is still more to the purpose, have proved: it. In the
chapter on" Matter and Spirit" in my -work on" Cosmic Philosophy," I have fully expounded this point, and have further
illustrated it in treating of the "Unseen World." With the
conclu~ions there set forth the remark of Prof. Tynda,ll thoroughly agrees, and it does so because all these expressions of
opinion and all these arglJ.ments are part and parcel of a coherent system of anti-materialistic thought adopted by the
English school of evolutionists. Yet when Mr. Cook quotes
Prof. Tyndall's remark he does it in this wise," It is notorious
that even Tyndall!Xincedes," etc., etc.
By proceeding in this way Mr. Cook finds it easy to make
out a formidable array of what he calls "the concessions of
evolutionists." He first gives the audience a crude impression
of some sort of theory of evoluti<1n, such as no scientific thinker
-ever dreamed of, or, to speak more accurately, he plays upon
the _crude impression already half formeq in the average mind
of his audience, and whicp, to do him justice, he seems to
share himself. The average notion of the doctrine of evolution
possessed in common by an audience big enough to fill Tremont 'l'emple would no doubt seem to Mr. Darwin or to Mr.
SJ?encer .something altogether fe~rful and. wonderful_ Playing
wrth this sort of crude material, Mr. Cook puts together a
series of numbered propositions, which remind one of. those interminable auction catalogues of Walt Whitman, which some of
our British cousins, more ardent than discriminating, mistake
for a truly American species of inspired verse. In this long
catena. of statements almost everything is easily seen to disa.
gree wrth the ·crude general impression to which the speaker
appeals, and almost everything is accordingly set down as a
" concession." And as the audience go out after the lecture
they doubtless ask one another, in amazed whispers, how is
it that sensible men who make so many "concessions" can
find it in there hearts to-maintain the doctrine of evolution at
all? Sometimes Mr. Cook goes even further than this, and, in
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the very act of quoting ·an author's declared opmwns, ex- tion open for further discussion. Only a mountebank, howpressly refuses to give him credit for them. Thus he h~s the ever, dealing with an audience upon whose ignorance of tl:!e
impudence to say: "Even Herbert Spencer, w7w would be subject he might safely rely, could pretend to suppose that the
very glad to prove the opposite, says, in his biology, 'The fate of the doctrine of evolution was in anyway involved in the
proximate chemical principles or chemical units-albumen, question as to the organic nature of bathybius. The amazing
fibrins, gelatine, or the hypothetical proteins substance-cannot strategy was all Mr. Cook's own, and the haughty trumpeting
possess the property of forming the endlessly varied structures appears to have been- chiefly done with his own very brazenof animal forms.'" Mr. Cook here lays clai:n to a knowledge instrument.
I said a moment ago that Mr. Cook's system of quotation is ~
of his author's innermost thoughts and wishes which is quite
remarkable. For a fit parallel one would have to cite the in- peculiar. The following instance is so good that it will bear
stance of the German who flogged. his son for profanity, though citing at some length. According to Mr. Cook, Prof. Huxley_
the boy had not opened his mouth. "You dinks tamn," ex- says,~ his article on Biology, in the ninth edition of the" Encyclopedia Britannica:" "Throughout almost the whole series
claimed the irate father, "and I vips you for dat."
As there are some writers whom Mr. Cook thinks it always of living beings, we find agamogenesis, or ni:lt swual generation."
necessary to vituperate, no matter what they say, s_o there are After a pause, Mr. Cook proceeded in a lower voice: "When
others whom he finds it convenient to -quote, as .foils to the the topic of the origin of the life of our Lord on the earth is apformer, and to mention with praise on all occasions, though it proached from the point of view of the microscope, some mlm,
is. difficult to assign the ll6asons for this ]'reference except on the who know not what the holy of holies in physical-and religious
hypothesis that Mr. Cook has an implicit faith in the simple science is, say that we have no example of. the origin of life
and confiding nature of his audiences. Before giving these without two parents'' Mr. Cook then cites the familiar illlectures Mr. Cook had studied a while in Germany, and his stance of parthenogenesis in bees and silk moths, and procitations of German writers show how far he deems it safe to ceeds : " Take up your Mivurt, your Lyell, your Owen, and
presume on New England's ignorance of what Germany thinks. you-will read [where?] this same important fact which Huxley
It- is nice to have such ~learned country at one's disposal to here asserts, when he says that the law that perfect individuals_
hurl at the heads of people whose " outlook in philosophy does may be virginally born extends to the higher forms of life- I
m>t reach beyond the Straits of Dover;" it saves a great deal am in the presence of Almighty God; and yet, when a
of troublesome argument, and still more painful examination of great soul like the tender spirit of. our sainted Linc"ln, in his
facts. This English opinion is all very well, you know, but it early days, with little knowledge,. but with great thoughtfulcomes from a philosopher "whose star is just touching the ness, was troubled by this difficulty, and almost thrown into
Western pines," and a German whom I am about to quote, Infidelity by not knowing that the law that there must be two
whose book I "hold in my hand," and'' whose star is in the parents is not universal, I am willing to allude, even in such a
ascendant," d9es not agree with it. All this is"extremely neat presence as this, to the latest science concerning miraculous
·
and convincing, apparently, to the crowd in Tremont Temple. conception [sensation]."
Concerning the good taste or the orthodox propriety of " apWith all Germany at his disposal, however, it must be acknowledged that Mr. Cook makes a very sparing use of his resources. proaching the origin of the life of our Lord on earth from the
He quotes Helmholtz and Wundt every now and then with point of view of the microscope," something might be said
warm approval, though_ wherein they should. be found any were there need of it. The rhetorical vulgarity of the above
more acceptable to the orthodox world than Tyndall and Bain it passage will be as obvious to most of our readers as its logical
is not easy to see, save that the ill-repute of German Freethinkers absurdity. All that I am now concerned with, however, is its
takes somewhat longer to get diffused in New Enland than the unscrupulous misstatement
Let us look back for a·moment at the italicized quotation
ill-repute of English Freethinkers. Then, among these great
Germans who are to set the English-speaking world aright, we from Prof. Huxley upon which Mr. Cook builds up the statehaveDelitzsch I To speak of Wundt and Delitzsch is as if one lllent" that the law that perfect individuals may be virginally
were to speak of John Stuart Mill and Stephen Pearl Andrews I born extends to the higher forms of life." Then let us turn to
And then comes the admirable Lotze, whom Mr. Cook is con- l'rof. Huxley's article and see what he really does say. Treattinually setting off as a foil to Herbert Spencer. On page 179 ing of the whole subject of agamogenesis in the widest possiof the lectures on "Heredity" he enumerates with special ble way by including it under the more general process of cellimportance with regard to the relations between matter and multiplication, Prof. Hu~l<ly says : " Common as_ th<> process is
i:nind, and then proceeds to deprecate the ''thunder" which in plants and the lower animals, it becomes rare among the
he presumes he has evoked "from all quaters of the Spencerian higher animals. In these the reproduction of the whole prsky." But, cOnsidering that the propositions he quotes from ganism from a part in the way indicated above ceases. At
Lotze express the very views of Herbert Spencer, only some- most we find that the cells at the end of an amputated portion
what inadequately worded, it would seem that the alarm Mr. of the organism are capable of reproducing the lost part, and
Cook expresses cannot be very real, and the thunder in question in the very highAst animals even this power vanishes in the
is only a kind of comic-opera thunder, manufactured behind adult. . . • Throughout almost the whole series of living
the curtain for the benefit of the acquiescent audience. For ex- beings, hotoever, we find 1X!ncur1·ently with the process qf agaample, the fourth proposition quoted with approval from Lotze mogenesis, or swual gene1·ation, another method of generation,
by Cook reads thus : " Physical phenomena point to an under- in which the development of the germ into an organism relying being to which they belong, but do not determine whether selllbling the parent depends. on an iLfluence exerted by living
that being is material or immaterial." Now, this is Spencer- matter different from tb.e germ. '!'his ,is gamogenesis, or sexual
ism, pure and unmitigated, and it is a crucial proposition, too, generation." (Encyclopedia Britannica, ninth edition, Biolpointing out the drift of the whole philosophy before whioh it ogy, page 636). Comparing the italicized passage here with
is set up. The fact that_ Mr. Cook adopts such an opinion Mr. Cook's italicized quotation, we see vividly illustrated the
when stated by Lotze, but vituperates the same opinion when "fundamental method of procedure " by which the "Monday
stated by Spencer, reveals 'io us, with a pungent though not Lectureship-" jumps from a statement about the reproduction
wholly delicious flavor, ''the true inwardness" of his "fund.§- of a lobster's claws to the inference that a man may be born
without a father. Every one bas heard of the worthy clergymental method of procedure."
That method, it must be acknowledged with due reverence to man who introduced a scathing sermon on a new-fangled
the bon mot of the old Greek statesman, 1s a method well variety of ladies' head-dress by the appropriate text, "Topadapted to conciliate the favor of au immense audience, even knot, come down." On being reminded by one of his deacons
in so cultivated a city as Boston. We are descended from that the full verse seemed to read, " Let him that is upon the
fighting ancestors, arid many of us, who care little for the dis- housetop not come down," the pastor boldly justified his
interested discussion of scientific theories, still like to see a man abridgment on the ground that any particular collocation of
knocked down or impaled, provided the knocking down be words in scripture is as authoritative as any other, since all
done with a syllogistic club, or the impaling be restricted to parts of the Bible are equally inspired. Probably Mr. Cook
such a hard substance as is afforded by the horns of a dilemma. would justify his own peculiar principle of abridgment on the
It satisfies our combative instincts without shocking our physical familiar ground that the end sanctifies the means, and that if a
sympathies or making any great demand oa our keener thinking stafement seems helpful to "the truth " in general it is no
powers, which most P.eople do most of all dislike to be called matter whether the statement itself is true or not.
Enough of this. If_we were to go through with Mr. Cook's
upon- to exercise. To this kind of feeling Mr. Cook's lectures
appeal, and the peculiar character of his success seems to show volume& in detail we should find little else but misrepresentathat he knew very well how to deal with it. In a moment of win- tions of facts, misconceptions ':If principles, and floods of
ning frankness he exclaims: " Do you suppose that I think that tawdry rhetoric; of which the specimens here quoted are quite
this audience can be cheated 1 I do not know where in America sufficient to illustrate his" fundamental method of procedure."
there is another weekly audience. with as many brains in it; at I have not treated him seriously or with courtesy, because
least I do not know where in New England I should be so likely there is nothing in his matter or in his manner that would justo be tripped up if I were to make an incorrect statement as tify, or even excuse, a serious method of treatment. The ouly
here " (Biology, page 67). After this persuasive little dose of aspect of his career which really affords matter for grave re~
what the newspapers call" taffy," Mr. Cook proceeds to show flection is the ease. wLth which he succeeded for the moment in
his respect for the learning of his audience in some rell!B.rkR on imposing on the credulity and in appealing to the prejudices of
bathybius, which, as he condescendingly exclaims, is derived his public. The eagerness with which the orthodox world
from two Greek words meaning deep and sea! The profound bailed the appearance of this new champion-whose very orknowledge of elementary Greek thus shown is quite equaled by thodoxy, withal, seems to be but mue sounder thitn his science
his account of bathybius from the zoological point of view. He -csnnot but remind one with sad emphasis of Oxenstjern's
began by telling his hearers that, in a paper published in the famous remark," Quamparva sapientia mundus regitur."
JOHN FISKE.
MicrosiX!pical Journal in 1868, Prof. Huxley announced his belief that tb.e gelatinous substance found in the ooze of the beds
The reader cannot fail to perceive the justness of
of the deep seas is a sheet of living matter extending round the Mr. Fiske's remarks touching the dishonesty of the
globe." Furthermore, of "this amazingly strategic (II) and
haughtily-trumpeted substance . . • Huxley assumed that great charlatan who, in order to prove Christianit was in the past, and would be in the future, the progenitor of ity true, must needs slander and defame men
all the life on the planet." Now, it is not true that, in the pa- far better than himself.
If the system which
per referred to, J>rof. Huxley announces any such belief or he so valiantly supports is no truer than himself, it
makes any such assumption as is here ascribed to him; but we is false indeed. It is a question, perhaps, not easily
shall see in a moment that Mr. Cook's system of quotation is
peculiar in enabling him to extract from the text of an authqr solved-What would the meek and lowly Nazarene
any meaning whate-ver that may happen to. suit his purposes. think of such a false and malicious man as this
This.slanderous misrepresentation enables the lecturer to come Joseph Cook? Would he accept him as one of his
in with great effect at the close of his third lecture, and earn an apostles and defenders were he in the flesh to-day?
ignoble round of applause by holding up the current number of It is my opinion if he unde~stood the pompous _and
the American Journal of St:ience and A1·ts (which he would appear to have picked up at tJ. bookstore on his way to the lectUI"ll· false maligner as I do, he would not even be seen
room) and citing from it., as the fifty.first a.nd closing "con- walking with him on the street.
Besides all the falseness and malice of the man, he
cession" of evolutionists, "that bathybius has been discovered
·in 1875 by the ship Challenger to be-hear, 0 heavens I and is inherently an ill-mannerly boor, a coarse, disagreegive ear, 0 earth !-sulphate of lime; and that when dissolved able, self-conceited mortal, _such as scarcely any man
it crystalizes as gypsum. [Applause]." Tb.is is what Mr. Cook in the world would wish as a companion. He makes
calls striking with the "latest scientific intelligence " at the
" bottom stem '' of the great tree of evolution. The'' latest sci- !}n ·unfavorable impression upon nearly all who come
entific intelligence" with him means the last book or article in contact with him. I have met with a friend who
which he has glanced over without comprehending its import, some two years ago made a visit to the Yosemite Valbut from which he has contrived to gfean some statement calcu- ley, and it chanced to be just after Cook had been
lateJ to edify his audience and scatter the hosts of Midian. there, and the friend tells me that a most unpleasant
In point of fact, the identification of bathybius with sulphate
of lime was set down bv Sir Wyville Thomson only as a opinion was held of this man Cook by the hotel
suspicion, to which Prof. Huxley, like a true man of science, keepers, the stage drivers, and the_ guides of that
at once accorded all possible weight, while leaving the ques- locality who came in contact with the great "blow-
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hard." They pronounce him little betterthan a hog; kind2 of worshiper8, serenely and reverently bowing of China shall not seek homes among us." It does
a man who would not relinquish a seat in favor of a beforo Ubeir numerous polyform and nondescript not seem in keeping with the spirit and genius of our
lady; a man who selfishly iusiets upon having the gods; I have seen the countries whence came the ele- institutions, which boastfully offer a home to the
bast place, the choicest advantages, with little or no menta of our language, our literature, our philoso: downtrodden of all lands. But if it it true that the
respect for the dghts and comforts of others. The phy, our superstitioms, and our religion; I have trav- influx of Chinese labor ,in America is promot,ing
people of the Yosemite Valley insist that the term eled over the lands where the human race l!as lived idleness, pauperism, thriftlessness, prostitution, deg" hog" better describes the character of Joseph Cook for many millsnnimns; I have visited the localities radation, and crime, self. preservation, the first law
than any other. But did they know him as well &fl where many wars and battles have raged, where the of nature, would seem to say, Stop, this must go no
· I· do they would think the term liar would be _equally hands of thousands of men have been raised in farther. .America's own children must not starve
appropri.ate.
•
- .
·
deadly strife against the lives of other thousands of and become paupers and criminals that the sons of
Perhaps a trifle of charity should be extended to their fellow-men; I have seen the countries laid China may improve their condition.
One of the worst features of this Chinese question
this Christian defamer on ·the score of an unsound waste and desolate by those bloody conflicts; again,
mind. It is well known that he has served a. term I have visited crowded cities, the marts of many is the permanent distinction which exists b~tween
in an insane asylum, and it has .been thought he countries; I have watched the toiling millions at Americans and Chinamen, and the unassimilabili~y
was liberate(! quite too soon, and that he ought, by their daily labors in their th~usands of workshops of the Chinese with .Americanism. The Chinese must
right, to have been retained till the present time. If, and attending to their almost endless st6res and ever remain a foreign element with us. They do
however, it is true, as is a~serted by tho:oe who claim bazus; I have seen the myriads of peoples in differ- not become .American citizens in the sense that peoto know, and to be.able to prove, that he became in- ent climes, often ~miling and gay as though bathing ple of nearly all other countries do._ They may resane in consequence of excessive self-abuse, there are in the sunshine of happiness and contentment, while side with us and toil with us for a quarter· of a cenless grounds for charity. But, be that as it may, that other myriads were sad, despondent, in evident want tury, but they do not assimilate with us; they do
he is a lying, black-hearted slanderer I stoutly affirm. and wretchedness. Much have I looked upon which aot become American citizens. They emigrate to
I learn th·at Cook will sail from Shanghai to .Aus- thrilled me with emotions of pleasure or pain which our shores for a limited period only, to earn wages,
tralia and New Zealand, but that his wife will not I cannot now recall, but after spending the better to make money, which th~y will not spend with us,
accompany him, instead thereof taking an early part of a )'ear in visiting these varied lands and peo- but hoard it up to take back with them to the Flowery
steamer for San Francisco ; so she will arrive home ples and seeing quite as much that is wonderful &nd Kingdom when they take themselves back, whio!J.
several monthfl before her ·coarse and false "lord and varied as _I expected; and now that my mind is every one sooner or later intends to do who visits
charged with both pleasing and unpleasing memo- our shores. Though residing with uil and toiling
master.''
This letter shall not be a long one. I purposed in ries of the endless panorama of buBy life, and some- with us, they do not become of us. They are
it to merely tell you a few things with reference to times of living death, that has for months been pastJ- emphatically a permanently foreign element that
Cook and his very Christian conduct, and, having ing before me, it is with posith e pleasure that at will not Americanize: They simply remain a Chiaccomplished the little that I attempted, I will not last I feel Jllyself "homeward bound," and that I nese colony, holding itself in antagonism to Amerinow detain you longer. I have some small matters have embarked upon the ship that is to bear me can sentiment and institutions. They visit us to stay
a few years, to get all the money they can, and then
to attend to before embarking on board the Oceanic, to my own land.
Yes, I return home feeling· fully assured that return with it to their own land. Their religious
so, with your permission, I will bid you good-bye,
though other lands have their grandeurs, their prejuoices and superstitions impel them to this. The
and get ready for going to s&a.
antiquities, their beauties, and their attractions, Celestial Kingdom is to them the holy land ·of
· Yours truly,
D.M.B.
America, young and vigorous as she is, and full of promise, the haven of felicity, the only land where
promise, after all her drawbacks and drsadvantages, the bones of the faithful ought to repose. To such
Homeward Romid.-Across the Pacific.
is really the finest and most desirable portion of this extent is this carried that most of the Chinamen
ON BoARD THE OcE.A.NIC, May 13, 1882
earth's surface. I turn my face toward beloved who die in America and other lands are sent back
DEAR FRIENDS: :Here I am, on the steamer which America feeling convinced that she contains the ele. to their own country, which they believe to be the
·is to bear me across the bosom of the Pacific and ments and possibilities of greater prosperity, prog- only place where their bodies and their spirits can
transport me to the land of my birth, the land I rass, and happiness than is to be found"'in any other rest in peace. No, the Chinese will never become
prize and love above all others. It is with pleasure quarter of the globe. .America presente herself to American cit.izens.
that I now turn my face homeward, with the assur. my yearning vish;n as the present and future home of
THE OCEANIC'S CARGO.
ance that the next landing I make wili be on Ameri- hundreds of millions of our race, affording advantages
For two or three days Japanese coolies or alongcan shores. In fact, I am growing a little impatient; not to be found in any other land, spreading her shoremen have been busy in putting aboard our
I have been so long away that, although I am not ab- broad domain as she does overfar more thousands of cargo, which largely consists of tea. Lighters havsolutely homesick, I feel desirous to be in my own square miles, and including a greater extent.and va- ing one thousand or two thousand chests of tea
country once more, and to be able to takG by the riety ef climate, soils, and productions than any are rowed out from the shore, and here they wait,
hand the many dear friends I know are there hold- other country on the earth. Yes, America, I turn perhaps for hours, for their turn to come up "-alonging out their palms to receive me. I long to again my eager eyes toward thee, and proudly declare thee side" to discharge their burden, to help make up the
tread the soil of what ilil called the New World, the Land of' the Blest.
ship's cargo. The chests are rapidly handed up on a
where enterprise and thrift abound more fully than
All is life and activity ou our steamer to-day. We staging before an open door in the hull of the vessel
in any land I have visited. This is not wholly be- are lying a mile or more from the docks, so it is and are rapidly passed inside and carefully packed
cause our loved America is in all respects superior !uite a little journey in small boats to reach the away in the spacious hold, while tally-men stand by
t<) the rest of the world, but beca.use it is certainly,
noble craft that is to bear us to the Western hemis. and tak~ note of every chest as it passes in. It takes
all things considered, not inferior to other countries, phere; though to reach it we go directly east. Al- but little over an hour for one of these lighters tQ be
acd more- especially because it is my home, and be. most everybody is on board in pretty good season, thus discharged and the burden to be tramsferred to
cause it is the home of tbose I iove.
many being sculled out in the small Japanese boats, the much larger craft. Thus is packed away in the
I have seen the better parts of the earth, extend- while others make the passage in small steamers neth.er regions of the Oceania the very tea, in all
ing my visits to many latitudes and longitudes far which ply around the harbor in all directions.
probability, prepared within the p:1st two weeks by
sep&.rated from each other; I have seen the blooming
CHINESE PA-SSENGERs.
the scores of Japanese women whom I saw making
of g'ly and beautiful floweril, the abundance of rich
The number of cabin passengers is not very their way to the tea-curing houses, as early as ·five
and luscious fruits ; I have seen abundant CJ;,Ops great, amounting to less than a hundred, all told; o'clock in the morning. I looked in, you will regrowing upon thousands of broad acres; I have seen but when the deck passengers are taken into consid- member, one of these establishments, and saw the
millions of the sons and daughters of the oriental eration the amount of human life on the Oceanic various curing, packing, and enveloping processes
world toiling in the sun and pursuing various avoca- seems very abundant, for we are conveying from this going on.
.
tions in their shops and other shaded places; I have port to California eleven hundred Chinamen. .About
.As fast ·as the chests are completed and made
witnessed wealth and poverty, afih1ence and indi. thi21 number are taken as live freight upon every ready for export they are conveyed to the ship to
gencP, plenty and beggary, grandeur and sq;1alor, steamer, and this will probably continue until Con- next set sail for foreign shores; and within the last
but fr1r before all the lands and races I have seen I gress gives the word of oommand, Halt, which is day o_r two before sailing shipping the tea is specially
prefe;r America and :Aruericans. It is true, we bave now daily expected to be heard. The population of active. I learn that through the night. a steady
onr fault,1 and defects; we are, perhaps, conceited China-estimated at 400,000,000-is teeming and stream of tea-chests was pouring in from the lightand boa:ltful; we worship the sl~ighty dollar with overflowing, and America offers her promising homes ertl to the bosom of the Oceanic, so that betimes tomor,_, devotion and persistency than any pagans wor- for the overplua millions seeking advantages they day the tea was all aboard, leaving the preparing
ship their idols; we are not as sympathttic and cannot find at home.
establishments to get ready a cargo for the next
1'atcbful over thosa who need our aid a11 we ehould
This exodus from China to America would be ben- steamer, The main portion of the tea exported from
be; we. are often hard-hearted and unfeeling; we eficial were it not for the drawbacks which inevit- Japan goes to .America, it being held in much higher
ar« BBltish and grasping; in our eager scramble for ably exist. They have many qualities most desir- favor there than in Europe. My favorite tea is the
wealth aud Relf-promotion we too frequently abow able on the part of emigrants to our New World; Japan, and I do not drink it strong. I like a good
but Alight consideration for the rights and needs of they are healthy, industrious, temperate, energetic, grade of tea, but prefer it weak. I notice hundreds
our fellows; but, Americ<J,, with all thy defects, and peaceful, and well~disposed, but like armies of of sample parcels varying from three to fifteen
Am?ricans, with all your imperfections, I love you locusts, they are able for years to pour into our conn- pounds each, have been sent aborad, marked for
sLill. To me you are dear, and in truth I can say I try in such werwhelming numbers .as to absolutely dealers in San Francimco, Chicago, St. Louis, Cincin·have seen no land, no city, no quiet, secluded coun- swamp us with oriental life and customs. They can nati, New York, and Philadelphia. These, of course,
try, no place on this side of the globe, which I have work and lay up money on one-third the amount are samples sent on of the new crop, with the hope
felt like accepting in exchange for my home in required to keep an .American family in only toler- that heavy orders will be returned. The tea busiAmerica.
able comfort. They are the bane of the .American ness ef the world is indeed an immense thing; and
I have been highly interested in the many ~oun working classes, for they c:m thrive and amaas wealth we are taking enough along with us on this passage to
tries I have visited; I have enjoyed the long journey where the the Americ:m ar•isans and laborers with make many a grateful, refreshing cup.. The officer
I have made; I have with pleasure viewed these their families mu~t almost starve. Chinese life and having charge of the freight department informs me
E~stern lands and peoples of whinh I have read since civilization are inimical to the prosperity of Ameri- that the Oceanic's cargo comprises of tea 18,710
the. days of my childhood; I have watched with can workingmen. For the capitalist and heavy packages of about 80 lbs. each; vegetable oils, 1,770
inter0st the v:>rJing manner,; and customs of the in· operators of .America tlie cheap muscle of China is a cans; raw silk, 883 balea; sample parcels of tel_!., 162;
b:;.bitants of the many landi>! I have visited; I have great desideratum, for as a rule the Chinese are coffee, 471 sacks; opium, 100 paokages; saltpeter,
look~d upon the gnndest mouutains upon the globe, faithful, reliable, and apt, but an .American laborer 535 bags; sugar, 91 packages; tapiocil, 200 packwith t\111 to twelve thousand feet of their summits can_not live. in any comfort upon the wages with ages; tobacco, 28 bales; cigars, 25 cases; spices, 140
clad in eternal snow and ice, whereon the foot of whwh a Chmaman is perfectly content. When the bags; aBsor~ed merchandise, 1,810 packages. Of the
man has never trod; I have ridden over the finest dignity of !abor is destroyed in any country then tea 1,473 chest11 are for San Francisco, and 17)237
plains a 1d valle:~s to be found in any country; l the prospenty of that country receives a fatal blow. are to go over)and to the Eastern cit~es. Of other
have seen and rode upon the large and famous This is the very effect which the influx of Chinamen freight 1)093 tons are for San FranCisco, an~ ,1,465
rivers- even holy riveril- of the world ; I haN is having in America~
tons to go overland to New York and othet Cities.
seen the teeming grow\.hs of many tropical lands,
It seems an-American, too, to say to the quiet and
.Although the cabin passengers are not extremely
with flJwers, fruits, and foliage q11ite unlike our industrious Chinaman: "You shall not approach our numerous, a large ~mount of bagg~ge ha~ been sent
own; I have vlsited mauy ancient temples and shores. Our country aild our cities are open and. aboard, and a conrnderable proportiOn of It seems to
shrines, watched the religious ceremonies of many free to the people of all other lands, but the men 1 be curios antiquities and specimens of oriental manu1
1
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facture. Many who are returning to America are paper, turning out a smooth, tough, and durable his sea voyage to Tarshish; neither could I think that
taking far more of this kind of merchandise ~ith !1-rticle, P!obably ~uperior to what is manufactured, the storm and roughness of t~e ocean is on account
them than I am myself. I would have availed m AmeriCa. It IS not generally understood that· of my presence on the Oceamc, for I have been on
mysEllf of the opp~wtuni~y of taking home with I Gen. Gran~ ~oes s.o muc~ writ.ing that he i~ under jseveral other waters where pl,acidity, quietness, and
me. more of the curwus on ental wares than I have I the necessity. of 1mportmg h1s paper. It IS more I!!moothness were the prsvallmg elements. I am,
done, but having only a single satchel in. which j probable t~at he made .use of Japanese paper when accordingly, very glad my fellow-J?assengers do not
to transport my luggage I have made It my 1here, and swoe prefers It.
regard me as a Jonah, and, by castmg lots or throwJ.A.PA.NESE FIREWoRKS.
ing dice, fasten guilt upon me, and in consequence
. cons~ant care not to burden myself with more of the
An hour or two before the Oceanic was ready to reach the conclusion that I must be thrown over~
articles to be found everywhere in this E 1stern
world than I could ac0ommodate in my limited space. weigh anchor, we who bad nothing to do but look at board. Should they take this notion, believing that
·
GoDs, ETC.
what was passing in the busy bay were qelighted to 1 that I am under the_ ban of the god of the ocean,
I fear, however, that I have made a mistake in not look at the very fine display of air rockets which I who is disturbed by my presence, and then to
takipg with me a much larger supply of gods: were lilent up perl:laps for our benefit. For nearly an appease him proceed to cast me headlong into the
Many: of the Americanil are such a godless set of hour'were fired up at intervala of a few minutes. a furious waves. I feel very sure· it would be the.
people, having only a single god, and he one that lot of rocket11 which not only went very high in the last of me, for I· cannot think any big fisl:t is
was gotten up by the Jews three or four thousand air, but which presented many featureil which I had prepared to take me in out of the wet and to furnish
.years ~go.' that I believe ~hould I take a thousanil. of not s~en in rockets b_efore. Some of them u~on me with comfo!table quarters for three or four day~,
the A111at10 gods home w1th me; I could find market burstmg threw out a kmd of smoke or effect wh1eh land then depos1t me safely on te1 ra firma. . All th1s
for them in our.god-poverty-•tricken country. Even aa•umed the shape of enormous epiders, more than is ;;aved me, and I remain as quie'ruy on the Oceanic
many of you who have faith in no god would uiJ) fifty feet across, with dozens of enormous legs as under the circumstances conl.d be expected.
doubtedly avail yourselves of the opportunity of spreading about atrikingly in the air. Other forms
THE REV. T. F. CLARK.
layjng in a stock of two or three of them .ju!!t to of animal and vegetable life were alsa present13d,
This gentleman travelEd in my company from
have l1efore you specimens of the gods worshiped .on most curious to look upon. And what was also Singapore to Hong Kong, thence to Canton, where
this iidde of the globe. Even with those who have no quite new, upon the bunting of the rocket11 at their we looked over the city together; 'then from Hong
god of their own> and find no need of one, to bow down higheat altitude, the figure of a woman, apparently Kong to Nagasaki and Yokohamt>, making an aggreto and say their prayerr; to, and to ask favors of, it ie as large alii life, and gaily decked out in robes of gate of some two thousand miles. Although an arthe ai.r, sank dent Methodist, and charged wit.h considerable confineverthelella sort of handy to. have a god or two in brilliant colora, itanding upright
the house, if only a sample god, to show to those very slowly toward the water, bowing repeatedly dence.that he has the "boss religion" of the world,
not posted on the god question as to what kind of with kue Japanese politeneae and grace during the I found him a very genial companion, and far more
god1 men are still worshiping.
aeveral minute& consumed in reaching the surface. It liberal and tolerant than the average orthodox clergyYes,I have made am1stake in nottaking home wa11 a wonder to all beholder• how such perfect- man.isinthehabitofsl:lowinghimself. Ofcoursewe
more gods, and I have doubtless also mis1ed looking women could be so suddenly· evolved from a could not quite agree upon theological subjects, not
doing a pretty extensive business in the godly line. sky-rocket. They had somewhat the appearance of arriving at the ~arne conclusions with regard to revThe next time I make the tour of the world I think being made of extremely light tis11ue pe.p('-1' in very elation, the divinity of the scriptures, the truth of
I will lay in a large trunkful of gods, just as a bright colors, which upon the bursting of the rocket Christianity, and the nature of supernaturalism genspeculation. I have certainly viilited god factories became in:fb.ted with air or gas, and being slightly era.lly, but we were able to diBeuss pleasantly upon
enoug~ to have selected. a large variety of gods of weighted so alii to make them assume the proper up- these subjects and not lose our temper. He more
assorted size!! and matenals, at iluch pricel!l a!! could right poilition, descended ·in that position gradu- than once admitted the force of my arguments, and I
hardly fail to pay a handsome pr{)fit. But as Bir- ally to the water below. The rocketil were sent I sometimes hoped that he would s~e the superiority of
mingham; England, has now engaged in the manu. up by two or three Jap¥.nese in a small boathythem- naturalism over supernaturalism, but· by pondering
fti.cture of godij for the worshipers of the Eastern selves, and they suceeeded in contributing very upon my remarks over night, his love of Jesus reworld, I can, perhaps, send an order over there and much to our amusement. Aa it was perfectly free, turned, and he seemed to regard his religion as still
obtain a.ll the gods I will ·need to aupply home de- and no one-even came around with a hat to a!!k for bettel' than mine.
mand. And a11 our people in America are very enter- a few sen, we could not complain that the exhibition
As Mr. Clark and I had got along so pleasantly
prising and ingeniom1, IJhould a demand spring up Wal'l expensive.
t0gether in the two thousand miles we had traveled,
for au unlimited number of gods, I have not the
•
GOOD BYE ±o J.A.PAN.
finding that we are also to be fellow-passengHs on
alightes.t doubt that they could be turned out at short
Just before the hour of 11 .A.M., all the passengers our voyage across the Pacific, I deemed it would be
notice in our mech11.nical country. Pittllburgh, Pa., having arrived, all the tea and other freight being pleasant for us to become room-mates during the voyand W &terbury, Conn., ought themselve11 be able. to aboard; the adieus and kieses between those de- age. Mr. Clark is also on a tour around the world, and
manufacture or create a great number of gods, parting and those remaining being duly exchanged, having undertaken it on a sum of money very much
should the demand ju.stify the enterprise. But in- and all the preparatiom: being consummated, we smaller than I thouglJ.t it nece11sary to provide myself
asmuch as the intelligent portion of the world are started on onrJong journey across the Pacific of five with, he was unable at Yokohama to procure a cabin
learning more .and more every year that they can thousand miles.
passage, which, as I said, costs two hundred and fifty
get along just as well without gods as with them, it
The morning was thick, and almost cJ a dieposi- dollarl!!. He secured a steerage passage, which reie: hardly to be supposed that many god factories tion to rain, and it was with difficulty that we could quired him to room with some rough, drunken sailwill need to be started in America 'for some time take a parting glance at grand old Fuji-ya.ma as we ors, and to be closely surrounded by the eleven hunyet. The Aeiatics have been par excellence the god- steamed out of the capacious harbor and took our dred Chinamen aforesaid. I deemed this too unmakers of the world, and from them many other last view of Yokohama and the bluffs west of the pleaeant for such a gentleman to endure, and I took
countriea have borrowed the gods which the latter city. Feeling a high re&pect for Fuji, I strained it upon myself to see if his condition could not be
have used.
my eyes to their utmost to obtain a farewell look at somewhat ameliorated. I saw the purser of the
We cannot forget that the God which is princi- his snowy summit, feeling almout positive I would steamer, and described to him that Mr. Clark is a
pally worshiped in America is of Asiatic origin, hav- nenr look upon him or his equal again. For an gentleman of too fine taste and intelligence to be
ing been gotten up in th~ western portion of thatoon- hour or two, and perhapil more, we steamed alon~in obliged to lodge with a. lot of brawlers down in
tinent, while the more Ealiltern nations have indulged sight of the coast, 'thus having a good opportunity to the hold of the steamer, and I requested him to
in a much greater variety of godly characters. The throw our good-byes to the Land of the Risinl! Sun, allow Mr. Cla1k to room with me. He gave his pergods of Central and Eastern Aeia have chiefly been with its thirty-five millions of ir;duliltrious, plodding, mis11ion. The steward of the steamer, a very genial
content to remain at home, foregoing the tempta- and very polite inhabitants, whose genial and friendly German gentleman, agreed to see that Mr. Clark
tions of a residence in foreign land!'!, while the god characteristics I shall long remember. It is with is duly supplied with meals during the passage; so
of Wel!!tern Asia ha11 entirely left the country pleasant memorie 11 its green hills and lovely plains Clark becomes my fellow-passenger and occupies
where he was devised-"hat contracted bit of land recede from view, and as we lose fiight of them alto- i.he room wiih me. We compare notes freely towhich he is said to have selected as ar1sidence in gether we realize the fact that the next land we see gether,and have, of course, many interesting converpreference to all other parts of the worfa-and emi- will be grand old America.
Rations, and during this severe storm the steamer
grated to .countries far removed from the place
Soon after riding out into the Pacific the rain rolls so excessively, and is so much of the time
where he was born and reared. From a laok of in- began to pour down, and a northeast wind ru~>hed lying over on her side, that we are compelled to
ventive ability in the god-making line, or from roughly and strongly aw:o-.y from the neighborhood keep our berths, deeming it fortunate, in the lurches
some other cause, this god of Western Asia has been of Kamschatka, causing us to shiver and shake, and of the steamer, that we are not thrown out on the
adopted in several populous countr:ies, and his fam\) to wish the weather would get wt.rm again; the floor. We manage, however, through all this fearand following have thereby greatly increased. His steamer rolled in a manner anything but pleasant ful commotion, to keep our equanimity of mind and
own original worshipers have never been but a mere and reassuring. We bad fancied tb&t the Pacific is to be cheerful under adverse circumstances. When·
handful compared with the millions who have peo- true to its name, and indeed pacific in its character, a specially heavy lurch comes upon us, and it seems
pled the earth, and this, has been a lucky ciroum- and we were led to expect a very pleasant :voyage; as if the iron steamer itself would be shivered to
stance for him, as but for this his reputation would but we were soon ready to conohtde that the name atoms, I sing out merrily, "Brother Clark, let her
have been vastly less than it is. As a inatterof fact, of this great ocean is a misnomer.
roll!" And his response is in the ~ame cheerful
however, he appears to b~ an uncertain q uanSu(tday, May 14th.-A heavy northeast wind pre- spirit, "Brother Bennett, let her roll!"
tity, n mere unknown quotient, and equally a myth- vail!!, and almost ~mounts to a j;!a]e. The Oceanic
During this long-protracted stOl"m on the Pacific,
ical character with the more numerous gods of Cen- ia thrown far over on her starboard 11ide, and the when the sea is far rougher \han I experienced in
tra~ and Wester~ _Asia.
But in the conflicting heavy billows now and then dash entirely 0 v.,r the either of the three times I have c~os~ed ~he Atlanti_c
clatms for recogmtwn by the sons of men which ex- upper deck, producing anything but pleasurable sen- Ocean, orwhati saw upon the Adr1at1o Sea, the Mediist among these Asiatic gods, it is perhaps difficult sations. My berth, or room, is N 0 • A on the main terrll.nean Sea, the Red Sea, the Bay of Bengal, the Into decide which has the prior claims upon our re- deck, and the foremost of a large 11 eries of rooms. dian Ocean, from Singapore to Java, the passage up
spect and which presents the strongest proofs that In Ol'dinary fine weatheT it is a very pleasant the China Sea., and from Hong Kong to Nagasaki
he is ~ntitled to our belief and worship. To me room, but in a severe storm as we are experiencing and Yokohama, on nearly all of whinh I wa~ more
there IS not very much difference betwixt them- now it is the very reverse of pleasant. The immense or less affected with sea-li!ickness, strange to say, I
between Baal, Chemosh, Melodah, Asherah, Adad, waves ever and anon come a~ainst the broadside of am not sea-sick ~~ot all. True, I am compelled to
Ormuzd, Varuna, Agni, Brahma, Vishnu, Pa.k-Tai the steamer, striking my room with such force keep a horizontal position, but my stomach does not
Chang-ti, Fohi, Yahweh, Allah, and scores of other~ and anger as seem calculated to wash the whole revolt; it retains the food I eat, and makes no diso~ these Asiatic gods. I certainly can see but little upper works of the steamer into the unpacifio turbance, and for this I feel duly grateful.
Although this day has been Sanday, and we have
difference as to reality, authenticity, and actual ex- ocean. And when those immense surges come rushistence between the gods of Eastern, Central and ing entirely over my apartment, the water fl,,ws several clergymen on board, no public service has
~estern Aaia. To me they alike seem mythical, freely in at the windows, and even finds its way been held, save the reading of the English service by
dtaphanous, and totally unreal, and I do not believe through the iron roof, suggesting shipwreck and dis· an officer of the boat. No sermon was preached and
o~e. of t?e~ ever ha~ an e~istence save in the super- comfort. The carpet on the fljor is saturated with no prayers made~ ~av~ thos~ read from the En_glish
the water of the sea, and even the bed is well damp· prayer-book. 'Ihts IS a httle out of the ordmary
stltwus. orams of their designers and worshipers.
I ·notice amo~g the personal baggage or freight a ened with a fractional part of the furious waves course for Christians, but I manage to ~urvive the
larg:e, neat-lookmg box for Gen. U. S. Grant, and which appear di~posed to overwhelm us and send us deprivation. I am glad to keep my room and my
am mforme~ that it contains Japanese paper. The to the bottom. I cannot think it was much rougher berth, omitting- my dinner, thinking I will be better
people·of th1s country excel i~ the _manufacture of when the tourist Jonah embarked from Joppa, on without it,-(To be continued.)
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known until.the year 180, and stranger still is the fact that day all the creeping things, all the amphibious·
Celsus had written a book before that time refuting the doc- animals, all the reptiles, all the· worms, bugs ·
tTins contained in the gospels which did not exist. Is it not
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
self-evident that if Celsus wrcte a reply to the gospels they and insects were made long before sundown''
for there was still .ample time to make man and;
were then in circulation and commanded some belief ?
PUBLISH:J,l)D EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
But there was another heretic, the celebrated Marcion, who woman, as we are told in the next chapter, of the dust
lived in the beginning of _the second century, and had every of the ground, at least the man was made of dust.
opportunity of discovering forgeries if any then existed, but not
TM l!Jrgest and cheapest Radical Journal published in one word does he say. It will not do, friend Bennett, to tell us and the woman of one of his ribs. The last job of
all is thought to be the best of the lot.
llurope or America, containing seDen hundred square irwhes that the gospels were not known until the year 180. The gosThe six day's work thus described seem to hav
pels are as well authenticated as any other books in existence.
ln!!re reailing matter than any other journal of its lcind.
They were so acknowledged in the apostolic age, They were been quite fatiguing, for on the seventh God found
quoted " word for word by the immediate scholars of boti:J. Paul it necessary to rest, thus finishing up the week. For
NEW YORK SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 30 1882 and John, viz., by Barnabas of Cyprus, the patron and com- this reason the Jewish Sabbath was founded, and
,
'
' panion of P~;ml in his first apostolic tour (Acts ix, 27, etc.), by every seventh day has been kept as a day of rest
Clemens Roma.nus, bishop of Rome, A. D 91, 92, and the disciple of Paul (Phil. iv, 3); and by the following disciples of by both Jews and Christians.
Mr. Whitehead Again.
Thus we hav an account of the first seven days
John: Ignatius, bishop of Antioch, who died A. D. 106 or 115;
Two weeks ago we published five questions pro- Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, who died A. D. 169; and P.apius, that existed. If time existed before that it is sup~
pounded by W. M. Whitehead, and made what we bishop of Hieropolis, in Syria, who lived about that time, and, posed that nobody knew it, or knew how to divide it.
to some, was a fellow-disciple of Polycarp under the Whether God went to work on the eighth day, and!.
hoped would be satisfactory replies, but it seems according
apostle John" .(Wheeler's Summary of N. T. History, p, 26). what he did on the ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth,
they did not qui~ answer the purpose, and that the
1
" The teachers of the church in general recognized the aposperson who asked the questions is not pleased with tolic writings, and especially tbe gospels. Irenreus, the disciple and sub111equont days, we hav no information.
It is, however, one of the simplest things in the
our responses. He has written us again, and here is of Polycarp, who went into Gaul and became bishop of Lyons
in A.D. 177, expressly declares that Matthe:w,.Mark, Luke, and world, according to the record, to calculate how
what he says:
John wrote the gospels; Theophilus,. bishop of Antioch, who long ago " the beginning" was. ~t was but-a short
SToNE, PA., Sept. 20, 1882.
died A.D.18.4, wrote a oommentary on the gospels; and Clemens time after seven days before Adam and Eve became
Mr.. BENNETT, Dear Sir: A short time ago I asked you a of Al<lxandria (between 211 and. 218) repeatedly cites passages
few questions, and in answering them you labored hard to out of the gospels and epistles. In the same way Tertullian acquainted, and after that they raised Cain, and after
show that the religion of Christ was false and unworthy of be- (220) and Origen (254) and the ecclesiastical historian Eusebius a subsequent acquaintance Abel came along. An
lief, and that it wes founded on a fable and a dream.
(340) speak of the books contained in our New Testament, unpleasantness, however, arose between the two
The account of creation, as given in the Bible, you regard as :which at this time were almost universally spread and acknowl- brothers, and Abel ceased to exist, when Cain emi.
a fable; we regard it as veritable history. You make the edged'' (Wheeler's Summary of N, T. History, p. 28).
Bible say the earth was created six thousand years ago, and
I think enough has been said to show that Christianity is not grated to the land of Nod and married a wife.
But when Adam was one hundred and thirty
you expect us to gulp it down without questioning the asser- founded on a fable and a dream, and that the New Testament
tion.. We hav search.ed for the place in the Bib!~ where it is is not the invention of "designing" men, but what it pretends years old he begat Seth; when Seth was a hundred
de:timtly stated when 1t was created, but we hav failed to find to be the word of God. Respectfully yours
and fi:ve years old he begat Enos; when Enos was
it. The first pa~sage in the book says, "In the beginn!ng
'
·
W. M. WHITEHEAD.
ninety years old he begat Cainan; at the age of sev.
God created the heavens and the earth," and that affirmation • It 18
•
't
'bl th t
b bl
·
stands to-day unchallenged by science. There is not a fact or
qm e ~OSBI e a we may not e a e to In- enty Cainan begat Mahalaleel, who at sixty-five be.
principle that is established in science that is inconsistent with du~e. Mr. Whitehead to accept the correctness of our gat Jared, who at one hundred and sixty-two years
it. It is not a fable ; it is history.
opmwns, but we can do no better than to defend begat Enoch, who at sixty five begat Methuselah,
Of course, you will claim that the Mosaic cosmogony is ut- them with such ability as we possess, and show such who, having a good long time before 1:J.im, led a quiet
terly inconsisten~ with the de~onstrated. truths of geoloey. good reasons as are at ha~d.
bachelor life, and at one hundred and eighty-seven
We hope you will show wh11rem they differ. Both records
0
f · d 'll
h
Ch · · ·
·
show that the ocean givs birth to the dry land and givs inhabur rien WI not consent t at
.rlstiamty IB yea'rs begat Lamech, who at a hundred and eighty.
itants to the sea first. Allow me to call your attention to the founded upon a fable and a dream, but It does not two years bega.t Noa~, who after leading a celibate
consistency and the harmony of thll Bible and the teachings of appear that P.e has rebutted the proofs adduced by life for five hundred years begat Shem, Ham, and
science on this point. Turn to the 104th psalm and we read: .us to show the fact. Mr. Whitehead being a Chris- Japheth. When they had become men the flood
" _Who laid the foun~ations of th~, earth? :r'~ou coveredst it tian, it is not to be expected that he will easily re- took place, and they all took the remarkable cruise
wlth the deep as w1th a ma1_1tle (the ongmal chaos.) In linquish the ground upon which his system e8t 8 A described in the eighth chapter of. Genesis.
. · ·
the 24th psalm, "The earth 18 the Lord's, and the fulness
h·. h "' 00 000 000
·
r
'·
This damp affair, according to Bible chronology,
thereof, for he hath founded it upon the seas and established re 1IgiOn 111; W 10• • 'i'6 '
'
are mvested,. With
upon ti:J.e floods.". Solomon, in the eighth chapter of Proverbs, 250,000 priests hvmg upon those who accept It can took place 2,349 years before the Christian era, so
says, "When there was no depth I was brought forth." You not be expecte<l to be relinquished without a very by adding to the sum the 1,556 between ~he time
may find lots of obje~tion to revelation if you are so disposed. earnest struggle. The main hope we can indulge in Adam was created till the time of Noah's sons, addEvery I?age o~ the B1ble, as well as every app~'!'rance of na- is that our correspondent and others like him will ing thirty years for them to grow up, and seven years
ture, w1ll furmsh plentv of food for your skeptimsm. We do ·
t th t th h
th'
·
W
'
e ru W en
ey see It.
e cannot ex- for the necessary periods of gestation of the nine
not, however, feel disposed to esteem a few unwarranted asser- accep
generations between Adam and Shem, and these,
tions as unanswerable arguments against the truth '1:1f rev111a- pect the~ to, do so before.
tion. We feel disposed to cling to our religion until we under- . Our fnena's first effort seems to be to claim that added to the 1,882 y.ears of the Christian era, and we
stand thoroughly what we are embracing in its stead.
the ".beginning" spoken of in Genesis was far more hav the sum total of 5,824 years, and seven days, since
Ano~her objection (and you are not alone in urging ~t( is the than six tgousand years ago, and that consequently the beginning. If Bible language has any meaning
. ~ternality of matter. But however 'Yell you know. tha, matter the earth 18 much older than that. But how
he
18 eternal, I do not know any such thlllg.
I know 1t cannot be d
•
. ·
.ca.n . at all that is the period since· the creation, and it is
annihilated by any process we can subject it to. But /because e~y the reco.rd ~ ~he first chapter m. Genes!~· m hard to see how Mr. Whitehead is to escape from it.
we cannot destroy it does not prove it to be eternal. It would whiCh the begmnmg IS spoken of, the entire creatjon, If a day means a day, and a year means a year, no
hav been as consistent for you, while in Egypt, to hav butted of the earth, all it contains, and all other suns and other conclusion can be arrived at.
the pyramids, and when_you had discovered that it _was useless worlds, is given as being performed in six days.
If, then, proofs are found that the earth is older
to try to destroy them m that man~er, to hav sru~ they are
On the first day the heavens and earth were ere- than the 5,824 years which the Bible calls
eternal. "In the presence of etermty the mountains are .as t d r ht
d
d d' ·a d f
d k
was ma e an
IVI e . rom ar ness for, the claims of that book are entirely at
transient as the clouds." But what is matter? It certainly is a e ; Ig
not a philosophical abstraction known by that name, nor is it (whether darkness was ma.de at that trme we are not fault, and are of no value. It so turns out that
a single substance, but a great variety of them. We hav hy- told), and day and night were named.
these proofs are abundant. There are the strongest
droge~, oxy~en, sulphur, carbon, i?dine, and many others, all
The second day was occupied in creating heaven proofs that the earth is millions of years old, and
of. whi?h res1st the ~ffo!ts of chenusts to reduce them to any- over again, and naming it the firmament and the that man has lived not less than fifty thousand years.
thmgs1mpler. Whwh 1s the eternal matter you speak of? Is office of this u certai 80
th'
t d' 'd th These proofs were alluded to in our former replies,
it iron or clay? If it is any particular one, where did the others
~
n me mg W~B o IVI e
e
come from? If it is all of them, hav we between sixty and w_aters under It fro!ll those above It! ~nd hold the aJJd as they hav not been set aside by our friend, it
seventy kinds of matter that are eternal? and are they eternal upper lot from fallmg down aud miXmg with the is not necessary to repeat them. In the state in
i.n their present combinations? or is it the simple~ elements lower lot-mythical proceeding altogether.
which Mr. Whitehead livs (Pennsylvania) there are
that are eternal? But should we gran~ that matter 18 eternal,
The third day's work consisted in teaching the thousands of proofs that the earth has existed far
h~W: woul~ that account for _the formation of the world and the water to run down hill 80- th t the
t ·
d
ongm of life? The world 1s governed by law. Who or what
'
a . mo~n ams an more than six thousand years~ Her immense strata"'
first opposed a rule of action upon inert matter? Where did elevated lands could appear. After nammg the dry of coal, the result of a rank vegetable growth,
the first life-germ come from? and how did it assimilate to land earth, and the water seas, he caused the earth which must hav taken place long before man apits~}f a material body?
.
.
to ~ring forth gr!"ss, herbs, fruit, trees, perfecting peared in the world, and these strata in many places
We m_ay speculate abo~t que~tions ?f th1~ character; we their seed and fruit the same day. This was a re- being covered hundreds of feet in depth, showing
m!Ly examm the lowe~t mam~estati?n of life as 1t con!lects 1tself markable rapid growth of vegetation a d 0 d
that immense changes in the earth's surface took
w1th the lowest orgamzed bemg, still the nature of life and the .
h b
. .
' n n
ay
place long ago; this, with the fossils in the strata of
manner of its nnion with materiality no one may know. To smce as egun to comp_are ~1t~.1t.
.
know where the inertia of matter ends and ths motion of life
The fourth day was occupied ID _makmg the sun rock, the effects of the glacial period, which was
begins is.and will be forever beyond the limit prescribed to the and moon, and apparently for good measure, the before the era of man, are conclusiv as to the vast
human intellect." Where inertia ends and life begins is a mys- stars were made also. When it is borne in mind antiquity. There are millions of proofs of the
tery inconceivabl~, unthinkable, and impossible according to that the sun is a million times as large as the earth earth's great age, but they need not be enumerated.
your theory of things.
th t
f th 1 t 8
1 h
d · '
It will not answer for believers in the Bible story
We believe the Mosaic account is about right in the time
a some 0
e P ane are _sever~ t ousan tm;tes
given of the existence of man on earth. We regard the small larger tha_n the ear~h, that moludmg the asteroids to claim that by the days mentioned in Genesis eras
multiplication of human species as a demonstration of truthful- and satellite!! there are over two hundred of them in of millions of years were meant, for the language
ness on the part of Moses. But that the earth was created the solar system, that some of the stars are more will admit of no such construction. The person
when man _wa.s first placed upon it I ~o not believe.
than a thousand times larger than the sun, some of who wrote that account meant a day, with a morn·
Geology ls a broke_n reed upon whwh n? depeadence can be them hundreds and even thousands of billions of ing and evening-a day of twenty-four hours, and
placed. One new discovered fact sometimes upsets a whole
'l
. .
theory. Every new theory is the epitaph on the tombstone of mi es a_way,, and that there are millions of them, nothing more was meant. If it meant millions of
· the old. It would be difficult to find tw@ geologists who aaree some slight 1dea may be formed of the fourth day's years, then the first Sabbath must hav lasted millillnS
either in their facts or theories. Thei~; facts are generally as work, compared with the other five. Inasmuch as ofyears, for that day was of the same le~g~h with
airy as their theories. Mr. Barnes says, "On .the one subject light had already been created and as vegetation the other six, and Adam must hav been m1lhons of
of geology, s.o earlv as _1806, t~e Fren~h Instit_ution counted was 80 perfect· that grasses. he;bs and trees could years older than Eve, for in the second chapter of
more titan eighty theones hostil to scnpture history, not one
f t th
l
d
d '
a' d f ru1ts
. .
of which has stood to the present day."
p_er ec
em~e VB an pro uce see s an
In a Genesis Adam is said to hav been created before the
God made the
It will hardly do to say that the New Testament is" founded smgle day, It would almost seem that that hard animal kingdom was created.
on a dream." The vision was given to quiet the jealous fears fourth day's work was unnecessary, and the question garden, and Adam named the animals as they
of th!l" old man" Joseph resp_ect!ng the con~tion of. the girl naturally rises, Why that great effort? This is an- passed in review before him before Eve was
to whom he was engaged. Th1s mrcumstance 18 established by swered by the information that the sun and moon created. Thus it is seen if the days of creation are
the fact that he sought to put her away privately.
t d t
k d
t'
h
h
To say that the gospels are inventions of ''ignorant and de- were crea e 0 mar an go~ern 1me, t e sun, t e claimed to mean millions of years the extremely
signing" men is rather absurd. The invention of such a char- the day, and the moon the mght. What the stars awkward predicament arises that God must_n?t only
hav remained idle in a state of rest for m1llwns of
acter as Christ by any man, wise or simple, would be a grE>ater were for we are not informed.
mir_acle than the fact. When Jesus was presented as the Lord
The fifth day was a tolerably busy one, though.not years, but Adam must hav lived the same great
of life to the R?mans _and Jews? so far from admiring him as a a millionth part so much as the day before. On the length of time before his rib was taken out and a
h~ro, they ?f~clfied ~ 1m as an impostor. The auth?rs of this fifth day the tens of thousands of fishes from the woman made of it. So which ever horn of t~e
"Ignorant mvention suffered too much persecution for any
·
h
1
·
· '
man to believe for an instant that they would thus suffer in mmnow up to t e w~a e, that 1~hab1t the waters dilemma is taken, the result i.s disastrous to ChriS·
order to palm off on the world a lie of their own manufacture. were made; also the buds of tbe air. No one ought tian claims. But so great is the credulity of some
Such a thi~g is" utterly unthinkable."
to comp~ain of that day's work; but
people that they can believe it was either way, or
It certrunly does look strange that the gospels were not
The su:th day was still a busier one, for on that both ways if necessary.
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Our friend says some very disparaging things of polyps, and which exist in countless numbers in trop- know that the earth is romid, turns daily on its axis
geology, and quotes a defe:Hder of theology to show ical seas, by the secretion of carbonate of lime, build and revolves annually r01md the sun. ·He did not
that the former is a failure and that its advocates up vast masses of what is termed coral, the same even know of the Western hemisphere on which we
are greatly at. variance. This appears unjust. In often being found upon volcanic cones beneath the liv. His knowledge was far less than that of a the earlier days of geology, when its teachings first waters of the ocean, and covering areas of many schoolboy of our time, ten years 9f age.
attracted attention, it is not strange if different the- square miles in extent and rising a few feet above
Still Mr. Whitehead insists that the very crude and
ories were held as ·to the age of the world, its the surface of the ocean. Hundreds of these coral imperfect story of the Bible must be taken not only
former state, the condition of the interior of the islands are known to exist, besides large reefs which as veritable history, but as the word of God. Before
globe, the era ; of man, etc., but it is beyond all utterly preclude the passag-e of vessels. There is an even the credit of history is accorded to it we should .
dispute one of the most grand, instructiv, and almost endless variety of these formations, many ·know when it was written, by whom it was written,
reliable of scienes, and of a thousand times more being as beautiful as the most intricate vegetable what facilities were possessed for obtaining informsvalue than all the theological claims of snpernatn- growths, including elaborate flowers; but the Bible tion, whether the writers were reliable and worthy
talism that priests and Bible writers hav set up.
says nothing of this, simply because the writers of credit. But unfortunately we hav none of this
Our friend asks what geology teaches that the knew nothiT.lg of it.
.
·
information. We hav no knowledge as to when
Bible story does not teach. The reply is easy: GeGeology teaches of the carboniferous era, when in the book of Genesis was written nor by whom. Who:·
ology teaches that the earth was once a fused fluid a vastly distant age of the world the great. and ex- ever wrote it could not hav lived till millions of'
mass of rocks and minerals, and that.upon the cool- tensiv strata of coal found in many countries was years from the time of the creation he .attempts to
ing, congealing, and crystallizing of the surface, produced by a wonderful. growth of the coal plant, describe, but of which he clearly knew nothing. His
various stra.ta of rockshav been formed;. that theae and which, by the action of water and other forces story is not entitled to credit, and fa~ls far, far bestrata are divided into four general divisions,,. and of nature, was gathered into strata and covered with low the dignity of" history." It is merely fable.
again snb!livided into· lesser portions, and between earth and ro.ck. But the Bible has not a word to say
It is commonly ascribed to Moses as author, as are
the formation of the different strata immense periods about coal, nor petroleum, nor any of its products.
the first five books in the Bible, called the Pentaof time must hav elapsed. The Bible has not a word
Geology, in its teachings of the order in which t~uch, but there is not an iota of proof that the claim
of this.
animal life came into existence, differs materially is correct, for it is nowhere stated in the books, nor
Geology teaches that great numbers of volcanoes from the Bible account. The latter says the aquatic in any part of the Bible, that Moses wrote them.
• hav existed in many countries of the globe. All animals were created on the fifth day, and of course But there is positiv proof that he could not hav
Europe was once volcanic, and living volcanoes still did not exist before that time, that the birds of the written them because they refer to events that did.
exist in Iceland in the north, and in Italy and ah· were created on the same day, and these before not occur tifllong after his death-for instance, of
Sicily in the south, Asia was also largely volcanic. the reptils and creeping things of the earth. Geol- the city of Dan, and the kings oi Judah. It is askJava has forty-five volcanoes, many of which are ogy teaches very differently; that the remains of ing quite too much that we must believe he· could
still activ. Sumatra and many other islands .of the marine animals are found in the lowest strata of write corrEctly of what took place thousands' of
Indian Archipelago hav had almost countless volca- rocks, and long before birds had an existence. It year<~ before he was born, and hundreds of years
noes, and many still exist. Japan has a score or two, also teaches that reptils and creeping things on the after his death, as well of his own death and burial.
some extinct and some alive, one of them forming earth existed much earlier than birds. Here the The greater portion of the Bible is of the same
an independent mountain thirteen thousand feet in Bible and geology decidedly clash. The disCI·epancy anonymous character. Nobody knows who wrote it
bight, disconnected with mountain ranges and rising in the order of creation, given in the first and second nor when it was ·written, and the writers do not
like a pyramid? or cone, from the surrounding plains. chapters of Genesis-the first chapter stating that claim they wrote by divine aid. Yes, theology makes
Our own contment has greatly abounded in volca- all forms of animal life were created before man, far too heavy demands upon our credulity. As
noes. From the southern part of South America to while in the second chapter it was directly the re- there is no merit in believing that of which there is
the northern part of North America a range of vol- verse, man being created first, and the beast!! of the no proof, it is absurd to accept groundless statements
canoes once existed, some of them, like Teneriffe, field before the birds of air-shows bow incorrect as truth.
forming mountains twelve thousand feet in length. the Bible story is.. One iltatement must surely be
The soundest and most reliable students and critics
West of the Rocky Mountains are abundant proofs of wrong. Animals were either created before or after of the Bible are of the opinion that Geneeis was not
~ extinctvolcanoes-4,000squaremilesoftraprockonce man. It could not well hav been both ways.
written till a few centuries before our era, and that
in a melted state are found there. The Sandwich
Geology teaches that there was a tiine when the the Pentateuch is the work of different individuals.
Islands and the islands of the Pacific hav had many granite And metamorphic rocks cove.red the whole It is belived that the cosmogony of Genesis was borvolcanoes. Volcanoes hav burst up far below tbe deep globe; on them the water rested, and of them the rowed from the Babylonians when the Jews returned
waters of the ocean, and in time hav formed high land-surface was· everywhere composed; though at from their captivity in that country. It is clearly
mountains. In our own part of America are· many the present but little of this primitiv surface re- proved by the earthen tablets found in Nineveh and
proofs of former volcanoes and melted rocks. Ge- mains. It has been covered by sediment, carried Babylon, and which are now in the British Museum,
ology teaches all this, while the Bible is ..as mum as down or worn down by the waters, and only those that the people of those cities had such a theory of
the grave upon the entire subject.
portions which hav not been worn away or under cosmogony nearly four thousand years ago. That
Geology thus teaches that the earth must once water, and so bav never been covered by sediment; the Jews borrowed this theory seems highly pro bahav been a fused mass of molten rocks and minerals. but the Bible•has nothing upon this subject.
ble, and there is certainly no proof to the contrary.
The numerous volcanoes, only a few of which hav
Geology teaches that the pebbles and the gravel
The aid of inspiration in the writing (jf Genesis or
been named, and which once existed in nearly all found in such almost endless quantity on and near the Pentateuch is not even claimed in those books,
parts of the earth, the great number of hot springs the surface of the earth are disintegrated portions of and there is not the slightest reason for thinking
in various portions of the earth, the fact that as we rock, an<l in the course of ages hav been worn round that Moses or God had anything to do with the
descend in mines and excavations the heat increases and smooth by the action of water. The Bible has writing of them. The story of creation and the Gar-·
one degree of Fahrenheit every fifty descended, nothing to say of this.
den of Eden is clearly allegorical or fabulous, and
all prove that the interior of the earth must still be
Geology teaches of the glacial periqd, which was written by one who knew less about the origin
highly heated; and the same is made more than must hav been long before the era of man, when of things than is known to-day. Mr. Whitehead is
certain by .the rivers of lava which still, at intervals, large portions of the earth's surface must hav been clearly too intelligent a man to think for a moment
are poured out from the bowels of the earth. But covered ;with vast bodies of ice, which moved aome- that they are "veritable history," or should receive
the Bible has not a word of all these important what as glaciers do now on the elevated mountains any more credence than any other ancient fable,
and incontestable truths.
of Switzerland, in Greenland, and other cold conn- written by those who knew nothing of what they
Geology teaches that the rocks forming the crust tries, and carried immense bodies of rock, cutting wrote.
of the earth are of two classes-the igneous and the and plowing into the surface rocks of. the earth, cutWe hav replied to but a portion of Mr. Whiteaqueous; the first are brought to the condition in ting grooves and furrows, and making the rocks head's remarks, but will hav to defer the remainder
which they are found by the action of fire; the thus carried smooth an<iroundish in form. In thou- till our next.
second by. water. A very large portion of the rocks sands of cases these large transported boulders are
WE wish to return thanks to the numerous kind
of the earth, including trap, basalt (cooled lava), found at a distance of hundreds of miles from
etc., are of the former class, while perhaps a larger where kindred rocks exist and from where they must friends who hav responded to our appeals to square
portion of the earth's rocks were formed by deposits hav been taken. In this way, by rock-grinding and up arrears. It is unpleasant to be compelled to make
made in water, the same being formed in layers or wearing awayfor great periods of time, together with calls of this kind, but when friends respond so
strata not found in the igneous rocks, and which, in the oxydization of rocks, soils were produced. But promptly our gratitude is awakened.
process of long epochs, became hard rock. That the Bible tells us nothing of all this.
DR. M. RowE, just returned per the Inman line
these rocks were once in a soft, plastic state, is
Geology teaches that great changes hav taken
·proved by the thousands of impressions found in the place on the earth's surfac!). Where large bodies of from a four months' tour to Europe, in company with
same made by the feet of animals, and also great dry land once existed is now covered by waters of his wife, called upon us last Sunday, and reported
numbers of fossils of animals, reptils, insects, the ocean, while in numerous other cases lana, and himself in good health and much pleased with his
worms, limbs, leaves, etc., are found in these rocks, even mountains, hav been thrown up from the sea. journey. He is a warm f;riend to THE TRUTH SEEKgreat numbers of which forms of life hav not existed On some of the spura of the Himalaya Mountains ER. Long may he wave.
--------~-------on the earth for thousands of years. Ali this geology marine fossils, coral remains, sea-shells, etc., are
FRIEND WHITE, an page 619, makes the inquiry
emphatically and unmistakably teaches, but the found, which prove that those mountains were once
Bible story has not the first word upon the subject. forcEd up from the level of the ocean. The same whether Origen renounced Christianity in the latter
Geology teaches that very long periode of time proofs are found high up on other mountains, and part of his life. We hav the authority of Robert
must hav elapsed between the formations of the we hav the same in our own country. Certain per- Taylor, in his "Diegesis," that he did, and he says
different strata of rocks from the lower to the tiona of the earth's surface hav been depressed, while an account of the same is to be found in Origen's
highe1·; that in the lower rocks of earlier periods, other portions hav been greatly elevated. But the own writings, and is confirmed in his Life in the
Greek of Suidas, although Eueebius and Lardner
called the Eozoic, are found very few forms of life, Bible teaches nothing of this kind.
and hence is called "The Period of the Dawn of
There are many other lessons taught by geology make no mention of it. There may be some doubt
Life." The next division or formation, called the which are not alluded to in the Bible, and which upon the subject, though Mr. Taylor certainly citesPaleozoic, divided into the Cambrian, or Primordial, were wholly unknown to those who wrote the £rag- very high authority.
-------..------the Siluro-Cambrian, the Silurian, Devonian, Car.. mentary books of which the Bible is composed. It
THE LIBERAL AGE.-We havreceived the first two
boniferous, and Permian periods, is called "The is the same in the grander portions of the universe.
Period of Ancient Life." 'l'he next ascending di. Astronomy teaches that the sun is a million times numbers of this sprightly monthly published in Milvision, the Mesozoic, subdivided into the Triassic, larger than our earth, that some of our s.ister planets waukee, and it should hav been noticed earlier. It is
the Jurassic, and the Cretaceous periods, is called are thousands of times larger than the earth, that conducted with ability, is an earnest advocate of
'-'The Middle Period of Life." The Upper grand many of the fixed stars are immense suns and ce~ters free thought, free speech, a_ free press, and free
division, the Neozoic, subdivided again into the of other systems, and that they are vastly larger mails, and is specially opposed to such ecclesiastical
Eocene, the Miocene, the Pliocene, and Post-Plio- than our sun, and many of them so far away that influences as seek to interfere in any way with
cene, is called "Th~ Recent Period of Life." Ge- light, which travels nearly 200,000 miles per second, these vital principles. This new candidate for Lib?logy teaches that tliese.four grand divisions of time requires millions of years to travel from them to us. eral patronage is well worthy of support, and from
m the .earth's existence must hav been incalculable 1This is additional proof that the universe has existed the low price at which it is published should receive
ages apart; but the Bible has nothing at all of it. 1 for inconceivable periods of time. But the writer of it. Price 50 cents per year; five copies for $2.00.
Geology ~eaches how small marine insects called Genesis knew nothing of all this. He clearly did not Address Liberal Age Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
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hav pressed the question in that form, and the an~ A uhort time ago a bmily re11iding in England, and
ewer given is, To the government. Thfln the qttes- having a brother in the army at Alexandria, heli:rd
tion arises, Who are the government? Answer, The one day the words, "Mother, mother, mother," three
people. Then we owe them to ourselvs, and are no dililtinct times, spoken aloud in their home, and eupA. L~tter from Ifansas.
debtors. They were created as a war mea!!ure, and posing it to mean a death notice, went to the publiTo THE EmToR oF TuE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: Wel. they were an important factor in .saving the country cation and telegraph office to find out whether any
come, thrice welcome home, Brother Bennett ! You from desolation, and now the Shy locks hav taught dispatches or news had arrived that da~ from Egypt.
ha.v not fought with the beasts of Epheaua, St. Paul- the people to !iay that. they are not money and worth- 'rbey were informed that none had arnved, but were
anxiously awaited. In the course of the afternoon
like, but with the powera of ignorance and Chris- less and not .fit to be used in time of peace !
I
fear
this
article
ia
already
beyond
limita,
but
they
came, and it was al110 stated in them that this
tianity, the Young Men'a Christian Alilociation,
Judge Benedict, Comstock, and fraudulent_ Ruther- bear with me while I giv you a few items on pro- brother, on patrol duty in Alexandria, bad been shot
ford B. Haye1. But you hav conquered them all bibition in Kanaas. There is quite a difference of that day, and corresponding to about the time (makwith " The Gods and Reli2ions of Ancient and Mod- opinion in re~ard to the execution and the effects of ing due calculation for locality) that these words
ern Times." The reception the Liberals gave you the prohibitory law. I cannot lilay that it ia a success were beard by the family.
Now, the claslil of minds of the T. Winter stamp
at Chickering Hall wau another broad aide at old ship or a failure ber11, where I am acquainted with ita
Zion, and she lowered her :dag half-mast when the e:ffect1. It ia claimed by tho11a who profess to know, are ready to acknowledge any P.bsurd theory to acLiberals commissioned· you to circumnavigate our aud perhaps with some truth, that there bas been as 1ount for this and similar things, rather than to
mundane sphere. With your descriptiv pow&rl you much liquor dnnk here in- Burlington during the candidly investigate them and see what bearing they
make lastin2 impreseions on the minda of your fifteen monthlil sinoe prohibition took effect al! there hav upon a future life.
Now, to be a little critical, suppose a brain wave •
readers. I regret to think tb.at the Liberala neglected lUll under the dramthop law for that length of time
to make the nilCesaary arrangements for you to hav prior to May, 1884., when prohibition became the law could take place to make an effect upon another
extended your travel• into other part• ef the Old of the state, and what ia true b~re is true ~n othet partu brain for a thousand miles, to what attenuation must
World, to hav given Ulil the customs, :Pabita, and re- o~ the state. . Inatead of hquon, bemg sold by the wave be reduced at such a distance! Then by
ligions of tho11e peoples, as well as thoile you visited. licensed aaloona, ·bear ic ahipped in by expreao by what manner of meanil could a brain wave epeak the
Your letters on Occulti11m in India open up new the case (two dozen bottles in the case), and bottles name of "mother" three distinct timell! If this
a'Y'enuea of thought on phyaical and mental acience, of beer packed in dry barrel• as gla•oware, and other theory ia not a thousand timea more absurd and im-•
and admonish us that with all of our progre11ion liq110r& are shipped by exprea1 and aa freight. And poseible than any spook atory, I would like to bear
in the different sciences, the Theosophists of the ori- my opinion ia that when the people haT the appetite something to equal it.
A friend of mine went to Philadelphia about' a
ental world are far in advance of ua in the psycho- for 1trong drink they will bav it some way, and
logical laws governing the human mind. I hav been there will be othera to 11ell to them and defy the year ago, and by a mere accident called upon a
of the opinion for a num her of yeara that we as a law. For we mbould remember that adult• are chil. medmm whom she bad never before met; she was
people were very deficient in the powers and sphere dren of larger· growth, and we all know by experi- quite alone. ' This person began de8cribing her
of the human mind. And will not the 1cience of ence that when we wish to re11train a child by force brother John, sister11, and friends in the spirit world,
Occultism help explain the my&teriouil phenomena from wrong habits, it bas a tendency to create in and finally uaid, "Your spirit· si11ter lielen is here,
and wanta you to do her a favor. Before her last
of Spirituali1m which bav bafl.l.ed the wisdom of some them a desire to peni~t in their waywardnees.
There
ia
but
one
way
to
make
the
question
a
sue,
llickne&li
she went shopping one day and called upon
of our mollt profound thinkers, and the aearching
ilkill of our aatute ecientists, and which, combined ces1, and that is by education, and not by the force a Mr.---, a merchant, and bought some article.s
with the other ordera of Liberaliam, :are undermining of law. The lawyera and the officials wltm1e duty it amounting to $1. 60, and she bought also from another
the whole superstructure of Chri1tianity, and are i1 to execute the prohibition act are making a riuh merchant, Mr. - - - (giving the full names in each
causing her to seek refuge in the pretense of harmo- harvest. The evil effects arising in the execution of case) a little bill of $1.20. Please go there when
nizing science with the Bible? There ia an under- the law is that the witnenes on the stand and juron you return home aDd pay those small bills for me,
current of Liberalism here in Burlington that darea in the box are charged with· perjury by tbQ lo1ing and I will ever befriend and love you." Now, he1·e
not speak out for fear of the church. Thiil is the party on either !!ide. I do not vouch for the truth- W!!S a fact to be tested, and, on getting home she
case with all buainesil men, office-aeekara, and office- fulness of the charges, but it would not be strange if went to these merchants and found it to be just asr
holden- Tbia policy is owing to the fact that this they did prevaricate when w& take into consideration stated, $1.20 and $1.60, and she paid these bills.
class of Liberals do not read aufficient to underst:;md that one of the highest tribunr,l• ever conveped in Here are facts that bear no corelation except on the
the numbers there are in the country that do not be- our country in 1877, composed of judges and !!tates- ground of an outside intelligence, for there was notbmen to agitate the caee of Hayes vs. Tilden ail to ing in the mind of the inquirer to giv any clue to
lieve in Cbri1tianity.
We bav here in Burlington, with a population of their claims to their being pre11ident, each and every the medium if she bad be~n 11. clairvoyant.
Mr. Winter says that" Materialists cannot be satabout three thouaand, eight church houses of differ. one of them voted accordin~to their political convicent denominationa-Catholic, Epiacopalia.n, Presby- tiona. I came to Burlington in 1871, a radical pro hi- illfied with anything 11hort of proof," but the misforterian, Methodist, Baptiat, Congre2ational, Christian, bitionist; but by careful obaerv:.otion and reflection tuue is there are no proof& can reach such minds.
and colored Bapti1t. In round numbera their mem- on the queetion, I am now a con11enativ. I do not They do not aeem to be able to comprehend a plain
ber•hip will not exceed 1ix hundred-about one-fifth believe that all liquor dealera are tnurderera and solution, but are quite ready to assume and invent
of the population. I think that about the ratio of thieves, a11 they are denounced byradical temperance all sorts of nonsen!le instead, and the cry is still,
church memberahip throughout the country, and I people. I find bonelilt, upri~ht men amon~ them; a!! "Proof, proof !" Yo_u might as well try to demonam satisfied in my mind that if all Liberal• would Ill all classea of 10ciety, they engag~ in the tr11ffio for tJtrate an abstru1e mathematical pl'oblem to a booby
'
as to attempt to convince such minds of the truths of
withdraw their influence and money from the aup- the money there i• in it.
If THE TRUTH SEEKER will giv me •pao& ·at. liloma immortal life. They hav neither patience, lionesty,
port of the church, it would !!oon be;numbered with
the institutionlil that were. I believe that the Lib- future time, I will giv my viewa how to solve the or brains enough to comprehend an argument on the
question .. But this ia an mexbaustible aubjeot, and aubjeot, and ae the fut.ure can get along without
eral& outnumber the church-members two to one.
them, and as there is no hurry nor neceBsity to hav
I will write a ver1e that I think gin my views of I mu11t leave it.
Wheat in this 11ection is barvm1ted, and con1ider- them investigate or believe in a future life, the better
the money question:
able of it threilhed, and report aaylil it will average way is to let them alone to enjoy their absurdities as
Money is the god of civilized life,
here in Coffey county twenty-three bushel• per acre. they please. In fact, the world i!! so full of evidence
The cause of wars and ci;vil strife;
Potatoe1 and corn promi• an abundant yield. Fruit of an outaide intelligence that is outside of the
Worshiped by prie~t, and king, and slave,
of
all kinds promililes ua a good 11upply. Taking all medium, that ponderable objectil are being conveyed
A.dored by sinner,.saint, and knave.
thing!! into oon11ideration, the people of Kansas hav a. bout from place to place, and that these movements
I hav often thought of the prediction of the late reason to feel grateful to the farmer and.!Voather are taking place in daylight, and are conveying an
Henry Wilson, while making a tour of observation that we bav a gooq 11upply of cereall, vegetables, intelligence which is beyond dispute, that it sounds
through the Southern atatelil in about the year 1868 fruit and hay.
refreltlbingly ignorant to hear our ·extra substantial
(his letters published in the New York Tribune), to
In conclusion, wg repeat, we welcome -you back to Materialists l'ihouting for proof of immortality. Why,
view the ravageil that the late war had caufled. In our common country with your pen, which ia more gentlemen, we hav been rapping, rapping, and rapone of his letters he writes, "Tbe curse &f African powerful than the sword.
CHRIS. BR•)WN.
ping at your shallow theorieil and obfuscated brains
slavery is obliterated from our national government;
Burlington, Kan., Aug. 7, 106.
for thirty yeara, and with all your profundity of in~
the next enemy that our country will bav·to contend
tellect you hav failed to account for one tiny rap, or
with will be combined monopolies." And anyone
the intelligence these raps convey. I challenge Mr.
Making it Warm for Winter.
that will giv the question a careful invettigation will
T. Winter and the whole school of material thinkers
be convinced that the late vice-president was a true
BlU.IN WA.V:J:S vs. SPIRIT COMMUNICATION.
to make or explain one rap. Prof. Sunderland and
prophet, for the monster, monopoly, ha11 developed
To T~E EmTOROP THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav all the rest are deceiving themselvs when they think
nearly to full proportions It bas captured many of been somewhat amu1ed at one of your correspond- they hav solved this nineteenth century wonder.
our-state governments, has nearly taken in the fed- ents, Mr. T. Winter, who bas such a summary way
It is a noticeable fact in the Freethinker moveeral government, and is devouring our manufaetur- of answering his opponents in arguments. He ment that fully two-thirds of all the persons it emies and public lands. To f!um it up in a small com- as11umelil that there can be nothing which he cannot braces are Spiritualists, or bav strong leanings that
pass, I will make this prediction, that in a few yean taste, feel, see, etc., and that the highest form of way. In fact, when they bav followed up their inwe will bav one of the largeet land ari&tocracies in any matter must come within his graBp- He seem& vestigations suffioiently they invariably land in that
the world. It is e!!timated that we hav four billion to hav arrived at the conclusion that the highest c~mp, and when Spiritualiats hav acquired sufficient
dollar&' worth of railroad property in the U uited form of matter is brain, at all events, brains seem to backbone and strength to unceremoniously kick out,
States, and seven railroad magnate11 control three be his hobby, and brains are his conception of the with lesl!l show of charity, all the pretenders and
billion of it. President Jackron, in his veto mes~age highest conditions of matter. When he leams, or mountebanks that want to make a living by deceivagainst re-chartering the old United State!! Bank, in acknowledges if be knows, that there are many kinds ing their fellows, it will become the universal faith
1834, claimed that a capital 11took of twenty-eight or forms of matter that he cannot grll.sp by the ordi- of the world, the fires of hell will become extinmillion!! of a bank monopoly was dangeroua tu our nary use of hi!! sensations, be will be in a fit frame guished, and a pure, natural; ~oientific religion
institutions, for they were granted exclusiv privi- of mind to learn somethin2; about what" spooks" established, free from the festering dogmatio sins of
leges at the expense of the people. If twenty-eight ar'} made of, and be will find that they a"e not de- the past, and its priesthood.
millions is dangerous, what of our present national void of matter either. The misfortune of such minds
Time and again hav such persons as Mr. Winter
banking monopoly, with a capital stock of three bun- is that they are too grossly material, if I may use in TH.E TRUTH SEEKER classed Spiritualism with
dred and fifty millions of untaxable United States the expression, to candidly weigh any evidenoJ that superstitions, to be routed and put down, while in
bonds, drawing from three to six per cent interest, goes to establish a future life, or the true life of this fact there is no superstition connected with it. It is
p'lt:l by the industries of our country? .And I con- org~nism we inhabit; for in spite of all external the only reasonable solution of the phenomena thataldu that 'the destruction of the greenbacks and reasoning and contention, the oonmciousne~li! of ani- are before us, and is gaining more converts than any
!r~Lotlonal currency by the Republican party, and mal life is something more than organization, and other movement of this day. In fact, one well atureatlng them into a bonded debt, one of the most the brain of man i1 a• much 2n or!Zan, and but an tested fact, 11ucb as there is an abundance of,is betll.coursed outrages that ever waa perpetrated on the organ, ae any other portion of his body.
ter than a thou~~and negation!! of the uneducated. and
American people. The greenbacks are claimed to
The most abtmrd tbeorielil are from time to time ignorant, who, while they cry for light, more ligbt,
be a part of the national debt by national bank ad- invented to account for those manifestations claimed are actually unable to see the noonday sun of this
vocates. H so, who are we in debt to for them? I to be spiritual. The latest is called "brain waves." age as it sheds its luster of immortality upon us, and
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are holding a heavy screen before their mental vision; . merry, for to-morrow ·we die. Why cultivate our uaed for some work in another direction. To keep
They cannot set- if they desired to do so.
; minds to all the higher sentiments w.hen ·death will the ball rolling is the idea, and not to be1lome wealthy
Now when these philosophers hav disposed of the soon end all-all the longing to do good-t.he' wish working for truth. Our friend says '' he has
little things, we will " trot ont the larger ~pooks" to penetrate into the mysteries beyond? I, for one, taken two Liberal papers for over a year, and they
for their inspection and consternation, and they will would protest against being placed here with mind to hav not in all that time published a dozen articles
find they did not know it all afterward. What the think, to feel, to love, to know' only in the· end to calculated to make man better or happier." Now I
world wants is truth, and we want to be seekers of come ddwn to a level with beast and reptil, bird and take those 11ame papers, and I mu11t say I bav been
truth, no matter in what department of life we find fish. Iiv it· not a deballing, repulsiv thought? . Ah, made better and happier by hundreda of art.icles in
it.
t~ink of the·grand men and women who hav lived them. Every new idea we get makes us better arid
Yours for honest and fair investigation,
and died, of those who are living now, and ask your- happier. Every noble aspiration we read helps to
J. R. PERRY.
self if it seems in accordance with grand old nature make us better.. Every line of good advice i; an aid
to well doing. Every argument against intemperWitkesbarre, -Pa., Sept. 16, 1882.
that such a thing as a human mind 11hould diet
Better be an Agnostic, Mr. Winter, if you can't ance in eating or drinking, or any other way, ie a
believe in Spiritualism.
he-lper. Every one who aends money or symp~thy
A SORT OF CHALLENGE.
WINEFORD
v.
ASPINW..u.L
to
the unfortunate is a pointer that. guides us to a
T0 THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTJI SEEKER, Sir: In
Loudonville, N. Y., Sept. 19, 1882.
better way. I don't believe our friend could read
your paper of the 16th inet. I notice in T. Winter's
carefully one page of any prominent Liberal paper
criticism on Mr. Hale's article these sayings: "All
and not find on it some aentiment, some word Of ·adlLB. WINTER INDORSRD.
statements without proof are worthless. MateTialists cannot be satisfii;jd with anything short of proof." MR. EDITOR: Infidelity, to me, is a grand word, full viee, or some lllggestion which is ~'calculated to
make man better or happier." If he can, I am sure I
If T. Winter or any of his friends will prove by dem- ot liberty, peace, ·and human happiness.
onstrations to my aenses that m!ln doea not liv as an . You may· not believe in conversion, but I do, and cannot. Here is a.sentimel)t I ju&t clipped from Ta::u:
.
individual man after he leaveil the physical body, I for the beat of reasons-I hav been converted: R!)b- TRUTH SEEKER:
G. Ingersoll, to my mind the i'randest m11n of
"For benefits return benefits; tor injuries return justice _
will pay iLs much or offer aa great a. reward aa is ert
this century, and yourself did the businees-conoffered for the spook of old Nero with his fiddle and verted me from superstition to the truth as it is in without any admixture ot revenge.-Gonfudus."
Would it not make us all better and happier were
bow. It is time that wiadom like Mr. Winter's nature and common senee; so that from being a
we jUllt and yet never revengeful?
should demonstrate what. it claim11 to believe.
class-meeting Methodist of the strictest type, I hav
"A bitter warfare again&t Christianity seems to
Alleghany City, Pa.
Mus ..A. H. QoLBY.
evoluted into a full-fledged, perfect, Infidel, Hence7 be the one idea that poueases the Infidel prells," is
rorward for me there is no superstition, n:o gods, no the next complaint. Well, if we wished to kill rum
LET Hill READ THIS AND REFORM.
devils, no heaven, no hell. Your correspondent, T. and tobacco with papers, would we not fill th€m
"Pity persons hav not got sense enough to write Winter, hits the nail on the head, and strikes the with this one idea? Would we not giv aU the testia few plain and sensible words with a clear mind if key-note of the gospel of truth, every time he mony we could collect to prove them injurious to mind,
they desire to benefit others." So thought I when I writes. Like him I cannot see that there is any morals, and phy1ical health? And is not this just
had read Mr. Winter's critici~m of Mr. Hale in No. halting-place on the road between orthodoxy or what Liberal papers do as rei~rde their mis8ion of
37 of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and. I :wondered how a blind faith, and absolute Atheism, or perhaps, as destroying error and e11tahliahing truth?
man who profesees to be a Liberal could be ao dog- some would hav it, Agnosticism. I was mur>h inter
" The future, which is hid from view,
JUlltical. H.is whole article, instead of bein 2 a criti- ested in the articles on the Slade exposure,-fully beIs full of. hope if men prov~ t1'U8
cism, is mere balderda!h "stretche_d out for egotist- lieving that Spiritualism, with Barnum, is one o! the
And follow reason's call ;
ioal e:ff<lct."
·
world's humbu~s. but could not understand whether
For then is progress sure to prove
He stretches up on tiptoe and seemll to ue~e all .his it was definitly settled, that the BelleTille man was
That peace and plenty, joy and love,
strength in his effort to make his mud-balls strike the i'enuin Henry Slade or an impoetor. It you hav
Will be the lot of all.
the "Spiritualistic cranks.,
the knowledge, and can set me right, I shall be
-Truth Seeker Colleoti<m.
.
obliged. Another question, .and I am done. YJu
ELlliNA
DRAKE SLENKER.
"No do~bt, plenty of brain 18 a nice thing to appear to be so full and running over with inrorhav," but the way some "hard-headed Materialists" mation that, while my hand ia in, I feel like impruvtalk cauaes me to think of the old darkey woman, ing the oppormnity Q1rered. It was stated in au arBible Morality in the Town of Webster.
quarrelmg with one of her own 11ex and eolor, who ticle written by the editor durin~ your absence that To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEJ:KXR, Sir: One of the
said, ''You ain't got no brains nohow-nuffin but a Qrigen, th~ famous Chrietian father of the second cent- most priestriddPn towns in the state of New York is the town
little dirty water in your head."
ury, and the opponent of Celsus, tef....re he died of Webster, in Monroe county. With a population of about
"Get their brainfiiiCOoped out" is good; but. as it renounced Christianity and relapsed into paganism. three thousand, they h11.v· a dozen churches and about the same
is Mr. Winter and the "hard-headed Materialists, Is thia a correct statement? Ju d lle Waite, in his inhabitants
number of clergymen,
hired todoctrin
do theoftbiJ,kirg
and pr~achwho
the are
infamous
hell-fire,forin the
all
who W!l>nt the test, suppoae he or some of the "hard- masterly work. ·says nothing about it, and I hav its pristine cussedness, to th~ir orthodox hearers. As a a natheaded Materialists" scoop out his or their brain11 seen no mention of lt in any of the various works I ural r~sult, S<'lomon, with a thousand women, is considered
and giv the thing a test.
.
.
hav read on early church history.
the author of much scriptural wisdom and morality; David,
I do not cl:;.im to be a Spiritualist, though perhapa If you can ~iv me the desired inrorml!l.tion on these the ke~per of concubines, the destroyer of all domestic felicity,
I lean th~t way, but J hav many friendll who are two points,. you will confer a favor on at least one whose hands were rlld with innocent blood, is coJ;sidered "a
what Mr. Winter is pleased to term "Spiritualistic reader, and perhaps many others.
manBible
afterisGod's
own a.sheart,"
and the pollutingword
rottenness
of
the
accepted
the divinely-inspired
of God,
crank:!!," and knowing them to be intelligent, truthYour frlend,
WliL H. WHITE.
which we must all believe or be damned.
ful, j 11st, and kind, I naturally feel a little indignaWashington, D. G., A.u~r. 27, 1882.
These foul records of ooripture hav been recently illustrated
tion when J hear such an epithet applied to them.
by some ot the lambs of the flock in said town, which bas
Now I am eager for the truth. The Spiritualiats
Liberals Should Look on the Bright Side. caused no little scandal. One of the most deluded of the good
t 11
~" t "th
· 't l'
d d th d
t d
AFEW woRDS To ..l coRRESPONDENT.-No. 2.
Methodist -brothers began to rejoice at the prospectiv addition
e me "ua
e 1plri IVI an
ea
oe8 no en
to his family, but hi~ good Christian wife said, ''Nay, do not
all," :ilnd that they are convinced and can _giv me
Our friend A. say11, "Infidels eeem to be aimless, rejoice, for, like the Virgin Mary, I hn been overshadowed,
proofll if I chooae to investigate. The Materialist• without any motiv ta ilympathize with their co· be- and it is not your child." The parties involved do not charge
tell me that death ends all; now oan Mr. Winter lieven.'' Is not this a mietake? Why do we see so it to God, as the Virgin Mary did, but one of the good orthoprove to me that there is no spiritual existence after many warm, sympathizing letter~ Bent to our" co- be- dox. brethren acknowledge! himself 2'Uilty of the overshadowing
death? Spiritualii!tli hav thousands of well-anthem- liever" D. M. Bennett, if the writers are" aimless?" durmg the absence of her husband, and the letters of resignation are now pourinji into that good ·Methodist church. .
ticated facta to bring forward in proof of their be- Why hav thousands of 1etters been tent to take ·him These revelations hav caused some to begin to tl>ink for
lief. There are many things that cannot be ac- around the world, if none felt sympathy with his tbemPelvs in this vicinity. Some even think that good old
counted for exoept through Spiritualism. I say this labors? Why hav we built Paine Hall as a home Solomon should hav been satisfied with 999 women-that to
from my own experience, having once lived in a for the Investigator and place where Liberals might make it an even 1,000 was a little off,. and that good old father
haunted houiie
· d u1ge meet for llOoial commumon, pleasant recreation, or Abraham,
scripture fame,in should
the
. · Mr · Winter will p ro b a blY m
virtue of hisotmaid-servants;
a word, not
thathav
the destroyed
B ble records·
in a scornful &mile #lt the bare mention of such a earnest effectiv work, if we hav no sympathy for co- of murder, slavery, polygamy, and falsehood among God's
thing as a haunted house, but neither ucornful smiles believera? Why are Leagues formini and leoturer11 chosen (too obscene for decent publication) is au inspiration ot
nor scornful words hav ever obliterated fact1.
traveling and newspaper~~ •pringing up all over, if wickedness and shame unworthy of our respect.
It does ~ppear to me to he the ne plua ultra of wr; are so cold, s.imlesll, and mdifferent?
The erring brother in Webster wa~ not as depraved as
. bigotry and egotism for a man to COlllpletely iO'nore
Why are ws trying to .kill the demon of theology David, for David murdered Uriah after he had ruined his wife;
..
· ·
.
nor was his act worse than that of the orthodox God when he
t h e testimony of hundreds, even thouaanda, of bon- and deatroy the weed of auperiStitwn, If we hav no is said to hav destroyed the ..-irtue of Joseph's wife to produce ..
est and intelligent people. If one is not convinced aim to improve hulllani ty? Why, when a Liberal i1 an illegitimate son, in tho seed 11 Iso of the monster David, yet
in one's own mind, why giv the lie to every one of Comatocked for opinion's aake, do all his "co believ- the church and clergy unite in declaring this boek, the Bible,
his neighbors who claims to hsv seen?
erB " become indignant and enthused with a desire to the most sublime code of morals ever given to tbe world.
''It would really be a pretty nice thing if all those right the wrong and foil the aim of the oppreasor? We hav no desire to deny th!tt many excellent pecple are
.
t r
· f 11
·
f h A
h 1 h 1 d0
k
th t th L'1b 1 h
still connected with the orthodox church. They are better than
lm';fior ~~It) -mo~gers were lll u pos!!esswn o t .e 8 to l;ja t '
not now a
e
era as any their faith. Their deeds are better than their creeds. Their
art1cle.
Yes, It would be & "pretty nice thing" more" perfect freedom to obey thenatur&llaw" than f11.ith is the result of early training and orthodox in:ll.ufJnces.
for the sn:all ~in?r~ty to which ~r. ~inter belongs, the Christi2n has. Should I feel a desire to hoe an The massesare•brginning to discover that all the hall we need
but I don t thmk 1t IS a pretty moe thmg to !!ay, for hour in the garden on Sunday for exerci1e, would I to fear is the poverty, ignorance, vice, and superstit-ion of this
.
.
really, you know, !!Ollie people mi~ht construe the hav perfect freedom to do eo any more than,has my world. .
r. emark as emanating from a feeling of J' oalou!y and Cambellite neighbor? Would I not be liable to a
The Bible and 1 ~ ~eachmgs are the. I?roducts of~ b11rbarous
. d
b
age, and are fast g1vmg way to the spmt of advancmg thought
mto 1erauce.
fine? I n d eed, we I.nfid.e ls are o bl Ige to e ev~n· and scientific inquiry, which hav made possible the grand
· "Muddled or addled p:Ates" may be a pretty nice more careful not to mfrmge on the law than Chns- achievements of modern times.
G&o. w. Tu&R~LL.
term to apply to all thorse people who disagree wit.h tiant are; for we are alway• under vigilant ob1erva- We.wt Webater, N. Y., Sept. 10, 1882.
one, but there is not much logic or reason in 1uch tion and suepiuion, juat all one who has once etolen
IN this land of freedom no particular religious
terms
iil always li.able to be suepected of doing so again.
Any allusion to Spiritualism seems to intensely I think, too, that asa general thing Liberals are health- faith is recognized. Why should ;mcient forms of
irritate Mr. Winter, so that he freq 11ently presents ier than others, as they study better inod~ of dress religion and of superstition be insisted upon? While
himself before the public something after the style and hygienic diet, pure air, and other disease destroy- liberal laws have been enacted which permit a person
of a tempest in a teapot..
ers I know I'm the only woman in Snowville who to be affirmed or to swear in the presence of the EverWhy fight so bitterly against that which in our generally answers the question, "How are you,?" by living God without making use of the gospels if he
hearts (or heads, more properly) we pray (wish) for saying," Very well." Most of them are never more &o desires, what benefits can accrue from maintaining
a practice which shocks the sensibilities of one class of
-we long, viz, a continuation of life after the death than "tolerable."
of the body? Perhaps Mr. Winter does not long
As to finances, perhaps the reason why there are eo the community and excites the derision of another?
for·such a condition. They say there are exceptions. few rich Liberals is because it is the reading and Why would it not be sufficient if the laws provided
to all rules, but I will boldly aseert that it is 1ihe thinking class generally who outgrow and outstudy ample penaltie11 ajl;ain&t all who should giv fal1e evisecret-if not openly-expressed hope and wish of the myths, and their mind• run more towards laying dence upon the witne111-etand, and that the clerk of
ninety-nine hundredths of the human race.
up truth than gold and silver. If it be a true rule the court should distinctly state to each witness at
What does all our education and progre1sion to judge by one's eelf, I must say that iii all my the commencement of his examination what those
amount to if we are to be in a few years mentally work for Liberalism I do not think I've cleared one penalties were ?-Judge .E. .A. Thomas: Oath8 in
annihilated? We might
-,vell eat, drink1 and be dollar, lf a little pay comes from one source1 it is Legal Proceedings. N. A. Review.
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MoNTPELIER, OHIO, Sept. 18, 1882.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed you will find post-office order
for $10, for which you will pleBS-3 giv me credit.
Thus I pay more in advance than I hav been in
arrears.
Yours truly,
I. M. SNYDER.
BRONSON, 1\fiCH., Sept, 15, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I am glad to learn of your proposed
trip around "Free America," and had thought of
suggesting it, but dion't want to-" crowd the mourners,,,._ and sometimes wonder if you ever rest,
'
Yours,
FRANCIS RuGGLES.
MAN9oFIELD CENTER, Sept. 19, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Excuse me,.I am one of the kind that
are going to do big things but never get at it. "All
is well that ends well." Here is· $10 for the support
of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Yours forever,
•J, S. MACFARLANE,
HANSON STATION, KY., Sept.-10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: You will find herein $1 for THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I would send more, but I am old and don't
know how long I will need it. I voted for General
Jackson in 1828, and still vote the Democratic ticket.
Ever your friend and well-wisher,
D. HAYNES.
FoRRESTON, ILL., Sept. 18, 1882.
BROTHER BENNETT: I hope I hav been the worst patron you hav· had,· Money has been scarce with me,
and I am very thankful to you for bearing with me
as long as you hav. I am much pleased with the
paper, and would rather be deprived of almost any.
thing than it. Very respectfully, C. E. NICODEMUS,

" SEATTLE, W. T 1 , Aug. 28, 1882.
Mn EDITOR_: I hav just had the pleasure of reading H. W. Beecher's sermon on the progression of
thought in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I feel like expressing .thankful congratulations to you and all . the
great ·and lesser thinking minds who hav been brave
enough to express in public, by the press, in the
lecture field, and in private conversation, the great
Freethought question in all its bearings, until it has
become possible for a preacher of Henry Ward
Beecher's world-wide reputation and vast .ability to
dare to preach such a sermon as that from a pulpit
dedicated to an orthodox god.
L. E. HALL.
.
CHAMBERLAIN, D. T., Sept. 14, 1882.
MR. EDIT,)R: It is with deep regret that T hav delayed paying for your paper. I hav been hard pushed
to raise money, even so little. But I cannot afford
to do without 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER, and I cannot afford
to read it without paying for it.. Inclosed find $2 to
pay up to January, and I will before that time renew
for another year.
I would congratulate you if you needed it, The
truth seekers hav done it manfully. I am· over seventy years old, but hope to liv two or three more to
see Christianity reeling under your heavy blows.
Yours truly,
CALVIN GRISWOLD.
.
CLINTON lLi., Sept. 18, 1882.
MR. EinTOR: Please find inclosed $5-three of which
is to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER for another year,
$1.50 for the fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker
Around the World," and fifty cents to help pay the
postage on the same, and I hope many Liberals will
do likewise.
Allow me to congratulate you on your safe return
to home and friends. I am of the opinion that Christianity has received a telling blow and Liberalism.
has been much. advanced by your trip around the
world. And so may it ever be, is the prayer of,
Yours respectfully,
G. W. CROWDEN.

MoNMOUTn, ILL., Sept. 17, 1882.
MR. D. 1\f. BENNETT: We are glad you are safely at
anchor in THE TRUTH SEEKER harbor, and hav been
delighted with your letters while on your journey
WESTVALE, MAss., Sept. 18, 1882.
round this little globe, upon which so much ado has
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3, to be credited
been made about its Creator having so much to do
to me on THE TRUTH SEEKER account, and please exin peopling and taking care of it.
cuse
me for withholding wh<tt is your just due,. and
· Yours truly,
s.
SMITH.
I will try and be more prompt in the future, as I intend to tak<~ the paper a<~ long as I liv if I hav to go
.
LEESBURG, OHIO, Sept. 20, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I never was so glad in my life as when without one meal a day, for I feel that I owe th~J.t
I read of your safe arrival home. -I am not much much to you for what you hav done for the liberaon the mutual admiration business, but permit me tion of bondaged slaves. I am happy for your safe
to say. to you that t·tbink you hav done more to return to wife and friends. I do hope to see you
enlighten the world tha_n any man that has ever once more and take y<>u by the hand, and my huslived in it. That is saying a good deal, but I think band hopes to some rlay hav the honor of looking on
your face. We wish you many years of health and
it is true nevertheless, Voltaire did much, Paine
. Yours respectfu·lly,
A. P. JoycE.
did much, but neither of them made the voyage of happiness.
the world.
Yours,
H. R. JoHNSON.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Sept. 18, 1882.

w.

FARMER CITY, ILL., Sept. 18 • 1882 ·
MR. EDITOR: Ynur appeal of Sept, 20th, remfnding
me o~ ~Y carele~sness in not remitting what I 0 -:'e
you, IS JUSt received! .and I hasten to comply w!th
y~ur request by mailing you a dr~ft for $3, which
Will pay for THE TRUTH SEEKE.R until J.an .. 1' 1883 · I
hav taken yo.ur pal?er from t-he pubhca~IOn of the
fi~st number m Pan~, Ill..' and hav no. nut~o~ of stoppmg as long as yo~ contm~~ to pubhs~ It m advo·
cacy of truth and m oppositiOn to error.
Yours truly,
0. J. SMITH.

FRIEND BENNETT: Your notice of my d<'linquency in
not paying my subscription came duly to hand, and
inclosed you will please' find the amount due you.
I am truly sorry that I should cause you the trouble
and expense to notify me, and I shall try hereafter
to be promptly on time, as I think all the ratrons
·of your paper and lovers of truth should faithfully
sustain it and its noble editor and champion of Freethought. And now, in conclusion, I congratlate you
on your safe return home. I hav followed you every
step on your journey with a great deal of interest
and pleasure. I hav loaned your. letters to a good
many persons, who were highly pleased with them;
and one person told me your splendin lecture, delivered in Ceylon, had made a convert of him. May
you liv many happy years and make many converts
to the religion of humanity!
Yours truly,
S. H. BRowN.

DAvis, LA., Aug. 26, 282.
MR. EDITOR: I am very glad indeed that you hav
finished your long journey. I congratulate you upon
your reception at San Francisco, and along the line
of your travel home. These Liberals hav acted
grandly. What an ovation to the convict! What a
WEsT BELLVILLE, ILL.,. Sept. 11, 1882.
stinging rebuke to Comstock, Hayes, Bemidict, & Co.!
MR. EDITOR: My subscription has expired. Find inI hope that Brother Macdonald will accept my congratulations and my thanks for the very able man- closed $3.00 for another year. The good reading it
., ner that he conducted the paper while you were contains is worth more than the subscription price .
It is a cheap paper, a fearless defender of human
away.
Yours fraternally,
W. V. TAYLOR, M.D.
liberties, an heroic advocate of truth, a brave soldier
ill the great army of justice, a gun in the fort of
SAUNDERSVILLE, MASS., Sept, 17, 1882,
MR. EDITOR: Your appeal to me for what is justly Freethought, a terror to the opPonents of reason,
your ,due is not without avail. I am in urgent need truth, liberty, and the right to think and expression
or the gospel of truth (not faith), for 'which I am of honest thought. It is a chief, a champion, a
most willing to pay, and I hope you will excuse and leader on the broad field of human rights. While
forgiv me for not remitting sooner. THE TRUTH the murderer of Bruno and Servetus, the haters of
SEEKER I hav received regularly up to date, for whieh light and liberty, the admirers of Moses and Isaiah,
I am greatly obliged. If it should happen that I the builders of the Inquisition, the lea<ters of religions
should ever get in arrears again send along another wars, the slanderers of Paine, Bennett, and Ingerbombshell and I will rebound it wi! h the price post- soll, the men who would· hav Bibles in our schools,
their unknown, unknowable God in our Constitution
paid. I inclose $3 to pay up to February, 1883.
to control our affairs, while they are forgotten, tbeir
Respectfully yours,
N. L. RANDALL,
deeds abhorred, THE TRUTH SEEKER will liv and
flourish. Yours for the whole world's liberty,
YPsiLANTI, MICH., Sept. 19,1882.
.
WM. T. BECK.
MR. EDITOR: You don't know how many glad hearts
your arrival home again has made in these United
ATALISSA, low A, Sept, 18, 1882.
Mn. EDITOR: I received your kind notice stating mv
States, but they are thousands. I should hav remitted promptly, but did not know whether we would financial standing, which I will settle without delay,
go North, East, South, or West, nor do we yet know. and think it is high time on my part to square up the
However, send the paper till it is time to renew, and account, which is $3 up to the end of this year. It
then if you do not hear from us you will stop my is negligence on my part, not paying sooner than
paper and conjecture I have passed in my checks or this, and I will try t.o remember that you would
removed to parts beyond the reach of the best bible like to hav pay.day come as well as the rest of us.
we ever had the happiness of reading, to wit, THE Inclosed please find the amount due you for the
TRUTH SEEKER, We shall ever esteem you one of the present year, with n·o ill feeling toward you or your
paper, for I must confess that it was THE TRUTH
greatest giants of this era.
Yours truly,
SEEKER tnat made me a. Liberal to-day, though from
J.
BABBlTT, M.D.

w.

my boyhood up I hated the idea of hell, but did not
know exactly · how to handle the subject. I once
came pretty near being a Methodist; when I happened to get hold of one of your papers, then it was
that my eyes were opened. I began to see the dawn
of reason come to me, and now I am converted, not
as my friends wished me to be, but according to my
own humble judgment and what little reasoning
powers I hav, and with the aid of THE TRUTH SEEKER
I became satisfied that no one need be afraid of
bell, god, or devil, or ef M~thodist preachers ..
Yours truly,
JAcoB VAUBLE,
GIRARD COLLEGE.-HAS IT BEEN STOLEN BY THE ORTHODOX
CHURCH?
l:)ALAMANCA, N.Y., Sept. 25, 1882,
MR. EDITOR: I am pleased to notice that the Investigator has taken this matter up for consideration,
At the Watkins Freethinkers' Convention a committee of legnl gentlemen should hav been appointed
to investigate the subject. r hope such a committee
will be appointed at the National Liberal League
Congress, soon to be held in St. Louis. .t\nd, Mr,
Editor, if you will ·allow me I will now nominate
that committee, viz., Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, Washington; Hon. Thaddeus B. Wakemann, New York, and
Judge C. B. Waite, of Chicago. These gent.lemen are
all able lawyers, honest men, and distinguished Freethinkers. Let· them be requested to fully examin
the subject and then make their report. And if Mr.
Girard's will is not being carried .out in good faith,
let steps be taken to correct the injustice.
Yours truly,
H. L. GREEN,
LoNGMONT, CoL., Sept. 18, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been behind in my subscription
since commencement of year, for ·Which I am
ashamed. Will make amends by paying for two
years now, also for the fourth voluine of ·your
travels. Therefore please find money order for $7.50;
6 00 on subscription, and $1.50 on said fourth volume.
In case you decide to make the tour of our country, which we hppe ynu will, you may' count on iny
advance cash for said volume.
We bav r~ceived the two first volumes of your
travels) and value it more than any books of travels
we hav ever seen; but I must say I do not like the
style of " Chronicles" from the land of "Yahweh."
I prefer straight, common-sense English in mine; but
we cannot all be suited in these matters. If I ean
find some one to take these books, we will send for
those leather bonnd.
With kindest regards to yourself, Mrs. Bennett,
and Mr. Macdonald, 1 remain your friend,
M. H. COFFIN.
JACKSONVILLE, FLA., Sept. 18·, 1882,
·MR. EDITOR: Allow me to ask, through your valuable paper, W. M. Whitehead what advantage it is
to any one in believing in the Christian religion?
Does he prefer prayer for work, war instead of reasoning, stupidity for knowledge? If he does, he is a
Christian and not an Infidel.
Had it not been for Infidelity there would hav
been little accomplished. The man that follows the
pursuit of electricity, or any other occupation, instead of Christian religion, finds more pleasure
worth living for.
Religion means slavery, obedience to priest and
king. Liberalism eets man free and flelf-ruling and
shows· him· by being his own master how much
better it is.
.
Let me ask what Christianity has done for the
world. Why, it tells man to pray instead of to work
in order to gain knowledge, wealth, and health, and
this is all it ever did. Why should we Infidels place
any confidence in it? ·
Inclosed fi.nd $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Respectfully,
AuGUST BuESING.
GREENE, MICH., Sept. 18, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: If all Liberals would do by you as I
do, you might be spared the trouble .of making mistakes and the embarrassment arising from the wrongs
of others. I regret very much that you hav occasion to dun anyone. It does seem to me that people
ought to realize how hard you hav worked to inake
the best Liberal paper in this country, and how well
you hav succeeded. And my opinion is that every
Liberal who does not pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER in
advance should feel ashamed of himself, and .should
at once pay up and also buy books enough of you
to giv you one dollar net profit. I always pay for
my papers .in ad vance, and if the time comes when
I can't, I shall say, Stop till Lean pay. · And I am
forced to tliink that some others would do well t:>
go and do likewise.
In view of your many trials and vexations I want
to make a suggestion to each and. every one who
signed the petition for your pardon when you were
in prison, to buy of you, in the course of the year
283, books to such amount that you realize one dollar net profit;'and thus provirle themselvs with good
reading, and giv you the mean.s- to insure yourself
against financial difficulties.
r· was sorry when you started on your long journey
around the world, for r thought you might not· be
able to swing around the circle, but now that y·ou
hav performed the task I am glad you went. You
hav learned a great deal that you never could hav
acquired at home.
Yours truly,
A. HUNT.
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.GARJ?EN GRovE, CAL., Sept. 1, 1882. · Ius on Liberalism.
.

As this is my first, and being a world and givs him new life. She dispat.ches Joe
Cook as a missionary to India, and the"coutrast benew beginner, I will ·say nothing more.
tween him and Ban nett. Llriv(~S all pros:'lytes. into
Yours for truth and justice,
D. 0. SuLLIVAN.
Bennett's fold. Cl1ris1 ianity i>lays her cards badly,
and reminds one of the game of whist when a specZaNEflVILLE, 0., Sept. 18, 1882.
:M:R. EDITOR: I hav just rec0ivecl a notice in regard tator inquired of a player how he got a'rong in the
to my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I would game. "Pretty well," saitl he, "considering I hav
say that my subscription has been paid up, ending lhree opponents." Cook played his game in India
Jan. 1, 1883. I hav never let the paper go in arrears so badly that Bennett won all ·the honors, and unfrom the commencement clear back when you pub- sought he had all the benel:it of Cook's tricks, to(),
lished a two-page paper. I deem it but just to say Bennett's travels tends to confirm the growing
that· it has become my weekly mental food, taking a opinion that morality and happiness among manfull Sunday to digest its contents. Your TRUTH kind are independent of creed.
I congratulate Mr. Bennett on his successful trip.
SEEKER is one of the pest papers published, and the
· F. J. EMARY.
hard knocks you giv in demolishing the structure of and safe return.
supernaturalism are immense. We are surrounded on
every side here in Zanesvillf'l with orthodoxy; in
DETROIT, :M:IOH., Sept. 3, 1882.
fact, we hav it east, west, north, and south; surroundMR. EDITOR: I found m:v. last article on "Materiallog my .residence; got it so close that even when I ism of Mind" in the last TRUTH SEEKER all right, and I
shut doors and windows the blasted thing comes wish to thank you for your kindnes;;, It is so difdown the chimneys until I exclaim," No rest for the ferent from the treatment we generally receive from
wicked!" I believe in a population of twenty thou- the advocates of Christianity, who would not only
sand people there is only myself who speaks out shut you out of their papers, but would shut your
boldly for the cause of Liberalism, and I shall hence- wind off if they could for daring to say or even think
CRosswiCKS, N. J., Sept. 8, 1882.
forth, as I hav in the past, fight error wherever found. contrary to the received dogmas of their church and
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Since thee came home it has
There is Jao use talking, I cannot' do without your creed: It is refreshing to come across a man, espebeen our intention to drop thee a line and to offer paper; I hav received the first and second volumes cially thA publisher of a paper like yours, crowded as
thee our most earnest and hearty 'congratulations on of "The Truth Seeker Abroad," and I am well it is with matter, who will grant a hearing to one
thy safe arrival home to thy family, friends, and pleased with it. You may· set my name down for the diametric~;~,lly opposed to his own vrews on a subject
country after the l_ong and perilous journey round fourth volume, and I will send the money for it this of discussion. I take an interest in your welfare·
the world. No doubt but that thee most thoroughly W~!lk. I remain Yours for the cause. J. BuRGESS,
hav since you were imprisoned for conscience's sake:
enjoyed it with all the attendants of fatigue and anI admire the fortitude you hav shown in your afflicBisHOP CREEK, CAL., Sept. 11, 282.
tions, and wonder at the wonderful amount of writnoyance that accompany inevitably.such a long jourFRIEND BENNETT: There are several letters in THE ing you hav done-" Behind the Bars," ''The Gods
ney. We ·hope thy health is so established and renewed that many years are added to thy life. May TRUTH SEEKER of the 2d inst. that I wish to notice- and Religions," besides other letters almost innumerthee liv to see a hundred years if thee continue in one from 'rhomas Winter, of Cincinnati, Ohio, on the able whiie in prison, and working prison hours. It
health to enjoy tllis life and this beautiful and boun- necessity of Liberals combining together for more seems impossible that a man could hav done so much
tiful world, and continue; thy efforts in the future in ·effectiv work in the future. Let me suggest as a in the time; and your letters whil~ on your journey
the ca~:ute of Liberalis.~ and breaking and clearing prelhninary to this end that we send in our names around the world fill volu_mes. Can't possibly see
the rums and superst1tlons that continue to exist at with twenty-five cents each and hav them printed how you could write so much besides traveling around
the present time!
,
with each one's address in little pocket pamphlets to see it all first.
The four sets of books of thy travels· round the for reference, and that all such shall be considered
I would buy your books of travels, but, it is trne,
world are all distributed to appreciativ friends, who as open to be adaressed by any and all such sub- I hav read only the first volume of " Tl~ Gods and
are greatly pleased and gratified with them.
scribers. Then we could discuss subjects of interest Religions " yet. I hav not had time to devota to it
Inclosed .please find $1,50 for thy fourth book of, in IlL more private manner than we might care to in and the first volume would not hav been read yet
travels.
Thine for reformation
THE TRUTH SEEKER or you hav space to print. Some probably if I had not had a cancer on one of my
CARoLINE
ELLIS,
"badge" to wear, especially when traveling would hands and improved the time that I was disabled
be highly benefigial among strangers. I hav felt this from work to read it. I don't get m.v ideaS" from
·
N~w ALBANY, PA., Sept. ,
to be a need of the times.
reading, but by thinking for myself, and it is nature
11 1882,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for my paper for this Also that from Mr. M. J. Rountree, of S}Ji"ingfield and not boqks that furnishes subjects for thought.
rear, Please pardon me for not paying sooner. I Mo., in alluding to '' Elrnina's" Atheism. I hav long I expect that before long you will make a tour of
mt~nded to pay you at the Watkins Convention, but wanted to say something of the same to her but as the United States. Tell the people what you hav
I d1d not see you except when the convention was in I believe in the broadest liberty'l)f thought a~d indi- seen among the idolatrous nations you hav visited
session~ I. must saJ> I hav attended a great many viduality, I did not wish to say to a thinking mind and what you think of their prospects for" kingdoU:
camp-meetmgs and other meetings, but I never en- like hers, :· Come ~P higher " when she was doing come," as you hav done in your letters. A great
joyed mysel~ as well at ~ny as I did at Watkins.
such effectlv work m her present position. I hav many might hear you that do not read your letters,
I W?uld l~ke to say a few words in regard to my thought that some people, like birds, are made and you could make eale of books and get subscribers
expenence m prayers. I hav been a praying man to sing better by h?-ving light excluded; they seem to your paper, and enjoy your victory over Anthony
some thirty-five years ef my life, and am satisfied to se~ m~re. deeply m.to the real condition of things Benedict, Crosby, Colgate & Co, It is grand now, and
that all th!;l &nswer I received was from my own by disbeh~vmg m a hfe beyond this. But r fail to that would be better still.
JAMEs HALE,
thoughts, !l'nd my opinion· is that every hour spent see wherem anyo~e ~ould. ent~use in dying for their
•
in prayer IB so much time ,lost. My folks are good 1 country or i~ sacnficmg hfe m any way, when it is
LocKPORT, ILL., Sept. 4, 1882.
church-members, and are very much alarmed about the only ~entage we ~av, and nothing to gain above
~EAR MR. BENNETT: Your friends are legion, all of
me. I tell them I am getting too old to waste m the c0ral msect that hvs and dies to build continents whrch greet your return with heartfelt joy. We are
t~me with s~ch nonsense. I hav wasted too much it is never. to inhabit. No; th~s may be a well of in unison with them in this regard. I should hav
t1~e that might hav been, better employed at some- tr~th, but. 1ts wa.ters. when w~ dnnk ther~of make us met you in Chicago could I hav learned in season
thm~ better than going to church on Sunday and thrrst agam! whlle ~ha:t of Immortality is a spring the exact date of your call there. When I did learn
hearmg somethi~g on hell. I take my pail and pick, forev~r welling ~P.wit~m us, _an~ we thirst no more, a prior engagement for that date prevented me'
a. pailful of bernes, and my family can eat them just 1 espemally when 1a1th 1s lost m sight and knowledge. which fact was a source of genuin regret to wif~
the same, and they don't make them sick.
/ :Vhat Mr. J. Hacker, of Berlin, N.J., says of '.'land an_d myself.. Now that you are back, and hav reFreethought is very low in this place Ther
. bemg free to each tiller of the soil" is of vital ceived the most satisfactory assurance that your life
four or five Germans here, all Freethinkers, a:da~: 1 importance to the happiness and prosperity of the 1!-~d labors are highly appreciated, we do hope you
tor me, I am going to fight it through on this li 'world. The monopoly of land will, if not checked w1ll. stay at home for a reasonable season before you
if it takes the balance of my life. . A, HEVERLY~e result i~ the slavery and degradation of the laborin~ .agam t~ke wing for any exte.nded or extensiv flight.
.
--· 1 P?PUla~IOn, a~d our boa~t.ed "equal rights for all, Your tnp .took much less t1me than I anticipated,
.
.,
WEATHERFORD TEXAS Sept
w1ll ultimate m a conditiOn of serfdom and aristo- ~nd, were 1t measured by the work you accomplished
5 1882 ' 1· crats. But I hav faith in humanity, and the eternal It would honestly cover three years at the least. ~
1\fR. EDITOR: Inciosed find $'1 50 to' P · f'
.
ay th
or your
.. Ies o f JUS
. t'rce, wh'w h ' though slow in growth r eg a r d s quan t't
paper. I hav been a trial subscriber
for
l t • prrcrp
1 Y an d qua l't
I Y of matter, we are perthree months; and hav come to the conclusione t:!t and ev?lution, will yet unfold mankind. to ripeness, fectly satisfied, and the "V •: subscribers, as well as
I can't get along without it, for with its help I am. from b1tter to sweetness, from war to peace.
al_l able to get the work, will find the investment
able to knock some of the superstitions higher than
L. HuTCHINSON.
Wise and proflta?le .. We hope that it will, in all rea kite; for out here in this portion of Texas ign _
--spects, be a paywg mvestment to you and yours.
ranee and superstition abound on every aide althou ~
OscEOLA, IA., Sept. 14, 1882.
. When ~ read of your narrow escape from drowning
in the last few months they hav b
. '
gd i BENNETT, THE TRAVELER AND TRUTH SEEKER: Absolute m the R1ver Jordan I could but feel how very near
1
There is in this portion of the co:e~r os~g tg:oun ·,truth is unattainable by man; but the search for it Comstock and the saints were to the greatest victory
of us Liberals and I hope we ar n S: B:. ou wen~?'. is his noblest occupation. Truth can be found in a of their live,s. Your physical resistance and persist' on every side by th
e gammg
· a pnson·
th ese d'1verse buildings are e':rc.e of purpose no t t o s r·IP out by t h e way of this
We• are assailed
rth d grount:t
Ch . ·''palace or m
tians, for we hav a variety in Texa: ~f allo k~!ds :~~,seldom far apart-but the prison is apt to hold the d1v~ne stream had the effect of nippi~g in the bud a
creeds, and we hav some clergymen that hav the grea:ter n..easu~e of truth. Bennett trod the path of ~esue they praye~ for, d~ubt~ess, dunng your whole
audacity to contend with us that D M B
tt h ' rect1tude, and 1t led through a corrupt law Gourt to JOUrney. There 1S no d1sgUlsing the fact that you
not. been on a· tour around the w . ld:_th_entneh has a prison. In the latter he learned the truth that are as intensely hated by many church leaders as
or g th a
ett as mamy wh o are m
· a Ch nstian
· ·
·
·
·
been in New York all 'the time writi
bastile ought to be ever P ame
or V o It aue
was, to say nothmg
of the
1 ae:~, o~tside of it, .and many outs~ders ought to be in. class of illiberal Liberalists whose petty ambition
for THE TRUTH SEEKER to gull .in t~e Li~!:ar:
get their money for subscription t h'
I
I H1s late expenence has told him truth smothered by cannot brook you well-earned and truly-deserved
sorry to E!ay that some of th ~h 0 i
paper.
ami ex parte doings of a Christian court can shine through popularity. 'Tis hard to tell which of the two aleignorant enough to believe w~at t~es 1: : clwfi are ! ~rison bars. "Truth~ refined as ever Athens taught" m~nts mo~t heartily desires your utter destruction and
the evidence they h v
d
: 't ~·
h all, he scattered on the h1ghways of modern nations and rum, It IS, however, easy to lmdersta.nd which are
the fact to any thi ak! an enough 1 IS, to prove\ Bennett's mission to pick them up and present them anima~ed by the most detestable spirit. I rather like
they can disbelieve ~ ~nt: peDrsoMn Beyond a doubt, to his readers has been well performed. Among thfe prhl~sts andd CoiD:stock for their opp~sition; it is
ed b t'
b .
re res mg an consistent; for them, theu nle is an
a
r. . . . ennett has been other reasons he le
on a tour around the world But· Just think what 1
•
• arn
ap Ism Y 1mmersion is honest one; they can do so and be true to their thethey can believe I They can .believe the creation and' a dangerous expenment even when ~a~ctified by the oiC?gical notions and c~lt.ure~ or natural instincts.
snake stories and the flood a d H
Gh t
waters of Jordan. Bennett as a mJsswnary abroad With tire other fellows It 1s d1fferent· their conduct
0 1y
Joshua storie~ and d . k th
~
OS and has done more good in a few months than auy Chris- belies their in~ellectu~l conviction, and their infaknow it is ll'
hnn
ell). own and say they, tian bishop and all his satellites can do (or nndo) in mousd baseness 1S a~ evidence how low human nature
. ·.
a so, w en they hav not a word of proof as ma;ny
H' f 00 t .
.
.
.
can escen9- when mfluenced by that selfishness that
of 1ts truth. All the Liberals of this portion of the will
year~.
;.h prmts m Ind1a espeCially seeks to rum where it cannot rule. There are sev1
country s)louted for joy at Mr D M Bennett's return H. dong ren;am.
at a contrast for the educated e;ral matters I wish to treat upon that I will defer
to his home and fri d .
' · ' .
.
m oo to w1tness-the benevolent missionary Ben- tlll embodied in an article. So much of THE TRUTH
search -deeper and ;n s' m:y he hv ~ong-, an~ st1ll nett on one side and the vindictiv Joe Cook on the SEEKER wa<! occupied with your well-written letters
H W
eeper a ter truth 1s the w1sh of other.. Christianity is at cross purposes ith 't If !llld other 1mportant matters that my last was put
a •
e are only a handful ltere, but we make the She shuts Bennett in ri ·
w
} se · m a back corner or the waste-basket. I will wait
clergy think we a.re a. big handful when they tackle kill hi
d th t
P son for a Y_ear, hopmg to till a more opportune time and room present them.
,
m, an
a very act sends huu around the sel'(S before J; make another attempt, GEo, LYNN.
M·a. EDITOR: I read 1n your p·apE)r that you conteiilpla.,te an excursion over the United States. I hav
long Wished you would travel in our own country,
and giv us the ·scenes artd customs of different localities. I am· anxious to see this Chinese question
ventilated properly. No greater curse ever fell upon
any enterprising people than this Chinese one. The
white laborer is praetically driven out, and the small
farmers are gradually leaving their homes in this
part of the state. Large farmers employ Chinese,
and at low wages, and poor white men with families
cannot pay interest (in many case) to say nothing of
principal, on the small farms they hav purchased for
a home. I hav been here seven years, and I hav
had short time to admire the beauties of this southern California, yet I would not exchange locations
with anyone east of the Rocky Mountains, even if I
had to work out by the day at Chinese wages.
YDu may rely on my subscription to your books of
travel in the 'United States, whatever they are, This
is the third year of ycrur pa:ner in my house, and it
is appreciated by all who read it,
J. S DEMING.
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The Pilgrim.
BY ALHAZA.

He wandered forth, a pilgrim from our shores,
No wealth, but eeollop-shell and sandal shoon,
He came wqere !'jocrates leaned down to die,
Near the white columns of the Parthenon,
He sought no triumph, but, like morning light,
It showered from minaret and golden fane,
· And learned priests forgot their mystic lore,
To press a hero to their hearts again.
Hyniettus's bees composed hi; fteeting thoughts,
And Helicon ran clearer 'ne&th his JlBZe;
Quaint. Eastern birds some Inspiration caught,
Cheering his labors with their harmless praise,
The pyrl\mids forget their e!lent ways,
And breathed of eld, a quaint and dreamy tale;
Arabia'e balm dropped clea"rer on his sight,
Weeping with love in many a fragrant vale.
The snow-capped mountain and tho silent stone
Told blm how nature wrought beneath the skies,
And Ja.va'scovertwlld oftroplc gloom,
Recalled Silurian heat and throbs and sighs.
No pearly towElr, no dra1wn's dark abode,
Where human hearts are sold on foreign shore,
Can tempt him longer from his waiting friends;
Hen(){'forth he leaves his nativ lalld no more.

Rhyme and Reason.
BY

GRACE LEE

MALLONEE.

There•s a tumult pnd commotion

In the t!;elogic ail";
In the sanctums of devotion
Lurk a pit-fall and a sn!l.re;
Inasmuch as men of science,
Mighty Ath•lstle giants,
·
Bid de:nance · ·
To the tenets or· theoloo,
Say that an enltflhtened view
Shows that pagaB, Christian. Jew,
All are chips of the same block;
All sprlni' from tqat savage stock
Which bowed down before the sun
As the great I'IJld holy one
When reli~Pon :nrst begun ;
That the only good apology
For the Bible,
With its tribal
f'.ontradictlous, lncongrnitles,
Is that it sets forth (though few it Is
Yet that know
This i~ so)
A perfect system of astronomy,
Th!l.t it &iva an expose,
· In an allegoric way,
Of sidereal economy.
Won't results, beyond a doubt,
Be highly comical,
If the Bible s-hould turn out
Astronomical 1
Let us trace
A curlous feature
Of the ca.ee:
Every preacher
On his elevated perch
In each consecrated church
Wlll be left
In a mo&t appalling lurch;
For his sentences rhetorlcal:!'{pw bereft
Of all biblical-historical
Solid ~~:round
Will be found
As extremely metaphorical
A.s their basis allegorical!
woe to all poor mortals plastic
Chained to rocks ecclesiastic
In that day when light scholastic
Breaks the unenthusiastic,
Cold, effete, and sunless gloom
or their spiritual tomb,
If no strength to break away
Energizes-their dull clay 1.
Honestly, 'tWixt you and me,
Where will all the churchmen :flee?
In that fearful die• iraeDay of retribution :naryWhen unable
To prove stable
That old fable
Which they bold no sort of key to,
What new scheme will they agree to?
Will they ra.lly in tba.t crisis
Round the standard of grim Isis,
With her taurine, weird devices ?
Will they kneel and ask Aquarius
To forgiv their acts nefarious 1
When they lose faith In the :floOd
Will they go and worship Buddh,
Or avow, in words delirious,
The suprem&cy of Sirius ?
Or will these religionists
Fight old Satan with their fists 1
Let us hope that there will be
some obliging deity,
Who will bless-if they obeyAnd, if they transgress, will slay
In the same Old Christian way
Their Lord practices to-day.
Wouldn't an old deacon frown
Were he told the harp and crown
Which he holds before his eyesHis reward In panadiseAre this moment shining down
From the high
VaU!ted sky
On the vilest man in town
As on him of church-renown 1
Won't all men of saintly pattern
Be surprised to learn that Saturn,
Venus and the Pleia<1ea,
Bright Orion, glowing Mars,
And a. host of minor stars,
Hav as much to do with them
As their promised diadem 1
That while they, upon their knees,
Pra;? for crowns and harps of go!.d,
Those same tokens, centuries old,
. Mock with pure, celestial 11res
'l'heir aurlferoull <1esire11.

What a universal leaven
Is this great belier in hea.,-enIs this humble, modest hope
(Of surprisingly wide scope,
By the bye)
ThAt enables man to :fly
F1·om temptation an<l. to buy
Shares in heaven and deny
His own wiebes and rely
On pursuing
Tbrou~rh the measure of his days
(Simply for his master's praise)
All the calm and peaceful ways
Of well-doing l
we, poor sinners, who, less wise,
Practicing self-sacrifice
For the good that therein lies,
Find our heaven in tlle eyes
Of our grateful fellow-men,
Feel constrained t~ wonder when
Cbris!:ians tell ua God will bless
Nothing pure and good unless
Intermixed wlth selfishness.
Outgrowth of that noxious weed
Orthodoxy tenus a creed.
How our orthodoxal brother
Would his holiest scruples mother
And ~in
For his little •hare of sin
If he knew rewards post-mortem
(Though be did his level best to Pxtort 'em)
Were but as an idle jest
Quite unrecognizable
By any power manifest l
How that orthodox would rave
On discovering death gave
Nothing but a yawning gravel
. It is not ad visablo,
Upon the whole
To to.keaway
From such poor clay
Faith in the immortality
Of its small soul,
Lest its individuality
Merge into condeneed rascality.
My moral, brethren, must be clea1·:
Do rillht and find your heaven here.

What Dr. Siemens Expects from
the Gas Engin.
·From the .Now York &.n,

In his recent inaugural address II!! president
of the British Associ&tion, Dr. Siemens suggested that the time mig-ht not be far distant
when the gas engin would displace on board
our ~hips " the somewhat complicated and
dangerous steam boiler" now in use. The advent of such an engin and of the dynamo-machine, he declared, must :r:rftlrk a new era of
material progues at least equal to that produced by the introduction of steam power in
the early part of the <'entury.
The great advantage of the gas engin is beliPVed to b!l its saving of fuel. According to
Dr. Siemens, the best steam engin yet constructed doe! not yield in mechanical effect
more than one-seventh part of the heat energy
residing in the fuel consumed, whereas the
factor of efficiency of the gas engin is one-quarter. If, th.,refore, it sh&ll be adapted to vessels, the g11s engin, being of half the weight of
the present steam en gin and boilers, and working with only about half the present e:xpenditure of fuel, will admit of an addition of thirty
per cent to the cargo of "an Atlantic propeller
vessel, no longer to be called a steamer." That
improvement accomplished, th~ balance of advantages in flfVor of such vessels would be sufficient, as he says, to restrict the use of sailing
cra.ft chiefly to the regattas of sport~men.
As it is now, steam is rapidly driving sails
-from the ocean, just &s iron and steel are superseding wood for ship construction. Out of the
780 vessels building, or preparing to be built, in
the United Kingdom, on the 30th of June last,
only 130 were .sailing craft, while 650 were
steamships; and of this whole number only
49 sailing vessels and ·6 steam vessels were of
wood, while steel or homogeneous iron, which is
de~~ed to become the great material for ship
buildmg, was used for 89 steam and 11 sailing
vessels.
The great advances hitherto made in steam
vessels hav been in the direction of saving fuel,
in lighter machinery, in the substitution of the
screw for side wheels, and in .;he use of iron
and steel instead of wood for their construction.
A wooden ship could not be built to perform
like the Alaska or the Arizona. Whereas in
the days of the old Collins line the steam was
expanded only twice, and the pressure carried
was only 18 pounds. The e:xpansion now is
ten or twelve times, and the pressure is 90 to a
100 pounds. The old Cunarders, the Asia,
Africa, and Canada, carried a pressure of 10
pounds merely.
The consequence has been the enormous increase in the size of the ocean steamers and the
great advance in their speed. In April, 1838,
the Sirius first crossed the Atlantic in seventeen
dR.ys from Liverpool and fifteen days from
Queenstotvn . . She was of 700 tons and 320
horse-power. The Servia, built in 1881, has
an extreme length of 530 feet, and a displacement of 13,000 tons. The City of Rome, built
in the same year, is 600 feet long, and ha.s a
displacement of 13,500 . tons. The AlaEka,
which is 500 feet long, and of 12,ooo tons displacement, has done the distance between
Queenstown ani! New York in 7 days, 4 heurs,
and 32 minutes, and the return voyage in 6
days and 22 hours, a mean ocean speed of
about 17 knots an hour, or more than double
that of the first steam vessels which crossed the

Its far greater lightness as compared with the
steam engin arrd boilers, and its lesser consumption of coal to. produce the same effect,
will admit of a much larger cargo, and grea'er
speed may be obtained without too much sacrifice of the cargo capacity of the vessel.

A Mod~rn Sermon.
SJIOWJNG HOW MUCH MAT BE M.lDE OF A SIMPLE
TEXT 11Y AN INGENIOU! PREACIIER,
Brethren, the words of my text are :
Old Mo'her Hubbard, she went to the cupboard
To get her poor dog a bone;
But when she JlOt tnere the cupboard was bare,
And eo the poor dog had none.
·
I propose this evening to analyze their meaning, and to attempt to apply it, lofty as it may
be, to our every-day life •.
Old Mother Hubbard. she went to the cupboard
To get her poor dog a bone.
Mother Hubbard, y<lu see, was old; there being no mention of others, we may presume she
was alone; a widow-a friendlefll!, old solitary
widow.
Yet did she despair? Did she sit down and
weep, or read a novel, or wring her hands ?
No! "She went to the cupboard." And here
observe that she went to the cupboard. She did
not hop, or ~kip, or run, or jump, or use any
other peripatetic artifice; she solely and merely
went to the cupboard.
We hav seen that she was old and lonely, and
we now further see .that she was poor. For,
mark, the words are "the cupboard."
Not" one of the cupboards," or" the righthand cupboard," or " the left-hand cupboard,"
or the one above, or the one below, or the one
under the etair, but just the cupboard. The
one little humble cupboard the poor widow
possesRed. And why did she go to the cupboard? Was it to· bring forth gplden goblets,
or glittering precious stones, ol" costly apparel.
or feasts, or any other &ttrJbutes of wealth ?
It WM to get her poor dog a bone! Not only
was the widow poor, but her dog, the sole prop
of her age, was poor too.
We can imagin the ecene. The poor dog
crouching• in. the corner, looking wistfully at the
solitary cupboard and the. widow going to
that cupboard-in hope, in e:xpectation m3ybe-to open it, although we are not distinctly
told that it was not half open or ajar-to open
it for that poor dog.
But wben !he got there the cupbot.rd was bare,
Anll eo the pool' dog had none.
''When she got there!"
You see, dear
brethren, what perseverance is.
You see the beauty of persistence in doing
right. She got there.
There are no turnings and twistings, no slippings and &idinge, no leaning to the right or
falterings to the left.
With glorious simplicity we are told she gt-t
there.
.
And how was her noble effort rewardeJ ?
''The cupboard was bare!" It was bare!
Th~re were to be found neither oranges, nor
chee~ecakes, nor penny buns, nor gingerbread,
crackers, nor nuts, nor lucifer matches.
The cupboard wa.s bare !
There was but one, only one, solitary cupboard in the whole of that cottage, and that
one, the sole hope of the widow and the glorious
loadstar or the poor dog; was bare ! Had there
been a leg of mutton, a loin of lamb, a fillet of
veal, even an ice from Gunter's, the case would
hav been different, the incident would hav been
otherwise.
Many of you will probably say, with all the
pride of worldly sophiotry: "The widow no
doubt went out and bought a dog biscuit."
Ah, no ! Far removed from these earthly
ideas, these mundane. desires, poor Mother
Hubbard, the widow, whom many thoughtless
worldlings would despise in that she only owned
one cupboard, perceived-:-or I might even say
sa:vr-at once the relentless logic of the situation, and yielded to it with all the heroism of
that nature which had enabled her without devi&tion to reach the barren cupboard.
She did not attempt, like the stiff-necked
scoffers of this generation, to war against the
inevitable; she did not try, like the so-called
men of science, to explain what she did not understand.
She did nothing. "The poor dog had none!"
And then at this point our information ceases. ·
But do we not know sufficient? Are we not
cogniz!l.nt of enough ?
·
Who would dare to pierce the veil that
shrouds the ulterior fate of old Mother Hubbard, the poor dog, the cupboard, or the bone
that was not there?
Must we imagin her still standing at the open
cupboard door-depict to ourselvs the dog still
drooping his disappointed tail upon the floorthe sought-for bone still remaining somewhere
else?
Ah ! no, my dear brethren, we are not so
permitted to attempt to read the future. Suffice for us to glean from this beautiful story its
many blessings; suffice it for us to apply thew,
to study them as far as in us lies.
National Convention of Spiritualists

munications, or at least their name and address
as In sympathy with this movement Among~
few of the mltny who hav signified tbeir in ten ton
of being present if poeslble, are Maria W. Ifing, A.
J. King, Dr. J. IlL Peebles, Capt. H. H. Brown, J.
P. Whiting, Giles B-. Stebbins, Mrs. L. A. Pearsall
Cbas. A. Andrus, A. B. French,-J. H, Palmer, etc',
4ot38
By order of Comm!Ltee of Arrangements,

KNOWLEDGE· IS POWER.
READ.

The untold miseries that result from Jndlscretl•'n In

~~~lfit ~~T. ~~~rt~gn ~~~';1iJ"tur~'t,~s~':I:Le:fJ'~~~ :~

medical work publ!ahe<l by the Peabody ltiedical
Institute, Booton. entitled the ScJenee or Life;
or~ Self Po-eservation. It Is not only a. comp\et<>
ana perfect treatise on Manhood, Exbauoted VItality,
Nervous and Pb•alcal Debility, Premature lleellne In
man, Errors of Youth, etc , but it co" tl\ins one hundred
and t.wenty-1\Te prescriptions tor •cute and chronic diPeases, each one ot which is invaluttble, so
proved by the author, whol!le experience !or 21 years is
•ach •s probably never before tell to th<> lot ot any phY•·
lcl~n. It cont&lns 800 pa•os. bound ln beautiful embossed
cover•, tun gilt, embelllollcd with tilt< very JlneRt oteel en.

gra.v1niH. guan.ntr ed to be a :1"mer work in every sen!e0

~~8:~\'i:'~~~~".[c:'~~t~; f~~~2~~J~~~ltht:~o":J~ ~~~rb':~~~

!nnded in every ln•tonce. Price only $1.25. Gold Medal
awarded the author by the National Medico! .Asaocl> tlon.
llluatrated sample sent on receipt of six cent•. Send now.
.Addres• PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bultlnsh •treet, Boston, Mass.
The aathor may be consulted on all diseases requiring
aktll nnd experience.
.
lySS

· Florid_a, Ho!
LIBER.t.LS VISITING 'PAL.A.TK.l, FLA..,
CAN FIND A CONGENIAL COUNTRY HOME
TWO AND ONE-HALF MILES SOUTHWEST
OF THE CITY;.HIGH, HEALTHY, .A.l"'D AMONG
THE PINES. A.ddru•
MARY A.. VORE,
a~t.t
P. 0. BOX 22.
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TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWSPAPERS,
And with previous Trans1atlons dlilgently compared and
revised.

,

By Col. NJ. E. BILLINGS.
SECOND EDITION.

Price Twenty-five Cents.
D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth at., N.Y. city.
THE

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES
OF

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh.
D. M. Bennett, Scribe.
ALSO

THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT TJIE APOSTLE TO THB
TRUTH SEEKERS.
From Volume 11. of".A 2RU'lH SBiiJKBR .A.ROUNJJ 2HB
WORLJJ."
Price$1.00

D. M. BENNETT,
street, New York

141 Eighth

THE FIRST EPISTLE
OF

Bennett the Apostle
TO

THE TRUTH SEEKERS.
From the Borders of the LAND OF YAHWEH.

Being ten chapters ot Excellent Moral Maxims and Instruction•, somewhat after the style ot Pat>!.
Price Ten Cents.
D. M. BENNETT,141 Eighth st., N.Y. city.

"ANT I CHRIST."
Proving concluslvly that
THB STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
JI!s birth, lite, trial, execution, etc.-is a myth.
Price, $2.00.
141 Eighth st., New York•.

SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY :
Ancient and Modern.
By .JA.MES A.N'I'HONY FR01JDE.
Prtco, 25 ce11t11."

At Detroit, Mlch , in Royal Templu's Hall, corner
BOOKS BY l'tl. B.-\BCOCK.
of Woodward and Grand River avenues. on Frl•
day, Saturday, and Sunday, Oct. '1:7, 28, and 29, Why Don't God li:tll tile De"Vil 'f 25 cents.
Sttperstition; the Ueliglon ot· Believe ol'
1882. This. convention is for the purpose of dis- be Daanned. 25 cents.
tl ·
cussing the feasibility of organization among 'I' be Ghost or St. Johns. 25 cents.
A antic.
Spiritualists upon a rational, scienti:tl.c, philoaoph-" The Roaring Lion on tile 'I' rack. 15 cents.
The above books are bav!ng a big run .. They are full of
Undoubtedly if the gas engin shall be able leal, and moral basis. Many hundreds hav in- fire,
life, and aolld !acts; and are oacked by hoots of testi·
to do what Dr. Siemens anticipates, it will giv· dorsed this call, and !tis hoped each -devo!ed true mon!als
from the most eminent Freethinkers.
For lillie by D. M. ,B.&NNliiTT,
ocean ne.vigation another IIJld al!trong impulse. Spintua.llit will either be present or send eom-
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THE- TRU'l;H SEEKER.. SEPTEMBER 30, 1882..

The Phantom Form,

VOL§. I. and II. NOW READY.

TO TRI&L SUBS«JRIBERI

Price $2.00 each.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

EXPERIENCES IN EARTH AND SPIRIT LIFE

through the trance med!uroshlp or

0

revelations fr~m the spirit w&rld.
Death Foretold; Deo.th-bed Vtslons and Revehtlons; r.
There Another Life? Angel Minlotratlon; Spirit Prophecy Fulftlled; Saved rrom a Horrible Fate by Spirit Warn-

~~,fit&~t~:~:s J~s~!~~r~;uJ~t~~fP~~~r(!;c~~~ ¥re~~g

F<>retol1; My Sndden Departure frnm Earth Life; Flrot

t;"~~g'U~!t~ndWrJa~!e~ ¥r~r:~~~~~l ~.,S,~U~~ ~i>ne~~o~ii

God; Spirits Attend aM a.rrttge Ceremony o:r Earth; Marrl<ge In Spirit Life· Temple or Science; Llorary; Moden
of Trnellng; Vl•it/ng Another Pl•net; Meeting of Husband and Wlte, whose earthly marriage had been untortub.a.te, and many important revelations are given of life and
its employm~J~~s~he spirit w~~l'll.d~efJ; ~~t~'6'£.1ng.
SS
Ottumwa, Iowa.

The Spiritual· Offering.
A LARGE, EIGHT·PAGE JOURNAL.
DEVOTED TO

The Interests _of Humanity from a
-Spiritualistic and Scientific
Standpoint.
ISSUED WEEKLY AT OTTUMWA, IOWA.
FOX & WILSON, Publishers.
D. M. and NETTIE P. FOX •....•..•....... Editors.
M. K. WILSO.N .•.................. AsslstantEdltor.
The Offtring
be conducted Independently, !mj>artlally. Rothlng looking to man's welfare wtll b~ deemed

will

l'.!~~~i~~t!,R~t~swt?a~~":i~l~~:g~ai~\t~ ~~~b~f.1 1~~';."!u~
1
~;',c~,rtnitb~~R~ot~~~ ~~ tir~fc~f.~1t~".! 1:~~~¥..~'Jo~~:
n&l. but broad, progresslv,l!beral-wlll glv ralr and equal
expression to all forms or thougbt_ Above all things, It
alms to he Liberal, to be devoted to Spiritualism In "Its
broadest. highest, meat extensiT appllcation.
Among Its contributor» will be found our oldest and

:gl;~~;~~~te;ghai~i~~~~e ~~Ja~~~r~i;{!fr;~i,j:~~~s s"vY~~

communica.tlons and messages.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION :
Per ye~tr ..•• ;"••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• $1.50
Six months......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .• • .75
Three months ...•.............•.......•..•. · .40
By arrangement with Fowler & Wells, publishers or the
Ph•·erwtogic~ Journal, the- Offering and Jaumal will be
sent one year for $2. 75. Should the premium oJJ:ered to
new subscribers by Fowier & Wells be wanted, twenty-five
centl!l extra must be inclosed to cover expense o:r b >Xing
and packing the bust. The price of the Phrroolog,cat
1

fia~i~i;~~~~ bo: fte~n~n~~:Jl·J}:i~'; !:rtPg~· ~~~e~~~
$~.75,

or $S ror both, including

f~~~~~~iafn~~~~;~~1~1~~~~c~u~tir.i::~~~n~ 1~:~~te~n!~i.;

the reader to understand its use
In remltt.lng by mall a Post-o!llce money order on Ottumwa, cr draft on a. bank or banking house in Chicago or
New York city, payable to the order or Fox & Wllson.-ls
.,

FOX & WILtiON, Ottumwa, Iowa.

Bennett·Mair Discussion.

In 1880 the Freethlnkero of tlle world held an Interna.
t.ionaJ Congrese: at Brns-ols, to which Mr. Bennett was sent
a.a a. delegate. He took the occasion to make the tour or
Europe, and his oboervationa were embodied in '-'A Trntb
Seeker In Europe" (price, $1.50). Tlle letters were also
vubllahed In THB TRUTH SEr.KBR, and the readers were so
well,pleased with them that the proposition was· mado
that he maJ;:e the journey around the world, and g1v the
world the benefit of a Freethinker's observations The
proposition was accepted If the ones de•lrlng such lWork
would advance ftve dollars each, the volumes to lle dedicated to them. On July SO, 1881, Mr. Bennett began the
journey, sendlni letters bock to be publlahed. The work
will make

D. Nl. BENNETT e.nd G. Ni, ill tiiR.

FOUR VOLUMES OFNEARLY\100 PAGES EACH
The first volume describes Scotland, Ireland. England,
Including alae> an account of the Freethinkers' Intel"!llltlonal Congress at London, In 1881, Holland, tbe Netherlands, Germany, Austria., Greece, Turkey.. Smyrna,
"Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprm~, Beyrout, Ba.albec to Damascus.
Volume II. embrace• visits to Damascus, the Sea or Galnee, Bethsa.ida, Nazareth, the Del\d Sea, the Jordan,
Jerusaiem, and ather place• of l.nterest in Pal•stlne;
Egypt and Egyptian hlstory,and Egyptian towno, manners,
and custoi:ns the pyramids, etc., to Bombay, India.
Volume III. describes India, Ceylon. Penang, Singapore, Java, an China.
Volume IV. Japan, the pa.asage across the Pacific, and
the tour over the American Continent.
Th~u hav been many tmoks of travel printed but none
like this. !T IS THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND•
Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of aeelng e"terythlng
going on, and In his book he has faithfully chronicled the
habits and customs of the dllrerent people of the many
pisces he visited. Th€ every-day life of all nations Is laid.
before the reader bY one who· ha• vlolted them and be·
lleld them with hlo own eyes. We feel snre this work lo
greatly superior to any account or a journey around the
world we now hav.
ALL THI! VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
Which adds greatly to the Interest of the work, and with
the close descrlpUon will present Old-World place• In
.very familiar light.
The volumes eeparately will be $2. Those sending $6.50
now will get Vo!B. I. and II. by return malland~he otners
aa soon as issued, which will be in a few montp.s, or
1nst as soon as they can be got ready.
V"ol. I. or II. mailld on rweipt of ~2.
Addresti
D. M. BENNETT,
1418th st., New York

;Johann Heinrich Daniel Zscbokke.

0 • .B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER

two of America's clearest thinkers.
Price, In cloth, e1.

PHYSIOLOGY FOR GIRLS.

BETWEEN

(CONTAINING 941>9 PAG.ES.)
The fii.Uel!lt Dlscnsslon yet P'lbli~;~hedi.
givinlf the Dogomal!l and''Ciainuo or
(Jhrlstian.lty a thorough Ex•
aanina~ion pro and con.
U.I)O.
Frlce.
AddreA

D. M. BENNETT
141 Ell!htb Bt .. Now York.

A.lamontada, the GaHAy-§li'\v('l.

THREE PAMPHLETS
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Snowville, Pulaski Co., Va.

A narratlv, by
Translated from the German bJ
IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
Far oale by D"t~·J:~~~n~-.T~
Po.1>er. 50 cents: clatl!. 75 cents.
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BY EDWARD SEARING
Of the New York Bar before the Society of Huinan!ty
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th st., New York
Price 25 centa.

Marriage

By the same author. Price, 15 centa.

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER
Found at Last!

Headache and Catarrh
~ ~-~
~J. rr
~li'
,._,
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.l! •

7<Nm $2.00 p.:r annum.

PARfl~i~~'7· continued atory er A Liberal and &
character.
PART Ill,-A •hart atory devoted to the education
our ch1ldren In Liberal sentiment! and prlnclpleo.
Send tor a 11ample eopy.

VINELAND, N.J.

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

fROM BEIDND THE BA.RS,
A series of letters written in prison.

A series of letters written during a tenweeks visit in Europe.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
850 Pa!reB. Price. $1.150.
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By Col. ;John B, Kelao, A.M.

b!Z;T;~ ;/~~~ r:r:~~!a~1l~ytt~e~~n:g1 :.,~c\.h~a~o~~ne,
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- chivalry. The slngnlar audaciW with
1 the foundations of Christian!;[ shows

.which he attack.
the earnestness of
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AddreBS
D. M, BENNETT,
Price, $1.50.
141 8th st., New York.

ESSAYS and LECTURES.

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Embracln~~r, Inlluence of Christianity oa Clvlll.zatlon;
Chrl•tlanltr, and M&terlallsm; What Liberalism Olrers In
Pace of Cllrlstll\nlty; Scientific Materll\llsm· Woman;
This book describes many alleged phenomena brought Spiritualism from a M&terl&llst!c Standpoint; Paine, tile
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·a In Lhe ID.AD9

,,plaint

~without a

~=~~~~~;ftfea~~l~fn~;e:a~l~t ~llih~~t:AY;

sbl•to \Ueeareoi tbenl~lve~
..
8YPJIILIS :r.)ltlvelO con( .,4 011tlrelr. erodlooW , _

~~; ~~w2:l~~~.!.\ !!t!~rr;.'"lri.H;:-.;.~ur;
.......

Middle-Aged and Old Men. w~:!&eq~:r :!~h:ll~Fo~0:r \i'!Vt~d~h:h:c!r:~~~~
~.

dlght JUU8rting or burnlnif teneatlon, and a weakenlnR of

th~

~rlr::; doS:o~f~t:~Jpa;I:~~~O:-~t~~d~~~t. ~: :!~!J!~

IID1&ll part•elot of albumonl will apperu-, or the oolor will be or a
thin or mtlkleb bne: ag!l. n ebRnglng to ada.rk and torpld&PJ>flaranee, Whieh plainly lllOWI!J tba~ \htlflmeD rrauesotf with the urlne,.

~ ~r.F~~fo:a~nE~t~~ie R~~d/J1~l!:?'ri~r~~r! ~~~;
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BY A.. P. SINNETT.

.l

...a ...
Cu:res all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS.
EASES.
Spermatorrhea and Impotency.
A nplarly •docat<d on4 legally qoal111o4 ph:yolcton,
..cost euce&satnl, sa hi• {:lrRCLice will prove.

FOR THE

1

CONSULT!-.

7hu World I• divided Into three parts.
PART. I. contains the weekly lecture delivered by Geal1!•

THE DEYIL'8 DEFENSE.

THf OCCUlT WORlD.

It will inst:antly relieve the most severe attack
of catarrhal headache, clear the head of all
offensiv matter, and, if persistently used, will
cure the worst case of catarrh.

IN SIX LECTURES.
Price, 50 cent!

By George Chainey.
5i Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mase.

SANITARY AND PHYSIOLOG•
ICAL LAWS.

BY A PHYSICm< AND SANITARIAN.
"The virtues of men and women as well as their vlr.eo
may descend to their children."
Price. $1.00. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th street. N. Y

"LITTLE GERMAN DO«JTOR'S"

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.
Showing that the wrt~ero or and bellovers In the Bible,
and not the denlero of Its truth, are tbe ones who really o
Injustice to the character of God, 11 a God exist!.

PUBLII!!IED EVERY SATURDAY

DE lTV ANALYZED

Pll'ct«lnctton of Children oC Finer Health
and Greater Ability.

THE

j.ll~ Address JA.l'IIES A.. BLISS, Wakefield, Mass.

Parentage

AND THE

A. SURE CURE FOR HEADACHE
AND CATARRH.

Price, for a few months, ll> cents a•er box, or
two boxes t·o_.,. 21i cents. Fostsge free.

~

Blasphemers.

THIS WO.RLD.

0

Against the Mail's Aspersions.

Ingersoll in Canada.

week In vour own town. Term• and $5 outllttree.
$66 a Address
H. H_.ALLBT & Co., Portia' d, Maine.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

Humanity and t.he Progress of
International Law.
BRADLAUGH, M.P.,
AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
An address delivered
Sold at this ofilce.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cents i cloth, '15 centa.

~;;~r~i!;~:,n;~~· f:t~~~,b~~.,h-!ho ~::·e~a~T~~ ~t: ~:;~:o~~~&:l:e.',' :~r=:(~lfb~~!~~~ ~i1d:~~;~n=
""•~n

INCLUDING A VINDICATION OF

Price, 15 cents.

Interrogatories to Jehovah.

D. M. BENNETT.

By D. M. BENNETT.
Over 700 lllllt,.· Price. 11.50.

By ALLEN PRINGLE.

Those who wlsh·t~ hav Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures on
'Ta.lmagia.n Theole~U," will tlnd them here, in fU:Jl, to
gether with many other points necessarily excluded by
the limits of a lecture. .. The Ta.Ima.gian Catechism ••
puts n the form of direct question. the plainest and profoundest inquiries of modern doubt. and answers them'"
according to Talmage and orthodox Christianity. Ao 6
piece of satire, w1th earnest purpose, this product;ion
stands alone, and In the literature of Freethought has not
its equal.
Caples mailed to &ny point, po•tsge tree, on receipt of
price.
AddreBa
D. M. BENNETT,
141 8th Bt., New York.

LITnoo~RAPH Real

D.-The Inl!lpiration oC Bibles.
Sent bY D. M. Bennett ror 25 cents eiOCh. or 12.50 •
III.-The Birth and Death oC Religions.

THE

Paper Edition c:rom same
plates, u.oo.

THE

By ;John .E. Bnrton.
nyourmeeti.ngs,to m"ke them lively and lnt.erestfng.
I.-The Golden Mean in 'l'empell'ance The LIBERAL HYMN BooK contains songs by the best poets,
and Relirion; or, Common Sause In Eatlng, Drink- adapted to well- known tunes. It I• hlfihly commended bl

ing, and Llvfng.

Stenographically reported by I. NRWTO!I BAKBII.
Printed In bald, clear type, on heavy, tinted paper, and
handsomely bonnd In muslin, with heayy bonrds, beveled
edge•, gilt top, Octavo, 44S page•.

Being li,OOO questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety flf subjects,

USE THE

This book tells girls just what they ought to know. It
treats on the pri ""ate structure and dis e. sea of the l"emale

CHARLES

CHRISTIANITY

The Most Inetrnction cor the Lea101£
Money of" any Book ot Travel•
•
yet Written-

• Comprising discourses of advanced thought by

Elmina Wants to S_ell 999,999,999 o:f them.

BBtf

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

Priee, $2.00.

THE RADIOAL PUI.:PIT.

f:ii~~~bif;fJ~f~ d~1l::·in~~J:~r~ti'iu~~ 8A~~r~:s the
BBtf

A TALMAGIAN CATECHISM.

FOUR VOLUMES FOR $6.50.

~6Te ~~ ! t':';Yo~ t~~t:;i~~~ •~bj~~f:~~gg ~k7c~ ~~w~~~

yea.r, postage paid, for

BEING

BY D. M. BENNET'i'.

Interesting and lnstmctlv to those who wnu\d know of the
condition, opportunities. a"J.d empLJyments Ot those who
hav croased the " narrow .stream meandering these two
worlds between." A better under.standia.g of this rem&rk-

IRGI RS0ll 0NTAl MAGE,

CENTS.

Fnll lette:rn fi'Gm the Editor, now on a
10nr around the world, appear weekly. Six Interviews with the !Famous Orator
on Six Sermons b;v the Rev.-T. DeWitt
"ifheae alone are worth the priee fl>liked.
Talma~re, of Brooklyn, to which 18
added
D. 111. BENNETT,
Adolrel!ll!l
141 Eich~h at.. New Yo'ft'l:l.

!l:dltor of THE TRUTH SuKBK, anthor.or" A Truth SeeJ;:er
in Europe,"" Gods and Religions of Ancient a.nd
Modern Times," "TheWorld's Sages, 'l'll!nk.
era, and Ret'oi'mers,''·''Champioiis of
the Church," etc., etc ..

~~nfuflea~~~~~~~:~td~~~~¥s~~~J~~~e~:~~· :::t:~:;ufv~
her earfh historY, followed by reve~ations from spirit fire,
6

FOB . FIFTY

Ulustrsted with lltty cuts, and with a steel plate engrB't!ng O! the author In· Vol. I.

Bound In cloth, $1. Sent, po•t-pald, to any part of the
world.
.
This Is one of the most deeply Interesting SDirltuallstlc
works ever published. Given IIi narratlv form by a lady
whose earth life was one of atrange vicissitudes, startling
events, and. wonderful mediumistic experiences. After

0

With sixteen larce paces, will be sena
tor T~EE JIONT.RS, posta.-e paid,

ArounU the WorlD.

MRS. NETTIE PEA.SE FOX,
.Mediumistic autlwr of'' The Goldtm Key, or
. · :MiJs66ries Beyond the Veil/'' " .& Search
for the Temple of Happine1s _-'' " The Unattained Attainable,'' etc. ·

ENTITLED

A. WEEKL T LIBEBA.L JOURlfAL

A TRUTH SEEKER

Revelations, by a Spirit,

A. NEW BOOK BY ROBERT G.
INGERSOLL;

· Jugged by Its .Hults;. Our Ideas of God.
1100 )llli~a faper, w "at.; clot.ll, fl.

~fFtc~~~~~ft~~a;; i~~drhe:~~Jh~:-~~gbr~.t~~'::~

QD.t! oo!T"DIJpowience at.rlc~ly oon1ldential.

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.
~~~~~~==':~r~;:~~l\=:=~·1~
~toms, hOnibleeft'eete,a.ndeu!"a, foJJowed. by s~tim=
L all~ b/r

~

B. R. P.

a114MM-

d2vl:e~ ~~~ th.:!:Jr:i!:i:-a..vea. dA~
OWS, VIneland, New J~.

.._~~oe"""t.hJ:e.

..

NoticeJI from the Press.
)From the Worct81tr (Mass.) Daily TimM.]
We cordially Indorse Dr. R. P. Fellows as an able and
learnod phntclan, who bas been so hlgllly ouccessful that
his name fa blessed by thousand& ot tha.se who found no
relief In tha old medication, bnt were cured by the Bclentlfic method originated by Dr. Fellows.
[Prom the Star Spangled Banner, Hinsdale, N. H.]
To !NV.!LIDS AND OTHERS: The Bannt:r seldom iBdorses
any doctorormedicin. butft is free w say to aU ia.tereated
that Dr. Fellows. or VIneland, N.J., is not only a skilful
~~~.it~f,:'~~~\t':'B~/~~"~t~~~.~ne of the molt successful
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THf SHAKER f YE AND EAR

ROOFING SLATE.

Slate m~kes the best, cboapest, handsomest., and most
<lurnble 11re·proof roof. Purchase dlr•ct from the·quarry'.
Slate
are shlpperl to every state In the Union. Spec!•
BECAUSE we cannot exphin the whys and
SAYS a cynic»! young lady: "Very handsome
wherefores of all we ~ee around us, is no reason me'hers are often proud of their ugly babies. I Is proving to hundre~ the most eff\caalous remedy for freight rates on car-load lots. PAUL DILLINGHAM,
5t3S
West Pawlet, Vt.
that we shou!d adopt. the theories of other men or wnndP.r if bntterfltes are proud of their c<~.terpil all deleterious atrectl •ns. Falling stgbt, dullness of heartog, or" roaring" of the ears, as well as overstrained and
bodies of men, wbo think they kn"W all about it. lars" ·
WANTED.
We•k eyes, are lmmcdt<tely improved by Its use. Int!amIf I cannot tell the origin and en<l this is no proof
A doctor,S3 years old, desires to enter Into correspond.
that I am wronR: in disbelhlvinl'\' the opinions of ~ •· CAN you tell me," asked n Sunday-school matlons and all Ophthalmic and Auric dlfilcu 1tles regu- ence wtth young ladles of Liberal views with the view of
matrimony. None need answer who is upwards of 28
tho•e who profess. to make these things as "clear teacher of a little girl, "why the Israelites made lated.
a golden calf!" "Because they hadn't gold enough
as mi1d."-l'illmina IJ Blenker.
'' Mv eYes are cured with one box," etc.-D. '1.. Sch~ll, ~:1~r··.m';~~.daB'." d':~.~~[h~~~~~'llftf~~t~'ill.~~: N. Y.
to make a cow," was the reply.
Bingltamt<m, N. Y.
..
THoUG!I woma.n needs the protection of one man
11 Two boxes removed a soft cataract from my eye."WHILE boring nn nrtesilin well in :Boston reRgainst hi" whole sex, in pioneer life, in threading
Amos Anderson, Astoria. N. Y . ....
her way through a lonely forest, on the highway, cently, the workmen struck a baked bean six hunW. F. Jamieson, Editor and Publisher.·
or in the streets of the metropolis in a dark night, dred feet under the ground. It is supposed to hav P;~:J. ~~}1,.~:'k~;;~ef.ian~; J:£.1n2t,~• greatly tm·
TO BE ISSUED WEEKLY-12-PAGES.
she sometlme3 needs, too, the protection or all men been placed there before the fiood.
" Se.nd me one dozen more boxes. The effect Is simply
against this one? But even if she could be sure, as
Publication d•y, Thurs~y,
Pepin, Wis~
"BRIDGET, I told you to bav my hot water ready ma.gical."-J. .N. Vail, Texarkana, Tex.
Price, one year............................. $1.00
she Is not, of the ever-present, all-pro~ectlng power the first thing in. the morning." "Sure, sir," reSO cents per box.
Address
G. A. LOMAS,
Silt months.................................. .50
of one strong arm, that would be wes.k indeed comThree m·mths, on·trlal..... ....... ..... . .... .25
Shakers. N. Y.
plied Brirhlet, "didn't I bring it np and lave it at S5tf.
paTed with the snbtil, all-pervading influence of
Single copies, each................ .. .. .. .. .. .OS.
the door last night spas to hav it in time?"
just and equall'lWS for all wom<>n. Hence woman's
Lake Pepin Gazette will be devoted to the freest J)(lSBilife>
discussion of the live questions of the day. It Is a Liberal
need of the ballo•., that she may hold in her own
IF you are roasting so bard tilat yourcollnr is alcrisp, critiQal, free, and independent paper, bound to no
right hand the weapon of self-protectlon and self- most melted, and you want to get cooled off, don't
~~~~iti1~e~;s~~ ~l~s!~~ ':~~~~~J;~:0,!'~~~1.tftnt,~hd"e!Tr:
defense- -History of Woman Buffragt.·
go and giv fifteen cents for a glass of lemomtde.
able If it could be done.
J Ltst attempt to light a cigar with your last match.
While thts publication will hav very decided convle
~[AN iS dPar to Inan; the pOoreSt poOr
·ttons of its own, It will welcome the free discussion of
Then a breeze will start up -Puck.
Long for some moments in a weary life
By the celebrated sculptor
avery shade of opinion, every school of thought, frae·
When thAy can know and feel that they hav been
from uneouth personalities, to the end that universal men
AN esthetic invitation to dinner concluded with
tal liberty and tri•tll may prevail. Address
Themselvs the fathers and the dealers out
thse words, "I ~av asked four minds to meet you."
SBtf
LAKE PEPIN GAZETTE, Pepin, Wis.
Of •ome small blessings; hav been kind to such
"Thanks," replied the uncultured one, "I'm
As needed kindness, for the single cause,
$1.50 each.
Price,
awfully sorry not to come, but hav accepted an inThat we hav all of us one human heart.
vitation to meet four stomachs the same night.
D. M. BENNETT,
Address
- Wordswortk.
FROM 25 TO 10 CENTS.
141 8th street, New York
PROPOSING a remedy for musketoes, tha Ham·
1
UNLESS the authenticity of the historical books
monton
Hornet
says:
"
Place
a
small
piece
of
raw
of the New Testament can be certainly established,
meat on a plate in your sleeping-room, and the
AND THE
we hav no e>e-witnesses of the Christian miracles
'birds' will light on it and never fty away." Our
at all; and, the absence of sulln .testimony, the adverse arguments derived from the uniformity of "birds" would fly away with the meat, plate and
By A. Snider de Pellegrini.
A Montllly_..Tournal,
nature and from mythological analogy, which all.
Preceded
by an eltam !nation of Darwin on the "Orfgfm
traces the belief in miracles to the universal proPEoPLE living in the interior of Alaska are said Devoted to Science, Oriental Philosophy, Psy- of Species." Sold at this oflice.
pensities of nnt'ritleal ages, rush in with over- to know little of gre.titnde and to hav no expreschology, Literatu'J'e,and Art.
whelming force. In fact, in almost any book writ- sion for'' I thank you." Don't be offended because
THE
Conducted by
ten by a ll'arned man who feels him•elf at liberty the lady to whom yon surrender your seat in n Mada01e Blavatsky,
to say what he really thinks yon will soon find the street car makes no acknowledgment of the tliviL
0 1
1
miracles abandoned, though it may be with evi- i1y. Perhaps she was raised in Alaska.
~.:':~~n~~~.~¥~f.
:~ f':.~~~~ ~~:~~&'£~":.!zt~ e~ t~~·ch~~~~
OR.,
dent reluctance.-Goldwin Fmith.
est in India, and one of the most interesting In the
A YoUNG Austin lawyer was appointed to defend
THERE is probahly no great religion in the world a negro who was too poor to hire Counsel of his r;,o~~r~~:. "1'l:!~Ig,~ t~~c'f~~l~l!~~~u~o~~!t~~~l'ito~~g
the establishment of which has been altogether own. After tbe jury was in ·the box the young and South Africa, ChllJa, Ceylon, Burmah, and the Persian Gulf.
dissociated from miracles. They form the most lawyer challenger! several jurymen whom bis
"There Jsa tone of elegance and scholarship abont the
whole of this per!o•llcal, which alm,st leads Europeans
By Edgar
Beall,
striking, most indisputable, most intelligible proof client said had a prejudice against him.
to enyy It • . . The 2heosaphist Is rapidly Increasing
With a preface by
ohhe divine wlll. Not indeed that· there is any
"Are there any more jurymen who hav a prej•t- Its merits as a first-class llterarv organ. . . . . We
Robert G. Ingersoll.
marvel at the beauty 'nnd accuracy with which the magaclose logical con•,ection between the performance dice against you?" whispered the young lawyer.
zine Is edlted."-Public Opinian (Londa)l).
"This book written by II brave and honest mruo, fS !lllllli
ofawonderandthetrnthof thewonder-worker's
"No bos~- dejnryamallri ht butno I
t
doctrines: but popular imagination jumps readily you t~ cbalienge de jedge.
has bin :on~~e~ PUBLISHED AT BREACH CANDY, BOMBAY INDIA. with brave and honest thoughts. The al'g1111i6nts tt
presents cannot be answered by all the theologians In
t~ the concl~slon thnt a man whom rumor or tra-, under him seberal times already, and maybe he is
SnbscriPt.ion, £1 per annum, post free.
the world!"-R. G. Ingersoll.
~
ditlon has n~vested with snpernatnrS: ~owers beginnin' to hab reJ"udice a
me."
Post-o11!ce
Orders
to"
The
Proprietors
at
the
Theosophist
Price, $1.50.
For sale at this o11!ce,
must also be m possession of correct opmtons, or
P
g
.
at the above address.
even of superhuman knowledge, on the mysterious
' TACKLING THE KHEDIVE.
PRICE REDU()ED.
que~tions _wito_which religion deals. Henc~ eccles-! "Well., what did you hear about the keydive?"
iastwal histortans, of all ages and countnes. hav I sold a last-chance man yesterday in front of the
Tbeir Crilnes and Persecutions.
sought to show thnt those from whom they de- post-office.
,
1
dnced the sys~ems in which they wished ~heir
"He's having quite a picnic as near as 1 can get
readers to belleve were etther themselvs g',fted at it. Old Gum Arable and the kerdive hav h<td a
With thaumaturgic faculties, or were the Sltbjects set-to, it seems, CLt Alexander," said a man from the
of special marvels worked upon them. Such mir- O•·egon sbort line.
acles hav ~ways served as their cre~e~tials, indi"Well, now that Arabi Bey has soured on the
eating thetr high ?haracter, and ~ntlllmg them to 1khedive, 1 suppose we mny look for perdition to
OF THE
demand the obedience of mankind to the com- be poppin' purty plenty " said the fat man from in which. the worship of Yahweh, or Jehovah,
is shown to be ·devil-worship, with some ob·
mands ~ey brought.- A.mberle'JI'B Analysis of Relig- Council Bluffs.
·
'
on.
"Spea«cing about the kerdeeva," said a young servations upon the horrible and cruel ordiTO A. D. 200.
MANY, who only wish for some excuse for an man with tight pants and a wealth of peeled nose, nance of bloo~y sacrifice and burnt-offerings.
immoral life, will, it is possible, jump at this [i e., "what is his position relativ to the Egyptian gov- B;vt;be VERY REV. EVANDAVIES,LL.D.,
ByCHARL~S B. WAITE, A.M.
the idea that morality has religion as its sole foun- ernment ?"
Arch·Drnld o: Great Biitsln.
Price. 25 cents.
--dation], which Is so persistently offered them.,_ '.'Why, th~ keddiv is the high tycoon; the big
And there may also be some loss of moral tone in mJnn; the htgh mncky-mnck of the ranch .. He's
The president of the society Is Prof. Gustav Volkmar, onQ
D;~en who are not evilly disposed, during the time, the governor, and Arabi Bey has throwed off on
of the first biblical scholars of Germany, author of "Die
when, the old sanctions having lost their force, the him," said the train-despatcher of the North Park ' The Darwins," paper, EO cents; cloth, 75 cents; .. Jolin's Religio Jesu," 11 JesusNazarenus," •• Ursprungs Unserer
:SVangellen " [" Sources of Ou~ Gospels"], etc., etc. He
new hav not yet come into place and power. The branch.
Way," 15 cents; •' The Clergyman's Victims," 25 cents. Is
Professor of New Testament Grlttclsm and Exegesis in
South Sea Islander, who, having been converted to
"Well, what did he want to throw off on the ker- f5ll.,":;t!~r~~:~l'J:%~bf~~~n17;;~' :~~CW,~~~~D,ifBii~~1i;; the University, and teacher of General Religious History
Chtistianity, ate his superfluous wife in order that deeve for?" interrogated the cow gentleman, just 10 cent.s each. Four tracts. 6 cents; ·• Health Bints.'' 25 In the state college at Zurich.
Prof. Volkmar writes to the author of "The History of
cents; and any other LlbeiRI book you maS want at pub- the
h(l Wig!J.t receive Christian baptis:W., was not a in from the trail.
.
Christian Religion," Inclosing the o11!clal letter of the
society, In which Pfarrer KupPrschmldt, the secretary.
pingnlar bein~- The esse.ntial quality of his act is
Just then, however, the m9n was called &way, so ll~~~s prices. Addrees Sn~:ffi~.-'i>J..i.kt~~M:~a.
says:
always seen where men adopt a creed which djf-. that he never got at the tr11e inwardness of the
"In the name of the SocietY of Critical Historic~! Theology, I hav the honor to Inclose to yon a few lines with
fers widely from the creed they hav been hitber:o Egyptian trouble, and is a little mixed also in the
THE
the letter of our venerated Prof. Volkmar. With great
holding. The new creed does not at once assert its pronunciation of .the khedive's name.-Laramie
~~;;r~~t t'ti~ <l'irf.~Y:~v~~m:i~~a~Jorh~f f~!~ ~~~· ~~~:
moral force. A process of progressiv adaptation Boomerang.
dred.' One of our members, Herr Kappeler, has thor...
must go on fora consid~:rable time before the new
eughly examined the work, and has made to us a report
"Is this the Rev. Mr. Mnlkittle?" said a kind-ofBY
concernin~ It, which became the subject of an animated
sanctions will be as efficient as the old.-J. W on"-of-reason man, entering the library of a well1
Ricba:rd B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B.,
Chadwick.
known Little Rock minister.
~~~e~"f~'t~ a0c~Mc'!~~e;l yo~r ;~i."n~fu~0
1m%~r~~
to
commnnleate
to
you
tnat
the
whole society Is rejoiced
A.
theologian
of
high
degree,
and
a
counsellor
HYes, sir: hav a seat."
ORTHoYY defined: I do not think that Mr. Graves
learned
in
the
law,
on
the
origin
and
"I
hav
called
to
transact
a
piece
of
business
which
~~:l~yt~~~a~~~a~~~g;n~fl~h_A'~~~fc!~o';.~\~ha ~:P~~:e~~::
can possibly be right in calling me " an orthodox
character of the Bible.
clergyman." I suppose thnt orthodoxy means to to the world may seem rldicnlous, but which,
~itl~g~ ~~~~~j~~~~~t:~ht~~~~~Fnh J'{':,";;>t'~~~~tt~i tfe~
viewed
from
a
spiritual
eminence,
is
of
imporbelieve in the Trinity, the deity of Christ, his atonThe !~~!thor, though possessing an the prerofc'tlvs of a ~~g.;>; tt':.'i.~o:; t-:i~c~~d ~?t'&d .~~.Kg~~ ,:gw~~~~eer~'i.~f;
ing sacrifice, the verbal and plenary inspiration of tance.·'
1
It sometimes appears in contradiction to It,"
~~~~~~f.:~~~aft~~~~ t~~e;d~t~i~rii~
i~ ~~~~:Py treated,
•• What is it?"
the Bible, total depravity of man, irresistible conThe author has also received conf.ratulato1: letters
Independent of ecclesiastical supervision and censure.
" I want you to love me."
version, and the everlasting punishment of the
0
~~g~ :~~ ~~t~~~ ~~~~~~~~r~aj;~~ak}11~ gjg;>[e~n.:'~~\\ni::
"Love yon," gasped the good man, regarding the rrJ£e? w~:t~~~·t~rre~if~~rW; ?bo..a~. \v-~a1 ~~bi~e~~a'\ Holland, and others. One of these, Dr. I. Hooykaas says,
wicked. I dO not believe, never hav belleved, and
source of dJgmatlc theology? are treated fearlessly In the
am never likely to believe any of these doctrine I petitioner and inwardly vowing that he bad never light of history, philosophy, and comparatlv religions. It " With great and thankful surprise I received your letter
with a copy of your valuable history."
bav been opposing them all my life -Dr. J. F. before met a more repulsiv-looking man.
1:~1~s:!~:~ef~J."ci,"n~:n~~r1~~~·ed statement of what
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THE ltev. Mr. Greenwood, of the First lden- he'trirns over the pages of· a purchased sermon
tity church in Brooklyn, is pegging away at on the pulpit desk, making his people believe
his hobby, which is to establish the proposition as he reads it that he wrote it during the week.
DEACON WM. RICHARDSoN, of Ranson Place that the A.nglo-Saxons are identical with the A.fter a few months of this sort of deceit he beRroTS wherein Christians mob Jews are
·Baptist Church, Brooklyn, has been ·expelled ten lost trices .of Israel. He believes that if comes hardened to it, a.nd can deliver the liththis is once established in the mind of the ograph almost as naturally as if it were his reported from Austria. ·
for immoral conduct.
Chri:.tian public "there will not be room on own.-SU11e
·
T'HE British steamer Venice, hither from
CHIEF JusTIGE C6Lrui.TDGE, of England, says this earth tor Infidelity to Equeeze in one of its
CoNGRESSMAN W. E. RoBIN!'ON, of Brooklyn, Yokohama, lost her chief officer in a storm the
that four fifths of the crime that comes into dark, foreboding thoughts." There is, as far has written a letter to the Sun advocatbg
court results from drink, for which Britishers as heard from, no "Second Identity" churcJl. penny posta;ge on letters, reducing the postage day before reaching port.
pay over $500,000.000 a year.
THE Rev. Mr. Clenihrim, of Cincinn•ti, got
A. CHINESE teacher in Hong Kong has com- on all letters weighing not over half an ounce
BROTHER BARNES, of Kentucky, is called the plated a present which he intended for the to one cimt each. Tbe arguments he uses are into a fight with one of his elders last week,
"Mountain Evangelist," yet the pious people British princess. It consists of a stanza of effectiv. H~ shows that all prtvious reductions and was severely beaten.
of the towns that he attacks pray that " this poetry, composed by the teacher himself, and of postage hav resulted in an increase of revA VE:l'ERAN of the war of 1812, and who
mountain be removed and cast int<l the depths contains thirty-three distinct and well-formed enue.: He shows that while books are carried fought at SackPt's Harbor, di~>d at Syracuse,
of the sea."
Chinese chatacters, written out without any in the mails at eight cents per pound, weekly N. Y,, on the 30th ult., aged 92
·MooDY and Sankey are in Paris. They giv contractions, on one grain of unhulled rice·. The newspapers at two cents per pound, and roamHERBERT SPENCER is in Bal•imore. He is
only two Sundays to that city, as they are not grain of pa 'dy is inclosed, under 11. magnifying, bers of Congress send not less than two thou- under medical treatment for a troublesome carat all handy in their u~<e of the French .lan- glass, in a ..silver locket. another Chinaman ·sand pounds each per year for nothing, letters buncle, and unable to leave his hotel.
guage. A.fter that they return to their work has inscribed. sixty Chinese characters on a sin- ·are charged ninety-six cents per pound. He
A. SORT of Nihilistic society haQ just been disgle sesamum seed.
believes if newspapers can be carried for two
where English is spoken.
THE Methodist Conference at Portage, Wis., cents per pound that letters can be carried for covered to exist in Ireland, the object of which
BARNES, the Kentucky Evangelist, says that has kindly acquitted the Rev. Mr. atwater for thirty-two c_e~ts. .He savs: ''If .we hav an is the extermination of landlords and b..ihffs.
he has constant bad luek since he left the sitting on a log. in the woods close to a pretty honest administration of the serviC~ such rPWINSToN, N.C., claims an invalid cured by
•• dark and bloody ground and made a pilgrim- school-marm up, in Dunn county, holding her forms can· be worked as g~eatly to li.ghten the prayer. A.s usual it was a woman. Like others
age- North." The preachers of Columbus, on the -log, and keeping his arms around' her a expenses. The cost of railway serviCe ~n .be of the kind, this report may safely be set down
Dayton, and Indianapolis discountenanced good long while, and talking the very sweetest ~educed, S~ar route expenses can be .d1mm· as a lie.
him, and the people would not listen to-him. kind of talk· he is also reinstated in his Ished, salanes can be cut down, and w1th the
THE Missi•sippi excursion steamer Robert E.
He is now in Cincinnati, where he thinks the position, and 'is once more entitled to feed the appl!cation of business principles .to the postal Lee was burnt on the 30th ult., with a loss of
outlook is better.
lambs of the flock with such crumbs .as he is serVIce the people can hav a .uniform penny about twenty lives. The cause of the fire is
GEN. OGLETHORPE, the founder of Georgia, able to break off from the big loaf of the bread postage at nry little increase of cost to the unknown.
used to tell of a missionary who, flattering him- of life. It is evident the conference look upon gover>·ment."
PROF. GouLD, of the chair of New Testament
self that he had thoroughly imbued an ameri- the log exercise as proper for preachers, and that
E~Lwo~D CooPER, of ~ant~ B;1rbara, the Interpretation in the Baptist Theological Instican Indian with the right spirit in which to take they feel most kindly disposed toward such leadmg oh~ grower of California, says that he tution of Boston, has been dismissed for beilli
has trees eJght years old .that hav produced two too Liberal.
the Lord's Supper, said: •• Do you not feel a cases knowing just how it is-thernselvs.
mental comfort, an inward refreshment from
IT ;s now announced that the gross receipts thousand ga~lons of olivs to the acr~. This
THE Salvation Army recAntly sent out a dethat holy cup?" ·"It is very good," said his f th
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North, at a recent meeting, resolved to withThere are oliv;trees in A.sia Minor that are,
A. PROSPECTlV and promising younl:' divinity
.bold fellowship from the Baptist church two cents ?-Sun.
THE following dispatch was sent to the daily kiwwn to be over 1,200 years old, and are sti.ll 'student of Yale Collfge has just spoiled his
at Greenbush. .A. B~ptist council recently rec~<~mmended that the pastor of that church, the Press: "The National Liberal League, in ses- in'' full bearing. In con~idering the profits of chances of becoming an ornament to the cleriRev. G. B. Simons, be removed' for writing sion in St. Louts, adopted a resolution favoring fruit ·culture, however, the danger of insect cal profession by g<>tting ()aught at swindling
love letters to a' young.lady of his church. The political action. Resolutions were also adopted 'pests, disease, and over-production must be his fellow-stm:f.ents to the extent of $500.
pastor is married; His church refused to re- condemnatory of the action of an attorney of· kept. i~ mind ; and these are usually pa•sed by
~EW YoRK seems liable to lose the statue of
move him, hence the 'withdrawal.of fellow~hip Boston (Alex. Stephens) in suppre~sing the' without mention in the glowing descriptions of Liberty which is to be presented by France to
works of Walt Whitman; also of the censor~ s.outhernOalifornia .
the United States. The committee are much
.by the Baptist Association.
ship exercise~. over mail. matter. b! tlie postTilE telegraph has within the last .few days diegusted with the ina~tio!l o{ New Yorkers
A. FULL and humorous account is given in
office authorm?s ~nd. pnvate some tie~ !AS con- brought about the usual number of clerical with regard to the matter, and .are inclined to
Tea:as Siftings of a bitter quarrel now ra.r~:ing in
trary to the prmmples of the repubhc, and a peccadillos. The followiog are some of them : giv the statue to Boston if arrangements ca.n
Weatherford, of that state, betw:een the Rev.
restriction of the liberty of the press; condemn- St. John, N. B., Sept. 27th.-A. constable froin be made.
Mr. Penn, Baptist, and the Rev. Mr. Price,
i~g ~he ~tr~uction of Bible rea~ing _and psalm Thomaston, Me., has been here :for some days
REMARKABLY high tides prevailed in the
Methodist. They speak of each other in the
s1~gmg. m Girard College~ a ~wla~on of the looking for Edwin H. Ellis, a Baptist clergy- rivers surrounding New York last week. It
hardest terms, and the epithets, "liar,"
stipulatl~ns of Stephen G1~ai'd s w~, and rec- man of ~hat place, who is alleged to hav fled raised the ferryboats so high that they were
"slanderer," etc., hav been passed freely beom~endm~ that the execut1v comm~ttee of the with ~he ~~e ola member of his congregation. temporarily inaccesEible to loaded teams, and
tween them. What love, indeed, they must
Natwnal. LI~eral League be empowered to take The parties were found to day, and an applica- caused the ship Undaunted to knock off her
bear to each other! The editor says w:hen they
~uch actwn m the matter a~ may be necessary. tion was made to a magistrate for a warrant, topgallant mast by coming in contact with the
get to heaven he wishes to be there and see the
The order of business for to· morrow (Oct. 1st) but it was refused, the magistrate not havh1g roadway of the East River Bridge.
·
rest of the fun.
will be the changing of t.he .ca!endar from the jurisdiction. Cincinnati, Sept. 27th.-The Rev.
M~. GLADSTONE, of England, has recomALTHOUGH the Rev. Mr. Eddy, who has commencement of the Chnstian era to some Mr. McCleniheim, pastor of the United Presbyjust been buried in Philadelphia, had been other dll.te.''
terian church of avondale, C,oshocton County, mended that the Archbishop of York set apart
known as such a notorious miser, a hard.fisted
A. LAZY British clergyman can now buy litho- Ohio, was to-day assaulted and beaten with a a day for special thanksgiving and prayer for
and ungenerous man, and a voluntary dweller graphed sermons at the rate of about sixpence club by Robert Hood, one of tbe elders of the the success of British arms in Egypt. While
in filth and squalor, two of the brethren who a week. The sermon trade is on the incresse, church, on account of ill-feeling growing out they are about ·it, it might not he out of place
exhorted at his funeral spoke llf him in a. man- and is managed either by publishing concerns of a church trial. Jackson, Miss., Sept. 27th.- for all patriotic Britons to thank God for Tug
ner not only polite, but highly eulogistic. One or by clergymen who want. to eke out a slender A.t Charleston, this morning, A.lacon Leigh was Wil5on's getting the best of Sullivan, which
of these called him a reformer. This was in support. A. clergymen who has been conduct- shot dead while standing by the side of· his was likewise a famous victory.
allusion to his· habits of saving, in contrast ing this busineHs on the sly informs his patrons wife, in .front of his residence, by Vernon
THE Rev. Edwin H. Ellis, a B'ptist minister,
with those of the other colored people of the that he will receive only a limited number of White, the son of a Presbyterian minister. The came to St. Johns, N. B, to bre11k bread to the
neighborhood where he lived, who always spend subscribers, and that the lithographs will be assassin fled, and a mob threa.tllns to hang his bluenoses; but the effectivness of his efforts
every cent they earn, and then run in debt to prepared in his own house, and mailed only by father. The Rev. J. C. Sullivan was the elderly was somewhat lessened by the discovery of the
anybody who will trust them. The Eddy his hands. He will so arrange affairs connect- and respected pastor of the Methodist church fact that the woman accompanying him was
funeral was attended by enough colored people ed with the issue of these sermons that no two at Salem, 0., but he had to re~ign when t not his wife, and that he had ne~rlected to pay
to pack the Bethel church. It was a dismal neighbors will be likely to receive the same ser- came out that he wrote to yo1mg Mrs. Halwie, his board bill in the town where he bad previoccasion, although there was nobody to mourn mon. The clergyman who is to receive a ser. one of his converts: "I hunger to press your ously ministered. He was furnished with board
the death of the wretched old miser. His re- mon gets it on Friday. This givs him all the pouting, pretty, and persimmm•-like lips to and lodging in one of tho•e institutions the
lations are now fighting over the $150,000 he time he needs to become acquainted with it by to mine." Writing letters is sometimes danger- peculiarity of which is that the underpinning
left. Nobody loved the old man,
Sunday. At first a man has a ~ean feeling as QUS bu~ess,
reaches to the eaves.
·
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from the burning, . makes full amends for ani bor~e out by

ooncurr~nt

testimony ranging over a
.
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·
.
secured as ampl~ re!lluneration. It is this belief,
"The first tp w~10h. attentwn 1s. IDV1~~d :Is t~at of
.C t• · d
and the zeal whtch It engenders that prompt the Herman Melville m hts books entitled · Q~op ~nd
A.cross th.e .Lo act'fi e·•...,..,
. that 1s
. made to. spread the gospe
' 1 of Ch r1st1an. .
'T_ypee, ' publ'1sh ed .m 'the f f>rt1·es·' I n>.. th..-e.-:\
, fi.rst
... _- on
'" · Inue •
effort
· , Monday1 M:ayl5th.::-:-''rpe t-~triQ1(3"!ltorm continues ity over the eiitire paga:g, world. Those of ~y way edttwn.of one of th~s~ h~ ~ully exposed~ the !lllat~
·thiough:to::.day-;·the wa.ter several tiinesfound its way of thinking, however, regard this as all a mistake. ous _Pnde of the mtsslo~anes, whose Wives. rode 1n
freely into our room; there is great.c_omplaint from If the great lessons of nature and humanity ~re duly car~1ages draw~ by. natives, who were pncked or
variou11 parts of the ship. Many are sea~sick, and the understood and lived up tot it makes little difference whipped by t~e~r dn.ve~s as horses would have been.
dining- table is largely deserted. T.!le.. poor China- which gpds anq devils ar(l believed. in; and if none These and s1m1la~ mmdents were,. ~owever, caremen, huddled together in their close quarters under at all it is still better.'
.
. _ .
fully weeded out In subsequent ed1t10ns by...those
the deck, are objects of pityfmany ·of them are
The greatest of respect is due to Confucius and pious Met~odistio. frauds, the ~arper Bros:, iil-l;'c·
_ -muoh troubled with sea~sickness, and they have Buddha. · They were unquestionably as great teach- cordance W:Ith theu ~sual consmenceles~ tac~tcs, ___
.. doubtless come to -the conclusion •that going to ers as the world has produced. To me their doc"When In the. sou~hern part of. Cali~orma, a few
- America is not wholly pleasureab!e. '
trines and lives had special value from the fact that yelirs ago, I.fellm With some ve~y In~elhgent ge~tle.
The Oceanic belongs tQ English owners, and is they taught little of gods or devils; little of supernat~ men who SOJour~ed for long perwds m the So~tb Se.a
~hartered ~y the Ocoide!ltal and Orie?tal line, as ~re uralism of any kind. The moral maxims of Confu. Islands some thut~ or forty .years ago: Thetr testtltli compamon steamers m the same hne. The prm- cias referred mostly to this life and our duties here mony was that the IntroductiOn of wh1te custo~s as
eiple officers a;e English, while the purser, stew~rd, and to one another. Buddha was probably a greater t? ~eligi?n an3..governm~nt had been uniformly peretc., e.r~ AmeriCans. ':f.'here appears to be a slight- thinker, more of 8 philos~pher, ·and more a meta- mcwus to th~ Islanders In every resl?e~t. Am,(ll'lCan
defect In t~e constructiOn of th1s steamer, so far as physician; but he _recogmzed no creator-no per. forma, were .tntroduce.d for the politiCal b~nefit of
·my ro?m !!' conce~ned, for the w~ter should not sonal d~ity~rio head center devil or personal evil. ~e.vored offimals at ~r~at cost to tne people, mcreusco!lle m t~1s way mto any well-built vesse~. B_ut To this extent both these great teachers stood on mg ~he expens~s of livmg, taxes, etc., ?ut of all prothis storm 1s unusual, an~ the steward compla~ns bit· higher and truer ground __than the founders of any portwn to the Increase of '!a~es; w~1le the natives
terly of thewater makmg most, unwelcome mgre~s other system of religion known to the world. The were compelled to lose the~r Independence and ·be. t? many p~rts of th~ vesseL The comp.any of th1s great thing to be regretted is that their followers come wage-laborers, as thetr. lands '!ere gradu~lly
hne are doubtless domg a ver:r good bu.smess, as the have taken on the superstitions of gods and devils, gobb~ed up under ~he newregtm~ o~ p10us grabbi.ng,
. amoun~ o~ passe~gers and frE~tght. pas~mg ·over the and that the higher and truer education of nature s~stamed and en~meer.ed by mtss~onary or~amza
. ·route _Is mcreas.mg. ~he ?,OVerliu~g mtere.st, how- and its laws bas not bee~ sufficiently re~~rded:
. twns .. It must ~e cons~de1·ed that m l!l_uch clim~tes
· ever, ~s the·Pamfic Rallro~d Comp11uyb~tween ~an
One of the female missionary phys101ans 1s eVI- very little labor IS requued, and what. In cool chmF~an?1sco and Omaha, wh10h c?mpan:r 1s runm~g dently returning home to die, .for. consumption has a~es would b~ no more than. moderate 111 there . excesthts lme of steamers.. The Pa~1fic Mat~ S~eamsh~p already marked her for a victim. She wears a sad s1ve, exh.austmg, and ~epulstve. Thus the free PB,?ple
C.oJ?pany. formerly had the busm~ss prmcipa.lly m countenance, from which I read that the pl~asures of of these xsla;fid~ are bemg gradually transformed mto
theu .own ha?ds, but from son;te mtsmanage~ent the good health in this life are more desirable than the serfs of Chrtsttan ·grabbers.
.
. .
,.
. value o~ the1r stock a~d busmess. has dechned and fancied· joys of a paradise above the clouds. But
"But .as thes.e latter cannot as ye~ obtam by this
the Ocmdental and Orten tal are m the. ascendant, when-consumption once la.ys its withering hand upon process a suffiCient. supply for their l;fifernal gre. ed,
though, as _I underst~nd, the tw~ compames are now a person, though comparatively young in years, an ~laves from _Australia and the Sandw1~h ~sl~nds are
somewhat m connect10n.
..
. .
sdieu to the pleasures of life must soon be taken m the pract10e-wo!ked at by all the Christian govTuesday, May 16th.-The North WID~ contmu~s and the mysteries of the "beyond" investigated. I ~rnments-of mak~ng desoents. upon su~h of the
very strong and cold; though attended w1th less ram am firm in the belief that in that investio-ation the Islands as have hitherto remamed partially •:£ree
than on. the past two days. Heavy rolling is still claims of theology and supernaturalism will not be from missionary contamination., These people are
the great cause of complaint, and not more than half found true.
then cajoled or compelled to sign 'contracts' for
· of the passengers go to the table. We have on
labor for a term of years, and their rights even
board some six American missionaries who are reTHE SANDWICH ISLANDS.
·under these contracts totally ignored whenever conturning home, some on a furlough of a year, and
I was in hope-before I understood the course :fiictirig with the views of their 'owners.' Venereal
some permanently. The Rev. Mr. Chandler, of which the San Francisco steamers take from Yoko- diseases, unknown previous to the advent of whit~11,
Michigan, is of the latter. class, and seems to be harpa-that our passage would lead that way, and are alt;o rapidly extirpating the native population.
troubled with a bronchial difficulty. He has for that I would be able to make a visit. to those lovely
"The natives, however, are too few to s<£tisfy the
eight years been located jn China, and speaks in islands, but I learn that they lie some two thousand rapacious demands of' missionary' and other slavevery high terms of the character of the Chinese. miles south of the line we take.· I am somewhat drivers, speculatol"s, and monopolists. Hence China,
He informs me that duringhis resideuce there he surprised to learn that while San Francisco is almost the .Azores, Sweden, and Norway bave been recently
has not seen 2m intoxicated person. He corroborates due east of Yokohama, in making the passage we go visited for the purpose of securing laborers for the
the reports I have l;>efore received that the people of ten degrees, or nearly seven~ hundred miles, north of Sandwich Island sug~ plantations. These last operthat country are industrious, frugal, and usually a straight east,and west line, and that by doing this ations are mainly based on a 'Reciprocity Treaty,'
well-disposed. ·
the distance between the two points is lessened concluded by the United Stateil with the Sandwich
Two of the returning missionaries arelady physi- some three hundred miles. This appears paradox- Islands in 1875, by which sugar is admitted therecians, the praotiC'e of medicine and Christian propa- ical at first, but by taking an. orange or apple, and from to the United States free of duty. This treaty
gimdism having been their occupation for several marking two points between ita equator and its stem, gave just such a stimulus to slavery in the Sandwich
years in China;. I have conversed with oue of them and the same nearly one-third the circumference Islands as the invention of the cotton·gin did to
and received the same general account from her of apart, it will.1Je seen that by curving Up toward slavery in the United States.
the good incentives of the Chinese people. . Parents the stem the . 'distance is shorter than a direct line
"The nature and extent of their nefarious operation
make it a rule to teach respectful and moral conduct round wise;· It may be easily demonstrated· by in connection with the sugar plantations were kept
to their children. She related an incident when on measuring with a bit of thread. Thus it will be very quiet until in June last C. Chlausen-one of
one occasion some children on the street shouted out seen that the curvature of the earth is greater and a cargo of three hundred and fifty-three Swedes, into ·her and a companion;, -calling ,t,hem Christia,ns requires more travelth!!on when diverging a few hun- duced by grolils misrepresentation& to embark and
and speaking some iU-m·annerly words. She halted dred miles northward of an eastward line. Owing sign a 'labor' contrllict-succeeded in escaping~ to
. ~)J4 mildly rebuked them for. their conduct. The to the severe north wind we have encountered we Sa.n Francisco and telling his story. The Sandwich
mother of one of the child~:en ~IJ-Hle~:out when she have not 'g6rie.quite so f11r northward as usual, but Islands consist of one large and a great number·of
learned that insulti~g language.ha4.be'e'n used to the far enough to,reach the frigid polar winos, in small islanda; the difficulties of inter-communication
ladies, and . chided the childr(ln: ill an impressive strong contrallt .with the Wl!orm, balmy air of the and the native administration of their laws are such
_
that it is quite easy to enforce without resistance the
manner, when· they knelt and ailked pardon of the tropical regionsleft behill,d: • ,,_, :
ladies. Other instances were g~veu·of the native
'Thus it will be seen tha.t·.~.visit to the Sandwich vigor and the cruelties l!.ttribut4ld to slavery in the
kindness and good behavior 'of the people.
Islands is entitely\:i1# q{tlie question; and though l United St~tes before the war. Indeed, accordingrto
So far as the schools are concerned which the would gladly have explored some of its charming the statements of negroes who have experien.oed
missionaries established in. their fields of labor, country and scenery; I will-have. ~o be content with both, that of the Sandwich Islands is the more
there ·6-aD. be very little· question that they do imagining that its' tropical riches are not unlike atrocious.
··
good. Thil' modicum of Western ciyilization they are what I have· seen in Southern Asia. In connection,
"Chlausen's'statements, however, were ~oubted unable to infuse into the juvenile mind of the Chinese hdwever, with the Sandwich Islands, and also the til another victim reached San Franci&co who had
is perhaps of benefit, but· whether tlie theological caul!e of the missionaries, which I have several shipped as one of a cargo of meri from the Azores to
dogmas and the claims of supernaturalism which times alluded to, I will dwell a short time upon the the Sandwich Islands. His statements more t4an
they seek to impress upon the people of that country nature and effects of missionary work in the Sand- confirmed those of the Swedish fugitive. The Azor~an
are very .much better than their own superstitions is wich Islands. I have very reliable information from was nearly starved to death, and only granted the'
another question. Of course the .Christian party a valued friend upon this subject, and will freely use passports (which are indispensable to permit auy one
believe their religion to be super10r to all other the notes with which he has kindly furnished me. to leave the islands) because he could not long'have•
religions, and that the present and future happiness From his truthful representations it will be clearly survived had he remained. The slaveocratic agents
of the pagan world depends upon this religion being seen that the lovely San4wich Islands, as well as the in San Francisco, however, saw fit to deny his stateaccepted. This, as a matter. of course, to me seems other- charming islands of the South Pacific, which, ments somewhat explicitly; and these people are so
an error. If the best civilization and the proper from nature, received advantages fully equal to any powerful in that city as to milence four out of the.fi.ve
education in the laws and principles of nature, other portion of the earth's surface, entitling them principal daily papers. But immediately after these
can be given them, together with the natural_ to be regarded as veritable heavens, hav(l been, by denials several letters from responsible personP-in·
duty of man to man, the claims of supernaturalism' the blasting effects of Christianity, converted almost eluding a journali~t, a merchant, and the chief officer
.and duty to the gods may :well be omitted.
into absolute.· hells. Christian missions in those of a vessel on which emigrants from the Azores: had
· . The number of converts niade to Christianity islands have indeed proved anything else than .been transported-made explicit statements abundainongthe Chinese is very S1llall, and perhaps it is a blessing. But let me give you my learned friend's antly confirming those of the escaped Swede and
just as weJ.l'so. The morals· of Confucius and Bud- notes upon the subject:
_
Azorean, and adding instances of extreme and re·
. dha, if given to the people as dispensed. by those
"The islands of the Pacific Ocean have been for volting sexual degradation forced uron the unhappy
great teachers, being equal to any the world has generations the favorite &tamping-grounds for the female victims. Even the Honolulu papers----'bound
known, will meet all the necessities of life; and the proselytism of ·orthodox Christianity, the ability of i.Q. general to silenc~ in the interest of slave-owners,
missionaries who pass years among them in the name which to turn Edene into hells has nowhere been, in who until very recently ruled the islands-published
of Christianity can receive their salaries all the same modern timem, so fully exemplified all in regard to the facts proving that the emigrants are held in~ a
and have a genial climate and country for a resi- unfortunate inhabitants of these natural paradises. hideous Bervitude by force of arms, the milita.ry and
dence. As a paying investment, however, foreign Prior to· Christian intercourse no people . on earth police being used to compel by force not only:;theo
missions are decidedly not a success. :Sut to those were or are -ail 'happy as these people; at pres~nt fulfilment of contracts made by frauda, but the-.per
who hold that the valua of a single· soul is more none are more miserable than are.1uch of the inhahi- formance of mo)'e labor than that for 1thich thereonthan ·the whole earth; that those w h~ embrace Uhris- tants · ot · these' 'islands as. are controlle4 • l>y,, Chris- tracts provided; and se.curing. their enforcement :only
tianity are saved, while all who fail to do so are tians-especiaUy missionaries or tht~ir ,descendants. ·so far as the slave-owner was benefited.
eternally lost,.a single brand, here and there plucked
"These are strong as1ertions, but they are fully
''A. Nielsen, mate of the barken tine Ella, previously
f.
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overseer and interpreter on a Sandwich Isl~nd plan-land in a similar manner over the pagan world gen- playing cards, but there is far lees gaming on this
tatfon related_ in February last n~mer?us Instances! erally: T-he !!ame causes produce the same effects. !!teamer than. is usually seen on the fashionable
in pro~f of the revolting. slavery to whiCh the NorI wlll ~emark tliat the information here conveyed is Atlantic lines. Though we are as a whole a moat
wegians there were sub~'lcted. _In the .Drammensl f~lly vertfied. ~n.d confirmed by other penons of the respectable class of people; we I;Jave one lively, jolly
(Norway) Times of April 1_7th, HI ?' let~er f.rom H. h~g:hest credrbihtr whom I have met and who have female returning home to .America, and who has no
Lange,' c(>mJ!I.isione.r for Norw;eg1an Immigra?-ts, Vllilted the Sandw;wh Islands, and allio the islands of companion . . She seems, however, to be on very
based on direct testm;rony ~nd ·h~s own observatiOn. the Southern Pam?c .. They na.rrate the same mourn- good terms with the pur!!er, with an oecasional smile
He states that one Norwegian girl was sold for sev- f~l.tale, and descr1be m touchmg language the per- for the captain. If she can obtain t.. pas!l:-ge with a
enty-five doll~TS- to _a !finlander, another to a ~e~ro, mclOlJ-& effects which Chris~ian mis11ionaries hne few smilc>s it is cheaper than to ~or~ over two hunand a third to a mtsswnary. (The word misswn- produced upon those once fall' and happy Iandi!. It dred and fifty dollars. The captam 1s a youug man,
ary as used ill ~thj'l island_s means not only'what we ~swell kn~wn that the introduc~ion ~f. Christia';lity and _q1_1ite affable at ~he ta.ble and ~lsewhere. The
underst1md by 1t, but the1r descendants also.) . Mr. mto thqse Islands was attended wtth an mtroductwn, physiCian of the steamer rs a well-mformed, sooial
Lange's statements a~e vouched for hy the SI~~a- also, of venereal dis~ases, whic~,_with other causes, &entleman, qui~~ interesting in conver!<ation. The
tures of forty Norwegums. On Feb. 1, 1882, thuty- has taken off two-thll'ds the ongmal amount of pop. first steward vunts our room nea1·ly every day and
nine Norwegians wo~king ~n the P&p~ikon planta~,ion ulation. By the know ledge .of such_ fact~ as these the being veTy fond of telling storiP~, we have heard
signed a Jetter published m the ~hwago Scandzna- truth mu_st .da~n "?pon canchd and mtelhgent people enough of them to make a good-!IJZed volume were
vian, det&'iling the slavery to whiCh they were sub- 1 that Chnst1amty IS not the heavenly blessing to the they written out iri full. He is quite Liberal in his
jected, and the total denial of jastice by theauthori- worl_d which its ardent admirers and advocates so religious views, and I notice he seems more in svmties of the islands, who appear to be owned by the persistently affirm, and that, sometimes at least, it iR pathy with my h!lterodoxy than with Bro. Clark's
planters.
.
.
productive of great mischief and unhappiness.
orthodoxY:. So we while away the tedions hours and
"We now have even clerwal test1mony to the same
STEAMING oN.
days wisbmg the passage to end and the piers of the
effect. In the Builstiken, of Faribault,. Minn., re- During the 17th, l8oh, and 19th the heavy north- Golclen Gate to heave in sight.
cently appeared a Jetter from Rev. Erik L. Petersen, ern winds prevailed, attended some part of the time
Friday, May 27th.-For four or five dayl'l the wind
recounting a coriv~rsation with ~ev. Mr. '\Ybipple, with _rain, but as the. wind ch~nged from northeast has been southerly, sometimes southeast, f,,;;d somea. brother of,the well-known Episcopal b1shop of to northwest the ram cease<!, though the air re- times southwest, with much cloudiness and some
Minnesota. Mr. Whipple residtd on the islands for mained chilly, making overcoats a decided neoes- rain. The air has also been cold, though the wind
several years; he says that the Norwegian laborers sity. The furious winds gradually abated, so that has been from warm direction. We have such an
are certainly slaves, under the sole authority of arro- the ocean did not roll and toss so badly as it had abundance of wind that the Pacific is in fact quite
gant and unfeeling planters; that they are held as in the several days past, and we made better time u~pacific. The waves run tolerably high, and the
such for an indefiq.ite period, that in general canter- on our way to America's shores, which all are anx· rolling of the vessel hardly finds a cessation. When,
minate only with their lives, and are worse off than ious to see. By the 20th the ocean had become however, it is reasonably smooth I put in mv time
the negro slaves of the South before emancipation. comparatively calm, and we could wa~k the decks, pretty steadily at writing. Some days I have writMr Petersen expects that Dr. Willis, Epiacopal move about in our rooms, or ilit and converse with ten nearly fifty pages of two i hundred words
bishop of the Sandwich Islands, will report a similar tolerable comfort. We all rejoice at this {avorable each. I sometimes thuik it is well that I have writstate of facts to the N ot·wegian government.
change, and sincerely hope that the latter portion ing to do, for the passage is so monotonous that there
"The limits of this article will not permit even an of our passage will be more pleasant than the is little or no variety. It is probably one of the
outline of the atrocities peYpetrated under mission- fint. For several days, however, the northwest most untraveled routes on any of the oceans. We
ary rule in the Sandwioh Islands. Bear in mind that wind was brisk enough to make the ocean rough, steam along day after day and never see a steamer,
until a very recent election these people had .com- with·white-caps in sight on all sides. But it is so a sailing ship, or craft of any kind. '!'here is also
plete control there both of church and state, and are much an improvement over the first three dayii that not an island or bit of land to be seen beteen Yokefully responsible for all .these outm'!es, as are their cheerfulness pervades all minds.
hama and San Francisco. In fact there is nothing
- backers in Great Britain and the ·united States, in.A D.AY GAINED.
to be seen save the almost endless waste of water,
eluding the,•.Congregational Club' of San FranIt is well known that in traveling west the days the white-caps upon its surface, the leaden, gloomy
cisco ministers, who, after a full exposure had been are lengthened out in proportion to the distance sky, with a dozen or so of black sea birds,,probably
made, volunteered to the defense of the perpetrators. traveled; while in journeying east the reverse is "Mother Carey's chickens," which keep near the
"We willnow briefly specify two of their cunning the case, each day being shortened in the same steamer day after day. If a ship should be wrecked
outrages in thE> South Seas. ' .
.
proportion. In steaming east the day is shortened in these lonely waters. it would probably be weeks
"In June, 1881, lying side by side at a Honolulu from thirty to forty minutes, according to the dill- and months before any friendly ship would hapwharf, were two vessels-one the missionary brig- tance from the equator. At the equater the circum~ pen along to give a helping hand. There is o
antine Morning St.ar, flying the American flag; the ference of the earth east and Wtst is twenty-four little traffic being carried on in the vicinity of the
other was the slaver Storm Bird. On the former thousand miles, while at the poles it ill nothing, or North Pole that ships here are few and far between.
there were daily prayers and hymns; 'everything next to nothing. At the intermediate latitudes the A more lonely portion of the earth _can scarcely be
was in order, and the. fare and surroundings were circumference ranges from that of the equator to found unless by going five-hundred miles still further
luxurious enough for princes of the church. On the th3t at the poles, so that midway betwen the equator north. There !J. ship is never seen unless it is some
slaver there was an ominous silence. Chains, fire- and pole it takes but about half the travel to make poor adventurer in search of the North Pole, or lookarms, and small howitzer were her ornaments.' On the circuit as at the equator.
ing for some one who has himself been in !Search of
June 21st the Storl):l, Bird sailed on her body-slaving
It follows that in going round the world in an the same mythical pole.
expedition. On the 23d the other sailed for her soul- eaeterly direction a day is gained in number, though
I have had occasion to think while passing over
slaving destination, both in the South Seas. 'The no more hours are seen, each day being a little these thousands of miles of watery waste : What an
very men who s(mg hymns on the missionary craft shorter than the regular length; while in going amount of room unoccupied t Here are five thousand
-the elite of Honolulu-were the very men who had round- in the opposite direction one day is lost by miles of water without any land whatever. Here is
furnished the chains, th,e shot-guns, and the Howitzer each day being longer than a day at any one point. room enough for a large continent, and still leave
for the slaver. . . . The Storm Bird is owned Some place, then, must be pitched upon where the five hundred or a thousand miles of water on each
by.the Hawaiian·government; the Morning Star was day begins and ends, and that point is the one hun- side. Here is space for landed territory enou~h for
paid for, I believe, with ten-cent subscriptions from dred and eightieth meridian of longitude from Green- homes for hundreds of millions of people, and now it
the Protestant. school-children of the United States.' wich (near London), which is precisely on the oppo- is wholly unoccuried, save by the fishes. We occa" The witness to the above also details the horrible ~>ite side of the globe; thus, when it is noon at sionally see some of these, particularly porpoises in
oppression to which the defenseless SoULh Sea Island- London it is midnight at the one hundred and schools, rolling and tumbling along as though intent
ers in the Sandwich Islands are subjected at the eightieth degree of longitude, and by the usage of_ on some important enterprise. I heard the captain
hands of their pious owners. In one case a new mariners the day begins at the latter point; and in say a whale or two had been seen some little disarrival (a newly-born child) was allowed to die on traveling east when reaching that degree of longi- tance from the lilteamer, but I was not fortunate
board the vessel to avoid breaking the Sabbath.
tude two days have to be counted of the same date. enough to bring my vision to bear upon his whale" At Taputeonea, one of the Line Islands, a branch Thus, as we arrived at that meridian on Sunday, the ship. ·
of the London Missionary Society was started under 21st '?f May, we had two of Sunday, May the 2let,
Saturday, May 28th.-We have had some sun to
Kabu, a native of the Sandwich Islands, who sue- otherwise when we reach San Francisco we would day, this being about the first we have seen of his
ceeded in converting the entire community, and se- be one day ahead of the reckoning. Accordingly majesty since we left Japan. We have almost begun
curing their-arms. Afterward one section· of them we had virtually "two Sundays come together," but to conclude that the god of the solar system does not
became dissatisfiedwith hisexertions,onwhich Kabu which was the holiest of the two the clergymen and reign up in this northern country. Indeed, it ha11
preached a crusade against them and massacred not missionaries on .board have not decided in my hear- been so long since we have seen the sun that even the
less than one thousand men, women, and children; ing. There was also very little worshiping done on most devout Christian feels an inclination to offer a
after which the wounded ·were collected together, either Sunday. I thought perhaps Bro. Clark would few oblations to his bright countenance.
piled- in a heap and burnt, the Christian Kabu him· be invited to hold forth in the way of a 11ermon, in
The engine stopped for half an hour to-day, and
self firing the combustibles.
which case I would somewhat transcend my regular the passengers were suddenly thrown into a troublous
"This intelligence was brought by the schooner rule of total abstinence from intoxicating or irritat- panic. The worst apprehensions were indulged in
Elizabeth to the Fiji Islands, and published in the ing sermons, and would have gone and heard him; by some, fearing that an accident had happened
Fiji Times, April 30, 1881. , Of course this was but no such invitation was extended, and Bro. Clark which might keep Uil back a few days longer from
afterward denied, but in the December following did not preach. We conversed and debated all the Sa.n Francisco, which we now feel is almost in sight.
the schooner Pannome returned to San Francisco same, and were undoubtedly just as happy as though The damage, however; was very si·,:(Jt;'a nut had
from a trip to the Line Islands, and from its officers one had preached and the other listened.
got off, or something of the ·kind, and a j •urnal
a full confirmation of the massacre was obtained.
Of the passengers making up our number we are a somewhat heated. 'l'hese difficulties were soon adKabu came to the Sandwich Islands in the 10laver somewhat mixed class-some Americans, several justed, and we were again !lteaming on our way,
Storm Bird above mentioned, and was privately 'in- English tourists, some Scotchmen, a few Germans, sev- bearing in a southeast direction toward the port of
vestigated.' He returned by the same conveyance eral Japanese on their way to .America on business or destination. As we are now making south we are
to the Line Islands, 'invested with the o_tfice of a to acquire edu(lation, a few Frenchmen, and some of leaving the frigidity of the northern latitudes and
bishop. He still resides on the island carrying en other nationalities. The Americans and English are finding a more 'genial air-a change agreeable to
trade and converting the heathen.' Now, then, pass predominate. The latter are largely" giobe trot- all. We are at last so nearly approachmgthe haven
around the box· for more missionary contributions, ters," as those are familiarly called who make the of rest that we are anxiously counting the hours to
and let us have a few hundred more Kabus to con- tour of the world. Two of the young men aboard the time when the Golden Gate will m~et our gladvert the natives or dispatch them to the other side of are those I traveled with from Calcutta to the Rima- dened gaze. The record of the days' runs in miles
Jordan.''
·
lay a Mountains, and afterwards met in Ceylon. We we have made since leaving Yokohama is as fol. This is)'indeed; a picture as mournful as true; the occasionally compare notes of travel, and talk of the low11, taker•iat noon eaeh day: 230, 299, 202, 253, 298,
conduct portrayed is as abhorrent as it is wicked, and remarkable things we have seen. They propose to' 305, 273, 270, 262, 268, 275, 276, 276, 298, .273, 273,
pr.esents to the reader a faithful exhibit of the effects Rpend two or three months in the United States. 248, 276. The latter figures bring ua up to 12 o'clock
which Christianity produces upon the natives of Several of th9 Englishmen with us are decidedly in- to~day, leaving at thflt hour one hundred aud sixty
pagan c~un.tries; and it enables one to arrive at a telligent men, of whom mueh can be learned. Upon ~mles yet to be traveled ~o r_each Sa_n Fta!Juleco, m~k-.
correct' estunate of the real effects of spreading the whole, we have an agreeable company. Some of i mg a total of 4,815 miles, that dista.Lce oocupymg
Christianity over- the Eden11 of the Pacific Ocean, the young returnina Americans spend their time in· eighteen and a half days; for we will undoubtedly
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be inside of the Golden Gate before daylight to-mor- the city. Our having eleven hundred Chinamen as! Friends will _be at ~he wharf to meet Y.ou when the steamer
row morning. The severe storm we encountered in live freight came near proving a serious disadvan- touches. This note ,ts forwarded by sp~cial favor ?f Capt. Hoyt,
. .
.
. .
.
.
of the Merchants Exchange ServiCe, who mtercepts the
the fore part of the passage detained us fully a day ~age to ?-!l- The preJudiCe aga~nst this 1mm1watwn steamer. Hail and welcome is the greeting that awaits ou
and added not a little to . our discomfort. The IS so actiVe that steamers bearmg the Celestials to
.
Fraternally,
BYRON ADON~..
steamers of this line do not make as good time as t~ese shor~s are scarcely ~elcome, a~d are someOf course such a letter could not do otherW-ise
some of those running on the Atlantic between times detamed several days m _quarantme. vye soon than make me happy. Accompanying the letter was
New York and Liverpool. There is .no competition, learned that two steamers whw~ had C?me mto the a printed circular, designed for sendin!? over the
and the saving of coal is a very important item. harbor s~veral days ago were st1ll detamed, _thougohn country; and though it may have the apvearance of
The passage from Yokohama to San Francisco has the al!-x1ety of officers. and pas;engers to_ go
vanity on my part, I will venture to give you the fol.
been made in fifteen and a half days, but that is shore lS of the most act1v~ chara~ter.
..
. lowing portions of it:
unusual, eighteen days being the more common
Here was a trouble starmg us m the facewhwh we
time. The passage from Yokohama to San Fran- had hardly anticipated. We had fancied that when
ALL FoR THE NOBLE CAUSE.
cisco is usually two or three days shorter than the within the Golden Gate it would be but a short time To the Liberals of the Pacific Coast, collectively andindilvidually.
return trip, in which case, on account of winds or before we would be alongside the dock, and after an Dear Sir: The undersig:o.ed, an Executive CommitLee, apsomething else, no divergence is made to the north examination of the custom-house officers would be pointed by Auxiliary Liberal League 190, of the National Lib.
d
eral League, to rp_ake preparations to tender an ovation to Mr.
as in the eastward-bound passage.
permitted to swell the population of the mty, an to D. M. Bennett, respectfully address you on thll:!maLter of vital
LAND, no!
seek friends wherever we could find them. But importance to our noble cause.
·
Tuesday, May 30th.-The expectation of reach- here a vexatious trouble rose before us. Af- , You are aware that the bigots and fanatics have tracked Mr.
ing tlie Golden Gate (the entrance to the harbor of ter stemming the storm and tempest, the wind Bennett with a merciless persecution; and they finally, by deSan Francisco) in the latter part of the night caused and waves, for eighteen days and a half, eager to coy letter, through their vile tool, Anthony Comstock, had him
·
d
A
· h
b f
arrested, tried, convicted, and sent to the penitentiary. You
my sleep to be hardly as sound as usual, and I agam trea upon merican s01l, ere arose e ore us are aware that the notorious and infamous trinity of Benedict
was up betimes, for I was anxious to get an early the unwelcome prospect that we might be held one, Colgate, and Comstock reveled in this triumph of their Chris:
view of the outer portals of the gate. It was not two, five, or more days in quarantine before we tian ingenuity and deadly hate. They thought that the
yet four o'clock when I was on the upper deck, and, would be allowed to set a foot upon land. This wss penitentiary would be Mr. Bennett's grave, and that, ensure enough, here directly before us loomed up the intensely uncheering, and made the faces of the pas- tombed with him in that grave, would lie the fearless TRUTH
two portals of_ the Golden Gate, as welcome bits sengers of the _Oceanic elongate very perceptibly. SEEKER, and the great publishing house he had built up for the
destruction of Superstition.
of rocky terra-firma as have ever met my gaze. "Oh,thisistoobad,"saideverybody; "afterbeing You are aware that Mr.Bennettsurvived his torturesand
I was truly glad once more to set my eyes upon rock out on the stormy imd lonely ocean as long as we torturers; that he was received, upon his release, with the
or land that belongs to America. It is just ten have, and now after getting ilO near· the safe haven greatest honors in a great public demonstration in New York.
months this morning since the Ethiopia sailed out of of our hopes, to be detained for a week, or even a This demonstr!!.tion, and the largest petition ever sent to WashNew York and b_ ore me away out of sight of the day, is too bad,quitetoo bad;infact,perfectlyawful." ington praying for his release, while yet a prisoner -at Albany,
are evidences of his innocence, of the justness and nobleness of
F or two or three h ours we were in this state of the
Eastern shores of America, and the period of that
cause for which he suffered, and the deep public apprecilength has set a keen edge upon my appetite to look painful suspense, oscillating between hope and fear, ation of the man. You are aware that the Liberals of the
upon the Western confines of the same grand con- wholly ignorant as to_ what our fate would be. And United States sent him to Europe; that he returned, and again
tinent.
--- the officers of the ship were unable to relieve our the Liberals sent him on his around-the-world tour. He is
I was among the earliest of the pasilengerswho put anxiety. They were in hopes we would be allowed coming back to us, and will at an early day arrive in this city
·
f
h
b
k
from China and J ape.n.
in an appearance on deck to welcome the first ap- to pass on lD a ew ours, ut they did not now but Never in human history has there been a more noble display
pearance of land, but I found on watch one of the we would be detained a week; such power has the offriendship and fidelity than the Liberals of America, Canada,
miseionary doctresseil, who, having been absent quarantine officials 9Ver a poor, hapless, storm-tossed and England manifested toward Mr. Bennett during his parsemany years, I could easily understand she must be bark of the ocean. The anxiety of the officers of cutions, trial, and imprisonment, and never did man more
anxious to look again upon the American continent. the Oceanic was by no means less than our own. worthily deserve this friendship and fidelity. He has stood up
·
1, an d we paBsed an h our Sorne of th em h ave h omes an d f ami"I"Ies m
• San· F ran- for
boldly
for liberty,
the sacred
of bravely
mental and
liberty
and
I found her conversatwna
civiland
andbravely
religious
and cause
he has
boldly
or more in descanting upon the welcome sight of the cisco, which of course they were most anxious to hurled defiance at the bigots and fanatics who sought not
Golden Gate as we slowly steamed into the entrance visit; and as the steamer has but a limited number only the destruction of his property, but even of his life, by
of the grand harbor, the appearance of the rocks on ·of days in which to discharge her cargo and take in swearing it away, and incarcerating him in the bastile at
either side, as well as some reminiscences of China, another, and start on her return trip, they were nat- Albany. With what f<'rtitude and heroism did this venerable
where for seven years has been ker home. The urally extremely averse to lying at anchor out in the sage endure this merciless imprisonment I With what devotion
·
·
h b
·
and unselfishness did tbe Liberals of America stand by him to
morning air was cool, but, hemg otherwise pleasant, ar or for an uncertam length of time. But who the bitter end, never failing, never flinching in their touching,
overcoats and wraps protected us sufficiently from can teil what men with a little brief authority may beautiful, and heroic devotion. Glorious triumph of the man
the morning chill.
decide to do? As we have a great body of Chinamen and the men who could thliiS do and dare for Truth and
I need not tell you that we welcomed the Golden as a part_ of our cargo, and public prejudice is so Liberty.
·
Gate most cordially, and, aside from its being the strong against them, ~his slight excuse, as remarked,
You remember the plaudits of true and loyal souls that
a venue to our homes, three thousand miles further will perhaps be sufficient to prevent their being landed, greeted Mr. Bennett as he departed by the Atlantic I Let true
and loyal souls greet him as he returns by the Pacific I Let us
east, we thought it grand and picturesque. Golden and the passengers, as a matter of course, will have unite as one man to give him a hearty and hospital welcome.
Gate consistil of a wall of rock five miles in length, to abide the saine fate. Our anxiety and unce.rtainty Let us open ourhearts and purses to give him a Pacific-Coast
on each side of a channel a mile ia width, though for a few hours can be easily understood.
welcome that will ring along and across the continent, that will
the outer ·entrance is not so wide.
The rocks
We were, however, in a clean, healthy condition., be glad music to his ears as he journeys, after his long and
vary in bight, but the highest portions are only and that was very much in our favor. There had perilous travels, to the sanctum made sacred to us by his sufferings and sorrows.
_
a few hundred feet above the ocean. The sun had not been a case of disease or dangerous sickness, even All true lovers of civil and religious liberty, whether Freenot yet ·risen, but we had light enough to enable us among the Chinamen, during the entire passage. One thinkers, Jews, Christians, or others, must unite solidly to preto obtain a tolerably good outline of the rocky of the celestials had accidentally met with a fall and vent any and all encroachments of the church upon the state,
passa~e- We could hardly determine ~ow much soil broken hi~ arm, and that was the ~ost serious thin~ must unite to oppose and defeat all special legislation like that
there 1s upon the rocks, whether there IS much vege~ that had taken place. Oar cleanlmess and health1- carried through by Comstock's Society for the (alleged) Sup.
bl
h
pression of Vice, but really for the extermination of FreE. · tation, or whether there are restdents on these eak ness were very muc to our advantage. We learned thought publications; or such special" legislation as now atoutposts. It is unlikely, however, that many would that one of the steamers held in quarantine has some tempts to enforce a Christian Sabbath upon the people of
choose to make their homes here. As we entered seventy-five cases of small-pox on board, and it is California. Dangers threaten the republic. The arrest and
the harbor we saw· here and there, at a distance, not strange that that steamer should not be suffered imprisonment of D. M. Bennett wall a blow at the rights of
buildings in elevated positions.
..
to touch the shore. But our condition was 80 unlike every citizen who dares to express his honest convictions as bE·
f h ·a
h
h
h
f
d
"f I
,
·· · comes an American and a freeman, who has too much pride
At the ebbing an d fl owmg o t e t1 est e current t at t at our ate seeme more merm u . 'I he phys~- and manhood to bew to bigots, or believe in organiz"d supersti·
in this harbor entrance is necessarily pretty strong; cians from the quarantine station, on a prominent tion, based upon immaculate frauds .. We must be united, we
but as there is at all times a depth of thirty-two feet, island a mile or two awsy, after making a thorough must carry on the conflict against superstition with unflinching
the largest ships and steamers have not the slightest inspection, and finding everything in such a clean courage; we must triumph, for in that triumph is the perdifficulty in making ingress or egress. The harbor and healthy condition, and the ship's doctor having petuity, peace, and prosperity of the republic, and the final
of San Francisco includes a portion of the bay, such an excellent record to present of the healthi- happiness of the human family. Keep the sacred fires of Lib· ,s passengers, graciously ordered that erty burning all along
the line.
• m
• 1ength , with a WI·at h of ness of the sh1p
which is some fi £ty miles
BYRON
ADONIS, DR. J.D. McLENNAN,
about nine miles. It is decidedly the best harbor on after a thorough fumigation among the Chinese porA. BER~<:Nz, SR., DR. G. C. HoADLEY,
the Pacific coast, and behind but few in the world. tion of the live freight, we might in the afternoon
DR. J. L. YoRK, JoHN R. KELso,
All th~ ships on the globe could find a safe retreat steam up beside the wharf and disembark. This
PHILIP CowEN.
here, with room to spare. A large tonnage enters was welcome news. We concluded we could endure
These documents bore unmistakable evidence to
and departs through the Golden Gate every year; a few hours more of detention, if by two or three me that I was 9eing looked for, and that my· friends
and fur a hundred years to come, and more, must o'clock we could make our entrance into the city. were disposed to extend to me a hearty welcome.
largely increase. San Francisco must for all time A more cheerful cast of countenance was worn by This assurance caused my heart to swell with gratibe the principal commercial port of the whole Pacific all the passengers. Hope again remained with us. tude. No appreciative man could fail to be happy
coast, thousands of miles in extent. When the
GREETlNG FROM FRIENDS.
with the possession of such friends.
United States obtained possession of California it
The agent of this line of steamers, who early
I should state that while the quarantine physician
was a great acquisition indeed. It forms the western visited our steamer after we had cast anchor, brought was makirig his examination a small harbor steamer
boundary of one of the greatest countries on the a letter for me, which, though unexpected, wall more approached, bearing my friend A. Berenz, Sr., who
globe, where dwells a people gathered from nearly than welcome. I perused it even with avidity, and had come out several miles with the steamer to take
all countries and possessing an aggregate of greater was made happy by the knowledge that dear friends me on shore. I felt highly honored by this mark of
in the city are standing with outstretched hands to kind appreciation, and would gladly have accomadvantages than can be found in any other land.
With the dawn of day air hands were on receive me. It was more than I had looked for. panied him to the city; but upon application to the
deck gladly seeing what they Muld of the grand The letter was from my good friend Byron Adonis, quarantine physician for permission, he decided that
harbor, and after we had cast anchor within the en- and had evidently been written several days, it not, the Oceanic would be permitted to go to the wharf and
trance SOIJ,le }).ours were passed principally gazing of course, being known when I might arrive. It had that all the passengers must remain on board; so the
upon what could be seen of American shores. Some been left with the parties who early visit the steamer, little steamer returned without me.
In a few hours the process of fumigation, or amokgovernment posts and forts are to be seen, but I did with instructions that it be delivered at once upon arnot learn enough of these to give much information rival. As flattering as the letter is, let me lay it ing by the use of disinfectants the hold, the steerage
with reference to them.
before you:
apartments, and the state-rooms, was completed,
We soon learned that we could
not
steam
up
di·
11 d
SAN FRANCisco, May 25, 282 (Bruno Calendar). and after partaking of one more dinner on the
rectly to the d ock, as A t Iantic steamers ulflua y o ILLUSTRious AND HoNORED CHIEF: Hundreds of thousands Oceanic, the steam was again applied, and at two
when they arrive from Europe after a brief visit of faithful friends and noble Freethinkers greet you, and with o'clock we were alongside the wharf-our long jourfrom the quarantine officers; but along in the morn- beating hearts await your coming. We have liguted the fires ney over the Pacific-which with us had not been
ing, after we had been lying at anchor two hours or for you, and they are burning brightly all along the line from the pacific-being ended.
.
more, the government physician visited us with his Pacific to the Atlantic. We are pushing the priestly enemy to
Numerous persons who were expecting friends by
~~
.
I
little steamer to see whether we were in a sufficiently Arrangements are being made for you at the Baldwin Hotel the Oceanic had received intelligence of her arriv~ '
healthy condition to be permitted w approach the. -tho p!!lace erected by tbe famous" JJucky Baldwin," who is, and assembled to the mmiber of some hundreds m
Q.ock, go aBhore, and mix with the good p~opie in I am informed, a front pew-holder in the Temple of Nature. all, to meet the -long-expected. Mine were among
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the number. ·I soon spied ~he committee who were
in waiting for me, Mr. Berenz who had called upon
me out in the harbor being one of them. The others
were Byron Adonis, Dr. J. L. York, and H. W.
Walker. As the steamer was rounding the corner
of the wharf to come alongside and enter the slip, I
reached down from where I was standing and took
them by the hand and had a hearty shake, glad
indeed to receive such a greeting from such true
and steadfast friends.
In a few minates I was down with them, and
though all was hurry and bustle in the landing of
passengers and their baggage, it was not long before
the custom-house officials were looking through the
trunks, packages, and parcels to see if silks, jewelry,
opium, cigars, or other contraband goods werfl to be
found. I am pleased to say I had nothing that detained them long, or that they deemed liable to
duty. The box containing my stereopticon and
views was sent to the custom warehouse for future
e:x:amination, and I was able early to accompany my
friends to the Baldwin, where most excellent accom.
~- modations had been prepared for me. I must admit
I was very glad to reach the fine and :flourishing city
of Sari Franci!wo, and to meet such a cordial reception from dear and true friends.
And now, kind readers, as you have seen me safely
across the Pacific, and as I propose to pass some two
weeks in the Golden State, this seems a fitting place
to close this letter. Sincerely yours,
D. M. B.

Twenty Days in California.
SAN FRAWCisco, June 6, 1882.
DEAR FRIENDS: Since arriving here I find very
little opportunity for writing, so many friel}.ds call
to see me, and I have so many places to visit, that my
time is wholly occupied; but I must give ypu some
account of what I am doing nere, as I pf$ose to
make a pretty full report to you from the time I left
home until I reach it again. Let me say, then, that
from the steamer we proceeded directly to the
Baldwin House, where a suite of rooms were awaiting my occupancy. I soon made a visit to Mr.
Adonis, where I found nearly a hundred letters and
TRUTH SEEKERS awaiting me_:_letters from friends
in all parts of the country. I am so often reminded
of the partiality of my numerous friends that I can
not forget it. My gratitude has unceasing cause for
exercise, and I lov~ to remember the many kindnesses
so freely poured upon me. I received more invita.
tiona to visit ~owns in various parts of the Western
states than I can possibly accept. Gladly would I
go to every town where patrons of THE TRUTH
SEEKER reside, and take my many friends by the
hand and make their personal acquaintance, but as
it is laid down on my programme to be home in a
year from the time I left it, I will be compelled to
visit but a small portion of those who have bid me
come.
So many are anxious to seE;~ me and call at my
rooms that I cannot find time to even read all the
letters and papers I received this day, though I prolong my inspection to the small hours of the night.
During the evening quite a number of ladies and
gentlemen called at my rooms, and I was only t!>o
glad to see them, and cheerfully passed several hours
in conversation.
Wednesday was spent in answering the moat urgent
letters I had received, in overhauling the books
which had been sent me from home, and in receiving.oalls from friends.
Thursday, the first of June, was faithfully occupied in putting up the flower seeds which I bad
brought with me from the "Holy Land" and other
places, and mailing them to the hundred partie3 who
had kindly written me to Yokohama. As six kinds
of seeds were for each person, and had to 'be put up
separately, marked and stamped, it may be easily
understood it was no small job to accomplish, and
that day had to be prolonged into the night to finish
it up.
·
Friday, June 2d . .,-On this day I made a trip out
to: Petaluma. I took a steamer for San Quentin,
then the cars twelve miles to San Rafael, and then
changed to another train for Petaluma, the whole
distance being about forty miles. This route
abounds in the most picturesque scenery; the ride
up the bay is lovely, and the hills about San Rafael
are very beautiful. The great drawback in connec.
tion with the hills of California is their losing their
verdure so early in the season. Here at the first of
June, when everything should look green, the hills
are sere and yellow. In the spring the wild
oats which universally abound upon the hills
have a very· green appearance, but with the discontinuance of the rainy season and the short life
of the oats, they early become yellow and dead.
There appears to be very little native grass grown
in California. ,The pasturage is mostly of the wild
oats alluded to, and the hay for stock of all kinds it!
wheat and oats, cut a little before they are ripe, and
cured in the same way as hay in the East. The
farmers are just now busily engaged in cutting this
hay. The crop is abundant, and the shocks are
numerous in many a field I pass. I judge a good
yield here is about three tons to the acre. Cattle
and horses eat it well and thrive upon it. Clover
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and timothy seem to be unknown; a good deal Cowen is an earnest, devoted Liberal, and has made
of the alfalfa is gro-wn, and is well adapted. to not a few sacrifices in sustaining what he belie:ves to
this climate. If rains are not too deficient three be the truth. He is a Hebrew by _birth~ but is
crops are cut during the season, yielding in the ag. wholly emancipated from the theology and superstigregate five· or six tons to the acre. This is a very tion inherited from his peo:{lle. He Is a consistgood substitute for clover, and is readily eaten by ent and intelligent worker m the Liberal cause,
horses and cattle.
and bas done much to aid THE TRUTH SEEJ;rER and
There is a deficiency of trees upon the hills and other'Liberal publications in the struggle for existmountain ranges, which if they were clothed in green ence, which seems to be their fate;·
.would much improve the appearance ofthe landscape
The next day, Sunday, was largely pf!.BBed in my
Though the billa and pasture lands are sere and yel- rooms in 'entertaining friends who called upon me,
low as described, the wild oats though dead afford and a few hours were pleasantly spent with Mr.
excellent feed for stock, which thrive well through Cowen in looking over the more aristocratic portions
the ~ummer.
·
·
of the city, particularly "N0 b Hill,~' where the
Arriving at PetaiU:ma I found my friend Philip wealthy ones reside who have made vast fortunes in
Cowen awaiting me •. I stopped, a few hours at his mining stocks, railroad stocks, banking, etc. Here
store; several friends called tci see me, with whom are homes which cost a million or two of dollars,
I was glad to become acquainted~ After taking din- and possess all that could be desired in the way of
ner with Mr. Cowen and his family, he took me in grandeur and convenience. I riotice most of the
a carriage several miles across the valley among dwellings are constructed of wood, though many of
the {arms to an old missionary house of former them are large, showy, and expensive, four and
times, built of adobe dried in blocks and used five stories high, with bay windows in abundance and
somewhat like bricks. Not a little soil in the valley exterior decorations elaborate in character. The finer
is of this adobe ; it is fertile in a high degree, buildings are painted of a light color to represent
and produces excellent crops. It has to be worked stone, and are sanded over, so that to a casual obsoon after rain, being very stiff and intractable server they easily pass for stone edifices. I think
at other times. I passed many fine residences and the wood is largely used for dwellings in conpleasant homes. This is the noted Sonoma Valley, sequence of the general apprehension of earth~
and is one of the many fertile valleys of California. quakes, the shocks of which are more frequent
Crops of wheat and oats are abundant, but little on the Pacific slope than on the eastern side of the
Indian corn is raised here. The fences ar~ mostly continent. Wood and frame buildings of course
of wire, and are kept in very good order.
stand up much better under the trying ordeal of
After returning· to Petaluma I called with Mr. earthquake shakings than houses of stone and brick.
Cowen upon the two editors of the town, and had Houses of wood, also, are not so much affected by
some pleasant conversation, touching various conn- the dampness of the sea air and fogs which greatly
tries of the world. After this Mr. Cowen took me prevail here. The larger hotels and business houses
some six miles in another direction to the residence are of stone or brick, but of the 35,000 buildings in
of Mr. W. H. Pepper, an intelligent patron of THE the city over 20,000 are constructed of wood.
TRUTH SEEKER, and here I liltopped over night. Mr.
The knobs or hills on the southern side of the city
Pepper has a beautiful place and a very fine resi. are more abrupt and steep than would be just desir~
dance. His business is growing fruit and fruit-trees. able, making the climbing up and down the steeps
He has a fine nursery, with a fair proportion of orna- rather laborious for a city, but many of the richmental trees and shrubbery. He bas some forty est residences are on the summits of these hills,
acres in fruita, principally cherries, apricots, peaches, two or three hundred feet above the city level.
and pea1·s. The cherries are just in their prime, and
I see here a feature in street railroads which I
the pickling and packing of them and sending them have not met with before, and that is the cable
to market makes very busy times. His cherry crop roads. The cars are run by sta.tionary engines,
is veiy large, and, if I remember correctly, will which operate a wire cable, perhaps an inch and a
amount to some hundreds of bushels. California is half in size, running in an excavation below the
cert.ainly one of the very finest fruit countries in the track. Roads from two to four miles in length have
world. I have seen nowhere a better display of a double cable the entire distance, operating on pulfruit than the San Francisco markets present. lies and rollers, and this is kept in constant motion.
Apricots are far more' abundant thim I have ever The cars clasp and let go of this cable by means of
seen them anywhere. They are lovely, both in a clamp or grip, which s~izes the cable in an inst!!nt
appearance and flavor.
.
and goes along with it until a passenger wishes
Mr. Pepper has offered his beautiful farm and to get off or on, and this is accomplished much
home for an ·:educational institution and home for quicker than cars, drawn by horses, can stop. and
.orphan and friendless children, where they can learn start, and the speed made is better, and this the
agriculture, horticulture, and other practical branches same up and dowu these steep hills, at the rate of
of business, and all to be entirely free from sectarian perhaps five miles an hour. It is easier for these
education and dogmatical instruction. His purpose roads to run in straight lines, but they nevertheless
is at the next session of the legislature of the state to turn corners and curve considerably without diffioffer to them this beautiful property for the purposes oulty. The expense of building roads of this kind
indicated, with the guarantee from them that his is obviously several times greater than ordinary
stipulations shall be adhered to, and that they shall roads, but they have many advantages over
take the management of the .institution under their horse roads, and when travel is extensive perhaps in
supervision. If he fails to effect a satisfactory ar. the end are not more expensive. Three lines of
rangement with the legislature he intends to present these roads in the city, I learn, have been in sue.
the property to the Liberals of the state, and for the _cessful operation for several years and are regarded
same purpose, if they will carry out his instructions a success. Two or more cars go together, accomoand conduct the institution upon the general plan dating three times as many passengers as a horse car,
which he wishes to sea e~ecuted. His object is a with the same conductor, the manipulator of the
grand one, and his generous purposes praiseworthy grip or clamp taking the place of the driver. Probin the highest degree. Every state should have an ably also less help is required to run the engine
institution of the character Mr. Pepper contemplates, which furnishes the power for the entire line of cars
where the orphans and the friendless can.be taught than would be required to care for the horses, were
useful and practical branches of industry, and where they depended upon to do the same work. In riding
their education shall be entirely free from ecclesias- up these steep hills the . steam power is certainly
ticism, supernatlj.ralism, and sectarianism. I would preferable, and the passenger does not have to .exbe glad to .see the enterprise carried into successful pend the same amount of sympathy and pity for the
operation. I can but admire Mr. Pepper's unusual steam-engine two miles away, and wholly unseen,
generosity and commendable public spirit. There is which he would be compelled to bestow upon the poor
much yet to be done in a similar direction in various horses were they forced to struggle up these laboriother parts of the country. Education for the ous hills and pull up ten or fifteen people behip.d.
young, and homes for such of them as are helpless I almost wonder why New York and other eastern
and unfortunate, where they may not be forced to cities have not adopted these cable roads. Fire and
imbibe theological dogmas, are necessities which water connected with the engine can certainly perwill always exist. It does not appear that a "kind form the labor easier than horses.
.· :
Providence" takes sufficient care of the fatherless
BAN FRANCisco
and homeless, and this most needful work is left for Ie certainly a wonderful city when its age is taken
man to attend to.
into consideration, which is really but about thirtyI had a very pleasant visit with Mr. and Mrs. Pep- five years. Something over one hundred years ago
per. The latter is a woman of fine intelligence, and aome Spanish Franciscan. friars established a post
one of the neatest of housekeepers. The Investigator here. for the conversion of the Indians to Christianity,
and TRUTH SEEKER are taken and read here with and the same was maintained ti111835. In the folgreat interest, and ·no people stand higher among lowing year a town was laid out, called Yerba Bueno,
those who best know them. A pleasanter home is the first house in it being built by an Am~rican.
not found among ten thousand. Mr. Pepper showed The present name was given it ia 1847, when it had..
me over the entire place of two hundred and fifty less than five hundred inhabitants. In the following
acres, and then took me in a carriage back to Peta- year it lost the greater share of its male inhabitants,
luma. Several days could have been very agreeably who rushed to the" gold-diggings," which had just"
passed in such a quiet and pleasant retreat; and I been discovered; and in the next year, 1849, it bewas urged to remain longer, but could not take the came one of the most famous places in the world,
time to carry out the kind invitation.
and was sud~enly numbered among the noted comAfter having pleasant interviews with several mercia! ports of the earth. Its harbor, however,
friends and Liberals of the locality, Mr. Cowen ac- was filled with shipping, deserted by their crews,
companied me on my return to San Francisco. Mr. who rushed to the mines to make their fortunes f¥
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more rapiitly than by following the sea. Thousands derful in itself. Where hotels and business house11 part of this imposing structure, with almost myriads
from the Elstern states flocked over the plains, and now stand, niore than half a :!Ilile from the water of of bay windows diversifying its fourirp.inense fronts
the general scramble for gold exceeded anything the bay, ships and schooners once rode and lay at from top to bottom, and partially relieving the op.
ever befqre known. A large portion of the people anchor. Fully three hundred acres of the business pressive massiveness which would otherwise cbarac.
of the young town lived in tents, and the prices of portion of the city have thus been taken from Nep- terize its litenlly ·stupendous proportions, and its
the necessaries and comforts of life reached enor. tune and devoted to the service of Mammon. Where absolute immensity. Every outer room has. its bay
mous figures.
.
.
the tide once rose and fell, where large vessels window, while every parlor and guest chamber baa
The city grew up like a mushroom; but in1850 it floated and fishes swam, is now solid land, its own private toilet, ample closets, and fire-g-rate.
was devast11.ted by five. great fires, which swept away c<>veTf:'d with towering warehouses and stores. The site cost $1,000,000, the building $1,750,000
every building in the busineRs qmu1 er, and destroyed $30,000 000 was. Uied in this way, and the level more, and the furniture $500,000, making a total in~
vestment of $3,250,000. In, the center of this edifice is
property to the amount of $16,000 000. .But every area of the city thereby greatly increased.
.
fire was followed at once by a bet··,er class of buiidThe business portion of the town is about a mile a court one hundred and forty-four by eighty-four
ing11; and for years the merchants, for prudential squ·are, while retail stores, residences, etc., extend feet, which affords ample light .to all the inside
reasons, kept the most valuable portion of their wares for miles south and west. The streets are wide and rooms. The breakfast room is :~>ne hundred and ten
stored in ships and other vessels far out in the harbor regular, the most of them running at right angles. feet by fifty-five; the dining-room one hundred and
bevond the reach of fire.
A. considerable portion of the buildings are stately fifty by fifty-five; the musio and ball room, sixty.
For five years the "diggings" turned out gold and rich, far exceeding in magnificence and archi- fiv£> by fifty-five; the reading-room forty byJorty,
mnRt, bountifully, amounting to not less than $10,- tectural beauty those· of many cities I have seen, with waiting-rooms, billiard-ro<?ms, barber shops1
etc., of capacious size. ·
.
000,000 per year, and San Francisco grew as never more than a th-ousand years old.
The building is duplex-a huge self-supporting
city grew before .. But in 1854 the gold yield began
THE HOTELS OF SAN FRANCISCO
to decline, wages fell, importations qecreased, and Would be an honor to the finest city in the world. frame of iron of enormous strength, within massive
many business houses and dwQllings were with- In fact, the city can boast of the largest hotel on w.alls of firm· set brick and solid stone.' The outer
out tenants. But after another five years the agri. the globe. Let me speak of tke Baldwin House, in and visible walls are proof against fire, the inner and
cultural resources of this remarkable country began which I hR.vA very pleasant rooms. It was: com- invisible frames secure against earthquakes. The
to be developed, which contributed to the healthy plated in 1876; it is located in the very center of lower story is twenty-seven feet in bight, :and the
growth of the city.
the city; it occupies an entire square, fronting on upper sixteen. A roof of glass covers the, entire
Soon after this the discovery of the Comstock MaTket, Eddy, and Powell stre'<!ts. It is six stories in court.
THE LICK HOUSE
Lode in Nevada, and other circumstances, brought hi!!ht, and has.480 rooms, with accommodations for
great prosperity to Sa.n Francisco, and upon the 600 guests. The interior is magnificently frescoed; Must also not be neglected, for it was built by that
flood tide of this wonderful goo~ fortune the city its dining-room being a marvel of elegance; its earnest Freethinker, James Lick, who made such
steadily rose till 1869, when another reaction took billiard-room is replete with every modern con- generous donations for various educational purposes,
place, arising from over-speculation and inflation in venience; its readinf&-room is stocked with all the among which was one of nearly a million dollars for
land and the anticipated benefits to be derived from publications of the day and the necessary concomi- the construction and erection of the largest observa.
tbe trans-continenal railroad, bringing the Pacific tants of ease and quiet; its office- is adorned with a tory in the world~ on Mount Hamilton, in the vicinity
coast in direct communication with the East. But Rplendid counter of Mexican onyx and marble- of San Jose. This. hotel was built in 1861; ·it con~
temporary depression could not long keep San Fran. something not often met with. Within the same sists of three elevated stories, and is capable of ac.
cisco down; general business became active, and building is the now famous Baldwin Theater, rarely oommodating nearly four hundred guests. It is
wage!! remained high.
excelled in elegance and beauty. This hotel is one essent1tUy a family hotel, conducted upon the EuroIn 1851 to 1856 vigilance committees took control of the most complete structures of its kind in the pean plan. The dining-room, eighty-six by sixty.
of the city to counteract the demoralizing effects of United States; neither expense nor labor has been eight feet and about forty feet in bight, is a marvel
the lawless scoundrels who flocked here in large spared in its construction. Its internal arrange- of beauty, and is admitted to be the handsomest
numbers. Summary proceedings were resorted to in ments are most perfect, while the beauty of its room on the Pacific coast. It is embellished by ten
many instances, and the city was largely freed from adornment are all that could be desired. As a place large, magnificent oil paintings by Denny, Hill, and
their presemce. In 1850 the population was 34,000; of residence for families or single people it com- Marple, illustrating among other things incidents in
in 1860, 56,000; in 1870, 150,000. At. the present bines the seclusion of .home, desirableness of situa- the history of California. The frames are extremcly
time it is not far from 250,000, some 25,000 of whom tion, easy access to stores and hacks, and every rich. and are sa.id to have been made by Mr. Lick
himself, who, it will he remembered, was an excelare Chinese.
other mode of conveyance in the city.
The assessed valu~> of the land is $150,000,000;
I was tak<~n through the basement story of tbis lent cabinetmaker and piano manufacturer. The
tlHl huililings, $50~000,000; the personal property, large structure, and was highly interested to wit- whole hotel was thoroughly renovated a year and a
$75,000,000. These estimates are probably low, as ness the perfect order and system pervading the half ago, and its marble floors and rich appointments
the entire wealth of the city is estimated at $500- different departments. The cooking is done by the are equal to most hotels of the country. The room
000,000, beilides the $250,000,000 in other placee most extensive and improved modes, in a room far was pointed out to me where Mr. Lick breathed his
owned by the wealthy men of the city, making the cleaner than the kitchens of most hotels. The bake- last.
Among the other popular hotels of the city are the
entire wealth of the city $750,000,000-a wonder. room is also large, well-fitted up with all the necesful result in thirty five years. There .are twenty- saryconveniences, and here bread, cake, and pastries, the "Grand," the" Occidental," the" International,"
five co'l1mm·oial banks, with a banking capit!JJ- of etc., are turned ·out in large quantities. The store- the "American Exchange," and others, but I pre$50,000,000, '~·.':.>irlPs fifteen savings banks, with 75,000 room ii! nearly seventy-five feet square, and fully sume you have had enough upon the subject of hotels.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
depositors and $75,000,000 in depollits in all. The supplied with B-11 the articles necessary in the hotel;
dividends of incorporated companies amount to about a storekeeper is here at all times to fill the orders of
Snakes.
$30,000,000 annually, nearly half of which is from those wanting supplies, and every person is charged
mining interests, and the balance frem banks, ga~ with whatever he gets. There are large refrigerators
According to the Bible, God made man, and he
and water companies, railroads, etc. Monopoly is for meats, others for butter, and cool cellars for vege made snakes. But whether he made man for the
supreme here, and rules with its usual heavy hand. tables of all kinds. Another large depsntment is snake, or the snake for man, depends upon which
Fully two-thirds of the dividends named are from the laundry. Here are several washing machines in one comes out ahead in the figh~. ~ometimes the
property outside of the city, and is held by persons constant operation, propelled by the steam engine, man gets the snake, and sometimes the snake gets
who own not one-twentieth of the property of the ironing machines as well, and everything as the man, and at other times. it seems to be about a
neat as the most tidy housewife could wish. draw game.
city.
In 1875 the sales of real estate in the city The wine room is almost a marvel to behold.
But at the outset evidently God was not governed
amounted to $35,lJOO,OOO, and of the mining stocks at Mr. Baldwin has extensive vineyards in the vicinity by the law of supply and demand, for he made a
the stock boards to $260,000,000. Though the city of Los Angeles, and manufactures his own wine, of great many more snakes than men. It is said that
cannot equal London, Paris, and New York in the which he has hundreds of casks on hand. I was there are over five hundred different kinds of snakes,
magnitude of its stock operations, it is not, consid- shown a sample of brandy of his own manufacture; so that God must hav made at least one thousand
ering its age, very far behind. Extensive stock- I thought it equal to any ·I had ever tasted; of this snakes whilst he made but one man and one woman.
gambling operations have been conducted here for he has an immense quantity, larger than I dare to But of what use are snakes anyhow? When we. re·
fleet that in India it is estimated that annua~~y ten
years. When the silver lodes of Nevada were dis. state.
covered, San Francisco....capitalists were required to
The patent apparatus for the elevator is on this thousand persons die of snake- bites, it. would
furnish the money to open the :tnines and build the floor, and is so constructed that an accident can seem as a mat.ter of business, that if God, in his
mills, but they also drew the immense profits which hardly occur. The whole of this immense floor is great wisdom, had come to the. con~lusion that
were realized in those bonanzas, and they thereby thoroughly ventilated, clean and sweet; no bad smells man and the world could,manage to get al9ng with~
were able to keep in their hands the stocks and pro- can be perceived. The establishment manufactures out snakes, that the snake manuf.acturing business
ceeds of the same.
its own gas, and is independent of gas c<;>mpanies, might hav·been dispensed with. But it would Eljlem
This was indeed a wonderful piece of good luck for and I think also of the water works. It is supplied that after some fifteen hundred years, at .the tjl1J..6·_he
a city almost in its infancy to be able to control such with water from a. ~eep well, which is pumped to the drowned the world, God considerec.l that snakes
vast wealth as the Comstock mine& turned out. This top of the hotel; from which reservoir the entire were a success, so he bad them all taken into the
ownership, however, had two sides to it, for while building is supplied. Every room is furnished with ark and preserved for. future use. If Noah had
one set of mines had paid out $70,000,000 in divi- hot and cold water. The parlors are beyond my been like some men,. when he saw a thousand ~makes
dends, another set had called for $40,000,000 in ability to describe; their lace, silk, and damask cur- crawling up the gangplank, be would hav 11uggested
assessments before the end of 1875. Thr.,e compa- tains are finer than I have ever seen. The furniture to the Lord that as he had a few lady passenge1;s on
nies had collected each more than $2,000 000 in is of the richest description. I can hardly speak in board who might get a little nervous, it might be
assessments, five others each more than $1,500,000, too high praise of this well-conducted hotel, and well for him to furnish a few barrels of snake-bite
three others more than $1,000,000 .each, and ten cheerfully recommend it to all my friends who may medicin, to be used for medicinal purposes only. It
others more than $500,000 each. . rhe greater part have occasion to stop a few days in San Francisco.
is pol'lsible, however, that Noah, the same as did
of these levies were made to open and work mines,
THE PALACE HOTEL
Moses, made a brass snake and hung it upon a pole,
which have never paid a dividend, aud never sue- Must also have a. passing notice, for it is· the largest so that in case of being bit, all they had to do was
oeeded even in finding any considerable amount of and most imposing hotel in the world. It occupies to take a look at the brazen serpent and liv. A
mineral.
an entire block of land on the southwest corner of brass snake as a snake-bite cure was even bet~er than
The snnul,ll tax paid in San Franci~co for state New Montgomery and Market streets, rearing its whisky. Moses says, "And Moses made a serpent
and municipal purposes is $6,000,000, in addition to huge fronts a hundred and twenty feet, and being of brass, and put it upon pole, andit.cam.e to pass
a greater l'lum for federal purposes. $8,000,000 per three hundred and fifty feet by two hundred and that if a serpent had bitten· any man, when he· beyear is paid in duties on imported goods. The in- seventy-five. It is seven stories high, and bas in all held the serpent of brass he lived" (Num. xxi, 9).
tarnal revenu~ is $1,500,000 per year. The total! seven hu~dred and fifty five rooms for guests alone, But in these times whisky is more popular th~n brass
taxes of the 01ty are not less than $25,000,000. Is all of wh10h are richly furnished throughout. Twelve snakes as a snake-bite medicin. 'l'<>.giv the snakes_a
there another city in the world thirty-five years old liundred guests citn be accommodated. No less than fair chance, as 1 suppose, Noah let themloo~e on the
that is able to make and pay out one-half of that two and a q11arter acres underlie this magnificent top of a mount~tin, which was so high ·up as tQ be
sum?
.
'
pile. The general style of architecture, both within above the line of perpetual frost .. J?uj; tq~y seeme.d
The enterprise that has been shown· in making and without, is almost severely· simple. Amplitude to hav done well, and managed to. get into a warmer
solid real e1.11tate where the bay once covered is won- solidity, strength, and permanence reign in every 1climate in course of time •.
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Moses could make a snake· out of a stick, and so
did the Egyptians, but Moses's snake swallowed all
of ,the other snake, and then Moses turned his snake
b~ok into! a stick again. But .it is a mystery as to
what became otthe snakeathat had been swallowed.
Now lwill tell.a story about one of the smartest
of alLsnakes. He was not only a g<>od talker, but
Ji(tcc:ni.ld beat God, his maker, in discussing the frui.t
question; and after Mrs. Adam had listened .to his
remarks ..she decided that for' an off-hand speech,
nin.de wifh'out notes, that it was ahead of anything
tJi~t sb.e had ever liste!led .to. This little. speech
raised the. very devil With the human family, and
the devil lias been to pay ever since. When we
think of all of the misery that. has been caused by
snakesin the boots and other snakes, I think that
God could hav spent his time better than working
so long at the BJlake-making pusiness.
.
. ·
M. BABCOCK.
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Prohibition.
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~HE

EmToR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: I
notice in' THE' ,TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 9, ·1882, an
ar.ticle signed "Walter Simonds,'.' and entitled
'~Prohibition Run Mad," critising an article signed
"Liberta/' published in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
July 29, 1882. Now, in "Prohibition Run M.ad,"
I find nothing but a criticism of what the writer
regards as the extravagant assertions of "Liberta."
The article is throughout an evasion of the real
question at issue between the writer and "Liberta."
'l~he question at issu~ is, "Is it within the just prov.
inj)e of free goverments to prohibit the liquor traffic?"
"·J,ibert~·" affirming and Simonds denying.
··
J find in "Prohibition Run M-ad-" not a syllable
tb.at , tends to evince the injustice of prohibitory
le_g.islation, be-sides the implication that prohibition is
one with persecution, except the insupportable assertion that the, legitimate result of· prohibition is an
, invasion of the inalienable rights of man.
To promulgate this doctrin is to say that man is
answerable to no tribunal but his own conscience;
that he need consult no statute book but his own
inclination; and to admit this is to wipe all forms of
governmeritfrom the face of the earth, to annihilate
the science of jurisprudence, and undo all that the
s~atesman, the patriot, and the jurist hav done for the
world since ma.n was man. If this doctrin is unpopular
I am glad that the majority for once is right, for
purely the conception of such a thought is a disgrace
toth~ intellect of civilized man. The origin ofliberty
isforeign to this question. It occurs to me that as man
e~erges from savagery one of his first'ideas of government is that each idividual must surrender a portion of his liberties for the good of the whole society;
and the truth of this doctrin becomes so app!lrent
that the first denial of it givs truth to prohibitory
legislation and penal statutes.
Prohibition held
within just bounds is not oppressiv. It is the abuse
o~ the prohibitory power that is an invasion of individual rights. So also an abuse of individual liberty
is anarchy. Prohibition and liberty must mutually resl)rain each other. It is monstrous and absurd to contend that any class of men hav an inalienable right
to do wrong or to engage in a business that is detrimental to society.
·
¥.J.:. Simonds concedes the right of the state to enfor!)e,penal statutes against wrong-doers. This virtuaUy-surrenders all that is contended for by "Liberta." ·
,"Mr. Simonds contends that the prohibitory provisions against murder, larceny, etc., cited by" Liberta,"
a11d the justice of which he admits, are not parallel to
the prohibition legislation asked.against rum-sellers.
Now I insist they are paralleled in every particular,
especjally so when Mr. Simonds virtuallyadmits the
justice of enforcing penal statutes against those who
become drunk and disorderly. We do not ask that the
buma.nrfamilyebe exterminated that there may be no
one to become intoxicated, nor that all liquors be swept
from the face of tb~ ea;rtb that there may be nothing
to-drink. .
,·
.
Now the law not.:only punishes the murderer, but
it also. punishes those who sell him deadly weapons
fqr,,th!3 purpose of committing murder. And all we
a~k ~13~ that the law punish not only the drunkard, but
the man who sells him the means of intoxication for
the purpose of into~ication. Our position is that it is
competent for the state in all cases to punish him
who ~ells the means ·of doing wrong for the purpose
of domg wrong.
.· ,. , , ·
W4at proportion of the crime of the country is
due to d.runkenness I will not assume the province of
dflterm,injng, nor is it material to the issue.
., I c:P,allenge 'Mr. Simonds to show me one benefit
that· the world has ever derived from the rum shop;
while, on the other band, be concedes that. they 1n-e
the cause of a great. deal of poverty and wretchedness.; They are therefore detrimental to society and
should be restrained or abolished.
Mr, Simonds sayl'lan educated thief is a dangerous
m.an, but must we abolish education to get rid of that
class of men? On whom does he eiXpeot to impress this
as-par.alleled to anything asked for by those who seek
to abolish the' liquor traffic; It is a misrepresentation
of" our proposition, and the bait would not suffice. to
oatch gudgeons. Education is a source of power,

and-there always hav been, and perhaps always will
The~firat: chapter possesses:deoided:futerest; pre~-·
be, men who will abuse their power; but at the same senting many in~eresting incidents, delineating
time it is a source of power, from which great bless- woman's· patriotism· and devotion in that great
ings are derived. The rumseller, on the other hand, struggle.
givs no equivalent for what betakes from his customIn subsequent chapters splleches ·are given from '
era; he confers blessings on no~w ... All that his cus- such eminent persons as George William Curtis,. 0.
t.omers derive from their dealing with him is degra- B. Frothingham, Henry. Ward Beecher, Antoine
dation and untimely graves for themselvs, and want Brown Blackwell, Ernestine L. Rose, Theodm;e Til!lnd wretchedn~ss for tb,eir families. His occupation ton, ·Wendell Phillips, Olympia Brown, Isabella
must t,b.erefore be classed with that of .ther gambler Beecher Hooker, Moses Colt Tyler, Ron. G. F. Hoar,'
and th~ highwayman; highway robbery. being the etc. The volume presents abundant food for thought,·
best of the three, as it does not degrade its victims. and is well calculated to stimulate renewed consider•
And when the rum-seller has taken from the ation of many vital;:guestions .. It is a work in the ..
husband and father that which should be given to great interest of reform, and should be in the library .
his wife and children, and given him that which of every lover of reform.
..
brings him in the prime of his manl;l;ood to a drunkard's ·
grave, by what means does he. seek to prove that his
To Freethought Lecturers.
hands are free from blqod? Why, he says: "I hav a
I will publish free in the "Freethinke~s' Directory'~ .
right to sell, and he was at liberty to buy my liquor the name and post-office address. of every ]'ree-·
or let it alone.: If his manhood could not protect thought lecturer who will furnish the sam.e to me
him from temptation, be must suffer the consequences." This is to say with guilty Macb~tb, "You before Nov. lat.
H. L. ·GREEN .
cannot say I did it. Shake not those gory looks at
Mr. Green's Projected Book.me."
_·, . , ... ,, .
.·
..
And you, Mr. SimQnds, professing to be a lover of
To THE Emi<'>R OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,· Sir : I
truth, degrade your intellect to :poison the world's heartily indorse the movement of Mr. H. L. Green,··
mind with the same sophistry.
·
the secretary of the Freethinkers' Association, iii.
Suppose, sir, that some poor, persecuted rum-seller procuring and publishing in pamphlet form, with the
comes to you to lease a part of your dwelling-house, ''articles ·of association," etc., the names of all those
and: you l~ase it to'him, for the purpose of carrying in the United States and Canada who are willing to
on his trade; and he keeps in your b,_ome.-a den re- unite with· the association and be known as Freesorted to for- the purpose of dr\nking and carousing, think~.rs, -I earnestly ur~e. every Liberal
send in
as you OQD,tend he has the_ inalienable right to do, his or hei- nathii and' order one or more of the pamand you.permit this till your be~rdlessso1,1sare ma,de p~lets. ''Forth~ goo~·~Hnec,Liberal cause we should;
' · · T. L. BEoWN. ·· d.r11nkardsi and blackguards;. can yon ,_deny. that Circulate snob a pan;tp)jfet.
you provE} recreant :to your trust? ·Will , y;ou theR
Binghamton/H. 'Y.; Sept. 27, 1882. · ·
'
ha~ the hardihood to say, "If their- ma,nhood cannot protect them Jet them suffer the consequences?"
TJie ··na.~kei · ~und~__,_August Statement•
And· when the. bright 'boy' of whom you w_ere once so
The following named parties hav: each voluntarily promised,,
fond sleeps in a drunkard's grave, will you dare to
to contribute not· less than, twenty-five centi! ·a month to the
say that you are innocent of his blood.?. And if.it is above fund .. The list is always open for additional names.
incumbent on a father to protect his home from .these
Elmina D.• Slimkcr, Sno:Wvllle, Va., l'laid to Oct., 1, 1882.
Eliza Drake, Pleasant Valley, N.Y., to Jnn. 1,1883,
.
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evils, who shall tell us that a great nation must giv
J S. WPeks, Onekama, Mich., tO Jan. 1, 1883,
· • 1.00
up the fairest portion of the earth to drunkenness
G. n, T. Hall Nossville, Pa.,
.
.
,00
A.' MinPki. Snper!m•,- Neb.,
•
.
,00
and debauchery because, forsooth, it is the rum-sellJohn T Gray. Branch J•mction. Mich.,
.oo
w. T. Porter. Philadelphia, Pa.,
.oo
er's inaliAnablfl right to carry on his debasing traffic!
· W. Collins, Philadelphia, Pa..
•
.
.
.oo .;
How long, oh, bpw long! will men of intelligence
John Earnshaw, Greenv!lle. Conn., to Dec. 1, 1882,
1 oo,
Elins
Livezey.
Baltimore.
Md.,
,
.
.
,25
bow down before· the rum-seller and lick the dust
C. Garwood, Baltimore. Md..
.2n
from. his feet? How long, ob, bow long ! will they
E. W. l<'itzner, Nevada City, Cal.,
.oo
V. J. Barrette, White Rock, Nev., .
. ·.
.so
prostitute their genius to justify the infamous conWm. Black. Carrollton, 111., paid to February 1, 1883.
duct of those who deal out destruction to the world,
Dr. ll'airchll(l, New Brunswick. N, J., •
.
.
.50
Owen ·Web&ter, ·Ben~on, Arizona, paid to Nov. 1,1882.
and then defraud justice by perjury and subornation
SPECUL· CONTRWUTORS,
to perjury?
D. S. !&wiN.
l\Ir.jlndl\Irs.Proutf, :·
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Book Notice.
HisToRY OF WoMAN SuFFRAGE. Illustrated with steel engravings. Edited by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, and Matilda Joslyn Gage. Complete in three vols.
Vol. II., 952 pp., Svo; 13 portraits. Price, cloth, $5.00;
sheep, $6.50 per vol. Fowler & Wells, Publishers, 753
Broadway; New York.
The second .volume of this elaborate work has just
been placed upon· our table. It is a magnificent volume, appears equal to Volume I., and doefil full credit
alike to authors and publishers. To do the volume
adeqnate justice requires more time and study than
we will be able now to giv it; but to all persons
interested in the struggle which woman has made in
our country for the recognition and exercise of the
rights to which by nature and reason she is justly
entitled, it cannot than otherwise be highly appreciated.
' ··
The first volume of this great work appeared some
fourteen months ago, and in about the same time
the third and completing will follow. Ample proof
is here presented of the labor and ability required in
the preparation {)f a work of this magnitude, and
also the wide interest taken in the question of
woman's rights-her rights of labor, of education, in
the bouse, over her children, over her property, and
in the affairs of law and government. The work will
and does constitute a library within itself of the earnest struggles that hav been made by the heroius
who hav giv.en their lives and strength to this righteous cause;
·The first volume comprises fifteen chapters, besides
a voluminous appendix. The present volume contajns eleven longer chaptets'and a full appendix. No
mere sketch can do the work the justice it merits.
It is an important and grand addition to the history
of our country and of needed reform. The work is
neatly printed, and contains fine steel engravings of
Anna Dickinson, Clara Burton Clemence, Sophia
Lozier, M.D., Olympia :Brown, Jane Graham Jones,
Virginia L. l\:[inor, Isabella Beecher Hooker, Belva
A. Lockwood, Ella Clark Sargent, Myra Bradwell,
Lucy Stone, Julia Ward Howe, and Mary A. Livermore.
The subjects of the eleven chapters of the present
volume are: Woman's Patriotism' in the War: Congressional Action; National-Conventions in 1866-67;
The Kansas Qampaign, 1867; The New York Constitutional Convention; Reconstruction; National Conventions, 1869; NeW' Departure Under the Fourteenth Amendment; National Conventions, 1873, '74,
'75; Trials and Decisions; American Woman Suffrage Association.

: : ,.. ' ·

Total,
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. BERLIN, N. J., Sept. 1, 1882.
Received in .August through the office of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, $3.50; from a friend in Massachusetts, $2.00; from
C. Garwood, $5.05.
J. HACKER.
NOTWITHSTANDING the dignity of our courts· of_
justice, the customary methods of tendering oaths are
far from impressiv, and to people poss('ssed of great
veneration are somewhat shocking. The person who·
administers them is not usually eminent for piety ..
To obtain the position of clerk, be must rather hav
evinced political 11hrewdness and profound sagaci~y ..
He is far better acquainted with the voters of tli:e
Ninety-ninth ward than with the Psalms of David ~n'
the holy gospels.. _He pardly seems to be the pr6j:ier
person to invoke' the Supreme Being to aid a falter":
ing witness,, or to denounce the wrath of heaveri
uporr the on'e who givs false testimony. Upon the'
opening of a ~e:.;m af court, one of the first duties of
the clerk is to swear the grand jury. Directing the·.
one who bas been _selected as foreman to stand up, he
hurries through with the prescribed form in a pl,~~
ner scarcely intelligible to those even who are familiar·
with it. The rest of the grand jury are· then sworn·
in squads and platoons, without having the oath repeated to them, and at tbeelose the ma_n of <ileanli~
ness and refinement is compelled to bow dow.n and'
kiss the same ancient and greasy volume ~hicb for''
years has been used for similar purposes, with his.
next neighbor whose mouth has never known tooth.~
brl,sh, w.bose lips are dripping with'tobacco-juice, and
whose breath is redolent of wh,isky and onions. Is it'
rema.rk:a.ble that some should prefer to be sworn with
the uplifted hand? Then ,as each witness takes th!l '
stana, the Supreme Being'is'again called in by the
clerk to assist in the judicial proceedings and to br~<ie
up the witnes~ to do his duty. Jeremy Bentham, iU:
1817, wrote of oaths in his strange style: "On the
supposition that, by man over the .Almighty, power
should to this, or any other purpose, be exercised or.
exercisable, an absurdity than which nothing can be
greater, cannot be denied to be involved; man the
legislator and judge, God the sbiriff and executioner;.
man the despot, God his slave. . . God is a n~gli
gent servant indeed, but still a servant; be disobeys'
the orders nine times out of ten, but be pays obe- ·
dience to them on the. tenth."-Judge E. A. Thomas:
Qaths in Legal Proceei!tings. N. A. Rev_iew.
·
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"gulp" whatever is stated in that coUPction of un- as eternal than to th1nk it an evolution of nothknown authors; such accounts as the waters of Noab:s ing. It is surely a no greater stretch of the
D. M. BENNET'!', EDITOR.
flood rea~hing five miles high; of the forms of am- imagination than to imagin a creator and that he is
mal life existing together in a close vessel over a eternal. While our friend insists that he does not.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. year; of the river Nile being turned to blood, and know that matter is eternal, it may be as truthfully
==========='=·====::-.====· other equally impossible plagues of Egypt; of the in~;~isted that he does not know that it is not eternal.
R 8d S
t'
t
d walling up on each When he can show bow it is possible for matter to
1't
The largest and
A1.M~est Radical Journal r'rmblished
in 1side. making
ea par mg
wa ers an
· f or one set come from nothi'ng t't WI'll be tt'me enough to belt'eve
• ~~vy • •
.
a dry sroadway
through 1t,
Jlu;rop6 or .Ame'I'Ula. r,ontq,~n~ng Be~~en hundred square lnches of human beiTJgs to be saved and anuther set drowned; it had a beginnin~. His analogy of butting against
more reading matter than <m1J1 other journal of its kind.
of two or three million of people with all their cattle the pyramids of Egypt, and then concluding they are
living in an arid desert for forty years, all their food eternal, seems not to possesB special force. The matNEW YORK, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1882. for that period being sent from heaven in the form ter of which the pyramids are composed is, of course,
of manna; of stones beingtbrown down from heaven eternal, but theformin which they now are had a beto kill human beings, and, upon their giving ou~, of ginning. The forms and combination of matter are
Further Replies to Mr. Whitehead.
Joshua's stopping the sun and moon that he might always changing, more or less rapidly, but matter
hav daylight for committing more slaughter; of itself never comes into existence and never goes out.
Our friend objects to the term fable as applied to Samson killing a lion with his hands; of his catchOur friend brings no new fact to light when he
Genesi11, but any story that tells of a garden spot where ing three hundred foxes and tying their tales to- asserts that matter is n(),t .a simple element, but
four rivers hav their source, about knowledge and gether, and s~tting corn fields on fire; of his slaying comprises over sixty distinct elements, including
long- life gt:owing upon trees, about men being made a thousand men with the jaw- bone of an ass; of his oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, chlorine, carbon, suiof clay. and woman, with her nerves, tissut>s, flesh, carrying off the heavy gates of Gaza and overtbr~w- phur, potassium, sodium, iron, gold, silver, copper,
and blood, being drawn out from a small rib bone, ing the pillars of a temple with his hands and ktll- etc. No person will dispute this. But when he
about a suake, which has no organs of speech, con- ing three thou!'and people; of ~lnee young men ~eing asks which of these is eternal, !md whence the others
versing in human languagP, about water descending cast into a highly~heated furnace w 1thout the shght- come, the rational answer is, they are all eternal;
upon the earth for forty days at the rate of seven est injury; about Daniel being cast into a den of one can neither be converted into another, nor can
hundred and fifty feet per day, about all forms of lions; about Jonah being swallowed by a fish, re- one of them come from nothing. They are capable
animal life, amounting to millions. being got together tained three days under water without air, and then of combining endlessly with each other in new
and kept in a big box for thirteen months, is only v· 1mited safely on dry land, and much more of a simi- combinations and organizations, but none of them
worthy the term of fablfJ. It cannot be true. It is Jar character needless· to mention: Our friend has comes into existence-none goes out. The fact of the
absurd to c'lll it" history." And, what is cbeerin.g, the to accept aU these as "history" and the inspired ever-varying combinations that may be formed of
lessons. of geology, of astronomy, and other B~len.ces word of God. We are compelled to regard it as these elements is the only rational explanation of
are bemg more and m<_>re accept~d by the thm~mg fable, and of not the slightest reliability or truth.
the origin of the world. There is clearly a possiamong men; and .the stlly stones about the creatiOn,
In treating the subject of the authenticity of Bible bility for the eleme.nts to unite in the form they now
about the formatwn of man and woman, about the books no less a Bible scholar than Prof Samuel are, and the conditions must hav been favorable to
talented snake ruining them and defeating his maker Davidson admits the truth 1 f much set forth in the the result or it would not hav taken place. There
at: thfl same time, ab?ut that impos~ible flood, are foregoing. In speaking of the changes and modifica. was a natural cause for every result that has taken
bemg le~s and less ~ehev~d. It certamly seems that tions which hav been made by collectors and com- place. Causes, forces, and material may be regarded
Mr. Whttehead ha~<lntelhgence enoughnotto longer pilers of the unknown writers he says:
as eternal, but results, combinations, and conditions
giv in his adherence to such groundless, unsupported,
'
come and pass away.
and senseless stories. He would do well to read
Men cf prophetic gifts wrote in the name of distinguished
The "inertia of matter" is another mistake.
prophets, ann put tl:\eir productions with those of the latier, or
,
Col. Ingersoll's "Some Mistabs of Moses,' Prof. ada}•ted and wrote them over after their own fashion. The Strictly speaking, matter is not inert, but is eternally
Westbrook's "The BiblP-, Whence and What," or fiftieth and fifty-first chapters of Jeremiah show such over- charged with life, or the possibility of entering into
Bronson Keeler's "Short History of the Bible." He writing. To Zechariah's authentic oraii1es wer:e attachfd chap. new combinations, producing new forms, and deshould not revere falsehood because it has antiquity, ters ix and xiv, themselvs made up of two parts (ix-xi; :xii-xiv) veloping new hfe. There is inorganic life as well as
and should not believe as true that of which there is belonging to different times and authors prior to the destruction organic, and without the one the"othel' would not be
of the Jhwish state by the Babylonian~.
not the slightest proof.
The soferim, as the successors of the prophets, must hav cor- possible. The inherent powers of matter are equal
As Mr. Whitehead objects to being made to "gulp remed and revised the sacred books to some extent. We need to all the results which hav been produced by the
down" the statement that, according to the Bible, not hesitate to allow that they sometimes arranged parts and myriads of combinations that hav taken place. If
the creation of the earth and of man took place less e11en added matter of their own, In the time of the canon's en- matter is really inert no form of life could be poithan six thousand years ago, W& also decidedly ob. tire preparation they and the other priests, with writf>rs and sible. Where inorganic forms of matter end, and
·
1 - d
" h
b d 1·
h
h scholars generally, redacted the.n»tional literature, excluding
.
.
Ject to "gu pmg own t e a sur c atm t at t e or Mnctioning such portions of it as they saw fit.
organic forms begin, is a deep and intricate suhJect,
writings of wholly unknown persons, written in an
From Ezra' 11 treatment of the oldest law books we infer that and not yet fully understood; but it is not difficult
unknown period, and afterward massed into one he did not look upon them as inviolate. Venerable thev were, to comprehend that the gradation of the coarser
volume, as both reliable history and the word of and so far sacred; but neither perfect nor complete for all forms of ID!!tter to the higher forms of life is a regGod, when neither is so much as claimed by the time. · · · The redaction to which he submittPd them ular and natural one. Matter in the inorganic dowriters themselvs. It seems very easy for our friend shows no superstitious reverence. With him canonical and main exists in numerous degrees, and it is the same
holy were not identical. Nor does the idea of an immediate
to "gulp down" the latter, whether the former will div~ne llUthority appear to hav dominated the mind of Nehe- in the organic world-almost endless forms are
" gulp" or not. The ease with which our Christian miah and his scholars in tbe sPlection of books.,
found to exist. The connecting link between the infriends accept the claim that these uuknown writers
The scribes who followed Ezra," Seeing what he did, would organic and the organic is as natural and simple. as
wrote by the help of God, and that they know what J;laturR.tly follow hh' exe.mple and would not scruple, if it seemed the rest if as well understood. It is known that certoPk place hundreds and thousands of years before be.«t to revise the text in substance as well as form. They. aid tain combinations and qualities of inorganic matter
'l' ·
not refrain from ch4ngin{J what had been written, or inserting
they were b orn, shows the remar ka b le f am ttles pos. fresh matter.''
· ·
are essential to organic life, that the subtle forces of
sessed for "gulping down." If the Christians do
The differences between them (the Palestinian and Alexan- nature (the concomitants of matter) hav an impornot-" gulp" fable for truth, no people ever did.
drian versions of the prnphets and the Hagiograpba.), nften re- tant office in the premises, and that the lower forms
The following faots with reference to the older markable, prove that those who had m~st to do with the books of organic life are but a slight remove above protopart of the Bible may be stated. It is equally un- did not guard them as they would hav done had they thought plasmic, or properly combined organic matter. With·
I t 1s
· them infaUibly inspired.
•
known w h en and b y w h om t h ey were wr1tten.
out these conditions organic life would not be posstnot even known when and by whom they were comThus, as this ableet of Bible scholars admits that ble; but every step from the lowest form of inorpiled and made into a book or canon. It has been the various books composing the Bible were freely ganic matter to the highest form of organic life is
thought it was done by Ezra after he had led a por- changed by those who took upon themselvs their perfectly natural, for nothing strictly unnatural ever
tion of the Jews back to Palestine from Babylon. It compilation and consolidation; as he confesses they took place. Let it be reiterated, all cau~;~es are natis far more probable that he and his ·"lcribes wrote subtracted and added according to their own desires; ural causes, all laws are natural laws, all processes
them than that they were written oy the persons as it is unknown who were the authors of the Pen- are natural processes, and all results are natural rewhosfl names they bear. The canon was probably tateuch, of Joshua, Judges, Ruth, the two books of suits. Nature does everything and super-nature
fixed up long after be was dead. But all is uncer- Samuel, the two books of Kings, the two books of nothing. Nature is the highest; nature is the low-.
tainty and doubt. It was not at first thought that Chronicles, of Esther, Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecole- est; nature is all.
the books were written or inspired by God; that was siastes, the Song of Solomon, and others; as these
Now for the dream part of Christianity. If our
wholly an afterthought. It was a claim set up by books were not for a long. time thought to be the friend will notice what we said he will· see that we
priests long after the writers were dead.
product of the divine mind, it is somewhat amusing did not say that "theNew Testament is founded on a
We hav not the books now in the form in which to see how readily the whole-the claims of divinity, 1 dream," as he has it in his last, but that Christianity
they were written; parts were left out and parts infallibility, and all-is "gulped down" without a! is founded upon a dream. This proposition is certainly
added, according to thE> whim of the compilers. question by those who hold that believing without j easy of confirmation. The fundamental claim of
Nothing prevented their making such changes as they proof is a virtue. As gt1lpers, the world can show Christianity is that Jesus was miraculously begotten
pleased. The crudeness and carelessness with which no superiors. With such credulous people, if the by God, that he is absolutely and to all intents and
they performed the work is exemplified in the facts claim were set up by the fathers of the church that purposes the son of God, that he had not a natural
that the-last two verses of 2 Chronicles and the first the moon is composed of green cheese, or that the father, that he was sent into the ·World to die as a
of Ezra are the same; tlat nearly half the books at- sun is but little larger than a cartwheel, it is highly propitiation or atonement for the sins of the world,
tributed to Isaiah were not written by Isaiah at all, probable they would easilr accel?t it.
.
and that all who believe thi.s are to enjoy the beati·
but by an unknown person in Babylon, and some two
The two vague quotatwns gtven by our frtend tudes of heaven forever, wb1le an·who do not or can
hundred and fifty years after the time of Isaiah; still from the poetry of the ~ible amount to little more not believe must snffer the torments of bell to all
later pieces were also added to the collection attrib- than as though he had quoted from Shak~pere or 1 eternity. If, then, Jesus was not the son of God, if he
uted to Isaia\l; that the book of Daniel, which bas Milton. They show no knowled.g.e of the early state / was not miraculously begottef!, if his m~th~r was not
been looked upon as a wonderful mass of proph- of matter, nor of the compositiOn of the world. a virgin even after her conceptiOn and brmgmg forth,
ecy, was not written by Daniel at all, and not till the That they do not absolutely contradict t4e teachings 1 then the foundation of Christianity is taken away,
Maccabean period, about 165 B c.-four hundred of science amounts to very little. He may think and all the dodging, sophistry, and special pleading
years after Daniel was dead, and long after the Moses and the other supposed Bible writers are in the world cannot prevent it.
.
events had taken place referred to by the pretended "about right," but we think the proof is that they
It is but simply stating the truth that all the
prophecy. To this forgery ascribed to Daniel were are about wrong. Those who accept them as "the grounds there are in the world that such an unnatadded the Prayer of Aztrias, the Song of the Three infallible word of God" do so on the most slender ural thing ever took place is the dream which a preChilflren, the History of Susannah, and Bel and the proof .in the world. _ The stories are fable more tender falsely wrote that Matthew narrated over
Dragon, and these are to-day by half the Christian than htstory.
.
.
fifty years after the dream was drea~ed. If Mr.
world-the Catholics-regarded as divine as the other
As to the eternality of matter," so long as it is im- Whitehead can show any other authority on which
portions of the Bible. All these things show how possible to increase matter in the slighest degree, or to base the divinity of Jesus, or his heavenly parenteasily the "gulping" process is performed by those decrease it in the sli~htest degree; so long as it can- age, he is requested to·~ produce it. In the story
who are compelled to "gulp down" fables and un· not be created nor destroyed; so long as it is impos- accorded to Luke he mentions a vision that Mary had ·
known writings as "history" as divinely inspired. : sible to comprehend how something can come from of a call ft·om the angel Gabriel, on which occasion
The credulous believers, like our friend, are ready to nothing, it is more reasonable to look upon matter the angel is said to hav told the young girl of a visit
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bisll!aster, or the Holy Ghost would make her, when
a little overshadowing would be performed; but all
this was in the future, and the story does not say that
the visit and the overshadowing ever took place.
All the authority the Christian church hasJ then, that
Jesus is the bPgotten son of God is that dream narrated by the lpseudo-Matthew,· nea~ly two hundred
years after the dr..eamer ceased to exist. If, then; we
are not justified in saying that Christianity rests upon a
fable and a dream, let it be clearly shown. The claim
that ''the vi~ion was given to quiet the jealous fears
of the old man Joseph respecting the condition of
the girl to whom he was engaged" is begging the
question. That is all the proof there is that Jesus
was begotten by a ghost or spirit, and had the story
not been told to incite the faith of the Christian
world in the divinity of Jesus, it might better hav
· fi
J
h
not b een to ld . If t h e dream sa tis ed osep , and
that was all the object to be produced, there was no
necel'Jsity for repeating the dream. Joseph was already pacified, and that was all that was necessary.
The dream-gossiper had better held his peace.
· df ·
ld
k .
h
b
0 ur f rten
am wou ma e It appear t at t e tour
gospels in the New Testament wer(1 known to Barnabr.s, Clemens Romanus, Ignatius, Polycarp, Papais,
etc. Although he quotes Wheeler to boost up the
c~aim, it positivly cannt.t stand. Not one of these
·f M h
M k L k
persons k new of th e gospe I so
att. ew, . !lr , u e,
and John, neither did Jus tin Martyr, Tertullian,
Hegesippus, Basilides, Valenti nus, Marcion, Tatian,
Dionysius. of Corinth, MelitQ of Sardis, Claudius
Apollonaris, Atbenagora~, Ptolemus, Heracleon, nor
any others of the early-fathers and autberities up to
·
f I
f
1
t h e time o
renams a ter the year 80 . This latter, as before observed, was _the first to mention
. ~he four gospels, in the New Testament. It is most
/clear that up to his time theywere unknown, and the
reasons that Irenreus givs why there. were four gos.
.d
l
f th
t
pe ls, an d Cou ld b e no more an no ess, are o
e mos
frivolous character-because there are four quarters
of the world, because there are four general winds,
and bf'cause cherubims hav four faces.
More
sophistic1l reasons and props to sustain four unauthentic gQspels could not be devised; and it must be
insisted upon that a person, whether bishop or no:t,
01pable of advancing such arguments in favor ofunsupported pretensions is unworthy of credit.
It is not strange after ari examination into the
character of the fourth gospel that the learned-author
of "Supernatural Religion" should use such language
a'B this: "We hav seen that whilst there is not one
particle of evidence during a century and a half after
the events recorded in the fourth gospel that it was
composed by the son of Zebeaee, there is, on the
contrary, the strongest reason for believing that he
did not write it." It is not.strange that when speaking of the authenticity of the gospels and of the
period when the claim for them was· set up. Dr.
Westcott should call it "the dark age of ChriRtian
literature." There "is most undeniably a great want
of proof of the authenticity of the gospels, and the
whole story of Jesus, and· of the immaculate conception, of the miracles performed by Jesus, of his
rising from the dead, and of his physical ascension
up into the ethereal regions. These things were
clearly untaught and unknown in the first century,
and were not taught by the apostles nor their immediate disciples in the first century. They were
wholly the inventions of the more unscrupulous
fathers and writers of the second century when a
necessity, in order to satisfy the prevalent love of
the supernatural and wonderful, was thought to exist.
In his able work, the ",History of the Christian
Religion to the Year 200," Judge Charles B. Waite,
A.M., after years spent in examination of all the
early authorities upon the Christian religion lays
down these propositions which cannot be successfully
disputed:
0

1. No one of the four gospels is mentioned in any other part
of the New Testament. [This assuredly would not hav been
the case had they been the oldest, and the foupdation upon which
the whole was built.] .
·
2. No work of art of !tllY ki 11 d has ever been discovered no
pai~ting or engraving, nn sculpture or other relic of antiq~ity
which may be looked upon as furnishing additional evidence of
the existence of those gospels, ai:id· which was executed earlier
th th 1 tt
t f th
d
t
E
h
. an e a er pa_r .0
e secon cen ury.
ven t e explora• tions
of
the
Chnsl!an
catacombs
failed
to
bring
to
light any
evidence of that character.
3. The four gospels were written in Greek, and there was no
translation of them into other lfl,nguages earlier than the third
century.
4. No manuscript of the gospels are in existence dating farther
back than the fourth century. Of that century or· the next
there are three or four, and some twent or thirt; more than ~
thousond yeo>rs old.
y
·'
5. No autograph manuscript of any of the gospels has
ever been kn?wn, ~o far as there is any authentic record, nor
hllol! any credible Witnes.q ev~r claimed to hav seen such a manuscnpt. No one has ever claimed to hav seen such manuscri t
·of either of the four gosp I . th h d "t" 8 f. L kp
e sthe
JD
e an -wrimg
o uhad
e
autograph
manuscripts
Mark, M-atthew, or John. If
ever existed they would hav been preserved among. the most
. sacred relics of the church.
·
6. DUling the first two centuries tradition was esteemed of
more value, and better evidence of the gospel history than any
written books. or manuscripts
'
7. The dialect in which the New Testament books w re
written, a sort of Hebi-&istic Greek, has been considered e~de~10s of their !lntiquitv. But this dialect prPvai!ed three centUrias after ChriSt, and was in full use during the second century,
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The same or similar Hebraisms abound iri the apochryphal gos- tention to them when he gave his absurd reason.
pels
thatcanonical
age.
•
gospels were selected by the bishops f or JUSt
t h ose an d none oth ers. The gospels that
8. ofThe
from a large number the!l in circulation.
had been alluded to before and quoted from were
the other gospels since discarded as not being truthIn the conclusion of his exhaustiv and careful ful nor inspired.
work of .450 pages this author says:
There is great probability that there was more or
Iu taking a general review of the first hundred and seventy less similarity between many of the gospels-some
years of the Christian religion the. first 1hing that strikes the borrowing from others and all borrowing from the
mind is the dearth of material from which to construct a reli- legends and traditions in existence. That many of
able history. It is seen at once how much must rest upon them are strictly unreliable is clear to be seen;
probability in its different degrees-how much must be rele- that one of them was penned by divine aid there is
f
gated to the province of speculati<m. The works of the only
h fi t
f
Th · . 1 . d
ere IS c.a1me to
church historian who wrote during that period, lost or destroyed, not t e rs partw1e o lJroo ·
the few fragmimts that are left being of comparativly no value hav been a gospel of Matthew, and that it had also
-the writings of Porphyry and others who wrote against been called the gospel of the Hebrews, but it clearly
Christianit¥, and those of the heretic Christians, all destroyed- was not the gospel which we call the gospel of
there remam only the. works o~ some of the orthodox f~~hers, Matthew. That was written in Hebrew, while this
and the t_ext of those ~n a mutilated and corrupte~ cor:dltlon. never was in Hebrew and was writte in Gre"k
Such IS the material at the hands of the histonan. Of
.
.
'
n
" ·
course he cannot rely implicitly.up,,n the unsupported assertion . Our fr~en.d gets the gospels somewh_a.t confused
of any such writer for the truth of any historical fact what- when he Intimates that Celsus wrote agamst the gosever. Ineveryinstanc~ he is obliged to scrutinize carefully, pels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. There is
and endeavor to ascertam whether any ulterior m~tivs ~ay hav considerable diversity of opinion as to the time when
prompted whatever statement may be under con~IdPratwn. If Celsus lived. and it is said there were two perhe can find none, and the fact stands uncontradicted by other.
b h '
I . l .
writers, it is cautiously accepted. Under such circumstances sons y t ~t name.
t ~s c a1med by s~me that the
progress is slow !'nd. uncertain .. The most that any writer can Celsus agamst w~om Onge~ v:rote flourished about
hPpe to accomplish IS to place m proper shape what is already the year 160, while others msist that he was a conknown, and to esta?lish_hereand therealandmarkforthe bene- temporary of Origen, who lived in the fore part of
fit of subseq?ent historians.
. .
. . .
the third century. Whatever timeCelsus lived how- l · .k
In conclusiOn, as the result of this mvestigation, It may be
f h h
f' h"
rPpeated that no evidence is found of .the existence in the first eve~, v_ery 1Itt e Is .. nown o w at e wrote, or IS
century of either of the following doctrins: the iinmaculate C}:uist_u~:n adversanes _took verr _good care to destroy
conception.,...-the miracles of Christ-his material resurrection. h1s wr1tmgs, as they did the wrrtmgs of Porphyry and
No one of these gospels is to be found hi the epistles of the others who were opposed to them. All that is known of
Ne.W: Teetament, nor hav we been able to find them in other what be wrote is what Origen was rather compelled to
writmgs of the first century:
.
.
hand down to us in the paragraphs which he quoted
As to the four gospels, m. commg t<> the conclusiOn that
O
.
..
.
_
they were not written in the first century, we hav but recorded to refute. . ne tb1!lg IB certam, _that Celsus d1d not
the conv ction of the most advanced scholars of the present so much wnte ngamst any partiCular gospels out of
day,JrrPspectiv of their religious Views in other respects; with the two hundred which existed as against the
whom the question as now presented is "How early in the general claims of Christianity according to the
seco~d ce~tury w~re they (lOmposed?"
.
legends that bad been preached for a hundred years
Discardmg as mveutions of the se_cond century, havmg no . .
It
t b
tb
C l
·
k
historicfll foundation, the three doctrins above named, and OI more.
mus, e seen . at e sus Is a wea
much else which must necessarily stand orfall with them what pro'P to hold up the four canomcal gospels.
remains of the Christian religion?
'
The same may be said of Marcion. He, though a
heretic, had a gospel of his own, from which it is
Mr. Whitehead speaks of quotations that were believed that the gospel of Luke was partially
made from what were called gospels, by some of composed, but he assuredly had nothing te say,
the fatherB of the second century. Right enough; pro or con, of the four gospels, now declared to
that is quite possible. The first few centuries of the be the inspired word, but which were unknown till
church were full of "gospels,, and "epistles" some after his time.
of which have been 'Preserved to the present time
When Mr. Whitehead make(' the assertion that ·
and many of which have been lost. We have what is the gospels. are as "well authenticated as any other
called the Apochryphal New Testament in which are books inexistence" be certainly makes a veryextravathe gospel of the Birth of Mary, the Protevangelion, gant ~tatement, and one that is not at all borne out
the First Gospel of the Infancy of Jesus Christ, by the facts. If he means all of the two hundr~d
Thomas's Gospel of the_Infancy of Jesus Christ, the gospels alluded to it is only necessary to say that all
Gospel of Nicodemus or the ActB of Pontius Pilate, but four of them hav been discarded by the various
the same followed by numerous epistles of an apoc- councils that hav been held to act upon them, and
ryphal character. Among the lost gospels are the by the common consent of the church, while the four
Gospel of Paul, the Gospel of the Hebrews, the that hav been ret!\ined are shown to hav been
Gvapel of the Egyptians, the Gospel of Perfection, unknown till after the year 180, and consequently
thE< Gospel of Philip, the Gospel of Andrew, the Syr- Bpurious forgeries or frauds, not written by the preiac Gospel, the Gospel of Matthias, Gospel of Judas tended authors of them. If this most damaging
Iscariot, Gospel of Apelles, Gospel of Barnabas, character means "well authenticated," it must be
Gospel of Basilides, the Clementine Gospel, Gospel that language has obtained new meaning. If there
of Bartholomew, Gospel of Ev·e, Gospel of Cerinthus, are any books in the world less authenticated we
Gospel of Encratites, the Eternal Gospel, Gospel of would like to know which they are.
the Gnostics, Gospels of Hesychius, Gospel of justin,
The fact adduced that Christians were persecuted,
Gospel of James the Less, Gospel of Jude, Gospel and from that the argument urged that their dootrins
of the Lord, Gospel of Lucius, Gospels of Lucianus, are true, will hardly work, or, what is equally unforGospel of Life, Gospel of Longinus, Gospel of Manes, tun ate, it proves too much. If being persecuted proves
Gospel of Marcion, Gospel of Merinthus, Gospel of a belief to be true, then as Christians hav persecuted
Scythianus, Gospel of SimonidEs, Gospel of Thaddeus, others a thousand times more than they hav been
Gospel of Tatian, Gospel of Truth, and almost as persecuted themse!vs they hav proved the belief of
many more as may be desired. It is claimed that their viotims a thousand times truer than their own.
within the first three centuries of the Christian era,
As to the fathers being designing and ignorant, a
there were two or thTee hundred ~ospels and epistles few words may be said. The charge of "ignorant"
named after'l!tome apostle, disciple, father, or bishop. may be qualified to this extent, that while they were
It is not claimed they were written by the men so ignorant as not to be acquainted with many of
whose names they bore, nor that they were written the simplest facts and laws of nature, they were not
by inspiration, but there seems to have been a mania so ignorant as not to know their right hands from
for writing gospels. Many of the young priests and their left or to go in the house when it rained. We
zealous believers conceived it their privilege to write propose, however, to let a few excellent witnesses
a gospel and give it the naq~.e of such distinguished bear testimony as to their ignorance and superstidisciple, saint or teacher as they fancied. The same tions, as well as to the correctness and moral qualiright w'as exercised to write a gospel as is now used ties of some of them. First let Prof. Davidson say
by many in writing an account of Garfield's death, a few words:
or Guiteau's execution.
.
.
..
Admittin.g the correctness of our friend's claim
The mfanc:r of the. ~anon was cradled. m .an uncritical age,
.
.
and rocked with traditional ease. ConsCientious care was not
that Barnaba.s, Clemens, Ignatms, Papus, and others. directtd from the first to the well-authenticated testimony of
quote d f rom gospe1s, t h ey must h ave b een some of 1 eye-witnesses. Of the three fathers who centributed most to
tbe foregoing or others, ll.nd not the f?ur gospels ~f I its ~arly gr?wth, Irenreus "!'as c_redulous and blundering; T~r
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, wbwh most pos1- ~ulhan pa~siOnate and one-si~ed, and _Clemept, of A.!exa.ndria,
_tivly were not known to one of the persotJS named. u;nbue? with th~ tr~asures _of Greek wiSdom, was marnly occuTh
1 h" h
d · th
l h
h
pied with ecclesiaslwal ethics.
e _gospe 8 hw lC w er e rea lD .ehear Yf c urc es
Irer.reus agrees that the gospels should be four in number,
previOus to t e year 180 were not eit er 0 our pres- UPither more or less. because there are four uniyersal winds _and
ent. four gospels of the New Testament a~d ~hose 1 four quarters of _the world The Word or A.rc?Itect of a:n thmgs
rlemded to be apocryphal. In the content1ous and. gave the gospel m afou_r-fold shatJe. A~c-rdiDg ~o this father
quarrelsome councils of bishops which assembled to ; the apostles were fully 1nfor~ed con?ernmg ~II thmgs, and had
decide which' gospels and epistles should be accepted 11 perfect k~?wledge after thm. Lord s ascen~!On.
. . .·
ll k
h
.
. 1 He says, Matthew wrote his gospels while Peter and Paul
as genmn It IS we
nown t at m some counCI 1s were preaching in Rome and fotmding the church." Such asb oo k ~ were
.
d"Iscard e d W h"ICh are no~ consi"d ered i sertions s~ow both Ignorance
.
'
·
an d. ~xaggerat10n.
.
genum, and some were accepted whwh hav been . Tertull1an affirms that the tradition of the ~postolic churches
since discarded. The whole affair seems to hav guarantees the _four go~pel~, and refers his readers to t~e
been a medley of confusion and uncertainty. There ch~rches of Cormth, Phll:lppi •. Ephesus, etc., fo~ the authentic
.
th"
t
h
th t th fi ll
t d b k epistles of Paul. What Is this but the rhetonc of an enthuIS no mg o s ow. a
e na y !1-ccep e
~o s siast?
are any more genum than those discarded. But
Clement Contradicts himself in making Peter authorize
let it be remembered by Mr. Whitehead and every Mark's gospel to be rea~, in. the churches, while in anot~~~
person seeking after the truth that the four gospels place he says the apostle neither forbade nor encouraged 1t.
were not mentioned until Bishop Irenreus Qalled a
TO BE COliTINUED.]
0

0
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This doctrin of Christia'i}ity is the bladgeon:·."tlfat:
incarnate God, i!ays' plainly, hi John vi; 53: "Verily,
verily I Bay unto YQlll Except ye eat the flesh of the knocks the successful. reb(;ll spirit out of Ireland and:
Son of Man, and drink his blood, ye ha.v no life in makes her a mere groveling, grumbling.· 11lavre.• ;to
you. Whoso eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood England. The Catholic religion, true and Chri8t1~n~
The Case of Ireland.·
[as we do his body, blood; and divinity in the mass], as it is, has always sided with kil!gs against th.e pe.qt :.
To PATRICK FoRD, EsQ., Editor of the Irish World: hath eternal life; for :my flesh is meat indee~, and ple, and, as I hav shown, has scripture for, ,so doing:
I am a constant reader of the Irish World. I greatly my blood is drink indeed. He that eateth my flesh, The pop9 and his bishops cannot consistently cheer
admire your editorial ability, your zeal and self-sac- and drinketh my blood, dwelleth in me and I in on the Irish patriots iii .an attempt to break up their
allegiance to England and establish their own nationrifice in the cause of Ireland. I hav no prejudice him."
af!ainst the Irish race. Ethnologically: I place them
This language ju;tifies' me in saying that by the ality, but are bound bv their religion to pr,onounce
above the Englishman in some of the best attributes process called faith, which believes anything on such an effort a rebellion that must end, even if
of the human character. I hav no words sufficiently mere authority, the incarnate God, Jesus, may be- successful, in damnation. Therefore they are. only'
strong to express my detestation of the British gov- come an article of food to a devout Christian, and half-hearted, sympathizing as men and co-religionis~s
ernment for it,s long-continued, mean, and merciless that after serving the purposes of the souJ, may, like with the peeled and plundered Irish, but, as theolp~
trea...tment of your nativ country. Next to the Jews, other food, be cast out into the draught. No, I am gians and churchmen, bound by a higher obligation,
the Irish hav been trodden under the heel of power not as a sectarian, putting r:eproach upon the funda- to sustain the God-given, rights of England over .all
for a longer time and more ruthlessly than any other mental doctrin of your creed. I am only trying to her s~bjects. The heroic labors of Davitt and Parrace; and, a!l a consequence, although the island is a show why a people so strong in numbers, so homo- nell, as well as your own and those of Mr. George, in
natural paradise in climate and fertility of soil, no geneous in blood, in opinion, in feeling, in interest, destroying landlordism, are only a daubing of the
people are so poverty-stricken, so ignorant, so and who hav so gaod a cause; should hav lain for walls with untempered mortar. The cement taJu~s.
sqllalid, and such beggars~
long centuries at the proud foot of the conqueror, no bond, and the wall cannot resist the pressure o-f.
It may seem strange, at first blush, that Ireland, in and should be so helpless and hopeless now. Their its own weight. The Russian Nihilists, both.. for.
;
her centuries of struggle against her English op- religion is their bane. It is a far greater lmemy to courage and effect, put all Ireland to shame.
I know, Mr. Ford, that you wilL reject niy advice,
pressors, has never bad the _actiy sympathy of any their politiQal freedom and welfare than the British
other nation. ·Her degradatiOn Is so complete that government .. From center to circumference Ireland although I am a true friend to Ireland. But I giv
all other peoples stand aloof and despise her. Hence is permeated by a superstition that paralyzes her in- it, nevertheless, and place it upon record. It is that,
she has had to depend on herself alone for- counsel, tellect, confuses her perceptions,· and cuts the ham- first and foremost, you liberate Ireland from the par.:
and upon her banished children everywhere for mate- strings of wise and successful endeavors. With alyzing superstition imposed on her by the Catholic
rial aid in her abortiv attempts to regain her ancient ever BO powerful a lever there is no fulcrum by which church. Free the souls of her children from this
autonomy. In our struggle aeainst the British gov- she could ba raised up from her prone condition even terrible condition, and bring them out into the glo- '
ertiment, which began in 1776, we had the help enough to let air under her, much less elevate her to rious liberty of the sons of li~ht, aud then it' will,
of France, Poland, and Prussia. But even without a plane where she could make a fight for her liberty. be comparativly easy to break their allegiance to the
their aid we could and would hav secured our inde- She reminds me of a. stalwart negro I once met in English government and establish the Irish republi~.
pendence; for, although a handful, we were a peo- slavery times on a wharf-boat at Maysville, Ky., and But so long as the masses of your countrymen' are
ple that could not be enslaved. Now, instead of who, when I urged him to get hi!! freedom by run- not only in bonds to superstition, but are contented
five millions of the Irish race occupying Ireland, ning off into Ohio, where he would find friends, with their bondage, and would not hav it otherwise,
suppose, for a moment, it were five million of Yan- replied, "I is afraid, massa ! I is afraid de Abolition- so long will they remain poor, helpless, and hopele's~~
BARNEVELDT,.
kee~. With only half so good a case as Ireland has, ists eat me."
Nothing could be done for that
so far from waiting five centuries, they would do one negro.
of .two things in five years-either overthrow the
The pope, and most of the Irish bishops, are only
The Tama Meeting.
English power by all the means known to an op- half-hearted in the cause of Irish emancipation.
Everything seems propitious for the Tama Pon~·
pi:essed people, or make Ireland a desolation where They know full well, from what they hav seen in vention of the Iowa Liberal League and secular and
neither men nor animals nor grass would grow. No Italy and France, that the love of liberty and the Spiritualist camp-meeting, and nothing more so than
body of Americans would submit to such oppression freedom of thought, which are indispensable to their the weather.
as the Irish hav endured an hour longer than was success in breaking away from· their political bond-.
On Wednesday evening appeared the first a~rivals,:
necessary either to throw it off or to die in the at. age, would, in the end, lead them to shake off the and by 10 A.M. of Thursday several counties were
tempt. Why is it; then, that the nations of Europe, chains of their spirit~tal bondage. How could the represented, and, of the speakers advertised, Mrs .. ,
with all their just jealousy of and hatred to England, Catholic hierarchy be more than luke-warm when in Lake, Prof. Peck, Dr. Severance? Col. Bplfngs, :~r~t<:
regard the Irish struggle with indifference? Why the very epistle of Paul, in11pired of God, and ad- tie Pease Fox, and Col. Fox were on the ground. At
is it that, even in the United States, where the peo. dressed to the church at Rome, a doctrin is laid this hour the Convention was called to order by
pie know what liberty is, and value it above all down which, had it been believed in and submitted Vice-President A. Clegg, of Des Moines, a veteran
price, we can get up no efficient sympathy for Ire- to, would hav made every government on earth to- in the reform raub and a gentleman of dignified
land beyond a curse, now and then, from some pub- day an irresponsible despotism, and all the people manners and c~mmanding presence. The seci:e~ary
lie man against her oppressor?
uncomplaining slav~s? Listen, Mr. Ford, while I then read the minutes of the First Annual ConvenThere is a reason for this. The conviction is uni- quote the inspired language, which is as obligatory tion, after which Prof. Peck sang the stirring words
versal and deep, outside of Ireland and the Irish, now as it was eighteen hundred years ago (Romans of Annie Besant's "Hold the Flag."
that if the Irish were permitted to secede from the xiii, 1): "Let every soul be subject unto the higher
On motion of M. E. Billings a committee of thre~
British empire, and set up a government for them- powers. For there is no power but of God: the on resolutions was appointed, consisting of M. E. ·
selvs, it would be a priestly government, modeled powers that be are ordained of God. Whosoever, Billings. of Bremer; F. J. Emary, of Clarke; and
after the late "statBs. of the church" in which the therefore, resisteth the power resisteth the ordinance Mrs. Eli Barnes, of Bremer. On motion of Walker
pope, cardinals, and bishops of Rome were the su- of God; and they that resist shall receive unto. them- a committee of three on nomination of officers and·
preme authority. The world knows that, during the selva damnation."
delegates to St. Louis was appointed. '!,'he chair
temporal reign of the popes in Ital~, priests and
This is the doctrin of Christianity in regard to the named E. C. Walker, of Benton; W. F. Peck, of
beggars swarmed; that the popular Ignorance was relations which. men and Christians sustain to polit- Chicago; and Nettie Pease Fox, of Wapello. Comso dense, vice and crime so rampant, and the despot- ical government. But the Americans, in 1776, mittee instructed to report at Saturday forenoon.. sesism so absolu~~ that the population, although Catho- openly rejected this "divine " teaching, and startled sion.
·
·
· ·
lie, rejoice<rwhen the papal power was compelled to the whole world by proclaiming in their immortal
Vice-President Billings now took the chair and
succumb to Victor Emanuel.
Declaration the very reverse of it, viz., that all men made a short speech, explaining the purp~ses of the
But it:would not be so in Ireland. The people are are created equal; that by virtue of being men, and .League and the. objects of this meeting. He was.,
so blind and so degraded in their attachment to the not things, they are endowed by their creator with followed by the secretary, who said that the Leagu~ ~
church that they would esteem it au honor tQ be the inalienable right to life, to liberty, and to the was for the establishment of justicA, and included in.
converted into donkeys, provided the blessed priests pursuit of happiness; that simply to secure these rights its ranks men and women ·holding all varieties of ·
of God would ride them, instead of the landlords governments are instituted among men, deriying views on religious mattrrs, the mortality or immorand the British government. Even Davitt, I fear, their just powers from the consent of the.governed; tality of the soul, etc. Both Materialist and Spiritwould yield to the popular clamor, and be willing to and that when a government fails to s.ecure these ualist could and, if Liberal, would work in its ranks
make Ireland politically tributaryto the pope, as she blessings of liberty tlie people hav the wght, and it side by side and in perfect harmony with those behas been for ages spiritually. Even you, Mr. Ford, is their duty, to revolutionize and reform that gov- lieving directly opposit to them on metaphysical
when Bishop Gilmour, of Cleveland, played the ty- ernment, and make it do what it was ordained to do. questions.
rant and insulted and threatened the women of his The Americans, as a nation, in this respect became
The question o_f membership and qualifications of
diocese with excommunication if they did not relin- infidel to the New Testament and its religion; and voters coming up, Walker moved that a committee
quish their public efforts in behalf of the Land when the war for these Infidel principles ended vic- of three on amendments to the constitution be.- apLe'lgue, knuckled to his authority, and advised the tori~msly they proceeded to form a Constitution of pointed, with instructions to report at Friday forewomen to submit. If an American Catholic in the government which ignores all·gods and all religions noon session. The chair named as such committee
eighty-second year of the nineteenth century shakes entirelv, and hence the wonderful prosperity of the E. C. Walker; A. Clegg, of Polk; and Bertha M Lee,'
like an aspen leaf before a bishop of the church, republic. Our fathers, when only three millions of Benton. A short conference,' concluding with
what would not an Irish Catholic do in the way of strong, took the British bull by the horns; and after music by Prof. Peck, ended the first session. , ,
·
.AFTERNOON.
submission in a country where the people still liv in a struggle of seven years threw him,~ and then
the gloom and bondage of the Dark Ages? A peo- marched off conquerors. The Irish patriots, six millMusic; Then followed the opening lecture of the
ple who sincerely and devoutly believe that they can ions strong, take hold of the same bull, not, how- camp-meeting, "Why are We H(;lre?" by Dr. Juliet
eat their God on Sunday, in the shape of a wafer of ever, by the horns where they could control him, but H. Severance. She answered the question most ably
bread, and. evacuate him from their bowels on Mon- by the tail, and ars. slung contemptuously and mer- and aptly, showing that reformers need never. be
day, cannot be free. Their intellects and their con- cilessly into the slough of despond. How dare you, alarmed lest they should find themselvs without an
sciences are enslaved to an iron superstition, and and Parnell, and Davitt, as Christians, demand Irish occupation. There were plenty of evils to be· retheir bodies are only fit for servitude and chains. liberty and autonomy when Almighty God, through moved, plenty of wrongs to be overcome, much.
And this is the misfortune and suicidal crime of Ire- the lips of his servant Panl, says, virtually, "Let injustice to be destroyed. Liberty was menaced ·
land. She has allowed the vampire of the church to every Irish soul be subject to the higher power of with deadly dangers on every hand, by non(;l; mC!rl:l so '
fasten itself upon her bosom, where for ages it has England. There is no power on earth which does than such laws as the recently-adopt(ld prohibitory
been sucking away her life's blood, till, pale and not derive its strength and authority from G.od. The amendment, which, in the nallle of morality and ternweak, she has not strength enough to drive it away. powers-king, lords, and commons-that be in Eng. perance, aims at the destruction of the only source
In saying this, I am not denouncing the Catholic land are the very ones that are ordained of God. and guarantee of either. "Individual Sovereignty/'
religion as a religion. I am only, as a statesman Any Irishman, therefore, or any Irish-American who, This opened the floodgates of debate upon the mu,op~ .
and a p;hilosopher, examining into the causes of by making speeches, Jliving countenance;and send- mooted Hquor law question; a debate continued by
things, and commenting on religion as a factor in ing money, rouses up a spirit of :resistance among Col. Fox in a twenty-five-minute speech (not all dethe civilization and progress of the human race. If the subjects of the British crown, resists the ordi- voted to this subject, however), and participated"ii:e
I were going to become a professing Christian I nance of God; and whoever thus resists shall receive by the secretary, Prof. :Peck, Mrs. Lake, and other.s;
would join the Catholic church, for the doctrin of damnation in hell, where the worm dieth not, and and carried over into the conrereno.e hour of Friday.
the mass is a New Testament doctrin. Jesus, the the fire is not quenched?
This second and veryinteresting session· closed, as.
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did
rec.k.
law from the throats of nno:tfendlng.inen
and wome~I--WhO
deny f;he 'organ:ic forms, and presen.tin-~g-·-·a concise summ' ary of
· all others, with music by Prof.
d
d t I_willsay
t
h
aut.bor!tvofchurchandpriest:
· .··
·
·:·c.::·;··
right here, to save !!pace an ayoi I Pra wn, t at Resolved. That woman has n,ll the rlgh.ta.of..man. including, the the argumEUits and facts in -favorof what is com-P!"ofessor Peck led in the !Ulf!ncal exercises, ably s~me right to vote an<:! hold o:tnce; ana that i!he fs only depl'ived or monly ca_lled the Darwinian hypothesi11 of man's evo·s·ted_I·n si'ngi·n,..
b_y Mrs. E. s. Cay. to·hr1stian-euperst1tion
fl!"X!Jrciseoftlio&erlghtsbythepower·offorce
man;calJsee
thatthe
"' and .,.,]aying
r
~
and the Ribla nav bAen the ..by
prime.
of lution from -the lower- forms of life, but which has
a88I
ood
and
Miss
Caywood;:of
A.lbwn,
and
Mrs.
Viva
degrading
woman
by
commanding
her
to
be
silent
and
obey
the'b'e:
W
bests of her lord and master in all things;: under the ludicrous
pre; b een d emonstrated by Ernst Haeckel, and is no
0. Alexander, .of· Carroll. M r. H · Caywood accom- tense that her _sex is cursed into this-condition of mental, physical longer a mere working theory or. bypothe.sis. _One
• d h
'th h' iT
· I' 't'
f
· andsexualslaverybecauseEvepickedanappleforA:damtoeat. '
pame t e organ·wi
I~ v 0 m, e 101 mg . rom Its _R•fol?;ed, That as all wrong is the result of.!gnorance, and: au great :adirantaga' to the ordinary listener is· Mr.
strings a very fine quality of the "devll's own ngh. the offspring of education; therefore we advocate the broad- Peck's non-technical and perfectly clear languagc·..est-education in all domains of science until the light·otknowledg-e
·c."'
shall penetrate all the dark and noisome cellars of human igno- Scientifically and grammatically accurate ali he is,
musi
EVENING.
ranee and superstitiGn.
.
yet h e manages
to expreas the most erudite truths in
We had a rare treat, indeed, this evening. ·Prof.
A resolution was also adopted thanking the ~ayor words so plain and simple that his facts find ready
Peck delivered his very thoughtful and radical lect- and citizens of Tama for courtesies .extended. "
, lodgment in the minds of his hearers.
.·
ure, " What is Truth?" It was clear, logical, terse,
Committee on nominations next r.eported.
abounding in telling hits and raining heavy blows
The following are the officers for the ensuing year:
EVENING.
upon popular falsehoods .. The lecturer reached the
President, M. Farrington, Denver. Vice-presi"The Mission of Liberalism," by Mrs. Lake, was
conclusion that no man could decide for another dents, A .. Clegg, Des Moines; J. L. Jolinsoir,: Ogden; the opening. leoture of Sunday evening. Grandly
what is truth; that e~ch person must work out his M. E. Billings, Waverly; Mrs._ A. C. McKinney, beautiful in' its fearhisa exposure of the evils and
or her own salvation, no authority, ecclesiastical or Decorah. Secretary and t:hairman of th~ executlv (rivolities of our modern life, logical and radical iii
civil, being compete11t or having the right to enter com~ittee, E. C. Walker, ~orway~ ·Ass't secretar1, the remedies proposed, and sublime in its. prophecy
into or to· seek to control the private thought or Mana L. Follett, Le Claire; rreasurer, Corneha of. tha,t _grand future when liberty, eqhality, "and
action of any individual.
_
Boecklin, Burlington. ' · ·
,fraternity shall bless mankind, this lecture of an
Following Mr. Peck came Nettie Pease Fox in.a
Besides the president, secretary, and treasurer, hour and a half was listened to with closest attention
polishl'ld discoura.e upon ''Spiritualism: What it Is the board of directors consists of Lerqy Dutton, by an audie11ce of more than eleven h11ndred_ perand. What it Teaches.": She took strong ground Grand Mound; Abner Kimball, Wyoming. Dele- sons. Can not we claim the Tama meeting to hav,
agamst some of the prevwus speakers touching some gates to St. Louis Congress: M. Farrington, ~~nv.er; be.en a success when that many men and women,
points, notably the temperance question.
E. C. Walker, Norway; Mra. H.,S. Lake, at large;· were brought.out in one evening to hear the gospel
FRIDA.T; sEPT. 8TH.
Dr. P~ C. Hastings, Quasqu~ton; M. E. 'Bi.llings, of liberty, love, and justio~?
. _
The Convention was called to order by Vice-Pres- WT~erly.
k
.
.·
· .
Dr. Severance gave the closing lecture of the evenident Billings. After the transaction of some'roue secretary ta e_s thl!l· occasio~. to earnestly ing and of the camp-meeting. It was a late hour
tine business -the committee on amendments to the thank Mrs. L11ke, Dr. Severance, Mr. Peck, and Mr. when the last syllable fell from the lips of the
C
· .
b . d .
Farrin.gton for kind words spoken :in. hill ,beh~if, aild speaker, and yet her audience remained, and had she
onstitutwn su mltte Its report, recommending, in the friends from all pa:r:ts .of the state: who : 80 spoken for an hour longer the number of listeners
w. ould not hav been sensibly diminshed. ·-· This di_sshort, the wiping out of all compulsory membership promptly responded to their appeal.
fees, and permitting annual members to, vote in all
convention!! of the . y~ar. Report accepted and
AFTERNOON. :
course was more largely upon Spiritualism than. any
adopted.
S. D. Moore, of Michigan, was the first speaker of the doctor's previous lectures, though she t<illiched
N
d·
If
h' k h
at this. session. His subJ' ect. w-a_·g "Human Prog- stirringly upon other topics.
'
ow sen m your names.
you t m t at yo11
'Now came_Prof. Peck, w1'th his "Ov·er the Ga•den·
can •go WI'th us t 0 th e ~n d f th e .JOurney,
·
d
ress,"
and
it
was
well
handled.··
Mr.·
'Moore
is
'of
'
say so,. an
·
Wall," putting the great crowd in the best of hu_ nior, ~
I Will send you a certificate as hfe member. But if impo~ing presence, and he li~es to talk upon his
,
th' k th t
t t t k
· b ·
favont themes. He has no faith_· whatever in any of then all were brought back to a sense of th~J 'stern
you m
a you wan
a e us f>n pro atwn, or
duties of life by_Matthew Farrington's thrilli_ng· .oefiethat we ou~ht only to take you in that way, why, the old superstitions. The next address was by the d' .
k'
.
d
all right; I will send you an annual certificate. president, M. Farrington. He told ·us all about lOtiOn, as mg the blessmg an presence of Liberty
w e h av tak en d own t h e monetary bars. We in- "The Great Storm," in which all of the· human of
to-be upon and with all there aPsembled to the end
their mortal pilgrimage. Liberty! A.h! that is
vite you to come in without money and without family, save a few _favorite of the impartial God, got h
h
F
k
. .
price. It remains with you to say whether or not caught. Though laboring under the disadvantage t e watc word of the reethin er; It IS ~hfl ~ign in
'll
th I
L'!:> 1 L
b
of being the second speaker of t_ h_ e sessio_n, he _had which we conquer; it is the central fundamental
you WI support
e owa I· era eague Y your
·principle of all dissent,· it is that -for which w:e batt_le
voluntary contri'buti'ons · It takes m 0 n eY· t 0 h·old close
attention to the close of his very instructiv and toil, in whose sacred cause we suffer, and, -if
discourse.
need be, are willing to enter the 11 hadowy portals of
annual conventions, print constitutions and certificates, carry on a large correspondence, etc;~. If you
EVENING.
.
.. the everlasting· silence.
think the cll.use a worthy one I hav no doubt you will
There was but one address on the· program this
help support it. To think otherwise would be to ad- evening-" Is the Bible .God's Word?" by M. K
And to Matthew Farrington, our honored presimit that secularism does not furnish a sufficient mo. ;Billings. In it Col. Billings prEsented, in his ac- dent, be meed of rightful praise. for life-long devotiv to good action. that it is not a lo ...ic of life to- customed forcible way; the unanswered a.nd -unan.: tion to Liberty, for consistent and persistent warfare.
•
"
in behalf of human rights, from young manhood's
those who nominally accept its teachings:
swerab1e arguments of the Freethinker ·against the empri:ze hou~ to this 18th of Sept.~ 282, when the
To return to the Convent_ion, Friday morning. claim that the
" II measure of suty
·
. Bible is something more than a hu- 1U
roun d ed years pours at his f eet
The Demands of Liberalism, as adopted at Marshall- man
Af pro d uct10n.
h
the fair fruits of a well-spent life.
The second Annual Convention of the Iowa Libtown, were now read, whereupon M. E. Billings ! · .tl tar t e lecture there came music, then one of
commented ·upon them at length. Exceptions being those breezy conference hours, which are the delight eral League and Secular and Spirituali_st Camp-Mel_lttaken to one clause of the eighth demand, quite a of every true Freethinker's· heart,· · for then all sides ing hav come and gone. Be it f or' us. :to apply the
·
discussion arose; participated in by Mrs. Lake, Dr. are heard, and falsehoods in dogma are exposed to lessons of usefulness 80 freely taught by our gifted
Hastings, Mr. Peck, H; W. Becket, the_ secretary, the· gaze of all. The church does not allow such
· k
M
·
·
d h
·
and others.
·. ·
· · · · freedom of expression in her meetings; she doesnot, sp'ea ers_.
ay we hv to enJOY an
av to enjoy
many more such seasons of physical, mental, and
President Farrington J'ust now arrived and was es- for to do so would be to commit suicide. But Free· ·moral growth.
· .. · '
··
corted to the chair. He briefly addressed the Con- thought and science thrive·. upon, it. Discussion. -is
To the local oo'mmittee of Tama Liberals. I- rettirn
~ention in his ever.happy manner; impressing all the life of the agitator and the hope of-humanity.
grateful thanks for help rendered and kind 'fil.v.o.rs
who heard him with the conviction that the Iowa
SUNDAY, SEPT. lOTH.
.
bestowed. Especially are we to ~en~er just pr~ise tq
League bad ·as its president the right man in the
We had a very severe thunderstorm in the early Matthew Baker and S.D. Dye. Witho_ut then effiright place.
forenoon of Sunday, and it was feared for a time c,\ent assistance and hearty co-operation our meeting_
· Some thirty-five new member11 joined the League that it would continue and break up the meeting; would not hav been the complete success that ithas.
during thil!l session. The conference hour was a but it partially cleared up about ten'o'clock, and we And to theirfamilies we are also under !leep obliga~·
most interesting season-a time of spiritual outpour- all repaired to Merchant's Hall, which had been tions.
··
ing, as it were. ·
·· '
offered us free of charge. ' ·
E. S. Beakl-ey and E. R. Bowe hav my hearty
AFTERNOON.
There wm.s a lively conference hour, in :which par- thanks for their ready help and manyoo~rt.esies._ · L.
The first lecture of this session was given by Dr· ticipated M. F. Aldrich, of New York';'P. Q., :Welch, S. Brown, our vigilant deputy-policeman and ever-:
Severance. Subject, "The True Republic." It was of Pella, one of the subtlest thinkers al).d most fa.s- handy aid-de-camp, must not he forgotten. To all
in this gifted lecturer's happiest vein-keen, cutting, cinating speakers on the Iowa 9reenback.L!lbor other _aesisting Liberals and frien~s of- Tama and
humorous, radical, startling the timid by its bol!i platform; Alexander Risk, of Winthrop, who hate; vicinity, thanks. I cannot name you all .. Fifty-four
flight along the dizzypathwaysofforbiddeii themes, .the old Bible superstitions as he does a_sti:l:Jgy man; new members for the Leagueduring the Convention.
and shocking poor Mrs. Grundy aln:wst .out of her H. B. Smith, of Glidden, who went straight to the Let us hav IIiOre.
Fraternally,
few remaining wits. It was.very gr!Ltifying to the heart of the heredity question in one of the neatest,
Norway, Iowa.
E. C. WALKER, Sec.
pioneers of social progress to hear the applause elici- most effectiv ten. minute speeches of the whole meet-.
ted by Dr. Severance's burning words.
ing; Bro. Moore, and others. Then came the ad- A Call .'for Recruits for the Army of :Progress.
After some desultory remarks by the secretary, dress," The Philosophy of Spiritualism," by Nettie
and the appointment, on motion, of M. E. Billings Pease Fox. We heard this lecture very highly
To THE EDITOR OP THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: We
of a special committee on amendments to Constitu-1 commended by Christians as welll!os by those of her gained a glorious victory at Watkins Glen for uniown faith.
·
· - ·
·
versal mental liberty and progress.;. No such contion, the Convention adjourned until 7:30P.M.
EVENING.
AFTERNOoN.
vention was ever held before, and no ;Freethought
Mrs. H. S. Lake opened the exercises of this evenAll now returned to the Fair Grounds, and we gathering ever received so extensive a)ld. fai~ notice
ing with her lecture, "Death and the After-Life." found our audience much augmented by large ar- from the secular press. It has put new hfe mto the
One never tires of Iietening to Mrs. Lake, however rivals from the surrounding country, which would Liberal movement. Liberals are everywhere enthumuch he may differ from her in the arguments em- hav been still more numerous had it not'been for the siastic. And now this enthusiasm. must not be al.,
ployed or the conclusions reached: And she cannot morning's storm.
lowed to die out. The flame must not only be kept
talk even for a short time upon Spiritualism without
"Is Jesus a Historical Character?" was the first burning, but increased. In an<>ther colq.mn of THE
weaving in so much of good, wholesome,· secular lecture of the afternoon, by CoL M. E; Billings, and TR.UTH SEEKER the reader will 11ee I am calling for
truth as to command the admiration and win the his answer was a learned and exhimstiv negativ. recruits for the army .of progress. I !\hall publish
assent of the most pronounced Materialist.
.
i Col. Billings's positivness ·holds his auditors -quiet my pamphlet about Oct. 20th,. and I want three
Now comes Col. D. M;. Fox with a forceful lecture· while they listen to the most "bla~phemous" argu:. thou\!and names before that time to send out as the
upon.. Spiritualism; then some more good music, and ments and demonstrations, and they go from his great Liberal army. Such a pamphlet will cause asthe second day of the Convention closes with the lecture wondering whether it be in~_eed a fact that great a sensation as did the Watkins Convention.
"Jesus". is c;mly a name and their religion b1;1t a , · Reader, not only send me your name, but act as
prospects bright and everybody happy.
·
SATURDAY, SEPT. 9TH.-9 A.M;.
patch-work fable; and when doubt enters ih, their a recruiting officer in your neighborhood and. send
Convention opened with President Farrington in faith sits upon a shaky throne. ·
·
' me all the names you can get. The membership fee
the chair. Ro11tine pusiness, and then report of
"Evolution versus Creation~· was the. scientific -is hut twenty-five cents, and the price of ~he pamlecture of the whole convention. 'Iii it Prof.'Peclt phlet thirty cents. So soon as.the pam~~let Is op.t you
committee on resolutions as follows: _ _ . ..
Rtsolved, That we again Indorse the platform and principle, of the contrasted the creation and devel9pment th¢ories in·' will see that every, name w1ll be utihzed for ·the
National Llberil.l Leattue; that we remain Irrevocably pledged to a masterly mariner, showing the u~t~r U:nte~a~Hity good !>f the cause in many way!\. Forward !
.
continue
oureffm,ts
until
all
are
Pqnal- before the law, without re- of all_ theori'e• of special creation of u_ n_i_ve.rses an4, .'·.H.
L.
GREEN,
Sec._
N_._
Y.
s.
F_
.
A..
gard to-belief or unbelief, until the state tll.kes thf? ma.Ued'·hand of
,.
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without having to ask it of my husband. For although be is not a Christian, he takes little, if any,
interest in the growth and spread of Liberal ideas,
and I sometimes fancy that he would prefer that I
OAKLAND, OR., Sept. 14, 1882.
should discontinue the paper, and not be quite such
MR. EDITOR: For the inclosed $8 please send the an outspoken Freethinker. I hav a family of eight.
Round-the-World volumes and THE TRUTH SEEKER for children, and find no time to work for others, but I
one year to
Jo. McGLOTHELIN.
am going to raise my girls and boys to swell the
ranks of Liberalism. My eldest son, a boy of fifteen.
'PHILADELPHIA, PA., Sept. 28, 1882.
says we must still hav THE TRUTH SEEKER if we bav
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5 for the Round-the-World to stop the other papers. · Hoping you may experibooks. Will send for the others soon.
ence a local flood of $1. 50's. I am as ever,
Yours for the truth,
G. W. NAILOR.
Your friend,
, ANNA M. BROOKS.
GYPSUM, N. Y., Sept. 26, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I hope I mav always be able to take
your valuable paper, which is doing so much toward
enlightening mankind. Keep on in your good work,
and your name will stand out as a monument on the
pages of history for all time.
· ·
Yours truly,
A.. D. ScHUTT.
LINDSAY, ONT., Sept. 26, 1882.
'MR. EDITOR: I feel rejoiced to think that, even for
our priest~cursed Canada. there is hope. Ten years
ago such a word as an " Infidel !' paper would indeed very seldom be heard. But how changed!
ThAy are now household words, and THE TRUTH
SEEKER and Investigator are, I may say, common
property. Yours for the exercise of reason and the
overthrow of dogma,
THOS. A.. MIDDLETON.
C:a;ENEY, WASH. TER., Sept. 9, 282.
lfR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.50 for Vol. IV. of
"Around the World." I am in favor of Mr.. Bennett's writin~ up our own country as part of the
series o! travels, and herewith pledge $1.50 per volume for such a work. I think it would be only fitting and proper for our old friend and teacher, with
Mrs. Bennett accompanying him, to visit the principal towns and cities in the United States and become
acquainted with the Liberals of the countrv.
Yours truly,
ANNIE EvEREST.
PALMYRA, NEB., Sept. 19, 1882.
'MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed five dollars. I
am sorry that I hav made you wait so long. I want
the whole number of books of your travels round
the world. Yuu may appropriate the fifty cents over
and above the $4 50 for paying postage on books.
I find a few of your TRuTH SEEKERS are delivered
at this office and very highly appreciated. We hav
a good number of Freethought people in this vicinity, but a few of them are afraid to express themselva publicly. 1 think your late travels one of the
grandest moves . made to start people to thinking.
May they liv to improve, is my prayer I
J. T. REED.
HA.RWICH, MASs., Sept. 28, 1882.
'MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3.15 to be applied
on subscription to your. paper; I sincerely hope every
subscriber will feel under obligation to square up
promptly and thus insure success to our indispensable paper, without which our cause would suffer immensely. We cannot afford to clog the wheel of
reformation by being tardy and delinquent; let us
make the cause our own and feel our responsibility.
A little self-denial on the part of each subscriber
would enable them to pay promptl,)', and in doing so
all the machinery· at headquarters would be lubricated and start up afresh. Will we not do it? I
trust we will.
B. F. RoBBINS.
NEW YoRK, Sept. 29, 1882.
'MR. EDITOR: The Herald, speaking of the death of a
Paterson young lady, says: "Her brightness wail so
promising that one can hardly appreciate why providence should hav called her so soon." The young
man of the Herald should remember that the" Lord's
ways are not our ways." Had she lived .. she might
hav been tempted by the devil and fallen. from grace.
A.nd suppose she failed to get grace back, what then?
A.t death she would hav been saluted with "Depart
from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for
the devil and his angels." Perhaps the Berald can
now "appreciate" why providence was in a hurry.
·
W. W. FoSTER.
DowLJN, TEXAS, Sept. 26,1882.
MR. EDITOR: Please publish this note gratis and
send two copies of that issue to me, and I promis to
try to giv your· useful paper a lift in Texas. Tell
your subscribers that I was born in the eighteenth
century, Jan. 31, 1799, and I wish everyone who reads
or hears of this note to send me a postal card, giving name, place, and creed. I will simply say that I
am a constant reader of the Boston Investigator, THE
TBUTH SEEKER, the Agnostic, This World, and some
others; so you can gu<>ss who I am. I aim this note
only for those who were born as long ago as I was.
I shall..try and answer such of the brothers and sisters as send me the postal card. The list will doubtless be short, fot' we all know that few attain fourscore. I intend to mail at least twenty copies of this
note to diffe.r~nt editors.
J. A.. RUTHERFORD._
HowE, TEX., Sept. 24, 282.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1.50, the amount
due on subscription up to Jan. 1, 1883. I am sorry
that I again find myself in arrears. But I hav waited
until I could find some chance to earn the money

-BLooMVILLE, 0., Sept. 28,1882.
M:a. EDITOR: I hav .been reading your paper for
some weeks, and I find in it notices of Walt Whitman's "Leaves of Grass." I hav tried to get a
copy, but so far hav failed. Now I send direct to
you. I am a school-teacher and an open and avowed
Infidel, with a big I, hence I find some difficulty in
obtaining employment, for the church is so Christian
in its character as to be chock full of rank prejudice and even hatred. I wish that I could find some
community so Christian that common sense instead
of prejudice dictated therein. I would like to go and
teach the children of men, and even the men, the
true doctrin of universal progress. We hav some
eight or ten Infidels in Bloomville who dare talk as
they please, and THE TRUTH SEEKER is making more
eveiy week.
Send me the "Leaves of Grass" if you can, and· I
will be obliged. [Price, $2.] If you make a tour of the
United States next. stop at our place if possible. ·
Yours to all interests and purposes,
J. N. SEE.

in the full sense of the word? · The very fact that
we thus qualify our words is evidence that we are
so completely surrounded on all sides by·incidents
a·nd occurrences that we are not free in our movements. Then, again, t~ere is another thing to be
taken into account in this connection. But perhaps
it is only putting the thing in a little different shape.
I refer to the fact that ·we are not able to discern
the future-what is to take place at some date ahead
of the present is unknown to us. Could we with an
"all-seeing eye" look into futurity, and thus find out
what is. to occur, we should then, indeed, be free
agents in every sense. Till this · occurs we may as
well cease trying to vainly persuade ourselvs that in
all our acts and deeds we are perfectly free, unhampered, and unconfined. I hav met with many of l!Lte
who are identified with the church and who hold to
the teachings of the theologians who are fully persuaded in regard to the truthfulness of the doctrin of
free agency. These church people and believers in
theological dogmas furnish very good timber out or
which to construct a class who so credulously hold
to the doctrins of "free agency."
Yours,
EDWIN H. BARTLETT.
SAN ANTONIO, TEX., Sept. 23, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find printed letter of a correspondent of our daily paper:
.
AUSTIN, Sept. 21, 1882.
Edito1·s Expre,qs: The dispatches stating that the Rev. J. D.
Shaw, of Waco, had given evidence of a departure from the
so-called orthodoxy is causing a great deal of comment here.
Groups of people may be·seen almost anywhere on the streets
discussing the views of that prominent divine. I had a talk
with several church-members, only a few of whom showed
enough liberality to even admit that Mr. Shaw had any right to
hav views of his own reflecting ·on or differing from the teachings of the books put into the hands of the studious religionist
by his church. But I heard many use the usual charity that
Heems to be a concomitant and necessary part of a purely spiritual-and-a-belief-in-the-supernatural and myatified religion
called Christianity, S<lid chll.l'ity being expressed in such terms
as, "Oh, be is crazJ," "He is trying to raise a sensatio.1,"
"He was never honest in professing to be a Christian," "No
honorable man would use a pulpit to preach against the church
that made hi:n," and other usual Christian expressions. There is
a general sentiment among liberal and generous thinkers who are
not mere sentimentalists, that Mr. Shaw has not so much for
which to thank the church, unless a man with a very brilliant
mind and strong brain should feel grateful for having been
brought up to read only ont:~ side of a great que~tion and taught
to believe that to look into the other side was heretical and
dangerous. It is also freely remarked that the usual uncharitableness of charity preaching professors of the Christian religion are using the only weapons at the command of an intolerant
dogmatism when they accuse Mr. Shaw of insincerity and hypocrisy, and that Mr. Shaw need not expect either sympathy,
just treatment, or a fair hearing. I will remark that I hav. Mr.
dha.w's sermons in full, having heard him deliver them both,
and having taken them, with the permission of the gentleman,
to publish them, and am preparing them for publication.
One by one they come marching forward out of
the wilderness of bigotry and orthodoxy. to kneel at
the altar of truth and science. Wishing you success,
I remain
Yours fraternally,
CaAs. L. SAUER.

CooLIDGE, NEW MEx., Sept. 9, 1882.
DEAR OLD FRIEND BENNETT: I believe that a whole
year ·and more has elapsed since I hav troubled
either the editor or THE TRUTH SEEKER with a line.
I followed you, howev~r, on your trip around the
wo:r;ld; hav read with intt'llse interest your letters to us from every clime you visited. And now
that you are again in our "land of the free arid
home of the brave," like Rip Van Winkle I rouse
from what seems to me to be a long, troubled dream
to extend my welcome home to you. I simply seem
to float with the Liberal etements in doing so. Such
a great bereavement or misfortune bas befallen me
since my last letter, over a year ago, that I h'l.V
relapsed in to a silence toward -those I love and once
knew, having no wish to thrust my sorrow upon
others, some of whom may hav heavy burdens to
bear as well !J.S myself. I hope, however, on this
particular occasion I will be pardoned for thrusting
myself into· sight to extend my heartfelt and sincere
congratulations to you for the renown you hav won
and the thousands of new friends you hav made in
your trip around the world, and ask to be remem~
bered by ·all THE TRUTH SEEKER friends everywhere,
especially Elmina, Susan, Dr. Lyon, and many others
whom it bas been my pleasure to know by correA LETTER TO BE READ AND DIGESTED BY THOSE WHO BORspondence.
Yours truly.
J. ALLEN EvANS.
ROW LIBERAL PAPERS, BUT WHO ARE A13LE. TO SUBSCRIBE FOB THEM.
MASON, MICH., Sept. 23,1882.
SALAMANCA, N. Y., Sept. 29, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: My Christian friends tell me that the
EDITOR TRuTH SEEKER: A.s you are aware, Robert S.
intellect is the soul, but I say it is not. H I g-et so
drunk that I do not know my own name I would. hav Shoemaker, of Rush, Pa., is one of the most earnest
no intellect; so, then, I would not hav any soul. Or and faithful Liberal workers in our ranks, and it
if a man became a raving maniac, then he would hav pains me to learn that it is feared that consumption
no soul! Otherwise the soul cannot be the intellect. will soon deprive ns of his most valuable aid in the.
And others of my Christian friends tell me that cause of Freethought. I just received the following
the breath is the soul. But I tell them that this is letter from him,. and I desire to hav it published for
absurd, for if that were so, every breath that they the benefit of those who are able to subscribe for
drew would be a new soul, and moreover every ani- Liberal papers, but prefer to get the reading of
others for nothing.
H. L. GREEN.
mal would hav a living soul.
The_ Bible tells us that God is the· alpha and
.
RusH, PA:., Sept. 25, 1882.
JJear F~'iend G1·een : I see you are about to publish a. pamomega, the first and the last, the beginning and the
end. Then th(' Christian tells us that the soul of phlet containing the names and addresses of members of the
man will liv forever. If that be so-that the creator New York State Freethinkers' Association. Of course, I want
copy of it, for which I inclose you the stamps. My wife nnd
is the first and the last, and that the soul of man Ia are
both members of the Association. We lived at Wyashall exist forever-then it must be that the soul of lusing when we joined, but now liv in Rush, Susquehanna
man is of god. Admitting this, a certain portion of county, Pa. I think it a good idea to publish such a work in
the divine creator himself must perish in hell! I order to let us know where to find Freethinkers when we wish
think that he is a short-sighted creator that made man to do so. I am glad you had a good convention at Watkins
su?ject to sin, foreknowing all things, placing the Glen. I was so sorry I could not be with you.
I still continue distributing Liberal papers, tracts, and pamev1l bef~re man when be knew that he would parthrough this section, and a great many say to me that
take of 1t; and finally paying the transgression him- phletsbelieve
about as I do, but they are afraid to come out
they
self by dying on the cross. It is absurd to think of. openly and advocate the Liberal cause. They are so afraid of
I hope my Christian friends will soon hav a better Mrs. Grundy.
opinion of a divine creator.
H. WixsoN.
The great shame of Liberals is that they do not patronize
Liberal papers. Although I can count up fifty Freethinkers in
this vicinity, there are only two besides myself who subscribe
SouTH DABTMouTa, MASs., Sept. 12, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Had ·circumstances permitted I had for Liberal papers. The balance of them depend on borrowing
intended to be with our friends at Watkins. But, as their Libe~a.l reading of my brother and myself or go without.
I keep trying to get them to subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER
one said, "·sarcumstances are mighty onsarten." We or
investigator, but don't hav much success. Some plead
arrange beforehand ·what we will do; we lay our poverty, and some say their wife won't hav these papers in the
plans wlth great assurance; we say we will do so and house, etc.-any way to get out of doing their duty. I do feel
so. But something occurs to upset all our calcula- cross about it sometimes, especially when people who are much
tions, all our plans, all our intentions. Still notwith- more able to buy their reading matter than I ani d'epend on
standing all this, we meet plenty of people ~very day some one else to furnish it to them free of charge. It is all
who assert and reassert in a most positiv manner right when they are under the thumb of the church; thenJ am
willing to supply them ; but when they get their eyes open and
that we are all "free agents." Do they really know leave the church, they ought then to do to others as I ha.v done
what a free agent is? If we could act independent to them. With best· wishes to Mrs. Green and yourself, I am,
of surrounding events and circumstances we might
Fla.ternally yours,
RoBERTS. SHOEMAKER.
with some propriety call ourselvs free ·agents. But
how is it with us? We say to-day, perhaps, that, if
TRoY, N.Y., Sept. 23, 1882.
nothing happens, we will go to Boston, or New York,
MR. EDITOR: This is to acknowledge receipt of your
or some other place to-morrow. Why do we qualify postal card and book entitled "Crimes of Breeches"
our language in this way-by interpolating the three -I mean "Crimes of Preachers "-it's all the same,
words, "if nothing happens," if we are free to act though, for most of the crimes are those of the
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. former-a valuable book ·to read from, especially Did I not say, "I acknowledge the corn ? " And acquirements, love of justice and kindness, I am perwhere one's Christian· neighbors are within hearing then you charge it to me, saying" it is equal to Gui- suaded that with un prej udlced close consideration or
distance. The· facts are so stubborn that they hit teau's jumble on the gallows," when it was your own my philosophy of infinit and finite minds and of unthe. mark every time. No book, no matter how full jumble and your own child. Then you assume to cons~iomi matter, our views· ml);y readily·' combine
of convincing argument. it. may. be, will touch the saddle it on me, and,thell add, "If Patrick Ford had into a unique and scientific :harmonious whole !or the
generality of Christians as this one, for they are no religion. I'd be apt to fall down and wors_hip permanent enlightenment and advance of our race,
continually praising their ministers as if they were him." This, you say, is another child of Petty's, intellectually, morally, and religiously, such as the
saints on earth instead of that criminals the nine- when it is your owli assertion and you want to drop world has never attained in philosophical complete·
tenths of them prove ·themselvs to be. Since the. it at my door. But it is just like you, ·and you will ness of app~,:eciation of nature &.nd "its intelligent
" Crimes of Preachers " was published the criminal' hav to take it in. You add, "There are none that origin as cause and effects in the disposition of mat·
ministers and priests seem to be on the increase, as ~ you worship, but you would worship Patrick Ford, ter, not in the creation of matter by a mythical pt>rif their villainies were now going on through spite, i you said, if he had no-religion." You appear to agree sonal god as in all priestly religions assuming to· rule
from pure cussedness. Show them up, Bro. Billings, ; with my proposition when I said that "the more ig- men's minds. I would like to hav your valuable aid
and you, Mr. Bennett, can slash priests and minis- I norance a man possesses the better he is off," when in promulgating such consummation.
Most truly yours,
CHAS. E. TowNSEND.
ters as well as any man whose· works I ever read.! you add that· "ignorant people can be harmonized
Your blunt, straightforward manner in dealing with\ with less difficulty than independent thinkers," and
your opponents is greatly to be admired. They don't ! then add a~ain, "I do not accept his conclusion that Mn; EDITOR: My last article for THE TRUTH SEEXEB
hav the field all to themsefvs when you enter into a i the more ignorance a man posseeses the better he is was written nearly two months ago at Battle Creek ..
discussion with them. I hope you may livmanyJ off." Now, what can we do with such a man, who I had been spending a few days in this enterprising
years to disseminate your views upon religious and i says ignorant people-can be organized with the least town of ten thousand inhabitants, and was about to
social quest~ons, for I admit to the reading of your j ~ifficulty, but will not hav them bec!l'use they are not leave for Kalamazoo, when I received a cordial in viworks .(so kmdly sent me by that good old gentle-. 1ndependent thinkers ? Yet he believes that organ- tation to spend the Sunday with the family of H.
man, Mr.· Frank, of Buffalo) that I owe my conversion\ !zation is the balm in Gilead. You assert, "The Crocker, occupying one of the finest residences on
from Christianity to Liberalism, and if you should j church .is a solid phalanx, and its cohesiv fo,rce is North avenue, in the western part of the city. On
think fit to print this, and it should meet Mr. Frank's! ignorance. So," you add, "is the Democratic party; Saturday evening we had a kind of parlor entertaineye, I hope he will" believe that I am indeed thank- so is. the Republican party;" and add, "These are ment, and I spent an hour in the recital of original
ful to him for his endeavors to Liberalize me, who led by intelligent knaves." I do not believe it. I poems, with much apparent satisfaction to the dowas a mere stranger to him. I hope he is well and l::lelieve they are led by selfish and rascally knaves, mestic circle. On Sunday morning the family cariiage
prosperous, for a kinder, human man I hav never which is not intelligence. I believe with you when was brought into requisition. and we passed a large
met. I send you a newspaper received a few days you add," We want a phalanx that will be governed proportion of the day at Guquack Lake, Oak Hill
ago from India. That is my home, strictly speak- by intelligence." In conclusion you add," Let you Cemetery, and through the principal streets of the
ing, and I intend going back during next month eome and me harmonize our differences and help .to the City generally. As Mr. and Mrs. Crocker are both
time. I'll call and see you while in New York, for orga.nization of our forces." How can you expect very social and intelligent people, the several hours'·
if you hav any message to friends in Bombay I shall any such thing when I am such a bungler? But to ride was the more refreshing and enjoyable.
be happy to deliver it. I marked off an article in Iconclude this squabble, I will giv you an anecdote.
I had visited the great machine shops of Nichols
the paper I· send with this, entitled, "Hill Chap- \·There was once an eccentric character very much & Shepard, and spent several hours among the work·
laincies." Read it; it's good. The· paper may be in~! like myself, and he got into jail. He had but one men, and I am pleased. to report that among the meteresting to you.
Yours sincerely,
WM. DALY,
friend. (I do not know whether I hav one or not.) chanica employed at these extensiv shops I met with
He went to see him, and said," Jack, what brought many workmen who are orderly and systematic
ST. PAuL, MINN., Aug, 30, 1882.
you here?" "Well, Bill, I will tell you; I said the readers, and who are intelligent enough to select a
MR: .D. M. BENNETT: I received the books in good world was crazy, and the world said I was crazy, but line of historical and reformatory readii!g matter as
condltlon, and am well pleased with them. Please; the world being stronger than I, they put me in far abov~:~ and beyond the sectarian and fictitious
J. PETTY.
lines as the light of day is. clearer and brighter than
find inclosed five dollars, four of which is due you here.,
on the books of travel; for the balance you may
, --the darkness of the night.
·
send me five copies of Col. Billings's "Crimes of
From Battle Creek I. passed on to Augusta and
Preachers." I am glad to know that some one has
LocusT VALLEY, N.Y., Sept. 25, 1882.
Ka-lamazoo. There are several very earnest and
been. keeping tally for the lecherous bellwethers of MR. EDITOR: In your replies to W. M. Whitehead's practical friends and patrons to THE TRUTH SEEKER
the Chritotian flock.; and I trust the colonel's book queries of the .a~vantag~s of Liberal views over and its proprietor at Augusta, and they expressed
will serve as a "whip [of. facts] to lash the rascals those of the Chnstian belief, in THE TRUTH SEEKER much regret that they had not been apprised of the
naked through t.he world·~ and show. them up as· of Sept. 16th, ~hey are v~ry lucid, !l'nd would be ~er- time of your visit at Kalamazoo, as they would hav
they really are-a nuisance, which the people, if fec.t by adoptmg and I~corporatm.g my assom~te availed themselvs of the opportunity of seeing you
they only think, can g-et along without. Every Sun- ph1losophy, that there mnsts a ~osmw ~ind-maten~l in person.
day-school should be supplied. These preachers 1 OJ:' element wh.!ch has th~ functwn of .lllfinit intelhThere are many activ, earnest Liberals all over the
know they are wrong. A preacher, it would seem, 1 gence, ~nd a W'Ill-force act.mg co-operatmgly, and thus state of Michigan who hav read your journal and the
must necessarily be either a hypocrit or a fool. If dy~ami~ally and mechamcall_Y adeq~ate upon its as- many and important books you hav written and pubhe is a tool people will find it out. If he is a hypo- so~mte mt.erde~endent m~t~nals, w.hwh are not con- lished, and there is a general desire to see you and
crit they ought to know it, and Billings's book will scious or mtel~1gent, in givi~g their laws of action hear directly from you upon the various topics which
be just the thing for the faithful lambs to chew.
for a purpose m the productwn of all phenomena as hav engrossed your attention so many years.
.
I lu1v an uncle who is a minister of the old United the only origin of their coherent potentiality. As
I spent a full week at KalamazJo, stopping at oii.e
Presbyterian church, a regular, full-blooded, five- all ~atter co-operates in varying propOJ:'tions suited of the most popular boarding-houses in this charmpoints, predestination, hall-and-damnation total- to different phenomena; and as co-operatwn we know ing city. While I was walking upon the street one
depravity, infants-in-hell-a-span-long Calvini~tic no- to be an exclusiv act of intelligent impress and dio- morning in this city I met with a young and frivobody-will-be-saved-but-us sort. I thtnk he is o~e of rection, therefore intelligent design and will-force im- lous-appearing man, who .said 'h.~ was canvassing the
the hypocrit order.. I once sent him a copy of THE pres.s are the only p~ssibl~ origin or impetus to town for a new edition of the Christians' Bible. I
TRUTH SEE.KER containing a list of sinful clergymen, motwns or acts. of umntentwned ~nd unconscious inquired of him if he did not think he was assisting
to show h1m how things were getting along in God's ~atter of ~ny kmd. And o! nature~ ?oherent acts to promote and perpetuate an idolatrous veneration
"moral" vinyard but it only increased his faith m mechanlsms and adaptatwn to existmg and com- for an old relic of the darker ages of ignorance and
He wrote me a sickly reply, trying to make out that ing needs, nothing but mind CO·Operation can giv sup~rstition. He answered very promptly and conthey were only the bad "unbelievers" ot the flock such coher~n~ purp9ses to such unconscious materials. clusivly. Yes, he knew he was, but he didn't care a
that were described in THE TRPTH SEEKER, and quoted
Such ~onJomt reply to above queries would assured- d--n. He said very emphatically, "It is their
some Bible slush to show that God had prophesied ly be tnurr;tp~an t~y comple~e; and, with the neces- money I am after, and so long as they will pay me
that there would be some hard cases, black sheep, sa;y assoc;.atl?~ m ~Y ph1losophy that all finite their. money freely I don't care a d--n what they
etc., creep into the holy flock. "Why doesn't God m1nds are mdiVlduahzed parts of that cosmic mind- do With the books. As long as the people like to be
put his stamp on the genuin article?" I replied and material_attracted to our prepared organisms and de- humbugged I like to humbug tliem, especially if they
wanted fo contrast the best ministers with the ~reat veloped in proportion to their sensitiv structure, and will pay me well for it." He went on to tell me how
Infidels of the past and present, but the reply I re- so are as immortal as the source from which they much he had done already that morning, and how
ceived wc.s that he "did not want to discuss that come, would add to the happy results and convic- much better he thought it paid to cater to the ausubject." That is the way with the hypocrit stripe. tio~ in sue~ ra~ional. and scientifl.~ vievy-s of nature perstition of the people than to encourage them in
The fool stripe, like Elder Shelton, Humphrey, Tal- in Its ~ssomate mtelhgent and non-mtelhgent materi- reading scientific, philosophical, and reformatory
mage, etc., make a great noise with"their orthodox als as mterdependent forces.
works. He said he had tried both sides.
boomerangs, but the hypocrits keep their mouths Such doctrin would be the most rational and happy I parted with this stranger, reflecting upon the
shut. By this craft we hav our grub; and he that substitute for the ~esecra~i~g Christian, Jewish, and frailty, the weakness, and the depravity of human
hath no sense comes unto us and we will take him all other mytholog1cal rehgwns, and so in conformity natu~e in its individual manifestations, but hoping
in for Christ's sake and all the money he will giv.
~ ~elieve would rapidly cha~g~ the supernatural re- that 10 the a~gregation of human life there might
Yours for truth,
J. L. McKELVEY.
hgwns of-the world by conviCtiOn of its truths Into be enough of mtelligence and Integrity to leaven the
a natural and .much-needed reform of simple adora- whole mass, when there s.hall. be sufficient time for
/
,
tion for and gratitude to such exclusivly good intel- all the qualities and forces to. find their equal and
J. PETTY s REPLY AGAIN To" woRKINGMAN."
ligent first cause a!:!· manifested in bounteous pro- legitimate action in the development of the races.
MR. EDITOR: I am sorry to hav to trespass on your vision for every intelligent and animal gratification At Kalamazoo, as at Marshall and Battle Creek, I
space and time again, but I cannot bear to be mis- when rightly used. Thus, too, insuring us, our minds found a large class of reading and Liberal-minded
represented; so' please giv me anothe-r hearing to with having that only sati§fying immortality whieh people. _Not one of the former subscribers hr THE .
vindicate myself.
.
is a necessity of our individuality partaking of such TRUTH SEEKER refused to renew their subscription,
"Workingman" says, in THE TnuTH SEEKER .of Sept. cosmic mind-element, and alone accounts for our in- and seyeral who bad taken it some years ago con16th, I "write in a bungling manner." Why does he telligence as being co.creators for our own advance- eluded to take up the line of march with the increasnot tell me som;,thing I do not know ? I never write ment in utilizing the adaptable materials of nature ing army, fifty thousand strong, who are now readers
in any other way. He then asks me, "Did you not in- as disposed by intelligent and beneficial direction, ' of this strongest exponent and defender of constitutend to tell the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER that in
Thus intelligent and unintelligent matter hav al- tiona! rights and individual liberty. There were added
writing that communication you were prompted by ways existed in interdependent relations of coherent to the old list at Kalamazoo twenty new and suba selfish motiv and had a personal end to serve-an cause and phenomenal effects between controler and stantial recruits, making nearly a half hundred in
ax to grind P" Now, what an insult! Is that what controled, as enforced mental oppressions upon and all, and it is strongly hoped that none will fall off,
you take me for? and then tell me" you were either impressions from all such acts of unconscious mat-· ~ut that the number will gradually and permanently
disinterested or you were selfish," and then ask me ter in its useful and esthetic disposition which con- mcrease, not only in this town, but all through the
"Wpich horn of the dilemma· will you take?"
stit.utes creation, while evolution is the foreseen and st~te and the country generally. THE TRuTH SEEKER,
"Workingman," I never was prompted by selfish provided disposition in laws thus coherently impressed with such correspondents as Elizqr Wrig.ht, T. B.
motivs nor a personal end to serve, nor can you upon unintelligent m:atter as its potential mode of EWla~emaDn's~· Ck. Leland, PutnamhPrllsbury, Palmer,
f th'
· ?O-oper~t·lOll f rolil. ~ h.e Slmple
·
m10a
· of
,en oth~r
er Grace
Park and
urst ~arm,
Susan ·earnest
W1xon
Prove it. All that k"nd
I
0
!llgS were h a t C h ed lll
to the compl?X in eVer .and
a host
dear Lminds
your own jobbernowl, not in mine. You add, I "as- mcreasmg adaptability and usefulness whwh unin- hearts, will ,.,perate like a strong and ever-increasin
suffie to quote· fror;n your ~ommunication." · I did_ telligent and unintentioned matter of itself only could force. t_o clear away the rubbish or ign...>rance and su~
q11ote; l did not assume. Drd you not ask me, "Is not provide for or co-operate to effect such coherent perstlti<?ll and ~o er~ct and establish institutions and
it not possible that a few of the Greenback organ-: accomplishments.
enterpnses which Will loo~, forward .to a more hopeization possess a :Petty amo)lnt of information?", With a hi~h esti~ate of your general •ntellfgepoe, ful and happy fut"¥;u:~rt:gry~ace, c. S. BoWLEY,
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ister1 in the world ;'and if tile resulte fall below lation, and can be remedied by wearing the
the numerical ell<hibitl or other parta ·of the country it if! hecause it is, In the nature of talnga that it Wilsonia Magnetic Insoles. They develop and
should be so,1and I kriow of no way in which the maintain a more ·activ circulation, and thereby
A
Close the door carefully, mutne the tread,
'·
matter CJlll be IIi ended. · .,
Drop the soft curtains round the white b!ld,
Is not that a rather remarkable statement for promote warmth. As a consequence' of 'this,
SPECIAL~
A pale mother's sleeping, aye, &1v her rf>llt,
a Christian minister to make ? ,-In subl!tance, the tendency to contract cold and inll.uenza is
See the fresh ro1ebnd upon her white brear.t;
Tery much di:ininished, and with children croup
OR,
Dr.
Crosby
declared
that
the
material
of
the
She .bas struggled With pain, she has wrestled wlth
population of New York was in large part so and pneumonia will be warded off. There, is
death;
bad that Christianity could not be expected to abundant testimony to support these assertions. Supplement to the Study of General
Her'sis the victory; let not a breath
show the progress bete it Wa5' making in. other The comfort afforded by these Insoles is worth
Awaken her slumbers; bark, there's tread
· :Physiology.
places. ·• I know'of ilo way in which the matNearer and nearer approaching her bed.;
_many
times
their
cost.
Adults',
$1.50
per
I
L L U S T R A T E D.
ter
can·
be
mended;''
he
added.
By
that
he
MarJy his bearing, yea, noble his mien;
seeni's to hav meant that, for' pne, he gave up pair; children's, $1. Mailed on receipt of
Lowly be bends the fair sleepers between,
BY
MRS. E. R. SHEPHERD.
hopes of any improvement, and· was entirely price. Address 25 East 14th street, New York.
Lifts the frrulrtoweret, With womanly care,:
Breathlessly gazing, his lips part in prayer.
·· ·. satisfted to let things re!ll.ain,.as they are. .
No I there's a cl:11llln the.ambient air.
PRICE ~1.00.
But it is true, as Dr.Crol!bY claims, that the N t•
• it.. ua1- !2mo. EXTRA CLOTH;
oion I"n New V'o~k.s.hown
'hy
a Ion a1. Conven• t•t]on 0 f Spir
Each word fa.lls.distiD.ctly and painfully slow,
low Sta-te of reli" ,..
~' • .
JJ the
We hav here "work, the need of which has long )leen
Curdling and freezj.ng the blood in ita tlow;
s~ti;ltics of church membership iS due to the
IS S
.,_
felt hy all Intelligent women, and especlallv. hy mothers
0
"It's only a girl "-a bush as of death
corici-egation here of na.tiv rascals and " tM · At :Detroit. Mlcb , in Royal Templu's Hall, corner f~~~~:.:'nhte~~ ~~':,~;~';ft ~~fi~~~ ~~~t ~~g~~~l ~.:'a 8~,i';?~u~~
For the moment suspended each listener's breath; dregs of Europe?" If that is so, then the ma" of Woodward and Grand Rtver avenues. on Frl- ~gv~~~~fe~. • 1 ~~nf!.'i:" l!r~mca:~·u g::;r:~Sl.'ly ·~~gb1
1
In the pause, the pale sleeper uplifted her eyes,
jor part of the· population of the city.m1:1st be. day, Saturday, and Sunday, Oct. 'l:l, 28, and 29, jectinnable manner, It is so ul•in "nd pract,tcnl RR to b
"I must bav bean drearoing;••·she sa.!d with sur, . a'd'e • ·•p· of t.hose ·rasq•ls· ".nd<c d"eg•, ,-for the 1882. This convention is for the purpo~e of dis- easily unrlerstood. and ita perusal f• oure to leave an lm
m
u
~
"'! ,pression of tbe fm 'lortunco of the l!uhj••ct on the minrs o
prise;
.ma-jority of theinh1!obital).tS are so fa~ indiffer- cnssilig the feasibility of organization: among· th&re•d•n. Itd'oc.u•••• the physin1o~vof woman; the
"I tbonght that a cold hand oUron clutched my ent to religiq!!. t\J.&t th.$}, do not attend . ~~· Spiritualists upon a rational, scientific, philo!oph- ·proper relation of dr••• to comforr and health: the n~re of
heart,
·
h h
t h h D n b
th
leal, and moral basis. lllany hundreds hav in- fii'~~"Ji~.~.·~~~u;~~~~h~r~~ ~,;,t~~t~~~·:~;~t~";;~~l;;.;
While bard, cruel words, like a poisonous <tart,
c t~rc es. a l'if lC ' r. y[Q~, -L~r.ys · el ID!lliS· dorsed thie call, and it is hoped each tlevoted true and mother boo~, and many other topics of lmunrtnnce
spirltua.l!st will either he present 01• · sen<l com- The· •peclal attention of mothers nud te•chers IR ·ni'ed
Pierced my soul to its core; I sprang for my babe I ter.s are working· so ha.td ·a:iid"so· faithful. Y·
• It is only a girl!' were the worde I heard said,
Jl:nrvthing that is bad'in New York';' in our municat!ons, or at least theit; name and address, ~n'\!'.!; t';,o&kei~A~~;~rer~0,fre"m~· ~~h:h'e~n~;..~~~ ~t·.•t:,d
And Elmer, 0 Elmer, that voice was like thipe;
municipal government, in our SOcial life, and'in as in sympathy with this movement . :A_mong a formation given; or. bettrr still, after reading, pl•ce ft In
That hand-angels spare me-Once warmly Gksped· our public morals, is very· often attributed by few of the many who hav signified their Intention ~grs ~~g:_or the alrls tor whom It was written. Sold at
mine,
observers like this Presbyterian minister to of being present if possible, are ~I aria w. Kln!l", A.
As you called me more precious than ruby or those nativ rascals,jlond foreign dregs. That J. King, Dr. J. M. Peebles, Capt.· H H. Brown, J.
8AB.BATH.
pearl,
corrupt and degraded part of the population P. Whiting, Giles B Stebbins, ~Irs L. A Pearsall,
BY M. FARRINGTON.
And yet it was when I was only a ll'irll
which, after ap.; 'must be numerically_ very Chas. A. Andrus, A. B French, J. H. Palmer, etc.
A thorough examination and refutRtlon of the claims ot
If a girl is thus. dear, then the mother and wife
small in proporti6n · to_.-~he whole, is given by 4t39. • By order of Committee of Arrangements. Sabbatarlans
who are tryinl' to foist upon t•e count,ry
To every true man is as dear as his life!"
their holy d~y by uncon•tl utlonallegal en»ctments. The
such philosoph ere' ail e':xtraordinary amount of
1
She clasped the cold hlndia o'er her hot, throbbing influence in the city.
·-···
-~~~~\ol:
l't':"
~!t~~e"gf"t'\11~:.~ ~~~ ~~ ~~;.::~~~ 8 ~ot~~~
Circular.
brow,
Bible, the writings or dlstlngu1shed h'storl•ns and the
The
Rev.
Dr.
Rvlance,_
of
the.
Episcopal
The blood bad all rushed to that citadel now;
Then her words, quick and bcatbing, burned into church,however, took n. different yiew of. the To the Freethinkers of the United States g~t~;J':Y~t ~~1~:~o~et:t~: si'.5'rdsa.ile ~t ~~~s~m~eholy than
religious situation in ~ew York•. So. far from
and of Canada:
the soul;
regarding the c(lndition of _religion here as satI propose to publish immediately a
Emotion swayed reason beyond her control;
THE PEOPLE'S .READER.• It's only a girl "-0 man in thy strength,
isfactory, ha did ·not hesitate to say th~tt ''I pamphlet containing the Articles of .E. sketch o! m&n's physical, political mental, s
Know that Q-od measures souls by their depth-Bot deem it very utlSatisfactory.:..to 'a' degree that is Associ"ation of the New york State social development In piiSt, present, and .f~ture.
almost discouraging." The hot haste of the
. their length.
,. ,
By GEO. C. STIEBELING, M.D.
The streamlet may wind o'er ml~es of fair earth, population after money he held to be ~one of the Freethinkers.' Association, including its
"
Yet bear on its bOsom no proud tlb!p of worth.
causes of the prevailing teligious indifference ; creed and platform, viz: The demands Price 25 cents. Foresle M '
A man may' hold kitigdoms, and nations control! for he agr~>ed with, :¥r. Richard ~rant White of Liberalism, the resolutiona passed at
What is that to the. birth of one be&ut!ful sonl1
that New York wa.Slike a mio,ing camp, crowd- tlte late Watkins· Convention; with the Tls.e Le;-end of the Pa~riarchs
The germ in your stron~: arms unfolded with care ed with adventurers, H -reckless class, full of names of the officers of the aaeociation
and Prophet!!.
May, like Harriet Hosmer, or Roea Bonheur,
dash and spirit, ·and bent on gratifying every
lllove the world by her art or lull it to rest
desire "-trying to get rich or to make· the and an alphabetical list of the members Price, ,I.W.By S. BARING-GOULD.
With poesy'R mag1c, the balm of the blest,
most of their riches rather than to save their with the full post-office address of. each.
The mission of motherhood I Ml.n I do you dare,
With sneers stain this sanctum zanctorum of souls. But i>r •. Rylance found ariotlier more · This association, .in many respects, is
general cause· for the trouble. It was the national iil its 'character.
Its articles
prayer,
growth of skepticism, which__ is. something far of a!lsociation. confine. its membership
This holT of holies, this mightiest dower?
LIBERALS VISTTING PALATKA, FLA.,
D11.re to scoff at the !ex In which lies this power f more serious than mere thoughtless neglect of
CAN FIND. A .CONGENIAL COUNTRY HOME
.
.. ,
_,
_to no section of country, and at each
Ah 1 Whence were the monarch, the dnke, and the religious observances.
TWO AND ONE-HALF MILES SOUTHWEST
HIt is in the cities," he. explain.ed, "that convention the Freethinkers of all the
earlf
OF THE CITY, HIGH, HEALTHY, Alot D AMONG
scientific skepticism has stru.ck:, deepest root, states and of Canada are invited to parHad not each a mother, once" only a girl f"
THE PINES. Addrtss
MARY A. VORE,
And whence came thy beinl:' and all the proud van for there the most reading ·and 'thmking is ticipate. And I wish to hav every
S9&f
P. 0. BOX 22.
You marshaled In battle-yes, every man f
done." The statistics of church membership, person ju the United 'States and of
The magnet that led them through storm and not long ago published by the Times, ·discouraging as they were, ·• were more ,favorable to Canada, who desires to be known as a
through strife
SEND FOR
Was a mother, a sister, a sweetheart, or wife,
organized religion than the racts," said Dr. Freethinker (who h~s not already done
Each closely enshrined In his heart like a pearl,
Rylance, who added:
so), to at once unite with this associaAnd yet each fair ima~~:e was " only a girl."
I am son-y to say, that in nearly, all church re- tion, so that his or her name_ and postIt was ouly a girl that Deity chose
turns there ie:mucb dead wood. Orten there are
•
h
From May, 1876 to May, 1882.
names on the books that·ca.n be dUplicated from. office. address may appear In t e pamTo Incarnate the Christ. The story in prose
grave-stones,
especi!Uly
m.·tl!e
larger
organizaphlet
All
that
is
necessary
to
become
Sweeps down throngb the ages like stars tbi·ongb tions. But this is ·nothing compared to the ·num•
.
·
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWS·
the night
ber who contfnue to figure on•' the rolLand bav a member, is to send your name and
PAPERS,
To illumln the world with its God-given lill:'ht.
dropped away ~hrongh. ,indi1fer11nce or other twenty-five cents to me.
The price And with previous Translations d!!lgently compared and
causes
..
They
bav
not
lefqlle
church·
in
form,
but
•Twas only frail woman Ulat wept at the tomb
nevertheless hav ·ceased: to <be memhen. Their of the pamphlet and postage will be revised.
And talked With the angels when Jesus bad ~:'One; faces
are never-seen in the churches, they cpn- h"
And woman that bore the glad tidings to man
By Col. M. E. BILLINGS •.
tribute nothing, and cannot be courlted as religious t uty cents.
··
Tba.t Christ. the beloved, .bad visen again, \
factors. ·
' '·
" ·
:·
·. Those who are members are request'Twas ·~only a Jlirl" in a womanly form
Nor is that the .:w.orst•. '' Lfell!r," he said, ed to immediately forward to. me their
BJJJCONJJ EDITION.
That steered a brave ship. tbronii:b tempest and "that many good ~en ~?-till: attend church _from names written in full with their full
storm
mere ·habit, 'o~. becau~e .tli.ey deeJt! i~ WISe to
:When the captain lay dyin'g-:~~mayed the whole ke~p up;_ uembla.itce of belief," and do not post; office· address.
J"rice Twenty-five Cents.
These addresses
crew;
D. M. BENNETT,l41 Eighth at., N.Y. city.
wisti to.lend personal aid 'to the disintegration should be written very plainly, so that
That vessel-by woman was piloted through.
Still. another, more noble, coll):all'eous, and brave of, religi~J~s faith they' see: going on·. ' "This no error shall appear when .published.
THE
No~, Liberal friends, whether you
saved a burning ship's crew from a watery gravei le~ds to half-heartedness and mere convention;
both in lJuip!t and j:>ew.'? · · ' ; ·.·
are known as Materialists, Spiritualists, BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES
in' an hour of dire peril, ·when every bre~tb
Does· 'i:IOt that r!lad -Y.!lry much like what the
•
A
·was·& prayer, for the breakers were talking with
Sun has so often said?:. It is not because of Free Religiomsts, or · griostics, at once
OF
death;
·
"the rascals of A.!rieri~a 'lind the dregs of send in your names, that we may hav
When no man on shore wonld imperil hie life,
The
Pilgrims
in
the
Land of Yahweh.
Europe" that the religious condition of New a full and perfect list of the FreethinkThis beautiful girl, in her beautiful faith,
D. :n. Bennett, Scribe.
Gave humanity one band, the other to God,
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the tour over the American Continent.
There hav been many nooks oftravel printed but none
l!ke thla. IT IS TH!i ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND.
THE
Mr. Bennett has a shrewd !lablt of seeing., everything
going on, and In his book he !las faithfully chronicled the
habits and customs of the different people of the many
places he visited.. The every.day llfe.ofall nationals laid
before the reader by one who h!i• visited them and be.
'BEING A REPLY TO THE
held them with his own eyea. :We reel sure this work Iii
Sat:ur(),ay Sermons of the Toronto Mail, greatly superior to any account ot a journey .aronnd the
world we now hav.
·:uHiLUDlNG A VINDICATION OF
ALL THB: VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
adds greatly to the Interest of the work, arid with
'<:HARLE§ BRADLAlJGH, M.P••. Which
tbe close description will present Old·World places In
Against the Mail's Aspersions.
very tam !liar light.
The volumes oeparately will be $2. Those sending $6.50
By AL.LEN PRINGLE.
now will get Vola. I. and II. by return rm.lland tile others
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D. M. BENNETT.
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HOOFING
StATE.
THESHAKI R~ .Y t ANDEAR slate
makes the best, cheapest, handsomest, and most
As th<> lnttuence of woman has been Uniformly
WHEN the funds are unsteady-Whe?- money i.s
_
elevating in new civlllzafions, In missionary work tight.
in heathen nations, in .schools, colleges, literature,
GLADSTONE says the fear of becoming ridlmilous
and In general society, It is fair to suppose that is the best llUide in life. Ladies who follow the
politics would prove no exception.-Historv of fashion are without a guide.·.
Woman Suffrage.
IT is claimed that some of t!!e beef now sold is
IN lov~. if love be love, If love be ours,
impregnated w!th garlic. They hav to strengthen
Faith or unfaith can ne'er be equal powers;
it so it can hold up the price.
Unfaith in aught is want of fA.Itb in all.
A KENTUCKY book agent was attacked by robbers
It is the little rift within the lute
the other day, but he succeeded In talking them to
That, by and bye, will make the music mute,
death before the villlans could escape.
·
And, ever widening, slowly silence all.
"A REPUTASHUN," says Josh Billings, "once
The little rift within the lover's lute,
brolren may possibly be repaired, but the world
A little pitted speck in garnered fruit,
will a). ways keep their eyes on the spot where the
'That, rotting inward, slowiy molders all.
krackwas."
-Tenrry1on's Idyll• of the King.
CURious, I say, and not sufficiently considered,
MRS MALONEY.-" That's a foin child ov yours,
how everything does co-operate with all. Not a Mrs. Mnrphy. How old is bel" Mrs. Murphy.leaf rotting in the highway but is an indissoluble
He'll be two years to-morrow. He wur born on
portion of solar and stellar systems: no thought., the same day as his' father."
word, or act of man but has sprung, withal, out ot
"WHAT made the mule kick you f" they asked .ot
all men and works sooner or later. reco~nizab~y or , the gentleman who had been seen tt ving through
irrecognlzably, on all men. It is all a tree-mrcu- 1 the roof of " barn; ·And be ·answered.: "Do you
l~tlon of sap and intl•1ence -mutual communlca- 1 think 1 was fool enough to go back and ask him."
tion of greatest and minutest portion of the whole.
The tree Igdrasil, that has it~ roots down in the . ."WHAT is ~eriphrasls f" a.~ked the .~a~y ?f the
kingdom of bela and death, and wnnse boughs . c1ty editor.
Why, mallam, said he, Its stmply
overspread the highest heaven.-G'arlvle's Hero- ' a clrcumlocutory pleonastic cycle of .oratorlal soWorship'.
.
noritv, circumscribing an atom of Ideality lost In
THEBE Is no cruelty so inexorable and unre- verbal profundity."
Ienting as that which proceeds from a bigoted and
THERE was a young lady In Worcester
presumptuous supposition of doing service to •
So soared by ll. crow of a rorcester
God. Under the intluence of such hallucination
That. her mother cried, "Hannah,
all common modes of reasoning are perverted and
I'm surprised at your mannah I
all general principles are destro!ed. The victim
Why don't you behave as you orcester ?"
of the fanatical persecutor Will tlnd that the · A YOUNG man who undertook to trace his family
etronger the motlvs be can urge for mercy are the back two centuries struck a penitentiary bt>fore he
weaker will be bls chalice of obtaining it, for the bad exhausted one 'century, and concluded to stop.
merit of his destru~tion will be supposed to rise He feared be would collide with a gallows before
in value in proportiOn as it Is e1fected at the ex- reaching the objeet.iv point.-Norristown H<rald.
pense of ever:v feeling, both o~Justice and of hu"
.
.
maulty.-Colton's Lacon.
· I
WHAT will I do. with my hens If they do not
lay ?" Let them get into your neighbor's garden
IF a father's economy degenerates into a minute among the vegetables. If they do not lay, the
and teasing parstmony, it Is odds but that the son, neighbor will prolmbly lay them. The only trouble
who has su1fered under it sets out a sworn enemy a!Jout the method is the hens are laid out so soon.
to all rules of order and frugality. If a father's
"WE bav banished that tall, long-necked fellow
piety be morose, rigorous, and tinged with melancholy, perpetually breaking in upon the recrea- from our set," said a Fifth avenue belle to a young
tion of his family and surfeiting them with the Egyptian. "YaM," drawled the descPndant of a
language of religion on all occasions, there Is mummy," I see he is ostrich-sized." Music by the
danger lest the son carry from home with him a band and the surf on the shore drowned the subseeettled prejudice against se1iousncss and religion quent conversation.
as inconsistent with every plan of a pleasurable
IOONOOLASTIO photograph:y: The horae has allife, and turn out, when he mixes with the world, ways been spoken of as a noble animal: but the
a character of levity and dlssoluteness.-Palev.
Instantaneous photographs which hav been made
AFTER hearing the pllstor of a Unita1ian church of him threaten to bring him into well-merited
aecrlbe the post-office to Christianity, nothing sur. contempt. Yon can't respect an animal whe looks
prises me. That piouR people should giv Protest- like a kangaroo with a broken back.
anti•m credit for the printing press and tlie subLIZZIE, aged seven. Her mo.ther tells her sbe
marine c!lble seems rational. The same folk be· must not take the j•nn, because God sees hPr.
lieve that 'l'enterden stReple was the cause of the "Can he see me in the closet if I shut the door?"
Goodwin Sands and that thunder is the cause of "Yes, certainly." "Could he see me if I got in
lightning.-0. B. Frothingham.
your pocket?" "Yes, God sees every one." "But
NOT in the Bible, but in the Koran, do I tlnd a could be see me lf I got under the table and pulled
sentence that best enunciates the great need of the the cloth over me?" "Yes, I IRll you, God sees
hour-reform in civil service of the republics. · It you all the time!' Lizzie (JX!utingly)- "Ohl
reads," A ruler who appoints a man to office when pshaw I I would like to be by myself some of the
there is in his dominions another man better time!"
qualitled for the position, sins against God and
MINISTERS will bav their little jokes like other
against the state. "-G'kadtvick.
people. " Come over and preach for me to-nigllt, •'
TH08E who can read the signs of the times read said a divine to a clerical friend whom he met in
in them that the kingdom of man is at hand.- the street. "I can't to.n!ght," was the reply;
·• I'm right down Ill with a sick headache."
I'rof. G'li:fford.
"Well,''-drolly observed the other, "that won't
A!!SERTION to some people Is as conclusiv as matter, for if you preach as you usually do you
proOf.-.Mra. E. Lynn Lynton.
won't hav to use your head." They both laughed,
IF. Christianity has civilized the world, it is and poked each o:her in the ribs and said It was a
her duty to explain the principle on which good one, just as though they had been the worst
it has been done. The diluted, emotional philos- kind of sinners all their iives.-Yookers Gazette.
ophy, which first g<~.ve currency to faith, could
ELLA. WHEELER wonts to know if we are going
not confer firmness and purity upon human "where the summer shadows dance." No, love,
motivs. Christians in all ages hav had the good we are not. We are going to sit in the skylight of
taate to admire stoical virtues and to preach them, the Commercial Building and howl for paste, and
but hav not been able to practice them. Austerity, claw the exehangetlend,and pray for the man who
self-denial, and even su1fering hav alone raised stole the scissors, and swear that tb e deaf editor
humanity to a higher plane of thou~ht and feeling, wrote that obnoxious paragraph. That's our voand carried the soul somewhat out of the sphere cation. Perhaps some' other people will change
of sense. Self-indulgence has never subdued self. their shirts and gO, but If the summer shadows
lshnessandprlde,butrathercauses mentoneglect bav any business wft.h us-with us personallytheir smiering friends. For a time Chlistianity they must come around to the office, Ella, and sit
came to the relief of those who could not bear the beside us for a while when the foreman announces
strong meat of the sto~cs, but it presents to the that the column is short.- Commercial Advertiser.
masses no saving prinmple to cause them to lo.ve
morality for its own sake. And we all know by
TESTING HER BORROWING OAPAOITY.
experience that although we hav sought pleasure' "Here's that yeast," said a little girl to the lady
rather than pain, the hard lessons which hav done of a family who had recently moved into the
us the most good hav been forced upon us by 1 neighborhood.
trouble and misfortu.ne; but this is not the Ian-~ "Why, couldn't your mother use it!" inquired
guage of theology.-Alhaza.
the lady.
•· Otl, we buys all our bread at the bakers."
WHEN the chn_rch was small and poor, what! "Buy all your bread l Then what did you want
public cbartt! did ~t ~~! Hear wh~t In~~rsoli of my yeast!"
says of the mornmg of Chrlstlamty_:
How
"Oh, m11 savs she couldn't think of anything she
many hospitals ~or the sick were established by needed to borrow just then and she wanted to s
the church durmg a thousand years! Do we not
'
ee
know that for hundreds of ye«rs the Mohammed- if you could bed epended on i~.a cas~ of emergency,
ans erected more hospitals and asylums than the so she tried you on the yeast. -Ohteago Journal.
Christians? Christendom was tilled with racks
"PARSON," said a man approaching an Atkanand thumbscrews, with stakes and fagots, with saw minister, "I reckon y~m'd better take my
chains and dungeons, for centuries before a hos- name o1f your church books and let me go!"
pita! wss built. Priests despised doctors. Prayer
"Why so f" asked the preacher. "You haT
was medlcin. Physicians interfered with the sale always been a consistent church-member."
of charms and relics. The church did not cure-it · "Well, ynu see I stole a mule and I thought that
killed. It practiced surgery with the sword. The it wouldn't be healthy for the church for me to beearly Christians did not build asylums for the in. long to it."
sane; they ch,A.rged them with witchcraft and
" When did you steal the mule !"
burnt them. They built· asylums, notforthe men"About ~ix months ago."
tally diseased, but for the mentally developed, and
"Why, since that time you hav aselsted In sevthese asylums were graves."
era! revivals. When were you seized with re-
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A doctor, S8 years old, desires. to enter Into corre~nd.
matlons and all Oph~halmtc l!nd Auric dlfilcu'.t!es regu. ence with young h•d!es of Llheral views with the vtew ot
mat.r!mony. None need answer who Is upwards of 2a
lated.
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By the celebrated sculptor

" Ob, what a night was that which wrapped
The human mind in gloom l
Oh, what a sun which breaks this day
On superstition's doom!
Ten thousand hAppy voices join
To hall the glorious morn;
We'll scatter blessings far and wide
On nations yet unborn."
-.lillmfna ]J. Blenker.

m~';~-~~y."
'' Was there a cause that inttuenced you to make
an acknowledgment 7..
"Yes, something of a cause."
"What was it?"
"Tbeyprovedtl>at I stele the mule. So I hav
concluded to quit the church, If tbey hadn't
proved tt, I would haV remained Ionger."-..trA:a~
1a111 Trave~••
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Ali original sect fs reported to exist in Fin- , , TRB population of the earth has long been a
land, the fundamental principle of which is the fascinating study for· statisticians Behm and
sovereign authority of woman in the family. Wagner, who hav just published a.n emended
The discirles of the sect, whether married or edition of a former work in. Germany. They
THURLOW WEED is quite sick.
PAUPER lunacy is largely on the increase in living in concubinage, take an oath to submit_ giv the total as 1,433,887,500-which is about
THE comet'! tail is 50,000,000 miles long.
Lonnon. The greatest difficulty is experienced themselvs entirely to their wife or mistress, and 22,000,000 less than their estimate ot two years
in finding acco~modation.
to confess to her once a. week. On their side ago.· They ha.v concluded that China. bas
'rHE price of hops is unprecedentedly.high.
GIVEN a good quartet and a fine organi~t, the women choose one of their number as 50,QOO,OOO less than they formerly supposed.
AN Indian outbreak is threatened in Mexico.
a fa.shioUR.ble church can get along with very sovereign, whose duty it is to see that the men There bas thus been an actua.lincrease of about
YELLOW fever is rapidly disappearing in
· cheap preaching.-New Orleans PicayuM.
remain faithful to their oath, and to punish 28.000,000 in the population of the globe-an
Now the vexed question is whether John them if they transgress. There are some vii- increase, however, which must be spread over Texas.
TRB President has quit fishing and gone to
Bunyan was decended from Scotchmen, Ita!- lages entirely devoted to this new religion. ten years, as many of the recent censuses are
fans, or Gypsies, "It is claimed that the first. The only analogy to this sect is to be fnmid decennial. For Europe the present population Boston.
A.I!TRIKB of iron workers has taken place a.t
Bunyan in the British Islands was an Italian in Siberia., where the Purifiers recognize equally is rated at 827,743,400, showing an increase of
about 12,000,000 over the previous figures by Richmond, Va.
mason who came to labor. on Melrose Abbey. the authority of women.
·
the operation of the !)enswies. In A.sia, makIn the Melrose Abbey graveyard the oldest
P:so:i'. JOSEPH LECONTE, of the University. of ing allowance for. the readjustment of the popTHE Chica.l!'o Base Ball Club won the cham·
tombstone has oil it the uarne of Bunyan.
California, has examined the footprints which
ula.tioli of China, there has been a.n increase of pionship for 1882.
A.'{ unmarried clergyman in Vermont dis- ha.v lately attracted attention a.t Carson, Ne- 20,000,000, the present population bemg set
CENTRAL AMERIOA has been visited by B&V•
coursed learnedly upon the evil~ arising from vada. ·He sa.vs that the strata. exposed in a down a.t 795,591,000. Of course the estimates eral earthquake! the past week.
the use or wearing of corsets by the softer sex. quarry consist of heavy bedded sandstones,
A. _SUNFLOWER has been grown in New Jersey
must sometimes be little better than guesses,
And now the curious women folks of his con- alternating with thin layers of shale. The
for example, for such places a.s Africa.. For twenty-one inches in diameter.
grega.tion want to know, y:ou know, how he ·stone has been removed. down to a.n even this continent Dr. Rohlfs maintains that an esfound out all he knows so knowi11gly about stratum of shale, which forms the :floor• The timate of 100,000,000 is quite enough, while
M:s. DILLON is going to reconsider his withthings that unmarried men- know nothing whole· area thus cleared is literally covered Behm a.Iid Wagner retain the old figures of drawal from English and Irish politics, '
about.
with tracks of many species of mammals and 200,000,000 with considerable hesitation.
ALEXANDER STEPHENS was elected governor
birds. Le Conte concludes that they were
MR. MARROWI!'AT was reading at the breakA. YOUNG student of Jena who had been of Georgia by something over 50,000 majority.
made in the early age of ma.n'a existence, but
fast table a.n account of a very sad affair. It
AU.Br-BET demands to be tried by Eng~h
he does not believe that any of_ them are the reading Darwin's works found that they raised
· related to the case of a. !a.shioila.ble lady who,
imprints of human feet, though !lome may pol!- religious doubts in his mind. They could not men, as the khedive wants him killed off·ha.nd,
disregarding the love of a devoted husband
sibly be so. Those of gigantic elephants are fail to do that, provided their philosophy il.&d
THEltE is a man in Texa.l! who has eight •
and careless of the fate of three beautiful chilunmistakable, and others are of extinct !!peciel! gained control over him. Accordingly the times been convicted of murder, and is alive
dren, had eloped with another man. When
young
man
wrote
to
the
late
Mr.
Darwin,
who
·of birds.
his father bad finished the account little Milreplied as follows : " Sir, I -am very busy, and yet.
THE Rev. Dr. Patton, president of Howard am an old nian in delicate health, and ha.v not
tiades suspended his attack upon the hash and
JoHN L. B.uteTow was inaugurated governor
asked quite solemnly, ''Papa, what church has university, and the Rev. Dr. J. M. Buckley, tinie to answer your questions fully, even as- of Vermont on the 5th. He says the state debt
editor of the Christian .AdfJOcat6, ha.v had a suming that they are capable of being answered is ~209,588.
lost its pastor?"
·
disagreement over the question whether lying is a.t all. Science and Christ ha.v nothing to do
THE prohibitory liquor law is still openly
THE potato crops in Nova. Scotia. and Prince
ever justifiable. Dr. Patton says that a. lie in- with each other, except in as far a.s the habit of
violated in nearly all the cities of Kansas, tended to deceive a. murderer and thereby savEdward Islands are exceedingly large this seathough pretty strictly enforced in the rural dis- ing a life is sinful, and he blames Dr. Buckley scientific investigation. makes a man cautious son, and prices are expected to be very low.
a. bout accepting any proots. As far as I a.m
tricts. _ Leavenworth has 117 barrooms, in
TALMAGE distributes himself equally .between
for teaching· otherwise. Dr. Buckley reasserts concerned, I do not believe that any revelation
which business is not interfered with, and the
his views as follows: "In case of a.n attempt hal! ever been made. With regard to a. future the two great political pa.rtiea. The defeated
owners pay the old city license, just as they did
to commit murder or any other high crime, a. life, every man must draw bis own conclusions party should speak for his mouth to hide itself
before the law was passed. Topeka. has 104
denilll of the presence of the person or a.n an- from vague and contradictory probabilities. in after election,
public bars, and Atchison 70. The largest
nouncement of his departure seems to ine to Wishing you well, I remain your obedient serFRANK J AMli:S has surrendered to the Missouri
plnce where liquor is sold only out of sight is
be right. The man about to do murder has no vant, Charles Darwin, Down, June 5, 1879." authorities. He wants to liv free from the per·
Emporia., with 6.000 inhabitants.
claims upon me growing out of human or divine This candid decla.~ation of the philosopher con- secutions of the law, and will probably next be
"You do not shine very brilliantly in the law. If P"Ssible, I muet seize and confine him trasts strongly and favorably with the more or heard of as a. deacon of the church.
role of a prophet, Mr. Fflgg," said Parson and hand him over to the officers of the law. less disingenuous attempts of some of his disTHE steamship Herder of the HamburgJones; "I thought Mr. Crapo was going to get If this cannot be done by force, I must prevent ciples to reconcile what we know as Darwinism
the nomination." "Now, look here, Mr. his act; if this be impossible or hazardous, any with reli~~:ion. In acknowledging that he did American line ran ashore near Cape Race on
the 9th. All her passengers and mails were
Jones," replied Fogg, ·" it's all very well for stratagem to accomplish the end is right."
not believe in revelation, and looked on immor- saved, but the steamship will be a total wreck.
you to talk. I confine my predictions to this
MuoH curious information is conveyed in the tality as doubtful, Mr. Darwin only accepted
world, and you to the next. When you make
GEN. B. F. BUTLER has written a. very good
" Report of the Health of W enchow;" com- the logical consequences of his principles. Mr.
a slipup nobody this side of the graveyard
piled by Dr. D. J. Macgowan. The author has Darwin and his disciples_, with their theory of letter to the Democrats of Massachusetts. He
knows anything about it; but you just try
and the president of the Liberal League seem
gathered together a miscellaneous collection of evolutJ,on and its inductiv method, allow no
yout hand on mundane politics, and you'll see
to draw their political inspiration from the same
memoranda concerning many of the supersti- place for revelation. If their theory is true,
the difference."
fount.
tions prevalent in the celestial empire. Epi- the doctrin of divine revelation taught by the·
THE Rev. Dr. Thorn~, of Chicago, who was demic frenziei are very common in China, the ology is untrne. The ouly evidences offered of
A.LL the political candidates for office of this
not long a.~o. turned out of the Methodist most conspicuous recent instance being the ter- it, or which can be offered, are, in their view, state hav written their letters of acceptance
·church for alleged heresy, says that he is hap- ror created in 1876 by the supposed superna.t- not worth attention. The intellectual basis of and made the usual number of promises, which
pier now than ever before. He carries on his ural_clipping of queues. Sorcerers are in the religion is swept away; and Christian theology will be broken after election the same as herepreaching in connection with the People's habit of wattering charmed bits of paper rep- hall no more foundation than the mythologies tofore.
church. This organization does not possess a. resenting men, which are the means of dissemi- it replaced. This is the logical consequence of
THE coroner's jury, in conl!idering the recent
house of its own, with the customary equipment. nating evil spirits throughout the community. the teachin~o:s of Darwin, which are so widely tunnel disaster, hav censured all the officials of
of first, second, and third mortgages, but rents When one of these spirits enters a. house he accepted by science, and now so profoundly in- the road, and the two-dollar-a-day conductor
Hooley's Theater, and manages its affairs on a. proceeds to cut off a. piece of the queues of the :lluence human thought. It is a.n inevitable has been put under bonds, while ten·millioil-acash basis of revenue and expenditure from inmates, and the sorcerer, on obtaining posses- conclusion, and makes the dominant scientific yea.r V a.nderbilt is junketing over the country
week to week. Dr. Thomas draws large audi- sion of this, can evcke at will the soul of its philosophy of this generation the most uncom- in a. palace car. To make the farce complete
ences that seem to be very glad to hear him owner, which he is able thereafter to use as a promiSiii.g antagonist theology ever had. "Scithe train water-boy 11hould be impri.l!oned.
preach. He receives an ample salary.
servil demon, while the man dies through the ence and Christ hav nothing to do with each
IT is said that a.t the last battle with the
IN Boston a confectioner has been fined ten loss of his spirit. The only cure is for the suf- other," wrote Mr. Darwin to the youngsrudent.
dollars for sending ice cream to his customers ferer to cut off an inch or two more of the re- But that was because the science taught by Mr. Egyptians the British. commanders issued or·
on Sunday that they might ha.v it for dinner. mainder of his hair and keep it for eighty da.yl! Darwin does not admit of the possibility of a ders to their soldiers to bayonet the wounded
The court which inflicted this fine decided that soaking in a. cesspool, thus severing the mysteri- divine incarnation j and there was no use in enemy, which, if true, puts them on a level
ice cream is hot one of the necessaries of exist- ous cOnnection between his !lead and the por- arguing a.bout a consequence of its teachings with the Egyptian naval captain who brutally
ence in such a sense as to warrant sending it tion of hair in posssession of the sorcerer. But which was obvious. A.ntl as to immortality, keelhauled two of his men to death, and shows
out on Sunday. The old"time practice among for prevention, reliance is placed on amulets according to. that science, it is something for that Christian and Mohammedan warfare is not
the Puritans of Boston and its vicinity was to .and charms. 1n 1876 the governor of Kiangsn poets to dream about, but of which man can many removes from barbaric•
ha.v cold dinners on Sunday. The absence of issued a proclamation embodying a. charin of know nothing. In the view of the Darwinian
ANTHONY CoMSTOCK raided the pool rooms at
hot cookery on the day of rest was considered his own invention, to be posted over the doors philol!ophy, an oyster, a.n ant, a dog, or an ape Hunter's Point last Monday, aided by a JJ0886
the essence of household godliness. The de- of dwellings or to be worn as an amulet. He is a.s much and as little immortal as a man. of deputy-sheriffs. He entered the rooms with
generate sons of these staid old sires bav intro- further recommended a.n anathema attributed " Every one," a.s Mr. Darwin said, "must drawn revolver in good old-fashioned bandit
duced the modern luxuries of hot Sunday din- to Tao-Tsze, the founder of Taoism, which draw his own conclusions .from vague and con- style, and arrested three men and seized $10,ders, ice cream being the only really cold thing was to be chanted while copying it on yellow tradlctory probabilities.'' This is pra.otically a. 000 worth of gambling material. He was at•
on the table to remind them of early days. It paper with the blood of a cock mixed inver- denial of- immortality, certa.iuly such as Chris- terward arrested himself for assault and Jar.
will be a sad hardship for many a. family if this milion; the paper being thereupon burnt and tia.n theology teaches. On one side is the ceny and paroled by the judge. The gamblers
frigid confection is legally torn away from the Lhe ashes swallowed. There- was scarcely a. church based on the supernatural. On the made loud threats against him, but contented
other. ~-the scientific philosophy of Mr. DarSunday dinner table. In this city the Sunday house door that was not protected by a charm, w_in,
which knows nothing and admits nothing themselvs with that. If he had been killed by
delivery of ice cream for dinner is 118 common 118 and scarcely an individual who did not wear an except_ the natural. They are, and they must a thief some people might regard with more ·
~t of milk for bre~t.
amulet on capo~ •leeve. _
· ·
,,ner IMI, irrecoD.Qilablt ~t~o~t.t.-~
~avo~ the doom of iivine retri~uf4on,
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style i~ earnest and eloguent. inspira,tion which, in point of wisdom and moral beauty, is at
holds his audience to strwt attendance upon what least equal to anything in the four gospels attributed to Jesus
the Christ of God. · For more than two thousand years, fiom
he has to say. His remarks were substantially as Socrates,
Plato, Aristotle, .Zeno_, :J:;ucretius, and ·down to .Apollo', TW:enty Days
California.-Continued.
follows:
.· . ·.. · · .. ·
·
.·
.
. nius an~ Jesus; there has been a constan,t ~tream of knowledge,
.'
··PACIFIC· COAST RECEPTIONS.
. Hr. Pr~';La!Jiea, andf}iiltl~·: .The occasion w:hich moral life, and goodness shed forth·~- enpghten the world, and
: .
, ·
·
..
. chlls us together to-mght is to .me 11. source of gla.dnef!S whtch I there has been no age deprived of -inspired meti ,in· mtll;al~, ·a.lt,
. J:),~~:REinJJ:R~: .I must tell you. o~ the kind recep-l a.~ unable to expr~s~not ~hat I believ:~Iri ?-ero·wo~ship of any science, and religion ... Infidelity is as old as. man, for as long ~s
twn wn10li my. fnends of San FranCisco tendered me , kind, but to ren~er _unto C'res~r ~hat wlhcb ~s Cre~ar s '!'nd. unto men have worshiped gods, so long has there been·peopleAvho
on ·the evening· of the 5th inst at Platt'11 H U 'I i Bennett that whtch 18 Bennett~· 1s, to mymmd, sunple Justtce to did not believe in gods, and have. been the Infidels of ancient
.
, . .
.
.
•
·
.
·
a : · I ali able exponeu.t of ·Free~hought and one ·of the torch-bearers times.
have all'ea~y sent you some ·accoun~-of th~ meetmg, i of the·light· transmitted ·from the- Infidels ·of. the past. · :And· all
Old Dia.goras, the Greek eage and thinker of twenty-three
to be published long before these hnes w1ll see the the more is the significance of this occasion intensified by the hundred years ago, was a decided Infidel. He said his gods
light, and.will. necessarily have to make some repe- meJJ?-ory of pers(lcution a.p4JI).JU§ti!le which b,ave been meted out were the atoms, and he would sooner wors~ip no God aud believe
titions.
The platform . was tastefully decorated to ~1m a.t the hands of prejudice and Cll;ristian bigotry from in none than to worship gods ;who tolerated wickedness ·or were
·with :floral adornments a wreath was woven around whic~ .he Jlas. so rec~ntly es~aped, And.tt does se!!m t<:>. me powerless to prevent it. Religious pepple put a price upon his
-· .
'
.
.
that if there IS snythmg which deserves to be called a crime, head, and he had to flee to save his life.·
a·ltthograph· of myself, and large card~ bearmg the ingratitude, indifference, and cold neglect a.t the hands of those
This was ancient Infidelity; so also is it the Infidelity of our
names of Zor.oaster, Buddha, Confucms, and Mo- we•serve is a. cruel crime against heaven and man. And how day, for that is the doctrine of Tyndall and the leading scienhammed were on the front part of the stage, with can I better pay tribute to ~ur honored guest than to pass in tists of our day. The atom and the law inherent in it stand
·_this. motto: "True teaching founded on reason we b~ef review the history of Infidelity, and so far as I can in the betw!len us and God, and, like Diagoras, we can't get behind
follow "
bnef space of time allotted, to me do homage to some of the the atom to see if there be a God or not. There may be a.
.F
d
S
·h·
p
..
.
h
h
great
.Infidels whose lives have illuminated the darkness of the thousand gods, for aught we.know, inste~~od ·of three, an,d I am
·
M r. re .. o uenemann-. o~t, w o as recent1Y re- past and
to whom we owe the political and religious freedom glad to join hands in spirit to-night with the Infidels of the
turned _from an eastern lecturmg tour, was requested we enjoy to-day? '. · :' . · .
·
past, such as Socrates, that grand old Deist, who held such an
to preside at the meeting, and would have done so
It is said that men' and women are known by .the company exalted belief when the world was polluted witli false religibns.
. had ·not, unfoztunately, his own society been adver- ~ey k~ep. This i~ so; huma~ sympathy taking root in similar We owe a debt of gratitude to those Infidels of ancient times
tieed to hold their an.nual meeting on the same even- VIews 1s the cohesive band whiCh holds us together. I kn.ow who gave up t~eir lives for the sake of truth; like Campanella,
ing for the election of officers and the transaction of ·there are some who are asl)a.med to be ,called I~fid~l, growmg who was kept m prison twenty-seven years and put to the tor.
. ,
out of a want of Irnowledge as to what Infidelity IS and the ture seven times; or like Vanini, who had his tongue torn·out and
.
.
.
other Important busmess. I .had, ~~ the ~udale p~rt grand service it has rendered. in the enf:ranchisement of our was burnt at the stake, and Servetusand Bruno, two grand men,
of, the day, a very pleasant mterview w1th the dis- race, and it shall be my purpose to'speak of its history, its prin- who perished at the hands <if Christian deviltry. For the sake
tinguished Freethinker, and of course found him a -cip~es, and some of its leaders whose lives have graced the age of science and truth, I a.m proud that I can claim a kinship in
very genial. and intelligent gentleman. . At that '!h!Ch produced tj:tem, and who yet live in .the world of mind sentiment, spirit, and purpose with tP,ese old worthies of the
time he hoped he might be able to be present at the hke the. frag:a.nce of a. thousand flowers wafted down to us past, like Voltaire, that brave and polished Infidel of the ·eighteenth century, who bearded kings on their thr.ones, and pointed
.
.
.
.
.
from the twtlight and childhood of our race.
receptiOn ~nd to preside, but. a httle late! m the day
And I assure you, dear friends, that when you·become fully the finger of scorn at all the living priests of Europe; whose
the followmg letter was received from h1m:
acqu~ted with the principles, object, and service of Infidelity, intellect was as clear as the sun, and whose wit and satire were
SAN FRANCisco, June 5, 1882.
you _will find no cause for shab:J.B' for the· company you are in like a two-edged sword, and yet with goodness and benevolence
·. DEAR Sm: Having been. honored. by your kind in vita.tion to to~mght or that larger-number of ·great souls whose names are as kind and tender as a woman. He it was who said·the only
preside at the Bonnett reception to-night, I feel very sorry to dear .to us as Infidels of the past, whose heads have been lifted gospel we should read is the grand book of nature, written
state that I a.m unavoidably prevented from· attending your above the nigh~ and darkness of superstition .. The wo~ Infi- with God's own hand and stamped with his' own seal. Who
. meeting.- Let me add, although it is hardly necessary, that on d~l for. centunes has been used a.~ a. word of opprobrmm to can but feel a sense of pride to be counted in sympathy with
this ocCStsion,.as on every similar one, all my sympathies ·are stigmatize those who dare step astde from the usual or well. the spirit and life-work of such noble men as D'Holbach, Kant,
fully e1,1gaged in the cause of universal mental liberty.
beaten paths of religious thought. From early boyliood I Jefferson, Franklin, Humbddt, Comte, Hngo, Buckle, G>>rrison,
·
·
Yours for the sake of justice and truth,
hav~ be.en ~ught .that Infidels were bad peop~e, and not until Lincoln, Draper, and a. host of others whose lives have shed
FRED Sci!UENEliLI.NN-PoTT.
late mlife did I discover the fallacy of mea.sunng human char- light and glory iu the world? Who can but feel a sense of revFrom the inability of Mr. Schuenemann-Pott to be a.c~r ?Y the sta.nda~4 of any religious belief. There are no re- erence and gratitude for such a. life as that of Thomas Paine ?
.
. . .
llgwmsts on earth who do not hold all to be Infidel who do -name ever dear to all true lovers of justice and liberty. Bom
·prel!l(lnt, an. mv1~at10n wal!l exteu~ed to ~r. James not embrace the faith they hold, and do not see the truth as in pove1 ty he was, and yet how rich in true ·wealth I Born
~ell, of VIctoria, B. C., to preside, whwh he ac- they see it, and worship the same God in the same way they amid the surging breakers of despotism, he arose like a Bamson in his might and carried a.wa.y the gates of the enemies of
cepted. He is a prominent wholesale merchant in worship hizp..
·
'
.
From the commencement of the Christian era every effort liberty in both church and state. Who but the immortal Paine
· the :flourishing young town where he resides. He is
. an earnest patron of THE TRUTH SEEKER and has has bee~ ~a.de ~y _the church to force all people to h_old. the could have uttered these heaven--born words, "Where liberty is
,
.
.
.
'h.
.
same relunous opmwn. The effort grew out of the belief that not, that is my country?" . There is Ilot in all the scriptures of
· ma~e the JOurney to San Fra_nmsco at t IS •. tn;ne God ~rote a book, and in that book the command that every. the world words more subllme than these. ·
mamly ~~r the purpose of meetm~ me and to mv1te body should believe the same things, and failing to do so,
A few more years of infidelity to error ; a few more years of
me to Vlett his portiOn of the Pamfic coaet. · I could should be damned; hence Infidelity or unbelief, which is sim- Freethought; a. few more Bennetts in prison for the sake of
not feel otherwise than ho:o.ored by such friendship, ply a struggle for liberty and m~nta.l freedom, grew:. up. in t~e principle ; a few more men like Ingersoll to carry the torch of
and was much pleased to have him preside at my world .. As the church has alway~ held that unbelief 1s; ": sm mental freedom, handed down from the Infidels of the past,
·, reception. As h~ is a large, fin~·looki~g ge~tJe- !~~:=~· thus heresy and I:ilftdelity are the result of r~hgwus and superstition will flee away like fog before tb:e morning sun.
Infidelity has been the savior of the world; doubt and ut,be. man, and a ready speaker, he presided with ability
In every perio<l of the world's history a. few men have been lief have opened the door for science, which has scattered its
and grace.
.
brave enough to speak out and give their honest thought to the blessings in the pathway of our race, and is to-day the bope of
·After the band aecured for the occasion had world; and for the destruction of these Infidels the church has the world. Infidelity is not unfaithfulness to duty. Let no
played two or three· airs Mr. Fell being intro- always us~ll all o~ the power. she possessed; she has sov.:n the man pride himself on being Infidel unless he be a seeker a.nd
· Ad · '
d
h ' ·· d ·
seeds of discord everywhere 111 all lands, a.ndthe sacred t1es of lover of truth. .Free thinking. is.not..loose..thinlring -; ..true .religd
. uce a b.Y B Y!On
oms,. ma e t e mtro uct~ry family and· kinship have given a. way before the flood-tide of ion is simply goodness, and Infidelity, the cro:wn of a wellspeech, m w~wh h~ descnbed. the. ad vane~ whwh religious liUperstition; ·fire and sword have consumed innocent rounded manhood, is freedom to think and liberty to utter our
Freethought IS makmg on our contment, w1th com- people whose only crime was that: of honesty, and the cruel best thought for truth and humauity.
·. pli.m!l:o.tary allusions to myself and what I have done waves of war, like mountains, have :flooded the world, and over
After the meeting was over a great number of
in aid of general mental liberty. H<a felt there is all ha~ ~oate~ the bloodY: bannero! the triun~ God religion:
;much to encourage all to press forward in the work ;Religwn, like everyth~g else, IS the subJ~ct of evolutiOD;· friends pressed forward to take me by the hand and
·. .
.
.
.
.
Change and progression IS the law of the umverse. The phi- express their friendly regard. This was kept up for
of ema~~Ipatwn o~ man from the t,Yranny of priestly losophy and science of five thousand years ago do not contain nearly half an hour, after which I retired to my
super2t1t10n and bigotry under which the world has the sum total of knowledge to-day. · No; the world moves,
been 13truggling for centuries.
and men and women everywhere are feeling about them for the hotel, grateful for the honors that had been done
My kind friend, Byron Adonis, editor of the Jew- rudim~nts and roots of all ~f the ~ogma.tism of t~e present day, me.
GOLDEN GATE PARK.
ish Times made an earnest and thrilling speech in and this e_ff?rt to know the truth 1s called Infid~ltty.
.
. . .
'
.. .
.
'
The religions of the past have been the clothmg of the childTu~sday, June 6th.-Mr. George Hanson to-day
whiCh be denounced the oppress1~n whwh has come hood of our ra.ce,:a.nd· adapted to, the people who originated
from ~he power. ~f the. c~u~ch, WI~h the purpose of them · the ,stapping-stones to higher truth, the eyesight of an took me in his carriage to Golden Gate Park, some
crusbmg the spmt of mdtvtdual r1ght for each per- age when the eye :was .dim. The creeds of the world have three or four miles northwest of the city. Here over a
son to examine and believe for themselves. He de- been the «;rutches upon which the race has bobbled when it was· thousand acres of sandy waste have been reclaimed
nounced ecclesiastical oppression and intolerance lame .with: ignorance,_f~eling its way midst doubt and fear, in and converted into a splendid park, with serpentine
· d h
· ·
f h .
ld h h ' darkness and superstition: •
,
.
an d pra1~e t. e grea~ sp1r1ts O t e wor . W o ave ·So far a.s may be known, the .,religions of the world have drives and avenues and plats of trees, shrubbery, and
!!tt;uggl.ed to free thetr fellow-men from bondage 9f grown from one stem, and by history we find that ancient India. flowers. It is hardly equal to our Central Park in
. that kmd. He dwelt at some length upon the is the birthplace and n;1other of tlie religions, morals, literature, New York, but the metamorphosis which has taken
wrongs that have been done me, calling attention to and language ?f thii world1 an~ o~r best orienta~ scholars in- place from the desert sands to the present luxurious
the fact that I had been incarcerated in a prieon cell form us that this §ar~y. r_eh~ton msptred the Egyptian, Hebrew, growth of vegetation is indeed wonderful. Nearly
.. because I had presumed to raise my voice in defense Greek, and Roman mvilization, and per~~~tes. the econ?mY of a quarter of a million of dollars has been expended
.
the laws and usages of our present crvibzation. Cousm says
of mental freedom, _of the nght to oppose popular that the history of this (larly Hindoo religion is the abridged upon the grounds and the glass conservatory or
errors, and to sustam free speech, a free press, and history of the philosophy of the .whole world. And thus did Palm House, recently constructed near the center of
free mails. He ranked me among such martyrs as the wise men of India. precede the wisdom of Moses and give the beautiful park.
Socrates, Bruno; and others who laid down their her laws, customs, and religion to Egypt, Persia, Greece, and
The scrub oaks which originally covered some of
lives in defense ,of the right to think, epeak,. and. act. RoTmhe.us 1't h a.ppens th a.t ·the st.ory of · Chrn
· tna prece des th e sto ry the knobs, by a system of trimming and cultivation,
H e next read several letters .from e~stem fnends of Christ and the story of the virgin mother in the Brahman have greatly improved and become very respectable
who ·could not be present at this meetmg, together religion is many centuries. older than the story of the virgin trees; and by their side foreign strangers, which
with a poem of ·welcome by S. P. Putnam. As they mother of Bethlehem, and without a. doubt the latter has bor- have been introduced and acclimated, now spread
too will meet your eyes long before this, it is not rowed from the earlier, and the Infid~lity of our age consists in their umbrageous boughs, embellishing the groundl!l
necessary to repeat them here
not believing that Jesus of Nazareth was the only crucified in a beautiful manner. Walks and drives have been
Same resolutions which you ·have seen or will see savior of men, and that the early story was co13ied from the made, arbors trained, grottoes built, mounds coit. d f
. f h·.
. .
I h .
.'
d
' later story.
.
lD e ense o t e positiOn
ave occupied, an conIf I col,lld say that Brahmanism and Buddhism were copied structed, and summer-houses placed in sequestered
demnatory of the wrongs that hav:e been done me, from Christianity, and that the beautiful Vedas; the scriptures nooks. Here art has greatly surpassed natur~,
were read and adopted.
.
of t~e Hindoos,were .copied fro_m th.e Hebrew, and that all ~f and converted into an Elysium what was once. ·a
After this I spoke.· for twenty or thirty minutes. the hght and k~o~le~ge a.n.d moral life _of. th~ world had em1~ lonely waste, the smooth sward and well-kept flowerI expressed my gratitude for the honor conferred nated from C~tia.mty' I ~~g_ht be. a. C~ns!fan mstea~ of .an ~n- beds lying in the close proximity to the high grass
.
·
·
fial. To my mmd Infidelity IS a.n msptra..twn. All msp1ratwn
upon . ~e, and. dilate~ somewhat upon waat. I is a.n inbreathing from the in:flnite.]lnh:erse, and has not been and tall, yellow-blossomed lupims, now in full
had Witnessed In fore1gn lands, particularly With confined to any country or people; and the Infidelity of the bloom. The circuitous and winding drives in· tlie
reference to the worship of innumerable gods in the world is the result of inspiration quite as much a.s the religion park amount to over ten miles, and the walks nearly
five miles. Severallakelets beautify the landscape.
Asiatic countries, and the numerous god-factories of the world.
.
.
..
in those godly lands. I also bore eviFrom the dust-covered centnnes of. the twilight ~?es; fr?m
The conservatory or palm house is two hundr~d
.conducted
a·
.. . .
.
. . .'
the martyred souls of the far-off past Ill every condttion of life, and fifty feet in length, oriental in style, gracefulm
ence to the mv1hty, kmd_ly dispositiOn, the good among all peoples inspired thoughts, like shocks from the batconduct, and general morality of the people of pagan tery of truth, have blessed the throbbing heart of humanity. outline, and highly ornamental. The main entrance
· ~Q,nds.
.
From . the dim distance of more than five thousand years or reception room is twenty feet square,. with a
. Tlie ·chairman called for three cheers for me, and comes the voices of the Hindoo la.w-giv~r,_ the prototype of showy fountain in the center. It opens mto the
'they wertl heartily given. He spoke of my books of Moses of the Jews, and of Bu~~ha., the drvm~ m~ ':'nd p~o rotunda or palm house, a circular room fifty-six f?~t
, · · 1. d h
d h
ld h
d'
totype of Jesus of Nazare~, grvmg forth a.n tnsptratwn qmte in diameter, and about the same number of feet m
.tr,ave , a!l
ope t ey wou
ave as WI e a rea mg a.s divine a.s anything in th~· Old and ~ew Testaments.
as the B1ble. .
.· .
.
.
. .
For mare than twe:nty-f!ve ~enturies, from Zoroaster, Prome- hight. An octagonal space in the. center it;dilled
Dr: J. L. York made· the closmg speech of half· an theus, Pythagoras, and Confucius, has poured forth a stream of with palms~ cyoas, ferns, pandanus, and· many other
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va~ieties ofi'are tropical plantil.

A group-folintam often runs through the basement of a house nearly a
of neat design(" Out of the Rain") is in constant hundred feet in length, a glimmering lamp at eacb
...Jay, and furnishes the neces1ary amount of moiature end; and through these narrow, dark passages scores
for the growing plants. On the right of ~he rotunda of Chinamen pass, many times a day, and their
i1 the orchid hou11e, an arched room thuty-five by rooms on either side seem little more than berths on
fifty feet. It is well filled with fine specimens of a eteamer. In one small apartment, seven by nine,
this variety of plants. An arched room on the ex- the cooking for the establishment is being performed
treme right i11 occupied for the cultivation of rare by o:p,e or two of the celeitia:Is, 'with as -much apparequatoriaJ plants. A circular pond, twenty-eight ent contentment as cooks of other nationalities
feet in diameter, is furnished with the necessary would di11play in the most 11pacious quarters. These
heating apparatus. Some fine specimens of the vic- people seem to posses!! the ability. to, make themtoria regia, with circular leaves _over seven feet in !!elves comfortable under circuml!tances that would
diameter, are flouris~ing here. The queen lily is the be deemed very adverse by an average Anglo-Saxonobject of general attraction. Here are also fine American:
·
-·
·
specimens of nelumbiums and other rare plants.
Some few are reading as they recline upon their
Some departments of the building are set apart beds or cqts, some are engaged at various kinds of
for flowering and ornamental foliage plants, while mechanical work, but the majority are playing on
other portions are used for hard~ wooded plants, such mmtical instruments, or at some game of amusement.
as jap.onicas, azaleas, etc. In the rearare two propa- The Chinese are very found of gambling, and the
gating. pits, fifty feet long and tw.elve feet wide, and hard earnings of days and weeks are often lost at
a growing-house, seventy-five feet long and twenty- ·games of chance, They have a·ort of club-rooms
five feet wide; a1so a potting-room, tpirty by thirty. ·where gaming i11 carried on on a large scale, and conA heating apparatus beneath the potting room sup- siderable money lost and won. The police usually
plies the requisite warmth to all the chambers. The "go for" these places, and it is amusing to see how
conservatories cover an area of fifteen thousand feet. sharp the celestials are in al!lcertaining when a
Thirty-five tons of glass oover them, and tons of policeman is in the vicinity., and how soon by signs,
putty were used in their construction. The con11erva- words, or grunts the intelligencn, tbat a "cop" is
tories were purchased from the Liberal, James Lick, about is· communicated to the entire inmates of a
who imported them from France, and were erected house and locality,.when in an inetant all objectionafter the design of the royal conservatories at the able indications are removed, and nothing i! to be
Kew Gardens, near London. Mr. Lick made a very seen but what is approved.
generous donation in connection with these conserva"For ways that are dark, liDd for tricks that are vain,
tories, for whioh the citizens of San Francisco hold
The heathen Chmee is peculiar."
him in grateful remembrance.
We visited a number (If
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cigar emporium, but perhaps he is simply making an
abstract statement or conveying to the world the information that in that very place is the seat of
"faith and charity.'' In the same way Hong Ki,
the laundryman, puts up a sign which mPans "the
sign of pro11perity," perhaps wishing to impart the
idea that where prosperity abounds the linen must
necessarily be well washed and ironed. Wung WJJ
Shang means "everlasting harmony producing
wealth." Kwong on Chiang is "extensive peace
and a:ffiuence." Hip W o is " mutual help and concord." · Tung Cheung is "unitedly prospering:"
Tin Yuk has the beautiful meaning of" heavenly
jewel." Tak Tseung are very good words, for they
mean "virtue aud felicity," while Yan On Cheung
means " benevolence, p·eace, and a:ffiuence." Almost
everybody should be in favor of Ya.n On Cheung ..
Wa Tun means "the flowery fountain." Chung Sun
stands for "sincerity and faith," and at the same
time Man Li stands for "ten thousand profits." But
all the signs are not of this character, though the
most poetical phrases are sometimes placed over the
meanest shops. Perhaps the hanging, vertical sign
by the side of a grocery read! thus: " Dried fruit,
sugar, oil, rice. All sorts of goods from north and
south to furnish customers." Thus it will be seen
that Chinamen are not materially unlike other people, and that they know how to use beautiful
phrases and sentiments equal to the most pious
Christian.
Each store has its pat·ticular sign, and a motto il!l
usually adopted, which becomes a sort of trade
mark, and the object often is a sort of superstitioue
notion that particular mottoes will bring good luck
and a profitable trade to the establiRhment. These
THE CLIFF HOUSE.
Some three miles over a very pleasant smooth
OPIUM·SllOKING DENs,
inscriptions in Chinese characters, when interpreted,
road brought us to the Cliff House, a romantic or establishments where the fumes of the smoking mean "peace and felicity," "perennial spring,"
place of resort on the coast, not far from the drug seem sufficient to prevent a good breath being which, in its fullest meaning, is, "may health flow
· Golden Gate, and some seven miles from the city. obtained. These places are indicated by large red in as an unfailing spring." "Virtue and p-oace"
The hotel stands upon a rocky bluff one hundred feet cards bearing Chinese characters, which, being in- may be read "wealth gotten virtuously will be enor two hundred feet above the water,~nd thousands terpreted,, mean, "Pipes and lamps always con- joyed peacefully." Again are "virtue and harflock here tp·have a good view of the ouean, as well venient." The smoking-rooms vary in size, are mony," "everlasting plenteousness," "all things
:as the hundreds of sea lions; a large variety of seal 11, dingy in appearance, and are well supplied with complete," "glorious abund3nce," "eternal affiu•constantly sporting in the water below and climbing lounges, or wide ehelve1, where the dissipating Mon- ence," "the spring of increase," "superabundant
•on the rock!! to sun themselves, not far from the golians happily recline while they inhal'e the en- harmony," "the sign of the bird," "peace and conll!hore. Here I met Doctor and Mrs. J. L. York and trancing smoke, which makes the pleasant, dreamy tentment," "abundant happiness," etc. It certainly
·daughter by appointment, and we paesed an hour or state come over them, and causes the memory of speaks well for a people to delight in signs and senmore very pleasantly taking ~n the grand scenery trouble and unhappiness to vanish for the time being, tences of this kind. When kindness, harmony,
whic}_l abounds here. It is a curiosity to watch the as a whisky-guzzler's fiery fluid "drives dull care contentment, and integrity bubble up around the
sportive, intelligent-looking sea-lions climbing the away." I saw many indulging in the pernicious daily life of a people, and they pursue an honest
l!lteep rocks, and then diving off from ten to twenty ~a bit, but. n_one that seeiD;ed so far gone as to be. Of;l· course, it is not a bad people; and who shall say
feet into the deep water. There are said to be five tu~ly obhvwus ~o the thmgs ~f earth, though 1t IS they are not as heavenly-minded and well dishundred of them in this locality, and some of them qUite pr?bable tnat ~hey sometime_s reach that state. posed as those who bear the Christian name and
very large, ten to twelve feet in length, and esti- The pohce of~en raid these smokmg dens, and the believe in one god's dying to please another?
-mated to weigh over a thousand pounds. They are wary Mongoha~s are con11tantly on the alert to see
I saw several apothecary shops, where the curanatives of the northwestern coast, and occasionally when danger _Is . near.. The g~eatest dread and tives are kept for sale in the form of roots and herbs,
reach enormous l!lize-sixteen feet in length, and af- trouble of the_u hves are the pohce, who see~ ver! barks and seeds, and sometimes the cured parts of
fording forty gallons of oil. Their food is exclu- fond of dro_ppmg d_own ~pon t~e usually quiet Ori- certain animals. The sign11 of these esta.blii!ihments
eively live fish, which abound in the water!! they entals and mte!fermg WI~h the~r manners and cuB- are rather expres!live; thus, interpreted, we have,
f-requent. These animals do not a little barking, toms. Thor~ JB a. chrome antipathy between the ''the ball of the approved medicines and of every
so that when two or three dozen of them are exercis- two races, whwh wtll probably never become wholly land," "fresh and perfect medicines decocted,"
ing their l:ungs at -the same time, it is l!laid the oblite~ated •. The Irish polio~ ~re extremely fond of "the hall of two peaks," (this was also the appelladin rises so high as to be distinctly heard above the arr~etmg Chmam.en and exermsmg po:wer over them, tion of a noted ancient physician), "great life hall,"
ceaseless roar and da11h of the Pacific as it beats while the celest1als regard the pohce as mortal "promise life palace" (meaning, take our medicinell
again1t the rock-bound shore.
enemies.
.
.
and live many years), "benevolence and longevity
One of the worst features connected with opmm hall," "hall of harmony and the apricot forests,"
CHIN:O:S:O: QUARTERS.
smoking is the spread of the evil practice among
In the evening it was proposed to visit the Chinese Americans. There are 11aid to be considers ble num- "hall of everlasting spring," "hall for multiplying
quarter of the city. Every stranger who visits the bers of men, women, and boys who regularly visit years," "hall of all peace," "vast age hall," "hall
Golden Gate city is expected, at least during one these smoking dens and smoke there or take the of joyful relief," "hall for promoting harmony,"·
evening, to pay his attention to the Chinese quarter, opium home with them. A few months devoted to etc. Our patent medicine men and cure-all doctors
where he can obtain about as good a view of China the practice invariably tells upon the health of the cannot do much· better than that.
Clothing stores have inscriptions which are read as
as in Hong Kong or Canton. Some half a dozen of smoker, making him look wan and cadaverous.
follows: "New clothes, shoes, stockings, and hats."
us made up' the party, and that no mistake might
CROWDED STREETS.
"New goods for family use.'' The name selected
-ibefall us we secured the services of a policeman well
Most of the streets in the Chinese quarter are for the shop may be "Union and harmony," "Eleacquainted in that particular portion of the city. We
made pretty thorough work of the matter, and vis- compactly filled with human beings, and present a gant and ornamental," "Union and peace," "Rich.
ited the boarding-houses, opiums dens, gymnastic close resemblance to the narrow street!! of Canton. and luminous," etc.
Restaurants are numerous, and several of them
rooms, theaters, places of worehip, and restaurants, There are stands where Chinese food and di!!hes are
offered for sale, while food is often carried around were visited by our party, and at one occupying
which occupied our time until past_midnight.
A noticeable feature of Chinese life is the com- with other commodities on large trays and baskets, three floors in a good sized house, and richly decopactness with whi0h they live. An ordinary three- by means of shoulder-sticks, giving the beholder the rated with an abundance of gold and vermilion,
story house seems to be enough to contain a colony impression that he is almost in China proper, for all carved work, etc., from China, the whole outfit having a most rich appearance, we called for a cup of
' of them. Even the basement and sub-cellar are di- seems a dense hive of Chinese life and customs.
The signs are usually large Chinese characters in their best tea. After waiting a few minutes some
vided into small compartments-six by eight feet
wide-and ·in theae small . places, away from the flaming vermilion, often pendant, hanging from the small china tea-pots, one for each person, were
!ight and with but ·little air, two or three celestial door-cap, or upper portion of the building, or run- brought forward, and beautiful gil~ china cups, and
Mongolians seem to flourish and find happiness. In ning up and down by the side of the entrance. the tea we all pronounced the best we had ever
such boarding-houses as these, actors, tradesmen, and Many of the signlil are Chinese names in English drank. It had a most delicate and rich flclvor, far
laborers of various kinds manage to get along as letters, and such cognomens as Hop W o, W o Ki, beyond what ordinary tea fossesses. Several kinds
pleasantly as an American family would in three Hop Yik, Hop Lee, Tin Yuk, Yan K"e, Shun Wo, of cakes and confections o Chinese style and manuordinary rooms. It is a wonder how in these under- Hang Hi, Chung Sun, YanKo, Chung Kwong, Shan facture were also furnished, all of which we par•
ground rooms they can obtain fresh air enough to Tong, and Wing On Tsiang, are common enough. took of with unfeigned plea11ure. The price was but
l!lustain vitality and health. We were in several I am informed that these familiar signs are notal- twenty-five cents each, and it would be difficult to
places of this kind where the inmates were in, per- ways the real names of the occupants-not the ap. get up a more agreeable repast, or to be served
haps whiling away the time by performing upon pellations of the digni~ed, long-tailed individuals in more genteel 11tyle; I made inquiry a11 to the
native or American musical instruments, or playiBg who sell you silks, Chinese wares, or bear you a price of thfl tea furnished us, and· learned it is
ilards, or other games. It is noticeable how peace- smoking cup of fragran~ tea; J?-Or do these sig:J?-11 worth four dollars per pound. This, however, is not
ful and quiet they are thus packed together; how as always indicate the spemal busmess conducted m the dearest article; the rarest and most expensive tea
a matter-of-course they seem to take the life they th-e e11tablishment to which they are attached. Those is sold at twenty dollars per pound, but is tea that
live, and how little disturbed they are by our intru- who read the signs and are able to translate them would throw almost any devoted tea-drinker into
sion. When they look up and see the policeman say they are often poetical sentences or ll?me favor- absolute ecstasy.
The signs. of the restaurants are said to have this
who _is our guide and protector, they seem entirely ite motto or maxim. Thus, when the mgar-maker
acqUiescent and pleasant, not showing a frown or dis- hangs out the sign, "Shun W o,'~ it does n_ot cer- meaning: "Manchau and Chinese, animal and vegpl~ased look, though we even intruded into their tainly mean that Mr. Shun Wo IB conductmg the etable food by the meal, with wine, diversions, and
private apartments, and into their very "holy of establishment, and that he is impelled by conscien- entertainment;" "The place for comforting the .
tious motives to announce to the world the name of inner man." Each restaurant has its particular style
holies.''
'
A. l!arrow hallway, not more than four feet wide, the individual transacting the business affairs of this or title, thus: "The almond flower chamber;" "Th,
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chamber of the odors of distant lands;" "Fragrant seen scrolls hanging on the walls, with sentences! like· all Asiatic nations, cannot compare with the
tea chamber;" " Garden of the golden valley;" written upon red pa.per and pasted upon them, over I' music of Europeans and Americans. Tne 6rchestra
"All fragrance saloon;" "Balcony of joy and de- the doors, over the shelves and money-chests and re- is usually placed at the back of the stage, ·and from
light," etc.
ceptacles. On the scrolls. are quotations from the it issue the most unmusical and discordant sounds
.. Butcher's signs read in this way: "We receive the classics of a moral character. The red papers are a' that can be imagined. ·
•·
. .
golden hogs-that is, we take whole hogs to roast;" sort of prayer to the gods. Some of them are said! On either side of the recess are doorways;:wh.ence
" We see them roasted whole for sacrifice in golden to read in this manner: "New Year, great good for-I enter and exit the actors who take part in the per·skins." As greasy and common-place as their busi- tune. In all things may our desires be. met. Let. formance. On the stage stand the immense chests
ness may be, they also hav an eye and ear for the the four seasons abound in prosperity: Merchandise which contain the wardrobes of ·the actors, and. by
beautiful, and the term "golden" has the same revolving like wheels." "Goods flowing out and the side of them the largest Saratoga trunks sink
charm for them as for the great bulk of their paople. coming in." "Let the east· and west. assist our into. insignificance. Here and there are tablet!, over
They apply these choice sentiments to their shops: plans." "Wea~th ~rising li~e a bubbling spring.'~ which the a~tors r~cline between their part~ .. They
"grand concord;" '' virtue and harmony;" "'broth- "Profits come m hke rushmg waters; customers use no curtam,- as m our theaters. The shifting of
erly union;" "constant faith;" "everything com- coming like clouds," etc.
the scenes, when done at all, is in full sight of the
. plete ;'' "virtue abounding." It is hardly to be exIt is not customary for wholesale dealers in opium audience; and when in the play a man is killed, he
pected that butchers would naturally delight in such to put up a special sign for the wholesale brimch of drops upon the stage, lie!! dead as long as is thought
poetical sentiments.
their business, but the red cards of the retail dealers necessary, when a resurrection takes place by his.
. On the pawnbrokers' shops s.re such sentiments as which are posted on the glai!B windows and the doors leisurely picking himself up and walking_ away. I
theile: ''Great and glorious pawnbrokers;" "Mutual of their stalls are of large number. These· cards could hardly make out the nature of the play we.
benefit pawnbrokers;" "Honest profits only desireq ;" read in this wise: " Opium dipped up in fractional stopped a while to witness, as it seemed a jumble of
"Let-each-have-his-due pawnbrokers;" "Live ana quantities," "Foreign smoke in broken parcels," unintelligible jargon; but the actors seemed to enjoy
let live;" "Peaceful a:ffiuence pawnbrokers."
"No. 2 opium on sale at all times." This No. 2 it, and the celestials, standing closely packed, seenied
Workers in gold announce their business in this opium is what is scraped from the pipes after use, to appreciate it. Acrobatic and gymnastic feats
way: "Gold and silver ornaments;" "Convenient and prepared again; it is sold to those who cannot are plentifully interspersed in the dialogue of the
exchange," that is, deposit your gold and silver to be afford to buy the first-class article.
.·
play. The costumes are gorgeous and grotesquely
made up as ordered. Like the tailors, they have seIn various shops are inscriptions in Chinese char- beautiful.
lected characters for their signs, and generally ex- acters, which when put into English re.ad in this
We visited also a gymnasium, where some half
press a beautiful sentiment, and which also give way: "Goods honest, the price true;" "Neither dozen of young Chinamen were practicing a great
some indication of the business, like ''Flowers and young nor old will deceive;" "Once seeing and variety of difficult feats witJ:l ropes, hoops, spears,
delight" (they engrave fl0wers on the ornaments once speaking fixes it;" "Not two prices." Cus- swords, knives, etc., very difficult.:to describe. They
they manuf,.cture); "Oriental gold;" "Precious tomers, however, are advised that the market price displayed great agility, and their feats of strength
jewellil ;" "Flower pearls;" "Gold and precious of goods may change, even in the course of a single seemed remarkable. Their evolutions are very rapid
stones," etc.
day, by such notices as this: "The price in the and precise, and one is struck with surprise at the
The slipper manufacturers are not behind others; morning may not be the price in the evening."
great variety of feats so rapidly performed. As
their vertical signs not only announce their busi.
On scales for weighing, such mottoes as these are aerobats and athletes they compare favorably with
ness, but they vie with their neighbors in the often seen: "Scales be busy and prosperous;" other nationalities.
employment of characteristic sentiments which "Daily weigh your thousands of gold." On the
The entire twenty-five or thirty thousand Chinese
awaken poetic thought in the minds of Chinese safe is inscribed : "Heap up gold," "Amass precious who reside in San Francisco do not conduct business
scholars, and often serve to call up the memory of stones." Over or at the side of the entrance are in the Chinese quarter. Laundrymen, shoemakers,
admired Chinese classics. The same is true of tin- inscribed: "Ten thousand customers constantly ar- pedlers, etc., are found elsewhere among the Angloners, florists, intelligence offices, etc. They all riving," "Let rich cust_omeril continu!!.lly come."
Saxon and Celtic races. Of laundries alone there
abound in poetic sentiments similar to the foregoing.
In the l!itting room such mottoes as these are are three hundred scattered over the city. Of cigar·In some shops paper shrines and emblems for the posted in conspicious places:. "Sit with honorable makers, between three and four thousand Chinese
gods are manufactured, and there the various para- men;" "Point to the day of returning" (meaning are employed. Of redlers, five hundred.
They
phernalia of worship are gotten np in the most ap- the day when they will be able to return to their carry on some thirty clothing manufacturing estabproved style. We visited two joss-houses, or places native land); "All things as you desire" (may your lishments, ten or fifteen slipper manufactories, while
of worship, where, besides the images representing wishes be gratified); "What the heart desires may many hundreds are engaged in the manufacture of
their goos, were altars,shrines,incense-burning, with the hand perform." Over the doors of dwellings shoes and gaiters. It is said nine-tenths of the shoes
long, slim bamboo sticks for burning a holy smoke are placed such mottoes as this: "Let the Five Bless- worn in the city and state are made hy Chinese
very pleaiiureable to the gods. I bought a package ings come to this house." On the inner side may workmen. A large proportion of women's and chilof them, and perhaps when I am particularly anxious be seen: "May good fortune fill this house;" ''Man dren's underwear is made by the Chinese. Shirts
to appease or mollify the gods, and dispose them and things l!.re flourishing;" "Old and young in of every description are made by them.
kindly toward me I may light one of these bamboo health and peace." .At the stairway is, "Ascendin~
Of Chinese lodging-houses there are some fifty,
splints and produc~o~ a marvelous effect. A number and .decending in safety and peace." On the red where the inmates herd and pack together in a manof priests are always in attend.mce at the joss houses, cards pasted on the walls of l!chool-houses are senti- ner prejudicial to health and comfort. Most of the
and are ready to take in what they can by the sale ments like the following: "Become famous in poetry domesti~s employed-in the families of· Americans
sleep in these lodging-houses in the Chinese quarter.
of various prayers and oblations on bri~ht-red paper, and books;" "Thorough study,final success."
These mottoes and maxims seem quite as proper The rooms contain from six to twenty, according to
with amulets and charms of various kinds. The
priests of all religions are similar in character; as aur painted beer mugs overflowing with the size, and even forty are said to sleep in a single
they are alike fond of money, filthy lucre, the root of foaming liquid, a pair of billiard cues painted on room. How they live under such circumstances and
all evil. For this they will make all sorts of promises the window, a big wooden Indian offering a wooden preserve any health at all is a marvel. Closed at
cigar to a wooden smoker-no, I should Bay one of all points, the atmosphere, upon entering one of these
of welfare and happiness, present and future.
On various other shops peculiar and characteristic flesh and blood, and, who ought to have more sense places in the morning, must be terrible beyond designs are employed. Thus the cigar makers have thantoind.algeinsuchfilthypraotices-or a gourmand scription. Over five thousand Chinese ·are employed
"Harmony and profit;" "Abounding happiness;" with a rib of roast beef smoking before him. In as domestics in the city, and the other towns of Cal"Fountain of righteousness;" "Excellent thoughts;" point of morality and poetic beauty the Chinese ifornia are said to have a proportionate number.
It is sad to state that the Chinese are about as bad
" Fountain of the most excellent;"" Constant increase seem in this direction 'fully our equals.
It is said that when Chinamen meet on b-u.siness as the Europeans and Americans in the evil of prosof wealth." Lottery establishments have "Lucky
and happy;" "]'ollow profit and overtake it;" they do not immediately plunge into conversation titution. There are said to be not less than one
wholly referring to merchandise, profits, exchange, hundred and fifty of them, generally small houses,
" Winning hall," etc.
The Fan Ton, or gambling saloons, have also their rise and fall in prices, the :briskness or dullness of in the Chinese quarter. The inmates of these deinsignia and street advertisements, as, "Get rich;" trade, the liability of neighbours to fail; but rather graded houses are brought from China for the .ex"Please come in;" "This evening the skin is spread;" the first thing to. be attended to is to take together press purpose of serving several yearS' as prostitutes,
" Stmight enter the winning doors;" " Great per- a choice cup of fragrant tea, for a pot of the herb is and they are nothing more than slaves. If they wish
fection;" " Winning happiness;" "Twin delights;" constantly kept warm in every respectable Chinese to reform and lead better lives there is no chance
"Lucky and happy;" "The fortune path;" "The store, and among those who smoke time is taken for them to do so. Their masters or mistresses-for
stony brook;" "Overflowing abundance;" "Happy for pipes; and mutual compliments are passed, when both sexes keep these vile places-are inexorable,
thoughts;" "Justice and harmony;" "Ever-flowing the mottoes on the walls are read and commented and hold their hapless victims to the occupation
riches;" "Heavenly felicity;" "As you wish it;" upon, and also the lessons they teach. It has been which they are kept to perform, and there is no hope
"Forest path," etc. The barbers have also similar said by those well acquainted with the customs and for them but to sink lower and lower in degradation
mottoes, and the emblem of their trade is a wash- character of the Chinese that in such respectR they till they are kicked out in the gutter to die, when
are in advance of the mass of people in Europe they are no longer able to earn money for their soulstand and basin placed outside the door.
·
Chinese doctors are by no means scarce, more than and America. The frequent reading and hearing less masters. There are two classes of these disrepwith other nationalities. One bangs out a board on the moral maxims so freely dispensed in places of utable houses, one patronized by Americans and
which is painted, "Yeary Taza Ying feels the pulse business and iu dwellings have· a good effect, Europeans, and the other by the Chinese. The latter
and writes prescriptions for internal and external and they also tend to cheer and strengthen them will not patronize houses visited by Americans, condiseases;" "Doctor Ma Yu Yuk feels the pulse and in making the struggle . of life. Their respect sidering them heathens, and they utterly 4espise
heals thoroughly the most difficult and unhear!l of for morality, and their observance of moral maxims, their own women who will let themselves descend so
diseases;" " Dr. Tseang Ling cures wounds caused is not surpassed by the people of any Ohristian low as to be on a level with Christian barbarians. It
is a mournful truth that there are large numb,ers
by falling or by being struck, also broken bones." country.
There are a few theaters in the Chinese quarter, of Americans and men from Europe who think no
Another advertises to cure small-pox; another proclaims that he attends to the diseases of children; which were not in. operation· on the occasion of our better of themselves than to patronize these Chinese
others again, as with us, advertise themselves as suc- visit, though we called and looked through them. houses of prostitution. In fact, their very existence
cessful treaters of diseases brought about by vice and One we visited, however, was in full blast, though shows they are patronized. Were there ·no dem~nd
immorality. Clairvoyant physicians are not want- the last night of the season. We, of course, did not for a thing of that kind they would cease to e:x'lst.
ing. They are men, and profess to be mediums, and see the entire J?l~y, and this cannot be thought were it not for the ungove~ned passions ef ~he m_ale
strange of when It IS remembered that Chinese plays sex there would be no prostitutes of any natwnahty.
to cure nearly all the ills flesh is heir to.
These Chinese prostitutes do not abandon themFortune-tellers o1so abound. Mr. Yee Tin (or are pretty lengthy, sometimes requiring three weeks
rainfield) proclaims himself the scion of the family of to complete them. It was, however, strictly oriental selves wholly to a life of shame, as do those of
the renowned Shi'l Hong Chit, and a divine reckoner in character, and was played by exclusively Chinese Europe and America. Through the day they W?rk
by the "eight diagrams" of man's destiny. There actors, and the spoken words and singing were alto- at various kinds of employment, such as makmg
are others who have distinguished ancestors, and are gather in the Chinese language. Their theaters do shirts, slippers, men'~ and women's underwear, etc.,
able to hold intercourse with the departed dead, and not abound in scenery to the extent ours do, but and at the close of the day they are compelled to
convey messages from them. They also tell fortunes they have I!Ome transformation and some pendant resort to their s.bandoned homes and subject themby looking at the palm of the hand and reading scrolls, on which are quotations from the classics of selves to that which, undermanycircumst~nces, must
Confucius and Mencius. The orchestra is immensely be most repulsive. This cheapening of labor a.~ the
therein the lines of destiny.
Within the stores and shops of all kinds are to be inferior to ours, and in music generally the Chiilese; · honest and respectable mo4es of· employment must
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. act very. injuriously upon well-disposed American Christianity longer, leaving it with the land where gence was necessary to evolve our world from nebu1m
girls who wish to work for·a livelihood.
they sojourned. '
_
·
into its present favorable condition to life? that inWith the enactment of the Chinese. bill in Con- telligence is necessary to shape the rock, tree, cry sThere is no question that the inflnx: of Chinese
in to California has worked and is working a great wes~ t~is continued large inflnx of Chinese popula- tal, flower P that it needs ~he special consent or act
evil to the people of the state. For heav:f farmers, twn 1t.1s supposed must soon cease, though. how the of a god or spirit to cause fire to burn, corn to grow,
fruit growers, and manufacturers who w1sh cheap same lS to be wholly cut off seems not qu1te clear; certain drugs to cure, others to kill, etc.? But
labor they are unquestionably a desirable acquisi- for they can be landed in British Columbia to work similar as all other effects are produced, so man is
tion .. ' They are, as a rnle, ingenious, patient, and on the projected railroads, or for other purposes, and formed. Precisely as these, so man is but a purely
faithful and can perform nearly every kind of work from there can make their way down through Wash- physical oause. Topsy's answer, "I growed," is
they ar~ set about; but to the working class of ington Territory and Oregon into California ·and about as philosophical" and correct a solution as
Americanli!, who depend upon their labor for their as many othe! states as desired. They are sharp any~
livelihood, they are an unmitigated curse. They ~no~gh to a vall themselves of all sorts of shifts, and
From an article in the New York Times I quote
cheapen the wages to a point at which American 1t w11l be hut little for them to travel across land the following: "The minutest forms of organic lifa
laborers cannot live, and they so degrade it that a ~ve hundr~d or a thousand miles to reach any de- yet discovered, the primary monads, are minute transproud-spirited American almost despises to be known sue~ portion of our country. That they will still parent spherules, about one four-thousandths of a
as a laborer. A Chinaman, in consequence of his contmue t_? come, though in decreased numbers, millimeter in diameter, with dancing movements,
cheap diet; the frugal habits of his country, and his seems not lmprobable. Those already here are not the simplest form under which living matter exists."
limited needs, can live and lay up money on one- opposed to the em bingo being placed upon the influx Now,. it s!)ems to me, whether science can reveal the
fourth the sum it requires to support an American of other.s, for thereby better opportunities for labor mod~ts operandi or not, if inorganic matter and its
laborer, and when a single state ha.s over a hundred and bmnness are afforded them. They are not so wondrous- and numerous potencies, acting spontanethouBaJ;ld of these Mongolians employed it necessa. o~t~se as to be unable to perceiv:e that i~ unlimited ous of its own inherent attributes, and without the
rily throws out of employment an equal number of mllhon~ of the people of Chma contmue to be aid of intelligence from within and without, can and
American young men and women, .who have either po~red ID;to. tbis country t~ey themselves w~l~ be in- does produce all the above effects and infinitly more,
to leave the state, work at starvatiOn wages, resort ev1tably InJured by the Immense compet1t10n pro- and does thus transform the inorganic into living,
to crime, or simply starve. It is ,hardly pos~Sible for duced. ·There are many difficulties and evils con- sentient, crudely intelligent creatures, then this same
·a state to prosper where its working population are nec.ted v;:~th this emptying of Chi!la into our country potent matter can do all else in the universe.
not employed, or are not receiving pay enough to wh1ch will probably never be entirely removed.
And all other and higher class of beings are but a
afford them a decent living.
'
[To BE CONTINUED.] ·
higher degree of development in the grand chain of
There is no doubt ,that a considerable portion
evolution which pervades all nature.
of these people from China are guilty, more or less,
.Mrs. E. Heddon's "Universal Spirit."
Intelligence is an attribute of a living body. Before
.
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finite, local, so mind can only possess like attributes,
the same with the inhabitants of all lands. Dishon- i
.
'
. . .. ~
and never be infinit or universal. We can conceive
est:f. ~nd a desire .to possess themselves o.f money ~ot' }t.ls a pleasure to me~t a~ mtelleotual. womall: of practically, and logically predicate infinitude of
18
legitimately earne<J IS perhaps no more emgular w1th or:~mal thought. Such ev!dently Y0 :'lr mterestmg space ana matter. We can infer the existence of an
Asiatics than with the people of the Western hemi-. C!ltiCal cor~esponden~. She 18 e~rnest m ~ 6 ! conclu- infinit number of animals and men (each a special
sphere. It is the report of the policemen of the city awns, firm 1 ~ her behef, an~ ~vldently reJOices that minor intelligence) existing upon an infinit number
that a large proportion of the Chinamen are thieves, she has outhyed the superstl_tiOns of ~he past. She of planets throughout endless space, all posses~ed of
and that they will resort to all :m:anner of artifices 8?ornfully dusc!l.rds a creator or creatiOn! yet, alas! individual minds or spirits, but the idea of a uniand tricks to· obtain money; and they are sharp hke thousands of others of our. b~st t~mkers, the versal, all-pervading sea of spirit, or vast reservoir
and apt enough to learn from Americans all the dark gr.eat funda~e~tal error .and. prmCiple Id.ea under~ of the concentrated extract of intelligence, or even a
and devious ways employed to get something for lymg all religions ~he disdams. to repudiate. An god, however grandly conceived, if without a rnanothing. They are credited with being very shrewd et~r!la~ God, to her, 18 an absurdity; but "~n eternal terial organism is, I insist, utterly absurd and a bin avoiding detection as well as in evading the, spmt 18 no mo~~ of a proble~ than t~e ex~stenoe of solutely unthinkable.
meshes of the laws when caught. They have very i external force.
Yet. both Ideas are 1 ~entiOa~, both
Intelligence is individual, and can never be omlittle respect for our laws, and very little for the i are th~ product of fiction, both equally Impossible as niscient or omnipresent. It is thought-activ menoath administered in oui" courts of justice. The i a fact m nature.
.
.
tality, and implies concentration, application for a
Has our good frlen~ 6 ':'er oonsldere.d that t~e certain subject at a certain time in a certain direc· Christian Bible is no more sacred to them than a
lastyear'a almanac, and an oath upon it possesses ne presen~ status of her bel~ef 18 .but the frmt or surviv- tion, and this local application or concen.tration of
sacredness to them. They have far more sense of 1 ~g rellc-:-so~ewhat ratiOnalized through the evolu- thought positivly excludes all other subjects at the
sacredness for an oath on the intestines of a rooster twn of scientific th<!ught-of th~ 01·~dest form of a same time and in all other directions. Therefore
than for all the Jewish and Christian Bibles ever personal god-worship, .and that If .In for.mer ¥ears there cannot possibly be such a. thing as universal
pl·inted
she had not been subJE'Cted to the hereditary mfiu- spirit or intelligence, and the idea is infinitly more
. Th · d 0
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ences of such a belief, but, instead, to rational difficult of com he 8 1•0 and the pr 0 blem b
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not an never WI ~sslmhate Wlt t .6 thought and a scientific education, this present
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ecomes
Amerwan people. ~hey never w1ll become A:t;ner~-~ aspect of her Theistic belief would appear as absurd vastly more complicated and mysterious than without
ca~~· ·They never will become attached to our mstl-! to her now as the old'orthodox view of God she has this assumed agent.
. .,
tu~wns and la'!s. They come here, as a few years of- discarded?
·
A force acting in New York and one in Rochelle,
.extle from the~r homes, to make alJ the money th~y
The trouble with our progressiv brethren and sis- one on our earth and a like force on Sirius, all this is
cll.n to. take w1th them upon the1r return: _Theu ters of the Swing Savage and Beecher school is that thin~able; but a mind concent!ate~ upon every spot
study 1s to get all the money they can while here, h
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~~ ~ es natural agencies to solve the natural.
derful poten~ies of matter a,pd force but knowin~
~ oe~ an . co hes fa;: . a?e/ rougf
r~h . What difference to us, in our researches, whether absolutely nothing concerning intelli'gence without
... 0 ~ha, an e~en mTh o
el.r doo d comes rom e the universe, force, and all the manifold phenomena a brain let us remain within the beauteous realms of
er f coun
eydare,i?v~ry pTo~r cus- of nature are a mystery or not? We know they ex- nature 'within the boundaries of the knowablP and
.. omers.ll~r a~y 1 mg l~o uce ltmf t:-~r1Ca. l
are iet, are real, and that all particles and elements act here p~tiently labor among theinfinit glories of mat
~e7t:l m~ hot 0e~v:6 ~t~e:~ o h elrthusc es ere, ancording to their several inherent- potencies. But ter and its magical and potent attribute to unravei
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em w en ey go e~ery of a god or a universal spirit. we know absolutely the difficulties of the mysteries of cosmic existence
.P ~ .e 0 ar.
. . . . . nothing. Therefore, if we desire to penetrate the
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It :w1ll, of course? be remembe~ed that 1t 1s mamly causes and methods of their existence and operations,
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•
th~ lowest or coohe, class of Chmese .that come to we must strictly confine ourselvs to the means within
ochelle, .ll ., ept.,
·
~h1s country. They are the class eas1ly bought up our reach, to the knowable, the actual, remain ·within A.N anti-Semitic congresfl was held at Dresden, in the kingm the,parent country and brought here to work on a the realms of nature and in it and from thence find dom of Saxony, Europe, recently. A.t the instigR.tion of Herr
contract. for a certain. numbe. r of yea.rs. It .is incor- all requisit solutions 'for existing mysteries~
Stoecker, the infamous clergyman who initiated the anti-JewButseeingharmonwandorderinnatureandfavorrect t OJUd ge.th .e entire Ch.mess na.t10n b yth e 1ow
J
ish crusade, Elight resolutions were passed. They begin by
e1as.~es of crl:t;nmals and d 1sh onest peop1~ b rough t able conditions and environments to man's existence,
here. ~here 1s probably.as much Integrity among and being partially ignorant a.8 to the causes pro- stating that the present condition of the Jews is dangerous to
the Ch
t
b t th 1
11
themselvs and to the whole civilized world. That their condi.- .~. mesa 3:8 any na wn, · u
e C ass ~s~a Y ducing them, it does not justify us, or explain the tion is dangP-rous to themselvs reads something like an edict of
brought to this country are the low, the V1Cl0Us, mystery, to assume the existence of a far greater the Inquisition, which burned its victims' bodies in order to
and abandoned, If t~ey do not mak': perfect mystery, which, if real, would infinitly more resemble save their souls. Another rea~ on given why the Jews should
ID()dels of excellence, It should not exmte won- the handy- work ur design .of a· creator, and, then, be extirpated wa~ that their influence is in no way proportioned
der.. Unfo~tunately there are many thousan~s born conseqnently, more imperativlythan man necessitate to their numbers or justified by their abilitie~, and that they
. creator and t h"1s one anoth er hav no scruples as to their methods of making money. This is
, Upon Our Boll no better than they· The nat 1ves of another creator to t h 1s
this country are not nearly so upri!zht as they should ad .:nfin.:tum.
.
.
'
regarded by these Christians as sufficient excuse for killing d'f
b
W
~
•
•
such Jews as they can. Furthermore, it was alleged that their
e. . e have but. few; stones to throw at th.e ohilA god and Mrs. Hedden's universal spirit, as well habits of intermarriage, their hygienic and alimentary customs,
dren of ~he celestial ~1_ngdom. They can eas1ly see as all other Theistic or Spiritistio ideas, a~e all a~ike, and their strange language unfit tbern for amalgamating with
that th~ gr~~ game IS ~he one.la!gely played here, unthinkable, unknowable, superfluous, 1mposs1ble, the people among whom they reside. The reverend ge.. tleman
. ~md the1r ab1hty to follow and 1m1tate stands them and, cons€qnently-nothing. There is no iiltelli- goes on in a similar strain, dilating in a mann"r totally opposed
m. good stead.
.
genoa .wi"thout o. bral·n, no light without eyes, and no to all principles of liberaliBm or any of the ideas of th., nine..
t.eenth century. This German bigotry finds its opposit in
· Not_ a little pains have been taken to Christianize sound without ears. Eternal darkness reigns supreme France, where the most Atheistic government of.modern times
the· Chinamen ~nou_ght to our shores, but the success throughout the realms of space, un~il that necessary is making money unsought out of the religious superstition of
thus far met With 18 of a meager character. They agent to produce light-the eyes-Is first forthcom- the people. Some years ago one of those miraculous appear~ttend Sunday-schools for the sake of learning Eng. ing!
Exterminate all animal. organism from the ances of the Virgin Mary which are reported from time to time
hsh, and though they may seem to take interest in faoA of the .earth, and where would a single germ of oocurred at Lourdes. " Our Lady" appeared to a little girl
and her brother rn a certain grotto. The peasantry. believed
the religion of the country. they really do n~t .. They consciousness remain, or a single thoug~t be man~- the story. Wonderful cures were sa.i? to be wrought, and thou~r~ astute enough to perceive that the Chr1st1an re- 'fest? Return to the nebular 01 carboniferous pen- sands of pilgrims :flocked to thP shrme. The church, nothing
hg1on has nothing superi~r to the teachings of Bud· ods of our earth, and 'will our friends please. and loat~, c?nsecrated the legend and the grotto 1 and the fees paid
dha, Laotse, and Confucms, and they can find no produce one solitary ray of intelligence transmitted by p~gr1ms ~eturned ~ han.dsm;ne annual mcome. Recently
•. reason. for embracing it. If they do for the ad- t
f
th 1 d
d mi ts ro'Cks and trees or t~e bishop di~d, and his s~e Is still vacant. But the fees of the
'
o us rom e c ou s an
s '
'
pilgrims continue to :flow m and the prefect of the department
van~a~es tho~g~t to be derived from .Pr?f~ssing the forces and potencies e;tisting then? _Grone thought, at a loss what co do with them, sends e~ry cent to Paris t~
Chr1st1an rehgwn, seems to embrace It, 1t 1s usually idea, or truth from those preadam1te ages before the minister of finance. '!'hat official is not lik~ly to object to
onlya pretense to ~urther ulterior designs; and when l animal life was possible on .eart~? Surely _it wi!l the source from whic~ the money comes, and. in some future
they return to then own country they never profess not be argued by our progress1v friends that mtelh- · budget may make an Item of revenue from miracles.
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in the afternoon, and it wail moved that the subject jeot: Many of th~ letters favored the new era, 282,
be deferred to the ne:z:t morning session, and that and none opposed it. Others gave or favored in•.
"Mr. Gorsuch should hav half an hour to open the suranoe or benefit suggestions, and seme inclosed
Its Sixth Annual Congress Held at subject and present his proposition.
money from one dollar to five.
.
St. Louis.
Mr. W. T. Doty, of Port JerTis, then called the . After the letters the order of the day-the sub.
attention of the Congress to the subject of life in" ject of political action-was taken. up. Mr. GorIMPORTANT MEASURES RESOLVED UPON. surance and benefit and relief societies. He ex- such opened by an address, mostly written, which
plained at some length the printed Jlapers and forms occupied over half an hour, and which ·had ~ dewhich were in use in hie League at Port Jarvie, and. cided effect upon the Congress. It will probably be
The Best and Most Rf,rmonious Congress of the advocated
the policy of having that or some similar printed, and only an intimation of its contents can
League Ever Held.
be given here. He contended that the great prob~
plan adopted bv the Leagues generally.
.
Mr. Follet, of Illinois, strongly inclined to favor the lem of this age is industrial emancipation, and that
. MORNING. SESSION.
project, so far aa the benefit of members of the upon its achievement the future welfare of our re.
The Congress opened, pursuant to the published Liberal Leagues were concerned. ·
public, and indeed of the whole race, was dependent;
call, at the hall of the Young Men'11 Temperance
Mr. Leland wished also to hav some benefit to the that the various labor parties, having many names,
Union (formerly the First Congregational Chttrch) League result from the insurance of members, and and generally short-lived, yet ever recurring, in
at St. Louis.
that its protection and the publicity it would giv to Europe and America, were attempts, ill prepared
The churchly appearance of the walls and seats, the persons managing any benefit or life insurance but prophetic, of a general movement in this strugwhich had so lately echoed only hymns, sermons, association of League members would be a benefit to gle for the emancipation of labor .and the produoti:v
and urayers, caused many of the delegates to remark them worth at least a dollar for every person in· classes, which in the end must succeed; that the old
that the telegram of the president of the League at sured.
religions were allied with selfish capitalists and monthe Watkins Freethinkers' Convention, to the MethMr. Wakeman gave instances of benepts which opolists-olallses who used them and their priests to
odists, that" liberty, acienoe, and humanity would had accrued to voluntary benefit associates among keep down the people while they were being robbed;
soon hav need of the churches, and wouldn't wish to the employees in the New York .Post-office, the police, that the old political parties, even in this country,
pay too much for repairs," was coming true.
and other!!. He remarked ·that hundreds of similar were unaer the control of robber and p:uasite olaesea
In the absence of the president, Mr. Wakeman, societie11 were in auooessful opperation in N tlW York of society, and could do little more than make laws
and of Hon. Elizur Wright, the first vice-president, and other states, and that this mode of union of to enable them to get and keep their plunder and
Mr. T. C. Leland called the Congress to order, and many to protect each from the calamities of death, extortions; that Freethought had been educator of
Mrs. Dr. Juliet Severance, of Milwaukee, presided accident; and sickness was being made, cheap, safe, the people to a sense of the inju11tioe of the present
at the morning session, and opened with a short and and practical, and was in the air. Why should not distribution of the products of labor, and that upon
appropriate speech.
Liberala adopt it 1'
.
Freethought it devolved to offer any suggestion and
About fifty delegates were pre&ent at the opening,
Mr. Jackson, president of the St. Louis League, to put forth any effort it could toward a union of all
but they continued to arrive during the day, so that arose to show why not, and made the most terrific those who must co-operate, politically, in this counin the end the Congress was the largest as to actual and personal -llpeech of the Congress.. He thought try if the objects they desired were ever to be atdelegates ever held.
·
that the whole subject was foreign to the League, tained.
The secretary, Mr. Leland, Mr11. L. K. Jackson, E. and that its officers were being imposed upon, or
Mr. Gorsuch spoke with great power and feeling,
A. Stevens, and E. C. Walker were appointed a Com- had a hobby or purpose of their own in this matter. and at the conclusion of his address moved these
mittee on Credentials and Proxies.
Mr. E. C. Walker, of Iowa, showed that Mr. resolutions, which were seconded:
While this committee attended to their duties Jackson thought as he did because he did not under- Ruolved, That a permanent committee of :ll.ve be appointed on
·short addresses were delivered by Mr. Doty, of Port stand .the subject and the general interest among the political action, said committee to corr~spond with all labor and
ori(anlzations, to discover their sentiments in ~e
Jervis, New York; Mr. Hall, of Illinois; and Prof. Leagues and Liberals in regard to it. Why should labor-sympathy
gard to combined national actioa, and also shall endeavor by all
A. P. Severance, of Mil waukee. The latter gave a we pay millions to general life insurance companies, means in its power to impress upon such ofgan!zations tbe abliO·
necessity of such combination.
very amusing account of the squabble the bigots had mostly under the control of Christians, when better lute
R•solved. That this committee,. actin!!" In conjunction with the
Board
of Ma.nRi(ers, shall he empowered to call a national politico..
got into over the Sunday laws at Milwaukee.
and surer protection could be CJbtained by Liberals labor conVAiltiOn.
if, after thoroull"h investl"ation, a majority of
AFTERNOON SESSION.
. .
said committee and Board of Mana!l"ers d'ilcide favorably theNamong themselvs.
upon,
aaid
convention
to he composed of delAg..tes from all labor
The president, Mr. T. B. Wakeman, who· had arMr. E. A. Steven!! gave a narrativ of his extended anl1 reform unions or oodies, time and place of convention to heap·
rived during the morning session, presided, and experience in benefit associations, and was in favor pointed by this committee.
opened the business of the Congre11s by an address of them, but feared to make a money matter of them
Mr. Stevens, of Durand, Illinois, was willing to
of about half an hour in length as to. the general for the benefit of the League.
hav the League send out a committee to see what
purposes .of the League and the business to come
Mr. Longley, of St. Louis, Dr. Hall, of Illinois, and could be done with the warring labor and reform
before it. His address was warmly approved and several others, took part in this discussion.
factions, but he was not very sanguin as to the reapplauded. It will doubtless be written out and
Mr. Leland read a letter from Mr. D. M. Bennett, sults. Such people were o_nly theorizing and were
published in due time.
editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, warmly recommend- not ready to advance along the whole line. He wail
At the conclusion of the address the secretary ing it· to the consideration of the Congress as a great favorable to Henry George's plan of 11ationalizinK
read the following telegram:
practical measure.
the land, the general adoption~ of co-operation, in"SAN FRANCISno. CAL., Sept. 28, 1882.
The following resolutions were finally moved by cluding transportation and distribution.
_
"To the National Liberal League Congress, St. Louis, Mo.: Mr. Follett, and passed almost unanimously:
Mr. J. H. Walser, the presiding genius of Liberal,
California Freethinkers send golden greetings. Please adopt Rtsolved, Tbat tble Congress recommend that eacll auxiliary Mo., spoke on the other side. The people ·who
282.
• " BYRON .A.noNIS."
League establish a r..uer and benefit department or association,
and appr•int a committee to aid ita members in misfortune, sick· clamored for political action had not yet reached tbe
After this many letters were read from Leagues, ne~s and at death.
first idea of what was necessary in order to make it
Resolved, That a committee of four he appointed to consider and
delegates, and friends who could not be represented report
to th& Board of llfanagers upon the d<~sirahility and practi- successful. For instance, Mr. Gorsuch had spent
cality of adopting some method of life insurance and benefit to the much of his tjme in abusing lawyers and politicians,
or present. These were of the most encouraging League
and its auxiliaries, for any League to act thereupon before
character.
·
the next Congress if it so desires.
yet the lawyers, as a class, were honest and honor&·
The Committee on Credentials then presented a
Thereu_pon the Congress nominated the president, ble, and, in the present state of society, indispensapartial report, showing that nearly all of the Leagues appointed as such committee Benjaman Bancroft, ble. Every par~icle of the property of the country
were represented by d~legates, proxies, and letters to Hon. Elizur Wright, T. J. Burke, and W. T. Doty. passes through their hands once in every thirty
appoint them.
To this committee the Congress added Mr. T. B. years, and it would be hard to find any other class
Mr. Leland then moved, pursuant to noti.ce that Wakeman as chairman.
of the community as honest when things are fairly
had been given in Man, the organ of the League,
considered. So as to politicians, they were also the
THE EVENING SESSION,
that the annual members of the League present who On th~ 29th. was devoted to public addresses. Mrs. necessary tools of political action, which IpUst be
hl!..d paid $1 to become such be admitted to votes and Dr. Juliet Severance delivered a very able discourse by political parties. It was absurd to begin politiseats in this Congress on a par with the delegates, but upon the relations of Liberalism to woman, and ad- cal action by the abuse of lawyers and politicians,
that this action should not be regarded as precedent vocated the right and sound policy of woman suf- which ·are the tools you hav to use, or to create
to future congresses. This subject excited a lively frage in a manner eloquent, logical, and oonclusiv.
others in their places. And would your new ones be
debate. It was contended that it would open the
Mr. Chainey concluded the session by a short ad- much better than the old ones ? The reason tliat all
door to thosfl who might wish to pack the Congress dress, which was received with the highest satis- the labor parties break up is that they can't trust the
at a dollar a head, by those who had a pet measure faction.
lawyers and politicians they try to put in the place
to pass or an ax to grind, and that even politicians,
MORNING SESSION.-SEPT. 30TH.
of the old oiles. They are pretty sure to steal what
or, what was worse, even Christians, might pack the
The president opened the session promptly at money is collected, or to sell out to the old parties
Congress and steal the whole League as they had ten o'clock.
as soon as they can get influence enough to sell. He
Girard College.
The first business in order was the reading of let- feared that takin.g political action now might injure
The majority, however, considered that this dan- ters and communications from Liberals who could the Liberal cause by ·its failure. All other parties,
ger would be provided against by the wisdom of the not attend, but wished to be present in letter and papers, and the churches, are against any such party.
future congresses, and admitted all annual members spirit. The communications were from Carl J enetz [a voice, "Let them come!"] Yes, let them come, but
present to vote.
and W. T. Hill, of Little Rock, Ark., League; H. W. I prefer meeting them in detail. What we do at LibMr. John Steves, of Durand, Ill.; then moved the Heat and Walter Walker, of Farmington, of the eral is to hold the balance of power between thn
appointment of a committee on resolutions and reo. Utah League; H. L. Green, of the State League of parties, and so we a·re fe~red and respected by. all,
ommenda tions to the auxiliary Leagues. This mo- New York; .eamuel Whittles, of the Fall River, and we get our share of Liberals elected every time.
tion was carried, and the Chair upon Nominations Mass., League; J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw, Mich., Can you do better than that? .
.
.
from the Congress appointed the following commit- League; John Kelly, of Fillmore City, Utah; V. J., Mr. E. A. Stevens, of the Chwago League, m retee: J oh:n Steves, Durand, Ill. ; Dr. Miller, St. Louis, Borrette, of White Rook, Nevada; J. Deming, of ply, said that he ha? no resp!lct for the balance of
Mo.; Mrs. H. S. Lake, California; George Chainey, Bushnell, Ill.; Dr. S. T. DeJones, president of the power. It meant simply bemg used by th~ other
Boston; E. A. Stevens, Chicago; E. C. Walker, Pittsburgh League, Pa.; D. J. Vandiamant, of Solo- parties for their purposes in turn, and the Ltberals
Iowa; Dr. J. H. Severance, Milwaukee.
mon Valley, Kanas. Walter C. Wright, of Medford, were pretty surely c~eated in the. e~d. T):te _fact
On motion of Mr. H L. Boyce, of Nebraska, it was Mass, chairman of the Executiv Committee of his was that the old parties had no hvmg prmmples
resolved to appoint a committee to propose nomina- state, sent a letter by way of report and suggestion. now, and consequently their politicians lived for and
tions for officers of the League for the next year. He says:
·
by lying, and so gained office for private ends only
The Chair upon Nominations of the Congress ap"
.
.
.
and often for shameless peculation and swindling.
A.s to the msurance matter proposed for discussion at the T
. .
· · 1
f th L.b 1 ould find and
pointed this committee as follows: H. L. Eoyce, of Congress,
the best disposition appears to me to be to refer it to ~e hvmg prmmp es o
e 1 era s W
Nebraska; Prof. A. B. Severance, Milwaukee; W. any auxiliary wishing to make the trial. This, in case it might raise up honest men who would not abuse or ~e
J. Gorsuch, Baltimore; Mrs. L. K. Jackson, of St. not hav the success anticipated by it~ friends, would not involve j tray the people. Yet the people n~eded educatiOn
Louis; T. C. Leland, of New York; W. T. Doty. of the whole Leag. ne. If ~~ccessful, It would naturally spread in true political economy. The thrift and_ economy
Port Jervis; Charles Eckhard, of New York.
from League to Lea~ue.
·
commonly preached to .them was non~ense. If
1
Mr. W. J. Gorsuch, of Baltimore, rose and spoke
As Mr. Walter C. Wright is, like his father, Hon., everybody stinted and became econom10al there
in regard to taking political action on the part of the Elizur Wright, an expert in life insurance by pro- would be a general standstill and then bankruptcy.
League by means of a committee. Several members fession, his suggestion will doubtless hav great Everybody has a chance under oompe~ition, we are
arose and objected to taking up the subject so late weight with the committee .appomted on that sub- 1 told .. Yes, but just as every boy has a chance to be
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President{but· there are so few Presidents•iu a hunAt the conclusion of Dr; Hali's remarks the Con- movement, emancipated from the old quacks, mediums, and
dred years that the chances won't begin to go gress took a recess unti12·o'elock., ,
word wrestlers that hav hamperedprogrPss, is the eM'nest'hope
around. · The trouble was there were· not consumers
A.FTEROOON SESSION.~SEPT. 30TH.
of
Yours impatiently,
PHILIP VAN PATTEN.
enqugh. _Politicians had no ideas. on thes~ subjects;
The president, . Mr. Wakeman, at the_ request of
William. J. Gorsuch, of Baltimore, who intr~duced,
they: only knew how to run the1r. machmes. The several members, gave a short account of the attempt the resolutions for the organization of. a political
people must educate them; and must .first be edu- of the League to set on foot :the National Liberal party, then addressed the meeting, and reminded his
cated. Laboring men must hav an intelligent hal- Part:y at its Congress at Cincinnati in 1879. He said hea~ers that religionists were so divided and a:p-ay~a .
. lot or it would be worse than no· ballot at all. The that 1~ was well known that a political convention agamst each other that the Liberals .had an equal
best definition of intelligence now is the recognition was called in conjunction with the Congress of the show, and would, he thought, be welcomed by'thli
of injustice and falsehood. Let this committee be League in that year, and was:held at the conclusion Democratic party, at least to some extent...
. :·
appointed- as a step iri that direction. Let it send of the Congress with great enthusiasm. It promised
Prof. Peck, of Milwaukee, next addressed himself.
forth circulars and documents explaining to the peo- much. The Liberals, the Socialists,. the reformers to the task of removing the impression created by.
,ple tha~ th_ey ~ust overcome the present injustice ~m.ong the employers, and Col. Ingersoll took part reference to the un~lled condition of the' seats, andm the d1str1butwn of the products of labor by an in- m 1t. A platform was framed acce.ptable to alHn a stated that the Kmghts of Labor, to whom he betellig(mt ballot, or it would be done by inevitable remarkable degree, and a complete body of officers l?nged, were rapidly becoming imbued with rthe prinrevolution, which, in all other systems of govern- a_nd committees were appointed to begin its opera- mples of Liberalism, so mu.ch so, in fact, t:jl~t whi,le
ment, had been resorted to to sweep away injustice. twns.
formerly the members were bound to secrecy_ and
.. Mr._ Thomas Curtis, of St. Louis, next took the
That was the last that was heard of it. Why? unity by an oath, with license to reveal the nature 6£'
floor; and wa~ introduced by the chair as one of the As chairman of its executiv committee I will report. their. oblig~tions to the prie~t, an affirmation _is ·a:u,
original charter-members of the League at its organ- It was fatally officered. The most blatant leader of that 1s reqmred at present owmg to the reform·mtroizati_?n i~ Philad~lphia in 1876, ·and that from long the Socialists, who· had backed the effort in conven- duced by the Liberal and Socialistic spirit.
_·
Cries of ''question" followed the delivery of thi_s
serviCe m the L1beral cause, those who knew him tion, accepted a .place oil one of John Kelly's newswere accustomed to weigh his words as well as count papers in New Yor:k; ·sent .his children to a Roman speech, and Gorsuch's resolution was carried by ili\n;
them. He said, in substance, it did seem foolish at <?atho~ic c~mvent,_ ~nd .has spent much of his spare over~helming majoritY:, there being only three disfirs~ ~or the Libera~s .of the country to try to move, t1me smce m abusmg· hts,former comrades and Lib. sentmg votes.
. .
· ..
.'/,
pohtrcally, fifty mllhons of people. It was like the eral movements and societies.
The chair upon no_minations from 'the Cougi"ess
old story of the tail trying to wag the dog. The
The reform capitalist who was elected president of announced the following as the Committee on Po lit-,
trouble will be that these very labor and reform or- th; new party was too pure for open contact with ical Action: Wi~liam _J. Gorsuch, Matthew Farring-.
ganizations you·may try to combine in order to wag thts- world. He was .a··· professed admirer of· the ton, Byron Adoms,JuhetH. Severance, E. A. Stevens;
your .dOlt are largely composed of your religious op- astonishing purity of our former president, Mr. of Chicago, and E. C. Walker, of Iowa.
ponents. The thousands of Catholics in them will Abbot, and it was wit1t great difficulty that he could
Then followed the offering of various resolutiOnfi\.
obey. not· you but their priests, and so with the be brought to co-operate with the Liberals who were on a great variety of topics, all of which were. re~:'
Protestants) and even the semi-Liberals. Until these opposed to C'omstockism.
· ·.· ··
·
ferred to the Committee on Resolutions~ They
nien are liberated from their old religious bonds
When I looked around to find him to lead the new related largely to the Christian theft of Girard Col~ ..
they.oannot co-operate with themsslvs nor with you. party I found ~that he was under indictment for lege, political action, the new era, insurance, and
To educate in the direction toward justice is well. forgery and bigamy, and had some half dozen wives church taxation.
.
Eve]:y'Liberal should become an educativ political on hand to illustrate his purity.
•
·
The next order was the report of the officers c;~f'
center. He should preach, teach, and write against
The fate of CoL Ingersoll' who was looked to as the state Leagues. Reports were made by Mr. Folthose, parties which _had sustained injustice in the the chief of the, new party, was almost equally unfor- lett, of Illinois; Vandiamant, of Kansas; MrC H<ntej-'t
forms that had been mdicated. In this way the Lib- tunate. We can all remember him swinging his hat of Texas; Mr. Thayer, of Pennsylvania; Mr.Walket,''
e!als wo~ld g~adually combine upon one of the par- at the front of the platform calling for three cheers of Iowa, and Mr. Jackson, of St. Louis.
· ,. ·' ·
t1es now m extstence as their organ. It would soon for the new party. Those cheers were all that the
Mr. Jackson made a remarkable speech, an_d afY
feel its dependence ~pon them, seek their assistance, new party ever had of him. He went right out and forded his listeners much amusement by his vehe~ ·
and .. beoome educated to execute justice often by was rebaptized into the Republican party, and has ment denunciation of Missouri. · ''I represent," sai4:'
theJll as its candidates. Would not this be better been the hewer of wood and the drawer of water for he, "the meanest state in the UnioJ?,. Bob Inger.i'
and cheaper than to tr} to build up a new party?.
it ever since. And the astonishing thing about.it is soU has said that St. Louis was like a diamond pin in'
Mrs. Dr. Severance strongly favored the resolu- that he seems to like his position. We told him a dirty shirt, and I'll represent the pin and let all•
tions and the appointment of an earnest committee. when he gave three cheers for that new party that it else. go. We hav a peculiar element here. St.·
~he prop~s~tion was not to. turn the League itself would make him President of the United States. So Loms is the Rome of America, and makes· ·mote·i
mto a pohtwal party .. Nothmg of the kind was con- it would if he had but been true to it:.
. priests in a year than New York-which is said to be'1
templated. The League would gd on and do its
B~t you will say these men were not workmen. the stronghold of Catholicism-does in five. We'
own work as before. Nor would the members be Are you sure that wor-kmen would hav done better? hav a good League here, and it is a ' nukelus' srourid·
harmed by the new party in any way unless they It is a strong man who is strong enough to own his which the state of Missouri revolves. [Laughter~]
choose to act with it. Heretofore the League Con- own vote in this country. .As a friend and member The citv of Liberal is pretty good, but gravitates'
grasses had_passed resolutions of sympathy with re- of the Liberal societies in New York I hav had much toward Kansas City. Missouri ought to be obli~er
form; now 1t was proposed to go a little further than experience in political parties started by labor re ate~ from the face of the earth; it is an ulcer on the
empty words and see if reformers were ready to do formers. They generally die in a year or two from Umted States, and I am ashamed to· represent 'ik
~omething practical, and, if so, to help them. There the untrustworthiness or suspicions of their members. There is one thing, however, to be said in hl'r favor~
1sl!o reason ~hy the most conservativ leaguer should The st?ries they.~ell of each oth~r are an amusing It ~s that she was t~e first to telegraph to P?.Vadel-;
obJect to th1s. The reformers of all kinds should study m human nature. There 1s much reason to ph1a that she had hberated her slaves, but she f-(lrgot-·
favor this effort, for all reforms are related to Liber- believe that only those who hav a lively sense of· a to add that they had been liberated in compliance··
a.li~tp. at bottom, and it is from thence that the com- material hell, or those whose souls hav passed under with a forcible request of Union soldiers." [Lattghmon union should spring.
the sp~ll of the religion of. humanity in some form, ter.] .
.
.
.
.... ~
M Af
d Lo ·
can withstand the temptatiOns. of an electioneeri:qg
The 1mpress10n of the Congress evidently was that·
1
~~
~xan er
ng ey! though not opposed to the fund or the promis of an office;for much more than Mr. Jackson was too severe on his state; and at· his;
~ppomtment of ·a committee, strongly urged Lib- a year.
. .
.
reque_ st Mr. Thomas Curtis was put on as chairman·
erals
to Walser
considerand
the views
which had
been
presented
y et f ro.m past f~ilures
·
·
QY Mr.
Mr. Cu:rtis.
These
views
could
l_lear-D:-not to despair, but ·f o~ t h at state next year, in the h ope t h at ·better'
be C!J.rried out now in the next canvass. The com- ~otry a~a1.n. If th1s com~Ittee 1~ ordered, I will giv thmgs would be heard from her. The other report~.
mitt~e may not succeed, and we must not be dis- 1t 11: maJori.ty of workmen 1f possible, and also all the ~ere that good progress had been made the past year:
df
d ·
·
· assistance 1n my power. · For the conviction remains m every state.
.
courage rom omg what is practical in the event of that only those who ha.v broken with imagined
George Chainey, of Boston, then came in at the
its failure. The building of a great party is a very autoc:acy and aristocracy above the skies can lead head o! the Committee on Resolutions, and read the
~eat a.nd ave~yei:pensiv undertaking~more so than effecttvly the break<from. the real autocracies and followmg:
monopolies ·on the earth. . , . _ - · • _
1. Reaorfl)ed, That we reaffirm our devotion to thfl ~funCJ:!J.merital
Its proJectors. lmagm.
·. Dr" HallJ of the St • Lou1"s League t. tho ught th at
M 1". p ark er t h ough· .t·th at.lt
· m1g
· h t be b est tO lim1t
. . nrinclples,
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neglect
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which by aathea L'la~ue,
goverument
of these
United s·ates
us Jnto
namely:
:.· '
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that
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were
the
action
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League·
to
the,
maintenance
of
libFirst.
Total
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of
church
and
state,
to
be
.secured,
nuder,
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present laws and proper leg!Blatwn, and finally to bo guaranteed
bV
amendment of the United States constitution; and this 0separa;.;
Products Of Soclety, muC as e carmvorous amma s erty and the suppression of superstition. . .
1
are· products of nature. Capitalists had come to
Mr: S. D. Moore, of Adrian, Mich., coincided with ~~~~':~~:~~~ tg/~g~u;;~b~7~ :C't':}~T;.~ ;b~~:;ig,~ g~ ~~t%~-fa¥1~ .ft.{~;
act:toward the working classes just as the carnivora the VleWS of the last speaker;. that as long as there auc:li.tion of c'laplaincies, prohibition of puhlic appropriations tor
towar_d the h_er_bivorou_s and granivorous ailim_3 Is, was ;p<~>500, 000, OOO
of ch urch propert y- m
. t h e U m"ted g<'neral
religiousend.
purposes, and all other measures nece;s,.ry to the ·saii\e
·
th at 1s, as t h e1r proper food. The trouble is that States it might be well to attend to that and that Second. ~at~on_al protec~lon for an citizens in their equal civil.e.nd.
hey had learned to do th"
tt
f
d
· ·
. .
.
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' ·
religious nghcs, 1rregpecuv of race or sex. or beltef. m: unbelief,. to_:
t
·
lS as a ma er 0 course an new poht10al part1es ·could grow Without any start be secured under present laws and proper leglshtllon, and tl.ni<lly to'
without the s~ightest idea. that there was anything from the League .
be guaranteed bv amendment of the u~ued Sta•es constttutlon,arid'
w o gab t t
th t th
ld b
···
protectiontobea1fordedthroughtheUnitedS•atescourts.
·;·.:.
r n · ou 1 ~or a
mgs con · e run in any
Prof. A. B. Severance, of Milwaukee explained Third. Universaleduca.t!onthebastsofuutversalsu1frag~int;bis
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lS rom zoo ogy
a
e new party, 1 · orm~ , would not hamper, lation, and finally to be guaranteed by amendmPnt oH.he U~irro
and comparat1v physiOlogy m a very amusing man- but would doubtless aid the League in its original States constimlion, requiring ev• ry state to maintain a.thorou,hlY
ner ·· The
press
unfo
t
t
1
h
d
b
f
·
·
. secularized
publlc
school s~stem,
und to permH
~h•ld wtcuin it~.
·
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r una e y, a
ecome one o const1tutwnal
work. The' new party would hav 1ts
limits to grow
np wit}lout
a good elementary
anduo
secular
edu~auon;·
th,ede~oy hunters for the capitalists, and in all the own officers and organizltion
This
seemed
to
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2. WhilethememhersofthAJ?resentConnessweilkno.w·.tbatrhe
ra g f t
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·
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accomplishment of these ends IS toe de~ rest wish of every menrber
n eO na ure · e a no oun a meaner instance to remove the principle objections that had been of the League, it is well aware that· there exists some div.ersitY.-Ql:
of this kind of co-operat1"on·1"n
opinion
(as is natural
among
and_ women) touchinu
. . . · . order· to plunder ·
ma d e t 0 th e reso1Ut"IOns.
wisest methods
of working
for free
theirmen
acbievem<>nt.
·· .-'1 the
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Mr. Follett, of Ilhn01s, d1d not care· to discuss
Another member arose and pointed ,to the vacant As a guide
to present a!'tipn, this. congress adopts the ..fol~owillg
1
zoology or biology to find excuses for social lions seats as a reminder to those. present of the interest re;~~;_ o;/!~zved, That, pending the proposed formation of ·a seP:..'
tiger!!, or hy~nas. He had become disgusted with exhibited in their discussions and plans by· the labor arate;political partv, each auxiliary League ~nd individu_al membe~;,.
the word obey H
t d t t "k
·
· . '
. .
·
.
of this body make it then· constant care to secur" In thmr separa•e.
·
P
·
e wan e 0 s r1 e straight from Qrgamzatwns and other somet1es, the co-operatiOn of communitles.the nomination of such men for oft!ce as publlnly,Q,~r
the shoulder. No .reform was ever effected without which they expected to secure.
~~"'er:t~~:i: belief in the principle o~ the absolute secul!'riz ..t~o'1:.~f 1
that., .. He should vote. for the appointment of the
The president next arose and read the following Second.Resozv,d, Thatitisourh!gherdutytosectir!'l~he\lecu!_a_riz.a!·
committee.
.
. l
h" h
d . .
.
. tion of the t-eople whocempose the state; thatfonhisend werecom-.
etter, W lC • ha JUSt been handed h1m, as germam mend the dl1fusion of scientific and Liberal literature:.the mll!n.'
'· "th
Dr.h1"s
HaU, of Illinois, did not wish to be confounded to the question under discussion It was addressed t(mance of competent secular lect~rers; th~ .establishm~r;tt of inde-:_
ol 1" 1
k f S ·L ·
. ·.
•
·. . .
pendent secular schools, free publlc llbranes, and reading-rooms';·
Wl .
zo og ca namesa e .o t. OUlS. He was to the president; and headed ."So01ahst1c Labor and any agency that bas for its aim the physical,.mental,andmoral
a re.f..or,mer~, !,lnd_ for that reason 'ha'd stood. off from Party·"
completeness
of mll.llkinrt.
. .
•
.-·
.
Third. Resolved,
That in all the other reform-tendencies
of the·age,',
P~1_1t1q~,1parties _for thirteen years. He had felt like
·
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for
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· . ·
. Late l~st ~evening,'I ·pb~iued from· Dr. Donai your le~ter .to b~~ ~t:g,~:J' ;ror:J'fl:e greedn of'h~!:~: oor~J;~tions: an'dof·fn1a
__ ~·
~·e.·woman 111 the story of the fight between her hus- htm relauv to .tb.e_ Convention.~- Although rather tardy m rud- unjust privileges accorded to capital, thegrowingdesjre tor a &ooiil.E
band and a. bear.. "Go it husband, and go it bear," ing you I hope that thPre will yet be time to rally sufficient of condition founded on the equal dlstlibution of •uch natuJ:!tlbou,nwas
to. say of the old parties,
.
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· .all there was
.
u ·
e a g~o d aud"Ience.
andproduct
ant.i-monopoly
leagnes,
.re'cog:ni2;a·
~a.~rlfi?ed ~uch, professionally and otherwise, and to several already. When will that mdependentpolitlcal action same fundamental sense of ju~;tice strugglin~ in_ the birth tnr~e~.
w_...a_s__ stl_ll ready to sacrl"fice I"f necessary. He should be taken ? t You. know.
how we feel
it' considering
the from
whicheducation,ll.nd
shall at laSt henature
born ashe.!}.
statebewherein
Opportnn~:-:<y·
a· .. .. "'ull
. . about
.
' '.
in polltlcs,
ellgible every
to lh<l weak_est
anc;l.
vote for the committee.
masses wan actiOn an are l.' V npe enough.
poorest member of society nn tlle same tm·ms as to the_ woalthy and
May your efforts result in the inauguration of a vigorous the strongest.
(Continued onpaue 650.)
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Reply to Mr. Whitehead.-Coneluded.

Prof. Davidson, in further remarks u~n the incapaoity of the fathers, says:
The three fathers of whom we are speaking had neither the
ability nor inclination to examin the genesis of documents surrounded with an apostoltc halo. N0 analysis of their au thenticity and genuinness was seriously attempted. In its absence, custom, accident, taste, practical needs, directed the
tendency of tradition. All the rhetoric employed to throw the
value of their testimony as far back as possible, even up to or
very near the apostle John, is of the vaguest sort. Appeals to
the continuity of tradition and of church doctrin, to the exceptiona! veneration of these fathers for the gospels, to their opinions being formed e&rlier than the composition of the works in
which they are expressed, possess no forc_e.
The ends which the fathers in question had in view, their
uncn"tical 1"nconS1"stent as•n....:ons
PoletJI.l·c motivs ' thnl~
= detract from
' their testimony.~=u.
their want of sure data,
Their'
decisions were much more the result of pious feelin!l, biased by
the theological specnlations of the times, than the conclusions
of a sound j ndgment. TM tJery arguments thCJJ me to estabUah certain eoncluaiona show weakness of perception. What
&re the manifestations of spiritual feelliig compared with the
resnlt of logical reasoning? (Davidson on the Canon, pp. 123,
lM).

Thus
we hav. the testimony
of one of the ablest
d
h h
an c1earest mmds t at as ever written upon the
canon that the fathers most depended upon to establish the authenticity of the small books forming
it were "il:!noran:t," "credulous," "blundering,"
"passionate,» "one-sided," "uncritical," "t"noon1istent,"
undue
. .
,"possessed
"
.
, enthusiasm, with contrad lOtiOns,
exaggeratiOns, "not possessing ability
or inclination to ·examin," "attempting no analysis
of genuinness," "an unreasonable apostolic reverenoe," "custom, accident, tas. te, and the tendency of
"tradition
a· taking
. . t the .place of careful
, " examination,"
.
a 1spos1t10n o miBrepresent,
exceptiOnal veneration of the fathers for the gospels older than the
composition," "want of data," "their decisions the
result of pious feeling," "based upon [incorrect]
theological speculations," "unsound ~udgment,"
''weakness of perception," "lack of 1og10a reasoning." These are the characteristics of the fathers
depended updb to establish the authenticity of
gospel story which has no solid foundation to rest
upon, and which is clearly of an a_pocryphal oharaeter. The charge of ignorance is thus most clearly
established.
The opinion that the. early supporters of. the go!!·
pel story were incapable, uncritical, and dishonest,
and that many fraudulent productions were foisted
into notice, is supported by other testimony. Molheim the great ecclesiastical historian give the
follo~ng evidence:
'
_
.
.
. There were a number of. ~m~entaries :fl.~ed w1th impositiona and fables on our Savwr s life and sentiments, composed
100n after his ascent into heaven [an unauthentic and improbable event) by men who, withnut being bad, perhaps were
superstitious, simple, and piously deceitful. To these were
afterward added other wri.tir;~s: falseliy aacribed to the most

1

a

holv apostks by fraudulent ~nd"miualB.

He adds the very damaging testimony that the
early Christian fathers and others fell into the pernioions error of de?ming it ~ot only lawful but oommend~ble to deoe1v~ and. he ~or the sake of creed
and ptety. He oontmues m th1s way:
This vice early ~pread ":mong the Christians. 0! this no one
will doubt who calls to ~nd the numerou~ f~rgenes of books
under the names ~f eminent men, the SI?ylme verses,_and _J
know not what besides, a large mass of "l'lh!Ch appeared m thlS
age (the second century) and subsequently. I would not say
that the orthodox Chri~tlans forged all the books of this character; ?n. the contrary, it is probable that the greater part of
them or1gmat;e~ from the founders of the Gnostic ~cts. Yet
that the Chr•stians who. were fr;ee from heterodox y1ews were
not wholly
, be denwi.
. free from th1s fanlt ~too
. . clear to
The tgnorance and superstttwn of the early fathers
are made clear by what they taught. Clement of
Rome, at the end of ~he fir~t ceu.tury,. taught as tr~e
t!te fable of the phemx, whtch ~a!' satd to r~new 1ts
life every five hundred years, r1smg from 1ts dead
!'shes. He believed this mythical bird had a real exlltence, and quoted what he supposed to be a fact to
prove the doctrin of the resurrection of the body.
Tertullian believed the same absurdity, and after
Celsus had sh~w~ th? f.allaoy, Origen defended the
fable, also behevmg m tts truth.
_
.
B~rnab~s, or t~e person wh? wrote the eptstle
beanng h?JI name,tgnorantlybel~eved that the hyena
changed Its sex every year, bemg alternately male
and female; that a hare bears as many young as it is
years old; that a weasel is impregnated in· the
mC?uth; th.at the reason why men should eat only
antmals wtth.a clo.ven .hoof was because the rig_ ht.
e s
1 1 d
th
ld b h d
ou peop e 1ve 1D 111 wor , ut a expectations
of the next.

Justin Martyr believed in demons, and that they
were a hybrid between angels and the daughters of
men; that insane people were possessed by devils or
demons. ·He said the food of angels consisted of
manna. Athenagoras also believed in demons; that
angels were distributed over the universe to keep it
regular, and that they cohabited with the daughters
of men and produced gi'ants and demons. TB.eophilus argued that the pains of women in child-birth
and the fact that snakes crawl upon their bellies
were proofs that the fable of creation and the Garden
of Eden is true. Tertullian held that the hyena annually changes its sex, and that the stag renews its
youth by eating poisonous snakes. He also tau~ht
'that eclipses and comets were indi~ations of- God's
anger and forerunners of great calamities. He held
that volcanoes were the chimneys of hell, and that the
volcanic condition is a punishment inflicted upon
t .
.
. k d
h d
moun ams as a warmng to WlO 6 men; t at emons
are the cause of diseases and that they send them upon
human ~eings to t?rment and annoy them; that they
cause bhg!J.t to grato, and are the source of all the aooidents and misfortunes that befall people in this world.
He taught the monstrous absurdity that a corpse once
d l
f .
f .
move a ong O 1tsel 10 a oeinetery to make room
for another corpse to lie beside it. He recommended magi1trates to summon before them persons possessed with a devil, and said if the devil did not
acknowledge himself to be a devil he would falsely
claim to be a god, and then must be killed.
.
Clement of Alexandria taught that hail storms,
tempests, and plagues are caused by demons; that
" credulity i6 necessary to render faith easy j'' that
events in the life of Abraham were typical and prophetioal of arithmetic and astronomy. He was so
generous as to teaoh that the Jews and Gentil"s
would hav the go"pel pre•ohed to them 1·n hell He
"
was also lascivious.
It'" has_ truly been said· that
"his chapter on the immorality of pagan women in
th b th b 6 t
th 6 h
d 0f h 6
·zz f t h e
e a classesrays
atre
t
cana~
upper
a d shows
t"f the b1"shop
of the or
h h
' n
e c uro
oonld use suoh language, that the early Christians of
Alexandria muat hav bee from the veryl
t
d
owesthat
gra his'
es
of society." His booknwas so unseemly
translators were forced to omit the most indecent
parts.
0 ·
t
ht th th
d
1· •
rtgen
aug w"that e sun an
bet"ngs
e dowed
d f moon
"ll are d tvmg
th t
1
n
reason sin.
an ree
an quite
a
they occasionally
committed
He W1
was' not
sure whether their souls were created at the same time
with their bodies or existed before. He was also rather uncertain whether their souls would be released at
thetime.ofthedestructionoftheirbodiesattheendof
the world. Reclaimed thattheirlightwas theknowld
d · d
t d f
h
1· h
e ge an . w18 0 ~ re1160 6
rom t e eterna1 tg. t
surroundmg Gods th~one. That they had fr,e,e W1ll
_he proved by a qu?tat!on froJ?l Job (xxv,45): How,
then, can man b': JUStified wtth God? Or how oan
he be olean that 1s bo n of a w
? B hold
·h
·r ·
oman
e
' even
to t e moon! an~ 1t. shil}~th not; yea, the stars
a!e not pure m. his .s1ght l That the stars are ra·
twnal creature~ h~ mferred from·the fa?t that they
move. He satd, As the stars move '!1th 80 much
or~er and_ meth?d that under no otr?umstano~s
~hatever does thetr course see.m to be dtsturbed, 18
1t not the extreme of absurdtty to sup~OB? tpat 80
mnoh order, so much observance of d 1sc1phn and
method oan be demanded from or fulfilled by irrat"1 1 b ·
.,,, H h ld h
h
d
ona · emgs .'
e ": t at t e sun, moon, an
stars are subJect to van1ty, and that they prayed to
God through his only begotten son. Famin, the
blighting of vines, fruit trees, and other crops, the
destruction of beasts and man he believed to be direotly the work of demons. '
Laotantius believed that demons enter men and
injur~ . the~ through the viscera, producing both
J!hys101al dtseaaes and mental distempers. He be·
lteved, further, that the symbol of the cross was
potent to drive them away, 80 all that 8 person bad
to do to keep the devils out was to wear the figure
of the cross around the neck or othe p rt of the
b d
H
. .
r a. s
o Y·
e strong~Y. ~tdtouled the !otnnd1ty of the
earth and the posstbthty of there bemg pe9ple on the
?Pposit side of the globe. He held it to be utterly
Impossible that the sun, moon, and stars could ever
be under the earth, and that snow hail and rain
00 ~ ld ~ b y any po~s1"b"l"t
1 1 y, f a ll upwar'd to 'h
t e earth .
Thts tgnorant phllosophy of his was written in his
work entitled "The Divine Institutions."
Cyril believed in the fable of the phenix, and declared. that God created it expressly to enable man
to behave the dootrin of the resurrection. But as
wonderful a bird as he conceived it to be he
greatly regretted that it was irrational that it could
not sing praises to God, and knew n~thing of his
only begotten son.
Chrysostom believed the air is peopled with angels,
Thomas ):>eliev~d it filled with demons, St. Augustine
also behaved 1t filled with demons, and that they
try to deceive men by appe~Uing to be gods. He
taught that there is a class of satyrs and fauns called
Incubi, to whose lascivious attacks women are constantly subject. He held that there was so much
evidence of this, to deny it is an impertinence. He
believed that numerous miracles took place in his
d
ay, and narrated difficult and impo!!sible oures
which had been performed upon many people, by

the relics of some dead saints or by the rite of bap.
tism being performed; he taught that evil spirits
were cast out of cattle by prayer. He also ridiculed
the rotundity of the earth and the belief in antipo.
des. Nearly all the early fathers wholly disbe.
lieved in the rotundity of the earth; the doctrine
came from the Greeks, ~nd it was denounced as an
untrue heathen . doctrine. Patrioius, Diodorus, of
Tarsus and other historic theologians taught the
same. The Christian religion was staked on the
flatness of the earth, and when science demonstrated
that the earth is a globe, theology received- a more
deadly blow than ever before, and will never re.
cover from it. The fathers believed all exact learn.
ing to be of the devil.
Keeler says:
The erronef\US and grotesque beliefs of the Christian
fathers could be quoted until they filled a large volume, but a
few are sufficient to illustrate the intellectual condition of the
ages which originated and transmitted the Bible to us. It will
be s~id the fathers were as good as their times. That cannot
be maintained. They were not even as good. There were
men in those days who saw that the world is round. The fact
that Augustine, Lactautius, and other fathers opposed the
theory shows that there were men who advocated it. . . . .
In short, the sum of the charges against the fathers is that
they were not competent to tell what was evidence of a fact and
what was not. They cited as evidence of a theory things
which are not in the slightest degree such, and they would
look directly into the face of evidence which established theories
they did not indorse and still wonld be unable to say it was evi·deuce. Now, if the fathers were great wholars, they should
not havbeen so persistently in the wrong. They should hav
seen the truth, at least as others did. What has become of the
names and memories of the men who stood. up for the truth? Are
they even yet calle«l great? The Christian church has been
honoring the wrong persons.
.
The ignorance of the fathers not only pertained
to nature but embraced literature as well. Very few
of them understood Hebrew. Justin Martyr quoted
from Jeremiah and called it Isaiah. Clement of
Alexandria quoted as scripture passages found in no
book of the Bible. He also quoted from Paul words
which Paul did not use. In quoting from other
writers he often put in words and sentences not in
the writings of. the persons quoted. Tutullian
quoted as in Leviticus a passage not to be found in
that book. He also misquoted history. He pretended to quote from Isaiah a passage not found in
.
that book, but to be found
in Revelation. He committed many similarinaccuracies. The gospel writers
made like errors. The person who wrote the gospel of Matthew attributes to Jeremiah a passage
found only in Zechariah; and the writer of Mark
credits to Isaiah a passage which is in Malachi.
The fathers quoted from apocryphal books the same
as though they were genuin ,· and they also quoted
from heathen poets and writers, and often called the
same scripture. When Paul, even, uses the maxim,
"It is more blessed to giv than to receive," and attributes it t9 J esns, he uses a passage not found in
the four gospels, and his quotation "Evil communications corrupt good manners" (1 Cor. xv, 33) was
taken from the "Thais" of Menander, one of the
seven wise men of Greece. The familiar quotation
"For in him we liv and move and hav our being"
(Acts xvii, 28) is from the Greek poet Aratus, and
from the "Hymn to Jupiter" of Cleanthes. The
passage "The Cretians are always liars, evil beasts,
slow bellies" (1 Titus i, 12) is taken from the Greek
poet Eprm·ent"des who t"s oalle"' a prophet Paul
'
'-"
·
quoted as scripture passages not to be found in the
Old Testament. The writer of Matthew made the
same mistake. He pretended to quote as the words
of a prophet "I will open my mouth in parables; I
will utter things which hav been kept secret." There
is no such prophecy, no such language in the Old
Testament.
By way of repetition it may be said that in the
early churches snob apocryphal writings as "The
Revelation of Peter;" "The Revelation of Paul,"
"The·Epistle of Clement," "The Shepherd of Hermas," "The Gospel of Barnabas,"" The Gospel of
N'100d
" "Th G
1 f th H b
''
d
_emus,
e ospe o
e e rews, an
many other similar apocryphal and unauthentic
productions were read and .accepted by the fathers as scripture divinely inspired, but there is
not a thing to show that the four books according
to, not by, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John were
ever read or known till late in the second century.
We hav hete the strongest proof that what was then
regarded as the word of God was afterwards rejected
by the councils which subsequently convened to deoide which is the word of God, and snob writings as
early had not been accepted and were wholly unknown aftexwards, were accepted as the only genuin
article.
That the charge of ignorance justly attaches to
many of the fathers of the ohuroh, and that of dishonesty as well, there is abundant eviden~e, but a small
portion of this oan be given here. Mosheim, in part
ii, chap. 3, of.his "Eoolesiastical History," says:
The interest of virtue and true religion suffered yet more
grievously by the monstrous errors that were universally adopted
in this century, and became a source of innumerable calamities
and mischiefs of suooeedin~r ages. The -first of theFe ma:z:Ims
was that it was an. act of tJirtue to deceive and lie when by
tha.t means the interest of the church might be promoted; and
the second, equally horrible, though in another point of view,
wa.s " that errors in religion, when maintained ·and adhered to
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~ft~~r.prop!)r. admonitionwe~:e punishable. with civil penali!ies left off, It is o.f no slight importance that we should· ing about equal claims for credit and divine origin,
an,d.corporal tortures." The former of these erroneous ma:nms know, then, what manner of man he was. Truth, and it was a long time before the vexatious queswas· now of long standing. It had bAeD adonted for long ages then, requires it to be said that he was not a man tion was allowed to rest. The selection of the books
past, and bad ,prod~c~d an inc~edible number of ridiculous
fable.S, fictitious·prodigies, and f!IOUS ~rands to the remarkable who had an exalted estimate of truth. In the twelfth and the agreement as to the list were slow an~ u~
detriment to that glorious cause m whiCh.they were employed~ book of his "Evangelical Preparation" he devotes a satisfactory in process, and, as Westcott says, It IS
And it rilust;be .frankly. confessed that th~> greatest men and the whole chapter to proving that falsehood ought to be "impossible to point to any period as marki~g th~
most emlnerit saints of this century [the fourth] were more or used whenever it is required, and he heads the date at which our present canon was determmed.
Jess tainie"d· With the infection of t~is corrupt p~nciple, as wip thirty-first chapter with this question "how far it The same competent writer further says:
appear evident to such as look With an atteniiV' eye to their
This result (the formation of the canon) was obtained graduwritings and actions. We would willinglv except from this may be proper to use falsehood for a medicjn, and
charge Ambrose and Hiliary, A.ugustin, Gregory Nazianzen, for the benefit of those who require to be deceived;" ally, spontaneously, silently. There is no evidence to show
and Jerome; but truth, which is more respectable than these In another place he says, "I hav related whatever that at any time the claims o! the apostolic writings to _be
venerable lathers, obliges us to involve them in the general a~
• Ji
d
d t th 1
d I h
d 11 placed on an equal footing- with the Old Testament! whiCh
mig t re oun o e g ory, an
av suppresse a formed the first Christian Bible, were deliberately discussed
cusation.
that could tend to the disgrace, of our religion." arid admitted. . . . . Step by step the books which were
. At another time he says, as translated by Vidal~
Baronius, a sincere advocate of the Christian faith, stamped with apostolic authority were separated from the ma~s
A.t the time when he [Hermas] wrote, it was an established calls Eusebius "the great falsifier of ecclesiastical of other works which contained the traditions of less anthonJllaxini with many of the Christians to avail themselvs of fraud history, a wily sycophant, a consummate hypocrit, tativ teachers.
ant;! deoeption, if it was likely they would conduce toward the a time-serving persecutor, who had nothing in his
It is not at all strange that the bishopsand priests
a.ttaiiiriient of any considerable good.
known life or Wl'itings to support the belief that he of the early Catholic church, deeming it advisable to
H~ again says:
himself believed in the Christian system." This sift over the numerous gospels, epistles, and rev ala. It was considered .that they who. made it their business to man is confessedly a hypocrit and falsifier, and it is tion 11 claiming recognition, should select out the few
deceive, ~th·a view of promoting the cause of truth, were de- greatly to be regretted that all we hav of the .e:orly which they chose to dub the "word of God," and
serving rather of commendation than censure. .
history of the church, and the apocryphal writmgs throw the rest away. But we hav 11een that they
.The French Protestant writer, Casaubon, talks in which compose its scriptures, is from him.
did not select the. oldest go11pels, nor those whose
a;simila:t way, thus:
It is little better with the truthfulness of the other authors were known. They seemed to. choose those
It mightily affects me to see how many there were in the fathers, but these points must be briefly stated. Of of comparativly late origin, and whose writers were
earliest times of the church who considered it a capital exploit Irenreus and Papias Dr. Whitby wrote, and with wholly unknown and possessed very weak claims to
to lend to heaveniy truth the help of their own inv~ntions in undoubted truth, " as having scandalously deluded divine aid or dictation. The way in which the matorder .that. the ·new doctrin might be received by the wise
ter was quarreled over, and even fought over, is
among the gen:tiles.· These officious lies, they eaid, were devised the world with fables and lying narrationS"."
Of Justin Martyr, Mosheim, in an emphatic man- worthy of note; and the modes by which it was defor a good end.
ner, says, "Much of what Justin says is wholly UD- cided which books to use in forming the canon
.:La Clerc, corroborating these opinions, says:
should not be lost flight of. If some of the gospels
deserving of credit."
: Dissemblers of truth are 'llowher!\ to b!\ met with in such
Of the fathers Clement of Alexandria and L!\ctan- and apostles were genuin, and some were spurious,
abunQance as among the writers of church history.
tius the Rev. Mr. JoneP, in his" New Full Method there is very slight grounds for telling that the
. · M. Daille, another learned and impartial French of Settling the Canonical' Authority of the New genuiu were accepted and the spurious discarded.
writer, in his celebrated work; the "Use of the Testament," page 34,_ part ii, says "i~ was.. the pracAs we hav seen, it was in the third century that OriFathers," says:
tice with them to make use of testimomals out of gen made a selection of the many books in various
We firid them saying things which. they did not themselvs forgeries and spurious books to prove the very foun- hands and formecr his list. The council of Laodicea,
believe.·. They are mutually witnesses against each other, that dation of Christian revelation."
which sat in 363, ratified Origen's selection. So it
they; are not to. be believed absolutely on their bare word.
St. Jerome, author of the Vulgate or Latin transla- follows that in all probability we· are indebted to
In book 1, chap~ 6, Ile states, upon the authority:of tion of the Bible, and esteemed as one of the first dig- the choice of this tricky priest for the compilation
nitaries of the early church, says quite enough to con- comprising the New Testament. Had he from freak
St>Jerome, that:
· 'Ongen; Methodius, Eusebius, A.pollonaris, hay written viet himself, and in these words: "I do not find made a different choice, our so-called word of God
largely against Celsus and Porphyry. Do but observe their fault with an error which proceeds frGm a hatred to-dav would doubtless be very different from what
manner -:.f arguing, and what slippery problems they used. toward the Jews, and a pious zeal for the Christian it is.· How the priest Origen and the bishops and
They alleged against the Gentiles, not what they believed, but faith."
·
priests.who met atLaodicea were able to sele.ct t~ose
~h~t they thought necessary.
Gregory Nazianzen, bishop of Constantinople, and inspired and separate them from those not msptred
·· Jerome himself adds:
surnamed" the divine," admitted to Father Jerome bids fair to remain a mystery. William Penn had a
I forebear mentioning the Latiri writers, as Tertullian, that ''a little jargon is all that is necessary to· im. jus~ conception of the difficulties in these premises
Cyprian, Minutius,Victorinus, Lactantius, Hiliary, lest I should pose upon the people. The less they compreh~nd when he thus wrote:
rather seem to accuse others than defend myself.
the more they admire. Our forefathers and doctors I demand of our adversaries If they are well assured of those
of the church hav often said not what they thought, men who first collected, embodied, and declared them (t~e
Daille adds of the fathers:
but what circumstances and necessity dictated to scriptures) authentic. by a public canon. which yve read was m
·:• They made no scruple to forge whole books.
them."
.
the council of Laodicea, three hundred and siXty-three years
:An able writer in. the Eclectic Review of 1814,
Bishop Heliodorus, in his "Romance of Theagnes after Christ. I sav how do they know that these men rightly
· t h is way:
· a goo d scriptures
discerned tiue
from
spurious?
Now,
sure
it is, that
of the
page 179, speaks of the fathers m
and Chericles,'' modestly says,:" A f a 1se h ood IB
taken
in by
one council
were
rejected
by some
another
for
When we consider the number of gospels, acts, epistles, thing when it aids the speaker and does no injury to apocryphal, and that which was left out by the former for
revelations, traditions, nnd constitutions which. were put in the hearers." St. Synesius farther declares that the apocryphal was taken in by the latter for canonical. Now,
circulation ·during· the first three centuries, and which are un- "people were desirous of being deceived. We can visible it is, that they contradict each other, and as true that
questionably spurious, we find sufficient reason for examining not do otherwise respecting them." The same saint thay hav erred respecting the present belief.
with .care and receiving with extreme caution productions at"F
I h 11 1
b
·
trib'uted Lo eminent men in the primitiv chnrch. Some of the further says,
or my o~n part 8 a a WS.J 8 e a
The means sometimes taken to tell which books
t1arly .Christians do not appear to hav pof!sessed, in some points, pbilosophPr, but in dealing with the mass of man- were genuin and w~ich not is thus des~nbed J;IY :.r,~p~·.nice sense of moral obligation. The writing of books under kind I shall be a priest."
pius, in his "Synod10um of the Counml of Ntee, m
false riilmes, and the circulating of fables, were not accounted vioAs specimens of the kinn of truth St. Augustine these words: "By placing all the books under a co~
lations of 'duty; or, if the impropriety of such conduct was dealt in, it is enough to say that he stated as a. posi- munion table, and, upon the prayers of the counml,
fe!h.the,end
proposed-the promotion of the Christian cause- tiv fact, and f"as
he1 the inspired books ]"nmped upon the table, while the
lY:S;S. thought to justify the means employed for the accomH trueRas the
· gospel,"
h
hthat
d "while
h
plishment.
was bishop o
ippo egms e preac e t e gospe false ones remained under."
· us
· glance a ·little further at the characters of of our Lord and Savior Jesus hChrist to
Several councils were held at different periods
. · Let
h a dwhole
b hna-d
the.se fathers, upon whom we depend for the sacred tio~ of me~ and _women wh~ ad ~ 0 ea s,. ut ~ during the fourth, fifth, sixt?, and sevent~ centurie~,
~
their eyes m their bosoms; and m ~ountries still and they were generally noisy and very mharmomwritings of the New Testament. It is to Origen more eouthe_rly. h_e preached to a· natiOn· "amon&'st ous. A few. quotations will suffice to show th. e
more than to any other that we are indebted for the h
h d d 1 h db t
d th t t
Ch
collection of the books called the canon,· for it isprin- w om.eac m _Ivi ua a u one e!,e, an
a si -.character of them, even ~n the eyes of zealous
n~.
uated m the middle of the forehead.
tian writers. Tindal, m the 195th page of hiB
cfpally upon his authority that these books were
The apostolic father St. Hermas C_?Dfesses to work entitled "Rights of the Christian Church,"
s.elected out from the others and regarded as inspired. a truly bad character of himself. In-his gospel, as quotes St. Gregory Nazianzen, who, in his letter
It· was upon his ipse dixit that the council of Laodicea quoted by Co?per, he. wrote, "0 Lord, I neve! spa~e to Procopins, gives his opinion of the ~ouncils _in this
adopted his collection as the inspired word of God. a true word m my hfe; but I bav always hved m language: "That he fled all assemblies of bishops,
~~·is well to Bee what kind of a man he was. Bishop dissimulation and affirmed a lie for truth to all ~en, because he never saw a good and happy end of any
Hoi-sely, in his reply to Priestly, states:
and no man contradicted me, but all gave credit to council but that they did rather increase than lessen
·,. O~~n was not incapable of asserting in argument what he my words I" And as the same gospel sets forth, the the evii. that the love of contention and aiD,bition
believed one
riot,ofand
a strict
to tluth in disputation a.ngel. who he,,ard
always ~ver.come. s thair reason." The pio. usN azianwal(not
thethat
virtues
of hisregard
Character.
A the a b. ove admission hmade
h d answer
b
m this way,
s.tbe he was up now e a _etter zen again givs his reasons for not attendmg further
The bishop furth!l_r remarks:
keep it up; as in time it would come to be behaved councils thus: "Because nothing is to be heard
. Tiine wa.s when the p:ractice of. using unjustifiable means to it would answer as well. as the truth."
there b~t geese and cranes."
serve a good cause was openly avowed, and Origenhimself was
It hardly can be demed that we hav ~hown conTindal, in speaking of the first council convened
amongitsdefenders.
clusivly that the fathers were not only Ignorant of by Constantine in 325, writei thus:
It is, however, sad for the memory of this greatest manY: of the simple truths of nature, but that ~hey If these accusations and libels which the bishops of the
of the Christian fathers that there are strong grounds substituted for the same the mo~t arrant pret~nswns, Council of Nice giv in of one another to the emperor were now
f()r believing that late in life he renounced the sys- frauds, and falsehoods. Possibly Mr. Whitehead extant in all probability we should hav ~uch calls for scandal
iem of Christianity he ;had labored so bard to eB- may not be able to see these things in the light we that f~w would ha.v much reason to boa~t of the first Ecum~ni
tablieh: ··That this was the case, Robert Taylor says: do, but candid minds must certainly admit that we cal Council, where, with sue~ heat, passwn, and fur.y, the bish·.·.·. It.1"s to. be. ·found, however, in Orlgen's own wn"tings, and is hav adduced strong and reliable testimony on these ops fell foul 0~ one anothe~, msomuch, that. had not the ehm.
·
peror by a trwk burnt theJr _church memormls, pro_bably t ey
oonfirmed in his life in the Greek of Suidas. His dolorous two Important .P<!IDtB.
mnst h•w broke up in confusiOn. After that council was over
~an;tent..tions, and repentance after this outra!{eous apostaRy . As vague as 1t IS wh? wro~e ~he books of the New the bishops made so great a disturbance and were so _unruly
present us With ~he _most au.the;'ltic .and, at_the same time, the Testament, as uncertam as It IS when the most of that the good emperor was forced· to tell them that" If they
m?Bt ~emon~Lr~ti': VIew of the mte~or characters of the most them were written, it is nearly as uncertain at what would not be more quiet and peacable for the future, he would
pnmitiv Chnstiamty; and must satisfy those who dream of a
. l t"
th
fi t f
d · to a canon no lonl!'er continue his expedition against the Infidels, but must
state of Chrisqanity at any time before the Protestant reforma- particu ar Ime ey were rs orme m · .
.
return to keep them in nrder " Indeed says the same Christian; when. w~at are call~d. th_e principles of the. reformation and were accepted by ~he church as the mspued tian writer, ,, the confusion ~nd ~isorde; were so great amongat
-,r~re .the pnnc1ple~ . of Chnstiaruty, how grossly their Protestant word of God. True, Or~gen was the first to make a them, especially in the synods, that it sometimes came to blows~
~eachers ha:v deceived them.
..
. . list of the books composmg the New Testament, and as for instance, Dioscorus, bishop of A.lexandria, cuffed an<l
.·.. Easebiue, bishop of Cesarea, was another of the his list was afterwards adopted by some of the kicked Flavianus, patriarch of Constantinople (at the second
most important Christian fathers.. In fact, he is subsequent councils· but still there was a great synod of Epesus) with that fury that·within three days aft<>.r he
~bQut the only authority for the early his.t9ry of the amount of wrangling between con:llicting fathers and died."
.
()~nroD,~: It has been said by able minds, that" with- contentious councils as to which books ·should be St. Hiliary, bishop of Po~otiers, expressed himself
Oi:J.t"Eueebius we should scarce hav. had any knowl- admitted into the canon and which should be re- in this way about the COUDOlls and synods:
edge of the history of the. first ages of. C~ristianity, jected.. For the first two centuries there was no Since the Nicene synod we do nothing but writ~ creeds; we
or .• of :th!'l authors who wrote at that tl!lle." All canon-no New Testament as such. Hundreds of fight about words; we raise questions abont novelties; we qua.ro~ei' writers of church history begin where Ellsebi~s gospels, epistles, etc., were in existence, present(Oont~u.d on pag• 653, I6001ld column.)
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The Committee on Nominations then reported the
Wontinued from pag~ 647.)
book, and that it had been written by Ezra F.l. HeyFourth. R.,ol•ed, That we regard the independent Liberal papers wood, who had _never belonged to any Liberal League, proposed officers for the next year, Mrs. Jackson·aot~
lpringlne- up all o.,er our land as one of the mightiest among the
b f
·
·
agenc\eetbatare everwidenine-the bounds of light, and we there- and had sold the book without opposition e ore ing for the committee:
tore
the en-nest and generous patrona~re of all Liberals Bennett's imprisonment. He claim.ed that the m_ ere
For President, T. B. Wakeman, of New York.·
Bnchcommend
papers a• to
.Man and THE TRUTH SEEKER, of New York; the In"181tigator, Ban111r Df Light. and Thil Worl.d. of Boston; .tbe .Alliance. fact of Bennett's Freethought propensities being
Secretary, T. C. Leland, of New York.
of Chicago; the .Age and Iconoclast. of Indianapolla; the Liberal .Age d'
f 1
h
1 b
h b
h' ·
·
'l'reasnrer, Courtlandt Palmer, of New York.
and F'reidmk'f', of lfilwank<'e: the Lake p,pin Gautt-, of Lake Pepin. 1staste u to t e peop e roug t a out lS lmprlsonMinn.: the .A.gno•tic, of Dallas, Te:r.: the .Mind and Matter, of St. ment for selling the book. Mr. Rivers also claims
Chairman of Executiv Committee, E. A. Steven•~
Louis, :&Io
the Liberal,
of Liberal,
and other
·andofperi· .
odica.ls
of a;Liberal
character.
We Mo.,
welcome
every papers
new birth
thlA thot
"' Mr. Bennett never t'ndorsed a li'ne of the work, of Chicago.
order
ai
IIJl aid and a. promii or hone of man's deliverance from the and only sold it to demon&trate his right to do so.
Chairman of Finance Committee, Mrs. H. S. Lake,
long night of iJlilorance and fear of superstition.
Fifth. B•1olved, That in the late impertinent attempt of Oliver
As Mr. Bennett is coming West soon for the pur- of California.
Stevens.
of Mnssachusetts, under the instigation of pose of delivering a l_ecture, I desire to set him rtght
And then followed a long list of vice-presidenta
one nf tbedistrict-attorney
a~rents of Anthony Comstock, to !iuppress the pnblics.tion
of" Leaves of Grass," that most splendid piece of wit and wisdom, before the- people of St.. Louis.
and of executiv officers in each of the states, whieli
at many
of publicly
the goodrecoR"!lized.
~rray nurse and poet, Wal_t Whitman,
But stt'll more· , 881·a Mr. Rt'vers, should the Leaaue
will be published in due time.
and
whichbelieve,
has been
by some of the sanest and
"'
bri2htest intelleets of the world as the chief literary glory of be set right. Nothing had been said on th.e subjllct
The committee had been unanimous aa to all of
America, we discern a vindlc:>tion of the original Claim of· this
Leagne-that any censorship of the mails or press by amateur socle- at this Congress. The League had nothing what: the principal officers except the chairman of the. exties
stat<~ laws, or throua-h postal otficlals undel' Unit~.d States ever to do with it, nor with "Leaves of Grass," nor ecuttv committee.
A11 to that two names had been
laws,under
is Imminently
<lat1e:erons to the liberty of thOu10ht, of •peach,
and of tlie press, which 1s at once the dearest right of our manhood, with any other book, except to vindicate the liberty presented-Mr. E. C. Walker, of Iowa, and Mr. H~
andexerted
the mostupon
healthful,
moral repeat
influence
can of the press, of speech, "nd
the 1·nvt'olobt'lt"ty
of the L. Green, of New York-but all had agreed upon·
be
society.intellectual,
That we and
therefore
ourWhich
demand
'"'
"
mails. The pres.s was certainly presenting a strange Mr. Stevens as soon as his name was mentioned. ·
that all law• tbat endan!'er such ri&'hts and liberties be repealedS.iith. Re•olvtd, That emce the proposition of the Watkins Convenh
tton (an auxiliary of this body) to es•ablish a secular university, iiipectacle in going out of its way to try and unt up
The report was received with applau&e.
~
from
which
all U:eolo&'ical and ecelesiast.ical intluences shall be ex- something a!!ainst
those who bad labored and sufAs to the matter of two life member!!, Mr. Leland·
cluded.
bRS heen ridiculed by the religions papers, one of them
~
(The Melh6di1t) impudently and falsPly sasinll "we [tile Liberals] fered for its defense, and for nothing else.
said that Mr. Charles Eckard, a delegate from New
willdonoauchtbin&'unlesswecancreep
someChristians
Christian that
uni.
Mr. Curtis, of St, Louis, concurredintbe remarks York, in the greatness of his heart, had put up the
"Tersity
and steal it," we bell leave to into
remind
Stephen Girat·d, or Philadelphia, a Liberal in everv sense, thor- of ~1r. Rivers, and said that the. prosecutions referred money, $50, for the election of two ladie&; as hia·
ouahly imbued
withinour
principles.
established
an to- 1· n th 1•8 countr".' , and o_f Mr. Bradl".'" ugh and Mrs. acquaintance with the Liberal ladies of the country
institution,
but that
spite
of his willfOl"merly
and of every
attemptsuch
by ll<w
to
exclude
from
it all eccleaiastical con troland theological influence Besant in England, were instjtuted only out of the- was limited, he desired the secretary to make the
we learn with amazement that Christian sects bav crept in like a tbief
in the night, and ar«~ now using it as an aKency of theological prop- ologioal malice. 'fhose iame books had been sold &election for him. The secretary fell into embat'~
•Kandiiim.
That
hold this immediate
treachery and
in measureless
t_he trials, and rassment over the subject and desired the Congre&ll'
contempt, and
wewe
recommend
stepstheft
to dispossess
these constantly· before the trials, durin!!
~
thieveaoftbeirill-gottengain. WeautborizetothatendtheExecu- ever since without a word of objection by the prose. to help him out. Thereupon Mrs. Elmina D:
tiv committee
or thisthis
bodynoble
to take
necessary,
or cutl. ng partt' es ,· that._- thos· e charges were only made Slenker, of Snowville, Virginia, and Mrs. Lizzie K.
otherwise,
to recover
and any
wisesteps
benefaction
of alee;al
Liberal
man, and to aemu:e that it be carried out according to his original against Liberals to get them into trouble and break Jackson, of St. Louis, were nominated, with ·apintent.
·
d
Seventh. In addition to these resolutions governing our lictione, we down the free om of speech, liberty of the press, and plause. Mrs. Jackson at once arose and suggested
wiehtomakethefollowingexpressionsof
our
feelings:
th
i
c
f
(1) Raolved. Tbat we extend our "sympathies to those in other
e pr va Y 0 th e mal"1 s,_ an d tb a t th e press 8h OU ld Mr&. Lake to her place, and declined; but the Conlands who are strllj[gling a&1'fust still stronger and more oppressiv never go back ukon the Liberal editors who were the gress would hear of no declining, and both ladies ·
tyrannies than we Tbatwe bid them good speed in the :fight with 1 t h h d
d f th
'
fit
were at once chosen~
injustice in au ita forms of oppression in both church and state, as W o a su ere or e common oene . and that we esPecial!~ recogniz«~ the great secular movement in
As to the offenses, they amounted to nothing that
The long list of vice-presidents and executivs of
England undE\1."
the Ies.andershlp
those brave champians ofidentical
Liberty would not be forgt' ven or wht'te-ntashed
-Charles
Bradian!lh
A.nnieofBesant-aS""substantially
n
1·n a mom. ent the several states were revised, subject to further
with our own; and that in his arduous stru~~:gle ali:ainst tbe injus. if they only bad been Christians.
revisiOn by the Board of Managers, and then the
lice of the British Parliament in making a dogma of theology a bar
to polltiCI<I and le&al justice we extend to him our heartiest
The next order of business was the annual report whole report was adopted and the officers elected.
sympathy.in
thetake
full possession
fa!r.h that we
shall/vet
himintriumph
over by the secretary, Mr. Leland, and of the trea_surer,
During the discussion as to the officers for the
all his foes, and
of his
rightfulsee·seat
Parliament
a.midst the plaudits of alllibe.J;ty-loving men and women the world Mr. ·Palmer.
several states many interesting speeches were made.
ov(~)· R..olvtd, That we cannot, while assembled in this c~ngress,
Mr. Palmer had sent a telegram that in coi:Jse- For instance, when Kentucky was called, a stalwartf~~oll to recall to memory the devoted services and lite-long conse- quence of the illness of Mrs. Palmer he had found it looking man, Mr. Bennett, came forward and said:
crat.ion to every c><use of liberty, •cience, and humanitY of our
.
former president, Hon. Ellzur WrlKht, and that while we re<;mt his impossible for him to attend, as he had fully intended
I
ad al
s.b~ence we send to htm renewed as~urances of our esteem and add
g d+ d
H
· h d tb C
am a r ic in both po1itics and religion. I do not bemiration. sincerely wiahing that he may be long preserved to be a an arran e •0 0 ·
e WlS e
e ongress every long to any League, but stand alone in my community as an
tower of lit.ren&'th and a crown of glory to the cause of liberty.
possible success.
Infidel. I came all the way from home, a distaniJ!l of flva
(ll) ReiOlved, That a• iOldierB at the front depend upon and are
Mr. L el an d rea b oth repor t s, W h'lCh WI'11 b e prln
. t e d hundred miles, on purpose to see I nfideIs , an d I am proud ·of
etimulated
by those who at home furnish the sinews of war, therefore, we, aa actiT Ill-borers in the 1n·eat Liberal movement, express in due time. They showed that the League had the name. I am the only man in my neig-hborhood who dares ·
our appreciation
of and ll'ratitude
to are
themaking
ail~nt workers
in doubled t'tself 1·n members, means, and au~l'lt'art'es
to say
According to the Christian theo.,.,,
country
and town throughout
the land
sacnfices who
of time
....
l what he think;s.
.
•J I.
and means to austain the principles which we proclaim.
within the last year in spite of all drawbacks,· that wil hav to roast m- [here several suggested hades as better
than the word used to fill the blank], but they say in my town
-These resolutions, reported by the committee, were in order to open an offioe in New York, and to found that Guiteau went to heaven direct from the gallows, and I
passed unanimously.
the Man newspaper, the ma.nat!ers had advanced would Iather be in- with a decent company of Liberals, for
After the adoption of the resolutions the Congress $800 over the $1.500 receipts. The question of the they never murdered anybody. My friends, you talk right,
recommended the Board of Managers to call the continuance of Man and of its needful support wAs but" you don't yet work right. You must make this a political
'l
k
d h k d M
d
b 'tt d t Lh C
party. Dilre to do what is right and take the consequences~·;
next Congress at M1 wau ee, an t an e
r. an au mt e 0 L e ongresa.
LGreat appla11se]. This is Sunday, I believe, but Sunday don't
Mrs. Dr. Severance for their generous invitation to
The Congress had no doubt on the subject, and the belong to theologians, and I ha,v got as good a right to it as
meet there, they offering to pay all local expenses. reports were adopted 11llanimously.
anybody. I hav made friends of three or four ministers, and
The 11ession then adjourned.
Mr. Follett, whose appearance supported the asser- they all quit preaching when they associated with me a.while.,
EVENING sESSION.- SEPT. 30TH.
tion, announced that he had once been a bard-workMr. Bennett was unanimously elected as Liberal
Newspap..- rspart.
ing Baptist. He commen_ted upon the report, and execut1v
· f orth estateof K entuc k y.
· ht o'1
k
..
1'
t
·· 00
AIarge num b er assem bled a t e1g
18
c
LO
en said that the_y should not be discouraged by the
h
dd
b
M
H
S
L
k
d
D
W'll'
When
t
e
executive
of
the
states
were
present
they
·
1 lams apparent expense, as the Baptt'st denominatt'on t'n t'ts
to a ressea Y r&. · · a e an
r.
1 d
.
k
·
Th
·
d
b
th
were
ca
le
out
and
were
introduced,
and
made
M
of tlwau ee.
e serviCes were opene
Y ere- earlier days had gr_own far more in debt bv. sending
·mta
· 1 of a poem; "Th e C't
1
Y 0 f L'Ig ht•" b Y Mr s · L a k e. missionaries out to convert the heathen who had a speeches generally, both instructiv and amusing.
.
f
11
d
b
f
Mr
L
After this business was concluded, Mr. ·George
Th 1s was o owe
Y a song rom
· a ke ' b or- much better religion than the missionaries them. d ·
t f
th Ch · r
h
b k b t
Chainey, of Boston, arose and said that several res~
rowe m par rom
e
ns tan ymn- oo ' u selvs; yet to. day the denomination was wealthy olutions and suggestt'ons relatt'v to a new secular
remodeled to suit Liberal ideas. The chorus of
h
:d h 'f . 11-r.
b
calendar had been referred to -the Committee ·on
thl· 8 song afforded peculiar satisfaction a_nd pleasure enMroug w· k
.
.
.
.
.
.
· d h'1m t o report the
to the audience because 1t seemed express1v of the t'
d f a dema.n tsa1
b t ·..at1. 1d J.Uan1was
d dto Ae conh' I R eso1~t'IOns, a.n d th a t th ey d estre
.
. ·a·
f h L'b
l'
mue
un
s
mus
e
supp
le
or
p
e
ge
.
t
t
IS
followmg
whiCh
he
read.
IConoclastic 1 ea o t e 1 era tst.
.
.
point Mr. <Jowan, of Illinois, became warmed up,
'
'
.·
Mrs. Lake then began her address, whiCh was qmte and, rising in his seat, said :he wanted to iv five dolTHE MODERN ER.A..
.
lengthy, and elicited frequent applause. The sub- "lnrs S
b dy s g
t d th t th' h gd b tt b
WHEREAS, The uncertain and l!lYthical origin of the Chrlat1an
.
·
,,
M' .
f .
"' ·
ome O
U ges e
.. a
18 /l.
e er e . calendar now in general use commits those who nee it, to some -JeCt of the disCourse was, The. lSSlOn o Liberal- deferred until the proper time "You had better j tent at least. to the Christian theology; and,
. ,
1
ism." TheL~ 1b'stor ~ of the origm,dd~velfopm.ebnlt,_ and strike while the iron's hot," a~jd Mr. Cowan, and' to~~~O:~~e ~;f~d~~~e~~:d~u~~~:'Ja'i-fa~!tf~~!:c,O:=
m orm e an- 1 k d
'f h · · ht.b .· 1'
j time,
·
Purpose of 1 .era tsm was narrate
.
.
. Oo e as 1 e m1g
e COO mg.
Resolvtd, That we earnestly recommtlnd all those who do not·
guage. The dtffere~t .creeds ~r 1sm~ were revte.wed
His suggestion was acted upon with celerity and, wish to express their udherence to the Christian theoloiO' to unty·
and defined. The m1sswn of L1berahsm, as exp~at.ned his five dollars taken with no more objections. The! {~~~~r;~~~rt:~~~~~ ~~~ :::l:Umon, secular, univereal dat~ ~,:
by the speaker, seemed to b~ to u.ndo ~hat Chr1st1an- example was contagious and the scene for a short i WHEREAS, Three great events common to the whole human race,
ity had done in the wa~ ?f mfus~ng mto the minds tii:ne afterward· remained one of a revival, with this I ~~~r"'~~~~~a;: fflf.'~~~~~:~:V~e;-;e~~n~r~~!"n~s.~:~~~t"a~~:
of its adherents superst1t10us behefs. The so-c.alled great differen"e that the converts offered thet'r money 1 proper beginning of the modern era; we call special at_tention to
·
1 ·b
f
· 1
t'
v
those facts, viz.:
·
··
labor o f s~;~mg s~m a Y mean Iii O revtva me.e ~ngs instead of their souls on the altar. Ten or twelve I. The general publication and acceptance of the new or Coperntand other mgemoua methods known to Chnst1ans
t
b
f b L - . ...
· f
d . h 1 can system of ast•-onomy.
.·
'.
. ·
.
men no mem ers o t e eague came orwar Wlt 1 2. The discovery of the unity of the human race (i.e. humantty
was. scoffingl.f portrayed, wbtle the task of ~be Ltb- their five-dollar bills, and each man took the stand, ~ its solida~ty Md continuity) by the extension qf oouimerce and
erahst who did not work merely on the emotwns and
d d _l'
d
h t b .
.
h h'l h i European ctvlllzation to Asia, Africa, and Australia, and the reco11.
f . b
l d t h' . t .
an
e •vere a B or ut 1mpress1 v speec w 1 e e ' nitlon of progress in the success of the ages and generations 0~ the
sympath teli o men, ut appea e o 18m e11 lj;!ence, waved his greenbacks over his head
human race.
_
was painted in a manner to make him a veritable
At this point, Mr. Cowan, the first contributor in3I6~0n:n~~~~~~g~0~ ?a~~~~~~al Law by Hugo Grotiua (bea:un
hero
ct"
1 f t It was seoond e d ent h ustastl• •' VV REREAS, Tuese events, which changed the face of the world;·
·
fM L k
d d b · ·
propose a ove eas ·
are fitly consecrated by the martyrdom of the great Liberal 91 Ill•
The address .o . rs. a ~ was succee. e . Y smg· cally, but the opportunity was too good to be lost age, Giordano Bruno, who was burnt to death by the. cnrretiari
ing and Dr Wllhams of Milwaukee thendtscoursed
d
b · ·
-1. •
d .
. ' churchatRome,onthei6thdayof February,l600,forproclaim1nC'
,
"N.
D"
, t' ,
. t'·
.
I .
a.~ su scnp~lO~ so ICltors were sta~te ClrCulatmg thenewastronom;y,the truesolarsystem,thein:flnityof tl18il:e&T,
on the _ ew l~pensa IOn, pam mg m g owmg with the gratifymg result of somethmg near a hun- ens and of worl~s. and,
· ·· · '·
colors a vision ?f Ltberalism triumphant and Chri~- dred dollars in additional donations. The entire su:!:.Ft::h{~h~:a,~~~%~i~:~s't't~~~~~~~c:h~vs~~~t!~Jt~t~~
tianity buried m the mausoleum of dead superst1- amount collected was over $200
capable of a familiar contraction to '82 for 282, just as tbe old"datei
·
··
)1885. is contracted to '82; therefore,
.. . ~
tlons.
Pledges for future subscriptions were then taken Resolved, That the national Liberal League adopt this date,.iiiiJ,~
MORNING SESBION.-OCT. 1, A.D. 1882.
with good results.
.
earnestly recom~end its general use.
.
: 0":·~--~
The president called the Congress to order ,!\t 10
Mr. Clarke, of St. Louis, then moved that the secThe resolutiOn was adopted unammously and w1th
o'clock.
retaryof the National Liberal League be directed to appla~se. .
.
.
'~
Mr. Frank Rivers arose and asked unanimous con- forward blanks to each auxiliary League for the pur-/ A discussiOn then a.rose as to whether It would· be ~
sent to make statement. He said that he formerly pose of procuring subscriptions from individual more proper to descr.tbe the new era as the Age ~.f
resided in Boston, and was known as a Liberal there, members and friends of the cause for the League: Reason, the Era of SCience, or the Era of Man, so as
but had lately removed to St. Louis. He believed and for Man, which was unanimously adopted.
. j to h~~ a proper .s~bstitute for the ''Year of ou:z;that the press of St. Louis preferred to treat the ConIt was moved by- Mr. Gorsuch and passed linam-, Lord (Anno Domm1) of t~e ol~ era.
. . ,· . ,
gress with fairness, but that they had made some mously,
_
Mrs. H. S. Lake, of Cahforma, moved that· t~$
mistakes, and he wished one to be corrected.
That this Con r~ss earnestly impress upon the auxlllaries the ex- Era of Man (contracted E. M.) be recommended-' 8~
The mistake referred to was in attributing the treme deslrabilfty of raising money for the national treasury, and, the new style. This was seconded by Mr. 'Thomas
.
of
"
C
t'd's
Yoke""
to
D
1\.'1"
Bennett
that
euch League be allowed to use the method to accomplish the Curt1s,
· 0 f St· L OUlS,
· M O., an
_ d Oth ers.·
auth ors bl p
up
~
' JJ.L.
'
~amet!Jatseemsbesttnitself; further,thateachdelegateorLiberal
.·. · .··' ··~ · >
when such was not the case. Mr. Rivers stated that present be constituted a IJ9mmitt!le of one, to ~nd~vidually exercise I Amendments were offered that the Era of Science
.
t ed E. s. )b e use d ; b u t t h'1s, and a lso th..e sug~
··-'··
Mr.Benn.etthadonlybeenarrested for selling the everypowertofurtherthisverytmportantObJectmhisLeaaueand
neighborhood.
·
. ( oontrac
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geation•touse Age of Reason, did not prevail. Th&
Mr. Gorsuch expressed his gratification at the work the word it would be more objectionable than the
mo'ti:On''to ·recommend the Era of Man was then of the Congress. It had placed the Liberal cause in male or female characteristic. The prefix it seemspas!led by, so large a majority that it was almost a .the United States upon an indeatructible basis. The to me too inaignificant when applied- to the Great
g~rieial~_onaent;
·
;
.~ ··
.
demons. of the night of superstition, the selfisness, Supreme Intelligence of the universe. The very
• The laat vote on the IIUbJect of the new era wa1 ~he. narrowne1~, the discord• of the past, were van- thought of such a being overwhelms ua with the
ideal of an ineffable majesty that makes the word it
ta'ken at twelve o'clock, and tlie Congress then ad- Ishmg m the hght and warmth of the new era.
ji:;lii-ued until the afternoon session. Many were the
Other• took up the strain and gave their experi- seem to be entirely out of place in liJUch a polilition .
. ~and-shakjngs and congratulations over the harmoni- ences in 1peeches of five minutes, until the hand at We must hav some words to express oilr idea11, and
ous and important work of the morning.
12 o'clock brought an end to the" love feast," and if I hav failed in aeleotin2 the most appropriate in
· .A.FT:E:RNOON SESSION-SUNDAY, OCT. I, E.H. 282.
compelled the Congress to adJ"ourn until another which to express my thoughts, I hav uo. fears that
· ·
Frmn St. Louis P•·e~s.
the Almighty will be annihilated in consequence .
. The afternoon session was occupied entirely with a lecture by year.
any sooner than if a Materialist had said that no
George Cl!ainey, a former Methodist minister,andanadmi~sion
I
such being existed at all.
fl!~ of fifty cents wa<~ charged at the door. There was no per)[r.
Hale
Replies
to
His
Critics.
ileptible decrease in the attendance, which had been very good
If I ever attempt again to write on any subject
au d·ay. Mr. Cbainey's .. lecture was, properly Epeaking, a To THE EDITOR O:P THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Will that involves these points for criticism, I will try
ell)ogy of Walt Whitman and a criticism, extremely favorable,
·
1
M
of. his prohibited work, "Leaves of Gra~s." Aside from this you perm1t· me to off er a f ew. words m
rep y to r. and use such terms as will not mar the harmony of
JA:U:EB HALE.
it'was principally au assault upon the Christian religion, which T. Winter's criticism of IJ).y communicatiOn on the the universe.
IJetroit, .Mich., Sept. 17, 1882.
hecsaddled with whatever of wrong there was in the world.
"Materialism of Mind," published in your paper of
: Ascadluent, poetical, and well-composed lecture it was deserv- September 2d, the title of whi 0h, he. thinks, should
ing of credit, and reminded one somewhat of Ingersoll in those be "Old Brains ?"
·
·
Thoughts by the Way.
re.spects. It was received with frequent applause.
if vituperation and sarcasm are to be received inThe
infinit
exists within the limits of matter and
, ,,',I'~e. meeting was adjourned after the lecture until eight stead of argument, then no doubt I am most summotion, but above the plane of all sentient ideas.
O'cl!lck I'. :r.r.
-_ T\l,e evening se~sion, Sunday, October 1 , E. :u:., marily disposed of; but if truth and logical realilon- We are sympathetically but not intellectually aliSO282, was 86~ apart by general con!lent to hear Mr. inf! are to be adopted, then I think I shall be able to cia ted with the infinit, and the endeavor to intellectstand the racket a while yet.
.
. Wakeman's address on "The Era of Man and its
I would remind M:r. Winter that invective and ualiz :l what is only sympathetic baa gi-ven riile to all
the crudities the world has ever entertained respectScientific
Foundation.''
:r •
•
ridicule prove· nothing more than that the one who ing the character and a.ttributes of the infinit.
:.,. Wlll glv you first what the local press says:
uses tliein haa nothing better to offer, that all arguJesus Christ placed no pecuniary value upon his
The meeting was called to order at eight o'clock by Mrs
t · 1 d
t th t 't · h' 1 t
t
d
Severance.. The opening program wa;;, Recitation, entitled men 11~· P aye ou ' a I Ii lS ail resor i an invaluable communications, but, with a 10ul broad aa
•• The Ki'!lg and the Painter," by Mr. Gorsuch, of Baltimore; most certainly Mr. T. Winter's communication is humanity's wants, taught without money and withsong, •(Pat and the Pig,"· Prof. Peck, of Chicago; song, l:\Othing mora nor less than a tirade of'invectivs and out price, and urged upon the· listening multitude to
"Angel Footsteps," Prof. Peck. An unwritten discourse was sarcasm; and if I should indulge in a little of that emulate his example, and as they hav freely received
then delivered by President Wakeman on Science, Evolution, in my reply to him I think it ought to be excusable to freely giv.
and the Foundation and Prov;ress of Liberalism. In the light under the circnmetances.
If a man is weak enough to believe in the Trinity,
ot a Bcientific lecture,- Mr. Wakeman's effort was very comM w··
th' k I
. s . . I'
:mendable. The Darwinian theory of .evolution was "xplained
r.
mter seems to
In
am a puitua Ist, in vicarious atonement, and in ~tarnal damnation, he
.and i11dorsed, a.nd it was compared with the accepted theories but I am not of the kind he thinks, for the Spiritual- is too weak to resist temptation, and therefore should
of Christianity. He described the structure of Christian re- iuts phenomenal cannot fellowship me. I am not not be trusted .
.li!Pon as being composed of three. stories-hell, earth, and conscious of ever having had any communication
Theology has reached the loweat possible point of
'heaven, and demonstrated that Liberli.lism had done away with whatever with spirits out of. the body, as Spiritual human degradation when beings formed in the image
·the two extremes and dwelt in the safe··structure of the earth ·
1·
h
1 ·n
1 · f 11
:and.the present. He read extracts from Goethe and Emerson, lBtlilc aim to av.
Wl not attempt to rep y m u
of God can be made to believe that infinit justice re·ana closed by an exhortation not very dissimilar to. the ordinary to that tirade, for it would only be a waste of time, quires eternal·pain.
·
.orthodox e~hortations, except that Man was. substituted for and would do no good. There has not been a soliThe Old Testament is principally a catalog of the
_Q-od. President Wakeman is an extremely radicli.l evolationist tary argument advanced to reply to. My propoiii- crimes and cruelties of the J ewi&h nation, and aa
_a~d ;Liberalist, 'Yith a very ~ini;;terial aspect, and the effect of tion stands unans~ered, That if material organizais as worthy the nam& of a revelation from God
h!s appeara~ce m. the pulpit ~f what was not long since a tion or evolution is the cause of all things, then all such
as the story "Cyclopean Giants" would be of a place
church, laymg a~Ide God, quoting famous Infidels, and invokh
Th
'ing an infinity of space containing nothing higher than man, things are the result of t at cause.
at proves it- in the a1·chives of heaven.
with uplifted hands and eyes, the place before him on the pul- self. That is all there is of it. It is all in a nutPriest or minister: A concentration of theologipit once consecrat!ld to the Bible, now usurped by the works of shell. Any child of ordinary intellect, with a small cal errors, which he reflects upon his congregation .
.Goethe and Ingersoll, the congregation applaudinv. his. particu- amount of brains, can understand that; and if Mr.
Ultima thule, or the duty of man: Let every sen_lllrly .blasphemous sentiments, was at once impressiv and sug- Winter's brains. are not in good working order tence you utter be worthy of remembrance; let every
.gestiv.
·
enough to comprehend that, he had better get them action of your life be worthy of imitation.
.
. ~-Thus· it struck this pious reporter, but the audi. repaired before he ventures to criticise subjects beN. SAWYER.
f;lnce di9. not.take it so coolly. Before Mr. Wake- yond his capacity to undentand.
--------~-----Il!an concluded his hour and a half disoourse the apMr. Winter says that speculativ folly about an
Keystone of Monopoly.
plauae was very frequent, and at the conclusion there undying existence ia all moonshine and the source
was round after round. The audience had followed of every pious swindle. I would reply that if his
Can grain be made into flour without the use of
him through a thorough exposition of the whole his- theory of Materialism is true and the cause of all millstones? We will suppose it cannot, anyhow. If
;to!-"ical.a.~d' scientific basis _of .the new era ~f Liber- things, then every pious swindle is the result of th"t, it should happen that the millers own the means of
:a.l11m; S01ence; and Humamty mto a new world, as- he for there can be no other cause, and so on through making millstones we might be in a bad predicament,
.ca.lled it. One member thought an adjournment the whole catalog.
for they would charge a1 they saw fit for f!rinding.
":"lhould be had, so that nothing should mar in their
Mr. Winter says all statements without proof are The price of grinding addc;d to the price of the
'minds the effect of that address, which he said was worthless. 'rhat is just what I claim. Now let wheat would make bread dear. Bread being the
·tO him marvelous.
him prove his statement that no mental power can staff of life, and necessarily used by everybody, and
. · : A delegate from Texas said he had long thought possibly exist distinct· from a living, healthy brain, being so increased in cost, would hav its influence on
how to apend the time and money to attend this Con- which he says I know well enough. I know noth- every business of life. In some way or other, by re. gresu, but that discourse repaid had him a thousand- ing of the kind. If he does, let him giv his proof. ducing wages and enhancing prices, it would make
:fold. He should return home a new man.
I defy him to prove his statement.
life harder to the many. The power of money would
· Another delegate said that he now felt what it was
I will not stoop to make any other reply to his be increased-a power ever hostil to the poor. All
torbe born again .. Mr. Wakeman had taken him up sarcasm about Spiritualist folks living as well with- this would happen unless millstones could be im;lik.e a child 'in his arms and carried him from the out brains as with than to say that such nonsense is ported from abroad in auch quantities that the millOld World into the New. ·
·
unworthy of a reply.
ers could not. buy them all up and destroy them, as
'::" 13.~veral others followed in a similar strain, tiritil
Mr. Winter says, "Go ahead, ye Spiritualistic of late monopolists hav done with potatoes, coffee,
!~~.~tly ·~n elderly gentleman of St. Louis; strongly cranks, and show up a grand circus of disembodied and quinine. But if our government had made a
resembling ~~nta Vlaus, nearly exploded in his at-. spooks," etc~, and seems to be very much excited, as law to tax everyene who sought to introduce millf.,tlmpts to express the effect of Mr. Wakeman's if he had found a veritable mare's-nest. Now all I stones as though he were an enemy, and to tax him
,speech upon him. This had an amusing and seda- hav to say about the spook business is that I know so high as to prohibit or restrict him from so doing,
:tlvtendency, and the Congress settled down to finish nothing about spooks. I only know that, if his the- this tax, called a tariff, would protect the millers.
)taJ>U.siness.
.
·
ory of Materialism is true and the cause of all things, This would be what is called " protecting the AmerA .resolution of thanks to, Mr. Wakeman was then all of these false theories and shams, as he calls ican industry against foreign imports."· Those op:,passed, with the request that tlie speech be written them, are the offaprin~s of that theory, and I trot posed to such a law would be called as "·bribed with
-sPUt and printed at the expen!le of the League.
theni all out for· his mspeotion, to see whether he British gold by the Cobden Club." If any person
~· ·Mr.~akeman returned thanks for the compliment, will acknowledge the "corn." A man over seventy or persons should attempt to make millRtones they
··:and ~aid that he was reqqested to giv the same ad- years old ought to know enough to know his own would hav their trouble for their pay, as the millers
_::flre~;~a as ])ear. all he could for Mr. Chainey at Paine children when he sees them, and here they are, of would never patronize them. It might happen that
1Hall.on.-Sunday; Oot .. 18th, and that then it would all grades and- sizes-all that ever hav been from the millers would in time care nothing for their
'appear in. This World without expense to the League, the year one down to this time, including Old Nero mills and look only to their profits in the millstone
,but he. could nat prm;nis it would be the same speech, with his :fiddle, the goose that cackleit and saved a production. How long would a free people tolerate
dor: the pre~ent occasiOn was a large part of it.
city, and every theory and humbug that has ever such a monstrous monopoly?
"1 'Mr. Curtis offered a: resolution of thanks to the existed; they are all the result, the offspring, of
Is not this .precisely the same monopoly as that
newspapers of ·St. Louis for their "tolerably fair" Materialism, if that is true, for there can be no which the railroad rings of this country enjoy? Conreports of the Congress.
other cause if that is the only cause.
troling all the great liaes of the road, they had only
. To ~h_is objection was made that boy reporters had
Mr. Winter seems to be in about the same fix the to secure a monopoly in the business of furnishing
-~~~JlJJent to the Congress who had not ge:r;Jerfll intel- old lady was in who did not wish .to ]end her. wash- the material for building and running railways to be
-,hgence enough to know what the Congress was tub to a neighbor who wanted It. She said she masters of the situation. Accordingly they procured
' about. 'I What can an ordinary reporter ma:ke out of hadn't got none, that the bottom was knocked out, the enactment by Congress of a law to restrict the
.;.•uGh an addressasweha.vhad to-night,"lilaid another and-she wanted to use it herself. That is about importation of all such materiallil under a penalty of
~delegate; "the press ought to be told that they must what his tirade amounts to. I shall pay no more twenty-eight dollars per ton. Canadians may build
·send ·educated men here or none."
attention to Mr. Winter until he can present some railways at a cost of twenty-eight dollars per ton for
.: . cWith this adm.onition the thanks were given. . argument worth noticing.
rails, more or less, hut our roads are laid at a cost 0f
1\:fr. Leland said that some had spoken to him to . _In,regard to Ella E. Gibson's criticism, I will say _fifty-six to sixty dollars per ton, every cen~ of which
:'the-: effect that· Mrs. Lake. -and Mrs. Severance that I admit the correctness of· the criticism in ref- extra cost goes to the great stock and bondholders of
-~hould be Iiiade life members of the League,,;as .well erence to misapplied gender, and in part as to the the roads. ~hey run all the rail-m~l1s an~ factories.
· '~S'~!s· .Blenker and Mrs. J,acksoil. To do that, personality of a supreme intelligence, and realize Let a c~mpeting company try to build a hne. '!"hy
·,lie 8a1dj 1t was necessary to raise $50.
the difficulty of ea:pressing our ideas of a great (J sho~ld I.t do so_? It must pay to these. monopohs~s
..-.~~The~udie~ce in a. few minutes raised the amount, will not say first cause, but eternal) cause wit~o1;1t theu J?riCe, or Impo!t at the s~me p~10e. Shall 1t
·&lid tlie ladies returned their thanks, and said the endowing such an existence with the charactenst10 make Its own ~at~r1al? That .Is all It ~an do. It
· fund~ would be applied in their Liberal work.
of person if not of gender. But it strikes me that i cannot sell to 1ts rivals. Nothmg but mighty com-
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ter accommodations. I believe he will sincerely ap- Jonah .who may happen to be thrown in reach ot
preciate you kindness. With best wjshes,
their insatiable maws.
W. K. BQOTH, :;c
J~ 0. TERRY.
FARMINGTON, UT<\H, Sept. 22, 1882. · ·
..
HEA.LDSBUBG, O.u.' Sept. 24, 1882.
MR. EDlTOR: I wish to . tell you an item or two ot
MR. EDITOR: There is a Methodist Episcopal church some movements that are happening hereabouts,
(South) ·camp-meeting in full blast within about a and are somewhat interesting to us here who a.re
mile of my house, and I hav been there and witnessed working in the in'terest of separation of church arid
several performances. '!'here was some grand and state. As you are aware, we hav the commissioners ·
lofty tumbling last night that amused the most of here to· attend to the requirements of the "Edmund's
the congregation great.ly, so much so that they, bill." Well, as a consequence, our League has been
laughed right out in meeting. It is very wicked, of called to usefulness, and Hectur W. Haight, the
course, to laugh when we see anything funny, but it president of our League, was appointed, and has
Oregon, Mo.
seems to ~e extremely natural. I ~av bee~ bran.ded been acting as chief registei:'lng officer for the county~
by the pnests as the worst b~y in all this regiOn. and myself, for Farmington, and Michael• Pilling, for
;rhey say .I hav poisoned ~he mmds. of all the yduths Kaysville Oity, hav been acting as deputy register~
m the netghborh?od aga~nst th~ Bible. Well, they ing officers. So much for our League. And now; In
d? h,av a hard trme of 1t makmg converts, but I accordance with the •• Hoar amendment," Hector W·,
d1dn t suppose I was the stumbling-block, for I hav Haight has been appointed by the governor of .the
BoUNERBBURG, 0., Sept. 28, 282,
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $11 for two years' never preached any. Well, I .expect they must giv territory as judge of the probate court of this (Davis)
11ubscription to- THE TRUTH BEEKER, and $5 for the somebody hell, so let them pile on the bark; I am county, and myself selectman for same county; .J
able to stand it.
D. W. BRADFORD. expect we will hav an intere11ting time getting in, a.s
trip round the world.
Truly yours,
0. HuLL.
the other side will do their best to evade giving up
Bo.ZEAUN, Mo!TANA., Sept. II, 1882.
the offices. The leading law firms of Salt Lake Olty
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Sept. 26, 1882,
MR. EDITOR: That you may know all true prophets are retained on both sides to try the issue. I exM:rt. EDITOR: I intend to keep upon your list as a
are not dead yet, I wish to make a little prophecy pect others of our League will be called on to act
subscriber as long as your paper is as good as it has
"on the side," which is this: I predict that inside
been for the last four ·or five years. Will be up to of five years the church will claim R. G. Ingersoll during the November election. To us these are
signs of a coming day. So mote it be I
see you as ·soon as business allows.
to be a product of the Ohristian religion, and a true
Fraternally yours, WALTER WALKER:
Yours truly,
R. H. 0RESSINGHAM.
<"Xponen~ of its doctrins. I claim no inspiration from
BEAVER DAM, Wis., Oct. S, 1882.
above. It is all from below. I predict this prophecy
BERRIEN SPRINGS, MICH., ~apt. 29, 282.
MR. EDIToR:· It is hardly necessary for me ·to say
on what we a:ll know of the beastliness and dishonMR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3 on subscription of esty of the church in claiming every man after his that I am glad you hav returned from your journey
Harlow S. Vinton. He is a hard-working man, and death whose theories or teachings hav become pop- and got back home right side liP with care. While
a true Liberal. He says your paper is a noble one, ular. Ingersoll's sentiments are growing too rapidly orthodoxy and bigots hav been praying that the
and fills the bill exactly; and that you may rely in. popularity, are too grand; he is too eloquent an deep sea might engulf you, or the p&stilence that
upon it that he will tesubscribe just as soon as he exponent, and he is too young a man for them to
walketh in darkness may overtake you, we are glad
feels able.
Yours,
WoRTHY PuTNAM,
wait till after his death. Therefore, the church, to know that these prayers hav not been heard, but,
always having an abundance of cheek, sufficient to like the prayers offered up for Garfield, all hav been
.
ARLA.ND, 1\fiCH., Sept. 27, 282,
do anything, and havin~ enough left to cover a multi- in yain. Oommon sense men, and men who dare
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 for the fourth volume, tude
of sins, will never withstand. the temptation. think .for tbemselvs, hav hoped that you would ac·
including postage on the whole round-the-world
It
will
try to kidnap Bob while yet alive. He should complish the work your patrons laid out for you, and
books. And if you make the tour of the United
States, which is talked of (which, I think, ought to be warned of his impending danger. So sayeth the that you would return safe, and we hav not been disTHos. BURK.
at•pointed. You hav more than filled our expectainclude South America, going on one side of the Lord !
tions. Your letters hav been all that we could wish,
mountains and returning on the other), you may put
O.A.SEY, IA., Oct. 1, 1882.
and the two volumes of your travels already reme down as a subscriber.
Yours truly,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find· $3.50, for which ceived are much better than I could ask. We are
FRANKLIN ELMER.
please send my bible and prayer-book, THE TRUTH thankful that Joe Oook and Oomstock hav not had
HARRISBURG, PA., Oct. 4, 1882. SEEKER; for the 50 cents please send the latest it in their power to annihilate you, and we hope
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find check for $40, $3 edition of "Orimes of Preachers," and also your there are many years of usefulness yet before you.
I herewith send you $5-$3 for 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
for my yearly subscription, $35 for seven copies of travels through the Holy Land with Melchisedec.
the round-the-world books, and $2 for tracts. We I hav received two volumes of "A Truth S··eker 25 cents for the "Orimes of Preachers," by Ool. M.
hav no Liberal League in Harrisburg. We were Around the World." They are full of interesting E. Billings, and the balance for the fourth volume of
crowded out by Ohristian influence. We bad a bal- accounts of things that thousands of people would travels. The three pictures I got of you-Bennett,
ance of $37, and we all agreed to buy your "A Truth never know Qr even dream of had you not ID.A.de the Ingersoll, and Paine-are hanging in three large
_
Seeker Round the World.'' In hopes you may enjoy voyage around our globe. Time and again did I frames ia my parlor. They are just splendid.·
Yours truly, . H. E. DAVIS,
good health and liv many years to come, I sign my- think of you when you were In what Is called heathen
lands, and also I had some fears that Jesus Ohrist
self '
Your devoted friend,
JACOB TAUSIG.
might fix some kind of a snare for you to get tangled
BARRE, MASs., Sept. 2, 1882.
in. But may the powers of nature be praised that
HAMILTON, ONT.. Sept. 26, 1882.
MR. EiiTOR: Among so many I cannot imagin that
MR. EDITOR: The time bas arriVPd when the you came home all right to battle for a score or you hav missed my congratulations, but would fain
money for the fourth volume of your travels should more years for Freethought, which one would almost send them along with the rest, if it is not too late
begin to flow into your bands, and I sincerely trust say a blind man ought to see is a taking the front in the day to be acceptable. I need not tell you how
your friends will come down with the cash at once; seat. I wish we could hav one good Infidel lecture interested I hav been in your letters; or how much
also pay for the postage on the volumes. Herewith in our town. Yours for the right to the end,
I prize the two volumes of "A Truth Seeker Around
please find inclosed $2 for the fourth volume when
J. W. HAGER,
the World," for you must be aware of that fact,
ready, and postage on the same. I am pleased to
You hav great reason to be proud of your friends,
HOULTON, ME., Oct. 3,1882.
inform you that the seed of the Ohina pink grew
and pleased with your success. More I cannot say
beautifully, and is now in full bloom. The other MR. EDITOR: Herewith find $3 to pay for the next at present, so please accept my mite for what it is
packages failed to. germinate. With best wishes, I year's subscription. to THE TRUTH BEEKER ·
worth in the market of good wishes· and hoQ.est
remain,
Yours truly,
GEORGE MADDOCKS.
I notice that there is considerable cheap talk over purposes.
In reply to Wineford V. Aspinwall VE)rsus ·Mr.
the subject of Spiritualism. I would like to know
IRWIN STATION, PA., Sept. 30, 1882,
why it is necessary for the Atheists to keep banging Winter and his a.rticle upon James Hale (see T,~m
MR. EDITOR: Though a stranaer
"' to me, you hav been away at any other class of Liberals who are wi~ling TRUTH BEEKER, the 16th and 30th ult), permit me to
a friend. Your visit around this world of ours, and to work with them to bring about the important re- remark I think he and others fell into the same
cathedrals, churches, fine palaces, and many other
mistake I did,· that Mr. Winter accused those .W49
places of interest is ended, and we are happy to see forms claimed by all Liberals. The Spiritualist does did not agree with him as devoid of brains. ·'lie
you at your post once more to keep t4e wheel of not ask the Atheist to be a Spiritualist until he has states "no mental power can possibly exist distinCt
liberty going.. Your letters hav been very interest- sufficient evidence to convince him of its truth.
from a living, healthy brain," and ridicules the ide_a
ing, and much enjoyed by me and other friends.
I, for one, hav, or think I hav, .that evidence, and of "Spiritualistic folks" living without brains; ','!
I received the first two volumes of" A Truth Seeker I don't intend to be laughed out of it. And while think Mr. Winter means Spiritualists claim the menM
Around thEl World,'' and I am more than pleased Mr. White indorses Mr. Winter, I take the liberty to tality of "folks" exists after death without bodies,
with them. Please find inClosed $3 for THE TRUTH indorse Mr. Perry.
including loss of brains; and, ln a jocose waY; 'he
SEEKER another year.
MosEs JONES.
I think it desirable to keep to the question, and inquires why such believers do not "get their b;ralns
all pull together until the great object for which we
are striving is accomplished; and then, if we cannot scooped out" and liv here witheut brains the same
MARXHAM, VA., Oct. 3, 1882.
as over there. If I am not correct, let Mr. Winter
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3, for which find better employment, and feel like it, we ran tear rise and explain. I cannot justify his tirade minus
please renew my subscription to that wicked paper, each other's bonnets just a little. A. P. 1lEYVVOOD.
argument, of which he is more or less guilty, for I
Ta:E TRUTH SEEKER. I am the only patron you hav
hate slang as much as Mrs. AspinwaJl, or any one
in this place. · I enjoy all the reading to myself;
DENVER, OoL., sept. 25, 1882.
else, but want justice done him. And should you,
even the "sinners" will hardly read it. 1\'Iv Otuis- MR. EDITOR: I find I am behind some four months Mr. Editor, see fit to publish Mr. Hale's reply .. to
tian friends think it is a horrible paper. They say or more on this year's paper. So I herewith inclose him and myself, I will esteem it a great favor and a
the devil will get both of us-you for publishing the you the amount ($3), which please place to my de- privilege tG explain further,
ELLA E. GIBBON.
paper, and me for reading it. Frienil Bennett, if linquent credit.
you think it will be any benefit to help make you a
I came to this country some months since to make
LooKINGGLASs, OR., Sept. 25; 1882.
Ohristian I will think of you in my prayers. Hoping a temporary sojourn, and in the multiplicity of busiMR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you $7.25 to be cred·
there is prosperity and long life in store for you, I ness neglected to send it sooner, but hope it is betam,
Truly yours,
ALFRED VAUGHAN.
ter late than never. · It would · hav been a great ited as directed. We extend to you our congratupleasure to hav taken you by the hand and wel- lations upon your arrival home, and also· to friend
SYRA.OU!IE, N. Y., Oct. 2, 1882.
corned you home from the· tiip around the world. Macdonald for the able manner in which the paper
MR. EDITOR: Incloeed find post-office order for $2.50, But circumstances, somewhat inexorable, prevented has been conducted in your absence. If you should
which will carry my subscription and that of James me from enjoying such pleasure, and saved youfrom conclude to make the tour of our own country :we
Garrett up to the 1st of January, 1883.
the pain of what might hav been too severe a pres- will. expect you to visit Oregon, where you would
,
! think you can count on us both as life-long sub- sure for comfort. So what has been my loss has been meet with a hearty welcome.
I hav read friend Rountree's letter in THE ,Tl\UTB
scribers, or patrons; and if at any time· we fail to your gain.·
remit for paper promptly, don't, for "Ohrist's sake," I hav not seen a copy of THE TRUTH SEEXER for SEEKER of Sept. 2d, in which he thi~ks Deist, anli
stop the paper.
some time; and sincerely hope that in the absence of Atheist alike dogmatio, for either affirming or de~y
I am so glad to know that the Rev. Mr. Clark, of its salutary teachings and missionary labors I tna.y ing the existence of G-od.. According to friend Bo.1l.D·
our city, respected an Infidel sufficiently to admit of not be left to drift into the great Ohristian mael- tree's logic, Paine, for asserting his belief in a.unihis associating with you as room-mate. I am very strom, in whose turbid waters .lurks many. a iiungry versal first cause, lwhich he says we ·can God> wa.s
glad you were Instrumental in obtaining for him bet-. whale ever ready to swallow up any poor unfortunate dogmatic. Now, if our friend does not believe this
binations can succeed here. Just imagin one railway com~any setting itself up in opposition to the
combinatiOn, refusing to pool, making its own rails,
going alone in all respects. It would be crushed out
or bought -out very soon. No! The combinations
are too mighty to withstand. Like the supposed
case of the millers, they hav a monopoly of the manufacture and of the consumption of material essential
for the public use. But for such tariff the monopoly
could not exist another day. Repeal it, and cheaper
:q~.aterial will flow in, cheaper roads be built all over
the continent.
HoLT.
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·b.e: will probably deny it.· In this case he belongs to
that ultra class of Atheists of whom he speaks. I
~.®nfess that I hardly know where to place our friend,
but hope· he belongs to that intelligent class of
·Atheists who. do not deny in a positiv manner the
.existence of God, bnt only say they hav no knowl. ~dge. of any. I hope some one competent to the task
-will reply· more fully to our Liberal friend and enlighten him a little if_ they can, and at the same time
put the same pertinent question to h_im that he does
, to others, i. e., ... What do you know about it?"
Respectfully,·
F. WAB~.
"·

CEDAR SPRINGS, MICH., Oct. 9, 1882.
. :M;:a. EDIToR: I am a new recruit in the ranks, be-

lug 9ne of your trial subscribers, but will become
permanent as soon as my time expires. The truth
is spreading very fast even in this stronghold of ·orthodoxy, where a Liberal or Spiritualist cannot even
hire a hall. Bays of light from that central luminary, THE TRUTH BEEKER, are ·gradually permeating
the darkness. In proof of this I send you herewith
a new subscriber, a young man, the son of one of
oQr best ministers. It was handed in voluntarily,
too. The minister himself is so intelligent and well
educated that he does not fear to hav his children
.read both· sides, evidently believing that if his relig·ion cannot stand the test of investigation and science
it is not worth havinle. Would that all our ministers
were as Liberal.
.
A wozd to our friends, the truth seekers. Do not
quarrel. over the questions of spirit and matter. We
who believe in a future e_xistence simply because we
:hav seen undoubted proofs of it must not expect
others who hav not had such proofs to believe.
The challenge to T. Winter by Sister Colby, in the
last TRUTH SEEKER is simply amusing. The idea of
asking any one to prove a negativ I It is like an or~ thodox friend's challenge to me last week, viz.,
... Prove, if you can, that God did not make this world."
No, friends; the proof must come from our side of
the house on this great question, and when we consider the fact that thousands of humbugs hav masqueraded under our banner, we cannot wonder that
su9h minds as Winter's and Elmina's reject it.
Yours truly,
TRuTH WANTER.
NEWPORT, ME., Sept. 27,1882.
:Prm. EDIToR: Why you print Otto Wetstein's communications I do not know. If death is an eternal
·.sleep, in the name of all that is just and right never
print another paper, If this life, with its poverty.
starvation, injustice, lying, cheating, stealing, crime,
· and ·indescribable misery is all, a man is more than
insane to attempt to reform it, The time is worse
.than wasted. or all the cold, chilling, desolating
·doctrins that ever startled mankind, Infidelity or
"death ends all," is the most chilling and terrlblA,
This •me · all! If that is true, there is absolutely
nothing to liv for. A philosophy that has no music
- in it is not worth one moment's notice. There is no
music in Infidelity, for there is nothing to make it
-out of.· n this life is all there is for us, compensation is a mockery. If Infidelity is true, there is not
::a particle of incentiv to do one good deed. A few
·short years of starvation and misery and then go to
eternal sleep. That is Infidelity, There is more
·beauty, sunshine, hope, joy, and gladness,in one short
hour:of S_piritualism th&n in a whole eternity of cold,
blan~·Inildellty. .
Bro. Bennett, if Infidelity is true, if this life is all,
why spend your precious time in trying to better
this world? It is worse than a waste of time. For
thirty-five years I hav labored ceaselessly night and
day, without money and without price, to try to help
make a better world, because I felt that the better
people were here the happier they would be in the
Spiritual world. But could I be made to know that
_ '·'death ends all," I would stop immediately.
Your indescribably grand letters from abroad show
more clearly the necessity for some other place· for
happiness for the poor, sta·rved creatures you speak
of, for surely they hav none here.
Your friend,
SEWARD MITCHELL.
"THE BRIGlHT BIDE."
Mns •. BLENKER: Your comforting suggestions to
. " lonely Liberals " in last week's TRUTH BEEKER hav
prompted me to rise and speak.
I am a Liberal, but not lonely, for I think I hav
reasons for b e1·1evi ng
· i n a g1orious
Phl.losophical
. .
destiny for the human race, and a grander meaning
in the processes of the universe than that of a
ceaseless rush of blind forces, propelling senseless
.matter "through Time's rough billows into Night's
abyss." If I believed that this world. comprised the
· whole term of man's existence, I should be lonely
Indeed, for what is this fleeting life to the mind that
can ·conceive of eternity? ·
•· · You say that we ought to be very thankful a.nd
.. happy because we "hav learned that the univ.erse is
governed by law," and that we can make these laws
our .servants and helpers," but does not this very
knowledge increase our desires to liv 00 ?
Does the knowledge of the fact that we can control matter make us willing to be blotted out? And
because we no longer suffer torment through fear
· .
of hell, ought we to welcome annihilation?
"If we hav lost hope of a future life, was It a real
l0111 ?" Yes,_ Elmlna; lt was a. real lois,

Whether there is a future state or not, the hope, adored than all the gods and devils superstitious and
·
the expectation of immortality, is the grand stim- ignorant man has devised.
8. That the New Testament is as unauthentic and
ulus which moves all the machinery of the world.
It is the soldier's heroism, the patriot's inspiration, unreliable as the Old, and that there is no historical
the student's incentiv, the courage of the toiler, the confirmation that. such a person as Jesus lived, esf'Olace of love and sorrow. It is this dream of a pecially the Jesus of the gospels. · If he did liv, he ,
hereafter which thrills the pulses of the world with was no diviner than other folks.
9. That the. principal dogma of the Christian re- __ _
energy and joy.
There is no greater mistake than -the proposition ligion has only a dream to rest upon, and that dream
so often urged by Materialists that a belief in a told by a forger who knew not the first thing about
future existence is detrimental to a proper discharge the dream nor the dreamer.
of the duties of this; that it tends to impede prog10. That the four gospels of the New Testament
ress by diverting the mind from present realities were unknown till the latter part of the second cen- ·
to visionary speculations.
tury, and that their authors were likewise unknown •
Man's nature_is manifoid, and it is for his advance11. That the author~ of Acts, six of the epistles .
ment that eTery. faculty should find scope. The po- ascribed to Paul, two to Peter, one each to James
etic sentiment in man is the spiritual, it is the reach- and Jude, as well as of Revelation, are unknown.
ing out after the unseen, and it must be fod and
12. That the fathers who decided upon the merits
nourished or the symmetry· or the mind is destroyed. of the New Testament books, and the doctrin of
Can it subsist on ·the dry h_usks of Materialism? the church, were ignorant, superstitious, and dishonWhat is a glorious sunset or a beautiful landscape to
one who believes only in unconscious matter and est, and clearly unfit to found a re1igion of truth.
13. That the claims of divinity forman to believe
blind force? What is a high-wrought work of art to
one who thinks the artist has no soul? What is the in as regards the New Testament and Christianity
light of love in human eyes-in the eyes most dear fall prostrate to the earth.
14. That the truths of Liberalism and science are
to him who sees only dust and ashes in the form of
his beloved ? What is all the glory and grandeur of infinitly superior for the human family to the
natur&, the rolling waters, the towering mountains, sophistries, pretensions, superstitions, inaccuracies,
the star-lit sky, if there is no illuminating spirit be- and falsehoods of Christianity. 15. The final conclusion is that sensible men and
hind or within all this pageantry?
No, Elmina. there is no poetry in Materia1ism. It women should discard all books and wily priel!ts
leaves one part of .our nature /starving, and there- who teach absurdities and, lies, and turn for knowlfore it cannot be true. It is· withering to all th" edge to the great volume of nature, which never uses
finer feelings of the soul, therefore it is not adapted hypocrisy, never lies.
Shall we hear further from Mr. Whitehead?
to man's 'development. It takes away the strongest
incentiv to human endeavor, therefore it will not aid
progression.
.
.Moving Is in Order.
I am not aiming in this short article to argue the
We notice in the last National Reformer that it
question of immortality, but only wish to insist on and the Freethought Publishing Company are about
the utility of believing in it;' No matter through moving from their old quarters in Stonecutter street,
what struggles of war and carnage this faith may London, to 63 Fleet street, the very locality once
hav led mankind in darker ~loges, the Reign of Terror
by that brave Freethought publisher and
in the French Revolution had its rise in man's faith occupied
·
in Republicanism-the Inquisition in man's faith in advouate, Richard Carlile.
Here is seen a slight coincidence, for within the
God; the horrors of both prove nothing against God
or against Republicanism. The world will yet be next week THE TRUTH ,SEEKER is to move from its
one great republic, and all humanity will some day old quarters to 21 Clinton Place, a short distance
west of Broadway, and on really the same street
recognize the presence of the divine in nature.
Youn truly,
l\iRs. E. HEDDON, which for over six years has been its home.
We are forced to this, because in our present
quarters we hav too little room. It will be remembered that Bro. W. F. Jamieson, in writing of THE
DESMOINEs, IowA, Oct. 7, 1882.
TRUTH
SEEKER office, once said it is " a little larger
MR. EDITOR: I had a strong dssire to accompany
you· in your j ourneyings, but adverse circumstance!? than a dry· goods box." But as small as it ia, for it
preventing such indulgence, I enjoy myself very much and two othe1· rooms, one on the second floor
while reading your plain, stra-ightforward descrip- and one on the third, the. heavy rent of seventy dol-·
tiona of the men, places, things, and conditions that lara per month has been paid; so much does it cost
attracted your attention. You must hav kept a keen to stay here in New York.
eye on passing events to secure such an amount of
In our new h~me we will not hav lower rent, but
interesting matter. For many ye .rs I hav been nurs- mQre and better room, and at the same time we shall
ing a desire to at some future time make about such be one ~tory nearer the ground. We will hav
a journey as you bav just completed, seeing broad much n.ore room for k·eeping books, and propose to
seas, towering mountains, and laminated plains; carry a much larger stock, including not only Freeworks that man has wrought, what man Is doing, thought, Spiritualistic, scientific, and philosophic
and what there is yet for man to do. of these your
works, but a general assortment of standard and
descriptions are so connected and full that, for my miscellaneo~s books. We hope to be able to sell
part, I feel satisfied to stay at home and ramble in our friends all the books they want; that they will
your books describing these; and I am fully per- want lots of them, and thatwewill hav the pleasure
suaded that any one who desires to take a trip of filling many orders.
around the world in a book cannot do better than
Our address will be 21 Clinton Place. All our
to subscribe for" A Truth Seeker Around the World."
· Yours truly,
A. CLEGG. friends are invited to call and see us when they
come to the city.

=====================
Reply to .Mr. Whitehead.

Mr. Charles Watts,

(Concluded from page 649.)
rel about things doubtful and about authors; while we contend
in parties, there is almost none that is Christ's. We decree
every year of the Lord a new creed concerning God; nay,
every change of the moon our faith is altered.
Such were the men and suoh the councils which
took it npon themselva to decide for the world which
anonymous writings of their time w~re inspired by
God, and what the creed of the church must be. Such
are the men to whom we are indebted for Christianity.
It will be seen at once how poor the authority upon
which the New Testament and the Christian religion
rests, and what a large swallowing capacity a credulous soul must hav who can "gulp" it all down and
swear it is divine.
Much more can be said in the same direction, but
these remarks must be brought to a close. We hav
endeavored to establish the following propositions:
1. That the foundation of J ud~:~.ism and Christianity is a fable.
2. That the fable is anonymous and was not
written by Moses.

Freethought lecturer, editor and publisher of the
Secular Review, London, has just arrived in New
York by the Inman line, and has made us a call,
repe;rting himself in good health, having had a
pleasant voyage over the Atlantic, and now ready
for the lecturing IJeason which is before him in this
country. He is good speaker, and should be kept
steadily employed. His accomplished -wife accompanied him. ·We wish them both a pleaeant and
profitable sojourn in our country. Communications
for Mr. Watts maybe addressed in our care.

a

The National Liberal League Congress,
Held at St. Louis on September 29th, 30th, and
October 1st, will be found fully reported in these
columns, and we bespeak for the accou_nt a careful
reading. It is a cause for congratulation that the
Congress was so successful and that it passed off so
pleasantly .

Our Eugene

Is just now unusually proud and happy. His wife,
3. That the chronology of the Bible regarding the on the evening of the 6th inst., presented him with
age of the world is wholly wrong.
a second son. Mother and child are doing well.
4. That the narrativ of the fable is utterly at vari- The prospect for a growing crop of young Liberals
ance with truth and science.
seems indeed very good. Thus may it ever be I
5. That there is no valid authority for the Old
Testament canon, that there is no reason for believing it inspired, or that it was written by the perMrs. J. W. Fletcher,
sons and at the periods claimed.
.
Who was sent to prison in London by Christian in6. That matter in all its forms is eternal, and never: fl uence, is engaged to speak during the month of
was made from nothing, and hence that the story of October to the Spiritualists, at Frobisher Hall, 23
creation is absurd and all supernaturalism entirely~ East FourtPenth street. We heard her last SuB.day
false.
i evening and were much pleased. Her. subject was,
7,- That nature it grander, truer, and more to be' "Has Hell any Terror~ for an Honeet Man?"
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A Boy! A Roy!
BY ETHEL lCTRERTOlf.

Now the bounding pulse beats. swift and strong,
.And eparkles the eye with joy,
While the breath comes laden with the glad song
Oftheh~&boyl abo;rl
'Tis a ~lorions thing to be a boy
In the battlec:ll.eld of llfe,
Whe)'B eorrow eipe at the board with joy
And peace le purchased with stlife;
Where strength of sinew, or bone, and brain
Is neede(_l at every turn;
. Where truth sita weeplnrc bealde her slain
And the lamps of error burn;
.Where the :ll.eld ls. ready for the plow,
The harvest the keen-edged knife,
'!he desk awaltlnK the etaiiUess brow,
The dying the bread of life.
•Tis' a gloriouw thing to be a boy,
Imbued with the thought" I can,"
With th·e godlike poseibillties
Foretold of "the coming man;"
rro make or iron and polished steel
Nerve, muscle; almOst brain,
To be the creatures of thy will
Alike on land and main;
To tear from bigots' darkened brows
The sin-wrought pla.t8 of storm,
..A.nd wbere weak superstition bows
Rear knowled~e'• potent form;
To ehleld the weak, to nerve the brave,
To lead truth'• armies on;
To aee her fadeless banners wave
When victory is won.
'Tis a godlike thin~r to be a boy!
March in progression'& van,
In this, the nineteenth centuryAll h!lill The coming man 1

Mr. A. givs his ·experlene:e, what a
bad man and sinner- he had. bee!l, how
he had cheated and decf'ived his neighbors all his life; ·but since he has become a Chril!ltian, thank Gl)d, and believed in J"esus, he is saved.
Minister: Let us hear from the other
gentleman on your ri~:"ht.'
Mr. B.: My dear friends, as for myselr, I h!S.V nothing ·to say, but· as to
Mr. A.. here>, I bear ample testimony to
what he has eaid this eveni.ng is true .
Mr. A. Springs to his feet, shakes his
fist in Bro. B.'s face, and says, "You're
a liar and a scoundrel, and if you come
outside I'll lick you."
Mr. A. has not invited Mr. B. to the
meeting since.
C. K.

The Freethinkers' Association.

188~.
does to pay the lecturer'. But:if we had
one good Liberal hall in each county,
what an advantage it would be to ou:r
lecture system (when· we hli;v one) I
Then a lecturer could start at one 'erid
of the state .and lecture. ·forty or fUtiy
times while passing through it·; ·a:b.d-ss
it ·would not cost so great a sum' for
railroad fare, he or she could· afford ·tio
lecture much cheapt>r than at present.
. 5. Now if every Libetal in the state
will immediately join the Freethinkers'
Association and pay the small membership fee of twenty-five cents, and_ as
many as can subscribe for :'the ''Freethinkers' Directory," price_ thirty ·cents,
these receipts will pay all necessary
disbursements for the coming year.
We made a grand advance this yearat
Watkins Glen. Let us keep the ball
rolling during the ye·ar, and our next
annual convention at Saratoga, or
wherever it may be held, will astonish
the world.
H. L. GREEN, Cor.< Sec,'
Salamanca, N. Y.
·
P. S.-If you will send me t.he' n:alrle
of one activ Freethinker· from eac)l
election district ·of your county I will
mail him circulars.·
H.'· L. G~ ·

MR, EDITOR: I intend to spPnd nearly
all my time the coming wintf'r perfecting the organization or the New York
State Freethinkers' Association. As has
been suggested, I wou.ld like to see
such an org~?.nlzation in !'\Very state in
the Union, also in O:.tnada; but so long
as this is the only one in existence I
GROVER CLEVELAND,
am in ,favor of asking evorybody to join
NOMINATED FOR GOVERNOR OF NEW YORK. it who is willing to be known by the
To Hopeless Invalids.
The gentleman nominated at the re- name of Freethinker. ·I hav just sent
cent Democratic convention held in the following communication to each of
Anyone who is sufficiently liberal and
Syracuse, N. Y., for the first position on the vice presidents of the association. progressiv to search for the truth, and
the ticket, is a nativ of Caldwell, Essex Will you giv i~ a place in THE TRUTH has a mind capable of being convinced
'
county, N. J., and was born March 18, SEEKER?
by the demonstration of truth, .has only
SALA.MA.NC.&., N. Y., Oct. 5, 282.
1837. His father was a minister. After
to read the evidence we offer and qe
DEAR
Srn:
At
the
annual
meeting
of
receiving such instruction as was proconvinced that no method ever before
''U. M. L."
curable from the common school in the above-named ·association, held in employed bas been so successful. in' C()IiCenld half the joy a mind enfranchtsed brings
various places of the parental residence, Watkins, Aug, 23d, you were duly elected quering disease as the application: i)!
Be told in numbera that telt belong,
young Cleveland was sent to the ~cad viceJpresident for your county.
The world would say, "A poet 'tis that sin(lS
magnetism on the Wilsonia principle.
The "Articles of Association " of this The array of testimonials we hav from
Whose wayward fancy hath inspired hls song!" emy at Clinton, Oneida county, N. Y.
Too early atill the day, too late the dawn,
Upon leaving this seat of learning he society provide that " the vice presi- well-known former sufferers who are
For all mankind to l'Bt behold thelircht
dent of each county shall immediately now released from the slavery of diseal!le
That shines on those who know of coming morn, went to New York city, whf're he filled after his election appoint two other to the enjoyment of life and vigorous .
for
some
time
the
position
of
clerk
in
And greet ita 10low from freedom's lOfty hight.
health is an interesting study and. trill
:But time may come-when duet of ours ehalllie
an institution of charity. He is next persons in the county to act with him, of hope to afflicted humanity. Send tor
and
the
thrQe
shall
be
the
Freethought
Mute a.e our pll.pere, yellowed with their ageheard of making his way West, in compamphlets to Wilsonia Magnetic ClothWhen tho~e to-day who plainest truths deny
pany with an enterprising young man, and Liberal League Committee of the ing Company, 25 E. 14th st., New York.
The present poet will esteem. a sae:e.
with Cleveland, 0., as his objectiv point; county, the vice president to be the
IDs worth shallliv upon the lips or fame,
but visiting, while on the way; an unrle chairman, and it shall be his duty to National Convention of Spiritual·
.t.nd l:l'llteful praises consecrate his name.
·
ists
GE,M. residing in Buffalo, he was induced to notify the corresponding secretary of
remain in that city as clerk in the store this association who his associates are At Detroit, 1\Iich , in. Royal Templar's IJ:all, corn!ll'
appointed.
of Woodward and Grand River avenues; on Frlof his relative. He was eighteen yean when they are
][y " Confession of Faith."
·.1 ..
f h day, Saturday, and Sunday, Oct. '%1, 28, and 29,
d
I
h
of
age
at
the
time,
an
ambitious
young
av
ecrue~:t,
as
secretary
o
t
e
1882. This convention is for the purpose of dillBY A.lr.L.
man, possessed or an earnest desire to association, to devote nearly all my cussing the feasibility of organization among
I don't belleve in Adam's fall,
That we are totally depraved,
become a successful lawyer. His uncle time for the next year in perfecting Spiritualists upon a rational, ecienti:ll.c, philosoph·
That Eve :ll.r•t ate an apple,
favored this aspirat\on, and we soon this organization, and I desire your leal, and moral basis. 1\Iany hundreds hav in·
Then coaxed Adam till he caved.
co-operation.
dorsed this call, and it is hoped each de'Votoo trUe
find the youth a clerk in the office of earnest
I don't believe in gods and myths,
ls. t. .Are you will!' ng to. accept of the spiritualist will either he present or send coma prominent law firm, and at the same
munications, or at least their na.m"e and ~ddress,
Ghosts, devils, priesta, nor shams,
time enjoying the comforts of a good position to which you hav been elected? as in sympathy with this movement.· Among a
That three are one and one is three;
And don't believe God's Iambs
home at his uncle's house .. He was ad- n not, will you so indicate .. to me and few of the many wbo hav signified theh "intention
some live, activ Freethinker to of being present if possible, f!re Maria w. Klrig, A.
Are better than some human folks
mitted to the bar in 1859. His first po- name
t k
o
1 c ? If 0
a
t th J. King, Dr. J. 1\I. Peebles, Capt. H. H. Brown, J;
I've read of. Some I've seen
litical
office
was
tbat
of
assistant
dis.a
e
Y
ur P a e
Y u
ccep
e P. Whiting, Giles B. Stebbins, Mrs. L. A. Pearsall,
Were worthy to be lords and kings,
office,
then
please
appoint
your
tw·o
as- Chas. A. Andrus, A. B French, J. H• Palmer, etc.
trict
attorney
for
the
county
of
Erie
some women :ll.t for queens.
I don't belleve a hundred things
under C. C. Torrance. He held the po- sociateS at once, and send me the name 4t39 By order of Committee of Arrangements.
I've heard preached all my days,
sition three years, until the end of his and post-office address of each.
.AJ:oout the one who made this world,
2d. And as seon as the county comsuperior's term of office, when he was
And his mysterious ways.
THE
.
nominated for district attorney oil the mittees are thus organized, I propose
They tell us God made all that Is;
Democratic ticket, but was defeated. In thflt the first work we engage in be to
Then who made God 1 pray tell.
If self-existent, then why not
1870, five years after this failure, he was get all the Liberals in each county
The umveree as wellf
elected sheriff of Eri.e county, and in who are willing to be publicly known
November, 1881, was elected mayor of as Freethinkers to join the association.
I would suggest that each county
An ApparentJy Fair .Proposition. Buffalo by a decisiv majority. His in- And
committee appoint one person in each
cumbency
ot
the
office
is
successful
and
To th1 Spiritualists of America :
.
election district to solicit memberships,
INYENTED BY
As numerous articles hav appeared in popular. We are not informed as to Mr. Printed circulars like the one inclosed
Clevdand
's
religious
convictions,
but
WM.
WILSON,
Spiritualistic and Liberal papers regardwill be provided by me on application.
ing;the Slade exposure, which took place we understand that he is a man of Lib3. About November 1st I shall pub- Author of the "Trial of Medioin,"' tli&
in this city on July 6th, and as some eral views. He is a bachelor.
lish a "Freethinkers' Directory," con"Language of Disease," "Me.d.
doubt the truth of it; others say that
taining the names of all members proical Fal~cies," Ate •. c
How
.Mr.
Blank
Was
Converted.
Henry Slade can never expect fair treatcured up to that time, and other ediA FACT·
ment on Briti11h ground, and others intions of the same thereafter from time
sinuate that Slade is ready to meet us
A.: Good morning Bro. Blank, Going to time. When we get their names all
The acme of perfection In Magnetic Clothing, aupe~
in the United States, we feel called up- to the meeting to-night?
before us we will be in condition to sed!Dg every kind of electric or magnetic J~;annents. The
en to make the following offer: We
Mr. B.: No, guess not,
engage in practical work, 1. We can "WILSONIA" will cure avery form of disease, lncludlnr;
will send a committee to any place conMr. A.: Well, I guess you had better then make an efficient effort to get Rheumatl•m, Neuralgia, Consumption, Kidney Com·
plaint, Gout, Catarrh, Heart Disease, Deafness, Nerveua.
venient to Canada, as Buffalo, Detroit, come to see the ne.w minister. Ah, he is each member of the Association to sub- Prostration,
Mental Aberration, Impotence, SterUI:ty.
New York, Oswego, or Rochester, pro- such a good preacher!
scribe for some Liberal journal. 2. We Sciatica, and all forms of disease reanltlnr; from Impaired
nerve
force
and
loss of manhood.
. . ..
:
vided that Henry Slade or his friends
Mr. B.: Not to night.
can· mail to each circulars and docufirst deposit one hundred dollars in
Mr. A.: Well, will you come on Thurs- ments showing the importance of or- "ONE DISEASE ONE CURE,'' IS OUR WAofCHWORD
Names of diseases hav no meaning In our system.· Th•
some reliable perl!lon's hands, to cover day night?
ganization. 3. We shall know who to same garments that hav ciued Catarrh will. aftei'w~
our expenses in case Slade fails to apMr. B.: If I am well, I may go to call upon to giv the cause material aid cure a cough, Paralysis, Rhenmatl•¥1• Ol' BleediiJ&: qf the
pear. H Slade is unable to produce hear him.
when desired; 4. We shall be in con- Lungs.
EXIST WHERE '' WILSONIA ,; Ill
phenomena, when the conditions for
:!'vir. A.: Very well, I'll call for you; dition to make a united and vigorous DISEASE CANNOT
WORN AS DIRECTED.
,
fraud are unfavorable; it ought to con- don't forget. Well, good-night.
effort this winter for the taxation of Write for pamphlets. and note, WM. WILSON; the ·Ill•
vince even the most credulous
his adMr. B. : Good-night.
,
church property. 5. ·We shall know our ventor, can only be seen at 80 COURT ST.•.Jl.J,l..OOKLYN.
mirers of his falsity and trickery.
Mr. A. goes to the meeting. The min- own strength and be in a position to I will not be •·espousible Cor goods pnrelsewhere. Office hours, 9 A~lll;'to
Hoping to ha v this challenge accept- ister annou1;1ces that on Thursday night use it in various ways for the advance- 7cbased
P.ltl. ()ousultation t'ree.
·
ed, and to meet the "doctor" again, he will convert every sinner in town ment of Liberal ideas and humanitariTHE
YOUTH'S
.•
we remain,
Yours, etc,,
that will come.
·
an work.)
,
Mr. A.: Well, I see you are all ready.
1. L. LEWIS,
1
4. And before our next annual meetMr. B.: Yes, all ready.
s.
D. BRADSHAW,
ing we muat hav at least one activ
J. R. NoRTHCOTT,
Committee.
Mr. A. and B. walk arm-in-arm to the Liberal League in each county and be FOR THElR MORAL CULTURE AND
1 OSEPH TEMPLETON,
meeting. Mr. A. feels very proud, for able to send a delegation from each
RELIGIOUS ENLIGHTENMENT.·
A.. McGINNIS.
he has captured a sinner and is bring- county of not less than fifteen• deleBy Prof'. II. :rtl. Kotting.er, A.lD<
BelleviUe, Ont, Oct. 2, 1882.
ing him into the fold.
gates to our Freethinkers' Annual Con- Translated from the rev laed German edltmli; •Price,
D. M. BENNETT,~
Bro. D. tells his experiences, what a vention. And so soon as we can get cloth, $1. For sale by
·
141 El&htli atreet..
"ALCoHOL," said the professor,'' has killed bad man he had been; but now, since .organized in each county we must agimore people than the yellow fever." "That he bas been converted, and believes in tate the subje~t of building Liberal halls
FROM BEHIND THE· BARS•
is true," said the eomewhat bibulous etudent j the little word ;Jesus, he is saved. So wherever it is possible to do so. In
A
series of letters written iz1 pti_son.,..
"but that ia only becaust more people ha.v do Meiers. C. and F. a.nd S., a.nd so most places it costs about as mucll. to
By D. M.'BENNBTT;'
taken it, you know." ·
Qll,
hire a 4.all .for a. ~rp~ral lecture ai lt

80 Court st. Brooklyn

' WILSONil,"WILSONIA,.,
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LIBERAL GUIDE

THE TR U'l.,~- SEEKER~ OCTOBER 14~ 1882.
TOLS. I. and II. NOW READY.
Price $2.00 eaoh.

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY

A TRUTH SEEKER

Aronn~ the Worl~;
· J111111;rated with
"

ilft7 cuts, and with a steel plate enarav•

1.ng of

·

the author In VoL I.

BY D. JJI.

BEN~ETT.

:.4Jtor of Tllll TaUTII SulDitl, author of " A Trttth SeeKer
In Europe," " Gods and Religious of Ancient and .
Modem Times,"" "The World's Sages, Tlllnk·
· en, and :Reformetl,'' "Champlona of
the Church,'' etc., etc.
FOUR VOLUMES FOR $6.110.

The lllost.Instruetton l"o:r the Least
· lllone;r ol" any Book ot T:ravels
;ret W:rftten.
In UlQ the Freethink en of the world held an Intema. &tonal Collt(l'eu at Brneaels, to Which :Mr. Bennett was sent.
·M a delegate. He toOk the occasion to make the tour of
Burope, and hll obaervatlone were embodied tn "A Truth
Seell;er In Europe" (price, $1.50). The letters were alllo
..]iubllab¢ 1n Taa Taura SBBKBR, and the readers were so
well pl~aaed with them that the proposition was made
that be< make the journey around the world, and gtv the
world the beneJlt of a Freethinker's observatlona The
proJ!Illlltloti wai accepted If the ones de•lrlng such awork
'wo,U!d advance Jlve dollars each, the volumes to be dedl..ted to them. On July BO, 1881, :Mr. Bennett began the
journey, aendlng letters back to be published. The work
wlllmakll
FOUR VOLUMES OF NEARLY;IIOO PAGES EACH
. Tll.e Jlrat volume describes Scotland, Ireland, En&land,
"fli:Ciudlng also an account or the Freethinkers' Intern&ttonal Congress at London, In 1881, Holland, tbe Netherlands, Germany, Anatrl&, Greece, Turkey. Smyrila,
Bpbeaua, Rhodes, Cyprus, Beyrout, Baalbec to Damascna.
·. Volume II. embraces visits to Damaacus, the Sea of Gal·
tiee, Betll,..lda, Nazareth, the Dead Sea, the Jordan,
.Jernulem, o.nd other pbces ot interest In l'al•.stlne;
BQpt and Ecptlan hlstory,and Egyptian towns, manners,
aild cuatoma ·the pyramids, etc., to Bombay, India.
Volume III. dei!CI(bes India, Ceylon. Penang, Singapore, Java, an China.
Volume IV. Japan, the passage acroaa the Pac!Jlc, and
the tour over the American Continent.
There hav been many DookB of travel printed but none
Jlke thll. IT IS TRII 010.T OI<JI OP ITS KIND.
Mr. Bennett baa a shrewd habit of seeing everything
lOin& on, and tti hla nook be has ft~lthfully chronicled the
hablta and ouatoml of tl!e d!Jrerent people o! the 'many
pj&c:es be visited. The every-d&y life of all nations Is laid
I>Ofore the re&der by one who has villted them and be·
held them with hla own eyeo. We !eel sure this work II
&reatlJ superior to any o.cconnt of a journey around the
~qrld we now ho.v.
:ALL TH1r VOLUME!! WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
Which adds greatly to the Interest of the work, and with
·-the cloae description will present Old-World places In
tery famlllar ll&ht.
The volumes separately will be $2. Those sending $6.150
llOW wlll&et Vola. I. o.nd ll. by Teturn mo.llo.nd the otnan
u aoon aa tuned, which will be in o. few months, or
flllt aa aoon aa they can be got ready.
,-ol.J. or 11. maikd on r'Ceipt of ,2.
.
Addreu
D. M. BENNETT,
1418tb at.. New York

TO TRIAL 81JBSCRIBER.!

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
A WEEKLY LIBERAL .iOURlfA.L
With ills:tee• la:ra-e paces, wlll be sent
ror THREE MONTHS, postase paid,
FOR

FIFTY

Bennett-Mair Discussion..
BliTWEEl'i

D •. D. BENNETT and G. M. MA.I~.•
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)
The l"nlleiiS DIIICUIIIIIOn yet Pnblisbed,
dvtns the Doa-ma• and Claims or
CJh:rllltlanit;r a tho:ron~~rh Es:•
amlnation p:ro and con.
f'r!ce,
u.~:~o.
D. M. BENNETT. .
AddreU
141. Eighth at .. New York.

.rail

lette:r• fl'OIIl tbe Editor, while on a
around She wo:rld, appear weekly.
·Tbe•e alone are worth the p:rtce asked.
A.d.resll
D. Jll, BElfNETT,
J.<ll Ela-hth st., New Yo:rk.

LIFE-SIZE.

·D. 1\1. BENNETT.

SPECIAL PHYSIOLOGY,

Rsal· Blasphsmsrs.

OR,

Supplement to the Stuay of General
:rhysiology.
I L L U S T R A T E D.

BY MRS. E. R. SHEPHERD.

...

12mo, E_XTRA CLOTH,

PRICE $1.00.

Interrogatories to Jehovah.
Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety ~f subjects.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, ro cents; cloth, 75 cents.
dl> 66 a week In vour own town. Terms and 15 ontJltfree.
<II'
Address H. ~B!t & Co., Portland, Maino.

THIS WORLD.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
BIBLE.

l'UBLII!!I:ED BVBRY SATURDAY
By George CJhatne;r.
1.<r'!M $2.00 per annum.

211.. World Ia divided 1nto three parts.
PABT I. centalna the weekly lecture delivered by George

PAR.P~i~~':(· conttnued story ef .. Liberal and Ba
l'AB~~_:ei·short 1tory devoted to the· education

our children In LlberalBentlmenta and prtnclples.
Send l"or a 11ample copy.

Marriage- ; Parentage

FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.

SANITARY AND PHYSIOLOG•
ICAL LAW§.
FOB THE
P:rednctton of Children of Finer Hesltb
and Greater Ability.

A. DREAM •
BY WILLIAM DENTON.
P RICI!l 2I!JN CJ!JN2S.

IN EXPLANATION OF THE BIBLE, FROM GENESIS
TO REVELATIONS.
CONTENTS:

The New Version.
Nothing.
"The v:lrtuea of men and women aa well as their vices Utopia<.
The Descent of M>n,
may descend to their children."
The Wandering Jew.
Price, 81.00. Addree
D. M. BENNETT,
FairPlay. _
A Biblical Romance.
141 8th •treat. N. Y
Brlcl<s Without Straw.
Celestial Barbarism.
Divine Brlg~ndage.

Alamontada, the GaUey-8Iavli'l.

TH~

Extraordinary Saints.
Pr1e8.tcraft.
The Heart of Yahweh.
The Fully of Solomon.
Sel f.Resnect.
Priest and Prophet.
Tho Hope Of the World.
Iconoclasm.
The 1bu Jesus.
The New Religion.

f,i~~ctai~o;~rfc,~~~~~:~tPtfe~b~b:•~:.t:,~:!.~ ~!'t~~:~

01) 8('1{ Preservation. It Is not only a oomplete
ana perfect treatise on Manhood, Exhausted Vitality,
Nervous and Phvslcal Debility, Premature Decline In
man, Errors of Youth, etc , but it CO'·ta.ins one hundred
and twenty~five prescriptions for Acute and chrontc diseases, each one of which is invaluable, so
proved by the author, whose eX~erience tor 21 years is

SABBATH.

PHYSIOLOGY FOR GlRLS.

8

t~fa~~ ftr~~~~;xn~~(>8r :~~~~t;;!dtfnt~:a~t\r~ :~bE~led

covers, full gilt, embel'tshed with the very llnest steel en.
grav1nge~, guarant•· ed to be EL finer work in every sensemechanical, literary. or professional-than a.ny other work
retailed In tbls conntTy forf,2.50, or the money will be re.

~~n.~~~J~he;:~fi~~tg~~Tie ~~~Y~n~f&1!Ji~1 f.'igc~t,g~~

Illustrated samnle sent on receipt of six cents.. send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr,
W. H. PARKER, No. ' Bnlfinch street, Boston, Mass.
The author mar be consulted on all diseases requiring
skill nnd experience.
1y8B

i:t

THE PEOPLE'S READER.

t'

CONSULT!.,

By GEO. C. STIEBELING, ltLD.
Price 25 cents. For sale at '
l:

THE

"MAIL'S" THEOLOGYs
BEING A BEPLY TO TBE

Saturday Sermons of the Toronto Mail,

The Le;-end of the Patrla-rclu
and Propllcts •
By 8. BARING-GOULD.
Price, $1.&1 .

INCLUDING A VINDICATION OF

CHARLES BRA.DLA'UGH, M.P.,
A&alnat the Mail' I Asperslona. ·
B;r ALLEN PRINGLE.
Price, 15 centa.
Sold at thl! o1llce.

Ingersoll in Canada.
By the aame author. Price, 15 cents~

Florida, Ho!

VINELAND, N.J.

LIBERALS VISITING PALATKA, FLA.,
CAN FIND A CONGENIAL COUNTRY HOME
TWO AND ONE-HALF MILES SOUTHWEST
OF THE CITY,_HIGH, HEALTHY, A:ND AMONG
THE PINES.
Address
MARY A. YORE,
R9tf
P. 0. BOX 22.

·

(\

:.o_:!J...i~ONIC,

l';J:AS.E8.

B;r .John E. Borton.

It will imtantly relieve the most severe attack
of catarrhal headache, clear the head of all
offensiv matter, and, it persistently used, will
cure the worst case of catarrh.

l'rl~ew~rb'.r:::s~:~h~:l~e~~~~•:fo:£:'g!»g:-.!. or
Bither of the above po.mphlets sent to any addreaa on
reaelptof 10 centll, or the three for 2lS cents.
llltl'l Addreu .JAMES A. BLII!IS, Wakelleld, Mass.
Addreu
D. :M. BENNETT,
Ul BIRIIth ftt., New Yo•l!:.

:"Humanity and the Progress of

-THt OCCULT WORLD.

International Law. ·

Round-the-World !etten and the bOok has caused
mueh ·an;,.rk wherever It bae been clrcnlated
Prl.., oloth, .1.
AddrD.ll. BENNETT.,~. ·
par do.y at home. Sample worth 15.00 tree.
141 :lllrllth lit.. • • • xor)!:. ,
AcllirRI! li'rD!IOJI If Co., Portialid, ~··

and SEXUAL DIS..

~! t:iVY.!.bneu~ bemmal

r.mirislone (night emifllliOnl bydreJtrTUI),Diat:>

fFZ~.~1.;;~;;~, foerg~~\~~r !~!jF~~-~~";~l!~f~al?::; il:~t£:,~
;>.. .
tlllhpPy,

~~:n;.e.·
~ ~• &c., rr,nt.lering innr.IP..g& tmprope.t 01
\b;.-.-o:;,;; ·•!f an(. peral!UleuUy Ctlnd by an

R:-~'J't'~R,NAJ..

:;~-l"·t.;~ 7litbr:ollt s. fnaur(l f,o enns In a single cr·r
~~"!

i:ll'("1

APPLif' TIONp

~~i;~ ;~!• ?:~ :~gr~~-r~~~::Jb!lffr fhf:~~~!ft~1c
tn ,. eenlbly :ab'l.~terod: eoudltion-bn~

.j~~~·fu1.i~
t

B•>'me of t.h=ro
; tn the fnlii.ID

~'J~~~~~:~~\fr.";~~nfro~!~~t.!l~; ~~~~~~~
t"~i.• t~ tt>k~ca.~o

And with previous Translations diligently compared . and
revised.

of the--n~locPI.

.;;:,~~>i''iH.ll,f~ ~.zl~lv-.:.iy

ctti'M and. tuii~ly M'&lifM~ ~

.::r~ LJpt.tJm; J';(,1.'.14li~r.n~nl~,\.f (;J.. EF.'i\ S~ctt•r~, \Pr,:.'ll~
~-:~:t!.:· (M ~r.;p~"C..""tb .P!.l.K, P..Ol.il. .t.her ~i'iv•t~ c.J.il!eu-fe q,-t:.!fll'rl;;

..»Iiidd1e-Aged a.nd Old J.lism.

.

·.J.~c.r. a-;o:"S~ ~~r:~ ..~ tbE a~e of thl~ so ib:tt who a-re t;.-;:,c;:';:.!-::!.

~;"'at';:;;_~;~,;~~~; ~~f.~~~~r;go~:!!~l;~d:do~~~k~~~~f\~~

:·r_. tr1::. <er..l.ln~r the ;-1\~ien\c:lnuot &..~unt. for-. On exfl.rninint:
U7 t•.';r',lf :lf.~·r.~;tz a. !'OJ.lY vt cctton-Hke sediment, ~:: ~~i.im~

·:':"•"t.~

-~m.r.t~ P"·Yt.,-e!~· _of aH>•Jmen 1 will appear, or ~ho ooloi." wil; h.~ cf tl
filiri> ':l:r IJ:tltr.;Rn huo 1 rwr.tn changing to a. dnrk and tc-rn!cf ,.,?~,.. m.

Price Twcnty·fivc Cents.
D. M. BENNETT,141 Eighth at., N.Y. city.

~~-:.,, ~hir.h pininiy sn<::ow~ that tiJ8aem:m P._M6e<t::.ff o:;itli.~bl ~!.'!~,
....: ~~--~ IZ.t'~ ~;my rn~n....w·,o J:i~ or i;hl! d!ffi~dty, !gnor&!l~ 1,,/ ;!;:

~~~~}·~~! ~·~~~h-~~~e;;;~-~T~ .~~~~}~r!~~~~~~~~;~&'g;'~;~:

THE

.f:

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES

~~-,.::;.~~~~i~~~:l~~;l~l~~~;~-vl~. Chi:.r~~~l~.~)'-~tL·

=

, .it''5?,i_YA'l'E <DOUNSEI.·O:E,

·;~~~:::~~Err;;~:iJf!.:.~~~~J~~~~~~s

OF

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh. ·. ;~!1: r;{$~ l!~~r:'i~~·:~~t !~~ t~~~Jk~~~{~~~ea.

~f}~~~~I_:I!~~'g~J~~~~,- ~~W .l~e a,

D. M. Bennett, Scribe.
ALSO

Notice" .trom the Press.

THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE
TRUTH SEEKERS.

]From the JVorcuter (Mas&.) Daily Timu.]

We c·1rd!allv Indorse Dr. R. P. Fellows a• an able and

l~~~r~;,;t,l~~sb~~~~~:i~ ~~~~:a~~: 0o~ 1re~~e"!'J:'gs;b~~jh,;'J

BY A.. P. SINNETT:
D't

pb:ywtclan, and del

PRIYA~

8roermatorrhea an<l Impotency.

TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWS·
PAPERS,

Thll book descrlbea many alleged phenomena bronght

:n~~~~ro~~~~~=:tn~~o~~J~: :;-~:~~~trrJ ~~~t,~ef~

of

·U• tUe rut~h of •olt..f,buse in yoath, eeruttl erc61M'l8 ln mate~
;.~a~, Vi:' otoor cll:~le!!l, ~nd producing some or the following etr8 cte~

From May, 1876 to May, 1882.

Sr(UFF.

THREE PAMPHLETS

"Hill pl"'QV~.

~1jJ~.res~all iorm~

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER The Crimes of Preachers

Found at Last!

~"i!"~~~~y e.dtu::znd. end; lt'f&l1)' qo~Sll.11eci

'!.~·.;i i:t:" ....:;~;;,(:\t, ~hi~ '\lt!\CtiC'tt

SEND FOR

SECOND EDITION

4l20

The untold miseries that result from Indiscretion In
early lifo may be alleviated and cured. Those who
doubt this a!sertton should purchase and read tl1e new

BY M. FARRINGTON.
A thorough examination and refutation of the clalms'of
Sabhato.Tians who are trying to foist upon tue cou~try
their holy day by uncon•tlcutlonallegal enactments. Tbe
Elmtna Wants to Sell 999,999,999 ot' theDl. author shows by an appeal not only to. the facta as they
exist in the nature of things, but by reference to the
Bible, the writings of distinguished historians and theg~otifzt;d:r~f~~~~:13~et~~~ ~~n/:!te ~gis~ffl~e holy than
This book tells glr!J just what they ought to know. It
treats on the prl 'ate atracture a.nd dlse sea of the <emale
lex, and gtvs all the delicate lnform~tlon about themselvs
which hao 10 long been veiled 1n mYotery. It also tvs the
~:~\~I.~v~~~~~... l~UJ'r~: 8to be st~.n~: ~'t~rh:i~~hy,
A sketch of m&n'~ physical, political mental, a
S8tf
Snowville, Pulaokl Co., Va.
.social deVelopment In past, present, and future.

Headache and Catarrh

*f):~ci
....>
"

READ •

Lcct.ures by GeoJ•ge Chaincy.

By Col. lll. E. BILLINGS.

141 ~i.~it~~~EiJ;k

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.

TI-:IE NEW VERSIONo

BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.

A nr.rratly, by
.Johann Hetarich Daniel ZscholiJI:e.
Translated from the German by
IRA. G. MOSHER, LL.B.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 6th street. N.Y.
Pat>er, 50 cents: clotla, 75 cents.

ctath.ll~

GARRISON lN HEAVEN.

"LITTLE GERMAN DOCTOR'S"

~ce ':iii centa.

c:.··.vel'a 60 centa:.

For oole at this office.

Price. 25 cents .

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

An addren delivered
BY EDWARD SEARING
Ot llhe New York Bar before the lloclety of Humanity

~~.tl~~d~~Y ~?e~_v:7~~:.rl~=ct~~r ~~~~

A. treatis on the Population Question.

. Sent bJ Mall for FU\J cents. 1

UI.-The Bl:rth and Death of Rellpons.

Treating upon the gods of the Semitic nations, Including
Allah, Jehovah, Satan. the Holy Ghost, the VIrgin Mary,
and the Bible. To the latter 2SO pages are devoted, sn<>W·

llold b:V D~ Jll, Bennet.,14\ El~llth at.. """' Yn.lf~

A. SURE CURE FOR HEADACHE
SUITABLE FOR FRAJlE OR
AND CATARRH.
WITHOUT FRAME.
THE

U.::The Inspirati'Oii"'ol" Biblell.

IN SIX LECTURES.
Price, ro cents

two Of America's clearest thinkers.
Prtce.ln cloth, Gl

Hea.,.,- Plate Paper,

I.-The Golden lllean In Temfrerance
~'!n't~~fn~~n; or, Common Seuae In Eat ng, Drink·

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.
Showing that the writers of and believers In the Bible,
and not the deniers of Ita tmth, are the ones who really o
lnjnatlce to the character of God, If a God exists.

Comprlaln& diacouraea of advanced thought by
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rellef in tl1e old meilicatlon, but were cured by the scien•
title method orlgln•ted by Dr. Fellows.
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TH~ SHAKER EYf AND EAR

SLATE~

ROOFING

Slate makes the beet, oheapeet, handeomeet, and moot
durallle tire-proof roof. PUI'cbaee dlr•ct from the quarry.
Slate are shlppecl t;o every state In the Union. Specla
A GRAND RAl'IDS man swears his mother-ln!a.w is not like his umbrella, because he can shut Ia provlng to hundreds the moet emca~loue remedy for freight ratee on oar-load lote. PAUL DILLINGHAM,
5tSS
.
,,. West Pawlet, V~
up his umbrella..
all deleterious a:lfectl~ns. Falling slght, dullness of hearAN aged colored man In Arkansas says his" idea ing, or" roaring" of the ears, ae well as overstrained and
"ANT I C B R.IS'I:\'~, ;~
ob de better worl' is wha.r dar is a 'lection goin' on we~k eyes, are Immediately improved by Ita use. lntlamProvln.g
:; '·
all de time, case den de white folks is allers per- matlons and all Ophthalmic and Auric dltllcu!tlee reguTHE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST! ,.,_,,, ·''·
lated.
lite."
"Mv eyes are enred With one box," etc.-1/. 7. Schell,
His birth, llfe, trial, execution, etc.-Is a myth.
A MISSOURI newspaper claims that the bogs are
Binghamton, N. T.
.
so rat that in order to find oat where their heads
21 cuntoii Place. New Yort.
Price, $2.00.
"Two boxes removed a aoft· ca.ta.t-act from my eye.".
are 1t is necessary to make them £quea.l, and judge Amos Anderson, Astoria. N. Y.
by the sound.
'
;;.~~ ..~~~t1;~,!''k~~:::;::egian':l~ rP!S:.Inf.,.~S greatly lm•
DURING a thunderstorm out West a book can· 11
w. F. Jamieson, Editor and Publisher•.:.
" Send mA one dozen mnre boxee. The etrect Is elmp!y
vasser took shelter under a tree and was struck on
TO BE ISSUED WEEKLY-12 PAGES.
mag!caL"-J. N. Vail, 7""arkana,
the cheek by lightning. The doctors say the lightPublication d>y, Thursday,
.
Peplli~ Wis.
so cents per box. Addreee G. A. LOMAS,
ning can't liv.
·Price, one year....... ~ ................... ~. $1.00
S5tf.
Shakere. N. Y.
Slx months .... ,,............................ .50
·AN IUinols boy was cbokPd to death on a grain
Three m nths, on tr!al...... ...... .. ... .... .25
or co:rree. This ought to he a. warning to tbe man
Single coplee, each.......................... .05
who goAs out between the acts to stick to cloves
dlfc~\"s{,;:'f~7 ~~~fiewdge~t~,::,~vg;~g;od~~~ ~e~a~l~~J~~
or lemon peel.

PETERBOROUGH: We cannot enlighten men if we
shock their prejudices tooviole».tly.
PENN: The shock comes :tlrst, the light follow~.
PETERBOROUGH: Most people Will run away
b:om both. Children are afraid. or being left in the
dark; men are afraid or not being left 1n it.-Lander'a Imagina111 aonweraationa.
THE men of the Reforma.tion. conquered ror us
the right or free inquiry in scripture; but modern
science has conquered for itself the ril(ht of free
inquiry a/iout scripture -Strau11.
THERE is no doubt but a man, while he resigns
himself up 1o the brutish guidance or sense and
appetite, has no relish at all for the spiritual, refined delights of a. soul clarified by ~(race and virtue. The pleasures or an angel can never be the
pleasures of a hog. But this is-the thln!l: that we
contend for, that a man, once having advanced
himself to a. state or superiority over the control
of his inferior appetites, 11nds an ln:llnitly more
solid and sublime pleasure in the delights proper
"DEAR me I" said Mrs. Partington the other
to his reason. than the same person ·had ever con·veyed to him by the bare m1nistry of hie senses.- day, •• youn~t ldrls nowadays are not what theh·
mothers were. Half them are su1ferers from
Dr. Robert 8oulh (1633-1716).
nervons presplration."
IF the existence of a;ood in the universe implies
a" benevolent creator," by the same rule the ex"WHO was it that said it is not good for ma.n to
istence of evil implies a "malevolent creator." he alone 7" asked a. Sunday-school teacher of his
The evil is not less certain than the gOOd. No r"" class. A bright boy answered," Daniel, sir, when
11ning can do away With this fact. Your hope thRt he was in the lion's den "
evil will cease. and good continue to exist seems
"ADOLPHUS, let us leave the avenue and stroll
withOut any foundation in reason. Why not good along the margin of the river." "Not any, Evan·
cease and universal evil remain 7 You "wish" geline: no more margins for me." ( A.dolphus had
that this should not be, and you "think" that 1t been speculating in futures that .week.)
ought not to he. But If your wioh and opinlon
"YES," he said, "I used to believe everythingcould prevail, there would be no evli now, woul<l
there r Evidently your wish and Opinion are not was the most credulous fellow alive. B11t," he
accordlng to the " design" or the universe. The added, " stnce I ha.v had this confounded sore
existence of evil, which no sophistry cru:i explain throat it is hard for me to swallow anything."
away, shows that evil is incompatible with the
" WHICU: do you like best, your father or you~
nature of things. w·e cannot understan<l the nature
or things, nor account for it in any possible way. mother 7" tnqulred the visitor or a. chubby little
To suppose a Theos does not help the matter in the :ftst. •· Oh, I like ma the best. She spanks me with
smallest degree, but makes it worse, and is besides the sort side of her hand; pa takes a shingle."
utterly gra.tultous.- Water1'1 Through Rome On,
A YOUTH who went to work in the country wrote
OBLIVION is infinitly prerera.llle to the Christian his girl-a June graduate-that he was raising a
theory of a future 11ta.te, for if we become ineensi· calf, Imagin ·his feelings when the glr! renlied,
ble to happiness we are also beyond pain. Death •I am glad you bav begun to support yourself."
will be an eternal, dreamless, unconscious rest.
A LITTLE bOY WhOse parents are always mOVing
According to Christian teachings, on the other from one home to another was asked bv I' Sunday.
hand, ninety-nine of every hundred human betngs school teacher, "Why did the lsra.eUtes move out
are consigned to a. never-ending torture of inde- or Egypt f" "Because they couldn't pay the rent, '•
scribable horror. If my wife, if my ohll!lren and was the reply.
·
friends, are doomed to endless torment, there can
" PEOl'LE are not marrying at such an early age
be no heaven of happiness to me; all the crowns
of glory, all the golden harps, all the songs or now as they used to," remarked Stuggtns the other
heaven's host could not brtng to me a. single hour day. "True," replied Fizzleum, "they cannot
ot happiness, much less the eternity of enjoyment atford to be tied to the steak l.n couples at the presthat Is pr·omlsed to the faithful,-.Dr. Arter' I Bililf- ent high price or beef."
bIt of .Divine Origin r
THERE was a. young man or Kildare,
Who courted a girl in a chair;
BETTER is death than life I a.h, yes I to thousands
But the treacherous thing broke,
Death plays upon a. dulcimer and sings
And it ended in smoke,
!l'hat song of consolation, till the air
With the lOVer's heels high in the air.
Rings with it and they cannot choose but follow
Whither he leads. And not the old alone,
A WESTERN papAr suggests that everv one who
But the young also hear it and are still.
eats fruit should plant the seeds by the roadside.
-Longfelww'i Golde11, Legend.
For some time every one who eats bananas has
DOUBT is the vestibule which all must pass be.. planted the skins by the roa.dsicle, but no gOOd refore they can enter into the temple of wisdom; sults in the way of banana. crops hav followed.
therefore when we are in any doubt, and puzzle
out the truth by our own exertions, we ha.v gained MR. WBIGHT went out to fish,
a. something that will stay by us, and which will And he became a Wright angler.
serve us again. But if to a void the trouble or the He thought he would try and catch a shark,
search, we a.vall ourselvs of the superior informa- And became a try an~ler.
tion of a fdend, such knowledge will not remain He laughed to think how smart he was,
with us; we hav not bought but borrowed it.- And he became a cute angler;
But he did not see the shark wtth its nose under
Colton's Lacon.
the stern of his craft,
WE speak or Constantine a.s the :ftrst Christian He was such an obtuse angler,
emperor, but every student of history knows that. Until the creature tipped over his boat,
!n that fatal a.lliance, Christianity lost more than When he became a wrecked angler.
it won; it was far more paganized by Constantine
•• Do you know the nat.ure of an oath!" asked a
than Constantine was Christia.nlze!l by it,-J.
judge of a colored woman.
Oltadwick.
"Yes, sah; I reckon I does."
To reject any truth iS hat to defraud ourselvs. If
•• You know, then, what it is to swear?"
tis a. truth, it must he God's truth, and therefore
"Yes, sah; I reckon I does."
sacred; and we incur greater danger in rejecting
"Hold up your hand and swear." She held up
the general verdict of science than by devoutly
accepting the same. At all hazards, we must her hand and ripped out an oath which almost took
the
j•Idge's breath.
squarely and manfully look trnth in the face and
"I'll send you to j!lll for this, you miserable
not try to Bubstitute wry faces and hard names for
argument. To know the truth, and the whole creature.''
"Fur what, judge!"
truth, is man's most sacred duty and highest re"For using profane language in this court.ligion.-.Dr. Rrluham'1 Evolution, etc.
l'OOm."
IN the bitter cry that was wrung from Jesus on
"I doesn't know Wllat yer mean by 'fane Ianthe cross, "My God, my God, why hast thou for- R'llage. Yer tole meter swar, an' I swar'd. White
saken me 7" we look down for a moment into an folks gittln' so high up it gins a nigger a crick in
abyss of misery, which it is painful to contemplate; de nalk ter look up at 'em. I'se gwine ter leave
physical su:rrerlng and a shaken faith, the agonleb dis town, case I wa'n't borned in Arkansaw, noof unaccomplished purposes, and the still more how."
fearful agony of desertion by his loTing father in
whom he had put hill trust. But Jesus, though he
WHEN Gratiot county first began to be disturbed
knew 1t not, had done his work. Nay, he had done by pioneers, and soon after it had Hs first justice of
more than he himself intended. After ages saw in the peace, a farmer named Davison walked three
him, what he ~aw only 1n his God, an ideal to be miles to secure a warrant for the arrest of his
worshiped, a. power to be addressed in prayer, we neighbor, named Meacham, for assault and batwho are free from this exaggeration or reverence tery. To SI!..Ve the constable a six miles• trip the
may yet continue to pay him the hllfh and un- defendant walked in with the plainti:rr. They enquestioned honor which his un:ftinching devotion countered his honor just leaving his house with a.
to hie duty, hiS gentle recard for the weak and gun on his shoulder. Davison halted him:
suffering, his uncorrupted purity of mind, and his i •· 'Squar, I want a warrant for this man for strik·
self-saeriftcing love eo abundantly deserve.- Am· : ing me."
berleJls Analvtis of Belig£ou1 B•liif,
"I'm in an awful hurry; come to-morrow."
"So'm I in a. hurry, and I'm going to ha.v a. raisJESUS CHRIST was an amiable and virtuous man, ing to-morrow."
The morallty that he preached and practiced was
,, Meacham, did you hit him r"
of the most benevolent kind; and though similar
.. Yes."
systems of mora.lity had been preached by Con"Davison, did you strike first 7"
fucius and by some of the Greek philosophers
.. No."
manY years before, by the 9uakers eince, and hy
"Meacham, had you rather work for him three
many good men in all ages, it has not been ex- days than go to jall?"
ceeded by any.- Paine'• Ag..rJ.f R1aron,
j "I guess so."
WE should always a.ceept what is contrary to
"And will that satisfy you, Davison!"
known laws of nature with great care. doubt, and
"Yes."
hesitancy, and submit it to all possible tests and
"Tll"n make tracks for home and don't bother
criticisms. This I hav done as regards God, Christ. me another minit. My son just came in with the
and the Bible. Neither has stood the test, and so news that an old bear and three cuba are up the
I reject them all, and hav advised others to do same beech down at the edge of the slashing, and
likewise, and hope all men, women, and children I'm goin' to hav some bear meat if it upsets tne
may soma day see the real truth and becomo "wise Supreme ben"h ot Michigan, Court 1tand1 ad·
unto saivatioD."-_.Imina J), Hlfflkfr.
3o=ed."-D.trol' l'ru Pru1.
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three-quarters of a million more than in Holland; more than Sweden or Norway or Switzerland. And yet this splendid capital, the
most populous and wealthy city the world has
BEECHER says he will not vote the prohibi·
ever seen, is practically without a Jl:OVerntion ticket.
ment.
IT is reported that the ,Russians are in·
THJ: Rev. Frederick A... Thayer had been
~iguing in Eastern Roumelia..
employed by the Union Congregational church
MR HENRY GEoRGE, the well-known writer,
of Quincy, Ill., whither he had been called
from Massachusetts, and had delivered several arrived from England last Monday.
trial sermons. He seems to hav given satisfacTHE revolutionary disorders at Montceaulestion, and was to hav been duly installed a few Mines, in France, hav broken out again.
Sundays ago; but it was discovered that he
THE spectrum of the comet has undergone a
was not fully orthodox, and a council of sixcomplete change since it was first discovered.
teen clergymen were appointed to examin into
the correctness of his views, and this on the
THE closing public session of the Tariff
T.llE governor-General of Kie:ff lately told a very morning set apart for -his installatio~. Commission was held at Philadelphia. MonA Tli.IAL has been made of a Siemens and
H 1 k ' t 1 ph
1 ·a d
db t
J .hd
t t"
t B It th t
f th
It t<lok several hours to get the matter of his day.
as e s e e one, a1 un .er groun . e ween ew!S epu a 1011 a . a a a many o
_em orthodoxy settled, and the time passed by
Cologne and Elberfeld, w1th very favorable had been compelled to return from A.menca, h
th . tall ti
h u1a h
k
SEVERAL notable Englishmen are interceding
resulte, every word being dietinct.
while in Palestine they were starving. If they wThen e I~st ad onths 0 h . avtta e~ Pd1ache. for A.rabi, and one prominent lawyer has gone
(
.
. R ..
e orgaws ·an
e c 01r en erta.Ine t e
A MILWAUKEE congregation hav decided only knew It, they were better off m ussia audience the best way they could for two hours, to Egypt to defend him before the court marafter a long debate that church lotteries are tha1_1 anywhere_else. H~ acc~ed them of pr?- but the waiters and listeners became very im- ti~ol.
wicked. They will therefore continue to rely ducm~ false evide~ce, and adVIsed them t_o giV patient. At length word was sent in that the
SAMUEL L. CLEMENS (Mark Twain) has befor funds on pew rents and beer festivals.
to ~herrd~o~~yalittle of the love theylal1Shed installation would not take place. Eight of gun a snit against the A.merican News Com011
MoRSE, who invented the telegraph, and so mor ma Y
money.
the sixteen reverend examiners had voted the pany and others to protect the use of his
Bell, the inventor of the telephone, J:Joth had
"WHAT other business do you follow besides Rev. Thayer to be Ull8ound in his religious be- name.
deaf and mute wives. This shows what man preaching?" W&s asked. an old colored man. lief, while the other eight voted that the cler·
THEilE is a ministerial crisis in Turkey. It
can do when his wife will only hold her tongue. "I --~pPculates a little." "How speculate?" gyman was within the bounds of orthodox is reported that there ie a good prospect of a
"Sells chickens." "Where do ·you get the Congregationalism. His unsoundness, in the friendly understanding between France and
TH!!: First Baptist church of Detroit, as soon cbickens ?" "My boys fetch 'em in." "Where opinion of the first eight, was in relation to
England.
as they heard that their pastor had received do they get them?" "I doan know, sah. l's the inspiration of the scriptures, the atone·
PRooF of A.rabi Bey's complicity in the
the d<~gree of D.D., raieed ·his salary $500. al'les BO busy wid my preaehin' dat I ain't got ment, and the state of man after death. On
This fixes the precise value of that honorary time to ax. I was agwine ter inquire de udder these points he was a little shaky. On the fol- Alexandria ma~sacres, it is reported, will not be
obtainable. Victor Hugo has issued an appeal
title-D. (500) D. (dollars).
day, but a 'vival come on and tuk up all my lowing day, however, a large majority of the
agaiust his execution.
time."-.Arkamas
Traveler.
congregation
passed
a
vote
that
he
should
b11
A CONTRIBUTION box passed among a CincinEDITOR CocKRELL,·of the St. Louis Polt-Di&nati audience captured, among other things, a
IN a lecture at Boston on Sunday Mr. Part<ln retained, and he accepted the situation despite
plug of tobacco and three beer tickete. The said that at Eton College, England, the stu- the eight dissenters. This ie only another in- patch, shot and killed Col. Slayback of that
people of that city cannot rose consciousness of dents made in 1880 a five-horse-power steam dica.tion of growing Rationaliem, and that even city on Friday, the 13th. Politics was the
cause of the ill feeling.
their secular concerns even in church.
engin, which turns the lathes in their shops. the clergy are becoming impregnated with it.
A.N outbreak of pauper Russian Jews ocie
a
great
change
from
the
almost
excluThis
A WASHINGTON clergyman shouted out the
ANOTHER clerical scandal ! The Sunday curred on Ward's Island last Saturday. Sev·
nllmes of several brands of champagne under siv Latin verse-makillg of bygone days, and M1rning, of Youngstown, Ohio, has over four
eral of their keepers were injured by them, but
the impression that his congregation would take one which the Etoniau destined for New Zeal- columns describing a case of improper conduct
they were finally subdued by the police.
and
or
A.ustralia.
will
highly
appreciate.
Many
them for Latin quotations, and three deacons
on the part of the Rev. J. C. Sullivan, of the
gave away their knowledge of drinks by getting of the bigger boys at Eton hav their own Methodist Epiecopal church, who for nearly · GovERNOR CoRNELL has asked a conference
forges, at which they hammer and mo:d. To
indignant.
to be held at A.lbany on Wednesday to conCornell must be given the credit of originating two years has been in charge of a congregation sider the necessity of an extra session of the·
A coLORED preacher introduced into his serin Salem, Ohio. To state the matter briefly,
this wholesome, industrial move.
mon this true remark, '' Ef de descendants ob
the Rev. Sullivan is a popular preacher with a legislature to take action upon the condition
de rooster dat crowed at Peter was to make a
A YOUNG man in an illinois town stepped wife and seven children, and nearly fifty years of the Capitol.
noise ebery time a lie is told dar would be into a church door a moment one Sunday of age. He has been holding a revival meeting
OscAR WILDE got into trouble with the Y.
such a noise in de world ds.t yer conldn't hear while the services were going on, and the smart tor some time, at which Mrs. A. L. Hal wick, M. C ·A.. at Monckton, N. B., last week. The
the hens cackle."
minister saw him and shouted," Go out, young twenty-seven years of age, and Miss Emma young Christians claim he broke his contract
A. B<lsTON theologist thinks that twenty-five man, she is not here." The young man was Foote, twenty-one (living with the former), in not lecturing for them. They expected to
minutes-is time enough for the best preachers embarrassed for a moment, and then remem- were converted. The shepherd took special make money off him.
to say their sermons, and wants the time cut bering the several ministerial scandals that interest in his ewe lambs, and visited them
JUDGE THAYER, of Pennsylvania, has just
down one-half for the poorer ones. That's all were in the courts, he said, loud enough for all every two or three days at first, staying two or decided that the act of 1794, in that state, inVtry pretty, but where's the man who will riek to hear him, "Yes she is, you old duffer. You three hours at each VIsit. His greatest love flicting a penalty for engaging in a worldly
hav got her hid behind the organ, and you seemed to be for the married lady, Mrs. Hal·
his life by selecting the poorer ones?
employment on Sunday is v&lid. The point
want to go home with her yourself I" The wick, whose husband was much of the time
TALMAGE bas an article in one of the Novem- minister blushed and said toe services would away from home. His care for his e·~e Jambs was raieed by a number of barbers who were
arrested and fined for shaving on Sunday.
ber magazines on the question " Ought Chris- close by singing the doxology.
so greatly increased that his visits became as
tiane to hav any fun?" But while there are
GoVERNMENT officials say that the affidavits
T.llE unusual phenomenon of a worm-eaten frequent as two or three times a day, and were
such queer divines as Talmage around it is
church building is seen in Andover, Mass. sometimes protracted into the night. The cler- concerning the Star-route jury bribery prove
about impossible to discover how Christians
Within the last four years boring insecte hav gyman and the married lady usually retired to nothing except that the Department of Justice
and other folks can help having some fun.
attacked the timber of which the church ie a room by themselvs- The girl, Migil Foote, unwittingly hired two men to work on the case
" GoD made Ada.m," said the colored di- built. Their work was first noticed by reason was often sent away on some errand, and per- who had been already employed by the convine, "and set him up agin de fence to dry." of the little piles of dust they left upon the car- ceiving that she was not wanted, remained spirators, and that these men purposely en" Who made de fence?" shouted one of the pet near the wall. It has gJne on until much away some hours; but when she returned she deavored to compromise the Department of
audience. " Hush up da' ; hush up da', you of the woodwork of walls and pews is riddllld found the clergtman and his convert still to- Justice.
black brudder P' replied the preacher ; " such with holes. In some ,places the shell which gether shut up in a room by themselvs. He
MR. HERBERT SPENCER came from Washingque~tions as dem distracte de whole Christian the borers hav left is hardly thicker than paper. baptized them botP,, and they became full
ton to this city on the 13th inst. and went to the
theory ob religion." ·
The church people are afraid that what is left members of the· church. A.fter this his visits Windsor Hotel. At his request his name was
"IF you don't like my sermons, pray what of their church will some day tumble on them, were still more frequent and prolonged. At not registered, because he did not want to rekind do you like?" said a petulant minister to Possibly tbie worm-eaten church, just ready to length the husband came unexpectedly home ceive callers. Mr. Spencer's health has not
an over-candid parishioner. "Well," was the tumble down at almost any moment, iS some- and discovered all, tngether with very ardent improved. He has left the hotel only once or
reply, " I like the kind that drives a man into what symbolical of the decaying and WGrm- and a:IIectionate love-letters which had been twice, and he remains in his rooms nearly all
written by both the clergyman and the newly- the time. He is restless, and complains of
the corner of his pew a.nd makes him think the eaten system of religion taught therein.
converted sister, and some of these hav been sleeplessness. It is not certain how long he
devil is after him. When you preach like that
LoNDON has a larger population than many a published. The girl, Emma Foote, played the will stay here.
I shallbe converted,"
European st-ate with a 80vereign and a parlia- part of Be!Bie Turner and told all. The result
· CoNGREeSMAN DINGLEY is as strong as Neal ment. At the census of 1881 the area of met- is, Mrs. Hal wick has left the place and reA. UNION of the Democraey of this city on a
Dow, in support of the Prohibitory law in ropolitan taxation and police· contained 4,764,- turned to her friends. The husband is nearly county ticket was perfected Monday evening
Maine, but he does not hold that it greatly 312 pArsons. Thus there are in London m,ore distracted. The Conference hav tried the err- by the Conference Committee. The County
lesseus the consumption of liquor. He says: than double the number of people in Denmark, ing clergyman, and, despite his great worth in Democracy will nominate the county clerk,
" Even though it be but spasmodically en- including Greenland ; nearly three times as bringing souls ro Jesus, hav turned him out of Irving Hall the sberi:II, and Tammany Hall
f Jrced, it is better than license. for it is a sol- many as in Greece ; more than eighteen times the church. In closing his commente on this two judges of the Superior Court and three
emn witness to the sentiment of the state. The the population of Montenegro ; some thousands unfortunate case, the editor says, " These cler- coronsrs. The conventions of the three orobjection that prohibition cannot stop drink- more than Portugal, including the A.zores and ical scandals are becoming so numerous the ganizations nominated the harmony ticket
ing ie unreasonable, for no law absolutely kills Madeira ; nearly treble the population of cause of Christianity is being very much in· Tuesday of last week. Franklin Edson is tho
.Qut crime.''
Servia ; more than qouble that of Bulgaria; jured.''
·
candid&te for mayor,

ScANDAL followed the Rev. Dr. Hoffman for
many years, but he was not formally accused
·until last summer, when he was arraigned before the Methodist Conference of Lincoln, lli.,
PULPITS are now filled with their regular ocas a forger, perjurer, and social pest. He made
cupants, and. the war upon sin glides on serenea stubborn defense, but has at last been conly without a ruffle.
victed and deposed from the ministrJ'.
ON a small island near Fiji a soft material is
MR BRADLAUGH, in notes from South Wales,
found ;vhich, on exposure, hardens and looks
where he has recently been delivering lectures,
much like firebrick.
•
describes a visit to 11. heavv steel establishment
A. Jl.Ull.AL paper predicts that before the elecwhere steel rails for roads "are manufactured on·
tion is over many a dark horse will be feeling
a large scale, where 364 tons of steel rails are
like a very light jackass.
turned out in a single day, and where the
UPoN a modest gravestone in a Vincennee, whole process, from the pig iron to the compleIndiana, cemetery, appears this plaintiv legend, tion of the rails; is e:IIect.ed in twenty-four
"His neighbor played the cornet."
hours time.
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Q 1111 f.. 111r f/.,,.,.,nd
111 S!ll!.orl'..1 same valle~ .and ?ccupies a. be~utiful position on the hotel atwhiob sight-seers find accommodation stands
-~5' ""' Git$~.-n., G.J'' ..,,.
'(4" 3'~
U same Russian R1ver. It Is s1tuated on somewhat in a narrow porti?n of the ravine, with the hills or
; ·
·
rising ground where Dry Creek and Russian River mountain ranges rising abruptly on ·both sides. The
R
T ·
i C lifi •
C ti
d
unite. It .is also IIUJ,Tounded by an excellent farming hot springs which a bound here in considerable nu::m.
[ : wenty Days n . a • orma.- on nue • · co~ try, and is a prosperous place. It takes its name berf are east of the hotel, and are located in lateral
L'
.. . . . TO THE GEYS~Rs. .
from ;Hal'Dlon Heal~, wh9 settl!:l~ here in: _1852. It ravines and on the side of the rugged hills. ·. .·
~<·._Pu,esrlay, J:nne 7th.-On this day I made a very was mcorporated m 1867. L1t.ton Spn11gs and
This is, indeed, a wonderful·locality. It must'. be
pleasant trip to the celebrated .. Hot Springs of Cali- Skaggs's Sprhigs,places of some--resort a few miles in olose. proximity to the infernal regions, and
fornia, or the Grand Geyser~, as they ar_e. usually away, are reached by carriage from Healdsburg.
here Pluto or Old Nick ought to reign in undiPputed
called. D_r. J. L. York, havmg never v1s1ted the Oloverdal~,: a- pleasan~ t?w'il '!ith two hot~l13, situ- sway. Hell seems to come nearer the top of the
Geysers, kmdly bore me company. We took the ated at the head of Rmnnan River valley, and sur- ground right here than at any other portion of the
steamer at the .wharf; and, pass;_ng out of the harbor rounded by hills on the east, west, and north, appears eart.h I have visited. Within a quarter of a mile of
·amid the shipping from all parts of the world, made to be the terminus of ·the North Pacific Railroad. the hotel the steam issues from holes and crevices
our way up the. beautiful bay to San Quentin, where Here we stop long enough for dinner, when we take in the mountain sides in at least a hundred places,
· .we took cars for San Rafael, and so on to Petal}1ma, stage for the Geyser~, most·'ef the. way throifgh a and from the way it rushes out and the heated waters
·the same mute as before, and then on by rall to wild and_ very picture!!que valley, a distance of seven- bubble up, an imaginative person can easily believe
~anta. Rosa, Healdsburg, and Cloverda!e.
~his teen miles up the Pluton River, which empties into that the old fellow with the pitch-fork is busy at stir.
ride up the Sonoma Valley and the Russian R1ver the Russian River near Cloverdale. There were ring up the fires.
Valley is an interesting one, the fertile plain,_ the enough of us going to the GeyserS to fill two capaThis place is some se-renteen hundred feet above
coast range of hills on the west, and the. :Mayacmas ciotis stages, and soon we were making our way up the ocean, and is surrounded by wild scenery·.almost
ran{!e of bills on the east, some of the higher peaks one of the wildest gorges or canons through which I bafHing description, and with all its grandeur there
reaching an altitude of four thousand fe~t, affording ever traveled. Our course up the valley of the is a plenteousness of infernality about it that must
a great amount of picturesque and changmg .scenery. Pluton is in a southeast direction, and ascends grad- be painful to a person troubled with a ltelief in the
_One can~ot travel far i~ an-y direct~on in California ually nearly all the way to the Geysers. It_ Is such a roasting regions, where a mm·ciful being casts his
Without bemg almost pamfully remmded of what a country as one would suppose a good carriage road own offspring for doing what he made anq calculated
very reli~!ous people had the n~';Ding of the towns co?ld never be made through; .but two such enter- them to do and knew they inevitably would do. A
. ·.and localities of the countrY:. I ~nm~ there are mo~e pr_Ising men as Van Arnam and Kennedy acoom- Scotchman might well call it an "uncanny place."
places named after the samts m this state than m phshed it, though at a great expense. They are
These springs and the healing qualities of their
.. any othe! state in our Union. The .crop of saints on now .receiving their profits by a pretty constant t~de waters were known to the Indians long before the
'· the· Pamfic coast was a most prohfic one. Some- of sight-seers and pleasure-seekers who patromze eyes of a white man rested on them. One of. the
times it is "saint" in the broad Saxon, but much more their line through this wild region. The character places where the stream rises plentifully from a fis .
.. , frequently in the Latin, san for masculine, and santa of the road somewhat reminded me of some places sure in the hill is called, the "Indians' s·weat bath,"
_for feminine, bothof which mean holiness. Thus we among the Alps in Switzerland, where, if the horses by taking repeated baths in which many a :rheumatic
have, to begin with, San Francisco, San Quentin, or the driver should make a mistake, or some acci- patient and many a one troubled with aches and
. San R'l.fael, Sim~a Rosa, San Jose, ~anta Cruz, Santa dent should occur, we might be. precipitated two or pains has been greatly relieved. Perbaps instead
Barbara, San D1ego, San Berna1"dmo, Santa Clara, three hundred feet to -the foot of the gorge, where of calling this place a suburb of the infernal regions
San Leandro, San Lorenzo, San Luis Obispo, San the river winds and ·dashes among the rocks. We it might more properly be named nature's laboratory
Andreas, Saint John, San Pablo, San Ramoon, Saint passed here on the Pluton many such places where, and hospital, for to it many resort to be treated for
Lawrence, San Emigdio, San Fernando, Sa!l Gabriel, by the slightest mishap, the stage and contents might the ills to which flesh is heir. The first thing I did
Sa:nta ~na, Santa Monica, . San Ant~mo,_ Santa "go tumbling, rolling, and dashing to the very b_ottom after arriving was to wind my way down to the
Rtta, Samt Helena, San Bemto, San Diegu1to, San of the ravine. ·· But we put our confidence In the Pluton bath house, in the very bottom of the ravine,
Jacint?, San Luis Rey, San Joaquin,_ San .l.Vlig?el, driver (I think Providence does not dwell in this where the stream from nature's caldron pours out
San Stmeon, San :Mateo, Santa :Marta, San Felipe, sulphurous valley), and he used the lash very freely, plentifully, and where the water heated by nature's
· Saint Louis, San .6uenaventura, Santa Paula, besides and we often went upon the gallop, going up or furnace is brought in in abundance. There are nuplenty of others that need not be name~. There is down ditches, and whirling around bends enough to merom! apartments in this bath house, one end being
a vast amount of holiness represented lD all these make one's hair stand on end in hurried contempla- for men, the oth( r for women. Here one can sit or
sainted names; but as holiness is a quality somewhat tion nf what a fearful state of things might occur recline on the benches, surrounded by a cloud of
repugnant to my feelings, I cannot say that I am should we· by· some acCident lose our balance steam, until a profuse perspiration is induced, and
fond of these saintly cognomens. They recall to and get a little over the bank of the narrow road- then step under a generou11 stream of water, almost
·· my mind a host of useless mortals who spent way. The ride was, indeed, a- grand one, though hot, conducted in from a spring en the hillside close
'''·their time in rolling up their holy eyes to an imagin- startling and almost hazardous. The drivers and by; or, if he prefers, he can have a dash of cold
ary big ghost above the clouds, who has a wife and the horses, however, are thoroughly accustomed to water, conducted in from another spring not heated
'S.on, the latter of which the big ghost caused to be it, and understand their business, and there is really by nature's fires; for, curiously enough, springs but
put to death in the most ignominious manner, and not so much danger as might be supposed.
a short distance apart afford water very different in
all for his own. pleasure and glory. These holy saints,
PROFILE ROCK.
temperature. It is almost like a first-class hotel,
with· turned-up eyes, much like a dying calf, who
At a distance of about two miles from Cloverdale where both hot and cold water are conducted into
< t}lought muc~ more u~on things above the cl~uds than we passed a large projection fi:om· the crest of the every bedroom, and where either can be had by sim~·; 1,1pon the affa.us of this world, _have been of little nse mountain, near the roadway, the outlines of. which ply turning the faucets. It is needless to say I en: to the latter, and could easily have been spared, have much the appearance of a man's head in profile. joyed this warm bath very highly. The bath house,
·· for any use they have been to mankind. The Of course we had to stop and look at this Old Man the neighboring hot springs, and the precipitous and .
names of these numerous ecclesiastical wo~thies sug- of the Mountain who has been grimly standing sen- rugged character of the country reminded me of the
·, -g~st that _many of them were doubtless Intolerant, tinel here, probably for scores of thousands of years. hot springs I visited at MiJ:a.no-shita in Japan,
bigoted priests ready to crush to the earth those who We however leave the old man to still etand at though I missed here the geniality and kindness
had the independence to presume to differ in opinion his post thousands of years longer, while we wind which I met with among the simple-minded natives
'· from themselves. That has been the character of and climb around and between other rocks, and take of the "Land of the Rising Sun." Americans will
saints in the past ages of the world. I must rc;peat, 'in with enraptured gaze the kaleidoscopic beauties never become, I fear, so pleasant and polite as the
, I do not admire saints and holy persons. But let us which constantly reveal themselvs to our wondering heathen Japanese.
.
This is the way in which these springs first became
. leave them for the present and pursue our journey eyes.
, to the Geysers.
.
The rugged hills rise abruptly on both sides of our known to white men. In the month of April, in
: . Santa R!}!i!a i~ the first town of much size north of devious course. The craggy rocks are sufficiently 1847, William B. Elliot, a farmer, residing oil Mark
Petaluma. It Is the county seat of Sonoma county, covered with soil to afford, much of the way, a West Creek, in company with his son was on a hunt.. ~n~4 this is the way in which it received its name: luxuriant growth of laurel, with its shining leaves, ing expedition. He tracked a bear to the summit of
···.A ·catholic missionary,· named Juan Amoroso, was the madroria, the shrubby manzanita (Indian name the opposite inountain11, but here the track was lost .
. once upon a time located very near the site of this for little apple), and the fragrant and profuse-blos- The father and son, however, discovered smoke or
· . to'!n? where he showed ~reatzeal in propagating the somed buckeye, which grows in the gr~atest abun- steam arising in the valley below, and naturally sup·
rehg10n of Jesus and his mother, and he was fully dance. This last growth reaches the size of small posed it must be the home of some farmer or hunter;
determined to make Christians of those in the vicin- trees, thirty feet high, and their profusion of foliage but upon closer inspec,tion they saw no signs of huity. His zeal was so great that he was disposed to and large clusters or spirals of pretty flowers, now man life about the locality. They descended the
use force if persuasion could not be made to anflwer in full blossom, add great beauty to the continued mountain side to a shelf or small plat, where they
the purpose. On one occasion, in company with one scene of grandeur and loveliness combined. Higher found awaiting them a large grizzly bear, which,
..Jose Cantua, when scouring this part of the coun. up the abrupt hillside the pine flourishes to some however, they soon dispatched. Here on this level
try in pursuit of somebody to persuade or force to extent, but in many places at a considerable eleva- spot the first house was built at the Geysers, which
be a Christian, he came to the territory of the tion there is such a scarcity of moisture during much was long known as the Old Homestead, and whioh
Cainemeros tribe of Indians, who resided on the of the year that the growth of trees and bushes is was remarkable for having on its site an old grape- '
river Choooa-lomi, now called Santa Rosa Creek. At stunted.
vine twelve inches in diameter.
a point in the creek opposite "the old adobe" he
Pluton River seems not inaptly named, for, notThe first wagon road to the Geysers was from
. spied an Indian girl, _and in his religious zeal he cap- withstanding the blooming buckeye in such a bun- Healdsburg, over the steep range of hills called Hog'.s·
. ~ .ture,d ~er, and for.c~d her, nolBns vol~ns, to become a dan~e,_ the ruggedness of the scenery; th~ jagged and back ridge, and the first journey over it was made ID
Christian by baptizmg her at once m the creek and preCipitous character of the rocks and hills, and the May, 1861. The main travel to the Geysers was
. _giving her the .new name of Santa Rosa, from the slight sulphurous odor arising from the springs over this Healdsburg road until1874, when the road
·'fact that that was the very day kept in honor of above, give the impression that we are approaching over which we rode was made, up the Pluton valley.
. · S.anta Rosa of ~ima, and the same name was given the regions where·PlutQ might be supposed to make The Hog's. back route is said to be extremely grand,
~ .. t,o the town which was afterward started near the his residence; If he prefers· deep, rooky glens, abounding in interesting and beautiful scenes.
:·:· sce~e of ~his ~orcible_ oon~ersion. The men; of the, hemmed in by sharp and craggy r?cks rising a The points for taking observations being so elevate_d,
. , Indian tribe_ did not hke his manner of coerCive con- thousand feet or two on either side, with the dash- a much wider view of the beautiful country lying m
·. version, and they pursued Amoroso in anger, and he ing river bringing down the water from the heated every direction can be ea~ily taken in. A fine view
w:as C?~pelled to seek refuge from their wrath in springs above,·which gush from the fervid earth, this is afforded of the Great Russian River valley, of
,. ·:his mlsl!wnat San Rafael.
place must suit: the old fellow exactly. He ought to the great stretch of beautiful country, of the moun... Sa~ta R~sa is beauti~ully situa.ted in the ;midst of reign here in contented glory.
·
tain ranges, and of the lilea beyond .. But the ascent
.•Russian River valley, m a magmficent agncultural
·
THE GEYSERS.
is so sharp as to be very laborious for teams, so upon
~is~rict~ with teeiD:ing plenty on all ~ides. The. valley
I will not attempt to describe all the scenery the completion of this valley road Hog's. back waa
:I~ mterspersed with oak-trees, whwh at a dzstance along our winding way, but it will be sufficient to pretty much abandoned. It must, however, hav:e
.gzve som~what the appearance of an extensive for- say it was interesting and grand, the diversity being been an interesting route. One who traveled It
est. It Is somewhat noted . as a place of summer sufficient to prevent one becoming wearied with thus expressed . himself: "What a gorgeous .Panof
... resort.
sameness, while an almost continued line of enchant- rama is there to be seen from the highest. pomt 0
_Fif~El~n ,miles futther north, and sixty-five miles ments is kept up~ We reached our .destination, the the road I In the immediate foregrou~d are .. the
from San Francisco, is Healdsburg. It is in the Geysers, about tolU'' o~QloQk :~ 1ihe· aft~rnoou. ·The steev mountain sides, covered with a dense fobage
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of varied hues. From the depths of the gulches Sp1itfoot ever kept a hotel or boarding-house here he derful phenomena of nature, and well worthy a visit
sturdy pines rear their lofty pinnacles until they must have found his patronage light, and he quit the from tho_se who like to witness the grand and marseem almost within reach.· Southward stretches out business in disgust, for his Kitchen looks deserted velous in existence.
the Russian River valley, interspersed with gardens and untenanted. If old Splitfoot ever visits his
Away a short distance from the Geysers are sevand grain fields; and through its center, sparkling in Kitchen now it is done on the sly and so quietly eral natural beauties well worthy of notice. Somethe sun's rays, the river winds its tortuous way, con- that nobody sees him or even smells him, though a what below is what is called
THE LOVERS' RETREAT,
cealed at times ·by the luxuriant growth of oak!! and strong odor of sulphur pervades the Kitchen. The .
clinging vines upon its banks. Far beyond the rocks rise abruptly thirty or forty feet high, and A little· emerald arbor, beautiful, picturesque, and
valley the hills and mountains rise in graceful suo- are seamed with white, red, green, and black stripes romantic. A rustic seat extends along the trunk of
cession; and farther on the verge of the horizon, the blending together at intervals, and there is a com- a fine laurel-tree which grows horizontally out from
Coast Range hems in the view, and is dimly visible bination of bubbling, hissing, puffing, sputtering, the mother trunk about three feet from the ground.
in the soft hazy atmosphere, so peculiarly Califor- and rumbling sounds that would seem to argue that The body being hollow for some distance, the apernian."
the personage who owns the Kitchen is but a short ture is used for a post-office, and is filled with cards,
As must be well understood, the name Geysers is distance below the surface.
·
notes, etc., left by tourists. Here, of course, lovers
given to the series of hot springs and steam escapes
In Pluto's Punchbowl the black water is tossing fondlysitand communeupontender subjects,andfind
which abound in this l{)cality, as the same name is about, making a hollow, cavernous sound, while notes for them left by others. A leafy bower near
applied to similar hot springs in other parts of the puffs of steam are ejected from numerous crevices.
the Pluton CreE-k has .the pleasing appellation of
world, particularly in Iceland. These springs extend
The Witches' Caldron attracts much attention, "Lovers' Rest." It is a pleasant place to rest, even
. along the line of the Pluton River, six miles above and every visitor closely approaches its brink to for those who are not lovers.
the hotel, and two and a half miles below; though gaze down upon its bubbling, murky waters of un
The hotel is surrounded by very pleasant scenery.
the most remarkable springs are in the immediate certain depth. It is said the lower edge of the Cal- The range of high hills on the west side of the valvicinity of the hotel, not more than half a mile away. dron was formerly bordered by a rim of rock and ley, though very staep, are well covered with green
I put in the remainder of the day in exploring these mineral depo~it, and that in 1860 it was destroyed trees, and though they are Alpine in appearance,
.infernal regions, and I am sorry to say that Dr. York by a terrific explosion, which was heard at a great they are far from tiresome to the eye. From the
is so affiicted with a laml'l back that he did not feel distance, and which shook the earth for a long pleasant and elevate~ look-out afforded by the upper
adequate to the climbing necessary to seeing all the way around. The waters of this spring reach veranda the view is truly a magnificent one, volumes
marvels of the locality. With stick in band, by the boiling point, or 212 degrees, while the other of steam rolling slowly upward and rising like goaliamyself, and without a guide, I made my way up the hot springs in the neighb9rhood do not rise above mer cloudlets into the clear sky, on the east. From the
DEVIL's CANON,
190. The entire canon, by the torrid vapors which top of the western range a most beautiful view is said
A deep and unsightly gorge, the mouth .of which arise, is kept in a pretty high degrel'l of warmth, to be obtained, not only of the Plutonic valley, with
joins the Pluton· River, some two hundred feet be- quite sufficient, at all events, to stimulate the its numerous hot and sulphurous springs, but of the
low the hotel. This gorge is literally filled with the witches to" boil and bubble" their caldron to their Russian River and Sonoma and Napa valleys, which
steam which exudes from the numerous apertures heart's content. ·
stretch away to the south a!l far as the eye can follow
and passages abounding here.
A jet of steam issues from the foot of the Devil's them, and disclosing one of the most fertile and proFirst an iron spring is reached, and then the Plu- Canopy and seems to come out with great force, ductive countries on the globe. It is well worth the
ton River is crosl!ed on a narrow foot-bridge. The sometimes enveloping the entire cauon in a dense climbing to obtain this glorious view.
.
stream here is about thirty feet wide, and the bed is atmosphere of fog. From a small crevice issues
The attendance at the hotel is quite equal to the
full of large, smooth bouldera, which for thousands heated air, which is very perceptible when the sur- accommodations, all the rooms being filled. Those
of years have been Diade rounder and smoother by ro:unding atmosphere is at a · low temperature. who wished seats in the morning fur Calistoga on
the ceaself1SS aotion of the Plutonic waters. A little Standing near the upper end of the canon anQ. look- the return trip to San Francisco had to give in their
pa~:~t the bath house is the Eye Spring, with its dark- ing toward the lower end, watching the steam. jets names on the previous evening. Having seen the
hued water; next Proserpine's Grotto, in the Devil's spurting out in every direction and puffing ~way on wonderful Geysers, Dr. York and myself concluded
Canon, where epsom salts are found on the rocks in every side, the effect of the Qhemical action taking to return by the first stage. The return route is
plentiful crystals. Here we are in what is called the place beneath the surface, the air thick with vapor entirely different from the one which brought
Devil's Machine Shop, surrounded by infernal springs and suffused with an odor of sulphur, it can easily us out-that is to say, by way of Calistoga by stage
_ bubbling and boiling, with their alum and mineral be agreed that the man who once took it all in and and then by rail down the Napa Valley to the
.solutions, and· among the rest the Devil's Ink Bottle, shouted out to his companions that "hell's broke upper part of the bay of San Francisco.
so called from the darkness of its waters, as though loose!'' was not far out of the way.
At half-past seven in the morning two stages were
the devil, besides attending to his numerous duties
THE DEVIL's PULPIT
up before the hotel, and in these some twenty-five
of constantly punching poor damned souls beneath Is a rocky promontory which seems to be thrust out, tourists speedily seated themselves, and we were
the fiery flood, looking after every human being upon nearly dividing the canon, and from which, from again wending our way up the rugged and picturt!le earth, and continually plying his vilest arts to base to summit, issues steam in small puffs, great esque gorge. For five or six miles the ascent was
induce hapless mortals to step aside and yield to waves, and frequent jet!l. If the devil ever used gradual but constant, our tortuous course winding
temptation, could find time to do so much writing this rooky eminence for delivering sermons, he must around curves and nearing precipices, somewhat the
that he requires so large an ink bottle I The ground have had his imps and victims for an audience; and same as the day before. Near the summit of the
here becomes almost unbearably hot, and the con- there is no reason why he should not have becume mountain we passed in view of a cone-shaped peak
elusion forces itself most strongly upon the mind well warmed up to his subject, and the humidity rising abnptly seven hundred feet above the surthat hell or internal fires cannot be very far away. from the many steam jets would have been sufficient roundin_g hills, oalled the "Lovers' Leap," and conThe steam rushes out of the many holes in the to keep him from becoming unduly dry. There is nected with it is a legend that from a steep precipice
hillsides and underone'sfeet. Alum springs abound, room enough in the canon for a large audience of on the top of it an Indian brave and maiden who
also solutions of niter or saltpeter, and a kind of soft those who would wish to lil'lten to his persuasive argu- ardently loved each other but were not permitted to
clay called putty. ThA whole surroundings are so menta; and then, when preaching was over, they marry, carried out a firm resolve to jump, and thus
peculiar and unusual that a feeling of awe creeps would have but a short distance to go to reach together end an existence no longer desirable.
over one, as well as the apprehension that danger home. If such meetings are now held, and the
The mountaiq sides and the narrow valleys are
possibly lurks around. On the sides of the banks on devil really occupies his pulpit for preaching, it is covered with a profuse growth of laurel and manzathe right and left are carbonate!! of· magnesia and unknown to the few who reside in the neighborhood. nita, some of which reach a bight of ten feet, and
various salts of iron.
No notice is given out of the sermons, and no one several similar growth!! which I do not know, toA few yards further on up the canon the greatest knows of their taking place.
getherwith the flowering buckeye and other trees in
wonder of all is reached, the Witches' Caldron, a
From the upper end of the canon, by making a abundance. When the crest of the mountain range
large cavity six feet by eight, and four feet deep. little extra exertion, one can climb over the rough is reached, and we have passed over Hog's Back, a
It is full of a dark, boiling liquid, containing iron, ridge, which presents the appearance of once having view of the valleys leading off to the south is obsulphur, and alum. Although boiling and bubbling been highly heated, and at a distance of t_hree or tained, which is grand in the highest degree, the
day and night, very little fluid runs away. It seems four hundred feet in an eastward direction other skilful driver sends his team off at a rapid gait, and
to be more heated air than water that escapes from springs are bubbling up aud other jets of steam are we follow our course down the winding descent for
the cavities below.
bursting from crevices in the earth. These places miles. The ride is exhilarating, and we have what
THE DEVIL's CANOPY
have the same devilish names as are attached to may be termed a bird'a-eye view for many miles
Is a little above, on the right-a projection from the localities just visited, carrying the idea that the away of the valleys and ranges of hills before menthe banks, composed of stalactites of sulphur and domain of his sulphurous majesty extends for con- tioned, presenting such a landscape as but few places
iron. The head of the canon is near, and the siderable distance around; thus we have the Devil's afford.
Steamboat Springs are also here. These are not in Oven, the Devil's Tea Kettle, the Devil's Washbowl,
When pretty well down the several miles of almost
the bottom of the gorge, but are elevated some etc. The latter, also called the Crater, is somewhat constant descent, we pass through a region of quicktwenty feet. Here steam is profusely and con- in the form of a washbowl, and is thought to be an silver mines, whera formerly pretty large quantistantly escaping, and rising three hundred feet high, old witch's caldron boiled dry, the broth having ties of the ore were obtained, but now are not
very naturally suggesting a steamboat under a full been evaporated years ago. The ground in this lo- worked. We stopped to change horses at a station
head of steam. Among the noted spots in this re- cality seems to be cavernous, and vibrates when where is a store, at which the curiosities aboundmarkable canon are the Devil's Arm-Chair, which is stamped upon. The number of wonders within a cir- ing in this locality, such as petrified woodt Indian
a stone seat that almost blockades the path, and is cuit of half a mile of the hotel will be seen relics, etc., are kept on sale; then we roll on again
narrowed down to a few inches in width between are not a few-and it is unquestionably one of the .to the level of the valleys below. Our driver is the
th~ rock and a tree ~rowing out of the very narrow most wonderful of nature's laboratories.
son of the somewhat famous Clark Foss, of Fo11sville,
str1p of earth bordermg the canon, and from which
The causes which produce the phenomena of the who has resided here many years, and has run the
an occasional puff of steam is visible. A few feet Geysers are an almost unceasing theme for discussion. line of stages between Oalistoga and the Geysers,
further on are huge rocka rising on the left, red as The more common opinion is that the molten mass often sending. three stages per day each way. A
vermilion and soft like putty or hard paint. A little of metals and rocks which constitute the center tourist who several years ago passed over this romanbelow is White Sulphur Spring, the waters of which of the earth here comes nearer the surface than usual, tic route made these remarks about this noted stager:
are clear and cool, pouring from a pure white basin ehnce the surface heat, on the same basis that vol- "A trip to the Geysers without Fol!ll, the accommoformed by the minerals gradually deposited there. canoes are simply the chimneys or vent places for d·ating and world-renowned driver, who originated
THE DEVIL's KITCHEN
the same internal molten mass, the difference being and owns the line between Calistoga and the GayMay well be regarded as a place of interest. So only in degree. Scientists and naturalists, on the sera, is like the play of Hamlet with that melancholy
much has been said about his Satanic majesty that other hand, regard the heat as being produoed by y.oung gentleman left out. Not only is he an unthe place where his meals are cooked cannot be the action of opposing chemical substances which equaled driver, but he is a man of genius and -a phiotherwise than very interesting, though from the exist below the surface, and that the Geysers are losopher. In person he stands six feet and two
appearance of the surroundings we readily come to simply one of nature's laboratories, where heat is inches in his stockings, is as strong as a giant, has
the conclusion that a good meal of victuals never engendered the same as it is when water is added to the voice of a tragedian, weighs two hundred and
was gotten up here. Jets of steam are seen puffing lime. The steam and hot water are the result of thirty pounds, and ll'l al'l fine a specimen of muscular
out all around, with hot water in abundance, which spring water running into the chemical composition. development and vigor as ever went forth from the
bubbles up smoking hot; but no dishes, no pots and This theory is probably more 90rrect than the first. hills of the Granite state. With a fresh team of six
kettles, and nothing edible ill in sight. If Lucifer or , Whiohever theory it true, the Geysers are truly won- horses, and a load of appreciative passengers, Fol!l
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.is in his glory. Alternately coaxing and encourag-l if possible, than lies themselvs. It is equal to the 1 Jesus. We remember that it is but a few years
ing his horses up the steepest acclivities, his eye best that Joseph Cook or Anthony Comstock could since we published three or more small pamphlets or
sparkles at the top as he gathers the reins carefully, get off. It is quite clear that he means the gist of tracts written by Mr. Coleman, in which he displayed
places his foot on the brake, turns half round to see his tirade of abuse for THE TRUTH SEEKER, anil the not a little ability in writing against· the claims· :of
that the passengers are all there, when crack goes Truth Seeker publications, though Voltaire, Paine, theology and Christianity; in fact, they were dethe whip, a shout to the horses, and away we go Taylor, Bradlaugh, Seaver, Ingersoll, Watts, Denton, cidedly anti-theological. . The first is a very strong
down the steep mountain side. Trees fly past like Chainey, and several others must necessarily com~ in argument that the Bible and the Bible God are disthe wind, bushes dash angrily against the wheels; for a share of his diatribe against those who oppose proved by nature, and cannot be true. In the second
the ladies shut their eyes, and grasp the arm of some theological claims, -the divinity of the Bible, Chris- he examins the relationship which exists between
male passenger and speed down the declivity with tianity, and Jesus. ·All tbese were, or are, opposed Jesus, Jehovah, and the Virgin Mary. He throws
lightning rapidity, the horses on a live jump, and to those claims, and hence, according to the superior not a little ridicule upon the supposed relation be. General Foss, whip in hand, cracking it about their. opinion of William Emmette Coleman, they must.be tween the three, and makes out Jesus to be his own
heads to urge them on. The effect [upon the timid] very low and coarse fellows, false Liberals; they son, his own grandson, likewise his own father and
is anything but pleasant. At every lurch of the are not only "coars1:l," but" crude," "intolerant," his own grandfather. He makes the virgin to be
coach one feels an instinctive dread of being tossed "bigoted," and also abound in "slander" and "mis- mother, daughter, and sister to Jeeus., and at the
high in air and landed far below-in a gorge, or per- representation." They hav the "anti-theological same time the daughter, wife, mother, and sister of
chance spitted upon the top of a sharp pine. If a mania," and reek with "scurrilous abuse,"" misrep- God. This may be very learned and cultured, but
horse should stumble or misstep, or the tackle snap, resentation of Jesus, the Bible, Christianity," and it is certainly anti- theological and anti-Christian.
away we should all go down a precipice. The angle "pollute the pages of literature, and disgrace Free- To an ordinary observer this seems about as coarse,
of descent [in places] is exceedingly sharp, and down thought oratory in large measure." They are "soi- as crude, and malicious toward the Christian cause
this declivity the horses are run at break-nook speed disant Liberals," guilty of untruth and er; or, "born of as anything we remember having written. His third
for two and a half miles, making thirty-five turns, prejudice, ignorance, love of falsehood," the same pamphlet was against the Sabbath observance, and
and some of them extra short ones."
committed" ignorantly, knowingly, or maliciously." its aim is to destroy faith in the institution. We
[TO BlC coNTINUED.]
These are the men who "indoctrinate with preju- think we hav never said anything more radical upon
dice, spite, illiberality, bigotry, and dogmatism, as the subject. At all events, it is very offensiv to our
baneful in their tendency as the same qualities when Christian friends, and is held by them to be very
manifest in the orthodox." Again, these are the anti-theological and anti-Christian. (We sell the
men who are "advocating crude, coarse, and per- three for twenty cents.)
.
verted Liberalism;" they are poisoning the people
It is the same with his friend·Underwood. He is
Cultured Liberalism •.
with their "noxious dogmas, falsehoods, and ma- now very tender upon the Bible and upon "ChrisWilliam Emmette Coleman, a bit of ordinary hu- liciousness."
tianity. He thinks nothing o:ffensiv should be said
manity, residing in Presidio, one of the suburbs of
As it is upon our humble head that these vials of against them. He has shown the same inconsistency
San Francisco, is out in nearly four columns of the wrath are principally poured, we must say a word in in the change he has made that Mr. Coleman has.
Indem of the 12th inst., in which he takes rather reply. If we are coarse and ignorant we are hardly Although he deems it far amiss to say aught against
t;Jeverely to task the class of Liberals who are not responsible for it, for we act out our nature, and are theology, the Bible, and the Christian claims, he has
"cultured" and who oppose theological claims. j11st what the conditions which control our being bav himself in the past done not a little in that line.
He says:
made us. But we submit it to the self-conceited, He has held several debates to prove Christianity
mental
coxcomb of Presidio, whether it is not a false, he has delivered hundreds
of· lecturesI for the
What a rarity is strictly accurate knowledge upon any subbl h
ject, save in cases of the ftJw specialists who may be devoted species of cruelty to taunt a man, less favore-d than same purpose, he has a y s own m his " nfluence
thereto 1 Some vague, general idea of the trend of modern himself, with ignorance, coarseness, crudeness, and of Christianity" the-pernicious effEct it has had upon
science and of rational religiolis thought is abroad in the world; falsehood. If a man is lame in one leg, or cock- the world. In comparing Christianity with Materialbut, in most cases, even among those tolerably well-informed, eyed, or has· a big nose, or is a little under size, or ism he says very uncomplimentary things of the
naught aut a mere smattering is known. Freethought and has a dark complexion, or red hair, is it kind or gen- former. He has also made a fearful arraignment of
rationalism,.weknow,areintheair,sotospeak; and yethow
·
·
Ch · · · b
· "dl
h ·
· " ·
"
crude, how superficial, are most of its expressions 1 The world tlemanly to taunt him about It, and hold }nm up to
nst1amty y VlVI y s owmg up Its cr1mes.·
needs a cultured Freethought, an accurately- comprehended and the world as an object of contempt and scorn? lf He has in another publication shown the failings and
accurately-expressed rationalism. To further this desideratum it is wrong to do this for physical defects, how much imperfections of Jesus, and has made fearful attacks_
the Free-Religious Association is sustained; but how little is it more wrong to C!lll attention to his mental deficien- upon the Bible, exhibiting its falsities and crudities.
doing to relieve the ignorance and cruden~ss of radical propa- cies! Can a man who has no brains help being a How can Mr. Coleman approve of such coarse congandism
I Mr. Underwood has recently, in the Index, written f 1
· It
· a h umane· an d man 1y person w h o tells d uct? B ut M r. U n d erwoo d 18
· no t d omg
· th a t sort of
quite
plainly
concerning the anti-theological ma~s of much oo , an d IS
that passes current for Freethought, and I most he&rtily indorse him over and over again that he is a fool, an igno-/ thing now; he has become too ''cultured," too esthetic.
his truthful and timely utterances thereanent. By what means ramus, and don't know anything? Suppose Emmette . It is no longer cultured Liberalism to do those things,
are the masses being led into free-thinking forms of thought? was not quite as able as some other men, would he like I it belongs to coarse, crude., and ignorant ,persons like
What is the character of most of the literature and the oratory to be abused about it and be told that he is coarse, j ourselvs to perform such malicious and wicked things.
of the Liberalism of the day, anJ what their effects upon its ignorant, and vile? We readily acknowledge that we I Mr. Coleman briEfly explains the evolution he has
converts and deYotees? In sorrow be it sll.id that coarseness,
d · h" a·
· H e says:
crudeness, intolerance, bigotry, misrepresentation, slander, are do not know so much as we would like to, and do /1 ma em t IS uect10n.
very largely represented in its make-up. Books, papers, tracts not find as mucJ! time for r~ading ~B we wis.h to, but It IS but just to say that the ~riter [himself] was a few years
flood the country, filled with exhibitions of this anti-ther·logical we hav Jooked mto theologwal claims suffiCiently t.o II ago ~onsid~rably a:ffiliat~d with this wing [the anti-tbeologic_!t.l.J
mania. These productions are as rabid against Christianity in be convmced that they are all wrong, that theolo~y of Liberalism, but havmg -by 1> process of mental evolutiOn
spirit as the Roman Catholic church was against the heresy of is an absurdity, that. there is no science of God, that 1 passed beyond its in:fl.u~nce, his sympathy therewith, he is conthe Reformation. Scurrilous abuse and misrepresentation of the claims of supernaturalism are. false, that' nature . fident, can never be reVIved.
Jesus, the Bible, &!ld Christianity pollute the pages of this literature, and disgrace Freethought oratory in large measure. is the Snpreme Power, that the Bible was not written
It is probably the same with Mr. Underwood. He
With these writers and speakers, everything that can be col- nor dictated by God, that Jesus was not begotten by has passed through a process of mental evolution
lected derived from the four winds of heaven abusiv of these a ghost, that he was begotten, if at all, by a natural!1 until he now deems it improper to say anything
three, without regard to truth, honor, or decency, is greedily father, the same as all other men; that miracles hav derogatory to theology and Christianity; and they
seized
uponand
andanscattered
broadcast,
to.ihe rationalism.
disgrace of true no t b een perf ormed lll
· · any age Of t h e world • an d sh ould pro b a bl Y b e ran k ed WI"th t h e prose 1ytes
Liberalism
enlightened,
conscientious
With many of the adherents of this soi-disant Liberalism, for that the claims of Christianity are untrue. Being whose last stages constitute tbem "ten times m_ore
a true friend of genuin Liberalism to protest againstthis coa,·se, satisfied that we are correct in our conclusions we the children of hell (bigotry and intolerance) than
illiberal species of Freethought proselytism, and to deplore its hav been, and are still, disposed to oppose these before." But the world is large, and there is abununhappy effects, is, seemingly, for him to commit one of the errors to the extent of our ability. If we do not dant room for all of us. If there is a constituency
worst possible crimes; for, let any cultured rationalist e_xpress know so much as the great (in his own conceit) of ''cultured" Liberals who object to anything harsh
his honest convictions concerning the bad Affects of this- rabid W"ll"
E
C
·
antichristian folly, he at once becomes the target for the abuse,
I tam mmette oleman, we Will do the best we being said in an anti-theological vein-anything opridicule, and denunciation of those in sympathy with this infe- can with ·such abilities as we do possess. We hav posed to the Bible and Christianity, we are entirely
rior type of Liberalism. His private character i~ asFailed, his thought what we lack in quality we might make up willing that Messrs. Underwood and Coleman should
culture and schQlarship laughed at and denied, his motivs im- in quantity. we are honest in the work we are minister unto them; we will not. object. If they
pugned, and expletivs and epithets showered upon him in rich doing, and try to do no injustice to the questions we even wish to join the church, and become cultured
profusion. Of course this class of Liberals embraces the Free- treat, and so far- as we know _we hav not been guilty orthodox instead of cultured Liberals, we will not
lovers, the obscenity law repealers, and the "tag-rag and bobtail" of Freethinkers, as Mr. Underwood aptly termed them a of falsehood or misrepresentation. If Mr. William raise an objection; or if, like Oscar Wilde, they defew years since.
Emmette Coleman had pointed out some of our cide to wear sunflowers in the lapels of their coats
The misleading and illiberal character of much of the falsehoods and misrepresentations it would hav been as badges of their esthetic culture and purity, we
"Liberal" literature accessible to the masses necessarily has a more manly than being content to make the charge will not raise a disturbance a bout it. We care not
more or less
pernicious
effectreligion,
upon itsChristianity,
readers. They
· I•t. If we h. av h ow f ar th ey d epar t f rom old. t"Ime L"b
r
b t
inculTect
ideas
concerning
the gather
Bible, WI"thout th e lilrtght es·t proo f t o sus t am
l. era IBm, u
Jesus, the apostles, the Jews, etc., such literature being l&rgely at any time been led into an error we will most we claim some rights for ourselvs and ask to be left
permeated with untruth and error, born of prejudice, ignorance, i'eadily correct it when specifically apprised of the at peace in the enjoyment of such rights without or love of falsehood, some writers erring ignorantly, some fact.
censure or abuse. We regard theology a blind beknowingly and maliciously. And, through such writings, the
It can be said of William Emrr.ette Coleman that lief in the divinity of the Bible, and the intolerance
masses· of· Liberals are being indoctrinated with prejudice, he has read extensivly, more perhaps than oxe man and untruth of Christianity as our foes and the foes
spite, illiberality, bie;otry, and dogmatism as baneful in their in fifty thousand. We confess, without a moinent's of the· race,· and we shall continue to oppose them
tendency as the same qualities when manifest in the orthodox.
Illiberal Liberalism is poisoning the people with its noxious delay, that he has done ten times· the reading we so long as we retain our present views, and we are
dogmas, its falsehoods, and its maliciousness, and still the evil hav; but it is a serious question whether his reading sustained by those who hold similar opinions. We
goes on. We need a higher stand&rd of Liberal thought and has been of great utility to him. It is to be Jeared here emphatically express the decision that we much
endeavor at work among the masses. AB it is, they are prac- that it has made him. conceited and book-proud. prefer to continue the course we are pursuing in cotically
left to the
mercy of
lower,coarse,
more _perverted
popular, and
more Th ere IS
· a passage In
· th e b oo k w h"10h h e reveres, an d operatiOn
·
·
D'Holb ach ,
unscrupulous
advocates
of athe"crude,
LiberalWI"th sueh men as V oItaue,
ism. Converts from orthodoxy crowd the Liberal ranks, thinks-should not be opposed or spoken of lightly, Mealier, Paine, Taylor, Bradlaugb, Ingersoll, Wakebringing with them the heritage of a long line of ancestral su- which reads thus: "Seest thou a man wise in his _man, Seaver, Watts, Bright, Chainey, Putnam, and
perstition, intolerance, narrowness, and spite. In many cases, own conceit? there is more hopes of a fool than others than to train with such" cultured" Liberals as
these qualities seem to be intensified after acceptance of so- of him." A man may hav read over thousands of Coleman, Abbot, Ellie, Underwood, and Henry Clay
called Liberal views; and this keeping alive and intensification volumes and still be lacking in fairness, charity, truth- Neville. Let us each continue his own course, ana
of such deplorable mental qualities are largely due to the char- fulness, and the essential qualities of a gentleman. the more we keep apart the better. Of course,_.this
acter of the popular· Free thought literature, in much of which
these qualities are strikingly manifest. Now, as of old, sea
If, with all his reading and culture, Mr. Coleman is a sad thing to lose the countenance and approbaand land. are compassed to make one proselyte; and, when he has shown· remarkable powers of mind superior to tion of such apostles .of cnlture as Coleman and
is made, he is tenfold more the child of hell (bigotry and into!- other men, it has not been widely discovered.
Underwood ; but we shall endeavor to survive
erance) than before.
But Mr: Coleman has either deteriorated or ad- the loss so long as such a goodly number of .plain,
There are several falsehoods in the foregoing extract vanced, according to the standpoint from which he is common-sense people as now approve of our efforts.
from the conceited, self-righteous, and would-be "cul- viewed. Now, he seems to think it is very coarse If the opposit party hav true Liberalism, we
tured," semi-advocate of theology, the Bible, Chris- and crude, exhibiting a great amount of ignorance promptly avow we want none of it. We had even
tianity, Jesus, and the apostles; it besides contains and malice, to say anything against the claims of rather be called coarse and ignorant and be lied
several flings, innuendoes, and insinuations~ meaner, .theology, against ~he Bible, a~ainst Cbristi~nityan<l about by hypoorits. We aro content that Under.
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wood and Coleman should write for the " culSecond. The $50 contributed to make Mrs. J acksoii of the past, while the Feallife· of the past he would
tured" few if we may be permitted to contribute and Mrs. Slenker life members should be credited to unfold and carry on to greater issues in Qonnection
according to our ability for the plain, uncultured, two gentlemen-Mr. Orlando Child, of Moline, Ill., with the new light which we are constantly gaining.
common-sense people of our country. We do not and Charles Eckhard, of New York-$25 each, and He is a profound historic student, and, with the wis·write for students, ex-reverends, and super-cultured not to Mr. Eckhard alone. ·Both these gentlemen dom of thlftrue scholar, would make what man has
souls, but are happy if we can adapt ourselvs to the were .already life members. They know how ,pleas- reasonably done the basis of that grander good which
working, unpretentious, but worthy class of our ant it is to dwell in the tents of the League them- he will yet accomplish.
population.
·
Any League or body of Liberals who desire sound
selvs, and they needed some helpmeet, for life, in the
, Mr. Coleman seams very sensitive because what good work. Hence they "proposed," like gallant thought, advanced echolarship, genuin philosophy,
he o~lls "slander" has been somewhat used; but gentlemen as they are. Mr. Child indicated a pref- and splendid eloquence should secure the services of
let him tell who began the use of slander. Let him erence for Elmina if the Congress would a:Qprove, but Charles Watts. He will giv them the best of. the1o1e
say whether we ever said a word derogatory of Mr. Eckhard left his beneficiary entirely to the salec- things, I know, because I hav heard him myself. ·
Abbot, Bundy, and Underwood, until after they had tion of the Congress. Thereupon Mrs. Severance
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
abused us, and repeatedly said the most unkind arose and nominated Mrs. Lizzie K. Jackson, of St.
California Letter •
things of us. Mr. Coleman seems like th.e unjust Louis, as some recognition of her services as secrejudge who was not annoyed when his bull had gored tary of the auxiliary in tha~ city. That is how it
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I
his neighbor's ox; but is excessivly annoyed when was.
T. C. LELAND.
congratulate you on your safe arrival home, and the
tbe neighbor's bull gores his. It is a trite old maxim
many honors you hav received at the hands of our
that the man who hides is as mean as the man who
people on your route across the cont~nent, and espeSecularism.
steals, so Mr. Coleman has not and never has had
cially am I glad at the great success of the Watkins
a wo~d to say in condemnation of the base and cruel
Charles Watts gave us a_ splendid discourse before meeting, and great credit is due to the management
attacks made upon us when in prison, but he is loud the Liberal Club on Friday evening, the 13th~ con- for wide-spread notices which hav appeared in the
in condemnation of us if we retort somewhat, and earning the fundamental points of secularism. He press of this coast.
shte a few unpleasant truths. Let the cultured. soul showed how thoroughly adapted it is to all the needs
One such well-noticed convention is worth a thoube assured that we can prove the charges we hav of humanity, moral, intellectual, and social. Secu- sand still-born meetings, and nothing would hav
made, and by men more truthful and more fair than larism is as many sided as human nature itself. H pleased me better than to hav taken part with those
the esthetic gentleman himself, if the test is made. seeks to develop every faculty that man possesses. It noble men in shaping public sentiment in favor of
We think we can prove even more than is charged sticks to facts indeed, but to facts in all their infinit mental freedom.
in the indictment.
variety of meaning. It accepts the greatness of the
That is a homely adage which says that" every
The most contemptible feature in Mr. Coleman's universe. It has no narrow theory of the world's dog has his day," and the day of the church dogs
cultured screed is when he quotes his friend Under- advancement. It looks to the ideal side as well as has been, to our kind, a long and dark day. B.ut
wood's langue.ge and· sentiment to_ the effect that the material. It believe in poetry and romance; in thanks for the courage and true manhood and womanthe patrons of THE ·TRUTH SEEKER and the "re- the glory of the imagination and the splendors of hood of our workers, who are pushing forward the
pealers" are "the tag.rag and bobtail of Freethink- art. It objects only to those artificial wants which enfranchisment of our race from ignorance and
ers." What can a man think of himself, and what hav .been created byafalse theology; the desires for superstition.
can others think of him, who will thus blacken and a heaven hereafter, and a reward for goodness, beBy the way, lest I forget it, let me commend and
denounce thousands of worthy people with whom sides the act of goodness itself. Secularism finds in shake hands with Samuel P. Putnam for his able and.
he has not the slightest acquaintance? No gen- this. world ·all its motiv powers to action. One may terse criticism in reply to ".Agnostic." We need
tleman would indulge in such billingsgate. And be an Atheist, or Agnostic, or Theist, or Spiritualist, more such writers as he to take the wrinkles and
this is the man to cry out "slander" in connection but his aim mu:st be the life that now is, its perfec- dry-rot out of some of the fossils who bear the name.
with others. How does he know who are bobtails? tion in the condition which we actually know, and of Liberal. Bigots are not alone confined to the
Pray, m11.y he not himself be a bobtail? How not another life in unknown relations and with un- church, but in our own ranks they can be met
shall it not be known whether he is a bobtail known duties. Seculari!lm allows a vast range of opin- simom-pure. i\ conservatism which can build nothor a longtail? Can he not giv us a cultured treatis ion. It is based upon no opinion whatever, only ing and do nothing but destory is fit only to sit in
on bobtails and longtails?
upon the all-commanding importance of this present the corner and croak-a monument of departed use.
He also has a slur and sling at" Freelovers." sphere of action. Here, indeed, one finds scope for fulness.
Are all those Freelovers who are not " cultured?" his amplest faculties. Here he can exercise all his
We ought to be united as Liberals in the cause of
Whom does this impudent slanderer mean by manhood. Here is a field for the display of the every true reform, and stand heart to heart in ag·' Freelovers ?" Does he refer to the man who trav- sublimest morality. To be moral is to be useful. gressiv warfare against false religion in whatever
els over the country and has his liaisons and illegiti- There are no duties to God. Our duties are to man, form. What better am I that I hav rid myself of
mate children in ~early every state, or does he mean and the foundation of those duties is what makes for Methodism and then set about the work of taking
those- who are so uncultured as to . to read argu- the happiness of all. If the doctrin of utility is on another cargo no less full of rubbish than the
ments and facts in opposition to theology, the Bible, selfish, it is selfish in a very noble sense, for it is the first? A conservatism which weighs well the assortand Christianity? If he means that the readers and welfare of the universal race which is to be sought ed cargo as it takes it in, and then cuts loose from,
patrons of THE TRUTH SEEKER are Freelovers, he is and not that of any one individual. Secularism em- the worm-eaten wharf and moves out and tries to
guilty of the most contemptible !lllander, of which he braces in its theory life only, and not death. It does reach somewhere, deserves commendation.
has not the slightest means of knowing whether it is not seek to prepare for death-only for life .. If one
I am still at home, but much better in health than
true or false. It is simply a reGkless and malicious knows bow to liv well, then he certainly will hav the when we parted at the train in San Jose, and hope
assertion, made with reference to people far more power to die heroically. ·He will hav a fortitude soon to swing the battle-ax as heretofore.
I met our mutual friend, Adonis, in San Francisco
honorable than himself. We do not believe there that will front the eternities with a serene faith.
Secularism does not deny faith, only it says that a day or two since, and, true to his nativ impulses, is
is one in three thousand of the patrons of THE
TRUTH SEEKER whQ is a Freelover; and it is possi- faith must be based upon reason. It must spring moving in the matter of calling a Liberal convention
ble cultured. Liberalism might furnish nearly that from our knowledge and not from our mere fancy. in 'Frisco, to meet on Paine's memorial day. Good
proportion. But let Mr. Coleman hurry up his cul- We must reach the heart through the head, and not angels speed the man and the cause so noble and true.
Now. one thing more. I feel like writing an open
tured school of Freethought for the elite pf his class. the head through the heart. The judgment must
We will try to still get along without it. If he can predominate. Faith is beautiful when born of scien- letter to Dr. A. B. Spinney, of Michigan, asking him
cultivate fairness and truth it will doubtless be as tific experience. Then its wings are indeed golden, in all kindness to desist from the violence he is doand glisten with unfading luster. Such a faith in ing to the cause of truth as reporLed in notes of
fine a. species of culture as he can adopt.
We are sorry that- THE TRUTH SEEKER and THE nature, in humanity, in progress, would Secularism camp-meeting at Lansing in the .Religio of Sept.
TRUTH SEEKER man are so much in the way of cherish. It would make man hopeful and buoyant 16th. In his blind attempt to drive apart the Lib.
these cultured individuals, and .·that the placidity of as he treads the upward way, only he must walk on erals and Spiritualists of Michigan, he has taken
their tempers should be so disturbed in consequence the firm earth. Still his eye can be far-reaching and leave of both common sense and truth, when he says
that a disbelief in a hereafter leads to all that is
of such a "coarse," vile, and ignorant sheet. It has his purpose lofty.
Such are some of the ideas which form the basis SP.nsuous and degraded. While a belief in spirit
for a. long time been a source of grief to them, and
it has been feared they would sink into a state of hope- of secularism to which Mr. Watts gave eloquent and life compelled mortals to hold sacred their bodies,
less melancholy. But we do not see wherein we a.re lucid uttera11ce. He is in many respects a powerful w.hile Materialism taught a contempt for it, nothing
to blame for it, or what we can do to change. matters. speaker. He is full of thought, and his thought is but a softening of the brain can be pleaded for such
We are just what we are, and cannot make ourselvs arranged with great skill. His points ~re ~e:finitly a departure from truth and the facts of every-day.
.
over even to suit men we esteem so highly. But made and well put, without undue amphficatwn. In observation.
I wish it were true that a belief in the Christian
perhaps we can giv them a little good advice. If this way he traverses in one lectn:re a vast field. ~.e
they will just attenel to their own business, stand np suggests many things, and the mmd of the hearer 1s religion made -people honest and good. But, alas!
bravely for Jesus, and, both directly and by innu- kept constantly on the alert. He is very enthusiastic. it does not. I wish it were true that a belief ·in
endo, let THE TRUTH SEEKER man severely alone, he He has the magnetism of evident conviction. He ghosts made its believers honest and virtuous, but
captures his audience with the dash and abandon of the facts forbid such conclusion, and a claimed
will be very sure not to harm them.
his fervid speech. All the time, however, his de- knowledge, niuch less a belief, on tb.e part of SpiritHow It Was.
liberate judgment guides his fiery onset. He iB" not ualists has had no such results as the emaculate Dr.
· To THE EDITOR oF _THE TRUTH SEEXERJ Sir: a mere exhorter. He is a teacher. He arranges; Spinney would lead you to believe.
Your reporter's account of the late League Congress and from the beginning to the end of his disc~urse
Men and women are made of one stuff, and they
at St. Louis is mainly very correct and intelligently the hearer constantly progresses and sees new thmgs, act out their life in harmony with their individual
organism, be they Materialist, Spiritualist, or Methowell done. On two points only does it need a re- and the intellect is fed while the heart is exalted.
statement.
Every Liberal League shon:l4, he~r this orato~. He dist. Now, go forward, friend Spinney, and pull in
First. Where he says that the secretary's and has the right word for us. Enghsh Seculansts, I pieceswhatothersquite as good as yourself hav toiled
treasurer's reports "showed that the League had think, understand the high art of organization and to build under the title of Spiritual andLiberalAssoci- ·
doubled itself in members, means, and auxiliaries work much better than we do. Their -achievement ation of Michigan, and then, lik& every other ism,
within the past year," his statement is true as to in this direction has been admirable. We should build a fence about yonrselvs and fossilize, and thus
members, as the life and annual members hav more study their methods. Their practical experience will become a stench along the highway of progressiv
than doubled since the Congress of '81. At that be of immense benefit in the future for the mighty life. Sincerity and true genius unite men and
time there were 106 annual members and 13 life work which lies before our onward path.
.
women in a common cau~e, while fanat~cal ?ran~isJ?l,
members. Up to this year's Congress there were 242
Mr. Watts comes to us with these rich exper16J;10es through fear of absorptwn, spreads d~su!n~m m. ~ts
annual members and 29 life members. The means and yraotical insight. He has ~tudied deeply u~to pat~. Yours for truth. From a MatenahstiC-Spmtwere nearly doubled-last year $1,119.87; this year, all the problems of the present t1me, and has a Wl8e .uahst,
Dr. J. L. YoRK; ..
$1,912.50. But it is quite erroneous to say the aux-~ word to say; and if he does not solve every problem
San Jose, Sept. 30, 1882.
iliaries hav doubled. We added twenty-four new he will, I think, put forth no vague and foolish theTHE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent to new subscri.._. ·
Leagues last year, which is a very gratifying in- ory. He evidently builds upon common sense. He
crease, but we could hardly expect to double so large 1 is a thoughtful evolutionist and kn?WB that the ers three months for half a dollar. Let those who
a number a.s we had last year. There are now 242!' future good must grow out of past achievement, and are interested in the spread ef Freethought induce
au;iliaries.
,
. so he would reject only the errors and superstitions their friends to become trial subscribers.
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tkommuqi~a:lions.

A: Can you find any fault with that doctrin, Mr. constitute a Christ, another whole and perfect nature
oi man was added, and certainly a perfect man must
B?
B: Not with the doctrin itself, but I hav no evi- Qe a personality, and hence with utmost propriety it
may be said there are four persons in the godhead.
dence of jts truth.
Dialog.
But to effect 'this redemption of all mankind someA: Why not true, Mr. B?
B: Mr. A, I hav been very thoughtful and reB: This inTolves me in the necessity of making body must die. Men hav. been dying from the be~
flectiv all day, menaced by the sermon we heard some very careful steps, for in this matter I hav as ginning down to that period, and yet the death of
yesterday at church. I could not deny the sincerity much at stake as any man else, and, first, this re- millions was insufficient for the redemption of a sin~
of the preacher; his tears and his earnestness con- demption must relate to 1ihe curse consequent to gle man. What must do it?
A: No one could do it but Christ. Paul says
vinced me of that. I hav spent the day thinking, Adam's offense. "Dust thou· art, and unto dust
and hav arrived.at the conclusion that if religion is shalt thou return." This means death, and is cor- Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the law.
B: But as Christ possessed two whole and perfect
true nothing is of so much moment to mankind; and roborated by Paul who. says, "By one man sin
if it is not true, no imposition is as great; so I thought entered into the world, an.d death by sin, so that natures, both those natures must hav died, or only
as you hav been so long a church-member, you would death has passed upon all men for that all hav one. Do you claim that the son of God, who was
understand the question as well a,s any of my neigh- sinned." Again he says," ChTist hath redeemed us coeternal with his father and essential to the godbors; therefore I hav come over this evening to ask from the curse of the law, and the law said, Cursed head, died? Can an infinit being die, either per
an honest, close, and logical analysis of at least the i!l every one that continueth not in all things write force or by his own volition? The godhead died or
fundamental doctrins of the Christian religion; to ten in the book of the law to do them, and the first he did not. We want the facts in the case. If I canfacilitate this investigation I hav arranged a series commandment of the l~w was, Thou shalt not eat of not get facts I must decide it a modern mythology.
of questions. I hav long been satisfied that truth, it." If the above is true, redemption means the de- Truth has nothing to fear from error on a· free roslike gold, never suffers from analyeis. My first liverance from the curse of the fall, whatever that trum. If. the godhead did not die, then the manquery is, What are the fundiur.ental doctrins of the be. Tne Episcopal church says, "For he is the very hood did die; and, if so, the salvation of the world
Christian religion as distinguished from all other paschal lamb which suffered for us, and hath taken· hangs on the death of a man. All men before him
religions?
away the sin of the world, who by his death hath died, and all since are dead or will die; why should
.A: I will answer you as well as I can, as l also destroyed death, and by his rising to life again hath therE5 be so much more value in the blood of Jesus
feel disposed to probe it to the bottom, feeling as- returned to us everlasting life."· If that is true, why than in the blood of Joshua or all the world besidee?
sured that truth will appear the brighter when fully are people dying every day? The Methodist church Were the claims of God on man such as to be satisbrought to view, and to giv you a candid answer as says Christ made by his oblation of himself once fied with the blood of one man and two or three
I understand the subject. The fundamental doctrine offered a full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice, obla- hours' suffering? What did that blood and suffering
of the Christian religion, as I understand it, are two tion, and satisfaction for the sins of the whole do for God? Was the pleasure he felt in seeing the
-first, the entire sinfulness of mankind by the sin world. The Presbyterian church says, Christ sat- blood and· writhing of an innocent man such as to
~ of Adam, and called original sin; second, the redemp- isfied the justice of his father. Other churches sup. satisfy him for the sins of the whole world? Your
port the same.· All the churches hold that the curse church says that Christ satisfied the justice of his
tion of mankind by Jesus Christ.
B: Mr. A, what do you understand by morality? of the law included all the suffering and death of father; another church says Christ was a complete
A: I understand it iD: short to be manners, the this world and eternal perdition in another. From and perfect satisfaotion and propitiation for the sins
acme of which is," Do as you would be done by."
these Paul says Christ hath redeemed us. Let u~~; of the whole world; now mark, if God did not die it
B: Would not a man who had always done that see: Has there been no sufferings and death in the. was only a man that did die. He who worships what
be saved without a belief in the above two doo- world since the time of redemption? If justice is died worships what is not God. He who worships
trins?
satisfied, and the judgment paid, whether by the what is not God ilil an idolater. Mr. A, if my logic
A: No; for that would be salvation by works, debtor or his friend, ought not the execution to be is not correct, please set me right. I am in earnest
whereas the only condition of salvation is faith with- returned satisfied and prosecution cease, especially in to find the t1·utb, for I am satisfied that all truth ilil
out the deeds the law requires, for by the deeds of regard to infants, who hav never sinned, but were reasonable, and forty years is long enough for a man
the law lilhall no flash be justified in his sight, made sinners only by falsely imputing to them the to liv and not know whether the Christian religion
so that morality is not Christianity.
sins of another? How in justice could a father see is true or not, or whether it may not by and by be
B: Well, then, let us examin Christianity proper, a babe suffer and die from a false imputation? called Christian mythology as well as the old Roman
the first doctrin of which you say is the sinfulness of Mr. A, where is justice in this case, to say noth- and Greek religions are now called . heathen mytholman by the sin of Adam. Now one of two things ing of love or tender mercy? Can such a case be ogy. Nothing is true because it is mysterious. How
must be true, that whatever were the effects of thought just among men? Could you think a law can yon explain or enlighten me on this point?
A: I can only say it is a deep subject. I never
Adam's sin upon his race, they must hav been nat- just that would punish your little boy for an offense
allowed myself to question it because there were
ural or penal. It is evident from our own experi. of your grandfather in his boyhood ?
ence and observation of the world around us that no. A: Mr. B, yoti must remember that God don't see greater minds than mine that decijled in its favor,
and I thought I must believe, for without faith j.t is
change or deterioration in mental or physical pow- as man sees.
era results from a simply moral offense. If the reB: But if man sees what is just, don't God see it impossible to please God.
B: But, Mr. A, would God ask a man to believe a
suits were natural, they would hav followed every so too? If he does, don't he see as man sees in that
offense of the kind from that day to this. But this case? Justice is a principle. It cannot be pre- thing without evidence 1' Would _a faith that was
is impossible, as we know, for that would make you tended that man sees all that God sees, but when a based on a falsehood please him, or is there any virpunishable for every sin committed by your ancestors man sees what is right and proper, God must see it tue in faith per se ~ If there is, then it matters not
of father and mother from Adam to yourself.
so too, so that justice .with man is justice with God. what we believe, so that we believe it, whether MoA: I think from the narrativ that the .results mulit Yet j~st think of it; al~ the distress and anguish, hammedanism or Mormonism, that faith pleases God,
hav been penal, for the act per se of eatmg an apple suffermg and death, inflwted upon us because Adam does it? But I must return to the question of re' was nothing, but the doing it was violation of law not a week old, not knowing good from evil, wa~ demption, for every theory that is not demonstraand involved punishment.
persuaded by a talking snake to eat an apple I Can ble is unreliable and remains but a theory. If Jesus
B: That is true; but as the offense was very lim- it be true that God imputed Adam's offense to all satisfied the justice of his father, ought not the judg.
ited, the punishment in justice could not hav been his posterity, and then treated them and punished ment to be discharged and the execution called in?
unlimited. While. it was just to punish the guilty, them as if they were guilty, when he knew they were Yet little babes are suffering the curse of the law
oughl; not the. pumshment to st'.>p there? If man- not? Tell it not in Gath. Is that principle just? every day. Why is this if the debt has been paid
kind suffer anyt~in~ ~ecause of Adam's offe~se, it If. that principle can be just .~ith God, why not just and the judgment canceled? If the debt has been
must be by ~he ~nflwt10n of. the ~enalty of his ?f- '!It~ man? ~nd yet upon this d?ctrin hangs Chris- paid, it matters not by whom, and payment acknowlfe~se upoll. ~1s children. It IS per.tu~.ent here tom- ttan~ty; that 1s, t~at God can be ~ust and yet punish edged, infants for almost two thousand years hav a
qmre what Is the sum total of suffermgs consequent the mnocent. This seems to be 1ts first foundation- just claim to damages for false imprisonment. If
redemption, satisfaction, atonement, and propitiation
to us upon Adam's offense.
· stone.
·
A: I could quote t~ ~on our Confess~on ~f Faith,
A: I do not pretend to understand it all; it is a for the sins of the whole world do not mean an enbut the;'l, t? .be short, It IS all we ~uffer m this world, great mystery. You know it says, "Great is the tire co.unteraction of and salvation from the fall of
Adam~ what do they mean?
and a hab1hty to e~er~al wrath m another.
.
mystery of godliness."
A: I suppose that salvation in another world is
. B: .And all that mflrct~d upon unnumbered millB: But what good will it do to believe a mystery
10ns for an offense committed thousands of years.be- when you hav no evidence of its truth? If it is a what is meant.
B: If it is taken to mean life in another world, it
fore t~ey were born. .As well suppose a man gu~lty mystery, of what use is it to us? A thing is not
for be111:g a man, and ha~le to the ~allows for bemg more likely to be true for being mysterious. But is very safe to promis it in some world of which noborn bhnd. ~e followmg questiOn must be set- the principle under consideration is justice, not the body knows a thing; andif that world be as far off
tied. Can the mnocent be justly punished?
application of justiee in obscure oases, but the prin- as the poet sings,
A: But we do. suffer b.ecause of the cond~ct of our ciple. Is it right,. on principle of equity, to .Punish
" Beyond the bounds of time and space
Look forward to that heavenly place,
parents, and th~t for hfe; but t~e suffermgs you the innocent, not only so, but to punish myr1ads of
The saint's secure abode,"
speak of appertam as much to ammals as men, and innocent beings down to the end of time for the
result from infraction of organic law, and not from same one offense of one man? But to c~unteract The soul must travel much faster th~n light or be
judicial administration. God would as justly punish all effects of Adam's offense it is set forth in the a great many years on the journey. Redemption
animals for physical imperfection as to punish man second doctrin of the Christian church that Christ must cover all the liabilities of Adam's offense. But
forthes~me. Noblamec9:nattach,toany.beingfor cameintotheworld. Now, Mr. A,thisisa very does that harmonize with the Bibl6? Does not Paul
what he 1s by nature; and 1f Adam s phys10al, men- serious subject, and I feel much interested to find the say, "By one man sin entered into the world, and
tal, and moral nature ~ere degenerated as a penalty truth of it; and if I cannot find it I shall hav ac- death by sin ?" Yon see, therefore, that death, with
and c~rse of the law,.1t must ~av ~een executed by q'Q.itted myself by doing the best I could. And, with all its inducing ills, was the curse of the law.
God h1mself, and how ~ould m:limt love faste~. the first, the redemption must relate to the sin of Adam And yet Paul said, "Christ hath redeemed us from
pena~ty of eternal angu!s~ upon unborn p~ste~Ities? and all its consequences, or to something else. If it the curse of law." If this is true, where is the hu-,
Can It be that our rehgion rests upon lDJustlOe so relates to man's sinfulness as derived from Adam man being that has ever been saved? But enough for
.
.
•
•
manifest to all! , It seems so, if the .ra~e of man w~s tken it must be a provision' for his entire recovery o; the present; good-night.
Good evening, Mr. A, I hav come over this evencursed for Adam s offense. Yet this Is the doctrm only a part. But before we enter upon our inquiry
of all the orthodox churches, and what rests upon jus- of what has been done I wish to know who the Re- ing to finish up our talk, for I confess I could not
sleep much last night for thinking, and this m?rning
tice is not reliable. But is that the only objection deemer was and what he could do?
you can urge ag~inst the system?
.
A: He is said to possess two whole and perfect I picked up a book from the table and saw It was
B: No; there 1s another ·fund~mental doctnn. as natures, very God and very man. The very God is the ''Presbyterian Confession of Faith" that a
faulty as the one we hav considered, and wh10h said to be the son of God equal in substance power neighboring lady had lent my wife. I thought,
ought. to be .co;'ls~dered ~ol~mnly and with close and eternity with his f~ther. This son, .:ery and now I will see what that man believes that I heard
attention, for If 1t 1s true 1t Is the most momentous eternal God united himself to a human fretus and preach last Sunday, who started me to thinking.
~ ma~~nd; but if it is not true it is the greatest was born of~ woman, and is now called Christ, the So I commenced with th9 creed and read on. to the
1mpos1t10n on the world.
savior.
fortieth page, which said: "The son of God, being
A: W.hat is th~t doctrin?
B: Why, according to. that there is more than a very and eternal God, did take upon himself man's
B: It 1s th~t th1s same fallen race was redeemed trinity in th'l godhead, for there was a trinity al- nature, so that two whole and perfect and distinct
by Jesus Christ.
ways before Christ, as such, existed. And then to natures, the godhead and the manhood, were insep-
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a;rably~joined together inone.per!iO~, whjph person is

Ideology~"'
into the habit of certain ideas, and false as they are,
very God !lnd very man, yet o~e Ch~ifilt.". At this
By ideas the world of mind is controled, true or we see in Christianity and Methodist "~evivals'
point a serious query arose, Dzd Chrzst dze? The false, as the case may be. , All· ideas are human what a power they become over the zgnorant
godhead Without the manhood was pot Christ, nor in their origin. r .And while the human mind is the masses.
.
.
.
. .
was the the manhood without the godhead Chris,t; so perfection of chemism, and really:subsistent ait the
All s~rmon.s, hymns, and pray~rs are sensatiOnal,
if-' :Christ died, then both godhead and manhood organism is from which it is ol ·ed. all 1'ts 'd l 8 and e~ozte fazth, fe_ar, hope, and JOY; and controled
died'. • .1 could not conceive it possible for an infinit b
,_. h . .
ev v '. ~ ea • by thzs law, they kzll (Acts v, 1) or cure, as the, case
;)'.. I the f re almost came to th co l
YWI!llC zt IS equa11y.controled,are never.r~al,.but
b
C t . l 't
"
.
f 'th" th t .,
G.oa··t.
. o· qze..
re o
e no u- always imaginary. And when Mr. James Hale may. e. . er am y, .z was s.avm~ .az
. a .,Insion that the whole was made np in an age when (TRUTH SEEKER, Aug; 26,.-1882,) and others under- st~ntir kzlled. ~nan~as and hzs wzfe .. And It w;a.s
people did not re11d or reason. If that is the case, take to 0.onvz' · ce u that t·h h
. d . , .. t th .thzs same Chrzstum zdea that cured and crazed Mzss
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t h at 1s e reason w y no uman emg as ye een sublimation of innervation, he should •first . prove Eva Bnggs, a. awrence .gu1~ w o was c1azme to
saved.
that in nature's order the .core or seed is. not the h~ve been relieved of hzp dzsease recently by the
A: Mr. B, it is a very serious thing t(l_ question the result of plant life in the vegetable kingdom! Thus, fa1th-~ure at Old Orchard, and now h~s.been ta~en
of God to man. His ways are past finding in the .v~geta~le, in~tinc~, vitali~y, nutrition, a.nd ::.e~~.msane asylum, crazed by her rellgwus ElXCitezn ammal
I g1v
.. th'1s recen
. t .calile
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B : That saying may be for the purpose of stopping growth
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as I fi n·a 1't quo t ed z'n the
us from investigation, lest we should find out the are a e ' an 8 1 proffressmg 0 man ?0 ' .we a ere. And I ·hav before me a. volume of similar
mys~ery and discover the SOUrce Of all this theology. hav ~ll we know ~f. CO~BCZO'!fSness, thought, ~deahty, ~a~eB of "miraculous cures," and "miraculous
.
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ristzan oes f 'th ,• h'10h
t rm ou like the best And if
·
when he falls upon his knees, shuts his eyes, and . ai ' . w • ever e . Y,
. ·
. ·
not !lfraid of offend ing G od by thinking to get at the talks to the ridge-pole. The mind not only follows It. sho;a:ld suit the ed~tor s p1easure, I w1ll ere 1on~r
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truth· ~mid so many errors. Why, Mr. A,. if you .
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. d giv his readers my v1ews of "the trance," whence
were to;day in Turkey and talking with a Moham- }ts ?W~/ bea1 .mhconsowus1Y evolved ~11. eac~ mm hav come "visions and revelations from the Lord,"
medail and ;reasoning with him about the improba.bil- or 1tse ' ut 1t as no power for cogmzmg zts own
d ·
d
ti s
hav "mes ages" from the
ity of Mohamm<~d being a prophet of G.,d, he would mental processes of faith, fear, hope, or joy.·. It has ~n din mo ern me we
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.
with equal force turn to you and say, "It is a serious ~~ fa;uryhfod disfori?dinati~g bhtwee~ th_e tru~~ anl e~d~as supreme in power.-My limits in this conand even perilous thingtospeakirreverentlyof God's
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worship. · It is time to believe when we ar~ vic:i~~;il beyc~~sid~=.·~~,:; th~~n\m~w~,a!v~! sttateda ~ethw oft its a!i!p.e,c.ttf3 th,at I think must be underhav good evidence of what is true. God himself
·
,
.,
s oo WI ou argumen :
couldn't ask you to believe before; As I hav gone from you~h down to. old ag~. • . .· . . .
.
..
i. The power of ideas is c,on~roled by this law
eo 'far, I want to take one-step further, and then I'll
T~e. m~nd grows from w~th~n.-Thxs.zs z~deed. t~e of selfhood, as is manifest in self-nutrition, .self.
subs,ide. We are told that many great and precious defimti?D .that has -'been given ·us of. mstmct; ~t !s control, and self-induction, in sudden death, by faith;
promises are given to the followers of Christ. Now, from w1~h1_n l And so of all upon. th1~ planet i zt Is fear, love, or joy, · I could fill. a volume with· the·
if those promises are fulfilled, it is _proof of their from Withm. That. the_ human. mln~ IS a real sub- statements of cases of persons m sound health who,
divine authenticity. But if they are not fulfilled, one stance, as the bo~y. lB, 1s fo~nd by Its depende~oe hav been instantly killed by the sensational exciteof two conclusions must be arrived at; 1st, they are upo~ perfe<:t nutr1t10n, from zts freedom from pam, ment or' faith, fear, or joy. Nor is it possible for.
·~·failure, or; 2d, that he has no followers at the and zts contm~ed · growth after the body has ceased the human mind to hav any knowledge. of any
present day. '.rhe followers of, Christ are described to gro:w. This occurs about the twentie~h year) power purely mental above that which instantly
as being regenerated, born' again, hav passed from when the osseou~ system ?as ~eoo~e fully matu~ed. annihilates the vital system, when the victim falls
death unto life, hav been translated from the king- How long the ~m.d may co.Q.tnilie lts ~owth·.we.do dead as suddenly as if smitten upo? the head with
dom ·of· darkness into the kingdom of God's dear not know. Wzthm five. years past, whzle preparmg a sledge. hammer. And surely a power like this.
son, hav become heirs of God and joint heirs a volume. for the press, on ".Longevity," I h~v ~ol- is sufficient for all the cures called "miraculous,''.
with Jesus Christ, and do not commit sin, for his lected a hat of .more than s1x thousand centmarzan and also all the healing of disease attributed to
seed remained in them, and they cannot sin because cases, and rangmg all the way. up to two hundred pills, powders, and medical nost_rums. It is suffi-::'
they are born of God. The above describes his a~d seven years. The ho~y thrzves. best from. pure cient for inducing all the "rev1v3:l" phen?mena;
people, and now for the promises. "They shall ask au, perfect. ~ood, approp~za~ exermse, ~nd ~~mter- and all that makes up the "phristlan experzence. ".
what they will, and it shall be done. If any two of rupted nu~rttwn. An,?, sun~larJy, t~e mmd . pows And this is "the power" that mduced the trance of,
them shall agr~e on earth as touching anything, they by w~at zt feeds on, but zt. o~ly mc~eases m t~e Paul, when he imagined himself in heaven, and had
shall ask, and zt shall be done~ They shall cast out duectwn of manhood wlien zt 1s enab.ed to do zts his "visions and revelations from the Lord." ·
devils in his name. They shall lay hands on the own thinking on all.subje.cts, and to discriminate be2. This power of ideas is creativ, disintegrating,
sick, and they shall recover. If they. drink any tween truthful a?d false zde~s.
·
materializing, and precipitating new· parts? sha.p~s,
deadly thing,· it shall not hurt them, and nothing
The human wzll.......:.There Is much error prevalent forms, and colors in the fcetus, correspondmg, With,
shall be impossible to them. And these signs shall amon~ Christians, me~merists,arid mod~rn ~editpns the (unconsCious) idea in the ma~ernal min~. Dr;
follow them' as proofs of their faith." Now, where on thzs mental functwn, all of them zgnormg the Joslin narrates an account of a chzld born Wlth one
are the proofs? Where is there even a minister that truthful idea of seifhood and self-control, upon hundred and twenty small-pox pustules, filled with
does not B!l.nd for a doctor if.his family are sick? The which o.ur humanity is dependent. The human will purulent matter. The mother never had small-pox,
most astounding instance of the failure of the promis is the power of choice in tlhe use of means or nor was she ever exposed to it except by a serisa"Ask what you will and it shall be done unto you" methods. It is the same in all'tninds, as personality tional idea of it in her own mind. Here was the
is seen in the oase of President Garfield, when the and selfhood are the same. To surrender these is real materialization and creation by the chemism in
believers of several nations asked God during two witchcraft. In no sense is the mind free and in- the mother's mind. Thousands of similar cases could
months and a half for a cure and got nothing. Now, dependent so really as it is from the possibility of be given; and I might here refer to what aro known,.
Mr. A, to sum the matter up, it seems to me that control by any other. mere will. And nothing as occult phenomena in India, where persons sink
the following are legitimate conclusions: 1st, No sooner shows how ignorant certain classes are when into a state resembling death, and are buried for a
child can be justly punished for the sin of an a noes. tbey speak of one "will" as stronger than another. month or more, and yet are resuscitated when more
tor; 2d, No son can be as old as his father; 3d, No The necessity of a will or choice at all implies hu- dead than alive. And when ideas are conjugated
infinit being· 'can die; 4th, Whoever did die was man ignorance. Hence of omnil!lcience no "will" in two minds (of "adepts") a thousand miles apart,
man; 5th, No death of one man could atone for the can be affirmed, as no "choice" can be necessary materialization!! and creating occur when, as the
offenses of 'the whole world, for if a child may be where there is this absolu,.te perfection in knowledge. modern mediums style it, "the conditions are favorpunished for .Adam's sin it might be for the sin of Mere volition has no power beyond the brains exer· able "-a statement indeed that we may find a use.
every father and mother from Adam to itself, and cising it. And Mesmer was deceived in this regard for in the whole of things. I think favorably of
as all men die, the death of that one man is unavail- by not knowing what is duE! to the laws of associa- Mr. A. P. Sinnett's book on "The Occult World,":
able; 6th, If redemption does not save us from tion, and the established. relations such as exist as I hav myself witnessed similar phenomena, and
the curse of the law in this· world, what assurance between the ox and its owner, and the hunter and am sure that our Spiritual friends are deceived when
hav we that it will in another? Good-night.
his faithful dog.
.
they admit their materializations as proof as to the
Jesus is reported to hav unwittingly admitted, personal identity of those now dead.
··
·
Organization.
that his cures (Mark i, 41) were not wrought by
3. And is not our living humanity itself the reThe two first counties to perfect their Freethought his "will," but were self-htduced, when he said, sultant phenomena from the d~al (male and female
and Liberal League county committees are the fol- "According to your faith be it unto you" (Mat. ideas) forces in the whole of thmgs? And. whether
lowing, and are as follows:
·
ix, 28). No "god" or "spirit," no mesmerist. nor we say "death, and what then?" or "bzrtb, an<l
'J e:fferaoil county: L. D. Olney, chairman, Water- miracle worker, has any power except that with what then?" the answer to both these problems n;tust
town; Charles Kellogg, South Rutland; David which he may chance to hav become invested by be the same. We hav no mental powers for knowm~:>
Andrews, South Champion.
the dominant ideas in the faith and confidence of There is a vast difference between what we know
and what we merely hope for and believe. Any one
· Ontario county: John Peck, chairman, Naples; E. the people.
The law of seif-induction.-This law of psycho!- w~o has reached thirty years of age may be truly·
W. Mitchell, West Junius; G. G. Reed, Canandagua.
I hope the other counties of the state will foilow ogy the author first announced in New York, under sazd to hav forgotten more than h.e now knows.
the _name of Pathetism, in 1840. And Webster, in And is not this the o.rder of hu~amty th.roughout ·
the. above example at once.
H. L. GREEN, Sec.
his quarto American Dictionary, on this term ex- the whole of human hfe? Learmng new zdeas and
'• Leaves of Grass."
plains that it is "another name for mesmerism," forgetting, ail in co.mmon sleep, the em?lem of ·the
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERs: I hav lest my position whereas the scientific experiments in my lectures final sleep th~t ~zpes out o~r consmo~s~esa and
as president of the Woman's Reading Club here be- from 1836 to 1850 were proof of the utter falsehood memory of thzs hfe forever, m Humamty s lap to'
cause the preachers' wives could not bear the odium of the mesmeric theory. In that theory I never be- rest l
LA.RoY SUNDERL.AND.
of my,owning, reading, and circulating that horrid lieved. My method was confined wholly to ideas,
Quincy, .Mass., Sept. 4, N. E. 107.
book, "Leaves of Grass." But the more I read it and it ignored mesmerism and theology. And speakthe fuller do I find it of strong, vigorous, pure. and ing of it, here is what a Boston editor (Hon. Elizur
. The "Freethought Directory."
wholesome truths. Now, I want some good to grow Wright) said: "LaRoy Sunderland is well known
.A.GOODIDE.A..
out of evil, so I wish to sell "Leaves of Grass" as as transcending all who hav attempted to explain
J. W. Matthews, of Indianola, Ill., writes: "I for
nia11y as I can. Price $2. Address
ELMINA.
to us the mysteries of the human mind. No leeSnowville, Pulaski Oo., Va.
turer has ever attracted such crowds or held them one heartily indorse this movement. Now, if the ·
.This notice will appear but once. Clip it, save it, by such a spell! No one has ever produced results Freethinkers thus registered will consider themsel'Vs
and act upon it.
so magical, doing with no visible .means far. more introduced to each other, and get up a friendly co'rthan all others hav do.ne with· them" (Boston Oh7 o. respondence all over the country, I think it would
_MB~. COLBY and Mrs. Smith will occupy the roil-. notype, November 10, 1847).
ha.v a beneficial tend~ncy." The "Freethought Di"
trum lD Horticultural Hall, Boston, Mass., during j Manifestly, were sinners "converted" by the "will," rectory " will be mucb larger than at first intended, ·
·October. Calls for week evening lectures will be ao-1 as is alleged of "God" ~n high, no "prayers " nor some thirty pages, and I oannot get it out· before •
oepta.ble. Address Mrs. Colby and Smith, Bannerj "preaching" would be necessary. But all the so- Nov. 15th. So, friends, continue to send in your
of Light office, Boston.
, called "means of grace " are for drilling the mind names and address for the book.
H. L. GREEN.
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forgotten that many clergyman hav said false and upon, and tl!ere is nothing to corroborate them. The
vEry unkind things about those who presume to differ books of :M:atthew, Mark, Luke, and John clearly
from them on the tenets of supernaturalism. When- were not written by Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
D. M. BENNETT' EDITOR.
ever a profe11sional clergyman shows a disposition to J·ohn. The world has been deceived in this matter.
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDAY AT $8.00 PER YEAR. be fair and' gentlemanly it is refreshing and give en- 4 lot of forgets hav led the world astray. Spurious
oouiagement to the belief that humanity and civility gospels are all there is to depend upon, and an origwill, occasionally at least, crop out and rise superior inal of any o~e of them was never seen by any of the
Tlw Zarge&t and olwqJest Radical JournaZ pv]Jltishd in to religious dogma. This spirit of fairness is quite apostles or early fathers of the church. If there is
JlufVJP' or Amllrica, oontaining set~en hundred square inChes right in the reverend gentleman. But that he enter- one who ever claimed that he had seen the original
tnO'I'I reading matter than tmy other joumal of its hind.
tains some errors is not at all difficult to :perceive. of either of the four, will Mr. Breed be kind enouga
We will mention a few points wherein we thmk he is to point him out \1 The truth is that copies of copies
of spurious gospels are all that the world has to deNEW YORK, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1882. in error. Here are some of them:
l. Mr. Breed argues that because Mr. Smith ap- pend upon to uphold the belief that a virgin bore a
pears somewhat unsettled and in doubt, lie is in error. child without the aid of a natural father, that this
Replies to More Christian Argument~.
He say11, "Such is always the characteristic of the miraculously begotten son performed such. miracles
The following two letters hav been sent us for mind which rejects Jesus," and condemns those as raising dead persons to life, and of himself rising
"who are hungering and thirsting for somethiug from the dead and ascending bodily above the' atpublication. They readily explain themselvs:
better." He is clearly wrong in this position. An· mosphere surrounding the earth. The copies of
·
.
MINNEAPOLis, MINN., Sept. 22, 18S2. unsettled mind is no indication of error. Doubt copies of forgeries and spurious 11tories is indeed the
MR. EDITOR: I inclose you a letter received some two years 1 a·
7.
.
If
b
'bl f
d . f
h .
b
since, which I never answered because it entered into a field too ea s to ag1tat10n and investigation.
no dou t worst poss1 e oun at10n or sue tmpro able and
broad for me, so much so that I did not feel competent to do so. is indul~ed in as to the errors of past ages of impossible claims to rest upon.
Since reading the last number of THE TRUTH SEEKER and superstitiOn and ignorance, no new truths wlil be
And just granting for the moment that the four
your answers toW. M. Whitehead's questions, I concluded to brought to light. If no uneasiness is felt at the gospels were written by Matthew, Miuk, Luke, and
send you Mr. Breed's letter, thinking an answer to it would be blinding exactions of dogma, inquiry and science will John, what credibility can attach to their narrativs
of value to your numerous readers. Hav followed you around
1 d
f
d
h
h
·
f h
the world, and read you otherwise to great pro:ft.t, and I will not ea us to new treasures o nature an reason. w en t ey attempt to wr1te an account o w at took
read your answer to Mr. Breed with great interest should you Those are the most settled in their convictions, the place when they were not present, and report earthink it worthy of publishing, which I hope you may, for he is least inquiring for something better, who _are most mons, the delivery of which they did not hear?
a Tery popular divine at St. Paul, our neighboring city.
sunken in gross darkness and superstition. The Matthew did not hear the Sermon on the Mount, for
Yours respectfully,
B. M. SMITH. fetiah worshiperis fully satisfied that he is right; he he had not then been called as_a disciple. It takes
MR. BREED's LETTER.
firmly believes his stupid objects of adoration are a man of remarkable memory to correctly report a
ST. PAUL, Dec. 80, 1880. potent and watchful, and ·he would of course strongly speech or sermon thirty years afterward, even if he
B. M. SMITH, Sir: Your very frank and courteous letter condemn those "hungering and thirsting for some- heard it; but when he did not hear it it requires a
shouldlacking.
hav beenItanswered
before
this, of
except
that themind,
time but
has th mg
·
b etter; " It IS
· th e same WI'th th e woreh'1pers s t'll
·
f or h e h as t o d raw wh oll y upon
been
is evidence
not only
an honest
1 smart er man,
of a friendly spirit that you do not deal at all in sarc~m or of many gods, and who bow down to those gods in his own imagination. Again, how could Matthew
scorn. And I do not mean to indicate that such characteristics the form of idols. They are perfectly at rest in possibly know what Joseph dreamed fifty years be.
belong exclusivly to unbelievers. But no matter to which side their mode of belief, and scorn those who hunger and fore the story was written P How could Luke know
the man may belong who calls his opponent hard names or thirst for something better. In like manner it is what kind of a vision Mary had more than fifty
"throws mud,'' as we say, the practice is contemptible, and with all believers in supernaturalism and eoclesiasti- years before, and when he was not present? If
ministers
only
to hard
feeling
and further
· h ed t o es t abl'111h t h e a 11egP d
There are
several
things
in your
letter tostrife.
which you will per- oa11 Y presort'b ed 1'mes of t h ough t-th ose wh o be1·1eve M atth ew an d L uk e Wll!!
mit me to refer.
in personal gods who beget sons upon human fact that Jesus was by blood a lineal descendant of
It is very evident that your mind is not at rest, because you females, and then cause the same sons to be put to the house of David, why did they giv the genealogy
use the language not of conviction but of doubt. Y0u are death for their own gratification.
of Joseph in order to prove that of Jesus? Does
"more than half convinced," etc. You speak of those who
There hav been many such personal gods and be. that prove it at all? And then if they gave
are" hungering and thirsting for somethiNg better," as though gotten sons believed in, the believers in them the genealogy of Joseph correctly, why did they
you included yourself in the number. Such is always the
.
·a 1
· ·
characteristic of the mind which rejects Jesus; it cannot settle are JUSt as sure that they bav the only truth in disagree so Wl e y, one gtvuag twenty-eight gen.
on anything but a negativ. A.nd what is anega.tiv? Nothing. the world worth having as that they exist. They erations, and the other forty-two,- with an enYou doom yourself to unrest! You say that the only evidence are supremely contented with the doctrine which tirely differe11t line? ·Can both be true? If one
for the life of Jesus is found in the New Testament. Hav you they hav accepted; they want nothing better nor is true, which is it? and is not the other ~aJse?
forgotten the writings of the apostolic fathers-men who lived higher; they are positiv that everybody who thinks Could John write the truth when he so totally difand wrote in the very same age as Josephus, and some of whom differently from them is in the dark, and loaded fered from the other three writers in the character
had conversed with the apostles themselves? Hav you forgotten that the writings of the very enemies of Christianity-such down with error; and they acorn all who giv way to of Jesus, in what he said,- in the miracles he per.
a.a Celsus and Porphyry, who lived in the second century, and an appetite for higher truth, and hunger and thirst formed, the length of his ministry, the number of
whose knowledge of Christ's life was as complete as our know!. for something better. With this class of self-satis- times he visited Jerusalem? Could the four tell the
edge of the war of 1812, and that of Celsns, removed no further fied believers who accept whatever is handed out to truth when they told an entirely different story in
from it-that their writings demomstrate ·the facts of Chris them by their ecclesiastical te_aohers and mind-keep· scores of instances ? Can truth contradict itself and
tia.nity which you doubt?
But considering only the writings of the four evangelists, ers without daring to raise an objection or a dissent. prove itself a lie? It is mournful, too, that this
they ha.v been examined by Simon Greenleaf, D.D., the ablest ing voice, they will remain sett_led; they will not record- called the New Testament has been changed
of all a.uth?rities on :• Evide~rn:·" in a. large book, by the very doubt; they will inake no inquiry; they will not more or leB'J in the copying and different rendition11
rules of eVIdence whiCh obta.m m law courts, a.nd the conclusion seek or desire anyth~ better. They believe that that hav been made to the number of thirty. two
reached that their testimony is reliable and to be accepted. Yet the dogmas taught from two to four thousa_nd years thousand. Can much respect be had for a story that
when you rule out these four witn£JSses and their four histories,
d
·
? Ah M B d
you do just as I should do were 1 to rule out the published his- ago possesse the whole truth; that they are perfect, bas been changed so many times
A
,
r. ree ,
tories of the Revolution and of George wa.shington, and the,1 and that no new discoveries can be made, and no what you choose to denominate "history," and to hav
deny their existence because other historians did not speak of further advances taken. They want nothing higher, palmed . upon the world as divine truth, is most
them. Moreover, if your rule is to challenge all histories of and will not tolerate those who hunger and thirst defeotiv, unreliable, and unworthy of credit.
men and nations written by their friends and admirers, how for higher things. It is different with those who· 3. Mr. Breed cites Celsus and Porphyry as proofs
many
historiesofof any
any enemy,
sort willanyway?
you hav left? Who will receive are not satisfied with the old husks of theology and of the tru_th of Ohristia.nity. They are indeed a
the
testimony
You reach the conclusion that the character of Christ is a creed, and seek always for the best that is to be had,~ weak prop for the mythiCal system to lean upon.
fabrication, which grew up little by little-perhaps founded and are not content so loug as higher and better They both wrote expressly to prove that Christianity
upon that of Judas o! Galilee. Ha.v you ever compared it- truths are to be learned. Mr. Breed may ally him- is untrue, and their tetimony was so damaging to
with other fabrications? Do they possess its symmetry or unity? self with those who are perfectly contented and set- the false claims that had been set up that their
Suppose it is an intellectual creation (whether by growth or tled, but Mr. Smith and ourselvs will be numbered writings were entirely destroyed by Christians, so
otherwise), then. you a.re forced to the conclusion that such
men as the followers of Judas created an ideal not_ only much with those who "hunger and thirst for something that a single paragraph has not come down to us
more grand than their own characters, but holier, more loving better"-the truest and best that is to qe had.
save a few that Origen quoted of Celsus in order to
more lofty intellectually than anything earth has ever seen. I~
2. Mr. ~reed diesen~s from the claim that there is reply intelligibly to h!m• A sys~em must inde~d be
that reasonable? Can the stream rise so high above its source? no authority for the enstenoe, or for the life and doc. reduced to great stra1ts to be drtven to prove Itself
You say that people to·dayare disposed to attach importance trine, of Jesus, save the four gospels in the New t/rue by witnesses who totally deny its truth.·.
not to what a man believes, but to what he does. Let me ask T
h
1d
d
if it is possible for a man to act without any reference to religestament. If he knows of any historian who cor.
4. Mr. Breed attempts to ~rove t e va 1 tty an
ions belief? or if our belief does not always control our action? roborates those four gospels, and makes it clear that truthfulness of the four oanomoal gospels by Stmeon
Finally, you wish me to direct my talents to the elevation of such a person existed, taught the doctrine attributed Greenleaf, D. D., whom he is pleased to call "the
mankind, and not so much to dogmas. I do not know exactly to him, and performed the remarkable miracles with ablest of all authorities on 'evidence.'" We do not
what you mean by either term. But if by the elevation of which he is credited, it is a great pity he does not pro- know how able the reverend doctor of divinity was
mankind you mean teaching the ignorant, feeding the hungry, du. oe. him. If he knows of any such re]t'able wr1'ter upon." ev.idence," for we hav .never read what he
clothing the naked, and comforting the sorrowing, it will be
worth your while to make careful examination (as I ha.v done) w1thm a hundred years from the time Jesus is said says m hts "large book;" but tf he has really suo- on this point, and you will find that four-fifths of the snpport to hav lived, we urge him to bring him forth .• We oeeded in finding any real evidence that. Jesus lived
of all the schools not under state patronage, four-fifths of all ~av reoen.tly had something to say upon this sub· save what is contained ~n the four oanomoal ~ospels,
the support of orphan asylums, hospitals, and other kindred Jeot, and 1t ~eems hardly n.eoessary to go the ground or if he can find the shghtes~ proof that etther of
{hetiJ~~: ~fect~~~~~d from Christian people, and flow from all over agam. But we will make the assertion, and those four gospels wa~ written by the P.ersons
I do not know you p~rsonally, and am therefore ignorant of o?alleng~ proof to the contrary, that there ill no re- whose names they bear; 1f he can .fi~d any evtde.noe
facts; but my observation has taught me that a. deterioration in hable wr1ter, no credible history, that substantiates of any person who ever saw the or1gmal manuscripts
life ofteiJ. precedes a.nd accounts for a failing in faith.
. the claims of those four gospels. We further showed from the hands of the evangelists; if he has any
I do not say it has been so with you, as I am not acquainted that those four gospels, as such, were wholly unknown evidence that these four gospels were read, menwith you . .I. hope y~ur unbelief may be pardoned, and that by the <;Jh~istians of the first century, unknown by tion.ed, or known of by any. one before lrenams,
the holy spmt may bnng-J~;;. ~:ti~,to lightn:~I~es:J..a~~~~D. the Christians of the second century and that it was bishop of Lyons, well along m the last quarter of
not until more th_an three quarter~ of the second the second century, he is earnestly requested to P.ro. R;EPLY.-:We make no profession of superior abil. century had passed away that those four gospels duce it. Simeon GrE~enleaf, D.D., was a theologian
lty m meetmg the arguments and inquiries of our were so much as named or quoted? If Mr. Breed -,-a clergyman; one who makes hi~ livelihood by
opponents, but in so far as we are able we cheerfully can .show that the contrary is true, will he be so endeav~rs to induce people to behave that Jesus
defend what seems to us to be truth, and point so ~nd as to d0 so? Thus while the four gospels really. hved, that he '!'as begotten by a ghost, that
out wl!at appear to be the mistakes and errore of wh10h are wholly relied upon for the Christian story his mother was a virgm both before .and after the
o.ur ecclesiastical friends who entertain views en. were unknown till the year 181, the numerous spuri- begetting process, that Jesus never had a nat~al
ttrely different from ours.
ous gospels written before and after were denouneed father, like most of the other pe.ople ~bo ha,:v hved
• It is pleasing to see that the Rev. Mr. Breed writes an~ rejected as spurious and unworthy of belief. in the world, that be performe~ Impossible muscles,
in a friendly spi~t, and that he keeps up at least an ThiB leaves the authenticity of the gospel story in a and that he ascended away up mto the upper atmosappearanoe of fauness. He condemns calling hard most ~nfortunate dilemma. And shirk it and phex·e, or entirely beyond th:e atmosphere,.where he
n!-mes and mud-throwing, which is commendable in evade It as much as Mr. Breed and his brother is engaged at sitting at the rt~ht hand of hts ghostly
htm to d~, and we wish it might always be acted ole~gymen please, the great damaging truth still re· father, and at preparing mansions for those who can
upon by hl8 brethren of the cloth, for it cannot be maiDs-the four .s:ospell! il3 ~H ~~ere is tQ <Jepend be induced to giv credence to the story. Mr. Green•
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-l~af, being a doctor of divinity, was doubtless fond lives, freer from frauds and deep designs against their giving him first all the best praise possible for his ear'
of ptoney. Many of the fraternity evince that kind fellow-beings; less of cheating andswindling,less of neatness and the good work hehas done, but furthe1
oflove. · Theyfind filthy lucre very convenient to intemperance, less of prostitution, less of crimes on criticizing Comstock's modes, expressing fears of
meet: the wants of life, and it has been discovered which take them to prison and make th~m outcasts evils that mayarise from societies and individuals to
ihat they will not toil to any great extent, even to in the world, than is found in Christian nations. prescribe what others may read and possess, and par
souls f.rom an eternal burning hell, unless they This is positivly true and cannot be disproved.
. ticularly condemning Comstock's metho&s to decoy
are. paid the cash in. advance, or hav a reasonable
It is not found that professors of Christianity in and his threats to put down Infidelity. He hoped
prospect of getting it. They will not preach without our own country lead any better lives, are any more the Society for the Sappres8ion of Vice would not be
money. Their standing motto is, "No pay, no human or sympathetic, exhibit any more charity, are a permanent necessity, and that it may be superseded
preach." This they act upen with decided unanim- any more kindly disposed, any less inclined to lech'fhe Rev. Dr. J. M. Buckley completes the sympo·
tty. Now Simeon Greenleaf, D.D., no longer has ery and licentiousness, any more moral in any way, sium, speaking, of course, wholly in praise of Comuses for money, as nearly fifty years ago he departed than those who make no profession of Christianity stock's modes an'd purposf!B, and sees nothing to
this life and went where, possibly, he has been able and do not pretend that theyhav been" born again." criticize or condemn. There are two sides to this
to test the truthfulness of the system of religion he As a rule an unprofessor of Christianity will perform matter, and it is to be regretted that misrepresentatoilf'!d so earnestly to defend; but if any of those a kindly act, will do a good de~d to a fellow being, tion and falsehood are persistently employed in mit•
·clergymen who ailmire him, any_D.D. who thinks as willingly and as disinterestedly as the professor. stating facts.· We would all rejoice in the gQod
Greenleaf, D.D., established the fact that such a Even the teachers of Christianity, those who claim that has been done, had not so much ~vil and cruelty
person as Jesus of the gospels had a real existence, to act upon a commission from the throne of God, and oppression been blended with it.
and that the four gospels were really written by somewhere above the clouds, to break the bread of
M~t~P..ew, Mark, Luke, and John, and were known life to the faithf1,1l, and to act the part of the good
Beecher's New Departure.
or allude<} to before the year 181, they can doubtless shepherd, and lead the lambs of the flock to the fold
On another page we giv the account of Beecher~
be able to tn.ake a good su.m of money by producing of safety and protection, p'rove themselvs to be as
-from Greenleaf or any body else the proof so greatly carnal-minded, as sinful, as much addicted to the withdrawal from the Congregational Associatiot
needed and desired. There· is a great number of lusts of the eye, the lusts of the flesh, and the pride with which he was connected for a third of a centur::~
persons. who .would willingly giv large sums of of life as any other class of men we hav among us. together with his confession of faith which he entet
money if undoubted proof of the kind indicated can We hav p.ublished authentic accounts of nearly a tains at the present moment, or rather what be wisht
be given.· We are not able to giv very much, but thousand clergymen in our country who within the the world to accept as his belief. It is gratif}
think we might safely offer one thousand dollars re- past six years hav been guilty of various crimes dis- ing to all Liberal minds that Mr. Beecher has ha i
ward if the lost and missing proof can be produced. honorable to themselvs and to the human race, par- the moral courage to place himself squarely upon tht
Possibly Mr. Breed will undertake the contract.
ticularly the crim~J of adultery and licentiousness; record in denying the existence of hell and the trutt
5. It will hardly do to giv implicit confidence to these being the cases that hav been reported by the of the doctrin of the atonement-of justice being
the mythical characters who it is claimed saw Jesus secular press of the country. There is no profession, appeased by the innocent tasting death for the guilty.
and his disciples, for upon examination they will be whether lawyers, doctors, or teachers, who hav proved He sees that quality to be not godlike nor loveable.
But thousands will regret that Mr. Beecher could
found to be dissipated into thin air. These claims themselvs to be half so bad in the directions named
were undoubtedly gotten· up by the authors of the as these professed meek and lowly disciples of Christ not hav shown more honeaty, and gone farther in
gospel story; and it could hardly be expected that and self-constituted teachers of the masses; an~ it stating what he does not believe. He has a great
men capable of inventing the four gospels which Mat- is probable not one in ten of the cases of their ·licen. mind. Few men hav stronger organizations than he,
thew, Mark, Luke, and John assur'3dly did not write, tiousness and adultery is brought to the light. Far but be has more than once exhibited the quality of
w;otild hav failed to speak of some of the fathers who the larger proportion of these are "hushed up" and falseness. It is one of the grandest things in a
man's character not to denythe truth Had he, when
at least had seen some of the apostles. Testimony kept from public knowledge.
•
No, Mr. Breed, it will not do to underta~e to estab- arraigned before the bar of justice for his deflections
of. that kind will -be found weak and unreliable.
When scrutinized closely it vanishes.
lish the claims of Christianity, or to show that un- from a virtuous life, possessed the sterling truthful.- 6. Mr. Breed asks ''if it is possible for a man to believers are wrong, upon the ground of the superior ness to confess his fault and acknowledge his error,
act without any reference to religious belief." We purity and sinlessness of its professors. It is most instead of perjuring himself daily for two weeks, the
answer, We think it is. Although. the majority of untrue, in the face of history, observation in other world would hav thought far more of him, and
human beings hav a religious belief of some kind, countries and religions, and even a casual glance would readily. hav forgiven him, and blessed him
thE}.re are many who h:tv no settled religious belief, at our own country, that those who doubt the truth- with renewed love. But he was not capable of riswhile taking the whole world over there is but about fulness of Christian claims are any more immoral ing to the grandest situation which a man c~n ocone in ten. who even professes to believe in the re· than Christians, or that " a deteriora_tion in life pre- cupy. He was fa.lse to himself, and false to the
ligion. called Christianity. But human incentive, cedes and accounts for a failing _in faith." If a be- world.
So it is to be feared he is now when he attempts to
the .. natural emotions of human character, are more lief in Christianity is sure to make its professor
activ and will act sooner than religious belief.' If moral and pure, how is it that so many Christian tell his countrymen what he believes. It is clear to
almost any man who has no fixed religious belief teachers and communicants easily fall victims to many that he claims to believe what he does not besees a fellow- being drowning, or a house on fire with lust and crime? If the belief in Jesus and his relig- lieve. We, for instance, cannot think he believes in
human beings in it likely to burn to death, or if he ion makes them sinless and pure, they must be arrant a personal God, in the divinity of Jesus Christ-not
sees a child playing u,gon a railroad track with the hypocrite. Unbelievers are certainly no more sinful being begotten by a natural father like other men;
rushing train rapidly approaching, he will do his in these directions than believers, and it is a species in miracles, beginning with the creation of the
universe from nothing, and in the government of a
utm<?Bt to save those thus in imminent danger, with- of clerical impertinence to insinuate it.
out stopping for a moment to think what his relig- · Perhaps we hav replied to the reverend gentle- personal something called· Divine Providence. We
ions opinions are about gods, devils, or hells. When men's arguments; and if we hav given satisfaction do not think Beecher believes in supernaturalism, or
soldiers are upon the battle-field engaged in deadly to himself and Mr. Smith we are truly glad. If we in any of those things. He bas too often expressed
conflict with a common foe they rush int& the hot- can perform other work in a similar direction, we his convictions upon the subjects for it to be held~for
a moment that he believes them. If he could only
test of the fight, where the danger is the greatest, will cheerfully address ourselvs to it.
hav be£1ll grand enough to rise and be bravely honest
and without stopping a moment to mouth a prayer,
in this business, and told all he does not believe, he
to engage in a religious rite, or to think whether they
Anthony Comstock.'
would be more honored to-day, and more revered in
hav a religion or not. Human impulses are stronger
This individual is out in the North American .Re- all coming time. He bas misimproved one of the
than religious impressions, and .men never stop in
eases of emergency to consult the latter.
view for November in an article praising his Society grandest opportunities of his life.
. 7; The Rev. Mr. Breed, in conclusion, says, "My for the Suppression of Vice, and boasting of the work
observation has taught me that a deterioration in it has performed, the hundreds he has arrested, and
Bright's Lecture.
life often precedes .and accounts for a failure in the tons of obscene matter be has seized. It is the
There
will
be
a complimentary benefit for Charles
same
old
~tory
over
again,
mere
boast
and
bombast.
fai~;" or, in ot}ler wor,ls, that those who believe in
the doctrin of Christian theology lead better lives He makes strong assertions that he never uses means Bright before the Liberal Club on Friday evening,.
than .those who do not. This is unkind and untruth- of decoy, and that no one has been requested by him Oct. 27th. Mr. Bright will giv his lecture, "Scienful in every sense of the word. Its untruthfulness is to do otherwise than the business the victim was en- tific Morality." There will also be special addresses
most apparent, whether· the pages of history are gaged in, and that sealed letters hav never been vio- by Wakeman, Andrews, Palmer, and others. A
examined, whether travels are extended to the coun- lated; he repeats the frightful charges about the mass rich treat may. be expected. Mr. Bright has been
tries of all religions, or whether our country is made of bad matter sent to school girls and boys, all of with us for a few weeks, and baa won golden opinions by his ability and eloquence. He is one of our
the field of our search. By perusing the pages of which are false.
Comstock has unquestionably done much good in best lecturers, and is thoroughly advanced and radhistory it will be found that believers in Christianity
hav taken more human life, hav caused the blood of driving indecent publications out_of the market, but ical. He has the courage of his opinions. He. has
their fellow-men to flow far more profusely, than the this was principally accomplished under the old state been doing a noble work in Australia, to which he
believers in any other system of religion. They hav laws; showing the new oppressiv and dangerous stat- now returns. The Liberals of America should giv
persecuted unbelievers more cruelly, havapplied tor. ues which Congress passed at his instance to be wholly him a cordial welcome, and make him feel that we
tureferexercisingthe sacred right of opinion, havused unnecessary. He dilates upon the number of evil- appreciate his noble services for our cause in a far-off
worse and more implements of agony, hav applied doers he has brought to justice, but he says nothing continent. Let all come and bring their friends
their hellish inventions in prison cells and under- about the innocent persons he has sent to prison and with them to the lecture.
ground dungeons; they hav tortured on the rack, disgraced, the agony and ruin he has needlessly
they hav burnt at the stake, and practiced many brought upon many, nor the diabolical spirit of
TaE disagreeable task of moving is now pretty
other horrible modes of torture and death a thou- bloodhoundism and fiendishnefls he has evinced, in well accomplished, though we hav not become fully
sand times over more than the believers of any other which qualities be has rivaled Matthew Hopkins, the settled yet. We are pleased with our new qu:uters,
system of religion, and far more than all of them witch finder, in England, two hundred and fifty and hav much better and more room than before.
added together. Buddhism, the greatest system.of years ago, who caused hundreds and thousands of We hav added considerably to our stock of bookA,
religion in the world, which has existed six hundred innocent but unfortunate persons. to be brought to and hope to see an increased demand for them. We
years longer than Christianity, and had twice the num- the most intense sufferings, and the most horribl~ are prepared to fill orders for libraries, public and
ber of adherents, has never persecuted on account of deaths. This modern Matthew Hopkins says noth- private, and to furnish books uf all kinds on the best
its religion; it has never proselyted by the sword; ing of his insolent officiousness, the perjuries he has terms. We trust our friends will remember that our
it has never burnt at the stake, and has never committed, the persons he has persistently tri~d to address is now 21 Clinton Place, and that, as rE-used implements of torture in the name and doctrine ruin; he inveighs loudly against "the blasphemy of marked, we wish to fill numerous orders for bookP.
of its great founder. Christians bav done all this Infidel publications," which he reckons in with "the
vile schemes for corrupting the rising generation."
for centuries.
MR. BEECHER has formally declared his disbelief
We hav within the past twelve months visited the When he obtains all the power he desires he will
lands where Mohammedanism, Brahmanism, Zoroas- probably make renewed efforts to suppress all Infidel in hell and the atonement, but he still holds on to
trinism, Buddhism, Confucianism, and Shintoism publications, as he has many times boasted he would Christ as the only begotten son of God, and beare strongly believed in, and where Christianity has do. His will is ample in this direction, but his lieves in the immaculate conception. That is to
say, he thinks the Virgin Mary was just as innocent
little.or no foothold, and we found those people more power is not.yet adequate to the undertaking.
ANTICHRIST.
honest, more moral, more disposed to lead upright . 0. B. Frothingham follows in reply to Comstock, as Elizabeth Tilton.
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each class of nerves generate by their molecular introduced into the system as food is one of _the[
actions.
essential conditions for the maintenance of life. And
The especial feature that I wish to introduce here of course it follows that because the v~rious suh:t
is this: Whatever knowledge of external nature we stances are a. necessary sustaining power, the))odJ:
What Are Brains 1
ha.v comes through the sense of feeling. We feel to which they administer must be constantly throw~
HOW ABE THEY M.lD:B: ? AND WHAT IS THAT WIDCH; everything; we feel morally, intellectually, an<} self- ing off the substance of this necessary supply,~ an~
SURVIVES THEIR USE AND LOSS WHIJ.E IN THE ishly, or anima.lly, according to the states of mind of course these brains, nerves, muscles; fibers, tissues,
and body. And in the same way we feel every bones, ganglia., etc., are constantly wasting inviay
BODY DURING PHYSICAL LIFE ?
thought and every emotion. Phrenologists ha.v and being restored by new brain, ganglia, etc. Now,
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: I hav
divided the brain into various departments and if this be so; how can the new ganglia, by any inci~
prepared what follows to show that the brains of organs, and ha.v made disti;'lctions betw~~n the i~te!- dent, recall an event of a. record made upon the old .
animal life are but an organ of the body, and that lect and the selfish and ammal propensities, but It Is materials, which ha.v become worn out and wast_ed·
the dootrins of "reflex actions'' and the" combustibil- only a distinction of words. The schoof boy feels away? 'l'he idea is absurd. This, then, establishes_
ity of organic life" are self-destructiv. Also that, his way to the solution of a problem that has ba.:ffied the fact of a aoul or life-principle independently of
from the standpoint of substance and materiality, a his skill in figures, and delights with exuberance of the worn.out materials which it usell to maintain it~
future lif-e is predicated; and that the real substa~oe, joy when he has gained the victory of solution; and self and grow upon, and which regulates and con~
life, force, or whatever terms we may apply to exist- in the same way the inventor, by experimentation trols all the ganglia and nerves, etc.
·
ence and orf];ani:Za.tion, is the oontroling, organizing, and comparing of thoughts which convey feelings of
What is reflex action? When a body is thrown:
and developing principle. That as we are sure of certainty or doubt, eventually arrives at the truth, by any force against another body, such as a ,hall
the use of five senses, there must, also, from the pe- and when it comes it has been by a process of feel- against the side of a. house, it will rebound awaY';
culiarities of structure, etc., be a grand controling ing from the beginning to the end of it.
.
or if the sun shine upon a smooth surface it will re~
and combining sense in man of "consciousness," and
It is a very significant fact that the brains are the fleet any object in some other direction, according to,
to some extent to all animal life below him, until it last arrangement in the combination that leads from the angle of incidence; but the reflex action in su'ch1
(consciousness) finally disappears, and the life princi- the inner consciousness or life to the external world case must take place immediately and as a result of_
ple of the earth only is seen. The vital properties around us; and that often are the actions so slow the force or impingement of the body it strikes.. I~
which reside in organized bodies, or living bodies, along the communicating channels that a great deal is just so with the reflex action of a. nervous force;,:
are characterized by what is termed a. "molecular of injury is done to the body before the person is its action must be immediate. You might as well
arrangement" not produoable by ordinary physical aware of it. The nerves are able to transmit or re- expect to throw a ball agaim1t a house and hav it_
attractions and laws .. Matter thus organized consists ceive impressions only about two hundred feet per stick fast and at some future time rebound, or ha.V.
of solids, usually so disposed in a network of la.minre second, which is too slow to prevent injury from con- the sun shine upon a person or the water and ha.v
and filaments as to hav fluids of various natures to tact with fire, frost, etc.
his reflection at some future time after he' liad
take up the intervening spaces, and in which the ·The principle of life, or, in man, his conscious• walked away, as to expect the reflex action. of tne~
various forms of solids are separated into somewhat ness, must' be something more and different from ganglia to account for the manifestation of the mind;
distinct organs. "Texture or tissue" is the anatom- brains, which, by physiology, is clearly shown to be In the language of Robert, "It won't do, gentlemeni
ical term by which such assemblages are distin- onl~ an organ to receive impressions. There are it won't do."
·
·
guished; of these the cellular is most elementary, thirty-two pairs of nerves of similar anatomical
Will our friend, T. Winter, and liis school of
being the only make-up of several, and a partial origin·and composition, which are used to receive thinkers, please examin into and see what originates'
component of all the others.
and communicate motions and sensations, and they brains and what they do in life? I might add· tha~
·Although the phenomena which are de~ign.ated as are divided into distinct systems. But the important the doctrin of reflex action cannot account for ,di~.
vital are never found apart from orgamzat10n and question is, how do they retain these impressions for rect action. A reflection must correspond in nature
are held by some naturalists as identical with it, yet years? and by what means are they (the impres- and appearance to that which produced it. It (the
in the order of succession vital actiens necessarily sions) remembered, when we are taught that not a ganglia) cannot reflect something which it (they)
stand to organization, or organic structures, in the particle of any nerve, fiber, tissue, bone, muscle, or did not receive; or, in other words, all new thoughts
relation of antecedents; for the production of even brain will last but several years at most? lithe whole and actions are a direct contradiction of the latestthe most rudimentary forms and textures implies body is subject to decay and change at least once taught ideas on the subject of mind from a Ma.terithe previous operation of life-combining tendencies in seven years, there must be something of a more alistic standpoint. And it foJlows that if the lifeor "vital affinities." The origin and earlytendenoies permanent character about it than its anatomical principle can survive the wasting materials of the
of these vital forces and combinations into the pres- structure.
body during this life there is no good reason why it
ent developed structures are beyond the scope of the
That thing is the life- principle which existed .in may not continue to exist where the old body i1
most astute mind. The data upon which to build a the animalcule or germ, which took up its residence entirely worn out and rejected. · J. R. PERRY.·
positiv philosophy are too conflicting and irreconcil- in the female ovum, from which the body was built
Wllkesbarre, Pa., Oct., 1882.
able, and while the state of science safely rejects the up, and not excepting the brains_ themselvs, and
supernaturalism of the theologian; it is equally safe which germ always has manifested its ceaseless life
Donkey Editorials.
to say that the origin is beyond the knowledge of through the organization of the human body. So
The New York Times has a funny editor, whose
man, and has baffied the most profound thinkers of that although your body has changed continually fun consists in maintaining some ludicrous absurdity:
all times; but it is a certainty that life is the prod- during a long life, and thereby has discharged every with an air of solemn earnestness, as, for instance,
not only of life; that every new plant or animal pro- particle of its materials, brains and all, several attempting to show that nobody has seen the comet,·
ceeds from some pre-existent being of the same form times, the same life-germ that wiggled like a tadpole or that a. human baby was kidnapped and educated.
and character.
(and had its appearance) has now added to its pro- by a. cow.
.
.
.
The experiments upon animals by vivisection for portions materially by a more complete organization,
It has also a solemn and philosophiCal editor,
the purpose of ascertaining the peculiar functions of and is now equal, or perhaps superior, to its pro- whose business it is to speak as an oracle on all diathe various parts of the animal economy, hav been genitors. That germ inherited the peculiarities, both puted questions. But there is nothing in the _ediso conflicting that much of the testimony is of no mentally and physically, of its parents, and those torial columns to signify whether an article has been
value. It has, however, led to a knowledge of a. parents from antecedent progenitors, and so on back written by the funny editor as a sample of- absurdity.
more thorough character as regards the nervous mto the oblivious past, beyond the possibility of or by the philosophic editor as the profoundeat wisstructure and the characteristics of the matter of anything but a partial conjecture of the origin of dom; and sometimes we are greatly pu~zled, on the
which the brain is composed.
mankind or of animal life on this planet.
first reading, to tell· whether the article was meant
Man is organized with five senses, as usually
It is quite plain to perceive, then, that all this talk for profound fun or profound wisdom. Both writel'l
taught, but upon a. careful observation of his nervous about "brain waves," and about what the brains do are equally profound and grave, and sometimes .it. !.a.
structure it will appear that neither of them has a in the way of originating memory and life, is an aifficult to tell which is the more absurd.
.
.
direct connection with the cerebrum. Of the sense error, as the brain, like all the rest of the physical
For example, the following passage in the Time_s;-;
of hearing it will be seen that the nerves terminate body, was built up by slow efforts of the life-prinoi- which the pressure of duties prevented ow notiQing,
i'n the cerebellum. In fact, all the lines of communi- ple, contained in the germ; and just ·as the acorn when it first appeared, would be recognized by the
cation emanate from this part of the head; Hear- contains the undeveloped oak, or the chestnut the most intelligent readers as one of the solemn effor:ta·,
ing, seeing, tasting, smelling, and the general sense undeveloped chestnut-tree, so does the human germ of the funny ma.n-the dignified clown of the
·
.
of feeling all hav their origin in that. part of contain the undeveloped man or woman, or animal Times:
the head which is the seat of animal life, or what germ of some other department of animal life. Life When a person steps out of the ra.nks of comfortabll tmil•
may be termed the motiv pow~r of organic life. The and matter are co-eternal, but the life is the control- comnwn-place humanity and gets off somewhere by the side of.
connection that is formed between these va-rious ing force; and when scientists tell us that matter the roa.d and labels himself Positivist, Freethinker, Atheist,·
nerve structures and the brain proper is by a fibrous developed life they are asking us to believe that the etc., the world speedily sets him down as an aas, and in nineteen_'
ca.ses out of twenty the world is right. The twentieth esse· is
material radiating from the surfaces of the ganglions engin is pulling the load instead of. the steam. .
usually one of simple lunacy.
.·.·
and by that means envelope the convolutions of the
One word more about the dootrm of reflex aot!on,
H this was an effort of the clown of the PimetJ;:
brain, analogous to the wires of a number of tele- recording ganglia, etc. Dr. Draper, and most others it would be well for his employers to confine him to,
graphic lines, and their office seems to be to inform of the Materialistic m'edioos, assert that "the cere- subjects more nearly on the level of ~is capacities,:
the brain of what the eye sees, the ear hears, the brum originates the nervous. force, and also that it and to nand over such subjects as- science and relig•
tongue tastes, etc. For instance, the eye receives becomes the repository of every species of nervous
b
f d'
·
h
Isoussmg. t em
through the optic nerve an image which has been manifestation. In the registering ganglia thoughts ion to writers who are oapa le o
·
·
sensibly, for there are some sensible writers whose:
impressed upon the retina by means of the crystalline and impressions are stored away, t h e previOus
enst- thoughts appear in the columns of the Times.
lens. The light which has become focalized makes ence of which is almost forgotten, until by some inThe article from which we quote was written with
its impression as a heat picture. This picture is of cident they are recalled in all their pristin vigor
·
h t th
no account, however, until conveyed by the optic and clearness." Again, "The cerebellum is the suo.h apparent mock· heroiC e.arnestnes~ t a. . e rnanerve into the part from which the nerve emanates, binding-room of the printing-house of the brain, in jority of readers would take It for a. fair speCimen of
· the,prinoiples and ability of the Times.
·
and until the impression is conveyed by means of which the plates and pages t h at h a.v b een f ormed lD
That paper is thus editorially oommitt.ed to: the
the telegraphic wires or fibers from the cerebellum the engravers', compositors', and press-rooms, or
I
ll p
H
to the cerebrum; and it is equally clear that the ganglia, of the establishment, are placed in proper position that all such men as ngerso , ame, ume;.
whole structure of the cerebrum is brought into con- form and relation to each other, so as to form a. book Valtaire, Darwin, Tyndall, Huxley, Haeokel, Humtact with this picture, but the image is seen or felt which mav be boxed up with other works taken boldt, and a. majority of the most eminent so~entista•
'
d
d
h of to-day are ninety-five per cent of them jackasses,
upon the retina. In fact if the whole brain could be from the repository,
or cerebrum, an sent own t e and the remaining five per cent lunatics; and thus.
removed from the head, and the retina and optic dumb. waiter, or spinal cord, to fill an order received the donkey editor has settled the question.
_·
nerve left unimpaired, and the picture observed through the telegraph, or afferent nerve, by the rail~
If Mr. Jones, of the Times, can stand such non~;
from without by another, it could be seen as upon road of the efferent nerve." This is a splendid an- sense as this, and continue to pay salaries to donk:ey
the retina, and not in a.uy part of the brains. This alogy, and in good illustrativ phrasPology of the editors who discredit respectable journalism, let him.
brings us to see tba.t the cerebrum, or brain, is, after doctor's idea; but the misfortune is that by his own
B
..
all, but a secondary contrivance for registering the theory of the "combustibility of organic ijfe," the go on; it is not our f11Derall
impressions that are takeR in by means of the nerv- one theory destroys the other. The physiologist of
MoNTAIGNE, the essayist, took his son in front ofa crucifi,x.:
ous channels of the body, and are distinguished by the present day demonstrates by experiments which once and s&id: "You would reform the worldj behold the
the consciousness according to the feelings which we cannot refute that the oxidation of the materials fate ~f a reformer I"
· ·
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. What Is Character t

though millio?J-B were ,offered me as its purchase

: ·i. It_ is ~o~ ~hat·-~hioh. -possesses unF1nited wealth; money, and th1s, too, as,muoh all I want more means

'reeks h1glj places by fall' me~ns or foul,, and arrog1mtlf l~r~s·tt ~ver the lowly~. It is not that whio}J.
'tl'~ri,);tt{l;'.in vel~ets and ll;\ries a?Id jewe~s, simpering
Involous persiflage, or drawhng, fashiOnable non~e:psioaHties~ It is not. t.ht .which pays ostentatiou,sly·~~ thE:~.calls of charity; striving for distinction
by hapdso~~ prQsentations, yet at bea.rt begrudging
the poor a penny. Nor does it consist in the sanotijnonious ~binings of insignificant duties, or the
~11oudlin pratings of prudence, a word so dwarfed
P,y: its. puritanic disciples, there is not pith enough.
le(t ip. it tq a:fford a qlever theme, even for· the
ingeri~ous pen of an Emerson. Nor yet is it that
which fills the midday air with shrieks unearthly
wheJ;t a tl'Uth of nature is unveile.d, yet in the
eeou:rity,of. privacy shaming silence with its vulgar isms. The names of such as these hav no
oiaim'to· oharacte1:< They are niere nonentities, rotting: in oblivion as soon as consigned to their nativ
elellJ.ent, and making despicable even the stone that
bears them.
.
! · Tolp've'kno:wledge, to climb the bights, to descend
the ile'pths; to explore the sides at whatever cost
at' whatefer: risk; to search fo; truth wherever it
xna_y be •· foun~, ~nd . honestly,· daringly, defiantly
express 1t-th1s IS character. To manfully work
!,or liberty here, an4 then go where liberty is not; to
be, given stories when hungering for bread; to
clestr9y with cyclonic ruthlessness false images, and
receive as a_ meed the prison, the torture, and the
stake.;, to liv a life of vicarious expiation, be
b~ried .ib. the cerements of calumny~"and in a hun"'
dr~i!d years t.he rema~ns be disniterred (the purifying
breath of t1me havmg bleached to spotless white"
ness the: sullied robes) and embalmed in the univ:ersaUove. of all nations-this is character. · After
having, served as paving stones for the feet of an
e:x;istipg generation, to be rehabiliated, to be crowned
kings of gran~ principles, queens of noble sentiment, to be greeted by posterity as the paladins of
truth, the. honor-scarred defenders of right, the paragons of h1story....:...._
·
OLD VIRGINIA.
.Ooneord, Ky:., 282.

to kill gods with..
.
"Im~atient of contradiction I" Yes, when we see
so muo . of wrong, ?f ~rror, of false belief every'!here_, a?J-d spend a hfet1me trymg to sow truth and
r1ght 1n Its place, how can we help being impatient?
I do feel a deep sympathy for all who su:ffer, and if
I were a god I'd exterminate all misery as far as it
was possible for it to be done. But as I am not I
can only ~o IllY little ~oward killi~_g ~he gods who
create evll~ and teaohmg poor m1sgmded humans
how to avotd a few of the pitfalls by which they are
surrounded.
Wb~n I see great, strong, brutal men whipping
poor, 1gnprant, bad~y~born and badly-reared ohildre)!. I w1sh for. a httle godly power to pour into
~he parental b_ram the. knowledg~ ~hat children are
JUSt .what. the.u .heredity and trammg. make them;
and 1f the wh1p IS deserved th~ parent's back should
fe~l the blow. On~ of ~he p~ous God-believers of
th1s place often. wh1ps h1s. oh1ld th~ whole !ength
of the stre~t, r.1~ht hex:e m Snowville, forcmg us
all to hear. Its p1.t1fu! shneks and appeals for mercy.
What but a behef m a cruel and revengeful God
creates cruel and revengeful parents?
.
" Injustice often conquers;
Pain curses every hour;
The good and true and beautiful
Are trampled like the :flower.
You say he is our father~ Ifihe.is
That whlch
he wills doth stand ;
thus almighty,
Why don't he lend a hand?
What is. this monarch doing
Upon h1s golden throne?
To right the wrong stupendous,
Giv joy instead of moan ?
With his resistless majesty,
Each foJCe afhis command,
Each law his own creation,
Why don't he lend a hand?
Alas, I fear he's sleeping,
Or is himself a dreamAibubble on thought's ocean,
Our fancy's fading gleam I
We look in vain to find him
Upou his throne sq grand,
Then turn your vision e10rthward,
A.n · Open · ~etter to Rountr~e from Eimina.
'Tis we must lend a hand."
,FRIEND M. J. RouNTREE: I comply with thy reELMIN.A. D. S'LENKER.
qllest and '' rise to explain" why I take the ground
of Atheism. First. and foremost, I cannot find one
single proof of the existence of a god, and next I do
Truth-A. Poem in Three Parts.
no~ see. any need for one.
· ··
PART FffiST. ·
. Men· .created gods out of their ignorance, and why
Our answer to the learned Cyros Smith.
It proves that his religion is a myth.
should ·!We believe in the "in:finit" Deity of the civilized .nineteenth century any more than in those of
,..
PA.RT SECOND.
By evolution let us if we can
heathen lands or the gods of Greece and Rome who
Learn the true origin of worlds and man.
dwelt on Mount Olympus? All this talk about not
PART THIRD.
being. able to grasp the infinit is only going around
If orthodox religion you despise,
the subject. What we want to know is where the
What will you giv us in the place of. lies?
idea ·Of -gods originated and on what it is founded.
We find every time we trace it back that it is only a
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
name for causes that are wrapped in mystery-only Truth is the most important subject in the universe·
a .name for the unknown-'-only a word to express "I hence the absolute necessity of a truth-seeker's news~
don't know," just as Spiritualists use the word paper, where all denominations get an impartial and
spirit. in explanation of phenomena they cannot di- equal hearing, such as no other paper in this world
vine the wherefore of.
does giv. Extensiv, indeed, are the heavens! Where
And why call it "dogmatic hardihood'' to assert do they begin? Where do they end? What is their
there is no God any more than to assert that no man extent? Can angels answer the question? Hav
can liv on after his head is cut off or his heart taken angels traveled the vast circuit? Can angels measout ? · If I assert that in the middle of the earth ure the bounds of space? No. It is boundless it
d~ells a race of people· who far surpass those on its is unknown, it is amazing all.
'
surface", it is my place to prove it possible for them .. How charming, then, to reflect that truth is as
to' be there-to giv at least one proof of their exist- great as the heavens-as extensiv as the skies!
en,"'~,; therefore-god-creators must prove the gods to Transporting reflection! Let us indulge thee once
be: · ,A~d why ?eem i~ a want of ''sympathy " when more; and while we think over the past, present,
one, d~mes ~he liJlpossible?
.
.,
and future victories of truth over myth and false.
~ods are impossible, unnatural, and wholly incon- hood add one to the number of advomjtes of truth.
cel:yable. Now suppose there is a God, just for a
CANTO I.
!fi~ment; may I ask, then, where he is and why he
Truth is what all mankind desire to know;
111 ~not she), and what real enjoyment such a lonely
To find the truth, alas! where shall we go?
be!ng can hav? What happiness is possible to any
Go to the perfect, never-erring rulese~stenoe that has no wants, no hopes, no desires, or
Nature, philosophy, and reason's schools.
a1ms?
Master all sciences the truth to finJ.,
This most important maxim mind:
Is it a·want of sympathy that labors to kill off all
However learn'd in human creeds in youth,
superstitions and absurdities-that wishes only truth
Use common sense or never find the truth.
and re!l~ity to. prosper? God is the great central
superstitiOn, and as long as we leave this tree to
All Christian creeds were once but pagan frauds,
Consisting of a trinity of gods.
·
gr_?w, an.d only lop o:ff a limb here and there, we
The ancient heathen gods and all their deeds
fa1l to k1ll the grand source of the disease. We
Were! changed to Hebrew, then to Christian, creeds.
nourish the fountain, and only olean .out a few cessGods, heaven, bell-man's fall-god's plan
pools.
Were all the fancies from the fears of man.
Atheism may be "impatient of contradiction"
The Christian's Bible-books mankind did make,
Their heathen origin who can mistake? .
bu~- it i~ that indignant, virtuous . impatience th~t
longs fo~ ·error ~nd delusion to giv place to truth
From Bible tales came Brother Smith to know
and reaht:y. I~ 1s such slow work to uproot wrong
That gods make de-vils, sin, and endless woe?
and e!!ltabhsh r1ght that I often feel almost out of
Willlearoed Cyrus tell us if he can
heart trying. . .
·
About man's fall, the devil's, and God's plan?
'Tis our ambition perfect truth to find
I hadworked tooth and nail against the monFrom Smith's infallible inspired mind l
str~us, evil of to})acOO· using for thirty years before I
The Bible pharisees, indeed, we know
he.ard .of o~~;e ~an who, because of my labors, bad
Better and wiser than all men below.
lata down h1s p1pe. Those of my own blood, those
Do Bible devils new' days get in 'hogs?
ne~r. and dear to ~e, used the filthy weed in spite of
Does good St. Patrick ba.niah makes and frogs ?
coztt~ual remonstrance. But did it discourage me ?
No, Christian creeds are getting more sublime I
No,.~t only rendered me more "impatient" to kill
The gods are getting wiser all the time l
t ,fp~l fi?nd. If I had the last tobacco-seed to-day
Will some learned orthodox, some stupid dunce,
1 d: grmd 1t to powder and burn it to cinders, even
Be kind enough t<> answer us at once?

________
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Are all things possible with gods; do tell,
Can gods make Infidels believe in hell?
Gods; Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, and dreams
Can't save us all This is the truth, it seems
For. JeSJ?S came a bloody s:vord to bring.;
'
ChMst g.1vs us hell, and Its mfernal sting..
All JeWish gods are not so bad as he ·
From inspiration all mankind may s~e.
If man is God's, will some good Christian tell
Why Jesus God don't save all souls from.hell?
Is it the truth-to save all souls go.ds tried?
For this grand purpose hav gods lived imd died?
And hav their deaths and all their efforts failed?
What hav their mummeries and myths availed?
But few are saved-gods Jesus Christ did tell!
And all mankind deserve to go to hell!
·
Mankind begin to see the Bible frt.uds;
That snakes and devils are outwitting gods.
CANTO II.

Were trees and fruits perfected in the shade
Before the ~nn and moon and stars were made?
Is it the truth gods did make man with dust?
Believe this fable or be damned we must.
May it not be s biblical mistake
From Adam's rib gods did a woman make?
Was no dust left 'ro make dear mother Eve?
'l'his Bible tale can any fool believe?
Eve ate an apple-it digested well!
For this sweet apple must we go to hell?
This is not truth. You see the truth below
Mankind fall up instead of down, we know'.
Pr~g~ession is. the skeptic's holy word,
This IS no fiction, fable, or absurd.
This is t)le truth-the perfect h Jnor bright:
So help us, Yahweh l this is truth and right l
Did the gods know Eve would their apple eat
And that would all the plans of gods defeat? '
If hell and brimstone are the gods' best plan
Who is to blame, the maker or the man?· '
We sometimes question who the deace made gods 1
W~o knows th_at Bibles are not myths and fraudsi?
Without the Btbles and the devils ioo
What would God's holy clergy find t~ do?
God's holy clergy soon would turn to tramps 1
Fo! many of them now are private scamps 1
Is It the truth that gods delight in blood?
Is it the truth-the fable of the :flood?
Is it the truth-Saint Jonah and the whale?
Will devils always over gods prevail?
·
Is it the truth, Lot's wife turned into salt?
No, 'tis a lie; for she was not in fault.
What fool believes that Baal am's ass did talk?
And snakes at first upon their tails did walk?
Is it the truth the sun did once stand.£till ?
Th.~t God's ele~t should murder, slay, and kill?
Is It the truth tne moon at noon shone bright
So go.ds coul~ see to help th~ Jews to fight?
Was mfants blood by gods m torrents spilled ?.
By holy bears were little children killed?
Were virgins saved, male population slain?
To-day do gods delight in human pain ?
Do Hebrews liv in the most dreadful fire ?
Do. unbelievers now and then expire?
Is It the trnth from God's inspired pen
That lions eat none but ungodly men ?
Such cruel gods and holy Bible lies,
And infant murder, who can help despise?
CANTO

m.

Did Hebrew poets ever raise the dead ?
fs it the truth, E)';ekiel's dutig-made bread?
Saint Sa.mson's hair, his foxes, and his lies
Skeptics and Infidels indeed despise.
Is it the truth the gods did leave their thrones
To pregnate Mary without flesh or bones ?
Is it the troth that gods and virgins can
Produce a god without the aid of man ?
God-making business is a pagan view
That never was and never will be true.
God-making business in God's holy word
To human reason is the most absurd.
Is it the truth, or is it Bible lies,
That Yahweh's blood and bones did both arise?
If God and Christ are absolutely one,
Christ is God's father, and God is Christ's son.
Is it the truth one God can ever be
By any process multiplied to three?
Is it the truth gods always are the same?
Is it the truth gods never were to blame?
If ?ell and devils both are God's designs
Is It a wonder that gods changed their minds ?
Is this the reason gods do now relent
For making man ? And do they still repent ?
To show what truth is we will first explain
What is not truth, and make the subject plain.
It is not truth that gods did make themselvs;
Gods made by man, truth says, upon the shelves.
Is it the troth1 that dear old Bible rule,
Believe in goas or be proscribed a fool?
Is it the truth gods said, "Let us make man?"
Is it the truth gods made a brimstone plan
Truth seekers, spurn all cruel, man-mad6 gods,
For science proves them only myths and frauds l
Is it the truth from nothing gods did make
All t,hat exists, including brimstone lake?
Did gods make all things by a single word ?
Did gods make devils? Heavens, how absurd l
Did gods make evils, and did gods relent?
Did gods make brimstone, and did gods repent?
Is it the truth a war in heaven was wa2ed
In which the gods of heaven were engaged?
Is it the truth God's savages did rebel?
Did Mumbo Ju.mbo's banish them to hell?
Great gods, how many seas of blood were spilled?
How many trillions of gods angels killed?
·
Dear Brother Smith, please tell us all about
Who drove the rebels and the devils out.
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ERIE, PA., Oct. 7, 1882.
EDITOR: Last week I asked Mr. House to get
me two copies of "Crimes of Prrachers." Some of
my acquaintances hav seen or read the book, and all
were astonished at the horrihle arraignment. I inclose you $1 for four more c0pies. I wish every
family could hav one. Perhaps their homes would
be more carefully guarded.
Respectfully yours,
D. M. JoHNSON.
}{R,

RoswELL, N. M., Sept. 28,1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $6.50-$5 for "A
Truth Seeker Around the World." I hav been a subscriber for your paper for four or five years, and hav
intended to hav the books ever since they were
spoken of, but circumstances hav prevented until
now. I am glad that you hav returned safely homa
again. I wish you as long life, as much good health,
as much happiness, and as much prosperity as any
man that takes your paper or ever read it.
SAMUEL CUNNINGHAM,
Yours for the truth,
ALLIANOE, 0., Oct. 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I received your notice last evening.
No, I do not want my paper stopped. I knew my
time was up, but I was not quite prepared to meet
it when I should, but I am now, and send herewith
$2-one for ·the rest of this year and one to commence the next year with. I hav taken THE TRUTH
SEEKER from the first number you printed in Paris,
. Ill., all the way through till now. I wish I could do
more for it, but circumstances are against me. I
hav helped get you a few subscribers. My next birthday will count seventy. If I liv I want THE TRUT:a
SEEKER.
Yours truly,
JAMES HARTLEY.
CHARLEVOIX, MICH., Oct. 6, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you $3 for THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I notice I am about a month behind.
Please excuse me. We bav a sort of independent
Liberal dub in this town, which has been in existence about two years. We hav had a good attendance at our meetings, and I am confident we hav
done considerable good. The churches hav tried
hard during that time to make conversions, but hav
failed entirely, while the Liberal sentiment has
steadily gained ground, and we int{lnd to keep hammering away. I am glad to know you hav returned
home safe and sound, and I hope I may sometime
be fortunate enough to meet you.
Truly yours,
E. CARPENTER.
SAGINAW CITY, MICH., Oct. 6, 282.
MR. EDITOR: Your card came to hand. I am heartily
glad to hav you become acquainted with me; for
many hav told me that I am not like anybody else.
I hav followe_f). you closely since Anthony's first attack, through his mock trial, and your imprisonmflnt
in jail and at Albany. Hav been in deep sympathy
with you, in sorrow and joy, all around the world,
on Jordan's muddy banks, and in the bare bull-cart
under scorching tropical sun, to the happy reception at home. As I could not hav the privilege of
partaking of that welcome love"feast, I thought of
the substantial three dollars which would soon become due. I will now inclose two dollars for the
fourth volume of •· A Truth Seeker ..A.round the
World," and postage on the books. ·
My respects to yourself and wife, and tha faithful
Eugene. The friend of free grrvernment,
w. G. ELMER.

a

CARLISLE, WARREN Co., IA., Oct. 10, 282.
MR. EDITOR: I am sorry you were under the necessity of sending me notice that my time had expired.
You need nnt be afraid to send THE TRUTH SEEKER
to your patrons here in Carlisle. We will never desert you without due notice. We are all true to the
cause of Freethought and liberty of speech. We hav
no Liberal League established here yet; but we hav
a fair sprinklinf{ of out-spoken Liberals, notwithstanding there are four churches in our town of only
four hundred inhabitants. But we are holding them
level in the management of our schools; we hav a
Liberal principal teacher.
I like THE TRUTH SEEKER and its editor, I admire
the course you hav taken in battering down orthodox and fighting for man's liberty. Enough of this.
You will please find post-offi.Je order for $5.50, to be
applied as directed. Yours truly,
M. GuiSINGER.
p, 8.-In· evidence of the growth of Liberalism, and
the passing away of su .. erstition, we find the following inscription on the monument of Charles Hastings
(in the cemetery of this placd}, who was a practical
Freethinker: "'Neath the shade of this beautiful
tulip repose is sweet. N) faith in the blood of
priests, nor in the Jewish mythical monster, God."
lVI. G.

PLATTSBURGH, N. Y., Oct, 6, 1882.
J'IIR. EDITOR: I heartily approve of Mr. Green's suggestion to inquire into the manner in which Stephen
Girard's will is being carried out. But a few months
ago I heard a clergyman boast that through a flaw
in the will the church people had been enabled to
steal the institution, and were running it to suit
themselvs. l[e said the hand of God directed him

to leave out one word so that the Christian peo.ple
of this country could stop tae bitter stream of Infidelity pouring forth from that institution; that the
Bible wae now taught as the standard of morals interpreted by a pious Methodist layman. I could not
help thinking it a handy tking for Christians th&t
they had a god upon whQm they could la.y all their
deviltry. He exposed his ignorance or untruthfulness when he said that Infidelity was ever taught
there, the terms of Mr. Girard's will being such that
no religious or anti-religious teaching was to be allowed. No doubt the congregation took it all in, and
devoutly thanked God that the, chance to st13al a
dead Infidel's property had been improved. Who
ever knew them to leave such an opportuity unimproved. As Col. Ingersoll, in one of his political
speeches, says of the politicians: "They steal everything they can get their hands on, and, my God I
what hands.." I hope the Liberals of this country
will take an interest in this matt$r, and, if necessary, contribute liberally toward righting this great
wrong to one of their number.
W. L. WEV11lR,
NAPLES, N.Y., Oct. 9,1882.
MR. EDITOR: Of course I want THE TRUTH BEEKER,
for more reasons than I will be able to write on this
small sheet.In the first place,· it is the paper for the masses.
I wouid not say anything against other Liberal p9.per>~, and wish more were published and more read;
at the same time I believe more people will read
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that it is better calculated to
rouse the people from their lethargy and st-imulate
thought thqn any other paper with which I am acquainted. Nor is this nll; I believe that many of the
Liberal paners are indebted to THE TRUTH SEEKER for
their existence, for had it not been for the old pioneer, religious would still be read by hundreds who
are now the reade-rs of Liberal papers. It was the
plowshare of the old TRUTH SEEKER which first broke
up the ground and rendered it possible for these latei
papers to flourish. God bless the old TRUTH SEEKER,
and if he has an eye to business he will. And when
I go up to the gate of the holy city I shall take one
along, and as soon as St. Peter sees it you'll see him
begin to fumble for the big key.
Since I hung up my new decal()g at the late, Watkins ConvAntion the ministers hav been preliching
at me and writing letters to me and giving me fits.
Well, its nothing more than I expected. I console
myself by the reflection that "whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth." _ When ministers get mad it may
be taken for grantert that some live Liberal has been
to work. So manv full, and I may say fair, reports
of the Watkins Convention seem to gravel the kidneys of the ministers, and so they must giv the Liberals a~ overhauling. Yours truly,
JoHN PE<iK.
---

!oo

MEMPHIS, Mo., Oct. 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Some of our Materialistic friends appear to be about as dogmatic as the' sectarians of the
churches. They declare in the most positiv manner
that there is no proof that man livs at all after what
we call death. It would be much more modest and
philosophical for them to say, We hav seen no proof
of such a thing.
A distinguished astronomer is said to hav declared
it to be dangerous to pronounce the word impossible
outside of positiv science. We know that twice five
ever did and ever will equal ten. Every one who
can count can verify it. But because we can't see
the spiritual man leave the physical body at the
moment the heart ceases to bea·t is no more proof
that there is no _immortal part than the fact that
our inability to see electricity in its quiescent state
proves that it does not exist. So far as my observations haT extended, those who affirm with so much
vehemence that man consists ,wholly of flesh, blood,
and bones, that all hi~ 'mental attributes result entirely from his physical organization, seem to take
good care not to investigate the phenomena of modern Spiritualism. It looks as if they feared if they
paid any attention to the $Ubject that they could no
longer repeat ao heartily their favorit formula,
" Death ends a.ll," And such persons seem not to
know that many of the most eminent scientists of
the age, after exhaustiv investigations, avow themselvs
Spiritualists.
The cause of this stolid repugnance to the idea of
a future life is to be found in the diabolisms of
Christianity; the pictures of either hell or heaven,
drawn by a hireling priesthood, are disgusting to
every clear head and sympathetic heart which was
not distorted in childhood.
STEPHEN YouNG.
WELLAND, ONT., CAN., Oct. 10, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just returned from Norwich,
where I hav been visiting amongst my old friends
for a month. It is a good country, and the people
are good staunch Christians, as we know them to be
who hav been brought up in that faith, and never
know anything else, and abounds in Christian charity, if you know what that is. And I suppose there
is no man that has a better right to know than
yourself. I had to be careful and watch my opportunities to say a word at variance with their creed.
I did manage sometimes to get in a few wedgeshaped words which I thought might possibly set
them thinking a little, though to them it is a very
up-hill job to think of anything that is at variance
with the tradition in which they hav been brought

up. I don't suppose there is a TRUTH SEEX:im comes
to any post-office within ten miles of them, bQt I did
succeed in getting one man _to express a willingness
to take THE TRUTH SEEKER for three. months, and he
actually gave me fifty cents to pay for it. so please
not fail to send it to him, as it is quite likely to
prove a good missionary. "I hope soon to be able to
send you more. Charge it to me at present,_ My
opinion is that there is not one sensible person in
fifty who can read THE TRUTH SEEKER three months
that would like to giv it up; and if they do not become converts to its creed their faith in their ortho.!'
dox creed will become considerably weakened. With'
some it takes a longer time than with others to unlearn or get rid of those views that hav been im•
pressed upon their youthful minds, and hav become
like a second nature in thl:"lm.
I will conclude, and with feelings·of sincere friendship remain
Yours truly,
JoHN_RAY.

ao

WESTFIELD, N.Y., Sept. 21, 181!2. ·
MR. EDITOR: I see that you cannot get your journey
into three volumes,-making it necessary to publish a
fourth. I hav been tlfllighted in reading-· in '!'HE
TRUTH SEEKER your travels in different countries, and
I am very glad. I subscribed for the three volumes,
two of which I hav already received. I cannot do
without the fourth volume.
I hav observed that in your descriptions of the religions of different countries there is but little difference in the superstit.ions to which they are all
devc.ted. They all worship something; they pray to
something unknown; they hav their temples, their
priesthoods, their ceremonies. All these only vary a
little in form. They are all the same thing, Christianity not at all excepted, Although brought up in
strict orthodoxy, and belonging many years to the
Baptist church, I now renounce it all. Lately I hav
been reflecting upon this idea of worship. I am satisfied that the worship of anything personal is degrarling; no matter how high or glorious a being is,
if he is tangible, or is capable of being seen, felt, or
can occupy any local spot in the universe, he is not
entitled to any worship a.ny more than we are from
creatures below us. The only god who is adorable,
and it requires no prostrations and self-abnegation
to properly regard him, is Principle. All there is in
the universe, all life, all consciousness, all matter, all
intellect, whether- of gods or men, are amenable only
to principle. Here is wheFe the awful mistake is
made in the world. Ob, the ocean of tears shed, the
s:tcrifice of millions upon millions of money, the
wretchednel!s entailed upon the world by this idea~.
that somewhere in the universe there is a personal
being high above us to whom we owe something! If
there is any such being he is under the same obligations to this other god, Principle, as we ourselvs are,
and he must govern himself accordingly, and he is
held accountable in the Rame way.
I am very glad you hav arrived home all safe, and
hope you will be spared to do a large amount of
labor for Liberalism yet in the future.
· Yours truly,
S. G. McEwEN.
BoTLAND, KY., Oct. 3, 1882.
Mit. EDITOR: Please accept my thanks for sending
the paper after my subscription had expired, I a.m
am almost compelled to sav that I could hardly do
without it. I find so much information in its colurns that when I receive a number I cannot lay it
aside until I hav perused every page. I <""an truly
say it was the main instrumentality in pointing me
to the truth. Until I saw a copy of THE TRUTH
SEEKEK I believed all the mira!}ulous_, upnatural, and
impossible stories in the " holy Bible;' since then. I
hav renounced supernaturalism in toto. My belief
in the Bible was, I suppose, owing more to circumstances than anything else. 1 liv in what is called
a Christian community-a land of Bibles, churches,
and Sunday-schools- a village where it is hardly
known that a great number of intellectual persons
hav found that the Bible is but the work of man,
and that a god had no more to do with the conception of Jesus than he did with the thousands who
hav lived and died in all ages past, and that a god
never inspired man to write a word of the Bible. I
had much rather believe that Paine was inspired by
God to write his "Age of Reason" than to believe
some portions of the Bible were inspired, for Paine
tells the truth as I understand it, and that is more
than I can say for parts of the good book. I accept
the teachings of the Bible only when they are in accordance with common sense and nature. I recognize one god, i. e~, the whole material universe. I
believe it to be eternal; I believe it has always ,existed in some form and will never cease to exist. I
ca.nnot conceive of a power over or superior to na_.
ture. I cannot believe the universe was made of
nothing in six days a few thousand years ago. According to my belief, life and death are entirely holocryptic,'owing to unknown and hidden laws of nature
yet to be discovered. Great minds are constantly
discovering some law or force of nature that was
unknown hundreds of years ago, Scientific investigation has revealed many things to be natura.~ that
were once considered miraculous.
The mind of man is incomprehensible. Nothing is
beyond the power of its ability to comprehend when
there is volume enough in a.ggJ1'egation for the purpose, and I fully and truly believe the tjme will come
when all the laws of nature that are now-hidden will

rrHE TRUTH SEEKER. OCTOBER 21. :t882
be found and explained, and the phenomena that are
n.ow shrouded in my::~tery will be as clear and pl&in
. as that ·which we now understand. 'I am not overanxious about that which I know nothing about. I
came into the world with no effort of mine; I go out
In the same way. If my soul or mln_d had an existence before I was born (which is as natural to conclude as It is that It exists after I die) the great cause
which produced and took care of it before it came
.into my possession will surely care for it after I die;
and as I hav no evidence of a mind existence in the
past ages, so I see no use in there being one in the
. future. I had much rather believe that a dreamless,
everlasting, unbroken sleep awaits me that affords
no fear than to think of a future life of excruciating
· torments forever and aver, If beyond this life there
. is a state of existence now shut from our vision, th&
best way to prepare for it is by attending to the
duties of this life. "One world at a time" is sufttcient.
Lat us direct all our energies to self-improvement,
and let reason be our te~;toher; we should study to
fl.nd the hidden laws of nature and improve thereby,
All tha evil we experience is due to and governed
by natural causes, so by studying nature we can generally overcome and remove those evils after we acquaint ,oureelvs with their nature and relations. The
present is our, and is much better than the past; but
. the golden age is In the future.
As I hav made this-letter longer than I had lntenqed, I will close fer this time.
ARTIE.
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ADRIAN, MIOH., Oct. 11, E, :M:., 282.
army of ghostists? Fire off your wads, ye dealers in
MR. EDITOll: On arriving at home, and, taking up tricks which are dark and highly deceptiv, Yon are
THE T·RUTH BEEKBR of Sept, 9th; I noticed a little powerless to impair this fearless advocate of Materiarticle signed by our mutual friend J. W. Kenyon, of alistic philosophy, And there is another thing you
Jackson, Mich., hi which he gave the readers of THE cannot do: you can ·show no proof to convince a
TRUTH SEEKER a little aceount of the semi-annual sound Materialist that where life is extinct it is still
meeting of the State Association of the Spiritualists existing. No, no; a thousand times no. It is true,
and Liberalists at Pine Lake. He tells us there was my brain is not inflated with any unnatural spacua slight attempt made to drop the word Liberal lations, therefore those imponderable phenomena
from the· name, but it was tabled very qQickly. which enter so largely into the make-up of Spirit·
Then, addressing himself to the Liberals, he says: ism are useless to me, As a first-class Infidel, I can" The cause of this feeling is because you do not not see it, Perhaps H the lady Colby could only
turn out to the meetings and help to fight the enemy. lend me her very smart. and beautiful peepers I
You must know that Spiritualism is doing a work might be able to see spirits darkly. Some of those.
that you cannot do, reaching those you cannot awful nice, wise, and extremely civil Spiritists shouldreach, I cannot see why the Infidels (~'o-catled) can- tie a little bit charitable and loan this benighted
not see the truth of Sniritualism." Then he goes on Materiltlist a small dose of their ponderable brains
to tell us about some astounding and convincing or some organ whereby this sturdy old unbeliever
tests that they had there o·f the truth of Spiritual- could hav jt1st one peep, or one square look, into
ism that it was his pl-easure to witness.
the famoue and fabulous summer land, and right
Now, Mr. Editor, allow me to say to our Spiritual there and then hold some sweet and holy confab
and Liberal friend, Mr. Kinyon, that while we be- with the mof1t refined lady spooks, which might be
lieve that Spiritualism has done a good work in call- the means of bringing about a high-tone polish and
ing the attention of many minds from the church to exquisit refinement quite equal to the "consensus of
that of SPiritualism, which is one step in the direc- the competent."
tion of losing their faith in the superstitious rituals
Oh for the all-penetrating optics of the medium·
of the Christian mythology, but. as some of their istic spook-dealer, whose powers of vision are so ·utbest lights hav declared that Spiritualism· is no test terly telescopic, enabling such prodigies of the unof character. neither is it any reformation in and of natural to see right through a stone fence into the
itself, but that it adapts itself to the condition of very center 0f wonder and blunder land-de shining
those that accept it.· We who hav been close observ- shore I But no more spook talk at present, Wait
era of its workings for a number of years can bear until I get the right grade of organism, a la SpiritSUNDAY LAW IN CALIFORNIA,
witness to the truth of this testimony from its lead- ism, then I'll burst on the world like a soap-bubble.
ing exponents; and hence we don't care to fritter
Spiritualists in general, please don't get mad and
MoDEsTo, CAL., Oct. 1, iss2.
· MR. EDITOR: I would call attention to the article our time away when we come many miles at a great tear your shirts; keep cool and pull down your vest,
below, taken from the Wasp, of San Francisco, upon expense with something that don't ·seem to make its Winter is an honest old Infidel, and perhaps some
the subject of the odious "SuJi4ay law." The gist devotees any better. A.s regards the truthfulness or fine morning he might wake up and be a first-class
.· cif the article may be summed up in a few lines. A untruthfulness of Spirltu<tlism, we think it is all time spook-a member of the celestial poultry, with
-determined effort is being made to Clomwit the Re- wasted in discussing this matter in public conven- gauzy wings, etc. But, Mr. Editor, these awful
publican party in favor of th13 law and in opposition tiona; arid hence, as this state association has most brainy people of phenomena1 proclivities ca 1l loudly
fully assumed the position of a Spiritual meeting, for explanation and proof to sustain my anti-superto the Democrats, who gq.for repeal.
Frank Pixley, of the Argonaut, suddenly become& a our interest in it, as of it, is not so great as we were natural basis. Who, I ask, ever knew any individual
saint, and now uses his brains, his courage, and his in hopes it would hav been when the association who was once dead positivly ever to come back to life
conscience for the " better observance of the Sab- was legalized at Battle Creek two years ago last again? Every past story to that effect is a priestly
March. Spiritualism, as explained by its best ex- falsehood. Also, if millions hav the strongest debath."
The Sacramento Record- Union has also gained the ponents, means simply that we are dead in person, sire for an eternal perpetual existence, does that imchoir .of which Pixley is professor, and with the aid and that when this body dies the spirit still livs on, ply that nature hath so provided? Nothing o:t the
of railroad monopolists are in full chorus, "Holiness. and that, the conditions being favorable; it can com- kind. All animal life is on a par as to production
life, and death; there are different degrees of brai~
to-the-Lord plank in ou_r platform's!" And, like ser- municate with its friend~ on earth.
Liberalism as atilopted by the American Liberal power growing from the advantages of education and
aphim and ch,3rubim. they continually do cry. I
hope before next November.'s benediction and dox- League means an entire separation of church and other environments. But no matter how highly
ology they will see their error an~ cry for something state. Hence the great difference between the l;llean- trained, the man is mortal still; he is born mortal
different than this sacred music, and;go back to those ing of these two words would seem to portray such livs morW.l, and dies mortal, and all the sophistry i~
. principles ·which they taught for so many years, that a difference in the ultimate object, that It would be the whole world can never make him immortal.
it is not the duty of every man to uphold the "Sun- hard to hav them work together in barmony; and so · I also flatly deny that any land exists where dis·
day law;" that .it is n.ot necessay for him'·to believe the Liberals, seeing this, as Liberals, are will- embodied humanity eternally exists. It's a burin God, the Christian religion, the gods Jupiter, Josh ing that their Spiritual friends should hav their lesque on all natural laws, and there are thousands
or in the prophets Jeremiah or Joe Smith, but aim~ own way as formerly, and they quietly giv up the of scientific men who will indorse my seutiments. I
ply to keep " ecclesiasticism out of politics," their association to them to run it to their own liking, stand firmly and squarely on the great plain of na. paws out of our treasury, and_their clerical noses out and so it st~ems from friend Kenyon's report of the ture, an'! if I am wrong nature it~elf is wrong. That
of our public schools. The Sabbath is the entering Pine L3.ke mMtlng. · 'l'b.ey had some grand Spiritual fa.lse idea of a dual life is the outgroWLh o! speculawedge. With it our churches ha:v become rich and tests there that were very convincing to the faithful. tiv superstition very far back, of a primitiv and
powerful, and with its aid they hav worked their own This part of his report put me in mind of some of undevel· •ped species of animal, which might be
ambitious ends and aims, but I assure you not for the meetings of the early Christians; when the faith- called a man in embryo, whose child-like ideas are
the conversion of man and woman to the grand type ful would be all gathered together in one place, with altogether out of place in this age of superior knowl·
of character of Jesus of Nazareth, but that they must Jesus in their midst, when they would hav great edge, Superstition hath raged amonge.t llliterate
accept the divinity of minister and priest, and look displays of his wonderful mediumistic powers. Then people for many ages; but is it ever to rule and
upon them astheirl superior and a higher order of again in other places, with other environments, he blind the masa.es for the benefit of pious frauds and
beings than all things else. By the aid of Sunday could not do many mighty works because of their clerical bummers? No, no. The time is rapidly'
they get our youths and educate them up to these unbelief. What kind of a feeling may be manifested coming when mankind will not only deteet shamtr
false doctrlns, which undoubtedly mold their conduct at the annual meeting next spring time only can but suppress them as an outrage on simple credulity:
through life. Napoleon has truly said, "Let me d tell; but I trust there will be no division. Indeed, Mr. Editor, it is a pretty clear proof that much weak·
ucate the youth, and I will govern the country." judging from the past, I can't see as .there is any ness exists, otherwise so many devotees of Spiritual
Therefore let us, as Liberals, unite in abolishing the danger. I hope and trust that the time will soon lam would not kicl{, rave, Pqulrm, and bet so heavily
·sacredness of the Sabbath, and let our motto always come, in this state, when the truly moral, intelli- ag<~inst one old Materialist. It is proof enough that
be, "Perfect freedom to worship or work when- gent Freethinkers, regardless of every sect or ism, bluster and brass are the factors of this i!logical
,· ever the people may deem fit, always recognizing one yet embracing all the truly Liberal from all sects buncombe. 'l'hey evidently fear that the solid truth
day as a legal holiday." Inclosed find $3 for one and lams, can come together in the capacity of a as found in nature, may strike their shadowy prop~
state convention, to consider secular matters as be- and shake the whole miserable phantom and cause
year's subscription.
[The following is the article referred to from the longing to this present lire, in this present world; it to vanish in something much thiuner than
Wasp. It is surmounted by a picture representing and If. our Spiritual friEinds will help us here and nothing.
Once for all, I emphatically deny that man hath
Pixley in the character of Jesus Christ, a halo around now, we w1ll agree to help them on the other side,
his head, blessing little children, A small dog in if in the future we find that we are still living and two lives or can realize a second state of existence.
.Man is nothing but an evolution from a lower grade
the foregrouna seems also to be sharing the bene that there is still work to do.
And now, in closing, as friend Kenyon givs the of creature, and begins lite with his first drawn
d~ction.-En. T. 8.1
readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER notice that he will breath and ends it with his last. Now, sir, I shall
PIXLEY AS JESUS BLESSING LITTLE CHILDREN,
"Su:ffer little children to come unto me, and forbid them uot, fo answer calls from the East from Spiritual societies take no further notice of superstitious cavilers and
of such is the kingdom of heaven."
.
.. or Liberal Leagues, or wherever there are no soci- make no reply to t!Teir scurrilous scribbling. Those
In this pic-ture our lit-tle readers are shown how the good eties, if parties will furnish him a hall and advertise, who like my views will sustain them, and those who
Mis-ter Pix-ley call-ed the boys and girls to-geth-er the oth-er I will say that I will be willing to do the same within do not are at liberty to reject them. I am a sincere
·eTening at Child-ren's Hall and taught them pol-it-tcs, which the radius of my own state, if the winter is not too friend to humanity, free from shams an:d hypocrisy,
means how to get to Sa.c-ra.-men-to as a del-e-gate "at large "
Yours truly,
T. WINTER.
because a. wicked man once said of him that the state pris-on cold and my health will pennit. My object will not
JosEPH CooK met with a painful accident on his
yawn-ed before him and .the ward-en stalked be-hind, and Mis- be ·to build up any sect or ism, nor yet for the love
ter Pix-ley wants to show that the war-den has not yet caught on, of Jesus, but simply for the cause of mental liberty way to Japan. During the prolonged continuance
He told the lit--tle boys how sin-ful it is to be wick-tld on the that leads to human progress.
S. D. MooRE.
of most vehement meteorological disturbances and
.Sab-bath day, and said once there was a bad boy who was
[Brother .Moore ls an earJlest worker in our ranks, electrical discharges and phenomena, accompanied
wick-ed on that day, and there was a great big Dem-o-crat
which had eyes like sau-cers, and it came out·of the woods and and we cheerfully recor»mend him to all our Michl- by irregular and violent undulations and movements
ate, the bad boys all up ex-cept his soul, which went to Rome gan friends. We hope they will giv him all he wants of the saline aqua, he was abruptly impelled from
and was stu11k with a. red-hot pitchfork by the pope
todo.-En. T. S.]
his insecurely established footing on the superior
Mis-ter Pix-ley told the lit-tle boys and girls that it was
deck to a recumbent position on the deck subjacent
SPIRITS
ON
THE
RAMPAGE.
wick-ed to drink beer and eat pret-zels and Bo-log-na sau-sage,
The boardness of the deck, aggravated by the nailCINCINNATI, OHio, Sept, 25, 1882.
and that all Dutch-men ought to be kill-ed and their cor-ner
gro-cer-ies sold and the mon-ey giv-en to the rich.
MR. EDITOR: It looks very much as if a fearful hor- ness of the !!pikes, dismembered the caitilaginous:· :·.When the lit-tle boys that were at Child-ren's Hall the oth·er net's nest hath been stirred up in your sacred den, ness of the enribbed sides. The injuries caused by
eve-ning grow up to be men and hav two votes a.-piece we hope and perhaps they are disembodied hornets; but be the fallness of the fall were skillfully ensurg<d by
they will go to the pri-ma-ries .and work for Mis-ter Pix-ley and that as it may, they seem very venomons, anr1 would the chirurgeon, and in the near To-be, the ecrochar.
the.a,n~gels ; and then .when they die they will be Re-pub-lidoubtless sting the life out of your old IntldE>l cor- m;liatl d antiohism resultant from the saline-aquatic
cans and go to the state con-ven-tion.
The ring which you see in the pic-tare, a-round Mis-ter Pix- respondent, Thomas Winter. B<.~.t all their vE:noru porphyritic blendings will leave no residue of their
ley's h(lad, shows that he is a. good and ho-ly man. It is a. brand- and abuse falls harmlessly on this aged rock or un- c,ne-time herene<JS in the system of the sufferer, who
new ring.
belief. Why, what man of bold Materialistic grit will remember them only by their ever-present
can be disconcerted Rt the wild vaporings of a. whole goneness.
l'ou~s as ever,
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llero-Worship.
.. B"t ALHAZA.

"Nearar, my God, to thee.''

Come, holy truth, our brother let us own,
The lowly aoopbyte, TOOted to a stone;
Let us not rise, like Plato, with a star,
To love a spirit :tloa.ting from afar.
From Emerson's sweet mouth such thoughts hav
:down,
And beeil might hover round ~at aged brow.
·But lot an Indian seer is passing now,
A spa.rkling zone he clasped around the world,
While truth's bright :tlag the fragrant breeze unfurled.
·
What art thou, love Y We know we love our chief.
His _words are calm, his kind reproofs are brief;
Say, where was love when chaos yet was rifeY
What sign of life!
Some buds were there, and bright with pearly dew
.Arid Eros came, while heaven filled his view;
"He nursed each blossom-With his balmy breath,
And life awakened beauteous, sleeping Death.
How he would sigh, that pale enamored youth!
He could not rest, he loved the spirit of truth.
No rack bad they in that melodious grove,
No thumb-screws tortured the yearning spirit of
love;
While 'mid th·e· :dowers the scented night wind
grieves,
And sighs its requiem o'er the faded leaves.·
-Then Orpheus came; a tender lute he bore,
_Like gales that whisper Bennett's Indian lore;
Gentle his love of every herb and :dower;
How thrilled the rocks, beneath his magic power I
Now there is mus;i.cin the lion's roar,
"An angel's song the bulbul, murmurs o'er.
. All nations caught the spirit of his strain,
And tyrants sought to smother it, in vain.
·He sung of freedom, friendship, love, and truth,
.And perfumed isles that bloom in endless youth;
. Embalmed eacn holy thought DeSilva gave,
On India's son by many an ancient grave,
Sweet counsE>l to the palmer, when did rave
Thia foe, as wakens a hyena's cry,
Who deems hls midnight howlings victory.

1865, and 1867, serving eight years in
succession ~nd acting as president pro
tem. of the Senate for a long time. An
acknowledged leader of his party, he
was a power in the state conventions.
When Mr. Folger's senatorial term expired in 1869, President Grant appointed
him United States sub-treasurer in
New York city, and he. continued to
hold the position until 1870, when he
was elected judge of the Oourt of Appeals. Iu May, 1880. Governor Cornell
designated him as chief justice, and he
was afcerward nominated and elected
as such in the fall of the same year.
In October, 1881, he was qonfl.rmed as
secretary of tne treasury. While in the
state legislature he was known as the
persistent opponent of jobbery.
Judge Folger's chance of election is
considered rather more than doubtful
by many who are in positions to know
of the amo"!}nt of influence operating
for and against him. Greenbackers,
Anti-Monopolists, and many disaffecteu
Republicans hav arrayed themselvs on
the side of Cleveland, and the pulpit
has also tailed on to a considerable· extent. Dr. Crosby, perhaps more influential than any other Christian minister
in New York, in a letter to the AntiMonopoly organ, Justice, declares himself, for various reasons, opposed to the
choice of Folger for governor. Whether
or n·ot the .support of such a man as
Crosby has shown himself to be by his
aid and indors(?ment of Comstock in his
persecution or the editor of THE TRUTH
BEEKER would bd of any moral advantage to either candidate, is a matter concerning which there is likely to be a
difference of opinion; but the number
of voters he will carry with him is unquestionably large, It will be regarded
by many as a hopeful sign when men
like Dr. Orosby are at last seen to be
on the side of the people as against
''bribery, fraud, and the tyranny of the
money power," which Folger is popularly supposed to represent.

:Beecher's New Departure.

HON.CHAHL~SJ.

FOLGER,

NOMINATED FOR GOVERNOR OF NEW YORK.

After one of the most bitter factional
·struggles ever engaged in by the Reput)lican leaders of New York Mr.
Folger has been nominated for the
high office of governor. The President's
political strength in his own state has
been demonstrated, and the weakness
of Gov. Cornell, wi.th all the machinery
and patronage of a great state at his
command, ma\fe plain. But now that
the family quarrel is over the astute
leaders will all fall in line, no doubt, and
present an unbroken front to the opposition.
Charles J. Folger is a nativ of Nantucket, Mass., where he was born on
the 16Lh of April, 1818. He went with
his parents, when a boy, to Geneva,
Ontario county, He graduated with
h·onors at the Geneva .college in 1836,
and three years after he was admitted
to the bar of the ·Supreme Court at
Albany, and entered upon the practice
of his profession at Geneva. His advancement was rapid, and in 1844, under
the old Constitution, he was apoointed
judge of the Ontario Court of Common
Pleas, and was also master and examiner in chancery. In 1851, he was elected county judge of Ontario county,
and held that office for four years. At
that time he was known as a Silas
Wright Democrat, but with a considerable number of his party who disagreed
on the slavery question, he allied himself with the Republicans, identifying
·himself with the party in the most pronounced manner. It was in the fall of
1861 that he was first elected to the state
Senate, and so popularwas he in his
district that he was r~·elected in 1863,

Henry Ward Beecher astonished the
meeting of the New York and Brooklyn
Association of Congregational churches
in the Park Congregational church,
Brooklyn, last week,. by withdrawing
frvm membership. He had been assigned
to open the discussion on the subject of
"Spiritual Barbarism." He said that
this subject had not been selected by
him. He supposed it .was intended to
open the discussion on those forms of
holding spiritual truths which might be
called barbaric, not in an offensiv sense,
but as representing the primitiv and
ignorant methods of looking upon spiritual life. But it had occurred to him
that this subject might hav been selected
on account of his expression of views in
the North American Review last August,
in which he had described some theological doctrins as barbaric. ·As this
article had led to many inquiries and
comments concerning his own theological views, he thought this a good opportunity to stat e.those views more
fully than he had ever done before, especially as he had determined to close
his remurks with withdrawal from membership in the association,
He said he felt, as a Christian gentleman, that it was not right for him to lay
upon anyorie the responsibility of his
-peculiar position, His views had not
materially changed in forty years. Although they had developed, the developmt'nt was all on the original lines.
During that period he had often felt
that his ministerial brethren were called
upon to bear an undue share of responsibility for him, and now he had
defl.nitly determined not to keep this
association or its members in such a
position, and that his defense should be
no further part of their. duty. He believed that he should not be an,y_less in
sympathy wtth them, but rather in closer
bonds of love. He would do anything
for them or their churches, even ;more
freely and heartily thap. before; but it
was right that he alone should be called
upon to explain his own views and doctrins, and that no one else should be answerable for them. He then stated
some views of the nature of God, as set
forth in the W estminstex: Confession.
He said the eternal decree of GJd, as
set forth, to create a large part of men
and a.n~elil tor the purpoee of eterll~l

torment wae barbaric, as putting a mon- rupted with many .questlonsi, 1,The· rester in the place of a loving father. Such suit of his statement upon. the whole
doctrins he rejected with an impetus .was that lie did not believe lri the the0!1y
that touched the very foundation of his :of-substitution, or in the doctrhi -that
soul•. The .doctrin of man's total ina- all punishment" which belonged to .the
billty to obey the laws of God he also human r~ce or any part of it.was con.
rejected, as well as the gross and phys- cenPrated upon the head of:Christ. He
leal representations of future punish- held that human souls may only ·be
ment, He believed. in future punish- s~tved through suffering, and that Christ,
ment thoroughlY/-but,he believed the as the representativ of the dh·ine nawholesome and restraining influence of ture on earth, suffered bey.ond aU-others
.that dootrin had been largely destroyed ·for the sake of men 1 and as an exhibiby substituting the slaughter-house. no- tiow of the eternal love of God and Of
tion, the gross, carnal, corrupting,, and Gou 'a willingness to suffer_ in: order' to
diapolicalnotion of hell. That, he said, save men.
was barbaric. ·
This part of his statement appeared
He regarded the whole doctrin of to giv th_e least satisfaction to the assooriginal sin as founded on the fall of .elation, although several. members exAdam: as barbaric. That was the con- pressed their approval. He closed with
ception of men who were ignorant and a few words on the subject of future
uneducated on the subject.
'
punishment, repeating in substance what
He then proceeded to state formally he had said before. He then formally
what he did believe at-a much greater ba.de the association fareweli, a.ssuvlng
length .than he had .stated his views of the members of his continued love and
what he did,ncit"believe. He expressed of his belief that they would not'·be
in strong language his full belief in a separated from him in he11rt or in sympersonal God, and utterly repudiated all pathy, and that they and he' probably
Pantheism, and also the t;Ileory of Mat- could work together in more complete
thew Arnold that God is nothing but a harmony without_ having any special
tendency, a mere blind power not within ecclesiastical relation.
-, ·' i.
ourselvs. He believed, although he cnuld
Mr. Lloyd offered a resolution requestnot pretend to explain it, in the doctrin ing Mr. Beecher to reconsider his withof the trinity. He thought he saw ana.!- drawal, which was referred by unaniogies in the higher developments of m,ous consent to a committee consistin~r
nature. In the lowest forms of exist- of Dr. H. M. Storrs and the Rtiv.:W• C,
ence everything was single. In the Stiles.
u __,,~
. <J
higher forms not only were mind and
Thomas G. Shearman, one of the-lay
matter united, but each -soul included a delegates of Plymouth church to the
multitude ef faculties. Man had a phys- association, when asked· concerning: the
ical nature,, and also a mental, .moral, significance of this step of. his pastor,
and ;<:piritual nature more or less devel- said:
ti"IJ
oped. He saw no reason why, in the
"Plymouth "church does not withdraw
highest range of being, there might not from the association, This is only Mr.
be a unity composed of three persons Beecher's withdrawal of his personal
really distinct yet really one. Of course, membership. He is not delegated by
he said; we could not understand this, the church, and is not neceasarily a
but that did not prove that it was not member on account of tJ_is ministerial
true, He made no attempt to divide office, He has belonged to this associthe functions, offices, and work of the ation thirty years. Several other mintrinity. All his own thought and faith isters, members of the association, are
were concentrated upon Jesus Christ. in sympathy with him. The denominaSo literally did he believe Christ to be tion permits its ministers perfect liberty
divine that he could n )t really pray to in this matter. Some ministers do. not
any other being. He sometimes tried belong to any association. Some belong
to pray to the father, but always ended to Presbyterian associations.
Mr.
by addressing his prayer to Christ. His Beecher's chief difference of views Is with
faith, therefore, in the divinity of Christ reference to the doctrine of 'the atonewas stronger than words could express. ment and of future punishment, It -is
Yet he believed that Christ, in taking now agreed that a minister is not to be
the elements of human nature, became excluded from the pastorate of a Consubject to'all the laws that govern man: gregational church by reason of holdthat he renounced not only external ing these views of futnre, punishmen·t.
glory, but also the knowledge and wis- That has beeri decided by two councils,
dom which he otherwise had; that when one in Connecticut and the other in ·
Christ was a child he had only the Illinois, representing fifty churches. It
knowledge of a child, ,and grew in was unanimously held that such viewe
knowledge as literally as he grew in are not a ground for refusing fellowship
stature. His belief in ..the absolute di- to a church or its pastor. Among
vinity of Christ lay at the very founda- the Congregational miniRters whose
faith is similar to Mr.- Beecher's are the
tion oi all his creed.
He also believed in divine providence, Rev, Newman Smyth, of New Haven,
both general and special. He believed the successor of Dr~ LAonard Bacon,
in, answer to prayer. He:thought there and the Rev. John M. Whiton; of -Newwere millions of prayers that were not ark. I hav no reason to: tli:iilk that
answered, because they ought not to be; Mr. Beecher's expression of his views
but that millions of prayers were an- will create' any dissension in Plymouth
swered, not merely by reaction upon the church. He has expressed pretty much
soul of the person praying, but in other the same views at various times in' deways, He believed in mif:acles, because tail, although never all at one time."
he believed they were just as possible
to-day as they ever had been if only the The. Hacker Fund.-Septeinb6r
saDie circumstances should happen.
Statem"'nt. ·
·
He emphatically believed in the two V. J. Borrette. White Rock, Nevada,.
$ .so
great miracles of the New Testament, H. L Fairchild. New Br,nswlck, N; J;,
. -~o
W. Fitzner, Nevada Olty; Gal., ·
- '.-•115
the miraculous conception and the resur- E.
Eliza Drake, PINtAant Valley,_ N. Y., paid
rection of Jesus Christ. He thought
to Mav 1, 1883,
·
1.00
Livezey, B'lltimore, :Md.,
· .25
there was nothing in all these things E.
C. Garwood, Baltimore,Md.,
-.115
that was inconsistent with science or
SPECIAL CONTRIBUTORS,
philosophy.- He had always been ac- John Cosgrove, washln~rton, D.. o.,
U'OO
customed to keep up with the state of J s. Weeks, Onekama,-Mich.,
· i:oo
science in its developments, and he ac- G G. Meikle, Rockland, Ont., . .
.~
cepted it cordially; nor did it ever dis.
. ..
., ll.~
turb his faith in these .. fundamental Received
in Septemberthl'Ongh theotnce
of.. .
THE T:RUTH SEEKER;·
.
· . · :" ·3:00
things, although it increased his want From two ladies in Hornellsvllle, N.-Y.,.' : '; .flOO
of faith in some of· the old formal in- From o. Garwood, Baltimore,
.:11M
terpretations·and creeds. He then PllSSed
II. -.r. ~1 5
0
to the inspiration of the Bible, concern- Berlin, N.J., Oct. 5• 188ll.
. .v.A, . .
ing whicli, he said that he could accept National Convention of Spiritual•
most every word contained in the Confesists
·· ,_.· ·
sion of the American Presbyterian
At Detroit. Mich , in Royal.Templar's Hall, oorner
church, The inspiration there stated was of woodward and Grand Rtver avenues. on Fi'l·
not:that 1ofthe book, but that of the men dav, Saturday, and Sunday, Oct; 27; 28, and 2g,
188\li. This convention is tor the purpose of. 4!-1who wrote the book. He did not be- cussing the feasibility of organization amonc
lieve in verbal· inspiration, but he be~ Spiritualists upon a rationtll, scientific, philosophIcal, and moral basis. :Many 'hundredS· hav inlieved in the direct influence of God dorsedthiscall,anditlshopedeach ~eYotedtl;UII
spiritualist Will either be preBet)t. 0!" fleD d. co)]l·
upon th e sou ls of men w h o wro t e th e munications, or at least. their name a!i(i· addres•,
different books of the Bible, althou-gh in as in sympathy with th1s movement ' :AmoW" a
very _different degrees.
few of the many who hav-signilleq. ,their .lnt~n on
of being present if possible, are :Maria W.J!;lng, ,j.J,
Thus far Mr. Beecher proceeded without J King, Dr. J. M. Peebles, Capt. H H. Bi'own, · •
.-·
't
h
h
d
Whiting, Giles B Stebbins, Mrs. L. A. Pears8Jl,
i nterruption,· b u w en e passe to the P.
Chas. A. A_nctrus, A, B Fren,ch, J ..'B. Palmer, eto.
•ubject of the ·ato11e:r;p.ent he' was inter~ 4.t39 · Byo:r:cterotCommttte~'ofArl'lloniem~te,
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A TRUTH SEEKER
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Dlullrated With l1fty cutll, and With a steel plate eDgl'11V•
11181 of the author In Vol. I.

BY D. M. BENNETT,
·'Jidltor Of Taw TRUTH SliJIIIJIII, _author of" A Truth Seeker
.., Ill Burope/' " Goda and Bellg1ona of Ancient and
M•dem Times," ·~The World's Sages, Tllink·
ere, and Reformers," uchamptons of
the Church,'' etc., etc.
FOUR V~LUMEB FOR 86.!10.
The lllost Instruction ror the Least
ill:one;r' or an;r Book of TravelrJ
;ret Written.
'ln 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an InternaUonal ConsreBB at BruSBels, to which Mr. Beriuett was sent
.M a delegate. He took the occasion to make the tour oi
. Burope, and hll observa~lona were embodied In "A Truth
Bteli:er in Burope" (price, ,1.00). The letters were also
publllhed in Taa Taurn BEEnR, and the readers were ao
•. wen llleaaed with thein that the proposition was made
that be make the journey around the world, and giv the
world the bene:!lt of a Freethinker's observatlona The
:. propo~ltlon w•s aecepted If the ones desiring such awork
· · would adVance live dollsn each, the volumes to ne dedi·
· Attid to them. On July 80,1881, Mr. Bennett began the
jqmey, aendlng letters back to be publlshed. The work
wtumake
!'O{[R VOLUMES OF NEARLY;wG PAGES EACH
The :!!rat volume describes Scotland, Ireland, England,
including also an account of the Freethinkers• Intema• Uonal Congress at London, In 1881, Holland, tbe Netber,Jands, Germany, Austria, Greece, . Turkey, Bmymli,
Bpllesue, Rho~es, Cyprus, Beyront, Baalbec to Damascwi.
Volume II. embraces vtsltll to Damascus, the Sea of Gal·
Uee, Bethaalda, Nazareth, the Dead Sea, the Jordari,
~ J.e~em, and other places of Interest In Palestine';
: ·-.ypt and EKYPtlan hlltory,aod Egyptian towns, manners,
•-arid'cnotoma the pyramids, etc., to Bombay, India.
Volume III. dei!CJ'lbea India, Ceylon. Penang, Singapore, Java, an China.
·Volume IV. Japan, the paBSage acroas the Pacl!lc, and
the tour onr the American Continent.
There hav been many oookB of travel printed but none
lJJte tbll. ~ Ill THII ONLY ONll OP ITB KIND.
Mr. Bennett hes a shrewd habit of seeing everything
101D81 on, and.in hll book be has faithfully chronicled the
hebltl and cwitoma of the dlll:erent people of the many
' plaoes be vlllted. The every·day llfe -Of all nationals laid
·'before the reader by one who bas visited them and be·
' ·held them with his own eyes. We feel snre this work Ia
Jlfe&tiJ anperlor to any account of a journey around the
.world we 40W haT'
ALL THJr VOLUME!! WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
Which adds geatly to the Inter eat of the work, and with
_. theeloae description will present Old-World placea In
' Ter,y famlltar Ught.
Tbe voJIUllea separately will be •2. Those sending $6.50
nowwlllaet Vall. I. and II. byretnm man and the otners
.. -aoon as leaned, which will be In a few months, or
lllllt aa aoon as they can be got ready.
Y'ol. 1. or 11. mailt<l on receipt of
Ad~ee
.
D.M.BENNETT, _
21 Clinton Place, New York
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TO TRIAL SIJB8CRIBE.RS

THE TBVTH SEEKER,
i'"''~ ...A:"WJ!:JC-KLY LIBEB&L .JOlJBNAL

1!f~&h sateen large pa~res, wm be sen&
,J'or THREE liiONTHS, posta&'e paid,
FOB FIFTY CJENTS.

cFall letters from the Editor, While on a
·-~ar

around &he world, appear weekJ7.
These alone are worth the price asked.
A.d.ress
D. M, BENNETT,
21 CJitnton Place, New York..g

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. M. BENNETT.
HeaTJ Plate Paper,

Bennett-Hair Discussion.

OR,

Supplement to the Study of General
:Physiology.

BETWEEl'{·

D. M. BENNETT and G. M. MAIR.-

ILLU STRA t:ED.

<CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)
The l'ollest Discussion ;ret Pobllshed,
lfivtn~r the Doii'JilaS and Claims. el
(Jhrtst.tanlty a thorough Ex•
amtnatlon pro and con.
...110.
Prfoo,
D.M.BENNETT
Ad~ea
~~ Clinton -Place. New York,

12mo, EXTRA CLOTH;
PRICE $1.00.
We hav here a work, the need of which has long been
felt by all Intelligent women, and especially by mothers
and teachers, conveying to girls that specl..t knowledge so

THE RADIOAL PULPIT.

be omitted altogether from the general and school
physiologies. Written In a careJUl and entirely nnob.
jectlonable manner, It Is so plain and practical as to be
easily understood. and Its perusal Is sure to leave an lm.

important to them, but which, for proper reasons, must

. D. M. BENNETT,
Clinton Place, New Yorlt.

·Interrogatories to Jehova.h.
Being s,ooo questions propounded to his
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety e:~f subjects.

f~!":!~~.,'1.,~h~t!~~g~~:~ietg~ tht;~~~\~c;, "o~ t~~,:..~~~~!

Comprlstng disCOurses of advanood thought by

·21

BY D. M. BENNETT.

0. B. FROTHING~imdFE~ ADLEB proper relation of dress to comfor< and 'liealth: the age of Paper, 00 cents; cloth, 75 centa.
puberty; menstruation; somP or the diseases of women,

two of America's cJeareat thinkers.
their causes and prevent.1on; something about marriage
P r Ice, In cloth, 11 and motherhood, and many other topics of lmportonce.
toT~~s·t~c;!~~ ~f~\~~ 'lio~~\~~· ~ed t~rf~~~J· ~~~~~
convey to their daughters or girls In tfi'etr charge the Information given; or, better still, after reading. place It In
the hands of the glrle for whom It was written .. Sold at
A WEEKLY LIBERAL MAGAZINE, PUBLISHED ,BY this olllce.
·
George CJhatne;r.
61 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass.
7ermo e2.00 pt!l'. annum. ..
A treatis on the Population Question.
Each number contains a lecture lri fnll br, Geo. Cbalney,
Price, 25 cents.
For sale st this omce.
~e~~~~~J:.~~5~{htf:~~~~ ti8,K,;r~Y~Ica sketch of aome
A sample copy, contatn!ng p->rtralt of the lecturer and
pJ·ospectus for 1888, Jent free w an,- address.
GA. RRISON ·IN_ HE VE N.

THIS WORLDa

FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.

own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
$66 a week In vonr
H. liALLu & Co ..
d. Maine.
Ad~ess

Portia~

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
BIBLE •
Treatln_g upon the gods of the Semitic nations, including
.A.llah, Jehovah, Satan; the B:Qll' Ghost, the VIrgin Mary,
and the Bible. To the latter 2BO pages are devoted, st>~w
!ng that t>ook to be a very Inferior production for a ftratctaso God. By D. M. Bennett. 889 large l>l!@g, !"o!le?
n "'-Vera 60 cenu: cloth. 11.
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A DREAM.

Marriage ~ -Parentage

BY WILLIAM DENTON.

AND THE

llold by D. M. Bennet, 21 Clinton Pl., New Yorlr.

SANITARY AND PHYSlOLOG·
ICAL LAWS.

THE NEW _VERSION.

l!'OB THE

Leetures by Geor;-e Chsiney.

PRICB 'IBN CBN'JB.

KNOWLEDGE 18 POWER.
READ.

hednctton or CJhtldren of Finer. Health IN EXPLANATION OF THE BIBLF, FROM GENESIS
and Greater Abtut;r. · ·
TO REVELATIONS.
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.

CONTBNTB:

The New Version.
Nothing.
Utopias.
The Descent of M•n.
The Wandering Jew,
Fair Play.
A Biblical Romance.
Bricks Without Straw.
Celestial Barbarism.
Divine Brigandage.

"The virtues of men and women a8 well as their vtcea
may descend to their chll~en."
Prfce, .1.00. Ad~e88
D. M. BENNETT,
21 Clinton Place, N. Y .

Alamontada, the GaUey-SlaV6.

Extraordinary Saints.
PrleEtcraft.
The Heart of Yahweh.
The F,,Jiy or Solomon.
SeJr.Resnect.
Priest and Prophet.
The Hope oc the World.
Iconoclasm.
The Man Jesns.
The New Religion.

The untold mlserleo that result from Indiscretion In

~~~Gt ~fiTs ~~~rt~~n "~L~"JtJegur~~~.~u;;:g·re:fdb~g~ :~
0
r.~~~cti,:t ~~:J'o~~~~~~i~tfJe~h~hr:~l!::.~~ :..ett~:~

l!c~~~~eda~'a"n!f?or'C:af~t~l~~ ~ft~rft~:~d~~:i:,"JYv~~~~

or, St>lt Preservation. It Is not only a eomp•ete
ana perfect treatise on M•nhood, Exhauoted Vltlll!ty,
Nervous and PhHical Debility, Premature Decline In

For sale b~fc~n~:~N.Y.
Paper, 00 oonts: cloth, 78 cent•.

THE SABBATH,

~~~ii~~ brot~~~:':tt~~~;, b"e~g~~ ~:~m~~g~e~i~~l~J;~b"y~

PHYSiOLOGY FOR GiRLS.

M~~t1~b~h:r~tn~~eo~f dy~f!"n~f~~;lt·~~t:'t~'i,';,c;n~0 th~~

A narratlv, by
Johann Heinrich Daniel zschokke.
Tranalated from the German by
IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.

Pr1ce $1.00. For sale at tills olllce.

man, Errors of Youth, etc.., bnt it co· tt.ins one hundred
and twenty-five prescrtpt1om1 for icute and chronic dlreases, each one ot which is Invaluable, oo

ft contains SOO paves. bound in beauttful embossed

1c1an.

BY M. FARRINGTON.
11
~~~rt~~iirfn :::~ 6 ~~~1s:~
A thorough examination and refutation of the claims of ~~!:f~g!~~gi;!~~~~e~s~=~
Sabbatar!ans-wbo are trying to foist upon toe country mechanical, literary. or profel!!slonal-than any other work
retaUed
In
this
country
tor
~2.50,
or
the
money
will be reEIIntna WantstoSell999,999,999 orthem. tilelr holy day by nnconstlcutlonallegal enactments. The
1
.. nthor shows by an appeal not only. to the facts as they
This book tells girls just what they ought to know. It
treats on the prl •ate structure and dlse ses of the 'emilie
sex, and gtvs all the delicate Information a~ont themselvs
which has oo tong been veiled In m:votery. It also g!vs the
~~~t~i~~~v~~~~~.ef? ~J'£r:.w be s~.nlJ: ~t\\'~k'i~~hy,
SSt!
·
Snowville, Pulaski Co., Va.
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''MAIL'S" THEOLOGY.·
Saturday Sermon!! of the Toronto Mail,
INCLUDING A VINDICATION OF

CHARLES BRADLAIJGH, M.P.,

·-·---

By the aame authOr. Price, 15 cents.
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Headache and Catarrh

THREE PAMPHLETS

S!'tUFF.

of the

COl?JSULT!

Pat;fi&.?ch~

By B. BARING-GOULD.
Prfce, ,1.00,

VI N E' L. A PJ D, N. J.
A regnlurly eduented And legnily qualified pbyoidan, and the
most!'.UCCtEStul, as his pr .. etice wiil prov~.

<Jures all forms of PRIVATE,
CIIR.ONIC, an<l SEXUAL DISEASES.
Spermatorrhea and Impotency,

na tbe result of llOlf~abuae In youth, SC1:unl excesses in maturer
,·enra, or othor cnmws, and producin!! somo of the followin~t effects:
}.: ~rvousness,Seminnl Emissions (night emi11sior.s by dreams). Dim~
0

F~~e, lv~ifs~~~ ~e~~~~~~y ~}cF~~~lc~~6~~~si~~C:JY id~~~~l£~!s0o~
Se::r~tnl

Power, &c., renderlng ro.,r:i!!go improp(:r or uuhappy,
thoroughly nnd permanently cured by nn

11r~

EXTERNAL APPLICATION,

~~}~t ~e ~:a~;{!~r;~e~:~,:!tro~ fh~aB~~:R~~d~~~ ~~f~~~~r~I(ll~
~lnglo c·u~~t nnd some ol thC':n.
were In a U>rrlbly sbnttercd eondltion-hao:l been In tho lnG:mo

etnl!"e6 trithout a failuro to curo in B

TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWS.
PAPERS,
And with previous Translations diligently compared and
revised.

By Col. M. E. BILLINGS.
SEOOND EDITION.
PriC!' Twenty-five Cents.
D. M. BENNETT, 21 Clinton Place, N.Y. city.
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BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES
OF

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh.
D.-u. Bennett, Scribe.
ALBO

TH~ OCCULT- WORLD.·

sent on receipt of six cente. Send now.

and Prophets.

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER
• SEND ~OR
The Cnmes of Preachers
F oun-d .at- L as t,.
From May, 1876 to May, 1882.

"LITTLE GERMAN DOCJTOR'S"

r:~ample

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE. or Dr.
4 Bulnnch s•reet. Boston, MM•.
The author may be consulted on all diseases 'requiring
sk11l nnd experl~nce.
lySB

THE PEOPLE'S READER.

LIBERALS VISITING PALATKA, FLA.,
CAN FIND A CONGENIAL COUNTRY HOME
TWO AND ONE·HALF MILES SOUTHWEST
OF THE CITY, HIGH, HEALTHY, Al<D AMONG
THE PINES.
Address
MARY ~· VORE,
S9tf
P. 0. BOX 22.

Ingersoll in Canada.

Illuqtrated

A sketch of man's physical, polltlcal mental, a
social development In past, present, and future.
B;r GEO. (J, STIEBELING,:U.D.
Price 25 cents. For sale at th
.! ' '·

Florida, Ho!

Against the Mail's Aspersions.
B;r ALLEN PRINGLE.
Price, 15 cents.
Sold at this olllce.

~':a%~J~he,i'~'Jt6~~t~~~t'e ~~t~~n~t L.:Ji~:l !:.~cf!~~~~
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Tile Legend

BEING A REPLY TO THE

Sent by Mall for FU'ty eentr;. 1

..

IN SIX LECTURES.
Prfce,I!O cents

, B;r John E. Burton.
·It will instantly relieve the most severe attack
1.-Tiie Golden lllean tn Temperance
and BeJI&"Ion; or, Common Sense In Eatlng, Drink· of catarrhal headache, clear the head of all
nc•. and Llvfn1.
__
offensiv matter, and, if persistently tised, will
D.-The Inspiration or Bibles.
cure the worst case of catarrh.
· 111.-The Birth and Death of Religions.
Price, for a few months, l!i cents Per box, or
two boxes tor 2/i cents. POstage free.
,.· :BitberOftbe·abovepamphletll sent to any ad~ei!Son
···receipt of IO cents, or the three for 25 cents.
Address JAMES J,... BLISS, Wakefield, Mae.
• ·.>:<<'-'
..
Ad~•·••
D. M. BENNETT,
1Sta7
11 Clinton Place, New Vork.
-')

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.
Showing that the writers of and believers 1n the Blblo,
and not the deniers of ltll truth, are the ones who really· o
ln.lustlce to the character of God, If a God exists.

BY MRS. E. R. SHEPHERD.

A SURE CURE FOR J:{EA.DACHE
AND CATARRH.
. SUITABLE FOR FRAME OB
THB
WITHOUT FRAME.

:,:Humanity and the Progress of
·
·· ·International Law.
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able to tnlwenro ol t.hemselvca.
~YPttll"IS ~oaitlvt>!fl

cured and entirely f'radieaV.d from

i£:r~I:t(~r; ~~~,~Ur~!t~~~e~~~~d !l~~~~~~1i.;a~r~~~~~0~~~~~~i
cured.

Middle-Aged and Old !den.

There are mnny at the il~e o( thirty w ab::ty who aro trcuhlcd
wlth too freque"lt. cvacunt10n or tho filndder, often ncf'ompsnicd by
a alight 6mart1ng or burning sensation, and a weake.,in.~ of the

~~:~~n~~.; ~~~~~~[at~~~:;~~~t~'t~0ri.tl~~c~~d~~~~;t. ~~ ~~;.~~~~cf

small pnrti.clc_s .of albumen! will nprenr, or the eolnr will be of a
thin or tr.llklMl hu£0, ngnm ehnn~lng ton dnrk nnll to~piJ !tppenr~
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Pyrr.ptoma, bottib!oeff~ts,nndeuro, followed by stron!(te~timonials,
h£ndcd by e.n -:!hdnvlt ns to t.heir gcnuincne&a. ShtlUld be rend
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Jure and stnto Jn wlwt paper you .'laW tbi.11.

Notlce!1 trom the Press.
]From tM Worcefter (iJfiU8.) Daily 7'imes.]

We cord!allv Indorse Dr. R. P. Fellows as an able and

l:i!r~:~~~!·~~~~~~:f%~ ~~~~:,.~~:oo~~~~r."~~gs:~~~ah:;
An ad~ess delivered
BY A. P. SINNETT.
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method ortg!nated by Dr. Fellows.
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IT is more pleasant to think.. as tbmre around us
·do tban it is to combat their 'Views and deny their
statements. Love, bnrmony, peace, and purity
are very desirable.blessin~, but_ they must be won
and not compulsory. Law, force, discord, and
war are slowly dying out. CiyV.jzation has ktiled
tbe devil, put out the fires of hell, humanized all
the gods, aud now it is fast eliminating strife and
combat from tbe world.-cElmina D. Blenker.
INNUMERABLE tracts and pretty stories impress
upon us that Sabba.tb.brealdng is rather worse
than stealing, and leads naturally on to Materialism and murder. Less than a hundred years ago,
sacrilege was punishable in France by burning,
and murder, by simple decapitation.-Clifford's
Ethicl of Religion.
WHERE there is mucb desire to learn, there of
necessity will be much arguing, much wishing,
many opinions; for opinion in good men ·is but
knowledge in tbe making. . • . What some
men lament of, we rather should rejoice at, shOuld
rather praise this pious forwardness among men,
· to reassume tbe ill-deported care of their rellgion
into tbelr own bands again. A little generous
prudence, a little forbearance of one another and
some grain of charity might win all these diligenceq to join and unite in one general and brotherly search after truth.-.Ml.Uon's .Areopagitica.
CHESTERFIELD: I do not admire ll!r. Locke.
Cbatbam: Nardo I; be is simplytoograndfor
admiration. Icontemplll.teand revere him. EquallY deep and clear, be was bOth philosophically and
grammatically one among tbe most elegant of
English writers. What would you think, my lord,
if you discovered in Newton a. sentence in the
spirit of Sbalrspere?
·
Chesterfield: I should look upon it as a wonder,
not to say a miracle; Newton, like Barron, bad no
feeling or respect for poetry.
Cbatbam: His words are these: " I don't know
what I may seem-to tbe world; but, as to myself. I
seem to bav been like a boy playing on the seashore, and diverting myself m now and then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary, wbllstthe greatoceauof truth lay all undiscovered before me."-Lnnder's Imaginary Converlation8.
ATBEISM claims the right to think and the right
to sr>eak the thought, without any penalty being
imposed upon the thinker. It denies that there is
any subject so l!acred that it should not be investigated; any assertion so authoritativ tb"t it may
not be tested. While Christianity proclaims that
hell is the preordained punishment for unbelief in
doctrlns incapable of verification hy experience,
Atheism a~se•-t• that unbelief is a duty where e-vidence is ineu:lll.cient, and· that faith in dogmas relating to tbe unknown is foolish credulity. While
Christianity deifies the unknown, AtbeisTII studies
it, and (•lfe•·s to truth hut one homage. the homage
of inveg~Jgafion.-.Annle Besant's Gospel of Atheism.
You bav no right to bold an opinion on any subject whatever till you lla..,. used the utmoat thought
study; and· care to make sure that the opinion is
true. You llav no rigllf to an Opinion because it is
your opinion. If there were only a vagrant law in
the intellectual realm, tbe great majority of opinions that are walking up and down the evrth wnuld
be arrested for lack of "visible mean• of support " You bav no right to hold an opinion, I oay,
simply because it is yours, because you h11v inherited !t, or because you llav cho~en to a~ opt and
patronize it.-.M. .T. Savage . •
IF the rule of providence in this life be one of
injustice, there is no reason to bello;ve that a future
life, under the same pro-vidence, will be dilferently
ordered, so '-S to be just and happy; and if this
order of the present life be right, there can be no
need of a future life as a scene of reparation. Our
" wish" to be rid of what is bad and painful. and
secured in wbat is good and pleasant, of course,
does not a:tfe.ct the argument. The existence of a
''wish" does not imply that it will ever be gra.tifted.-N R. Waters.
TBE God wirh is not the true God.- Carlyle.
DUGALD STEWART allows lllmself to rank among
nine proofs of tbe immortality of the human soul
-each individually rather weak, but· taken together, ·• sufi!cient to establish the truth they are
brought to prove "-the discordance between our
moral judgments and feelings an.d the course of
human a.:tfairs. And even Burns avails llimoelf
of the argument, in his immortal Dirge, "Man was
made to mourn." The most of his refiectiou is
that piece are natural, powerful, and pithy, !nut in
the verse
"Yet let not this roo mucb, my son,
Disturb tby youthful breast;
Tbis partial 'View of bnman kind
Is surely not the last I
The poor, oppressed, honest man
Had never scarce been born,
Had there not been some recompense
To comfort those that mourn,"
I much fear me that "the high chief of Sc..Qttisll
song" bas fallen into_ cant, or, as Carlyle would say,
"has spoken from the truth .outwards "-an in·
ftrm1ty that the sage and seer of Chelsea was himself not altogether free from. Alas I what preacher
or poet, or even philosopher, is free from it 1 As
Horace observes, Nerno omnimul!oris sapit [No man
is wise at all hours). We must be patient with one
another and make a liberal allowance for human
weakness.-c. W. C.
THOSE who llavresources within tllemselvs, who
can dare to liv alone, want friends tbe least, but,
at the same time, best know how to prize them tbe
most. But no company ie far preferable to bad
company, because we are more apt to catch the
'Vices of others than their virtues, as disease is far
more contagious than bealth.-Colton's Lacon.
SEEST thou a man wise in his own conceit 1 there
is more hope of a fool tban of him. . . . • The
sluggard is. wiser in his own conceit than seven
men that can render a. reason -Pr(}'1)erba xxyi,
111 andl6,

.

CoMING episode: The gothic style of hand-writ
ing. now so popular among young ladies; may lla.v
its disadvantages It is said that a young man
who received a; SIJecimen of it could not tell, for
the life of him, whether it was, "Yes, with pleasure," "No, thank you," or a sketch of a picket
fence,
CooK: "Madam; mav I ask you for my testimonials 1" Mistress: "WllPt do you expect me to
write, you worthless creature f Surely you can't
expect me to say that I am satisfied with you."
Cook: "Isn't necessary. Only write that Iremained with you three months; That will be my
best recommendation."
"I SHoULD"so like t.o 11~v11. coin dated the year
of my birth," said a maiden lady of uncertain age
to a male acquaintance,. "Do you think you could get
one for me?" "I'm afraid_not," he replied. "These
very old coins are only to be found in valuable
collect~ons." And yet he cannot see why, when
he met the lady the next day, she didn't speak to
him.
SPEAKING of spiritual consolation, and the comforting assurance that the ·eternity of the just
shall be blessed, a ChicagO clergyman toltl a story
the other day that is worth plinting. There was
an old lady in his church who was noted for her
penuriousness as well as her piety, and while talk·
ing with her about her hopes of the hereafter, be
asked:
"lllrs. 8 - , did you ever stop to think what will
gratify you most in heaven?''
• Oh, yes," she replied," it will be such a cheap
place to liv in."
THE kangrew ain't much ova recommend for
the factory which made him, or maybe he knu in
himself when the rlginal diergrams was in the
safe, and rakin up such organs as wuz lef over be
made Ills ownself. He looks in the face like a.
shaller goose and when you see him walkln' on 1111
narrativ you don't blame na.cllur for giVin him
that expression. His legs mus been made on
dif'rent tables, cauz the last iz long a.s a torchlite
pecllesin but the front ones baz got too much
shortnin in. Sum kangrews has their clo.r:e made
so til a kin carry tllare familys round in tllare overskurts, but if I wuz a boy kangrew ide rather paddle moue kanew. Kangrews wear mustaches like
cats, but a mule kln giv em a yard start on the ear
question an' beet em like sicksty.
IT is related tbll.t a Bu:tfalo man who had been l,n
the co:tree business for several years was led to li1llieve tbat be was a sinner, and io come out on the
side of religion. The morning aft~r he had taken
this step he reached his factory to find business
suspended. and upon demanding an explanation
his son replied:
"Well, father, I didn't know what to do. I didn't
suppose ..fter what you said last night that you
would mix anymore beans with the coliee. I presumed it would make a dl:tference."
"Yes, it will make just a little di:tference,"
calmly observed the old man." Wehav heretofore
been mixing one barrel of bearui to four of colree,
11avn'twe1"

"Yes."
•• Well, take aut a few of tbe beans-about· two
quarts, I guess."
LooK out, backslider, wbar you walkin,'
1\'Iake a misstep, shu' you bo'n;
!tell you what, it's no use talkln, •
Ef you slip up, chile, you gone;
De road is fuller stumps and stubble,
Ruts and sinkholes eberywbar' ;
I spec•. dey'll gib yon heap er trou!Jle;
Efyou don't stop foolin' dar.
It's dar!Pas pitch an' mighty cloudy,
Spec de deh'bil's walkin' roun,'
Fus' thing you know he'll tell you "howdy"Lif' his hoof an• stomp de groun'.
1\'Ian, can't :von see a sto'm a brewln',
Hear de awful thunder peall
Look! blazen liglltnin' tllreatnin' ruinOn, backslider, how you feel f
Drap on yo• knees and go to prayin';
Ax de Lawd to help you out.
Chile, tell bim yon's a lam' a strayin'Done got los' an' stumblin' 'bout,
An' den you'll see tbe stars a gleamin'Lumhiatin' all de way,
'Bout ten tllousan' twinklin' beamin'Smack until de breaker day.
But ef you fail de debbil get you,
Fetch you slap right in yo' eye.
You'll feel mas' like er grapeshot hit you,
Drapped from half way to de sky 1
A CITIZEN called recently at the water registrar's
office and introduced himself and his business by
sayin~: "I'm Mistller Jerry Muldoon, and I carries :fifty votes. My cellar !!full of water, and my
bins will be drowned if it isn't :fixed; so I warityou
to fix it." Mr. Muldoon was informed that nothing could be done for him there, when he again remarked, "I carries :fifty votes, d'ye moind, and I
want the water out of my cellar." "But we llav
nolbing to do with such matters," said the o:lll.cial;
" you should employ a plumber to attend to it, Mr.
Muldoon." This suggeetion did not appear to
strike the caller favorably, for he again declared:
"I want you to understand tha.t I carries fifty
votes- fifty votes, you see-and I want you to fix
my cellar. The water is in it, and my bins will
be drowned if it isn't got out." There was some
fmther conversation of tbis kind, and Mr. Muldoon was finally recommended to see the mayor In
regard to the cellar, when he departed. Two or
three days later he reappeared. "I come again to
see about that cellar," said he; "I'm Mlsther Muldoon, you know, and I carries :fifty votes. My
cellar's worse than ever.·~ "But we told you the
other day, Mr. 1\Iuldoon, tbat we can do nothing
about it here." •· Yes, but I carries fifty votes, and
my cellar must be fixed, or my bins will all be
drowned.'' "Well, Mr. Muldoon, did you see the
mayor about the matter f" "Indade I did,'' replied Mr. Muldoon. •• And what did the mayor
say 1" " What did he say, is it 1 • Mistber Muldoon,' says he, • why don't you kape d.ucks I'.,_
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Sl:!te makes the best, cheapest. handsomest, and moat
d umble fire•proof roof. Purchase dlr•ct from the qu:my.
S!ate are shipped to every state In the Union. Speela
Is -proving to huudre<ls the most etD.cadous.remedy for freight rates on car.joad Iota_. PAUL DILLINGHAM,
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IN the old times when people traveled by
diligence in France one traveler was killed in
every 335,000, and one wounded in every 30,000._ Now, when they travel by rail, on~ is
THE gallows is now mentioned by a. Kenkilled per 5,178,590, and one wounded per
tucky paper as ""the rope route to heaven.''
580.450. Railway traveling is thus nearly
A BosTON deacon is to be put under disciplin twenty times as safe as traveling by diligence.
for inserting in his dry goods advertisment:
THE director of Fine Arts in Paris ha& au
"High, low, jack, and the game.''
thorized an old woman who claims to ha.v a. diPROF. TYNDALL has built himself an iron vining rod to dig in the vaults of the church of
house at Hind Head, on the Hampshire Downs, St. Dennis for the .buried treasure of the cawithin a walk of Aldworth, Mr. Tennyson's thedral, which disappeared during the Revoluresidence~
tion. She has dep':lsited a sum of money as
"HADN'T I better pray for rain to-day, dea- security, and is prosecuting her researches by
con?" said a Binghamton minister, Sunday. the aid of what appears to be an ordinary divin"Not to-day, dominie, I think,'' was the pru- ing rod. So far, although workmen hav dug
dent reply; "the wind isn't right."
down to a..depth of five feet, they ha.v discov·
A LoNDON paper demands "live preaching," ered nothing.
and says the ministers should " pitch into " the
MR. HAMMOND, engineer and general manvices of their hearers. Nonsense I A preacher ager of an important Brazilian railroad, bears
likes to be popular as well as other folks. .
strong testimony to the value of coffee as a
Two church missionaries, William F. John
and John Williams, and their wives, are being
tried at Sierra Leone, in Mrica, for the wilful
murder of a nativ girl by flogging and other
ill-treatment.
THE excavations for a. lock on a canal which
is being made near Mons, in Belgium, ha.v
brought to light the bed of an ancient river, in
which hav been found bones of mammoths and
other animals.
THE length of the submarine cables in the
whole world is estimated to be 64,000 miles,
and their value to be $202,000,000. The
length of all the wires in the world would reach
forty-eight times around the earth.
THE Rev. Mr. WaitP, of Savoy, Mass., wrote
a letter to" Darling Truey," and, as the person thus lovingly addressed is a giddy girl of
twenty, who had accompanied the parson to a
ca.mp-meeting,.Mrs. Waite is trying to get a.
divorce.
SINcE it was discovered that a family at
Logan, Ka.n, had lost five servant girls in succession by marriage the state commissioner of
immigration is overwhelmed with letters from
Eastern maidens, asking the speediest means of
reaching that house.
THE comet has brought thousands of North
Carolina. negro sinners to repentance. They
reg·ard it as a forerunner of the world's end,
and are making their preparations accordingly.
This is a fair ~pecimen of the effect of unusual
phenomena of nature upon ignorant minds.
HIGH French authorities hav found by experiments on animals that while small doses of
arsenic seemed to do good at first, they resulted
ultimately in poverty of blood, and that a. postmortem disclosed in the liver, lungs, and kidneys the characteristics of fatty degeneration.
EvANGELIST BARNES has finished his revival
work in Cincinnati, and acknowledges that he
has failed to do much good to the sinners of
that city. "I hav had night after night the same
audience of Christians," he says, "but my mission is to reach sinners.'' If Mr. Barnes can
not find sinners enough to satisfy him among
Christians, it is hard to say where he should
look for them.
WE ha.v news from London of the cremation
of the bodies of two English ladies who died
some years ago. Now that this way of disposing of the dead has been begun there, we
shall doubtless hear of its practice in other
cases. We ha.v accounts from time to time of
cremation in Germany and in Italy, and there
hav been several examples of it in the state of
Pennsylvania.
PROF. GouLD leaves the Newton Theological
Seminary, a. Massachusetts Baptist institution,
because his views hav ~werved from Calvinism.
These cases are becoming so common that
they longer cease to excite remark. Probably
in view of the general unbelief which pervades
the ranks of the clergy they had better forswear
the whole theory and no longer hang on the
a.ntiq uated errors.
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A CHURCH-MEMBER in Memphis was disciplined for his sins and turned ·out of church.
Instead of being humbled by this process and
brought to a state of penitence, his anger was
ex(}ited at the pastor and the church people.
When communion day , came round this exbrother wanted to be allowed to "partake of the
sacrament, and made his application to the
pastor. The pastor refused him, whereupon
the ex-brother threatened the servant of the
Lord with a horsewhippio~. On being told to
come and do his worst, he went for the pastor,
but was astonished to find himself in receipt of
a. sound thrashing. The minister is exultant
over the victory he gained, and the ex-brother
is recovering from his bruises.

preventiv against miasmatic fevers. He instances the case of Father Vaughan, who, on a.
journey through a most unhealthy country
from Panama to the river Platt, considered
that he owed his health to taking strong coffee,
and mentions that since the na.tivs in pestilent
districts in Ecuador hav taken to drinking it
the death rate has fallen considerably.
BoSTON has heretofore taken the lead of the
Eas_tern cities in the number of applications for
divorce from chains matrimonial, but Philadelphia seems to be now striving for this bad preeminence. Of the cases docketed at the September term of one of the courts of .that city
forty-seven were for divorces growing out of
matrimonial infelicity. Some of the other
courts are also burdened with the same complaints, showing plainly that the matrimonial
current is not altogether a smooth orie in the
City of Brotherly Love.
· ALTHOUGH the Congregationalists hav a large
and prosperous weekly paper in Boston, which
bears the name of their denomination, some
of the brethren are so far from pleased with it
that they.want to establish a rival paper. This
has been talked about for some time, but has
not taken very definit shape until now, for the
lack of cash capital. It is now said that
enough money has been raised, and that the
learned Joseph Cook is to be invited to the editorial chair. If the person named is to be the
editor of the proposed new paper, it will undoubtedly contain more lies and slanders than
any other paper in the country.
THE Rev. Obadiah Ruse was eighty, and had
been in the ministry half a century, when he
was shocked by reading that he was " a. pretentious old humbug." That assertion was made
by the president of the Women's Educational
Aid Association of Evanston, Ill., and was
coupled by the specific charge that Ruse had
appropriated to his own ·use some money collected for the society. He promptly sued for
damages. On the trial over twenty women,
from rich philanthropists to poor laundresses,
testified that he had borrowed from them with.
out ever repaying, and in some of these cases
his conduct amounted to swindling. He lost
the suit.
MRs. STow, a San Francisco dress reformer,
has informed the police that on Jan. 1st she
will begin to wear trousers in public, and she
demands protection in case street crowds insult
her. But the chief of police seems to think
that it will be his duty to arrest her, on the
ground that her conduct would be disorderly.
As to the form of the proposed garment, Mrs.
Stow says: " My trousers are made with a.
plait, and descend just to the line of beauty in
the calf of the leg, just where the dresses of
young girls come ; and if young girls wear
their dr!lsses there, why should not old girls
adopt the same fashion?" She is advised by
a lawyer that California has no law under
which she can be prevented from dressing in
that fashion.
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THERE arrived at this port on Monday last
4,484 emigrants.
A FIRE in a. church at Calais, Maine, did
$1,700 damage on the 22d.
MB.s. LANGTRY, the famous' English beauty,
arrived in this city on the 22d.

THE French astronomers who hav jnst arrived in this city on their way to Florida. to observe the transit of Venus, hav brought with
them a very complete outfit of scientific instruments, which ha.v been pa.ssed'free of duty
through the Custom House. They intend to
apply in their· observations the photographic
method, known since the tra.nsJ of 1874 as the
American method, and which, it is believed,
will giv more trustworthy results than any
other plan yet devised. The French hav sent
out seven other expeditions to various parts of
the world to observe the transit, and astronomers hav also started from the other principal
European countries and from the United States
for the same purpose. The transit does not
occur until Dec. 6th, but it is req uisit that the
astronomers should be on the ground, and hav
all arrangements made in due time.
THE writing of a letter to the wife of a member of his church was what brought the Rev.
J. C. Sullivan, of Salem, 0., to his downfall.
"My precious darling," he said in the course
of several pages of equally tender sentiment,
'' I can never be reconciled to the cruel circumstances that prevent our enjoying each other's
society. I feel like defying all the rules and
circumstances of society; and, indeed, if I did
not fear that it would cause you more perplexity and anxiety by my coming to see you and
walking on the street whenever I had the opportunity, I would certainly do so regardless of
the gossip of the people. As I came down
from the church this evening and saw no light
in your window, such a sense of loneliness
came upon me that I could hardly bear up under it. Oh, my sweet pet, if ycu can think of
any way that I can come to you at any time I
hope you will tell me ; and if there is any place
that you can meet me at any time, I will be
willing to do so." The husband found the
letter.
]F the story which comes from Alexander, in
Texas, is true, a Texas revival is hardly more
to be desired than an earthquake. The statement is made that a noisy man disturbed the
meeting which Evangelist Penn was holding in
bopes that he might be able to convert some of
the wicked Alexanderites. Penn prayed for
divin:e punishment on this disturber of his
peace, whereupon the man is said to hav
dropped dead. From Alexander Penn went to
Lampasas, where a giddy girl giggled and disturbed the devotions. Penn prayed that the
Lord would punish her, whereupon she upset a
kerosene lamp, and, according to the veracious
Texan who sends the account, was burnt to
death. The next judgment which followed in
the wake of this evangelist's march was a sudden and unexpected tornado. This overturned
the gospel tent and overwhelmed the affrighted
congregation, being almost as destructiv as a
railroad disaster in its results of maiming and
killing. The panic is described as having been
dreadful in the extreme. As the place where
the tent stood was flooded to the depth of two
feet, most of the congregation became as wet
as if they had been baptized by immersion.
Such an evangelist as Penn must be more of a
terror than a blessing to the community he invades. Why not utilize the prayer power of
such a man to run railroad trains, clear up
wilala.nd, etc.?

A SIX·DAY's walking match was begun in
this city on Sunday night last.
IT is expected that the German law against
Socialists will be speedily repealed.
CEREMONIES in memory of Garibaldi were
held by the Italian masons of New York on the
22d.
IT is said that the Democratic victory in Ohio
has had the effect of lowering the price of provisions.
A soCIETY has been formed in this city, the
object of which is to encourage agriculture
among Hebrews.
MR. GEoRGE MILN, the recent convert to Liberalism, has taken the stage and scored a success ItS Shakspere's Hamlet.
A WOMAN has just died in New York, aged
96, who saw Washington take the oath as first
president of the United States.
A WASHINGTON undertaker .has sent in a. bill
of $1,896.50 for materials and services during
the obsequies of the late president.
WALTER MALLEY, of unwholesome notoriety
iri the case of the murdered Jennie Cramer, is
now complainant in a. blackmailing rase.
PRoF. FELIX ADLER renewed his lectures last
Sunday at Chickering Hall. His subject was,
"The True Method of Religious Reform."
THE office of the Union Theological ·Seminary and the office of THE TRUTH SEEKER are
nearly opposit each other on the same street.
MANY Republican government clerks in
Wa.shington are said to be going home to Massachusetts to vote for Butler for governor of
that state.
TALMAGE said in his last Sunday's sermon
that Susannah Wesley wonld get a higher
throne on the last day than either Charles or
John Wesley.
THE 200th anniversary of the landing of
William Peun, the founder of the state of
Pennsylvania., was celebrated by the Somety of
Friends on the 22d.
A NEW comet of much smaller dimensions
than the great comet has been discGVered by
Prof. Brooks, of Phelps, N. Y. It is_ supposed
to be a detached fragment of the larger one.
THE PrPsbyterian synod in Harrisburg, Pa.,
on the 23d declared itself in favor of prohibition, and almost unanimously agreed not to
support any candidate not in sympathy with it.
HENRY GEoRGE, the author of " Progress
and Poverty," was given an enthusiastic reception at Cooper Union on the 20th, and on
the 21st he was tendered a dinner at Delmonico's.
THE workingmen of Brooklyn hav erected a
church in that city ealled " The Church of Our
Savior~Humanity." Beer drinking was indulged in during last Sunday's services, but
was interrupted by the police.
A CERTAIN Doctor Newborough, a dentist
of this city, has just published a new bible, the
name of which he spells "Oahspe" (though
how .the same is pronounced no man knoweth),
and which he claims was written by inspiration from "Jehovih." Newborough is a
Spiritualist, and more or less mediumistic.
BEECHER is under indictment for breach of
contract to write a " Lire of Christ " for Samuel Wilkeson, publisher. The agreement was
made fourteen years ago, Beecher signing a
contract to furnish the manuscript in eighteen
months, and receiving $10,000 for his signature to the same. He broke his agreement, it
is alleged, hence the suit.
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MORE OF SAN FRANCisco.
I have, in all, spent three or four days looking
·
. · .
··
visit; met us here. He urged us to stop .over and about the Golden Gate city, taking in the many in•
•
•
•
make a visit to his place, and also to deliver a lect- teresting features which attract attention. A part of
Twenty Days Ill Califorma.-Continued.
ure in the village; out we felt that time would not this time I have been accompanied by my friend H.
After reaching the valley below, we fouJ?-d a fine permit, and that we must hurry on our way back to W. ·walker, who has seemed to take pleasure in
farming country; and passed some very ·pleasant the city. FrienQ. Waybright. is engaged at vine escorting me about and showing me the interesting
localities: One of these is a ~mall place called Kel- growing for raisins, this part of the etate being one features of the town. I will not mention these wholly
log~'s, a place of considerable re11ort in the summer of the noted vine regions of California. Hereabouts in the order visited, but as they now present themseason. The hotel is a commodious l)ne, capab)e of thousands of acres are in vines, which look very selves to me. The first shall be
accommod!l.ting a large number.of pleasure-seekers, ..flourishing, though they go several months together
THE UNITED STATES MINT,
. who oftE>n patronize it. A few miles more of our without rain. I notice that the vines are usually One of the handaome11t buildings in the city, and &itagreeable ride b1;ought us to Foesville, the .home of about six feet apart, in rows running each way,_eo uated on the northeast corner of Fifth and Mission
the noted stage-man, and a pleal!lant little village, that they are easily cultivated by horse. They are streets. It comprises two high stories and a baseThe- general keeps a house of entertainment, where not staked nor trained on trellises as they are in many ment. The portico is supported by six :fluted colhis-passengers are supplied with a first-class dinner. parts of the world, but grow up like low bulilhee, umns of elegant design. 'l'he architecture is Doric.
We agreed that we had not partaken of a better three or four feet high, and are cut back every year. It has a frontage of two hundred and seventeen feet
dinner in many a day. His wife and daughter!! seem Many farmers turn their attention almost exclusively on Fifth street and one hundred and sixty-one feet
to understand how to keep a hotel as well as the to the culture of the vine.
.
on Mission. From its roof rise two chimneys one
husband, son, and father know how to drive a stage.
Calistoga is the northern terminus of the Califor- hundred and forty-two feet in bight. These are
When next we took the coach we had the general nia Pacific Railroad, the eouthern terminus being at doubtless for the purpose of carrying away beyond
himself for driver, and we found that he filled Vallejo, on the northwestern portion of San Fran- posl!!ibility of inhalation the fumes of the metals
the programme laid down for him.
cisco Bay. The· first point passed on our southern and chemicals used in the process of smelting and
~
ride isS. t. H-elena, a small village not far from the refining. Coining was commenced in San Francisco
THE PETRIFIED FOREST.
. anoth er part of t h e
road. Here the valley becomes narrow, little more in 1 854, in a sma ller b m"ld"mg m
From Fossville to Calistoga there are two routes, than a ribbon, but soon again broadens out many city, but in 1874, this grand structure being com-.
one the direct road, the other by way of the Petri- miles in width. Not far from the village are located plated, the business was removed to this edifice.
fied forest, one of the curiosities of California. .A the White Sulphur Springs, also a resort of those in About two hundred and fifty-persons are employed
part of our number, :filling one stage, took the former search of health, who often remain here for weeks the premises in the various branches of the business
route, the remainder the other. Bythe direct road for the benefit to be derived from the medical conducted here, millions of dollars in 1!ilver and
it is about six miles to Calistoga; by the Petrified waters. A good hotel is said to be kept there for gold being turned out each month. Through the
Forest it is two .or three miles farther.
the accommodation of guests, with small cottages kindness of the superintendent we were allowed to
Let
give you a brief description of this noted for those who prefer to live more by themselves. look over the establishment as thoroughly as we derelic of the past. What is termed the Petrified Not far away j 8 Mount St. Helena, the highest peak sired. The edifice is of dressed stone, the upper
Forest conaists of three or four hundred tree!!, or- in the neighborhood, having an altitude of 4,343 portion being Oregon freestone and the.basement of
parts of trees, now prostrate on the earth, and cover- feet. From its summit a magnificent view is eaid to granite.
ing some thirty acres of ground, somewhat up the .be .obtained of the mountain ranges, the luxuriant
It is no small curio11ity to see the different processes,
from the refining to the finishing up of the coins,
mountain side, but not very high above the level of valley•, and even of the Pacific.
the valley. These trees all fell in one direction, the
The Soda Springs lie again to the south, in Napa weighing and counting them ready to be sent away
tops toward the valley, and the roots turned up co~nty, and east of Napa City, and give out a con- for Uncle Samuel's favored children to put in circutoward the mountain top. It would. !!eem they fell 8 tant 8 upply of natural soda water, the white etone lation. I shall not undertake to describe all these
together by some terrible force of nature in the form building standingin proud prominence one thousand processes, but will be content to give you some points
·of a tornado, and by some other process they have feet above the revel of the valley, to the left, as we of information.
been converted into stone. They are now' partially speedily roll along down the Napa River. This
Crude bullion is r~ceived at the mint and i_s oper--"
covered by -earth, but one noble epecimen of a tree, place is alao noted· for the fine view it affords, a ted on in the followmg manner: The bars of silvernearly seventy feet in length sud eleven feet through, Vallejo, and even San Francisco and its shipping, or d'ore, as th_ey are cal~ed from the fact that they
at the base, is pretty much uncovered. From the being ee.en when the air is clear. There are said to. usually oontam a certam percentage. of gold, coplarge size we are led to think the growth mu~t be twenty-seven eprings here in all, though only I per, le~d, and other metals, tbou~h silver pre~om.have. been the celebrated red-wood of California, about a fourth part of them are made use of. A ma.tes m much the large~t proporti?~-are received,
which sometime!! attaine to the enormom!l proportions bottling eeta.blishment is over one of them, in which . weighed, and numbered m the receivmg departm~mt,
of thirty feet in diameter. This tree rec~rds a growth four hundred dozen of bottles are filled per day and and then are turned over to the melter and refiner,
of eleven hundred years, tlie grains or layers to !!!hipped to all parts of the world. This should, per- 1who causes each bar to b~ melted l!!eparately, thorthat number being diatinct and· ea11ily counted. There hape, be considered the Saratoga of California. A oughly mixed, and poured mto flquare bars, an assay
are in a distance of three hundred fee~ tbirty.l'iX Of beautiful pagoda is built over one of the springs, being taken fro.m ~he top and One ~r?m .the botto:r;n
these prostrate monarchs, though not all so large or the solid stone· pillars and :floor forming sn appro- ?f t~e melt while m a n:olten oond1t10n. The ~ull
pertect as the one just mentioned: Many are broken, priate setting for the· natural stone basin, from liOn 1s purc~ased accordmg to_ the assa.y a~d weight
and others nearly covered. Many portions of these which flows an abundant supply of medical waters after meltmg. Gold deposits are received and
trees of stone have been taken away to be added to from another of nature's laboratories. Within euy treated in the same manner. The melter and refiner
museullls of curiosities .in various parts of.the world. reach of this lovely retreat are said to be growing 1 then causes one hundr~d and fifty pounds of d'ore
It is, indeed, a wonder how this ancient foreet of orange-trees, loaded with golden fruit,.through the li bul!ion to be melted With ~fty pounds of _gold defallen trees thus became oonvertedinto solid stone. rich dark foliage of the. groves of which are to posits, or am~unt!l of each m that p~oportwn, to be
Many theories have· been advanced upon the subject; be seen glimpses of the brilliant blol!soms of the thoroughly mixed and to be poured mto large ta-nks
but the one.most accepted is that after having been oleander, and also roses and jasmine. above all filled with cold water. The metal falls to the botlaid prostrate by soi:rie terrible cyclone a neighboring soare the towering pines, which lend in~jesty to the tot? in smal~ :flaky ~articles; this i~ calle? "granuvoloano-perhaps Mount Helena-:-~hr,ew out a :flood abundant loveliness.
·
latmg," and Is done m order to obtam a thm surface
of fire and lava charged }Vith saline and mineral
The Napa valley is one of the most fertile in the for the aci~ to act u_pon in the process of refi~ing.
matter, submerging these enormous trees, and thus state. It is about forty-five miles in length and The water IS drawn off a~d the granulated particles
graduaUy changing them to stone. Considerable irregular in breadth. It contains about 450,000 of the metals are placed m bo:x~s and ta~e~ to the
quantities of petrified charcoal are also found here, acres, and nearly equally divided between valley and refin~ry. ~ere the~ are. p!aced_m porcelam Ja.rs and
indicating that a portion of the forest was subjected upland. The soil is of the richest description and the silver dissolved m mtriC aCid. The solutiOn of
to a degree of heat sufficient to char the wood be- produces abundant crops. The fields are now t~em- nitrate of silver is then drawn _off by means of a
fore the proceas of petrifaction took place; The por- ing with golden grain-"-wheat, barley, and oatB- gold syphon-that metal not bemg acted up?n by
tion of the stone which was once charcoal seem&J eave where it has been cut and hundreds of 'Shocks nitric acid-and emptied into a large vat of brme or
quite diff<,rent .from that of the uncharred wo~,>d, 11how the prolific yield affo~ded to requite the hus- v~r.Y salt water, wh~ch, bei~g oonst~ntly stirred, pr~
and can b9 ornmbled or broken apart much easier bandman'e toil. The long season here without 01 p1tates the metali_n chlonde of silver, t~e .chol~w
than othet portions more thor.oughly converted into rain makes the grain harvest 8 period free from ap- acid in the salt takmg the pl~ce of the n~tnc amd.
stone. '!'his fact. l!eems to indicate that the fallen prehensions of wet weather. The grain can starid in It is ~hen re~uced to a m~talh? form by diluted. suiwood was acted upon.. by a high. degree of _heat shooks for ten or twenty weeks without danger phun~ and ~me granulatiOn~ lD proper proportiOns.
before the petrifying procees had advanced far. The from rain.
The silver 1s then pressed m cakes, dried, melted,
largest log mentioned has its bark on in a pretty per.
Napa City is 8 beautiful town, a short distance and poured into 800 or 1,200-ounce bars. Two assays
feet state, though now all is solid rock. The ground from ·the railroad, its highest houses being seen are taken from each melt, one from the bottom_, the
in places· is covered with petrified chips ~nd frag- above the tope of the plentiful trees. It is said to other from the .top, and the fii?enese ascertam.ed.
ments of trees. One is thrown into a reverie of be a stirring business place, though its beautiful The usual p~rity IS 998-1,009 bemg: absolutepuri.ty.
wonder at the marvelous history these fallen mon-. cemetery, with its fine monuments and tomb!!, in An exact weight of each bar 1s taken, a computatiOn
archs of the forest must have had in the ages long which its citizens take pride, would seem to indicate is made, and the necesRary amount of copper as
pa8t. An unknown number of centuries have come quiet. Two or three miles away; and on the oppo- alloy is add~d t? reduce the metal to th? stand~rd
and gone since these mammoth trees ·were in their eite eide of the railroad, but "in full view of the cars, fineness,; whwh IS 900 f?r both gold and s_llver coma,
inbnt state and· started upon their wonderful and is ·a state ineane asylum, a fine-looking and extensive ten per cent of the comage of each bemg copper.
eventful career.
·
edifice, capable of accommodating from twelve hun- The ingot melter then melts t~e _pure metal and the
Here is also a growth which attracts some atten- dred to fifteen hundred patients. I learn that some alloy together, t~orou.ghly miXm~ them, and. then
tion. It is somewhat in the form of a Druidic tem- more than a thousand patients are now confined castmg the same mto mgots. A silver ?ollar m_got
ple, twenty feet in diameter and fourteen feet high. there.
·
is twelve inches long, one and a half mohes Wide,
It seems to be composed of t:Pe trunks of the petriThe ride from Napa to Vallejo is beautifully and one-half an inch thick. T~ere are th~rty-fi~e
fi,..d trees; but how they came into the position they diversified between level plain and knobs and ridges ingots in a melt. A~te~ the mtrate of silver 1s
now occupy ~sa matter of ~nlimited speculation.
not far away. The bills are gray and sere, but the drawn from the porcel~m Jars, the g;old that was conCALISTOGA,
valley abounds in fertility, the area se11mingly divided tained in the granulati~ns, and .w hwh of course the
Twenty-six miles from the Geyserl!!, is reached in an between the culture of grain and the vine, the latter nitric acid c?~ld ~ot d1ssol~e, Is. then remo!ed ~n.d
hour's ride from the Petrified Fore11t, and appears a increasing upon the former.
refined by bo1hng m sulphuriC amd, aft~r whwh 1t IS
fine and :flourishing town.· It is well laid out, and
At Vallejo we make a very slight halt, and are treated in the same manner a!! refined silver. .
.
makes a pleasant home for those whose fortune baa 11oon transferred to the fine steamer to take us to San
Mr. Alexander Martin, melter and ~efiner. m this
bro]lght them here. It .is a place of conlliderahle Francisco. Here I chanced to fall in company with mint, has bad twenty-tw.o years' ~xper1ence m refinresort by reason of its warm and medicated spring11. two somewhat distinguished Liberal women-Mrs. ing the precious metals m ~ur mmts, and h~ thorMany invalids come here on account of thei!!e curative Slocum and Miss Clara Foulte, _a female lawyer of onghly understands _everythmg connected w1t~ the
waters and baths, and much benefit is said to be im- con11iderable ability. We reached San FranoitJco by department. Jacob Sta~tfeldt, t~e gold 1 ~got
parted by them. We had an hour here, passed in the the time· the shades of evening had set in, feeling melter, is one of the best m the _Umted States, ~e
P.leasant company of J. C. Waybright, a patron of highly pleased-with our trip to the Geysers and all has had twenty-five years' expenence. Joh~ Felx,
THE TRUTH SEEKER, who reside!i thre._e or four mile~ the b11autiful country-and sceriery we h~4 witneased. 1 foreman of the refinery, has been employed 1n our
nd.
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American mints for thirty years. Probably. he
The company is from Lynchburg, Va.; has been. turning out a great deal of heavy work. They emknow!! as much about the refining of the precious here less than two years; uses six thousand pounds ploy eighty men, and use one hundred toni!! of iron
metals as any man in the world. The facts here pre- of tobacco per day; works two. hundred and_ fifty: per month. The largest job they have on hand at
sented were kindly 'furnished me by Mr. La Blanc, hlmdl!l .. It!! '!eekly pay roll is $1,000. It keep!! gn preaent is exte21sin dredging machinery for the
employed here in _the mint. .
.
hand at all t1mes $100,000 worth of the raw mate- Panama Canal. It appearl!l that they are able to do
The refining of gold if$ largely performed in the rial, and the !!ame amount of the manufactured: the work cheaper, even, than it can be pone in Pittl!lfurnaces, and by the aid of -duel!!. All the baser goodl!l. The average price of the manufactured: burgh, or any other point East, even when the dif·
metal!!' are compara.tively oxidized by the aid of heat, article is 11ixty cents per pound. All kinds of maiJ,u,-, fe1ence of freight is taken into consideration. The
or, in' other words, "burnt out," whereas gold does faotured tobacco are turned out. Male and female f whole thing will be completed, ready for shipment
not so oxidize, and may be exposed to the action of hands are employed, :md they work oomplaoen~ly in Augu11t. The company hr.-ve eight enginEfB' and
fiJ:e for an indefinite pe;riod of time without being aide by side, wrapping up the leaves of the nicotine,: four boiler!!, and under favorable circumstances hanconverted into an oxide. ·.I was told,. however, that the males being principally n~groAS from Virginia.:: dle fifteen hundred cubic yards of material in an
if the heat of the furnace is too intense the gold is Some of the stock is dipped in a mixture of- licorice, l hour.
..
·
.
converted into a vapor, and is' carried off up the e1jq., to ~aka it sweet and da.rk, while l!o~e il!j Th~ Pacific Iron Works, Rankin, Brayton & Co.,
chimney, and is often d. a posited in a metallic state wrapped m the natural state. Copperas, glucose, 1proprietors, cover two fifty.vara lots; number ·of
upon the roof. . This was news to me, as I wal! not an.d other substances are ·used in th~ manufacture of workmen employed, one hu_ndred and se-venty~ five;
aware that gold could s.o be subjected t9 a process
,thii! filthy weed. As I stood lookmg at. the !!Cores!1amount of coal and wrought ll'On oon~umed monthly,
distillation. Probably the p1·ooess must be very of busy hands preparing this narcotic herb,.addingil two hundred and fifty tons. They manufacture all
slow·
·.
· the mixture to m~ke the certain brand!!, I could not kind!! of mining machinery; plants for gold and sil·
The · machinery in. the mint for rolling out the help thin kina how many thoueands of people will' ver mille, water-jackets, smelting furnace!!, hoisting
· strip11. from which the coin·s a:re out with a die and engage in chewing it; how uncleanly and ridiculous works, and pumping machinery, Wheelock's auto·punoli, as well as tne stampin~ or milling, i!! of a the habit, arid 'bow much better the world would be matic cut-off engine, Walli:er'!! compound steam
very perfect description. The engine is one hun- if the baneful qualities of tocaooo had never been pump, Howell'!! improved white furnace, Pacific patdred a tid ·fifty horse-power, and one of the fineet in discovered or Ul!ed. The pressing is done .by hy- ent revolving dryer, ore crushers, concentrating~
the worl.d. ~ith ~he gold coine and silver dollars: ~raulic po~er, and is .applied ~ery quickly. A fifty- ohinery, sample works, etc. The water-jacket smelt.. _eva_ry piece I~ ~eighed and b~o~ght to the-exact pouud box II presaed m two mmntes. The plugs are ing furnacee are ul!ed for galena silver .and_c~pper
weight before 1t 1s stamped. Th1s II! done by women; made long and ehort, from two ounce!! to a pound. ore!!, and embrace many feature!! of practmal ut1hty,
of whom large numbers are emplGyed :~n the mint. When I meditate upon the uncleanly habit of nl!ing 1 covered by letter!! patent, and. not possessed by
The r~ducing of the weight is effected by filing and the weed, and realize the u_ eeleel!neet!l of. it, perhaps I other!!. It is said no other furnace can compare with
sand-papering. The precious dust is all carefully ..am like the Phar.il!ee who thanked his. God that he them for durability and capacity for uninterrupted
saved, and in the course of a year thi!!, with the ·was not sinful lib other men. I am very glad that work. More than l!ixty of them are now running on
other waste Of the establishment, amounts to a large I never contracted the habit of using tobacco.
the Pacific ooa11t, giving satil!faotion in all cases.
su!l).. The entire institution is managed in an exWeTil!itedone of thela:rgecanningastablishments
The Etna Iron Work!!!, Pendergaet, Smith & Co.,
ceUent manner, and kept ae neat as a pin. The where California fruits are put up-in immense quan~ manufacture iron castings and machinery of all
officials were very polite, and allowed me all the tities, and where hundreds of band!! are employed in kinds. They employ about one hundred hands, and
privileg.es I could ask. for, save, p.erhape, carrying the business. We did not see so much of the details use one hundred and twenty-five tons of iron per
away ·a good-sized. box full of the yellow coins, but of the business as we otherwise would have done had month.
they were not giving out bags of coin the day I the man in charge evinced more courtesy. AI! it
The Union Iron Works, Prescott, Scott &_Co.,
called upon them. This mint gives excellent 11itua- was, ·he was so boorish and ungentlemanly that we employ six hundred men, and use from tw~nty-four
tions for superintendents, as11istants, overseer~!!, fore, did not pre!ls our investigation!!!. There are several to thirty thoul!and tons of rough material . in the
_men in the different parts, and the entire. co:r:ps of canning establishment!! in the city. California eur- year.
.
. . .
I could not, of courtle, take time to visit all the
. employees. The pay is good; and the labor by no passes all countries in the world for fruits, and muet
ID.Bans excessive. I made up my mind I wo-q.ld rather neceesarily excel in fruit canning.
·
iron and machinery work!! of the city; but it must
•Own the mint, its contents and bueinee~, than any
We called at the ice mannf'lctory, and ware much be admitted that for a young city San Francisco hal!!
_:other establishment I have seen in the city.
intere!!ted in the proce!!l employed and the result! done wonders in this direotiqn, a!l well a!! in many
,_ THE. CUST@M HOUSE
, obtained. -I will not now undertake to tell how other1. Tbel!e numerous busy establishments give
Is another government establishment which I had many thousands of feet of pipe are employed for l!lteady employment to great numbers of workmen,
•occasion to visit a number of times. My stereopticon conveying &mmonialgae, which absorbs the warmth anddi11pense every month hundreds of thousands of
'and views were sent there for examination, to sea if in water, thus congealing it into ice. The cham- dollars to merchant!! and traders of the city.
I would have any duties to pay upon t).lem. A!l bar where the freezing is dona is about fifty by
MARKETS AND EXCHANGES .
. the tariff on that cla!!s of goodi!i i!l forty per cent, and twenty-five feet, and some sixteen feet in hight. The
The markets of San Francisco are well worth visit.. 3!! the.good~ had co~t !!Ome five hundred dollars) I water il! allowed to trickle down somewhat slowly, ing.
In a land where nature has been so prodigal
'1,J.&tnrally. was. a ·little anxious to learn how much· the freezing procei!e taking place promptly, and by of her benefit11, nowhere, perhaps, in the world may
duty I would be obliged topay. I am pleased to .be the addition of layer &fter layer of ice the chamber be witnessed l!Uch a dil1play at all times of the year,
able to say that I found the officials and Msistanta in bacomes ultimately full ,of eolid ice, containing in fi1h, ilesh, fowl, tubers, fruits, and vegetable, ae to
the Custom Hom~e very genial and accommodating, all some hundreds of tons. I have almost forgotten be aeen in the varicus markets appropriated to the
muoh'niore so than is often the ca!le with. govern- how many hours are required to complete the freez- sale of each. From the South in early March come
· ment employees. I found that iu ooneequence in ing, but think it is about thirty. The ice il! easily etrawberriel!, and as the sea!'!on advances so do the
part of my having used the apparatul! in Yokohama, gotten out in large oakes, and beeides supplying the frnite keep pace; until late in autumn they are supand ~ore particularly because they are "tool!! of city, the ships in the harbor are also supplied, and plied with lu:xuriel! from Cfmntries lying north. Thus
trade," to _be used to illustrate lectures, no dutiel! large quantities are shipped up and down the ooaet in this city of plenty its fruit stalls, iti!! vegetable
applied_to them, and they were admitted free. They and to the Pacific islands. A large engine is em- l!ltall~:~, and meat stalls may be seen heavily laden
were_also very obliging and generous with the curios, ployed to perfect the freezing process. I have seen with the fatnesl! of the earth, and at seasons when
paper goods, and other articles of Japanese mann- ·large bodies of ice in my time, but I do not remember in other part!! Jack Frol!t reigns euprem,e.
·fa,etuni I brought home with me. They admitted having ever seen such a maee of pure, congealed
California Market was opened Au~ust 1, 1867,
: aJl free of duty. The-reby I felt that I· had been cryst&l.
·
and occnpiee a space from Pine to California streets,
·saved the unpleasant duty of paying out soma two
I called to see a patron in the large maohiDe !!hop between Kearney and Montgomery street!!. Here is
hundred dollars, which would have been the amount for making !!tamps, mills, cru!lhers, etc, for mining to be found atalll!easons of the year offered to .famito disburse had I been forced to pay the regular purpm11es, the same conducted by Joshua Hendry. lies and consumers a full and splendid display of
tariff. It is. so usual in l!luoh plaoee to meet with Here are quartz mills, rock breakers, ore feeders, bat- comfort!! and delicacies of all kinds.
short and crusty replies that the obliging and gentle- tery mortar, battery irons, battery stamps; with hyGenter Market is situated at the southeast corner
nianly treatment received here was duly appreciated. draulic machinery of all kind!!, with saw mills for of Dupont and Sutter street!!, and wae opened in July,
How much pleaeanter this world would be than it is lumber, and all the machinery thereunto pertaining. 1874. It is one hundred and thirty-seven anda half
, now if everybody would treat everybody else with It ie a bu!!y establishment, and here machine!! of feet by two hundred feet, with entrances on both
·, ()onrtesy and politeness.
various patterns and styles are kept on hand, so that Sutter and Dupont streets.
MANUFACTURES.
all del!ires could be pleased.
New Metropolitan Market, on the l!outheast corner
I called at several of the manufacturing astablieh.
OTHER IRON ESTABLISHMENTS.
of New Montgomery and Misl'lion streets, and the
~.ments of this flourishing city, and was pleaeed to
There are in the same quarter ()f. the city a great San Francisco Market, running from (Jlay to Merr;::find so much enterprise and industry manifested here. number of iron manufactories and machine work!! chant street, between Mongomery and Sansome
··The. West Coast Furniture Manufactory is doing a of a wide range in character. Here milling machin· etreets, are the other institutions of like nature .
.'very large busb:~ess, employing some two hund.red ery and appliance!! are gottel!- UJ? for all oono~ivable The 'Yholesale market where the vegetable and f.~;u~t
'hands, aild·cturmng out a vast amount of beautiful purpose!!. Much more of this kmd of work 1s done are d1epoeed of by wholeBale,and where the reta1l
:furniture, which is shipped all over t~e state, up and here t.han at all o~~er P?ints on the Pacific ~oast, ~nd dealer~ of the citr obtain their supplies, i~ a b~sy
'down the coast, as well as to the Islands of the all evmces the epmt of mdustry and enterpnse whwh place m the mornmg. Through the center IS a w1de
)f!outhern Pacific. They have the late improvements prevails here. Among the large iron working eatab- roadway, through which heavily loaded wagons are
in manufacturing machinery, such as band-saws, lishments of this active city, I will mention a few. driven, and on the sides are wide stalls or divisions
. dove-tailing machines, etc. The latter perform the The Fulton Iron Works, Hmckley, Spiers & Hays, into which wagons drive to unload. Perhaps one
. :work of fifteen ~en, and do it beautifully. The proprietors, have threq hundred .men employed; uee hnndre~ t_ons of ve~etables are sold here every day,
woods used is this manufactory are many of them two hundred and fifty tonl!l of Iron per month, and and frmt m proportiOn.
_
quite new to m.e, and several kinds are very showy. their annual business amounts to $800,000. They
I visited theMerchants'Exohangeand the Produce
Among them are Toa,.South Sea Tamano, Sardwi!!h, are now completing a sixty-stamp mill for Mexico, Exchange, and received some figures as to the amount
~dm~vasa, Mexican laurel, California laurel, Oregon with two <?orlis~ engine!!, tw~nty-~our ~nob bore, of businesl! transacted th.erein, but as I failed to s~t
ash, trger-wood, .etc. Some are very· hard; some are and forty-eight mch stroke, w1th srx boilers fifty- them llown my memory 1s too treacherous to perm1t
,shpwy, and admit of a fine finish. ·The establish· four inches in diameter and sixteen feet long; thirty- me to give them accurately. The amount of busi_ment is doing itself great credit in the great quan- six five-inch pans; eighteen eight-feet l!ettlers; four ne~s, however, is very large. At the .Produce Ex·.tity of heautifJll work it is turning out.
rock breakers, etc. They are also making a twenty- change the membership is set at very high figures,
.. Adjoiniug ·this es_tablishment is tlie "Seal Rock stamp mill for the Total Wreck Mining Company of as the advantages thereby derived are very great.
"Tobacco Works." I have. no special affection for Arizona, with Corlise engine, twenty-inch bore, Here immenl!e amounts of grain change hands, hun..tol;lacco, and think if avery plant of it in existence forty-eight inch stroke, with four boilers, forty-four drede of thousands of bushels being 11old at a single
,should. ~udderily die, and every tobacco seed refuse inches in diameter, sixteen. feet long; fourteen five- operation. Here every morning dealers who are
,·:to grow, the world would not met>t with a very seri- inch pana, and seven eight-feet settlers. Also anum· members gather in at ten o'clock, and thirty or sixty
··ODS loss; but as this company has built up a large ber of engine!!, boilers, etc., for smaller mills. Also minutes are used in effecting private sales, which
;;q)isiness;· which bids fair to grow still larger, I could a Corlies engine with thirty-inch bore, forty-eight are often very extensive. Every member has his
':hardly do less than walk in and look at them; and as inch stroke, with ten boilere for the Pacifto Iron and desk, perhap!! with his samples of grain and pro:.D1any pf you are ohewere and smokers, I cannot well Nail Company, about commencing business in Oak- duce, and the place is a very busy one, with the bal'- ·
.. dpleSil than tell yvn a little about this particular to- land.
.
gains that are effected. At the appointed time auc"pacoo ·establishment. · - ·
·
·
The· Gold•n S,~ate · ;Y:in~re' lron Works llre ~1••. !ion •llll:l• beiin~ when ~ oer~h1 Dllmber 9f hWJ<lreds
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of bushels of a certain grain are offered to the high- pacity of 2,011,856 gallons, and not less than 1,346 female loveliness. I believe he thinks a good deal
est bidder. The bids are sometimes lively. In the hydrants, together with 39 large gongs, 32 small moro about this world than tbe one that is said to
public way very large quantities of grain in the ag- gongs, one bell weighing 4,500 ponnd8, four weigh- succeed it.
gregate are sold, and to be shipped to various parts ing 2,000 pounds eacn, one weighing 800 pounds, and
PLACES OF AMUSEXENT
of the world. As a grain-growing state California two of 300 poutids each.
..
.
Should not be overlooked. They before have been in
· ·
One hundre~ and twenty miles of wire are used part incidentally alluded to, though not in detail.
cannot be excelled.
LIBRARIES.
for telegraphing, one hundred of which is run on The city boasts of an opera house; and among the
· San Francisco is well supplied with these very poles, and the balance on the housetops .. There are theaters are the California Theater, the Baldwin, the
useful institutions, and some of the~ compare favor- 361 stations, duly numbered, and when an alarm is Bush Street Theater, the Standard, the Fountain, the
ably with similar institutions in much older cities.
given at either one· of these stations the exact local- Adelphi,· the Bella Union, the Tivoli Garden, the
· The Mercantile Library Association, situated at ity of the fire is at once made known at head- Winter Garden, the Vienna Garden, and Woodward's
·
Gardens. I visited the Baldwin and the Tivoli
216 Bush street, was organized 'J anU:ary 24, 1853, quarters.
STEAMSIDP LINEs.
Gardens, and found myself duly amused, but cannot
and contains fifty thousand volumes, and is the
San :Francisco is a.lso well supplied in this direc- speak from personal experience of the others.
largest and best assorted librl).ry in ,the .state. The
I visited
building is elegant and substantial, and constructed tion. Being the half-way house of call, commerciof brick and iron. In the commodious reading-room ally speaking, between the orient and the occident,
wooDWARD GARDENs,
are kept the principal periodicals of the w.:orld.
it is a point from which steamers of every build are For the theater there is not in operation during the
·. The l!'ree Public Library ·occupies what was constantly qeparting, while perhaps nowhere else .in day, which was the time ofmy calling.. The grounds
formerly known as the Pacific Hall, over the Cali- ·-the world is such complete, system apparent and are very interesting and well worthy of a visit. The
fornia Theater, on Bush street, between Kearney such strict regard observed as to time of both depart- late R. B. Woodward commenced the laying out of
and Dupont streets. It is suppor.ted by the levy of itig and arriving.
·
these gardens in 1860,_ after having visited the
a tax authorized by the Board of Supervisors for the
The •Pacific Mail Steamship Company I have al- Eastern state,s and Europe, and three times subsecity and county. It cont~ins about 25,000 volumes, ready spoken of. The fine steamers in this line ply quently, not only to obtain information, but to prowith a circulation of 40,000 volumes per month. to Japari and China, and to the Sandwich Islands, cure valuable works of art and antiquity, fine eduTickets to remove books are issued on form of appli- New Zealand, Australia, and to Panama. It has cational types of natural history, a large and wellcation, the same being signed by some responsible eight steamers in all; but owing to some misman- selected library, and all the treasures of art and sciperson.
_
-agement, the stock of the company is worth much ence, together with a daily increasing number of
Odd Fellows' Library Association was organized less than a few years ago.
specimens that form the high reputation of the four
The Oriental and Occidental Steamship Company museums-the Zoographicon, the Art Gallery, the
December 30, 1854, and reorganized May 21, 1870.
It contains 38,000 volumes,with an annual circula- is the one I patronized from Yokohama to San Fran- Marine Aquarium, Conservatories, Plant-Hous(ls,
tion of over 100,000 volumes. The various depart- cisco. The steamers of this line run only to and Menageries, and Statuaries. The entire expenditure
mente of literature are well represented here, as froni Japan and China. They are employing four or has been from $50,000 to $100,000 annually, while
scarcely a day passes but what some new curiosity is
well as many works consi!}ered rare. A comfortable five large steamers.
reading-room contains the leading periodicals of the
The boats of the Pacific Coast Steamship Company added to the already vast collection of beasts, birds,
times, and is usually crowded with intent readers. ply between Victoria, British Columbia, and Puget and fishes, and these from the most distant parts of
The institution is mainly supported by the lodges of Sound. Two boats run in this line. San Diego and the world. On Saturday and Sunday an afternoon
the city. Its doors are always open to members of southern ports, four boats run in this line. Eureka, performance is ~iven in the very capacious auditorthe order from all parts of the country. _It is said Humboldt, etc., are reached, and two steamers are mm, supplied w1th a large stage. At the time of
to be the largest and best conducted library belong- here employed.
my visit a company of young men and women were
ing to .a similar order or organization in any part of
Other routes occupy some fourteen steamers, large enjoying themselves on roller-skates.
the country.
and small. ..
.
For promenading purposes the capacious grounds
The San Francisco Law Library was started in
Steam ferries across the bay to Oakland and other are alriiost unsurpassed. The asphaltum walks are
September, 1865, and was first located in the third points are one of the institutions of this enterprising kept in fine order, as they wind around the ornastory of the City Hall; then in the Exchange Build- city. Most of them run in connection with railroad mental flower-beds, the lake, the cages for animals,
ing on the northeast corner of Washington and lines.
and the almost ceaseless variety of rare vegetation.
THE DOCKs
The Museum of Zoology, contains a fine collecMontgomery streets. From this latter place it was
removed to rooms No. 27 and 28~in Montgomery Of the city are also worthy of notice. With its im- tion of birds and beasts, principally American,
Block, a large edifice containing between oJJe and mensa import and export trade San Francisco neces. placed in cages duly classified and numbered.
Among the buildings, departments, etc., are the Rotwo hundred rooms. The library contains 22,500 sarily needs extemiiv dock facilities.
volumes, chiefly of law books, and is also well sup~ . The California Dry Dock is capable of accommo- tunda, the Conservatory and Orangery, the Art Galplied with books of legislative and political record, dating the largest ocean-going'steamers. It is located lery, the .. Mar-ine Aquarium, Tropical Greenhouses,
and works of references, which include bibliogtaphs, at Hunter's Point, about four and a half miles from the Conchological Gallery, the Menagerie, the Fox
encyclopedias, dictionaries, dire'ctories, gazetteers, the city. Its length is 416 feet; width, 90 feet; Inclosure, the Engine House, the Bear Pit, the Monhistory, travels, discovery, etc.
depth of water on sills in spring tide, 24 feet; at key House, the Donkey Inclosure, the Amphitheater,
The_ Masonic Library numbers 1,271 vo.lumes, neap tide, 22 feet.
the Promenade, the Camera Obscura, Large Animal
and are such as are more particularly .connected· The :{3alance Floating Dry Docks are situated near Cage, Large Aniinal Inclosure, the Aviary, the Deer
with Masonry. It is situated in the Masonic Temple the first, and are capable of receiving first-class ves- _Inclosure, the Cattle Inclosure, the Gymnasium, the
at the corner of Post and Montgomery streets.
sel~ of 1,500 tons register.
Swings, the Kangaroo House, the Great Aviary, the
The Mechanics' Institute Library contains 30,000
Besides these there is a marine railway slip for Fountain, and Large Pavilion, in which are the Skatvolumes, among which are said to be very rare vessels of no more than 800 tons burden.
ing Rink, Music Hall, Orchestrion, and numerous
tomes. On its shelves is a complete set of the BritThe Mission Rock Grain Dock and Warehouses restaurants. Besides these, near the last-named
i&h Patent Reports, 3,538 volumes, all well bound are located on an island, about six hundred yards building, are the Condor Aviary, the Geological and
and dating from 1617. This set is considered of from the city- front, near the· wharf of the Pacific Ethnological Museums, etc. Within the grounds is
great value. Here are also many other valuable Mail Steamship. Company, and connected with the a colossal bust of Washington, mounted on a conworks, including the Pyramids. of Egypt, Arabian shore by a steam ferry. The island covers an area crete pedestal twenty-five feet in bight. Flowers,
Antiquities, Hogarth's W orke, a complete set of of about fourteen acres, with sufficient depth of foliage, and ferns, meet the eye at every turn.
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of water to load and float ships of the largest class. There are few more i~teresting places to pass a few
London, Russell's Naval Architecture, Transactions Trips-to the warehouses arA made by ferry-boat hours.
(TO. BE CONTINUED.)
of the Linnean Society of London, Encyclopedia every .half hour (free), from the landing at the foot
Britannica, Knight's Cyclopedia, and a great col- of Second street.
Closing Word from Mr Whitehead.
lection of scientific works.
·
· Wells, Fargo & Co.'s Express, instituted in 1851,
There are seven daily newspapers publish~d in has a world-wide reputation. Its quarters comprise a
SToNE, P A., Oct. 20, 1882.
San Francisco, the Chronicle, the Morning Gall, the series of well- arranged departments, whence parcels MR. BENNETT, Dear Sir: When I asked the questions which
Examiner, the Alta- Californian, the Abend Post may be forwarded all over the United States, and, appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER of September 16th I had no
(German), the Evening Bulletin, the Evening Post. in fact, to any part of the world. They connect intention of entering upon a discussion relativ to the merits of
Christian religion and .the credibility of the Bible. I hav
Chief among the weekly papers, besides the weekly with western companies, and have agencies in many the
no such intention now. You and I entertain opinions that are
editions of those just named, are the Argonaut, the important eastern cities. They also have six or eight almost diametrically opposit. Both of us cannot be right ;
News Letter, Pacific Life, Spirit of the Times, the European agencies.
both may be equally wrong. Nothing that either might say on
the questions at issue between us can in any way affect the
Wasp, etc. ·
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
. San Francisco is well tmpplied wit1 schot>ls, among
Among. these may be named the New City Hall, real truth. My real object was to gain light on what I considerl\d to be some of the difficulties of Liberalism. You canwhich are a High School for each boys and girls, a the Old City Hall, the Industrial School, the not
deny but that it is attended with many difficulties. But,
Latin School, the Lincoln Grammar School, Denman House of Correction, the County Jail, the United as before stated, I am not after a discussion, and will not stop
Grammar School, Rincon Grammar School, Wash· States Mint, the United States Sub-Treasury, the to enumerate the difficulties of Infidelity nor say anything of
ington School, Union Grammar School, Broadway Custom House, San Francisco Stock Exchange, Mer- your reply to my last letter, although a great deal might be
Grammar School, Clarke's Point Grammar School, chants' Exchange, the Masonic Temple, the Young said in opposition. I thank you for answering the questions
Spring Valley Grammar School, Hayes' Valley Men's Christian Association, the Appraisers' Build- propounded, and·subscribe myself, Yourw.friend,
M. WHITEHEAD.
Grammar School, Cosmopolitan School, and several ing, the Safe Deposit Block, the Art School.
others.
I might mention the churches, for the city is
REPLY--It seems our friend gracefully throws up
Of Hospitals, the city has five, the German Hoe- blessed or cursed-according to the standpoint from the sponge and declines longer to discuss the merits
pital, San Francisco Female Hospital, San Francisco which one judges-with a goodly lot of them, but of Christianity. Perhaps he has chosen the wiser
Lying-in and Foundling Hospital, City and County my inclination is so faint in, that line that I will pass course. There ~s really not much to be said in deHospital, French Hospital.
theni by with slight notice. Suffice it to say that fense of the mythical and unauthentic character of
Of asylums there ll!re also five, the ·Protestant Or- San Francisco has a Trinity church, Grace church; a Christianity in the early centuries. There is a weakphan Asylum, the Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum, Calvary church; St. Luke has one; St. Ignatius is ness-alack of connection-in the proof that must
Pacific Hebrew Orphan Asylum, with the Alms- well enough off to have one; St. Mary has a cathe- be painful to the thinking and investigating Chrishouse and benevolent and charitable societies.
· dral; St. Francis, a church; St. Patrick, a church; tian devotee. There is really no history worthy of
THE FIBE DEPARTMENT
while the Jews have a fine synagogue; many others the name that givs assura.nce that such a person as
Is claimed to be equal to any in the world. The I have not mentioned. I did not put myself to the Je'sus had an actual exist<~nce, especially the Jesus
force of the department consists of over three hun- trouble to look up the high-salaried clergymen who of the gospels. If there wa.s an obscure roan by the
dred men. The apparatus consists of twelve steam exhibit their talents in these magnificent god-houses, name of Jesus, who itinerated and wandered about
fire engines, five ditto in reserve; twelve tenders, being more anxious to m'ake the acqaintance of hon- the country, followed by some illiterate fishermen,
two-wheeled, six ditto (reserve); five four-wheeled est and skilful mechanics. I, however, did see the and was finally executed for setting up some claims
hose-carriages, one ditto (reserve); four hook-and- capacious church or tabernacle in which the Rev. I. to the throne, there is no earthly probability that
ladder trucks, one ditto (reserve); one chief engi- S. Kallock preaches, and I had' ~he opportunity of such a oJ:J.aracter as Jesus of the gospel ever live~;
neer's buggy, one assistant-chief engineer's buggy,· looking upon the holy man himself. He looks like who was begotten by a ghost upon the body of a_ht·
and seventy-two horses.
a jolly, worldly sort of a fellow who enJoys a: tle virgin Jew girl, who performed miracles, raised
l'hroughout the city are 55 cisterns, having a ca- generous_ din~er, a horse-race, and_ is a good judge of I people from the· dead, raised hilllself lrom the dead
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and then ascended bodily up above the atmosphere investigation, close his eyes to t:P.& light of trutli, ings, good Lord," don't let us "abuse Jesus, and the.
surrounding the earth. There is no history testify- and swallow like a young robin whatev_er _is give~ Bible, and Christianity, and pollute the pages of
ing that such a person existed; there is nothing without a question or clear' perception. Her~ Li.beralliterature, and disgrace Freethought oratory
upon which to base such a claim, save what are called is where the principal difficulties are to be found. If in large measure." ("In large measure" is good. It
the four gospels, and we. hav plainly ·shown that these are only bravely cast aside, ~he light of truth is one of the witticisms of H. Clay, and that is why
those had no existence, or were not known till the wili"be sure to shine clearly, and all difficulties and I knew these two beauties are twin polliwogs.) ·
closing part of the second centnry. There is noth' doubts will flee swav.
..
, ..
..
. ··· Th'ese hav been the practices and policy of Chrising to show that Peter or Paul, or any of the disci'We thank Mr. Whitehead for his courtesy and tianity in the past, but the whirligig of time has
ples who are claimed to hav lived at the time Jesus gentlemanly conduct, and we hope. he will continue brought about changes.· It isour turn now. Chrisdid and to know him, ever said a word about Jesus in the search of truth, and that he will hav the hon- tianity is the under dog in the fight. We all rehaving no natural father, about his mother being a esty and candor to accept it when found. May he member its history, but nobody thinlu.! now of serving Christians the same sauce .. No Freethinker provirgin, about his performing won(Jerful miracles, become an intelligent and clear-sighted Liberal.
poses to pilt Christians through a course of thumblike raising people from the dead, about raising himself from the dead, about his ascending, physically
Delay in Filling Orders.
screw, and rack, and fagot. All the revenge he cares
and bodily, up and away from the earth. No claim
to take is to twit them of their crimes and enjoy the
was set up for any of th~se impossible things until
The confusion and broken-up condition attendant fiingingawayoftheirold,worn-out, theologietoggery,
the second century, when the wily "fathers" upon moving has prevented our filling orders with the unloading of their creeds, the smashing of orthodeemed that the new system of religion needed those usual promptness. We beg our friends and patrons dox baggage, and the rollick and ·rout generally
supernatural qualities to make it popular with the to be considerate under the circumstances, and we along the whole line of retreat. The printing-press
superstitious masses who demanded those marvelous promis, as soon as we are fully settled in our new and:the platform were invented expre!lsly that we
and most extraordinary features. This is, no doubt, quarters, to again fill orders promptly. The past might "jaw back," now that our turn has come; but
the reason why the miracles and supernatural parts week has been a very busy one with us.
Mr. Coleman won't allow us this poor privilege. He
of the story were invented and handed out to the
IT has been announced in the Indem and other would set Comstock's bloodhounds on us, and supcredulous masses as the revealed word of Heaven.
press our press so that" Jesus, the Bible, and ChrisThere is certainly no proof nor probability to the papers that B. F. Underwood is soon to start out on ti;,.nity." may hav a dignified gala-day march of it in
.
·
·
·
h
·
a
grand
and
"cultured·"
lecturing
tour.
Inasmuch
.
good order down into oblivion, h ol d ing on to the1r
contrary. Th 1s 1s a VIta 1 pomt to t e claims of
Christianity. Here is where the system is fearfully as it bas become" coarse and low" to oppose theol~ supremacy· and their tyranny till their last -fatal
weak, and here is where proof is needed which is ogy and the Bible, and as his mind has.passed through plunge is taken. He would not hav their feelings
wholly unable to be furnished. If Christians can fur- a course of mental evolution, a. question bas been hurt by any reminders of their savagery in the days
nish such proof they assuredly would do so without raised in this corner of the moral vinyard whether of their power. That's what Coleman's screed
·urging from us; and that they do not do so is sure the "cultured" gentleman will go forth under the amounts to. He is sorry for the Christians, and begs
f h
h
If h
auspices .of the Bible Society, or the Young Men's
. .
I fid
:proo t at t ey cannot.
t ey cannot furnish this Christian Association, and whether· he desires the us stalwart; unforgetful, unforgtvmg n els not to
Important proof they ought, like honest men, to acbe' too hard on them. He has made no headway
knowledge their inability and confess that tb~ir sys- "tag-rag and bobtails'' to come out and hear him. hiinshlfin fearless, robust Liberalism, so he c~lls us
tern of religion is without historic reliability, and If he no longer opposes Christianity and theological all to a halt. He bas not survived, and so the whole
that myth and falsehood are all it bas to rely upon. dogmas, he ought to get a large hearing from the conquering Liberal army. must "trend" to his level.
· ("Trend" is another quite too superlativ word that
Mr. Whitehead certainly appears to be a man of Christian element.
sufficient intelligence to see this, and he ought to
Tadpole Liberalism.
the {)Seudo esthetes do much affect.) Well, let's
hav honesty enough to confe88 this ·patent truth.
don't. ·Let's let them up to nlease Mr. Coleman.
Why should he or any other man still hold on to
DEAR BENNETT: I smiled over the transfixing of
He writes' all this to Mr. Underwood as to a conthat as divine which has nothing to sustain it save Wm:. Emmette Coleman on your free ·Jance las~ genial spirit. He knows this bird-of-a-feather to a
the erroneous assertions of unknown persons, who, if week. But the holding of this malformed, unfin- charm. Underwood, too, if he ever got beyond the
they lived, are not known to -possess truth, C'\ndor, ished creature up to the Liberal public gaze was a tadpole stage, is relapsing back to it. He, too, croaks
and reliability.
.
painful sight. You should bav waited an age or and talks polliwog talk, and don't want poor ChrisHe is clearly correct when he says that he and two, till he had grown presentable · Starting as a tians hurt. He is growing a manifest tadpole tail.
we entertain different opintt>ns, almost diametri- kind of jelly-fish Liberal, his struggle with existence He don't like "bob-tails" as far as he has got,
cally opposed; that both of us cannot be right. haa developed him up only to the tadpole stage, He oan't liv on good, solid, Liberal land; and strong.
There is no chance for an argument between us while m;llions of his race hav shed their tails and stirring, Freethought air doesn't agree with him; so
on these propositions. One of us must be in the taken to the free air and solid earth long ago. He he takes to a warm puddle with the polliwogs-and
wrong. The claims of Christianity are true or they can only wiggle with his caudal propeller yet; even with tails.
are false. We feel positiv that our friend is in the in the sea of thought. I hardly know what his small
I hope Neville is "on this bank and shoal of time"
wrong and that the claims of Christianity are false. baby-frog croakings niean. Do you? It seems to yet, if not on the right bank of the 'Mississippi. As
We claim that we bav established this by the me I bav heard something of the kind, ages ago, in soon as he bears the blast of these young frog-horns
strongest kind of proofs, and we think too highly of some stage of my biological development; but now, he will rise out of the earth if he is underground,
Mr. Whitehead's mtelligence to believe for a moment in the higher gift of clear, rugged English speech, I or descend from the air if he is there, and make a
that he cannot clearly perceive it. The trouble is, hav forgotten the language of the toady. I shall trio of delectable polliwogs in a puddle together.
he was reared in the belief that Christianity is what hav to get some modern amphibian to interpret Mr. There will be the starting-point of a conservativ,
it pretends to be. Perhaps his livelihood iJepends Coleman's polliwog (nowhere nea.r arrived yet to Chri~:~tian-fearing Liberal League, such as Dr. Manupon sustaining the defectiv system (we imaginhe polyglot).
·
. ·
roe, of the Age; is not" sanguin" about.
is a preacher), and it is a herculean task to throw
Your mention of H. Clay Neville, aforetime corI would like to treat Mr. Coleman's fulmination
away at once the teachings and dogmas instilled into respondent of the Indem, brought up a flood of reo- seriously, but he utters his platitudes of sympathy
our minds in the days of our childhood, and it is not ollections. Neville is a very dear souvenir of mine. for the poor," abused Jesus, Bible, and Christianity"
a pleasant tbing for a man to separate himself from I had to defend him from the cold neglect of a in such a solemn way, and wants us Freethinkers to
long-sustained associations; to be ostracized by those heartless world a few years ago. His wisdo.m cried stop persecuting them, with such saut, saut tears in
who hav for years yielded love and respect, but this in the streets, when no man regarded. I regarded. his eyes, that it makes me laugh. If I could be sariis the sacrifice and homage which truth demands, I translated him, and set him right before the Lih- OUB in the matter, I would say, Seriously, Mr. Coleand no honest person, whether clergyman or other- eral public. I got him understood, and just as soon mim, I wouldn't be got up so finically; I would not
wise, ought to evade this duty.
as ·he was understood he was satiilfied, and never be projected for a lifetime on the fainting edge of
Mr. Whitehead seems still to find some difficulties peeped more. He was the
Czllr of Ozark," e;xi.stence, just going to" die of a rose in aromatic
and obstacles on the part of Liberalism, though he who went howling up and down the Mississippi Val- pain." I wouldn't be so awfully esthetic, so cultured
fails to giv the slightest indication what the diffi- ley, and publishing his wailings in the Indem, afte;r within an inch of my life, for all the kid-gloves that
culties are. It is to be regretted he did not state this distressing fashion:
nanny-goats bought and sold and skinned hav ever
what they are, for possibly they are more imaginary I think that skepticism is alreadv spreading faster than made. I would remind him that" a cat with mittens
. be dispelled. T here conservativ Liberalism could desire. The neiv gospel of liberty catch es no tnlCe.
· ". Th.e common prover bs of t h e
t h an rea l , an d such as can eastly
is making more converts than it has wholesome provisions for.
is perhaps nothing in the world but what has more To inculcate doubt merely on the great question of religious be- common people express their contempt for him wh_en
or less difficulties connected with it. For instance, lief, without educating the heart and conscience to. a higher they say, "I would be a man, or a mouse, or a longthe simple matter of breathing air and drinking conception of right, is not making any progress toward a better tailed rat!". I wou.ld be something. I wouldn't be
water, as essential as they are to our he11ltb and life. The world needs its conscience elevated and strengthened nothing. ' I wouldn~t liv on the border line between
existence, are not wholly free from difficulties. The more than it needs theol®gy demolished. Hberalism needs its substance and the inane. I would place firm foot on
·
moral standard adjusted<more than it needs a fresh supply of
I
d
·
· ·
lungs are often compelled to take in noxious vapors, new recruits. There is yet much good in Christianity for the· _solid eaxth.
woul cultivate an mtlmate acquaintinjurious gases, deleterious and poisonous air, and world; and conservativ Liberalism will be careful bow it deals ance with stern, rugged nature, and not be afraid of
the water we drink is often charged with impurities, with this venerable faith lest it make untimely attacks on are- a spatter of mud. I would hav some influence. I
would write to be read and talk to be beard. I wo•ld
with earthy and mineral substances in solution, which ligion which it is not prepared to supplant.
are not unfrequently detrimental to health. So, perNow this is stuff off the same piece with the weav- not talk only just sheer unmitigated nonsense. As it
haps, there is no function connected with ourorgani- ing and weeping of this latter day saint, Coleman. is, what he writes has no more effect than an idle
zation,- no feature of our existence or the phenomena Wm. Emmette succeeds H. Clay beautifully, . His breeze through a dry tree. Nobody pays the least
of nature, that has not some difficulties connected style of croak is very nmch the same. He is a tardy attention, except to laugh at him. Here is the senwith it. But because such is the case it does not survival of the same fossilized age. Spawned out tence that Emf'rson passes on such as he:
follow that we should discontinue breathing the at- of the same ooze, he is just about equal to the proAlas I that one is born in blight,
mospherenordrinkingthepurestwaterwecanobtain; ducts of the same Clay. He, too, is so sorry for the
Victim of perpetual slight:
When thou lookest on his face
that we should hesitate to use any of the functions Christians, for Jesus and the Bible. Christianity
Thy heart saith, "Brother, go thy way!
of our being, or that we should not use any of the has alwavs been so tender toward its owri children,
None shall ask thee what thou doest.,
provisions of nature. Though we may often find and especially toward othe1· people's children l In
Or care a rash for what thou knowest, ·.
difficulties in our path, we should not sink before its preaching of the gospel to every creature, it has
Or listen when thou repliest,
them, ·but rather rise superior to them, and valiantly preached so carefully, with, so much consideration
Or remember where thou liest,
Or how thy supper is sodden."
for the feelings of its hearers ! Whenever there
overcome them.
So far as we are concerned, we see no diffioulties was a mechanic's vise lying around it has always
Now we look for a proclamation from the three
in Liberalism, or at least nothing to deter a brave and been so kind to the thumbs of those who could not polliwogs to a bemuddled world.
TEE CEE LEE.
candid spirit. Liberalism is only another name for convert easily. If any one saw· the stars with a difWe hav received from the Doerflinger Book and.
natur~lism, and everything pertaining to nature is ferent twinkle from the Christian system, he immefreer from difficulties than anything else in existence. diately saw stars with a Christian club over his head, Publishing Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., a copy of the
Liberalism is easy to believe because it is so natural, and was kindly granted free r!.dmission to the fire- 1/reidenke1-Almanach (Freethinker's Almanac) for
so easy, and so true. It is the claims of supernat~ works. And, generally, if anybody invented any- 1883. Not baing acquainted with the language of
uralism, of ecclesiasticism, of myths, of superstitions- thing, improved anything, or discovered anything the Faderland, we are unable to catch on to the full
monstrous demands about gods and devils-that are that the prophets hadn't foretold, or Jesus taught, or significance of all contained in this little brochure,
so replete with difficulties. To accept them a man the Bible recordeti, Christians gently and affection- but can confidently recommend it to our many and
has to throw away his reason,. stifle the spirit of tely burnt him up. · "For th88e and all other bless- esteemed German patrons as worthy of their notice.
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The Right of Contract.

The only freedom which deserves the name is of pursuing
our own good in our own way, so long as we do not attempt to
deprive others of theirs or impeach their e1forts to attam it.
Each is the proper guardian of his own health, whether bodily,
or mental, or spiritual. Maukindfa.re greater gainers by suffering Paeh other to liv as seems good to themselvs than by compalling .each to liv as seems good to therest.-John.Stuart Mill.
The question of the regulation of the liquor traffic
is one which many Liberals do not care to hav discussed through the Freethought press and from the
platform of the League and of the secular oonven.
tion. They think it is a subject with which we, as
Liberals, should hav nothing to do. But in this
they are much mistaken. From truly Liberal men
and women· must come in the future, as it has in the
past, the genu in, rational temperance work. No attempt to wean men from the use of intoxicating
liquors can be successful which does not build upon
the enduring batis of science and order all its methods in harmony with Liberty. Neither the crusaderevival red-ribbon-reformed-drunkard-prayer-and.
psalm way of going at it, nor the knock-him-down~
with-a-club argument, will avail any more than they
hav in the past to prevent the mighty evils flowing
from the use of the various exoessivly strong stiinulants. It is these considerations, with others, which
hav induced me to lay before your readers, in a
somewhat extended form, my an1wers to my various
critics. I commend to the careful oonaideration of
them all the quotation found at the beginning of thil!l
article, put there, not as the utterance of authority,
but because I esteem it to contain, in brief compass,
the essential thesis of the Republican, the Freethinker, and the Free-Drink advocate. "Each is
the proper guardian of his own health, whether
bodily, or mental, or apiritual," says Mill, and I am
in full accord with him. This is the extent of my
~
offense; no more:
Now I want Mrs. Everest, C. H. Cook, "Liberta,"
and J. A. Hallock to deny and disprove the truth of
Mill's postulate. If tqey do not suooeed in doing
this, then they hav rio quarrel with me. "But,"
they will say, "you require us to prove a negativ."
Precisely, and that is the same task we giv to pope
and king, to priest and plantation overseer. All
these usurpers deny man's right to the control of
himself. But in the denial they affirm the right of
an external authority to control individual thought
and action. The standing challenge of the Repub
lioan, the Freethinker, and the Abolitionist to them
is to prove this monstrous assumption. And this i!!
just my challenge to the prohibitionist. King and
pope hav never been able to establish in the court of
equity the legitimacy of their claim of authority
over the minds and liberties and lives of men; and
the potent moralist will be no more successful in his
attempt to prove his right to regulate the moral and
bodily health of his neighbors. I warn my critics
that I shall tolerate no verbal jugglery with my
primal poBtulate, and that they mu~t face the issue
11qu.arely, either admitting or denying the right of
private judgment. They oannol deny the right of
individual choice in one direction and not deny it in
all. Fundamental principles cannot thus be warped
and disturbed to suit the interests of sects. And yet
this is precisely what professed Liberals and all~ged
Republicans do when they attempt to defend the
p1·inoiples and methods of prohibition. But logio
and common sense invariably trap them. There is
no secure stopping-place between reason and Rome;
neither is there between liberty and despotil!lm.
Now to my critics individually. My esteemed
friend, Annie Everest, is much confused. She asks,
"Are not all laws prohibitory?" No; not in the
sense in which we speak of prohibitory1egialation.
~ The law does not prohibit nie from purchasing a
knife at the hardware store. But if I kill or mutilate any person with that knife, then the law steps in
to restrain or punish me. The law can only cognize
overt acts, or such as amount to overt aots, violent
threats, etc.
" Self-defense demands prohibition of adulterated
food or drink." Who denies this? Not I, oertainly. The purchaser has a natural right to get
that which he thinks he is buying. He may be entirely wrong in his estimate of the qualitie1 and
effect!! upon himself of that which he is procuring;
but in th&t, as in all things else,-we ha.v no right to
attempt to force him to think as we .do. To admit
our right to do that is to stab Freethought in the
house of its friends and deliver ourl!lelvs, bound
.
h an d an df oot, mto
the olutohes of the Christian
majority. And all adulterations should be curbed.
Ground peas are leas injurious than coffee; but putting them in the coffee and l!lelling the whole mixture for genuin Java is adulteration and fraud nevertheless.
Now to Prof. Cook. First, as to terms Ul!led,
Brother Cook speaks of "temperance prohibition
laws." . This is a mo11t unfortunate and bewildering
?Xp~e~s~on_. Temperance is purely individ~aliatio in
1ts 1mt1atlv, but both personal and somal in its
effects; that is, you cannot by law make a man temperate; but by being temperate yourself you not only
benefit yourself but exert a beneficent influence upon
. those with whom you come in ooataot. Temperance

il!l of the individual, not of the state. The individual
is nrimary,
not the state. The individual can be
r
drunk or sober, the state cannot. Talk of prohibition and the state, and I will not demur to the terms
u11ed. But temperance and the state are just as illal!lsorted as are morals and the state, and I know that
my friend Cook wants nothing of the latter. you
say, "From what you say against prohibition, am I
not logioal in infeiTing that your general rule is that
no hnman being should be driven or forced to do
anything or prohibited from doing anything he
wants to do?'' I am a little surprised that Prof.
Cook, usually so clear in his thought and ·ready in
hil!l apprehensions of principles, should be so confused in the very alphabet of ·self-government.
Each man's liberty ends where that of another begins. Eac)h man has a right to do whatever is not
an infringement of the equal right of any one else
to do the same thing._ I hav a right to my life, but
it would be the very quintessence of absurdity to say
that the poasession or assertion of the right logically
gave me the right to deprive Brother Cook of his.
The affirmation of my right to my applas logically
carries with it the denial of my right to steal his
apples. I!! his question answered?
Again, "Let me say here that it is as clear to me
as that two and two are four that human beings hav
a natural and ju11t right to protect each other from
the bad or evil effects of all uses, habit•, or action•."
With the consent of each other, yes; against the refusal, never. Or would Brother Cook foroe his advice and services upon his friend, nolens volens?
There is a proverb to the effect that proffered service
ha1 not the sweet smell of new-mown hay, and I
should suppose that forced service would be still
more malodorous.
Brother Clark has started out to carry the prinoiple of state interference to its logical conclusionto take it into every closet of the physical life and,
though he hesitates a little here, iRto the brain it.
self; for it is self-evident that when you deny to a
man the expresl!lion and praotioalization of his
thought you hav, in effect, circumscribed his liberty
of thought. In a word, Prof. Cook denies the thesis
of Mill, and hereafter through life has no guide but
the ever-shifting weathercock of majorities. Why
our friend should complain of the treatment he has
in past years received at the hands of Christians, is
more than I can tell. They had, according to Prof.
Cook, a perfect right to ~uppress that which they
deemed to be produotiv of evil. And the gentle.
~an does not seem t? hav profited by the lesson
lUther, for he appears Just as eager to compel others·
to act as he thinks on the subject of heredity, etc.,
as he is to compel the people of Kansas to act as he
thinks on the subject of liquor-drinking. But where,
then, would be the liberty, in love for which the
professor l!lo zealously contends?
As to what our friend says relativ to "protection,
prevention, defense," being synonymous with "prohibition," I will briefly say that that ifil the old song
of the uaurper of human rights; that only in liberty is there protection, prevention, and defense;
that men never gain that security which they giv up
their liberties to obtain; that the "innocent wives,
mothers, and children" will be benefited by repeal
of existing legislation d&nylngfreedom and property
rights, not by the enactment of more laws perverting choice and limiting growth; that there is not a
single fact going to show: that intemperance is decreasing through the operation of a!ly kind of statute
law, an(! that there is nothing more obnoxious to the
spirit of a genuin protection than the attempt to perform the impossible. It brings all just laws into
contempt through its own continued and flagrant
violation.
Compare the past with the present-one hundred
years ago with to-day. How many total abstainers
were there then? What has wrought the great
change? Law? No, it is enlightenment. The prohibitionists hav cause and effect transposed. It is
public opinion which has made the law, not the law
which has molded public opinion. Men and women,
perceiving the evils of intemperance hav sought 11.
remedy, and for the most part th~y .bav groped
blindly. It is a prevaling popular fallacy that law
is the great panacea for all social ills, and our sumptuary friends are but a portion of the victims of the
almost universal craze. Will Mr. Cook be kind
enough to giv me the name of some total abstamer
who is such through the operation of any statute
law? Jul!lt name one nlease nrofeasor · only one·
'
not that I deem this al r
"test,"• .but
simply
to show'
the complete scarcity of results of the .tyrannoul!l
legil!llation of the past thirty-five yuar1 •
Mr. Cook's eleventh paragraph I hav disposed of
in commenting on his fourth, and I only pause now
to say that I take no position analogous to that he
assumes for me to the effect that there should be
no human law t~ limit any man's action. I believe
in the protection of personal and property rights,
and that is why I oppose prohibition. I do not believe in murder, arson, rebbery, or rape, and I know
that the right of self-defense against all of these
inheres in each man by virtue of his being, and that
for convenience he can delegate the exeroise of this
ri8ht to an organization we call government. Is

that clear? Well, then, hav I not shown- where
"human
law is
right,
·
•
'
B h just,
d and h oomp~tible
h 1 h with
· ·
human r1ghtsr'
ut ow oes t at e p t e cause
of prohibition? Do not get oonfus'ed now. .Bear
in mind always that the state can do that onJy which
the individuals composing the state had a right to
flo prior to and independent of the .existence of. all
states. To illustrate, Prof. Cook sees-his neigh~ur,
Carl Schmidt, cruelly assaulted by a rough,·and he
immediately rushes to his assistance. Good.· He
had a right to offer his help on the spot. His neigh.
bor's natural rights had hsen invaded. It needed
no "law" to justify Mr. Cook's action. But, again.
Carl Sohmidt is seen by Prof. Cook in the. act of
purohaaing a glassof beer. Imbrued with his old idea
of "protection," up rushes the prohibitory professor
and knooki the glass from Schmidt's hand. The,
barkeeper and Schmidt both glare at my. venerable
friend for a_moment, and then they simultaneously
"reach" for him. Good again. I like to see boycotters get boycotted. Nothing ajZainst the profelii!10r, but when lte gets enth·ely off his base and
acts like a Christian by trying to make people do as
he thinks they ought, it is time for a little awakening.
.
Next our friend gets hold of Demands of Liberaliam, and he evidently thinks he has a big "find."
Let us see. Prohibitory, are they? Yes, they are
of the same genus as all just laws-not of the Com.
stock and sumptuary kind. All that I h&v said
previously applies to this objection. When the
church secures the exemption of her property from
taxation she virtually prohibits others from,.enjoying
their religion as cheaply as she does h~rs~_. The
same as to the chaplain clause, and so on to the end
of the chapter. We demand the prohibition of this
unjust action. But the prohibition of the invasion
of another's right is something entirely different
from legislation prohibiting the freedom of individual action within the sphere of self. And our friend
says that if yourepeal a law you prohibitits exeoution. I am much surprised that he should S.toop to
such a trivial play upon word, for that is all to
which this paragraph concerning the Demands of
Liberalism amounts.
In oonolmlion, Brother Cook, I do not "despair to
search," for I know that one good thing is ,coming
out of this prohibitory Nazareth. A sumptuary
wave ie sweeping over the country, and its course
will not be stayed for ilOme time; but the discussion
provoked thereby will do much to enlighten the
p~ople and. disgust them ":ith ~tatecr~ft." The storm
w1ll be a vwlent one, but 1t w1ll pur1fy . a st~gnant
and death-laden atmosphere." The dlBOUI'IB~O!! of
prohibition will serve to op~n the, e~es of men and
women upon tariff, oompuls1v taxatiOn, usury, o:ffieery, and other legalized crimes.
I shall hav verr little to say in reply ~o "~ib
erta," for his art10le covers almost the 1dent10al
ground bounded by Prof. Cook's, and ;my !eply t()
the latter shall also-aave on <?De or two pomts-:be
my answer to my anony_mous correspondent. ".Liberta" is, in common w1th most an?nym<;ms wnt_ers,
much more inclined to decla.matwn, v!tupe~a~wn,
and abuse than to calm reasomng and d1spass10n~te
argument., But let that pass for the present.
"The principle of prohi~ition involves .the. restraint by law from the dom~ o~ that. whwh 1s a
crime per seas well as that wh10h lB a cnme because
forbidden." "That which is a crime beoam'!e forbidden I" Phew:! Wil~ "Liberta" t~ll !fie h~w
the "law" can make a onme of .that wh10h 1s not. Itself a crime? It was once a cr1me to h_elp fleemg
black men on their way from ~lavery to ~1b.erty;. but
it was only a manufacture~ crime; th!'t 1s, ~o or1me.
When shall we be done w1th such d1sgustmg ,legal
gammon? "Liberta" knows, as does every other
moderately intelligent ma~,;that ~he class o~ enac~
ment!l, of w~ioh t~e Prohibitory hquor law;,1~ a~a1r
sample, are m then· very nature and every prmo~ple
entirely different from the nat?ral laws a&fimBt
murder, theft, arson, etc.; and th1s atteml!t to ldentify, or make to appear as t~e same, the ;vitally Calvinistio principles underlymg the two classes of
legislation, is simply a piece ?f petifogging utt(lrly
unworthy of any one but a ~nter who carefully o~:m·
oeals his name and a"lmses h1s opponent.; ..
~nd "lib~rty its?lf.was born of pro~1b1t10n." The
desue for hberty 1s 1tself the parent of all natural
law11, ·which are the only just laws, and the fact. of
liberty, such as we hav had, was b?rn of that deaue,
not of P.rohibition. Statute law lB the result,. not
•
•
•
Man fit
the cause, of oertam
huma.n a~ptratwns.
rs
had the desue to be secure m h1s person and pr.opeyty
or he would never hav enacted laws proh1b1tmg
murder and theft. Bu~ as man cannot be free when
hill life may be !'rbitrarlly taken away '!'t any !fiome~t
by an irresponsible power, and when h1s earm~gs ale
not his to dispose of as ho sees fit, we readily peroeive those laws which '~ Liberta" seeks. to confuse
in our minds with th~ real prohibitory st~tutes, were
all the ohildre.n of hberty, rather than 1t~ pa_ren~,
as "Liberta" groundlessly .assumes. It .1s. ~tmp [a
wonderful,. this faculty wh11.oh thEl ProhlbltlOAS d
possess for getting the cart before _the horse. . . n I
now I bid "Liberta" farewell. H1s personahttef!
shall let pass. We expect such from men who step
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into the arena of debate armed with the club of olis Pioneer-.Ress finish this answer for me, and I mind, as is walking or speaking a volition of the
force.
hope that Mr. Hallock ·will be satisfied with theRe- physical organs; 4th, That I hav the control of my
"This is characteristic of Mr. Walker. He is publicanism of. the witness,
· · own will, my own thought, my own actions; 5~h,
always attempting to drag down Liberalism by atA corraap&ndent had thus sung the same old BOnfl: That mind is the power that governs every act of
tacking the principles held dear by a large number "You call it sumptuary. A sumptuary law declares our lives, etc.
.
of our best~and worthiest friends," avers Mr. J. A. what a man shall eat and drink. [Take notice,
In support of No. 1, Mr. Hale tells us that the
Hallock. Thank the gentleman for his good opin- "Liberta."] Prohibition declines what he 1hall mind often kills the body, and thus the material
ion. He continues to race through nearly a third of not manufacture and sell; certainly such a law is organization has committed suicide. (I will remark
a column in the usual irresponsible, wild, hit-or-miss not sumptuary."
·
. here, by way of" explanation, that be has been pleased
way, saying, among other things, that "if he [WalkThen the ~ditor puts Mr. Reeves under his finger to use the term "organization" in a sense in which
er] will persist in taking into the stomach a substance and crushes him in this effectual .and. remorseless I may hav occasion. to prefer using the term organthat will steal away his brains and make him a sense~ manner: "Let us dispose· of the shallow pretense ism.) Now, if he means that. what he calls "the I
that prohibition of the manufacture and sale of cer- am that I am" (the mind) has the power to come to ..
less, raving, dangerom1 animal," .etc.
The· cowardly insinuation, for he did not dare Bay tain beverages does not interfere with the natural the conclusion at any time "just for fun," or because
anything more definit, contained in this is also very right of the citizen to drink w.hat he ohooaeil. To it can, and this wholly independent of any outside
characteristic of those who believe in, aB C. M. Over- purposely deny the sole means to ·an end is to pur- influence or force; to put itself" into such an excited
ton says, a system of "injected righteousness." I posely deny the end. The express and sole purpose state all to.kill the body, or, as he puts it, ,, the Effect
scorn to make any denial of this implied charge. and effect of prohibiting the manufacture and sale destroys the cauae of ita ~xistEmoe," I deny it; but
Those who know me need no aBsertiou of mine, and of alcoholic beverages is to prevent their use asbev- if he simply means that the mind may be so highly
those who do not are interested only in my principles erages by making it impossible to obtain them. To exoit~d .as to cause death, "disorganization, then I
and teachings.
prohibit the means by which these beverages can be agree with him; for this. is ·a proof that the mind is
Continues the Exira gentleman: "This idea of Mr. obtained is, in intention and effect, to prohibit the use material. This illustrates the principle, which he
Walker's is a borrowed one from the Democratic of such beverages. It is essential to any clear un- acknowledges, that "every effect muet hav a cause,"
platform of last year, and poss~sses just about as much deretanding of the issues involved to get rid of:. this· and he should know, alBo, and perhaps dues; that
patriotism and true philanthrophy as the party has absurd pretense, which is the main element of con- every effect in its turn becomes a, cause. If, then,
been able to muster for the last quarter of a century." fusion in ali prohibition logic, that to prohibit the an outward force or cause is brought to bear upon
If he could not get a chance to make political capi- manufacture and sale is not to prohibit the dririkihg the mind_ to such a degree as to produce the niost intal against the Democratic party out of every sub. of alcoholic beverages. When it is once under= tense excitement, that is, an abnormal or violent
jeot under discussion, your average Republican edi- stood thatJ.n purpose and effect prohibition is the ·action· of. its different organs, a disorganization will
tor or ex-editor would be inconsolably miserable. I arbitrary interference of th.e state with the oldest be the result, the effect, and·he:J;e this effect-becomes
do hate to take away this last prop and support of primal right o~ every citizen to drink what he chooses, a· cause. A cause of what? A cause of the dethe virtuous Mr. Hallock, but truth compels me. to ~he confusion re11mlting from putting thQ liq!lo:rtra:ffio struotion of ·the body, that is, a complete destruction
say that I hav been unalterably opposed to all pro- m the foreground will disappear. However much of the man as an organism. Also a destruction of
hibitory legislation during the nearly seven years the a.dvoc~~otes of total abetinence from all intoxi- the body will result in a destruction of the mind.
that I hav been "dragging down Liberalism." Still eating fJuids may be disposed to involve the assist- Why l' Because they are inseparably connected.
it is good old Democratic dootrin, all the same; ance of the law, when it is a mere question of closing The mind and body may be considered the chief dithis, that there are some things with which the stat saloons and rumholes, and the subject is artfully pre- visipns of the man; but they do not exil!t indep!;lndhas no business to meddle. Of course it is entirely sented to them, exclusivly on that one side, they are ent of each other, they are dependent one upon the
opposed to the principles of the later Republican likely to take a different view of the legitimacy of other for its existence; they are mutual in .their
party, but then that fact only makes it worse for the .such state interference when it is presented nakedly, make-up. Science at present seems to point to the
said later Republican party. But we cannot depend for what it is, as simply an assumption by the state fact that the brain and nerves are the chief organs
of the right to presuribe what beverages-its citizens employed in thought; then they are the mind, the
upon any old party for earnest reform work.
When Mr. Hallock comes to revise the chart of shall or shall not drink, or, in other words, the right intellect, the brain being the great nervous center or
his Liberalism he will discover that this idea of mine of the majority to regulate the beverages of the eeat of thought from which the n'lrves or ramifying
is indeed not original, that it is only one expression minority. If the prohibition were written out in cords extend to all parts of the body, "thus mutually
of the principle of individual choice and responsi- these words, to wit: 'It shall be unlawful for any connecting body and. mind: This being the casP, a
bility underlying the whole Freethought protest citizen of this state to drink ale, beer, wine, cider, or destruction of either body or mind must necessarily
against a superimposed authority; and that it is he any other beverage containing any proportion of rtsult in the .destruction of the other, and the very
himself who is drifting from his anchorage in the alcohol,' the men are few, and those few very big- fact that this is the -case goes to prove that they are
secure but stagnant harbor of the church out into oted or stupid, who would not at once recognize such mutual in their make-up. It is now apparent that if
the tempestous ooean of practical reform with neither a law as a wholly unwarrantable assumption of force Mr. Hale had proved the assertion he made, and I
oompaes nor anchor aboard, with a mutinous crew and and an intolerable piece of despotism."
admit it, he would bav proved just what he intended
an old leaky craft, and, worse than all, having himMr. Hallock will please bear in mind that this to deny.
.•
self no faith that he will ever reach a harbor where thorough exposure of prohibition sophistry and vinFor fear I should be misunderstood I will explain
force is not the regnant pr~nciple in moral ship- dication of natural right is not "from the Demo- a little farther. I hold the brain to be the leading
building and launching.
ora tic platform of1ast year," but is from an editorial organ of the mind. Its leading functions seem to
Now, as to "sumptuary." When you wish to stir in the leading Republican paper of the northwest, bEr mental. Here the nerves center and deposit
a Prohibitionist to the very depths, just remark to him west of Chicago. How does the gentleman like the their influence, and, as_ well, take it from or carry it
that he favors a sumptuary law, or that prohibition doae, so far as it has gone? It will now be in order outward, and thus the mind appears to some extent,
says to the citizen that he shall not drink certain bev- for him, in accordance with his usual tactics, to ao- or some part of it at least, to be located in or diserages. With righteous indignation he will tell you, cuse the Pion_eer-1 ress of "dragging down·~ Re-· tributed through the body' . Let the nerves be inas "Liberta" and Mr. Hallock do me, that it is no publicanism. Such an accusation would be just as jured, as by indiscretio11, and just in proportion will
such thing, that prohibiti_9n does not dictate what much in place as the one he leveled against me-.
the intellect be found to be injured .. The truth of
the citizen shall drink, but simplyprescribe.s what he
The anti-prohibitionistlaborsto up build a common- this position is further s.ubstantiated by the followshall not manufacture and sell.
·
wealth of men and women who go in the right way, ing praQtical test, to wit: It has befln observed in
This is a distinction with a vengeance, but the dif- though no legal fence prevents them from choosing some caliie~ where the head has been insJ;ant~y .sev;ference is in favor of the admitted sumptuary law, the wrong, ratlier than a state composed of automa- ered from the body that,the body performed mtelhfor while the latter only asrmmes to regulate the hab- tons who dance just as their masters pull the strings, gent actions in the way of resistance .and in maniits of the citizen by prescribing certain rules by having neither the power nor the experience neoes- feetations of pain. If this be true, the body mu1t
which he is to abide; the former not only d~es this, sary to a choice between the right and the wrong. possess, to some extent, or contain in some measure,
in effect and interest, but takes one step further in We battle for individual choice and mutual agree. intellect or mind, for intelligence or thought cannot
the direction of despotism and intel'feres with the ment, that is, for the S!lcred right of contract.. And exist apart from it.
primary right of contract, saying that the citizen we squarely and dh•tinctly challenge all the paterFurther, Mr. Hale states that "we see .life, inshall not sell and buy certain articles, for no one but nalists, all the medioin-men of the state, to dislodge stinct, if not reason," manifest in some of the lower
a. shyster or very ignorant person would for a mo- us from our impregnable position. We are not here animals. I agree with him th&t many of them
ment contend that when you forbid the sale of a cer- to attack the character or impugn the motive of any reason, and therefore hav mind. I will bring up
tain artiole you do not in that inhibition necessarily disputant, but should he deeoend to that method oi from this standpoint, then, a practi(lal example to
lay an interdict upon the purchase of that article. warfare he need not be surprised, nor should he com- prove the truth of my position. Take, for example,
This is one of the thinnest of all diaphanous subter- plain, if against him we use every weapon of logic, the common hare, and when its head is s·evered from
fuges. "Liberta" says that sumptuary laws were sarcasm, and ridicule. Come, gentlemen, quit your the body, does not the latter, by its vigorou~;~ leaps
"either for economic purposes or to foster l!ome par- abuse and meet us fairly on the· issue. And if you and agonizi~g struggles, giv unmist~kable evide!lce
tioular trade or industry." This is misleading. cannot do this, you confess yourselvs beaten at the of severe pam? Now; I ask, can. a body or organ1sm
Webster says that "sumptuary" means "relating out8et. If we Liberals cannot among ourselvs dis- experience and manifest pain and at the same time
to expenses; regulating expenses or .expenditure;" cuss this question dispassionately and without~spers- posse~s no intelligence whatever? Th~ ans"!l'er is
"sumptuary laws or regulations, such as restrain ing each others' motivs, who can? The questiOn be- certamly no, because, as above stated, ~ntelh~e.nce
or limit the expenses of citizens in apparel, food, fore us is," Is prohibition in harmO!lY with th~, basic proves intellect, and h.ence the truth of my po~1t10n.
furniture, or the like." Is not that the intent of principles of Freetl).ought ?" I answer, "No.
Now for the summmg up. I hold the bram, lothose who enact such laws, and their effect if enE. C. WALKER.
oated in the head or upper part of the body, to be
forced? Why do you seek to pass such laws if you
the principal, but n@t the· sole, organ of mind. I
do not intend and expect thereby to change the habits
A Criticism of "Is Mind Material."
hav shown the mind to be thoroughly diffused
of the citizen and limit or prohibit his expenditures
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, .Sir: In through or connected with the body, as outwardly
in the matter of drink? You profess to wax mightily J THE TRUTH SEEKER of Aug. 26, 1882, was begun a observed. It follows, then, that they are dependent
wroth when we say that your laws, if enforced, will! discussion of the subject "Is Mind Material?" The one upon the other for exi~tence, and th~t the dehav the very effect you intend them to hav. How 1 same was closed by the second article, published struotion of one must result m the destructiOn of the
honest you are!
Sept. 2d. Mr. Hale, the author, states that he wrote other; that is, the disorganization .of the living orWhy, the only definition of a "prohibitionist" to four different articles, which appeared in THE TRUTH ganism, and this upon the ma~eri~li~tic. hypothesis.
be found in Webster's dictionary is this:" One who SEEKER during the fore part of last year. I was not Again, I say, Mr. Hale's assertiOn 1s m favor of Ma. favors prohibitory duties in commerce." Does not i a reader of the paper at the time his first two arti- terblism.
this show the common source of all these various 1 cles were published, and as I gave a number of my
In conclusion, I will remark that I intended to noideas and words as applied in the English language? . first papers to a friend, I hav not the privilege of re- tioe both articles, but I hav wr~tten already more
In fact, tariff robbery, license robbery, sumptuary: ferring to any of those articles, and therefore I will than I aimed to, and as the whole question hinges
robbery, and prohibitory :robbery are only differently' not extend my remarks further than to notice the ar· upon the point I hav noticed, I will pass the rest l J•
colored strips torn from the Bame piece of striped guments eet forth in his two articles of recent date. I may hav oocasi~n before long to notio~ Mr. H. le ll
cloth, and they all bear tlie same tell-tale stamp,; Mr. Hale states that he took the position, 1st, That last art~cle, pubhshed the 2~ of Septel!lber. Mr .
. "Invasiv paternalism.'·'
.
'mind was (is) an immateriaL spiritual (entity); 2d, Hale wlll not u~dersta~d th1s, as a oha_lleng~, _but
And. Mr. Hallock also is troubled about the word That it is the I am that I am, the thinking, reason- simply my objectwns, bnefly stated, to h1s pos1t10n.
"sumptuary." Now, I am going to let the Minneap- ing myself; 3d, That thought ia a volition of the 1 Columbus, Kan.
L. N. WALLIS.
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trutn to stand upon,aua·are not content with the
quicbands of revealed religion and a be-lief in inD. M. BENNETl', EDITOR.
furiated gods and devils. Above all things let us be
founded upon nature, for there is nothing sa true,
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. nothing so grea~; nathing can rise< superio1,- to it,
nothing can itt anywise equal it.
.
3-. Our frien<Il !IJ:Yeaks of" the pure and noble," and
The largest and cheapest Radical Journal published in
infers that "more· of it is found in Christianity than
llurope or A7116rica, tJOntaining s~men hunilred square i1wh6s elsewhere." The pwre and ttoble are always grand,
more reading matter than any other joumal of its hind.
always to be -revered and bowed down to as vastly
superior to the unclean, the vile, and the _base. To
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2·8~ 1882. be pure is to possess a clean character, to be just with
all men, to do deeds of kindness and mercy to the
:needy, the low, and the humble; to abstain from base
Response to a London Christian's Argument. ·and unclean actions, and everything of a defiling
The following letter from a gentleman of London, c}}ar.acter. Ta be noble is to delight in elevated
with whom we hav had some business transactions, deeds~ to despise that which i!l low and groveling,
is worthy of attention:
mean 8.'1l.d debased. Men can take a high or low
. according to their natures, and the manLONDON, E Nil., Sept . 30, 1882 . stand in li:Pe
D. M. BENNETT, Sir: Yours to han«l. I a.m pleased to hear ner in whi~eb they are trained _in childhood and
that you found your goods all right; I knew they were a.ll youth.
right. There is no doubt you a.re placed in a. very awkward
H, however, 61lr friend means there is more of the
position, as a. little knowledge is dangerous in science a.s in the- pure and noble in Christianity than in other forms of
ology and rela.tiv:knowledge of character. Your views a.nd
·
·
dl
· k
Th
·
mine a.re very different, but that will notlessen my appreciation religton, be 18 assnre .Y mista en.
e assumptton
of the best side of your nature. But, Bennett, my friend, you that devoteelil of the Cb:ft"istian religion are any more
must be careful what you do; it is a. hard thing in this world pure, any more noble, any more self-sacrificing, any
to go through it without a. base a.nd a. rock. The young-, par- more devoted to faultless lives, than the devotees of
ticula.rly, want to become enamored of that which is pure a.nd o~p.er religions, is wholly' nnsustained by proof.
noble .• I h.av iu vain looked around for an antidote against the Ch'titJt.ians are as great lovers of wealth, of opulence,
folly of youth, but I fiud nothing acts so well as simple faith
,
in Christ. I hav had a. large experience in the world, and of graffd~m a-nd display, as any other people in the
mingled with all classes of society, but I find more sobriety :World. They ~re as dishonest, as·wily1 as designing,
a.nd pureness of heart among Christian people than I do apart will exhibit as mtmb meanness and hypoel'Isy to gain
from them. Evidence to me, which I hav, is everything in thcir ends and defraud a fellow-being, as any people
tha.t direction. I do not look to renegades or other5 who are in tlie world. There is no more cruelty. heartlessd
·
·
what they do not represeat. I'm sick of the rascality of the
masses, and if it were not for the influence of Christian teach- ness, s-elfishness, falsehood an 1ytng m existence
ing I would wish to be out of the world. However, I hav no than is found in Christian nations.
time now to enter into a. discussion; but, Bennett, it seems to
4. Our friend says he "has in vain looked around
me you are trying to pick out a.ll the false people and pit them for an antidote against the folly of youth, and notha.gainst those who are true a.nd faithful. In all grades of society ing will do so well as a simple faith in Christ." This
there always ha.s been a.nd nlways will be hypocrits, but that · · l
S f
C ·
h
says nothing against simple and pure Christianity. I hav seen IS stmp y an error. - o ar as hrist taug t pure
beautiful instances of calm resignation to the reverses of for- morals and an upright life and his teachings are lived
tune, a.s well a.s beautiful peacefulness in the hour of death. up to, they prove an antiJ.ote to the follies of youth
Voltaire shrieked with horror when his end wa.s approaching, precisely the same as do the moral teachings of
a.nd Tom Paine would hav given worlds ha.d he not written his Zoroaster,':Buddha, and Confucius, who at least taught
"Age of Reason." My friend, your acquaintance through
1
d f 11
h
f J
Th
antagonism with Christian thought a.nd feeling precludes you mora s as pur0 an au t ess as t ose o esus.
ere
from estimating its value It is always ea.sy enough if one is 80 is nothing very peculiar in the moral code of Jesus
inclined to rake up filth and dirt even out of palaces laden with that is not found in: the teachings of others. It is
precious stones, but that does not alter the gems that are therein. found that the devotee of any great teacher is parYours faithfully,
W. C. HUGHES.
tial to his particular teacher, and claims him to be
REPLY.-The forgoing is a prelude to a business superior to all others. The followers of Zoroaster
letter, the writer being the gentleman who manu- regard their great teacher as the most remarkable and
factured the stereopticon, views and accompanying true the world has known. It is the same with the
apparatus, which we purchased in London for the pur- followers of Buddha; they consider him the most
pose of illustrating our lectures. We had with him divine teacher, the utterer of the purest morals, the
several limited discussions upon religious subjects, best being in every sense of the word, who ever apand though he has to considerable extent a scientific peared upon the earth. It is impossible to convince
turn of mind, he still seems not a little at fault upon the believers in Buddha that another person so godtheological matters. We hav made the remark to like, so faultless, so pure as he evel: lived. They are
him that he is a better judge of magic-lanterns and entirely sure that a. faith in Buddha is of far more
artistic views than 9f the intricacies and absurdities consequence than faith in any other being.
of theology, which remark undoubtedly contains
It is again the same with the followers of Confunot a little truth.
•
cius. His moral t~achings hav influenced the lives
Like most persons who would be champions of the of many millions of people, and to-day not less than
character of Christianity, our friend seems to hav a one hundred and fifty millions of the inhabitants of
decided tendency to be in the wrong, and for this China aim to square their lives by the high moral
reason we hav deemed it proper to reply to some of maxims which he uttered twenty-threehundredyears
his errors. Indeed, whenever we attempt to discuss ago. They hav good reason to think their moral
with a devotee of the Christian system we find nearly teacher has never had an equal. They take great
alway& the same unpleasant task lying before us- pride in him, and they take pleasure in pointing to
we find our opponents in deep error, and greatly in his moral teachings and his almost faultless life.
need of the light of truth to overcome and dispel
So it may be said of the 150,000,000 to 250,000,000
their errors. In replying to friend Hughes we told who acknowledge themselvs the followers of the
him we bad not time then to answer the theological Arabian prophet. His Koran and his moral instrucpart of his letter, but would do so in the columns of tions hav been the guide to his followers for more
our paper; hence the following:
than twelve hundred years, and they stoutly insist
1. Our friend says we are "placed in an awkward that he was superior to all other teachers of the
position, as a little knowledge is dangerous in science world. It is not strange, in view of the adoration
as in theology." There need be but little discussion which the devotees of each of these great teachers
on this proposition. Of course a little knowledge is pay to their captain& and leaders, that the followers of
not so good as a large measure, but a little is better Jesus should do the same, and imagin that their
than none at all. There is no condition so awkward savior, or their demi-god, is superior to all other
as total ignorance and thorough bigotry-a fatal saviors and demi-gods who hav been believed in by
contentment to remain in error, lured by the de~usiv others. It is not strange that the claim should be
belief that truth is found. We can none of us bet- set up that "faith in Christ " is superior to faith in
ter employ our time than in increasing our knowl- any other person.
edge, and in divesting our minds of the darkness and
5. Our friend" says he "finds more sobriety and
errors which for hundreds of years theology and pureness of heart among Christian people than apart
superstition hav been throwing around the world.
from them."
This, again, will not stand close
2. Our friend deplores the misfortune of having investigation. A thorough examination proves the
"to go through the world without a base and a claim unfounded. Christian nations and Christian
rock." It is true every person should stand upon a peopllil are not more moral, not more sober, not more
firm foundation where he will not sink and swamp pure, than the believers in other religious systems.
in the mire and overwhelming morasses of super- He says he "has had a large experience in the world,
stition and theological error. The best base we can and has mingled among all classes of society," but
find to stand upon is the firm rock of TRUTH as it is he must admit that our age is greater than his, that
in na~ure. It is infinitly superior to the delusiv and we hav also visited many countries which he bas never
insecure ground of revelation and supernaturalism- seen, and hav mingled among the believers of more
that of which there is and can be no proof. Millions systems of religion than he has known. We shall hav
hav floundered and struggled upon that insecure to insist that our experience has been greater than
standing-ground, only to sink in the worst forms of his. We hav not only passed two periods in his
superstition and ignorance to which mankind hav own country and city, but we hav visited nearly all
been dupes.
lands, and witnessed the conduct and customs of
Whenever nature is set aside in favor of super- nearly all peoples. As theresultof ourobservations,
nature, when the supernatural has precedence of the we can say that in the religious country of England
natural, a bad state of things exists, and the worst -the first Christian country in the world-we hav
of darkness and error is the consequence. It is the seen more insobriety, more crime, more impurity,
most important of 1111 that w~ :fi:q.d the fi;rm rook of more prostitution, than in any other country we
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visited during our late tour around die -world. Yes,
we may say still mo-re, and speak within· the bounds
of truth; we saw in the Christian city of I1.ondon,
in a single night; more crime, more insobriety;.nd
more evidences of prostitution than in the six montll.S!
we spent in the pagan countries of Asia. By the:.
statistics of prisons in tb.ose countries, many of wlUefu
we visited,we learned that, in proportion topopulatiomt
in Christian and pagan countrieE~, there are but about·.
ten per cent of the number of prisoners incarcerated
for stealing, robbery, highwaymani~m, and murder
in the pagan countriea than t:here are in the Chr1s·tian nations of Europe and America. It is moat untrue that Christians are any purer, abound mo:re in
chastity and sobriety, than the votaries ef octher
systems of religion. 0{ course, there are pi'Gus and!
devoted Christians, and so there are milli:ons•of pious:
and devoted Buddhists, of Brahmanists, of Confu~
cians, and of Mohammedans. It is very egotisticali
and self-conceited for any people to boast of their.·
superior morality and purity, and unless the claim is;
founded in truth, such boasting is almost insuffe:ra-ble. Our friend's own countryman, Sir Rutherford\
Alcock, who was minister plenipotentiary for twenty·
years at Pekin, the capital of China, which afforded
him the best of opportunities for learning the vices
and excesses of the Chinese people, in comparing
them with the vices of English people, stated that
while the Chinese spend, on an average, about.
twenty-two cents per capita for opium to smoke,.
the average paid out by the inhabitants of Great;
Britain for intoxicating drinks is over twenty-fiv6'
dollars per capita; thus conclusivly showing that;
the Christian people of Great Britain pay more than
a hundred times as much for intoxicants as do the
pagan people of China. We saw missionaries and
physicians who hav resided for thirty years in a
Chinese city of nearly two millions of people, who
assured us that during that protracted period they
had not seen more than one intoxicated person in a
year. Can any person who has lived in England for
a quarter of that period say anything of the kind?
We traveled across the Pacific ocean with several
missionaries who had passed several years in China,
and the testimony of more than one who had resided
eight years in that country was that they did not see
an intoxicated person during the eight years they
lived in pagan China. The fact is, there is mor&
insobriety and drunkenness in England than m
any other country I visited upon the entire surface:
of the globe. It is a most inconsistent and untruthful claim for an English Christian to make, that
there is more purity and sobriety among Christian
believers than unbelievers. This is about a fair sample of the superiorities claimed by Christian votaries.
As remarked, there are many individual cases where
Christians lead lives of self-denial, and there is
abundance of the same among the Brahmans and
:Buddhists. We met considerable numbers in Asia
who, from a sense of leading pure religious lives, are
denying themselves of most of the pleasures of life.
They eat not the flesh of animals, milk being aboutthe only article of diet; they live strict lives o£
celibacy, and do not give way to angry passions. If
Christians lived such abstemious Jives, they would
be regarded as saints. There is probably the fewest number of Englishmen who deny themselves to
the same extent. We were forcibly struck w bile in
England with the hollowness and shallowness of the
English Church; with its fashion, pomp, hypocrisy;
its livings bought and sold; its mechanical clergy,
brought up to tbeir business precisely as are blacksmiths and engineers-the second and thiro sons of
gentlemen, who take to the cloth simply to make a
livelihood, without any more concern for the life
and example of Jesus than that of Simon Magus.
We could not help thinking, What a fraud! And to
support this corrupt church, the government taxes
the laboring classes heavily. How unlike the teachings and example of the obscure and humble Jesus!
who, were he to appear here now as is reported he
appeared eighteen hundred and fifty years ago,
would nei.ther recognize those who now shout in his
name, nor would they for a moment accept him.
6. Our friend says he is "sick of the rascality of the
masses," and were "it not for the influence of Christianity he would wish to be out of the world."
There is little doubt but what he has good opp-ortunities for witnessing muoh rascality and dishonesty,
for probably no country upon the globe has more of
it than England and her American descendants.
These traits do indeed seem to keep pace with the
prevalence of Christianity. The more of the latter
a nation has the more they are disposed to take various advantages of their fellow. beings. Christian
nations hav g-otten up more and bloodier wars than
any other nations; they hav made human blood flow
in rivers far more extensivly than the believers in
other systems of religion. The Christian religion
has not been a peaceful religion. It bas been spread
over many countri~s wholly by the sw?r~. It ~as
done more persecutmg on account of rehgtous opm-.
ions than any other system of religion, yes, far more
than all others put together: What a contrast be·
tween it and the far superior religion,_ Buddhism,
which to-day has 500,000,000 adherents, and has had
double the number that hav professed Christianity,
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and- which has never raised the sword to spread up to the natures with which they were created, is
12. Our friend thinks a spirit of antagonism~ preitself, and ha" never taken the life of a human being what has caused more wretchedness and terror in eludes us from eRtimating Christianity at its"Ptrue
because it did not accept its !system. It has never this direction than all other causell combined. They value. This is not correct. Few persons hav studied
persecuted nor inflicted torture. Ah ! how much are really the creators of hell, and it is they who Christianity more closely than ourselvs, and we yield
cleaner has been its record than that of Christianity! thrust people into it. Dying is just as much an act to none in the disposition to estimate it fairly.
Has it never o9curred to our friend that Christianity of nature, just as much a necessity, as birth, and it is cause we are not blind to its glaring defects we
has been a great failure?. That it has not succeeded an unforturrate and culpable system of religion that not necessarilyincapable of estimatingit.
in making the world either better or happier? Were has filled it with horror, terror, and forebodings.
13. In conclusion our friend says, "It is always
·the record of its wars, like the wars of the Crusades· The wr
h' h Ch · t'
· t h d
· th' e"sy, if one is so. inclined, t. o take up filth and dirt."
its persecutions, in9luding the tortures whi'ch fo~' .way canongs
w be
1C atoned
riB Jan
"
never
for. pnes s av one m HI One
who claims all the "purity and sobriety" in the
five· hundred years were kept up in the underground
It is quite a mistake that Christians die any more world should not complain if some filth and dirt be
dungeons of the "Holy Inquisition;" the millions happily than others. Believers in all svstems of re- brQught to his door. The faQt that filth and dirt are
of hapless mortals that hav given up their lives ligion die happily, and those who are unbelievers die so easily found proves that the claim for sobriety
under the greatest inflictions of pain human beings happily. Samuel Johnson was probably about right and pureness is entirely without foundation. A pure
are capable of enduring-tb.e pulley, the rack, the when he said
man should not be unwilling to hav his hypocritical
p~ncers, Jhe f t~umbscrew, dthe I('ron boots that were
It is a glorious thing to dieassociates occasionally shown up. It does not require
t ousau s o t1mes resorte to in the Tower of LonA boon that can't be prize~ too high.
silence toward hypocrits and frauds for gems and
don our friend can see many of these horrible inven- When the turmoils and troubles of life are over it is precious stones to be duly 11-ppreciated.
tions which were used by the Christians of his own
t t 1' d
d a·
d
- 14_. The most false thing about Christianity is its
country)-of those who were burned at the stakQ" swee
o 1e
Je,
to go atods1eep,
an·h leave
our c"res
and own
a-"":ctan
'ons
beh1'nd
't
·
'bl
claims
of supernaturalism. All religions which claim
1
1
alone the mim. ber has been estimated at five mi'll 1'ons system
'" of religion
uh that
· akes • n l lS
b a1' orntb et to be founded upon supernaturalism, upon a revela\lf
m
peop
e e lave
a tion from heaven, are false; as false, even, as is the
b persons, while
f h scarcely
r . one hn.s taken place under they nre to be tortured through
an endless
eternity
t e po'!e~ o ot e~ re Igwns-were th~ whole agony for the mistakes they hav made here.
claim that there is a harmony between the teachings
of Chnsttan rule m the world thus written, it would
Christians often die in greater mental agony· than of science and the dogmas of Christianity. The
be far more cruel, far more merciless, far more bloody, those who are unbelievers. Their system of belief attention of our friend is called to the last published
than the acts of all other religions combined.
· d
tb'
t
f h'
Th
b letter of his own countryman, the late Charles Dar0
Has
uces ISthat
very
s ate
mgs.
ey are tang
. it never occurred to our friend that Christi.,n'" m
to believe
but
one in tten
is to be saved,
if thatt win, than whom a greater and truer m!l,n has not
ity lR responsible for much of the "rascality of the many; and as they know their lives bav been full of been produced in his or any other country. The letmasses?" Christianity is the only system which faults, they are not sure that they are of the small ter was a reply to a young student of Jena who apteaches that all the sins and wrongs a person may f t'
1
t b h b
b d 1
b J
, pealed tQ him to settle some doubts upon religious
commit are forgiven, and a home in heaven secured blood.
rae wna There
par wis o inevitably
av een was
c ean y esus
an euncertainty
abouts subjects, and reads as follows:
b Y a simple belief in Christ. The result of such this which fills them with the keenest to~ure. The
teachings is that no matter b
h · k d
""
Sm: lam very basy. I am an old man in delicate health,
how much rascality a person ~:y~~~~~c' t~e~:s:t very reverend Mr. Barnes may be quoted as a case and hav not time to answer your questions fully, even assuming
i.n point after preaching fifty years W'1tb the pros that they are capable of being· answered at all. Science and .
that J esus died eighteen -hundred and fifty years ect of 'death before ·him be used ·such language a"· Christ hav nothing to do with each other, except in as far as the ·
ago .. atonenn for 1't ·all, and hi's blood wi'll wash the P
th 1's:
'
" habit
· 0 f scientific investigation makes a man cautious .about acblackest sinner as white as wool. In this way,
cepting any proofs. .A~ far as I am concerned, I do not believe
att
h
·
· d
I see not one ray to disclose to me the reason why si.n came any revelation h>J.s ever been made. With regard to a future
er ow many cnmes are
committe
' no into th. e world, why the earth is strewn with the dy1'ng ayd
n 0 m r bo
matt
d
"J
u
life, evAry man must draw his own conclusions from vague and
e
w many wrongs are · one,
esus pays dead, and why- man must suffer to all eternity. I hav never contradictory probabilities.
the bills." Ch1·istianity has well been termed a seen a particle of light thrown upon these subjects that has Wishing you well, I remain, Your obedient servant,
"bankrupt system of l'eligion," wherein the merits given a moment's eaEe to my tortured mind, nor hav I an ex- Down, June 5, 1879.
CRARLES DARWIN,
of one person atone for the misdeeds of hundreds planation to offer, nor a thought to suggest, that would be a
'
of millions. It would be far better to teach people relief to yon. I trust other men-as they profess to do-ui:lThis is the whole truth in a nutshell, and if the
b t h
t b
bl f
derstand this better thnn I do. and that they hav not the an- wise old philosopher was right, there is nothing in
. t a t ey mus
guish of spirit that I ho,v ,· but I confess when I look on a world Christ1anity
·
· th e acC'Ounta
f th ·e l' or every
d bmisdeed
b
worth a groat. He very tersely says,
perf orme d 1n e course o
eir Ives, an t at t ey of sinners and sufferers, upon death-beds and graveyards, upon
cannot escape the legitimate results of any conduct the world of woe, filled with hea.rts.to suffer forever; when I "Science and Christ hav- nothing to do with each
they perform. This kind of instruction would be SBe my friends, my parents, my family, mv people, my fellow- other j'' and it is getting to be pretty well understood
far more conduciv to good morals than the absurd citizens;. when I look upon a whole race, all involved in this that the unfailing teachings of science are infinitly
doctrin that the blood of one individual washes sin and danger; when I see the great mass of them wholly un- superior to the claims of any supernatural religion.
.
concemed, and when I feel that God only can save them, and If the wise Mr. Darwin is correct, that no revelation
away a ll t h e sms of the world. Right here the sri.- yet ha does not do it, I am struck dumb. It is all dark, dark
periority of Buddhism over Christianity is apparent. to my 8<'ul, and I cannot disguise it (Practical Sermons, has ever been made, the quicker the absurd claims of
Though Buddha taught the purest of morals and page 124).
Christianity are renounced and men taught to look
· · d th b t f 1'
h
b ld
h 'd
to the only source of truth for guidance, the better
enJom~
e es o tves, , e ~ever e up t e 1 ea
As regards meeting with loss of fortune with for the world.
that his gooa deeds or h1s ngbteousness could be equanimity of mind, religious creeds bav little to do
imputed to the impure, and they thereby become as with it; it mainly depends upon the natural charSimilar in Char~,tcter and Conduct.
meritorious and as fit candidates for heaven as him- acteristics of the minds of persons meeting with
It
has
been the persistent cry of Anthony Comself. Christianity is the only religion which promul- heavy losses. Some place a higher value upon wealth
stock
and
Joseph Cook that w·e are "poisoners of
gates.such absurd nonsense. ·
than others, and are more overwhelmed with grief at
7. Our friend says it· seems to him that we are the loss of it. Some are organized to bear such losses youth." The former, over and over again, accused
"tr:ying to pick out all the false people and pit them far more philosophically than others, and Christian us of poisoning the minds of youth by our Infidel
agamst those who are true and faithful." Ob, no! dogmas bav nothing to do with it. At all events, publications which he threatened to suppress and
not at all; we bav not picked out one in many mill- Christians seem to place as high a value upon gold "stamp out!' The latter has more frequently deions of th?se Christians who do badly. True, we as any other people in the world, and it seems to hurt nouoced us as a poisoner of youth. A favorit term
bav sometimes shown up the shortcomings and them as badly to part ;with it. Any superiority which of his which be applied to us in his Boston lectures
crimes of those who profess to be followers of Jesus they possess over other men in this direction is wholly was "cancer-planter," as though we were busily engaged in planting cancers in the minds of American
to show how little truth there is in their claims that imaginarv.
they ha.v "all the sobriety and all the purity there
10. ·Our friend says, "Voltaire shrieked with ter- youth. On his recent tour around the world he many
~
is in the. world." It is ~uite legitimate to b>'ing them ror when his end was :tpproaching." In making this times denounced us as a poisoner of youth. This be
~\ to the hgbt and scrutmy of truth, and see whether statement our sriend simply repeats a priestly lie. did in Bombay and other places in India. He did
'\ "---._their lives are equal to their professions.
There is not a particle of truth in the claim. Vol- the same at several points in Ceylon, and when he
arrived in Aust-ralia he again took it upon himself to
t
~· Our fri~nd says the ~b:undance of hypocrisy taire never shrieked at the approach of death, but
which prevails "says nothmg against simple and that priests said be did is very likely. They bav denounce us as a poisoner of the young. He bas unpure Christianity." Here he is again mistaken. A been the authorj;j of villainous lies without number. questionably told lies enough in this line to doom
sy~tem of religion which cannot do better than rear The facts in the case are these: Voltaire never fully him to eternal hell fire, if such theological monstrosup an immense crop of hypocrits, so that the simple severed himself from the church, and when he became ities are sent to that terrible place. But recently be
and pure are merely an exception, it is not what the advanced in life, and be thought he was about to has gained an assistant. He bas a new recruit in
world needs, and it should giv way for something die, be did not wish to be buried as an outcast by his work of defamation. The great William Embetter. A religion that cannot prevent hypocriav the roadside, but rather in "consecrated ground," mette Coleman, ~n the Inde:v, bas joined the false and
among its V?tari(>S is not a perfect system.
- where his grave would be attended to with becom- concAited Cook in d~nouncing us as a poisoner of
9. 011r fnen:d says he has "seen beautiful in- ing respect. To secure this he went through the the young. All these men speak words of falsehood.
stances of calm resignation to the reverses of for- form of confession. But it is wholly false that he They lie as easily as they breathe. We never poitune, as well as a beautiful peacefulness at the hour shrieked at the approach of death, and our friend soned the mind of a single youth in our life. A
thousand dollars is offered for any youth we hav
of death." We do not doubt it. We bav seen the should never again repeat such a falsehood.
11. Again our friend says, "Tom Paine would hav ever poisoned.
same again and again. The great bulk of mankind,
It is very easy for conceited liars and hypocrits to
regardless of their religious opinions,- meet death given worlds bad he not written the 'Age of Readenounce
another as being a poisoner, when the real
placidly- IUJ:d -peacefully_. Death is a form of sleep, son.'" Here is another unblushing falsehood. It is
and dymg 1s hke droppmg away to sleep. There is wholly devoid of truth. Paine never expres11ed a venom is within their own breasts. In the efforts
probably not one in a tbouL'Jand who passes the portal regret at the approach of death or at any other time we bav made we bav endeavored to speak to old and
of death t~i,;,t does not do so peacefully and quietly, that be bad written the "Age of Reason." The only young the words of truth, though in opposition to
and there 1s not probably a hundredth part t.be suf- annoyance he bad at the hour of death was that pro- the claims of theology and ecclesiasticism. It is
fering in t~<e process of dying that is usually sup- duced by officious priests who persistently tried to be they who teach falsehoods about angry gods and
posed. It 1s generally painless and happy. We ha.v present in his room. He repeatedly said he did not devils, and who poison the minds of old and young.
known many unbelievers in the dogmas of Chris- wish their presence and requested them to leave. He It bas been to furnish the antidote to such poison as
tianity who came to the hour of death as peacefully never expresBed a regret that be had written the this that we hav toiled. We bav endeavored to
and contentedly as a little babe falls asleep. "Age of Reason." If Christians are driven to the supplant the poison of priestcraft and supernaturalAnd why should they not? They are children of employment of such miserable falsehoods their case ism with the truths of nature. This bas been our
nature the same as when they were born into the is hopeless indeed. We bav seen two or three per- crime, and this is what we hav done to be denounced
world. They are still in the hands of nature, and sons who knew Thomas Paine when here, and they by the t4ree C's-Comstock, Cook, and Coleman.
hav ~o more. to !eal' in leaving this world than they were positiv that be never expressed a regret at a But as they must inevitably appear in their true
~ad. m enten.ng It. . To a man who has done his duty word he had written. Christians showed Paine great character of defamers and liars, we are quite content
In hfe there 1s notbmg to be feared in death. It is unfriendliness while living, and they wish to damn to let the worthy trinity do their utmost. We neither
tb~ Christian religion and Christian priests that hav his name with calumny now that be is dead. Such fear them nor respect them, and shall continue on in
-what we conceive to be our duty the same as though
raised horrors in the human mind about the awful- i111 the nature of Christian bate.
ness of death. Their doctrin of a terrible place
By the bye, our friend does not use Paine's correct they did not exiAt.
called hell, to which ail angry God will consign nine" name; it was Thomas Paine, and not "Tom" Paine.
THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent three mont.hs to
tenths of his offspring, the eartb's'inbabitants, to eter- It would not be very respectful to speak of Gladstone
new subscribers for 50 cents.
nal torture of the most excruciating kind 1 for living as Bill Gladstone, or Macaulay as Tom Macaulay.
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really he was "out of his wits" in the trance, so
My Experiments.-Sinoe I severed my connection
Miss Doten, in behalf of Spiritualism, shows in her with the church in 1840 (after having su:fferAd its
account how perfectly she was bamboozled in her bitter persecutions on account of my opposition to
d I
own entrancement. Hence she affirms of her &tate slavery for the space of five years), I hav always
I eo ogy.
that ·it was "dizzy, .frenzied, abnormal, mysty, considered its persecutions as the best thing that
THJ: TR.!.NCE IDEA. IN HISTORY.
petrifying, embryonic, weak, vaporish, faint, and Methodism ever did for mEr.'- Nor hav I ever had
The hi~rhest ~rlory, Humanity sings,
horrible!"
any reason hr regretting my experience in "getting
above our ignorance and tears,
Nor is it any marvel that so many,· victii.nized in up" revivals. Thos~ revivals afforded me ample
this manner,JJhould cut their own being short. by opportunity for acquainting myself with a class of
Its truest though~Iz, as to the whole of things,
All, all, are human ideas.
suicide., I hav now before me account!!. of more nervous and mental phenomena that I never could
The fint man that the Christian God created he than a dozen mediums that hav th..us ended their ow:a hav witnessed anywhere else, and they prepared me
~entranced in order to create him a wife, else there lives; all of them melancholy cases. Miss Hattie A. for the discovery of the psychological hi.ws, by
•could hav been no humanity, nor any serpent with a Eager, of Boston, aged 22, was one caae; John W. which I can now prove beyond all successful contra.
}human tongue and llpeech. And from .that same Lyman, a Spiritualist, in Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. 20, diction how all those phenomena, and all that is in.
:atate of trance Christianity has come, with it& visions 1856, murdered Cornelius Cannon; Judson J. Hutch- duoed in "Christian experience," are brought about.
:and revelation•· from the Lord. The Bible was writ- ison, 1850, of the Hutchison farr.ily, was the first It was certainly a vast advantage to me to hav, in
·ten by barbarians, who thought a state of entrance- one to become victimized by the idea of being "en- the beginning of my psychological investigations, so
:,ment the best for hearing God's voice and for being tranced" by a ghost! From that hour he was insane, large a number of Christian people who had been
"caught up to paradise." And, similarly, the mod- and so he remained for a number of years, and hung "converted" and "sanctified" under my preaching.
ern form of mysticism is founded upon this state of himself on High Rook, Lynn, Mass., the very 11pot And these "converts" I always found in all the cities
trance, from which messages are made from the where the wonder monger-in-chief, A. J. Davis, had where I afterward gave scientific lectures. They
dead.
invoked his "congress of spirits," when he foretold were always friendly, and I was greatly assisted by
The printer& hav a good maxim, to "follow copy future events; but his "eye of faith" was not big thew, and I may as well state the reason here. As
if it leads out of the window." And shall not science enough to see that victim of his mysticism hanging a general rule, ail persons who are the first to be
follow" plenary in11piration" in de:fining the trance, by the neck.
"converted" are the most easily entranced. It is
that state of the human mind whence Chri11tianity
Rev. Luke Haskell, a medium, suicided in 1855, only the few that are saved-only the few that are
has come? Ill not the Bible an" inspired," infallible and uo did Charles H. Whipple, aged 19, in Phila- miraculously cured. In comparison with the mass,
witness as to those states of the human mind whence delphia, Feb. 18, 1857. But my space does notal- only a few are insane. Only a few hav the right
its "vision& and revelations" were derived? And, low me in this direction. Within a short distance temperament for catalep11y and somnambulism so as
moreover, what if we find that both the Bible and from my office, where this i11 written, is the cemetery to become entranced in that 'sensational movement
classic lore are perfectly agreed in their definitions for the town of Quincy, Mass. And thereby hangs a known as modern mediu~ship. And, as a general
of the "trance" or eosta&y?
tale too long to report here of the murder and sui- rule, I believe it will be found that each of these,
The Trance .IJefine<i.-In the Greek it is:
oide which caused one tombstone to be 'thus in- including insanity, are confined to one and the same
Exist.mi or Existao.-I remove out of my place or state· scribed:
class of temperaments.
am out of my wits; a.m beside myself; am transported beyonJ •.< Erected to the memory of John R. Grieve; died Nov. 12,
Hence, my new theory of selfhood, and my suemyself; am astonished; amazed; astounded.
. 1850, aged 22 years. And Hannah Banks, his wife, died Nov. cess in "miraculous cures," attracted a good deal of
~~~And this term occurs in Acts x, 10; xi, 15; xxii, 17; 12, 1850, aged 15 years. Both of Zanesville, Ohio. Deluded attention, both here and in England. I had !.etters
by the writings of a. J. Davis."
.
from the· Rev. Chauncy Hare Townshend, of the
2 c · ·· 1-4
I:rt:el~ebr~w it is thus defined:
That young wife "consulted the spirits about sui- church of England. In 183.9, he had published a
oide." Soon after they walked out together, when 12mo volume, entitled "Facts in Mesmerism." 1
Tar-dai-mah.-Sleep, heavinesi, sluggishness, from the :root h e s hot h !lr, an d th en pu t h"IS revo1ver t 0 h"IS own had correspondence, also, with Dr. Tohn Ellz'stz"an
Jla-dam-He sank down; was overwhelmed, as in water; was h d h
b
d h d ·
·
h
f
h
"
asleep; overcome with sleep.
· ea ; t ey 0 eye t 6 a vzce gzvan t em rom t at Con tab, F.R.S., and the author of a large 8mo on
'
dark unknown I
"Human Physiology." He was also president of
It is found in Gen. ii, 21; xv, 12,· Num. xxiv, 4-6,·
There z"s a manz"fest kinsh1'p 1"n all those states
St. Thoma1!'s Hospital, London.
and Dan. x, 9.
known as somnambulism, catalepsy, mediumized,
And ill not the prellent trance mania illustrativ of hallucinated, and entranced. And such is that state
The Law of Self-induction.-! hav refered to
both these definitions? It is not of the Spiritual.ists of the human mind, believed to be in a "superior my experiments, by w hioh I demonstrated this law
as a Liberal, proaressiv olallli of people that I speak. condition" for" messages from the dead, and "rev- of self-induction in selfhood, because I know it has
They are head and shoulders above the old form of elations from the sky. And does the reader marvel. supreme control over the instinotiv, the vital, the
mysticism. And but for the fact that I speak of that for more than half a century the writer has per. nutritiv and the mental forces, as I long since
what I know to be true in regard to the trance, and sisted in hil'l charge of a gigantic fraud against proved by experiment, the only method recognized
for science and humanity, I might not, perhaps, refer Ch · · •t ? A d
h · d btl th
ht h" and adopted by the scientific WO!;ld. The human
rtstzam Y · n some av ou ess oug t Is mind is not to be weighed in the balances of the
to the fact that thi1 modern form of mysticism, by was too severe, admitting as he <iioes that Christians
ita " faith " in the "mystic nap," adopted and in- are good people, as I did not giv tho scientific chemist, nor is it to be measured with a carpenter's
dorsed Chrilitianity, the old boss·" devil," hell-fire, grounds upon which my indictment was predicated. rule. The mind is measured by th.e ideas it ,evolves.
and the "resurrection of the dead." I hav now
Historical.~To the trance my attention was at Nor is it, perhapR, unsafe to admit that any mind
before me an 8vo pamphlet, published in Auburn, first compelled by 80 frequently witnessing this state must be tinged with the trance or insanity whenever
N.Y., in 1849, containing "messages" purporting to in the revival spasms I got up when 8 minister in it is so hallucinated as to imagine that it has the
.come from the dead through Mrli. Benedict, the me- the Methodist Episcopal church. They were not an- power of uttering any idea more than human. Such
diuni, to a company of Millerites, confirming their tioipated, but 'resulted from the nervous disturbances an idea is not very far from a state of trance and
-views as to the "rlisurrection of the dead" and the superinduced by . sensational ideas peculiar to the insanity. And still so learned a scholar as F. Max·
immediate de 11 truotion of our pla-net, thus showing Methodist creed. During my first sermon the entire Muller, the German philologist, in his " Essay on ·
that while modern mediums are "inspired" as really audience (principally young people about my own Monotheism," speaks of Abraham_ (who was enin a state of trance a1 Abraham and Peter and J:>aul age) fell upon the :floor, entranced. In the slang of tranced), and says he did not by. his own brains inwere, .the &o-called spiritll that control them "com- the ism, they were declared to hav ,, lost . their vent the idea of one god! Muller says that idea
munioate" nothing that they cannot previously learn strength" and to hav. "been struck down" by the was injected into Abraham's mind by supernatural
·through the trance brains of a medium and those to Holy Ghost. Similar phenomena followed in all my power, and he did not himself acquire it in a state of
whom the "measage" ill made. Hence the trance "revivals" throughout theNew England states for trance, nor by clairvoyance, nor in a dream! Irein this modern form of mylitioism is estimated as a twenty years. In 1836 a Frenchman by the name of fer to this merely to show to what an extent a truly
"royal road," an open door, as Paul said, to "the Charles Poyen gave lectures on" Animal Magnet- scientific man may become warped and perverted in
thin heaven•" and the condition of all the dead. In ism, in Pawtucket, R.I. Only one pert'On became his mind by mysticism. Ideas hav no existence unthe "trance" of a modern medium death's seal upon entranced at his suggestion, and that was Miss Cyn- til they are evolved by thinking in the human brains.
the paat in human life is ta-ken o:ff and the secrets of thia Gleason. I saw her and noticed it was similar And when expre!jsed they are still human ideas,
the grave expoaed to the light of noonday. A "rap" to all the trances I had seen. And Po.yen expl;J.ined nothing more.
on the table·leg by forms of force of which we can to me Mesmer's notions as to the subduction of one ·For twelve years, and throughout the principal
know nothing materializes human ideas.
will by the mere volition of another-notions in cities of the United States, I gave illustrativ leotGabriel, Jesu!, and Isiah
which 1 never invested, as I knew better. I had ures on Pathetism, in which this law of self-induoHav made the "rap'' so very loud,
already seen more oases of catalepsy or trance than tion was "substantiated," and by the only method
That no mystic thunder could be higher
·
that could put z"t beyond all doubt·
Mesmer, who was of an inferior mind, as I judge
Or gather such another crowd.
from his picture now before me. Nor were my
And Webster, in the quarto edition of his AmeriModern Spiritualiam (without hell) is a repetition converts entranced by my will, and I then had can dictionary, in defining the term Pathetism, has
of Christianity in ita ''trances," " visions," and "in- doubts as to any will of the Holy Ghost that could be rendered me liable to be understood as indorsing the
spiration;" in its motiv power (both in things un- the cause of the physical and nervous phenomena notions of Mesmer; whereas, I never believed in that
theory, nor did I ever use that term for designating
known) it is the same. It is based upon mediums, that were characteristic of Methodist revivals.
At that time my residence was in New York. the phenomena by which I demonstrated its false·
precisely the same as the Bible and Christianity; and
while the latter claims that its trances and visions And soon after my family, at 131 Variok street, were hood. The psychological experiments I performed
are superior, because of their having been, even visited by Rev. Charles MoReading, a Methodist, throughout the country were purely scientific. I
long ago, superinduced by "almighty God," the and his wife-a lady who had been entranced and never meddled with the nervous system of a human
modern mediums claim that their trances are pro- "caught up to the third heaven, under one of my mind solely for the purpose of amusing an audience.
duoed by those now dead. They hav no "creed," sermons some years before. On my referring to the And I am sure, if psychology were sufficiently uneaoh one speaks for himself, and "the devil take the case of Miss Gleason, Mrs. MoReading informed me derstood, no one would ever consent to be drilled by
hindermost." Mediums are always the eyes and the that she herself had been thus entranced frequently, fal&e ideas into a state of mental hallucination
ears of all gods and ghosts! Myths, and invisibili- whereupon she instantly passed into that state, mere~ merely to cause a laugh by the fantastic capers they
ties, of all grades, are utter know-nothings and do. ly from my suggestion, and precisely so, by sugge8 • out up in that state.
nothings, without the trance and a medium's brains. tion, the artificial trance always comes on, no matter
My principal experiments were in the oases of perHad they any knowledge of U!l no mediums would what processes may be .adopted for that purpose. sons who had surgiCal operations performed on them,
'be necessary; and all Spiritualists rely upon what The first thing Mrs. MoReading did on becoming without pain, in a state of self-induced "trance."
they find themselvs able to believe, as to the grades entranced she stretched out, and, grasping my hand, Timid women held lighted candles in each hand,
and authority of invisible spooks that reveal "mes- she exclaimed:
while their molars were drawn, when there was no
sages" to them, in a state of trance; hence any
change in their pulse, nor any movement of a musl"k
· L" · D
h
h
Oh, Brother Sunderland, don't you remember that sermon I
l
.
me dmm 1 e M1ss 1zz1e oten, t rough w ose ·en- heard you preach in Situate Harbor, Massachuserts, in 1824, ole. And this was done when the surgeon, a so, wa8
tranoe1llent Edgar A. Poe repeats his rhymes (that when I was entranced and saw Jesus and the angels? Well, entranced, and his eyes blindfolded, while surrounded
were not original with hmi), is considered at this is the sa.me state I was in wheD,. c~:Lnght up to heaven. Oh, by· numerous other surgeons, editors, clergymen, and·
the head of the list in the ranks of modern medium• this.is the most delightful state I was ever in I
men of science. Thus of persons self-entranced, who
ship now, and since her publication of her sensation
Thus it was in 1836 the hint that fell from the had tumors out out, and one had his thigh ampuin her own state of trance (in my estimation) she. lips of that entranced lady set my own mind upon a tated I Not one of these marvelous states were
holds rank with St. Paul in this regard. As the career of experimental investigation that I. ha.v iiuperinduoed by m) "will." My method was con·
apostle shows in his account of his own case how neither regretted nor abandoned to this day.
·
fined wholly to ideas, and it ignored mesmerism and

68
.. the~logy. Of .my, method,, .a ·Bost~n editor,_ still be deceived by any ideas .of anything, so.muchas to when their sense was shut." I hav seen many cases
.. liyi~g ~Q!i· v~nerable, f~r hi~ age,. bts_.philan~}lropy imagin .a ..state ~£ tr3nce' to be oracul$,r,. apd..,pro· of this kind .
. :~~d .sc,holiuly attainments :(Frot .El_1.Zill' :W:right), duce<l by supernatural pow!')r.
. .: . - ..
·
. o 'The Trance of .DanieZ.-I retained no thought. Yet I heard
: whe11 ~y leqtures had ,been, continu~d ci.n that city
As we hav•saen, in reality, certain diff.erent terms the voice of Go.d's words; and when I heard the voice of his
,,JQr sim.four uigh~~:int su,oceasion, -said : • , · -.. -~ . must esselltially ha.v ·one a~:~d the same signification. words then was I in a (tar-dai-ma.b) deep sleep and my face
,; ; . La. Roy,Sund.erlanilJs lwe1l.:kno:Wn as transcending-all who Hence it must mean a similar:state of things when towa.rdthe ground (Dan. :x, 8).
r!·· )}.a:v · att_e~pte<l .:to·. o:xpla,il;l to U\1 the mysteries .of: the hu•· .we say "mediumize(l,'! '" converted,'1 ~'.s~nctified,"
Thus, in the " revival " excitement, people "lose
,, ,man mm<l, , :~<? lectuwr .has. ever at!facted ,such crowds· or "·entranced; ":or," insane!' :Uhe writers of the Bible their strength " and fall upon the ground~ as Daniel
·. beld..~~~,W by ~uch '!',spell 1..N° one .has, ever produ_,c!l<;l re.s_ults were ~' mediumizedn by "plenary inspiration ~·-• it is s. aid he did, as without the trance no "voice of
so jllagwa,l, .do1ng W!th no Vls1ble,mea11~ ff,lor.!Uore than all otbers · . . ·
.
"
. .
· .
!
.
hav· done ')Vith them'(Boston O,hronot'fjpf?, November 10, 1847); s!l'td, and th1s was· the ·.highest. degree .of l~Bpir~" God" is ever heard I And it is noticeable that a
1
' · · ·-· ·· · ·' ·· · ' · ·
twn;'' the "royal road ' to paradise. :
: .
book like this. made out of this crazy state of trance,
· • · · · ' _, •
.• -1'9-,·~PIItoui~t~te wh~t -~ .~n_ow wh~n I affirm that
The Bible opens with sri account of the;" devil" has in past ages and down to the present time been
~f~er ~ had J~ctur~Q.. there"for ·~w~~~ve .years,. more or having ·inspired and· !< medim:nized" a · snake, by quoted as the authority for predicting the end of this
. · ~~BS, .th,!'l l!lBSS :P,;ad ·~e!lOIDe SO f(lmlharJzed Wlt~ .those Which· it talked and argued With a human tOngue!. WOrld, and a general " smash Up" in the whole
· phf;SI<!logwal cq~<litlO~s a~d lawt;~ •: by •· whwh · all .And herice· in a:n ithe history Of ancient a_nd modern thing. Charles F. Freeman and his wife were Ad•. ,re:ylya! ·and.. ;tpe11t?<l epl~i~P.m 1!l 8 • l1~,e. got u,p, .t~~~ot fqr. ·mediumship' ·both "the dev:il w and "the se!'pi.mt" ventists, who, in ·May, 1879, murdered their infant
tJ;!,u:ty •. years after. no revival'!; -occurr.ed:.•lll that held rarik, and starid' at· the head of that:list, even ohiid, under this infatuation. And about the same
o~~y ~ · :A-~d.. when It W&!l ass~ul.te~ by M9ody an:d above God and: the 'r~$t of mankind. Nor is it ap· time a Christian mother in Erie, Pa., under the same
Sankey rec~ntly, they only VlCtlmlz.ed a few young 'pa_rent ~hr•Gpristiami·should. not freely ad.mit that -delusion, murdered her own babe to secure-its admispeople that had b.een born one age smce m_y lectures the ·serpent was as really "entranced" by the sion into the heaven from which St. Peter saw the
: were ?onclu~~d .. My theory ofs,~l.fhoud 0 ?ver,s all the de'fil, and more t)lan Adam could hav been by his beasts and the creeping things coming out I
' facts m ~he. mu~culous ·cures, . m ·~~ev_1val_scares," creator!. ·At an:y·:ra_te,· a_sit is ma_ nif_esttha_ t the.devil
and all the nervous phenomena attnbuted t0 s
·,
.· ·
ThB T1•ance of Adam.-And the Lord God caused (tar-dai. . ... . .. . . .
..
.
..
. ·.
.·
. . uper:. lfa'ving inspired and' :rpediuri:iized that .serpent was mah) a deep sleep to fall up-..n A.dam, and he slept; and he
-~~tural .causes and the .sudden ?eaths that ~av• ~he occasion~hat_re~ult~d in sin, Christianity, heaven, took one of his ribs and closed up the flesh instead thereof.
·· ·<Ocurred from. -~he sensatwnal ex01te:J?ent of fattb, and hell it follows •~that the Bible and all that ere· A.nd of the rib which the Lord God had taken from man, made
' .fear, hop~ and ~oy .. And more?ver, ;It ~ocountB fqr dulitf h~s .m'ade O'!lt of that ·old barbarian book hav lie a woman, and brou~ht her'unto the man (Gen. ii, 21) .
.··mental,;, oontagwn, m~nta~ epidemiCs, ," motb~rs' .re_iiulted .from the •devils ll~vi.ng mediuw.ized and
marks, and oth~r cor~~lat1v phell?D;lena that l.av "iriii!pired" .that snake with h'(im(ln speech.
As this account is inspired, as really so as any
.:lll;lVer~een ex~la_m~d,.e~the~by me,dlmnor t~~~lpgy. .The Oas~p'f. $t. Pa'tlz....:...He was the chief apostle, ~~~e~ri:~! -~~ t:oem~i~~~ ~~tm:rm:d~ w~:n f~~~
..·.· _The .Trt;tnce.a PoJ?~sh Mzra?le.-~hen I ipeak of and had two spells ·of entraJ,Jcen1ent. Rev. Ed.ward
.tbe ?'r~lfi~1~l, eit~er Ul, C()nnectwn :Wlt_h tile trance or Robinson in. his edition of Calrust's Bible Diction- stuff was originally written a few thousand years
,(Jhr1stl~mty, I:r~f~r_ only t? ·tb·e_-m~tho<Js used. The ·ary;.says that in the Y:!?ar AD, 44, ''Paul was enrapt- ago, it was not so generally known as it is at the
trance Is al~ay111 a spontanei~y,.su:ntlar~y a111 slaep, fit 111, ured int~ the third h,eaven a~d saw ineffable things." present day that man had at that time existed on
. a~d dreamu1~. ~~ore. ~o cc:;mstder~d~ ·• The ;tra~ce oc-. '.l;'his orthodox :writer.could :r;JOt say tha.t Paul was the planet uncounted hundreds and thousands of
. ourr_edb~for~lt .ha,d -~ny. ~.arne •. and,as It 9ccurred "entranced~", .A,nd Paul speaks of •what he" heard" yearlil.
t~.e. n,,__ li!.O I.t_ occu,J_S now, however, It may_.:b.e su_gges~e_d_ .in -h. ea.".·en, not, as Mr. Ro. binson Sl,\ys, o·f wha· the sa-. And no matter by what name you call that state
· tli
d f
h t
A d
' h
'
"" ·of trance, "converted," " me_diumized," "born again,"
~-<? --.~-~mn,_ or t -~-- ~urpqse,.. ..';\, _111}. ()Se.casea, ~here. Paul's accountis•the. mostminute,:and here
, :~:J;!,ere ~t becOJl1eB ~-h,abt~,.l!:¥d ~he:y:I,C~Iill.Jl:!,under.th,e -it is entire: •
. ,.
,.
.. :: . . •
"inspired by the Holy Ghost," or what "God has
• oontrol;Of)~up~,r.~t~~~on, :lt. rs cpn~lder.ec;t nnracu_lmu~! '···I·will come to visions and revela.tions·of the Lord. I knew a or done," the suppo!lition that it is 'true involves
'L
h ch
. H, e.11c_e m t ,ue.
po~Is
... u.r!;lh; y.r h "'re l t . OC?urs J;n .th e_ man in Chri~t abo1,1t fourteen years ago (whether in the body, I many corollaries that follow in despit_ e- of "faith"
nuns, ev~rythmg Is I)l&de o{.It- by the prrestlll &Ill "i~ cannot tell, or whether out ofthe body•. Gqd kuoweth). Such in mysticism. For if our ignorance and superstition
miraQle, produ~ed \;>Y the power. of ;&lmightyGod."~ 1 ;an O)lll. was ,caught up ~o the tb,irdheaven. A.1.1<J I knew such a giv to this God a personal identity and a priority in
. h.av ;now oefqre ..me a,.popiah pamphlet l:ly ''the Earl ;m~n (whether in the ooQ.y, or .out of ~he bo~y. I can!l:ot tell. the production of a itate of trance, and for the purof . .S.hrewabury~" . e~tltled "The Virgina of_ the God l!:noweth), Now, that he _was _ca:ught up2mto,parad1se .and pose here stated, then it follows that as he produced
· · _·_l , 't _·A tr. . . . l
h ·f
. ht · : h :.4 heard unspeakable words, which 1t lS not Iaw!ul for man to the first case of trance, he also produced the first
T.YJ!O
·' , wo Uli,•. ~an g1r ~ w o? .or e1g
years( a~ utter (2•Cor. :xii; 1, 4).
· · ·.
. •-· . .
: bea[)m:,~he: hal;ilt ~wh~n r~O~lvmg the sei_~satwnal . Any full-gr(rwn· tna~. or woman, not a·Christian, ~~~ ~~~dla:~/t!~ ~~im~:s!n~~h~h~;::ta~~rrt~!' l~~~
~ ..Qo~J;IlUn~on) of falhng mto .thlil iltate. · ·This tract I to hear iluch a stat(llD.eiit as this, .would inst!>ntly pro- Qalamity that has or ever will befall man or the hu:-•hav .re!lewed at .Jen~th lll .my W?~k -~)U ."'J'he: ilduhce it a case of in&anity, 'N'or, could a better inan race. Such are the scientific facts in regard to
'·Trance (now out of pn~t) .. It contal~s pwtures:qf illu~trationbe given· of 'the· definitio.11)>f the trance the trance, upon whioh all forms of mysticism, aneaQh of these ·nuns, s~owmg th~ bleedi.ug:_lllcrato~~s than I hav ·q· uoted. A man whose mind is in a state ci_ent or.modern, are founded. Let the candid weigh
. >·they·had,made on theuAaces, feet,-~nd hands; a111· Bim- h·. ·a· ·· · · ·• 11
h"
· b
·
·'·h.· ·
... 1 ·t .. h t• ._ · . 'belie d t 0 h . 0 .. i(l · to t at oes not a ow !ill to e conscious ot 1s owp them.
LARoY SUNDERLAND.
1 ar · o · w .a was :. .v:e
.a':.. een _ _?n.e _ s~~;lw()d and self-contro], or to know whether he Is
.
, J esuil when . h~ was oru~lfi~d and ·s~oo:r;ted o~ the .dead br aliven.s insane. He may. tell, n~. :what "God
. _oro~s. df :he died. ~'tn· that tu~e,. he, died. m.utter de- 'knoweth,"' and of. words that he never b.eard spoken,
Crush the Rum Traffic.
spatr. Two '.facts' 1 _· re~~rd to these popish ·cases and also of "visiomi and revelations from the Lord."
-_ma.ybe·mentwnedhere: · ..
.. ··
. ·· ..
But"sliohaman".is."besidehimselfand outof his
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In_
.. T~at ~emales only. fall mto. the; tr:;.n~e In the .w;itil." He.him!leif ,C(innot know. rrhat perilOilS en- our beloved TRuTH SEEKER of Ootober 7, 1882, D.
pop111~ ohur~h ..• ~~nd 1t Bo happens that1t 1s. only the ··tranced are sometimeli ·"enraptured, .I . very well S. Irwin attempts to set the· matter of difference·
- A d
· · ·h.· -C
.. h · t" · . d· h . · ·
between "Walter Simonds" and "Liberta" to rights.
nuns who·hav ever had· theile .scratche.~ whiCh they ·k.
.
.":t-h ·.·. 1 · t"
·t , . b.
..h. h .t'li · .....f
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. e~r 11.1
. a ,,3li m~r 11.0
.· eu, e~, _an s,an., numerous -oases :where they were 80 "filled- with ous support
e g1vs me m my e orts to convmce
-, temples ~r~.mad,e;. by tb.emu~culou~:P,OW~r ofGod;. jo~;; and :enraptured> with .delight that they hav de- Liberals of the duty they owe themiielvs, as well all
whereaa, ~h~se s.t1gmat~.are ma.de by .each P.~ll ,when clared it was ''far. above any prayer-meeting or the advantage it will be to tbe cause of Liberalism
fl~tra,nced (~_ndit ~ay~1p. some, cases,. berth~~; they camp-meeting, which they never would hav said in to be on the moral side of this question of prohibid() n()t,rem~ptber 1~), ~!>pho11e for .her~.elf.; ~n~r~n?ed their normal state. ' .:
·
tipn.
·
penonil often ~ct from strange_ qr 1~sane lD.<:>tnrs. . · . The Oase of St. Peter;-Of this case of trance the
It is to be regretted that some of our German
. :}-nd the ,;I.mn,a, ,contrpled; by th~.pop1s~ 11easof J esu~; popish church, makes most. . They. put him at tbe friends are very desirous of drinking lager beer on
. , produce th~se scratp~es to grat1fy,the1r •oonfes.sors head of the list . .;And here I quote the "inspired, Sunday. Sometimes I hav feared that they nar,' ll,nd the. 1 prle~ts .. TPI_ij I prov~, ~;>oth by the h1story account of Peter's bewilderment: ·.
·. rowed this whole question of Liberalism to that of a
.. ·of, t}lese pqp1sh .ca11es. ,and by .Similar cases that hav
·
free Sunday, and that by a free Sunday they meant
ocQurr~d .in papists an~ ,Protestant·, Christians, enPeter went up upon the house-top to pray [sensational assoc:-· no more than the right to drink lager to drunken_tranced •under m:y own pe_r!lonal observation. · . . · . a.tions], and he fell. into 8 trance .. A.nd saw ,heaven opened, ness on each recurring seventh day.
atid & ' certain ~vessel descending unto him, as' it had been a
,A nun, ent~ano11d in San Francisco in 1872, was great sheet knit at the four corners arid let down to earth,
Now I do not believe the question of Liberalism
·detected in scratching her own banda and feet for the wherein were aU manner of four-footed beasts of the earth, should be so belittled. We are not striving for the
. , ·Btig~a.ta. F. Giard, a popish priest, was tried_ in and wild beasts, •and creeping things, and fowls of the air privilege of doing ourselvs and society a wrong on
.• :F.t:an<Je in 1833 for the liberties he had take!lin' 'kiss~ (A.()ts x, 10).
any day of the week. Liberalism, guided by inteljng the". stigmata '':which a nun had shown lipon . But nowadaye, when modern mediums fall into lectuality, must be against everything which is per
· her -person •. 'The account· of this case represt:lnts• this same state of trance and describ9 what they. see, se immoral. This opposition to prohibition because
that this nun charged the priest with having be~ Christians ridicule them in scorn, just as if they some of the churches are beginning reluctantly to
. !witched her,.as (from the laws oFassooiation) shE\ in· themselvs did not believe in such stuff as that! But support it is unworthy educated, liberal-minded
· variably fell into.the 'trance whenever he visited her; .Peter was highly favored by the J;.ord. · He was on men and women. The churches are undoubtedly
' as he often ·did~ '•NO· doubt the bewitchm:ent' :Was re~ the "royal road" to heaven, and 'all 'Christians fol- against theft and murder, but I should despise the
·oiprocal.
.. · ·_ ,., ' :.:•·.:
_ · . . low in that track I
Freethinker who did not take his position by·their
J 'I utter what I know wheii I affirm that· the best · _'flie Tra~ 'oj .,4.braham.~4.nd when .the sun was gone side and lend them the strength of his hands and of
Christians that can be found in the popish church, down (tar~da.i-ma.b), deep sleep fell upon Abraham ; and lo, a his mind to effect the protection of these crimes.
or in Chri.'stendom}:when e~t~anced, will de~eive and horror of great darkn'essfell upon him (Gen. xv, 12).
Here and there we may find a Liberal, as we m11y
' falsify for the purpose- of gratifying tl!~it i>riests or
O.bs.erve, it was riot tiii Abraham was entranced, find thousands of Christians, BO befuddled with alco,,; ·those: they think the' n;tdstof'in'; t~~i{ l10rrm'll. state. th~t ne· could hear what his idea of God said unto hol as to be blind, mad, and bigoted an this subject.
1 could giv'the nil.Iile of one''who I believe to hav him! And but f~r ..this· dreamy, insane state of How preposterous it is to assume that there is a right
·_been _as honest .and truthful as ai:iy Christian ·woman trance, thl;lre never could hav been ,any hmpanity but to do wrong, for that is clearly wrong which crowds
·• 'ever wa~, 8 young', la~.y' who$ ,J reO<;l_vered from a .Adam. ·And· li:tJ.he he got his wife frorii his entrance- our poorhouse11 with paupers, our jails with crimi•
.. stat~ of insanity !ln~ eP.U'epsy... She was: indl:)ed the .ment; and the race has increased, we are indebtAd to nals, our asylums with the idiotic and the inRane I
best ~~se of "9lauvoy~:nee ' j I ev~r ,knew (all the best this same state of trance for all "inspired" writing~
In the places of all these degraded people Liberal.. ?lairvoyaiits are _in c~ses of)nsanifiY)· ,and yet, ~o and our ideas of persqnality in gods. Hence this ism desires to put earnest, intelligent, happy men,
,luor_e11se ,my_ :est1mat10u of h~r ,clauyoyanee; thu! tran~e.is pronounced by Dr. Adam Clark the "high- women, and children. That part of the community
l~dy, when e.~tranc~d, took; .art1oles from me that she es.t degr~e of inspiration," and it is the Christian's who make up the churches are not altogether blind
h,1d, and the~.told me that .some other persons had ." r(>yal road" to he~venl: •. .
..
to the thingR we are striving to bring about. When
stolen them .•. But wl:len she made these averments
· ' .'
they cease their insane raving a.bout Jesus Christ
.·to' me .. ~hat t):J;ese articles had .been.-:stolen; I h~d. ·The Tra~ of B~.-Ba.1aam, the so~ of Beor, lifted up and him craoified, to cry for the prohibition of the
.never. m1"ssed ei"ther. of them• and·- sh add d· h · · his ey_es and the· Pprri~ of God came upon him. A.nd he to?k d th d 1"
·
b d1" g rum traffic they are
·''.. · · ·. , · "
'. ·
· ' _ . e . e ' w .e~ up hiR parable a.nd·sa1d: Balaam;·-the son of Beor, hath sa.1d, ea · ea mg, crime- ree n '
•
..
,ent,rl,'pced:
,~,wlll.watch
for~he
th1eves
and
recove~
and
the
man
whoseeyfl!!
·are
open,
~a.th
said.
H~
~ath
said,
acting
like
sensible
people
and merit our applause
1
.them fo-,: yo~~· ·,So one mormng I. :was called to at- .which. heard the words..pf God, which saw the vlSwn of the and our.oo-operation.
, .;~ep.4, hEjr.; ,,B.he .was ,wild, and her clothes ·were torn. Alinighty,falling hiro, a trance,. but having his eyes open (Num.
When the Christians say unto us, "You go forth
,.,~he ·s~id 11he ha.d.chased the thieves in the streets :xxiv, 12).
' , · .· .
.
with your irresistible sledges to break down the
, ,and had a tussle with t~em, and thus her garm~n~s
The read~
notice the tautology is the same mighty structures religion has built, to tear. asunder
, .· ha.d become torn. • In v1ew of these facts, I ask 1f 1t here as in Paul's account. of his own case. Shaks- the strong bonds with whioh it has fettered human
. · can-.b_eiiupposed· scarcely J>'Qssible>fQr Christian~ to. pere has the oas.e of one whose "eyes were open minds, 'bring £11 in oaptivity unto Christ,' in the

'

1,

1

· '

will

';>!:···
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hav the Religio-Bundy, Roberts-Matter, and hav read ing you at some future time, although it d~eer riot
the Ban'[l-er of Light and Seymour Times. I am a look very favorable just now, as I inte.nd to. start
Spiritualist in rellR"ion, an Independent in politics. with my family on the Uth of next month for Banta
I hav read so much of cultured Liberalism and Barbara., Cal., to spend the winter, and perhaps ·may
Spiritualism that I almost detest the words. The conclude to locate there. I thought it would be best
great cry for culture and purity reminds me of the to pay up my debts before I left this part· of. the
French and German soldiers. "How does it come," country, and I knew you would be glad to hear from
says the Frenchman, "that you .Germans always me in the shape of a remittance, so here it 1&, an
fight for money, while we French fight for honor?" express money-order for $6.00, for which please send
"Vell," replies Hans, "I 'spose each von fights for me "The Occult World :• and "The Christian Rellgdot he most lacks." When Freethinkers hav noth- ion," by Ingersoll and Black, and the balance apply
ing to harp on but cultured Liberalism awl the high- on subscription to THE TRUTH BEE.um. You may lend
er phases of mediumship, they hav no business any the books here to Escanaba, and I will write when
longer in this naughty world of ours; they can be I· wish my address changed on the paper. Mrs;
spared with profit, since their mission will hav been Hiller joins me in sending regards to you, and we
filled. To my mind, we want more Liberals and not wish you to remember us to Mrs. Bennett and to
so many pretenders. I see that the temperance and Eugene and wife, whom we had the pleasur~' of
Sunday law wave has struck Ohio and has been some- ·meeting a year ago. Yours truly,
J. N. HILLER~
what broken. It is well. Let all Sunday laws share
WooDIIULL, Oot. 12, 1882.
the same fate!
W. J. CRAVENS.
MR. EDITOR: It h&s been some time since I hav
troubled you with the scratches of my peri, and. I
ITIIAOA, Mwu.,Oct.15, 1882,
MR. EDITOR: I am very poor, and a cripple at that, trust you will overlook this, my intrusion upon your
but I don't see how I can do without your paper. I attention. Think not I hav forgotten you, though I
get more knowledge by reading it than I could by regret you failed in your extensiv travels to find the
eating apples, butter, or honey, I am called the remains of Mother Lot or Nebucha.dnezzar's pasture
wlckedest man in this town by the Christians because field. But there is one consolation, It proves that
I take TIIE TRUTH SEEKER and try to get others to which doe:! not exist cannot be found; so you are
take it, and speak what I think without fear or favor. exonerated from censure or neglect,
I welcome you home to the bosom of your family
I ha.v been challenged to several debates by somA
Christian big heads. I hav always accepted, and had and your office, and congratulate you on your good
no trouble in putting them to flight. One big-headed fortune in returning in good health. But, oh, if the
minister and Sunday-school superintendent asked me river Jordan had swallowed you, are you able tO conto discuss the question of the infallibility of the jecture the rPsult? ·
I hav read the "Plotorla.l History of the World,"
Bible. He argued that it was the infallible word of
God. We met in a school-house, and it was the first written by James S. McCabe, who says the land of
, discussion of the kind ever held in our town. There Palestine or CJ.naan is about the size of New ~er11ev
was a large audience. It was my first effort, but I one hundred and eighty miles long and forty-five
made
it hot for him. He was so put to it for argu- miles wide, covering about eight thousand square
NETTLETON, Mo., Oct. 13, 1882.
ment
that
he resorted to slang and rage; be tore miles, and a great portion is covered with mountains
MR. EDITOR: In renewing my subscription to TIIB
around
like
a madman; told the people that I was and rook. The river Jordan, he says, is not navigaTRUTH SEEKER I cannot help congratulating you on
an
old
Infidel,
full of hell, and ought not to be al- ble, but fordable most of the time; no bridges unyour return to your friends and family. I hav read
lowed
to
speak
in public, I laughed at his rage. He til after the Roman conquest. There could hav
your notes of tr~;~.vel with interest and profit to myqQit
the
school-house
and never came near it again. been but little energy or enterprise in the Jews as
self and family. Inclosed find $8, which ple&se use
Surely the righteous are as bold as a. lion. I hope a people. He speaks of some nine different nations
as directed.
W. H. SLOANE.
and expeoll to send you several new subscribers by (Bible account), and names them, when Joshua 'enthe first of January. I followed you all around the tered Palestine with an army of 601,730 fighting men
NEw HoLSTEIN, Wrs., Oct. 15, 1882.
and numerous cattle. It would be fair to say that
1\tiR. EDITOR: The readil.lg of your valuable paper globe with intense anxiety for your welfare and there were the same number of gentilea, making in
is one of the necessities of my lire. Sorry I should was rejoiced at your safe return. You hav d~ne a. all 1,203,4:60 ~oldiers. Estimating one soldier out of
be if. I should miss a number of the same, though great work in a short time. That you may lfv five in a. family, there were 6,017,300 inhabitants in
my tJme is pretty much taken up to attend to my many years and do much good is the desire of your all, making 7,521 to each square mile and theirc catIsAAC GABRIO:N.
business, the card of which you see above, and of friend,
tle. It any one should think this unreasonable, let
which ·firm I am a member. So please find inclosed
them also think all - things are possible with God
PERRI:NSVILLE, Mmu., Oct. 12, 188~.
$3 in payment of another year's subscription.
MR. EDITOR: Please forgiv me. Vnavoidable cir- and if he ls not satisfied with this explanation w;
Yours very truly,
Gu~&TA.V SLO:BERG.
cumstances hav kept me from the good rule of re- will appeal to the Bible record, which warrants us
mitting in advance for your highly esteemed TRUTH there were at least one hundred times as many gen.
.
MILLEDGEVILLE, ILL., Oct. 10, 282.
MR. EDITOR: Your financial "poke"· of September SEEKER another year. For this you will find inclosed tiles as there were Jews. It makes one Jew equal to
20th strikes me square. The argument therein con- $5. I fully indorse the highly merited congratula- one hundred of these enemies in battle. This is
tained is correct, and I hereby admit the force of tions sent to you from all classes of our best peo- plain to be seen by the number killed on each ·side
the same by sending you three inches, or three ple in the world. I do not like to weary your patience so we think if the Bible account is true of the man;
links, or three yards, or three dollars' worth of the yet I would like to say a few wends about Mr. White: battles and the number killed on the part ot their
"root of all evil." The above amount of "root" head's God of the Bible, and show that no true re- enemies, our estimate of the number of inhabitants
ligion can be built upon the Christian's God-foundl!.- is correct. And failing, as they did, to kill off all the
squares us financially for 1882.
tion, for it seems to me that in the making of his Canaanites at the rate of at least one'hundred to .one
Fraternally yours,
J. P. HUNTER.
children God has made a great mistake. In the first of the Jews, we are warranted to say there were
place he forgot to put knowledge into the heads 300,866,000 gentiles besides the Israelites. Now, Bro.
GRATON, DAK. TER., Oct. 16, 1882·.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $6-$3 to renew of· Adam and Eve, instead of a tree, and for that Bennett, as you bav seen the country, do you think
the subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $3 for reason became grandfather to a. murderer. That he the description given of the land of Canaan by Mr.
Frank Douglass. I, for one, hav stopped lending did not want Ca.in to be hurt or killed must hav McCabe is cerrect as to size and otherwise ? And
THE TRUTH SEEKER to those who call themselvs Lib- been for the reason that Cain was of such close con- providing every acre tillable was well cultivated ho~
erals and, in place of supporting papers of this kind, nection to him-his only grandchild. How, I should many inhabitants would it support ? Also, the probstand on the street corners and try to preach their like to know, could a. perfect God get himself into ability of a,nation of people living ih the mountains
belief to others, when if that time was spent in work such a condition ? Does it look reaaonable to com- defending themselvs in irbn chariots in defiance of
mand some of his own posterity to stone all those an army of 600,000 under such a command,er as Gen.
it would pay for four papers.
JAMES H. GILES.
who spoke of greater gods than himself? It must Grant.
Inclosed find $3 for another year's subscription to
ha.v.looked so to him since he wanted to be the bigROBERT S. SHOEMAKER.
THE TRUTH BEEKER, May it liv and do good is the
gest
one.Was
it
a
big
thing
to
wrestle
with
Jacob
[FRIEND BENNETT: I just received this letter from
never save the lone mother and child from th~ wish of an old suJ:>scriber, though his time "in this
?m· friend Shoemaker, that I think is worthy a place yet
life is almost out. Whether he will be able to renew
m THE TRUTH BEEKER. Consumption has not the kiJ.ife of a high way robber, or the crew of a sinking his life is a question with some.
ship
of
any
number
of
persons
praying
to
be
saved?
power to dampen his ardor for the cause of FreeI am corresponding with a father in the Catholic
What if he counts the hairs of the head and nothought.
H. L. GREEN.]
tices the sparrow's fall from the roof to~ late to church who has promised to answer any question I
RusH, PA., Oct. 20, 1882. save him? If God was so great as to drown nearly see proper to ask, but I cannot persuade hilll to.·hav
DEAR FRIEND: Yours received last night with the all of his family so as to save the rest tha.t came by our correspondence published. He has answered
three certificates all right. I saw in last week's another god, he must indeed not only be a great questions.
Respectfully yours,
Isuo PADBN.
TRUTH SEEKER my scolding letter to you. "I did not but an inexplicable something, which alone makes-a
sup?ose my scoldings were worthy of publication." foundation to support any religion.
XENIA, 0., Aug. ~o. 1882.
I Wish I were able to do more for the Liberal cause.
MR. EDITOR: I feel inspired to plac" before your
Thanking you for your patience, I remain,
I had a very severe hemorrhage of the lungs again
readers a true version of the Bible god and the Bible
Yours truly,
W111. C. HERR.
last night, :Which makes me feel rather poorly todevil, as given in the first three chapters of Genesis
day,_ but still I am overseeing my business to-day.
and see which has been the best friend to the huma~
.
EscANABA, MrcH., Oct. 17, 1882.
Dunng my spare time I am reading Bennett's "A
race. In bringing the two before the thoughts of the
M:a. EDITOR: Allow me, even at this late hour to people I shall admit that they both existed at that
Truth Seeker Around the World," as it is a splendid
congratulate
you
on
your
safe
return
home
from
y'our
'York, but I don't think quite equal to his "Gods
time, and both said and did just as the Bible says
and Religions of Ancient and Modern Times " I trip around the world. I had manv doubts when and it they dQ not pan out to suit our Christia~
think that is the grandest work I ever read. · And !ou startAd that you would complete the journey; but friends they cannot blame us.
how Bennett was ever able to write it during his It seems God, in his wise providence, allowed you to
On the first' day God created the heavens and the
confinement at Albany is a mystery to me. I stood do so, and I am glad that he, she, or it did so, as I earth, but the Bible fails to tell us what he created
beside Bennett when he and Bell and Miss Tilton ha.v been very much interested in reading your let- it out of, as create means to make something out or
w_ere ar:ested at Watkins, and I cannot get over the ters, and even my little son, Roy, who is only nine nothing. The Bible fails to tell us where that nothdisappomtment of not being able to meet them there years old, got so interested in your travels that I ing came from. On the same day he produced iight
again this year. With bebt wishes to you and Mrs h~<1 to read them aloud to him, and he would sit out of water. "And the spirit of God moved upon the
Green, and hoping to be able to send you more or: w1th his geography and t'oint out the places and face of the waters, and said, Let there be light, and
follow you in your journeyings on the map; and I there was light." On the same day, alter he saw that
ders for your book, I am, Truly yours,
hav myself learned more about the geography of the the light was a good thing to hav, he divided the
RoBERT s. SHOE:MA.KElt.
Eastern continent than I ever knew, and I thought light from the darkness, and called the light day and
PRINCETON, MINN., Oct. 16 1882.
I was pretty well posted. Had not my business the darkness night. In this age and day there is no
MR. EDITOR: Find im•l('iijd $3 to renew for THE prevented I would hav met you on your return at such division made; light and darkness are produced
TRUTH SEEKER, as I cat: 1. G.o without it. It is the Chicago or Milwaukee, but I could not do so at that by the earth turning upon its axis once·tn twentyonly really Liberal papeL tl.Lt1.t I hav ever taken, I time. But I trust I shall hav the pleasure of meet- four hours. I suppose a.t that time God had not set

day of your success, what will you put in the place
of them?"
Let us answer as becomes Liberals, "Let us replace
them with liberty, with morality, with temperance,
with intelligence, with happy families and homes
where never the wolf of despair nor the demon of
driveling, drunken idiocy can enter."
Would not such an answer be better than the one
some misguided people are endeavoring to put into
our mouths about to this effect, "We are going to
put in the place of your religion drunkenness under
the name of moderation (that is a pleasant word for
drunkenness; more seducti.v, and consequently more
destructiv to the young), and in the place of your
churches we sre going to put beer gardens, runi:
ehops, breweries, and distilleries."
No, no! my, friends, let us stop this folly. The
Christians themselvs hav almost drowned the world
in alcohol. To-day they are slaying the negroes of
the South with rum, as our sweet-tempered Puritan
ancestors slew the North American Indians with
New England rum. Should the Christians tire of
this work, as it is to be hoped they will, are the Liberals to take it up and work at it seven days per
week instead of following the Puritanical moderation rule of "Six days shalt thou labor and do all thy
rum drinking, but on the seventh in so~)riety shalt
thou make a still greater ass of thyself?"
We cannot be too much in earnest. The first
great practical work for us to do-either as citizens of
a republic, or as moral, intellectual Liberals-is to
crush the rum traffic.
LmERTA.
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your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, would come, and the end of the world. His reply
knowing good and evil." This talk of the devil was was that the kingdom of God cometl!_ not with obthe truth, and what God said to her was false. As servation. Behold, the kingdom of God· is within
soon as they partook of the fruit of the tree of knowl- :you, showing it to be a-sentiment, and not a terriedge their eyes were opened, and they made a dis- tory.
covery, and that was that they were naked; and they He said, "I come not to destroy the law, but to
lived over six hundred years afterwards, and if the fulfil it;" he came to perfect the animal, and to inChristian religion is true they are still alive, either troduce the mental. As is recorded, God· finished
his work, and rested the seventh day; and on the
in hell ·or heaven.
Now, I think, according to these three chapters, eighth day God saw there was no man to. till the
the devil was the best spirit of the two, for had it ground, as he bad not caused it to rain on the
not been for him we would all hav been as ignorant earth, therefore there was no mental moisture; and
as mules, arid there is nothing that we could put our the Lord God (male and female) formed man out of
eyes upon (that does not grow out of the ground) the dust of the ground. The animal be had already
that would havbeen in existence had it not been for formed was the dust from which be formed him (or
John the Baptist), and breathed into his nostrils the
the devil.
I will close this article by quoting the twenty-first breath of life (the mental capacity or preparation);
verse of the third chapter and asking a few questions. and Jesus, the tiller of the ground, did his best to
"Unto Adam and his wile did God make coats of develop the mental organ, but only succeeded in
skin and clothed them." Where did he get· the gaining a few fishermen as his followers, who, afte:r
shears to cut out the clothes with? Where the needle all, did not understand the mental principle he
and thread to sew them together? and what kind of came to teach, which was hard for the animal man
skins were the .suite made out. of? Remember that to understand, though he might be a teacher in
I contend that the text means just what it says, or Israel.
He spoke of going to his father, when Philip said,
it has no meaning, as God never inspired a man to
write one thing and at the same time mean some- "Shew us the father and it sufliceth us." And he
thing elae;
J. D. SEELEY. said, "Philip, hast thou been so long with me and
hast thou not known me; if thou hast seen me thou
hast seen the father; I and my father are one."
IMMORTALITY-WHAT IS IT?
Showing that he tJesus) was the outgrowth of the
first Adam, or animal humanity, who was the father
ITHA.OA., N.Y., July 28, 1882.
MB. EDITOO: Thankful for former favors, but would and he the representativ son; and thus the progrescrave space in THE TRUTH SEEKER to answer the above siv work of nature is carried forward by establish'()il the 'fl;tth day he made the animals, birds, fish, question, which has been asked, but no special an-_ ing the moral or mental organs, which is a step
shakes;' insects, and creeping things, and after he saw ewer given. The principle'· is 80 far away from the toward putting on U:amortality. Thus Jesus sacrithem lie pronounced it a good job. Now, he worked views of many that to do the subject justice by the ficed his .life to establish his kingdom, but only laid
very hard the first five days, and still he had not manner of evidence I introduce that it may require the foundation of it; but while agitating and commade a man. So he took a partner on the sixth day more space than could reasonably be allotted me. bating his enimies his disciples found fault, and
and says to his partner, Let us make man in our The principle being an important one, and the time asked why he did not speak plain to the people and
hiuige, after our likeness, and let them hav dominion come to understand and apply it. And in order to not in parables. And Jesus said, "Because it is
over all. So they made (what?) both man and wo- establish evidence of this important principle, I will given to you to know the mysteries of the kingdom,
man, male and .female created he them, both the begin by saying every principle has a positiv and a but it is not given to them." I think he did not
same day, and had a long lalk with them, and told
them to be fruitful and multiply, and subdue the negativ position. The positiv is, of necessity, the fully establish it with his disciples, from what folearth and control the animal creation, and told them material foundation, and the negativ is in contradis- lowed, for they soon after forsook him in the fatal
they might eat anything that grew out of the earth. tinction the mental or moral. Nature, the eternal hour of his trial. He suffered alone upon the cross,He,. in this chapter, made no reserve of anything, but male and female progressiv cause, is a producing and was. heard to say, "My God, why has thou foriii the second chapter we find that he changed his power, whose laws cannot be defined only from what saken me?" showing that he had given up the hope
·
mind. Before entering the second chapter I will s1b it produces. I judge from what my natural and of establishing his pet sentiment.
that the man who wrote the first chapter told a false- mental eyes behold, that if nature has any design it Now, the resurrection of the personal Jesus on the
hqod in regard to God, or the man who wrote the is the perfection of man and his surroundings. I third day ls not true, in the sense of the letter
will go to nature's history' as she em braces all that (which killeth); but in the mental idea, the people
second chapter told a falsehood.. •
actually takes place in her "Ph ere of action, and of of this age are rising from the corruptible death to
The great trouble with our ministers consists in course the Old and New Testaments are included, the literal resurrection of the dead Jesus. Thus
their striving to make the Bible mean different than whether the record is good or evil, or mistakes and came the end of the personal Jesus. He sa.id, "I
what it reads, and at the same time they will tell us myths; yet I view it. as the animal Adam, our repre- am the way, the truth, r..nd tbe life, which principle
that any one that adds to or takes therefrom is in sentativ humanity, as at first it had no moral was placed in a new sepulcher wherein men never
di:mger of hell-fire.
capacity, yet prog-ressiv, while the elements of his look;" signifying that the way, truth, and life has
The first verse of the second chapter tells us that animal nature were being developed, signified in the been confined in the new sepucher of orthodoxy, and
"thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and history of him by the production of fishes, fowls, the stone of sectarianism is rolled upon it. But
all the host of them." Now mark, there was more cattle, beasts, and all manner of creeping things, just now the Freethought of LibAral truth and life
tba.n one heaven, as the text says"heavens. Then could it be expected a more perfect history from has arisen, and is appearing to many like a spirit,
God took a rest of one day from all his works, The poor, weak, animal man, having little or no mental Yet, as we handle him through THil. TRuTH SEEKER,
fifth verse tells us that every plant of the field be- capacity, while his animal organs must first be de- we see he hath flesh and bones and the prints of
fora. it .rrew on this earth was as made by this God. veloped, such as marvelousness, secretivness, ac- the nails that fastened his hands and feet to the
Now any schoolboy or -girl knows that was not true. quisitivness, ·combativness, destructivness, and philo· cross· of the animal kingdom; but he is about to
The same· verse tells us the reason that nothing had progenitivness, while none of the intellectual organs ascend, as he sticks no stakes, and will not bind
grown upon the earth was because there had never were being developed, while on the sixth day (so liimself to Materialistic or special ideas. And this
b~n any· rain as yet, and it was the eighth day. called) these animal elements were compacted; and is the corruptible that must put on incorruption
The sixth verse tells ue, " But there went up a mist then camA forth nature's man, and he was pro- while siting at the right hand of the father (animal)
from the earth and watered the whole face of the nounced good. Here, then, stands forth the positiv, and pleading for forgivness. But he (THE TRUTH
earth." ··This does not correspond with the first chap- the corruptible, yet not fully developed, but repre· SEEKER) cometh the second time, not in personal inter, where it tells us that the whole earth was oov- sented by John the Baptist, of whom Jesus said that dividuality, but without a sin-offering, as a sufferer
erect with water the first day of the creation. The no greater prophet bad arisen. And here was the on the cross, unto salvation, but now delivering up
second chapter tells us that the Lord God formed positiv evidence of progressiv nature, for John had his pet sectarian kingdom to the father (invincible
man out of the dust of the earsh and planted out a conceived the idea of a change in the progressiv; nature), and thus the last enemy, which is sectariangarden and put him in it. The first chapter does not yet he went forth baptizing with water unto repent- ism, is destroyed.
. warrant any such con.elusion, as he made him on the ance, and the people had somehow got an impres- As you will observe, sectarianism is dea.th, because
sixth day, and that was after that. God or the Lord sion that an inspired leader was soon to .come, and it divides. Liberalism is life, because it unites. SecGod put all kinds of fruit-trees in this garden, and supposed it might be John the Baptist, but he con- tarianism engenders strife; Liberalism engenders
in the center he placed the tree of knowledge, and fessfld that he only baptized with water unto repent- charity. S~rife is mortal; charity is immortal. Chartold him he might eat of the fruit of every tree in ance, as the kingdom of heaven was at hand. And ity hides a multitude of mistakes and my~hs. ~t ~s
the garden except the tree of knowledge. In the first that there was one among you of whose shoe-latch the one eternal; it is the organ 0f companson; It Is
chapter he made no reserve, but everything th'at he was unworthy to unloose, and that he should the intellectual capacity, from which emanates reagrew out of the ground was to be food for him, This baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with fire. son; it is the beautiful bridge, the lamb, wife, the
God did not intend the man to know any more than The kingdom of heaven seemed to giv them a new negativ; united with the position, it is the New
a mule, or he would never hav forbad him eating of idea, that it was a condition of peace and pleasure. Jerusalem, the city of the living God; it is the
the tree o'f knowledge. At thiR time the man did not But in the progress of time Jesus stood forth and Melchisedec of the age; it is a continual priesthood,
know that he was naked. Up to this time God had :p'l'oclaimed himself to be the son of man, and also without beginning of life or end of days; it never
not made a woman. The first chapter says he made the eon of God, and, as it is said of him, he was faileth; it proceeds from the only ?ne living and
them both the same day and at the same time, The made of a woman, which has several significations, true ~od-progressiv nature, immortality.
Lord Gbd caused all the animals to pass before the but in this place it has a mental signification, a vir- First then (as in the above), the ohjectiv, the animal
man, and then he made the discovery that none of gin of the law, a progressiv condition above animal, man Adam of the earth, earthy. SE>condly, the moral
them would be a mate to the man. So he put him he was made under the law, that he might hav man' the Lord from heaven, the subjectiy; e.n1l
into a deep sleep and cut out one of his ribs, sewed knowledge to redeem them that are under the law. thirdly, the union of the two, the objectiv an:d the
up·~he wound, and out of that bone he made the first Thus he came in possession of advance progression, subjectiv by unerring charity-love. Thus thiS corwoman; The tlrst chapter says this was a lie, and so in mental capacity, And Jesus said, I came not to ruptible (the first Adam) must put on incorrupti_on,
does·eve:ry intelligent man and woman on earth, We send peace on the earth, but a sword, and he began and this mortal tthe secon.d Adam) mnst put on u:~
see. by the second chapter that it was the intention of to ·preach the kingdom of heaven, and as they were mortality, which is the m~uon of the t;vo-the posr·
tiv (male), and the negat1v (the female); the whole
God to keep these people in ignorance to such an ex- expecting a righteous king to reign over them, they experimental.
ZENAS KENT.
tent. that they were not to know that they were naked. thought to crown him, but he told them his kingNow, wouldn't the human race hav been in a pretty fix dom was not ofthis world (not a temporal kingdom), Mr. Charles Watts's Lecture Tour in America.
if this God had ha.d his own way, and had it not been and then he stood forth to explain it by saying the
Mr. Watts has just left for the South. He intends
for the devil we should be as ignorant as the'brutes, kingdom of heaven is likened unto a husbandman visiting New Orleans, Galveston, Hom~ton, Dallas,
.as we· will prove by the third chapter,
who sowed good seed in his field, and an enemy Sherman (Texas), St. Louis, Mo., and Indianapolis,
The third chapter tells us that the serpent was more came while men slept and .sowed tares, and while and will be glad to hear from friends. in th~ above
.subtle than any beast of the field that God bad made. they thought to extract the tares from the wheat he places as to lecturing. Mr. Watts Will be m New
If this serpent was the devil, this God made him, said to let them grow togetherunt.il the harvest, and Orleans Nov. 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th. In Texas from
and, knowing all things, as the clergy claim, knew then divide and gat.her the tares and burn them,
just· what influence he would hav over the woman. showing that the kingdom "as not a condition of Nov. 13th to 23tl. In St. Louis Nov. 27th, 28th.~ 2\:)t~,
An¢ he said unto the woman, "Ye shall not surely peace, but of agitation, and enemies; and his disci- and 30th. In Indianapolis Dec. 8th. Cincmnati1
r;Ue~ tor Gocl clot~ know that iD the day ye eat thereof ples being in dQubt asked him wh~n hie kingdom Okio, Dec. 12th, 13th, 14.th1 and 15th.

it 'to ·whirling at the rate of seventeen miles a second
arid way··out about a thousand miles an hour in the
otl;l~r .way,,and had not giv:en it an oscillating motion
once in six months.
Oh; th'e sei!tind day God. made the firmament in the
midst of the waters, and let it divide the waters from
the.<watets, and he called the firmament heaven, So
we see. tliat he~ven is part of the waters that were
at-. ci:rie- thne on this earth. On the same day he gathered ·the waters of the earth to one place and called
the waters seas, and the dry land. he called earth.
On .the third day he made the earth bring fortli
grass and the herb yielding seed, and the fruit-tree
yielding fruit after its kind, and he saw it was good.
Btit''hi:nv he made.all these things grow without the
sun is a. m.ystery to me; since my- ear lest recollections I hav been certain that grass and fruit-trees
could not grow and bear seed without the sun. But
tij,ey:te.ll us that God can do anything; it may be he
ca.n, but I doubt his ever doing what the Bible says
bG did_ on the third day.
··on the fourth day he made the sun, moon, and
stars: _ That was. the greatest day's work he ever
did~
there 'are ,'.but three stars in the universe
that we know or smaller than this earth; the rest of
them are from thirteen to five thousand times larger.
On the same day he made the sun on purpose to gtv
light by day and .the moon to giv light by night;
noW, What became Of the light that made day and
night, the .first three days, or what became of the
lig,P.1i be made' out of the waters on the first day of
his work? .

as
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Marcion's Soliloquy.
BY ALHAZA.
He Indorsed 110 gospel bnt Luke, and altered It as he
pleased.-Dean Milman. .
We must hav something new; the world is old,
And ripened fruit should drop upon our path.
Stale thoughts, incongruous, suit not tbinking
men.
How sickening is the mass of legendary lore
Poured on our ears by tricksters everywhere 1
The ears of generations hav been stunned,
And no sane person should record the same.
But lies will sell-the masses love the cheat;
They love wild dreams and sentlment!ll hopes;
They bound to bliss from agonies below,
Or tl.y to heaven on faith's voluptuous wings.
I will be bold and honest; I wlll throw -.
A torrent of rl)proach on Jab's great name,
Who tl.ung his thnnderbolts on harmless menWho gloried in_ the l!ght of burning towns
And cries of murdered dames and helpless babes,
And maids dishonored by a beastly crew.
I will be 11 god myself. No gory spot
Shall st&.in the page that my disciples read;
An idol men w!.U hav-an eon pureA lowly Ohrlst; a suffering spirit form
I will porlxay to meet their longing g11ze.
For centuries these tales hav been in vogueA Christ or Jesus the familiar name;
He mirat'les and wonders must perform,
Or pl'ie•ts would starve within each holy shrine.
From Persia's fountain agee yet sh!lll drawGreat Zoroaster's name will never die;
He stains not God with evil. Satan's breath
Awoke tbe world of form, but rain !lB.d ·ctew.
Can rouse no life until the light appear
And. soul develops in each bud and leaf.
A heretic I ani, who bas the right.
Yes, I will sweep a host of lies away
Till foollsh gospels and epistles tl.y;
1"11 choose out Luke, some decent thoughts
I tllere hav found, and very soon can change
The erring text and make it new and pure,
W1tb a few words from ·Paul-a teacher rough.·
First, I will teach that soul -from soul has sprung;
Then bind a chain on all that can corrupt,
And men will ~oon be perfect. Earthliness
Is n.ot akin to heaven; press It down ·
And fasten wings to every impulse pure.
Thus tbought great Marcion, but Abaddon came,
And Mammon and a host of deadly :thinde,
And 1ol the church was soon a eerpent's den.
But men disdain our oriental thoughts·
·
AnrJ feed on husks and unsul:>stantial food.
The great negation of nil forme, we know
The inflnit God could not a body take
And lead a gross. impnre, and 1le!bly l!fe.
How could a human brain sustain God's m·lnd?
Allinflult conceptions epring from .him,
And In that sea he is forever lost.
Of god~> who never act we only dream,
Then let us think of a great Demiurga
Who eco:rned perfection to create "' world,
Whose pinnacle of power cast so deep a shade
That in the darkness mankind deeply eiuned.
This shade w;o.e S!l.tan's dark Titanic form,
And earthliness grew rank without a light.
Slowly it organized till great retl.ection came,
And it evolved 11 soul. But tear ita props away,
Can the poor shade liv on unless it deigna
To dwell a hermit in some bumble shape
Of beast or bird and haply rise agaln ?
!feel. I know, that great Heraclitus
Hath s6wn the'alr with wild, delusiv dreams
Of three great natures blended into one.
These woven raya of light, most radiant, beamed
On the N!cene Council's clamors dire,
But I decide that bishops should retire
And change each noisy actor once a day.

Not Fit to be Kissed.
BY ANNA LINDEN.

Publislud lrv Bequut of lClmina.

" What ails pap11.'s mouf?" said a sweet little girl,
Her bright laugh revealing her teeth white as
pearl;
"I love btm, and kiss .him, and sit on his knee,
But the kisses dori't smell good when he kisses

me.''
"But, mamma "-her eyes opened wide as she
spoke"Do you like kisses of 'bacco and smoke f
They might do for boys, but for ladies and girls
I don't think them nice," as she tossed her bright
· curls.
"Don't nobody's papas hav moufs nice and clean!
With kisses like yours. mamma, that's what
mean!
I want to ·kiss papa, I love him so well,
But kisees don't taste good that b.av such a smell I
"It's nasty to smoke, and eat 'bacco and spit,
And the kisses ain't good, and ain't sweet, not a
bit!"
'
And her blossom-like face wore a look of disgust,
As she gave out her verdict, so earnest and just.
Yes. yes, little darling-! your wisdom has seen
That kisses for daughters and Wives· ohould be
clean;
Caresses Io•e something of nectar and bliss,
"From·mouths that are stained and nntl.t fer a kiss,

The Dawn.
Air-" The Bridge." A Paraphrase.
WORDS' BY .T. W. WILLiaMS.

I stood by the church at nightfall,
As the stars began to appear,
And the moonbeams fell like silver,
Inspirina- me with fear;
For 'midst the ~pires and steeples,
. The demons seemed to play,
As if W!litlng for soule in the churchyard
To ari•e, then bear them away.
As lin2erlng, sighing among them,
Rose the freshcevening breeze,
It swept out into t)le moonlillht
The leaves of maple !xeesEach leal a epirttlledmlng,
:rorever wlltrle4 thrOUilh IIPI'.!MI;

While memory mfl.rked the changes
Since 1\rst 1 saw tliat place.
Ho.w often, Oh, ·how often,
In the dreamy days of yout-h, ·.
I had paused by that church:at-nightfall,
And wondered if, this was truth 1·
How often, Oh; how oft~n, · · _ ·__'·'" _ _
I bad wished that some storm-cloud 'low
would waft m<~ away on its pinions,
Far beyond the reach of woe 1
For my heart was sad and doubting', -And my soul was ill at ease,
·
And the faith the chnrcQ. asked of me, ,
. My reason could ne.ver.S!Jlze·:· .
But now the br!ght''<iawn of Fr!)ethought
Sheds abroad the light of-'ctt>.y,
And only the,. sorrow of 'others· ·
Casts a shadow on my way.
And I think bow mRDY. thousands
. Ot· priest-enc~lllber-e<~..men,
Delllded with fa,hles supernal, .
.
Hav passed that church sinaiithen l
FQrever a:nd forever;
.· ·
·
Humanity shall be free,'
·.· AEf Ion!!' as the mind 'has reason,
And Nature Shall decree I_
No Ionget' th!J'Old superstitions
With their -shadows _shall-appear,
As the symbol of life eternal
And its ,broken iml;ige _here!
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WaR gra··d· • chtvt.Iry
. .The l!frl~lar alidacttywtth·whlch he at,ack. authOr of the- Worl.d!s·S!xteen.c rue1fie d..6av1QP!,; ·•·
8'.
N OV. 51 18
uated from Watei:vilie College. Having_ the foundations or Christianity. shows the earnestness of ~f~~\i'. ~f. Bible~, and. Biography_ of -~atan .. I:a~er;_ ~5cts;-i
. his owp. convictions In regard ,to Its fabulous orlgln.-L
"'
read law and been admitted to the bar, Hutchucm.
• . .• .
. ,
.
. '
on tUnes ot I•brenology:•. By F. E. Asptnwalf...
t•
· tL · · 11· M ·
H'.
··~
Addre8s '-D.M,BENNETT,. , 1\I.D. MootacqoptallletoLiber(\,sofan~,hlng(1fthe~
.
OWe ,
ass.
IS Prtce,,,l.l!O.
21 Cllnton'Place,NewYork.' publ!Bhed.· Puper,5Ucts; clotb.-75ct;s. ·
· ·.
h 6 b egan prac ICe a
first political officewi:ls that of member
· ·. The uoiy<Bible Abridge•l• contatntng;.th&
1
1
of the MassachtJsetts.. Hous~ of Repre"
THE FIRST EI'ISTLE
:~~'iJJ~fc~".;\~~"~Jift..~~X: -),:;'po~;.c~~".;'ts~~g~~g~ ~&~easlnl;
sentativs, to which _h·e was _elected in
.
, .. OF-,_ ;•
l!ll•Iwrstition;: :.The Religion :or Believe' or. bit\
· d 1 ·, t t
'h C
i·
Damnecl, an Open Letter to the St. John~s School Board.
1853. H e was a eega e o t e
onst ~
A
·
-ByM·:nabcoek:··2silents!·' ·
·· -·
• · · 1 ' · :·
tutional Convention of Massachusetts
--~POS
·-"\Vby.Doti•itro'd IUII'tl:l.e -DevU'l A',Serlea:
in the same year. In 1859 he ,took hil') ;
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.; :_. , ,
,
~J~,t%~~edi~~t'~~ u:e ~t. f 0l!,~s Schopl Boa~. ,llJ::
seat as. state senator. ·He served as del~
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Th(l:.:Glto&t o-r st: ilobilll!l: By·M; Blillcock. 25
egate in the Democratic Conventions of.
r a_.· : cents.
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a;;· · "Procee<H;lgS
ami 400
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theSpeeches
-#-at-.
·
·
· •, · ·
kins
Convention"
pages of excellent
1860.
At the outbreak of'the civil war he eh- :From ·the Borders: of the tAN:O' OF YAHWEH. al\d )!;ssaY.S, ;Prlceredq~~" to $1.()()- . . . ·. I· . . :; .
·
·
Betnli: ten· chapteriJ. Ot Eicellent':tdoral Maxims and Iil·
Truth "Seeke·r 'i'l"acts. l3mi.ild In volumes' or 525
tared the· Union_ army as. a. brigadier" strn:ctlons, aomewl)at.after the style of:Pat~l. ,< · •:• ·
pages cacli-Vols:Il II; III, IV; and -Vol· Each• volume con• ·
1
general, having already attaine_d ra,nk · · · .
: Price Ten Cents.
. ,, . . - - ~~~~~,~~~~~.fr"~;;;;;ct~~~~~i 1~;:~t~.-J:~1 ~{~;, 11 ;t~~~~ITe~~!~ ~
nd exper_i_ence. in the_. militia. He w.as ·.
D. M. BENNETT. 21 cnntonP!ace, :N. ~; C/tY.•' low_!Jrlce.- l'ape,, 60 C<H.)tts per volume; Cl9th.$l.OO,~lltthe
a
·-who e a!Jt are ta'keh:...:..pr1.-per, 50 ct~ i clOth·, 75 c_enfa each: ·
madeamaJ'or"generali_nMay,1B61,one·"-·THE.· y ·OU-.T·H··,s·-: ,,::,.··•·
· ·· '·- 1-ly:t)othe·sl!i
'
The·-··· Anm!ymons
of ....
·Crea• ·
month afterwar_d, and served· through-,
·
I
· ,. ., ,·
tio-u.: AHrief.H~vJewof tlleso-:eu;l!ed l<[o~a_lq·,Accon)\t.
lly_JamcsJ.Furnloo .. Uloth,50cts.
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out the war. He·was first located.at
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'l!'i~e':b-;s-;,n~~.;rneil.;.ion. Jti-om.theciei-inan
B1ltimore, then at For: tress Monroe •. In, FO·R· THE.IR MOR·A· L ·cnLT·u·,R·E. ·.A:--N.-:D: of L.'.~o'•ierb..ell: Aut.hd•· of ·d'i'e Essence of -Christianity,_
1862, in connection with the naval forces
u
;,t;
etc-:..}'rice,tul:Jot.l'??~duce\1 to.5Qcts. ·._. . . : :. ',.
·u_nder· Fat·,·agut,
n'e_. as-sisted in th.e cap·- ' . •RELIGIOUS
ENLLGHTENME-1-'IT..
.'Phll•Jti<JP''l'·Hnd
. ~he a~biilos•mhY
orofs,,.rtt,taU!f~•
and the..·
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·1't•eatment
.Medlomanla. By Frederl~ture of New Orleans, of which he was
ByPr9f~ H. M. K,ottihger,A,•.J,U. , ,ll,~b_ry,>",•,M-il •. :Ulo.tl,!,OOceut~... ; ,. :, : ,; -:·' .,
·wards gover·nor. Ht's com·'ma·nd· in·_. Tninsiated. i:rom.the rev"tsed.·'Gerin"Jn edltlon... Pric~;
~';!!:Ht~r;,~~f t,hc. -"ge .. C.ons~QUei!ce~ lnvol;ved ln.,
.cloth; $1. For-sale·by
: .. , :; D.-M.,nll:NNETT;" . - \nr"le.i·n t.!IOU!,''lit. '_A work· 'sliowlng much·_ study a_nd_P·ea_t, ..
aftel
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· writers.
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lina. The next year he made an un·SeJ>hCl" 'i'oldoth- .Jesl!-n_:;.Qr,,,the Bopk'IJf!'~he
successful attack on .Petersburg.
After
Gener,,t.lon.
Jesus. First transmtlon Into Engll!lho.ra. ·
Hehl'e\v oocumeilt!l,iv!Iig' the, lJrlglna1 from·.
·
reiMrkalilc of
failure to take Fort Fisher in the. same
. _: AND . ;,. :; . ·'.
Wlllf)' tlle,s_tory,ofJesus was m~-,e.JfP:,,2lJ c.e~.t,s- .... - ':i
year, he was relieved of his coril.mand.
,
Ei;;-ht 5~le~•t:ific Tracts., _20 cent~.... : . . .
·
,
··
· · ·
Th<J 'l!'•·"'t!d~ceker; In Bound "Volumes. :volume ..
He was r.eturned to C o:t:J,gress as a Be. . .. · . . .,
. ·-"J"' •
-...
, I~'$1.W:Y<il.·ll.06m:.\nths);III.;und.FV·.,$2.r>Oeacll.;V'~·'-publican in 1866, and're-elected to th@ Conversation In vel'I!e between'tlie tw"'ogr eat reformer& ,-v;~;'\L•."/'' 1 :1"11,, ~3-W 'ci,'~ll,. ~~·t!r~ :~~r· ~:r.~~pre8f!. :r.,1~ _._
·
· -, BY S.A:MUEI.i 'P. PUTNAM...
, :1\' q>· '£11_(-;'h•mt .~mttlie .x•.c.o1,Ie uP There':F.orty•flrst, Forty-second, and .Forty>Prlce,lOcentl. ;: '
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third Qop.gressis •. Bea.tep. aa
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~tt:E TRU'i'H SEEKER. bCTOBER 28"
VOLS. I. and II. NOW READY.

Price $2.00 each.
A TRUTH SEEKER

80 Court st. Brooklyn

,

THE

'~

WILSON
I!,
Around tha World.
FOUR VOLUMES FOR .6.50.

The Most Inst~uction Cor the Least
Money ot· any Book ot Travels
iet Written.
In 1880 the Freethlnk.ers of the world held an Interns.
tlonal Congress at Brussela, to which Mr.·Bennett was sent
as a delegate. He took the occasion to make the tour of
Europe, and his observation• were embodied In" A Truth
seeker In Europe " (price, $1.50). The letters were alao
published In THB TKUTR BEKKER, and the readers were so
well pleased with them that the proposition was made
that he make the journey around the world, and gly the
world the benellt of a Freethinker'• obeervatlono · The
proposition was accepted It the ones de~lrlng such awork
would advance live doll&rs each, the volumes to oe dedi.
eated to them, ·on· July 80,1881, Mr. Bennett began the
journey,.sendlngletters back to be publlahed. The work
w!llmake
FOUR VOLUMES OF NEARLY;900 PAGES EACH
The llrst volume describes Scotland, Ireland, ,England,
Including alao an account of the Freethinkers' Interns.
tiona! Congress at London, In 1881, Holland, tbe Nether.
ltmde~ Germany, Austria, Greece, Turkey. Smyrna,
Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprus, Bey rout, Baalbec to Damascus.
Volume II. embraces visits ·to Damascus, the Sea of Gal·
!lee, Bethsalda, Nazareth, the De•d Sea, the Jordan,
Jerusalem, and other p!Rces of Interest In Pal·stlne;
Egypt and Egyptian hlstory,and Egyptian towns, manners,
and customs thepyramldo, etc., to Bombay, India.
Volume III. descrlbes India, Ceylon. Penang, Binga.
pore~ Java, an China..
Volume IV. Japan, the passage across the Paclllo, and
.the totir over the American Continent.
There hav been many nooks of travel printed but none
like thiS. IT IS TilE ONLY ONE OP ITS KIND.
Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of seeing everything
going on, s.nd In his nook be has faithfully chronicled the
habits and customs or the dlflerant people of the many
places he visited. The every.day life of all nations Ia laid
before the reader by one who h~s visited them and be~
held them with his own eyes. We <eel sure this work I•
greatly superior to any account of a journey around the
world we 11ow bav. •
ALL Tim VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
Which adds greatly to the Interest of tho work, apd with
the close description wm present Old-World places In
very familiar light.
.
The volumes separately will be $2. Those sending ~6.50
now w111 get Vola. I. and II. by return man and the otners

., as soon as issued. which will be in a. few months, or
fUllt as soon as they can be got ready.
l'ol. I. or II. mailtd on receipt uf $2.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
21 Clinton Place, New York

TO TRIAL 8UB8CRIBERS

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
.OF

An address delivered
BY EDWARD BEARING
'Or the ~ew York Bar before ·the Society of Humanity
An 1llustratlon from history that intellectual and moral
:growth Ia measured by the decay of theology.
The president of the League says: '"Itshowshowin·
'ternu.tional Law became one of the corner-stones or the
~~~~do!e!itft:' I wish every Liberal ~?~. ;wE,r:;:-!:>t
._ Elmlna says: "It Is truly an excellent work, and I hav
... een much Interested In it. Hav gained many new Ideas
J10m 1., and thank thee for writing It, lt embodies a wide
lleld of gleanings, and presents Its theory In sucb,.a strong
and vlvtd ltght •hat 10 read Is to believe and appreciate,
We need just such books as this to keep us from being
eelllab and self-absorbed; I feel that I am better for bay.
log read lt. and I trust that through Its teachings many

$

.

· Treating upon the gods of the l!emltle nations, lnclndlll3
llllah, Jehovah,!l.atan. the Holy Ghost, the VIrgin Ma.<y,

·FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.
A. treatis on the Population Question;

Read the following testimonials :
9S CoNl!IELYBA 8T., BRooKLYN, E. D., N.Y., Sept. 2, lBSa.

MR. WM. WILSON, Dear Sir: Seven months a~o I

i~~~~~~:~~;ss~~e~~fyceu:r~.

0

bou~ht

'f~~ ~R=t ~~:to l~et~~~~~~~~~:.:f:Jt;,~~~·~~
dass GOO.. By D. ll. Bennatt. 118 ,.,.,..., - · ,.• .,.,..
r. ·vera 60 cenu~ r.loth.lt.

For oale at this office.

Price. 25 cents·.

i :~~~~n~o~~W'!:r;~~:~n~~ GA. RRISON IN REAVE N

for doctors, but the bleeding would still come on at Inter.
vals. which both weakened and alarmed me. Since wear-

~~~t~~~f!~~~~~~ ·~t~~~:~~~t::'fs :;~fJ''l,'!;n":ft I t~m~.~'I
can and feel It my duty to cheerfully recommend the Wll·
sonia to all persons suJ!erlng as I was.
Respectfully.yours,
MRS. A. BRYANT.
.:catarrh and l!Inacular Rbenmattsm.

A. DREAM.
BY WILLIAM DENTON.
PRICE 7BN CEN7B.
Bold by D. M. :Bennet, 21 Cltnton Pl., New Yoru .

· · ,··BROOKLYN, N.Y., Jari.10,1BS~.
MR. WM. WILSON, Dear Sir:' Being compelled to walk
lame from the effects Gf a broken eg, I wa~.s recommended to try your Magnetic Garments, and I am happy to say
that tney bav given me great benellt, being able to wall<
Lecture!! by Geor~r.e Cbalney.
as goon as ever; and also my so~. vrho was troubl.'~d with
ca~ri'h for years, has t. ~led these g~rments. and now he is
IN EXPLANATION OF THE BIBLE, FROM GENESIS
perfectly cured. Very truly, BERNARD MARKEY,
. .
a50·Degraw etreet,.cor ..Smith.
TO REVELATIONS.

TI-IE NEW VERSION.

.
.
BROOKLYN,N. Y .• Aug.9,1882
MR. WM. WILSoN, DBAR SIR: It Is now nearly a :rear that
I hav worn your appliances, and I am very sure tha.t when
the year e:x:pl"es all.dlseaoe will be driven !rom my body.
I suJJered from a compllcatton or diiease, viz., general
debility, oevere heart trouble, but worse than all, the
worst known form of blood-poising. At the end of every
two months I experienced a curious. ~nd powerful bre k·tnz up of the dtseas- and expulsion of Impurities. The
last attn.ck was the appes.ra.nce of numberless boils.
Foollsbly al.rmed, I connlted an eminent physician of

The New Version.
Nothing.
Utopia•.
The Descent of M•n.
The Wandering Jew.
Fair Play.
·
A Biblical Romauce.
Bricks Without Straw.
C~Jestlal Barbarism.
Divine Brigandage.

CoNTENTs:
Extraordinary Saints.
Prleetcralt.
The Heart of Yahweh.
1'he F•>llY o!Solomon.
SeH-Resoect.
Priest and Prophet.
The Hope or the World.
Iconoe.Jasm.
'fhe Man Jesus.
1'he New Religion.

KNOWLEDGE 18 POWER
READ.

The untold mloerles that result. from Indiscretion· lfn
early lffe may be aiievi~ted &nd cu1 ed. Those who•
donbt this ae"sertton should !hurchMe "nd reaa the new

~.i~W'i,:'t~~~o~~b1~~:~tPtle~ ;h:"::l!,~~;, :.~1.{~:~;

or, 8(>1f Preservation. It Is not <'nly a <'omplete,

0
~;~m~0~!ad ~~~~::;~~~~~eg~tht~ E!"i:cii:;r~t~:rg?~18 tn~f~~~eda~'it"u~ff",J;;"l~t:V.t~~ ~ft~r fi~f~g::'n'ilYv~l~~ed ~nedrv~~~t;~td t~1~~~!~~t lf>t!t:i~~~~o~~e!:'t~~~tege~Ii~•~Jtfri:
man, Erro:ra of -Youth, etc, but it co· to~ ins one hundredt
poison beC?:i.USe I concluded to trust entirery t() the wn- Pr1ce $i.CO. For sale at this o11lce.
a.nd twenty-ftve. prescrtptttlns for a~. cute a.nd chronic di•-·

soilta. And now I hav the benefit ot it, tor t!Teryth!ng is
healing up rapidly, and I am almost certain that It Is the
last symptom. Respectfully youro,
H. LANGE.
:
cor. Jay and Nassau sts.
I;'. S.-Oct. 15. Since writing my former testlwonlal, I
bay fully recovered and will be glad to answer any ln<l;ul·
rles.
.
H. LANGE.
Write for pamphlets, and note, WM. WILSON. the In·
ventor, can only be seen at 80 COURT ST., BROOKLYN.

I will not be responsible Cor goods pnr•
cliased elsewhere. Office bours, 9 A.:Lti. to
7 P.M. Consultatlont·ree.
Address all csmmunlcatlons to DAVID J. COTTER,
80bOURT STREET, BROOKLYN,

CHRISTIANITY
THB

Bennett-Mair Discnssione

eases, each one ot which Is .tnvalnable, so.
proved by the author, whol!e experience ter 21 years ~
such Rs probably never before :t't!ll to the lot of any phyA1c1an~ It contains SUO p»./el. bound In beautiful embossed.l
BY M. FARRINGTON.
covers, full gilt, embellished with the VHY finest oteel euA thorongh examination and refutation of the claims of gravlngf-1. guu.r:t.nt~--ed to lle a :tln~r work in every senfJe11
Sabbatartans who are trying to folst upon tae count.ry
their holy dJ'Y by uncon•tlmtlonallegal enactments. The ~~~ft:diiri~k~~~c~~~t~: f~~'ii:~J~g~ thteh~o~n/yo;ril~rb!~~~
1
~uthor shows by an appeal not only to the facts as they
~~~~a~J~heevi;It~~~tg~~\'ie ~~~~n~f lr!Ji~~~ t;'~c~~~~~
sample sent on r·~cdpt.ot six cente. Send now.
~~~~~.1rh~h.:rftt~~~· dl~f~~~~:;lt,~iJ:'r.."n~c;n~ th~': Illu8trated
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr.
1
g~t~:J'::r~f ~~~~:~5~;~t~~ ~o~ds"a)e :t ~gls~~~e holy than W. H. PARKER, No; 4 Bu!IIucll street, Boston, Mass.
The ~uthor may be consulted on all diseases requiring
sktll nod experience.
1ySS

THfl SABBATH.

o1t

THE PEOPLE'S READER.

CONSULT!

A sketch of man's physical, political mental, a
social development In past, present, and future,

By GEO. (). STIEBELING, M.D.
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office,

The Legend

of the Patriarch&

and Prophets.
By B. BARING-GOULD.

BliiTWElm

Prlce, ,1.50.

D.lD. BENNETT and G. Dl. MA.IR.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)
The runest Dtscusaton yet PnbHshed,
civtng the Dog10as and ()Jahns or
()hrlsttanity a thorough Ex•
aJDtnatlon pro and con. ·

u.oo.

Prlce,
Addrei!B

D.M.BENNETT
21 Clinton Place, New York.

THIS WORLD ..
.Geor&'e ()hatne,.-,

Florida, Ho!
LIBERA.LS VISITING PALATKA, FLA.,
CAN FIND A CONGENIAL COUNTRY HOME
TWO AND ONE-HALF MILES SOUTHWEST
OF THE CITY, HIGH, HEALTHY, Al<D AMONG
THE PINES.
Addrei!B
MARY A. VORE,
S9tt
P. 0. BOX 2l.

A. SURE

CUR~

FOR HEADACHE
AND CATARRH.

The Crimes of Prea~hers

Sexual Power, &e., rendering mnr.inge improper or unhappy, ara.
thoroughly n.nd perm.a.neuUy cured by na.

From May, 1876 to May, 1882.

tvhtcb ts the l.;oetor's lnt~at Bnd greatest medic.'ll discovery and'
which he hae so far hre.cribed for this baneful comdlnlnt In ail it.

THE
JI['J

Headache and Catarrh

BLISS~ w·akeifelil, Ma.Q;
·

0

11

EXTERNAL APPLICATION,

!!:;: 1\~l~h~rtrfb~~ ~h~:t'e~~re ~~ndi~~~~~hc:Jcb!:n i~n;bo {~~:~

0

asylums, many bOO Fn.lhng Sickne-s•, F.Its; others Upon the verna
of Consumption; while others, ngnln 1 had become fooliiiliandhardly
able to take onro of themselves.
'
SYPUILIS _p_oaltlve!~ cured and entirely eradicated from
the system; f..iONORRJIEAt GLEET, Stricture, Orr hi tis,
Hemin. (or Rupture), .Pil~a, and other private diseases quickly

cured.

lUidflle-Aged and Old Thien.

wrJ:et:oa~~~::r ::a~~ r.~Fo~o:, ~~l~tl!a~d!~!Tt:h:cc~~~~~~b;
a a!lght smnrting or burning sensl\tion, and a weakening of the
1

Price Twenty·five Cents.
D. M. BENNETT,21 Clinton Place, N, Y. elty.

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES
OF

The Pilgrims in the La.nd of Yahweh .
ALSO

Price, for a few months, l~J cents per box, or
two boxes t·or 2:i cents. POstage free.

0

~~:e, l!~~J~~ ~et~~!:, ~~F~~d!e~,hC~~~s1~:Co fid~!~~!s of

0

SECOND EDITION.

D. M. Bennett, Scribe.

SNUFF.

per d•J at home. 'sam~le worth ~.oo trea.
· Adlfren JAJIIEI!I ,A.;
4d4!:!1N li'!IIJ!Sill! II CQ., l"Qrtl!!.lld1 lll!.i!lt, \ l8t8'i

By Col. M. E. BILLINGS.

THE

"LITTL"" G"'""..,..
.. N DO"'TOR'S''
n..._.u.a.t-..
""'

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DISEASES.
Spermatorrhea and Impotency,.

aa tho result of oelf·nbn11e in youth, eexual excesses In maturer
"J"enrs, or other cnn11ea. and producing some of tho following effects:.
Nnvonsncs•,Seminnl EmisSions (night emi!'&lot:s bydrenrns).Dim~

a

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER
Found at Last!

VINELAND, N.J.
A regularly edu~ntM and ]Qi!nlly quBJlfied phyalcl.an, and tl!c~
z:nostsuccesslul, aa llie pr~ctiro w;ll provt~.

SEND FOR

Eacn number contains lecture In full by Geo. Chalney,
OF THE ORIGINAL NEWS·
and during !8BS a portrait and biographical sketch of some TRANSLATED OUT PAPERS,
<U~tlngnlsneo Frt!"t~Jinker or Ltberal.
A su.mple cupy, conta 1 ning p ~rtrait of the lecturer and
And with previous Translations diligently compared and
prospectus for 1S.BS, sent frbe to any address.
revised.

"Thine gratefully,

·4!5 to 4120
'!'
't'

ELMINA D. SLKNIU:R."
. D M BEN NETT
g1 Cllntqn Pli\oe, New York

Interrogatories to Jehovah.

Names of dleeases hav no meaning in our system. The
same garn;;<ljlts that h•v cured Catarrh wtll afterward
cure a cough, Paralysis, Rheumatl•m, or Bleeding of the th!s office.
Lungs •.
DISEASE CANNOT EXIST WHERE "WILBONIA" IS
WORN AS DIRECTED.

. It will in8tantly relieve the most severe attack
~~"fia~8f~e'::."lf \'l,~e~~~fe \".!~~ 1~:c'e.tr'{t~s ..~~agtg~eL£ of catarrhal headache, clear the head of all
only one of the great mass Of mankind. and our ·h arts
·should pulae In unison with all other hea ts, and one good offensiv matter, and, if persistently. used, will
1aw bind all to nature In true moraltty and·a noble life.
mtre the worst case of catarrh.
Price 211 cents.

PRICE $1.00.

'i:o~e"\t';{cs fJ:'e~t~~Y?~~~Js tf.~~~ THE SEMITIC GOD§ AND THE
1
~g~:r~~ ~~~~n~"g"~~t;itse~~mr~..A~rt~;!~~~~~~;~It f~
BIBLE.
the hand• of the girls for whom it. w~.s written. Sold at

51 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass,
7lll"'ln0 $2.00 per annum.

Humanity and the Progress of
International Law.

12mo, EXTRA CLOTH,

"ONE DISEASE ONE CURE," IS OUR WATCHWORD. toTlJ,~."~~",!;~ ~it"J:'\\':~

Heavy Plate Paper,

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

IN SIX LECTURES.
Price, liO cents
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Sent by Mall Cor Fifty ccnts. 1

BY MRS. E. R. SHEPHERD.

WILSONIA,

D. M. BENNETT.
SillTA.BLE FOR FRAJIE
WITHOUT FRAU.

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.
Showing that the writers of and believers In the Bible,.
and not the deniers of Its truth, are the onea who really o•
Injustice to the character ot God, If a God exlsta.

We hav here a work, the ·need of which has long been
felt by s.lllntelllgent w.omen, and especially by mothers
and teachers, conveying to girls that special knowledge so·
important to them, but wliicb, for proper reasons, must Being 3,000 questions propounded to hi~
Jewish Godship upon a great
~gy~~~~t;r.~. " 1
l!r~mca:~eulg:g,rr:~tt~e1y s~~gg~
The acme of perfection In Magnetic Clothing, super. jectlonable manner, It Is so plain and practical as to be
variety «»f. subjects.
sedlsg every kind of electric or magnetic garments. The easily understood. and its perusal is sure to leave an imBY D. M. BENNETT.
"WILSON1A" will cure every form of disease, lnclndlng pression <>f tne Importance of the subj~ct on the minds of
0
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption, Kidney Com• t~~;:ra~:f:tio~t od~ ~~~~~e:o ~~~fo~r.s!~~fe~fth-v:: tY:!~k:~~ Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
~~~~~·at;g;:;• ~~~{~Ih, Alfi:~~Jo~~ai~fo~=~~~:a·J!:~~?t~~ puberty; menstruation; somP of the diseases of women, 66 a week In vour own town. Terms and $5 outllt"fre&.
, Sciatica, and all forms of disease resulting from Impaired their causes and prevenr.ion; something about marriage
:
Address H. H.I.LLIT & Co .. Pnrtlan d, Maine,
and motherhood, and many other topics of Importance.
nerve force and loss of manhood.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, WHAT OBJECTIONS TO
4. WEEKLY LIBEB.&L .J01J.RNA.L
With sixteen large pages, wm be sent
ror T.H.REE MONTHS, posta~re pai!J,
FOR FIFTY ()ENTS.
Full letters Crom the EditOr, w bile on a
tour around the world, appear weekly.
The~e alone are worth the price. amked.
A.ddreu
D. M. BUNETT,
l!l ()linton Place, New York.

SPECIAL PHYSIOLOGY,

lLLUST RATED.

WILLIAM WILSON,

ers, and Reformers,'' ••Champions ot
the Church," etc., etc.

Raal Blasphamars. ·

4

Supplement to the Study of General
Physiology.

Illustrated with l!tty cuts, and with a steel piste eilgrily.
MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, LECTURER ON ELECTRIC·
tog of the author In Vol. I.
AL THERAPEUTICS, AUTHOR OF THE "'l'RIAL
BY D. D. BE&.l'JIETT.
OF MEDICIN," THE "LANI>UAGE OF DI~·
EASE," "MEDICAL FALLACIES,"ETC.
Editor of Tn• T&urn 8K11Kllll, author of" A Truth· Seeker
In Europe," " Gods and Religions of Anclerit and
Modem'Ttmes," "TheWorld's Sages, Tll1n.Jt..

THE

FOR GIRLS.
OB,

INVENTED BY

..687

1882.

THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT TEE APOSTLE TO THE
TRUTH SEEKERS,

~h:~rl~:ry d:;o~~[at:~J'p~ ~~t::~n°-I1'k~~~d~~~~;t, ~; ~~~r:;!::!

&mall partlcles of albumen, will appear. or tho color will be of a.
thin or n:ilkh;h hue a~nln chang:mg to a dnrk nnd torpid appcn;r...
ft.nce, which plnlnly.sbows that tho semen {;!lssesoff with the urine.

:a~o:a~ aD0r.~:rlfo;'s~nE~:~~~io ~~~1JydwT.~u~;~;~~~~~~n: p~frr~~
.:u~Co~~~tl~,~[i~n~~;~ic~~:r f~a~:~~~~~:~~~llgh~r~~st~:Si:~:~it;

aud cc.rrespondence strictly confidential.

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.
1

tr~3~:;::~;::~t'!,rih~~ !r~a~~~~~l'W~!L~~-~~~g£ll~::~,~

1vmptoms, borrible.effocte,nnd core, followed by etrongtestimoutals,
liended by an ~ffida.vtt aa to their Jinuineneu. Should be rend

~fJi ·~.~ffE:i:U~{V~ov~~l!~:S,0 :Ye~'J~~~~dre~
1

aure and 11tato in what paper you gaw this.

Notlcel!l from the Press.
]From the Worcattr (Mas•·) Daily Times.]

We cordially Indorse Dr. R. P.Fellows as an able and

~~~~:g,g~!·l,~~~~e;r~~ ~~~~!. d:0o~ 1t;!'~ie"~"ti'ci'S:~~~~b:;
0

relief In tbe old medication, but were cured by the sclen.
From Vo!umoll. uf".A 7RU7H SBEKBR .AROUNlJ 7HB tlllc method originated by Dr. Fellows.
.
WORLlJ."
[From tilt Star 8pangltd Ba,....,., Himclale, N, H.]
D. M. BENNETT,
·To INVALID& .urn OTaaae: The BQflncr aeldom ladorses
2t Clinton Place, New York.
Prlce$1.00
lillY docto~ e,r..medlcln_. but It II free to say to all interested
'that Dr:Feuows, ot vineland; N. J.,la not only a skilful
4!70 A WEEK. f12 a day at home easllymade, Costly and repqtable pr&Gtltlone!J bllt one or "'e JIIOI$ . _ . .
'I' A Qut4~ treQ, A4tlree TlWlli " CO., AlliQW., Mo. PllniOlfollllll ~lie U111.. 4 ,.,.~.
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~rHEOLOGY.

HMAIL'S"'
EcoNOMY., thrift,, and induotry are worthy virtpes, 1.:~1t bewnl·e of avar1~.e and miserliness Lcty

1'AFFY tnrneth away anger.
SoLOMON's Son(!;: "so·hellup me graciohsl that

hy. if p.--::~! ih1,p flnongh for all the needs of lifil, bnt
coat :tits yon like the poper on the V!lll."
·
no not hoR.1·n for the ·mere Jove·of ~1in Tt is betA MICHIGAN cow got mixed in a clotb£"s-line,
ft"r to invetit. tbymonr•y i~n gooO works whiie thou
li v"% to see that thy designs are can·ied out than and paraded the streets clad in nnderwea.l'.
to dle and trust to oth\'l'S to do thy wili, and know
O:t<E of the easiest things to believe in and one of
not but they will fail in the end.-Elmina D. the hardest things to practice is common honesty.
B!enher.

EvEN the wi~e~t do not reflect on the most im.
portant and the most certain of things, which is,
that every act of inhumanity and injustice goes
far beyond what is appal'f'nt at the time of its commiesion, that these and au other things ha v their
consequences, and that tbe consequences are mfinit and eternal. If this one truth alone could be
deeply Impressed upon the hearts of men it would
regenerate the whOle human race.- Lander's Imaginary Conversations.·

PERHAPS we are anxious to maintain a reputaUon for conststency. If I believed and said a thing
_yesterday I will stick to it, whether it is true or
not. That is the attitude, I think, of the great
majority of people. Or a person has a prejudice
against II neW truth, hA dOeS nOt like it, and therefore he will not look at any evidence in its favor.
Whether for one reason or another, it makes no
matter what it is, people are· not truth-seekers so
much as they are anxious '.clefeuders Of certain
OI>iniOns that they happen to hold.-H. J. Savage.

NEXT we ~'hall hav a coat-tall flirtation code.
Having the coat-tails covered with mud will mean•
"I don't like her father."
''REliiEJIIBEB, young man," said Uncle Mose.
"dat de best frien'yer's got on dis earth ls.a better frien' ter himself den he is ter yon.''
IF we could get together all the tombstones we
hav set up over broken resolutions we should hav
material enough to erect a marble Palace.

BEING A Rli'J.>LY TO THE

Satm:t;lay Sermoil8 of the Toronto Mail,

I

A .'Journal of
'EDI'~l!l

Lin~t~r!-!liom.
RY

INCLUDING A VINDICATION OF

CHARLES W .\ '1"1'§.

(.)UA.RLE§ RR.ADIA"iUGIJ", M.P.,

The Setular .Revtew Is a journal W!Jereln both sides of'
Secular, Social, and Theological questions are lmpartla'ly
diSC liS Sed.
Head Office, 84 Fleet lit., London- Eng.
Subseript!on, two dollars and 10eeuts per anr.um,
Orders In New York will be received by Mr. D. M. Bennett, at the o:lll.ce Of THlil TRUTH SEEKER.

Against the Mail's Aspersions.
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
Sold at this o:lll.ce.
l'rlce, 15 cents.

Ingersoll in ·canada.
By the same author. Price,15 cents.

Marr~age ~

"ANTICHRIST."
Proving conclnslvly that

Parentagf·

AND THE
IT is a very fortunate thing if you hav " a great
mind" to do something, because then you needn't SAlUTARY AND PD'I'!!iliOJL.OG·
do it, and you will still ha v the "great mind,"
ICAL LAWS,
IF you ever ha v the good fortune to get to heaven
FOR Tllll!
you will :find there a great many peOr>le whom
you didn't expect to see, and you'll miss a great Prectnctton of Chtldren o:f Finer HeaUb
many others whom you expected to find.
and Greater A.btlity.
'.'You dog of a prin.ter," c•·ied· the enraged poet,
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARU.,N,
"you hav not punctuated my poem at all." "Yes,
"The virtues of men "nd women as well as their vices
bpt you see, sir, I am nota pointer-I'm a setter," may
descend to thelt children."
replied the printer.
l'rlce, .1.00. Address
'D. M.. BENNETT,
21 Clinton Place. N. Y
A SERVANT applying for a situation was asked
the reason of her having left the last place. "Please,.
ma'am, it was because I were too good-lookin ', an'
Alamtm.ta.da, the Galley-Slave..
visitors was always mistak!n' me for the missus."
Anarratlv. by
A GENTLEMAN who was playing billiards in
.Johann Heinrich Daniel Zsehokke,
Toronto happened to touch one oftho billiard balls
Translated from the German by
with the lighted end Of his Cigar. The billiard
IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
ball immediately took fire and burned rapidly. It
For sale b~Pcif.;t~:~~,f.)q. Y
was made of celluloid.
FaDer. !ill cents: cloth, 75 cent.o.
TEACHER: "John, what are your boots made
of?" ·Boy: "Of leather." "Where does the leather
Eltnina Wants to Sell999,999,999 oftbetn.
come from 1" "From the hide of the ox." "What
animal, therefore, supplies you with boots and
givs you meat to eat 1" " My father."
This book tells girls just what they ought to know. It
"I DECLARE, Julia," exclaim"d Mrs. Marrowfat treats on the prl "Ste structure and dlse. ses of the female
sex,
and givs all the delicate Information about themselvs
as her eldest daughter seater! herself at the break- which
has so long been veiled In mystery. It also glvs the
ffl.St table, ''your lips are all broke out in a rash."
~~r
~L,~~v~~~~g.'$E
~J'gr:;o be st1\'.nll: ~'t~~~]i~~hy,
"Yes," returned Jlllia with bashful candor, and a
SSt!
Snowville, Pulsskl Co., Va.
hightened color that looked as if the rash was
spreading all over her face, " Charley has begun to
THE
let his mustache grow again."

THOUGH all the winds of doctrin were let loose
to play upon the earth, so truth be in the :field, we
do injuriously by licensing and prohibiting to
doubt her strength. Let her &nd fli.Isehood grapple. Who ever )mew truth put· to ihe .worse in a
free and op.en enco)lnter? · ~ef c;:cinfuting is the
best and sure~t.suppressing. . . · . ·WhO knows
not that tnith is ,~~rong iiext tp the A~mighty 1
She needs no poliCies, no stratagems, no liCensing,
to make her victorious. These are the shifts and
the defenses that ·error uses against her power.Milton's AreopagiticaDOWN with the useless and the rotting props
That cumber only and deface each waUl
Off with the untiqnated cloth tbat dropsMoth-eaten draperies around the columns tall!
Nor needs the heavenly architect our small,
Superfluous tricks of ornament and gilt
To deck the rosal court.~ his wisdom planned and
built.
· -The G71.urch, lJy a. P. aranch.
THEBE is no co. use Of insincerity, prevarication.
and falsehood more powerful than the practice of
administering oaths in a court of justice. All atA CmcAGO clergyman has crammed a whole
tempts to strengthen the obligations of morality sermon a<:ainst selfishness in a single illustration :
_by fiCtitious and. spurious motivs will, in the se- " Said a llystander to an old man busily engaged
quel, be found to hav no tendency but to relax in setting out young trePS: 'My old friend, why
them.-Goodwin's Political Justice.
are you planting trees? You will not liv to gather
OUR Quaker friends do not, I imagin,_ perjure the fruit.' As the veteran of' eighty mopped the
sweat
from his brow, h.; replied, 'Somebody
themselvs Oftener than other people, but they
never take an oath. The discontinuance of this planted trees for me before I was born I' "
custom is not something to be deprecated, but a
A BOY who wanted a drum very much was told
consummation- devoutly to be wished. The cus- by his parents to pi·ay for it when he went to ber!,
tom is a premium upon every-day lying. Indeed, and this was the way he did the praying: "Our
we hav Jesus himself With. us on this· matter; father. I want a drum, which art in heaven I want
"Swear not at all," he said. And, in nine l!nndred a drum, hallowed be, I want a drum, thy 'name, I
and ninety-nine cases out of a thousand, the way want a drum; thy kingdom, I want a drum, come,
in which oaths are administered is not very sol- I want a drum, thy will, I waat a drum, be done, I
emn or impressiv. ReligiOn and piety are de- want a drum, Amenl" During the praye:r his
graded eVBl,'Y time an assessor or attor;tey rattles father had put the coveted drum on the foot of h;s
off or mumbles over that little formula; 'and every bed, and when the boy opened his eyes he exearnest person, When subjected to it, must WiSh claimed, "Where the devil did that drum come
the land well nd of such an idle superstition.--T. from?"
W. Chadwick.
A COACHMAN·c~llB UpOn the doctor to ask what
lTisurged against Atheism that it is negativ, canbethematterwlthhim. "Mygoodman,"said
and that out of a negation no fruit ce.n spring. But the prince of science, "you've got dropsY-that's
it is an error to regard any .truth as negativ and what ails you." "Dropsy I What's that?" It's
barren, for all truth is posltiv and fruitful. The a morbid collection of fiuid in the serous cavities
contradiction of error, when error is supreme, is within the body-in your case, I take it hydropeliIlecessary to make possible the a1llrmation of toneum caused by cirrhosis of the liver, but curable.
truth. The destruction of falsehood is not negativ by paracentesis." "I know, but what is it in Enwork, but is the Iieces~ary preliminary to the as- glish?" "You are full of water inside.'' "Water?
sertiou of the truth which the falsehood has ne-~ Oh-, that's no-nsense." (Reflects a moment) "That
gated- . . . The denial of an error is the af- scoundrel of a saloon-keeper must hav watered
1l.rmation of the antagonistic truth. The denial of his liquor, and yet he swore to me he didn't."
the supernatural is the a1llrmation of the su:tficien-~ ·
·
c f th
t
Th d ·al 0 f th
d
JusT back of Missionary Rtdge, Chattanooga,
Yo
e na ura1:
e eru
e us~e su- while following the highway to re'l.Ch Tunnel
prema?y of God IS the a~rmatio~ of the nghtful Hill, I came acro9s a little church half hidden in
sover6lgnty of man.-.tlnnu Besant s Gospel of A.the- the woods. The building was primitiv, and the
ism.
Old darkey who sat on a log by the door was more.
SURELY human souls are not made any more so. After I had made inquiries about the route
than ships, to lie at anchor, with flukes buried in and was ready to go on. he said:
any blue clay of infallibility, however good the
"Better git down, boss, an' come in to meetiu'.''
holding ground_ Man has a momentous voyage
" Do you bold services tbls afternoon?"
to make, in which, if he be wise, he will use the
"Yes, sah. We am gWine to open in 'bout five
very best charts from the most recent surveys, minits, an' 1 'spects de sermon will be a powerful
the best compass, with all the variations of careful! one."
·
observers marked, but relying, not on chart or
1 got down and took a seat beside the old man.
compass alone, but upon his own cautious judg- After a few minutes spent in general talk he said
ment, his good common sense, and upon the it was time to go in. I followed after him, and
knowledge freely gained each day from celestial found myself the sole audience. I next found that
Observations-- W. A. Tilden.
he was the preacher who was to deliver the powTHE first property was a portion set apart for erful sermon. He opened services in regular form
the ~ods; this ls tor the conjurers or pr1ests. and with an due Eolemnity, and then announced
Shortly, those who decided on subjects of litiga- his text and began preaching. I stood lt ·tor fiftytion took presents for their good o1llces and by de- five minutes, and then as he had only reached the
grees claimed rewards. Hence originated two "second G," I waited uniil he closed his eyes and
classes or professions, whiCh hav absorbed, in the then made a slidt> for the door. It was no go. I
course of ages, more by many t. imes than the fee-l' hadn't gone six feet before he stopped his sermon
simple of the whole cultivated earth.- .Landa.
and asked:
"s•ranger, must you be gwine?"
MANY men firmly embrace falsehood for truth,
"Yes Ifeel that I must."
not only because the:y never thought otherwiee,
, . An' 'you can't heah the rest?"
but also because-thus blinded as they hav been
HNo''
from the beginning-they never could think other''Den I'll chop off right whar'Ils."
wise, at least without a VIgor Of mind able to con"Oh, don't do that You can go on with your
test the empire of habit and look into tts own sermon just the same."·
prinCiples, a freedom which few men hav the no"But you see dar mus' be a colleckshun too ken
tion of in themselvs and fewer are allowed the up arler de sermon," he protested in anxious
practice of by others, it betng the great art and tones " If you'll obleege me by takin' a seat I'll
business of ths teachers and guides in most seers sing a hymn an' p>J.ss de hat."
to suppress, as ·much as they ca11, ~his fundaI sat down, and when he had read and sung a
mental duty, which every man owes himself ancl hymn be passed the hat, transferred the quarter
ls the first steady step toward ri!;ht and truth .in to his vest pocket, and observed as we went out:
the whole train of his actions and opinions."I didn't git down to de moas' powerful part ob
Locke.
de sermon. but if you happen 'long d!s way nex'
NoR love thy life, nor hate; but wbat thou livest, Sur. day I'll giv you de odder ha•f. Dat quarter
J:,iv well-bow long or short, permit to heaven.
cqmes jist in time to enco.urage me to keep ue good
-.M'Utlm. .w:orll: b;Uin',"-DetroU Free l'r!J61.

The Secular· Review,

PHYSIOLOGY FOR GiRLS.

BRAIN and the BIBLE
OB,

r'he Conft.i ~t between llental Scienv
and 'l'beology.

THE STORY OF JESUS 9HRIST
His birth, life, trial, execution, etc.-Is a myth.
Price, $2.00.
21 Cllnton Place, New York.

lAKE PEPIN GAZETTE.
w. F. Jatnieson; Editor and PnbUsber.

TO BE ISSUED WEEKLY-12 PAGES.
Pepin, Wis.
Publlcatlond•Y, Thursday,
Price, one year............................. $1.00
Six months ..................................50
Three months, on trial..... . . .. .. . .. .. • .. .. .25
Single copies, each.......................... 05
Lake Pepin Gazette will be devoted to the freest £.osslble

~~~~:.s~~y~gJI;f:e~~:n'ltuT~~gg:~Jiffte ~:~er:tb~u':.d i~~r~~
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able If it could be done_
While this publication will hav vel'Y decided convictions of Its own, It will welcome the free discussion of

l,Y,'ii.Yu~~~ih ~fe.?.~~n.fl~rl·es~'t~ rt1I:~~~01h~~ ;~~~~~;i ,:.~'i::
ta.~B~erty and tr:L~k3);"l~~'l:1fi~A!~\]f.fl\:", Pepin, Wis.

THE BOSTON INVESTIGATOR,
The oldest reform journal in the
United States,
h published every Wednesday at the.
.lhine .lhemorial Building,
Boston, Mass.,

I'

By .JOS~ H P. ItiENDlJNJ.
Edited by HORAfJE SEAVER.
PBICE, $3.00 per annum; Single copies,
seven cents. Specimen copies sent on re•
ceipt ot' a two·cent statnp 'io pay postage.
The Invest-igator is devoted to the Liberal cause in religIon; or In other words, to universal mental Uberty. Independent In all Its discussions, discarding superstitions
theories of what never can be known, It devotes its colnmns to things of this world alone, and leaves the next, If
there be one, to those who hsv entered Its unknown
shores. Bellevlng that It Is the duty of mortals to work
tor the Interests of this W/lrld, It confines Itself to the
things of this Ufe entirely. It has arrived at the age of
fifty-one years, and asks for a support from those who are

~~~~t~fs, ~~y~gc~~S:~~~~d f't!'s~r:J~~~Hrrj~~~~.n~~~~~;

By Edgar c. Bean,

please send your subscription for alx months or one year,
With a preface by
Robert G. Ingersoll.
f.i'~~~a~~t:~e ~~tw~"!!~fi~~ w;~~ t~e ;::;~i~~~"e :;~r:~t:f,_';'
•· This book written by a brave and honest ·man, Is ftlled lOilJrer
llmi!B
with brave and honest thoughts. The arguments 1t
presents cannot be answered by sill the theologians In
the world 1"-B:.G. IngersoU.
Price _$1-50.
For;sale at this office,

THf SHAKfR tYE AND tAR
:BALSAM

CORRESPONDENCE.

A gentleman In the thirties, Liberal, some ~roperty and Is proving to hmidreds the most el!lcaelous remedy for
~~~t~r~1 ~a~~.r~~?e0rnr:~~~;, ~!~n~o:On~e :re~~e~Lib: sll deleterious alfcctlnns. Falling sight, dullness of hearera!, musical and Jov!BJ. References given and expected ing, or" roaring" of the ears, aa well as overstrained and
D. X. MATHESON,
weak eyes, are Immediately Improved by Its llSe. Inftam·
42t4
Winnipeg,. Msnltobo..
matlons and all Ophthslmle and Anrlc dl:lll.cultles regulated.
FROM BEIDND THE BARS.
"My eyes are cured with one box," etc.-D. 7. Schill,
A series of letters written, in prison. Binghamton, N. y,
"Two boxes removed a soft cataract from my eye."Amos Anderson, Astoria, N, Y.

By D. M. BENNETT.
Over 700 J>8ol<es- Prlce:lt.!ill

P~~~ ••~~~~;~,!''k~~~ef.ian~:' J>:%'l.lnfer.ls greatly

PRICE REDUCED
FROM 25 TO 10 CENTS.

THE MOR'l1 ALITY OF THE SOUL

lm·

" Send me one dozen more boxes. The elfect Is !imply
magtcal."-J. N. Vail, 'lexarkana, 1.ex.
SO cents per box.
Addres~
G. A. LOMAS,
S5tf.
Shakers. N- Y.

AND THE

Immortality of Its Elements.
By A. Snider de Pellegrini.
Preceded ·by an examination of Darwin on the " Origin
of Species-" Sold st this office.

The Busts of

PAINE and VOLTAIRE.
By the celebrated acnlptor

CLARK MILLS.
.Price,

$1.50 each.
Address

D. M. BENNETT,
21 Clinton Place, New York,

BLISS'S

Electro-Magnetic
Plan
chette,
THE RADICAL PULPIT, A wonderful and mysterious little
instrument that com-

bines electricity and animal magnetism In assisting Spirit
lntelllgence to communicate through It with mortals. It
has been In the market a little over two years, and durln~t
that tlme thousands of skeptics! persons, l'es, downright
Materialists hsv been convinced that th!s Planchette has
been MOVED BY A POWER Independent Of themselvs
while their hands hsv been placed passlvly upon it.
TilE ADVANTAGES CLAIMED OVER OTHER_
PLANCHETTES.
First. A paste-board top In place of oiled, stained, or
""J~~':J:,~~ J?~~· mlnlatnre batteries upon the top of each
BY A. P. SINNETT.
P~~Y?detii'ac'lf'Wi~~~c~;~~f~l:~:~~,;: magnetized and
This book de•crlbes many alleged phenomena brought a•algned a b~~r~~~~i~Ptt;gt'f~~i"s Each.
Sent post-paid securely packed In a neat box oo an,
~n~~~~roflr~ ~~~~~n~Ko~~J~::t:~~il~~~t"'"i ~~it~e[~ pan
of the United States upou recelnt. n1 priee. For aaJe ·
u~s Round-the-World letters. and the book has caused
Comprising discourses of advanced thonght by
0. B. FROTHINGHAM: and FELIX ADLER
two of America's clearest thinkers.
·
Price, !n cloth, ,1,

THE OCCULT WORLD.

much 1..Hh.•rk wherever it bas been circulated
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cure the day of holy rest to the Christian peo·
pie," asking the railroad and other corporations
for travel and transportation to "sv,spend their
violations of the Sabbath," and protesting
SEVENTY·FIVE Nihilists hav just been arrested
M. DUPREZ, at the Munich Electrical Ex hisgainst the' running pf excursion_ trains or at Odessa.
•
bition, worked a plow by means of_ electricboats, " whether opeJ:Jly for purposes of pleas.. ity, the current being transmitted about forty
NIHILISM is said to be rife in France. Many
ure or in the i1ame of religion." The Presby~ arrests hav been made.
miles.
terians are a large and in:fl.uential ·denominaNEARLY 200,000 voters hav registered in this
THE people of Rutland, Vt., are triumphant
tion. It will be of interest to watch what effect
over the sentence of a liquor seller to imprisonthis resolution has upon the authorities and city for the coming election.
ment for thirty-five years. There were two
corporations to whom they appeal.
THREE hundred and twenty-seven Germans
hundred counts, for as many different offensee.
arrived at this port on the 29th ult.
The liquor seller wa.s a woman.
KrNG MTEsA 'is more troublesome to the
A HURRICANE on the 29th ult. nearly destroymissionaries than any other of the petty monSPOOPENDYK;E says of his wife that if she had about 300 miles there are buried forests ·of archs of Afric!l. He bas an unpleasant habit ed the. Swiss village of Grindelwald, near Berne.
red cushions and a rack nailed up in Jnmt large trees, one over the other, with interspaces of falling from grace and turning his back on
SIDr-MoHAMMED-EL·SAnoo, the bey of Tunis,
of her, she would-. only need an over-due of sand. Ten distinct forest growths of this de- the convictions of whicb he has been proud.
died on the 27th ult. His brother succeeds to
mortgage and a :fight in the choir to be a dod- scription hav been observed, which, it is be- He disdains to hold theological arguments with
gasted fashionable church.-Rochester Post- lieved, ·must hav succeeded each other. Of any of the missionaries. It is enough for them the throne.
THE Rev. Thomas Payne, of Monroe, W.
Express. .
.
these trees, known as the bald cypress, some that he orders them to clear out of _his terriT~E deacon's son was telling the minister hav been found over twenty:five feet in diam- tory. Having tired of all the religions he Va., has just been married to a girl eleven
· t th ree commiSsiOners
. .
to E ng1an d years of age.
about the bees St·1·ngi'ng hi's pa, and the mi'ni'ster eter, and one contained 5, 700 rings; in some in- k new, h e sen
inquired: "Stung your ptt, did they? Well, stances, too, huge trees hav grown over the to obtain further information as to the ecclesiA BoY was sent to the Reform School from
what did your pa. say?" "Step this way a stumps of others. equally large. From. these a~tical and political outlook. These commis- this city last week for breaking into a child's:
moment," said the boy; "I'd rather whisper-it facts, geologists hav assumed the antiquity of. sioners- returned with a long report, which he bank and stealing one cent.
to you."
each forest growth at 10•000 years, or 100•000 refused to let his people see. But, after hearREPORT says that the people of Western Irefor all.
ing what they had to tell about England, Mtesa
THE Boston -Globe reports that lightning
THE Rev. M. J. Sava"'e,
· he would let the missionaries land are in great distress from lack of food, anil
'" of Boston, p-reached announced that
that many are in danger of starving.
struck a contribution plate in a Western church, a sermon on newspapers. "People often hold,"
· t
th d
·
't d
of any persuasion from: that country come into
JUS as
eh eo.con was passmg 1 aroun • he sai'd, " that the world is more wicked now his dominions on one condition. That condiEx-LIEUT-Gov. DoRSHEIMER, of New York,
" This is t e first time anything has struck than ever· it was before An explanation of tion was that Quet'n Victoria should giv him has been nominated for Congress by the County
this plate for three months," said the deacon, this I believe will be found in the fact that no
htfull
'
'
one of her daughters in marriage. For the Democracy, and by Irving and Tammany halls.
thoug
Y·
man, who is not so utterly alone and so far present the missionaries are laboring elsewhere,
FoREMAN DICKSON of the star-route jury has
OvER the grave of a Springfield, Mass., man away that what he does and sa_ys cannot be and it is their impression that King Mtesa is
in the old Methodist grounds, who died from reported as news, iS safe te-day in the commis- _an unprofitable sinner.
· been arrested and placed under $10,000 bail
charged with having attempted to improperlythe kick of a horse, is the following quaint sion of crime, for tlie chances
are that very
THE Rev. Dr. Hepworth defines the faith influence the jury.
soon he will see his
name
in
a
newspaper
tellepitaph cut in cold marble:
cure as "that religious idiosyncrasy," and says
THE steamer Alene was spitted on the iron
Blame not the beast who sent me to the dust.
ing all about him; and this, if you think of it,
For the God of_nature said he must.
is the one thing- tl:i:at the average mau fears it is " the pr()duct of the emotional nature when prow of a. man-of-war lying at anchor in New
it is swayed by an inexplicable mysticism and
" LITTLE girl, do you know whose house thl's more than he fears God, more than he hopes b
ecomes .md':ff
1 erent to sueh a 1ow order of rna- York Harbor one day last week, and damaged·
is?" asked a solemn-looking old man of a for heaven, and more than he dreads hell." terials as facts and law." He devotes an Inds- to the extent of $20,000.
bright child seated on the church steps.
"Yes, On the other hand; Mr. Savage blames the pmw,ent
_:~
BEJWHER was in court on the 27th ult. as de.
artie1e to a consideration of recent
sir,· it's God's, but he ain't in," slie added, as newspapers because he thinks they are gener- cures' claimed as miracles, and concludes : fendant in a suit for breach of contract in rethe old gentleman was about to walk up the ally cynical in tone.
"Suppose my father to be attacked with ty- gard to a "Life ofChrist" which he had agreed
steps, "and his·agent's gone to Europe."
THE following telegram, respecting a worthy phoid fever, shall I resort at once to those to write. The case was a.journed.
SA.In the Denver man to his friend, the cler- evangelist, zealous in bringing souls to the means of recovery which hav been providenl'HERE is an egg-hatching machine at the
gyman: "My dear fellow, you. must really let fountain of blood which washes away all tially afforded, and which. the educated physi- .American Institute Fair in this city which
up on driving fast horses and frequenting vari- stains, comes over the Eastern wires : "St. cian is acquainted with, or shall I send for the every few minutes turns out a live chicken.
ety shows. There's a heap of scandal floating John, N. B., Oct. 28.-About ~our weeks ago officers of the church to make a prayer?. I The chickens are generally sold to the spectaround ·about you." And the clergyman re- Edwin H. Ellis, who had been traveling think I ought to do both, but especially to send tors as soon as they can pick up food.
plied: "Is there? Oh, joy 1 That's what through Maine as an evangelist, and Mrs. John for the doctor. The messenger who does my
PRESIDENT LYON, of the Third A venue RailI've been working for 1 - I shall hav some au- E. Rose, of Th<'maston, Me., arrived here and errand should go to the physician first, and to
diences now 1 ,
registered at a hotel, under assumed names, as the minister afterward. If either of them is road of this city, was shot at twice one day last
man and wife. Mrs. Rose's husband tracked out of town, I earnestly hope it may not be the week by his nephew, who then, supposing that
THE Oentral Baptist says that a Scoth Pres- the eloping couple to this city,· and procured
·
h
tl
'd ·
doctor. If I ignore the agency of God in the he had killed his intended victim, turned and
b yt erran
preac er recen y sa1 Ill a sermon: Ellis's arrest here, under an old law, on the
shot himself dead. No cause is assigned for
" Th bild
f
b t• a
t d
cure of dis_ease, I am an Infidel; and if I igec
ren o un ap Ize or unconver e charge of adultery. In the county court to·
· · f
· h ll "
nore the fact that the Lord has provided for the act.
persons, dymg m m ancy, are now m 9 • day Ellis was found guilty and fined $400 or
THE 30th inst. has been appointed by the
Th' 18
· h d
th hild
B · ht r ht ·
just such an emergency in the skilled phy5ician,
Is
ar on e c
ren.
rig er Jg IS two years' imprisonment, the full penalty of I am with()ut that ordinary common sense governor of New York as a "d~y of Thanksshed on the subject by the P1·eslJyterianJour- thela.w. Ellis deserted his wife, who lives at
giving to almighty God" for th~ manifold et' h· h
" W Pr b t ·
b l'
which the Lord expects me to use."
nao, w IC says:
e es y enans e Ieve Neponset, Mass., and has three children. .A.s
ceteras with which he has supplied us. From
.A.
SCANDALous
scene
was
enacted
at
St.
Jude's
in the salvation of the infant dead, though of- M.rs. Rose stands by Ellis, the fine may be
address
to signature the proclamation is as full
Church, Liverpool, one Sunday recently, when
ten charged with the contrary view."
paid."
the incumbent, the Rev. Ernest Fitzroy, was of sickening slush as an addled egg.
"~RIENDS," said a Salvation Army orator,
THE correspondent of the Oologne Gazette in
assaulted. On the previous night an orangeHINDoo SAIDB, a Mohammedan from Cal"a year ago I was as big a blackguard as any Egypt writes from Cairo: "Herr Janson, the
colored placard was posted in the neighbor- cutta, India, was arrested while -entering a
one here; but now I am a-travelin' on to correspondent of the Stockholm Dagblad, saw
hood, as follows: " God save Protestantism. church in this city with the avowed intention
heaven above. I wants some of you fellers to with his own eyes how the Egyptians wounded
The parishioners oppose the profanation of the of addressing the congregation on the subject
come and git along with me. Sa-a-ay; will ye iu the trenches of Tel-el-Kebir, half an hour
services because of, :first, monkish cassocks; of Mohammedanism versus Christianity and
go? will ye go?" There may be some people after the attack, were killed by English soldiers.
second, a surpliced choir; third, processions; Freethought. He was locked up over night.
who are much moved by this style of persuasiv He counted eight wounded, incapable of_ offerfourth, preaching in the surplice; fifth, intonThE Park Theater, in New York city, was
eloquence, when something less personal and ing any resistance, who were shot in his presing the prayers; sixth, early morning (fasting)
burnt on the afternoon of the 30th ult. The
more refined might fail to attract their atten- ence, and one who was stabbed. Lieut.-Col.
celebration of the Lord's Supper; seventh,
tion.
Thurneisen, a nativ of Austria, and one of naming the Lord's table the 'altar,' and bow- following evening the first appearance of -Mrs.
A PATENT has _just been taken out in Ger- those officers in the Egyptian service who, by ing to it; eighth, a cross and flower vases on Langtry was to hav been witnllssed, and seats
many for an engin, the piston of which is driv- way of taking part in the operations, were at- the Lord's table; ninth, teaching the 'real had been sold at enormous prices. Another
en backward and forward by small charges of tached to the English headquarters, also wit- presence' and baptismal regeneration; tenth, theater was secured by the manager, and the
gunpowder supplied at each end by an automat- nessed the slaughter of the wounded in a help- turning to the east and bowing is antiscript- English beauty will appear on next Monday
ic arrangement. The ignition is effected by .the less condition. He saved the Jives of several. ural and papistic, and therefore likely to pro- evening.
motion of the piston, which draws in a flame Two other person~ hav told me the same story. mote tumult. Protestants, help in opposing
FROM the 23d to the 27th were great days
of gas or spirit, the access being regulated by By none of the numerous English officers with these pranks until they are withdrawn." On for Philadelphia. They were celebrated by
side-valves, which open outlets for the !)5cape whom I hav spoken has the killing of the Sunday morning the Protestant party gave vent exercises commemorating the two hundredth
of the gases of combusgon.
wounded been contradicted."
in the church to disagreeable soundf', and when anniversary of the landing of Penn. Speeches
HANNAH MICHAEL, a Jewess, is an inmate of
THE Presbyterian ministers of Pennsylvania the incumbent and the choristers proceeded were made, guns were :fired, and the streets
the girls' prison at Middletown,- Conn. She take strong ground against the" desecration of down the ·aisle an attempt was made to stop were crowded with spectators from the ajacent
refused to take part in the Christian services the Lord's day-'' One of the closing acts of them. A disgraceful struggle was the conse- rural districts. A minister who had never beheld in the chapel, further than to attend them the synod which adjourned on Monday, in Har- quence, and Mr. Fitzroy and the choristers fore been heard of caused considerable remark
with the rest of the convicts, and the matron, risburg, was the adoption of a resolution ap- took off their surplices on the spot. Several by calling to mind the fact that Friend Penn
after insisting in vain that she should join in pealing to the legislativ, judicial, and executiv blows were made at the incumbent, who ward- sold firewater to the aboriginal Pensylvanians,
certain responses, whipped her so severely that authorities of the commonwealth " to maintain ed them off as well as he could. The police but he was not encouraged in his historical reher arms and back ·were scarred when shown to that system of governmental sanction and sup- appearing on the scene, a young man was given searches.. Altogether the citizens of Philadelphia made quite a holiday for Quakers,
!' visitor two weeks afterward.·
port which has hithertO been ·employed to se- into custody.

and Qklippiq!Js.

GEN. BooTH, of the Salvation iormy, says
that what is required for efficiency in gospel
work is not learning or mental power, but
" a hallelujah hurdy-gurqy in the inside~,
constantly played upon .by the tl:oly Ghost."
It might safely be said that with several evangelists and their aids, in bringing souls tl) Jesus
reason and common sense are discarded, and
that in place of these. they hav "a hallelujah
burdy-gurdy in their insides, played upon by
the Holy Ghost."
GEoLoGICAL examiiiation of the delta of the
'Mississippi now shows that for 8 ·distance of
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Twenty Days in California.-Continned.
.AN OLD VETERAN.

I should not fail to mention a visit I made, in company with Mr. Cowen, to see a worthy laborer in the
Freethought and reformatory ranks, by the name, if
I remember correctly, of Samuel Diller, now eighty
years of age, and who, though infirm in body, is still
strong and brilliant in hi.s mental capacity. Fifty
years ago be edited and published s paper devoted
to Freethought, the Land Reform, and other reforms
in the interest of the working clagses. He is
worthy of the highest honor!! as one who loves his fellow-men, and who has devoted the better part of hi!l
life to their best intereilts. He is an Irishman by
birth, and is really one of nature's noblemen.
THE WINE INTEREST OF CALIFORNIA.

I had a pleasant interview with Mr. Henry
Kohler, a very intelligent German, who was the first
man, by several years, to commence in California
the culture of the vine with the view of the manu~acture of wine. At first he only met with discouragement and evil prophecies. Everybody wae ready
to decide that wine-making never could be a success
on the Pacific coast. But Mr. Kohler saw promise
and success ahead, and he pressed on, midst poverty
and discouragements, raising a limited amount of
grapes at first, and finding difficulty in selling his
wine when manufactured; but year by year the demand increased, and year by year the pop11larity of
California wines improved in the judgment of the
American people, and thus he gradually enlar_ged
the business until his firm have now two hundred
and twenty acres in vineyard, and are planting from
two to three mi.llions of vines per year.
The usual yield in the Napa and Russian River
valleys is about fifteen pounds of grapes per vine,
and that yield constitutes a profitable crop; but in
the Fresno Valley, some one hundred and fifty miles
further south, the vines, when seven years old, yield
sixty pounds of grapes per vine, which must make an
exceedingly profitable crop. It would seem that a
man could do well to own from twenty to forty acres,
in the Fresno country and plant the same in vines,
particularly the raisin grapes, as theRe arc fully as
profitable all for wine-making; and when sixty
· pounds per vine are produced, and the vines last for
a hundred years, the income is large and steady.
Mr. Kobler informed me that fifteen pounds of
grapes make a gallon of wine, and that in the wines
of this country no adulterations -are used; and as th{'l
grape juice itself is cheaper than any l!!nbstitute that
can be .used, there is no likelihood that adulterations
will be made in the future. The wine is kept from
three to eight years before it is offered for sale, and
in that time it becomes of excellent quality. The
demand for California wine from the Eastern states
and from other localities is largely increasing, and
the trade has already reached such proportions that
Mr. Kohler's firm are very wealthy, counting their
assets by millions. They distil l~rgely of brandy,
as do all the wine manufacturers of the country, and
the brandy is of fine quality. The wine business of
California is destined to reach very large proportions, and the amount of grapes that will here be
converted into raisins will yet astonish the world.
There is not under the !lUll another country-another
such magnificent country-for the grape culture.
All the grapes raised in other countries do well herP,
and the flavor is usually improved, and the yield is
fifty per cent greater than in Switzerland, Italy,
Spain, or Germany. Many experiments are still being made with new varietie!!, and usually with good
success.
In 1881 ten millions of gallons of wine were here
produced. At six months of age it is worth twentyfive to thirty cents a gallon. The usual price of
grapes in the fall is from $25 to $35 per ton. Flat
-lands have chiefly been used for the culture of
grapes, but hill lands are coming more and more
into use for the purpose, being found fully as good
for the purpose, the juice being richer and of finer
:flavor.
Mr. Kohler is a gentleman of unusual good sense,
and is a settled Freethinker. I had the pleasure of
adding his name to the number of these to whom I
send 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER. He is a man of strict
.sobriety, and appears like one who, if he uses wine,
does so to a very limited extent.
FEMALE LA WYERS OF SAN FRANCISCO.

Before completing my accounts of this interesting
city, I must speak _of three distinguished female
lawyers in practice here, all of whom are stanch
Liberals. Their names are LIJ.ura DeForce Gordon,
Marion Todd, and Clara S. Foltz. The first I bad
not the good fortune to meet, but the last two I became acquainted with. Mrs. Todd honored me by
a call upon me at my hotel, and I found her a brilliant and interesting woman. The three are actively
engaged in the practice of law, occupying offices, and
meeting with very fair success. Mrs. Foltz has done
an important work in starting the ball rolling, and
in enabling women to practice law in the state.
l'hrough her influence, colleges have been opened to

w?men, and they no~ practically sta?d on a level
w1th the male persuasiOn. Mrs. Foltz 1s the mother
of five beautiful children, arid what, under the circumstances, she has achieved is truly wonderfu~.
She is a genial, smart woman, and is successful in
the cases she prosecutes.
Mrs. Gorden is a prominent woman, and stands
well with the public.. She possesses brain and fervo:r:
of no mean degree, but is less impulsive than Mrs.
Foltz, and perhaps possesses le!!S of the sympatbiee
which melt a jury. I do not know whether she is a
mother of children.
Mrs. Todd hae a daughter about fifteen years of
age, to whom she seems great.ly devoted. She possesses decided individuality of character, with brain
force and enthusiasm, which do not fail to carry her
audiences with her. She, as well as the two others,
has been a regular lecturer for some years, at which
she was successful. Mrs. Todd passed the examination for the Supreme Court of the state inJury, 1881.
She went before them with a class of twenty men,
and she was one of the seven only who were admitted. She passed upon the ~erits of being duly prepared for the. ordeal. The second case she brought
was against the Geary Street Railroad· corporation,
and she obtained a judgment in the court below, and
procured a dismi!lsal of their appeal in the court
above, on tel:lhnical points. The case produced not a
little axcitement, and was deemed a decided triumph.
The three women do not agree in politics. Mrs.
Foltz is a Republican, Mrs. Gordon a Democrat,
while Mrs. Todd is a Greenbacker. The lal'!t takes
far the most interest in political questions, and has
made several speeches on political eco_nomy and
finance. She has made the money question, land,
banks, and kindred subject~, a familiar line of topics.
The Greenback party, at the last municipal election,
nominated her for district attorney, and her campaign speeches were reported in all the state and
city papers, and they were said to evince great
thought' and research upon all the political question!!
of the day. Hundreds flocked to hear her. The
next state election comes off in the fall, and it is already proposed that Mrs. Todd be made the candidate for attorney general on the Greenback party
ticket. She seems to be very popular with that
party.
Parhaps I have told you all you will care to read
about the Golden Gate City, so I will next tell you
something of my visit to other places in the state.
OAKLAND.

One of the prettiest places in California is Oakland, and one of the most interesting visits I have
enjoyed was here. My friend, Mr. H. W. Schow,
who lives in Oakland, had called upon me in San
Francisco and invited me to his home. On Saturday,
June the lOth, I prODOSed to go to Sacramento, as
my friends there had been kind enough to tender me
a reception, to take place on Sunday evening, so I
resolved to start in the morning and make my call at
Oakland en route. The day was pleasant, and the
ride of some eight miles across the bay, passing
near Goat I~land, is an agreeable one indeed. It is
hardly necessary for me to tell you that the city of
Oakland is located on the east side of Sart Francisco,
and in many respects it has a much finer site for a
city than the latter. Had the facilities for large
steamers and ships been as good here as on the opposite side of the bay, Oakland would undoubtedly
have been the city; but in the way of a harbor, s~n
Francisco has a great advantage. A good deal of
money, however, has been and is being expended to
extend out long piers and to dredge the harbor so the
large shipping can approach near the town. Whether
this will be sufficient to overcome the natural impediments remains to be seen.
The ferry between San Francisco and Oakland is
extensively patronized, five or six millions of people
crossing here each year. The boats are fine, and the
ride is really a pleasant little excursion. Oakland is
practically the terminus of the Central Pacific Railroad, for here the principal portion of the travel and
freight leave the cars and cro~il the bay by steamer.
There is a branch of the road, which leads around
the southern end of the bay, at Stockton, but <it is
so much more indirect that only a portion of the
travel goes that way.
Oll.kland is frequently called the "bedroom" of
San Francisco, for within its limits reside with their
families many of the more wealthy and successful
citizens who do business in the larger city. Thus Oakland bear~ the same relation to San Francisco that
Brooklyn· does to New York, the former city being
the home for great numbers who toil and struggle for
the almighty dollar in the maddening ma.zes of the
latter. The site of the town of Oakland is all that
could be desired, it being principally a level plain,
surrounded at a dil'ltance on the eal!lt, north, and
south by higher ground, which has a pleasant appearance at a distance of a few miles. The· town
received its name from the somewhat plentiful
growth of oak-trees which once dotted the plain,
and many of which still remain. Throughout the
city, however, a large number of shade-trees, many
of which are s·oft maple, have been grown, so that
every street in the city is finely shaded •.

I soon made my way to the home of my friend in
the northern portion of the city, and a lovely, peaceful home it is. Having been for many years a
builder, he was enabled to construct for himself l'luch
a house as he desired, and around him he hall several other buildings which he rents. For -many
years Mr. Schow was industrious and hard-working,
but now he does little more than keep his property
in good order and collect his rent!!. The husband
and wife are Scandinavians, buthaving been successful1n this country, they are now in a condition to
enjoy life with comfort. A more neat and tidy
home is seldom seen.
It was interesting to bear the pair relate their evolution from the church to the plane of Freethought,
where they now peacefully reside. The church for
many years had had the benefit of their help, and
gave them up with great reluctance, but finally were
compelled to do, so. By the character of the books
which now lie upon their center-table and are in the
library-the works of Paine, IngArsoll, Darwin, and
others-it cannot be doubted that the escape ill permanent and complete. They will never again acknowledge allegiance to the doctrines of ecclesiasticism and supernaturalism. Of course the four volumes of "A Truth Seeker Around the World," and
some others of my publishing, will be added to the
Liberal works they now have, as I received the
orders for the !lame while with them.
After an excellent dinner had been dispatched,
Mr. Schow took me in a carriage all over the
town and out into the subnrbl'l, among the reeidences of the rich, and by the georgeous meeting-houses of the godly. The city is laid out in
wide streets, at right angles, so that the squares are
regular in shape, and uniform in size. The city,
which claims a population of 40,000, is finely built,
the dwellings being largely of the best description,
with large loti'!, ai;ld an abundance of shade-treel!l
being the rule. It is easy to perceive that dwellings
abound more than business houl'!es, the town being
more noted for a place of residence than for its trade.
Arrangements, however, are being made for some
extensive manufacturing establiehments here, which
will bring in the working people and give them employment. A large percentage of the dwelling!! are
of wood, though of good size. Wood seems to be
the favorite buiding material in this locality, being
lees inclined to dampness from the sea air, and,
what is more important, probably, it is lees disposed to tumble down when shaken up a little by an
earthquake. In the outer parts of the city are
many large and elegant mansion111, erected by
those who have an excess of money, and they have
all the comforts around them that wealth can
produce. The drives out into the country are very
pleasant.
Oakland boast!!! of sonie thirty churcheR, and they
are of a rich character, vying with each other in
grandeur and ostentation. The Congregational and
Presbyterian l'!eem to be ahead in cost and magnificence. These are not such place!! as the humble
N azar!ne would be likely to !ltep into if he should
chance to stroll around this way as he is said to have
strolled around the sea of Galilee. And should just
such a person as he was venture to place a foot in
these fashionable churches the well-dressed sexton
would immediately show him the door and enjoin
him to "move on," as that was no place for such as he.
How ChriBtianity has changed in eighteen hundred
and fifty years! The most humble and obscure individual of that time has become one of the most
noted gods of the world, and he hall no less than one
hundred and fifty thousand temples erected to his
honor and worl!!hip in Europe and America, and
many of them of most extraordinary magnificence ;
but were he to come back now and be just as he
wae when here, he would, as remarked, hardly be
allowed to step a foot into one of the gorgeoul'l temple!!, nor· would he be permitted to rest his weary
limbs therein for the short period of half an hour,
so variable are human whims.
It. is almost singular how much superior the climate of Oakland is to that of San Francil'!co, though
only eight miles away; but being farther from the
ocean, it is far lees subject to the harsh, cool winds
which prevail on the coast, and the weather is decidedly more mild and pleal'!ant. It get~ wa.rmer,
too, in the summer, than San Francisco, which is a
remarkably cool place, the mercury seldom rising
over seventy two degrees. There are few mornings
in a year that an overcoat does not add to one's
comfort. Oa.kland is decidedly the pleasanter place
fora home.
Among the conspicuous public buildings are the
Court House, Hall of Records, the Post-Office, and
the M11sonic Temple; all of which are fine edifices.
Alameda is a flourishing town, within sight of
Oakland, on the east side of the bay, and three or
four miles south of Oakland. A ferry also runs to
it from San Francisco, and it has railroad connection from Oakland. Like the latter, it is a beautifnl
place of residence for those who do busin.ess in San
Francisco.
After a thorough ride all over the pleasant town
of Oakland, my friend Schow saw me to the station,
where I took the train for Sacramento !.\bout 5 J:'.;M;,_
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STATE UNIVERSITY.
very much damaged by this hydrliloulic mining, the JudgeS. Solon Hall pre,Sided, and made a neat speech,
The first little town we pasBed through in coming debris of the hills being so washed down as to fill in which he spoke 6£ the advances Liberalism is makup on the s~ore of the bay is ~erkeley, cal_led also the bed of the river several feet, and subjecting the ing in the minds of thousands. He made compli,
the university town, for he·re IS a splend1d State city to serious inundations. The banks of the river mentary allusions to the object of this meeting. The
University, dating from March, 18fi8, when an ap- have had to he raised several feet to keep the wide platform was profusely decorated with festoons,
propriation was made of $200,000, the proceeds of and beautiful stream within hounds. The Sri ow moun- bouquets, and baskets- of flowers, giving the house
sales of public lands, as a portion of the Endowment tains, or extensive ranges of hills, lie from 30 to 250 the appearance of being highly ornamented in a
fund. A Seminary and Public Building fund, amount- miles north of Sacramento, and these are the source floral way.
ing to $100,000, previously existed, and was included of the river, and immense supplies of water from
I responded to the welcome which Judge Hall had
in the endowment, with the accumulated funds of them seek to join the ocean.
expressed, and spoke some forty. five minutes, giving
sACRAMENTO WAS REACHED
my hearere some description of that which l had
the old college of California, tha.t had been in existence
since 1855, and transferred in its entirety of one early in the evening, and, stepping from the train, I seen in Asiatic countries. Dr. J. L. York followed
hundred and twenty thousand acres of land; this found that Dr. J. L. York and several friends were in an eloquent speech of three-fourths of an hour,
was appropriated to the establishment of an agri- awaiting my arrival. Among the friends were N. upon the nature and duties of Liberalism. He· also
cultural department. This department was made a D. Goodell; E. F.Woodward,Mr. Byers, Dr. Hewes,R, directed a portion of his remarks to myself, and spoke
section of the University, and thus it became a hand- Butterfield, and others. A carriago wam also await- in flattering terms of the manner in which I had acsomely endowed institution. The University grounds ing me, and, stepping into it, I was conveyed to the quitted myself 1n the contest I had mad~ with the
are two hundred acres in extent, watered by numer- Golden Eagle Hotel, the first in the city, where I had powers of darkness. ·
The exercises were made cheerful by duets and
ous mountain streams, which, with artificial aid, a pleasant visitwiththenumerousfriendsofbothsexes
enhance the productiveness of the land, which is who called in to make me welcome. Among those solos by Mrs. Godley and Mrs. Fitch, who were acbeautifully laid out and adorned with flowers and who called was Judge Solon Hall, a man of decided companied by a gentleman on the piano, all acquitfoliage. The institution embraces eight distinct intelligence, and who is a recent acquisition to the ting themselves finely. Miss Brier gave a fine reci.
colleges, as follows: Scientific, Agricultural, Me- Liberal ranks, he having become satisfied that the tation of "The Deed of a Man." Messrs. N. D.
chanics,_Engineering, Chemistry, Mining, Medicine, claims of ecclesiasticism are untrue, and that it does Goodell, Byers, Woodward, Butterfield, Martin, and
and Law, while the degrees conferred are A. B., not afford the solid ground on which an honest in- Dr. Hewes acted as vice-presidents. The meeting
vestigator can r~tand. The visiting was kept up till passed off very pleasantly, and was a most enjoyable
M.D., and Bachelor of Philosophy~
THE STATE DEAF AND DUMB ASYLUM
a late hour.
affair. The exercises continued for two and a half
Is located near the State University, and its farm
!3unday, June llth.-This day was 8pent in riding hours, and were followed with the usual handconsists of one hundred and thirty acres. The cost. about the city and suburbs, accompanied by the skakings and cordial congratulations.
ly ston~ edifice, for the use of the scholars, was Liberal friends of the place. Two carriages were
JJfonday, June 12th, was spent in visiting various
destroyed by fire on January 17, 1875, but a more chartered, and in them we rolled from place to place, points in the city, going from place to place in a carexpensive building has taken its place, having every viewing the many beauties of which Sacramento can riage. Friends N.D. Goodell and !Dr. J. L. York
arrangement to promote the comfort of the inmates proudly boast. It is well known that this city is the accompanied me. We visited,amongthefirstplaces,
and to secure safety from other devastations by fire. capital of California, and here the laws of the state the extensive railroad shops belonging to the CenThe course of etudies pursued here is the same as are enacted. We visited the park, the cemeteries, tral Pacific and located here. The works cover over
in the public schools, wit.h the addition of music, rode through the principal streets, !law the fine resi- twenty-five acres of land largely reclaimed from a
· which is taught the .blind as a means of procuring a dence!l, and much else that is intereeting. The city slough near the Sacramento River. Superintendent
is _about two miles acro!ls, each way, the streets in Watson was kind enough to show us around, and
livelihood.
SAN BENITO.
one direction being named numerically from 1 to 26, when he could no longer take the time to be with us,
After passing San Pablo we made our w:ay to San and the other way they are called after the letters of he kindly delegated a tmbordinate to go with us.
Benito, where the Sacramento River empties into the alphabet, from A to Z. This ill a regular way of The works are very extensive, and comprise twelve
·
the San Francisco Bay, and which has to be crossed naming !ltreets, and gives even a stranger a ready different departments.
The main engine is of one hundred and fifty horseto pursue our course by rail on to Sacramento. I idea of the portion of the city a given street is in.
Sacramento is indeed a beautiful town, and con- power, and seems a most perfect one, for it has not
think this is probably the largest railway ferry in the
world. The boat i~ four or· five hundred feet in tains a great number of fine houses. The eite is per- stopped an hour for repairs in the ten years it has ·
length, and has two tracks nearly the whole length, fectly level, the streets are wide and laid out at right been running. The engine in the rolling mill is still
capable of taking on the engine and fifty loaded angles, and shade-treee of a beautiful character are of larger caliber, being a three hundred horse-power.
cars, with either passengers or freight. The entire in abundance. The fine dwellings indicate wealth Several others of the shops have separate engines,
load must amount to thousand!! of tons. But the on the part of the occupants. Mr. Goodell is an and besides these a hydraulic engine is largely used,
·boat makes the transit, a distance of a mile, smoothly architect, and as we rode along he pointed out many over the entire premises, for straightening and bendand easily, the train moving on and off with as lit- fine mansiom! which he had built, or rather which ing heavy iron, operating cranes, eto. For many
tle disturbance as if passing over twenty rods of were built according to the plans proposed by him. purposes hydraulic power seems to he better adapted
They certainly do him great credit as an architect.
than anything else. This engine ha8 a pressure of
ordinary_ rails.
THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY
We rode out in the edge of the country to the 220 pounds to the square inch, and ha~ a weight, in
.
is a broad and. fertile tract of beautiful plain, I county hospital, or almshouse-or, as we call it lead, of ten tons on the upper end of the piston.
think, some ninety miles in length, and from twenty in our country, the poorhouse-where the poor The ·power is conveyed in pipes to all the shops, and
to forty in width. The crope proc;Iuced here are of and helpless, the sick and indigent, are furnished a is readily applied to the different purposes for which
magnificent quality, whether in cereals or in fruit, home. Th~s edifice was also built after the plans of it is used.
which thrive here finely. About twelve miles south Mr. Goodell, and is a novelty in its way. The cenSome of the shops, and they are usRally two or
of Sacramento we passed at Davisville through tral portion-the reilidence of the physicians, etc.- three hundred. feet in length, are repair-shops, while
the extensive fruit lands of
occupies the main position, and from this diverge others are engaged in manufacturing new work, makG. G. BRIGGS,
five parts, or additions, for the patients, these ing everything pertaining to freight and passenger
who has on several occasions shown great generosity being from eighty to a hundred feet in length, by cars, from the wheels and springs to the locks used
to your humble servant. When I was sentenced to thirty in width, and two or three stories. in bight. upon the doors. Some of the shope are exclusively
prison he sent me a draft for one hundred dollars, They diverge like ·the fingers of the hand when blacksmith shops, where forging of all kinds is
had given presents of twenty dollars on two or three spread, giving a better chance for light and air than done. Several steam-hammers are in use, the hamoccasions, and soon after my arrival at San Francisco could be secured in almost any other form of build- mer of the largest weighing five tons. They claim
he sent me his check for fifty dollars. Men of such ing.
to have made here the largest locomotive· in the
Dr. White is the presiding physician, and seems world, weighing, without the tender, sixty-five tons,
generosity, and who possess the same ability, are
somewhat rare. His very extensive fruit farm looks well adapted to the needs of the place, having good and with the tender, ninety-one tons. The engines
~xtremely flourishing and well taken care of, and executive as well as medical talent. The supply of for the road are not only made here but the
mostly consists of hundreds of acres in apricots, peaTs, medicines is ample; the drugs are in a well-arranged passenger and freight carfi. The finest finishing is
peaches, and grapes. I intended to have called to dispensary, and under the charge of a co~petent done, as well a!l upholstering. The timber used for
see him, but could not do so, as he is now on his druggist. We walked through the different wards, manufacturing the cars, etc., comes from Puget
other extensive property in Fresno county, some one and saw the sick and ailing, whol'!e fortunes in life Sound. I saw several sticks of timber twenty-six by
hundred and fifty miles south, where he is opening have been much inferior to the more favored sons of twenty-eight inches square, and ninety feet in
new vineyards, erecting a dwelling-hom1e and other opulence who have fine homes of their own, with an length. I saw also timber and plank one hundred
buildings. He is probably the greatest fruit grower abundance all around them of what the heart most and twenty feet long. The sills for cars are thirtyin California, or perhaps in the world, and is as good desires. But it seemed a mercy indeed that so com- five feet in length, and five hundred of theee aremorfortable a home was here provided them, where they tised and tenoned per day by the machinery here.
a Liberal as fruit grower.
The rolling-mills and f01ging-shops usually run
are so much better off than hundreds of thousands,
HYDRAULIC MINING.
As Sacramento is approached, indications are appar.: and millions over the earth's surface, who are com- day and night, two sets of hands being employed.
ent that the river overflows, and lays much of the val. pelled to saffer and starve wi.thout any comforts I think some two thousand hands are employed in
ley under water, preventing it from being cultivated. around them, and with little shelter to protect them the entire establishment. In looking over this imThousands of acres thus are in grass which would from the sun, wiud, and rain. The number of pa- mens(;) establishment one cannot help being deeply
produce good wheat, barley, and oats, were it not tients in this hospital is about one. hundred and impres!ed with the wealth, magnitude, and enterprise of the Central Pacific Railroad. Som13 of the
for the superabundance of water. The hydraulic eighty-five.
It being about the dinner hour when we were projectors of this road reside in Sacramento, and
system of mining has unquestionably been of great
injury to Sacramento and the surrounding country. there, Dr. White kindly pressed us to stay to dinner. though they entered the company with scarcely a
By this system of mining hills of considerable size are We were not hard to persuade in this direction, and dollar in the world, they were in a very few years
washed away .by powerful streams of water, directed in half an hour found ourselves partaking of an ex- worth from $5,000,000 to $20,000,000. One of this
against them by tubes and nozzles, under heavy pres- cellent dinner, which our ride had given us a good class was Judge E. B. Crocker, now deceased. He
sure, wearing down the hills of gravel snd dirt, and appetite for.. We found Dr. Wh~te v~ry inter~st- was brother of Charles Crocker, one of the moviHg
washing the debris down into the fertile valleys be- ing, and he 1mparted to us not a httle mformat10n spirits of the road, a:r;td was taken into the company
low, and absolutely covering hundreds of acres with touching the county hospital affairs. The dinner as legal adviser; . and though he put in no money at
a covering of five or ten feet of hard an<i worth- over, we looked over the grounds, and inspected the all, he was worth at the time of his death some
less gravel and clay. In this way the interests of mammoth tank, holding one hundred tone o.f w~ter, $20,000,000. We made it convenient to call at his
th~ mining class have triu·mphed over the agricult- and erected on a trestle-work a hundred feet m bight, mansion, where his widow now resides, though she
unsts, and much excellent land has been perpetually ca:pable of throwing water over any part of the" is at present on a journey to the Eastern states. 'fhe
thrown out of cultivation that the grains of gold in neighboring buildings. The remainder of the day house is furnished in the richest manner, the furnit~e hills may be washed out. It is a serious ques. was occupied in riding along the river bank out in ture in the parlor being of the very grandest descript1on here, and one which must again and again come the country, and in visiting a beautiful cemetery, tion, an elegant mosaic round table top being so exup in the legislature of the state, whether the farm· filled with monuments in memory of departed pensive that the duty alone on it was one thousand ·
dollars. Many of the vases and other articles of
er's right to his land is superior to the miner's, and friends.
RECEPTi@N IN THE EVENING.
ornament are of the finest and richest manufacture,
whether the latter shall have the right to wash down
At 8 o'clock Turner Hall was well filled with the costing tens of thousands of dollars.
t he sterile hills, and hopelessly cover the most fertile
1.and in the world. Sacramento city bas itself been citizens of the place, who came in to do me honor.
The house throughout is perfect in all its appoint
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•. mEmts, including the billiard-room, the museum of the name of "California Vichy," so closely do they the largel'lt amount of quicksilver of any mines in
shells, corals, and other curiosities of nature. But ~esemble the F_rench original. W 11.rm Springs are on the world. The hiMtory of these mines is an inter.
the richest and moRt noticeable feature of the estab- the east and Saratoga on the west, and ·both are esting one. ·1n 1835 a Mexican officer met a tribe of
lishment is the picture-gallery of rare and expensive places of fashionable resort.
Indians with their faces painted with vermilion
paintings. These fillseverallarge rooms on the secWe arrived at San Jose · at about 4 o'clock, which they had obtained from the cinnabar or quick~ ·
ond :floor of the mansion, and to walk through them and I found awaiting me at the station a goodly silver ore.· For a consideration he induced the In.
and admire the rich works of art is almost equal to number of friends, with Cll.rriages to bear us away. diana to point out to him the locality where .the
visiting some of the fir&~t-class galleries of Europe. Among the friends whe thus did me honor, were Mr. coloring material w.as obtained. The mines are in a
Mr. Crocker must have expended hundreds of thou· L. Mangenheimer, the venerable Samos Parsons, Dr. !!pur of the coast range of mountains. The Indians
sands of dollars on this collection, the greater por- .J. L. York and wife, Mr. R. H. Schwartz and wife, had dug fifty or sixty feet into the mountains, when
. tion of the works being by the best European artists. It Thomas Jacob, and others. .Mr. Mangenheimer is a first discovered by Captain CastelJero, with their
takes s catalogue of nearly two hundred pages to worthy man, and a patron of THE TRUTH SEEKER. hard-wood sticks. Tliey had probably been ac.
describe the thousands of fine paintings here dis- He has a pleasant home and a pleasant family. I quainted with the mines for many generations. A
p{ayed, the great majority of which would be an found myself very enjoyably located with them, and DUJ?lber of sk~letons were found in the paesage
honor to any collection in the world.
could not ask a more agreeable family to visit with. whwh the Indmns had dug, where probably the
The Liberal~ of Sacramento speak in very high I was taken over the town, and saw that it is ex- earth had fallen and crushed them to death.
terms of Mrs. Crocker, who is herself a Spiritualist tensively lighted by an electric light from a tower · Since that time 55,563,327 lbs. of quicksilver have
and Liberal. She has been generous on several oc- two hundred feet in bight and constructed of iron. been taken from the mines. Several hundred miners
casions. As samples of her sympathy for the poor The town is one of the pleasantest in the state. It are employed here, being both Mexican and Cornish
it should be said that one day in the week she allows is called the "Garden City," because so many gar- men. Shafts are sunken several hundred feet in
them to visit her mansion and look through the pict- dens and fruit groves surround it in every direction. depth, and are being worked two hundred feet below
nre-gallery without charge. She has built a fine and It has many advantages which other California the ocean level. The ore in immense quantities is
expensive conservatory (which I visited) almost on towns do not have. It is free from fo~s and mists, brought up both vertically as well as on inclined
purpose that the poor may have a place where they the chilling winds, and the melting heats"under which planes. The cars containing a ton or two of the ore
can obtain flowers without charge. The Liberals other towns suffer. It has many fine buildings, in- are to be seen running along on narrow tra<lks for
and Spiritualists, through the efforts Of Dr. J. L. eluding the Court House, and numerous dwellings. the purpose, drawn by mules for a mile or more to
York, wbo has been laboring here as a lecturer for The Court House is one of the finest in the state, and the worka, where it decends an inclined plane, and
six months, have formed an organization, and it is cost $200,000 .. The Catholic school and the Academy is dumped in the vast bins for deposit at the furnaces.
their purpose to build a hall where not only meet- of Notre Dame are fine buildings, as is also the Opera
The metal is extracted by roasting the Qres by conings can be held and a considerable portion of the House. The Catholics were among the early settlers tinued heat in large vertical retorts, and the metal
building be rented out, to bring in a. revenue. Mrs. of the country, and gained a strong foothold which arising in the form of vapor iS- passed through conCrocker is looked to to furnish the principal part of they have persistently held. The view from the densing chambers, when it is returned to the :fluid
the money for the purpose, as she has given favora- dome of the Court House is one of the finest in the state, runs out by a channel or trough, and is con.ble assurances in that direction.
country, taking in the most beautiful valley in the veyed to the place of deposit, where it is put in
In the afternoon we went to the State House, visit- state, twenty miles across, bordered by a mountain iron bottles containing over seventy-five pounds.
ing both the fine Senate chamber and the House of range on each side.
The retorts, or furnaces, are made in different
Assemblymen or Representatives. Dr. York served
The city is noted for its' educational institutions, ways, but most of them are vertical, and thirty feet
here as a member during one term, so he was par- 6eing, besides the public schools, the large Catholic in hight. They are rapidly filled by the ore being
tially at home here. The State House stands in the school named, a day and boarding school for girls, dumped in from cars containing about a ton. I
center part of some thirty acres of ground, beauti- the St. J o~ Institute, a day and boarding school for think a full c_harge is a hundred tons. Several hours
fully laid off and decorated, and is itself a magnifi- both sexes; the University of thePacific(Methodist), are required to distil off the quicksilver from such a
cent pile-with, perhaps, the single fault of standing connected with which is a seminary for young ladies; mass of ore. The refuse, or debris, thus obtained is
too low. We visited the State Treasury, and were and the State Normal School, completed in 1881, at enormous in quantity, and is dumped in the bed of
shown by the obliging treasurer some $2,000,000 in a cost of $275,000. The San Jose Public Library the creek hard by. The iron tubes, or pipes, through
gold coin, about $20,000 in a bag. I was able to contains four thousand volumes. The city has two which the vapor of the metal is conducted and conlift one of them, but if I had to carry it five miles, fine markets, ana, of course, several costly churches. densed are fully two feet in diameter. Many imit would assuredly grow very heavy. The funds on Here as well as elsewhere the god that is worshiped provements have been made in the furnaces and the
hand in favor of schools and educational purposes in this country either requires finer temples than he mode of construction, an!l they are now believed to
are large, for the state has been most generous in did formerly, or his worshipers have become ·more have reached a high degree of perfection. The
this direction; perhaps no state has been more so. wealthy, and have imbibed grander and more ex- works are very extensive, there being about a dozen
We also visited the Governor's room, the library, travagant notions than they used to indulge in. The of those large furnaces, constructed of brick-or iron,
and others of the public rooms of the institution. It Catholics, being ahead here, have the finest church- and the buildings to cover them must necessarily be
seems almost marvelous that a state so young in her St. Joseph's. Whether that particular saint takes of large proportions. It is easy so see that hundreds of
history should have made such rapid advances inac- any morepleasure in fine churches now. than heused thousands of dolla.rshave been expended here.
quiring wealth, establishing institutions of learning, to, when he eked out a slender living at the carpenWe saw several six-horse teame engaged-in-haul-··
and in erecting commodious and splendid public ter business, is not clearly stated. This 'church to ing the iron bottles containing the metal to the railbuildings.
the holy carpenter stands on the same ground that road at San Jose. The iron bottles are filled, the
We spent the afternoon in calling upon friends the first church occupied, which was built here one stopper which closes them being screwed in, and they
and making new acquaintances. In the evening hundred years ago, when the place bore the sweet are transported by laying them iri a horizontal manmany of the friends called upon me to take their and saintly name of the Pueblo de San Jose de Guad- ner. It being one of the heaviest of substances, but
farewell leave. I have had a very pleasant visit to alupe. This town was named after the holy carpen- a small bulk is necessary to make five tons. QuickSacramento, and shall long remember the kindness ter who did not have the pleasure of being father to silver has varied greatly in price in the markets
and partiality of the Liberals of the city.
. the son which his little wife bore him ... There are of the world-from sixty-five cents to a dollar
Tuesday, June 13t.h.-At six o'clock this morning many fine drives about San Jose• Seven miles east and a half per pound. The present price is not far
Dr. York and myself took the train for San Fran- of the town is the Penetencia Canyon, a public res- from the first figures. Scores of tons of the metal
cisco, returning the same way in which I came out. ervation of the city as a park, in which is situated have been used for the manufacture of calomel, that
We reached the city about 10:30 A-M., and Dr. York Alum Rock, several mineral springs, and some fine formerly popular medicine being a sub-muriate of
soon took the train for his home in San Jose, leaving cascades. The scenery here is grand, interesting, mercury or quicksilver. Corrosive sublimate, one of
me to finish up some matters I had commenced-to and very accessible; the roads are fine, and the coun- the most virulent and corrosive poisons known, is
make some shipments eMt of luggage and freight, try beautiful in every direction. It is some eeven also a muriate or chloride of mercury. Calomel is
and to visit several places I had not before attended miles northwest of the city that the famous mill comparatively mild, while the corrosive sublimate,
to.
property is located-the mill built by James Lick, containing precisely the same ingredients, but in
Thursday, June 15th.-In the afternoon Dr. and donated by him to the Paine Hall enterprise of different proportions, is the harshest and most posiGeorge Hardcastle and Mr. H. W. Walker kindly Boston,·and to the lecturing fund. It cost a large tive poison known. I remember once witnessing
saw me to the San Jose station, when I bid good-by amount of money, but the money was not well in- the last hours of a beautiful but unfortunate woman
to San Francisco and was soon on my way 110uth- vested, and the property has never been worth in the who, in a state of frenzy at being deserted, had rashly
ward, on the west side of the bay, toward the beau- .market twenty-five per cent of what it cost. · I think taken several grains of corrosive sublimate. I am
tiful Santa Clara valley; which is really one of the it is now used for a paper mill. I intended to visit sure I never saw a human being suffer such exprettiest in the state.
the property, but I have had so many to see, and so cruciating agony for some ten hours as that poor
The towns passed through were San Miguel, Col- many places to visit, tpat I have not been able to woman did. The poison causes the most active derna, Baden, San Bruno, Milbrae, San .Mateo, ~el- do so.
gree of inflammation of the stomach and bowels
mont, Redwood City, Menlo Park, Mayfield, MounTen miles from San Jose are the Pacific Congress which nothing can allay or check. The retching,
tain View,Murphy's, Lawrence's, and Santa Clara, the Springs, the waters of which contain carbonate and vomiting, and writhing are constant and of the most
whole distance being fifty miles. Some of the points sulphate of soda, chloride of sodium, lime, iron, sili- painful character, continuing for hours, until at last
named are mere stations; others are rather pretty cate of alumina, and magnesia, and are resorted for death kindly steps in anti closes the scene. I thought
villages, as some of the wealthy money lords of. San rheumatism and many kindred die eases. The ac- then, that however much I niight feel inclined to end
Francisco, such as W. C. Ralston, J. C. Flood, D. 0. commodations for visitors are of a good character.
my existence I assuredly would never employ corro·
Mills, etc., hav erected splendid palaces for summer
Friday, June 16th.-On the principle; perhaps, sive sublimate to do it. It is sure, but terribly painthat a school teacher in a country district used to ful.
residences.
THE SANTA CLA.RA VALLEY
"board around," staying a limited time with each
The world is to be congratulated that it is now
Lies beautifully, and looks like a continuous garden. family, I was this morning conveyed to the house of enabled to get along with a much smaller use of the
The lanli. is nearly all farmed, and orchards and gar- my friend, R. H. Schwartz, where I also find excel- salts of mercury as medicine or curative remedies
den-beds are very numerous. As we approached lent; accommodations, and as much kindness on the than formerly. Fifty years ago the major part of
San Jose we passed an onion field containing a thou- part of both the host and hostess ail. uny one could the physicians of the country administered calomel
sand acre!'!. In the foreground are substantial :md ask for. It is enough to say ·they are patrons of for nearly every ailment they were called upon to
elegant farm-houses, surrounded by orchards and THE TRUTH SEEKER, and are strong believers that treat. Calomel was the sheet anchor-the great
gardens, and the Santa Clara Mountains in the dis- it is an excellent papt!r. No pains are spared to club of Hercules with which the hydra-headed montance, making all a most beautiful picture. Santa make me comfortable, and I shall long hav reasons. ster of disease was to be beaten to death. It was
Clara valley is acknowledged on all sides to be the tq be gratified to the friends who so kindly enter- thought sub.murias, or calomel, was the most useful
.
curative in the entire materia medica. If ever a poor
finest in California. Snow never falls here, nor is it tain me.
ever uncomfortably hot. It is twenty miles from
NEW ALMADEN QUICKSILVER MINES.
wretch complained of headache, stomachache, torpid
the sea, but a range of mountains separates it from
Friend Schwartz took in his carriage Dr. J. L. liver, constipation, diarrhrea, loss of appetite, rheuthe coast, and keeps off the harsh winds and sudden York and myself through a pleasant stretch of matism, billiousness, intermittent fever, malarial
changes of temperature, while a still higher ridge on country to the New Almaden Quicksilver Mines, fever, and the thousand and_ one ills which :flesh is
the east excludes the hot breezas from that direction I some twelve miles in a southwestern direction. With heir to, he immediately had to swallow from two to
:tnd beyond. Mineral springs abound in the local. 1 the. exception of the Almaden Mines in Spain, from' twenty grains of calomel, and the smaller doses to
_lty, and thlil waters of Almaden are bottl~d under· which these were named, they are said to produce be repeated every three hours and kept up for days and
1
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we~ks until the system was fully saturated with
mercnry and-a state of t~a.livation produce_d.
When I was a boy it was not a very uncommon
- thing to see a person, from the full effects of calomel,
with his tongue so swollen .as to hang ~mt of his
mouth, his breath of the-most offensive and metallic
odor, his joints swollen or greatly affected with the
medicine, the glands of the throat' swollen from the
same cause, and a state produced infinitely worse
than the original disease. Pr-actice was then conducted upon the principle that in order to remove a
common or given diaea.lile from the system the mercurial disease had to be set up. Thus, it was then
almost impossible to find a person who had not been
salivated and·whose teeth had not been loosened, till
perhaps they fell out, from the effects of mercury.
In .this way the lives of millions were permanently
made wretched, and millions carried with them to
. their graves the effects of mercury poisons which
they need never have been troubled with had not tl;le
medical practice of the country_ been fearfully misdire-cted. Yes, by the undue use of mercury the
lives of millions were shortened and a great proportion of what should be life's pleasures totally de. k' d f
d' 1
h k
stroye d · Th18 lll o me wa treatment, t an 8 to
the measure of good sense which has been dispensed
among the people of the world, and the constant use of
this form of mercury, have been greatly lessened,
though by far too much is still used. When men
and women become as wise as they should be they
will find that sunlight, pure air in abundance, pure
water, with the benefits that may be gained by many
-articles of food, are the best curative remedies, and
that drugs of any kind, especially poisons, are very
little needed by the hqman system. Instead of ma.king a chemical laboratory of the stomach, it is far
better to remove disease by the use of nature's remedies and by controling the diet. The "coming
man" will have little use for calomel, arsenic,
strychnine, and the endless list of poisons and noxions articles which, for scores of years, inen and
women have been swallowing under the mistaken
idea that they are curatives and health-imparting
remedies.
A large amount of quicksilver is used in the manufacture of vermilion, which is widely used for
painting and other purposes; but by far the largest
share of quicksilver is used in gold and silver mining. ,In cmshing the ores and rocks bearing the precious minerals the particles of gold and silver are
· of qmc
· k 'l
l1'b erate d , an d upon th e app rwatton
81 ver
the minute pal'ticles of gold and silver are thus taken
up, for quicksilver has· the property of readily _uniting with the precious metals; taking up every parti. h w h"1ch 1t
. comes tn
. contact. Wh en the
c1e wtt
quicksilver is thus duly charged with other metal, it
il5 transferred to a retort, and distilled off by heat, it
going over in the form of vapor, and again condensed, while the gold or silver, as the case may be,
remains in the. retort. 1'he extensive gold and silver
mines of· California, Nevada, Utah, and Colorado
afford a ready market for the quicksilver obtained'at the New Almaden mines. The fumes of
quicksilver are necessarily very poisonous and deleterious, and it has long been regarded as extremely
unhealthy to work in quicksilver mines or in the furwhere
the ores are
but and
the accuracy
furnaces
naces
are now
constructed.
withreduced,
such care
that but few of the inJ'urious fumes are allowed_ to
escape, and the men working about the furnaces look
a 3 healthy as ordinary men.
THE SAN JOSE REOEP1.'ION.
We were back to the city in good time for the
reception what my friends had urepared to extend
to me in the evening. The affair cam~ eff in the
(}alifornia Theater, a very neat and pretty establishment, and where a goodly number of the citizens of
San Jose gathered in to do me honor.
The stage was tastefully and profusely decorated
with :flowers. Mr. Thomas Jacob, the president of
the S4n Jose Liberal League, presided and made the
opening speech. The city band, employed for the
occasion, discoursed most excellent music. Miss
Maud Loud recited"No Sects in Heaven" in an
animated and very (lreditable style. Mr. H.. II.
Sohwartz performed a cornet solo in a fine manner.
His wife assisted him, not on the cornet, but in making selections and accompanying her husband by
voice.
Dr. J. L. York made the principal speech of welcome, and dilated for half an hour on the purposes
and benefits of Liberalism. I followed in remarks
of about half an hour, in which I expressed my (JraLi·
tude for the kindnesss that had been show~ me
here, and I told them somewhat of what I had
seen in the Asiatic world. Thirteen young men
of the Turn Verein sang a favorite song in splendid
style. The closing and the best speech of the
evening was made by Marion Todd, lawyer of
Sa-n Francisco, who kindly came down expressly to
speak upon this occasion. Her speech was an able
and finished effort, and I only regret I am unable to
giv it entire.
After the mee.ting came the us~al hand-s~akings
and congratulatwns, abundant ev1denoe be1llg ex.
tended to me that friends here are numerous and

appeciative. The meeting was indeed a grand effort, him. If these apostles of. culture, purity, and moraland ~cannot" be soon forgotten. · · .
· ity
not stand by each. ~ther in adversity, and
(TO BE CONTINUED.]
when the truth is told about them, of what particu. -Iar good are they any way ?
An Exquisit "Cultured Liberal."
Otu' ·readers will be able to decide for themselvs
The late lucubrations of one of this tribe, with the whether the cultured Liberalism advocated by Wil~·emarks we felt induced to make upon the same, hav liam Emmette Coleman and B. F. Underwood is
bi'ought out some comments upon the cultured indi- really superior- to old-fashioned Liberalism, with
vidual which seem to be legitimate property of our far less pretension, and whether it is desirable that
readers. We will giv in this issue two letters that!hav all who embrace cultured Liberalism should become
been received in reference to this delectable person- like these pretentious and conceited apostles.
age, who seems to regard himself as of much bluer
blood than ordinary mortals. Here is one from a
Thieves in the. Post-Office.
friend, who certainly writes moderately:
We request those remitting money to us to send
WILLIAM EMMETTE coLEMAN.
either by registered letter, money order, express
MR. EDITOR: Being an unconditional optimist, I look upon order, or by draft on a bank. We hav had recently
everything, however insignificant, as necessary to the working abundance of reason to believe that letters for us are
ou:t of the greatest amount o1 ultimate good, althou.;h to the dishonestly abstracted while in transit, for in a short
finite mind it may appear like evil only, and that continually. time more than twenty letters containing remittances
Ever since I began to see Mr. Coleman's effusions in the papers
I hav wondered whitt good could ever come out of such a con- hav failed to reach us. Registered letters can be
caited, pedantic egotist. He seemed like an unmitigated, infin- traced up and found what becomes of them. Money
itesimal sphinx.
,
orders and bank checks and drafts if lost can be du~
I heard on good authority that when he lived in Leavenworth plica ted and the money collected; but if currency is
he used to borrow books by the armful of a gentleman possessing a fine library, and by dint of selecting passages from sent in a letter without registering, if it comes to
different authors and dovetailing them together, produced arti- hand, .all right, but if a thief takes it, it is hopelessly
cles which he palmed off on p]lblishers as original.
lost, and there is no chance for redress.
But some passages in his tirade, given in a late number of
We hav sometimes thought that the clerk thieves
Bundy's Ridiculo-Pragmatio Journal, must be his own. He who steal our letters are Christian thieves, who think
charges Sir Godfrey Hi~gins, Kersey Graves, Judge Waite, and,
I think, others (the latchets of whose shoes he is not worthy to all that is taken from so bad a paper as THE TRUTH
SEEKER is a real good. This may explain why more
look at), with "infamoll3 falsehoods "-that is his term.
"Nature works in mysterious ways her wonders to perform." TRUTH SEEKER letters than others are stolen and
I should never hav doubted the necessity of Mr. ColBman's why our friends should be specially cautious. The
existence had my obtuse mind never caught a ray of light on additional expense of sending by the modes indithe subject; but I feel that a clue to his utility is "getting cated more tJ:nm make amends in the security given.
through my hair." His mission in the economy of theuulverse
is to carry pedantry, eg-otism, and arrogance to such disgusting
extremes as to head off his readers who are inclined that way
New Boolrs,. and Cl1eap.
and maka amiable, modest, and usefUl Jl.lembers of society of
them. ·Amen.
STEPHEN YouNa.
We will endeavor next week to lay before our
Memphis, Mo., Oct. 25, 1882.
readers a part of the miscellaneous works we hav
Thus this conceited jackanapes:, who calls for more recently added to our stock, and the exceedingly low
culture and more purity, is held up in his true light; prices at which we are selling them. W 6 hope our
and if he is good at petceiving reflections he can friends will decide to patronize us in purchasing what
now see himself in the light in which others see new books they wish.
him.
Here is another brief note from a gentleman with
The Tuttle Fund.
whom we are well acquainted, and who we are sure
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav
would send us no report which he cannot substanti- received the following for Daniel •ruttle since Sepate in the fullest particulars. Here is what he says: tember Sd: Allen Johnson, Dallas, Texas, .25; Annie
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Your castigation of William Emmett_e E
"h
W h'
T
25 G p
verest, '.i eney,
as mgton
er., . ;
.
.,
Coleman is the finest thing I ever read. He is (I speak from Cheney, Washington Ter., .25 ·,.John Cosgrove, Solpersonal knowledge) one of the most vile and immoral men in
this country. He was driven out of Philadelphia in iront of a dier's Home, Washington, D. C., $1; J. S. Weeks,
shotgun in the hands of an indignant brother of a girl that he Onekama, Mich., $1; Dr. Fah child, New Bruns~
had ruined. I know whereof I speak.
Yours, · J. B.
wick, N. J, $1; C. Garwood, Baltimore, Md., .50;
This, indeed, is a repulsiv photograph of a man V. J. B01·ette, Nevada, .30. Total, $4 fi5.
who thinks himself better than ordinary Liberals,
Less than $5 for two months' i>olicitations, and
who prates about superior "culture" and "a higher many of these "crumbs of comfort" hav come
standard," who holds it to be wrong to oppose through personal appeals to my private correspondecclesiaaticism and theological dogmas, and who is ents! Here it is almost winter, and this old. man,
capable of denouncing a!! unclean men far better who has spent a lifetime doingpioneerwork for freethan himself. This is the man who pretends to ad- dom, must be left to his bare crust, old clothes, and
vocate "purity" and "culture," slanders those. who cheerless hearth, simply because Liberals, who are
do not agree with him as "Freelovers," and applies really able to send a mite now and then, are too carethe epithet of his friend,:" tag-rag and bobtails," to less and thoughtless of his needs and that of his sick
those who were consistent Liberals before either he wife to take the trouble to do so.
or or his confederate were even known in the ranks.
This is my last call, friends, till Christmas; please
· h'18 cen- ·don't let it be in vain. If each one who writes to
.Th"lS a11 ege d se d ucer h as b een very f ree m
suresof the editor of this paper, and has held us up as me for a book or a paper would send a few stamps
an l'gnor~mus
and low' and as a person toward the Tuttle Fund Elmina will esteem it a per"'
' as "Oarse
v
unworthy of confidence and support; but we wish to sonal favor. Just here let me say I feel a little
emphatically a10sure the cultured· gentleman that, as pride in having my friends do a little more to aid me
bad as he and others hav represented us, we hav not in assisting Tuttle. than Garwood's do to aid him in
been a seducer· of any man's daughter, wife, or sister, assisting Hacker. He is a man and has ~oney, and
and hav never attempted to be. If he or his friend ca.n print circulars and postals and all that; I'm only
is able to show the contrary of this to be true, a nobody, owning nothing-not even a vote. I hav
he is hereby challenged to do. He may regard only my record as a worker for humanity. On that
himself as vastly purer and more cultur~d than our- I base my plea for help for the needy. Shall it be
selvs, but we are sure we ar-e better content with the in vain? Address
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
record we hav made than we should be with such a
Snowville, Va.
one as his. Particulars will be furnished if desired.
----..----When a man boasts of his purity all:d his culture, Mr. Charles Watts's Lectul'ing Engagements,
he may well be marked as a hypocr1t aud a bad
.
.
r .
man. He is playing the game of "brag," in which
To avmd delay lD cmTespondence all app watwns
hispretenseofpurityismadetotaketheplaceofthe for lectures from Mr. 'Yatts can be sent to that
genuin artiole. Whenever a man pretends to be better 15entleman a~dressed ~0 hlm at the general post·~!fice
than his fellows, and boasts vf his superior morality, m the followmg towns on the da~es ~ere spemfied.
he should be regarded with the greatest suspicion, ~ar~ should be taken that all. apphcatwns are posted
for as truly as the Bun shines he is simply a pretender m tu~e to reach the respect1v towns on the dates
and a bad man at heart. It is much the same with mentwned.
.
.
the man who needlessly seeks to defame a.nd injure
Nov. 5th, and durmg the followmg week, New
another. Beware of him, for jj, is morally sure he Orleans, La.; Nov.l3th, Galveston, Texas; No~. 14th,
will not do to depend. uoon No truly good man no Houston,, Texas; Noy. 15th, Brenham, Texas, Nov.
gentleman, will boa~t of hi~ _own purity and illo~al- 16th and 17th, Austm, Texas; Nov. 1.9th and 20th,
ity; nor wiU he be ready tu tear down the reputation Dal~as, Texas; Nov. 26th aud followmg week, St.
of another, that he may himself rise upon the ruins LoWuts, hMo.
L'b
f . d . · th
·
t
th
d ed
e ope our 1 era1 r1en s m e varwus owns
pro
uc · gentleman under discussion appeared mentwne
·
d ~ 1'11 a t once ,eommumca
· t e Wl'th Mr • Watts
us
The
cultured
very much disturbed because mwomplimentary allu- as to lecturmg engagements.
sions were made to his fl'iend, B. F. Underwood. It
was of course very kind of him to thus stand up
LIBERALS OF BuFFALO, N. Y., do not forget on
for his friend, and cultured gentleman No. 2 ought fllection day Gen. W. ll'. Rogers for Congress, Col.
to be duly grateful. Now, baiu cultured gentleman Richard Flach for assembly, J,oseph L. Haberstrofor
No. 2, who is associate editor of the Index, should sheriff, and Thomas S. King for police justice, whose
reciprocate the sympathetic feelings of ~be cl!ltured opponent is a member of every Catholic order in the
gentleman No.1, and come forward to hus rehef and mty. All the above are members of the Buffalo
shield him from the damaging charges made against Liberal League, No. 105.
A. C.

will
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Who Were the Abolitionists !

To TirE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
Some time ago I received a letter from a friend of
your paper and the principles it advocates, who resides in Shawano, Wisconsin, with the request that
I would compile a list of the names of the leading
men and women in the Abolition movement in order
to show their relatioM to Christianity and Infidelity,
for the writer believed that most of the agents of
the Underground Railroad, as well as the early advacates of temperance, were parties of the Infidel
stripe, and that the -claims and assertions of the
church that the Bible and their efforts and sympathies were in oppoaition to the institution of l!!lavery
and the liquor traffic were false.
With the permission of the editor of TirE TRUTH
SEEKER, I will state who were the Abolitionists and
what class constituted the bone and sinew of the
antislavery cause. By way of illustration, I will
state, as briefly as possible, what came under my
own observation, which facts will demonstrate just
how the church stood regaroin!l the {)a.use at th·e
head of which stood William Lloyd Garrison. The
facts to which I refer occurred in 1841-'42. At
that time I was a meml:Jer (on probation) in the
Methodist Episcopal church. Rev. William Barnes
was the pastor. The main church was at Pottsville,
Pa. Such men as Benjamin Haywood, John Madison, and others of like standing, were its leading
men. At Port Carbon, t:wo miles distant, we held
meetings in a large stone house. It was revival
time, and when prayers were started after preaching
Mr. Barnes would often ask B. Lewis Jones (colored) to lead in prayer. Mr. Jones had a son Lewis,
about my age (nineteen years). The father appealed to me to induce his son to go forward for
prayers, saying, "You know, Brother Lynn, he will
go at once if you ask him." This was true, for a
Scotch boy and myself were the only two young
men in all that region that would go to the colored
church and teach them bow to read, and who devoted our energes for their upholding and the liberation of their race. Yes, it was true, they would do
aught we said, so young Lewi~ followed me to the
"mourner's bench." When about half way there
this priest mounted the bench, spread out his arms,
and said," Stand back! stand back! We don't want
any niggers here !" This, too, after repeatedly asking his father to lead in prayer. Could a satellite
from the lowest hell hav done worse? When Ire:
monstrated with him r~garding the wickedness of
his conduct he said, "Why, _Brother Lynn, if we
allow this it is as much as to say to a respectable
public, 'SLand back! stand back!"'
The next occurred at the Lutheran church at Port
Carbon. This church edifice was made out of the
old school building, and when the society organized
they circulated a petition to the effect that all subscribers, as well as all who gave labor to fence and
fix the grounds, should be entitled to free burial.
Charles Sinus (originally aslave) was the largest
money_subscriber of the poor men, besides helping
to make the fence, etc. His wife Rachel died and
was buried there. One year after Charles came to
his death by pleurisy. He requested his body to
rest by the side of his wife. I was made administrator, and was at that time acting-rmperintendent of
the Lutheran Sunday-school. When all was ready
for tho funeral the church refused burial, assigning
as a reason that they did not want niggers in their
graveyard. I called their attention to the agreementon their petition, stated the request of Charles
to rest beside Rachel, and the wickedness of arefusal. My appeals were vain. I used every Christian meaus that I knew. I tried praying and found
it useless. Seeing that interment must take place
ere long I hit~ upon this device. The church was
mainly German, so I went to the Dutch doctor and
stated the case. He was an honest soul, though
saturated with liquor and lager, and brimful of
good, honest swearing. I said: "You see how the
matter stands; the funeral must take place. I hav
tried reason, justice, and praying. Now you try
reason and swearing." He said, "Come along, Mr.
Lynn." I went, and as soon as he met the first one
he let off a tornado of full, fat swears that hit like
rooks. He then went to another and let off still
worse. When he came to the third trustee he un. capped his heavy artillery and executed the grandest display of Greek-fire cursing I ever heard. The
saints caved. Tho request of my old dear friend
was complied with, and I was happy.
This experience weakened my orthodoxy, and
shortly after I became a Universalist. Being made
member of the Pennsylvania Convention, held in
Pottsville, the question of slavery and intemperance
came up. 0£ course, I was the only black (Abolition) sheep in the flock. Rev. "Asher Moore" was
the priestly defender of moderate drinking and
slavery, all of which taught me that S. S. Foster's
pamphlet, "A Brotherhood of 1'hieves; or, a True
Picture of the American Church and Clergy," was
true to the letter and in nowise overdrawn. After

the death of Charles somewhat .less than a year, a
colored man and his wife, who occupied the late
Sinus's residence (the very house u11ed to secrete the
fugitivs), wBre taken back to 111lavery; the party
claiming the huaband was a Methodist class-leader,
and the person claiming the woman a leading mem-.
ber of the Baptist church. They carried them back
to hell. _
·
It does not seem necessary to compile a list of
names to show who were the friends and who the
enemies of human liberty. The church did not hesitate to call us all Infidels because we refused to shut
our eyes to the sin of slavery, and exposed its coniplioity tkerewith. Instead of the church aiding the
antislavery reform, it threw every pos~ible obstacle
in the way of our work for the slaves in the South,
and our efforts in assisting the fleeing fugitiva to
Canada. We could trust any one better than an
activ church-member, as a rule, though I say it
with pleasure that there were a few honorable exceptions. Though, while the church branded us all
ae Infidels, the majority of workers known to me
were women and men of the largest faith in the
goodness and justice of God, with a belief in immor~
tality, and the literal interpretation of those grand
words in the Declaration of Independence and the
"Golden Rule." The Hicksite Friends, among whom
were Lucretia Matt, Isaac and Amy Post, and many
others, made the cause their life-work. Garritt
Smith, Wendell Phillips, Theodore Parker, the
Channings, Burleighs, Whittier, and a long, long
list who claimed to be Christians, were ever vigilant
in defense of liberty, and yet scarcely any were cont~idered quite orthodox. It is true that there was a
large b.ody in good and regular etanding that clung
to the popular faith that were always true to the
cause of the slave. In this list stood George B.
Cheever, Albert Barnes, Theodore D. Weld, the
Grimkies, and still more, that were always right,
that held the same religious ideas. It must never be
forgotten, and cannot be too eften reiterated, that
while the churches of Philadelphia, New York, and
Boston refused to opeu their doors to Mr. Garrison,
it was th~ Infidels of Boston that gave him the opportunity to plead the cause of the slave in Julian
Hall. Many of these friends were the earnest friends
of the downtrodden, and none more so than the noble
Charles F. Hovey, the Boston merchant ; while
dissenting from the multitude, religiously and politically, and while believing that ecclesiasticism and
Christianity hav done, and are still doing, an untold
amount of evil, we must not violate the principles of
truth and justice.
Actuated by this spirit, we are compelled to admit
that the great majority of antislavery workers were
imbued with a religious faith that God was· on the
side of justice, and worked with them to establish
liberty throughout the land to all the inhabitants
thereof; and, though it ie too true that religion, as
understood by the masses, did n.ot make them remember the poor slaves•as bound with them, but on
the contrary made them excuse the alave!J.olders and
ha.te or dread the· Abolitionists, it is equally true
that a certain Infidel element were so busy in lampooning religion, and berating the priests and-priestcraft, that they had neither time, nor taste, nor
patience to battle with chattel slavery, or join the
antislavery ranks.
·
·
These are simply my opinions, which twenty-five
years of antislavery work crystallized.
Among my p!Jrsonal acquaintances, during my
residence in the states of Penn&ylvania, New Jersey,
New York, and Illinois, I never knew scarcely a
single case on the part of a man qr woman that
were activ workers in an orthodox "church that were
reliable Garrisonians-by which I mean the kind
"that would not equivocate, that would not retreat
a single inch, and that would be heard "-for the
reason that the church ·was first, and freedom for the
oppressed second. They were a species of ultramontaines-God first, the poor slave afterward.
The brazen effrontery of the church is a part of
its stock in trade. Who does not know that it bred
just such offspring as "South Side" Adams, Orville
Dewey, aud Henry Ward Beecher; the first, the
Bible champion in defense of the "sum of all viilanies;" the second, to show his subserviency to
slavery and the "Fugitiv Slave law," said, if it was
necessary, he would send his own .mother back to
slavery; and the third, while prating, "in season
and out of season," in opposition to the "peculiar
institution," could invite slave-holding divines to his
pulpit, and not hav sufficient cou.rage to apeak from
the platform of the antislavery yearly meetings,
combining the hypocrit and coward in equal proportions? As earnest workers, we found it absolutely
necessary to cut loose from church influences, and
we accepted what seemed the most proper and appropriate name, viz., "Come-outers." We ceased
for many years to put any trust in the ~hurch. · We
knew it to be our most insidious and persistent foewhat it could not accomplish openly, it sought to
secure by the basest insiimations, or the most shameless assumptiou.s. Our constant agitation was the
leaven of truth that kept up a perpetual ferment in
every pretended or real moral and mental organiza..
tion. Its power clove asunder sects, and systems,
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and institution~ which ~ma~in~d they were so firmly
rooted and permanent IIi prmmple that naught could
destroy th~ir .equilibri~n;t or int~grity. We were a
thorn m the s1de of poht10al parties, a rebuke to dishonest. patriotism, and a. constant and vigilant de- ·
tectiv to hunt out -and bring to justice all shams
in opposition to human liberty, whether done in the
name of God, religion, or even science. My letter
is too long to giv my opini9n of the Status of the
church on the temperance question forty years ago.
Hoping my Wisconsin friend and the readers of Tn:s:
TRUTH SEEKER will enjoy this article, I am his and
GEo. LY~N.
theirs, for truth and justice

Knowledge Necessary to Belief.
In an argument, ·no matter upon what subject, it is
ungenerous and unwise for the disputants t<> descend to
personalities. The arguments should be left to speak
for themselvs: They are worth their face, no disoount
being made for the suthor's character, be he young
or old, good, bad, or indifferent, a member of some
church, or of no church; whether he believe in one
or more gods, or in one or more devils. We care
not where the truth ·comes from, ".it is worth only
its convincing qualities to the mind which receives
it."
The vast majority of the world il!l governed by
custom, but there are a few who will think, speak,
and act in accordance with their reason, who will
speak their honest convictions, whether they are con,
ventional or unconventional, regardless of what the
world ehall say of them or of their opinions. They
know that truth will finally prevail, even if there is
but one man who advocates it against a million, and
they are willing to wait a. hundred years or more
to hav their theories proved-as many a one has
done before them-that "facts are of far more importance than reputations;" therefore the present
belief of others in regard to their theorie111 does not
discourage them.
With uneducated and unreflecting men the personal abuse of a disputant, who entertains what they
consider the unconventional side of an argument,
undoubtedly has weight; but the thoughtful reader
or listener does not look at names; if the arguments
reach hi& soal, and if he is honest and unprejudiced,
he judges the arguments by their own merits, not by
what is said of the merit or demerit of their author.
If we try a pen and find it good, are we to condemn
it because its maker was a Chinaman, or because
some one pronounces it to be a worthless pen? No.
We have proved to our own satisfaction that the
pen is a good one, as we prove that the argument is
sound-by the dictum of our judgment.
But some will say,." How shal1-w~ decide, when-·
doctors disagree i'" Aa long as there ia disagreement it is quite evident that there is no supreme authority on the subject; for where there is authority
there is no disagreement or investigation. Disagreement leads to investigation, and if it is not permit.
ted, how can perfection be arrived at? If Franklin
and Morse had been debarred from making experiments, if they had been compelled to admit that the
pen was the best an only means of communication,
should we ever hav had the telegraph? Orthodoxy
says, "We hav the best, and know it." But some
one says: "I don't believe them. To thy mind it
seems at least possible that it would be better to devote more time to educating children, and men too,
in regard to matters pertaining to this world." We
should not receive anything as absolutely true, so
long as there is any possibibility that it may be
false. The doc~rins that we must not doubt and
must not interrogate are the greatest obstacles to
progress that can be created or imagined, no matter
to what subject they may be app!ied, or in what
book they may be found. There 1s no proof that
the creator of the world had anything to do with
books, and until this proof shall be found to exist
beyond question, it is a sin to ask.a reasonable being
to receive the doctrins found in any one of them
that are in direct contradiction to his honest convictions. It is bad enough to hav unchangeable belie~
in regard to what w~ can know about what we can
see; but to hav a settled belief in that which is not
absolutely certain, what pertains to the hereafter,
to the next world, is very um·easoQable and nonprogressiv; to be compelled to believe what we can·
not understand, or what we construe differently, is
not only unreasonable aut monstrous. This has
been done for thousands of years, and yet there are
those who claim that this course has civilizad the
world. But a. far more reasonable, and, to my mind,
the only reasonable, view is, that mankind hav progresl'led in spite of these enforced dogmas. To fetter a man's mind is as Q.eleterious to his spiritual
nature, and interferes as painfully with hie 'mental
progress, as placing irons upon his feet and hands.
It is but a few years since mankind were given
their freedom of thought and speech, and now that
they are comparativly released from their mental
serfdom, they are making rapid strides in civili.zation. Stuart Mill says, "The Bole end . for which
mankind are warranted, individually or collectivly,
in interfering with the liberty of action of any of
their number, i1 self-protection." What cause more
sacred than to protect a human being in his right to
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-· think for himself-the right .to use wh~t reason he I' sense, .and deiiuilrves to hav fewer years if he cannot the "Holy Ghost," especially when he has been
has? But thanks to such men as the" great cham- make better use of what he has. A man certainly taught t::> look upon it as such from childhood. But
pion of human rights," the world is beginning to ought not to be punished with time. He can make I hear some one say," You are a queer Liberal to
breathe the inspiring air of liberty of thought. No as much less for himself as he. chooses. Those who admit such exercise to be in. any way beneficial." I
pontiff now can inflict inquisitori~l torments upon a do not believe in investigation, and who w1ll not in- anewer, It is not confined to God nor to his selfman for believing and -worshiping as he thinks right. vest.igate, are generally those who hav too much appointed representativs, the preachers, but is as
In this country, where each man is "king of him- time.
•
.
common as the power to breathe, therefore may be
self," a~d where each has" a clear title to his brain,
For a thinking being to hav a belief or theory in used intelligently. You cannot mingle with your
free of encumbrance," any society that compels its regard to that of which he knows nothing is an ab- fellows in any department of life without more or
members to liv on faith instead of on facts will surdity, but to insist that others shall believe what less exercising it. It can be and is used, whether ·
either hav to append to its constitution a ''fifteenth neither he nor they can understand, or be eternally consciously or not, in all kinds of intercourse among
amendment" ~r stand upon a very infirm founda- damned for disbelieving, it is monstrous.
mankind. It is but little understood, yet enoup:h is
tion. Tha~ such a society has been able to exist for
Ca.As. M. P.a.TcH.
known to place it front among interesting subjects
before us. It is used. in trade, in politics, in social
centuries we will admit; but since the world has
been fit to liv in only a very few years (for a short
Revivals.
life, in the school, but, most of all, in religion; and
time ago men and womei~; were bought and sold
Now is the season when the voice of the revival- it is only because of the long-continued, persistent
like sheep in even the most civilized countries), ist is heard in the land. He is a man of voice, must effort that it is so much more noticeable there than
men hav commencea to think for themselvs; and for necessarily hav a voice of· power, and if a sweet elsewhere.
the .next million years the society that says to its singer, eo much the better for the cause. He generThe religious world has for ages used this power
members you must believe in any book and let us ally knows something of the power of that strange blindly. Although they are just learning that certain
do your thinking for you, if those members remain influence, known to the scientist as "magnetism," conditions produce these manifestations of power,
it will be· for some other purpose than believing and and to the church as the" power of the Holy Ghost." they still try to make their ignorant dupe~ believe it
thinking. In one sense, all men of the past and He watches with eagle-eye the first indication of the depend!!! upon prayer and faith.
present think for us; that is, we hav the benefit of manifestation of this wonderful power, using every
Admitting that this force may be used injuriously ·
their thoughts; but we claim the privilege of se- method at his command to widen and deepen its in- among the ignorant multitude, does not argue that it
lecting those that we consider best for us and of :fluence. He calls the brethren and sisters olose to- may not be used with g.reat good when used int,!llliadding to and improving upon those thoughts if Wlil gether, urges them to lay aside every thought but gently. There is no reason why this mysterious
oan. But tv compel one man to accept, unquestioned, the love of Jesus, insists upon their shaking hands power may not be used to further the Liberal cause,
the thoughts of another, whether he claim to be in- and singing the old familiar hymns, well knowing as well as to allow the ChristianR to monopolize it,
spired or not (inspiration does not add to the reason- that any form of intense mental action will retard since there is no patent upon it. It can be used with
ableness or unreasonableness of what our judgment the work of the" Holy Ghost."
varying degrees of intensity. It can be exercised
So the magnetist well knows that any form of over oue person, or over the multitude. It is only
says is unwise or false), is worse than a military des.
potism-'tis reason despotism, and that, beyond all mental abstraction makes it impossible for him to lim,ited by the mental and physical capacity of the opothers, is the worst, as it destroys freedom of control his Silbject. Bat the revivalist does riot erator.
.
thought as well as of action.
.
stop. Night after night, after giving deep and terThere is no space here to go into details as to
How many new thoughts should we hav to-day if rible warning to sinners, followed by tender and lov- method, but I cannot close without saying that pasthe theory of the church had been carried cut? ing appeals to ":flee from the wrath to come," he sivity, an unresistlilg negativ condition of the audiautos-da.fe would still be lighted with our quiver- calls up the old wheel-horses of the church, both ence or individual, is necessary. In church parlance,
ing flesh; heretics be gasping their lalilt in living ladies and gentlemen, keeps them ~raying and sing- a state of faith.
graves; heads would be falling by the guillotin, ing, thus diffu.sing "magnetism" until the whole
To produce such a condition, a teacher or speaker
and we believing that heaven was too far above to qhurch is filled with the" Holy Ghost." It is then should endeavor in the start to produce a gentle riphear or pity, and that hell was just beneath, waiting easy for them to believe, for in that condition they ple of laughter,.or in some other pleasing way secure
to receive and torture our roughly disembodied do not think. It is then the "precious" promises a harmonious feeling in his audience; then, never
spirits. Even our Galileos would not dare insist and pious phrases -of church parlance are greeted for one moment, let their minds wander from the
"the ea:.;th is round;" the Copernican system would with an artillery of "amens" and storms of "glory subject-never a break in the current of thought.
not be believed; and we should still havliteral hell- hallelujahs," when proclaimed by this loud-voiced But the speaker must learn the varying conditions of
fire and eternal damnation preached into ug .. Who man of God.
.
.
his audience, and to work upon them; the feelings
When a special effort is made by a strong mind should be frequently varied by the rapidly flowing
is it that has Liberalized the church, those who believe or those who doubt? Arid the Liberalizing and body, backed up by the accumulation of ages thoughts of the speaker. The man or woman with
proc6SI!l has but just commenced. The time is com- of sacred beliefs that hav grown ·up around and, so plenty to say, and a good voice, will soon learn to
wg, yes, has already come, when a man will be to speak, become a part of the people, it becomes appreciate nly meaning when I say he can learn to
allowed to hold his own opinions, as to whether the almost omnipotent in its power. It moves a congre- play upon them, as the musician, by touching, brings
Lord inspired Moses to write the laws, or whether gation as a. storm-swayed forest. They then hav harmony from his strings.
L. E. HuGGINS.
Moses only thought he was inspired; whether he no disposition to resist this influence even if they
Reading, Pa:
really saw a burning bush, or whether it was but the had the power to do so, for the sensation is pleasant
·-------"--reflection of the sun over the hill; whether Lazarus and because they are fully persuaded that it is the
Paine's Theism.
was really dead, or whether there might not hav very power of God.
If Paine was an Atheist it could be no reflection
been some life left in him; whether the sun and
Our city was visited by such special effort last
moon actually stood still, or whether it was the winter. The Rev. Prettyman, of Baltimore, Md., upon his character. in the estimation of any intellipicturo of the sun and moon on the standard bearer's di<i some of this kind of work at the Fourth-street gent person in this enlightened age, and I do not
flag that stopped while Joshua fought the uattles; M. E. church, and tried to palm it off as " Holy write this to vindicate his memory;· but it is· the
whether the story of the flood was a great or small Ghost" work. Strange to say, the "ghost" did not right of every soul to be correctly characterized;
story, was true 01_· false,· whether the book called come at his call. 'l'here seemed to be some drag, especially is it our duty to those who cannot speak
for themselvs to use our best efforts to hold them in
"the Bible" was inspired, or whether the writers and sinners did not fall on their faces and call their true light. So when a man abuses a great op·
thought they were inspired; whether the world is for mercy. Fact is, people are getti~g an inkling o~ portunity chance has given him to tell to a listening
h d
ruled by a personal god, or by natural laws.
how this thing is done. They are all on ~he "q·u~
·
Since the church has been constantly changing, as vive" to see who will be the first struck wtth ''con- world a downright fa 1se 00 respectmg a great
character-one to whom every citizen of this land is
-far back
history goes, it is not absolutely ce1·ta.in viction" (another nam~ for. the same thing), con~e- greatly beholden for such uncommon privileges as
that it will not keep. on changing, and as its quently there is but l~ttle m:fluence !elt. I a~ m· · h d
f ll f
tendency has always been toward Liberal views, it formed that he was drtven to the dtre necesstty of we boast we enjoy-It IS t e uty 0 a 0 us to cry
h "shame !"
is not certain that all of its present dogmas will calling the Sunday-school children up to the bene
A lawyer of no great repute, in the Guiteau case,
.
. ,
.
ll a·
stand. We may well hope, when we hav such men in a body, prayed over them over an hour or more,
as Thomas, who cannot swallow the Methodist idea then told them to get up, that they were converted, lately abused hts opportumty oy sneermg1Y a u mg
to Thomas Paine as ''Paine, the Atheist." Eviof atonement; as Swing, who talks principally of and were now the children of God. The next d ay
·
1
dently
he did not know of what he was talking. It
h
h
salvation in this world; as Beecher, who says that one of the city papers state d t at. t e revtva on iR notorious that Paine was what we to-day call a
pain carried beyond purification is cruel, and that t) Fourth ~:~treet was flourishing, that over fifty had ex- Unitarian. Moreover, many to-day would deem
·construe the Bible literally is monstrous; as Ingersoll, perienced a change of heart in a few ··days. Such him superstitious, for he declared more than once, in
who says that "faith is only necessary when the things are getting too thin even for the devout. The his published works, that he believed in God-a
story is unreasonable;" that he thinks more of facts reverend gentleman was criticised pretty severely for God who will reward and punish in another world.
than of faiths, more of reasons than of 1·evelations, his off-hand method of doing things. fi The
ld , H.ev.I His statement about a future lif e is the strongest,
more of principles than of persons, more of nature Shepherd soon left in search of greener " e s, or, perhaps, ever made. "It is not near so wonderful
than of names. Compare these sentiments with'' He should hav said, sheep.
that I shall liv hereafter as that I liv now, never
that believeth not shall be damned;" with the docThe H.ev. Mr. Chubb, of the Eighth-street Evan·d h
trin of eternal punishment; with the idea that an gelical church, seems to b.e better acquainted w. ith having lived before." He also sat t at it does not
h follow because the Deity· has conferred life on all
infinitly wise and all-powerful god murdered all the ghost. Night after mght, for seven or eig t men here that all of them shallliv hereafter. Some
the finite beings upon the face of the earth by a weeks, he kept pouring down hot shot upon the may not be fit to liv in the future.
flood, because they were wicked, when he might hav heads of the sinners and calling in, in large numbers,
·
b
f ld
Such an exhibition of ignorance as that made by
made them as pure as angels by one word, in the the lost sheep and lambs. Qu1te a num er o o
"bl
·
twinkle of an eye. How much lelia- trouble, and sheep were thua brought into the fold and washed this evident pettifoger is too contempt! e to notiCe
how mpch more humane this would hav been than preparatory for the spring shearing, which is the but for the great publicity he gave to the slander of
all that flood business!
most important part of a good shep~erd's w_ork. the dead-! say slander, for to thus publicly misIf we would hav no belief in regard to what we They were having what they call a glorwus r~vt.val. represent so great and good a character is iilander,
C. I.
know nothing about, but try to inveliltigate. what has This is called by a certain class of Chrtsttans whether legally or not.
not been already explained satis_factorily, and govern "getting religion," "saving souls," "getting a
our actions by what we think to be right, life would change of heart," "making a bad person good," .Mr. Charles Watts's Lecture Tour in America.
Mr. Watts has just left for the South. He intends
then be a success, and constantly progressiv. Em- ''enlisting under the. bl~od-staine~ banner.': M~ny
erson says, "Think and act yourself, to-day, and if questions come rushmg mto the mmd on w1tnessmg visiting New Orleans, Galveston, Hou11ton, Dallas,
Sherman (Texas), St. Louis, Mo., and Indianapolis,
to-morrow you find yourself mistaken, hav the one of these storms of human passion.
strength of mind to change your opinions." A man -Is there any good coming to humanity ~rom_ i~s and will be glad to hear from friends in the above
who does not change his opinions does not progress: exercise? I think there is. 'l'he power ex1sts, 1t Ul places as to lecturing. Mr. Watts will be in New
Perfection seems desh·able, but in nature, when that a patent, potent fact. People become exalted; all Orleans Nov. 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th. In Texas from
point is reached, it is the end. Nothing that is the faculties of the mind are aroused; they become, Nov. 13th to 23d. In St. Louis Nov. 27th, 28th, 29th,
known to be perfect is doubted, and whatever is for the moment, generous, affectionate, and some and 30th. In Indianapolis Dec, 8th. Cincinnati,
doubted cannot certainly be considered as true and even forgiv their ene~ies for t~e time being.. The Okio, Dec. 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th.
perfect beyond question .. The world of thought is whole being seems lifted up mto a purer hfe. .I
THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent three months to
infinit and there is no danger of getting out of ma- am not surprised that the s.udde~ possessor ?f th1s
new
subscribers for 50 oents •
. terial. He. who has too muoh time has too little mysterio.us power should beheve h1mself bapt~ed by
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cash, will be hailed as warm friends of the paper,
while thQse who can send but one new name will be
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. cordially accepted asdoing~he best they could.und~r
the circumstances Some o1ln do much more m this
The largest and cheapest Radical Jourv,al published in line than others. There are fin more liberally dis·
posed people in some communities than in others,
Jlurope or America, r.ontaining seven hundred square inihes but in nearly all communities there are people who
more reading matter t~ ccny other journal of its ldnd.
ought to take a Liberal paper who spend not a dime
'
a year in keeping up Liberal publications.
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, NOVENBER 41 1882.
In view of the total apathy and indifference which
Liberals evince in this direction, we sometimes
almost bav to hang our heads in shame at the conA New Departure.
templation of such Liberalism. We mentally
With a view of increasing the number of the inquire, Will these dead souls never show any
-patrons and readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, we hav more life? Will false-hearted hypocrite . always
resolved to lessen the price at the commencement of contribute their money freely to help sustain the
the tenth volume on January 1, 1883. This is not power of priestcraft and the institution of the
because we hav been making too much money, nor church, and not be willing to P:x:pend two or three
because by the publication of this fearless weekly we dollars per year to help sustain some worthy Freehav been enabled to lay up treasures where moth thought journal? Will men who ought to be indeand rust do not corrupt and where thieves do not pendent as well as just,. be always willing to stifle
break through and steal; for, the fact is, we are pub- their convictions, withhold their aid from the strugIishing the largest Liberal journal in the world; and gling paper which speaks the truths they believe,
in view of the quantity of reading matter we weekly aud willingly see it struggle and starve for the very
lay before our readers, we are publishing it at a aid they are withholding, while they readily expend
lower price than any similar publication. We are ten times as much money in some foolish enterprise,
giving senn hundred inches more of reading matter and even giv their money to keep up the institutions
every week than is contained in any other Liberal which they do not believe in at all.
·
journal with which we are acquainted.
We hav had occasion to think that there is not
No, we hav not made too much profit. We hav one person in ten who has lost faith in the dogmas
many and many a time been at a loss to see how we of the church and the claims of the priesthood, who
could weather the tide and be able to pay the heavy takes a Liberal paper that ought to. It is not to be
bills we hav to meet. Many ·a time it has been supposed that all these indifferent persons can be enalmost an ineKplicable problem how w~ should be thused with a willingness to pay for a Liberal paper,
able to pay off the bands at the close of the week. but is to be hoped many of them may be. If only
More than once hav we had ocoasion to think that half of them can be brought to a realizing sense of
were it not for the little profits we are able to make their duty, a great good will be accomplished.
on books, the income from the paper alone would
It is generally conceded that in no more effectual
not be suffiaient to keep it up and pay off the bills.
wa} can a .given amount of money be employed. in
Under such a state of facts it may seem ill-advised spreading the truths ~f Liberalism, and in combating
and like poor policy to lower the price of the paper the errors of supernaturalism, than in the publishing
below a paying basis. But we hav resolved to test of a live, outspoken Liberal paper. In no way can
the matter· and see if the circulation will not thereby a limited amount of money be made capable of dobe . con11iderably increased. We desire that the ing the same amount of good. Liberal papers should
paper shall hav a wide reading at a price that will be far more numerously circulated. At least a hunbarely keep it alive, rather than to obtain a generous dred thousand people should take a Liberal paper
price for it with a limited number of readers. We who now do not.
shall hardly feel satisfied till we hav tested the matAs to tre quality of THE TRUTH SEEKER during
ter, and test it we shall.
the next volume, it will, perhaps, be enough to say
The price of THE TRUTir-SEEKER after January that it will be, as in the past, the fearless, outspoken
1st will be $2 50 per year, payable in advance, and foe of ecclesiasticism, priestcraft, and supernaturalwe hope friends will not ask us. to wait twelve ism. It will oppose the enslavement of the mind to
months and more for our money. We hav not made the dogmas of. supet·stition, the same ss heretofifty cents clear on each yearly subscriber we hav fore. We shall advocate and endeavor to illussupplied, and it must be seen at a glance that unless trate the truths of nature. We shall continue
our circulation is largely increased we must be out to show the blighting effects that ecclesiasticism has
of pocket in our new departure.
had upon the world, and the errors that hav grown up
We shall look confidmtly to our friends that this under it. We shall still endeavor to show. the sudoes not prove a fact. Our friends hav constantly periority of nature over supernature, one being
sustained us in all our efforts since we begun our always true, the other always false. 'The pages of
little sheet in Paris, Illinois, over nine years ago. the paper will still be open and free to people of diThe enemies of mental liberty and the advocates of verse opinions. Contributors are not required to
intolerant ecclesiasticism hav many times attacked think as we do to gain admission to our columns.
us with the fixed determination to ruin us and break Those who write sensibly, and hav something to say
up our publishing business, but our friends, scattered worthy of being read, will always be welcome.
all over this broad land, hav as firmly stood by us
Volume X. will be printed from new type,
' through discouragements of all kinds; and when purchased for the purpose, and in the first number
malicious men in our own ranks hav conspired with will be commenced an excellent story by William
our ecolesiastical foes with the determination to ac- McDonnell, the author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens
complish our ruin, these good _friends hav cheered of the Heath," and "Family Creeds," entitled" R'ilmand preserved us. We hav often realized and spoken iniscences of a Preacher." This story is remarkthe truth that if man ever had cause to feel grateful ably well written, and will run for several months.
to friends, we are that man. Our friends hav been It alop.e will b.e worth the pries of a year's subscripour comfort, our support, and our life. Without tion.
them we could hav done nothing.
We ask our_ friends to interest themselvs in obWe still intend to draw upon the public spirit and taining new subscriptions. We would that every
generosity of our friends. We look to them tcr aid true Ll.beral sh<;:uld feel a lively interest in having
us in obtaining new subscribers to our paper. With THE TRUTH SEEKER in the family of every Liberal
the less~ning of price, with due effort on the part of in the country, so far as possible. We shall use
friends in every state, county, and community, the what ability we possess to make the paper worthy of
circulation niust be largely increased. Unless it is, general patronage, and we will be glad to hav it
we shall feel that we hav made a mistake indecreas- generally appreciated and patronized.
ing the price, and will unquestionably sustain loss.
Besides lessening the price as above, '!e will make
It must be seen in a moment that if $3 a year has this additional concession: To such new parties as
barely met expenses, the number of patrons must be subscribe now, or before the expiration of the year,
largely increased for it to be self-sustaining at $2.50 the sum of $2.50, we will send the paper for
per year. ·The greatest item of expense in the print- fourteen months, or until January 1, 1884:. This
ing of a paper is the setting of the type, and it costs offer should bring in IJ?-any new subscriber~. W a
just the same to set the type for a smgle tho:nsand hope those wh.o hav ~Itherto been. ?orrowi_ng the
as though twenty:-five or fifty thousand are prmted; paper, and paymg nothing to the pubhsher, will conso while $5 per copy per year for the one thousand elude to act the more. honorable part, and pay for
would scarcely meet running expanses, $2 per year. what they read, and thus purRue a manly course.
for the fifty thousand would leave a handsome profit.
We hope the names of new subscribers will :flow
This easily illustrates our object in decreasing the in freely. To the three persons who send in the
price.
_
greatest number of new subscribers between this
Whenever we hav patrons enough to justify the time and the first of March next, we will present, aoreduction of the price to $2 the reduction shall be cording to the number of subscribers sent in, a
made, and we look forward to the time when THE copy of Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, a set of
TRUTH SEEKER can be published at $2 per year. Our Dickens's compl~te works, in fifteen volumes, and a
desire is to hav a large number of readers rather fine edition of Shakespeare's complete works, or
than to make money. So long as the paper is self- other works of the same value as may be pref~rred.
sustaining, and is able to meet its own bills, we will Here are most valuable works offered as premmms,
be content.
and we trust they may be earnestly cantested for.
We call, then, upon every friend of THE TRUTH Publication from time to time will be made as to the
SEEKER to C:lnstitute himself an aotiv agent to ob- number of subscribers sent in by different c~nvassers.
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Those who can use sample copies. of the pape1 to
good advantage will be supplied upon application.
LET THE TRUTH SEEKER LIST ROLL' Ul'.
Right here it seems a fitting time and place to invite those in arrears to square up with us between
now and the close of the year. We trust. that all
will feel disposed to enter upon a new year with
olean books and with the old scores of ~rrearages
wiped away. It is not pleasant to hav to dun our
friends for trifling amounts, but it is very pleasant
to receiv~ the amounts due us, and not realize that
thous:'l.nds of dollars are due us while we are owing
thousands of dollars to others.
Let THE TRUTH SEEKER and its patrons make a
struggle to not longer be in debt.

Materialism versus Spiritualism.
Standing, as we do, on middle ground, and acting
as a connecting link between the . believers in -the
two extremes of thought, it often grieves us to notice the harsh things said by one side concerning
those occupying an opposit position, and the want of
charity and courtesy each side evinces toward the
other. We hav reason to believe,both sides contain
many honest people, but we are sorry to see that so
many persons lack tolerance toward opposing views,
and are so ready to denounce others as dishonest
frauds and tricksters
We are differently organized, and it is almost impossible for all to arrive at the same conclusions,
even though the same evidence is placed before us.
Some are more hard-he11ded and unconvinceable
than others, and it requires four times the amount
of proof to make· converts of them .that it does
of those more spiritual-more disposed to the mysterious and marvelous.
All Liberals, however, whether total unbelievers
in everything of a spiritual nature, or whether they
accept the possibility of invisible intelligences,
should train themselvs to exercil!le a measure of
oharity toward those who arrive at totally different
conclusions. It should be one of the labors of
Liberalism to cause its adherents to be liberal and
tolerant toward those whose views are diametrically
opposed to their own.
We take pleasure in introduciug here a reasonable
and fair sort of letter from a Spiritualistic friend in
Miilsouri. If all were as comJiderate as he is there
would be slig'kt grounds for bitter contention and
rancorous feelings:
KmKsv.rLu:, }rfo., Oat. 24, 107.
MR. EnrroR.._: I notice of late a ti:ade of T.. Winte_r. in ~our
paper, as also in The-Age and. Invest'l{fator, aga1nst Spmt;uahsm,
classing Spirituals as. fools,_ Impostors, etc., and _ihrowmg out
slurs against and heapmg epithets upon them. ThiS rna_Y b_e considered a Liberal procedure by him, ~u~ I apprehend tha~ these
articles, for the reasons alluded to, will be distasteful to Liberalminded people who may read them.
.
.
·
I wish no controversy or argument With Mr. Wmter, for I
consider one so rabid or bigoted a.nd set in his ways as he beyond the reach of argument. f!-e reminds me of one. of Bib~e
lore who wished" to know nothmg save Jesus and h1m crumfied," a~ his hobby or interest seems. to run. in but on,e direction," yet he claims to be well acquamted with nature. s laws,
when, in fact, the most learned even know comparatlvly b~t
little of the laws or forces of nature, even when confined to th1s
little globe. Thi3 will be readily admitted by those who are the
most learned.
.
Mr. Winter says of t~ose who hav expr~sse~ divers~,op~mons
and who are as honest m them as he Is rn his own, Fife o:{f
your wads, ye dealers in tricks," etc:: thereby accusing these
people of trickery and dishones.ty, wh1le they beJ:ond a. doubt ..
consider him honest in his convwtions, though rab1d or smgular
in expressing them and abusiv in assailing the views o! others.
I believe it best t~ let these or like ar~icles from him pass unnoticed or in other words, let him uninterruptedly throw off
his ste~m ~nd free his boiler from accumulated dirt and scales,
and fit it if possible, for generating something better or more
refined. 'This, of course, is nothing but a "wad" and a s~g
gestion to those who may hear the roar of steam from the Wmter generator to pay no attention, for no harm can result, as the
pressure grows less and less as the heated mixture from within
is belched forth.
. .
Mr. Winter, in all candor, do you n?t know tha~ d1ver.s1ty. of
opinion is a law of nature and. a steppmg-stone to mvest1gat1on
and progression? In view o~ t;hist.there s~ouTa be more moderation in the exchange of opmtons on all sides.
Praternally,
WM. HART.
Thi~ letter is not calculated to exasperate any
one's tender feelings, while it evinces a due degree
of respect for the opinions of Mr. Winter.
Here is anotb.er short letter from the party complained of in the foregoing, and with whom the
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER are by no means unaoquainted. His rough, fervid style has mor~ tha.n
once giyen offense ~o t.hose who cannot share 1ll hut
convictiOns. Here IS his last:
CINCINN.A.TI, OHIO.
BROTHER BENNETT: A t]lousand thanks to you for publishing my manuscript. You are a brave man, and I admire you
for your pluck. You know that Materialism is ri~ht an~ ~very
phase of superna~uralism is spurious, no~ except~g Spmtualism; that is the last spasm .of the deca:png faith m the theological dogma of immortality. Mortallty we know, but outside of that we know nothing, one man no m~re than another. All is speculation beyond the present existence. A.li
the priests or mediums of the whole world can never show one
honest proof that man survives the wrec~ of. death or dw~IIs
eternally in some un~nown world. . It Is simply a utop1a,n
dream of the imaginatiOn, and. on this ?-ream all the W?rld s
superstitions are founded. I do not desire to offend or msult
any one, but no man dares to smother the honest truth as n!'ture and s0und sense displaya it, therefore I must be bold 1D
the exposure of anti-natural assumptions.
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Iutterly,despise any system whose object is to make money
out of the ignorance and credulity of the multitude. No adtvantage should be taken of ma.n's stupidity. Teach the people
he right and proper way to liv for this world; that is seuse.
All the other drivel-about worlds on high is the most peuril
nonsense.
·
T. WINTER.
We will exercise the liberty of saying that, according to our views, Brother Winter is right in
some respects and wrong in others. He will not
· ·
·
h
take 0 ff ense at our gtvmg our VIews lJ.pon is opinions, for he would not be as good a Liberal as he ia
could he not allow us that freedom.

we think we are disposed to be- fair and.candid. We this matter, and cannot make the slightest difference
do not wish to be a dupe in any ·direction. We are with the ultimate facts. If a co:ntinued life belo_ngs
t f ·a
k
1d
h
· ·
h" h
h
f
· · ·
h
no a ra1 to ac now e ge t e convwtwns tow rc to t e great economy o nature 1t IS JUSt as muc a
we giv our assent. We believe we hav received fact as our present existence, and denying or affirmproofs of invh;ibl'3 sources of intelligence, and having ing cannot make the slightest difference in the gencome to the conclusion that intelligence cannot exist eral truth. If, however, the matter could be.referred
without organization, when _we find intelligence we to the choice of the human race, whether to continue
conclude there must be organization to produce it. to exist or cease· to exist, a large majority would
Much, indeed, that pertains to thisglobe on which doubtless be in favor of continued, existence. With·
we dwell is, or is capable of being, invisible~ Oxy- all its evils and drawbacks, existence is found to be
gen, so far as is known, forms three-fourths of the pleasant; and there are but a small percentage of the
ores, the soils, the earths, the waters which surround earth's inhabitants who would,-by their own vote,
''Materialism ie right, and every phaile of super- the globe, and- the atmosphere which reaches, so utterly snuff themselvs out of existence.
naturalism is spurious." That is strictly true ac. said, forty-five miles from the earth's surface. OxyThe nature and exi&tence of J¥ind are closely concording to our belief. But from that it by no means gen, besides being vital air, the most essential ele- nee ted with this subject, but we hav already been so
follows that matter only exists in beds of granit, ment which imparts life, combines with nearly all prolix that very little more must be said. The question
· hill!!! of gravel and clay, in the visible elements, and metals, rocks, and earths, forming oxides; it is the has been debated in these columns, Is mind material?
in the various palpable compounds into which they base of nearly all the aoids; it enters largely into We answer, Yes; the same as everything else, inenter.
the formation of the crust of the earth-still, in its eluding all the processes of nature, is ,material.
The question is, Has Mr. Winter full knowledge of nativ state, it is.as invisible as a ghost is said to be. Whatever is not matter, or material, is nothing.
the universe and the intricate powers that permeate It cannot be seen by the sharpest eyes ever formed. Whatever exists at all is matter in some form.
it? We fear he has not. We fear no living man But no one can deny that it nevertheless has as real
We do not believe that mind, or intelligence, is
has. It is probable that but a small proportion of an existence as a hill of gravel, a bank of olay, or an element in a simple form of existence, and that it
the intricacies of the vast universe is yet understood mass of granit. Thus it will not answer to deny the has a vast sea or fountain where it is stored up, and
by a living man. . Every year new discoveries are existence of the most important element in the uni- f.rom which great store every individual obtains what
made, new forces brought to light, which, though verse, because in its nativ state, when uncombined mind or intellect he is able to l-9!1ast. On the other
they hav eternally existed, hav but just been learned. with other substances, it is wholly invisible. Visi- hand, we hold that mind, or intellect, is produced by
Thus the powers and uses of electricity hav been re- bility is far from being the strongest proof of exist- a material organization, the same as sight, hearing,
cently brought to light. It is but recently that men ence.
taste, and smell are produced by their especial orha...v been able to harness it, causing it to haul hGavy
It is a mistake to rank Spiritualism with supernat- gans. Without a circulatory and digestiv system,
railway trains, to convert it into light, and with it il- uralism. They are not at all alike. If such a state and without a brain,. np such thing as mind, or
luminate hundreds of cities with an intensity of light as spiritJife exists, it is a form of nature and helps to thoughts, can be produced. Without a healthy, vig~
almost rivaling the rays of the noonday sun, It is make up the grand system as much as any part of it. orous body, there cannot be a healthy, vigorous
but recently that the aid of .this mysterious force has On the other hand, supernaturalism is in everv way mind. It is the body: with all ita parts, which gets
been .used in sending intelligence almost inetantane- opposed to nature, and forms no part of it. Super- up the mind, and this depends wholly upon that for
ously from one side of a continent to the other, and naturalism presupposes a creator of immense size it111 character and quality. Thus, in a word, the
for thousands of miles under the ocean. It is but and power, who always existed, and once upon a stomach and the digestiv apparatus, with the aid of
recently the rapid undulations of the sun's sur- time took up a notion to make a few million worlds, the brain and nervous system, grind up the bread,
face and the magnetic forces connected with them suns, ~tnd systems from nothing and sat them whirl- meat, and potatoes we eat into mind, into thoughts;
hav been closely studied, and the immediate con- ing in space, which we believe is allowed to always in fact, into essays, lectures, and poems, as the case
nection the same hav with earthquakes, volcanic hav existed. This being and aU that p~rtains to him may be, and hence is material.
We will venture once more to say: that the universe
eruptions, and cyclones on our own planet. It is but form no part of the system of nature, but are antagrecently that the extremely rapid vibrations of light, onistic to it. Here the difference can easily be seen is a great an!l glorious system, and those are not th~
color, and sound are clearly understood and reduced between the claims -of spirit life and miracles and su- most wise and most truthful who circumscribe its
to an accurate enumeration. It is but recently that pernatu.ralism. If the spirit phenomena do take place powers and drive down stakes for bounds, to show
it has been learned that sound, in the forms of the as claimed, they are just as much in keeping with liow far it may go.
voice and instrumental music, can be transmitted in- nature's laws as for water to run down hill.
In conclusion let us again plead that Materialists
- stantaneously for a hundred miles, so as to be disThe most materialistic scientists, after having long and Spiritualists who cannot arrive at the same continctly heard and recognized.
been conversant with'the three conditions of matter elusions treat each other courteously, and not call
So within a few years a great number of new dis- -the solid, the fluid, and the aeriform-are now as- each other fools and frauds. All should be equally
coveries of previously unknown existing forces of serting the fourth condition of matter, or the uncon- good Liberals and adorers of nature. All ahould
nature hav been brought to light; and there is ditioned, but which really has an existence as much oppose the errors of rmpernaturalism and theology.
every reason to. believe that but a fraction of the as either of the other three, and is as much more
It cannot be denied that Spiritualism has done its
wonders of this universe hav as yet come to attenuated and refined than the usual aeriform share in Liberalizing the world. Spirituali~>m has
the knowledge of man. Whoever is alive :fifty as the aeriform is more subtle and attenuated than doubtless done as much in this direction as Material~
years from this time will undoubtedly be well in- the solid rock. If, then, spirit life iB a reality, it ism, and does not exhibit any more bigotry, dogma~
formed of several deep and intricate truths now may hav some relation to this fourth condition of tism, and uncharitableness than the latter.
wholly unknown to the wisest of men living. And matter, and_ thus really exist, though no more visible
• •
y
probably in a thousand years from this time, though to the eye than the finest ether in the stellar spaces.
E. H. Heywood Again m Prison.
men keep on making discoveries in geometric;t.l
We repeat, this universe is so great and so grand
We hav received a letter from Mrs. Angela T.
ratio, not even a tenth part of the subtle forces of that it is presumptuous to limit it, and say only this, Heywood, dated Oat. 27th, in which she states that
the universe will be thoroughly understood.· The that, and the other is it capable of performing. Anthony Comstock, accompanied by United States
fact is, this universe is an immense instituti~n and Whatever is more than thesQ three is superatural, a Deputy Marshal Enos, visited Princeton, and sumpossesses powers and potencies far beyond the shrewd- miracle, a humbug-all trickery and fraud. Matter marily took Mr. Heywood to Boston, where he was
est capab~lities of any man who draws the breath of and force are the cosmos, are other terms for nature arraigned before United States Judge Hallett, who
life.
or the universe, and they are all one inseparable held him under $1,000 bail, in default of whiCh he
It would not hav done even a single fifty years system. Every law and condition connected with as taken to prison, his brother subsequently going
ago for any Thomas Winter to take the position that the system is as simple and true, if well understood, a£ his bail.
She did not state the particular charge upon which
all about nature was fully understood, and that they the most simple operation; but it will not do to
were only frauds and fools who held that such n. thing circumscribe nature, and say, "0nly thus far shalt he was arrested, but probably it was for mailing
was possible as sending intelligence all around the thou go." It is wiser
yield that nature and the quotations from Walt Whitman's "Leaves of Grass,"
globe, over mountains and under oceans, in a few universe hav limitless possibilities, and. we ought to togethtr with improper matter published in the Word.
seconds of time. So ten years ago it would not hav hold ourselvs willing to embrace its truths, so far as
As muoh as we are opposed to 9omstock's modes
comprehension.
.
and measures, and as much as we regret that Mr.
done to uphold the possibility of the human voice or an they are brought to
intricate piece of music being conveyed a hundred
We see that nature is Ci.tpable of imparting many Heywood is again in trouble, we hav fears that 1\Ir. H.
milesoverawire,andinafewsecondsoftime. Neither forms of life. There is the life of the rocks and has been indiscreet. We are in favor of free mails,
does it do now for Mr. Winter, or any other man, to ores; the life of unorganized matter; the life of air the same as free thought, a free press, and free
say the powers of nature are fully defined and under- and water; the life of crystallization; all forms of speech, but we are not in favor of sending indecent
stood, and that all the possibilities of the universe vegetable life; all forms of animal life up to the matter by mail, or in any other way.
·
are reached, and all beyond what is now known be- most finely-developed human being. All these
And a word here as to Walt Whitman's poems:
longs only to the domain of fraud and trickery.
forms of life are from nature, for there is no other As a rule they are grand, and doubtless contain the
Of course this argument is not designed to account source whence they can emanate. There is an im- genius of true poetry. Whitman is an honest and
for the frauds that hav been played, upon the people portant phase of life called fretallife, which was pre. earnest man, but it does not follow as a consequence
of this country, and it rnust be admitted that frauds ·p_aratory to the form of life we now hav, and with- that everything he has written is de~irable to be
hav been perpatrated. Some claim that ninety per out this form of life, existence would be for us now spread over the land, whether by ma1l, express, or
cent of the materializing and other phenomena are impossible. Who, thenl shall be able. to say that otherwise. There are one or two of Whitman's
fral!dulent, andl even if that is so, it does not by a this is positivly the last and highest form of life na- poems that, according to our views, would hav betlong way prove the other ten par cent also to be ture is capable of, and that with this all her efforts ter been omitted from his book, and cannot be of
fraudulent. It is not intended by the remarks here terminate? Who is able to say that this is the last, special benefit to anyoody.
made that Spiritualism is a sure and settled proof. and after this comes nihility? Who shall say with
These particular poems or parts of poems seem to
This is not our purpose, but what we do claim is that trut.h. that this form of life is not as preparatory and be the very ones which Mr. Heywood took special
a certain class of phenomena do take place under essential to a higher form of existence, as the fretal pleasure in mailing. We feel in no humor to incertain circumstances which cannot truthfully be rel- condition was preparatory to this? Who has any dulge in censure at this juncture, but we must conegated to the domain of fraud; nor can it be true, right to say t,hat with this form of life all the pow- fess that we havwondered whyMr.Heywood should
though ten thousand persons cry out "fraud, fraud," erll of nature end and then it turns upon itself?
decide; under the circumstances, to mail such matter.
so loudly as to even split their very.lungs. It does
Vi.r e prefer to regard nature as perfectly immense He has seemed to us not a man with acoarse,animal na~
not make an animal of the canine species really and capable of according to her children continued ture, but naturally as free from such a tendency as one
rabid for a thousand intolerant and prejudiced peo- life in other and higher forms. There are those, of man in a thousand. We must say, however, that he
ple to cry out "mad dog, mad dog." The popular course, who will regard ue as a fool for entertaining chose to make himBelf conspicuous by mailing Walt
cry is just as liable to be wrong as anything in the such chimerical notions, and such will bellow them- Whitman's most objectionable poem, and by pubworld. And it is always the easiest thing in the selvs hoarse by shouting" there is no existence after lishing some things which we most certainly would
W?rld even for people of the best intentions to be this; this is all that.nature ill capable of doing." not publish. We could not see what good was to
mistaken.
.
We are willing to ally ourselvs with those whore- be gained by it, what principle of Liberalism is inWe are far from asserting that we know the cla.ims pose all con:fiderwe in nature and believe her capable volved, or how the best interests of any class of the
of Spiritualism to be true. We do not pretend to of performing very much that is yet unknown and community can tb.ereby be served. There is no
say that we hav proofs that we liv again after death, not understood.
reason why any one should unnecessarily thrust his
but we ha v honestly investigated this subj eot1 and
Belief or ohoioe has nothing to do with settling hand into the lion's mouth.
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Oriental Stupor, Occidental Vanity, and Inter- ~old's matchless poem throws the Koran and Bible spicuous illustration of a modern evangelical church
method of personating purity and piety-his name
national Light.
mto.
·

,
.
. ,
Mr. Bennetts obf!ervatwn~ co~roborate all to~rists
accounts of the unprogreasiv. m:fiuence of orient~l
customs. Homage to mythiC monarchs of their
souls so.largely absorbs. hfe that personal comfort
and purlty hav small claims, and mental culture less.
Gre~k,, Tu~k., or_Arab, 'tis all the samei Mo.slem or
Christian? till all the same; despots of their souls
mo!d thei~ natures to. t~~ purposes of despot.s over
t~eir bodie~, .each; hmitmg the ?Omprehenswn of
h~~rty. Miss_wnaries fro!ll Amer~ca are of sup~rstitwus cast and sel~sh aim, carry~ng more slavish
eleme?t, counta~partmg, ~ot mendmg, the Moslem.
The difference .1s but hair-breadth, pagan features
equally strong I~ most church compacts. .
A fe!" Freethmkers firm as ~ennett, s~aymg there,
wou~d hght beacons among rums of anCient an~ mod~rn 1gnoran~e th~t would .desolate c~oss and .mmaret
~n a generat~on, If the powers permitted their teachmg; but to mculcate truth there w<;mld be death. It
~omes very nea~ that here. We b.hndly boast of en!1ghten~ent wh1le dazed and gropmg. Mter reas~n1~g on hf~ ~ centu~y? bu.t few dare act from convwtwns; a VICious opmwn IS P.otent to command; only
men hav learned to be phystcally _comforta~le.
What could .b.e hoped where ~;meats add Ignorance
~o our_ superstition and hypocru~y, and men waddle
m petticoats?. They eeen: no~ to c~ave knowledge,
and sho_w as htt_le gumptwn m _carmg for the surface as m culturmg the mner bemg. And the foolish w_omen imita~e as foolish Occidentals, .putting
dangh~g obstructiOns ove~ the trousers whwh t?ey
~re bright enough to retam. The men may thmk,
like some I ?av _h~ard here! that. the sexes ~hould
convert then· Similar outlmes mto opposits by
clothes, so take the_ tu~ form, bscause wom~n keep
_the natural. H~bbln~g m le~-cages wo~ld giv salu.
tary lessons to our stwklers for wo~en s trammels.
They !orget how fetters vexed their fathers three
centuries ago.
.
.
.
Doubtless Allah directs his women to cover their
faces. Paul, when he was speaker f.or Yahweh,
wanted his to cover their whole heads, and learn
only of husbands at home. But who in all these
latter ages, or the mythic heavens, is it teaching orientals to uncover their bosoms ? It can't be men of
the present, they are so prudent; can't be Jupiter,
Pan, or Pluto-the gods were exemplary, history
knows. I partially see the meaning, but who means
it? is the query. I think dress reformers might go
there and teach both sexes to dress consistently
under the burning skies, if sultan, shah, and Allah
concurred. But heathens, under sunrise or under
sunset, are similar; it might be as easy to givwomen
consistent appearance among relics of the favorit
and worshiped Venus, as here among galleries em·
bellished with "!Harper's Bazars. Yet here some
minds grasp the importance of the subject which is
being considered. The relation of proper clothing
to all progress is known, and hopeful action is seen.
Women will not much longer endure distortions
that, in proportion to their discomfort, demoralize
men, causing discord in the dual sphere of mutual
helpers.
This branch of bondage, underlying and interlaying others, must fall with the rest. Through our
weekly letters we hav reviewed the orient and deplored its state. Let us look over the occident,
choosing its best, the United States of America, and
see what difference is apparent in the religious department. Christian sects cover this land as Moslem
masses do that. Many people, particularly the
women, seem to liv and labor to keep the spread
churches in stylish order, afld the poor contribute
to the support, though lacking common comforts,
the object being to worship one whose death, they
are taught, will save them from the effects of their
sins if they believe it will, and conform to fixed ceremonies-a more sin-licensing dogma than the
Koran contains. The intent, if not the style, of the
Testament is, as used, the same as the Koran-produces the same bigotry and superstition and more
arrogance, while similarly checking mental growth.
With much vanity, these decorate temples above the
shining mosques and raise ornate steeples higher
than minarets, while poverty pines in their shadows·.
Yet these do not profess to know this is idolatry
just as that is, but, pretending otherwise, go there
to enlighten about the saving merit of their faith,
though they never get their Bible to suit them, and
hav kept changing it ever since compiled. How
much above ancient Jerusalem or modern Baalbec
has Christianity risen? Is not its elevation all in its
conceit? Its better appearance is from the bettar
prosperity it follows. It now holds its adherents by
popular culture and ~ffiliation with ton and aristocracy.~ It takes its ease, worships one day in seven,
and takes pilgrimages only to the bread-and-wine
table, while Moslemism bows daily in the dust or
the mosque, and travels annually to Mecca, proving
faith by works. Evidently our enterprise lind discovery are in the departure from Christian control.
When the letters come from the land of Buddhism
they may bring flashes of " the light of Asia" displaying less stupidity and deepening the shade Ar-

Light dawned on the occident a century ago, when will become a by-word and a scorn. Men shall clap
the partial outgrowing of authority revolutionized their hands at him, and shall hiss him out of his
despotism in these states, and sent rayt~ across seas place.
evolving growth._ But leniency of civil law alAnd in the time tha.t's coming,
The not distant by and by,
lowed phurch rule to encroach till secular light is
The children 'sure shall curse him
dimmed and guile avarice and ambition threatenAs soon as they can cry.
G.
darknes~, if permitted s~ay. Modern unfolding
sends forth two lar~er lights, the one temporal, the
Human Monstrosities.
other temporal and spiritual. The former givs all What enormous monstrosities there hav been on
thought and strength to improving wol'ldly conditiona and elevating humanity to earthly happiness, this earth in human form, and living among decent
knowing the decarnating change givs all of the men an women! Monsters born of the human race!
other life, if there be one; the latter aims at accom- Monsters pretending to be the embass~dors of the
plishing the same, and believes the knowledge of a "Prince of Peace," and who spent their lives predeathless spirit in each human being that is cultured tending to preach a doctrin of "peace. and good
by the same, retaining its knowledge and identity in will to men!" and received and adored by honest
a more refined !!phere succeeding this carnal state, but ignorant people! Think of John,Calvin,' the
still more promotes earthly joys. It sees this laying father of that abhorrent and abominable creed that
off the flesh is not death, but natural passing to the could, and does even to this day, declare that a wise,
next sphere, where there is_ no monarch, compulsion, merciful, and juit God created a certain portion of
or homage; where responsibility is. basis of motiv, the human race with immortal souls, for the express
as it should be here .. It sees signs of that life, and purpose of torturing those souls through an endless
thinks such signs led olden ignorance to suppose eternity, to show forth to the gaping multitudes of
heroes here became· gods there, and that l'!ervil na- heaven his power and glory!
At a time when priestcraft awed kings and emtures, seeking authority, peopled imaginations with
other despots, till their Jupiters grew to creators, perors into silence, and had all laws enacted to furdemanding worship. Now, research finds responsi- ther their vile purposes, the monster Calvin had a
ble liberty the higher law, and living, loving, and dispute with Dr. Michael Servetus, in which he was
reciprocal goodness above the ever-changing forms worsted. This so enraged him that he had Servetus
of crude matter
·
arrested, tried, and condemned to be burnt at the
B_oth these lights, ignoring control and cruelty, etake as a heretic, to appease his anger! And after
can work in harmony for universal beneficence and the good man was burnt, the monster wrote a pamemancipation, for international intercourse and as- phlet in which he justified the act, and called on all
sistance. If sectarian craft can dwindle out of the good Christians to use their utmost endeavors to
way, as implied in spreading science, they may exterminate all the accursed heretics as he had Dr.
worthUy unite in humane administrations and kindly Servetus. Is it any wonder that such a. man tau~ht
missions, wherever need solicits or want is receptiv, that the human race were born totally depraved? .A
and beam forth fraternally, till the light of liberty man finding such depravity in himself might very
illumies the antipodes and poles.
naturally conclude that all others were as bad as
himself.
Vineland, N. J.MARY E. TILLOTSON.
__·________
And then there was that old Calvinistic parson,
Oliver Edwards, who said, "One of the chief joys of
Vice-Suppressing Societies.
the redeemed, in glory, would consiilt in looking
0 wad some power the giftfe gie ye,
down from heaven and witnessing the miseries of
To see yoursels as others see ye !
the damned, for there they would behold the justice
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The of God!" Justice of God!-a God oflove and mercy
Boston Commonwealth, Sept. -2d, says of Walt Whit- as well as justice! This would be justice with a
man's "Leaves of Grass" that "it is absurd to rank vengeance. Justice, if it can ever make punishment
the work as an obscene or reprehensible one," and a legitimate thing, can never punish the greatest
that its fleshly pieces "are but beatifie adorations of criminal one moment after he says, "I will obey;"
the great gift of maternity." But those :fleshly for punishment, if it is ever right and proper, can
pieces aroused such impure thoughts in the minds of hav no other aim than to reform and save-never
certain Boston officials that they proposed to suppress tortures to revenge. But old Calvin's victims are
the poems from circulation. Why do Whitman's not punished for sinning, but because ~God created
poems produce such diverse fruits to different read- them for the very purpose of damning them, tQ show
ers? The bee and the wasp suck flowers, and from forth his justice, power, and glory! Away with
the.Ql the bee elaborates honey, and the wasp roison. such a doctrin, and kick the priest into kingdomA rose-bush and a skunk-cabbage draw out nutri- come, if you can't convert him, when you find him
ment from the same soil. In the former it becomes preaching such stuff to your children!
If I should" go to heaven, with a.ngel hosts to dwell,
a sweet perfume; in the latter a noisome stench.
And sse my dear good mother or father writhe in hellj ·
Anthony Comstock and other vice suppressors read
If I could not relieve them, however I might strive,
Walt Whitman and complain of obscenity. But
I'd curse the god or devil that kept our souls alive.
poets, artists, and Liberal editors praise him. Why
JER'H fuCKER.
these perverse conclusions? Is the impurity comBerlin, N.J., Oct. 21, 1882.
plained of in the book or in its reader? Is that picture indecent?" asked Boswell, pointing to a cl11ssic
Paine Hall.
engraving of a naked woman. "No, sir,'~ replied
The
following
sensible
article on Paine Hall is
Dl'. Johnson; "but your question is." A Presbyterian lady censured as nst'lty one of Miss Lewis's from the Investigator of Oct. 25th, and, as it meets
statues bec!].use it was naked. ''Madam, your mind our approval, we readily giv it place in our columns.
is nastier than my statue," was Misl! Lewis's answer. We feel sure that those who take the stock of the
J. G. Whittier says: ''It is the mind that really sees, hall will make a good investment, and that it will
shapes, and colors all things." Prof. A. Wilder pay a good profit, and at any time in the future be
says: "The impure ear pollutes the purest speech." worth what it cost. ·We will be truly glad to hav
The Apostle Paul, accepted as authority hv Com- all the stock taken, so that the grand old pile may
stock and his coadjutors, thus explains, "Unto the be entirely clear of debt. There are certainly Libpure all things are pure, but unto them that are de- erals enough in the country able to take the stock
filed and perfidious* is nothing pure, but even their without inconvenience to themselvs:
minds and conscie~ce are defiled" ('I'itus i, 15). The We wish to say a few words to the readers of the Investigator
logical deduction from these premises is that the ob- and the friends of Preethought concerning this glorious structdedicated to Paine and " Common Sense;" and for the
scenity complained of by vice-suppressing societies ure,
benefit of those who hav lately joined our ranks it may be w~ll
and Boston's prosecuting attorneys, is in their own at the commencement of this article to briefiy summarize rts
minds and not in Walt Whitman's poems, and in history, by stating that it was erected under almost insuperable
threatening prosecution they thereby published their difficulties at a cost of $100,000 in 1874. A.t that period maown shame. · Comstock and many of his associate terial and labor were at their highest, and, as a consequence,
there remained on the building at its completion a debt of
vice suppressors profess to hav been reg<:Jnerated, $62,000,
which, on account of the natural shrinkage in values
and are members of evangelical churches. Sweden- at that time,
rendered its final possession exceedingly doubtful,
borg says (Arcana Celestia 989) that one cannot be and caused the stoutest hearts to despair of ever saving it
regenerated unless he be affected with love toward for the purposes for which it was dedica.ted. A.s most o~ you
his neighbor and merciful to him. As in the blood- are aware, its vicissitudes are many, and to those of ordin~r_y
stained records of the Inquisition, molder the n_ames, mold its future looked discouraging indeed, nought but hu~
ation and final defeat appearing as the ultimatum of the Pallle
superstitions, and atrocities of its founders and sup- Hall
enterprise.
·
porters, so will the published reports of existing vice- But, fortunately for our cause, there remained a few men
suppressing societies transmit to future execration made of sterner .stuff, who, having successfully breasted the
the bigotry, barbarity, and obscene-mindedness of waves of orthodox intolerance for nearly half a century, refused
their projectors and managers. As for perfidiouf!, to bow to these obstacles, and, cons~lting together, as they ~ad
under more trying circumstances done, said firmly, "Pame
lying, deceitful, unmerciful, ferocious, and filthy- Hall
shall be saved l" and hence it stands to-day the only monuminded Anthony Comstock, the accuser of his breth- ment in the civilized world dedicated to Thomas Paine and the
ren, he who under the aspect of a sheep nourishes glorious principles he so ably advocated. How ~reat .and how
the fangs of a wolf, yet remains in good standing in incalcuable the advantage that has accrued to Lrberalrsm from
an orthodox Christian church, which, from its uordial the erection and maintenance of this building! 'l'hink of _it,
l Here it stands in old Puritantical Boston-asplendrd,
support of him, his lies, and his cruelties, is a con- friends
hanusome structure, proclaiming from its lips of marble the ~l?rr
ous sentiments of Paine, instilling into the minds of the rrsmg
*The word rendered "unbelieYi.ng" in the common version generation the fundamental princi~,>les of Freethoug~~· and re·
of the New Testament, more exactly translated, is perfidious. maining forever a meuace to the b1gotry and superstition of the
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. ~mes. ·Is it nothing to hav done this? Is it of no consequence
to mank!nd that in these United States, bristling with spires and
steeples m b.onor of an unknown God, there is maintained one
building from whose fr"ee rostrum sentiments are voiced that
ca.nobtain a hearing nowhere else, and which stands a beacon
to the intellectually oppressed of tlie land? ·Is it nothing to us
to our. cause, that this is done?
'
.. If it be conceded that these are steps in the march of progress
let: us claim your attention just for a few moments longer:
This work, such as it is, has been done in the face of great obstacles, .which are now happily almost obliterated but there
stil~ reJ?ai~s muc~ for th~ Paine Memoria~ Corpor~tion to do,
WhiCh It will take m hand m due course of time as it :finds itself
in position so to do. The only impediment in the path of the
grander development of this institution lies in the debt that still
. ~e~ains to weaken its power by consuming its earnings. For
It lS felt to be a duty to those who hav stood in the breach during the darkest hour of the battle, that every dollar received
.·beyond the running expanses of thE! building be applied toward
the extinguishment of this debt before embarking in still greater
enterprises. This is the only obstacle, and this is one which
the natural income of the building will of itself remove, as_
·surely as the day will dawn to-morrow, for it is now accomplishing this result at the rate of about $2,500 per year. So
you see the :final extinguishment of this debt is·only a question
of time at worst; but time is precious, and at this rate fourteen
years of comparativ inaction must pass ere we can hope to ap·
pear in the arena full girded for the :fight, and it is from a
sense of what every Liberal owes his cause that you who read
this statement are asked to come, not to the rescue (for that is
already done by the little army of pioneers gone before), but to
the aid of Paine Hall, and help to place it in a position where
it can: do more activ service in the work that is dear to us all.
How, then, to accomplish thi,s end? is the great question you
will ask. It is easily answered. Let fourteen hundred Liberals step forward and take one share of stock each at $25, and
the deed is done, Paine Rail out of debt, and· our cause receives
such an impetus as never yet has graced it, and a field of action
is opened that can only be successfully worked by organized
capital. Now, who will be the :first to enroll himself in the gallant 1,400? "Let him step forth." A.nd let it remain a burning shame to L1berals if, from the numerous army of Freethinkers in the country, there ar-e not 1,400 who shall insist
that on the 29th of January, 1883, the 146ch anniversary of
Paine's birthday, they shall own at least one temple in the
United States dedicat~d to the developmelit of common-sense
.ideas.

Truth-A Poem in Three· Parts.
BY E. N. KINGSLEY.
PART FIRST.

Qur answer to the learned Cyrus Smith,

It proves that his religion is a myth.
PART SEOOND.

By evolution let us, if we can,

LeaL'n the true origin of worlds and man.
PART THIRD.

If orthodox religion you despise,
What will you giv us in the place of lies?
P.lRT II._.:CANTO IV.

Is it the gods' eternal, loving plan
·
To damn their o:fl'spriug just because they can ?
Could not the gods as easy and as well
Save all mankind from misery and hell?
Is there one man on earth who can explain
Why gods should let men. suffer endless pain?
Men cannot look gods squar,.ly in the face
A.nd charge them with such infinit disgrace.
A.re all gods' plans in all the worlds the same?
b Yahweh there as much as here to blame?
Does J.esus die for every world in spa.ce
A.nd bring his Father's in:fiuit disgrace ?
If all the worlds like this are truly damned,
Will not God's hell be in:finitly crammed?
Is not damnation infinit disgrace
To gods in all the worlds in boundless space ?
Who will subscribe to that infernal lie,
Gods will not do as they would he done by?
Who will that other human lie sustain
That finite souls must suffer endless pain?
Is there one fool who absolutely can
Believe the gods will always torture mB.n?
It must be ape, ourang, or Bible fool
Who can believe this devilish Bible rule.
Mankind begins to see the Bible frauds
That snakes and devils are outwitting gods.
We rather die by torture, fire, and stake,
A.nd go to hell in Gad's sweet brimstone lake,
Than send dear souls to hell for unbelief,
A.nd bring the best of souls to endless ~rief?
Must parents and their children go to hell,
Where ·raging, raving demons always dwell?
If this is truth, and God's eternal word,
Mankind must see 'tis damnably absurd.
Christ went to hell, but soon he came awaySo hot the climate th&t Christ could not stay.
Christ's journey to the regions of despair
Would hav been pedect had he settled there
A.nd modified the climate of that place,
Filled hell with glory, happiness, and grace,
Stopped hellish torture and eternal pain,
Made mercy, truth, and justice always reign.
· BIBLE PICTURE OF GOD.

God's picture, nostrils, eyes, mouth, hands and feet,
Does represent th-e monster most complete.
If large as life, and put in golden frame,
Will giv the artist everlasting fame ;
But in the foreground, with a barbed tail,
Put cloven Nick, who always did prevail,
The picture will be worth its weight in gold,
A.nd fifty thousand will be quickly sold.
Some pious Yankee will his fortune make·
By this grand picture, there is no mistake.
CANTO V.

A.ll unbelievers should expose the frauds
Of persecutors cruel as their gods.
Think of kind friends who burn but never die,
A.nd brand the Christian with the Bible lie.
.
Tyrannic gods are an infernal shameTheir persecuting Ohristia.ns a.re the srune ;

Like gods, like worshipers, is perfect truthBoth fond of blood-both thirst for gold forsooth ;

Till crudest matter is like gold refinedAdapted to 'the highest spirit mind:

Both hav a bloody record from tlle first;
By both mankind-hav always been accursed.
Christians hav murdered millions in their spite ;
Jesus commands it and it must be right.
"Shty those mine enemies," Christ did proclaim.
Christ's teaching brought him to the cross a.nd shame,
Begins, continues, and it ends in blood.
Be damned or cleansed by Jesus's precious flood.

Worlds may be forming now, without. design
Beyond the ken of gods and men divine.
'
Nature produces every distant sun;
In perfect harmony they alwaya run;
Without the gods or any outside force
To keep them in their orbits and their course.
In viewing the great panorama round,
A. ~rand, i!Jmighty, center world is found I

Christ's teachin~ was all wrtnre-sndless pain
For moral men, but thieves with Jesus reign.
Repentance saves all murderers from sins,
The greatest criminals thus always win.
Truth, justice, honor, nobleness, renown,
To bottomless abyss are tumbled down.
Rogues, ruflians, fools, and tramps·with Jesus reign,
But moral men must suffer endless pain;
This gospel, preached for eighteen hundred years
Its paths bestrewed with murders, blood, and tear~·
By this infernal, infamous device,
'
A premium was always given vice.
Believe in Christ, in heaven you shall dwell
Dare ~believe, arid be consigned to hell ; '
Here, m a nutshell, is God's perfect plan
To damn for~~ver this frail creature man.

In:finit, ·oldest, largest globe in spaeePeifect, effulgent, beatific place I
The spirit of the universe astound,
With the grand universe revolving round .
Infinit force·! H this sl1ould lose its power
The wreck of worlds would' follow in an ho:U.·
A.ud all the gods men ever did create
'
Would perish in a universal fate:Soul of the universe is this, no doubt,
But who can :find the mighty secret out?
'Spirits surviv~ destruction-we supposeAnd smile at Nature's dreadful, wildest throes·
Matter and mind refine without one pause
'
By universal and eternal h.ws.
'
This grand and everlasting truth we scan:
Laws of the universe perfect the man;
La.ws of the universe forever sure,
And man's progression always will endure.

'Tis wonderful learned Christians cB.nnot see
Gods mad& things as gods wanted them to be.
We often think if we were gods we would
Make all mankind pure, virtuous, and good,
And, like the Christian's fancy place above
Fill earth with plenty, happiness, and love.'
Gods hav not done so. A.re not gods to blameGods, bibles, Christians, put to endless shame?

C..I.NTO VIII.

Eternal matter to protection tends,
Etemal progress never, never ends.
Infinit force and change that never pause
Form all phenomena and life from cau~e.
Thus evolution brings forth worlds and manWithout the gods' infernal cruel plan.
Laws of the universe did form our sun
Before this world was thought of or begun.

Christ's miracles, the fi:'g-tree and the wine
Appear to be not even half divine.
'
Chr~t g-ave the money-changers ·:fits and gripes ;
Chr!st :flogged them :vell-e:~ve th~m holy stripes;"
Chnst conquered devils. D1d Christ raise the dead ?
If this is truth, Christ had a level head;
If this is truth, Christ could hav raised a stone
To life and reason, spirit, :fiesh, and. bone.
When gods and creeds and superstitions fail,
Truth, science, reason, progress, will prevail.

A. germ from Sol-a law of nature hurled!
In the beginning formed this mundane world.
Suspended worlds in perfect order :fiy
By gravitation in empyrean' sky.
Worlds gravitate into their proper place,
A.nd order reigns in never-ending space•
Nature without intention or design
Pormed all that is, both evil and divine.
Grand; thoughtless nature, without mind or plan1
Produces all things-seraphim and man.
We do believe the laws of n&ture will
Man's highest aspirations all fulfil.
All evil in the universe destroyed,
Then vast eternity will be enjoyed.
Smith, also, will the universe explore
With the vast billions who hav gone bifore.

CANTO VI.

If we believe God's inspiration true,
Gods can't save all as they desire to do.
To s&ve all souls if gods will try again,
All intellects will shout: A.men! A.men I
Of all the wrongs mankind has ever heard,
God's murder plB.n, and hell, are most absurd I
0 cruel gods ! and Bible most obscene
Of all the pagan bibles that hav been I

Excluded from the mails God's book will be,·
When" Cupid Yokes" of science will go free!
We hav no faith, false doctrins will prevail,
With the assistance of the press and mailWith the assistance of church taxes paid,
A.nd Christians' wealth, by confiscations. made;
With all the help of bigotry and frauds;"
A.nd the ~sistance of their man-made iiOds.
If gods hav millions of good gifts to spare,
Friend Smith, how is it gods don't answer prayer?
Gods certainly will answer if they can,
Or be denounced by future, coming man.
Dear Smith, your prayers do absolutely seem
Like Mary's vision and her husband's dream.
Ten thousand faithful prayers were duly tried
Before our dear, l10mented Garfield died.

Saint Guiteau's god-his confidential friendRefused his holy agent to defend I
God's promises, he trusted in from youth,
Sad Guiteau proved had not one grain of truth.
Our late rebellion, in our deepest grief,
The gods of battles gave us no relief I
One soldier, with his musket, gave more aid
Than all the prayers for which this nation paid.
The Monitor did more to save our'land
Than all the prayers our nation could command.
Fated Chicago,•wheu destroyed by :fire,
Gods left their faithful Christians to expire.
Gods never lift a :finger, as we know,
In famins, floods, nor hell's etern11.l woe I
Now; we must all depend upon onrselvsPut Bible-gods and prayer-books on the shelvs.
'Tis absolutely useless, foolish, vain,
To pray for aid man never did obtain.
Science and reason hasten on the day
When Truth will hav a universal sway;
Wars, cruel gods, and Christians be no more,
A.nd man progress as never known before;
When Smith's religion and God's plans all fail,
'fruth, common sense, and reason will prevail.
CANTO VII.

The gods and Bibles-whether false or trueGrand evolution we will calmly view.
We make an e:ffort-do the best we canTo find the origin of worlds and man.
Without beginning, and it never ends,
Eternal matter to perfection tends.
A.ll that has been, or ever is to be,
Existed in some form eternally.
By changing forms forever, nature will
The laws of the grand universe fulfil.
The perfect laws of matter let us chooseAbove the myths of pagans, Christians, Jews.
Suppose the universe was once all fire I
A. universal, raging funeral pyre I
A. self formed sun revolving planets hurls,
Producine; trillions of dependent worlds.
A.ll hav their growth, their acme, and they may,
Perhaps, in time (like man), all pass away.
If. worlds and systems all dissolve by heat,
The mighty suns their motions will repeat;
By Nature's forces 'rolling fragments hurled,
Again produce their systematic world,

W elland, Canada.
The largest list of names I hav received from any
one post-office for the directory came from W elland
Canada, sent by John Ray, fifteen in all. A num~
ber of other places hav sent twelve, thirteen and
fourteen names. And now Mr. Ray informs me' that
the fifteen who hold certificates as members of the
Freethinkers' Association propose to meet and compare notes, and the prospects. are that it will result
in a local Freethinkers' association. I hope this
movement -w:ill produce equally as good r6sults in
other places.
H. L. GREEN.

W.

s. Bell.

'l'o THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
a few weeks I shall start on a lecture tour extending
as far west, probably, as Colorado. I would like to
giv lectures at different points al! I go out and return ·
convenient to the lines of railroad I &hall travel.
And be!ore I choose whir:h roads I s~all go over, I
would hke to hear from Liberals of different places
that I may be the better able to select a route that
will accommodate the most.
W. S. BELL,
18 E. Springfield st., Boston, Mass.
BROTHER BELL is a good lecturer, a sound Liberal
and a· very worthy man. The Liberals of the coun~
try will only be performing their duty to keep him
constantly employed. Let our readers see to it that
he receives many applications to deliver a series of
his able lectures.
AN old oriental story relates that one day Moolla
Moo_seerodeen, in ~ mosque, alilcended the desk and
thus addressed his audience: "0 children of the
faithful, do you know what I am going to say?"
They answered, "No." "Well, then," replied he
"it's no .use w~sting my time on such_a stupid set;';
and, saymg thiii 1 he came down and dismissed them.
Next day he again mounted the desk, and asked
"0 true Mussulmans, do ye know what I am going
to say?" "We do," say they. "Then," replied he
"there is no need for me to tell you;" and again h~
let them go. The third time his audience thought
they ~hould catch him ; and on his putting the usual
questwn, they answerell, "Some of us do, and some
of us do not." ''Well, then," replied he, "let those
who know tell those who do not."
.

A COLORED congregation in Austin recently dis.
charged thei~ pastor becau~e he made too frequent
and uncomplimentary alluswn· to "de powers ob
darkness." This kind· of talk did not match the
col~r

of the congregation.

...
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MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., 00t. 24,1882.
MR. EnrToR: Please send me a dozen or so copies
of THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 21st inst., and oblige.
Many thanks to you for showing the world what a
fraud it bas been subjected to these long years.
Yours truly,
B. M. SMITH,
DANSVILLE, Mrcn., Oct. 16, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find draft on New
York for $2.Z5 to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER until
the 1st of July next. If at that time I am still a
resident in the flesh, will try and subscribe again,
for of all the papers I ever read, giv me the stanch,.
liberty-loving TRUTH SEEKER. It deals with facts in·
· stead of faith, and so mote it bel Yours for this
life, and as much longer as we can retain a conscious
exiatence, ~
E. J. SMITH.
PRESCOTT, ARK., Oct. 18, 1882.
MR. EnlTOR: I am rather late coming in with my
share of congratulations. The orthodox in my community all say it is an Infidel lie, the idea of your
going around the world. Why, that's preposterous
in the extreme degree. When I told them that you
had like to hav drowned in that sacred stream they
said it was a great pity that you did not. Now they
say I am not fit to liv in society. I tell them I think
my reputation will compare very fa.vorably with
their best orthodox minister's; and now to show
tbem that it will I inclose twenty-five cents for Mr.
Billings's "Orimes of Preachers," latest edition.
With my best wishe;; for your continued prosperity,
I remain,
Yours,
D. G. MELEAR.
MASON, MrcH., Oct. 25, 1882.
:t
MR. EDITOR: The Bible
tells me that John the
.Baptist is the greatest born of woman; there bath
not risen a greater than John the Baptist, notwith·
standing be that is least in the kingdom of heaven
is greater than he-Matt. xi., 11. Lat us see now
who is tlie least in the kingdom of heaven. Matt.
v., 19, tells ]lle that whosoever therefore shall break
one of the least commandments shall teach men so
he shall be called the least in .the kingdom of
heaven.
If these passages are divinely inspired, the creator
• must ha v had a poor opinion of John the Baptist;
but my opinion is that he thought as much of him
as he did of Moses, when he said "If your wif.e
differs from you in religious views, though you love
her as you do your own soul, take ·her out and stone
-her to death, or hav it done."
I feel thankful that superstition is done with to a
great extent, and that a man to-day can say the
earth revolves without being imprisoned. The more
we are enlightened the more we will love our wives
and our children. I love a man who does his own
thinking.
H. WixsoN.

.

ToRONTo, Oct. 12, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I owe it to you to say that it is not
because I am dissatisfied with the paper or its editor that I discontinue my subscription. I think as
·much of THE TRUTH SEEKER to-day and its noble editor as ever, and I hav been your subscriber since
the wicked and damnable attack made upon you
which resulted in your incarnation, at which time l
circulated and sent to your office a petition in your
behalf.
I hav followed you with interest thJ;pugh your
most trying ordeals since the above date, especially
Bundy's, Underwood's, and the devil's attack upon
you. No words are fit to describe that villainous
scheme. That thing was certainly begotten in hearts
of corruption and treachery. Nothing seems to me
more certain than .that persons capable of such infernal purposes will expose their baseness in many
transactions, and thereby become known to the
world in their true characters. I hope, for the sake
of truth, that it will not be long before this posing
before the world as saints, when corruption vossesses
them froill center to circumference, will go for what
it is worth, not for what H seems.
With many good wishes I must part company
withy ofor the present.
Very truly yours, E. B. WILLIAMS.
UTAH LAKE, UTAH,Oct. 12, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read your paper for about two
years and became a subscriber soon after you started
on your trip round the world. I like THE TRUTH
SEEKER very much, and I feel interested in its welfare. I see by the tab on my paper that my time is
up, so I inclose $1.50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for six
months and 60 cents for your life-size lithograph, as
I wish to hav you where I can look at you when I
want to; and another reason why I want your likeness (21.nd also Thomas Paine's, Ingersoll's, and
others, as soon as I can spare the means) is, a great
many of my neighbors are good saints, and of course
are very religious; and nearly all of them, I find,
hav one class of likenesses hanging on their walls in
their houses; that is, Brigham Young and the twelve
apostles of their church. As these people visit me
frequently, I think it well to hav a change in my
house, so that when they call on me they can see
my apostles also. I should hav sent this money be-

f;re, but I hav two parties here that promised tor three-fourths . of the people are
1-minded.
take THE TRUTH SEEKER on trial for three months, Many take THE TRUTH SEEKER, Invest~gator, Man,
and I hav peen delayed in seeing them. I hope to Liberty, etc., which are often handed me in numbers
see them soon, and will forward their subscriptions. for circulation. Should you hav b~ck numbers of
Yours for the truth,
HENRYS. BRooKs.
THE TRUTH SEEKER send over some; I think I can
get you a few subscribers to it. I hav secured a few
OANYON 0ITY, OoL., Oct., E. S., 82.
orders for Liberal books, which find inclosed, Hav
Mrss ELLA E. GmsoN, all haill In THE TRUTH been ·buying in San Francisco, but conclude I can
SEEKER I read your observations on appropriating .a get more for the money from· you; Being poor, wish
masculin pronoun to God. I do not charge the fault, them low. Please find inclosed a two-dollar postif fault it is, to persons so using it, but to a deficienuy office order to cover book order named.
in the language. We hav for first person plural,
Fraternally,
W. ·0. GRAHAM.
without gender, we, our, us; singular, I, my, me;
second person, singular, thou, thy, thee; plural, :ye,
OREGON, l\lo., Oct. 25, 1882.
your, ye. None of the above indicates gender. Then
MR. EDITOR: Respecting the proposition of certain
we hav third. person, singular, l;w, his, him; feminin, gentlemen in Oanada to meet Slade, the medium, at
she, her, her; plural, they, their, them; thEise last some point in the United States, allow me a word.hav no gender. Now we want a third person, singuIf .it be with a view to' settle Slade's claims, or
lar, without gender. so I propose e. Nominativ ee, generally to settle the question as to the genuinness
possess.iv eez, objectiv eem. It frequently happens of spiritual phenomena, of what- use can it be ? It
that we speak of a person but do not wish to indicate might satisfy the few who might be present; that
whom it is, even by expressing gender. These will would be all. For just go back into the history of
apply to gods, angele, women, and men. We then this thing, and recall the numbers of times similar
shall be able to say of God,
propositions to test the matter hav been tried. For
" E plants ez (eez) footsteps in the sea,"
instance, was thete ever anything done with more
And leaves the land behind em (eem).
pains and care than that inquisition by the London
Now what do you say to joining· me to introduce Dialectical Society? Thirty-six committee men were
these into our grammars? There is nothing like selected-men of the highest capacity-men of great
starting-a good thing and then going ahead. L~t it repute-men generally incredulous as to the matter.
How long, patiently and carefully, did they investistand for inanimate things. What do you say?
gate? Again, consider the careful, watchful inquiry
A. B. PIKARD.
of Zollner and his three friends, great scientists all,
into the claims of this very man Slade.
ST. 0ATHERINES, ONT., Oct. 23, 1882.
Beginning with the inquiries instituted by him
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken your valuable and interwho
was called the American Faraday, Prof. Hare,
esting paper now going on two years, and must say
with all your otb.er S\Jbscribers that it is one of the an Atheist, an unbeliever of most pronounced type,
great pleasures of tbe week to read its contents. I utterly scornful and incredulous, and considering the
regret having let my subscription run behind, and thouaands and thousands of cases from that day to
hereby inclose one dollar to pay up to the end of this, investigations running throngh more than
this year, when I hope to be in a position to sub- thirty years by all manner of men and women, and
summing up the testimony recorded in hundreds
scribe again.
I think it is a good move _on your part lowering or works, the testimony is so much that nothing can
the price of suacription, and hope sufficient new be added to it effeativly.
If these gentlemen should meet and become connames will be enrolled on the list to fully make up
vinced, and proclaim their conviction. to the world,
the difference in price caused by the reduction.
Even in Oanada the cause of L:beralism is spread- it could not add a feather's weight. Next year simiing, and every day recruits are being enlisted in the lar propositions would be made by those who disre·
service, while the same amount of prejudice expressed gard everything except what they themselVS' see or
·
Yours truly,
0. IRVINE.
against the Freethinkers, or Infidels as they are term- hear.
ed ))y the religious body, is not so severe as in former
days. Still a great many reforms are needed, such
,
SPRAGuE, W. T., Oct. 2, 1882.
as the admission of an Agnostic's evidence in court,
MR. EDITOR: I would crave leave to say a few
the taxation of church property, etc. The former words to my would-be Ohristians of days of yorereform, I believe, is at present not only being dis- childhood days when our venerable. parson, with
cussed but being pushed by the seculu.r societies of wrinkled brow and bowed under the weight of years,
the Dominion, and it is to be hoped that the efforts stood in the pulpit on those memorable Sabbathwill prove successful.
days, and proclaimed, his cheeks wet with tears, that
Yours fraternally, R. 0. FITZGERALD. _ there were infants in bell not a span long. I never
can forget while I liv the anguish, care, and sorEscANABA, MICH., O.;t, 22, 1882'.
row that seemed to fill my heart after hearing the
MR. EDITOR: I hav just received the last number awe-inspiring statement. I, poor soul, brought into
of your paper, and noticed in it "Elmina's" notice the world without my consent, elected to be damned
about "Leaves of Grass." I do wish Liberals would through a never-ending eternity-or to }le saved I
hav sense enough to let up on this book, or any. My mind for a time was so· imbued with supersti·
thing that even borders on obscenity, and not keep tion, generated· by the blood-curdling statement•
continually harping about them. I hav not seen the !'rom that saintly parson, and solidly imbedded in
latest edition of this work, but I bav seen, and hav my youthful brain· by hearthstone -teachings, that I
in my possession, an edition of "L:Javes of Grass," felt a pervading sense of terror in almost every
by Walt Whitman, of 1860-61, which I do know is undertaking. But, thanks to the power of thought,
obscene, and I understand that this edition was sup- clothed in robes of light, my pathway was illuminpressed, and I am glad of it. Any man that will ated by reason, and I finally overcame those terripublish such a book as this is not a pure-minded fying influences, and now breathe the air of enlightperson, and I do not wish to read any revise1 elli- enment. It is joy indeed to feel, to know, that the
tion of such a book. Any person that keeps con- chains of paganism no longer bind you!
stantly talking about prostitutes must certainly be
I would ask your readers .to cast their eyes and
thinking about them, and must know more or less thoughts upon Matthew and his writings. No priest
about them; and his writings are hot what Liberals can provtt he wrote the book ca.lled after ;him,
should go crazy over. There are enough good books Ohrist says repeatedly the kingdom is not his to giv,
published so that people can find plenty of good and yet he givs it to Peter, with the keys of heaven.
reading matter without taking up Walt Whitman; He also says, "And on this rock will I will build my
and if thev must hav something obscene, let them church," aud here hangs the salvation of the whole
read the Bible, and especially the Songs of Solomon, world. Peter should hav been brave, of great stawhich are a good deal like some of Whitman's writ· bility, good judgment, calm, and one to be trusted;
ings. I am a Liberal in every sense of the word, instead, however, behold him a poor, weak, pussilbut I cannot indorse Walt Whitman.
lanimous, cowardly, lying sneak, who would not be
worthy of a corporal's guard in these days. "And
J. N. HILLER.
of such is the kingdom of heaven." Just read, and
set Reason on her throne, and priestcraft appears in
,<
ALTURAS, O.AL., Oct, 7, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: It is with much pleasure that I now its true light-a perfect fraud and humbug!
B. F. WARDWELL,
for the first time address you a few lines, and since
you occupy the highly-honored position as one ·of
the prime movers in the great field of Freethought,
OSWEGo O:ENTER, N. Y., Oct. 23, 1882.
allow an humble co-worker to express the opinion
MR. EDITOR: I am a Methodist, and as you prethat future generations will do you the honor of tend to be fair and publish "both sides," wlll you
celebrating you birthday, as do we that of Thomas .please insert this (when you hav time and space-if
J:'aine, who fearlessly gave expression to his honest you dare), and perhaps our "cultured" feelings may
sentiments. Ttlough ignorant superstition Slill has go out in sympathy for you a little; though you
power in the land, her sun must soon set to rise no hav done us no little harm with your vile, coarse,
more. The shackles of theologicnl oppresssion are uncultured, Infidel sheet, and you will hav it cast
rast falling off, hence we must soon ba free. Truth into your teeth, when you arrive in the long, low
is conquering, and must conquer until all enemies vaults of a seething hell, that you and your infernal
sllall be put under her feet. Her strongest enemy coadjutors hav well-nigh annihilated our glorious
is ignorant superstition. We need a host of able church organization in this place; and nine-tenths
lecturers in the field, more Ingersc>lls, m0re Ohaineys, :1f our members, who were once cultured and happy,
and others. Through the press much has been and aav landed on the "barren rocks of skepticism,"can be done. Oheap Liberal tracts are wanted by the and hav '' evoluted" (as you call it) to what we call
million. They can be made to reach the masses at ''coarse, uncultured Freethinkers;" and, though we
a small expens·e, and in isolated regions where lect- acknowledge your hellish influence with your coarse
urea are seldom heard they will hav a good intlu- publications, we deplore the lost condition of our
ence, I find in my travels as book agent about members, whom we cheerfully consign, with you as
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a~on-to the pe?ple .of the United States. W!lshil!gton sent\ Palmer, who wrote me and ·said he banded it to_
h1m the followmg: ·• The bearer, Thomas Pame, 1s too well 1 you; and you l'Xpressed in your letter that you
!rnown t~ the people of the_ United States ~o need any ,I,etter ~f i should publish it, but coulcl: not at present- on acmtroducti~n or cornmendatt~n to the Amertean p~ople.
Tl:>ts I c
t f th pr
f oth m tters. My artic!e is
was the highest commendatiOn be could hav recetved.
I _ou_n
e
ess ~
- er a
·
After Mr. Paine went to Europe, and was for 80 long a time: ent1rely at your servt_cP. N!l,t~re, as you know, takes
imprisoned by the French dnring the Re-volution in that coun-1 plenty of ttme, and Is never m a hurry and nevertry, he wrote Mr. Jefferson, then president, that be wished to i out of order, so that when your business will admit
come to America, and so high was the ~stimateof Mr. Jsfferson of it, it will be just t.be right time. But it is so·
o~ the services he had rendPr~d our caus~, that~efferson caused iong since I wrote it, and having no copy of it, and
hJm to be brought to !he Umted-States m a Umted States gov- wishing to add to it. I may make some repetitions,
ernment vessel free or charge.
h" h ·f
I
'ld l"k t h
ted M
Mr. Paine came to this country and here died, and his mor- w IC ' I so, . wou . I e o av corr~c. ·
Ytal remains now repose in peace not far from the city of .New thoughts runn~ng so different from anythmg I hav
York, in the land of his adoption, which he had done so much ever seen published, and they being purely my own
to make free and independent.
and wholly experimental, I can only say ·nature will
Go on, Brother Bennett, we see the light of liber- pro_vide._ A~d, ~s I said, I wish to add a few Iin~s
ty's son dawning upon our horizon. We know the whiCh, m J_us~ICe must_ .hav place so~ewher~ m
day draweth nigh when liberty's sun shall set the nature_ s bmldmg, to w1t. T_hat Herlas_tm!? prie.st,
world aglow: and oh, bt'tter far than_ the wealth of Melc~Isedec, has be~n often m c?mmumcat10n vtith /
a VanderbHt will be the honor bestowed upon those me si~ce the ~.atk1ns ConventiOn, Although the
who lead the noble cau!le!
J. B. 'rRAVEBS.
name ~s _found m ~he New Testament~ yet I ~m of
the opmwn that, like many other scriptures, It has
a mental signification that is not now understood by
SYRACUSE, N.-Y., Oct. 25, 1882.
Mr. Chainey's This World, nor l\fr. Wakeman's Man
MR. EDITOR: That feature of THE TRUTH SEEKER in his kingdom, nor Mr. Heywood's Word or letter
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Oct. 14, 1882 _ which makes it an organ of Freethougbt, all having by whom the man and his helpmeet were made; but
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, which please- credit an equal chance, is what pleases me best. And this it (his name) signifies king of justice, or peace, and
to Joslin L. Park. Excuse for delay is, when I thought conflict between mind and mind is the way to get no fable or myth, but a rea-l mental priesthood,
of it couldn't attend to it; when I had time, didn't at truth and bring it out. One truth always finds or withou-t beginning of days or end of life-a perpetthink about it. I am sorry, Brother Bennett, that. begets others, and whether new or old, it is that ual priesthood, which is nature's special assistant to
.there is any occasion for fighting lies. It seems that that lasts always; it is one of the immortals, and build the animal man (the FreE-thought people), conwhen we reach the period of mature judgment we some will say divine. And when such minds as Mrs. sisting of Materialism and Spiritualism united as the
ought to be able to discrl!ninate between the true Hedden, and Wettstein, and many others come in man and his helmeet. Nature is p.--ssessed of two
and false without much difficulty, particularly in the- conflict, the sparks fly, a new light is seen, and we general principles, namely, the positiv anri the negaological matters, as the extremes are so great. We lookers-on now and then catch hold of a ray.
tiv, the animal and the mental, the good and the
now and then read or hear a lie -that we admire and
And by the way, I do not wish to be taken as a evil, the male and t,he female; the one eannot be
forgiv on account of the ingenuity displayed in its critic or desire to be cynical, but suggest some appreciated without t.he other. And, as you will obconetruction; but the old lies of theology are so de- thoughts that way call- out more light on certain serve, Nature, in her everlasting progression, 11as
void of merit in every respect, without a .shadow 0 t subjects that to me are hazy, dark. Mr. Wettstein created and has need of all the pagan histories and
reason, common sense, or principles of justice, to be says, "Confine ourselvs to the means within our her great variety of gods, and all the Jewish hisgleaned from them (unlike many modern fictio:q.s, reach, to the knowable, the actual; remain within tories with its gods and bibles, as help, either posiwhich nearly always contain some good moral or ben- the'realms of nature, and in it, and from them find tiv or negativ, and bas taken the gleanings from
eficial lesson), it is enough to puzzle any one who all requisit solutions for existing mysteries." Again many fields to possess herself . of (this world) the
really thinks how the old mythological stuff could he says, "It does not justify us or explain the mys- man ~the Freeth ought Liberal people). Though she
be peddled successfully --by even the most skilful tery to assume the existence of a greater mystery.
is blind and dumb and without design, yet through
priest.
_
Apparently he would admit there may be degrees her production (man) design is perceptible. Yet
I think the cause of irritating and humiliating in mysteries-that they may be claseified, greater, map, having as yet only the breath of life in his
thoughts we more or less suffer while giving atten- lesser, and so on. Not logical. A mystery admitted nostrils, has not yet become a living soul. And it is
tion to the prevailing superstitious dogmas, is not so is equivalent to a miracle, and the only word or plainly seen through all the Freethought- and Libmuch the self-evident lies, but rather the fact that definition is the one so common now-unknowable. eral publications that man is incapacitated, and does
certain ones of our acquaintance, whom we wish tore- Mr. Wettstein says, "And all other and higher classes not seem to understand that nature embraces all·
gard as mentally sound, claim to believe the mon- of beings are but a higher degree of development in differences, both negativ and positiv, good and evil,
strous absurdities which are so numerous in our Bi- the grand c"Qain of evolution which pervades ail-na- as absolute help in progression; but he (man) makes
ble. The laws of the human understanding are made ture." Has it ever been proved, or can it be,· that war and battles as with an enemy to gain a victory,
to appear worthJess; the boasted intellect a delusion. the germs or sources of all or any of the suns, not knowing, with all his boasted knowledge, ·that
We dislike to be forced to lose- confidence in brains systems, or worlds can be found in what astrono- nature takes the initiatory of both sides and agrees
supposed to be healthy. Many otherwise intelligent mers call nebula, or the dim light that requires the to disagree. And thus the woman, the female of
people evidently deceive themselvs; they in some in- aid of the most powerful telescope to locate in the vast nature, the negativ, the mental of humanity,. the
sane way ,imagin that they believe in certain "sa- abyss of space? I assume it has not yet been done, sympathy. the beautiful, the magnificent, the all-tocred" lies, and hav some way to prevent themselvs and their guess, or others, to that effect is no better ~ether lovely, the worshipful, the great city, the
from using any common sense. If they hav what than the one in the old Jewish story-book, that God holy Jerusalem, descending out of heaven (agitation)
they may suppose to be a reason they seem too much made all things in six days from nothing, became from God (the knowledge of this world), and her
ashamed. to mention it to a close inquirer.
weary and rested, and is still resting or idle if that light is as clear as crystal, also it bas a variety of
It must be very gratifying to all who wish the truth, account 'is true.
.
entrances, or gates, distributed on either side; and
let it cut where it may, that the true inwardness
Evolution (change) cannot produce or make. a par- the city (intellectual knowledgE!) lyeth four-square;
of the old degrading religious system is being criti- ticle of matter that did not before exist; and it is the lerigth, breadth, and bight are equal, embracing
cally analyzed and the results fearlessly placed before contrary to science, logic, and common observation all of unerring Nature's progressiv works, positiv and
the people. I think the time is near at hand when that matter can create itself. Admitting that what neg-ativ, pagans, Catholics, Christians, and Protesthe one who claims to believe the old standard Bi- is called nebula may be substance or matter, did it tant Christians and Liberals of all shades from which
ble falsehoods will be looked upon by all who hav create itself on or beyond the bounds of space, re- the animal man (this world) was produced. And
any intelligence as a knave for policy's sake, or as main inert for countless ages, then particles chip there is no temple in it, for the Lord God Almighty
being mentally weak, deserving only pity.
off, assume shape, start out on a wild-goose chase, and the lamb (male and female nature) are the
Truly yours,
l\f. GRAHAM.
remain in limitless darkness till, reaching the at- temple of it. And the city has no need of the sun
traction of some convenient and friendly sun that nor the moon (Materialism or Spiritualism) to shine
in its infancy traces back to the same source (for if in it, for the glory of God (the satisfaction that there
WINCHESTER, ILL., Oct, 16, 282,
MR. EDITOR: Here I come with a good greenback worlds can be accounted for in that way suns and is nothing included as common or unclean) did
dollar to pay up my subscription for the grand old systems can), begin circling round and evolute till lighten it, and the lamb (the fruit of the tree of
her.ald of light, THE TRUTH SEEKER, till January 1, they become a fit place for man and animals, and life which produces all manner of fruit, both good
283, and twenty-five cents left, for which please send just then men and animals evolute from some lower and evil) is the light thereo_f, and the gates are not
me that new edition of Billings's ·• Crimel!l of forms of matter? Will they tell what period of time shut at all by day, and there is no night there.
The above are a few additional thoughts which
Preachers." I like to keep posted in regard to the inorganic matter began to assume shape and life
record qf these soul-agents, for I used to be one of and produce a toad ? And when did the toad evo- pobsessed me for some time, and it would be satisthem, and, like many other ex-reverends, I know lute and become an elephant? and so on, as Mr. factory to your friend to publish them,
Wettstein says, ad infinitum. When, in the evolutYours truly,
ZENAS KENT.
their tricks.
·
It is very gratifying to every true Liberal to see ing process of making a man, did the eye, the ear,
the steady, sure, and exalting steps our cause· ls and other organs so essential in keeping the maPersonal.
taking for the establishment of human independence chine going, present themselvs? Whoever underSocieties or persons desiring to secure Mrs. Lake's
and the rights of man. Oh, what joy it givs to see takes an answer may begin and end with this one word,
the acknowledgment of our cause as it appears in mystery. I am looking for the man cr woman that services for lectures will address her hereafter at 219
Grand ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
3t44
the journals of to-day over the slander and abuse of will number and classify them.
J. VAN DENBURGH,
that of former times I How we love to see the acknowledged worth of our illustrious dead spoken so
Freethinkers' Directory.
truthfully in the article I inclose, clipped from the
ITHACA, N. Y., Oct. 25, 1882. ·
This
publication
will be ready for delivery to subAmerican Sentry, as a part of Warwick Martin's M. D. BENNETT: My well beloved friend, I well
scribers
Nov.
12th.
It will contain about 1,000
brief history of American independence.
remember my first hand-shaking with you at my
THoMAS PAINE.
boarding-house at Watkins Glen, how it kept a names and many pages of reading matter. As only
I could not do justice to this great subject were I to omit the e;ource of friendship that time cannot erase. You ac- a few more copies will be struck off than what are
above man as one of the important aids to American independ- cidentally stepped in to avoid a shower of rain then ordered up to that date, all who desire the book
ence. It is true he did not fight battles in the field, nor did he pouring. I had never seen you personally before, s_hould order at once. Price, 30 cents, including
belong to the Continental Congress. He, however, performed but had often looked at your lithograph banging at postage.
H. L. GREEN.
a~ great a work as any of them. For a long time he accompaSalamanca, N. Y.
nied the army, carrying with him a printing-press and pub- the back of my desk. I remember the flympathy I
lishing a valuable paper, in which he set forth, as no other felt for you when you were confined in the penitentiman could, the rights of man and the duties of'American citi- ary. I saw at once that you were constitutionally
W. S. Bell.
zens in the great contest. This was to the people of the United fitted for the burden you then bore. I received a
The
readers
of
THE
TRUTH SEEKER are well acStates a most important work, and faithfully did he perform it letter at home from you while I was absent in the
without compensation. So highly did the Continental Con- West, While there I could scarcely talk with any quainted with W. S. Bell, of Boston, and know his
gress appreciate his services to the cause that after fndepend- one on the subject of liberty and Freethought but reputation as a Freethought lecturer. He informs
ence was achieved they passed a unanimous vote of thanks to
him for the services he had rendered.
they -gave evidence that the whole world was in me that in a few days he starts West on a lecturing
After the close of the war, when Washington was President, bondage and groaning to be delivered from animal tour. He has a number of new lectures that will
doubtless giv good satisfaction. Those who desire
~r. Paine addressed to Washington a note stating that he excess and the slavery of sectarianism.
Wished to travel through the United States, and requesting
Your .Jetter reminded me <Jr a few thotights ex- his services should address him at once at No. 18
Washington to send him a letter of introduction and commend-. pressed on paper and handed to 1\:(r, Courtlandt East Springfield st., Boston.
H. L. GBEEN.

their l~ader, to a seething flame of sulphur, in a
gaping, yawning HELL.
hav prayed and prayed for you, times without
number, but we find that you hav "chariots of
iron," and consequently it seems as thongh the
heavens were brass, and our God cannot answer
· through them. Now; for Christ's sake, let up, and
giv us a little fair show, and don't go thundering
and crashing along so, with the devil for your engineer ; for, be assured, you. will -soon be "telescoped" in hell, and we (the chosen few) will look
over the battlements of heaven and lau2'h at your
calami-ty, and mock when your fear cometh.
Your old Infidel TRUTH SEEKER and "Round the
World" beoks, and all the rest of your thousands
of publications, will make splendid fuel for the flames
of the damned truth seekers, and you'll need none of
our onions or horse-radish to make you appear to
weep, when we flaunt the Index, the Journal, and
Brother Coleman's cultured theology in your face. I
repeat my warning: "Stand from under!" We acknowledge· that you carry all the Liberals with you,
but you don't carry Jesus and usMETHODISTS.

We

°
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to miss one another somehow, and after of the churches I observed a woman, las, and talked or smoked untilthe rain
waiting some time, I engaged a vehi- apparently aged about fifty, gping the was over. They did not believe in getcle to take me to his pension. I told round of the wretched daubs known as ting wet.
The French are very fond of music,
the man the name· of the str~tet, and the "stations of the cross," kneeling
he mounted the box to drive off when before each, and .mumbling some and always crowd round a. gratuitous
a thought struck him. He dismounted. prayers. I suppose she felt better af- performance; a barrel-organ or a drum,
or anything that will make a nOise,
and came to the door, and delivered ter it was over.
in a most rapid manner what I took to
The priests hav greatly lost their will do. Quantity, and not quality, is
be an oration, or recitation, or some- hold upon the people, and even the the requisit thing, and it provides an
thing of the kind. I was flUite bewil- peasants, who are generally the last opportunity to loaf, which is a great
dered, as he looked as if he expected to be disinthralled, will now pass a consideration.
an answer, and I had not the remotest black-coat without taking any notice of One day I walked to a neighboring
idea what it was all about. I asked him. It is not so long since this class village (some ten miles 'off) with my
him to go over the ground again, and held them in great reverence, and cousin to visit a very ancient chateau,
a relic of the feudal times, so old that
take more time about it, as I was not· bowed low on meeting one of them.
in a hurry. He started somewhat slowMarriages are now treated purely as its history was completely lost. It was
er, but soon went off at a ractng pace. civil contracts, though binding till death, a splendid ruin. The walls were of
I was still in profound ignorance, and got and the aid of the church is rarely great thickness, passages; rooms, and
staircases being contained in them, and
him to try once more, and this time was evoked.
fortunate· enough to catch a word or I happened to see a wedding proces- the environs were honeycombed with
two which enabled me to elucidate the sion; it consisted of twelve couples, as- subterranean passages, most of them
mystery. He only wanted the' number sorted sexes, each female carrying a now being blocked up, The six towers
of the street, and instead of asking the large bouquet; the bride, attired in an are still standing, and portions of the ·
question in two words, he must needs elaborate white dress witb. a long train, connecting walls. The present owner
waste about two hundred. I can now and covered from head to foot by a is a utilitarian and takes no interest in
·understand how it is the French do not thin veil, conducted by her nearest antiquities, so the old place is fast
overwork themselvs-they use up all male relativ, was in the front, the crumbling away.
th~ir strength in talking. They rattle bridegroom and bride's mother bringThe customs and manners of' the inon at a most fearful rate, and one re- ing up the rear. The couple were mar- habitants of the hamlet are very primquires to liv with them for a time to be ried to the mairie, after which the itiv. The cafe, or inn, is distinguished
able to understand them. I found I bridegroom's father took charge of the by the old-world sign of a bush hung.
could make mys~lf understoodall right, bride, and they all marched to a cafe out of one of the windows. We found
but was alwaysat a loss .. to get at their for the wedding breakfast. The bride the door was fastened, and were won- ·
meaning.
is not handed over to the husband till dering how we were going to get reSunday appears to be the busiest day later in the day, As, the streets had freshment, when the hostess came up
in the week, and the market is always just been watered, and some oxen and and unfastened the door. She had been ·
better attended tb.en than on Thurs- horses had passed along just before the up the road having a gossip with the .
day. The women- come in from the. procession, you may imagin the condi- neighbors and did not expect visitors,
outlying villages adorned in their best tion of the bride's train, which dragged they being few and far between. The~e ·
clothes, and all wearing wbite caps of along the ground. They took the mid- was not much choice of liquor, beer ln
all shapes and sizes, some of them be- die of the road, and never stepped stone bottles being about the only
ing beautifully worked and ornament- aside to avoid the filth.
thing in stock. It had a peculiar taste,
ed with. lace. Their values ranged from
All the houses and public edifices are and its manufacture was probably a
five to one huncl.red francs; the more built of white stone, which I found secret only known to the manufacturer.
-expensiv are often handed down from very trying to the eyes when the sun It was guiltless of malt or hops, and
mother to daughter as heirlooms. Each is shining, and in summer most of the was probably made from herbs; it,
village has its distinguishing shape, inhabitants wear tinted eye-glasses in however, had the recommendation of
and it can at once be seen by the ini- consequence.
being cool and wet. Food was not to
tiated from what place the wearer
There is a very good museum in the be procured, so we had to content ,ourcomes.
town, where I saw a fair collection of selvs with blackberries and walnuts, of
The town in which I was staying re- fossils, chiefly found in the neighbor- which there was abundance.
joices in the posse'ssion of four or five ing quarries. This building is only
The main roads are planned on the
churches, Notre Dame being the oldest. opened twice a week, for about three or Roman system-perfectly straight from ·
In it there are several chapels, that four hours, but the townspeople take town to town, but terribly monotonous,
dedicated to the "ever blessed" being no interest in it, and it is only visited and you may tramp for miles without
the principal; and this contains some by curious strangers. Literature is at meeting a human being. The people
fine carving, which is, however, greatly a low. ebb, the demand being very are not great travelers, and will not
marred by a tawdry fresco painting for small. Reading is not at all in favor, walk if they can ride. The idea of
background. It-is rather a cur~ous pic- with the exception of the short para- planting trees along the roads is a good
ture, and would giv one a first impres- graphs in the daily papers. Agriculture one; but, as they are generally planes,
sion of having been originally intended seems carried on in much the same the effect is about a.s picturesque as a
as an advertisment for a life insurance manner as it was centuries back; the row of telegraph poles. Elms, oaks, or
company. It is divided into compart- fields look rough, and as if left entirely beeches would be far preferable in
ments, each one containing a repre- to nature. The work of plowing is every respect, but it is not the custom,
sentation of narrow escapes of life. lazily performed, and the ground is and they do not care to make innovaOne showed two trains meeting on a scarcely turned over. When the plow- tions on time-honored traditions.
single track, and another appeared to man gets to the end of the furrow, he
There are immense stone quarries in
be a sporting scene; I forget what the and his -horses or oxen take a long rest every direction, and I saw some very
others were. I found out on inquiry before starting on the next one. A fine ·fossils in stones built into walls,
that these various views were records Frenchman requires a deal of rest dur- Some of them hav been preserved in
of miraculous preservations from immi- ing the course of his work. However, the museums, but no one· takes much
nent danger, suddenly averted by the as the popnlation is by no meftns ex- interest in them.
" Queen of Heaven." I could not, of cessiv, and the wants of the peasants
Business hours appear long. The
course, help believing, as I saw the easily satisfied, there is not much need shops open at 6 A.M. and close from 10
picture which was considered by the of overwork. to get a living. Under the to 11 P.M. At one-half past eleven the
faithful as a most conclusiv proof that system of peasant proprietorship, a. !amp-man goes round the town and
it was all true. About half a dozen man has a small piece of land, and turns off the gas in the street lamps,
women WQre 'kneeling on prie Dieu grows all he wants on it. He has a patch All respectable people are supposed to
chairs in front of this work of art, for his vines, growing a sufficiency of be indoors by that time. The water is
though whether engaged in admira- grapes to make wine enough to last his also turned off, so that in the event of
tion thereof, or in praying to the image, family till next vintage time; another a fire 'it takes an hour or two before
I cannot say. Another chapel was de- for maize, and one for vegetables, and any water can be procured for the envoted to John the Baptist, if I rem em- is therewith content. What more can gin· but this apparatus is not of much
ber rightly, or else the infal'lt Jesus: he want? He is his own master, and use: The popular way to deal with a
I can't say for certain, as I omitted to can work or not, as it pleases him. fire is to make the spectators for,.rn a •
take a note at the time. All I remem- There is no fear of one farmer remov- chain to the river, if near enough, and
ber is that the carving of a child occu- ing the landmarks of his neighbor, be- pass buckets of water from one to the
pied the most prominent position. This cause such things rarely exist. Now and other. The only apparent objection to
chapel was adorned with a dirty black again you may see the commencement this plan is that by the time the bucket
table, placed close to the altar, just of a stone wall to mark the boundaries has reached the fireman its contents
outside the rails, and ornamented with of a field, but it is never completed. have disappeared. The principle is good
sundry spikes, on some of which were The fields right in the country are level enough, the only defect being that it
stuck lighted candles of various lengths, with and quite open to the roads, and fails in pnactice.
and the grease was dropping down although there is no fence, the owner is
Altogether, I may say I was considfrom them to the table, and tben to very particula-r to hav a gate made of erably edified and often amused by the
the pavement. H scarcely appeared to two upright stones, and a pole or two incidents I met with during my stay.
be 1n accordance with the fitness of placed across, and strongly chained and
I hav just mentioned a few things I
things, but as the habitues of the place padlocked. Doubtless it is extremely noticed, but hav already written quite
did not seem to see anything incongru- important and necessary that there enough to weary you; but as one or
ous in it, I could not complain.
should be a gate, but it strikes the un- two observations may be new and perThe parson business does not appear initiated as somewhat superfluous.
haps interesting, you must overlook
to be very flourishing in the town, tb,e
I was greatly interested in watching the rest. ·
J. D.
supporters being chiefly women who the street pavers and excavators in the
London, Eng., Oct., s, 1882.
hav given up frivolity and are settling town. They would work for a minute or
down into middle age and religion, two, and then stop and liav a long
trusting, by devoting their old age to gossip before resuming. I believe !apatronage of the priests and prayers to bor (l'f that description must be paid by The Champions of the Church;.
Their Crfmel!l and Persecutions.
the saints, to hav a short time in pur- time and not by the piece. If a shower
gatory. The women who hav gone of rain came on they at once stopped Blographlcalaketeheu of prominent Christians who dl~;
mankind. A companion to "The World's Sages,
ahead in their early life are most de'!. operations, sat down on anything that g•aceO.
etc. Jl:v D. M. Benne~t. Svo,l,ll9 pages. Cloth, fS; leather
vout Jn their declining years. At one ;happened ;b.andy,-put up their umbrel- J4; jjlorollQO, gUt edi••• f',&O.

Thoughts About the Damned and
the Redeemed.
' BY RO:BERT I!IWAIL.

Amid the torments of hell-tlre
l'rayed Dives for his friends,
And none above hie prayer of love,
In sympathy attends.
By thie It doth appear that saints
To all love bid adieu,
They never grieve when their loved ones
In torments meet their view.
They can behold their wi"ves and babes
Wailing in torture there;
Yea, see their parents, brethren, friends,
.And never breathe a prayer
To God to put an end to heil,
Their darling loved ones throw
Back to their tlrst unconacloueness,
And terminate their woe.
Qnce, at Cle great Almighty's bid,
To life men entered in:
He made them so depraved and weRk,
They could not help but sin.
He made their live~ a span in length,
Their brains he made unsound;
With darkness, sorrow, and disease
He circled them around.
.All their environments by him
Eternally were planned,
By his :llat. alone, he came
To this sin cursed-land.
And nine-tenths of mankind he dooms
To endless !lames, 'tis said,
And neither angel, god, nor saint
Will do aught for their aid.
None of the blessed set will meet
To form a grand crusade,
To pray Jehovah to unmake
Those luckless souls he ma!le,
And sink them everlastingly
Into unconscious sleep,
And let them not for evermore
In bitter !lJlguish weep.
Thus, worse than Dives is each saintTo hell the good man e:oes,
And heaven is filled alone with souls
Like Comstock's and Gniteau's.

Our London Letter.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER:
'I dare say you wonder I hav not sent
a letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER lately, but
the fact is I hav been away holiday-making, and af'! I saw no English papers till
my return, I was quite ignorant of the
doings of the religious or Infidel world,
and hav had quite a lot of reading to
do since my return, and I hav not got
through with my back work yet.
I hav had a long-standing engagement to visit a cousin in the southeast
of France, near La Lochelle in the
wine district,· and as I was prevented
through various causes from going last
year, I made \lP my mind to do so this
summer if at all poss_ible ;. otherwise I
should probably never hav gone, as he
will be leaving for Germany ere long.
I was anxious to see the nativs of
France right away from- Paris, where
they ha.d but little opportunity of inter. course with foreigners, and I find they
are diff•rent in many respects to the
Parisians.
I left London by the night train en
route for the French capital, via Newhaven and Dieppe, thereby gaining a
longer sea trip, which I think far more
enjoyable tha.n railway traveling. I
was very .pleased with Dieppe, which
was reached about eight next morning,
but as the train only waited an hour,
I had only time to get breakfast and
walk as far as the market, but I hope
to
there and spend a few days on
some future occasion. On the pierhead at the entrance to the harbor is
erected a large crucifix, gaudily painted,
and underneath the figure of Christ
was one of a woman, which I presume
represented Mary, Star of the <1 •
Since the present republic has been established, and the edicts against religious orders published, superstition has
not so many votaries, and these images
receive very little attention. I could
not see that any of the French sailors
on our boat recognized it, as was formerly the custom.
For some distance from Dieppe the
natural scenery was very fine, it being
a hilly and well wooded and watered
district-indeed, I saw nothing equal to
it in any other portion of the country
I passed through.
As we neared Paris, the sky assumed
a gloomy aspect, fl,nd in the city the
rain was coming down in torrents, so I
could not get about much. I concluded, therefore, to push on, so took the
midnight train, and reached my destination about mid-day. My cousin was
waiting at th~ l?t~tlon, but we managed

go
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SPECIAL PHYSIOLOGY,
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ntustrated with fifty cuts, and wtth a steel plate engrav.
lngoftlle au4tn Vol. I.

BY D. ltl. BEN:NETT,
Bdltor of TH• Txurn 8BBH10ll, author or" A Truth Seeker
In Europe," " Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Time•," "TheWorld's Sages, Think·
era, and Reform ere," "Champ tons of

on,

Bennett-Mair Discussion<)

Supplement to the Study of General
Ehysiology.

BETWEEN

D. D. BENNETT and G. M. MAIR.

ILL U ST RAT ED.

(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

The f'nllest Discussion yet Pu~llshed,
givtng the Doa:mas and Claims or
Christianity a thorough Ex•
al!!lination p:ro and con.
Price,
u.rso.

FOUR VOLUMES FOR $6.50.

The lllost Instruction Cor the Least
llloney.o£ any Book ot Travels
yet Written.
In 1880 the Freethinkers of the world held an International Congre•s at Brns•els, to which Mr. Bennett waR sent
as a delege.te. He took the occe.•lon to make tl:le tour of
Europe, and his observe.tlons were embodied In" A Truth
Seeker In Europe " (price, $1.50). The letters were e.Jso
published In THE TRUTH SEEKER, e.nd the readers were so
well pleased with them that the proposition was made
that he make the journey 'around the world, and _glv the
world the benefttof a Freethinker's obeervatlcno The
proposition was accepted If the ones deolrlng such swork
would advance ftve dollars each, the volumee to lle dedi·
cated to them. On July 80,1881, Mr. Bennett began the
journey, sending letters baek·to be published. The worli:
will make
FOUR VOLUMES OF NEARLY;ooo PAGES EACH
The ftrst volume deecrlbes Scotland, Ireland, England,
lncludlne aJso an account of the Freethlirkers' Interns·
tlonal Congress at London, In 1881, Rolland, the Netherlands, Germany, An~trla, Greece, Turkey. Smyrna,
Ephesus, Rhodes, Cyprne, Beyrout, BB!l.lbec to Damascus.
Volume II. embrace• visits to Damascus, the Sea of Gal·
Uee, Bethsalda. Nazareth, the Dead Sea, the Jordan,
Jerusalem, and other pl~ces of Interest In Pal•stlne;
Egypt and Egyptian hlstory,and Egyptian town•, manners,
and enstomo the pyramids, etc., to Bombay, Indio..
Volume III. deocrlbes India, Ceylon. Penang, Binga.
pore, Java, an China.
Volume IV. Japan, the passalle across the Pacific, and
the tour over the American Continent.
There hav been many nooks of travel printed but none
like thiS. IT IS THE ONLY ONll OF ITS KIND.
Mr. Bennett has a shrewd habit of seeing everything
going on, and in his book he has faithfully chronicled the
habits and customs of the dllrerent people of the many
places he visited. The every-day life of aU natlonels laid
before the reader by one who has visited them and be·
held them with his own eyes. we feel sure tbls work IJI
greatly superior to any account of a journey around the
world we now hav.
'ALL TH11' VOLUMES WILL BE ILLUSTRATED
Which adds greatly to the Interest of the work, and wtth
the close description will present Old-World places In
very fam1llar light.
The volumes •e].iarate!y wtll be $2. Those sending ~6.50
nowwlllget Vols. I. and II. by return mall and the others
u soon as Issued, which will be In a few months, or
just 111 soon as they can be got ready.·
' J"'o!. I. or IJ. mailtd on reaipt of
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
21 Clinton Place, New York

,2.

TO TRI&L SUBSCRIBERS

IN SIX LECTURES.
Price, 50 cents

D.M.BENNETT
2\ Clinton Place, New York.
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George (Jhatney.

Interrogatories to Jehovah.
Being s;ooo questions propounded to
Jewish Godship upon a great
variety «Jf snbjecte.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. M. BENNETT.
Heawy Plate Paper,

l!lffiT.ABLE FOR . FRAJIE
WITHOUT FRAME.

OR

Sent by Mall for Fifty centm.!

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY.
A. trea.tis on the Population Question.
Found at Last!
For sale st this ol!lce,
Price, 25 cents.

A. SURE CURE FOR-HEADACHE
GA BRISON IN HE.A.VE N,
AND CATARRH.
THE

A. DREAM.

"LITTLE GERMAN DOCTOR'S"

BY WILLIAM DENTON.

Headache and Catarrh

PRICE 7EN CEN7S.
Sold bY D. M. Bennet;, 21 Clinton Pl., New 'vorlr,

S?lUFF.

TI--IE NEvV VERSION.

It will instantly relieve the most severe attack
of catarrhal headache, clear the head of all
offensiv matter, and, if persistently used, will
cure the worst case of cata.rr!J.

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
READ.

Lecture!! by George Chainey.
IN EXPLANATION OF THE BIBLE, FROM GENESIS
TO REVELATIONS,
CoNTENTS:

Price, for a few months, 15 cents per box; or
~ two boxes t'or 25 cents. Y""tage free.
Address JAMES A. BLISS. Wakefield, Ma••·
18tS7

The New Version.
Nothing.
Utopia.,,
The Descent of M•n.
The Wandering Jew.
Fair Play.
.
A Blbllcal Romance.
Bricks Without Straw.
Celestial Barbarism.
Divine Brlg«ndage.

IHGERS0LL 0HTAl MAGt,

Extraordinary Saints.
Prlestcraft.
The Heart of Yahweh.
Tbe Folly of Solomon.
Self-Resoect.
Priest and Prophet.
The Hope oi the World.
Iconoclasm.
The Man Jesus.
The New Religion.

BF'.ING

The untold ml•erles that result from Indiscretion In
early lifo may be nllcviated and cured. Tlwse who
doubt this assertion should purchase and read the new
0

f.'i~ici"i;'t ~~~o~t~~~i~tMe~b~b.r:~~~~i, !~~~1~-:~
or~

Self Pre,.ervation. lt I• not only a complete

ana perfect treatise on Manhood, Extwusted Vita.ltty,
Nervous aud Physical Debll!ty, Premature Decline In

ln~Y~~~~da~~ au!Yt~r~a~~t~~~~ ~fr.~r'o~:fd~g~';/Yv~~~ed man, Errors of Youtb, etc, but it containll! one hundred
Sfx Interviews with the !FaJDons Orator Pr!ce
$1.00. For sale at this ol!lce.
and twenty-five pr escript1on8 for gcute and chronic diPon Six SeriDons by the Rev. '.!' •. DeWitt
eases, each oue ot which is invnlnnble,' •o
Tabnage, ot· Brooklyn, to which AS
~~~~~~ blo~~~~;~t~:r ~~~~~ i:N~1 £ggel~:~l1al;~~Y~~
added

THE SABBATH.

A TALMAGJAN CATECHISM,

BY M. FARRINGTON.
A thorough examination and refutation of the claims of
Sabbatarians who are trying to foist upon t.ne cou~try
their holy day by unconstitutional legal enactments. The
author shows by an appeal not only t.o the facts as they

ft contains 300 ya~es. bound in bea.ut1ful embossed

ictan.
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mechanical, literary, or prcfPEZsional-than any other work
Stenographically reported by I. NEWTON BAI<Elt.
retailed In thls country for ~2.50, or the money will be re.
funded in every instance. Prfce onlv $!.25. Gold Medal
Printed in bold, clear type, on heavy, tinted paper, ~:md
awarded the author by the National Medical A•soclatlon.
0
handsomely bound In muslin, with he~VY boards, beveled
sample ,;ent on receipt of six een~. Send now.
~1~1~,ifh~h,~rftf~:~eo~r di~~fng~1~~~dbb1~U;i~~~c;n~ th~: Illustrated
edges, gilt top, Octavo, 443 pages.
Addre•s PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr,
H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston, Mass.
Price, $2.00. Paper EdiUo:e f'rom l'liUne ~~t~~,r:Y~f ~~~:15~,t'~t~~ ~trd:!Je l:t ~~;~%\:geholy than W.
The au.thor may be consulted on n.ll diseases requiring
plates, $:!.00.
sktll nnd experience.
lySS
Those who wish to hav Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures on

THE PEOPLE'S READER.

'Talmegia.n Theology," Will :find them here, in full, to

Christian Religion.
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Florida, Ho!

BY
Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
.Tudr,;e .TEREM1LAH S. B~&CK,
Pro:f. GEORGE P. FISHER.

LIBERA:LS VISITING oPALATKA, FLA.,
CAN FIND A CONGENIAL COUNTRY HOME
TWO AND ONE-HALF MILES SOUTHWEST
OF THE CITY, HIGH, HEALTHY, AND AMONG
THE PINES.
Address
MARY A. VORE,
P. 0. BOX 22.
S9tf

The only Complete and Authorized
Edition.

SEND FOR

This very remarkable series of papers appeared at In·
tervals In the N(JI'th American Rf:Diew. and awakened tho
profounde8t Interest with the pre•s and public. Their
.-.ppearance In pamphlet form Is In response to lnnumor.
able requests from all parts of the countrv.

Price,

The Crimes of Preachers
From May, 1876 to May, 1882.

l'iO cents.

An address delivered
BY EDWARD SEARING
Of the New York Bar before the SOciety of Humanity
An Illustration from history that Intellectual and moral
growth Is measured by the decay of theology.
The president of the League says: "It shows how In·

ternational Law became one of the corner-stones or the

' Era of Man.' I wloh every Liberal and every pat.rlot
WOUld read It,
T. B. WAKEMAN."
Elmlna sayo: "It Is truly an excellent worlr, and I hav
been much Interested In lt. Ha.v gained many new Ideas
from 1-, and thank thee for writing it, It embodies a wide
field of gleanings, and presents Its theory In such a strong
and vlvfd light that ro read Is to believe and appreciate,
We need just such books as this to .keep us from being
selfi•h and •elf-absorbed. I feel that I am better for hR'I'·
1ng read It, and I trust that through Its teachings many

TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWS.
PAPERS,

DEITY ANALYZED

And with previous Translations diligently compared and
revised.

AND

By Col. ltl. E. BILLINGS.
SECOND EDITION.

By Col. John R. Rel!!O, A.M.

I

Not since Hudlbra• has there been such damaging
Price Twenty•fivc Cents.
blows given to these old myths and fables. The colonol .
has made the sacredness of the scriptures appear o.s ab·
D. M. BENNETT, 21 Clinton Place, N.Y. city.
~~I~a'\~y~e~~t:isnmgl~~ ~~"Js~~;:i,i~g~~~~c~ ~~ea~fa"c~~ I - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - ' - - - - ' - tho foundations of lf:hrlstlanlty shows the earnestness Of j
THE
his own convlctlollB In regard to Its fabulous orlgln.-L
nutchis<m.

Price, $1.50.

Address
D. M, BENNETT,
21 Clinton Place, New York.

'l'HE FIRS'l' EPISTLE
OF

Bennett the Apostle

VINELAND, N .. J.,

BOOK OF THE CHRONICLES
OF

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh.
D. M. Bennett, Scribe.
ALSO

THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE
TRUTH SEEKERS.

l~Jg-nllv

A rcgnlnrly eduef'tNl nnd

qnnllfied physician, and
·

Joost euccesslul, as his pr'lctice will pro,·e.

tllc

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DISEASES.
Spermatorrhea an(l Impot_ency,
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the result of salf-nhuse In

yontb, se!:nal excesses m maturer
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Se:11ml Power, &c., rendering rnnr=-inge improper or unhappy, are
thoroughly and pcrmanonUy cured by an

EXTERNAL APPLICATION,

which ts tho IJoctor's Jnt(-st and g:reate!!t medical di'!rovcry ttnd
'Which he hns oo fnr ftre&cribed for this baneful comtaint In air its
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LIFE-SIZE

his

mensttua.tlon ~ som~ of the dlgeases of wmnen,
their causes and :prevent.ion; something about marriage
66 ,aAddress
week In vour own town. Terms and outfttfree,
and motberhood, and many other topics of importance.
H. HALLET & Co., Portland, Maine~
The special attention of mothers ~nd teachers Is called
to
this
book,
with
the
hope
that
they
wlll
read
It,
and
Eacb number contains a lecture In full b~ Geo. Chalney,
THE
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GODS AND THE
1
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at
A sample copy, com.aming pJrtrf!.it of the lecturer and
this ofllce.
prospectus for 1888, sent free to any address.
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic nations, Including
Allah, Jehov•h, Satan, the Holy Ghost, the Vlrgln·Mary,
and the Bible. To tile latt.er 230 pages are devoted, BilOW·
tng :that Ooo!< to be s vnry ·Inferior production for &1\rstclaes G<ld. By D. M. Benn·ett. agg 12.T'lle J!8Qi62. ~per
~...,veTR 60 r.enr.s: clntb. ~1.
puberty~

51 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass,

gether with D;~any other points necessarl1y excluded by
A sketch of man's physical, pol!tlcal mental, a
the limits of a lecture. " The Talnlag\an Catechism"
puts n the form of direct question, the plainest and pro- social development In past, present, and future.
A. WEEKLY LIBERAL JOURNAL
foundest inquiries of modern douht, and answers them
By GEO. C. STIEBELING, M.D.
to Talnlage and orthodox Chrlstlanlty. As a
Price 25 cents. ]l'or sale at this o1llce.
With Rfxteen IarKe P&Ke!l, will be !Mln& according
piece of satire, w!th earnest purpose, this production
ror THREE l!IONTHI!il, postage paid,
stands alone, and lu the literature of J!'reethought has not
Its
equal.
Tile Legend of the Patriarchs
FOR FIFTY CENTS.
Copies mailed to any point, postage tree, on receipt or
and Prophet!!.
Full letterl!l Crom the Editor, w hUe on a price
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
By 5. BARING-GOULD.
21 Clinton Place, New York.
lOur areund the world, appear weeki!".
Price, ,1.50.
---------------~------

Th<S!Ie alone are worth the p:rfce asked.
A.dtlres11
D.M.BENNETT,
21 Clinton Place, New York.

D. M. BENNETT,
2t Clinton Place, New Yo•k.

·PRICE $1.00.

12mo, EXTRA CLOTH,

We hav here a work, the need of which has long been
felt by alllnte!Ugent women, and especially by mothers
and teachers, conveying to girls that special knowledge so
important to them, but which, for proper reasons, must
t;e omitted altogether from the general and school
physiologies. Written ln a carer ul and entirely unobjectionable ma~ner, It Is so plain and practical as to be
easily understood. and Its perusal is sure to leave an 1m.
A WEEKLY LIBERAL MAGAZINE, PUBLISHED BY pression of the importance of the subject on the mind• of
Address

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.
Showing that the writers of and believers In the Bible
and not the deniers of Its truth, are the ones who reallY o
lnjURtlce to the ChMacter of God, If a God exists.

BY MRS. E. R. SHEPHERD.

THIS WORLD.
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Hernia (or Rupture), Piles, and other private di.sen.Bes quickly
cored.

:Middle-Aged and Oltl ]'fen.

There nro manv at the sge of thirty to sixty who are troubit!d
wit!:! too frequell't evncuntion of the blndder, often orcomranicd bvs slight sm!lrting or burning sensation, and a weakening of th'g
.system In a manner tba pf\tlentcannot account for. On examining-the urinary deposits n ropy or cotton .Jil;e sediment, or sometimes
11mall particles ofnlbumcn, will appear, or tlw color will be of a
tllln or mllklsh hue, Rf!!\ln chnn!!'ing fo n d!!rk lllld torpid appear...
nnce, wh1ch plainly shows thnt tho semen pnsses ,...If wltll tbe urine..
~here are many rnen wl.o die of thi!! difficultv, Ignorant of tho
en use. Dr. Fellows' Ext0rnal Remedy wid brfug-fibout n perfect
cure tn nil such en!\?~, nnd n henltby rc~torntion oi tho orgnns..
~Con~ult:t.tions by )('ffer frf'o fc:-J.rllnvited. Charges reasonable
:ftnd cc.rrcspondence strictly con!ldential.

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.

St>nt to nny address. ee<'urcly se!1led for two thrcc•<'cnt ~tmnp~~to
treating on .Sperruntorrhet.\ or S(lminal \Vcgknt<ss, giving itscnuse,
~ymptoms, horribleetfocts, nnd curo,
by ~trongtcstimonlals,
l1ended bv an ~!IMnYit aa to their ~enuinencss. Should bo rend
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ture and stato In what paper you saw this.

'

Notice" trom the Pre!!s.

]From the W(JI'ce.<ter (Jla.<So) Daily Times.]
Wo cordlallv Indorse Dr. R.P.Fellows as an able and
learned
physician,
who has been •o highly successful that
r&~~fia~gfge~al/t'h~e~~~?e 'hu~:hea'!. ~~;ge,tr*~sa~~a1~£get;r
TO
his name Is !Jlessed by thousands of those who found no
only one of the great mass of mankind. &nd our ll•arts
relfef In the old medlcat!ou, but were cured by the sclen.
should pulse lr;1 unison with all O.tller llea•ts, and one good
Frltm Volume Jl. of"A 7RU1H SEEKJiJR AROUNlJ 7HJil tlllc mett.vd originated by Dr. Fellows.
law bind all to nature In true morallty and a noble life.
WORLD."
[From the Star Spangled Banner, llimdale, N. HJ
.. Thine grateful!y,
Et,MINA D. SLI<NK~R."
From the Borders of the LAND OF' YAHWEH.
D. M. BENNETT,
To !NVA.J.IDS -'ND OTHRRS: The Bann~r seldom Indorses
21 Clinton Place, New York.
Prlce$1.00
Price 25 cents
21 Clinton DPl~e B~~:Elo~k
. Being ten chapters of Excellent 1\Ioral Maxims and Inany doctor or medlcln, but it Is free to say to alliRterested
.
'
structtonl!l, somewhat after the style of Paul.
that Dr. Fellows, or .VIneland, N. J.,ls not on!y " sklliul
A_ WEEK. ;12 a day at home ea•llymade. Costly and reputable practitioner, but one of the most uuccess!11
~20 per daJ at home. Sample worth 15.00 free.)
Price Ten ()cuts.
out1lt tree. Addreos TRUE & CO., Augusta, Me, ph)'liiCia!IB 1n the United 8tatlliL
'!I'
'f
.Addrell lm!&o!Uo Qo.~ l'ortlanil, Malnll, .
p, M. ;BENNETT, 21 Clinton Place, N. Y, city, • 'jf'
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tfdds lind cfntls_.___ "MIDiS"
1

WE should never nurse cur solTows. Life is too
short to waste it In useless grievings over.tbe inevitable. "Thy will be. done" is only another
form of saying "Th<'> ills we cannot cure we should
patiently endure." Or better still, let us seek for
the light. Joy always comes to those who earneslly
desire her preEence, and seek with a determination to find her.-Elmina P. Slenlur.
CHRISTIANS speak of their private experience
as one of the irrefragahle evidences of ChristianIty, but as no two individuals think and feel alike,
a logician would find it difficult to construct arguments out of such materials to satisfy the demands
of close rea~oners St. Jerome declared that there
was no end to the crenulity of Christians,. They
suspend tbeir dearest hopes upon props which
would cause practical and scientific minds to start
with horror, if offered for their u~e in those precious investigations which are now filling the
world with glorious light of trutb.-Alhaza.

MAN wants but little here balow;------1
lie is not hard to please;
Bnt every woman ~llat we know
.. _Wants everything that she sees.

-

THEoLOGY.!rTh~NGSI;~u~:;uLi:~7~w.

BEING A REPLY Tb THE

!i Sat-urday Sermon<! of the TorontoMail, 1j

A .J:ournal of Libm•al:hm.

INCLUDING A VINDICATiqN OF

CIIARLES. W ·"-TTS.

~

. THE meanes~kin~ of a man is the one wll~.' see1Dg another lymg m a hammock, howls dog-fight I" ~o that be may see the victim try to get
out of the hammock quick and get-slung ~bout six
somersaults with mud in his month.

Cli,\.RJ.,lfi§ ~RADI.. AUGH 9 :i1l.P••

A SAVAGE Illinois woman says that for· every
young wife that cannot cook there is a young hu~
band who will not make fires, carry ashes, split
kindling, or shovel snow, and cannot market, beca.u8e he does not know a hawk from a hen.

Ingerson in Canada .

THE mistress has gently reprimanded her maid
for oversleeping herself in the morning. "You
s'ee, ma'am," explained the servant," l slee1) very
slowly, and so you see, ma'am, it takes me much
longer to get my full sleep than it does others, you

By tile same author. Price, 15 cents.

1 Tile Secula.· Revuw is~~ Wliereln both sides of
' Secular, Soci&J, and Tlleologlc~l questions are lmpartla'ly

i discussed.

!
'

He~t.d Office, 84 Fleet Ht., London· Eng.
Subscription, two dollars and 70ceuts per anr.um,
Orders In New York will be received by Mr. D. M. Ben.
nett, at the office Of THE T . SEEKER,

((ANT I CHRIST."
Proytng concluslvly that

Marriage

~

Parentage

AND 'l'HE

SANITARY AND PHll§liOLOG·
ICAL LAW§,
A MILD-EYED yonth, wearing a dessert-spoon hat-

IT was one of the fine sayings of the first Napo- see, ma,am."
leon, one of the veins which redeemed the blackness of his character, when he saw a lady standing
in the way of a soldier/carrying a l<md, "Madam,
reepect the burden."- London Society.
:BELIEF I define to be the heRlthy act of a man's
mind. It is a mysterious, indescribable process,
that of getting to believe; indescrib!l.ble, as all
vital acts are. We hav our mind given us, not
that it may cavil and argue (1) but that it may see
into something, giv us clear belief and understanding about something, whereon we are then to proceed to act. Doubt. truly, is not itself a crime.
Certainly we do not rush out. clutch up the first
thing we find. and straightway believe that 1 All
manner of doubt, inquiry, skepticism, as it is
named, about all"inanner of object~, dwells in
every reasonable mind. It is the mystic working
of the mind on the object it is getting to know and
believe. :Belief comes out of all thls, above ground,
like the tree from its hidden roots.-Carlyle.
STRANGE how religion, in any form, should hav
generated cruelty. The Inquisition, es;ablished
after Christianity had supplanted paganism, was
a system of deliberate cruelty, It was continued
for centuries ss s -pious institution,-and will ever
be branded as infamous and execrable. Yet its
pretensions were based on the name of a gentle
loving religion.-F. W. Newman.
·

Against tile Mail's Aspersions.
E Y A][, LEN ,p :R 1 N l[,f L E •
Price, 15cents.
Sold at tills office.
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THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST

His birth, lite, trial, execution, etc.-Is a myth.
Price, $2.00.
21 Cllnton Place, New York.

LAKE pEp I N GAzETTE
I

W. F. Jamieson, Editor a~ut Publisher.
TO BE ISSUED WEEKLY-12 PAGES.
FOR THE
Pepin, Wis.
Publication day, Thursday,
Price, one year ............................. $1.00
Production of' Children of Finer Health
Slx months................................. .50
Three months, on trial ................ ;..... ,25
and Greater Ability.
Single copies, each.......................... 05
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
Lal" Pepin Gazette will be devoted to tile freest possible
discussion of the live questions of tile day. It Is a Liberal,
,''The -virtues of men and women as well as, their -vt~es crtsp, critical, free, and independent paper t bound to no
lliaf descend to their olllldren."
~g~;iti1~er;s~~~ ~l~s~~~':~1~~g~J;,e:o;~~~~~ol't"t,~11d~~~:
Price. $1.00. .il.ddreos
D. M. BENNETT,
able If It could be done.
21 Clinton Place. N. Y
Willie tills publication wm lla-v -very decided con-vtc.
_,
tiona of Its own, It will welcome tile free discussion of

and polka-dot socks, went into the l\Iiddle Parli:
the other day and claimed to be a mining expert.
The boys inveiglej.l. him into driving a stick of
giant powder into a drill-hole at the bottom of a
shaft with Rn old axe, and now they are ;;rying to.
get him out of the ground with ammonia and a
too::.h-bl'UBh.-BiU Nye's Boomerang.
A SUDDENLY :rich and very muscular :~oung man
from the oil regions stopped at a seaside hotel the
other day for the first time, and had gre~ t difi!culty in getting anything to eat. A symp~,thizin~ -~---------'----------
~r';,'ii,Yu~~gg3, ~fe~~~~Wr!'e~1~'d,:~~~0~11~~ ,J{;I~~~~i ~~"n~
stranger at his elbow whigpered, "You will starve
A!anHmt%t'h•,
t.he
GaHey.§lav0.
taJg~erty and trL~I~~ri>~i>1W 1~A~~'¥:Bl', Pepin, Wis.
here if you don't tip the waiter." Two minutes
A narratlv, by
afterward tbe waiter found himself tipped over
.¥obann Heinrich :Daniel Zschokk.a,.
on the floor. The yo1mg man did not starve.
Ttanslated from the German by
IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
IT is said in the Patent Office Reports that patents
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
were granted last week to women. This is as it
2t Clinton Place, N.Y.
The oldest reform journal in the
Paper. 50 cents: cloth. 75 cont-il.
should be, We hav thought for years tJJat women
United States,
ought to hav been patented, and are glad that it
bas been done finally. They are the greatest in· Elmtna Wants to sen 999,999,999 of them. Is published every 'Wednesday at the
ven•ion of this or any other age, am\ it is ridicuPaine .lb.emorial Building,
lous to think of fortunes being made on the invenBoston, .Mass.,
tion of monse-trap3, tobacco-!Joxes, sewing maTills book tells girls just what they ought to know. It
chines, and breech-loading flrBarms, when there is treats on tile prloate structure and dlse. ses of tile female
By .JOSIAH P. ItiENDUltl.
and gtvs all tile delicate Information about tllemselvs
no patent on women, the great labor-saving sewing sex,
will ell lias so long been veiled In mystery. It a!Bo glvstlle
Edited by HORA«.JE SEAVER.
machine and generally useful article. The party
who has got a patent on women has got a fortune, ~~~t~f.~~,.~~~~.$f? lZd"d'r~~sto be st~.n~: ~11l;\'~~fl~hy,
SStf
Snowville, Pulaski Co., Va.·
PRICE, $3.00 pe:r annum:; single copies,
THEY shall put you ont of the synagogs; yea, s.s no person who enjoys the society of the patent
seven cents. Specinten copies sent on :re•
ceipt of a two-cent stamp to pay postage.
the time cometh, that whoeoever killeth you will will kick on paying a royalty. Now let the newlyTHE
patented article vote and it is all right.
tbink thathe doeth God service.-John .t:vi, 2.
Tile lnvutigator Is devoted to tile Liberal cause tn religTHE great mass of young men who enter the
HE'S HERE.
ion; or in other words, to uni-versal mental liberty. Independent
In all Its discussions, discarding superstitious
ministry, as eoon as they announce. their intention
De liar am wid us an' among us. He gits up wid
theories of what never can be known, It devotes Its colto dO so, are shut off f.rom the ordinary training us ill de mawnin' an' he lies down wid us at night.
umn• to things of this world alone, and leaves tile next, It
OR,
there be one, to those who ha-v entered Its unknown
given to other men. Instead of being taught sci- Go to de grocery, an' de grocer smiles an' nods an' ''lw Co!dli t betwe~:m. ~fmtal Sciemk shores.
Believing that 1t Is tile duty of mortata to work
ence, from which the enemies of Christianity now lies. Go to de drygood~ man, an' he has a wei!or tile Interests of tMs world, It confines Itself to tile
things of tills life entirely. It has arrived at tile age of
H,:nd l'heology.
draw many of their weapons, they are drilled in come an' a lie. De tailor promises a suit when he
ftfty-one years, and asks for a sUQI'Ort from those who are
the dead literatures in order :hat they may argue can't :finish it. De shoemaker promises a pair of
~f .Edgar
Bean,
~~~~t~~.ss~~.:':c'"e~~:'t~;."fd r,:>s~r:J~~~ffyrj~l~~~~-n~~~d~:...
. with sectarian opponents on the meaning of a butes for Saturday when he has three days' work
With a preface by
please send your subscription tor s1x months or one year,
word. In the seminaries to which they pass from on de next week. De iceman cbarges us wid
Robert G. In~erson.
r~g~~a~~t~~e ~~t~.;-~!~ft:.~wi~~ tl:oe ~~~J."uee ~~~~t:~':
college, the main object is to fence them in from twenty-five pounds an' delivers sixteen. Our car"' Tills book written by a brave and honest rnru1, Is ftlled lOD2er.
lim59
all contact with the world of temptation and vice pets are warranted, an' yet dey fade. De plumber Vltll
brave and honest. thoughts. .Tile arguments .It
whicli they are to combat. Polemics and ecclesi- plumbs an' lies. De painter paints an' lies. De presents cannot be answered by an; tile theologians 1n
astical history are the fields in which they are carpenter planes an' saws an' cheats. De dress- tile world !"-R. G. Ingersoll._;,
taught w work. The young pastor, when at last • maker not only lies but steals de cloth. We all lie Price $1.50.
For:sale at tills office,
-hehasacharge,is as arulesetapartfromtheor-jlike troopers fifty times·aday,an' de man who
dinary experiences of life, the rending passions, . won't lie doan' stan' any show.
CORRESPONDENCE.
the mastering temptations whi~h every dRy
"WHo is Maria 1" was the question that startled
A
gentleman
In tile tlllrtles, Liberal, some proQertyand Is pro-vtng to hundreds tile most emcaetons remedy for
wrench the souls of other men. Hi~ mild theol- :Mr. :Brown (who talks in his sleep) as be waked capita!, wishes correspondence
with young lady or unen.
ogy; his earefully written sermons, drawn mostly the other morning and found Mrs Brown sitting cumbered widow, under thirty, having some· means, Lib- all deleterious a:trectlons. Falling sight, dullness of beareral,
musical
and
jovial.
References
given and expected ing, or u roa~ng" of the ears, as well a.s overat~ined and
frOID his knowledge .of human nature given him up in bed with an interrogation point in one eye
D. X. MATHESON,
by books, fail gently on the ear of the middle-agee! and an exclamation point in the other.
42t4
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
weak eyes, are Immediately Improved by lts_use. InJ!am-.
men in the pews very much as do the voices of
"~IariB 1 Malia who?"
matlons and all Oplltllalmlc and Auric difficulties regu.
the boy-choristers overhead piping sweetly of the
"That's just what I want to know; you repeated
lated.
FROM BEIDND THE BARS.
day of judgment.-N. Y. _Tribune.
the name over and over again last night."
"My eyes are cured wltll one box," etc.-D. 1.. 'Schell,
A
series
of
letters
written
in
prison.
Binghamton, N. Y.
·
What reeks it them 1 what need they 1 they are
"Let me see~ Oh, yes; that's Parker's dog-a
"Two boxes removed a soft cataract from my eye."sped;
splendid animal. I've been trying to buy her.••
By D. M. BENNETT.
Amos Anderson, Astoria, N. Y.
And when they list their lean and flashy songs
"You ought to own her, certainly, you are so ex- Over 700 pages. Prlc.,.::n.oo
P;~:e~ ~~M;~a"'k~~~efsia~~ ~:S~f.l'!fer.ls greatly 1mGrate on their scrannel pipes of wretched straw; cessivly fond of her. You asked Parker's dog to
The hungr:\) sheep look up end are not fed,
put her arms around your neck and kiss you. You
" Send me one dozen more boxes. The e:ll:ect ls simply
magical."-J.
N. Vail, 1exarkana, 1.e::t.
:But swollen with wind, and the rank mist they even went ao far as to tell Parker's deg that you
SlJ cents per box.
Address
G. A. LOMAS,
draw,
loved ber with all your heart, and that when you
· FROM 25 TO 10 CENTS.
Shakers. N. Y.
Rot inwardly and foul contagion spread.
came to die if you coulG. only lay your head on THE MORTALITY OF THE SOUL 35tf.
Milton's Lycidas.
Parker's dog's bosom you could breathe your life
AND THE
THE lama of Tbibet, at this day, is held forth, out sweetly there. Then you asked Parker's dog
Immortality of Its Elements.
not as the offspr_ing or successor of a divine race to hav another plate of ice c1•eam, and if the watch
0
By A.. Snider de Pellegrini.
of princes, but as the immortal'God himself, the ~~~~a;o~iv;:s~~r P~i;e:Z ~ ~~edo~e~i~fU:!~
object at once of civil obedience s.nd :religious
Preceded by an examination of Darwin on the" Origin
adoration. This instance is singular, and may be called her ~the pet names know~, an:d proved ~o of Species." Sold at tills omce.
t d th fartb st point to h' h th b
of me conc1us1vly that you ought to hv With Parker a
accoun e
e.
e
w IC • e a use
dog and not with me."
human credulity has ever been carned.-Paley's! 11-I·s B .0
bas
to he
th
M(ll', and Pol. Pltilosophy.
' • r wn
gone
r mo er.
A STRANGER with long hair, a white coat, and a
ALL the great changes that hav taken place in
the world hav had to pass through a •· Utopian" white hat wi'tb a crape band, entered a Griswold
street restaurant yesterday and said to the prophaae.-Chamber•'s Encyclopedia.
By tlie celebrated scnlptor
prietor:
WHAT is called "culture" amounts to little. It
"Let me explain in advance that I am a singular
may be associated with the meanest moral characman."
ter, abject servility to those in high places, and
Price,
$1.50 each.
"All right, sir. A singular man's order is as
arrogance to the poor and lowly. The fast, idle good as any one else's."
Address
D.
M. BENNETT,
youth believes nothing, hopes nothing; no, not
"I want six oysters on the half shell-on the left
21 Clinton Place, New York.
even the final triumph of good in human hearts.
hand half, if you please."
There are many Mr. Tootses in the world, saying
1
The oysters were opened and pl!iced before him,
"It's all the same, it's of no consequence." It is and when he had devoured them, he said:
•
not all the same, nor will it be all the same a hun"Now take six oysters, run them through a
COmprlslng dl!!C01lllles of ad-vanced thought by
~~~':,~:~~lc~r: ~~s~~f:g~r:~~el~~r&n:,~~~t\~~ts~~t
dred years hence. The life of each man tells upon
clotheswringer to remove the -dampness, and f.ry ®,B. FROTHJ:NGEIA.lliandFELIX ADLER lntelllgence to communicate through It with mortals. It
the whole hfe of society. Each man has his spelias been In tile market a llttle over two years, and during
them for me in olive oil."
cial duty to perform, his special work to do. If be
two of America's clearest thinkers.
~:fe~{I;1Isl~,0g:;nbd:e'if c~;Jl~ci':A B:'rf~~~~s I-T:;,~K:t~~t~:
This order was also :filled, when he called for a
does it not, he himself suffers, and others suffer cup of salt and water, added rnilk and sugar, and
Price, In cloth, S!,
been MOVED BY A POWER Independent of tllemselvs
willie their hands llav been placed passlvly upon lt.
through him. Hie idleness infects others and drank it down and asked for his bill.
THE A.DVANTA.GES CLAIMED OVER OTHER
propagates a bad· example. A useless life is an
"I also desire to explain in advance that I am a
PLANCHETTES.
early death.-Pr. Smiles's Puty.
singular man," replied the prop~·ietor. "Your
First. A paste-board top ln place of oiled, stained, or
tarnl•lled
wood.
·
JUDGE every word and deed which are accord- bill is $2."
Second, FI-ve minlat\ne batteries upon the toll of each
ing to nature to be fit for thee, and be not diverted
BY A.. P. SINNETT.
"Impossible I"
P~gy,?J:tit~c'lf'Wiiri.~hc~tt~~.fl~~;~:ft~'\;: magnettZed and
by the blame which follows from any people, nor
"Just $2, sir."
Tills book deacrlbes many alleged phenomena brought ••signed "b~~f~~~~i0/i~g ~~ii~s Each.
by their words ; but if a thing is ·good to be done
•· But tbat is monstrous."
·
Sent post-paid, securely packed In " neat box to an:r
or said, do not consider It unworthy of tbee. For
"Perhaps it seems high, but that's my singular ~n~~~ro~~ ~~~,\'~~~Ko~~J~:.' :~~~i~M~~~I~ ~~"iltN~
u1s Ronnd-the-World letters. and the book has caused part of tile United States upon receipt o1 prtr.e. For oeJe
those persons ha v their peculiar leaning princi· way of charging for singular lunches."
much r oUi;lfk wherever it haS been circulated.
at Tu TitUTH SIIEKBR ofllc~.
" I' 11 never pay it."
Prtce, cloth, :Jl. AddreBS
D, M. BENNETT,
plea to follow their peculiar movement; which
21 Clinton Place, l'iavr Y•wk.
"Then I'll sadden your heart."
things do not thou regard, but go straight on, folECCE DIABOLUS,
The .sad proceedings were about to begin when
lowing thY own nature, and the way of both is
in which the worship of Yahweh, or Jehovah,
PRICE REDUCED.
the long-haired man forked over and walked out.
one.-M. A. Anttminu•.
is shown to be devil-worship, with some obIF the taste of a Quaker could hav been consulted The lesson seemed to sink deep into his heart, for
of
servations upon the horrible and cruel ordi·
at the creation. what a silent and drab-colored he halted at a fruit store, and, without any exPrice
reduced
to
15
cents,
from
25
cents
nance of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offerings.
creation it would hav been I Not a fiower would planations in advance, paid the usual price for a
perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet of 58 pages. Combav blossomed its gaieties, nor a bird been permit- banana, and carded it off without asking the seller A
plied b_y one of our ablest correspondents; should be on B;:rthe VEBY BEV.EVA.NDAVIES,LL.D.,
t() t;li,p ~ll~ ends in rose-water.-Petroit Free Preas,
tile table ot ~very ~clioll>r For sale at thla olllee.
ed to sing.-Pa£~'1 .Aq~ of J#a,on,
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"WHAT do you think I had .better preach
about?" asked tha new minister, uand the old
deacon scratched his head and replied, ' 1 W aal,
if you preach abaout twenty minutes I think
you'll tech our people jest right."

THE Kentucky mountain evangelist, the
eccentric Brother Barnes, does not find his experiment' in Norwich, Conn., an overwhelming
success. While many come to his meetings
out of curiosity, they do not seem to be much
irnpressed·with any gospel message that he has
for them. He keeps up his practice of " anointing with oil for the healing of the body," but
has not thus far had many patients. The
clergy stand aloof from Brother Barnes about
as in other places. .
PoPULAR belief in the wisdom of vaccination
has received a severe blow in a part of Garmany where a large number of children, both
those vaccinated for the first time and others
revaccinated after an interval of twelve years,
hav fallen dangerously ill, the :flesh about the
punctured part decaying and sloughing off, and
the. bodies being covered with sores and boils.
It is thought unlikely that a single one of the
affected children will recover. Impure virus
appears to hav been the cause of this unfortunate result.
.

IN the new volum~ of her letters, George
Sand, speaking incidentally of the English
character, sums it lip thus: " Every true Englishman believes himself to be the finest man
of the finest country in the world."
Two hundred thousand people are asked to
contribute a nickel apiece to build a church in
Texas. It should be called the church of St.
Nickel-us, and when it is in operation it is to
be hoped the old Nick-el hav less to do in
Texas.
A CERTAIN reverend drone preaching a very
dull sermon to a congregation not used to him,
many of them left .the . church before the serriear ended. "Truly," said a gentleman present, "this learned divine has made
a very moving discourse.''
THE girls of Manayunk are collecting buttons. It is said, and wLh a fair show of truth,
that the father of the girl who has the largest
- and most varied assortment is a church deacon
who takes up the Sabbath collections for the
missi~nary cause and the minister's back sal-

THE Rev. Dr. Arthur T. Pierson told the
Presbyterian Synod of Indiana that pastors too
often made idols of their church edifices. " I
had a magnificent church in 1875," he said,
"and $35,000 was spent on the interior decoration. Then and there I said to God that I
would renounce all the idols of which I had
been made conscious. He would only let me
do his work. While I was praying for this
blessing the church took fire, and in half an
hour it was in ashes.".
AJ,; alleged witch doctor lias been indicted on
account of his proceedings in Pittsburgh. The
story of the treatment he prescribed to remove
a'' spell" from a patient reads like a chapter
from early New Engl!!>nd experience. It seems
that there are yet peorle who can be made to
believe that witches ride on broomsticks, and
that evil spirits can be driven out by silly incantations. It is as easy for the same class of
people to believe in the absurdities of supernaturalism, of Jesus having no natural father,
and of his casting out an immense number of

REv. RIDER thinks the world would be better if newspapers would make fewer references
· k d
If
h
to the d oI•ngs of th e w1c
e • .
preac ers
would make more frequent references to the
doings of the wicked instead of . delivering
pretty essays on hair-splitting differences in
creeds, the world would be better yet.

THE .Rev. G. Duncan, an English clergyman,
in a recAnt sermon on "Solomon in all his
glory," at Crossland Moore, said that the Song
of Songs givs us "the glow, the ardor, the
beauty, and fragrancE) of Solomon's youth."
He conjectured-" it may show Solomon's great
love for A.bishag-a love interfered with by the
intrigues of the harem.'' A.fter having 700
wives and 300 concubines, Solomon in all his
glory had.no more time to write canticles. A.s
a matter of hisrorical criticism there is no evidence of the ~xistence of the Song of Songs
until five hundred years after the time of
Solomon.

IT is stated that th.ose who attend Sunday
senices the most are the ones who can afforc1
to show new. bonnets in church every few
- months.
THE sad suicide of an Arkansas preacher
who had devoted himself principally to politics
would seem to be·a valuable lesson to mini~ters
of the gospel who want to run the primaries
and boss the machine.
A GEORGIA preacher went to a circus to see
how many of his :flock were wicked enough to
go to such places, and half the papers in the
Coun try ~re r'eferrl'ng to 1't as th ough th ey
thought that dodge a new one.
0

·-m:on- was

~

THE Salvation Army in England, though
supposed to perform merely military functions
of a spiritual character, hav been showing a
disposition to use the weapons of the :flesh. At
a place called Yeovil on a Sunday recently,
Gen. Booth's troops fought the police, and sueceeded in giving the guardians of the peace the
worst of it The newspaper_ report states that
one salvationist "cut open a youth's head."
MILLER was tried by a Wisconsin Baptist
church, of which he is a·pillar, on a charJle of
irreligious conduct in going to a negro minstr!'ll
show. llis defense was that he started for a
temperance lecture, got into the wrong hall, and
did not discover his mistake until the sh0w
began. He admitted that he was to blame fpr
not instantly withdrawing, and that he re-•
mained because the entertainment amused
him. He was reprimanded.
THE Rev. J. G. Sydenham, a clergyman of
the Church of England, has just been prosecuted by the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to A.nimals, for neglecting to supply
seven dogs with ·sufficient food. The dogs
- were in a st.ate of starvation, and ate ravenously when supplied with food, one dog trying to
swallow a biscuit without masticating it. The
defense was that their condition was due to
mange; but a veterinary surgeon said there
Was no :flesh about their bones, and they were
suffering solely from starvation. The magistrates said the charge was a very- serious one,
and they fined the defendant £5, with the option of one month's imprisonment. The fine
was paid,

~~

THE English clergymen are about as much
disposed to evil ways as their holy brethren in
this part of the world. The Rev. J. Thomson
has recently resigned his charge at St. Marnook's parish under the confession that he has
committed grave indiscretions. At a recent
funeral in England the presiding clergyman was
so drunk he came near tumbling into .the opE!D
grave, and would hav done so had he not been
steadied by the clerk. He also two or three
times got his service into such a muddle that
he would neither understand it himself or make
anybody else understand him.
MuCH concern is manifested by th(ministers
and church officials in Massachusetts on account of the decline in church attendance.
This is especially true of the western part of
the state. In the smaller towns and villages,
where in former times almost everybody went
to church, there is the greatest falling off. As
an instance of this, there is a place not far
from Northfield where formerly sixty families
attended church; now only nine families attend, and several of them are very irregular.
In Deerfield, Wapping, and Whately not onethird as many persons go to church as used to.
In some large e-nd comfortable old-fashioned
churches which formerly were well filled the
numbers of the congregations now are reduced
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to about fifty each, except when the summer
visitors incre'.ISe tiJ..em.
A NoVEL theory concerning what is finally to
become of the devil is promulgated by Dr
Waddell, a Scotch clergyman. In a recent
sermon. _at Glasgow he expounded the statement in the twentieth chapter of Revelation
concerning the angel from heaven who came
down with a great chain in his hand and the
key of the bottomless pit, This angel laid
hold of the dragon, bound him for a thousand
vears, and cast him into the bottomless pit.
Dr. Waddell says that this means the overcoming of evil, the· term for which is dragon, or
devil, or Satan. The angel, he says, is the
angel of electrical science, who comes direct
from heaven. If such an angel brought a
chain in his hand it was a coil of telegraph
wire and submarine cable. The angel's key
was the telegraph key. Dr. Waddell holds
that in exactly the proportion that electricity
circles the world, the devil will be defeated and
the regeneration of mankind will progress. To
him the idea of a " bottomless " pit is that of
one"from which the devil can never be recovered, as he will evidently fall through without
possibility of restoration:

t @ per vear
S'IV 3

PIANo MAKERS are on strike in New York.
SEVERAL villages hav been destroyed by
earthquakes in northern Syria.
A GREENBACK candidate for the legislature
from this city went about before election and
put up his own posters.

HARPER & BRos., publishers, of New York,
are to erect a six or eiR"ht-story building in Cincinnati as a branch publishing house.
HERBERT SPENCER's journeyings about this
country and the reiaxation of his literary labors
are having a good result in building up hi1
health. ·
Two theaters were burnt lest week in this
city-the Park Theater, at which Mrs. Langtry was to hav appeared, and the Alhambra, a
sporting 'l'rlsort.
THE condition of .A.. Bronson Alcott, of the
Concord, Mass., School of Philosophy, whorecently sustained a paralytic stroke, is reported
to be improving.
GEORGE, the champion short-distance runner
of England, was beaten by Myers, the AmeriA I'HrLADELPIIIA clergyman named Beale can champion, at the Polo grounds in this city
has been preaehing on feminin fashions, par·· on Saturday last.
ticularly as regards tight lacing. He says that
Two colored divines of .this city are about
men hold themselvs erect without the use of
bcnes, except such as God gave them; and he starting for Liberia in Africa to accept profescannot see why women should not do the same. sorships in colleges for the education of their
brothers in Canaan.
He asks, " How can the depths of divine truth
AT the recent Italian elections a former circus
reach a heart compressed and squeezed within
the narrowest possible limits?" This view of rider, a Radical, was appointed to the Chamber
anatomy 1s that wliicu was e_ntertained- by the of Deputies. The Radicals- were victorious in
ancients before modern medical science had many parts of the country.
shown them that the physical heart was not ·MRs. SEGUIN, the wife pf a physician of this
more than any other natural organ the seat of city, shot her three children one. day last week
the immaterial and immortal soul, Mr. Beale's and then committed suicide. The cause astheory is that gospel truth must enter into the signed is mental aberration.
part of the sys:em which is girded about bv
A FRESH discovery is reported to hav been
the feminin corset, or else be excluded, to the made of documents which implicate the sultan
woman's great disadvantage. He regards the of Turkey in connivance with Arabi Pasha in
·corset as so mischievous that he says, ''No the late Egyptian rebellion.
ordinary evil is doing more damage to the feANTHONY TROLLOPE, the English novelist,
male sex." At this statement it is more than
while .at dinner on Friday, the 3d, was seized
likely that some of the sisters who were in_ the
with soma kind of a fit, which largely overreverend gentleman's audienq13 quietly laughed
powered his mental faculties.
in their sleeves and remarked within themselvs,
BLACK troops are being enrolled in Egypt for
"Men don't know anything about women's
service against the so-called False Prophet of
clothes,'' or something to that e:f!ect.
Soudan, who has collected a large following
SoME of the newspapPrs yesterday, says a and has thus far been victorious in his encountwriter in Sunday's Truth, gave us one more ers with the troops sent out to supprtss bim.
striking instance of the depraving in:fluence of
BARNES, the Kentucky revivalist, is doing
the Christian religion. It consisted of the ac- the Lord's work in Connecticut. He is half
count of a young woman in Canada who stood preacher and half blackguard (a mixture often
over a fire until she was horribly and fatally met with), but is said to be making little
burnt. Her last words were : " I am going impression on the unsusceptible people of the
to Jesus," and the telegraphic account g-ivs us wooden nutmeg state.
the pathetic intelligence that "she was religTHERE has been incorporated in Boston a
iously inclined'' and "weary of life." The
Palestine Colonization and Christian Missionary
fact that she was religiously inclined must be
Association, the purpose of which is to transa consolation to her friends, and it is to be
plant in the "holy land" some of the surplus
presumed and hoped that her terrible death
population of the Hub, together with their
'"as pleasing to Jesus, otherwise he would hav
virtues, and make a new Boston near the old
prevented it. Of course, it has been said that
Jerusalem.
horrible suicide was not caused by the religion
THE pope has sent a letter to Queen Victoria
of the unfortunate victim, and that it should be
charged not to Christianity. This assertion thanking her for the interest she has shown in,
need be met by nothing more than a simple de- the welfare of Catholics in her dominions, and
nial. Unprejudiced and fair-minded men and for the religious freedom enjoyed und6lr the
women, those who are not degraded and British government. When it is remembered
blinded by Christianity, will see that the fact is that the oppression of the Irish people is due to
otherwise; the very ignorant will not be c,,n- the fact that they are Catholics, and that a man
vinced by argument. The same claim was is denied his seat in Parliament becauSe of his.
made in the case of Guiteau, and yet that vile rt>ligious views, this letter of the pope's must
man was nothing more or less than what Chris- seem to the queen something like irony.·
THE elections of Tuesday resulted in imtianity made him and would make of any man
of similar brain and experience. It cannot be portant Democratic victories. New York elects
too often repeateJ that Guiteau was the natural, Grover Cleveland for governor by a majority of
legitimate, and, in his own case, inevitable pro- between 130,000 and 150,000. Franklin Edsonis
duct of Christianity. Probably many Chris- elected mayor of the city. Thomas M. Waller
tians will thank God and Jesus because this (Dem.) has a plurality of 3,000 in Connectiout.
unfortunate woman did not sacrifice a. few chil· New Hampshire is claimed by the Republicans.
dren to them in addition to ]filling herself. Massachusetts has especially done herself honor
How any person having either intelligence or hy elActing as governor her citizen first in war
humanity Ca.n get consolation from the Chris- and first in peace, Gen. B. F. Butler. Both
he state and the man are to be congratulated.
tian religion is a mystery, if it be a fact,
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:II manner almost continuously up the towering hight.j by that rigid. Infidel, James Lick, and w.itnessing the

U For fully two honr8 could we see the observatory on dtfference pomted out between equatonal and mean
the highest knob-the object of our destination- tim:~, and seeing how the captain could tell within

Twenty Days in California.-Concluded.
A RIDE TO SANTA CLARA.
Saturday, June 17th.-In the forepart of the day
Mr. Magenheimer, with his very fine horse and .carriage,took me down the Almeda, an avenue of willows,
three miles, to Santa Clara. It is a besutiful drive;
the street being wide, bordered on each side with
fine and beautiful residences. The willows were
planted by the Jesuit fathers in the year 1799. The
town is perhaps older than S::tn Jose, but is not nearly
so large, and ia more remarkable for its schools than
fo1· anything else.
Santa Clara College was fotnded in 1851, while
California was yet in its infancy, by a small number
of gentlemen warmly interested in the education of
youth, in connection with theological instruction.
So rapid wa3 the growth of the undertaking that in
1855 the legislature of the state gave a charter to
the institution. Since that period the success of the
school has been pronounced, and has sent out
many representatives, who are now :filling rel'ponsible positions in many qna'!'ters of the state, in law,
medicine, music, and in various business avocations. The position of the school to-day is that of
the first on the Pacific coast. The staff of professors
and tutors numbers twenty-five. Its two professors
of chemistrv daily use a completely furnished laboratory; a p;ofessor of physics, who has at his command the the largest cabinet of apparatus possessed
by any college in the. Unite~ States; telegraphy is
taught with four instruments,. at different stations in
the different buildings, occuping ten acres of ground.
Photography is taught in a b-qilding erected exclusively for the purpose, and fully supplied withapparatus. Five professo.re of music give opportunity
for making acquaintance with e'very musical instrument of the day. Mathem:;~tics are taught, from
arithmetic to the calculus. A professor of English lit.
erature lectures four times a week, Greek and L~tin
classics employ five teachers, and the modern languages are taught each by a native linguigt of the
tongue in whiuh he instructs.
The most objectionable feature in this school is
that its management is exclusively Christian, being
under the control of the Jesuits. The religious ceremonies are strictly Catholic, though pupils are re~
ceived from other denominations. Students are not
allowed outside the college precincts. The scholas·
·
f
f
h" h
· d h
tiC year consrsts o ten months, or w IC perto t e
scholarship, including board and all expense save
clothing, is $350. A school is also here which accommodates five hundred female pupi~s.
We returned to· San Jose by another road, and
were within a short distance of a district including
hundreds of acres, called the Willows, more exclusively devoted to fruit-growing tban any other portion of the vicinity. Seventy-five acre!l of strawberries are in one body. I must again say that the entire
country around San Jose is of a most lovely character.
A TRIP To MOUNT HAMILTON.
At I P. M. eight of na, in a chartered omnibml.
with long seats on the sides, and facing each other,
started on a mnst pleasant ride to Mount Hamilton,
twenty-seven miles from the city, where the largest
observatory in the world is being erected with the
money donated by the g'enerouslnfidel, James Lick.
The party consisted of Dr. and Mrs. J. L. York, Mr.
Magenheimer, Mrs. Barker, Mr. R. H. Schwartz,_
Mrs. Anna Folmer, the driver, and your humbie servant. It is almost needless to say the drive was a
lovely one. For some six miles we rode across-the
Santa Clara valley, when our course led up the
mountain side, but ascending so gradually as to be
not exceedinglv exhaustive upon the horses, and
much of the way so they could trot along gaily.
We had four horses in our team, so we traveled in
style, stopping at intervals of some miles along the
pleasant journey at houses of refreshment, where
edibles, lemonade, beer, etc, are sold to the passers by.
When half the mountain has been climbed, it is
exceedingly interesting to atop and look back over the
charming valley left behind. There are few scenes
in the world more exquisitely beautiful. The town
of San Jose is fifteen miles away, the lower part of
San Frandsco Bay is seen shining like a burnished
plate of silver, away in the north, and tens of
thousands of acres of the most beautiful and
level farming country on the surface of the globe,
dotted and variegated with fruit orchards, lovely
groves, and delightful homes, stretch out like a
panorama in bird's.eye view before the enraptured
beholder. The scene cannot be adequately described. The ground must be gone ove:r, and the
view taken in, in order to be fully appreciated.
Many and many a time did we halt duripg that
afternoon's ride, aud g1-1ze b&ck over the beautiful
panorama so charmingly spread out for our great
pleasure, and till we were almost satiaoed with delight did we turn and take in the beautiful loveliness
of nature and art combined, though nal;ure. must al"
ways rank a long way first. And thus did the afternoon pass away, as we gradually ascended that
beautifully graded road winding in a serpentine

and it looked so near and tlie distance seemed so a few seconds of time when a given sun or distant
short, that it seemed as though we ought to reach it Bt:u would pass acro~s. the disk of that instrumen~, I
in half l1on hour, but the ground to be gone over was could not help reahzmg how much more superiOr
very deceiving. We had to wind over serpentine nature is, how much more accurate, how much more
roads-round this hill, on to that-going a long way reliable, how much more• satisfactory in all her
to gain a little distance in altitude, so that it was movements, than is the en the system of theology,
about sunset before we reached the mountain-top, with all the absurd twaddle about angry gods and
where we were to pass the night.
· devils that priests have been able to devise. Oh, yes;
Some of us walked a considerable portion of the nature is millions of times superior to all the gods
dista.nce, climbing up steep acclivities in order to men have created; in fact, there is no c~mparison ~o
gain long distance!!, thus giving us abundant time to be made between the two, for 1!-ature IS all that IS
halt and view the loveliness of the scene thus mag- grand, and great, and true, while theology "is the
nificently spread out before us. But finally the sum- quintessence of ignorance, imagination,. and falsemit was gained. We could, of coume, have left San hood. Nature, as taught by astronomy, HI the great
Jose early • in" the morning, made ·the trip to the reality, the great truth; whi!e what is pr~ten~ed to
mount, stayed a short time, and have 1·eturned the ~e propounded b-y:.theology 1~ whol~y fictwn, mvel!-same day; but that would not have fil!ed our pro- t~on, and absurdil'J· One IS reahty, t.he other ~s
gramme. We wished to pass a night on Mount simply guess-'!"ork and arrogant a8sumpti~n. One.IS
Hamilton, to look through the telescopes at the stars as free as the axr of the heavens to all who will study It,
which- rule the nigh-t, and to have the exquisite view while the other has an exce~sive price. The immense
early in the morning of the slumbf'ri1ig valley be- difference between nature and theology can be easily
low, while the fogs and partially condensed moist- appreciated within the walls of an observatory.
ure are spread overit like an immense corruo-ated covUpon returning to the house an hour or so was
ering which hides it from view. . ·
"'
passed away i~ t~lking t? people in San Jose by telCaptain Thomas .Fraser and wife are permanent ep~one, wbwh Ill m workmg order. be~'!een th~ two
residents in the comfortable and commodious house pomts. We called upon several mdividuals m the
which has been built, and the captain it is who takes city, and had little pleasant conv~rsations with them.
immediate charge in carrying out the specifications Our presence on Mount. Hamilton ~a.s thus ~n
regarding the works for the great instrument, which nounced, and the same duly appeared m the mty
is not yet upon the ground, but is now being con- papers in the mornin.g. ,This all over, we were
structed in Germany.
prepared for a good mght s rest, and we could not
Capt!1in Fraser is, I believe, a native of Maine, help enjoying th!" nice be?s which were furnished us.
and it is simple pleasure to state that we found him
On the followmg mornmg some ?f ns w;ere up heand his young, genial, and intelligent wife, most fore the. sun, to take the e~~raordmary view of the
agreeable hosts. Arm€d with tbe following explan- slumbermg valley below while the clouds of fog or
lltory little doeument from the- editor of the prinopal partially ~onde_nsed vap?r were close down to the
paper of Sa.n Jose, we found the doors of the estab· valley or nuggmg the 01ty and the co.untry farmlishment were kindly opened for us, and such 8 wel- houses. I had never see~~: such a s1ght before.
come awaited UB as is peculia.rly agree~ble to wea1·y Around us all was clear, while we looked down three
and .hungry travelers, and climbers of a mount over thousan~ feet or more be~ow us ~pon the cloud of
four thousand feet above the plain we had lEft snd fog, wh10h seemed much hke lookmg down upon the
soon a sumptuous repast was before us, which, I think ocean thrown int_o billows moving with ceaseless
I can say, was highly enjoyed. ThiB is the letter we u.nres~ or upon wmdrows of snow. It .was a grand
bore:
sight mdeed. As the sun rose, the fog m the valley
OFimiE oF TH.E DAILY MERCURY,
(
lifteril, taking away the desolate ocean, and placing
SAN JosE, CAL, Junsl7, 1882. 5
in its stead the same lovely country we had so
DEAR CAPTAIN FRASER: Let me ask you to kindly entertain fondly gazed upon the day before.
thA company of frieEJ.s who will bear this to you. Among
We spent three or four hours in wandering over
them is D. lVI. Bennett, a somewhat noted man, edi~or of the adJ"acent points of the mountain, where the view of
New York TRUTH SEEKER, who is now on his way home from
a tour around the world.
the country, both east and west, is of the grandest
Tt:e kindnee.s you show to them will be 9.s highly regarded character. The country east of tho mountGin, off
by me as though shown to myself.
Yours truly,
toward the Joaquin valley, is for many mi-les very
J. J. OWEN.
broken, and does not present tbe garden·like appearAfter the supper we ascended the elevation, a hun- ance which the country west of the range of moundred feet or two higher than· the residence, where tains does, though it looks rugged and grand. It
the observatory is being constructed-where the presents a much ·bolder aspect than upon the western
earth and rocks have been leveled off and the pla- side, with very little evidence of liomes for human
teau enlarged so as to afford ample room for the beings.
different buildings needed for the main instrument
We also visited the W!l.ter works belonging to the
and the auxiliaries, and which are now in course of observatory, or rather the spring house on the mounconstruction, built firmly of brick, which are burned tain side, a mile from the observatory, and several
a few hundred feet lower down the mountain side hundred feet lower, where the scanty supply of
and corded up.
water from several small springs runs into half a
The evening was very clear, and we had the pleas- doz.2n tanks, holding, ·perhaps, a thousand gallons
ure of taking a view: of several -stars through two each, and from which point it is pumped by steam
moderate-sized telescopes duly mounted here. The into a large resovoir, located on ground a hundred
one is called a comet-searcher, and is so constructed feet or two higher than the house, and from which
that it can be directed to any part of the heavens,. the establishment obtains its supply. Many hunand one can sit in the easy-chair attached to the in- dred fe~t of iron tubing of various sizes are used for
strument and look all around the heave11B for comets; conducting the water.
but unless there is one of these wandering travelers
There is a small growth of stunted shrubs growrushing somewhere through the more adjicent parts ing upon the mountains here, but very few trees of
of the heave<:~s the instrument is not all likely to dis- large size. The manzanita grows here in .considerclose the erratic strangers. I have to .record here able quantities, and large numbers of walkmg-canes
that we discovered no new comet that night. We are cut from this particular growth. It is a very
however took a view of many of the stars, and hard wood, and is prized for walking-sticks. A :fine
though it seemed to add somewhat to their size and cane was given to me in memory of my visit to
brilliimcy, we made no special discoveries worthy of Mount Hll<milton. The manzanita bears in considernote.
able abundance a kind of fruit called "small apple,"
In the smaller observatory \).lready completed is from which it is said.a fair article of bandy has been
what is called an equatorial instrument, pointing made by distil1i\lg the fer~ented jui?e. ·
..
vertically to the heavens, and taking in such stars as
My visit to Mount Hamilton has given me a reahzC!'Oss its disk, which is, I think, a four.inch glass. ing sense of the magnificent donation of James Lick
Cc,pt. Fraser is· a thorough astronomer, and with to the cause of science. If I remember correctly,
the aid of his electric clock, in connection with his his gift for this purpose alone amounted to nearly a
othet apparatus and tables, he was ~nabled to tell million of dollars, and I trust it is being judiciously
within a. second when any particular star would cross expended. This, as before remarked, is to be the
the disk of the instrument; when, by getting under largest observatory in the world, and is to have the
it, placing the eye to the glass at the lower extrem- largest telescope, the main glasses, I believe, to be
ity, a view af the star cnuld be seen with increased six feet in diameter.
brilliancy and clearness. The fixed stars are so far
It made me feel proud that an Infidel had conaway that·only with the larg2st and most powerful in· ferrfld such a great favor upon science, and I trust
struments in the world is their siz~ apparently in- our Christian opponents will not continue to charge
creased. They are so far, far away, that it is wholly Infidels and unbelievers with doing nothing to pro'
unlikely that any instrument will ever be constructed mote science and education, for in proportion to their
powerful enough to make them seem really--much numbers it is probable they do as much as any other
nearer. We never can know much about those blazing portion of the community. Like the Infidel St~phen
suns which for millions of age~ have been cMlting off Girard, who founded one of the first colleges .m our
infinite floods of light, probably upon other worlds eountry, Mr. Lick did hil?self great honor m the
wholly invisible to us, which are dependent upon very generous bequ~st whwh he .made for t?e perma·
them fo1· life, &s we are upon our central orb for all nent good of comwg generatwns. of his fello'!,that we enjoy.
beings. Long will they have occasw~ to bless h1s
While sitting there, in that observatory on Mount memory and to give the truthful credit that Infi~els
Hamilton, built; with the money earned and donated Aoccasionally do perform noble deeds worthy of 1m0
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mortalization. May the provisions which James ton Territory, where I have many friends whom I T. Hudson, with his buggy, took me over the city,
Lick made as to the conduct of his property be more would be very glad to see, and who, I am vain or over parts of it. He also took me to the home of
closeli followed, with respect to, the munificent gift enough to beli~ve, would be glad to see me. But I W. F. :Freeman, with whom I have had much cor"
which he left behina, than were those of the found that this would reqaire more time than I can respondence, to whom I have sold many books, and
good and politic Stephen Girard, who well under- now spare, and would keep me too long from my who has been a firm friend of THE TRUTH SEEKER. ·
stood the -craft and wiliness of our Christian oppo- home and Eastern friends. It is laid down in my Mr. Freeman is at present on a visit to his native
nents, and expressly prescribed that the tenets of progra'mme that I must be back within twelve months New England home, so I had not the pleasure of
Christianity should not be ta-qght in the college from the time I left home. I gladly would visit the visiting with nim. To make some amends, I had a
built and endowed with the money which he gave, friends in Oregon and Washington, but I must defer pleasant interview of an hour with Mrs. Freeman,
and. that a Christian priest should never be allowed it until I have seen my home and friends still far who is an intelligent and genial lady. After an
·
hour Dr. Hudson returned, and spent two or three
'to enter the grand structure. So far have his pru. away in the. East.
dent conditions been disregarded by the Chl'istian
So Dr. York and I parted, with the hope that it hours with me, taking me over the city in his buggy
rulers of the city of Philadelphia that the Girard was not for aye, but that we would still be able to to the slough where the boats deliver and take on
College has practically been forcibly and wron'gfully travel thousands of miles in company. The doctor freight, where considerable wharves and waretransformed almost into an ecclesiastical institution, has been an excellent friend to my paper and its ed- houseR are constructed. We visited several manuwhere the dogmas of Christianity are not only in- itor. He has sent in many new subscribf?rs, and has facturing establishments and flouring mills, and also
dustriously promulgated, but where priestly influence worked almost unceasingly to extend its patronage a large and flourishing paper mill, where hundreds
bears rule, and where psalm-singing and Christian and reading; and since I have been in California he of tons of straw are annually ground up into pulp.
'prayers are daily enjoined upon the pupils. Even if has shown me unflagging kindness and attention. some of which is made into the ordinary yellow
it may be.claimed that these practices are not only May he find an abundance of as good friends as he .straw .wrapping-paper, and much other paper, whereharmlASS but virtuous, they are Certainly in direct Up- has been to me.
in the straw is bleached and combined with rags,
position to the stipulations made by the great Girard,
As the train upon which I was a passenger moved and made into fair printing paper.
and show how little integrity our Christian oppo- out of the station, in a northerly direction, I left all
Several thousand pounds of paper are turned out
nents exhibit in carrying out the stipulation!! of an my San Jose friends behind, but my heart was filled here daily. Several mills are in constant operaInfidel bequest. It is a clear exemplication that it with gratitude at the ·kindness I had received from tion, grinding the straw and the rags into pulp,
will not do to entrust Infidel money to the wily'in- their hands, and the warm sympathy th(ly had shown when by the most improved paper mills it is
drawn out into continuous rolls of paper six feet
oeutives of our Christian foes in carrying out the me during my brief visit.
solemn provisions of a will. How wrong it is for our
We stopped to change trains at Nile!!, from which wide and perhaps :five miles lozig. The pulp is drawn
foes to taunt us with the charge that .Infidels never point our course was in a more eaRterly direction. out, of course, in the wet state, but is taken over
do anything for science and institutions of learning, In passing around in the valley of the San Joaquin heated cylinders, which press it smoothly and dry it
when where they do give munificently their express we go betw~en and near some pretty high and rugged thoroughly, so that in a very few minutes from th.e
and reasonable stipulations are wholly set aside! · spurs of mountainous land, which, for summer, have time the material leaves the vat in the form of homoAbout 10 o'clock, after seeing all there was to be a too arid and parched look to compare with the ex- geneous pulp it is drawn out in an even and smooth
seen about Mount Hamilton, and taking in all the perience of o'ne reared in the Eastern states; but we roll Qf paper, dried and calendered, and either wound
beauties that exist in superabfl.ndance in· that local- also passed a large area of bsautiful, productive val- on cylinders for shipping, or cut into sheets of the
ity, we started· on our homeward way; and as the ley-land, which, when the rain is not too deficient, usua~ sizes and bound in reams and bundles as the
journey is all the way to the valley gently descending, produces abundant crops of cereals. These are now laws of the trade demand. I have visited paper
• and our team was fully refreshed, we swiftly rolled ripe for the reaper, .and as I pass thousands of acres mills before, but am always interested in witnessing
pleasantly down the skilfully graded road. The of golden grain, the promise seems strongly held out the process of taking dirty rags and coarse straw, and
day was clear and charming, so we had nothing that the toil of the husbandman is liberally rewarded. by virtue of rapid-running mills, grinding, and
to do but to take in and appreciate the continued
At L\'throp, where the road to the south up the bleaching processes, to see this unsightly material
charms of scenery of distant views whichwere con- Fresno valley diverges, and which is the usual route converted in so short a time into good commercial
tinuously spread out before us. But it should be to the Yosemite valley, we halted for half an hour paper. Requiring not a little of paper in my own
understood that though much space is not here taken to leave passengers going south, and taking on others publishing business, I very naturally looked with into describe the loveliness of that ride, we were not who are journeying from that direction. It had been terest · over this extensive establishment. I saw a
so obtuse as not to fully appreciate its perfect love- my purpose to visit the Yosemite country, to look large body of bales of straw, perhaps containing.
upon the grand scenery of that locality, which· is two hundred pounds each, laid up 'Somewhat in the
liness.
Our team made excellent time, for they were on said to throw almost all other scenery in the world form of a huge barn, but solid, with a roof over it,
their way home, and they needed no urging to into the shade; and also to visit Modesto, Merced, the mass being two or three hundred feet in length,·
cause them to measure off the distance rapidly. We Fresno, Oleander, and two other p0ints from which seventy-five· feet in width, and nearly the same in
reached the city at about 2 o'clock in the afternoon, I had received urgent invitations to give them a call. bight, the whole containing fifteen thousand bales.
feeling that we had had a most pleasant excursion, Yes, I wished to gaze apon the mighty crags, the There can .be no doubt, in riding over this San Joaand myself feeling particularly grateful to all the towering domes, the wild chasms, the beautiful cas- quin valley, that the material for manufacturing
friends who had accompanied me, because the a:ffJ.ir cades, the ever-varying glades and hollows, which straw paper will always be abundant here, and to be
W_l!1! ggttelll1P for my especial benefit. Long shall I make up the scene of Yosemite grandeur; I also had at as reasonable prices as any place in the
remember the kindness of my S11n Jose friends.
wished to see the big trees of Mariposa; but world.
THE RECEPTION.
To keep up the "boarding-round" system, I went the lack of time, as well as of money, admonishes
to the house of my friends, Dr. and :Mrs. York, me that I must not attempt this excursion now, but
At 8 o'clock in the evening a meeting took place
whicn is allotted me for the remainder of the time I defer it till I return to the P11cific coast.
·
at Turner Hall, which Wl}S held in my honor, and to
remain i.n this pleasant city. When I am with Dr.
We were soon rolling on through the San Joaquin give me a we1come •to this beautiful city. Dr. A.
and Mrs. York it is impossible to doubt that I am in valley toward Stockton. Often thousands of acres S. Hudson presided at the meeting, making the
the society of two stanch and steadfast friendfi, of wheat, oats, and barley were spread out on either speech of welcome ar.d giving very sensible remarks
and it is impossible, to feel otherwise than happy side, and the conviction forcibly strikes the traveler upon the good that scientific thought and instruction
in such society. During a portion of the after- that California is a great grain-growing state. When have done in advancing the views of mankind. He
noon I called upon my venerable friend, Samos its capabilities are fully developed it will be so pro- spoke highly of the labors of D.uwin, Huxley, and
ParsOJ?-S, now over eighty years of age, and who ductive that it is almost beyond the range of present others, and credited them with doing perhaps more
for a long time has been struggling against the en- possibilities to set bounds to what it will be able to to emancipate mankind from the thraldom of theacroachments and evil infl.aence of priestcraft, and produce in the way of grain, fruits, and stock. In logical errors than all other influences. The music
who is in favor of the highest liberties which are man's another century the Golden State must be immensely by Dreyfoose's band was very good, and added not
birthright as an incumbent and heir. He owns a few rich in all that makes a country .great. ,
a little to the enjoyability of the occasion. I folWe reached Stockton between twelve and one. It lowed in remarks of about an hour, dilating principleasant city lots, on which he has small dwellings,
which readily rent to tenants of humble means, and Ees in the center of an extensive fertile country. It pally upon the religious superstitions I had seen on
some of his surplus ground he occupies as gar- is -the county seat of San Joaquin county, and is my journey around the world, and the ignorance in
dens, and cultivates numerous vegetables and some three miles east of the beautiful and wide San which the great mass of mankind are sunk, growlegumes. His wife was with a daughter a few miles Joaquin River. It is ninety-one miles from San ing out of the absurd belief in gods and devils. I
out in the country, so I was unable to see her; but Francisco by rail, and one hundred and twenty by corroborated what had been remarked by Dr. Hudthe time of their golden wedding is not far away, steamer; fur though by the map Stockton seems son that the teachings of science are infinitely more
when they will have been fifty years in each other's wholly an inland town, it is favored with water true and enlightening to the mind of man than all
society in performing the journey of life. They are communication with the metropolis of the state. the myths of theology and mythology which priests
now rapidly nearing the evening of their days, and The town is located by a large slough, which has have been so industriously teaching for thousands of
will ere long relinquish the struggle and lay down been excavated, and this connects with the San J oa- years.
After the meeting, which was numerously atto the sweet sleep of ,-nature, which has neither quin River, .which empties into the bay, so that
nightmare nor unpleasant dreams. Mrs. Parsons is boats of considerable size make their way up the tended, filling nicely the Qapacious hall, I had perthe sister of my esteemed friend, Daniel R. Bur~, of riv&r and slough, and after depositing their cargoes, sonal interviews with many friends who stopped to
return well laden with grain and the manufactures speak and shake hands with me; and what was very
East Dubuque, Illinois.
satisfactory, within a few minutes after the meeting
Monday, J nne 19th.-Having had a most agreea- of the town.
Stockton was laid out about the time gDld was was over I took in fifty dollars for THE TRUTH
ble-visit with my esteemed friends of Sln Jose, it
now becomes my duty to set my face in an easterly discovered in California, and was named in compli- SEEKER and my Round-the-World volumes. This
direction toward the home which I hav-:~ not now ment to Commodore Stockton, whose 'name is prom- made an agreeable finale to a pleasantly passed day.
seen for nearly a twelvemonth; so at nearly 9 inently connected with the conquest of California. Stockton is a pleasant town, and its people must be
.
o'clock my friends accompanied me to the station, The growth of the city has been gradual, perfectly called equally so.
On the following morning, as I had a few hours
when I took cars .for Stockton, from which place I healthy, and free from excitement. Its limits have
have received invitations to call and make a been enlarged, and its area of taxable property on my hands before train-time, I made a visit to the
visit. It was the intention that Dr. J. L. York should greatly increased. The streets are wide, and Bt right State Lunatic Asylum, located two or three miles
accompany me, not only to Stockton, but on so far as angles with each other. The town is well built, giv- outside of the city, in a northerly direction. The
Reno and Virginia City in Nevada, and Salt Lake ing at once the impression that it is a flourishing grounds are beautiful and the buildings commodious.
City in Utah; but an illness has been steadily com- business point. The city is supplied with gas and I judge there are fully one ;hundred ac::.·es of ground
ing over him for the past two weeks, which has in- water, the latter being obtained from an artesian belonging to the institution, and the buildings for
creased to such extent as to preolude his making the well over a thousand feet in depth, which ejects its males and females being some distance apart, there
journey. This was a disappointment to both of us, water eleven feet above the surface of the ground, is plenty of room for all. The grounds are well laid
off in vegetable gal'dens, flower gardens, and fruit
but we were obliged to say our adieus at the station, and furnishes 360,000 gallons daily.
After dinner at the Commercial ·Hotel I called orchards, interspersed with wide gravel walks, with
with the hope that befvre very many months have
passed away I will be able to return to the Pacific npon one of my patrons, Mr. G. C. Hyatt,. with an abundance of shade trees in the vicinity of the
coast, when we may, in company, make the tour of whom I had corresponded, who is engaged in iron buildings; so that the entire surroundings of the·
southern California and Oregon and Washington machinery, foundry, and met with a cordial welcome homes of these poor unfortunates are made as charmTerritory. At first the programme was laid out that from him. I also called upon Drs. A. S. and A. T. ing as possible.
The superintendent, D.r. G. A Shurtleff, received
we should make the tour of Oregon ·and Washing- Hudson, with whom I had a pleasant visit. Dr. A.
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me politely and esccrted me over, two or t4:ree of
the buildings· for male patients, and one or two for
female patients, which are in about equal numbei'B.
There are somewhat over a thousand now confined
here, some one or two hundred being from Nevada,
as that state has not an asylum oJ its own, though
it has one now in course of construction.
I was struck with the cleanliness, light, and cheerfulness of the various apartments, corridors, places
for exercise, etc. The system of ventilation is of a
perfect character, an abundance of fresh air being
conveyed to every ward and to every separate apartment. I noticed there was no dirt to be seen, and
that everything was in the most perfect order
throughout. A first-class hotel, with its hundreds
of rooms~ co~ld hardly be bettel' conducted.
The patients are classified according to the various
degrees of their insanity. Those of a mild type are
not allowed to associate with those who are wild
and raving; and from fifteen to thirty of those but
moderately affected are allowed to associate together
in the large halls, where they have nothing to do but
talk over their misfortunes and the hopes they entertain of soon being set at liberty.
.
As Dr. Shurtleff appeared among them in the different parts of the asylum it was almost amusing to
observe how eagerly the different men would approach him and plead -with him to be sent home to
their friends. The great desire entertained by nearly
all is to gain their liberty, and to mix in with the
outside world. Several, while the doctor was listening to their complaints, supposing I possibly possessed powers to help them, came to me with their
complaints and told the pitiful stories of their
hardships and deprivations, of how their business
was suffering from their being tl:us confined, of the
needs their families felt for their help, and of the
most urgent reasons why they should no longer be
kept in confinement. Of course I sympathized with
them, and gave them to understand that while I
feared it was not in my power to do very much for
them, if· I only could wield omnipotent power for a
short time I would materially improve their condition.
Dr. Shurtleff is a man of unusual presenc«_:~ -and
self-command, and I noticed he met their various
complaints with .great coolness, kindness, and even:
ness of temper. He listened patiently to their many
petitions, and gave them answers which seemed
to satisfy tpem for the time being. It is well he is
a reasonable and kind-hearted man, for his position
is one of great power over these poor wretches, and
they are the merest and most helpless subjects of his
will. He has it-in his power to be their true friend;
and he also has the power to be harsh, oppressive,
and unfeeling toward them. Doubtless many of
them are tedious, wearisome, and well calculated to
tire him of their senseless importunities and vagaries.
We passed down into the yard attached to the
asylum, surrounded by a wall fif~een feet high, where
there were some thirty or more patients taking the
sun and air. The inclosure was thoroughly paved,
the wall was impenetrable, and there was about as
much chance for the poor, demented creatures to escape as there would be of their flying. like birds.
They were differently engaged; some, imagining
themselves orators, were making powerful appeals
to their hearers; seme were singing religious songs;
some were engaged in some kinds of boyish games,
while others were cursing and swearing in a most
vociferous manner, and showing an excessive amount
of indignation.
One- fellow I especially remember; he made an
impression.upon my_mind. He rushed from the opposite Ride of the area, and came up immediately
before Dr. Shurtleff, and, without a moment's warning, began to reel off in this wise: "Doctor Shurtleff, I want you to understand that I am God Almighty, and if I am not let out of this place in one
hour, I will level this whole institution to the ground.
Yes, by God, I am God Almighty. I don't intend
to be shut up here in this damned place any longer.
Do you understand, Doctor Shurtleff, that I must be
let out of this within sixty minut~s, or the worst of
fates will befall this institution? Understand, I am
God Almighty, and I will teach you a lesson you
have never learned!"
Dr. Shurtleff did not cower at all before this selfproclaimed god, and did not look as though he half
believed what the fellow said. About all the reply
he made was:
"Oh, you had better keep ·quiet, Jim. You do
not want to be locked up in the cell again, do you ?
Remember, the more quiet you keep, the more liberty you will have."
"Ye~, by God, though, I am God Alm1ghty now,
and all this business has got to be changed-you understand! and that damned soon. I am not to be
shut up here any longer. I give you one more hour,
and then you will catch it!"
"Go away, Jim, and keep quiet; that is. the best
thing you can d~;>. Let me hear no more of this loud
talk. Go right away."
Jim seemed to take the hint, and was soon engaged
in conversation with some fellow-prisoner, several
feet away.
l could not for a moment believe that he was God
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Almighty, though he so. positively asserted that he
was. I should hardly believe any one, WAl'e he to
make the /lame as8ertion. True, I thought Jim acted
about as Yahweh is represented, when he used to tell
Th;[oaes he was God Almighty, and work himself up
into a fury and threatened to burn up his peo-·
ple in a moment, and cut them off from the earth.
Jim looked very much as I imagine Yahweh did
when he got into one of his excited moods, for his
eyes were wild and glaring, his manner was ferocious and well calculated to frighten children and
old women. He raved, and threatened, and swore;
but be calmed down like a little kitten, and did not
hurt anybody. The institution stood solidly, the
earth rolled steadily on its axis, the sun rose and set
all the same as if no threats had been made. I don't
believe Jim was God Almighty, nor do I believe
Yahweh was a particle more. They were both
playing a game of brag.
The inmates of the asylum sometimes get so wild
and furious that they not only have to be closely
confined in small cells, but they have also to be kept
in strait-jackets, by which their arms are closely
bound to the body, rendering them wholly unable to
do harm. I occasionally, in passing through thecorridors, heard the wild shriekings of those with too
little reason· to control themselves in the least degree. What a dreadful thing it is, indeed, for a
human being to lose. his reason and become worse
than an idiot I Where a cure is hopeless the state is
far worse than death.
It is said that in the days when Jesus was on the
earth and spent a year or so in what is called his
mission, he regarded all such cases of insanity as being produced by devils. He is said to have cured
many cases of insanity by casting out the devil, or
devil!l, which had caused the mischief. In the case
of the poor wild man who was found among the
tombs near the Sea of Galilee, there must have been
a very unusual degree of insanity to contend with,
or, what was. about the same thing, an unusual number of devils, for Jesus is said to have driven two
thousand devils out of this wretched creature, or
enough, at all events, to fill two thousand swine.
But that mode of treating insanity is not at all pursued in the asylum at Stockton. I perceived that
Dr. Shurtleff and Dr. Brown, and their assistants,
do not accept the devil theory of insanity. When
an insane patient is brought to them they do not
set themselves hunting for devils, nor do they in
the slightest degree make themselves busy at trying
to drive the devils out. They seek rather to restore
the general health of the patient, under the belief
that, as a rule, a healthy body produces a healthy
mind; and to restore a natural state of the mind then
make use of all the aids within their reach ~o keep
the mind quiet, and to remove sources of irritation.
They believe in no devils as being the cause of insanity, and they do not the first thing toward trying
to cast them out. They disagree entirely with Jesus.
He or they must have been in the wrong. Which
is it?
I also visited the portion of the asylum for the accommodation· of females, and here I found everything exquisitely neat and olean. Many of the patients occupy rooms by themselves, and in some I
saw their tables set for a late breakfast, and everything looked as cosy as though they were boarders
in an extensive hotel. I occasionally heard shrieks
from some parts of the establishment, indicating
that some of the inmates were far gone in insanity.
Some looked wild indeed, and their eyes rolled in
frenzy, while others looked ae mild as the inost soundminded woman, and. conversed with apparent good
sense about their families and their anxiety to return
to them.
The superintendent and directors have great power
in their hands over the unfortunate beings placed
under their control. It_ is in their power to be merciful and to show themselves good Samaritans, or
they can be heartless, unfeeling, cruel, and tyrannical. That they too often show the latter qualities
must with pain be confeso:ed. The proofs accumulate in nearly all parts of the country that many persons are sent to insane asylums who are. not insane
at all. Sometimes a husband wishes to be rid of a
wife wh~ is no longer regarded with affection,~ and
if he bas money he can easily induce, physicians to
pronounce her 'insane, and send her to an asylum. So
with a'designing wife; if the husband is wealthy,
and she wishes to have control of the money, it is
not difficult to have him declared insane and immured within the prison cells. It is the same way
with brothers and children; they have ofteu exhibited a most unfeeling disposition, and have taken
means to confine a brotherorfather within the dreadful walls of an asylum. It is a disgrace to physicians
that they are often found to be pliant tools in this
vile business, and it is equally to be regretted that
superintendents and keepers are to be found
who will aid in carrying out this unrighteous
business. Few things are more to be abhor_red than
for sane persons to be deprived of their liberty and
be shut up with tile really insane, where they are
afrald to show a particle of resistance to the injustice
thus done them, lest this very resistance be urged
against them as proof positive of their insanity.

Manv an unfortunate man and woman have in this
way "been for years deprived of the precious _boon of
liberty.
''Man's inhumanity to mau
Makes countless thous~uus mourn."
In the last published report of the directors of the
asylum, in giving the avocations of 114 patients in
the asylum is the following table: Laborers, 28;
hoUt;Jewives, 17; farmers, 12; miners, 12; house serYants, 2; bookkeepers, 2; sheep-herders, 2; teachers,
2; housekeepers, 2; washerwomel!, 2; blacksmiths,
1; pol<icemen, with .one each of saloon-keepers, musician~, stewards, book accountants, .mechanics, lawyers! salesm~n, tanners, ~tock ra_isers, confectioners,
carnage pamters, ca.rnage tnmmers, · gardene~s,
wood-choppers, cooks m camp, carpenters, machm.
ists, glove-makers, barbers, cabinet-makers, teamsters, etc.
. .
.
.
. In another ta.b~e g1vmg the ca~ses of m~amty appears the f~llowmg: MasturbatiOn? 12; mt~mpe:
a_nce, 8; b~smess troubles, 6; hereditary predlsposl~Ion,_ 6; ep1~el!sy, 5; the same brought o~ by fightmg ~re.' 1 ;, lllJury to the. ~ead, 4; domestic trou?l~s,
4; ?Iss1patwn! _2; syph.Ills, 2; over~tudy, 2; ~pmt
uahsm,_2; rehgwus exmtement, 4; m~ammatwn of
the bram, 1; sunstroke! I; protracted Illness, 1; exposnre to weather 1, w1tb one each of several other
causes.
'
Of these 114 patients the following classification
is made:
Mania, 51.
Monomania, 22.
Melancholia, 12.
:Qementia, 29.

•

Returning to the city, I looked around the town
somewhat, and among other places called upon the
public library recently organized.
Total number of books, 3,640.
Donated, 450.
Circulated the first year, 1,700.
Orders for books now out, 1,000.
Borrowers having'cards, 1,212.
Citizens have the books free; those outside make
a deposit of ten dollars. N ovals form the great
bulk of the books 'borrowed.
. At one o'clock, dinner having been partaken of and
finding my bill at the hotel had been paid, I betook
myself to the station, and was ready for the train.
Three hours through a pleasant, feTtile country
brought us to Sacramento, where we stopped till nearly
sundown, when· the 1·egular eastern train came along
from San Francisco. Soon it beg11n to grow dark,
and ere long we had reached the elevated lands and
began to ascend the mountains, and to approach the
eastern boundary of the state. And now as the recital of my twenty days in California is over, it is
the proper place to come in with
D.M.B.
Yours sincerely,

The Rev. John Smith

Responds~

This divine livs a long way off, as it has taken
from the 23d of September till now for his response
to .our replies to his questions to reach us. And
while he does not bring a formidable array of argument to back up his positions, we must giv place to
what he has to say, anil reply to such mistakes he so
easily runs into. Here is his last :
MR. EDITOR : A copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER, containing
your answers to my six questions, was placed in my hand by a
friend from whom I occasionally borrow Liberal papers. I
would subs01·ibe for THE TRUTH SEEKER, but there are two
serious objections to my doing so. First, there is quite a
sprinkling of articles occasionally printed in its columns that
border on the obscene; hence, I do not think it_ would be for
the best to allow children to read it. You will perhaps say
that these articles are taken from a biblical standpoint and are
Bible language; but there is no E'xcuse fo~ you to parage ev!ln
Bible quotations, if they are unfit for children to read. Obscene language is no purer in THE TRUTH SEEKER than in the
Bible. If you claim the Bible is obscene, w~y J?rin~ obscene
quotations from it in your paper? Do you thmk It will be an_y
more beneficial for children to read it in TIIE TRUTH SEEKER
than the Bible? I admit that there are passages in the Bible
th&t are unfit for children to read until they hav become of
maturitv· ·but pray tell me if Christians teach their children to
read such passages ? I do not believe one child in one hundred
knows such passages exist-and, even then, it· probably has
been the .work of some Infidel who wishes to cast ridicule on
the Bible.
Another objection to THE TRUTH SEEKER is, it demonstrates
too much of the immoral doctrins of Spiritualism. Of all the
beliefs in the world, that is the most silly, the most ridicul?~s,
and the most corrupting. I hav known a great many Spmtualists and I hav seen but few who were moral people, and I
judge from that that S~iritu~lisni has. a tendency to c?rrupt
society. It causes more meamty and d1~turbance m familv af.
fairs-more divorce cases-than any belief that hos ever been
known to man. They teach no teachings that are ennobling or
beneficial to the humnn family; their meetings and seance.s are
nothing but frauds, cheered on by a lazy crowd of m_edm~s
and spiritual healers, whu bleed the poor. d!lpes of their com 1
and laugh in their sleeves at the unsophistlCated. ~reennes~ ?f
people who cannot see through their o"':n superstitiOn. Spmt;..
ualism is based on undemonstrable clarms. I hav challenged
different mediums to answer to SOllie tests, doing so for the
purpose of demonstrating the truth or falsitv of their claims,
out I cannot fi.nd one who is willing to stand th~ test.
Now in regard to your answers to my questions. To my
first you make some queer remarks. You say: "That Je~us
once lived is not a self-evident fact any more than the assertion
hat such characters once lived as Aladdin, Sindba~, Cf!lsoe,
nd others." Why, my dear sir, I hav neve_~ ~e'ard It ?!aimed
at they were historical characters; but millions cla~m thl\t
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Jesus was. Is not your comparison rather flimsy, when pagan God's word, and perfect in every particular. It is
3. Our reverend friend- suggests that Brahma,
and Jewish writers of early date.admit that Jesus once lived- placed in every f~mily, in every Sunday-school, be- Siva, and Ohristna were real characters, men in the
yes, even learned Infid~ls admit tha~ he was o_nce a dweller on fore. every child in the land, and we certainly are body, not myths; but inasmuch as no claim bas ever
this' earth? Then, agam, you admit there rmght hav been an
.
humblecindi:vidual who might hav assumed to be·the rightful entitled to quote correctly from it to shiilW what it been Set up that they Were COrporeal perSOM-yes,
ruler of that country, aud was crucified, etc. But it would be contains. If the Rev. John Smith rejects THE TRUTH and as by the common consent of the literary world
queer if an humble, obscure man was served that way. He SEEKER because it is obscene, how much more should they were myths, we are quite justified in so
must hav had power and influence to hav incurred the wrath he reject the Bible for the same reason 1 If THE regarding them. We regard all as myths who are
and jealousy of a king. I would like for you to giv some au- T
S
b
·
·
·
thority for asserting that the Christian chronology was first in- RUTH EEKER, ecauBe It contams some quotatwns held to hav performed wonderful miracles, or, at
stituted in the eighth century. As you are a spreader or light, from the Bible, is unfit for the· children to read, how least, that· part of the claims set llP about them is
you should, when making claims, giv the source of. your light, much more unfit is the Bible itself to 'be placed in mythical. Our friend's slur about Infidels using tbe
as people do not !il~e ipse dixit assertions and claims.
the hands of children! When the reverend gentle- myth argument is rather far-fetched, and does not
To my second, you claim that because Brahmn,, Siva, and man admits the Bible contains portions lfnfit for amount to much. Nothing is more certain in the
Christna were myths, Christ must hav been. How do you children to read, why does he not condemn it, cast it worM· than that the literature and. religious claims of
know that even they were myths? They might h~tv been
prominent men, who were deified arter death by their super- aside, or seek to expurgate it of the foul and objec. the past millenniums are replete with myths, and the
stitious followers.
·
tionable features?
Rev. Smith cannot successfully. deny it. We do
To my third and fourth questions you address the myth idea
.Another objection is that THE TRUTH SEEKER not claim that Christ was a myth because Brahma,
to help you out. Infidels use t.he myth argument to help them "demonstrates too much the immoral doctrine of Siva, and Christna were, but because there is much
out of a hard corner. I suppose you would also cla.im that Spiritualism." We hardly know what the gentleman that ie mythioal in his claims, and because his story
Noah, .Abraham, Solomon, Philo, Tacitus, and othor notable means. We are not aware that THE TRTTH SEEKEl: is very imperfectly corroborated. Our friend does
historical characters are myths.
Your reply to my sixth question I admit, after investigation, has made such demonstration as he points out. N ei. not go far astray when he supposes that such charis correct. Tell was probably a brave man who lived and died ther are we aware that the doctrine of Spiritualism acters as Noah, Abraham, Solomon, etc., are rein. Switzerland, and -after death his history has had a great deal are immoral. In many respects they agree closely garded by us as myths. We do not believe that
of the mythical attached to it.
with the doctrins of Christianity. Spiritualists be- such persons ever ha.d a real existence. There is no
h th
b .
.
I" .
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In regard to the six questions you hav Sl'lbmitted to me, I will r
gladly avail myself of the opportunity to throw light on some Ieve t a uman emgs contmue to IV m spnlt orm corroborativ proof tfiat such persons ever lived.
things that look dark to you.
after this life is over. So do Christians. Spiritual- Abraham was about as close a copy of the Hindoo
To your first, I would say yes; all the early fatners of the ists believe that the dead hav the power to commu- Brahma as the names are alike. Max Muller, in archurch-Barnabas, Clement, Hermas, Polycarp, Irenreus, nicate with the living. So do Chriatians, and all ticles now appearing in the Nineteenth Century, is
Eusebius, and pagan writers, such as Celsus, Porphyry, Em- their claims about the spirits of the dead holding showing how much of the Hebrew theological story
peror Julian, Hierocles, Eunomius-all testify to Christ.. St. communications with the living are directly up9n was bo:rl!Owed-from the Hindoos. He makes a strong
Paul, I think you will admit, is testimony that cannot be dis- thiB claim. Christians are clearly and distinctly case of it, .The Rev. Smith will do well to read it.
puted. Is that sufficient for you ?
And again'; Moses was simply a copy· of the Menu of
To your second, I shall also emphatically say yes. Does not Spiritualists, and it cannot be successfully denied.
St. Paul speak of Jesus as a living man and god? Was not
As to the morals of Spiritualists, we are unable to India, the Menes of Egypt, and the Minos of Greece.
St. Paul contemporaneous with Christ? The four· gospels say what the Rev. Mr. Smith knows about them, but who were all noted law-givers. If there was
must be accepted as genuin until you can prove different. as far as our own experience extends we must say we such a wonderful man a~ Solomon, with his thousand
They will stand as testimony to Christ.
h f
d h 1 d
1 d
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To your third: It is immaterial whether the gospels were av oun t em as mora an to ea • as goo 1ves wives and concubines, with his brilliant court, with
srritten by the persons whose names they bear or not. Does it as any other class of people. 'fhey teach that man's his magnificent temple, all surpassing in splendor
make them any the less reliable?·
condition in the future depends upon his good or and richness all the other kings of the earth, it is
To your fourth: Yes. Do not the early fathers who lived bad conduct here, and there is c-ertainly nothing very singular that n,obody else ever knew anything
before the year 181 make extensiv quotations from the gospels? very immoral about that, nor is it the belief calcu- about it save the writer of Jewish fable. There
It will not do to say they copied from older existing· writings, lated to make one- immoral. The statement that were other historians in those days, and who folfor even then it would not prove the gospels false. A copy
can be as true as the origjnal. Gerostmtus, in his apology to Spiritualism. causes more insanity and family dis- lowed on closely afterward, including Berosus, of
the emperor, Adrian, in the year 125, refers to the gospels. turbances than any other belief is wholly unproved. Chaldea; Herodotus, of Greece; and Diodorus and
Eusebius speaks of Clement'IS account of the origin of the gos- 'fhe statistics of the various insane asylums show Xenophon, of the same country. They seem never
pel of Mark; also of the statement of Papias that Matthew there an far more cases of insanity caused by a be- to hav heard of Solomon and his wonderful glory .
. wrote his gospel in Hebrew. There is other proof which can lief in Christianity than by a belief in Spiritual- Herodotus made two extensiv journeys through
be adduced to prove the gospels, or the originals, were iu ex- ism. While the morality of believers in Spiritualism Syria, of which Palestine is a part, not long after
istence before the year 181.
My reply to your fifth question is this: I admit that nearly formed no part of the questions propounded in our the time alluded to as Solomon's. He wrote full
all of the dogmas and rites of our religion were practiced by pa- friend's interrogatories, we trust he will not be un- histories ~of what he saw and what existed, but he
gans. I find some twenty of the early fathe~s of Christianity just, and slander them as being more immoral than had not a word to say of the riches and glory of
' testifying to that fact, directly or indirectly; but, even then, Christians.
such a person as Solomon, and the only rational con1. To 1·ecur to the questions under consideration, clusion is that no such persen existed. I repeat,
[ does that make those dogmas and rites any the l6ss divine?
' The pagans borrowed t)lem from the Jews, and the Jews ref
ceived them from God.
our friend objects to our saying that the assertion that if there was such a man, no other nation or people
[_
To your sixth I will reply by asking you if Christna was a Jeilus ever lived is not a self-evident fact; The ever beard of him. The Bible claim that he should
r- demi~god orsa-vior? Was be crucified? Did he perform mira- assertion that any periilon lived does not make it a be more known and honored of all nations than any
~. cles? Was he divinely begotten? If so, please giv your au- self-evident fact. Thousands of characters hav been other king in the earth is clearly untrue. As to
thority for the history and claims of Christna; and we will com· said to hav lived which never did liv; and the aim- Philo and Tacitus, theie is the clearest proofs that
pare the historical evidences of the two, aDd leave it to the ple assertion that they lived by no means makes it a they existed. The slur that they were myths
judgment of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER to decide
whether you can adduce as good evidence in favor of Christna self-evident fact or a_ fact of any kind. Nor does amounts to nothing.
as can be brought forwatd in favor of the historical Jesus of the belief of millions· that any given character lived
4. It is gratifying that Brother Smith has received
Nazareth. If you can do so, please do so. As I am searching make it in the slightest degree true; and unless satisfaction on the William Tell subject, and he is
for the truth, and as yourself claims to be a truth seeker, per- there is other proof to rest the claim upon it honorable in acknowledging that additions were
haps I can help you to find it; or, if you hav some truths
f ll
h
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h
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whlch I am not -versed in, I am not going to ignore truth, no must a to t e groun ·
n ortunate y, t ere IS made to the story of Tell after his death, the same
matter where it comes from. The truth is the truth, even if a great weakness touching the life and mission of as has been done by many others.
5. As our clerical friend has no objections to
given or spoken by Satan. I do not wish you to take this as Jesus. There might hav been a person by the name
comparing you to Satan. I do not see why you condemn of Jesus, but there is no historical confirmation of it. bring with reference to what we had to say relativ
Christianity as it is to-day. I admit some over-zealous Chris- Our friend is very far from the truth when he sa.ys to the Christian era being founded upon the story of
tiails of the past hav been a disgrace to the true religion, but that_ pagan and Jewish writers of early date admit Jesus, though eight hundred years or more afterwhat nation, relig10n, or sect of people hav not persecuted?
And right here I would like t{) ask you this: Is it not a self· that Jesus once lived. No such writers do anything ward; about the number of Christians in existence
evident fact that if the Infidels had the power they would per- of the kind. No pagan writer confirms his existence, being no special truth of the story of Jesus; abQut
secute all who differed from them? AU religions hav perse- and no Jewish writei' mentions him save Josephus, the probability of Jesus and other religious characcuted more or less; but to-day Christianity is a necessity, even and the mention made by him of Jesus is forcibly ters being myths, of the remarks we made about
if it was not divine, as it teaches men and women to do right. lugged in without any connection with the text. He Buddha and Mohammed, it is gratifying to see that he
Do Christians_ persecute now? No. Do they teach immoral- is made to speak of Jesus as no orthodox Jew, as he gracefully acknowledges the truth of what we said.
ity? No. Do not Christians build colleges? Yes. Do not
Christians favor equal rights to all? Yes. .Are not Christian was, could possibly speak of one who was claimed to If he could hav refuted our remarks he assuredly
nations the most civilized? Yes. Then why do you fight it? be the son of. God. The allusion to Jesus in J O· would bav attempted it.
On the other hand, do Infidels build colleges? No. What sephus is clearly spurious-an interpolation, and the
6. Upon the subject of the questions which we
do they do? Tear down and do not build. I will admit that best judges for hundreds of years hav pronounced it put to him he needs a little more light, which we
the more .Atheistical some men are, the less they stray froni do- false. And this is the only contemporaneous writer will cheerfully impart. His replies exhibit a degree
ing right, and it is a mystery to me why it is so, aud to me it
is UJ!.iliecountable why it should be so. I know from my ex- in the first century who does so much as mention the of ignorance hardly pardonable in a clergyman who
perience with Infidels, I hav always found them honorable and name of Jesus. This is indeed a most weak con- assumes to discuss the subjects and to set Infidels
just men and women, ~hite again I hav seen ministers who firmation by which to establish the validity of the right. To our first question, "Is there any reliable
were villains. I know some ministers malte unwarrantable at- st,orv.
history about Jesus save what is contained in the
tacks on Infidels, and often misrepresent them in regard to
We are at a losg to know what our friend means four gospels attributed to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
their morals; but they are over-zealous, and Infidels should not h h
1
dI d
d ·
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judge Christianity by what some of its believers do, but should W en e says earne nfi elsa m1t that e was once John; if so, please name it?" he replies, "Yes, all
search for Christ and be saved, for good works alone will not a dweller on the earth. What learned Infidels does the early fathers of the church, Barnabas, Clement,
saw..them.
·
he refer to? None of them hav any means of know- Hermas, Polycarp, Irenreus, Eusebius, and _pa«an
Search the Bible for truth, pray to God with faith in him, ing that Jesus had a real existence, and their admis- writer~, such as Celsus, Porphyry, Emperor Jul~n,
try to seek for comfort in Jesus, and he will answer you. You sion that such a person might hav lived proves noth- Hierocles, Eunomius, all testify of Christ." Here
cannot find out God's love and mercy by ridiculing his works. ·
is dishonesty or ignorance-and which to place in
Hoping you will publish this and answer it, I remain yours, mg.
believing in Christ,
(REr.) JoHN SMITH.
Our friend talks-as though it is absurd-for a hum- advance we scarcely know. Not one of the perHillsbO?·o, 01·euon, Oct. 10, 1882.
ble and obscure man to be executed for making pre· sons among the Christian fathers named claimed to
REPLY.
tensions to the throne. That is by no means true. ever hav known Jesus, or to hav seen him, and not
It will be seen that the reverend gentleman; be- A great majority of the peuple who hav been pub- one of them attempted to write his history. To
show how weak and dishonest Brother Smith's posifore attempting to disprove the answers we had licly executed were humble and obscure.
made to his inquiries, undertakes to arraign THE
2. Our friend calls for authority to sustain us that tions are it is only necessary to inform him that IreTRuTH SEEKER, calling it an obscene paper. We are Christian chronology was first instituted in the nret.JS did not flourish till the latter part of the second
sorry to see the gentleman descend to auch slander, eighth century. If he will note closely what we said century, a hundred and fifty years after the time of
and to make the charge without bringing a particle he will· see we did not Pay it was first introduced in Jesus's death, and Eusebius was in the fourth cenof proof to sustain it. Every honorable man, when the eighth century. We said the application was tury, and knew just as much about the real existence
making such an offensiv charge, should justify it by first made in the sixth century, was 110t introduced of Jesus as the Rev. John Smith does himself.
proof. This the Rev. John Smith does not do. He into Gaul till the eighth century, and into England They neither of them attempted to write a history
is content to denounce the paper as obscene without nearly a century later. For authority for this we of Jesus, and had they done so they were so erratio
adducing a single instance where if has been so. refer him to the greatest cyclopedia of the world, and untruthful that their statements would not hav
We undertake to say he charges the paper falsely, the Encyclopedia Britannica, under the article on been entitled-to credit. The dishonesty, also, of atand that it is not obscene. It has never published "Chronology." The People's Cyclopedia says the tempting to prove the existence of Jesus by pagan
~n obscene article or word, unless, possibly, in q uot-1 Christian era was not generally adopted till the writers whose main effort was to show that no suoh
· 1ng parts of the Bible, which is held up to-us as middle of the fifteenth century.
(OontinuUJ.
pag~ 712.)
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Ukommu1(iqations ••
Methodism and ··spiritualism Indentical.
To THE EmTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
I am delighted with the true spirit manifested by
our noble and outspoken brothers, S. D. Moore, of
Adrian, Mich., and Thomas Winter, of Cincinnati,
0., in their letters in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 21st
ult. It is wondrous· strange that [so many of our
professed and supposed unqualified Liberals should
include among the noble, outspoken, daring band of
Libeml and courageous speaking anti-supernatural
fanatics, tne class so well known as Spiritualists-a
sect that bav existed for more than a century, although at times under other synonymous names,
·Theosophists, etc., especially since the latter-day
developments commencing in the village of Arcadia,
N. Y., in 1847, in the family of Michael Weekman, and ultimately "developing" in the family of
J ohR D. Fox, who were Methodists, and moved into
the house in December, 1847, formerly occupied by
the Weekman family, and wliere the great Fox Spiritual nonsense emanated from, and whence hav
grown the numerous Spiritual necromancers that are
traveling over the land with their banjoes, bells,
horns, and rope-tying nonsense practiced before the
thousands of credulous, who sit like so many idiots
looking for something mysterious to come from the
well-known old "cabinet ! " Did ever worse folly
exist in a thoroughly organized Methodist campmeeting? I claim that all of this nonsense is cut
from the same piece, and, to giv the doubter positiv
evidence, I will quote a portion of a letter from
Baron De Liebestoef Kirchberger to Louis Claude
De St. Martin, in a work giving a large correspondence between the two last-named individuals, published in London in 1863. This letter was written at
Morat, July 25, 1795, viz,: "Accept my thanks, sir,
for y(;mr kind and interesting letter of the 12th inst.
. There are some people for whom the
reading of Theosophic works would be t9o strong
diet, to whom, as opportunity offered, we might present the works of Madam Guyon to awaken a love
f?r the spiri~ of Christianity; but her works are getting scarce m France. . ·. . . You were good
enough to say, sir, in yonr last letter, amongst other
things of much interest on the subject of these powers, that it is necessary to classify them; but, to do
this, it is necessary to enumerate them.'
· "This is quite a new thing ~or me, and beyond my
competence, beyond my knowledge; I shall therefore most thankfully receive all the information you
may think it right to communicate to me on these
matters. Your remarks on .visions particularly struck
me. No doubt in the school you mention the master
imparted sufficient ideas for discerning and distinguishing between good powers and those which
are not so. I picture to myself that there are both
external and internal manifestations, in both of
which visions may hav place, so that it is a matter of
importance to be able to discern them. I believe
the best perscription to insure safety from every u'.lfavo:rable influence is to hav an entire confidence in
the love and power of the great principle, a trust,
before which visions will vanish' like shades before
the rising sun.· The school you passed through in
your youth reminds me of a conversation I had two
years ago with a perso.n who came from England,
and who knew a Frenchman living there, Mons. de
Hantrive. He told me that this De Hantrive enjoyed,
physically, the acquaintance of the activ and intelligent cause, which he arrived at after sundry preparatory operations during the equinoxes, by means
of a species of disorganization, in which he saw his
own body motionless, as it were, separated from his
soul; but that this disorganization was dangerous,
on account of the visions, which then hav more power
over the soul thus separated from the covering which
served it as a shield against their action.
"You can tell me whether, according to your former
master's teachings, these proceedings of M. de Hantrive were error or truth. Another cause is that of
the Marchioness de Lacroix, who must hav had manifestations. I am told she had them even when in
company, and that she suspended the conversation
to hear what her friends in another circle said to her.
You doubtless hav beard of Madam de L::wroix;
was she under illusion or the truth?
·
"I ag~ee with you entirely' that since our being is
central, 1t must find all the help· needful for its existence in the center where it had its birth.'
"To come to this center, even in this life, is the aim
of our desires; between this center and ourselvs
there are intermediatP.s; there are obstacles to~overcome, and success to receive. The grand thing, no
doubt, is the inward secret way. What will help us
is, I think, to conBider the secondary virtues as
agents, not as distributors of favors, and to receive
W:hat they giv us with thankfulness to the great
giver, but to address our souls and our worship to
the fountain-head, the principle himself. One of the
grand means of approach which he teaches is, I believe, to do his will. Now, to do his will is to assimilate ourselvs to his agents, and thereby facilitate
their work upon us.

"As for the manifl'stations, whether interior or exterior, I look upon them as means for increasing our
faith, our hope, our charity, which is an inestimable
advantage; but even in this let us submit all to' the
supreme will. If he thinks fit to open our eyes, he
will do it i if not, the way to faith without light
cannot be displeasing to the great principle. Blessed are those who, without seeing, hav believed.
How truly you say 'when by grace on high our spirit
has attained its full stature, then the elements become its subjects, and even slaves, instead of simply
servants, which they were. before!' Our spirit attains its proper stature, it seems to me, when we no
longer liv our own life, when the verb livs in us in
all his fulness, and absorbs all our faculties, and our
spirit loses itself, so to speak, in his. This, the highest degree attainable by man, is what may be called
the perfecting insurity. Then it is no more we who
act, but the creator acting for us, and who commands
the elements. That this apostolic state is still possible in our time I do not doubt·for an instant; not
reason only but experience proves it. I will mention one instance. When Father Lacombe was
crossing the Lake of Geneva such a storm arose that
the boatmen had lost all hope; then Father Lacombe
commanded th~ wavea to be still, and there was an
immediate calm. This fact is related by an eyewitness, whose probity is above all suspicion. (See
Life of Madam Guyon.)
"You communicate to· me a very interesting idea,
viz., that the good agents, when they make themselvs
visible, make use of a light of their own, which is
hidden in the elements.
·
"The little physical knowledge I possess makes
this interpretation more than probable. Please to
point out to me the particular treatis of Jacob
Boehme where this is affirmed. . . . • I hav before told you that I found a volume of his works in
quarto, 1675. I hav now, while waiting, received
three volumes more in octavo, 1682. I giv you, at
foot, the titles of all the treatises I now possess, that
you may refer to them in any explanations you may
please to giv me, or that I may help you to their
renderinfZ in French, if you should find yourself at
fault. Tha little I hav seen of these works strikes
me much. On some points I see a remarkable solidity and clearness; on others, an obscurity which
would hav stopped me short if you had not encouraged me.
"Jacob Boehme is truly the foremost man of his
age. Riel and Jane Lead are acquaintances for
which I hav to thank you. . . . . You approve
of the rule which I consider most essential for progress in the light. It is the very strait gate through
which everybody must pass. Madam Guyon calls
what is opposed to the suppression of self, selfhood.
My present letter is so long that I reserve my quotations from the 'Tableau Natural,' and my second observation on elementary nature for another post. I
flatter myself with the sweet hope that the same center will bring us continually nearer together, feeling
persuaded that the only true and enduring liaisons,
here below, are those which ara based upon the love
of the great principle whom we both adore."
Thus all readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER can see
that all that was characterized in ye olden time as
the truly good and at all bordering on the really
honest hav, in our modern stamp of Spiritualism,
entirely disappeared; and such creatures as now
make Spiritualism a profession to travel and use as a
swindling machine, would bring the blush of shame
over the countenance of the severe old theosophists,
or, as now so called, Spiritualists. Let our ranks be.
kept free from anything of the kind, and let us build
our Liberal, intellectual edifice free from anything
bordering uron the supernatural; and when a Protesta.nt of any grade, or a Catholic, or Spiritualist,
Mormon, or Henry Ward Beecher sloughs off the
miracles and their imaginary Jesuses, we will gladly
giv them our hand; but such disturbing elements as
the past history of thew hole lot has shown them to be,
are better outside. The same rule that governs
spiritual seances and orthodox sacramental tables
will, in my opinion, be well for us to adopt. We
want none but such as can unqualifiedly say we are
not believers in anything but what can be logically
shown to be true and really in existence, of which
we hav some evidence that at some time in the past
it existed.
;M. 0. W .AGGuNER. .

( Coryphodon blumenbaohii) hunts rats and mice
over the roofs of the huts. Although they are
harmless and their bite not poisonous, it is by no
means a. pleasant surprise when one of these rat
snakes, five feet long, suddenly drops through a hole
in the roof into one'B room, occasionally alighting
on the bed.
,
"On the whole, however, my nights in Belligam
were but little · disturbed by animal intruders
although I was often kept awake by the howl~
ing of jackals and the uncanny cry of the devil
bird (a kind of owl, Syrnium indrani) and other
night birds. The bell-like cry of the pretty little
tree-frogs which make their dwelling in the cups of
huge flowers, acted rather as a slumber song. But
I was far oftener kept awake by the whirl of my own
thoughts, by the recollection of the many events of
the past day, and the anticipat~on of that which was
to come. A brilliant succession of lovely scenes, of
interesting opservations, and varied experiences
mingleq in my brain with plans of fresh enterprise
and new discoveries for the morrow."

The Bright Side, as Elmina Sees It.

. .AN OPEN LETTER TO MRS. HEDDON.
FRIEND HRDDON: "I take thy letter in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of October 14th as an invitation to say a few
words more for the Materialistic, or godless and finite,
side of the question. I do not call the-processes of
the universe a ceaseless .rush of blind forcef!, pro.
palling senseless matter "through Time's rough bil.
low.s ·into Night's 11.byss;" but believe there is a
never-ceasing, never-ending chain of cause and effeet running through all matter; and causing all we
see, hear, and comprehend, and all that we do not
see, hear, or understand. Saline water crystallizes
into its own peculiar crystals, just as saccharine does
into its own. Pearls, .opalfl, and diamonds form ao.
cording to nstural and mherent laws or forces insep.
arable from matter, under those peculiar circum.
stances that produce them. The "senseless matter"
is governed and controled by its own laws and
properties, precisely as that which embodies our own
human sense and perception. We are but a bundle
of "blind forces," as much as is the storm or the
whirlwind. The countless causes that combined to
form us precisely as we are were just as much the
inevitable as anything you may call chance or
"blind force." What we are is the result of all past;
what we shall be depends upon every incident of
the future that influences us or our surroundings.
We shall, of course, as individuals, sink at last into
"Night's abyss ;" but it will be only a dreamless
sleep that never ends. If for thee there were no
waking from Night's sleep, would it m11oke one jot of
diffPrence to thee? Thee could not know it, for the(!
would be nothing and nowhere. Like the light of a
lamp that is blown out, the soul, mind, and self of a
person ends when life's flickering blaze is extin-.
guished. I do not say I do not "desire to liv on,"
but desires do not create certainties, else would we
all be forever good, rich, happy, and wise.
As it is' inevitable that we die, all that we can do
is to try and leave a clean and useful record behind
us.
Is it no stimulus to heroism, inspiration, and cour.age to feel that each good deed done, each good
word spoke:n, and each good thought generated by
us will add to the world's happiness all along the
coming future of its inhabitants?
The poetic sentiment that "reaches out for the unseen" can revel as gloriously in dreams of beauty,
love, and progress, to he realized here on earth, as
it can in fancying impos~ible realms in an impossible future. When a child, I was inordinately fond
of reading fairy tales, and all-the poetry of my nature was spent in weaving dreams of fairy lands;
but they were like thy dreams of the wished-for
"summer-land "-empty visions, where reason finds
no foothold on reality.
As to admiring a glorious sunset, or a beautiful
landscape, through Materialistic eyes, only a true
poetic Materialist can judge of this. It. is impossible for th~e to fancy what a mind differently constituted from thy own can see, comprehend, or feel. .
When mythology filled every stream and fountam
with its sea-nymphs and water- gods, every tree with
its hamadryad, every cool cave, every mountain,
and every-cloud with its invisible deities, the believers therein would hav termed nature dry a~d
Professor Haeekel in Ceylon.
bald indeed with these living spirits gone ,from It.
"My frugal dinner at an end, I usually took a As we read the lines of the immortal Romer, when
solitary walk on the shore, or delighted my eyes he says:
,·
with the sight of the illumination of the palm woods
The saffron morn, with early blushes spread,
by myriads of fire-flies and glow-worms. Then I
Now rose refulgent from Tithonus' bed,
made a few entries in my note book, or tried to
With new-born a~~,y to gladden mortal sight,
read by the light of a cocoanut oil lamp. But I
A.nd gild the courts of heaven with sacred light;
When baleful Eris, sent by Jove's commandwas generally quite tired enough to go to bed soon
The torch of discord blazing in her handafter nine o'clock, after another careful shaking of
Through the red skies her bloody sign extends,
the clothes for the expulsion of scorpions and milliA.nd, wrapped in tempests, all the fleet descends.
peds
High on Ulysses' bark, her horrid stand
"The great black sco:;.pion (nearly a foot long)
She took, and thundered through the seas and land,
is so common in Ceylon that I once collected half a 1 We at once take in the whole grand scene: We see
dozen in the course of an hour. Snakes exist also! the "saffron morn"- represented as the fau goddess
in great numbers. Slender green snakas hang from! Aurora, dressed in her yellow robes, !eaving her
almost every bough, and at night the great rat snake_' husband in bed while she stepped out m the yard
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and threw bMk her veil, thus dispersing the shadt;ls
of night, and then with "rosy fingers" opening the
H gates of day" and flooding all the heavens and the
earth with" sacred light." We see Eris, or, as the
Greekt~ called her, Discord, with her pale face, torn
garnientJ'l, and eyes sparkling with .hate and malignancy, descending in tempest with her blazing torch
in band, and at last standing in the Ve6lsel of Ulysses.
We feel that old Jove,.on his Olympian throne, is as
much a real person'<lge as Yahweh on his golden
throne, and that life, as Homer saw it, would be
dull, tasteless, and unpoetic robbed of all these impalpable deities; but we know them to be only
myths, just as are all other gods of which the world
bas records. All existenees save those of earththose who come _up o~t of ~norganized into organized
matter, hav tbetr brtef .ex1steuce here, and forever
pass away-ar~ as mythwal as the lovely Aurora or
the bale~ul Ens. If there are other worlds, where
other e:ctstences come and go, they, to~, are ~o;tal
and fintte, and are no more to us than 1s the tm1est
insect that flits in the still evening air of the antipodes.
I see nothing more divine in nature than her
beauty, her grandeur, and her suitableness to that
which is. Good men and good women are the only
div.inities the future will· recognize. We look on
the dark side of natm·e and exclaim with Walt
Whitman:
·
I see all the menials of the earth laboring j
I see all the prisoners in the prisons ;
I see the defectiv human bodies of the earthThe blind, the deaf and dumb, idiots, hunchbacks, lunatics;
The pirates, thieves, betrayers, murderers, slave-makers of the
earth j
,
The helpless infants. and helpless old men and women.

And no god lifts a finger to make one of them
good, useful, beautiful, or· happy. 'l'hen I turn to
the" bright side:"
Afoot and light-hearted, I take to the open wood,
Healthy, free, and the world before me,
The long, brown path before me leading wherever I choose;
I hear the workman singing, and the farmer's wife singing;
I hear in the distance. the sounds of children and of animals
early in the dav.
·
The earth-that is sufficient;
I do not want the conetellations any nearer ;
I know they are very well where tbey are;
I know they suffice· for those who belong to them.

Snowville,

Va.,

ELMINA D. SLENKER.
Oct. 27, 282.
·

Windy Winter.
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bav two lives and cannot realize a second state of it must fail and vanish before the steady light of
exi~tence, the whole thing is settled-in his mind- Materialism.T. WINTER.
ana when we die we are as d·;:;ad as he some time
Cincinnati, 0.
hopes to be.
In closing, his. loft;y rem:.\rks terminate thus:
Truth-A Poem in Three Parts.
"Now, sir, I shall take no further notice of super.
BY E. N. KINGSLEY.
perstitiou~ cavilers, and make no reply to their scurrilous scribbling." Qnery: Who are these "scurPART III.-CANTO IX,
rilous scribblers" of whom he'll take no further
If ort-hodox religion you despise,
notice'? Mr. Winter, you go a step too far, and_ hav
What will you giv us in the place of lies?
yet<:!to)~arn .what" scurrilous" means, or your hatred
We giv you reason, common sense, and truth,
of ~p1n"uahsm ·t;nwscends your common sense.
Morality an<l purity in ·youth·;
We giv you science-Nature's perfectlaws,
UmmppQrted asaertions are not arguments, and
Teach you to reason from effects to cause.
when a man attempts to enlighten others his "I emIf you do this, you surely will succeed
phatically deny," or "I emphatically agsert," soon
To find the truth, and happiness indeed.
gets stal~; and unless he can support these as 8ertions
Learn Nature's laws, and triumph evermore;
and d~ma~e, his efforts, if intended to a.ccomplish
The lovely snmbine worship and adore.
anythmg, had betttr be devoted t.o something else1
If gods are Christ, gods will on Christmas day
say muscular labor1 where his brain c11n hav a rest.
Make grand E.nd perfect infinit display;
Hop~ng T. Winter will giv this a thought, as well
And once or twice in each succEeding year,
Like the great sun, to all mankind appear;
as the JCe su)!gestiou, I am yours truly
.
By this grand pageant make all nations know
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 27: 1882. C. SEvERANCE.
Gods rule above and on the earth below.
·
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The Employmenii of Tobacco.
F1·om the London Lancet.

As long ago as 1854, Marshal St. Arnaud, when
at V :u:u.a, wrote to the Intendant of the War D,'martment: "Have you sent tobacco for the troops? It
is very important, for tobacco is undoubtedly the
best means we possess to prevent attacks of nostalgia
and to alleviate the miseries of the bivoua:;." Gen
eral Brae, again, in his "Traite des svant Postes,"
strongly insists that a taste for smoking should be
cultivated in the light cavalry, on the ground that it
keeps him awake, employs spare moments that would
otherwise be employed in thinking, and keeps him
near his horse, which he sees has its forage and is
not abused. "How comforting it is l" he adds; "in
the early morning; it drives away sleep, and renders
the rain less cold; thirst less severe." The pipe,
again, demands.a steel and Borne tinder, and the implements for the production of the bivouac fire are
therefore always at hand. · But there is another side
to all this. Dr. Blanchet, an army surgeon, writes
that "constant association with the soldier, and inquiring into the effects of smoking, hav taught him
that the illness of many men is to be traced to the
abuse of tobacco alone. Ulcers on the lips, in the
mouth, on the tongue, in the nose, necrosis of the
maxilary bones, are not uncommon resuits of itB use.
Others suffer frightfully from gastralgia, gastritis,
and enteritis; others from vertigo, mental debility,
and even tranBient attacks of inania." Who is
in error here, the general or the surgeon? What
hav our English surgeons to say to it? In moderation, as Sir B. Brodie said long ago, it probably acts
as a C!llamativ to the nervous system, especiaily
when in a condition of excitement and worry, and
its abuse only should bs depreca~ed.

, To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
communications of Thomas Winter are decidedly
windy, and his unsupported assertions and assump. tions are equaled by none, excepting those of the
pulpit pounder and Bible expounder. His antipathy
toward Spiritualists seems on the increase, and all
the 'spite and venom embodied in biB nature, which I
judge is no small amount, appears to flow forth
in unlimited quantities on the heads of those who
think man is something more than a structure of
Mistaken Mr. Perry.
organized matter. The thoughts of a future life,
To THE Em TOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
where the loved and lost will be united, where a Brother Peny uses much obscure language to explain
brignter and happier existence await3 us; seem to away the clearest facts. Every sk1lful anatomist
rouse feelings of anger and resistance, and be is de- knows that the brain is not only the organ of thought,
termined that he won't liv hereafter, any way.
sense, and consciousness, but the grand and only
Perhaps if be could hav been consulted, he would battery for all nerve sensitivness. Not one particle
never hav honored this world with his presence, but of feeling could be experienced, or one moment's
he came without will or desire, and in all probability consciousness, if no b•ain e]\:i8ted; and as to life
will thus enter the next. He talks about "venom germs; everything might hav life germs. Btlt it doth
and abuse which fall harmlessly on him;" and not imply that such germs are imperishable-no, sir.
thinks the "ghostists," whom be refers to as hornets, If this theological soul is nothing but a germ, then
would like to sting the life out of him; and here we it is the weakest of arguments in favo~ of an eternal
see where imagination is working, for he cannot re- existence. Nothing iB more easily dest:myed than
fer to a correspondent that has "abused" him, and germs. Beating around the bush, in order to make
as for any ''hornet ghostist" wanting t<r end his black white, is unworthy of any man who lays claim
earthly career, and the only life he expects to liv, it to sound sense and honest purposes. Now, I think
is the bight of absurdity. Like the man with the Brother Perry hath more than a glimmer of intellitremors, be is pursued with invisible and imaginary gence, and if he would only employ it in a better
enemies, and he clings to the idea that his rabid ut. cause, his mind would be less obtuse and far more
terances hav given the death- blow to Spiritualism.
solid, and doubt.lesg much more content. I bav long
Not so, Mr. Winter, and I hav yet to learn of one discovered that the speculativ portion of mankind
Spiritualist whose knowledge has been shaken in the on the supernatm·al axiom are pretty much torn up,
least by any article from your pen. Don't place all the time, on this antimundane theory. N ovt,
too much value on the importance of your effusions, nearly all men of science hav discarded the delusiv
and you will avoid serious disappointment.
idea that mind makes matter. But be it known unto
Spiritualists are not all fools because ao :regarded you, Brother Perry, that if your organi•J matter was
by T. Winter; if they were, his communications non est, your present great mind would be so small
might hav a different effect. He would do well to that the most powerful microacope would not develheed his own advice about not tearing shirts, keep- op it worth the millionth part of a cent? Think
ing cool, etc., for he appears the most excited on this, again, Brother Pel'ry, you will liv and learn that
to him, distasteful subject, of any person who tries man is but one organic creature, which livs, :tnd dies,
to discuss it. I would recommend that he sit on ice and is forever obliviout!, including germ-life i' Friend
when he feels one of these spells coming on, for it Perry miist und~n·<>tand th:~t m&terialilltic philosophy
might hav a beneficial effect. He sets up a man of is solid and safG, and all speculativ quibblings must
straw, and knocks him down with one "right from ever be shattered against this rock of common sense.
the shoulder," by asserting that no land anywhsre I think I see in the near future that friend Perry,
exists which is occupied by disembodied humanity. will become so well fvrmed and constituted that he
What Spiritualist ever claimed there was? Sat up will hold the first rank in T. Winter's school fo philanother, Thomas.
osophic :Materialism. For be it known to our friend
, He stands, so he asserts, firmly and squarely upon Perry that, bad there been no material, there could
the great plain of nature, and when he asserts that not hav been any mental. Organic matter hath ever
such and such things are impossible we are to take it existed, and ever will; but no~ in fabled worlda in
for granted that he bas penetrated all of nature's mid-air. Castles in the air are poor structures to
secrets. Wonderful, marvelous man! Having done build faith on; but such faiths are popular. But,
this, when he "emphatically" declares man does not I never right or true) and being on a false "foundation,

All doubting in the world will then be o'er;
Truth and the gods will r:oign from shore to shore.
Small effort for almighty gods to do!To prove cheir bibles and existence true.
If Christ is gods, gods will Fave all mankind,
If that i~ what the gods at first designed.
But, till gods prove Christhnity divine,
Truth, and truth only-preciou'< truth!_be thine.
If gods do ride upon the raging storm,
Amazing wonders will they sure perform !
Control the winds, and s1we all human life,
Stop wars and shipwrecks, famins, fioods, and strife;
And holy gods, instead of m~king evils,
Without delay kill their opposing devils.
By godlike power and a'l vJmighty skill
Make all intelligence perform God's will.
By gods' omnipotent, almighty sway,
Make all th<5il; creatnres perfectlv obey.
This is indeed a philosophic view
Of what the future coming gods will do.
Here all mankind throughout the world may see
Exactly what the future gods must be.
Gods soon must change their program and their plan
Or be denounced by future coming man?
If orthodox religion you disdain,
What will you giv in ;1lace of endless pain ?
We giv you truth instead of Bible gods,
Which true philosop~y proves myths and frauds
We giv to yon a future life indeed,
Without-a damnable, infernal creed.
A. perfect future life we will explain,
And try to make the subject true and plain.
CANTO X.

By Nature's law the spirit hopes to rise
To pure, serene, celestial, cloudless skies.
Does Nat~JrP giv to man this great desire?
To future life man's spirit does aspire, ·
And we believe the law of nature will
Man's highest aspirations all fulfil.
A.nd spirit minds forever will expand
In an existence infinitly grand.
From smallest germs of matter, minus mind,
Originate all nations of mankind;
And from a very little germ we see
Grows the great, towering, majestic tree.
Nature by turns produces life and deathIt givs and alw tokes away the breath;
Produces bodies, spirits, minds, and thought,
And all we see unto perfection brought.
From perished seed, earth, air, sun, dew, and rain,
TbA precious golden h>trvesls, we obtain.
Delightfnl music birds from eggs do bring,
Sweet, withered flowers bloom again in ~pring
When dreadful storms of wh1ter all are past;
Worms chH,nge to butterflies at ltlst.
Bees, flowers, worms-all things that we seeProclaim to man a future life may be.
In spring (from larvro) insects speed away,
And soar triumphant in the blaze of day.
But languo.ge fails to giv, in truthful terms,
Man's elevation above creeping wormsMan's elevation above myths and frauds,
Man's elevation above man-made gods,
M~.n's elevation while the ages roll,
The never-ending progress of the soul.
If, unassisted, Nature' brin2:s man here,
Why not 11dapt him to a higher sphere?
IE evolution forms I he shining gold,
Why not refine a soul a thonsnndfold?
Change mAn to angels in celsstial bowers,
Eqllal to cherubim's and semphs' powers?
And unfleshed spirits meet a.gain on high,
Where friendship livs, and flowers never die ?
l\fay it be ours to join the spirit bands,
In lovely, shining, perfect summer-lendsIn endless blis,s the universe explore·,
With kindred spirits who hr.v gone before;
And lttbor there for all the human race,
To bring aU ~pirits to their destined place.
Oh, how delightful it indeed will be
To join the spirit'> who hav guarded thee I
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

DuRING the service in the cathedral at the Illyrian
city of H:1gusa, some weeks ago, the officiating
priest, a member of the Society of Jesuits, was
stabbed to de~th by a girl whom he had betrayed.
She inflicted five wouuds. The congregation poured
into the streot amid wild excitement, and the girl
was taken into custody. The cathedral was built by
Richard I., and contains Titian's celebrated picture
of "The Assumption."
·
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' If the dog~as and rites existed in the pagan world

person lived, is particularly weak, and shows to what before the advent of Christianity it clearly follows
straits the defenders of the Jesus story are driven that Christianity is not an original system. If these
to make out their cR.se. The very fact that the writ- wonderful doctrins which are the only hope for the
ings of Celsus and Porphyry are bmugli"t up to prove salvation of the world W(:?re known in the world long
Christianity, when the early Christians considered before Christianity was gotten up, it certainly did
them so damaging that they utterly destroyed them, not require an enormous amount of divine revelais in keeping with Christian tactics and fairness. tion to introduce them into the world. It would
The fact is there is no history corroborating the four seem unnecessary for a god to leave his happy home
gospels, and it it positivly certain that they had no in heaven to enter a woman's womb, remaining there
existence till the latter part of the second century.
nine months, then to pass through the stages of in7. As to Paul, he does not pretend that he ever fancy, childhood, youth, and manhood, and then to
11aw Jesus in the body, or that he knew personally ignominiously die upon the cross to tell the world
anything of Jesus. He was a warm partisan; he had what they knew all about before. The whole thing
seized the story of J esu11, whether mythical or other- cost more than it came to-far more than it. is worth.
wise, upon which to build up a new system of relig- The fact is, the whole story is.extremely silly, and it
ion, which was a very .common thing at that time, is a wonder how sensible people can giv credence to
the Jewish people abounding in many religious sects. it. The dishonesty of our friend, however, ag.ain
The probabilities are that Paul was a restless, en- crops out when he tries to make it appear that the
thusiastic sort of person; that he saw in the story dogmas of Christianity are divine because the Chrisattributed to Jesus a sufficient basis on which to tians got them from the pagans, "the pagans borstart a new religion, and he appears to hav been rowed them from the Jews, and the Jews received
more the founder of Christianity than Jesus, who them from God." This is one of the weakest argunever establiahed a church, or perfected any kind of menta Brother Smith has made. The Jews never
organization. Paul was an ardent, shrewd man, but had the dogmas of the Christian religion, and the
he never pretended to ha v seen Jesus w bile he lived. pagans never borrowed anything from the Jews.
He got up a vision story, but it ilil so differently told This is but a fair specimen o:Lthe frivolousness and
in different places that unfortunately it is worthy of falsity of the entire Christian claims, and clearly
but little credit. To lug Paul in as a writer to show shows how little of truth the system has to rest upon.
that Jesus SKisted, strongly shows the very little real Max Muller clearly shows that the pagans borrowed
proof that exiits.
nothing from the Jews, but that the Jews borrowed
8. To our third question-" Is there the slightest much from paganism. ·Paganism is the real found aproof that the four gospels attributed to Matthew, tion of Christianity, and this cannot be disproved.
Mark, Luke, and John were written by them ?"-our
11. Onr friend attempts to reply to our sixth quesfriend makes this singular reply: "It is immaterial tion by asking a few questions about Christna. He
whether the gospels were written by the persons asks if he was.a demi-god or a savior. We answer,
whose names they bear <lT not;" ~~ond ·then he coolly Yes, he was. He was claimed to hav- been begotten
asks: ''Does it make them any the less reliable?" by the god Vishnu upon the human virgin Devacki,
Well, if this is not yielding the whole subject, we or Devanaguy. He asks if he performed miracles.
know·not how else to understand it. To say that it We answer, Yes; the claim is he performed many
matters not whether such persons as Matthew, Mark, miracles, including raising the dead to life. He asks
Luke, and John had a real existence; to say that four if he was crucified. We answer, Yes, or something
spurious and unknown persons, a hundred and fifty very much like it. He was impaled on a tree by the
years later, who could not know the first thing about river Ganges, and he died for the salvatiQn of
Jesus, undertook to write in the names of persons the world. Our friend calls _for authority of the
they never saw, and to pass themselvs off for persons Christna story. We refer him to Sir William
.whom they were not, is just as good as though the Jones's "Asiatic Researches." He acted as judge
writers were the persons they pretended to be; that for more than twenty years in India, and wrote up
it is just as good to be spurious as genuin, is just as very elaborately what he learned there. The truthgood, just as reliable as though the entire story were fulness of his stateli\ents has never been qugstioned.
true, is a most astonishing position for a reverend We also refer him to the writings of Sir Godfrey
gentleman to take. He might just as well admit Higgins in "Anacalypsis," to Sir Cockburn Thompson,
that the whole Christian story is false and is not to the writings of Dr. Haug, of Muir, of Max Mulworth a straw. When a clergyman is prepared to ler, and of the French writer, Jacolliot. Is it not
admit that spuriousness is just as good as genuin- most absurd to claim that the Hindoos borrowed
ness, and that falsehood is just as good as truth he this !!tory from the Jews? The truth is there is far
is very far gone; his system has become extremely stronger proof that -the story of · Christna had a
weak, and the sooner he throws up the Christian foundation for belief among the Hindoos than that
sponge and seeks the ranks of truth and rationalism of Jesus had among the Jews. The Hindoos act he better. He should no longer defend fable. Can cepted the story of Christna, while the Jews wholly
it be possible that our friend believes a spurious rejected the story of Jesus. That the story of
person who pretends to be somebody he is not- a Christna is many hundreds of years older than that
persQn who is a pretender, a fraud, a cheat, and a of Jesus is proved from Sir Wm. Jones, Dr. Haug,
falsifier, is just as reliable and worthy of credit as one Max Muller, Sir Cockburn Thompson, Jacolliot, and
who represents the truth?
others. That hi! was held to be before the time of
9. Our friend evades our fourth question-" Is Buddha is clear from the fact that Christna was the
there any proof that those four gospels (as such) eighth avatar of Vishnu, -while Buddha was the
were known by the early fathers, by any of the ninth. Buddha is held to hav been born 625 B.c.
bishops, by any of the earlier churches, or by any- In our belief Christna was a myth, but no more so
body else before the year 181 ?" He attempts to than Christ. Their claims of existence are about
answer" Yes," and then by another question attempts equal; neither has much to stand upon.
to show that the four gospels were earlier known · 12. Our friend says he "does not see why we conand quoted from. Here the gentleman is dishonest. demn Christianity as it is to-day." We answer, Belie well knows those four gospels were not known cause we believe it a false. system, founded upon
and were not quoted from previous to that year. false claims, and not the result of divine raveThat olher gospels which were discarded by the lation. We do not believe that God ever begot himchurch as spurious were known and quoted from self upon the person of a littie Jew girl, that he was
proves nothing. It is of course admitted that such compelled to take his own life to place himself in an
gospels existed. That a gospel by Matthew written amiable mood toward his creatures. We do not bein Hebrew ~ad been mentioned proves nothing. The lieve he ever created man and woman with passions
first gospelm our New Testament was not written and failings which must inevitably lead them astray,
in Hebrew, but in Greek.
Matthew could not consigning them to an everlasting hell which he
write in Greek, and was not the author of the goa. ~xpressly prepared for them. We totally disbelieve
pel bearin·g his name. What does it amount to what m such a hell and such a God. We believe the
Eusebius, who lived in the fourth century, said about whole system is wrong, and that it has led mankind
the gospel of Mark? 011r friend simply states a from the truth instead of to it.
falsehood when he says," There is other proof which
1~ . .Our _friend admits there hav been very bad
. can be adduced to prove the gospels, or the originals Christians m the past, but he seems to think they
were in existence b~fore the ye~r _181." •-Then wh~ are better now. True, the world has advanced in
does he not adduce 1t? The Chr1slaan world has been general intelligence, and Christendom has advanced
loudly called upon to produce the proof that the with it. But what kind of a perfect system of reoriginals of the gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke vea.led religion is it which, changes with the progress
~n~ John were known previous to the year 181, and ~~1Ch .m~n makes? If it is a perfect, divine system,
lt as not been able to do so. The fact is, no "orig- 1s 1t w1thm the power of fallible mlln to improve it ?
ignal gospel" has ever been seen by anybody. They
14. Our friend asks what nation, religion, or sect
are all copies of spurious copies, and no originals of the hav not persecuted? We answer, the Buddhists,
now called inspired gospels were ever known. It four though existing for twenty-five hundred years, now
shows the weakness of Christian claims to show up this numbering five hundred millions, hav not persefact, but fact nevertheless it is. No matter how dam- outed. The Confucians hav not persecuted, though
aging truth may be to any pet theories, it should be they hav amounted to many hundreds of millions.
brought out.
We hav no account that the Therapeuts of Egypt, or
10. It is gratifying to see that our friend admits the Essenes of Palestine, ever persecuted, while
that "nearly all the dogmas and rites of our religion Christians hav been most bloody persecutorg-hav
were practiced by pagans. I find some twenty of taken more life in the name of raligion than all
the early fathers of Christianity testifying to that oth~'r religions in the world. If persecution and life.
fact directly or indirectly." Here our friend has takmg are bad marks of a religion, Christianity is
more candor and fairness than might be looked for. by far the 1vorst religion that has ever existed.

15. Our friend asks, "Is it not a self-evident fact
that if Infidels had the power they would perRecute
all who differed from them?" We answer, No, by
no means is any such thing a self-evident fact. Infi.
dels or Freethinkers hav never shown any such dis-/
position. That there might be some among them
who would be indiscreet und'er certain circumstancelil
is barely possible. But it is a belief in an angry
vindictiv, revengeful God who leads his followers t~
persecute and take life. They wish to help out their
bloody-minded and cruel God, hence they persecute
and take life. "Those who believe not shall be
damned " has been the authority for all the holy
murdering and perseouting Christians hav ever done.
They believe heretics are doomed to hell forever,
and if they can add a little to that hell here they are
perfectly willing to do so. Freethinkers believe in
no such god and no such hell, hence they do not wish
to persecute.
16. Our friend ask!!, "Do Christians persecute
now?" We answer, Yes, they persecute with all
the power they possess and all they dare to. They
hav persecuted us; they thrust us into a vile prison
for a year on a mere pretext, but really because we
oppose their views and use arguments against them
which they are unable to answer. They aimed to
destroy our business and to send us to our grave, but
they .failed. We still liv and are able to bear the
testimony of-truth against them.
17. Our friend asks," Do Infidels build colleges?"
We answer, Yes, so far as they are able. They are
invariably in favor of the general diffusion of science
and education. The Infidel, Stephen Girard, built
in Philadelphia one of the finest colleges in the country, but the Christians hav been so mean as to pervert it to u!les which he proscribed, and are doing
their best to put it to uses he did not wish. The Infidels hav Cornell University in Ithaca in this state;
it is confessedly an Infidel institution. And now the
Infidels are talking about building another college.
Let not our friend crow too loudly against Infidels
not favoring colleges.
18. we are pleased that our friend has the fairne88
to say, "I will admit the more Atheistical some men
are the less they stray from doing right;" and again,
"I know from my experience with Infidels I hav
always found them honorable and just men and
women, while again I hav seen ministers who were
villains." T4ese are words of truth, though our
friend seems to wonder how it can be so. The explanation is, Infidels believe in humanity and not in
an angry, revengeful God who punishes his children
for being just what he made them. They believe in
the rise of man ratcer than in his "fall," and that the
more good he does in the world the better he will be.
He looks to himself and his fellow-men around him
instead of to a mythical God above the clouds, and
it makes him a better man.
·
19. Our friend winds up by saying, "Search the
Bible for truth, pray to God with faith in him, try
to seek comfort in J esm•, and he will answer you."
We shall do nothing of the kind. We do not
believe the Bible is the source of truth. Praying to
God we regard as time thrown away, and believe
that the prayer of effort is the only prayer that brings
answers that amount to anything. We shall not
seek comfort in Jesus, for we do not want the
kind he is supposed to abound in. We find no proof
that he knew more or had more comfort than other
people when upon the earth, or that he has very
much increased his stock since. We do not believe
he will answer us. We tried praying to him daily
and sincerely for nearly twenty-five years, and now
on looking back we cannot remember of his ever,
answering us in a single instance. Had we spent
that amount of time in the study of truth it would
hav been vastly better. We shall search nature for
tr11th, believing she is the only source of truth.
We are anxious to learn from .her and her eternal
laws all we can. She is an unfailing source of truth.
We shall turn from all pretended revela tiona from invisible unknown gods, and regard them only as
stumbling-blocks, and blind leaders of the blind.
We shall try and do what good we can in the world,
and at least to do our fellow-beings no harm. We
aoknowledge our duty to our fellow-beings and
to ourselves, but acknowledge no duty or allegiance
to invisible gods and devils. We shall try to make
the world a little better and no worse; we shall
continue to disseminate truth as we understand
it, and according to the best of our ability. We
shall try to lead the best life we are able, and abide
the consequence.
As the Rev. Smith has had his say, as he has given
us the gist of what he has to communicate, we can
hardly expect to hear further from him. Brother
Smith, good-bye.

-------..------Cheap Books.

We hav laid before our readers a list of a part of
the standard books we hav recently purchased. We
think it will be admitted that they are low in price.
We trust our friends will be attracted by these very
low prices and send us generous orders. Additions
to our list will appear in our next.
THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent three months to
new subsoribers for 50 oents.
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~nBane and demented people. Far too much of this let us not be in undue haste; let patience d'o its
perfect work. At the proper time his apostleship
Presents some features worthy of attention. He Is done.
shall receive attention according to his merits.
was arrested, in the good old law-abiding state/ of
The School of Culture.
Massaohusetts,!whioh has laws in plenty for the punisbment of all its citizens who may be overtaken in
Since this school has been organized, and takes Vol. III. of A Truth Seeker Around the World
wrong-doing, ·without the general government being upon itself to not only be overwhelmed with unutter- I!! now being mailed to subscribers. Those_who hav
called upon to do police duty and to arrest her able di~:~gust at the mistakes of others, while it looks paid for it and do not receive it within the next two
common law breakers- The great government of the with quiet complacency upon its own far greater and weeks, are requested to notify us.
United States certainly descends from the proud blacker crimes; since it proclaims to the world and
This completes what we consider our engagement
position which it ought to occupy when it becomes publishes in its own organ the coarseness, low- for the five dollars that were advanced to ui. We
a spying, decoying, espionage-.employing police agent ness, ignorance, vileness, poisoning in~entives, etc. hav done far more than we originally promised.
to hunt down individuals and thrust them into prison of those it esthetically. and culturedly proclaims The first proposition by Mr. D. C. Coleman, who
for offenses which the several states havmade ample as the tag-rag and bobtails of Liberalism, at the started the "Round-the-World" ball rolling, was
provi!'sions for punishing. Heywood was arrested same time holding the perilous forming its own that each one who felt disposed should advance five
under the laws of the United States, when the state school as something far more elevated, intellectual, dollars, and that we should write a book descriptiv
of Massachusetts has upon her own, statute books cultured, pure and immaculate-raising a higher of what we saw, and furnish it to those who adlaws in abund'knce to. govern just such cases. We standard of morality and beLng a far better guide to vanced the five dollars. We at once concluded that:·
dec] are it to be totally wrong and dangerous in prin- the world-it is perfectly legitimate that we should we could not say it. all in one volume, and that it
ciple for the general government to engage in the now and then look a little at the moral state of this would require two volumes of 500 pages each. These
hunt after any ·individual who has committed no self-constituted conoemms of the competent, and see we promised to those who advanced five dollars each.
offense whi:lh the laws of his own state do not whether their conduct in the past sustains 'their We hav done better than th:is; we hav furnished
take cognizance of. It is not the duty of the general present extravagant pretensions.. Their lives thus three volumes of an average of nearly 900 pages, begovernment to look after the morals or immorals of become a sort of public pr9perty to which the Lib- ing more than twice the amOUJ:\toriginallypromised.
the citizens of the several states, as this belongs ex- erals of the country hav- a clear right. On this Besides, forty-eight cuts-not originally stipulated
clusivly to the states themselvs. Herein is where occasion we will introduce one or two expressions --costing many hundreds of dollars, hav been added
Comstockism has worked an exceeding great wrong 'that have been given with reference to the Presidio to each volume. ·we hope there will be none who
in punishing offenses against the common law. Massa- apostle of culture who ha& furnished the other feel they hav not recetved their money's worth.
chusetts has laws sufficient to punish the derelictions apostle. something damaging to the "tag-rag and But still there is to be one more voluine, .Jnaking
of her citizen11, but at the instance of Anthony Oom- bobtails." Here is the first: · · •
four, but it cannot be sent with the three for $5.00.
stock the general government rushes in and makes
THE CULTURED PLAGUlUST.
, We h11.v done all we can for the money; but we trust
the arrest of an humble individual who in justice
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: all who hav 'got the three volumes will wish to comand common sense should be wholly under the' sur- It may seem cruel to add another blow to the severe plete the set by having the fourth. To those who hav
veillance of one of the original states which has a castigation given by you and "Tee Cee Lee, to the t~ken the first three, the fourth, of the same size as
government older and more sacred than that of the " 1
d d 1 , 0 f p ·a·10 b
I
.
the others and similarly illust.rated,will be furnished
United States. A citizen of another state and of the cu ture ta poe
real ' ut as hav still on for the moderate sum of $1.50. We are now having
't
f B
k.l
. t
M
h tt hand several hundred copies of the tract of sixteen t'nl's volume prepared, and it will .be re~dy to send
.CI Y o
roo yn goes over 1D 0
assac use 8 pages, entitled "Plagiarism," in which I prove W.
.
and forcibly arrests one of her citizens for an offense E C 0 1
b h
d
.
out within a few weeks. It will contain a full deof which the old Bay state is .competent to take full '
err.an ot a p 1agianst an a har, I hereby giv scription of the people and country of Japan, of our
control. This is all wrong. ·It is humiliating to see notice again that I will send the same to any one voyage across the Pncific, and of our J' ourneyings in
who wants it.
our central government thus demeaning itself; and
In March, 1881, Mr. Coleman assailed me with California, Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, Colorado, Neit is subversiv of the great principles of liberty and foul epithets in the Seymour Times, for ar~uing that braska, Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, and
justice which should be our sheet anchor of safety. Paine wrote the Declaration of Independence. from thence through Canada to Niagara Falls, RochIt is pitiful that the United States officials should "Shame on the unreasoning, zealous partisans of ester, and on home, together with the several kind
use the aower of the general government to oppress Paine's authorship, for thus seeking to brand Mr. receptions tendered us in various places, including
I·n ·I· vi' duals as a spy may bn'ng before them • Jefferson," etc., said W. E. C. "Shame on William the dinners the friends gave us here and at Watkins.
Su"'h
v
· f lease 0 f au - Emmette Coleman," said I, in reply, "for disparagVol. IV. will also contain a full index to all the
H enry L ' Hallet• I'mprovi'ng · h's
I b rie
thority, is resyonsible for the gratutious piece of tyr- ing a writer from whom he has plagiarized;" and I volumes, and will be almost indispensable to comanny of lockmg up Mr. Heywood in the court-house charged that in an article of six columns in- THE plete the set. As we wish to know how many of
-..r on the day of h1's arrest forb1'dd1'ng the
Vol. IV. to print, we will thank all who wish it to
tl' ll4- p ·=·
'
TRUTH SEEKER, in 1879, he copied verbatim about
officials to allow Heywood to see his friends for the one-third of it, without credit, from my pamphlet notify us, and to remit the sum of $1.50. Those who
purpose of obtaining bail, and this before he had of forty-eight pages, publisled in 1872, entitled hav alreadysent the sum need not send it again. We
·
Thi' s IS
· a pieve
· " of pe tty ''Sunday Not the ia.bbath."
trust all our friends will be satisfied with the "Roundcommi'tt ed th e prisoner.
•tyranny of w.h'10h th e governmen t f th e U Dl"ted
·
This drew from my adversary several 'very long the-World" volumes.
States should be heartily ashamed. When the repre· articles, in which he attempted to prove that the alBook Notices.
sentativs of our great govtJrnment hav nothing else legation was false. And when, in a carefully pre- LIBERTY l.ND MmtJ.LITY. By W. S. Bell.
to do but to show their power by crushing and pared article, I proved that it was true, the editor of
Mr. Bell has written many good things, but this is
trampling upon the rights of individuals, it is indeed the Times denied me a hearing. I therefore pubabout
the best of all. We heard him deliver a part
humiliating to every liberty-loving person in the en- liahedthe evidence in a tract, in which I prove that W.
of it at the Watkins Convention in September last,
tire country.
E. C. borrowed from my pamphlet all that he quoted and hav read it since published. We can hardly
Another crying evil of the rule of Comstockism or summarized from Justin, Irenreus, Clement, Terin our country is that a self-constituted ecclesiaitical tullian, Victorinus, Origen, Eusebiml, Jerome, Mil- speak too highly of it. In the fore part he marks out
society, which possesses no responsibitity to the peo- ton, P&ley, and Neander; that every reference given clearly the duties of Liberals, what may be regarded
ple, should assume, or be allowed to wield, the power by him to the aforesaid authorities was borrowed as their morals, while in the latter part he shows up
to punish offenses which belong exclusivly to the from mine, and that he added nothing from their in a somewhat humorous light the selfishness, falsity,
secular and municipal powers, which belong not works not found in my pamphlet. I spent weeks in and immorality of what are called Christian morals.
It is a neatly-priated pamphlet of thirty-eix pagee, ·
only to the government of tbe states but of the laborious rel!learch; all that W. E. C. had to do was
and
is most interesting reading. We hav it for
United States .. It is wholly subversiv of the great to copy out my quotations, deductions, and summaprinciples of our government for an ecclesiastical rized statements, with such slight alterations or sale, price 10 cents.
society to be vested with the power to arrest abridgment as suited his purpose.
TnE SIDEREAL MESSENGER.-A. magazine in the interest of
If any one doubts the truth of the abov!;l allegacitizens and thrust them into prison while the
Astronomy, conducted by William W. Payne, director qf
secular officers of the government hav abundance of. tion, I can recommend him to procure Coleman's Carleton College Observatory, and published at Northfield,
Minn. It is published monthly-nr ratbe.r ten copies are
·power to attend to all that kind of business. It is Truth Seeker Tract No. 160, entitled "Sabbath Obpublished in a year-at the sum of $2.00.
only introducing again the modes and practices of servance," and send me fifteen cents for "Sunday
It is said to be the only periodical in the United
the "Holy Inquisition," when. the powers organized Not the Sabbath," and then compare the two in the
in the church overrode and suppressed the civil of- light of my tract, "Plagiarism," which I send gratis. States devoted exclusivly to popular astronomy.
ficers of the general governments. This was a sad
w. H. BuRR.
No. 7 of Vol. I. is before us, and among the conrule in Europe, though it continued for five hunTIT.
tents are: Comet Cruls, Drifting Meteor Trains,
.
rras h'%ng t on, 1J. 0 ., 0 ct. 30, 1882 .
dred years, and the power of ecclesiasticism WI11
Standard Time, Transit of Venus, Unification of
ever be a sad rule in freedom-loving America. ComA pretty fair glimpse of the true inwardness Time Throughout theW orld, Observations of Comet
stockism is the activ force of this power of ecclesi- of this apostle of culture may here be obtained, but, B, with several pages of ~rlitorial I].Otes. The arti_ asticism, and all good men ought to frown it down. a farther and clearer glimpse, perhaps, may be cles are well written, and It appears to be ably conhad by the following few lines from the physician, ducted. It would seem it should be liberally susor the person who acted as physician, to Mrs. tained.
A Crying Evil
William Emmette Coleman. The party thus writes:
Of our times is the facility with which sane persons
"I know, and can swear, th~ Mrs. Coleman came
Answers
Christian Questions.
are thrust into insane asylums and kept there for to me to be treated of a bad d1sease which she told
By special request of numerous friends we hav
months and years with very slight chances. of getting me she had taken from her husband, William Em- brought out in pamphlet form the questions and arout. Several marked cases hav recently been matte Ooleman. She said she would never liv with guments, with our replies to the Rev. John Smith,
brought to light where persons as far from insanity him again after that; and I am pretty sure she kept Mr. W. M. Whitehead, the Rev. D. R. Breed,
as ninety in a hundred, at the instance of a design- her word till she died."
Mr. W. C. Hughes, and others. It is thought that
ing brother, son, or wife, upon the examination of
Here also, as the curtain rises, we obtain a tolerably it will make a very good document for missionary
two physicians (who doubtless received compensa- clear view of the true inwardness of the professors work, and to hand around to Christian readers. The
tion for their services), hav been declared insane and and apostles of the school of culture. They seem whol(}..will make nearly 150 pages with a cover, and
hurried off to prison (another name·for the asylum), extremely ready to slander and cast opprobrium will be mailed for twenty-five cents, or five copies
where their friends can neither hav access to them, upon those they deem opposed to them, calling for one dollar. We shall be able to supply the denor letters from them be allowed to reach friends to them all the vile names which come convenient to mand.
tell where they are or the condition they are in.
them-those they please to denominate tag-rag
The Under Dog, Christianity.
It seems to be at least ten times as easy for a sane and bobtails, but who would scorn to be guilty
man to get into an insane asylum as for him to get of the base conduct which can be proved upon the
In the whirligig of time, says "Tee Cee Lee,"
out. The certificate of two physicians is all that is cultured long-tails.
Christianity is now the under dog in the fight. But
necessary to imprison him, but to get him out a trial
The other apostle of culture, who himself not only the only punishment "Tee Cee Lee" proposes is to
has to be held, attended with a great amount of red basely attacks the conduct of his opponents, using talk to the brute in such a way as to make him
tape, and difficulties of various kinds. It is compara- insinuation, innuendo, and slander, to show -them ashamed of himself. That would be very well if
tivly mild to say it is perfectly damnable for certain guilty of offenses which they hav not committed, but Christianity were a tolerably decent dog and suscepphysicians and superintendents to conspire with de- williugly publishes the more recent slanders of his tible of disciplin. But if the animal is at last dissigning relative to deprive a sane person of his dear- fellow-apostle, richly deserves a little showing up, covered to. be a wolf, the best use to make of him is
est liberties and immure him ab.nost hopelessly with that his true inwardness may also be understood. But • to kill him.
Al'i'l'IClUUB'l'.
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Mediumship or Insanity 1
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
I hav just now finiflhed reading LaRoy Sunderland's
article on ".Ideology; or, the Trance Idea in ·History," and I am astonished t.hat he drags into his
history 110 much of a personal chamotl:lr, and that
under the guise of a hii!torical nsrrativ he ii! aiming
his blows at tbe Spiritualists in particular, although
to do so most effectually he givs them a damning of
faint praise. They are "head and shoulders above
the old forms of mysticism/' ·but his conclnsions are
that all forms of faith in a fnture life, or any revelation from the dead, are a sure indication of insanity,
· and to prove this idea he cites a·few casas of suicide
resulting from a faith of this character, among them
the stale gravestone story about A. J'. Davis, which
occurred some thirty;two years ago, before Spiritualism was generally known. There is no evidence
that either of the party had any consultation with
any medium in the case. The facts of the case are
that they had disobeyed parental authority in getting married and leaving home to liv among strangers, where,. after a time, being 'l}nable to make expenses at shoemaking, and otherwise depressed in
spirits, they resolved on suicide; and the only evidenoe that the foolish father had to connect their
death in any way with A. J. Davis was that they"
found one volume of his "Great Harmonica" in
their room at the hotel, and the deluded and bigoted
father seized upon thi!'l pretext to cast a stigma upon
an innocent party, and probably thereby shield himself. There is nothing in A. J. ])avis's writings to
_induce any man to commit suicide, and there is no
man who ought to know it better than LaRoy Sunderland. Any person _wishing for a full account of
the affair may find i~ on page 473 of the "Magic
Staff," written by Mr. Davis in defense of his
course, and against many such untruthful slanders,
then so common.
Mr. Sunderland asserts that
" that young wife consulted the spirits about suicide [made in quotation marks J; soon after they
walked out together, when he shot her, and then
put the l"evolver to his own bead; they obey..ed the
advice given them from that dark unknown." Now
I wish to remin,i Mr. LaR:>y th~t there is not a partiole of evidence to prove that either of them consuited the !lpirits at all, and I defy him to prove it.
It is an unmitigated slandsr from beginning to end,
no matter who originated it.
The trouble with this whole article is that while
it sets out to giv a historical account of trance, etc.,
it abounds in nothing but assertions and asgumptiona. He says, "Myths and invisibilities, of all
grades, are utter know-nothings and do-nothings
without the trance and a medium's brains. Had
they any knowledge of us no mediums would be
necessary, and all Spiritualists rely upon what they
find themselvs able to believe as to the grades and
authority of invisible spooks that reveal messages to
them, in a state of trance," etc. There ie ·not a
word of truth in that whole statement. Spiritualistl'l do not rely on trance, and much oftener get the
best possible kind of evidences wllile the medium is
in a perfectly conscious st:1te of mind. There is no
necessity in either rapping, tipping, or writing me.
diumship for trance at aU, and by far the greater
number of messages come in this way. There never
was a medium who could explain or make a rap at
will, and I defy Mr. LaRoy to make one or explain
to anybody elsa how to do it, or how to account fot
the intelligence which accompanies a rapping roessa_ge, and until he oa.n do so, bis pretended history,
and explanations, and assumptions about trance, and
his outs and flings of insanity at Spiritualists are de.
cidedly out of place, and should convince anybody
that LaH.oy is the know-nothing and the do-nothing
in the case. I challenge him to make a single rap;
turn a single leaf, or move one partiele of inert matter, as is being done in the phenomena of to-day,
by the most indubitable authority; until he oan do
this, his pretended science of what the human mind
i11 or may be is but a speciefj of learned ignorance.
I hav given this suhject much attention and earnest thought since 1853, and know what I am talking
about when I say that the spiritual idea is the only
key to unlock the whole mental fabric. No article
having weight can move in :my room unless a force
is applied sufficient to overcome its inertia, and no
weight can describe a motion that conveys intelligenoe to me unless moved by some intelligence; so
that if my jack-knife is moved from the floor, and
the blades opened and iaid on the table before me,
I am justified in assuming it was moved by an intela
ligent force. If I came to any other conclusion I
would be insane surely; and yet such things hav
been done for me.
Some few years ago I was writing an article on
the divinity of Christ, in a controversy then going
on between myself and J. K Smith, D.D., of our
city, and while writing I came to express this idea.
I said: "If a man is immortal, it muat be owing to
something inherent in his nature, and not because
somebody died for him." Just asl finished the last

.......

word, a perfect shower ot raps was made on the ot t.be age-such scientists as Va~ley, Crookes, Wal.
table and paper I wes writing upon. 1 immediat,oly lace, Hare, Zollner, and a hcst so large that it is un.
put the question, as if talking to persons tbgt; krww narue:z.ble; in fact, almost the whole world, with the
what I was doing, b11t whom I could not see: "DoeR very l'llight exceptions of a very limited few who
that statement agree with vour ideas of the matter?" claim to be ultra Materialists.
and ~again I heard confirinatory raps. I was not
It reminds one of the Irishman who had just
aware that any spirits had impre~sed me to write landed and got into a drunken bender. He went
that statement, and do not now know that they did; staggering along the street, running against almost
but it evidently agreed so perfectly·with thei,. senti- every man he met,. At last he grabbed hold of one
mente that they were able snd did giv expression to fAllow, and wanted to know what kind of a country
their satisfaction by those raps. There was no medi. this was; for, said he, "Bedad, every man I meet is
um there, nor was I entranced or insan<~, .as our drnnk."
·
friend would fmggest. But Bee how ready such obThere is scarcely a man who can tell whflnce his
fuscated minds are to clutch 3.t straw8, whep they thoughts come. fl'hey pop into the mind, as Ttomas
favor their own conceits. Some time !H?O this same Paine said, and even obtrude ithemselvs, "uninvited
L3.Roy, in an article in THE TRUTH .SEEKER, was and unannounced;'~ and he adds further that they are
very much gratified to hear of the success of t.he often the most interesting guests, and· he had learned
theotJophio!l.l doctrins of India, s.nd thought that here to treat them with due courtesy and respect. It is
was a "probabte solution" to 1·bis spook question, not· true, then, that "ideas hav no existence until
For the time, he f01·got that he had solved it by his they are evolved by thinking inhuman brains." It
personal experiment<J many year~ befo:r~.
is usually the case tbat an idea is by some means
I am as W'lll satisfied that one mind. can impress felt in the mind, and must afterward be worked out
another mind to do and Bay things, not itij own, as I in detail by a process of logical thinking. The idea
am that water will run from one pitcherinto another comes first, and the thinking always afterward, just
when held above it .. In my psychological experi- as the problem itJ first presented to the scholar, and
ments, made some thirty yearB agu, was one cr.se the solution worked out by a process of thought.
that alwaye impressed me strongly of the absolute
Further on, Mr. Sunderland asserts that his" will"
independence of the clairvoyant condition .. I had a had nothing to do with any psychological experisubject who wa11 in -the habit of getting epileptic ments "he performed." How he could hav experifits, and on whom I Wall operating to cure. A friend ments performed without using any ''will" to do so,
dssire_d to walk along to his house on a Sunday is a puzzle to unravel. Does he intend to intimate
morning, to see the experiments. On the way I said tbat. they took place of their own accord? If so, in
to him, ''I will now try to oonvi.nce you of his abso- what manner did he perform them? and does it re.
lute lilubjectivity. When I produce an impression quire leBa "will" to transmit ideas than thoughts?
on him, I will cause birn to hold out his hand and I think it must require a will to transmit an idea ..
c2-tch 2. bird upon it; and the bird shall hav a red
What can Mr. Sunderland mean when he says,
ring around its neck, a long fan. tail, black and white "A rap on the table-leg by forms of force of which
speekled, and long bill. I shall simply ask him we can know nothing materializes human ideas!"
what he caught, and then require him to describe it How can a rap materialize human idea~? My opin.
to you."
ion is that the raps of the modern mediums hav
. This was a splendid test, as the-hoy had never paralyzed some human ideas, or else we would hear •
heard the word psychology, and did not know what some rational and sensible explanation of the pheI was going to do. ~took him away from the house, nomena, instead of the old, oft-repeated, and threadafter operating upon him for some time, and had for· bare charge of il:h'lanity. The Spiritualist is called
gotten for the time, also, what I had promised my insane because he has adopted the only true explafriend, until he reminded me of it, in :m m·dertoue nation, and one that will meet the whole case.
not heard by the boy; so we proceeded into the
The wOl'd spirit bas become so hateful t6 some
meadow. I stopped 9ond looked upiuto the air, as if minds that they lose their patience and ordinary
trying to see something, and soon be felt my desire, good sense when attempt.iPg to discuss the question,
and in a sho1·t time had caught his imaginary bird. and rerni1cd one of the old German lady who heard
I then asked him to describe it minutely, and be p:w- of this after life, but said she did- not want to liv it.
ticular to tell my friend, impret~sing him what to She ssid, ''When I die I want to be dead." "But
say. He said it had a ''red ring around it11 neck, would you not want to see your husband and friends•
long fan-tail, black and white speckles, and ha·1 a and cH!dren ?"said her friend. "Yes," said she,
long bill." This boy, unconsciou:-1ly to himself, was ''but if I see mine friends I must see mine enemies,
giving expression to my thoughts, and even my aud so sure as I see mine enemies I quarrels mit em.
words.
No, no; when I di~ I wants to be dead." Mr. L'>Roy
Upon one occasion I made him to act the part of Sunderland's definition of insanity is not a correct
a general of an army, and to issue his orders and one. The word insane means "madness, :without
commands: If I had taken down these things, and -reason, unsound in mind and intellect, incapable of
shown them to him afterward, he would hav said, consecutiv thought, rambling and raving, delirious,
''I did not do this, au I do not understand thoss mil- distracted, habitual weakness of the mind; the state
itary terrn!l." And with the same propriety LaRoy of being unsound in mind, incapable to hold the
says no mind can utter anything above the human; mind upon any subject of thought for any length of
snd yet a thousand times hav utterances and writ- time," etc., which implies a general derangement
ings been made far above the ordinary cs.pacity of and weakening of the mental powers. Now, by his
the medium. Even little children of tender years own showing, the trance is just the. reverse of this.
hav been made to write out whole sentences and It is an expansion of the mind for the time, which
paragraphs in the Greek, Hebrew, and other old lan- enables the entranced to grasp a subject with more
guages, and of which by the very necessity of the ability, greater mental vigor and clearness; is -more
case th~y could hav had no knowledge. To dispute complete and consecutiv in thought and argument;
these facts is only dodging the queBtion, and exposes has a broader reach in the mental L'lphere, more
an ignorance of the !lubject too profound for sue- poetic, grander and more brilliant in fancy as well
cesaful combat.
as fact. Insanity is a permanent disease, while enIt i!l an eaey matter to slur at the productions of trancement is a temporary condition. 'l'o say that a
mediums, but I venture to say that by comparison production like "Nature's Divine R~velations," by
with his poetry, at the head of his article on Irleol- A. J. Da.vis, written in this exhalted state during
ogy; MisB Doten'e will not suffex, although made in many montbr;, and at a great number of sittings, is
the dreamy condition stated, nor will the writings of the production of insanity, ie a complete and maliA. J. Davis in biB "Divine Rwelation!!," made while cious misrepresentation of terms. Or to say that
a mere boy, without edumttion, but under this the tmblime poetic conception and beauty of expres"superior condition," suffer by comparison with any sion contained in the poems of MisJ Doten or Mrs.
thing that has emanated from this philosoph.sr's pen. Richmond are the ravings of insanity, is a slander in
Look at this sweeping· statement: "The mind is the faces of facts and common sense.
meanured. by the ideas it evolves. Nor is it> por-I The relation of similar states, produced under the
haps> unsafe to admit that any mind must be tinged 1 pressure of the church or other trammeled surround·
with the tra_nce ~r insan~ty whenever it is so hall~ci- '[ ~~gtJ, i8 not a fair ~ompa. rison with t~ose of modern
nated as to 1mag1D that It has the power of utterwg Limes; and the claim of modern medmms who refer
any idea more than human. Such an idea is not far their communications to spirits of departed human
from a state of trance and insanity." This is an in- beings is the most rational of all solutions yet given.
geniously worded statement> intended to ascribe
A few questions for LaB.oy Sunderland, and I hav
insanity to any mind who believes that a child oan done.
say what only should come from an old man, or that
1st. Please explain how the spirit-rap is made.
a medium uould utter what might only come from a
2d. How are ponderable objects conveyed about
spirit or some intdligence above it, but otill it does! and intelligent movement~;~ made in day-light?
not say so. The loophole in the statement lies in\ 3d. How can a tune be played upon an accordion
the word "human." Of course no one supp0sef:l. in day light, held by yourself, and any such time as
that the human mind oari receive what is above its! you may request, first having examined the instrucapacity. A spirit is but a human being, and if: ment?
.
humanity could not receive a thought it desired to\ 4th. How can a person who has no knowledge of
giv, or if human speech could not utter it, there' Hebrew write in that tongue? How can a child
would ben<:> effort made to givit. But thia does not. medium do it?
prevent a mere child from transmitting by human' 5th. How can knots be tied• in an endless rope
words the thougbta of an advanced Hebrew or Greek when the ends are held by a person, and when sealed
scholar, aB has been done on many oc0asions.
tightly together, as described by Prof. Zollner?
If we admit such statementf! as the above it places
6th. How can materializations of bodies or parts
the stigma of insanhy on the most ~dvi:moed minds of bodies take place, as seen and described by Prof.
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Crookes, who devoted four years to these experimentg-\ I w~-r·,\ tn. ;"~k any medinmist like Mr. Perry how it or no they hav a~opted psychometry (a grain of
in his own laboratory, as described by him?
.
i e:;_;,~ be s.'.fc for us to build theories of a summer-land wheat in a Ct>rtload of chaff), or that notion has
And after you hav answered all thest? and ter' i up:-!:; ;-s;y>:tio'!l phenomena_ he could ·only answer sw:>Jlowed th,-, medium, I cannot say. But I will
thousand other questions as difficult, you may thon! {or J;iR G\Fn f>ith. And here is a serious problem here state what I know as to the bole of the pit
write do_wn mediumship as insanity, and the balance tb s.t I tll,v p!;t to· my Spiritual friends, but to :V?~ch whence that ism was digged. An "M.D.," whose
of mankwd a great pack of fools.
\I m;ve1· obtJ.med an answer: To what respons1bilrty unfounded assumptions I exposed in New York when Wilkes Barre, Pa.
J. R. PERRY.
can you bold r, ghost that falsifies? And what is he lectured forty years ago, bas recently donned the
·
1 your remedv when a ghost inspires a medium like gub of a "Christian Spiritualist." And to increase
Ideology.
: tbat hmwtifnl young lady, Miss Hattie A. Eager his stock in trade, this "M.D." has made. his psy(;mil a dozen other similar cases
hav known), to chometry indorse the bogus spirit-photograph of
"_THE NINETEENTH CENTURY WONDER."
pn:dict hc·l" uwn >leath when di8appointed in love as what he calls "that noble w-oman, the virgin mother
• Prof. Sunderland and all the rest of the Materialists are de- Rhe w-u>? · And then, three months after that pre- of J eBua." The Spiritual press has pronounced that
ceiviog themselvs when they think _they hav solved the nine- diction, under preeisely the same inspiration or spirit spirit-photograph a fraud; but psychometry declares
teenth century wonder (J. B. Perry m TRuTH SEEKER, p. 618). control, !lhe comm~ts saicide to fulfil that spiritual it genuin. Moreover, this same" M.D." has recentTo TRE En~TOR OF T_HE TRUT~ SE~KER, Sir: prediction. And .more still: What shall those that ly claimed to hav introduced Spiritualism by a roes- The above, as It would seem, WBS written m response are not Ehiritualists think of that Spiritual editor in meric experiment he performed in 1842. (See the ·
.
d numb er. BoAton, Mr.
I
t o my " F. rat Prnal ," . m your th"Hty.-secon
A. E. Newton, who, on my having ex- first number ·of a Spiritu~l quarterly, issue_d in BosIn my. a;rtwl~ my obJect .w~s to asstg~ reall.ons w?y pmwl tbt suicide, declared in his columns in justifi- ton, entitled "Fil.cts. ") Thus in his book, published
. all Spmtuahste should JOl~ hands ~Ith us m a L1b- c~tion of bnr mediumship, "Admit that Hattie -A. in 1842, this "M.D. •• claims to hav discovered so
eral movement now org!l.mzed aga11:1s.t a ?ommon, E3ge:r wa>l murdered by the spirits, and what then?" much that there can 'be little or nothing left for any
enemy. I made no attack upon Spmtuahsts, and .And Mr. N:~wton's "what then?" I answered at the other man or woman to discover. Here is what he
only alluded to a f_ew aspects. of the subject tha~ I t~me th:1 t the ism itself was but au infatuation, and says, "Such bas been my progress in these experi~bought should reheve ?Ur alhes from any ne.cesr:llty 1 of th<o wqrat kind, as it was constantly leading to in- ment(li that but few important principles hav been
In the future of complamt of Mr. George Chau:_:tey or fatu:ttion, inga:oity (as the statistics of our mad-houses left for future discovery" (Sketches of Buchanan's
?f any other Infidel ~~rely because we cannot mvest willl'lhow), and ~uicide.
Discoveries in Neurology, page 70).
In any form of mystw.um~.
.
.Nature's Order.--Mr. Perry was so much infatuNow bear in mind that the nervous system is an
I alluded to tlie Slgmficant faot that While tbe a ted with his own idea of his "wonder, that he apparatus upon which any tuna can be played to suit
Spiritual press has been. closed against me for twenty- failed to notice wh:1t I said in my "Fraternal" of the whim of the operator, and, moreover, that there
five y~~r~, alltbe L~b~ral papers ha_v ~een open t.o nature's ord~r and l::w,r~. In this order, people who is no limit to the. invention of ideas; and you see
the cnt1m~ms of Spmtua~1sm. An~, s1nce my _art1- reject myGtwimn Gi;wcrely and honestly confide, how it has come to pass that this "M.D." should
cle, the L1be::al Congress m St. L?ms has mad~ hon- while we can perecive with one eye half way open hav gas enough to make such a claim as the above.
orable mentwn of all the mystwa.l pa,.rers m the that in all form~ of ''faith" in mystical phenomena, Aw'l this is the " Christian Spiritualist" that has reoountr:y, and commended them to the patronage of real or imaginary, thiB order is more or le8s ignored. cently appealed to us in the Liberal papers that we
Infidelity. And I ho.nor ?'HE,TRUTH SEEKER and Nature's oder b.s ma.de no arr~ngements for gods should raise and put into his mesmeric hand the ·
other Infidel papa.rs. m th1s regard, that they hav and o-hosts except as noetical fancies. It has made modest sum of one hundred thous'lnd dollars to ena•
• !"n d f au
• p l ay, " b ?tb to no provision
b
·
a l W!'l'YS gtven
an '' open rm~
for _gods ror ghostR
to be born of human ble him to build a college in which he may teach
aaCient and modern mysticism.. These comndera- mothers. The Hindoo;o Tenm·tsd a number of such his psychometry and spirit-photoguphing.
~ions, it seems to me, ought to s?ften the asperities births long before the Holy Ghost dallied with that
Mystical Phenomena.--All such phenomena, anm the censures made by our alhes of us, and they Jewish maiden. That waf.l believed to hav been a cient or modern, fanciful or real, are alike to us.
should prevent their misrepresentations like that ·Very pious and holy medinm~hip when Jesus was They can be of no practical use to humanity.
above quoted from Mr. Perry. I never thought that born.
When Dr. Phelps, at Stratford, Conn., called the
I could explain the "mystic rap," and !lO I stated in
"spirits" in his house to explain why they had sent
It was of Christianity the do.wn
1
my ' Fraternal." I admit all the facts. Nor do I
him to Philadelphia on- a "tom-fool's errand," the
When its illegitimate G.}J wiJ.~ born,
suppose the name of any one living or dead could
Believed by Christian~ mo~t ;
"mystic rapper" gave him this answer:
And similar stories hav since be?n told
be given, whose opportuniti!ls hav been better than
"I told you that cock-and- bull story to see if you
Of modern mediums that htw thus been sold,
my own for witnessing all the different phases of
wouid
be fool enough to believe it." And how
And by a similar ghost.
that class of mediumistic phenomena of which the
many, very many, hav been deceived in the same
"-mystic rap" is the type. The "rap " is by far the
Nature's order is. best, and it is far more pro vi- way; and so deceived that they are not willing to
most appropriate for designating. both the phenom- dential than the Christian God, that h:!,B been said to find out how it is that they hav been imposed upon r
ena and the human movement that "by faith" is "hear the young ravens when they C?Y ;" but nature It is the sensational idea that kills or cures. The
founded upon it. As to mediums, I hav had four of provides om; food before we are born or can be sensational that drives into extremes of folly, ma.dthe best in my family. The only child I now bav her..rd to ''cry;" but it compels our birth without ne8s, suicide, and murder. It is the sensational
living is 53 years of age, and has been a medium our knowledge of the world into which we are en- ideas of faith, fear, and joy that strike certain perforty years or more. And when she was the only tared at. birth, similarly as it compels us to die, and sons instantly dead. It is the sensational that geta
one of thil'l class, aud pionee_red the mystic rap into without any knowledge of the condition we enter, up "revivals," ant1 excites that faith which is the
the New England states, she was eBtimated as not when, by death, our rslation to this earth ig severed motiv power of Christianity and all other forms of
only the first, but as the very best. I refer to forever. And I hav alwayf3 observed these nonde- mysticism. It is the sensational idea to which the
these facts because Mr. Perry and others of his no- scripts are never able to giv any reliable account of Christhn prays, and that he worships on his knees
tions may imagin that "Prof. Sunderland," of whom dying or death. Question them as you will, and the as an intinit personality. All there ia of goodness,
he has made his misstatement, must hav been igno- answer will be found vague aud vaporish, precisely the just, and the true, is in human ideas and human
rant of what the mystic rap has done, whereas it is as ~f there was nothing remembered to be said. conduct.
precisely the other way. I hav witnessed all that And certainly there is no proof that our mind can
I refer to the origin of Spiritualism because I am
this rap has done. It is for this reason that I appreciate that :will show that our consciousuees of aware that the mass are not and never hav been sufdo not invest in this form of mysticism. I hav been this world is not obliterated by death.
ficiently informed in this regard. The 31st of March
constantly learning, and hav taken more pains to
Were it esilential_ for us to know before we are has been long celebrated as the birthday of the
find out what the truth is than any other person ever born what our state will be in this world, that knowl- mystic rap, wherea-s this aame rap, without any idea. ·
did, as far as I know. And it is for this reason that edge would come to us as the a:ir, the water, and our of spirits or mediums, had occurred in "haunted
I affirm that in this human movement, comprising so food comes. And similarly so as to death. Nor houses" during p1·eceding ages. In Dr. Adam
many excellent people, the1·e is nothing known but is credulity the ment~;i faculty for obtaining a knowl- Clark's account of the Wesley family, of Epworth,
this rap; and when it evinces what we call clair- edge of to.morrow or anything else. And here, to England, there is what I believe to be a truthful nar- ·
voyance we do not_ know whether this power is in show how great the error is when "mediums" think :rativ of this same rap in the family of S.imuel, the
the medium or in the r:;>pper. :&nt we do know that to pry into locks where nature furnishes no key, I father of John Wesley, in which we hav a minute
there is no knowledge of names, dates, or of any- ask attention to the h:ge proportion of their number account of its different phases. It materialized
thing else in this world independent of the human that become insane, and che cases I hav already re- badgers and other animals, imitated the rattle of
brains of a medium. And, were it necessary, I could ferred to of mediums thst h;;v committed suicide and crockery, and then annoyed the family for a long
describe the favorable conditions under which this murder. ~haste to get. to" the summer-land" they time. Indeed, it followed Emily, a sister to John
rap has affirmed to me the drift you will find in this murder their friends and commit suicide.
and Charles, for the space of thirty years, and
artfcle-that if the spirits had any knowledge of us,
Gh1·istian Spiritualists.-- So far as the "mystic during all this time there was no idea of spirits or
or memory of this world, no mediums would be nee· rap" is made to indorse Christianity, it thereby bas mediumship. Nor in any other of similar annoyessary.
"given aid and comfort_ to its enemy." B'lt unfor- ances in certain localities, said to ba haunted, had
I state what must be admitted when I say tunately for the ism, this has always been done from there been a human idea as to departed spirits and
that, as a general_ thing, mediums are ignorant of the first, till now, as it shapes its phases to the ideas mediumship. Spiritualism might hav antedated its
ideology, and the anatomy of faith. Hence they are of the families and the localities wherever it occlmi, birthday a thousand years or more. And the history
easily victimized by this forih of mysticism. Christianil,y is all fraud, and it is far behind the new of this rap iB fatal to the modern ism built by faith
In this state of things people are conatantly dying, ism in ita estimation of humanity, freedom, and pro- upon it. Thus:
and their sorrowing friends want to hear from them, gression. And j 11st now if you wish to see the death1. This rap i8 now, as it has always been, sporadic
when they send five dollars to a world-renowned warrant M the Christian ism, read "A Truth Seeker in its occurre:1ce. It has always been confined to certain
medium in New York, addressed to some one dead, Around the vVorld." If my voice could .reach from localities and p::m;ons, and for reasons never exand all the knowledge that comes through reading pole to pole around the globe I would advise "every- plained. .And I cannot believe that if my dead rela.
sealed letters, or through any medium, is obtained by body and his wife," and his children especially, to tivs were conscious of me and of this world, that
the clairvoyance of some unknowable nondescript procure and read these truthful and illustrated vol- any medium would be necessary for them to commughost, obtained through a medium's brain. There. umes. 'l'hey are historical, containing a vast amount nicate with me. Such an idea is absurd.
sponding spirit knows nothing of you or your wishes of important information of matters that all should
2. The history of this rap, from the past to this
until you suggest yourself to some medium, or you know, and to be found in no other work ever pub- day, is sufficient to show that this human movement
are yourself mediumistic, and in that case once vic· lished. These volumes are also ethnological, scien- called Spiritualism is individual. The idea of spirits
timized by faith in mysticism, I should no more hopo, tific, and critical, embracing a mass of evidence th11t originated in the brain of Mrs. Fox, I am sure; for
perhaps, to convince you of error than if you believed should annihilate Christianity at once and forever she herself told me so. And, moreover, that same
your soul had been converted by t.he Holy Ghost. As from the face of our globe. It. is the enemy of Spir- rap had been heard for more than a year in that
I know by a long experience, mediums hav been as itualism, as it always has been and always will be of identicalloce.lity-tliat same mysterious knocking, as
really conve:~:ted and born again as any Christian the human race. All yonng people should read ''A it was then called. The house was occupied in 1847
ever was. And under the control of faith and your Truth Seeker Around the \Yorld." Spiritualists by an Irish family (Mr. Weekman), who had been so
own idea of mysticism, it would be of little or no should read these volumes and see 'more and more much annoyed with it that they were compelled to
use to ask you how I am to cross-examin an invisible how those mediums err in various localities by in~ move out, and left it. During all that time there
witness, nor how my external eyes can see a pure dorsing Christianity' and that old barbarian book, was no idea of spirits. Nor was this rap heard
spirit, nor how you can be said to see a spirit when the Bible. In the very same way medium~< hav again till some four months after the Fox family
it is a material form you see, and one assumed, to adopted the errors of mesmerism in making its passes moved into that house, in December, 1847. And
suit your own idea~ and thus to deceive you. Or if and its notions as to the human "will;" and whether then it so happened~ the last week in the following
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March, they became annoyed by the raps; so much
so that the children were afraid to go to bed, and the
mother went to their bed-room with them. The
raps were heard, when Mrs. Fox noticed that the raps
imitated the snaps that one of the girls maae with
her fingers, whereupon Mrs. Fox conceived the idea
of a departed llpirit. .And upon this human idea the
movement that has made Mr. Perry's wonder is
founded. Mrs. Fox herself assured me that her idea
was of a departed spirit of some one, perhaps a pedler that had been murdered in that house, and.so
buried in the cellar. .And fixing on this rap as a
sign, they were made to signify "yes, yes, yes," to
every idea that she su~gested for that purpose. .And
moreover, from the 31st of March, 1848, to this day,
it has been characteristic of every so-called test ever
given, that nothing whatever is obtained from this
rap that has not been previously suggest!ld by a human idea as to a medium, the question, the locality,
or s(:laled letter. .And now bear in mind that while
there are a dozen or more factors in mystical pbe.
nomena that are unknown, there are four that are
known:
1. The mystic -rap is sporadic in occurrence. So
it is, so it was, and so it will be. This is known.
2. The movement based by faith on this rap is a
mental epidemic, as really as any Methodist revival
ever was. It is a human movement, as really as
Christianity is human. Its motiv power is faith in
human ideas, both false and true. Its trances are
human, and its mediumship spread by the wellknown laws of sympathetic imitation., and they are
to be accounted for and fully explained by Ideology.
3. The first communication was false as to the
burial in that cellar. .And thil first one entranced,
two years after (J. J. Hutchinson), by the spirit was
thereby rendered insane, and so he remained until
·he committed suicide. But, as I hav elsewhere
shown, he was not the last one of the many who hav
thus been rendered insane, and committed suicide
and murder.
,
4. The rap said, "Yes, yes, yes," to all the ideas
suggested by Mrs. Fox, and this adoption of human
. suggestions and human ideas has been its chief characteristic to this day. It has adopted all the follies,
fancies, and fallacies suggested for its approval. It
has called itself electricity, the devil, the twelve
apostles, and the heavenly father, and rendered its
mediums idiotic, and exposed them to suicide and
murder.
LAROY SUNDERLAND.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

NEw BERLIN, UNION Co., PA., Oct. 4, 1882..
MR. EDITOR: You need not drop my name from
your list so long as I and THE TRUTH SEEKER liv.
With many wishes for its success, I am, yours respectfully ·
M. L. ScHoCH,
MoDESTO, CAL., Oct. 28, 107..
MR. EDITOR: Please fi'ncl inclosed,Cper money order, $10. Place $7.50 to my credit for THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and send to rae, addressed as below, one
copy of Mr. A. P. Sinnett's" Occult World," and one
copy of Edgar C. Beall's ''Brain and the Bible," all
~ mail. I am a constant read.er of THE TRuTH SEEKER,
and earnestly wish you well.
DR. W. J. WILHITE,
CoLEVILLE, TEx., Oct. 20, 282.
MR. EDITOR: I hav received two volumes of "A
Truth Seeker Around the World," and I want all
four of the first order. I also want four volumes
bound in leather, mal\ing eight in all. If you take
another trip, put me down for $5 for that. I am
sixty-five years old, and I want to hav some of your
writings for my children.
Yours truly,
B. H. LoVE.·
NAsHviLLE, ILL., Nov. 1, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I see by tab on testament-THE TRUTH
SEEKER-of D. M. Bennett, apostle and forerunner of
mental freedom, that I am $5,75 in arrears for the
best journal published in tbe land of Uncle Sam.
Being a simon-pure kicker out of orthodox harness,
and not believing that Jesus ever did or ever will
pay it all, I gladly inclose $5.75, with gratitude for
liberality and forbearance. Yours truly,
s. M. BROWN.
WINSTED, CoNN., Oct. 31, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Thank E. C. Walker for me on account
of his glorious article on temperance in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of Oct. 28th. He is right, profoundly right,
and his is the stand which all true Liberals should
take. I won't say I'd like to kiss him, for that's
nauseating between men, but if he were here I'd like
to hav him kiss and hug my wife (with her consent),
and that's the greatest evidence of esteem that I
could offer any man. L. V. PINNEY, Editor Press.
HoMER, MICH., Oct. 28, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: We are surrounded by all sorts of
Christians here, and in talking with them on the
subject o( religion, they warn us to fiee from the
wrath to come, and refer us to the great plan of
salvation as the only escape from God's }Vrath.

Would it not be more proper to call it the great
plan of damnation? I think it would, taking the
Bible for our authority. Please giv us your opinion
on the subject.
Yours truly,
V. BABCOCK.
TRENTON, TEx., Oct. 27, 1882.
MR, EDITOR: Continue THE TRUTH SEEKER by all
manner of means. It is doing a good work in North
Texas, and wherever it goes. North Texas has a boom
in the way of good crops, and never did the priests
make more arduous efforts to get up revivals; but
what a falling off and what a fa.ilure-a ·few young
girls and boys make up the sum total; and, oh,
what mourning among the orthodoxy and the priests!
Infidelity, THE TRUTH SEEKER, and Ingersoll make up
the sad refrain. Inclosed find $5-; $3 for paper, and
balance for books, etc., as described, from a trial
subscriber. With best wishes for paper and its editor, I am yours truly,
T. H. MANGUM.
COLD SPRINGS, CAL .• OClt, 15, 282.
MR. EDIToR: I received your gentle reminder that
I was in area
for the glorious TRUTH SEEKER.
I hav been painfully aware of that fact for some
time. Poverty is inconvenient, and, btliilg only a
laborer, and working for a party that seldom has
money, I do not often hav any myself. Now, I want
you to send THE TRUTH SEEKER to my address until
you are notified of my death, and I will do the best
I can about the money matters. I liv in the mountains, and it is so distant from a post-office where
money orders can be got tht~t I cannot send money
when I please without great expense and time in
traveling. Stop, you fool! I herewith send you $3,
which you will credit on my subscription, and
oblige your fast friend,
B. B. TRAVIS.

surely the worst priest-ridden people in America. I
talked with men up there who appeared .to be men
of sense, who said to me that if they knew that all
the Bible was false they would not discard it for any
other religion because they say no other religion in
their opinion can produce as good a state of society,
This is what I should say is !educing things to an
absurdity of the most horrid kind. But these folks
down here hav been born Christians, and hav not
been allowed .to know anything else from the cradle
up. No wonder they are blind. I think I shall stay
here this winter with my brother. He is a Methodist preacher, and has peen preaching about twenty"five years, and is three years younger than myself.
He says he don't want me to talk Freethought to
his family, and I hav promised I won't.
Yours truly,
WM. L. WoRLEY,
NEWPORT, ME., Cct. 23, 1882.
MR. EDIT0R: "Old Virginia's " short comm unication in your issue of October 21st is worth the price
of the paper ten. years. My only regret is that so
divine a person did not sign her full name.
For fear, Brother Bennett, you will not get the
paper, the Irish World, containing the, article,
•· Thanksgiving for War and Sin~" I make the extracts, and hope you will print them with my letter:
RIGHT REVEREND l5ROTHER : The signal success which has
been given to our army in Egypt demands the thankful acknowledgment of the English people to God, who has endowed our generals with skill and forethought, our soldiers
with disciplin and obedience, and-our whole army with valor.
And the general thanksgiving should be introduced
after the *ords "and to all men the following:"
We glorify thee for the late victory granted to our army,
whereby, as in a momant, peace bas been restored to Egypt,
the highway between England and our Indian empire has been
made safe, and the pursuits of peace hav already been resumed
by the Egyptian people.
Teach us to see that thy hand hath done it ; that thou wast
in the midst of our camp to deliver us and to giv up our enemies before us. Bring us all to love and fear thee and to put
our trust under the shadow of thy wings.
Can blasphemy go beyond that? Is there anything on this earth more cursed and damnable than
priestcraft? Does not the above infamous mockery
called prayer prove the truth of my words that l?ehind all this system of infernalism is this unhung
villain, God?
SEWARD MITCHELL.

LEMOORE, CAL., Oct. 27, 1882.
DEAR BROTHER BENNETT: I suppose congratulations
hav by this time become rather an old story, but
none the less hearty, We express our satisfaction
in your marked successes the past year, achieving a
grand victory not only in the exposition of idols and
image-worship but for the extension of those attributes, and principles of mind that,tell for the liberation of our race from all monarchy and mental
slavery. The hopes of the world center here, for as
fast as the shackles fall the supreme law of the soul
strikes its nativ current, and its pure waters nourish
and invigorate every sensibility and function of body
BoZEMAN, MoN. TER., Oct. 11, 282.
and mind, while the traces of those dark lines of the
MR.
EDITOR:
As
the book entitled "Crimes of
past of ignorance and superstition will vanish as
loathsome vapors "before the clarifying breath and Preachers" is revised and enlarged occasionally, perwinds of heav
Ever thine in·. the conquest of haps you would like an item from this land of Infidel wickedness. Deeming this s11fficient for pretruth, ·
SARAH G. Fox.
liminary, I shall come square to the point. On the
19th ult., while on a bear hunt in the mountains in
LINCOLN, MAINE, Oct, 25, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2, to be credited as this vicinity, John Newell, John Williams, and B.
follows: One dollar on THE TRUTH SEEKER subscrip- F. Walker, men of reputable standing in' the commution, whif' '1 expires next month, Please send me nity, unexpectedly came upon Thomas Hendrickson,
the last ed tion of "Crimes of Preachers," "The a Campbellite preacher, between sixty and seventy
Gods and 0 ther Lectures," "Ingersoll in Canada," years of age, formerly from Kentucky, in criminal connection with a small black mare. These
and "Gatrison in Heaven."
I am. a sch1ol teacher, and am not afraid to talk gentleman will make oath to the above fact, and
with any. one on religion. I am proud of being an this letter has been written with their appoval.
When the good man saw he was caught he seemed
Infidel, though it is not often that it is to one's advantage to be known as such, in even this "free" filled with either the holy spirit or shame, the boys
country. I talked to-day with an Infidel nearly SO could't tell exactly which; both make a man look
years of age, and who is nearly to the brink of the simple. It is only necessary to add the saint at once
grave, yet two days· ago he worsted the leading or- discovered he had urgent business elsewhere, and
thodox preacher of the town. Mr. Nathaniel Fel- most unceremoniously tore away from our country,
lows has always been what he is to-day-a genial, just as if he didn't giv a "tinker's dam " for the salTHOMAS BuRKE,
honest, earnest Infidel, and to me, at the age of 23, vation of any of our souls.
P. S.-Since writing the above I hav looked through
he is one of the noblest courage-inspiring men I
"Crimes of Preac)lers," as given in "Champions of
ever met.
GEORGE S, PERKINS.
the Church," and although I find some equally, I
think, as beastly, this one stands out unique and
BERLIN, ONT., Oct. 28, 1882.
1\{R. EDITOR: Pleas stop sending my paper, in- alone of its kind. Thif'. old man's name is an obcluding tracts, until further notice, as I hav not yet scene word here now-so much so that it is not used
received last paper (that of Oct. 21st), and am afraid in the presence of respectable ladies and gentlemen,
the postal authorities hav again spotted my paper, If a Liberal in thts community had committed this
and taken contents and all away; and if nothing crime and been caught by the wolfish "pet lambs,''
worse is brewing for me, I shall be glad, and let the he would be looking through iron bars awaiting the
matter drop. But it is rough to hav to succumb to meeting of the grand jury. Sometimes I think we
these saintly followers of Jesus-so meek, they do are too lenient and do not show the spirit of retaliaT. B,
not mind other peoples' business. Should I conclude tion that duty demands.
~
not to ask you to renew the sending of the paper,
LIBERAL NOTES FROM ILLINOIS.
you may rely on occasional small donations of
money for THE TRUTH SEEKER; that is, I mean to
DuQUOIN; ILL., Oct. 20, 282.
help the cause on as much as I can, little though it
FRIENDS OF LIBERALISM IN ILLINOIS: I write you to
be, and were it not for these "blo0dy " Christians let you knqw that I am still alive and on the trail
and their"influence on the governmental and,postal (or rail), with my war-paint all on, battling for the
institutions I should strain every nerve to further cause of mental liberty. This is the third moon of
the ends of correct knowledge concerning all things. the third year of· my traveling over Illinois, and I
Yo.u will in the mean time kindly discontinue send- hope to complete the circuit of the entire state during any more papers direct, and oblige yours truly, ing another year's travel.
C. C. GERMANN,
During this fall and winter I hope to be able to
visit all of the cities, towns, and. places lying beFLATwooDs, GA., Oct. 27, 1882.
tween here and the Wabash, Ohio, and Mississippi
MR. EDITOR: I hav moved again. I hav just come rivers where there is a possible chance of accomdown here from Russellville, East Tennessee, where plishing anything for our cause. Friends living in
I hav been doing some Liberal missionary work in Southern Illinois, wishing me to visit their town or
the way of social chat and fireside arguments. I city, will do. me a favor by addressing me here. I
would hav lectured some up there, but could not get want to organize local auxiliary Liberal Leagues in
a suitable building for the purpose. It is certainly every place where there are five or more Liberals,
the hottest orthodox hole in America. I hav a good eit.her Materialists, Spiritualists, or those who hav
many relativs in it, and hav been trying for the last no fixed opinions with regard to a future state of
year to break some of the old fett!;lrs off of them. I existence. Let us not despise the day of small bethink I hav loosened them on some of them consid- ginnings. The largest trees often grow from very
erably, But I found them hard customers to deal small seeds. The germ of our American republic
with-the worst fanatics I hav ever met in my life, was incubated in a g1,1.thering of less than six brave

.:-"

~"HE ·TRUTH •SEEKER;;~NOVEMBER 11~ 1882..
·and noble men. · I also hope that every on~ in this
state of. Illinois who can will become members of
our State League. Please bear in mind that one
dollar makes any man or woman a life-member of
the State Liberal League of Illinois, and every dollar of the money thus contributed is expended in
carrying on the Liberal wor!} in the state of Illinois.
Just as soon as I receive your names I will return
you a certificate of membership. Please do not
delay. If it is possible for me to procure the means
to do so, when I send out to the members the
no"tices of the tinw and place of holding the next
annual convention of the State League of Illinois, I
will accompany it with a pamphlet containi:ng an
. account of the organization of the State League,
the objects of t.he Liberal League movement, and a
full and complete list of the naines and post-office
addresses of the members up to that date. There is
no good reason why the. Liberals of •Illinois should
not hav as large and as effectiv ·an organization as
any other state is the union. We hav more local
Leagues than any other state except Kansas, and
we had by' far the largest representation at the last
National Liberal League Congress; and now, if we
all take hold with a wm, we .can hav as ,good State
League conventions as hav ever been held at Watkina or HornPllsville by the State Liberal League of
New York. The question for us to decide is, Shall
we do it? Now, my Liberal friends, I hope you will
giv this matter a serious thought, and then let me
hear~rom you. My post-office address, until further
notice, will be P. 0. Box 604, Duquoin, Perry Co.,
Ill. I remain yours for universal mental liberty,
F. F. FoLLET,
Sec'y State I::iiberal League of Illinois.
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she liv to disseminate light and knowledge among culture, producing poverty, starvation and want:the children of men to aid them to free themselvs because Mr. ~itchell's pet idea is questioned_:.we
must not use the stlilel gang-plow, the diamond har··
from the slavery of creeds and dQgma·s 1
D. M. Bennett, the war-horse of Freethought, may row. the header and steam-thresher; we must not
his great versatil mind and powerful intellect con- avail ourselvs of the improved flour-mill to convert
tinue to grow to the perfection and wisdom of truth. our crops into flour to feed our fellows and keep
As he has outlived and put under his feet his parse- poverty, starvation, and crime out of our midst; becutors, so may he outliv all error, the greatest of cause the lurid flames of hell aav been extinguished.
which we, as Americans,. are laboring under is our and the dull, insipid eternal rest business has been
ridiculed and eradicated from the mind of intellifinancial and consequent social system.
I am surprised to find among Liberals, who do so gence, we must cease to use our modern improvemuch to free the mind from the superstitions and ments that make life happy. We must not invent
slavery of creeds and dogmas, men who devote so any more comfort-producing or pain-reducing facilimuch of their time to continue the enslavement of ties, because the cold chills creep over Mr. Mitchell's
the body. Pauperism and Liberalism are diametri- soul as he sees the shoreless lake of fire, with w~:~.ves
cally opposed to each other. You cannot educate a of fierce damnation and white-hot billows of conman who has no time to read or think. You cannot suming wrath quenched and destroyed.
"We are wasting our time even in th<3 performance
enlighten or Liberalize a man's mind who has no
time to spare from his labor to inform himself or of one good deed." and .. there is absolutely nothing.
accustom his mind to the process of thinking. In no to liv for. Has Mr: Mitchell never done one good
country where the golden calf ·is worshiped to the deed? If he has he ought to know that every good
exclusion of a medium of exchange adequate to meet deed bears ·with it its own immediate reward, and
the demands of trade can the laborer find tiine to no good deeds are in vain. But he seems to want
inform himself or procure the means with which to to pay her.e and then pay again, and if his g-reedy
soul cannot realize this he can see nothing worth
educate his ·family.
·
I hav often asked myself the question, Can a man living for.
For me· kind nature wakes. her genial power,
be sincerely and truly a Liberal, a l!'reethinker, and
Suckles each herb, and spreads out every flower,
yet worship at the shrine and bow the knee to that
A.nnnal ior me the grape, the rose renew
god who has done more to oppress and enslave
The juice nectareous and the balmy dew;
mankind than all the other gods combined, and at
. To me the mine a thousand treasures brings,
whose shrine the whole family of man, with often
" For me health gushes from a thousand springs;
exceptions, continue like cringing slaves to bow crySeas roll to waft me, suns to light me rise,
The earth my footstool, my canopy the skies.
ing,· "Aba father, great God, and our God, without
-Pope.
thee we are as nothing and can do nothing. Thy
shining robes and jingling sounds must continue to It has been said that there are moments in human
fill the vaults of Shylock, to enable him to rob us life worth ages, and I think that I may safely affirm
McHENRY, Ill.; Oct. 30, 1882.
of our just earnings, and send us starving to a pau- that our happiest days, our most deligh'tful hours,
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5 in. payment for THE TRuTH per's grave. We are willing for the sake of perpet- our sweetest and most blissful moments, are never
SEEKER. I wish, while the pot is boiling, to throw uating the relic of barbarism handed down to us from associated with thoughts of life beyond the grave.
under a chip or two to help increase the flame of time immemorial, and suffer all sorts of indigni- We are not fretful and melancholy because we
prohibition, which E. C. Walker so sorely deprecates. ties because of thee, thou sweet morsel of slavery were not conscious of an individual existence one
Mr. Walker argues his case as though he thought and oppression, for we know ef no other god that hundred years ago. A'> far as we were then conthe· community had no rights that a drunkard was can· take thy place, and that can save us, and we cerned, it was eternal sleep; and if one hundred
years hence we are again in the same condition,
bound tn respect; that society has no right to pro- hav no time to lose in searching after one?"
teet itself against the evils growing out of a free use
Bob, one of the godhead of Liberalism, Paine, should that interrupt our present joys? We lose
of intoxicating drink.· I will admit that Mr. Walk· Bennett, and Ingersoll, seems to be an ardent wor- nothing tha~ we hav any right t9 expect to retainer's position would appear more plausible if the evil shiper at the altar of god (gold). His stupidity upon we were clay, inanimate dust, unconscious, inorganic
effects of intemperance began and ended with the the financial question is only equaled by his sublime clods; and if we to that state return, has there
inebriate'. But they do not. The maudlin at his cheek in introducing it into his theological discus- been injustice done ? Better tbat than to be conmidnight cup is happy, while his wife and family sions. His "soup-ticket" speech of two years ago is signed to that place where "sinners must with devils
are suffering untold misery and agony as the inev- a standing menace to his credit as a thinker and dwell, in darkness, fire, and chains."
itable sequence of his debauchery. Neither does the reasoner. I cannot think Bob is ignorant in regard Even if there is really a future life what can we
evil end with the. suffering and degradation of his to the financial question, and, I do not want to be- do about it here'? We did nothing in causing it to be.
family. The lives and property of all are in jeop- lieve that he is one of the subsidized to continue in If so be there is not, we are equally as powerless in
ardy, and crime and accident are the result; and the power the great class and monopoly legislation party preventing the flame of life from being quenched,
community suffers the loss and pays the expense.
of America. Fie upon Liberalism that, while en- It is worse than a waste of time to engage our
While I am writing, news comes of a probable· deavoring to free the mind, is laboring to perpetuate whole energies in exchanging a real world for an imhomicide committed last night within a few rods of the slavery of the body. "Consistency, thou art a aginary one. It will be a happy time when men
my own door. A young man was stabbed in the back jewel." As this is my first, and for fear you will not devote their time and attention in securing the benwith a dirk-knife. Both men were intoxicated. If appreciate my effort, and that this will find its way efits of this world, and let all others take care of
the young man dies we will hav a murder trial, with into the wasi;e-basket, I will close by requesting you to themselvs. One truth is clear, that the mind dates
thousands of dollars of costs, that we can hav the answer the following question, What constitutes a its birth from time of the organization of the body,
pleasure of walking (or Walkering) up to the cap- Liberal ? As I hav only quite recently merged out of and why th ~ shoul4 not end together is beyond
tain's office to settle. I take it that. Mr. Walker the darkness of godism, I would be pleased to hav the my conceptl n. Perhaps Mr. Mitchell's_ philosophical S rtualistic brain can solve the question.
don't pay many taxes, or he might be made to see answer in full.
RoB RoY.
JOHN D. STANLEY,
that drunkards are not the only persons who ha.v
rights to be considered in this question. His "doREPLY TO A. B. PIKARD.
SToCKToN, CAL., Oct., 282.
as-you-please" policy is the legitimate parent of not
MR. EDITOR: I wish to state my views oti Mr.
BARRE, MASs., Nov. 6, E. s., 82 •.
only the aforementioned. calamity, but of a majority
of the crime and suffering in our land. I am for Seward Mitchell's communication to your paper. At MR. F ~ARD: My object in the article you noticed,
masculin pronoun to God, was more to
prohibition-immediate, absolute, and eternal-pro- the commencement he displays a remnant of the applying
hibition of manufacture, sale, and import!ttion. Not spirit of orthodoxy in arrogantly and defiantly con- show that '1ose who deny the· existence of a personal
but that we 'use alcohol for medicinal purposes in demning the publication of Mr. Otto Wettstein's ar- God, but pt ofess to believe in a supreme, spiritual
our family-and if every one would use it as we do, ticles of faith· or belief; at though one gentleman of intelligence or power without gender, invariably
we would . think it a blessing rather t4an a curse- this great, grand, glorious, and free republic of Free- prove they do not believe their own theory, as they
but, knowing as we do the history of intoxicants, we thought has not as much right to express his views use a masculin pronoun wherewith to express this
are satisfied that the public good demands total ll.S another. He says, "If death is an eternal sleep, gender less intelligence. I only suggested ''it" as a
prohibition; and
are willing and anxious to fore- in the name of all that is just and right, never print substitute to show their inconsistency.
go any and all use we hav for it, for the general another paper." If he has been following after Yes, the "want of a third person singular without
good of society. And when the majority come to strange gods, if he has been pursuing a fancy of his gender" is often felt when we do not wish to indithe same conclusion, I deem it not only our right creation, a phantom of his imagination, and others .cate the sex of the person. Some thirty-five years
but our duty to enact such laws as will secure life do not choose to follow him-because of this, THE since in one of our Massachusetts towns at a teachand property against the damaging effects of alco- TRUTH SEEKER must die. What ! stop the grand old er's meeting this deficiency was discussed without
ship, THE TRUTH SEEKER, because we hav one sea-sick any remedy being proposed. I am glad if my stricthol.
Dr. Chapman, of Cawker City, Kan., in writing for passenger-the life-saving craft that has braved ures hav excited your activ interest, and will lend
THE TRUTH SEEKER last summer, speaks of the pro- many an ugly storm, and in her onward course has whatever little influ.ence I possess to aid in such a
hibition law of that state as a failure. I think he is gathered into her spacious hold many a shipwrecked reformation as your propose, which meets my fullest
ELLA E. GrnsoN.
mistaken. I th!nk that, notwithstanding the fact soul grasping at straws and chips from the shattered approbation.
that the courts hav thrown stumbling-blocks in the and sinking hull of orthodoxy I Stop that noble ship
READING, PA., Nov. 3, 1882,
way of the law, it has done an immense amount of that has been successfully sailing for years, and has
taken
:in
to
every
port
or
our
globe
the
fruits
and
MR.
EDITOR:
I
need
not
say it was not because I
· good, and that it is growing in favor with the better
class, of citizens .throughout the 'State; and I hope spices, the delicacies and luxuries of freedom and was not glad to welcome you home once more that
Gov. St. Johns Will be sustained and re-elected for liberty! Why, she is freighted now with a cargo of I hav not sooner reached forth the hand of welcome,
the refined petroleum of intelligence, to kindle I knew there would be a rush for your hand and
his temperance principles.
I like THE TRUTH SEEKER for the impartial hearing and sustain the new light of truth and universal your attention, from all sides, by warm and loving
it givs to friends and foes. I like that the anti:: love, and her destination is around the world. Stop friends; I therefore waited, that I might giv you a
prohibitionist shall hav his say, and we will weiO'h her I Oh, no, Mr. Mitchell; we could not think of more quiet welcome. I prize your letters; I prize
it. She is full-rigged and fresh-calked, and her old
his arguments, if he· has any; and it is a satisf~c trustworthy old pilot is aboard. There is no danger. your brave missionary work; I prize your method
with the priests of a foreign superstition. It is so
tion to know we hav one editor to whom we can go
It is very evident that Mr. Mitchell has been all much better than telling them they are wrong and
and giv expression to the result of our conclusions,
life aboard some old orthodox craft where don't know <~.nything; I prize you for THE TRUTH
and place ourselvs right on the record. I am for "hishonesty,
starvation·, injustjce, lying, cheating, SEEKER; I prize you for having been in prison-in
prohibi~ion especially in the interest of suffering
stealing,.crime,
and indescribable misery" hav been short, I prize all you hav done in awakening the
mothe.rs and children, and for free and unqualified
prevalent, and he has become so well accustomed minds of the world to thought and progress. - In
political f,ranchise, without regard to sex or color.
to it that he thinks " a man is more· than insane to view of all tgis, and much more, most noble traveler,
Respectfully submitted.
GEORGE GAGE.
attempt to reform it, time worse than wasted," etc. I bid you "thrice welcome" to your glorified sancGrand reasoning, wonderful logic; brilliant ideas! tum, from which we will still be supplied with the
..
. PARK CITY, UTAH, Oct, 9, 1882.
If our forefathers plowed with a stick and harrowed truth as it is in good common sense. I am very
MR. EDITOR: I do not want to miss a single num- w~th a bush, harvested with a jack-knife, threshed much interested in the discussions on temperance,
ber_ of the fearless seeker after truth should I liv as with a flail, and ground their meager crops in a prohibition, mind, matter, and soul. They are deeply
lon~ as Methuselah, THE TRUTH SEEKER-long may stone mortar-thus, th:rough their ignorance of agri- interesting. I am truly,
L. E. HuGGINS,
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socGurt$t.Brooklyn!KNOWLEDUE IS POWER

many exhibits. It included his system
of electric lighting by incandescence,
his disk dynamo-electric-machinE', bis
THE
microtasimeter, which measur·es the
smallest changes in tempemtnre; his
o(loroscope, which renders visible the
presence of certain essential oils and
hydrocarbon vapors, and also registers
their acLion; his electromotograph,
which produces the human voice at a
distance, like the !telephone, but with
INVENTED BY
a greater intensity, and so forth. Mr.
Edison's career as an inventor, brilli · n_t
WILLIAM WILSON,
though it is, will probably prove but a
portion of the obligation which the
world will owe him for some of the MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, LECTURER ON ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS, AUTHOR OF THE "TRIAL
most delicate as well as serviceable apOF ~mDICIN," THE"LANGUAGE OF DISplications oi electrical science.
EASE," "MEDICAL FALLA,CIES,"ETO.

WILSON lA,

"Crimes of P1·eachers."
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Sir: :• Crimes d Preachers" has become
an indispensable book. 'J:he fifth thousand has been. issued! It is finding its Tltc acme of perrectlon In Mngnetlc Clothing, snper
way into the homes of the dupes or seding evHry kind of electric or mu.g·oetle garments. The
'WlLSONlA" will cure everv f(Jl'm-of c.hsel.l.se. including
THOMAS ALVA EDISON,
priestcra.ft who are learning that preach, Rheumn.tism, Neuralgia, Coilsumption, Kictnev Complaint, Gout, Catr..rrh, Heart Disease. Deafne::s, Nervous
THE GRAT INVENTOR.
ers as a class are more apt to be crim- Prostration. Mental A bPrr~ttion, Impotence, Sterility,
and nll forms or dfse!'l.se resulting from impaired
New York has quite a large number inals than ten times the number of any Sciatica,
nerve force and loss of manhood.
of public electric lights irrespectiv of other class of men.
those which are already in use in priWhen it comes to giving the name, •· ONE DISEASE -ONE CURE," IS OUR WATCTIWORD.
vate offices, portions of hotels, and so church, place of res-idence>, and crime Names of diseases ha"V no meaning' in our syst,em. The
gan«.eni.s that ll9.V cured Catarrh will afterward
forth, and the total of electric lighting charged ;;ga,inst clergymen, we hav a ~ame
curer.. cvugh, Pa.rnlyslsl Rheumuti•m, or Blt:eding of the
in the metropolis is very considerable, book wotth having. Thanks to the Lungs.
But it cannot yet be said that the good fri2nds who hav seot me news- DISEASE CANNOT EXIST WHERE "WILSONIA" IS
new light has anything like a general papers gi ing accounts of tbe cutting·o
WORN AS DIRECTED.
application in New York. The time is, up of the guides to holiness. Let thL-c
however, drawing near when a large continue, and my n10xt edition will be
R~ad the following·te•timonials:
and certainly an important portion nf la,rgely bene ted, for this lu.bor of low·
93 cox~JCI.YF.A :::T., BRooKLYN, E. D., N.Y., Sept. 2,1882.
the city will be lighted with tho ele"- will be issueu Y," ;:;,rly.
1'~1!~ .. WM. \VILso.:-;. Dear Sir: Seven mouths ago I bought
gJ.-rments for tile cure of st)itting blood, fmm which
trlc light instead of gas, in offices,
I hav made a list of the crimes charged your
I suffered for several yl:"ars. I srwnt cousidt".rable mane-.·
11tores, etc. Where tbe light has been against preachus from July 10, 18$2, tu for doctors, but the Ulceding wou~d still come on :.;.t intervaJs. which both weakened ~nd alafmed me. Since wc;u·already applied it bas been found highly Oct. 28, 1882, which I giv below, omitting ing
the gllrmcnts the lllt~eding has Htopped, and I am now
strong as ever. Through then· gre<tt benefit to me. I
satisfactory. The great inventor whose the names, as they will appear in tile as
cui! a ad feel it my duty to cheeJ·fully recommend the Wilpersons sull'erin~ as I was.
portrait introduces this article, as the next edition of "Crimes of Prl'achers.,' sonia to allRe3pectfully
yours,
MRS. A. DRY ANT.
head of a firm, has spent more than a
Whole number of sky-rdlots who
year in providing the huge machinery, within that short time hav been charged
Ca-tarrh an<i Musctdal' Rheumatisan.
miles of wire and other things nPces- with crime, 48,
·
Presbyterians, 9 ·
sary to the general use of his light in Methodists, 15.
BnooKI.YN, N.Y., J.tn. 10,1882.
the down-town portion of New York. Episcopalians, 7
aptists, .5,
Ia~~-;· t!~ri t'6~L:8~Ct~~lra. ~~~k~;i~~~' 1o:!se~l;gm~orn':~~~
Ca.mpbelh tes, 3. ed to try your Mag1et.ie G·•m1ent•, aud I am happy to say
In but a few weeks from this date it Catholic,o, 5.
1 tlnt tUey hav given me great bene1lt, being able to wn.lK
1
as -goo-1 as ever; and alw m, son. wto was tronbl !d with
will be U!led exclusivly in scores of Cmgregationalists, 2 L Ut1181'ans, 2•
U niver.::::.alists 0 c~.;tluTh for years, has tried t.ne~e g.1rments. aud now he is
business buildings now illuminated by Unitarians, 0,
~
' · perfectly cured. Very truly, BJ<;RNARD ~lARKE\',
860 Degraw street, cor. Smith.
gas. The time is, therefore, opportune
These 43 lambs of God ha v been
to glv a sketch of the life and inventiv charged with
13 Adulteries,
BRooKLYN, N.Y .. Aug. 9,1882
career of the man whose genius has
MR. W)I. \VrLso:x, DE~\H Sm: lt is now nearly a year that
I hav W1'rn your appliances, ana lam very sure that when
largely contributed to this result, which
1 Assault with intent to murder
the year ex pi ··es all disease will be driven from my bot.ly.
3 - Assault and battery,
will doubtless be the pioneer of others
I sun'ered from a coUJplic'J.tion of dis~use, viz., general
debiiity, scyere heart truui.Jle, but worse thuu all, tile
of even greater importance.
4 Ba~tardy,
worst known form of blood-po1soni!lg. At the elld of every
2 Beating wife,
two montlls I experierrced a curious 9.nd powerful hre kEdison first saw the lig-ht in Milan,
in~ up of the dis~as
ij,lH.l expulsion of impurities. The
4
last
attuck was the u.ppearaucc of number!ess boils.
Erle county, Ohio, February 11, 1847,
Bigamy,
Foolishly alarmed, I cousu1ted un eminent pllYsictan of
4
so that he is still a young man. The
Breach. of
nage promis,
New York. To my astonislunem.. he prescribed mercury.
but my head ·was level enough not. to take a par&fcie of his
4 DesertiL..: wife and children,
number of patents already granted him
I poigon bec,•lise I c•.lllCluded to trust entirtj y t' the Wi'sonta And now llwv the bene tit of it, for t·ve1 ythlng is
3 Drunkenness,
approaches two hundred. He is of
hea.ling up r<.tpi!ll \', HDd 1 am almost cert:1in that it is the
last symptvm. Respectfully yours,
H. LANGE.
mixed Hollander and English blood,
4 Elopement with women,
cor. J.1y and Nassa.u sts.
P. S.-Oct. 15. S ·nee writing my former testtwon1al, I
his grandfather having been a Dutch3 Forni<'ation,
hav fully recoverod and will be giud to answer any 1nqui~
man who settled near Newark, N. J.,
1 Fraudulent dlvorce,
rles.
H. LANGJ,;,
3
and who married into the Ogdens, a
Forgery, ·
CITRE:OF GENERAL DEBILITY.
family of English descent. Edison be-/ 2 Gross fraud,
LEB,\l<ON. Ky., Oct. 21, 1882.
gan his working life as a newsboy when
7 Indecent familiarities with women.
PRoF. Wnsos: About a yeJ.I ago l purchased a l':et of
your appliances. I am glad to say that my health has imonly about eight years old at Port
12 Immoral assault on women,
proved und~r the we;~riug, and T.hat they a1·e ex··ecd1ngly
pleatant l!fl.rments t<J wear. I feel free to recommend
Huron, Mich. l!'ive years afterward he
9 Insulting ladies,
them to all delicate people. Yours very respectfully.
·
J, T. LISLE.
succeeded in procuring a contract for
1 Indecent exposure of I?erson,
.
the exclusiv sale of newspapers on the
4 Inhuman cruelty to Wife and clnlGrand Trunk Railway of C11nada, to j dren,
WONDERFUL. CURE OF CONGESTION OF TilE
which fact is due the report tbat he is
1 Incest,
SPL.'lE AND PARALYSIS.
3
a. Canadian. His busjness grew rapidly
La~ceny,
JE~EY CITY, N.J .. Nov.1, 1882.
6 Lymg,
MR. WM. WrLSol'f, Dear Si,-: In June, 1880, I was pros.
under his clever and energetic managet.ra.ted with f!Ollg~stion of the spine, whbh was followed
2
by a comph:te paralysis of the lower par~ of my budy,
ment, and was supplemented by an es-1
MN u_rder,
commencing at the l•>wcr bones. Waa cvnfined to n y
. ]ourna
l'Ism, th e Gran d T run k ). 1 p msance,
bed durJng the :(allowing th1rteen months, unable to movP
say m
rjnry
2
my bwer limbs without assistance: cc~ulc.l not lie on my
Herald, which he printed with his own
back for an instant: my fJOltY was swollen, cold, and with·
1 R~pe '
outfeell"gfrom tneh,psdownto the end of my toes. I
type and his own ~an~s. Theyrogre~s
was attended by three different p!ty~icians, nPfther of
5 S';indling,
of the w~r at this time ~ss1sted his
6'i~~tie!*if~ti: ~~~~fe~~ ~~f;g~vW11s'on~~.Ml~~~~0 't1l:~~
13 SBducLion,
as you directed night and duy, and i ·;, les3 than three
pal?er, whwh ha~ at . ne tu~e 4~0 subSuicide,
2
mo.nths after putting on the garmentH I conld stancl up,
ano wltll the aid of a natr of crutches could walk across
scnbers. Droppmg h1s ~ubhcatwn, he
2 Slander.
the ro·>m. Since that time I have been slowly but steadily
regaining my health and strength, until now I am ahle to
~ega~ t_he study o~ chem_Istry, ~rosecut123 heinous crimes in 109 days I
walk abtrut Wlth a cane and ar.tend to business, nnd am
mg It m . connectiOn WI~h his -newsThe first edition from May, 1876, to constantly growing stronger. Nut Only are my friends
surprf&ed and deJfghted at my recovery, but tlle d·>Ctors
paper bus1?ess. When hl~ ex~enme?ts: May, 1881, showed 89 criminal preacher,j
ts~~\~sa1rm~~~ i~~r~J?bl~ \hU~~s~~~n ~o utterly h~lple.ss
on the tram bad resul_ted_ I_n .his settmg i to each year. The second edition showe<i salt
as I WHS atter rece1ving the best m~c.l1ca.l tr~atment. and
being
told by the doctors that I wouJd never De nble to
fire to a car by the Igmtwn of ph~s-: 202 from lVIay, 1881 to May, 1882. Tuis walk ag;.ttn,
could be so nearly compif'tely restored to
phorus, he was forced to abandon It. 1 if continued at. begun will giv about ~;:;~~~~ode~t;;~1 Jf~h tf1~i ~~inipyut!~c~ei:tiPY~ fic~,ef~dht\Wa
He next pursut<d telegraphy as a means·
f
th
t
·
test!moufal unsollc!ttd tJy you, believing It my duty to let
170
sulftring humanity know th:.\t they can be cu,·ed w!Lh·
of livelihood, and became extraordinariOf otrh see e x !ear.
h
b
tl
.
.
e 1 23 cnmes 67 av een . lf' ouo !!!ling the system With polsonous drugs rwh(clt In my
case did almost lrr•parable Injury). It Is lmpoBslble for
ly apt as an operator. In 1867, while hv· · t ·
- i t
· Ci ·
· h b
.
common m1ms eria1 comp 1a n -sexua 11. me to ctescrlbe my feelings, and I can only say, God lJless
i ng m
ncmnat1, e egan expenmentL•>t us hope that
L'b . 1 · W!I,·onln.
·
'th h
·
t0
d ·
~
every
1 era m
I w!ll be pleased to give all the Information Posslble
mg Wl
t e VIeW
se~ two messages America will send twenty-five cents to respcet!ng the merlts or It, either In person or by letter,
to the ailllcted. l nm, sir,
at o?ce o~er the. o~e Wire, and succeed- the author or vnblisher and hav one of
Yo ..Irs verv respectfully,
W!LLIAI'rf H. COCHRAN,
ed m domg th_Is Ill Boston not long these books ready to answer the blatant
100 Monticello Ave., J ursey City Heights.
afterw~rds. :rhis w~s the first of the priests who so faithfully charge all
many mven_twns wbw~ hav earned for cr:imes upon Infidels.
hi~ and his country Immortal honor.
The book will be issued yearly. Send
,_ s2:;HtmKtME• snnT,
1
th e at
BnooRLY:.t, N. Y, sept .. 18B2. f
H IS P ho n ograph fi!st att. r acted
.
newspap~rs to the author at Waverly, · Mn w,r. Wn,so;v: -In reply to yoursoi the 28th ult., I
tention of the leading _sCientlfi. c_m, en of Iowa, conta·I'nl'ng accounts of cl:"ri'
a.~ l, f:arments.
am perfectly sattonect w!Dll the reeults or the WJ!sonla
,_
The efiect of wearing them has been a great
Europe by reas~n of. Its exhibitiOn at villains.
M. E. BILLINGS, Author.
~;:~;~::,~;ubi~t!na~~T,Pf.;n(r:;_':{,~~~~~h, tn.t,DI".)~~~Wn~etlt;
the French Institute Ill 1S78. N 0 better
D M B N T p bl'18 l
wear thorn. Yours respectfully, Pl!ILIP u. NEILL.
idea of the multiplicity and value of
· ·- EN E T, u
ter.
.
•
·
b
b
Write for pamphlets, and note, Wl>I. WILSON. the Inh IS mventwns can e given than Y
CORRESP®NDENCE
ventor,canonlybe seen at.80 COURT ST., BROOKLYN.
mentioning the leading features of his A gentleman In the thirties, Liberal, some property llnd j I will not be t•es;>o.,sible fi>r goods I>Ut'•
exhibit in Paris at the Electrical Exhi- caplt•l, wlsl;es eorrespondence with young lady or uoen-. chased elsewhe.-e. Oflice hours, 9 A.JII. to
cum!Jered widow, under thirty, hav1ng some meo.u1:1, Ltba 7 P.M. "(Jousultation free.
bition, 1881, where his was the largest, era!, musical ~ndjovlal. Referencesl!!ven and expected j
D. X. MATHESON,
.Address all cemmunlcatlons to DAVID J, COTTER,
JOOSt important, and most Varied Of the .
~W
Wlnnlp~, Mllnltob!'. 00 COURT ST:REET, :BROOKLYN,

WILSO~IA,

I

I
I

I
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The untold miseries that result from Indiscretion In

e;uly JJfP. may be aHevt1ted n.nd cm·ed. 'l1 Uose who
·doubt this tt~ser~.ton should purclt'4{1e nncl read tl 1 e new
medlcnl w-.rk publlshe<l 1>1 the Pe.abcu!y )lleclical
Instit.~uti" .. Duston. enttt.lcd the Se&en<:e o.f Life:
or, S(l'l{ .IJI!·t.~so::;r\'ation. It is not only a rornplete
0

~~~vg~~f~~~d tt;J~\t!~~a1°¥>ettti~t~~ 8i·tl~~l~~~l:tege~\~~ttfri

man, Errors of Youth, etc ,-but it· co t>lins one hundred
n.ud twenty-five P· escriptinns fnr t1cute and chronic dis ..
ease.'.:!, cn.ch: one ol 1¥hic!t Js invaltutble, so
proved by the author, whose exyerience tor 21 years is

1g~~~~\S ftr~~~~~~fn~~Q0'~~~~~~7>t;1~dtf~lt~~u~tt!f~ ~~bE~s~d

covers, full gilt, e.mbeldshed wttb. the v1:ry finest steel en.
gmv 1 ng:-l, guaraut· ed to ue a flnpr worlr in everv sensemechapical.literary. or prlJfPflsional- than anv other work
retailed in this count1·y tor$2.;l0, or t.lle_money will be re.
funded in every f·nstance. PJ1cc only $1.25. Gold Medal
nw·arded tlw author by tllt"J Nut1ona11tfedfca.1 ARsociu.t1on.
Illu>~trated sa.wple E~e.nt on rc:c••ipt. of six cents. Send now.

l»ddress PEABODY MJ<:lHCAL INSTI'I'UTE, or Dr.
w. li. PAHKER, No. 4 llulfinch street. Boston, Mass.
The author mal' be consulted on u.ll lliseases requiring
skU! nnd expPrltence.
-1YS8
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regu1ar~y

edu(':ltcd and le~Hy qunii.Cel physfclan, and tbd
as hitl pr:tclice w~:l pro\·o.

mor.tsucCt'~sml,

Cnrcs an fnnns of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, all(l SEXUAL DIS~.
EASES.
Spennatoa.·rhea and InTpotency,
ns tho result of scU:-abua(l lu youth, SO't\tfl.l

~xccsses In mnturet
follo1vin~ etfccts:

Y"nrs, or otber C:t<JSN, nnd producing sa.tno of tho

i\ .rvousnSE3,Semlnnl Emissions (night cmh:sions bydrC'ams'!.Dirr::-

~~~so,01;:7s~;~ foo~~~~~fy ~~~~~~~~ e~~~b~~~·;~~si~~c~t[' fd~~~t£~:a0o{

Soxuall'o,nr. &c., rendering nnr:-b~o improper or uuha.ppy, arll
thoroughly and pcnnuneaCly cured by au

EXTERNAL APPLICATION,

which ts the l.octor'a lut· st and greatest Incdic:1l discovt'ry, nnd
which be hns so far rrencribed for this baneful comp!uint h1 !tll ita

~:~;:si; ~ ~~rtri\/1~ 1~~~f~e~~~e ~~n~m~~~~~~~i 0 b~~ ~ ~~t~l~o0 ~~~~~~:
1

1 1

asylums, many bad Fallwg StcknC'S', Fits; others upon the Vf'r~o
ofConsumpiion; while ot:·ets, ng<1.in 1 had L.;come fooltilianJ.hartlly

able to

tu~w

cnro o1 themselves.
1

1

th~;;.ft!!_~Lf~~~t;¥fi! l~E~X~ Cai~1:£~!:e~ri:t~~!~~to~-lf~~

Hernia. (or Rupture), P1los, and other private diseases quickly
cured.

lUicldle-Aged anti Old l'iien.
~a·~et~eof!:~:~r :~~fl~~0a~~~0~f t~li;\3Jatgd:r~f.t:h~r.t~'~P~i~~Jb;

& e.J.ig-ht smurtmg or bnrnin~ sensation, and a we:!):c.!ing of tha
systDm inn m~mJDr tho rntientcnnnotnccmz,t for. On exan~ining

urin:~ry deposits a ropy or cotton·liJ;e s'"dirr,tnt, or sometimes
partJ.clc.s ,of nlllllmcn! will appear, or the c<>lnr wi.ll be of a
th1n or Jz;tlliJ>.ll hue, a~nm cbnn!!mg loa dark atHl torp1d appear•
nnee, which p'ninly ;;hows tba~ the semen passesflifwit!l t!Je urine..

tbe

B~u.ll

~;~~~~ n£er.F~lfo,:~~~oE~-L~n~~e R~~~ri/~T.~~;r;;~~b~~~l~ p~1r!~~~

C~g?!:t, n::d a henllhy rc)toration ot tho orgnns.
(YCon'>t:!t:ttionr. by li•tt.:r frNl. rtOJd 11\Vit.cd. Chu.rgca re~onabla

cure in rdl eueh

and c<..rrespondcncc strictly contiJential.

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.

S·"'TT.t to any address Eecurely se•tled lor two thrcc·C~nt ~tnmps,

treatmg on

:-:permatorrhct~

or

~cminal

\Ve:llmess, giving: it5 cause,

0

~l~~fetdb;' :~r:im:l~f~~,a~ ~oc~!~:i;ol~~~;f~e~~:;.rof51t~~Jj~~n:~~
by nll. @ ..... Jhemctnhl'l' no mc<ii<•ine Is v,h·t'"·

JJR. lL P. rr:;,J,EHY5, V.inclnntl, Ne,V
aure and Btate in wh!l.t lJill)Cr you sa.w thi3.

AUdress
UIJ

J~r~:~ey,

Notices t•·om the Press.
]Frmn the Worcester (A-lass.) JJaily 2'imes.]

We cnrdlallv Indorse Dr. R. P. Fellows as an able and
learned physlclan. who has been so highly successful that

his name is blessed by tlwusands of those who found no
relief in the old medication, but were cured by the scien-

tific method originated by Dr. Fellows.

[l<'rom the Star Span.Qled Ba.nne.·, Hi:r<-,dale, N. H.J

To INVALIDS A~n O·rHERS: The Banner seldom indorses
anY doctor or mecHctn. but it is free to say to all interested

that Dr. Fellows. of VIneland, N.J., Is not only a skilful
~~~ft~Fa~p~et~~~«ff~\~~de~t~~8~ne of tbe moat succeestn

EXTRAORDII:~ARY

OFFER
Found at ·Last!

A SUUE CUUE FOU HEADACHE
AND CATAltltH.
THE

"LI'J'TLE

G~~RM.AN

DOC'I'OU'S"

Hf'adaebe and Catarrh

SrtUFF.
It will instantly relieve the most severe attack
of cat.1rrhg} headache,- clear the head of all
o:ffensiv matter, and, if per8istently used, will
cure the worst case of catarrh.

P~itelv~rbof~-:smt~i·h~ii~~e~~t'!!~sJ~:i~g::;::~. or
Address JAJID:S A. JU:,ISS, Wakefield, :Mass.

1StS7

'

~. to

$20 PX~~;:~.~t ~~:i:~oN st'BE ~ ;;,~n~.!t~m~::
1

'1.'0 TIUI!U:, §UB§CIUBERS

ror 'i'EIEU>JE N.IONTHI:il,

B'""'~t•..-CJ

Paid,

FOR FIFTY CENTS.
FnU letters frOID 'the Edhor, 'Ill bile on a
\onr around t;he world, appear weeki;,-.
'l'bese alone are worth t>be prtce asked.
.&ddresll
D. 111, BENNETT,
~~

CJlinton l"lace, New Yorll.

TRU'l."~H

THE

CYCJ,OPElH<!.S.
'!'be P<>o:)J!''" Cycloi;edia ot' lh•ivcrsnl
Ii.uow!edge; 2 rny1...,1 octc~.vu v Ie.~ over 1,000 pp. ec.t.b,
lJt und m le..t.t( er, the whole the wu ... k of tn1rty of the
alJ!e t men of our imes, trcatm~ up 'il ulmc su CV"\."fY con
celVRble subject, .md brought down to the yek.- 1881· tllustrated wnh nunF'l*('US co'ored maps hlld over tilfec
thous:Ind rngravtngRi Sd.1d to contain thirty tl10usand
more •rtf les thHn any other cyclope(Ha. The AppenGixel'l
alone contain a w Jnderful tund ot knowledge, and am ng
the subjects treated may be named the followh>g: Bin-

S L'ANJ)A,ltV ~~)U]N'NFlC WO!tK~
D. Jti. BENNE'~T, 21
Place~ New Yorl.c.

C!int6n

WORKS OF CHARLES DARWIN.
Origin of Species ........................... · .... ....
Descent of Man ......
Journa.l of Researches · ····· · ··· ···· ······· ······ · ·
Emottona.l Expression ·
· ····· ···· · · ··• ··· · · ·
Animals and P1ant9 under Domestication. 2 vola. ··
Insectivorous Plant"~ .. ·· · ···· · · · · · ··· ····
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· - · · · · · · · · · ••••••••••
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erttllZ •t1ou1n the Vegetaulc Kmg<lom. .. ..
11
Forms
or Flowera...... .. .. ....................
power of bfovement in Plants........... . ... .. . . .
able Mould, etc. . . ................ .. . ..... ,
Veget
WORKS OF PROF. T@MAS HUXLEY.
Man's Place in Nature .. ... ...... . .....•.......
o 1 i of Spe 1
~~;:ecrftfci~ms on c:J:rwl;l:·;l.nd '.Ad~'rllie·t·r·aitVe
Nihil[ ~SID • ···"

2 00
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S5 00
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1 75
2 00
1 ;>(J
2 00
1 50

1 25
1 00
50

00

AMalN~;~r~~~3 ::-.~~t?~~?~.~~r.t~~:~te~-~n~~a.~~-. 2 50
A i\:lanual 01 thtt Anatomy ot lnvertebrated Animal~. Jlluatl'ated .................... "";.."' 2 :>Q
"
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·····" .....

Lay sermons Add I eases, und Hev1ews . . . . . . . . . . 1 4•)
C iti e and Addresses .150
Ame~~ari Addresses
.............. ···:..
1 25
Pl yafography
..... '·· ·· · ' · ·· .. '' ···· 2 00
'£~e Cru.ytlsll :.:::::·::::: :·:::·:::::.:::: ..... ::: .... 175
Science and cuttu1e. . . . .. . .
. . . . . . . . . . 1 50
Elements of Phys!oloq
and I!) glen c. Ily '1' H.
oumana. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
•· · ·:.' '
·' ·· ··''' ' '··''
I n t ro u
WORKS OF PROF, JOliN TYNDALL
Heat os "Mode <f Mot!, n . ............. .... .. . ..... 2 CO
1::\ound.. .... .. . . .. ... .
2 1 f.J
0 1
:F'ro.gm"!nts
l•f t:' ienre ..•.
. . . . . . . . ... ... . 2 5~
Li~Utailll Electrlclty
.
........... ..... 1 ._.
Les!lons in BJectrictt;.::::·:····.~ :·.::. ........... 100
Hours of Excrcis~ in ttw Alps .................... ~ Z8
:gar~~~~iu~ti w~~~~crer ..... "" ' ........ ' ..... '. 1 50
0 .... .. :::.':.' :~:::~~::::. ~.'::::·::::: ::: ·: 5 00
R~dhtnt Heat
St:x:Lectu'esonLight ........ : ....................... 1:10
The a'loye 10 vole., l2mo ................... , ... p<..:l,Jteh, 19 ~ 5
Banquet nt DelmoiJicu's............. ......... a.p r,
,,
Belf.tBt Addresf:l ............................... PI\ocr,
50
Essays on th., l<'loating M~:~.ttei;-o.rtlle Air in Relation
to Putrefaction und Iufeetion. 12mo .... t:loth, 1 50
WORKS OF HERBERT SPENCER.
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S clology J> Lrta 1..11 , lWd J ll... . . .
Coremontal Institutions: Being P.ut IV. of ~~Piin·
ccl•o!le s otfltS 0tci·o!onlso·.gy.e"!·n·;..·p·,,·r't"v".'o"r·,; ·>· : ·n·;. ·p..le· •
B
r.o
1 1 1 ...1 8
Pollti "' 1 118 11
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loll.
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1 111 ~ 1 ~
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Data 0:Morality.''........1 .. ............
.. ...........
Stucly
sociology (International Scientinc tscrlee),
·pa;ar·,
E ducat on .............
Discussions in Science, Philosophy and. :Moral~.~.··.
Un1versalPr('gress .............................. ·
Es>~ays: Moral, Politir al, a, d Estltetie. ..... .... .. . ..
social S'ati''S • •.• . . . ... . . .•••.. •. . . . .. •.. . . . . . . . . . ..
The ahove 14 vols., 12n1o........... . . . . . . .........
Ph1losophyof Style 12mo ........... Fl xible <..::lotl.l,
Descripthe so iulogy . .Publill!hed in f•llio with 'l'a.bles. Eight Parts now ready, namely:

en Lire work by
(Jtla1lnbf•rs~ 9 JE.:sucyczo 1jledia of 18RO, wtth Copious Acltlitlous of Amer! «.ll Editors. ln FJrteen Volumes
~cmv '• euL tied tbe •' Libh'l.ry of finiveroxl Kuurtledge.';
1 JJCre 1s no t:ycloped1a tli"'t outrauks ClHmbers's anti tn
one who read of Amen :1-n afl ~1ls, this !s rar bett0r than
tlle fote1gu editions. Tlu~ very v.tt.Ju .. ble w 1Jrk. of neaily
o•.e tiwusalltl pttges per volume, tb tdrered nt tile extreme~~lowJH ice of $1 per iolun~§· or $!5for rn e eutJre ~et, tb.e
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Chau.nUu~l!'8'S ~~:ucyclOJH~dia .:..rf }:ngl:isb Lit·
erninur4..~ A SeJ, ciJon or tfie Cboice.et r Odu tiona 0f
1£:ng11 lL Autllors, from the Etlt.rlieat to the Present tlme
(uunected t)y a Crlr. cal t~nd Hi gtn.ph~cal HI8tory. hie~
g ... ntlv ll!uctrtttell. Edlt~'J. by H-oLert Cll"mUero Edi 01 of
rbe Ed:mi.w gh .Jnwnal, II In!oru,o.tlun for ttle· People."
l'wo 0 1 tavo vJume~ iu one- Rich and tun g1L. HOO
page". $4. Postuge 44 cents
'li'i-ne S:u.!~e, in Aome Edition, 4 volumes, Phfn Bind~
wg, au ue lu'tf pr i~e ot $2 J>o:.-.t g .... 3i ce:r::ts
'l'ile '1 y~·lojJ<edia. c-1" !:iib!icai ].:iteratu1'~:
edited by Ju11ll Kltt!5, iJ. D., fi. tL A., c1~shtttl by nuteu
¥~~~1CI'I.l uiri.~!es s
~fu:str~t~~O lJy numm ous engra' ings.
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Anclent Amrxlcans.
Negritto aod M:~ola.yo-Polynesia.n Race9.
.Afric n R \Cr>~.
Asiatic !{aces.

~obtll tmd Sdu~~ Arye{i~an
Races.
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Part 8.............................................
WORKS OF DR. J. W. DRAPER.
History of the Conflict between Religion and SciInte1I~~~~U.i 1fi~~el~·pme·~t-~f":R.uf(;pe: · 2Tots:.' ::..
,~s OF ll T. BUCKLE.
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Prlee; Post
Complete. Fireside Edition. Crown octavo.
Large type. Morocco, gilt edgeo5. Illustra.ted. With a full and Coml,rehe.ualvo
Life, Notes, Glossa.ly, etc ................... · 4 00 .50
Crown Octavo, 3 75 .48
The Avon Edttton. Sbeep, marbled edgt•s, 11• .. • 1. · "T · .. · S 00 .42
I thbrary ~fYlo. · .. C" · ·~-i( ·
n
~~:6 .V 0H~V:R'u~&~~~~u~:bp ..1~t~~. ~.'.' ...r.~~~- 3 00 _48
Tho a&me, in ctotb . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 .48
Dramatic ~nd Poetic Works, compl~te in one
Tohame. Illustrat~d by Alexl!.nder Dyce.
~ h~ep, marbJ-d ed£'~B. ... .....•....... ... .. 2 50 .ss
Scarlet Border Edition. lllustr.tted. Complete,
red and green. M~..)rocco, gilt edge& .... 1 50 .20
Handy Volurne, Shak!F't"'rta complete, in 13 vols.
Green cloth. red edges .. 0 . . . . . . . . 0. •• • 0 5 00 .35
Arundf-'1 Edition. Ji'roru the text of Clark: and
Wright. Illustrated. . ... .. .. ... .. .. .... 1 50 .Z.:l
In 3 Vflla .. brown c10th, edited by Cln.rk and
Wri~llt . . . . . . .. • ... .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . 1 50 .27
Complete from the tF:xt of Joh,..son Stc~ena,
L"rg~x~~~:;gc~dlti O~taJ~UD.d 'ill.~ofdein~i~~!~~: 60 ·18
lllrJstrl!l.ted . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . 1 00 .2.!
Arlington Edition........... . ... .. ....... .. .
60 .13
C~ANDOS CTf_JA.§S}UJS.
A series or atandard works tn poetry, h1story, and generAl
literature. Flue bln'ting.
Prtce Post
Legandcuy Ilallado of England and Scotland. By
John 8 · Robert>............ ................. 65 .os
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A Pisgah Slflht or Paleeline. IlJu .. tra.ted wtth
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The AlPH of Ar,IIl!u ............................ 1 00 ,'6
){ng•hh Heraldry 450 Illustrations.. .. . . . . . .. 1 %5 .10
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of the Belgn of Henry IV.
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Hellln o! Mary
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GI1 • Red R·Jrder around the P<lges. A llf>li.U 1ful
lluok, and remarkn. ly chet~.p at 75 cent}~ · t:.r volume
po::.t~ge, 8 cts.
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An•uay u,nd ~a,•y Dict!onall.·y, cloth, SO cts;
poetry sbould llavthe entire set.
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Milton,
Tennyson,
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Roger~,
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Montgomery,
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HE~~~?e?~ ~J1~T<iTIJ.;tr~fe~."org~ Makepeace
Jl.>ietorial Diction·
Vasco Da nnmni His Voyages und Adventures.
n1·y, in one voltune, l,UHl ur.ti~Yo P tp:C:-;, tiUO e: grcn In gR. Khl\:white,
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WORKS OF PROF .A.NDREW D. WHITE.
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WORKS OF PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT.
The Theory of Descent, and DarwinJam. With 26
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ward L. Yotull'1Dfl, M.D
12 Wl'• ••••••• Cl th,
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Christian Religion~·! The Great Dis.covery !

- THERE is some-good hi nil misfortunes. Even

adversity has its uees, for in tbe effort. to conquer
life's ills we often find new and untried avenues to
success. Energy, ambition, and perseverance ar"
stirred into activity, and all the life in us is merged
into the one battle for victory.-E!mina D. Blenker.
SOME critics dare accuse Emerson of believing
that the universe, to be complete, must be a whole,
consistent in all its parts, which could only be
affirmed of that which emanated from the mind Of
an infinit god: In this connection a bold synthesiA
Is as much in place as the most thorough analysis.
The parts of that sublime plan of such high origin
are daily seen to be badly adjusted, producing
often as much evil as good. In the face of this fact
we dare assert that a perfect god should produce
perfectfruit. A careful analysis which ramifies
the works of deity yields no more satisfactory result to the unprejudiced mind.-.Alhaza.
WHEN a man kisses his child, sam Epictetus, he
should whisper to himself, "To-morrow, per.
chance, thou wilt die," but those are words of bad
omen. "No word is of bad omen," said Epic'etus,
"which expresses any work of nature, or, if it is
so, it is e.Iso a word of bad omen to speak of the
ears of corn being reaped." Another Greek sage,
on learning that his son had died, ~imply remarked,
•· I knew all the time that my son was mortal."-M.
A . .Antoninus.
·
ON THE ILLNESS OF A BELOVED CHILD.
Now health forsakes that angel face,
Nae malt: my deat:le smiles;
P!lle sickness withers ilka grace,
. And a' my hopes begniles.
The cruel powers reject the prayers
I hourly mak' for thee I
Ye heavens, how great is my despair,
How can I see h!IO dee.
-Burns.
"You need not read the book if yon don't like it."
"But maybe JOU like it." ·• I do; it's a very good
story." ·• What makes you think so?" "Because
you tell me that the end is melancholy. That is
rue to nature, for the end of ail our lives is melancholy; to ourselvs, because we look back to see
how few of our best wishes we hav realized; to
those around us it must be full of melancholy, if
tbey care for us at all. I hate sad stories because
he whole world is·sad.'' "Oh. rubbish! the world
Is well enough if we could only take the pleasures
that offer themselvs, without waiting for pleasures
that can never tm'D up. It's like the foolish virgin
who went through a whole field of wneat without
plucking an ear because she always expected to
:ll.nd a bigger one farther on. She ought to hav
died of shame at her own greediness when she got
to the end of the path and found there was nothing
but dwarfed stubbles."-Oharles Gibbon's. Queen of
tkl Meadows.
A SOLDIER dying m the hospital was asked by a
super-servi.ceable agent of the Cbristian commission if he had found Jesus.' "1 didn't know that he
was lost," was the reply; innocent or sarcastic we
need not inquire. But what the dying soldier did
not know is the most potent fact of Christian luatory. Nothing is surer than that Jesus has been
lost for more than eighteen centuries. The myth
of his tranofiguration is the type of his historic
tr!lJlsformation. It says, ·• There came a<eloud and
overshadowed him." There did indeed; a cloud
of legend and myth and fancy and exaggeration,
of speculativ mist, of ecclesiastical smoke, the
breath of Incense, but on this account no more.
transparent. It says, "He feared when he entered
into the cloud." He might well hav done so if he
had known how it would falsify his human nature
till men should say, "It is a god I it is a god l"(Jll.adwicll's Th' Man Jesus.
THE liberty which Luther claimed was in the
main a practical one. In his famous doggerel,
•· Who loves not woman, wine, and song,
Remains a fool his whole life long."
But he would not permit much speculativ liberty.
The suspension of judgment on which modern
science ins1sts, he would hav denounced as doubt,
as a temptation of the devil. The obstinate questionlngs of unseen thing which makes Shakspere's
plays so free and human never sounded In his
ears, or if they did were dismissed with a text
from scripture such as, " Get thee behind me,
Satan 1''-0ornhill Magazine.
KEEP thy heart with ail dii\gence; for out of it
are the issues of life. Put away from thee a froward mouth, and perverse lips put far from thee.
Let thine eyes look right on, and let thine eyelids
look btralght before thee. .Ponder the path of thy
feet, and let all thy ways be established. Turn not
to thy right hand nor to thy left: remove ,thy foot
from evil.-Proverbs iv, 23-27.
AT thirty man suspects himself a fool;
Knows it at forty, and reforms hts plan;
At fifty chides his infamous delay,
Pushes his prudent purpose to re~olve;
In all the magnanimity of thought
Resolves andre-resolves; then dies the same.
-Young.
STREN .Ma.nahem smote Tiphsah, and all that
were therein and the coasts thereof from Tirzab ;
because they opened not to him therefore he smote
it; and all the women that were with child 11,e ripped up
(2 Kings, xv, 16). Could we permit ourselvs to
suppose that the almighty would distinguish any
nation of people by the name of " his chosen peo·
pie," we must suppose that people to hav been an
example to all the rest of the world of the purest
piety and humanity, and not such a nation Of ruf.
:Ilana and cutthroats as the ancient Jews were.Paine'• .Age oJ Reason.
TRuTH and honesty show themselvs in variOU:s
ways. They characterize the men of just dealing,
the faithful men of business, the men who will not
deceive yon to their own advantage. Honesty is
the plainest and humblest manifestation of the
p1·inciple of truth. Full measures, just weights,
lull service, strict fulfilment of engagements are
all indispensable to men of character.-.Dr. Smiles's
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MARKSMEN laugh nt their own volley.
AN extraordinary thing in ladles' bonnets"an
unpowtlered face.
THE cultured no longer call it hash.
nutriment is the correct form.
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The oniJ' Complete and AmtlD<ar:!.zat9
E(\ltion.

THIS is the difference between a hen and a bride:
You swear a "shoo" at one and throw it at the
other.
•
BEFORE the wedding·day she was dear and he
was her treasure; l.n1t afterward she became
dearer and he-treasurer.
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LIVER PILLS.

This very remarkable series or papers appeared at ln.
tervall! In the N<Jrth American Review. anif'awakened the
profoundest Interest with the press and pnbllc. Their
appearance In pamphlet form Is In response to lnnnmer.·
able reonests from all parts of the conntrv.
Price,
~o cents.
Orders should be giVen. Immediately. Address
THE New York Herald asks," Does moonlight
. D. M. BENNETT
soothe?" It does, with the trifiing assistance of a
pretty girl and a rustic bench.

PURELY VEGETABLE.
Cure Malaria, Neuralgia, .Jaun
dice, Rheumatism, Gout, Dys•
pcp!Jia, and all Bilious and
Liver Affections, etc., etc.

TOM TUCKER: In order to become a good swim.
mer you must always keep your mouth shut.
'rhis is the reason women do not learn to swim.

Descrlpt!v circulars, testimonials, etc., mailed free on
application.
Price single box, 2l'i cents. Five boxes :for
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" OUTSffiE the Catholic church there is no re- S!x Interviews with the rFamous Orator
.demption," said the Roman Catholic priest. "I'm
on Six Sermons by the Rev. T. DelVitt
damned if It's so," said the Protestant minister.
Talmage, ot' .Brooklyn, to which 1s
added
·
DIALOG near the sea on a hotel piazza: "I do
not see how You ladies can remain here two
months looking on the ch!lJlgeless ocean." "But
the men change," wae the reply of a lady.
Stenographically reported by 1. NBWTON BAI<Bil.
Printed In bo1d, clear type, on heavy, tinted paper, and
OLD cheese is just the correct thing. Mite makes handsomely
bound ·1u muslin, with heavy boards, beveled
ight, you know.-NtW York New•. It never oc- edges, gilt top, Octavo, 443 pages.
kurd to us before, but it does look that whey.Edition rrom same
Oamden Post. You're a hard kase.-New York News Price, ,2.00. Paper
plates. n.oo.
Tms tired-out sanctum joke is again on its
ThOse who wish t~ hav Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures on
travel: A subscriber writes to an editor in the • Talmaglan Theology," will find them here, In fnll, to
West, "I don't want your paper any longer." To gether with many other points necessarily excluded by
which the editor replied, "I would not make it the llmlts of " lecture. "Tne TaJmaglan Catechism"
any longer even if you did; its present length just puts n the form or direct question, the plainest an<\ pro.
fonudest Inquiries of modern doubt, and .answers them
sul_ts me."
according to Talmage and orthodox Christianity. As a
piece of satire, with earnest purpose, this production
"You write a beautiful hand. I wish that I had stands
alone, and In the literature of Freethought has not
such a hand," said Mr. Flasher to lady clerk at Its equal.
the hotel. "Am I to consider this as a proposal?"
Coplea mailed to any point, postage free, on receipt of
asked the bright lady. "Well-er-yes, if my Wife price
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
is willing to let me o:tr," replied tbe ·accomplished
21 Clinton Place, New York.
Flasher.
·

$1.00.

yon cannot get them of your druggist, address the
proprietor, W. H. PECK, 222 Washington street, N.Y.
If
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A TALMAGIAN CATECHISM. The Crimes of Preachers

a

SHE: "This.fs a pretty hour of the night for you
to come home after promising me to be home at a
quarter of twelve. You are the biggest liar In
Austin." He (pointing to the clock): "Well, ain't
three a quart~r of twelve? It ain't my fault if you
dOn't know arithmetic"
IN riding over to Lost :Mountain from Marietta I
came across a young man who was digging post.
holes for a barbed wire fence, and when I told him
what I wanted, he replied:
"I'll go with you. I was in that fort myself,
and I kin point out every position."
When we reached the ground he began telling
where this and that J'egiment was stationed, and
finally be halted beside a huge boulder and said:
"Right here, stranger, was where I squatted for
fonr hours. I rested my gun right thar on that
lenge, and I reckon I killed twenty-eight Yanks
that day."
"Not"
"Solemn fact, and I know a dozen men ;who'll
swear to it.,
"Let's see? This battle was fought in 1864."
" K'rect you are~a"
"That's about eighteen years ago?"
"Jist about."
" And you are about twenty-five years old?"
"I was twenty.-five this spring."
Then I looked at him for a long time, but he
never winced. When we were going home, and
after a long period of silence, he suddenly remarked:
"Stranger, don't you believe I was thar ?"
" Perhaps you were, but you were not quite
seven years old on the day of that fight."
"That's what I've been figuring on," he ,continued, in a very serious voice, and I'll tell you what
I'm willing w do."
"Well?"
"I'll call it twenty-four instead of twenty-eight
dead Y~<nks in front of my position. That's fair,
isn't it?''
I told him that nothing could be more liberal,
and cordial relations were at once estal;)lished.
JIM'S EDUCATION.
Old Ned's son returned from college the other
day. The Old man had looked forward to the
event, and had aiTanged a dinner, to which he invited a large number of acquaintances. The young
man was modest, and, to the great humiliation of
hl.s father, made no attempt to display his learning. The old man waited several days, and when
at last he saw no eviden<)es of his son's education,
he approached him and said:
"Jim, it do seem ter me dat yer's putting yer
edycation ter a mighty po' use. I ain't heard a big
word from yer yet. I can un'erstan' yer jist as
well as I did 'fore yer went to dat school. Ef a
man's edycated I wants him ter talk so as I can't
un'erstan' him. Me an' yer mudder hab been
talkin' 'bout diS matter, an' we'se grieved way
down in de flesh. Jim, what's de big word for
grasshopper ?" " Orthopterous insect of the genus gr:yllus, according to Webster," replied the young man.
"But de t-at.her day when dem folks was. heah
·yer spoke ob a grasshopper jest de same as de ignorentest nigger in de country, an' brought shame
down on the heads of yer mudder an' myself.
What's de big word fur goat ?"
"Mammiferous quadruped of the genus capra,"
answered the young man.
"But why didn't yer say so, 'stead of sayin' goat
like a nigger an' bring1n' de tingle ob embarrass.
ment ter yer fader's face? What did I gin yer dat
schoolin' fur-ter talk like a unedycated son ob a
po' white man? Think dat l'se gwine ter keep yer
heah in idleness leas yer ken refieck credit on.
de family! Jim, what is the big word for blamed
fool?"
u I don't know, sir."
"Yer doan'? Den yer ain't 'quainted wid yer.
self. Ye1: doan' recognize whar yer stands. Go
out dar in de field wid. a mule an' identify yer~elf.-.Arkansaw Traveler.
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come reconciled to God through Jesus Christ, that an apparition would remain as long as the
and to be renewed by the power of the Holy· eyes were fixed on it. She looked steadily at it
Spirit. What the opportunity shall be, when, without least alarm. Now comes the strangest
A. SOFT answer turneth away wrath, but ~here, and how it shall be given, God is to de- part of the story. The girl lying by her side
FRANKFORT, Ky., was visited by a $70,000
cide."
said quietly, "Maria, there is your mother." :fire on the 12th.
grievous words lead to assault and battery.
CoL. R. G. INGERSoLL was asked for his Then the form melted away. Some years
A REMARKABLY large aerolite, weighing more
VANDERBILT is reported to hav purchased
afterward, after Gov. Tyler's death, his daughthan half a ton, has fallen at Aix, in the de- opinion of the causes of the Republican disthe
Ohio River ;!tail way.
aster of· election day. -The following is his re- ter was at Greenway again. She was then
partment of the Haute GMaOnne, France. '
THE queen of Spain has just presented King
ply, written out by himself : " First, the ex- married, and was visiting the first wife of her
AN Ohio paper says, and probably correctly, travagant appropriations. Secondly, the refusal brother, President Tyler. He was llobsent in Alfonso with an infant daughter
" The South will make seven million gallons of to reduce taxation. At lea~t $75,000,000 should Washington; being in the Senate. One night
THIRTY-ONE lives were lost in the burning pf
cotton-seed oil this year, and you will buy hav been taken from the burdens borne by the one of Mrs. Tyler's children became ill, and her
some of it nicely put up and labelled finest people. Twenty millions should hav been taken sister-in-law went to the nursery to help take the Halifax poorhouse last week.
THE vote of the Labor Party in this state on
Italian olive oil, warranted pure."
from sugar, and the entire tax from tobacco. care of it. She suggested that she should get
A. YOUNG missionary visiting Thibet for the The Republican party should hav takP.n such a remedy from her own room, and, taking a the 7th was about 10,000, while the Prohibi:fir&t time recently expressed his horror at find- steps that all internal taxa.l:ion could within candle in her hqnd, started for it. On her re- tionists cl&im 7,412.
THE Democratic journals throughout the
ing the practice of.Mormnnism reversed under one year from now be abolished. People are turn, as she passed the staircase, she saw her
the ··protection oUhe king of Cashmere. The tired of paying war taxes in times of peace. father standing before ~r. The same idea country have made great displays of poultry in
law allows women several living husbands, a.nd Thirdly, they want the collectors and treasury flashed into her mintl tnat she could hold the the form of rampant and crowing roosters
a.lad gave the names of :five men when asked agents a~d all sorts of detectivs and spies dis- apparition by her fixed gaze. She observed it during the past week.
who his father was.
·
charged. Fourthly, the Republicans should carefully, and recognized a certain suit of brown
A. YOUNG mau of Montreal, Can., after fastNEWS of even a greater disaster than the not hav postponed the tariff reform. The Tariff cloth which she had sometimes seen the governor ing twenty-three days, under the impression
Manila hurricane comes from the far East. In Commission was a mistake. People saw that it wear, and she was self-possessed enough to look that he was thereby obeying a command of
central Japan whole villages hav been swept was only an affidavit for continuance; a ruse for for a· mole on his forehead which was a birth- God, died on the lOth.
away by floods, and thousands of lives are said delay, and that the Republican party was not mark. Mrs. Tyler after waiting some minutes
THE trustees of the University of Pennsylto hav been lost. The more it is studied the going to act. Fifthly, prominent Republicans called to her to hasten,:whereupon the figure vania hav decided that it is "inexpedient at
more remarkable the weather of the present hav been trying to kill each other. The grklat vanished.
the present time to admit women to the departstruggle has been for office. We hav too many
autumn appears to be.
THE Protestant Episcopal Church Congress ments of art " in that institution.
THE boys of Northfield College, Minnesota. politicians and not enough stat~smen .. The which met in Richmond, Va., two weeks ago,
GREAT enthusiasm prevails in Massachusetts
were having a great deal of fun in changing a fight against Cornell was unfortunate. Penn- took as the topic for discussion on one evening, over the election of Butler for governor. The
sylvania
was
tired
of
the
Cameron
rule,
and
physician's sign for that of an undertaker,
"The Relation'S of the Church to the Colored general was given a banquet and r<'ception on
when a, big kettle full of warm tar was emptied everywhere there seems to hav been hatred and Race." The discussion called forth varied and Saturday by the influential citizens of Boston.
upon them from the roof of the house. More disgust."
suggestiv opinious. Bishop Howe, of South
FoRTY women and girls, accused of streetthan twenty of them had to throw away their
OsCAR F. HEWETT tells this story of Artemas Carolina, said that the two races ought to be
Ward: The following morning was as rare and uniLed under one bishop. A. general sympathy walking, etc., were arrested in this city last
clothes and get their. hair cut very short.
BEcAUsE of an insinuation that he had not sunny as was Artemas himself. He could not on the part of the whites and a becoming mod- Saturday and sentenced to terms of imprisonproperly accounted for money furnished by the resist an invitation to visit the "Young Ladies' esty on the part of the blacks would unite the ment varying from two months to six months.
Rev. Dr. Curry, agent of the Peabody fund for High School." Wbihi walking to the academy two races. The difficulty must be met by
THE high priests of the Mormon church hav
holding normal institutes, and other persons, a street runaway occurred. A. terrified horse recogizing in the ca.1on the differences recog- been instructed that priest~ and bishops and
the Rev. J:. W. Denton, Arkansas State Super- went tearing over the pavement with what Arte- nized in nature. The Rev. J. E. C. Smedes, of their councillors are not entitled to hold their
. intendent of Public Education, committed sui- mas clflled "the fore-quarters " of a wagon Raleigh, admitted with mortification that the positions unless they qualify by becoming polygcide at ·Fayetteville. The eharge against him clattering at its heels. This incident Artemas Episcopal church was not doing as much among amists.
had been fully disproved, but injudicious per- ingeniously utilized in his address. ''The the colored race as was done by other denomHERBERT SPENCER, the great English philossons kept reiterating them, and thus drove the vehicular elopement which has just taken place, inations. The Rev. C. F. Tiffany, of New opher, returned to England on Saturday last.
young ladies, has furnished us with a timely York, thought the Episcopal church specially
unfortunate.man to his doom.
topic of discourse. Young ladies' seminaries fitted for the colored people," saturated as it is On the Thursday evening previous to his de•rHE Lutheran and Dutch Reformed congreare ever exposed to runaways. Once, when with the elements of morality and religion." parture he was given a reception-banquet at
gations of Shillington, Pa., held, their service
traveling with my show, I came upon a female The Rev. Dr. Tucker, of Jackson, Miss., said Delmonico's.
in the same house at different hours, but coninstitute. There were ladders, and lads, too, that the very fact that this t?pic Wfl.S discussed
TIMOTHY GREEN, of Morrow, Ohio, met
cluded to consolidate- their Sunday-schools, the
as to that, at everv. window. Manly perpen- showed that there was a difference between the F!l.ther 0' Donoghu~>, the priest of his parish,
understanding being that the children should
diculars carrying fainting horizontals to the relation of the church ,to the colored and the and killed him with a blow from a monkey
become Lutherans or Dutch Reformed, accordground. 'Fire I' I shouted. 'None of that,' relation of the church to the white race. He wrench. Father O'Donoghue had tnduced
ing to the dictates of their own conscience•.
replied a solemn voice from the orchard. 'There charged the negroes with an innate want of Mrs. Green.
Charges ot proselyting were soon made, and
a.in 't no :fire; these are only young fellows runGEN. SHERMAN has submitted to the secretary
the schools were separated. They are now in ning off with their sweethearts.' There is moral honesty, truthfulness, and virtue. All attempts
o.n the part of masters and others to instil bet- of war a report upon the subject of military
the courts with a quarrel over the ownership cf
entertainment for mau and beast in this runa- ter principles developed the vilest hypocrisy. posts and forts, in which he recommends the
the organ, library, and other things.
way. No horse, if attached to a wagon, that Dr. Hopkins, of Pennsylvania, entertained
IN a paper read before the British Medical is, if sincerely attached to it, will run away with views not unlike those of his Mississippi appropriation of $5,000,000 to be expended in
Association it is stated that delirium tremens it, but the more a young man is attached to a brother. "The African," he said, "mistakes extending the army ..
THE present week has b€en appointed by the
is relativly very rare among women, and that young woman the more he will run away with emotion for religion, and after shouting and
alcohol produces fatal effects less rapidly upon her, leaving no traces, in fact none of the har· feeling warm and good he takes that for piety, Young Men's Christian Association as a wef>k
them than upon m('n. These points, said the ness, behind. Young ladies, since I ha'f stood and it is no matter how many hen roosts he of prayer for young men. If any young man
essayist, were the more remarkable because he before your beautiful faces I hav lost some- robs." But these views did not meet with a feels unusally well he may judge whether or
had learned that while men were the great thing, and if you or the boy that sweep!! out hearty reception. The Rev. Dr. Williams, of not the prayers hav taken effect.
consumers of beer, women were the great con- find a red object, looking like a coral breast- Baltimore, spoke especially against the asserA.N attempt was made to assassinate Judge
sumers of spirits. Intelligent publicans had pin that has been stepped on, you may know it tions of Dr. Tucker as to the depraved charac- Lawson in Dublin, Ireland, on the 11th, but
informed him that where they sold one pint of is my poor, busted heart."
ter of the negroes. He laid stress upon their was frustrated by the presence of a policeman,
spirits to men, they sold seven to women. It is
GHoST stories, which hav suffered an eclips behavior during the war, and showed how they who knocked the would-be assassin down as he
not mentioned that si:x of the seven pints for some time; appear to be undergoing a re- were left to protect the women and children was in the act of drawing a pistol.
bought by women are drank by bibulous hus- vival. Here is one that is entitled to credence, when the men were in the army. The Rev.
THE United States revenue cutter, Thomas
bands at home; but while that fact would dis- if any are. It is usually only servants or igno. Mr. Shackelford, of Virginia, also defended the
Corwin,
in a recent engagement with the Alaska
arrange the above conclusion, it is undoubt- rant persons who see ghosts, or visions of the colQred race, antl contended that in many inIndians, destroyed two villages snd captured
. _ edly true.
Virgin Mary, but in this case the apparition, stances he had known them to be in gratitude their chiefs. The cauee of the :fight was the
STILL another clergyman of Agnostic tenden- according to a correspondent of the New York and justice in advance of the "!'hite men.
seizing and holding of two white men by the
cies has been installed as a Congregational Sun, was seen by two persons· simultaneously, Bishop Dudley, of Kentucky, closed the disIndians.
pastor. He is the Rev. William Hayne Lea vel, both of them possessed of more than common cussion by saying that great injustice had been
THE Rsv. Charles Spurgeon, known chiefly
of Brighton, Mass. He believes in the author- vigor of mind. President Tyler had a sister done the race by Dr. Tucker. As for himself,
ity and infallibility of the scriptures "for all who was reckoned one of the most gifted he, as a Southern man, was willing to sit with from the fact that his father is a somewhat
purposes for which they are intended by God,'' women of her day. She was the namesake of the negro, "be he as black as he may be, if he noted preacher of England, addressed a Brookbut he declines to commit himself to any theory Patrick Henry, and the pet of Jefferson. She is the right sort of clergyman 6r layman." lyn audience last Sunday. He is described as
as to the "mode of operation by which the lived with her father, Gov. Tyler, at Greenway, These varied views, as reported, show not only having the manner of an exhorter and a voice
Holy Spirit had secured the absolute correct- in Charles City county, Va. One night, w~ile that there is much difference of opinion among pitched in a high key. His sermon was ad·
ness of the work of the writer as to all moral sleeping in the- bed with a cousin, a young Southern men concerning the condition of the dressed to young men.
and spiritual truth as related to the ends of woman of her own age, she· awoke and saw her negro, but that the importance of arriving at
As the returns of the recent election in this
revelation." But it is his view of the doctrin mother, who had been dead for some months, some method whereby it can be improved de- state come in it is found that Cleveland's maof atonement that almost; but not quite, brought sitting in the window seat. It was a bright mands the attention of those who by long as· jority is much larger than was reported last
him under the condemnation of the ministers night in summer, and under the window was sociation and cbservance know most about the week. It is probable that he obtained about
who installed him. He says that the atoning the bed of a younger sister who was an infant colored race. They hav a problem before them 195,000 more votes than Folger, and it has
work of Christ is a mystery, and he has no set- at the time of her mother's death. The ap- that is about as far from being solved as it was been sarcastically suggested that his election ·
tled belief regarding it, further than that " to parition leaned over the child and gazed intent- before the adoption of the Fifteenth Amend- be made unanimous. The Free Canal amendevery man will be given an opportunity to be- ly on it. Miss Tyler remembered_ to hav heard ment.
·
ment was carried by a large majority.
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We now are approaching the summit, the :high- Pine Point, a spur of the mountains covered with
est point of the Sierras, where the railroad crosses splendid forests of sugar pine, the most valuable timthelL, over seven thousand feet above the level of ber found on the Pacific coast. Five streams run
Over the Mountains.
the sea, but by no means the highest peaks of the into the lake from this elevated land. Emerald Bay
mountains, for within sight a1·e several elevations is a beautiful, placid inlet, two miles long, which
DEAR FRIENDS: I have now to tell you about my ten th_ousand feet in bight. Here the eternal snows seems to be hiding itself among the pine-clad hills.
journey homeward from the plains of Cali- are not wholly lost!_ sight of. In many places I It is but about four hundred yards wide at its mouth,
fornia. · After leaving Sacramento on our north~ noticed heavy banks of snow now at this warmest but widens to a breadth of two miles, ·forming what
easterly ~ourse we passed by several insignificant sea.son of the year.
is called one of the prettiest land-locked harbors in
!lt'\tions, which hardly need to be mentioned. The
There are also several tunnels here through the the world. At the south side of Tahoe, near the site
first place of much note which we reached is Rqck- mountain of rock. The longest is over l,fiOO feet of the old Lake House, Lake Valley creek enters the
lin, some twenty-two miles from Sacramento. , It is in length, while others vary from 800 to 1,000 feet. lake through one continual series of verdant meadprincipally a railroad town of about a thousand in- Between the tunnels and the snowsheds the means ows, dotted with milk ranches, where the choicest
habitants, and there is a round bouse of twenty- for observing the mountain scenery is none ·too butter and cheese are manufactured. Several miles
ei~,ht stalls, and a machine-shop for railroad pur- good.
away is what is called "'l'he Cave," a cavern on the
po~es. The celebrated Rocklin granite comes from The summit is 245 miles from San Francisco, and hillside overhanging the lake and one hundred feet
hrcre of which the state capital was built.
the outlook here is wild and bl~ak in the extreme. above it. On the north end of the lake are the eel·
Auburn, fourteen miles further on, also contains We are now on the divid!ng ridges which separate ebrated Hot Springs, and these are located just within
about a thousand inhabitants. It is the county-seat the head waters of several mountain rivers, which the state of Nevada. Near them is a splendid spring
of Plain county. The country is a little rough, but by different and tortuous courses find at last the of clear, cool water, and devoid of mineral taste.
~m:-dens, vineyards, and 01'Chards abound. We have same common destination-the Sacramento River. CorB.elian bay is a beautiful indenture in the coast,
i:tow reached what are called the foot hills of the On our left, far down in that fir-clad gorge, the with a nne gravel bottom. The shores of the lake
S!e-rra Nevadas.
waters of the: South Yuba leap and dance along are generally smooth and gravelly.
Colfax is twenty-tw~ miles further away, and is a as thoug'b they enjoy exquisitely this frolicsome
The length of the lake is.about twenty-two miles,
railroad town of about a thousand inhabitants. It sport, and the almost countless rapids, cascades, and and the width .ten miles. The water is remarkably
was named in compliment to Schuyler Colfax, who waterfalls are a constant source of interest. The clear, so that fish-aud pebbles can be distinctly seen
was regarded as an early and warm- friend of the stream heads against and far ·up the summit, one from the surface at a depth of more than fifty feet.
road. That he found the support of the road some- branch crossing the road at a station called Cascade. Tahoe is an Indian name, and means "big water."'
wh'lt profitable there are grounds for belief.
East of Cisco the head waters of Bear River between It is pronounced by them "Tab-oo," while the paleGold Run, eleven miles further on, is a small min· the Divide and Yuba, which winds aw11y beyond out faces pronounce it "Ta-hoe."
ing town, for now we have reached a rugged coun- of sight, and behind another mountain ridge. The
Donner Lake is a lovely little lakelet, often called
try where mining is carried on extensively. Hy- American River is on the right, and these streams the "Gem of the Sierras." It is two and a half
draulic mining is employed hereabouts largely, and alike find their resting-place in the wide and beauti- miles north of Truckee. It is about three and a half
hills of much size are washed away to be canied ful Sacramento.
miles long, and a mile in width, though of irregular
down to the valleys below, and to deposit worthless ''rhere ilil said to be no grander scenery in the Sierras shape. It has a depth in the deepest place of two
chy and gravel upon the most fe~tile land. We than in this locality. Here are towering mountains, hundred feet. Li.ke Lake Tahoe, it is thought to be
are now climbing the mountains pretty rapidly and deep gorges, lofty precipices, sparkling waterfalls, a crater of an ancient volcano, as the surrounding
are passing much very grand scenery. We have crystal lakes, and vast maBses of eternal snow, which mountains present unmistakable proofs of igneous
Like the waters of Lake Tahoe, it
pa~sed the north fork of the American River, as remain here from year to year, and probably fromcen- formations.
well as the north fork of the North Fork, and they tury to century. ThiE!is a locality of consielerablere- is clear and cold; every pebble can· be dis·
dash and foam along as they leap over their rocky sort by those fond of hunting, fishing, and roaming tinctlv seen in the deepest places. Donner Lake is
be<'ls in a truly grand manner. Some of these wild over the wildest scenery to be found anywhere. It is surrounded on three sides by towering mountains,
water channels are said to be fifteen hundred feet cool here, even in the· summer; the air is pure and covered with a heavy growth of fir, spruce, and pine
below the track of the railroad.
bracing, and a few weeks are pleasantly spent here trees of immense size. This beautiful lake lies so
Dutch Flat, but a few miles further on, is a by the tourist who bas plenty of time on his hands. near the railroad that a fine view of it is obtained
mountain mining town of some note. It is situated The timid deer abounds, and the grizzly bear is not from the train. Within sight are four tunnlills and
in something of a hollow, and has two thousand in- unfrequently met with ; angling is excellent, as many miles of snow-shedg, while behind, and seemhabitants. It has many good buildings, with pleas- theRe mountain streams t10em with trout and other ingly overhanging the road, the mountains, bald,
ant gardens, vineyards, and orchards. Stages ieave excellent fish.
· ·
bleak, and bare, massive piles of granite, tower far
here daily for Little York, You Bet, and Red Dog.
At Summit is a fine hotel for the accommodation above their precipitous sides, as though bidding
Near Shady Run, some seven miles further on, is of tourists, and from this· point excursions are often defiance to the ravag<'s of time.
.
Long before the railroad passed over this rugged
one of the grandest gorges in the Sierra Nevada made to Lake Tahoe, Lake Donner, and other noted
country. a "Pony Express" was started through this
Mountains. It is called the Great American Canyon. and intereating localities.
At this point the American River is compressed beSoda Springs are situated near the foot of Summit wild region in f870 to meet the pressing business of
tween two walls two thousand feet high, and so Valley, and their waters, uniting with others, form the Pacific Coast. The first overland mail was carnearly perpendicular that one can stand on the brink the head waters of the American River. The springs ried between St. Louis and Los Angeles in 1858 in
of the cliff and look directly down on the foaming are very large and much celebrated, the waters abollt twenty-three days, three days' shorter time
w&ter below. The canyon is about two miles long, being pronounced the best medic'\ted water!j in Cal- than was required by the mail line via Panama.
and so precipitous are its sides which are washed by ifornia. It is pleasant to drink, possessing a taste The "Pony Express," which left St. Joseph, Mo.,
the torrent that it has been found impossible to as. equal to the best manufactured 1nda water.- Great and San Francisco, simultaneously, April 3, 1860,
cond the stream through the gorge even on foot. It quantities of it are bottled and shipped in various di- succeeded in trani!porting it through safely on its
ca.n easily be imagined that this locality pos8esses rections. Near the Soda Springs are others of a dif- first trip in ten days, on its second in folfrteen days,
special features of grandeur.
ferimt quality, and boiling hot. Many people from the third nine days, the fourth ten 'l~ays, the fifth
Blue Canyon, five miles further on, is a freight the western part of the state visit the springs, and nine days, the sixth in nine days, a distance of two
and lumber station. A pretty large amount of lum- pass several weeks in this medicated and romantic thousand miles. This rapid transmission of business
ber is got out here, and taken to the towns in the locality.
correspondence was of great value to the business
.
Strong's Canyon is eight miles east of the sum- men of those days.
valleys below for market.
This service required courage and endurance, as
Emigrant Gap is five miles further on, and is the mit,•and bends around the southern end of the val.
place where the old emigrant road crossed the divide ley which borders Donner Lake. The crossing cold well as enterprise and the expenditure of ~rge sums
and followed down the ridges to the valley of the stream commences the ascent of the mountains, of money. The moment the ferryboat touched land
Sacramento. The emigrants passed over the gap, The snow-sheds and tunnels are continuous here, on the opposite shore the pony expressman mounted
while the railroad train passes under it, and the and but few peek-holes where one can look out to his horse, and by day or night, in starlight or dark·
speed and ease of traveling are gre-atly increased. see the grandeur all around. The train now is on ness, whether sun-dried or soaked, snow-covered or
The iron track and horse have made a wonderful the descending grade, and we feel that we shall not frozen, among friends or foes, lonely or merry, onward he sped his way till at the next more-thanchange in the facilities for getting through this permanently remain among the clouds.
rough country.
Truckee City is five miles further east, and this is a welcome station he leaped from his saddle to rest.
Cisco is eight miles ahead, and formerly, when the place of some intportance. It is situated on the Here another was ready whose horse, like himself,
Summit tunnel was being made, was a place of some north bank of the Truckee River, in the midst of had been waiting, perhaps without shelter, and with
importance, not less than five hundred people being what was once a heavily-timbered region, but which a cheery '' Good night, boye !" he galloped off, and
here, but now a few dozens are all.
has been mostly cut away to .supply the demand for was soon lost in the dark or in the distance. He
Cascade is four miles away, and we are now near- lumber through the mining towns. Piles of lumber rides on alone over prairies and mountainsr whether
ing the grandest parts of the Sierras. Here we are in all directions around the town, and one easily uphill or down, on rough ground or smooth, until he
cross one of the branches of the Yuba, which jumps understands that lumber is the principal business descries in the distance the goal of his hopes and the
and leaps down the rocks in a showering of s1l ery conducted here. The very sharp roofs of the wooden station is reached. To tell the lo8ses of men from
spray. We are now among the snow-sheds and tun- buildings of the town tell the fact that the snow the Indians, and of horses and other property, both
nels, which are a peculiar feature of this portion of 1falls here deep and moist, and if they were not con- from volunteers as well as from Indians, ·with the
the road. The snowfall is here some twenty feet structed in this way they would be inevitably many thrilling adventures of those who participated
per year, and it is an absolute necessity for the roads crushed in by the heavy weight which falls upon in this daring enterprise, would require a volume. of
to be protect~d from this immense fall. The snow. them. The town has about 2,000 inhabitants, who large size.
'As we pass on eastward through this wild region,
sheds are constructed of heavy timber, sometimes are directly or indirectly engaged in the lumber
where lumbering is the principal business conducted,
square and sometimes round, and strongly framed! business.
together. The roofs are heavy, and capable of. hold- I A line Of stages leaveB Truckee daily for Donner the V flumes for the transportation of lumber are
ing up enormous loads. The coflt of constructiOn of Lake, two miles away; Lake Tahoe, twelve miles seen all along by the side of t?e railroad. It is a
these sheds is about $10,000 per ID:ile, and there are away; and Sierraville, thirty miles away. A good conduit for water, made of wide boards, usually
some fifty miles of them on the higher parts of the wagon road connects Sierra City with Truekee, via in the shape of the letter V, and perhaps fifteen
inches in depth. In this narrow channel hundreds
Sierras. They sometimes takes fire from the pass· the Henn.ess Pass and Donner Lake.
ing trains, but the facilities of the railroad company
Lake Tahoe is now so near that I must repeat to of thousands of feet of lumber, in the form of boards
are so extensive, and the number of their employees you the desci'iption given of it, as it is unquestiona· and timber, are transported for miles. The descent
so great, that the repairs are soon made. Sometimes bly one of the most beautiful and romantic lakes in is generally tolerably rapid, and the_lumber moves
these sheds are continuous for miles together, and the world. It is said to be located in two states and along as fast as a man would Wl~h to walk or
sometimes there are vacancies of a qu11.rter of a mile five counties, the line which separates Nevada from run. At the point where the lumber 1s to be deposor less where the snow d<>e~ not pack in so badly. California passing through it. Where this line ited the terminus of the flume is elevated ten or fifThese interstices afford a good opportunity for one passes through it the water is 1, 700 feet deep. A teed feet from the ground, and the water an~ lumber
to look out and take a view of the wild mountain- small steamer, the Stanford, plies on the lake and is pour over indiscriminately, the water runnmg away
ous country, of the hills of granite, and of the nu. much patronizer! by excursionists. Tahoe City is at and the lumber piling up in an irregular manner, all
meroml fir and spruce-trees~ which abound in this the foot of the lake, ·and here are good accommoda- i!Orts together, to be handled, assorted, and piled
ni.ountainous region.
tiona for visitors. Six miles from this point is Sugar away accordingly. Logs are often conducted to the
f§!l
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mill in a similar manner~his mode of transporting r night. At least this has bee~ the case. in the past, . attended in full with:_a_b_s~~-t-e-p-leasure. There is a
lumber is much in use here.
when the mines and lodes here were turning out mu- story in circulation here that Col. Ingersoll t.wo or
Boca is .eleven miles east of Truckee. The lum. nificentJy of its pre(>ious treasures; but Virginia and three year a ago made a descent into one of theRe
bering businesa is well represented here, and the Gold Hill are a.t prer!ent under a cloud. The rich deep mines, in which he almost roasted, and upon
rapid Truckee River, by which the railroad runs for veinR seem to be exhgusted) and new on6B are not emerging he eager-ly took the fresh air and made the
many miles, is utJed for conveying the logR, often sin- 1·eadily struck. Some of the establishments are the remark th!!.t were he to have to go much nearer
.gly. An extensive bre~ery is also here, which enjoys a working over the refuse which has iain for several hell it might be well to join some church.
high reputation for the fine quality of beer it tlll"ns year& neglected, while othen; are entirely idle. The
I called upon several friends and patrons, and they
out. This rapid river affords an abundance of sites town hae boasted of 16,000 inhabitant!!, and when urged me to stop over another day with them, and
for mills, and the water is in plentiful quantity. the Comstock lode was booming evet·ything wore a perhaps speak in the evening, but feeling in haste to
After this we are no longer in C!J.lifornia, having flourishing appeare.nce; but now half the buildings get on I did not comply with their wishes. When
crossed the line· into Nevada.
are unoccupied, a general appearance of unthrift the train was ready to start for Reno I was among
We pass by the small stations of Bronco, Mystic, pervades the town, and money is not nearly so plen- the passengers, and in three hours we reached Reno.
Essex, Verdi, to Reno, which is twenty-six mile~ tiful as it used to be when the "Big Bonanza" was Here I ,atopped over night, and had the pleasure of
from Boca. We ride all the way, or nearly so, by doing its best-not only maki.ng wealth for the seeing some TRUTH SEEKER patrons, and in the
the Truckee River, and have an abundance of wild money-lords of S1n Francisco, but dispensing it morning I wasreadytoresumemyeastward journey.
mountainous scenery.
freely in the vicinity of the mines.
For two or three hundred miles east of Reno the
Reno, the county-seat of Washoe county, is a
The first g-old mines of this locality were discov~ country of Nevada is among the most barren and
flourishing looking town of over fifteen hundred in- ered in 1857 by Jarpes Kirby and some others who beautiless of any I have seen in all the world. The
habitants. It was named in honor of Gen. Reno, commenced mining in the Gold Canyon, called after- land is diversified between hill and plain, but litwho was killed at the battle of South Mountain. It ward Gold Hill. The working of the mine was con- tle grows in all this dreary w11.ste but sage-brush,
has improved very rapidly within the past few years. tinued with indifferent success till 1859. The first and perhaps another ill-looking shrub called greaseNow it has two daily papers, and puts on many city quartz claim was located by James Finney, better wood. Wood does . grow in some places, for
airs. Some g.ood farming land surrounds the town, known as "Old Virginia," on the 22d of February, I see long ranks of it which have b~en brought in
but the land is generally so impregnated with alkali, 1858 1 in the Virginia mining district, and on the by mule teams, but there is little that is lovely to be
and has sueh a scarcity of rain, that it is not very "Virginia Croppings." The old prospector gave seen. The soil is partially white with the alkali,
productive.
his pet name to the city, croppings, and district. In which seems to abound here everywhere, and nothThe greatest mining region in the world is within June, 1859, rich deposits of silver ore were discov- ing but the sage- brush seems to want to gr<.Jw upon
reaching distance of Reno, Virginia City being lo- ered by Peter O'Reilly and Patrick McLaughlin on it. I must, however, mention the principal points
cated over the mountain to the southeast, at a dis- what is now the ground of the Ophir Mining Com- through which we passed.
, tance of twenty-one miles by the old -wagon-road, pany. They were engaged in gold-washing and
and fifty-two miles by rail. Before the completion uncovered a rich vein of sulphuret of silver when
Vista is a small station east of Reno, and is situof the railroad, Virginia City was reached by stage, engaged in excavating a place wherein t.o catch a ated on the nothern edge of what is known as the
over a fearfully steep, zig-zag mountain road, but supply of water for their rockers. The discovery Truckee meadows. In early days these meadows
.
· half-a. d ozen times made up was made on ground cla1med
.
the increase d d u1tance
1s
by Kir by an ...." others. were a noted rendezvous of emigrants, who on their
in the increased comfort of the newer route.
A Mr. Comstock was employed to purchase the wearisome journey to the land of gold tarried here
Being ·anxious to see something of this mining claims' of Kirby and those holding with him, hence for several days to recuperate themselves and teams
after crossing the desert. The meadows have an exworld, I conclu~ed to stop over at Reno, and use Comstock's name was given to the lode.
a day in visiting Carson City, Gold Hill, and Virginia
This lode is about four miles in length, the out- tent of some twelve miles in length by two miles in
City.
.,
croppings extending in a broad belt along the moun- width, inclosing a prAtty large body of good grass
CARSON CITY,
tain-side. It extends under Virginia City and Gold land. Vegetables and small grains are also success! had but an hour to wait at Reno before the train Hill, the ground on which these cities are built being fully cultivated here.
Clark's is eleven miles furt'her on, and, although
on the Virginia & Truckee Railroad started, and I honey-combed and undermined in all directions; in
was soon on my way to the capital of Nevada. This fact! the entire mountain is a series of shafts, tun. the arid desert occupies the interim, here are fenced
railroad was commenced at Carson City, in March, nels, and caverns from which the ore has been taken. fields, and fair crops of vegetabies appear· to be
1869, and was completed to Virginia City in Novem. The vein is broken and irregular at intervals along raised. The mining towns in the south afford a
ber, 1871. The grade in places is as high as 115 feet its length, so far as traced, owing to the formation good market.
to the mile. It has six tunnels, with an aggregate of the mountain. It is also very irregular in thick.
Salvia is seven and a half milefl further east; near
length of 3,000 feet. We passed several small sta. ness. In some places the :fissure ranges from thirty it is a lava bluff, called Red Rock.
Wadsworth is over seven miles on our journey,
tions. It is over thirty miles from Reno, being situ. to two hundred feet in width, while at other points
ated in Eagle Valley, rather a pretty stretch of level the walls come close together. The greatest varia- and is situated on the eastern bank of the Truckee
country , surrounded by ranges of hills or mountains tion in width occurs at a depth of six hundred feet River, and is sometimes called the western border of
of considerable bight belonging to the Sierras. Car. from the surface. The principal silver ores of this the desert, for west of this the country can hardly be
son River flows through this valley. It is the oldest lode are stephanite, vitreous silver ore, native silver, ranked as a desert, for considerable vegetation is
town in the state, and has a good many fine private and very rich galena. Pyrargyrite, or ruby silver, grown. The town has some good buildings, and a
and public buildings. Among the latter are the hor)l silver, and polybasite are found in small quan- population of some six hundred. The railroad comCapitol, the Court House, the United States Mint, tities, together with iron and copper pyrites, zinc- pany have a division shop here, with a round house
etc. It has about 4,000 inhabitants, is profusely blende, carbonate oflea.d, pyromorphite, and native with twenty stalls, car, machine, and blacksmith
decorated with shade-trees, and bas an abundance of gold.
shops. A piece of ground has been fenced in near
good water. Carson City is in the center of the best
The number of mills in and around Gold Hill and the railroad shops and well watered, so that it looks
farming country on Carson River, and the best in Virginia City, and at other points which work on ore green ana lovely with vegetation. A good deal of
this portion of the state. The town has a busy ap. from this lode, is between seventy five and eighty. freight leaves this point for the mining regions south.
pearance, and is the depot where· heavy supplies are They are scattered around through several counties. Pine Grove Copper Mines lies six miles south of
obtained for .the extensive mining country to the The product of the Comstock lode has been beyond Wadsworth. Ten miles further south are the Desert
south.
that of any other vein of which there is any record, Mines, which consist of gold-bearing quartz lodes.
I stopped here to visit the' Voltaire Mines, largely furnishing the largest amount of bullion producf.ld Some very rich mines are said to be located near .
owned by my friend, A. H. Frank, of Buffalo. The upon the Pacific slope. I am unable to give you the there. Ninety miles south, at Columbus, are the
mill is a mile and a half south of Carson, and I had number of millions of dollars that have been taken famous Borax Mines of Nevada, which are counted
a pleasant ride out to it, catching a ride with a gen- from this rich lod?, but the sum is up among the very rich.
tleman with a fine team going in that direction. I hundreds of millions, and sufficient to make many
Desert is seven miles further on, and little. can be
passed for some distance by the side of an extensive men extremely rich.
said for it, save it be that it is truly a desert. We
flume from the Sierras, which brings lumber and
As before mention~, it was the San Francisco are now descending considerably.
Hot Springs is eleven miles further on our journey.
fire-wood in abundance for several miles. I found capitalists who were able to manipulate theRe mines,
the Voltaire Mill in active operation, under the man. to furnish the capital necessary to work them, and On the left- hand side of the road can be seen several
agement of Mr~ CoQ.o, the partner of Mr. Frank. to receive the enormous accruing returns. The hot and bubbling springs, which are always a decided
The silver ore is carted nearly two miles from the world has seemed to ri(;"t have produced its equal. curiosity. They have been called the escape pipes
mines to the mill, where it passes through the stamp But it is to be feared that the glory of this locality or safety valves for the superabundance of heat whwh
mill, and is roasted in a furnace for a certain number has departed, that the mineral wealth has been pervails below the crust of the earth. Extensive
of hours,, which drives off the sulphur and some largely extracted, and these hills may never again salt works are located here, and a carload or more
other elements. It is afterward economically treated see such a booming time as they have enjoyed in the of salt is shipped d~ily. The salt springs are some
with quicksilver, and distilled off in the manner be- ·past. Prospecting is still kept up, and the hope is four miles west of the station. The Saxon-American
fore described. The capacity of the mill is such indulged that other dch veins will be struck, and Borax Companv have erected works here at an exthat it can work up more ore than is obtained from that prosperity will again return to these rough min- pense of $200,000. These are half a mile south and
the mine, and considerable is taken in for that rea. ing towns. I concluded if I could have but a hun- in full view.
son to manipulate for others. Mining is unques- dredtll part what the works hereabout cost, including
Mirage is nearly seven miles further on our easttionably a hazardous business, sometimes attended the shafts, the stamp-mills, the smelting works, the ern journey. The station derives its name from the
with great profit, and sometimes a steady stream of engines, and all the first-class and expensive ma- curious phenomena which take place here, and which
money out of pocket. I should judge the Voltaire Mill chinery, it would be far more than I could ever use. are not uncommon in other deserts. In early days
is doing very well. I succeeded in obtaining a new I was in one of these establishments, and was struck the toil-worn traveler, when urging his weary teams
subscriber or two for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and was with the massiveness and p~rfection of the engine across the cheerless desert, bas many a time had his
ready for the next train for Virginia City, some and other machinery. The cost of aU of it has been heart lightened by the sight of clear running
twenty miles away. We passed through the small many millions of dollars. .
streams, waving trees, and broad, green meadows,
These mines extend down deeper into the earth which appeared to be but a short distance away.
places, Lookout, Empire, Silver, and came to Gold
Hill, which is really a part of the town of Virginia than any other mines of which I have knowledge. Often has the poor emigrant turned aside from his
City. This is an unsightly country, very uneven in The great depth of 2,300 feet is reached, and the in- true course and followed the delusive vision for
character, and thoroughly dotted with mining mills creased heat in making the descent to that depth is many weary miles, only to learn the painful fact
and the small mountains of aeb'l'is which hav been so great as to be almost unendurable. It was my that be had been following a phantom-a will-o'-thebrought up from the bowels of the earth. Virginia desire to go down into one of these deep mines and wisp. It still remains a mystery what causes these
is on the southeastern slope of Mount Davidson, at experience for myself the great change- in tempera- optical illusions. Many have seen the green fields
an elevation of 6,200, with the mount'l.ins rising ture which uists here, but I found that the day and leafy trees-or, rather, the appearance of them1,627 feet still higher in the vicinity. The town is had so far advanced that it would be impossible to apparently but a mile or so away, and as bright and
built on the side of the mountain, with one main make the descent on that day, and that I would be beautiful as though a presentation of Nature herself.
street and numerous cross streets, very uneven in under the necessity of waiting over another day. I It is easy to understand how disappointed a poor,
character, and upon the whole extremely unsightly. felt in a hurry to be getting· on toward home, and fatigued, famished emigrant mu&Jt feel when, after
At both Virginia City and Gold Hill are located concluded to not remain over. The descent is made a hard day's travel, as the sun is declining' in the
. great numbers of smelting furnaces, reduction in the steam shafts by steam power, but some of the west, he sees at a short distance ahead the welcome
works, and stamp-mills, thundering away day and shafts are more or less wet, so that the descent is not signs of flowing streams, green monntains1 and wav-
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ing forests-to only find that he has been deceived, appearance. This is part of the great belt which j miles long and twenty broad when the waters are at
and that there was no reality in it.
is traced from Oregon to Arizona, and far into the their highest.
·
White Plains is eight miles further on our jour- interior the desert sandhills and fiats occur at inWinnemucca Lake is a few miles east of Pyramid
ney. This is the lowest elevation on the Centr:1l tervala, but the main bed of the desert is lava and Lake, and is another stagnant pond; about fifteen
Pacific road east of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. clay combined, one about as ?eficient in life-giving miles long by ten_broad. ~his lake is ~on~ected by
As an indication of this fact, the plains immediately power as the other.· The act10n of the elements has a small channel With Pyramid Lake, whiCh m turn is
in the vicinity are nearly white with the alkali which covered these clay and lava deposits with a coarse connected in a similar manner with Mud Lake. But.
has at some time been in the form of a solution and dust, resembling sand, which is blown about and de- it is only at high water that they' are thus connected.
then evaporated by the continued aridity which nosited in curious drifts and knolls by the wind. Winnemucca is the western terminus of the Humusually prevails in all this section. Solid beds of Where more sand .than clay is found the sagebrush boldt division of the road.
alkali even slope away to the sinks of Carson and obtains foothold and bravely tries to hold all it
Six miles on east is Tule, an unimportant station
Humboldt lakes. No vegetation here meets the eye gets.
·
save that it was here that some mines were early dis~
when gazing over this dreary expanse. The sun's
Oceana is reached after passing over twelve miles covered. Mr. Barbeau, in 1860, while herding stock
rays seem to fall perpendicularly down upon this of dreary road. It is in a rough, uneven section of discovered the silver ore, and from that beginning
barren scene, burning and withering as tJwugh they country. To the southeast are located a number of prospecting was carried on with vigor, and many val.
would crush out any and every attempt which the mining districts, in which are several_ stamp mills uable bodies of ore were located.
other forces of nature might make to give the parched and smelting works. West of the station the desert
Continuing on our journey ten miles further, we
earth a carpet of green. Th'l water to fill the big is especially dreary and desolate.
came to Golconda, a small station with a few good
tank at the station is pumped from· the "sink" by
Ten miles further on is Rye Patch, obtaining its buildings. Large herds of cattle range near by in
means of a stationary engine, which is situated about name from a species of wild. rye that grows luxuri- the surrounding valleys and on the bluffs, though
midway between the station and the sink.
antly on the moist ground near the station. On the it looks as if cattle must here find rather dry
Brown'B is twelve miles further on, and is situated right, against the hillside, is a hot spring, over whose picking. As the name implies, rich mines of gold
about midway of the northern shore, directly oppo- surface a cloud of vapor is generally floating. The and silver are located both on the north and south
.
site. Humboldt Lake, a body of water about thirty- medicinal qualities of the water are highly extolled and within a few miles.
five miles in length by ten miles in width, really a by those who have been benefited by them. On the
The next point reached is Iron Point, eleven miles
widening of the Humboldt River after coursing other side of the track is a ten-stamp quartz mill for east and of insignificant character. The bluffs draw
through three hundred and fifty miles, lies in this working up the ores brought from the mountains. very close to the railroad here, with barely room for
vicinity. Through this basin the water flows to the There are several mills a few miles away.
a river and a narrow strip of meadow land.
plains beyond by an outlet at the lower end of the
Humboldtiseleven miles further east, and hereis a
Stone House is twelve miles further on, and was
·lake, uniting with the waters of the sink of Carson regular eating station, where trains each way stop once an old trading post, strongly fortified against
Lake, which lies_ about ten miles to the west. During thirty minutes for meals. Here, also, is the clearest Indian attacks. The Stone House stood at the foot
the wet season, when the swollen rivers have over- and coolest mountain spring to be found on the of an abrupt bill, by the side of a spring of excelflowed the low lands around the lakes and united entire road. The water is conducted to the station, lent water, but is now a mass of ruins. South of this
them, they form a large sheet of water, eighty miles and shoots up· in front of it in a beautiful fountain, station are many more of the hot springs that abound
or more in length, with a large river emptying its causing one to forget for the moment the dreary in the Nevada basin. The bottom grows nothing but
waters into each end, and for this vast volume of waste that has been passed over.
sage brush, and is both of the volcanic, sandy nature·
water there is no visible outlet.
In the country around this station are abundant and alkaline. ''Dreariness" expresses the situation.
Across the outlet of Humboldt Lake a dam has objects for study. These barren plains, broken hills,
We pass the insignificant stations of Coin and
been erected, which has raised the water about six and curious lakes were once the center of extensive Perite, seven miles apart, and the first seven miles
feet, completely obliterating the old emigrant road. volcanoes. The singular formation of the soil, the from Stone House, and then four miles to Battle
which passed close to the southern shore. The ne- lava-deposits of a by-gone age, the fossil remains Mountain Station, where the trains east and westcessities of mining have utilized the waters of the and marine evidences of past submersions, and, stop for dinner. The waiters are Chinese, and they
lake, and now they are employed in turning the above all else, the grand and unsolved problem by show much activity in waiting upon the hungry
machinery of a quartz mill. In the lower end of which the waters that are continually pouring into travelers. The water which supplies the little founthe lake is an ~sland-a long, narrow strip of land- this great basin are prevented from overflowing the tain in front of the Battle Mountain House is conwhich extends up the lake and near the northern low land around them, are objects worthy of the ducted in pipes from a spring in the side of a mounshore. Before the dam was put in the outlet this closest study. From this station the noted points in tain three miles to the south.
island was part of the main-land. There are said to the ~urrounding country are easy of access. About
This is the distributing point for a great number
be several varieties of fish in the lake, and an a bun- seven miles to the northeast may be seen the Star of mining districts, towns, and camps, both north and
dance of water-fowl auring portions of the year.
Peak, the highest point in the Humboldt range, on south of the road. Stages and fast freight lines
Leaving the station and pas~ring along the shore of which the . snow continues to hold ita icy sway leave daily for the northward to Tuscarora, eighty
the lake for a few miles, an intervening sand- ridge through the whole 'year. Two and a half miles miles; Cornucopia, one hundred miles. The shiphides the lake from view, and about eight miles west southeast are the Humboldt mines, five in number, ments from Battle Mountain Station average five
is observed a fine view of the sink of Carson Lake, rich in gold and silver. The discovery of a borax hundred tons per month, with a steady increase. The
which is a small body of water lying a few miles mine is said to have recently been made in the surrounding country is alive with herds of cattle,
north of the main Carson Lake, and connected with immediate neighborhood. Five miles north are the particularly on the north side of the river, and this
that and the Humboldt during the wet season.
Lauson Meadows, on which are cut great quantities station has become quite a point for the cattle buyCarson Lake lies directly south of Humboldt Lake, of grass of an excellent quality. Thirty miles north ers of California to come to to purchase.
and is from twenty to twen~·five miles long, with a are the new sulphur mines, where this satanic minTo the south of Battle Mountain runs a three feet
width of ten miles. In the ~ter its waters are said eral has been found nearly in its pure state. It is so gage railroad, organized in September, 1879, and
to cover considerable more area, the sink and the hard it has to be blasted out the same as rock. Here completed three months later, and two years later
lake being one.
are to be seen the effects of irrigation in this sandy, sold out to the Union Pacific. Its general course is
The Carson River empties into the southern end of sagebrush country. The garden at the station pro- southward, up the valley of the Reese River, ninetythe lake, discharging a large volume of water. What duces vegetables of all kinds. Fruit trees also look three miles to Austin. The grades are easy, and the
becomes of the vast body of water continually pour- promising here.
_
country tributary rich in mines, agricultural lands,
ing into these lakes is the problem not fully solved. . Mill City is eleven miles further on. It is a place cattle, and sheep. The stations and distances along ·
Probablyit soaks away into the arid earth asthe of no great note,thougha large cattle businessis thewayareasfollows:Galena,elevenmiles;Mound
watera of the Jordan do into the parched earth about done here. Stage lines also run from here to towns Springs, ten miles; Bridges, twenty-two miles; Walthe Dead Sea. Some-claim the exist6nce of under- fifteen to twenty miles away.
lers, thirteen miles; Hallsvale, ten miles; Caton's,
ground channels, and marvelous stories are t()ld of
'l'wo unimportant stations are Raspberry Creek ten miles; Ledlies, ten miles; Austin, seven miles.
the unfortunate people who have been drawn down and Rose Creek, seven and ten miles away.
Twenty mining 9-istricts are tributay to this road,
and disappeared forever. If underground channels
Winnemucca is the county seat of Humboldt many of which are rich and have stamp mills and
exist it would seem singular that the lakes, whicb county. It is 416 miles fro~San Francisco, and 1,451 melting furnaces.
are ten or fifteen miles apart in low water, are united fl"om Omaha. It is in a somewhat extensive basin,
Austin is situated near the summit of the Toiyabe
during the winter floods, and that when the waters and has an elevation of 4,331 feet. The town was Range, on the_ground where the first silver ore was
have subsided from these alkaline plains, no open- named after a chief of the Piute Indians who for- discovered, in May, 1862, af.ter which prospecting
ings for these channels are visible. Much of the merly resided he_re. The town has nearly a thou- was very lively for two years, many valuable mines
water doubtless escapes by evaporation, and much sand inhabitants, with many lively business houses. being brought to light; and soon mills were erected
soaks away into the arid earth. The sun is so pow- But as mining towns are not very lively at this time, at different points. Austin contains a population of
erful on these lava plains in the summer season that Winnemucca is a little drooping. I met here an 2,000, nearly all of whom are engaged in mining opthe water evaporates as soon as it escapes from the esteemed friend and patron who takes THE TEUTH erations. There is considerable trade here in supcooling shadows from the hills. It has been demon- SEEKER and subscribed for four sets of around-the- plying the mining district, which extends from fifty
strated by experiment that the evaporation of the world volumes. He has for several years been a to one hundred miles round about. A paper is pubtwo bodies of water in hot weather equals six inches druggist in the town. A good deal of mining is lished here i.n this mountainous district.
every day. In the humid air of winter it is much done in this vicinity, and quite a number of mills
Hot springs abound in the vicinity of Battle
less.
and furnaces are in operation. In the Winnemucca Mountain, some of them strongly impregnated with
Carson River, which gives its name to the lake, range many lodes of silver-bearing ore have been sulphur and other minerals; but hot springs are so
rises in the eastern slope of the Sierras, south of located, from which great expectations are indulged. general throughout Nevada that these attract no parLake Tahoe, and opposite the head waters of the Stages leave here daily for mining camps in all ticular attention.
American River. From its source to its mouth is directions and at long distances away. Boise City,
On our eastward journey we passoverelevenmiles
nearly two hundred miles. Under the name of Car- for instance, is 255 miles off, and the fare $40.
of the road and then reach Argenta, formerly an
son Valley, the land bordering on the river has the
There are in this part of the state many peculiar eating station and a distributing point for the Austin
reputation of being the best farming land in the state. lakes, called Mud Lakes. The one that particularly and Reese River country, but now descended to a
Lovelocks is sixteen miles further east, and derives bears this name is fifty miles west across the Hum- side track. Paradise Valley lies on the north side
its name from an old meadow ranch which is situ- boldt. It receives the water of Quinn's River and of the river, nearly opposite the station. It is about
ated near, upon which, during the summer, a large several smaller rivers during the rainy season. It sixty miles long by eight wide, very fertile, and
quantity of hay is cut and baled for market. At- has no outlet, and is fifty miles long and twenty thickly settled. The northern part, called Eden
tempts have been made at farming, but with indif- wide at high water. In summer it dries up to Valley, is about twenty miles long and. five wide,
ferent success. Cattle and sheep raising is the prin- a mere stagnant pool. At the head of the lake is and is of the same fertile character.
Paradise Creek is a clear, cold mountain stream,
cipal occupation of the people. lt is stated that the Black Rock, a noted landmark in this part of the
number of stock in the valleys of the Humboldt and country. It is a bold, rocky headland, rising about and upon it are numerous grist and saw mills. It
Carson are 963 head of cattle and 30,000 head of 1,800 feet above the lake, bleak, bare, and extending rises in the Owyhee mountains and flows through
sheep.
for several miles. It is an isolated prominence, and these valleys to the Humboldt River. Salmon trout
The great Nevada Desert is the largest portion of stands solitary guard over a great expanse of coun- of enormous size are found in the stream and its .
theN evada Basin. Much of it consists of barren try.
tributaries. Bears, deer, silver, gray foxes, and other
plains, destitute of wood and water, and abounding
Pyramid Lake is about twenty miles south, andre- game abound on the hills and in the neighboring
in low broken hills of the mo_st dreary and barren ceives the waters of the Truckee River. It is thirty valleys. This section of the country is noted for its
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stock-raising. Tens of thousands of cattle are roam- eral ideas. It was a magnificent effort, and was world. and in view of the quantity of reading matter we
weekly lay before our readers, we are publi~h!ng at a lower
ing along the Humboldt and adjoining valleys and listened to by a large and appreoiativ audience.
pr:ce than any similar publication. We are givmg sev~n hunsurrounding hills. It is computed that there are not
dred inches more of reading matter every week than Is conless than 350,000 head between Promontory Mou~
Snakes.-Concluded.
tained in any other Liberal journal with which we are actain and the Sierra N evadas. One firm near thiS
It is said that Rev. J. E. Richards, of St. Johns, quainted.
station has 40,000 head, and one ranch fences over in a sermon, said that "God must hav made Adam a
Of all the so-called Liberal papers (some of them
28 000 acres.
very small child, and that be. afterw!lrd grew t? be very illiberal) THE TRUTH SEEKER has been the fairA few miles west of Argenta Reese River Valley a man." Now, if the Rev. Rwhards lS correct, httle est and most favorable to Spirituali2m, and we hope
joins the Hu~bold~-coming in ~rom the south.. It Adam must hav been a very smart. child, for the this "new departure," reducing the pri~e to. $2.50,
is very div~rs1fied m features, bemg seyen .or mght good book teaches that the. Lord ~roughtall of the may add many thousands to its subscr1ptwn hst.
miles wide m some places, and then dwmdhng down animals to Adam, that he m1ght gtv themnames. If
to narrow strips of meadow in other p~aoes. Some God was of the opinion that owing to the g:reat.preas W. F. Jamieson Again in the Lecture Field.
portions of the valley have a fine soil, capable of of business on hand, he could make a savmg m the
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH S'.EEKER, Sir:
high cultivation, while other portions are barren raw material and save'valuable time by making a
sand and gravel. This valley has also been known twenty-pound child instead of a 200-J;>Oun~ man, it Please announce that I will be engaged this winter
by the name of "Whirl Valley," because of the is quite likely that the learned theologian 18 correct in giving courses of lectures, and will help. on t.he
Liberal work by voice as well as pen. I. w1ll wnte
numerous whirlwinds which prevailed here, taking in his statement.
.
dust and fine sand skyward. Reese River, which " But why did not God warn his children agamst no less, but will speak more than I .hav th1s summer.
flows through· this valley, rises in the south, some the danger of snakes, by sticking up a notice on All who wish to engage lectures w1ll please address
two hundred miles 'distant. It has many tributaries, every tree in the garden, saying, ".Beware of snak~s !." me at Pepin, Wis. ReBpectfully,
F. JAMIESON.
which gather in the mou~tain .slopes. ~he river Owing to the great press of busmess on hand, 1t 1s
sinks in the valley some thuty miles before 1t reaches likely that God forgot to giv a lecture on the subject
the Humboldt, and it is only during the very highest of flnakes and warn his children, as he should hav
water that a portion of Reese River reaches the done had 'he possessed as much love for his children
Humboldt.
.
.
hav always had for my children.
A Bitter Fling.
Near where Reese River sinks in the sands was as II will
now tell a big snake story which is fully
.
.
fought a brisk battle thirty years ago, between the equal to any of the snake stories of which I hav alIn the issue of Liberty for the 11th mst. B~nJ. R.
whites and the Indians. A party of marauding Shomade mention.
.
.
.
Tucker, on the arrest of Mr. Heywood, has th1s paslihones had stolen a lot of cattle belonging to the ready
According to .the Shastra, a book m Ind1a, whwh, sage:
emigrants and settlers, who banded themselves to- like the Christian Bible, is said to be of divine ori- ~ In this connection we must express our. indignation at the
gether and gave chase. Here they overtook t?e In- ..-in the earth i&J a circular plain, resembling a water- cowardly conduct of D. M. BHennett,d~dittort of Tdm: TthRUdTH
dians and the fiD"ht commenced. From pomt to ,_, '
• f
h d d 'll'
0 f SEEKER who prates about Mr. eywoo s as es an me o s.
We do ~ot approve of Mr. Heywood's taste and methods, but
point, from rock to0 rook, down to the wat.er , s ~ d ge, lily. Its circumference lS our un r~ ml Ions
It
is
borne
upon
the
backs
of
e1ght
huge
~leneither did we of Mr. Bennett's, when we did our little best a
miles.
the Indians were driven, who, when finduJ.g thempbants;
the
elephants
stand
up?n
the
back
of
an
1miew
years ago to sa.ve him from Comstock's clutches.
selves surrounded, fought desperately. When night
Friend Ben indeed seems to labor under a great
fully set in the settlers found themselves in posses- mense tortoise, and the tortOise upon a thousandsion of their cattle, and so many of the redskins bad headed serpent. Whenever the .serpent becomes amount of indignatio~ t~w!lrd us. We hope it will
bit the dust that the power of the tribe was ever drowsy and noils, an earthquake 1s p~odu~ed. On not strike in and kill h1m. When we both stand
afterward broken. From this battle the name Bat- such occasions the people rush out of their houses upon the same platform-disapproving Mr. Heyand shout, beat drums, blow horns, and beat gongs, wood's taste and methods-it would seem there is
tle Mountain was derived.
Resuming our journey, eleven miles more brought for the purpose of rousing him, and thereby prevent hardly sufficient ground for so much indignation;
-.
. .
.
though it is perhaps because we "prate," while he
us to Shoshone, which occupies an elevation of 4,636 other earthquakes.
Now,owingtooureducatwn,weareu;IClmed~othmk simply makes the assertion that he does not approve
feet. Across the river, to the right, is Battle lYiom~
tain rising clear and sharp from the river's brinK:. the good people of Hi~dostan who behev~ th1s ~nake of Heywood's taste and. me~hod~ .. ~robably our
Silv~r and copper mines of some value have been story to be true, are mistaken. And yet, ~n ~yJudg- "cowardly conduct" consists m dtshkmg Mr. Heydiscovered in this locality. Opposite Shoshone Rock ment, it is just as likely to ~e true as the Chr1Bt1ansn~ke wood's taste and ·methods the same as Mr. Tucker
Creek ·empties into the Humboldt. It rises about storv about a snake talkmg to a woman~ for wh1.ch does himself. If we are guilty of cowardly conduct
forty miles to the northward, and is bordered by a act iie was curaed and made to crawl on ~1s belly, ln- because we disapprove of Mr. Heywood's taste and
beautiful valley about four miles wide: The strca~ stead of crawling on his back, and to hv on dust. methods how is it with himself? Is he not cowardly
is well stocked with fisb, among whiCh mountam But in these times there are some snakes who, prefer at all? 'Or is it also our "prating" that makes our
.
.
.
trout are abundant. The country about the head- frogs to dust for a squa~e meal, and God don t seem conduct cowardly?
We hav entertained naught bJ.It a fnendly feelmg
waters of the stream abounds in a great variety of to care any more about It than he does to see~ man
game.
.
_
. . in these days work on Sunday, an act for whiCh he for Mr. Tucker and cannot help regretting that he
.
has such a seri;us attack of indignation. And then
Ten miles more brmgs us to Be-o-wa-we, wbwh 1s used to be killed. ·
We will venture to tellst1ll another sacred snake he boasts of what he has done for us. We were not
in a narrow pass called Coppe1· Canyon. The Cortez
niines and mills are located thhty-five miles south of story;andiwiilnotsaythati~i~nottrue,forthere.ason aware that he had made such efforts in our beha_If,
this station, with which they are connected by a that it is uoss1ble that the d1vme book from whwh I nor were we aware that we bad received any spemal
good road. Here on the Red ,Ri~ge is the di.viding take it, like the Christians' sacred. book, may hav a benefit from his efforts. We shall try to feel gr!lteline between the Shoshones ana Pmtes, two tnbes of passage which reads, "He who beheveth not shall be ful however all the same. But should we get mto
Indians who seem to make it their business to prey damned." So it is probably the safest way to be· co:nstock's ~latches again, we hope friend Tucker
all snake stories.
.
.
will not unduly trouble himself on our account.
upon emigrants and settlers, to steal stook, to eat lieve
·
According to the Shastra, V1shnu, a sort of god
grasshoppers, and to rob each other and everyor
deity
after
the
destruction
of
a
former
world
by
"The
Brain
and
the
Bible.,.
body else who comes in their way. The Shoshones, a delug~, composed himself to sleep on a thousandespecially, are a very degrailed class of Indians, and headed serpent, which floated upon t~e. surface of
We hav purchased the plates and copyright of
until recently were like the Ishmaelites of old-their the waters. During a nap of some mllhon of yea~s Edgar A. Beall's valua?le work, "The Brain. and
hand against every man's and every man's (in self- a water-lily grew from his body, and. from th1s the Bible; or, the ConfliCt between Mental Smence
defense) against theirs. Since, however, they have flower issued Brahma, the creator. Havmg formed and Theology," with a preface by R?bert G. Ingerfound they can do qui..te as well by begging as by the world anew and created many gods, he pro- soll. This excellent work was pubhshed at $1.50,
stealing, they have adopted the former and dropped ceeded to create man. But whether he made man a but we hav resolved to sell it at one dollar. At this
the latter. The term Be-o-wa-we signifies gate, little child, and out of mud (dust), according to R:ev. reduced price it ought to hav a lar~e sale..
.
and is literal in its significance.
Richards's idea of the origin of the hum~n spemes,
Mr. Beall is a practical phrenologist, bes1des bemg
Passing through this gate, our cars winG. along the I cannot say. But if I were a god, I thmk that I a most intelligent Liberal. His work treats upon
hillside over the low meadows, which here are nar- could do better than to go to sleep on the back of a the science of mind and its organs, and at the same
row. The bottom is broad, but covered with wil- big snake, with a thousand heads hissing me to time shows clearly the fallacy of theological claims.
lows, with the exception of the narrow meadows
. .
th Price, bound in cloth, $1.00.
mentioned. Amid these willows the stream winds sleep.
However, men differ in their opmwns upon . e
1
and twists about through innumerable sloughs and snake question.
W R announced a week ago that we had commenced
The. deeply-learned. the_?l?gian,
creeks, as though undecided whether to leave this Rev. J. E. Richards, ev1dently values h1s op1?-10n on sending out Vol. III. of "A Truth Seeker Around
shady retreat for the barren plains below: The the snake and other questio~s. at a pret~y hl~h.fig the vV orld ·" but the binders are holding UB back.
traveler very likely may see a flock of pelicans dis- ure, for I gave my honest opmwn as ~o h1s rehg~ous vV e beg o~r patrons to not feel uneasy if .they do
porting in the water, on their return from their daily belief, and, not supposing th~t ~e bel~eved the B~ble not receive the book as soon as they expect 1t. v"<Te
fishing excursion to Humboldt Lake. These birds, snake story I said that he d1dn t beheve the B1ble mail them alphabetically, so thoBe whose names
at certain seasons of the year, &re to be found here was the w~rd of God. So he has sued me "as a come early in the alphabet will get the?1 first, wh.ile
and there along the river for s~me twenty miles, and Christian duty," for ten thousand dollars damage, those beginning with S, T, W, Y, etc., Wlll necessarily
in great numbers. They build th~ir nests in these and in a few days I shall hav to place my neck on be the last served.
·
willow islands, and rear their young undisturbed; the block, when the great ax in the bands of experts
In this connection it should be stated that while
for even an Indian cannot penetrate these swampy, will undertake to cut my Infidel head off at a smgle $1.50 pays for Vol. IV., that ~ea~s in c!oth bin~i~g.
treacherous fastnesses. Every morning, it is said, blow; after which the good man !lnd his. four law- Those who wish it in leather bmdmg, w1th verm1ho!l
the old birds take their flight to Humboldt Lake, yers will go for my pocketbook, m the mt~rest of edges, will need to sen.d in. s~venty-five cen~s ad~l
where in the shallow waters they load themselves Jesus. And if they shall get ten cents-whwh I do tional· and those wishmg 1t m morocco, w1th ~1lt
with fish, returning toward night to feed their young, not believe they will-I shall ever after hate all edges,' must remit one dollar extra, or $2.~0. We
and then ramble about the bottom.
shall mail them as rapidly as we can obtam them
snake-story books.
M. BABCOCK.
f TO BE CONTINUED.)
from the binders.

w.

Valued Words.

MR. CouRTLANDT PALMER lectured before the ManFrom Tile Spiritual Q!!'ering.
•
hattan Liberal Club on the evening of the lOth on
"ANew Departure, is announced in the last lSSUe
''The Glory of Liberalism." Together with. a com- of that stanch Liberal paper, THE TRUTH. SEEKER.
prehensiv picture of the chaos of old bellefs, he We cannot do better than to giv the first paragraph
drew a vivid delineation of the new era of scientific of Mr. Bennett's editorial upon the subject, thus ale:x:pression and belief, illustrating his subject from lowing th.e veteran editor to speak for h1mself:
With a view of increasing the number of the patrons a~d
poetry and philosophy. The chief glory of Liberalism that he depicted was in the development of the readers of 'l'HE TRuTH SEEKER, we hav resolved
les;e~ t't,e
altruistic side of human nature in which he saw the pTrhi?e !1-t thtebcommencemheanvtbofeetnhemteaknti.hngvotl~:~~~h =~n~y, n~;
t
· ·· f
h d
f h
IS IS no
ecause we
U most poss1b1ht,Y or t e. a vancement o t e race~ bcc<1use by the publication of this fearless weekly we hav been
T~e lecture consiBted .mamly of the devolopment or enabled to lay up treasures where moth and rust do not. cortht~ branch of the phtlosophy of Auguste Comte. as 1rupt, and where thieves. d? not break thr~ugh a!ld stea!, for
pohshed and rounded by the ad vance of modern Ltb- the fact is, we are pubhshmg the largest Liberal Journal m the

7
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WE erred in our statement in last week's paper
that vV. S. Bell's pamphlet, "Liberty and Morality,"
sells for ten cents. Tbe price is fifteen cente, and is
cheap enough at twice the money. We wish to sell
not less than five hundred of them.
LEssiE N. GooDELL, of Amherst, Mass., will lecture
at West Pawlet, Vt.; Nov. 18th and 19th.
A DANVILLE (Ky.) preacher is endeavoring to get
up a boom in the matrimonial market by offe1·ing to
marry couples from the rural districts at two bushels
of corn per knot tied.
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Pious Missionaries and Tricky Interpreters.

that the Savior-the only Great Spirit that can save
the poor red man-was nailed to a cross by a lot of
wicked Jews, over eighteen hundred years ago, and
cruelly murdered; that he rose from the grave smd
was now i11terceding for all the lost sheep, incluiling
the benighted children of the forest. He advised
them to build a church, to open farms, and to liv
like white men. Old Knip interpreted rapidly and
fluently, and the Indians seemed delighted with
neatly every telling point the preacher made. The
good man was elated with his success, but my friend
knew that the old Jew had cheated shamefully in
the transaction.
The next day the Teutonic trickster confessed his
fraud on the missionary, when confronted by the
only man, except himself, who had understood both
the sermon and the interpretation.
"Now tell me," said my friend to Krauss, "what
did you tell the Indians when the preacher spoke
about the thief on the cross, and the Savior being
killed by the Jews ?"
"Vell," said Old Knip, "I schpeak it dis vay:
'Pig medicin man he tell you der vhite men not can
come schneaken roundt any more, und stealin' der
ponies und cattles und. lands und _eferytings. · Dot
Great Spirit mit such liars und tiefs make hell right
avay-he schust kill 'em.'"
"Ah! I see why the Indians liked that. You are
a cunning old dog "-giving Old Knip a friendly
pv.nch in the ribs. "And how did you interpret
what he said about plowing, building houses, and
living like white men?"
"I make 'em read dis vay: 'Dot great father
von Voshington he build houses for you, und gif
you blows, und horses, und vagons, und guns; und
he make you rich already;' und I tell der Indians
dot .vas all a lie."
"You know, uncle Knip, that the preacher quoted
the parable of the lost sheep, and told the Indians
that there is more rejoicing among the angels in
heaven, when one sinner repents, than there is over
ninety-nine just peraons who need no repentance.
How did you interpret that?"
"I schust laugh me vild aboudt dot," said Old
Knip, iu great glee. "I say nodings aboudt der
sheep.
I tell 'em: 'Pig medicin .schief he say
you must right avay sell der mules, und cattles, und
horses vot you steal in Texas; und ven you qvit und
not can steal any more, all dose naked gals in der
picture mit vings vill schmile und pe so glad."
By "dose gals mit vings" he referred to a picture
of winged women, appearing as angels in Paradise,
which hung on the wall of the council-room where
the sermon was preached, and to which he had called
the attention of the Indians while intsrpreting the
parable of the lost sheep in the masterly style above
given.
In this way the old Dutch sinner had perverted
and falsified every sentence of the good man's discourse. His pious expostulations had been turned
by old Knipper Krauss into a ridiculous jumble of
impiety, sentimental vaporing, cunningly-shaped
falsehoods, and very bad· advice.
REY:MOND.
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inant authority encouraged the diffu!!ion of knowledge instead of obstructing it, had 'it patronized the
sciences instead of torturing them, had it employed
reason, instead of strangling it, in short, had it been
as zealous in promulgating that which the world
should know as it bas in tbst which it never can
know, there would hav been little need of those eleemosynary institutions, whereas the culpable omission
has made them a mortifying necessity. Had the
''Rights of Man" and the "Constitution of Man"
been hnlf so sedulously_ studied, so vigorously propounded, so assiduously inculcated, as hav .been the
fallacies and sophistries of ecclesiastical teachings
and divine commentaries, its mission would not hav
been the theme, as it now is, of derision and reproach. By exacting implicit obedience to an imaginary deity, while affecting a contemptuous disregard
of natural laws-the only laws to which we do
really owe allegiance-it has defrauded humanity Of
its most sacred :right, the nature-conferred right of
hap.piness. Startled from its lair of security, the
church well knows the hour of retribution has come.
Every pulpit in the land speaks ·the ominous language, and every denial is equivalent to an acknowledgment. Henceforth it must be either a fugitiv
fl'Om justice, or a culprit at the bar. After centuries
of patience and silence, at last is heard the voice of
the avenging Nemesis. Clearer and more distinctly
will it ring along the aisles of futurity, until the last
trace of this malevolent spirit that dares deny the
right to know is extinguished forever.
Concord, Ky.
OLD VIRGINIA.

The men who invade the wilds of the far West,
bearing the sword of the spirit, are not less aggressiv in their way than those who wield the sword of
the flesh. Wherever an Indian agency is established,
before a military post has been fairly equipped and
manned for the protection of settlers, the man of
Bibles, and tracts, and prayers appears on the scene,
and boldly begins his ghostly campaign. He strikes
at once for the .up building of the spiritual kingdom
among the children of the forest. It makeR no difference in what capacity he goes-whether aslndian
agent or inspector, or in the humble character of a
servant of the church...o...he looks first to the inte>ests
of Zion, and never loses sight of the cross. As a
rule, these pious functionaries bring to their work no
knowledge whatever of the real character of the Indian. They know that he is a heathen and a wild
man of the woods, and that is all they know about
him. Of his ba.bits of thought and peculiarities of
disposition; of the fixed and stubborn character of
his religious belief, and of the philosophy of that
system of worship to which he clings with such pertinacious zeal, they know about as little as the Indian knows of the Westminster Confession of Faith.
It happens, of course, that when the good but
green missionary goes forth to expound "the word"
and explain the mysteries of dogmatic theology to
cunning savages steeped in hereditary hatred of
A. Reply to Mr. Hale.
everything that crosses the simple faith of their
fathers, he finds hime~elf woefully beset with strange
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
and embarrassing difficulties. He finds that the red
It may seem rather late in the day to reply to Mr.
brother is not only blindly ignorant of all that reHale's remarks (Oct. 14th) to my questions and suglates to the bad conduct of our giddy old grandgestions (Sep. 16th) upon his article, "Is Mind Matemother and her luckless spouse in the Garden, the
rial?" in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Aug. 26th, and
scheme of redemption, regeneration, remission of
Sep. 2d; nevertheless, I am constrained to do so, as
sins, the mystery of the godhead, etc., but he is pronone of his opponents hav taken up his main arguvokingly indifferent about all such matters. He is
ment or proposition to Mr. Winter-" That if matedead against any disturbance of his dream of the
rial organization or evolution is the cause of all
Great Spirit and the happy hunting-ground, and the
things, then all things are ·the result of that cause."
fine talk of the pale-faced medicin man. about CalThat proves itself, as Mr. Hale asserts, and requires
vary and conversion he regards a~ mere childish
no comment. He then adds, "I only know that if
fancy or bald sacrilege. As the white man has
his [Mr. Winter's] theory of Materialism is true, and
stolen his lands and driven him like a beggar into
the cause of all things, then all these false theories
the last ditch, he imagins that the ghostly com{rlrter
and shams, as he calls them, are the offsprings of
. wants to steal his religion, depose the Great Spirit,
that theory, and I trot them out for his inspection,
and rob him of his happy hunting-ground.
to see whether he will' acknowledge the corn.'"
But the zealous preacher meets with still another
Let me say to Mr. Hale that I will gladly" acdifficulty, which often· leads to misadventures that
knowledge the corn," whether Mr. Winter does or
are as disheartening as they are sometimes ludicrous.
not, for that "corn" is the very point in evolution
The Indians are wholly ignorant of the language he
that affords me the greatest satisfaction, viz , that
speaks, and he knows not a word of theirs. He
"all these false theroies and ii!hams ;" all the cruelmust employ an interpreter before he can fire a shot
ties, wars, and bloodt:~hed; all the suffering, woe,
at these savage foes of the spiritual Zion. It genand misery, sickness, and death; all the tornadoes,
erally happens that the interpreter is a man who has
earthquakes and thunder-storms; yea, the very exist-.
lived a long time among the Indians; who has
ence of rattlesnakes, bugs, and musketoes, are the
adopted their customs and modes of life; who sym"result of materi;J.l organization or evolution," and
pathizes with their religious feelings, and respects
not caused by a designing god, who, from the founthat curious phase of spiritism which forms the body
dation of the world, for his own mere good pleasure,
of their faith; and who, from habit, association, and
elected some to everlasting happiness, and others
interest, is practically one of their number. He is
The Mills of Justice.
to everlasting misery.
so much of an Indian, in fact, that he has little re.
Despite clerical calumny and cultured Liberalism,
Oh, how much rather I would feel that we are in
speot for the white man, and sometimes less for his the church, in the name of an injured humanity, the power of the elements and dependent on the
religion. Of course, he makes a dangerous support stands arraigned, and in this att1tnde must remain forees of nature, than in the hands of such a tyranfor the missionary, but the pious teacher can find no until it has expiated a most heinous crime. Of all nical, capricious, unjust being, only almighty in his
other. The interpreter often makes a sad mess of it the outrages ever perpetrated upon a people, that of fiendishness, and eternal but to torment the innoin turning the preacher's fervent discourse into the withholding knowledge is the greatest. Some wrongs cent victims of his infinit wrath. Yes, let me belingo of the red· man; and in many cases, from sheer may be veiled by forgetfulness, others by the spirit lieve that nature is the author of all evil, and in the
love of mischief, he deliberately falsifies the good of forgivness; some, again, by the alchemy of phi- product of humanity, even, did the be~t she could,
man's words by a wrong interpretation.
losophy, may be converted into disguised blessings; rathet than that such a god exists; that she is reA few days ago an intelligent man, who has lived but this, wholly incapable of extenuatiou, but deep- sponsible for all the imperfection of this universe,
many years among the Indians, and who is familiar ens and intensifies with time. "Had we but rather than a god could or would do no better than
with their language, related to the writer several known!" is coming from the lips of millions. Had create but to destroy, and when failure resulted from
amusing incidents showing the sad mishaps that be- we but known, of what a world of regret, of what his experiment, repented, and was grieved at his
fall missionaries who venture to tackle the red-skins loads of remorse, of what a host· of sorrows we heart. Yes, grieved; like any poor, short-sighted
under such unfavorable circumstances. Time out of might hav been spared.' Had we but known, how mortal who, for want of foresight, or from lack of
mind there has been with a certain tribe in the In- many a breaker we might bav avoided, how many a judgment, had made an irretrievable mistake, and
dian Territory an odd character, in the person of an bark now lying stranded and shivering might hav afterward discovered the blunder. Yes, Brother
old Dutchman, who is a fine scholar, but rude, reck- passed happily to its goal! For the paths of thorns Hale, of the two horns of this dilemma, I joyfully
less, and eccentric. Old Knipper Krauss is a rene. over which we hav trodden, for the enors which blot "acknowledge the corn," and flatter myself that
gade Jew, with still a lingering respect for the an- the pages of life's history, for the complaints of many another poor wretch will also, rather than accient faith, a hearty contempt for Christianity, and wretchedness :which hav made this otherwise fair cept such a monstrous doctrin as the Bible God ema great fondness for money and the wild ways of earth a pandemonium; to the church we feel largely braces. But I must leave this point, only introducthe Indian. He was enrolled as a member of the indebted. Having, by its insatiate greed, its inordi- ing it because every writer versus Mr. Hale bas
tribe many years ago, and has acquired a complete nate love of power, made ours t]fe heritage of igno- apparently dodged the question on the main issue.
mastery of their language. Of course, he is a capi. ranee when it might hav been wisdom, it cannot, by
I now come to my own strictures, "Gender and
tal interpreter, and he is a noted liar and a genuin any manner of means, escape the burden of respon· Personality of God," which must be used by every
heathen as well.
sibility. Every aim of its existence has been to one in writing or speaking of him (it) where th~se
Not long since a pious preacher, fired with zeal for keep the minds of men in darkne!'ls, every thought attributes are believed to exist. If Mt. Hale, w1th
the cause, was appointed agent for the tribe to which calculated to illumine it has strenuously sought to whom I am on the best of terms, can invent no more
"Old Knip" belongs. When the good man arrived suppress, every book that would hav blessed man- significant word than "it" wherewith to defin.e a
at his post of duty, the first thing he did was to hold kind with instruction it has branded with condemna- being without person and gender, I hav no obJecforth to the assembled tribe. But two interpreters tion, every lover of hiR race it has, .with the malice tion · but I hav always observed that those persons
could be found-Old Knip and the gentleman above of a fiend, made the victim of persecution. By its who'believe in a "spiritual eternal power, supreme
referred to. The latter declined, and Old Knip was serpentine sinuosities it has possessefl itself of soci · int~lligence," and deny" it" personality and ~ender,
chosen; but he in~isted that the other interpreter ety, household, and individual. Searcely a· single usually somehow fall into the. error of u~n~g the
should leave the building. He did so, but concealed mind can be found exempt from itG deleterious infl.u- masculin pronouns he, him, hM, when wnt:ng or
himself where he could hPar all that was said. The ence, scarcely a hearth-stone· that has not felt the speaking of this impersonal,, ge~derless bemg or
tricky Dutchman was now in full command. The effect of this blighting malaria. It is mainly to this god. So difficult is it to avo1d th1s form of expre~
preacher discounJed eloquently about the fall of self-aEsumed in,.trum.ent of civilization that we owe sion, that the believer in a "great first cause·~ lS
Adam, the thief on the cross, vicarious atonement, our almshouses, a~;~ylarpe, and prisonl'l, as well as the often betrayed into using he, him, .his, while denying
the conversion of the heathen, and the fountain of myriads of mendicants infesting the highways and j all faith in a personal masculin de1ty or god.
grace revealed in the gospel. He told the Indians ~yways of metropolis and province. Had this dom- · .Barre. Mass.
ELLA E. GIBSON.
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Stalwart Liberalism.
tions! ready speaker; the day will never come when -Mr. Charles Watts, of England. But of him anI had to take the hide off frum a few half-breed he will cry, "Don't! Let's let up on the Christians!" other time.
TEE C:B:E LEE. Liberals last week. Let me make amends this week No half-breed badge for him..
by citing a few examples of the stalwart kind. I
E. C. Walker, another born organizer, manager,
A Bundy Lie Nailed in Plain English.
mean half-breed now in the quite literal, biologic good speaker, and clear, terse, vigorous writer. The
sense; and stalwart in the whole-breed, able-bodied stalwart flame is seven t.i.mes hotter in him than is
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
courageous sense. . Our oun·ent poliliios degr&d~ j !leeded for any modern Liberal Abednego, and there I believe that every truth seeker is ready to denounce
some of our best words and elevate our worst so IS not a half-breed hair in his head.
.
a liar wherever he may be found. If we·seek after
that it is necessary to d.efine and explain.
'
~A. R. Bradford, veteran contributor to all our truth we must feel that any person that will wilfully
Of the half-breed writers and speakers I am ~;be:al JOurnals1 and a speaker of great force and lie to injure another is an enemy to truth.
.
I hav found a liar-a mean, wilful, lying hypocrit;
amazed, just at this moment, on starting out to digmty on our platforms. You may bet your life
enumerate them, to find how few there are. The he takes no half-breed in hilS.
a whited sepulcher. I want to expose him, and boldly
fingers on one hand al'e too many to count them. Of
W ..H. Barr, the antiquarian, with the keen.,;st eye ask the use of your columns to do that work. I do
the speakers, Underwood is really the only half- for L1beral fossils of any man on this continent. not ask you to become responsible for my words. I
breed who is now on the platform or who has ever He knows Coleman and Underwood to a charm, and am able and willing to stand all the consequences
had the public .ear, or obtained any popularity; and a~ready has them nic~ly labeled and laid a~ay in arising: from this and any other letter I write.
he got that while he was a" bobtail" and before he his museum of mummies.
THE LI.A.R
reverted to the tadpole stage .. Now' he is losing it- . W. ~· Be!~~Liberty Bell, Mo.rality Bell. He has Is Col. John C. Bundy, the editor of the R.-P.
popularity I mean, not the tail-faster than ever he JUSt umted L1berty and Morahty" in a lecture now Journal, of Chicago, Ill. Your readers may be diswon it. The'' bobs". hav the ~dvantage of him now; published in. a.mo~t excellent l_ittl~ book, and he too appointed, and say," Oh! giv us something new, for
they hav got somethmg to twist, something to step cannot find It m his heart norm his head to holler, everybody believes Bundy to be a liar." I answer
on and tie tin kettles to; and it is generally sup- "Go slow," "I'm tired," "Don't shock the feelings that is very true, but I hav got something better
posed by this time he wishes he had stayed w?th the of any tender-heart.ed, thumbscre~ Christi~n."
than belief. I hav got the proof that he is a liar,
"tag-rag" and not taken on a new taiL
In an enumeratiOn of the Lrberal writers and and anybody that is particular to test the honesty of
Of the half-breed writers this man Coleman who speakers some mention ought to be made of Col. Bllndy can find a first-class opportunity to do so.
has just made the puddle ring with his tadpole 'peep Ingersoll. He is a stalwart without qualification as · Blmdy's stock in trade is to prate about his bonis the only one driving a quill on that side unlee~ far a.s he goes. He calls no halt of the Liberal esty. If we can find a stick long enough to prick
we go into the semi. Spiritual ranks and include army now in hot pursuit after the Christian rear, and that lnl.g of corruption we shall relieve him of that
some q11arter-breeds, like Bundy, S.tebbins, Ellis- the,?a~f- breed stanciing pogl will "cream and man- commodity.
well, these are all we ever heard of. Not a formid- tl~ Withou~ countenance or contribution from him.
The only thing I can do toward it is to publish to
able list at its utmost stretch. Not a woman among
There are many other writers who ought to be the world absolute facts that cannot be denied by
them of any account. None but the brave deserve mentioned, but this list grows and I· must stop Bundy or Bundyites.
the fair. Of course, these undeveloped cowards somewhere-must stop now.
·
·
THE LIE.
don't deserve them, and don't get them.
. Of all our Liberal journalists, too, a large majorIn the leading editorial of the R.-P. Journal of
Now, on the stalwart, side, see what a formidable ~ty are stalwart, fearless, courageouEJ, uncompromi~- Oct. 28th Bundy, among other mean slanders, says:
list we roll up. There is our late president of the mg. THE TRUTH SEEKER, Investigator, Man, This '.'Heading the procession was the noble form of
National Liberal League, our Nestor of Liberalism World, the Liberal .Age, of Milwaukee; the Icon- Bliss, tlte vulgar and self-confessed trickster." (I
Elizur Wright. ~hen you think you hav a half~ oc(ast, the Liberal, 9f ~o.; the Valley Falls .Lib- hav emphasized a part of it that just shows where
breed peep frOJll him you may kn'>W that you hav eral, of Kansas; the Pepm Gazette, the .Agnostw, of Bundy sttrely lies.)
got into the w:ron~ puddle.
· · Texas,; the Jewish Times, of San Francisco; JJr.
I am willing to be callP.d "vulgar" if Bundy is reT hen there IS Horace Seaver, veteran editor of the Foote s Health Monthly, of New York-not one of fined, and would not "kick" at anything but the
Investigator.
these has any half-breed tendencies.
charge of being a Bundyite.
"Guess you will toot it till you are yeller
This is a power~ul array of Libera1 journals. Now
But to the lie, for it is a lie; a lie that never had
'Fore you get" a half-breed note from him.
lo?~ at the opposit extreme_. Count up the only un- a covering of the shadow of truth; a damnable lie;
.
·
,
.
~Itigated, set-m-the: breechmg, hold-back, half-breed a lie concocted by a notorious liar in Boston, pub.Then there IS T. ~· W a~ema~, now st.andmg at JOUrnals. The whole lot of them amount to only lished a h·alf-dozen times by the R.-P. Journal to
the head of the orgamzed Liberah@m of this country, just two-the Philosophico-Religico of Chicago, and injure me in the eyes of my fellow-men. When
not only ~y a fe~ formal votes of the delegates who Ithe Fr~e Religioso Virtuoso 0~ Boston; Bundy at John BJJ.ndy penned those words he knew it was a
.elected him! b~" by t~e h~art-war~ suffr~ges of one end of the see-saw, and Unoerwood at the other. lie. I know be knew it was a lie. Everybody that
all th~ ge~m~ Liberals ~n th1s republ!c. He IS only
There is one journal, the .Age, of Indianapolis, ever to0k the pains to look over the record of my
later m t~Is hst, as he Js la~er by ~uth, than these that may be deemed on t.he border-land; but at the public acts as a medium and a man knows that I
veterans m .the field.. He I~ cornmg bravely for- same time so keen and vigorous a writer as its edi- ~ver was a "self-confessed" trickster, and that
~ard, and will fall heu to the~r .honors by h~red~tary tor cannot for any great length of time, nor to any John Bundy lied when he said so.
nght. He, the soholar, the thmker,. the sCien.tist- great degree, train in the half-bre!)d ranks.
My enemies, as well as friends, know that Bundy
he kn?ws wha~ he knows, f~r certam, and Without
Now, these writers and speakers and journalillts lied. Every judge, lawyer, editor, and visitor to
w.averu;1g, an.d IS ~bl~ to tell. It thoroughly and well. are all men, and I hav not said a word about our the court-room when I was on trial, knows that Bundy
L~berahsm With htm IS bred m the ?one, and pervades Liberal women. The list of them is quite as long lies about this matter. J.ohn C. Bundy knows I was
his whole ana~om:v:, from top to t.oe. Anythmg half- as that of the men, but I hav not gpace to character- offered my liberty a half-dozGn times if I would bebreed cowers m ~1s presence With a previously un- ize them in detail. I can mention only a few, and come a" self-confessed trickster" and save myself
revealed sense of It~ ow~ wor~hlessness.
leave comment on them for some future article: from a prison cell, but did I do it? Write to James
J a!Des ~~rton, histori~n, bwgrapher, and wit; in ·Mrs. H. "S. Lake, Mrs. Juliet H. Severance, Amelia H. Heverin, counsel for the prosecution in my case,
all his wntmgs or leoturmgs no~ a half-breed utter- H. Colby, Mrs. E. A. Meriwether, Mrs. Joslyn Gage, and ask him if I ever "confeEsed" that I was a
ance has ever been heard from him. Always "cour- Lucy Colman Augusta Cooper Bristol Ella Gibson trickster. ·write to the Philadelphia Times and ask
. " are the consp1cuous
.
'
age, on ~ar_d, ~e~er d espa1r,
Mary E. Tillotson.
These are all well' known,• both' them, "honor b right," if I ever confessed such ~
words 0.1 his dictionary.
as writers and speakers. Mrs. Elmina D. Slenke:r, thing. They will tell you, "No, never; Bliss reC~urtla~dt ~almer, the e~rnest stud_e~t of sci~noe, Susan Wixon, and Amy Post as writers-especially fused to do it every time." If they tell the truth
and mves~Igatmg searcher mto the or1gm, m~anmg, Mrs. Post as a moral and social force in Libe-ralism. they will say to you that I lay in a prison cell three
and destmy of t~e human race-he proclaims by
Now these are all nativ tongues and pens, and to and a half months rather than do such a dishonorat?ngue ~nd pen W1th equal eloq~enoe. the results of the manner born. To close this article, I wish to ble act.
his studies, and no. call to halt m L1beral progress take prominent notice of one of our Liberal guests
Now John Bundy would try to make the world
ever comes fr<?m himo
._
·1 who has been with us the past half year, and is now believe that I am a self-confessed fraud. I say he
T~en there Is ~eo. C. Mlln. A man with his sym- on his way to our Western coast, whence he will sail lies; meanly lies; lies to kilL I throw it in his teeth,
metrical proportiOns, keen e:v:e, a~d superb voice for his Australian home. We thank Australia for and dare him to put his statement in the form of an
could not ~ut be a stalw~r~ m, mm~ as welL He· the loan of Oharles Bright, the favorit of a season, affidavit and place it in my hands, that I may canfears no grip from t~e .Chr!stians dev1l, nor no sen- to us in America. He has quite literally won golden front him in an open court and put him behind the
tence from the ChriStians last .and only lone-lorn opinions from all sorts of people here. He has bars (where he belongs), a convict upon the charge
God, a';ld the half-breed pool Will get no comfort spoken with equal acceptance on Spiritual, Liberal, of perjury.
from him.
.
·
Iand Infidel platforms. He is thoroughly well read, Pardon my outburst of indignation, Brother BenThen we come to Geo. Chamey, very much such keeps track of soience up to its latest revelations, nett. I cannot help it. I am not afraid of the truth,
another man of fo!ce and character as Miln) and and knows well how to group his points and present but I am of a lie and a liar. I will some day hold
scarcely less so. H1s spoken words and essays are as them to his audience. He speaks extemporaneously, John Bundy personally responsible for this lie, and
stal.wart as t~e stoutest, and half-breedism gets short referring but rarely to the briefest of notes. He see which is the better man of the two.
shrift fr?m h1m.
.
speaks, too, with great fluency) the purest of English,
Fraternally yours,
To M1ln and Chamey must be added S. P. Put- with a trace of tone which reveals that he was born
Wakefield, Mass.
J.A.M.ES A. BLiss.
nam. ~he~e ~hree are the bright particular stars in England, and which is one of the charms of his
[Liberal and Spiritual papers please copy.]
th.at Umtanamsm has recen~ly contributed to Liber- speech. He is quick in his movements alert in all
ahsm, and we are much obltge~ to Unitarianism for his senses, and there is no heavy weight about him.
W S B I
the
present. We WISh we could recipro- In social life his conver!lation is as radiant and
• • e I.
oate-1f only we had any crabs who could go back-~ bright as his name, and one is constantly reminded
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In a
'!ard. If Col.eman a,nd Underwocd could be appre- what a fitting patronymic he was sent into the few days I sh::~ll start on a lecture tour extending as
Cia ted for ~he1;c ":ork s sake, and be deemed any fair world to be known by, and tempted to pun on the far west, probably, as Colorado. I would like to giv
retur~, Um~anamsm shall be welcome to them, and Bright. He has spoken several times in New York, lectures at different points as I go out and return
we Wlll dehver the damaged goods any day.
Boston, and their vicinities. He has been heard convenient to the lines of railroad I shall travel.
Putn~m came to New York s?me -years ago as poor with special pleasure before our New York Liberal And before I choose which roads I shall go over, I
a~ the ?hurc~ mouse he left behmd h 1m. He brought Club, where his farewell lecture was delivered last would to hear from Liberals of different places, that
With hi!D a httle of the flowery declamation of the week on "Scientific Morals."
I may be the better able to select a route that will
It is a matter of special regret with all Liberals a·ccommodate the most.
W. S. BELL,
sermomzer, b~t he has bee~ growing ever since,
gra~ually leavmg_ off all pulpit a~d J?Olemical man- that Mr. Bright cannot remain in America. There
18 Springfield st., Boston, Mass.
ner1.sms and gettmg down t? sCientific hard pan. is a rare field f~r work and usefulness here if he
!Je IS now one of our best Writers and speakers, and could only remain, or return, to occupy it. He is one
Personal.
1s welcome on every platform in and around New of the few lecturers who are equal to the haLf-dollar
York.
.
teat for a ticket to go and hear him, and he would
Societies or persons desiring to secure Mrs. Lake's
Pa k p 11 b
f
t
k fi
f
services for lectures will address her hereafter at 219
r .er I s ury, ron ran , ery- urnaced Nestor certainly get a following that, would pay. A heart- G d
M"l
k
w·
3t44
ran ave., I wau ee,
IS.
of .antislavery-prep~re to. meet thy dear~st, most [felt good-bye to Charles Bright.
rehable, ~ost protectiv fetich ere you mentiOn half- 1 But welcome the coming while we speed the part- 1
breed to him.
.
Iing guest. Another lecturer has just landed on our l THE TRDTH SEEKER will be sent three months to
H. L. Green, born organiZer, manager of conven- · shores, and is making the tour of the United Stp,tes · new su bscribersJor 50 cents.
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tinues, "Shuddering even now at the retrospection getting Heywood in prison again. We assuredly
whenever the fangs of the beast are brought to your hav not reversed our views, nor made them to accord
. D. M. BENNE'IT, EDITOR.
notice, you are naturally surprised that another, with Comstock or his society.
who has had a similar experience, should be so rash
7. Mr. Cobb undertakes to make a point on us bePUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. as to risk a second experiment." There is not a cause we had not been fully apprised of the specifiparticle of justice in these insinuations and innuen- cations upon which Mr. Heywood had been arrested,
does. We hold that our conduct has been consist- but he was no more successful here than in other
Tf.e largest and cheapest Radical Journal published in
ent, that we hav not changed our position in the directions. It seems by subsequent reports in the
Huorope oor America, containing seven hund-red sgwzore inches slightest degree, and that the "fangs of the beast" Boston papers that we were correct: •
, ·
more reading matttJr tlum any other joumal of its kind.
hav not caused us to cower, as we will soon show.
8. The slur about our being a "little fellow" and
2. He further says, "Having yourself tried to about our incentive, is, perhaps, very sharp. We
NEW YORK SATURDAY OV
882
play
the hero, and at the same time to evade the will let it pass as such. If the correspondent is the
18 1 · consequences,
'
'N
EMBER )
and having after all your gymnastic model or pattern to which we should try to enlarge
efforts been caught and compelled to accept and ourselvs, possibly we may wait a while before tryendure the legitimate reward of your temerity, you ing the swelling process.
Unnecessary Disturbance.
.
do not...ef course desire a repetition of the proceedU. To the question, "I ask if Mr. Heywood had
We publish the following, no~ b~cau~e of 8 ~Y ing." This is simply false and contemptible. We confined himself to the circulation of that which was
marked courtesy or argument whwh It evmces, but hav not tried to play the hero; we hav not tried to permitted and would bring no l'isk to him, what printo giv even those a chance to be heard who seem ·evade the consequences of our conduct, nor hav we o1ples
·
1·
1 b
b
d b y it? " we.
of L"b
1 era 1sm cou d e su . serve
neither to fully comprehend us, nor to be able to ex- indulged in" gymnastic efforts." What he means hav to answer that he would at least hav violated no
press themselvs in a gentlemanly manner. It seems by "gymnastic efforts" we cannot say. We hav principle that we are aware of. We know of no
to take all sorts of people to make up the world, never suspected that we are a gymnast in any sense principle of Liberalism that requires a person to
and this writer is simply a specimen of one of the of the word. If one who has been imprisoned fm: outrage decency, or to print and circulate anything
sorts.
bastardy understands what" gymnastic efforts" are, that insults the better sense of mankind. We do
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: It is with con- Mr. Cobb ought to know how it is himself.
not believe that any principle of Liberalism residerable surprise, and, I must say, pain also, that I hav read
0 ur experience
·
· b ne
· :flv t old . W e were arres t edfor qUires
·
•
18
any one t o rna ke 1"t the!·r ch1"ef obJ' eot t o CJryour reply to Mrs. Heywood's announcement of her husband's selling a copy of "Cupid~s Yokes," which selling was culate that which is indecent, distasteful, or o:ffensiv
recent arrest. You will probably say that in the position
which you now assume there is not ap.ything which can reason- simply done as an act of courtesy to Miss Josephine to ninety-nine people in a hundred. The principles
ably cause surprise, inasmuch as tfu hav had your "hand in S. Tilton, Mr. Heywood's sister-in-law, who at a pub- of Liberalism call upon all its votaries to not only
the lion's month" and know full' well how hard the animal lie meeting had a book table next our own. For lead good lives, but to do nothing in opposition to
can bite. Shuddering even now at the retrospection whenever this we were arrested, detained many days, held to that which is pure and clean. Such principles as rethe fangs of the beast are brou2ht to your notice, YIJU are na.t- bail, and submitted to much inconvenience and ex- quire a man' or woman to delve in that which is
urally surprised tp.at another, who has had a. similar experience,
W
d
d ·
1
d · d
h h
bl" h d ·
should be so rash as to risk a second experiment. Having pense.
e felt that we ha been ~outrage lD our nasty, uno ean, an m ecent, w et er pu IS e m a
yourself tried to p1ay the hero, and at the same time to evade rights as an .American citizen. We felt with thou- paper, issued in slips and circulated, or spoken in
the cousequences ; and having, aft<~r all your gymnastic efforts, sands of others that though the pamphlet was. not public meetings, according to our views are not the
been caught and com.I?elled to accept and endure th~ legitimate written in the best possible taste and style, it was the principles of Liberalism, and had better at once be
· r~ward of your tem~nty, you d? not, of course, desi~e a repeti- ·convictions of an honest man, who had a right to ex- disclaimed.
t10n of the proceeding. Judgmg other men's motivs, as well
.h.
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· 1 b' t f h
· 1 10 p
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h d M
as the strength of their convictions and their powers of endur- press. 1mse upon t e v1ta su J:c o t e SOC!~
. OllSl y we are una e o compre en
r.
ance, by your own, you do not seem capable of rising to the relatwm~, that every person had a nght to r~ad h1s Heywood, and not competent to appreciate th~
consciousness that there are men in the world-men who, hav- arguments, and that every person had an undisputed "great principles" which actuate him in giving ciring s~uggled and suffered for the establishment of a principle, right to sell or own his pamphlet.
culation to that which to us seems improper and inare. still prepared to. en:dure and endur~ again until ~hat for
We announced in our columns that, considering we decent, and therefore Mr. Cobb is extremely generous
which they spen4 ~heir hves has been achieved, or the time for had a perfect right to sell the pamphlet we would in allowing our inability to so understand to "serve
rest has been legitimately earned.
.
'
.
.
Seeing the success with which his methods hav been cro.wned do .so, though a prison w~s th~ result. T~1s was as a mantle of charity to cover our whole proceeding
in your case, it is not a matter for wonder that Anthony Com- wh1le Mr. Heywood was m pr1son for selhng the with regard to this question."
stock is emboldened to pursue .the same course with others. same pamphlet. If those were "gymnastic efforts," · 11. While upon this subject perhaps it is proper to
Having d~scovere~ and manifested to the world ~he t~e na~re we were not aware of it. We sold many copies of define our position clearly, though we may possibly
of ~he aruma.!, which was conc~a]ed by the _spunous hide With the pamphlet were arrested again and sent to repeat ourselvs somewhat. We are decidedly in
WhiCh you enveloped yoursp.lf, It IS not surpriSlllg that he should
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imagin himself able to carry to an equally successful issue the prison ?r thu~;en mont s, an, serve o:nt our. t1me. favor o ree t oug t, ree Iscusswn, ree sreec , a
same experiment upon another subject. Having heard the If we tr1ed to play the hero, ywe certa.mly d1d not free press, and free mails. We do not believe in
whinesome bray which, after the bite, took the place of the "evade the consequences." Neither havwe changed prohibiting the expression of honest thoughts and
sim_ulated _roar that prec_eded it, ~e ~s naturally desn:ous of lis- _eur position in the matter. We hav sold many of convictions. Still we believe in maintaining purity
te~n~ agmn to the .mus1c o~ a SI';Dilar transfo.rmation. An_d the pamphlets since we left prison, and are selling and decency. Because we regard free speech, a free
this 18 where comes m the p~m which your letter causes. ~t 1:9 them to-dav. We still claim we possess the right to press, and free mails as a principle worth contending
mournful to see one prove hunself so far recreant to the prmci- d
t;
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h ff · f
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pies which he has, throughout his life, professed to maintain, o so, and 1f ano~her term m pr1son I~ our portion or, and wort su ermg or, we ao not e.1eve ID t e
as to ally himself-in a manner to him the most effectual pqs- we shall not partiCularly try to evade the fangs of practice of talking and circulating that which is impure and offensiv .to the usual sense of decency.
Mble-with the enemy, whose boast and business it is to train- the beast."
pie those principles in the dust and persecute their upholders
3. Our correspondent's :fling about our incapabil- While we favor free speech, and will do our utmost
a.nd defenders.
ity "of rising to the consciousness that there are to defend it, we conilemn that looseness of speech
Because forsooth you do not approve of all that Walt Whit- h
ld"
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f
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h" h 1 d
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man has published, therefore Mr. Heywood would do well to men m t .e wor , we Wl .et p~ss or w at It lB w 10 ea. s one to ta constant yo t at w 10 IS
refrain from disseminating his writings 1 And because Mr. worth, Wlt~ the remark that 1f ~e 18 the. meaaJire of low and indecent. We are so obtuse as not to be
Heywood ha.s done some things which, in your judgment, had what constitutes a man, we declme to r1se.
able to see any principle involved in delving in the
been. better left undone, therefore ~thony Comstock is justi4. Here is another brilliant passage: "Seeing the low and indecent. As much as free speech is to he
:lied I!l the_outr~g~ that he ,~IJ.:S comnntte~, and !lo '.'principle success with which his methods hav been crowned in esteemed, there are certain ,things, certain duties and
of..Llberalism 15 mvo~ved. m the 9-ues~on which Is thereby your case it is not a matter for wonder that Anthony functions of human beings, which should be perraised I How charmmg Is the logic whwh Bennett can use
'.
b
lk
f ·
b
when Heywood is under the shadow of the law! How differ- C?m!ltook Is embo~dene~ to pursue the sa~e course formed in secret, and should not eta eJ o m pu - ent from that obtained when it was upon Bennett's own head w1th others. Hl.lvmg du'!covered and mamfested to lie, nor documents circulated in reference thereto.
tha.t the panther's claw was placed!
the world the true nature of the animal, which was Included with such subjects which decency requires
But you do no.t even wait for definit premis~s upon which concealed by the spurious hide with which you en- should be tabooed in mixed assemblies, and reading
to erect your logical superstru?ture. You adnnt that you do veloped yourself it is not surprising that he should matter for general circulation, are remarks about
not know the charge upon which Mr. Heywood was arrested. ·
· h'
lf 'bl
11
f 1
d
f
·
You simply make a guess, and make that the text from which ~magm 1mse a e t<? carry to an equa y succ~ss u sexual commerce, an the organs o generatiOn.
to preach your justification of the dastardly proceeding. Your Issue the same experiment upon ~nother s~bJeCt." There are times and places where a consideration of
surmise may be right or wrong, and, for the sake of the argu- Insolence can scarcely transcend this. To us1tseems these subjects may be proper, in works upon physiment, I will assume it to be the former, and ask whether, in that under the circumstances no true gentleman ology and in considering the propagation of our
that cas~, Mr He~ood would no_w be in an~ better position would write in this way. Though Comstock sue- species, and the functions of the two sexes. All
~han he 18 had he circulate4 such literature on Yas commende_d ceeded in ~etting us in prison it cannot be consid- young persons should be informed of their own funcJtself to your taste 1 Certainly not, except upon the hypothesiS
.
'
··
· ·
· h
1 f
that you hav revised your ,, views" and made them to accord ered t~at h1s ~~orts were crowned w1th success, nor tions and their own orgamzatwns, Wlt resu ts o exwith those of .the Comstock association and society in general. was h1s positiOn strengthened thereby. Perhaps cesses and improprieties; but because this is true it
This, perhaps, you hav done, and none could blame you for so nothing has hurt him more, and no person has does not justify constant allusions to these subjects
·do~g. You hav had inc~ntiv ~nough, and no_ one can cen~ure shown him up so effectually. The Christian cause at improper times and improper places. We can
a htt!e fellow for not bemg bi~ger .than he Is. ~nd at?am I was certainly not strengthened by our imprison- scarcely respect the motive which impel any one to
ask, If Mr. Heywood had confined hunself to the Circulation of
d
tha~ which was " p.Jrmitted," and would bring no risk to him, ment.
.
. .
O so.
what "principle of Liberalism" could be subserved by it?
5. H_ere 11! ano:her ~orceau: "And th1s 18 whe~e
12. While we accord to Walt Whitman the meed
That would be simply a slavish acceptance of iniquitous legis- comes m the pam whwh your letter causes. It 1s of a poet, a ,philosopher, and a good Liberal, we
lation an~ c?wardly ~cquie~cen~ in its ~ecrees.
.
mou111ful to see one prove himself so far recreant to the think he has written some things that had better
The pnnmp~e of Libera~m ~nyolved m the matter as I~ now principles which he has throughout his life professed hav been omitted. We do not condemn his works in
s~ands. 18• the nght of every I~dmdual to t~e. free expression of to maintain as to ally himself-in a manner to him the volumes as published. They hav been accepted
his opiruons, and the unrestricted trausmissiOn of that expres.
.
h"
1"
· d
sion through the length and breadth of the earth, without re- the most effe~tual :po~s1ble-W1th the ene:r;ny,_ who~e and approved by many of the Ighest 1terary JU ges
gard to the extent to which such opinions may be obnoxious, boast and busmess 1t 18 to trample those prm01ples m of our country; and we sell them as we do other
agree~ble! or i~diff~rel!-t. By his conduct Heywood has dared the dust, and persecute their upholders and defend- works, and are willing to take the risk of being sent
to mruo!a~ thiS pnnc:rJ?Ie. ~hat you _are unable to compre- ers." Hardly anything could be more untruthful to prison for doing so. Every person "in America
hemi_ him Is not surpnsmg, smce you wv the key to the
than this. We hav not proved recreant to principles has the right to own and read Walt Whitman's
terv m the remark that " he has not seemed to us a man With
.
. .
· ·
f 1 ·
a coarse, animill nature." As kindred natures only can arolise wh1ch w_e hav mamtam~d or. propo~ed to ~am tam poems; but still we do not approve o se ectmg out
the sympathetic and appreciativ feeling within us, 80 it is not all our life, or any considerable portiOn of It. We and circulating separately such paragraphs as the
astonishing that you cannot understand Heywood. We will hav trampled no principles in the dust, nor hav we common sense of mankind pronounces indecent, and
all~w this ~ability to serve as the mantle ?f ch~rity with attempted to persecute the upholders of principles. simply because they are indecent. We cannot, as we
whic~ we w~ll now cover your whol_e prooeedmg With regard Because we defended at the risk of our life the right hav said, see that any" princw·le "vital to Liberalism
to Boston,
thiS questlon.
yours,
"d's Y. ok es," 1"t d oes not f oll ow th ~ t we 1s
· mvo
·
l ve d m
· d omg
· so, th at alt Wh"t
· th ereMass., Nov. 5 !882• Fmtb.fully
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are under obhgat1ons to defend all sorts of nastmess, by benefited, or that any good cause or purpose is
REPLY.-We shall not attempt to notice all the nor do we believe that the circulation of such nasti· promoted.
unfair and untruthful insinuations and representa- ness is in any sense a "principle." ,
13. We believe that the Liberals of America hav
tions with which the foregoing article abounds, but
6. Mr. Cobb's effort to show that we consider a moral character to maintain, and that it is their
some of them we will briefly review:
Comstock justified in: the outrage he has committed is duty to defend that which is pure and high-minded.
1. Mr. Cobb thinks that scarcely any conduct of as false as all the rest of it. We hav never justi- It will never do for them to become the champions
ours would need to cause surprise, inasmuch as we :lied anything Comstock has done, nor do we think of nastiness, filth, and impurity. They are equal to
hav "had our hand in the lion's mouth and know full him capable of performing ,a good deed from a good the average public in maintaining purity and morwell how hard the animal can bite!" He then con-, motiv. We certainly hope he may not succeed in ality, and there is no reason wh! they should be re-
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garded as· .the defenders of indecenc; and unclean- denominate us "mighty," or whether the word should all events we hav not changed, we hav not "fallen."
ness. .
not be spelt mitey, is simply a matter of opinion. We hav on many occasions talked out freely and un14. We claim to hav the same right to entertain· Some possibly would favor one orthography and reservedly.
our convictions upon this subject that we accord to some the other. But we deny that we hav "fallen," . The unfairness of Mr. Winter is further shown by
those who differ f~om us, ~nd we se~ l!O reason w:hy and that beca~se one acc~~t the possibility o! the such offensiv terms as "Spiritualistic gag, to be
we should not exerCise the right of gtvmg expressiOn grand old umverse, provtdmg us with a eontmued locked on the jaws of honest and intelligent Materi- ·
to our convictions, or why we should be abused for life, he must necessarily "fall." It is barely pos- alists, and every vestige of true liberty stamped out."
such expression. \fhile some condemn us for the sible it is just as much rising as falling. Neither What utter bosh this _is! Spiritualists are certainly
views we hold, we hav the best reasons for knowing is it fair and truthful to term those who accept that no more noted for applying the gag than is Mr. Winthat :rpany, for whose opinions we hav the high- possibility as "a npndescript religious clique, who ter himself. We hav been just as ready to publish
est respect, approve of them. There will prob- seem to be neither :fish nor flesh, neither Infidel nor the lucubrations of one side as the other, and Mr.
ably never be a perfect unanimity of views as Christian, who now regard an honest Infidel Materi- Winter, though teeming with unfairness and hate,
to what constitutes the obscene; also _as to the exer- alist as an enemy and a criminal against their has been admitted as often to these columns as
cise of individual rights. What is obscene to some immaculate Spiritualistic piety." This is not candid; any other individual. We hav published for both
minds is not at all obscene to others; what some re- it is not honest. Mr. Winter appears to be so full of sides, though what has been said was often far from
gard as impure others look upon as strictly pure. prejudice, so full of hatred toward those who accept meeting our views. How unfair and untruthful,
People will undoubtedly ever differ upon these sub- the possibility of a continued life, that he can scarcely then, to fling out the whine about the Spiritualistic
jects. Neither can one person exactly lay down the speak a fair and candid word with reference to them. gag! We hav not published all that has been said.
rulfls as to what another .may do, or may not do. He does not speak the truth when he denounces on either side simply because it was impossible, but
Some go so far as to maintain that a man has the them as a "nondescript religio~s clique," and, partly no discrimination has been made against Materialright to do wrong. He doubtless has, if he does nqt religious sect. They are no more "a sect" than ists. We hav willingly published what bore some
infringe thereby· upon the rights of another. No Materialists, "no more "religious," and no more resemblance to argument, though we must say that
person has.the right to do wrong to another; neither "Christian." Dogmatism and assertion are never dogmatis.m, drivel, and hate are not extremely weihas one the right to outrage the finer feelings of arguments. .
come.. We shall continue to publish what both
another. A man doubtless has a right to hav any
So far as our "falling" or changing is concerned, sides hav to say, but wish to stipulate that combook in his possession which he desires, the same as we hav a few words to say. We know we held the munications be tolerably free from dogmatiem, unhe has a right to hav any kind of painting, whether same views we now do on, these subjects when we fairness, the calling of hard names, and Ollt-and out
physiological or anatomical, portraying the human started THE TRUTH SEEKER over nine years ago, and misrepresentation. The most ardent Materialists_
form; but while having the right to keep such a that we hav never said a word since in opposition to, are not required to be "still," nor is the bold, invincipicture in an interior room of his house, he has no or inconsistent with, the same. We hav not deemed ble mind of sincere Infidelity to" stagnate." They
right to offend public sense by giving it an of- it necessary to be always harping upon the subject, hav ever had a chance to b_!! heard in our columns,
fensiv public exhibition. So it is with questionable but when we hav been called upon for our views we and such flings are· simply unfair and uncalled for.
selections. While a person has a right to make them hav frankly given them. Nearly eight ye!}rs ago a
The truth is, Mr. T. Winter seems so completely
for his own use, he has no right to make himself friend in Idaho wished us to giv our views upon :filled with prejudice, and the spirit of hatred to those
offensiv by forcing them upon others.
Materialism and Spiritualism, and we cheerfully who cannot accept his conclusions, that he can
15. Among the results of the late election in the complied, giving for a few weeks our views upon scarcely speak of them without spitting out dogmachange of the rule of political parties, one of the matter, motion, life, and mind. We extract the fol- tism and venom, and using unfairness and misrepreprominent ones will be the curtailing of Conistockism. lowing from what we published upon that occasion, sentation. If he has abounded in solid argument
Under the continued rule of the Republican party or more particularly what we said .of our _belief of and candor we hav failed to perceive it.
he wielded his most oppresuiv power, which peo- the possibility of a continued life:
There is simply a difference in the proof as it
. ple will now hav good reason for expecting will It is not our purpose to here cite instances, nor to detail phe- strikes different minds. Some think they hav rebe materially lessened. vVhen Republican laws, nomen!!' that thousands of times hav occurred, but simply to ceived satisfactory evidence that invisible intelliRspublican courts, and Republican presidents ceaae recogmze the fact that they do take place. _In doing this it is gences exist, and they accept the possibility of the unito be tools in his hands it may be expected he will by no means n~cess!l'ry to acce~t all the ~!alms of charlatans, verse producing the same. The opposit party see noth.
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fr~uds, and enLhusiasts, of whwh undemably large numbers ·
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b e !-1-~ab1e .to get
peop e. mto pns~m wtth the same exist. In all the phases of matter, motion, and life, in order to mg o t Is, an are cons an y rea y to enounce as
fa01hty as m the past. Our hope 1s that Mr. Hey- learn the actual condition3 around us we need to 'exercise our fools, frauds, and swindlers those who presume to
wood will be wjse, and that Comstock will not be powers of observation, our reason, an'd our best judgment, and differ from them. The great unsettled question,
able to deprive him of his liberty
no less so in this direction than in others: As base coin does "When a man dies shall he liv again?" still comes
____,..._.cc..___·_
not disprove the existence of the true, as falsehood can never up, and probably will for thousands of years .to
"How Are the .Mighty Fallen!"_
disprove truth, nor fiction disprove fact, so fraud cannot dis- come.
prove that which is real and actual.
It would perhaps be fortunate if those whdo take
The following has been i·eceived from our positiv - Having then received such proofs as convince us that intellige);lces disconnected with physical or crude bodies do exist, we the negativ of the question had more truth an data
friend, •r. Winter:
hav been led by degrees to believe that there is a domain in to o:ffer than the opposit, but it .does not seem to be
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER. Sir : Can it be that the uni;erse peopled with -beings invisible to us, but neverthe- so. T. Winter & Co. seem to hold no patent upon
the great Infidel paper, the New York TRUTH SEEKER, has be- less having an existence as really as we hav, and s.s realiy as th
d
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f th
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e powera an possl 1 1 Ies o
e umverse, nor 2.v
come the mouthpiece of a nondescript religious clique, who all the unseen matter and forces we know do exist, We hav
seem to be neither fish nor fiesh, neither Infidel nor Christian gradually 00 me to believe that om existence is dual, that this they investigated more thoroughly than others. If
(funny sect thif), who now regard an honest Infidel Materialist is the 1·udimental, aud that the Ultimate is beyond. We can- they know more than othel's on this bidden. questio11,
as an enemy and a crill!inal against their immaculate Spiritual- not see that this belief or ac~eptation is inconsistent with any it does not quite, appear, for dogmatism and calling
istic piP-ty, and must cease from speaking or be stigmatized as of the known laws of the universe, or of any of t_he recognized hard names are not proofs of honest investigation. A
a common disturber of the somnolent Spiritualistic peace? May powers of matter. Here we meet the views and hopes of count- man who has bona fide proofs and arguments to offer
I, with civility, inquire, Is this Spiritualistic gag to be locked ~ess billions of human beings of all nations and all lands, who, does not need to resort to dogmatism and uri civility.
on the jaws of honest and intelligent Materialists, and every for
many thousands of years, hav entertained a cheering hope
W
vestige of true liberty stamped out? Must the Materialistic of a continued life after the portals of death are passed.
Nor does it appear that T. inter & Co. hav investipen be still, and the bold and invincible mind of sincere InfiThe belief in a future life is by no means repugnant to our gated patiently. They seem to hav arrived at a satirdelity stagnate because, forsooth, some anti·Materialistic consciousness or any of the feelings and instincts of our nature. factory conclusion, and th"ey are willing to denounce
pa.rties are extremely anxious to -:flood the world with an un- Life is dear, existence is sweet, and the longer it can be pleas- those as frauds, fools, cheats, and liars, who hav not
explainable phenomenon or phantom, much more _calculated to antly continued the better. We recoil -not at contemplating been able to reach the same conclusions. If Mr. T.
distract the human mind than enlighten or edify, and whose the possibility of a future existence, and dwell upon It with no Winter has learned more about the mysteriea of the
tendency is to send credulous persons headlong to some dismal painful
emotions. Recognizing the eternal change and proabode set apart for all those unfortunates whose mental aberra- gression of matter, of the higher forms of life that hav sue- great universe, and has discovered just what it can
tion and misery lurk where maudlin drivel issues ·from de- ceeded the lower, in all time, we can easily accept what appears do and what it cannot, it is fortunate, but it does not
mented moral wrecks? Who, I ask, ever knew a gennin to us a fact, that we hav not yet reached the ultimate-the appear that he bas studied the subject more than
Materialist insane? No_ne whatever. But now, at this moment, highest form of life matter is capable of producing. We can others, nor that he knows anything more about it.
quite a number are hopelessly insane as the result of this not limit the powers of matter and the achievements it yet has H'
· 1 t k
t
· t · h h
Spiritualistic theory. It produces in the minds of nervous and in store. Grand and glorious as the universe is in its cruder lS 111pe01a s oc seems o consis lll ars expresexcitable persons a tremulous fear, and ofttimes terror, much and more tangible forms of existence, the recognition of the sions, calling hard names, accusing others of being
batter felt than expressed. Apparitions, ghosts, and goblins possibility of a continued life for man exalts and enlarges its frauds and cheats, and of extreme dis:)ourtesy. If,
ever hav terrorized the pueril mind, and it is time to stop that grandeur and gloriousness immens(:lly. ln fact, this may be fortunately, Mr. T. Winter knows more than anywhich is adding so largely to the sad inmates for the asylums considered the grandest and sublimest part of the infinit whole, body else about the capabilities of the universe, he
for the insane, As a Materialist and philanthropist I deplore and we embrace the belief or theory with undisguised satisfac- has considerable yet to learn what constitutes a
the serious effects growing out of religious superstitions of all
kinds, with its wild and frenzied lunacy, and for no other pur- tioft. is not easy for us to understand how individual organiza- truthful, courteous gentleman. If he has learned
pose than to plunder the dupes. And is not-this Spiritualism a tions that had a beginning thirty, torty, and fifty years ago can more of the truths of nature than others, let him
religion? If not, what is it ?. From my standpoint it appears become immortal or never-ending. It has seemed to us a log- show us tbe same, but let him not constantly call us
the most insidious and deleterious of all faiths, inasmuch as it ical proposition that whatever form of existence has one end fools, knaves, and liars. Very common persons cau
dumps all humanity into the same fanciful and utopian spot, must hav another-that what has a beginning must sooner or use that kind of language. It is not the len~<:th of
and that spot no fellow can find out. But these Spiritists seem later hav an end. Thus it has been easier for us to accept the T w·
, " I f
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a lS so O to. want a rest. They do not relish T. Winter's long pole which probability of a continued existence than an immortal one. · mter s po e 0 reason an trut '
stirs up the muddle and the puddle, aud exposes some of its Though we are frank to confess that if in the powers and pos- fensive as his continued spouting of _uncharitableweak points. They seem to need taffy instead of hickory-nut sibilities of the universe immortality can be evolved by regular ness, dogmatism, and insolence. If he drops these
Materialism. But an honest heart can never play hypocrit. advances and evolutions, we certainly hav no objections, and his reason and argument will be acceptable.
Materialists like to call things by their right names, and if the will gladly accept the fact when made conscious of it. A ces·
We will not take the time here to narrate what we
square and honest truth requires strong words to express its sation of existence-a going out again into the darkness of non- hav witnessed to cause us to hold it possible that our
meaning duty must be done if the planets. fall.· Be it known existence-is perhaps as distasteful to the mind when placed life continues, but we hav received them where fraud
unto all men that Materialism is not nonsense. But whatever ten thousand years in tlte future as but twenty-five. If, then,
is outside of it can never be regarded by a sound intellect as in the unlimited powers of the universe there exist the possibil- was impossible. We feel by no means positiv that
bearing the genuin stamp of sense. What, I ask, is the use of ity of individualities, persons and beings, having an endless ex- we hav found all the truth in this direction, but we
progress on a false track? Is Materialism stagnation? Never, istence, we shall not raise the slightest objection, and shall ac- hav received some evidences that we cannot cast
It's no fossil-nay, ever onward in discoveries of nature, but cept it for the orders of organized life below us as readily as for away. We are inclined to regard· the possibilities
n?t supernature. It dabbles not in speculativ fancies or hob- ourselvs.
bies. All its researches are for material properties, not out- It has with many Materialists been a formidable argument of the universe as grand and great. We hav also
side the universe, but in it, and although there is very much against a future existence, that the immortal part, or soul, if met with many hundreds who hav seen more than we
ye~ to learn, all the searching forever will never discover any- composed of matter, though it require but a small portion for hav-men of intelligence, candor,and of an investigatthmg immaterial. But if there be minds that can be tickled an individual, would, in forming an infinit number, exhaust ing spirit. Many such hav assured us that they hav
With a straw, all right; go on with your tickling.
the earth, the solar system, and the entire uuiverse in furnish- received proofs which they were bound to accept
But there is one individual W:hich you can nejther tickle nor ing material for souls. When, however, we reflect that matter that we hav another lease of life after this. 'l'hey
gull,
Which is
is as jnfinit as time and space, that it is absolutely limitless and may be mistaken in their proofs, they may be mh:T. WINTER,
exhaustless, the argument loses its force.
taken in their conclusions, but that they are honest,
0£ Cincinnati, 0.
We cannot giv more here of what we said then, and that they hav investigated we feel assured.
REPLY.-Our positiv and dogmatic friend seems but as we talked at considerable length those who That their opinion is worth as much as that of Mr.
to hav a great tendency to run astray, and is ex- wish to read it can procure the pamphlet, "Matter, T. Winter, and that they hav as great an amount of
tremely liable to be wrong in his conclusions. It is Motion, Life, and Mind," for ten cents.
intelligence we are prepared to believe.
a part of our duty to hold him to the facts, and to
We hav said enough to thoroughly disprove Mr.
show him his errors.
Winter's charge that we hav changed or fallen. We
THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent three months to
Whether it is correct in any SE!pse of the word to may be in error in the possibilities we accept, but at new subscribers for 50 cents.
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Hence in this manner you can make a god or ghost with his dead reJativ-father, mother, husband, wife,
of the North Star. And yet we hear those victim- brother, sister, uncle, aunt, and up to the greatized by mysticiRm boasting of what they know of the grandfather. How could they doubt? It was most
Ideology .-Concluded.
unknowable ! It is unknowable for the reason that wonderful! And thus, while that same nondescript
the human mind has no capacity for such knowl·- ghost was in full blast at the table-leg, and as Dr.
Grime against Selfhood.-Every form of medium- edge. Can the factor know its own father and R. was bowed writing its prescriptions for the sick,
ship between gods and ghosts, real or imaginary, is mother? And what greater folly than when medi- he heard a rapping upon his outer door, and as he
a crime against humanity. The yielding up of self- umiets speak of a future immortality as a matter of lifted his head he saw his brother enter his office,
hood and self-control to an idea of an unknown per- positiv knowledge! We are all alike in this regard- alive and well. That ended the mystical rapping
sonage cannot be justified. A matured mind can hav we can believe a!! we please. But as tv the fact we and healing in Dr. R.'s house forever.
no normal right thus to abnegate its own selfhood. know just nothing at all, nor is it b'est that we should
4. The Test by Writing on the Arm.-Mrs. L., of
Most of the mediums in this country who travel and know.
South Rea.dinl.!, Mass., had a brother that entered
make a business of giving" tests" I hav had more or
Inever attended a circle unlelils invited. The Fox the army in 1861; and, never having heard from him
less knowledge of, and, while I admit that in all mediums assured me that if any communication was tilll865, she and her family believed him dead. She
other respects they may hav been very excellent peo- made to me it must come from some one dead whom was a Spiritualist. The medium Foster visited her
pie, yet I am compelled to say that, as far as I know, I had previously known and loved. Upon this state- locality; and Mrs. L. went to see him forthwith.
they were deteriorated in health and in integrity of ment I relied until I found good reason for pro She paid his fee; and without asking him a single
character by their mediumship. Their lives are nouncing it an error. And albeit I hav never yet question he said to her:
shortened, not to speak of the number that commit found any mediumistic ghost that had had any presuicide in order the sooner to reach the "summer vious knowledge of me, I never repelled either the
You are a Spiritualist. I see your brother materialized
standing near you. He is a soldier, and I see the place where
land," nor the many that hav been rendered insane medium or the spirits. I never told a spirit it had he was shot-in the side.
by entrancement. For there never was a state of falsified to-me. When in the presence of a medium
real catalepsy or trance without more or less hallu- that ha;; no knowledge of me I always hav an abunWhile saying this he rubbed his arm, and, rolling
cination. What else uan fo ll ow when, to become a dance of messages, and all I need, I am sure. But up· his sleeve, he showed Mrs. L. her brother's name,
· ld. up your
· own se lfh oo d an d never did I hear the first rap from any relativ or William, in raised letters on his arm. Nor had she
medium, you must y1e
aelf-control? Tbuil. Miss Lizzie Doten, alluded to friend, or from any one else that I ever knew before a doubt but these letters must hav been made by her
in my contribution on the trance, when sh~ was in- their death. In the mean time I hav had communi- brother, and no one else. She went home weeping.
· d dd
· ·
1 I
k d h
· ·
A good test, Mr. Perry would ha.v said. In about
spue an un e:r sp1nt contro, as "e
er sp1r1L cations made to me purporting to come from people three months after that satisfactory test, that demon"
guides to explain to me how I F!hould be able to tell that were still living, and never had died. More- stration ot the personal identity of a dead man, was
where the human ended and the spiritual began in over, I could giv the _names of a dozen of my
made, that brother, alive and in good health, came
the trance mediumship. And in answer he, she, or friends, who were mediums and Spiritualists, who into her house and assured her that he was not dead,
it gave the following reply: "0 doctor, you are not solemnly promised me before they died that if Spir- and never had been wounded. As these tests were
on the spiritual plane; we cannot explain it to you." itualism was true, they would certainly :find some
.
I
h d
f T R
made, so are thP,y all made, by olauvoyanoe; and
And just here :find at. an , from the pen o . . medium and make a demonstration to me, and prove what this is the two cases following will further
Hazzard, a prolific spiritual writer, in the Spiritual their identity beyond all doubt. I always treated show.
Offering, a paragraph that I quote:
the mediums kindly. And if this were the place, I
5 . Magnetic or Clairvoyant Reading.-My friend,
When fully entranced, a well-developed medium becomes, wouid giv you the statet;nents the spirits hav made Mr. W. P. Lippincott, formerly of Philadelphia,
humanly speaking, a mere no11entity, or body without a soul, a to me affirming that all they knew of this external moved to Iowa with Abner Kneeland. I visited him
thing comparable to a looking-glass, that must pArforce reflect world they had to :find out by contact with it, and
· pace
1 d be_ore,
f
tb e e:xac t resem blance of wbat ever Js
or rath
· er with the medium.'g brain, eyes, and ears. A spirit at Vernon in 1866, when he became so much inter· to 1't• whether t't be an angel r eoI 0 t"ue(l w1'th mor t al ele- has no external senses for acquiring any knowledge ested
l·n· what I told him I had witnessed that he
en ters !D
·
.ments or a goblin damned. For the time being. during the absubscribed for a Spiritual paper. His wife died
sence of the spirit, the medium is not one whit more respon~ible of this physical world, nor do they hav any remem· soon after. He saw in his paper the advertisment
in a criminal, moral, or spiritual point of view, for what takes brance of this or any other world as their rudi· of J. V. Mansfield, who announces himself as the
place in its absence from the body than is the inanimate look- mentary state. And now for my illustrativ cases, as "world-renowned medium for reading sealed letters."
ing-glass for the objects it reflects."
an o:ff.set to those given by Mr. Perry:
[Why sealed; but for the deception?] Mr. LippinAnd this describes the crime against humanity and
1. A ]}fedium that Never .Failed.- I was in Ba.lti- oott wrote a letter to his wife, and, sealing, he sent
human selfhood! When the human mind is held in more, and by a Spiritual friend was taken to see Mrs. it with :five dollars to Mansfield. In that letter he
abeyance (or absent, as this writer says, from the F. and the wonderful tests given through her brain. addressed her by her full name, and gave his own
body), it is dead to all the purposes of humanity. Mrs. F. challenged me to test the spirits, as sheaf- name, asking her to tell him the name of the fugitiv
And this is a crime that with impunity no one can firmed the spirits, tbrnugh her, never failed. And slave that they bad once concealed in their house in
commit.
when this statement was made to· me there were Philadelphia. In due time this sealed letter un- ·
Mr. Perry's Misstatement.-And what now, if it sounds upon the table loud enough to be heard all opened came back, and with the following answer
should appear that Mr. Perry was himself in error. over the house. The vext day I addresged some from Mansfield and his associate spirit that has anand the mostdeceived in-hisstateml'ntabovequoted? question£ to a Mrs. H., a friend of mine who had ~wered others in the same way:
He has erroneously attributed to me what I had, in given me a pledge on her death- bed that if Spiritthese columns, explicitly disavowed, not only for ualism were true shA would make a demonstration
As near a~ I can magnetize your letter you want me to tell
tb
h
d
ht
h ·
d
d'
you where you lived in the city of brotherly love. The exact
myself, but for all other Materialists and the entire t 0 me, roug my aug er, w 0 18 a goo me mm, number I do not now remember. I hav seen John Hughes
scientific world. (See my "Fraternal" in No. 32 of that Mrs. H. knew and loved, or, if not through her, here, and also Abner Kneeland. Your wife,
ELIZA.
this paper.) Nor can I now determin whether I she would :find a medium if it were possible, in
should account for his misstatement by his careiess order to fulfil her promis. I allowed Mrs. F. to
Mr. Lippincott had known a man in Philadelphia
habits of thought or his obfuscation'' by faith" in bav my letter in her keeping twenty-four hours. by the name of John Hughes. But notice, 1, That
' spu1
· ·ts sa1·a t h ey he had not named Abner Kneeland; 2, He had not
mysticism. I never ignored nor denied the facts, Wh en I ca11 ed f or t h e answer tne
nor thought that I had solved the problem as to how were rea d y, an d th ey were sure th e answer was cor- asked the number of any street,· 3, Mr. Lippincott
th e answer If oun d 1·t purported to assured me. that he had entirely forgotten John
.
the rap is made upon the table leg. The rapper rect. 0 n rea d mg
has personified itself for any or all the dead of past hav been written by my mother, who was not dead, Hughes. Whence did Mansfield or that associate
"h
ghost obtain a knowledge of that name that the
f h
d
ages, and adopted any name to grati y t e me ium ~ us:
writer of that letter had entirely forgotten? And
and please other parties most interested in that sort MY DEAR SoN: Your mother greets you from the skies, and
d
of information; for such are some of the well-known in the love of Jesus Christ, our Lord. Yom a:ff. mother,
yet how often we hear of persons victimize by this
factors in Mr. Perry's nineteenth-century thunder!
CYNTHIA SuNDERLAND.
wonder, boasting of their tests when told of ideas
·
·
b.
M
'
•
C
h'
they
hnd forgotten!
Id
h
h
dd
h
And I s ou , perhaps, a
ere t at 1t IB ut a
y motner s name was not ynt 1a.
6 _ The Greatest Test of all.-A lady at thew est,
2. How a Test Medium got Ohoked.-I was in some distance from Chicago, Mrs. T. M.s., wrote to
comparativly small number of the rappers that are
clairvoyant enough to giv what are called tt:sts as to this town invited to attend ~> circle composed of meWh
her mother, proposi11g these questions: "
ere
the personal identity of the dead. The mediums diums, all of whom were certain that I would get a does UncleS. liv? What are the names of his two
in such cases I believe to be more sinned against good test. Mrs P., who sat next to me, as soon as children? This from your daughter, T. s.," accithan sinning. And the number is not large, entranced, personified an Indian, ~wd said she (m: he) dently omitting the initial of her middle name. On
I think, that indorse Jesus, as the mystic rap hae saw streams of light emanating from my head. On sending it to J. V. Mans:fisld it was duly returned,
always done. When made in Christian families, as my hinting that I did not need any soft soap at that and with the following correct answer, which demonthen, it indorsed the Bible, hell, and · the. devil, time, she eaid: "0 doctor, I see your mother! She strates the theory here advocated. The letter exMillerism, the resurrection from the grave, and the stands behind your chair. She wants to talk to you
smash-up of this globe! And yet more than ninety now." Whereupon I said, "Please ask my m.other plains itself:
·
h'
11
h h
'd
MRs. T. M.S., Dear Friend: I answer your letter, and giv
per cent of t h e rank an d fil e m t IS movement are to te. you w at · er mal en name was before she you the information you want, as your spirit mother is not here.
Liberal and progreBsiv. And still a larger propor- was married?" There was a slight pause) when the She is afar on a mission. I am here to assist Mr. Mansfield
tionofthesespeakers,ofwhichCephasB.Lynnisa medium began to shake and cough. She then whennecessary. YourunclelivsinS.,Iowa,and he has two
type, are good and true men and women, that go for opened her eyes, and seizing my hand, she said:
sons, J. and W. But whr did you not giv your middle name
progression and humanity.
I mentioned, also,
''0 doctor, I begin to fear there were no spirits in in your letter? It isM., is it not?
Col. D. M. Fox, editor of the Spiritual Offering, it!"
·
.
·
The above case I hav quoted from a Spiritual
Ottumwa, Iowa, as I perceived that his was one of
All the other mediums looked dumbfounded, and paper. It is, indeed, a most wonderful manifestathe mediumistic papers that did not come to the Mrll. P. continued to hack and cough, as if some- tion of clairvoyance, the power by which all the
knowledge of the recent Liberal Convention at St. thing had got stuck in her throat that she could not tests are made I And when Mr. Perry writes again,
Louis. It was a generous recognition that conven- get up or down.
'
pqrhaps he will inform us why it is not reasonable
tion -made of all the Spiritual papers it had any
3. A Test .Decidedly Bogus.-Dr. R. was an to believe that all tests are made in the same way.
knowledge of.
·
artit~t well known in Boston. His Spiritual career
RETROSPECTIV.
Mr. Perry's Wonder.-As I hav more cases than lasted only one year. He was a rapping and healing
And thus as to my own record. Sixty years in the
I could put in one volume, any one of which would medium. 'l'he sens~tional ideas, however false, :field of psychology-the science above all bibles,
be sufficient to offset and upset all that Mr. Perry often result in what are called miraculous cures, or and to be studied before all revelations from gods
has narrated of his wonder, I must beg the reader cures in answer to prayer. Dr. R. hnd a brother and ghosts. And during twenty years of this period
to bear in mind that I hav to use mediumistic terms. who had been absent some ten years-so long that I was employed by the Methodist Episcopal ch.urch as
I do not know what a ghost is, nor is it of the unseen all the family believed him dead; and the mani-- a revered minister. Thus in a Christian -pulpit, dogthat I speak. It ia physical phenomena that I de- festations through Dr. R. purported to come from matizing and drilling the human mind with ~alse
scribe in illustrating ideas, true or false. And while thie abaent brother's spirit. It gave the brother's sensational· ideaR (the leading one of theology 18 as
I can here giv but a few cases, they are tersely re- namfl, his age, the name of the ship in which he had to how a holy ghost came it over a Je~ish maiden).
ported, and they are characteristic of all so-called sailed, and described the storm in which all were Upon this idea the Christian hope of h1s escape from
test cases. Manifestly no real test can be applied lost. "A good test," Mr. Perry would say; "the a lake of eternal bell-fire il'! based. And those campwhere a part of the factor!! are unknown. And this wouder of the nineteenth century !" Thus the tests meeting spa~ms, those love-feasts, those revival .bais the gap that faith comes in to fill. Now faith, and the healing power of spirits were continued. rangs, in drilling human ingnorance and credulity!
saving faith, is that trust the mind reposes in that The neighbors came in crowds and all went away 'l'hat was an experience I hav never regretted. The
evidence the mind itself has created (Heb. :x:ii, 1). 1healed and perfectly satisfied. Each one had talked late Theodore Pinker once expressed to me some re-
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gre~ that he had never had the opportunity of wit- edge when he told Petflr that he had uttered an idea of the Great Mogul.
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It is amusing to see what airs
nessing the mental and nervous phenomena that that was not evolved by his own brains (Matt. xvi, he puts on in a circle ef cultivated guests.
characterized the revivals I had got up. Iu the 17). Neither Jesus nor any writer of the Bible
I hav come to this conclusion in regard to the
whole of my life I can now perceive what an im- knew that man had any mental apparatus for the twain: Mrs .. Mott is after the almighty dollar only,
mense advantage that twenty years of experience evolution of ideas, nor do the Spiritualists now know while Harvey's ruling passions are egotism, bigotry,
and observation has been to me in Ideology, the that in India, where there are no mediums nor any and arrogance. So he lets dollars escape him for
study of the human mind.
faith in spirits, and ret by ideas far greater marvels the purpose of domineering over others. .
Wondersi hav witnessed, probably; beyond any- are done than anythmg ip.cluded in the "nineteenth
But to show the reader that I don't speak behind
thing my friend Perry ever saw, and under the century wonder." The occult forces of ideas hav his back I append the following, which I dropped in
auspices of Spiritualism too. Did he ever see one of been known in India for centuries; forces by which the post-office a few weeks ago:
the mediums (in which he has invested somewhat) the living body is materialized to eyes a thousand
MR. AND MRs. MoTT : Our best friends are those who tell us
who reported herself as having been a second Mary miles away; metals are disintegrated, and other of our faults and teach us how to correct them.
-a "mother in the modern Israel," as she had been marvels in India beyond any wonders in modern
"Oh, wad some power t.he giftie ~ie us
overshadowed by a ghost (and with her husband'!! Spiritualism. Nor is it true, as Christians, mesmer.
To see oursel's as lthers see us 1"
consent), she having gone thro~gh a period of gesta- ists, and mediums suppose, that ideas, as such, float
I feel impelled to add to what I said verbally the other day·
tion and parturition, having given birth to a young about in the atmosphere; or that ideas are trans. for the purpose, if possible, of benefiting you. I bav myself
ghost-a spirit-baby? .All her symptoms were de- ferred merely by volition out of one brain into an. suffered as the legitimate result of wrong-doing, but was never
tailed to me· by this modern Mary in person. And other as ideas. An idea is a creation in each mind so low in the moral scale as yourselvs, and the longer you rethere the more intense will your sufferings finally be.
for any further information as to this wonder I refer for itself. A relation-a .rhythmic polarity-may main
I am performing an unpleasant duty in thus holding before
to Mr. A. E. Newton, a well-known Spiritualist and be e!tablished between two minds (as in case of the you the reflection of your lives that you may see yourselvs as.
author of a pamphlet entitled "The Ministration of adepts in India), when, if one or both are clairvoy. others see you. Every one has a mission to perform, and perAngels Realized." Nor was this the only case of the ant, and far apart, thue a knowledge of distant ideas forms it. Then why try to influence another? because that
kind that came to my knowledge; and for the de- may be obtained. Bat IJuch conditions are rare, and may be another's mission. A.nd your mission, Harvey. I conto be to convince many by your mediumship of a future
tails of this case I can refer to another well-known the knowledge is limited to clairvoyance, which is ceive
life, and, on the other hand, by your dishonesty, egotism, armedium and aut-hor, Mr. John M. Spear. And 'may- the rarest of all. It is a function often claim!ld, but rogance, stinginess, and hard-heartiness toward even your near
be that both these gentlemen would giv Mr. Perry not ve~r often manifested. It is indeed an" oocult relativs, to. disgust others anil make them avoid such ignoble
all the details, as they would increase the marvelous power.
.
traits, and better appreciate all noble thoughts and actions. So
in his nineteenth century wonder. One of these
Long before the mysterioua knocking• or any you are not living in: vain; you are performing yonr mission,
"mothers" assured me that the· spirits had prepared purely physical phenomena had been dubbed with but we pity the missionary. No one so steeped in selfishness
can enjoy li~e. I do not think there is fl, person in Memphis
her for a spirit-babe by informing her that "it would the cognomen of" Spiritualism," the writer was en- who
has a good opinion of you. You are a dead-weight on
be a sacred Jesus," and she would become a "mother gaged in this field of investigation. Ria experi- Spiritualism .here. It is up-hill business to defend it, based on
in the modern Israel "similar to Mary of old, of mental discovery of the law of "Selfhood in Self- your mediumship, here where you are known. Hsre is a speciwhom the second person in the godhead was begot- induction" was announced in Zion's Watchman and men of my success in that direction.
My opponent starts out with the assertion that you are simten and born.
in The Magnet, a l'!Cienti:fic monthly, edited and pub.
a trickster, and, as you hav no moral basis to fall back on,
A.nd thus hav other mediums been cajoledlished in New York, 1836 to 1843. And he edited Iplycan
dislodge him from bis position only by asking him if he
In the same way :flattered as of old,
and published the first paper ever devoted to Spirit- thinks you are capable of deceiving any but the veriest dunces.
Coaxed and "taken in."
ualism. Re gave the first lectures upon the "Myste- He acknowledges his defeat on that point, but by changing his
But ~urely that maid was deceived the most
rio~s Knockings," in Boston, New York, Philadel- base I meet my Waterloo. He takes his position on the devil
That believed it done by a holy ghost
phia, and other cities; and his labors in this regard theory of the churches, and declares that if any spirits ever
· To atone for all sin.
through Mott they must be devils. I am silenced:
used up more than three thousand dollars of his come
A.nd, between you and me, Harvey, you are a medium for
And hav I not seen and heard enough of these scanty means-which, however, he has never rewonders, old and new-enough of the tests and the gretted. Those good people that he succeeded in devili3h spirits, and Mary, too, for that matter, in the shape of
beer and whisky. But good spirits are so glad to commune
trances, and. the visions and the messages from the dogmatizing into Christianity, and also those of a with us that they use mediums regardless of their impurity of
lips eternally closed in death? Hav I not heard similar temperament, afterward called mediums, mind or body. A.nd you are so dishonest, and with a body so
and seen enough to convince any mind open to criti- constitute a class by themselvs (referred to by Jesus full of beer, whisky, and tobacco, that ~pirits are debased
cism as to the wonderful power of false, sensational as the few only that are saved), toward which I hav therewith Two ·of my spirit friends, who were paragons of
ideas? Of all the ideas in the whole range of hu- always felt most friendly. Many a medium I hav truthfulness wheri in their own bodies, hav told me several
falsehoods at your circles.
man thought, those the' most absurd are always, to recovered from a state of insanity, and many of
Col. Eaton announced himself by independent slate-writing
ho.man credibility and ignorance, the most sensa- them hav I defended through the prem11, and other- through the mediumship of your ~ister three days before we
tional. • Hence the success of any and all forms of wise, when justly charged with fraud. It was enough heard of it in any other way. He spoke at first of going to
mysticism. When the factors are unknown the ideas for me to know that they bad been in error, in yield- your seances, but five days after said: "I do not think so well
are sensational, and the "miraculous cure" follows. ing up llelfbood to become a medium, and aleo that of Mr. Mott since I entered spirit life." The following he
through that honest medium l!rank T. Ripley: ''I hav
In Tremont Temple, Boston, and in Odd Fellows' they had been not only deceived, but they had also gave
been in the spirit world two days. I am anxious to say to my
Hall, Philadelphia, on my public platform, my audi- been fraudulently" controled" by false ideas, in giv- friend, Matt Clary, of Kansas City, Mo., that I hav found
ences saw, from night to night, this theory demon, ing tests as to the personal identity of invisible non- more than I realized, but r was terribly fooled about that restrated. They saw hundreds of people, some of them descripts that sustain no relations whatever to this incarnation business." He refers to tha lies to which he was
of the highest respectability, Christians and clergy- earth; hence, under an influence that is deceptiv and treated at your seance in Leavenworth some two years ago,
when he was made to )lelieve that his spirit daughter and
men, entranced by their own ideas of that state when false, it is from such associations that mediums Frank
Pierce's spirit son were married. It is not to be wonsurgical operations were performed upon them with- should them11elvs become so.
dered at that deceitful spirits congregate where you are.
out any consciousness of pain, and. when forty men
Since I found my own mind free from all forms of I never wish to attend another of your circles until you mrn
and women simultaneously fell instantly to the floor mysticism, I cannot feel annoyed by any perslolcu. and lead a better life. To get reliable manifestations we must
merely by an idea suggested when they were struck tion, by any ism, of the unknown. Nor ia it any hav honest mediums.
Mary says you are the best medium In the world I There
down as suddenly as if they had been shot through wonder to me that the leading papers, both in theolare scores to whom you are not compamble. Yet were you to
the heart. And bow many thousands of healthy ogy and Spiritualism, manifest the same unwilling- conduct yourself properly and stop drinking you would soon be
people hav been instantly killed in the same way? ness to allow me through their columns to inform highly esteemed, and your medial powers probably increased.
Salvation by faith, as death by faith, for faith, is an their readers as to the reasons why I remain a friend
I don't know which is the champion liar, hut think it is
''which and t'other" with you. But I am of the opinion that
equal power either way; the results always shape to them and a brother still. LA.ROY SUNDERLAND.
Mary can discount you on penuriousness; for although I had it
by the dominant idea. Horses, and one case of•a
Quincy, Mass., Nov. 1, 107.
on good authority some two years ago that you told many of
monkey, I hav known to be instantly killed by
your guests from a distance that I had never paid you but three
fright. And consider, too, the power of ideas in the
or four dollars, one woman heard you say that I had never
J. H. Mott.
mother's mind that creates, forms, and colors, thus
paid anything, when I had paid you twenty-six dollars in cash,
materializing one hundred a.nd twenty smallpox
To THE EDITOR OF TpE T:&UTH SEEKER, Sir: and expended several more in time, stationery, and postage on
pustules, filled with puralent matter, in her babe Knowing that many of yoursubscribers are Spiritaal- the Pattee raid. I say although you enjo:1 lying like Beelzebub,
you are not Sfl miserly as your other half, for after I was
wben born. She never had smallpox, nor was she ists,I deem it proper to apprise them as well as others still
admitted at reduced rates you assured me sometimrs that I was
ever expo!!!ed to it, only by fright.
who take an interest in Spiritualism of the character welcome, but I always offered the money to Mary at the close
As to ideas, there are none but human ideas. If of J. H. Mott, and what reception they would be of the seances, which she always took with thanks and a patronall the brains now alive could be combined into one liable to meet were they to come here to.investigate. izing smile.
cranium as large as this globe its ideas would be only· I hav known Mr. Mott for five years, and was slow If you had told your falsehoods about me only to those acwith all three, I would not complain; but those but
human. And no human brain, however large, can to belive what I know. I am told that before his quainted
little acquainted with either may believe you. Y011r tongue is
know or comprehend any personal existence above development a!l a medium he hardly obtained a no slander here where you are known; it is only those that you
its own idea of its own selfhood, hence the folly of comfortable living. Bat by his mediumship he ha~ speak well of (if you ever do of any one) that are in danger.
those mediumists, ancient and modern, who tell us become possesBed of quite a property, and it might They may well exclaim, "What wicked things hav we done
what they know of gods and ghosts "beyond the hav been much more but for his dissipated habits. that this vile man should commend us?"
I suppose you will think that I wish to injure you, but the
bonds of time and space." The "wonder manager- He charges one dollar a seance for each guest, and
opposit is the fact. I should rejoice on your own account to
in-chief" in this country says, "The eyes of his mind his ciroles used often to number from fifteen to see vou reform, and would proffer the right hand of fellowship.
are so wonderfully enlarged and strengthened by twenty. But his patronage is much les.s now from But, Harvey, should you persist in abusing strangers and makclairvoyance that there are no boundaries of time or two principal causes; first, other and better mediums ing a laughing-stock of yourself, and a shame to Spiritualists, I
space that can circumscribe their penetration" (Great are being developed all over t~e country; and will make one more effort in your behalf.
Har., vol. iii, page 265).
second, many hav been disgul!!ted With the treatment I subscribe myself your sincere but frank friend,
STEPHEN YOUNG.
Now to realize the state of a mind that could make received at his hand. I hav attended over two hunI had not intended to make the above public until
such a claim as this, read the obfuscation of Peter, · dred of his seances, and hav known him to use
Acts x, 10-13, and Paul, 2 Cor. xii, 1. No idea can strangers who had every appearance of being ladies I found that it was like to do no good. The worst is
be too absurd for human ignorance and credulity; no and gentlemen in a manner that ought to make a yet to be told.
Harvey's sister, Mrs. Work, has developed into a
ideas of gods or ghosts was ever expressed by hu- ilavage blush. He sometimes tells them that there
man lips that were not evolved from the brains that will not be room for them, when he has but two ?r good medium for both independent slat'il-writing
controled those lips in their utterance. And no three; at other times he declares that no seance will and materializations, and both Mr. and Mrs. Mott
scholarly author ever made so great a mistake in be held, when he intends to and does hold one. are doing their·utmost to prevent any one attending
ideology as Max Muller did when in h~s "Essay on So~eti~es he_ assures thefi! tha~ he will send t_hem her seances, and are angry with all who do.
Mott has no children, and posse~ses quite a propMonotheism" be says of Abraham's Idea of God notiCe If he stts, but forfeits hts word. Sometimes
that it was not the creation of Abraham's own brain, he begins a seance before the usual hour, and locks erty, while his sister has four small children, and her
husband is in poor health. The ignoble twain would
but it was injected into his mind by a mystical out those he expects ~o come.
. .
.
power outside of hie own mind, whereas Abraham
Those who read this who bav already VISited him, take the bread out of the mouths of their sister's
was entranced when he uttered that idea; and the and paid well, need not fear of being refused. Many children.
I believe it would hav a good effect on this hardBible informs us that his mind was bewildered and hav come hundreds of miles and expended fifty or
obfuscated by ''a great huma.n darkness that fell sixty dollars without being a.ble.to o_btain admittance. hearted couple were they never to receive another
upon him" (Gen. xv, 12). Abraham had no knowlStrangers should approach him m the most obse- guest, and it is working in that direction.
Memphis, MQ., Nov. 6, 1882.;_Sl'.E:PH.EN YouNG.
edge of psychology, nor had Jesus any such knowl- quious manner, as though they were in the p:t;,esenoe
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not believe in the Bible, then where do you get your
spirits? Please answer in TRUTH SEEKER.
Yours,
A. B. KEMP.
[We do not know very much about spirits. Our
PESCADERo, CAL., Oct. 29, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber to THE TRUTH friend is referred to what we had to say upon the
SEEKER since the 29th of July last, and I like it very subject in No. 44, also in the present number.much, especially your replies to Mr. Whitehead's ED. T. 8.]
questions. I hav never missed a number of the paLEAVENWORTH, KAN., Nov. 6, 1882.
per since the first number.
MR. EDITOR: Brother Leland's article on '\Tadpole
Yours, for universal mentaLliberty,
Liberalism " is very good. I do not mean any disSAMUEL A. WHITESIDE.
respect to the tadpole, of course. A healthy, wellbehaved tadpole is a good thing in its place, but
EARLVILLE, ILL., Oct. 29, 282.
MR. E:PITOR: I want your paper, and will send $3 when a little bit of a polliwog imagins himself a
to pay for the same, which I think will pay till a great big whale and challenges all things, animate
year from next January, if you put it down to $2.50 and inanimate, to heave- to and dip their ·colors,
next year, as you say. I also want the fourth vol- then the case becomes too utterly ludicrous for anyume of your tour Round the World. I hav received thing. Brother Walker's article on "Prohibition"
the two first volumes, and am much plea'led with is unanswerable. It will be "answered," however,
with the usual amount of gush. Those "Liberals''
them.
SARAH C. HILTON.
who believe in a state conscience. a state stomach,
a state appetite, and a state gauge; who believe in
GoLDEN, Mo., Nov. 4. E. M., 282.
MR. EDITOR: I am the only outspoken Infidel any- removing temptation-in taking away a man's power
where in this neighborhood. We hav one reverend to sin, to slide backwards or forwards, or to slide at
gentleman here who says I "ought to be burnt for all; who put no trust in education, progress, or huletting people read my Infidel paper, THE TRUTH m'tnity, but bav unbounded faith in coercion and
SEEKER." I tell him he is godlike-a genuin Chris· legislation, such Liberals are also in the polliwog
tian, for he would burn us while here, and his God stage of devel<)pment. It was said against a certain
politician that he was a Nl'rthern man with Southwill keep it up when we are dead.
ern principles. The faces of some Liberals turn one
Your friend for truth,
J. P. CLARK.
way, while their toes turn another, and
It's hard to tell by the looks of the track
HAMBURG, Nov. 5, 1882.
Whether they're coming or going back.
MR. EDITOR: Ple•t.se find inclosed $9; $5 for a!! other
series of "A Truth Seeker Around th.e World," thE' They are simply trying to propagat.e Liberal teachother $4 for trial subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER ings by Christian methods-trying to lay Liberal
for three months.
brick with orthodox mortar, and the two won't work
By refering to your list you will find that I hav toget~.er. ~f Christianity is true, and Christian propbeen a subscriber for THE TRUTH SEEKER for sev- agancasm Is the correct thi.ng, by all means let us
eral years, and one of the early subscribers for "A make haste to return to it. But all true Liberals
worthy of the name hav no furthet· use for ChrisTruth Seeker Around the World." JAS. .A. TAYLOR.
tianity or the Inquisition, or anything else distinctWATSONVILLE, CAL., Nov. 1, 282.
ivly Christian. Liberalism is amply complete in itMR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5-$4 for THE self-equal to all emergencies. It is not a system
TRUTH SEEKER, and the ·balance use as directed.
~atchea up by man, but a grand and perfect science·
I am a Spiritualist clean through, not of the Bundy Lhe science of the universe; the science of all sci~
kind, but believe free disc11ssion is the friend of ences. Let us study its principles and apply them
truth, and by free discussion truth is brought to consistently, courageously, and with unfaltPring faith
light. May you, sir, and Eugene long liv to run as to results.
S. R. SHEPHERD.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. The two outside pages are worth
LrNDSA.Y, CAN., Nov. 5, 1882.
the price, and I see the price is to be reduced soon.
MR. EDITOR: I am very much pleased with and
Yours truly,
E. 1'. SLIGHT.
congratulate myself on being a subscriber to THE
WEST NEWTON, MAss., Nov. 7, 1882.
TRUTH SEEKER. The opportunity of reading several
1'.1R. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5.25 for my own copies was given me by my esteemed Liberal friend
paper and a new subscriber. _l!'or the twenty-five- Mr. T. A. Middleton, and I became deeply interested
cents send me the" Crimes of Preachers." Now if in the paper. I heartily enjoy· your system of dealall your old subscribers will as promptly send you a ing with the saintly orthodox, penetrating and illusnew subscriber and renew their own subscription trating their absurd superstitions, showing the falsity
before the expiration of their time, you would soon and incorrectness of their claims, driving them from
be able to 10end $2 a year for the -best paper in this the field of argument in fair battle, bringing confucountry. I hope to be able to get you more sub- sion upon them in tlleir inability to answer rational
- scribers soon. With best wishes for your success I questions, and terror in showing them the rapidity
r:mbscribe myself,
Your friend and brother, '
with which that great fabrication, the Bible, is losing its influence and power. .There are people who
C. N. WooD.
would oling to that unscientific, obscene old book
SELBY, ONT., Nov. 7, .1882.
the Bible, no matter how clearly proofs were give~
MR. EDITOR: Your Canadian correspondent of St. of its unauthenticity. They will never find any difCt~.t~e~ine'~ is mis~aken in supposing that the Ag- ficulty in securing a pilot, so long as their treasury
n.ostiC s evidence Is not admitted in court here. By holds out and their wives and daughters prove sufvtrtue of an act passed at the last session of the ficiently tractable. The fate of those wise men, the
Legislature of this province, Agnostics or Freethink- philosophical and intellectual authors of cultured
ers may giv evidence hy affirmation in all civil cases Liberalism, who were tortured upon the rack and
in all courts in this province. We also hav assur- exposed to the fire3 of THE TRUTH SEEKER's pitiless,
ance from the Dominion government that a similar ,:;arcastic columns, will be a .warning to honest Libact .will.in due t~me be. passed, enabling A~nostics erals never to strive to get beyond the confines of
to hkewise giv evidence mall criminal cases through- common sense .. I am happy to say that THE TRUTH
o_ut the dominion. 9ther reforms, such as the taxa- SEEKER has caused me to read more, think deeper,
twn . of church property, the secularization of the and given me more useful information in the last four
public schools, also of the marriage ceremony, we months than all the orthodox papers combined. We
mtend to urge as soon as prudent and convenient.
hav no organization in Lindsay, but know each other
pretty well, and hav a fraternal and mutual feeling
ALLEN PRINGLE.
of friendship and unity in the good cause. I wish
to procure some of your valuable books, which I see
!SKOWHEGAN, ME., Nov. 4, 1882.
MR: EDITOR_: A lecture formerly delivered by Mr. advertised, at an early date. Hoping your reduction
Hastmgs: ~ditor of The Christian, was read by one in subscription will prove a success, and wishing
of our m1msters last Sunday, and the statement was yourself and interests all properity, I remain
Yours respectfully,
E. 0RMANDY.
made that Tom Paine died a miserable drunkard
Is there any truth in the statement? .Please answe;
LUNENBURG, MAss., Nov. 6,1882.
through the columns of your paper, and oblige
MR.
EDITOR:
I
hav
just read your remarks acMANY READERS.
knowledging the receipt of Mrs. Heywood's letter in.[These ~tatements are simply Christian falsehoods, forming you of the arrest of her husband and his
';lth noth~ng. but the basest of slanders to rest upon.
Some evil-disposed Christian told the lie in the imprisonment in Boston, and release therefrom
first place, and hundreds of evil-disposed Christians through bail of one thousand dollars, and you will
hav re~eated it since. It has been refuted again take it kindly, I trust, when I say it was decidedly
and a?aiU, and the fact has been proved that nothing of cool, coming, as it does, from a radical regenerator
of moral, social, and, I suppose, political ethics; and
the kmd was ~rue;. but the Christian tendency to slan- what is more, from one so recently out of prison fo~
d~r and mahgn Is so great that the falsehood is
stlll repeated, and probably will be for a long time the like offense. While I know neither you nor Heywood would wrong any one, I do know that Mr.
to come.-ED. T. S.]
Heywood is the most persistent and logical reformer
throughout the length of the land, if I except B. R.
ALLEGHENY, PA., Oct. 13, 18S2.
Tucker, of Boston. Mr. Heywood is the champion of
l\fR. ~~ITOR: If any person were to ask me what freedom. He threw himself when a youth, I may
my re~IgiOn was .r should say that I had no religion say, into the cause of liberty for all men; and since
but sc1ence. Thts, I presume, is what you would the major contains the minor, I say he dedicated
say also. But although we both are alike in that his life, strength, and talents to liberty. And for
m~tter, I beg to differ with you on one important these thirty years I hav never found him wavering
pomt. You are a Spiritualist. Now, I wish to ask or faltering or fearful of consequences. I know full
where you first got the idea of a spirit. You will well his example has been a beacon-light to my path
find mention of spirits in the Bible, but as you do and a stimulant to many etrq.tts of reform.

Mr. Heywood has G.eclared for individual and coh
lectiv liberty, and most nobly and heroically has he
stood his ground. I wish I could say as much for
hundreds 'With whom I hav "stricken" hands in
hope and faith. The extracts from Whitman were,
I understand, the special parts that Comstock chas~
tity complained of, and through l\fr. Heywood and
Mr. Chainey I hav read Whitman's "Leaves of
Grass." You fear Mr. Heywood has been indiscreet;
so was Jesus, so was Bruno, so was John B1:own, so
was Bennett. Was either wrong? John Adams and
John Hancock were indiscreet. It was the indiscretion of the above-named and a thousand others that
has made us as well off as we are. A man so pronounced as Ezra H. Heywood, throwing life and liberty into the cause of free thought, free speech, and,
as the complement of all, a free press, is no wonder
to me. I don't know the man that is able to tell
just what I ought to read or what would do me
good or hurt, and I wish to be left to decide for myself. While I would be unwilling tci die without a
heart brimful of that love of liber~y in defense of
which heroic martyrs hav faced the scaffold and
stake, the axe and wheel, I would be as unwilling to
die and not leave in my library all the books at my
command for the selling of which men ha.v been prosecuted, fined, and imprisoned, thus abridging the liberty of individual rights, short of which no despotism
can survive a day.
A. H. WooD.
[R:~uuRKS.-We entertain the highest respect for
the venerable Mr. Wood, and agree with him that
Mr. Heywood is a man thoroughly devoted to what
he regards as his "principles." There is a slight
difference between us as to what are and are not
"principles." While we advocate freedom of speech
and freedom of the press, still there are bounds of
decency which should not be transcended. Mr.
Heywood and oursel vs:would not draw this line in the
same place, and in this we each but simply exerci!le
the rights which inhere in us. Mr. Heywood seems
to insist in circulating that which to us seems indelicate, improper, and indecent. We are not in favor
Of circulating such matter, and merely exercise the
right to say so. We cannot think there is any valuable "principle" involved in such circulation, or
that any special good can accrue from it.- En. T. S]
CoLUMBUS, O:B:10, Nov. 5, 282.
MR. EDITOR: I hav spent a goodly portion of the
past summer in making an excursion to the state of
Missouri, including sojourn of some two months
upon my return in the state of Indiana. Being on
the wing, I next alighted at LaRue, Marion county,
Ohio, the home of, my adolescence, and the present
home of my nearest relativs. Here an incident occurred which may not be unworthy of record among
the annals of persecution for opinion's sake. Knowing that niy scholasticism and experience were allsufficient, the Board of Education, by a unanimous
vote of the five who constituted the meeting, elected
me superintendent of the public schools. But the
Christian hellites determined that a man who had
publicly expressed his disbf'lief in the superstitions
of two theusand years ago should not be instrumental in molding the destinies of their children,
and that he must be suppressed at all hazards.
They first resorted to a technicality of the law,
which provides that each member of the school
boatd shall be duly notified to attend the meeting,
which was accordingly declared illegal by the absent
member who, it is believed, absented himself for the
purpose of raising an objection unon this point, as
he had all the opportunities afforded by his position
to apprehend their doings. Moreover, a sort of document, or so-called petition, without sense or meaning, was covertly circulated and signed by all the
vulgar who could be induced to stain it with their
hieroglyphics. It contained only a base and cowardly solicitation to sign this paper "for private
reasons."
That the five men who had voted me the position
would pay the least regard to such vile and unprincipled methods did not even cross the limits of
my dreamland, nor could they, unless utterly destitute of honor and self-respect, repudiate their own
doings. But they were actually frightened into the
election of another by the vipers abounding in that
cesspool of corruption called the church, whose the·
olbgy, instead of ameliorating the character of those
who are so unfortunate as to become the victims of
its chicanery, transforms them into such heartless
fiends and devils that it is impossible for them to
treat a decent man with respect.
Thousands there are ·who by nature are endowed
with all the noblest qualities of humanity, and with
whom it would be the highest pleasure to associate,
were it not for their Christianity, the vilest delusion
that ever cursed the imagination of man. Because
people worship the great Jehovah, instead of the great
Manitou, robe themselvs in broadcloth instead of
bear skins, and ride in steamers instead of dug-outs,
is no evidence of progress out of the wilderness of
superstition into the broad and cultivated domain of
intellectual Uberty.
If the church seeks to make Christians out of Infidel school-teachers by persecuting them, she might
as well call oft' her dogs of war. In vain will all her
energies be spent in trying to hew them into props
for the support of her rotten institution, or to convert them into doctors of divinity whose combined
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You "want me to deny" or disprove the truth of prophet Jeremiah is referred to as alluding to the
Mill's postulate. I shall do neither, for I believe it Bethlehem massacre, viz., "In 1t:J.mah was there a
and make an application of it to my si(le of the voice heard; Rachel weeping," etc. N<:,w Ramah
was in the land of Naptali, wherA the Ephraimites
question.
Do you think that during my many years' study dwelt,- and not in Judea, as was Bethlehem; more.
of nature and man and his relations I hav been so over, Rachel was not the mother of the Judaites,
obtuse I bav not discovered the truth of Mill's but of Ephraim the son of Joseph, which tribe Jerstatement? I believed what he says thirty years emiah alluded to as going into captivity with Judah
ago as firmly as you do now. I want no better and Israel (see. Jer. xxxi, 15). And ag-ain, the virgin'
with child, whose name was to be called Immanuel,
postulate for my argument.
"Pursuing good in our own way so long as we do spoken of by Isaiah (Isaiah vii, 14; viii, 8), was a
not attempt to deprive others of theirs," etc. Now I sign that Isaiah gave to king Ahaz that be should
make an application of Mill's statement right here, whip two kings; and Isaiah is proved to be a false
and ask you most sincerely if those who manufact- witness as well as the writer of Matthew, for the
ure and sell and get intoxicated by using alcohol in two kings ruined Abaz and all Israel. according to
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Nov. 5, 1882.
its
various forms do not, more or less, in various 2 Chronicles xxviii, 23; besides, it had no reflections
MR. EDITOR: Your reply to Red. David R'. Breed of
the 21st ult. seems to me to answer him fully. I hav ways "deprive others of pursuing good in their own upon any coming object later than Ahaz. A sad·
favored him with a copy, but as yet get no response. way?" When it is obvious to those who read and thought is to rNJ.lize the ignorance of the clergy
How strange it seems that these presumed learned observe that more than half of the crimes of this who disseminate to their congregations of fanatical
gentlemen, unless they can establish their claims country are caused thereby; when taxation is vastly zealots what they call the mystery of godliness,
beyond any question of dispute, can stand up every greater thereby; when wives, mothers, and chil- when Jn reality it is nothing more nor less than the
Sunday and present themsel vs as teach era of truth I dren, are naked, starved, homeless, beaten, bruised, stimulus of mythological deception. I hav offered
Is it any wonder the civilized mind beginlil to regard and murdered by thousands all over our land every $100 to the Michigan Conference, for the one to retheir pretensions with distrust as dishonest and dis- day, filling it with want, woe, and misery; when ceive that will show a word or sentence in the Old
honorable? :Mr. Breed's congregation is a large: thousands of idiots, inbecils, debauchees, drunkards, Testament that alludes to the Christians' Jesus
fashionable society; proud, haughty, but withal and murderers, by the laws of heredity, are begotten Christ, and I extend the same offer to the world.
great lovers of their church and society. I hav every day by drunkards, etc., do you say that Matthew quotes the prophecy of Hosea xi, I, as reoften thought that they would be the last ones to neither individuals nor society hav any right to inter- lating to Jesus coming out of Egypt after the death
receive into fellowship the humble character of
e fere, or to try to prohibit this violation of Mill's o! Herod, but treacherously eliminates the first part
New Testament if he should present himself in the conditions of freedom ? If the results of making, of the verse, which reads, "When Israel was a child
same character to them how. This very thing is vending, and using alcohol were not to prevent I loved him." In continuation comfs. the part interwhat has driven me to the furthest extreme from "others pursuing good in their own way," then I polated in Matthew indirectly, viz , "and called my
son out of Egypt." Now turn to Exodus iv, 22, and
the. church. My whole nature revolts against it as should be with Brother Walker.
you
will see whoin God's son was that came out of
But
you
say
prohibition
does
not
prohibit?
Well,
an institution--not of good, but for the cultivation
of pride, haughtiness, and bigotry. In my experi- you can say laws againt murder, arson, or rape do Egypt. Does not this characterize the true features
ence as a business man I hav learned to distrust not prohibit. What then ? Shall we repudiate and of a drunken, pagan, Roman council? And our
them more than any other class. Those who hav annul all law? Has any man-made law ever pro- clergy of Christendom are nursing at the paps
grown out of the church, as a general rule, are, as hibited crime or been any protection to individuals of their dissipated concoctions. Not one in a -huna class, noble and generous in their natures, pride or society? I think your and my outspoken tongues dred of them knows that 1\'Ioses was a king in Jeshuthemselvs more on their integrity than on piety, and would hav been prohibited from wagging long ago run when Israel came to him at Mt. Horeb, despite
are free and open in their words and deeds. But I if the law had not prohibited our orthodox enemies the reading of the Bible for many years and preaching therefrom, although it stands out so prominently
started out with another aim in view. I hav long from doing it.
in Deut. xxxiii, 5. And but recently hav they obY
~u
virtually
say
"
let
ever
man
do
as
be
pleases,
believed that there never was such a real character
served the infatuation manifest in the lineage given
as the Christ of the New Testament, and regarded whether at his own cost or the cost of others."
I repeat that every person and society has the by Matthew and Luke, making Joseph the father of
the whole pretensions and teachings of the Christian
right
to prohibit, if possible, the evil results of hu- Jesus, to prove him the root of Jesse and off5pring
church as a terrible fraud, and that the priests and
of David, which annuls the virginity of Mary, or
ministers who advocate it cannot be otherwise than man actions and habits.
false to their own nature to longer pesist in it, if Yes, there is a "find" in your Demands of Liber- neutralizes the lineage, leaving Jesus a nondescript
of obscurity.
they hav given the snbject a candid investigation, alism. They are full of prohibition.
and could not but feel they were either ignorant or If you are an evolutionist you ·must see with me With these facts staring us in the face, ministers
knaves-following their calling because it furnished that prohibition, and you and I discussing it, are in will avow that the Bible harmonizes if a man has
them an easy livelihood. Yet I prefer to hav the evolution's program. It, like . every ot.ber human brains to understand it, which assertion has so
more charitable view of them-that they are honest, law, may be a mixture of good and evil, but I be- intimidated Infidels that they are afraid to openly
but bav never thought or investigated outside of lieve it will be a greater good to Freethougbt than attest tbemselvs skeptic, fearing the grimaces of
Christians as bad as their fathers did the l!oman
their their theological groove, as I find in my con- evil, just as the ''Comstock laws". hav been.
Why are you so much like Hamlet, frightened out sword and fire. If you show to a minister the four
tact with them, and Christians generally, they know
different places Jesus ascended up into heaven from,
less about their own religion than do those who do of YQU wits at this prohibition ghost?
and that no two stories agree, they will brand you
Is
evolUtion
"in
harmony
with
the
principles
of
not believe in it. I am quite a traveler, am brought
in contact with a great many men, and· it is a rare Freethought ?" If so, then is prohibition, for it is the as unfit for respectable society, even though they hav
thing to find a business man a believer in Christian- inevitable result of evolution. Is war ''in harmony been charged with infamy among the elec • sister
ity, and when I do he is invariably an ignorant man. with the principles of Freethought ?" Every phe- saints. It is astonishing to see Infidels who hav the
Christianity may hav i_ts votaries, but they ar~ very nomena of nature, every human or inhuman event, eternal truth in their embrace, shrink and fade away
far from being the intelligent, activ, working, enter- every man-made law, however repulsiv to individu- before the scepter of fiery-tongued <:lemon«, steeped
prising claPs. You, and Bible critics generally, hav als, sects, or parties, is necessary as a means of in the accursed stimulants of Bible theology, which
fully established the fact of the unauthe11ticity of nature's development and change of forms, forces, is the first and last stage of insanity. Popular
sentiment says one is indicativ; of truth. This is an
the four gospels-that they are not. a historical evi- conditions, and qua.lities.
argument that the unlearned skeptic cannot resist.
Animals
in
the
form
of
man
must
be
treated
as
dence that such a person as Christ ever lived; but I
ask for information and light on this point, for I hav animals. The love and wisdom, forms and forces of Another says if the Bible is not true why hav not
not an answer to it myself. Do not the writings of nature are not yet, in the order of evolution, domi- those mighty minds who hav for centuries investiit found it out? I answer because they were
Paul and the other epistle writers do so ? Do they nant and controling. Use them when they are gated
too insane in their faith to become susceptible, or
not present more and better evidence of the Chris- adopted to produce the desired result. ·•some things concealed their earnest convictions for fear of persetian claims than any other authority ? In fact, do can be coaxed, but a ten-penny nail must be driven."
Nature has many and various ways and means to cutions, or were branded like Voltaire, Paine, Ingerthey not lurnish a basis for the Christian claim of a
soll, and hundreds before them, bearing the reproachreal Christ? I know the position that Bible critics accomplish her purposes. I would prefer a sober, ful lies of Christians, such as, he is crazy, or be is a
temperate,
industrious
orthodox
to
a
lezy,
loafing,
generally take in regard to them, and in my own
fool, and other invectivs. Others with whom I am acmind I hav roy views, but they are not entirely sat- dissipating, drunken Liberal (?).
quainted fear lest they lose custom in business
isfactory. You will relieve the minds of hundreds if you Now, my good Brother Walker, keep cool, and see affairs. Can it be possible that the Christian scepter
can fully say what about Paul and his brother epis- the salvation of prohibition. There is good in it for is again allowed to sink us all into another dark
tle writers_, and how far they go toward establishing our cause. As Gov. Robinson, anti-prohibitionist, age for want of fortitude and moral mightiness in
the Christian claims of a real Christ as a savior of says, " Let it be tried."
Now, brother, show me up all you please. I shall Infidels to burst the bands of Christian influences
the world. Respectfully yours,
B. M. SMITH.
and set the captiv souls at liberty? Let the Infidels
not reply, although my stock is inexhaustible.
[REPLY.-There is pretty good reason to believe
throw out their influence and inducements, hav their
J. H. CooK.
that such a person as Paul existed, and that more
social circles, their preaching, their picnics, festi-vals,
than any other person he was the author of Chriscamp-meetings, etc., and fascinate the mirthful as
LANSING, MICH.• Nov. 12, 1882.
tianity. But there is some uncertainty as to the
MR. EDITOR: It is an easy matter for man to be- do the churches, and, as sure as there is a sun that
period when he lived. A learned friend of ours who come enveloped in the dark bands of religious faith, shines, the churches would soon sink into oblivion,
has investigated the subject deeply is now writing seeing that his-natural proclivities tend to devotion, where they should hav been hundreds of years ago.
up a series of articles to show that Paul really lived and he is easily molded by the influences that sur- Are we a band of cowards ? If so, shame forever to
63 years B.a. The first of these papers will appear round him, whether Catholic, Mohammedan, Bud- eternal truth. If not, then let truth glisten from
in these columns next week. If there was such a dhist, Methodist, or any other persuasion; and my every eye, backed up by the powers of organization
person as Jesus it was probably nearly a century experience as a minister is that the more ignorant which can only be done by shutting every avenue t~
earlier thari the time usually ascribed to him. The a man is in the mystified tenets which he has what is called Liberals, and stand firmly upon the
story of Toldoth Jeshu, from the Hebrew, explains espoused, the more tenaciously he is cemented to rock of Infidelity. Is the name Infidelity repugnant
this clearly. It is a probable theory that Paul seized that dogma, even to the sacrifice of his charity, hu- to us when eternal truth is our anchor, sure and
upon the story of Jesus, as a fitting basis upon manity, and mercy. What is termed religion is safe? Can we not stand for truth what Christian
which to build a new religion.-ED. T. S.] ·
merely an obfuscated faith, and the reason thou- martyrs did for myths and fiction ? Can we not
sands of Christian ministers are called smart, or fight the battles of adversity, strengthening one
PROHIBITION AGAIN. ·
mighty in the scriptures, is because they are gifted another against the infernal pandemoniums of reBROTHER WALKER: I am not anxious to hav any in language and equally gifted in ignorance as to ligious coteries? If not, then let us snuff the sponge
controversy with you; and the space of THE TRUTH the truth and legitimate renderings of Bible phrase- and squat in nihility, never again to lift our heads
SEEKER i~ so precious I shall be brief.
ology. For instance in an illustration which I saw or voices where human beings dwell. Let us sound
I hav an immense individuality and love of free- in your paper conce;ning Jacob's blessing to Judah, the reville and call to rally. Let us set up a standdom, and for forty-five years hav suffered and sacri- that the scepter should not depart from Judah "till ard, establish synagogs, and let the talented c0me
ficed more than words can depict to advocate truth 1, Shiloh come." Now, the proper rendering of this forth to conflict, for we can prevail when we show
and freedom.
,
quotation is, "till he comes to Shiloh." Shiloh was forth truth and our undying love to all men, whether
It sits pretty snug on me when you say I am a.1a country, and not a Christ. They reached Shiloh of the same faith or not, being filled with meekness,
"pse?~~-Liberal •: be.ca~se I .defend .and sanctio~ in theirjourneyings, and there the scepter departed; gentility, and courtesy; being wise as serpents and
prohibitiOn. I thmk 1t mconsi:>tent With the prinCI- for they were ·scattered to the four winds of harmless as doves, showing to the world that refineplea of Freethought. Jefferson says: "Every differ- heaven (see 1 Sam. iv 4; Psalms lxxviii 60). In ment and equity were not born of priestcraft, but of
~nee of opinion is not a difference of principle." like manner we notice that in Matthew the experience and !eason,
REV. GEo. R, BENNETT,

ingenuity they are certain could never resuscitate a
defunct superstition.
Were I some half-ass bone·setter who had sought
-revenge by stabbing a brother-man in the abdomen,
, were I to combine the professions of tending a studhorse and preaching for a Methodist congregation,
or to become an ex-reverend on account of having
inherited an uncontrolable penchant to emulate the
example of the Holy Ghost in overshadowing innocent females, I would only need to continue shouting for Jesus to induce all the fools and self-righteous hypocrite to favor me with their patronage.
FraternaJly yours,
J. J. BURDGE.
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" Does Death End AI11 "
BY UNCLE LUTE.

What ought our lives to be, sweet bard,
If death'a the end of all ?
Think you Truth's maNb it would retard,
Or cause the right to fall t
right is mightl, 1 hear you say,
" And sin will ruin brinll,
Though smirking cowards preach and pray,
And brimstone tor~hes :fling."
Who is a cowa1·d 1 It is he·
Who dons a satntly smile,
And plods the road to Galilee,
Asseesing Heaven each mile;
Who boldly asks with cutting leer,
Stern reason to forestall,
" Why need I pay a pf>nance here.
If death 's the end of all1 "
No~"

Coining the blood of Jesus
Into luxur:v.
Men dare despiEe
Ye. bigots, who devise
Fo'r ignorant and starving
Souls grey-bearded lies.
To God ve cry.
Whose image ye pass by.
Squandering on heaven the love
For which millions die.
In vain ye fight
Intelligence; the night
Of crucifix and sword shall
Fade, and truth be light.

No alteration•, reason sayeth,
We to our course should giv,
Whet her to die is all of death,
Or all of life to Ev. ·
Tl!en turn a deaf enr to their jeer•,
And ;,eal the heart to strife,
'Mid sorro>< s. j;~ys, hopes, love~, and tears,
Cboose sense a guide to life.
For which is right, or which is wronll:,
Whs.t power tile- truth can tell,
When men of creeds, with prayers and song,
Each other brand tor hell t

Unco' Guid .Men.
BY

.ALH~ZA.

You'll find mankind an u.nco' squad,
And mtcklo will they grieve yon.

-Burnaf

Livs there a man so mean and base
That loves not freedom's sir til breat!Je.
Who!e band would wield ll traitor's sword
To wear a Yieror's golden wreath t
I!! hall perJecution hunt us down!
Shall we be piuioned, white with fear,
Nor dare to brea:he those Gacred truths
That are ue than llte more dear t
While igr.orance and noddin~~: faith
Insult us with their scornful eyes,
Ancllegend vile !Lild precept vain
Corrupt their stingin~r, tlerce replies.

to

Shall foul reli!<ion spread her slime
On all we thiBk and all we do,
While we repeat her senseless creed
To smooth onr pathway as we go I
Her :ranga are white, her claws are clean,
That once hav dripped with human gare;
But who ~hall sttY her work is done I
Her eyes glare fiercely ae of yore.
And if her rage ie never ealm,
Her greedy bosom never full,
Her quiet ways but sheathe the knife
Which time and silence cannot dull.
Then if a driveling, canting squad,
Posseee our briaht and beauteous land,
While thoee who teach the bra-vest truth
Can !carce find pleas!I.Ilt room to stand,
Giv me a cave, where moans the sea,
Where sea-gulls ecream, sea-lions roar;
A weary spirit loves the dash
Of waves that wash Pacific's shore.

Curse of the Cross.
BY G. VAUGHAN •.

. How much astray
From pure religion, they
Who burn faith's transient candles
In the cloudless day I
How much misled, ·'
Who kiss the wounds that bled;
Spurmng the living Jesus,'
To bewail the dead l
With grave concern
Thresh the old straw, and spurn
Harvests of new-risen truthil
Scientists discern I .
With mnrd'rous zeal
Smite those who light reveal;
And when ye see them triumph,
All the credit steal!
Who for rich fee,
Rehearse one tragedy;
While at your doors men perish
Most miserably.
See what is done I
Vast temples greet the sun,
By homeless millions built for
God, who needeth Bone.
Behold each day
New scripture! while fools say,
" God speaks no more to us, who
Need his voice alway."
Ah 1 not for me
Your heartless tyranny,
And creeds that blaspheme nature,
And humanity.
Ye merchandize
Do make of him who criesForth from white lips of famin" Lo 1 I agonize."
Palaces rare,
Titles and domains fair,
Servants havof him who laid
In a manger bare.
Hypocrite bold 1
Your wealth withhold,
And -God beseech to succor
The hungry and cold.
Stand ye aside I
Impotent to divide..:..
With creed or curse-my soul, and
Jesus crucified.
" God-mockers;" ye
For lucre bend the Jmee,

D. M. BENNETT.
It may be a questiou with some
whether this subject should be ranked
,among the "m:en of the hour," but no
good reason appears why he should
not. Perhaps no man has been more
abused and praised, and none is making greater effort to do what is conceived -to be his duty. Besides, we haT
the precedent of Shoppell & Co. of this
city, who are getting up cuts of those
they deem the men or the hour, for they
hav added this to their list. We trust
the readers of these columns will not
object to the appearance of this sketch
here.
DeRobigne Mortimer Bennett was born
December 23, 1818. He should not hav
been born, by rights, till some time in
February, 1819, and probably would not
hav been had not his mother by an extra
exertion brought on premature labor.
Thus this unpretentious individual was
ushered into this world two months
before his time, and on an extremely
rough and stormy day, the snow flying
and blowing most furiously, so that
roads were so blocked that few or .none,
even of neighbors, could be present at
his advent. It is not believed that any
angels troubled themselvs to sing to
shepherds or unfortunate travelers on
that occasion, and the event passed off
just the same as though no remarkable
affair had taken place. Nature was not
reversed; the sun, it is true, was somewhat darkened by the blinding clouds
of snow, but rocks were not rent, and
the moon did not change to blood.
Thi; humble individual thus born in
a cold December storm has been destined
in his career through
to see something of storms and tempests, but midst
it all he has been able to preserve a
tolerable equable state of mind, and it
has been the object of liis stormy existence to simply perform his duty as
he has understood it.
He first saw the light "of this world
on the shores of Otsego Lake, at Springfield, Otsego county, New York. If it
must be -called an obscure place it must
be admitted that it is a lovely one, for
Otsego Lake is a charming body of water,
nine miles in length, and three miles
in width in the widest places, and surrounded largely by wooded hills and
abrupt landscapes. He was the firstborn of his mother, who was not yet
nineteen at the time of his appearance.
Two sisters at three and ten years later
constituted the family. He never had a
brother.
His pa.rents were poor farmers, and
were· living upon a rented farm, and
they held good to their poverty until
: . the day_ of their deA.th. This individ1,ua.l bas never known anything of afllu-

life

ence, tilase, or luxury. T()il and poverty
hav been his portion in life. But he
bas not been dismayed by these, for he
regards them as man's natural heritage.
He was a very small . specimen of
diminutiv hum~nity when he made his
first appearance in this world, weighing
but the ins1gnificant amount of four
pounds. He however subsequentiy recovered somewhat from. this, for he
ultimately was able to raise one hundred and eighty pounds from the floor.
He has ofteri felt that he has not had
exactly a fair show in this life, for he
was not only ushered into this world
two months too soon, and on a most
unseemly and stormy day, but six
months later his young and giddy
mother, wishing to make a journey of
more than a hundred miles to western
Massachuset.ts, and not wishing to be
encumbered by such a troublesome bit
of humanity, concluded to wean him
and leave him at home; thus the
subject of this sketch was deprived of
the pleasure of that journey at six
months of age, and just think how
many. caresses of admiring ones he
thereby lost! He was left at home with
a strange woman to suck away the best
be could at a bottle. He has never
thought this was exactly the kind of
treatment he was entitled to, but he
submitted t•J his fate with the best grace
poesible, as he has learned to do since
on several occasions. But· though he
thus early became acquainted with the
bottle, he has not been partial to it, nor
patronized it much· since; and he has
in late years made such extensiv journeys as to fully compensate for his deprivations in that line in very early lire.
His parents failing to make farming
profitable, though his father bought a
farm in the adjoining town of Middlefield, after ::s. few years of struggle, with
the help of the sheriff and a hundred
or so of unsympatl:letic neighbors who
fl.ocked in, his f,•ther "ll'as able to sell
out in one day, though at very remunerativ prices, all the effects he had in
the world, and this individual is able
to remember the assembly that took
place at the old home, the crying of
the sheriff of the various familiar articles which had made home sacred, of
the grief of his mother at seeing them
pass Jnto other hands, and of the feeling of sadness that crept over him at
seeing them loaded into the various
wagons which were hitched about the
door, and carried away, never to be seen
again. This was a regular old-fashioned
vendue ..sale. Bitterly did his mother
weep to see hel' quilts and bedding,
made with her own hands, and the various articles of housekeeping which had
been her own, thus taken off at one:
quarter prices by str:angers, and sad W·'S
young Bennett himself to thus see the
home and the home gods thus scattered
and misapplied.

much as his weight and muscle entitled
him to, for he remembers the men
in the printing house weighed him with
a pair of steelyards, and that he touched
the beam at 52 lbs. He was what is understood as a_ "light-weight," but even
at that age he was industrious and an
early riser. It was his custom to rise
at four o'clock in the morning, walk
half a mile to the home of the pressman with whom he worked, pull a
string connected with a sleigh-bell in
the man's bedroom, ·and thus wake
him to go to work. He has ever since
been an early riser, .and even now rises
at two or three o'clock every morning,
finding that the most quiet part of the
day for writing and accomplishing
-work.
··
Those were. comparativly the primitiv
days of printing; the cylinder press,
the Campbell press, and the Ho·e press
had not yet been invented. All printing '\Vas done on hand-presses, all inking was done by hand with composition rollers, and to apply the ink to
stereotype plates, and to wash and put·
away plates was young Bennett's part
of the business. They used tn print a
great ' tany large Bibles, and ·hundreds
of times he has washed in lye the plates
of the quarto Bibles thus print.ed. J3ut
as desirable as that salary of $1.50 per
week was .esteemed, t.he time. came
when it was cut off. After serving a
year or two as a roll-boy, some ingenious Yankee got up an apparatus to be
applied to presses by which self-rolling
could be accomplished, and the roll-boys
were dispensed with. ·Thus was young
Bennett deprived of his salary and cut off
from longer connection with the printlug business, save what he was able to
do on the Watch Tower, one of the two
weekly papers published in the village.
His parents did not liv harmoniously
together. They were not alike. in anything. The father was plain, unpretending, humble, self-sacrificing, and
hard-working, thotlgh always a little
slow and always behind; the mother
was proud, spirited, showy, and disposed
to blame the father for the misfortunes
that had befallen the family. The father,
though having one of the best dispositiona in the w0rld, was sensitiv to reproof, and chafed under a constant application of it. The mother was religious, was very fond of going to church
in fine garments, and the son can remember seeing her baptized in a country stream, and thus united with the
Methodist church. The father paid no
attention to religion, and though a very
moral man who wished to do nothing
to wrong anyone, cared nothing for going to church or listening to preachers.
He was never so unbelieving as the son
has become, but he worried little about
the forms and ostentations of religions.
They were also unlike iil their literary
attainments. The mother had a. fair
education, and was fond of reading,
John Bennett, the father of D. M., could write easily, etc.; the father had
was one of the most honest, hard-working, genial, well-intended, and deserving had no advantages for education in
childhood, his father having died very
men that ever lived; but he was some- early, and he scarcely learned to read
what deficient in .his financial abilities, and write. The son cannot remember
and though be worked all the day and e'ler seeing the father try to read a
far into the night he always managed book or paper. Though the son thinks
to be behind and to owe more debts he has inherited from both father and
than he was able to pay. He was par- mother, he deems himself most like
ticularly unfortunate. His horses al- the father.
ways had the botts, or colic, or someSuffice it to say the perpetual disathing' of the kind, from which they greement between the parents resulted
invariably died. D. M. can remember
that his father lost fifteen horses within in separation, and when the son was
not thirteen years of age the home was
the term of a few years.
broken up, and tne parents never again
After being sold out of house and lived together. Young Bennett worked
home, the family, when D. M. was in a wool-carding and cleth-dressing
about ten years of age, moved into the establishment until, at the instance of
village of Cooperstown, where the father his mother, he left for Massachusetts to
for a year or two served as laborer in liv with the mother's brother in Barkthe printing establishment of H. & E. shire county-a physician-and to carry
Phinney, bnt subsequently reverting to out a promis ma.d·e ten years before,
teaming, which was his favorit occupa- when the son got large enough the
tion. In this publishing housfl of H. & uncle would take him and teach him to
E. Phinney young Bennett· began the be a physician. The uncle, however,
business of life by working as roll-boy when he saw the hopeful nephew, and
or "printer's devil" in the printing that he was extremely small and backpart of the establishment. Having thus ward, not weighing seventy pounds,
early become a devil himself he has deemed him. rather a small specimen
neTer since had occasion to be afraid for medical honors, and decided that
of devils. For his valuable services the diminutiv youth had better wait
thus rendered he received the remunera- three or four years until he had attained
tiv sum of $1.50 per week,· he boarding more age and avoirdupois before makat home; But this $1.50 received every ing the study of medicin a real bustSaturday night seemed to him like a ness.
.,
pretty large sum of money, and faithThe nephew was taken to an uncle
fully he took it home and gave it to his of the father a few miles away to make
mother. Perhaps this small sum was as a visit before returning to· New York,
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and h~re two Shakers chanced ~o ?all!
for ,a clay or two, and they 1DVItedlsoidbyD.M.Bennett,21UlintonPJ.,N.Y. Sold bv D.lti. Bennett, 2I <Ulinton Pl., N.Y.
·
-Pr1ce. Post.
young Bennett to accompany them to
-Price. Post.
Stories of Intinlty. By C~mllle Flammarlon .. .
75 .08
1
their home in New Lebanon, Columbia, OurF~~M~~~c~~~~~l~r~~~J5~ .. ~~~~. ?~.~.~~.' 135 . 19 Modern Chrlstlanlty & Civilized Heathenism.... 1 25
Physiognomy; or, How to Re&d Faces. By Mary
county, New York, some twenty-five Essays on Physiognomy, By John caspar Lav.
0. Stanton
.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 00 .12
3 00 25
Handbook.of Christian J£vldence. In two parts. 1 00 .~B
miles away. He readily consented. He ,scen.:'rt.:~ri'irela~<i.d.r;.'w'ri't;y·Tlioiii.:~cre;V.:i~k'.
'
Ancient Symbol Worship. IUustr>ted.... ...... 3 00
found the people friendly and genial, HomeR~i\v~8iJiiliioii.''i3y'ii6~·;oJi'j:'L~~~iili:::
~ :~~ Livt~s of the Popes................................ 1 50 .12
Half.hours wltll Modern 8clenttsts. Illu<trated. 1 50 .08
and becomiHg much attra.Pted to them h~~.~~~~::;,"umlrak!]?ns.orB;eJ;,~~~\~~:UObe:::·.::::
~ :~§ The St,;ry of the Manuscripts. By George E.
·Merrill.............. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .... 1 00 ,08
he decided to unite with them, and in a Elyria. Bv Else Leigh Whittlesey...............
50 ,10
The Catechism of Positive Religion. By Auguste Comte ................................ , 2 00
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Kidder's Secrets of Bee Keeping.
Cloth,
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Paper,
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years before) joined him,
Dore Gal ery of Bib!~ Stories. By Josephine
Pollard. Splondldly Illustrated............ 2 2" .28 Hafed. Pr!nfte of Persi~:t.: His J£x.periences In
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h' Wood's Illustrated Guide to New York..........
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e ween t e Anderson's story Book...........................
75 .10
75 12 French Wlne and Liquor .Manufacturer......... 3 OIJ
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'
Ilton............... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .. . 1 00 .08
100 12
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Critical Essays on Physics, Metaphysics, and Eth·
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ker.
celebrate her golden wedding, because everybody
will be guessing how Old she is.
·
NOT a pastoral song has a pleasanter tune
Than ye speak to my heart, little wildings of June;
A MILWAUKEE school for girls, from which all
Of Old ruinous castles ye tell,
males are religiously excluded, bas in attendance
Where I thought it delightful your beauties to find, one young lady, who finishes up the litany thusly:
When the magic of Nature first breathed on my "World without men\ Ahl menl"

80Courtst . Brooklyn EXTRAORDINARY OFFER
Found at Last!
THE

''WILSON IA
INVENTED BY

mind,

,

A SURE clJRE FOR HEADACHE
AND CATARRH.
THE

'

WILLIAM WILSON,
NEW parlor ma1d: "Here's a letter, ma'am,lf
-Campl;ell's Field Flower•.
you please." New mistress:" Pray,Jr!ary, are ::vou
not accustomed to see letters handed on a tray?" MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, LECTURER ON ELECTRICTHE Christian's idea of religion is something
that ought to suppress free thought and inquiry, "Yes, ma"am. But I didn't know you was."
AL THERAPEUTICS, AUTHOR OF THE "TRIAL
get 110ssession of the government. control legislaOF MEDICIN," THE "LANGUAGE OF DIS"FAITH," he wrote home, "Amer!ca is the friend
tion, gover·n the schools, regulate public libraries, of the Oirish. Bedad, they t.bink so much of the
EASE," "MEDICAL FALLACIES, "ETC.
and run the world generally. The Christian be- Olrish beys and gurrls that they name their states
lieves in schools, if he can teach them; in books, if by them. There's O'Hier, and O'Regon, and Mrs.
he can write them; in governments, if he can ad- O'Re."
minister them; in laws. if be can make them; in
"I DON'T ask any man's advice," said the man
chm·ches, if he can preach in them; but he is opposed to anybody else having anything to do with with the big bump of self. esteem. "I do my own
thinklng."
"Yes,'' murmured Fogg, "1 sbOiild
The acme or perfection In M.!gnet!c Clothing, super,
politics, literature, educ!lotion, or religion.-L K.
think. you might, and not be greatly overworked, se~iEs'ir:&VA~!~~r .;~~~t~~ce~¥~~~~~~g~~:~:~~~~luL~:
Washburn's Free Religion.
either."
0
0
1
THERE can be no doubt that the sentiments and
~~f~t~~~~·c~~r~!tiaea~ D~~:~!! Deafn ~:S~~e~~~~
WHEN he was eating fast and furiously, piling in Prostration, Mental Aberration, Impotence, Ster!l!ty,
morals taught to children and youth hav a great
and all fOl'llls of disease resulting from Impaired
inf!nence in forming character, and in establishing the food as farmers do hay into the barn on the Sciatica,
nerve force and Josa of m.mhood.
a rule by which to square the conduct of life. It is eve of a thunder-shower in June, the head waiter
undeniable that the religious 'belief of a people has stepped up, and said: "Beg pardon, sir, but there's • ONE DISEASE ONE CURE," IS OUR WATCHWORD.
much to do in control!ng their actions, and in es- no train out to-night." "I know it," said the man,
tablishing their character and habits. Can it be with hls mouthful, "and that's why I'm hurrying
0
1
•a~m:,.o~~~~~~~~'iia~ c~~:.f 'blf.~~rr0hu;_,~rr;g.;ni,~~
expected that a natton can ever be honest, moral, to catch a good night's sleep I"
cure a cough, Pan.tyals, Rheumat!•m, or Bleeding of the
and truthful, when they are instructed from inA PERSoN, Visiting Chicago for the first time. Lungs.
fancy that in securing happiness, and in laying up
met
a Westerner of the genuin type ln the street DISEASE C~NNOT EXIST WHE~E "WILSONIA" IS
ti·easure in heaven, morality and good actions
count as nothing ; that, in fact, they are often a near a church. The stranger politely asked whose
WORN AS DIRECTED.
hindrance to happiness. and that, however great church that was. He replied, in a tone which none
but
one
who
has
been
in
the
West
can
fully
underan amonnt of moral and spiritual indebtedness a
Read the following testimonials :
person ma::v pile up, Jesus stands ready and will- stand:." Wal, I reckon that church belongs to the
ing to pay the whole score.-D. M. Bennett (Truth Almighty; but a man lJy the name of Collyer runs !13 CONSBLYBA. ~T., BRooKLYN, E. D., N.Y., Sept. 2,1882.
itforhtml"
1
0
Seeker Tract No. 46).
o~~g.,~~-e~:.r'l;';i~e.\':;:.0 r~ts.",.~W~ Ji1~~~~F~o~b~~~~~
THE stage of a Western theater took fire last I suffered for several yean. I spent considerable monev
THE dews ~eemed to sparkle more brightly on
doctors, but the bleeding would stlll come ou at Interthe green leaves; the air to rn~tle among them week, but a panic and rush for the door was avert- for
vals. which both weakened and alarmed me. Since wearwith a sweeter music, and the sky itself to look ed by the manager, who, wtth great presence of Ing the garments the bleeding has atopped, and I am now
more blue and bright. Such is the infiuence which mind. slipped to the front and said:
lu~~o~~h!~;:~\r:~~~o~!~~td i~e~f'n~
"Ladies and gentlemen, we hav prepared a lit- :~t,:-~~~::1
the condition of our own thoughts exercises, even
sonia to all persons sufrerinJ as I was.
·
Respectfully youn;,
HRS. A. Bl{Y ANT.
over the appearances of externo.l objects. Men tle surpri<e for you. An Immense kettle of whisky
who look on nature and their fellow-men, and say punch is now being heated, and in a few moments
waiters
will
pass
through
the
hall
Rnd
ditribute
that all is dark and gloomv, are in the right; but lt~
Catarrh and l!Inscttlar Rbenmatisnt.
the somber colors are reflections from their own
After that the audience had to be pulled out one
jaundiced eyes and hearts. The real hues are delBROOKLYN,N. Y.,Jan.l0,1882.
by
one.
icate, and need a clearer visiOn.-Dickens's Oliv•r
M&. WM. Wrr.sox, Dear Sir: Being compelled to walk
lame from the effects of a Urokeu leg, I was recommendCOLONEL SCRUGGINS entertained the Rev. Dr ed
Twist.
to try your Magaetlc G~rme ots, and I am happy to say
they bav g!ven me great benefit, being :•ble to walk
IT IS often snid that conscience directs man to Coxe, Episcopal minister,at tea the other evening, that
aagooilasever; and also roy son. who was troubl:~dwlth
and
the
highly
interesting
conversation
drifted
hate evil and to love good. There is considerable
catarrh for years, has tried t,hese g1~rments. and now he is
confusion of thought in this idea. Conscience does into monetary topics and a discussion of the e:trect perfectly cured. Very truly, BERNARD MARKEY,
360 Degraw atreet. cor. Smtth.
not enable a man to discern between good and evil of the Egyptian war on traffic. "Pa," said the
Write for pamphlets, and note, WM. WILSON. the In·
-the deeision as to the morality or immorality of bright little girl with the bangs, "how mucl! is a
an action is made by the reason, whether that dam!" "W-h-a-t!" "How much is a dam 1 Don't ventor,canon\ybe seen at80 COURTST.,BROOKLYN.
I will not be responsible for goods pur•
reason be enlightened or unenlightened. All that you remember you said last Sunday Mr. Coxa's
elsewhere. Office hours, 9 A..;u. to
conscience does is to urge the man to follow that sermon was worth just about two dams?" "What I chased
7 P.M. ()onsultation t't•ee.
which the reason declares to be right. When the whatl Ah-oh-bo-ah-dimes, you mean, child,
all c~mmun!cat!ons to DAVID J. COTTER
brain ha.s declared, " Such and such a thing is dimes. The sermon. practically followed, would SOAddress
COURT STREET. BROOKLYN.
good," then the conscience says," Do it." If the be worth a good many dimes, dimes to every onereason judge falsely, the conscience will then point What silly ideas children do get." And the colOnel
72 outfit
A WEEK. $12 a day at home eas!lymade. cost
to the wrong action as a duty, and thus it has hap- concealed a gua wing impulse to shake that youngtree. Addreas TRUE & CO .. Augusta, M
pened that some of the worst actions in the world ster out of herfrock.-Tex<~n Oddities.
hav been done at the command of conscience. The
HOFFENSTINE'S BUGLE.
most cruel persecutions hav been carried out with
"Mr Hoft'enstine," said Herman, as he folded up
perfect conscientiousness, and priests with streamIng eyes and bleeding hearts hav burnt heretics a pair of pants and placed them on a pile, " if you
to "the greate1' glory of God." COnscience is not don't haf an::v objections I would like to get from
a safe guide- in fact, it is no guide at all; it is not de store avay von efening, und go mit de soldiers
the e:ye which chooses the path, but the foot which to de Spanish fort." "Veil, Herman, I dinks you
blindly carries us wherever the brain directs.- had better keep avay from de soldiers, and stay mit
de store, because ::vou know you don't can put an::v
EXCELSIOR
Mrs. Annie Besant's True Basis of Mcrality.
confidence mit de soldiers. I vill tell you w by :
CONNECTED with Uberty, we may notice the
"Von day vile I vas in Vicksburg, during de var
growth of humane sentiment in all classes, the a cock-eyed soldier came in my store mit an old
governing power included. When we revert to bugle in his hand, and he looks around. I asks him
the horrible punishments tO which men were sub- vat he vants, und he buys a couple of .undershirts
jected in England, not many generations since, not den he telh me to keep his bundle and bugle be:
PUREL V VEGETABLE.
only for real crimes, but out of mere superstitious hind de counter until he comes back. After de
R.ntipathres, as the burning of witches, we are apt cock-eyed soldier vent de store out, some more Cure Malaria, Neuralgia, .Taunto feel ashamed of our own ancestors, and to con- soldiers came in und valk all around, vile dey look
dice, Rheumatism, Gout, Dysgratulate ourselvs on having our lot cast in a at de goods. • Shentlemens,' I says, • do you vant
milder age.-Clwmbers's Encyclopedia,· art." Civili- anyding !' 'Ve are shust looking to see vot you
pepsia, and all Bilious and
zation."
haf,' said von of dem;··urid afder avile anodder
Liver Affections, etc,, etc.
sa::vs:
'
Bill,
shust
look
dere
at
de
bugle,
de
very
I HAv endeavored to giv you a conception of
Descriptlv circulars, testimonials, etc., mailed free on
ding
de
Captain
told
us
to
get.
You
knowve
don't
the direction toward which modern physiology is
appltcat!on.
tending, and 1 ask you, What is the dlft'erence be- haf any bugle in de company for dree months.·
sin~le box, 21> cent.s. Five boses tor
tween the conception of life, as the product of a How much you ask for de bugle 1' I dells dem dot Price
45
$1.00.
certain disposition of material molecules, and the I can't sell de bugle because it belongs to a man vot
It you cannot get them of your druggist, Rddress the
old notion of an Arcbrous governing and directing shust vent out. 'I viii gif you $50 for it,' said de proprietor,
W. H. PECK, 222 Washington street, N.Y.
blind matter within each living body, except this soldier, pulling his money out. I tells him r don't
-that here, as elsewhere, matter and law hav de- can eell it because it vasn 't mine. ' I vill giv you
voured spint and spontaneity? And as surely as $100,' he said. 1>ly gracious, Herman, I vants to
every future grows out of past and present, so sell de bugle so bad datI vistles. De soldier dells
will the physiology of the future gradually extend me vile he vas leaving de store dot If I buy de bugle
the realm of matter and law until it is coextenslv from de man vot owns it dey viii gif me $125 for•
with knowledge, wrth feeling, and with actlon.- it. I dells dem I Yill do it. 1 see a chance, ::vou
know, Herman, to make some money by de oberHureley's Lay Sermons.
ation.
POPERY can build new chapels; welcome to do
"Ven de cock-eyed soldier comes back he says,
so, at all lengths. Popery cannot come back, any 'Git me my bundle and bugle; I got to go to de
more than paganism can-which also still hugers camp.' I says, • Jr!y frent, don't you vant to sell
in some countries. . . . . The poor old Pope- your bugle r• He dells me no, und I says, • My little
hood will not die away entirely, as Thor has done, boy Leopold, vot plays in de store, sees de bugle,
for some time yet; nor ought it, We may say the und he goes all around crying shust as loud as he
The untold miseries that result from !ndlscret!nn !n
old never dies till this happens, till all the soul of can because he don't got it. Six times I dakes him
good that was in it have got itself transfused into in de Yard und vips him, und he comes right back ~~~fit ~~Ts ::'.~~rt~gn a~~~"JJ'J":ur~~~sgu:;Le:t'n~~ ri"eh~
the practical new. While a good work remains and cries for de bugle. It shows you how much f.i~~liri"t":~lo~~~~~:;~t~re~Nhr::.':.~:~~ !~etlr:~
capable of being done by the Romish germ; or, tronble a man vlll haf mit a family. I viii git you or~ Self Preservation. 1t Is not only a ~omplete
what is inclusiv of all, while a pious life remains den dollars for it shust to please little Leopold. • ana perfect treatise on Manhood, Exhausted V!tallty,
Nervous and Phvs!cal Deb!l!ty, Premature Decl!ne In
capable of being led by it, just so long, if we con- De soldier von't dake it, und at last I olfers him $50, man, Errors of Youth, etc 1 but it CO"·tdns one hundred
aider, will this or the other human soul adopt lt. und he says.' Yell, I vill dake fifty because I can't and twenty-five prescriptions for ocute and chronic diseach one ot which is invaluable, so
go about as a living witness of it. So long it will · vaste any more time, I haf to go to de camp. • eases,
proved by the authqr, whose ex~erience 10r 21 years is
obtrude itself on the eye of us who reject it, till we · Afder be goes avay I goes ·to de door und vatohes
f~i'a~~s ftr~~~~Zn~~M~~:~~~~:;~dtlnt~ga~t\f<;,1 !::i'b~~~d
in our practice too hav appropriated w~atooev~r : for de soldiers vat van ted de bugle. I sees dem
of truth was in-it. Then, but also not till then, rt . tiil.sslng along de street und I says • My frents I ~:;:;:g~~~~;i;,~~~e~s~:;da ''ll~~rt;::;,;-:Ynfi:;:; ·~~~~s~~
mechanical, literary, or professional-than any other work
will hav no charm for any man.-Carlyl•.
·~ haf got de bugle,• und 'dey say, • V~ll, dam it,
retailed In tb!s country for $2.~0, or the money w!ll be reIF thou art worn or hard beset
don't you blow it!' My gr-r-r·clous, Herman, vot !~~~~~J~he.;r:~~~~t~;~Yie i;~lY~n~f 1IrlJi~~~ ~~c:t,g~~
With sorrow, that thou wouldst forget,
you dink? All dem soldiers belong to de same Dlu•trated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
.Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTI'fUTE, or Dr.
If thou wouldst read a lesson that will keep
, crow<! und dey make de trick to swindle me. Levi
W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulftncll st.reet, Boston, :Mass.
Thy heart from fainting and thy soul from sleep, Cohen, across de street, he finds it out, und efery The attthor may be consulted on all diseases requiring
lySS
Go to the woods and hills\- No tears
day he gets boys to blow horns in front of my store sktll nnd experience.
Diln the sweet look that Nature wears.
so as to make me dink how I vas swindled. Her
6to 'f4!20 pe~~!Y
at home. Sample worth 15.00 rre
-Lfm(!fellow.
man, I dink you had better stay mit de store."
A ..... ~ Bmrso:~~.S. oo.. Portland. MaiD

"LITTLE GERNIAN DOCTOR'S"

Headache and Catarrh

SPlUFF.

And your blossoms were part of her spell.

It will instantly relieve the most severe attack
of catarrhal headache, clear the head of all
offensiv matter, and, if parsistently used, will
cure the worst case of catarrh.

Pr!~ew~rb'~i::'tWi.h~rl~e~~~~s:?o:if~:!'8~. or
Address .TAlliES A- BLISS, Wakefte\d, Maao.
.lStS7

WILSONIA,

We continuo to
a.ct as solicitors for
.
patents, caveats,
trade-marks, copyrights~ eto.,for
the United States, and to ontain patents in Canada, England, France,
Germany, and all other countries.
Thirty-six years' practice. No
charge for examination of models or drawings. Advice by mail free.
Patents obtained throuJil! us are noticed in
the SCIENTIFIC Al\IEJ:U.CAN, which has
the largest circulation, and is the most influential newspaper of its kind published in the
world. The ad vantages of such a notice every
patentee understands.
Thislarge and splendidlyilluetrated news-paper is published "WEEKLY a t$3.20 a year
and is admitted to be the best paper devoted
to science, meohanics,inveutions, engineering
works, and other departments of industrial
pro~ress, published in any country. Single
cop1es by mail, 10 cents. Sold by all newsdealers.
Address, Mnnn & Co., publishers of Scien•
tific American, 261 Broadway, New York.
Handbook about patents mailed free.

m:;y

0

$

Correspondence Wanh·d.
bt!iii~~~~~~sh~rri~ g~ri~~~~~~ iii~hy~~~~~t,tg~~rfo~li~

and etther a bachelor or widower, and a resident ot·Ncw

York city. Address HOME, O!ll.ce of TRU~H SEEKER.

Liberty and Morality.
A capital full \,cture on these Important subJects.

l'lY W. S. BELL.
A. pamphlet of thlrtv-s!x well-printed pages mailed tor

15 centa. Sold at this o!lice.

'5

<11>66 aAddress
week In vour own town. Tel'lllaand outllt!ree.
H. HALLKT & co .. Portland. M81Re-

oJP

CONSULT!e

The Grfat Discovery!

DR. PECK'S

LIVER PILLS.

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
READ.

;Y

l

$

VINELAND, N.J.
A regularly educAted and legnlly qualified phyalclan, and tbe
DJ.oatsuccmmtul, as his pr~ctico will pron.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DISEASES.
Spermatorrhea and Impotency,

as the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual excesses In maturer

~crnrr;~::n~~~:S:!i~~i' ~~~~~~:(~l:b t ':~fP~l~~~ fb~ d:~~.)~D::
~~S:e,0i~::S~!~ e.e~~~\::Y ~}eF~~~~e~;C~~~s\~:c:fid!~~rt!~oc!f
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1

Sexual Power, &c., rend Gring mnr:-iago improper or unhappy J ai'O.thoroughly and permanently cured by rm

EXTERNAL APPLICATION,
:~l~C ~e t;:a~~J~~r~~:~b!lr! fht:~~~;?u't~~~ 1~~~~{~1tr1~

·nnl

11tngea without a r:!lfure to cure In a single ense 2
some of them
nere in a terribly shnttored condition-had been Jn tho IDRtlllO
nuy:lums, many had FalHng Slcknee,, Flta; others upon the veJ'J{o
of Consumption; wblleother.~, ngaLnJhad booome foolilhandhardly
able to tnltc cnre of themselves.

,h~!;!:!~~L~~n&O~ltYiE/!~d GL~E~;ebltric~;::to~tr:;:

~uc:;d~ (or Rupture), Piles, and other private dlaeues quickly

Middle-Aged and Old ]len.

\V~g~~~arr:~~f :;a~~ n~Fo~0~( ~~:\3ll\~d:::!ft:b~cc~~1l~~~~Jb~

0

a alfght smarting or burning eensntion, and a wcakenln~:t or the
tlystotn In a manner the patient cnnnot account for. On oxnmlntng
the urhtnrrdepositsaropyor cotton·llke sediment, or eometlmot
11

1

1

9

1

~~~ o~nr~ ij~c~~hf h~~~~=~l:!~ a:~fn ;~~o: J~:k ~~~rto':'~t ~ :;P~~~

~nbce~ew~~:bJ!~tnt~:~o:t!b~~:~~ ~~~edf~~~i~o~;~~~a~bte ~rrh;
eauso. Dr. .l<"'ctfows' Extornal Remody wid b:fu~nbouL n porfec•
6

cu~Co~!~~~~~i~n~ab; fc~~:r ~e:~~~J~~;t~~~~agg~r:~at~::::::i;

and cc.rroapondence strictly confldcuLial.

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.

Sent to nnyaddree socurely11enJed lortwothree~ccnt Rtamp!t
trcndng on Sp11rmatorrbca or Scmlnnl Weakneae, giving its caulle,
lymptoms, horrible effects, and cure, followed by strang tsstimonlala,
tended by no ~ntdavlt BB to their xenbfneneu, Should b~;~ read
1

ll"l ·8.nFEI~£~f~s~ 0V~~~!~d1,0 Uo~J~~~~dr~

Jm~t

and etnt.e 1n what. paper you BAW thill.

Not.ices trom 1>he Presl!l.
]From the Worcester (Mass.) Daily Times.]

We cordially Indorse Dr. R. P. Fellows as an able and
learned phys!c!an, who has been ao highly succeasful that
h!a name Is blesaed by thousandB of those who found no
rel!ef !n the old medication, \lut were cured by the •clan•
tlfic method originated by Dr. Fellows .
. (.From the Star Spangled Banner, Hinsdale, N.H.]
O~RERB: The Banner seldom indorses
1
. ~~:t ~~:WeY~::.d~~ \fl:t~t!~A~ ff~S.:"l:"lot" ~~W:e~~~~
!lnd reputable practltlone~ but ono of She mott aacoellflll
pl1J110laiiii1D tii.B UD1~Bil gt;l~.
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A. METHODIST orator was rather strong in his
mehphor. He said: "Rather than undertake
to establish a throne, it would be better for a
man to go to sea in a stone boat, with iron oars
and leaden sails, with the wrath of God for a
breeze and hell for the nearest port." One of
the peculiarities of the voyage of a man setting
out in such a rig would be its exceeding great
shortness.

WE understand that church oyster festi~als
were first introduced by the hard-shell Baptists.
THE Moody and Sankey meetings in Englend
hav been interrupted by Mr. Mood'y's severe
illness.
THE Detroit Free Press knows a clergyman
RECENTLY compiled statistics place the death
rate from the administration of chloroform at so eloquent that he can hold a man with the
nose-bleed through a sermon lasting forty minone per thousand.
utes. A. man who will sit with the nose-bleed
IT costs New York city almost $7,000,000 and listen to a sermon three-q11arters of an hour
per year to run her churches. It costs money long, ought to be given the freedom of heaven
to pretend to be good.
without a very prolonged cross-examination,
THE Rev. Canon Wilberforce denies that he but he should hav some consideration for the
stated at a meeting that he would not giv his sexton.-Rochester Post-Express.
wife brandy though it were to save her life.
IT seems a mischievous young man chRnged
CoNNECTICUT sends idols to the heathen. The
next step in the great forward march of Christian civilization will be canned missionaries for
the cannibals.
IT is said that a clergyman was once reproached for yawning visibly jn the middle of
his own sermon, and replied that he could not
help it, because it· was so dull.
"ARE churches practical?" asks the New
York Tribune. Well, they seem to be. They
contrive to get money out of tight-fisted old
curmudgeons who dodge the tax collector.
AccORDING to an official return, the quantity
of spirits held in bond in Great Britain is now
49,000,000 proof gallons. This is four and a
half times more than wa~ thus stored in 1867.
CREMATION has established a firm foothold in
Italy. A.t a convention just held in Modena
there were representativs of twenty-seven cremation societies ·established in different Italian
·
cities.
ARCHBISHOP BouRGET, of Montreal, has within two years paid off a diocesan debt of a million dollars, the rise of real estate 'largely helping him. He is now building a $4,000,000
cathedral.
A. PATENT has been taken out in Paris by M.
Petit for a substance called dynamogene, iu.
tended to replace dynamite. Its manufacture
and manr,tgement are stated to involve no danger, and the cost is forty per cent less than
gunpowder.
IT may hab been de intention at fust fur
preachers to hab a disregard ob money, but
show me a preacher dat won't climb down
offen a sixteen-hand mule ter pick up a nickel,
in de road an' I'll split yer a thousand -rails for
nuthin' .-Arkansaw Tmveler.
BARNEs, the revivalist, says hls mission on
earth is twofold, " to glorify God and worry
the devil." The trouble with Brother Barnes
is that he worries easy church-members and
everybody in any way connected with the devil.
-New Orleans Picayune.

parrots with a clergyman in Baltimore, taking
away the one given to pious talk and subsoituting one in its place from a sailors' boardinghouse, and which could swear and curse like a
pirate. The church sisters who assembled at
their pastor's bouse in the evening were exceedingly shocked at the terrible talk of the wicked
bird. The clergyman was utterty at a loss to
account for the change that had come OV!lr
polly until it was learned the birds had been
changed.
SABBATARIANISM was one of the subjects dis·
cussed at tho recent Conference of the Scotch
Episcopal Church. The Dean of Carlisle observed that there was nothing in the Book of
Common Prayer to show that Christians should
behave diffArently on Sunday to any other day
in the week, the services being the same as
those for wel"k days, only the communion and
special lessons being added. The modern
British Stmday is only a thing of the last two
hundred years so far as its compulsory dullness
is concerned. One of England's legacies from
her Stuart kings, he Eaid, was the belief which
obtains among her people that secular music
and amusing readivg would be desecratiollil of
Sunday.
ONE of Elder Je"bez Swan's most graphically
descriptiv and characteristic sermons was on
Jonah and his trip to Tarshish, a portion of
which ran as follows: "Now tl:ie Lord sent
Jonah down to Nineveh to hav protracted
meetings, but Jonah haq grown unruly and he
made up nis mind to g0 down to Tarshish and
hav_a time-oyster chowder, tmkey supper, or
somethl.ng of that sort. So he took passage
and ' paid the fare thereof '-paid his farehad plenty of money • you see-all' fixed for a
first-class time, and got aboard. Now, then,
the Lord sent along such a southeaster that
made· eve.1 the heathen mariners tremble. Then
they dumped Mr. Jonah overboard, and a big
fish took him into his private apartments,
probably especially lit up with whale oil for the
occasion, and by and by, at the Lord's bidding, the fish set him ashore ;· and then the
way that gentleman scrambled over the pebbles, brushed the seaweed from his face, and
struck a beeline for Nineveh was a caution, and
he hasn't been on an excursion since."

ONLY 611 persons (out ~f 4,000,000) were
charged 'before the Dutch (Holland) criminal
courts last year, of whom 72 were women, and
only 11 below 16. This either proves great
laxity in the police or most exceptional freedom
THE noble marquis of Queensbury attended
from crime. Child mm·der is very rare, the recently at a representation of Mr. Tennyson's
more so that public opinion is very indulgent new drama, which is conceded to be the worst
toward lapses .of feminin propriety.
play that has been brought out in London for
How much it does cost to keep up the great many years. Mr. Tennyson holds up a Freedelusiv religion of Christianity, and to send thinkt r to public odium as the motiv of his
its falsehoods to foreign ~lands ! There are play. The marquis promrtly denounced the
now in the United States 110 theological semi- laureate during the first act, and on the fall of
naries, representing fifteen Protestant denomi- the curtain made an imp;;~sioned speech to the
nations. Of these fifty-two are connected with audience. It made a great sensation, but his
the American Inter-Seminary Missionary Alli- grace was put out of the theater. The affair
ance. This alliance has for its object the stir- has become the occasion of a widespread disring up of the theological students to Christian cussion in print and out of it. Freethinkers
activity, but chiefly in the line of leading them are g:::thering to his lordship's support. Mr.
to devote themselvs to missionary work in for- Tennyson is abused more than he was by the
eign lands. A.t the recent annual meeting of dramatic critics, and they are having it out ac·
the alliance which was held in Chicago it was cording to the new Queensbury rules. The
stated that thirteen per cent of the young men marquis says in the daily papers: " I am
now stqdying for the ministry hav resolved to a secularist and a Freethinker, and, though I
Qe foreign missionaries.
re,pudiate it1 a so- called Atheist, and, as presi-
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dent of the British Secular Union, I protest
against Mr. Tennyson's ebominable caricature
of an individual ·who, I presume, he would
hav us believe represents some body of people,
THE yellow fever epidemic in Florida is said
which, thanks to the good of. humanity, most
to be at. an end.
certainly does not exist among Freethink·QuEEN VICTORIA reviewed the returned
ers."
Egyptian troops on the 18th.
A. CLERICAL scandal is just now agitating a
THE authorities of Ottawa, Canada, hav conparish of south London. It would appear that fiscated a lot of Paine's theological works.
the wife of the curate of a church frequented
THE legislature of Canada is to be petitioned
by a c0ngregation which suburban society deto
abolish tolls on all the canals of the dominlights .to call "fashiouable " had given great
offense to her neighbors by reason of the vary- ion.
THE-Eastern Atlantic states were visited by a.
ing hues of her hair, her pencilled eyebrows,
her artificial complexion, aud her general dressy severe electtic storm last week, which rendered
style. A. deputation of ladies placed the matter telegraph wires temporarily inoperativ.
before the vicar, who thereupon wrote to the
A. WORKMAN in the Birmingham (A.la.) Rollcurate, calling on him to resign. The curate tug Mills leaped into the blast furnace on the
happens to be thoroughly pra;ctical man, who 18th. He leaves a wife and three children.
had gafned. considerable worldly wisd~m by
A. PARTY of Indian traders were recently
service in the army before be took orders. In- massqcred, cooked, and eaten by SPme Indians
stead of rendering obedience he forwarded the on the upper Patumayo River in South America.
vicar's letter to the bishop, and appealed to his
IN~:tUIRTEs into the affairs of some of the
lordship for protection. The bishop has replied by reproving the vicar for heeding envi- lunatic asylums in the vicinity of New York are
ous gossip, and informing ·him that he is not developing the fact that a great many sane perjustified in dismissing his curate for the trivial sons are illegally confined in them.
reasons stated. The congregation is now diDR. JoHANN GoTTFitiED KrnKEL, the German
vided into two camps, and great curiosity is patriot, poet; and writer on art, died at Znrick
expressed concerning the result of the squab- last week. He was an ardent democrat, an\l
ble.
had been in prison for his political opinions.
-

a

HELL seems to be improving. The New
Jerusalem Messenger, which is the organ of
Swedenborgianism, is publishing a series of articles on" Hell and Hell Fire." The writer of
these is disposed to say a good word for the
place of torment. He says that in hell, as els(lwhere, there are changes of state, and we need
not suppose the internal fires are always raging
with equal heat. Sometimes they smoulder,
not being quenched, but always likely to break
·aut anew. He also says that hell is by no
means a place of unremitting torment. The inmates hav their pleasures, which they are permitted to indulge on condition that they fulfill
their appointed tasks, and do no mischief to
their companions. These pleasures are of a
low and sensual kind, and such as would be
disgusting to good spirits a11d angels. To ma11y
persons this picture of hell will be a novelty.
It is in striking contrast with that drawn not
long ago by a Scotch clergyman, who portrayed
a 16-year old girl who had not become. a Christian while on earth, and was consequently suffering torments in a red-hot fumace room,
standing on a flooring of highly heated iron,
with every probability of having to stand there
forever and ever.

THE Congregational church at Richmond,
Mass., a large frame structure, built over one
hundred years ago, was burnt on Satu.rday
evening, the 18th, taking fire from a defectiv
chimney.
A. Sioux Indian chief called Brave Bear was
hanged for murder at Yankton, Dak., on the
15th. He bad been a notoriously bad Indian,
and had made himself a terror to the community for many years.
ATTORNEY-GENERAL RussELL has rendered
an opinion that parsonages, even though they
be on the same lot with· churches, are liable to
be taxed if the parsonages are owned by church
trustees or corporations.
PROF. HENRY DRAPER, distingui~hed as an
astronomer, chemist, physiologist, and original
investigator in various branches of science, died
at his home in this city on the 20th. His death
was caused by acute double pleurisy.
MRs, MELVILLE, wife of Engineer Melville of
the ills tarred Jeannette arctic expedition, and
who was rendered insane with joy at her husband's return, lefL the insane hospital at Norristown, Pa., on the 17th. She has regained
her health entirely.
~

A. GRECIAN gentleman named Messaros, who
has been preaching for a Presbyterian church
in Philadelphia, provoked the criticisms of
some of the brethren in the Presbytery. Having applied to be admitted as a candidate for
the ministry, he was told that his literary qualifications were too slender, and that in some
other respects, he was not exactly the man that
was wanted for a minister. This excited his
oriental anger, and in the manner of a nativ
Greci~n he uttered some words to the brother
which were judged unministerial, inasmuch as
they hinted at personal vengeance and corporeal castigation. Feeling ran so high thet the
matter had to be brought before the Presbytery.
Meantime some of the other brethren kindly
waited on Mr. Messaros, and told him that,
whatever might be the custom in Greece, it was
not usual for servants of the Lord in this country to challenge each other to personal combat,
or offer to thrash each other with· sticks or
clubs. Wher.. the Presbytery met, Mr. Messaros
made 'ample apologies ror having acted on a
misunderstanding of American customs. TheEe
apologies were received in the spirit in which
they were offered. The Greek continues his
candidacy for ordination to the ministry, meanwhile pursuing his studies and preaching on
Sundays. He is so eloquent that his pulpit
performances hav thrown those of some of the
Philadelphia brethren into the shade.

WILLTA~I

H. ENNIS, superintendent of a pious
charitable house in Brooklyn called the Good
Samaritan, recently disappeared with $350 belonging to the institution. He spent part of the
money for rum, and was discovered upon
Ward's Island in the hospital for inebriates.
TnE "Passion Play," representing scenes in
the life and crucifixion of Christ, is to be
brought out in this city on or before Christmas.
As the play will be presented under pious auspices, it is not expected that it will be interfered
with by the authorities, as was the case when an
ordinary worldly manager attempted to put it
on the stage.
MRs. RoBERT BEsT, wife of a respectable
tradesman in North Diamond street, Allegheny
City, Pa., went insane on the 16th inst. on religion. She had been attending the meetings
of the Salvation Army, and the morning in
question, while attending to business, began to
make wild appeals to the unconverted passers
by. The counter WBS piled full of publications
of- the Salvation Army, which she gave away
and sold. Her actions became so boisterous
that her husband had her taken to the lock-up.
Physicians then examined her, and found her
raving in a delirium of fever. _She was taken
to her home, and uoubts are entertained of her
recovery. Still the Salvation Army is encouraged to go on in the good work !
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Over the Mountains.-Continued. ·
Hot springs ~gain abound along the hill~iiles of
this loiJality. Columns of eteam arising from them
are to be seen eight or ·ten mile~ away. Tbese
spriugs are sometimes inactive for hours; then come
little puffil of steam, then jets of hot water which
shoot thirty feet high. Sometimes bot, muddy water
and sulphuric wash descend the hillside, desolating
everything in t.beir course, and escaping through the
bogs of the valley. The waters are very hot, and woe
to the unlucky wight who approrwbes too near and on
the windward side of these shooting bot t~prings, as
the spray is hot enoullh to scald. There are over
one hundred of these hot, spurting, sulphuric springs
in this vicinity. Some claim that these waters come
up from the heated interior of the earth, while otbere
insist that the beat is produced by chemical action.
Eight miles further on our eastward journey brings
us to Cluro, simply a flag-station in a kind of open
country, with strips of meadow land along toe river's
brink. Near this point is where the powder magazine belonging to the railroad company exploded in
1868, whiie the road was being constructed through
the canyon.
In early times a party of emigrants encamped in
this valley, waiting for the waters to subside.
AmDi'g theffi: was a young woman of spotlesB charso'"'~·, who fell sick-probably from the effect~ of
the miasma which exuded from the ~rth-and de.
spite the watchful care of parents and friends, her
spirit peacefully left the body and returned no more.
Her friends reared a bumble head-board to her
memory and placed it at the head of her lonely
grave. In course of time, as years passed away, and
m'w companies of emigrants and new companie§ of
<n::plorers journeyed this way, the young maiden's
''.ory was forgotten. But when the constructors of
tne railroad came through hBre the road came very
near the maiden's grave, and found the bead-board
much decayed. Learning the facts relative to her
d;-a.th, a respectful feeling came over them, and the]
v,>ry properly inclosed the grave with a solid wall
and erected over it a Christian cross, with the words
"The Maiden's Grave," on one side, and her name,
Lucinda Duncan, on the other. It is on the south
side of the railroad, and is in fair view of the passenger!! on the train as they pass.
.
Eleven miles from Cluro brings us to Palisade, a
station in the midst of what are called th!l PaiiM.des 1
or Twelve-mile Canyon. Here the walls· on either
side are high, and the scenery of a grand cbaracter.
Its bleak, bare, ,brown walls possess a majestic and
glowing grandeur. In moving through this canyon
we seem to pass between two walls which threaten
to close together ere the outlet is reached. The
ri-ver rolls at our feet in a boiling, roaring current,
tossed from side to side by the rocks which pervert
its course. The walls in places have crumbled
away, and large maBaes of crushed rock slope down
to the river brink. Seams of iron ore and copperbearing rock break the monotony of color, !'!bowing
the existence of large deposits of these materials
among these brown old mountains. Near Red Cliff
the walls rear their battled fronts eight .hundred feet
above the water. A colony of swallows have take1.1
possession of the rocks, and have built their curious
ne!!itS upon the face of the same. From their mud
palaces they look out upon the pasBing trains and
possibly form their opinions of the passengers
thereon. Maggie's Bower is a brown arch oa the
face of the cliff, about five hundred feet from its
base. It has been remarlled that it is pretty bard to
tell whether it is the right or left bower, but when
we bad passed it we concluded it was the left.
Palisade is a busy place of two hundred inhabitants, and is t.be junction of the Eureka and P;tlisade
railroads, and here are located their workshops.
They manufacture their own box and fiat cars. The
amount of freight handled here is said to be enormous, the greater portion of which is for Eureka, an
active mimng region, ninety miies s0uth. Several
passeng'lrS on our train also stopped_ off hHe to take
the tram for Eureka, :imong others two young ladies
who bad been attending sohool at Reno, othflrs of
the same class having been dropped at other points
we bad passed.
On the road to Eureka are several stations, among
which are Bullion, eight miles; Evans, four miles;
Willards, three miles; Hay Ranch, four miles; Box
Springs, nine miles; Mineral, nine miles; Deep Wells,
five and a half miles; Alpha, seven miles; Pine Station, ten miles; Cedar, four mile!!; Summit, seven
and a half miles; Gardner Pass, six miles; Diamond,
nine miles; and finally Eureka, twelve miles. Eureka
is an active town of six thousand inhabitants, all
being engaged directly or indirectly in the mining
business. Besides the usual number of stores and
business houses there are two thirty-stamp mills,
seven smelting works, sixteen furnaces with a capacity of fifty tons of ore each daily. Theae extensive
works-running day and night, of course make a lively
business, and account for the quantities of blllli()n
hauled over the road to Palisade.
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The Ruby Hill railroad, which is virtually a con- icant station, and eight miles more to Bishop's, a
tinuation of the Eureka and Palisade railroad,. runs !lid.e track. Bi11hop'e valley here unites with the
f1·om the station at Eureka around to the different Hum8oldt .. It is about seventy miles long, with an
smelting and.refining works and mine!! of the differ- average width of five miles. It is very fertile, being
ent companieR in the vicinity. It is about six miles wateted by Bishop's Creek, which rises in the Humin len~b The most prominent mine!! are the Eu- boldt Mountains, near Humboldt Canyon, about
rPka Consolidated, the K. K, the ·J ;wkson, Hard- seventy miles to the northeast.
Five miles from here is Tulasco, a small side track,
burg, Matamorall, and Atlall. From Eureka stages
run daily to various mining camps farther away. and r~even and a half miles further brings U!! to
Eureka is. indeed, oue of the most active and pros- Wells, where are located the l'Ound-bouse and machine-eobops of a division. It is 644 miles from San
perous mining districts in Nevada~
As we emerge from the Palisades and roll on our Franci~co, and 1.250 from Omaha, with an elevation
eastern course for nine mil~!!, we reach Carlin, a busy of 4,628 feet. This is rather a thriving point, with
little town of !'lix hundred inhabitants. Here are railroad shops and general signs of improvement.
located the railroad shops of th~> Humboldt divil!!ion. The chief point of attraction in the vicinity is
They consist of a round-bouae with sixteen stall~, a Humboldt Wells, around which emigrants in early
ma(lhine, car, and blacksmith !'!bop. Rich minam of times camped to recruit themselves and teams. The
Wells are in the midst of a beautiful meadow, or
gold, silver, copper, and iron are liloutb of here.
Eleven miles more bring us to "Moleen. The valley, which slo'pes away until it joins the Hummeadow lands passed over are broad and green, but boldt., or main valley. The springs,. or wells, are
soon the ranges of rooky hills narrow in so that the about twenty, and are scattered over the little valley.
railroad hall to pass through a canyon five miles in The ope from which the railroad company obtain
length. Through. this the river runs rapidly, its their water is within two hundred y8rds of the road,
clear waters sparkling in the sunlight as it speede~ and about the same distance west of the station. A
along, when !leveral narrow strips of meadow land house has been built over it, and the water is· raised
are to be seen at intervals.. The scenery all into the tanks by an engine,. 'J'hese wells make no
through the canyon is ~lmost ummrpas~ed in beauty particular show save that the grass grows more luxuand boldness. Soon after entering the canyon we riantly immediately around them. They have been
palls. !leveral isolated towers of conglomerate rock sounded at great depth, but no bottom has been
found. The water rises nearly to the surface of the
towering to the bight of two hundred feet.
Before entering the canyon we passed through ground, and r~oaks away into the sandy soil without
Susan Valley, a strip of good bottom land about any appearance of current. The water is slightly
twenty miles long by four wide, bordering the east brackish. The springs are six or seven feet in diamfork of Maggie's Creek. Among the foot hills of eter. They are thought to be the craters of long
the Owyhee range, to the northward, are many beau- extinct volcanoes, hut which once threw up enormous
tiful little valley!!, well watered by mountain streams, quantities of lava, of which the soil of Cedar Pass is
waiting only the advent of the settler to transform largely composed. The face of the whole country
them into pleasant home!!. Timber i!! plentiful in bears evidence of mighty changes which have been
the ravines and on the hillsides-sufficient for the wrought here. Lava in bard, rough blocks; lava
wants of a large population. Maggie's Creek empties decompoi!!ed and powdered; huge bloc:ks of granite
into the Humboldt from the north. It was named and sandstone in the foot-hills, broken, shattered,
in honor of a beautiful Scotch girl, who, with her and thrown around in wild confusion, are some of
parent!!, sta:yed here awhile, "recruiting their stock," the indications to be found of the wild times which
in the. old times before a railroad was constructed once existed here. The valley in which the wells
over these mountains. The valley through which are situated is about five miles long by three in
the stream flows i!l from three to five mile!! wide and width, covered with a luxuriant growth of grass.
very fertile. It extends to the base of ·the moun- The change to this from the arid hill!! around seems
tains seventy miles away, and is covered by stock- like the work of magic. Rich mineral wealth has
men. The stream affords excellent trout-fishing, and been discovered in thi!'! locality. Proceeding down
game of various,kinds abounds on tl;te hilli!!eurround- the valley a few miles the Humboldt Valley is
entered; but though it is very fertile, the seasons
inp: the valleys.
Ele\Ten miles east of Moleen is Elko, the county- are too !'lbort to perfect the usual crops.
Cedar is a side-track station f!ix miles further on,
seat of Elko county. The population is twelve hundred. It is an eating station for all trains east and and three miles more brings us to Moore'l!,· on the
west, and, as a matter of course, is regarded as a summit of Cedar Pass. We have been gradually
place of importance. The town formerly consisted ascending for over three hundred miles, In general
of wood and canvas houses, but these have been re- outline this pass resembles a rather rough, broken
placed by buildings of more !lubstantial character. plateau, bent upward in the middle, formirrg a natThe place bas improved very much within the last ural roadbed from the del!ert to the Humboldt Valtwo or three years. The State University is located ley. It was once covered with scrub-cedar, which
here, and cost $30,000. The filthy-looking Piute was cut off for use by the railroad company and
and Shoshone Indians hang almost constantly around others. About fifteen miles to the north a high,
the town, and do little else than beg from paesen- craggy peak marks the point where Thousand
gers passing through. Warm medical springs are Springs Valley bends to the south, and from its
located near the town, and are much praised for divide slopes down to the valley of the Humboldt.
Independence, named from Independence Springs,
their health-restoring qualities. Rich mining districts lie eighty miles north, near the head waters is six miles further on our way. Here is an abun·
of the north fork of the Owyhee country. The dance of clear, cold. water. Independence, Clover,
Tuecarora mine_s are fifty miles north, and they are and Ruby valleys lie to the l:'!outhward. The first
aleo. very rich. Stages leave daily for the miniog two are said to be small and V3luless, save for grazdistricts. There are al!!o rich mines in tl1e south. ing purposes. Seventy or eighty miles south of the
Cattle-raising has also sprung up here, and is being Pass is the south fork of the Humboldt, which canpretty extensively conducted. Elko county is said yons through the mountain range, running east.
to contain more cattle than any other two counties The valley is productive, and has an average width
in the state, and more cattle are shipped here than of ten miles.
Five 11.nd a half miles more bring Ui'J to Otego, and
at any other station on the road. ·This iB a well·
watered country, the mountain streams being abun- six miles further is Pequop, while ten miles further
dant. Game of all kinde abounds, and the country bring us to Toano, until recently the end of the
is called "Hunters' Paradise." Irrigation is neces· division. Here the railroad company have erected
work shops, and a round bouse with fourteen stalls.
sary to produce good crops.
Eight miles further on is 0Rino, at. the bead of It is in the midst of a successful mining district.
Osino canyon, where the valley suddenly ends. At The country is coneiderably broken, but presents an
this point the northern range of the mountains appearance of vegetation.
Loray lies seven miles further on, and nine more
sweeps down to the river b!J,nk, and then assumes
a tortuoUI~ course, seeming to double back on itself bring us to Montello, which has an elevation of 5,000
in a partially bewildering manner. Across the river feet. The country here is rough and uneven.
Teooma is ten miles east, and in 1874 was the centhe high peaks of the opposite chain rise clear and
hold from the valley, contrasting strongly with the ter of considerable mining excitement at the disblwk, broken masses of shattered mountains, among covery of rich silver and lead mines five miles south
which we are winding in and out in an endless in the Toano Mountains. A smelting furnace was
erected, and two hundred tons of bullion were prolabyrinth.
·
Eleven miles more bring us to Piko, a place of duced, worth $36,000. The mines, however, have
not very much consequence. Just before arriving at greatly subsided, and stock raising ill now more sucthe l!tation we cross the north fork of the Humboldt cessful than mining.
Pilot Peak lies thirty-six miles south of this plac~,
on a truss bridge. This river, when it unites with
the main stream, ie about equal in size. It rises and is distinctly seen for fifty miles eastward. It IS
about a hundred miles north, and receives as tribu- a lofty pile of rocks, the eastern terminus of the
tarie!l many smaller streams. The valley o.f the Pilot Mountain!!, rising 2,500 feet above the barren
North Fork is from five to seven miles wide, and is sands. For about half way from the base to the
covered with a rich growth of grass. The land is summit the sides are shelving piles of shattered rook
not extremely well adapted for cultivation, though -huge masaes crushed to atoms. Ab?ve t?at they
some kinds of vegetables do well. It is better rise perpendicularly, the summit loo~mg h~e some
old ca!ltle at a distance. To the emigrant m early
adopted for stock-growing than anything else.
Three miles further east is Ha1leok, a small sta- days this was a welcome landmlnk, pointing his way
tion. Stores are left here for Fort Halleck, a mili- to Humboldt wells or Thousand Spring valley, where
water and grass for his weary teams awaited him.
tary station on the opposite side of the river.
Lucin is twelve miles further on, and her~ water
Thirteen miles more bring us to Deeth, an insignif-
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tanks are found, mupplied by l!lpringil in the hilll!l at 4,000 men and hundreds of oars were required. ·The
UTAH TERRITORY
.
the outlet of Thousand Spring Valley, wihch lies to ~iscipline acquired in the four years of the construe- Extends from the thirty-seventh. to the forty-second
the north,. just behind thot firat b&se ridge, one of the twn of the road enabled the force to begin at the parallel of north latitude, and from the one hundred
spurs of the Humboldt ridge, but a few mile11 dis- usual time in the mornin~, calm and unexcited, and and ninth to the one hundred and fourteenth degree
tant. The valley is about four miles wide, and not m3rch steadily on to "Victory," as the place was west longitude, containing a sup~rficial area of 65,- ·
far from sixty miles long, taking in its windings named where they stopped for dinner, at 1:30 P.M., 000 r;quare miles, with a population of 143,907, infrom this point to where it breaks over the divide they having bid eight miles of tu,ck in six hours. eluding whitel!l, Chinese, and Indians. This area
into Humboldt Valley. It is little better than one To provide eating material for such a force was by includes large tracts of mountain ranges and wild,
continued bog in the center, the brackish water from no means a light tuk, but Campbell, of the Union barren country. At present, most of the lands under
the numerouiJ Mprings of the loca.lity standing in company, was equal to the emergency. The c11.mp cultivation and the meadow lands are around the
pools on the surface. Good pasturage abounds here. and water train was brought up at the proper mo- lakes and in the neighboring mountain villages, and
Bovine is eleven mileil further on, and is in a bar- ment, and the entire fol'ce took dinner without un- are very productive when irrigated, grains, fruits,
ren country, the principal product of which is bunch- necessary delay, besides many distinguished guests. and vegetable!!! maturing readily, and yielding large
grass and !lagebrush. Ten miles further on is Terl'ace, After the "nooning" was over, the army was a~;ain returns, the aridity of the climate precluding the
where the railroad company has erected r3.ilroad on the march, and at preciBely 7 p.x. ten miles and growing of crops by any other mean!!.
Rich veins of gold, silver, coal, and iron; copper,
shops. The hills in eight are brown, bare, and un- two hundred feet had been completed. At this junei~v.it~ng.
Some good mines are reported in the ture the Union or Eastern company expressed their zinc, cinnabar, antimony, and nearly aU the metal!!!
VlCimty.
entire satisfaction and returned to their camp, while found in the Great West exist in Utah, and it is
Matlin ilil an unimportant station eleven miles C:.mpbell~<prang upon the engine and ran it over the thought that had not the councils of Brigham Young
further east~ard~ , It is on the higbb.nd, which ten milel!l of track in forty minutes, thus demonstrat- prevailed against prospecting for precious metals,
Utah might to-d!ty be the very foremost state in the
sweeps out the Red Dome Mountains. The road liee ing that the work had been well performed.
on the northern border of !l. vaut waste, whereon few
Promontory is the station where the Eastern and production of mineral wealth. The whole country
11igns of verdure are to be eaen. It is about in the Western divisions met. Here is where the "last within her borders would be illuminated with the
middle of what is called the American De1ert, which spike" wag driven, and here the East slid West perpetual fires of the smelting furnaaes, and resound
extends over an area of about si:x;ty square miles. joined hands, on Monday, May lOth, 1869~ It is with the thundering echoes and re-echoes of the
Over this V8.1!1t extent the eye wanders in vain for a 1,084 milee from Omaha, and 830 miles from San thousands. of stamps grinding out the wealth which,
green object. All i1 dellolate in the extreme. The Fr~ncisco, and hae an elevation of 4,905 feet. It is since the completion of the Pacific Road, and the
bare beds of alkali, or W&lltes of gray sand, are all said the town was form~x:ly lively, but it is now very consequent influx of "gentiles," has been exported
that meets the vision, if a rocky hill, more barren dull. A h.rge party was here congregated on the by millions and moat effectually demonstrated the
than the plaina, is .now and then excepted. Thifl completion of the road, having come from all parts fact that Utah, if not the richest, is certainly next to
basin was probably once a saline lake, possibly a of the Union. Some of them were grave, earnest the rioh~st silver mining country in tJ:le world.
por.tion of the Great Salt Lake of Utah. The l!lloping men, who had left their homes to witneas the comIn addition, brimstone, saltpeter, gypsum, plumpla.m sweeps off toward the body of water, and in pletion of the greatest enterprise of modern times- bago, and aoda have been di"oovered in large quanplaces ben?l!l down until its thirsty sands are laved 1,774 miles of continuous railroad over a large share tities, and some of them are being worked. While
by the brmy flood. There are many evidences in of an extensive continent, snd over some of the grand· fine clay, marble, granite, slate, red and white sand·
stone, limentone, and kindred formations exist in all!upport of the theory that it was once covered by eat mountains in the world.
All around was excitement and bustle on that most an unlimited extent. S~tlt can be shoveled up
those waters, although much higher than the present
level of tha lake.
morning; men were hurrying to and fro. On either in the crude state on the shores of Salt Lake, and in
Ombey is ten miles further on, but there is noth- road stood long lines of oars, the impatient locomo- the southern part of the territory is found by the
ixg to be said of it, and eleven and a half miles more tive~ frsquently snort.ing out their restle!!!Bness, as mountain in a remarkably transparent and pure state.
bring us to Kelton, or Indian Creek, as it is some- though they under/Stood the eventfulness of the ocIron ore exist!!! in large quantitiel!l in Iron, Weber,
time!! .called. Here are large water-tank!! by the casion. Arrangements had been made by which the and Summit counties. Coal abounds in various
roadside, !!upplied from a spring in the foothilla, larger cities of the Union should be notified at the p~uts, but the principal mines now worked are at
!!lome miles to the northward. The R>Jd Dome moment when the last spike was driven, and the con- Coalville, in Summit county, and in San Pete. The
Mountains show scattered spurs to the north, and to nection between._ the Eel.st and West effected. The latter yields a good quality of blacksmiths' coal,
the southeast Pilot Knob, or Peak, can be seen lift. last tie was a beautiful piece of California laurel, on and in large guantities. At the present time there
ing itl!l rocky front far above the desert. From thia which were silver plates suitably inscribed, and the are about thirty organized mining districts in the
station a daily line of stazes Ieave1 for Idaho and last connecting raill!l were jointly laid by men from territory, and there are several of them pronounced
Oregon, touching particularly at Boil!le City, Silver both companies. The last spikes were then present- rich and inexhaustible. Many of them are produc~
City, and other points. A goodly number of TRUTH ed-one of gold from California, and one of silver ing large quantities of ore.
SEEKERS are taken up in Idaho, and it would au it me from Nevada, and of gold and silver from Arizonia.
Fish culture has since 187 4 been receiving some
well to spend two or three days up there had I the President Stanford then took the hammer made of attention, and a fish farm, with a superintendent
time at niy control.
solid eilve:r, and to the handle of which were at- thereof, is located a few miles from Salt Lake Oity.
Seven miles of dreary travel brings us to Seco, tached the telegraph wires, and with the first tap on There are quite a number of smelting furnaces iu
where nothing grows but sage-brueh, and seven and the gold spike at 12 :M., the news of ·the event was operation in various part!! of the territory, and in
a half more convey us to Monument. Here the. flashed over the continent. Speeches were made as Salt Lake City. Utah was first settled in 1847. On the
lake breezes from the east sweep by, bearing thai each spike was driven, and when all was completed, 24th of July the advance guard of Mormon emigraheavy saline and alkaline odors peculiar to this local- cheer after cheer rent the air from the enthusiastic tion, numbering 143 men, entered Salt Lake Valley.
ity. Monument Point, a slim, tapering promontory, 1asaemblage.
Five days later 150 more men arrived under Captain
l!ltretches far out into the lake, covered with luxuri-! Then the Jupiter, a locomotive of the Central Brown, and on July 3ht Salt Lake City was laid
ant grass. We are now on the eastern confines of Pacific, and locomotive No.l16J of the Union Pacific, out. At that time the country belonged to Mexico,
~he American Desert. Lake is a aide-track station approached from opposite directions, meeting on the but by the treaty of Gu~daloup Hidalgo, in 1848, it
seven miles east.
dividing line, where they rubbed their brown noses was ceded to the United States.
~ine and a ha~f mile!!! more bring us to Roge, an together and shook hands. Convivial.ity was then
The Bummers are very warm .and dry, and the
ummportant l!ltatwn. We are now nearing the point the order of the day. Eatables and drmkables had winters mild and open. The fall of snow is light
where the Central Pacific road and the Union Pacific I been supplied in abundance, and they were partaken in the valleys and heavy in the mountains, the meltmeet, and es.st of here ten.miles of track was laid in II of as though the multitude were neither total absti. ing of which affords ample water for irrigating the
a single day. As we passed on eastward we saw nents nor di0tiets. Jollification expresses the feeling foothills and valleys. Vegetables of all kinds grow
the signs announcing the ten miles of track thus laid. that prevailed.
large and luxuriantly, and are very superior in qualDuring the building of the road a great rivalry ex-1
ity. Timber is not very plentiful, and is usually
isted between the two companies-one coming f1·om
We lu:.ve now ps.ssed through ;Nevada and have found in places difficult of access.
the east, the other from the west-as to which could reached Utah. EvenBalt Lake is not far away. For
VISIT TO SALT LAKE CITY.
lay the most track in a day. Thisrivalry commenced Nevada I must say, while within its borders are
Friday, June 231, wae a beautiful day, and I
in 1868, the'' Union" laying six miles. Soon after some beautiful oases, where vegetation is abundant greatly enjoyed the rid~- to the city of the Latter
the "Central" laid l!leven milef.ll, and then the and cheering, it is, upon the whole, the most cheer- D.t~.y Saints. We passeu up the great Salt Lake val" Union" came up to seven and a half miles. The less-looking country I have seen, save it was the des. ley, and were nearly all the time in view of the lake
"Central," not to be outdone, announced_ that they ert parts of Egypt and Syria.
on our right, while a range of mouutains-Promonwould lt~.y ten miles in a single day. Mr. Darant,
On resuming our eastern journey, nine miles brings tory Mountains-was on our leftJ leaving but a few
the vice-president of the ''Union," offered to ·bet us to Blne Creek, where we cross the creek on a miles in width for the fertile valley between. All
$10,000 that it could not be dona. Consequently on a tres.tla bridge, then by a tortuous course we wind along on the mountain range is a bench, or what
the 29th day of April, 1860, when only fourteen around the heade of several little valleys, crossing looks like a shelf, !lome two hundred feet or more
miles of traok remained to be laid, to meet the them well against the hillside by heavy fills. Salt higher than the valley, whic~ the water once came
"Union" at Promontory Point, and in the presence VJ.ke ia in sight to the southward.
up to and which was once the shore of the Great
of Pl'esident Stanford and many other prominent
Twelve miles more of travel bring us to Quarry, L?.ke, when it was far larger than now.
We pass through several flourishing stations) as
men from the east and west, and a committee from which is merely a side track; and nearly eight miles
the u Union" to note progress, the work commenced. more brinl;i' us to Corrinne, which is now lese popu- the valley is a most splendid·farming country. These
When the car loaded with ralls oame to, the end of lous than It was a few years ago. The people of the are the names of the stations or villa.ges through
the track the two outer rails were seized with iron plac:~, however, have had sufficient enterprise to which we passed:
nippers, hauled forward of the car and laid on the bring the waters of the river Malad eleven miles in
Kilysville is surrounded by beautiful farms, finelyties by four men who attended exclusively to thi!!. a canal, and the water is largely used for irrigating kept gardens, with water running through the streets.
Over these rails the car was pushed forward, and purposes, by which thousands of acres of land are Fruit and shrubbery are in abundance. This is in
the procesl!l repeated., Behind these men came a made productive, making stockraising and other Davis county, which comprises five towns, which,
gang of men who half drove down the spikes and farming operations prosperous.
with one exception, are traversed by· the railroad.
screwed on the fish-plates. At a sh9rt interval beIn passing on seven miles more we pass over a The· county baa seven thousand inhabitants, seven
hind these came a gang of Chinamen, two deep, on long trestle bridge, twelve hundred feet in length, flouring-mills, and three saw-mills.
each side of. the track, whe finished driving in the and reach Brigham, at the base of the mountain.
Farmington, in the same county, is five miles furspikes which had already been partially driven. The s~wen miles further bring us to Bonneville, and nine ther south. This is the county.seat of the county,
inner men had shovels, the outer ones pick!J. To- mile.s more to Ogden, one of the prettiest towns in and here several oopies of THE TRUTH SEEKER are
gather they ballasted the track. The average rate this part of the world.
taken, and here I know. I have warm friends. The
of speed. at whioh all these processes were perf01·med
My friend Joh~ A. Jost was expecting me, and yillag~ contain~ several good building~, several flourwas 1 mmute and 47! seconds to every 240 feet of met me at the stat10n. He pressed me to stop and mg-mills, and IS surrounded by teeming farms and
track laid. To lay this distance of road requires make a visit, but I replied by saying I had purposed fruitful orchards and garden.s. These towns were
25,800 crosl'l tiesJ 3,520 iron rails, 5fl,OOO epikes, 7,040 to go first to S.alt IJake City, and that I would caul settled by Mormons, but comnderable numbers have
fish-plates, and 14,080 bolts, the whole. weighing upon my return. In half an hour the train for Salt' apostatized and become "gentiles," or "people of
41363,000. pounds. .This amount ·is required fo! a Lake City, thirty.six miles to the south, ha~ started, the world.~' .
.
. .
smgle track, exclusive of "turn-outs." · To bring and I was travelmg over some of the prettiest parts
Centerville IS four miles from Farmmgton, and
this material forward and place it in position, over of Utah,
. corresponds very well with those towns already de·
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scribed:- Wood's Crossings comes next, two miles happiness of the.world of anything that has existed. plea!lant warm bath in a large tank five feet deep,
further on, being the station for the little village of They have all opposed nature; they have all set up twenty feet long, and ten in width, with the same
Bountiful on the left. There is said to be no more systems of religion in conflict with nature, and to for women in an adjoining room. These waters are
fertile land in the territory than is here. A conE!id- this extent they have all been wrong and have loaded counted as possessiug considerable medical value.
erable strip of the, land next to the lake is of no mankind down with a weight of wretchedness. In Our ride was extended to other warm sulphur springs,
value from the excess of salt which fills the soil.
nature there are no gods nor devils, save good when we returned to the city, and I spent the afterA little before noon we reached Salt Lake Citj', and bad men and women, and all which have had noon with esteemed friends, and among others with
or "Zion," as the "Saints" call it. It is indeed a a faucied existence have been the· inventions of !'everal who had come in nineteen miles from Farmcharming place. To one who has been traveling priests and designing people, who have sought to ington expressly to see me. Among these I might
over mountainous and alkali deserts, with little but live upon their credulous fellow-beings by exciting mention Walter Walker and wife, Henry Southsagebrush to cheer the eye, this lovely retreat of their fears and builditlg up a belief which has no worth, James Anderson and wife, and others. I
level, fertile land, the city laid out in wide streets, real foundation for existence. If all the wrongs could not help feeling flattered by such marks of
running at right angles, with a plentiful, clear which religious creeds have produced in this world. friendship, and the five. or six hours of time passed
mountain stream running on ·each side, and with were to be written in a series of volumes it would be off very pleasantly. It was on the evening of this
lovely orchards and gardens looking green and the most terrible and damnable record which could day that the play at the Opera House was witnessed,
fruitful all over the. ·city, five or six miles square, possibly be penned. It has cost the human race many of my friends accompanying me. Messrs.
presents a most lovely sight. He inevitably feels worlds of treasure to keep up these delusions, and Walker, Southworth, and Anderson of Farmington
that he has found paradise in reality, and that here the entire sums have been far worse than thrown were once devoted Mormons, but they have thrown
he would gladly spend his days. Although the away.
.
off the shackles that bound them, are now among
snow is in abundance on the mountains, and is in
It is said that the believers in Mormonism in the steadfast Libersls who 1·ead THE TRUTH SEEKER
plain view, the valley is warm, with the air of _sum· the city are seventy-five pel" cent of the popuiation, and believe the truths which it disseminates. .
mer. Everything about the holy cityof the Latter and the unbelievers twenty-five per cent. In the
The following Sunday was variously passed. For
Day Saints is about as beautiful as the mind can whole territory taken together the believers are one thing I attended thE! Mormon. tabernacle and
imagine.
reckoned at eighty-three per cent. When on Sun- listened for over an hour to George Q. Cannon, who·
Two or three friends met me at the depot, but day I s~w the thousands of Mormon dupes who has just returned from Washington, where he was
there was a slight difficulty in recognizing e11ch other. turned out to bear the speaking in the Tabernacle, I sent as a delegate, but was rejected by the House of
The hotel, however, was soon reached, when dinner was inclined to think the believers are as largely in Representatives on the ground that be is a polygawas taken, after which I spent the day in calling the ascendant as represented. They are held together mist, and has more than one wife. A congressman
upon several friends, prominent among them James in various ways. The Mormon co-operative store is may have as many concubines or kept mistresses as
Ashman, who is an active agent for THE TRUTH open. It is owned by eight hundred Mormon stock- he pleases, and the godly church people will continue
SEEKER and THE TRUTH SEEKER publications. He holders and is patronized by all the Saints in the to smile upon him as approvingly as though he were
accompanied me over the city, and we called upon vicinity. It is a very extensive establishment, con- a David or a Solomon, but let him be a Mormon and
several other friends.
taining goods of all kinds, and enough to fill a dozen claim that he practices plural marriage because he
Salt Lake City is some ten or twelve miles from good-sized storehouses. It has a cash capital of believes it was commanded by tl:,te Jewish God three
Salt Lake, which is in full view, and as the ground $750,000.
thousand years ago, the Christian members will
is as level as the lake itself, the distance does not
At the Mormon conferelll'ile in the fall of 1868, all frown upon him, and pronounce him a great sinner,
look nearly so far. The town is situated at the foot good Mormon merchants, manufacturers, and deal- unworthy to sit with them in law-making balls.
of a spur of the Wasatch Mountains, the northern ers who desired the patronage of t.he Mormon peoCannon is an effective speaker, and his discourse
limits extending on to the "bench," or level, to pie were directed to place its sign upon their build- related principally to the injustice which the Chriswhich the waters of the lake once reached. I should ingB in a conspicuous place, that it might indicate to tians of the East show to the Saints of the West. He
say the streets are abundantly shaded with large, the people that they were true saints. The descrip- exhibited not a little dissatisfaction at the injustice
luxuriant trees, so that the sidewalks are well tion of. the sign is as follows: In five lines are these which had been shown him, not t~eeing why the conshielded from the sun. The city has a population words, "Holiness to the Lord; Zion's Co operative science of a Mormon should not be as much regarded
of twenty-five thousanel, and is divided into twen- Mercantile Institution." After the first four words as that of. any other sort of believer.
After he had completed his remarks, Preeident
ty-one wards. It contains many fine business in a curved line is the picture of an all-seeing eye,
blocks, and the prineipal streets hav a decided city which is supposed to be God's eye which never John Taylor, who occupies the chair filled by Brigappearance. The portion of the city occupied as sleeps. This all-seeing eye has been the cause of ham Young, spoke for fifteen minutes, and though
residences is laid off in large-sized lots, and so much jest among the gentiles, who laugh at it and he is a venerable, fine-looking Englishman, he did
thoroughly screened by shade and fruit trees that irreYerently call it the "bull's-eye." That term in not impress me as being a very able mari. I was inthe city spreads over a great deal of ground and ancient Egypt would be far from irreverent, for formed that he frequently becomes so excited in his
does not present a very imposing appearance, so far Apis the Bull was one of their greatest gods, anJ the public remarks as to get carried away with ang~r
as the. dwellings are concerned, though many are bull's-eye would to them be the holiest of the holies. and to almost lose the power of utterance. Brigvery fine. As four railroads terminate here, it may
The Mormon people were also religiously instruct- ham Young, Jr., made quite a prayer, which, in my
be regarded as quite a railroad center, and, as is ed and warned not to purchase goods or in any man- opinion, did not get half a mile from the earth. He
well known, is the capital of the territory.
ner deal with those who refused or did not have the is a full, florid, plethoric man, of about thirty~five
Tb.ere are hundreds, and possibly thousands, here sign. The object was doubtless to consolidate their years, who cares far more for the good things of
who once belonged to the Mormon church, but who, own people, to secure all their trade, and to prevent this world than the celestial worlds located above
losing faith in ecclesiastical claims and the doctrins any of it going elsewhere. The result of this move- the clouds. He looks to be far more of the earth,
of revelation and supernaturalism, have, one by one, ment was to break up many dealers who were either earthy than of the heaven heavenly.
,
left the church and became avostates to the old faith. Gentiles or apostate Mormons, for many were forced
During the meeting an extensive display was made
Some of the best business me'll in the city are of this to sacrifice thei1· goods and leave the territory for by pouring the blood of Jesus from silver pitcher to
class. Mr. Ashman is also one of the same class. want of patronage. It is said, however, that subse- silver pitcher, three or four dozens of them being in
He was once a dev. out M. ormon, but the time came J qnently the order was not very rigidly enforced. sight and paflsed around in silver tankards for the
when he could no longer accept their dogmas. It Bu.t many of these bull's-eye signs are to be seen faithful to sip from. I am not positive that this was
was a great struggle for many of them to git out of upon the buildings of the faithful in the city and really the blood of Christ, though were I a simonthe Mormon church, much the same as other thou- through the territory. The Z. C. M. I.-Zion's pure Christian I would have to believe it anyway,
sands have found it a painful experience to get out Co-operative Mercantile Institution-is in a very for that is a point upon. which no faithful soul can
of the Methodist, the Presbyterian, the Baptist, and flourishing condition.
I was through the es- dare to doubt. I thought it was simply wine in
more especially the Catholic church. The retiring tablishment, and could not but be struck with the which no change had taken place in becoming the
member is tabooed; he is called an "apostate;" he magnitude of the concern, and the orderly system blood of Christ any more than wouid take place in
is held to be in league with the devil and an enemy which controls it .. The structure is of brick, 318 feet a keg of lager beer, which, if wine should become
to all that is good and of God; he is no longer fel- long, 53 feet in width, three stories and a full cellar scarce, would make just as good Jesus-blood as the
lowshiped or recognized as a brother ; he iil no in bight. It also has an addition of 25 by 193 feet, wine itself. But though I was a little thirsty that
longer aided in the way of business or work, but used for a warehouse. The entire building cost warm afternoon they did not have the courtesy to
every possible obstacle is thrown in tis way. But the some $200,000,and the contents three~ fourths of a mill- hand me any of that blood. They had no means of
apostates have now become so numerous that they ion more. It has branches in various parts of the knowing bow much I would have "loved my Jesus."
form quite a society by themselves, and are no longer territory, so that its purchases must necessarily be
The Tab~rnacle is a very singular-looking and a
dependent upon the "Saints" for a livelihood. very heavy, and its re-shipments of an extensive very capacious building. It is about the first object
Many of the anti-Mormons have become Spiritual- character. 'fhe Z. C. M. I. has undoubtedly the one •sees on entering the city. It is oblong in
ists and Liberals, some retaining a faith in a future largest building in the territ.ory, and its annual sales shape, having a length of 250 feet and a width of
existence, and some not. When one has experienced are $5,000)000. When it is remembered that it is 150 feet. The immense roof is supported by fortyall the false promises of a !lupernatural religion, and but ab.out thirty-five years since this vast extent of six columns of cut sandstone, which, with the spaces
has become convinced that the promises and doc- country was inhabited, it must be realized that the between, used for doors, windows, etc., constitute
trines are untruthful, he natu.t;;llly turns from it with progress made is very great. Walker Brothers are the wall. From those pillars or walls the roof
honest discontent and seeks something that is apostate ·Mormons, and they have built up a very springs in one unbroken arch, forming the largest
truthful and can be depended upon when the ex- extensive business, said to be the largest in the ter- self-supporting roof on the continent. It is not only
citement produced by the frenzy of religious teach- ritory. They require five buildings for the five gen- used for charch purposes, but for other pu}:>lic meetings has passed away. All the shams about gods eral departments. If they do not transact more ings. It will seat eight thousand people . . The
and devils ultimately cease to afford food to the business than the Z. C. ,~M. I., they are the only ones speaker's stand is on an elevation, but not at the exthoughtful mind, and the good sense of man in- in the territory who make the slightest approach to treme end of the building, perhaps one-fourth the
stinctively reaches out for that which is real, truth- it. In addition to their other enterprises, they have length of the building from one en~, so that large
ful, natural. He becomes better satisfied with the recently erected a beautiful Opera House, which is numbers of the people are seated behmd the speaker.
unerring teachings of nature than with all the dogmas, just now ready for use. I had the pleasure of seeing
THE TEMPLE,
delusions, and absurdities which supernature falsely M. Curtis play "Sam'l of Posen," in the first repre- Which is a much grander edifice, is not yet comteaches. ·when mankind learn that all supernatu- sentation given in the beautiful theater. The Walker pleted, but work is progressing somewhat steadily
ralism is false, that all the sayings of selfish, mali- brothers are Liberal Spiritualists, and in the front of upon it. The dimensions of the foundation are 186k
cious, and angry gods are false, and that no such the Opera House building they have fitted up a fine feet by 99 feet. It is not nearly as large as the
gods ever had an existence save in the brains of avd commodious room for the Liberal Society of the tabernacle, and what the use was of building it is
mistaken human beings; when they learn that all city to hold their meetings in. I had the pleasure hard for an unbeliever to understand, except to
they bear about fiery deyils, who delve in fire and of adding the name of the principal of the firm to use up some of the surplus funds which the saints
sulphur to carry out the behests of the still more the list of THE TRUTH SEEKER patrons, as well as have on hand. It is located on the same extensive
cruel gods in bringing suffering upon human beings, is those who take "A Truth Seeker Around the block of ground on which stands the tabernacle, and
false, it will be better for the people of the world. World."
if God is tolerably pleased with the services held in
One of the most saddening reflections to which the
On Saturday, June 24th, my friend and patron, H. the tabernacle, it would seem the temple might have
human mind is susceptible is the fact that religious B. Mason, with his gay horse and buggy, took me been dispensed with. It will require several years
dogmas Which priests for thousands of years have out two miles or SO to the warm spring Where there yet to COmplete it.
been promulgating have been the greatest foes to the is a commo,dious bathing-house. Here we took a
The audience in the taber:!].acle was a fair-looking
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one, and would compare favorably with most Chris- Lake City Roadjn the second place, and the Utah & Indians, aU united in one common belief. Certainly
tian au:di.ences in the country. That they are dupes, Northern in the third place. A larg(} amount of Christianity did not have so remarkable a growth
however, to mistaken doct1·ines one can pretty readily business is said to be transacted on the Northern in the days of its infancy.
The first organization of the Mormons was in the
discover. The singing was good, and the large road. It is a 1lhree-foot narrow gauge and runs into
organ came in with sonorous sounds.
northern Utah, Idaho, and Montana. The traffic state_of New York. They emigrated to Ohio and
I saw the residence where Brigham Young lived over this road must largely increase.
there thought to found their New Jerusalem. From
and where his dozen and a half of wives lived. The
Rich mines of iron, silver, and slate are reported there they were again driven out and took up their
firiest residence the wives had was for his favorite near Ogden. It is surrounded by the elements of line of march to Missouri. They had journeyed
wife Amelia. She lived in this by herself. Iu walk- wealth, and must b-e an important place in the future. eight hundred miles in- this Christian country, in
ing about the city she was pointed out to me. I
THE RECEPTION
this American republic, to find a place where they
think she was playing lawn t~nnis. S~e is a rather Came off in the evening at the Opera House, which could worship God according to their belief. Their
fine looking woman. I thmk she 1s now some was well fil'led. Mr. James Horrocks presided and houses were burned, their property destroyed; some
other man:s wife..
,.
.
. ~ade th~ opening speech, making me welcome and were beaten with hickory rods, others were tarred
I took dmner w1th my fnend Ashman, and at h1s 1mtroducmg me to the auditmce.
and feathered ; many familiea were massacred;
house gathered a goodly .n~mber of friends, with
Mr. John A. Jost read the following welcome:
wives and children were driven for shelter to the
whom I had an excellent visit.
"Our honored and highly esteemed friend and forests, and- witbout food, raiment, and friends.
A RECEPTION
brother, we bid you welcome.
Missourian prejudice against Free-state settlers,
Was extended to me in the evening in the Liberal In"Hqro opposer of the Christian church in its dese- joined to religious animoaity, fanned human passions
stitute, which was well filled. Mr. E. L. T. Harrison c'ration of the sacred rights of our glorious constitu- to a white heat, and the Mormons were pursued
presided -and made the opening speech, gracefully tion, we rejoice to meet you.
with almost Indian ferocity. The president, Martin
and cordially welcoming me to Salt Lake city.
"We hav followed you from the shore of the At- Van Buren,· quailing before the vote of Missouri, told
After the chairman's speeeh I detained the audi- lantic with the deepest feelings of love and friend- the Mormons that he could do nothing for them,
ence for.an. hour and a half, chiefly gi'ving them in- ship, and with a fond solicitude for your safety and though he readily admitted that their cause was
cidents I had met with on my travels. The ustlal comfort upon your long and arduous journey eastward just.
congratulations followed the regular speaking, to- to this place, and shall continue to follow you with
Another pilgrimage of four hundred miles brought
_gether w:ith pretty liberal imbscriptwns to THE the same feelings till you shall again reach the most them to Nauvoo, Ill., where they founded a city,
TRUTH SEEKER and my Round-the-World books.
sacred spot on earth you left some eleven months built a temple, and displayed a public spirit worthy
Many of the friends who were in the night previ- ago-home, ·sweet home.
of admiration whatever may be thought of their
ous from Farmington, after driving home the nineteen
"We cannot forego the pleasure of meeting you as religious claims. Here again they were subjected
miles in a wagon, came back again on the evening you pass through our prospering city, and detaining to continual persecution, and at last were told by
train to attend my reception. Such marks of devo- you while we grasp the hand and look upon the state officials that they had better leave, as they
tion are not often seen in Israel. When I returned countenance of the great and brave man-the hero could not be protected against the mob, which, with
to Ogden on Monday morning we rode in company, opponent of religious persecution of the nineteenth blackened faces, hounded on by a Christian minister,
and took our leave of each other at the Farmington century, who braved the degradation of the prison had murdered Joseph Smith and others.
Then that wonderful journey across the plains was
station.
call, and the honors of the priestly inquisition of a
I cannot speak too highly of the friends at Salt Christian bigoted priesthood, through their executive, undertaken, when material wealth was sacrified for
Lake City. They were extremely kind to me and Comstock, the Torquemada of to-day, that the rights honest convictions. They thought they would go so
made my visit among them very pleasant. 'l'here of all should be tolerated-:-the man who braved con- far into the wilds of the continent that their Christian
are a pretty large ·number of Liberalists and Spirit- tumely to advocati"l the rights of otheri'l to differ from enemies would never reach them more, and even on
ualists here, and I hope they will succeed in effe1ting him. _
this march they were compelled to give to the govsuch an organization as will make· them effective for · "We glory in your courage and disinterested love 'emment, which did nothing to protect them, a
good in advocating the truths of nature and in oppos- in advocating the equal rights of every citizen of this battalion of five hundred men for the Mexican war,
ing the wrongs of priestcraft and 8upernaturalism. fair land, and for your determined effort to preserve leaving the women in some oases under the necessity
THE RETURN TO OGDEN
the same from the power of religious tyranny that of driving the teams, besides watching over the litWas a pleasant ride, and when I reached the station would, if once in possession of that power, again con- tle ones and preparing the frugal meals upon which
I found a number of friends with a carriage to cany front the unbeliever with the rack, the fagot, and they subsisted. The hardships of this long wearime to thA hotel. A project was soon m:ganized for the fire.
some journey across the plains and the great desert,
a ride through the Ogden <Janyon, a few miles
"Oar friend and brother,the sincere desires, wishes, over the Rocky Mountains and all, can scarcely be
north of the city. It is nearly seven miles in length, and hopes of thousands di 15 enthra.lled from religious o"\Terstated. They submitted to sufferings and pri- "
with grand granite walls rising in places on either errors hav fol1owed you with an enthusiasm worthy vations in great number; they sacrificed their propside to a bight of 1,500 feet, and in places coming of the cau~e in which you are engaged.
erty without reserve, and acted as brave and honest
within one hundred and fifty feet of each other.
"We rejoice that yon hav been preserved to return men have acted many times before.
The rushing Ogden River, which dashes through the to your native land-the country consecrated to libRemember, at this time polygamy had not been
canyon, and is crossed here and there by bridges, erty-the home of the brave, which should be the land incorporated into the Mormon creed, and Christians
adds much to the beauty of the scenery. We of the free. We are proud to say that none returned had not that excuse to urge them on in their parsestopped at a canyon hotel, which is not a very exten- entitled to a more hearty welcome or a more hon. cutions and warfare against them. Many of the old
sive establishment, and had a very palatable dinner ored reception than the brave, noble, and endeared men still living in Utah passed through those trying
prepared. Thf.l table was set in full view of the in the heart of every true Liberal, ou:r beloved scenes. Brigham Young was baptized in 1832; all
towering walls of the canyon- within that very brother, D. JYI. Bennett.
these trials and tribulations were part of his life excathedral of nature; and that dinner was eaten sur"You will please accept this small token of love perience. So, too, John Taylor, his successor, the
rounded by more· of nature's grandeur than most of and esteem as the outpourings of the hearts and present head of the church. Taylor had stood in
the dinners it has been our pleasure to partake of. souls of the Liberals of Ogden and vicinity, in unison Missouri and seen their houses burnt, their property
The rest of the ride was most enjoyable. Near the with the Liberal League of Ogden city, at the hands of plllaged, their most sacred convictions outraged.
mouth q_f the 'Canyon we visited a Mormon woolen this committee appointed by them for this labor of He had seen among others martyred to the blind
factory where very serviceable yarns, flannels, and love; and may our fondest hopes be realized in your rage of opposition an old Revolutionary soldier, a
cloths are manufactured. The superintendent kindly con'!inued succeas, and in hearing at an early day of Mr. McBride, 'who with feeble frame and tottering
gave me a package of yarn to take home with me. your safe arrival home, of the continued love of steps, unable to run, had cried in vain: "Spare my
Considerable time was spent in .looking over the warm hearts, the shake of ready hands, and the em. life. I am a Revolutionary soldier. I fought for
pleasant town.
brace of your faithfuJ. wife.
liberty. Would you murder me i' What is my ofThe city is near the mouth of the canyon, and the
"JoSEPH SEWELL,
·
JAMES HoRROcKs,
fense i' I believe in God and Revelation." "Take
town is liberally_ supplied with water from the river
"JoHN A. JosT,
JoHN HoRROCKS,
that, you God damned Mormon," was the reply of
. h rush es th rough 1't . It IS
· th e coun t y-sea t of
"C . P . L AMBE~,T,
.,., S ec. C om., .v.
'L' H . MARSH,
the Christian Missourian, as with the l;lutt of his gun
w h 1c
Weber county, and has a population of 6,500. Next
"Committee."
he dashed out the old man's brains and left him a
to Salt Lake city it is the largest town in the terriI followed in remarks continuing for about an mangled corpse at his feet as he turned to pursue his
tory. The Mormons have a tabernacle, and other hour and a half. A reporter of the Herald was work of persecution. Again, at Nauvoo, John Taydenominations have churches the same as with us. present and took down the gist of my remarks, lor had stood in that jail where, in violation of
There is the same conflict here as to. which has the which were published on -the following morning, plighted faith, and himself wounded, he had seen
right road to heaven as in most other places in the but I have not a copy by me to quote from. In brief his prophet basely murdered while making the maworld. The Mormons are very sure they have got I will only say that my reception was most cordial. sonic sign of distress, and had heard his dying
the surest road, and that following the plural mar- I could not ask for better friends than I found here. words, "My Lord and my God."
riage which Abraham, Jacob, and others of the old
REVIEW OF MORMONISM.
One of the features of the Mormon church is
patriarch!! used to follow ia one of the necessary
Now as I am about to move on eastward and will worthy of mention. Twice every year, April 6th
means of getting there, They comdstently argue soon be away from the dominions of the Mormons, and October 6th the Mvrmons come from far and
that if polygamy was ever right, a~d was ever au- a few reflectiomJ on their wonderful career and their near ·to assemble in semi-annual conference in the
thorized by the great infinity, who never changes, leading characteriotics may not be out of place. great tabernacle which will hold without much
it is right now. On the other hand, the other Many systems of religion have risen in the world, crowding 12,000 people, and in which 15,000 can be
denominations know that the Mormons are wrong, but few of them hwe been attended with more won. packed. · They pour in with their ox-teams from
and that heaven can never be reached by the road derful events than hs.s_ Mormonism. The. pl·opb.et distant canyons and valleys headed toward Zion,
they are pursuing. It is hardly to be expected that Joseph Smith has been. oalled a fraud, and that and sometimes a lone old woman with a scant stock
this question will ever be satisfact.orily settled.
Book of Mormon which he claimed was inseribed of meal and bacon makes a three weeks' journey to
Ogden puts on city airs with very good grace, and upon p"lates of gold which he was enabled to read get her soul "warmed up" at the conference. These
the town is lighted by electric. lights. It is sur- and translate is said to be a novel written by a conferences last from four to six days, and they are
rounded by fertile gardens and orchards, much the Methodist minister by the name of Spaulding, which democratic enough to allow every woman a vote. A
same as Salt LrJ.ke City. Two -daily papers are pub. w:as stolen and made t.he word of God, the Book of male and female humble believer meet there on the
lished, one a Mormon sheet, and the other·with gen- Mormon. Just wbr,t the truth is in this matter is not common ground of equality. At these conferences
tile proclivities. Of course there is no end to the fully known.
e~ery officer in the church, including the P;r~sident
subjects for differences. I should have remarked
In 1830 Smith bad six followero. all of his own. himself, has to be re-elected to whatever positiOn he
that Salt Lake City has four daily papers. The Des- kin. In 1837 Mormou missionari.i:S went. to Eng. holds.
TO BE CONTINUED.]
eret News is the organ for the saints; the IIerala land; in 1840 to Anst.ralia; in 1841 to Palest.ine; in
THE Pepin, Wisconsin, Gazette, has been consoliclaims to be independent, while the Tribune hJ almost 1843 to the Pacific Islands; in 1852 to Siam and dated with the Iconoclast, and Prof. Jamieson will
bitterly ant i.-Mormon; the Times is perhaps less bel- Ceylon; in 1853 to Gibraltar, ~hlta, Hindostan, t.ako the lecture field. The editors of the Iconoclast
ligerent. They each publish weeklie<~, and two or Burmab, Cbioa, West. Indies, South Africa, and will be W. H. Lamaster and W. F. Jamieson. The
three other weeklies are also published, one of which Brhi.sh Guinea; and at the present time in Utah Iconoclast will continue to be published at Indianis conducted by Mormon women, and advocates plur~l may found inhabiiants from evE>ry country in apolis, Ind.
marriage.
E 11rOpA. MuDy of those of South America, and
Ogden is the junction for three roads, the Union from. Hindostan, Burmah, China, C11pe Colony, and
THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent three lJ10D,tlw t~
r?ocitio ill the tirst place, the 1Jtah Centra! or Salt ~aviga~or~' l(ll~nds, together with newoes and new subscribers fox- 50 oent·!h
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Alford, is mistaken in saying that Damascus for- latter was contemporary with at least two successiv
marly belonged to the predecessors of Areta.s. Jo. governors of Syria, namely, Saturnius and Varus (7
sephus, to whom he refe[B, does not say so. After B c. to 5 .A..u.-Smith's Bib. Die.), and seems to hav
describing a battle betweert Areta~ and Antiochus been a valilsal of the Emperor Augustus (War., i, 29,
Paul Lived 63 Years B. C. ·
Dionysius, king of Syria, in which Antiocbus was § 3; Ant., xvi, 10, §§ 8 and 9; xvii, 3, § 2; ·5, § 2;
The suspicion that Paul lived a century before the slain a.nd his army destroyed, Josephus says:
10, § 9).
time set forth in the book of Acts first entered our
"After him Aretas reigned over Celesyria, being
4. U pleas the preceding Aretas continued to reign
mind in April, 1878, while translating the Toldoth called to the government by those that held Damas- until A.D. 37, Ol' later, there is a fourth. Aretas men.:
Jesbu story. Finding there a reference to Rabbi cus, by reason of the hatred tliey bore to Ptolemy tioned. once by Josephus (Ant., xviii, 5, § 1). But it
Simon Kepba, a disciple of the Jesus who was stoned Meneus" (Ant., xiii, 15, § 2).
matters not whether this is the same or another
and banged about. 75 years B.c., and snppoliling that
This was prior to 63 B.c. The last Seleucidean Aretas; he is the kilig alluded to by Patti, if Paul
be might be the Kepba (Cephas) mentioned so often king of Syria was probably dethronea, and some was living A.D. 38 and the stories about him in .Acts
in Paul's epistles, we. straightway searched those time before the taking of Damascus by Pompey, a are chronologically true. This is the Aretas who,
epistles for some possible clue to dates. We found foreign king, Aretas of Arabi:;., was invited to rule despite the absolute silence of history and against all
but one, to wit:
the city. It is not certain that his reign there wal'l probability, if not possibility, is supposed" At Damascus, the commander of the army of ?lore than one or two years. Acom;din!{ to J osepbus. 1. Either to hav seized Dam.asc~s A. D. 38, and exAretas, the king, guarded the city of the Damas- 1t may bav been many, but other h1stonans take no palled the Roman governor, V1tellms;
2. Or to hav been appointed by the Emperor Calicanes, to seize me. And from a window, in a. basket, note of it at all. Josephus m{lntions one or two
tbey let me down from the wall, and I esca_ped from other kings of Arabia Petrea named Aretas, one gula to supersede Vitellius, who bad just returned
his banda."-2 Cor. xi, 32, 33.
about 7 nc, and another A.D •. 37; but neither of from an expedition whose object was to take Aretaa,
We quote from the Peshito or Syriac New Testa- these bad any hold of Damascus. It is the an nota- dead or alive;
.
3. Or to hav been invhed by Vitellius to put a.
ment, Dr. Murdock's translation. The Greek version tor who seems to hav mialed Dean Alford by a false
has for "oommander of the army," ethnarclles-trans- note on the above passage, sa.ying that " Aretalil after- military gl)vernor in Damascus, with a garrison, to
laterl "governor."
ward became a common name to Arabhm kings, both guard the city and arrest disturbers like Paul.
We next turned to Smith's-Bible Dictionary, from at Petra and at Damascus."
Whichever support of this three-legged hypotbewhioh we now transcribe the following:
But the Dean's hypothe;is does not suit the A mer- Bis you chooEie to cling to, ·.you are com palled to kick
"Aretas.-A common appellation of many of the ican editor of Smith's Bible Dic~ion!l.ry, which has away the other two legs. And then you are met
Arabian kings or chiefs. Two are mentioned in the the following note written by Prof. Hack2tt, D.D., with the silence of history and the inherent improbBible.
of the theological institution at Newton, Mass.:
ability, if not impossibility, of the Calle.
"1. A contemporary of Antioch us Epiphanes (B.
"The view that Aretail seized and held Damasbus
But there is no difficulty at all in regard to our
c. 170) and ;Tason (2 Mace., v, 8).
by force for a short time after the defeat of Herod second Aretas-63 B.c.; he answers olearly to the
" 2,_ The Aretas alluded to by St. Paul (2 Cor. Anti pas, is maintained by N eande:r, Remsen, Weiner, passage in Paul's epistle. This is our strong point.
xi., 32) was father-in-law of Herod Antipas. There Meyer, Guerike, Bleek; and othera. It is not easy to We hav presented the facts and the arguments, pro
is a somewhat difficult chronological question re- believe that the Roman government would so. sud- and con, fully and fairly. We fear no refutation,
specting the subordination of Damascus to this Are- denly, of its own accord, confer so important a city and shall adduce corroborativ evidence that Paul
tas. The city under Augustus and Tiberius was at- on a vassal who had just defeated one of itt moat lived as early as 63 B.c.
ANTICHRIST.
tached to the province of Syria, and we hav Damas- faithful allies, and who had been pro~cribed as an
cane coins of both those emperoro;,and again of Nero enemy who was to be taken at all bazardi!, dead or
Evolutionists at Dinner.
and his successors. But we hav none of Caligula alive." .
Here is a serious conflict of authorities. The hy~
A dinner was given at Delmonico's on Thuriiiday
.and Claudius [A.D. 37-54], and the following circumatances make it probable [?] that a change in the pothesis that Areta!! seized Damsscu11 by force, wrest- evening, the 9th in11t., to Herbert Spencer, who sailed
rulershi.p of Damascus took place after the death of ing it from the Roman governor, Vitelli us, though for England on the following Saturday. The gatherTiberim;. There had been war for some time between maintained by half a dozen or more leading Ger· irig was large and brilliant. 'l'he.Hon. William M.
Aretas, king of Arabia Nabatre'l., whose capital was man theologiana, is rejected by the b,te Dean of Evarts presided, and made the ~,ddress of welcome
Petra, and Anti pas, on account of the divorce by Canterbury as "very improbable"; aud he cites, in to Mr. Spencer, who was greeted in the heartiest
Andpas of Aretas's daughter, at the instance of support of his own view, Wiesler and others. On manner. He responded in a speech in which he
Herodias, and also on ac_count of some frontier diffi- the other hand, the American editor &ays it is not dwelt on the American tendency to overwork.
culties. A battle was fought, and the army of An- easy to believe the Dean's hypothesis. Cert11.inly Speeche!il were also made by Henry Ward Beecher,
tipas was entirely destroyed (Jos. Ant., :x:viii, 5 § 1). not, any more than the other; there is nothing to John Fiske, Prof. W. G. Sumner, Prof. 0. C. Marsh,
On this, being a favorite of Tiberi us, he aent to Rome support either, and no one wo11ld think of upholding and Carl Schurz. Among those present were Prof.
for help; and Vitellius,governor of Syria [A.D. 35-39], either, but for the necessity of accounting for Paul's Youm~ml, editor of the Populm· Science JJfontllly,
was commissioned to march against Aretas, and to statement in 2 Cor., xi, 32.
T. B. Wakeman, Courtlandt Palmer, and some two
take him dead or alive. While he was on his march
Three or four kings of Arabia named Aretas are hundred others, many of whom are foremost in the
(Ibid. § 3) be heard at Jerusalem of the death of Ti- mentioned in history, to wit:
ranks of science, art, literature, and even theology.
berius (March 16, A.D. 37), abandoned his march, and
1. Aretas noticed above, 170 B.c.
Mr. Evarts, in his opening speech, said that as no
sent his army into winter quarters, himself remain2. J osepbus (Ant. xiii, 13, § 3) mentions "Aretas, room in the city would hold all the friends and ading at Antioch. By this change of affairs at Rome, king of the Arabians, a person then very illust1·ious." mirers of the distinguished guest, it was ileces&ary
a complete reversal took place in the situation of This is tbe Aretas who was ca1led to reign in Damas- that a company should be made up ·Out o.f the mass,
Antipas and his enemy. The former was ere long cus (lb., 15, § 2). His reign iu Arabia was very and what so good a method aa natural selection?
(A.D. 39) banished to Lyons and his kingdom given long. He was contempor!lry with Alexander Jan- Now, Mr. Spencer, he continued, we are glad to meet
to [Herod] Agrippa, his foe (Ant., xviii, 7), who had neus, king of Judea (106-78 B.c.), wit.h Qlleen Alex- you here. We are glad to aea you, a.nd we are glad
been living in habits of intimacy with the new em- andra (78-69 B c.-called Helena in the 'l'oldoth to bav you see us. We are glad to see you, for we
peror (Ant., xviii, 6, § 5). It would be natural that J el!lhu), and with h(lr sons, llyrcanus and Aristobu- recognize h the bzeadtb of your :knowledge-such
Aretas, who bad bean grossly injured by Anti pas, Ius (69-63 B.c.), contending aucce!lsors to the throne. knowledge as is U!lefnl to your race-a gooater comshould by this change of affairs be received into Hyrcanus fled to Aretas, who aided him with an prehension than any living man has presented to our
favor, and the more so as Vitellius had an old army against his brother. Meanwhile Scaurull 1 the generation. We are glad to l!lee you, because in eur
grudge against Antipas (Ant., xviii, 4, § 5). Now, Roman general, oame to take Jerusalem, but, being jrzdgment you hav brought to the analysis snd diliin the year 38, Caligula made some changes in the offered money by Aristobulus, he raised the iliege tribution of this vast knowledge a more penetrating
east, granting Iturea to Soemus, lesser Armenia and and ordered Aretas to depart. Aretas resisted, but intelligence and a more thorough insight than any
parts of Arabia to Cotys, the territory of Cotys to was beaten. Soon afterward Pompey conquered all living man has brought, even to the minor topics of
Rhaemetalces, and to Polemon, son of Polemon, his Syria, and coming to the country of Ptolemy Man- bia special knowledge. In theology, in psychology,
father's government. These facts, coupled with eus (who was so hated by the Damascenes that they in natural science, in the knowledge of individual
that of no Damascene coins of Caligula or Claudius called in Aretas to rule them), he accepted a thou- man and his expol!lition, and in the knowledge of the
existing, make it probable [!]that about this time 11and talents to save Meneus's life (Ant., xiv, 1, 2, 3; world, in the proper s&nse of society which m~kis up
Damascus, which belonged to the predecessors[?] of War., i, 6).
the world, the world worth knowing, tbe world worth
Aretas (Ant., xiii, 15, § 2), waa granted to him by
The government of Syria and Damascus bad been speaking of; the world worth planningfor,tbe world
Caligula [!!] Thus the difficulty would vanish. The very unstable for many years, under the Seleucidre. worth working for-we acknowl41dge your labors as
other [two] hypotheses- (1 J that the etbnarch was Rawlinson, in his "Ancient History," says that for a surpassing those of any of our kind.
only visiting the city (as if he could then bav guard- period of about fourteen years, from 83 to 69 B.c.,
When Mr. Spencer arose to reply he was received
ed the walls to prevent escape); [2] that Aretas had Tigranes, king of Armenia, was called in by the auf- with bsarty and prolonged applau11e. He said that
seiz2d Damascus on Vitellius giving up the expedi- faring people to govern Syria; and he adds:
he regarded the present occasion as one on which
tion against him (as if a Roman governor of a prov"The Syrian throne seems then to hav fallen to arrears of thanks were due. He would begin 1Vith
inoe would allow one of its chief cities to be taken Antiochus Asiaticus, the son of (Antiocbus)Eusebes, the time, twenty-two years ago, when his highlyfrom him merelybecause hewasinuncertaintyabout who held it for four years only (69-65 n.c.), when valued friend, Prof. Youmanli!, making efforts to
the policy of the new emperor), are very improba- he was disponaessed by Pompey, and the remnant of diffu2e his (the speaker's) books here, interested the
ble."
the kingdom of the Seleucidre was reduced to a Meesrs. Appleton, who bad treated h1m honorably
This, then, is the naked hypothesis: Vitellius, the Roman province, B c. 65."
and handl!omely. Mr. Spencer said he muilt return
Roman governor of Syria, was ordered by Tiberius
But it does not appear that Damascus waG actual- especial thz,nks for the many attentions and profto take King Aretas dead or alive. The execution ly taken till about 63 B c., and it was net till 62 n.c. fered hoepitalities met with during his late tour.
of the order was interrupted by the emperor's death. that the first qttestor of Syria, Pompey's general, The cordial wishes for his better health he beliend
Some changes of governors were made by the new Scaurus, began to govern that country (Smith's Bib. bad been in a measure furthered by the wish, since
emperor, but not of Vitellius. But Vitellius is said Die.). Therefore, notwithstanding Rawlinson's si- all pleasurable emotion is conduciv to healt,b, and
to hav had an old grudge against Antipas, another lence concerning Aretas, there was a period prior to the remembrance of the present event would ever
enemy of Aretas, and might therefore hav favored the Roman reduction of Syria when Aretas doubtless continue to be a 1'10\irce of pleasure exceeded by none
Aretas. Consequently Caligula may hav displaced did, as Josephus tells us, reign in Damascua.
of his remembrance. And now that he had thanked
Vitellius and put the chief city of Syria under the
There are two or three different coins extant of them, briefly though sincerely, as representativ
government of the obnoxious king of Arabia, whose this Aretas, with the inscription: Basileios A·retou Americans, he was going to find fault .with them.
capital was 250 miles distant from Damascus.
Philellenos-"Of King Aretas, lover of the Greeks." The average Ameriean, said he, works too bard and
The hypothesis is too weak to stand alone, and has And there is another coin commemorating the con- too long, and, in his eagerness to pursue some future
nothing at all to support it. Of course there were quest of Aretas by Scaurus, mentioned above, about good, almost ignores what good the paseing day
frequent changEs in the governors of provinces; but 53 B.C. (Ant., xiv, 5; War., i, 8, note; McUl. & Str. offers him; and, when the future good is gained, he
Vitellius was president of Syria from A.D. 35 to 39, Cyc.).
neglects that while striving for some still remoter
and Petronius from 39 to 42 (Smith's Bib. Die.); and
3. The foregoing Aretas, whose surname was good. The cons£quences were the undermining of
considering the rarity of ancient coins, it is not at all Obedas (Ant., xiii, 13, § 5), seems to hav survived the physique. Men were permanently incapacitated
singular that none should be found for a period of till the latter part of the reign of Herod, the Great.. and spent long years endeavoring to recuperate. So
seventeen years minted at Damascus.
He was succeeded by "Eneas, whose name was after- that, beyond the serious physical mischief caused by
:But the author of the above article, the late Dean ward changed to Areta.s" (Ant., xvi, 9, § 4). The. overwork, there is the further mischief that it de-
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stroys what value there would otherwise be in the problems now before us-the antiquity of the human race, the a team of horses that are just all that he can manage anyhow,
h11 is not in a state of. mind to discuss questions with his wife by
leisure part of life. Nor do the evils end here. There origin of man, or even the origin of life itself.
Prof. Marsh was followed by.· the . H.on. Carl his side, who is undertaking to bring up delicate domestic matis the injury to posterity. Damaged conl'ltitutions
ters. A. man that has a woolly-headed deacon watching everyreappear in children, and entail on them far more of Schurz, who responded to the ·tout, "The prbgress thing that he does, or·a gold-spectacled lawyer-not a fat one,
ill than great fortunes yield them of good. When of science tends to international harmony." Speak- but a long, le&.n,lank one-he can't afford to talk Spencerism;
life has been duly rationalized by science, it will be ingoftheolaimof Mr. Spencer that too great continu- he has got to take care of himself first. He must therefore
seen that among a man's duties car!) of the body is ity and intensity of work will necessarily destroy expect not to come in like an equinoctial storm;· he will come in
imperativ, not only out of regard for personal wel- our pbyiical constitution, Mr. Schurz said he was like a drizzle. He will descend as the dew.
But one thing is certain, Mr. Spencer iS coming, whether men
fare, but also out of regard for descendants. His sorry to see t.hat in this respect Mr. Spencer himself, want
him or not, aud CO!lling to stay. Mr. Spencer may hav
con11titution will be considered as an entailed estate, whose health is very delicate, appears more like an dyspepsia, but hiS books hav got no dyspepsia. They like the
climate, and they are working their way steadfastly in this
which he ought to pass on uninjured, if not im- American than ·an Englishman.
Leaving the discusaion of profound scientific and country. When Mr. Spencer spt>aks of our being so industriproved, to those who follow; and it will be held that
millions bequeathed by him will not compensate for pbiloeophical problems to others who were rsckleus ous he speaks like an insular gentleman. You hl!.vn't any·
· 1
ll b •
M S h
11 d thing to do in England; you hav but about three hundred
feeble health and decreased ability to enjoy Iife. o f t h e1r
phys10a we - emg,
r. c urz reca e miles diameter one way and eight hundred the other. Yfe hav
Once more, there is the injury to fellow-citizens, the following reminiscence of the war:
got this whole contin~nt to take care of. We are rather an
taking the shape of undue disregard of competitors.
Some nineteen years ago, shortly after tho battle of Mission- ambitions people. We hav learned from the astronomers that
I hear .that a great trader among you deliberately ary Ridge, I was camped with my command in winter quarters th(!J are five hours ahead of us every day in England, and we
endeavored to crush out every one whose business not far from Chattanooga, where we had so little food for our havto work with all our might to make up those five hours.
Now let me say, with a little more approach to sobriety, I
competed with his own; and manifestly the man horses that many of them died, and so little l!alt that we could
hardly make our beef and hard-tack palat!l.ble, but I found in think that the doctrin of evolution, and its relation to the work
who, making himself a slave to accumulation, ab- my e:lfectll a copy of Herbert Spencer's "Somal Statics," and of Mr. Spencer, which takes in that and a great deal more br>aorbe an inordinate share of the trade or profession during those long winter nights in my tent I studied: them sines, to speak in' plain language, is going to revolutionize tl!~
he is engaged in, makes life harder for all otherl'i en- by the light of a tallow .c&ndle, and for thut beautiful luxury I ology from one end to the other; it is going to make giK'd
gaged in it, and excludes from it many who might shall never cease to be grateful to our distinguished guest. I walking' where we hav had very muddy walking hitherto; it l8
otherwilie gain competencies.
Thu~, besides the became convinced that if the Southern people had read and going to bridge over rivers which we hav had to wade, and it
thoroughly digested that excellsnt work, there would never hav is going to cast light on· many dark points in biblical litera·
egoistic motiv, there are two altruistic motivs which been
any war for the dissolution of the Union. I Ell!sayed to ture. There aremauy points in which the theology of the p&••
should deter from this e:x:cess in work.
hammer the fundamental principle of the "Social Statics" in- did well enough for the past, but it doas not answer reasonable:
Mr. Spencer's concl~ding remarks were as follows: to the heads of the soldjers; namely, that" every man is enti- quE'stions, and the moral considerations that are brought to
Some twenty years ago a good friend of mine, and a good tied to the freedom of doing what hi! wills, provided he inter- bear "upon it in our day I had just as lief hav descended
from a monkey if I hav descended far enough. The New
friend of yours, too, though you never saw him, John Stuart fere not with the same freedom of any other man."
Testament idea, is that religion is the art of putting men on an
Mill, dillivered at St. A.ndrews an inaugural address on the ocAfter li!ome remarks upon the subject of the toast, anvil and hammering them out into perfect manhood. There
casion <if his appointment to the lord rectorship. It contained the speaker continued:
i~ no difference between t)J.at tendency in Mr. Spenctr's work
much to be admired, as did all he wrote. There ran through
distinguished man who this evening honors us we greet or Mr. Darwin's, or the galaxy of eminent writers that shine in
it, however, the tacit assumption that life is for learning 11nd oneInofthethe
foremost representahvs of that great development the Ea,st, and ourselvs on that subject. On the other hand, the
working. I felt for the time that I should hav liked to take up
the opposit thesis. I should ha v liked to contend that life· is of thought which has burst the bonds of the closet; we greet whole business of religion is not merely to insure a man against
not for learning, nor is life for working,.but that learning and in him the great apostle of the doctrin of evolution; we greet fire in the other world, but to create an insurabl& intero!lst in
working are for Jiie. The primary use of knowledge is for such him a.s a hero of thought who has devoted his life to the sub- him.
task of vindicating the right of science a,s against the inThere is nothing more in the quarrel between science and reguidance of conduct under all circumstances as shall make liv- lime
ligion than there is in a quarrel between man and wife. Jn
ing complete. All other uses of knowledge are secondnry. It tolerant authority of traditional belief.
bc,th cases it might be regarded simply as an "adjustment of difSCII!"l)el;r needs saying that the primary use of work is that of
Great applause greeted the peroration of the emi- ierences." All that is true and good in the Bible may easily
supplymg the materials and aids .to living completely; and that nent speaker.
.
be adjusted to the. facts developed by the careful researches of
any other uses of vrork are secondary. But in men's concPpMr.
Evarts
then
announced
as
the
next
toast
thil'l
the
students of science. Man is certainly a pro'gressiv animal,
tions the secondary has in great measure usurped the place of
just so far as true science opens the way for him to sse
the primary. The apostle of culture, as it is commonly con- more or less dubious sentiment, cc Evolution and Re- and
just so far will his moral status improve. Our physical being
ceived, Mr. Matthew ,A-rnold, makes little or no reference to ligion: that which perfects humanity cannot destrny is in constant conflict with our moral being. We are constantly
the fact that the first use of knowledge is the right ordering of religion," to which, as it wall a double toast, he said in our moral natures resolving to do things which our physical
all acti.ons; and Mr. Carlyle, who is a good exponent of current there would be a dnet of speakers to respond. The natures refuse to do, but the physical as well aa the moral
ideas about work, insists on its virtues for quite other reasons first of these was Prof. John Fiske, of Cambridge. natures are improving from year tQ year, which carries out the
th&n that it achieves sustentation. We may trace everywhere
theory of progressiv development. The business befor11 men is
in human affairs a tendency to transform the means into the In the course of his remarks he said:
the making of themselvs, while they are making also the world
end. All see that the miser do~s this when, making the accuMatthew A.rnold once summed up the two main propositions in which they dwell. The doctrin of immortdity was not
muls.tion of money his sole satisfaction, he forgets that inoney of religion very well when he defined God as "An e~rnal known in the Old Testament day. Here we hav Prof. Park, of
is of value only to purchase satisfactions. But it is less com- Power, not our~elvs, that makes for righteousness." This two- A.ndover, and a great many good and godly men in New Engmonly ssen that the like is trua of the work by which the money fold assertion, that there is eternal power that is not ourselvs, land, discussing to-da· whether a man who don"t believe that
is accumulated-that industry, too, bodily or mental, is but a and that this power makes for righteousness, is to be found, everybody that dies impenitent will be damned forever and
means, and that it is as irrational to pursue it to the exclusion either in a rudimentary or in a highly developed state, in all ever, is fit to preach the gospel. Five thousand years ago
of that complete living it subserves as it is for the miser to known religions. In such religions as those of the Esqnimaux there was not a man on the face of the earth that knew there
accumulate money and make no use of it. Hereafter, when or Znlus this assertion is found in a rudimentary shape on each was a future.
this age of activ material pr£lgress has yielded mankind its of its two sides~the speculativ side and the ethical side; in
M
dd
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In conclusion
r. Beecher a reilse t ese wor s
benefits, there will, I think, co;ne a better adjustment of labor such religions as Buddhism or Judaism it is found in a highly
and enjoyment. Among reasone for thinking this, there is the developed shape on both sides. But the main point is that in to Mr. Spencer:
reason that the process of evolution throughout the world at all religions you find it in some shape or orther. I said, a mo.
May he who holds the storms in his hands be gracious to
large brings an increasing surplus of energies that are not ab- ment ago, that modern civilized men will agree that this two you, sir, and may your voyage across the sea be prosperous
sorbed in fulfilling material needs, and points to a still larger sided assertion is of far greater importance than any of the and speedy, a•1d may you find on t/Je other sidA all those consurplus for humanity of the future. And there are other rea- superficial points in which religion.s differ It is really of muc,h ditions of health and of comfort which shall enable you t.o comsons which I must pass over. In brief, I may say that ;ve hav more concern to us that there IS an eternal power, not our- plete the great work, greater tran any other m><n in this age
had somewha.t too much of the" gospel of work." It is time selvs, that makes for right~~;ousness, than that such a power is bas attempted; and may you liv to hea~ from this continent
.to preach the gospel of relaxation.
onefold or ·threefold in its metaphysical nature, or that we and from that an unbroken testimony to the services which
And now I must bid you farewelL When I sail by the Gar- ought not to play cards on Sunday, or to eat meat on Friday. you h~>v: done to humanity; and thus, if you are not outwardly
manic, on Saturday, I shall bear with me pleasant remem- No one, I believe, will deny so simple and clear a statement as crowned, you will wear an invisible crown on your heart which·
brances of my intercourse with many Americans, joined wiLh this. But it is not only we modern men, who call ourselvs en- will Parry comfort to death, and I will greet you beyond.
regrets that my·sts.te of health has prevented me from seeing a lightened, that will agree to this. I doubt not even the narrow·
Mr. Beecher's remarks were cheered at their conlarger number.
minded 'bigots of days now happily gone by would hav been elusion, most of the gentlemen rillling to their feet
made to agree to it if they could hav had some dogg<"dly perThe chairman next introduced Prof. W. G. Sum- sistent
Socrates to cro>s-question them. Calvin was willing to and waving handkerchiefil and napkins.
ner, of Yale College, who, in response to a toast in burn Servetns for doubting the doctrin of the Trinity, but 1 do
When the speaker had taken his seat, Mr. Evarts
honor of "Sociology," paid a high tribute to the not suppose that even Calvin would hav argued that the belief requested the gPntlemen to rise and once more to
guest and to the science of sociology. He said:
in God's threefold nature was more fundamental than the be- drink the healtk of Herbert Spencer. When this
Unquestionably it is to the great philosophy which has now lief in his existence and his goodness. The philosophical error was done, Mr. Spencer said: ''I am too much over'been established by such ample induction in the experimental· with him was that he could not dissociate the less important
sciences, and which offers to man such new command of all doctrin from the more important doctrin, and the fate of the come by the good wishes express&d thi11 evening to
the relations of life, that we must look for the establishment of latter seemed to him wrapped up with the fate of the former. say more."
the guiding lines in the study of sooiology. I can see no I cjte this merely as a typical enmple. What men in past
W. S. Bell's Liberty and .Morality.
boundaries to the scope of the philosophy of evolution. That times hav really valued in their relig'.on has been the universal
·
I
philosophy is sure to embrace all the interests of man on this twofold assertion that there is a God who is pleased by the
This is a fresh and readable book.
t putil moralearth. It will be one of its crowning triumphs to bring light sight of the just man and is angry with the wicked avery day;
and order into the social problems wnich are of universal bear- and when men hav fought one another, and murdered or cal- ity on the right basis. It is up to the· high-water
ing on all mahkind. Mr. Spencer is breaking. the path for us umniated one another for heresy about the Trinity or about eat- mark of advanced thought. Mr. Bell is not a bit
into this domain. We stand eager to follow him· into it, and ing meat on Friday, it has been becau!e they hav suppt'sed be- afraid of liberty, because he has a profound conwe look upon his work on sociology as a gr~tnd step in the lief in non·e~sential doctrins to be inseparably connected with fidence in human nature. He takes no stock in the
history of science. When, therefore, we express our earnest belief in the essential doctrin. In spite of all this, however, it "Gods." The source of morality is man himaelf.
hope that Mr. Spenctr may hav lltrength and health to bring is trYe that in the mind of the uncivilized man the great central
his work to a speedy conclusion, we not only express our per- truths of religion are so densely overlaid with hundreds of What is morality? It is not that which honors
sonal respect and good will for himself, but also our sympathy trivial notions respecting dogma and ritual that his perception deity, but that which honors humanity. It is not
with what, I doubt not, is the warmest wish of his own heart, of the great central truths is obscure. These great central the happine!!ll of a heavenly being that we are to
and our appreciation of. his great services to true science and to truths, indeed, need to be clothed in a dress of little rites and seek, but the happiness of the inhabitant of this
superstition in order to take hold of his dull and untrained in- planet. Let man be free, and he will surely in the
the welfare of mankind.
telligence. But in proportion as men becJme more civilizad
"ll
.
To the toast, "Evolution: at first a hypothesis, now and !earn to think more accurately, and to take wider views of end aeek his happiness, and that WI oonst1tute the
an establi1hed doctrin of the ecientific wo:rld," Prof. life, just so do they come to value the essential truths of religion highest virtue.
Mr. Bell puts these pregnant and grandly revoluMar1h responded, and as a conclusion to an able more highly, while th&y attach less and less importance to
superficial details.
tionary thoughts in a clear-cut and forcible manner.
speech, aaid:
The chairman then introduced, as the last speaker As he is about to enter the lecture field I hope that
•
A.ll existing life on the earth is now believed to be connected
directly with that of the distant past, and one problem to-day Mr. Beecher, who made what was perhaps the most. all Liberal ilocieties will make an effort for the
is to trace out the lines of descent. Here embryology and remarkable speech of the evening. He spoke in enjoyment and instruction of his live presentation of
paleontology work together, and the results already secured effect as follows:
to-day's truth. He is entirely out of the fogs of the
are most important. 'rhe genealogies of some or the animals.
The old churches used to hav two ministers; one was con- past; is' well read, able, and logical and persua1iv in
now living hav been made out with a degree of certainty that
sldered as a doctor of theology and the other a revivalist and his method of address. Hiil ringing words for
amounts to a demonstration, and others must rapidly follow.
In this, and in all other departments of natural science, the pastor. The doctor has had his say, and now the evangelist will liberty are what the hour demands.
doctrin of evolution has brought light out of dm·kness, and hav his. Paul complained thatA.lexander the coppersmith did
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
marks out the path of future progress. What the law of gravi- him great harm. 1\'Ir. Spencer has done us immense harm. I
tation is to astronomy, the law of evolution is now to natural don't believe that there is a thoughtful minister in the United
Cheap Books.
~
"
science. Evolution is no longer a theory, but a demonstrated States that has not been put to a peck of troubles, and a great
deal more than that, by the intrusion of his views and com pariWe hav laid before our readers a list of a part r>f
truth, accepted by naturalists throughout the world.
The most encouraging feature in natural science, indeed in sons with the old views. I can't for the life of me reconcile the standard books we hav recently purchased. W,.
all science, to-day is the spirit in which the work is curried on. hi5 notions with those of St. Augustine. I can't get along with think it will be admitted that they are low in prit} ..
No authority is recognized which forbids the investigation of Calvin and Spencer both. Sometimes one of them is upper- W
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any question, however profound; . and, with that confidence most and sometimes the other, and I hav often been dispooed
which success justly brings, no question within the domain of to let them fight it out themsel vs and .not take any hand in the . low prices and send us generous orders. Addition~
science is now belioYed to be insoluble. Not even the grand scrape. Ic is to be borne in mind that when a miUl is drivin~ to our list will appear in our next.
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Claiming Too Much.
The fo1lowing has been received from an old
friend and long-time patron of Boston:
BosToN. Nov. 15, 1882.
D. M. BENNETT, Dear Sir: A.t the convention for the consideration of the anti-death subject, my attention was called to
your article entitled" E. H. Hevwo,Jd A.gain in Prison,'' which
had escaped my notice before. It somewhat surprised me that,
after doing the same that Mr. Heywood has done, and got yourself into prison, i e, defied that accursed law, doubtless to keep
the agitation among the people in order that sometime the constitutional power of the government, the people, may rise and
annul that law pushed through Congress by that accursed Christian lobbyist on the last day and last hour of the session of 1873.
when, as I am informed, two-thirds of its members were drunkand that when the president signed the bill he was so drunk that
. he had to be held up to do it-you say," We hav fears that
Mr. Heywood has been indiscreet." I had fears when you
defied the government, or the law, but did not express it, and
stood by you all the same. You wondered why Mr. Heywood
should, under the circumstances, mail such matter. Said you
"We could not see what good was tQ be gained by it." Mr.
Heywood might hav said the same of you when you put yourself in"There
the same
a martvr
yourself.
You
!lay,
is noposition
reasonand
whymade
any one
shouldofthrust
his hands
into the lion's mouth.'' Supposing that none of us had brought
any opposition to the tyranny of the church fiends, or to the
miserable frauds of Comstock and his hell-breeding minion~,
where would you hav been now? Instead of one year in the
penitentiary it might hav been ten, and we should not hav had
the priVilege of reading your beautiful history of your travels
around the world. I do hope that the popularity we hav giv~:>n
you by standing by you will not make you a tyrant instead of
the Liberal you once were. There are no men that I hav held
in higher esteem than yourself and Mr. Heywood, so [ hope
that you will not turn against ue in the fight for right, as Col.
Ingersoll, Underwood, and A.bbot bav, and prove yourselvs
to be all hypocrits. A.m sorry to say that I hav found s:Jme of
the most professed champions of Liberalism the most bigoted
that I hav met, even in the orthodox church.
'
Now, Mr. Bennett, I hav had my say, and I hope you will
giv it a plll.ce in the good old TRuTH SEEKER, and oblige one of
your most sincere advocates for the right, and I will ever remoin
Your sincere friend,
N.H. DILLINGHAM, M.D.
REPLY.-With all respect for our venerable friend
we will try to set ourselvs right upon this subject.
We seem, in giving our views upon the Heywood
subject, to hav stirred up a pretty lively hornets'
nest. Every one of a certain class, among whom
may be reckoned those in favor of social freedom,
Freelovers, and promiscuityites, is aggrieved and
will hav it that we hav proved false to principle;
that we hav "flopped over;" that we hav "turned
a summersault;" that we are guilty of cowardly
conduct, that we hav falsified the principles of our
life, and much more in th~ same line.
We insist there is no ground for these claims. We
hav been false to no principle we hav advocated.
We hav not changed position. We hav turned no
summersault. We hav not even flopped over.· The
fact that we sold "Cupid's Yokes" and went to prison
for it by no means proves that we are bound to favor
the circulation of erotic and indecent matter. We
hold that "Cupid's Yokes" is in no sense obscene.
It is an essay upon the marriage ·question. Charles
Devens, Judge Grey, and the members of. H ayes's
Cabinet entertained the same opinion. So thoroughly hav we maintained this that we hav continued to
sell the pamphlet, as we are doing to-day. But because of this we positivly deny that we are bound to
sustain nastiness or that which we look upon as nas
tiness. We hav never said a word to show that we
were in favor of circulating, in any way, salacious
and sensuous reading matter. We are not of the
number who think that what a dying world is sigh.
ing for is the liberty to circulate indecent literature.
There is much which to us seems of far greater con.
.sequence to our race .. We, ho~ever, accord to all
our friends the full right to arrive at such conclusions as to them seem most proper. If they think
the greate.st and grand.est libert_y human. beings ca. n
attain to IS to be permitte d to mrcu1ate m d ecen t I Iterature, we will not quarrel with them, but we ask
the!ll to grant us similar liberty. If it is just for
to em to exercise the right to be in favor of such ciruulation, we certainly hav an equal right to oppose
it. We shall, at all events, exercise that right. We
trust our very Liberal friends will not denY: t~ us. the
rights we so freely accord to them. If It 1s right
for them to act upon their convictions, we trust they
will see it is right for us to do the same. We hope
none will insist that we should not hav the liberty of
our convictions, for ours are as dear to us as those
of others can be to them.
The argument is used that because we bav selected
indecent parts of the Bible and circulated them in a
book, therefore Mr. Heywood has a perfect right
to make eimilt\1' selecti<>ili! from Walt WhitmlHI1 and

that we are bound to sustain him. There seems to
us to be no logic in this. We are oppos~?d to the
Bible. We regard it as a great engin of superstition and error. We hav made it our business to
show up tts imperfections, its nastiness, and its inde,
cency. We hav published those parts separately in
book form, that it may be seen at a glance the indecency the book contains. So long as millions of
copies of the Bible are circulated every year; so
long as they are in every house, in every Sundayschool, and in the hands of every man, woman, and
child, we claim a perfect right to do this. And we
do so to show up the Bible in its true light-,-to
work against it and destroy its influence; We do it,
not because of any special fondness we hav for nastiness, but to show where it is most to. be found. If
we wished to damage Walt Whitman it would seem
we would be justified in pursuing a similar course,
and an·y one else has the same right. But we do
·
•
Wh" d
1
not WISh to inJUre
Itman, an sha 1 not· take. that
course with regard to him. If there are those who
claim the right to do so we will not deny them the
right, but we oert~inly hope they will leave us the
privilege to express our views.
I
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what our object and mission are. It is to oppose the
errors of supernaturalism, the tyranny of priestcraft,
and the absurdities of the current system of religion.
We honestly believe Christianity to be false, to be the
gre~r.test sham in the world, without truth in its his.
.
tory,· without lovelmess m its doctrins, without
benefit to the human race, and without anytbin~ to
sustain it in the hold it has upon the world. We
are in fa.vor of advocating the truths of nature, we
are glad to aid in disseminating the teachings of
scieB.ce. We are in favor of extending and enlarging the rights of oppressed men and women. We
are in favor, so far as possible, of an even distributiori of the wealth of the world. We are opposed
to a few holding immense fortunes which they never
earned, while millions are suffering for the commonW
est necessities of life.
e are opposed to the oppressions of capital and monopoly. We are in favor
of all men acquiring a comfortable competence in
life, and opposed to one man seizing and holding
that which belongs to millions, and. is indispensable
for their comfort.
We hope those who are in sympathy with as in
these reE~pects will sustain us in our effortfi', while we
cannot ask those who are not to do so. We shall
continue on in the work in which we are e11gaged.
We shall not deny to others the right to circulate.
erotic literature if they think that is the highe>~t
good; but we shall not engage in it ourselvs nor advocate it. We trust we hav now defined our position so fully that we shall not again be called upon
to "rise and explain."

The Late Prof. Darwin's Position.
It is encouraging when such papers as the New
York Tribune are willing to print anything decidedly
damaging to Christianity, so it is simply the tr_uth.
The followin~ is from a late letter from a London
correspondent of that journal:
The controversy about Darwin's letter on Revelation app8ars
to be settled hy tbe publication of the original text. This letter
first appeared in England in the form of a translation from the
German which was it<elf a translaJion from the English. By
leaving out a full stop the sentenca in question could be made to
tail on to the next text "" as to read. "I do not believe there
has ever been any revel~<.tion as to a future life." In this qualification some people found comfort. But what Mr. Durwin
really wrote was this:
"Science has nothing to do with Chdst., except iu 80 far as
the habit of sciPntific research m'1ke~ a man cautious in admitting evidence. For myself, I do not believe that there ever has
been any revelation. A.s for a future lif11 , every man must
judge for himself between confl.ictiu'gvague probabilities."
'l'he date of this letter is Jnne 5, 1879, and it is published in
the Academy of November 4t,h. Then follows an extract from
the National Reja1·mer (Mr. Bra<llaugh"s pape!·) of October
29th, giving some account of a vi8it to Darwin last autumn by
Dr. Ludwig Buchner and Dr. A.veling. Darwin is reported to
havsaid: .
"I am with you in thought, but I should Prefer the word
'Agnostic' to the word' Atheist.' · · · 1 never gave up
Christianity until 1 was forty years of age "-and in reply to 11
~;e!~d.~:C~~,he had given up Christianit.y," It is not sap ported
It is possible that some worthy people may presently complain. that the author of these hard sayings should be sleeping
in Westminster A.bbey. But they will complain to 110 purpose.
The A.bbey is a church, but it is also a pantheon, and the
monopoly of it belongs to no creed or sect.
There is far more importance to the few passages
here quoted from the utterances of Mr. Darwin than
is observable to the casual reader. For such a man,
who for hDnest investigation and soundness of his
conclusions has never had a superior in the world, to
say that Christ and science hav no connection, that
he did not believe there ever has been any revelation,
is just equivalent to taking the ultra ground we do,
that Christianity is nothing less than unmitiga,t,ed
fraud and sham.
We hav the pleasure of a personal acquaintance
with Prof. Ludwig Buchner ·and Dr. E., B. Aveling,
and know them to be the strongest kind of Materialists and Atheists. For him to assure those gentlemen that he was with them in belief, and that he gave
up Ohristian'ttv b~cause it was not support6d by evi-

dence, is pregnant with meaning. There Clln be no
mistaking such utterance. The wise philosopher
clearly had not a particle of belief in the most ab.
surd system of Christianity. Many of us may feel
more firm in knees and steadfast in back when we
know that this, the greatest man that ever lived,
professed the same views we do. Ob, haste the day
when thousands and millions more of human beings
may hav the intelligence and integrity to make the
same statement. Let e~ernal truth triumph over
error.

Evils- of Our Days.
It is probable all days and eras hav had a plenty
of evils, and that in mauy respects we liv in one of
the happiest ages the world has known. Soience
has advanced beyond any previous limits. Intelli.
genoa is more diversified over the earth-there are
more of the elements of knowli3dge diffused among
the people than was ever the oaee before since the
era of man upon the earth. The human race ought
to be happy. The earth produces abundantly, and
more than the children of men can eat. Men know how
to construct \lomfortn.ble dwellings to protect themld
Th k
h
selvs from wintry co s.
ey now ow to manufacture warm garments to protect their bodies from
the biting f1·osts. They hav more avocations to
pursm•, and possess more facilities than ever for accomplishing what they desire. Yes, with the a hundance which the fertil earth produces, and with the
numberless avocations that man can pursue, this
ought to be indeed the golden and happy age of the
world. But, alas, it is not so ! -Toil, care, hardship,
and oppression seems to be the lot of nine-tenths of
the inhabit~nts of the globe. Starvation and the
most abJ"ect penury is the fate of the great bulk of
earth's sons and daughters. Ninety-nine hul}dredths
of the inhabitants of the globe are practically under
the heels of the other one-hundredth; and though
they toil from twelve to sixteen hours out of the
twenty-four, they eke out, as a rule, a most misera.
ble existence."
This is the rule in nearly all the countries of the
globe. In countries where ~he climate and fertility
of the soil indicate that men ought to be able to
make a good living by toiling six hours per ,day,
iu fa. ct, though they put in double that amount. of
time, they barely secure a pitiful subsistence. The
truth is, though it is claimed there is less slavery in
the world than ever before, the world is still rife
with it,and perhaps the worst slavery of all is the
slavery of the many to the few, the slavery of labor
to capital.
Let us look over the condition in our own country,
which for many reasons should be the mo!lt prosper·
ous country upon which the sun shines. Here society
is divided into four classes. The first is the very
rich, who as a rule hav never earned a dollar of the
wealth they possess, and perh:1ps hav never done an
honest day's work in their lives. Some of the"e i.n
the course of a lifetime hav accumulated a hundre I
millions of dollars, which would be sufficient to giv
two hundred thousand comfortable homes, with the
me:\nA of securing an honest livelihood.
The second class embraces farmers, traders, mannfacturers, and mechanics, who know neither poverty
nor riches, who by faithful toil are able to secure
the comforts of life.
The third class covers the great army of toilers,
who work by the day, week, or month, for as ~mall.a
sum as their moneyed masters are able to obtam then
services for. These generally own but litlle property,
and though theytoilfaitbfullytheycan only hopetosecure a moderate livelihood. If sickness visits them
·
and they are unable to pursue ~hei~ daily toil, t~en
income at once stops, and depnvatiOn and suffermg
arH consEquent.
.
In the fourth class are the paupers, tramps, cnminals, and those who will not work on any considtration, and who would not c:1use the world any loss,
th
for all the good they do, should they starve to dea ·
The first cb.ss are the robbers and th«:l thieves of
the world. They obtain that in unlimited quantities
to which they hav no real right and which they hav
never earned. The wealth of the world, like the
air, the water, and the soil, is the natural heritage
of all; and he who grasps and takes to himself a~
unlimited amount of that which belongs to all IS
simply a robber and should be treated as a robber.
It is indeed a serioll's question as to what shall be
· this tendency toth e enormous ace~
n
the remedy for
mulation of wealth in the hands of the few. T
such a pass has this acc11mulation come that it is .no
uncommon thing for these wholesale robbers to s~1ze
ten millions of dollars per year1 an income suffi.01ent
for ten th<;usand men. And sometimes by giving
the financial machinery an extra turn, a million, or
half a million, is made in a few hours.
Is this great wrong to continue, and. is t~ere no
remedy for it? Shall we all tamely s1t With _our
thumbs in our mouths and let the Vanderbllts,
the Goulds, and the Rothschilds thus swing the lash
over our heads and make us even fall before the
whe~Js of their golde,n chariots? So long as the
paople suffer this outrage to be perpetrated, so long
will it continue. If the public will quietly ~et th~se
robbers still o'erload their safes and treasu:r1es w1th
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"Herndon is a drunkard," "Herndon is a vile Infidel and'a
knave, a liar and a drunkard," and the like. I hav contradicted all these things under my own hand often, except as to
my so-called Infidelity, Liberalism, free religious opinion~, or
what-not. In the month of October, 1882, I saw in and clipped
out of the eherryvale Globe-News of Sept., 1882, a paper published in the state of Kansas, the following rich and racy article.
It is as follows :
LINCOLN's OLD LAW. PARTNER A PAUPER.
Rill Herndon is a pauper in· Springfteld. ill. He was once worth·
considerable property. His mind was the most argumentativ of
any of the old lawyers in the state, and his memory was extra-,
Ordinary.
·
.
.
For several years before Lincoln w•s nominated for the presidency, Hern<fun was in some respects the most a.ctiv member of the
Joseph Cook.
firm, preparing the greatest number of cases for trial and making
elaborate arguments in their bebalf.
This blatant, slanderous, false, and semi-insane It is said that he worked bard with Lincoln In preparing tlie
individual it appears h
t
h dA
memorable speeches delivered hy the man who afterward became
'
' as Once more OUC e
mer- pr·esldent, dnring the debates between Lincoln and Douglas in 1858,
ican soil, and for a week has been bloviating in Cal- and in constructing the Coop~r Institute address_ delivered by Lin.f
·
t
b
t"
f
h
b
f
h.
a shortwith
time before the war.
1 orma owns, oas mg o t e num er 0
lS books cnln
Herndon,
all his attainments, was a. man who now and then
that hav been sold and the proof that 1"s ther b went on a •pree, and it wes no uncommon tblng for him to leave an
•
'
e Y important lawsuit and spend several days in drinking and caronsafforded- to .t~e world of the truth of the Jesus sys- in_g. 'l'hia habit became worse after Lincoln's.dea~b, and, like poor
tern of rehgwn. Eut really his noisy mouthings Dwk}'ate~. ~erndon -..·entdown stepbys•ep 1111 h1s old friends and·
· b t l"ttl f
·
.
d
.
associates pomt to him as a common drunkard.
.
,
con t am u I e or an mte111gent an candtd man
. .
.
.
.
to listen to He is
th• · 1 b t
"ll ·
There are three dislmct charges m the above article. Ftrst
.
· .. , . n~ mg e se u. a VI amous, that I am a pauper; seconrl, that I am a common drunkard
lymg blatherskite. H1s great effort IS to show that ·and third that I was a traitor or false to mv clients. Let me
there is a close connection between Jesus and sci- answer these charges in tl,leir ~rder: First, i am not a pauper,
ence. His entire effort is to sustain a falsehood. never bay been, and expect nl'ver to be. I am working on my
Jesus knew no more about science than a ten-year- owz: farm, making my _own living with !D:f o~n ~us~le and
old boy· and ·every time J osepb Cook tt
t t braiD:, a place and. a ~alhng that even Christiamty with Its per' b
.
a emp 8 0 secutwn and mabgmty can never reach me to do me much
h ~w to t e ?Ontrary he Blmply attempts tp hold up harm. I had, it iR true, once a considerable property, but lost
s
Reduction of Price-New Subscribers.
a he. Darwm spoke the truth when he said "there much of it in the crash and consequent crisis of 1873, caused
We must confess up to this time we hav been is no co,.,nection between Christ and science," and in part by the contraction of the currency, in· part by the deaomewhat disappointed in the zeal our friends mani- one word from him is worth ten thousand from the cline !n the demand. for ~~ricultural products which I raised for
fest in sending"in the names of new subscribers-or arrogant, boastful slanderous lying ungentlemanl
sale, m part by the mabiiity of the people to buy, et~., and for
· · h J
h C' k.
' . '
y, no other reasons. Second, I never was a comnwn drunkard, as
rather. a want of zeal. By reducing the price of the
BWIDIB
osep
00 •
I look at it, and am not now. I am and hav been for years an
paper to reaIIy less than cost, we expected considerardent and enthnsia$tic- temperance man, though opposed to
able interest would be manifest in sending in the
-.
Much For Litt1e
prohibition by law, by any force or other choker. The time
names of new patrons. Every reader of the paper
•
has not come for thi~. It is a fact that I once, years ago, went
has a dH-ect interest in having the price as low as
We hav on hand a goodly number of Volume!! I. on a spree; and this I now deeply regret. It however is in the
posRible, and if this price is kept low the circulation and II. of THE TRUTH SEEKER, published in 1874 pstst, and let a _good life in the future bury the past.. I hav not
must. be incr~;ased. This is almost a self-evident and 1875, the same securely bound in good papf>r fallen; I h~,v riSen, and !lll good men. and w:omen wll_l ~ppla:ud
roposition.
covers. The first volume is 8 monthl
d th the d~ed. always exceptmg .a small,_hLt!e, bitter Chri~tian like
P
.
.
.
d
·
.
y, a~
· e ·the R1ght l~ev. pastor and liar of thiS mty, to whom I can trace
We w11l be glad 1f every fnend of THE TRUTH l'lecon a seml-monthly · Volume 1. con tams 160 soma of the above charg<>s. In my case this minister was an
SEEKER will exert himself to extend its circulation. pages, and yoiume II. 256 pages.
eager, itching libeler, and what he said of me is false-nay, a
To enoourage this effort we hav offered what we·
We are d1sposed to send tbeFJe out to frienils who wilful lie. Third, I never was a traitor or untrue to my clients
consider some generous' premiums. When a paper wish them at a trifle above the poRtage. We will o~ their interPsts.. I neve•· left them during the progr<'ss of a
is sent out at less than cost, it cannot be expected !'P.Dd Vol I. for 25 cents, and Vol. rr. for 50 cents trial ohr at oth~r timl"des fort t~e cause~ ~~eg~~ed~~~rb~nc~~~e ~
. . can b e given.
.
Th e f o.11owinR 'l'hev
alarge a~oun t of rea a·mg rna ttver, fin d had
may noavfaith
crepL-s
-ou o M1'.
a case
( un gwho had faith. in it,
th a t ~uc h commlsmon
. contain
·
in it,I leaving
Lincoln,
prernmms are all we feel able to c.:ffer. And right are worth nearly ten times the amount a aked for to run it through. My want of faith in thA case would bavbean
here W;'jl !llust say that if the price of THE TRoTH them. They also are worth .not a little to !'pow dirco":ered by the jury, and t~at di<;covery woul~ h~: damaged
SEEKER JS kept at $2.50 per year, the number of what T~ 'l'R-r;TH SEll:KER wa!l m the firs~ anil second :n¥ c! en,t~ and to save my chPn\~ do?ged. This 1s all there
ncust be greatly increr.sed To secr-e th years of Its existence_ Let those who w1sh to ONl'WH'A 18 mit, I.Ld let men make .the mo." of. It.
. . .
P at rom:
.
·
"
•
• · u
e h
•
f ·
.
Now let me ask a quell'tlitm. Why IS -all this l1belmg of me?
pr-e_miUr;ts offered, w~ expect a good long hst of sub- t ese vomme~ not arl to mgke then· w:a.nts known.
I t<rn a mere printe citizen, hold no office, do nnt beg the good
scnbers names sent m.
----------~---------- ·
_
pr-ople to giv me one often. My r~l'gious ideas, views, and
NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
Christian Misrepresentation .
philosnph_v are t?-day here :mpor;nlar. But wait. ~ will not
To all new y~ariy subscribers we will .send the ·
·
. . .
. .
ileny my ldea,s, VIew~. o~ pb1loso.Pnv for office or stat10n or the
paper to .January, 1884, for the price of the next I~ one of ~he most co~mon qnah!Ies met,wJth m 5mr ~ypl~nsE> of tne ~nthmkmp: m~lt!t~d<> .. l can, however, al!-swer
· . ~~>2 50 At th" h
t ·t
ld
_ t1me. Mumopre8entatwn. a~perswn, a no OAtJ'FJf'lOilll tne r,br•ve quesl1on. lt (the J,bfl ng) IS dr;n~> because I ~Id asyear, VIZ· <IP - • · d
18 c eap ra e, I wou
seem seem t o h P. It'! naouJa
t . l
·h
;
•et 1111tl affi··m by orallan"uage a•:d by 1mnt that Mr Lmcoln
d
t
b
'b
o f rt'lJrr
'··· '
· ·
.
.
,.,
,
. .
·
th a t many can b e lil _uce _ o su sen e.
.
.
. tot e enrrent. s-v~t<>m
· -'
>; w"~ "'' Infide.l, sometimes bordermg on Atheism, and yet he
Aud to encourage our present subscribers to make wn a!'! lt!! o~n. exJstence. WhE>n l>nfl ~ctr;; upon fl1A j was arn•<~Jg t.he bPst, grPatesl-, and noblest of mankind ; he was
a little effort, we offer the following premiums:
houest. :onvu~tlOilS ann en;1P.avors tC> f't]t)W th~t, tlie a ~mnd m"Xl. Why _do not t?e Chris•iaus prove that Mr. ~inTo the one obtaining the most names for 3 year'" sv~t~n; 1~ .fa~l"f_l--not what Jt. pnr:;;orts to he--1!'1 not com was an .e.vr..ng~elwa.l Chnst1r.n, and thus prove me a har?
} ; t' n ~ th , , ,, t
·n
t
, of d1vme or1gm, he nt once becomes the mark for I 0:1P of _my rneTJds, for .whom I _b~v g"eat respect, sa;s th~t
8Uoscr.p 10., a" e &oo:::o r~ e, we WL pr~Bell 2- !l,t tl
t
. ~ d
i
.
d ~
d J
1" 1\fr. Lmco];J W!.•S 11 1-atwnal Chnotum becau~e be beh•ved m
1
of Ct·ambara's
C-cclo~H1Jn
m
15
vofs···
pnce
$15
l"t ., Wh yno t sRylh.r.
1\.r L"mconwass.?·aw"!'a
1
t"
lB nddhi s,
t
,
•
u
J .- P;
u'
., . • ·, · 0-ne mos pomce
han mmnty,
tb"t· s.an e,,t an a mse. If trOJ"P.IY.'
. t
0
8
1o the one sendm~ m the next largest hst, we wrll ne. presu.mes
ow a ~ny grefl. man was fl.n nn- ,:s Budrlhisw teaches morPliiy·? Why not s2.y Lmcoln wa.s a
presBo.t a copy of Webster's Unabridged Dictionary believer m .t.he l'ilstem, h6 IB at one~ bunted d<:wn, 1•ational :M:nhamme,lan? By ibe .,,ay, let me say he~P ~hs.t I
or a s;;t of Dickens's works, as may be preferr<;d. pu_rsued, ~pitefu.ly used, and all man.ner of thmgs lJ~v. a. rrrfound re8p''Ct for an Anrnest, manl:v, anu smcne
V a.lue of each set $12. ·Or any other works of tbe Bald of him falsel:y:. All the dogs, httle and big, Cnr1stian. or s.n At.h~ist, a pr?f?und re~pect. f~r ~n e_nr_nest. mansame rice.
'
'
mangy and lousy, w1ll yelp after him and do all they lv, and •weere I1;fi·tel or Tne1~t, or.an~.. ot .. er rell_gJnn, or the
1can to ca.st dis race u on hi
r
p
.
.
men whn hold It. w!•.en thnt behef lo woven mto a great
.ro the one sendmg m the next largest number, we
"
~
P
m.
.
manly character to beautify and greatPn the world.
w1ll present a copy of Shakspere's Complete Works,
Th ~se reflectiOns are called ont by the VIle courRe
Thes_e charges, and I dr> l"Ot kr.ow how many more, nor of
bonn in morocco and gold, la.ro-e qu~rto edition that h~s been pursued toward W. H. Herndon, Esq., what·kmd, h!1v been sf'atte;-e,1 hroadca.~t all over tbe land, !l"d
worth $6; or any other works of the same value. ' o~ Sprmgfield, IlL, fm·~erly law partner of Abraham ~a.v goue into every h~nFe, hav been .reud at ev~ry fireside,
"l'b
d
b
·
· _
ll
h Lmcoln and who published to the world that Lincoln till the good people believe them-bAlieve that I am nearlv
.eae are goo. , su stantia1 premiUms, we wort .
' b I'
.
h Ch . .
.., ·,
. RS mean as a little Christian. and all becn.use I told the truth
workmg for. Chambers's Cyclopedia (now called·lwas an un e lever m t e
rtsttan ~istem, or, m andstand.firmtomyconvictions.
Re~nectfnlly, .
People's Library of Universal Knowledge) was orig- other wordll, ~n Infidel, as th~ term IS understood.
Springfield, IU., Nov. 9, 1882.
W. H. HERNDON.
inally published for $30. The Dickens's Works was! We hav. received the followmg letter from Mr.
published originally for $22.50; and this edition of! Herndon· ·
S
N
W. S. Bell's "Liberty and Morality."
1
Sh a lupsre IS th e same. so ld th roug h out· th e coun t ry. To TirE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH
PRINGFIELD,
ov. 20 • 282.
SEEKER,LL.,
Sir: Inclosed is a
To THE EnrroR oF TnE TRUTH SEEKER, Si'r :
by canvassers ~or from $10 to $12. They are all!' card of mine which I hav been, compelled in self-defense to Like yourself, I listened, at the Watkins Convention
books of endurmg WO"th.
publish. I said fr•m 1866 to 1882 that Mr; Lincoln was an In- last August, with deep interest to a part of Mr.
This offer will remain open till March next, and! fidel. I sa:id it, wrote it, and p_ublished it; and I now repeat it Bell's lecture, which he haa since thrown into pamshould be the means of adding many new friends t? you. S~nce t.ho~e years I thl~k I hav ?een t~~ best abused phlet form, entitled "Liberty and Morality."
.
h t
L"b 1
1 · d
If h b
lztt1e man Ill America. I am Simply a pnvate citizen, and yet
t~,w a many 1 ~ra s are P ease to ca . t e e.st the Christian people and press still grind out th~ir libels simplv
If the Radicals of this country were an orgamzed
LvJeral paper published. We trust our fri~nds will because I told the truth. Please read, and, if you can, will army Mr. Bell would be assigned to the artillery,
see that we do not hav send out these premmms for you be so kind as to publish it in your excellent TRnH for when he trains his gun on the cit"adel of superinsufficient consideration. L.et &ll good truth seek- SEEKER? I~ you cannot publish. th~ whole please. simmer it stition you may expect to see the dust and sp~inters
ers exert themselvs to make THE TRUTH SEEKER list down, and 1nv me a good little editorial, and for whwh I shall fill the air. In his new pamphlet h<. proves himself
be under a thousand obli!?P..tions to you.
grow.
to be a master of the logical method,
is not
Your friend,
WM. H. HERNDON.
afraid of results; and I well reme_mher, when hearChristian Influences..
A. cARD AND A. coRREcTioN.
ing him at vV atkinA, that _I felt that his addr.ess
•
.
h
d
.
I wish to say a few words to the public and private ear
. A g1·eat d ea1 Is. S~Id ~bout t e s'Yeet an ennoblmg About the year 1870 I wrote a letter to F. E. Abbot, then of ought to be printed and mrculated far a~d wide
mfluences of Christlamty, and of Its· wonderful pow-· Ohio, touching Mr. Lincoln's religion. In that letter I stated that among the people so as to correct the false ·Ideas on
er in elevating men and women from the low plane Mr. Lincoln was an Infidel, sometimes bordering on Atheism, the subject of disciplin which hav been engendered
where birth placed them. But when particular cases and I now rep~at the same._ Jn the y~ar ~873 the Right Rev. by the church.
are investigated it quite as often turns out that a Jame~ A. R~ed, p~tor.and l.mr of t~IS city, gave a lectur~ on
As Mr. Bell wrote his lecture before the second
·
f Ch .· · ·
k
I
I Mr. Lincoln s religiOn, In whiCh he tned to answer some thmgs
prof essiOn o . nstlamty ma es peop e not on Y which I never asserted, except as to Lincoln's Infidelity, which great upri@ing of the American people, I can easily
arrant hy.poorits, but also low and vulgar. One of I did assert and now and here affirm. Mr. Lincoln was an ln.- see how the Rtorros of Ooto'ber and November, by
our city dailies states that "it has been -said that fidel of the ~adica.l type; he never mentioned thfl name of Jesus purifying the poli~ical a~mosp~~re, would make him,
Gen. Booth, of the Salvation Army, is very much of ex<:ept to scorn and. detest t.he idea of mirsculous conception' as well as our late 11lustrwus VISitor, Herbert Spencer,
a gentleman, and that his wife is a highly-cultured Thi~ lecture of the With~red minis~r will be fo~nd i!l Ho~lanf!'s feel more hopeful concerning the republic, and corlady. The effect of associating with such remarka- Rev1ff/lJ. I an~were.d thiS lec~ure In 187~, I t~mk, m this mty roborate the sentiments of Mr. Bell's lecture. .
.
.
to a lar~?e and mtelllgent audience-had 1t prmted and sent a
I uvderstand that Mr. Bell contemplates re-visitble ent!:msias.ts as those w~o compose t?~ army has copy to Holland, requesting, in polite language that he insert it
shown Itself m Mrs. Booths style of writmg. In an In his Review, as an answer to the Reed lectiire. The request ing the. West on a lecturing tour. If the Radicals
essay on 'Right-hearted People,' she says: 'I be- was de~ied m~, as a matter of course. He could help to libel a of that section of country wish to employ one who
lieve devils are sitting in council over us every day. man with <;Jhnst!an courage, and with Chrislian cowardice re- finishes the work he undertakes to do in a workman·
·
·
h e. was fus11 to unbbel
him.
like manner, Mr. Bell is the man for them.
Th e d evi"1 h as ·neyer b a d such a stewmg
smce
8 oon th ereaft er, say f rom 187,., to 1882, 1 saw fl oat·mg around
·b f
·bl
d
, Th'
Respectfully,
A. B. BBADFOm;>;
f
h
IS may ~ OrCI ~· an pos- in the newspaper literature such charges as "Herndon is in
c!"st out O eaven.
.EnQn Valle;t;, Pa. 1 Nov. 181 1882,
ftlhly even true 1 yet nobody w!ll oall lt eleg~nt. the lun~tic asylum, well chained1" "Herndon is a pauper,"

the wealth· which belongs to the people, the COD·
scienceless criminals will continue to seize all they
can grasp.
The remedy is to make it undesirable to be the
owner of such vast wealth. No one man should own
more than one hundred thousand dollars' worth of
property, and when more than this is acquired it
should be )leavily taxed, increasing the rate of taxa· tion with the increase of wealth. The ,.excessivly
rich should be excessivly taxed. Capital, and not
labor, should be made to sustain the expenses of
state and national government. A new system of
taxation should be adopted, and it should be so graduated that the mot•e wealth a man has stolen the
heavier taxes he should pay. This is ,but simple
justice, and the people of the country should hav the
intelligence, the courage, and the firmness to carry
it out. The people hav it entirely in their power to
effect this if they will only act in concert and are
true to themselvs and each other. They are the
creators of the law-making power, and it rests
wnolly with them whether this great reform shaH
be inaugurated. Let it be ·hoped that the people of
America will hav the intelligence to look this matter
squarely in the face, and hav the determination to
see that juatioe is done.

·Ho"!ever, it is quite as refined as anything else in
the Issue of the War Ory in which it appears. That
paper says: 'Hell's mouth is wide open.' 'The
Hallelujah lasses beat the tambourine. Anything to
beat the devil."'
A ~e~ief.in a ~ystem of religion that depends upon
a mahcwus devil to carry out the behests of a still
more malicious God is well calculated to engender
crude and most erroneous notions. The system can
ass~redly be w-ell spared from the world.
.
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thinkers may go on working without any fear of their
efforts suddenly coming to an end before their task
is completed.
·
J. D.
London, Oct. 25, 1882.

Our London Letter

To THE EmTOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Si1·: The
The New Calendar.
churc~ congress. at Derbf met, ta_lked ~ great' deal,
We hav been requested to giv place to the followand dissolved, With th? blissful satisfaetlO? that ~bey! ing from the Invest'igato 1· :
·
had regenerated mankmd and put everythmg st:l'lnght /1 F
w·
,_.
dl
·
. tl
11 you .!i.lll r a11ow me a 1It
.
th
B t
.
a·
RIEND 8 EAVER:
'1e space lll
f or
ano ?r year.
u as on varwus ma~ters I~-. yom next issue, became I find that my generosity to Mr.
cussed the ats&mbly was not always up!numouil, 1t I' Wakeman concerning my 282. Freethought Calendar is being
is highly probable that the Holy Gbosll'did not de- misconstrued, to my grellt injury, and is even muking an
scend upon these modern apostles, and no doubt 1 el!emy of a promin;;nt New York J::iberal, who would be a
th.ey would. hav been surprised, not to say !lreatly 1fne~d butofor my ~ar~e-h~artedness m t.he matt~Jr,. for ~ ne~d
fnghtened 1f cloven tOD"'Ues as of fire had dropDed· not mw ev •. n mentwne~ .JI,.r: Wakeman m connec.twu wi~h It,
h
'
"'
•
but shared the honor witn him out of pure good Will? Tnere·
on t~d~m. _
.
.
fore I musL now declare, for my own protection, that the credit
The proceedmgs commenced With a speech on the I so freely giv friend Wakeman is wholly from courtesy and
benefit!! done to the world by the Society for the Prop- not cf right, fnr until I proclaimed it at a public meeting in the
agation of the Gospel iu Foreign Parta, which it ap- Paine Memcri~l, neither he nor any other Hbera.l except mypears h~Al b~eil in uistence 181 years. This society self hHd the sliithtest how ledge. of a 282. F:eethought Oalsn•
,._. fl
· df
b
f
•.
dar, and conscqnevtlv the as~iJrtlon that It IS Mr. Wakeman's
seam~ Cul~ Y orgamzt
or t e. p~rpoiie O crea"mg Calendar is a mis;tuke 0f the largest dt'~cription.
C?lom<;,~ b1wh?ps, who moatly hv lU En~~and, ~g the
As Brother Wakeman never origir-,:o.ted a. calendar at all,
Circleli lll whiCh they would h!lv to move m their own there cannot very wdl be "Brnno-Wakem>l.n" Calenclar, but
dioce!leB are scarcely congenial to t.hsir tender organ- there is a Hill- Waksman or Liberal Oalendm·, ori~ioated, proiz!l.tionf).
claimed, 1111~ started. on its mi~~ion to hum~tniry by myse~f
It s.ppe'"rs that God is pres: dent of the society b t alone," 8m1 m onkr thil.~ I maJ:' not bll.V .t?.suffer wro~g a~<a.ID
. '" .
.
~
•
' u t on account of that last 01 all thmgs for wmch porEons stwuld so
ae he ot.l y _1pvs hrs n~me ohe expen~iS hav to be mev suffer, namely, their kindness, I hav made th!s plain statement
by tb~ believers on Qarlb, aud the Jnoome has b4>en of fact, and ask Mr. Wakeman ro verify it in your columns, so
dropping off somewhat lately, so the faithful had to ibat I may no mor~> be robbed in this m;,nner.
be etin'ed up in the usual manner.
VEry truly Jours,
. G~oRGE N. HILL.
.Altl:rough we are assured by some of the clergy
Boston, Mass., Nov. 10, 2~ .. , Anno SC'!ent~a.
.
tbtt the "church of Christ" is making rapid head.
~· S.-As I ~oustructed this ga!endar largely as a m<m~ment
·d . - bt th
. ht b r
>h . '1 I to u!:!e herow GIOrdano Bruno, l. hope that sooner or larei' all
W"'Y• an no <lou
ey WHl o e Ieve auu, lfl ~ le J Liberals ar:d their societies will embrace in full my idea in
case, yet ot~ers of the~ are bou~d to COU1€Sil that I stmting it, 1:\mi will giv to science-for Io.Ye or whi?h Byuno so
~he reverse .Is the case, If they can Judge by t~ e num- l gallantly. gu!f~re~ de~th a~ the. sta.ke-tne plat<e It w surely
oers ~ttendmg churches and chapels. The bishop of! ~e~erves oor.n ~~ Itse;h and ror hi~ S!l.k:e as the h€ad of ~ur ~ree
Liverpool dolefully admit2 that" the working claues, tnough; s~encat:. usn:~; thr1 l~tte~s A..s. (Anno Scunt~a, or
as a body are oonspicuousl-r absent f om the publici Year o~ '~C!ence) m da.tmg _eyen.s ~mce tpe old ye~:r, 1600, and
•
.1
•
r
•
. : tha lett~rs B. S. (Before :Smence) for tnose prevwus to that
worsh1p of God on Sundays. ThiB state of thmgs IS i time, then indeed shall we liv in th& ''age of reason."
emiuently unsatiefactory; it endangers the very exiiit-j
_ CYours,
G. N. H.
e~ce of the. establiah<:d church ,;:f Engl::l~d. ,Wei [We preaJume }';fr. Wskeman will not object to
Ci!.~not ~o _:v1thou~- th~ m;~tsses. .~.he c_huroD: wnose i sharing with :Mr. Hill the honer of proposing the
aib.. crBn ,s c.re .s mmor.ty lll thet land, Will no" he•.al-l new Calendar, and that neither Mr. Wakeman nor
lo~ed to rctai~ h~,r.endowmen.:a ~nd her conne~! 0 nj Mr. Hill knew th£>t the other had proposed it at the
Wl.~b the state lll ~~!S. age, ~nd .without the '! 0 r~mg i time he proposed it. n only pro vee that two or
.chss~g o.~r c~,urch IS m a mmonty a; any par:Iament-! more great mind!! often run in t:Oe game grouve.
ary e_ec"wnt. . You see, he has la .. the .o:a" out of 1The proposition to drop the bloody Era of the Lord
~~e :ag. I~. IS the ~:mdo~~ents ~nd ! 111 ~ 11 ~:ntary 1and adopt the peaceful Era of Jlrlan is certainly a
u,fluenc~ tht~le humble d_su,ples 0 ~ th.., ?3 -P"'n"er c;f 1good one, no matter how many made it.- En. T. SJ.
Naz~retn want. When the church was m the plem·l
.
ude of its power, which of its me.m?ers troubled,,
Where Shall We Find Liberal Wives 1
about the maaees, except to keep them m total bonda,P"e? But now thAy pOiifiaes votes and are getting bet-' Wha.t .are Y'e ,, LiberP..l ·:young men go~ng to ~lo for "~ibo
d . d h ; al · d:
d ~ , th , \ eral" wrves? You are aware there ttrG !ewer L1beml young
ter e ucate ' t e.r V ue lS l!lCO~er~ ' .. ua ". ey are ladies than young men, a lev.st so it seems to me. It i& someexpe.cted to ?e caught by the .chll~Ish expe~tent of thing that causes me no little pdn. For i.nstE.nce, I become acputtmg a little salt on their ta1Is. I thmk the qnainted with a nice young lady, well informed on most subjects,
bi.shops are rather too late in the day to entrap the and who ~o do~Ibt wo~ld. ~:<ke a. %?od wife, a~d then find she is
working man, and these aoft word a and piteous cries j a firm b~liever m the C9I'I~ti~!l rehgwn; what. Is t? be don~? A.s
fo- help in their distress will scarcely compensate fa~ as I am conce~ned, ~ndmc:~mlly, I ~ould bear It; but when I
r
.
.
.
thJnk of the darlmg l!ttle children (If so fortun~te as t.:> hav
for ages of the duest oppreast.on and tyranny:
children) baing t?.ught to believe it, and I not allowed to reacl
The church men are not qu;te so pleased With the to them from Tli:E 'fRUTH SEEKER, and other such publications,
Salvation .Army aa they were. The latter fire get- I just back right doWTI, and say I will not marry until I find a
ting all the plunder, and, what is much more, stick- "Liberal."
H.
in&" to it. They do not intend to cry "h&lvefl," and
The first step toward making Liberal women is to
it IS now discovered that they are not doing the make f1·ee women.
Lord'<; work as waa at first supposed. Inlltead of
Giv woman the ballot-make her in all respects
converting wicked Infidels they are converting those man's equal. Mske her a responsible being. Make
wbo are already in the fold. It is a case of wolf her feel that what she is depend11 on what she doe11,
eating wolf. .At the licensing sessions held. a few and what she is free to do. Let her mix and·mingle
days back, amongst the other publicans and sinners, with the world's workers, winning name, fame, and
appeared" General" Booth, who desired a renewal money of her own. Let her become self-supporting
licenile for music and dancing at the Eagle Tavern and self-owning. Let her stand side by side with
and Grecian Theater just purchased by him, but .as man in every walk and line of life, and she will behe declined to say what he intended doing with the come as broad, wise, and cultured as only practical
dancing license they only gave him one for selling workerl!l can.
liquon. No doubt if he and hia family serve behind
It is ignorance that builds all our churchee, and
the bar they will draw plenty of custom. He seems while women are tied to the kitchen and n11rsery, or
to hav made quite a good sum of money by selling kept as parlor ornaments and he!plel'ls dependents on
tickets of admission to the marriage ceremony of· man's bounty, they will be ignorant and supentihis ilOD, on whom the mantle of the prophet is to de- tious, and gravitate to the church. Living as woman
acend. I am curious to know what his next sensa- now does~almost wholly for her affections-!ientition will be, for now he has started he must keep mental, romantic, and self-sacrificing; yielding,
this sort of thing up or the concern will fall to pieoe!l pliant, and docil atJ a slave; she is a too willing tool
sooner than he intenda.
·in the hands of the priest. The religions are almol!t
A serious accident has just occurred at Hanley, in entirely" heistic," and it is a beautiful dream of roone of the salvation halls. The flooring gave way, mance for the woman who is so often starved for
and many of the dupes were injured, aome very love to think of "falling into the arms of Jesus,"
severely, but I suppose this will be Mcounted as a and living and adoring him, and looking up with
blesliing in disguise, one of the Lord's mysterious awe and reverential affection oo her father-God.
ways with him people, to test their faith. It is bound But this is an eminently practical age, and slowly
to be all for the bsst, somehow or other.
are the chains one by one dropping .from our sex, and
Canon Farrar bas published a book recently on the as fast as the fetters fall do the freed thoughts seek
early history of the church, and I should imagin truth and independent fields of action. Be ye not in
from what little I hav seen of it that it mulilt be haiite, my Liberal brothers, to form tiea that are liferather an ingenious w9rk:. The writer has discovered long. Pauae :1.nd consider w~;ll ere you cement an
that Nsro w~s the 2.ntichriet and the. br;;ast spoken endlems partnenbip with one who loves her God, her
of in th~t zoological tre.'l.tis known at the Revela,. savior, and her church more than she loves you. Be
tion of St. John; the prophetical numberii came out alilimred if she does, i!he will gacrifice you and your
all right, and everything else tallies, so no doubt it children to the deities she adores. Better to wai.t
is all correct. It is some comfort to know that all than to :ruin all. Even though not a chureh.member,
the prophecies bav been fulfilled, all the vials poured tha girl ref:'.red among theologians, and ignorant of
out, and the trumpets blown, so we shall not hav it. science, evolution, ancl all th'3 graat bed-rock philosoto go thro1.•gh, as other ignorant teachers want to phies, will be· only too apt to be narrow, bigoted, and
make out. I m.-;self am glad it is all over, but it selfish. If she loves, it will be a selfish, craving
was a great pity it was not all found out before, as love, asking all, and bending all to her own narrow
it would hav relieved many of much anxiety. .As ideas.
all that disagreeable busine1s is done with, FreeIf there is no Liberal women in your immediate
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neighborhoods, it is well to advertise in our TRUTH
SEEKER for correSJ)ondents of the kind you wish for;
and when you hav form~d an acquaintance in this
way7 then by careful personal interviews as1mre your.
self that there is no peculiar idiosyncrasy or habit of
any kind that will come between you two to make
life unhappy. Trifles, when daily and hourly forced
upon u!l, become mountains of misery.
Yet it is not to be e:x:pe'cted any two individuals
will eve!" think alike in all things, or be alway& willing to pull one way. So each must expect to bear
and forbear. Be ye always kind, gentle, and courteous; always re!i!peotful, thoughtful, and charitable,
one to the other; and then harmony and peace shall
be yours.. Should the little blind archer happen to
shoot his arrows so as to link in true love a Liberal
youth toa pious maidsn; the twain must .agree beforehand on a pllm of life, each yielding somewhat,
and agreeing to giv in where it will conduce to the
mutual happiness of both. Perfect openness, perfect f:ranl.meG!s> and pure love will make mountains of
differences into mole-hills of indifference~ Opposition, persistently and stubbornly indulged in, foster& all manner of evil propen2ities; bnt gentle, kind
mmon!ltrancea and loving forbe~n.nce will smooth
the pathway, and mt\ke pleuai1t almost all roads of
life. Be cautiou11 till the union ia formed, then strive
to blend, unite, and beoome equal halves of one perfeot whole.
A.re you the new person drawn toward me?
To begin with, take warning, I um surely far different from
what you suppose.
·
Do you suppose you will find in me your ideal?
Do you think it so eMy to hav me becom11 your lover?
Do you think the friend>hip of me would become unalloyed
5l<ti$t.\ction?
·
Do you think I am trusty and faithful?
.
Do you ~ee no further than this facade, this smooth and toler. ant manner of me?
Do you suppose yourself advancing on real ground tow&rd a
rea\ heroic mEcn ?
Hav you no thought, 0 dreamer, that it may be all magic,
illusion ?-Whitman.
Snowville, Va., Nov. 9, 282.
ELMIN.A..

--------Words in Brief.

to you at the reduced price. But Liberal
:rapers of limited circuh>tion and without, advertising
patron&ge cannot be afforded at the rates upon which
great rrwtropolitan paperil thrive. This fact seems to
be unknown to the majority of Liberals.
Si!CGB:"S

Why is it that tha generality of people call nothing indecent which doea not in some way ~ertain to
the ~exue.lnatme? Men who go into pa!'oxysms of
horror at sight of some of Walt Whitman'~ plain
and robust truth take daily into their families papers
burdened with the vileilt language, falsehood, defamation, slander, prurient in€inuation, the very spawn
of political hate and rsckle!!s ambition. Political
papers which murder good manners, crucify the
truth, engender ~uspiclon, deRtroy confidence in their
neighbor'rs mJi:"al rectitude, and degrade and defile
everything triey. handle, are read and handed to
their wivPs and daughterl'! by men who are righteously indignant when the sex organs and functions
are nakedly mentioned by a fearless poet. Ie nothing indecent but an hone!lt statement concerning the
parts and procel'!s!'s by which men and women are
brought into the world. Wbitmitn's poems are only
indecent to tho~e who hav not yet rid them!lelvs of
the old mawkiJh idea of the natural, inherent vileness
and camality of sex. Mr. Hiller is a gentleman; I
know him to ba such, but feelinga.like tho11e he manfests in his recent letter to THE TRUTH S:i:Elt:Il!R will
do more to keep alive our present degraded conception of these facts of sex life than all other agenciell
combined, while Whitman's noble candor will drive
out of our hearts and livee the filthy mystery and
unhllalthful "don't-let-anybody-see" il!lm which are
to-day the most blighting mines of our fioci&llife and
of the race. Let us be done with monasticism. It
has damned our fair world altogether too long now.
Let me say to our Li.beral friends in the W elilt and
that Mr. W. S. BBll iii soon coming this
way on a lecturing tour. Thol!t~ who hav read his
"French Revolution," "Resurrection of Jesus,"
"New .Age," and, last and best of all," Liberty and
Morality," need not to ba told that Mr. Bell is a man
of profound· thought and wide rellearch, a thoroughgoing Liberal, and a worthy representativ of the
secular cause. He should be kept busily employed
during the entire lecture season. Addresil him at 18
E. Springfield st., Bouton, Mass.

Southwe~t

The editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER cannot understand why Mr. Heywood sold certain poems of
Whitman's, for he says that he never-has esteemed
that gentleman as pos&eilsing an impure mind. This
is assuming that. thoae poem111 are obscene in intent or
lzmguage, which assumption may fairly be questioned. But waving a consideration of this question
for the time being, it is sufficient to say that Mr.
Heywood "had a motiv in advertising and mailing
thel'ie leaflets-a motiv which Mr. Bennett should
hav had no di:ffiaulty in discovering, for it was probably the same which induced Mr. Benn~tt to advertise and sell" Cupid'11 Yokeli" after h1s arrest at
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Watkins. What that motiv was Mr. Bennett him- prohibition on the ground of its being an invai!!ion Of to hil'! "family" with a frown, and p,erhaps hard
self may be best able to say, but I do not doubt it was man's inalienable right111, fresly giv to the hardened words; and the sights and soundiJ tear his manhood
the one which he averred at tb.e time that he sold rum-seller and to the debauched rum-drinker the to pieces. And where does he go? He is driven
the pamphlet-to v~ndicate his right to aell it, to es- right to trample upon the sacred rights of family into a "rum-hole," as you would be pleased to call it.
tablish more securely the right of printing and trans- and of society with the iron heel of despotism the There he meets with no frowning face, no upbraid~
mission through the mails. The motiv was a good most cruel. That is individual sovereignty with a ing, but, if so inclined, comfort and peace. He can
one then fC?r Mr: Bennett; and it is an equally vengeance, but all on the wrong side. It is plain to sit down without molestation and read before a cheergood one now for Mr. H;;ywood. It was the same tlie common sense of all that no man has a just right ful fire. This man is perhaps tired of life-but still
which made Mr. B. R. Tucker advertiBe to send to rob families of that which secures their health, it is dear to ue all-and he begins his career of slow
"Leaves of Grasa" through the maila or in any other comfort, and happiness; and those who contend that poisoning, which so blunts his feelings as to make
way to whoever 111ight desire to procure that work. individuals hav the right to sell and to drink whisky, him impregnable to his" dear wife's" abuse and the
If it be obj'ected that the selection of certain poems, and that they should not be prohibited from doing sightm around him.
and printing and distributing them, a.part from the either, guarantee to them the right to reduce families
You will say, of course, thia is mere' twaddle; or,
work of which they formed a part, was indiscreet to starvation, beggary, and degradation. Most as- if I call it a real incident, that I lie; and that, perand an act of injuiltice to the book and its author, 1 suredly a free government hae, or ought to hav, the haps, would be the best refutation you could o:ff~r.
then answer thS~t the same objections apply to the right to use any oompulaory meagure that will etamp I infer from your answer to the Christians that all
action of Mr. Bennett in sel6cting certam passages out such an unmitigated curse as intemperance, be- evils al'e. the reriUlt of rum, and the picture you draw
from the Bible and publishing them in a separate caulie it is self. evident that by so doing the rights is indead beautiful. "Happy familie:a and homes,"
volume entitled the "Holy Bible Abridged," after- and welfare of individuals, of families, and of so- indeed! and replace "the mighty litructures religion
WS\rds sending this volum~ by mail and expretls to ciety will be secured and maintained. The only has built" with "Libgrty, morality [do you mean
all parts of the country to whoever dasired to pos- question that requires sol!ltion is, Wh&t mealilures Christian morality?], intelligence, and tamperance."
will successfully attain that end? Right generation Do you mean by liberty that we 11hould be free to
sess it.
I myse1f think it wa» not quite an act of justice to and right education are, without doubt, tbe true do as you please? You are not willing to lfOt us enWalt Whitman to do ail Mr. Heywood bali donf,l in methods of prevention and cure of all the evils that joy what little liberty we hav. How, than, oan we
this instance, not bec!:!uae there ie anything wrong corrupt our social and moral life. Science, together talk of liberty? 1 hav not yet seen in all I hav
in these int<;~rdicted poema-for I do not think there with an enlarged human sense of justice, will finally read from your pen any opposition t? vice aooietie1,
is-but for the reason that people who hav been grapple and solve the problems which now puzzle etc.; and from your lateat, I should Judge you ware
reared in Christian lands are not generally competent philosopher and philanthropist. But just here and Liberty's aworn enemy; and, a11 you want to projudges of what is pure and true. But thi.J was :;, now-ju~t at this turn of the wheel of evolution- hibit, you can't. talk of temperance any mora than
matter purely between Mr. Whitman, or his pub- education alone. cannot be made e:ffaotiv to uplift you oan accuse a man of intemperance. in eating
, lisher, and Mr. Heywood., It walil tilOmething with all, or to stay tlia overwhelming tide of intemper- when he has nothing to eat. What is the u1e ef
which Comstock, the general and atate governments, ance that is bearing millions down to a doom of <leg. temperance in drinking when you would "prohibit"
nor we hav anything to do. It was an outr!l.ge, this radation. We might as well taik to the winds a11 to all drink? Temperance is very good, and if Prearrest of E. H. Heywood, and we hav but one' duty attempt to educate the con1>cienceless whisky-sellers hibitionists would only apply a little of it to their
in the premioes, and that is to do all in our power to ~nd the habitu..,l whi11ky-drink$!'s out of the bondage zeal for making people good, by law, it would be
of their appetites fo:r gain and for drink. Mean- still bette!'.
defend and sugta.in him.
¥rhen you 1mggeet "co-operation with Christian•"
while the begett.in·g of children goes on in the
A.ll indications point to the fact that we h&v wretched homes of these inebri11.tes, whoile blood and the cause of prohibition must be weak 2nd undeservreached a political criaia. Now, are we, as. Liberal!!, braintil are poisoned. By the law of heredity these ing. I was never aware that anything that enr
prepared to profit by the general bre11k-up? Can we unwGloome babes are born with the appetites of came contact in w1th Christianity could retain enouga
hope to gain anything 1ubetantial from the aooeBsion th<lir drunken fathers, and are deEJtinsd to follow th'.l good to champion.
No, "Li.berta;" hav your oprmon, and also by
of the Democracy to power? I!l that party any more sa.me paths downward to deBtruotion. Oh, if it ii
true to the fundamental principles of self-govHn-, possible, help the helples:J by prohibiting the manu- tongue and pen promulgate your viewg, but don't
ment than ia the now prostrate Republican party? I facture and ule of intoxicating drink111. Let the call to your a.id lawa. But do you for a moment
think that, in some re;pects, it i~>; certainly it i11 so government depi'ive men of their right to do tnat ;;uppose th2,t I would, if 1 had the power, deprive _
a~ regard!l the questions of proteotion and prohibi- which degrades ~nd do:.troya not ouly themielvll} but, the Christian of hiill bread and wine? I simply don't
tion. But we oan look to it for no e11ruel'.lt indmrtrial wh~t i!l infinitly worse, de!lradee their families. It want them to make law11 for me a11 long as I don't inreform work.
E. C. WAI,KER.
i~<~ a juot and saviug restriction on individu:;J liberty tO>rfere with their liberties. I would write and vote
thst prohibit;;; man from bringing de~l'adation to hira against oppression, whether of Chriatian or pa~an I
ImUvidual Sovereignty "Run Mad."
children and to hirii fellow-man. The ruin and an- The 11adde~t thing· of all is th&t Liberals, in their deTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER,, Sir: Feel. archy that everywhere attend and follow the demon Biro to do good, l.:iaddle upon themselvu, unwittingly,
ing an interaat in the discussion of the prohibition of intemperance rne a thommudfold more to be oppression in many forma under a cloak of virtue
question, I wiah to add a few words from a wom!ln's choaded tbn.n auy pJssible "invasion of inalienable and morality. Yours for liberty to do right,
G. GuNNJilSON.
standpoint. It ia a home question which wom2n rights" that m:;..y re$,u\t; frem prohibitory measures
agf\icst
tl1e
liquor
trafilo.
ELVIRA
WHEELOCK.
ought to and will ha.v a voice in twttlir.g. Were I
Jamsville, Wis.
convinced. that prohibition laws wouid. rid this land
Book Notiee.
of the curse of intemperance, with both voice aud
HmraNITY .AND THE PRoGREss nF !NTERNA.TION.AL LAw. Bv
pen I should labor for the enactment and execution
"Libes·ta, 'j Wrestled With.
Edw:lrd W. Searing. Price 25 cents. For sale at Tni:
of iiUCh laws; not only that, but,pronouncedLibi:lral
To Tll:E EDITOn o:F TnE TRUTH SEEKJm, Sir: I
'l'RUTH SEllKl!R c.fllce.
a; I am, w~re the Chri2tiana the ouly temperance re- noticed in Tm: TRUTH 8EEKRI~ of Oct. 28th an artiThis il! a very intere!'lting and instructing essay.
forruen on thst baili§, 1 would unite my forces with clo headed "Crush the Rum Trafilo," by "Liberta,"
Tba growth of international law is the. growth of a
theirs .. Ae it i11; I do not favor nor do I oppoije pro~ thongh wh.z~t ths.t may be I never could find out. It
true civilization; for it is the expression of the unihibition; I am willing to hav the experiment tm:ted. is not to one's advantage to shoot at those under versal relations of man. Man must advance ss a
However, were I entirely satillfied that prohibitory cover. Giv uii an open antagonint-ono we can see
scoial individual; must learn to liv together; and the
mea!luree were of no avail in checking the l"Uill·!'Uin and know, everr 'Gime. A more inappropriate name great problem is to preiierve liberty and at tile same
that is liUOh a blight upon our civilization, I certainly than "Liberta' could hardly be found for ono who time build up society. It must be recognized that
should not oppose them on the ground that they are it seems has imbibed, if not the rum, the idea of our there is one great life in humanity, and it is through
an invasion of the inalienable rights of man; and I Puritan fathen (altering the terma) "coming here t,he harmony of this life with tho individual effort
am surprised that intelligent Libeials take that po- and not drinking, and making everybody do the that the amplest progress is attained.
sit.ion. I believe in liberty and the rightlil of the in- same!" What is the use of being 3 Liberal if he is
The object of Grotius was to show the community
dividual to the uttermo9t bounds, short of infringe- to be liiO illiberal-nay, bigoted? I hav read several of sentiment which flows from the natural law of
ment upon the rights of others. The whisky-seller "broadsides" from this same source. One writer morality. He laid tho foundations of conduct not
and the whisky-buyer, every time and everywhere, regrets that Mr. E. C. Walker, so able a man, does upon metaphysical or theological principle~, but upon
infringe upon the rights of families and of eociety. not countenance and eBpouse the prohibition move- our common humanity.
Were the man who drinks the poiBon t.he only indi- ment. It is too bad; but the f10ot is tbat Mr. Walker
Intemationallaw can only ba enforcod by mora.l
vidual a:t!ected, I should hold my psaoe and let him is opposed to all kinds of tyranny, and is aotivly at sanctions. Hance it muat ba thoroughly committed
dl'ink unto his death, if he chose; but unfortunately work breaking it down. Perhaps we should hav a to personal liberty, and assert its authority by reason
the rum sellers and the rum-drinkers are the cause of law for everything, almost. We should by law be alone.
untold wretchedness and unmeusured degradation to compelled, under penalty of five years in a "ChrisMr. Searing has given us a thoughtful and scholarparents, brothers, sister-s, wives, and childnm; and if tian institution," to use only Colga·!;e's soap. \Ve ly easay on thii! important rmbjeot. He hall furnished
they hav not the manhood and decency to refrain should be compelled to u~e only a certain (by law a very complete histol'ic view of this princip~<ll of
from such infringement upon the rights of other~, prescribed) make of clothes, certain food, drink, human brotberhond. He showa that its life cometJ
they should, if possible, be prohibited from auoh fuel~ furniture; in short, there should be safeguards not from the "will of God" but from the will of
wholesale wrecking of happiness 2nd of homes. Not thrown all around us fallible mortals. Yvhat a man. It haf! grown in spite of theology. Liberal11
only that, but the sober and industrious portion of mighty poor cause it must be that requires the help will derive much profit from reading this compact
the community are taxed to support the inmates of of law to make people see its justice! I hav talked presentation of law in itii noblest aiipech, freeing
jails and almshouses, who are there because of hsb- with Prohibitionists, and am in daily contact with itself from mere brute force and becoming a moral
its of intemperance, and to support beggars that are them, but not a solitary argument can I get out of power, acting through the con11ent of man and not
made such from the same cause. Are not the rights .them, except that they want to make the laws, not upon his fears. The author show!! himself a thorough
of individuals and of society infringed upon in being for themaelvs, mind you, but for others. 'fhey want student and intelligent interpreter of hiatory.
compelled to support the vast hordes that whisky- to reform somebody else, and never mind their own
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
drinking reduces to abject poverty'! Are not their ginblossomed noses! Ona of these red-nosed rerights infringed upon in being taxed in any way oi· formers said once in a prayer-meeting that" John
Haclrer and Tuttle.
for anything that whisky is responsible for? What Butler took me by the hand and lifted me out of the
nonsense-more, what rank injustice, to contend for gutter;" and who do you suppose he thanked for the DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS: I've been wondering if some
the " inalienable right" of the seller to sell the humane act? vVhy, God I
of you might not misunderstand my motiv in pleadpoison that converts a man into a fiend, and of the
Dear Libby, did you ever go back of your blind ing for Tuttle while Garwood pleads for Hacker. I
drinker to become so debased and besotted as to be fanaticism and find the causes that lead men into only intended to show you that we were in a frienda cur11e to family and to society I Is it right for men being drunkards? . I am afraid not. But go to some ly rivalry, each trying to collect all we could. Now
to hav the legal or "inalienable" right to starve and homes (to all outside appearances happy ones); look I want every one to help Hacker just as much as if
freeze their children, and to make begga.rs and thieves behind the curtain, and you will see a woman (judg- I was not wcrldng for Tuttle-to not giv Hacker less,
of them? Justice and humanity forbid! Such men ing by her dress) and a number of little ones; her only Tuttle more. We all med to be more liberal to
should be prohibited from doing wrong and violence, gown tattered and dirty, her hair disheveled, and both. Besides my twenty-five cents a month, I've
and from causing misery in their homes, just as dan- her face and bare arms begrimed with dirt, continu- sent each of them a dollar's worth of our publicagerous lunatics are. They are no more fitted to be ally snarling at and abusing the children, who hav tions this week, a~d hope you will each and all do
ELMINA.
a law unto themselvs than the wildest madman that the same appearance. The husband comes home all you can for both the old conples.
Snowville, Va., Nov. 10, 1882.
ever raved; and yet our Liberal friends who oppose from an industrious day's toil, and he is welcomed
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sball keep trying for subscribers. With warm re- are all I hav for such a being. To me his heaven
gards to all the household, I am. Truly yours,
is hell, his hell is heaven.
WM. W. FosTER.
l\fRS J. G. COLLINS.
-poMEROY, W. T., Oct. 22, 1882.
SANDWICH, ILL., Nov. 9, 1882.
MoDESTO, CAL., Oct. 2, A.I., 106.
MR. EDITOR: I herewith -send two rlollars to pay
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5, for which send
MR. EDITOR: I heartily agree with you in the- grand subscription for the year.
There is much other
THE TRUTH SEEKER for another ~ear to myself and and· noble principles of Liberalism, and shall con- reading matter under':your .charge, besides THE TRUTH
Mr. Van Klick or this place. He is a new f'Ubscriber, tinue. to patronize you by subscribing again for your SEEKER, that I would like to hav, but I must wait
so he will expect the paper from now until Jan. 1, paper when Ii:ly time is out. I hope you will meet with patience till better times. I shall expend more
188~.
WM. H. CRAPSER.
with abundant success in conquering the enemies of in the glorious cause of Infidelity as soon as I can
Freethought and universal mental liberty. I fully spare F. I am an Englishman by birth, coming to
FILLMORE, UTAH, Nov. 8,1882.
agree with Dr. J. L. York that you are the chief of this country when 17 years of age, with eight other
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $2 to renew my subscrip- all writers of this Hge or any other. I hav been ch~ldren. We were raised under the rule of Wesley
tion to THE· TRUTH SEEKER. We take great pleasure highly entertained by the perusal of your letters, Methodism. I had always lived in terror until I listin perusing the paper; in fact, can't do without it. written while on a tour round the globe. Your let- ened to a debate between Universalists and MethodThe canse of free thought and free speech is a,r!vanc- ters bear unmistakable evidence of close observation ists, when I laid nll my foolish and idolatrous beliefs
ing in this priest-ridden land, but the Mormons will and truthfulness in detail. As a benefactor; you hav aside, and am now, I hope, safe within the harbor of
fight it to the bitter end.
W11r. H BISHOP.
reRched the highe!}t pinnacles of glory obtainable by Infidelity. I feel that your paper is doing an imman; that is, releasing from bondage and supersti- measurable amount of good, and I hope your success
.
LEBANON, PA , :ijov. 12, 1882.
tion thousands of your fellow-men and women. ·May will be permanent. If every man n.nd woman throughM~t. EDITOR: Inclosed find $7, for which send the
you reap a rich reward!
Yours for all truth,
out the 'length and br!iadth of the land would take
following: $2 50 fo-r the paper for the balance of this
C. C. LUTHER.
and carefully read THE TRUTH SEEKER, Christianity
year and 1883; $1.50 for the fourth volume of ';A
would soon totter and fall.
·
Truth Seeker Around the World;" also $1 50 for the
KA.LAMAzoo, MrCH., Nov. 8, 1882.
Yours forever,
HENRY RENDER.
fourth volume for Henry B. K •reb, anrl $1.50 for the
l'tiR. EDITOR: Honor to whom honor is due. Allow
book "From Behind the Bctrs." J. SHINDLEKRAUSE.
me to say that I am a Spiritualist, and, I hope, a
WESTFIELD, N.Y., Nov. 12, 282.
Liberalist as well, and seeing the illiberal spirit
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2.50 for renewal of my
CoRSICANA, Nov. 10, 1882.
manifested by some of each class, I was more than subscription to THE TRUTH- SEEKER. Now, if you
Mr. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $3 to renew my pleased with your articlA in THE TRUTH SEEKER, No.
please, a few words on the situation. Although over
subscription to the dear old TRUTH SEEKER. I don't. M, entitled "Materialism versus Spiritualism." You
eighty ye1>xs in my present. form, etteh year has
think I could get along without it. I am unuer hav thrown more light en that subject than I ever
strengthened my conviction long entertained, that
many obligations to you for continuing to ~end it saw .before. Giv us more Materialists of the same
the elemeQts represented in heat and cold underlie
after my tim~ had expired. You can count me as a stamp. Your idea of Spiritualism will do for me.
all. existence, and their interchange by expansion
life subscriber.
Yours,
W:~.r. Sc•UTHERLAND.
Let me say to you I believe you hav mediumistic and contraction the source of motion and consequent
power, for no person could perform the mental and life, and that it is impossible to get back of these
BRANDoN, N uv. 3; 1882.
physical labor that you did in your round-the~world elements, and find a law or being that is indepenMit. EDITOR: PlPase find inclosed check for $5, trip without it. Nc man has done more or a better dent of th-em; that all forms are combinations of
which please place to my credit. Forwarrl me work. I admire your justice, hnm<tnity, and clear these elements, and the same law of combination
"Family Health" and "Crimes of Preachers." We VISIOn. No matter whether you believe in one god, that makes higher numbers from lower one<', making
hav only a few Liberals here as yet, but. the few of or a whole set of gods, or none at all, you are not higher grades of being by combination, of lower ones
us make it a little uncomfortable for t,he believers far from the kingdom. May you liv long and be hAppy and as in numbers so in forms, the reversion of the
in superstition.
D. l\f. McMiLLAN.
Your friend,
L. S. BuRDICK.
is tiie wish of
rule, the reaction balancing the act'fon, the only
proof of correctness; and making two sides an absoWASIIINGToN, D. C., Nov. 11. 282.
lute necessity to all grades of being. The interchangBENWOOD,
W.
VA,
Nov.
13,
1882.
DEAR BRo. BENNETT: I hand you hen•.wirh $5 against.
ing :uelation of these two sides is fully demonstrated
MR.
EDITOR:
I
am
glad
you
made
the
trip
around
the fourth volume of "A Tr·ut·h S<?eker Around the
in t.he roots and tops of each and all grades of vegWorld/' and as some expression, though paltry, of the world, and that your letters were so well appre- etable life. The top an outgrowth from the roots,
cial·C;d
by
your
readers.
I
see
there
is
a
regular
little
the ability and fidelity of yu:jr account.
war going on in THE TRUTH SEEKER at present between the roots derived from a former top, each hid from
J'OHN C LEHMER.
Mttterialists
and Spiritualists. Let them go. They the other, and still each born of the other, and this
[We return our sincere thanks to Mr. Lehmer for
will
not
hurt
each other much so long as they both interchange an absolute necegsity to each and all
this addifiona.l mark of his generosity. H8 bas on
prove
as
little
as they hav been doing lately. I in- vegetables, the top positiv and the roots negativ, or,
several instances proved ,himaelf Liberal in more
cline to a belief in a future existence and an over- if you please, the spirit and matter of vegetable life.
senses than one.-ED. T. S]
ruling intelligence in nature. There is order and As the animal, with man at the head of animal life,
adaptation in nature that cannot be accounterl for is an outgrowth from the vegetable, why not subject
BooNTON, N. J .. Nov. 13,282.
(so far as I am able to conceive) without admitting to the same organic laws? Why not the same interMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.50 from your an intelligent cause, but I· c<rtainly do not know, changing relations exist between the visible animal
good old friend, Philip Wootton, in payment for the neither do I know that there is a future existence, and to us invisible counterpart that exists between
fourth volume of the Round-tbe-World books. l\:Ir. but the weight of evidence that has been presented the roots and top of the vegetable, or the heat and
Wootton (my fatl,er-in-law) is in his sev<'nty-eighth to my mind on the subject favors it. There is one cold of the elements? or why not the same system of
•year, and has been confined to Lis bed and rooi? thing I do firmly believa, however, and that is that worlds that exist to-day, coexistent with the elements
ten long weeks, but now, I am happy to say, IS the wisest and most learned man living (whoever he of which they are combinations and subject to the
slowly and gradually improving. He is greatly in- may be) does not begin to know how much he does same laws of production and reproduction, as their
terested in your welfare, and his one wish is that not know.
constituted parts or outgrowths ? That positiv and
CHAS. BURSEE.
you may succeed in your grand work, and that you
negativ elements are interchanging, no matter what
may receive the reward you so richly des.,rve.
form they exist in, would seem as evident as that
NEWPORT, ME., Nov. 3, 1882.
Yours respectfully,
N. A. MYERS.
MR. EDITOR: It is 9 o'clock in the morning, and I night and day are. Hoping this question may be
hav done four hours of productiv work, all that one thoroughly canvassed before being consigned to the
V CTORIA, B. C., Oct. 21, 1882.
ought to do in a day if we had a true state of soci- waste-basket, I remain, .Yours truly, J. TINNEY.
MR. EDITOR: I inclo~e $5, for which please con ety. I hav not been sitting in a nicely-furnished
tinue to Eenrl me THE TRUTH SEEKER. I intend to con- office, in an easy-chair, concocting some villainous
CATHLAMET, W. T., Oct. 27, 1882.
tinue taking your highly appreciated paper, having scheme to get ·my food withou~ first producing it.
1\IR. EDITOR: Your postal card came duly to hand,
been among thB first to take ir, when a resident of No, I am a farmer and a mechanic, and do not liv and contents noted.
on another's labor. It is a motto with me that,
C:-twkt>r City, Kuns;-,s.
What a profound mystry life is, after all! Who
I called at your offiee last wiDter when on my way "He that does not first produce that which he is awongst us can solve· it in its entirety? Take for
home from a. visit o Eughmd. I was disappointed about to consume has no right to anything to con- instance your reminder for the needful, necessary
in not meeting you, bnt l\Jr. Fell of our city met sume; and if he consumes that which he has not to sustain us in exposing the truth. Something
you in San Francisco, and he has almost made mP first produced he consumes that which is not his, much more pleasant every way arrived at than
acquainted with you. Trustjug you are well after :md therefore is a thief."
that antagonistic thereto, and which one would
If the above is true-and it will not be disputed- naturally expect to b.e frt:e as the atmosphere.
your long travel, and -your drculation increa~ing, I
ali who get their living by proxy. such as bankers, "Freely hav ye received, freely giv,". was the injuncremain,
Truly ycmrs,
WM JENSEN.
brokers, usurers, or money-lenders, lawyers, doctors, tion of an ancient reformer. Neither do we read of
rent-takers, speculators, evflry officer and soldier in him, or any tha,_t were with him, passing around the
LACENTER. 1\JIOH., Oct. 27, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I am a 'FreethinkH tn the heart's the army and navy, besides a host of others too nu- ladle before or after they had supplied the multitudes
core. I am living in a.n orthodox nE-st; hav always mE>rous to mention, are all drones in the hive of with their savory, or otp.erwise, tenets. So far from
been surrounded by its baueful influence; hav passed humanity-all non-producers, and therefore thieves. that, discovering their bread-baskets were empty,
Your best friend on this earth,
they set to work and filled them. How they manthrough many grea.t mental struggles to throw off its
SEWARD -MITCHELL.
aged will take considerable more faith than I possess
shackles, but hav finally-thanks to the teachings of
to explain; taking into account their own impover·
science an·l philosophy-become perfectly free from
NEw YoRK, Nov. 5, 1882.
ished statement. Yet, from their great grief on finding
its influence. I think as little of it as Ingersoll does.
MR. EDITOR: "Man proposes but God disposes," Alexander the coppersmith had established himself
I wish to be known as a Liberal eYerywhere. May
truth and charity reign in onr minds till man will shouts the Herald in its account of the Park Theater in business in their vicinity, we would be apt to infer
"that it is not all gold that glitters." However,
no longer persrocute for creed's sake. I hav been de- fire. In other words, God fired the building.
According to this the Herald's god put the torch my impression is that you hav not yet discovered
spised because I would not be led by its teachings
and adopt its practices. I believe in Freethinkers to nearly five hundred theaters the last century. their business secret, although you contemplate in
exerting their influence in favor of each other. Please Be'ween the years '71 and '78 this God committed 1883 a step in that direction. Then who knows blit
arson at the rate of thirteen times yearly.
a few years hence will find you not only supplying
circulate my name as a Liberal.
OscAR PARKER.
On Dec. 5, 1876, JehovA.h (if the Herald is right) set the mental provender but the physical also, when it
BRUNSWICK, ME, N(lv. 16. 282.
fire to the Brooklyn Theater. He then stood and is to be sincerely hoped you will hav no occasion to
MR. EDITOR: I should hav wc-it,en immediately on looked on.
censure any of your disciples on account of their
receipt. of the last TRUTH SEEKER (for of course we
How his heart must hav bounded with joy when stomachs. But, to be brief, inclosed please find
want the 0 : h~·r book), but I did hope to get one saw nearly three hundred men and women go down your just dues for another term, and for which
subscriber, e<Jpecially sin(~e you bav put down the to cinders and ashes!
·
should I hav to take in a reef, I mean to continue ad
priee so low, bn~ it pPems im POt Bible among thPSe
Were thA shrieks of women, the groans of men, infinitum, for without THE TmhH ,SEEKER my declining
godly P>'(Jtil~. f >r ti;py seem afraid if rbc~y Jonk away music in his ears? Is this the· way he proves his days, I fear, would become a void. Nothwithstand·
from that. h•lly B iJ!e L>r a moment the other fellow a;,sertion that" hi.s loving kindness is over all his ing your several critical exposures while on your
will be af·r·r 1 h~:rn. I hev t-.eeu trying to get you a works?" What more could we expect of a being round-the-world tour, I am at length happy in being
subscriber cVd since I huv tak<~n the pP.per. I hav who once murdered a wnrld?-of a god who gave able to congratulate you on your safe arrival once
loa,_~ed mit1e, ani sE;nt it int<J 1.he country in hopes woman when pure to savages to ravish? When im- more amongst us, for the continuance o·r which maY
to interest people, ttH,t :bey might tak'" it, bnt thus pure ordered her run through with a sword, her your most ardent desires be fully realized, Oom·
far hav not been succe,sful, so will wait no longer 1children butchered, her home burnt? Ring down stock, Oook, and their entire gang to the contrarY
1
PUt incloee ill po~t-9J'fice order of $1.~0. Meanwhile I' the cqrtain on such a God. IJ:ate, ecorp 1 defiance notwitht;ltaiJ.d~n~.
Yours trulr,
H, A. :ELLlOT,

HoME, Sept. 8, 282.
I first took him to Italy, where Christianity has · And " Winter" he will hav it. so,
MR. Jil:inTo'R: At last retributiv justice has been ruled supreme for o.ver sixteen hun.dred years (and I
Without regard to "fools" who prate·
meted! I am· tardy in expressing to you my grati- might say the cradle of Christianity), and a more deIn favor of some higher state
tude for your rejoinder to the Bundy-Abbot-Under- graded set of people cannot be found on earth,·comOf happiness supremely grand·
wood abuse of the past. I left home August 18th, posed of beggars, thieves, robbers, vagrants, and
Belonging to the summer-land.
just before THE TRUTH SEEKER containing said article paupers. All that Christianity ever did for the Ita!sPnUTUALISTS.
came· to hand, and since my return my dear mother ians was to rob and keep them in ignorance and
Their heads are le~el for all time.
They scan the works of nature,
of 77 years, and a good brother from Cleveland, 0., poverty. Who can deny it? No man, and tell the
hav been with us; and you can better imagin the truth.
.,.
And credit giv wherever due
receptions, dinners, etc., that hav held carnival.than
I asked him to come with me to Spain, where they
To every living creature,
I can detail· in the narration. A lull has come, and never had any other religion but Christianity-where
Believing life is more thari breath
I embrace the same to tell you of my disgust for none but the Christian religion ·was tolerated, read
Of this mundanus sphere,,
·
A.nd that, indeed, there is no death,
the meanness of the trio above mentioned, and to the history of the Spanish Inquisition, and look upon
A.s seems apparent here.
assure you that the same has aided mightily in en- the low, degraded people. Where ca.n you find a
Immortal life, it cannot die;
throning you iQ. my esteem and love, for I always more miserable set of people than in Spain, placed
It livs forever on.
find my heart enlisted for those unjustly assailed. there by and through priestcraft-by men who for
Though obscured from mortal sight
The villainy of those conspirators put the blush to sixteen hundred years hav been claiming to 'teach
When from the body drawn,
villainy itself!
Christiallity? Go with me to Portugal, where ChrisLife's inherent in the soul
The article you referred to, which appeared in ad- tianity is the national religion, and see the low, igAs light is in the sun;
vance sheets of ihe Chicago Times, as also in the norant people. Go to Russia. where another phase
T~ b=i~gdd:e~ ~~~!her
Cleveland dailies..,...where I was then living-bore such of Christianity is taught, and see the low, brutal outMy critique, I know, is strong;
venom in every line, a fair-minded person could not growth of its religion. Look at the poverty and ig.. Wh_o, I ask, can think it wrong?
fail to detect the enmity, spleen, hate, and deceit norance of the people of that great rich country,
.
which prompted the same and actuated the writer. with their Christian religion. , Go to France, and see 1 When the mind of the imJ?ortal soul IS in a proper
Behold the haste to rush before the public
The the blighting effects of Christianity upon the people. i mood t~ behold the beautiful o;der of na~ure dis,, agent" or assistant editor of R.-P. Journal could Look at the accursed condition of the people under· played m. and among the myrtads of rolli~g orbs
1
not wait till the weekly issue of that jou:mal, as also the influence of. Jesuitism. Now contemplate the scattered m end_less space~ all governed ~Y Immut·
of the Boston Index, but the slander was foisted in millions of murdered victims. men, woi:nen, and chi.l- 1 able, mathematical, chemical law everlasting
the dailies of our great Western cities, and when dren, that were murdered under the Christian system
That darts the lightning from on high
the time came for the tardy weeklies to vomit their of religion. Go to Germany and see the poverty 1
A.nd rolls the thunder through the sky;
spleen and hate thousands of extra copies were sent entailed upon the people, handed down to the presIt governs ail thi?gs everywhere,
broadcast over the land. Though I had ceased to ent time all coming through Christianity as entaiied
And.needs no prte~tlv fimte prayer;
'
G o ~o. merry o 1d E uglan d a?
' d · d th
It reigns supreme m the Great I A.m,
take the Religio, and had never been a subscriber u?on them.
re?'
e
The mighty God that is no sham.
for the Index, still both papers were maHed to my h1sto:r;y of the m1lhons of murders committed m that
address in Cleveland-which could only hav been island under the garb of Christianity for over a .thouA.ll things are one thing,
obtained from your stolen mail-list, or from my let- sand years. Can any man say that Christianity had 1
A.lr~;;:~:s~~=~~t:~
ters in THE TRUTH SEEKER. So great was my chagrin anything to do in elevating humanity in Europe for I
With an immortal soul;
on first reading the contemptible falsehood, mingled over si-xteen hundred years? I say. no man can say
A.ll thillgs are one thing
with venom, feigned innocence, etc., that several it did and speak the truth.
The universes broad;
times I dashed the unclean, poisoned sheet to the
Now let us come to the Western Continent. Over
A.ll things are one thing.
floor; and felt that only Col. Ingersoll's pen was four hundred years ago the cross of Christ was planted
A.nd that thing is God.
capable of inditing cutting sarcasm suited to the oc- on the soil of America by Columbus, and the ChrisNevertheless the baying is true, "There are lords
casion. Determined to know the vile depths of their tian religion established here. In after years Cortez' many ami gods many," for everything is a lord or
venom and hate, I took up the leprous sheet, each erected the Christian standard in Mexico, and under god to everything else beneath its inherent power
time spurned, and read it through. The next im- it robbed and murdered the nativs, with a priest by· derived from the great God of all, the universe,
pulse was to remail it to the publishers, to send the his side making a foothold for ChriE>tianity. Look at 11 whereof and wherein all things liv, move, and hav
unclean thing back to its source, or to let the fire Mexico to-day after having the Christian religion, their being.
Respectfully,
E. W. ALLEN.
consume it. Further reflection counseled to save it preached for over four hundred years. a sk, Has it
as a living tablature on the monument of contempt been of any benefit to those people? And answer,
CINCINNATI, OHIO. Nov. 12, 1882.
reared to "cussed meanness."
'No, but a curse. It has· robbed them and kept them
MR. EDITOR: The following is original, and if you
I just paused, took from their "niche" the R.-P. in ignorance.
will kindly publish the same my sincere thanks are
Journal of October 25th, 1879, and the Index of Oc- -Go-to Central America where the Chris1 ian relig- yours.
T. WINTER.
tober 30th, 1879, glanced over the salient points ion has been the only r~licrion for nearly four hunTom
Winter's
wind
is
blowing,
marke~, and tom~ n;ind_-came "How hav the.mightr, dred years, and see the p~verty, wretchedness, and
A.nd Severance is aghast;
fallen, they w~o Bit m high places ~hall be_ laid_ low. ignorance of the people. Go anywhere on earth
·He knows his chaff must now go up
T~e ·in.appropnatenees _of the appl.ICation IS ev1den~; where the Christian religion has-prevailed for centuThrough Winter's awful blast.
this. ~no wer~ never mighty nor highly enthro?ed m ries, and you find the same poverty and ignoranceHis anti-mundane nonsense
positiOn or m the heart~ ·of the people, while he I mean, of course, where it has held absolute sway.
He knows is on the wane,
whom the! thought _and a1med to crush out has won
When Captain Cook first landed upon the shores
A.nd if he's wise he will desist
a world-wide fame, IS the hon.ored guest of the hon- of the .t:iandwich Islands the people were honest,
Before he's quite insane.
ored of all lands. and enshrmed in the hearts of pure in mind and body. What are. they now, after
His cranium must be "little off "
tens of .thousands, an~ revered all;d loved by all who living one hundred <tnd fifty years under the baneThrough anti-natural things,
knew h1m best-fulfilling the trmsm:
ful influence of this Christian religion? They hav
A.nd that accounts for all his gas
A.nd ever the truth come uppermost,
dwindled down from three hundred thousand happy
A.nd all the mud he :fl.ings;
A.nd ever is justice done.
people to about seventy-five thousand leprous invaI pity him with all mv heart
It seems no wonder that the clergy and their fol- lids, brought upon them by loathsome desires c>arA.nd the clique he doth present,
lowers and supporters would be glad to ha"9" their ried there by Christians, or by those that believe in
A.nd hope that wisdom will ere long
gods let alone, for as they are enlightened (more or the Christian religion. And it is the same cry all/
Make all the crowd repent.
less), the. absurdity of a sky-ruler must be apparent over the world. Take our own country, and you find
and smack wonderfully of the mythology of Jupiter, 99 out of every 100 criminals believe in the Christian 1
Such folly is an evil thing
A.nd fraughts with bad results ;
Osiris, and all the ancient gods. To these 75,000 religion.
. J
Its tricks and shams are awful mean
priests of our country gods mean bread, butter, ele"But," says the young' student, "what is it that!
With all its false occults.
gant houses, kid gloves, soft hands, and the com- has brought us up to our present civilization?" I 1
bined sympathy and support of the "sisters." How can answer it with one word, -and challenge a sue-~
The cure for all this foolish lore
now about the "beastly persistency," "the name of. cessful contradiction-invention. That is the word to.
Is found in Winter's truth·
purity and liberty," etc.? The same old truth is use, not Christianity. Withdraw every article of in-J
Fall into line, mistaken frienas,
taught tis, that they who are pure, who Jove and vention from our homes, and you take the home and 1
Then you are safe forsooth.
practice the same, hav no need to blazon their love all-you take ev~rything that it take~ to make a! [We hav also rJceived the appended verse, which
of the same to the world. As in the fable, the ass's home, and make 1t re.fined and pleasa~"·. Coul~ ~ou we regard as emmently seasonable. It was apparears are sure to disclose the animal concealed be- do that? Do you thwk that the ChriStian rehg10n ently written with a philanthropic motiv.-En. T. S.J.
neath.
would replace it? I answer, Never, as the past his-,
TO T. WINTER.
We shall be glad if the time ever comes that the tory of the church has been to fight any and every:
0 Thomas Winter, of Ohio, it is on behalf
gods and god-ideas no longer challenge to battle step taken toward .the advancement of humanity 1
A. tired world that I would speak,
that unprincipled men shall not publicly assail; upon a higher and more intelligent plane of life. !
A.nd cautiously suggest that you desist,
through enmity, those born to loftier deeds, nobler Christianity has been a curse to humanity, is to-day
Dry up, desiccate, and subside !
resolves, highter attainments-'-that our workers may a curse, and ever will be a curse, just as long as it·
Long years thy loud and vaunting hom
uninterruptedly pursue their labor of emancipation, holds the human family in ignorance, which is the,
Thou hast exalted, and not sold
of regeneration by proper generation, of construe- sole aim of its leaders.
J. D. SEELY.
A. clam. Persistently hast thou refused
tion rather than destruction. We hav a distaste for
To be suppressed. Because of thee
dirty work, but while dens of filth pollute the air,
The wicked Spiritist hath had no peace
CARVERSVILLE, PA., Nov. 12,1882.
Nor the weary Materialist ere found
let us manfully continue the toil and a free use of
Adequate opportunity for repose.
MR. EDITOR : Being somewhat diverted with the.·
disinfectants.
The sacred theory of spooks,
able controversy now going on in THE TRUTH SEEKER
Loving truth and justice most,
A.nd that this life may be continued in our next,
between Materialists and Spiritualists, over the dying
GRACE L. PARKHURST.
Thou hast knocked down and jumped upon
embers of old theology, will you publish this, my·
Till it is tired and fain would seek
XENIA, Omo, -Nov. 13, 1882.
critique, on
Time to recuperate.
Mn. EDITOR: Not long since I was in a place of busiThe trinity of level heads,
Oh, giv us rest I
ness, and a young theological student was praising
According to their sight,
The lengthening shadows of a waning year
According to development
up the Christian religion-striving, through his ignoApprise us that a snap of cold
Of their internal right?
rance of facts, to make his listeners believe that we
May be expected. There wil! be !'now.
were almost dependent upon the Christian religion
And my request is that you hibernate
PROFESSING CHRISTIANS.
for every blessing we hav. As his conversation was
A.nd giv your older namesake room ;
Their heads are level with their creeds
One winter at a time will quite suffice
not directed to me I allowed myself to become an inDerived from ancient lore,
To furnish all the blowing we require.
voluntary listener. After he got through I made
That bore despotic, priestly sway
Besides, a- man that ever wars with spooks
some inquiry, ahd found out that the young advocate
, A.nd dyed the earth with gore !
A.nd fools continually with the unknowable
of Christianity had never beim outside of the state
May get tripped up ; for he shall sometime mSf!t
MATERIALISTS.
he was born in, hence knew very little of anything
. The omnipotent boss spook from Spook ville,
about what the Christian religion h!l.d done for the
Who will hereafter make it warm for him ;
Their heads are level for this world,
human family. I politely gave him an invitation to
And in the supplementary life for which we yearn,
Enough for them to know;
T. Winter'll find the climate no less tropical
take a trip with me and I would show him just what
They liv and die like beasts,
Because he kept it always wintry here.
A.t least they tell us so I
Ohristianity had done for humanity,
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At thi" tl"m"' the w~r of the Rebellion lected from all the others as the best Y. Bennett attended it, and to~k 'Yith
..
"'
llim an assortment of hls pubhcatwns
"
brok@ out and tke revenue stamps n~~ first number of the little eight- to sell. Next to his table Mis~ Jose
which had' to be placed on all medicine page monthly appeared Sept. 1, 1873. phine S. Tilton had a table for selling the
increaMd the &:x:penl!les so enormously liight or ten thout~and copies were sent pamphlets and photographs of her
D. M. BENNETT.-CONCLUDED.
Bennett and his sister were married that the businel!! was considerably C';Ir- over the country to such names as could brother-in-law, E. H. Heywood, w~om
on the s;;.me ocoa11ion, at the,houae of"a tailed. Bennett also engaged heavily be obtained. Bennettwas unacquainted Comstock had ?aused to be_ ~hrust mto
in the mP.nufacture of sealfng.wa.x, or with the Liberals of America, and the prison for sellmg a~d m~l!lllg a copr,
couliin in Coopentown, a Methodist cement,
for fruit-jars and cans, at which Liberals knew not him. It wa.s a mat- of the pam~hlet,
Cupids Yokes.
minister tying the two knots. Bennett
a
handsome
profit
was
mad~t.
For
two
ter
of
much
uncertainty
whether
he
These
Mlss
Tilton
had
on s_ale. When
ha.d not thsn. lea~.rned to dispense with
the senic&s of a priest, as he ha.s since. or three years the entire business paid would succeed or fail. He waited pa- she was absent for a few mmutes, BenNow, were be to be married hr.l! a dozen a profit of $10,000 per year. In six tiently for the responses to his first nett acted for her and sold from her
number. It was for some time uncer- table whateve~ w_as wanted. ·W. s,•• Bell,
times, he would require no priest to of- years $35,000 were made.
Perhaps in an evil day Bennett closed tain whether No. 2 would be issued. who was assistmg Bennett, d.d the
ficiate. His sister married G. W. Allen, out
his entire business for cash, at less B t
b
the new subscribers same. But orders had been s.ent up by
who also lived at the Shakers and left ihan its real value, and engaged in u one Y one
oComstock in New York to hav any one
soon after.
other enterprises, but for two years he came In, and Bennett was encou~a..,ed arrested who presumed to sell "Cupid's
.Afterthe marril!.ge, Mr. Allen's brother was particularly unfortunate, loaing to get out No.2; and as the subscnbers Yokes " The result was Bennett Bell
having met a gentleman from Kentucky heavily at everything he fJ;ttempted. kept on graduallY. increasing No. 3 was and Miss Tilton were arrested, take~
who was conducting a nursery there, He lost $7,000 in insurance stock, $10,- issued. There was no type or P_resses before a magistrate and held to bail.
was induced to think the party would 000 in oil and mineral lands in Tennes- in Paris to P~int the paper, and 1t. had After the meeting 'dispersed they had
do well to go to Kentucky and join this see, $4,000 in lithography with two other t~ be done. m Te.rra Haute, Indiana, to remain several days to await the acgentleman in his enterpri5e. They men, $~,000 in a patent bed-spring en- nmete_en miles away.
.
tion of the Grand Jury-which a.t length
decided to go to K<mtucky, and in two terprise, $4,000 in Sonora mining lands,
Havmg closad his busmess c?nnec- found a bill against all and they were
or three days the five ex-Shakers set and $5,000 in an ill-adVised building tion in Pa.ris, Rennett fe~t that. It ·_was again required to gi/ baH or go to
out on their journey. This was before enterprise. T.bese sums took wing-s and not the point whence to Issue h1s httle
.
the dA.ys of general railroading, and disappeared in less than two years, sheet~ S~veral cities suggested the~· pr:eonn~ett, with his companions, felt
they travel8d by canal, passing over and from a competence for life a con- selva to him, New ~ ork the mo~t form- that they had been outraged; he felt he
the Erie to Buffalo, then by propeller clition of absolute poverty was reached. bly. He made a tnp there to VIew the had violated no law and committed no
to Toledo, thence by the 1\-Ilami canal Sadness filled the hearts of Bennett lay of the land, and though IDeAting crime in selling the pamphlet. He so
to Cincinnati, where a steamboat was and his wife. He engaged again in put- with no special encouragement fro~1 announced in his paper, and that, firmly
taken. The del!!tination was Branden- ting up an extensiv series of proprie- the Libera!a of New ~ork, be felt It believing he possessed a full right to
burg, forty mile!! below ~ouisville.
tary medicine, but was not successful. was tbe POint whence h1s paper should sell the treatis to all who wished it,
The country and surroundings were
He was induced by a friend to re- issue. He returned and issu:d No,. 4 he would cont.inue to do so. He sold
wholly unlike those of New York. It move to Kansa! Clty, where he started in Paris, while No. 5 was. 1se~ed m many hundreds. Comstock wrote him
was in the days of slavery, and all new a drug store. but meeting with more New Y?rk, January! 1874, 1VI~h srxtee~ a decoy letter and got one of them.
arrivals from the East were looked upon indifferent success than he expected be pages 1n~tead of eight. This was a' For this he was arrested and held to
as Abolitionists and natural enemies. was induced to sell out at considerable the be.ginning of _the several years o; bail in March, 1879. He was tried in
A very few days sufficed to convince sacrifice, and never received but little finanmal depressiOn, when scores 0 • the following May before the bigoted
the party that they had made a mis- more than half the amount he sold for. pretty well established journals went and unfair judge: c. L. Benedict-the
take in coming to Brandenburg. There
The next move was perhaps a singular by the board. It was a matter of un- judge· of whom Comstock boasted, at
was nothing to do there, and very poor one. A boyhood friend who had been certaint! whether THE TRUTH ~EEKER Bennett's trial, that Benedict never
prospects for the future. Bennett and to California and made a goodly sum would hv; but t_he number of Its pa- failed him, but convicted t:very case
his brother-in-law went up to Louis- of money a.t stock-raising, lived in New trons gradually mcreased .The s_econd brought before him. The trial was exville to see if business could not be York, wished Bennett to join him in volume was a ~~mi-mo~thly of sixteen ceedingly unfair. The jtidge woul_d alprocured, for they were out of money, t.he manufacture of briok on Long pages, and conumued Sixteen mon~hs, low no opinions by competent wnters,
and winter was coming on apace. They Island, forty miles from New York. closing with the year. From.that time editors, publishera, linguists, aud lit~
found the world as here preRented The idea made a favorable impression, it· became ~ weekly, conta~ning, for erary men, who were present, that the
wholly different from their quiet Shaker as the brick business had been very two years, e1ght pages each I_ssue_, and worl{ was not obscene. He would alhome and it is not strange that a l{ood. They removed to New York, but since that sixteen pages, makmg It the low no comparison to bo made with
home'- sick feeling settled over · the Bennett was disappointed to learn that largest Liberal or Freet_h~ught public~- standard works; in fact, he would not
party.
·
his old friend had lost all his m0ney, tion in the world, contammg each weeK allow the little work to be read to the
Among the occupations which Ben- and had not a· dollar to 'put into the 700 sq11are inches mo~e of reading mat- jury in its entirety. His rulings and
nett had followed with the Shakers business. Other arrangements had to ter than any other L1~era! paper.
definitions were of the most arbitrary
were: three years at raising and. put- be made, other parties. were interested
This growth gre:v dne.ctly up_on the and unjust character. The jury divided,
ting up garden Med!! in papers, four who put in capital. Bennett purchased Christian prosecuuon Wlt~ _which the eleven to one, for fifteen hours, but years at shoemaking, three years in some clay property on the north side paper and ed~tor were VISited. THE finally, upon the .narrow ruling of the
charge of their medical depa.rtment- of Long Island, three miles east of Tn_uTH SEEKE~ Is a~ out~spoken °,l?P 0 - judge, the twelfth juror weakly yiel~ed
ralsing and gathering medical roots and Northp'Jrt. H~re bulldings were erected, nent of priestcra 1 t, supernatura,Ism, and united with the others to convwt,
herb!!, making extracts, syrups, and a yard opened, and what was more, and all the errors that belong to them.
An appeal was taken to three judges
other preparations-and three years at Bennett invented an apparatus for dry- This inevitably brought down upon the in bane but Judge Benedict was one of
practicing medicin. He did not attend ing brick by heat as fast as they came paper .and its editor ~he hatred of the them, a~d Judges Blatchford and Choate
a medical college, nor graduate, but he from the mill. This required fifty tons Christian church, of Its clergy, anrl of readily sustained their brother judge
had a good medical library, from which, of iron to construct. There was a slight t.he Young Men's Christian Association. Benedict.
The sentence was pro:
and the old physicians of the society, ·iefect in the mode of construction. It Clergymen fro!ll the country .wh_en th.ey nounced on the 5th of June, when Benhe learned much, and was deemed suc- required changing. A degree.of dissat- came to the mty to attend Lhelr rehg- nett was remanded to Ludlow-s:reet
cessful in the eclectic system of prac- i.sfaction grew up on the part of the ious anniversaries, and for other pur- Jail to awalt the action of the Presitice. His medical experience seemed to partners. Exactions were made of Ben- poses, denounced THE TRUTH SEEKER, dent (R. B. Hayes). Such an appeal
qualify him for the drug business, and nett which he could not comply with. and said it ought to be crushed out. was never made for an indi ridual to
he obtained a situation in a Louisville He concluded to withdraw ·from the Many letters talking i? a similar way a President before. Petilions for the
wholesale and retail drug establishment, concern, losing his six months' labor were. written to the mty. The Young release of Bennett were sent over the
where he remained a year, in the inter- and $1,000 he had put in.
l'I'Ien's Christian Association took up country and they were signed by over
im making a commercial tour for sellHe returned to Rochester and engaged the question and debated, "How can 250.000 persons. So many petitioners
ing drugs through Kentucky into Tenagain in tbe service of Briggs & Bro. THE TRUTH BEEKER be suppressed?"
never signed for a person before. Be. neesee, visiting the Green River counas
commercia,!
traveler.
In
1870
he
enAnthony
Comstock
undertook
the
conside this, fully twelve thousEllnd private
try, the Mammoth Ca.ve, Clarksville, etc.
Bennett and his wife commenced tered into a contract with a firm in tract. He visited TKE TRUTH SEEKER letters were written to the President in
housekeeping in a single room, and in Paris, Illinois, to take charge of a drug office, and spent two hour& in looking Bennett's behalf. The Department of
the most primitiv manner. They felt store in tbat small city, and here he over the tracts and pamphlets pub- Justice, the members of the Cabinet,
the neceesity of living within their in- remained over a year, when, wishing lished by Bennett. He found two up- including the Attorney General, the
come, that their condition might im- to engage in business for himself, he on which he thought an indictment President's private secretary, and even
prove. At the close of the year, with. embarked in the growing and putting could be held. One was Bennett's the President himself, seemed to be in
their savings ·and some $200 left to l\Irs. up of ll'arden seeds. He had fifty acres "Open Letter to Jesus C~rist," the Bennett's favor, and. that he should be
Bennett by a deceased brother, Bennett in cultivation the first year, and sev-· other was a small tract wntten by A. released. But l\frs. Hayes, an ardent
was enabled to fit up and start a drug enty-five acres the second. Unfavor- B. Bradford for the Popular Science Methodist, and the bishops and priests
store of his own, which he conducted able and very dry seasons curtailed Monthly, entitled "How do Marsupials of the country were against him. The
eight years, meeting with fair success. the crops most seriously. Partners had Propagate Their Rind?" . These were influence that was brought to bear
He bought property, built rather exten- to be taken. The concern was not submitted to Comstock's Star Chamber against him was so great that, though
sivly, engaged in some enterprises it harmonious. The partners took an advisers, and they were deemed suf- the President had promised a pardon
would ha.v been better to let alone, and arbitrary course, and a dissolution was ficient. Bennett was arrested by a deP- should be made out, he wavered, got
lost money. During this period their inevitable. $2,000 and more were lost uty United States marshal, accompa- weak-kneed, listened to the church and
.
nied by Comstock, and was taken be- his wife, and declined to pardon. Benonly child, a daughter, was born, and, here.
In
the
spring
of
1873
Bennett
was
fore
a United States commissioner and nett was taken to the Albany Penitenthough it was a well-developed child,
it did not liv. It died as s_oon as it was drawn into a newspaper discussion with held in $1,500 baH, which had to be tiary July 28th, 1879, and was at once
two clergymen· of the place upon the given or Bennett go to jail. The pros- set at work in the shoe-shop, occupying
born, or before.
subject
of prayer and several Bibl!D pect of sending him to the penitentiary a cell by himself. Prison life il! anyIn 1855 Bennett was induced to dose
thing but pleasant. The rules are harsh
out hia business in Louisville and move points, particularly touching the divine at hard labor was regarded as good.
This was in the fall of 1878. About this and rigid, and the aseociates of the
to Rochester:, N. Y., where his sister leadership of Moses. The articles on
and brother-in-law resided. He engaged each side were publlshed in the two time Col. R. G. Ingersoll, of Wa.shing- most degraded character.
He worked at shoe-making neatly
some four years in t.he seed business weekly papers of the place. At length, ton, took the case in hand, and with
with Briggs & Bro., and more than half one more intolerant than the other re- the two little pamphlets went before two. months, when, being attacked by
. of this time traveled through the West- fused Bennett's articles because of their the United States authorities in Wash- vertigo, he was sent to the hospital •
ern Stat6ls, collecting and taking orders. radicalism. This naturally offended ington, and asked them if it waa Here he had favors he could not hav
In 1859 he removed to Cincinnati. Bennett, that his opponent should be their purpose to prosecute a matter of in the cell, and was not again sent to
where he soon purchased a drug store heard, while his replies were refused. that kind. They concluded not, and the· shop. He was permitted to write,
and engaged in the preparation of pro- This brought the idea to his mind of orders came up from Washington that and in a little over six months he wrote
prietary medicins, some seven or eight starting a paper of his own, in which the case againt Bennett be dismissed. two octavo. volumes of 900 pages eachIt of course angered Comstock ex- " The Gods and Religions of Ancient
in number, distributing them among he could speak his convictions. He refarmers and others through the adjoin- solved to do so. But what should be ceedingly to be thus frustrated, and he and Modern Times "-the large3t work
ing country. He began with sendiug the name of the newspaper? He wrote almo.st swore that he would yet hav ever written in prison. The first volout a single wagon, but in two or three down some fifty names which sug~ested Bennett in his power. The following ume was brought out in THE .. TRu:H
years he had fifteen wagons running, themselvs to him, and submitted them year the Freethinkers pf New York SEEKER office while the author WillS still
to his wife, THE T:auT:a: SEEKER was se· held an annual meeting at Watkins, N. ~n prison,
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Two months of the thirteen-the term 1·
of his sentence-were taken off for SolflbyD.1lll:.Bennett,21 CHntonPI.,l'I!'.Y.
good behavior, SO he Wll.S released in IN'J.'E~NA'.I'IONAL S<::IENTI.FIC SERIES.
April.
1
Mrs. Bennett and- a committee of No.I;,!~I.'f:cY~r::;at";\!~of ~~~~¥;~'!!·a~;vwm.~~··
friends from New York met him a!!\ he
C!otb, ~1 50
.
.
I II. Phy•lc8 and Poll tics; or, Thou~hto on the Ap?,llI
e merge ..
u fr o m prISOn, and accompan ted
oatou
o,• t h e p r!nclples o!~ "Natur&l 0Soechim home.
0 D. t.he 2d of May his ,
·ll~n-fa~~~ i~~~~~l~'\r8°~. "1~~~~:~~:~~~ ~ 8/~;&; 1 50
• ds go t up a gran d ova t'IOU In
• h'IS Ii III . F 00 dij, By'Edwar d Smlth .................. ·c· lot'
h 1 7"
f nen
honor, and Chickering Hall was packed 1IV. :r>l~~~q~n~v ~~~L l~~- Tfl!~~~~~.~.f..t~7~~cro~li'; 1 50
and thOUN, and• IV. The Study of Sociology. By Herbert Spencer;
to l'ts fullest capnci'~uY,
"'
"
"
_.
12mo .......................................
bl t
t ·
h
t
t
I
Cloth, 150
una. e 0 ge
In
a
0
urn away. I VI. The New Chemlotry, By Prof. Josiah c. Cooke,
Excellent speeches were _made by eight [
Jr., o! HM·vard University. 1~mo ........ c_.loth, 2 oo
VII Th 6 Con er tl
f E
B P f B f
or ten· persons, and probably a more
ste ;•mrt." 1ii:,o~~ ~.... ~.~~~:: ... : ...~~ : .. . c1 ~.'f,: ~ 50
hearty reception was never given.
· vm ...'*~\~!1¢lJg~~Wgt!o.Dis.~;t~~t,i<~';,g_;.,~~~~~£{;,~:
It was soon proposed that Bonnett
By J. Bell Pettigrew. 12mo. Fully mus>rated.
175
be sent as a delegate to the: Intern a- IX. Responalblllty In :Mental ~!lease. By ~~';:~
tional Freeth lnkers' Congress, to be
M•utlsiey, M.D. 12mo .................... Cloth, 1 w
held_ in Brussels at the close of August. X. T~i'm~~~~~-~~. ~f.. ~~:":·...~:..::.~:·.~.~~~~~~ .'6fii~~;
.
1 75
It was proposed that both he and A. XL Animal Mech~nl•m .. A Treatloe on Terrostrlal
..
andAerialLocomotwn. ByE. J. }farey. With
L. Rawson go Ill company, and funds
117 I!lu•tratlona. 12mo .................... Cloth, 1 75
w~re sent in t. 0 defray a part of t.he XII.
O~j~~~~~ o~ythJeo~~nw!ll!1tJ1abmet-Ir:aepnerR. ·~f~~.
"
expenses. They embarked on August
Cloth, 175
4th, 1880. The congress was a decided XIII.P~~tJ~~~r~g~m~3::•fJm~~~..~~~:V:~~~~~o~J. 1 50
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success.
Af~er it was over, Bf1ni_~ett XIV,:,J;'~r~1.'~';;;;[Y ~1m~-~~~~.~~~ .:':~~~~~:tfo~I:: 2 00
COil tinued hl6 traVels up the Rhme, XV .:Yuugl: their Nature ~nd U•es. By l\1. C. Cooke.
through Switzerland and I-taly, to Rome,.
Edited l.>y the Rev.M. J. Berkeley. 12moCioth,
1 50
h
b
N ap1es, an d ot er p 1aces. H e was a - XVI. The Life and Growth of Lawual!_6; "n Outline
1
11
sent_ nearly fbur months, and wrote
~~f. 'iil~~t. :.~.~~-~~~.":... ~-~ ... ":': ...~;~~~Jro~~; 100
home pretty full letters to THE TRUTH XVII. Money and the Mechanlam of Exchange. By
W. Stanley Jevons. 12mo ................ Cloth, 175
S EEKER, W hi Ch ma d e a VO 1ume 0 f 850 XVIII. The N~t:ure of Llflht, with a Gener&l Acpages.
The first edition was called
£~';J;J,ci~ ~~1'~1f~Jmg;{;!t'o!~a~Ja ~~~~~~
"An Infidel Abroad," but the name
Spectr~ In Chromollthog;aphy. !2mo .... Cloth, 2 00
1
Animal Parasites and Messmates. By P. J.
Was Subseq liently changed to "A Truth X X. Van
Beneden. With 83 Illustrations. 12mo.
Seeker in Europe."
Cloth, 1 50
These letters were so well approved XX.
1 50

~~th~sr:ffl~~ttr~Wo':;a, ~~m~: .. ~~.~~:~.~~~.~;~~[,:
2

that D. C. Coleman, of Modesto, Cal., XXI. o'1~~r\.J~i~~~:~~ ~~~".iie.Bl ~g!:.~.~~~8ig{~:
proposed that Bennett make the tour XXl_I. Tile Theory of Bound Ito Relation to :Music.
•
B Pr 0 f Pi t Bl
12
Cl th
of the world
write up a book of what
Y
e ro aaerna. · mo .......... 0 ' •
•
'
XXIII. Studies lu Spectrum Analy•l•. By J. Nor•
he might see, and present a copy to
man Lockyer. Illuotrated. 12mo ........ Clo&h,
- ,
each one who ;;tdv<~onced the sum of five xxi'i1 ~_H-~;'}l,g~r\hir. <f};':r~l'o~~ ~~t~\~~'¥i~~~
dollars. He proposed to advance five
tr«ttous. 12mo ............................. cloth,
dollars, but subseqilently made
it XXY1~:.::~~~~.~.·.. ~.~:~~.~~~.... ~~-~~.~:~~~~:Jtt\i','
twenty, The proposition was laid be- XXVI. Mode-n Cbromatlco, with Applications to
:Art andinduetry. By Ogden N_ Roud. With
fore .the readers Of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
130 Illu!tratlons 12mo .................... Ciotb,
·
H
d
XXVII Th h
s ' B A d Q t f
and was welt received.
undre s came . Profe•~oru~"infber';;~~iog:i fn' t~e ~u~:,:,;;e~f
forward and SUbscribed five dollars,
Natural History, Paris_ 12mo ....... , ~ .... Ciuth,
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W1!ly Re1lly. By:Wm. carleton..................
Tom Brown's Schoo!Dau. By Tboma•Hull:hes,
Lait Days of Pompe11. By Sir Edw&rd Lytton,
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Draw!ng.Room Playa. An Evenlng'o Amuse'
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B
' XXIX.ThoAtomlcTheorv.By.A.<i.Wurtz,Membre
h Un d re d respon e ,
ennett
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'I, he :Nln.gnet .l.ln.ndbooks. Paper. Price IG Adventures of. Don Quixote Junior...............
cents each. Postage free.
My Little Keepsake................................
French in a Fortnight
Gift for u. Good Child...............................
Grammar Made Easy
Rn.tnbows tor ClJ.tldren.. ... .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. .....
Singing 1\iude Easy
Santa Claus nd St. Ntcholal!!!. .. . . .... .. .. . .........
Mur~els Of .Mil'Lh ior Funny FeUows
The 1\IischicfBOok .............. ·.··... ..... ... .. ...

B•sl!i'ullJ>Ss Cured

~~~t,~~!·~tgeS~~~itftand

l?ortuae T" Ie: and Dream Book

~~~J~~o~oo~u~%~':!m;i:i'~e~suzzles

Ooll.!ldentlal.A.dvlce to a Lonr

:it

1

.,nK th

~~m~J~~.~;~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::;: g~ :1~' Hone~t Q•H~31l<>•::: and

~:~~~~'~ir'rt~~ctlons. 2 vols j;~~ ~~~·g~~~~e'h~~ot~~rs
Youog Folks ClH4tterbox... .... .. .. .. .... ..... ....
Pll.ley's Natural Tlleology
"\Vesley·a PrlmitivA Physic A!tcruoon Tea.....................................

Moore's Works
Sl!eltey'sChoiceWorks
Wordswort!I Poems

50

1~
,~eJ~~;;~ :::· ~~~~~~oei< : HIs Career of Cruelty an<!
N~'Lpo~e~~ und.e ~is ~~:~~tg1;8 .. ''.'''''''' '.'....
75 .1S Crime. lly D. J'tl. Bennett. 2:> cents.
India, and the lndlan Mutiny::::::::::::::::::::
75 .IS I Ei~hl-h and Ll\St Letter f!l'ODl I.ndlOW'
F ll f PI t Street .san. 10 cents.
·
U
n:oliday Bool<!l c;:r C 1
-j c••en. u 0
c., Jl,eHm·s front Albany Peuitentiat·y. 2~
urcs. Big Type.
etiVY aper.
Price. Post. cents. ·~
Tuttl-Frutt!. A Book of Child· Songs.·········· $ 50 .08
);[at tel·, l!iotlon, Life, aml liiind. 10 cents.
Chatterbox. Colored En"ravings.. .... .. .. .. .. .. 1 15 •}6
AChrbtmasBox............. .....................
60 .•5
'i'heGod.-.~·sn:)crstUion. Reents.
Chatterbox Stories of Natural History .....-......
7~ .16
'l'he Gl•·cat' Religions of the Wol'ld. !Octe.
ChatterboxJnn!or........................ ........
6o .l7'
Chr~tterbox ... ········ ...... ···•··· ,.. ... . .. ..... ...
65 .1~: 0}len L<'ttcl' to Sarnucl Co!;.:;ate. 10 cents.
Karl Fro!I'Ich's Frollcs wit~ Scissors and Pen.'·
~ ·}~ · Ji ,~,. 0 ~ (:hdst. Cons!ucrcd os r.n Infidel. 10 cents.
~~~PJ~~~':,{'pte'Ii.ty'.'.'.::·:::.:·.:·:.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 6g :15;
An Hum With t!w nc,·H. 10 cents.
65 ' 178
Chatterbox Plct,m·o Bool::................. .........
1 ., · f • <''-~pbet ds 10

Ch!ld's Own S>ory Book ..... · ...... ·· ...... "·....
Our Cha t('rb x .......... ~"id"'"'"'""'""'"""
Little Lessons for Little Chi ren....... ..........
$.
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66--~·week in vonr own town. Terms and $5 ontlitfree.
.Address

.a:. llALL&r

& Co., Portland, Maille.
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J:Ioncst Answers.

~n 01,en I.l!tter to Jesus <Jhrlst. 5 cents.
B. F. Und<'rwood'!l U'ot•ks.
Utlll J,e<>hn•es. Embracing Influence of

l'<iStl;}'S

Ch;i:;tbnil,y on Ch·tliu~ttou; Chrfsti~ulity nnll Materialism;
Wlwt Li:h•.r.di.sm otrers in Place of Ctlristiauttl; Scientific
~i:lttn·;·.ll!::!tu; Wom:l.n; Spiritualism from n. .J.lnterirtlfstic
st~dl•lp•Jint; P.due r.he Politic:-d aud Religious He former;
~Lttenalisi!\ ar:d Crime: Will tho Coming :Man 1Vorship
Gnd f Cr1mcs.and Cruelties of Christh\nity: th~ A utli~it~
0 ur ea.
{\f tite HilllP; !·~reet,hought Judgell hy its F rnits,
of u~~~t 3Ct:J pp., p!tper, 130 c~nts; clotht $1.

l

[nflu<>nf'e of Christianity npoil Civilizao
ti•l!!. 25 cc,<ts.
15conts.
{;b~ist lanity and Materialisnl.

Whnt LiberaUt~~ Offers tn Plac'l .olt
(JJ!r!l;t!anity • 10 c~Il..._

80Cou.rtst.Brooklyni EXTRAORDINARY OFFER
Fou.nd at·Last!
THE
How beautiful are Herbert Spencer'& thoughts
upon life. and bow different f_t•oru the theories of
those who madly insist on intrcdocing a first cause,
a Scandinavian divinity or gOd, to account for the
existence of everything, because, they say. matter
cannot originate the soul which is superior to Itself! Then the acorn should never become the
oak, or the child the man. Nothing can be more
ethereal than the labor of Insects who secrete, perhaps, the whole substance of the universe. Carbonate of lime is composed of their shells, and the
coral rocks of ocean. Is it unreasonable to suppose that the industry of microscopic animals can
finally produce a conscious, refiecting aonl!-Alhaza.
IN all the great·events of their lives, the Dyaks,
. the inhabitants of Borneo,. require that human
heads shall be procured. When a Dyak wants to
marry he must show himself a hero, and the more
heads he can obtain the greater tne pride and admiration with which he is regarded, not only by
his bride, but the whole tribe. When a rajah is
dead heads must be secured; for, aceording to
Dyak belief, I be victims serve as slaves to the departed rnjah in heaven. Whenever a child is born
to a rajah (In Long Wai, at least,) heads must be
got before it can be named. It is a rule among all
the tribes that no youth can regularly wenr a mandan, or be married, or 11ssociate with the oppo&it
sex till he has been on one or more "head-hpntlng"
expeditions. A mandan is presented to him, probably at his birth. or when he receives a name; but
not till he bas wa"hed it in the blood of an enemy
can he presume to carry it as part of his every-day
equlpments.-Carl Bach's Head-Hunters of Borneo.

THE magic of a name is bot sufficient to keep the
worldjn innocence and purity. There is no power
in amulets because there is no beEef in the devil.
That is sacred which is in the soul, not that which
we pin on the sleeve. Ornaments are not worn today to keep away witches. A cross on the bosom
is not a symbol of the religion of the ueart; neither
are charms around the neck protec:ious to virtueThe soul must arm itself, and when that is strong
in the prinCiples of rle-bt no power can prevail
against it. It is what we think, not what we wear,
that protects us.-L. K. Washburn,

AN Albany type-set• er is training a quartet gf
files to pndhe· periods iri his •· take."

WI 1SONIA, "

ANY kind of cookery in the world, no matter
hOiiV exeCl'.able, is preferable to a family broil.
" P A, wbat is a pessimist, and w hn t is an optimist 1" " A pessimist, my son, is one who takes the
surplus kittens. just aft"r they ate born, and chloroforms them. The optimist is one whO lets the kittens grow up, to liv a wretched, starving life; to be
tortured continually by boys an~ other thoughtless
animals, and to be finally killed with brickbats
and left to rot on the streets."

WE are not troubling ourselvs about a f11ture life,
and do not propose to; but togivlhls life, and what
will make it better, our undivided attention. If we
arrive at the highest degree of pm·felJtlon here,
which we are capable of attaining to, and spend
our time in the most profi•able and useful manner
we feel sure that if there is a oontlnued existence
we shall be in gOOd COnditinn to enter upon it.
Our chief motto is, Let us do the ·best we cab in
EXPERT CRITICISM.
this life here and now, and. attend to the other
''Goon day, gentlemen."
when we reach it and can know more about it.A very nice-looking young man· stood in the
D . .M. Bennett (Truth Seeker Tract No. 135).
door-way of the editorial room and gazed In a
THE martyr may perish at the stake, but the benign way at the occupants of the apartment.
"Would it be possible for me to sell the Tribune
truth fOr which he dies may gather new lrtster
from his sacrifice. The patriot may lay his head a story?" he ex:claimed~
"What kind af a story hav yau ground out?"
upon the block and hasten the triumph of the
cause for which he snffers. The memory of a asked the horse reporter.
"The story," said the visitor, "is o~e in which
great life does not perish with the life 1tself, but
livs in other minds. The ardent and enthusiastic- the triumph of love is depicted, and--"
"It isn't one of those 'and as Ethel stood there
may seem to throw away their lives, but the enduringmen continue the fight and enter in and take in the soft moonlight, her little figure sharply outpossession of the ground on which their predeces- lined against the western sky, there was a crash in
sors sleep. Thus the ttinmph of a just cause may Coastcli:ifCastle, and the girl knew that he" mother
come late, but when it dOes come it is due to the had dropped the doughnut jar' kind of stories, is
men who hav failed as well a~ to the men who hav it-because they won't do," said the hm;se reporter.
eventually succeeded.-Dr. Smil<s's Duty.
"There is nothing at all about doughnuts in this
OH what a glory doth this world put on
story," replied the visitor, rather haughtily," but
if you like I can read a portion of it."
For him who, with a ferv<!nt heart, goes forth
"All right."
Under the bright and glorious sky, and looks
"Where shall I begin?"
On duties well performed and days well spent!
For him the Wind, aye, and the yellow leaves,
"AnYwhere," replied the horse reporter. "SupShall hav a voice, and giv him eloquent teachings. pose yau giv-us th<.Jlast sentence of it."
"I should hardly think-"
He shall so hear the solemn hymn that Death
Has lifted up for all, that he shall go
''Oh, never mind about 'that. We do all the
To his long resting-place Without a tear.
thinking for young authors that come up here."
The visitor seat"d himself, and read as follows:
-Lonafe&low.
"•For answer Glady's beautiful eyes dropped,
WHAT can purify our politics but iudividJlal but she gave him both het· hands, and there, under
plll"lty- better men to vote for and better men to the heavy fruited trees, the golden bees fiying all
vote? Is the press going to save America? For about themr and the air filled with their dreamy
the most part it is a partisan tool. The editor does monotone, he drew her upon his breast, and raisnot ask what is true, what is right. He asks what ing her long ringlets .to his lips; he kissed them
is safe. The press itself needs saving. And the reverently.' "
only way to eave it is by getting more cultivated
"That's the last sentence, is it 1" asked the horse
and noble gentlemen into editorial chairs. Is the reporter.''
church going to save America 1 Il does not look
uyes, sir."
much like it. The morality Of the press i! higher.
" I should hope it was. It makes me tired to read
The church has so long insisted that salvation is about such ducks."
an un-moral aff~ir that it bas lOst tile power of
"Why, I don't see--," began lhe author.
making moral distinctions. A religious body, as
"Of course you don't. Probably you were the
respectable as any that could be convened, indorses
practices which the Stock Exchange would not in- hero of the novel. Dld yon ever hear of Thompson's colt?''
dorse. The morality of the church ought to shame
The visitor admitted his ignornnce eoncerning
that of tbe market, but it falls .below it. A man
that historical animal.
may do that as a preacher, and still keep his pulpit
"Well,
Thompson's colt was such an eternal idiot
for doing which, as a stock-broker, he would lose
his seat. Before the church can~ save Amenca it. that he swam across the river to get a drink. Now,
that fellow in your story is a dead match for him."
must itself be aaved ..-Chadwict's Rise oj Jlfan.
"r don't understand--"
"Probably not. It is not to be expected of literTo be happy in Old a~e it is necessary that we accustom ourselvs to objects that can accompany ary people. But I Will tell you; this young fellow
the mind all the wa.y through life, and· that we take in your story is out under an apple-tree holding a
the rest as gOOd in their day, The mere man of girl's handSJ, isn't he?''
uyes."
pleasure is miserable in old age, and the mere
" And, acoording to the story, he 'raised her long
drudge in business is little better. . • . Tl:l03e
who knew Benjamin Franklin will recollect tbat ringlets to his lips, and kiseed them reverently. •
his min a was ever young, his tem.per ever serene; That right!"
H Certainly."
Science. that never grows gray, was atw1ys his
"Now, what do you think Of a young man that
mistress. He was never without an olljact, for
when we cease to hav au object we become like an would go nibbling around a girl's back hair when
invalid in an hospital waiting for death.-Paine·s she had her face with her 1 Such stories do not
possess the fidelity to nature that should ever
Age of Ref18on.
characterize the work of· genius. No, my genial
ONE m~tn prays thus: How ·shall I be able to lie imbecil; yon cannot get the weight of this powerwith that womo.n! Another prays thu.s: How ful journal on,tne side of any such young man as
shall I not desire to lie with her 1 Another prays your story depicts. We ·were once young and up
thns: How sllalli be released from this? Anothei· to the apple-tree racket ourselvs." .
prays, How shall I deSire not to be relea',ed 1
"Good day," said the author, starting for the
Another thus: How shall I not lose my little son 1 door.
Then thus: How shall! not l:>e afraid to lose him f
"So long," was the response, "Make George act
In fine, turn thy prayers this way and see what like a white man in your story, and come around
comes.-M. A. Antoninul.
again."-Chicaoo Triflune.
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WILSONIA,

and Catarrh

Sl'tUFF.

WILLIAM WILSON,

envy."

THREE years ago a seaside summer boarder,
while straying along the bed of a stream that had
been left partially bare by exceosiv drouth, discovered. lying upon the sand, a conohiferons hivalvular mollusk-vulgus, clam-that seemed to be
in the last gasp from exhaustion and thi1·at. Pitying the sore distress Of the unhqppy bivalve, the
stranger took it up and cast it into the deep part of
the stream, and went on his way happy in the
thought of a kindness done. He speedily forgot
the incident. A while ago, however, as he was en.
joying again a summer vacation, and sittin~ nea1·
the spot where the event of three years before had
taken place, he perceived a clam clambering laboriously over the rocks toward him. Arrived with
mnch exertion at the feet of the amaz?d observer,
the clam opened its shell and disclosed a pe&rl as
large as a hazel-nut. This the gentleman unhe•itatingly approprhted, and thereupon the gra'eful
clam, smiling clear around to its ba~k hinge, returned joyfully to the water and disappeared with
a gurgle of satisfaction.

THE

"! .. ITTLE GERJJIAN DOC'I'OR.'S"

INVENTED BY

SociETY life in Des .Moines, Iowa: "A young MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN, LECTURER ON ELECTRIC.
coHple in tile gallery of the opera house last night
AL THERAPEUTICS, NUTHOR OF THE "TRIAL
were so overcome with the beautiful forms on the
OF MEDICIN," THE "LANGUAGE OF DISstage that they sank into each other's arms with a
EASE," "MEDICAL FALLACIES,"ETC.
kiss and a hug. The young man wore an immense
wide-brimmed hat, which the young lady work£d
vigorously as a fan to keep him cool. A rural
rooster who saw the performance yelped with
"FATHER. if mothe1· shoutd sit in a chair and
you should ~ant it, you would say,' Get up dear,'
wouldn't you?" u Yes." said I. ... But," said the
little four-year old, "if I should sit in a chair you
wanted, you would say.' Get dOwn, dear.' Well,
what is the difference !"' said she; and as if perfectly satisfied that she had given utteranl!e to a
poser, ~he replaced her thumb in her mouth again,
and looked sidewise with a rougish smile on har
cotmtenance.

A SURE CURE FOR HEADACHE
AND CAT AltRH.

It will instantly relieve the most severe attack
of catarrhal headache, .clear the head of all
offensiv matter, and, if persistently used, will
IYU1'e the worst case of catarrh.
Price, tor a few montlls, 15 cents per box, or
two boxes tor 25 cents. Postage free.
.
Address JAMES A.. BLISS, Wakelleld. MasH.

!St.S7

·

The acme of perfection In Magnetic Clothing, snper,
sedlllg every kind of electric or magnetic garmen&a. The
WILSONIA "will cure every form of disease, Including

~~l'n~~~~~tr,·c~i~t:'. glrear~0i51~~f!~ i5ea~~.~~~ar~rg;
0

1

~rostratlou,. Mental Aberration, Impotence, Sterll!&y,

Sciatica, and all forms of disease resulting from Impaired
nerve force and loss (\f ffiBnhood.
'ONE DISEASE ONE CURE," IS OUR WATCHWORD.

DISEASE CANNOT EXIST WHERE "WILSONIA" IS
WORN AS DIRECTED.
Read the following testimonials :
93 CoNSXLYEA. PT., BROOKLYN, E. D., N.Y., Sept. 2, 1882.

o~~i::~·e~~Llgi'tfee~~r~lr~fs;;;m~o~~~~~:'f~o~t~Y,~~~

1
suffered for several years. I spent consldtjra.ble mouev
for doctors, but the bleeding would still come on ut Inter.

vals, which both weakened and alarmed me. Since wear-

~~t~~~f!~~~~;~ t~'t;~J~glntt~~s s;~~['i,':;{enlt \~Rlmne':'I

can and feel It my duty t.o cheerfulfy recommend the wn.
Respectfully yours,
MRS. A. BRYANT.

sonia to all persons suffering as I was.

Catal'rh and Muscular RheumatisJn.
BROOKLYN,N. Y.~Jan.10,1882.

MR. WM. WILSO,., Dear Sir: Being compelled to walk

We continue to
act assolicitorsfor
patents, caveats,
trade-marks, copyrights etc.,for
the United States, and to obtain patents ·m Canada, England, France,
Germany, and all other countries.
Thirty-sb: years' practice. No
charge for examination ofmodels or drawings •. Advice by mail free.
.
Patents obtained through us are noticed in
the SCIENTIFIC Al\IERICAN, which has
the largest circulation, and is the most influential newspaper of its Jtind lJnblish~~ in the
world. The ad vantages of such a notice every
patentee understands.
Thislarge and splendidlyillustrated newspaperis published "WEEKLY at$3.20 a year
and is admitted to be the best paper devoted
to science, mechanics, inventions, engineering
works, and other departments of industrial
pro~ress, published m any country. Single
copies by mail, 10 cents. Sold by all newsdealers.
Address, Mnnn & Co.~publishers of Scientific American1 261 Broaaway, New York.
Handbook aoou t patents mailed free.

lame from the effects of a brok-en leg, I w11s reconlmended to try your Magnetic Garments, and 'I am happy to say

<Jorre§pondencc Wanted.

that they hav given me great benefit, being able to walk

A widow wishes to correspond with a smaTt, energetic
asgoocl as ever; and also my ~:~on. who was troubled with
catarrh for years, has tried these garments, and now he is business man. Muet be Liberal, n ·t younger than forty,
and either a hache lor or widower, aad a resident of New
perfectly cured. Very truly, BERNARD MARKEY,

860 Degraw street. cor. Smith. -York city. Address HOME, O!llce of TRUTli SEEKER.
Write !or pamphlets, and note, Wl\1. WILSON. the Inventor, can only be seen at 60 COURT ST., BRQOKLYN.
I will not be responsible tor goods J>Ur·
chased elsewhere. Office hours, 9 A.:u. to
7 P.M. (Jonsultation t"ree.
A capital fun lecture on these Important subjects.
Address an cammunlcatlons to DAVID J. COTTER
:BY W. S. BELL.
SOCOURT STREET, BROOKLYN.
A pamphlet of thlrty-s!x well-printed pages mailed for
72 out.llt
A WEEK. ~12 a day at home easllymade. Cost
15 cents. Sold at this olllce.
free. Address TRUE & co .. Augnsta.M

Liberty and Morality.

$

CONSULT!c

The Great Discovery!

·DR. PECK'S
EXCELSIOR

LIVER PILLS.
PURELY VEGETABLE.
<Jut•e Malaria, Neuralgia, Jaundice, :Rlleumatlsm, Gout, Dyspepsia, and all Bilious and
Liver tUfections, etc., etc.

VINELAND, Na J.
A rognlMly eduen1ed nnd legnlly qunlified physiclllll, and tltCt

Jnost.1\ucce~;BIIl1 1

as his

pr::~ctico

wili!Jrove.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS·
EASES.
.
Spermatorrhea and Impotency,

Descrlptlv circulars, testimonials, etc., mailed free on
application.
Price sin""le box, 23 cents. Five boxes tor

na tho result of self-nbuse in youth, sexnnl O'>Ceases In mnturei

~e:::~~:"~~~:s~~~~~i· ~~lsr~:~c~~:hs~~~~f~~~~~~ t>~'~':~n!,)~Dt::
0
1
1
~~:e, i:e ~T~~ !!e~~~\~~Y ~}e~~:J~te;~2;~~~~~ s!~~~~a7id~~~~~!s0o~

45
n.oo.
I! you cannot get them of your druggist, address the
proprietor, w. H. PECK, 222 Washington street, N.Y.

Sexual Power, &c., rendering rnar.-ioge improper or unhll.ppy, ar()
thoroughly and permanenLly cured by an

EXTE.RNAL APPLICATION,

whtch ta the Doctor'& In test and gren.t.eflt medicul discovery Bnd
which he has ao fur ftreacribed for this baneful eomjlnlnt in "nil ill!

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.

~:~:s~:~;:~ib~~ ~b~ife~~JO ~~ndi~~~~~hc~deb~~n i~~~eet~~;:'
1

~f~~~~~~~~;h;~tfon~~~~rs~!~~'l::k~ ~dco~~ef~soN~h~~h~~r;
a-ble to talt6cnre of themael'\o·ca.

READ.

th~~;ft~~~~I~J~~()~Ji!fi£XedGj~~ E~!;e~rl~t~~~c'ai)~t{ftt~

}!erma (or Rupture), Piles, and other private
eured.

~-

diaelllle&

quickly

Middle-Aged and 01{1 Men.

There are mnny at the n~e of thirty to Bixty who are troublcli
with too frcqullnt evacuatiOn of the bladder, often ncconwauled h:>•
n e.Ugbt amnrtiug or burning sensation, and a wcalwtJing or thO"

~h:t~rl~~; ~oa;~~rls t!l~J~n;i!~t~~r:;.~{k~c~~d~~~~;t, ~~ ~~~~:;:~~

~~~~~o~n~iJiei~bf ~~~~~:~i:~~n:~r;;~~ ~ J::rl£ ~~~~rto~l~ :;P~~r~

ance, which plninly shows that the semen J):lssesntTwith the lll'lne.

;a~~~~ aDr. "I?:Iro:a~" u:';~~~n~~o R~~ei~/~T.l"~:rr:~~~~~l": p~1r1~~~
8

1

cu&Co~!~,~~fi~n~n~; {c~~ edr f~e~~~~J~~:l~~~~n~h~r~~at::;:ff:bi;

and cc.rrospondence strictly contldcntin.l.

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.
1
tr~~~j~~:r~~;!~::~~~~:~~ lr~~~~~~:~tW~!lt1,~e~:,~~~~~8i'~~!~

1ymptoms, horrible effecte, nnd cure, JOllowed by strougtO!ithnonin.le,
h£aded by JlU ·:JJMnvlt ao to their genuinenCiS. Should bo rend
1

~fR: ·~.nffEi~~~fV~ 0v}~~:r!~~N,e:k~~Jc~~c~~dr;a
lwe and etato in what JIU.por you saw tbb.

Notices 1rom the Press.
]From the Worcester (Mass.) Daily Times.]
we· cordlallv indorse Dr. R. P. Fellows as an able and

learned physician, who has been so hlgllly successful tllat
his name Is blessed by thousands of those who found no
relief In the old medication, but were cured by tlle aclen·
tlfic metbod originated by Dr. Fellows.
[From the Star Spangled Bann<~·.Hinsdale, N.H.]

To INV.ALJDS .AND "01'llERB :Tlle Banner seldom indorsea .
any doctor or medici~ but It Is free to say to alllnterklestfeo.ld
that Dr. Fellows, of vineland, N. J.,is not only a s 1
and reputable practlt!onelJ but one or the most aucoelllfu I
pliJalclans ln tile United atate1.
.
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IJews of the fl!eeh.

A. LONG aud activ agitation of the queRtion of and await his comi.ng. She did not preparA
_the Bible in the puh!ic schools, in Canada, has herself for punishment &She had commanded,!
culminated in a fvrmal demanq upon the Do- so he stripped her to the waist, and, with the·
MR. TALMAGE alleges :that silence is only minion government by those who favor Chris- stick he had .cut on the way home, he beat her
NEW YoRK was Visited by a snowstorm last
music a<leep. Just so. And the snoring dur- tian exercises for the pupils. Tbey state their until the blood flowed from the cuts. Her Sundll.y.
ultimatum as follows: "That the Bible be used screams were heard throughout the neighboring a eermon is only the congregation asleep.
not as a reading book, but devotionally, in con- hood, and when the facts b~came known the
THURLOW WEED, the veteran journalist, died ·
~- PHILADELPHIA preach£r roid the WOm!lU of
nection with the prescribed prayer, at the open. excitement ran high, and there were threats of on the 22d ult.
niis ~ongregation that divine truth could not ing of the school each morning, and that both lynching. Phillips, helM)lllg of this, hastily left.
THE erection of a cremato!y is about to be
··finB iits way into hearts that were cramped by teachers and puptls read together the selection town. He is a leading mewber of the B>ptis' qegun in this city.
·corsets.
A. GOVERNMENT detectiv was shot in Dublin,
prescribed for each ·particular school day church, and the daughter .q?,s for some tim<~
,HERBER.T ,SP!i:NCER says Americans don't throughout the year. W-e do not ask that the been a member of the choir there.
Ireland, on the 26th ult.
iknow how to ,grumble. He-evidently never Bible be used as a text-book "in the publ'c
EXP!!:RIENCED Sunday-se-hool ~pep,kers know
.· · "'
b'
t"
.
h
ft
HERBERT SPENCER reports that his health is
JJomect a · 1g- con~rega 10n gomg ome a er a schools. We do not ask that the teachers be, the danger of asking- questions at .r~J.ndom of
•·
much improved by his trip to A.meric3..
P
l
i ong sermon.- UCn;.
required to giv expositions or explanations of' their juvenil audiences. Novices aftt1n blun.
.
A. woMAN has just been chosPn superintend- the meaning of passages of scriptures."
derinto the habit, not knowing its ris)!:s • .One
IT ts stated, but not general~y credtted, that
'ent of schools ~t Barrington, R I. It is the
PROF. SAMUEL H. ScuDDER of Harvard Col- of these novices, who happemd to be a partie- the so-called False Prophet of Soudan has been
:first time tl;le position .has ever bee;n occupied lege read a paper on the discovery of a bed of ularly well-dressed voung..clergyman, tried his. captured.
i by a woman in that stat@.
antediluvian cockroaches near Fairpiay, Col., .hand on ··a Boston Sundn-y-school. He began.· A. FAIR is being held in the rotunda of the
last spring, in rocks much older than any which by saying;" Now, my dear children, look at capitol at Washington in aid of the Garfield
" WOMAN has too lnng been a mere han,ger
tf d
ha.v before yielded insect remains west of the me and tell me where you think I came from." monumen un ·
'on-a camp follower of the Christian hosV'.
· _grel).t plains.
The cockroaches numbered Oile <Jf the "dear chiidreu" held up his little
TH"b1A.S L. TALLOCK, formerly secretary of
:said Mrs. MeIissa A.. Stanley, who favors ·a
eighty, and are of a more modern character hand and said," I koow, sir." The spruce- state in New H>l.mpshire, has been appointed
, wider fie! d of action for her sex in connection
., with the church.
tban any palreozoic cockroach yet disclosed. looking clergyman benignantly gazed on the postmaster in Washington.
They form ·a group distinct from the living voun::r .child, and, bestowing ever so sweet a
ZANESVILLE, Ohio, is in an uproar over the
WE speaks ob de innocence ob youth, an' cockroach, and eleven of thfl seventeen species smile on him, ~aid," Well, my little man, where marriage of a white girl with a jet black negro.
:-yitcf..,.'loy would ruther go to a circus den ter go found mig hr. be called Pali]J()blatteriro from the do you think I came from?" The clerical and The police are looking for the minister who
1ter ·<lhl;rch, an' somehow in considerin' de shape of their wings. The discovery of these benig>1ant smile was changed :luto an exprPs- married the couple.
JhypJetiio;u ob de church an' how much ter be preadamite cockroaches shows that the beds in sion of horror when the illiterate youngster
JuDGE FoLGER, the Republican party's deseed at .de show, dinged ef I blames him~ which they were found belong to the formation blurted out, "From the country,, .m," A.n
feated caudid~te for governor of New York,
Arkansaw !l'~r.aveler.
: lmowil to geologists as intermediate or tria~sic. irrever<ilnt guffaw of laughter instantl.y pervaded
contemplates resigning his position as secretary
A. PltEACHER, .r~ising his eyes from his desk in Ouly four such cockroaches had been found in the assembly' and the moral atmosphere .-of the of state in President Arthur's cabinet.
the midst of a sermon, was paralyzed with Europe, Prof. Scudder added, and American place became such as almost to quench ,the
amazement to .see ,_his rude boy in the gallery science may congratulate il self on the new find. gond man's efforts at Suuday-school oratory.
A. LABOR Lyceum was opened in Brooklyn
Gr<;atly embarrassed, he struggled on for a little:. on Thank~giving Day. The hall was built by
h
: pelting the hearers .in .t e ,pews below with
JoHN A.. CoBDEN, the Superintendent of pub- while with his speech, and .tl;len floundered to a· contributions from labor unions, and is dedi. horse chestnuts. iBut while ,the good man was lie schools at Wakeman, Ohio, became enam- hasty conclusion.
cated to" agitation, education, ·and organiza~preparing a frown .)f reproo~, the you·ng hope- ored o! Miss Welsh, a pretty pupil. Having
tion.''
:_ ful cried ou~.: •' You tend to _yo]lr 1pre~~-Chio~.' , made up his mind to go away with her, and.
THIS is the way in which the bishop of SanTHE shying of his horse threw the Rev. J.W.
l.daddy; "I'll keep _them awakeJ'·'
ma)l:e his wife and children believe that he was tander, Spain, denounces the newspapers which
1
favor civil and religious liberty in that country: Torrence, se.cretary of the Pennsylvania Bible
\R:m.V.IVALIST BARNES encounters oppositionl r,lead, he bfgan by pretending ill health. Then ''May Almighty God,eurs.e these journals with Society, down an embankm-ent near his home
from ·the clergy in Connecticnt. Pastor Tinker he went on a trip as though to recuperate. He the perpetual ma.lediction launched against the in D>~.nville, ?a., on the 25th ult., and injured
of the Mellh.odist church at Norwich calls his wrote home from Milwaukee that he was about
to drown himself, and, leaving his baggao"e at devil and his angels! _Nay they perish with him seriously.
Nero, Julian the apostate, .and Judas the traidoctrins "·dam~ble nonsense," and the ''fag
IN the representation of the Passion Play,
ends of Calvinism!' With the same ease witi'l a hotel, disappeared. His family mourned
.
ht'm a" a Slli.Ct"de while he was alt'vn and well at tor! May the Lord judge them as he judged soon to be put UP"ll the stage in this city, it is
which Connecticut Christians can see defects in
~
~
D h
d
M
h
11
•·roore's Hlll, Indlona, where he aud Mtss
at au an A.biram!
t e OJal'th swa ow claimAd that the piece of Syrian music will be
Revivalist Barnes's belief we can see defects in .J.u
=
tb
r 1 L et t h ema,y ..,.,,.cur.sc
"~
dd
d
·
•
Welsh had obtained employment as te11chers in
em up a tve ·
ay an given, to the measure of which David danced
the entire system. It is ~til wron~ .from beg-innight, sleepi~g and waking, in eatin__g,;i.n drinkbefore the ark.
~- ning to end.
an academy nuder false names, and were
-about to get married. Cobden had bee.n an ing,
they spe>L:k and,.wnen
•
.
.
h and
k in8 ilplaying,
J when
M
THE Rev. Mrs. Phrnbe Hanaford, pastor of a
_.JN some parts of S pam where butter JS _1)., activ church. member at Wakeman, and his they eep ence . ~y theirt~y.es be blinded, church in Jersey City, decorated her church
"f!l4·9 article of merchandise it i_s ,spJd not by the: pa"-tor went to Mt'lwaukee to recover ht"s bod
t eir ears deaf, their tong uP dnmb! Cursed.
y, b
b
f
d
' with sumac leaves, and in C!Jnsequence is suf"
!.PO!li!d, but_ by _the_ yar?· hH i~ ~roug~t fr~r;n: tf possible. There the clergyman noted that 6 every mem er c their bo y'l :J,.et.them be feriog from blood poisoning. "These signs
~.the- mountam dtstrt~~. Ill 8 6 ~~ s 1.nhte~ti~s, h~e' several valuable books were missing from the cursed from to-day ,and forever·[ ·May· their' tollo.w them that believe," etc. (Mark xvi, 17).
l!l!W~~ that .are tled.off
wtt strmg m drowned ma,'s e;ffects, and he surmised the EPpulcher be that of dogs and asses I ·May
len~hstaS:-~J\_qu~red by the buyer. To_tr~velers truth. Werking- 1,1pou that _clue ,the elopers famished wolves prey upon their corpses, and
'l'RE -grand jury failed to find a bill against
butter lh:y;t,l;!._e ~ncb seems rather curiOUS bar- were traced and caught.
.
may their eternal company be that of the devil John A.. cockerel!, editor of the St. Louis Postgaining; ti®tPI-'oPHCt is usually neither palata. - ·.. _
.,
an~ his angels." It is to be remembered that Dispatch, for the shooting of Col. A.. W. Slayhie nor partieula.rly.clean.
THE St. Paul DUJpatch runs Qlllll the follow~ • thiE g-entle bishop is the follower of him who back about a month ago, and it is not expected
"" · '· • · ·
ing- fashion : " There is no superstition in the uttered the words, !• Bless and curse not." As: that any further action will be taken in the
ALL stories respectin_g--~i.r ,_Garnet Wolselev are acceptar.ce of revel11tion fqnt~l to th11t of the a specimt~n of murderous hate, bitter malignity,' matter.
· interesting just now, !:a.ys, )i}le London Truth idol»ters who dethrone Vishnu and enthrone and wor;e than pagan brutality, this screed of 1 THE Faith Cure estahlishment of BQ:ffalo,
f h
1
~ It appears that he is fnnd, like .Napoleon, of ad- protoplasm. There -is no credulity in the aca successor ~ t e apost es is probably un- N. Y., is closed. The dli acy of pr»yer and
' dressing himself directly to th.e ...soldiers under ceptance ofrevelationn equal to that of those equaled.-Tnbune.
s.Yeet oil failed to manifest itself in a case of
'-"'his command. "Now, my ID!lo~;" be said," if who invite us to accept a limited infinity, a
ON a d fforence of opinion as to whether· ,p•noJ.l eomplaint, and the business being finim:·you were told to lighten your \k;it by half a persnnal impersonality, a human diviueness,
BrothPr A.biJ" ah Greeri did or did not steal cer- Cl"lly emb"rraosed t't has J. ~t·nPd the t"nnumer
~
~
o
'
.,
•
l pout~d, what st·ould you throw away?" "The and like irrationalities of incons~cquentu~lism.
tain hymn bouks, the U uion BaptiEt church of able caravan of exploded frauds.
·""'So1d-I~r's Pocket Cnmpanion'" (a pious There is no bigotry in th.e acceptaL ca of revePniladelphia is saturated with the spirit of dtEPRESIDENT ARTHUR hes removed from office
work ·bg Wolsfley himself), answered the man lation eqn>~.l to that f~tnaticism of heresy which,
union and discord. B other Green is a preacher
Chas. E H~nry, marshal (,f the dis trier; Postas he respt~~Jtfully saluted his commander. That having beveled the edges and rounded the corwho was sent into the ministry fr<··m the Union
soldier's ~ ,raordinary good sense ~hould secure ners of unwelcome truth, seeks to ostracize. all church and licensed by its pastor. He went to master D B. Ainger, and Assistant-Postmaster
M. M. Parker, of Washington; M.D. Helm,
who repudiate its inf~tllibil•ty. There is no
his promotiiol,l.
Atlantic City to preach, and while there some
foreman of the Gong1•essional Record, and exblindness in the acceptance of revel>~.tion eqn»l
of the books belovging to the congregation he
SAPHIR WBIS,ji,,·remarkablyuglyJew, who was
to that monstrous egoism whwh shells itself up
Senator Spencer, goverument commis~ioner of
preached to were carri~d off A. committee of
: deformeJ in persQn, who lived several centuries
in pretentious conceit and refuses audience to
the Union Pllfitic Railroad, for complicity in the
ago in Germany~ ,and who was a marvel of
·
invPstig»tion was appointed, which reported Srar route frauds.
those voices from abroad, 'whose echoes roll
that Brother Green did not steal these books,
satirical wit. Nohod;v was ever known to hav
soul to soul and grow forever and forb
h
h0 1 .
THE Rev. Wm. Ma.rtin, a city missionary of
got the better of him in .repartee. Many of his from
c atmed the owner- Brooklyn, stated last Sunday that that city'
ever.' " It would be safe to ofi<'t a valuable butt at t e persons w
ship of them carried them away. This report
·. retorts hav been handed ,down to the present
'c times.
The following- was .his style of talking prize to any one who can tell what this fel- was declared by Brother Green's enemies to be could no longer be C»lled the "city of churches."
an unwarranted piece of whitewashing, for they Its church buildings, including h><lls usfld by
·back to people : He was traveliug in a stage low is driving at.
A. CHRTSTIAN father: John Phillips. a well- said they could prove that Green had stolen the Spiritualists and other relig-ious societies, can
coach in company with two Jesuits, who made
allusions to the personal appeamnce of Saphir, known citizen of Hudson, Mass., nas for some books. The debate ran so htgh that on Wed- »Ccommodate but one_ out of eight of its inhaband were· disposed to make fun of him gener- time had the reputation of cruelly treating the ne,day evening there was something very much it ants, and but one family in four possesses a
ally. He put up with it for some time, but members of his family, especially his 16-year- like what the world's people would call a free Bible.
THE Society for the Extension of Missionary
finally he asked : " Who are you two fellows, old daughter. On Monday, the 19th ult., the fight. The church was packed with excited
anyhow?" "We belong to· the Society of daughter, with the permission of her mGther, members, some of whom were, in the ge.1eral Work among the Jews met last Sunday in
. Jesus." "Which society o;f Jesus, his first or went to Ma•·lboro' to visit a relativ. A.s she did excitf'ment, pushed into the street. The pastor, Brooklyn. The secretary"s report showed that
last?" " What do you mean?" " Well, his not return just at the time ~pacified, the f>.~ther the Rev. Mr. Wallace, took a spirited part in the above variety of missionary work was goiug
Forty-two thousand tracts
first society were donkeys in the manger, and drove to M~trlboro', found his daughter, and the fray. and from the pulpit ddibArately an- on in 201 cities
:his last were thieves on Mount C>~.lvary. Now started for home. On the way he cut from the nounced hi' intention of k1llil•g Brother Abij,.h had been distributed aDd $7,173.63 spent in
I want to kc~o.v to which of the~e sociPties you roadside a heavv stick. 01 his arri-val home Green. Several of the brethren called e"ch the good work duriug the p<>st year. ~o con"ibelong."
·
he commanded her to fiCO up stairs and disrobe other liars and other unpleliSant names.
verts were reported.
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Jf11J. Jd imperfections in this life, but I know these are good and worthy
'Ji!jfOf
wome••, and that my husband is a good and worthy man-one

Over the M.ountains.-Continued.
:MORE .ABOUT :MORMONISM:.

Of course, Mormons believe in revelation, but Brigham Young never claimed infallibility, nor was it conceded to him. He was regarded as a prophet,
though in a lesser degree than Joseph Smith. When
the Mormons were expelled from Nauvoo, and Brigham ·was called to the presidency, he is claimed to
have had a ''revelation "-one received and acknowledged then and to-day. Btlt never from thP. day he
aet foot in Utah to his death did he ever assume to
give the church a written revelation of God's will.
Had he done so it would doubtless have been received with unlimited confidence, as the faith of his
followers was 80 great in him that they would have
accepted as the dictum of heaven any command he
might have given.
. .
As to crime amon~ the :Mormons, It IS well to
understand that while Mormons const.itute threefourths of the population of Salt Lake City, and in
the county four-fifths, in the city prison there are
twenty-nine convicts, and not one of them is a Mormon. The jailer stated that for five years past not
one of the inmates of the prison was a Mormon. In
the territory eighty-three per cent of the people are
Mormons; but still of the fifty-one prisoners in the
Utah Penitentiary only five were Mormons. In all
the prisons in the territory there are about one hundred and twenty-five prisoners, and of this number
not {)Ver eleven are Mormons, some of whom were
incarcerated for polygamy.
It is stated as a truth that in the twenty counties
of the state thirt~en are without a dramshop, brewery, gambling-house, or brothel. Out of thfj two
hundred saloons, billiard, bowling-alley, and pooltable keepers, not over a dozen even profess to be
Mormons. All the houses of prostitution and other
disreputable concerns in the territory are run and
patronized by the anti-Mormons or Christians.
Ninety-eight per cent of the gamblers of Utah are
Christians; ninety-five per cent of the u~ah lawyers
are gentiles; eighty per cent of all the litigation in
the territory is of anti-Mormon origin. Of the two
hundred and fifty towns and villages throughout the
territory in two hundred of them there is not a
prostitute. Of the suicides committed in Utah over
ninety per cent are among the gentiles. Of the
homicirles and infanticides, over eighty per cent are
petpetrated by the seventeen per cent of anti:Mormons.
The arrests in Salt Lake city are 1,020 per-year, of
these 851 are of the Christian portion, which forms
one-fourth of the population, while 169 are Mormon, which are three-feurths of the population.
But the great crying_ sin of :Mormonism, from ~he
Christian point of v1ew, is polygamy, a practwe
which their Bible justifies in the fullest extent. But
a great share of this evil is imaginary. It does not
exist to the extent that many suppose. There are
about 150,000 people in Utah, far more than double
the population of Nevada, which is a state, exceeding that of Kansas and N ebrask~ combined when
admitted as states. Let us see If the women of
Utah constitute a grand harem.
Massachusettfi has a surplus of females of over
64,000-condemned to be old maids, or to swell the
ranks of the armies of prostitutes filling the streets
of our cities. The census returns show that twenty.
two states, or more than half, have a surplus of females; the returns of Utah show that there is and
always has been more males than female~ in that
territory. The number of Mormon men havmg more
than one wife amounts to less than ten per cent of the
total population. So at the vP-ry worst view which
may be taken of the vice of this country, it dvv:arfs
into insignificance at the view of one hundred t1mes
as many men through all the Christian states who do
not lead true lives to their wives, "!nd are again and
again guilty of continual a~ult.erie.s. With all that
can be said of the Mormon matitut10n, there cannot
be a doubt that the men and women of tbis country
are at least ten times as virtuous-if sexual honesty
means virtue-as the Christian men and women who
constitute the population of the Ea3tern states.
POLYGAMY FROM THE WOM.A.N STANDPOINT,

It is usually supposed that plural marriage is very
distasteful to the Mormon women, and that they
only submit to it as an act of faith, and simply because their religion imperatively requires it. But
from t.he following q'lotations from letters of prominent Mormon wome.u it wouid seem this is not ftllly
so. This first letter is from Mrs. Pratt, a first wife:
I have (as you see in all good consciences founded on the
word of G.Jd) furmed family and kimlred ties which are inexpressibly dear to me, and which 1 can never b~mg my fe~e;hngs
to cousent to dissolve I have g good and VIrtuous husb"'nd
whom lluve. We have four little children which are naturally
and inexpressibly dear to us, and, besides this, my husband has
seven other liviug wives, aod une who has d<>p(;ltB~ to a better
world. He has in all UIJWard of twen•y five ch1lrlren. A.<l
these mothera at,d children are endeared t,; me by kindred ties,
by mmu~J ~Jf"ctiou, by P..cq·1;;iutance and asEoc:alion; r,nd tbe
mothers b p!!rticol>1r by mutun.l aqd long exerciHeR of toil,
patience, lo;;g suffering, and sioterly kindness. We all hav our
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Helen Mar Whitney expressed herself thus:

If the few who believe this principle to be a righteous one
who keBps the 'Commands of Jesus Christ and presides in his c11.n s:fl'ord to endurE~ it, certainly the stranger ought to leave us
family like an Abraham.
to ourselves to work out the " problem." . · . If those

Mrs. Eliza R. Snow Young wrote the following:
I am proud to state that I believe in the principle of plural
marriage just as sacredly as I believe in any other institution
which God h&S revealed. I believe it to be necessary for the
redemption of the human family from the low state of corruption into which it has sunken. . . . Virtue is the foundation 0 f the prosperity of our nation, and this sacred principle of
plural marriage tends to virtue, purity, and holiness.

who call themselves Christians would come to us with a spirit
more in accordance with their profession, if we. could not all see
alike, we might at least be friends; but the unrighteous and
inhuman course taken to root out what they call the " twin
relics" only arouses in our ~earts ~. mo~e determine~ spirit of
opposition, and fills every Tirtuous and smcere Mormon woman
with indignation, and Wl:l tell them with the same spirit the
heroic defenders of liherty at Bunker Hill when they said to the
infatuated monarch of England, " We have chosen (religious)
Mrs. Bethsheba W. Smith wrote the following:
war in preference to voluntary slavery," to their false idea and
A.s a loyal citizen of this great republic I enter my protest th~> humbuggeries of acknowledged Mormon-eaters and virtue
against this unlawful and unhallowed crusade founded on mis- and life destroyers.
representations. A.s well might that honorable budy legislate
These extracts from letter!! are not given because
against baptism by immersion as against plurality of wives. I have the least faith in the book about the revealed
God has revealed those principles and they must be sustained.
·
I' h
With our own free consent our husbt\nds take more wives, and will of God, or because there Ill the s Ig test proba.
when children crown our joy, around our sacred familv altars bility that any god ha8 revealed himself to these
we bow the knee and rejoice in his divine favor as legitimate people more than to any others. It is an old claim,
wive5 with honorable children. We regard our husbands as made by the devotees of various sects and systems
men of true virtue and integrity, who take upon themselves the of religion, that God has made a s_peoial revelation
great responsil:>ility in honoring the laws of God, and we bear to them, and that they consequently know more
them up in our f>J.ith and secrt>t prayers.
about the secret will of_ the inscrutable being, whom
Mrs. Zina D. Young wrote thns:
no man has ever seen, tnan other people; but I have
The principle or our holy religion that is assailed is one that given them to show how intelligent ormon women
lies deep in my heart. . . . We are proud of the principle
f I 1
because we understand its true worth, and we want our chi!- feel upon thie eubject· o P ura marnage.
dren to practice iL, th»t through us a race of men and women,
A strong writer upon this subject-and withal a
may grow up possessing sound minds in sound bodies.
gentile-says: "The Mormon!! shrink from a civil.
Mrs. Hannah T. King wrote:
ization that introduce!! the brothel with its 3dvance
• . . I felt that its laws coincided with the laws of my guard, fills our papers with u_nment~onabl~ !l'd~er
nature. l\ty daughters entered into the order in all their youth tisements, and makes of every mty a emk of Imq•nty.
and beauty, educated, as they had been, in all the refinements A civilization that converts women to prostitution
of the world, and have ever honored it, and been an honor to it faeter than it does to Christian life, fills our ears with
and to the church, whose,principles they have left home 1illd all clerical scandals and our courts with Christian dehs attractions to obey. . . . I ha.v now been in the church fa.ulter8,· that elevates Restellism into a social institwenty-eight years, and my path has not been one of roses by
any meat•s, but I hav no regrets. I would not return to tution and leads to a prevalence of freticide and informer things for Queen VictQria's throne and all its appendaxes. fanticide which, if its extent were known as only
Mrs. Margaret T. Smoot said this:
physicians know, might well fill us with horror and
dismay."
I have been a member of the church of Jesus Christ of LatThe Mormon can take the po1i1ition of accuser, and
f h
·
· ·r ·
ter Day Saints for forty-four years, and have lived now nearly
seventy years . . . I am the wife of a polygamist; his ·retort upon the defenders o C ristia~ en? Izati~n:
other wives and his children by those wives are just as much a In striking down the sacramental obhgat10ns ~Ith
part of his family as me. and mine, I being his first wife; and which Catholicity had hedged around the marr1age
nis other wives are just as lawful and honorable in the sight of rite, in making it a mere civil contract between a
God as I a.m. and his children I consider to be just as l~>wful man and a woman for sexual and other purposes, you
and honorable as any children born in wedlock. These are not hav weakened the very foundatiOn of 8ociety. The
only my faelings, but I know them to be the feelings of many "'
others who occupy a position like that which I occupy, and I student of social science, !leeing the startling increase
believe them to be the feelings of this whole community.
in divorce stati11tics, the growing social tolerance
Thus wrote Dr. Romania B. Pratt:
given to marital infidelity-the general decadence,
The nays of silence and patient. endurance of calumny on in fact, of marriage itself-may be able to comprethe women of the Latter Day Saints concerning the subject of bend the Mormon feeling of aver~ion.
plural marriage are over; and notwithstanding that" neglected
The writer quoted from l!lays further: "Mormons
calumny soon expires," the great importance of the fact that have Been a Federal judge and a woman of diArepu.
our children, and our children's children have been born and table character sit side by side on the bench, have
bred under the tea.chirg and pracrice of this great principle, found their laws against rum-selling and proftitution
and the_ sacreuness of our duty to preserve hallowed and pure
h
·
t d b
in their hearts the altar of love, though subordinate to our inoperative from t e protectlO~ gran f!.. ~ govern·
higher duty of obedience to God, is an inspiration not to bene- ment officials, and have read m the gentile organ
·
(known to the Mormons as the IJaily Obscenist), as
glected or unheeded.
lVIrs. Phcebe Woodruff said:
well as heard from the lips of Christian clergymen,
It has been upwards of forty years since my first acquaint- the 8tartling affirmation that houses of ill-fame and
auce with these doctrines, this people, and the prophet JoEeph saloons are 'necessary reforming agenqies' in the
Smith. I knew hirn to be an. honorable, virtuous, and pure 'emancipation' of Mormon youth .. They have ~een
mm, and his brother Hyrnm also. • . . If I am proud of in a recent Fourth of July celebratiOn the carnage
anything in this world, it is that I accepted the principle of of Gov. Murray followed in the procession by that
rlural marriage and remained among the people called" Mor- of a woman of notorious moral profligacy, without
mons," and am numbered wiLh them to-day. I can truly say
.
.
that [ am sa.tiofied for one, and I don't guess at it, nor is it be- protest, and hav~ !lee~ those ~ow wear~ng ,the JU·
cause some one has told me, but it is because the spirit of God dicial ermine shield Immorahty and VICe.
has borne testimony to me of the truth of this work, and of
The same writer, in concluding the subject of pluthis truthfulness I am a witness.
ral marriage, uses the f?llowing langu:we:
..
Mrs. E. B. Wells said:
"Polygamy in Utah IS the conseorat1?n, under reThough I cherish no ill-feeling toward those who ha.v ar- ligious obligations, of the sexual relatiOns, yet the
rayed themselves against this principle of our faith, plural Edmunds bill assume!! that it is identic~! with bigmarriage, yet as they oppose it we must meet it, and we intend amy or the betrayal and desertion of a woman
to meet it with all the energv we posseos, and it will be thro~gh false pretenses. ~his bill n<?t only .br~nds
''diamond cut diamond," I assure you.
men as criminals for followmg out thetr conviCtiOns,
Pbrebe C. Young said:
in which woman's consent is prerequisite, but proThe cry has ever been the downtrodden women of Utah. poses to disfranchise even those who cont~acted plu. . . They would have the world believe us the most de- ral marriage before Congres8 declared It to be a
.
graded and neglected beings of all God's creation. · Now we crime.
krww this is not so. We _enjoy full.as much lib_erty a~ they do,
"But. in what doe!! their crime consist? It IS time
and a great deal more, wlth all their boasted mvthz,.tion. We
.
l .
.
m tion · n a eals to
enj:Jy ~<ll the rights that are accorded to our SPX anywhere, to close mdu g~n~ m m_ere assu P
• I PP
which we kr;ow as well how to use as any of our com peers in the passion and rehgwus bigotry. In !Sew Y <?rk .there
E ·stern cities would. Indeed, we enjoyed more before they is no law on the statute books definmg fornicatiOn ~8
kindly introduced so much of their vaunte_d civ1liZl1tion into our I a crime, and all our pulpits are si~ent.
ou may, If
mHlst. The day has been when one c,,uld 'Yalk t)le streets of unmarried, enter into sexual relatiOns With a dozen
Salt Lake Ctty at any hour of the day or mght, if necessary,
u do ot repreeent them to be
b'
without fear of insult, for every man we met would be a women, so 1ong as yo _ h n l t
brother and a friend.
wives; call them your ar o 1, yo~r concu me_sMrs. Isabella Horne wrote in this wise:
~ny~hin~ but wife-and you are gmlty of no cnm·
'k
mahty.
.
. ,
l
"Would it follow that if the 'miserable fanat1c,
You say yo~ would 1 e to know how the Mormon women
d~ feel. I w1ll tell you. They ~II k~ow they ar.e h~nored h M
ld be induced to strike down the
w1ves R.nd mothers, acknowledged m somety w1th the1r children, t e ormon, cou.
.
.
..
if
and are happy in knowing that theil' husbands are true to their saoramfmtal relatiOn m .w hwh he holds marriage,
marriage covenant, whether they have one wife or more. The he should cease to gnae guarantees to bo~h the
Lord, seeing the wickedness and corruption on the earth, in his woman and society to stand by there!!ultsof thisrelawis~om bas revea.le~ the principle of plural l?ar:iage ~o purify tion, he would be leBS open to clerical rebuke? . If
soclBIY and elevate women fr?m the degradatwn m whiCh man 1 b
d t d th !luggestion!l of the Salt Lake City
has pl,.ced her. A.nd woe w1ll be unto the man that degrades i e ~ op e
e
.
·
social mill·
woman, for she is a gift from God. A.nd I can positively ; Tr~bune, an~ rec<?gmzed prost1t~tes as
.
assert that in no place on the earth are chastity and virtue in sionaries, bMmg his sexual relatiOns merely on _an~
woma.n more honored and protected than among people called mal passion, following New York Nther t~an bibb·
Mormons_.
cal precedents and lived in open and admitted forEmily_ B. Spencer thus:
nication, there' would be no Ia w specially drafted te
Celestial marriage that gives us power over death, that unites meet his case, the pulpit would be estopped from
in heaven as well as upon earth, and has no dissolution in it; is censure and Christian society compelled to look elserhe present target: Celestial marTiuge that briugs t_he blessings where for its sacrificial goat.
.
...
of tbe Lord .. t hu.• IS u. commandmem !rom heaven, 1s what th,•y ; "If pol gamy be barbarism, our superiOr ClVIllzapretend to atm at. Redly Jt ts tue kmgdom of God, the truth .
'll Y h ·t t But right or wrong be carefrom heaven, and the people who obey the commandments of twn Wl · orns I ou ·
. 'd l d d
l 'the right
God against whom Lhts hatred eXists:
ful how you deny to even a. e u e peop e
M_

!
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of self. government, brand t.heir children bastards, discontinued, and the embryo child is allowed to tith\ng, or the ten per cent of all produced, is rigorand turn them over for relief to the sense of equity mature without the irritat.ionll and injuries of con. ously exacted of every man and woman in the terripossessed by a board of politicians. We tolerate tinued sexual indulgence. In this regard the tory belonging to the church of the Latter-Da.y
the Shaker in seeking to prohibit and pr<>vent mar Mormons are P. long way in advance of all the Ohris- Saints. The macoinery for grindingoutthia ten per
riage---,.oertainly neoeesary to social ex1stence. Let tian men of the country. Sexual int~>mperance is cent of the products of every year is ke-pt in active
us endeavor to tolerate the men who regulate mar- one of the CJ·ying evils of our times. Tena of thou operation, and only shows how much this bogus reriage on a religious belief, and invariably condemn sands of women are deprived of health and their ligion co~ts the people. True, one tenth is about
every plural marriage by an apostate as wanting in days shortened in the world directly from this cause. what it, has cost in all nations and in all timeR to
that consecration which can alone sanctify. A cru. Many oases hav been brought to my direct knowi keE-p up priestoraft and the flummery of superns;tural-.
sade against those who refuse to recognize civil mar- edge where clergymen have not only been the cause ism; and whether it is paid cheerfully, or is forced
riage, as the Catholic, is full al'l legitimate, and of the death of excellent wivt>s from this very out by the grinding of some ecclesiastical law, when
would be attempted were their property centralized cause, but where two and three subl!!equent wives have a man has no more than his family and himself rein a territory.
been absolutely murdered in the same way. Clergy- quire, it feels particularly oppressive to give up one" We have learned to tolerate the religious here. man are by no mean!! the only ones guilty of this tenth of it all. But God is iuexorable, and so are
tic-in law at least-but not the social heretic, and sin. It is far, far too common over the broad ex- his priests; they must have their share, though they
the Mormon problem brings before us a test which pause of our country. Let every man look to his have not lifted a finger to earn it; yes, they must have
will try our boasted liberality to the utmost. W ben ways in this reepeot and not beoomA the murderer of their share though any number of men and women
we, as a people: go two thousand miles to deny the the woman whom law and custom have placed in may starve for the want of it.
·
right of self-government because the letter, not the his power.
·
It would require a long time to give an account of
spirit, of the law permits it.; when we deprive citi.
It should in justice be stated that Mormon wives the oppression by which the dignataries of the Morzens of the right of franchise for acts of which tho!!e possess facilities for divorce equal to those enjoyed mon church are enabled to keep the rank and file in
interested do not complain but indorse, and which by those of any state in the U uion. Both the first d,-sired submission. This cru•bing machinery is kept
involve no moral criminality; when we do this to a and subsequent wives can obtain a divorce upon in st,eady operation, and, al'l before remarked, it is
people upon whose moral character the only blot is almoilt any ground if they but so determine, even nothing less than a serious affair for a man who has
in the non-Mormon portion, we strike a blow at the ·' incombatibility of temperament" being sufficient been a submissive member to throw off the ecclesiAmerican idea of liberty and toleration that might to annul the bond.
a:<tioa.l power and become free in mind and opinion.
well arouse Thomas Jdf,·rson from his tomb.
A case is reported of the wife of one of the first 1'bose who have passed through this ordeal know
"Whatever we mav think of polvgamy as a social twelve, whose name is cherished with love by the- best how to estimate the powH and oppre~sic n of the
llystem, let ns be careful how we act, and not fashion Mormons, and who found her married life a,burden, church. It is about .PqUH.l to that of the Romish
a handle for an axe which may one day strike nearer her husband shiftless and depending upon her labors church. There i111, after all, but little d1fference behomewhen.wieldedbyotherpassions. Aretherenone for supPort. When at last he proposed to add to \ ween the diffl:'rent kinds of ecclesiastical religions.
of ouuta.tc;>smen who can rise above the levelcf preju- ber cares by another wife, patience ceased to be a They are all oppresfilive of the rights of the individdiet> and l!lee the danger coercive me!lsures must l-ad virtue, and Rhe "spoke her mind" and sought "" ual; they all have ulterior and selfish dt-Bigns of their
to? If moralists chooRe to ignore the GcJlden R•1le, · divorce. This was an instance where a "scandal'' own to carry out, and none of them care a straw for
a statesman cannot be blind to the peril involved in might be brought upon a name endeared to every the natural rights of a poor man, and will take from
following a con,.se mapped oU:t by a few poli·ical Mormon, one whose reputation was regarded a!l him his last bushel of wheat, and almost the coat
adventtirE"rs in Utah. Leave to clergymen the ·honor bound up in the church itself, and pride alone would from hil!l back, on the claim that the church of God
of glorying over the possible apo!!tasy of a few render the "priesthood" deaf to her claims. Bu• req·1ires it. This hal!! been the rule of priestcraft in
thousand Mormon!! from a faith whwh has kept them her prayer was listened to and a divorce granted, and all time.
A word about Mormon intolerance. There i11 no
·from profl·g,~cy and vice, or in their emancipation thii! l!!ame wife is to-day as devout a Mormon and as
question but what Christians have been very intolerfrom moral control, and view the subject in a far sincere a believer in polyg~~oniy as ever.
broader sense. The Mormons point to the prophecy
Whatever the~e Mormon women may say in favor ant toward them, have mobbed them on several ocof Joseph Smith, that the time wa~ not far distant of plural marriage, I cannot think that the fractional casions, destroyed their property, murdered them,
when they alone would be the defendere of the part of a man-say the tenth part-is more ac and treated them, in short, in the true Christian mangreat principle of religious liberty. Shall the fulfil- ceptable, more agreeabll:>, than to have the roan they ner. It cannot be demed, however, that when the
ment of this prophecy come through the act of the Love wholly to themselvel!!. The clm!e equality in Mormons have obtained power they have evinced
representatives of a republic founded by Jefferson numbers in the births between males and females the same intolerant, per~ecuting spirit in return.
and his colleagues?
shows tnat nature hal!! made no provision for plural There is no doubt about the existence of the murder"If th~, Mormon home is not the childless home m,.rriage. The fact that there are more males in ous bands called the « Danites," and that they operof the Eastern capitalist, or the home of the factory U Gab than females is a standiug and incontrovertible ated at the bidding and behest of the highe11t auoperativ, in which the bell of the mill connects with argument against the Mormon theory. Every man thorities in the church. There is no doubt that the
the cradle and weaves human life into the manu- who take!! to himself more than one woman deprives Mormons feel the same murderous hatred toward
faotured fabric, it il!! none the leee a home, conse· some other man or men of that which is their natu· their Christian oppressors that their Christian oporated by family love and sanctified by religious ob ral right; and this is precisely· of the Ba.tne character pressors feel toward them. This bas been the nature
servances, where the mother's devotion guides the as a man taking to himself ten times as much of all the phase• of supernatural religions which the
feet of loving children. You know the Golden Rule. of the soil of the earth as is his ~bare, or aggran- world has known. With a God vindictive, full of
Apply it in this cal'le, or tell me w by not !"
dizes to himself ten time1 as much wealth in wrath, indignation, judgment, and dire punishment,
In this connection it seems proper I should give any form as belong!! to him. There is no question it has been very easy for his believers and worthe following part of a letter from Mr11. Belinda M. but what monogomy-one man for one woman-is shipers to be willing to take some of this work
Pratt to her sil!!ter in New Ha~pphshire:
the true system of marriage, regardle!!s of all the off hie hands, and to some extent act in his
But, leaving all scripture history or precedent out of the claims of polygamy which Abraham, Solomon, Brig. stead. The Mormons have been no exception to the
question, l"t us come to nature's lal'f, What, then, appears to ham Young, and oth€r!l may set up, or the !!ystem of general rule. There is no doubt t.bat the Mountain
be the great object of the marriage relation? I answer, the polyandry, which the Thibetianl'l and other orient- Meadow massacre wae wholly a Mormon movement,
multiplying of our speciE's, the rearing and training of children. als may claim. Man} women for one man is wrong, and was committed by the high orders of the church;
To accomplish this object natural law would dictate that a and manv. men. for one woman is eq 1ully wrong. and it was one of the most bloody deed!! that has
husband should remam apart from his wife at certain seasons,
wliich in the very constitution of the femal~ are untimely; or, One man for one woman is nature'B rule, and it il'l been p<'lrpetrated on this continent. They doubtless
iu other words, indulgence should not be merely for pleasures unquestionably conducive to the greatest amount of felt that their natural enemies, the Christians, were
or wanton d!lSires, but mainly for the .purpose of procreation. happiness. That the Mormons have some argument crowding in upon them, whose ultimate design it
, The, morality ?f nature wo~d te11P-h a mother that during upon their side, especially that drawn from the Jew- was to drive them from the territory they had
nature s process m the formatiOn and growth of e.mbryo man I ish scripturel'l must be confessed; and it is hard to chosen, and a l!!pirit of deep hatred was undvubtedly
her heart should be pure, her thoughts and afl'ect10ns chaste,
h
h ' h
· h t th t ld k
1
her mind calm, hH' passions without excitl•ment, while her see W Y t e~ ave not ~rig. t 0 a. o ao now · felt toward all new comers of their enemies. What
body should be invigorat~d with every ex<>rcise conducive to edged authority for their gui?e. It IS also bard ~o they have felt from the encroachments of their
health and vigor, but by no means subjected to anything calcu- see why they have not the right to regulate their enemies can hardly be realized. The government of
lated to dis~urb, irr!tate, weary, or exhaust any of its fUt.iCtions. own social &ffa.irs, and why their Christian enemies the U,Jited State~, moving at the dictation of the
And while. a km~ husb ..nd should _nourish, sust>J.m, n:nd in the E'l.st should take it upon themselves to lay Christian churches, has so crowded upon them as to
comf.ort the ~1fe of h.Is bc;som by ev~ry k~ndness and atteut10u d
a law for them That th'Ol Eastern Christians nearly drive them to de!lperation, to re11olve them to
consistent w1th her situatJnn, and ':flth his most tender afl'".c- own
.
·
.
.
tion, still he should refrain from all those untimely associations are any more Virtuous, or hve any purer hves, or any rlestroy all they had accumulated in Utah, to burn
which are forbidden in the great laws of female nature, which nearer namre's demands, by no. maans appears. That their homes and villages, to leave nothing behind
law" we see carried out in almost the "entire animal economy. Mormone are as faultless as their Christian oppo- hut the smoking-ruins, and themselves seek a more
congenial home within the territory of Mexico. It
human animals excepted.
nents is made most visible.
Polygamy, then, as practiced ~nder the patriarchal law of
From remarks that have been made it may be !!Up- is probable this resolution is not yet wholly abanGod, tends d1rectly to the chastity of women R.nd to sound .
. · ·
·
M
health and morals in the constitutions of their cfl'~priug.
posed that. g~eat partiality IS entertamed fo~
or· doned, and that if the government is too oppre~sive
You can rEal in the law of God, in your Bible, the times and mons. This IS by no means the case; the de~Ire has and undertakPs to regulate their souial affairs they
circumstanceM under which a woman should remaiu apart from been to simply be just to them. So far as they found may at almoot any time do as they have donf' before,
.her hu~band, during which time she is considt>red ~mclean; and their beliEf and lives upon the claims of some pre- abandon their present peaceful homes and seek others
should her husb.and comet? her ?erl UD~er such Clrcums:ances tenrled revelation, they l'!tand on the same;level with unrler another government.
he wo~ld comt;nt a gro,s sm ho h agawst the. law~ of natu~e II th believe sin supernatnralism and are equally
There is an irrepressible conflict between Morand wise provtdence of God's law aq reveRled m hts word; m a 0 , er .
r
• ·
.
11hort, he would commit an abomina~iou. Hfl would ~in ag·1inst deceived with all of t~em. It has ~een my des~r~ to mons and other Christians, though they believe in
his own body, against the body of bis wife, and against thP l>J.ws ~how the fact that their great enemies, the Christian the same God and in the same savior, and it is not
of procreation, 111 which the health and morals of this offspring denominations, are behind them in many of the proofs unlikely that. bloody work in Utah may grow out of
.are directly con?erned.
.
of morality and a good life, and that those who claim this bitter antagonism. This spirit of opposition
. The polyganuc law of God opeus to all Vigorous, healthv, and u erior excellence to all others are really more cor- and cross purposes crop~ out in the .t:ffurts for Utah
VIrtuous females a door by whtch thev may become honorable s P
.
.
d
d .
wives of virtuous men, and mothers of faithful, virtuous, healthy, rupt, more sunken lD Or I me an d~>gr" itt on, than to be admitted as a 11tate, although it has three
and ·vigorous children.
those whom they go so far to oppose and suppr~>ss In times the population n quired by law for a territory
And here let me ask you, mv dear ~ister, what a fem11le in all this case, as in the thousands that have preceded it, to become a state, and over six time~ as muoh as
~ew H!l.mpRhire would ~arry a drunk•trd, a_ man of herPditary Christian procedure is rife with injustice, intoler- some of the states havfl had which have been admitdt~ewe, ad, b~uchee, .an i&T, or a spendthr,fr; or ~hat woman ano» and cruelty.
ted. This P'\lp,lble iJ1j •Istice is simply because the
would become a prostitute, or, on thA other hand, live and d1e
A'
d
·M
·
f t'
Th ·
sir•gle, or without forming th<•~e inexpressibly dPar relarionships
wor as ~o . ?rm~n Imper ec IOn !I..
ei~ sy!l· Mormons have a large maj >rity in the territory, and
of wife 11nd •nothE'r, if the A.hrah'l.mic coveuant, or patritrchal tP..m of eccleslaStiCtl'lm IS as open to condemnaLlOn a!l if they are admitted as a state it would be wholly
laws of G •d, were extended over your state and held sacred and all similar institut.ions which the world has known. under Mormon control. They would have the powhonorable by all?
The same oppression and surveillance over members er to pass just su(~h lawR as th"'y please, and to be as
While this part of the suhjeot is still before us Jet <\re exercised; the same or s~milar cumbersome and opprest~tve upon their opponents as suited them. To
me say that in regard to remaining apart from their expensive church machinery Is made use of; a great avert such a 11tate of things as this as long as possiwives while in a prAgnant state, Morm. on hush:mds number of bishops, apostle!!, with priests, adviser~, ble every 11ubtufuge will be resorted to t.o pr11vent
are moilel husbands, and are worthy following by all and watchmen, are oonstantlv employed, and their tloe territory be•.Joming a state, for so long as it is a
the husband" of America. When a wife ha!! become 1 sen·ices have to be paid for by the governed. · 'rue territory it will be supplied with dlicials by the
in that intere11ting oondition all sexual relations are' expenses of the Mormon church are heavy. The general government, and the ~h>n:nons are under
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But as soon as it becomes a state all rook when he and bis band were on their weary jour- pursued his trapping expeditions as far north as the
British Posses~ions, as far south as Me~ico, and as
W ebE'r River is a stream which riseB in the W a- far west as the Pacific Ocean. He became thoroughly
be over them, and the Mormons will have everything
in their own hands. It is not strange, then, that all satch Mountains, seventy miles to the south, its acqu~inted with a_ll the tribes of Indians who occupy
the anti-Mormons, whether Christians of other waters being suppli~d by thousands of springs, many that vast expanse of country, and he was a great
. churches or apostates from the Mormon church, are tributari<ils, and the copious, everlasting snows of this favorite with them. He learned from .them much of
opposed to a state government. They much prefer mountain range. It empties into the Great Salt wh!J.t he knew of trapping. He had a great list of ·
to endure the evils they now have than to fly to Lake just below Ogden, about fifty miles from Echo stories of wonderful adventures and hairbreadth esothers they know not of, or rather of which they City. The valley of the Weber from Echo City to capes, with which he entertained the crowds who ·
have a pretty clear idea that they will be exclusively its source is very fertile, and thickly settled by fondly listened to his recitals. He died in 1875 near
those of Mormon rule. The Mormon problem is not Mormons. Coal is found at Coalville and Chalk Kansas City, Mo., having outlived the sphere of his
usefulness, all the wild great West having been exyet fully solved, and in the working-out process it Creek. Pal'ley Park is a beautiful fertile valley.
Emory is the next station, and from it can be plored and opened up to settlement. There are cliffs
is difficult to say what events may occur.
Now, after making a single remark about the pro- seen the Natural Bridge, a conglomerate formation, here five hundred feet in bight, and one pulpit-shaped
ductiveness of the soil of Utah, let us proceed on our spanning a cleft in the wall. It has more than a rock is called" Pluto's Outlook," which he is supell.stward journey. I have seen a statement that 73! local reputation, for it gave name to an overland posed to have used in making observations. A little
bushels of wheat on an average have been produced stage station. The canyon here presents many points further south is his majesty's stone-yard, to which
per acre. As a rule, wheat yields 61 bushels per of attraction. The beauties of Echo Canyon are so the railroad company several years ago laid a track
acre and oats 88. The dreary wastes of alkaline many, so majestic, so awe-inspiring in their sub- for the purpose of conveying away the abundance of
plains and sagebrush have given place to luxuriant limity, that there is hardly a necessity of repeating :lht stone which lay around in plentifulness. But a
farms, flourishing gardens, and fruitful forests. But their claims. Four miles below Hanging Rock the difficulty arose as to the stones. The superstitious
walls rise in massive majesty. Rain, frost, and masons took up a notion that the stones were bedevnow let us·
time have tended to crumble and destroy the sym. iled and would not lie still. They reported that the
RESUME THE EASTWARD JOURNEY.
metry of the rocks, but in vain. Centuries have come stones which were laid flat in their places in the after
In the morning the train comes in from the West, and gone since mighty convulsions shook this local- part of the day would be standing up edgewise in the
and in due time we were rolling on our way toward ity, the time when Weber and Echo Canyons sprang wall in the morning, but after being allowed to rehome. The road winds around to the left and fol- into existence-" twin children w ho8e birth was main in quiet they soon peacefully resumed their flat
lows the base of the mountains, with the river on the heralded by throes such as the earth may never feel position. But the poor bedeviled masons became so
right. The country is fertile and dotted with well. again." About six miles below Hanging Rock, up frightened that they could not be induced to continue
tilled farms. Seven and a half miles bring us to to the"topmost bights of the towering cliffs, a thou- their work, and they even left the country and have
Uintah Station. This was the scene of the Morrisite sand feet above the bed of ·the canyon, can be seen not been heard of from that day to this.
M~ssacre.
the fortifications erected by the Mormons to defend
Fort Bridger, ten miles in an easterly direction
Here five hundred men of Brigham Young's Mor- this p!lss against the army under Johnson, sent out from the railroad, over the bluffs out of sight, was
mon Legion, and five hundred who volunteered for in 1857 by the general government. The fortifica- also named in honor of the celebrated trapper. It
the occasion, with five pieces of artillery, commanded tions consist of massive rocks, placed on the verge of was established by A. S. Johnson in 1858.
by R·Jbert T. Burton, attacked the Morrisites, whose the precipice, which were to be toppled over oa the
Ten miles further on comes Carter, eleven miles
offense was that they had presumed to do what heads of the soldiers below. But the plan was never north of a large sulphur spring, with a oalybeate
Joseph Smith and his fellows did in the infancy of put into operation, and the rocks still remain there spring near by. Fourteen miles away is a mountain
Mormonism. Joseph Morris, an apostate Mormon, for the heads of some other foe.
of coal with veins of a total thickness of eightyhad the assurance to set up for a prophet on his own
Seven miles further on is Castle Rock It derives seven feet, and traceable for twelve miles.
Ten miles more bring nAto Hampton, a side track,
account, and drew around him a goodly number of its name from the long line of -sandstone bluffs on
followers. Almost any man who sets up for a the left-hand side of the canyon, and they are worn and seven miles more Church Buttt>s, a noted place
prophet will find a greater or lesser number of will- and torn away until, in the distance, they have the for moss agates. These beautiful stones are found
ing dupes ready to acknowledge his leadership and appearance of the old feudal castles, so often spoken along the road from Green River to Piedmont. In
divine power. But Bishop Brigham could not for a of but so seldom seen. For a long distance these some plaues the ground is said to be literally covmoment brook that Bishop Joseph Morris should rooks line the left-hand bank of the canyon, their ered with these gems, varying in size from a pea to
have the right to act as a prophet, and be sent his massive red sandstone fronts towering from fiOO to about five inches in diameter. The outside is a dark
legions to put him down. General Burton attacked 1,500 feet above the little valley. In ascending the gray and a greenish blue in spots. They do not posthe Morrisites, and after three days' skirmishing, canyon there is the wildest and grandest scenery im- sess very muc_h yalue.
.
.
and after over twenty had been killed,.the Morrisites aginable.
From here It IS twelve miles to Grangers, and mne
surrendered. But the representative of the L<1tter
A little more than eight miles bring us to W aso- and a half more to Marston, a station of no im porDay Saints coolly shot Joseph Morris, the would-be teh, which was once a regular eating station, but a tance; and seven and a half miles more bring us to
prophet, down like a dog.
change has been made and the place is now deserted. Bryan, a deserted old station. The country around
The followers of Morris consisted of about ninety Eleven miles more bring us to Evanston, which is is barren, composed of red sand, and uninviting in
able·bodied men, mostly unarmed, and over three now the eating station, where the trains stop thirty the extreme. We continue on an ascending grade
hundred old men, women, and children. The pris- minutes for meals. Chinese servants wait upon the five miles more to Peru, and eight more to Green
oners were taken to Salt Lake City and condemned, table and the meals are good. This is the county- River, an eating station, with railroad shops, and a
and those who were able to work had their legs or- seat of Uintah county, and is just half way be- general air of prosperity. This locality is celebrated
namented with a ball and chain, and were set at tween the Missouri River and the Pacific Ocean. for its shales, -named by Professor Hayden, the
work at picking stone for building the Mormon tern- The railroad company have put up good buildings "Green River Shales." The walls of the bluffs rise
ple to worship the great God of mercy in. On the here; there are some 1,500 inhabitants, and the town perpendicularly for hundreds of feet, and are of a
9th of March these unfortunates were all pardoned ha;~ a flourishing appearance.
.
grayish-buff color. They are composed of layers,
by the l-Ion. S. S. Harding, who that spring had
Thirteen miles over a wild portion of road bring apparently deposits of all thicknesse11, from that of
been sent out by the United States government to us to Hilliard, with a nopulation of 400. It is a a knife blade to that of two feet. At the base the
act as governor of the territory.
busy place. A V-flume crosses the track, twenty layers are thick and composed of ar~naceous clay,
Devil's Gate is the next station, four and a half feet above it, in which immense quantities of lum- with laminated sandstone, mud markmgs, and other
miles distant. We have now left the Great Salt Lake ber, ties, telegraph-poles, cord-wood, etc., are floated indications of shallow ~ater or mud flats. The color
valley, and pa!'lsed through a gorge in the Wasatch down from the pineries of the Uintah Mountains for a hundred feet up IS an ashen br?wn; next are
Mountains. Whetbe1· the devil takes any charge of from twenty to thirty miles to the south. .Just to lighter . colored layers; alternated Wit~ green an?his gate does not appear, but probably this bit of the left of the station are located rows of J. C. Cam- fine white sand. Passmg up clay and hme predomirough real estate was ceded to him by those who did eron's curious-looking beehive kilns for burning nate, then come layers of boulders, pebbles, and
not own a foot of it, and out of mere good will for the charcoal. There are about thirty of them, of two small. noduleEl. There are also seams of very fine
old fellow who has had so much power to do harm, different sizes, some with a capacity for twenty, and black limestone, saturated with petroleum. Near
and has exercised the right to so limited a degree. some for forty cords of wood. Theae kilns can each the summit, under the shallow calcareous ~t~ndstone,
Fifty feet above the seething caldron of waters the be fille.d and burned three times a month, and from there are over fifty feet of shales, oontammg more
roadway passes, and above frowning rocks rear their twenty cords of wood 1,000 bushels of charcoal are or less oily materi:J:l· .
.
crests far up toward the black and threatening produced. This coal is mostly shipped to the smeltWe n_ext pass W1lkrt1s, a sm~ll station, and then
clouds which hover over the Witches' Caldron. With ing furnaces within reaching distance.
nine miles more to Rock Sprmgs, named after a
bated breath one gazes on this wild scene and vainly
Aspen, five miles further on, a side track, consists saline spring ·of water which boils up out of the
tries to analyze his feelings, in which awe, wonder, of lumber piles and a water-tank. The station takes bluffs, looking very clear and nice, but the waters_do
and admiration are blended.
its name from the high mountain to the north calle~ not taste nearly as well as the! look. An artesian
Peterson is the next unimportant station, and Quaking Asp. The summit of this mountain is cov- well bas been sunk at the statiOn 1,145 feet deep.
something more than nine miles more bring us to ered with snow during most of the year. ·:.r The quak- The water- flows to the surface a~ the rate of 960
Weber, which lies between two Mo1·mon settlements, ing asp, or aspen, is a species of poplar that grows gallons per hour, and at twenty-six feet above the
which together are called Morgan City. The villages in profusion in the gulches and on the sides of the surface flows at ~he r~te of 57~ gallons per h~mr.
are separated by the river which runs through the mountain.
The place has 500 mhabitants. Silver and coal mmes
bottom-land, most of which is under cultivation.
Nine miles more bring us to Pit!dmont, where a are near.
·
The population is about one thousand. The effects few dozen buildings are in sight. Burning charcoal
Seven tniles more to Baxter, and seven more to
of irrigation are to seen here in the good crops pro- is the principal business done here, and here are Salt Wells. Six miles further on is Thayer, while
duced.
more of those curious white, conical kilns. Leroy is over five additional miles bring us to Point of
Croydon is the next station seven miles further on. a side track of which much cannot be said. Bridger Rocks. Here an artesian well 1,015 feet deep supHere the mountains on either side are tall, rugged, is five miles further on, and is about as unpretentious plies an abundance of pure water. Extensive coal
and grand. In places they seem almost dove· as Jim Bridger himself, after whom it was named, mines are worked in the vicinity, and a hundred car
tailed together, and then torn asunder, leaving who, though, was a noted hunter and trapper on the loads are daily shipped to Wyoming. Five veins of
the rough promontories and rugged chasms as so many plains. He was a Virginifln by birth, and emigrated coal are worked in one bluff, respectively, one, three,
obstacles to bar the progress. But here engineering 1 in his boyhood days to Missouri, where his parents four five, and six and a half feet in thickness. On
skill has triumphed over all natural obstructions died. Jim, being then alone in the world, joined a the bluff just above the coal is a stratum of oyster
where the road could not be constructed, until it bimd of trappers who were going to the Rocky shells six inches in thickness, which Professor Haybreaks forth into the plains, whence it. glides away Mountains. He had not the slightest educat.ion, but den, the geologist, says :'is an extinct and u~de
toward the Great Lake, as though exhausted with its when he reached the field of destination he was scribed species about the s1ze of our comm?n edible
wild journey through the canyon.
greatly attracted to the business of trapping, and he one." The age of these strata of coal, and this str~tum
Echo City, eight and a half miles from Croydon, is became very skilful at it. Beaver was the leading of oyster shell~, cannot .with accuracy be decided,
situated at the foot of the bluff, which towers far game, and by shrewdly studying their habits he was I but it unquestiOnably reaches much farthe~ back
aloft. It is at the western terminus of Echo Can- very successful in making captures, and the profits: than the "beginning" mentioned _in Genesis, l~ss
yon. A little further on is Pulpit Rook, which is an were large. He ultimately explored a vast amount j than six thousand years ago, when If the mountams
independent tall rock with a kind of capstone. It is of this mountain territory, and became familiar with I all around the earth were no.t absolutely made from
~aid Brigham Young preached a sermon from this its wonderful variety of wild and grand scenery. He nothing they were brought mto shape from a state
~this is changed-no more United States officials will ney to Salt Lake City.
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of chaos. Of one thing I ~m quite sure, and that this station is a grand pass, 300 feet wide with the county-seat of Albany county, Wyoming, for we are
is that the person who wrote the book of Genesis blnffs 200 feet high.
now in that territory, and has much improved within
did not have the first particle of information as to
It is seven mil~s to Greenville, and eight more to the past few years. A oopiou!'! spring of clear, cold
how long that stratum of oyster shells has ex- Fort Freo. Steele. A fort was established here in water which is brought in a few miles from the east
isted in this Utah bluff, how it came there, or any- J ut~e, 1868. Two miles west stood Benton City, now flows through the principal streets. Trees line many
thing about it. The sandstone bluff, at ·points along ent1rely abandoned. Three thousand people lived of the streets, and the great number of new buildthe road, are worn by the action of the elementB into there in tents, but they are there no more. The ings that have gone up indicate a liyely state of
curiouR, fant>J.stic shapes, some of which have been population was of the hardest de'lcription, being prosperity. This was for a long time the terminus
named "Cakes of the Sand," "Hermit's 'Grotto," largely thieves and prostitutes. But as the road of the road, and thousanils of loads of freight were
"Water-washed Caves of the Fairies," "Sanko's stretched westward these birds of passage moved on hauled by team to various points west. The company
Bower," etc. Prof. H'l.yden says he has found "pre- also. The gray sandstone bluffs are in sight for a have extensive shops here, and among them a rollingserved in the rocks the greatest abundance of decid· long time. To tbe south is a long, high ridge• of mill.
Laramie is noted as being the first place in Ameruous leaves of the popular, ash, elm, and maple." gray granite called the" Hog Back." It runs paralHe also says: "Among the plants found is a speci- lel with the road for some fifteen miles, terminating ica, and even in the world, where· a female jury was
men of fan-palm, which at the time it grew here dis- in the highlands at Rawlins Springs. It is very nar- empanelled. Their first case was that of a western
played a leaf of enormous dimensions, sometimes row at the base, exceeding not half a mile in width, desperado. They did not flinch from duty, but found
having a spread of ten or twelve feet. These gigan- and rising from 1,000 to 3,000 feet high; The ridge him guilty, as he really was.
LHramie Plains comprise a belt of fine grazing
tic palms seem to have formed a conspicuous feature is so sharp that cattle cannot be driven across it, and
among the trees of these ancient forests." When it is even hard for a man to cross it. Where this lands sixty miles long, and twenty.five wide. Beef
the climate on these mountain elevations was so mild ridge reaches the river hank, about two and a half can be raised and fatt.ened ail cheaply as in Texas or
the palms flourished here it must have been long miles above the bridge, the walls are perpendicular any point in the United States. The plains are high
ages ago, and long before the Jew-Bible writers and 1,500 feet high. On the south side of the ridge and the frost appears early in the fall, but the sumknew aught of om.: very aged world.
is a pretty_ little valley, through which flows a tribu" mer sun cures the grn.sg before the frost comes, so
We pass the insignificant points, Hallville and tary of the Pbtte. It furnishes fine gra.zing, and is that the cold does not injure it. This was once the
great range fo~ buffalo, but, they have passed away
Black Buttes, over fifteen miles to Bittei' Creek, in marked contra~.t with the surrounding country.
where the railroad company have a round-house and
:Many years ago this green and peaceful valley and cattle have taken their place. Stock-raising is
a machine shop for repairs. Let it be understood was the scene of a bloody battle b(,\tween the Sioux now the great interest pursued here. It is eomputed
that we are now still on the ascending grade, and and their invetente enemies, the Utes. The Sioux that 90,000 head of cattle are in this vicinity within
have been most of the time since leaving Ogden. were encamped in the valley, and were surprised by forty miles of Laramie, 85,000 bead of sheep, and
We are gradually approaching the most elevated part the Utes, who stole on them in the gray \igbt of the 3,000 horses and mulea, valued at $2,250,000. Fifteen
of the Rocky Mountains which the road touches.
morning and att11cked them furiously. Although years ago five hundred head could not be found in
Ten miles of a broken, rough country sep;wate us thus taken by surprifle, the Sioux fought bravely, but all this section.
Laramie Plains or Park have an elevation of a litfrom Monell, a side track, and the same distance were surrounded and overpowered. When trying
again to Table Rock, on tbe outer edge of the desert, to escape they attempted to cross 1he "Hog Back," tle over six thousand feet, and they are surrounded
which has an elevation of 6,890 feet. Off to the but every one who :rai8ed his head above the ore~t at various dietances by the Rocky Mountain peaks,
right can be seen a long line of bluffs, rising from was picked off instantly. A portion of the band rising 12,000 and 13,000 feet. At these higher altififty to five hundred feet above the surrounding escaped in another direction, le&ving their dead tudes snow is never invisible. Some of these mouncountry. They are mainly of red sandstone, which comrades on the field. But the Sioux were so badly tains are covered with such denfle forests of pine and
is composed in large part of fresh" water shells, worn, whipped on that occasion that they have bad very spruce that the rays of the sun never penetrate to the
earth. Here are appropriate haunts for such wild
out, and fl11ted by the action of the elements.- One little use for the Utes since.
of these bluff,, which gives its name to the station,
Here we become aoquail:!ted with theN orth Platte animals as bears, mountain lions, mountain sheep,
is level on the top, which rises about five hundred -River> and see more of it several hundred miles etc. The Black Hill range is some one hundred and
feet from the road and extends for several miles.
further on. It rises in the mountains of North Park, fifty miles northward of the plains. Rich mines
Six and a half miles more to Tipton, a side track, the waters being supplied by many small tribut:>.ries. have been strncK: in this vicinity, and it is believed
and we push on six miles more to Red Desert. It is Along by the banks of this noted river once ran the many more are to be discovered.
Red Buttes is the first station eastward, and dea huge basin, its watem having no outlet. Several overla11d stage route. Good lands are found .at
alkaiinta lakes are found in it, but nothing lives on intervals along the stream. There is much of inter- rives its name from the peculi:ar formations of sandstone lying between the railroad and the Black Hills.
its surface. Tbe extreme breadth of the desert is est in connection with this valley.
thirty-eight miles. Its soil is very poor. It is comSix miles further on is W olcotts, an unimportant Mfl.ny of tbe sandstone bluffs real" their peaks from
posed of decomposed shale and caleareous clays, and station. But here is a grand canyon which shows 500 to 1,000 feet above the plain, and at·e apparently
ls deep red, showing the presence of a form of iron. that in the long ago some serious convulsions of worn and washed by the elements and old time into
fant:>atio shapes and grotegque figures. Rooks, which
The southern margin of the basin is mainly sand, nature took place.
•
which is lifted np by every passing breeze, to fall in
Eight miles away is Edson, but it hardly demands at a distance might be taken for castles, rise side by
drifts and shifting mounds.
much attention from us. Seven and a half miles side with the walls of what looks to be an immense
Nearly ten miles ·more bring us to Washakie, more is Dana, while Bix miles more bring us to fort. Churches and cathedrals also r€ar their lofty
named after an old chi<lf of the Shoshone Indians, Percy, a station named from Percy T. Brown, as bights, almost shading the lowly cottage by their
who had always been friendly with the whit,es. engineer, who wr.,s killed by ohe Indians while em- side. Columns, monuments, and pyramids are curiHere is an artesian well 638 feet deep, which at fif. ployed surveying the line. During the construction ously blended together, as though some powerful
teen feet above the ground flows 800 gallons of of the road tieB, telegraph poles, wood, and bridge Titan had in a freak removed he:..e the vast edifices
water per hour.
·
timber from Elk Mountain were brought in here in of roJome remarkable city.·
We pas; Harney to Tie Siding, whose only imEight miles divide Washakie from Latham, which great abundance. Elk Mom..itain is a noted land.
is unworthy of notice, and seven miles more bring mark, and quite a curiosity in its way. It rises to a portance is being the point where the greatest quanus to Creston. Sagebrush and alkali beds are still great bight, and its summit is covered with snow tity of ties and wood were brought in for the use of
the rule, and we are ·on what is called the "great the year round. It has the appearance of being an t,he road.
The next station is Sherman, the highest point
backbone of the contfnent." Its elevation is 7,030 isolated peak, though it is in reality the extreme
feet. 'fwo miles and a half west a sign-board has northern spur of the Medicine Bow Mountains. It reached by the road, an elevation of 8,200 feet. It
been erected, bearing the words: " Continental is, however, surrounded by rolling prairie land, and is 549 miles from Omaha, and 1,365 from San FranJJivide," and marks the summit, 7,100 feet· above seems to rise boldly from it, rough, rugged, and cisco. It is far from being such a dreary-looking
the sea. This is, indeed, the grandest range of alone. On the west side, it is said, the summit is place as one would expect from the highest point
mountains on the continent. Amid what seems ~he easily reached by a good road made by the lumber. touched by the road. A plenty of snow-capped
wreck of the mountains one can stand s.nd gaze in men. The mountain is nearly round, six miles in mountains are in sight, four and five hundred feet
the vast distance at the receding lines of hill, valley, diameter at the base. Iu> sides are covered with above the surrounding country; but the high, rolland mountr,in peaks. The cold mountain breeze can dense forests of pine, aspen, and hemlock, and, it is ing prairie looks green and as though grazing is good
be felt on the cheek, but it brings no aroma of life somewhat pe:mliar, this is about the only place where here and living quite possible. Snow-sheds are freand vegetation with i.ts cooling current. To the hemlock flourishes along the road. It grows in pro- quently seen, but the winters are said not to be exnorth the Seminole Mounta.ins rear their heads, and fusion, with spruce in the gorges near the summit. cessively se'lere, and the sno.wfall. no~ ~e~ar~ably
further on, and more to tbe westward, are seen the A fine valley, twenty miles long and fifteen wide, great. There is much sport m this VImmty m the
way of hunting and fishing. The place was named
gray peaks of the Sweet Water range, and still fur~ lies to the south.
ther on are the Wind River Mountains, and their
There is not much to be said of Simpson,· Car- in honor of General Sherman. On a high point just
summits are robed in snow. Were a spring to throw bon,· Niles Junction, and Medicine Bow, the next south of the station a monument is being erected to
its .waters on the ridges of several of these mountain stations passed, from four to seveu miles apart. the memory of Oakes and Oliver Ames.
Buford is a small side·track, but here heavy rook
ranges, which constitute the backbone of the oonti- Aurora was formerly called Como, and a short
nent, a portion of the water would probably flow distance from it is a beautiful little lake named after work and snow-sheds mark the road. The country
west to join the Pacific, while another portion would Lake Como of Italy. It has iu it a pectlliar variety here is wild and rugged. The little valleys ~re covflow east to join tbe Atlantic. Still, this is far from of fish which have legs. Though they have gillB ered with a fine growth of buffalo grass, With now
being the highest point on the Rooky Mountains on like catfish, they are pretty well provided with and then a stunted pine. On either hand high
the line of the road. Sherman, some 185 miles east, legs, giving them such-powers of locomotion w~en masses of <>'ranite rear their gray sides, piled one on
is the summit touched by the road, and is 1,212 out of the water that they waddle off several miles the other ~ wild confusion. Up, up, still higher in
feet higher than this point. Still this is called the on their morning cxcur~ions. Here is also a variety the background are the rooky, pine-clad peaks of the
Continental Divide.
.
of peculiar fossil shells, which are much sought Black Hills.
Granite Canyon is seven miles f_urther on. At
Fillmore is the next station, but it amounts to lit- after by tourists.
tle, and the train does no,~.~top. Eight miles further
We next pass Wilcox to Rook Creek, where is a this point are extensive stone quarnes, whence was
on bring us to Separati8ii, which derives its name small eating station. Here the road so winds around taken the rock for the company's buildings in
from the fact that at this place the various parties of among the blufftoJ that almost all points of compass ()heyenne also for stone warehouses. Limestone
surveyors, who had been together or near each other are pursued. A part of the way we pass through a abounds here, and numerous kilns show it is being
for the last hundred miles, separated to run different rough, rolling country, with snow sheds to protect utilized.
After passing Otto we come to Co~orad? Junclines to the westward. We are now descending the roads from snow.
again for the time being. Artesian wells are abundWe next pass over a stretch of rolling prairie tion six miles west of Cheyenne, the JunctiOn for
ant and prolific.
twenty-five miles across, where vast herds of elk, the Colorado Ventral Branch. The track turns off
Solon is a small station of little consequence, but deer, and antelope are found at different seasons of to the south and crosses prairies and hills on its way
Rawlins, six and a half miles further on, is a thrifty the year, the elk being mosLly found in the winter, to Colorado. The next place worthy of notice is
place of 800 inhabitants. The company have erected when the snow drives them from the mountains Uheyenne the capital of Wyoming, and the largest
shops and a round-house, and division repairs are There is nothing to be said of the small stations town bet~een Ogden and Omaha. It js equi-distant
done here. The surrounding country is rough and Miner's, Harper\<, Lookout, Cooper Lake, Htltton's, between Ogden and Omaha, being 516 m~les from
either point. Its population is 5,000, and 1ts ele-yaunsightly. Sagebrush all!i alkali abound on all sides. Wyoming, and Howel's.
It is the county seat of Carbon County, and rich
Laramie City is the next point reached, of which tion 604.feet. It has many new, fine-looking br1ck
(Oontinw on page,760.)
mines are located thirty miles north. In-reaching considerable may be said. It is the enterprising
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folly. to doubt the !!afety of investigating any and
However wise we are, or may be, in our present
all suhj<>cts that directly or reriwtdy relate to the conceits, sciPnce 'will yet demonstrate that " there
well- being of our race, and the comfort and wE'll- he- are more things in nature than iB dreamt of in our
ing of the lower ordl"ril that contrihnte to our health philosophy.'' Will Mr. Jamieson please make a
The Great Deliverance.
:md pleacmre. We, the common people, d~<sire moet note of this, 110 that in hie mighty warfare he may
To THE EDITOR OF 'I'HE TRUTH SEEKER, Si-r : l"arnestly, however, the aid of all influences that discover and uncap them, to the consternation and
By t.he WRY of soioing the ml"ntal pahnlnm, I b:tv will add to our mental freeilom and material pros- di~<may of those subject to the vagaries, ahsurdities,
felt it mv outy to u"fl anrl inve,.tigR.te, I hav re<ld perity; and therefore if Mr. Jllmieson, or any one and inconsistencies of the peetilent !!nperstition?
For the truth alwByl'l,
somP. of the lettel'R of Mr. Winter and other", who else whose life-work is purely of the mental order,
Lockport, Ill;, Nov. 6, 282.
GEORGE LYNN.
take an especial ileligbt in airing their opnosition to can add to our sum of human happineFS a clearer
Soiritnalism. · They are verv kind, and doubtleRR perception of tht=mse and meaning of life i'l the here
!'lincere, in trying to destroy this (to them) detesta. 9.nd·now, he and they shall hav our best wishes for
Liberal League Notes from Mrs. Lake.
ble supP.riltition. There are tim('s when their choice their contributions.
A chain of un(oreeeen ciroumstancee has again
of language is not of the et~thetioal, cultured ord<>r,
It is a source of genuin mirth- to me to witness brought me to Milwaukee, the most beautiful city
and which doubtl~fiS Reem>~ to some of us (the de- the -persistency and anxiety of tbe school of Mr. of the West.· It is, in many respects, a -paradise as
lu1e,1) t.he least hit illiberal, coming, as it does, from Winter and our dear sister Elm ina to rescue the compared with Chicago. But there is one thing of
those that are Ro entirely free from all dPgrq.oinQ' Spiritu!ilists from their deluf!ion and make us more which Chicago has e11peoial reason to be proud, and
mfmtal tendencif'R. Some there be of our Rchool of •1Reful in the actual duties of this mundane life· tbat is its large' and flourishing League. I learn
_thonght and conviction who take exception to this They seem entirely to overlook how much they that the hall will not contain the numbers who asWintry method of doing thing!!, who~e an"wers are parade their own superiority by constantly tellin~ us semble. But alas for Milwaukee! An evil influoouohe.d in hngullge that stir up Mr. Winter to that we, unlike them, ignore or forget a part oi our ence ~<eems to opers.te againet ite Leagues. The first
gc1ther from his vocabularv of choice epithets word11 present duty by thinking too much shout the dutie!l died, I believe, of conservatism; the Jut bids fair
anil expres!lions which, to say the least, are more ex- 1nd oleasures of a future ex:stence. Is it not barelv to die of too much rel!lpeotability. You remember,
presqiv than elegant.
possible that we do om dutv in the present as well TRUTH SEEKER readers, that it started vigorously
In all seriou"ness, let tbiR war of words go on; lflt as they? And is it not also probable that our opinions and promisingly at the time of Mr. Bennett's l'ecepthe Winter!l enjoy their "Wi11ters of discontent" at giv to exi~tenoe a greater importance from the fact tion here; but it has been, unfortunately, offioered
the follv of those who, in their chaste phra~eology. of believing that this is the rudimentary st~Jge, entirely by men who se~>m to hav constituted thembelieve in ghoRts, etc. The last ph~se of this non- and that the only way to by its foundations deep selvs lay-members, committee, officers, and all comderou~ oppoRition comes in the form of the "o<>clara- and strong, l!lymmetrical and be8utiful, is to carry bined, managing the affairs of the concern with subtion of war" hv .Tamif-lsnn in the L"l.ke Pepin Gazette out all the det~ils of hnnesty, eqnitv, courage, and lime indifference to the views or Wlshes of any one
The fight on biR part is to hst a .year, or, in his own love in the every-day l'elations of life?
else. They hay vigorously and doggedly oppoeed
While they work so energetically in our behalf, the £quality of women in the organization, and, I
words, "throu~h Rbout fifty numbers, in which he
will ~>xpof!e the vagarieR, absurdities, and inconsist- we trust their endurance will not be weakened by understand, as occasion dfered, one of these so-called
encies of this pe~tilent !!nperstition,''
HA B'lys, :m over amount of sorrow and commiseration at our t,ffiJers has taken it uppn himself to question the
''one thing; at a. time," therefore he will ahRtam condition, for wfi are unconscious of our sn:ff~ring~>. mora.ls of members, and of a propo!led woman
from everything else until be has killed the Rpiritu~l
The charge that we believe in the supernatural I !<peaker. In short, this League seems to be a Man's
sMke, logically. He further says he does not mean hold to be downright dishonesty, unworthy the ut- Rights League, run on the cast-iron, simon-pure,
to say !\ word, personally, against any of us who be- terance of any person who takes exception to much consensus-of-the competent bal'lis of; morality.
lieve tbe11e vagaries, absurdities, and inconsistencies, we do believe. There would be some show of moral
But it is perhaps as well to hav these que!ltions
except the criminal portion, for which generosity he <md mental decency in these continued itPrations arise now as at any future t;me. Soon~r or later it
h'ls our th3nb; but be do<>s mean, as we assail with a~ainst us did we, more than the ultra-Material must be settled whether the National Liberal League
out st.int Christianity, to make us take from him the school, shirk our duty in occupying the front ranks is a moral police force or not. There has be~n a
same kind of medicin. He assurfls us that he is fnlly of radical reform. I affirm positivly, to my own lively skirmish between Mr. Underwood and Messrs.
competent to perform all he undertakes, as he has an personal knowledge, tbat__those who sustain the Lib- Wakeman, Bennett, and Leland on this same quellexperience of twenty-five years among the Spirit- eral L'3ague are largely made up of Spiritualistfl, or tion. It is about time that others were taking a
naliF<ts and Spiritualism in all itR pbaRes. He is care- those partially inolinPd that. w11y. The same is true hand in the matter and endeavoring to arrive at some
ful to lflt us know at the outset that he h'\s been per- of the supporter• of THE TRUTJI SEEKER; and be conclusion.
I hold, with many others, that the National Lib-_
seouted bytbo~e with whom he labored fora q•1arter they superstitious or not, they are generous, brave,
of a century, and he cannot conca.ive how, aR Liber- and induBtrious.
eral League is organized for the purpose of secularNo ene will hail with greater delight than myself izing the government; that it welcomes whoever
ale, thfly can be s0 unjust to one (him) whose cle'\r
visions discovered, after over twenty Yf ar's investi- the displacement of any error, however long or dear- will assist in this work, whether he be religious or
gation, that they and he had heE:m the veriest simple- ly oherir;hed, by placing ion its 11tead thfl better posi- anti-religious, conservativ or Socialiet, monogomist,
tone to believe !moh vagaries, inoonsi!'ltenoies, anil tion of advanced truth; and as agitation is essential varietist, or Shaker. It matters not what the view11
ab!lur(Jities; and th!l.t insteao of persecuting they do for the purpose, we bid it welcome, even though it is or the life of arrindividual are-whether he believe
not, hail bim as their great deliverer. Of course, this clothed at times in a very uncouth and forbidding garb. in wine~ drinking or in total abstinence; whether he
is all olean work on his part; and though to us it
We hope that all Mr. J amie!!on writes on this sub- believe in free land, free love, and free money or
looks the lea!lt bit sensational, as well as unoompli- ject will be well read, pondered, and digested by not. The eupreme question is; and the only q11estion
mentary to his opponentP, to call us fools to begin those who take his p!!per and hav the time. I can is, Will you work for the secularization of the govwitb, his unnouhted honesty, ahility, and impas- do neither, a~ my time is too limited to use in that ernment?
sioned dAsire for our welfare sufficiently sugar-coat way, for the simple reason that my duty compels
The chief reason, in my opinio~, for the decay of
the pills he will make us swallow.
me to choose carefully how the hours left for mental Lellgues lies in the fact that when they are organized
Parties will differ, and my exnerienoe of Spiritual- improvement are occupied.
"it is not with the thorough understanding that the
ists anil SpiritualiAm differs widely from ·Mr. JamieI will be honest with Mr. Jamieson by telling him moral character of every member is something with
son's. I hav an experience of over thirty years, hav that I hav read a good many of his reported debates, which the League has nothing whatever to do; and,
hai very strong evidence of its truthfulness in our !iDd though, as a whole, they -were smart and logical, further, that no question which•pertains to the wei~
own home, and nothing short of the edition of the yet as they were on (to me) the old threadbare etory fare of the human race is to be denied expression on
L1.ke Pepin Gazette has been able to shake my con- of the Bible, I was not able to see that they did mu~h its platform. A Liberal League who~e primary and
viotions in this (so far). to me, positiv evidence of to advance human progress. I think that what Her- specdio object is the secularization of the governcont'nued conscious individual life after I pass out bert Spencer says in his small work on "Education" mentis-also an educator, or it ceases ite aotlvity as
of my earthly body. Of course, I defer to him, as outweighs the whole. I know many others think a society. It can find but little to hold it together
_he spent his whole time in talking to, with, and for differently, and their opinions I respect. I hav none unless its members unite in an earnest purpose to
(in the main) this deluded olaRS. He feasted with but friendly feeling to Mr. Jamieson, and should put before the community a variety of idtas for
them, traveled with them, slept at their homes, heard he come our way he would be made welcome at mental development and moral st1mulation. Land,
and saw this strange people in all their whims, our home, and should he lecture, I would spare the labor, and marriage rtform, prohibition and antimoods, and peculiarities; and at last, after two time to hear him.
prohibition ('loll functions of government, and things
decades and more had mingled their histories with
To my Spiritualistic friends I would say, those of which interest the indtvidual), must find a welcome
pa~t times and seasons, discovered the pestilent you who hav the time, taste, and means to read the from the members of a Liberal League.
_
I think the Chicago League owes its life and pop- superstition that enshrouded them. Marvelous dis- Lake Pepin Gazette, do so and repvrt; boil down
covary! One so far-reaching in its mental and his heavy artillery shots of logic; giv us the ex1ct ularity to the fact that durwg the last year the submoral salvation that we are assured the long-looked truth of his scientific warfare. If he is capable of jects presented on its platf~r~ hav been. almost
for "coming mn.n" is here.
breaking up those glacial formations of supersti- everything from God to Nthlhsm; fr?m yo10e oul.
Though I think Mr. Jamieson a little mistaken tion, and can hurl them from their beds in the moun- ture to heredity. And the only questwn m regard
regarding his suppo!!ed persecution, as I know noth- tain of faith, c~nviotion, and prPjudioe, giv him the to hearer or speaker has been, Uan he speak or can
ing of that p·nticular element in our ranks worth opportunity, and let thoee of Ui!! of this generation he listen?
the mention, it is true tl).at there is, to some ·extent, that rAmain to see the result of his herculean • :ffurts,
No organization composed of such heterogeneoue
a lack of enthusiasm on our part to run wild over as well as the generations that follow, hail him as elements as are attracted to a Liberal League can
any and every change 0f a mental nature that takes the great deliverer-the world's noble benefactor. ever expect to be permanent which does not ~nil~
pos~ession of those who assume to be our teacher~ We t;arnestly hope that truth, and truth alone, will upon a oasis as Lroad as the sovereignty of the mdland leaders; and there is a growing tendency on our be the gainer; and whether it comes through !!cien- vidual.
part to think and believe that moRt of those who tifi0 logic, egotistic speculation, or plodding, patient
It is true that there are organiutions, like some
spend the greater part of their lives in pure talk- groping in tbe dark for it, when found it is bright of the Spiritual associatiOns, whiuh keep up their inwork, ~nd seldom soil their hands or test the enilur- and precious, and thoee who fail to appreciate its terest, and tb~ir work, whileJimiting the expressions
a.nce of their musdes in manual labor, are less prac- value are the losers.
.
of their sp!:akers and req ui:riitg virtually a test of
tic1l than those who do, and really, on general prin
To mv conception, Spiritualism, Materialism, or membersh1p. But these hav some sun o~ a ~reed or
ciples, not the best material for human and Liberal any other, or no ism, are an aid or hindrance j•lSt in government which a truly Ltberal orgamzaLlOn can·
leadership.
their proportion to stimubte or make us indiffdrent not formulate. And, if there IS one thing more than
It is said that "all rules bav their excoo;ptions," and to mental, moral, and material progrefis, To some another that I desue to be instrumental in estabtherefore we wish it understood that Mr. Jamieson minds one or the oLher is best ada]Jted, and there is lishing and perpetuating, it is assomations of people
is the exception to this growing tendency. Accord- yet a smn.ll per oent that even orthodoxy will do the whwh will uomsid;,r nosur•jeet whwh can be_d1seusded
ing to my simp~e conception, twenty years seems a most g·wd. W nile there they are acti v in some fair b• man too sacred and uo q<1estion relatlv to the
loug time to use in m'l.kiug the disr:overy (,f the tissue mi~Riouary work, where<~~. wtum c.)nvinced th-.t or- welfare of the !mm~n race irrde\ ant to its work. As
of va~uie"', ab~u.·ditl<>B 1 and inc<~nRisten•Jies whwh tbodoxy is fals·, ~nd any Lic.eral formK of idPas bee- Freethinkertl, """ :;ro iuter.,sted not only in the form
the pest,Jle·tt superstition inelnd "• in order to be tt:r, g1v up all cff H"t r,o hfoip ot,her!l 101nd wo.,'t go~; of goverumt-11t uuder wbwh we hv, but ln mdustry,
fully ocqnippeil for its df-'illo!Ltiou Evrn with my! cent 011 tb .. ir •:o11vietior:s. I dun'L dnr>k th~re It! a y <'>rL, ,.nd llLerliture. Thttl JR W•lY we read and dltlU<I!lS
sbaliow eo,nprPhenr<ion, a few moutbs w~cre ~uffi·:leut'eoutioued ltfe fo;- thiEJ ch~,, of Lzy LttH;rali~:~ s the pOtJUJt; of Wuitmar1- We do not all uome to the
to cX;JO~e toe ahominations of orthodoxy, the wwk- Tneir g..-rm of murc>l uonwiousue~;s wut die with dry- ji same conclusions m regard to them. To sume they
edness of chattel slavery, the weakness, as well as rot, and no principle in nature can resuscitate it.
_are immodest and impure, many of them. To ot.h-
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Prohibition, the Jesuit.
When Conkling bought New York and G1rfield
refused to pay the price which made him President,
To THE EDITOR OF THE T'RuTH SEEKER, Sir: In
a.nd thereby lost his life, it became apparent to THE TRUTH SEEKER of O..:t. 7, 1882, is a letter from
thinking R_epublicans everywhere that the methods D. 0. Irwin, in fll.vor of prohibition. He appears to
of party warfare are corrupt~ a11d it ia. only a que~ think that "it is within the province of a fre~ governtion of time when the destruction of our repubhc ment to prohibit the rigbt of the ci•izBn to drink a
will come, as the result of a perverted uBe of politi- glass" of wine. The citizen has rights that no govcal power. And that blow which killed Garfield has ernment, free or otherwise, has any right to meddle
fallen like clods on the coffin of Rc,publicanism with. It is the right of the cit,izen to wear what
throughout the land. Bosl'!es and bossism hav by c.olor of clothes he pleases, eat whatever he pleases,
their corrupt practices perverted the power of the to drink whatever he pleases, and to believe whatpeople to base uses and personal ends, and the only ever appears to him true. The right of any governsalvation for our people lies in a speedy return to ment is denied to dictate to the citizan what he must
clean methods and right principles.
eat or drink, or the color and fa.11hion of his coat, or
To this general cause may be attributed the cold- to interfere with his belief. If a govemment can
ness and inharmony in the Republican party, pro dictate what a man must drink, that is telling him
ducing a stampede from her ranks-an infection what must enter his stomach, and the next will be
which bas spread like a sheep-rot over the entire what must.enter his bead, and the c11t and shape of
land, and like the sheep-rot needs to be dipped in a his hat. A citizen who conscientiously believes that
baptism of correct principles. ·
a g1a!!S of wine will do him good is to hav his conI see by the papers that R. G. Ingereoll, in an in- science outraged because some one else drank until
terview, has set forth the causes of defeat as being he became a sot. This sot, in company with other
corruption in the party which bas bred up an army sots, makes a society of repressed reprobates, and then
of half-breed11, or haif.bearted Republicans, who by they want to tyrannize over the conscience of sober
.their split tickets burst the party wide open, and that m€n and cry for prohibition.
Sherman is .the available man to unite the factions
The argument of prohibition is the stronghold of
in '84. Not so. I hope the leaders of our party will the Jesuit; he prohibits your belief, he denies your
be wise, and not tamper_ longer with false expedi- right to differ from the church, and the prohibitionents to mislead the people.
ist denies your right to differ from tho views of the
We don't want any more old has-beens or military reformed sots.
men with only a war record to commend them to the
The reformed sot and his admirers say that drink
suffrages of the people. Giv us a civilian and states- is the caw1e of all the misery which is seen to acCJomman, whose record will place him in sympathy with pany the drinking of alcohol. This is not the logthe laboring classes of our co]J.ntry.
ical truth. The cause of all the misery is the love
The rapid centralizing of wealth, and especially for the drink, the passion for tht:l fuddle Remove
by the transportation companies of the country by the love for the drink, do away with the passion for
unfair discriminations against the producers of the the stimulant, then the f>Vil will cease. If the procountry, has brought anti-monopoly to the front as a hibitionists cannot prohibit the love for drink they
li~ing political issue. And if the Rapublican party cannot stop the sot.
is wise she will not bring out any old moss-covared
The prohibitionist says drink ia poison. The vegsoldier, but a living man, whose heart is in sympathy etarian says flesh (meat) is death, and more destructiv
with the toiling masses-the only producers of wealth to society than drink. The anti-tobacconist says
and the true supporters of national life and pros- tobacco is in!!anity. The anti-vaccinationist says
puti~
·
..
vaccine is filth, and its compulsion -a crime. The
The canvass through which we hav JUSt passed, Freethinker says the Bible is worRe than alcohol.
involving as it did the Sunday law and temperance What a merry society it would be where each one
question, developed some facts which will be a l~s· of these parties could procure prohibition for his
son to the wise, if not to the Sunday law fanatws favorit hobby! Let us look at the anti-vacuinationand temperance cranks which abound in this state.
ist. He is not allowed to protect his own child.
The Sunday law and temperance questions should The doctor must be the guardian of the child by an
never be coupled with partisan politics, but should act of a "free government," and this is what the probe made separate issues before the people; and the hibitionist wants to protect sober men from becomforcing of theBe issues upon our party by the League ing sots. Then make a law that Rhall destroy the
of Freedom, or liquor-selling element of this state, love for drink. The anti- vaccinationist asks only to
was the local cause which broke our back. Prohibi- be left to cure his own child. Then let the prohibition cannot be sustained in this wine-producing tionist act likewise-win his cause by fair argument,
col]:ntry, which is developing so much wealth in the not bv coercion. Prohibition teaches ton much.
culture of the grape; and that doctrin of force which Like the case of the Freethinker, the Bible is more
temperance cranks adhere to is doing no good, but destructiv to human progress than alcohol. Alcohol
much harm, by creating antagonism and bad blood is bad; the Bible is worse. Prohibit alcohol says
California Letter.
to no good purpose.
the sot admirer. Prohibit the Bible says the FreeTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH S:li:EKER, Sir:
.This absolute prohibition of all stirr.ulants cannot thinker. Prohibit alcohol and we are rid of the rumNow that the political dust has settled and the tide prevail in this state; the average man will hav a tip- seller. Prohibit the Bible and we are rid of the
of human passion, which has for some months past ple of some sort. But if the friends of temperance priest. I am a Freethinker, and I say let the Bible
swept like a hurricane over our state, has abated, we would make war upon distilled liquors, and leave the stand. It will fall before the march of intellect. I
are met full in the face by the fact that H.epublican- wine, beer, and cider out of the question, I think am a sober man, and I say let alcohol stand. Its use
ism is literally" ecooped" in this state. Beer bm;ses they could succeed in such prohibition in this state. will die out as the sensational doctrins die out. Exand bolters are responsible for the defeat, as-local
Now, Brother Bennett, in conclusion, let me say citement will die under the force of reason and
causes.
The Republican platform went just far you don't know how gratified I was to see your be'lm- experiment. Never put your hand on your neighenough to alarm the Gorman voters on the question ing countenance at the head of quite an elaborate bor's throat. It is a bad argument, for he bas the
of temperance, while it failed to giv satisfaction to sketch of your career as a prominent American same right to your thr~at. If Y;OU hav.got a hobby
the Prohibitionists. It antagonized the liquor ele-, Freethinker in the S:o\n Francisco Post, the fairest, ride it, and let your neighbors nde theirs. Do not
ment, and yet lost the support of the teetotalers. cleanest, and best paper in San Francit<co, and I hope ask for a law to stop them, or they may turn the
Thus, between the two fires on one side and luke- to liv ,to see the day when the Chronicle, and other tables on you and ask for a law to break your hobby.
warmness on the other, our entire state ticket was papers here which attempted to cast odium upon you
J.acK STRAW.
defeated.
and the people who sustained you, will be dead and
The course taken by the Germans in this state damned, as they richly del'!erve to be. Cultured
THE Massachu11etts Dtlmocrats, in convention asseems to be confirlilled by similar action in the Eal!lt; Freethought ill a :line thing; but a common honesty sembled, on the 19th day of September, 1882, adopted
hence, we may set it down as a fact that this ele- which leads us to a proper appreciation of the men a declaration of principles set forth in !!eparate
ment of Republican strength-the Ge:rman vote- and women who stand in the front against the ene- articles of which the second was in these words:
. will not stana in with any party who threaten to in- mies of mental freedom, toiling night and day to "Equal rights, equal powers! equal burdens, Equal
terfere with their individual liberty in the matter of break the yoke of slavery and lifli the clouds of privileges, and Equal protection by law under the
beer and Sunday enjoyments.
superstition, is a better thing.
government for every citizen of the republic, ~ith
A second cause of complaint with voters has been
What the people want to-day is a sinC\~re, fr~nk out limitation of race or sex or property qualificathe imperious conduct of the party bosses, who expression of the truth in good, wholesome English, tion whether it be by a tax on property or a poll
cracked their whip in vain this year to drive voters and not a hair-splitting wordiness which swamps its tax 'on persons." If these words mean anything
into the traces.
ideas of truth.
they congtitute a pledge on the part of the DemoAll over the country the same spirit of revolt has
I see that you hav reduced the price of THE Cl'Sts of M'1s!lachuetts to do all in their power to giv
shown itself in uprisings against these dictatorships, TRUTH SEEKER to $2.50, and I truly hope you may women the right to vote. This is a plank of the
and the rebuke to these upstart whip-masters has realize an incre&sed subscription list to sustain you platform by means of which Major-Gen. Berj1min
been complete and, we hope, final.
in keeping up, as I think it the best Freethought F. B.1tler has a3cended to the highe3t.plaoe in the
Thousands of honest Republicans in this state con- paper in the world; and I for one will do what I can glorious old Commonwealth, and alo~e of all men in
eluded to let the ship sink, in order to drown the to that end. I am now q 11ite recovered in my health, tbe United States has become ent1tled to b9 adrats, bosses, and thieves whioh swarmed her de11k, and leave my home in San Jose for a lecture tour dressed as ''Your Ex:celleucy." Every woman will
and thus make her seaworthy for the l!ltorm of '84. through the coast-line of countries, going south, be- rejoice at· Butler's success. It me~ns _a recognition
Invested power tends to corruption and needs gining at Lompoc colony the 1st of December.
of those rights which hav been vmd10ated. by so
watching and changing hands, and the most effectiv
Please find inclosed money-order for TnE TRUTH eminent a philosopher as John Stuart Mill, and
Way to correct a corrupt party is to defe~t it.
SEEKER, to be sent to a subscriber whose llama I which no husband should be afraid to see conferred
Now let Republicanism take a back 'Seat and picked up while out on a ride a few days ago; and upon his wife. The women of Massachusetts mi~ht
browse for the next two years on the pale buds of if every one who takes THE TRUTH SEEKER will use well adorn with garlands the pathway along wh10h
defeat, and in the mean time learn that the voters of
th
d
justa little effort and !!(:>Cure one new subscriber each, the soldier, statesman, and lawyer will go ~o Came party nee to be consulted, anq that bosses you will double THE TRUTH SEEKER list, make the bridge on commencement day t.o take the h1gh seat
should be ~erv.an~s, not masters of the people.
old man's heart glad, and inorea~e his pr,wer for among the august dignitaries of Harvard University.
?3ut, wh1l~ It Is tru~. th~t local causes hav ~on- good. Yours for truth,
DR. J. L. YoRK.
-Sun.
spued to brm~ defeat. m th1s state to the Repu.bhc~n
San Jose, Cal.
party, there Is a wide.spread cause operating In
_ _ _ _...,_ _ __
THE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent ·three months to
every state of this Union.
THE "city ofr.light "-Electricity.
. new subscriber11 for 50 cents.

ers they are revelations only of nature, and by them
all nature is reg:uded as worshipful. Whatever my
individual opinion may be of '' LP.aves of Grass," I
should consider my:1elf a bigot if I found myself unwilling to listen to Mr. Chainey's views and interpretation of the poet. And if any of the delegates
of the St. Lnuis Congress felt oppressed that he~was
invited to express himself upon this subject, it appears to me that his or her Liberalism was chiefly
'confined to anti-Christianity. We must learn to
listen to views other than those we entertain; as peradventure we may therebylearn something.
I hav at times been not a little amused, in my lecturing experience, with the bigotry of 1wine members
of the Liberal League. I hav in mind now a prominent and influential member of an excellent League
for which I spoke for eeveral months. This gentlem&n was a warm admirer of my anti-Christian work,
and had subscribed )leneromdy to the lecturing fund.
In making my engage,ment I had stipulated, as I always do, that I should speak upon any subject which
I chose. During the course, and being deeply interested in the conqi.ti.on of unhappy Ireland, I gave a
lecture on the Irish land question. A large and intelligent audience lit!tened with evidence of approval
to the sentiment; but my good friend, happening by
the accident of birth to be s.n Englishman, and not
having outgrewn national prejudice!'!, was -greatly offended at the lecture and refused longer to sustain
the course. At another time, the president of the
League, who was a Materialist, absented hi~self
from a lecture upon Spiritualism, becaul!ie he "did
not believe in it." I mention theee circumstances to
illustrate what I conside1·the illiberality of professed
Liberals.
I hav said that we are interested in art as well as
government. I yesterday witnessed the efforts of
ex-Rev. George C. Miln to interpret Shakspere'li great
character of Hamlet. I understand there wal!l an old
gentleman in the audience who came eighty miles
for the same -purpose. He was certainly repaid.
Mr. Miln is a fine actor, notwithstanding the fact
that the IJramatic News insinuates that he cannot
be because he has "denied his creator." He has an
excellent voice; a good presence, an expressiv countenance, and a most clear and intelligent meaning of
the author whom he interprets. He has ease, grace,
and spirit. He must certainly succeed, and we shall
all be glad to hav him do so, because we respect and
appreciate a man who will not fill a pulpit as a hypocrit.
·
It would be well if the nerve to announce convictions could be imparted to the multitude of people
who, while thinking differently from the majoritv,
yet apparently coincide with them. We sh'luld be
truth tellers and truth actors, ae well as truth l!leekers.
M:as. H. S. LAKE.
Milwaukee, Wts., Nov. 5, E.M. 282.
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when this law will no longer be on the statute books of carrying a conoe-liled horsewhip to a lecture of Joseph
buildings, and has considerably the appearance of a our country, and wh( n fathers and mothers <lan ex- Cook's in Bombav; there is not a partiele of truth
young citv. Churches and schoolhouses abound, erciRe the right of determining what the sjze of their in the charge. When we attended his lecture, we
with banks-, two daily papers, good hotels, and all families shall be. When a c iizen from a given state did so as quietly and properly as any person in the,
the paraphernalia of mod'ern civilintion. But little takes it upon himself to go skulking, sneaking around audience, and had with us no horsewhip or weaponJ
land appears. to be cultivated around the city, and, into other states, like a thief, seeking some one he of any kind. Besides repeating tlfiiB' lie in Asia and;
with the exceptions of a few gardens, the country is may entrap and cast int0 prison, it is time for te- .AuRtralia, he is now retailing it here;, and what iaJ
principally o 1cupied in grazing.
form.
still worse, he is inducing his wife tO' :rep~at. tlie·
The· early history of Cheyenne is a hard one. On
It is to be supposed the designing, malicious, and same lie. By one report we see she is s1Jid' to· liav
the fourth day of July, 1861, there was one house in unprincipled Comstock is now filled with Christian _made the same false statement. It is quite eEough'
the place; h,1t the growth was rapid, for in the happiness. He has succeeded in wresting Mr. Hey- for him to tell this' fooli~h lie, and he ought :LJ&ti to}
spring of 18o9' there were six: thousand inhabitants. wood from his family, and has him in prison. That ask her to demean hers·elf by repeating it.
_
A plenty of roucrbs, thieves, gambling hells, prosti- is the kind of thing that givs this characteristic -2. The next lie is :m'eariel' al!ld more malicious. He···
tutes, a~d most "'disreputable places disgraced the Christian more joy than anything else in the world. says contemporaneously wit& ol't.r appearance in
town. The dance-houses and wild orgies which pre- We do not pray very much, but we do hope the time Bombay Wflre distributed sdvertisments of obscene
vailed here every night were of a most fearful char- will come when this officious, evil-minded person will literature. This has not a sha:de·of truth.- We had
acter and murders and assassinations were of bav less power in this country than he has had for no advertisments or circulars of any kind' iii. Bombay,
freqdent occurrence. This lasted until quie~ busi- the last eight or ten years. In the changes which or at any other point on our jottrney~cert<linly
n~ss men, getting tired of such conduct,, orgamzed a politics promis us, let us hope that Comstockism is nothing of an indecent character. !f Jioseph Cook
vigilance committee' and brought the vile offenders not always to rule this land..
will produce a single advertisment having the slightto summary j"u11tice. Several of the most noted ofIt must remain a question whether Mr. Heywood,s est connection with us, and of an obscene chal'ac.ter,
fenders wetA found swinging at the end of a rope, mode of opposing this Comstock law is the most ef- we will giv him a thousand dollars.
and ultimately it' was diseo-vered to be a.rather ~n- fectiv one. It would be very desirable for some
3. His wide jump to Bradlaugh shows the ramhealthy place for a-vii-doers
Many took the hmt party of weight and influence to oppose it on the bling character of the man. Bradlaugb has good>
and reformed their wli~, and ot~•ers had t.be go~d merits of it, and to show up its great injustice; but audiences riorth of the Tweed, but it is possible the:
sense to leave town and· go on WIth the railroad m · i:n the absence of that, whether Mr. Heywood's mak- Presbyterians of Scotland militate against his views ..
its western march. Cheye-nne is now as orderly a mg a martyr of himself, and lying a year or two in Bradl!lugb has large audiences wht:rever he speaks;.
place as any of its size.
_
.
prison for violating it, is going to tend to the death
4 The lying insinuation about Infidelity in Eng.-As we are now pretty well o>Ver the mount~ms, of the law, each person has the right to decide for laod and the United States, not daring to be frank,.
and as I propose to take a ru~ c-f a fe~ day~ mto himself
need not be dwelt upon. The liar sticks out in every'
Colorado, it seems a suitable pll:)ce> to brmg this letThis much is not difficult to see: E. H. Heywood utterance.
ter to a close.
Yours sincerely,
D M. B.
is now occupying the position of an uncondemned
5. We are not able to say very muah as· to the'
culprit, at the foot of our great DepartiGent of Just- declaration of principles on the part of French lnfii..
ice. He is regarded as a man who has trampled upon dels, but hav no doubt Cook lies egregiously. We'
the great Jaws of onr land. At the other extreme of do not believe they declare that the lo?icaf rmplica-this great D"partment of Justice sits in regal8plen- tion of Athei~m is "a deification of the body andi
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
-= dor Attorney- General Benjamin H. Brewster. The the gratification of passion."- They unquestiona:blY'
daily papers bring ils glowing accounts of the rich- believe nature infinitly superior to the dogmag oi'
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. _ness and grandeur which he has drawn around him, supernaturali~m, and so teach.
in the way of ebony chairs and lounges, covered
6. The next lie is the basest and meanest of all,
The la'l'geat and ckeapeat Rad-ka"l Jou'l'lWl publiShed in with the finest morocco, with a center-tahlfl tbatcost and that is that "female seminaries in the United
Europe or America. rnntaining Sellen· hundred squa'l'e irwhes $250, $nd the lace cover of which cost $100. The States dare not publish catalogs of their pupils for
uarpetctlst $1 200, and to walk upon it is enough to fear that the ghouls of Infidelity would use the pestmore readiny matter than any other joumal of its kind.
cause onfl to 1magin himself to be treading upon office to carry pollution into the minds of innocent
down. The· rug alone co~t $150. But the curtains girls.., No insinuation or lie could be baser and!.
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1882. are more extravagant than all; they are made of the more despicable than this. Slander and defamation
finest silk plush~ :rich and dazzling in texture, lined could not go deeper. Joseph Cook is challenged to·
and interlined with. fine Turkish satin, with cardinal produce one Infidel in the UnJted States who has
:Mr, HeywootV"Sc l?'reJ.iminary Examif!atio.n.
cords and tassels.. There are four windows in his used the mails to pollute the school-girls of any
,.t N'
'"'
24 t h t h e te 1egrap h (,ffice, and' li'S the curtain for each window cost $300, seminary. The base bliar says be is responsible
for
n
the
morninQ'
(f~
ovemA:Jer
'b'l'
b
O
"'
h
M H
d h d tbA entire set cn~t $1,200. The complete outfit of his what he says. Possi ly bis respons1 1 1ty may e
~rought us the intenig~ce ~ at r. ,eywo? . a uffice cost $10,000.
tested.
had his preliminary examu~tlonb6:fli>reQommisswner
Here sits in state' our attorney-general, who bas it
7. The next lie is that Atheism and Materialism
and had been
·
d F
Th
·
h ·
Hal le"o; IIi' Boston, on the day }'II'AVIO.·W,.
W 1 h
t in his power, as with th.e wave of his band, ~o ca~se gravitate to war
ree1ove.
ere IS no trut Ill!.
held forre-giH)lr tr~al. Eliz{u ·_: g ....~waHs· presend! the charges agamst Mr: _Heywood to be laid .aside this. Atheists liv as upright lives as any people ilh
and Off ered b1roisell' as bondsma-n LOr• -r.. . ·eywoo -r· and he set at liberty. Ell'&, surrounded as he IS by t h e world . N ot a h a If of one per cent are- F ree.~
· th Ch ns··
b·u·t thi's Mr. Heywood declined,, d em d mg 1£' h-.e cou10 su~h luxury, it is scarcely tQ he expected th.Rthe WI'l 1 1overs-a f ar sma11 er propor t'wn t.b an m
. t be ·held on his OW'n' I'ecogmza.nce, or on h IS· word
. 11
h 1 e
d' I hav one thought for poor Heywood, who is pining tian church, and espeCia y among t e c ergy.
no
A
of honor; he preferred to go to prison.
CGm' Ing: Y away in a cheerless prison.
The difference, h.owever,
8. The charge that Paine was insincere is a· most;
.h e .., 8 lock-·e· d :up in J' 1.il. Ri_s decision was very diff
A
.
"'"'
d
h 'between the ·two persons at the two e:J~:tremes of our a 1se one.
more.smcere man never wrote.
w·h·"t ours would hav been un er t e
9
h
·
h Th
,p · h b
ferent fro ..,.
u•
""
fk
Department of Justice cannot be lost sight of.
. T e asilertwn t at
omas ' ame as ecome.>
We would be in. favor 0 eep· f a l se ·m t h e extreme ..
S"""me ci'rcum.sta"''ces.·
'-'
Since writing the foregoing we hav receive d a t b e scorn of 1earne d I nfid e1- s " IS
ing out of prison j'u:st.as long as possl~le, ~nd ~ould card from Mr. Heywood, dated at Princeton, Mass., Every well-informed Infidel reveres the honesty anc:f
s"0
baiL 'd' from which we infer he is not in pnson.
·
·
·
gladly hav a vailed out"!!e_lvs of Mr. WrJgbt
· d
vigor
0 f p ame,
an d h'1s· Wri't'mgs h av never h a d so
It seems Mr. Heywood· was examiD~ ' ou
upi s
wide a reading as within the past few years.
Yokes" and the quotations·' from ~hitman, bu~ was
The Infamous Liar and. lollanderer.
10. The lie, "Ingersoll is in a muddle," is on a par
held only on the charge o.f advertismg a~d selling .a
with the rest. No man was ever clearer than he, or
syringe for the preventiOn of co~c~pti?n •. This
Joseph Cook is roaring like a· bull over the land, bad the ability to impress his views more upon the
specification, or charge, is such a poo1t1v vwlatwn of retailing more lies and slanders tb:m any other man minds of others.
the law that there seems no chan<>e fo!' Mr. Hey- in the country, and his credulous bearers swallow it
Cook seems to take up ahundle of lies and throw
wood's escape. He must hav been COiPnnc~d of t~e ·down as though it were gospel truth.- He is ap- them around among his audience as though they
risk he was taking upon himself t~ act S'f duectly 1D proaching the East, and we get fuller repMts of his were as good as truth. Such is the falsity of the
face of the law, and cannot be disappomted at the false mouthings. He took it upon himself to abuse system he ·advocates that lies seem to answer his
verdict that is very sure to be rendered.
.
us and lie about us in Asia, and in our letters from purpose better than the truth. Had he common
There is no question but what the law Is. a lll;OSt that part of the world we showed up his falsehoods; decency, had he the instincts of a gentleman, were be
unrighteous one. T~e prevention o~ conc~ptwn 1~ a and now since he is repQating the same lies here at something more than a crude, ecclesiastical hog, it.
legitimate right wh1ch every married pllli' can ln- home he requires a little more of our attention. The might be worth while to discuss with him the utter
quire into and practice when. ever they choose to do following paragraph is from a report of his speech falt!ity of the system he upholds; but he is unworthy
so. If puents hav not the r1~ht to. t.ake some !fleas- in Chicago:
any decent man's attention.
ures to govern the size of then fa.mihes, ~hat 1~ the
Mr. Cook went on to tell how he exposed the record of D
Perhaps a little charity should be exercised toward
world hav they the right to ta'ke mto considceration?. M. BenDett, the New York Infidel editor, while lecturing In him on account of the unsound state of his mind.
A .
l
h' h
d h d h b
Itwouldseem thatsolonga s theyhavto·feed and.:Bombay,andhowBennettcametohislectnrewithahorsewhip
· nse. H
a
e een
th · off!3pring they also hav sonie right to which he did not
. e sat-d t ha·t con tempora:ne~us1y WI'th th e n msane asy urn was 1s orne, an
c l 0 th
en
' h
ff .
h H h
It appearance of Bannett m Bombay there were distributed adver- retained there longer there would hav been less in. e
deCide how numeroas t at o spnng s a
e.:
tisments of obscene literature. Ooly south of the Tweed justice in it than in several cases which hav recently
makES considerable difference whethera poor, aehcate 'could th" A.theist Bra.dlaugh get a hearing, and if Infidelity been brought to light.
woman shall bear four children, or fourteen, and the idared to be as frank in En~land and the Unit~d States as it
lf, however, the alleged cause of his insanity is
question of feeding, clothing, and educating them is ";"8~ in France ever) body wou.ld .see wha~ it meant. French true, it lessens the charity that might be exerciBed.
b
h
b
. ht
h .
. .
t ce to the father Parents hav no Atheism declared that the begmmng of WI<dom was the hatrPd
.
. .
rld than of God and the logical impltcation of A.theism was the d<Jifica- lf self-a use was t e cause, ut s 1Ig sympat y 18
one o.f VIta 1Im~or an
just right to brmg more children mto the wo .
· tion of' the body and of the gratification of passion. Fem~ale due him. lf he will learn to make some approaches
they are able to take proper care of.. There IS no seminar,es· in the United States dared not publish catalogs of to truth in his public statements, it will be more
destiny, no overruling power, that d~c~des ~ow ~a.~y their pupils f-or fear ~he ghouls of !nfidelitf w,,uJd us~ the po~t- commendable on his part as a professed publio
childrPD each family shall hav, and It IS q 111te Withm dlic" to carry pollutiOn mto the mmds of moocent girlR. Mr. ·teacher.
·
0 f parents to take this matter into their Uouk said he wa-s responsible. for every word_ h_e uttere~, and
th e provmce
then WAnt on to say that A.th101sm and Matenallsm gravitated
·
own hands.
.
·
naturally to Freelove. Shake apart the hmks and the viper
MRs. LAKE would like to hear from Liberals on
There are many modes of preventmg conceptlOJ?-• would fall out. Ingersoll had done nothing but rehearse Thomas the line of the Iowa Central, Chicago and Alton,
but the most effectual that we hav ever heard of lS Pain"'s arguments and was not. even abreast of the times in the Lake Shore, and Michigan Southern railways. She
for the sexes to not come together. If, then, pre- Infidel camp. The speake~ coul.d n"t believe that he :-vas 3in- has already some engagements at d·:fferen~ points on
e tio i wicked and unlawful this is the most cere in his attacks on ChnstJamty, and ?elteved that It would
v .n k
fs ll
d ·f C
t k' 'law is right every be ridiculous to art~mpt to answer bUCh fnvolous talk- Inger- these several roads, and desires to make others.
WlC e o a , an 1 _ oms oc s
h' ld b soU was in a muddle, and had begun to doubt his own doubts Terms reaaonahle Address Mrs. H. S. Lake, 219
person or persons guilty of the Outrage s ou
e A tbeiFm was a creed infinirly rid.cult ,us, and ninety-eight out Grand ave., lVIilwaukee, Wis.
simt to state prison during life..
.
• _ of a hundred of the mo"t promi~ent. thinkers of t?e d,~Y were
This Comstock hw making lt a state prHIOD crw:,e helievers in A. personal God and frlenc.lly toCh_ristJafJlty. 1 hom>tS
T
N h
w·1sconsm
. sp1r1
. 'tua l'ISt c on f erence
· of uoncep- p,lne
· ·nad become t he ocorn of 1earnP d Infi •1e1s,
· • a.,_
• d th ere was, . HE
ort ern
to sell or u au thin ' for-the preveuLlOU
·1
,•
• .
1
·
·
se y
g
d shows not a complete edition of Theodore Parker's works m all New · Will hold a three days meetmg In Apmtual Hal,
1. Omro Wis Deo 15 16 and 17 1882 Mr~ E C.
t10n, Is an exeeetHngly great ouu<>ge, an
.E 1 d
tb
t d
f tJ·
the enauLm'-·nt of our · b' un ·
i
'
.,
·
'
'
'
·
· ·
e v<~.s
an_ger 0
<~.vmg
ddl
un rin1 Here are ten distinct bhtant, and out-and- out Woodruff, of Michigan, and other good speakers are
1
laws depeond ? any way upon a m~h etsome'witf un-, falt~~hoGds in this short extract, b•side11 some insinu- invited to be pre><ent. Fred H Pierce (now located
ctple?, eueltste~stwal somet,r. . . 6 Ime
' ·
,,
th falsehoods. The first about our at Berlin Wis.) who at the last meeting is said to
questiOnably come, whether 1t 18 1n our day or not~ atwn~ 1!!-~~.ner an
•
'
•
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hav given some of the finest tests ever offered in this there will be good fortune for some of the transit it over and said at once that it was a good thing and
place, will also be present. Prof. C. P. Longley's observers.
should be printed. And it was printed in THE TRUTH
music, so well liked by Spiritualists, will be used by
SEEKER of April I, 282 (1882). Thus, again, but for ,
the choir through the conve:ntion. It is expected
The True Origin of the New Calendar.
your papPr this babe would never hav had its cr.y
.
that steps will be taken to organize a state society.
"heard ! Then it went into the League Man, and It
.MY DEAR TRU:TH SEE~ER: Ourfnend, Jl.;lr. G. N. bas never been printed elsewhere. Thus. th,e whole
The Transit of Venus.
Hill, of Boston, IS labormg under the pamful but thing was originated proposed, and published. Mr.
.
.
.
.
false. impression that he. ha~ been "robbed" of some Hill has never been ~ble to get anything printed on
This astronomi~a.l phe~omenon, whwh Will .take credit or honor due to him m regard to the new Cal- the subject, nor to get the Paine Hall people to adopt
place on.the 6t~ mst., Will be th~ fifth transit of -endar; 282. He throws ou.t lo=1tters, ca~ds, and the resolution; nor has he, to my knowledge, conVenus recorded m the annals of history. The pre- "open" letters to me in the L1beral press with reck- tributed one single new or valuable idea or motiv
ceding four took place in the years 1639, 1761, 1769, less prodigality. In your note to one of his efforts towards its adoption
and 1?74. Kepler. predicted that a transit w~ul.d in your paper of N o!ember 25t.h, you say that Y?u
On the contrary, this has been dolle by others. Mr;
ocpur m 1631.' but It pa~sed unobserve~; and It Is presume (1) that" neither Mr. Wake_man nor ~r. Hill Macdonald followed up its publication by an e:x:satd that owmg -.a the maccuracy of his tables he knew that the other had proposed It at the time he tremely able and learned editorial, which had great
failed to d~tect the transit that would take P.lace .in propoRed i~."
.
.
.
.
influence in its, favor. Mr. Byron Adonis, editor ?f
1639. This, too, would als~ hav passed, hke Its
(2) In his card Mr. Hill persists m saymg that be the Jewish Times at San Francisco, followed smt
pred.ecessor, un?bserved had It not ~een for the en- "o~iginated" this Calendar and is being "robbed" in many able and ~nthusiastic letters in THE TRUTH
thui:n~sm and mdependent enterprise of a young of tt.*
.
.
. ,
.
SEEKER, and in all the other papers ~e could reach,
Enghsbman~ Jeremiah Horrocks by name, the curate
(3) Also he says t~at his claim tbere~o IS ',~akmg and he reached many. He has sent It to Italy, ~nd
a church m the north of England. Though only an enemr of~ pr<-!mment N~w Yo~k L1beral. .
all over Europe, and his League, No. 190, was the
eightee~ years of age, he had. mastered all known asMr. Htll's Illuswns Ot;J. this suhJect may mislead first to adopt it. He first called it the Brup.o-Waketrono~ncal problems .. He discovered th.at ~he Ru- you and others, ~nd s~ould com~ to an end at once, man Calendar, against my protest that n~ n~me of
dolphme Table, pubhshed by Kepler, mdwated a inasmuch as he Is makmg aspersiOns upon ot.hers as any living person should be connected w1th It. So
near approach of a transit of Venus. The desire to "robbers."
successful were these co-laborers that the National
witness th~ wonderful sight induced him to .study by . The truth is that this new.~ra Calendar was orig- Liberal League Congress at St. Loui~ gladly and
day and mght the tables of Kepler. He discovered mated and proposed by me m my lectures on the unanimously adopted it. The resolutiOns brought.
an in~ccuracy in the ca~c.ulations, W?rked out a table "Harmony and MEaning of . the S~ientific Gos- forward by Mr. George Chainey on t~at occasion are
for htmself, and pred10~ed a transit for November pels." These lectures, after bemg delivered off and the best short statement on the subJect ever made.
24, 1639. With his in~imate fr~end, William ~rab. on ~or four or n;tore years, are now bP.ing publ.ished Mr. Hill did not attend the Congress and bad nothtree, to whom he had divulged his secret, he patiently by Instajments m THE TRUTH SEEKER, and Will ?e ing- to do with its adoption there. The name "Era
waited for the advent of the time that should verify finished there as soon as Mr. Bennett's travels giv of Man" was there selected after full consideration,
his predict.ion. The 24th of November fell upon them space.
. and 80 the matter was fully and properly launched
Sunday. His astronomical o')servations clashed
The first lecture was published in 1881, and m before the Liberal world on Sunday, Oct. 1, 282, at
with his clerical dutieR, but he was brave enough to THE TRUTH SEEKER of October 22d and 29th Y,?~r 12 M.
stand a:t his post. He believed his duty to scie~ce readers will find this new Calendar fully :' origiShortly thereafter Mr. Courtlandt Palmer ~ent
to behigher than all others, and the world has m nated." No one has ever pretende~ that 1t. ever down to Boston and gave a lecture for Mr. Ch!nney
dorsed that belief.
originated elsewberP. or at any other time than m my on the "Era of Man" which was recPived with great
The young astronomer sat in a darkened room, lectnre in your TRUTH SEEKER.t
favor and has bee~ published in This World. In
with the image of the sun reflected through a small
When I visited Paine Hall :J.t the Celebration of it he innocently spoke of and advocated the "Brunotelescope upon a white screen, over which the planet Paine's Birthday (January 29, 1882), Mr. Hill came Wakeman Calendar" ail Mr. Adonis had named it.
Venus must pass if his predictions were correc~. to me and said that he _}Jad read ~his proposal. of
Thereupon up springs Mr. Hill and says that he is
His patient labor was rewarded. On his return from mine in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and WIShed the P:nne the "author" of this new era, and that Mr. Palmer
service, which he attended only to secure his release, Hall Liberals to adopt it, and that he would offer_a is trying to rob him, and is becoming his "~n~my ;"
he discovered the tiny bl~ck ~peck that marked the resolution on the subjAct. I warmly sec.ou_ded h1s and now you seem to believe that we two ongr~ated
passage of Venus across his d1sk. Thus by the ne- proposal, and he wished me to advocate I~ lD_ a few it" unbeknownst" to each other at the same time!
gl~ct ?f the functions of the pri~st for those of the remarks, which I did,, lUld ~uggest.ed that It he over This is 11 irnply ridiculous, as t~e facts above stated
sCientist he won the honor of bemg the observer of for more mature consideratiOn, as 1t was a matter of show. It originated solely with me, and as I hav
the first transit ever seen by the human eye.
importance not to be inconsiderately adopted, and stated. Of the persons above named, moreover,
The untimely death of Horrocks at the age of 22 this course was taken by tbe meeting. It was also there is scarcely one who bas not done more for the
robbed the world of one who, had he lived, might suggested by him that the resolu~ion should b~ put new-calendar idea than !dr. Hill. Mr. Macdonald
hav been the greatest of astronomers.
in a better shape. and that Mr. Hill should wnte a and Mr. Adonis bav certamly done much ~ore than
Transits of Venus were for a time lookP.n upon letter to me, and I reply more at length, so as to be. His volunteering to offer a resolutiOn on the
<Jnly as astronomical curiosities, until, in 1677, Hal· bring out more fully the merits of the new .idea. subject at a Paine Hall meeting was a Il!atter for
ley, while observing a transit of Mercury, discovered This correspondence Mr. Hill was to get published which he received full credit in my reply to the lettheir· scientific value as a means of determining the in the Investigator.
.
ter written for him, with his "permission," as h~ now
sun's distance from the earth.
That plan was carried out. I a~ended Mr. H_Ill's says. But his credit would hay be~n greater If he
On the 6th of the present month the great event!' Resolutwn, and struck out comp~ImP.~tary alluswns had entirely written the resolutiOn .hu~self, and had
of the inferior conjunction and transit of Venus take to myself (strangely in contrast with his present pre- secured its adoption and the pubhcatwn of ~atter
place. Such is the importance attached to the phe- tensions), and rewrote, at his request, the letter he effectivly advocating it, and if he had borne himself
nomena, says the Scientific American, that the plan- wrote to me, except the personal references, and more modestly in regard to it afterward.
etary interest of the month culr:ninates around tbe then wrote the reply to it, setti.ng up. the wholA
Mr. Palmer and all the L~berals I know of are Mr.
fairest and brightest of the solar brotherhood. Few subjeut. This correspondence, mcludmg the re- Hill's friends, and will contmue so to be, probably,
are the persons of ordinary intelligence who will constructed resolution, Mr. Hill tried to get t~e if he does not disgust them by charges of "robbery"
not do as much toward the celebration of the rarf! Investigator to publish from Feb!uary to April, of what belongs to others as much, or more, than to
event as, with the simple aid of a piece of smoked but without success. In March, findmg that he cou!d himself.
.
glass, to follow the. course .of the planet across the not succeed, I t~ok it to Mr. ~ugen.e Macdonald, m
Let me conclude ~ith two. reflectiOn~:
.
sun's disk at some t1me durmg the passage.
the absence of his much travelmg chief, Mr. Bennett,
1. The time to claim credit about this matter Will
The transit will commence over the whole United the actual editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER. He looked be after the new era is generally adopted. To th~t
States at nearly the same minute of absolute time,
end let all Liberals join hearts and hand~. There Is
although owing to errors in the table of Venus the
*FRIEND wAKEMA.N: I find that the so-called letter of mme plenty of room for what honor and credit there ca_n
prediction for the time of beginning may vary a which you wrote and publishPd-with my permission-in THE be to be won in that field yet. The use of 282 IS
minute. The principal phases are as follows, in Tawm.SEEKER of April1, 1882, is making me trouble, and w I the best and e<1siest means .of .Lib~ral propaganda ~s
Washington mean time:
hPreby disown it and withdraw all permission to any person to yet known. Learn what It Imphes, and you Will
again publish it or its parts as. purporting to come from me.
h
I am going to publish some card calendars for 283 soon, learn the greatest lesson oft is age.
,
First contact ....................... 8 h 55 m. A.M.
and am intendin~ to print upon them your-or rather Dr
2. The claim of any great bono~ or. credit for
Ftrst internal contact ................ 9 h. 16m. A.M.
Second intt~rnal contact .............. 2 h. 38m. P.M.
Draper's-words upon Bruno and science _in THE TRU~l! ideas of this kind belongs to the theologiCal or metLast contact ............ : ............ : ... 3 h. P-M. . SEEKER of Oct; 15, 1881. that caused me to mvent and o_ncr- a physical frame of mind, for that allows o~revelations
Observers must ascertam the longitude of the1r ioate this Freethought Calendar, as well as the resoluti?n, and intuitions exclusivly to farvored Christa or Panplaces of observation from Washh gton [which can etc., with which I started this movement for the reformatiOn tarchs who are the divinely-cho!'len conduits of
readily be done by the aid of an ordinary map], and of the civilized
world'syours,
dating.
knowl'edge and grace. But in the Liberal world we
Very truly
GEORGE N. HILL.
the local time will ea~ilv be found, re_membering that Boston, Mass., Nov. 19, Anno Scienta, 282.
are all equally "t~e heirs of tim.e," and our ideas ~re
every degree of longitude makes a difference of four
t Yet bHck of all these horrors lay that fundamental illus!on mostly our "inheritance." Durmg ten years of Libminutes in time. If the place be east of Washing- and mistake in astronomy-that the world ~as a revohmg eral work I hav scattered much "originality," as it is
ton the time will be later; ~f it ~e west the ti?le will "universe" with an outside. When Bruno would lecture and commonly called, but I hav never claimed an~thing.
be earlit<r. Th~s the transit will commen?e m New publish upon the" Stability of the Heav~ns" and the" In_finity I hav only been too glad t? see the seed co~mg up
York twelve mmutes later than at Washmgton (at of Worlds," the church had no alternatlv but to crush hlm or in the minds of others, as m the case of .this New
M H ll
ff
N
E 1 d die. She knew that the crisis in her history had come.
9 h. 7 m . .A..M )' in B oston and al l
ew ng an '
Dr. John W. Draper, in his" Conflict betweon Religio~ [t?e- Era Calendar. I should hav let
r. I run o
twenty-four minutes later (at 9 h. 19 m . .A..M. ), in ology] and Science," has proposed that some day the sc•ennfic with this whole thing, if he had not made it an inCincinnati, twenty-nine minutes earlier (8 h. 26 m. world should unite in placing the statue of Bruno beneath the jm~tice to, or an aspersion upon, o~hers,, and then
.A..l'rl ), and so on.
dome of St. Peters, reconstructed to man. That this should he called upon me publicly to confirm his claims. So I
It is to .lilcientific observers that the transit h~s ~he done may not hereafter appear to be more ~trange than tha~ the put the truth on record in THE TRUTH SEEKER,
deepest significance as one method of determmmg Parliament of Italy hav a statue of Bruno m the Eternal Ctty. where the new era fi. rst appeared.
But would it not be a ourer and a nobler monument than any
the sun's distance with more reliable accuracy. "enduring. bronze" could ever be to date the calAndar of the
As ever your!l,
T. B. W .A.KEMAN.
Never in the history of thfl world were such prepara- New Era of science and Man from the year 1600 as its year
New York Nov. 23, E.M. 282.
tions made for the observation of a scientific event. one? rhus the martyr's death would consecrate the birth of
'
The governments of the most 'enlightened nations the new order and lifA of man in his new heaven and earth.
Deatll of a Dear Friend.
hav furnished the means, the best astronomers di- Comte had propcsed that this new era should run from 1789,
·
h
h 1
ld
h
the datA or the French Revolution, as the greateRt social and
CRosswicKs, N. J, Nov. 24, 1882.
rect the expeditwns, and t e w o e wor. watc es political event of our modern revolutions and progress: Many
FRIEND BENNETT: I write to inform thee our dear sistPr,
the result. Stations dot the western hemisphere and other dates of great events hav been suggPsted. Amertcn:ns ~re Caroline s. Ellis, died very suddenly of apoplexy on the 8th
a portion of .the eastern, where Russian, German, partial to their own n~ttional .birth year, 1776 as the begmnlll>' day of this month. She had been an jnvalid for a long time,
French, Italian, British, and American observers vie of a new political order, and the antithet of 776 B c., the first having a complication of diseases, but her death w~s very unwith each other in attempt11 to solve the vexed prob- recorded Olympiad, and so the first certo.in date of European expected. Some months ago she rfquested me to wrtte and tell
lem. The money appropriations wi~l reach millions, civiliza·ion. Still back of a.ll these modPrn revolutiOns and thee of her death when she wa~ g0ne.
the scientific observerR will be numbered by thou- steps of progress. as the cause of them a~l, stand the gr_eat
'
Very respectfully,
MAGGIE B. ELLIS.
world. openiog discov<>ries of 1600, and wtth them nothmg
We regret to bear of the dea. th of this valued
sands, and the labor and painst,aking employed ca.n- reaches us more ~triking than the voice and blood of Bruno
t d f f
f
not be computed in numbers. U n less the W h oIe proclaiming the infinity of worlds and the stability of the friend, as the world needs more ms ea o ewer o
sky i~ oqrtained with clouds on the eventful day heavens. (T. B. Wakem~: TRUTRSEUEB1 Oct.,29, 1881.) such people.
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made of inexpensiv material, and distributed among 1 thought and speech which exists to-day on the subthe people to indicate the amount already due them jeot of currency.
for their labor or service, so when goods were deAs to the derivation of the name originally given,
Aired they could be obtained by the handing in of whioh we hav translated money, I believe it came
A. Brief Synopsis of the World's Commercial tokens at the public storehouse, as we obtain our from this fact: In searching for a mode of exchange
Progrf>ss, as Rt>Jating to the Exchange and baggage by presenting our checks at the railroad which !!hould nuperl!!ede simple barter, a plan was
Distribution of Wealth.
station.
·
found and adopted which it was believed would
This
mode
of
dispensing
commodities
is
not
com~
ultimate finally in the selection of some one comWe are informed by the best scientific authority
that man in the early ages of his hiatory was an in- merce in any propersense. It is not buying and sell- modity that would be received in exchange for any
fant in intellect, and but little above the race of ing. It is not b_arter. ·It .is simply diatri~uti_n~ the an~ all other commodi~ies, and therefore the. name
animals called anthropoid apes. He wae then a wealth of the tr1be or nat10n among the md1v1dual one, or mono, ·enphomzed money, wa11 apphed to
currency of value.
cannibal. His prominent charactaristics were igno- members who had co-operated in creating it.
Tokene then were a convenient device by which
To nhow how far the anticipations of the inventor&
rance, indolence, and cruelty. His medium of
exchange wae a club, and his methods of commerce the common wealth of a ·tribe or nation was distrib- of money hav been realized, it may be noticed that
were plunder and· elaugbter. When driven by hun- uted ·for private uee among citizens who had previ- when we·reckon the nations who use money by the
ger, with no other resources at hand, hostil tribes outdy purchased it by their joint labon, while money number of their inhabita11ts, we find that 877,000,000
would fall upon and mutually slay the more helple11s waa an ingenious inTention by which merchandise Ul'le only silver, that 180,000,000 use only gold, and
·
among their adverl!lariel!l, and appropriate their vic- was exch&nged between foreigners who were not that 132,000,000 use silver and gold.
Thus it will be l'leen that nearly three-fourths of
tims as food. Thie was the primitiv mode of trade. joint ownere; but both partie!'! were independent
But all man advanced in intelligence hie re!l.ourcetl owner!'! al!l well before as after the exchange or sale. the inhabitants of the world who use coin nee only
For. agen before the invention of money, trade that of silver, and one-eighth use only gold, leaviag
multiplied, and as his wants were more easily supthroughout
the world had been carried on by simple but one-eighth who use a binary currency of gold
plied the fiercenes11 of his cruelty abated.
For his carnivorous food the :flesh of animals suf. barter; but all tribes and peoples multiplied, the time ·and silver, but who, being continually unsatisfied
ficed, and by a simple form of barter the exchange arrived when simple barter could no longer anewer therewith, are found in council trying to devise
of commodities was carried on between the chiefe of the demands of commerce. Then it was that many some plan by which they may be enabled either to
of the sovereigns of the earth called together an in- effect a better adjul'ltment of their present system of
alien tribes.
:-At this stage of man's history, and far beyond it, ternational council and sent thereto as delegates biney, or, with the rest of the world, to adopt and
.,
the common or working people ware either slaves, some ·of their most intelligent merchants to devise a .establish the more simple system of money.
echeme
that
should
supersede
the
old
system
of
Recapitulation.-Geology
furnisbel'l
evidence
that
serfs, or vassals. At the second etage of progress,
·
man was developed from non-human primatee that
called barbarism, man had· farther outgrown his barter.
Although this asl'lembly represented many Ian- existed more than 240,000 years ago (John Fiske,
grosser forms of cruelty, though etill possell!led of a
refined eelfishness which dispo!'led him to take pleae- guages, yet it was composed of men who were fa- Atlantic Monthly, May, 1882). In the e~rly stages
ure only in the welfare and prol'lperity of special miliar with the idioms of commerce aL!! they existed of hil!! development hii!! wants were few and l!!imple,
favorits, leaving all others to take care of themselve at that time. Written languages were then in their and, like all other animals, he was governed by his
or periah. Hence he conducted his exchanges upon infanoy, and were underetood by few except scribes, in11tincts. His intellect wal'l in ite infancy, and his
thA supposed value of wealth, and not upon ite cost, a number of whom were employed on this occasion. moral sense in embryo. Ae his lll.bilities increased,
hi& object being to get the largest possible amount After a parley of many days these deliberations ter- the belligerency became manifest, and as hordes
of the goods of others for the· ·emallest amount of ruinated in a compact or treaty which was afterward men made war upon one another, while as cannibals
-his own. But as this depended upon auperior skill ratified by the proper authorities, and thereby be- they devoured the victims who fell by their hands.
in' depreciating goode sought, and appreciating those came international law, the prominent features of Time and experience improved their character to a
degree that inclined them to labor for the producpossessed, the intellectually l!ltrong in this contest which are presented in the fQllowing translation:
would be victorious, while the weak would be either 1. That the old system of simp!~ barter be supplemented and tion of wealth and to barter fo! ~t~ e~chang':.
finally superseded by a more convenient system of complex
As man advanced toward ClVIhz~twn he mvented
reduced to slavery or destroyed.
money with which to trade with alien tribes, and
This mode of exchange might be regarded ·as an barter;
2. T? acc?mp!ish tl;is end, let gold and silve~ be chose_n as also invented tokens by which to distribute supplies of
organized system of robbery, for it wal'l established
~ossessu;tg. m a supenor dPgree, the~e. three desirable qualifies.- food and raiment among the members of hie own tribe.
by treaty between alien and foreign tribes, yet it nons, VJZ • condensed value, durabl!ity, and portable convenTh
a· .
d
ese t:wo Istmct an separate systems ?~ curwa11 in accordance with the nature of man in his ience. These metals, after beinl:' brought t<J a uniform standbarbarous stat<~; and as barbarians they preferred ard of fineness and into pieces of convenient size, shape, and rency, whwh were ,well adapted to the necessities of
to take their chances to plunder or be plundered in weight, will be especially fitted for the twofold office of pledge our barbarous forefathers, hav been handed dowl! to
trade, rather than as 11a:vagee to take the risk of being and payment; and, when offered at any foreign mart where us, and we hav adopted them as our own. As a
g_oods are exposed for 8ale or excha~ge, sha~ be recei~ed at nation it bas been our great misfortmie to hav alhunted down and slaughtered in the chase.
81ght from all and by all who are parties tr> th1s compact m ex- lowed a crude institution of the dark ages to overlap
At thie age of the world all governments were change for any and all other forms of wealth.
.
.
.
3. Any tribe or nation which is bound by this treaty, and a~d extmgmsh the normal light whwh would ~ther
monarchies; but to-day we ae a nation enjoy the
blessinge of a free and independent republic, ineti- which may not possess gold or silver in sufficient quantities for w1se hav resulted from our present advanced mteltuted by and for the people. And if there ie one use as legal pledges, may issue a provisional or temporary me- leotual and moral development; and so we find ourof exchange in _tb.e forJ?. of beeves, sheep, slaves, or any selvs utterly confounded and bewildered in regard
glory above another of which Americans may be dium
other stapl_e commod1ty, u~til the m?re. permanent pledges of to the just and proper method of creating1 distributjustly proud, it is the undeniable right which our gold and silver shall be umversally dJstl'Jbuted.
·
d· h
·
1h
.
form of government confere upon all of its citizen~ 4. No tribe or nation acting under this treaty shall be al- m¥~ ~n . exc angmg our wea t · ·
lb1s 1!1 the problem before the natiOn that deto expre!'ls in a respectable manner, and to publiBh, lowed to issue legal pledges of more than oue kind of commodWx. U. DAM:s:.
their opinions on all subjects which are calculated ity, for the reason that any commodHy u~ed for such pledges mandfra solution to-day.
will be enhanced in nlue at least twofold, and therefore whoto promote the welfare of their fellow-men.
ever shall issue two or more ldnds will take undue advantage of
Liberty and Morality.
Hence the people of this nation hav manifested others who keep within legal bounds and iosue but one. The
their right to question the wisdom of continuing the nation jgsuing g<Jld may not issue silver; and any n!>tion issuing
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Will
cruel oppression which they hav inflicted upon them- a legal tender in the form of slaves mav not in the form of you allow me epace in your Taluable paper to say a
Belvs by the further use of an adopted form. of cur- beeves; but after their legal issue they -b8come the common word in favor of W. S. Bell's speech delivered
medium of exchange for all. Such use, h'lwever, will debar no at the New York State Freethinker's Convention at
rency, invented by ancient barbarian~'!, and applica- one
of their option from appropriating them as commodities,
ble only to the crude necesl'lities of a comparativly the golc1 and silver for ornaments or uten,ils, the beeves for Watkint'l, Aug. 26, 1882?
depraved a.nd ignorant race. So universal h&l'l thi11 food, and the slaves for service.
"Liberty and Morality" is a neatly.covered pam[That s!~~.ves were money among the ancient Hebrews is stated phlet of thirty-six pages, and throughout its entirety
thought become that in the midet of us a new politi·
cill party has been formed upon this ilnme; and in Exodus xxii, 21.]
di!!plays the literary acumen for which its author is
5. Although the necessities connected with the change from distinguished.
although its leaders may be commended for their simple
to complex barter require in its incPption that several
untiring efforts to establish a system of currency different commodities be used a~ legal medium of exchange,
The git'lt of the book, plainly dil'lcoverable by
that shall be adapted to the necessities of our -free yet we believe that the system will continue to advance in per- the reader, il!! that true liberty is but individual
republican form af government, in place of the pres- fection until the v11rious materials at first used shall diwnish 1overeignty minus infringement upon the rights of
ent system we hav inherited from ancient barbarous to a single unit.
others; and pure morality is; Do thyself and others
monarchiee, and 'which was adapted only to an age
Thus much for the translation; now let U!l inquire no harm.
of tyrantl'l and slaves; yet, while our zealous friends for tha origin of the word Money. Mr. James Pa·rBut the author's moet happy hits are under
are attempting to correct the misleading errors of ton P.ays, ''It is a curious thing that t.he origin of the " Christian Morality," a few of which are here
their opponents in regard to thie question, they still word is still uncertain;" and that "We beter's deriva- appended: "No hateful parent can teach hi!!
maintain confusing errors of their own, which the tion is improbable."
child to love him, nor will a mountain of .commandresults of thie inquiry will !!how as we proceed to
Other conjectures ha.v also been given, to which I mente warm his child's heart into love. The masl!!el
answer the following questions, viz.: How did the will add one more if it is not already included. lay off, to some extent, their religion when they lay
valuable currency properly called money, and the The 61ily legitimate u!!e of money originally was to off their Sunday clothes.'' "Here (the atonement)
valuelel'ls currency called tokens, originate-? Wbat facilitate the exchange of commoditiee between peo- the moral government of t'!ociety reets upon a fabuwas the difference between them? and, What was ple of alien of foreign nations; money itself being lous tradition, which is supposed to hav had its
the different ul!!es for which they were deeigned P
also a commodity, and could be used a!l such at origin some six thousand yeare ago." 'Ht (prayer)
A tribe is a family presided over by a patriarch the ortion of the parties receiving it. The legiti- is an effort to persuade God to do better than he
or chief, and within such a hmily the proper condi- mate use of tokens, whether of base metal or paper, otherwise would."
tions for carrying on trade and commerce between was to distribute commodities among the citizens of
In criticising the Sermon on the Mount he says: .
it!! mem hers, either by simple barter or by the use of a nation.
'' 'Take, therefore, no thought for the morrow'
money, cannot exist; but only between chiefs or their
Gold and 1ilver cul'fency, when used within ana- is a sentiment which no intelligent person accepts."
agents of alien or foreign nations or tribes.
tion a.mong citizens, can, in juetice and equity, fulfil Again : "It may s·eem a sweeping assertion to say
Wealth, being a social product, is therefore created onloy the requirements of simple tokens, in which th~>t all distinctly Christian doctrin11 are immoral."
only through the toil and industry of the working case they are not money in any proper sense of the "l'Iore than this, the people were immoral who
members of the houl!!ebold or tribe, each one and all word, but simply coin, and, when honestly used, invented them, and wnat is still more fundamental,
· of whom hll.d years of labor expended upon them serve only to distribute wealth among citizens, and the God they worshiped was immoral. It was he
selve by others before they were able to co-operate for that purpose are neither better nor worse than who ordained evil. What for? 'l'o show his mercy.
with their fellows; hence the wealth of a family, the coin of base metal, which forms part of our frac- He created the universe for his own glory." "But
tribe, or nation, before its just and proper distribu- tional currency, and not so valuable for use within he has signally failed in glory. In fact, we find he
tion or apportionment, is absolutelv common wealth, the nation among citizen!! as a· paper currency.
has failed in all he has ever undertaken. He created
which in the earlier phaees of barbarou!! society was
Paper money il'l a misnomer, the brethren of the Adam and Eve, but they proved an utter failure,
dietributed by the chiefl!l or their agents among the Greenback fraternity to the contrary notwithstand- drowned the world; turned himself into his own
members of the families or tribes in accordance with ing. Paper notes issued by the government upon a son, and died to save the world; but here, again, he
their eupposed merits or neQessities. Btit as the:v basis of justice and equity for use within the nation has signally failed. His own people are now desertadvanced in intelligence, experience taught them and called money would, indeed, be a desirable cur- ing him by denying the story about creation; they
that the distribution of commodities could be better rency, but with a misleading name. It is this wrong hav dared to close th~ doors of hell in the face of;
and more easily performed by the use of tokens use of words which has occasioned the confusion of heaven.' 1 ·
ELL4 E. GIRON.

THE TRUTH·
The Remarkable Experiences of lfr. Perry.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I
wi 111h to eay a few words by way of defining my po. sition, and at the same time of answering those.
friends who hav written me postal cards in reference
to the matters under discu111ion in THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
To start with, I may say, I hav no faith in any of
the thousand!! of godl!l manufactured by frail humanity in all past times and !let up to take the place of
Nature or to govern and control her. The only god
that cau exist must be a never-ceasing prel!lence, immanent in all things, ever acting, as well in a moleoule of matter !1.!'1 in a world; not an organization
like unto man, yet ever acting, evolving and devel.
oping all that is or ever will be, from the lowe11t
creature in feeling up to the mo!!t highly gifted being; a universal principle of life, which is equal to
the production of the highest through gradation
from the lowe0t; in which there is no death, but
constant and everlasting change, and of which life
we are all parts.
.
If this proposition ill granted, then I affirm that a!!
we are a part of- nature now, we must hav been a
part eternally, and will in some form remain BO.
Countless millions of agel! of duration were consumed before the substance of which we are composed
took the germ form; then it became by due course of
nature dualized by combining with the ovum, and
this developed into a human form, we inheriting
from our progenitors all the mental, moral, and physical qualitie!! we each are in possession of.
The foregoing is predicated on the assumption of
l!lcience, that no matter can be deBtroyed, and that it is
utterly impossible to change something into nothing, as well-as to make something from nothing. It
will be seen that I stand upon the broad platform of
a material, substantial something, and hav no faith in
nothing. In fact, "nothing" does not exi11t; if it
did, it were something. There ill no place anywhere
in nature where nothing exists. If one particular
substance we may be in search of at any place is not
there, we are sure tci find something elee.
.
It follows, then, that as an organi?;ed human being
we had no exi11tence until born into thi1 lif~t, but just
so 11urely as we were.Bo organized and brought into
exi!!tence will we continue to exist in some form.
The substance thst compo!!eB our bodies will change
and waste away, become food for worms and vegetation; but what becomes of the Iierve force that we
hav been· accumulating during a long life? What
becomes of this fine material substance which we
hav been engaged in extracting from food, and by
which we hav bnilded up the inner mental and morsl
man? The whole qua1tion centers at thia point:
Doe!! all the big hestand finest and best. which nature
bas developed up to this time cease to exist when the
material body decompose!!?
·
Now, a11ide from satisfactory proofs to the contrary, which 1 hav in abundance, I assert that nature
points to a continuation of this life-force-this intelligent development. It is utterly absurd to suppoile that nothing pa!!!!es away from a body at death.
There is no real death; only change. What, then,
has changed ? I answer, substantially the whole
man hal! gone out, taking with him all the nervoul!l
body which he held within the old body. The dead
body will not move when touched, aimply because
the man hal! left it. The eye may still throw an image on the retina, but the inner man i1 not there to
11ee it. The tympanum, if notspe·cially injured, may
still vibrate to the shock of eounds, but they will not
be heard, a!! the former resident ha11 changed his
abode. Ahl you say, thiB proves my Materialiatic
doctrin. The organization ia destroyed, and so the
mind i11 dead also.
This i!! ju!'lt the point where your theory fail!!. I
deny that the organization j11 de!!troyed, and to prove
it, I attach a magnetic battery to the body, s.nd by
pa!!sing currents to and through various parts, behold
how readily it respond!!! The man that \Tal! dead
sit!! up; he moves hi• limbs, chatter1, roUe his eyee,
and points the finger of contempt at you. But, alatd
when I disoonnect the wire, the man drops as lifele11s
as a stone.
It will be Been t.hat the manner of controling a
human body from within mu!!t be analogou1 to the
use· of the magnetic experiment alluded to. The
mind has the power to will or de~ire a motion to take
place, and, accordingly, a nervou!! force ia put into
use, which doe!! it. Now, the force which doe!! an
action and the real actor must be di11tinct. To !lay
that will i!! the immedtate force is an error. The
will.sets the acting force in motion, jul'lt as the man
with a battery may cau11e a magnetic force to rai11e
the arm or finger of a dead man. The only differ
ence in the caRe is that the man using the battery is
on the outside, while in life the man i11 himeelf on
the inside of the body, and by au effort of his will
sets the molecules of his spiritual body into motion to
produce the desired result. The real ml!.n and his
·spirit, force, and body, having left the natural body,
he must exist on the ont11ide of it; and as the man
and hts sp1rit substance are inseparable, they remain
so, !!uhj lOt only to new environments. And thus
naturt:l nas labored not in vain.
If organization were the cause of life instead of
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the reverse-that is, life the orgtmi.zing force-then,
while a greater portion of the i!ame was intact, as in
the case of those peri!!OD.ll taken from the gdlows,
there should be no reason why, under bvorable circnrn.!!tances, they should not be rel!tored, but not a
single case is thus far recorded. When the pineal
gland is exploded, whioh seema to be the e111ential
portion of the body, the motiv power of organic
life departs never to return to that body.
Having shown that, from a material standpoint,
Nature point!! to a future life, it he4.oo-ves everyman
of good sen11e to add •mch evidences as may be within hi1 reach to confirm tho!!e indication•, or to upaet
them and show what becomes of thislife.foroe and
!!nbatance that leave the human body at its dissolu·
tion, and not pretend that we hav inve11tigated and
understand the whole realm of Nature and her laws.
And it is just !l.il much the duty of the Materialist to
11ubstantiate his assumption• and affirmations, a!! itis
the Spirituali11t'• to support hia. There ia no technical difference, ali each zffirm11, and therefore eaClh
is in duty bound to lltate his factll, on immortal life
or any life of whatever duration.- Our friends M. 0
Waggoner, Wett&tein, and Winter are decidedly in
error if they think that intelligent Spiritualiats build
their hopes of a future life on an "unaubstantial
nothing." The Spiritnali11t i~t a l!lnhstantis.Hst; he
believes ip a body, and it i1 not made out of a chunk
of nothing either.
My friend, T. Winter, has given me lot!! of good
advice in his reply, "Mi11taken Perry"; but not an
argument of any kind to disprove what I wrote. He
intimates that I am "beating around the buah" and
trying to make. thingl!l white that are black, and says
"it is unworthy of any man who lay• claim to Bound
sense and honest purpose11." I am sorry to find Mr.
Winter so organized as to !!uspect my hone!lt:y, or
any one's hone11ty, as we hav nothing to g•in by snob
a course. He nys altw: "I hav long discovered
that the speculativ portion of mankind on the supernatural axiom are pretty much torn up, all the time,
on thiB anti-mundane theory." Let me say, once for
all, that Spiritualist• hav i:w faith in any supernat·
ural axiom, or anti-mundane theory, as nothing can
be supernatural, and I am surely not torn up on any
11uch nonsense. My faith, founded upon my investigations and knowledge, bas made me perfectly contented, and my only concern ia to induce other!! to
arrive at a similar peaceful condition by a study of
truth as it is in Spirit.UAli!!m and Mother Nature, and
·in order to tht end I will relate an interesting case
for Brother Winter to study on and afterward• explain:.
I had a. sincere friend who during the late Rebellion went into the army, and having contracted dyl!·
entery oame home to die-but, al!l he thought, to get
well, for he made l!ltrenuous efforts to do 110. He
ca~e daily to my place of bnsines!J to exercil!le him!!elf by 1awing and planing, in hope!! of gaining
strength, but daily he waB waiting away. Finding
thi11 to be the caue, I told him one day that should
anything 1eriou11 occur he 1hould send for me and 1
would com• to his aid. Not long afterthiehe failed
to put in an appearance, and I wa1 sent for. He was
so far gone that he could not get out of bed; and,
being a Spiritualist from a thorough investigation,
he was very resigned and prepued to listen to anything I had to 1ay on the 11ubject of death. I said:
"D,1niel, I fear yon are clo!!e to the gateway of life.
You hav been dying for months, and will aoon be
gin to liv in earneat." "Ye11," he said, "I cannot
understand this ch&nge that i1 coming over me, unles11 it meana death." I th8n converaed freely and
rationally with him during the day, and lifted him
out of and into his bed when neceaa'!ary, aa hia body
wa!! so watted away that it weighed little more than
that of a child; but his mind-oh, that W&!! a• clear
and perfect and calm lUI the mo!'lt rel!ligned fait):! and
sound philosophy ceuld make it. I never heard him
110 absolutely himself a!! on that day, although he
could not holj hi!! head off the pillow. He said:
"Wife, please get me the picture of Gsorge Wa11hington and hang it on the wall behind the bed.
vV hen the final moment comes I want to cast a l&Bt
glance upon that noble face."
Among other thmgs I said, "Now, Daniel, when
you are fairly aettled in that new home, and if Spir
ttualiBm is true, as we belie-ve, I want you to make a
l'ltrong effort to communicate with me in any way
that you can make your11elf undentood." He promi!led to do 10. About five o'clock I went to my
home, he having gone into a !!tupor or droway con
dition and utterly helple!!ll, and I returned again in
the evening. When I approached hi!! bed he •eemed
-uddenly to revive, and· he threw back the cover as
if with aome !!trength, extending his hand to giv me
a good-bye. I took his hand and said, "Good-&ye,
D1.1.niel." He then turned to Mrs. Perry, shook hands,
then to his wife and children, giving them good bye,
and finally turned hie eyea upon the picture on the
wall, e.nd so passed away in about one minute, a peri ectly whole man to all appearance, fully con11c10us
of his condition, although he at this time could not
utter a word.
After he was prepared, the bed upon wh~ch ~e
died was thrown upon the floor, and one of his ch1ldren attempted to sleep upon it. But just as she
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wonlil get into a doze she would be pnsh-Bd out upon
the floor. She si!.id 11he felt hands push her off, and
after aeverai·attempu mhe could not be induced to
try it again. -·This WIUI related to m.e by his wife,
\'rho had no faith in Spiritualism, and 1he was c:nriOW! to know what it meant. The child, of course,
had »ever heard. of it. Perhap1 Mr. T. Winter C!l.n
explain it by calling it imagination.
•Several year!! after this I went to Boston; and,
having inquired for a good test medium, I called upon
Mr11 . Hardy, whom I had never before seen. She
told me many thinga that had occurred upon the trip
to Boston, and related a conver11ation I had with a
gentleman upon the 11 ubject of Spiritualism, and,
among other things, aaid, "There is a dear friend of
yours here, a soldier, who promiaed to communicate
to yon, but he csnnot yet 811 fully as he would like.
He wants me to aay to you that he love!! you as well
lUI hi• own brother." And this was precisely the
sentence which I had used in expres1!dng my affection
for him, when his father called on me at the time of
his funeral. He 11 aid he had often been in my shop
and made the shavings fly, called me by my full
name, and seeme~ to be generally acqUB.inted with
all my aff~irs. Yet I ha.d not breathed my name to
Mrs. Hardy, nor given her any clue whatever to
what she told me. He also mentioned the town in
whiuh this occurred. Now, to say that Mrs. Hardy
did all thi1 by clairvoyance, that11he could get into my
mind 110 thoroughly and 11ee incidents that I had long
before forgotten (for she de!!cribed my grandmother
and told me her name and things whioh occurred
more than forty years before that visit), ill to say
that a clairvoyant can re.v.d and describe for you
things that never were in your mind or her own.
She did not see him in my mind, but 11aid he was
!!tanding by my chair. How did I, unconaciously to
myself, project an exact full-size spiritual picture of
my soldier friend, grandmother, and au.nt, aa well aa
several other persons, I!!O that Mrs. Hardy could see
and de11cribe them, with a history of the relations of
each with myself, names, dates, etc.? It is utterly
impoB!!ihle and nnrea11onable to believe 110, and nothing but an opposition to rea11on and sound een1e
would r•quire one to discard !!Uch te1timony. It is
better evidence than ie required in transacting ninetenths of all the bu!!inMs done am•ng!!t mankind, but
of conrle my friend Winter cannot entertain BUCh
facts, a11 he h~~os faith only in dirt. All the splendid
&chievementB of the intellect of man end in dirt,
·and the older the world gets and the more advancement iB made in knowledge and progress, the 11ublimer
will be the dirt which nature is oon11tantly laboring
to make. The mental, moral, and apiritual culture
will never enable man to get away from this grand
and final dirt heap. That Beems to be the re11ult of
all the works of grand old nature, and thi11 must h11
the rea11on that we are so apt to be 11linging dirt at
eSLch other, !!Ometimes, instead of 11ound arguments
and good common sense.
When a man dies we know that his body ie here
with llfl; but that other something which was the life
and soul of it ill not here. Now, a!! neither the one
nor the other can be utterly destroyed, it i!! fair to
infer that it mnBt !!till exil!t. We never did see the
mind while in the body, 110 that we are .no worse off
now than before; and if we can recognize its eharacteristics in some other mode of manifel!ltation we
might reaaonably infer that it !!till exi!!ts; but her&
come!! our philoeopher, LaRoy Sunderland, and Bet.
ties the whole buaine!!!l with hi!! "Ideology." Mre.
Hardy was insane; she was affected by the "eporadio
·
Th'IS must b e t h e true u:rap;, an d I waa 1011ane.
planation, because he hal! !!tndied it from the start,
an« hal! bad several of these ineaue persons in his
own family, who were thnuffected. Oh, folly, that
one ao wiae should resort to an explanation so inadequate and !'IO threadbare ae the clairvoyant and insanity dodge at this late day 1 But this 11ame Mr11 .
Hardy !!ometime thereafter was developed into the
production of paraffine mold• of hand!!, feet, etc.,
claimed to be the hande, etc., of spirit•. They
claimed .to materialize a hand, coat it with warm
paraffi ne, a·1p ·It ·m t o co ld wa t er, an d th en remove
the spirit. hand and let the mold float upon the
water. To prove tbis fully, a wire box wa8 constrncted 80 that it would be utterly impossible to
plac3 any tmch mold through ite meehes, and the
warm paraffine WA!! then placed in thi!! box and
locked by a committee. In the courl'!e of half an
hour the spirit!! rapped out the signal that the work
was done, and on removing the cover of the box it
was found that a perfect mold of a human hand, or
~pirit's hand, was floating in the bucket of cold
water. ·
The explanations we hav for these remarkable
things ill the "sporadic rap," in1anity, jugglery,
ideology, and, I might add, "tomfoolery." In olden
times such thing!! would hav been called "miracles;"
but a miracle never was and never can be performed.
There must be a rationale to the performance of
every act, no matter how my11teriou!! or by whom
performed. The greate11t wonder is to 11ee how our
modern investigator!! of fact run into fancy.
J. R. Pll:nY.
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various topics of mundane and spirit-life that I would
like to reply to.
Life is an eternal principle which never begins nor
ends, but is only an elongation of what we doctors
OLYMPIA, W. T., Nov. 6, 1882.
hav studied long and hard to learn how to prolong,
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed you will find $6 50, for to save life, and not a soul of us yet has found out
which send me the four volumes of "A Truth Seeker what life is, or from whence it comes or whither it
Around "the World,"
F. A. CoLLINS.
goes, and still claim to be the guardians of health
and
life.
Ever your Liberal and true friend,
DuNLAP, ILL., Nov. 25, 1882.
,N. H. DILLINGHAM.
MR. EDITOR·: .I will send you post-office order fat
$15.50, to use as follows: $.3 for Gt>orge Donaldson
MAUSToN, Wis., Nov. 13, 282.
and $3 for myself, $3 for Wm. Cook, also $6.50 for
MR. EDITOR: THE.TRUTH SEEKER of November 11th
your Around-the-World book.
.
received last night. I see the third volume has been
Your friend, JAMES WILLARD.
·
mailed to the~subscribers, and the fourth is in preparation.
I intend to send you an extra dollar to
WELLSVILLE, N.Y., Nov. 11, 282.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 to apply on my help you pay postage on the books. At present I
subscription. I could not do without .the glorious old am troubled ·with that bad complaint called the
TRUTH SEEKER. Allow me to congratulate you on "shorts," and if you dare trust me with 'One dollar's
your safe return from 'your trir around this globe, if worth of your "Answers to Christian Questions " I
will send you two dollars the first opportunity-!
it i.s not too late.
0. J. LoVELL,
will, honor bright. I hav just one dollar, and I intenL! to send that to old :Brother Jeremiah Hacker,
SCOTTVILLE, MICH., Nov. 15, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just received t.he third volume and then you will be the only man in the world that
of "A Truth Seeker Around the Wnrld," and the I owe a dollar to that I know of.
"Antichrist," ,V ..H. ;:Burr, "Tee Cee Lee," and
special notice therewith. Inclosed :find express
money-order for one dollar and fifty cents, for which yourseif are giving that under dog a dreadful thrashing, but no worse than I would hav don"' had I been
please send me the fourth volume and oblige,
abie, In my last letter t0 THE TBUTH SEEKER I said
Yours truly,
· G .. A. :BRowN.
I h .d buried a wife and seven children in MarengcJ,
Illinois, instead of a wife and three chi.ldren. 1
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Nov. 23, 1882.
M:R. EDITOR: You will please find inclosed postal passed my three score and ten on the 30oh of Ocorder for $7 50 for this and the coming year's sutJ- tober last. I intend to liv as long as I cn,n see anyscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and for Vol. IV. of b ·,dy else alive. For nt>arly forty years I hav lived
"A Truth Seeker Around the World ;" also Truth without a drop of "gospt>l lollypop," as Rev. R.
Seeker Tract 160,. "Sabbath Observance," "Liberty Taylor calls it, for I hav no doubts n0r fears of any
and Morality," by W. S. :Ball, and a few tracts for rewards and IJUnishments after death, for I hav
reasoned long upon that subjee.t-ever since I first
missionary work.
read Tb.omas Paine's "Age of Raason," in the year
R. HELM.
Yours, truly,
1844. :But I hav tried to liv at peace with all mankind and pay my just debts; and if that won't do
NEw ALBANY, IND., Nov. 20, 1882.
MR. EDIToR': I ha.v received the three volumes of for that boy that was born in a cave and in a man-·
"A Truth Seeker Around the World" all right, and ger (two places of birth and no earthly father), both
am well pleased with them. Inclosed find $4.75; ap- him and his blind followers may guess at the rest.
In its proper pl~:we I forgot to tell you your ... Anply $2.50 to renewal of THE TRUTH SEEKER up to January 1, 1884, $1.50 for Vol. IV., 50 cents for postage, swers to Christian Qllestions' is jast as I wished you
and 25 cents for the pamphlet "Crimes of Preach- would do-prht them in book form, as I was going
ers." I am glad of your safe return, and hope you to take notes from them. You are more than a match
for the whole seventy-five thou'3and blatherskites.
may liv many years t.o battle fot truth and right.
Yours truly,
WM. HoLGATE.
Fraternally yours,
JoHN :BRowN.
FoRT WAYNE, IND., Nov. 19, 1882.
MR. EmTOR : I was handed a copy of THE TRUTH
SEEKER by a frienil. As you advertise to send it
three months for 50 cents, you will find th~t amount
inclosed. Prof. Fisher, in the last number of the
North American Review, admits the "decline of clerical authority," and assigns as a rPason the "general diffusion of knowledge." I think he is right.
and that THE TRUTH SEEKER is one of the channels
through which the knowledge is being diffused.
Yours for the right,
F. M. CHAPMAN.
WEST AMBOY, N. Y., Nov, 15, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $13-$1.50 for Vol.
IV. of the Round-the-World books, and the rest to
be applied as directed.
~r was born May 4, 1815, and until February, 1831,
in consequence of my superstitious education I was
a believer in gods, ghosts, devils, witches, hobgoblins, and spooks, but at that time at a great religious
revival in Verona, N. Y., I was converted from the
darkness of superstition to the lignt of FreethJught,
and ever since I hav been known as an activ soldier
in the army destined eventually to emancipate the
world from the tyranny of priestcraft.
Fraternally yours,
P. W. LEETE.
CoNCORD, KY., Nov. 20, 282.
MR. EDITOR: We thank you much for presenting
your worthy self among the "men of the hour."
Judging from your appearance now we would not
hav supposed you to be so diminutiv when a boy of
thirteen, -and would say your brains at this time
would preponderate against your whole avoirdupois
at that age. We regret to see the bitter flings directed against you, but make much allowance for
the acute sensibilities of misfortune. We sometime;,
fear Liberalism will suffer disintegration from the
difficulties befalling it, thus making a splendid triumph for Christianity, but hope deliberate reflection
may yet restore that harmony which will mal{e the
success of our darling cause assured. Anxious that
all may yet be well, I remain as ever,
Truly yours,
VmGINIA. E. VA.NCE.

.
ITHACA, N.Y., Nov. 14{ 282.
MR. EDITOR: Your three Raund-the-World books
hav been.rereived'and highly appreciated. I herewith send $1.50 for the fourth volume, which completes your eastern history;
While writing, I wish to say a few words which
are of importance to me. and which may be to those
who are organized like myself, if such can be found.
When speaking upon the words hinted at, I apply
myself to this world, the kingdom of man, the Free'thought people. I care not by what means-· nature
has produced what is called the New Testament. It
has a resurrection, and is mentally true. Man (this
world) is formed materially throug-h the letter, and
Spiritualism, his helpmeet, is off from the same
piece-bone of his bone, and flesh of his flesh-and
by whom material man has now a kingdom, and a
kingdom necessarily implies a king to rule. :But
the inquiry is, What is the manner of the platform
from which he rules? He has only the breath of
an.imal life in him, which he, by heredity or otherwise, obtained from his ancestors, the seclarians,
and thus being made of dust he has not become a
living soul, for as yet he subsists on faith and hope.
Faith is said, to be the suhstance of things hoped
for. Faith is often found (like that of Guiteau) with.
out a well-grounded hope. There is a serpentine,
beguiling spirit in animal man (in some more than
others) that can believe without evidence. This kind
of faith is braced up by ungrounded, selfish hope,
and hope begets deceptiv knowledge, and plaees itself upon the foundation of marvelousness and
sublimity, and thus the man without a soul places
himself on the foundation of deceptiv knowledge,
and this kind of knowledge is always puffed up and
never edifying. :But what is the other kind cf knowledge? It is not obtaiNed throu.,h the animal senses.
It is the female or mental knowledge of nature,
law. She is inexpressibly beautiful, and is well defined in what is called Solomon's Song. She obtains
from the higher organs of compassion, and will not
submit to the mysterious knowledge of selfishness,
but to charity which equalizes all things, and all
upon a level. Man in his animal capacity is not to
be despised, but is to be brought· up through the female of nature to a higher standard of being.
Yours truly,
ZENos KENT.

:BosToN, MAss., Nov. 11, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Language 'ails me to express or to fix
a value upon my regards for you and your dear old.
LoNG LAKE, MINN., Nov.13, 282.
TRUTH SEEKER, and I hav until now delayed expressMR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5, and apply as
ing my congratulation for your safe return from your follows: $3 to renew my subscription to THE TRUTH
round-the-world voyage. I now acknowledge the re- SEEKER, and $2 for the fourth volume of your "Pilceipt of the third volume of "A Truth Seeker Around grimage."· The first two volumes came duly to hand,
the World," for which I hav already sent $5, and now and are highly appreciated. My subscription to your
inclose $2 more for the fourth volume and to help pay pa.per is paid up to January, but I make it a rule
the postage on the same. As I am to hav the whole to pay before the time expires, I wish all your substory of the voyage round the world in the fourth VOl• scribers would do so, thus saving you extra trouble.
ume, I shall be glad when it is got through THE I send money to pay postage too. I
glacl you
TRUTH SEEKER, so as to make more room for corre- allow all sides a hearing in your paper. All who
spondents, Idea13 often appear in the paper on t~e ake THE TRUTH SEEKER hereabouts are Spiritualists.

atn

Mr. Otto Wettstein's ·criticism of Mrs. Hedden's
statement, in your paper of September 14th, that "a
universal spirit existing as a part of nature is as ra.
tional to conceive of as to conceive of force," is, in
roy opinion, rational and correct. Mr. Wettstein
writes like a philosopher and scholar, but he has a
great deal to learn yet. The positiv Mr. Winter is
so well satisfied with himself that he is not likely to
learn any more. He "knows" that death ends all,
and in his particular case, judging by what he has
written, I am willing to concede that ~e is probably
right. There is nothing spiritual about the mannothing, I fear, worth saving into another state of
existence. I think Materialists, as a rule, show as
much bigotry in defending their peculiar views as
Christians do, at least all with whom I am acquainted do. Many hav gone from the extreme of
Christian fanaticism to. the extreme of intolerant
skepticism. Thus do mankind vibrate like tha pendulum from one extreme tQ the other, but only the
truth is found between the two extremes.
Your review entitled "Materialism versus Spiritualism," in THE TRUTH ~EEKER of November 4th, was like
everything else you write-good and true; and allow
me to say here that no intelligen.t Spiritualist believes in the supernatural. 'Tis time that word and
the word "miracle" were obsolete. Some one has
said, "We are just looking into the vestibule of the
great temple of knowledge." What do we know of
the cause of attraction, repulsion, or gravitation?
We know that where matter is there is force, but
but why we know not. How ean finite man measure
the infinit? We can hav no appreciation of a boundless space or the beginningless and endless lapse of
time. We know that things invisible are the most
powerful, as atmosphere, steam, and electricity; and
as the chemist can change the hardest substance,
even the diamond, to a gaseous, invisible condition,
it is fair to presume that all matter our earth contains was once invisible, at least to such vision as
ours. What do we know of the possibilities of matter in its most 1Htenuated form, reaching out to the
infinit ? It is said that man is an epitome of the
universe, and, if so, does he not absorb with the
other elements of his being-say· in the foetal conditinn-a 'portion of spirit from that inexhaustible
-fountain which some call God? If I may trust the
wisdom of my senses, I know that I hav a continued life; and from whence could I draw my immortality save from that source? To those that believe that " death ends all " the world must appear
a failure-nay, a grievous fault on the part of nature,
because we hav infinitly more of sorrow and suffering than of happiness and pleasure. For my own
par~, I look on this world as the school-house, merely, where we get the rudiments of an education, which
must go on and on forever. With best respects to
Mrs. :Bennett, yourself, and Mr. Macdonald, I am,
as ever, ·
Yours,
WM. ARCHIBALD.
ELIUURT, IND., Nov. 20, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: About three weeks ago I crossed over
the state line between Michigan and Indiana, upon
an invitation to visit Dr. Hatch and his family, and
to enjoy the hospitality of their house for a sea!lon.
Dr. Hatch is a close reader and has a retentiv memory, and he weighs the religious and the political
institutions of the country in the balance of an impartial and observin~ mind, and my sojourn in Elkha r and with the Hatch family has been both interesting and mutually profitable.
During my stay in Elkhart I hav taken half a
hundred new subscriptions for the stanch eld TRUTH
HEEKER, and the list will show at least an average of
the intelligence of this enterprising city, The names
are from all classes, except the ministers. I hav
taken sub3criptions for THE TRUTH SEEKER in some
places among the ministers, but none among this
class yet in Elkhart. The lawyers, the physicians,
the mechanics, and the laboring classes are all well
represented in the catalog of names. These fifty
names hav mostly been taken on the three months'
trial list, and it is hoped that the paper will be understood and appreciated in its true and impartial
character, as an able and faithful advocate and exponent of free speech and impartial inquiry after
the highest truth in all departments of human interests. ·To my own mind, there is no paplilr published in the English language, or in any other form
of speech, which bears a bolder front or a stronger
array of talent in reducing the first principles and
the original intentions of our honored ancestors and
venerated forefathers to an actual, practical reality,
as expressed in the Constitution of the United States,
more clearly than THE TRUTH SEEKER. Hence it may
be regarded as a kind of white flag in time of peace,
under which the multitude may rally to defend
themselvs from the common enemy of all mankind
-ignorance and superstition-and to confer and
council together in regard to the be?t methods of
reforming and elevating the race. Let the hearts
be fully enlisted and warmed into an activ and
earnest practical life among all the readers. of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and there are brains enough to perform wonders toward the redemption of mankind
from the hydra-headed monstrosities in church and
state which hav combined to curse the human family in all the ages past. It is to be hoped that ·the
American people, at least the more liberal among
them, will rally to the support of (each and every
peaceful flag which floats to . the ·'breel?leiJ in. behal!
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with the development of educated Liberalism in this
Unscrew the locks from the dnors I
Unscrew the doors from their jambs I
Liberal Eden.
Dr. F, P. Reagin, president of the Parrish Liberal · Now friend Hiller will remember that it has never
League, is the only druggist and practicing physician. been the pure in heart who hav discovered obscenity
L. M. and J. L. Jones, two young men who com- in things that in themselvs are "whiter than snow."
menced here only a few yearA ago with a capital of He should carefully read Whitman once more, and
three or four hundred dollars, are the leading mer- he will see that instead of "constantly talking about
chants of the town. The Joneses commenced in prostitutes," no poet that ever lived brings together
Parrish about three years ago with a small stock of in one small volume of less than 400 pages such a
goods. By their squ~re dealing and business integ- variety and diversity of topics. Take the following
rity they hav in a short space of time become one of
lines for instance, and see how vast an immensity
the leading business how~es in Franklin county, doing
an aggregate trade of between forty and sixty thou- the mind must travel to grasp each successiv mensand dollars a year. They keep a full supply of tion of place or thing; and where in the mid&t.of it
merchandise, such as dry goods, clothing, boots and does friend Hiller find the "prostitutes ?"
.
shoes, crockery, tin, and hardware, furniture, and See I steamers steaming through my poems I
agricultural implements. And notwithstanding, as See, in my poems immigrants continually coming and la.nding;
they told me, some of their orthodox customers told See, in arriere, the wigwam, the trail, the hunter's hut, the flatboat, the maize-leaf, the elaim, the rude fence, and the
them,
when they first opened business, that if they
BETHESDA SPRINGS, A.RK., Nov. 3, 1882.
backwoods village;
did
not
giv
up
their
Infidelity
they
could
not
sucSee, on the one side, the Western Sea, and on the other the
MR. EDITOR: Were I to disclose to you my ex peri-'
Eastern Sea, h9w they advance and retreat upon my
ence from a "state of nature to a state o·f grace," ceed, yet they hav been more prosperous than any
poems, as upon their own shores.
and back to nature as a returning prodigal to a lov- firm I hav met with in this part of the state. L M.
ing mother, you· would doubtless feel some surprise. and J. L. Jones, although young men, hav often See, pastures and forests in my poems-see, animals wild and
tame-see, beyond the Kanzas, countless herds of bufI was educated for, and for several years devoted held debates with the orthodox clergy, coming out
falo, feeding on short curly grass; ·
myself to, the ministry. Well, that isn't so much a victorious in the contest. To-day they stand among
matter of surprise-to many; but I fell at last., and the most influential business men in the county in Seej in my poems, cities, splid, v~st, inland, with paved streets,
with iron and stone edifices, ceaseless vehicles, and
this is, or will be, matter of surprise to my Chris- which they liv. I mention this as an example, and
commerce;
I
hav
met
with
a
number
of
such
examples
in
my
tian friends. I do not think I was ever egotistic in
See, the many-cylindered steam printing-press-Fee, the electric
my views-only a "little out," for want of a true travels, yet I am sorry to hav to say that I am contelegraph, stretching across the continent, from the
tinually
meeting
with
Liberals
who
are
in
.
business
light to guide me. You will understand my position.
Western Sea to Manhattan.
For some years past my mind bas been taking a who are the worst kind of moral cowards. Tney
Now, lest I weary our readers with too long an
rational turn, only lacking the full sway of untram- dare not stand up for the truth for fear that it will
meled reason to lead me straight on and out of the hurt their trade or business. They _allon a false article, I will giv a few clippings concerning Whitdark paths of mysticism. Not very long since, I theology to p11t a bit in their mouths and bridle man an his " Leaves,,
chanced to drop in at the "Unitary Home," on Rich their tongues, and make them bow and scrape to
Well begotten and raised by a perfect mother.
Mountain, not far from this place, where I found a priestcraft and priestly superstition .. I enter many
Whitman,
now 63, "pass~ through that petiod of neglect
stores,
offices,
and
other
places
of
business
where
small band of very peculiar people living together
long since, which has crowned with its silence every minstrel
under a common bond as a common brotherhood. when I tell the proprietors that I am an Infidelmis~ yet that has ever come to strike, in some new and unaccus.A. few of the numerous "queer" mottoes which sionary, and that I carry an assortment of Liberai tomed method, chords with which all the world is familiar. He
adorned their humble quarters-humble, for there is literature ~:md photographs of Freethinkers to sell, has about passed through that period when it is a toss-up
no ostentation-will serve to explain a part of my they will express both surprise and pleasure that whether the flames of martyrdom shall light np his gray hairs
a,nyone dare to do such a wcrk, but they will take or the aurPole of the fAW immortals settle on his head." Reexperience:
me into some private rnom or back office, and with cently asked to explain the "Prostitute" piece, page· 299, he
"To the pure all things are pure. "-Bible.
"It is nothing but the beautiful lit1le idyl of the New
"Be equal to your superiors and superior to your closed doors and bated preath, as it were, look over said:
Testament." Slowly extending his half-palsied arm he repeated
equals. "-Anonymous.
. my stock, and if they make any purchases of me in deep voice and ekqnent manner the following:
"Be prudently courteous, cautiously familiar."- they will caution me not to tell anybody of it. They
"But Jesus stooped down and with his finger wrote on the
will not, or rather dare not, subscribe for any Lib- ground,
Home Maxim.
as though he heard them not. So when they continued
"Where there's a will there's a way."--Old Ma,xim. eral paper, for fear somebody will find out they are asking him he lifted up himself and said unto them, He _that
taking it. To our shame and regret these are facts is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her. A.nd
"Do unto others," etc.-Bible.
"The love of the perfect man is a universallove."- in regard to over one-half of the profes~ing Free- again he stooped down and wrote on the ground, . . . and
thinkers of this country, and I often say to them, Jesus was left alone, and the woman standing in the midst.
Confucius.
Shame
on such Liberalism. I would rather die than When Jesus had littPd up himself and saw none but the woman,
But the most ''shocking" of all was:
lead
such
a life of moral cowardice. .A.nd, in the he said unto her: Woman, where are those thine accusers?
"The power of the priesthood is the people's puno man condemned thee? She said, No man, Lord.
language of Patrick Henry, "Giv me libert.y or giv Hath
sillanimity. "-Home Maxim.
Jesus said unto her, Neither do I condemn thee; go, and sin
me
death!"
To
me
mental
bondage
would
be
more
no more."
Gould this be true? Here were a quiet, orderly,
A.fter a long pause, Whitman resumed : " But to the colorcontented, and apparently happy people, practically unendurable than physical bondage.
Until further notice my address will be Duquoin, blind green looks like dirty white. What are the meadows to
exemplifying in their e 1ery-day walk principles
such, and the boundless foliage of the summer lying all out of
F. F. FOLLET.
which the clergy everywhere preach as derogatory Ill.
doors? The idea of exclusion comes from the far East, bar·
to the highest interests of humanity. .A.re they
baric with its eunuchs and its harem. Truth, like the seed
LEAVES OF GRASS.
right? Who are right?
sown, must mainly fall upon the rocks. Some few understand
In their library I found the customary Shakspere, You shall uot look through my eyes either, nor take things it. Women, most of all, see and appreciate it. The babes that
from me;
_
are to grow up will breathe it in." There was another long
Byron, etc., together with elaborate physiol,•gical
pause, and he added, referring to the Osgoods, "But they
works, anatomical charts, etc.; and also Foote's You shall listen to both sides and filter them from yourself.
we-kened ''-that was the harshest word he had for them or
works, Spencer's, Tynda1l's, Huxley's, aml.other lecThus says Walt Whitman, and thus say I. My any one else. He says: "Those who speak ill of me and my
tures, and a copy of the family Bible. Of journal- defenses for speaking in favor of" Leaves of Grass," book
are quite right, from their point of view; from my point
istic literature I found the .Agnostic, the .Age, Libm·ty, after all the obloquy hurled at it by the superficial of view, I am not half as good as I should be."
Man, Wornan's Herald of Inclustry, the Worcl, and reader, the thoughtless reader, and the prejudiced Boswell asked Dr. Johnson if a certain picture of a nude
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
reader, are taken from all sides; and as friends read woman was indecent. "No, sir," replied the doctor; "but
After perusing their own publications, which I was and ponder upon them, I hope they will filter from your question is." A. Christian lady found fault with a statue
somewhat surprised to fitid founded on Bible testi- tbemselvs a judgment as kind, as tender, as thought- bv Miss Lewis because it was unclothed; she replied," Madam,
mony, though they deny a personal God, the im- ful, as tolerant, and as charitable as would Whitman your mind is nastier than my statue.''
The Rev. Mr. Chadwick, an eminent Unitarian clergyman,
maculate conception, vicarious atonement, etc., I in-' himself bestow upon the pet children of their own has lately said that it contains not a line which is not pure and
stituted a brief examination of the periodicals above
brains-children born out of their best and holiest high in its intention. The Rev. Mr. Morrow, of the Methodist
alluded to. Suffice it to say that in these I found
Episcopal church, has gallantly defended it, affirming that it is
facts never before disclosed to my mind-facts as ir- aspirations, and heirs to their grandest, purest, and robust and viril, but not obscene. The Rev. W. J. Fox, that
most
sublime
hopes.
Hear
him,
0
ye
who
plead
brilliant English divine, the pure theist and idealist, the valiant
refutable as are the laws of nature. What should I
do? .A.s an honest, free man, what could I do ? I for free thought and free speech; and mark how he and cultured soldier of democracy in England, threw over it the
saw but one course open before me, i.e., to lay aside echoes your most daringly bold venture toward the shield of his manly eulogy, saying that it afforded "a clearer
conception of what manly modesty really is than anything we
prejudice, be true to myself in the inward conscious- new life of universal self-hood:
hav in all conversational forms of words, deed, or act so far
ness of-a latent truth within, on which Nature lays I say discuss all and expose all. I am for every topic openly. known of;" saying also that" it will in time become a pregnant
the true developing hand to lead us up and out of J say there can be no salvation for these states without inno- text-book, frnm which quotations as sterling as the minted gold
vators;
darkness into the "revealed" light of scientific prog- Without
will be taken and applied to every form of the outer and the
free tongues, and ears willing to hear the tongues.
ress; and henceforth I am one for humanity's sake. A.nd I announce, as a glory of these states, that they respect- inner life.'' The illustrious German poet, Freiligrath, the. most
distinguished of all the modern German poets, devoted to it
God will tal{e care of himself.
fully listen to propositions. rAforms, fresh views, and f"ur masterly articles in successiv numbers of the A.ugsbury
On my return home I will make up and send a
doctrins from successions of men and women.
Gazette, praising it without stint or qualification, and hailing it
remittance for THE TRUTH SEEKER and other publica- Each with its own growth.
as the day-spring of a new and nobler order of poetry. Ruskin
or
woman
(no
matter
which
one),
I
even
pick
out
With
one
man
tions, Fraternally,
Ex-REVEREND.
has recently eulogized it,.declaring that" it carries straight and
the lowest.
keen as rifle- balls against our deadliest sins.'' Thoreau ranked
With him or her, I now illustrate the whole law.
it with the mighty oriental p~ems, and pronounced it the supreme
CoBDEN, ILL., Nov. 20, 282.
I say that every right in politics or what not shall be eligible:to expression of American democracy, and its author the greatest
MR. EDITOR: .A. short time since I had occasion to
that one man or woman on the same terms as any.
democrat the world has ever seen. Emerson literally exvisit Parrish, a little village in the southeastern part of
Now turn from these utterances to the most seem- hausted panegryic upon it in his letter of 1855, incidentally
Franklin county, Illinois, for the purpose of perfect- ingly obscene portions of the book. What do you calling it "the most extraordinary piece of wit and wisdom
ing the organization of a Liberal League ,there. I
A.merica has yet contributed." "Defended by clergymen, exfind? Only that the brave thinker "discusl!les all tolled by poets, lauded by scholars and men of letters throughwas very much surprised to find a Liberal town
and exposes all"~
out the civilized world, accepted by the best reaqers, it may
quietly growing up right in the center of Egypt. It
well be guarded in the mails by the postmaster-general.''
is a duplicate of Walser's town of Liberal, Mo., with- If anything is sacred the human body is sacred,
out a god-house or saloon, and scarcely any Chris- A.nd the glory and sweet of a man is the token of manhood unNow, friends, I hav pleaded my plea, and hope and
tainted,
tians in the town. And I hav it from the authority A.nd in man or women a clear, strong, firm-fibered body is trust you will "filter from yourselvs a just and genof the only Christian lady I met with there, that
erous judgment for a poet," of whom Elizur Wright
more beautiful than the most beautiful face.
Parrish is the most orderly and pleasant town to liv
says:
"Let us not be ashamed of ourslvs, or our
And therefore Whitman, out of the purity of his
in in that part of the state. This is a good deal for
cause. The God-fanatics will tire at len~th of biting
own
cleanliness,
fears
not
to
talk
boldly
and
bravely
a Christian lady to say of a town almost eLtirely
files-such for example as good old Walt Whitman
composed of Infidels. And what is the most pleasant of all portions of the body, and giv grand and beau- has presented to their teeth."
as well as most surprising thing to me is that the tiful advice as to how to generate a race that shall
Liberals of Parrish and vicinity are almost all young "grow to be mates to the mothers" who are worthy A.nd who has been bold and true?
men, who hav become Liberals from being raised in to bear them. I do not wonder that those who hav For I would be the boldest and truest being of the universe!
the Sunday-schools in the surrounding country, and never studied the hygiene of the whole body and the A.nd who benevolent? for I would show more benevolence than
all the rest I-LeWI!es of Grms.
observing the shams and hypocrisies of Christianity. laws of heredity are somewhat shocked at the plain
But I think THE TRUTH SEEKER, of which there are talk of friend Walt. He not only believes in" open. I am a Liberal in every sense of the word, and in.
~everal copies taken there, has had a good deal to do doors," but exclaims:
'dorse Walt Whitman.
ELMINA.

of true liberty, and unrestricted freedom of speech
and of the press.
I expect to go from Elkhart to Battle Creek, Marshall, and Kalamazoo, Mich., and will aim to reduce
my travels. to order and method, so as to re-visit
each place regularly once in three months, until as
large a list of regular and permanent subscribers
are obtained in each place as can be enlisted.
The Liberals in Elkhart hav assured me that if
fifty subscriptions for THE TRUTH SEEKER can be enlisted and maintained in the place, they will hav a
Liberal League established here with all the social
and intellectual advantages whi(;lh such an organization would introduce and bring into. actual operation. We will all work on, and abide in hopeful expectation for the best results.
Yours truly,
C. S. ROWLEY.
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The biblical story of creation then came in hundreds of ht>arts after every !ermon of every
for satiric&l treatment. The Talmagian theor priest who sought to stain her name ~ha~ pa~s
BY .BOJlQ.II 11:. lU.ODOl'I.ALD.
that God made the world out of his omnipo- utterly from human lips. I cannot dism1ss this
When aa returnn tt.e appointEd day
tence was laughed at, and the divine was ad- better than in the word!! of Llertes over OpheThat's !et apart for bu.man ki>1d
vitoed not to attempt to explain anythinll, be- li.<~ 's grave:
To leaYe each thou~:ht of toll behind,
caute if he succl'eded in explaining the miracle "Leave her 1' the earth,
And render thanks, and feast and pray;
A ud from her frl.ir and unpolluted tlesh
WM·gone, and if he failed _he himself was gone.
M&" vloi 01 ts sprlnll'· I telf rbee, churlish priest,
It stande a thoughUul man in hand
One after another Talm"g1an theory of the ere- A ti.iniatering
angel Ahall this woman be,
To turn a retroapectiT eye
When thOu liest bOWling
ation was dispatched amidst laughter. "At one
Upon tbe paat, and ponder why
time," s&id the speakor, "if yo~ "!'anted to
"I hav no word! to expreas my loathing and
Thankllghing reips throughout the land.
know'lmythin~r you asked the m1mster; now hatred for any man who will stain a noble
If more tban usual, in tbe main,
you uk him if you don't."
woman"e name!'
We ha v been bleat in houee or store,
The flood was the next thing for comment.
Then figures were quoted to show the ~?wer
Let's trace each bleesfng's eource before
Talma~r11 said it was only a partial :flood. Why of the ~acred scriptures. Talm&lle says, We
We thank the author for the gain.
not 11taud true to his gnus and say omniscience will sub'mit th1s Chnstian religion to popular
drowned this atom? How did the animalJ get ~uffrage." That was once .done, and the reBe eYer craleful for the deeds
into the ark? Some angels c&rried them there. ply was, "crucify him," an infamous result,
· Of those who,-in tbel!' several ways.
Hav done their part to merit praise
The lecturer here scored a point with the aurli- showing tl).at you caunot depend upon the vote
By minil!tertng to our various neede.
ence by interjecting, "I do not believe that is of barbarians. I am told that there are 300,,·
the way the Democrats got to the polls last 000,000 of Christians. What _of t.ha.t? . Th~re
Let'e thank ouraelve that we possess
Tuesday." Instead of the :flood to wipe out are more B•1ddhists. He adm1tted RusRJa w1th
Su11le.ient usefulness to gain
the wwked, the speaker thought God should its eightv million peoplA, was Christian, Spa~n,
The litrle lucre we obtain
ha.v droiVIled the snakes.
As pay for our industriousness.
Portugal, and Italyj which were o~lyn~w ailve
The t.ri:fl.ings with the sun and its motion a by the resurrection Efforts of Ganbaldi, MazLet's thank the toilers of the earthdivine
h.9.d
attempted
to
explain
by
theories
of
Long may tbeir health and strength abide,
r, :fl.ect·l·on and refraction, while he had better zini, and Carlos, all th111se were Christian counThe cou&'hing printer, hollow-eyed,
tries. lle denied the United States was. one.
attend more to reflection and let refraction A gentleman the othH night r~mmded mm of
Be tihen wealth &nd broader girth I
alone.
Del::. ware. In reply he told the story of a. man
Let's thank the tlller of the field
T~~a!:a~~~J>l.:fr:sideclime
Talmage said Jonah.WM not in ~he W:hal~'s 110 years old who call~>d him~elf 50 b11~ause he
Wbo growe that whicb we daily eat.
Is the true pathos and auMime
belly, though if he were, w~ could 1magm h1':ll never Cii>unted sixty years he had hved m DelaHis days be Ion", his life be swe\lt,
Of hum&nllfe.
eSc.l.Ping the dangerous effscts of the gastrw ware, and pionsl v· h~ped God never would.
His crops return abundant yield!
Continuing to quote, he pronouncM. the juice by walking rapidly up and down. Tal· The Christian countr1es of the world had !l.
Let'e thank tbe brave, deYOtad men,
names of Charles Dickens, R~lph Waldo Emer- mage said Jonah was in the whale's mouth debt of $2 500,000 000 representing t>xpendlWho in tbe face of scorn and bate
son, Charles Dar" in, a child of naturo, who The speiiker could understand, from looking at 1llres for war. Christianity has perst<cl!ted the
Their lives and labors consecrate
knew mora about his mother than any other a photograph of Dr. Talmp.ge, wh_:y the mouth Jews and had driven them away from all other
To liberty of voice and pen.
cb1ld she ever had. "What is philosophy but s!!ggested itself. Jonah, ~hen, did not take possessions into money ~n~ p~eciou!< stones, ~o
to account for the phenomena by which we caoin p:i-SS~ge, but went mto the forecastle. that with a sort of poetw JUStice they had beLet's thank the heroes of the past,
Those of to-day, 1md those to come;
are surrounded-to find the hidden word which The sp«~&ker could imagin him seat~~ <;m. a come the controlers of th~'> monl'ly of the world.
The loast shall benetlt us eome,
unites everything? Charles D&rwin has done back tooth, wiping the sweat and gastriC J mce It did him good to see kings and emperors goAnd help ensu10 from all at ll•st.
more than all the prieAts from MelchisOO.I!c to fr.,m his brow, and looking out of the side for ing to thllm, hat in hand, to ge• them to.ca~h.
the l&St exhorter. Shakspere was there too; the liiild. Nineveh, when it heard Jonah) their bills. To-day we are laying the _foundaIf any good from sourr.e unknown
H"'rriet Martioet.u was among the rest. A.ll mllS!age, immediately went into s11ckcloth and tion of further parsecution by teac_hmg our
Has come to us the p!!.eslng yeal",
these are in hell. This is sol&ce. These are ashes. What would they say if Jonah came to children to believe th&t the Jews crumfi~d God.
Make haste to tban.k tbe giver here
tidings of great joy. Who are in henen? Chicago ro-day with such a story? No man They crucified a goo<l man. ail every ~ution ~ad
For seed~ of kindne~a he hath liOWn.
Could th11re be inuch heaven without the great with the lllightel!t claim to intelligence could be· Iiane. Coming back to the Presbytenan belief,
Thus far our gratitude extends:
mentioned-the great men who hav endeavor- li@ve such a story u that. He denounced the he said: •• Mr. Talmage would contem~la.te a
lfblie unto othere we accord
ed to make the world grander-Voltaire, Did- Bible b~cause it upheld slavery &nd polygamy. little child b~king iu its mother's s_mlle and
Unquestioned neht to tbtmk the Lord,
erot, Hume, Bruno, and such men as Thomas Hs reflected upon the acts of Abraham, DaT1d, s&y • You will be damned,' and be qmt11 cheerOur voice shall blees our outhly fl:iends.
Paine?" said Inger•oll, pointing to the Roger~; and Solomon. 'l'almage said yet God pnra~ed ful about it. If the Presbyterian creed is true,
statue of the great A.merican Freethinker, them with his wrath. David, says the scnpt· all the soldiers who fought in the Revolutionary
A Ll'ctnre by Col. Ingersoll
which adorned the stairs. " If Christimity is ur~te, was a man after God's O'II'Il heart; he died '~ar and were not Cl:lristians are iu hell, all who
true, that m!.n who spent his life in brl'&kin)r full of days, riches, a.ud honor. Solomon was
Dnnnw lli nmu.N.APOLIS, IND., NOT. 11 • 282 · chains is now wearing the chains of God; th~,t. promised a son who should be preaerYed u a fought in 1812 to keep our :fl.~tg fiD&ting on the
Nothing can be more certain than that we man who would break down the prison walls king over Isra.ol forever. A.braha.m lived to be see.; all who fought later to keep our 1hg :flo~t
do not haT control over our own thought. The of hypocrisy everywhere is now in the prison 105, and was promi~ed to be the f&ther of a in~ in the heavens; and all w:ho suffered m
brain tliinks in spite of us. Everything we see, of the most merciful Chri1t. It won't do. I great race. W AJ that being pursued by the prisons of. Andersonville. a.nd Ltb~!· who were
or hear, or touch, or fC~el dscts the brain, and can h&rdly tell you my contempt for that doc- wrath of Gorl.?
· , not Christians, are now m the pnsJOns.of God,
aftects it in spite of us; and e'ferything we l!ee trin, and, if it be true, I make my choice toRegarding the miracles, he asked, Why did and where the famins d A.nderson_Vlll~ _and
and hear causos thought, in spite ·of us; and neo day. I prefer hell." The applause which they not &:ffwt the people who witnessed them? Libby are regu<led with jo~. This lS tldmgs
one, owing w his constitution, can be responsi- greeted the speaker showed that his journey and aigniflcaotly s&id in reply, Becaust they of grl!&t joy. Dives, who ~a1d from hell, ·,Send
ble for hill thought any more than he is re- into trllckless brimstone would not be :. lonely ·were there, meaning thereby ttat the miracles LRzarus, that my brothers come not here, . had
sponrible for the beating of his heart. The one.
never rea.lly occurred. God worb graduall:y:, more sympathy than he who refused ~11!1 a
blood pursues its old accusromed rounds with·
Turning to the other side, he said : "Let m it was said. He illustrated this by a suppos1 drop of water." Yet this is orthodox rellg10n,
out consulting us. The lungs fill with air see "'ho are in heaven. John Calvin, John titiousexperimentinweaningthecanuibalfrom and he wa.~ told that it was wicked to. speak
without our will. And eo the brain thinks Knox, Jonathan Edwards, CottQD Mather, the error of his ways, saying at first we would about it. He hateJ the Bible for uph_oldmg ten
things. This decalog of c~me. was s~avery,
You caunot help it; you cannot stop it-no builders of dungeons, tea.rers of human fl.iBh, not tell him that it was Wl'Ong to eat missionary, religion,
pers~cution, extermmation, the 1d~~ of
matter how much you ms.y wish. You hav no inventors of in~trl!ments of torture; men who but to eat him raw. When we had induced 11. world filled
with riches and evil opportumties,
control. You can satisfy yourself of. this by hav obstructed the march of the human race; him to cook his m1esi.onary, we would fir8t add the idea of a god who preaides over all these
just thinking for on~ moment. What are you men who hav kept the sword of war and cruelty a little mutron, but not enough to excite suspiroing to think to-morrow? You do not know. wet with blood for thousands of years, they are cion; then day by d•y we would put in a lit~e things, the ide& of one man good from nature,
You cannot tell. Why T Because you haT not in heaven."
more mut.ton and a little less missionary, until, the ide& of one m&U bad !rom '?-at~re, and
and wont, the subverSion of JUStice.
the control of your brain, and you are no more
Following quick upon this picture of celestial in what the Bible mills the fulneM of time, we lastly,
Droppinll into his CU!tomary ahu~a of an unresponsible for what your brain thinks than tenantry, he asked: "How c;;n any o:n~ be would haT all mutton and no miMionary.
you are, as I said before, for the beating of wicked enough to uphold orthodox religion? That's God's way. Next he was charged with fortunate god who had been. praised all the
morning and must hav U.ken the change badly,
your hear~.
.
They say God will never forgiv you?" With disgra.cini his parents by the expression of his he said the infinit ha.d no right to ~ake a failThis berng true, no human berng can be held the dangers and crw;~lties in this world he did opinions. He was &fraid,. if that. ~as th~ case, ure.
He had no right to m ..ke an mvestment
responsible .for his th,,ught. Yet for a thou- not wontler that God could forgiv men, but foundlings only could enJoy religious lib~r~Y·
sand years thought ha15 been taught to be a. ru;ked himself, How can man foqpv·God? He He said the Bible had only words of humJlia- which did not pay a dividend. The lecturer
crime, and thousands and millions bav thrmt- humorously said some of these ministers. per- tioh for woman. It spoke of her only as a slave would say : " Let religion go, it is _of no nse. '
ened us with certain fire if we ~v forth the haps a dozen, had spoken of him and raiMd a and serf of man. Tnlmage quoted Either, ' Wha.t,' Eays one, • shall we swear w1tnesses on
production of that brain. Each brain is a. fiel_d srorm of laughter and applause. Some had Ruth, Hannah, Abigail, and Dorcas. The if we throw aside the Biole?' Don't swea~· the~
in which nature sows the seed and thought 1B made it their business to say extremely un- lecturer put their 3tories into commonplace on anything. I am opposed to ~llswearmg; 1t
the crop. It cannot be a crime to gather it or pleasant things, amoJJg thezp. the Rev. Talmage, comparison with others. A.llnding to the last has the tendency to make the ev1dence of a rastell it, which simply means the r'ght to sell the of Brooklyn, N. Y .• a man of not much imag- named, he said she was rai...oed from the dead cal as good a8 the honest man's. . I want to see
product of our brain for the product of othe1· ination, but of most excellent judgment. One &nd was never beard of again. In a comical witnesses tell their story under pam of perJury,
juries ca.pahle of telling the true from false.
men's brains. Most brains, &t least some, are charge mad& a.gaiust him (thll spe11ker), viz , strain he deplored the opportunHy whicb ~ad and
rather poor fi.fillds, and the orthodox the worst of that he waa a bl&Shemer, he refuted by saying been lost of que5tioning such an interestmg A man must depend upon· himself. I ~now
all. That is a field producing m•·stly sorrel and that the conditional could not endanger the con- person as one w!Io had been dead, an~ ex- nothingabout any other wo!ld. Iam satisfied
that there is no world of eternal pam. If there
millet, while there are other :lielde which, like the ditionless. A.ccepting his accn&er's theory of pressed his surprl86 that at the next dem1se no is
a world of joys, so much the better. I w1ll
tropic world, are filled with growth, and where God, he might harm his fellow-man. It was a one should hav remarked upon the fact that
never
put out the faintest star of human hope
you behold the vme •nd the palm, royal ch1l- thousand times more important that he should the corpse had had two funerals. How little
ever twinkled in human night. T~ere ~as
dren of the sun. I then stand up simply for love his fellow-m&n. Better to love wife and women are thought of was shown by the fact athat
time that I was not, now I am; and 1t ~s Just
absolute freeJom of thought. I do not believe children than to help Jesus Chri1t; he is dead; that the New Testament records only three
probabie that I should liv again ~s. 1t was
if there be a god that it will be or can be pleae- they are alive. "The holiest temple erected eenteuces which Chr1Bt addressed to his mother. as
that I should liv btf·•re I dtd. Let religiOn go.
ing to him to e.e one of hie children afraid to beneath the skies is the home; the holiest altar Christ, men from the sepulcher, had for Mary What
will be left? Men will be here; women
express what he thinks; and if I were God I by the fi.rel!ide. The best church is the family. only the chilling words, Woman, touch me not.
be here; history will be ?pen; the wa!l$ of
would never cease m~w.king men until! had Blasphemy is a geographical question. In JeThe women of the Bible were then compared will
made one grand enough to tell his honest opin- rusalem it was blasphemy to say Christ was to the bea1;1tiful feminines created by the genius the world will be adorned Wlth ar.t, the mch~s
with sculpture. Music with its vmce, that w~
ion.
God ; h111re it is bluphemy to say that he is of Shabpere. St. Paul was spoken of as treatThere has been a struggle between believers not. In Constantinople it is blaPphemy to say ing women harshly, and cautioning Timothy be here and all of love and joy. There Will
hom'es here, and a fireside, as there Wlll be
in the natur&l and the supernatural-those that Mohammed is not the proper god ; here it not to admit a widow into tbe church under be
gentlemen who are going to a reward 'in another is to do so. You cannot tell whether you are three-score yfars old. St. Paul liked nunneries common hope without a commJn _ft>ar. L?ve
will be here,l·•ve thefl.rstdrea.mo.f 1mmortal~ty.
world, and those who propose to make ?fe uttering blasphemy or not until you look at and monasteries becauee he thought the world Love
is the morning and the evenmgst~r, which
worth living now. In times past the pnest the map."
· was goingto end right there. Anotherc~arge shines ori the child, which sheds & radiance uphad been appealed to for everything. [A. deNext it was charged that he had scoffed at of blasphemy was that he. had spoken d1spar-. on the tomb. Love is the mother of melody,
scription was g1ven in everyday language of the sacred scriptures. R~>g· pulp was taken, agiugly of Queen Victoria. He had always ad- for music is its voice. Love is the ~nchanter
the process, and affected the audience most printed on, and bound in leather, and then mitted that her reputation was good in the and magician which makes royal kmgs and
comically.]
they had something holy. C<'!.tholics hav a man neighborhood in which she resides. All he said
The speuker's opinion of priestcraft was given for a pope; Protestants a book. The Catho- was that Queen Victoria wears the garments of qntens out of mes and women • f clay. Love
the perfume ·of that wondrou~ :fl.ow~r, the
in these words: "No clergyman in the world lies hav the best of it, for if they elect an idict power given to her by blind fortune, wbile is
heart. Wichout that sacred passwn, Without
can get one drop of rain out of the sky; no he will not liv forever. It is impossible for us George Eliot is wrapped in glory woven in the
at divine swoon we are less than beasts, and
clergyman in the civilized world can save .mt> to get rid of the barbarism!! in our book. loom of her own genins. Mr. ITJgersoll bitter- th
a
·a ,
human life. They hav tried it." They ~ay Catholics will not let the common people read ly too~ up the next point•. He said=. " This with its earth is heaven an we are go s.
we don't expect a direct answer; it is a rtfl.ec- the Bible. That is right. If it is necessary to priest, m order to gt>t even wtth me, d1gs open
tion we are after. Th!l.t is like a man trying br-lien it in order to get to heav:.en, no man the grave of George Eliot and endeavors to
tolift himself by his boot-straps-he gets noth- should run the ri~k of reading it. Lit a man stain her unresisting dust. He calls her an
A. treatis on the Population Queeti.on.
ing but good exercise. With a doubt on the not read. but simply believe it, and when he adulteress, the foul!;st word in all languages of
ex1s•ence of a mirthful missionary he said: goes to judgment, say," Yes, I never read it.'· man. He does it because s~e hate~ the P:es- Prtee. 25 6 ente_._-:::-::--::::-::-:::-:F:-:-o-.;;r eiite at this omce.
" Missionaries viewed "itb mirth the prayer of
He spoke of the Snndav-school stories of the 1 byterian creed; bfcause she llved wHhnut fa1th,
the heathen to hi!!l idol, but the stone god de- miraculous use of the scriptures, and told a! and died without fear; she gr.&ndly bore the
layed tbe frost predseiy the same as ours does." parody in which a man, after having neglwted: taunt~ and slM.ders of the Christian world.
Next there came a farcastic reference to the bis family worship and come to starvation, took George Eliot carried tenderly in her heart t~e
references gjven. Send stamp for Ci!'c "
Say in tDlKK paper you. law advdrtismntml.
claim of the ministry that God selects hill ex- down the dust-covered Bible and found a ten- fll.ultll and frailties of her race. I know that m
ddresli
OAPT. W. A. COLLING§.,.
horters. Statesmen, poets, philosophers, he- dollar bill in it. He spout it for food for his the court of her conscience she stood acquitt~d,
IIJn!thville,Jelfetll<ln oo.. "'' ...
roes, scientiBts, and inventors come by chance, family, and was about to enjoy srastronomic pure and s ainless as a star. George El1ot
··----·- P.u oo ··---·-·----cbut when Gud wants an exhorter he toelects. happine~s when a constable stepped in-and ar· joined the choir invisible whose JJ?-Usic glitdd!lns
;.~ek In vonr own town. Terms and 15 ontftttree.
'l'bey tell m.e also it is Wicked w attack the, rested him for passing counterfeit money.
!ill the world, Her wonderous lines will re~oca $66 8Addreu H. HALLn & Oo •• Portland, Maine.

ThanksgiTing.

Christian religion. I ·refer not to tbe Christianity of the New Testament, but to the Christianity of the orthodox church; and when I
rafer to the clergy I refer to the clergy of the
orthodox church. Thera was a time when men
of genius were in the puliJit, and ware ortho~ox, but the time is past. When we fi!ld suc)l
a man occupying. the orthodox pulp1t he. 111
touched with heresy. Next came a. rec1pe
for a. minister: "Thare is a young_ man. n~t
strong enough to be wicked. Ill!!t&Utly 1t. l8
suggested he would m&ke an e;x:cellent l!llll·
ister." There &re great and glonous opemngs
for men of genius; the pulpit .has to put up
with the leavings, ravPlings, the selv&g8.
These preachers say, "How can any m&n be
wicked enough to attack our religion, and take
from the world the solace of orthodox Chris·
tianity. What is that solace?" Here the
speaker's voice was scorn concreted. " If the
Christian religion be true the grandest, greatest, and noblest of the earth are now in hell,
and the narrowest and meanest are inheueu."
Of the first he mentioned in impassioned
1
B th
Rob t
b oldt' L ~pace!
eulogy
Humin
. er,
four lines g1vs eeall oven,
the philoso·
Burns, who
phy of life:
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Bennett·M!!!!EE~iscussion .. D. 1VL BED :NETT.
D.l'tl. BENNETT and G. M. MA.IR.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

Tile tnllest Discussion 7et Published,
&'ivtng the Dolli'mas and Claims of
Cbrtsttanlt7 a thorough Ex•
· amination pro and con.
U.liO.

·Prtce,
Addreas

D. M. BENNETT.
Place, New York.

31 Clinton
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The J_ R. Pel'l'Y Plano and Org&n Ccmpany desire to
introduce their tnliltrnments to all layers of mnsic, at the

W~gt cg~~~~~ t~'!:'c~::f"i.~ ·~g~~~~~~~rt.nl'~i!r~~'l

.ment yet made-• self-sustaining sounding-board and
bridge, which will never permit the board to avrlng, nor
allow the tones to become thin and wiry. The Organo

HeaVJ' Plate Paper,

Il!~ft~e~i:tg~t~aJ~ tg~~a~n'cg~hPe;n~~:o
8ffiTABLE FOR FRAJIE OR ~aJf:~~:~r:
We"rrU: 1:f.l~~~ ~~~h~~\;,~~iya~:"Jk'l.r~~~~~·fn ti~6~"w"!
oft'er to place these Pianos and Org&ns by the aide of any
WITHOUT FRAJIE.
other .no matter what their reputation, and will com-

§ent by Dan i'or Fifty centf' ..

ADDRESS 'I'HIS OFFICE

II Gf RS0ll 0I l Al MAG~~
BEING

WISh sixteen lara-e pa~res, will be sen Six Interviews with the ~Famous Orator
on Six Sermons by -tbe Rev. T. DeWitt
ror THREE MONTHS, postaK'e patd,
Talmage, of' Brooklyn, to which Is
FOB FIFTY CENTS.
added
Fnllletters·rrom the Edttor,whlleon a
&oar around ·the world, appear weekly.
Stenographically reported by I. Nllli'TOII" B.uont.
Theae aloae are worth tbe prtce asked,
Printed In bold, clear type, on heavy, tinted paper, and
.&cldresa
D. K, BENNETT,
handsomely bound tn muslin, with heavy boards, beveled
21 Cltn~a Place, New Jro~·k,
edr;ea, gilt top, Octavo, 443 pages.

A TALMAGIAN -CATECHISM.

Price, $2.00.
. THE

Paper Edition l'rom same
plates, u.oo .

a

BY

PAINE and VOLTA.IRE5
By the celebl'!lted aculptor

The onl;v Complete and &utborbed
Edition.

CLARK MILLS.
Price,

$1.50 each.
Address

D. M. BENNETT,
21 Clinton Place, New Yorlr,

THt OCCULT WORlD.

This very remsrkeble aeries or papers "ppeared at In
tervall! In the North .i!m<r;ican Review. and awakened th<.
?rofonnde•t Interest with the press and public. The1J
,.ppearance in pamphlet form Is In responae to lnnumer·
•ble requeats from all parts of the country.
Price,
!iO cents.
Address
D. M. BENNETT

BY A.. P. SINNETT.
Thla book deocrlbea many alleged phenomena brought
&bout through the agency of the ao-called Astral Brvthera
ef Indl&. Mr. Bennett quoted It at considerable length In
nls Round-the-World letters and the hook has caused
much ""' rk wherever It has been circulated
Price, cloth, 81.
AddraM
D. M. BENNSTT,
21 Clinton Place, New York.
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Self-Contradictions of the Bible.

THE

Real Blasphemers.
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.

Price reduced to 15 cents, from 25 cent!!
Showing that the writers of and believers In the Bible
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet of 58 pages. Com- and not the deniers of Ita truth, are the ones who really 0
ptled by one of our &blest correopondenta; should be on Injustice to.the character of God, if a God exists.
the taoleofveryocholar ll'oraal&.atthl•olllce.
IN SIX LECTURES.
Price, 50 cents

D. M. BENNETT,
21 Cllnton,P!ace, New York.

fH ~ SHAK~ R- ~ Yf AH0 ~A R Interrogatories to Jehovah.
BALSAM

Being 3,000 questions propounded to hie
Jewish Godship upon a great.
variety ef subjects.

Is p.roTtng to hundreds the most e!llca~lous remedy for
all deleterious aft'ectlnna. Falling sight, dullness of heartng, or 11 roaring" _!)f the eare, as well as overstrained a.nd
BY D. M. BENNETT.
weak eyes, are Immediately Improved by Its use. InllamPaper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
matlona and all Ophthalmic and Auric dl11!cultles reinlated.
T.he Le;-end of the Patriarch!
"Mv eyes are cured with one box," etc.-D. 7. Schell,

and Prophets.

Binghamtrm, N. Y.

..t;;J;7nJ~:, ~~T::I:.d~ s~~t cataract from my eye. n_
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greatly lm-
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80 cents per box.
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By 5. BARING-GOULD.
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The oldest reform journal in the
United States,
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Parentage.

AND THE

iANITARY AND PHY§IOLOG•
IVAL LAWI!l.

By Col• .Tohn R. Kelso, .&.1!1.

FOR THE
bl:~~ :f~~;: Jrg~~~~ldh: tt~e~'i.db~:gi."a~c\h~a~l~i:'e~
hao made the sacredness oi the scriptures appear as absurd"" Cervantes made that of the knl~:hts of the age of IP:rofluctton of Children oC Finer Health
chivalry. The alng~lar audt\clty wtth which he att.ack,'
and tilreater Ability.
the foundations of Chrtsttantty shows the earnestness of
hie own conTlctlons In regard to Ita fabulouo or!gln.-L
BY A PHYSICIAN AND SANITARIAN.
Hutchisrm.

Price, $1.50.

Address · D. M. BENNETT,
21 Clinton Place, New York .

FIRST EPISTLE

"The Ttrtuea of men and women as well ao their Tlceo
may descend to their children."
D. M. BENNETT,
l?rlce, $1.00. Addre••
21 Clinton Place. N. Y
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TI-IE NEW VERSION.
Lectures by

Gcor~e

Chatney.

FOR GIRLS.
A

SPECiaL PHYSIOLOGY,
OR,

Supplement to the Study of General
:Physiology.
II,LU 8 T RATE D.

BY MRS. E. R. SHEPHERD.
12mo, EXTRA CLOTH,

PRICE $1.00.

We h&T here" work, the need of which has long been

~~~ r~a~~~~:~~~~~:~;t:g ~~~~]~~%a~~~~~i~ ft:zw~d~~e~
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important to them, but whicb, for proper reason~t, mn1t
be omitted altogether from the general &nd school
phystologiee. Written Jn a. CiJ.reJ ul and entirely unoblectionable maaner, it is I!O plain and pract1cal ae to be
easily understood, and its peruL'!al ts l!nre to leaTe &n im·
pression r,f the importance of tbe tmbject on the minds of
1

IN EXPLANATION OF THE BIBLE, FROM GENESIS ~~;;:~:f:tio~to~i~~~~:e~ ~~~fo~rs~~ dfe~fth~~y::~!~~
puberty; menstrutt.tton; som~ ot the diseMeS of women.
TO REVELATIONS.
their cause! and prevention; somethiug about m:.~.rriaee
and motherhood, and many other topice of importance.
CONTENTS:
The New Version.
Nothllig.
Utvpla•.
The Descent of M~n.
The Wandering Jew.
Fair Play.
A Blbltcal Romance.
Bricks Without Straw.
Celestial Barbarism.
Dlvtne Brigandage.
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The Fully of Solomon.
Self-Reaoect.
Priest and Prophet.
The Hope or the World.
Iconodasm.
The J\.lij,n Jesus.
The New Reltgton.

the hand• of the girls for whom It was written. Sold at
this o:tllce.

Alamonb.da,, the HaHey-Sl!tveo
A narratlv. by

tfc~b~~eda~~ au~fr~r~"~~t~l~~ ~ft~rfi~:fd~g~n"JYv~l':,':ii~.

Prlce $i.CO. For sale at this ollice.

THF! SABBATH.

.:Johann Heinrich Danfel

~Bcliokke.

Translated from the German hy
IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
For a&le lly D M. BENNETT,
~~ Cltnton Place, N.Y.
Pa'[)Al'. 00 centJC: cloth. 75 cent-11.

BY M. FARRINGTON.
A thorough examination and refutation of the claims o!
Sabbatarlans who are trying to foist upon toe cour.try Elmtna Wants to Sell 999,999,999 oC th~m.
their holy day by nncon•tlr.utlonallegal enactmentS. The

~~i~t0i:~~':s :zt~~eagfetiit~:s~ b~ l ~o ;~Fei:~~~ a~ot~g~
1

PHYSIOLOGY FOR GiRLS

Bible, the writings of d1at1ugula!Jed btatortans and theThis book tell• girls Just what they ought to know. It
treats on the pri -ate structure a.nd dtse sea of the -rema.le
g~';f:J':y~t ~~~~~~~et:~~~ Vo':-~~e l:t ~gta~\'ri:~e holy than sex,
a.nd g,vs all the delicate information a:1out tbemselTs
whl ch has so long been veiled In mvatery. It also gtn the
~~~t~i.~~v~~~~g,'$E ~J'.fr::8to be at~.n~: ~'t~'Nif:fl~hy,
SStt
Snowville, Pulaski Co., Va.
A sketch of man's physical, political mental, •nd
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s octal development in past, present, and future.
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.
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.A. series of letters written in pri1on.

PRICE R&DUCE.D
FROM 25 TO 10 CENTS.

THE MORTALI1'Y OF THE SOUL
AND THE

By D. M. BENNETT.
Over 700 pages. Prlr.e.:M !lO

Immortality of Its Elements.

THE RADICAL PULPIT.

By A. Suidcr de Pellegrini.

Comprising dii!COursea of advanced thoutrht by

0 j1~~~1:~)Y J'~d"!~~f:~J1~~: Darwin on the "Origin 9, B. FBOTHINGHA.M and FELIX A.DLEB
two of Am erlca 's clearest thinkers.
Price, In cloth, $1.
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ENGLISH SECULARISM.

A WEEKLY LIBERAL MAGAZINE, PUBLISHED BY
Geor~re

Chatne7.

The Secular Review.

51 Fort ave. (Roxbury), Boston, Mass.

THE BOSTON INVESTIGATOR,

By tJol. M. E. BILLINGS.

DEITY AN~LYZED

Christian Religion.

Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
.Judge .TEREM.IAH §. B~ ..UJK,
Prof. GEORGE P. IFISDERe

And with preT1ous Tl'llnslatlono d1llgently comp&red &nd
revised .

D. M.

Bennett the l1postle

The Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh.

OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWS.
PAPERS,

pete both In prlce and quality. For full particulars add eas .J R. PERRY, P. 0 Box 367, Wilkeobarre, Pa., who
will fnrnloh lllaatrated cat&log.
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Those who wish to hav Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures on
'Talmaglan Theology," will find them here, In full, to
gether wltll many other points necessarily excluded by
OF
the limits of & lecture. " The Tahnagtan Catechism "
puts n the form of direct queotlon, the plainest and proTO
foundest Inquiries of modern doubt, and answers them
according
to Talmage and orthodox Chrlatlanlty. As
D. M. Bennett, Scribe.
piece of satire, with earneat purpose, thla production
.ALSO
stands alone, and In the literature of Freethought has not From the Borders of the LAND OF YAHWllH.
THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE.APOI!TLE TO THR Ita equal.
Being· ten cll.,ptera of Excellent Moral Maxims and In·
Copies inalled to any point, postage free, on receipt or atrnctlono, somewhat after tho atyle of Pan!.
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Addreae
D. M. BENNETT,
Price 'l'en Cents.
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D. M. BENNETT. 21 Ctlnton Place, N.Y. city.
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.WORLD,"
THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
D. M. BENNETT,
BIRLE.
Prlce,1.00
21 Clinton Place, New York.
Treat!~ upon the gods of the Semitic natione, Including
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7<1'ml ,2.00 P"" annum.
Eac'h number contains a lecture In full b~ Geo. Chalney,
~.~~~:f.t~~~!1W:i~~';,~ t\~~~~f.hlca skeooh of some
A oamp·e copy, conta'nlng p >rtrdt of the lecturer and
prospectus for 1888, sent trt::e to any address.

A .Journal oi' Llberalbm.
EDITli:D BT

CHARLES WATTS.
The 8eeular Bem= Is a Journal wherein both sides of
Secular, Social, aud Theological questions arelmpartla'ly
dtscnssed .

Humanity and the Progress
International Law.

Head Office, S4 Fleet li1t., London Eng.

An address delivered
BY EDWARD SEARING
By JOS!AH P. MENDUM.
Of the New York Bar before the l!loclety of Humanity
. EdUed by HO·RACE SEAVER.
An Illustration from history that Intellectual and moral
growth Is measured by the decay of theology.
PRICE, ,s.oo per annum; slniiO'le copte•,
The president of the League says: "It shows how Inseven cents, Specimen copies sent on re• ternational Law became one or the corner.stones 0'" the ~ri:;~'!.~~~mc'Wyd a'i:as:.~r~~lsm;~i:'eit~~'?:,~~~~t~~~ts~~~t
cetpt of' a two-cent stamp to pay postaa-e.
lnte111gence to communicate through It with mortals. It
~~~~d ~.~aft:' I wlsll every Liberal .r.'~.'t~~'J.J'.:'!~,t,ot has
been tn the market a littlt' over two years, and durin~
Elmina says: "It is truly an excellent work, and I hav that time thousands c·f skeptical persons. yes, downrJgbt
The 1nuut.gator I• devoted to the Liberal cause in religbeen convinced that th'" Planchette 11 ...
ion; or in other words, to universal mental liberty. lode- been much lntert-sted in it. H>lv gained many new tdooa Matertaltsts.__hav
pendent In all Its dtscusstona, discarding superstitious f om 1-, and th~>nk thee for writing tt, It embodies a wlcte been MOVEv BY A POWER Independent of tbemaelv•
theories of what never can be known, It devotes Ita col- field of g1eantnga, and preae·•t• Its theory In such a •trong while tbelr hands hsv been placed pasalvly upon lt.
'rHE A.DVA..t;"fAGES CLAIMED OVER OTHER
umns to things of this world alone, an <I leaves the next, It and vlvtd light hat o read ta •.o believe and appreciate
there be one, to those who hav entered Its unknown We OPed Just such books as this to keep us from being
PLANCHETTES.
ahoree. Believing that It ts the duty of mortals to work selfish and self.absorbed. I feel that I am better fur ba;.
First. A paste-board top In place of oiled, ot&lned, or
for the Interests of this world, it confines Itself to the tog read tt and I trust tlTat tllrough Its teachings m~ny
trarnisbed
wood.
11
thing8 of this life entirely. It has arrived at the age of
1
Second. Ftve miniature batteries upon the top of eac~
llftr-one years, and ask~ for a support frQm those who are ~~"6arggr;e: lt bt1~e~t~?e ~u~g;a~ iiut~e.trW~s a~~at~d EeW Planchette,
upon whtch the fingers rest.
tnn<J:of sound reasoning good readtn~~:. reliable news, an. only one of the great mass of mankind. and our h arts
Third
Each Planchette Ia aepa•ately magnetized an<'
ecdotee, science, art, and a useful family journal. Reader.
0
of developing •Plrtts.
please send your sulJocrtptlon for stx months or one year r~~~~~u~irt~nn~~::r~n~:~~~:~~~~~n~yh::d t:,n~b~e ~~e~ood a•stgned a band
Price, Fift.y Cents Each •
., Thine gratefully,
EL~UNA D. St.Jo~NKll'R.u
audit you are not aat!Bl!ed with the way the Investigator
1B conducted '!1'8 W9u't IWt .von to continue wlthus o.ny
pa~~~ fg~t-J~I~ed"~'f!~:!Yug~~kr'~~i~t ~rn~:fc:oxF~
lonaer.
·
lmlill
Prloe 25 cenl8.
11 ClintonDr~e~~~:Ef'Jrk
· at To Tllll!'lliiJU•J& ollloe.

BLISS'S

EJectro-Magnrtic
Planchettf''f

:J:

Subscriptton. two dollars and 70 cents per anr um,
Orders tn New York w1ll be received by Mr. D. M. Ben.
nett, at the o:filce Of THE TRUTH SBKKl!:R,
THE STORY CALLED

"MARRYING AN INFIDEL,"
Written by Mrs. Ball •nd Mrs. S•enker, the J.>ubllcatlon of
which was commenced in tl1e Kansl's Ltberal, is now
lwtng publlslled in the Kan.<;a.~ Bl(]d~, Concordia, Kan.
Elmtna wtll be glad to send tt·e Blade to any of her friends
for 85 cents a year. It is a la;ge weekly paper. and Elmina
often bas three and four article! .tn one number ot tt.
Please sand subscrtptio sin ~tnmps to
2t48
E. D. BLENKER, Snowville, Pul•akl Co., Va,

A ComiJCh>.nt

Don~ckee.per.

A middle-aged Liberal woman of Intelligence and ex,
cellent chara~ter, well qu,;Itfied In all the br,~ches of
boul'1ekeeping. and eepecivl1y good tn the management of
~llildren, wishes to oh atn a position to whlcll slle II
adapted.
.A.dd re&s tbls olllce.
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To-DAY is all we are certain of. To-day well
lived makes to-morrow happy, if to-morrow
comes. A life cf good works makP.S a mmny old
age. TO look back on a clear recvrd and a beautiful past givs to age sweet memones of rich bleosings. lllay these treasm·es come to us sll as the
crown of a blissful experience.-Eimina D Slenkrr.

IT was Arte'"!lns Ward wbo snld there were two
thing• in this. world nobody was ever prepared fo'l
-twins.

YOUR country is VIsited with fa min or pestilence
and you supplicate your God for relief. Your only
child lies sick of a dangerous fever: and as a matter of course yon are frequent in prayer. Yon are
· diligent, indeed, in giVing her all the external help
you can; but your chief trust is avowedly In God.
You entreat him that he will arrest the malady and
spare her preciouq life. What can be more irrational tbun this ? Wonld you pray, then, for a long
day in Decemt-er! Would you pray that in June
the sun shall set at six o'clock! Yet surely the
laws· of fever are no less abaolutely fixed than
thoE.e of sun~et; and were the cq,ce oth(;)rwise, no
science of medicin co,.ld by possibility hav been
called into existence. The only di1l'ereuce between
the two cases is that t!1e laws of stmset hav been
thoroughly mas"tered; whereas our knowledge ae
to the laws of fever, though very considerahle, is
as yet but P"·rtial and incomple•e.-Jh•. Ward's

WHAT is the difference between an Indian and
an agriculturist! The one C<tl-ries a bow an arrow,
while the other carries a hoe and barrow.

A BaLTIMORE belle bas married a policeman
His heat was i'l front of her house for over a year
and she noticed that he never snored.
·

" AMATEUR GARDENER'' wants to know the easi
est way to make a hot-house. Leave a box of
matches where th~ baby can play· with them.
"JOHN, did Jl'lrs. Green get the medioin I or
dered !"said a doctor to his hired man. "I gue>s
so, for I saw crape on the door this morning.''

•
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80Courtst .. BrooklyniEXTRAORDINARY OFFER
Found at I~ast!
THE

WI LS0NIA, "

A SURE CURE FOR HEADACHE
AND CA1'AitRH.
THE

"LIT'.I'LE GERMAN DOCTOR'S"

Headache and Catarrh

TWO YEARS AGO

S?tUFF.

WILLIAM WILSON,
THE INVENTOR OF

WILSONIA,

A CORRESPONDENT Wants to know·'· hOW we pl'(l
non nee~ R ts-el-tin ?'" We don't prnnonnce it at AN FNGLISH SCIENTIST, MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN,
LEC1'UHJ,;H ON ELECTBICAL THERAP.lW'l'lCS,
all; we only write it. Do you suppoee we read the
AUTHOR OF THK "TRIAL 0~ MIWICIN,"
papers to tbe subscribers?
THE "LANnUAGK 01•' DISEASE,"
"MEDICAL l<'ALLACIES," ETU.,
l\{R MIDDLEDRIB C.ftme down at 4:15 to take thP.
expl'~'ss Ea8t, and learned t.l!athi~ trttin had pulled
our jast a q:1.nrtot· of an hour prior to his nri'lVS.L
The traveler t'!..u·ned u.way :::;adl-y, "Notlo~t," he
said, .• bnt g·one by four. n
1
THE ruling p<s•ton strong in death: "John.' For the cure of Disease without Medicine or :Medtca
1're8.tment.
The
Sta.tem@nt
made
by
111m
ut
that
time
feebly mos.ned a se>ciety lady, who was about simfthat his Magnetic Clothing', if worn for an}l form of Dis~
fiin'( 01l' tl;is mortal coil; "J•,hn, if the new·'- eas ... (and aR advised), would cure nmety per cent of the
papers gay any• bing about my dalJ~n into anot_ber so·caUed Incurables, has been verlfled, he havworld, j~1.:;L send me a dozen rnatked copies."
ing Ch>tlled il.!1d Cured Thousands of PersonS of all Forms
PoLo is a gs.me played by thin-l<.:>g£>:ed youne of Disease. Po itlve proof of this !i s appeurtd In .n the
leading
Newspapers ·by Testimony or many of our most
men wtlo snl0ke cigtlrets. The~.. :i.'ide s~twed-otl
nurses ana try to l{n·::ck f1 woo<lt8n b·.:.ll G.cross a lot Prominent and Wealt·hY Citizens, who, having been
Cured by the
:unin }1 1 -~nklin, Geo! ge Wu.shlng:on. and sev_
eral other mo:~n W!!02€: memories an~ hf-ld in bigb
esteem never pbyed polo.--Detroit Free Press.
·
HE WISHED A PASS.
After all ot11er Treatment had failed, were pleased to
~~Is tl1e suve.rlntendent in ?n asktYl a weezBnassist the Inventor in giving confidence to the Suffering
f~H~ect spee·1nen of hl!m,.:r,~!y r.s .r1e entBrcd the
luyali'!S or America by ull"wing him to use their welloffi ..:(: ot' H l'a~l.;.·oa.j C~) ..::i p· . r,y. ·\ He i~,n replied knovni lind respected Names ~ts Heference; and it is now
;he ( le1·!-.:; ·• dc'Y-c;·l vJl.-~h -;::n ~K:c bln1 ?11 h Well, no! adm1ttcd. !Jy mauy must lligllly acc.ompiishcd Sci~ntLns
p~1 l"r~r:r;.lt.i.!:ly.
Pw·ht•p:> _'h~ll wiil do as well" aud P.·ys eiJns tlut the Succ.e~s atHl Cures attending the
•· ';'t'.:.J.;·r.t c~n I do for sou?" ''I want aa unuuR-1 introtlth~ti;m of 01 "\Yihwn1:1·' f.L1g:1Ptic CL.1tll·11g llas b~en

MAGNwTIC GARMENTS

8cience, Prayer, li'ree-will, and JJfiracles.
IT is a small tbiug fo•· one man to say to another,
"Thou art the Cllrist ;·• but, when it is declared
that tbis man is almiglllV God, that his words are
infallible, and thn.t Qnly by believing tbts are we
good and wori.hy of hu.nor, it is an insult to tr·nth
and every instinc~. of o~r souls; and ever~ man
~ho has o~e spai'k of ~a,ures ~re li:if~ bnrni:-g in
his heart soould pr001~1m !h{~ d~Jch~.ratton a Ire, an
outrage~ upon hu~:nan:~y, ~~nd,. ~'reproach to the
name~ . . ~od. _It 13_fl .... ·1..d .. J.£lL,_LC 8ee nle~ and w_omen dmgJ_ng, m tlns _"-ge of progress una trnth, to
a hurnan 1dol. knechng l)ef~lre a Qnd that is no
larger than their ow11 forrr~s, forBakinf! tbeir own
manhood antl wum '....lihf1V~l, und 1.\:~p- n.din·! upnn
his assumed meriL to ~,;u::Hl in 1.t1e pll·.ce nf i.heir
own moral worth.-- L K. Washburn's Free Hel,giOn.

2~~

It will instantly relieve the most severe attack
of C!l,tarrhal headache, clear the head of all
o:ffensiv. matter, and, if persistently used, will
cure the worst case of catarrh.
Price, for a few months. 15 c-ents per box, or
two boxes tor 21'i cents. P'ustage free.
tStS Address
7

JA~IES

A. BLISS, Wakefield, Mass.

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
READ •

I.Benj

The untvld miseries tlmt result from indtscrett()n in

~~~ fi't l~is ~~~~rt~~n aib~"Jl~egur~~l~B;u;;g· re;{;:~-~~~ :ie~
1

1

W· 1l'k publtshe•i b\ the P~abody ltledical
Institntfl', B )E\tOrt entttled the Scten(•e of .Lit·e:
or~ S~U I• reservation. lt is not 1 n\y u. ~"'omp'ete
medlc~tl

~n~~v~~~f~~;d t~)~,t!~~at0 ¥>et1t~ft~~ot~e~~~~~~~te~e~1t~~~it7~

man, Errors of Youth, etc , but it co t·tins one hundred
and twenty-five p escrtptions for ucute and chronic diseu.ses, euch one ot 1vllich is invnlun.ble, so
FAITH in the im1norLn.lity of tt:e saul i:=, lndeed 1
proved hy the author, whose experience tol' 21 years is
a sign of revel'ence fot· huul~ln 1;u:ure if it be rev_
~:~uch as probubly never before fell tn the lot Of any pbysicta.n. It contains SUO pa ·es. bound in beautfful embossed
erentlv held. But tbis ft.-.ith u.n be. f1eld in sueh a
Jnost e:x:(~~Hent l'CRd~'' "\V.i."la' unpl'ece:.lented in the lu::-tory o: Electrical Tl1erapeuties
1
1
way as to do eqtw.l ir. eversne:e to GDd. and man. pa~s over yn:~r
1
In the face of suc1 Posittv\;! f'l'oof as given by us no p~rsOI; ~~:,~~~g;~~Jtf~:~,u~~ldei ~s~:~ 'h ~~rt~~~krfn fi~:;;:~~~~s:~
1
mechanical, literary. or prvfPfiBional- than any other work
The faith in imnlor;rtlit.y, g_s })Op:,larly h~ld ilt claim h;:j_v Y0 1 up~lll tbJt; ca1np-· Ll.J· tor 11 free pa'~s ?' cau duubt he value of this Inventh.m in all cases.
•• Wll···. !'m flU eclLo.::..·.n ~'Of what paper?" ,, Ot
retalled in tbls count'"y tor $2 50, or the money will be reChris1endor11, is Ol-ttil ~o ttlis Cll~:rgl;. Wb!ll irl·evTherefore why continue tile S~tcidal System of ta.klng funde~ In every Instance. Price only $l.25. Gold Medal
erence is done to God by tbe ac.;<eraon that he will the-tJJa;~ :~-1 :w.:-:a.n l'r.:.>1 u w1Ter." ·-Of railro~td Drugs?
awl~rded the author by the Natlonti.l Medlca.l A!:'sociatton.
SEND $l.50 FOR A PAIR OF
IlluQtrated sample sent on nc ... ipt. of six cent8. Send now.
press home the ugoni~s of an everlnB·,iug hell-1 literatlll'e ?" "No~ sir, no~ the.. c. exactly; but I used
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr.
"'Vilsonia" Hedicatetl Insoles ..
care not whether tb.e hell be physical or moral- to address \VJ:;;ppeis for an alwanac publisher,
.W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulllnc!J st-reet. Boston, Mass.
and
I
thot~g-tJt U.1at -''
l'h~
author ma'f be consulted on all diseases requlr1ng
Sure
Preventive
of
Cold
Feet-the
Forerunner
of
AI
on the great rm:jOl'ity of hnmun lodngs for anysktll nnd experience.
1yS8
Kinds of Disease.
When hs
picked up by the porter and laid
thing that they bav done or ftlilecl to do 1n this
Con<ultatlon Free.
present life I Why, if a man should liv to be a hun- on top of an ao:J barn! tb.t:re wasn't enonr;h left of
d•v at home. Sample worth J5 oo free
Send for p,,mptllet and Information to the only Office V' to $20 per
dred years old, tmd ~houicl p;;ek his days wlU' him to en:jtie bi.m even to a trio pass.-.Drake's
Addreas STINSON & Co .• Portland Mllfne:
•
where the Invt:utor can be seen.
·
every sort of crime, he cocld not jusrlv be suiJ- Traulas' .iJfagazine.

W''·"

jectetl to etern?-1 miael·y,-C!wdwick's Higher Rev-

erence.

HOW TO KISS.

Cream and peaches once a week,

THERE is a Virtue in passiv endurance which is
often greater tban the glory of success. It bears,
it suffers, and still it hopes. It mel'ts difii0nlties
With a smile, and strives to stm1d erect beneath
the heaviest burdens. Sn1l'e1·ing, patiently and
endm'ingly borne, is one of the noblest attributes
of man. There is something so noble in the quality as to lift it up into the highest res, ion of heroism. It was a sayin.g of Milton, " Who best can
su1l'er, best can do."-Dr. Smiles's Duty.
~o

endurance is in vain:
The reward is in the doing,
And the rapture of pursuing
Is the prize the vanquished gain.

-Longfellow.
A MA!!'f'B greatness lies not in wealth and station,
as the vulgar believe, nor yet in his intellectual
capacity, which is often associated With tbe meanest moral characte1', the most abject servility to
those In high places, and arrogance to the poor
and lowly; but a roan's true greatness lies in tlie
consciousness of an honest purpose in life, founded on a just estimate of himself and everything·
else, on frequent self-examination and a steady
obedience to the rule which he knows to be right,
without troubling himself as the emperor [M. A..
Antoninus] says be should not, about what others
may think or say. or whether they dO or do not
that which he thinks and says and does.- George

Long.

Kiss your girl on tb.e rigbt-hand cheek;
.Apples gri'en End apples dried,
liios her on the otber side.

-Ashland Review.
'!.'hat evinces wretched taste;
'l.'nke your girl about tb" waist,
Life her to ller pink toe t!ps,
And print it sq•<?.rely on her lips.

-F1'ankjort Yeoman.
se:ze tile maiden in your arms,
Blushing with ber tempting charms:
And it wonlcl., we think, be snugger;
Oft to kiss ami tightly hug her.

-Paris Citizen.
Take your girl iu warm embrace,
Heart to heut, and face to face,
~ye to e.Ye, and no2e to nose,
Flip pity fiop, and a way it goes.

-Fleminasburg Democrat.
What's the use of all this rhyme;
Take your girl at any time,
Squeeze her till the blushes come,
Shut our eyes and-yum-yum-yum I

--Eva11.sv'ille Courie1'.
If you would do the act en regle,

The maiden to your knee inveigle;
Press :your lips to hers with nnction,
And osculate without compunction.

Address

all Communications to

DAVW J,

80 COURT STREET. BROOKLYN'

------------------

The Grrat Discovery!

DR. PECK'S
EXCELSIOR

LIVER PIL-LS.
PIJRELY VEGETABLE.
Cure Malaria, Neuralgia, .Jann·
dice, Rheumatism_, Gout, Drs·
pep!!ia, and an Bilious and
Liver J\ :ffectious, etc., etc.
Descrlptlv clrcnlars, testimonials, etc., mailed free on
application.

Price sin;:;le box, 2i'i cent-s. Five boxes tor

n.oo:

45
If yon cannot get them

ot yonr druggist, address the

proprietor, W. H. PECK, 222 Washington street, N.Y.

-Truth Seeker Bard.

I, Too, believe in orgaruzation. But organization cannot m·ake men. Bad men are no better for
being organized. They are worse. Like rotten
fruit. they rot the faster when they come together
into close proximity. For organizations to be efll.clent, you must hav intelligent and honorable and
unselfi•h men and women to organize.-Chadwick's

Rise of Man.
CHRISTIANITY, becoming identified, by means of
creeds, With so many dark doctr!ns, is lOoked on
by many men as a subject for theologians to quarrel about, but too thorny or perplexed for common minds, while it is spurned by many men as
an insult on human rea.son, as a triumph of fanaticism over common sense.-Dr. Channing.
WITH respect to mystery, everything that we behold is, In one sense, a mystery to ns. Our own
existence is a mystery; the whole vegetable world
Is a mystery. We cannot account how it is that an
acorn, when put into the ground, is made to develop itself and become·an oak. We know not how
It is that the seed we sow unfolds and multiplies
itself and returns to us snch an abnndant interest
for so small a capitaL-Paine's .Aqe of Reason.
FLOWER in the crannled wall,
I pluck you out of the crannies;HOld you here, t·oot and all, In my nand,
Little fiower-but if I could understand
What you ~tre, root and all, and all in au,
I should know what God and man is.

-Tannvson.
HEAR my words, 0 ye wise men; and giv ear
unto me, ye tbat hav knowledge. For the ear
trietb words, as the month tasteth meat. Let us
choose to us judgment; lPt us know among ourselva what Is good.-.iob =iv, 2-4.

A POPULAR OLD STORY.
ThereJived once a plan tier,
With a son, his only love;
To whom upon his birthday,
A bran new ax he gnv.
The planter had a garding,
All filled with appel-treea,
Which for the city market
He was trying for to reeze.
The boy he takes tb.e hatchiet,
Q'1ite jolly and jocund;
And going to the appel-trees
He cb.ops them to the grund.
The father called his serviants
And ranged them In a row;
" Who has chopped down my appel-trees
And killed them root and bow?"
The servants stand amazied,
All drawn up in a line;
Then comes a running up to him
His young and youthful sine.
"I cannot tell a lie, pa-pa,"
The youthful boy begun,
"'Twas I that chopped the appel-trees;
'Twas I, your llttle son."
Now who, then, was tbis fathler,
And who was bls filial kin?
It was the noble Bnshrod,
And young G. Washingtin.
MORAL.
Then wboRO takes a batchiet
And appel-trees chops <lown,
If he live long enough will be
A great and pious mown.

CONSULT!

COTTE~,

Liberty and Morality.
A capital fnlllecture on these Important subjects.

13Y W. S. BELL.
A pamphlet of thirty-six well-printed pages mailed for
15 cents. Sold at this office.

THE YOUTH'S

LIBERAL G1JIDE
FOR THEIR MORAL CULTURE AND
RELlGlOUS ENL lGHTEN MENT.
By Prof'. H. M. Koltinger, A.M.
Translated from the revised German edition. Price,
clotb, $1. For sale by
D. M. BEl<iNETT.
2t Clinton Place, New York.

INGERSOLL
AND

JESUS.
Conversation In verse between the two great reformers

VINELAND, N .. J.
A regularly educatod and legally qualified physician, and tht
mostsuccesatul, aB his pr!l.ctice will prove.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS ..
EASES.
Spermatorrhea and Impotency,

na the result of self-abuse in youth, sc--c:unl excesses in maturer
1

}t:::~~:n~~~~S~!~~~j· E~~~~~:(~~:hsto~~~fl'~i~~~ fb; d~~~s)~Dci~:
0
1
;~S:e, i:e ~f;~ ee~~~~i~~y ~}eF~~~~e~;l~~~~si~;coafid~~~tt:S0of
Sexual Power, &:c., rendering mar:-ingc improper or unhappy, aro
thoroughly and permanently cured by nn

~XTERNAL

APPLICATION,

Which te the 1. octor's lnt· st and greatest medic~1l discovery and
Which he hnB so fur hreacribed (or
bnneful comjlnint nit itl

this

in

~:~: 1:i~h~r~ib11~ ~b~i~e~:Je ~~ndi~~~g~h:deb:~n i~n;l~o0 ~I~~:~.
8

asylums, many bad Falhug 8\cknes•, Fits; others UJJOn the vergB,
~t~o~;~~r:~onie ~N•:e~~:r:~:.sain, had become rooli11h and hardly·
SYPUILIS ~oeitlvely cured and entire~ eradlca.tl'd from:.
0

~:~r:t(:; J~~tur~~:f~!:~d !{t:~~~~~at;r~i~~~~ea ~~~~~i;
Cured.

Middle-Aged and OM 1\len.

~here

nre manr at the

a~e

of thirty to sb:ty who are troublfdcl

:~fgh~o :;:::r~~~g ~~ab~~~~:~o~;~~~~~~~d:~do~e~~~k~~i~~n~~-d t~~

system in" mnnn~r tho pa.tien~ cnnnot.account for. On examining
tbe urinary depostte a ropy or cotton-llko sediment. or somctimca
small parttcleeofalbumcn, Will appenr, or the color will be of 11

!~~~' ~h~~~~~i~s~n~;!h~;~i~b~~~b~~ne~~0nar~::!~ ~~f\~ftW~i:~~~~!:

!I' here nre m:tny rnco wl,o d1e of thi 1 difficult>· 1gnornnt of the

cause. Dr. Fellows' Extornal Remedy wi.l br11:!!uhout a perfect
8

cu~Co~~~~~~~i~n~~~~ iP~~~ hP.::~~~~;l~~~~th~r~~sL~:a:;::~i;

and cGrrcspondonce strictJy confidential.

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.

S"n.t to any addresa securclysenled lor two thl'ce~eent ~tnmps,
trcutmg on Spermatorrhea or Seminal Weaknf'eS, giving its cause,
1ymptoms, horrible effects, nnd cure, fOllowed bv stron...,.te:>tlmoniala,
beaded by an ·:!IMnvlt ns to tho!r ~onulnene&s. s1wuld bb rend

~f~ ·n~.n:FE,~i~~~\VS;ovr.~~It~~:s,e ;c~:;~;se~?dr;•

1

sure and atate in whut pnper you

fiU.W

tbia.

Notice"' frOID the Press.
]From the Worcester (Mass.) Daily 7'imes.]
We cordlallv Indorse Dr. R. P- Fellows as an able and
Iearn€11 physician. who has lleen so highly successful that
Ilia namP. is blessed by thousands of thnse who found no

relief In the old medication, but were cured by the scientific method originated by Dr. Fellows.
[.From the Star Spangled Banne>·, Hinsdale, N. H.]
To INVAJ.IDB AND OTHERB: The Bannc- seldom Indorses
any doctor or medlcln, hut. !tIs free w say to aU late rested
that Dr. Fellows. or VIneland, N. J .. IB not only a skilful

~~~~;.f~~~~!~.g~u~~~~.~~e~'t-t~~;Aone of the most succeBBfU

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Price, 10 cents.

D M. BENNETT,
21 Clinton Place. New York

"ANT I C H R 1ST."
Proving conclnslvly that
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
His birth, life, trial, executlnn, etc.-I• a myth.
Price, f2.00.
21 Clinton Place, New York.

COR KESPON OENCE
A Liberal young man, 27 years of age wishes tn corre ,
spond with a lady of means nb nt Ills own age. Addreqs
4t 8
J. BURNS, 323 Eighth ave., Altoona, Pa •.

w.

Correspondence Wantt'd.
A widow wtshP.R to corrPIH>ond with a smt\·t, energ~tfo
busl11ess mu.n. MU!-~t be L_1herul, n t younger than forty,
and e1th~r l:l. hache lor or widower, a rt a retdde1·t of New

Yurk city. Address HOM.E, Oltice of TRUTH SEEKER.

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
V Ol. 9. N

0.

C\ I PUBLISHED WEI!:Ji.J..:I' l
4 u.} BY D. ltl. BENNETT~ f

·New- York, Saturday, December 9, 188Q.

J
l

NO. 21 CLINTON PLACE,
NEA.B BROADWAY.
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A PERTHSHIRE minister, more skilful as an apology for insulting words used in a quarrel
angler than popular as a preacher, was once they had over the wires four days before. Bailey
• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • l k i " v i n g advice to a parishioner on the benefits of !said he would apologize if Ho; t would. This!11- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
BERLIN wi~h over 1,160,000 population has early rising, and mPntioned as an instance that not suiting the immaculate son of a ·D.D., he
THE British Parliament adjourned on Satur•
he had, a few mornings before, composed a drew a revolver and shot Bailey through the
only forty-five places of worship.
day last.
lungs. The Christian " scheme " don't pan ou
OF London's p·opulatiori of four millions, onE sermon and killed a salmon before breakfast.
THE sale of American pork in Germany }_1111
"In fact, sir," said he with self-satisfaction, very well in the rearing- of the young. Hoyt
million are not recognized members of anJ·
·
"it is a fact on which I plume myself greatly." used to sing in Sabbath-school: ''Yes, Jesus been prohibited by law.
"Christian denomination.·
pays
it
all-all
the
debt
I
owe,"
etc.;
that
is,
Gov.
RoBERTS
of
Texas
did
not
appoint
a day
"Aweel, sir," was the pointed reply," l wud
O:uoRD examiner on divinity to student: much rather hae had yer saumou than yer ser- be ever so bad all your lives-repent at death, of thanksgiving tliis year.
and Jesus pays the bill. What can be more
What became of the plague of locusts? Stu- mon."
FIFTEF.N aldermen of the city of Brooklyn
dent: John the Baptist ate them, sir.-Sir.
are in jail for contempt of court.
THE Rev. W. T. Cheney, of Rome, Ga., thE demoralizing ?
A CAIRO newspaper says : "The Bedouinf
• IN the opinion of the (Jhristian Guardian the son of a prominent Baptist clergyman,· in a
A METHODI~T church in Gloucester City, N.
sexton is responsible for about one-half of the card published in the Christian IndiJ{IJ, Atlanta, were greatly puzzled by the garb of the High- J., was burnt last Sunday. The loss is heavy.
sleeping done in church, and the minister fm Ga.;, has announced to the public his disbelief landers, who they came to the conclusion werf
Tn:s wages of the empl"yees of the Illinois
in the fundamental doctrins of Christianty, and not soldiers, but the wives of the soldiers. D S·
_very nearly the other half.
has severed his connection with the church. ·ance, of course, encouraged this delusion, &E Watch Factory hav been reduced ten or fi!teen
AN English clergyman is attempting to subHe is represented as being a young man of bare legs. were obviously more discernible than per cent.
tstitute a popular mineral water in place of wine
CHAMPION GEoRGE, of England, vanquished
brilliant talent, He will no doubt ally himself •,be men's faces, ·covered, as they were, with
at communion. It is strange that cod-liver oil with the Liberal element of the country. WE
veils. The Bedouins noticed that the soldiers' Champion Myers, of Amenca, in a foot race.
has never been suggested.
·
will publish his card soon.
women camped by themselvs, and they re- Thanksgiving Day.
Mns. LANGTRY, the Jersey Lily, bas gone to
NOTHING annoys the manager of a church
A GENTLEMAN who has recently been passing •olved tog? down and spoil the [ofidelsoldiers
festival more than to hav one vi~itor !ay in 1 a few months in Russia, and who had the op 1f their wives; and a body of them actua.lly Boston, after having played a successful en•
rather loud tone to another: "H11.v they ever portunity of conv~rsing with many Nihilists went, with a result which must hav added to g•gement in New York.
tried plating war ships with this sort of sand- tells the-· London Truth that all that. thAy at ·ne wonderment of both, for the British harem
THE note of D. D. Spencer, the absconding
wiches?"
"'
present demand is to b~ allowed publicly-and mrned out with rifle and bayonet, and very nresirlentof the State Savings Bank in Chicago,
!subject to punishment if their allegations ca1 <pe1:0dily thirty or forty of the amorous Bedouins for $750,000 was sold at auction !or $801.
Zion's Herakl declares that no man should be disproved-to call attention in the press to bit the dust- After this episode the soldiers'
attempt to preach if be has " sincere doubts tile peculations of employees and of the im- ;vives were not again attacked by Arab skeiks . THE executiv dean of the Bellevue College of
about the reliableness of the Bible." And it perial household. If this be permitted, the -'Tho wanted to replenish their harems with Boston was arrest.ed on the 2d inst. charged
with using the mails with intent to defraud.
'.might be added that no man with sincere doubts !emperor might liv in perfect safety~ if not, it English moonfaces."
.about the reliableness of the Bible will attempt is probable that he will be killed. The potenIT is reported that rich gold a.nd silver bearTHE Rev. J. D. Shaw, who has been pastor
to preach unless he is a hypocrit.
tate hardly dares leave his bedroom.
ing quartz has been struck at Winnipeg, Mani1f the Methodist church at Waco for the past
AT a recent Salvation Army meeting at
TENNYSON's new play at the Globe Theater, four ye11ors. surrendered his credentials to thP roba. Specimens hav assayed $90 to the ton.
Poole, in Dorsetshire, it was announced that a London, has been withdrawn.· It was a failure, church at Colburn on the 2d inst. The scenP
THE Most Reverend Archibald Campbell
tea meeting would be held the following week. as it deserved to be, One of _t!!~ P.ri_~ci.p.JJ.l is .Said to be one that willlong be remembered Tait, Archbishop of Cariterbrir'v'and Prim;te
A printed circular gaT6 the day and 11om <if ooar&cters was intendeato be a.mo\lern Infidel, by all who were ·present. The cause of this of all England, died on. the 3d inst., aged 7~.
the meeting, and concluded:
but the character was outrageously misrepre- bourse was that he could not conl!cientiously
JAMEs FLAilERTY, of Brooklyn, has been senSalvation is free.
sented. Instead of a Freethinker Te.myson indorse some of the dogmas that hav long been
But not the tea..
had created a sort of renegade Christian, wh(1 held in great reverence by the church. The tenced to state prison for life for beating hill
wife to death while both were in a state of in·
PASTOR DALRYMPLE of the Methodist church quoted scripture in justification of his misdeeds.
main points were: 1. The inspiration of the
roxication.
at Somers, Conn., is endan!!"ering his income by rhe play was denounced during- the first act
scripture. 2. The divinity of Jesus Christ. 3.
opposition to social kissing. . His salary is by the Marquis of Queensberry, president of th~
Vicarious atonement. 4. The. punishment of · GovERNORS·ELECT ClAveland of New York
raised in part by entertaiaments in which kiss British Secular Union. The piece is said to
che wicked. Rather than renounce his belief -tnd Pattison of Pennsylvania hav declined the
games are a feature; but he has taken a firm hav received a tE>mporary benefit from the exon these points he surrepdered his credentials to presence of troQps or display of any kind at
st>~.nd aga\nst such diversion, thus cutting off citement thus caused, but it fell iht Bg!l.iU, and
the church to which he then belonged. Thar thPh' inauguration.
an important source of revenue.
by request of the author it was removed from Rev. Mr. Shaw was one of the ablest ministers
A MEMBER of the Salvation Army :was ar·
IT may not be generally known how the game the boards.
in the church to which he belonged there can rested last Sunday for fighting on the street.
THB Salvation Army in Bombay has fallen be no doubt, and ~hat his withdrawal from thf He urged as his excuse that he was commisof ten pins, commonly called bowling, and by
the Germans kegel hahn, got its present name. into more trouble. The soldiers and other oame will retard the interest and usefulness of sioned to chastise the sinner.
Thirty years ago it was called nine pins. Th~· braves persisted in marching through the street the same must be admitted. Yet no one will
A LouiSVILLE, Ky., negro has filed a petition
legislature passed a law forbidding its being after they had been told by the local authorities doubt that his act was caused from an honest
played on Sunday. The name was then that they must not do so. Their ground of conviction on his part that he was preac~ing a for divorce on the ground that his wife is a
changed to ten pins by adding an extra pin to "ustification was that processions of heathen !dogma that he did not believe, consequently it white woman. He allBges that he married
the game, and the law was not heard of after- for idolatrous purposes were freely allowed by ;viis his right and duty as an honest man to her believing her to be a mulatto.
the government, and that, therefore, they ought jeease to preach a doctrin he did not believe.
ward.
ANNA VON BEHBEN, a young actress, Will
accidentally shot and killed by Frank Frayne
" I HATE to see a woman with rings in her to be allowed similar favors. The consequence r-Huhbard City (TIJ{IJ.) Herald.
ears," exclaimed the good deacon; "they ain' !of their persistence is that they hav all been
MINISTKRUL piety : Some time ago Mr. during the performance of " Si Slocum " in
natural. If it was intended for woman to wear arrested and put in prison. This givs them Hoff, an engineer on the :Morris and Essex Cincinnati on Thursday, the 80th ult.
them she would hav been born with. holes in her notoriety, but not of a very pleasant kind. division of the Delaware, Lackawanna, and
THANKSGIVING DAY was accompanied by a
ears. The first woman didn't wear ear-rings, Their preaching in Bombay has not been Wt!stern Railroad, who livs iu Hackettstown, snow-storm in New York. Intoxication waa
I'll be bound." "No," remarked the quiet attended with much success. The prejudices began to feel annoyance at the Rev. A. C. Hig- somewhat prevalent, and many fowls were
little man in the corner, ''nor nothing else." entertained against them by the local authori- jgins's frequent visits to his house. The min· butchered to make a Christian holiday.
The discussion was brought to an abrupt close, ties are shared by the citizens of Bombay.
ister, a Methodist, had editorial charge of the
ARABI PAsHA, the unsuccessful Egyptian
AN Austin man who made a prolonged trip Hackettstown Herakl, which he was conduct
and the house adjourned without delay.
through Mexico givs us some interesting details "ng as a temperance paper, with such moderatE rebel, pleaded guilty before the court martial to
A CERTAIN church in Michigan has been of his trip. He says that when be was in thE
the charge of armed rebellion, and was sen·
struck by lightning a dozen times, and now, city of Mexico he was shown through some of jsuccess that to make a living he preached as tenced to death. This sentence was afterward
well.
He
is
a
man
of
middle
age.
Mr.
Hoff
whenever the preacher shows sigas of getting the old buildings, convents, and jails that were
commuted by the khedive to banishment for
long-winded, and passing- from his" seventhly" !erected by the Spaniards. In the wall of om bade the minister cease his visits, but they werE ~e.
.
continued,
and
later
the
husband
found
that
to his "eighthly," the organist silly imitates the of these ancient buildings he noticed a small
PRoF.
BROOKS
of
the
Phelps
observatory
sound of approaching thunder on the pedals. opening, and he naturally inquired of his Mex- tne clergyman had written to Mrs. Hoff, ad
asked· that prayers might be offered for clear
The result is that the preacher finishes his ser- ican guide what it meant. He was told that i dressing her affectionately, and urging her to
weather during the the transit of Venus on the
mon and starts the doxology in an amazingly was one of the buildings in which criminal! quit home and liv with him. Mr. Hoff told
his
friends
that
he
intended
to
le~~ove his wife, 6th. Prayer has great influence in clearing
short time. The congregation has increased were walled up alive. " What was the use of
and accordingly it was arranged that her the sky. If any one doubts this, let them try it.
the salary of that organist.
that hole in the wall?" "Well, Senor, as Ion~ brother-in-law should take her to Belvidere,
SINCE the death of Thurlow W <Jed an affidavit
A CoNSIGNMENT of fifty women will be de- as the prisoner lived his food was handed in to land while she was gone last Monday he began
spatched in a few days from Bordeaux tv him on a plate, and he handed the empty plate moving out his furniture. He was urged to signed by him has been made public in regard
Numea at the expense of the French govern- back; but when he handed the plate back with desist until his wife came home at night, when to the disappearance of Morgan fifty years ago.
ment and on the distinct understanding that on the food on it untouched, then the jailer knew she should meet the Rev. Mr. Higgins, who wa> The affidavit in question seems to fix the crime
reaching their destination they must contract the prisoner was dead ·already, and didn't giv preaching at Clinton, but was to return in the of Morgan's abduction and murder upon the
marriage with those convicts whom the local him any more."
evening. The meeting was had where the Masonic fraternity.
authorities wish to reward for good behavior
W. D, HoYT, son of Rev. T. S. Hoyt, D.D., of Rev. Mr. Higgins was about to hold Bible class.
A LARGE public meeting was held at the
by conferring wives upon them. It should be Cincinnati, editor of the Western Christian Ad- He acknowledged that he wrote the letter, and Academy of Music in this city last week to
explained that these women hav not been 'Docate, shot H. B. Bailey, a telegraph operator, had called against the wishes of the husband. arouse enthusiasm in regard to furnishing a
pressed into the service. Although old offend· in Lawrence, Kansas, on Sunday, Nov. 26th, .Mr. Hoff then told the clergyman he would giv pedestal for Bartholdi's statue of Liberty preers, they are going to N umea of their own free ~nd is in jail awaiting trial. Bailey was un· him three days to get out of H~ckettstown. l'entfod by France to the United States. The
will to settle down as respectable convicts' armed and quietly sitting at his instrument. The next day the clergyman went away, leaving statue costs France about $250,000, and $200,wives. How the matchmaking will be carried chatting with his wife, when Hoyt, a Leavens- a son and his wife, who is an estimable lady, ooO is needed for the pedestal, which is to be
ou is a.t present unexplained.
worth operator, entered a~d demanded an and has the sympathy of the toWllllfolk.
raised by subscription.
I
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· t'!tlir.-.Jh til.ttlttr "ronnd Jf.t Jll/1ol'li city, but I found several friend! ~f THE T:RuTH
e-lW'" ~
0}'
f( Ut
SEEKER, among them Mr. J. G. Jenkms, many years

Mastodon Skeleton Found.
FromtheKentuckian.

a patron. I formed the acquaintance of Mr. Edward
While making a cut for the extension of the Ken"
.
•
C • ·
Pisco, a liberal and intelligent Hebrew, who as tucky Cent:t:al Railroad on Joseph Mitcher'e 'farm,
Over the Monntams.- ontinued.
member of the ·legislature did all he could against .Thomas M. Farrow, section foreman, and his gang
.A FEW DAYS IN COLoru,no.
the SllDday law and in favor of other Liberal meas- of hands unearthed the skeleton of a gigantic prehisDENVER, July 3, 1882.
ures. He is an enterprising and progressive ·man. toriQ animal, supposed. to be a mastodon, but its imDE.AR Fru:ENDS: I have had a very agreeable time I was pleased to add his n·ame and that of a friend mense size is larger than the remains even of that
in this grand rocky state for the past five or six days, to THE TRUTH SEEKER. list, and to the list of sub- huge animal ..of wh~ch we ever heard of being found.
and the remaining portion of my duty is to try and scribers. to a "Truth Seeker Around the World." . I At any" rate the animal belongs to a species long
give you some account of the same, for I assure you was also gratified to make the acquaintance Of E. A; extinct, and entirely unknown to. the postdiluvian
no part of my journey around the world. has been Napier, a printer employed by the Pril/une: . He has world. Mr. Farrow; when he. discovered the skelefiner or grander than through this portion of the just b~come a~~uainted with THE TRUTHSE:ll:KER, an~ ton, ha~ the earth removed from. above it carefully
subsc~tbed tq A Truth Seeker Around the World. as possible, and made the followmg mea!urements,
American continent.
Colorado, considering its age as a state, or the I received a goodly number of letters here eent to 'which he has kindlv furnished us:
time when settlements were first made within its the care of M. M. Pomeroy, editor of the &eat
Length of animai, 40 feet.
bou:radaries, it is decidedly a remarkable state. She West, but whom I was sorry to find absent from his
Hight, 23 feet 8 inches.
is the youngest in the sisterhood of American states, post,_
. .
.
. .
Length of head, 15 feet 4 inches.
but to-day she possesses advantages equal to many
Frtends, thts IS all~ am able to give you thts ttme.
Across the knee, 18! inches. .
.
of the others, while in many respects she stands forth The~e letters are wrttten out from notes taken on
One bone 10! inches in diameter, and a~other 8
pre-eminently to the others, and even to the whole my Jov.rney, and as my health lS not at present such inches in diameter.
Le~ from shoulder blade to ankle, 14feet 7 inches,
world.
as. to a~mit. of close application to wo~k, I will draw
1. 1t is claimed for Colorado that she has the thts brief mstalment to a close, hopmg to resume
End at ankle bone, 7 inches in diameter.
.
largest coal vein in the world.
the na~ative when t~e conditions a~e more favoraKnee socket, 2 feet 1k inches around.
·
2. That she possesses the largest number of devel- ble, whiCh, I trust, Will be at a no distant day.
Shoulder blade, 3 feet 5 inches wide.
oped ore-producing mines.
.
Yours hopefully,
D. M. B.
Jaw-bone, 15 inches in diameter.
3. The greatest number of mine locations.
Bone from ankle to knee, 3 feet 8 inches in length.
Some of Herbert Speneer's Impressions.
One tooth 3 inches wide and 5! inches Ion~, and
4. The greatest number of medicinal and mineral
springs.
.
Discussing the conditions and causes of the im- three teeth 13 inches long.
The skeleton position was on a ledge of rock; em•
5. The largest and deepest canyons in the world. menee developments of material civilization, which
he has observed in this country, developments of bedded in a mass of tough, blue clay, above which
. 6. The grandest canyon and mountain scenery.
7. The largest substantial city of its age in the which his previous studieshad given him no adequate was a stratum of yellow clay, cover.ed by about two
world (Denver).
idea, Mr. Herbert Spencer properly givs a prominent feet of tmil, the whole forming a thickness of some
8. The most healthful climate.
place to the inventivness which has been "so wisely ~ev~n feet. The manner in which the teeth a~e worn
9. The highest mountain ranges, peaks, and parks fostere!l." "Among us in England," he said, "there mdt?ates the. ~onster to ~av been of a her~r~oro1;1s
in the Union, and the source of the greatest 1l:mmber are many foolish people who, while thinking that a spe!l1ea, and It lil not unlikely, from the po_sitiOn m
of large rivers.
man who toils with his banda has an equitable claim wh10h t~e bones were found, that the amma! g_ot
10. Tlte finest, most abundant, and greatest variety to the product, and, if he has Bpecial skill, may bogged m the be~ of tough· 11!-ud, fell do-w;n m Its
of game, feathered and haired, as well as the most rightly hav the advantage of it, also hold that if a st~uggle~ to free Itself, and bemg too unwtel~y to
numerous streams stocked with the finest trout.
man toils with his brain perhaps for years and arise per1shed there. A blast hole charged with a·
11. The most abundant water-power, min-sites, and uniting genius with persev'erance, evolves som~ valu~ keg and a ~~lf of powder had been sunk near the
dam-sites.
able invention, the public may rightly olaim ~he skeleton, wm~h was grea~ly shattered by the force
12. The biggest little railroad in the world.
benefit. ThEl Americans hav been more far-seeing. of t~e _exploswn; otherwtse Mr. Farrow could hav
Let me go back to the day I entered this remark- The enormous museum of patents which I saw at had.tt taken out more perfect.ly. ·Some of t~e bones
able young state and give you a brief account of Washington is significant of the attention paid to ilil- a_re m good state of preservatwn, but the maJOr _porwhat I saw.
ventors' claims; and the nation profits immensely t10n o_f them crumbled upon exposure to the au, or
It was three in the afternoon of June 28th that from having, in this direction (though not in all the slightest touch. About .four feet of one _of t:Q.e
we took train from Cheyenne for the south to this others), recognized property in mental products. ~usk~ has been taken. ou: ~h1Ch measured 15 mches
beautiful city. This road, though within constant Beyond question, in respect of mechanical appliances, m diameter wher!l It JOn~ed the he_ad. T_he fragview of the towering snow-capped mountains to the the Americans are ahead of all nations."
· me~ts of t~e remams of this hu~e a_mmal w~ll ~fford
west, runs through a level, pleasant country. all the
Touching the probable issue of the gigantic social, an mteres.tmg s~udy for the smentist, and ·It IS Mr.
one hundred and six miles which separate Denver political, and racial problems in procesl'l of evolution Fa!fOW~S n~tent!on. ~o donat~ some of th~m to ~he
from Cheyenne. Ten miles from CheyenneisDivide, in the United States, Mr. Spencer said:
umvertnty m Vtrgima, of whwh state he IS a nativ.
the boundary line between Wyoming and Colorado.
"No one can form anything more than vague and
It i.s ten miles to Caro, and nineteen more to Pierce. general conclusions respecting your futm;e. The
Pliocene Man in Nevada.
These points require no special notice, as they are in- factors are too numerous, too vast, too far beyond
The :frequent occurrence, says the Scientific A.mersignificant. The country on either side is princi- measure in their quantities and intensities. The ican, of wrought stone implements with remains of
pally used :for grazing, and but little advance has world :qas never before seen social phenomena a~ all extinct animals in the gold gravels of California and
been made in general agriculture. Our road lies in comparable with those presented in. the Umted elsewhere on the Pacific coast has satisfied all who
the valley of the South Platte, wbich is a river of States. A society spreading over enormous tracts, hav critically studied the evidence so afforded that
large size, and serves an excellent purpose forirriga- while still preserving its political continuity,,)s a the advent of man in those pa1'ts must hav been bating the country through whicb. it flows.
new thing. This progressiv incorporation of vast fore the close of the latest division of the Tertiary
Fifteen miles more brought us to Greeley, a bodies of immigrants of various bloods has never oc- Period. There is, therefore, nothing startling in
charming place. It. is the county-seat of Weld curred on tmch a scale before. Large" empires com- the discovery of footprints, apparently of men wearcounty. It was laid out in May, 1870, by the Gree. posed of different people hav, in previous cases, been ing sandals, in Pliocene sandl!!tone in Nevada; yet
ley Colony, under the auspices of Horace Greeley, formed by conquest and annexation. Then your we may be sure that the deductions of the Califorthe founder of the New York Tribune. The Colony immense plexus of railways and telegraphs tends. to nia scientists who hav investigated the matter will
controls about one hundred thousand acres of as fine consolidate this vast aggregate of states in a way not be suffered to go unchallenged.
land as is in the state. The town is situated on the that no such aggregate has ever before been consoliThe scene of the discovery is a quarry in the yard
Cache a la Pandre River, four miles above its june- dated. And there are many minor co operating of the Nevada State Prison, near Carson. The
tion with the South Platte. Extensive canals and mmses unlike those hitherto known. No one can say prison ie situated in a valley three miles from the
irrigating ditches have been constructed, and the how it is all going to work out. That there will base of the Sierras, the site having been chosen on
water from the stream named furnishes an ample come hereafter troubles of various kinds, and very account of a ridge of sandstone there, in the quarrysupply. The town has a population of thirteen thou- grave ones, seems highly probable; but all nations ing of which the labor of convicts could be utilized.
sand, with good business blocks, banks, elevators, hav had, and will hav, their troubles. Already you The prison was established about twenty years ago.
hotels, schools, etc. Two weekly newspapers are hav triumphed over one great trouble, and may rea- In the process of quarrying from fifteen to thirty
published.
.
sonably hope to triumph over others. It may, I feet of rock has been removed from a space of an
When th6 Colony was first started it was treeless, think, be reasonably held that both because of its acre and three-quarters, The layer!! of sandstone
save next the river. The town was laid out in broad size and the heterogeneity of its component!!, the alternate with seams of clay, and at the level of the
streets, young cottonwood trees planted on each side, American nation will be a long time in evolving its tracks the rock appears to be the consolidated mud
and a stream of water caused to run near their roots. ultimate form, but that its ultimate form will be of an ancient lake or pond which had been afterward
The tree is a thrifty one, and now Greeley is ~bund- high. One great result is, I think, tolerably clear. buried under many feet of sand deposits.
antly shaded, giving it a beautifully cool appear- Fr{)m biological truths it is to be inferred that the
As described by Dr. H. W. Harkness, who was
ance in summer. A noted feature of the town is eventual mixture of the allied varieties of the Aryan sent by the California Academy of Sciences to study
the a~~ence of all into;ricating dri~ks f?r sale. The race forming the population wi~l produc~ a more and report upon the~e suppo~ed traces of ancient
phys1c1ans can prescrtbe alcoholic sttmulants, and powerful type of man than has h1therto ensted, and "man-perhaps the earhest huntmg party on recordthat is th~ only way they can be obtained.
a type of man mo~e plastic, m_ore ~daptable, more there are six separate series. of tracks. of men with
In passmg on to Denver we pass Evans, Jules- capable of undergomg the modificatiOns needful for sandals or other foot-gear, w1t~ from etght to sevenburgh, Platteville, Fort Lupton, Brighton, and J er- complete . social life. I think that whatever di:ffi- teen footprints in each series, besides numerous
sey, but I will not detain you with a description of culties they hav to surmount, and whatever tribula other tracks of birds and animals, including the
them.
tiona they may hav to pass through, the Americans mammoth deer, wolves, and possibly a horse.
It was seven in the ·evening when we reached may reasonably look forward to ·a time when they
The first series of sandal tracks seems to hav been
Denver, sitting like a queen in a beautiful plain. It will hav produced a civilization grander than any the made in a layer of mud perhaps two inches deep.
It consists of twelve tracks, to which four were subis at once seen that the accounts of this flourishing world has known."
city have not been exaggerated. It is the county,
sequently added by tunneling into .the rock, about
seat of Arapahoe county, as well as the capital of
IN Fayette county, Pa., there is a minister so re- fifteen feet of rock overlying the continuation of
the state. To t~how what the growth of the place gardless of Christian propriety that he performed this ancient trail. In his report to the Academy
bas bee_n, I will_ state t~at in 1870the population was the marriage ceremony for a boy and a girl, the boy Dr. Harkness says:
4,759; m 1880 It had m_creased to 35,718_; now.fro~ being 15 years of age an-.::. the girl one year his In each instance the mud had been raised by the pressure of_
50,000 to 6~,000 a~e cl~1med, and. there IS no. mty m junior. From the fact that the wedding took place the foot into a ridge which' entirely surrounded it.. This mud
the world mcreasmg m wealth m more rapid pro- on the roadside it would Jieem to hav been a run- is only partially solidified, and is still flaxy and eas1ly broken
portion. New business blocks are being erected away match. It is unfortunate that there is no law on exposure. Each of the imprints furni~h~s us with evidence,
with great celerity. Many of the public buildings to punish a minister who will perform such a mar- as we believe, that the feet of _the o!le mak~ng the tracks were
would be a credit to any city. Its Opera House is riage service as that. In the absence of such a law, protected by.sand!J-18 • In no .smgle ImpressiOn, perhapsd, dtohwe
·
. ·
find conclus1V eVJdence of tbJs fact; but when we stu y em
pron?unced one of the fines~ m th~·;o:mon.
the most convenient way of punishing him is to hold as a whole we find that that which is wanting in one is fur.I discovered on the followmg mornmg that several him up to public execration as unworthy to be nished by others which follow. In nearly all the toe portion of
fnends whom I hoped to see were absen~ from the a teacher and adviser of the people.-.Sun.
the sandal is well shown, it beina- as smooth as the work of~
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mason for tne distance of two or three inch<'s. Backward the issue wM between total abstainers and confirmed as murder, arson, and rape, with intemperance and
from the toe we generally find the impresf<i.on of the outer por- Rots. This is another very common blunder of the other vices. This fact evidences that they are so
tion of the sandal. When studied a.s a whole we can deter- Prohibitionists. Not one man· in five thousand be- far utterly unable t9 sense the real question at issue.
mi_n with a good deal of. exactness:.the a.c.tnal len~th ar;d comes a confirmPd drunkard. But a vast ma]'ority How often must the di!ltinction be made clear? How
breadth of the sandal, whJCh we firrd •O be mneteen mches m
h' I b
length, -eight inches at the ball of the foot, while the heel is six of these fivA thousand men drink more or lesfl. I wish many more times must it be statf-d that w 1le
a.v
inches in breadth. In its outline the impression follows cle>1rl~ th'l.t they did not. I also wiJ>b that they din not use no moral or civil right to steal from, maltrea~, or _
the sha,pe of the human fool. From the great toe outwr.rd tobacco; bt~t they do u~e both, and neither Mr. Gage kill my neighbor, I bav a. civil right to Bell b1m a.
there is a really gra.ceful curve, which dra.ws in toward the heel; nor myself 'nav anv right to compel them to desist plug of tobacco, a gla~s o~ beer or whisky, .a yo_und
h
N·
·
'll'
d
k of pork, a. cor11 et for hlii wife, or any other lllJUriOU!I_
·while from the great toe inward the line is drawn towa.rd the f
instep and thence in a.n outward curve to the heel. In one rom sue use.
ot one g1ass m a. m1 IOn ran
!!eries this curve is deeper, showing a slightly different form of produces a crime, and the drinker's liability to be- article? My moral right to do so will depend upon ·
sandal., The aYerage length of the stride i8 two feet thr~e come criminal is the last· argument the Prohibi- my moral sense, which is the. child of ~d!lca.t10n.
inches. Tl:.e distance between the feet or the stra.ddle 1s tionist seizes when dl'iven into· a corner. To aRsert, The distinction between moral r1ght and CIVIl rights
· eighteen inches. In all these tracks the toes are turned well as do all who clamor for a. sumptuary law, that to the cannot be kept too clearly in view. ·For i~stance, I
outward.
·
use of intoxicants is to be attributed a. majority of ba.v a civil right to sit up so late every· mgbt a.sto
Near the Aeries of tracks described are eight other t.he crimes committed, is to aay that which is incapa- impair my health. Neither Mr. Cook no~ the state
tracks, which are attrib1:tted to the mammoth. The ble of proof. I hav no desire to belittle tbe belief bas any right to say to me that I shall retue at such
foot is twenty-one inches in diameter, only the gen- i.n the evil effects fo.llowing the use of alcoholic liq- or such an hour. But bav I a moral right so to do?
era.l outline being preserved; also many tracks of uor11, but when such wild stlltements a,.e made we In other words, it~ it best for myself and just to _
wading birdl'l, not differing materially from those of _loBe sight of the other crime-breeders, and spend all others that I should thus undermine my strength?
modern herons and the like.
our moral stren gt.h in an utterlyfutil att.empt to de- I answer, "No;" but who is .to decide at what time I
Seven] quite diBtinct tracks of deer are also to bf> Rtroy one; futil because we cannot. era.dicate a habit shall seek rest, myself, John Smith, or a thousa~d
seen. Others, again, were found which, in size and by 3 n act, of the JegiRlature or an edi,..t of a court.
John Smith~, known as the state?
length of stride, much resembled those of a wolf.
Mr. Gage seems to believe in the fflicacy of alcoEvolution is a fact in nature. To it we must subAt one point these tracks may be traced for a dis- hol as a medicin. Now, I do not; I believe that mit whether we like it or not. Prohibition is an outtance of twenty feet, where they also are lo!llt in the that which injures a healthy human being can nut side restraint applied by fellow-prisoners of fate,
ledge. There are aleo a. few poorly defined imprints bav a deleterious pffect upon' a system wea.kPn~d bv preventing us from growir'g into ful~ statured ma.nof what Dr. Harknei!IS believes to be a horse. Near disease. But I hav no right to attempt to force Mr. hood and woma.nhoed. To it we w1ll not emb~It.
the weetern limit were clear indications of animals G11.ge to accept my view of the matter. But Mr. The new integration bears within it the germ of a.
having wallowed and lain in the soft mud.
Gage should remember that thousands of other men grander individuality than the world h~s yet known.
. . Touching the great size of the tracks attributed to -believe that alcohol is good in bea.}tb llS WAll as in ·Every open page of the book of evolutiOn shows us
man, Dr. Harkness supposes that the feet were pro- sickness. Is our friend going to try to force them that the individual grows greater and freer for each
tected by san?als of. wood. It ~ay be. that foot- to a.<Jcept his view and yet claim for himself imrim- 11tep taken, makirig society str.onger through his ~ib
gear of exceptwnal size was us.ed l_D buntmg on "soft nity ?" He says not, but we should bear in mind erty as it was weak through h1s slavery. No somety
and muddy .grounds. The stnde .Is ~ba~ of a man that while be has a right to willingly giv up that is strong or virtuous whose m"mbers are the serfs of
·of a!erage ~1gbt, and the stra?dlmg galt a. natural which he deems good, he has no right to force gods above or kings below, of kings having one head
one m walkmg over soft and slippery places.
others to a like flacrifice.
or a million heads, of congresses or legislatures.
It is proper to add that Professor Le Conte, of the
It is true that the effects of the use of alcohol' do
I copy from the Chicago Allian~e. t~e .following
California University, is not entirely satisfied ~hat not end in injury done to him who use!! it, whether diagnosis of the case of many Prohlbltwmsts, taken
the .suppo~ed. sandal track~ are human footprm.ts. as ~ beverage or for medicinal purposes, but extend fro in a. recent work by Mr. Lionel S. Beale:
The~r great stze staggers hul?-, tb.ou~h the .peculiar sometimes to many others. But the same is true of
Doctors are often-accused of teaching and encouraging peooutlme of the human foot HI. d1stmct. Smce _Dr. everything consumed or otherwise u11ed by man, ple to tipple, because in certain morbid conditions they haY
Harkness and Professor LeConte were at the ~nson many of which are very injurious in their effects. found it nece~sary to prescribe stimulating doses of alcohol.
Ward~n Garrard has developed three more senes of But the remedy for these evils lie~ not in the direc- For one person however, recommended to take alcohol by us,
tion of a further limitation of liberty, but rather in how many th~usands who hav never consulted a doctor in
footprmtl!? apparently made by men..
One senes of more than a dozen prmts wal'l uncov- the opposit direction. Through larger liberty shall their lives take it on other grounds-take it because they like
or because they see. others take it, or because they like the
cered by means of a stream of water turned on the come wider and more useful knowledge, greater dig- itsensation
it produces? Many will admit that they began when
floor of the q?-arry next ~o the l!ldge where the r?cks nity and self-respect, and bettered conditionl!l of in- they suffered from a "sinking condition," or. from nausea, or
are about \h1rty feet h1gh. These tracks lead mto dustrial and social life. And then when men hav uneasiness about the stoma~h; and after havmg been t~oubled
·the cliff, and al?pear to hav .been made. by a man more for which to liv they will not so rashly throw from time to time discovered that the unpleasant feehng was
who was draggmg a heavy load after h.1m t~rough away grand possibilities as well as present joyl'l for invariably rPlieved if they swallowed a little braJ1dy. The little
brandy gradually increases in amount: Nausea and-.oth~r unthe mud. The tracks are all. ~urned Sldewu1e, as the momentary exhilaration of the goblet.
sensations, instead ?f occurrmg on~e .or t'I'!JCe m the
they would be under such conditiOns.
Because one man under the influence of liquor pleasant
day, occurred a great many t1mes, and the VICtim will tell you
. -------'--Ev '"th S . ----- . -ldlls-another,-thus-tmtailin~su~ering UP.On the inno- that he was, after a time, obliged to resort to the remedy in
-- -er :e- ame.
cent and expense upon somety, Is no reason why we order to do his work. Of those who allow themselvs to act
Ever the !!lame is the song of the Prohibitionists- should deny to all men the right to sell, buy, or thus not a few become slaves to alcohol, and then a more dethe one dolorous chant, the never-ending, monoto- drink alcoholic beverages any more than the fact plorable phase is soon reached. They are no longer· able to
s..elf-command is lost, and the unfortunate people
nons refrain-the evils of intemperance. And this that another man through an unrestr11.ined indulgence abstain-all
are no longer able to control themselvs in any way, whiie few
while no one denies that King Alcohol is a remorse- of the faculty of acquisitivnel'!s murderously assaults will submit to be influenced and controled by others.
le!!B tyrant, and while none are more earnest and con. a traveler is an excuse for denying other men the
So much for the growth of the habit. Now for
l!lta.nt in their endeavors to limit the sovereignty of exercise of the right to acquire property. Or behis sway than are thousands of the most uncompro- cause Smith, in a passion of je11.lousy, slays his the reaction in some natures. Professor Beale conmising anti· prohibitionists.
neighbor, would you then debar all from a. legitimate tinues:
This state may last for a time, and then a new and very reThe issue, Mel!lsrs. Prohibitionists, is not whether exercise of the love impulse? Read the daily papers
intoxication is an evil--we all admit that-but as to and you will see that to a perversion of the faculties markable phenomenon is occasionally devPloped. The intemmethods and ml)a.ns necessary and fit to diminish it. or emotions of love and acquisitivness are to be at. perate individual abstains entirely, and hates alcohol even more
than he loved it before. He despises himself-is overwhelme.d
We base our opposition to the use of your cure-all tributed fully as many crimP.!! of violence as can just- with remorse. In a little time he givs up the 1·ole of ~inner and
specific upon the broad ground that it is diametri- ly be laid at the door of. alcoholic intemperance. accepts that ot saint-and saint of the most despotic and uncally opposed to the self-sovereignty of men and But in each olass of cases all we can Jo is to restrain compromising kind. For a long time he was q 11ite unable to
women, and that it kills more than it cures. But the actual offenders, and exert every energy to elim- govern himself, a._nd now he is determined to. govern. ot~ers,
you close your ears to the calm words of the scient- inate, through education and a.bP.orbent processes, and in a very dec1ded manner. He expresses VIrtuous mdignation again~t all who take or sell or produce ale< hoi, and thmks
ist and open them to the wild rhodomontade of the the diseases of excesRiv avarice, jealousy, and intem- it
very hard that he is not able to punish every one '9!ho prefa.natical revivalist; you shut your eyes to the plain- pera.nce. On every hand the innocent suffer through fers wine to water, and who dares even to look at a stimulant.
est facts, the most obvious object-lessons of history, the acts of the 2uilty, hut the destruction of liberty We haY the curious spectacle of a very small minority who, by
a.nd gaze in delighted wonder upon the gymna!ltic and consequent indivi&ual responsibility is the worst their own confession, for some time could not keep themselYS
within the bounds of reason, now seeking to impose their arbigyrations of some political l!lpouter who no more possible attempted remedy.
trary veto upon the very large majority, who haY ueyer had the
comprehends the causes of intemperance. than did
As Brother Cook informs us that h..e 11hall not fur- slightest
difficulty in either taking a little, much, or ab~taining
our four-footed ancestors the revolution of the earth ther reply to my articles, I need not take much space .Utogether. as seemed to be the ~est for their or!!anisms at the
upon its axis.
'
to notice his last letter. Mr. Cook thinks "it incon- time. With as much reason might power be given to convaIn this country all men are supposed to believe in sistent with the principles of Freethought" that I lescent lunatics to put all the sane people in shaight waistcoats
,
the right of self government, in the principles of re- should say that Prohibitionists are "pseudo.Liberals.': or shut them up in padded rooms.
publicanism, using the word in its generic sense, and But yet he oeems it in perfect harmony therewith
That last paragraph hits the nail squarely on the·
yet we behold the sad spectacle of hundreds of thou- that the majority should force its views of temper- bead and I commend the logic of the extract to the
sands of good men and women who, in a. certain ance upon the minority. It l!leems to me that. a. "dif- pray~rful consideration of the Prohibitionists. Cerdazed, uncertain way, believe in liberty as -an end. ference of opinion" developing l'.uch wide differences tainly they should be praying men, such earnest beruthlessly trampling under foot every guarantee of in action does amount to a. "difference of principle" lievers are they in a. fiat morality.
liberty; prating of freedom, and yet utterly regard- sufficient to justify the application of the term of
E. c. w .ALKER.
less of the liberty of others. They all seem to think which complaint·is made. The idea of a. man comthere is a short cut to the Elysian gardens of the pla.ining of being called a "pseudo-Liberal" because
"The Marriage Bells Are Ringing."·
better beyond, and that that path leads through the of his advocacy of prohibition, declaring that the
Frmn tile American .Art Journal.
halls of legislation. They cannot understand that application of such a name is inconsistent with the
men are virtuous only as they are free; that the use principles of Freethought; and then cooly assuming Mr. Henry J. Thomas, the rising young journalist, was reof stimulants is as old as the race and will cease only that he has not stepped from the Freetbought plat- cently muried to Miss A. May Hartley, an estimable and accomby degrees, through the spread of intelligence and form when he proposes to compel others to do as he plished lady of Philadelphia, ar.d is the subject of our congratulations. Mr. Thomas is a writer of origiaality, a thinker, and
the improvement of material conditions, and that the thinks they ought 1 It is a spectacle for all the gods reflector
and is destined to win both name snd fame in metro_:;, attempt to force people to act as we think they at once I
_
politan j~urnalism, which is in need of more men of his stamp.
, ought serves only to confirm them in their present
As to Mill's postulate, no such inference as Mr.
We quote the foregoing, first by way of news, and course by irritating their combativmls and arousing Cook draws is deducible from it. Individuals comtheir self-respect to a.n assertion of their own mas- mitting overt acts are amenable to the limiting clause second for the purpose of indorsing itl!l sentiments.
tership as against the vicious, though well-meant, of the statesman, but none others are. It is a com- Mr. Thomas was formerly employed in THE TRUTH
plete beg-ging of the question to assume that beoa.use SEEKER office as proof reader, and is now connected
meddlesomeness of the law doctors.
Now here comes George Gage with another batch Brown under the stimulus of whisky' commits a crime with the Sewing· .Machine Journal in the capacity of
o{ the stock arguments of ,his school of thinkers. I therefore other men shall be deprived of their nat- editor. We w1sb him joy.
ha.v oply the kindest feelings for Mr. Gage, and it is ural right to purchase and partake of such beverage~'~
DuRING the Egyptian war a. column of leaded
not his fault that he has !leither new nor strong as they see fit. Nothing could be more absurd than
telegraphic mess gf's cost the London newspapers
arguments to present. He givs us the best that pro- this.
hibition bas to offer. Mr. Gage speaks as though . Mr. Cook, like all other apostles of the gospel of from $1,000 to $1,250. Seven shillings and two
only drunkards' rights were considered by me, that force, is determined to confound actual crimes, such pence (about $1.80) per word was the rate charged.
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he sqpposed to be the fact of such increase, and its changing area, that its full effects can be recognized.
proportion to the amount of work done."
In some of the older nations of the American conti·
It has been assumed that where either the Bupply nent this appears to hav' happened in such eort as to
of heat-giving food is abundant, or owing to the giv at least as much prominence to the effects due to·
The Influence of Food on Civilization.
nature of the climate, less food of the heat.giving the luw as among Asiatic and African races MaFrom the North American Review.
kind is necessary, the population will increase more terials still exist by which. we can form an opinion
From time immemorial the contrast has been rec- rapidly, wages be low, and the condition of the respecting the condition of ancient Peru and Mexico;
ognized between races which obtain their food by laboring classes will be depressed. It is, however, the only countries in America where the law affecj;utilizing the forces of nature, and those which de- rather, the nature of the food employed, and the ing the rel:1tion of cheap food on civilization could
pend for their subsistence on skill in availing them. way in which it is obtained, that are in question, be expected to oper!lt"<~. In these regions the warmth
selva 0f irregular and casual chances. Those who than any difference in the heat-producing capacity of the climate, by rendering life (mere living) easier,
liv by agriculture on the one hand, and those on the of the food, or the requirements of the inhabitants. both as respects food and .raiment, helps to encourother who liv by hunting, fishing, and so forth, hav For wherever work has to be done, there the food age that which is in fact the real cause of the misbecome so diverse in their nature that a sentiment which had been thought useful only for its heat-sus. chievous consequences we hav described (for cheap
even of hostility has arisen between the two classes taining qualities must be used to support and repair food and easy living are not in themselvs evils)-the
as between races differing in characteristics other the muscular energies. The rice which had been too rapid growth of a population occupying an unthan those which seem directly dependent on ali- thought sufficient barely to sustain life by sustaining changing area, however large. So far as mere natumentation. The reason is not far to seek. That a heat, in parts of India is found to sustain the working ral fertility and productivness of soil were concerned
part of the observed difference in this case (this com- energies also. The Bengalee laborers, for instance, Brazil, in South America, and the southern and eastpa.rativly rough illustration of the influence of food on our· Indian railways, work exceedingly well for ern parts of the United States, in North America,
on human progress) "depends on the nature of the their size, though they liv almost entirely on rice, were far in advance of Peru and Mexico; but the
food used and the manner of life of those using it, with a little ghee (butter), or occasionally a small fertility and productivness of those regions were in
may be admitted. But the most important part of bit of fish. The low wages and the superabundance excess of what man in past ages could effectivly
· the difference between races which depend on agri. of population in India, 'are not then in reality de- deal with. Nature there wai overwhelmingly proculture and pasture, and those which liv by hunting pendent, as Buckle supposed, on non-nitrogenous lific. As Buckle remarks, "when the productiv
and fishing, arises from differences in which, of food per se, but rather on the use of a cereal of great powers of nature are carried beyond a certain point,
necessity, they view nature. To one set of men all cheapnetJs and abundsnce, yielding to the laborer a the imperfect knowledge of uncivilized man is unable
the circumstances are such as to suggest the absence return of from fifty to ninety per cent. In Egypt, to cope with them or in any way turn them to his
of law and order in the workings of nature. They again, where dates take the place of the rice of own advantage." Civilization would, therefore,
obtain their food precariously; at one time they may India, :md dhourra peas, beans, lentils, and other never begin in regions where nature is so full of life
hav more than they want, at anot.Qer they mav be cheap articles <Of diet are in use, we find similar re- that we seem to feel, to hear, to see her growth.
in danger of starving; they· can recognize no ·law sults, early and rapid progress, a still more rapid Only where the powers of nature, though activ, are
governing the order of events on which their lives growth of population, exceedingly low wages, and a such as man, in the beginning of his attempts at civdepend-or, which is the same thing, the means by wide and ever widening disparity among different ilization, can deal with and control, do we find that
which they liv. On the other hand, those who de- classes. Whatever discrepancies, as Buckle remark!', ancient civilizations began; there, Qnly, would the
pend on agriculture and pasture find early that there may exist between the accounts given by Herodotus wealth of nature help man to gather together the
are laws on which their well-being depends; that by and Diodorus Siculus respecting the condition of materials for that progress which we call civiliza.
the recognition of Bl;l.Ch laws, and obedience to them ancient E~ypt, both agreed respecting the rapid in- tion.
In Mexico and Peru, a substance even cheaper
when recognized, nature may be made the servant of creas·e of the people and the servil condition into
man, not a mere chance benefactress. They learn which they early fell. "Indeed," as be justly adds, and more prolific than rice or dates or potatoes bas
that their fortunes lie in great part in their own "the mere appearance of those hwge and costly been and is still one of the most important articles
hands. Observation and experiment are not only buildiuga, which are still standing, is a proof of the of food. Ixtlilxochitl, the Mexican historian, by his
suggested by the very nature of agricultural and state of the nation tlfat erected them. To raise passing references to maize or Indian corn, shows
pastoral operations-these are themsP-lvs experi- structures so stupendous, and yet so useless, there that before the Spaniards arrived in Mexico it was
ments, and e:x;periments only to be made successfully mu!lt bav been tyranny on the part of the rulers and in general use. If we can believe all that has been
by observant and laborious workers. There must slavery on the part of the people. No wealth, how- said of the growth of maize in Mexico proper, the
of necessity arise a marked difference in the turn of ever great, no expenditure, however lavish, could yield must bav always been far greater than that of
mind, and in the tone of character, of races thus meet the expense which would bav been incurred, if any other cereal the world over. Thus, whereas in
patiently and observantly obeying, and at the same they bad been, the work of free men, who received California the average yield is, I believe, about
time guiding nature, and the disposition of men for their labor a fair and honest reward." Where eightyfold, it is saill to be three or four hundred
trusting to the chances and caprices of the hunts- food is very readily obtained in sufficient quantity to fold, and, under· favorable conditions, even twice as
supply the wants of the working-classes, there not great, in Mexico, Humboldt says, "The fecundity of
man's or the fisher's life.
only are wages low, but population increases with Ilaolli, or Mexican maize, is beyond all we can imAs every nation that has ever become civilized has undue
ra.pidity, and, as an inevitable result, the agin in Europe. The plant, favored by intense heat
passed beyond the condition in which men depend powerful and wealthy gquander the livee of the peo- and great humidity, attains a bight of from two to
on hunting or fishing for subsistence, it is unneces- ple with recklessness incredible in countries where three meters (say seven to ten feet)." He adds that
sary to dwell further on effects which in point of the balance is better held between supply and de- in the fine plains extending from San Juan del Rio to
fact hav not been considered in comparing different mand. Thus only can we understand how, in any Queretaro a yield of eight hundred fold is somekinds and degrees of civilization. Thel show us, nation not absolutely subdued by an invading force, times obtained (Nouvelle Espagne, vol. ii, p. 374).
however, at the outset, how important must be the there should hav been such a reckless expenditure The banana, however, both in Mexico and Peru,
influence of food, and of the manner of obtaining of life as occurred in ancient Egypt, where the old afforded an even cheaper and more abundant source
food, on the fortunes of a race, when we see that Red Sea canal cost, we are told, the lives of a hun- of food. "I doubt," says Humboldt, "whether
whether a people will become civilized or not de- dred and twenty thousand Egyptians, whilst thrice there exists another plant on the earth which in a
pends thus on the question whP-ther they advance or that number-the entire population of such a city as small tract of land will produce so great a quantity
not to the state in which men no longer depend on Chicago or St. Louis-were employed for twenty of nourishing food." The produce of the banana
an irregalar and capricious supply of food, but on years to build the great pyramid of Cheops.
exceeds that of wheat one hundred and thirty-three
regular processes, partly the result of their own acts,
In one race and in one only, in modern times, out- times, that of potatoes forty Jour times. This, of
partly the stea.dy work of nature.
side of Asia, Africa, and South America (that is, be- course, does not indicate the life-supporting powers
In considering the influence of food on civilization longing to thosta nations of Europe and America of bananas, wheat, and potatoes. The produce of _
it has been customary, until of late, to start from which we associate with the progress· of modern civ- the three are related thus:
Liebig's chemical division of food into two classes- ilization), bav we bad an opportunity of witnessing
Bananas : potatoes : wheat : : 133 : 3 : 1.
the heat-producing and the tissae-forming-a divis- the effects of the use of a very cheap national food~
But equal quantities of· bananas, potatoes, and
. ion first pointed out in reality by Magendie. It was the Irish. It has been remarked of the potato, that,
held that the temperature of the body is maintained until the appearance of the potato disease, it was wheat hav unequal nutritiv powers, and when due
by substances which contain no nitrogen, or little, cheaper than any equally wholesome and nutritious account is taken of the difference we find that equal
while the wear and tear of the body is repaired by article of food. Adam Smith states in his '' Wealth tracts of land sown (in suitable latitudes and soils)
food in which there is an abundance of nitrogen. of Nations," Book I., chapter xi., that land sown with bananas, potatoes, and wheat bav life-supportLiebig maintained that animals cannot possibly form with potatoes will support three times as many per- ing powers proportioned thus:
Bananas : potstoes : wheat : : 25 : 2 : 1.
their tissues out of anything but the proteids orig- sons as if sown with wheat; but McCulloch is probinally generated by plants. He was not aware that ably nearer the mark in saying it will support twice
We might expect to find, then, that in ancient
the foods which had been commonly regarded as es; M many. As a natural result, in a country where Mexico and Peru the effects we hav been led to atsentially heat-producing are tissue-foodfl too. What people are thus (or rather were thus) cheaplr fed, tribute to great cheapness and abundance of food,
was essentially right in his doctrin was that animal wages are lower, and the natural increase of the pop- with resulting diminished struggle for mert;l existtissues cannot be formed out of saccharin compounds, ulation will be greater th11.n where the national food ence, and consequent over-productivness of the huas starch and sugar, unless these hav been changed is dearer. Until the potato disease appeared, the man race, would be found in even more marked de.
into fat. He also was right in regarding the use of population of Ireland was increasing at the rate of gree than in Asia and Egypt. We might expect
far the greater portion of carbonaceous food as that three per cent per annum; the increase in England that wages would be exceedingly low and the laborof fuel for the animal fires-that is, that it served to during the past year, counting all who hav emigrated, ing population reduced to a very degraded condition,
maintain the animal beat. He assumed, says Dr. was barely half this. It is to this rapid increase of while the upper class (for in these oases there are
Carpenter, "that the only purpose served by the population in Ireland in past times that the differ- seldom lower and upper clasaes, but simply an upper
oxidation" ( or, as it were, "burning" of the P-uce in the distribution of riches in Ireland and in class and a lower one) wealthy, luxurious, and desfood within the body, by combination with oxygen England has been mainly due. The labor market
· h t h. e ant1mpat10ns
· · ·
· ht
taken in through the lungs), "was the production of in Ireland was overgtocked. The people were thus potic.
Yet, even w1t
w h"1ch we m1g
heat; affirming that all the mechanical force exerted compelled to work for such low wages as to be de- be led to form from what we hav already seen of
by the animal body is the product of the transfor- barred, as Buckle remarks, "not only from the com- the effects of over-population, we could hardly oonmation of living muscular fiber into dead-the vital forts, but from the common decencies of civilized cei.ve that a people would hav been so utterly de- •
force which was expended by the living tissue being life." -This evil condi·~ion, he adds, was the natural graded as thE! Peruvians and the Mexicans of the
expended in the shape of motion. The oxidation of result of that cheap and abundant food which en- lower class seem to hav been. On the one hand, we
the dead material he regarded as only a consequence couraged the people to so rapid an increase that the find a class possessing practically unlimi~d :wealt~,
of its loss of power to resist chemical agencies, and labor market was constantly gorged.
which they expended, or rather wasted, w1th mcredias a means of ita removal-serving at the same t.ime
In the New World we must revert to· :~nci~nt ble prodigality and ostentation. On the other we
as an additional source of heat. And rightly judg- times for evidence respecting this important law. find a class absolutely without possessions, yet, by a
ing that this chemiMl metamorphosis should show In the United States and Canada, as will presently strange irony of fate, the sole tax-payers. "The
itself by the increased excretion of urea in the urin be shown, the operation of the law is at present members of the royal house," says ~rescott in his
(the kidneys furnishing the channel through which masked by other causes. It is, indeed, only where history of Peru (vol. i., !p. 56), "the great nobles,
most of the nitrogenouB waste is carried out of the the law bas had time to operate, almost without even the public functionartes, and the numerous b_ody
pody ), he appealed, in support of his doctrin1 to what check, on a population occupying a large but little of the priesthood; were all exempt from taxatio.Q;
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the whole duty of defraying the expenses of the ence were doubled in England (or, which would would be the better for such interference, so far as
government belonged to the people." It was the come to much the same thing, if people in England material advantages are concerned, must be so desame in Mexico. "The inferior folk," says Laren- would be content with or could liv in comfort on the graded -that the sooner they pass away, or are abaudiere in hiij "Mexique," "who possessed no prop- cheap articles of food used in Asia and Africa), the sorbed by worthier races, the better for the world.
erty and had no commerce, paid their respectiv population in England would be quickly doubled, I definitly and earnestly reject his doctrin that,
shares of the taxes in work of different kinds; by and for a while the process of development in a na- "whether such laws be expedient or not, they are
them the crown-lands were tilled, public works were tion undoubtedly gains by those causes which encour- not objectionable as violations of liberty." It apcarried on, and the various houses belonging to the age an increase of population. But just as the pears to me that if laws of that kind were permissiemperor were built and furnished."
development of the natural body is part of the prog- ble at all, the state might far more reasonably
So utterly sunk were the Peruvians and Mexicans ress toward death, and eventually leads to death, so "forbid marriage unless the parties can show that,"
below the level which in our time is regarded as the that increase of population by which a nation's first according to recognized laws of heredity, their offlowest to which man can be degraded, that they had steps to power are determined, becomes, unless spring are reasonably likely to be strong, able, and
not even so much of independence as all but the checked by the increasing difficulty of ·securing the worthy members of. the body politic. But the vice
worst slave-owners allowed their negro slaves in means of living, part of the progress toward the na- of Mill's reasoning here, as in much of his writing
former times. "They had nothing," says Prescott, tion's dissolution, and toward the surcease of its civ- on·such matters, is the assumption that the state can
" that desuved to be called property. They could ilization.
advantageously undertake the duties which belong
follow no craft, engage in no labor, no amusement,
If we consider what are the conditions as to the especially to individuals-the persons who would
but such as was specially provided by law, They nature of food used and required, and the abund- hav to supervise auc1l. matters being unlikely, on the
could not change their residence or their dress with- ance of the supply, most favorable to the progress average, to take greater care. in the matter than
out a license from the government. They could not of a nation, we encounter at the outset this difficulty those over whose conduct they would be appointed
even exercise the freedom which is conceded to the that the favorable conditions of one stage of a na- to watch. In a nation where a majority "cared for
most abject in other countries-that of selecting tion's history become unfavorable conditions in none of these things," the state could do nothing
their own wives." In Mexico a similar state of another. There can be no question, for instance, with advantage or without mischievous violations of
thmgs prevailed; the lower class in Mexico being, if that tbe abundance and cheapnees of food (of all, at liberty; where, on the other band, the majority took
possible, even more degraded than the corresponding any rate, which is essential for food) in the United as just a view on. this subject as on more familiar
class in Peru.
.
States, are at present among the factors which en- moral obligations, state interference would be unIt s.eems, tbeii, at a first view, as if this broad, courage the development of the. nation; the .chief necessary.
general lesson were taught-that where nature is reason being that America is still in the stage when
Apart from the influence of moral restraints such
most prolific and productiv, in manageable degree, labor can command good terms. It is unlikely, also, as these, we should be compelled, by the evidence
there will be on the one hand the earliest civilization, that, for many generations, America can suffer from alike of antiquity and of our own age, to teach a
and on the other the greatest degradation of the over-population resulting from undue ease in the doct1·in precisely the reverse of that advanced by
greater number. In the process of evolution, by conditions under which the bulk of the people ob- write1·s who measure progress by the rate of increase
wbich nations are first formed, then developed, then tain sustenance. Yet that danger lurks in the back- of population. "There is one mode," says Prof.
destroyed, abundance and cheapness of food seem to ground· for America as it has for other n&tions. Or Greg, in his "Enigmas of Life," ''in which the
be all-important factors, at first creativ, then de- rather, we can recognize, and iu no very remote amount of human existence sustainable on a given
.structiv-destructiv, because the condition to which future, a time when the meanEJ of subsi,;tence will no area, and, therefore, throughout the chief portion of
nations tend, when over-populated, is one encourag- longer be so much in excess of the actual wants of the habitable globe, may be· almost indefinitly ining destructiv action from without, and causing dis- the people as thay are at present-when, therefore, creased-i.e., by a substitution of vegetable for anisolution· by processes taking place within, even with- the increase of population will no longer be so rapid, mal food. A given acreage of wheat will feed at
out external attacklf. This condition is in fine one of and the tendency to cheap labor, which would other- least ten times as many men as the same acreage
unstable equilibrium. We recognize it in decaying wise hav arisen, will be checked by a hardening of employed in growing mutton, It is usually calcunations; we recognize the opposit in nations which the conditions under which the struggle for life bas lated that the consumption of wheat by an adult is
are growing and thriving.
.
.
.
been carried on. We may recognize in geveral Ea. about one quarter per annum, and WI? know that
In dealing with this question, by the way, Darwin rope an n!l.tions the action of this safety-valve against good land produces four quarters. Let us even ashas referred to the increase of the population of the unduly rapid development. In England, especially, sume that a man living on grain would require two
United States, as if it illustrated the possible natural this has been the case. The Cemditions under which quarters a year; still, one acre would support two
inerease of civilized popurations under favorable the bulk of the people in England subsist hav never men. But a man living on meat would require three
conditions. At least he has compared it with the become and are never likely to become unduly easy. pounds a day, and it is considered a liberal calcularate of natural increase which Euler showed to be The natural incre&se of the English people is never- tion if an acre spent in grazing sheep and cattle
possible, six per cent per annum, nothing like which theless too rapid, and it is ouly the outlet found in yields in mutton or beef mor'e than fifty pounds on
has ever been known, even during a single year. Of emigration which has saye!l England in great de- an average-the best farmer in Norfolk having averoonr&ILthe increase of the~ population· or Nortn -gr-ee;··a.s it has ·saved -other Etuopean nations, in aged ninety pounds; but a great majority of farmers
America is quite outside all arguments relating to greater or less degree, from the miseries and degra- in Great Britain only reach twenty pounds. On
the natural increase possible in the human race. I dations which arise from an overcrowded population. these data it would require twenty-two acres of pasdo not know that in any part of the United States, Where a similar outlet may be found for an excess of ture land to sustain OI e adult person living on meat.
even under the most favorable conditions, a ·natural population, when that danger is threa.tened in It is obvious that, in view of the adoption of vegeincrease of more than three per cent per annum has America, does not yet appear. It may be that safe- table diet, there lies the indication of a vast possible
ever been observed, or, indeed, that it has been pos- guards of other kinds may come into action before increase .in the population sustainable on a given
sible,anywhere to distinguish the natural increase that danger supervenes. If man differs from the area."
from that which has arisen only from immigration lower animals in this, that, with advancing civiliza.
Here, the question whether increase in the density
or the sbjfting of population from one .spot to another, tion, an ever-increatdng proportion of the race see of population (equally well sustained by food) is an
Still there can be little doubt that even such an in- the folly and wickedness of fighting, that more and unmixed good is not considered. Life may be more
crease as has been observed in the United States, more stringent and scientific (therefore more and cheaply supported by such a change as Mr. Greg
by which the population doubles in about twenty- more successful) measures are used for t.he preven- suggests; but if the life so supported is found to be
five years, might occur naturally under favorable tion of pestilence and disea~e, and GO forth, he dif. cheaper-that is, more cheaply valued-more life
conditions. At this rate the present population of fers also from the lower animals in having his pas. may mean more misery. "Man does not liv by
the United States, say, roughly, fifty millions, would sions not as instincts only (though they are that with bread alone," is true doctrin here. If the extra lives
cover the habitable part of North America, say seven him, with as all other animals), but under the control are looked on only for what they may be worth to
million square miles, so thickly that four men would of reason. On the one hand, human reason has dimin- the capitalist, or as so much food for the man of ophav to stand on each square yard of surface, in little ished, and is still further diminishing the action of pression, or to be consumed in war, it is worse than
more than five hundred (more exactly in five hundred those causes which correct the unduly rapid growth useless thus thoughtfully to provide for their mere
and seventeen) years. In six hundred and seventeen of population; on the other hand, human reason existenoe. We hav seen that in every case known,
years a surface sixteen times as great would be cov- possesses (though hitherto it has not in the aggre- cheap food and resulting increase of population hav
ered as densely, or· one hundred and twelve million gate very fully used, or even absolutely recognized meant such <iliversities in the social strata as must resquare miles, which is much more than the entire the full right to use) the powsr of preventing such sult, earlier or later, in destruction by misplacements
land surface of the globe. In less than six hundred unduly rapid growth. We may well hope that be- and upheavals within, or by inroads from without.
and forty years the whole surface of the terraqueous fore the time comes when excessiv population, for If there be aught in modern civilization to save naglobe would be covered, four men to the square yard, which no remedy can be found in emigration, threat- tions which become exposed to the same conditions
from the present population of the United States ens the great world-nation of the future, men will and the same dangers as of old, it should be easy to
alone, at the supposed rate of increase. But apart widely and clearly hav recognized the duty of regu- point out where such safeguards lie. It would not
from such an unusual rate of increase as this, if we lating, either by legal or individual restraints, the be difficult to show, however, that just so far as modtake any such rate as one and a half per cent per responsibilities of parentage. ManT who differ from ern nations approach, either in whole or in part, the
annum, which is about the rate of natural increase Mr. J. S. Mill, in considering that our .present no- conditions under which older nations perished, they
in old and settled countries like England, it would tions of liberty i!l this respect are "misplaced," in show the signs of decrepitude and decay, which, untake but one thousand. one hundred and eighty-eight so far as they "prevent legal obligations from being less checked, signify approaching dissolution. What
years, a mere nothing in the history of the world, to imposed in this mattert must agree with him in does emigration mean but this? We look on comthus crowd the earth'il Surface, land and water, with recognizing moral obligations. As he well remarks, placently at this evidence of over-population andrethe descendants of a present population of fifty mill· "the fact itself of causing the existence of a human eulting destructiv tendencies; but, as Dr. B. W.
ions. It is hardly necessary to say that in a much being is one of the most responsible actions in the l~ichardson well remarks, "It is the fittest for work
shorter time, at this perfectly normal rate of increase, range of human life. To undertake this rcsponsi- S~.nd for earning who leave our shores; the unfittest
the world would be utterly uninhabitable.
bility-to bestow a life which may be Gither a curse for work, the luxurious and the least powerful, reWe perceive, then, what an important factor that or a blessing-unless the being on whom it is to be main. Thus the drain on the first processes of
must be of which Darwin has remarked that it is the bestowed will hav at. least the ordinary chances of a national, permanent prosperity is that which is opened
primary or fundamental check to the continued in- desirable existence, is a cr:me against that being; by emigration-:-is that which is exhausting the heart
crease of man, the difficulty of gaining subsistence and in a country either over. peopled or threatened of the commonwealth." And he offers as a remedy
and of living in comfort. We cannot wonder that with being so, to produce children beyond a very the cheapening of food, as if the best part of our
the whole character of past civilizations, in the Old small number, with the effect. of reducing the reward ge!l.el'al population left the shores of Britain solely
orld and in the New, should hav been affected by of labor by their competition, is a very serious of- because food is dear. They leave, not because food
this potent cause, that where the difficulty of gaining feuse against all who liv by the remuneration of i8 dear, but because labor is cheap; and the cheaper
subsistenc~ has been unduly small, other activ means their labor." I cannot mysl?lf agree with Mill in the food the worse the evil will become, for .labor
of des~royin~ superabundant population should hav what he adds, that "the laws which, in many coun- will become cheaper too. When emigration becomes
oome mto .existence to repla~e that one which should tries on tho coutinent, forbid marriage unless the no longer possible, when this safety-valve is closed
be the p~Imary for.ce workmg to that end. In a parties can show that they hav the means of support- -it will be within a period very short, indeed, comcountry hke the U~Ited Sta~es, where. subsistence is ing a family, do not exceed the legitimate power~ of pared with the periods by which men measure hiseasy, bu~ where, also, there 111 plenty of room, we see the state." I think they go far beyond ~ay desua- tory-the consequences observed among the nations
v:ery~rapid growth .and development. We may be- able intel'ference on the part. of the state with indi- of old may affect-on a wider scale-the civilization
lleve that, as Darwm says, if the means of subsist- 1 vidual freedom of action, and that -a people which
(Oonduded on page 776.)
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It has faith in the wisdom and utility of standing between the frontal brain, which rea!!ons, and the
armies. It believes in building prisons, and in keep- back brain, which settles backward like a donkey in
ing the gallows in good re-pah·; in converting the the harness, and is governed alone by impulse. The
mineral substances of earth into bullets and bomb- middle top-head is the judge and jury, the standing
Science vs. ·Superstition.
shells, in levying taxes upon the peo-ple to dflfray the referee, the mediator; and just in proportion as this
By the consent of the editor, I will present to the ex-pense .of hunting, capturing, confining, trying, and is prominent will the person be uniform and consistent
readers of THE TauTH SEEKER a few tnoughts upon executing the morally decrepit son!! and daughters in charactel', and less in need of correction at the
the bo!'ltil relations which sciPnce and superstition of earth who are called criminals.
hands of either religion or law.
hav hitherto borne to each other; and in the considScience keeps steadily at work striving to disAs civilization advances, and the grosser elements
eration of niy subject I shall venture to lend a cover and remove the causes of evil by dissecting in human society become exalted and refined through
broader definition to the word "superstition" than human cbar~cter, studying human necessity in all higher conditions of living, may we not reasonably 1
N oab Webster allows.
directions, and its legitimate claims; striving to hope that the generation!! who are to be our succesI would not in the present case hav it confined search out the most intricate roots from whence all sors may find that scientific knowledge bas borne at
merely to the subject of religious opinion, but evil actions spring.
Science seeks to supersede last its legitimate fruits, which are these: That war
would make it include all of the obstructions which ~bose laws founded upon ignorant authority by in- bas been superseded by peace; that reason is the
ignorance and intolerance hav thrown across the fusing into our social life a more tender regard for standing tribunal instead of a1·ms; that munitions of
track of scientific research.
humanity everywhere. It enlarges the avenues to war hav been converted into instruments of hu!!As far back as when man first learned the art of intelJigence and Belf-support; it builds colleges, ed- bandry; that BWOI'dB hav been beat into plowshares
- recording passing events, either upon soft bark Ol' ucates teachers, erects almshouses, opens up the for- and pruning· boob; prisons hav been changed to
tables of stone, we find two classes mentally ar- bidden paths to knowledge, looks tenderly after the homes for the friendless, and austere. officers been
rayed against each other; the one class clinging interests of the unfortunate and down-trodden, car- supplanted by gent.le and !lcientific teachers; and the
tenaciously to what they believe to be the truth, the ries the sunshine of sympathy, love, and hope to timbers for the gallows bav been sawed into fuel to
whole truth, and nothing but the truth; the other tbo~e in prison, and in various ways and through in- warm the shivering children who hav been imprisclass conceiving that all truth, in its rfllation to man, telhgent means strives to promote human welfare, oned for stealing co10l; and lastly, and g1·eater than
is only fragmentary, and that a larger acquaintance and to steadily and surely attune the discordant ale- all these, a time when there shall be a great wedding
with the laws which govern the universe of matter menta of human society into a condition of ultimate in the land, where every child of humanity may
anrl mind is not only consistent with the most ex· harmony, usefulness, and peace.
come with their wedding gifts? And this is when
alted religion, but, mare than this, is one of its di
It has ever been the province of superstition to Science shall take Religion by the hand, and by the
vine hehests.
condemn without evidence, to execute wit.hout a just authority vested in God and nature, declare that they
Since a complete knowledge of the relations which tribunal, to believe extravagant improbabilities, and two w·ei·e made for each other, can liv apart no
man bears to the physical or material universe was to make war upon certainties. Science is ever the longer, but are one henceforth and forever I
not born with him, but comes only through earnest world's attorney, who examins the case b!)fore the
MARY A. P:&CK.
inquiry and persistent research, it is not strange that impartial jurv of re9.son, and renders a verdict in
the pages of history bav been defaced with the rec- accordance with the facts.
.
A Letter from Ceylon.
ords of war for opinion's sake, and the fair face of
Superstition says: "Don't try to entertain me with
nature so often been bedewed with humanity'~ any of your new. fangled ideas; I hate your modern
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
blood, while the savage instincts of uncultured man fanaticism. Don't attempt to upholster my intel- By a kind dispensation of the gods your parcel of
exercised so large an influence over the mental lectual furniture; it is the exact pattern I admire, anti Christian tracts and pamphlets reached me at
world.
and wa11 bequeathed to me by my remote ancestors, Baddegama-the nest of the mii!sionaries of the
Superstition was comparativly harmless so long as and i!! all the more sacred for being old; further· Souther!) Province-on the very da.y when I was to
it contented itself with simply cherishing- absurd more, your oft-reneated innovatione upon my intel- lecture there, and ·was threatened with a disputation
opinions and beliefs which bad no foundation in lectual and moral estate are an unwarrantable trans- by them. As usual, they did not come to time, and
fact, but it became di!.ngerous and repreben!lible in gression. Your ideas are profane and revolutionary RO I gave my large audience the plain talk about
proportion as it became ag~ressiv, by as!mming to in their tendency, and you deserve to be pr·'secuted, Christianity which they needed and the missionsdictate to others what they should believe, or at- punished, and socially ostracized for your vain rie~ ought to hav heard.
tempting to enforce conviction by violent means.
heresies."
Your selections were judicious and valuable, and
Science is a brilliant "chandelier" in the past as
Science steps into the line of mechanical di!'lcovery I will editorially notice them.
well aR the pret'lent age. It is continually bringing and invents instruments for calculating the magniI am greatly pleased with your Palestine letters,
the focus of its rays to bear upon the dark cornere. tude of the planets and their respectiv distances of which I hav read evel'y word. I shall recomof human understanding, bringing to the light many from each other. Indeed, science bas revolution- mend them to our Asiatic friends. I will always
of the hidden forces in nature which bad hitherto ized the commercisl, agricultural, and mechanical notice any good things you may choose to send me.
husiness of the world. The telephone and speaking If I had a copy of that little pamphlet on the crimes
inspired only superstition and awe.
Science declares that there is nothing in all the phonograph are among the youngest and most inter- of the clergy I would hav it translated and printed
vast nniverse too sacred to be quPstioned, criticised, esting children of modern !!cience.
here and in India. I am !!elling the Sinhalese edianalyzed, and, if possible, fully understood. It is · Again, science converts steam into a power that is tion of your Colombo lecture at aH these villages,
the good architect who lay!! his broad underpinning many times stronger than the combined efforts of along .with the "Buddhi~t Catechism." I think we
in soiid stone, leaving no' weak spot by which the all the domestic animals in the world's employ.
may distribute ·three thousand copies in time. I am
vast temple of knowledge may be in the future unIt has deposited in the bed of the Atlantic a line having a Sinhalese version of the "Bible Contraqicdermined.
of intelligent commerce, which pulsates from day to tiona" prepared.
The earnest disciple of science say!!: "Giv me day with its freight of thought, bringing the two
It may surprise you to hear that I hav taken to
the truth, at whatever cost to myself, even though continents, Europe and America, into the most healing the sick by imposition of hands. I ~m perto posse@s it be to shatter to atoms_my most cher- neighborly and familiar intercourse; and just here I fectly run down· by paralytics and palsied people,
ished opinions. Let me drink from the pure fount venture to predict that at no very distant day teleg- and hav cured twenty-three in one day. At Galle,
of nature, that my soul may be nourished by the rapby will be taught in our common schools.
on the 3d inst., one hundred patients applied, and
sweet bread of life; for to learn much of nature is
Aerial navigation, thus far impracticable, is never- the news of my cures having spread like wildfire
to know more of Go(:-, )d."
theless no longer utterly impossible. Science, through through the island, patient!! waylay me at every viiIn this spirit some of the most heroic and rever the art of photography, preserves for us the shadows lage I come to on my present tour.
ent souls that ever blessed the earth bav struggled of our loved ones that we may be comforted in their
The origin of the affair was this: When I got to
and climbed, going over, around, and through the absence, with the privilege of tracing every Colombo from Bombay I beard that the Catholic!!
ten thousand obstructions which fiendish prejudice lineament of feature, and enjoy even the expres- had started a "holy well" near Kelanie, after the
and.furious ignorance hav thrown in the pathway of sion which a passing thought may hav lent to the Lourdes pattern, and that some ignorant Buddhists
-Bcientifk investigation.
face.
had become perverts. I told the high priest, jokingThe very word superstition ever reminds us of
Through the discoverie~ of phrenol'lgy and an- ly, that he would h"av to start an opposition well;
those old heroes, long ~ince departed-Socrates, Ser- tbropoiogy, acience finds man to be the exact product and as he could not do that, being ·a Buddhist, not a
vetul'l, ancil that brave Bohemian Freethinker, John of all the forces and conditions which exiBted anterior Catholic pl'iest, I finally determined to show the
Huss, besides a host of oth€rs who, instead of bar- to his birth; hence his accountability is found to be Buddhists that desperate cases could be cured in the
taring away the priceless jewel of intellE>ctual free- limited, rendering him unavoidably and eternally name of Buddha as well as in that of Jesus. My
dom, cbo11e rather to yield up !!Weet life upon the more or less sub11ervient to conditions and circum- gooroo* (whose portrait you saw ~t Bombay) bad no
altar of liberty of thought and speech.
stances over which he can exercise little or no con- objeutions, so I began with a patient who bad been
Thus bas it ever been, in hundreds-yea, thou- trol.
p<J.ralyzed nine years in one arm and leg, and had run
eandg'-of instances, that the sacrifice of a noble life
Here ecience makes a compromise between what is the gauntlet of the English and nativ doctors withWa!! the price demanded for some new discovery in usually denominated positiv good and positiv evil, out relief. I gave him no medicin, but nimply apnature, which, when understood, proved to be a placing know led~ where persecution hitherto reigned plying my knowledge of mesmerism and occultism,
blessing to mankind, from center to circumference supreme.
cured the man in a half hour. Since then he hal'!
and from pole to pole.
Some thirty or more years agn science declared, walked twenty-four miles in one day. The news
In ages past whomsoever ventured to strike a through the medium of a periodical publiBhed in spread, of course, like wildfire in a prairie, and since
match-so to speak-within the old citadel of igno. New York city by the Fowler Brothers, that the then I hav bad far more than five men could do
ranee and superstition, lighting up the dark fortreas moral character and intellectual status of the sue- thrust upon me. I need hardly say I take no fee or
even for a ~oment, found. be had but furnished the ceeding genera tiona need not be a matter of great presents of any kind; in fact, I giv alms to very poor
fagots for biB own crematiOn.
uncertainty. This stroke of infol'mation, however, and deserving patients. My cures are really as wonThufl, from age to age, hav some of the noble11t. did not jostle the world much· only the "few" and derful in some cases as that of good Dr. Newton,
souls of ~arth-humanity'!! saviors-been pe~secuted.' "far between" could comphehend and appropriate thlil Zonan Jacob, and other noted psycopathists.
and crumfied for the gr~v~ offense of seeking ear- the new light I After a lapse of nearly thirty years Among other things, I hav restored speech to a man
neatly fo~ Wls.do~, and s~nv~ng to acqmre that knowl- a man, distinguished for his nativ genius, thrilling elo- whose tongue was paralyzed, and cut;ed another in
edge wh10h m 1ts ~pphcatwn woul.d. augment the quence, p@ycological power over an audience, a.s well two minutes of a paralyzed arm and leg. I suppose
sum of human happmess. Let us reJOice that every as his ecclesiastical subterfuges-Henry Ward Beech- that now I shall be forced to do the same thing all
~ge h_as furnisb~d. some great, hero.ic so11;ls, whose er~opene.d his mouth i.n a recent discourse, and pro- through India, if my gooroo don't stop me, which is
l?telhgen.t c~nv10twns the fear of neither mcarcera- claimed his confidence m this same great truth, when possible, as it is a heavy drain upop. the vital force
twn, mutilatiOn, nor death could smother, nor the lo! the whole civilized world was aL once electrified of a man of fifty. The amusing feature of the case ·
united voice of a multitude bribe to silence; for to by his wonderful announcement. This is still another is that the padres show much tribul~tion at the unthem we owe unfailing gratitude for the advantages proof that mankind, ae a rule, are reluctant to ac- masking of an unsuspected theosophiCal battery.
of civilization and cu~ture which _we ~njoy to-d~y:
ce~t any new ~r~th unless it be hera~ded by ecclesiI return to Bombay the latter part of this month,
Ig~orant _con_servat~sm coupled With superstitiOn a.stwal or. poht10al pomp and magmficence, forget- so you need not send me the paper here until next
has l~ttle .f!utb.m the mnate goodness of man; the~e- tmg that m all the past the most useful discoveries season. If you can spare the extra copy send it to
fore.It ha1l~ wtt~ hop~ .and confidence a:ny new lll· and grandest truths hav, in a miijority of instances, Bombay, as we may hav to cut for quotes.
ventwn wh1ch Wlll faCilitate the prosecutwn of war. been born through humble instrumentalities. There
fare.
ever has been and ever must be a standing hostility I "A. sphitual teacher or guide among th!l Hlndoos,
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Our Sinhalese education fund grows apace. I
hav got Rs. 6,000 ($3,000) s~bacribed thl!-s far this
season. For poor people hke these this IS very
good.
·
With respects to Mrs. Bennett,
Respectfully yours,
H. S. OLCOTT.
Kurnbiya, Ceylon Nov. 10, 1882.
'

The Bright .Side Again.
DEAR. MRs. BLENKER: I do not see any difference
bet\Veen your endless chain of ·cause and effect and
what I termed a "ceaseless rush of blind forces;" as
your endless chain has no intelligence connected
with it, it amounts to the same thing. I admit that
" matter is governed and controled by its own laws,"
but does this fact prove that we shall "be blown out
as a lamp is extinguished?" I know that the grand
argument of the Materialist is that intelligence is
the result of organization, therefore disorganization
will destroy intelligence; but I cannot stop now to
discuss that point, but wish to confine myself to what
you hav stated concerning the "bright side" of this
question.
You ask, "Is it no stimulus to he1·oism, inspiration,
and courage to feel that each good deed done, each
good word spoken, will add to the world's happinefi!s
all along the coming future of its inhabitants?" I
think the amount of inspiration which we can feel
in contemplating the "future of the world's inhabitants" depends entirely upon' our opinion as to what
kind of creatures the world's inhabitants are. If we
view mankind as only a higher race of animals, existing for ~ brief space of time, and then v:anishing
forever, of what account is man more than the beasts
or the insects? Why should we trouble ourselvs
about the good or ill of such ephemeral creatures?
It wiil all be over so Boon with each individual that
it is of little moment, comparativly, whether his condition is bettered or not. I do not say it is of no
moment, for I would not willingly giv pain to an insect; but my enthusiasm in any enterprise for the
good of humanity will be greatly abated when I am
convinced that man is a phantom and life without a
meaning.
You say that "the poetic sentiment can revel as
gloriously in dreame of beauty, love, and progress,
to be realized here on earth," etc. What 1 revel in
a beauty that is meaningless-in a love that is soon
to be crucified-in the progress of a race of emmets?
Take the dignity of immortality from man, take the
deific spirit from nature, and all the glories of the
uni:v~se•. but;-m:ock-our-yearntn-gl>oulB)lii1nrbecome
a pigmy, and life a cruel farce.
In our League we once discussed the question, "Is
life .worth living?" Every Materialist said, "No."
Every believer in a hereafter said, "Yes." The
Materialistic Solomon declared that" all i~ vanity,"
and "man hath no pre-eminence above the beasts."
A soulless universe, a soulless human race, a brief
existence, and then eternal night-ail this is a meager,
mournful theory, belittling man in his own estimation, and paralyzing all the springs of noble action.
Yours truly, MRs. E. HEnnoN.
.Dowagiac, Mich.

Stalwart Liberals.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your
contributor "Tee Cee Lee" does no more than justice to the "stalwart Liberals" whom he enumerates.
But he seems strangely to hav forgotten, or not to
hav known, that thera is such a state as Michigan,
aud that, in proportion to its size (and it is one of
Uncle Samuel's "big boys"-only the seventh in the
family of thirty-eight), it contains as many, and as
stalwart, Liberals as any other state affords. We
count J. H. Burnham as the peer of any; and there
is M. Babcock, whose incisiv works are translated
into the language of heathen lands to counteract the
work of the missionaries. Our townsman, U. K.
Booth, now in Colorado, is known to thousands
through the masterly address' which he gave in this
city a C€mple of years ago. These hav a national
reputation. I could giv the names of a thousand or
two more .in the state, equally pronounced, if less
known. Mr. Burnham goes to Pittsburg soon for a
seven weeks' engagement.
Some orthodox chickens hav lately come home to
roost in the orthodox walls of the University of
Michigan. That institution is state supported, but,
like everything else, it is usurped by the devotees of
superstition. Its officers claim that it is a Christian
institution in this, as they claim, "Christian " state
(both false). Some years ago I made a protest before the state legislature against this Chl'istian claim
and practice in a state institution as violating plain
constitutional provisions, which made me plenty of
enemies, if no friends.
.
But now the old Nick is to pay there sure enough.
Dr. Frothingham, a professor in the medical department, and whose hat covers a large portion of the
brains of the institution, is a Liberal. He is accused
of having spoken respectfully of Thumas Paine and
Col. Ingersoll in some of his lectures, and (not having a wholesome fear of orthodox big0try before his
eyee) of having also spoken as freely of ministers as
of other men, and, worse than all, of having spoken

doubtingly or irreverently of superstition in the
light of science. ?-'his ~as terribly stirred the ire of
one Morgan, a Cahforma preacher, who apparently
·coul?~'t liv by his trade at home, and is ~~udring
medwm at the expense of the people of M10h1gan
for the purpo~e of ~ettering his co~dition. He has
made cornplamt agamst Prof. Frothmgham, and the
subject is now undergoing official investigation. For
consistency's sake, if the professor is found guilty of
heresy he should be burnt. But the rational commentary is that we hav as good a right to insist that
a little sense be taught in a state institution as supe1·stition has to demand that it be taught. If Dr.
Frothingham has struck the shell of superstition that
envelopes the institution with the hammer of science,
let us hope that he will add blow upon blow until
the shell cracks and the sunlight of reason breaks in
and dissipates the mists and fogs of bigotry that hav
been bred there.
S. B. McCRACKEN.
.Detroit, Mich.

John Peck's Infidel Philosophy.
An honest God will never damn an honest man on
account of a:a honest belief.
If God is everywhere, he must be in hell. If hell
is a place of torment, must he not feel uncomfortable? If the saved are admitted into the presence of
God, are they not in hell, too? ApropoB, they always raised hell on earth.
If God had foreknowledge, and created the devil,
and the devil is the author of sin, and the reward of
sin is eternal torment, do not those who go to hell
carry out tP.e design of the Almighty?
If the eating of the apple tainted the whole human
family, and God drowned the world on account of
sin, did he not know that thetaintwouldreachdown
through Noah and produce another crop as wicked
as the first? And would it not hav been a stroke of
·
d
df
policy to let Noah go for fish-bait an bree rom a
new stock entirely?
A portion of the animal~ of the earth are the natural food for another portion. When the animals
were let out of the ark, what was there to hinder the
h
hawks from pouncing upon the "dunghills," t e
wolves from devouring the sheep, the lions and panthers from killing the deer, the rabbits, etc.?
If God could cause the dead to come 'forth from
their graves, could he not invent some other way to
kill men without drowning them? By this method
he killed innocent animall'l, which had not sinned
along with man who had sinned. Why should he
wish to ki1Ltheinn01lent_kids. and lambs, the doves
and nightingales, and save the vor!loioul!l sharks, the
devil-fish, and hell-benders?
If Christ died to save sinners, and ninety-nine out
. d
·
of every hundred go to he1I, was not h IS eath mnetynine-hundredths of a failure?
If a knowledge of the scriptures is necessary to
salvation, and God is all-powerful-and thousands
die every year who never heard of them-if he has
not adapted· means to ends, is he not. alone responsible?
If King David, with his score of fancy women,
was a man after God's own heart, should not Brigham :Young be regarded as a patron saint?
If God sanctioned all the bloody wars we read of
in the Bible, will he be likely to send a delegate to
the peace congress ?
If we cannot feel guilty because Benedict Arnold
attempted to betray his country, or because Booth
assassinated President Lincoln, or because Guiteau
killed Garfield, or because a thousand other bad acts
hav been committed, over which we had no control,
how can we feel guilty because a woman ate an -apple six thousand years ago? We cannot feel guilty
for what we cannot help. If God will punish us for
what we cannot help, he is incompetent to .fill the
office of a country justice.
If it is just to hold the whole human family for
the bad act of one woman, would it not be equally
just to giv the vilest wretch on earth credit for all
the good which has been accomplished by the great
and good of all ages?
If it is right to teach a child to be good, is it not
the bight of absurdity to inetill into the mind of that
child the idea of original sin, which precludes the
idea of being good?
.
If there is sufficient eflicacy in the blood of Christ
to snatch a man from the gallows right into the
king-row of the. heavenly checker- board, will it be
likely ever to fail on a decent man?
The Christian believes the Bible to be of divine
origin, given by a perfect being-that those who im"
plicitly follow its teachings must be perfect, therefore not susceptible of improvement. Thetendency
of such belief is forever to hold man at a standstill;
and history proves that the Christian has never taken
one step forward, only as he has been urged by outside (and generally Infidel) forces.
If God commanded men to be stoned to death for
picking up sticks on the Sabbath, and little children
to be torn to pieces by wild: animals for saying
naughty words to an old man, he would not do for a
law-maker of the nineteenth century, and I wouldn't
vote for him. If God ever suspended the laws of
nature in order that a miracle might ba performed,
what assurance can we hav that the law of gravita-
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tion may not cease at any time ? Or how could we
know that the sun will rise to-morrow morning?
. No matter what a man's daily walk and conduct
may be; though he may be a drunkard, a gambler,
and bruiser; though he may hav robbed the widow
and the fatherless; though he may hav the blood of
the murdered upon his skirts; though his seduced
victims may die in despair; though he may bear the
ear. mark of adultery and disease; though a court
may decide that he is too vile to liv upon the face of
the earth, yet if he only believe in Jesus Christ, and
is flush with faith, he can enter the· gates of the
holy clty without being cross-questioned, and hav the
full freedom of the celestial city tendered to him.
Though a man may hav spent his whole life in
trying to make llhe world better; though his blessings may hav reached far and wide among mankind·;
though, like Watts and Fulton and Morse, he may
hav made discoveries of incalculable value to the
human family, if he does not believe in Jesus Christ,
and has no faith to believe that the merits of an individual who died many centurietil ago can be of any
possible advantage to him, he must be cast into hell
without a triaL by his peers, and even denied the
poor privilege of pettifogging his own case.
If "Moi'les told the truth when he said that Jacob
saw God face to face, didn't John tell a lie when he
said "no man hath seen God at any time?"
If any human being can deserve hell, it is one who
· ·
h'l h' f · d
· h'
·
1
can reJowe W 1 e IS nen s are wnt mg m eterna
torment.
If a man teach his children that the stories as related of Samson, Jonah, Noah, Elijah, Lot, and his
wife, Balaam's ase, etc., are the word of God, and
that the disbelief of them will incur his wrath, might
•
·
h
h
h
·
th·ey not Justly mfer t at t e greater t e absurdity
the more sacredly they are bound to believe, and
that the favor of God follows the belief of the biggest lie?
God told our first parents that if they partook
b' d
· h
h ld
1 ·
of the for Id en frmt t ey s ou sure Y die. They
partook of the forbidden fruit and did not die.
Which wall the more truthful, God or the devil?
"You pay your money and take your choice."
The great wrong which has been done throughout
Christendom by teaching the young that there is a
way by which they can esca1)e the consequences of
crime and wrong-doing, can never be computed. The
doctrin that the blood of Christ cleanseth from all
d
d d d
1
·
sin may hav enable some elu e morta s to die in
hopes of an imaginary heaven; but it has made ,a
hell on earth. A criminal act leaves a fearful scar
upon the individual committing it and upon society,
and all the blood of ten thousand· saviors cannot
wash it out. Better a thousand times to teach that
every wrong act has an unavoidable penalty here
and now, and that there is no escape from its consequences; that a little self-restraint in regard to the
commission of crime is worth a world of blood and
repentance. Let this lesson be properly impressed
upon the minds of the young, and it will be worth
more to the people of earth than ten thousand heavens filled with blood-washed criminals.
If it took six days for God to create the heavens
and the earth, how much time could he hav saved if
· 1
ld h
b
·h d
the raw materia cou
av een furms e ready to
his hand and a good convenient place to work in, so
that he wouldn't hav been compelled to lose any
time on account of bad weather ?
About the overshadowing business I hav 2.lways
had a serious doubt. That there was a shadow in
some way connected with the operation is reasonable, for if a child was begotten there was somebody
around near enough human to proj~ct a shadow,
"and don't you forget it." He who thinks a child
b
h d
h
b d
can be begotten y a s a ow wit out some o y to
cast the shadow is only a shadow of a thinker.
If the Christian religion has the softening, refining, and humanizing influence over the human faroily which is claimed for it, is it not about time that
the coarser and more brutal crimes were banished
from the earth? If after a two-thousand-years' trial
the people are no better off than when it found them,
is it not about time to run down the curtain and put
out the footlights and save expense?
Christianity, instead of making men wise and good,
keeps them in ignorance and makes them very dishonest. h makes them pretend to believe what
they do not believe. It makes them pretend to feel
innocent when they are guilty, and many times they
feel guilty when they are really innocent. It makes
h
d f
h
· h d
them lie for the churc an
or t e priest oo '
When left untrammeled ita tendency is toward barbarism.
Th.e precepts of forbearance, meekness, and chard h
h
h h B'bl
ity, scattered here an t ere t roug t e 1 e, are
like the spots on the leopard-though not displeasing
~~ett~:!t~' yet they do not neutralize the ferocity of
"SELF-CONTRADICTIONs OF THE BIBLE."-The demand for this pamphlet has increased since the reduction in .price to 15 cents; and we are informed
that since its first publication in 1860 over 30,000
copil:ls hav been_s_o_ld_·--~---THE TRUTH S:u:10l:R will be sent three months to
new subscribers for 50 cents.
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~ Ridiculous the above provisions are when ap-~as he was on the first Sunday in Decembe'r. But he
of the future. Room for more may be found by the:~plied even to small towns, they become not only ab- •did not think so. A law fifty years old did not
cheapening of. food-that is, by the use of cheaper}surd b~t per!!onally oppressiv when enforced in a ·seem so m.andatory as a statute pas~ed. t~is y~ar.
food-and amtable enthushsts may find here and~large ctty, where most people hav but the one day Nor was this effect unnatural. To the JUdtctal mmd,
thus a remAdy for the threatened evils. They can at!:for their recreation. The population of this city as to the people generally, the· re-enactment of these
least show that at present even the most populousl work, on an average, ten hours for six da..ys in the ,provisions at this time bas seemed like a declaration
oouqtrieil in the Old World are not over-peopled;:· week, and Sunday is the only time they can obtain iby the legislature that laws which had come to be
for, undoubtedly, with due care, and with choice of to indulge in that relaxation without which life be- deemed obsolete should be deemed obsolete no
tlte cheapest forms of food, twice as many per square' comes an endless treadmill of work. The law~ were longer.
''Every provision in the new Penal Code ought
mile might exist even in Belgium than at present. passed very quietly, and great was the surprise when
But those who consider the dignity of man, as well it was found that pur police officials were oontem- immediately to be repe~led which tends in any dea" his mere num bArs on the globe-those who study plating enforcing them. All these laws had been gree to make the observance of Sunday stricter than
the evidence afforded by the wide, though uncon- on the .statute books for years, but nobody ever paid it was before, or to interfere wi~h the liberty of perscions, experiments mllde by nations in past ages- any attention to them, except Crosby's society of sons to do what they like on that day, so long as
will entertain a diff~>rent idea as to the way in which fanatics, who occasionally endeavored to revive their acts are otherwise lawful and are not productiv
the great life problem should be vi" wed. Mere in- them. But now they are revived and applied to of unseemly disturbance.
cre~se of population-even though all bA supported all the small tradesmen, while the corporations with
"Any attempt strictly to enforce these provisions
in health and vigor-is not all th'lt the human race money are allowed to do precisely as they hav been of the code, according to their letter, has a direct
has tl) look forward to; it may be doubted· whether doing for years. The· bootblack on the corner who tendency to make the people dishonest. (All manit is worth hoping for in itself, under any conditions; tried to make a few pennies waR summarily con ner of servil labor on the first day of the week is
but, a.ssm.·edly, if along with such increase there· signed to a cell, while the preacher in the pulpit, prohibited, excepting in works of necessity or charshould come, as of old, the degradat.ion of the many earning his hundred or more dollars, was allowed to ;ity,' says the code. Now; there is probably not a
under the tyranny and oppression of the few, the go on, and protected by the same legal m11.chinery clergyman in New York, certainly not one who
change which enthusiasts regud so hopefully is one that arrested the bootblack. Grocery stores, mea receives a large salary, who does not violate this
most devoutly to be deprecated.
shops, barber shops, and all useful and necessary provision every Sunday in the year, by procuring or
·
RrcHA.RD A. PROCToR.
businesses were stopped, and whoever· failed to sup- allowing acts to be done for himself or his family,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 p l y themselvs on Saturday night, found thPir sup- by domestic servants or others, which really amount
plies out off by the interference of ecclesiastical to servillabor and nothing else. And so it is all
bigots, who, while preaching for pay themselvs, through the community. The most religious, as
E
would. not le.t hone.st.er men hav a chance toP.rovide well as those who are not relig1ous at all, will disreD• M• B"'"n'r"'TT
.IW.U,Jll
'
DITOL .
f oo d t or t h etr f amt ltea. A n d , not content with get- gard this law. People cannot
~
.u
z:
be compelled too b 2 ,_,_......,..
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $B.OO PER YE:~. ting the old laws revived and trusting to the police serve it; and the right thing to do with every statto enforce them, they incorporated another religious ute of this sort is to repeal it.
society under the name of" Sunday Closing League,"
"For a proper and becoming observance of Sun~ largest and ~est Radical Jottrnal publiihsd in an~ ~a? ~pies out all day reporting violations of day or any other religious h_oliday, we should be
Jlmoo.p' 01' America, contain~ Bmltm hundred squar8 inches thetr tmqu1t~us !aws..
•
· content to rely .upon the sen~Iments of the people,
mors reading matter than any oth8r jottrnal of its kind.
The constttut10nahty of the law will undoubtedly and not resort to the compulswn Of the law."
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - m l s o o n be tested, several large firms having given noThat is sound dootrin, and if the clergy who wish
tioe that they should violate it for that purpose. to stop others from doing what they do would only
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1882. The Corporation Counsel has already given a very giv heed to it, they would save themselvs from
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I ! B - - - - - • I I l i b e r a l construction to it as to what are works of ne. another set back. . The nineteenth century is not the
oessity. A New York court, Mr. Andrews says, one in which ministers can control the personal
DEATH OF D. M. BENNETT.
held that taking a sick child to Staten Island fo walks of the people. That was done one hundred
D. M. Bennett, editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, died !recreation was a work of necessity, and would no years ago, but citizens no longer hav the superstiat his home, 27 Clinton Place, on the morning of hold that a pleasure excursion of overworked labor- ions reverence for " the cloth" that they had then,
ers thither was otherwise. The words "tending lock and the result will be that the church will hav less
Wednesday, the 6th, aged 64. His death will be a ~n a canal" w.ere heid to imply necessary work. A influence than ever. Viewed in that light, this digshook to the readers of his paper, as it was to his stat~te of 1871 legalized contracts for advertisments ging up of old laws will hav a good eff~ct.. T!tey
pubhshed on Sundays. The Court of Appeals had cannot touch the newspapers, and these will m t1me
numerous friends in this city. He had been in suf- held
before that date that printing, selling, and dis- so enlighten the people that when the next ecclesificient health to attend to the duties of his office up tributing newspapers on Sunday was illegal, and tha astical craze strikes the city they will sit down very
to Friday, the 1st inst. For a week previous to that the proprietor of a newspaper could not recover for hard upon the bigots.
advertisments in the Sund!iY edition. The code,
This "Sunday Ulosing League" is the same kind
time he had been suffering somewhat from malaria, Mr. Andrews remarks, contains no new law. Some of a society as Comstock's, and is fully as dangerous
but on the morning of the day in question he was of theold laws that it re-enacts-likethoseinregard to the liberties of the people. If it can say·nowthat
J;O driving on Sunday~hav long been practically a none shall buy groceries or get shaved on Sunday, it
obliged to take to his bed. His disease was gas- dead letter here. The question how far they shall will soon want to force everyone to attend some
tritis, coupled with an affection of the heart. Hope now be revived and enforced must depend largely church, and we shall see people who absent themupon the decisions of the courts as to thei~ meaning, selvs fined and imprisoned as they were last Sunday
was entertained of his recovery up to Monday nigltt, and
upon the support given to the police and prose- for driving through the streets. It is very dangerwhen he sank into the unconscious condition in outing officers by judges, juries, and public opinion. ous to clothe ecclesiastics with power, and· this last
It is very safe to say that public opinion will not move is well calculated to alarm honest men who
which he died. A strong constitution; which had
sustain the eccleaiastics in their new inquisition. love liberty and personal freedom.
never been abused, kept until morning its hold on The prohibitions are so distasteful and contrary t o ' l l · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - life, which seemed reluctant to leave one who had so the general sentiment of the community that th~y
Book Notices.
hav long btren disregarded in practice, and the stat
MoRAL EDUG.A.TION, ITS LAws AND METHODS. Governments,
blessed it with usefulness. Words can only beat
utes which contain them had become obsolete to all
churches, and colleges for many thousand years hav striven
the tidings of his death; they cannot contain the intents and purposes, especially in our larger cities.
in vain to conquer crime, disease, a11d miserv. A new
s.) long, says the Sun, as no attempt was made by
m~thod must therefore be adopted. If that mRthod can
sorrow of his strioken friends.
the authorities to enforce the objectionable provis.
be found in this volume, does it not indicate a betterfutnre
ions of these antiquated Sunday laws the people were
for humanity? By Joseph Rodes Buchanan, M.D., author
The funeral will be held at the German Masonic ~on tent to let them alone; and if anything 3 t all was
of many other works. Published by the author at $1.50.
to
be
done
with
them
they
should
hav
been
repealed,
We
cannot hope to do full justice to this volume
Temple, No. 220 East 15th street, this city, on Sunand the observance of Sunday in a decorous and of 400 pages, but we are fully satisfied that it conday morning at half past ten. T. B. Wakeman will suitable manner should hav been left to the good tains very much of importance to our time in the
\YOrld. lu his note to the reader the learned author
deliver the funeral address. All the friends of the taste and discretion of the public.
Instead of adopting this course, however, the speaks in thiswise:
deceased are invited to be present.
authors of the Penal Code nw fit to retain all t.he For more than a third of a century the doctrins illustrated in
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a l , o l d and severe enactments which hav lately attracted this volume hav heen cherished by the author when there were
80 much attention, and the result has· heen an agit11.- few to svmpathize with bim. To· day there are thousands by
R-eviving Puritanism.
whom many of these ideas are cherished .. wh.o are ready. to -.yeltion in rPgard to the Sunday laws roueh greater than come their ~xpr~ssion, and whose enthusiastic apprubanon JUBPnsbeil by a lot .Of religions zealotP, the grPat state could possibly hav been brought about in any other ttfies the hope that these great tru hs may ere long pervade the
of New York has gone backward from fifty to one way.
educational s:ystPm of the Eoglish-speakiograce, and exfend
hundred years in the..bst few days. On thE> first day
It is useless to deny that the re-enactment of these their beneficent pr•wer not only among European races, but
of this month tha New Ptlnal Code went into ~ffect, harsh laws has given them a fresh and additional among the oriental nations. who are rousing from the torpor of
and among its provisions are these relating to the sanction which renders them more oppressiv than ages.
observance of the alleged Christian sabbath:
they were before. The legislature has taken them
The author shows the defects in the systems of
Servil. Labor.-1\ll manner .,f serv 1 l.tbor on the first day of up and ·p lssed them over again, and by so doing has education in the past, and marks the superiority of
the week is prohibited excepting in works of necessity or
h
t
It ·
d
t
I · t r
charitv.
approved, in substance, the. principle upon which t e new BY" em.
IS prono~noe e~ f!lme Y m e Public Sport& -.&.11 shooting, hunting. fishin~, playing. horse- they are based. Thit~ is, that the religious o bserv. asting by those who hav seen tt, and 11 mdorsed by
racing, gaming, or other public sports, exercises, pa<umes. or ance of the first day of the week ou~llt to be en- the professor's wide circle of professional acquaintshows unon the first day of th~ ~eek, and all noise disturbing} forced by law. As though not satisfied with the ances.
the -r;P~ce of the rl>\y. >~re prnhlbttPd .
~manner of observing Sunday which had become cusThe new method proposes an entire revolution in
Trades,
ilianufaetures,
Mechamcal
Employments
· th e comm~nt_y,
· t an'd W h"tch was cert am
· 1y education to make it five times as t:fficient and comtrades,
manuf
..ctures, andand
mecbadcal
employweuts
upon-All
the ton;tary m
first d><v flf thA week are prohibited.
satisfactory to a maJonty of the people, the law. prehensiv as at present- not by enlarging the course
Public Traffio -A.ll manner of public selling or offering or makers restored and renewed, so far as they could, of study, but by substituting general development
exposiul!' for s..t"'. publi~lJ: of any commoditie~ up~n· the first a lot of obsolete rules and regulatione, whi.<lh hav no for mere schooling.
·
day of the week 1s p~oh1b1ted, exce~t that !ll"ats. m1lk, ~nd fi;h~reason in themselva, and which the pub he do not
Dr. Buchanan claims that mere intellectual and
may be sold at any time before 9 o clock m the worm ·g. and~want and will not long tolerate.
·
literary education, such as we hav had h8retofore,
except that food may be sold 'to be paten on the premtses where~.
'
. .
.
h
h
d
·
h h · 1
t't t'on does not
sold, and drugs, medicins, and..surgical appliances may be sold . To show that thts .vtew 1s corre~t, and t at t ese oes not Improve t e p ys10a cons I u 1 '
at any ttme of the day.
oheolete laws hav gamed fresh vtgor by reason of giv men pra~tical ability and s~il.l in u~eful vooa[V10l>\tion of the·e laws is a misdemeanor punishable by a,,;their introduction into the new Penal Code, it is tions, by wh10h they can earn a hvmg, and does n~t
tine of frnm $1 to $10, or imprisonmen! for not more than five':only necessary to refer to their effect upon the mag make good citizens by elevating the moral character ..
days. Goods exp·•oed for sale are forfened to the poor funds.f' istrates charged with the duty of enfercing them. Bat as these objects are really more important than
Persons
who
unfltber
day than
Sunday. R
. Jll8ttoe
· ·
· th"18 Cl't y was un.d er ,l't
educati"on ' he contends that they should
may work
onumf.,rmly
Sund..y ifobserve
they disturb
no holy
obsPrvers
of Sunday.. ea. ll y, every po_1ICe.
lD
1 erary
.
. re-.
Theatrical and similar performances are forbidden under pen-i iust as much ~bhga.tlon to enforce the .laws agams oeive as much attention as the literary studies at ·
alty of toOO ftne and forfeiture of license.)
~abbath-breakmg on the last Sunday 1n November present pursued, and ·that instead of interfering with
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intellectual education this broad culture will really . "Do ye really mean it?" asked a· stolid deacon of
The Crime of the Nation.
greatly improve it.
·his pastor.
The founders of this government refused to grant
/ 1. There should be regular physiological culture
"Why, uertainly," replied the minister; "didn't to Col"lgress power to punish any offenses san
to make a robust constitution, so that the health you hear me say so in the pulpit?"
treason, felonies on high seas, counterfeiting U11ited
could be greatly improved by the education.
"Well, yes, I heard ye say so, but I didn't sup- States coins, etc., and offenses in the army, navy, and
, 2. There should be h-y:gieni.c and. medical instr~c- poRe ye really meant it."
in districts exolusivly under United States jurisdiott<?n for .both sexes rmffic1ent to quah.fy ~hem to. mam·. Strange to say, congregations want t~ings said in tion. The Debates on the Constitution are full and
tam their health and escape the ma]Orttyof dtseases the church whtch they avowedly disbehev~. I can alear on that matter. But Patrick Henry predicted
which are known to be preventable.
well credit Mr. Miln's statement that members of his Congress would agsume power to punish any offense
3. There should be pra?tioal industrial education, congregation fully agreed in private with their unless the provisions of Amendment No. 10 were
so as to make each puptl a .thorough and skilful preacher's opinions, yet in public took the other side. made and "incorporated in the Constitution, :which
~aster of one or more vocati.ons by whi?h he or she
"What Bob Ingersoll says ·is true," said an intel- also declares all enactments contrary to its provists•to be. supported through hfe. Experience shows ligent young man, " but he ought not to be allowed ions to be nuU and void and of no effect.
that such training does not hinder ar retard the to say it."
In a few ·years Congress, under lead of the old
~tudy of literature and soienoe~ but t~at boys train~d
What I admired in Mr. Miln's pulpit course was tory spirit, passed a bill to punish sedition, and a
m work make better progress m their books, and m his aosolute frankness.
Tne pulpits are full of bill to punish for frauds committed on United States
the formation of an honest, manly chara?ter.
reachers who by no means believe what they are banks. This aroused the whole nation, and Jeffer4•. The mora~ nature sh~uld be so cu_lttvated as to supposed to believe.. Th~y may not speak with eon- son and Madison drafted the celebrated resolutions
eradicate all ortmes ~nd v1oes, and bUild up a!l hon- scions dishonesty, but they use words with private of '98, that declare those acts of Congress null and
orable, benevolent, htgh-toned character. Thts duty meanings of which th"eir hearers a:re ignorant.
void, because Congress has no power to punish any
has heretofore been neglected by the school and l~f
In their parlors they express doubts and disbelief, offenses except those named. Jefferson was elected
to the church, but the church has made a total fa1l- of common doctrine, but this does not crop out in president on the issue, and Congress receded from.
ure, as the statistics quoted byProf. Buchanan show their sermons.
·
the steps taken by it.
~nat, W:hile colleg~s and ohurchel!l. hav b~en extend.
"We know nothing about these matters," said a
How do~s it happ.en that to-day Congress has j.ust
Jng, cnme and l!nsery ~a!' .been ID?reasmg, f~r tbe very activ pastor, speaking of God and the future pas.sed a btU to pumsh masters of vessels for landmg
last fifty years, m aU 01Vlhzed natwns. The mfl.u- life yet he always preaches and prays as if he kne Chmamen on our coasts?
ence of· mere ~ntelleotual educa~ion,. without the the' whole story. Many affirm tacitly w;.Pat a popuHow is i~ ~hat Congress pu~ishes for selling tomor~l and pra~t10~l elements, has Impaired both the lar young minister said to a cluster of h1s brethren, baoco or spmts, or manufact~rmg them contrary to
phystcal const1t~t10n ~n(} th~ moral~ oharac.ter.
.
"I suppose it is well understood that we.. all hav an the act of Cong~ess? It ~umshes for all m~nner of
. M?ral educatiOn umted Wlth the !ndustrtal (whw.h esoteric gospe.I an~ an e~oteri~ gospel-the e.soteric f~auds, burglaries, la~ce.mes, assaults, formbl~ .relS the backbone of moral culture) lS shown m th1s which we beheve m our stud tea, the exoteriC tha ststance to officers, k1llmg them; for advert1smg
w~rk. to ?e capable of r~v.olutio~.i~ing society and we preach to the people."
business on prohibited paper; for neglecting to use
brmgmg 1~ up to a splend~d .oond!tlOn by many ex.
No Infidelity can be as bad as hypocrisy.
sta!fips, ?r to erase them. O!! papers, boxes, )>arrels;
amp.les
tts success .. Thts tdea. IS presented very
Beforetneliesapamphletoontainingafewlectures for s~ndmg p~pers T!rohlbtted through malls; for
forctbly m ~lecture gtven by Dr. Buch~nan recently by Mr. Miln, from which the above extracts are ta"ken. chargiDg fees m oer~am oases, and for embezzlement,
at Boston, m.troduc~ory _to the establishment ?f .a
His English is clear and strong. His statements and for a thousand other offenses made by act of
new pantologwal umverstty, based on these prmm- are condensed. You can· see in his-sermons his love Congress.
pies of which he offers to· send a copy to any one of the drama and Shakspere. It is not, therefore,
How was it, Mr. Editor, that you were tried and
who ~sks for it .. The new universi~y is. to begin by surprising that he should take to the stage as to his impris?ned by Congress law for sending a pamphlet
opemng the medwal department thts wmter at Boa. nativ heath. His face which he kindly sends me by matl?
t?n· Dr. Buohanah's address is 20_5 ~ast T~irty- is a fine- one, though he has written against it "~
R~ading Jefferson's .letters, I_ hav just c~m~ across
stxth..street, New York, and he mv~tes. ~1beral orrible picture." In the Alliance, the weekly he one tn reference to thts same Illegal pumshmg by
phystotans and students to correspond wtth htm.
now edits, there are breaths of untrammE'led air. I Congress, dated September 26, 1798, to Mr. Rowan,
---------------L'Iiillilllliiiiil!ll!llllll!iiilillllliSII~~>Insed to be a religious weekly alone. Now it is in which he ~ays, "';l'~e habea~ corpus secl!res ev~ry
wider in its range, much to the discomfort of .some man here, allen or citizen, agamst ev.erythtng whtoh
Exit Preacher: Enter Actor.
of its old subscribers, one of whom sends his paper is not law, whatever sb~pe it may assume." It does
From the .American .tlrt Journal.
baok regularly, but does not send his address so tha . so no longer, else w?.Y m your c~se, and those of t~e
Geor~e C. Miln is one of the marked men of the it can be stopped. The Alliance does not giv its thousan~s of otherst!legally pumshed of late, was It
day. It took pluck to go from the pulpit to the own criticism upon Miln's acting, but quotes from not apphed for?
stage, or rather to mount from the valley of shallow arious critics. As sailo:rs dislike commanders who
It has been construed away. In most cases, from
blame in which he found himself after leaving the hav crept in through the cabin windows instead o the United States district courts ther~ is no appeal.
pulpit-; as it requir~d~uck to spea~ h,onesfu_tin.e!fielll£1rf!:U.ttg.-Uom.--the-f~o.EitW,-ao- actors- dietrust a The accused may be. dragg.ed. from hts coun.t~ hunopinione-which-red tlie Chicago Umta.rtans to urge player who soars at once to the belt of stars. Mr. dreds of miles and trted by Juries. not of thevwmage,
him to step down and out.
Miln has not served his technical apprenticeship, bu therefore not juries at all. He. 1s com.l?~lled to fit;td
That such opinions made his presence absurd in a he will thus escape many absurd traditions which a security, go a~d come, carry hts securities an? w~t
ministry calling itself Christian is unquestionable; player abl!lorbs almost unconsciously-as a coat, ness~s, all at hts own e.xpense. Meye acous'!'t10n lt·
but the candor that made the avowal was mo~t hon- h@gin£r in the ante-room of a lodt.:{e, becomes per- self 1s a dreadful calamity. If a?qu1tted, he IS ~ever
orable. -Mr. Miln's error was in supposing a Liberal meated with the fragrance of Eleusinian mysteries- reimbursed. Higher courts wtll re~use to .tBS?e
congregation would sustain his heresies. The par- to wit, the tyler's pipe.
habeas corpus, because the court of t!tal h~11 ,Junsticular utterances which led to his upsetting are in
On the whole Mr. Miln has won a hopeful oriti- diction, or for some other cause commg wtthm the
'wo paragraphs of a sermon on "The (Jhurch; its oism. His Hamlet is praised, if not hislago, and at exceptions of the H. C?· act. To enforce these statFuture." One paragraph relates to the personality thirty a. m.an has. manhood before him. His hand- utes a multitude or sptes ca!led agents are .ne?essary.
of God, and is as follws:
.
writing shows the bold, free character of the man.
These men liv by blackmatl. The Commtsswner of.
This he writes me:
Internal Revenue, in his report for the year 1881,
The individual Wlll be permitted to cherish belief in a per·
sonal deity, but he will not be compelled to do so in order to
I hav'been profoundly misunderstood by the populace and says, "Numerous prosecutions hav been instituted
hold his place in the church of the future.. • . . The be- outra~reou£ly misrepresented as to my views and purposes. . . . for most trivial violations of law, and arrested parlief in a personal deity . . . " is susceptible of sensible Having reached the end of the theological road, I quietly ties taken long distances and put to great inconvenidemonstratien." It is an inference satisfactory to one man, stepped from a sphere which was no longer congenial.
ences and expense, apparently for no other reason
but unsa.tisfactory to his neighbor. . . . Many will adhere
He adds that he shall hardly visit Boston or New than to make costs."
to the idea of a great world·soul as the energizing cause of the
What a grand spectacle! A great nation dragging
phenomenal universe. Others will say, as some now say, that York without a different company, and the critics
if there be a personal God, so-called, he discovers a most deplore his disadvantageous surroundings and sup- in~ividuals before its courts as criminals, all done in
amazing indifference to the incessant agony with which this port. Mr. Miln has met with no such failure as plain violation of its organic law I Which i~-the real
world of ours fairly writhes. But neither the one speculation greeted-with gibes and a skedaddle-the efforts, in criminal-the poor accused or the great natiOn? All
nor the other will be insisted upon as a basis of agreement.
Boston not long ago, of a Rev. Doctor who essayed the crimes of the decalog committed in one day by
It is a little amusing to find Mr. Miln condemned Othello. Indeed, Mr. Miln met with no failure, and individuals do not equal the intense guilt of one deby Liberals for so mildly hinting his doubts of the every lover of dramatic art should wish him good- liberate violation of the Constitution. I call on
divine personality, for Unitarian preachers are often speed in his lofty aim, which is not only for himself, truth seekers everywhere all over the land to confound fault with by oomp~~ora~ivly conservativ con- but for his comrades in his new profe!'lsion. If sider this. The intent of the law, where there can
gregations for a~rming that God is a personal being women like Mary Anderson and Margaret Mathe be any doubt, is to be gathered from the intention!!
of intelligence and will. "Hot ice and wondrous can vault at once into the queenly saddle, why may expressed by the lawmakers; t~e de~ates and writseething snow.'' The same wind blows both north not a man begin with Hamlet and Richelieu?
ings of the founders prove thetr destgn was to preand south.
·
'Tis said by Horace, to whose name be glory,
vent this very abuse of taking people from the.ir
The other paragraph touches immortality.
There always is room in the upper story.
counties. They therefore clearly state that they gtv
Mr. Miln i's a Londoner by birth. He has the to Congress power to punish only the few offense1
It will not be regarded as a belief essential to membership in
the church of the future. . • . I am no stranger to the blood of thtee nations in his veins. One grandfather, named. Other offenses against property or officers
coffin and the grave. I hav stood in many homes of darkness. and editor of th~ . Times, was a French Huguenot ; of the United States were to be punished by the
• . . . If·I could believe there were a future life, how gladly an ancestor was burnt at the stake in Scotland; a states. Moreover, we can see that every act of Conwould I l~t loose my imagination to picture its possible glories I
. • • But I cannot afford to deceive you, and so I say that, grandmother was a Welsh woman. His father came gress that requires such punishing by Congress ia in
however beautiful the dream may be, the chance of its fulfil- to America during the Rebellion, and lost his all by itself unneoeBsary or arbitrary, and we were better
ment seems to me remote and improbable.
the Tallahassee privateer. At twenty Mr. Miln be- without it.
Science declares at least that for· every thought which dis- gan to preach among the Methodists. Then he cast
One false step by Congress calls for others to
' turbs the brain there is a corresponding molecular change, his lot among the Brooklyn Congregationalists. Out. holster and sustain it, until finally all our dearest
showing the dependence of thought.on matter. Even the bold·
est defenders of orthodoxy do not attempt to demonstrate the growing this coat also, he thought of studying law, iiberties are at. the mercy of some thief or ferty
se-parability of miud ll:nd body; and th<~ question of questions but gave up that plan for his Chicago pastorate. thousand government officials. They understa?d
for us to decide is, if brain is the organ of mind-nay, if mind Edwin Booth, whom he resembles, is his friend and &nd correspond wi~h each other. ~ureaus, commts·
dep~>nds for its activity on brain-IJ,ction-how will thought go adviser.
W. H. Crane, the comedian, writel!l him a tiona and secretanes correspond wtth courts to adon-how will brain-activity continue-when the brain, weary flattering letter. He has recently played an engage- vise ~nd instruct. So complete is the network woven
of its ceaseless toil, is laid at last to rest? "The undiscovered ment in St. Paul. He says he shall play Bertuccio, over us that at one blow, by one order, the exeoutiv
country, from whose bourne no traveler returns," still piques
our curiosity, still defies our analysis, and still " puzzles our Hamlet, and Richelieu, and leave !ago severely of the nation (as Hayes said;" Of the party which I
will." So I say of this, as of other 11peculativ beliefs, tha alone for the present. Henyy E. Abbey praises him, epresent ") could hav twenty or more leading men
they will not be insisted upon as a basis of agreement in the and Wakeman, the northwestern critic, tempers the in every county of this Union arrested and dragged
future.
wind of. journalism to thtl shorn parson. In high
undreds of miles from his home.
_
- This, too, is amusing. It is a common experience Miln is four or five inches under six feet. In one
But we are a law-abiding people-can't tolerate
to hear doubts of immortality among Liberal church way he is a Trinitarian. He says that good acting the word rebel, an:l every act of Congress is law, so
, folks. But let ·liot the clerical doubter imagin tha requires brain, culture, and feeling. When his pres- we are taught to believe. A few .earnest truth-seek·
such skepticism will be t9lerated in his pulpit utter- ent contract is over he will go abroad to study Euro- ers might open the people's eyes 1f they would.
anoes.
ean aotors.
W.
HoLl'.
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Now Let Mr. Sunderland Elucidate.

with, the annoying infringements mentioned may
serve as a partial palliation for his sometimes trenching- upon fastidious requirements and exacting formulas.
OLD VIRGINIA.
Concord, Ky.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I
would not deprive LaRoy Sunderland of his ecstatic
So, or Not So.
.joy in ringing his changes on that common word,
"mystery," when applied to the poor Spiritualist, if
Is human testimony able to establish a doubtful
I could. On the contrary, I would fain make :Rim statemen~? I wish to show how shamefully incred- happy over the term in other departments of nature. ulous and unreasonable some persons sot respecting
Let him elucidate any of the most common phenom- a matter. Nor are they illiterate people to whom I
ena around us to the point of freeing them from all refer. Many of them are cultivated and are accusmyatery. Let him begin with grass and _go to the tomed to reason on most subjects.
bottom of the matter. I hope he'll dissect and exIn examining facts we are obliged to accept the
pound, to his own logical mind at least, the inherent testimony of others as to a great many things. One
attributes of the eternal oau11e that has resulted in _is very unreasonable to say he will believe only what
makinu "gra11s grow" on our planet. Let him ana- he himself witnesses. The great mass of people are
lyse a link in that chain of cause and effect, coming forever excluded from the opportunity of testing for
from the eternal past, that was forged so long ago themselvs. They accept the Copernican theory, the
that the surface of the earth would be inadequate to Newtonian theory of gravity, on others' testimony.
Respecting so-called miracles there are some who
contain an infinitesimal part of the figures that would
be required to express the eons of time that hav since to-day repeat the specious fallacy of Hume. Yet a
rolled away. When that is accomplished he will very little reflection will show its falsity to be a1:1
not hav fairly begun. All beyond will be no lea& transparent as the saying "wisdom of our ancestors,"
mraterioua. Or let him take fire and giv ita latest or the "after which, on account of which" of the
101enti:fic analysis, and he will be as far from dispell- logiciana. Either human testimony can establish
ing its mysterious origin or intrinsic qualities as the any statement it may support, or it is not competent
boy was who 11imply declared that "fire burnt! be- to establish anything so far as we are concerned.
eaUI!e it is ao darned hot."
Let us take Spiritualism for instance. If the eduI wal! a l!ubecriber to Mr. Sunderland's Magnet, a ca.ted reader will reflects moment he will agree with
monthly published forty years ago, more or less. It me, I think: The testimony furni11hed by tmchnamel!l
wal! a mystic magazine, yet containing much truth, as Judge Edmonds, Drl!!. Grey and Dexter, Gov. Tal/ probably. Yea, mystery is everywhere. But if any mage,jProfs. Mapes, Crookelil, Huggin!!, and Wallace;
one wishe1 to see "mystification" worse "myati:fied" by the committee of the London Dialectical Society;
he il! commended to LaRoy'l! "my8 terious" hobby, by the thoueands of na.mes appended to the petition
"Ideology."
to Congress in April, 1854; by the at least ten thouA !!crew must be Iool!e in either the mental or- sand other competent, credible witnesses of characmoral machinery of one who, like Mr. Sunderland, ter far above the average, ought to suffice. Moredeclare& that Spiritualists are insane, when such men over, the character of the phenomena is so varied as
aa Hare, Mapes, Sargent, Garrison, Lincoln, Wallace, to meet every conceivable objection, being physical,
Crooke!!, Zolln~r, and thousands of others who will mental, appealing to every sense, in daylight or
not au:tl'er in any re&pect when compared to Mr. dark, musical, oratorical, past-telling and foretelling,
Sunderland, were or are Spiritualists.
feats the most trivial and contemptible, and again
.Memphi1 , Mo., Nov. 16, 282. STEPHEN YoUNG.
the most wonderful and terrible. To entirely discredit, after a study of the proofs, one's stolidity and
''Cynical Carlyle."
conceit must approximate the asinin of that pro.
feasor who has so elaborately taught us we are not
If oynici11m really waa a distinguishing feature in qualified to trust our own 11enees as witnesses for the
the character of the great author, shall w·e acce-pt facts, yet never informing us why then we should
the bare fact and malign accordingly, or with the trust them against the facts, and leaving us to infer
more gracioul! charity inquire the reasons? Apart that he alone of all the world is the only true expert.
fro-m the alleged mala_dy: tend_ered _as an excuse by
I venture to 11ay tbat never in thil'l worlu hal'l there
bill friend& for his mental distemper, there were evi- been such a complete and monstrou 8 mass of proof
dently other oauae1 co-operating to produce and irri- concerning any subject. The mind is simply overtate the o-.e 10 much complained of. If "boiled whelmed at its contemplation. The testimonJ would
ll'aaa and meal husks" could furnish a text for ana- be impossible to sustain a falsehood.
tional revolt, it is not strange that the like unsavory
Oregon Mo. Nov. 5 1882
CLA.RK IRVINE ,
pabulum often forced upon him as an intellectual
'
'
'
·
·
repaat 11hould provoke revolt in a min.d hungering for
the rioh succulence of rational thought and the rare
"A Truth Seeker .Around the World."
·
f
· 1·
Wh.l h ·
nntage o oongema 1ty.
1 e e was honored by
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: I hav just :finished remany viaitors, they were not always such as would viewing volume ill. of_ "A Truth Seeker Around
adm.1re and understand him, but too often were curi- the World," and am greatly deli~hted with it. The
oaity-seekera or a kind of parasitic idler!!, who thought illustrations are very valuable, because they show
to add to their own importance by admittance to the exactly how the reality appears, which words never
nresence of celebrity. Although- his greatness was can do. We see the Hindoo women and the Indian
'~"
mherent, it was by dint of severe labor that the weavers with their odd-looking looms; the heathen
world waa brought to know it, and it i11 not aurpris- temples, with all their varied and grand architeoting if untimely interruptions did something to both ure; the curiou!!-looking gods, that are worshiped
engender and elicit repellent qualities. We- all with the !Same honest, earnest sincerity that Chrisknow that to preaerve an unru:ffied composure upon tians worship their ideal deities. We see the farall occaaiona i11 not the easiest thing in the world. famed Gange& lying peaceful and quiet, with its marTo be compelled, as Ca.rlyle often was, to entertain gins of 11trange-looking plants, grasses, and trees.
thoae alike averse to hia sentiments and indifferent We see the tea plantstions, the tea-pickers, and the
to his intereats, made, as it were, a sufferer by sheer process of drying the tea, and wonder to our&elvs
effrontery, ought to prove fatal to any patience. Re- how the tea tastes that is valued at twenty dollars a
aliming a fact not generally conceded, that word!! are pound. We see the palanquin looking precisely as
of amall moment unsupported by a principle, he cared it use_d to in our old school geographies, for the Chi.al little for their shallow platitudes as they for his ne!'le are almost a stationary_ people in their habits
aplendid geniu!l; and though he mayhav cured a few and ways. We see the great car of Juggernaut, and
ills by the defen11iv armor of a bru11que demeanor, it poor, ignorant devotees lying stretched out in its
i1 presumed ill!! no le1111 grievous shared interment track patiently waiting for martyrdom beneath ite
with his remains. Time with such as he was i!'l of enormous· weight. We see trees, fruits, and landthe utmost value, and to defraud him of that de- scapes of these far-off pleasant heathen-climes, all
frauded him of reputation a!! well. The rare gem!! looking like picture!! of dream-land, so di~rent are
of thought, brilliant ideas, and glowing ·imagery they from our own home-scenes, places, and faces.
el!caping beyond recovery was an impoverishment Qno •ketch, "In the Mountain!! of Ceylon," reprethat he might hav computed, thoughtheworld never aents a youth and maiden walking by the water's
will. The broad statement that an overwhelming edge, and perchance discoursing of the old, old story
majority of the race are fools, if not complimentary, -ever new and beautiful to the new ears that listen
is at all events pretty well corr!)borated; and as it to its impassioned utterances of love and devotion.
wal! not pot!sible for him to exterminate thi!! prolific
I think if thee had never: -published any other
species of animal, to make hi!! intrusion a penal of- book!! but the11e they alone would hav immortalized
fense cannot be deeignated unpardonable. Regret- thee, 110 graphically, artistically, and yet simply ia
ting that he wal! not more munificent in his justi:fica- eTerything narrated, 110 honestly, too, is the pro and
tion of resistance to tyrante, we mu!'lt !!till thank him con of it all put before the reader.
for taking hill place among the meager rank and file
The chapters on Occultism interest me deeply, and
of unpopular thought, and with true military !!kill yet I cannot but think the whole thing some wellcrossing !!words with his-opponent!!. The mind that devised thaumaturgic operation. I cannot believe
il! not more or less ob11equious to public opinion i11 that mind can move matter. I'm sure mine never
indeed unUI!ual, and that Carlyle wa!'l not more lio hal!. Nevertheless it is a privilege to read and know
makes him th~ hero that he it!. Being, as he mani- what others hav seen and heard and read, though we
festly-was in a meaaure, 11ubjectiv to this restrictiv fail to comprehend all the processes that produced
influence, again !It which his better nature must hav the events narrated.
contended, the contest wal! surely trying to his inIn a week or two I shall send the $1.50 for the last
tenaely nervous temperament.
volume. Of course, every one who has the rel!t will
Leaving graver oharge1 to be more seriously dealt want this, a11 the series will be incomplete without it,

and besides this, every one will want to hear about
Japan, one of the most interesting countries of the
world, and to read of all the places and people thee
visited in California, and through the rest of the
route on to New York, and the glorious reception
there,, and will also want the index to the four volumes. I think any one who has read these books
can appreciate the lines of Whitman:
I see male and female everywhere,
I see the serene brotherhood of philosophs,
I see the cnnstructivness of my race,
. .
I see the result of the perseverance and industry of my nee,
I see ranks, colors, barbarisms, civilizations. I go among them·
- I mix ind~criminately,
And I salute all the inhabitants ofthe earth.
-Leaves of Gra&a,

ELHINA DRAKE SLENKER.

SnowvillfJ, Va., Nov. 24, 282.

Spurious Epistles of Paul.

If the following passage was w~itten by Paul, then
our claim that he lived 63 B.C. must be given up:
Jesus, the Messiah, who attested- a good confession before Pontius Pilate (1 Tim, vi, 13)."'
But the whole epistle is declared spurious by the
following~minent authorities: Schleiermacher, Eichhorn, DeWette, Baur U steri, Luecke, Neander, Bleak,
Rudow; and though most of these do not giv up the
authenticity of 2 .Timothy and Titul!~ yet the critics of the Tubingen school do, while orthodox scholars, like Ewald, Mangold, J}Iey, and Holtzmann favor
the supposititious character of all three epistlel!. The
argument is fully presented in Davidson's" Introduction to the Study of the New Testament," pp. 144-

185.

It is enough for our purpose that the :first epistle
to Timothy is spurious; but Dr. Davidson argues
that the other two cannot with any logical consistency be saved from the same fate.
The chronological order of the epistles is: 'fit us,
2 Timothy, 1 T1mothy. Schleiermacher, who died
1834, made the first formal attack on the authenticity of 1 Timothy, which he believed to be compiled out of 2 Timothy and Titus. Davidson finds ,.
no trace of the epistles prior to A.D. 130, but thinks
they may hav been written ae early as 120.
No other mention of Pontius Pilate, o_r of anv
event occuring a.bout his time, is to be found in any
of the New Testament epistles or in the apocalyps.
The anointed savior (mashiach Jeshu- christos
Iesous) of these books cannot be identified with the
.T esus of the gospel!'!, except in Lhe spurious -first
epistle to Timothy.
ANTICHRIST.
*We quote from the Peshito or Syriac version of the New
Testament, translated into English by the late Rev. James
Murdock~D.D., of New Haven, and published in 1851. All
our quotations will be made from this versiou for reasons given
in the appendix of Dr. Murdock's English translation. Briefly,
those reasons are: 1, It is the purest of all versions; 2, The
Syriac is,the language in which the greater part of the New
Testament wa.s originally written; 3, It is the language which
Jesus and the apostlM spoke; 4, The Syriac or Peshito version
was formed at the very commencement of the Christian church.
N.B.-The above reasons are in the exact words of various
eminent Christian authorities from 1568 to the present time.
See aforesaid appendix, or chap. vi of our "Life of Simon
Kepha" when published.

The Old and the New World.
Fr()'fn the Nw York Ledoer.

The notion generally prevails that America is more
distinctivly modern than the other quarters of the
earth, and it goes popularly by the name of "the
New World." It is also assumed that whatever cui-_
ture and civilization exists on this side of the globe
is an importation from some part of Europe. It is
true that when Columbus is said to hav discovered
America-it had been visited by the Northmen long
before, but their explorations came to nothing-that
portion of the country which most of us inhabit was
an uncultivated wilderness; but there were other
regions, in both North and South America, where
for thousands of years a civilization had flourished
which, in some respects, was in advance of that on
the other side of the Atlantic.
In the Old World Egypt was "the cradle of civiliza.tion," and the points of resemblance between that
wonderful land and certain nations that existed on
this continent ages ago are most striking. Mexico
more truly deserved to be called "the land of pyramids" than Egypt, for they were far more numerous in Mexico than they were in the land .of the
Nile, and in some ca11es very much larger. The
most gigantic 11tructure of this sort irl'Egypt is known
by the name of Cheops, and it is 746 feet square,
covering an area of eleven acres. The pyramid of
Cholula in Mexico, as measured by Humboldt, is
1,400 feet square at the base, and covers forty-five
acres. The construction is subl!tantially the same in
both countries, the pyramids- being built of hewn
stone, originally covered with cement, and panetrated by small galleries, with openings at eome dil!tance above the base. They appear to ha'v been applied to the same uses as tomb!!, temples, and observatories, and face the four, points of the compass.
Populous cities were to be ~een .on th~s ~ontinent,
laid out with the highest engmeer1ng skill1n streets,
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and court-yards, and parks, and gardens, anti the inheritance, and in the beginning started from the
houses adorned with rich and costly furniture, grace- same aource.
ful draperies, gold and silver ornaments, and ceramic
wares of _the nicest finish and most artistic designs.
Truth.-A Poem in Three Parts.
The temples of religion were :tp.agnificent beyond
CANTo xi.
description; immense reservoirs were constructed for
Spirit philosophy is most sublime
the public benefit, and supplied with water from the
Of all religions since the .birth of Time.
mountains by substantial aqueducts; the walls of
That unfleshed spirits often with us st&y
maseiv prisons are still standing ·in good preserva,
To drive our sorrows, cares, and fears away;
tion; the markets were supplied- with fresh provisThat loving friends who passed from mortal sight
·
f
,
A.re often with us, both by day and night.
wns by means o . "fast expresses; cotton was
Our spirit friends are infinitly dear
abundant and cheap, and the calicoes that were
When we do realize their presence here.
woven and printed a thousand years ago still retain
They giv us warning of impending ills,
the freshne~s of their colors; the same tools were in
With joy and happiness our bosom thrills.
use that we are familiar with, and many of the same
They come to comfort us, both night and d&J",
implements of war, and a great variety of musical
A.mid the sorrows of our earthly way;
instruments; coins were employed as currency; agA.ud when life's joumey, toils, and c~tres are paat,
riculture was reduced to a science, and the process of
Conduct us to their h10ppy homes at last.
irrigation carried to the highest perfection. The
How joyful for the poor arid oppressed
In spirit worlds to be forever blest I
inca, or emperor, identified himself with the work
of the husbandman by officiating at grand processThough dearest friends haT all gone on before
We hope to meet where parting is no more;
ions and ceremonials in the temple at the opening of
True skeptics th!ln will nenr more complain
the spring and the close of the harv53Bt.
When thBy do find their long-lost friends again.
The facilities for traveling were perhaps the most
And Infidels willriever, never doubt
stupenilous feature in that ancient civilization,
When they hav found the laws of nature out.
Carefully conliltructed roads, from 1,500 to 2,000
''-Winter"-who takes a superficial view
Beyond the grave-will be a spirit, too!
miles in length, were opened in Peru, with hotels
and post· houses at little intervals, where rele.ys of
Lands of immortali and unfading flowers,
horses were always kept in readiness for the travAmbrosial fruits and aromatic bowers,
Celestial lands of everlasting love,
eler; these roads were carried over a most precipi·
Delightful" mansions'' in bright worlds above,
tous and mountainous country, where deep ravines
Where perfect beings, be&ntifnl as light,
and low-lying rivers had to be croesed by long susFill human spiri~ with supreme delight,
Jmnsion bridgee, sometimes hundreds of feet from
A.nd shining riw•rs-seas as smooth as glassthe water. What country was there in Europe at
Reflect the lovely baings as they pass!
the· time of the Middle Ages that ·could boaet of
Grand trees of life, down by the river side,
such works as theae?
Where flowers bloom and waters gently glide,
The.soci&l condition of some of theBe old AmeriIn lovely mansions mid the flowers here
.
Our dearest friends of early life appear,
can people was, m certain respects, fs.r in advance of
And introduce us to the shining bands
·that existing in many parts of Europe. In Peru, for
In spirit f!ardens in the summer-lands;
instance, there was no abject poverty and no opSweet strains of music, no discordant sound,
pression of the government fell heavily upon the
Infinit joy and happiness abound.
laboring claslileS. Provision by law was made for
In robes of white the joyful millions shine,
the families of those who were slain in war, for
Always progressing, they become divine,
widows and orphans deprived of their means of supSurpassing gods in beauty and in grace,
· k
d
·
d d
· A - d
Pefected bliss in evPry loveiy face.
port, f or t h e SlC an maimed an
ecreplt.
bun Youth, beauty, grace, and love the hours beguile,
ant supplie!l of grain were always kept in the public
And glorv beams in es.ch angelic smile;
store-houses, as a provision in caee of fa min. Courts
Each joyful spirit its true mate will find
of justice existed for the trial and punishment of ofA.dapted to each pure progressiv mind;
fender!!, and-unlike what we sometimes see nearer
Together the gr~nd universe explore,
home-the laws were rigidly and impartially adminUpward and onward, thus, forevermore.
istered.
_
CANTo xu.
, _The res~hL=-c---.be-tween-th-e-1-"eligieua--l;ee--<>±'-t-~~~-Bh-1---what-~d--d-elightftrrtruth·tsL;b:is; ·
-the NeWand the Old World are most extraordinary.
We hasten to the perfect worlds of bliss.
·
· d th
d 1
Immortal lands of beatific light,
Th e A merwans
recogmze
e sun, moon, an p anEffulgent glory, glittering and bright,
ets as the representativs of divinity-they believed
With highest intellects, the most profound,
in the immortality of the soul and the resurrection
A.nd the vast universe revolving round I
of the body-embalming the dead body as the
Altd higher thoughts expand and fill the soul,
Egyptians did; they had ~L regular order of priestWhile age on age in endle8s cycles roll.
hood, and & magnifiaen t ritual; like the Roman
There unfieshed spirits in supreme delight
Augurs, the prieets predicted the future from an exSoar over the wide celestial fields of light;
amination of the entrails of animals l!llain in sacriRivers and seas, a~ smooth as shining glass,
Reflect angelic beings as they pass,
fice. There were orders of women vowed. to celiA.nd soar above those greaf cerulean plains,
bacy-veatal virgins or nuns-and the violation of
Where intellectual perfection reigns,
their vows was punished by burning the:p1 alive, as
A.nd lovely beings from all worlds in space
wal!l the practice at one time in Europe. The second
Do hasten to this dear, delightful place.
table of the Ten Commandments was, in substance,
A.nd from this earth are spirits coming fast,
the basis of the moral code and of the civil law.
Through gates celestial they are crowding past;
The Peruvian high priel!lt alone was allowed to entei·
The joy and happiness of· all complete,
the Holy of Holies, and, as was the custom among
For each arrival on the golden street.
No fiction ever was conceived so grand
the Jews, he ate the flesh of the sacrifice offered as
As souls progressing in the spirit land.
an atonement, poured the blood upon the ground,
From world to world in ecstasy they soar,
and sprinkled it upon stones and waJls, and also upon
A.nd the grand universe with zeal explore.
persons. The rainbow was regarded as a Bign that
And this unfolds new powers of the mind,
the earth would never agl\in be destroyed by a delThus spirit intellects become refined;
uge. Water was poured upon the head of children
Knowledge increases as the ages roll,
soon after their birth, and then the mouth and breaet
This satisfies the pure expanding soul.
·
d fi
d
Grand panoramas of all worlds in sight
b th
were touch e d y e mOII!Itene
ngere, an a prayer
Giv new sensations of supreme delight;
was offered to the effect that the water "may destroy
The lovely universe refines aml moves,
in thee and put away from thee all the things evil
And all profound intBlligence approves.
and adverse that were given thee before the begin~
Laws of the universe, sublill!e and grand,
ning of the world." Then it was eaid over the
Will bring delinquents to their nativ land,
child: "Now does it liv anew, and anew it is born;
Where pain and sickness, sorrow, sin, and strife
now again it is purified and cleansed."
Will be exchaqged for everlasting life;
Among the' other ·extraordinary resemblances in
Exchanged for love and ever-blooming flowers,
the old civilization of America to that of our EuroRivers and plains, celestial groves and bowers.
Perfect, immortal, everlasting bliss
pean progenitors may be mentioned the fact that
Will make amends for severed friends in this.
they divided the year into twelve months and
Wh en all the ragmg
. st orms ef l"f
-t
1 e, are pas ,
counted b y tens. T he- tra d eof the father d ascended
A.nd worms hav· changed to butterflies at last,
to the son, bards and minstrels sang at the great fesJoin the grand millions who hav gone before,
tivall!l, toasts were drank and good health invoked,
Where tear~ and sorrows will be known no more.
triumphal arches were erected to commemorate a
0 spirit land of ever- blooming flowers!
victory, and the path of the returning eonquerors
When will that grand inheritance be ours?
was strewed with leaves and flowers. Fashionable
0 sacred Truth I 0 precious, soothing balm!
For storms of life, an everlasting calm?
people made their social calls in the same sort of oldfashioned sedan-chairs that once abounded in the
CANTo xm.
streets of London.
Our long-ago unfleshed, departed friends
If I had room I might go on to multiply these
Await our coming, When life's journey ends,
•
.
.
Where lovely flowers always are in bloom,
pomts of resemblance almost mdefimtly, but enough
And fill the mansions with their sweet perfume.
has been said to provoke the question, "How are we
Our spirit powers, blooming one by oneto account for such a condition of society on a oontiWhose first unfoldment were on earth begunDent which our European forefathers had never heard
In .spirit lands unto perfection brought,
of, and more especially for the extraordinary similar~
Become the cherubim's and seraph's thought.
ity that existed in the usages and opinions of the
0 sacred truth I 0 grand and lovely theme,
Western and the Eaetern nations, which had never
Which separates the real from the dream I
been~p-resumed to hav been brought in contact with
El:Arnal truth be our unerring guide,
.
While spirits in the body we abide.
·each other?"
Till" born again," our happy spirits rise
One thing is- certain, they must hav had a common
To pure, serene, celestial, cloudless s~ell.
/

Then cruel creeds can nl!vermore control
The highest aspirations of the i$0ul.
The ~>rring creeds of bigots we forsa.k:e,
The chains of ancient superstitions break.
· From nature a.nd philosophy we trace
The past and future progress of the race.
We thus obtain a. spiritual life,
Free from all doubts, anxieties, and strife;
Lay up a treasure that will never rust,
When mortal bodies mingle with the dust.
Be ours to listen to the gods within,
A.nd keep our minds from doubting a.nd. from lin,
.And calmly wait for that delightful change
When we the grand old universe will ranre.
Delightful truth and prospect _so divine
l!,or thee, 0 man, to know that thia is thineThat thou wilt yet the universe explore
With the vast billions who hav gone before I
'Tis ours now the universe to scanGiv truth and science to the coming man.
Let all the nations understand and see
Our institutions and our minds are free.
Laws of the universe haT all the powers
Of perfect spirits in ceiestial 'bowers,
And while the perfect universe endures,
Its law man's final happine3s secures.
What sometimes unto man seems dark and dreat."
In spirit worlds will doubtless disappear ;
Mankind will see with clear, celestial sir;ht,
Laws of the universe exactly right;
And unbelievers will no more complain .
When they do find the loved and lost again.
Profound intelligences all approve,
While rolling years, decades, and ages mon,
CANTO :XIT.
Truth changes not like all of earthly thinge;
Death lays his oold and icy hand on kiniii,
And in the dust are undistinguished laid,
The cro·wn and scepter with the humble spade.
When states a.nd nations, kings and ldnidoms, fiill,
Eternal truth will triumph over all.
And this is truth, the laws of matter will
Man's highest aspirations all fulfil.
The bones of monarchs, emperor~, and kings
Molder and mingle with all meaner things;
Kingdoms and states and empires all decayAll earthly things in time will pass away,
But sacred truth will triumph to the last,
Till mundane glory is forever pa~t.
When gQds and creeds and Christian tyran~ fail
Eternal truth will finally prevail.
Whatever Jew or Gentile may proclaim,
From laws of nature all existence came.
The origin of gods and mau is firi;
Without the suns the gods would. all expire •.
Our dazzling sun produces all we see.
This is the law throughout immensity,
And we repeat, man's origin i.S fire;
Without the suns the gods would all expire.
Death of the gods will bring eternal peace,
And-persecutions will forever cease;
.
Preachers and spirits will employment lindBecome a. real blessing to mankind.
This is the highest thought of thinking man:
All things are good enough without a plan;
The grand old universe is good and sure,
And its progression alwa.ys will endure.
All human spirits will survive to see
The end of discord-perfect harmony.
We dearly love a good and moral life,
Free from all error, bigotry, and strife.
If there i~ not a future state of bliss,
We try to make a noble use of this.
A future state or not, no skeptic will,
By Jesus' orders, murder, slay, and kill.
If there are gods, they must be good as man,
And do for all the very best they can.
If there's no god but nature, life, and force,
There is no endless punishment, of course.
Saints go to hell or heaven and rejoiceChrist pays their money, and they take their choice.
Ha.lls, temples, palaces, and churchee &-rand
Will crumble down by Time's consuming hand;
But sacred truth wi!J triumph to the last'l'ill mundane glory is forever past.
CANTO XT.
All nations should, by love and union here,
Now be preparing for a higher sphereStop all oppression, mankind happy make,
Become philosophers for goodness' sake;
Learn from the skeptics not to persecute;
Produce, like Infidels, the best of fruit.
Upward and onward skeptic minds expand,
To an existence infinitly grand.
TRUTH SEEKER patrons, cling unto the truth.
ln all life's stages-manhood, age, and youthDefending truth, you nobly lead the Tan;
Yon carry forward the reforms of man.
Truth still advances, greater light appears,
A.lwa.ys progressing with the rolling years.
Be truth alone your everlasting shield,
Till persecutors and oppressors yield.
The truth will flourish with all noble menTruth crushed to earth will always rise again.
_That perfect ad&ge never yet did ia.il,
Great is the truth, and wtll at last prevail.
The laws of nature let us now obeyLiv in the sunshine of the present day.
Let m11tter, mind, and reason h"rmonize,
Till spirits reach their nativ kindred skies.
When dying strife obstructs the f&iling breath,
When the heart sickens, and each pulse i~ death,
Truth will sustain the moral and the justGrMe their last moments with a perfect trust;
And when the storms of mortal life are o'er,
Join the grand millions who hav gone before.
Truth givs this hope, this precious soothing balm:
For storms of life, an everlasting calm.
'l'.IDI END.
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WALLA WALLA, WASH. TER., Nov. 3,1882.
MR. EDrTOR: Inclosed find $8:25 Please apply $1.75
to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $6,50 for "A Truth Seeker
Around the World."
Yours,
E. KIMBALL.
ToMS RIVER, N. J., Nov. 26, 1882.
. MR. EDITOR: Your exemplary and straightforward
course in stamping out errors and educating and
liberating humanity deserves the full support of all
Liberals. PleA.ae find inclosed my check for $7:60.
Wishing you long life, health, ana eternal happiness, I remain,
Yours for the truth,
• THEO. HIRSCH.
ANGELICA, N. Y., Nov. 20, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5-$1.50 for the fourth
volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the World."
The balance credit to book account. As some friends
hav suggested that you should make a tour of the
United States and write up your impressions, I should
like to "second the motion" and subscribP- for the
same.
Yours, etc.,J. T. BRoWN.
EASTMANVILLE, MrcH., Nov. 23, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, $2.50 to pay on subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, $2 for the fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the World" and
postage on, the same; for balance send me one copy
of "Crimes of Preachers," and one copy of "Answers to Christian Questions."
Truly and sincerely yours,
GEo. W. AMIGH.
BRUNSWICK, Mo., Nov. 18, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 to pay for the
the fourth v0lume of "A Truth Seeker Around the
World" and my paper for 1883. Please send me the
"Crimes of Preachers," last" edition. As you see, my
hand is very unsteady. Am well up to the time to
pasa in mv checks. I am seventy-one years old, but
hav no fear of the future. Yours with more than
well-earned respect,
WM. TYLER.
LA CRosSE, Wrs., Nov. 22, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find a. draft for $3.15 for
another year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEXER and
W. S. Bell's" Liberty and Morality." I send you $3
for the paper because I think it is little enough for
the amount of reading you furnish. I sent the $1.50
some time ago for the fourth volume oil "A Truth
Seeker Around the World."
J. PETTY.
ST. Lours, Mo., Nov. 24, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please tind three dollars to
pay for two cories of Volume IV". of "A Truth Seeker Arouncl the World." My Liberal library would
not be complete without them. I, for one, was not
in favor of friend Bennett taking this long and
might-be dangerous trip for one of his years; but he
has safely returned, greeted by his many friends.
Long may he livl His printed letters are a monument as lasting as time.
Truly yours,
0. F. GREEN.
BuCHANAN, MICH., Nov. 15, 8 82.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to apply to my subscription. I don't want to do without THE TRUTH
BEEKER as long as my eyesight lP.sts, and I expect 'it
to hold good for a few years yet. I am now seventy.
eight years old, and it is great encouragement to me
to witness the immense progress that has been made
in the cause of mental liberty during the last few
years. I hope you will liv many years yet to battle
·for Freethought and free speech.
Yours truly,
JOSEPH CovENEY.
BIG STONE CrTY, DAK., Nov. 25, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Your "Truth Seeker Around . the
World," Vol. III., received. Please find inclosed
$1.50 for Vol. IV. No use for me to say the four
volumes are cheap at double the cost, for you know
full well yourself they are. Hoping you may (as
several hav written you) take a lecturing trip around
the United States and visit the northwest, for you
hav many friends here who would be glad to shake
you .by the hand (of course, you want to rest a spell
ere you start), I remain,
Yours very truly,
c. PUDER.
.AYER, MASS.,~Nov. 28, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find the price of your
fourth volume of "A Twth Seeker Around the
World." The story and my library would not be
complete without it. Though cheap in price it is
rich in historic facts, seen by an unprejudiced eye.
Where others hav "seen through a glass darkly,"
yours has been the clear vision of natural sight, both
diffusing and getting the light of reason. When
,. works, instead of faith and profession, are the test of
goodness the world will be far in advance of what it
now is.
Yours,
E. MYRICK. ·
BusHNELL, ILL., Nov, 24, 1882.
- MB. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5; $3 for my
subscription for 1883. It should hav been forwarded
a. month ago, but I hav been trying to get you a
new subscriber. I want your fourth volume of "A
Truth S-::eker Around. the World." Hav received the
tlrat two, and a.m much pleased with them. I think

your reduction will pay in the end. I will get you
some new s11bscribers if possible, but ortlwdoxy has
got the most of them; but we are gaining every
year.
Yours for truth, _DWIGHT WARREN.

World" has just come to hand. I am surprised It
has come so promptly. Often my TRUTH SEEKER has
failed to reach me on time. I get so excited over
this condition of the mails that I feel like cursing a
blue streak to thi.nk that voters will permit such deTAMA CrTY, IowA, Nov. 20, 1882.
rangements in their affairs.
Yours truly,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to apply on my subMRs. H. M. LYNDOLL ..
scription. I suppose you passed through this town
on your way home from your trip around the world.
ScoTIA, NEB., Nov. 18, 1882.
If I had known it at the time I should hav been at
·MR. EDITOR: Business first and pleasure afterward .
the depot to take a good look at you. I regret that I inclose $5-$2.60 for TRUTH SEEKER for 1883, $1.50
I was not able to subscribe toward sending you on for volume four of!.._' A Truth Seeker Around the
your journey round the world. I hav just. read your World," and for the balance left in your hands please
reply to John Storer Cobb on the Heyw6od matter, send me one dollar's worth of books. I will trust to
and am highly pleased with your views on that sub- your judgment to select if you decide to send books.
ject. With best wishes for your success and welfare,
Isn't Mr. D. M. Bennett just a little bit queer or
You111 truly,
E. S. BECKLEY.
I remain,
occult when he calls Yahweh a myth, and ccuses
him at the same time of crime? As though a nonPERRYSVILLE, PA., Nov. 22, 282.
entity could commit crimes, be blood-thirsty, etc.!
MR. EDITOR: The last order of books has come to
A. s. KELLOGGS.
hand, also the third volume of your travels around
[Of course we believe in the existence of no such
the world. Receive inclosed $9, for which send me character, but take the one that is given him and
the following books: The four volumes of "A Truth comment upon it.~ED. T. S.]
Seeker Around the Wor\d" arid two volumes of
Burns's Poems. We are Sllotch, and mean these
FRANKFORT, MICH., Nov. 22, 1882.
books for a birthday present for two -of our grand- MR. EDITOR: I hav just received the third volume
children. If you hav an edition which you consider of your trip around the world, and I am more than
better than this, send it on, and we will pay tlie pleased with the set. I note your circular in relation
difference of the price when we write again.
to the fourth volume- to complete the set, and here
Your friend, JAMES BEVERIDGE.
inclose the required amount for same;
As I desire some other publications I hav seen
EAu CLAIRE, Wrs., Nov. 2.7, 1882.
advertised in your valuable pap.er, also to Ienew my
Mr. EDil'OR: You may send me Webster's Un- subscription, which will soon expire, I inclose postabridged Dictionary, Draper's "Conflict Between o~ce order for $13, to be applied as follows: SubReligion and Science," and •· A Truth Seeker Around scription for TRUTH SEEKER, $2 50; fourth volume of
the World." Sb.ould you make a tour of North "A Truth Seeker Around the World, $1.50; "History
America you may put me down as a subscriber. I of Civiiization in England" (Buckle), cloth, 2 vola.,
like your "Truth Seeker Around the World " very $5; "History of Woman Suffrage," 2d vol. (edited
much. I suppose you are in your new place by this by Mmes. Stanton, Anthony & G-age), $5. I hav
time, all settled and hard at work. I don't see how the .first volume, and want only the second. Send
you can write so much in so short a time. You excel by mail. Yours very truly,
N. A. PARKER.
everything that I ever read in this way, and I think
fully equal in quality.
W. D. CuRTIS, JR,
CARROLLTON, ILL .. Nov. 25, 282.
MR. EDITOR: I am really glad you are safe at home
LosT CREEK, TE'l>lN., Nov. 24, 1882.
again, and, I see, as hard at work as ever. I -hav
MR. EDITOR: I received the third volume of your received the third volume of ''A Truth Seeker
book, "A Truth Seeker Around the World," and also Around the World," and am well pleased with all.
want the fourth and last volume. Please find· in- You say now you hav filled your contract, so you
closed $1.50, your price _for the last volume, which want $1.50 for the fourth volume. I thinK you hav
you will direct as before.
.
not only filled your contract but you hav _done a
I am highly pleased with the work, which I es- great deal more. I don't see how you can come out
tee·m above all others I ever read. although I hav even, so I will now send you $1.50 for the other volnot read them all yet. Hoping I will receive the last ume, and fifty cents to pay. postage on what I hav
volume in due time as prompt.ly a.s I rlirl thl'l othPr <tlr<>arly rrot.: <~nrl "'" my tim.;, ;,. nAarlv up for THB
three volumes, I will ever remain your friend and TRUTH SEEKER I will inclose post-office order ·for
admirer, etc. Yours fraternally, - JoHN DuNLAP,
$4.50, which amount will carry me up to Jan. 1, E.M.·
284. I see you intend to reduce the price of THE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA., Nov. 25, 1882.
TRUTH SEEKER to $2 50. That will not be very hard
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4.50; $3 for o~e 3' ear's to do, provided you can stand it. Hoping to see you
subscription, for THE TRUTH SEE;KER and $1.50 for Vol. out this way ere long, I close. Yours for universal
IV. of "A Truth Seeker Around the World." I re- mentalliberty,
-WM. BLACK.
ceived Vol. III. to-day. The people of our city and
• ERIE, PA., Nov. 22, 1882.
vicinity had the honor on the 16th inst. to listen to
Col. Ingersoll's great reply to Talmage. His lecture
MR. EDITOR: You will find fifty cents inclosed, for
was listened to by 1,500 people to their greatest satis- which you will please send me two copies of the
faction; There is no mistake, Col. Ingersoll is the "Crimes of Preachers." I met the Rev. Dr. Eddy,
greatest orator of the present day. Wishing you, brother of the prominent divine of Detroit, and iii a
Mr. Bennett, and all friends of liberty success in controversy at Corry, Pa., I told him that there was
the fight for liberty and freedom, I remain very no set of professional men that were convicted of
respectfully yours,
A. HILDEBRANDT.
crime as often as ministers of the gospel. Of course
he disputed me, and this is on{) of the reasons· I
want the "Crimes oil Preachers." I gave him the
WYOMING, IowA, Nov: 25, E.M., 282.
MR. EDrfoR: I hav received three volumes of "A statistics of Auburn prison for the year of .1880, an_d
Truth Seeker Around the World." I told you if I under the roof of that building there were 1,300
got the books all right, and you got home, you prisoners-! Infidel, 3 Jews, 54 ministers of different
should hav five dollars extra from me. I thought creeds, the balance, 1242 prisoners, according to the
you would deserve it, and now I inclose $10.50-$5 Christians, were all Infidels. This is the way they
extra for the three volumes, $2.50 on subscription reason. Wishing you success in your new departure
for 1883, $1.50 for the fourth volume for myself, and of reducing the price of THE TRUTH SEEKER, although
$1.50 to pay for the fourth volume for J. K. Conway I would take it if it cost $6 instead of $3, I remain
of this place. I wish every person who is able that yours truly,
H. 0. GREOE.
has received the round-the-world books would send
MILFORD, M.ass., Nov. 27, 1882.
you an extra "V."
ABNER KIMBALL.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.25, for which continue
my TRUTH SEEKER till Jan. 1, 1884; also send a copy
AuBuRN, N.Y., Nov. 23, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: I was, with your numerous friends to a new subscriber, Charles C. Fisk, Milford, Mass.,
exce~dingly happy at your safe and welcome retur~ from Dec. 1st. to Jan. 1, 1884. While such me.n as
to your home and field of labor where you hav so Anthony Comstock hav access to the malls, and
untiringly and faithfully wrought for the present and would suppress your paper, it is not wise to tempt him
future benefit of the humA-n family. I feel, for one, to steal by sending greenbacks through the mail,
that we baT a true and competent exponent of our for though not yet decided to be obscene they might
be unseen by you. Had rather trust the unlegalized
noble cause and must succeed.
Inclosed is $12 to be appropriated a,s follows: The robbers of the mail, feeling that the greenbacks
four volumes of'' A Truth Seeker Around the World" taken by them would be put to better use. Called
to M. C. Tucker, Lyons, N. Y.; the fourth volume to at your office last May on my way to Europe, not·
Jacob Buckeneer, Lyons, N Y., and the fourth volume expecting to see you, yet came very near it, as Eu·
to Dr. C. B. Tucker, Auburn, N.Y., and the balance genr showed me-not· the hand-writing on the wall,
but in the letters .sent by you for publication, and I
to my credit on the raper for 1883.
took them in my hand as the next best thing to
Fraternally yours,
DR. C. B. TucKER.
greeting their author. The length of the letters conCoLUMBus, OHIO, Nov. 23, 1882.
clusivly showed that what had been written about
MR. EDITOR: It seems a shame that a letter of early rising must be true.
"Welcome Home" has been so long delayed by one
Yours for the right, CHARLES C. JoHNSoN.
of your most earnest friends and readers of THE
GLEN HALL, PA., Nov. 25, 1882.
TRUTH SEEKER. I feel ashamed of myself for not
MR. EDITOR: Please find inClosed $5, to be applied
sending my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER long
before this, but, did you know all, tliat cutting cir- in the following manner: $2.50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER,
cular would not hav come to me. This year has 50 cents for two pamphlets, "The Crimes of Preach·
been a bad O!le for me-often without absolute ne- ers," 15 cents for one "Liberty and Morality,'kby
W. S. Bell, 10 cents. for "'.rhe Sabbath,'' by M. Far·
cessities.
Volume III. of "A Truth Seeker Around h e rington, and the fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker
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Around-the World." The three volumes that I subscribed for hav come to hand, and I hav read them
and found them very interesting and instructiv. It
seems. to need the fourth volume to make the chain
compfete. The last volume, I anticipate, will be the
most interesting; it will treat on our own country
.. aii:d show what rapid strides the western states hav
made· in population and intelligence.- They are away
ahead of us in Liberal views. They hav their Liberal lecturers, which are very much needed in this
part of the. vinyard. The professed Christians of
_ the different de~ominations are having their protracted meetings all around, and I never hav seen
so light a harvest in converts. If we were favored
with Liberal speakers to entertain the people it
would not be many years till the churches would be
used for balls for Liberal lectures. The masses are
hungry for something reliable. They hav been fed
on chaff and husks till it ceases to supply the crav.ings of an inquiring mind that is being freed from
the shackles of sUperstition and priestcraft.
Yours truly,
R. S. LAMBORN.

of the church to sever politics from religion, and giv
to each their proper sphere. Let the ecclesiastic follow his business without calling on the politicians
to aid him. What Liberalism claims is the extension
of equal rights to every cilizen, irrespectiv of creed
or· nationality. If the religionist claims a right to
preach his gospel, we claim the right to preach our
gospel. If he wishes to express his viewf! on Judaized paganism, we also claim the same right.
'What right the church has to order the Bible to be
read in the public school, or what right she has to
make w tnesses in courts of justice take the judicial
oath, 01 what right she has· to make the observance
of her Sabbath binding on the citizen, I fail to see.
Such coercion is certainly inconsistent with the
prip.ciples of pure democracy and republicanism.
Why do not Liberals throughout the Union manfully
combat such organized tyranny? Why do they not,
as patriotism and duty demand, compel their political representativs to giv tbem their unquestionable
rights ? If Liberalism in this country, especially in
the Southern and Western states and territories,
allows the church to govern the legislativ halls, then
BATTLE CREEK, ·MICH., Nov. 28, 282.· she deserves to be defeated.
MR. EDITOR: I bav just received Vol. III. o·f "A Our League here is in a prospering condition. We
Truth Seeker Around the World," and am well bav commenced to bav lectures regularly, and some
pleased with it. Seeing the postage cost you some of our members occasionally debate. with Christians.
sixteen centa, which shows how cheap Uncle Sam Our hall. will be erected as soon as possible. By
sends the production of the pen, type, ink, and paper spring we hope to be using it for Liberal purposes.
all over our beloved country, yet this sixteen cents The Liberal sentiment is very powerful and extensiv
should not be borne by you, who hav given us more in Montana. The only inconvenience we experience
valuable information about foreign lands than all at present is the lack of proper organization. I
the writers I hav ever known. Your description of hope that Montana Liberals will take the hint 'and
Palestine shows what a blunder Jehovah made in act accordingly.
choosing that land for his chosen people, when if he
The churches in Montana (and there are several)
had the power attributed to him by the Christian do not seem to prosper much. We hear of no reviworld he could hav placed his people here in our vals. I presume that the Holy Ghost bas not yet
country where they could hav had homes and lands thought of this place, or is too busy in the 5 tates
that a god _could hav had some credit for planting a keeping "the Christians in good order. The accescolony ef lii.s offspring. But as he was .to become a sions to the churches are generally from churches
mere Jew, an infant of a Jewish girl, vacate all his in the states, and many of ttie congregations attend
power over man, and lay aside all laws of nature church on the principle of policy.
and become his own father and mother, and his own
It is difficult to convince Montanaians that a child
executioner, perhaps it was wise to choose such a was ever born without a human father, or that any
land as he did, and thus totally mystify every idea man ever rose from the dead and took his flight into
of nature and nature's laws, so the Christian can space to sit on the right hand of a ghost. Neither
found his faith in miracles. I inclose $1 toward pay- are they easily convinced that when they die God
ing postage on my three books and the balance (if there be one) sends a retinue of black demons to
for ·some one who is not able to pay. I hope all who transport them to the tropical climate of gehenna.
can afford it. will do likewise.
H. WILLis.
Consequently we never hear of hell from the most
orthodox pulpit. We hear occasionally of Christ
HAMBURGH, N. Y.
coming to set the church and the world right, but
Last Sunday evening I lectured before the Ham- we all here think that if he never did come, or if
burg Liberal League in the Academy Hall in the vil- the Christian church never made the pretension that
lage of Ham burgh, N. L..t~a~n~d~w!.'a~s~~le!=!!a~s~e~d!...J;t!.!.o~l~e~+4..ll:fL!lW.1!-;-'c'!'oum~e....__.a~oo,a"'i.ee.LJt"!>yc'-"w"'""o.uld-b&--mueh-purer-and loftier
tha.-t-t.n~-Le~ere IS m sue
a prosperous condi- than it is to-day.
JoSEPH L. ANDREW.
tion. It has a membership of some,. twenty-five
intelligent, activ Freethinkers. Mr. James A. Taylor
ANN HARBOR, MICH., Nov. 18, 282.
is president, and A. C. Calkins, Esq., secretary. I
MR. EDITOR: If you will permit me I will giv your
made the acquaintance of the following named members: Geo. Walker, James Taylor, Mr. Calkins, Levi readers a little of w<:>rkings of theology in our part
Brown, E. C. Hubbard, Stella L. Walker, A. E. Wil- of the country. Here in the University ef Michigau
liams, Mrs. E. M. Sickmon, Mr. Eli W. Sprague, Mrs. at the medical colleg~ there has been quite a disAdelia Sprague, and a number of others whose names turbance created, the report going the- rounds· that
I hav forgotten. Mrs. E. M. Sickmon is the vice- Prof. E. Frothingham was an Infidel, and that be
president of the Freethinkers' Association for Erie was trying to root out the churches, etc.
This was started by a few remarks that the procounty and is one of the most efficient vice-presidents
in the state. She has sent in some fifteen names to fessor had made in one of his lectures. He was explaining the advancement and progression of the
the directory.
Hamburg I found to be a very bigoted place. There different professions, and to the point where he said
are a number of orthodox churches in the village in that a great many men would exaggerate the truth
full blast, and as they were engaged in a revival to carry their arguments. For ·instance, a lawyer
effort they were terribly alarmed to learn that an deceive to make his side appear the most acceptable,
Infidel was coming there to speak, and the preacher and doctors would often go beyond their assertions,
warned all the people to keep away from our meet- and even theologians (says the professor) would deing. But they did not all keep away. We had pres- ceive the public in order that thetr arguments seem
ent some three hundred people, more than were in clear.
These remarks had quite an effect on some of the
attendance at all the churches that evening. Many
of those attending, I learned, were orthodox church- students, who were of a sanctimonious disposition;
members, who, of course, came out of curiosity; but and one of those students took it to heart, and rethey all listened quietly and attentivly for two hours ported Prof. Frothingham to the president of the
to what I had to say. It was the first Liberal-lect- university, Mr. Angell, who is quite a religious man,
ure that was ever delivered in the town, and I hope and he also thought this quite an offending statewill result in some good. I was glad to notice a ment to make in the presence of so many Christians.
large portion of the audience were young men. I The student that made the report was Mr. Morgan,
found the Liberals in Hamburgh all admirers of THE of California. He stated to the president that Prof.
Frothingham said all preachers were liars. Of course
TRUTH SEEKER and its editor.
I would like to make engagements to lecture on this was quite rough and insulting to all Christians,
Sundays in western New York and western Pennsyl- etc., they thought.
There was a meeting of the faculty held to investivania.
H. L. GREEN.
gate matters. During this time it could be heard
BozEMAN, MoN., Nov. 21, 282.
among some of the students, "Prof. Frothingham
M:a. EDITOR: The Liberals here congratulate you on ought to be discharged, the faculty ought to bounce
your successful trip around the world. Your letters, him, etc., for •giving Infidel lectures where he was
which are published in book form, will be a valua- paid to lecture on medicin," and all such reports
ble addition to any library. We congratulate you also and utterances were heard by the writer.
because of your manliness as shown in the last few
Now, this man 1\forgan that made the report
years. We detest the unmerciful disposition of Chris- claims that he himself was a preacher. According
tians and their religion in depriving honorable citi- to this, he had at one time engaged in the s~ul
zens of their inalienable rights. We protest also saving business. In other words, "a retired sky
against the abominable intrigues of Christian pilot," who is now studying medicin. It seems that
churches to force their peculiar sentiments on the he thought it was not a paying business, and that
country at large_ through the legislation of the dif- perhaps he could accumulate more of this world's
·, ferent states and territories .. They clamor for liberty treasure by practicing medicin.
in the pulpit, but secretly bind chains around the As very likely Prof. Fi"othingham will not get the
minds and rights of the individual. Protestant "grand bounce " for what he said, I think this not
churches are aiming to effect in this country what much liberty for a state university based on secular
the papacy has been trying to do in Continental principles. Also in the beginning of a term the proEurope, viz., to s'llbject every citizen to her ecclesi- feasor would giv a history of the science of medicin,
astical l~ws. It is evidently the duty of every Lib- beginning at some remote period of time, and traceral and of every cltizetl who wou~d defy tb,e t¥fanny in~ it dow~ ~o the present day~ a1;1d through the
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dark ages. That science has a peculiar history, and
now and then. where the church has interfered with
its progress and wherever t.he word "church" was
uttered there was always a class or crowd that
would hiss, make a hissing noise, endeavoring to insult the professor. It seems to hav gone to the
hearts of those "Morgans." It reached the mark
every time.
And remarks hav been made by those connected
with other departments tbat in the medical department the professors w.ere t1:ying to make" .skeptics"
of the students. But the progress of Christiadty
among the students may be seen when the Monthly
Bulletin (a small Christian paper printed by the
Young Men's Christian Association) comes out, and
it is sent to each student gratis, and goes to the
post-office and sees those papers on the floor, as
they are never taken out of the-office; they are
dropped right onto the floor, left to be swept up by
the post-master.
This case has caw;!ed no little talk. It induces a
great many to express their opinions, and causes a
great many arguments and disputes.
Aliother objection that those 0hristians hav to Mr.
Frothingham is that he referS" to the works of
Charles Darwin as the greatest scientist of the
world, and takes extracts from them.
Now, it seems peculiar that those followers or
Christ are so irritated when some scientific truth Ia
brought up. Those fellows are behind time. They
ought to hav lived s!lveral hundred years ago, then
their mode of education was in full blast. They
might hav been with the inajorit.y in those days in
putting up obstructions for the progress of science.
I will close, hoping that· some at least of this
bigotry will cease among the students of the university of Michigan. Yours, etc.,
AN INFIDEL STUDENT FROM OHIO.

The Ohio Materialist.
CINCINNATI, OHio, Nov. 19, 1882.
BRoTHER BENNETT: I mustgiv you-full credit for scolding. I
never remember being so unmercifully scolded before. You
must take me for a small boy, and you my rna. I am now a
little over seventy years of age, but this terrible scolding makes
me feel quite young again. Why, friend Bennett, I think it is
a little honorable to be scolded by so 11-reat a man, who has seen
the whole world and much more. I fear I shall become a wee
bit popular as the result of this fearful castig-ation, moreoTer.
Doubtless it will delight the minds of all those awful penetrating folks who are so well able to see so very deep into a millstone, while the blind and hateful MaterialiEt cannot see one
inch from his nose. Oh, what a deplorable condition we poor,
ignorant Materialists are in, and T. Winter in particular I He
must now take a back seat, right behind all those grand and
powerful mental ponderosities whose extraordinary Vision can
scan .the unknowable and tbe unthinkable, or any other mysticism with as much ease as a chicken lays an egg. Oh, the wisdom and power of some exalted people I It is past finding
out. They seem to know everything before they were born,
and bushels after they are dead. Why, whatever would this
small world be worth were it not for these matchless wiseacres?
Why, these gre~tt little lights of retrogressiv proclivities claim·
to be able to see and know two worlds at one and the same
time. Awful people, that I I think it's a tremendous big
feather in the cap of this benighted -bosh of a Materialist to be
banged and knocked around by such celestial intelligences. I
feel as if I was only a very short distance from the shining
shore. A. few more spiritual kicks and I'll be there. It's awful
utterly nice to feel the toe of some lovely spook touching the
carnal body of a stubborn Materialist and lifting him right into
kingdom come. Ob, what a comedy life is, excepting what is
farce I It's all right, for if tragedy was on top the mind would
sin~ beneath a weight of woe, and this beautiful world would
not appear to the sensible or insensible Materialist as the verr
best be will ever know. Think not, Brother Bennett, that I
hate anything human. No. It's only what defrauds humanity I oppose I claim to be an unadulterated Infidel, and am
proud to confess it. I like no tricks, shams, or deceptions, but
honest and square dealing with every mortal, wise or unwise.
I think it's wrong to take the least advantage of imy person's
credulity and make merchandise out of them.
In conclusion, I would say that although you hav scolded
me so awful much I hav a grain or two of sense not to resent
it. No, you could not offend this Infidel. His head is too
level, and don't you forget it. I hav never been personal to
anyone. I wrote a little what you might perhaps call doggerel
to that man Severance, because he used words unworthy of &
gentleman toward me, who never harmed him in my life. I
attack not men but systems, and Spiritualism is an open question equally as much as any other system of religious theology.
It stands opposed to Materialism, and you know it. Thereforeit must expect to bear its share of rebuke as well as all other
priestly theologies.
I know billions of people expect a second life, but that does
not secure it. Millions of people would like to be in easy circumstances, but no matter how much they wish it it does not
come. Some would like to be ever young, but time and nature
make them old. It's one thing to desire, but quite another to
realize. But I hav done, and I remain as before,
Your friend,
·
T. Wnmm.
THE clergymen at H~rtford have been discussing
the subject ot "faith cures." Several of them had
great respect for the statements of persons who believed themselvs to hav been cnred by this method.
There was a general call for increased light 'on the
question, but especially for more definit information, vouched for by trustworthy persons. It
was not thought that the persons who say they hav
receivei benefit from faith an.d prayer were cheats
or frauds. Yet the suspicion was expressed that in
some instances they might be enthusiasts, deluding
both themselvs and others. There was not one of
all these scholarly Hartford pastors who was wi.lling
to come out squarely in favor of faith o~trt?s at~d
recommend them.
·
·
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lived. Let anybody figure that out with
slate and pencil, Another person then
announced his age with a. similar re·
:ror the truth, then, let us battle,
suit.
Whatsoever fate hetide;
Long the boast that we are fre!'men
The exhibitor of Inaudi (called his
We hav made and published wide.
barnum with sm-dl b, that word having
He who bas the trutb·and keeps it
become pretty-.w&li naturalized in that
:K:eeps not what to him belongs,
s.ense in the F-t_ench languaw·) then
:aut performs a selfish action
cal1ed on the public for the fig-ures on
That his fellow-mortal wrongs.
which he should perform six different
He who seeks the truth and trembles
operations simultaneously, namely, an
.At the dangers he must brave
addition and a subtraction running into
Ie not 11t to be a freemanHe at best is but a slave.
trillions, a not less arduous multiplication and division, and two root extraclie that hears the truth and places
Its high promptings under ban,
tions, the square and cube roots. Inaudi
·Loud may boast of au that's manly,
simply heard the figures announeed,
But can never be a man.
never throughout the whole exhibition
Bold In speech and bold in ·action
turning his face to tho board. He asked
Be forever. Time will test
fclr six minutes for the task, beginning
or the free-souled and .the slavish .
as usual to repeat the figure
they
Which fulfils life's mi~sion hest.
had been announced. "How much time
lie, then, like the noble ancient:
hav I left?" he presently said. Three
Scorn the threat that bids thee fear;
apeak, no metter what betide thee;
minutes, was the answer. "I hav done,"
Let them strike but make them hear.
he replied, and the correct results of all
the six operations rattled off from his
lips. ·.And during the three minutes conAfterglow.
sumed in his inconceivably gigantic
Fr.m Our ConliflfTII,
To one abstruse conundrum much serious thought 1, bor of m• ntal arfthmetic he had been
conversinr freely with the audience, and
lEiv:
Why 1! it that the good. men die, and all the bad answering all their questions. The PreonesliTf
cursor wonders that the ceilings and
Or why is it we never know our neighbor's rare
walls were not brought down by the
perfections
Till his last will and. testam~mt is read to his con- storm o! the applause.
nections f
Being four times recalled, at the
..l.h 1 then the daily pApers spread his Tirtues all fourth time he offered to repeat, iQ.
abroad!
their order, all the vast array of the
They say he was ''lUI .honest m!lll-the noble2t figures which had now accumulated on
-work of God;"
How good he was, how wise he was, how honest in the great blackboard, none having been
effaced. And he did it within a minute,
llis dealing;
What tenderness of heart be had, and what~- depth playing with millions, billions, and trillof feeling I
·
ions. No wonder that the Antwerp
l'erbaps the man was one of thOie-ah 1 would journal exclaims that it was " vertigithat thaT were fewer 1nous." It almost takes one's breath
Who ILll his life ground. hard and close the fi!.Ces of away to think of those six operations
the poor;
Who drove his debtor• to despair by premature performed in three minutes without
sight of the fillures, and while conversforeclosure,
Then paid his pew rent in adva.nce, with in:l!.nit ing with the public and answering all
composure.
their questions. The Precursor thus
!'erhaps he was the lordly head of some unhappy concludes:
place,
·
Jacques Inaudi is entirely !!elf-taught, and
CILlledhome, by use and courtesy, but lacking all
calculates after his own fashion. He does not
its grace,
Who held his chUdrlin criminals for every tri1ling know how this science came-to him. It was an
illumination. It seemed, he told us, that a veil
error;
Who pinched his household half to death, and kept was torn aside in his mind. He was then six
hiii wife in terror.
years old.
Z'erhaps he was a lawyer deep, wb.ose quibbling
The Precursor does not giv the age
tricks and. words
of this youth or l:!oy, merely calling him
B:elped. base executor11 to rob :poor Widows or their "the young Inaudi." But the mani.fes~
thirds;
l'erhaps a thrifty grOctl1'7lllan, whose wheedling, tation of the faculty seems to hav begun
suddenly at the age of six. years. It is
false palaver
1014 tou&hest steak for porterhouae,and chickory difficult to accept its expression of his
for Java.
"mental faculties." Burely it could not
Any Of these he might haT been'--the type are no- hav been liis mind which worked out
Wise rarethe six formidable operations simultaBut when he dies, behold I we pasaed an angel un- neously in three minutes, while at the
aware!
•!nee type and tongue proclaim his worth, what same time he was conversing with the
audience and answering tp.eir questions.
eynic shall dispute them ?
.. Kany there be who meet the Jr;Ode," we read, Nor could there hav been any tricks of
"but few salute them."
preparation in advance, or aid of a conWhy don't the papers say :O.ne things of men be federate, when the figures were given
fore they die,
to him40n the spot and noted down as
And indicate these saintly souls ere yet they soar
they were called out by a crowded, proonhighf
Then we might recognise them ere grim death and miscuous audience. It must hav been
eeld obatruction
a case of what the Spiritualists call
Iav made it quite impossible to get an introduc- mediumship, in which an outside inteltion.
ligence. acts through the mind and or..l.h 1 well, Jierhaps, when I at last beneath my bur- gans of the medium-analogous to the
den taint,
numerous cases they record in which
I, too, ahall win the titles of a paragon and saint,
And be, when death's cold breath has blown aside totally unlettered mediums hav spoken
or written in languages unknown to
lite's dust and soiling,
A.~ of that peculiar salt which keeps the world them, languages both modern and anfrom spoiling.
cient, including Latin, Greek, Hebrew,
and Oriental.
SpirituaJism and Arithmetic.
On that theory it may well hav
Frrnn the New York Sun.
been the spirit of Zerah Ool burn, -or
A recent Belgian paper relates mar~ some of the anterior lightning calculaTels of a ew lightning calculator, a tors, probably themselvs similarly meyouth named Jacques Inaudi, far sur- diumistic in their day, though none of
pa.selng those recorded by. Zerah Ool- them seems to hav equaled the perburn and others. It describes his first formance of Inaudi. It tallies well
exhibition at a public hall, in Antwerp, with this theory that they all seem to
called the Bardo. A large blackboard hav lost the faculty as they advanced
was on the stage. One of the audience, in years, whereas matured mental powwho is described as a mathematician of era and long practice ought then rather
considerable force, wrote on it lines of to hav increased their ability. We hope
figures, as they were called out by the that young Inaudi's "barnum" will
public, extending to trillions, that is, bring him over to this side of the Atmlllions of millions, Inaudi's bac abeing lantic, and present him before an auditurned to the blackboard. Upon these ence in the Academy of Music.
he performed stupendous operatiotl.s in
The negro musical prodigy, Blind
addition, subtraction, multiplication, Tom, is also held by the Spiritualists
and division before the other had time to be a medium, and that it is not he
to begin upon them. "Lightning is not alone, but some great musician of the
quicker," says the Precursor of Ant- past who acts through him. It is cerwerp.
tain that he was an idiot. He began in
'Ihe exact age of some one in the childhood on a Southern plantation,
audience was then asked for. One per- where he used to hang about outside
eon (of course not a lady) gave his age under the open windows where his young
as 32 years 3 months and 2 days. In missuses were playing on the piano,
fifteen seconds Inaudi announced cor-! and.. was oue day found perche.d on the
tectly thl) numbeJ: of seconda he had pia.nQ stool playing a.stoniehingly
tor
.
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himself. So I was told in London by
the late Gen. Wigfall, of Texas (of both
the United States and the Oonf!lderate
senates), who had known· the family to
which he had belonged. I went to hear
him in the St. James Hall in Londo,.,
where I heard him play three diff.,rent
tunes simultaneously, one with the
right hand on the piano, one with tlJe
left, while he whistled the third. A
well-known musical composer went on
a stage and played a long and brilliant
performance of· his own composition,
·which had never before been played or
published; The blind negro youth then
succeeded him at the piano and played
the whole with equal brilliancy, and
apparently without missing a note.· All
the n:msical world of London were there,
and the applause was thunderous.
When the musician would strike ten
;~ifferent notes wh.h his ten fingers in
one crash of mingled sound, Bliud Tom
would never fail to decompose the
sound and tell all the different notes
which had been struck. When playing
or listening a rapt expression seemed
entirely to transform the stupid idiot
face of the negro lad, apparently then
about eighteen years of age. During
the interval between the two parts of
the exhibition, I made my way to the
retiring room in the rear, introducing
myself ~ a ·compatriot to two gentlemen whom I found there drinking a
glass of wine at one end of a large
room. Blind Tom was at the other
end, gyrating round in an oval dance
with his hands hanging down like paws
before his brea11t, his tongue lolling
out, and slobbering in a truly disgusting fashion. About the fact of his
absoute and utter idiocy there ·could be
no question, though I hav been told
that his mentality has considerably
improved since then, a not uncommon
circumstance.
·
----....-----N0BODY was more bitterly witty than
Lord Ellenborough. A young lawyer,
trembllng with !ear, rose to make his
first speech, and began: "My lord, my
unfortunate client-my lord, my unfortunate client-my lord--" "Go
on, sir, fiO on," said Lord Ellen borough;
"as far as you hav proceectect nunerto,
the court is entirely with you."

188~~
affected by it should abstain, and it is
wh·ollylnadmissible in youth. We would
go so tar as to say that no young man
should smoke before he has attained
his majority, and it would be well if he
deferred the 11138 or tobacco altngether,
and in every form, until the extre:m..e
limit of development, which may be
placed at the age of 26. It is impossible to giv any precept as to the time
and mode of smoking. Speaking generally, the pointe of caution should be
to avoid irritation of the mucus membrane of the mouth and fauces, loss of
salivary secretion, and super-excitement
of the nerves and nerve centers. Oigars
are better than pipes, and far better
than cigarets; but no cigar should be
smoked for more than three-fourths of
its length, even with a mo·uth-piece.
The smoke should be taken into th•e
front of the mouth and ejected as rapidly as possible. Properly and moderately enjoyed, tobacco-smoking, the
writer concludes, is not a baneful
habit, but one that may be reasonably
enjoyRd,
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Ciotb, 1 75
IX. ResromihWt;- In Mental Disease. By Henry
Mouds!ey, M.D. J?mo ................... Clctb, 1 50
X. 'Ille Science of L"w. Dy Prof. Sheldon Amos.
12mo ....................................... Cloth, 1 75
XI. Animal MechtMJit·m. A Tr~atls<J 01 Terrestrial
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1 75

hetween Religion
and Science. By Joun William .uru.ptr. Jzmo.

XTI. Tllo Dlr-LV1.Y v£ i·h<:o ~onO.i,t.

Cloth, 115

xm.r~6'f~ 6f.'c:~r~c?:miJ3~.""f2tm~~~- -~~:;v:~~~~c'lorl
LoRD 0HEBTERFIELD, hearing that a xrv.li'~r~~v~~·;;:r fi'm;:i~~~. ~~:~ ..~~~~~~~fo~h:
man of low family had married the XV. Fungi: their N'Jture •nd U>es. lly M. C. Cooke.
Etlited by tile Rev. 11. J.llerkeley. 12mo.
daughter of a laay not renowned for
Cloth,
her morality, remarked that "no body's
8
XVI. o~hJ~!~~u Is~Pcd s~r~::~. ofk:~~~gEivf~~~m~
son had married everybody's daughter."
ney. 12mu ................................. Gluth,
XVJ I. M•mey anr! the 1fc c!Janism o!Exchange. By
W. St<t~leyJev·IJs, J2mo ................ Clot.ll,
XVIII. The Na ure of Light, with a ·General .AC·
cuuut of Physic~l Optii'S, By Dr. l:i:ugeue
Lmnmcl. Wldl138ltlurltrti.t'oLe,aada l:'Ltte of
Spectra in Ch;om,,!Jthog aphy. 12mo .... Cluth,
XIX. Anhr·al Pa.rasitts a.nd Meesmutc~. By P. J.
Van Beneden. With 8S Lluw u<iOi!B. 12mo.
Cloth,
XX. On F1 rmentation. Dr P. Schu:zenbt"rgcr.
With 28 Iilustrutiuns. 12mu ............... L:I.th,
XXI. 'l'lle Five s~n!-leaof Ma . By P1uf. B rns etn,
of the Unlvt:r Jty vf HuJlc. 121110 ........ CJt,th,
XXII. The Tlu~ory of Sqund its Relatbn to Mutlc.
By Pre. f. Pietro lllaoernu. t2JI.o .......... Cloth,

Miss MITFORD is giving an account of
a conversation Mr. Fields had had with
Oarlyle: "'SO; sir, ye're an American?'
quoth the self-sufficient Scothman. Mr.
Fields assented. 'Ah, that's a wretched
nation of your ain. It's all wrong. It
always has been wrong from the vera
beginning. That grete mon of yours,
George' (did any one under the sun
ever dream of calling Washington XXIIl~:L~-~gtk8y~~1• snr~;{~~~~/:n~~fn~~·...~:. .Jc~i~:
George before ?) -'your grete mon XXIV. A n:ato y of tile Q:·owtll of the S e~l."n.En
gine. By R ·U~rt H. ·.L"hurston With 193 l'lUSa
George was a monstrous bore, and
tratloos. 12mo ............................ Cloth,
wants taking down a few hundred XXV 1 ~~~~:~:~~ ~.a.. ::·.~~.~~-~~~: .. ~~ -~J-~~~1.1~~:.rL~v~g,'
pegs.' 'Really, Mr. Oa.rlyle,' replied XXVI. Mode n Chromat c~1 With '. pplic:.Uons t.l
rt and Indust1y. Hi < gden J~ H d. Witll
my friend, 'you are the last man in
!30 'Jlustrut:cns
2m·' ......... : ......... Cl th,
The 11uman Species Dy ; .. de Qua.trcfn.""e •
the world from whom I should hav XXVII
Profns r t r .Anr.hrnpo1oP.'-' ill t.lle .u,.enm of
expected such an observation. Look
NHt.nJ'"lB:stOJY,Puris 12m ... -........... Cl til,
at your own book on Orom well! What xxv~~Iz'~~l~ ·'/ay_&;lFr~~.r!l~r ll~lct.it.ii~7 .th~r7;,~~~
lll1.H3tr"t~JDS. 12m; ........................ Cl tlJ,
was Washington but Oromwell without
1\t~·mlc The. rv. }::.,-Ad. '\Y:..r tz, JiPmb:e
his personal ambition and without· his XXIX.de The
r 1DBt1tut.,
etc. 'rrauslat, ·d by E. ·Clttnlii•12tuu ............................... C!l,th,
fanaticism?' 'Oh, sir,' responded Oar- XXX.Eha·G.
Animal Life ns Affer.;tr'd bv C~c i":a'urnl 'onlyle, 'George had neither ambition nor
dittoua of }XIBtCJICe. l3y K·1. l Sem. r, Pr).t·
fess·'r of tlJe lTniv rP.itY" uf Wurzbu g. Wi1.h
religion, nor any good quality under
2 Ma.;lf:t and 106 Wuudc te. J2m.~ .......... Ci':tb,
f.lght: An Exp slL!on <.f the rinci; les of
the sun. George was just Oliver with XXXI.Mon
culo.r and .Uiuo ular Vt~kn. By c.l twph
all the juice squeezed out.'"
Le Cv· t••~, HutlF·r of'· _lemcnt.J of H"-t1l gy,''
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etc. Wlth lllu tra.tions. 2m,; •...•...••. ChJtb, t GO
XXXII. GeneralPhytdolPg~' of l\luaclea anrl ··erv. e.

B r ])"', 1. Hu~t~n1haJ, ProteHsor ,,.f Flnt:d,,L g1
A VERY curious d·ocument has recentnt'thct University~ f E ,angen. W tll7:i ·w Ollly been discovered in the state archives
cuts. 2m1.1 ............................... Ulorh,
lliusons. A Psycllolog cal Stntly. nv
of Hesse-Darmstadt, It is the otficial XXXIII.
J:mte3tidh. 12mo ........................ Cl.th,
tariff of Darmstadt and Bessungen, in XXXIV. The Sun. B;· C. A. Y urg, l'h D., LL 1>.,
Profeas·JJ'Of Astronomy, fa tht: CoHe~e
New
the latter part of the fourteenth cenJersey. W!th numerous Illu•trat!ons. 12mo.
Cloth,
tury, to the executioners of those towns
XXXV. Volcunoe•: Wbo.tthev·Are and whotth•·y
for the performance of their duties.
1'eac)t. By J. W. Jud~, Profe,Aorof Geol .. gv In
ttte Hoy I School uf lvliu"s. \Vltl1 96 lllu•u·a·
To boil a criminal in oil brought the
tiona. J2mo ................................ Cloth,
executioner 24 florins, while breaking a xxxx~at~~~~:~e hAne:~;·.&~J~efi?."if'ir~t\2;;,~~or•l
man on the wheel gave but 5 florins 30
Cloth,
The Fnrmat!on of Veget,thJe Mould,
kreutzers. · Otiminals were hanged ,at XXXVJJ.
through thB Ar>-tion of Worms. Wlt.h Obeerva~
tlon• on tbe!r 'Habits, By 1 harle• Darwin,
10 florins per head, and burnt alive
LL.D., l'.H.S. Witllll!ustratlon•. 12moCinth,
for 14. To apply the torture of the rack
The Concepts and Theories of Modern
brought but 5 florins, and branding on XXXVIII.
Physics. By J. B. Sta1lo. 12mfl ......... Cloth,
the back or forehead, or cutting off XXXIX. rrlle Bnliu n.nU its Funct.ione~ By .l. Luyf,
J->JJyB1c1an to the Bo'iplee cle Ja Salpetrit•re.
nose and ears were the same price.12mo ....................................... Clot. ,
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THERE Is very little, if anything, says
the Lancet, to be said against the use
of tobacco in an average state of the
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XL. Myth and Science: An Essay. lly T'to \' gn. If.
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XLI.
of the Mem''ry: An Esn •Y ia tlv' P ·e·
itiVB P!lyChology lly r..G. H. Hlnrit, :...w hoi' of
u H•redity.'' Fmm tho Frenc11, lly 1Vil'Lm
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llUJitingl'OnSmitlJ. 12mo ................. Cl 'L, .1 flO
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CYCLOPEDIAS.
'!'he ·People's Cyclopedia of 1Jntve:riial
It.:nowledf<l'e; 2roynl octavo vola.; over1,000. pp, each,
bound Ill le~>tller, the T{hole the WOTk of ttllrty of tho
able ttnen or our 1 imes, treatfng up:m a.lmos& every con
celvable subject, and brought down to the yea• 1881; 11·
lustruted wltlt numerous colored maps and over three
thousand engravings; s•ld to contain thirty thousand

Webste~'s

Poeket

.fi1'icti.o~ut,~y,

.
40,00J 7tc.rda.

n\v~~ti~e~~~~~i~li!-!'i~ti'..~':~-50,?o~t~ords. Price. :<.J
ct~~f.~!?fi~~~~ct~)iam~'ttu&. :PJ.~onoilnteing ID:io..
t~~c::~~~~~~~.}~!ii:i J~~1;e;.p~?;i~~ei~~~~e~~~i~on

ot'tbe 1!;~1 ~·Hsh angungfl', on·t.he basis of Webster~ con taiLing 50,000 words and_ much other information.
76

~~~:!;iJ~~;tp~eg;_,f,;~;eD~~~~~-~f.~~~~'c a~\'alnlng
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every. useful word in t.hc Eugl!sh lar:gu·-lge, end much
other uscrulinformatlpn. Price. W c1,s : po1 t·1g<:, 8 cts.
'Jl'be A•!•et•iman ~ta ntiat·~lll)ictioua•·:r, containin-g all need~d Eogllsll words, witl1 the exact definitions, proper spell1ng, and trua . prfmuncfatlon, as
given byWcbste... , Worceste~, ,Johns n, and otl1era, with
Chronoiogy, Grammar, Prot:erbs, Scrlpt.~r~ namr:s, HiE~
tory, Laws Rehl-tiv to Ln.nd, Intere~~:t, Census Returns,
Debt, Popuiation. Manufactur-es, Productions, We;.ltb,
wlth,Anclent Jlfyt.holagy, eto. Illustr.ted, 717 P.'fl:eo,J~rno.
Price, $!• pos!age,17 eta.
.
'rile S:une,. in lefither b:nding, $1.75~ pm~tuge, lB~ct§.
Tile Useful JHct.ionnry of the Io;n;th§~

!riaJ:J'i~~~~,f ~w~e~t~~, i!Wtr~~~~~f,1~~f~~~!d~o~:' ~~,~~r

ric",, Johnson. Walker, Crafg, Ogilvie, Tren<:h, und other
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the subjects tres.t.ed may be named tho following: Blo·
u

..

..

graphlc•J Cla•siJicatlPn, of Dlstlnguh\!ed Men, Including
Artists. Actm·s. and NovelistH, Authors and Il1Mtortane,
AericultutiBts u.nd ltianufacturets, Cmnposers and Must..
cians, Eugineerfl nncl Builders, ll'ounders of lnatttutions,
Explorera "nd Founders or Countries Flnauclers and
Cu.p1ta11sts, Inventarii", Journa11sts ann PulJlh!hers, L<i-W•
yera and Jurists, Lexicographers, Comment.n.t.ora and Phi..
lologlsts, Military ana Nav~l Olll.cers, Mlnloters and Thealog!ans, Orators a10d Essayists, Philan•llroplsls and Reformers, Philosophers and Pnysicians, Pllysicians and
Surgeon£~, Poets, f:.V':bolara and Educators, Sovereigns and
Rulou, state 2men and Dfplomatlsts, Dlstlniulshed
1

~~il~.n, ~·;~taf~Ygw~h~'!Jfc~g!a~ gf ~~:~~:Ya~~e'h~!
15

nyms, a'phabetlca!ly Rrra.nged;.. Origin or Familiar Warda
:1-nd Pllf.tses; Societies and J.Diitltutions; Orthography[
Pnuctuatton, Correspondence; The Rulinl{ Dyna•tleo o
the WO!ld;-Hlstorlc~l Data a! the Republics or Hi· tory;
Clar•slficatton of Exlet!ng soverelgntfe!: Standing Arm lei

Fashion huv called Into existeJ cc and usuge. 900 pag-ea,
12mo. Prl,·e.. 90 ct• :postage, 14 cts.
~rrthJ,jfe~~~~;an~e\~l'~fi~~ ~~!~~~o~~}::Ia':f, !~g :~.:1r~
·~l,he Satnc, half moroceo, $1.25: poato.ge, 14 cts.
Web~ter's J.•J.·itnary J)ill!tionary, 65 cents; · S~h~gft;~~~~~"t~?u:ft:l•~~t~i; ~~~c~~rJ~i i'r.ttfs~
prF11.a..:::e. 8 cts.
tics of Yarlouo Countries; Alphabetical Llsto! alllnven·
WehsteA·'s Pocket Dictio:na.. y, new· edition,
tin no; Great Plaguco anu Distempers of History; Orl~~:tn
clotii,70ct~J,; restage, Bcte.
ofOrcl!a.rG.andG<t.rden Fl'uite; Go,ernmebtal Support of
'I' he ·Slune, roan fiexihlo covers, SO cts.; posta~e S Rnlers; Banks and Banktng; History of Pres1dcntlal
cte.
·
'l,he Same, with 1lexible covers Rnd tuck, ~ Ct?.j ~\~~~!~~:l~~~~t~f~~~ ~~t~~; ~~~~~~!~~~~~t~~?a1~~
p'it~~~:~~itd Navy Dict.ionary, cloth, so cts;; The Treaties of the World; Principal Brldftes of the
postage, 10 cts.
'l'ho Satne, with tucks, $1.15; postage, 10 cts.
papers of all Denominations: Religion a Summaries for ail
(JoJiun~on ~chool Dictionary, 85 cts. i postal;!e.
10
~~~~tM!f~n~u~s~~~1'm~:~~~es;1 Cf~!:"~f~ehn~~g ~~ifJ1~:~
ffri;:;b !;:>ebool Dictionary, $1.20; pootage, 12 of History; Great Llbrnrlco of the World; Salaries of
cts.
Unltea States G•Jvernment Officers; Federal and .State
Academic Dict-ionary~· $1.75; roetage.l3 cts.
Judlclarles; ·-United State• Imports and Export&; State
Counting House :Dictionary, sheep, $3.00;
Officers'
Otllclal Time and Salaries, Fleetest Horses of
postugc, 20 ds.
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E~srv Freethinker ihoulil read
&old by D. JIL BENNETT, ~1
Plaoo, New York.
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•
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Journal of Re1earchea .. .. . • .. • .. .. .. ...... .. ... • • .. •
Emotional Expre .. lon . .. .• .. .. .. .. .. • .. ...... .... ....
AnlmalB and Plants under Domeotlcatlon. 2 vola....
Insectivorous Plant•.... . . . .. . . . . . . . •• • . . . • •. . . . . . . . •
Climbing Pl~nts
•
•
•
Orchida ferti ue"ci bj"i~~~·ct;.::
:::~::
Fertiliz•tlon In the Ve~~:etable Km11dom....... .......
Forme or Flow era.
Power of MoTement in Planta .•..••................• ~
Ve~~:etable Jlonld, etc ............................... _.
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110
A Manual of the ·Anatomy of Vertebrated Anlmalli.
Illustrated .•.........•........................•.. I W
A Manual or the AnatOmy of Innrtebrated Ani·
mal•. Illustrate<! ................................ 2 &l
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AoUUl TJ.brary of Standard Bto~ra•
pby. H•lr'Russla, Kilt top. .
Price. Poa;
T!Urd Series contains: Defoe, by Wm Minto.
Goldsmith, by Wm. mack. Johnoon, by
Leslie Sr.ephen. Scott, by R. H. H tton.
0
Flnt ~~:l~~e~ht~Jni';nlJ1r enle~~~~~g;·
'by • .1J
ldacaulay. Robert JiurD!, by Carlyle Mo.hornet, by Gibbon. Jean of Arc, by Mlche-

py Lamartine. i:fu1umbu1, by Ll\martine. ·Vlttorla C<•lonna, by E. A.Trollope ........ , 1 410 lll
The ume, In cloth........................... .. .. .
5\l :111
liecond Series contAins: Chouccr, by A. W.
Ward. Spenser, by R. W. Church. Hilton.
by Hark Pattl•on. Cowper, l'Y Goldwin
Smith. Southey, by Edward Dowden......
IJ jjj
The a~me, In cloth .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . ..
iO :~
.A.cme J. ibrary of Modern <:h•ssies.
Half :Ruosta, t;llt Top. Jo'lrst Serle• Contalno
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Tbe Hlatory of the Englloh People. By John
Rl· haHI Green, M.A. ~ vols...... ... ....... I &J ,11

Th~'iJ~Ildncr. rly ttos r. B~tls .. ?~~~-;:::::::;:
~g~sb~~~':R,~~:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::·.: ::::: ~ ~ Tutor
and Teamater By Clara F. Guernsey....
l:!clence and Culture ................................... 1 &l
ElemeHn11t~leoyf "P
dhyWsl.oJlo.gy 011amn~ 11H1 y··i·l·e·n·e·.·.. ·ll·y···T·····l!··· 1 ~
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Introductory Primer....................................
WORKS OF PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
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U!>ltccl States Patent Office; BU8lness of the General Land
SuppleinCntofo\·er 4,GUO New Words and Meanings, in~
eluding euch as hav come.iuio use during t.he past tift con
yenrs, mu.ny of whtch hav never before been placed in
~ny Englloh Dlctlonory; also added; a New Blographlr.al
Diction·-ry of (Jyer 9.700 names of not.ed persons, anc1er.t

Ofllce: United St~tes Public Land System; Table of
United State• and Territories; Statement of United State•

r~:;{~c,fu~bN~~~;}0tl[,~ff~f:!~~~~~f~~113~~e<M~~~:

nations ot United Stoteo aud Uanada; Our National Do·
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Faraday"" a DlscoTerer ...............................
On Form• of Water....................................
Radiant Heat...........................................
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Banquet at Delman teo's ......................... Pa;per,
00
Belfast Addre•• ................................. Paper,
10
E•says on the Floating Matter or the A.ir In Relation
to Putrefaction and Inreetlon. 12ma .... l!loth, 1 50
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WORKS OF HERBERT SPENCER.
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Sheer. marble edges, plain or stamped sides, ~10; (publtsh-

ers' price. $12). Uloth\ and inS volA., same price~
Ji alC 'I,urkey or Jltussia, extra marble edges~
$11 50.
Full Russia, marble edges, $14.
I'ull Rns,.ia, vermlllon edges, $14.50.
Turl<eey JIUoroccn, vermilion edges, $H.W.
'J'nrl<eey l!Ioroeco, gilt ~dges. 11'18.
Theoe are usually sent by express, lmt If by mall, eo cts.
additional must be sent.
'Vebster's l'iat.ionai Pictorial Diction•
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key, v•-rm!llon edges, $;.5o; postae;e. 40 c's.
• R"eid's ]cngli!!lh :Dictiona .. y, half Morocco.

P~ci&~~~i ii'l:~i:~~~\"ieal • Dictionary, thoroughlv revised up to the year 1880. Price, $1; postage, 14

ctfu:.:sson's French :dictionary (French-English and English-French), with "ltst of tile prlnc!Jlni dlvergiuw- derivations. Price. 75 cts.; postage. 9 ct.s.
Zahner's Dictionary of' the· Eugli§h nn(l
Gernu1.n JLau~unges, giving the enct meanlnfi: of
English words in tterman, ri-nd of German words in Eng..
lish, with correct spelling, pronunciation, and definition.
6

P'iiiei~:'.t;i;~f.~t~~~·t 1~~-En~lish

and Italian
:tan~·uages, price, 60 c~s. eacll; postage, 6 cts.
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<:OMPJLETE
WORKS.
Illustrated. 12mo. 15. vols. Volumes bound uniform In
green and gold. Large type. Compr!ahtg,
1 Pickwick Papers,

~ ~~~[~nc8Kf,;~~~k

S8ft~!:u\\'~\it~le~1~tures !rom It~ly,
Fates,
01<1 Uurloslty Shop, 1>nd Bard Times,

&nd!l'Amerlnan

o~y

in sets. By express, ;12.

B~~~eco~~~r~~Yci:::::: ·::: :·.:::::·:.::·:::.:: ::.:::

By

r::

~~~•e.::':,?t~l~ff'd~~~Y_tA?~~~!~. ~~d"'ril~~~~
tl

Ph

Ph renal gy. Astronom

1 I

Bot.

y,

Biography, etc., etc.; and containing a
t-'ulland Autlientlc .l>es•oription of the MoSt Remarkable

mt~.U,

~~

J1

1~ ~~~~~~i'S2~~,\'),~~ it~~i~·~W;A~r•teln,

11 Black Dwarf, Old Mortality, and Quentin Dnrwood,
12 Red G•untlet, and The Pirate.
Bold only In sets. Sent by express !or the very loll'
price of $10. By mall, $12.

<md AHtonishing JlhlCes, BeingH, Animals, CustomB, Ex-

!FJQ.nlents, Phenomena, etc., at both .Ancielit and Modern
fime,,lnal!Partsof the Globe; comprising correct SC·
C·f the lllost \Yondcrful Freaks of Nature a.nd Arts

~ount'i

uf Man; with on Appendix, contalnlng curious experl-

~~~~,:'J ":ft~~';:'~n~~~~~~~tl~~J· f~rly Iei~:.;.fn!if.'

$~;

iifg:;

poatage, 10 ott.

A oerleo of •tanftt~~a'fgi~.• l!fffn~ei;j~lJ~~~ry, and genu..!
Price Post
Le11end'rv Ballads of England and Scotland. By
Johns. Roberts.............................. .M .OS
Germ,;n Literature. Richter, Rlchler, Zschokke,
TlecJ<......................................... .M .0
Complete Angler,
Ieaac Walton and Cbarles
Colton............................... .. .. .. ... .6S .0~
Llves of Novelists and Dramatists. By Sir Wal·
tcr Scott ..................... ,................ .65 .0
Poetic>~ I Work-s of Eliza Cook............ .. ... ...
.65 .OS
!Jecllnc and Fall of the Roman Empire. By Ed·
ward Gibbon. In four volumes ............. 2 !10 .82
Poct.lcsl Works of Charle• Mackafl,"' ...... ..... .65 .08
~~~t;~Kr~~ ~~~~~g·B~TI;A;n:Kls"o;:'t~~;:.;.·ciir~ii- ' 65 .os
Icle or the Cld ........................ · .... · .~ ,08
The Boll1ance or History. En~~:land. By Henry
Neele. Illustrated........................... .M .OS
The Romance or History. India. Hobart Caun•
ter, B.D....................................... .65 .08
Tho :t;,omance or f.Ilstory. J~!lb:. c. N~~af~nJ'.; .65 .OS
Trueba ..... , ............................ ·.... .65 .08
Doctor Syntax. His 'l'hree Tours In Search of
0

Homer'slllad ....... ,·,..............................
•·
Odyssey.... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. •

.65

~~~~u~~~~~~:Vn.

The set by express for $4, By mall, $4..60.
POP1JLAR

Everyday Book of Modern Literature. By C. H.
Townsend............ . . . . . . • . . . • . • . • • . . . . . . . .
Johnson's Lives of the Poets......................
Milton...................... . .. .. . . .. .. .. .... .. .. ..
Essays on Chivalry, Romance, and the Drama.
By Sir Walter Scott.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. ..

.65 .08
.65 .08

.65 .08
.65 .08

.65 .08
6.~

.08

SHAKSPEBE'S WORKS.
Price Post
Complete. Fireside Edition, Crown octavo.
Large type. Moroc~o. gilt edges. Illus.
trated. With " full and Comprehensive
Life, Notes, Glossary,
4 00 .00
.60
.IS
Crown Octavo, 8 75 .4.8
.60
.18 The Avon Edl\lon. Sheep, marbled edges, li.!10
.1S
brary style............. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . • S 00 .42
.00
.18 In three volumes. Con1edles, Histories, Tra.ge.
,60
.18
dies. Half Russia, gilt top.................. S 00 .~
.60
.18 The same, In clotll................................ 2 50 .48
.Dramatic and Poetic Works, complete In one
t~~r~~~ ~~~fa~~··
:~
volume. Illustrated, with life by Alexan2 00
Red Line .Edition oC the Poetl!j, 12mo. Il- Scarledtet~id~'i: Ed1i~I~~: mN~~;,~1~~N~SC'~mi>iet~·.
.sa
lusttat ct. Colored covers, Embossed in Gold, Full
1
1
Hand~e~~~~~~~1;1~;kt!g,~~cgg;ng~~~t~?~~sis
v~i~.
OO .20
~~. ~k}!~~ ~~~~ia~~~~~~~a~:t ~~~~~ts *e~~~~g~~
Green cloth, red ctlgcs................ .. . . . . 5 00 .S5
Postilj;tt1l5 centq per volume extra. Every lover of Arundel
Edition. From the ~ext of Clark and
.
poetry sl auld hav the entire set.
Wright. Illustrated..... .. • . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 1 50 .24
:Milton,
Tennyson,
In
3 vols .. brown cloth, edited by Clark and
Pope.
Mrs.lleman~,
Wright....................................... 1 00 .21
Byron,
Schlller,
-complete from the te . . of Johnson, Stevens,
Goethe,
Scott,
.
and Recd.!i Octavo ...... ,.p,,f.er Blndln~,
!10 .18
Moore,
Burns,.
Dante.
Poets of America,
Largeia~:[;~til.~~..~:.~~-~~~.~~-~-~-~~~-~;~.; 1 oo .24
Owen Meredith,
;Brltlsb ;Female l'oeta,
,t\l'ilDII911. ~~~loll. • .,, .. ,,.,. '""''"""'"'~'"
60 ,18
Jean l11ge1ow,
Scblller
Goethe '
Milton
•
•
British Female Poets
Pope •
Burna
Dante
Moore •
Shakspere
Ar..blan Nights

Price Post
.00
.18
.!10
.18
.!10
.18
.!10
.18

:rg

etc....................

WOlm.:S OF PROF. ERNST HAECJOO..
The HthleotoE'Irthot.nCdrelattllolnn·h·obrl't!hnets DbyeTthe~oi~t~~~ ~f
Na.tur~l c:uaes. A. p;pnl;r Expostt'ton of the
Doctrine of Eyolutton in e-eneral, and of th&t
ot Darwin. Goethe, and Lamarck in particular.
The translation revl•ed by Professor E. Ray
Lank ester.
Illustrated with Lithoa:re.phic
Plate&. In 2 yols., 12mo ......••...•.••..• Cloth,, I 00
The ETolutlon of M..n. A Popular Exposition of
the Principal Po1nt8 of Human Ontogeny and
Phylogeny. 2 Tols . 12mo ................ 'Jloth, S 00
Freedom In Science and Teaching•· From the Gerf.a~: s:W~~~~~~~:~.t.~~~-~.~:~. ~-~.:: ~:.~'[;~~&:; 1 to
WORKS OF PROF. W. E. H. l.ECKY.
· .Cloth,
H ..u Cal!, extra
Hlotorr of Enmfean Morals from Augastus to Charlemagne.
volB.,12roo ........:ii~ii'c~ii;·~it~~:
The Leader• of Public Opinion In Ireland: Swift,
Flood, G•attan, O'Connell. 12roo ......... Cloth,
H!stozy of England In the Eighteenth Century. 4
vols., small8To ...... , ............ .,, ......• Cloth,
.
Hall Calf,
WORKS OF SIR JOHN LUBBOCK.
Origin of CiTlll•at1on and the Primitive Condition

4 00
8 00

~~
1 75
t 00
111 00

10

l"rehi~~o~~n-r·~n,·.;i,".;! · iiiti~(i-;.;,~·ci· ;,:y ·:Aiicien~ ~~:
!nts,o~e;!~t,3Hab'IT:~~8itifs~c,~r}iy~e~~~~~~:t~~~

ternattoual Sdentirc Series). 12mo ..... Cloth, 2 00
WORKS OF PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT.
The Theory of Descent, and Darwinism. With 26
Wcodcuts. 12 roo ..... .. ...... .... ............. I SU
WORKS OF PROF. E. L. YOUMANS.
~
Cl.,.s-Book of Chemistry. New edition. 12 mo....
0
0

t

Addresses and Ar11uments on the Claims of
Scientific Education. Edited, with an Introduc.
tlon on Mental Discipline In Education bv Ed·
ward L. Youm•ns, M.D. 12 wo, ....... Cloth, 2 00
A Series or Expositions by Prof. Holmuoltz, Dr.
:Mayer, Dr. F•raday. Prof. Liebig, and Dr. Car•
penter. Edt ted, with an Introduction and Brief
Blographlcal Notices of the Chief Promoters of
of the New VIews, by Edward L. Youmans,
M.D. 12 mo ................................ Cloth, 2 00
WORKS OF PROF ANDREW D. WHITE.
President of. Cornell Unlver!ity.
The War.'&re of Science. 12 mo ..... , .......... Cloth, 1 00
Paper,
W
HISTORY PRIMERS.
Edited hy J. R. Green. 18 mo. Flexible cloth.
Greece. By C. A. Fy!Ie ................. ; .......... ..
Rome By M. Cremnton ........................... ..
Europe. By E. A. Freeman ... .. ................ ..
OldGreel<Llfe By J.P.Maha!fy .................. ..

~~~~p~ntl BJ!t~e"i:~YG~~V..t wiiki~a·,.: :: :·.:::: '.'.'.

France. By

3. M. Yonge ............................ •

SCIENCE PRIMERS.
18 mo. Flexible cloth.
Introductory; By T. H. Huxley......... • "... .. .. ..
Chemistry. By H. E. Roscoe ...................... ..
Physics. By Balfour Stewart ........................ .
Physical Geography, By Archibald Gelkte .•....•....
Geology. By Arohlbald Gell<le ...................... ..
Physiology. By M. Fost.er ........................... ..
Astl'onmnv. ByJ.Norma.n L\Ck.yet .••••••••••••••••
Botany. By Dr. J, D. Hool<er ........................ .
Logic. ByW. S.J \ons ................................ .

~'l:~~j~~:~Cfs~1~~.tr)3y ~~Jikl~· ~\i~\::'r~~·. ·. ·. ·:: · ::::
Political Economy. By w. S. Jevons .............. , ..
;li~tural Resources of the United Stl' ea. By J. N.
;FattQJ:l•tl'

ttt
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I0 .

Chral~~~~~~n:{~~~~~~i~~~: F~njgim8 Wi~t8:~r~. ~~:
Confeaslonsor an Inquirer. .r. J. JarTleo........

1 50
1 00 .10.

The ~~i~ ~1~~~~~~~~f'.·:.::·.
Reminiscence• of Thomas Carlyle. By J. A.
Froud e .......... " .. "ii8.ii 'Rii~ala.'G'tif~~~:

~, :~

.sa

Poem• or Mrs. Heman!. Half Rus•la, Red Line,
Marbled Edges............................... 2 00 .1~
Eminent Amer:can•. By Benson J. Los•lng.... 1 00 .10
Plutarch's Llve•uf llluotrlous M'en............... 1 :I:J .16
70 07
f:f,t;r~~.~e~~~i~~Je~:~~~6.1-~~~· sii~frWus~i~;
'
Gilt Top .............. ·....................... 1 00 .12
Uloth,
00 .OS
Brief Blograph!Cil. By Samuel Smllee...........
i50 .00
Knickerbocker Hl•tory or New York.
By
1

::::::::·.::: :::::::: :8

fl:!"~~gt~~~~~n~f ~tlf.[d~;'~~~ninlib.tlli

1 25

Gelke, D.D...................................
Paralysis and Other AJiectlono or the Ner•es....
M. FlngcJ. An Epic Poem. By John Trumbull,
Wilhelm Meister.
~oethe..... .... ... .. . .. ...
Poetical Works of Milton. Halt Ruso'o, Gilt Top,

.u

10 ,14

ao

401050

By

Historr;g:t~~~~.~. ~~~~~~: . .~~:.~:: .~~~~ ~~~~~~~?.'
~~~;,:-;~,~dl>~~f-l~rcid'... T'~;•.;::::::::: :::::::::::::
0
~~t1~ ~g~~·an~ft~f:~lc r;.:ir~~~:·:·.:: ·.:: ·.:;: '.'.:: '.".

:~

.~

.117
.{]1

.011

8 00 .M

T6 :~

·

Rob! noon Crusoe ............................ Paper,
VIcar of Wak· field ........................ Paper,
Poetical Works of Thoma• Moore ........ Paper,
Morocco and Gilt Edges, Red Border, Large
'fype, Profusely Illuetrated with Steel :B:ngravlngs.. .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 6

~ .~

25

,{]I

'5 .03
25 .OS

~!~iiii0~?[~~c¥eJ: GJ;rg:;. ~~~;~r 's~~[t" 4

60000 .SS
40
'

Pros~u~~~a.t~~~~r~~~t~~f~n~~anv~n!~~-~~~·.. ?.:

2

volumes In one............................... 1 00

~

,IQ

.48

ComJlOBitione from Shakspere's uTempest."
Fifteen En&J"avlngs In Outline. By Sir J.
Noel Paton............................ .... . 1 i50 .1i
Compoa:ftfonl!l from Shelley"l!l ., Prometheu1."
Twe!Te Engraving• In Outline. By Sir J.
Noel Paton................................... 1 i50 .11
Freemaion's Manual~ or, Illustration& of Free.
masonry......................................
7~
WhitP and Black. Bv Sir Geo. Camp!JeJI,lii.P...
7~ .II

.1,

ft!~fe~f~~~~'Whd~~~eX!!l~~~~~~~-~::::::::::::

i~

~

Romance o! Plymouth Church 1\nd Its Pastor...
8li .11
Lire of Brigham Young; or Ut·handlt!Foun.
dera. Morocco, ftili gllt...... . . . . ...•.... 2 2~ .liO
PrlmltlTe In<lustry of the Nath•es of America •. 2 40 .ll
Ulr!cll Von Hn. ton. By FrederlckStraruo ......
85 .12
0
t.':~~ t~a~~~! ~rjo~~~t~;,.~ v~~~~cca',' gilt 1 00 .~0

Byrm:;~~~;k.: '.".'.'.".'.:: '.'.".'.:::: ·.::: : '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.:::: ~ ~ :~
John•on'a Natural Philosophy.................... 1 :<.J .112
Alexl~~~e~~~i\~~!!~I-~, ~~~ .~?.r.r~s~?~~~~~~-~~~

1 35 _21

wnd Wgf~.!'ca~tT~~r·G·r'.;~;,·il~·~u.·~n:·iii;;~~~~i~ti:
Nature of }Ian....................................

i &'75i

Translation• from the Hakaylt Abdulla. With
Comments by J, T. Thomson, F.R.G.S...... 1 00 .12
Mro. Heman•'• Poetical Work•. Hair Rmola, gilt
top..... .. . .. ... .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. .... ... .. ..
90 .lt
Sage• and nerocs oftbe Revolution.............. 1 W .21
A Comparative Estimate of Modern English
Poet3. ByJ, Devey,M.A ................. 12~ .17
.Armenian.e, Koords, and Turks. By James

tfc~~~[q~n3af;.hl:~~?~.~~.~~.~:::::::::: :::::;;

A Pisgah Sl!<ht of Pale•tlne, Illmtrated with

{

/:?

:i"A

.1!

·t:

·

The fi~r~~~r:~F..~~;~~~~:::::: :::::::::::::~::::
;1~
Enll:llah Heraldry. 400 Illustrations.............. 1 ~5 .to
Hood'sOwnJ,or LaughterfromYeartoYear .... 800 .S2
Maca way's tiev!~ws and Essay~.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
w .07
50
Treasury o! Song• .Jl~r"Jl!\:t~n~~s~~~~;,:· iiic(j)p.
.07

Ul8

MAcfiltt~~~- '.E'ssA::Ys' 'A.iiD' 'i>oiiiis: ··· 'i ;;~ls.s ?§Iai~5
~~~f.o$r.~&, Fine paper. By express, $2.!o. By

6 00

main& and the Manners &nd Cuetoms of Mod.
ern Bava~es. Illustrated. Bvo ........... Cloth, S 00

.~8 ¥~~dcfu~~~~b~~~'::'J'e J%~~a':Jce"r'n L!r':': A,';.;aes ·.;r

~~i::t~~~~~~~~~~ff,~l~u~;aT~Y W. Man~~~-~'!. :~~ :8~

:WJila~'irw:.of Liifi~r~~rl ..

f

Essays; with a BlOiliioPhY ef tile Author. d~~g; 1 00
Half Calf, extra, :1 W
The L!fa nnd WT1t1ng~ ot H~nry Thomo.a Buck!•.
By Alrred Henry Ruth. ITo.................... 2 00

li!stoif,.~{othaYia!1 '~n8 ~u!~PJ!•~en~e;tla~~~!~lriv~!

<:HANDOS <:LASI!IIC§.

Wl'te.p~w~e~6\~~ed tnu•~~.:'t~~~:~~~·.. ~~- .. ~

Macmillan Library.
Edited by Char.
lotteM. Yonge. Large type, fine \llloJler.
A Storehouse of Stories. 2 volo,
Ruth and Her Friends.

:::::.:::::::::::,

i4

·~v,Ent.omology,

-itAVERLEY NOVIF.LS, BY SIB WALTER
S<:U'I"I',
Illustrated. 12mo. 12 vola. Un!torm In green and ~~;old.
L1U"ge type. Comprising,
1 Waverly, and Woodstock:,
2 Rob Roy, and Heart of Midlothian,
S Bride of Lammermorr, Legena of :Montrose, tmd
Chronicles of the Canon gate,
( Peverlll of the Peak, and The Betrothed.
~ f~.f~~~~~ ~~ff~~l,-/;~fs~~~~t Hobert of Parlo, ·
7 Fair Maid of Perth, and 'fhe Antiquary,
8 The Jlfmmstery and the Abbot,

EDITION OF
WORKS.
Very J!ne binding.

·paper·,

OrnH.hology, Metecrology, Mineralogy, Chemistry, zoJio-

Dicken~•s Works in Sin&"le Volnmes.
.
Price. Po•t.
Child's History of England...... .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ..
65 .11
Dlckens-Col!I:>.-Chrlstmas Stories................
65 .11
Martin Gbuzzlewlt.. .... .. ..... ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
65 .11
Our MutualJ<'rlend........ ... .. .. . .. ... .. .. . .. • ..
65 .09
Oliver Twist......................................
65 .12
Edwin Drood...... .. ....................... , .. ..
65 · .11
Charles Dlckens'a Parlor Album of Illustration•, I 25 .15
Uncommercial Traveler..........................
65 .10

ARLINGTON

i: ·

1

}g gg[/~~mJ~f0tor.l!~~tfr1s~;1yJ~~~~~.Pieces,
The above

t

1

~3~ ~eG~~lo~~' N!tu~a~'1itstory, Ic~thY.ology, Myth~lo

Tttle of 'l w1\ Cities, and Sketches by Boz:,
Barnaby Rudge, and Edwin Drood,
Great Expect...tions, and Uncmnmercial Tra-veler,

U4.2a.

Principle• of S-Jclology Parts I.. II., and Ill.......
Caremon1al Institutions:".Deing Part IV. ar·uplin·
25
•11an Agencies 1u1d census of the Indians; Recent Dlscov· Polltl~ianllei~soilt~~f6~l!o:ti}j;jn;;p;:;t"v".' .ir·;:p-~1 ;;ap·ioi 1
•.n-ies in Science and Explorations. This entire work by
•
1 •"
express tor $15.00. Regular price $20.00.
Data gi/f~;fgJ~~~·;nii'i>art ~t· ib.",; · ;;:P·,:1 ;;_cipi~i-~i
""
Chambers's Encyclopedia of 1880, with Cop!·
Morality." .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .... . . .. .. . ... .. .. . .. 1 2~
ous Additions Ql" American Edltora. In Fifteen Volume•. Stn~y of Jioclology {International Scientific Serle•), 1 !0
~~~ar~'{ 8 e:;t~;~~~~:~i~l~~~rlu~~a;i~~v6h~~~~~~li~~ei~ Education ....••.•.•• , .. , •••.•...••••.•.... '•,, ..
1~
one who reads of American aftalra, this 11 far better than Dlacus!lons in Science, Ph!!Ooophy, and Morail!..... 2 00
Lhe foreign editions. This very valuable work, of nearly
Universal PrC\gress......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 2 00
one thousand p!lgee per volume, is offered at the extreme• E!lfays: Moral, Politieal, and Esthetic................ 2 00
ly low price of :j;l per volume, or $l5for the entire set, the Social Static•
. 2 O.J
same by expre!S; pustage,18 cents penolume additional.
The &bOTe v~i.S.;iii,;;~:::::::::::
,5 25
More information cannot be had.for the money.
Philosophy of Style. 1=ma ............ Flexlble Clotb,
GO
1
d'
fiE
r bLit Descriptive Boc1ology. Publlahed in folio with Tl\o
e~~':~~~el"~~l~c?!~ir~f ~~feec~~cC:st ~fd~~t!ons of
ble•. Elr;ht Part1 now ready, nr.mely:
J£ngli•h Authors, from the Earliest to the Pre•ent time, English.
Connect.ed by a Critical o,nd Biographical History. Ele- Anctent Amer 1c._no.
gantlv lllu•trated. Edited by Rotiert Chambers, Edltor of Negrltto and M&layo..Polylleal&n ~et.
the Eclinfmr(Jit Journal. Two Octavo volumen in one.
Africen Races.
·
Rich and fu!t g!L 1400 page•. $4. Postage 44 centa.
~~~~~';,~~~~th American :ftacefti'
Chan•l•e<'s iufornuttion £or the lll:illlon; Hebrewae.nd Phamtct&na.
or, One 'l'housaild 7and one Tlllngs Wortb
Knowing. Cern• ~fcnec~:i the J!nt Seven Part• .. . .• ' ......... -~ ' 10
0
fl~~~~Tn~~e 1Ji~~{~ M~~~ ls1J:~~~{ p Jal£~~~1l~~~ts:Vorth Part 8.. , ....................................... ·• .. •.... ~ dO
The S.une, In Acme Edition, 4·valuroes, Plain Bind·
WORKS OF DR, J, W. DR!t.PER.
t..llial<UlLill:ice._oJ:.s:I._Eo&ta.~Za-"'-.ce='-------1--"lla<><>,..,.-.,H>bc--<lontli<>t-between Rellllon anc1 Sci1
The ;;JyelopediaoC Biblical Literature! Intell~~~~at fi~~el;;pmi;nt.or'::iiuro\ie:·ii:,:ci1J;'o",::::
edited by ,John Kitto, D. D., F. S.A., assisted by notea
E
BilJilc'l•wrJters. Illustrated by numerous engravings.
WORKS OF H. T, BUCKL ·
Tw:J ...-o~umcs, Bvo., of over 900 pages, compact type. A
History at C1v1l1zat1on in England. With a complo&e
Index (not publlahed In \he En&ll•b edition).
valuable work. Price of 2 vall!., ~2.i50. Po•tage, 84 cts.
'i'he U andy Bible Cyclopedia and Bible
·") hoil.,lvo. """' ........ "'"' iialf' c~ii; ~~~~:
~
1 · D

Od a1~d New Tcs:tamcnt@, and an Explanatory Index to the
P<orsons. Placea, and Tiling• In the Scriptures. Illusttated,
l voL, 1~mo., 742 pllges Price 7~ ct!.; pas tulle, 14 Ct!.

~ flrtJ~J5g~rlt

7 Dombey and Son,

i2 8300

t the GrP t We tern Stat s
~nXvte~~Ttal'f~~ ~:tst!!n~i~g Bondeciaindeb~edne 8 s; I~·
M
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4 Nicholas Nlckleby,
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THE POPULAR HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By
Vol. I~h~~;~ ~~~~gl~n;l,;g~ufmd'~.~~ ~on~h~~~~~
or the Reign of Henry IV.
Vol." II. From the Reign at Honry V. to the
Reign or Mary.
Vol. III. From the Reign of Elizabeth to the
Commonwealth.
Vol. IV. From tbe Commonwealth to the Rclgu
• of Wllllam and Mary.
Vol. V. From the Reign ef Wllllam III. to
George II.
Vol. VI. From the Defense of the Country by

~~ri{,f~2)Jt~J'~a~}~~~~ ~0~~';./~~~~slnatlon

Vol, VII. From tlle war or 1793 to the Mater!P.l
Vol.

~i1f~e~rgfnB[I~~· 1l1~~~~i~t~tion

of Lord
Goderlch {1827) to the Final Extinction of

~h;P~riJfx ~fw:kn~~~~~&18!1~~~;~n~I~1~:x~

By express, $5. By ma11, $!1.60.

HUME·s HISTORY OF ENGLAND. From the
Invasion of Jullus Cmfln.r. to the AlJdlc~.t.tion
of Jao1CB the Second, 1683. A new cdttl..n,
with the author's 1ast correctionq nnd hnprovements{ with s short account of hiR Hfe,
;rr~~!~grh/3 . llJf;~~·n,);~~ The set hr ex.
HEROES OF HISTORY. fly Georg• Makepeace
5 vols lllu~~;tr..~ted.
Vasco D:l Gamtl.; His Voya{!es nnd .Atlvcntures.
Pizarro; Iljs AdventureR and CoflqueEtts.
MageiJqn: or, tbe .r·trst Voyage Aruund t.he
World
Marco Polo; His Travels and Adyentures.
Ralelgb; HI' Exploits and Voyages.
The set by expre•s for $4. By mall $4.o() •
<:am eo Poet!<- Royal S2mo. Bound in Green, Gold
and Black. Works of
Southey,
Wordswortb,
Heman&,
Sterne and Johnson 0
Cowper,

'l'owlo.

t~r~~,
Elllott,

~gly~Jfk,

Roger(~,

!Iontgomery,
Sigourney,
Moore,
Scott,
Campbell,
Colef!dge,

iiorton,
Klrkwhlte,
Thompson and Gray,
Cook,
";!'he ae~ byexpma f~rf6.at5, Bf~~'f.
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~80 Court st. Brooklyn~~ DR. THAYER'S
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ANOBLBamb!tlOntbaternuJatesthcvlrtuestmdj1 HEARD Ina boudoir: "l\fercyon me, what arc;
l
graces of others Is worthy ot us all. Even envyithose hOrrible sounds up-stairs f" "Oh, that's·
hs.tb ite uses when it leads uHo s1rive tor tile good?,nothlng
but dear Georoe;
~
IS THE
ONLY PHYSICIAN
THaT
NEVER.AT
GUESSES.
'""'
. ~ I suppo9e he hns losti;,,, ~
IT .ALWAYS
FINDS THE
DISEASE
THK
sndthe joy we ~ee o•bcrs poe8esslng. If ou~·neigll-lilJhis collar button agam. ''
--~
START, RELIEVES, .AND CURES IT.
borisfulloftheelust!cltsofhealth,andwefeelenI i 9 all
d 'h t the 18
PItt8 b
b
Yious of his treasure, we strive by Imitating h!s con~
ege ' a
re a man 1n
a
nrg '
Is J,~~~ll~\lf~~· 1~ t~~W'dl\:.garment In tne market that
duct a~:~d his care of the physl<l'al system to secure
· ., w;hose name Is Constant Agony. But we
The only comfortable g•rment to wear made.
tbe same boom for onrselvs. Thus we experience sho~ldn t w_onder, if you got down to solid facts,
Tue etrongest In torce.
. .
the good of envy and learn tbat an evils ba.v their you d find hiS name to ba Boyle.
TWO YEARS AGO
clr~n". only one that can be wnshed and kept ~weet &.nd
uses as .well as abuses. -Elmina IJ. Slen/1.:{;1',
A GENTLEMAN wbose vocabulary was mixed
g~l~ g~: ti,~~\~Yf~~r rJ~~~ and Armatnres_JIO one meditating on the present condition 0 wished to praise a certain lady reader. "Yeq,"
WILL I AM WILSON
The ll~hteetgarmentmade.
the intellectual world can fall to be nrriiSted by the said he, " besides being a very fine elocutionist,
·
,
,
The on y eclentltlc garment In the market.-.
eYidences of Its deep-seated current. Yeast Is sbebasagreatdealofejaculation." working everywhere. Ancient formulas and time" WHAT station Is this?" asked a lady passenge
THE INVENTOR 011'
There are eeveral baee and worthlees lmltatloile ot Ill:.
honored ereeds are yielding as much to Internal of an English tourist near by. Looking out of th
Thayer'a Mngnetlc goods upon the market. The only
preseureastoexternalassault. The expansionof window and readinga sign on the fence here,~gfaa~~:. ~"f~t~~?.Yh~t~~~-.ca~:ag;:::s&t<i.~~a~M~~~~~
knowledge Is loosening the very earth clutched by plied, "Rough on Rats, 1 guess, mum."
cannot render as efficient .eervlce to.the patient, becauee
the roots of creeds and churches. Rejoice over
~~/;,/l~-fr1?lr/%lfy[HEIR MAGNETIC CUHR~TB
this or deplore It, the fact is unmistakable. Sects
TB:ERE seems to be a great kick, so to speak.
N ENGLISH SCIENTIST, MEDI<JAL ELECTRICIAN,
"Ma,gnets, whetha· Natural or .<lrtijlc•al, would •oon Lo•e
and parties, In the endeavor to sustain their posl- about ladles wearing their hatg in the theater, lint
LECTURER ON ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS,
their Powt>· if lhey were left to Themselves. 2/i<y must therf!.
.AUTHOR OF THE "TRIAL OF MEDICIN,"
tlon and to preserye at least their watchwords or ot a single complaint has reached us thus far infore bo Provided with .<lrmatut·es." (See Ganot's Phtlosophy.)
THE "LANIOUAGE· OF DISEASE,"
the outward semblance~f their creed~, now-a-days veighing against their keeping them on at church.
"MEDICAL FALLACIES," ETC.,
A~~LffNJ'E~IjR GUARD AGAINST FRAUDULENT
snatch eagerly at compromises which, a few years
A CASE of domestic scandal was under discusIntroduced
to
the
People
octile
lTnfted
BUY ONLY OF REPUTABLE MANUFACTURERS!
ago; would hav been scouted as heresies.-Georoe sion at a tea-table. "Well, let us think the best
States Hi•
Hmry Ll'lri1.
f hel' we can," said an elderly spin1ter. "Ye~."
VICTORIA TRIUMPHANT!
.Astowaatareealled the teachings of Jesus, on said another, "a.nd say the worst; that ls th ·
ct'i~~s:riiio~~~~!t\~t~gs
on recerd. Bend tor Proots,
whiCh such stress Is laid, as making him to be a ashion."
or the cure ot DlseaBe wlthont Medicine or Medica
mpernaturally diVIne revealer, not belng"l:>rlginal
OUT West when a saloon Is blown up with dyDr. Tbayer,
455 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y,
wlth him, they cannot, whatever their excellence, namite it Is blamed upon the temperance men, Treatment. The Statement made by him at thal time
that his Magnetic Clothlnlf, It worn tor &ny !arm ot Dlabear the weight that is laid upon them. In h·utll,
nd yet the fellows who hav heavy accounte eaae (and as advised), would cure ninety per cent ot the
"'VICTORIA" baa twelve Improvement• over any and
they are not all excellent; and those of them that chalke<l against them on the slate are very much so-called Incurables, has been verll!ed, he hav ail other Magnetic Garmento. Therefore do not buy any
such
~~goa till ;rou have eent to Dr. Thayer.
most challenge our admiration were well known interested In having the plo.ce demolished.
lng Clothed and C1tred Thousand• ot Persona ot all Forms
before the time of Jesus, and had long been current
ot Dlsoaoe. Po•ltlve proof at thle has appeared In oll t h • • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - TB:ERE is a !alt mine in Austria that has been ieadlng Newapapers by Testimony of many of our moot
among Jews and gentiles. As to the groun<l taken
romlnent and Weal_thy Cltuena, who, having been
by Mr. Stopford Brooke aud others [such as Park- worked for more than one thousand years. The
er of the last generation and Savage anrt Chad wick, Austrians may ha v a great deal of experience In Cured by the
also David Swing, of Chicago, of the present day] working salt mines, but when it comes to salting
that the best Splrituauty of the New Testament,· mines the Californians can teach them 11. thing o
though not born with or peculiar to Christianity, two.
has received a special unction or power, whether
TB:ERE is nothing sometimes like hitting the
eupernatural or not. as delivered by Christ; it
fter all other Treatment had failed, were pleased to
ail on tJ;ie head. At a recent fire at Ottaway som
slot the Inventor In giving contldence to the Sntrerlng
seems to me tht<t this is rather a devout fancy than. ne sent a telegram to the owner, who was ·
allds ot .Amerlc& by allowing him to use their well·
a well-[rounded opinion; and, if correet, cannot Boston, saying: "Premises all on fire. What
known
and respected Names ae Reference; and It Is now
do more than entltl!l Jesus to a high place among shall we do?" The answer came promptly, ·• Put
admlttod by many moat highly accomplished Sclentlsu
the most etllclent instructors among mankind. Tn
nd Physl.,lans that the success anoi Cures attending the
elngle Jesus out as standing- alone and as being t.li
A PEASANT comes to a broker to exchange a Introduction ot "Wlisonla" Magnetic Cioth'ng h&l been
one" who spoke as never man spoke,'' certainly
unpreeedented In the hletory. at Eiectrle&l Therapeutlco
The untold miseries that reeult tram lndlecretlon In
seems extravagant, an•t without anything ap- bundred-mark note for silver. The broker givs n the face of sucrr Positive Proof as given by us no person
proaching to a foundation in the facts when dis- bim a hnndred-mark roll, which the peasant one
doubt •he value of this Invention In all eallee.
~~~lt ¥~!. ~~!rt~gn ail,"c,",1jJ•gur~~'l.;u::g·re:fd'~~ :-~
to
see
if
it
is
all
right.
He
counts
np
to
aevent
Therefore why continue the Snl~ldal System ot taking
passionately e:x:amlned.-N. R. Wat.,-s.
r~~i"ti:t~kla~~~:~:~t~e~h~hr::t.:.'!.~ ~~tt~:~.
one, and then puts It all in his pocket. "It was Drugs t
or_, Self Preservation. It Ia not only a r.omplete
SEND $1.50 FOR A PAIR OF
OBSTRUCTIONS are never wanLing, the very things all right so far, so I suppose the rest is right too,,.
ana pertect treat!l!e' on Manhood, Exhausted VItality,
thaL were once Indispensable furtherances become
"Wtlsonia" ltlagiletic Insoles.
arvous and Phvsle&l Debility, Premature Decline In
ma.n, Errors of Youth, etc , but tt co- ta.ins one hundred
obstruction!, and need to be sh11kcn oft' and left be:a:ow TO MOUNT A B:ORSE.
Sure Preventive ot Cold Feet-the Forerunner ot AI and
twenty-live preecrlptlons tor acute and chronic diS•
Kinds of Dleease.
eases, e~ach one ot which is invaluable, so
hind ue-a business of enormous di~culty. I~ -~8
In mounting, face the near side of the horse
proved by the anthor, whose experience tor 21 yeal'l! Is
Conmltatlon Free.
notable enough,_ surely, how a tbeo~em ~r spirL- The near s~de is the side nearest yourself. If you
•uch ae prob•bli never before fell tn the lot of any phys.
ual re_presentation, so_ we may call ~t, which once~ stand on the right side of the horse, which is the
send tor Pampblet and Information to the only O:tl!ce lcl&n, It cant& ns SOO pa,es, bound In beantl!ul emboesed
here the Inventor can be eeen.
.
covel'l!, !nil gilt, embelllehed wltb tbe verr, finest steel en·
took m the whole umver_se, and ~as completell<.~-llwrong side when you mount, you will face the
0
0
aatisfactoryinallpartsoflttothehighiydiscurs~v,·· crupper. Then everybody will know that your
itr:~~~~~~~~fte~~~ 0~ ~~f:s~~~a~ ::anna~;~~:~~g~
retailed In thle count•y for $2.50, or the money will be reAddress all Communications to
acute intelle~t of Dant~, one of the greatest In the name is Johann Gotlleb Ernisgefolger.
funded In every Instance. Price only $1.25. Gold Medal
-world-h~d,m the course of another century, be-.
If you cannot mount from the ground lead the
warded the author by the National Medical Aesoclatlon,
11
oome dnbll:able to common intellects; become ~!!- horses to a higb. fence, say .. w:uun.. L wu <•r three
ts.WM~;: Wl'ilo'DY' "M'DfctfE! 'l~ .;i:~~"uTs::ne.n'hv::·
niable; and is now • to_ e"!ery one of us, fiatly m- times, and jump over the horse'~> ears. You will
w.
PARKER, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston, M...,;
80 COURT STREET, BROOKLYN rbe H.
author may be eonsulted on all diseases requlriDJI
credible, obsolete as Odm s theorem.-aarluu.
light somewhere on his neck, and you will hav
ly88
aklll nnd experience.
HUXA1UTY must answer when God epeaks,
plenty of time to adjust yourself while the horse
As sure as echo to the human voice;
is running away. Another metbod of mounting.
t.'>to $20 per d~y at home. Sample worth t5 00 tree,
And every grand o'ertopping lie which breus
largely practiced by young gentlemen from th

J''

:f:j;:

IMPORTANT.

WILSONIA,

MAGN~TIC

GARMENTS

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
-READ.

W1lsonia Magnebc Garments

DAVIO J. COTTEP,

The Great Dis covery!

AdlktMIIl

'With furious fiood and century-defying noise
In the eternal symphony that joys
Along, le but one baser pipe or chord
That shall be tu:aed again whea Reason sits as
Lord.
-ThB (Jhurch, b?J a. P. (]ranch.
MElO>ICA.NT orders, bodies of good men doomed
to beg, were instituted in the Christian church; a
most natural and even necessary development of
the spirit of Christianity. It was itself founded
on poverty, on sorrow, contradiction, crucill:x:ion,
every species of distress and degradation. We ma
say that he who has not known these things, and
learned from them the priceless lessons they hav
to teach, has missed a good opportunity of school
!ng, To beg and go barefoot, in coarse woole'
cloak, with a rope round your loins, and be de
apleed of all the world, was no beautiful business;
nor an honOiable-one in any eye till the nobleness
ol those who did so made it honored of some.(Jarll/ll.
THEN let us cheerfuJ acquiesce;
Nor make our scanty pleasures less
By pining at our state.
And, even should misfortune come,
1, here who sit, hae met wl' some
An's thankful for them yet.

They 21e the wit of age to youth;
Theyletuskenoursel;
TheY make us see the naked truth,
T
eal
id dill
her
gu an
•
•
Though losses and croeses
Be Ie•sons right severe,
There's wit there, ye'll get there,
Ye'll find nae otherwhere.
-Burn1.

city, is to balanCe yourself on one foot on the
fence, and point the other leg at the horse in the
general direction of the saddle, saying" Whoa" ail
the time. The horse, after this gesture has been
epeated a few times, backs away, pulls the al
EXCELSIOR
leged rider oft' the fence, and walks up and down
the lane with him at a rapid gallop. This givs
the rider in about ten minutes all the exercise he
wants for a week.
•!."1If by some miracle you man_age to get into the
saddle, hold on with both hands and say "Whoa."
PURELY VEGETABLE.
The faster the horse goes the tighter you mus
bold on, and the louder you must" holler."
Cure Malaria, Neurai~rla, .Yaun·
If you are from New York or Philadelphia you
dice, Rheumatism, Gont, Dys·
ill shorten the stirrup until your knees are on a
pepsia, and all Bilious and
evel with your chin. Then, as you ride, you will
e to your feet and stand in the attitude of a man
Liver t\ffcctionf!l, etc., etc.
eer:ing over a fence to look for his dog, and tben
Descrlptlv
circulars, teetlmonlala, etc., mailed free on
suddenly fall in the saddle like a man who has
stepped on a banana peel. This is the English application.
school. It Is hard on the horse, but is considered Price sin;:-Je box, 25 cents. Five boxe11 tor
<15
u.oo.
very graceful. A man cannot wear false teeth,
If yon cannot get them ot yonr druggist, addrellll the
however, and ride m this manner.
proprietor, w. H. PECK, 222 Wa•hlngton street, N.Y.
-THERE was a young man at the Central Market
Wednesday who looked the perfect specimen of
the greenhorn. His bands were large and red, his
clothes didn't fit, and his cowhide boots bad jus
been rubbed down with fried meat gravy. Be was
~
~
looking at everything with open mouth,whe:Aa
couple of young men who had been 'driven in by A SURE CURE FOR HE.AD.ACHE
the rain commenced to guy him. One of them
asked mm tf he was on a bridal tour. and the other
insisted on calling him Shakspere. Liberal o:tfers
ere made for his coat and boots, and an attemp
THE
was made to seaure him for a lecturing to
"LITTLE GERMAN :QOCTOR'S"
through the country.

DR." PECK'S

lktNRoN &: Co •• Portla.1"od

Vatne.

CONSULT!

LIVER PILLS.

EXTRAQ RDIN ARY OFFER
Found nt Lnst '·
AND CATARRH.

I

mb dled aradox a bundle of conMAdicl'!tio!ns~,naned asosomepset-o"'
u ag'ai·nst the marvel-

The young man took everything in a calm, mater-oft-fahc_t
way until a gentleman came along and
0
m •

tra.
ous things that he has done, we might fairly addu

"See her~ my friend wby do you stand these
the monstrous things he ha~ believed~ The ~or
nsults P" '
·
'
Jll'OSS the fraud, the more glibly will It go do_wn,
.. Are they insulting me f"
and the more greedily w1ll It be swallo~ed, smce. .. or course they are.,
lolly will always find fa!~ wherever Impostors~ ., And should 1 resent itf"
will find impudence.-(JoUon 1 Lao011.
.. CertainlY you should."
TRE first attempt to murder the Prince of Orange
u Then I will- I didn't know exactly what fo do,
was committed by one who carried, in tbe same,_,.but thought I'd hold on for advice. If you say go
pocket with his pistol, a string of prayers to the,ln and slam 'em I'll do so."
Virgin Mary and the angel Gabriel and a catechism
"I would."
o1 the Jesuits.- W. 8. Lander.
''.Then I wlll.''
In the coolest kind of a way he· removed his coa
ON all oooaslonsit Is well to be a little more than and rolled it up and laid It down, placed his ha
tolerant, especially when a wleer and better m~,.. on the bundle, and without a word of warning
than ourselvs thinks dil'ferently from us. R~lrg:~waded in and knocked one oft' the end of the bene
ious mlndti will find an additional reason for hu J:l and the other clear over it, and then go.ve eaclra
millty when they Observe such ~en asthBeromeo -Kurt with his cowhide. Be won a c~~.mpleto victory
a.nd Fenelon adberin_g to the religion
e~ were {Inside of two minutes without receiving a scratch,
born In, amidst the discussio~s and c~mmot10ns of~and as he put on his coat he said to his adviser: .
1
every land around.-Lander Imagtnal']/ aon'ller-i\l "Much oblla;ed for :vour kindness, stranger. If
1ation1.
!lthat's the way you do here in Detroit I'll hav six
CUBSED _be he that maketh the blind to wander,;_.,months' sickness on my knuckles for the next
·
out of the way. And all the people shall say,·~chap who asks ifthey bad to hire a hall to finish
,A.men,-l)IUUrlnDtllS/, _..i,18,
~my bootll lJl,"
.i

Headache and Catarrh
~

1

,,

~A

(.

1\I rur

1J .I-~.

~ ~

.:f .:f

ss

the resnlt of self-abuse Jn yooth, serual e.:rceasea Jn matnru
1

trS:::~::n~~;~~~:a,,r~rg!:(!l:h~~!~~~~~~~; dr~~~s)~Dl~~

~=o,oi:~~f~ri ee;~~~!~y!}F~~~~e~;c~~~lll~::rid!'!:lQ::.oo~
Sexual Pow"er, &c., ronderlng mnr.ioge Improper or unhappy, ...
&horonghlynndpcrmllllentlycuredbyan

EXTERNAL

APPLICATION~

IVhlch Ill the Doctor's latest and fhestest medical discovery and
which he i•BSofarJ.rescrlbed for his bineful COintalntiu .It !too

::~:~~:~~ t::rrb~~ ~b~t:e~:Je ~~odt1l~~~bc:deb::o f~~beo~!:=
:ft}:~!~~i~~;h!~tfea!~~!rs~~~fn~~~~~e~<;!~egoNfh!!~~1;
abloto take cars of themselves.

&h~;f~o~LA~:&o~ii~'.:EX"dGaLH:~:elftr~~~~'c;~,{l~

~;r'::'d~

(or Ruptare), I'ilea, and othor private W..aaeo quickly
Middle·Aged and Old Men.

1 ble!
'l'here
mlllly t th 8 e of thlrt
txt h
tooore
frequent :vacu n.iFon of the "lt:3d:r, oh! :ec~~p~:d by

•I tAl

:h!~rl~:,;~e;o~ilst!;cip~ :;t~~t:n°.~tk!,~~dr~':n"t, ~::~~~l\!'!!

e

tYUr6 the WOrst case of catarrh.

0

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DISEASES.
.
Spermatorrhea and Impotency,

a ollght smarting
or burning
sonentlon, and a woakoulng of the
8
1

It will instantly relieve the most severe attack
of catarrhal headache, clear the head of all
offensiv matter, and, if persistently used, will

lmall0pnrtlolcoofalbumon! will •Pr••r,1 or the color will

boo{.

!~:, ~hic~~~f~n~;:h!~: fh:~:::~~~~ ."n"P:!!';:s~~'lw'ft'il';~:~:;:

!.':;'.:,~ "D,._"}~~r.:.~nE:l~':n~\• R~~.\i/~~~~·~;r~~~~~i.n! p':.'rf.~;
c•s,.!c.~!~ 1~~~f.~~;'!.~~:r ~.:~~~j~~;t"t!,~~·g;:~r'::.~~:o'::i::
11nd correspondence strictly confidential.

Prlctew,forbaof!we m '! nrth~~lc:iecnetn .ts p ~~gebprxee'. or
.,wu
p-01 ~
Addrese ;rJl.MES A. BLISS, Wakefield, MaBI.
l8tB7
__.___

11 1 0

VINELAND, N.J.
A .-.gulorly edue~~ted and legnUy qu•Hfied phyolclan, and t&e
moatsuccesatul,
as his practice will prove.

11 08

PRIVATE1 COUNSELOR.

tT~!d~~::~~~~~~t~~ lr~a~=~:ltW~!~~::·::;y;g~\:::S~
•r:r,toms, horrible effects, nnd cure, roliowod by 88stro'fll,toatimon~

te rui~ bl-Fnii~r!:;.~e~ !<'otb:~Ji:l~~el: .i;tve~~ld_fd.jret,

JlR. :&::. P. FEJ..I~O\V..S, Vlneinnd, Now J"ne7. ~
....., BDdotala rnwbat paper yo11••w thl.l.
Notices troDI the Pres11.
<::ORRESPONDEN<::E
].ll'rom the Worcuter (MtU•·> Daily 2~mu.]
A Liberal young man, ~7 years of age, wlsll.ea to corre
We cordially Indorse Dr. R. P. Fellows as an able an4
spond with a lady at meane ab· ut his own age . .Addrel!l! ·learned physician, who has been so highly successful that.
5t·S
W. J. BURNS, 1821 Eighth aTe., Altoona, Pa.
~~~~flfn''t~"e ~~~·~~dPla~Poon~~~~~~et~g~:dw~t~~ur:::1e~
<::orrci!!pondence Solicited.
tlfic methodorlglnsted by Dr. Feliawa.

72 ~u;:tE~r~e. e~dad~:l. a~:ft'llil:e&e~b~m_:~:us~~:l':f.

a:e~agr ~~~~ei~~~tw~~:~s:Ofl6";,"fn~n~n~:c:i~ha aq~/~i.

home by taking charge of It, and performing the dutrleepsioyf
a companion. None but honorable persona need
.A ddress, Mrs. A. MILES, 40 Ea•~ Third street, St. Paul;
''l~n••nt.a,
2t4g

't1

'

[li'rom tho Star Spangled. Bamr.tJr, Hmsdale, N.H.]

To INv..u.ms ANI> OTRBRB: The BanMr seldom lndoraea
any doctor or medici'!. but It Is free to sayw all latereste4
that Dr. Fellows, ot vineland, N;·J,, Is not onl7 a sltllf'lll
and )~f:!;ble.Pl'IMI51tlonor, bu' one 8f ille IIIOI1i 11100811(~
PQI
IA\11.8 UIIUe4 llaMel,
··

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORMO
:l:ataed. the Post-Otilce ul'(- 'fOri!.~• ..;.,, llli Second-clus Msttu.

Vol. 9. No. 50

Ne-w

York~

Saturdav. December 16,1882.

NO. 21 CLIN'J.'ON PLAC.t:,
NEAR BROADWAY.

aa

per

year~

with inundation by th~t
London has had a big fire, burning over two
and doing damage to the extent of $15,-

in .ihl.> rotunda of
capitol at Washington is said to hav been
means of mining a painting worth $10,000,
is more than the fair netted.

A story comes from Franklin, Pa., that a re~i
of that place has unearthed a chest contain·
$27,000 in go:d, the whereabouts of which
revealed to tho finder in a dream. The
aro said to be mo~tly French, and to be
from 1729 to 1751.

u

The grand jury of the United States District
in Boston reported an indictment against
1
-·-····-·-·- on the 9th.
There aro two count~;
is sending t11rough the mails extracts from
Whitman's poems; tho other. is in reference
a syringe, the sale of which is against the

A man named Cumberland is giving exhibitions
this city of so-called spirit phenomena proby natural means. Spiritualists claim that
supernatural aid, but cannot explain why
should pe~mit themselvs to be used in the
tion of phenomena de5igned by the alleged
to disprove their own existence. A lthe maneuvers of Mr. Cumberland will
,.._______ 1• 1 •• hav very little effect for or· a.gainst th11
truths_ of spiritual philosophy.

786
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SEEKE~~

DEOE.MBER

16~

1882.

him and make a doctor of him. When the uncle~ more, and being incap:1ble of resting in idleness, he
beheld the young candidate for M. D. honors-a,embarked in several enterprises, all of which proved
slender lad of fourteen, and weighing only seventy total failures. . He lo.st $10~000 in pe. troleum and
pounds-he concluded he was too small to hold all mineral lands ...in Tennessee,· $7,500 in insurance
the learning necessary to a physician, and recommend- stock, $4,000· in mining lands in Sonora, $4,000 in
ad him to wait awhile. He therefore turned his tr:p ~chromo-lithography, ~2,000 in bed-spring manufacinto a visiting one, intending to return to his m:other. ture, $5,000 in buildings, and various smaller f!Ums
While stopping with one of his relativs, two Shak- in other enterprises. After two years of gloom and
ers came to pass a night. On learning that he was ill-success be bought a drug store in Kansas City,
about to journey back to his home, with the kindness and endeavored to get up again in the world. But
characteristic of these people, they offered to take trade opened dull, and after 111everal· months he sold
him with them as far as they went. He accepted out at a heavy loss and came back to New ~ork and
the offer, and in September, 1833, he first saw the engaged in the manufacture of brick. .This experi-'
home which for thirteen years wao to be his. Mter ment al!!o proved unsuccessful.
.
.
ataying ten days as a visitor, and receiving innumerHe then spent a few months as a commercial
able kindneases, he concluded he would like to liv traveler, after which he manufactured some pi'opriwhere children were made so happy, and accordingly etary medicins at Rochester, but the sale was not
he confessed what few sins he had on hand at the encouraging. Receiving an offer to go to Paris,
time, as required by the rules of the order, and be- Illinois, and conduct a drug store, he accepted it,
came a Shaker. Besides attending the Shaker and passed three years in that town very pleasantly,
school, he was placed· in the seed garden as helper. but not all in the drug business. After some fifteen
This he followed for three years, when, being months at that he concluded to engage in the seed
troubled with la.meness, be was inducted in the shoe- business again. The first year he contracted for the
making art.. Four years he followed this, when he planting of fifty acres, but the failure of the conwa• again put in the medical department, finally be- tractor to keep his engagement, and dry weather,
coming physician to the eooiety, and controling the made the crop a short one and unremunerativ. To
business of .herb raising. He beoame familiar with carry out his ideas more money than· he could combotany and chemistry, and having a fair medical mand was necessary, and he took in some partners.
library and the benefit of the old retiring phy- The next year seventy-five acres of seeds were sown,
sician's experience, he became a skilful doctor. He but another dry season caused another short crop.
pursued in his practice the eclectic system with good
Tbe T:rntb seeker.
·
success.
It was during this summer and at this town that
:narrta~e.
THE TRUTH SEEKER was started. Mr. Bennett had
In the summer of 1846 many of the younger mem- all along been growing more Liberal in his theologq
D. M. BENNETT.
bars of the Shaker community grew dissatisfied with ical opinions. In 1848 he read, for the first time, an
BORN DEc. 23, 1818; DIED DEc. 6, 1882.
the restraints of the order, their faith in tne religion Infidel publication, which shook his confidence in the
which s8parated the sexes and deprived men and truth of the Bible and Christianity. Two years later
His lndueuee.
No one has exerted greater influence on the Free- women of the society and mutual helpfulness of each he visited New York, calling upon Gilbert Vale, then
became less, and this feeling was shared by editor of the Beacon, and purchasing some twenty
thought movement in the United States for the past other
Mr. Bennett, Mary Wicks, his future wife, his sister volumes of Freethought works, among them being
eight years than the man whose likeness heads this and her future husband; and in ·september of that Paine's "Age of Reason." -He read and re-read
sketch. Bold, aggressiv, hard-working, from the year these four chartered a carriage, rode to Lebanon that, saw it was unanswerable, and from a strict
time he first came prominently before the Liberal!! of Springs, sent back word of what they had done, and churchman, praying twice a day, and asking a blessthe country, he commanded the attention of the waited for the Shaker elders to come up and settle. ing at each meal besides, he became· an outspoken
Mter. the settlement the quartet proceeded to Freethinker.
Freethinking world, and drew upon himself the Cooperstown. On October 19th Mr. Bennett was
While still e:ngaged on his seed farm he began
hatred of the churches. He made for himself married. Before leaving the Shakers ·Miss Wicks a discussion on the efficacy of praJ..er with a couple
the very best friends, and the very worst enemies. had been employed as instructress for the little ones of ministers, which dispute was carried on in the
Honesty is always hated by roguery; truthfulness is who had been taken by the Shakers to rear, and the local papers. But the editor of one being-as ·is
always detested by hypocrisy. Honesty and truth- univerl!lal sorrow at her leaving testifies to her worth usually the caee with Christian editors-unfair
and gentleness of character. She was beloved by toward Mr. Bennett, he determined to hav a paper
fulness being the pre-eminent qualities of Mr. Ben- an at the community, old and youag; and the in which he could say what l1e thought about the
nett'!! character, he enjoyed his share of perse- friendship with which they regarded her bas never scheme of salvation. He issued the first number and
cution and hatred by the rogues and hypocrits which ceased. She has been a. most estimable helpmeet to sent it broadcast over the land. He met with bpt
a decaying theology inevitably breeds. But with Mr. Bennett, suffering keenly with him in his trials, little encouragement, and it was li doubtful matter
and rejoicing with all her womanly heart in his tri- whether there would ever be but one number. He
the bitter there was some sweet. The loyal friend- umphe. She is a faithful wife, and kindly, steadfast decided, however, to issue a few more numbers.
ship and undying, love of ·thousands of good friend, oaring not to be seen• by the world, but hap- Subscriptions coming in more rapidly, he decided to
and true people all over the United States were py in aiding her husband in any way possible. No go ahead, trusting there were enough people in the
his firm support, ~nd in the darkest hour hav been a sketch of Mr. Bennett which omits the virtues of hil! country who had a love for truth to sustain him.
little wife can be complete.
While the life of the paper was hanging in the
ray of light that cheered even the gloomy prison patient
To the careful Shaker training, the inculcation of balance, and a cold breath would hav extinguished
celi to which Christianity had consigned him. Since morality and sobriety, of honesty and hard work, it, his troubles in the seed firm culminated. The
his liberation from that cell no man has been more Mr. Bennett was undoubtedly greatly indebted for a godly partners1iook advantage of him and forced a
honored by his friends, who, remembering his bravery long life free from l!lickness. A healthy body givsa dissolution of copartnership, wronging him out of
and his stanchness, endeavored to make his life sound mind; and that he did so much work at an two years of hard labor and $2,500 in money.
age when most men are tired and want to rest, proves
There being nothing further to keep him in Paris,
worth living, and the memory of the past a sacred that a youth and early manhood spent in quiet and realizing that it was not the best place from
heritage.
industry is the best capital to fall back upon in after which to issue a. paper, he determined to remove
His ca~·eer.
years. Good health is better than money in the to New York. At Paris the paper bad been but
Mr. Bennett's career has been checkered even more bank.
eight page. On his removal to New York he in.
than ordinary by the ups and downs which come to
After his marriage, upon the representations of a creased the number to sixteen. At the commenceall men. While pursuing the mercantil business nurseryman named Bryam, Mr. Bennett removed to ment of the second volume he made it semi-monthly,
he was alternately poor and wealthy. .Since he Bradenburg, Kentucky, some forty miles below Louis- his ultimate object being to. make it a large weekly
ville. It was an uninviting locality, and as the and an organ of which the Liberals of the .country
devoted his life to spreading Freethought he ·was Christian institution of negro slavery was then in its might be proud: At the beginning of Volume III.
one year in prison for his heresy, and the next, palmy days, all northerners were viewed with dis- he reduced the number of pages to eight, and in.
the Freethinkera' honored delegate to a world's con- trust. The representation!! 6f Bryam were also found creased the frequency of issue, making it a weekly.
vention.
false. So the newly married couple started for Volume V. began as it is riow, a sixteen-page weekHis ful.l name was DeRobigne Mortimer Bennett. Louisville, where Mr. Bennett soon obtained a clerk- ly-the largest Freethought paper in. the W?rld .. It·
ship in· a drug store, which situation he held for is unnecel!lsary to follow the paper m all Its tnals
Being a plain man, and_ not fancying complicated nearly a year. At the termination of this engage- and embarrassments. It had but little capital to
title~, ~e invar~aby abbreviate~ it to D~ M. Bennett, ment, with the; small sum of money he had been able back it, and many times it seemed doubtful whether
and It IS by t~Is nan;te that he IS known everywhere. to save and a httle left his wife by a deceased bro- it would liv or not. But it stilllivs, and bids fair to·
He was born In Sprmgfield, New York, on the east-· ther, he started a drug store of his own. The buai- for many years to come. It has gained a. place in
ern shores of Otsego Lake, December 23, 1818, and ness went slowly at first, but gradually, by honest the affections of the people, who love it because it
consequently would hav been sixty-four years of· work and dealing, improved until he had amassed a never swerves from the straight path of duty in adage on the 23d.of this month. His father, an bon- snug little sum.
vocating human rights and mental freedom.
al!lt, hard-working man, followed farming till bil~l After eight years spent in dispensing drugs the
His Persecution.
boy was ten years old, when he moved into the vil-~store was sold, and he removed to Rochester and . In 1877 Mr. Bennett's persecution 'began. There
lage of Cooperstown, New York, where four years •engaged in selling shrubbery and fruit trees for a is in New York city an organization known as the
were spent in acquiri11g such education as coul.d large Rochester firm .. By a cold snap in the west "Society for the Suppression o! Vic~·". It is a s?rt
be obtained in those days in district schools. H1s. ,he lost $4,000 at one time. He tried- to recuperate of branch of the Youn!J Mens Christian Associamother was a Methodist, belonging to the church.· the next year, but without success. He then gave tion, holds annual meetmgs in its hall, .and is comHe was a constant attendant of the Sunday-school, up the nursery business for himself and traveled for posed of its prominent members. Ostensibly formed
;for a good purpose, it has been peryerted' by its too
learned twenty or thirty verses of the New Testa- another man.
In 1859 he removed to Cincinnati, bought another zealous Christian officers into a soc~ety for the supment during the week, reciting them to his teacher
on Sunday. He grew up a firm believer in ortho- drug store, and commenced putting np proprietary pression of Infidelity. It secretary 18 A:t;Ithony Comdoxy. At the age of twelve he obtained a situation medicine, which he circulated throughout the ad- stock, as dirty and contemptible a villam as can be
in a printing office as "roller-boy." He remained joining country. His early medical practice at the met with in the "!hole United Sta~es. ~r. B.~nnett .
there nearly two years, when a new invention in Shakers, and his practical knowledge of herbs, never bothered his head about th1s soc~ety, and ~he
printing presses, by which "roller-boys" were super- enabled him to make good medicins, and he rapidly secretary was of course unknown to him. Takmg
seded, threw him out of that employment. After ~rew. wealthy, realizing some years a profit of $10,- advantage of this, Comstock called at the office and
this he labored in a. wool-carding establishment for 000.
·
asked permission to look over the books fo~ sale,
In 1865 he sold out his businesl!l, realizing more which was readily granted_. He spent some t1me a.t
several months, when he. went to liv with a Doctor
Bar~er, a brother of his mother, who, when the· than enough to hav made him independent for life it, finally purchasing for eight cents two traots, "An
urohm wau but four yean old1 had promised to take had he invested it uafely; but thinking he could make pen Letter to Jesus Ohsist1" an~ u How D~ Mar.
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supials Propagate?" The first was written by Mr b.e remained seven and a half weeks, in pursuance' ·tittle· of his claims for liberty. His writings abound
Bennett, and the latter by A. B. Bradford, a re )f orders from the attorney-general in Washington, with eloquent appeals for the cramped and chained
formed clergyman of Enon Valley, Pennsylvania. while the president WllS considering his application of earth's poorest people-the creed-bound .slaves ·of
'These were deemed sufficient upon which to institute for release. A petition bearing nearly two hundred a false theology. In his way he was a deep philoso1proceedings for blasphemy and obscenity. In order thousand namM was l!!ent to Hayee, who wae then pher. While not possessing a college degree, he wa1
:to bril!g t~e case before Comstock's favorit judge, acting president, and Col. R. G. Ingersoll worked widely read in all the philosophies and reforms of
1Benedi?t, 1t was necessary to hav the pamphlets sent "ndefatigably for nearly seven·weeks to secure Mr. past and present. He was thoroughly familiar with
:by mall.· Accordingly, Comstock wrote· a decoy Bennett's release. In a letter to Hon. Elizm: Wright, all the arguments of the church, and able to meet
.letter, in the name.of S. Bender,Squan Village, Ne Attorney-General Devens declared that the book them with the truth as known to science. He was an
Jersey, ordering the two tracts named. The order was not obscene. Mr. Hayes himself said he did able debater and brought volumes of facts together.
was.of course filled.
not so regard it. But the Christian ministers al When he touched aaubjecthe exhausted it. If he was
On November 12th Comstock visited Mr. Ben- over the country protested against the pardon of the voluminous he was also thorough. One of his books is
nett's offioe, armed with a warrant from a United Infidel, and Mr. Hayes was afraid to act in the mat- a compendium of all the facts known on the subject,
States commissioner, and accompanied by a United ter. About fifteen thousand: letters were written by and in his practical way he makes his points so plain
States marshal. He arrested him and took him be- the Freethinkers to the president, but in this matte that none can err or fail in understanding him .
. fore United States Commissioner Shields, and also he was controled. by the church and his wife, who
illness an<l Death.
seized and bore away all the tracts of the two kinds is very pious. Comstock went about the country
During his absence changes had been made in the
named he could find upon the shelf. The oommi
etting signers to a petition addressed to Mrs. Hayes. holder!! of the building in which he had his office,
'Bioner fixed the bail at $1,500, which was give
seems he knew where the power lay. Mrs. Hay
that he deemed it best to make a change, and
Comstock went before the grand jury and told h"
ontroled her husband, and the church controled ented the premises now occupied by the TRUTH
story, and a bill of indictment was found against the her. For four years the United States had a woman SEEKER. In fitting up the place the painter he en·
gaged proved to be a worthless fellow, not keeping
accused. A few days after the condemned tracts· or president.
we~e by Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll brought to the
On the 28th of July Mr. Bennett was taken to th his engagement. And as no other could be. pronotiCe of the postmaster-general at Washin~ton and Albany Penitentiary, and placed at hard labor. H cured, Mr. Bennett, with his usual disregard of himoth.er officials there, and they we~e asked If it .was; remain~d at work in the shoeshop about two months, self, pulled off his coat, and worked for several houu
theu purpose to prosecute the publishers and mailers· when ~11!1 health _gave way and he wam transferred to at that, which gave him a slight cold, and, as some
of that kind of ht~rature .. The result was that about the pris?n hospital,_ where many kindnesses were think, helped to poison his system through absorp! anuary 28, 1878, Instruot10ns were Bent .from Wash- shown h1m by the wife and daughter of the superin. tion of lead. But he attended to the duties of his
mgton to New York that the case against Bennett tendent of the prison. He was allowed writing ma. office regularly for several weeks, and no one, least
be dismissed. Comstock was displeas~d at tliis, and terials, and in the hospital, surrounded by sick pris- of all him11elf, thought it would terminate !IO sadly
declared he would yet "get even With B.mnett," oners, he wrote ·two large volumes on "The Gods and irremediably as it has done. On Friday, Dec.
etc.
and Religions of Ancient and Modern Times." . He 1st., he came to the office, bringing with him the
In August, 1878, the Freethinkers of New York was allowed to write home only once in four weeks. last three pages of manuscript of Around the World
held a four days' convention at. Watkins, at the head
The Biartyr's Release and Reception.
he ever wrote. In response to the solicitous inof Seneca Lake. Mr. Bennett attended with an as~
He was released April 2!1, 1880, two months and quiries of the writer and his other employees, he said
sortment of his publications for sale. Near his table five days being deducted for "good behavior." He he did not feel well and thought he would go home
was one occupied by Josephine S. Tilton, who sold was tendered a reception at Chickering Hall, New and rest, and finish his writing the next day. He
severa.l·pamphlets published by her brother-in-law, York city, by the Liberals, which was a grand ova- went to his home and soon after arriving there comE. H. Heywood, who, in the, preceding June, had tion. · Two or three thousand people were present plained of feeling weak, and was helped in his bed
been sent to prison two years by the United States more than the hall oould hold, who were anxious to by his wife._
court in Boston, for mailing to Comstock, under the honor _to one whom the powers of the church had
Up to this. time he ha~ had no me.dical attenda~ce,
fictitious naine of E. Edgewell, a copy each of:~sought to disgrace.
relying on his own considerable skill for such shght
"Cupid's Yokes"-and Trail's "Sexual Physiology."if In August, 1880, the Freethinkers held an Inter. remedies as he thought necessary, but now it wae
When Miss Tilton had occasion to leave her table¥,national Congress at Brussels, and Mr. Bennett was felt to. be imperativ, and Dr. E. Guernsey, of 18
for a moment, Mr. Bennett frequently acted for herlohoaen by the Liberals of the United States as one West 23d street, one of the very best homeopathic
in her absence, serving customers with what they; of their delegates. They also furnished a portion of physicians in the city, was called, who pronounced
called for from her table. In. this way he probably. the money.necessary to make the journey. After the disease to be gastric fever. Mrs. Bennett was uni!Old "one or more copies of "Cupid's Yokes." He attending the Congress, Mr. Bennett devoted a few remitting in her attentions, and nursed her husband
had none for sale himself, and all he sold was for weeks to eeeing Europe, embodying his observatiom through the sad days and nights he lay stricken,
her, in which he had not th!'l slightest pecuniary in a volume called "A Truth Seeker in Europe." never leaving him, and all that affection and mediinterest. Upon the authority of Anthony Com- The letter~ were also published in his paper.
cal skill could do was done. No thought was entersto~k's father, it J!1:!lY -~e_!tatfil.~ .~at J.lt~ .SO.J?. h~Ji l
.
Around the W?rld.
•
, tained other than that he would soon be up again .
.. wntten the -Y-qung -.en"'s .Cliristian Assomation at ' These letters were very htghly prized by h1s Gastric fever is a painful disease, but in response to
Watkins to cause Bennett to be arrested if he sold friends, and led D. C. Coleman, of California, to questions he said he w_as not in much pain, only he
"Cupid's Yokes." A young man named Warren Hurd propose that he make a tour around the world and :felt a fulness in the chest, which he wished could be
was delegated to buy a copy of the tabooed pam- write it up, making a book of the same. Mr. Cole. relieved. On Sunday he was about the same, lying
phlet of Mr. Bennett, and for his handing one from man offered to be one of a number to advance five still .and taking but little notice of things around
Miss Tilton's table he was arrested, as was alf!o W. dollar:~ each to pay expenses of the tour, each sub. him, except to occasionally giv utterance to his soS. Bell, wlio assisted Mr. Bennett in selling books. soriber to receive in return a copy of the book. Mr. licitude. concerning his wife, and speaking of his
Subsequently Miss TUton and George Mosher were Bennett accepted the proposition if enough felt like incompleted book, which he had struggled so hard
also. arrested upon the same charge. Bail was easily joining to pay expenses, he being too poor to do it to finish. O!lcasionally his mind wandered. He
furnished. The grand jury of the county soon met, himself. In the course of a few weeks several hun. was felt to be very !lick, and the doctor was with
and as it was known that the arrests had been made dred agreed to advance the sum, and Mr. Bennett him several times. Monday he lay in a half conat the instance of. the Rev. Mr. Waldo and other announced his intention of going. On July 30, 1881, ecious state, but knew the friends whose duties and
leading Christians in the town, a bill of indictment. in company with Mr. D. C. Bridges, he sailed, and affections called them to his bedside. But he grew
was readily found.
:~was absent just one year.
worse. The night was passed in anxiety by his wife
The case was never brought to trial, although lVIr.'w On his arrival a~ San Francisco from his jou_rf:ley, and friends, and the coming of the day was watched
Bennett,_Mr. Bell, and Miss Tilton made a journey (,he was greeted With m~ny honor~, an~ !eceptwm with fear. The fulness in his chest increased, and
to W atkms for the purpose. What has become of }and banquets were held m the varwus Cities passed the physician confided to his watchers that his heart
. the indictment is not known.
(through on his way to his home, at which he arrived was affected. He lay all Tuesday with but little
When Mr. Bennett was arrested and indicted at tin perfect apparent health and strength on the 30th change. He knew hie friends, but could only make
Watkins he felt that he had been wronged. He knew~- of last July.
it known by a half-choked whisper. TueBday night
_the pamphlet was not ~bsoen~ ~n the meani~g of the:. Besides attending to his·editorial.d~ties, conduct. !lt10 o'clock he suffered a stroke and sank into a
statute. As an AmeriCan Citizen he considered he ·mg a large correspondence, and Wl'Itmg the book~ totally unconscious state. The phy11ician who was
had a right to sell it, and although he took no par- named, Mr. Bennett found time to write several by him took his weeping wife aside and told her
ticular interest in the pamphlet, he felt sure it wasllarge volumes, among which are "The World'~ that unlees some great change took place shortly her
not illegal to sell it, and he announced in his paper,~, Sages," "Chan;tpions of.the Ch~~ch," "From Be?~nd husband must die. All night long he lay in the
tha~ he would d? so. Here was _Comstock's oppor-jthe J?ars" ~wr~tten while awa.Itmg Hayes's deml!~ou ~ame way. The agonizingly hoped for change did
tumty. He aga~n resorted to his system of fall'le-jon h~s appl~cat10~ for pa!don, m~udlow-Street Jail), not occur. The great brain was paralyzed forever.
hood and hypooriiiy. He wrote in the name of a fiO·]i"Thuty DiscussiOn!!, Bible Storl'es," etc., "Inter- With the coming of the morning his absent personal
titious personage, professing great sympathy and£rogatorie!l to Jehovah," and conducted two debateP friends were summoned by telegraph, and they came
friendship, ?rdering books, among them "Cupid's"'in _his pa:per, both of which make large volumes, onE but to see him die as peacefully as a child goe! to
Yokes," which, of oours? were duly sent by mail.: b~mg with the Rev: G. ~· H~mphrey, the othe1 sleep. He but stopped breathing.
Comstock, upon the ~eetmg of the g!an.d j.ury, went with Mr. _G. M •. Mair, besides ~n!lumerable t racts.
'fhroughout all his C@nscious moments he bore
before them, and easi~y procured an m_d10tment, and:: He was an mdefati~able worker,. rism_g at four o1~lock himeelf as became the great hero he was. His soliciMr. Bennett was agam arrested, makmg the third nearly every mormng and labormg tllllate at mght. tude was for his loved and loving wife, not for himtime. Truly, Comstock pursued him with persistent His writing has often been compared to Voltaire's. self. If he thought of death, he did not make it
hate.
· ·
He has an easy, flowing style, plain, and to th~ k:nown. No man ever journeyed to the end more
Conviction and Imprisonment.
point. He was an Evolutionist and Agnostic, and tranquilly. No soldier was braver, no patriot more
District Attorney Woodford did not think the saw enough to convince him that Spiritualism_ is an daunted, no statesman more assured, no sage more
grand jury should hav found a bill; he did not re- rue, and that this life -is not all there is of man 1m troubled. His memory will long liv in the
gard the pamphlet as obscene. But his assistant, He was kind and genial, full of fun, and at 63 felt, af aearts of his friends; his monument will endure in
W. P. Fiero, did, being a zealous churchman, and he he has often said, as young as he ever was. Among r,he magnificent works wrought by his own hand for
conducted tho prosecution. The result was that Mr. business acquaintances his word was as good as hh the enli!{htenment and disenthralment of the world.
Bennett was convicted, although one of the jurymen bond. He was a good husband, a warm friend, and
Others abler will pay more eloquent tributes to
wrote to the New York Herald afterward that he an implacable foe to what he considered wrong. his greatness, but no grief can be so deep as that of
rendered a verdict of guilty only that the case· might Honesty in dealing and truthfulness of expression the wife left lonely, and none more sincere and
come before a highel' court. The oat'le was appealed, were the two prominent traits of the man. As the heartfelt than that of his stricken personal friends
but as one of the judges was the same that tried the [nfidel, the opponent of Christianity, the hater oi ,md employees. Time may partially heal the wounds,
case, the verdict was affirmed, and on June 5, 1879, shams, the expol!er of priestly frauds, th~ detester of but it can never bring to us another D. M. Bennett.
he was sentenced to thirteen months' imprisonment super11tition, the destroyer of dogmas, the orucifier
If longer life had been vouchsafed "to him it would
at hard labor and to pay a fine of $300. After the of creeds, he was severe and uncompromising. He waE b.av been devoted to propagating the dootrin of modern
aentenoe lie was taken to Ludlow-Street Jail and 'ln ·Iconoclast. With him the whole Christian Infidelity and in freeing the. race from the domiplaced in
miserable cell. His first meal in th€ ~oheme was false, and all that is false must go. A~ nation of theology. He saw the evils which Christianprison consisted of a piece of bread and cup of tea. che advocate of hum~n rights, of mental and physi tty has wrought, and understood the dangers to our
Afterward, on agreeing to pay hi1 board, he was re- ilal freedom, he was fearless, and would sooner walk ilOtmtry its control would entail. While he lived he
moved ~0. !llarger and more comfortable cell. Here to the dunseon or the 1take than abate one jot or combated error and spread the truth, and when he died
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viewless
hands
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time
~'-;short
word,
rest,
is
ful~
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~eaning--fu~l
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conso!ation.
·To·
him
be was willing to t:Jke whatever nature had in store for
• , 'd
bli d' (
. ,Oppressed. witll care, Wll:h dwt.ress, !l.ngmah, and pam, how sweet is
. t
W eave ra dIa.r.
promiSe mt our n mg ears.
· "rest. This word is replete with bliss; more suggestive of a IJerfect
him. During life the friend!! of liberty had in biro··
.freedom from troublB and sorrow and ills. of all kinds, than any
a.host; by hie death the immortals hav one more to
Life's deep is round us now,
'other word In our language. OuJ departed brother is now at rest.
The measureless expanse of human worth;
share their orown.
·That iS a purely physical answer to the question, and a P!lre,
Deep unto deep doth flow
:simple, and natural conception, which is consolation in itself;
Of joy and grief making· for love new birth.
'But our brother by no means would stop there. No high re.
The Obsequies.
Manhood's immortal grace
.ligion, no high aspect of life of any kind, in the human economy
The news of the death was telegraphed to the
Is on thy brow and stars thy co:ffined dust;
r in: the wealt.h of· human nature, ever stops there. One step
leading Liberals of the country, and such brief anThy narrow reJting-place
urther. What is that immortality that can conquer this death?
nouncement was made in the paper as we could.
Is like 11 throne where reveren~e we must.hat is the question which always follows the first answer, as
b
h
th
f
.to what death itself may be. Two answers have stood before
The unexpecte d event roug t tears to
e eyes 0
'l'ruth was thy valiant sword;
.all time; two al!Swers that are as prominent to-day as ever.
hundred!.
It could hardly be comprehended;
Unsheathed thou kept'st it ever flashing bright;
:one is, that the individual, personal consciou:illess. continues;
Every one expressed their grief. Especially were
Thou spok'st the liling word,
that this life procees, in some way not as yet fully known to us
the Boston friend! of Mr. Bennett prompt to give
Because a s..ker dauntless through the night.
continues in a future life, in some way and form that we as yet
Toice to their 11 orrow at the irreparable loss to the
but little know. The next answer is, that there is a corporate
Liberala of the country and the world. A meeting
Thy course is onward still;
immortality on earth, which receives all of life's influence,
.
In beating heart!! of millions yet to be,
power,,and goodnesa; that the works of a man continue in
wu called at Paine Hall, and a d elegatwn chosen to
In the large hopes that thrill, .
·
the human race forever 2 nd ever in an indefinite future:
attend the funeral, composed of J. P. Mendum,
Ia all that po11tJ sing and prophets see.
Both of these immortalities, and especially the latter, have
Luoy H. Colman, W. S. Bell, and Josephine Tilton.
Thy tMlr i!l finished quite, -.
strengthened during the last hundred years. Both have been
Ernest Mendum accompanied his father, who is in
But through the endless yeM"s it fruit shall grow;
ubstantially sdopted by the higher races of mankind. Both
feeble health. Mr. Seaver was too ill to come, an
Thy bMvest's goldenlight
·
ere cherished and believed in by our departed brother.
Fl'
· ~
lth · t
,
In the first immortalit.y he was induced, from early youth,
W · "'o. B e11 was prostrat e d a t th e · 1a !It mom en t • an d
mgs tts ~ar wea m 0 the ages g1ow·
o look for consolation and· encouragement in life ; and in his
Dr. J. H. Swain· oame in ·his place.
Mr. Chainey
Not hopeleas do we.stand;
ater years he feltthatmoreandmorethe proofs were gathering
aent his heartfelt sympathy and made his Sunday
Our grief but waters root!! of dlleper life;
around him by which that feeling of hope, consolation, and
lecture a memorial service, as did also Moses Hull
.A.nd ~ 0 new .flowers expand
·
encouragement could be sustained. He was willing to believe,
in Erie.
-For laurel glori•s 'mid the future's strife.
'fit can be ehown by actual fact, that that process of life and
Here in New york friends were most kind and
of personal consciousness does not die with the human frame.
He made a. discrimination between the dogmas of the past,
.
.
W • bring fresh .flowers to thee,
sympathetic, all uniting in offering their l!!ervices In
Thou conqueror, to garland thy soft sleep;
which were the curse of mankind and will be swept away, and
making the sorrowful but necessary preparations fo
.A.fiection's tribute free
the hope which, under the laws of science, he could cherish.
b'tlrying the friend of thousanda.
In beauty thus thy memory to keep.
he continuation of the process of life he distinguished from that
The remains were laid at rest in his home, watched
theology which had gathered around it and made it a curse in~
by the tearful relatives, unti.l Sunday, the day apThe world roll!! on, and we
tead of a blessing. In that a~pectof life wemay,hisfriendsmay,
Go f01;th to tasks sublimor for thy zealII those who can may, believe that his own personal cond
pointed for the last expression of sorrow an final
To sweeter liberty,
ioul!ness remains; that that power which here was such an
rendering of service to the dead. This office was
Because thou answered'st Freedom'e dread appeal.
wearied laborer in the right and the good still continues its·
closed and none but the most important business
Within the living pal!t .
processes and follows its· development in a higher sphere, under
better circumstances, and with those who know better how to
transacted.
Thy reetless ~pirit finds its paace!ul state,
Sunday morning the remains were taken to the
Whence mortal. flesh is cast,
appreciate the ll).atives and the life of their colaborer who has
left us. He was cheered by tl1e assurance that from all the analoGerman Ma~onic .T ample, 220 E ast .15 t,h st:eet, t h e
And thou art one with all the good and great.
gies that we know of life, the best possible preparation for any
hall whe!e the Liberal Club holds 1ts sessiOns, the
Mr. Wakeman then gave the address, which ie un- s_uch.high.er state, the only gua1·anty of·'!' .better and higher
hous~ bemg too !!mall to accommodate the hundreds _surpassed as a manly tribute to a departed brother. hfe, ~~ a hfe of fearless, useful, hone~t activit¥ on earth j and
of fr1ende who came to attend. The pall-bearers Its tender pathos often moved the audience to tears t~at nght, t~at ~eed, as I may call tt, that title clear! to the
were Dr E B Foote Dr . J H Swain Ssmuel
d .
h
.
b' higberman~JOn-Ifone there be-our departed brother lymg here
· J ·D · C
' H. · 8·
'd H B an Its strong words of ope dtd as much ae may 6~'·we may feel sure has received That beautiful vision at the
Stoddart, ·
• enter,
enry t:one, an
. • . · done to soothe _affection's wounds :
.
close of the second part of Fa~t, where the angel bands defeat
1
Brown. The ha.l W~ crowded to It!! ut~ost hm!ts,
we are here, my friends, in obedience to an instinct as uni- .all the enemies of human hope, happiness, and bliss, where they
among the more prommant New York friend• bemg versa! as our· race as eternal as time and love· for here is. descend and rescue the pursued wanderer of the earth, where
Courtlandt Palmer, S. P. Andrews, Daniel E. Ryan, presentthe fear, the sorrow, the myetery of deatlt. In enry tbQy bear. him aloft, ever m~re to dw_e~I with .the angel3Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., Dr. E B. Foote, Jr., E. W. age and clime the human heart has responded to the instinct that.beautifn!- passage I know ts.too familt.ar to rer;eat to you,
Chambarlain, D.r. W m. McLaury, Louis· Post, which makes the rude savage deposit with his dead his chie bu~ t.t embodies the truth that m. every unmortality of every
T C Lel d T F L al'
d hu d eds of others earthly treasure, which makes the barbarians riar over the religton· and of every aie, the fearless, honest, useful man, who
· .•
an · · · e Ie, an .
n r
emains of their dead the cairn or tlt.e pyramid, and which causes has served his term of life, may be sure of hiS !~ception
persona II~ unknown to the wnter. .Among t~os
ivilized men to el!Shrine their memories in the beautiful temple above; th~ no power ca_n defe!l't that eternal law o~ nght .and
from a distance w~re J · P. !dend ~m, Luc_Y N · u~l
r the spendid tomb; by all these man tries to exp~ess his vener- rong w~wh demands his continuance as long as hme ens~s.
man, Dr. J. H. Swam, J osepbme Tilton, Huam Wil· tion for those whom he loved and honored. It ts the burden
One thmg more, to our brother, was equally cle~r.? andth~t Is,
bur, Capt. Geo. W. Loyd, H. J. Purdy, A. L.
d the test of every rwligion to respond worthily and nobly to that as the human race advanc.ed there was an ImmortalityGardner Mr Cook and many others who did no
is sacred and universal sentiment. Every religion has to heed not, perhaps, of personal.conscwu5ness, but ?f personal efiort,
'
·
'
questioll!!; everyreligionrevealsitsstrengthlargelyinpropor- perwnal good, personal mfluence, that conti~Ufll asthe _better
make themaQlves known.
on as it is able t<J answer them. What is death? What is, or part of ma,n, the unselfish psrt, the part that IS truly good a.1d
The body was me~ at t~e entrance to the temP.l
all be, the day of judgment? What is the immortality which bem~cent on earth; and ~e felt ~sured, J?Ore and more as he
by E. W. Chamberlam, chtef usher, and the commit
conquer this death? Those qu11stions come down to us grew m years_, .tha~ that km~ of Immortality known as the ?ortee of arrangements consisting of Daniel E. Ryan through all the vast processes of ages, from every stage of culture. pon~te or postti1"e tmmort~hty was. equally true, was certamly
E A Booth and
M. Macdonald. It was born~ [f we could change religion, they would still ral?ain to be an- beneficent, _and wa3 a mamf~st reality.
.
· · ·
. '
·f
h ll
d 1 d
1
wered. If science takes the place of theology tt assumes only·. In that discourse from whtcb I have read a few lines let me
0
mto the center
t~e a an pace upon a arge the burdenofamore truthful and worthy allflwe;. Weare herein read what would belll' upon that view of immC'rtality:
ca.tsfalnue
draped.w1th a heavy black
'1
h pall. k A pro- this singulo,.
.... position, standing beside a brother who has fallen in Rnt. friends, let us remember that all that is noble and beautiful
fueioJI of floral trtbutes were upon t e cas et, sen the strife of life, and who has bid defiance to the pa.st, and has "is secure from the moldering touch of time. While what appears
by the deceased's friend!. The Drs. Foote sent an em.anded, with ail his soul, tha_t those questions sh. all receive like the remorsele!s hand of death Is 1-obbing ua of our most valued
t h
b
treasures, let us not forget that ·
exquisite pillow of roses and camelias with the a di:fl' erent answer f ro~ t h a~ whIcb th e pbS as given t em;
''The
Truth
Seeker
at
Rest
"in
purple
flowers.
yr_e
are
here
to
spe~k
hts
vo~ce,
to
ut~er
the
deepest
thoughts
of
"Bright things never die,
Even though
they fade,
m Otto
.
.
f
h? "' o a an d ca11 a - O!S heart. What IS death.' Ill the Vl8W of our falle.n brother ?
Beauty
and minstrelsy
lt
A• ?O th er b eaut 1f U1 p1 11OW 0 W "' r se~
In its phyaicalaspect, science gives th"' answer that he would
Deathless.:were made."
lthes was sent by the employes of the office, Who all ~ive. Death in the past has been a terror, a fear, a horror; In one sense, my friends, we do not die-we cannot die. No noble
loved Mr. Bennett with a devoted affection. Jlrir. he.. bobgoblil!S of despair have flitted through its domain act, no generous impulse of the heart, has ever perished.
Ryan laid a crown upon the casket as his offering and covered all with the gloom of terror. To our brother that
"There is no death in this wide world,
Otherl!l sent beautiful tributes among them a broken f~ar of d~ath was. one of the great curses that rested upon manBut one eternal scene of change;
' · th
· kl th
kwd whwh he Wished to remove. 'He had no fear of death.
The tlag ot llte is never furled,
column ~n d 11h ea f 0 f '!' h ea t Wl
a l!lC e
rus He knew, as 11cience teaches, that it is simply th10 ceaeing to
It only taketh wider ranse."
through It by Mrs. Harriet M. A~lyn, and an ancho lin; that it is simply the fact that the physical system, worn "There is no death; the senseleae clay lives in the waving corn;
a mighty
givee
ita dead,
noriscan
and wreath, by some unknown fnenda. The organ's . or broken, can no longer continue the process of life and its ItThus
hold earth,
them back;
eachsepulcher,
water drop
and up
grain
of sand
b01ne
solemn tones were hushed and the choir sang:
manifestation; he knew that to die WM, in nature, nothing_
AlternMe into plant. or noble brute, or noblest man."
~ore than to be .born, tb~t it was a natural process, ~ud that
Good friend!, l"'t us not lament the inevitable. We are all' .in the
Cover him over with beautiful flowers;
no~e who reach tt, reach 1t as though they were but children, to arms of :Mother Nature. The univeree has amply provided for all
Deck him with garlands, this brother of ours;
all asleep again in the arms of nature from which they sprung. the wants and all the conditions of mankind, In life and ln death,
· h d 1 f h
1
h
f
d th. h th
Let all that is noble and worthy In the lives and characters of those
Lying so silent by night and by day,
e b J:ll!S e al o t at g oom o~ t e patt rom ea ' e ~ew we hold most dear be fondly cherished In our heart of hearts. Let
Sleeping the years of his manhood away,
unshme around the end of life; he refused all the feelmg the same beheld in sacred remembrs.nce as an impetus-an lnspiCHORUs-Deck him wiLh garlands, this brother of ours,
~hiclb hads fofrmiferlyrHestehd_ as. a cubr!e itif~ co nnectioD: withf th~e f~~g~-;}'le~~ose of us who remain bellind. tor awhile, but soon to
Cover him over with beautiful flow'rs.
sunp e en o 1 e.
e a.s, m a e&u u1 expresston o Is
"Powel'!l depart
own, suitable to occMions of this kind, put his thoughts upon
Possessions vanish and opinions change,
Give him the meed he has won in the past;
record and I can do no better than exprest that feelin"' in his
And passions hold a tluctuating seat,
Give him the honors his future forecast ;
·
"'
But, by the storms of circumstance unshaken,
'
And subject neither to eclipse nor wane,
wn words. He says:
Give him the chaplets he won in the strife;
If at death our consciousness as many believe, ceases; if our inDutyexiltB; immutably survives."
Give him the laurels he lost with his life.
ivlduallty
comes
to an end; if the ~ ases and tlulds of which our
H
• trganlzations are composed g 1·adually disintegrate and slowly re·
ow can I express more e1oquentlY an d boauti'fullY th e e:us
Cnouus-Deck him with garlands, etc.
urn to the fountains and sources of nature whence they came, if enc&-of this corporate immortality of mankind? He cherished
we gently fall into a quiet, peaceful ~eep which knows no waking; that hope· it was the impulse of his life and of his sacrifices.
Cover him over, yea, cover him o'er,
we are at least free from pain, angn1ah, care, and anxiety, and all H
. 'd · h
d d
H d'd
t 1b
Husbaud and brother, he greets us no more;
· Is ~at may hav a real or fancied existence. If on the other hand
e believe m t at sacred wor , uty.
e 1 no a or ·
Crown in our hearts this dead hero of ours;
s others BII:!J.in believe, it Is in the economy of the universe that w~ merely for his own perBonal satisf&ction, or aggrandizement, or
ave a continued existence, that this is not all there ia of us, that pleasure but hEl felt that impulse back of him that enabled him
Cover him over with beautiful fiowers.
.' d
d
1
f 1 1
d..
e pass from a comp!trativel:r crude state to one more subtle and
efined from a rudimental transitory lmperfectllfetooneultimate. to do his uty, and to make a stan all a one, ear ess Y an
Cnouus-Deck him with garlands, etc.
ermMent. and beautlf.ul; we assuredly have nothing to fear. If without regard to consequences, which, in this day of com parae have a continued ex1stence there are no just grounds fol' appre- tive degeneracy fits him to be honored by us as a hero. In
.At the conclusion of the hymn, which was taken ending
that that other life has any more termrs than this. We .
.
'·
.
.
·.
d
f · d
from "The Truth Seeker Collection," Mr. S. P. Put- ill doubtless find. there the eamedeitythat exists here-possessing VIew of thts latter phase of Immortality, thts latter ay o JU go
more
vindictiyeness,
no
more
cruelty,
but
the
1ame
kindness
ment,
which
grows
:stronger
and
stronger
as
the
ages
advance
nam read the following ode written for the occasion:
d love. We Wlll meet the same universe. with the same powers, higher and higher the dutv1 is placed upon us of measuring
be same forces and laws. There cannot be any other. So, which.
'
W
h
Into the silent grave
e must not see t e
ver belief proves true, we have little to fear In the future. Which- thts man, here and now, as far as we can.
everts correct, it is all right with our departed friend who now has ife and memory of this man pass down into the future without
Thy flesh bath passed to change to other light;
But not thy spirit brave
.
e~~8uslook upon death, not with anprehenRion and dread, but as some. explanation t~at we can make no~~ as we; his fri.ends atid
Sinks from our hearts into that mortal night't really is, a necessary change 1n Na.ture. Life and death are es- assocu~tes and relatives, 5tand around hts mor.tal remams. The
sential conditions !illd mutually follow and sustain each other. day of judgment must begin here and now. It may not end
For it is like a star;
lowers, plants, ~mmals, and men are dying each moment, and all now-I feel sure that it will not-for as the vears go on one
these are furnishmg the elements, the material, for new forms of
· .
o(
d
It glows supremely still with warmth and power;
ife. One form of life is constantly being built up of other forms. after another, as the Truth Seeker rtses stronger an stronger
Where truth and progress are
he constituents of small plants, upon decaying, enter into larger in this corporate immortality, those who have known him to
Still art thou, quick as in life's choicest hour.
nes; large animals and lar~~;e :ll.ehes a-re composed of the elements desr ise will learn to honor him or to fear The power of this
f smaller varieties, and the human race is made up of hath the
,J .
•
• •
•
·
egetableand the animal kingdoms. In the ~:reat law of com pen· man IS but begun; that IS my conv10tion. Let US cast our eye
Death is the crowning touch;
sation which abounds throughout all nature there is absolutely no over his life and see.
.
It a-ives to earnest work its crystal fbme;
waste nor lass of life-force or principle. Dealib is essential to life
In 1818 the 23d day of December DeRobigne· Mortimer Bend equally forms a part of the laws of the universe. Let it then be
'
·
'
·.
It is no nightmare's clutch,
egaraed, not as an enemy, but rather as a friend. After the toils of · ett was born, upon thl3 shores of Otsego Lake, m New Yorli:.
It is the gleaming stillness of grand aim.
wearisome day are over, nought is se grateful as repose, ~ought' · is parl!nts, not wealthy, were farmers. They cherished their
!lsweet as~~: peaceful, quiet sleep. At the close of a wearisome child and they gave him all the advantages which such a
The hero sleeps :mblime
ewe pass mto sucu a rest, such an undisturbed repose. Cares,
. .'
..
.
. .
.
· ·
anxieties, tolls, and troublllB are superBtlded by a state of rest. This neighborP,ooq could command, While yet m hiS childhood onQ
Upon the solemu hight of busy J( ars,

E:
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of. his first ~nd _bitter~st recopections was one' of misfortune;'!f should be, with an reverence, perhaps, but nevertheless peace-; justice a~ it seemed tons, and to all fair-~inded men, as I believP.
H1s father fa!led m busme~~. his brm was sold out? and one of 3 fully and quietly, buried in the history of the past. He was ; ffe was tried with apparsnt kindness, but the velvet paw
the. most pamful recollectiOns of our brother's ~:ife, and one ~·~ade to feel the nece8sity of that by an incident. In his inquir-: scarcely conceaied the claws ofecclesiastic&l persecution. Back
whw~, let me say,. I kn~w too well. how to appreciate? was t~e,r. 1es he had questioned the.use and authority of prayer, and the:' of thQpro~ec1ltor sat the ae-ent of this ecclesiastical society, and
sad piCture of see1~g h1s mot~er m tea~s, wh1le the little he1r-t clergy in the neighborhood with whom he had consulted,!i back of him sat the leading representative of· ecclesiastic!,!!
looms; and the artwles of furn~ture wh1ch she bad. made with'!sprung upon him like a pack of wolves. They began to tra-~fanaticism in this country. In front of those two sat the pub. her own hands, .were sold to satisfy remorsele:*' creditors: That • duce him, they tried to crush him out. They said he bad a bad "lie prosecutor, one specially employed for this purposA, who
fir.st touch of ;'lllsfort~ne u.nd?ubte~ly gave h1m th~ feehngs. of,!nfiuence i!l t. be neighborhood; they uad lectures. against ~i.m~d!d not. rep. re. sent ~itber his p~in.cipal in office or. the pow. er that
~ympathy whwb contmued w1th hun throughout b1s wh?le hfe, .m the pulpit, and when be sought, through the papers whwh.;;_d1rected the pubhc prosecutiOns at WMbington, for both of
m the form of a tenderness of heart unusual among h1s class: published the sermons of his opponents, to get printed some'rthose officials had ~aid that this book was not within the meanof people.
.
,
.
little statement of his own, written in plain, homespun, farmer's 1 ing of the law under which the proEecution was attempted.
He worked ~t farJ?-Work durmg h1s youth. He }lad the; style, would they print it? No. They tried to break up his; Thus in line sat those three, and the spirit of religious bigotry
hope that he ~~~bt r1se to ~>ne of t,be learned professwns and business, and then he said: "J-will stand this no longer. The '·abel intolerance passed from this fanatic through the agent and
become a P~Y131Clan; but misfortune followed him •. His fatberilast doTiar that I can earn-shall be spent in printing what I be- ~the public prosecutor, up to the judge, who ruled· invariably
di.ed, ·and hlB,'mothe.r .was unable to provide for him as sbe',i.lieve to. be the truth, and these·neighbors, the ·people around fagainst the accusad. Those were the infiuenc.es which underlay
w1shed. Durmg. a v1s1t to th~ Shakers at New Lebanon, N.Y.,1!me, shall know what manner of man I am." And so be started$and controlcd that whole prosecution. I am seny for the honor
he was,brought mto oonnectwn with that community. They~··: to print, and his little tracts were scattered from house to bouse,.~ of American jurisprudence, but the stigma of that and ~imilar
took a fancy to the youth, and be to them.
. 'Aven thrown into door yards, for he meant to be beard. Tbeltrials in our United Stales courts will in time be only second to
It seems that ~hortly after his father dted, be drifted into the·· days went on. They tried to suppress him more and more. that of the trials held by Judge Jeffries in England. Time and
Shaker commumty, at ~bon~ ~fteen y~ars of age. For thirteenf,Finally they said," Who are you?" He said, "I am a truth .Liberty will place them where they belong. The-record of the
y~ars he was under tbe1r. tmtion and mfiuence, and. there was{seeker, and I must know what is true."
·
.
"American Inquisition will be written yet. Let its minions relaid th? second foundation, or stratum, qf ~is character. He·, .Some time after this he at!lrted. a little paper at Paris, Ill., and member that the immortality of infamy that awaits them is
w.as ~mong them always respected; be was a_good boy; be c:.tlled it TnE TRUTH SEEKRR, Whether it could continue or not assured by the very laws 0f progrEss.
d1d h1s work well, and he was promoted by them. More and seemed doubtful. There was nothing to sustain it except his
I was not Mr .. Bennett's lawyer. I was his friend and bail
more confidence was placed in his ability, industry, and fll.ith- ,own indomitable will and 'his slight earnings, but he printed on that trial; but I believe that his counsel did everything that
fulnel!~. He. adopt~d their tenets, and he was placed in charge, what be saw to be the truth, and defied the world.
could hav been done, and I believe tb&t it was a predetermined
of the1r b~smess .d~partments, ~pecially that of herbs. He; He studied more and more. He !lned his money to buy fact that that conviction had to be bad, and that everything
beca~e the1r pbysw1an •. He studied medicine; though he took book11 to study out the truth and to make others see it, 'because was conducted to that end with suc)l unRpa.ring disreirard d the
no title of doctor-a title he deserved, perhaps, more than that was the joy and pride of his life. The paper was received ordinary rules of justice, law, and fair dealinu that no other
tboumnd~ who take it, and he became their ecloctic physician a little more favorably. A few earnest friends gathered around result. than that arrived at could have been expected. You
on b~commg of age.. In 1850, when be was about 33 years of him, and they said," It shall not die." They said it was worthy kriow be tried to appeal; he tried to get three judges to reverse
age, 1t occur~ed to b1m and to several other young members of of a higher place; that it was a candle not to be put under a the decision of one, but in vain.
.
·
the commumty that that community was not the whole world; bushel, but to be set on a hill. They told him to take that pit- . The very same ground which bad been h~ld sufficient on a
that there was within his own nature-that there was, just be· per to New York, or to some great city, and start it there, and to similar trial in England, in the Bradlaugh case, was overruled
yond· the boun?s of that .community-something which it speak just in his own plain, homespun scyle, to what President directly by the court here. He expected that that ground would
could never satisfy. He mentioued his feelings to one of his Lincoln nobly ca.lled ."the plain people of the country." That be sustained iri this country as in En~land. He sought an appeal
colaborEors, a Y?Unlo{ lady in ~hargs of the children who came style 'IVhich bas been made immortal by Thomas Paine, which to the Supreme ~?urt of the Uoiteu Stales, which could ~nly
to the community !?r educatiOn, and who was respected among made Cobbett popular with the middle classes of England;· be done by a dmded bench. The bench would not div1d~.
them as ?ne of t~e1r lfladera-a. teacher named Mary Wicks; which to-day makes Charles Bradlaugh the peer in irifiuenee of He then appealed to the chief justice of the United States ior &
~nd, to hlB S\u:prls?•. he learned that she had arrived at a sim- any man on earth, that was the style of this man. He bad more writ of ~ab~ corpWJ. ~be judge held that the only question
1lar sta~e of skeptimsm as to the completeness and fulness of honesty at the bottom, more sympathy and good feeling, more of consl:ltutwnal Jaw whiCh c.oulu be thus brought up b&d been
the Sliaker tenets. The result _wa~ tba.t they concluded to try good nature and pure humanity in his heart than any other per- passed up.:-n unanimously, by the Supreme Court, and so the'
the world togsther; to leave their httle Eden and seek another son; and that feelin~ and that human sympathy· gave him hislwrit could not be granted. I state this here because it bM been
. in .the world beyond, perhaps without a Providence to guide power to expre!s himself so that be must· be beard. That, .sa1d that be aid not-exhaust ali the remedies of the l&w. I want
whither they should go. 'l'hey left the community with two power is the attractive influence, but back of it lies that wealth_. to remove that idea and sm icir.n· in regard to our departed
everything that was possible to
others, and to the great horror, doubtless, of their good Shaker of sincerity and conviction and ·human sympathy which is bet-· brother, and I say that be
friends, they perpetrated matrimony, were duly married, made ter than all the learning of the schools and all the wealth andibe done to let the law vindicate i~e.lf, that the. course of justice
their peace afterward with their Shaker brethren, and started power of the learned institutions of society. That paper was -in these United States might be able to vindicate it~elf, andreout into the world to make their fortunes or suffer such fate as placed in New York, and there was then also doubt as to its- 'move the stain and stigma which has fallen upon it by reason
might await them there.
continuance. Were there any people here who would listen to'fof that prosecution
- Mr. Bennett bad been skilled in the· nureery business, and him? But few. Was the enterprise to be broken down? It ; He failed. You know bow he went to prison. You know how
h~ tried .that. He was also skilled in medicine, and from one· looked like it for a while. But that same quality of plain, bon-: patiently he tried to bear that terrible crushil'g weight which
trial to another he went until finally, at Cincinnati, be e.stab- est speech and perreverence sustained him; a few people in New. ,falls upon the sensitive heart w,hen it feels the prison doors
lished a large drug business. He acquired a very considerable York rallied around him, determined to make THE TRUTH .close behind it. For' seven. weeks or two months be endured the
property; he bad !!let with worldly success. 1n an unfortunate SEJ:KE!t a perm~tnent institution in the thought and progress of severest prison discipline, and at the end of that time it became
hour, as it seemed, though perhaps it proved much the best in A.merican life. As a Liberal, an Infidel, a Freethinker, be .perfectly apparent that if that course cf discipline was continthe end, he sold out his business and invested in other mercan- soon attained power, simply because of the instinct to do right ned be would be a. dead man in a short time. I cannot express
and to speak aright.
·
my feelings of abhorrence at the ignorance of the true nature
• tile speculations.
The times .changed, and the conditions of life upon which he
But he was not only called to speak for liberty but to suffer. of this man which led some to suppoBe that be could simulate an
l!~~;d based his venture weresweptfromunderhim, Thousands
He attended the conventions of the Liberal societies, notably illness which was not real. He had then, while in prison, a
failed, and he failed with them. Then followed one step after 9ne in Watkins, in 1878. He acquired such pre-eminence that ·touch of this same disease which bas placed him before Uil toanother to ~;ecuperate; be did not meet with the same success, his enemies, interested in supporting superstition, thought day. The first touch, the first breaking down of his constituhowever, but with much disappointment. But during this time it was necessary that be should be "crushed out," and they tion, was there. His physician recommended that he should be
his menhl growtg .bad recei~d--a-sisgul3r devel9pment. · The determined tha1; it should be done. They commenced 11 perse- sent to the hospital, and that he should be fill owed recreation
-·----early piety-of his childhood, where he had learned chapter after cution for that purpoee, and upon that turned, to a great ex- for his mind, by being permitted to write and compose books,
chapter by heart, to satisfy the Sunday-school teachers under tent, the future of his life, and, it may be, the future of Amer- if he cho~e. They said that URless this man is removed from
wl;tom his mother placed him, and the inspirational develop- ican liberty. It seemed to be a trifling thing, the passage o the Ftrict discipline of the prison and given some occupation
ment .of faculties which he had ·received amol!g the Shakers, those laws .by which the power of commencing public prosecu- for his mind he will be crushed and die. U uder that view be
met, m the outer world, a rude contrast. It seemed to him per- tion for criminal acts was taken out of the bands of the officers as taken to the hospital; and be commenced to write a great
featly clear. that those tenets and that inspiration were not the f the law, responsible to the people. elected and paid by the work in prison. It is not so much an original work as a comwhole of hfe,, and that they did not solve the world as it people, and passed into the hands of a few amateur· societies, pilation, and you know how faithfully he did it. The book is
stood before him then. He was led to inquire as to the funda
tten up by church-members. It seemed a trivial thing, and published in two large volumes-" The Gods and R<lligions of
mental validity of those teachings. In 1848 be met with
he motives for which those steps were professed to have been Ancient and Modern Times." It is an admirable resume of
-book which has been the guide and opener of the mind an
aken were so pure and good that it seemed that no one, except the progress of thought in past ages. That work enabled him
heart to, I may say, millions-Thomas Paine's "Age o out of pure wickedness, oould object to the new proceedings to live; it occupied his thoughts and kept him from that stagReason.'' . He read that book night and day, with his Bible, which were introduced into our republican law; but Mr. Ben- nation and death whieh overtake men who are taken from
with prayer, and with anxiety unspeakable; yes, with prayer. nett saw at once that what was apparently simple and pur their intellectual environments and reduced suddenly to enforced
But let me tell you that the Freethougbt ranks have received no was an engine which could be used for purposes of oppression, labor or inactivity. Imprisonment is not by any means the same
deeper, no more precious souls, than those who have come into persecution, and wrong; he saw _that it was reproducing in to all men. It depends upon the degree of culture, upon the
them from that singular rebellion of inspiratio~ which was this country an ecclesiastical power which would give effects to ste.ndard of life, and upon the associations and the habits of the
started in :England by George Fox, the leader of the Quakers. the beliefs, simply, of those who cherished the older supersti- individual as to what the punishment may be. To a man who
The Shaker community was but the culmination of Quakerism tions and the interests connected with them. He saw that if it is merely an animal, physical confinement is a very different
-it was Qu!lkerism brought to its logical results. They believed was continued it was a power for persecution without limit, and thing from what it is to a man of large moral and intellectual
in the actual continuance of inspiration; they acted as the rep that it must end in the destruction of the distinction between nature; while to the first it IIUtY be a small punishment, to the
resenta.tives of the principle of spiritual life which flowed from the state and national authority in the prosecution of crime, and latter it is often fatal. This great inequality is not regarded by
the divmity itself. They received their divine affiatU8 at first place both under ecclesiastical methods; that it meant the union our law, which seems to be made for brutes and to be largely
hand. They went not only to -the Bible for inspiration- of church and state instead of a purely secular government. He ·executed by brutes.
they went to the divine nature itself, and took part -of its was among the first to raise the cry of alarm and of warning.
Mr. Bennett left that prison, and you know how he was reown heart into theirs. That was a basis of character very Then they said, "Certainly this man must be crushed out." ceived at Chickering Hall, where thon$ands were turned away
powerful; for a man that is founded upon his God, the highest They sent their" Agent" to his office, in 1877, to hunt over his from the door who had come to do him honor. But few, bowGod that he knows, is simply invincible while he has life; you books to see if they could not find something upon ~hicb they ever, in that large audience knew how deeply that mail had suimay k!fi him, you may crush him out, but you never can con~ could trap him. They found two or three little pamphlets that_ fered. From the moment that he went to that prison his heart
quer him, because you never can. conquer that fundamental be- they tried to make a prosecution lie upon, and he was arrested. was broke~. His health began to fail, and his app~trent good
lief in the right. ·It is that unswerving conviction which makes But when the matter was laid before the authorities at Wash- ,health since has been apparent, and nothing morA. Silently,
him the king, beyond all other men, in regard to his o'Wn life, be- ington they said it would not do; it was too thin. Then, you ·by one means or another, be has tried to fight it off. He went
lief and conduct. That invincible nature which comes from that . may remember how hfl went to Watkins Glen in 1878. We . to Europe as a delegate of the Liberals of this country; be went
doctrine of direct community with God, taught by the Quaker'l!ibeld our convention, and at one of the booths held around the around the world, but he carried that broken heart with him.
brethren, has given us the most fearless, the most honest, th .stand there was for sale a little pamphlet, a trifling and unim- ~He came home to write out the history of his travels, and as
most sacrificing a.nd the most beneficent reformers that man- portant thing, and Mr. Bennett, who had been watched, in the he came near its end, ''What more remains?" be said; "thi&
kind bas ever known. You cannot understand Thomas Paine •kindness of his heart, offered to make sales for a young lady is my last work; I only hope I may liv tG finish it; this is all I
unless you know that at first, and in a very important sensa to attending one of these booths, who had to be absent for a short ever expect to do; I will then resign the labor of my life to
the last, he was a Quaker; you cannot understand our departed time. Thus one of the pamphlets was bought of Mr. Benn"ett. others, and I charge upon you who will be selected as my suebrother unless you know that be spent his youth in the midst' Two or three persons who were engaged with him in selling at cessors that you continue the work I have begun, and keep
of a feeling of direct communication with the Almighty. The that booth were immediately arrested and brought before a· alive THE TRUTH SEEKER that it may vindicate the position I
greatel!t men of our times have taken their pre-eminent con- police justice, w:here they were held to bail to answer an in-~; have taken in behalf of intellectual and political liberty, and
viatiori of soul from this element of which I speak. To tba(' dictment before the grand jury. I remember walking with Mr.\ the emancipation of mankind from the slavery of superstition
more than to anything else we owe the abolition of the slave~Bennett on that occasion to his hotel, and I never shall forget:. and priestcraft." He we.s a true soldier. The world knew the
trade and. of. slavery. in"England and in this countr:t· They10~the feeling of bu~iliation and ~ndi~nation with which !hat mant·worst of him; tha~ was the tr?uble •. He was too sincere; what
have a behef m an eternal God, they have a conception of an~was charged. Sa1d he, repeating 1t over and over agam, "Can. others merely thmk be might wr1te. down, and the small
eternal sense of right in the l.tliman heart, and they have made;-this be all there is of American liberty?" He said," As long· souls who were so far beneath him in purity of character that
others f~~l it, whetb~r they would or no, through social changes as I live I will fight. this spirit of persecut!on, and I will. make~ they could scarcely under~tand his nature were willing ~o pick
and,olitical revolutiOns.
the church see that It can never control this country agll.ln; as' up and scatter to the wmds these loose thoughts, as 1f they
0 that stock he was, and upon that foundation, built upon soon as I get back to New York I will publish in THE TRUTH! were the whole of the man. Those who knew him knew better.
the eternal; our bJ;Otber rested himself; and when the storms!SEEKER a notice that I will sell that pamphlet in the reguJarj! A more childlike, tender, beautiful heart, it seemed to me, a
came an.d the winds bl~w, they might as well have st~ck, likel;course of my business if it costs, me my life." He cam~ backlman never ca~ried. And that smil~ of his, so mu?h like that
the roanng waves, agamst the ledges on the rock-bound coast'fto New York, and the first thing he did was to put m THE· of our old friend and former president of the Vberal Club,
of our land. Immovable as a mountain, strong as the spiritJTRUTH SEEKER a notice that that pamphlet was for sale at THE Horace Greeley. Why did it spring to his lips? It was often
·of t~e ;A.lmigh~y God _incarnated i!l m~n, was that Een~e and~ TRUTH SEE~ER'office, and he said! "If it means a prison, then be~ause he bad a heart so tender that.only in that waJ:' could he
conviCtion of nght whiCh he had mher1ted, and to whiCh he; a prison let 1t be." Those were h1s words. A gauntlet thrown shield off the blows that would bav h1t and wounded 1tL
would sacrifice life and everything before he could prove false~down in that way had to be taken up, and in a short time a
My friends, this mask of dissumulation that civilization has
to it_for a moment. ·
.decoy letter came from the same "A.gent" who had formerly thrown around us, it i!! well for us that we can wear it, but our
· In that spirit he purmed his inquiry into the history of the ~gone through his office to see if be could not find something brother was too sensitive; he felt keenly; be was too earnest,
dogmas and traditions of the past. He gave his honest verdici-_upon which be m·i.ght be arrested. He was arrested, be gave and th.. at original education of his had make his bear. t almost as
_ upon them-that they are false! and that was-enough for him. _bail, he was tried. ·The proceedings of that trial are published. naked to the world as it was to his God. We must cherish the
He saw· that in their influence upon mankind they were ob· They say stronger than any words of mine: When the innocent memory o£ him who thus has suffered more than we can think.
structiv and destructiv and a curse, and that at this stage o( th
convicted the judge and law are condemned.
W {l must cherish the memory of him who h~"! fo!lght for th~
'V\'!'!;'ld'il JlfO~e$S~n1 )Vh!ln t~er Wef(l )10 ~op.~sr Cr!ldible, tb!l,Y '. \fhe ~ud~e W~~ ~Wift ~9 rul!l a~Ja.b,1~t !Jim, ~wi.~~ t~ ~0 lJim W- ..
(O~im./1!4 rm parf6 79~.)
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by ihese gr~at ~:eformen that the Jewish law of" the in our free and secular government._ .. It iii a nuisance
Sabbath waS not binding on the ·consciences .and and hypocrisy ~which ought to be abated.
..
A. B. BRADJ'ORD.
--.--l!lilliiil--------m::----lm'Jilives of Cliristiahe, but that all the days of the we~k
:Bnon Vally, .lb., Nov. ·22, 1882.
Blow
at
:Political
:Puritanism._
were
alike_
holy.
The
custom
of
their
nativ
land
·Deadly
A
wa~ after the toil of the week was over, for t.h·~--------------------•
Amidst the general wreck cauaed by the politlca1 +'ather of a family to take his wife and children t.J
\
liltorma which raged all over the country during t~e ~he beer-garden on Sunday, and there enjoy the in:Prof•. Baec:kel 6n Darwin.·
months of October and No"ember, there is one re- nocent amusement of music and social intercoutse
In Naturs appeani a report of the ri:lmarkable· ad~
suit which deserves, bot bas nbt yet received, the with his nei~hbors. But· on migraiin~J to this "bind dress given by Prof. Haeokel at the recent Eisenach
attention of those who study into the causes and of freedom/ whose ;national ConstitutiOn is so pur~ly meeting of the German Association of Naturalists -on
. consequences of things. It is the stunning, if not secular that it knows no God, no religion, and no ~e theories of Darwin, Goethe, and Lamarok. The
fatal, blow that has been given to what may· be Sabbath, they find themselvs annoyed by state laws address is mainly devotea to DarWin and Darwinism,
called political Puritanism.
which interferewith·their personal rights, and which and of both, we need scarcely say) Prof. Haeckel
The distinguishing idea of the Paritans of the giv a hypocritical sanctity to Sunday not required has the highest eBtimate. He said:
·
.
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and their de- by the New Testament at all, and in opposition to
"Wh~n, five months ago, the sad intelligence
soendants now, was and is that piety toward God, the tsaching and example of all the reformers of the eached os by tele~raph from England that on April
orthodoxy in belief; and good moralsin eating,drink-. sixteenth century. Roused into indignation by this 19th Charles.Darwm had concluded his life of rieh
ing, and wearing clothes, could all and only he,put attempt at persecution, they rebelled against the activity there thrilled with rare unanimity through
into a man's heart, head, or life b~ an act of the leg- Puritan politioiana and gave the state to the Demo~ ~;he whole scientific world t.iJ.e feeling of an irrepara~
islature. It grew out of the Pauline teachmg that orats.
ble loss·. Not olily did the innumerable adl!erents
political government was ·an ordinance of God; that
There was another large class of people in Ohio, and soholarlil of the great nataraliat laJllent the d_~
political o:ffi.cers-u the pow~r11 that be," and whoso- besides the .Germans, who were. disgusted with the oease of the head mailter who had guided them, but
ever they mi~bt be, whether ki~g: or kai11er, . are oant and, duplicity of Gov;. Foster_ in starting the proj- even the moat e8te_emed of his oppc:ment11 had to con~
ordained of God, and are the divmely-authortzed 6ot of gettm.: up a day of fastmg and prayer fo1 fe11s that one of the mo&t significant and influential
. exeoutors of the last will and testament of Jesu~ the saving of Garfield's life. Foster is a mongrel apirit11 af the century had departed. Thi& universal~
Christ, the king of na.tioM, as that will is expressed Samaritan. "That is to say, he osten11ibly,and I may ~entiment found its most eloquent expression in the
in the Bible; that all wrong-doing, whether crimes, say ostentatiously, "feara the Lord, 4nt really serves fact that immediately after his death the English .
or vioes;or unbelieft is a ain against God, or non- bis own ~rods." He seems to hav thought. that, as newspapers of.all parties; and pre-eminently his Conconformity ,to his law; and that the function of the nearly-all the olergy and church people are in the aervativ opponents, ·demanded that the burial-place ..
civil magistrate, as the minister of God, is to re- :Republican party, it would be a good stroke of pol- of the deceased should be in the Valhalla of Great.
11train and punish such transgreaaion or non-con- ioy to soe.re away the lions (see 2 Kings, xvii.) that Brita1n, the national Temple of Fame, Westminster
formity.
·
· might intercept his way to a seat in the United Abbey; and there, in point of fact, he found his last
Now, the American idea, embodied in the Decla- States Sen3te, and therefore, tO propitiate the Puri- resting-place by the side of. the kindred-minded
r11tion of Independence and the Constitution of the t&n sentiment, he suggests to the nation a day of l>lewton. In no i)Ountry of the world, however,
United States, is the very reverse of all this. The prayer. Of course, at auch a time as that, when the En,llland not excepted~ haJJ the reforming doctri.p of
founders of the r41pnblic held that civil government country was surging with excitement, the suggestion Darwin met with so much living interest or evoked
was not an ordinance of God, but a human -agency, took; and the wQrld, in the eighty·fir11t _year of the suoh a atorm of writing!!!, for and against, as in Gardevised by man to aeeure the rights of man; that all nineteenth century, witnesaed the ridiculous speot&- many.· It i11, therefore, only a debt of honor we pay
government deriv6s its ju11t powerS, not from God, ole of a nation of fifty millions of people down on it• if at this year's assembly of German naturaliats and
but from the consent of the governed; that when corporate knees at the •~me hourt praying the God physicians we gratefully call to remembanue. the.
from any cause a government fails to accomplish ita of the univene, who is a god of law and order, that mighty genius who has departed, and bring home to.
only legitimate object of 1ecuring the rigbts of the a miracle might be wrought by preventing a leaden our ILinda the loftiness of the theory of nature t~
governed, the people, who are ~he only .so!lrce ~f bullet, fired by ~n ass~s11in into the vitals of a living which he: hall elevated us. And what place in the
lawful pow6r, hav not· only the rtghtt but tt 111 their man, from ktlhng htm I Of course the Supreme world could be more appropriate for rendering thiB
duty, to revolutionize and reform that government, Being, &"s might hav been expected beforehand, was 11ervice of thanks than Eisenach, with its Wartburg~
and make it fulfil itl mission-not by bloody insur- not going to reverse all the laws of nature and dis- this stronghold of free inquiry· and free OJ!inion f All
reotion against those in o:ffioe, but in the more peace- locate all the machinery of the . heavens and the in thia sacred apot 360 years ago Martin Luther, by
ful and effecto.al way of the ballot. The American earth, even to save the life of our beloved pre&ident; his reform of the church in its bead and members,
idea is that as God is supreme and can attend to the a.nd so the bullet and the doctors did their work. introduced a new era in the lii11tory of civilization.
interests of his own kingdom without the help of Garfield died, and the oorporation known as ''the so in our days has Charle11 Darwin, by }tilil reform of
mortals, the main object of human law is the proteo- United States" beca.me-a laughing-stock to the res ~he dootrin of development, constrained the whol&.
tion of the persona~ a~d property rig~ts of th~ eiti- of the world, and prob!lhly to a vast majority of.thE tperception! thoug4t, and vo~ition· 4_:){ mankind intozane; that all the s~n It knows anythmg about I& the people themlilelvs who belonged to the oorporatwn 1 new and higher courses_. It ts true that persopally,
11in againet society, and that a large number of the and who were ,forced to go througli this solemn both in his character and influence, Darwin has more
follies and :vice~ of human character, as they d~vel~p ~ockery .•To the honor of the gov:,ernor of Texas,! affinity to the ~eek.andmild Melanothon tban to the
themselvs m bfe, should be left for oorrectwn- to mllllt be sa1d that he refused, o:ffimally, to take part lr_ow:eiful and mapued Lutlrer. ·In the soope and
the cenBure of public opinion as it may be expresf!led · n this child_ish pageant, believing that. H. was a na- tmportance, however, of their great work of reformathrough the mediums of the printing-preas, and the ~ional insult to the God of law to ask him to work a tion the two oases were entirely parallel, and in both
free diseu111i.on of the platform. Personal habits, miracle.
the success marks a new epoch in the development.
whether dressing ridiculou11ly, drinking bitoxicatin!:!
Bat the Puritan ph!lanthrophiilt and politician asks: of the human mind. Consider, first, the irrefragable
liquon, using opium, tobaoco, or other na.rcotiCI!I-all "What can we do to stop the tide of intemperance fact of the unexampled success which Darwin's rethese and others belong to the individual, and can and other bad habits of our people, which are injut- form of ecience has achieved in the short space of
not be reached by law. If the law would undertake ing thousands of born and unborn human beingB7' twenty-three years, for never before since the beginto prescribe to a citizen what he muet eat, drink, 01 I anawert nothing by legislation. _Bad personal hab ning of homs.n _11cience has any new theory penetrated
wear, what religious creed he must accept, how, its, and especially tho.ee which are artificiaJ and un- so deeply to the foundation of the whole domain of
w~en, and where he must say his pray-:rs and wor- natural, can only be c~red by reason and. the stud~ lmowl<:ldge or ~o _deeply a.ffec:t~d the most cherished
shtp God, government become11 a despotism, and the of the laws of heredtty. Preach physiology and personal oonvwtiOna of tndivtdual students; never
people become. slaves. Yet _thia is polit}cal Puritan. the laws of life and health to the people, beginning befor? ?as a new theory called forth such_ ve~ement
ism. It makes the- government protect1v and pater- at the common _schooL Teach them the wholesome opposttJOn, and so completely overcome It In such
nal. That ie, to justify its oppression it keeps the dootrin that the great power in the universe that short time. The depicture of the astounding revolupeople eternally in the swaddling bands of infancy, works for- righteousness has. annexed suffering to tion which Darwin bas accomplishedin the minds of
and constitutes the governing power a fatber whose transgression by a law which is irrepealable; that no men in their entire view of nature and coneeption of
duty is to J?lY iil.to the ~rivate habits _of hia h~use- violator of law, physical or !lloral, can go into a the wor!d wilf form an i~teresting chapter in the
hold, and, If wrong, puntsh them aa sms committed bankrupt court, and, by sheddmg a few tears of re- fotnre history of the doctrm of development."
Describing a visit which he paid to the late Mr.
againBt God. It is astonishing and humiliating to !Pentance, get another person to pay his indebtedread the history of our ancestors when they were nel!ls at the rate of· a liundred cents on the dollar· Darwin in 1866, Prof. Haeokel says:
·
n~der the disoiplin of political ~uritanism in the but that h~ must himself pay th~ ~ebt .to the utter"In Darwin's own ca~age, which he. had thou~Jht
seventeenth century, and aee the abJect bondage they most farthmg. Show how the VICious mdulgenoe of f~lly sent for my oonvemenoe to the ratlway statton,
were in, and how patiently they submitted to it; unnatnralappetites destroytt self-respect, forfeits the rdrove one sunny morning in October through the
And it shows that religion, whether good or bad, has est6:em of others, undermines manhood, and conve~s ~!aceful, hilly landscape of Kent, whi¢h, with the.
snob an expuleiT and transforming power that it men into spent rascals, stamps their children with checkered foliage of its woods, with itt stretches of
molds men into any shape of character.
~mbeoility and waywardness intheirniother's womb, purple he!l.th,yellow broom, and evergreen oaks, was
But the government of the United States' was _eet and brings on premature disease and death. Cherish arrayed in the fairest autumnal drese. As the car.
up as a prote11t against the Puritan and European the lilentiment of h~nor among youn2 men, and make page drew up in front of Darwin'e pleasant country.
idea that the civil magistrate was a father, and that them too proud to do a mea~~; act; Teach the duty of house, clad in a· vesture of ivy and embowered in
the people were his unquestioning children. And self-reliance in the grand struggle of life, and the elms, there stepped out to meet me from the shady
when we remember that its founders ·had all been survival only. of _those who display wisdom and en- porch, overgrown with creeping plants, the great
born and educated under this Puritan influence, the ergy of character. This is the kind of instruction naturalist himself, a tall and venerable figure with
Declaration of lmlependenoe and the Constitution of that the world needs in order to make men erect in the broad shoulders of an atlas supporting a world
the United States look like divinely-inspired docn. their walk and free, instead of broken-backed slaves of thoughts, his Jopiter.like forehead highly and
mente, a revelation from heaven, containing truths to sin and shame. But it is impossible, from the broadly arched, as in the case of Goethe, and deeply
~urrowed by the plow of mental labor; his kindly,
heretofore entirely unknown. No wonder the mon. nature of man, to do it by legislation.
archs of Europe trembled on their thrones and felt
If the Republicans two years hence shall plaoe the mild eyes looking forth under the shadow of promithem giving way at the declaration that all men were general government in the hands of the Democrats, tnent brows, his amiable mouth surrounded by a oopi·
eq11al in political rights~ and that governments de- as they hav this Jlear entro!i\ted the majority of the ous silver-white be!t.rd. The cordial, prepossessing
rived all their authority, not from God and by his state gQvernments, I express the hope of thousands of expression of the whole face, t~e gentle, mild voice,
grace, as kings claim, but from the people, their sov- our most intelligent and upright citizens, -that they
slow, deliberate utterance, the natural and naive
ereign will being made known by their ballots. will fall back upon the true Jeffersonian principles train of ideas which marked his conversation, captiThese are revolutionary ideaa, and they are at this of the Constitution in regard to the proper relation vated my whole he&rt in the first hour of our me6tmoment doing their work by the slow but safe proc- between the state and the ohurch, and banish politi· ing, just as his great work had formerly, on my first
ee:s of evolution in shaping the destiniea of all th~ cal Puritanism from our· public affairs, root and !reading it, taken my whole understandin~ by stoJ'II_I..
kingly governments on earth.
branch, and thus do for the honor of Christ what the I fancied a lofty world-sage out of Hellemc antiquity
It was the un-Americr.r.n, officione, inquisitorial, and ·church has never done-vindicate his saying that r-a Socrates or Aristotle--etood alive before me.
intermeddling political Puritanism which the people hw kingdom is nat of this world. Political Puritanism Our conversation, of course, turned principally on
of Ohio, and especially the foreign element of. bet is the fly in our apothecary's pot of ointment which ~he subject which lay nearest the heart11 of bot~-on
population, so effectually rebuked last Ootober. The fenda forth a otiuking aavor into the nostrils of all the progress and prospects of the history of dt~velop
OOQntrymen of L.uther 3nd of Calvin had be~n t.aughi enlighten~;~d l()V~flt of ~h€lir 001p1try, !t is aQ ~n~mal tme!ltz ·'fhQse ptospQ<lt~ !'~ 1ib~t !!we, li~tE.len year~
~~
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ago, were bad enough, for the highest authorities
h_ad for the most part set themselvs against the new
doctrins. With touching modesty, Darwin said that
his whole work was but a weak attempt to explain
in a natural way the origin of animal and vegetable
species, and that he should not liv to see any noteworthy success following the experiment, the mountain of opposing prejadice being so high. He thought
I had greatly overestimated his small merit, and that
-the high praise I had bestowed on it in my 'General
Morphology' was far too exaggerated.
·"We next came to speak of the numerous and
violent attaoks on his work, which were then in the
ascendant. In the case of many of those pitiful
botches one was, in: fact, quite at a loss whether
more to lament the want of understanding and judgment they showed or to giv the greater vent to the
indignation one could not but feel at the arrogance
and presumption of those miserable scribblers who
pooh-poohed Darwin's ideas an:d bespattered his
· character. I had then, as on later occasions, repeatedly expressed my just scorn of the contemptible
clan._ Darwin smiled at this, and ende~vored to calm
me with the words, 'My dear young friend, believe
me, one must hav compassion and forbearance with
such poor creatures; the stream of truth they can
only hold back for a passing instant, but never pet··
manently stem.' _In my later visits. to Down in 1876
and 1879 I had tlie pleasure of bemg able to relate
~o Darwin. the m~ghty progres~ which in the pa~t
mt~ryala h1s doctrms had made Ill Ge!many. Theii
declBlv outbu~st h~ppened mo~ raptdly and more
complete!! here With us than m ~ngland, f?r. the
rea~on.chi~fly that the power of so01al and rehg10us
preJl!dice IB not nearly so strong here as among our
cousms across the channel, who are better placed
than ?urselvs. D~rwin was· perfectly well aware of
~11 thts; though hts ~nowledge of our langu~~oge and
literature wa~ defecttv, as ~e .often coni.J?lained, yet
he had the highest appreCiatiOn_ of our mtellectual
treasures."

79~

nents. The true spirit of .Christianity in.vites a thor- who profess faith jn · Christ. These people judge
ough, hOnest investigation of the whole matter. Christianity calmly, and calmly judging, calmly re"Come, let us reason together." No man is honest ject this theological system. The question is, Will
who closes his ey~s upon either side of this conflict. :sincerity of living and acting lead to salvation, oi" is
The honest man's motto is not "lnndelity," it is not ·it only necessary to hav -accepted spiritually the
"Christianity," but it is "truth." .He searches dili- atonement grace? If the former be true, then the
gently till he finds the truth, and then inclines either doctrin of the necessity of accepting the grace given
to Infidelity or religion as truth directs. I will say by the redemption is a superfluity. If the Atheist
in passing that I believe whoever investigates the and the Infidel hav the same hope for salvation a1
whole matter will be intellectually religious, whethei the Christian, then Spinoza, Emerson, and George
he (lver has the manhood to liv up to his convictions !Eliot may be in heaven. Is it too much to say that
or not. Our. mode of warfare should not be to hid€ this doctrin is repugnant to the conscience and to
~rom our people the principles of those who oppose :human understanding? Concerning the Bible,lngerus, but boldly, with the sword of reason, whetted in soU argues not kindly; but then it is a painful fact
~ruth, approach every error and sever it from their ·that the orthodox Christians hav not always been
minds, remembering that even Infidels sometimes generous and just in their discussion of the book. H
speak the truth, an:d hav in the past discovered to us ·everything in the Bible from the be~inning to the
some of the greatest beauties of our holy religion. ·ending is to be regarded as infallibly mspired, as the
We should never be afraid of the truth, by whom- religious meat and the religious gage for all peosoever spoken, for it cannot militate against any- cples, then all Ingersoll says is pre-eminently just.
thing that we should hold as an article of faith. The The Bible does say that God made the world in six
word of God, faithfully preached, properly ex- days; that he set apart the seventh for his own worpounded; and vigorously defended, will insure us ship; that Joshua commanded the sun to stand atill;
the victory.(REv.) G:i!:o. B. ARMSTRONG.
that King David, murderer and adulterer, was a
man after God's own heart; that Jonah remained
Ingersoll Defended by a Preacher.
lfor three days in the belly of the whale.
Fr= the st. Lrmis Republican.
The Bible does justify moral actions far below the
. ~ev. Dr: Snyder delivered last evening to an in- civilized. ethics of modern times. It nowhere co~
telltgent, large, and attentiv audience a discourse demns bigamy or human slavery.
the decalog 18
upon the attitu~e of the ch.uroh towa~d nineteenth to be reg~rded as the sole rule of hfe, an.d t~e so~e
~Century Infidelity and unbehef. He 8a1d that what. gage ?f .rtg~t and wrc;mg, then In.gersol~ 1s rtgh~ m
ever people might think about the brilliant lecture1 d~cla1m!ng tts defecttvne;ss. Beheve~s t.n the B1ble
who had recently appeared in the city, no man of distor~ 1t to show there lB no c.ontrad10t10n between
reason would fail to admit that the lecturer deeervee G:en~sts and geolo~y. Even tf there beD? contraconsideration from the fact that he represents a va
10t10n, what does It prov~ fo~ supernaturahem? _It
and voiceless constituency. People do not flock
as be~n attempted t? ma.mtam a. system of geology
hear him on account of his eloquence, his wit, h
nd smenoe u...J?on a B1ble fou.nda~IOn, but the system
~arcasm, but rather because he boldly givs expres- proved defe?•IV, a?J-d .not un~Il.sOienoe wau separate~
sion to the fears, the hopes, and even the scorn· of from the ~Ible. dtd It attam Its ~urety. SCience 11
men and women who hav broken away from the t~e re~elatwn I?J-Stead of ~he B~bl~. If a ~;Dan beIJ>opular faith. Bitter and merciless though this irian heves !n the Btble he beheves m u:!lmoi·ahty, and
he is the representativ and spokesman of a vast b~rbartsm, and s~vagery. Prof. Irvmg's case
0
Good as Far as It Goes.
number of serious and conscientious people, as Brad- dtsoussed at c?n~zderable l~ngth by the. revere?J-d
laugh is in England at the present day. With the ~peaker, who ridiCuled ~he tdea of e_;q>ellmg ~ nn~
The New York Advocate and several other papers man the lecturer had little to do; but people, Chris- lilt~r_from the church stmply fo~ saymg that m h111
hav recently interested their readers by discussing tians, could not afford to remain longer indifferen opmwn Socrat~s was pr?~ably m heaven ~nd occuthe propriety of allowing congregations to worship t? the philosophy of which he i~ the prophet. Chris- Jpied. there a higher pos1t10n t~an. Catharme II. of
in Methodist churches who do not believe our doc- ttans would be mdeed short-stghted were they not Ru~s1a. _A great maes of ti:e thmkmg pe,ople do n?t
trine. Few of these ·articles exhibit that spirit of alive to the reality of the existing difference between beheve m the common fatth. The hvmg creed IS
Christian liberality which our age demands and en- the church and a great mass of people. The old ever different from the w.ritte~ cr~ed. S?~e dare to
forces, and instead of convincing those who are objection to the argument with Infidels, "These _courageously express the1r fatth m th~ hvmg. creed.
searching for truth that we are intellectually able to things hav been answered hundreds of times; they Ingersoll cann~t .be blamed for refusmg to smg the
defend our doctrine against any array of opposing are all old," will no longer do. The popular faith !Pre&~s of Calvzmsm. In the ~ands ?f .those wp.o
forces, they are led to believe that it is still neces: was never so beset with enemies as now, and ortho- recetve the book as the soveretgn p~m01ple of hfe
sary for us to retire_ be_h~n_<l:_ Otn' physical bulw~rks to doxy and Christianity never more needed doughty an~ ~houg~t, as the .handbook of soctal, moral, and
prevent our people from heanng the doctrms of champions than it does now. Orthodoxy bas its P?l~t!cal. hfe, the Bible becomes t~e obutruotor of
others, and dese1•ting us for them. Of course, there champions in Rev. Mr. Talmage and Judge Jeremiah ClVlhzatiOn and the obstacle to enlightenment.
should be a limit to our liberality; for instance, if a Black, and they are inclosed in .the armor of theh
house ~as been dedicated to the worship of God, faiths. Their method of fighting much resembles
Placing the Responsibility.
downright Infidelity should be precluded from pa- that of the celebrated knight, who made such fierce
rading its tenets in th_at house, but the doors should and warlike onslaughts upon the windmill. They
At a meeting of the ministers of the Methodist
not be closed against any worshipers of God, even wage their war as a forlorn hope. The speaker Episcopal chu:rch, held in Philadelphia, Oct. 16, 1882,
though they follow not with us in many important asked his hearers to take a look into theology to see the speaker of the occasion, Rev. James Morell, of
doctrine. If our people hav not the moral power to in how far the celebrated modern Infidel is just and Camden, N. J.,submitted substantially the following
sit with impunity while adverse doctrine are flaunted in w:hat.respect he is unjust. Through all the creeds, statements:
in their faces, they are best hut poor Methodists. [!'hough they ma.y differ in minor respects, run funda- 1. The preachers of the Methodist Episcopal church are
The minister who. fears the bold dash of a Robert mental principles. They all agree that a three-fold caUed by God an.d are employed in his serv;ice.
Ingersoll has certainly been remiss in performing deity created two weak persons, not for any benefit 2. Th~t the sa1d pr~achers o~ the Methodist Episcopal <:burch
· l f
h'
l
d .are appomted to their respectiv fields of labor by the b1shops
his obligations to his flock, for if Infidelity can over- t o th. emse1vs! b u t Btmp
y or Is own gory, an ~f said church.
throw in two or three lectures what the minister and placed them m the way of a tempter wao succeeded s. That they, the said preachers, are paid more or less satishis compeers hav been years in building up, it indi- in bringing about their Jall. They fell and the factorily by the respectiv churches over which they preside;
catee that the training has been of an inferior kind. great God imposed upon them a transmissible curse and, .
.
.
..
Alas t what more hav some congregations to depend which goes on from generation to generation, from . 4. It 1s desrrable to hav. some plan by whiCh the r~spons1bil-_
upon, so far as the minister is concerned, than a few age to age. The 6 ntire race must share the guilt oi t~ for the payment of sa1d preachers may be definitly ascerpathetic stories by which they hav been brought into t he smg
· 1e sm.
·
T o provt'd e a remedy he off ers to tamed.
the church and upon which they hav been nourished bear the whole measure of hie own wrath and sends
Granted that these statements are true, then,
ever since? It seems to me that as the warfare is an his only begotten son to bear the suffering.
I. God alone is responsible for the payment for
intellectual and not a phyeical one, our people should . Yet this theology maintains that while all men the services rendered by the said preachers.
learn from the pulpit a reason for the hope that ie su:ffer for the original sin, but few hav squired the
2. The alleged fact that the churches under the
within them, and not only so, they should learn the grace given by the great expiation. The curse is ca!e of the preachers are benefited bY; the services of
reason why we reject the multifarious teachings of universal, the blessing is restricted to a few. Then, satd J.>reachers, does no1i m~ke the s.aid churches r~
Infidelity, till each one can proudly stand amid the again, God drowns the whole world, with the excep- sp~ns1ble for the remunerat~o?J-.of satd preachere, nor
darkest storm
il'ion of a very few, as a punishment for offenses jreheve G_od ?f ~hat responsibility. .
A.nd say to cold Ridicule and Scorn,
against him. But this great punishment doeil not
3. While 1t 1s alleged that God 1s. wealthy and
''Pass on 1 I heed you not;
interrupt the curse and thousands are destined to be solvent, as per schedule,
Y~dyb~;:;~~~~:~t~Y foi·m
cas~ into the o!3ea; offi.re whence a~ise the unendiJ?g
(a) '~,'[he earth is the Lord'• and the fulness
Yet the spirit which you see,
walls of despatr and pam. Such bemg·theology, th€ thereof,
. .
.
Undaunted by your wiles,
speaker could not see how any man could avoid Cal(b) " The sea Is hts, _and he made It;"
Draws from its own nobility
vin's logic. One link in that logical chain being (c) "The silver at;td t~e. g?ld are his, and the oatIts high-born smiles."
broken could result only in the utter destruction of tle upon a thouBa?J-d hills; 1~ 18 nevertheless true that,
The lecture-rooms hav been frequently closed the orthodox philosophy. Against such a theology . I. There are m the Un~ted Sta~es one hundred
against Ingersoll, and if persons who hav charge of arises the protest of the thinking people of the age. thousand persons engaged m beggmg for money to
them feel inclined to shut them against such teach- What could man think of a merciful God who ere- carry on "God's work;"
II: It is difficult or impossible to collect the taxes
ings it is perhaps no body's business, yet I fail to see ates those people and who from the beginning knows
in such acts anything to call forth especial rejoicing they will fall, yet will curse them for doing so? on h1s property; and,
.
from Christians. It is not even a sign of the prog- That an intelli~nt being will swear to visit punish- .III. The "house of God" ts ueual~ ornamented
ress of our principles, any more than the fact that ment upon the· race of trangressors, y~t visits his wtth a. mortgage.
.
doors hav been closed against. us is evidence of the wrath upon his innocent son? What could they · In v1ew of these statemente, ordmary prudence
progress of Infidelity. I cannot be accused of undue think of a good and merciful God creating a dismal would suggest that no :preacher accept a call or
sympathy with Infidelity, but I do object to a physi- dungeon called hell, where the transgressors will be ·~mpl?yment from God 'Yithout gently, ~et firl!lly,
cal warfare to gain a spiritual victory. If Chris- punished not until the great suns burn out and die, ms1stmg upon payment m advance for h1s services.
tianity cannot stand by reason against all the sooffe, not till the stairi of the mortal crime is obliterated.IEN_Sil!il_a:man....,!iiiSII"'-"all'llllll!lill_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _lllll!ll_ __
ridicule, and intellectual animosity of its enemies, in the fiery ordeal, but forever and forever! What ,V. F. JAMIESON is making arrangements for a
let it fall. Religion claims the right to exist simply .rational hope could there be under such a theology lecture tour in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Missouri,
because it has gained in the great contest and in tel- for the salvation of such men and women as Spinoza, Iowa, Illinois, and Indiana. While engaged in lect- leotual supremacy, and not because it has been physi- George Eliot, Channing, John Stuart Mill, Emerson? nre work he will write no less. For l~ot-qres !lQdresg
oally able i~ Qertain distriots to Q:J1lBh ~mt its oppo· Th~ theologr loo}{!l to the !'!~!v~tjon l)nly of those _him at r~ak<il City, 1\'finp.
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THE TRV"TH -BEEKER,--DEOEMBER- 16,-1882.
(Continued frompag8 789.)
love him. Thefriends of his youth never lost their faith in him, ,come martyrs to the_ cause of truth. The highest honor, the
because from the sincerity of his character he was callet1 ut like a crown of glory now gather around his grave. Happy highest eulogium you can pay to Mr. Bennett is, not to sing
to fight when others left the field. And now, in view of such a veteran, that the companions of thy youth bring thee at this songs of his goodness, not to say pleasant things of his memory,
life, tt is very evident that all of the immortalitiesthatthe human hmar fi?wers and tello!s !_ Not far~ then, can'st thou ha!e been . ut to take up the work which he so faithfully did, and carry
race has ever imagined, must attach to him. His personal astray m heart or hfe I And this expanse, too, of white and 'lt through to_ the end. The struggle of to-day for the emanci-.
consciousness, let it continue, if possible1 amo~g the angels for- green, of mingling snow and verdure, reveals thy inner, immor- pation of the mind, great as was the struggle to destroy chattel
evermore; his life-long immortality of effort, of goodness, o tal life. The white, pu~e, sincerity of motive is ever the source slavery, is more important. Who of us shall forget to do his- ·,
heroism-that depends on us whether it shall continue or not. of a newer, greener growth and progress. It melts and dies duty? I wish I were young. I am sorry that my gray hairs
And what-consolation there is in the fact that the life tha _ "ke this-snow, only to give forth a higher life. So has it been, tell of life nearly_spent. But, so help me all humanity, !.will
has been ended is thus worthy of every continuance! That is th so must it ever be with the departed hero. The humanity of his never .give up this struggle until every human being shalf be
glory and triumph of life after all. Not wealth, not -learning, heart atones for all the failings of life. It lifts him to the utterly emancipated from superstiti9n.
_hut sac~fice _and duty done, is the crown ~hat insures immortal· rothe~hood of the good, the blessed! i:!Jeimmortall .
.
Mr. s·tephen Pearl Andrews spoke in favor of a
Ity. It msures, also, comfort and consolation to those who_hav
To_his earthly form, as we commit It to the earth With gr.Ief, t
· 1 • ·
d" rl
d
l • d
stood so dear to our brother, who have cherished and love
nderness, gratitude unspeakable, we can only say, Farewell, ~ ronger SOCla .umon l!mong ra lea s, an ex:p ame ,
orever FAREWELL I
~n a deeply ph1losoph1cal way, why th~ soCLal feelhim beyond expression. L:!t us pour into that widowed he
the feeling that we will do justice to this noble soul that
To the Power of his Soul, this Higher Life_, ~ndying, still in- mg was not more generally fostered by Lib(lrals.
departed, and that it willstiill~v~ in us. Let us say here to h~r yincible for good, we open our hearts and receive it with, HAIL,
CAPT. LoYD : I can hardly realize the situation. Saturday
~nd to ~h?se around her, ReJOice that your _wor~hy one st~l tmmortal, ever more I
night I heard that D. M. Bennett was dead. My personal rehves; reJoice that the power the.t he exp~nded m this world stJl
lations with Mr. -Bennett were long and intimate. I was one of
re;'llains as Y?Ur comfort and consolation, and that there a~e
six who welcomed him to this city from the West. There
fnands who will rally around you and make the purposes of hi
Evening Services.
were Brother Peck, myself, .and some four or five oth~rs. 1
life yet a victory. To the. still wider circle whom I see repreIn the evening the Fourth New York Li.beral had known and comprehended his financial situation and the
sented here I would say : Remember that you carne here, ae
f h" h Mr B
h
d
• troubles he had been through. I pledged him my friendship
• ennett was the on ore · presl- as a business man and as a co~worker. I first came to the ronit were, to consecrate these remains and this memory.
eague, 0 W 10
Remember, also, that you go forth consecrated by them. dent, held a Lodge of Sorrow at THE TRUTH -SEEKER elusion that Mr •. Bennett was a man of quiet, earnest, honest
The _power. of ~his man shall not die;_ but to live, it m~ office. The room was filled at an early hour by sor- thought; saw that he was detet:mined to live as he thought,
find Its voiCe m your hearts. The kmgdom of heaven I rowing_ friends who ct~tme to speak words of esteem and therefore I knew that his bfe would be a success. So
within you; the heaven of our brother is in you; that immor- and affection for him whom they had that day laid feeling, I urged THE TRUTH SEEKER upon quite a number of.
tality which we know is _sure and which cannot die is in you. away in eternal~ rest. It ia impossible to print the iny friends, and I am glad to have lived to see I he day of his
The mortal man ~oes mto the earth and mingles with the
success in the-advancememt of his opinions and our glorious
elements; his immortality, THE TRUTH SERKER, lives in you. remarks in full, but we give the substance. It was cause, and to know also that as a business man he fell ill the
I would that every one of you should take an oath around a meeting of great fraternal feeling. The friends way of success instead of adversity. I feel proud in that light
these sacred remains that the noble cause for which he li-ved shall seemed to be drawn nearer together by their grief, and I feel sorry that he has left us. To my friend's resolutio~
be continued foriver as his earthly monument. Let it be, 'fH and to -realize that Liberals should have more social in reference to perpetuating his· memory by erecting a monu- ·
TRUTH SEEKER. SHALL LIVE I It shall triumph I It shall carry organizations and stand closer together in the bond ment, I say that his memory' will be perpetuated, monument or
tha n&me of ~mr departed brother down. through_ the depths of of brotherhood.
no monument; but I am one who believes in those things to
the ages until the last enthralled soul Is emanmpated. Such
great men, honest men-,-a-y, and courageous men. 1 am willlives, such sC'uls, cannot die. If they could the world would
Mr. Stone called the meeting to order. He 11aid :- ing to do all I can to help erect that mon-qment. I will pledge
!link l:_lack _to ba~barism and slaver:r. We are here to continue
Ladies and Gentlemen and Dear Friends: 1 would say we my reputation and my inftuence in the future for the mounthat hfe with all of-our eneri)' until the whole world shall fee have met this time to do honor, as far as we may. to the mem- msnt to Mr. Bennett; and, of course, after that is started and
it. blessing and turn in gratitude and.tha.nkfulness to it.
ory of our depart~d and worthy friend, Mr. Bennett. In orde when the means are got, the subj'ect of a site will be a future
Therefore, my friends, it is worthy that those who have been that this object may be. more fully aud perfectly attained, I consideration. I could say a great deal in reference to Mr.
dear to him should bear forth these remains and eommit them would suggest the nam, e of our brother, Thaddeus B. Wake· Bennett that it is unnecessary to- say. I have :found him a
to his mother earth, the common mother of us all, there t
kind and affectionate man-ay, and an honorable man-and I
mingle with the elements; there to become perhaps in time
man, as president of this meeting.
.
have felt very proud of his acquaintance.
Mr. Wakeman was unanimously called to the chair,
Mr. Chamberlain to whom many thanks are due
new source of po~er. But remember that we also bear foyth
new hearts filled with all the good that he would do and think
d
·d
Ii"
• •
' •
d ·
h d ·
kand feel, and that in the future the great leoson of our live an sal :
for lS effi01ent service~ urmg t e ay, spo e as
mu.st be the realization of the highest thoughts and motives
Mr. Stone, as vice-president of the meeting, has made this foll<:J~S:
. _
,
for which ha lived and struggled.- Such i• the duty that science motion. I would have much preferred that he had selecte
My acquaintance with Mr. Bennett has been only a very c
illjoina upon us; such is the hope that robs death of its sting ome other person to preside. A.s I have spoken so fully upon brief one; probably I have known him for a less time than
and the grave of its victory; that rises in triumph over the this subject to-day, I shall, of course, leave others to speak this any one present. I first made his acquaintaz>ce personally a
ii'&n, and makes immortality not a dream, but an assnred cer- .evening.
few evenings before the grand Chickering Hall reception; but
tainty. That is the hope and the consola.tion by which we are
MR. RYAN: Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen: A.s the a year previous to t~at I had my attention directed to his case,
inllpired. Rise now to the higher life, the newer duty, the chairman said, we are here to-night to do honor to the memory and I was at that time a festive _person, leading a purposelesa
consecrated struggle for liberty.
of our dead brother, Mr. D. M. Bennett. It, was my privilege life, you might say, in search of -something to work fpr, some
dd
fi . h d
f h to be well acquainted with him, to know him thoroughly as a purpose to-carry out; and-it seemed to me there I had found
B .flf ore th e- .a ress was • ms e ~any O t .Y man, and now it is my privilege to bear testimony to his high it. I did not know Mr. Bennett, but I knew Mr. Wakeman as
audience were m tears. At lts conclusion the chon character, worth, and moral principle. lt would really be
his attomey, and I went and called upon Mr. Wakeman, who
s&ng the song of "Harvested:"
waste of words for me to speak to you in regard to Mr. Ben- received me with the utmo5t courtesy and kindness, and introSo ripe and full, the garnered sheaf,
nett's character, because you know it just as well as I can sta duced me to the Liberal Club.
Why should the han'est bring us grief'?
"t; but we have to go before the public with this man's record,
I worked with all my little mightfor the success of the ChickBowed down and bent by weig-ht of grain,
and now that he is dead we have got to make -the world under- ering Hall reception. I was glad to find in Mr. Bennett a man
Uis wRs a life not lived in vain.
stand that he died in purity of heart as well as purpose, an I couLd take by the hand and to whom I could open my confithat we living witnesses bear testimony to it. We want to fi dence. A. better acquaintance with him led me to revere him,
his memory so indelibly in the hearts of the present that th to respect him as a man of the most sterling iuteg~:ity 1 a man
1ihrongh toil and pain, he hore his load,
future cannot assail it; and this is the time and the occasion
f the utmo!!t purity. Such men as Mr. Bennett, men of
Through briars and brambles walketl his road.
speak well of Mr. Bennett. Each man and woman should sterling integrity, should be respected when found. I respected
So grand and true, so great and good,
speak out the sentiments of their hearts, and though, lik Mr. Bennett as I found him, and took occasion to go into his
'Twas tbe mountain's top on whicl1 lte stood.
mine, they_ may not be expressed in the best language, yet the office and to make acquaintance with him.
will be honest sentiments, and the world will_ be let to know
Mr. Bennett has been cut off in the midst of an important
So plain his life to others given,
that there is, right here in New York, e. coterie of men an work. His work is unfinished, although his part C1f it is don!).
In duty done, he found Jus !Jeu\'!;nwomen of good character who are only too proud to do honor to It remains for us to perpetuate the principles for which he fought,
1'ho burden raised, dried up the tcaro,
Mr. Bennett, and to bear living testimony to their faith in him. and to carry on the work that he ];>egan. We also are the ensHis glory tllrough eternal years.
! propose that hereafter. this association be known as the B~n- todian:. of his reputation. Let us see to it that we maintain the
When this was done_ the frieuds took their las nett Monument Liberal League, and that to-night we iitaugn· integrity of that reputation; let us see to it that the name of
loving look at Mr. Bennett's peaceful face, and the ~ate a new movement-new bPcause Mr._Bennett's death z:nake D. M. Bennett shall be handed down to~ the generations in such
·casket was borne to the waiting hearse. Followed It new. I move that we now reorgamza the F_ourth L1beral
way that they must and shall respeet it. More than that~
•
• •
h
/
•
.
League of New York as the Bennett Monument Liberal L9ague; There is another thing for us to do. We milst see to it, and
by carriages contammg t e nearer f~lends It was -and I propose that we start this Fourth Liberal League on charge ourselves with it as a solemn duty, that the men who viaconveyed to Greenwood cemetery m Brooklyn. new lease of life, to undertake the work of building a monu- late liberty of thought and liberty of conscience be made in_ment to perpetuate the memory of Mr. Bennett; a monumen famous.
AT THE GRAVE.
hich his admirem and supporters, and those that knew th
MR. WEEKS: I would say that I have been drawn with an
Sylvan avenue is one of the most quiet roads in tha · man, may assist in building; a monument that we won't h irresistible charm, in spite of the multitute of my own engageents, to read his travels around the world' and some of his
beautiful "city of the dead," and in one of the mos ashamed of in a hundred years hence-something that won!
quiet J!&rtl of that avenue is the place made sacred do us honor and do him honor; and I hope my fellow-Libera other writings. I read them at a time when scarcely anything
else of equal length would have commanded my attention .. I
are with me in the act.
by th18 burial. It is in a valley of evergreens,
The motion was seconded by Mr. Stone, and Mr. have been struck with .an admiration of the man, of his earnest
charming at any season of the year, even in winter. Ryan called for an exj>ression of the feelings and industry and genius, and the fact that so few things among his
When the burial took place a light snow was melt.men_+n of the members.
numerous writings are things that either his friends or himself
""'
would have wished to blot out. A. few perhaps, a very few,
ing, and through its white pall here and there isl- Sentl
ands of brightest green shaded with evergreens
DR. SwAIN: .I have not, like many of you, been intimately might better not have been written. He,. however, was among
1eemed to break, a.s though Nature was refusing t acquainted with Mr. Bennett, still I have known him we the wonderful men who would see the fault when it was J1f6h•ubmit to the death the season had thrown over it. enough and seen enough of him to appreciate him as a man ·oned to him, and would acknowledge it. He had no pride of
inion· he was 'ready to ~cknowledge an error. He was ~m
and as a worker. It may be said, and truly, that J:!len who ar
atic;Jly a truth speaker, but was too modest to take tha.t title,
When the earth fell upon the coffin, Mr. Wakeman . weak and unable to do good work are not to blame for it; bu
1tood forth with uncovered head, and while the "t is nevertheless true that it is natural for a human heart tog so he took the title of TRuTH SEEKER for his paper. No circold rain beat upon ,the faces of the 'mourners, he out in admiration, respect, and even veneration or reverence cumstances would cause him to deviate from the truth. Even
the notorious Joe Cook, the champion liar of the world, the
1poke the final word1:
or those high qualities which are inborn.
It seems to me Mr. Bennett was one of the men possessed o champion slanderer of this continent and of everything that is
FRIENDS: The time has come to say, "Ashes to ashes, dustt the qualities sometimes spoken of as virtues.. What he did good and pure and true, never dared-to bring his vile tongue
\lust." The mortal remains of our friend must now, byimmut- was done without that great display of dramatic power with p to the point. I believe, of accusing D. M. Bennett of being
able law, return to Nature, from whence they came; to Nature, which many people preface their actions. It seemed to be the ntruthful. Obscenity he could accuse him of, for that is a
the niother of all; the mother, the nurse, the sustainer, th natural thing for him to do. It seems to me that the simplicity word that could be applied to almost anybody, becau~e nobodyharvester of all. They go to become a part of herself and of of action which characterized Mr. Bennett is always and invari- could tell exactly what it meant.
We all feel his loss. Those who have krwwn him best feel
her mighty, eternal processes of change. From land to sea, ably connected with, and the result of, a deep sincerity. Only
from sea to land; in the mighty tempest or sunshine; from age those people are insincere, it seems to me, although I do no his loss most seriously; but none of us would have been less
to age, season to season, with day and night, they will pass on say that all such are insincere, but it seems to me that insincer- acquaipted with him for the sake of feeling .that loss less.
and work evermore. But for the present we leave them associ- ity of rurpose naturally clothes itself in that working for effect. very one of us that is· capable of being inspired by a noble
af.•d with the fairest of earth, with leaf and bud, with birds and Then, beside this simplicity, and the sincerity from which i 'fe and example fPel oursPlves larger, better,.and greater for
fl nvers, and the ever-changing hues o:C the seasons and of night sprang, there is another quality-one of the highest, not only our acquaintance with D. M. Bennett. It must ~e so. I
n.ud day. A. fit resting-place for the wearied pilgrim at last I of men, but of all animals, and that is persistent courage. Now eartily indorse almost everything that has been said by the
'But yet more, a fit symbol of his higher life that cannot be that same quality was just as natural for such a man as Mr. others here to-night, and I wish to say that while honoring the
buried here. For only nature's mighty forces can body forth Bennett to struggle, contest, and contend for what he in all man in words and memory we must not forget that his greatest
to us JY!AN's highest powers in the great spiritual te;npests of sincerity believed t) be right, as it was for him to exist. Look- work, that for which we should honor him most by acting in
human progress. 'High and persistent as nature in his sublime ing at Mr. Bennett simply from this standpoint ~one, without · e manner and spirit, was not so much his writings and uttermotives, wild and resistless lOS tlie hurricane or. the avelanche, referring to other characteristics which he possessed, these ances as his manly throwing himself in the breach against
the torrent ?f human pro~~ess sweeps aside with i~diai_Jation qualities in him have seeme:l to me to make him really a supe- despotism and daring to brave its vengeance.
Let us then take this lesson from the strong point of the
the obetructions of superstition ap.d tyranny. In this highest rior man.
MRs. CoL¥-AN: It seems to me that our friend Wakeman character of our· friend, his truthfqlness,sincerity, and devotion
ra.ngii-of human a.cti''l'ity our brother lived and worked. Right
'1!'ell he b~re his part in the sto;m~ and strifes of his age and ,said everything that could be said in regard to the departed. to truth, no matter where it landed him. I told him ab?ut the
time, pers!lltent as nature, but Indignant, too, as her clouds and He best knew him, and he has best spoken of him. I knew time of his arrest that they would probably I?ake of hi~ _the
storms.
.
Ivery little of ]4r. Bennett until the time of his arrest at Wat- John Brown of this late and last battle for liberty of opm10n.
Nor less did his life harmonize with the milder scene kins. From that time I became his personal friend. I am He said he did not know but they would. They hav dpne it,
·around U3. For, from his youth up, he too was mild and gen- proud to know it, and a man or woman who t.m:tfers for con- and to-day tho~gh we have consigned him to the ground, his
tl'e, patient and. kind of heart. . His fellows lool}ed to )lim for science sake is immediately my personal fr!end, ! am proud soul is marqhiug on, and it will be an inspiratiou to every Libcall !WJ ow, l feel 1
~ymp~t)ly, adVlCf.l 1 !l!!lrl !JO!)..~oJ&tion, 'J'o know b!m W!lll W!JJ~ to t'h11~t ! !iv in ~~;n age th&t bdngs Ollt ~um !JJ:O(I, women wl.lC1 W• !!nW who AAr$ got !I! l'lQ\ll tht he dare!!
r1~rht,

w

793··
for one, larger,: stronger, every way more of a man, for the lif fr~ends, and hi and through such .a ·society; let us
Considerable discussion followed as to the mode
of D. M, Bennett, and I presume you a.Jl do the same.
build a noble and an endearing monument,. more of the-appointment of tlle committee.
Mns
.. FERNANDElil:
Thisthere
pccasion
wasbe.created
to do honor to 1 t"
· d ' t O our
On motion it wo'"s agre. ed that Mr ~ R:y· an and the.
Mr.
Bennett,
and I think
could
no more
fitting one. as mg th an th e marbl~, t 0 our d ear .f r~en
But in paying our tribute to his memory we should not forget hero, D. M. Bennett."
·
chairman (Mr. Wakeman) be appointed members of ·
one that still lives, one that helped him to bear his burdens and
Mr. Lehmd said: "AI! to that marble monument, the committee, then to elect the other three members
to become the man he was. I refer to his wife (applause). We let ua not think of it for a moment. · Let it take and ·that committee report and act. Some discussion
all know how nobly she stood by him in the darkest hours o the shape of .a hall for this social life to manifest followed. The meeting adjourned to meet Sunday
his trial, when he was slandered a.lld abusfid, and howfaitbfull itself in-a hollow square, with a roof on it, that will evening next at the TRUTH SEEKER office at 8
she carried.on his work while he .wlli in prison. She lost him hold four,· five, or six hundred people. Let it take o'clock. Mr. Wakeman remarked that in tbe mean. then for a long time, but she steadftstly pursued her task and
murmured not; and then when after she had so .gladly wei- that shape instead of a mere piece of stone for a time it is understood that the committee report
corned him home he thought his duty called him to go·around gr~ve." ·
.
·
·
hrough THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the world, she was patient and heroic still, and.did all she could
Mrs. Macdonald spoke of the s<orvices of the de~la:z:aa-lilllllmlllllll!-li'l!lii!Ellililil!!illil!ll111181111111llilllillilllllillllllillll2i!EiiEl!lilm!IIB
till he re.turned again.· A.nd now I wish to say that all LiberaL · c.eased in the cause .of woman.
Memorial SerYiee at Erie, Fa.
sho~ld remem~er th!l'~ she. is alone, and if by dropping in and
Mr. Cook said: "Where there. ar. e SQ many veterpaymg hw a httle VISit now and then we can help her ,along
. .
.
FRIEND }fAcDONALD: Yesterdaywe held a Bennett
and cheer her, and in some way make amends for her terribl ans I think It IS scarcely 1n order for a new recruit. Memorial Service in this city. We had a good audilos~, I hope WQ will all do it (applause).
·
I never saw Mr. Bennett until I saw him in his cof- ence, and all seemed to feel the loilll to Liberalism.
MR WAKBJ\fAN: Mr. Ryan has suggested an amendment t. fin. His eyes said nothing ·tome; but your presence
the resolution that h~ offered abo~t the mo~ument. He pr?- does. I thought that I ought to be here, because, I gave ·a history of the life, work, and sufferings of
pos~ th.aLa committee be appomted and .mstructed !Jy tbi -·Mr. Bennett died-:-suffered and died I believe in Mr. Bennett. At the conclusion· of the lecture the
following resolutions were 'unanimoutdy adopted:
me:etmg of the League to draw np appropriate resolutions to h
f h. h b r . d
b ,
h Th
express the fce!in~ of the Leal{Ue upon the loss of their presi- ~ e cause 0 W at e e Ieve . to .e the trut ·
at Resolved, That in the death of D. M. Bennett, th" editor of THE
dent. Both of those purposes would be accomplished by the IS e_nougb for me. I care for nothmg more. That I TnuTH SEEKER, the world has lost one or its most hOnor~<bie, intel· .
appointment of one committee. There will ecarcely be tim beheve ·we should honor above all things; what each li~:.!~i!~~;:!r~~~ t~;~·irst Spiritualist Society of Erie, Pa., deenly
t~is eTening to draw. such r_esolntions. I und~rs.tand his mo- one belie veil to be the· truth,' that he should have a aympathl:r.e :first, with Mrs. Bennett, the bereaved widow; second,
tlon to be that, tha~ committee shal.t be appomted t.o do tha right to defend. That we have a right to ask, and, with the managers of THE TRUTH SEEKER; and third, with the
k
d to h
t
1
bl h d Tb t ll b th
Liberal public at large in their loss.
'
wor • ~n
a_ve 1 proper Y pu 18 .8 •
a WI e ·.
I believe that is what as men and women we should Ruolv,d. That a copy or these resolutions be for.warded to THE
resolution that w1ll he put before we adJourn.
.' . ,
'
·
'
· TRuT:a SEEKER for publication.
MR. SEARING: The reason why I admired and honored Mr. stnve to wm. .
·
.E.
F D
11 882
Mosxs HuLL.
Bonnett was, first, he was a mari. A.s he lies now in the grave
Dr. Foot.e said: "I feel very unequal to my task
rie, u., eo. ' 1
·
:ny thoughts recur to an expression of Shakspere, ·~The ele- ~what would be a pleasure under other oiroum.Ba•~eez?lllill~&~lllllllliZilllKma101Zimii!Z:SZ!IIli!""II2Zl,..!lii!llllll!i!D"'ilil~:lm<·:&~·:~.:$'''"-=
ments were so mixed, in him ~hat natur~ ,z,night stand np and stanoeil. It is a very trying ti~e to. me. Mr. BenLetters of Sympathy•.
Fay to~ th& world,. He~ hes a man..
No:-r Mr. Bennet nett has always been· a dear fnerid to me. He waa
BALTIMORE, MD., Dec. 7, 1882.
as a fnend and assomate m all the relations of life was a man.
f ·· d
d· I
h" . d I f. 1 ·
·
He was honest, he was trna; his word was as good as his borid. my r1en , an
W!lS IS, an
ee. gmte unequal to DEAR EuGENE: I learn this evening with sorrow of
That is th 9 first reason why I. am here to say something in his say what l w;ould h~e to say. Sev~ralspea~ers have the death of "our Bennett" on Wednesday morning
remembrance. The second 1s that he was bravo. When he sa1d some thmgs wh10b aw~Ikened m my mmd some- at his home. This is a sad blow t0 his family and
thought that it was his duty to go into that breach and to thing that ou2ht to be said, but I really feel very to Liberals generally the country over, I trust THE
maintain or illustrate the liberty, he went into that bre&ch. unequal to it "
· TRUTH SEEKER will not fall also, b~t be sustained.
In th~ city of Nuremburg! in Germa?y, there was an old ~rtis
Mr. W ake~an said. "Dr Foote will be remem· Convey to Mrs. Bennett my sympathy in her bewho lind to be seventy, eighty, or mnety years old, and it he·
·
· ·
"
. reavement.
C. GARWOOD.
came the superstition among all the children (he loved all-th bared as on? of those who. has suffered under ~his
children and the children loved him) that that man would never ery law, th1s same perseeutwn, and I can certamly
8
die. But he did die, and they put on his tombstone simply the ympathize with him in his feeling and inability to. MR. EDITOR: I learn~J~~:a~u~~~~A~~~f~~r ' fr~:~d
word'.' Emigravit." He has gone away from us. No artis expre11s himself upon thiil occasion. He has known
everd1es.
too well how it is himself."
ennett bas been remo~ed from his family, friends,
•· J<'airer seems that ancient city.
J
h"
T"l
"d , M B l'
nd co-workers, and joined the countless thr::>ngs ever
d
1
Andtbesunshineseemamorefair,
osep me 1ton sal:' r. e1was eecte
a& "passingaway,passlngaway." Itisapainfulevent
. T~~a~~~~~~~~a~rg~e~~~~';.~;n::::~~o
~
as one of the de!ega.tes to be her~ to-day, b.ut sick- and so unexpected and unlooked for that I faltered
Now, it Beems to me that no matter what New York is, fo ~ess overtook htm and prevented. He Wished I on the intelligence communicated by Heywood through
the saki of the remembrance which his friends Will have o hould say to all present t~at he regretted that he.· Dr. Foote. His-loss must be made good by all the
Mr. Bennett as a true man, the pavements of this city will see would be unable t? ~t~~nd..
friend~ of the cause .he so long and valiantly, labored
better and the air more. fllir for having known Mr. Bennett;
Mrs. ·Coh~1an s.:ud. I Wll:ih Mr. Wakem~n would, nd suffered for. I trust the same bead and hand
and, as Mr. Wakeman s!lid this morning, in (Jorisecra.ting th
.Y th:"'t .~1ss T1lton .has also l:l p ent more thanone that gu.. ided THE TRUTH SEEKER in Mr.- Bennett's abrites of Mr. Bennett, we not so much do honor to hjm as t
ht
1f
k 11
ourselves iu gonsecrating our own lives and our own purpos
lg m JlU or con.sme~ce sa e.
. .
. ence. will sta11d at the helm, and 1111 will go well for
·to higher aims a.nd a nobler duty.
:
, Mr. Wakeman &aid: 9f oo~rse It IS un~eceseary the cause. My sympathy I giv to his wife and friends.
Miilil Tilton, of Boston, invited any members of th for me to say that when lthas JUSt been cald; but
His life is a lesson his death an admonition.
club or New York Liberals to attend the memorial may add that she has defied the prolileouting power
You;s truly,
A. H. WooD.
services in Boston ~!lext Sunday evening.
of the United States and of the several states, especially Ma~sachuaetts and New York, continuousl
WELLESLEY, MAss., Dec. 8, 282.
Mn.. SToNE: A.lthough there. has been so much said to-.da
b
d"
· 1,
d h
h 11
d f
h
-·~perhaps all tha.tis necessa1J--'-'-with reference to ol1{friend'
ear y·year, stan mg m t ... a gap, an t at she has. E. M. ~!AODONALD: I am w o y unprepare or t e
uprightnes~ and manhood, mayhap even the half has not y
soaped simply because, as I think, they thi.nk it is ead tidings brought me by your communication of
bPen spoken. In all my experience with 1\fr. Bennett, he w better to attack men than women. She bas so far; · yesterday's date, just at hand. Can it be possible?
a man among men, a man who could fP.el and sympathize wit P.xpect she win yet."
Yet the mourning face of THE TRUTH SEEKER tells me
, and grieve over the wrongs of his fellow-sufferers. Look a
Mr. Stone spoke eomme-nding the proposition for that the sad story is all too true.
any article that he has written on his travels around the world
dollar subscription and pledged hi.mself for the
T. he deatil.of such a man as D. M. Bennett. while
no prison that he visits, no cathedral that he has passe
h
h d
h
1
d t
rst $_1, which was followed by a second and.· th1r" d. ye. t t e ev,emng s a. ows av s.carce
d ,Y commence o
th rough, "'uut he has thimght of t hose who toile d an d suffered
and spent their time and lives in servitude and misery nude ubs(lription.
. ;.
-idim the g,ory of his noon, is m eea a great calamthose who ground tiJem down and forced ihem, perhaps inno
Mrs. Macdonald spoke in favor of Mr. Lebnd's prop- ity. I cam;wt ~~concile ~yself to it as a loss for
. cently, behind. the prison bars. Every step of his pathway sition. She thought that a plain simplo monu- greater gam, eicher to him. or ourselvs. It cannot
and every word j:hat I culled from those sacred memoirs that
ent should be erected
_
.
ut be !J.ll wrong. Of course we must learn to accept
have sE>arched, from those writings, are filled with these breath
1Y1r: L~land said. that ·in Boston they have a Paine• the inevitable; but we .lllu~t also learn from such an
iogs for humanity. He believed in or hoped for a future existy
."
·event that even the " mev1table " should be held at
ence, but his god was Humanity. Let our god be Humanity l · Hall; New ork sh~uld ha~e a Bennett Hal~.
bay as long as possible. by every attention to the
I wish that those sentiments. that have been expressed b
!dr. St?ne spoke m f~vor of Mr. Leland !!. plan; demands of organic life.
our friend Mr "Ryan may take root amongst us; that we may. s!nd ~e d1d not care what. sort of a ~onument It was, Very gladly would I J. oin you and all on Sunday
all feel that now our patriot leader has fallen we are ready t
d only anted to t th h 11 ll
·
step into his tracks, and manfully take up the burd\ln that h an
w
·
ge
e a ro mg some way or next in the sad solemnities of the day, but this is
has laid by. I hope that every one hereto-night will so inform another.
.
'impossible. Why should we not, however, one and
themselves, if they have not already done so, that wheneve
¥r. Leland suggested that lf a. hl;lll was to· be all, whether there or in the privacy of our own famthe vile tongue of slander is heard they may be able to refute bUilt pe!haps the rate of subscr1pt10n should be ,ily, honor his devotion to the cause of Freethought
its calumnies and vindicate the honor al).d honesty that w placed Jugher tha~ $1.
by consecrating ourselvs anew to the demand for the
. kno\V he possessed:
. .
Mr. Ryan was m favor of a valuable monument nrestricted rights of the individual? .
_In regard to. this monumental contnbutlon, I second. ~at ·for the whole worllt outside to see the Christian and With ·
t mp thy for Mrs. Bennett and !or
With every feelmg of my soul, and I hope that from to-mgh h L"b l·
h
d
'
.
s~n(}ilres. sy
a
.
' .
forward the sentiment and action of the New York Lib- t e 1 era , and .e coul . be put down for $50 for all associated w1th our departed fnen~, in .thls her
erals will be such that we need not be ashamed of it at an the monument outs1de.
1and their great sorrow, I am, I trust, Wlth you for all
time. Now, thousands of Liberals over this broad country are
Mr. Swain spoke in favor of a marble monument 'that pertains to human advancement and well being.
- going to look here to Pee "!hat. action we take. If we .step u in the cemetery, "with such an inscription as would. Truly and faithfully,
ELIZABETH M. F. DENTON
manfully and ~o our duty, 1t will be the greatest revolution tha ·be the voice of an angel speaking unto the dead an dill
~as ever been I'!l the ca~se. Let us step up and take sach ac damned."
TROY, N. Y.• Dec. !J, 1882.
tlon that our Llberal fnends throughout the length and bread
M W k
"d "T' h
d f
d ' MESsRS MACDONALD WAKEMAN AND STONE· Dear
pf the land will fall in with us at once·, A.nd by doing so
.
r:
a eman sal :
.o.~ our propose
. or a -} .
· .
.
'
.
' •
· .
_
believe we flhall help the cause that is most dear to the heart of, 'Jourmng (10 o'clock) has arnved, and the busmess of Fr~ends-It ls WI th a fee~mt1 ofd sot~owf and di~p
every true freeman.
this meeting now will be to pass that resolution. I pomtment that 1 read o
. e ea
o .poor
r.
MR. WAKEM~N: _I will sav, in r~gard .to this monnmen~, understand Mr. Ryan to propose in that resolution Bennett to-day, from your. cncul~r-sorrow for the
that the J?lace m '!h1ch Mr. ~ennett ~~buried-Greenwood-Is that a certain sum be appropriated to ut up a suit- loss of so fine a man, and d1sap.powtment at his _nc t
one that IS exceedmgly beautiful. It IS a place where two ways bl
t
th
. . G P
d
d. :being able to liv. even for a few years more, JU t
meet, which would make the monument that should be placed a e monumen over e rema~ns m reenw?o .' an ~when his life and career were becoming so promisth~re over h~ remains very conspicuous. _It is a very a.ppro- then th:"'t a fm:ther fu.nd be ra1sed by s:ubscnptiOn or,,io . It has indeed been a sorrowful rluty that you
p~ate place, It see!lls ~ me, to _have a smtable mo~ument to otherwise to, lf poss1ble, erect a hallm memory of- ;hfv been called to do, to n?tify .the Liberals Gf the
his Il!f'mory; and If th1s comn:1tt.ee shou~d be appomted and Mr. Bennett-a Truth Seeker Hall. Every newspa- country of the death of then ch1ef. I ap1 UJ?able to
should propo~e a dollar. subscr1pt10n, for mstance, froll_l all the per in this city nearly has now a public building attend his funeral to-morrow, bnt I hop~ (If I am
truth seekers m the Umted States, the fund necessary, It seems
d b 1"t 'd
' ll h
f h f
d
alive) to be able some da.y to add my .m1te t.r:ward
to me, could be very soon raised; and with an appropriate in- name
Y .an genera Y t e name«? t e oun er 'the erection of a fine monument for h1m, which, I
sc!iption., the work that has been s~ggested by that .resolution of the p!!.p~r IS added· _:And I sho!lld }Ik.e tc;> s~e THE~!doubt not will soon be co~menced. One can hardly
might be done. I merely throw th1s out now before the com TRUTH SEEKER after tb1a have a lme 1n 1t s1m1lar to realize that Ml'. l3ennett 1s no. more (as ~e undermittee is appointed to see if any suggestions may be made tha that of the New York Tribune, 'Founded by D. M., ·stand it). If I eyer ~ished for 1m mortality It is now,
the committee would follpw out.
Bennett·' and then that hall should be one in whio~to. compensate hlm (m a meashu:re. at leaett) for. aHll he
·
··
·
· ' .
.
has suffered at the hands or Is . pereecu ors.
ow
Mr. P utnam paid a glowmg and eloquent tnbute all Liberals should feel that they had an mterest . timely was the history of his tile, g:tven for the
~o the memory and worth of.the hero dead, conolud- ~where, perhaps, the Liberal Club might meet, and~!beneflt of the readers of THE T_RUTH SEEKER a few
mg as follows: "l hope, friends, as we pass awa where there would be a continuous home for THE~weeks agot O~e '':ould really t~mk that he seemed
1
1
from this meeting,. that we s?al! have our hearts :rnuTH SEEKER, a.nd fo~ Liberal thought and Bpeech -~ge~~~~r!h:~v~~s 1!r:h:r~~k~f~: gfit~o Th~ ~b'e:~~
warm, that they w1ll burn w1thm us toward on m New York. It 18 pos:nble now for that to be done; must feel the loss of poor Mr. Bennett as severely'
a_nother, that we m. ay t?us ~>:ave a bea!ltiful, social a~d let the committee that is to be appointed ?On· as they would that of a near relativ; it does seem
life created he!e w1thm th1s. great mty of New s1d~r th~ matter and report or frame resolutiOns; so 1o me_.
. _
_
.York, that we Liberals may know one another, .tha whwh w1l~ embody that object if ~hey think prol?er.~·m~ib~~i~g th~u ~i~~Y ~ 11b.1!Y ~ff~,Y~~~ nbo;:·Z::Wdl~=t
we !D-ay unders~and one another, that we may no The ques~10n before the League w!ll he the appomt- uer oost f~end, ar~ triej:!d~. yonr~ fraternally,
btllmnpl~ MC!UaltttGrwes, l:r!lt th!lt w~ may b!.l ~rr~e ment oft4~t OQ.U:Ul)itte.@,n ·
"'
-' · - · ·
'
··'
W~i.DA~t.
c,

1

0

'

'
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Here is what I thought of-the above premises after~~·hav to change our premises." What l change im.
I got true with the study: 1. They tell you there is mutable, fixed, and unchangeable premises that God
l!!llllii9!1li:lailllilllil!!lli11531llllili. .DIII!IIIIIIi!llll'llllllliillill!iiliilillli. ._ .. ._iilllll!lala God, but offer no proof of it,
2. They teach that., established! If science is true, then Jesus was a
something-i.
countless
millions
9f worlds-waslmortal god.
The Conclusions of a Student.
.once nothing; that is, that an abstraction existed
When Moses said, "Thus saith the Lord, your
I should giv millions of gold if the following the- from eternity, but that something did not;'that God God," if Moses was sincere-and I judge he was be.
ologioal dootrin could be established as true:
lived from all eternity and died from all eternity in 'cause he oommitte4 a murder before he became the
t I. There is a personal, intelligent God.
order to appease the wrath of himself.
·
. 'law-giver of the desert-did he know himself who said
f: 2. Man is immortal.
That God was boundless in benevolence and omnip- thus and so to him? Did Jehovah take pains to iden·
~ 3. There is a l~fe beyond the grave.
otent in power, and worked and toiled to bless man- tify himself to Moses? The nearest Jehovah came to
To find out for myself whether the above prem- kind from the eons of eternity, and yet created it was when he showed his hind parts to the lawises were true or false I left home at the age of man naked, with the cold frosts of winter to come giver. Let us look for a moment at Mos~s and his
thirteen and plodded through college, law, and the- and go. He forgot to make a world full of clothing. God.
This Jehovah at one time came down to see if the
ology, and now at the age of 38 I propose to tell He forgot to make the steam-engin, the steamship,
you wha.t I hav found.
the telegraph, the urinting-press, the telephone, th rumor about the Sodomites was true; at another
In the great trQadmill of college I had to grind loom, the mariner;& compass, the telescope. But time he proposed to perjure himself and violate his
daily so much of Latin and Greek, and at the end of God did not forget to institute human slavery; he oath to Abraham, Isaac, and Jao<;~b, whom he had
six years I learned that my teachers had been dead did not forget to command fathers to stone thei ,promised that their descendants should be a great
two thousand yealll. A dead age is teaohin~ a liv- 'own children to death (aee Moses's laws); he did no ~nation and sealed it with an oath, and, as St. Paul
· ing age. Modern life is feeding upon dead life th:!.t forget to institute a prieathood and a government of says, awore by himself because there was no higher
lived, did the work of ita age, and passed away.
kings to rule with an iron heel, and what the priest- .power to swear by, and afterward tolci Mo1es that
When I stgpped out of this Latin and Greek tread- hood failed to ateal froll\ the poor ignorant peoplei,he was going to destroy the whole outfit of Hebrew8
mill I feund I had paid three thouaand dollars for a ,the kings took. 0 immortaf God I how I wor-rrtexoept Moses. Moses touched Jehovah on his honor
few manners and the ability to translate a few Latin 'ship yon.
·
,and told him to "remember thine oath, 0 Lord, that
and Greek phrases that no thorough sohular ever
Your reign on earth baa been in showers of blood. thou swearest to Abrahani, to Isaac, and to Jacob;"
uses, and that I was, by my education and manners, Your chariot was driven by Joshua axle-deep in the How ill that for a God?
Think of the egotism of a race of priests oonstitutisolated from my fellow-men.
blood of women with child; it was' driven by your
I next tackled law, and after a five years' course, servant Constantine, who put the cross on the hilt o ing themselvs prophets telling the ·people what God
and five year's readi.ag, I found· it to be a greate the sword as a fit sign for the name in which he anted and what was in store for them. Would
humbug than Latin and Greek. I found it was all murdered the earth. Your chariot was driven through almage read -for a morning lesson the story of
built upon dead statutes, pa18ed to third reading and aeas of blood till you reached the eighteenth century, udah and his daughter-in-law? Could he find
to death by Roman Cicei'Os, and weven and inter- when the mighty power of thinking men put a stop aome great spiritual phosphorous pointing to Christ
woven with the ignorance and brutality of decaying to your further bloody progres11 and drove you out of as the aavior of the world in the cave scene of Lot,
and dying dynauties for two thouaand years. In a ranee and compelled you to behave your11elf in Eng- or could he become eloquent over the law of apostolic
word, I found that the law was given by the rich as land and Germany. Yourinspiredmurderers in New ucoesilion in the story of Onan? Will Talmage be
a legacy to the poor.
·
jEngland had to call a halt when the Constitution o 10 la{ood as to tell us the difference between the inWhen Moaea wrote, "Thou shalt not steal," he the United States spread its civil leavea over the piration of Ehud, who, daggerin hand, aaid to King
wa11 at the head of a. mob of three millions of va- !Continent, and quietly and majestically repudiated Eglon, "I hav a message from God for you," and
grants who had atolen everything from their neigh. )Moses'• god, Buddha's god, Brahms's god, Zoroas- Guiteau, the modern prophet? The Bible says;
bors, the Egyptians, they could lay banda upon, and ,tar's god11, Mohammed's god, and all the other goda 11 And he, Ehud, judged Israel forty years."
Moses and the elden around him had stol.en every- too tedious to mention.
.
When Iarael divided, and became Israel and Judah,
thing from these peculiar vagrant11; aud in order to · I never reached a solution of the vast mystery Elijah was leading prophet of Judah, and h.e enticed
protect himself and hia clique from the mob he thun- uurrounding me. I know that I exiilt-that I am ver four hundred prophets of Baal or Ierael to a
lmade up of a corporeal body of nerves, hingea, pul- wonhip, ·and then turned the soldier11 loose on them
dered the command, "Thou shalt not steal."
So in all ages the rich thieves h!!.v said in their 1Iys, bones, and am a sentient, thinkini being. I and murdered all of them by divine command.
statute books to the poor and little thieves, "Thou :know when I think that every part of my being is
King David, the sweet singer of Israel, never sang
shalt not !!teal."
.
lin action; that all the wonderful and vast machinery 10 sweetly as he did when he was told by the prophet
If a poor man t01l1 and labors for the wealthy ;of this body is in play to keep the King Brain in Na~han that his seduction of. Bathsheba, and the
(i.e, becomes the wealthy man's voluntary slave at action. I am a vast looomotiv, in motion oontinu- murder of her hUBband, Uriah, were hidden and oova. per diem of fifty ?ents), and his employer ·~lly, without a stop; I build the fires in the engin ered up by the Lord without even David's asking for
refus;ea pay~en~, t~e maJesty ?f the law comes to ~oom, my stomach, daily, which consumes food, the favor.
.
the poor man s atd m the followmg manner: the poor !another form of fuel. I know that all I am and al
Time would fall me to tell you of Jonah and the
man must ileonre the costs before th~ law w1ll operate II .hope for is contained in this body-life, hope, fear, whale, and Daniel in the lion's den, and the three
at all. If the law compelled the r10h man to secure joy, and love. All knowledge is of an intniti Hebrew children in the fiery furnace; but I come to
the debt, then one might find a definition for law.
jnatnre, and all I know of the outside world i11 con- the bosa act after Josb.us. had stopped the sun and
I received the sledge-hammer blows of the majesty :Veyed to my internal consciousness through th moon in order that he might see to rip up a few more
of the law in Coke on Littleton, Blackstone's whirl- ~enses I posgess. I know, after studying Darwin, women with child to glorify Jehovah. I come to
igi.g, drove through two thousand volumes of Roman ~Huxley, Tyl'ldall, Spencer, and the German philoso Ezekiel. I ask Mr. Beecher, Mr. Talmage, anti Mr.
and Briti11h law, and learned at law that "law was . hers, that nature never lies. Thales, of Greece, Collyer to read to their congregations the fourth
a rule of action," or that "water runa down hill in- iAristotle, Diogene1e, Democritus, Archimedes, Lu- chapter of Ezekiel, and say whether they would like
stead of up hill; and that the great majesty of the ~retius, and a line of snob scientists down to Galileo to take board, in the name of the Lord, a few months
law and its fame was found in clearing the guilty Copernicus, Kepler, Newton-all found that natur with the prophet, and what they think of a god that
rich, and in making convicts of the poor for civil never lies. Let us put these witnesses upon the stand would order such a bill of fare.
sheriffe and wardens to grow rich stealing the food and the prophets. The testimony of all the earth i
But enough now of these ancient boss liars who
from the convicts' stomachs.
ithat no man ever rose from the dead.
played with the planetary system as a man plays
I found that in America there were 5,000,000 of : The prophets, priests, kings, and apostles say tha with billiards to-day. Let us look, in closing, at the
these oonvicte, with 500,000 poliahed and unpolished ; noch, the seventh from Adam, went up to God; tha resurrection of Jesus again. While he was on the
public thieves guarding them, stealing their food !Elijah went up in a chariot of fire, and that ·one cross the Jews told him if he would come. down they
and stealing their labor. For ten dollars, I found, a 1Jesus, after being crucified, a spear run through his would believe him. H he rose from the dead and
rich man could buy of the law an indulgence to flo !heart, and buried, did rise from the dead, because this stupendous miracle actually took ylaoe, why did
or cowhide his poor neighb9r, while his poor neigh ione woman said she found the grave empty one Sun- he go sneaking about here and there, m upper rooms
bor had to go to prison for the same act. I found day morning. Is this hearsay evidence of persons and out in·the country, and two days after the resurthat. for twenty-five dollars thiil great governmen dead two and tl~ree thousand years ago any evideno reotion pull out of Judea altogether and go seventy
would sell any man an indulgence to manufacture , o me? I demand, first, that they, the Christian miles north into Galilee, and there go fishing with his
drunkards, pauper11, vagrants, thieves, and murderers, theologians, prove that there is a God; second, tha dieciple11, and attend a fish-bake in daylight with
while the majesty of the law punished th~ vagrant, they prove he inspired men to do miraolee; third, them?
the drunkard, the thief, the murderer, for beoomin that those men did perform miracles; and, fourth,
But Jesus never once appeared in Jerusalem after
such, and then set public thieves over him to work that a miracle, or an impossibility. is possible.
the crucifixion. Had he risen from the. dead and
· him and steal his food. 0 imperial, majestic law! I
Let us bring the resurrection of Jesus into oour gone to Pilate and said: "Here I am, Jesus whom you
left thee and courted thy sister, Theology.
and look at it for a moment. It is provea and spiked to the cross. Here is my side where the spear
I was told in the lecture-room that theology was granted on all sides that Jesus was dead when the entered my hea-rt," that would forever ha.v settled the
from two Greek.words, theo·and logos-theo, God, and oenturian reported the fact to Pilate. Jesus was fact that a god had been crucified. Had he gone
logos, word or science of God. J:Iere is what I got crucified on the charge of blasphemy, and hence was into the council chamber of the Sanhedrim and said, .
for four years' study and two thousand dollars:
a criminal in the eyes of the law, and the executioner "You crucified me because I said I w~s the son of
1. God existed from all eternity. 2. Nothing else had control of the body. The two thieves that died God; here I am, the risen God," the whole worl(J.
did. 3. God made out of the potentialities of noth- with him were carried to the south of J ernsalem and would hav known it. All history would. be full of
ing the immense universe of worlds in six days. 4. cast into the fire of gehenna. Had it not been fo it, instead of, as it is now, silent. He had nothing to
He saw from all eternity just what mankind would' Joseph, Jesus would hav shared the same fate, but i fear; he had risen from the dead; but no, his discido, so he commenced dying from'the beginning of is represented that Jesus's enemies bethought them~ ples make him play the part of a sneak around the
eternity, and manifested said death in time on a selvs the day after Jesus was buried, and asked a eea of Galilee for forty days, and then make Jesus
wooden cros11, in the obscure town of Jerusalem, in a guard of Pilate to watch a dead man to keep him suddenly appear at Bethany and ascend into heaven.
the reign of the Crei!ars, under the command and from rising from the dead, for they said to Pilate And now all must be damned who do not believe
warrant of Pontius Pilate. All this was .done to, .that" this deceiver said after three days he would that Jesus arose from the dead.
save the elect that had been elected to eternal life rise again." If such a scene ever took place, the · I ceased reading the Bible six years ago, and hope
millions of years before a shaft of light had left the Pharisees and scribes would never hav called o never to read. it again. When I look around me and
quiver of the red-hot sun.
Pilate at all. Had they believed that there was the see a land full of churches, and oontroled by two
That-God designed everything for man's benefit. remotest possibility of Jesus rising from the dead hundred thousand preachers and priests, who are
He made the grass green to fit the condition of man's they would hav had the executioner carry the bod
on-producers, who take up collections from the
eyes, and the seas he made for ships to travel upon. along with the two rolobers and seen that it was poor twice every Sunday, and for which offense a
An Irishman just at my left hand remarked, "How. cburnt without for a moment losing sight of it. poor man at Washington, D. C., was sent to the
in the name of howly Mosea, could Columbus hav After the arrest of Jesus they never left him a mo- workhouse ninety days a short time ago; when I see
discovered America if the ocean had not first been ment until he wail dead.
these fellows leading dress parade every Sunday,
made?" Sure enough ; but then Columbus migh
This story would make any judge and jury smile. riding in their liveried rigs, while the poor are oryhav rode over or walked.
Science tells us that all nature possesses in itself the ing for bread; when I see all this done in the name
5. I was taught that a heaven of peace and joy seeds of death. Theology says that man was created of him who had not where to lay his head, I say the
awaited the truly good, and a hell of so:r:rOWt of fire, immortal, a:ad Dr. Haven said to me in the class, "I only difference between a preacher and a saloon
gnd brin:u'lt·on~ ~n·r~ited tht~ l)a~ lllhm~r,
.J!Ci(lnQe pr()v~s tlt~t man W!U! m:e~t(ld mm1"'l w~ will keeper is, orw ~l',llle his wind fQ:r Qne1 two, up to
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The New Era•
twenty,five thousand- doll&rs per ye3r1 while the IThe little child is first, in childhood, a little pagan;
o~her sells his -fire-water for what he can get. When second, when older, Christian, and finally, when nia·
I see a land full of cripples, a land full of insane ture, an Infidel, reformer, evolutionist, truth seeker,
ANOTHER OPEN LETTER TO T. B. WAKEMAN, ESQ.
asylums, full of workhouses, jails, arid prisons, I ask, postivist, German philosopher, Freethinker, TheosoFrom the Boston Investigator.
Is this the result· of two thousand years of the preach- phist, scientist, _Liberal, or an anti-fetich Christian
FRIEND W .A.KEM.A.N: I hav just read your letters,
ing of the meek and lowly Jesus, and the fulfilling of some kind.
extracts from lectures, etc., to Messrs. Mendum and
of pis text, "And I, if I be lifted up from the earth,
All honor to D. M. Bennett in the field of truth Seaver, and begin to think that I hav wronged you
will draw all men to me?"
_
seeking, a:ad all honor to Ford, I say again, in the in my last two cards in the Investigator, and that it
If there is a God he never ordered that Bible or field offree land. With both these reformers I am was more your words than Dr. Draper's that started
any other written. If there is a God he would not an ardent co-worker.
me to proclaim the 282 Freethought Calendar last
permit that Bible to exist .. If there is a God he
My wife tells me I hav three hobbies. First, free ~anua:ry, and also that you {i1·st conceivEd the idea
would not permit such a world as ours to exist as it land; second, all men producers of some kind- of basing a calendar on Bruno and !600;
Iiow is. He would not permit a few men to own all workers; third, equal rights of the sexes in all things.
I hav disliked you and Mr. Courtlandt Palmer corthe gold and reduce fifty.millionsof people to tribute, I could add others. The sin of going into any kind dially for a few weeks, thinking that through you
for a man who is worth one hundred million dollars of debt whatever-this, Mr. Editor, I know you will two !was being more wronged than I per hap!! really
keeps two hundred thousand men poor. If man not gainsay aa- regards your subscribers-co-opera- am, for if you can prove to me that your article in
were immortal it would not be necessary to kill 'him tion, etc.
HEN:&Y GEORGE GORDON.
THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 15, 1881, contained the
in order that he might liv always. If there is a life
Portland, Oregon.
words that you say immediately followed your refbeyond the grave, no mortal knowa it, and the 'deadll,llll!illl:iil!ll!al:lilllllllliZIIim!IIB!I!!ilii!IIIZII!illiiiBIOi!$lll>lill!liilllllllllii!lilil!l!liiiiii!ISm81--!lerence there to Dr. Draper's idea of a monument to
know it not. So aaid Solomon, and I believe him.
Christianity Reinforced.
Bruno in St. Peter's at Rome, viz. : "But would it
I look: upon Christianity and all religions as the low
not be a. surer and nobler monument than any 'enlies of all ages:
GJto:&GE H. BETHARD.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir· during bronze' could ever he, to date the calendar
Milw-aukee; Wis., Nov. 2, 1882.
From the Kansail City Journal I cut the inclosed ac- of this new era of science and man from the year
aiii!IIIDR. . .III!illlllllillliiii. . .DIIIIIi!lli_ _ _ _ _l!lilll!llllllillillllilli!llllllililllliliilllcount of an interview with the notorious and infa- 1600 as the year one?" I will more th~n willingly
mous Frank James, now incarcerated in the jail of acknowledge that I hav been wronging you inBtead
.A Land Reformer.
Jackson county, Missouri, and ahortly to be tned for of you me, for I as strongly object to robbing others
.There's no free thought without free land,
several murders and any number of highway rob- ,._._,~''_ t,0 being robbed myself, and accordinrrly, I hereby
_ And no land free men buy.
b ·
~
~
l!'ree men and land together stand,
erieB.
withdraw my last two cards in the Investigator.
Orbothtogetherdie.
'
It will, no doubt, delight our Christian friends to
Our mutual friend, Josh Billings, sayi, ''It is hu
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: On learn that so eumplary and holy a man as this man to error," and although I now cherish no ill will
looking over a past number of THE T:auTH SEEKER colossal murderer and thief is not in 11ympathy with toward you, I yet feel somewhat pleased to see that
myey~meets a letter which interests me exceedingly, Mr. Ingersoll, and will doubtless gr0atly distress the your humanity is as evident as my own, for your let
signed "A Workingman." In this communication latter to know that his great and noble efforts in the ter in to-day's '!'RUTH SEEKER containo more errors
he touches on a subject in which I am above all other work of releasing the minds of mankind from the than any document of its size inNorth A'meric». But
issuelil of the day most interested-free lands. We thraldom of superstition do not meet with the in view of the fact that the adoption of thiil calendar
all'know that the kind of land cows are pastur13d on appro~al of 11uch a lover of the Bible, such a firm be by even yourself, as well as all other persom, iii due
makes both the quality of butter, and in the end, liever in God, as Mr. Frau_k James, murderer, etc.
to me, it does seem aA though your remark, that
shapes, molds, and even determine the breed of the
R. H. MoRTON.
other folks hav "done more for the new calendar
cow or fixes her type. And 'tis just so with free
VRANK J.!MES oN INGERSOLL.
idea than Mr. Hill," is "thin" enough to defeat
land and the people sustained thereon. In propor:
Scores of persons visited the ,illustriOus- prisoner, Frank itself.
Very truly yours,
GEo. N. HILL.
tion all the land ill free (and consequently in that ~ames, in his -cell at Independence yesterday, many of his old
Bos,ton, Mass., Dec 2, Anno Scientia, 282.
proportion are wages high or low) so men become [friends being among the number, together with the usual crowdl!l 11•ilil"*"l!l!liiEB-RUrrm-E!i!ll!IBI!Illiililii!lillll!lllll-arr15!1!11m~ll!l!ll!Zi!i!l!l1i:i§ii¢iilii!'.l:i8!il:i!4!llll!!!l!il:~:s-~~:""'~,
t ll f
A
1
t
1 dl d
m who go to see him tlirough curiosity. The morning he reserved
men a Y ree.
poor 11 ave 0 a an or or to a for his personal wants, going to the barber shop to get a shave.
Petrified Trees.
employer will be a siave to ,superstition and tradition. L~te in the evening a Joumal representativ called at the jail.
Poor, distracted Ireland can never become priest- free The usual formality of sending a csrd to him was omitted, and
Stone forests are in many parts .Of the world. A
till she becomes land free, therefore the first basic the scribe was ushered in to the prisoner unannounced.
number of stony trees hav been recently 1;eceived
principle with me is free land. By this I mean that The prisoner was -not so well as a few days since. There- 'lot the Smithsonian Institute from the West. In
our brave old knight-errant, D. M: Bennett, has a porter intimated that the confinement did not admit of suffi- many cases they are hardened by the peculiar atright to as much land all he can -bui"ld a house on, vn_r cient
exercise
that
that was
not mosp h ere as th ey sta n d ' an d lll
. o th ers th ey are
the reason,
butfor
thathealth,
he hadwhen
beenFrank
talked-said
almost
to death
by the
farm on, wherever such land is not occupied; that crowds that were coming in constantly. Though a larg-e num- buried, the parts being replaced by mineral matter.
everv man and woman who is a citizen hail as much ber visited him yesterday, when approached by the Journa The little Colorado River in Arizona has long been
right to free land as he or she hal'! to the rain or sun- man he was as cheerful as ever, and was seated in a cane rock· 'a famous locality for such finds. At one place more
shine of the heavens.
ing chair in the upper corridor. He was smoking a Havana- than 1,500 cords of trunks and sections of logs were
he smokes
a great number of cigars, and eats celery to offse f
.
,I h eard G eorge S tuart,
of Ph"l
I a d e l ph"Ia, d el iver a the
nervousness
that otherwise would prostrate him on account oun d b y government surveyors. M.ost of tnem
lecture in Manchester, England, in which he !laid of incessant smoking.
.
were silicified. Many are '1 feet or more in diameter
that "there is ss much land in the Mississippi valle
The criminal, in speaking of news, said that a nply to Inger and from 20 to 70 feet in hight. The greater part
alone as would support all the people in the worl
ll would appear in the Globe-Democrat of some issne durin:; of them hav probably been covere_d in the marl
were it cultivated as England is." And yet thoug
e week. He requested that a copy of the Globe be secured that originally was 1,000 feet thick. Some of the
hundreds of millions of acres of the same are not i
r him. Referring to Ingersoll, he denounced him as a hlas- trees are changed to J"asper, assuming numerous
emer and hypocrit.
use, no one can build or farm on a single acre o
"Ingersoll," continued Frank, "goes abroad denounci~g hues, while others resemble opal and when broken
Imitable land without first paying the "d()gs h the i•he Bible, t~ most sacred of all books. He ridicules its teach- open the core is found lined with crJ stals of the
manger!!" their monopoly pricel!. It is this state of ings and the savior, and yet amid all this he has hearers to the most beautiful tints. Louisiana and Ohio are noted
811'airs that builds up Fifth avenues and palatial number of two thousend, while a man for using an indecen localities for fossil trees. In the former state,
mansions, and on the other hand creates the wrewhed word while drunk, will be confin~d thirty days. My God, how several years ago, in turning up the ground, an
can such a state of affairs be?"
hovels of the poor, the debt, the law bond, the menHis reference was made to the interview with Bob Ingersoll, ancient forest layer wa~ unearthed, and in ~uccession
tal bond, the mortgage, the stock gambling, and th~ as published in the Journal, by a visitor who said that it was two others below it, and scient,i;;;ts judge from the
ten thousand ways by which the non-producers lh !exaggerated, and that Bob had not said so much against the size of the trees that from the time of the first l!!ye1
off the producers. This truth is self-evident to tru~ prisoner as was rep"·rted. James replied that "eny man" ho to the last 50,000 years must hav elapsed. In the
philanthropists and real friends of humanity-tha would 'l.Ssail the sacred book would dare do anything," adding: remains of the glacial drift in Ohio old forests are
1 d h ld
b b
ht
d
ld th
a "The Lord is my helper. I care not what men shall do or SaJ often di"scovered. Some hav been buried b~neat.h
an 8 ou no more e oug an so
an
~gainst me. Ingersoll is doing unspeakable i11jury to this nahuman being. Let then everyone advocate to hav ion. He is sowing the seeds of iniquity in the minds of ow the water by the sinking of the land. Some of the
whatever land he or she can make use of free, aslo~g !Youth."
·
Ohio trees are not entirely changed into stone, being
as it lasts, and when these United States are all in A visitor replied: "He is having a good influence upon all. yet soft, while others are found in all stages from
_use and under cultivation, those who want farms and ~e is causing them to think. He advocates adherence to no rock to porous sponge matter.
land to build on c
( h th"
t
h ll h ·~ doctrin. He is a lover and a helper of his fellow-man."
In some parts of the island of .Antigua, one of the
an go W en IS conn ry s a
a•
James then said, speaking to the visitor, " Even in you we
become one immense Garden of Eden) to South [hav an illustration of his evil influence upon the youth, who British leeward group, there are most remarkable
America or Africa. Why should we monopolize are a young man, and one, I suppose, whose mother endeavored examples of stone forests. The trees are in many
land, and thus bring a curse on our children, and to rear in the light of Christian truth, but in your advocacy of instances of great size, presenting a curious sight
children's children in their being obliged to buy on Ingersoll you are on the downward path, and unless you turn with living birds perched upon their leafless and
t"
th t 1 d th ·
b · ht f b" h
· ·
from its evil way you will go to hell."
stony lim.bs.
1me a an ' eir own Y rig 0 ut or Citizen- 'l'he visitor, endeavoring to retrieve, said that he did not inship? See here, in Oregon there are 6,466 farms. Of dorse Ingersoll, but believed in free thinking, that God never
The fossil palms are the most remarkable of all
these 2,416 are rented from landlor~s, and the bal- made man to put him here and giv him freedom, yet bind these stony forms. They generally hav a cylindriance almost all mortgaged to the railway company, 'him by laws which would compel him to pay his allegiance to cal stem, rising to a great hight, crowned with a
bankers, note-shavers, monopolists, etc. Can truth the Alm!ghty.
. · "
.
. . _ canopy of foliage that stands upon the rook in high
seeking make any headway under such a state of ~o th1s Mr: James r~plied: In man there 1s an mtwtwn relief.
_. ?. Th" --k 0 f "t 1 b. t 60 OOO OOO
.
wh1ch tells h1m there IS a God, and any man who says to the
S e 0 d rful stone forests have be n
th d
a ff aus
m . I -a ou
• '
acres given contrary is a hypocrit. He deceives himself. God does liv,
om w n e
e unear e
away by. the U~Ited States goyernment to the North- and it seems that he will sometime !ltrike Ingersoll to earth for by the workers in the building-stone quarries of the
ern Pacific Railway Co. I The government has no his blasphemy. How any man can liv and hav his being in Isle of Portland, from which comes the famous
right to giv away an acre except for actual settle .•~his univers~ _and say th~re is no God, I don't _know." . Tn,~n- building stone. The workmen had cut down to
ment thereon and when this settlement is not made mg to the VISitor, who srud he would hav to ret1re, he sa1d: If what they termed a dirt bed, and suddenly came to
the land shouid be forfeited or lapse back for the use ~<:u follow Ingersoll you so~e day may be where I .am now, in _the stony forest standing upright. There were
.
.
.
. ·
•
Jail, and I know finally mil be m hell, so turn as1de. There h d d f
f
f
Th
of whoever will make It productiv, as m the mmes. is no one more lenient than the creator and you yet may escape un re s o trees a ew eet apart.
e tops apThis is the law of right and justice. Thwart it, war, •the torments of hades."
'
peared to hav been wrenched off, but many were
bloodshed, ruin will follow. Support it and m:ake it
forty feet in hight. On some of the limbs were the
a fact, happy ~homes, an activ people, Freethinkers
THE warriors who manage the interests of the Sal- 'delicate stems, and here and there leaves and twigs.
and truth seekeu follow-workers, instead of preach- vation Army in this city claim that they have secured In Van Diemen's Land similar forest.s !l.1'8 known,
era, lawyers, note.shavers, land grabbers, and human three thousand converts here. They say, however, the great trunks being calcified arid partly silicified,
leeches in general who liv off the workman, the that the· converts ''are so afraid of being chaffed" while others are changed into chalcedony. They
widow, and orphan. I, too, could almost worship that not one-twentieth of them are willing to appear were found, in most cases erect, with the branches
Patrick Ford for his support of free lands, and for in public. The army announces its intention to and limbs scattered about their roots. So natmal
his advocacy of labor emancipation, and forgiv, too,. wage war against the hosts of sin in meetings on the were many of theae that a newly arrived laborer
his worship of a fetich-God, Christ, Holy Mary, steps of the City Hall every Tuesday afternoon until aent out to collect wood brought in a load, compl:l-inand the saints. What is this superstition after all further notice. The pleasure of holding these meet- ing of its heaviness. They are used, however, being
to the vital questions of bread and butter, and who ings and of attending them is hardly as great as it .burnt for lime.
knows but that he may be a Liberal at heart but has might be if the bootblacks and other somewhat;~~--=--·~m~mw!il!illll!!l!lillll&lB*+i!!!ll:li!B••ull!lll!&!151iiaal!l!&'!,.!!l!!tt!:Cml!l,,~o:.;e:~a~.~!'UI5.lillm
to ?e a C~tholic in outward appearance? If a child irreverent young perll!OP~ would refraiq f!"()Il1 (lnaffTHE T:auTH SEEKER will be ~;~ent thrA~ months tq
beb~nlil m ",M:Qt~~:r J!qbbard " why qn~f'!£l!}i" it? ling the s:peakers.
·
JWW l!l~bt!QJ"ihers for 50 cent!'!,
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PHILADELPHIA, Dec.- 8, 1882.
NEw YoRK, N.· Y., Nov. 8, 1882.
MR. EDITOR: Oan it be true that the great and
MR. EDITOR: The Rev. R. Heber Newton, in a s.ergood man, D. M. Bennett., no longer livs? It is hard mon a while ago, says: "The story of. Abraham is
illtlilli!lli!ilm!!m!;;;W!Will·'III-NP9111BH~eelllillloti!llllllllWilli!!:i£':iiiiiiii5IBIIIB!!Illl:lilll'53~w for one to realize the fact who. has been so recently that of a magnificent manhood; he was courageous,
TwiN BRIDGES, MoN., Nov. 21, 282,
.cheered and encouraged in a lonely prison cell by pious, and -of fine qualities."
·
·
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5, which you kind words penned by one who seemed to liv only
I deny lt.
·
will place to my credit and continue to send THE to make others happy and bring to the greatest Did Abraham show magnificent manhood ·in
TRUTH SEEKER, which has taken the place of the good number the greatest good. Words cannot express pawning off his wife as his sister? Was it magnift. book in my family.
JosEPH PENNINGTON. ,the re"gret and deep sorrow I feel at reading the sad cent manhood in him to sell her person to a rich
.liJ}es announcing his death, which I received only king?· Did. he prove his magnificent manhood when
PHENIX:, ARIZONA, Nov_. 22,1882.
an hour ago. Every true Liberal and Freethinker he received sheep, oxen, asses, camels, and servants
MR, EDITOR: Inclo.sed find $10, for whwb please ,throughout the world, around which he has so re- as compensation for his wife's shame?
send me" A Tru:h Seeker Around the World;',' the · cently journeyed, must feel as if a member of his or
Did he not doubly assassinate his majlnificent
Ingersoll-Black d1scussion, and the good old I RUTH her own household is being laid to rest. Dead! manhood when he repeated . the whole transaction
SEEKER,
W. 0. WATKINS. .But his spirit still livs, and his deeds and works will with a second king? Did Abraham exhibit maguifl'ever liv, ail will his mem_ory, sacred in the hearts 0 cent manhood when he oecame the father of jl. child
u. s. IRO:l'I'CLA.D LEHIGH, } H.ll
Liberals. I speak from personal experience when by his wife's servant girl? Did he prove magnificent
0ITY PoiNT, VA, Dec. 1, 282·
.I say I know he ·was the friend of the poor and. manhood in allowing this girl (Miss Hagar), with
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5-$'l.50 for next :those in distress-held down under. the iron hand· o . babe in arms, to be driven from hill house into the
year's subscription to TnE TRUTH SEEKER, $1.50 for
idesr)otism and oppression. The first number of m , wilderness to perish? Was it the c!imax of magnifitl-te fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the
paper, issued yesterday, has testimony to this faCt. cent ·manhood in him when he deliberately sharpWorld," 50 cents for postage, and send the remaining ;n is with feelings of much regret that circumstances ened a lmife with which to butcher his son? ,
50 cents to Elmina for the Tuttle fund.
·will prevent me from attending the funeral next
It will not do for Rev. New~on to say Abraham's
Yours fraternally,
FRED SMITH.
Sunday, Please convey to Mrs. Bennett my heart- wife was taken from him by force. He was strong
F IR HAVEN OoNN Nov 22 1882
:relt ~'>ympathy in this her hour of a-reatest sorrow. enough to hav fought for her. A magnificent, manA d fl. d $'
h" 1'f' f t'h '
· 1 In the loss to the world of D. M. Bennett, human- hood would hav fought to victory or death.
5
I
l
E
M
.
_R. DITbOR:. ~ic oset ~ T- a s or e rne::~ity has lost one of its greatest, best, 'and trues
Will Mr. Newton deny this? .

ot my s~ ~cr{f fon E~ HE T R~~H EEKKR( or b·~friende. The sad news of his sudden death will cause· Not one objection did Abraham make, according
yea:rb, a)nN aH. or
gar · h msont tnhewf su b-t:Ja shock and tha deepest sorrow in more than a hun- o holy writ. His accepting pay, not once, but twice,
sen er, ew aven, 0 Jnn, 1 s a 11 wan
e oun . ·
.
.
.
·
th ·
G · h
t d
· h
!
"A
T
th
s
k
A
d th w ld, 1
,dred thousand homes m h1s own beloved and natlv proves
at 1t was a sa 1e.
a.m e wan e ; gam e
?e er roun
e or
w len 'land.
received. Such was the magaificent. manhood of
vo 1ume 0
. ru
completed.- Wlll remit soon for the same.
Yours in sorrow
SYLVESTER F. WILSON,
Abraham upon earth He carried it with him to
Yours respectfully
J. E. BisHoP.
'
:
'
hea.ven; there he aga.m showed it, by refusing a drGp
of water to an unfortunate in hell. Here let us
· BERHAMPUR, BENGAL, INDIA, Oct. 28, 1882.
BARRE, MAss., Nov. 21, 1882.
1\fR. EDITOR: 'l'hank you for your kind donation o leave him.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav this day received the third vor tracts and pamphlets, which are of immense value
Rev. R. Heber NE)wton is an Episcopalian. He
ume of "A Truth Seeker Around the World." The fO me in exposing the false system of Ohristianity. preaches a creed that came from the brain of the
engravini'S alone are worth the price of the book. J hav translated some of the tracts and leaflets in seducer, adulterer, and murderer, Henry the Eighth.
I like your reply to T. Winter in THE TRUTH SEEKER :the Bengali language, adapting them to Bengali no- Tliis monarP.h had six wives, and murdered two.
or Nov. 18th. It doea you credit. KMp out the slang .tions and ideas, and I hope you and other L\beral
I respectfully challenge Rev. Mr. Newton to a disor all kinds if you can. Sunderland is not very clear. 1authors will not hav any objections in my translating cuseion of the merits of Abraham.
He has some truths, and a multitude of errors. I 'their works in Bengali for the benefit of the masses.
WILLIAM
FosTER.
hav had tilanlfestations he says never did and neve 11 shall be very glad to be your agent for the sale of
could occur.
ELLA E.-GmsoN.
'anti-Ohristian and Libera.! books, pamphlets, tracts,
PITTSBURGH, PA.., Oct. 31, 1882.
ietc., here in Bengal, for I am given to understand
MR. EDITOR: The undersigned is one of your subG.IUSS VALLEY, OAL., Nov. 25, 1§82.
~there are no agents here in Bengal for the sale o scribers, and has followed you on your Round-theMR. EDITOR: Please find post-office order for $5- !Liberal and Freethought works. Anti-Ohristian, Lib World trip with the greatest interest. I hav read
$2.50 to pay for TRUTH SEEKI!:R from Jan. 1, 1883, to ~ral book!, etc., are in great demand here in this letters and descriptions from other men and tourists,
· Jan. 1, 1884; $1 50 roc the fourth volume of "A Truth eountry to strike the Ohristian clergv in the face but their panorama fell far short of your live, allSeeker Around the World;" 75 cents for the "D..tr- :,'l'ith. I hope you will send me a small consign men observin~, all-eyed pictures. I rej Jice that you rewins," by Mrs. Blenker, and 25 cents for "Crimes of of the "Self-contradictions of the Bible" fOr sale.
turned sound and safe, for it was not. altogether a '
Preachers."
The Salvation Army has arrived at Bombay, and pleasure trip, nor without many dangers. I was one
By the way, your mailing-clerk has mude a mis- some of the "soldiers" were put in jail for riotin of them who did not like· to see you undertaking
take in sending the Around-the-World Books. I hav in the streets of Bombay, The whole people of India that trip, while I very much faVOJ: a trip through the
received two each tf the second and third volumes. are cryin~ them down and- cracking jokes at their· states, for I was afraid you could not stand the hardI cannot conscientiously keep them without notify- ~xpense, I am of opinion that they will soon be ships. Now that you hav got through so well I reing you. I subscribed for only one copy,
\touted out of India with_ hiss~s. I. will send you joice. I hav been a Freethinker for thirty,yCilars, and
Yours truly,
THos. N. PAINE. ';newspaper reports· of their :domgs m India by the decisivly outspoken, When I joined the Freemasons
·
1next mail. They are a_ ridiculous sect of people afte I was told I must quit advocating Freethought, hut
Nxw YoRK, Dec. 9, 1882. . (alii. h
t tt
.
.
.
I rather quit them and hav my liberty. But that
MY DEAR M:r.s. BENNETT: In this your hour of be- ''1 • ope. you gave_. my 1as 1e er an msertwn 1ll your was not· all. Through my whole life I hav been
reavement let me extend to you my heartfelt sympa- iwidely-CI~culated Jo.urnal,. THE TRUTH SEEKER,. and more or less persecute~ for opinion's sake, even
th f th l
our good husband-a loss not ·ih~pe thau the AmeriCan Ltberal brothers ~nd sisters by friends and brother Masons, who I know were
0f
Y or
e oss
Y.
bl
h
. k wlll take note of that letter and help me m my wa J·ust as free in their belief as I was, but they say·
only to yourself, but 1rrepara e to t e who1e thm - 1,
th f 1
t
f Oh · t" 'ty · th ·
ing community, and while we lay him away to his 'tof etxhpose lde ahse
sys eml~ d ..ns Ianl d~? ~s J?ar you can think what you please, but must keep shut
rest let us be consoled with the thought that his good ;0 . e wor • V:. ere ~o-ca .e
,reveren
mlSSlon- up. They were afrafd to deal with. me lest they
words and deeds can never die, but serve as a beacon- anes ~re practwmg plous frauds pretty unmo~ested. might be set down as Freethinkers. And this has
ll ht t 0 ll h 0 come within the pale of their infiu- 1 I. ":1sh to keep a copy of your p~oto~raphw por- ·followed me more or less through all my life. In
g
a w
tra1t m my album, and hope you Will kmdly take a proportion the society of this country is as bad as
ence,
.
d ·
f fl
!little trouble to send me one.
Spain was in the time of the Inquisition. A few
Please accept the accompanymg eslgn
owers
I remain fraternally yours, KEDAMATH BADU.
emblematic of the life of one who has reaped his
days ago the reverend reformers stuck their heads toreward by daring to liv in his highest consciousnes
gether to find out how they could g"t God- in the
·
FARLEY,
IowA, Dec.
1, 1882.
1y,
of right.
Very tru l y an d smcere
M E
h
1
th
·
f h Oonst1'tut1'on, arguing that said Gou was everywhere
·
H
R, DITOR: 1f t e peop e, :>r e maJority 0 t e except in our Oonstitution, and he ought to be let
A.RRIET M. ALLYN.
l .
t
b
t't t'
l
d
peop e, m any sate may y cons 1 u wna amen -in. I say keep him in your lunatic brains. We
ment prohibit the manufacture of intoxicating liq- hav no use for him anywhere, far less in our politics
OYNTHIA.NA, KY.
uors merely because the use, or abuse,-of them some- or in our great national charter. An intelligent
1\fR, EDITOR: Inclosed I send you for publication
communication from George 0. Barnes. It is a sin- times leads to drunkenness and crime, what is there preacher some time ago told me when a preacher
gular production, coming, as it does, from a popu- to hinder the same majority froin prohibiting th has bad charge of a church congregation ten years
lar evangelist. But it shows how even fanatics are importation or breeding of horses in the state, as he will feel convinced that he has not a half dozen
.their presence often leads to stealing? Oould we Ohristians among them; I told told him that they
drifting away !rom the superstitions of the past:
not, also, prohibit the preaching of supernatural re- hav none at all. I h_av five sons and one daughter,
Allow me to do a thing I seldom venture upon, viz., correct ·l'1g10n,
·
th
d f
1 b
·
th roug h none of whom are Ohristians or ever went to church.
s o peop
e ecome
a report of my utterances. Once and again I am reporte d as
· · · as ousan
•t
A
h'ld 1nsane
h
d
0
re we
I ren,. t at we nee The two eldest sons graduated at college and hold
calling Colonel Robert Ingersoll "Bob Ingersoll." Allow me ·rengwus exm ement?
·to say that if I am a" crank" I am & gentleman born and ,a parental law thrown about us, guard~n? our every fine positions. The third is a machinist, and does
bred. No one has a right to degrade me, as above, by puttinJ:? act lest we b~ le~ ?ff into crime? Prohibition means very well, The fourth and fifth attend high school.
a false utterance in my mouth. Colonel Ingersoll is a man that we, as md.1v1duals, are unable to govern our- I think I gave them something in place of religion.
whom, personally, I respect. He is a noble type of manhood. selvs. If that 1s a fact, we cannot expect to long:
Yours trury,
0. R. LEONHAEUSER,
That makes his teachings so dangerous. If he :were blackguard participate in the government of others. If unable
govern ourselvs, we ought not participate in the
LoNG LAKE, :MINN., Nov. 24, 1882.
" Btob "uhe could nhev~r do hthe awfulhw~rk ~eteilslactcoalmp~shting.
1 as e 1s, m ec u g1an
Bu gen eman as e Is, sc oar
t f
io-hb s M'
d
·
0 ve~ntmen o tour ~de "'d orbl. t mors atnh , pnslon
he is, and, above all, attacking a theolegical God, who is whol
MR. EDITOR: I would mildly inquire who the poetindefensible by Dr. Talmage,.Judge Black, or any one else, he convw s are no consl ere a e o govern emse vs, ry man of THE TRUTll SEEKER is, or the individual on
stands upon such a vantage ground that I do not wondE>r he is, :neither are they allowed to vote, hold office, nor exe- whose discretion and responsibility some of the al"sweeping the decks" by his ora.tory an~ making Infidel~ of, cute the laws. Prohibition undermines the basic leged poetry appears in THE TRUTH SEEKER's colthousands upon thousands of the best thinkers of our nabon,' principles of our free institutions-the pr1nciples of umns? The readers of your paper are mostly charold and young. A.nd I frankly confess here, as I hav often self-government
itable, patient, and long-suffering, but there is a
~aid from the platform, that if I had ~ 0 other God than the, : Every source ~f human happiness may be rendered limit to even their patience, and some day, U ·this
God whom Col. Ingersoll so fiercely, JUstly, and successfully, ;
. ·
. .
assails I would gladly take refuge, as he does, in the only com- ·a.n evll through abuse, but 1t does not follow that thing continues, will appear in New York in their
forting thought left-that there is no God. Oh, if he only .we hav the right to inflict a penalty on those who war paint, surround your office, and demand that
knew my God, and the God and our father of our Lord, Jesus .do not abuse their Uberties. 'l;hia ia too much like the party be delivered in their hands for instant exChrist! . I belie:Ve he would .trust .and lov~ ~d preach h~m as the scheme of salvation, with this diff~rence: it pun- ecution. Seriously, I think we should be spared· the
I do, while abating not a whit of his ?PPOSitlon to the devil en- 'ishes the innocent for crimes which others may com- infliction of such horrible doggerel in your columns,
throne~, whom 80 !Dany thousands m and out of the church .mit, instead of what they hav committed.
even at the expense of gently snubbing a few correare trymg to worsh1p and serve. How unsuccessfully, let the 1. "
h f
l'k M M
" 1
•
,
•
L iberallsm Run Mad
lS where a Liberal get :~pondents w o requent1y, 1 e
r.
egg, ril apse
dead churches and deader church-goers witnes11• "The stream
rises not higher thtm its source."
so smart that he knows better than myself wha~mto poetry" or rhyme that would put the·song o_f
Thinking as above, you see how impossible it is for me to I should eat, drink, or wear. Until my neigbborbe- Oaptain Kldd or any old love and murder. song of
speak of Col. Ingersoll as "Bob." May I ask you to insert comes fully possessed of this great intelligence, I be ·the last century to the blush. I do not tbmk I am
this ~s ll¥1Y as po.ssible, and oblige,
Y.ours truly,
.
of him not to vote away my liberty. If he does, he~·very ha.r.d to suit,_ but I would like to se!! the ~oe.tr. Y
GEo. 0. BARNEs, Evangellst,
shoulcl. at once join the church; that is where he be- at least approach to the excellence exhibited m the
¥ours tor truth fl.lways and forever,
longs. .Few real l:Jibera~!.s fe!)l competent to dictate other departments of your paper._
.·.
.
:a;. A. J3E:Al'4E~. _in
tne~?e
matter!J,
H.
J, N.
JriUer t.J.ae to say m J"e~a.rtl tQ
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THE TRUTH SEE~ER.: DEOEMBER 16,.1882.
ance of sleep, disease, irritation of the nerves, use of should end in order not to infringe upon that of
another who does not drink. It strikes me that
opium, etc.
When a boy, I went to an- old lady's room who when investigat~d critically and justly, with a view
lived on the second of our house to prepare a lunch,- o get at the truth, these champions for liberty of
the old lady being absent on a visit. I kindled a action will be compelled to stop far short of the
fire and tiptoed about; but, as it goes, upset a board point at which they hav heretofore been stopping.
that leaned against the wall. The old lady suddenly ·Let me illustrate:
- pied, twenty miles away, precisely the same hour On the mountain side of this city a few years ago
when I upset that board; and at her funeral the a mining company for the cheaper treatment of their
congregation thought it strange that the good old ores erected a stamp-mill over their mine. To opercook departed with the report of a gun.
ate a stamp-mill successfully a eertain quantity of
Hav not thousands, nay millions, distinctly heard water is required. When the supply of fresh water
the cries and groans of their beloved in the purga- ~s inadequate it"is used over and over from settling
tory fire ? Hav they not, with trembling hands, given tanks, and when too thick with sediment it is turned
all their possessions to the church to escape the ter- loose, and, just like friend Walker advocates, is at
rible Qonflagration? till later centuries discovered liberty to go wherever the laws of gravitation carried
that wind was blowing on tubes in a hgllow wall; it. Prior to this mill-we will assume it was a 2inbut there is a good deal of wind yet blowing in our mill-being placed there, the clear water flowed on
days. Hav not millions been spent to soothe and n its natural channel. interfering with no one; but
quench the tears of the holy virgin? till the laymen- ~s soon as the dirty, slimy water began to take the
iearnljd that some gay and happy fishes caused those :Vlace of the previous stream, it filled up the natural
tears to flow; and yet how many hollow heads channel, changing _the appeara,noe of everything
could be made useful as fish-ponds in our days?
with which it came in contact, and also changing its
You say that, however this eternal existence, jPrevious course, taking it-s way through the streets
this individual consciousness after death, turns up, i of our town until they were flooded and overrun
must be founded on natural force or power; and with drunkenness-beg pardon, with filth and slime
three-fourths of the spiritual clan are of the same t-to such an extent that we could not. travel them
philosophy, whilst church-member-spiritualists take without having the filthy stuff adhering to us, and
root in supernatural divinity." A world-wide differ- which we could not avoid carrying to our homes-with
ence. It may be someway cold where I, Winter and us; while our wives, mothers, sisters, and daughters,
I<Jo .. stand, but whoever saw the truth cannot go _try ever so much, could not avoid its obnoxious
;tack to _the :folds of eternal, conscious, individual presence whenever they ventured upon the streets.
existence to warm.
What was the result? Notwithstanding the mine
Your TRUTH SEEKER is now, and has !always been, pwners, like friend Walker, in~isted tha~ ~hat was a,
v,ery interesting, and I owe thai;lks to Torquemada n.atural water course, and th~ mty authonties had no
pomstock, for by his efforts to crush you I became ngh~ to interfere with the .hberty of the water, they
~cquainted with 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER. May it shine did mterf~r~, and stopped It., too, because it had beforever to enlighten the dark corners or superstition. come an lDJUry to the people thrcugh the change
CHAS NAUMANN. which had been brought about through the oper.
atlon11 of their (gin) mill. It is all well enough to
talk and preacli liberty and the rights of individuals
CENTRAL CITY, CoL., Nov. 19, 1882. to perform certain things, but when such acts seriMR. EDITOR: Of late I read in the .columns or THE ously interfere with the liberties of others, we should
TRUTH SEEKER -several articles for and against prohi- consider both sides carefully, and H our better
KJ:oTA, IowA, Deo. 1, 282.
bition, While I do not claim to take sides witll -'udgment and experience teach us that these UbMR. ED:rrpR: Please find inclosed $5, which please either, :from a general observation of the effects of erties not only injure us but tend to d&base,
use as directed. I guess tpat is the right tune to 'ntemperance during my ure of fl!ty years, my com- impoverish, and lead into the lowest degradation
ooinmence my song wilh. Yelil, you need money, f01 mom sense teaches me that could we remove it en- those who avail thernselvs of it, we should strain
war is costly, anJ the arrows hav been flying pretty tirely from our country we_ would rid ourselvs of a this flimsy cord 0! imaginary liberty to breaking, if~
thick lately. And you neglected to search for the scorching, demoralizing curse. This no reasoning, necessary, in order to do away with this monster,
ashes of the golden calf when in Sinai's neighbor- observing person can truthfully deny; and, as a intemerance.
_hood, also forgot to hav the golden animal repro- Freethinking class, what are we going to do about it? I would ask Mr. Walker were he a farmer, and
duced by the occult power of Madam Blavatsky, for
Our aim, as Liberals, should b.e to improve and here and there would find growing in his field a
·if she produces brooches, rings, letters,· etc., _why !advance ourselvs and our fellow-men to a highe1 Canada this-tle, would he -destroy it that his !arm
not calves:also? but I guess it takes more than occult plane of civilization-to a nobler and better life than might not be overrun, or would he argue that it had
power to r~lease a golden bovine from the grip o it is possible to liv under the superstitious teachings- as much right to grow there as the grain. The grain
the priesthood; it takes revolution.
c,
iand examples of the leaders of the Christian religion. brought to himseH and his family comforts and·
_ Since you took that leng walk you are convinced It!, then, we see about us every day indications luxuries of life, but as the thistles brgan to take
that nine-tenths of the population of this globe liv in .-leading in a contrary direction to what we consider possession of the ground the luxuries disappear, and
ignorance and misery, downtrodden by the one-tenth right and their result end only in disaster, is it wise, by and by the comforts, until finally even the necesthat rule, govern, and devour the wealth produced is it human, are we acting well our part and doing sarles of life are gone-nothing left save the satisby the nine-tenths. Will not the ignorant hav to be- .justice to our fellow-men when we stand idly by"and faction or having demonstrated his theory of equal
gin yon life in the summer-land as they leave this? see them drifting slow.l.y, but drifting surely, "into "liberty.'' Would it not be better for us not only
Will they not consequently be the downtrodden, the this whirlpool or destruction without putting forth to pluck from out our own fields these liberty-dedupes there as well as here? Circumstances made an effort to save them from what we know from the manding thistles, but see to it that our neighbor's
us what we are,. but to see from the realms of the experience or a lifetime, \vill deprive the~ of every fields are equally well kept, that we may not be called
summer-land the same. torment and misery, pain and motiv tending toward the result to which we as hu- upon to contribute from our honest toil, depriving
sorrow, starvation and ill-treatment among our chi!- manitarians aspire ?
our families of the comforts to which they rightfully
dren and descendants, established for eternity, and
In THE TRUTH SEEKER, No. 43, E. c. Walker makes belong, in order to minister to the wants of our neighnot hav the power to help and as!ist them, is about use of arguments, which carried further convey quite bar's starving family,. because he believes thistles
equal to the Christian hell. To claim eternal con- a different impression than they do at the point l'!hould hav the same liberty as wheat and corn 7
sciousness as a reward to balance the misery of this where he leaves them.
None but a fool will knowingly giv something for
life lboks to me like- curing disease by making it One is led to the conclusion that he considers a !nothing, and he is an idiot of the highest order who
permanent. Would not a.. settlement between pro- ma.n a free, moral agent; free to eat what he likes; pays out his hard-earned money !or t~at which is far
ducer and devourer, between labor and capital, mue_ free to drink what and as much as he likes, and do worse than the biggest piece <?! nothmg the world
. .
.
ole and stomach, be more effectiv this side of the precisely what his pleasure or inclination dictates, lever saw.
tomb? I shall gladly giv my atoms back to the uni- without let or hindrance, so long as he keeps with-· When the dru:~kmg of hquor tends to debase and
verse to enter into new combinations-would gladly in the limits of the law. This is the argument used· lower a pers~n m every possible manner, how can
light my own fup.eral pile if possible. I am happy by a majority of his class, if not by him.
!ou on the silly plea of liberty of action stand up for
t? kn~w that the functions of the orain end, that the No sensible person will deny to Mr. Walker "the It when yo.u must know, if you know anything, ~hat
hghtnmg photographs called thought, mind, spirit, right to his apples;" but any community would most the result IS all bad and nothing good-no, nothmg?
must cease when the circulation ·and warmth of the determinedly deny to him the right to destroy them When you see the bad results in thousand of cases,
blood discontinue. Our individual electricity and if through the process of their destruction he liber- and. find not one good one, I ask you, in all candor,
magnetism which in combination with the same pow- ates therefrom any qualities detrimental to the >vel- to sit down and earnestly ponder .this matter over,
era of the universe produced all pictures in our brain, fare .of his neighbors by which their liTes or liberties and change the ending ~f your article s.o as to ~ead,
-from the first impression of our mother's eye to the jare endangered, or that would cause them expenses "~he. question before us Is! is t.he advocacy of Whisky~
"reading of the .last TRuTH SEEKER,, must immutably which they would not otherwise hav to incur.
drmki~g, with its al.most mevitab~e result-drunkenvanish away Wlth the last beat of the heart. Let us This is just what Mr. Walker's "freedom" does ness-m ~arm,~ny With the princip.es of ~reethou¥ht?
look at some arguments of the haunted-house broth_ for the people. It deprives them of their liberty} answer, No. If I am not as good a wnter as fn~nd
erhood. Could. not these raps at the door be pro- :t'hrough the drunken brawlers frequenting our streets Walker I am as honest in my convictions, and thmk
duced by any civilized cat, as well ~ 8 Mohammed's ~:tnd places of amusements, compelling our female I hav the best interests of hum~~onity in my f~or.
white dovt;~ played Holy-Ghost rappings on the the population to either remain at home or to venture
D. D.
KE.
table-may be still closer; may be inside .the skull, out only in company with some burly escort. The ~
_.
caused by a rush of blood there? I nailed some drunken rows of almost daily occurrence endangers· ELLA E. GIBSoN's addresl!l for the ne:x:t three months
shingles. on my barn late!~. Suddenly.t~.at b~rn d.e- the lives of the people; and through this same will be 108 Va. avenue, S.W., Washington, D. C.
lighted m a ~ance. No:W, If human Rpints dehght m cause we are deprived of our equal rights. when -~T4'>-"&Wws+=MPN"Wi*·
••
muscular actwns, as swmging ohai~s a~dtables with from our honest earnings we are compelled to conW. F. JAMIESON has been enga~ed to deliver a
men on- top of them, why could not C~~gula's horse's tribute toward defraying the expenses attending the course of leoturel!l in Minier, Ill., Dec. 18th, 19th,
spirit enter one of my hor~es and swmg a barn? In prosecutions, the outgrowth of this "liberty;" to as- 20th, 21st, 22d, and 23d.
the·ordeals of the middl~ age the monks produced sist the neglected wives and children of these libertyThoee wishing his radical, uncompromising leotwriting, invisible at th~ beginning of a trial, while loving people and educate their offspring, which the ures can address him at Lake City, Minn.
covered by some oily hquid, but when the vapors exercise of this liberty makes impossible or of little
fiii\W""!E"' 8
tH''''iCa
disappeared the judgment of Ged, always in favor import to them-otherwise, defeating one of the
· f th
h
h
th
A t h
· ·
f
o
E. H. HEYWOOD's trial is set for the 19th, before
o
e o uro , was ere.
s- o t e VIsiOn
o a Lon- grandest and most cherished aspirations of Free- J d N
H
·n b h kf 1 f h
don mother and her dying son, an officer in India, thought for the coming generations; for instead of u ge. e1son..
e Wl
e t an u _or.t e prese~ce
allow me to say that my mother had like visions- aiding civilization this liberty blocks the wheels of ~nd a!d of fnends. The ?ay for hls u~.oarc~ratwn
to hear me call her name, see me wounded and dy- progress, and givs us instead naught but ignorance, ,Is probably not .yet determmed on, ~ut .1t illlght as
ing, when. I did the best I could with the hard crack- poverty, and degradation.
well hav been g1ven as the date of h1s tr1al.
ers and tough beef, and I think that a majority of
Mr. Walker says, "Each man's Uberty ends where
mothers who had sons in,the combat had like visions. that of another begins." Very true; but will my
THE TRU'l'H SEEKER will be sent three months to
These visions are brought on by continued disturb- friend define the pointi at which the drinker's Uberty new subscribers for 50 cents.
Heywood. Any person who will make a sort of a
moral sea.venger of themselvs, who are on the hunt
for dirt, and, wheu they find it, insist on sending it
to some one else, let them take the consequences.
It is no quarrel of ours, and his cheap and contemptible effort to be considered a martyr will fail.
I am relying on the account. given of it in THE TRUTH
SEEKER u.s correct. _
I hav read- E. C. Walker's labored attempt to defend free rum. It has the same rancor, the same
p.rguments, and aoun,ds very much like the pamphlets
that the different liquor· dealers' associations are
flooding the country with now. You can find them
on the bar of most any rum-hole in the country fm
free distribution-arguments paid ·for by the bloodmoney of intemperance. What reform or improvement doee Mr. Walker propose with this thing, admitted by all thoughtful people to be the great overshadowing curse of this country? None. His arguments consist in a mere dead negation. His perceptions of liberty are so very fine that he cannot think
of interfering in the least with the monster, but will
stand back splitting hairs about personal liberty and
trying to cripple those who are at least h0nestly
seeking- _some way of throttling it. What if the
churches are moying in the matter ? If we cannot
wish the church or any other organization auccesf
·in any movement calculated to better mankind, Wi
do not desene_the name of Liberals.
I admire very much the calm, dispassionate, and
rational course you pursue in the article entitled
... Materialism versus Spiritualism," in THE TRUTE
SEEKER o! November 4th, and also on the sa.me subject in your issue of November 18th. There is just
one thing to be regretted in the matter, and that is,
it brings this man Winter into undue prominencefar more than his ability warrants. A man who cannot write without exposing such la.ck of intelligence
and such brutal egotism does not desen;e to be replied_ to with any philosophic arguments, and is
really not worth the notice of those who hav deigned
to reply to his ebullitions.
J. H. LYDIARD,

_,
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kill him!" Ex. iv, 24, "And the LILHU,,Hll the gutters before the flocks;
SEND FOR
WENT his way." Gen. xviii, 33.
e flocks conceived and brought Tn1err,,,__ _
Q. Is God omniscient, or all-seeing?
ring-streaked, spotted, and
BY 'l'HO:;II:AS PAINE.
4.; Certainly; he sees all things in
Thus God took away ,
and gave them to Jacob.",
[Writtenonagloomyda.yduringthe Revolution.] places and at all times.
Go round the tombs and single out the Place,
Proof.-" Therefore the Lord was
38, 39. Gen. xxxl, 9.
OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWS·
W!J.et·o earth itself wlll su1Ier a disgrace.!
PAPERI!I,
·
Go span tneletters on some moldering urn,
angry with Israel and removed
Does God ever put
previous
Trariolatlons
diligently
compiU"ed
and
And ask if he who sleeps there can return.
OUT 0F HIS SIGHT." 2 Kings xvli,
of his prophets ?
Go round the numbe•·s that in silence lie,
"And the Lord LOOKED THROUGH
A. No, never.
Arid le!trn by atndy what it i5 to die.
pillar of fire," Ex. xvi, 114. ,
Proof--" And the Lord said, who
I<'or sure that heart, 11 any heart you own, ·
Q
I G d
bj t t
i r
i ?
· Ah b ki
fI
1 th t h
concelts that man expires without a groan.
· · s 0 su ec 0 gr e or pa n
ttce
a ; ng o srae ' a · e
8EOOND EDITION,
That he wholivs, rec"ives from you a grace,
A. No; as this would imply that h
up and fall at Ramath Gilead
Orde:.thisnothlug,butacha.ngeofplace,
had not sufficient power to make
came out a SPIRIT and stood b
Price.Twenty•ftve Centl!l.
Tllat neaee ls dull, tha~ joy from sorrow springs. self happy.
the Lord (n.n impudent one,
D.
M. BENNETT, ~1 Cllnton Place, N.Y. city.
And war'S the royal raree shOw of kings.
Proof.-" And it REPENTED the
• and said, I will entice
Else why these 11cenes that wound the feeling
that he made man on the earth; and
the Lord said 'unto him, Wherewith
mind,
Th!s sport of Death, this cockpit of mankind?
GRIEVED biro in his heart." Gen. vi, 6.
he said I will go out, and be
Why sobs the widow, in perpetual pain?
Q. Is God subject to fear?
SPIRIT in the mouth of all
Why cries the orphan, On, my father's slain 1
A. N 0 ; as this would imply the
And the Lord said thou
BEiNG
Why hangs the s!re hi• paralytic head?
i
h'
d h 11
'I
And nods with manly , ner, :r.ry son is dead r
stence of a power superior to his o
1m an s a
preva1 ;
Interviews with tbe !Famous Orator
on Six Sermons by the Rev. T. DeWitt
Whyshriela!themalden,robberlofeMeandsense;
PL'oof.-" And the Lord God said,
even so, Now'therefore,
Talmage, oC Brooklyn, to wbtcb :11!1
He'sgone,he'skilied. Ohewen to.kemehencer hold the man is become as one of
put a lying spirit into the
added
Why drc:Pa the tear from otrthe sister's cbeek?
And now LEST he ea.t of the tree of
these thy prophets." 2 Chron.
And sweetly tells the sorrows it would speak 1
and liv fore rer; therefore the Lorrl
20, 21, 22,
Why lisps the infant on its mother's lap?
d
d
Does the Lor ever
eceive
Stenographically reported bY 1. NEwToN Blln.
And looking round the parlor, "Where is P'IP ?'' sent him forth from the
Wily weeps the mother when the question's asked? Eien." Gen. iii, 22, 113.
s, and then punish them uo'u"'''"''"lill Printed In bold, clear type, on heavy, tinted )lBper, and
And kii!B an answer as the easieat task?
Q. Is God unchangeable?
are deceived.
bound In muslin, with heaVY boards, beveled
or why with lOnely step does penslv John,
A. Yes; "for I am the Lord, I c
No; "Surely God will not do
top, Octavo, 448 pages.
To all the nel~hbors tw!, "Poor mastet·'a gone I"
not; therefore ye sons of Jacob are
, neither the Almighty pervert
e2.oo. Paper Edition erom same
On, could I p::~int the passions I em feel,
plates, u.oo.
01' point a horror that would wound like steel,
not consumed." Malachi iii, 6,
t," Job. XXXV, 12.
TbosewhOwlsll tobav Col. Ingersoll's latest lectures.on
To that unfeeling, unrel<mting mind,
Proof.-" And God came to Balaaro
And if the prophet be
Talmaglan Theology," will find them here, In tun, to
a torture, and re, ieve mankind.
. the me
I· ' th e L ord ' h av d eoetve
· d
wltJl many other points necessarily exclnded ·by
I 'd •end
n 1g ht , an d sa id un t o h.1m, lf
of a Jectnre. "The Talmaglan catecblom"
Thou, thou art husband, father, brother, all
come to call thee rise up and GO
j and I will stretch out my ~·.~~~;~~~;f~~: form of direct question, the plainest and proThe tender namea that kindred learn to call.'
THEM., ... And God's anger was kindled
hlro, and will destroy: him
lnqnlrles of modern doubt, and ·answers them
Yet like an image, C".rVed in massy stone,
to Talmage and orthodox Cbrlstlanlty. As a
Thou bearest the she.pe, but sentiment has none.
because HE WENT!" Nuro. xxii, 20.
of my people Israel. And
satire, with earnest purpose, this prodnctlon
Allie'! by dust and tl.gures not b:v mind,
Q. Is God the author of sin or evil?
bear the punishment of
and In the llterature of Freethonght haa nos
Thouonlyh;Jrd's~. but llvest not with manklnd,
A. No; " God Is of purer eyes than
'ty, the punishroen t of the
mailed to any point, postage tree, on receipt of
And prone to liv like 3ome outrageous ape,
to behold evil and cannot (even) look
1 be even as the punishment of
Address
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t
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i
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Slneethennohopestocivlllzeremain,
on iniquity." Habak. i, 13.
see e
uno
m.
ze ' :ltv
non ce, ew or.
And all petitions hav gone forth in valn.
Proof.~-" I form the light and
10.
Oue prayer is left, whtch dreads no proud reply, darkness. I made peace and
Q. Did God ever giv to mankind la
That he who made you liv "ould bid you die.
VIL. I the Lord do all these things.'
statutes that were not good?
§!l;!!E!BiliiiiiE!B!!IIIllll!!ll.!'lilllllllllllii-----•-•IIsa. xlv, 7.
A. No, never.
oldest reform journal in the
Q. Can any evil proceed from God?
Proof.-" Wherefore I gave them
United States,
No Time Like the Present.
A. Certainly not; as all evil is said
that were not good, and judgro
published
e11ery Wednesday ae el&s
If you're told to do a thihg,
proceed from the devil.
they should not liv; and
And mean to do it really,
.lbine
.lhemorial
.Building, .
Proof.-" And the EVIL SPIRIT
in their own gifts." Ezek.
Never let it be by halves:
.Boston,
Mass.,
Do it fully, freely.
Gon came upon Saul; and there was
By .JOSIAH P. M.ENDUDI.
javelin in Saul's hand, and Saul ~~:s~IIBB!il\'ll!ll'lERE!l!!ll!ifii!EEBIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIB!glllltl
Do not mako a poor excuse,
Waitilig, weak. unsteady;!
the javelin; tor he said, I will
.Edited by HORACE SEA.VER.
All obedience, worth the name,
David with it even to the wall.''
Mast be prompt. and ready.
PRICE,
es.oo per annum; slnR"le eop:les,
xviii, 10, 11.
cents. Specimen copies sent on re•
When father calla, though pleasant be
oc a two-cent smmp to pay postage.
Q. Does God ever repent, or
The play you are pursuing,
·
.ence emotion of sorrow in conseq
D;, not say, "I'll come when I
of his own acts ?
HaT finished what Pm doing."
A. "God is not a man, that he sh
If you are told to learn a taak,
lie; neither the son of man,
And you should begin it,
should repent.'' Numbers xxiii,19.
Do not tell your teacher," Yes,
I'm coming in a minute."
also the strength of Israel will not
HeaV)" Plate Paper,
repent, for he is not a man that he
Waste not momenta nor your words
SUITABLE FOR FRAME
In telling what you could do
repent." 1 S::~.m. xv, 29.
Some other time; the present la
Pl'oof.-" And it REPENTED the
WITHOUT FRAU.
For doing what you should do.
·that he bad made man on the
Sent
by Mall :for Fifty eeatm. 1
D!)n't do rlghlt unwlllngly,
·Gen, vi, 6. "And the Lord REPENTED
And stop toplan and measure;
the
EVIL
he
thought
to
do
unto
his
ADDRESS THIS OFFICE
'Tie wor]<:ing with the heart and soul
ple." Ex. xxxii, 14. "And the
Tb.i!.t makea our duty pleasure.
-Pkcebe Oary.
PENTED that he had made Saul king
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Q. Has God ever been seen by man ?
TO
Contrasts.
A. No; the scripture is positiv in
A short June night, now br1ghtening fast to dawn, point: "No man hath seen God at
A house with doors and windows open wide;
time." John i, 18, "And the Lord
A silent ~ick room, where a dying man
Llea prostrate in his youth and manhood's pride that thou canst not. see roy face;
there shall be no man see me and
A bird's sweet carol, entering glad and shrillA bird that sings of hope, when hope has fied; Ex. xxxiii, 20. "And thou shall see .,.,.,,.,lliiJ~tallo
And the sonnd emltes the watcher with a thrill
back parts, but my face shall not
Of agony, as If some voice had said:
seen." Ex. xxxiii,'2 .
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Proof.-" And Adam and his wife
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And all the world shall pass with careless feet,
Lord." Gen. iii, 8. "And the
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21 Clinton Place, New York.
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man
speaketh
unto
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friend.''
That fell so bitterly on mourner's ears;
xxxiii, 11. "The Lord talked to
Yet it wae summer, and what tongue will1lay,
"'Twere well if nature too could share our tears!" FACE To FACE." Deut v. 4. "T
.
.
-Chambers's .Journal.
hear the word of the Lord;· I flaw
A capite! full lecture on tbeoe Important subjects.
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EY W. S. BELL.
Chron. xviii, 18. "And SAW the God
Life,
· Israel." Ex. xxiv, 10, "Also they
Our life Is nothing but a wl.ri.ter's day;
God, and did eat and drink.''
Some only break their fast and go away;
xxvi, 11,
Othen stay dinner, and depart full fed;
.,..u......
The deepest age but sups and goes to bed:
Q. Does God ever command people
He'il most in debt that lingers out the day;
rob or steal ?
BY
Who dies by time!, has lese and leas to pay.
A. No; as all that kind of business
Col. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,.
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devil. Besides, the commandment
Scriptural Catechism.
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"Thou shall not steal.''
Quer:;tion.-Is God omnipotent, or able
Proof.-" And the Lord said
The oni.F Complete and Author._..
Edlt:lon.
to do all things ?
Moses speak now in the ears of
Answer.-Yes, except to commit sin. people, and let every man borrow
Proof.-" And the Lord was with his neighbor, and every woman of
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1! present everywhere at the same· jewels of silver, and jewels of gold,
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raiment. And the Lord gave the
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pLce to place.
as they required; and they spoil~d
Proof.-" And it came to p~ss, at the Egyptians.'' Ex. xl, ll. Ex. xU, 95,
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~SOCourtst.B~ooklyn' DR. THAYER'S
t!liPili.Ail!ul sl i'E3!,!Z'O~fil r!i iei !:nil!dH,11e111r11e 11thao11u!lilldoemsflitlllwfBroen~g111tllllilRii!le.;~~~le2All!l.!li!D11E11v1110UTI'llli!Hlillill!!tt!l!leBllbll!lo!.l!y!lil,lili vm:inDg!i!li JI l l!l!iE!dl l:e l !th'l15:i'il'!il.cl !orp5!1!oiZl211ra1-~
member thftt 1t Is not onl:y tpe deed itself that will
be thy condemnation, but the long train of events
th.a.t may arow out of it. We are all livin~r exam-!
pies to others. We must lead those we lnfiuence
either toward th_e good or the evil. We hav It In
our power to 11'0 right or wrong before we start,
but we can ~ever retrAce a step after It is once
ta.ken.-Elmma D. Slenktr.
To send an rmeducated child Into the world is Injurious to the rest of m'inkind; !tis little better
than to turn out a mad dog or a wild beast into the
atruets. • . , A man or fortrme who permits
his son to consume the season or education in
hunlin!J:, shooting, or In frequenting horse-races,
asaemblies, or other rmedlfymg, If not -rlclous, diver•ions, defrauds the commrmity of a benefactor,
and bequeaths them a nulsance.-Palq.
.THE disclplin of slavery Is unknown
Amongst u8, hence the more do we require
The dlsciplin of virtue; order elsE!
Cannot subsist, nor confidence, nor peace.
Thus duties rising out of good possessed,
.And prudent caution needful to avert
Impending evil, eqqally require
That the whole people should be taught and
tramed.
So shall licentiousness and black resolve
Be rooted out, and virtuous habits take
Their place, and genuin piety descend,
Like an inheritance, from age to age.

tion, was hea1·d to say, in solemn attitude, the following: "Lord, I've got a cold, awful one, too; I
.Want_y.ou tO come and. cure me-cure me quick,
oo. I can't see· you, but guess you can see me.
Wake me up soon in the moi:nmg. Don't care
whether you wake Henry up or not. Amen."
AN old colored man, with his legs twldted about
like corkscrews from rheumatism, and also partly
paralyzed, sits on the stepa of the Austill Court
Houeeandsolicltsalms. "Youmusthava pretty
ard time of it, uncle," remarked a. sympathetic
tranger, handing him nickel. "Yes, boss, dat's
fact. D~>.r's six ob us in de family, and I's de only
ne ablti to get about an' earn a llbin'."-Texas
Siftings.
AN EPISODE.
A maiden fair ltva over the way,
The gutter is muddy, the steps are steep.
Oh, where is the young man, st:ylish and gay,
That me.lden's comp'ny who u~ed to keep?
Hath he sailed or the seas and fickle proved,
Or hath he been sbooS: by his own beloved!

a

a. sadder fate 'twas his to meetThe gutter Is muddy, the stairs are steep.
The old man booted him Ouli in the street,
And laid him awa.y in the gutter to sleep.
The ID,'l.iden mourneth over the way,
'
And the young man buyeth arnicay.
A DOCTOR'S .SU:BSTlTU'rE.
He was a young man with a wild, difordered look.
- Wlll'diWortk.
e rushed into the office of a prominent city phy·
THE Bramanas are barely readable. The Aves
iclan yesterday, placed a smnll cup on the desk,
is far from attractiv. The BiblE', though vastly
k o:tf his coat and bared his right arm and whis8uperior h1 this respect to all the rest or Its class, ered, ·• Stick me 1"
is yet not easy to read for any length of time with~
"Do you want to be bled!"
out fatigue. D6'nbtleas, it taken as a separate
" I dot Open a vein and let me catch the blood
~tudy, with a view to something which we desir
'n this cup!"
to ascertain from it, we may, without difficulty,
"Too full in the head!"
read large. portions at a time; yet we see that · "Alas 1 too full In the heart 1 lliY affianced will
Chli8tians who read It for ed!Jlcation invll.l'iabl not believe me when I tell her that I love her betchoose, in their public assemblies, to con1ine_them
e~ than my lite. I will write my love. I will write
aelvs to very moderate sections of It Indeed, whil 'tin my own blood 1 Proceed 1"
they will listen to sermons of many times th
"Is that all you want!"
length. There can be little doubt that a simllar
" All! Is not that suffi.clent !"
practice is pursued in private devotion. Slngl
"Young man, :you are a dodo 1 Pnt on your coat I
chv.pters, or at most a. few chapters, are selected; I keep a red ink here for the very purpose you de.
h
d
d
h
d
b·
t ese are pursue , an per aps ma. e the o J9Ct o sire, and I wm sell yon a whole gill for a quarter."
meditation; but even the most fervent admirers
And the young man was not 3tuck.-Detroit Free
of the Bible would probably find it diffi.cult to rea
Uirough Its larger books without pausing. The
A JILL>< from North Billerica, Mass., bougl:!t a
do not, 80 to speak, "carry ua on." It was essen- Ieee of wild land near L11.lre Hickpochee because
til4l to dwell on this tediousness of sacred books, f a wonderful natural curiosity ·which the land
because it proves one of their most marked char.
hl
acteristics.-.Amlierky's .AnalyBia of Reliqiou& Belief
gent po ted out to him. It Wa$ a palmetto log
-o · p
... tin
h
d 1 1
Sorn.,
E lB eneua · g everyw ere an s ow
changing men's c.onceptlon of the world and o
man's destiny. Doctrms which once were damnable are now faebionable, and heresies are appro
p.riated as aids to faith. Arises no longer the age
described by Carlyle-" Destitute of faith, yet terrified by skeptiCism." It ie an age clamorous fo
faith, and only dlesatiefied when ekepticlsm is a
resting-place instead of a starting point-a resull
instead of a preliminary caution. The purely neg.
ativ attitude of rmbellef, once reganl.ed as philoaophical, is now generally unde1·stood to be only
lauded in the face of the demonstrably incredible.
-Gwrge Hem·v Lewis,
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~ TIIE_IN'VENTOR OF

WILSONIA,Ait~f!~bWfRS8~Eftl~~¥lf~~f,C;JMfb.E{J,;\HiilltN·
AUTHOR OF· THE "TRIAL OF .MEDICIN,"
TBE "LANHUAGE OF DISEASE,"
"MEDICAL :FALLACIES," ETC.,

Introduced to the People ot' the United
States His
·
·

MAGNETIC GARMENTS

~

AGNETI C GARM ENT8

.IS THE ONLY PHYSICIAN THAT NEVER GUEI:lSES.
· IT ALWAYS FINDS ·THE DISEASE >I:T THR
START, RELIEVES, AND CURES IT.
Is 'f,'}f:R~ll~~rJ~' I~ t~5~'H~.garment In the market that

~R~ ~~~ini~~f?~~~~~"e.garment to wear made.
The only one that can be waabed and kept aweet and

~~-

.

~~: g~j~ g~~ th~~J{f/~~~ rJ!~~ rmd Armaturea.

The lightest garment made.
Tfie only llclentlftc garment In the market.

IMPORTANT..
There are several base. &nd worthless -lmltatlona or Dr
haJer's Magnetic goods upon the market. The only
pparen\ merit they have Is Che&paeas. Cheap goods In
this line, as 1n every other, are deu.r at anJ .price, and
cannot-render as elllclent .service to the patient, because
th~~i(•hfrY,'frf~Lf.H:rEIR MAGNJI:TIC CUIIRENTS
"Magnets, whether' Ntttm·al or Artij!e>al, •vmtld soon Use
th<ir Pawer if they were l•ft to 1hem..lv<S. 1hey mu~t thereore b• Provided with .;h~natures." (See Ganot's Ph1losuphy.)

_JJL:PfN<?jfslfR GUARD -'!_GAINST FRAUDULBNT
BUY ONLY OF REPUTABLE MANUFACTURERS!

VICTORIA TRIUMPHANT!
C!~~~;~~s~~o:Q~!~~¥.\:~! Oil rec&rd. Send for Proofs,

For the cure or Disease without Medicine or Medica
Dr:. Tlmyer,
Treatment. The Statement made by him at that time
455 F11ltou Street, 1!rooklyn. N. Y.
that his Mal{netlc Clothing, If worn for any form of DlsI1as twelve lm pronments over any and
easa (and a1 advised), would cure ninety per cent or the II"VICTORIA"
other Maglletlc Garments. Therefore do Dot buy any
iio·calletl Incurables, has been verltled, he ha v such f'Jgds till you have •eat to Dr. ~hayer.
.
lng Clothed and Cured Thousands or Persons or all Forms
of Disease. Potltlve proof or this has appeared In all thelll_._____________________
leading Newspapers by Testimony or many of our rnos
Prominent and Wealthy Citizens, who, having been
Cured by the

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.

W1lsonia

Magnetc

READ.

Garments

After all other Treatment had failed, were pleased to
assist the Inventor In glv\ng confidence to the Suffering
Invalids of America by allowing him to use their wellknown and respected Names as Reference; and It Is now
admitted by many most highly accomplished Sclentl.ots
and Physicians that the Succe•s and Cures attending the
Introduction of "Wllsonla" Magnetic Cloth'ng bas been
unprecedented In the hlotory or ElecLrlcal Therapeutics
The untold ml•erles that result :rrom Indiscretion In
In the face of •uc!l Positive Proof as given by us no person en! lif
b
u 1t d d
d Tb
h
can doubt the value of this Invention In all cases.
d~u6t th!s ~~~rtl~n ash~';.t epnr~~as~~d 'read~~ :e.;
Therefore why continue the Suicidal SJ'rstcrnof taklng medical work publlshen by tbe Peabody MetUeal
ll<i!ltitnte, Boston. entitled the Science ot· Life:
Drugs?
SEND $1.50 FOR A PAIR OF
or, Self Preservation. It Ia not only" c.oJnpleto
'We~v~~~f~';d ti>e:Yt!~~u.tbetfm:.hyo.o~e*'~~ua~esteteTcllltanelltyn,
"'Vilsonia" Maguetie Insoles.
uuln, Errors of Youth, etc., but'lt contains one ·hundr~~
Sure Preventive of Cold Feet-the Forerunner of AI and twenty-live prescription• for acut.e and chronic dlaKinds of Disease.
eases, each one ot wldcb. is invaluable, so
Con,ultatlon J!'ree.
proved by the a:<thor, whose exferlence tor 21 years Is
8

et i:~mU:~~ gt~~:;.n~:: p ~:c:a~~; y~~kvetdwuepnotny
Send for Pamphlet and Information to the only Olllce 1~~~~ f{~~~n~'iJI8~~:~~~t:;~d~nte:a~ttt~ :;:;~~le':i
~
where the Inventor can be seen.
covers full gilt embeiUshcd with the very finest •tee! en
the place and sr;ent his time between meals and
gravlngs, guaranteed to be a finer work fn even; •ense_:
1
0
rubbing roots in wondering at the log in the tree. Address all Communications to
~i~fi~g fzi'tJI~"c"~~t~; f.;,?~~gJ~~~~tn~~0':,~y ~ 1 ~'i,!~~~
One day last week he solved the problem. It
i';,':.%~J~heev~:?t~g~tg~~\'ie :&~ii~n~fllJ:lJi~'! ~dcl~t~g:~
ained as it rains only In the Everglades, turning
In AVJ fl.
lln•trated sample sent on recelptof•lxcents. Send now.
.. fiood of water from the saw grass region down
1111-\ 1 U
Addreso PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr.
·uta Lake Hickpochee, and his neighbors heard
COURT
STREE'l',
BROOKLYN
W.
H. PARKER, No. 4 Buiftnch street, Bo&ton, Mass.
80
him shouting three miles away. He hallooed allli·-=---~~-----------~--~l&fiWt :~~~:ip~t~n~~- consulted on all dtse...,es req~lfitfg
•
night long, and the next morning they went over
1
·n a boat and brought him out, He was sitting in
'-.
'\.1
l5to $20
per d~y at home. Sample worth f5 00 tree
._
Addresa B•I!<BON & Co .• Port.Ianot. Maine:
the top of the tree with his feet in the water, and,
with a long pole, was keeping o1f fioating palmetto
logs that were endangering his seat by wedgin"l"
themaelvs in among the branches. The land agent
hinks he can sell the place for him at a profit
hen the water goes down it the rtood does not
EXCELSIOR
·nm the curio~lty.

J, COTTER,

The Groat

n scov.nry!

DR. PECK'S

~CONSULT!

Al'ID never yet was growth save when it broke
The letter of tne dead scholastic form.
The biUk drops o:tf and leaves the expanding oak
TEN LITTLE :BIGOTS,
To stretch his giant arms through sun and storm
Ten little Bigots, chalking out a line,
The Idols that upon his brea!t ~ay warm
The sage throw a down and breaks their hallowed One couldn't toe It, then there were nine.
shrine,
ine little Bigots, full of zeal and hate,
PURELY VEGETABLE.
And follows the great hand that pomts to light One asked time to thhlk, then there were eight.
divine.
-The Church, 1111 (f. P. Oranch.
Cure Malal'ia, Neuralgia, JaunEight little Bigots, fenchlg roads to heaven,
dice, Rheumatism, Gout, Dys·
WITH what face can you Christians attempt to One cut across lata, then there were seven.
make us Infidels converte to yonr faith when you Seven little Bigots, at each other shying bricks,
J)Cpsla, and all Bilious and
hav not yet decided among yourselv11 what Chris- One's pet creed was smashed, then there were six ..
Liver Atrect!ons, etc., etc.
ti!lnity is f Surely It will be time enough to make
proselytes of others when yon your!elvs ar Six little Bigots, fig!lting who should drive,
Descriptlv circulars, testimonials, etc., maUed free on
A regularly educated and legally quallfiod phyolc!an, and lhe
ne got down and walked, then there were five.
agreed, for Calvin damn!! the pope, and the pop
Jnostrmccessful, as hia puctice will prove.
.. appl1c3.tion.
damns Calvin, and the only thing h1 which the:y Five little. Bigots, wrangling more and more,
Cures all foi·ms of PRIVATE,
·J.>rice sin;rle box, z;:; cents• .i'ive··boxes to•·
agree is h1 damning Soainus, while Soolnus, in his One heard of Darwin, then there were four.
CHRONIC,- and SEXUAL DIS ..
45
u.oo.
turn, laughs at both and bellevei neithe:r.-CoUon's
EASES.
If you cannot get them ol your druggist, address the
Four little Bigots, ~till could not agrse,
Lacon.
proprietor. W. H. PECK, 222 Washington street, N. Y.
Spermatorrhea ancl Impotency,
One .kicked his catechism, then there were three,
l1S the result of aelf·abute tn youth, sexual exceased in maturer
ALM5-GIVING-that is, the glvmg of money t
~e::;~~=n~ts~;;~~~,~~f~!:(!:l;b:~:ll&~i~~~~;1d;!~.fDi~:
the Idle hangers-on of popery-Is among the pri Th:ree little Bigots, madder yet they grew,
TII:Ill
0
0
One
cried,"
Damn
it
ant"
then
there
were
two.
~:,, 1:~fsf:~ Poe~~!~:~y ~F~~~Ie~~{;~!~~sf~:~afid~!~It:. o~
vate duties that the church inculcates, we know
!or wna.t ends. Let us consider with what a1·gu. Two little Bigots, each with louded grm
BOOK OF THE CHRONICL.Et fh:O~g~ly~dt~~~:~!tl;~:::d~1!t!mprORQ! or unhappy, aru
menta and incentive. She assures the alms-give Aimed at the other, left was only one.
EXTERNAL APPLICATION,
OF
that he will be ricbly repaid, and indeed that he
tvhich ta the Doctor's latest and greatest medical diaeovery and
One little Bigot, crowing all alone,
IVbleb be has so far Lreaeribed for this baneful comjlnlnt iD nil lte
can nowhere elee find such interest tor hiS money.
Tackled :Bob Ingersoll, then thbre wz.s none •.
When he hath given It he not only Is quit of old
::~:·t!'i~h~:r~ib~~ !h~:;e;:do~~ndt~l~g~hC:dt:~n r~~~o0 t~::::
D. H. Bennett, Scribe.
elns In an exact ratio to the sum deposited, but he
THE " CHIGGER."
:;~:=~~~~~~;h~ifea~~~e~~!;!fn~~~i~~o';!~efusoii!h~~~;df;
may run up a fresh accormt and always stand o
And it came to pass that when Noah opened the
ALSO
able to toliocoreollhomselves.
SYJ>JIILI8 positively cured and cn"ilrely eradicnted from
the credit slde.-Lander.
th
I
k
d
i
d
t
t
ar an urne
e P g oose Oll he ranch, that he THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THli
the system; GONORilliEA, GI,EE'l', Stricture, Orchlti•,
w
the
chigger
as
he
sat
upon
a.
sprig
of
pusley
In
TRUTH
SEEKERS.
Horn!•
(or Rupture), ·l'ilea,lllld other prlvote dlao"'ea '!uickl;y
ON every side Sabbath laws are becoming I
ne corner of the plg-pen,and Noah said rmto him,'
cured.
i"•
stringent, or are less and less regarded. Publl
ehold, thou art even the smallest among insects,
Middle·~C{l and Old Men. ·
libraries are being opened, travel is being less cur'l'here nro mnny at the ago of thirty to aWy who are troubltul
ut because of thy exceeding energy thou shalt .From Volume 11. of"A 1RU1H SBBKER AROUNJJ 2HJ£
wllh too hequoulevacuotlon ol tho bindder, olt.n nccompanlad b;y
tailed, there is more out-of-door exercise and en
WORLJJ."
s allg~t smorting or burning aooentlon, nua a woakeulug of th~
joyment. Is this as it should be, or is it all wrona:. ha v domain over the ~ons of men. And behold
1
he pusley is given unto thee as a dwelling-place
D. M. BBNNICTT,
:~:t~rini:r;~e~o~f~t:~tp"; !~t~ii:~.lt'k~~'!dr~~~·t, ~~!o~~lb:~
and must It be opposed by Ieglslatlv enactmen
et shalt thou inhllblt every green herb of the :tleld
Price $1.00
2! Clinton Place, .New York.
email por!Iclco olnlbumon 1 wlll ap oar, nr tho color will be ol a
that has its rootB in constitutional law f U the ap.;,'ft'il'~i:~~::.
peal to the past were final or specially significan in its season, but the pusley shall be thine forever.
And it shall come to pass that when the husband" A N T I C H R I S T .''
dw~,1u~:?'ri~~~~~f! p~rr!~c
it might be shown that the Puritan Sabbath Is itself an innovation, and that the Christian Sunday man goeth forth to the field to battle the pualey
eu~~o:!~.~~~tt~n~abycale~~dr f~e:~~~~~; ~• 1od.r,a~bo:r?!aLrh:.. ~!a"b"I..•
Proving conclnstvly that
and C(,ftOSpGndence•trlctly confidenlinl, 1 0
~M
and the Jewish Sabbath are two entirely distinc that cumbereth the soil thereat, then shalt thou
THB STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
PRIVATE COUNSELOR.
institutions; that for hundreds or years after the pounce upon him and worry him, and polson him,
Scnttonnynddreansecuroly .. nlcdlortwothrec•centotnmP'!>
birth of Chrietillnity work. vtas continued on the :and every man shall scratch, and he bhall :tlnd no
rest till frost comes.
Hls birth, llte, trial, execution, etc.-is a myth.
trmuln" on SpermntotrllOtL or Seminal Wenknttsa, giving its cnU!e.
seventh llay, and that for long after the disconAnd behold the daughters of the land shall wall
Price, 12.00.
21 Clinton Place, Now York
rf.::'J'.~'!,'·i:~r~lJl~~~~~··.~"foc~h!i~oll:;r~.%:!:"'St~':'l~"!,~"~
tinuance of work amusem,ent shared with worship
bl: all. ~ Remember no meft'clnc lo .riven. Addreoo
the privileges or the day. But our appeal Is no . anguish Of Splrit, and despair BhallJlll the SOUl
1
~~Jdt~1!~;.!!~~ i1'~~· New Jo:rsey.
to the customs of the past but to the needs of the Of lovely women, when thou shalt manifest thy $72 ~ucii~~!;,. ~;:d':i~::a aH~J~e&"'lfll~m:~:Us~~::;:
lively self beneath the folds of the corset when she
N oticcs trom the Press.
present.-J. rV. Chadwick•.
appeareth in crowded places and in public halls.·
CORRESPONDENCE.
]Ji'rom tM tvorctSter (M<U•·> JJaiiY 7~ma.J
THoSE who seek the truth only, and desire to A.nd no man shall despise thee because of thy lit·
A Liberal young man, 27 years or age. wishes to corrc.
1
88
own and propagate nothing else, freely expose~ Uenese, but all men slaall hate thee because or thy ·spond with a lady of means about his own age. Addre,.
1 We ~orglai[V1 lndo~e J!r,b R. P ~~~~~o~; an "'f t'ti'll
their prhlciples to the taek, and are pleased to hav excee<Ung cussedness.
5t:8
. w. J. BURNS, 1323 Eighth ave., Altoona, l'a.
t'tJ.~r;;_;mE ~~sb1e':.':e.f u~ t~~u:a"nnds of ~oa:W~~s;o~nd :~
them examined. They glv men leave to reject
And it shall come to pass that the sons of men'f•,;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _..,...,_..;;....;_ _;__ _.;.._.greller In the old medication, but were cured by the sclell•
"""
nd ence S o 11 c it e d •
tltlc method originated by Dr. Fellows.
C orr...,"po
them if they can, are willhlg to havitdetected, shallfighttheewithkeroseneoilandcarbollcsoap,·
that they themselvs, as well as others, may n&t yet they shall :tlght in vain. And the dealers in
A lady about forty wlsheij correspondence with a wid·
[From the Star Spangled Banner, Hinsda,!f, N.H.)
lay any etress upon any received proposition be- kerosene oil and soap shall wax rich and become ~:;'~~ ~~ ~i'~~;Jg£.~~ ~r"~~n~~,i:\;~~lnS:~~~ed~tfe~l~i
To INvALms AND 1ora~as: The Bamur aeldomtndorsea
yond what the evidence of its truth will warrant great in the land, yet thou shalt exist forever and a companion. None but bonorable persons need reply. ~~lt ~~:O/e?I~~:.d~~ \i1~~~~d~ ~~:1.:1;-;ro~ g£f!e!~"lt'i:}
and allow.-Locke, .
the tarmer shall not prevail against thee.
t1i~~re':i"gia~rs. A. MILES, 40 East Third street, lit. l'~IJI, ~~:t~faU:~~If:f,~t~a·~~~?ne or the molt suceellltu
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THE Society for the Liberation of Religion
from State Patronage and Control has beguu
new efforts in London to influence opinion in
favor of disesfabli&hment.
.THE (Jhemical Review says that recent
analyses of water from the holy well at Mecca
-where it_ is eagerly drunk by pilgrims-show
it to be ten times stronger than the average
London sewage.

Ne-w York, Saturdav, December 23, 1882.

THE Rev. J. Fletcher Wilcox became pastor
of the Christian church in Chicago, with the
understanding that, in lieu of salary, h.e should
be permitted to preach whatever doctrins he
pleased. This arrangement proved failure on
the first trial. In his opening sermon he told
the congregation that the righteous would literally inherit the earth for a thousand years, and
that the wicked W{)Uld be utterly destroyed at
death. He was informed by a committee on
the following day that the church could not
listen to such a belief, and that his pastorate
was ended. A hand organ that plays but one
tune would suit that ~ongregs.tion.

a

THE Christian lntelligencer thinks " there is
no m6re beautiful sight than a congregation asWHY can't those religious and highly moral
sembled in families-father, mother, and -chil- .people be content with having selfishly secured
dren seated together in pews;" and, it might front seats in the heavenly dtess-circle for
hav been added, all asleep.
themselvs and leave us fellows alone to wrangle
TaE Rev. Dr. Hicks, who was spiritual ad- for our places in the red-hot fiery . pit. But
viser to Guiteau, announces that the assassin is they won't. They want the pitites to feel their
_ not in hell, because there is no such place. _ Ac- position, and to understand that they mustn't
cording to this doctrin, then, the slayer and his fefll comfortable nor hav any fun in their warm
victim are both 1 enjoying the. advantages of quarters. Hence they pour the dr~>gs of the
celestial residence, regardless of the merits of celestial ambrosia on the heads of us poor
either. There is very little room for consola- groundlings. Now, we protest. Let these feltion in the thought.
lows sit in their celestial gallery and their
DR. Vmcaow, the Ge~;man naturalist, has heavenly dr-ess-~circle in peace; and let us hav
shown at the Berlin Anthropological Society our fights and our sports ·in the pit without besome ancient skulls found in the Caucasian ing bombarded with religious invectiv and
district. They are believed to afford proof of showered with moral slush.-Exchange.
~lie existence of the race called Macrocephali,
PROF. LANGLEY's discovery of a queer spot
described by Hippocrates. The heads are large of light on the disk of Venus during the recent
and extremely long or high in form, an effect transit has· excited a good deal of interest. The
believed to be due to bandaging in early in- discoverer says he is unable to account for it,
fancy.
though he is convinced it was some phenomeBISHOP BoRGESS has forbidden the Roman non connected with the surface or the atmosCatholic churches of Michigan to raise any phere of the planet, and not an optical illus~on
money by raffles, fairs, excursions, or balls. of any kind. Two" other observers at Pittsburgh
The first consequence of this is the lessening of saw the light, and their descriptions of it accord
the incomes of several charitable institutions, closely with Prof. Langley's account. This
and· he has ordered an assessment on his dio- discoverv, following that made not_long ago of
cese to make up a deficit of $!,300. Between a curious network of lines on Mars, which some
the two evils_of extortion and swindling, the hav imagined might be a system of gigantic
bishop has apparently chosen the former as the canals, will probably l~ad to more careful tele·
least.
scopic study of the various members of the
THE Abbe Prevost, the famous author of solar system. The improvements recently
"Manon Lescat1t," was not rich, and, like the made in spectroscopic appliances and the great
authors of his time, resolved to be on the look· size and power of some of the telescopes which
out for a rich patron. He accordingly ad- hav lately been constructed, or are in course of
dressed himself to the Prince of Conti, of whom construction, render it probable that within a
he a~ked an appointment as cb~_tplain. "As few years a great advance will be made in our
my chaplain!" exclaimed the prince in aston- knowledge of the physical condition of some of
ishment. "But, good heavens, sir, I never the nearer of the other worlds belonging to our
hear :nass !" "That is precisely why I asked system.-Sun.
for the appointment," satd the abbe; "I never
THE Church Union does not seem to hav any
say it ! " The prince did not giv him the chap-very clear ideas in regard to the Sunday laws,
laincy, but he gave him an allowance of 1,200
but it has succeeded in getting off the follow·
livres.
ing: ''It has always Men a. question worth dis·
Dn.. WILD, of Toronto, who is apparently all cussing at what point to bPgin the distinction
that his name implies, announces that Adam between liberty and licanse. The new Penal
was seven feet high. His reason for this con- Code under which New York has just now come
elusion is that the first man was perfect, and furnishes a fresh occasion for considering this
seven is a perfect number. "Three is the question in its provisions which refer to the
trinity number, and stands for the creator; four keeping of the Sabbath. We are free to say
stands for the world; thus seven includes the that we regret the haste of rellgious people to
creator and the created. Seven means comple- present this as a religious question. No doubt
tion. There are seven virtues that make a it is so in some of its phases, but to so proclaim
_.perfect man-virtue, knowledge, temperance, it on the whole is to foredoom to defeat the ef·
patience, godliness, brotherly kindness, and forts of the better. portion of the public to encharity." The fact that a man will throw seven force the code. Whether good or bad, whether
at.dice oftener than a.ny·other number may also reasonable or reasonless, there is a firm convic·
hav a significant be!l.ringon this important sub- tion in this land that it is not the business of
ject.
the state to legislate in the interests of religion.
THE Congregational Cli!P of Boston has been That may be a sword that cuts both ways-but
discussing the .question h~w to win young men unquestionably the public sentiment of this
to Cluistlanity. The H.ev. R. R. Meredith said: land is irrevocably committed to that principle.
''The churches to-day do not get the best and To demand the enforcement of any law on resharpest young men. They get the goody- l~gious ~.round is in fact to antagonize that sengoody ones, easily enough; but those who do __timent.
the thinking are not brought into the church in
TIIE Toledo Blade notices the fact that
great numbers. You cannot reach them l;>y Chicago has produced a great many heretics.
the Bible. How many did Moody touch in this Among the most prominent may be mentioned,
city during his revival da.ys? You can count Dr. Collyer, Bishop Cheney, Professor Swing,
them on your fingers. The man who wants Dr. Thomas, Mr. Wilcox, and Mr. Miln. .A.nd
them cannot get them with the Bible under his in comment, the Blade makes this significant
arm. He must be like them, sharp. They statement: " The fact of these ministers giving
cannot be gathered by sentimentality. if you up orthodox views for what are termed beretsay to them, 'Come to Jesus,' very likely they ical ones- would not be so significant but for
will reply,' Go to thunder,' "
the truth that they are to-day more popular
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than ever before and draw larger audiences
together. It will not do to put this down simply to their eloquence, but it goes to show a
TOLEDo, Ohio, has had a $650,000 fire.
state of things that must be recognized and
PRINCE TARURITO, oi Japan, is in this city.
accepted by the churches and acted upon if
they would preserve their influence for good,
Go through those of Toledo to-day, and if the
BisMARcK is suffering from neurulgia, and
members spoke the truth, nine out of ten would Emperor William is confined with a cold.
express their disbelief ht some of the cardinal
TWENTY·Snf:-lives were lost last week by the
doctrins, such as eternal punishment, burning foundering of a British bark off the coast of
in a literal lake of fire and brimstone, the ever-· ·Ireland.
lasting damnation of unbaptized or. non-elect
AN explosion of a powder mill which occurred
infants, etc. It is a necessity that religious at Mountain View, N. J., last Monday, killed
creeds be reconstructed" or the churches will three workmen, and was felt ten miles away.
lose their bold upon the people more and more
every year."
AN engineer was beheaded, one postal clerk
killed, and four others were seriously injured
TIIE sacrifice by John Smith of his boy at by a railway collision at Smoky Curve, Ohio,
Los Angeles, Cal., after the manner of Abra- on the 18th.
ham's contemplated murder of Isaac,· was an
NEW proclamations hav been issued by Earl
examule of the evil e:B;ects of implicit belief in Spencer, lord-lieutenant, offering $29,000 rethe plenary inspiration of the Bible, and the ward for information leading to the conviction
adopting of its barbarous teachings and ex- of the Phenix Park assassins.
amples as a rule of life. Smith had never read
A NEWSPAPER called the Moon is ~nblished
the Bible until within a year, but on becoming
on
Ward's Island, near New York, and the
a Methodist spent most of his time poring
over its pages. He not only convinced him- matter printed in it is prepared entirely by the
self that he ought to make a human sacrifice, inmates of the insane asylum,
but brought his wife and son, aged 13, to accept that view. "When he talked to me," says
the wife, " and persuaded me that a good
woman ought to think as her husbaud did, I
got so as to take whatever he said as the truth.
He made us fast, and Ben a~ ked him frequently
if God had ordered us to starve. He said yes.
When he announced that the boy must be
killed, we both remonstrated, but finally thought
it was all right. On the day appointed for the
eeremony he called B~n out of the house, and
told him that he had to die for our savior. The
little fellow knelt down and 1 got on my knees
by his side. John raised the knife, looked hard
into the boy's face, and then drove the knife
into his breast." The woman who is now in
jail, still believes that the deed was justifiable,
though she breaks down on recollecting the
sight. "I am always thinking of Ben," she
exclaims. "I can bear him all times in the
night asking to be brought in and laid on his
bed, and begging for a ·little water before he
died."

THE poet Whittier's 75th birthday was celebrated on the 17th inst. His health is good,
with the exception of a slight cold, and his
menta:l vigor seems unimpaired.
PRE.A.CJHERS and Christians generally are protesting against the production of the Passion
Play on the stsge. They say that it is sacrilege
for any man to endeavor to pdrsonate God.
MoUNTAIN EvA.NGELIST BARNEs is still holding
forth in this city, and preaching the gospel t{l
what he denomfuates a. "world run by the
devil." He has not as yet succeeded in drawing large audiences to bear him.
Tm:RE is a little boy in this ~ity four years
old who has smoked ever since he was weaned.
He is as large as most boys of his age, healthy
and bright. The only peculiarity about him is
taciturnity, as he never ta:lks while smoking.

THE porte, of Turkey, has issued a proclamation to the representativs of the foreign
press to the effect that anything written against
the government, and thrice repeated, will se-IN the case of Dr. J. K. Alleon, convicted in cure the expulsion of the writer from the
the United States Dietrict Court of circulating country.
improper matter through the ··mails, Judge
TALMAGE, last Sunday, preached a sermon of
Treat, in that court, on Dec. 15th, alluding to
protest
against the habit which other preachers
the case, gave the Society for the Suppression
of Vice a severe rebuke. Commenting upon hav of plagiarizing his utterances. He himits method of securing convicts, he said that self had been accused, he said, of plagiarism,
the conviction of Alleon rested upon a decoy but he wanted to wager $1,000 that it could not
be proved.
liitter sent by Mr. McA.ffee, the agent for the
BEECHER was before the Senate Committee
Society for the Suppression of Vice. The
question was whether the Federal statute had last Saturday, and talked about speculativ
-been violated. and then arose the questions, trading, otherwise known as stock gambling.
''Who caused the statute to be violated? What He believed in the righteousness of this ~ind of
right un.der the statute had the society's speculation, and by way of a joke said that it
agent to exploit in that manner and violate the was part of his business to deal in "futures."~
statute? Did not this amount to mq,nufa.cturTnE ten Brooklyn aldermen who were iming crime?- It matters not how guilty the convicted man is, it matters not for the purposes of prisoned for contempt of court were released
this branch of the inquiry whether the mails lust Sunday morning, having served out their
were used by quacks, humbugs, and worse peo- terms. The last twenty-four hours of their
ple. The point is a violation of the federal stay in jail are said to hav been passed at a game
sta.tute touching the use of the mails for circu- called poker, at which one lucky alderman won
lating obscene matter-who provoked the com- more than enough to pay his fine.
mission of the crime ? The state courts were
THE attempt to enforce the new Blue laws in
open for the punishment of evil-doers. Ought this city grows feebler with each succeeding
the federal court to be used to aid manufac- Sunday. By a liberal c0nstruction of the law,
tured crime? The society, no doubt, was com- ice cream is allowed to be sold as a necessity,
posed of excellent persons interested in the moral railroads run their trains, ferry-boats ply the
welfare of the people, but it did not know all rivers, and ministers are permitted to earn their
the agencies employed to bring the persecutions salaries without molestation from the police.
about. The parties had gone to the wro11g
HERR MosT, editor of the Freiheit, of Louforum. The state courts dealt with quacks,
specialists, etc. There was another question- don, arrived on the 11th. His friends had
whether printed matter that might be construed prepared a reception for him, but the delay of
indecent when mailed to a school girl could be the steamer prevented his attendance. Herr
considered so when forwarded to a woman of Most's notoriety among Socialists is mainly due
mature age or professional men? The whole to the fact that he sulfered imprisonment a
matter deserves careful consideration when such short time since for advocating their principles.
cases are brought to the federal court for treat-~ A large meeting was held in his honor at Cooper·
ment under federal statutes."
Institute on the evening of the 18th.

,
ing Moslem were to lay his difficulties before his gather deny God, deny that he works in nature? that
Ulema, he would be told that the mysteries of Islam- by him the day and the night succeed each other?
ism were matters to be received not by reason but. that by him. the grass and the flowers grow? and
A New "English Reformation.
by faith; and a doubting Buddhist who sought his that by"bim everything that is is guided· and govThe free exercise of human reason has been so priest would be sent home with mucli the same erned? Yet the views of the Christian and of the
generally discouraged by the teachers of all systems answer. People are Christians, or Mohammedans, man of wider· mind_ are incompatible. According to
of supernatural religion, and so often condemned as or Buddhists according to their place of birth rather the Christian view; for instance, on a certain· occaan act of positiv outrage against God, that the con· than for any other reason; and no-system of super- sion, "the sun stood still in the midst of heaven, and
scientious seeker after truth must be excused if at natural religion even claims to be logical, or- to bear hasted not to go down about a whole gay." Accord.
the very threshold of his spiritual inquiries he with it any proofs which are capable of carrying ing to the wider view, and it is susceptible of proof,
pauses to ask, By what authority and to what end is conviction to a healthy and deliberativ mind. .
the sun could never hav been, as the passage implies,
the fair use of my highest faculty thus denied me?
Reason, therefore, it is plain, must not be exer- above the horizon in Syria for something like twenty.
To this question the apologists of Christianity, of cised by any who, for one purpose or cause or an- four hours without causing the whole solar system
Buddhism, and of Mohammedanism respectivly other, desire to hold fast by what is called supernat- to collapse. Can it be presumed that the unchangereturn replies which are almost exactly similar. ural religion. It is apparently the bounden duty of able God has told one ,story in the Bible and has
They all claim that their religions are, more or less every Christian, for instanue, to ·completely silence nevertheless informed the world by the voice of
directly, founded upon revelations from God. to man, his own reasoning faculties, and to listen only to the science that that story could not possibly be true?
and they all agree that revelations of such a kind voice of his church; -for who can doubt that super- Can it be imputed to God that he ever thus trifled
are necessarily obscure and mystical, and beyond natural religion, if there be suck a thing, has laws with those whom he intended should livordie accordordinary human comprehension. Every difficulty as immutable as those of nature, and that these laws ing to their ob~j.dience or disobedience to his Jaws?
which occurs to them, so they affirm, -provides them demand a uniform and 'general obedience, such as And can it, if we turn to other circumstances and
with fresh proof of the divine origin of the religious can only bt> properly rendered by individuals who considerations, be supposed that God, who claims to
system which they profess; and it is the evident will rule their lives according to some· common and be ju,st,- gave his countenance to the deeds of blood
of God, so they say, that these mysteries should be infallible interpretation of what is alleged to be and rapine which are narrated with such unmixed
approval in the Old Testament?
·
·
accepted by the world in the light, :u.ot of reason, revelation?
which is confessedly incapable of understanding
What, then, can be said for the so-called faith of
It is unnecessary to" dwell upon this point; for it is
them, but of faith. They assert, in fact, and in Christians, when we find that the standard of their one which has been so often and so carefully dealt
spite of the contradiction involved, that the essence belief varies as time goes on? They hav gradually with that little or nothing remains to be said about
of revelation is obscurity, and that it lies without found that some of their tenets are so grossly im- it. The conscientious inquirer may, however, say,
the province of humanity either to prove or to dis- probable that it is impossible any longer seriously to "God is all powerful; provided that I hav fair eviprove anything which they declare to he based upon defend them; and with an inconsistency, which would dence up()n which to believe these and other alleged
divine revelation. Reason, they add, i!l fatally mis- be charming were_ a subject less grave in question, interferences with the ordinary laws of nature and
leading. It may, and does, guide men aright in the they hav surreptitiously modified their creed so as justice, I will believe them." The final question is,
ordinary affairs of business and daily life; but if we to make it more nearly fit in with the hard and therefore, Is there fair evidence? Is there even any
applied it to matters of religion, we should be forced unyielding facts of practical experience. Fifty years evidence at all?
to surrender the beliefs which weprofess; and the ago orthodox churchmen in England professed to
Now it would be clearly unsafe to place implicit
faith in which our fathers lived and died would be- believe that the biblical account of the creation was trust in any assertion ·contained in the Bible if it
come meaningless, and even absurd, to our children. literally and punctually correct, and that the world could be plainly demonstrated that other a~sertions.
But surely it is an unwarrantable assumption to and all its contents were made within six ordinary of equal importance were of very doubtful veracity.
suppose that the revelation of facts which are delib- days; That faith is now held by very few save those It speaks much, therefore, for the honesty and fairerately intended to teach men how to save their who are Roman Catholics, and by not all even of them. ness of the men who hav recently in England pro.
eouls from perdition can be made by God in Ian- Geology demonstrated the untenability of the theory, duced a revised version of the New Testament that
guage so tangled and implicit as to be incomprehen- and nine Englishmen out of ten thereupon unblush- they hav not hesitated to .call the attention of their
sible. It cannot be conceived that God would speak in ingly adapted their creed to circumstances, and sur- readers to some of the grosser instances of unwardouble acrostics, or that doctrine of the gravest im- rendered their p·osition at discretion. A further rantable interpolation .and omission in the texts from
portanue should be proclaimed by him in any but the surrender had to be made when the question of the which the translation of 1611 was made. One of ·the
clearest and most explicit words. What, indeed, is deluge came under discussion, although there is chief dogmas which must suffer in the popular Chrisrevelation if it be not something plain and .precise_? perhaps better reason for believing the story of a tian estimate by the revision is that of the bodily asAnd if that which is said to be revelation presents universal flood thanforcreditingthe biblical account censionof Jesus into heaven. We may be excused
any -difficulties to the conscientious inquirer, what is of the creation; and in time, too; the histories of if we briefly consider it, since it serves to illustrate
the,re in any law, human or divine, to prevent his mak- Balaam and Jonah were explained away-so that if the matter in hand. Matthew makes no historical
ingdiligent endeavor to try the truth of the claim ad- English Christianity proceeds upon the lines which mention of t.he ascension. Mark passes it over rather
vanced? The ·Bible, which has been so often mis- it has followed for the last half-century, it will in vaguely by saying that·" the. Lord Jesus, after he
quoted as a supporter of passiv obedience and child- another hundred years cease to posf!ess a large pro- had spoken unto them, was received up into heaven,
ish ingenuousness, expressly advises men to prove portion of its present supernatural elements. And and sat down at the right band of God;?' and John,
all things; and in the case of Thomas, Jesus is rep~ yet it is only upon the supernatural that dogma, the like Matthew, makes no allusion to the matter.
resented as havin~ himself gone so far as to directly very corner-stone of every system of· so-called re- Luke, in the version of 1611, is made to say, "And
appeal to the disciples' reasoning faculties. For veale_d religion, is founded.
it came to pass, while he blessed them, he was.p"arted
It is not surprising that certain Christian dogmas from them and carried up into heaven. And they
what·purpose, too, were the miracles of the gospels
if not to enforce belief upon the moat incredulous? hav been so easily relinquished by Protestants, when worBhiped him," etc. But in the version of 1881,
It seems, in fact, almost impossible for Christians to we reflect upon what weak base!l, many of them Luke's language takes a different turn, and states
pJJt forward any sound argument to show that man :rested. Even the _major dogmas of the religion are "it came t.o pass while he blessed them he parted
is ever expected, even by their own religion, to be. built upon foundations of the fiimsies_t and most pre- from them, and 'teas carried up into..Jteaven. And
lieve without proof; and yet Christian teachers are, carious kind. Christians, for instance, believe in the they worshiped him," etc. A ud a marginal note says
of all men, the most exacting, and, it may be added, trinity, yet they accept as divinely inspired the whole that "some ancient authorities" omit the words
in many cases the most inconsistent in this matter. volume of the Old Testament which does not make which we print in italics. The only other historical
Protestantism is the result d an early skirmish be- the remotest allusion to a triune god; and they argue reference in the New '11estament to the ascension is
tween people who reasoned and people who did p.ot; for the necessity of infant baptism, although it can the passage in the Acts,, which saya, "And when he
yet the reasoning party, which was victorious at the by no means be proved that such baptism was prac- had said these things, as they were looking, he was
Reformation, now denies the exercise of reason to ticed until long after all the apostles were dead. Is it taken up; and a cloud received him out of their
its own followers. A Protestant, it is true, is toler- a matter of faith with Christians that belief in the sight." Upon these words, therefore, rests the whole
ably wide awake to the credulity of Roman Catho- trinity and the practice of infant baptism are need- dogma of the physical ascension of Jesus. Considlics, but it must be borne in mind that he discovered ful to salvation? and, if so, what authority can they ering that the miraculous event, if it happened at all,
the weaknesses of the papacy three hundred years adduce for these and a score of other dogmas? It is alleged to hav occurred in the presence of a.numago, and that nowadays he is quite as credulous- would seem that they can bring forward little or ber of the apostles, it is, to say the least., astonishthough in a slightly different direction-as any none. Within living memory new"'dogmas havbeen ing that the gospels of Matthew and John, who were
papist. He inveighs against popery as being a tis- invented, and published as necessary to salvation, by apostles, pass it by in absolute silence, Md that these
sue of absurdities; yet his own spiritual digeativ the strictest and most consistent of all Christian only of Mark and Luke, who were not, make mention
powers hav proved capable of assimilating so many communions, the Roman church; and during the last of it. And, if we take it that the Acts is also the
astonishing dogmas that unprejudiced observation fifteen centuries dozens of other dogmas, many of work of Luke, we may sum up the matter generally
fails to perceive in what respect his credulity falls them being professedly of the highest importance, by saying that no apostle makes direct mention of
short of that of his neighbor. It is scarcely fair to hav been similarly manufactured -and promulgated, any kind of this wonderful thing which, if it ever
speak of the so-called faith of either as anything certainly without even the most shadowy warrant occurred, must hav made an indelible impression
better than a superstition; for in both instances be- from the Bible as it is interpreted by unprejudiced upon all who witnessed it. As for Luke's version,
lief is avowedly founded upon something which minds. The obvious conclusion is that the Christian part of it is, accordin~ to the revisers of 1881, of at
would not be considered evidence in any court of claim that the religion is entirely based on divine least dubious authenticity; and, for aught that Mark
justice. But while tht~ church of England, which we revelation will not hold water, for religion is to says of the ascension, the alleged miracle may hav
may fairly·consider to be the best and most repre- dogma what proverbs are to vulgar wisdom-the been no miracle at all, for his words, making due
allowance for the extravagance of oriental language,
sentativ exponent of Protestantism as well as the embodiment and the essence.
most influential, is an inconsistent institution, that of
Does not the shifting standard of Christian faith will perfectly well bear the natural interpretation
Rome is at least thorough-going and, to a certain of itself prove that that faith, at least in its later de- that Jesus died, and, in common with all good pe<!extent, logical. The former denies some improba- velopments, is "a fond thing vainly imagined?" If, ple, passed to a happier state. At all events, it IS
bilities, yet sets the seal of its approval upon others however, the conscientious inquirer, having made pla:in that the doctrin of the physical. &Fcension
which are equally startling. The latter, on the these and similar reflections, be not so far convince"d, of Jesus rests upon very shadowy foundatiOns; and,
other hand, boldly lays claim to infallibility, and, let him consider the improbability, nay, the impossi- this being so, is it safe, especially when the .superinstead of making any concessions to reason, contin- bility, of the bases of the Christian religion. To do natural is in question, to place implicit trust m any
ually advances its forces and increases its preten- so he must return once more to the subject ofrevela- other assertion contained, or supposed to be consions. Both, however, agree in denying to the indi- tion.
'
•
tained, in the Bible? Even supposing that the orig.
vidual the full and free exercise of his reasoning
And what is revelp.tion? It is the demonstration -inal authors of the New Testament wrote in perfect
faculties; and what Christianity denies is also denied to man of the laws and will of God, the poet of the bona fides, it must be conceded that copyists and
to humanity by the teachers of Buddhism, Moham- universe, the unchangeable, the eternal. What is transcribers had thousands of motivs, in posse, if not
medanism, and all the other old religions of the the process? According to Christians, revelation is in esBe, for adding to or subtracting from the man·
world.
made chiefly through the medium of inspiration; it uscripts as they :first stood, and ~t must ~t :he same
The grounds, therefore, upon which Christianity is crystallized in the Bible; but according to a still time be remembered that there Is no existmg copy
is based are no more explicable than the foundations more widely. received view, revelation is made of even a single fragment of the New Testament
upon which other religious systems are built; nor is through the operations and results of what are called which is of earlier date than the second century;
it seriously pretended that they are so. If a doubt- natura~ cav~es. Does anyone who does not alto- th~t ther~ is ~«? ~!isting original manuscript of the
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-New Testament which was written until after the end confessing their weak points and iQ.defensible posi- history. Then look at the time and thought which
of the first three centuriE)s; and that of the chief earfy tions, and to giv up gracefully what they cannot a scholar will consume over a commentary on the
manuscripts, aleph dates from the fourth century, maintain, owningj if need be, that-here and there ~phesians~energy well enough directed, no doubt,
A from the fifth, B possibly from the fourth,· Ofrom they hav been in error. The archdeacon,. on the i.f all that you preach be true, but sadly misapplied
the fifth, .D from the sixth, and L from the eighth. other hand, is implacable. He is not in error. if it should prove to be less than true. Your church
Surely, all things considered, such authority as this "Christ's presence is with us," he asserts; "Christ's has attracted to herself some of the graooest heads
truth has been committed to our keeping; the word that ever sat upon men's shoulders. Who shall say
is not sufficient for the conscientious truth seeker.
And by a similar process it may be shown that of God standeth fast forever; and the church .cannot what progress might hav been made in the_ field of
other cardinR.l dogmas of Christitnity are based err." The canon, too, at once takes up an unreason- science, what unspeakable blessings conferred ~pon
upon evidence' which cannot satisfy an unprejudiced able and determined position, and is perpetually beg- the rich and poor, if such .men would hav thrown the.
mind. Still, however, behind all this d(,mbt and ging the question" by referring to holy scripture." weight of their intellect into our cause, instead Of
-disbelief, there is something certain which the in- He is indignant at the wickedness of the professor, thwarting·usandteachingthepeqpletomistrustuEI,and
quirer may gnsp by the true and. unerring light of and considers that "the Bible and the whole Bible, Aquandering their lives in writing philippics against
reason· and science, which last is another name for just _as we hav it, is the full and perreot revelation of Infidelity ! How many discoveries of inestimable
experience. If God has not revealed himself to man God's unutterable truth," and that "its so-called value might hav been treasured up, while half the
by means of the miracles which the Bible professes difficulties are such only as we should expect to find Christian church was anathematizing the other half,
to record, he bas at least revealed himself, and is re- in language addressed by th'i, infinit creator to, the because mP.n could. not agree about some. technical
·vealing himself daily, by methods wliich, although finite creature." The dean is a little more toleraPt. distinction between the several persons of the godperhaps revolutionary of all preconceived ideas and He does not think it impossible. that in the future head ! And the innumerable social problems which
aspirations, are utterly and completely convincing. somefewpassagesintheBiblE>maybecitedascurious surround us and which political economists toil sciFa.ith -may be challenged and confounded, science legends of the past, and may provoke a decorous entifically to solve- think how much further we
cannot; and science is the only revelation. As we smile; nor does he" hesitate to confess that there are might now hav advanced toward their solution, and
approach to perfect knowledge, so shall we approach certain episodes.of scripture history which he heartily how infinitly happier and more proE~perous the multo perfect wisdom, which is the wisdom of the Poet wishes could be removed. But_ they involve no im- titude might consequently be, if you clergy would
of the Universe; for the whole wisdom of man, act- portant principle of belief," and, if only Christ is hav helped these men in the~r noble efforts, instead
ual and possible, is the eternal wisdom of God. Our left him, he does not mind what else is taken away. · of discountenancing their work as almost godless,
The profe~sor courteously states his difficulties because it concerns, -or appears superficially to conknowledge is to-day far, .very far, from complete.
. We are only on the threshold of the dawn, and and doubts. He shows that the study of na~ure cern, this present life only! I think I hav givm you
all ia still dark and mysterious about us. For years forces him to disbelieve much that is in the Bible; quite a sufficient answer. And I expect to gain anto come we m_ust continue to raise altars "to the un- he insists upon man's duty to ask a sound reason for other benefit yet, which tounhes to the quick that
known God," and rest content to hope and long and all that he is required to believe, especially if it con- sense of self-respect so dear to every Englisrwork for the light; but the light of wisdom will cerns his welfare eitherbodily or spiritual; he points man. I expect to gain reality. At the present
come at last, and then, and then only, convinced by out the absolute immorality of belief upon insuf- moment it is not too much to say that the general
the irresistible miracles of the Eternal-Wisdom, will ficient evidence; he lame;nts Christian intolerance; and ever-growing want of confidence in dogmas too
all the nations be of one min-d and of one faith. Rea- he wonders at the infatuation which impels Christian big for sober use has made the whole Christian
son is destructiv, but it is also constructiv. It has teachers to profess to believe matters which they church unleal. . Outwardly each man thinks it Fafe
never yet overthrown a dogma of sapernatural re- confess they cannot comprehend; he comments on and decent to be orthodox, but in his own heal't he
ligion without demonstrating some new law of na- the incompatibility of the god of science and the appeals ever and again from orthodoxy to God.
ture; and it has never taken away any man's faith God of the Bible; he pleads that the Bible may be The consideration that five hundred teachers of
without giving that man something truer and better full of interpolations and textual inaccuracies, and equal piety and vehemence bring him five hundred
in exchange for what he has been deprived of. What that the clergy take no steps to sift these matters; contradictory messages from the same Jehovah,
Jesus and Paul did is now being done by science. he touches upon the credulity of humanity and its leaves him no choice but to smile respectfully on
They asked for proof and found it not, when they willingness to passivly accept any pleasant doctrin Fach, and pay no heed to any. God is better to him
encountered the apologists of the older religions. relativ to a savior or a future life; he disposes of the than all his·messengers. He has taught h1m in silent
So does science. And according to their knowl- vulgar fallacy that Agnostics are necessarily men of moments of communion a pure and holy faith, which
edge they set about reforming the faith of human- corrupt lives and foul principles; he satirizes the does not separate him from his fellows, as it is the
ity. So do those who work with the new revelation quibbling propensities of theologians; he grieves loud boast or every other faith to do, but binds him
in their hands. But now all things are growing that, after all, man knows and can expect to know so in a sweet and noble brotherhood to all mankind~
clearer. 'l'he sun is mounting behind the distant little; and in a bold and eloquent passage he de- Faith in the supremacy of truth and order, faith in
hills, and when, in all its perfect splendor, it shall clares his conviction that "if the archbishop of the final triumph of the fit and good, faith in patient
look over their summits, there will be no man so Canterbury, with the whole hierarchy of the English labor and quiet waiting for the light that comes of
foolish as to deny that it is day.
church, after calm and solemn debate in· council, toil, faith in humility and honesty and love, faith in
This course of thought has been suggested by the would come out to the people and say, 'We hav been the still voice within him and the conscience at
perusal of a small and hitherto almost neglected mistaken' " in this or in that; we will henceforth whose bar he stands, faith also in the future, that it
volume which-has recently been published in Eng- ask you to believe nothing but what is capable of will be with him as he deserves it should be, ~nd
land by the author of "The Fight in Dame Europa's proof," the floo<:l of touohing sympathy that would that the God who is his guide to-day will be his
School," entitled "The Council of Canterbury." The sustain them, the thunder of honest British cheer- guide for evermore. I am sure I do not know what
writer, who is a priest of the Established church, ing that would deafen them, would be something to you want of a better faith than this; and practically,
and who relinquished a minor canonry at Salisbury make life worth living indeed." And he continues, I take it, this or something not very unlike jt, is
in order to go as chaplain with the late British Arc- speaking to hjs friends: "The entire nation would already the faith of every reasonable man. Yet the
tic Expedition under Nares, appears to hav long be at your feet, and you might mold every man and professor of such a faith, in the opinion of the orthobeen puzzled by the conflict of science w~th dogma, woman into any shape you pleased. Not Christ him- dox, would be pronounced an Infidel. I want you
and to hav now determined to cast in his lot with self won a higher place in the hearts of men than to reverse this harsh judgment, and to speakthe. former; for his book is a bold and earnest ap- he will win-the brave, clear-headed, lion hearted comfortably to such a man; I want you to
peal for the fair exercise of reason in the church of English priest-who shall dare to stand forth boldly absolve him from the unfair, unpalatable choice
England. It is made up of an imaginary dialog be- between the church and the world, with plain, indis- between an unreal profession of faith to save his
tween a scientific professor and a Lilieral and en- putableproof of every dogma in his hand, or the orthodoxy,andasenseofwhisperedexcommunication
lighted archbishop of Canterbury, supported by a nerve to hurl away all-dogma into the realm of myth from the church to save his honesty. Nor is this
high-church archdeacon, an evangelical canon, and a and fable. Whatever value, therefore, you may at· evident mistrust of the old beliefs confiued by any
broad-church dean; and the conversation which is tach to the moral influence of a supernatur-al creed, m('ans to the intelligent laity. There are hundreds
chl'Onicled is suppose.d to arise out of the fact that I think it quite conceivable that the abandonment of of P"ri~h parsons also who never mention a dogma
the archbishop, uneasy at being powerless to deal, to it might produce an effect more salutary still."
if they can help it, who hav long since ceased to
his own or any other reasonable person's satisfac.
The archbishop, the dean, and the canon tempor- preach on any subject not purely practical, and who
tion, with the increasing body of modern unbelief in ize with these difficulties as best they may, but they hav viltually expunged from their teaching almost
Christianity, decides to call a council of representa- do not answer them. The summing up of the pro. the last remnant of supernaturalism.
. And
tiv men of all parties, pledged to discuss the matter fessor is worthy of quotation. "Suppose," asks not in England only, but in Europe and America
fairly in all its bearings, and to weigh and consider the broad-church dean, "that you succeed in over· their names are known and loved, and their writings
every view put forward, the ultimate object being to turning revealed religion, and setting up science eagerly devoured; a clear and most instructiv proof
arrive at uniformity. Those' things which can be in its stead, what do you expect to gain by it?" that the whole Christian world mistrusts the old (I
proved the church of England is to hold and teach; "I might reply,'' he says, "though the answer beliefs and is determined that they shall be modthose which cannot are to be relegated to the limbo would be, perhaps, a little bombastic and common- ified-!!o thoroughly determined that any influeniiihabited by the myths of paganism; and, in an in- place, Truth. But I will giv you a better answer. tial priest who coneents to their modification is hailed
formal kind of way, the five friends rehearse the Among many substantial benefits, I expect to gain by all men as a deliverer, though he lacks, alas! the
contemplated council of Canterbury.
principally three-time, and thought, and energy. courage to set his fellows free-is magnified as bonThe professor is the son of an English clergyman, Hav you ever nflected upon the number of hours est, though indeed he just stops short of being so-is
and has passed through the usual phases of restless- spent weekly in England alone, to say nothing of held up as a pattern of liberality, though it must be
ness and doubt, until finally he bas been obliged to the continent, on devotional exercises and the acqui. confeesed he bas given away little else but doctrins
relinqnil!lh the dogmas of Christianity and to reject sition of religious dogma? I should say that some- which, as a minister of the church, were not his to
the theory of the inspiration of the Bible. The arch. thing like a fourth part of the time at every boy'1.1 and giv. And yet such bl'3mishes as tliese, involving
bishop, who is, we fear, not of the stuff of which girl's disposal for p,_urposes of study is thus directly principles of action so generally distasteful to ~he
archbish,ops are generally made, says that he is or indirectly employed. Now, if the tremendous straightforward English mind, are all forgiven him.
heartily sick of the unreality of his position. He articles of your creed be literally true, not one-fourth . . . If you wish your church to last another
"is ashamed of the cowardice which keeps him and part, but the whole, of everybody's day would be too twenty years, if you would not bring upon yourselvs
his party forever silent, when all the world is look· little for their study and application; But if many and your country the untold horrors of a religious
ing toward them and bidding them speak out in of them should turn out, after careful scrutiny in re.volution, if you would check, while but a streamGod's name," and he considers his position contempti- council, to be pious myths and legeuds, useful, per- let murmuring in the distance, the flood of turbulent
ble bayond all words. "Every day," he laments, hans, in the baby ages of the past, but unneeded interrogation that must burst upon you ere long, be
~'somebody is. coming to me for help, and I hav now, surely your church must be held responsible wise and far-seeing and brave, and take into your
nothing to tell him except that he had better leave for a most pernicious waste of time. Think what own hands a measure which may soon e8cape beyond
hard questions p.lone." Difficulties perpetually evaded an injury you would thus be guilty of inflicting upon control. . . . Here is your golden opportunity
and never faced hav, he feels, put the clergy into.an the young! One modern language might be learned, of proving your claim as shepherds of the people. •
utterly false position, and he is bravely determined one graceful accomplishment mastered, and one
. Take the long catalog of difficultie11 which
to do what he can to set matters right. He considers branch of science intelligently pursued, in half the hav been a stumbling-block to millions, and deal
that all fair-minded men hav much the same object number of years now spent by Christian children in with thell_l one b~ one; defend in heaven's name
in '!ie~-the weeding out from among them of that learning diligently by heart what millions of God's whatever IS defensible, and what you cannot defend
which Is false, and the more diligent culture of that children in other land's are taught to regard, by au- let go."
.
whioh is true; and he asks his friends to join him in tliority from the same God, as neither sacred nor I And why should there not be a council of Canter
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bury ? Is there anything wrong or shameful in bon~ suredly wrench from terror what it has not been able
esty ? And, on the other hand, are the teacliers of to obtain from common sense.
·
the church of England able fairly to say that they
WILLIAM L. CLOWES.
are quite satisfied with their position? If Christian
dogmas are defensible, it is the church of England
Letters of Sympathy.
which ought to defend them; and who doubts that
L INDBAY, 0 NT., D eo. 11
. ,. 1882 .
at the present time some defense is needed? The
MY DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Thesuddennewsof the
world wants to know how many more doctrine may death of poor Mr. Bennett caused me great pain.
be silently let go in face of scientific necessity, and The Liberal cause has lost one of its noblest advowhether or not some tolerable modus vivendi can be cates, and I deeply sympathize with you in your very
arranged between science a·nd dogma. Great and sad bereavement.
. .
s._tartling concession must undoubtedly be made;
Respectfully yours,
McDONNELl..
but under certain circumstances concession is a positiv duty. The honest man does not scruple to conL dcusT V ALLEY, N. Y ., Dec. 7' 1882.
fess-that he is wrong when his opponent proves him
EuGENE MACDONALD, EsQ: In the death of D. M.
to be so. There are many who think that Christianity can be proved to be baseless and mistaken, 'Bennett the world will long grieve for the loss of an
and there are also, presumably, many who are as able friend-dear to t.bose who personally knew him,
firmly convinced that the truth of Christianity is and to all valuing knowledge, as the most honest
capable of demonstration. Is it possible that the truth seeker and voluminous, searching critic of relatter lack the courage of their opinions? It is to be ligious shams ever presented to thoughtful and canhoped that such is not the case, for, whether true or did readers; who, for ages to come, will serve, more
false, Christianity can never be, as she aspires to be, than any other writer, as an industrious and extensiv
the religion of all humanity until, brave and confi- tp.inker, r-easoner, and reliable critic-in his numerdent, she takes her stand in the world and not apart ous published works-to emancipate his race from
from it, and submits to the same kind of sober and debasing superstitions of false theisms, cosmogonies,
unprejudiced criticism as is leveled in England, as and the rule of priestcraft in all civilized countries.
well a.s here in America, at other professedly re- May his compensation be in continued usefulnessvealed religions. And she may be sure of one of which I hav no doubt-in another world, as the
thing: she will approach the ordeal with everything most congenial to his intelligent' and philanthropic
"
in her favor. In England, at all events, she has the nature. Yours, in warm sympathy,
CH.AS. E. TowNSEND.
immense advantage of being in possession; her pure
and beautiful teaching is respected even by her most
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Dec. 10, 1882.
. determined opponents, and her generally beneficent
MRs.
D.
M.
BENNETT,
My IJear Madam: The
influence upon the nation will be readily acknowledged on all hands. It is certainly her duty to take death of your husband bas caused a sadness in my
up and deal with the burning problems of the hour, heart that words are powerless to express. My symyet for years she has sat silent almost as the sphinx, pathies are DOW with you in your present great beand aa careless, apparently, of the strife that is rag- reavement. D. M. Bennett was my friend, and his
. ing around her. Where. is the clear and .authorita- death I feel to be my loss .
Liberalism had no greater or nobler exponent.
tiv voice with which the church of England ought
His
life· was one of devotion to the cause of humanto speak out to the world? Of what use is she to
humanity in its spiritual difficulties? There is, in ity and the rights of man. He was indeed a martyr
fact, the greatest possible need for the church and to the principles of justice and truth. He died as he
the world to join forces and to come to an under- lived, true to the highest and grandest ideas of human
standing, for science has of late made such strides liberty. His name will go down to posterity as one
that all men who think must, perforce,_ask j;hem- of the saviors of the human race. Rising generaselvs whether it is the church or science that is to tions will revere his memory as one who lived and
Amake the inevitable surrender. ,At present it is evi- labored for the good of all. Let us be like him for
dent that the two cannot for long liv in even that whom you now so greatly mourn. Hope that
There is no death I What seems so is transition:
most artificial and unreal kind of harmony in which,
This life of mortal breath
_teste the English broad church party, they affect to
Is but a suburb of the life elysian
exist. They flatly contract each other daily, and
Whose portal we call death.
they are perpetually working counter to each other.
I remain most fraternally yo~r friend,
If, therefore, the church of England has anything
.
w. H. WMAS'JER.
wbich she can say, let her speak in God's name while
opportunity offers. Let her face reality and not
_ INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Dec. 10, 1882.
flinch" before facts. If she be true she must stand;
MRs. D. M. BENNETT: MyiJearMadam: I know
and, at the worst, let her remember she has nothing
against her save such arguments as may be drawn how feeble is the light of condolence in the midfrom the daily revelation of God's law in nature, and night of grief. Yet words of sympathy bear the
from the fair exercise by honest, earnest men of the only balm that friendship can offer the broken
wits wherewith God has dowered them. Sooner or heart.
Your bereavement must hav been as unexpected
later she must move. Why not now? The world,
which is always increasing in knowledge and perspi- as it is irreparable. There seems to hav been no
cacity, bas now passed out of its infancy, and can premonition of the peril-no forecast of the coming
never be brought to uniformity of opinion by the cloud, but the crash came like the thunder-clap that
·
.
evangelization of any sy11tem of religion not based shivers the sturdy oak.
In the presence of your beloved dead, as you bow
upon reason. But reason is as powerful as it ever
was-aye, even more so. It is to day possible to in uncontrolable grief before the broken idol of
appeal, through reason, to by far the greater part of your family hearth, let the consolation come to your
the human race; and if Englandwere to set a brave distracted faculties that a multitude of friends clear
example _by weeding out all superstition from her into the unfathomable depths of faithful hearts feel
national creed the effect upon the rest of the world acutely the blow that falls upon you with most
crushing effect.
would be of incalculable importance.
Trusting that coming suns may soften the frigid
The apostles of reason !J,av a great and beneficent
future before them; but as long as great bodies of atmosphere that now chills your aching heart and
men continue to wrap themselvs up in contradictions dispel the heavy clouds that now shut from your
the religious progress of both hemispheres must be weeping eyes the prospect of future cheer, I beg to
• seriously impeded. If the church of England, there- subscribe myself your humble friend,
J. R. MoNROE.
fore, possesses any of its often boasted love for truth,
and retains auy trust in truth and in herself, let
her stand up and declare herself ready to meet all
153 CHERRY ST., CHELSEA, M.Ass., Dec. 8, 1882.
comers, for be who bas truth in his quiver need
E. M. M.ACDONALD Ai-m T. B. WAKEMAN, Brothers:
never fear the combat.
Your invitation to meet with the friends of D. :M:.
Let the English hierarchy, then, take to heart the Bennett on the lOth inst., to commemorate his physsuggestions of the Council of Canterbury. Centuries ical repose after a life of more than usual activity
ago the fathers of the present race of Englishmen and success, has just reached :;ne, and I hasten my
bravely purged themselvs of a certain number of acknowledgments, that you may know I will be near
ir111tional dogmaR, and there can be nothing foreign you in spirit and purpose on that honor-bestowing
to the spirit- of justice, consistency, and truth in . occasion, though I may not bEl"permitted to join in
England's further rejection of the remainder. At bodily presence.
the -present day she may gracefully rid herself of
Could I mourn as some do, who mistake the silence
them, and no one will be the loser, while millions of transitional rep9se for the nothingness of an
will gain. But in years to come, circumstances must eternal sleep, I should be sad indeed; knowing, as I
be different, and unless the new reformation be un- hav been permitted to know, how many maturing
dertaken peacefully and in time the shock with thoughts and useful endeavors hav been interfered
which England will some day awake to true relig. with by this sudden departure of our co-worker and
ions liberty
shake half her institutions to their friend-but I do not l For, so sure as I know he
foundations, and Tead to results which all sober aspired to liv the life of the immortals, while physminds would regret to bear of. Let the English ically he moved, toiled, and shared his being with
church at least adopt a reasonable attitude, and let us in search of the true and the good, so sure I am
her open her eyes and her ears. Objections in this there will be no break in his ministry and no failure
fierce age cannot with impunity be shirked, for there in the final outcome of 'his work, as his soul, like
is abroad among all people a questioning voice that that of John Brown, "still goes marching on;" nainsists upon an answer, and unless the answer comes ture knowing no exception to the law that makes
soon arid clearly the th~nder of the demand will as- des~iny proportionate to attraction,
·

w.

will

Brothers, I join you 1n_ the bestowarof those affectionate regards and appropriate benedictions, which.
the toiler for humanity .and the right has ever received from the appreciating few. May they be
worthy of the man, and equal to the consecrating
spirit of the hour.
,.
y
b h
J H W T
our rot er,
· · · OOHEY.
BosToN, MAss., Dec. 9, 1882.
MY DEAR MRs. BENNETT: I cannot adequately
express to you the pain I felt on ·learning of the
death of your companion, and I am equally incapable of expressing my deep and heartfelt sympathy
for you, in this, your time of great grief. · Be assured, my dear Mrs. Bennett, that you bav my very
tenderest sympathy and the sympathy of many thou~ands of good people throughout the country. And
as they hav loved your husband, and had to do with
him, yet they hav all the time loved you, even
though they did not make it known to you. But
now the people will show you in many ways ·that
they hav held you in their hearts, and they will,
through ministrations of kindness, try to make your
burden rest as lightly upon you as possible.
I regret very much that sickness prevel!ts me from
being present at the funeral. I am much disappointed, as I had made all arrangements to go on
with Miss Tilton, Mrs. Colman, and Mr. Mendum.
If I am well enough I shall be in New York in course
of a few days, and will call and see you. Be as
hopeful as you can.
Yours fraternally,
.
w. S; BELL.
NASSAU, MwH, Dec. 11, 1882.
FRIEND MACDONALD: It was with feelings of unfeigned sorr.ow and regret that I read tha announcement of the death of our beloved friend and brother,
D. M. Bennett. It .seems to me. that his friends
cannot· better manifest ·their appreciation of hi_s
worth than to hav each patron of THE TRUTH
SEEKER donate one dollar, to be presented as a New
Year's present to his patient and heroic little wife.
Now, fri!Jnds, don't send pledges, but send the dollar
at once. There must be at least five thousand subscribers that can respond, and only think bow much
good it will do her, and we will never feel it.
I sent the money some time ago for the foUl'th
volume of "A Truth Seeker Around the World,"
and I hope it will be published up to his last instalment, as it contains the last words that he wrote
while in the flesh.
I am not one of those death-ends-all fellows, and
I feel that our friend and brother has only been
transferred to a broader field of usefulness, and what
is our loss is his gain.
Inclosed find one dollar for the New Year's Fund.
Fraternally yours,
H. J. WrLsoN.·
MERIDEN, IowA, Dec. 14, 1882.
EuGENE MACDONALD, IJear Sir: It was with much
sadness I learned of the death of D. M. Bennett.
So unexpect-ed was the sad news I could hardly realize it for a while; and while I desire to express
my heartfelt sympathy to you for the bereaved wife
of Brother Bennett, that true and heroic wife and
lady, who bore with her husband the taunts and
sneers and persecutions of a religious world, I will
not attempt to express the pain it givs me at the loss
of such a brave, noble, and useful advocate and
champion of the principles of Liberalism. Though
not personally acquainted w~h Brother Bennett, I
still feel as one that was since subscribing for THE
TRUTH SEEKER and reading so much of his writings.
I can but think what a brave, honest, and industrioufi man he was, and of what a grand work and
glorious heroic record he has left behind; of how
ceaselessly he pursued his labors of dealing deathblows to Christian superstitions and absurdities, even
while suffering innocently in prison at the cruel_
hands of Christian persecutors. The name and
works of D. M. Bennett willliv long after all his
persecutors will hav been forgotten. How appropriate to the deceased, in the language of Shakspere,
is the following:
His life was gentle, and the elements
So mixed in him that nature might stand up
And say to the world, " This was a man ! "

Yours truly,

E. INGERSOLL.

GONE!
Oh, what shall I hang on the chamber walls?
A.nd what shall the pictures be that I hang on the walls,
To adorn the burial-house of him 1 love?

DEAR MRs. BENNETT! I· bav waited a ,little, till
the first deep darkness of thy sorrow shallhav passed
by, ere sending thee my great sympathy in this thy
hour of trial-the greatest ani saddest probably of
thy whole life.
Thee is not alone in thy affiictiori. All over the
land are thousands who mourn with thee the loss of
a friend, a brother, a leader. Few men hav been so
loved and so worshiped as our Bennett-alas! ours
DO longer. He has left us, and we hav now only his
memory and the great works of his life remaining;
but these are treasures inestimable. His well-won
honors bav encircled his name with a lustrous halo
that long ages will not dim or obliterate.
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Yet left a world-wide host of friends
I hav never felt so bereft at the death of any one fied nature endeavoring to impress upon your mind
Thy memory to keep.
outside of family relative as I do at the loss of him the knowledge that he still livs, and that he will
whom I hav so long looked up to with reverential watch over and guard you faithfully until the angel
A.rouud the world thy star shall shine,
affection and almost worshipfUl admiration.
of life shall bid you, too, come up higher, into the
While ages take their flightWe hav labored together for freedom and for hu- the beautiful land of souls. My dear friend, I
A. guide, through superstition's gloom,
Into the morning light.
manity, and in every good cause our hearts hav beat know this to be true-this life of personal activity,
in unison. If we differed now and then as to ways of usefulness, and love oeyond the grave. I know
The victor's crown of roses fair
and means, it was always a loving and friendly dif- it, so far as we can hav a knowledge of that which
Rests on thy ashen brow, .
And friends for thee weave ivy wreaths,
ference.
we bav not actually experienced ourselvs; and I
While tears of sorrow flow.
This loss is the greatest one Liberalism has ever know that dear Brother Bennett will never cease his
sustained. No other man has achieved so much- in efforts until you are fully satisfied that he stilllivs,
With tremblinglips we softly speak
ao little time as Mr. Bennett has. But "all that's and can and does communicate with you. l feel .,
That last sad word, " Farewell!"
How much of grief is in that word
bright must fade."
like saying to you, as the dear spirit; guiding my
No human speech may tell!
How hard it is forme to relinquish our idols! We hand and my heart to-day impels me, that you shall
know that time will take the VElry last by taking our- never want for the comforts of life, and that the
But while we bid the last farewell
selva from the few that remain. May we all depart love and earthly protection you feel is taken away
To thy dissolving dust,
We feel thy spirit still goes on
leaving as clean, pure, and beautiful a record behind from you shall be renewed tenfold, not only by the
In hope and teuder trust.
. us as our dear friend has done. More and better we one love of your life who is waiting just over the
need not aspire to.
way, but by many dear and true friends, who will
In persevering work and faith
How shall I deck my song for the large, sweet soul that has gather around and sustain you. It is only a little ·
Still doth thy light appear;
gone?·
In fearless honesty and truth,
while that you- will hav to remain here; the months
And what shall my perfume be for the grave of him I love? and years. will glide rapidly away while you are
Thou seemest ever near.
Saa winds blown from the east and west,
·
growing
strong
in
spiritual
knowledge
and
prepar-·
And listening ears may surely hear,
Blown from the eastern sea, and blown from the western sea,
ing yourself for the glorious reunion, for the joyful
Like notes of evening bell,
tiH there on the prairies meeting;
The hopeful werds, "Be of good cheer,
welcome of husband and child-all the more yours
These and with these and the breath of my chant
·
For with him all is well!"
I'll perfume the grave of him I love.
then than to-day, because in the spiritual growth
and unfoldment of both you will hav learned to
Your sincere friend,
SusAN H. WixON.
Thine, sorrowingly,
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
know and love each other better.
~Be assured, dear sister, the lovei! one is with you
DowAGIAC, MicH., Dec. 10, 282.
D. M. Bennett on Heywood
MY STUICKEN FRIEND: Can you imagin our sur- each day, with his beloved paper and the faithful
ones
who
hav
it
in
charge.
He
can
work
for
them
From the League Man.
prise, and consternation even, when on opening our
Some of 'the would-be especial friends of Mr.
TRUTH SEEKER this morning (for we failed to get it now, and for you, juat as well, and even better in
yesterday as usual), at· the very hour you were con- many directions than when he was here. 1 reel that Heywood are just now very bitter upon Mr. Bennett,
vening, to find the terrible news of your (and our) this spirit of hope, of truth, and knowledge will because he does not see the propriety of all of Mr.
beloved's death. Words fail to express our sorrow, gradually infil your whole life, and convince you be- Heywood's doings and sayings in the realm of morals.
for was he not our dead also? The friend of hu- yond all question of the life beyond. Often when This is all wrong. Mr. Benn~tt deserves respectful
manity and champion of equal rights for all! Oh, you are alone be, your loved husband, will manifest instead of abusiv consideration, and when his three
my precious sister, how can we help you bear up bi:t;nself to you in a. manner that you will really feel articles on this subject are taken together they show
unJer this heaviest of all blows? We hav ever felt and know that he is by your side. Through the that he takes the same p()sition JJfan does and that
the keenest sympathy for you in all the past, but this mists and shadows of material life look upward and Liberals generally hav done. That is, free discusseems too grievous to be borne! Our League was beyond with your spiritual vision, and your heart sion and opinion in the realmof religionand morals;
.
no Comstockism, state or national, on the subject;
meeting for the first time in more than a year, hav~ shall be satisfied.
I know that, your thoughts and your time must be and resistance thereto to the uttermost in vindication
been disposeased of our ball, and we spent the whole
session of more than two houra in retrospection of wholly occupied with yourself and immediate sur- of free speech, press, and mails. Must those who
rounding~, yet when you hav leisure I should be glad want to keep Comstock law off from Heywood in
our dead hero.
·
On motion a committee was appointed to draft the to hear from you, and anything that you may feel the interest of liberty, morally approve of all he may
do or say? Certainly not.
following resolutions expressiv of the feelings of the like writing to me.
Of all men, Mr Bennett bas earned the· right to
I shall call and see you when I come to the city.
League:
· WHEREAs, It has been the lot. of our esteemed and honored Until then, believe me your loving friend and sister, speak and hav his views respectfully considered by
LESSIE. · all friends of liberty the worl~ over. It makes the
friend, D. l\1. Bennett, editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and mar"judicious grieve" to see how men who hav not
tyr to the cause of Freethought, to pay the debt of nature at a
time which, to us and the whole Liberal world, is very inopporFALL 'RIVER, MAss., Dec. 10, 1882.
borne the heat and burden of the day start up with
tune and unexpected, therefore be it
·
E. M. 'MACDONALD A'ND T. B. WAKEMAN: I thank their flippant wit in reproof of the veteran truth
Resolve<.l, That by his death we feel we hav lost the greatest
f
h · · ·
and noblest martyr to principle, and one of the ablest cham- you or t e InVItation to ·attend the funeral of our seeker, from whose experience and wisdom they hav
pions of mental liberty the world has ever known.
mutual friend and co-worker, D. :M. Bennett, and much yet to learn.
When Mr. Bennett's articles are read together,
We resolved we would "buckle on the armor" regret the circumstance that prevents my being present on the sad and sorrowful occasion; but, while they are sound Liberalism and common sense. Those
anew, and try one and all to do ll!Ore for the spread necessarily absent, I shall no less mingle my sym- who try to make the people believe otherwise injure
,,of Liberal!sm than ever b~fore, to try and take up pathies and regrets with his family and numerous him and disgrace themselves.
the work. m our small way where our beloved ha.d friends who mourn the loss of a dear friend and nodroppe~ 1t when ~alled so sudd~nly away. Can lt ble champion of human rights and human liberties.
" Three Measures of Meal."
be poss1ble we .ne er s~all.see him more~ We ha.d
The tidings of Mr. Bennett's death came to me,
The Kingdom of Heaven is like unto leaven, which a.
hope~ to hav him agau~ Wit~ us .ere long m a publw ·as to many another, like a sudden shock, for he had
capamty of le?turer, with his views, an~ we all re- been so much alive-if I may use the expression- woman tcok and hid in three measures of meal, till the whole
gretted not domg more when he was With us July and we had followed him so faithfully in his jour- was .leavened (Mat. xiii, 33).
~ast. But regrets are useless now, and all we can do neyings, as revealed from week to week in THE
1. Why was Heaven then called a Kingdom?
Because of the barbarism of the age.
IS ~o s~ay up your hands and he~rt as best we may. TRUTH SEEKER; that it hardly seemed possible he
2. Whv, in this enlightened age, is Heaven spoken
Will mclose a copy of resolutiOns passe~ b! .the could so soon be laid low. But such is life, and we
·
.
League, also our. mite, _Peysonally, .to. J:Ou, .mdividu- know not how, or when, or where the swift arrow of as a Kingdom?
It is not, except by the slow-coaches, who hope to
ally, as at such tim~s. aid m. that directiOn IB accept- shall overtake us; yet, when it does come, may it
able. Mr. Knapp_Jom~ us In deepest sympathy and find us, each and all, with armor on and ready for king it there, or to fatten at the crib of royalty.
3. What is leaven?
·
tenderest regards m this ~reat bereayement, as your work, as was our friend who bas preceded us to the
dead belonged to t~e natH?n when ahve.
land of shadows.
Leaven, may it please ye, is pure, Heaven-born
Most thoroughly your friends, ABBIE AND AMos.
I bad great respect for our friend as an earnest Democracy-Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, Love,
[Mrs. Bennett returns her heartfelt thanks for and untiring work~r, who has done, in a few years, and good will.
4. Why did the Woman take the leaven and hide
the kindl~ sy.t?-pathy expressed. for her, an_d also for probably more than any other one person toward
the ma~erial aid extended. With .the assistance of destroying the myths and superstitions that hav been it in the meal?
Simply because no other hand could, or ever can,
such. friends, and. above all, knowmg that so many so long the bane of our civilization. For that which
helptng hands Will be extended, she feel_s that the he considered to be right be was willing to endure do that thing. The Hes hav, for thousands of years,
'!ork so grandly begun by lVIr. Bennett will be con- aad brave all-contumely, imprisonment, martyr- been tugging away, with might and main, trying to
ti~ued ~y her .. " The burden, ~o heavy for one t_? bear, dom itself if necessary. I admired greatly his en- evangelize the world,"tmd-and-andW e never can enter the Democracy of Heaven exwill be hghter 11 shared by lovmg and zealous fnends. J ergy, his indomitable will, and that most remarkable industry that so distinguished him from others. cept we be born again. Were it possible for any
If he bad faults (and who bas not?) they are now "What is it" to be born either the first or second
AMHERST, Dec. 13, 1882.
MY DEAR MRs. BENN:ETT: I can never express to buried, I am sure, with his dissolving dust; but his time, of IIe critters, possibly Barnum might, by that ·
you in words the deep sympathy and sorrow I feel virtues rep:tain to be considered, honored, emulated. possibility, reach the tip-top of his monstrous ambiI am glad he made the journey around the world; tion-hav the tip-top monster.
in this the d,arkest hour of your life. To your poor,
5. What are the three measures of meal?
lonely, breaking heart language must seem cold and it was a satisfaction to him and to his friends, and
The
three measures of meal are all there is of
his
most
enduring
monument
is
in
the
works
he
has
inexpressiv, yet through the written words we. may
Humanity that is worth a - - bless, if you"please.
sometimes convey the sweet love and sympathy of left behind.
When humanity is so elevated that all can do as
I subjoin the following lines, from a full heart, to
our souls that will reach the stricken heart, and help
they'v a mind to, all do right, none interfering with
·
to soothe and soften its voiceless anguish. And I his memory:
the rights of others-nothing indelicate find access
D. M. IlENNETT.
would thus come to you, dear friend, as a sister tried
• to their souls-the morning stars may sing and the
and true, and from out my own spirit weave for you
Rest thee, unconscious sieeper, rest;
little stars dance for joy.
·
·
Thy labors now are done;
a golden mantle of hope and trust that shall ever
That
day
must
surely
come.
We
may
as
well
be
On
braver,
truer
work
than
thine
· rest upon your loving heart as a sweet and holy
The bright sun never shone.
getting ourselvs in shape for it. 'Tis a much better
blessing from the angel life. You are not alone, for·
way of amusing ourselvs-looking aloft-than to be
the dear, kind husband still livs, still loves and
To loose the .shackles from the mind,
digging among the dry bones of the past, or to be
To set the prisoner frea-'
watches over you. The beautiful passage of the
stirring up the putrefactions of the present. If they
This was the task that early won
spirit into a higher life, which is the second birth,
must be stir'd, let somebody else stir them up. We
Thy
immortality.
has only brought him still nearer to you in that love
don't want to.
that alone makes life bright and glorious. In the
Thy sturdy blows at wrong and crime,
To Mary, DeRobigne, Angie, Loren, and Willie,
Thy helpful, steady hand,
great hereafter we shall know as we are known,
Love-pure Gospel Love.
PRENTISS.
Ceased from thy grand and noble wo1·k
nevermore to walk alone, and to. day your loved one,
·
Only
at
Death's
command.
with the precious child that passed out of your arms
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER will be sent three months to
so long ago, is with you striving to soothe your achWith armor on, thou gently passed
new subscribers for 50 (lenta,
Into thy dreamless sleep)
ing heart, and with all the affection of his intenBi· _
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The Christ of Paul.

forty days after the resurrection? And even admit- students of Iowa College, a Congregational instituting a possible parallel between the appearance to tion which, by the way, was badly wrecked by the
BY ANTICHRIST.
Kepha (1 Cor. xv, 5) and to Simon (Luke xxiv, 34), cyclone. "Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth.,'
Three years before we suspected that Paul did not likewise between the appearance to Paul (1 Cor. xv,
At Newton I remained for four days, making in
liv in the time of Pontius Pilate, we wrote and pub- 8) and to the same sinner as described in Acts, ix, company with Mr. Hugh Searcy: several excursions
lished in the Investigato'l' the following:
what shall we do with Paul's statement about the into the country, visiting A. T. Hinshaw, Alexander
The Christ of Christendom is the Pauline Christ, the histori- appearance to the twelve? Did he ever hear of Brown, H. L. Moffit, and Aaron ·wadsworth. In the
cal existence of whom depends upon what Paul believed and Judas Iscariot? .And how can we reconcile the ap- town I met D. Sturdevant, Dr. Gorrell, David Watts,
taught. Now, Paul was a mystic. He preached "Christ cru- pearance to more than five hundred brethren at once F. C. Ehlers, Mrs. BelleWR>tts, Mrs. Caroline Ehlers,
cified "-implying that others preached Christ not crucified. with the evangelist's- account prior to the ascension? Alva Mershon, Perry Engle, Fred Olleff, and others.
He (or rather some other writer assuming his name) says, in 2
Tim. ii, 8, Christ "was raised from the dead according to my 'Vas it not the ascended Christ that these five hun- Also F. R. Phelps, of Metz. There is abundant
gospel "-implying that according to some other gospel he was dred thought they saw? And if so, was any other material here for a League, but so many secularists
not raised from the dead. Paul never saw Jesus except in im- Christ seen by anybody? Paul himself never saw seem to attach much more importance to doctrinal
agination (1 Cor. xv, 8), and" never met but two or three of the Jesus Christ in the flesh; and though his language points than they do the organization of the y.ew
so-called apostles, namely, Peter (or rather Cephas), James, may imply that others saw him alive, yet he -speaks order and the practicalization of the principoles of
and John (G>ll. i, 18, 19, and ii, 9). Q'lery: Who was this ambiguously and only from hearsay. And while he liberty and justice.
Cephas mentioned by Paul many years before the evangelists
Stopped over one day at Colfax, now much poted
wrota their go~pels? And who was this James, brother of thA seems to hav believed in a Christ who was not a
Lord, and what kind of a brother was he to the son of God? mere phantom, but a man born of the seed of David, for its mineral springs, and met Dr, A. B. S. Turner,
And who was the Lord Jesus Christ that appeared to Paul in and personally known to surviving brethren, yet he F. L. Pease, Mrs. Gertie Pease, M. L. Wheat, and
an abnormnl state, or as to "one born out of due time "-th&t appeals· not so much to human testimony for proof Mrs. Mary Wheat. These friends are all Spiritualis, prematurely bnrn? Rejecting as pure fiction his. miraculous of the death and resurrection of the Messiah as to ists, but of the Liberal school. Had a verypleasant
conversion, with &II its accompnnimcnts, as recorded in Actsbut not at all corroborated by Paul himself in his epistles- the scriptures. Hence he says "that the Messiah visit here. M!<t at l'l'litchelville Mrs. S.· C. H. Sutherand making due allowance for interpolations and mystifications died on account of our sins, as it is written;· and that land, and Dr. Seems.
in his writings. may not all he wrote concerning Christ apply he was buried and arose on the third day, as it is
Remaining over_ Sunday at Des Moines, I proas well to the ancient Hindoo Chrh>tna as to the Jesus whose written." And lest his brethren should still doubt ceeded on Sunday to Carlisle, Warren county. I
fabulous biography was a[te1·wm·d composed as a fiction, but the fact of the resurrection, he argues thus:
found some number are secul!u-ists in this little burg.
atter the lapse of a century or two came to be credited by the
And if the Messiah is proclaimed as rising from the dead, Was the guest of hearty, genial Matt Farley, who
multitude as f~ct? tRev. of Ant., ch. vi.)
how is it that there are 8ome. among you who sav, There is no did all possible to make my stay pleasant and promote
We saw then that the testimony of Paul was a reviviscence of the dead? [Sadducees?] And if there is no the sale of Liberal literature. Spokfl in the old
formidabl.a difficulty-indeed, the only one of any reviviscence of the dead, the Messiah also hath not risen [!J schoo].house on the evening of election day to a fair
magnitude-in the W!J.Y of proving the gospel Jesus And if the Messiah hath not risen, our preaching is vain, and audience. Other Freethinkers are, Mr. Guisinger,
a myth- But so strong was the evidence of his non- your faith also is vain [!] And we too are found false witexistence, and so different was Paul's Ghriti't from nesses of God, for we hav testified concerning God that be hath Dr. Hull, and Isaac Reynolds.
raised up the Messiah, when he did not raise him up[!!] For
From Carli~le to Winterset, where I canvassed for
the gospel Jesus, that we intended before concluding if the dead will not rise, thE}. Messiah also bath not risen. And one week, lecturing in the court-house Sunday evenour work to devote a chapter to the Christ of Paul, if the Messiah rose not, your faith is inane, and ye are yet in ing to a fiu_e audience. I look for the formation of
making the best argnment we could, inconclusiv as your sins; and also doubtless they who hav fallen asleep in the a strong Leauge here ere long. Among the live Init might seem to be. Fortunately, the timely dis· Messiah hav perished[!!!]
fidels whom !found here are, H. W. and. :Mrs. E. C.
covery that Paul flourished before the Christian era
An:d so he goes on through the whole chapter, Mercer, Burns Seevers, Geo. W. Seevers, Henry Evrendered the discussion of his Christ unnecessary staking the hope of immortality solely on the death ans, E. B. ThomFson, J. M. Flannaga~, S. F Hopuntil now.
and reported resurrection of the alleged Messiah. kins, Andrew Bennett, A. Gae kle, Mrs. E. N ollrey,
In the Greek testament the word "c·ross" is al- It is not our purpose, however, to discuss Paul's vV. W. Nollrey, and Messrs. West Bates, Rogers,
ways staurosj Latin, vallus, pahts, ligneus, C'l'UX/ theology-only to show that hiil Messiah hved a and Sefford. I am under many obligations to my
English, stake, wooden· post, cross, gibbet, gallows. hundred years before Pontius Pilate. For, since it friends, the Mercers, for _the hospitalities of their
From stauros comes the verb stauroo-to fix pales is cenceded that the Talmud makes no reference to cheerful home, and efficient aid rendered in the proseor palisades, to crucify. The Hebrews first killed the gospel Jesus, but repeatedly mentions a Jesus cution of my work. My first visit to Winterset will
. the culprit;and then hung him on a stake or tree; who was put to death for sorcery, about 75 n c. (see long be remembered with feelings of tbe keenest
the Romans tied or nailed him alive. Sometimes ''Lost and Bostil Gospels," chap. iv, by Rev. S. pleasure.
the stake had a cross- bar for the arms; it then be- Baring-Gould), is it not altogether probable that
After nearly a day of tedious waiting in a boxcame a crux, and' the culprit was crucifixus. The that Jesus was the Christ of Paul?
car station at a railroad crossing, and slow progrescrucifix is a R·)man institution. Paul's Christ was
sion ever a narrow gauge road, I reached Osceola, Clark
do11btless first stoned to death, and then hanged on a
By the Way •
county. Our principal workers here are, J. G. Watts,
stake (stau'l'os), or tree (;:rulon), according to the
Mter the close of the St. Louis Congress Ire- F. J. Emary, C. W. Dibble, H. W. Becket, J. R.. E.
Jewish mode of execution (Rev. of Ant., pp. 18, 19)._ tured to Iowa, stopping first at Bnrlington, remain- Doss, and H. M. Chamberlin. Here the extremes of
Paul's account of the death and resurrection of ing a few days. In previous letters I hav mentioned positiv scientific Monism and positiv Spiritualism
Christ (1 Cor. xv, 1-8) is as follows:
most of the activ workers here, and will now name meet in the personsof J. G. Watts and H. W. Becket,
And I make known to you, my brethren, the gospel which I only Joseph Traxiel and George Batchelor, good each of whoin is dead sure that the other is wholly
preached to you, and which yereceived, and in which ye stand, Liberals, whom I had not previously met. Here, as wrong. But they are both good men, nevertheless.
and by which ye hav life. I11 what tErms I preached to you elsewhere, the chief obstacle in the way of activ
At Muncey I received cordial welcome, and found
ye remember, unless ye hav believed in vain. For I delivered
to you from the first, as I had received it : that the· 1\Iessiah organization is the apathetic indifference of the that preparations had been made for lectures Saturdied on account of our sins, as it is written; and that he was great mass of anti-Christians. The few ever hav to day and Sunday evenings. My subject Saturday
buried and arose the third dav, as it is, written; and that he bear the heat and burden of the day.
evening w:;~.s, "Why We Work for Freethought,"
was seen by Kepha, and after him by the twelve; and after
Next, to LeClaire, where resides that enthusiastic and I was honored by the presence of Rev. Leland, .
that he was seen by more than five hundred brethren at once, w:_orker, Maria L. Follett. :My friend, H. Hodson, pastor of tbe BaptistchurchatCorning. In response
many of whom survive at the present, and some of them sleep.
And subsequently to thisne was se(ln by James, and aftPr him of Clinton, came down and remained over Sunday, to my general invitation for criticism he spoke about
by all the legates. And last of them all, he was seen by me, and together we roamed over the hills and through fifteen minutes, saying, among other equally peculiar
as it were by an abortion. I am the least of the legates, and the entrancing vales lying about claAsic LeClaire.
·things, that he could read and understand " Tom"
am not worthy to be called a legate, because I persecuted the
Returning to Norway, I remained there several Paine; that one hundred thousand other men would
church of God."
·
days, making preparations for my winter trip. Octo- read the same book, and they would arrive at subThe contradictions and discrepancies of the four her 21st I started for the West, stopping at Blairs- stantial agreement in their interpretation of the
gospels in regard to the resurrection· are set forth in town, Belle Plaine, Tama, and Marshalltown, on the author's meaning. But how was it when he took up
the seventh chapter of our Revelations. Let us now Chicai!O & Northwestern Railway. At Blairstown that "precious book," the Bible? Why, he oould
compare Paul's six appearances of the risen Christ I met Mrs. B. M. Lee and Webster Ellyson. Belle not understand it, and no two men would agree in
with the gospel accounts:
Plaine gave me, as is its wont, a cordial reception, their readings thereof. By this he knew that the
First appearance:
for though outspoken secularists here are few, they book was divinely inspired-that it is God's word !
To Kepha (Paul).
are the genuin article. C. P. Hesser, J. R Marston, I pointed out to him that if obscurity of meaning is
To two Marys (Matthew).
F. E Zalesky, Jos. Schuthart, and J. B. Filkin ar_e a proof of God's authorship, then, by his own reasonTo Mary Magdalene (Mark, John).
all known to the world as Infidels.
ing, he must admit that his" benificent father" is
To Simon (Luke xxiv, 34).
At Tama the beneficent effects of the September directly responsible for the millions of Christians
Second appearance:
camp-meeting are yet plainly discernible. Ortho- slain by their fellow-Christians because of their inTo the twelve (Paul).
doxy has learnt a lesson which it will not soon for-I ability to agree in their interpretation of t~~ scriptTo the disciples in Galilee (Matthew).
get. I met this time E. S. Beckley, E. R. Bowe, L. ures. But it was no use-he could not see It.
To two disciples in the country (Mark).
S. and W. B. Brown, J. B. Tims, and Mr. Skinner j To Mr. and Mrs. Wiek, my host and hostess, I
To two disciples going to Emmaus (Luke).
and lady. Went out into the country and remained !'ender thanks for kind favors received; also to.Paul
To ten disciples in the evening (John)
over Sunday with friend Beckley and his interesting,1-cheney and S. L. Shreves, my other L1beral fnends
Third appearance:
family.
at Muncey.
To more than five hundred brethren (Paul).
In Marshalltown I found Messrs. Gingrich, WoodCreston has a few good Freethinkers, chief am()ng
To nobody (Matthew, Mark).
To the eleven in the evening (Luke).
bury, Lawrence, Marvin, Turner, and Williams, also them being Henry Breitenstein, Dr. Wilson, and
To the eleven eight days later (John).
Rev. C. J. Adams of the Universalist church, a very Mr. Keith.
. _
radical minister, though not likely to remain a minPrescott has quite a Liberal leaven m her lump
Fourth appearance:
ister very long. He was one of the very few preach-, of orthodoxy. J. B. Blackburn, E. Clarke, E. E.
To James (Paul).
'fo noboay (Matthew, Mark).
ers who had a sufficiently clear comprehension of· Clarke, Mrs. E. Clarke, and G. S. E'arnham are the
To the eleven after forty days (Luke, in Acts).
fundamental principles to enable him to work against! most pronounced.
To a few disciples at the S!'a of Tiberias (John).
the prohibitory amendment.
·
I remained in Corning and vicinity for nearly nine 1
Fifth appearance:
Gilman was my next halting-place. Met there L. i days, making my hon;:te ~ith Mr. ~· M. Coff, who~e
To all the legates (Paul).
G. Seager, John Johnson, and one or two other Lib-~ roof shelters some sterlmg Freethmkers. There IS
'fo nobody (Matthew, Mark, Luke, John).
erals.
no taint of Christianity here, Mrs. Coff, W. B.
Sixth or last appearance:
T. J. Morgan and Mr. Sanger at Leasboro, and E.; McGlaughlin, county clerk, a.nd Miss Ida M. Hopl?er,
M. Stanton at New Sharon are the most outspoken' the adopted daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Coff, bemg
To Paul as to an abortion (Paul).
To nobody (Matthew, Mark, John).
heretics of their respectiv towns.
! squarely upon the secularist platform. ~am requestTo Paul near Damascus (Luke, in Acts).
Grinnell, the unhappy town upon which God, borne ed to say that Miss Hopper, ~ho is elev~n year~ of
Is it not /evident that Paul knew nothing of any of upon the wings of the cyclone,. descended last June,' age, desires to correspond WI~h other !Jlbm·a.l guls.
our four gospels? How else could he hav omitted has quite a number of activ Liberals; chief among Let such good. social educatiOn~! wor~. rece1ve t~e
the a.ppearanees to Mary Magdalen, to the two whom are Charles Porter, Linden Hambledon, Chas. encouragement It deserv!3s. W~1le wr1tmg to ~Ili>B
Marys, to the disciples going to Emmaus, to the ten Proctor, Dr. Howig, Horace Wood, Edward Moore, Hopper do not forget Miss J enllle. J;Iollgate, Qumcy,
or eleven disciples in the evening, to the eleven eight and A,
Babcock. To Mr. Porter I am indebted Adams county, Ia., another promtsmg young Freedays later, to the disoiples in Galilee, to the apostolic for many favort~ and kind hospitality. I underst~nd thinker.
.
fishermen at th0 s~~ of Tiberias 1 or to the ~!l:lven tll~t th~r!'l itJ !JQPI:lider?.b!.e freethinking do~!J by tb.(l
Through the_ l&h.tdqesa of Mr. ¥cGlaughhn, whg
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case again. The then minister of war, General most appropriate Christmas or New; Year's gift to a
PtJell, appointed a commission to investigate. It sat young person of any age. Send on your orders, and
at Chelsea, England, took evidence, an1l their report then "Sing with the spirit and with the understandELIZA. B. BuBNz.
exonerated the Earl from blame or shame. And ing also."there the matter rests; and no man knoweth to this
day whether the Earl Cardigan was a brave soldier
No Union
State and Church.
Or the other thing. If We Cll.nnOt get at the truth Of
F>·om the New Yol'k Sun. ·
actual events that happen in our own day, in view
"Europeans coming to Ameri~a, as to an asylum
of men of education and· observation, is it right or from oppression," said the Rev. Dr. King, a Methodist
reasonable to blame or damn us if we doubt or dis- minister, on Sunday, "must not be allowed to bring
believe sayings of proved untruthful men, of inter- in the continental Sabbath, and destroy the foundaested enthusiasts or ignorant men, regarding un- tiona of liberties secm·ed for them, but without their
usual, incredible events said to hav happened long assistance."
before they were born? Is it a fatherly correction
Substantially that 1-emark is often made ·in our
for a necessitated unbelief to be eternally damned pulpits. The assumption is that by law we hav here
and doomed to suffer unending, excruciating tor- an established and characteristic Sabbath which ·
menta in the lake that burns with fire and brim- everybody ought to be made to respect. But at the
stone?
very foundation of this republic lies the separation
Only those with the instincts of savages could or of state and church. Consequently in the state of
would entertain or avow such ideas. That creed is New York the first day of the week can only be retottering to its fall that in this age can giv no better garded by the law as a day of rest, as a holiday.
reason for its existence than that at some far-distant Legally it is that, and not a Sabbath w.hich there. is
day some unknown individuals p1'ofessed a belief in any religious 6bligation to keep. The state has
some of its obscure dogmas. It is humiliating to nothing to do with its religious character, except so
think that professedly educated men will, for self- far as to protect citizens in their right to worship on
interest, _power, pelf, thrust down our throats, b;v Sundaywithout disturbance. Such other regulations
means farr o! foul, a co~tly creed that ha~ no tangt- as are justifiable are those only which are necessary
Things Certain and rrhings Uncertain.
ble foun~atwn; that m the heyday _of Its power, ·because of its peculiar character as a weekly holiday.
I hav read with reawakened interest the lucubra- defended Its.elf by unparallel?d c~ue_ltte~, by wholeMoreover, the majority of voters must decide what
tions of Mr. Whitehead, and Mr. Bennett's reply s_ale bu~chenes, by almost extmgmshmg mtellect a_nd restrictions shall be put about Sunday; and both in
thereto. Some forty years ago I attended the minis- hberty m the 01~ Worl~; but now, face to face with this state and many other states-foreigners and the
trations of an ordained "God's man" whilst he a young antagom.st, smence, tha~ lS buttl;'essed on descendants of foreigners who bav come to this
laboriously delivered himself of just such solid fa?t and _armed wtth truth, the pnests of the blood_y country within fifty yea1·s are getting to be the masophisms as Mr.Whitehead advances now. I thought fa~th whme, "L9t us alone," or try t? stav:e off ~~en jority, or are already the majority. Their ideas as
then and think liltill that it is not by any means the evtl day by fal.sehood, fraud, and Wl~fulimposlttOn to Sunday, whether it shall be what the Methodist
fair thing for a God, omnipotent, omniscient, infinit on the young, Ignorant, and unreasomn~.
. preacher calls a continental Sabbath or otherwise,
in love, justice, truth, etc., who _created all things,
Yours truly,
.
ELIJAH A. ScHURMAN.
must inevitably prev)lil in the long run.
and minutely controls all events, who molds man as
O'J:-ford, Nova Scotw.
It is true that formerly it was not easy for the lawthe potte{. does the clay, to giv particular hell to
makers to l'tick to their theory, and carry it to its
any of his cnildren, who, earnestly seeking and bonTeach the Children.
logical conclusion, in their treatment of Sunday.
estly trying to speak and aot the truth, doubt the
The durability of first impressions on the minds They slipped in restrictions which would only be
testimony of a notorious liar like Euse bius and others of children is universally acknowledged. The Jesuit justifiable if the state undertook religious controL
of that ilk. Sir, we need no elaborate, incompre- fathers used to say that if they could only control the But the laws wherein they so offended became a dead
hensible divine revelation, with a howling, rapacious fir!!t ten years of a child's life they felt sure that in- letter, of course, as soon as popular opinion refused
host of expounders, to tell us to preserve, enjoy, and dividual would never escape from the influence of to sustain them. And if now they are revived and
perpetuate life. If there is another life of more im- their order. It is time for Liberals to recognize the so enforced as to become troubl13some, they will.
portance than this, in the proportion that the infinit fact that until they systematically educate their chil- speedily be abolished once for all, for only a small
bears to the finite, why did not God make our knowl- dren in the religion of science-that is, teach them portion of the community, nativ and of foreign birth,
edge thereof infinitly more explicit and unmistak- to look to science for the basis of their spiritual would tolerate them as laws to which obedience was
able, or provide us with an unerring instinct for the asph:ations-they can never make headway against actually ~ompelled.
Nor h~>s anybody a right to complain of foreigners
certain accomplishment of his supreme desire-man's Christianity. For the .latter begins its work with
salvation? They manage things better in hell.
children even in their infancy, and lodges its fol·mu- because they come here, qualify themselvs as voters,
If the eternal weal or woe of the whole human las in the child's memory long before the reasoning and undertake to make our laws and customs to suit
race depends upon their faith in improbable events powers are developed.
themselvs. That is their right. They were invited
said to hav occured eighteen hundred years ago, in
Liberal parents are sometimes so foolish as to send to coma to this republic on that understanding.
sprinkling or dipping in water, and unreasoning be- their children to orthodox Sunday-schools, saying They wertJ to hav a share in making the laws when
lief in the slaughter-house scheme- of salvation (for that what their children learn at the Sunday-school they became citizens. They emigrated from counwithout the shedding of blood there is no remission of can soon be dislodged from their -minds when they tries where kings and state churches oppressed and
sin), where is the wisdom, love, or justice in making are grown and learn to reason. But this is a great hampered them, to come to one where there was Ubthe eternal fate of untold millions of human beings mistake. First impressions are seldom if ever en- erty of conscience, where religion was an individual
depend upon the testimony or opinions of ancient tirely effaced. Liberals should sea to it that they matter, and not one of government regulation. To
or modern Joe Cooks or Talmages? A knowledge keep their children from imbibing orthodox au per- force them to keep Sunday as a Sabbath in accordof the average modern priest does not increase re- stition,. ~d. be on the alert when they h~v beep ex- ance with the notions of this Methodist preacl:er and
fleeting men's esteem for, or confidence in, the ancient posed ~·lt m order to counteract by ratwnal expla- the small minority he represents in New York, would,
manufacturers of Christianity's missing links. Of nations the false impressions the little ones may hav therefore, be "to destroy the foundations of the libwhat value is· the testimony or opinion of men re- received. Not content with this, they should directly erties secured for them." It would be to upset our
gtuding extraordinary or incredible events said to inculcate rational ideas on all subjects which come whole republican theory.
hav happened years before they were born, more within the domain of religion and Christian preach-------4~------especially of people in an age when ignorance and ing. No better way of fixing ideas on the mind of
THE No1·th American Review for December comcredulity were universal and unbounded; when the a child can be found than that of causing it to learn ma.nds attention no less by the eminence of its conthe most absurd, improbable statements received hymns or poems. These ought always to be such as tributors than by the value and timeliness of its table
ready credence if prefaced by "thus saith the Lord," teach truth and virtue and high aspirations. Chris- of contents. First, there is a symposium on "The
uttered by some lazy, lousy saint; when devils, tian parents and teachers hav their children to learn Health of American Women," regarded from three
demons, supernaturals, were as plentiful and popular hymns and passages of scripture which remain) often distinct points of vh,w; Dr. Dio Lewis considers the
as pigs at Chicago; when even the proverbial diffi- for life, fixed in the memory; each one a casket con- question as it is affected by the prevailing style of
culty of a child's knowing its own father was aggra.- taining some dogma or fossil conception of duty. feminin attire, especially by the practice of tightva.ted by occasional visits of God's sons, angels, and The "Divine Songs" of Dr. Watts are many of lacing; Ivlrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton points out the
Holy Ghosts?
them as fresh in my memory now as on the day I many injurious influences of social environment;
In this age of newspapers, ubiquitous item-hunters, learnt them. Some of them were committed to my and Dr. James Read Chadwick sets forth the effects
writers, readers, observers, how many notorious memory as a task and sum for the sake of a prom- of education, climate, and food, and finally discusses
things happen amongst and around us of which we ised reward. But once learnt they were often re- the question whether the modification produced in
cannot get positiv knowledge of the truth? Law peated and sung, and hence remained unforgotten. the European human type by transfer to America
courts abound with such cases. Was H. W. Beecher Till my dying day I think I shall be able to repeat: lessens the fertility of women. Gov. BurenR. Sherbreachy or blameless in the Tilton matter? Was
man, of Iowa, writes of the "Constitutional Pro hiHayes or Tilden president-elect, and so forth?
There is a dreadful hell,
bition" of t.he liquor traffic in that state, and mainAnd everlasting
pains,
· tnat
'
· m
· ent'ue accord Wl'th t h e
. Permit me, by way of illustration, to refer to a
Where
sinners must
with devils dwell
taws
t h e measure IS
famous event of our own time that came somewhat
In darkness, fire, and chains.
traditions of the original settlers, and approved by
under my own observation, and made a strong imCan such a wretch as I
nen of all political parties and ail nationalities.
pression on my mind. I refer to the famous charge
Escape this cursed end?
General Grant, in an article entitled "An Undeserved
of the Light Brigade ·in the Crimean war. Captain
Ane may I hope whene'er I die
Stigma," states the facts of Gen. Fitz John Porter's
Nolan rode up to the brigade, crying that he canied
I shall to heaven ascend?
case, and argu€s that the Bentence of the court marorders for them to ride into the valley and charge
Then let me read and pray
tial that cashiered him was based on a misconception
the Russians. He was destroyed by a shell, and
While I hav life and breath;
of the essential circumstancr!'!!. Richard A. Proctor
Lord Raglan denied having given such an order.
Lest I should be cut off to-day.
writes of "The Influence of Food on Civilization,"
The five hundred charged up the valley, and a shatAnd sent to eternal death.
discussing with much learning and force some of the
tared fragment returned. The accusation was openly
The hymns of the church, leamt and sung by the most interesting sociological problems of the present
made that their commanller, Earl Cardigan, did not children and young people of famili€s in the .home day and of the near future. Prof. Fisher, of Yale
lead them to battle, but played coward. Stlch an circle, hav fixed and perpetuated its doctrins; and if College, in defining the causes of "The Decline of
accusation against such a conspicuous man attracted Li.berals desire to hav their opinions take root in the Clerical Authority," holds that this decline, which
public attention so much that the British govern- hearts of their children, and spread abrc;>ad and be- affects the Btatus of church and minister only as a
ment, shortly after the evet~-t, sent' Colonels Neill come a power in the land, they muBt bring the same part o:r function of the secular state, is by no means
and Tulloch to the Crimea to take evidence on the means into use. There are now at least two books to be regretted. Finally, there is a symposium upon
spot and report. Their report was unfavorable _to wh~ch. are full of. choice ~ibaml !lOngs adapted for th_e conditio::u• o~ "~uccess on the S~age( th; conthe Earl, as no man oou1d be found who saw h1m remtat10n and musw; one lB the" Truth Seoke:r Col- l,nbutors hemg SIX 01 our most prommen~ ac~ors
enter or return from the valley. At the conclusion llection," price 75 cents; and the other, the" Li.beral John McCullough, Joseph Jefferson, Madame Modof the w1n, with a friendly tory. govel'nment in j Hymn Book," price 25 cents half bound, or 40 cents 1
1 jeska, Lawrence Bam'ltt1 Maggi~ Mitohell, and
power~ t.he E!!orl applied fQr ~ ooro~isf>!ion to try biB in oloth ~tnd gilt, Either of tlH~"A wonld make a William Wi~.rl.'An,

placed his horse and buggy at my disposal, I drove
out one day to Mr~ Leon M. Humbert's; who is one
of the most activ of the Freethinkers of Adams
county. Mrs. Humbert is a thorough-going Infidel
woman, of which there are several in this part of
Iowa.
_
The next day .I went out to see Capt. Ankeny;
from thence on to Q11incy, remaining over night with
those sturdy English Atheists, Mr. and Mrs. T. D.
Holgate. They lower their flag of secularism :qot
an inch, and take no part in the Christian idolatries
of their neighbors.
_
REJturning to Corning the next morning, I had the
pleasure of meeting "Dan" Seward, one of Tp.ylor
county's best Liberals, a man who looks you squarely
in the eye, and says just what he thiQ.ks.
John Bixby, Mr. Sherwood, and A. S. Wells are
other Freethinkers of Corning.
From Corning .to Bedford, and thence to Valley
Falls, Kansas.
·
.
Having bec()me associated with Mr. M. Harman in
the publication and editorial management of the
Kansas Liberal, my correspondents will please direct
to me at Valley Falls, Kansas, for the present.
Fraternally,
E. C. WALKER.
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The Future of The Truth Seeker.

pose all efforts to enslave the mind, made on whatever pretense. The pages of THE TBUTH SEEKEB
will stlll be open to all, and opinions, however diverse, may find expression therein.
It is not an entirely new experience to the readers
or to us. Though the call is sudden, yet we hav
been more or less , prepared for it by reason of Mr.
Bennett's many and long absences. When the
Christians took him to prison, when the Freethinkers
sent him to Europe, and when his friends asked him to
go around the world, the paper was continued and
the business managed satisfactorily to all concerned.
We shall not be less activ and zealous, now that he
has left us again to enter upon the long journey that
all must make sooner or later.·
Liberal ideas are fast gaining a hold upon the
people of this country, and every year makes it easier to spread the truth. Let THE TRUTH SEEKER
be sustained for a few years, and no change which
can occur to it will jeopard its _existence. We ask
its friends to make an extra effort for that time.
The paper is larger than any other Liberal journal,
and its expenses consequently are greater; and now
that the price is reduced, it is by far the cheapest,
and should hav a larger circulation to make its income commensurate with the cost of publication.
We want to impress these facts upon the minds of
Liberals, because we think if they understand them
tliey will make a little extra effort in its behalf.
Let us assure all that the paper wiU go on, and we
hope that all its friends will unite with us in making
it a speaking and living monument to the memory
of its founder, D. M. Bennett.

'l,he Bennett ,Monument.
To· THiil LIBERALS OF THE WoJtLD: A committee
to hav a fitting monument erected to the memory of
D. M. Bennett having been appointed at the meeting of the "Lodge of Sorrow," it. herewith addresses
you to set forth its plans and purposes, and to ask
your assistance and co-operation in making the enterprise a Liberal and an early suucess.
It is proposed that all Liberals contribute a dollar
each at least, that the monument may thus be a
tribute in which all may feel an interest; but a
greater amoun-t from any one may be _subsoribed
where the means of the subscriber warrant a larger
sum.
.
It is intended to place as fine a momument over
Mr. ~ennett as the amount contributed will permit;
and we hope to make it an imposing memorial of the
love and esteem which will worthily mark the resting-place of one of the greatest Liberals of the age.
That all who subscribe may possess a consfant
memento of the monument and its surroundings it is
proposed to issue to all who subscribe one dollar a
fine engraving of it; and to all who subscribe five
dollars there will be presented a memorial volum~,
bound in morocco, being a biography of Mr. Bennett, containing extracts from his most important
and valuable writings, an account of his death and
funeral, and a list of the names of those who contribute. The book will contain also a splendid likeness of Mr. Beimett and an engraving of the monument. It must be understood that by .this plan we
are not offering a premium for subscriptions. It is
adopted only so that every Liberal may be enabled
to possess a highly. prized souvenir of the spot where
he lies, which entombs the body, and will be an enduring record of the life of our honored friend and
leader.
All subscriptions should be sent to THE TRUTH
BEEKER office, and designate the amount for the Bennett Monument Fund Committee.
Plans and progress will be communicated from
time to tims to the subscribers by THE TRurn
BEEKER.
Let this be a" labor of love," by which you will
perpetuate Bennett's memory and sustain the caus9
he nobly served.
Yours fraternally,
DANIEL EDWARD RYAN, Chairman,
THADDEUS B. WAKll:MAN,
E. M. MACDONALD,
Dn E. B. FooTE,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Committee.
The following subscriptions hav been made to the
Bennett Monument Fund :
$50 00
Daniel E. Ryan,
Charles L Andrews,
5 00
E. M. Macdonald,
5 00
George E. Mal}donald,
5 00
Henry Adelman,
1 00
Dr. J. H. Swain,
l 00
Mrs. Ruth S Briggs,
1 00
M. H. Booth,
1 00
Mrs. E. G. Varni,
1 00
Henry A. Stone,
1 00
1 00
Asa K. ~utts,

Friends all over the country are awaiting anxiously to know what will become of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, now that its founder, editor, and publisher
is gone from us; and we must make it known, though
it is with the keenest regret that we pl~ce other names
than that of D. M. Bennett at the head of its columns
as conductors of TaE TRUTH BEEKll:B. T.he future
of the paper rests with its old friends and patrons.
Before Mr. Bennett left on his tour around the
world he made his Will, leaving everything he possessed, with the exception of a few mementos, to
his faithful wife. That Will stands now,_exactly -as
he wrote it, and Mrs. Bennett, instead of Mr. Bennett, is the proprietor of T~m TBUTH SEEKER. The
editorship will be undertaken by the same person
that Mr. Bennett confided it to when he was absent
in Albany, in Europe, and on his journey around the
. A. Mournful Coincidence.
world. This is in accordance with the wish of Mr.
The fact that the date of _the present number of
Bennett, often expressed. He used to say that the THE TRUTH SEEKEB falls upon the birthday of its
paper must liv as long as there was a priestly fraud founder will recall to many the little incident menor churchly wrong to fight, and when he fell some tioned in Mr. Bennett's letter from Egypt (vol. ii,
one else must seize the standard and bear it on. p. ·620, A Truth Seeker Around the World). He
Though we know we are all unworthy to undertake describes it as follows:
to finish tha work begun so bravely by so grand a
A BIRTHDAY BATH.
man, yet circumstances hav put us forward, and we
Dec. 23, 1881.-This is my birthday, and I spent a portion of
shall not shirk what seems a plain duty. We hav it in writing my letters to yoli, to let you know what I am seeing
been associated with the paper since the first, and we in this far-off part of the world. In the afternoo!l, as the sun
owe it to the honored dead to keep green his mem- was shining down brightly like that of June, I thought that I
ory, to finish, so far as we are able, his struggle for would celebrate the day by taking a bath in the Nile.. You
see, I had never bathed in the Nile on my birthday, and never
freedom for the mind of man, and to force at last before been sixty-three years of age. Perhaps I ought to do
from the lips of the church an abject apology for something unusual on such an occasion as this, and possibly,
the great wrong done him. The rest of _the world too, it is my duty to bathe in all the" holy rivers" I meet on
will render its tribute as it knows him better, and it my journey around the world.. So with these pious thoughts
shall be our grateful duty to spread that knowledge. running through my mind, I walked up by the side·bf the river
And we owe it to his lonely wife to do all that can for nearly a mile, soap and towel in hand, lookmg :rlW a place
where I could safely descend to the ~ater; but not having albe done to help her bear the great burdeu imposed together forgotten my swim in the holy Jordan, and rememupon her by this death-a burden heavy for the bering there are still crocodiles in the Nile, I must confess that
------~.------strong man to bear, yet now resting upon a woman's I viewed with some degree of apprehension the surging, boiling
Resolutions
of the Bennett League ..
weaker shoulders.
current, making whirlpools as it rushed along, giving proof that
At
a
meeting
on
Sunday evening, Dec. 17th, the
To his friends and patrons it is due that all con- the banks were not only very steep and high.,--quite perpeJ;Idictracts he made be carried out faithfully. They will ular-but that the stream was very deep. I also fancied that following resolutions were passed by the Bennett
(formedy the Fourth New York) Liberal League:
miss him, but they shall not miss his soul-THE the naked farmers working in the fields cast llllfriendly eyes at
me, and I knew not but that if I should lay my garments off, WHEREAS, D. M. Bennett, the be:oved president of this
TnurH S.BEKll:B. For with him the paper was above though they needed them not, they might appropriate them or League, and the proprietor and editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
departed this life, and
life. It is a strong weapon with which to do battle do me other injury. I cast my eyes ov~r to the west side of the hasWHEREAS,
His high character, his grand purpose, his fidelity
for the right, and to see it broken would hav grieved river, and there saw the shore low and gradual, with the ap- to the right, his patriotism in breaking what ha deemed to be
him worse than death. If there ia an immortality, pearance of .a moderate current. But it was quite a job to get an unconstitutional law, his risking his life and sacrificing his'
to vindicate the rights of others, his unflinching courage
or another life, from whence he watahes, it would, over there, and, whatever my final destiny is to be, I do not liberty
in passing through.the outrage and ordeal of an unjust imprisfor him, turn a shining heaven into bitter night to quite relish the idea of being chewed up by a crocodile; not but onment, his grand battle against the numerous cur8es of supersee· his paper weaken and die.
that my meat would taste as sweet to his holiness as that of a stition, his masterly exposure of the crimes, the persecutions,
Christian, but I cannot someway divest myself of the idea that the errors, the bigotry, and the hypocrisy of Christian teachers;.
And so we of New York will put our shoulders to an unpleasant sensation would for a moment run over a person his thorough love of humanity, his constant effort to elevate the
ignorant and down-trodden to intelligence and independence,
the wheel. If Mr. Bennett's former friends and when he felt the jaws of a crocodile closing upon him. I think his never-ceasing effort and hard work to spread light, truth,
the friends of Liberalism all over the country will [ prefer to die of old age. So, with all these thoughts running honor, manly self-reliance, and loving, fraternal principles; his
do but a tithe as much, the paper can be made strong through my mind, I sort of compromised with myself with re- splendid business talent in founding through poverty and trial
one of the most successful Freethought journals in the world,
to do the work needed now as much as ever. We gard to the bathing enterprise, and. returned down near the THE TRUTH SEEKER, all stamp him as one of the most remarkshall hav help froni wise heads; men eminent in steamboat landing, where the bank had been graded down. able men of the century, and one whose honor and good work
Liberalism and science will aid us, so far as in their Here I took off but part of my clothing, and took a partial it becomes our sacred d)lty to aid in plilrpetuating; therefore
bath. The water, however, recently from the mountain springs be it
Resolved, That in the death of D. M. Bennett A.merioa has
power, with contributions and counsel; we shall look of Central A.frica, was not as warm as were the waters of the
lost a citizen and the world a man whose career and life were
to the friends all over the country to fur_nish the Dead Sea and the river Jordan. This, too, may be the last an honor to our country and its democratic principles.
Re8olved, That his public life and deeds were in accord with
necessary means by getting new subscribers and time I will bathe in any river on my birthday.
those of the founders of the republic whose sturdy "rebel"
paJing their own subscriptions promptly. If they
spirit in defying their divinely appointed kings and unjust laws
do this THE TRUTH BEEKll:R will be a perpetual monTHE fourth volume of Mr. Bennett's travels will gave him a noole and inspiring precedent for reslsting·in our
ument to its founder; .if they are indifferent and be finished as speedily a.s possible and sent to all day legal conspiracies against the liberties of our people.
That we, his friends, bear witness to the worth and
apathetic the paper will die.
who subscribe for it. Many hav already sent in the Resolved,
of his life, to his thorough honesty in mee.ting al~ of
$1.50, but there are many more yet to hear from. integrity
J!'riends, it rests with you all. .On our part the Mr. Bennett was engaged up to the last moment on his obligations, to his lifeloii&' strictly .temperate a~d mdustrwus
habits, to his love and devotion for hiS faithful wife, and to the
publisher and editor pledge themselvs anew to the this work, and the last words he wrote were..for its practice of all those good qualities which sta;nped him as one of
work of enlightening the people regarding the fal- pages. His sad death necessarily causes delay, but nature's noblemen, and insure the continuance for good of his
lacies of superstition and the fraudulent character of in Jannary we hope to hav it _(lompleted from his labors and influence.
Re8olved '!'hat we also bear witness to the manner of his
h h A
h
notes and· the already publitJhed accounts of the ret h e c nrc .
s this paper as been in the past, so oeptions given him. It will also contain the account death, that he died as he lived, a Liberal, relviQg up to his last
moment of conscioasness on only nature and nature's laws fo,r
it will be in the future-a fearless exponent of truth .of his death and funeral ~nd the aplendid tribute of the
final solution of life and death, and that he utterly repudt·
and the outspoken foe of ecQlesiastioism. !twill op- T. B. Wakeman.
. P..ted Christi11nity.
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Re8olved, That we herewith take up the trust that he laid
dowu only with his life, and that we consecrate ourselvs to the
carrying out of ·his go3d wo1k by susta\n.ing and perpetuating
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that we call on all true Liberals to
aid energetically in the gocd work.
·
Re8olved, That this League be hereafter knowu as the Ben. nett Liberal League, and that it takes on itself .the duty of
erecting a. monument to D. M. Bennett, the monument to be
paid for by popular subscription.
. Re8olmeil, That we herewith tender our deepest sympathy to
his afflicted widow, and we trust that the great sorrow in which
ic is our privilege to share may be lightened by constant trihutes
of love from many sustaining friends./

Oomstock shortened hie days. . His cruel and unjust
·
·
t · • d h"111 h lth Th t 1 1 d t
Impnsonmen. InJure
ea ·
a a so e
o
his trip around the world, a stupendous undertaking
for a man of his age. The malaria of Egypt and
Indi_a impaired his health beyond hit~ power of recuper~:otion. Mr. Bennett was an extraordinary man;
he· was more than that-he was GREAT. He has left
behind works that will endure as long as man sur·
vives.
There should be no relaxation in the support of
THE TRUTH· SEEKER on the part of Liberals. That
paper has become a necessity to the Liberal cause
and must be sustained. .Able h11nds will control it
and keep it up to its present standard o( ability and
interest.
The funeral of Mr. Bennett occurred last Sunday,
Mr. T. B. Wakeman delivering the address. The
particulars we hav not had, as the daily papers hav
made no mention of either his death or funeral.
This is greatly to their shame, as it shows them to be
in mortal: fear of the aristocratic church.

80~

zealously labored up to almost the last day of his
life. In our next number we shall doubtless be able
to giv something more of his closing hours of earth
life and of the obsequies. We know that D. M.
Bemiett livs. In that great fact. we· rejoice as we
fully believe he did. Without this knowledge we
should exclaim with Southey:
What a world-were this,
How unendurable its weight, if they
Whom death had sundered did not meet again !
.

The Case of Heywood.

.AT a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
The trial of E. H. Heywood for the mailing and
Liberal League of Pittsburgh the following resoluadvertising of alleged unlawful matter haa been set
tions were pa_ssed:
down for Jan. 1, 1883. The following appeal is
Resolived, That in the death of D. M. Bennett we recognize,
being circulated:
not a. divine providence, but a. natural event; nevertheless an
MEDFORD, MAss., Dec. 13, 1882.
unfortunate one, not only for the Liberals of the United States,
To the National Lfberal League and all friends of toleration
but throughout the world.
.
and fair play:
Re8olved, That while we grieve for our and their loss we are
The trial ot Mr. E. H. Heywood, of Princeton, Mass., in the
gratified that hi:;; work was done-and so well done that we may
U. S. District Court in Boston, will commence on Monday,
profit by his example.
,
Jan. 1st.
Resolved, Tha.t we heartily sympathize with his bereaved
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER and other Liberal papers are
widow and business associates.
D. M. :Bennett.
already apprised of the circumstances which hav led to this
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent·-to THE
From tho Spiritual Offering.
trial. Anthony Comstock alone is practically the plaintiff. The
TRUTH SEEKER for ·publication.
No. sadder news ever came to us, none ever took counts of the indictment are:
.
H. Ho<>vER, Cor. Secretary.
us more by suprise or caused a greater shock, than
1. That Mr. Heywood has used the U.S. mails for the traru;Pittsburgh, .Pa.:'J)ec. 12, 1882.
that announce.d in the following words, under date mission (upon admitted reques;:,) of his pamphlet, "Cupid's
Yokes."
of New York, Dec. 7th, but not received until this 2. Also for the transmission of certain extracts from WhitBrother Bell Appreciated.
morning, Dec. 11th:,
man's poems.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEKKER, Sir : DEAR FRIEND: It is with feelings ·of profoundest sorrow that 3 and 4. And of advertisments of a syringe.
If Mr. Hf'yWood did these things he did them solely as an
W e are very ~1a d t 0 1earn th rough " T HE T RUTH we are called upon to inform you of the death of D. M. Ben- exercise
and vindication ofthe right of free thought and speech
· c 0 mmg
West agam.
·
W e nett, so dear to all, which occurred on Wednesday, the 6th and private
•
SE
• EKE R that W . S B e11 IS
personal liberty.
like-him as a lecturer, but we like him still more fur in~t~tfunera.l will be held ·on Sunday, the lOth, at l0: 30 A.M.,
These are charges up.on which no one without a sinister and
his genial, pleasant, and entertaining ma:imere. , We at the German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15 th street. All malicious motiv, or having suffered demonstrable injury thereby,
do hope that. the Liberals of Iowa will wake up and friends of the deceased are invited to be present.
would seek to convict any person, knowing that the prescribed
giv him plenty of werk in this state. His little
'E M MAc ONAL
penalties in imprisonment and fine would be outrageously seT. B: w~MAN~' vere.
I am tdold that the penalties which may be imposed upond
p amphlet, "Liberty and Morality," is J"ust splendt"d."
Mr. He:vwoo , if convicted, are ten years Imprisonment a.n
M.Rs. FLORA DuTTON.
In'silence we hand'ed it to theeditress; the sorrow five thousand tlollars fine! The statutes on which Comstock
· pictured upon her pallid face and her tear-dimmed relies for Mr. Heywood's conviction are most unfair and dangerW. S. BELL made us a call last week on his way to eye, with the three words, " Is it possible!" told ous, in that they do not duly recognize degrees of crime in matKansas. He lectured last Sunday at Pittsburgh, Pa.
f th6 deep he tfelt g ief tb n . ca 1. ct ters in which degrees and motivs are all-important, and call for
more 0
'
ar
r
a we
n P • no proof of harm. They were enacted through the Instigation,
He proposes to locate in the growing West, and his ure in words. Our aged assistant editor, M. K. at least partly underhanded, of Comstock and his coadjutors.
addre,SS is Paola, Kansas. 'He is a logical and fluent Wilson, with hand trembling with emotion and with I believe the raal motiv of their enactment was to serve the
speaker, and should be kept busy by the Liberals. feelings too deep for utterance, returned the sad ends of establishing an inquisition on.A.merican soil, with ComHe is also going to act -as agent of THE TRUTH mP_ssage without a word .. Silence in such a moment stock as prime inquisitor. Their ostensible object of suppressSEEKER. We hope he will meet with a generous was far more exp· ressiv than words.
ing obscenity is mainly a sham to deceive the general public,
while wholly ex-parte prosecutions of those whose opinions are
reception.-En. T. S.
We ha.v no words at command to express the opposed to Comstock & co= may be speedily and noiselessly
intensity· of our grief, our deep sorrow for tll.e ir- put through, and the victims stealthily removed from public
reparable loss sustained by the cause of Liberalism sight. Liberals, will you tamely permit this? Will you allow
The Death of D• .M. Bennett.
and Freethought not for this country alon.e but the bigots to form and fill bas tiles in free A.merica with convicts
Frmn the Liberal.
world; for events of the last few years hav brought whose only crimes are their opinions? The wicked flee when
·
ld ·a
· none pursues. The work of real obscenists has always been
On reading the notice of Mr. Bennett's death, our him for whom we mourn, mto
wor ·Wl e notonety done by stealth. But the victims of Comstock, like D. M. Ben:first impulse said, " Can it be true? Why did not as one of earth's prominent leaders in the great nett, Dr. Foote, and.others, hav done nothing underhandedly.
death olaim seme one else and spare Bennett, the work of emancipating the minds of men from super- Yet I myself heard Comstock testify before Commissioner H!l.lnoblest man of all?" We can-scarcely yet reconcile stition's bondage, more degrading than was ever lett that he only uses" fictitious addresses when necessary."
ourself to the thought of his death. Can it be that mere bodily servitude.
He so addressed Mr. Heywood by his· own confession in my·
we will never hear his mild, calm voice again? Is
D::> any belitll'e it was necessary?
1 e was d evo t ed ; hearing.
T o "th"IS grand work ·M r. B ennett' s rf
Fortunately the Comstock laws are believed by most able
it true that his pen will be still forever? Will the and more especially for the last ten years has every minds
to be unconstitutional. To prove them so at this trial
emotioi+tt of all that is good, grand, and nople within power of . this W}lnderfully earnest man been con- would completely frustrate Comstock and his coacljutors. Let
us never be stimulated and set aglow by hi,!! noble secrated to it. We doubt if the world has ever Mr. Heywood, therefore, hav all possible aid in his defense!
appeals again? Shall the easteru star of our hope known one in whom was blended more earnestness, Whetber fanatical or not, he has every appearance of being a
go down forever? Our impulses say no; our senses sincerity, indomitable courage, persistency, vigor, sincere, true man, and he is certainly a true Liberal, believing
·
f
1
d h · 1 d
in permitting to others every right he claims for himself.
say yes. Yet Bennett, whpm we all loved, honored, an,d activity
O menta powers an
P ysiOa en ur- A.ll hints of his general character in the ordinary relations of
and esteemed, has gone to that echoless hereafter, ance, than was combined in the person of D. M. life, a.s far a.s I learn, are that it is good. You can therefore
and will never lead us to victory again. Though he Bennett. Because of this, he was ab1e to accom- safely act from sympathy as well a.s policy in aiding to defend
is deaa, his work willliv, and man for generations to plish the gigazrtic work he has with the pen, so great him in this attack upon his liberty. His defense involves a
come will be better, happier, and freer for Bennett's that it has. astonished the world, and yet compara. principle precious to you all, a.nd is your interest, no matter how
tively few know .of its vastness.
widely your tastes or opinions may differ from his, and no mathaving lived.
ter if he is a bad character instead of what I suppose him-at
A meeting will be held at the hall next Sunday
During the summer of 1880, in the city of New the very worst a most eccentric but well-meaning man. No
evening to express our sorrow at the death of this York, we had for several months, just previous to just, pure, and benevolent pers<m needs a better excuse for aidgreat man.
his departure for his trip around the world, many iug his defense than the fact that his trial is a clear case of
personal interviews with Mr. Bennett, and learned persecution for opinion's sake.
Frrm• tho Chenango Tribune.
.
f h" h
t
f
· fl "bl · I will take charge of any money forwarded to me for the
more Of h lm, O lS ones Y 0 purpose, lll exi e purpose of Mr. Heywood's defense. He is almost wholly NithD. M. Bennett, one of the foremost Liberals and adhe'renoe
to what he believed to be right whatever out any available pecuniary means of his own. I will report
Freethought promoters and editor of THE TRUTH the sacrifice, than we could hav obtained in any the receipt and disbursement of all money sent me in the colSEEKRR, died at his home in New York city, on other way. U!llnS of Man from time to time. There is no danger of sendWednesday morning (6th), at the age of 64 years.
In view of all_ he had suffered from Christian per- ing too much, and on the other hand every dollar will help.
His death resulted from gastric fever coupled ecution, and the slander and abuse of men identi- Certainly one thousand dollars may be needed, and two or three
hundred are needed at once.
.
.
with an affection of the heart. His name will long S
A.ddress all communications to me. Box 644, Medford,
be remembered by Liberals throughout the world fied w1th the Liberal movement, before we met the
first
time
after
his
return
from
prison,
we
expected.
Mass.
WALTER C. WRIGHT,
and will forever shine with that of Thomas Paine to find him soured in disposition and extremely bitChairman
N. L. L. for Mass.
and Giordano Bruno.
ter toward his maligners; we were mistaken; in
calmness of spirit, with the gravity and wisdom of HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
With Replies to an Objector. By George W. Brown, D.D.
Editor of The TJ:.Uth Seeker Dead.
a sage, he reviewed the whole history, its bearings
Rockford, Ill.· Price fiiteen cents.
Frmn the Kamas Blade.
upo'n individuals, and the cause.
Our friend Brown has made a valuable addition
The death of no person within our memory was so
Of his labors, of his voluminous wo'rks, of his
unexpected to us as that of Mr. D. M. Bennett, recent tour around the world, and the vast amount to the few works in existence on the Jewish Sabbath
editor and proprietor of the New York TRU1'H of knowledge obtained, it is not our purpose to question. He clearly shows it to be a Jewish instiSEEKER, which sad event occurred at his home in speak. He has, in bodily presence, left us; but the tution, and that there is nothing Christian about it.
New York city Dec. 6,1882, and after a brief illness, products of his vigorous and varied mental endow- He shows that Jesus and his apostles had I\O more
in which he was confined to his bed only one week. ments are left, from which the world will largely regard for the Sabbath than any other day of the
Mr. Bennett having survived his tour of the world, profit. Oh! how much we regret that we could not seven. He also examins early and later Christian
and returning in apparent good health, strong hopes hav had one year added to his valuable earth life, authorities, thereby showing that the day has no
were entertained by his thousands of friends that that more of the gems of truth recently gathered Christian basis to support it. His Reply to Critica
he would liv many years to uphold the right and could hav been scattered among the people. But we and his .Appeal to History are important portions of·
combat error.
do rejoice that D. M. Bennett has li~d to bless the the little work. Those interested iu the Sunday
Mr. Bennett's early life was full of disco.urage- world. His memory will be cherished, and his earth queation will very naturally wish to see wha.t our
menta; but being favored -with an indomitable will, work be remembered and honored, when the pigmies friend has to say upon the subject. We expect to
he persevered over all difficulties and reached the in body and mind, both East and West, who hav make arrangements to hav the work for sale.
a~e of manho?d wel.l schooled for the struggles and maligned him _p.nd unsuccessfully plotted his ruin,
A WORK entitled "Diana, a Psyco-fiziologioal
tr1al~ that a'Ya1ted htm. There is ~?-~school like ad- shall hav been forgotten.
To Mrs. Bennett, to· Mrs. Allen, his only sister, Essay on Sexual Relations," was issued last year for
vers1ty to brmg out the nobler quahttes of manhood,
if there is any in the man, and Mr. Bennett had ladies whom we know and .esteem, we tender our private ciroulati.:m. We hav just received a copy of
the new edition, revised and enlarged, and published
plenty of that. . .
deepest sympathy.
·
Mr. Bemaett d1ed a martyr to truth. There can be
To all Liberalists and Spiritualists we appeal for by Burnz & Co., 24 Clinton Plaoe, N. Y. The work
no doubt that the course pursued by the villain renewed activity in the cause for which our friend so can be ordered of them. Priot? 25 ctfJ,
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~tltcfions.

logical expert endeavoring to solve the problem and of the matter that Charles Darwin was not a theaharmonize the variance between the theological logical· expert, and possessed few, if any, of the
dogma of the creati.on of the earth and ·the time of requisite that would hav fitted him for such a callits existence, and the rather generally accepted sci- ing.
Darwin as a "Theological Expert."
entific hypothesis of the same; and in his attemptto
But now, while I most cheerfully coincide with
F>'om the l-eague Man.
harmonize these conflicting theories he certainly tlie reverend doctor's opinion that Mr. Darwin was
In the New York Independent of November 19~h performs mentally some as wonderful feats of wire- not a theological expert,. I cannot quite so readily
may be found an article from the pen of Prof. E. D. dancing, tumbling, and juggling as any physical per- yield my assent to the thesis which the professor's
Morris, D.D., upon the "Unfaith of Charles Dar- former in these arts that has ever exhibited himself article is written principally to show, namely, that
win." The text from which the reverend doctor's arti- to the gaze of a wondering world.
- because Mr. Darwin was not an "expert" in theolcle.wa.s produced was a brief letter written by Darwin
WheiJ. the manner of the earth's creation, or form- ogy, therefore his opinions in religious matters are
to a German student, and as it is a l~tter that should ation, as well as the probable period of its existence, not entitled to that weight that one of his ability
he given the widest circulation possible, the writer was first broached by scientific men, the course of would naturally command.
.
·
i>l happy to bav an appropriate occasion for repro- the theological expert was to pounce down upon his
Now the professor does not claim that Mr. Darwin
ducing it into the columns of Man. It reads as fol- scientific opponent and brush him away with a had never read, and read thoroughly, the Jewish
lows:
whack, much as we see one figure in a Punch and Christian Bible, but on the contrary the doctor -givs
SIR: I am very busy, and am an old man in delicate health, Judy show brush out of sight another; but now, since it as his opinion that he (Mr. Darwin) had read and
and hav not time to answer your questions fully, even assum- the scientific hypotheses of these matters, like the weighed deeply ~he Christian scriptures. Mtering that they are capable of being answered at all. Science and ghost of Bimquo, will not down at his bidding, he quoting the sentence in which Mr. Darwin says that
Christ
bavofnothing
to investigation
do with eachmakes
other,aexcept
in so far
as a d op t s a mi"ld er course an d s h owe us b y a pecurIar h e d oes not . b eI"Ieve th a t any reve l at"IOn b as b een
scientific
man cautious
about
the
habit
accepting any proof&. A.s far as I am concerned. I do not be- method of theological reasoning that there is really made, the professor goes on to say that "here he
lieve tbP.t an}' revelation bas ever been made. With regard to no difference between the scientific theory and his (Darwin) speaks as if he had examined the question,
a :future life, every onE> must draw his own conclusions from own ancient dogma.
considered evidences, weighed probabilities, and
vagp.e and contradictory probabilities. Wishing you well, IreFor instance, the little difference between 4,000 to reached finally a negativ conclusion."
main,
Your obedient servant,
5,000 years since the creation of the earth according
Now, admitting as the professor does, that Mr.
IJowns, June 5 • 1879.
CHARLES DARWIN.
to theology, and several millions of years according Darwin had read, thoroughly and digested well the
Now, as !"cannot g1v space to quote from. the pro- to geology, the theological expert accounts for .'Very Christian scriptures (and who bel-ieves that such a
feasor's epistle, I will briefly state his troubles to the easily by making a Bible year equal a thousand, ten man as Charles Darwin had not?) why, then, let me
reader. His communication bears evidence that be thousand, or a hundred thousand of our present ask, are not his opinions in regard to r,evelation or
wrote under a painful state of fear and anxiety lest years, aceording as it may suit his purpose. Such a any other matter of fact' entitled to all the weight
the influence of Mr. Darwin's name should sway manner of disposing of these differences may not be which the opiniol'Ul of so able a man naturally and
mankind toward discarding theology. The princi- altogether acceptable, at first thought, to the ordi- rightfully carry with them? .
.
_
p<J.l point in the reverend doctor's argument seems to nary individual, and here is where the imperativ
Treating this matter a little more seriously than
be to prove that Mr. Darwin was not a theological necessity for the theological expert comes in,. in or- we hav done before, let us ask here what sort of
expert, consequently "not competent," he says, "to der that our dull heads may become enlightened. teachers. are really needed by mankind to instruct
speak upon religious matters."
The theological expert, we must remember, has had them in religious matters? Should they be snch as
Now, let me say 'right here that I agree with the a long and very th·orough schooling in this sort of take for granted the sacredness and verity in every
learned professor in his opinion that Mr. Darwin mystery solving, and to harmonize such little dis- particular of a book that had its origin in an ignowas not a theological expert, :l.nd, as I think that be crepancies is a very easy matter for him. He has rant, superstitious, and semi-barbarous age, arid then
has not made out the.case quite as clear as it should long been able to discover bow three can be one and attempt to harmonize, in the sort of dancing-jack or
he made, I propose helping him in the matter. Does one three, which men like Mr. Beecher can compre- juggling way above described, a jumble of contrat~e reader fully realize what it is to be a theological bend, though he cannot quite accept the theologtcal dictions, crushing common sense and reason to the
expert? I am inoliried to think that the idea of an creation, proving quite conclusivly that he, too, is dust in the futil ~ttempt, or should they be those
expert in theology would strike most men at first not a skilful theological expert. Why, it is the easi- whose utmost endeavor it is to ascertain and point
thought as it did myself, that it is as a sort of excres- est thing imaginable for a theological expert to set out to their fellow-men what is true, whatever past ceuce or useless appendage, having no legitimate up, side by side, the figures 1 and 3 or 4. 000 and theories or teachings may-be demolished by actual
phoe in society. I confess, furthermore, that until 400,000, and then by merely crying out "presto facts? It seems to me that the latter class are our
I had read much of the Christian scriptures and change!" the 1 and the 4,000 vanish, leaving the 3 true and proper instructors, and taking this view of
compared their varied teachings, even theolog- and tije 400,000 still standiBg and in bold relief, and the matter, where is the man that has lived in this
ical seminaries and colleges had always been a sort ,then by the same method he can l!S quickly change or any other age of the world whose opinions upon
o < riddle to me, as I could never quite fathom their the 3 into.l or the 400,000 into 4,000. He not only religious matters are entitled to !1 higher respect, and
u~e. To my stupid mind it had appeared that if the does this and comprehends it all himself, but he has should rightfully bear greater weight than the opincreator had revealed to his creatures his manner of the faculty also of making it all quite clear to a vast ions of Charles Darwin? I do not know that Mr.
creation, his laws, his commands, a knowledge of number of his fellow-beings. Such is the transo~nd- Darwin ever read the Christian scriptures in Hebrew
. the future state, all, in short, that was requisit for ent ability and wonderful power of the theological or Greek, nor do I consider it all necessary for a full
their guidance in this world, and, having had this expert, and shall we iitill say that the day of mira- understanding of them that he should hav done so
revelation placed before them in a book printed in cles has past, or that the theological expert has no (he probably did at his college), but he certainly
languages familiar to all, that it would hardly be legitimate place among mankind? Moreover, leav- understood English, and as these writings all are
expected that this revealed word should contain any- ing aside the art of harmonizing. theology and sci- sufficiently translated into our languages to be comthing so difficult that the most simple mind could ence, the great necessity for, and the wonderful jug- pared with the facts of the world, what mor.c is renot read and fully comprehend it.
gling exploits performed by, the theological expert quired for a full understanding and comprehension
These, I would say, were the conceived notions of in harmonizing the various readings of the Bible,. it of them than the reading and studying of them in
my boyhood, and consequently I could not discover would be impossible to over-estimate.
our language?
the necessity for theological institutions, for the purTo illustrate again: the Bible tells us that the
Will it be claimed that there are still fatal errors ·
pose of fitting a clasB of finite beings for teaching cres.to1· is omnipotent and omniscient-that is, all- in the translation of 'these writings? If so, th~n it
th~~ir fellows what t,be infinit had already inspired powerful and all-wise-and further, that he is lov- were better that the theological experts go at it and
his prophets &nd evangelists to write out and place ing and merciful, loving his creatures even better translate them two or three times more, rather than
before all in a language which they could read. And than earthly parents love their children; and· then, spend their and our time in attempting to solve knots
I confess that I cannot as yet fully understand why on the contrary, it attaches a character to him more and tangles of their own bad translations.
it should not hav been according to my early con- malignant, cruel, vindictiv, and fiendish than that
The great trouble with our professor plainly is
ceived notions, that is, why the creator, omnipotent which could be rightfully attached, I think, to any that no matter how able one may be, no matter how
and all-wise as he is, had not, in preparing a book human being that ever walked the earth-Nero and much he may hav read and thought over the teachof guidance for his creatures, made it so plain, Calignla not accepted.
ings of the Jewish Christian scriptures, if he dares
so lucid, that the most ordinary mind might bav
How could we ever harmonize such matters except express an opinion upon any important dogma claimed
comprehended it, that be who ran, in fact, might for the wonderful theological expert? Then the to be contained in these writings averse to the comread. But God's ways, we are told, differ from our necessity for his wisdom and skill comes in again in monly accepted theological belief and teachings,
ways, and we must not question the wisdom of this explaining the immaculate conception, as well as the then he is regarded and disposed of at once by our
book, even though it may addle the brain of the most ten thousand discrepancies, incongruities, inconsist- wise professor as incompetent to express an opinion
astute, except he be a theological expert! My early encies, and downright contradictions that constantly upon the subject at all! All adverse critics are to
notions of these matters hav long ago vanished, stare the ordinary reader in the face, from Genesis be ruled out. Well now, my dear professor, if a
however, and I hav finally arrived at the conclusion to Revelation.
correct understanding of the Bible be really as difthat if theological institutions and theological exNo, much as we may hav learned to esteem and ficult as you endeavor to make out, then I respectparts are what is needed to ferret out the mysteries, admire Charles Darwin, we are obliged to acknowl- fully submit that it would be better for you and all
and harmonize the jumble of incongruities which the edge that he was not a theological expert, for he other Protestants to hop right back to the Roman
ordinary man :finds in this book, which it is claimed could do none of the mountebank tricks so_ easy to Catholic church. If the ,Bible is such a book of
the creator has had prepared ·for his creatures, then, the skilled theologian. He was not a prestidigita- crookedness and mysteries that it is given only to a
by all means, let us ha.v a bountiful supply of theo- tor, having the skill for turning one into three or few to understand it, and these fortunate few can
logical institutions and theological experts.
4,000 into 400,000; he could not furnish his admir- really understand and fully comprehend it, then it is
But, reader, I want to say to you here that this ers with a God the most diabolical and fiendii!h 1 and clear that the Catholics are quite right in their
idea of a theologic~l expert is ever connected in my then by a method of skilful juggling make him ap~ method of interpreting it through their pope and
mind with very strange associations.
pear a God of love and mercy, worthy of being rev- priests, and that the Christian world should all foil cannot, for the life of me, think of such a char- erenced and adored above all else that the universe low their example. They can rule out dissenters at
acter, but. my mind associates him directly with some contains; nor could he ride at one time .a thousand least consistently.
But the time is past when any attempt of a theolodancing-jack, some figure that I hav at some time donkeys of scripture passages, each going in differseen at a Punch and Judy show, some acrobat or ent directions at break-neck speed, and all rearing, gian to rule out or to lessen the influence, or to throw
'tumbler that I bav seen at the circus, or some wiz"'rd plunging, and kicking in regular donkey order, de- dirt at such a personage as Charles Darwin, will hav
or sleight-of-hand performer whose wonderful ex- termined to tl)row his rider. Moreover, he could any effect upon the more sensible portien of our race.
ploits I hav somewhere witnessed.
not, or would not, quarrel with those who differed
Read the signs of the times and learn that the
The reason, no doubt, why these several figures with him upon religious or other matters, calling "theological expert" and theologians in general are
chase each ot.her pell-mell through my brain when- them Infidels and fools, and all the vile epithets his taken, if regarded at all, at a large discount by the
ever I think of the "theological expert," is that such vocabulary could fu:~:nish; and even when he himself present age. Any attempt by such to belittle or
an expert is to my mind a sort of peculiar phenome- was defamed, ridiculed, and insulted in a measure weaken th_e influence of one of the gre~test of modnon embracing mentally the characteristics and ad- which few hav ever been, he kept straight on, with- ern scientists, makes their own littleness mourmodern
dieting himself in a ments.l way to many unuaual, out turning to the right or left, in the accomplish- world· appear the more apparent. The numbers at
but similar usages to those performed in a physical ment of the great object to which his life was de-l present are not few,_ and_ they_ a~·e growing rapidly
way by the several personages mentioned above.voted.
day by day, who believe m tlie1r mnermost souls that
To iHqetrate :_ in my mind'e eye I behold the theo-1 No1 it becom~;Ja @Vidertt enough upon e~aminatio~' if ~ll tbeolo~:J, all which" theological experts," from.
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time immemorial hav been thrusting into the Christian scriptures was expunged. therefrom, thrust out
root and branch, leaving only that morality and humanity which hav been the very life-blood that has
. sustained all the life of these writings to this
day, cthe so-called Christian scriptures would be
vastly improved. ' For one, J am willing. to go
further than this, and to say that with all theology
e~punged from the New Testament-the human sentiments of this book in this revised form might become a beacon-light and ,a suitable guide of life to
the present age, and possibly for all ages to come,
But, to conclude, contrast this man with these. theological experts. The spectacle presented of this
grand old man, Darwin, commencing at a time when
the. popular sentiment of the age regard as sacrilegious any attempt to l'lhow the tru.e origin of species,
and in spite of long established theological and scientific dogmas, patiently studying, experimenting and
toiling on, kicked, cuffed, ridicule(!, immlted, and vilified at every step in his progress, w)thout an unkind
- word in return, until at last at a ripe old age, with head
whitened for the grave, his theories in the main are
accepted by all of the most eminent and learned of
his time, is a spectacle of human sacrifice, of lifelong devotion to the cause of truth in the interest of
his fellow-men, the grandest, the most sublime, arid
most successful the world has ever witnessed. And
now the feeble attempt of this embittered theologian to kick the dead li6n, to belittle and to destroy
the influence of this grand old man's deliberate
opinion as to the fact of a "revelation," will hav the
reverse of the effect intended, except among that
class who regard a doctor of divinity as an oracle of
God. · To !dar greater class the effect will be just
the opposit from that intended, causing no small degree of indi_gnation, if not of disgust. But whatever may be the present effect of this labored attempt by a doctor of divinity to escape the influence
of Chutes Darwin, one thing may not be doubted,
and that is, that the name and authority of this
prince among men will liv while the earth exists,
growing brighter as time rolls on, while it is even
now certain that the name and influence of his detractors, of our wise professor for instance, will soon
pass into that oblivion which will kindly shield them
from the contempt of the gel!erations to come.
ALONZO VAN HEUSEN.

Col. Robert G.

Ingersoll~

rom the Springfield IU , Morning lJJIJTiitur.

Outside of his political or Infidel notions but few
men occupy a higher plane in the esteem of his
countrymen than the g"'nial, kind-hearted gentleman
- who will to.night stand before the largest audience
ever assembled in the opera house. We remember
him when a young man, unknown to fame, making
his first appearance 'upon the sta~e of action with
. f J
· J h S h lfi ld f
BU<l h gent1emen as Ch
. 16 ustice 0 n c 0 . e ' 0
our supreme court, and others "who hav since distinguished themselvs as lawyers and jurists, and
not only made names for themselvs, but reflected
the highest credit upon the great state in which they
made reputa.tions whicLt hav long since leaped over
the state boundary and become world wide. For
many years we drank in with pleasure the wine of
the feast served up in the court room by such as
Ingersoll, Browning, Grimshaw, Bushnell, Logan,
Knapp, Ha.ynie, Baker, and others, who hav, like
many of those named, gone to lay their life-briefs
before the Judge ot all. With many now living we
remember his younger days_ as a laywer, and among
them all-Infidel and Republican theugh he beCol. "Bob" looms up- with a pleasure unsurpassed,
and in the light of personal regard is eclipsed by
none. He is one of America's gre_at, big-hearted,
high.toned, elegant gentleman, whom men love to
look upon with pleasure as a close approach to the
god-like 'in the dignified attributes of manhood.
Among the sweetest pleasures of our checkered life
the hours spent in the court.room where "Bob"·
Ingersoll was. a practicing attorney, are the most
cherished. We admire his manhood, his independance, his honesty with his own conscience, his reverence for reason, and the grandeur of a mind with
the moral courage to face the world with his sentimenta regardless .of the millions from whom he may
differ~ It is not necessary to acquiesce in his notions,
sing peans of- praise to .his Infidelity, or to sacrifice
cherished beliefs contrary to those of Mr. Ingersoll
in order to ''mark well this model man among men"
that he is, as an orator and scholar. The world
could acknowledge his genius, eloquence, ~nd intel!eat in no more marked manner than by the crowding thousands jostling each other and paying extravagant sums to hear his utterances, when the modern
lace-curtained clergy of the church are greeted only
with a miserable account of empty benches or the
luxurious rest-inviting upholatery of the house of
the Lord. He is,· beyond doubt, America's great:
est orator, because the most original. One .of the
world's most advanced thinkers. His bravery is
unquestioned, his honor untarnished, and is more
Christ.like in exemplifying the work of the world's
Redeamerinhiapracticallifepreachingofthegospel
of qnivera~l brotherhood~ f3ith in man, at~.d 9harity

for the world's weaklings, than any man of the nine- seen near the circumference of the dark body of the
teenth century. _ ·
·
• planet outside the sun, and where no direct ray of
su!}light could reach it. The position angle of the
"In Memoriam."
center of the bright spot was about 172 degrees, and
DEATH oF D. M. BENNETT.
it extended for something like 30 degrees along the
Frmn theiJostiJTilnvesttgatur.
planet's limb. It was luminous :_~.nd distinct, and,
We deeply regret to make an announcement like Professor Langley thinks, was certainly not a phethis, as it will not only be sad news to all our readers, nomen on of irradiation, nor d~~ to any instrumental
but it also denotes the great loss to the Liberal cause, but what its physical signification is he could
movement of a very able, devoted, and successful not conjecture. It was observed with the great
advocate of its principles and measures. Mr: Bennett .equatorial and a magnifying power of 244, used with
died at his residence in New York last Wednesday the polarizing eyepiece by Profesaor Langley, bat
forenoon, after a few days' illness of inflammation of was seen also and quite independently by his aesistthe stomach. His age was 64. On.another page of ant, Mr~J. E. Keeler, with a very much smaller telthis paper will be found some notice of the meeting scope and a power of 80.
Observers in other places noticed light spots in the
held by his Boston friendR in Investigator Hall on
'fhursday, to manifest their respect for his memory surface of Venus, some suspecting them to be snowand their sympathy for ,the loas which his family fields.
and friends hav sustained by his death.
The Qbservations of Professor Eastman, at Cedar
Mr. Bennett was a man of much ability, and one Keys, Florida, were quite successful, though the first
of the most industrious, energetic, and persevering contact was lost by the intervention of a cloud. The
workers that Liberalism ever had. Besides editing second contact was obtained very well; no black
THE TRUTH SEEKER very acceptably, he wrote drop or ligament was seen, and the limbs of Venus
quite a number of large books-eome of them con- and the sun were very steady. The sky was mostlY-"
taining eight or nine hundred pages-and in addition clear from 11 o'clock to lh. 40m. One hundred ana
to these· he managed to write a great many pam· fifty photographs were taken with dry plates and
phlets; yet with all this remarkable fluency he wrote thirty with wet plates, all good. The third and
well, whether his subjects were theology, history, fourth contacts were very well seen, with no black
travels, Freethought, or political an<¥ aocial reform. drop.
A full review of his literary work for the past twelve
The observations made at Yale College were much
years would show that he accomplished an amount of ·impaired by clouds. Professor Waldo reports over
labor hardly evet: excelled if equaled. Probably it one hundr€d and fifty photographs, showing the full
was his exceasiv toil ·that at last tiroke him down BUl:l with a reference line from a horizontal mercurial
and shortened his days.
_
surface photographed at the same time. The heiioMr. Bennett was in manners very modest, quiet, meter observations were particularly successfyJ, and
and unassuming, but always in earnest in whatever the definition of the su!l in spite of the clouds was
he undertook, and truly sincere, honest, and bral·e such as enabled the atmosphere of Venus to he
in the advocacy of what he deemed right and just, clearly visible in the heliometer, and the silvery as•
no matter what or how many obstacles confronted pect which this atmosphere assumed between the
him in his path. We bid him farewell with regret, third and fourth contacts was clesrly discerned.
for ll.e was a most valuable laborer in the Liberal
Considerable good work_ was done at Cambridge
movement, and he will be long and kindly remem- Observatory: The German astronomers at Hartford,
bered by his many friends. To his a:ffiicted com- Conn., secured eight sets of observations with the
panion, in this hour of her sorrow and bereavement, heliometer. The German party at .Aiken, S. C.,
we fraternally offer our sincere sympathy and condo- were less fortunate. The French ob11ervers at St.
lence.
·
Augustine, Fla., had a clear day. All the contacts
were perfectly taken, two hundred photographs were
secured,
and many micrometrical observations were
The Freethinker's Society at Investigator Hall made. Professor
Asaph Hall and the Belgian party
held a discussion on Sanday forenoon last upon" Free at San Antonio, Texas, missed the first two contacts,
Ban~ing." Remarks-were offered by Prof. Wetherawing to clouds. The last pair were taken perell, and Messrs. Spooner, Devine, King, Cooper, and fectly, no black drop or point of any kind being
Dr. Wright. The question for- next Sunday is, seen. Professor Houzeau obtained, in addition to
"What is the true value of money?'' Opened by these contacts, one hundred and twenty· five measMr. Sumner.
·
Mr. George-N. IIill alluded to the death of Mr. urements. Professors Hall and Woodward got over
two hundred good photographs.
D. M. Bennett, and offered the following resolution
.A.t the Lick Observatory, Mount Hamilton, Cal.,
of respect and sympathy:
the day was splendidly clear, and many photographs
Resolve!l, That in the dea:th of the late editor of the New were taken.
York TRUTH ~EKER, Mr. D. M. Bennett, we deplore the loss
The European observers were generally thwarted
to humanity of a friend, and to Liberalism of a leader; aud
while we extend to the bereaved family our deepest sympathy by bad weather. Favorable observations are reand condolence, we feel that we and?-11 Freethinkers the world ported from Cape Town and Durban, South Africa.
over also stand in need of human consolation on this occasion.
Professor Davidson's party in New Mexico were
The resolution was unanimously adopted and favored with a clear sky and steady atmosphere.
The l)ontacts were clearly observed. Two hundred
voted to be published in the -Lnvestigator.
and sixteen excellent photographs were obtained,
1.'he 1.'ramit of Venus.
and a large number of measurements were made with
.Frmn the Scientific American.
great precision. Indeed, not a single item in the
The sky was overca.gt throughout a great part of long program of the day's work was missed. At
the United States on the morning of December 6th; nearly all the l'tiexican stations the W(5ather was
a.nd, as a rule, the atmospheric conditions during the good. The observations of the French Commission
time of the transit were not favorable for continuous in Puebla were entirely satisfactory.
and exact observation. Yet there were but few
Fav.orable reports are also made by observers in
places at which no observations of value were possi- the West Indies and Central America. At Melble, while at most of the stations enough was aocom- bourne, Australia, successful observations were made,
plished to make the watching astronomers fairly· but observers in Queensland and Sydney were diswell pleased with the result of their day's work.
appointed. The American party at Wellington,
In this city the observations were fairly good New Zealand, took two Jlundred. and thirty-six
after the first contact, which waa missed, until to- photographs.
ward the end of the transit, when the sky became
overcast again.
The Freeth ought Directory.
At the Naval Observatory, Washington, all four
Persons sending me their names and post-cflioe
contacts were observed with the twenty-six equatorial, addresses for the second edition of the Freethought
the first and last contacts through thin clouds. The Directory are requested to write the name and adsun was obscured during the middle of the day, yet dress very plain, and inclose printed cards when cona number of good measurements of the diameter_ of venient, to prevent errors. I desire to add at least
Venus were secured. No black drop or other extra- fifteen hundred names to the present list by next
ordinary phenomenon was observed, except by issue.
H. L. GREEN.
Superintendent Sampson at the last contact. Some
Salamanca,
N.
Y.
fifty photographs were secured.
_
·
At Princeton, Professor Young observed all fonr
Book Notice.
contacts, partly through thin clouds, but on the THE FIGURES OF HELLj OR, THE TEMPLES OF BACCHUS- Dadiwhole satisfactorily, and took one .hundred and
C9.ted to Licensers and Manufacturers of Beer and Whi~ky.
eighty-eight photographs, mostly excellent; soine
By Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson. Published by the author.
were affected by clouds. Complete measures of the
A. neat little volume of between two and tt.ree hundred
pages. Price $1.
diameter of Venus were obtain{>d by both filar and
double image micrometers. Spectroscopic examinaThis is decidedly one of the most aotiv and ~tg·
tion of the planet's atmosphere showed lines of gressiv publications on the temperaLce qu{>stion we
water vapor conspicuous, and some unknown lines. hav seen. It abounds in statistics, showing the
At the Allegheny Observatory, Pittsburgh, Profes- amount of alcoholic liquors imported into the united
sor Langley's observations were only partially suc- States, the amount manufactured clearly showing
cessful. Clouds prevented exact determinations of that these poisonous liquors and their effects cost
contacts and all photometric and sfectroscopical the pe.ople of the country more than all the expensui
work. He noticed a curious and nove phenomenon of the government.
·
as the planet was entering upon the- solar diek.
'l'his is a very convenient and useful little volume
When Venus had about one-half entered on the for those who take a deep interest in tht'l t~mpera!JO(l
SlUJ.'e faoe~ a . tolerably bright point of light was Qfluse, W!;) bav it for ~:~ale.
'
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'T'HE TRU'l--.H

~SEEKER.

DECEMBER 23. 1882.

Dear Friend,, bear up under this great affliction.
parts of the world, and the many tokens of esteem
from time to tiine. My husband joins me in this You hav laid his earthly form away, but D. M. Benexpression of sympathy to you, and Wf'l breathe a nett has not forsaken :you; his _beautiful spirit will
prayer that the work begun by your dear husband visit you, and his love and affection know no.bounds,
ZANESVILLE, 0., Dec. 12, 2S2,
.H. WrLLrs.
will never flag, but-continue to grow; that THE TRUTH Truly your frien~,
DEAR FRIEND MACDONALD: I hav just read in t4e Ohio SEEKER will liv on and be· retained as a monument
State Journal of Mr. D. M. Bennett's death. Is it to the life-work of D. M. Bennett.
LYNN, MAss., Dec. 9, 1882.
really so? Can it be possible, and only home Ro short Yours in sympathy,
MR. E. M. MACDONALD: I hav just 'received your
MAGGIE E. CLARK.
a time? I feel that 1'-hav lost a dear friend. I am
message of sorrow informing me of Brother Bennett's
death. It is dreadful bad news. indeed. What can I
an old subscriber and a firm friend of Mr. Bennett,
,
BANGOR, ME., Dec. 10, 282.
as well as yourself, f<;>r you sustained your part when
DEAR MRS. BENNETT: We, the undersigned, Liberals say in reply? I am at a loss, it is so sudden and unhe was away.
Yours,
J. BuRGESS.
of Bangor, wish to extend to you our sympathy for expecteq. I can assure you that words fail me in
the great ioss you hav just' sustained in the death of attempting to express my deep grief and sorrow at
STONE CREEK,' OHIO, Dec. 12, 1882.
your dear husband, We feel, too, that we hav met hearing such sad and cruel news.
MR. EDITOR : I am extremely sorry to hear of the with an irreparable loss. Where shall we look for My wife joins me in sending our sympathy, pity,
death of our brave and noble Bennett, and I deeply another great captain?
and regards to poor Mrs. Bennett in her present
sympathize with his friends and relations in their
great affliction, sorrow, and loss. Our hope is that
JULIA LEWIS,
LYDIA LEwrs,
sore affliction. It now becomes our duty to go to
she may hav strength to bear up under this great
WM. LEWIS,
CLARA LEWIS,
work with renewed energy to fight superstition and
and terrible trial. Surely Mr. Bennett's :Liberal
LAURA. CHAPMAN, THOMAS A. CAREY,
to uphold the glorious cause which he so ably defriends will help her bear her present trouble, sufferGEo. F. CoNNELL, LEWIS THOMAS,
fended. Bennett is dead, but not forgotten.
ing, and. loss.
NELLIE LEWIS,
HENRY FLOOD.
Fraternally yours,
D. HocHsTETLER.
In conclusion let me say that ill health alone preBURTON, MICH., Dec. 11, E, M., 282.
vents my coming to the funeral. M'Y desire is to go,
KEEP THE BANNER WAVING STILL.
DEAR FRIENDS: Please accept our condolence in but my wife, friends, and poor health say no.
ANN ARBon, MICH., Dec. 11, 1882.
this hour of affliction. Mr. Bennett has closed up
Yours respectfully,
J. S. VERITY.
·MR. EDITOR: Within the walls of this orthodox his struggle with life's stormy scenes. He has
roost-as S. B. McCracken calls it-we are not all passed to his happiness and reward. · He has done a
READING, Pa., Dec. 11, 1882.
dead to the cause of humanity and truth. And it great work for the world. He knows now of the
MR .. E. M. MACDONALD: It is impossible to portray
was with pain and sorrow we received the news qf facts of spirit life. And, like an honest seeker after my feelings on receipt of my paper last week. I had
the death of D. M. Bennett_:_that noble and honored truth, he gave his hearty evidence of what he has not seen any account of Mr. Bennett's death, and the
American citizen whose name and fame will become critically observed. He will now work for us behind first information flashed upon me as I opened my
nearer and dearar "to the people of this world " as the scenes, where he can't be seized and unjustly paper. You can better imagii:J. than I can describe.
time rolls on.
LAw DEP'T MICH. UNIVERSITY.
condemned and thrust behind penitentiary and He was always so strong, always so activ, that we bad
prison walls.
Ever yours,
D. HIGBIE, M.D.
been led to expect long life for the brave old man.
SoUTH OTSELIC, N. Y., Dec. 10, 1882.
If it would not seem too forward or too presuming
MR. MACDONALD: My TRUTH SEEKERdressed>in mournBELLEVILLE, CaN., Dec. 13, 1882.
please represent my deepest sympathy with Mrs.
ing struck me like a thunderbolt. I could scarcely
DEAR MRs. 'BENNETT : It is with the most sincere Bennett, and say that the Liberals all in this part
believe my own' senses when I read of the death of regret that I feel impelled to write a letter of conwith her. She has the consolation of knowing
our noble standard-bearer. The F 1 eethought army dolence with you on the sad loss you hav sustained weep
that he livs in the grand work done so well and so
has looked to him so long, how can we spare him by tile very sudden death of your husband-a loss
now? I rejoice that I had the privilege of shaking felt by us all, and one that cannot be replaced. I faithfully. But his work is not done. It is of such
a nature it will go on and increase in force until it
hands with him at the Watkins Convention. I feel am sincerely sorry for you in your deep distress, will be impossible to compute the work by him acdeeply for his lonely wife whom I never met.
and can only hope that time, the great healer, will complished. THE TRUTH SEEKER must not be allowed
MARY PEcK.
Yours in sympathy,
do the same for you that it does for us· all--gradu- to languish now; it must be kept aloft as the banner
ally wear away the rough edges of your grief. We of progress'.
L. E. HuGGINS,
NEw HAYEN, Dac. 11, 1882.
are all born to hav our share of grief and trouble in
BROTHER MACDONALD-DEAR SIR: The notice sent this world, but in your case it has been especially
CINCINNATI, 0., Dec. 10, 1882.
with the paper of the death of our well-beloved trying. Believe me your faithful friend,
MRs. BENNETT : My pen cannot express the deep
brother, D. M. Bennett, came to hand. We were
J. lRBY !LES.
sorrow I feel for the loss of our dear, heroic brother,
very much grieved to learn the sad news, and sinD. M. Bennett. Thousands will unite with Iile in
cerely sympathize with Mrs. Bennett in the loss of
CoNCORD, KY., Dec. 12, 282.
her dear husband. Thousands of people will mourn
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Our home, like thousands of this sad bereavement, and manifest a very sincere
the loss of one who has done so much for human- others, to-day is filled with· mourning. If s~rrow sympathy and condolence. Under this severe afflicity. We hope you will take the helm and keep the for t~ lost, if sympathy with the bereaved, can giv tion, be brave, madam, and bear your trial with true
womanly heroism. We all hav to depart this life, it
old ship going, and we will help her to keep afloat. consolation, that consolation is yours.
is the decree of nature; therefore none are exempt.
Re.3pectfully,
E. B. JoNEs.
The skies, late rife with golden glow,
Your husband, madam, will leave behind him a
No more effulgence shed,
name and a character which will liv and resound to
For Nature chants in notes of woe,
JoPLIN, Dec. 11, 1882.
"Our champion is dead,"
unborn millions. It will and must thunder down the
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: The tidings reach me that
ages, and become a household word.
A.s in the ca.sket rests the form,
your beloved one bas passed away-bas laid down
May his grand life be the pattern for millions more
By fond affection placed,
the staff. All I can do is to weep with you for the
In sacred memory we enshrine
to follow, so that the dark superstitions of crafty
fallen great. Yet we must reconcile our minds to
The life by death effaced.
and designing priest~ might ere long cease to exist,
such change. 'Tis the eternal law; hence the chasVIRGINIA E. VaNCE.
Sorrowfully yours,
and all people who dwell on this beautiful plaaet,
tisment. Kind Mother Nature I know is with you
earth, might be quite free from the degrading shackto close the flood-gates of sorrow at- the best time.
VINELAND, N. J., Dec. 8, 1882.
les imposed on humanity by JLrrogant assumption,
Weep on, until the volcano of grief has been empMR. EDITOR: I hav just read the notice you were Yours, dear madam, with best wishes for future
tied, then the calm peace will wrap around you the
so
kind as to send me of the death of our esteemed cheer,
T. WINTER.
mantle of reconciliation.
J; E. BALL.
friend D. M. Bennett, the fearless champion of free
speech and a free press. For trying to exercise
EMBREYILLE, Pa., Dec. 10, 1882.
SYRacusE, N. Y., Dec. 10, 1882.
these
rights he suffered imprisonment, which imDEAR MRs. BENNETT: My heart goes out to you in
Mn. EDITOR: While writ.ing these words the obsequies of dear old D. M. Bennett are taking placre. paired his health; and now hU; personal labors are this hour of your greatest grief on earth. I loved
How sad and unfortunate that a life so useful should done, but his writings will be read after his bigoted Mr. Bennett, and hav been so willing to overlook
persecutors are buried in oblivion, or remembered
be so bri~f! In his demise Liberalism loses an able to be execrated. I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER his shortcomings, if he had any.
He was so unassuming, so affable, so pure,ly open
exponent and all mankind a friend; I hope 'l'IIE frnm its first number to the present, and would
and candid. His trip around the world, his travels
TRUTH SEEKER may be continued with unabated interbe at his funeral if consistent, and, with put in book form,' his safe return to' family ai\d
est. The world is moving in the line of progress. gladly
others, drop a sympathetic tear at our great loss, friends, his stand taken as to Heywood's experiThough some of our best men are dropping along but age (72) and other circumstances prevent.
ence with "Leaves of Grass" (which was a grand
the wayside, it is hoped that their phces will be filled
Respectfully yours, J, S. SHEPARD.
position for him to take), the short sketch of his
by those equally good,
W. I. HARVEY.
lite, which will serve as well for his obituary, and
THREE RIVERS, MICH., Dec. 12, 1882.
his passing away with the transit of Venus, leads
WasHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 11, 1S82.
Mr:s. MARY BENNETT-DEAR FRIEND: We were sur- me to think no moment of his life so opportune
Mr:. EDITOR: I hav heard with great sorrow that prised and shocked last evening by receiving intelMr. D. M. Bennett is dead. He was an able, upright, ligence of the sudden departure from this life of as this to leave this woJ'ld,
He has done his work, and done it so well; and
and Liberal man, who has done a heap of good by your good husband-my dear, old-time acquaintance
striking heavy blows against that biggest shame, of youthful days:and fond remembrance. We deeply if there was any superstition in my make up, how
worst curse, and greatest fraud of American life; sympatbiza with and condole you in your great be- gladly would I. say I could see the hand of God in
namely, against bigotry. It is very much to be re- reavement. May the good angels be with you and this strange coincidence. I hope there is a future,
gretted that he has been taken offcomparativly early comfort and bless you in the decline of life, and and if there is, I fear not for D. M. Bennett.
Mrs. Bennett, accept my heartfelt sympathy in
in life, and not been allowed to continue his noble, may you feel sure, as we do, that you will again
this moment of g-reat grief. Believe m.e sincerely
~xcellent, and praiseworthy work a great many years join him in the land of souls when you, too, shall
yours, with best wishes,
IRVING C. TERRY.
longer,
Respectfully,
JoHN GEo. HERTWIG.
cast off this rudimentary coil of body, to rise in
spirit and soar away to the bright summer-land.
PITTSBURGH, PA., Dec. 10, 282 •
..INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Dec. 11, 1882.
I hope you will manage· to keep THE TRUTH SEEKER
MR. E. M. MACDONALD: With profound sorrow I
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Permit me to address you running. Please put down my name for the forththis note of sympathy. D. M. Bennett-your hus- coming, or last, volume of "A Truth Seeker Around read in THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER of the 9th inst. of the
band, my friend, the friend of humanity-! knew to the World." We are well. Love.
· death of our gallant captain, D. M. Bennett. Like a
be a grand, noble, pure man, with a heart full of
true soldier, "he died at his post," battling for huH. AND L. D. BLAKEMAN.
sympathy and love. Every act of his life was
man rights.
prompted by the best motiv. But he is at rest; the
BATTLE CREEK, MrcH., Dec. 9, 1882.
.While we weep for our fallen chief, let us rememwarm heart that beat so freely for suffering humanDEAR FRIEND: On receipt of THE TRUTH SEEKER to- ber that bigotry and intolerance are even now singity, that suffered so deeply and felt so keenly the day, the sad news of the death of your husbanu ing praises to their fiendish God, and planning a
wrongs heaped upon him by men professing to be reaches me. Thousands of his warm, devoted friends new and more aggressiv campaign. Let us close up
free, to be liberal, beats no more. Libeler], slan- truly sympathize with you in your bereavement. Oh, the gap in the ranks as best we can, and present a
dered, abused, imprisoned; but he is at rest, and how great is our disappointment here in the Great still undaunted front. To that end THE TRUTH
D. l\f. Bennett will liv, liv forever. He has built West! Only a few days ago we had hopes of seeing SEEKER must liv.
for himself a monument that will liv and "speak" him amongst us again. Where shall we find another It was a curious coincidence, that just as the greatwhen his enemies are forgotten. Rest, dear brother, 1D. lVI. Bennett? The history of his 'travels around est astronomical event of the age was about to take
rest; no storm can hurt you now. Your words and i the world should be in every household, as no other place, Mr. Bennett's lamp should go out. Deworks will liv to bless , the world. I shall hold 1 writer on the subject has ever given such brilliant cember 6, 282, will be as marked a day in the Libas dear· mementoes his letters to' me from different descriptions as those contained in this work.
eral calendar as it will in the scientific one. I am
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THE TRUTH. SEEKER, DECEMBER 23., 1882.
glad that !lfr. Wakeman speaks to-day at Mr.- Bennett's funeral. I will leave it to him to voice my
feelings. _I close by repeating the words of D. M.
Bennett· at the funera~ of Max Stein, Oct, 21, 1876:
"·Our friend was one by whose deeds and services
the world was made better for his having lived in
·it. He leaves a memory behind that can be most
fondly cher~shed."
·
· Yours sincerely, HARRY HoovER.
.
WELLSBoRo. PA., Dec. 10, 282.
To THE EDITOR: 0 mournful day! Through the
colupms of to-day's Elmira Telegram I learn that
our worthy chieftain, D. M. Bennett, has departed
this life. Can this be true? Can this be real?
What a great loss to our great and noble cause,
when he was most needed to pass from life unto
death! He has fought a good fight; he has kept
the faith. His name and services will ne 1er be forgotten. We all sympathize greatly with Mrs. Bennett
in her bereavement. May her health and strength
remain. May she be comforted, knowing that thousands of dear, sympathizing friends are remembering her in this great calamity,
While ·we are painfully mourning our unexpected
loss, let us again remember THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
resolve that, though its founder has departed, it
shall not go down, but shall and must be supported.
May it ever be edited with as much ability as before
I regret that I cannot be with my dear friends t~
take one last look upon our great, good, and beloved chieftain. My sincere regrets and remem_.
bra.nces to you all, one and i'nseparable. Peace to
the ash~s of D. M. Bennett. L. DEWITT GRISWOLD.
~r
D ec. 12 , 282.
ADRIAN, 1\,~.ICH.,
MR. EDITOR: How sad was the news that came to us
in ·the last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER-of the death
of its editor in chief, D. M. Bennett 1 In commemoration of the greatness of the man, and the labor
and sacrifice that he made in the cause of mental
liberty, I sat down to write an article at some length,
narrating some of the labors and trials that he endured at the hands of narrow-minded Christian bigots, and others from whom we would hav supposed
better things.
·
..
But finally I concluded that there were other
brains and other pens that would probably do this
better and more fully than myself, and so I dropped
my pen.. But since getting your card yesterday I
f ee 1 as th oug h I wou ld · no t b e sa t'Is fi e d without just
droppcng one 'Yord throUgh the colu.mns of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, m reference to his faithfulness to
what he felt was his duty. How nobl did h t d
•
.
Y •
e s an
up for his and ou~ ngh~s when the pnson doors
wer~ opene? for him! Wh? of. us that has been acquai~ted with 1\fr. Bennetts labors for the truth a~d
th.e nght through THE TRUTH SEEKER can help admue
t~e greatness of the man whose face and voice we
Will see a.nd hea;r no mo:e. And here we. will say to
our aged and faithful fnend of mental liberty, and
sta~ch ad-vocate of free press, free speech, and free
malls, and of a repeal of all church laws-farewell!
s .. D. MooRE.

IRWIN STATION, PA., Dec. 10, 282.
' MR. EDIToR: Our beloved benefactor, who burst
the shackles of- superstition which we had been
bound with for many years, and set our minds at
<~ liberty to think for ourselvs and seek happiness by
· making others happy-one of the grandest ideas that
ever emanated from the human mind-is dead I We
hav followed the hero for over four years; when he
suffered, we suffered;· when he rejoiced, we rejoiced;
when he received honors, our heart was made glad.
He defended our liberties, even to depriving himself of his own liberty. When he journeyed to foreign lands our love and good wishes followed him,
and he rewarded us with a grand description of
what he saw. How glad we were when we heard he
had safely landed again upon our shore! How glad
we would hav been to hav kept him with us!
All that is left for us to do is to cherish his memory and feel thankful for what he has done, We
· can do him no greater honor than to keep his beloved old TRUTH SEEKER alive for Jllany years to coine,
till evety foe lays down his arms and peace and
unity are proclaimed in our land, and light shines in
all minds blinded by the teachings or superstition.
We cannot find words to express our sorrow at receiving information of the death of one esteemed so
highly, and fully sympathize with you all who were
more intimate with the good old gentleman, I wiil
close by sending my warmest sympathy for the bereaved widow.
WM. N. RIDINGER •.
HAMMONTON, N. J., Dec. 10, 282.
DEAR FRIEND MACDONALD: Your notice of the 7th
came to hand last evening. We cannot but feel sorrowful at the departure of our dear Brother Bennett
(feeling at liberty to call him and Mrs. Bennett
brother and sister, since they had much the same
experience as ourselvs in our youthful days.,......judging
from the_.recently published biographical sketch).
When I called at his office about two months ago
and left some money to continue THE TRUTH SEEKER,
I took him by the hand and we had a little chat as
to ou:r.:. early experiences. He said he did not regret
his experience, and thought it had been of use to
him through life, When this conversation Qccurred

there was little in his physical appearance to indicate the change that has taken place.
We a.re very sorry circumstances will not permit
of our presence at the funeraL He has left a good
and lasting record. There is no doubt that his writings hav been instrumental· in bringing about the
change in society machinery that appears to me to
be at hand. Old systems and usages are passing
away and the glorious truth being substituted. We
feel much sympathy for sister Bennett and all who
hav been bereft of so noble a companion. We hope
the cause may not falter, nor THE TRUTH SEEKER
fail, because of this, to us, seeming calamity. The
ways of Providence seem not to be ours. It may be
he had. done his work here, and can do more on the
other side to lift mortals out of the slough of superstition and ignorance--the first maintained solely by
the prevalence of the latter.
Yours truly,
D. B. WoLLISON.
CHICAGO, ILL., Dec. 11, 1882.
MR. E. M. MACDONALD: I hav this day received the
startling news of our friend and··brother's deathour noble worker-our fearless advocate for Free·
thought-our D. M. Bennett,
. Truly he ha§ fallen face to the foe, and working
t-o the last. I am sorry for us who remain that he
has preceded us. I am sorry for Freethought that
one of our standard-bearers has left this department
of life. But how glad and proud we shall be to
know that
He sowed the golden seeds to-day,
The harvest comes to-morrow.

He has borne much. I wonder the· strong heart
and untiring brain hav not failed before. We
must keep his memory sacred by· our activity in his
work, and do what we can for the redemption of humanity· from ignorance before we join the .innumerable caravan. I cannot say what or half. I wish;
words fail me. Be assured I should. hav been present at the funeral had I been where I could. Brave
man, noble heart, I belie-ve that his work will still
continue where he will be known and .valued, and
not tortured or persecuted by those who did not
know him. I am glad that he has left a golden line
of thought "around the world " before he passed
on. Remember me as one who esteemed him, and
will do what I can to carry on the work he loved.
Y~
C. FANNIE ALLYN,
p
W
ARKERSBURG, , VA,, Dec. 18, 282.
MR. EDIToR: When I received my paper of the 9th
inst~ this morning I was much surprised to see the
~eversed colu~n rules and other eiJ?-bl~ms of mourn_mg, and hastily turned to the editenal page, and
was shocked to read the notice of the death of its
able editor. I had not Iieard that he was ill, and as
I from time to time perused his letters and vigorous
editorials in his journal it seemed as if he would liv
many years yet to battle in the cause of truth; but
he has been stricken down just whe1;1 we ·seemed to
need his services the most. No words can express
the deep and sincere sympathy I feel for his afflicted
family at his sudden death. Mr. Bennett was certainly the boldest, the most outspoken, uncompromising champion of Freethought in America, and by
his great ability and untiring industry did more for
the cause than any other man in the country, The
friends of liberty and reform throughout the land
will miss him, but while his body may return to
Mother Earth his thoughts and deeds recorded in the
pages of his journal and numerous books he. has
written and published will liv for ages to come, and
furnish material to fight the hosts of superstition as
lorig as there is a priest or preacher left.
I regret very much I could :O.ot be present in New
York to-day to testify my respect for him by attending the funeral.
I trust that the publication of THE TRUTH SEEKER
will be continued, that the· friends of the cause of
liberty and Freethought will rally to its support
thr:mghout the land and make its influence more
widely and effectually felt than ever before. Hoping
that Mrs . .Bennett's health is good, and that she may
long be spared to further the cause her lam en ted
husband had so much at heart, I am,
Very truly yours,
JAMES HuTCHINSON.

AuGUSTA, GA., Dec. 9, 1882.
DEAR EuGENE: How very sad I am to-night! I had
but a few days ago read your note informing me of
the sickness of our worthy friend and brother, D. M.
Bennett, and was at the time strongly impressed that
he might not recover. Ere the wrapper was fully
removed from THE TRUTH SEEKER its draped columns
told me too plainly that my worst fears were realized. How very sad to contemplate the great loss to
the world of such a life of marked usefulness! The
Liberal world is now in deep mourning, and· can illy
spare him from the great \lork of Liberal and social
reform ,he wa,s so well adapted to. His large, generous, philanthropic nature made him warm .friends
everywhere, and few could claim a larger number.
His editorials and interesting letters which hav for
so long appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER, making_ its
weekly visits to thousands of readers, will be missed.
You, dear friend, are again at the helm; not this
time temporarily, but perhaps to pilot her through
the mighty ocean of Freethought. From past experience we donbt not your ability, though unlike then,
the entire responsibility now rests upon you. He has

long served as a balance-wheel, and now you'll feel
his loss greatly, yet the dear TRUTH SEEKER must liv;
.and having already called to its aid so many able
competent contributors, and a world of earnest thinkera and readers, the most of whom are good paying
subscribers, I feel assured it willliv, and your efforts be
sustained in conducting it. Yes, dear friend, all will
miss him, will sadly mourn his loss. He has done
his work, and nobly, too, and it will ever stand as a
proud monument to his honor, his industry, and his
superior intellect. Few hav been his equal as a
writer and editor, and none perhaps hav done so much
toward liberating the mind from superstition and
advancing the cause of Freethought.
Dear Mrs. Bennett and you hav my deepest sympathy in your sad bereavement. as I know you also
hav of thousands of others. Indeed, we .all mourn·
with you, oh, so deeply.
J. S. LYoN, M.D.
WELLAND, ONT., CAN., Dec. 8, 1882.
1\fR. EDITOR: When the sad news of the decease of
our dear and highly esteemed friend, D. M. Bennett, came to this place, the sad intelligence was
conveyed from one to another, and we all felt that
we .b.ad lost a near and dear friend, and could see
no way in which our great loss could be made u.p •
We all (I mean the patrons of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
about sixteen in number), felt like dropping a tear.
And ·we feel a real sympathy for others who, like
ourselvs, hav lost a friend in whom their hopes
were largely centered, and we fail to see how or by
whom his place can be supplied.
His writings hav done much to help emancipate
the ·human mind from ignorance and superstition.
He has left us the benefit of his labors, and it now
devolves more upon us who bav got some light upon
the true science of life to keep the car of progress
moving. Do not let us think that because we can
do so little we will not do anything. The very
least of us all (and I am one of them) has an influence. Even a word spoken is often like seed sown,
and has been known to take root and bear fruit
rears afterward. THE TRUTH SEEKER must be supported and its circulation largely extended, and if it
continues to be as good a missionary as it has been
its circulation will soon double. But as that rests
entirely with its readers, let each one not sit down
satisfied until we hav each added at least one more
name to'its list of subscribers.
I wish to make this communication as short as
I can, but must say that whatever monument we
may erect to the memory of our dear departed
friend, let it be something useful. Instead of an
obelisk or a pillar, rather let it be a building, that
can be utilized, with a statue worthy of the man at
or near its entrance. Whenever this
undertaken
call upon me, i{living, and I will contribute to the
best of my ability. I close with feelings of deep
sympathy, not only to Mrs. Bennett, but to the
thousands of friends who, like ourst~lvs, hav suffered
what appears to be an irreparable loss, Many of
Mr. Bennett's friends here unite with me in these
expressions.
Yours truly,
JoHN RAY,

---'

ELKLAND, PA., Dec. 10, 282.
MR. E. M. MACDONALD AND Mns. BENNETT: THE
TRUTH SEEKER containing the announcement of the
sad, sad event of the death of our beloved Bennett
came to hand last evening, Words cannot express
our grief, our dismay! The shock disarms normal
consciousness ! Darkness overshadows! A beaconlight of hope is extinguished! Our heart mourns!
Our· tears flow in nearest sympathy and love! We
honored, loved him as foremost rerresentativ of the
principles of liberty, equality, frateiD.lty! H in his
"taking off" our heart so sorrows, what intense
grief, inconsolable loneliness, must be yours, who
shared his dearest love, the sunshine, and radiance
of his daily life! Oh, mourn not like those without
hope! there is no death, but transition.
"The friends we mourn as lost hav not departed,
They hav but lain aside earth's frail disguise,
And on our dark way shed the light of loving eyes."

He w·rote me of his aickness, occasioned by cold
from exposure at the time of moving into his new
home and office, and inhaling poisoned air from adefectiv and leaking drainage pipe. I did not entertain alarm for his safety, but replied jocosely, nor
thought that death could smite him upon whom rested
so much to be wrought out for the deliverance of humanity. True, his life was ripe in good works, vast
achievements, royal honors won. He had won the
highest plaudits of the world, and modestly bore the
crown, bejeweled with the unfailing, steadfast love
of tens of thousands of loyal, loving hearts.
Now that he has "gone before" we can best prove
our devotion, our love, by loyalty to the maintenance
of those principles to which he consecrated his life's
endeavors. When the hand of oppression was upon
him we learned his worth, and loved him more.
The cause he championed and for which he endured
was the oppressed of the world. Then was renewed
our consecration to the truth and right for which he
was assailed. The great wav~of fraternal sympathy
rolled up from around the world, entered the prison
doors, defying tyranny and tyrants, demanded his
restoration to freedom; this heart-loyalty turned the
odium upon the oppressors, welcomed the victor back
with honored greetings, sent him forth on a world
circuit, during which his matchless achievements
stand unparalleled. Now that his banner can no
longer lead, may we, a loyal, loving, but stricken
band of disciples, bear the regimental standard on to
victory,
In loving sympathy yours,
GRACE L. PARKHURiT,
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What Is the Soul1
BY

FREDERIO

C. COOPER.

What is the soul? So late the question ran,
What is't we designate" the soul " in man ?
•Tls thought, intelligence, sensation, will,
Existence manifest, and activ still;
An aptitude to feeling, pleasure, pain,
The sum of all, the motion of the brain.
When the soft zephyr waves her viewless winga
O'er harp Eolian, from the voiceless strings
Sweet sounds arise, that else had silent lain,
so unseen forces stimulate the brain.
Whence is this music? Shall that harp exclaim?
From thine own essence, tuneful sprite, it came:
But w:J.ither gone? again the anxious cry,
Such heavenly harmonies can never die!
Ask the dull tllnt and cold, unyielding steel,
Whose hasty union fiery sparks reveal,
Where the bright oft'spring of that senseless pair;
Hark, the response from answering echo-Where ?
"But human souls shallliV." What tells thee EO?
can the stream higher than its fountain :flow 1
0 foolish mortals, heed the truth I sing,
All human souls ft'om human·nature spring;
•Neath cold mortality's resistless blight
Souls, ,sounds, and sparks are lost In endless night.

My Own Four Walls.
The storm and night is on the waste;
Wild through the wind the herdsman cans,
And fast on willing way I haste
Home to my own fOur walls.
Black tossing clouds, with scarce a glimmer,
Envelop earth like sevenfold palls;
But wifekin watches, coft'ee-pot dOth simmer,
Home In my own four walls?
A home and wife I too hav got,
A hearth to blaze, whate•er befalls 1
What needs a man that I hav not
Within my own four walls?
King George has palaces<Jf pride,
And armed· grooms must ward those halls;
With one stout bolt I safe abide
Within my own four walls.
Not au his men may sever thisIt yields to friends', not monarchs' calls ;
- My Whinstone house my castle isI hav I)J.Y own four walls.
When fools or knaves do make a rout
With gigmen, dinners, balls, cabals,
I turn my back and shut them out,
Out from my own four walls.
The moorland house, though rude it be,
l\lay stand the brunt when prouder falls;
'Twill screen my wife, my books, and me,
All in my own four walls.
-T!Wmas (Jar!vZe (1825).

My Choice.
D ear Sam, wbo the camp and the pulpic has tried,
You ask me what svstem of life I should choose;
To manage my own little farm in my pride,
And to lounge where I like in rny dirty old shoes.

In a patron's chill vestibule why should I freeze,
Why dance up anti down at the dens of the great,
_When to warm my own hearth I can fell my own
trees,

And pursue my own game on my own small estate?
Who would angle for meals that can catch his own
fish?
As honey unbought, what dessert half so sweet?
Giv me eggs of my own in a clean wooden dish,
And my hind's lusty daughter to cook up the
treat.
While for health I can plow, and for exercise dig.
May the wretch who dislikes me my system for. bear;
May he veil his grey locks in an alderman's wig,
Grow gouty while sherift', and die when lord
mayor.
-Anon.

. M. J. Savage on " Liberty and
Morality."
While Mr. Savage undoubtedly ranks
among the most talented ministers of
Boston, he outranks them all in liberality and in the scientific character of
his discourses, for it would be quite
improper to call them "sermons." But
the reply which I am about to make to
his restrictions upon "Liberty and Morality" will appear to flatly contradict
these complimentary statements; I must
let the :reader draw lfis own conclusions.
Mr. Savage alluded to my lecture in
the following language:
I had a pamphlet sent to me the other day
containing the address of a gentleman given
before a large body of people during the last
sutnmer, in which he takes. his conception of
morality from the old Latin word from which
the name is derived, as meaning custom; and
he givs you the imp~ession that morality means
nothing more nor less than social custom; that
whatever people agree to approve is all right,
and whatever they agree _to disaprove is all
right, too, if you can manage to do it without
incurring punishment; that is, that there is no
eternal principle of right and wrong.
How the gentleman could hav received such impressions I am quite unable to understand, as the object of the
writer was to make impressions just the
reverse. of these. If Mr. Savage had
taken the pains to read the pamphlet
carefully he would not hav fallen into
the grave errors he has; and if he
llad taken the precaution to hav quoted
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anysentencecontainingtheideaswhich THE IMACE
left such impressions upon his mind,
!
he would hav seen my thought more A Serle" or Radical Pamphlets.
deflnitly, and perhaps expressed his
BY JOHN E. REMSBURG.
own more correctly. Now, to show that No.1. Tlte Decline or Fntth.
·
No.2. Protestant Intolerance.
my pamp hl e t no t Oll 1Y d Oe3 not glV No. a. Washington an UnbeHever.
grounds for any- such impressions as No.4. Jefferson an Unbeliever. No.5. Paine nnd Wesley.
Mr. !::lavage received, but that the very No.6. '.l'he Clu·istiau Sllb6nth.
aim of the lecture is to leave impres- a~~;! ~~"ei:i~~l.~~b:cY~o~~~."r:~J \~~~~~?,i.tort::!J"r£ .;~)~~
SiOnS the Very reVerse Of those, and to tlon oftbe <JhrJatlau system of religion Ia near at hand.
avoid falling into error as he did, I esfa",;t1s~.rtraya the bloody and Intolerant career of Peatshall quote my own words. After af- InN,~,~g.;:,~~N'i;;;~~ t'lt~tW~~~~~~Ji:~~:ir3~ri'Jr:6~d~~~:
firming that morality cannot be nar- 1'¥-ig~~·~omp•res and cont,nsta the labors of Paine and
l'owly defined, I say: "To show how Wesley, particularly In the American Revolution, whe·e
.
f
b
. .
the lattel' violently opposed th<: cauao of Independence as
1m per edt even the est defi OltiOnS Of ~{,~~·~~~1ga_numerous passages clted from his writings of
the word are, we will take Webstar's. No. Gglvs a brief nlstory of the Christian Sabl>atb, re1
He· defines • m:oral' as derived from ~~~~.t~~ ~~~;e;£"~1:;~ 1~iY~~ "ag~~'.i';.£1~':{'gf~~Nb~i;.r1~~
mOS 'YilOriS' CUStOm, habit, way of life." la~~ice, single copies, 5 centa. Per dozen, 40 cents. Per
NOW the reader will observe that this hundred, $2.50, Per thouaaPd, $20.00. Po,·tpald. Sold at
is not my defi.nition. I cite it only tot_h_l_so~fil~c~e~·~---------------refute it. "In other words, custom
makes laws, and the law
moral, s!mTO
P ly b.ecause it is custom. 'This definition, though loose, sufficiently describes
the actual morality of mankind. It is
palpable as daylight that ·public opinIntroduce tbelr ln,trumente to nll lovers of music, at the
ion, which is but the voice of custom, lowest
co•t to purchasers, by selling direct. The Perry
is the practical standard of morality as Piano contains the latest and most important ililnrovement yet made-a self-sust'l.in1ng sounding~board and
the world goes."
bridge, which w!ll never permit the board to spring, nor
My lecture teems with expressions allow the tones to become tbln and wiry. The Orj!"aus
1 ;:~r~~ ll~~ft~e~;~rg~t~o~~ tg~~~~n~g~hpei"nf~~O
which repudiate this practical standard. i~~t~
1 1
8
It was the very central thought of the ~~~; ; ;~~~~~~ ~~~h~]~IC~~;Yn~:vi~lecfu~~~~~efn tl~6~ ~~
olf•·r to place these Pianos and Org,.na by the Bide of any
writer to expose the immorality of this other .no matter what their r~putatton, and will ccm.
l•oth In orlce 1\nd quality. For full p»rtlculars adstandard. I will quote a few passages pete
d ese .J R. PERRY, P. 0. Box 867, Wllkeebarre, Pa., who
9~Jj
to substantiate this: "It becomes evi- will furnish Illustrated catalog.
dent then that custom is necessar!lv
immoral, or the supporter ·of a lo~
morality in opposition to a higher morality, as it clings to the lower standard
of the past and rejects the new and
better methods of the present " (p. 4)
"The moral tone of society has no
leaven of improvement il'l it; it is to
the individual unit contending against
society that we must look for new truth
and new life " (p. 6).
Nothing can be clearer than the fact
that I repudiate public opinion as a
standard of practical morality. And as
Sib iSS'S
for making the impression that whatever people "agree to disapprove is all
right, too, if you can manage to do it
wonderful and mysterious tie lnetmment that comwithout incurring punishment," noth- A
bines electricity and animal magnetism In asqlat!ng Spirit
to communicate through tt with mortal•. It
ing was farther_ from my mind. The Intelligence
has been in the market a little over two years, and during
practical standard of custom will tear rmewm.~~.";::~nbct:e~f c~~;Jl;1;.;'a fh'a"f~~~~ {>~~;,gg:t~~~~~:
such definition, but I maintain that it .been MOVED BY A POWER Independent of Lhemselvo
their hands havbeen placed paselvly upon lt.
is man's highest duty to openly and whileTHE
ADVANTAGES CLAIMED OVER OTHER
defiantly violate a wicked law. And
PLANCHETrES,
here is what I say on that point: First. A paste-board top In place of oiled, •talned, or
tam!Bbed wood.
"There is a dread in the popular mind Second, Five miniature batteries upon the top of each
upon .which the lingers rest.
·
against violating the statutes, as such Planchette,
Third. Each Planchette Is separately magnetized and
violation Wf.4Uld place the transgressor a• signed a b\'i~f~!~~i"i"i}g lfe';!.i"s Each.
in· the category of criminals. To vio- PI:~~} fti':t-&~l~ed8 ~~~~~~Yn~~~kr~~e\~t ~fn~~cJ:0"y: :~?
late the spirit and evade the letter of at THI Tllurn SUJOill o!HcA.
the law is not usually attended with
compunctions of conscience. Thousands
are doing this daily, who pass for moral
people. Their neighbors who_discover
these "irregularities " in business pass
them by as "tricks of the trade." But
should some honest and brave man
openly disregard-and disobey some such
despotic enactment as the Fugitiv Slave
bill, or the Comstock law,'he is immeHeavy Plate Pa:per,
diately branded as an infamous criminal. The simple word criminal fills some SillTABLE FOR FRAJIE OB
minds with holy terror" (p, 12).
WITHOUT FR.lllEo
" The majority of men submissivly
Sent by Man for Fifty cent11. 1
relinquish their rights if tbe robber
comes to them in the name of the 'law.' ADDRESS THIS OFFIOE
But liberty and morality demand
that every law shall pass the tec;t of
SEND FOR
reason and iustice. If it cannot be
~f
shown that the law is founded upon the
grounds ef equal rights and justice,
From May, 1876 to May, 1882.
then it cannot be law;- it is simply
despotic outrage " (p. 12).
TRANSLATED OUT OF THE ORIGINAL NEWSPAPERS,
What grounds are there in these quoAnd
with
previous
Translations
d!l!gently compared and
tations for the •• impressions" which revised.
,
the•gentleman received? I do not take
By Col. M. E. BILLINGS.
custom as the highest standard of morality, yet I insist that it is the practical
SEOOND EDITlON.
standard, and as such must be repudiated. I should be pleased to hav M;r.
Price Twenty·five Cents.
~avage point out the passages in my
D. M. BENNETT, 21 Clinton Place, N.Y. city.
pamphlet which justify him in raaking
what seem to me to be reckless state·
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ments.
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!Jy Lamartine.

log lanE, Orators aud Essayists, Phllant ht a plats and Re·

~~r~i~~~.)!~l~~=~~~l~~Tar~n~nf~~s~~~t~;E, ~g~~~c;:rgn~s :~~

Rul'='rs,

Statesmen n.nd

Dfplomat1sts, DJsclnguished

~~~r:;;~· ~·!~tafg8:~i1~~Pc~tg!a~ 8~~~t~~~~;;p~e~t
~K~n"p~~~~:~~et§'t~l~t'i~~a~t~d ~~:-Ut~~.g~.~;asmt~~;:~~~s

Punctuation, Correspondence; Tho Ruling Dynasties of
the World; H!stor!cal Data of the Republics of H! tory;
Cl.U!sltlcatlon of Existing Soverelgnt•es: StandlngArmtes
of the World; The Lost and Ruined C!t!es of the World;
Art Galleries of the \Vorld; Area, Populat!cn, and Wealth
of Nations; Monetary Statistics of t\- e World; State
School Systems In the United St•tes; Etlucat!onal Statls.
1

&1umbus, by Lamartine.

WaTd, Spenser, by R. W. Church. M!Iton,
by Mark Pattison. Cowper, by Goldwin
Sm!tb. Southey, by Edward Dowden......
The same, !n cloth .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Aeine I.ibrary oC ltloderu Classics.
Half RUl!sta, tl !It Top. F!rst Series Contains
"VIcar at Wakefield." 'Paul and Vir.
) gln1a.," n RasseJap,' "Picciola," "Undine,"
The ;;;;e,~nz 3,•t\~~n:~~~ii·:P~ai>.Iii."ii.Y"j~iill
Rlrbald Green, M.A. 2 vols ............... .
Nanna, aad I. ...................................... .

~ti~rB~tfJ'~~~h~;dtis~L.\~1:!..~~~n~l::::::::::

Tutor and Teamster By Clara F. Guernsey ....
Paul L?rlng; or, Mounting the Ladder. By Mrs.

~~g~~; i;~~l~"f,~~~~~~r~~J i !.:~~~~;~~~1otms~r~; S'rT:~
Iiu?:is~a~a~~~ ~~~ 6Da~iV~~i; <}I~~~~;ueo~ta~~~JN~~~~~ choh!fa}a'r~~?gy.;;,;~ii 'ii.i~i~ii,;::::: ::::::::::::
Elections !n the United States; C> ronoiogleal Outline of J:i'armerBurt's Seed .............................. .
Historical Events from 1492 to 1882; Remarkable l'r!als; li~~6~·~"s\~~tt~:~~~i ·wh~t 'it: W'i~~iiiii:::::::::::
The Tteat!es of the World; Prlnclpnl llrl~ges of the
World; Interesting Geographical 'l'ablesi· United States
Census of Cities and Towns tor 18SO; ~ellg!ous News.
papers of all Denominations: Religious Summ.rles for all

-

Two Little Yellow ,Jackets ....................... .

fg~ ao~i~r ~;8'hP.~:~.~~~.~~~~: ::::::.:::::::
Concordance to the B!ble. By Robert Young ...
1
~~~~id!f ~n~uris~~~1 'm~~:~~;es ; Cfr~1qttn~tiu~~g ~~~Mt~i~ Chro'j~~~~~~~,;;~J!~~~~~~ Ft;"JgiiJIW/;;lS::rt ::~:
o! History; Great Ubrar!es of tllo World; Sllarles of

Unltell States G1vernment Ottlcers; Fedm·al and State
Judiciaries; United States Imports and Exports; State
Otticeu~' Olticlu.l Tlme and SaltLrles, Eleetest Horses of
CmrentHecord; Uuited Stn.tesl'ostal Rcguhitions; United
State• Census; Un!teli States Copyright Regulations;
United St~1.tes l:)atent Ontce; Bwdncad or the General L9.nd
Ollico; Un.Jted St<tes Public Laud System; 1'able of
United States an•l Territories; Statement of Un!ted Ststes
Public Delli; N~tlunalMII!t!ai.aws of the United States;
Army ""'I Navy of the Un!ted States; Rellg!uus Deuom!.
nations o:t United Stt.tea and Ca.na.du; Our NatLma.l Domain; Statistics o! Cotton and •Cereals ln the Un!t.ed
8 1 ates; Statistics or tlw-'Du.1Jy Press of th-e Unlterl Sfates;
Mttryelous DevelopmcntH of tho Grfat \Vestern States
and TetT!torle•; Outstanding JJonded IndeiJtedness; In·
dl;m Agencies and. Census of the Indians; Recent Dlscov~
er!es !n Science and Kxplotatlona. Thls ent!re work by
express for $15.00. Regular pr!ce $20.00.
Ciunnbe•·s•s Encyclopedia of 1880, w!th Cop\.
ous Addition• of American Editors. In Fifteen Volumes,
1

¥?t~~~ is enn; ~;~~;~~~~flg~~~ut~a~~~vbf~~a~~~~.:,l~~~ei~
0

one who reads of American atlairs, this Is far better than
the foreign editions. This very valuable work, of nearly
one thousand pages per volume, la offered at the extreme~
ly low prlco of $t per volume, or$15for tho entire set, the
same by expresa; postage, 18 cents per volume additional.
blore lnformatlon cannot be had for the money.

e~~~.':.~e~s~~~~'t't~if~l~a~e~~~c~!~EJ~~~J!~lt,~~i~!

Engl!,h Authors, from the Earliest to the Present time,
Connected by a Crlt1cal and ll!ograph!cal History. EJe.
g•ntlv lllnstrated. Edited by Robert Chambers, JJ:dllor of
the Edmburgh Jam-nat. •rwo Octavo volumes tn one.
Rich and full g!lr. 1400 page g. $4. Postage 41 cents.
Cba:uber•s lulol"nitttion t'or dte l!Iillion;
or, One Thousand and one 'fhtngs Worth Knowing. Cam-

f{~~~~fn~~e l~d,~'H~t, G~l~~~~~ poJst!;~!'{~h~~~t,:"orth

The S"n1e, !n Acme Ed!t!on, 4 volumes, Plain B!nd!ng, at 1he low price of $2. Postage 3-1 ce11ts.
1

e;f;!~e b~JJ~~~p:r~~~ 8~D~~~~~~':': a!l~!:l~: ~Q'f~J

BiblictLl• writers. Illustrated by numerous engravings.
'l'wo volumes, 8\ a., of over 900 nages, compact type. A
valuable work. !'rice of 2 vols., $2 50. Postage, 3~ cts.

n'!::::il~·:':l~;i~~~!~, :.;;r~~~1;:.?:!'w'!~~~o!W. t~
1

lltctlonary of the Bible, a complete Concordance to the
1

~~~:~n~~:i:c~:.s!~~f~t~~;:?nath!~ M~~~~~~-IJfl~;t~~tt~~~
1 vol-~12mo., 74~ pages. Price 75cts.; postage, 14cts.

,:~:a•ec~r.~~~~ri'ie~·~~YfA?~~~!~. ~~'~'r:t!~~~~e~

~~~~c&~~f~~~. P~[t~~~lglits¥~~;,ny~~~hYa~~t;~~~~~h~1~ ;~
0

Ornltlw1ogy, .Meteorology, Mineralogy, Chemistry. zoJ1o-

Vu\f;~;~~o;r&I~lt~0fi~~~~1~'tt~t;.hfe\'fi~ Mna~t ~~:~~~~~1:

and Astonishing Pluccs, He1ngs, Antmals, Customs, Ex~
periments. Phenomena, etc., or both Ancient and Modern
'£hues, In .all Pllrts or tbe Globe i comprlslng correct ac~
counts of the .Most. Wonderful Freaks of Nacure and Arts

~eJ~~~nakl~~u:J~t"r~~~~~£f~n~?nifir'l~ffila~~~~~~-exftT~~:

trated w!th one hundred and forty engravings. Pr!ce,
$1; postage, 30 cts.

(JHANDOS CLASSICS.
A series of stan}\~~~a~~~:~ t~ 1~oce~{rid~~s;~ry, and general
_..,
Price Post
Lcg~nd<ry Ballada of England and Scotland. By
JohnS. Roberts ............................. , .65 .OS
German Literature. Ri~hter, Rirhler,""ZsciJokke.
Tieck..... .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .......... .. .••...
.65 .0
Comp!Ate Angler.
I.aac Walton and Charlca
Colton............................... .. .. .. .. . .65 .08
Lwes of Novellsta and Dramatists. Uy Sir WaJ.
tel' Scott................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .65 .0
Poet!c•l Works of Eliza Cook............ .. ...... .65 .OS
J)ecHue an(ll?l\llof t.be Roman l£.mplre. By Edward 'Glbbon. In !om· volumes ............. 2 60 .32
Poetlcfl Works of Charles Mackay......... .. .. . .61 .08

E~~t~:rr~rs~~~~~~·n~l!.~J~n.~K,rsad~w;~;; ~· c·t;;un: ·'"

.us
.6> .us

!cle or the Cld......................... .. .. •
The Romanco or History. England. BY Henry
N eele. lllustmted....... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
The Romance of History. InaJa. Hobart Caunter, B JJ.. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
The I(u>uance or Hlotory. Italy. C.l\Iacfarlane.
u
"
Spain.
Don T. (le
'1'1 ueba.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Doctor l:>yntax. His Three Tom·s In Search of

.65 .08
65 ,(18
65 .08
65 .08

0

Wfre.PWW~egci\~~~d t~us~~.:'t1~~;~?~·.. ?.f... ~
Homer's Iliad.......................................
•·
Ody•sey.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. ..
L! 'e and He mains of John Clare. By J. L. Cherry
Selections fl om the 'l'almud, lly H.1'olano.... .
Everytlay Book of Modern L!teiature. By C. H.
'!'own send ............ -.................. . . . .
Johnson's Lives of thn Poets . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
Milton...................... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
Eesa.ys on Chivalry, namance, and the Drama.
By Sir Walter Scott.... . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .

.65
65
,6;
.65
.65

.08
08
.OS
.OS
.08

.65 .08
65 .08
.65 .08
65 .08

SJIAUSl'ERE·s WORUS.
Complete.

Fireside Etlltlon.
10

0

1

Prlco Post
Crown octavo.

~~~~. tyf~ithb~~ ~ ~\} Un~ tboe~l~~~he~~\~~

Life, Notes, Glossary, etc................ ...
Crown Octa,·o,
Tho A von Edlt!on. Sheep, marbled edges, u.
brary style ................................. .
In three volumes. Comedies, Hlstotlc~, Trage~
dies. Half Husala, gilt top ................ ..
The stune, in cloth· ............................ .
lJiu.mn.tic u.nd 1\)ctlc Wurl\s, complete ln ono
volume. lllustratetl, with l!fo by Alexan-

S0arlc~'fJ~r~~~: Edl ~tg~: n~H~~~t:!lrga_e CO'xi1Piete·,
1

8

llanu~"~~~~1n~~"s1~iil}~~~·g~r"ngJI~t~~f~sis v~i~.

Green cloth, red edges............ .. .. . .. ..
Arund,.Jl~<lltlon. l"rom Ute text of Clark and
Wright. Illustrated..... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
In 3 vola .. brown cloth, edited by Clark and
Wright.......................................
Complete from the tit'Xt of Johnson, Stevens,
and Reed , Octavo ........ P~fter Blnd!n(,
Larg"ra~:[;~t:S~~~..~ .. ~~.~~~. ~~. ~~ ~ .~~~. •~~~~.:
Arl!nj£~QU mltlou ... , .. . .. .. .. ................. .,

I OJ .50
3 75 .48
3 00 .42
3 00 .48
2 50 .48
2

50
1 50

.as

20
·
5 00 .85

1 50 .24
1 50 .27
60 .18
1 00 .24
so .ll!

so ·1'

1

V
P<?J.~ard. SfJ\rnd!~ !llustrated............
1
w"ri'a!:Ys Ifi:;str:e~ ~'::tdea~eN~~'V~r~.~~~:.~:: ~
• Anderson's Story Rook...........................
"
Fatry Tales....................... . . .
L!fe and Adventures of Valentine vox. By
so .10
Henry Cockton..............................
50 .00 The Adventures of Gll Bias. By Tobias SmoJ.
let..................... ...... .. ...... .......
Mysterleoof Parts. Eugene Sue.................
Jack Sheppard, a Romance. By Wllllam Harrl·
son Ainsworth...............................
History of Tom Jones. By Henry l"!eld!ng .....
so ·10 Harry Lnrrequer. By Charles Lever .... .. ......
150
f~~'W!ti'd~i~ngd£~~~r BvBlu~~n~'tJ~~~ ~~?~~:::
50
Ji;dgar A. Poe's Works............................
50
Works of Rabalais. IIIustrated by Dare.........
50
50
rhe SJi.:.'t~~~e l~I~i[J~~~: .~~~~ .~~ .~~~. ~~~~.~·
rhe Cho!ce Works ot Dean Swift .. ... .. .. .. .. ..
40
'
"
Thomas Hood.............
40
Snap; The Ox-Train Era. By T. B. Pr!ce.......
40
Summer Boarders. BJ! Adele 1\1. Garrigues.....
40

.-::

1

Parai;.Y!~~·fo~Iiei-'.AJI;;.;a.;~a· ~i:'t:Ji;; N~rve~::::
Hlston;,~i't,!!~gg,~. :~!':~~: ..~~.~~~: .~~~~ ~~~~~~.'

Y~~::;~g~:IT:~rea: ·T·M~~::::::: :::::::::::::::

Kater Felto. A St.,ry of Exmoor............... .
Robin Hoo<l and his Merry Men ................. ..
Robinson Crusoe ............................ Paper
VIcar of Wak, field ........................ Paper:
Poet! cal Works of Thomas Moore ........ Paper,

25
1 15
1 15
50

!)g

t

:ii

~~:igs~ft!r~~ nti~~:a~~~~z~~ I:'c:·n·i'ii,ieii,

.2

w!th Cur!os!tles of American Literature,
by Rufus W. Griswold....................... 1 35 .22
Gec!I and H!s Dog. lllustrated...................
50 .08
fhe Three Brothers. By the Brothers Gr!mm..
35 .08
rhe Golden Bird.~
"
H
35 .06
•!rave Little Taylor.
"
3:> .08
\:.tog of the Swans.
u
"
35 .06
,•arlor Letter·Wrlter and;Dlct!onary of Syno.

~

:·.: :::::::·.: ::::::::::

M. F!ngel. An Ep!c Poem. By John Trumbull,
W!lhelm Me!stet·. Bv Goethe .................. ..
Poet!oal Works, or M!lton. Halt Russ'a, G!lt Top,

.16
.o9
.14
.14
.09
.06

~~e~l:.~.~~~ N~~:lJ~ris.
"
~
Female Poeto of America. By Rufus w. Griswold .. .. .. .• .... . .. ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 00 .30
A Treasury of En gUsh Sonnets. By David W.
Ma!n.. ............................. ..... .. .. . 1 65 .18
0
1
110 2

2 25

The Jr,::~ gf~~l~rit gf.'.:::
~g
Remll1;1Bcences of 'l'homas Carlyle. By J. A.
l' rona e ................................. Cloth,
20
Halt Uussla, GUt Top,
60
HlstoryofEngland. ByLnrdMacsulay .......... 125
Life and Words of Christ By Cunningham
1

i1 35gg .16
:i:

9o :i~
By Lew!s B. Monroe.... 1 20 .11

Rumorous Uead!ngs.

so
so

·,,d!e~f'¥.~iier:w~it'er:::::::::::::::::::::::.::::

,.ulles' and Gentlemen's Etiquette. By Jane
Astor ....................................... ..

IT~~~l-~~gf~tLli~~~~-:it~.t~-~ ·. ·.:·. ·. ::: ·. ·. ·. ·.::: ·. ·. ·.::::

30

50
40
80
300
60
40
50
65
25
25
25

i 50M.10
:J~

n:

'iM!

::::: 1

:M

•

:ii

I

I

·(;r:·xn
11

A

M~~fi. o!llf~~r!t~a~~!..~:.~~:~.:~~~:~:.~~.::~!:

&:M~~~~~~ fgg~:~::::.~~~~~~~.~:v.~:::::::::::::::

American Addresses............. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

1 r,o

2 00
1 50
1 25

1 00

50

2 50
2

r.o

i1 25~8

i~:~J:~~~~~:~i~;~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: f~

Elements of Physlologv an<! Hygiene. By T. H.
Huxley and w. J. Youmans....... ........ ..... 1 50
Introductory Primer.................................... 45
WORKS OF PROF. JO!Ef TYNDALL.
Heat as a Mode cf Mot!:n ..... .-.. ....... ...... .... .. .. 2 00
Ou Sound............................ .. .. ... .. ..... . .. . 2 I 0
Fragment• of ~ len -e .. ..
. . .. .. .. ... .. .. . .. .. . . ~ 50
L!gl!tand Electrtci•y .................................. 1 25
Lessons !n Electr!clcy....... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1 00
Hours of Exerctse ln tho Alps..... . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 2 00
Faraday as a Discoyerer...... . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . 1 00
On Forms of Water.................................... l 50
Radiant Heat........................................... 5 00
Six Lectures on Light.................................. 1 50
Tho above 10 vole., 12mo ........................ Cloth, 19 75
Banquet at Delmonlco'fl ........................ Paper,
50
:Belfast AddresR .............................. Paper,
50
Essays on th<3 11 loating .Matter ot the Air 1n Relation
to Putrefaction and Infeet!on. 12mo .... Cloth, 1 W
~
WORKS OF HERBERT SPENCER.
First Pr!nelples .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 2 00

I

5 00

10
22

oo

"1.:rcc:

'"'.60.

I

i2 00~~

~~~f~~1:;t~al2Pvo~~t~ 1~j~~~~~. ?.~~~en~ 1 ~iti~

.o9

n

express, ,5.

Fertilization In the Vegeta.ole Kmgdom.............
Forms of Flowers...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Power of Movement !n Plants........... ...... . .. ...
Vegetable Mould, etc..... .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. .... .
WORKS OF PROF. THOMAS HUXLEY.
Man's Place tn Nature............... . . . . . . . .• • . . . . .
On the Origin of Species........ . ..................
More Criticisms on Darw!n, and Adm!nlstra.t!ve
Nihtl\l:!.m.......... .•.....•..•...•...•. .............
A Manual of the Anatomy of Vertebrated Animals.
Illustrated.,.... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..

i ;g

.14

.22

~~~b','?!~~~;s~n1~~~,i;t;.~· f!u~J~f;,Jfif~~~::

•.

. . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 OU

~~';;~S~:?~.~~.~~.~:.~~~.t.~~.~~~.~?~~~ .~~:~~·t·l!~~ .!:>~~.~~."!:

.05

2

:i

Plant:~.

g~~rJ~ie~li~~il ii.Y'i~s€'ct";::::::·:::::·::·:·:::·::::

1 25

05
.us
.os

r.o

:i.i."r:::

Alexl~~n~e~~t1~::!~1-~, ~~~ .~:.r~s~.~~~-~~~-~~~

Insectivorous

Poutt~~~~l~~f~t~~f,~~~o,gll~irig·:P:.:~i ·v: ar·•:i>i-iii~ii>ie8

50

60 .ln
\. V1)yage ln tlle SunlJeam. By .Mrs. Brassey.. .•
so .13
'i'or .Mechanics, Millwrights, .Machinists, Engf.
neera,
etc......
.
..
.
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
•.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
uo
.10
Pevcr!ll of the Peak. By I:Hr Walter Scott. 4
ommon Sense Housekeeping. By .Phlllls
volumes !n one............................... 1 00
50
Prose and Poetry of Europe and America. II.
'he !o~;'i~~e·c·aokDO~k~--BY'C'ithRi-iiiO'stew:
.os
lustrated with Steel Engravings.......... . 2 50 .48
art.............. . ..... - ..... -..............
85 .11
Compos!t!ono from Shakspere's ••Tempest."
~)h\t.UCRthullctsm,01dsndNew................
r>O .08
Fifteen Engravings In Outllne. By S!r J.
65 06
· ''8Y' 'cj;~~i.i~
'
camp~~~~la;_~ro~r~m · · S'ti~1iey;~ · ·,·.-p·r-~lli~th·e~s:, 1 50 ·11 (,~dg~:a1a1~sscfreo~ll~J;.'l[.~~~r·~.
Lamb ................................... ..
90 .10
Twelve Engrnvlngs !n Outl!ne. By S!r J.
fhe Rogues' l>lctlonary. By Geo. W. Matsen ..
75
.07
1
1
16 Ucmtniscences Qf Saratoga. By Wm. L. Stone.
60 .12
Free:~s~ n~a~~n..;a·l·;- iil~Btrati~;,.Ej 'Qi
50 '
roe Phy·ic!an. BonD<! volume ............... ..
25 . 0
75 .14 !'he New York CookBook. By .M<J.rle 1\fart1neio
85 .10
Whlt:,n::~~fa~ir.''"BV: s'ti.. iieO":c;;,;,j,i;.;il:
'j5 .!6
L' fe of El!z;b~th, Queen ot Euglau<l. By Ag.
.24
nes Strickland.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .......... .
50 .20
"ft:Kfe~f ~~Si::'Whct~~~eXtil~~~~~.t:.~::::::::::: · 100
1 35 .22 The Serpeut Charmer. By Loul< Rousselet ... ..
50 .27
Romance of Plymouth Church and !ts Pastor ...
85 .11>- reanys . m's Poems Complete. Illustrated ..... .
15 .22
L!fe of Brigham Youu~; or ULh ami !ts :F'oun.
\V~rsot the Jews, or the History of the DestruC·
2 25 .20
tlon
of
Jerusalem.
By
Flavius
Josephus..
1
00
.1<
Pr!mt~T~~·r:J~~~i;'3/li,~g~~tives of'Ameri~;:: 2 40 .21 Antlqu!tlel><)! the Jews. ByFiav!usJosephus. 100 .19
Olrlcll Von Hu ton. By Frederick StrauEs.... ..
65 .12 WorKs of Josephus. Translated hy Wm Whls·
Autobiography of Gen. Scott. 2 vnls .......... .. 1 00 .2()
ton ....................................... 200 .36
Complete Works of Jo;ephus. Morocco, g!lt
of John Bright, M.P. Edited
B
<;dl!'es ...................................... .. 2 00 .25 PubllcbyAddresses
James E. Thorald Ro•ers ............ , . 1 00 .21
I 35 ,2,
Jl~~~o~::-w::~~~i'.PhilO·a-~Ph ·:::::::: :::::::::::: 1 25 .22
ft~1i:i~~. ~~a~WhkW~~~e.~ llNII~t?:.~:: ~ ·~i
rhe Romance of the Forest. lly Anne R'ltcl!ffe
75 .10
1 2 21 l"amousFrenchAuthors. ByTheophlle Gautier 1 lll .13
Translations from the Hakay!t Abdulls. With
; ·
50 10
Comments byJ. T. Thomson,:F'.R.G.S ...... 100 .12 ~~~ft~ 1 Lif~fo~~\'ie ~~~L;i·n,;.;;,;;,;8tiiild'."\viiti
·
Mrs. Hemans's Poetical Works. Half Ru•s!a, g!lt
0 portrait.................. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .
75 .1~
90 12 Speeches from the Dock, or Pror.ests of Irish l'asagest~Ed.'ii~roiis ~f' ii:i.i 'Riivoi~t~;;~::::::: ::::::: 1 ·21
tr!otlsm ................................. ..
90 .14
A Comparative Estimate of Modern English
50 ·
65 .119
Poets. By J. Devey, M.A ....... _ ........ 1 25 .1< Prince of Wales in India ......................... ,
75 .08
Armenians, Koords. and Turks. By James
I~~JiNhi."t~'tt;;~:,\~~~~;;~t:.:::·:::::.::::::
83 .12
Creagh.~ 2 vols .............................. . 185 .2-l Book of Nature. Intended especially for the
W!ld White Cattln of Grnat Br!ta!n. Illustrated. 1 ()(\ .16
married, Illus.. .... .. .. .. .. .. .... . .. .. .... 1 00 06
Nature of Mao ................................... .
75 .12 rhe Hille and tlte Hound !n Ce?flon. Il!us.......
73 .12
~natomy a'jf Pl'lslology of Man ................ . 100
100
J ~g~;fJ~'I;t~';;'~Jc~fk-$io~~~f
~~~?1 "bi.~%f:3 2 m ' 09
A ~Yi::~· Sl:~i o~"'l;~iesti~;,;:. iiiuotrateii 'with
2 00 11
100 .16 Goeth'~fe~~~iic~'t'w~riiB."iiair·;;;.li."i.i:;r'bi.iti
·
The fi~f~~'fr:6'E:~;~~~:::::::::::: :::: ::::::·: 100 ,16
edges ............................. ,........... 2 0(1 .12
Engl!sh Heraldry. 450 Illustrations. .
· 1 25 ,10 Medicine
Made
Easy,
or,
Universal
Health
Book
.75 .10
Hood's Own, or Laughter from Yern·-tO Ye~~··· · 300 .S2
11
11
J.Iacaway's Rev!~ws and Essays ............. :: ~ ·
50 .(]1 t~~r.~.r~;~tf'cl~~~~ V~\l' iit. WIS~•::
~~ ~!
•
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'"DR. THAYER·s 80 ~!Jlll't st.Brooklyn
<'EASE to :worship· the gods, and ·be(l()Jl11i thyseH
n god. Cultivate in 'thy own nature all the pel··~C
tlons, the vlrtu.,s, and the gracious attributes with
which thou wouldst invest thy God; and then thou
wilt l'ealiz& that in man himself is found the sum
of all good and the acme of happiness.-Elmina D.
Slenker.
HOWEVER It be accounted for, the criminal converse of the sexes corrupts and dE>praves the mind
and moral character more than any single species
of vice whatsoever. That ready perception of
· guilt, that prompt and decislv resolution against
It, which constitutes a virtuous character, is seldom found in persons addicted to these indulgences. They prepare an easy admission for every
sin that seeks it; are, in low life, usually the ftrst
stage in men's progress to the most desperate vlllanies; and, in high life, to that lamented dissoluteness or principle, which manifests it3elf in a
profligacy of public conduct, and a contempt of
the obligations of religion and moral probity. Add
to this, that habits Of llbertinism incapacitate and
indis~ose the mind tor all Intellectual, moral, and
religious pleasm·es, which is a great.· loss to any
man's happiness.-Pal(y's Moral and Political Philosaphy.

THE sacred lowe [tlame] o' welil-placed love,
Lu~uriantly indulge it;
·
But never tempt th' illicit rove,
Though naething may divulge it.
I wane the quantum o• the sin,
The hazzard o' concealing;
Brit, Och I it hardens a' within,
And petrifies the feeling t
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Wll:ILE the Bible contains many valuable precepts and much that men could heed with profit,
the good is so intermixed with cha1f and rubbish,
with so much that does violence to our reason and
common sense, that it is not possible that the whole
could bav emanated from a being to whom we
ascril1e divine perfection. • . . It is an undeniable fact that Infidels are more constant and inquir·
ing Bible-readers than Christians. The Christian,
believmg that it is unpardonable to doubt, never
grapples with Bible contradictions and inconsistencies, but passes them by as mysteries not to be
inquired into; and, taking his faith, accepts them
as God's word, without proof or e1l"OI't of reason,
whilst the Infidel examlns for himself, accepting
nothing that does violence to his reason, or that Is
inconsistent with the perfections of the (supposed Y]
Supreme Being.-Dr. Art<r'a "Tll.e Bible: Ia it di.
t:inely Inspired."
RELIGious beliefs must be foiinded on evidence.
are not so. founded, it is wrong to hold
them. TlJe rule of right conduct in this matter is
exuctly the opposit of that inspired in the two
famous texts: "He tbat .believeth not shall be
.damned," and" Blessed are they that hav not seen
and yet hav believed." For a man who clearly
felt !Uld recognlzed the duty of intellectual honesty,
of carefully testing every belief before he received
u; nnd especially before he recommended it to
others, it would be impossible to ascribe the profoundly immoral teaching of these texts to a tine
prophet or worthy teacher of humanity. It will
comfort those who wish to-pres!)rve their reve"ence for the character of a great teacher to remember that one of these sayings is in the well-known
forged passage at the end of the sacred gospel, and
that the other occurs only in the late and lell'endary
fourth gospel; both being described as spoken under utterly impossible circumstances.- Ciijford's
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THIS is not th\)llberty that we can hope that no
grievance ever should arise in the commonwealth
-that let no man in this world expect; but when
complaints are freely heard, deeply considered,
and speedily reformed, then is the utmost hound
of civil liberty attained that wise men look for·
. . . If it be true that a wise man, like a good
refiner, can gather gold out of the drossiest volume, and that a fool will be a fool with the best
book, yea, or .without books, there is no reason
that we sbo-gld deprive a wise man of any advantage to his wisdom, while we seek to restrain from
a fool that which being restrained will be no hindrance to his folly. .. • • Giv me the liberty to
know. to utter, and to argue freely, according to
conscience, above all llbertles.-Mijton's Areapagi-
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the Great Speec~?: Of Co • lngeraon on" Ta.lmagian 'I'heol-

diaeaaea quickly

Middle·Aged and Old 1\Ien.

"Wbyl Hae•ntigotthree dollars saved up to
buy pap and marm Christmas presents, and if I
can glt 'em to whale me before Christmas won't I
spend every cent of that money on myself? How

THE most important aoctrin of a moral character
dwelt upon by Mang is that of the essential goodness Of human nature, on which he lays considerable stress. According to him, " the tendency of
man's nature to good is like the tendency of water
to flow downward," and it is shared by all, as all
water flows downward. You may, Indeed, force
water to· go upward, but the movement is unnatral ond !tis equally ""
nhntrary tothenatureofmen
U , ••
to be made to do what is not good."-Amberlev.
Preu,

PURELY-VEGETABLE.
·(Jure ltlaiaria, Neuralgia, .Tauu·
dice, Rheumatism, Gout, Dys·
· pepsi~, and all Bilious and
Liver Affections, etc., etc.

VINELAND, N.J.
JD,ostsnccesefn!,as hie practice will prove.

much yau got?"
"Two dollars."
"Bully. You.are all right! You•v been licked.
and they won't expect even a stick of gum from
their pounded son. I'll go home and shm the
baby around and steal sugar and kick the cat and
sass mother ' and if I can git walloped
to-night I'll
,
meet you here to-morrow, and we 11. pool in and
buy more pistols und scalping-knives. and rock
candy and nuts and raisins than you ever saw before! Yip! Peel me down, dear fathe~.>l bang my
bide on the fence • mother darlln<>!"-Detrott
'"
.... F'ree

EXCELSlOR

LIVER ·PILLS.

-Denver Tribune.

u Why ?"

DR. PECK'S

CONS ULTlq

John Brown, a·kn11ve of deepest hue,
Dwelt in the selfsame townA grosser, meaner, viler scamp
There never lived than Brown.
He cursed, be swore, he smoked, be chewed, .
He even keno played,
And down in Texas years ago
They say a man he slayed.
Yet he lived on contentedly
And Iota of money·made,
Till, finally, a gray-haired mim,
John Brown lay down to die.
His wife and children gathered round,
A preacher lingering nighThe only token of his death
A quiet, gentle sigh.

SWEET ARE THE USES o:IJ. ADVERSITY.
A boy of twelve stood leaning against a fence on
DufHeld street, hat pulled down, feet crossed, and
tica.
his right hand going up occasionally to wipe his
MEN are told, indeed, to inqUire for thtimeelvs; nose, when along came another anatomy about his
but they are also told at what points inquiry must size and asked:
"Sick f"
arrive; and the sentence of exclusion hangs over
uNo."
them if they happen to stray, with some of the
" Any the family dead f"
best and wisest men, into forbidden paths. Now
"No.''
this "Protestant liberty" is, in one respect, more
" Going to run away f"
irritating than papal bondage. It mocks as well
"I dnnno. I've just been licked."
as enslaves us. It talks to us com-teouslyas friends
" Who dun it?"
"'
or brethren, whilsliit rivets onr chains. It invites
and even charges us to look with our own eyes,
::
~~:;~ur
m~
ask
him
to
?"
but with the same breatb warns us against seeing
"Yes. She told hi'm I bad been aching for it
anything which orthodox eyes hav not seen before more than a month.,,
us. Is this a state of things favorable to serious
"Say," said the new arrival, "you are in luck
inquiry into the truths of the gospelf Yet bow I'm
trying my best to git dad to whale me. I'd glv
long has the church been groaning under this cruel
fifty cents it be bad tanned me this noon and it wa&
yoke.-Dr. Channing.
all tbrouglt hurting."
THE temporal power of the pope, so long misused, bae finally I.Jeen taken from him. The R'Jman
populace can do honor to their dead Mazzinl and
no one shall say them nay. For political purposes
the pope is twice as dead as Mazzinl, who, being
dead, yet speaketh, and all Europe bears hls
voice.-J.
Chadwick.

·Wilsonia Magnd c Garments

READ.

Ethics of Religion.

w.

THE

MRS .. LILLJ;PH A.OB: says, she uses powder to take
'
.
tbe-s.blne.offber face, but .her little brother say~
ONLY PHYSICIAN TH!T ~EVER GUESSES.
abe uses it to take the shine o1l" other girls' faces. · IS THE
IT ALWAYS FI~DS THE DISEASE AT THE
. START,-RELIEV,ES, AND CORES IT.
·
ERRATIC ENRIQUE.bas o.-Jioem goin~ the ronnds,
"VIctoria" Is tile only garment In .the market that
entitled, "A Heart Ache:" Is not tlie scalping of is The
PERMANENT IN FORCE.
The only comfortable garment to wear made.
an Indian a good subject for a poem on the "Ha'r
The strongest In foroe.
·
takef".
·
cl;,!',:: only one that can be washed and kept sweet and
WHEN a St. Louis girl puts her foot down' emThe only one with Voltaic Piles and Armatures.
TWO YEARS AGO
The only one that will not rust.
phatica.lly on any subject, there is a dispatch in
Tile lightest garment made.
the papers next day about the terrible earthquake
The only scientific garment In the market.
WILLIAM WILS_01N,
in China.
A NEW remedy is being puffed, " Only cure for
There are several base and worthless imitations of Dr,
rupture.'' But it's a lie. We hav seen a rupture Thayer's
THE INVENTOR OF
·Magnetic goods upon tile market. The only
between two lovers cured by an oyster stew ana apparent merit tlley have Is Cheapness. Cheap goods In
thfa
I me, as 1n every other, are dear at any prtCe; and
matinee tickets.
· cannot render as efficient service to the pattent, because
AMONG the late lingerers at the seaside is the in.. t\$lf<ffr~~~~lfyg_HEIR MAGNETIC cu !!RENTS
imitable songstress, Miss Quito, of New Jersey, in
"Magnets, v.:hethet· Natm·al OJ" Artifi:ctal, wauld soon Lou
whose veins the best blood of the noblest Knick:er- their Pmaer if they were left to 7heinselves. 7hey must there. ANLERNGLISH SCIENTIST, MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN
fo•·ebeProvided with Al'?nat!tf~s." (See Ganot's Phtlmwphy.)
.. CTURim ON ELECTRICAL' THERAPEUTICS . '
bockers courses.
AUTHOR OF THE "TRIAL OF MEDICIN n- '
BE ON YOUR GUARD AGAINST FRAUDULENT
T1'1'E "LAN6UAGE OF 'DISEASE" '
A MAN at Elgin, Ill., put on a clean shirt with APPLIANCES!
..
.
"MEDICAL FALLACIES,!' ETC:, '
such energy 1he other day that he broke an arm.
BUY ONLY OF REPUTABLE MANUFACTURERS!
Introduced to tbe People o1· the United
It is a duty which one likes to hav o1l" his mind as
VICTORIA .TRIUMPII~NT!
States His
soon as possible.
· The mo. st wonder1nl ca.s"' on record. Send for Proofs,
" OUT of tune and harsh:" First elder (at the Circulars,
and Price List to
kirk " skellin' "): "Dl<l ye bear Dougallliore snorDr. Tllayer,
in' in th·e sermon f" Second elder: "Pa.refec'ly
·
. 455 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. y
For the cure of Dll!ense without Medicine or Medica
disgracefu' I He's waukened •s a' I"
"VICTORIA" has twelve lm rovements over any and Treatment .. The Statement made by him at that time
FRIEND: "Madder, what is tbe matter with your all other Magne.tlc Garments. ¥berefore do not buy any that his Magnetic Clot.hln~<, tr worn for .. any form.· of DIS·
such goods till you have sent to Dr. Thayer.
eae~ (and as advised), would cure ninety per cent of the
nose!" Madder: "The only chance for an artist
4t49
··
•
so-called Incurables, has been verlfted, he hav
now is to paint quickly and cheap. I work with
lng Clothed and Cured Thousands of Persons of all Forms
both hands, and blend with my nose."
72 outfit
A WEEK. $12 a day at home easllymade. Oo stly , of Disease. Po>ltlve proof of this has appeared In all the
.
free, Address TRUE. & CO., Augusta,Me.lleadlng Newspaper b T tl
f
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - ' - '- - - - - s y es mony o many of our ·most
A little boy went out to swim,
.·
_
Prominent and Wealt!Jy Citizens, w!Jo, !Javlng been
And took a cake of so.ap with him,
And slimed each supple little limb.
Cured by the
And when be on the bank arove
One long, last downward look be gove,
And then into the water dove.
After all other Trel\tment had failed, were pleased to
And trying to regain the top,
assist the Inventor In giving confidence .to the Snlferlng
In vain, alas, he tried to flopInvalids of America by allowing him to use their well·
He went so fast he couldn't stop I
known and respected Names as Reference·; and It Is now
admitted by many most highly accomplished Scientists
His limbs were soaped from heel to hipand Pbysfclans that the Succees and Cures attending the
He couldn't get a half-way grip-_
I lntroductlou of "'Wilsonla ·• Magnetic Cloth'ng has been
For every time be tried he'd slip.
II unprecedented In the hl>tory of Electrical Therapeutics.
In the face of sucu Positive Proof as given by us no person
Tbe water no resistance gave.
The untold miseries ·that result :from lndlscretl"n In I can doubt the value of this Invention In all cases.
And so, beneath the murky wave,
early Ufe may be allevl>lted and cured. Those who ! Therefore why continue the Suicidal System of taking
He found a wet, untimely grave.
doubt this assertion should purchase and read tl>e new Drugs?
With thrilling, thundering, thumping thud
T.O:Soles.
He struck the mi~ty,.moisty mudor, Self Preservation•. It· Is not only a romp!ete
,.
and perfect treatise on Manhood, Exhausted VItality, Sure Preventive of Cold Feet-the Forerunner of AI
And turkles fattened on bis blood.
Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature Decline In
Kinds. of Disease.
man, Errors of Youth, etc , but it contains one hundred 1 c
ltatl Fr
We dedicate this little hymn
and twenty-Jive prescriptions for acute and chronic dis· I
on u
on ee,
To little boys of supple limb
one
otwhose
wbich,is
invalnable,
so
se
d for p amp hie t and Information to toe only Oftlce
eases, each
proved
by
the
author,
exper.
lence
for
21
years
Is
·
h
n
Who soap themselvs before..they swim.
snch as probably never before fell to the lot of any phya .. w ere the Inventor can be seen.
.
!clan. It contains SIJO pa~es, bound In beautiful embossed
LIVING AND DYIN•.
covers, fulrgllt, embellished with the very 11nest•teel en-' Address all Commun· 1·catr'ons to
John Smith was eke a goodly man
"gravtngs, guaranteed to be a finer work 1n every sense- I
.
mechanical; literary, or professional-than any other work :
..
.
.
As ever lived on earthretalledln:thlscountryror$2.50,or
the
moneyw!Ubere'I
The world admired and loudly praised
f)lnded In every Instance. Price only $1.2.5. Gold Medal
I
J
awarded the author by the NatlonaJ.Medlcal Association,
His truly pious worth;
80 OOURT STREET. BROOKLYN
Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
H1s life was full of charity
·w~11;ef."A~it:~?~~- ri~ffi~~k sw,;~r,r~~i'~n, 0M~~ I ___________:..:._:.:...:_=.:::::.:.:.:.:..=::.:._:::.:.:_::
And free trom sinful prideTile nnd
author
may. be .consulted
on all diseases requiring
But scarce had lived to thirty-four,
skill
experience.
·
1yS8 l'
~
Wben one calm eventide
A mule kicked at him playfully,
·~nto $20 P:~g;z,:t ~~~:oN ~~E~~~'m~nr.
And Smith soon after died.
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The P1'_lgrims in the Land of Yahw.eh.

]From the worcater (Mass.) Dailv 7~mu.]
D. M. ~:Bennett, Scribe.
we cordlallv lndarse Dr: R. P. Fellows as an able and
ALso
learned physician, who has been so highly sn~cesstul that THE EPISTLE OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE
his name
Is blessed
by thousands
of those
found
no 1.
TRUTH SEEKERS.
relief
In the
old medication,
but were
curedwho
by the
sclen·
,
tUlc method originated by Dr. Fellows.
[Prom tlu Star Spangled Banntr, Hinsdale, N.H.)
---To INVALIDS AND. Orssss: The Banner seldom Indorse• From Volume 11.. of" .A 7RU7H SBliJKliJR.AROUND 7Bll
i any doctor ormed!CII!J butlt Is free to s"ytoall1ntereste41
·
WORLD."
_ thatreputable
Dr. Fellows,
ol vineland,
notmoatsucce
only a sk.!.!£ll,
D.PIM. BE.N.NETT,
aDd
practitioner,
butN.J.,
one orIsthe
...ll
a Cll t
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y ,.
1 pllJJlOiallt !ntlie United Stat!lll.
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BY 111:. W. BENNETT.

THE bishop of Manchester classes ritualism
and the-Sal'l'ation A.rmy under "sensuous religion."
THE English revisers of the Old Testament
hav completed the second revision as far as the
Book of_ Proverbs.
D. M. BENNETT has reduced the price of THE
TRuTH SEEKER to new subscriber!! to $2.50 per
year. This should insure him a large increase
in eirculation.-Kansas Blade.
THE Os.Mrvatore Romano,· jubilant over recent English secessions from Protestantism,
says, " Thus is being verified the prophecy of
the Holy Confessor King that in three hundred
years the united kingdom would be Roman
Catholic."

A. PREAcHER who was not well acquainted
with the elecutionary art placed the inflection on
the wrong word, following the literal italic in
1 Kings, xiii, 27, and read : "A.nd spake unto
his son, saying; saddle me the ass, and they
saddled him."
A. STATUE of Robert Bums is to be erected
on the Victoria Embankment in London by Mr.
Crawford, a retired Giasgow merchant. The
work will be intrusted to Sir John Steel', the
sculptor of the Burns statues recently erected
in Dundee and New York.- The London effigy
of . the Scottish poet will be of bronze, the
pedestal being of polished granit. The entire
monument will be sixteen feet high.
A. aoon deal of matrimonial tribulation was
brought to light in the last census returns of
Great Britain. Several husbands returned
their wives as the. heads of the families, and
one describes himself as an idiot for having
married his literal better l!alf. " Married, and
I'm heartily sorry for it," was returned in two
case~; and in quite a number of instances,
" temper " was entered under the head of infirmities opposit the name of the wife.
WHEN the body of a man was taken- into
Christ church, at Hillier, Ontario, the Rev.
John Halliwell, who had been deprived of the
right to officiate by his bishop, was found there
with his surplice on and book in hand. The
Rev. Mr. Loucks, the rector of a neighboring
village, had been brought over to read the
burial service, and he met the proce•sion at the
foot of the aisle in the usual manner. So did
Mr. Halliwell Both ministers began to read.
Then Mr. Loucks stopped, led the mourners to
the grave, and there con'!pleted the service,
leaving Mr. Halliwell in possession of the
churcrh.
ONE of ·the timely papers in: the Antiquary
for December is Mr. G. B. Lea.thon's historical
article on Christmas, in which he quotes from
the Harleian MS. an omen applicable to this
year:
If Christmas on a Monday be,
A great winter that year you'll see,
And full of winds both loud and shrill;
But in the summer truth to tell,
Stern winds shall then be and strong,
Full of tempests lasting long;
While battles the:v shall multiply,
And great plenty of b eaets shall die.
They that lie born on that day I ween,
They shall be strong each one and keen;
Be shall!Je found that stealeth ought;
•
Though thou be sick thou diest-!lot.
EvANGELIST BARNES writes to the Joumal of
Stanford, Ky., which is his home, that his experience in Waterford, N.Y., was not pleasant. "I may say," he explains, "that Waterford kicked us out-bowed and frowned at us,
and then kicked us out. The bow, the frown,
the kick, all came from the ehurch powers that
be. The pastors and offieials are our bete noira.
The officers of the Waterford church passed a
decree that, unless there was a break among
the sinners before the close of the week, the
further expenses of the meetings could not be
borne. The pastor finally announced, at the
Ole of the servloea one evening, that the ill:·

..

Secoiuklaa Matter.

Ne-w York, Saturdav, December

penses of l;loarding me and my family were too
great to be paid without greater results. This
last straw broke the camel's back, for our
board was only $4 a week each. 'Business is
busine$s,' that is all I say. The next morning
I left for New York."
AT the request of Prof. Brooks, of the
Phelpbs, N. Y., Observatory, prayers' were
genera.lly offered in all the churches of th(,\
country for a fair day on Dec. li,th, for taking
ob~ervations of the transit of Venus-an event
of great scientific importance. In Milwaukee,
however, the clergy were interviewed on the
subject by the Republican-Smtinel, and de·
clined to comply with the request of Prof.
Brooks, giving as one reason that the astronomers and scientists of the world were generally
Darwinian Infidels, and did not believe in the
efficacy of prayer. A.nd, as Milwaukee was
about the only place in the United States reported by telegraph where they got a good
view, one of the professors of the Jennings Ob·
servatory in this city-where all due preparations had been made and a failure occurredsuggests that at, the next tra-msit of Venus,
which' t.akes place 122 years hence, the clergy
be respectfully requested riot to interfere in the
matter.
IN an Episcopal boarding-school the scholars and teachers were assembled for morning
prayer. The reading and singing were over,
and all were resuming their seats, when one of
t.he young ladies, of a very short and thick
stature, missing her chair, seated herself with
a" thud" on the :floor. Nobody smiled; all
were too decorous for that. The fallen one,
embarrassed into the momentary loss of common sense, retained her lowly seat, opened her
prayer-book, and appeared to be earnestly engaged in examining its C6ntents. This was almost too much for her companions, and a
smile bPgan to struggle on many a bir countenance, when the rector rose and commenced
reading the first morning lesson. He chanced
to read from the fifth chapter of A.mos, as follows: "The virgin of Israel has fallen; she
sball rise no more; she is :forsaken upon her
land; there is none to raise her up." This
caused a general titter; the voice of the rector
trembled as he looked up and saw the fallen
virgin; the scholars turned red in their faces,
and the exercises "fere brought to a hasty
close.
A.N interviewer asked Col. Ingersoll the other
day, "Colonel, what is y<!ur opinion- on the
prohibition?" and to thit! was made the fol·
lowing characteristic reply: " I can giv you my
opinion by telling you this story: A. strong prohibitionist was discussing this question with a
gentleman who had not much confidence in
making people virtuous by law. The anti-prohibitionist s'iid: 'How would you like to liv in
a community where nobody drank any intoxi··
eating liquors-wher~> everybody was perfectly
sober?' 'I would be delighted with such a
community,' said the prohibitionist. 'A.ud how
would you like- to liv where everyone was industrious, where they rose early and went to
their work and retired iu season, where every·
body was at home in the evening, and where no
one used profane language?' ' Oh, that would
be perfectly splendid,' said tbe prohibitionist.
'A.nd,' continued the questioner;• how would
you like to liv in a community where everybody attended divine service avery Sabbath?'
'Why,' said the prohibitionist, 'such a community would make almost a heaven; but there
is no such community.' 'Oh, yes,' said the
anti-prohibitionist, ' I know several such communities.' 'Where can I find one ?• said the
temperance gentleman. A.nd the other replied,
'In any well-regulated penitentiary.'"
THE press and the people generally are gradUf!.llY dropping to the true insigmficance of the
"Rev." Jo Cook. The New York World, the
most orthodox of the daily papers of this city,
says: " A.ll reasonable persons" must regret to
see that the Rev. Joseph Cook has returned
from New -Zealand not only unroasted, but
quite ae raw as when he left his nativ shore.
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Humboldt's reported and unkind mention of
Bayard Taylor as a 'man who had traveled
further and seen less than any one he had ever
met' exactly fits the Rev. Joseph Cook. No
one expected to find that Mr. Cook bad made
any acquaintance with the principles of science,
or bad arrived at an appreciation of his own
intellectual unfitness for any task which requires sound knowledge and a respect for
truth, during his voyage aroulJ,d the world;
but it was not too much to hope that be might
hav acquired, by contact with polished races
and by the sight of a larger horizon than be
bad been accustomed to, eome sense of his
own insignificance, and a corresponding measure of respect for names honored in all lands.
But the homely proverb is justified once more.
A. silken purse is not to 'be made out of certain
kinds of material, and no sooner does the Rev.
Joseph Cook f.eel himself on solid ground within sight of his nativ heath than he takes up his
parable against Herbert Spencer, whom he
calls a charlatan, and against Professor Fiske,
whom he reviles as but the echo of a charlatan.
Mr. Cook must not misunderstan'd this brief
notice. The World notices him, not because
his opinions on anv subject are of the slightest
importance to serious people, but because, being a harlequin, he is tolerable only when he
is ridiculous, and needs to be corrected when
he becomes impertinent."
HERE is a story or a bad boy's revised version
of the sacred scriptures: You see pa ba.s
been reading out of an old back-num'Qer Bible,
and rna and me argued with him a1)out getting
a new revised edition. We told him that the
old one was all out of style, and that ·an the
neighbors had the newest cut in Bibles, with
dolman slee'les and gathered in· the back, and
they put on style over us, and we could not
hold up our heads in society when it was known
that we were wearing the old last year's Bible.
Pa kicked against it, but --finally got one. I
thought I had as much right to change things
in the revised Bible as the other fellows had a
right to change the old one, so I pasted some
mottoes and patent-medicin advertisments in it,
after the verses. Pa never reads a whole chapter, but reads a verse or two and skips, around.
Before breakfast the other morning pa got the
new Bible and started to read the Ten Commandments, and some other things. The first
thing pa struck was," Verily I say unto you,
try St. Jacob's Oil for rheumatism." Palooli:ed
over his specks at rna, and then lookeg at me.
but I bad my face covered with my hands, sort
of pious. Pa said he didn't think it was just
the thing to put advertisments in the Bible, but
rna said she didn't know as it was any worse
than to hav a patent-medicin notice next to
Beecher's sermon in the religious pq,per. Pa
sighed and turned over a few leaves, and read,
"Thou shalt not covet thy neighor's wife, nor
his ox, if you 1ove me as I love you no knife
can cut our love in two." That last part was
a motto that I got out of a paper of candy.
Pa said that the sentiment was good, but be
didn't think the revisers had improved the old
commandment very much. Then j:>a turned
over and read, "•rake a little wine for the
stomach's sake, and keep a bottle of Reed's
gilt-edged tonic on your side-board, and you
can defy malaria and chills and fever." Pa
was hot. He looked at it again, and noticed
that the t{)niC commandment Was On yellow
paper and the corner turned up, and pa took
hold of it, and the paste that I stuck it on with
was not good, and it come off; and when! saw
pa lay down the Bible, and put his spectacles
in the case, and reach for the fire-power, I
knew he was not going to pray, imd I looked
out the window and yelled dog-fight, and lit
out, and pa followed me as far as the sidewalk,
and it was that morning when it was so slippery, and pa's feet slipped out from under him,
and he stood on his neck and slid around on
his ear, and the special providence of sleet on
the sidewalk saved me. Say, do you believe in
special providence? What was the use of that
sleet on the sidewalk if it was not to save sinners ?-Peolf's Sun.
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ThE president of the United State of Columbia, S. A.., died on the 22d.
A. DEFECTIT fiue caused the destructim-by
fire of the Methodist church at A.mite City,
Illiss., on Christmas Day.
C. E. UPTON, president of the city bank,
Rochester, N.Y., is under'$20,000 bail, charged
with being a defaulter to the amount of $200,000.
A. QUARREL has been brought about in a
Newark, N.J., church by the distribution of
one of Talmage's sermons in which whisperers
are called liars.
THE Engli~h government has ordered _the
prosecution of the secretary of the organizing
committee of the Irish, National League for a
speech recently delivered by him.
CHRISTMAS passed in this city in quietness
and general sobriety. A.n occasional squad of
small boys with tin horns and the din of church
bells were about ail that disturbed the serenity
of the day.
A. TELEGRAM from Trautenau, Bohemia, says
that fifty Spiritualists residing there hav been
summoned before the magistrate. The com
plaint is that mental derangements result from
their practices.
PROF. SALMI MoRSE, who has made such ex
tensiv preparations for bringing out the Passion
Piay, is now experiencing trouble in obtaining
a theatrical license. Several theological busy
bodies hav petitioned the mayor not to license
Prof. Morse's playhouse.
CAPT. A.. C. NuTT, state treasurer of Union
town, Pa., was shot and instantiy killed on the
24th by A.. C. Dukes, a lawyer of the same
place. The trouble grew out of the alleged in
timacy of Dukes with the daughter of Capt
Nutt.
THE Eisteddfod, or Welsh Literary Confer
ence, held a Christmas session on the 25th
The Rev. G. H. Humphrey, the gentleman who
engagAd with the late editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER- in the "Humphrey-Bennett Discus
sion," won a prize of $100 and a bard's chair
for a Welsh poem on "The Mediterranean Sea.'
A PoLISH Catholic priest at B .. y City, Mich.,
was convicted of libel in a civil snit for dam
ages there, on the 23d, and $250 damsges were
awarded the complainant. The libel consisted
in his denouncing one of the members of his
church from the pulpit, as not being a good
Catholic, and warning his :flock not to do busi
ness with him.
THE Rev. M. Grant, Baptist minister of
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., has been requested to
resign. He is charged with conduct unbecom
ing a minister, the Eaid conduct consisting of
the following misdemeanors, viz.: Refusing to
attend persons spiritually incli11ed; rebuking
two men who were smoking cigars; wearing a
flannel shirt; putting food in his mouth with
knife, instead of a fork, and sitting on a sofa
with his wife, and both eating from the same
banana.
JoliN McCULLOUGH, the tragedian, and his
company, were stopping last Sunday at the
same hotel with the Rev. F. S. Hyde, iu New
Haven, Conn. Mrs. Foster, one of the actrPsses
seated herself at breakfast at the same table
with the cler~yman and his family. The min
ister with an offensiv remark requested the
waiter to remove her. The lady burst into
tears. Mr. McCullough appeared and said to
the Rev. Mr. Hyde that he was a miserable
dog, and threatened him with personal chas
tisment. The clergyman apologized abjectly
The lady would not receive his apology, but
left him with the remark that the stage was
more beneficent and instructiv to the public
than the pulpit. If every parson who slanders
the profession were to receive as prompt and
just a rebuke as has the Rev. F. S. Hyde, WQ
ehould hear less of it.
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hrommnni11aJions.

out points -the Bible is either mute or speaketb.wbat4. Whole words are written, not read, or read but
ever men please to hav it say, or is most dubious, not written.
having divers and contrary senses. Hence the Jews · 5. Words written as one are read as two words,
say of it the points are to the letters what the soul and words written as two are read as one. ·
6. Words used for modesty's sake.
.
A Great Scriptural Difftcnlty.-Old Things is to the body; and as are vowels to consonants.
Revived.
Wjth them, they may sound and eignify; without
7. Many words oa1led full or defeotiv.
In THE TRUTJ1 SEEKER of May 6, 1882, the first part of an them they cannot; for the vowels E, H, E, V, I are
Now, besides. all this, the punctuation consists of
a.1:ticle, written by au able lawyer in the West, was printed omitted iu innumerable places where they are indis- three 'J)arts: (1) vowels, (2) points .called JJagesh
under this head.
of which
present
one i!r a pensabl e I'f t h ere were no pom
· t s. Th e l'k
· ·
d 111:
k
d (3) t h e accents, wh'IOh are· end 1ess
continuation,
dealt That
with article,
the difficulties
metthe
with
by translators
1 e IS m no an JJ.Lappe 1 an
and revisers of the Bible in regard to the points, accents, and language or book; besides, in many places they are to mention. There are irregularities in the vowels;
punctuation of the Hebrew scriptures. The author claimed to signify quite contrary to what they impart. To sometimes Shem is, written with an S called Segolj
.that the Hebrew was probably never a spoken language, but say they were invented as alleged, givs them such at other times with one. called Tsere. Also there
·one invented by the Jewish priesthood in which to preserv.e an origin as leaves them fitter to be blotted from the are irregularities in the points, and numberless ones
their mysteries; that the Septuagint (the Greek version of the Bible, as being the work of 'blind, hardened, un- in the accents.
·
Old
Testament)
was
written
in
the
Chaldee
language;
that
b.
elieving
Jews,'
500
A.D.,· for it is impossible that the
Now,
all
admi't
that
the
copy
kept
in the sanctuary
- A.brs.ham was a Chaldean and used the Chaldee dialect, and
that the Ten Commandments were in the same tongue; that whole should hav been retained in the memory of was unpointed. One party claims it al! proof the
the impossible and contradictory stories connected with the men for a thousand years, from Ezra's date till 500 pointing was not done prior to Ezra's day; the other
Exodus were the result of blunders growing out of the defects A.D., under that calamitous state of the Jews whilst claims that it only shows the original Mosaic copy
of Chaldee characters used. in writing, and that the Old Testa- the tongue ceas,ed to be vulgarly pronounced or was unpointed. Let anyone read the scriptures and
ment WM probably compiled in the time of Ezra (llOO:n °). :known amongst them. The rabbis. themselvs com- see if the Pentateuch was delivered on Sinai. That
'This brings the writer to the points which he takes up in the
following:
plain they had so lost it in that time they could not idea is one of the stupid blunders we' fall into by
even explain the apere legomena, or words hut once accepting the first assertion of some one for fact.
Ezra says the whole law was destroyed. In what used in the £criptures. For instance, where the To go no farther, just consider that the delivery from
language did he restore it? We must remember prophet speaketh of 'sweeping with the beesorn of Sinai was in the beginn~ng of Exodus, whereas the
that the priests had their own l,!lnguage and books. destruction,' no one knew what bee..som meant until Pentateuch records all the wanderings forforty years ·
It was miraculously restored by him. (See 2d by chance ore of the rabbis heard an Arab woman after. Yet ninety-nine-hundredths of Christians al- Esdras, xiv.) We know that if the Jews had any say to her gtrl, 'Ta'ke up the beesoni and sweep the ways think of the Pentateuch as having been thunbook it was destroyed during some of the terrible floor.' How, then, was it possible to keep the true dered from Mount Sinai with the Ten Commandcalamities that befel them about the period of the sound of all the points, vowels, and accents without inents.
Bitterly and long as the controversy raged, finally
captivity. When they were oaptivs at Babylon no shapes when multitudes of them cannot be dis.
doubt they acquired some literature and taste among tinguished by the sound at all~ And no memory of bringing within the battJe.field Jews, Christians of
a superior people. It is plain much of the proph:J- man is able so much as onoe_to receive the very all denominations and nations, we may note that no
oies and psalms, etc., were written after the captivity. pauses and notes of distinction, nor yet the very copy of the scriptures in Hebrew of a date prior to
The idea of David composing psalms describing the anomalies of punctuation; nor can the greatest rabbi, A. D. 500 was brought to disprove the allegations of.
captivity is absurd. So Isaiah speaks of Cyrus re- by all hie skill, learning, and custom to read by those who favored the Tiberian school as the invenbuilding the temple. This was done in Cyrus's day points, be able to 'Point an unpointed Bible truly tors of the points. This could hav settled the questo influence the king. As a prophecy it fails, for the without a copy before him. Therefore, to suppose tion. The so.oalled original copy of the Jerusalem
temple was not rebuilt till long after Cyrus. There that for a tbous~nd years, before they had· the shapes synagog, what was it? Destroyed so often, proven
has been some work done1 just here to make the and points, they could infallibly and perfectly pre· by scripture itself to hav been a small or insignifipropheoies fulfil. But it does not square well. Ezr3 serve all the pronunciation by oral tradition or use cant affair in Josiah's day, restored by Ezra (or
and David are made to liv too long. Some cunning is to build castles in the air."
Esdtas, as was his Chaldaio name), it was no doubt
hand of Jew or Christian during the early ages of
Such is the statement of the writer. He quotes at destroyed when the temple was taken on several
the church has doctored here. We, however, know length from the writers on his side, who all concur other occasions. We may suppose more than one
that the Jews kept up their colleges and priestly sys- that without these shapes the Bible is nothing, has copy existed after Ezra, seeing the Jews had become
tern. Some date between Ezra's time and later, the no sense or meaning in a single line Qf it, and that more cultured and lettered ·during the captivity.
priesthood,findingthatallknowledgeofthatpeculiar to remember the pointing was impossible. They Yet so late as 270 n.c.,when the Septuagint was
dialect in which the scriptures were kept likely to concur in the statement that whoever invented the translated, there seems to hav been but one acoessidie out, resorted to some plan of holding it as a psr- points, . etc., really gave us the Old.· Testament. ble to the high priest, as be sent but the one with.
feet written language; for, as it was, it conveyed no They contend that God gave them to Moses, and such express directions to return it. Various copies
l!ense to the readers. It was a sort of language that that by a continued miracle the priests were enabled in some scattered form may hav existed. How difrequired a key. That key was kept separate from to remember them down to Ezra's day, when Ezra, ferent from each other we may infer from the differthe books. It is notorious howseoretly all the ancient knowing that miracles had ceased with him, miracu- .enoe between the one Josephm~ had and our own, as
priesthoods kept their mysteries and creeds, as did lously invented the present pointing, accents, and shown wherever he quotes scripture; yea, how very
all professions and trades. We hav shown now that vowels. This, to take their own words for it, is different, as ms.y be seen from the New Testament
the Jews, in all probability, never for any time equal to saying that Ezra invented the whole Old itself where Matthew, xxvii, 9, speaks of a prophecy
spoke that language called Hebrew, in which the Bible; for, if it be nothing without this system, of Jeremiah, when no such words can be found in
Old Testament was written.
tben the inventor of it created the Bible, which was that prophet. In Numbers xxiv, "the l!ltar out of
Abraham was a Chaldee, Moses an Egyptian, a mere jumble of consonants before his day. Had Jacob shall destroy all the world," seeing Noah was
and so were all his followers, in language. The the Infidels alleged that Ezra made their Bible, how of Sheth's posterity, evidently an error, afl are ten
Egyptian was a Chaldaio dialect. All the people of scornfully would our Protestants hav denied it! thousand like oases. When I stated the Bible was
Palestine used similar- d!alecte. Before the Jews Nay, hav they not taken the greater part of Ezra's a growth I alleged what is self-evident. The Ten
had a li.terature, or more than one small book of book from the scriptures and included it in the Commandments and Mosaic ordinances must hav
their law, they were carried off by the leading <Jhaldee apochrypha merely because in his second book he been in the sacred language of the priests of Egypt
nation, and there kept a century or more, only a few tells us how he made the Bible? (See 2 Esdras,xiv.) or in the common tongue of Egypt. Whatever was
ever returning. Coming back, they used the Chaldee This was about the first year of the ruin of the city, written later must hav been in the liacred language
of Babylon. Indeed, nearly all of Daniel is in that when he was at Babylon, this being near 550 n.c. or in the common language of the day. Thus the
Babylonio language. What, then, was this Bible He says: "For thy law is burned, ~herefore no man bookfound in Josiah's day. WhenEzraoameupfrom
Hebrew? It is nothing in the world but a lot of knoweth of the things concerning thee." He pro- <Jhaldee captivity the language used by Jews was
Chaldee consonants strung along without sense or ceeds to tell us here that he was inspired by the Holy the common Chaldaio. Thus nearly all of Daniel
meaning to any one who looked at it who had not Ghost, and wrote all the things that had happened was in <Jhaldaic of the day. ·Later the New Testathe key to the mystery. That key was kept separate in the world down to his time. He niust hav lived ment was in Syrio.Chaldaio and Greek.
by the priests till some date after the captivity, ·to a very great age, as we find him recording afConcerning this "copy of the law of Moses" that
when they applied it to the book, and made sense fairs that happened a century later, unless we apply is so often spoken of in the Pentateuch, and in
out of it for common readers. The key is, the shapes the words "ruin of the city" to the date when the Joshua and other pa1'ts of the Bible, it may be as
of the points, the vowels, and the accents.
rebuilding of the temple was stayed.
well to call the reader's attention to the fact that it
Now the reader will see what a fearful charge
A few quotations from some writers will make the must bav been a very small, tersely-wi·itte~ affair;
was that which alleged that this key was first "in- condition of the scriptures without the points some- yet it is constantly confounded by commentators
vented by .a s~bool ~f accursed Christ-murdering what cleater. The author of "Tsak Sephataim" and others with the Pentateuch, while the. words
Jews of T1benas 1 blmd and hardened," to quote says: "We must know the Pentateuch was given at ''Book of the Law" are often confuse~ w1th the
from the Christian Protestants of the sixteenth cen. Sinai. Not that the tables were pointed, but as God Old Testament itself. Let any one read m Deutertm:y; for it really said that they made that Old spake the holy tongue, those that heard did under- onomy, chap. xxvii, and in Joshua, chap. viii, and
Testament. The other party contended that Tiberi- stand all the motions and sounds, little and great, consider what it must hav been. Joshua .ratsed an
ans had all along remembered these sounds and exactly as they were pronounced. So they could altar and plastered some stones, and put th1s copy on
poin1ls and their places. The others said it was not discern between the A Kamets and A Patheck, be- those stones. Certainly there. could hav been no
in the power of mortal mind, but, that God gave tween E Tsere and E Segol, between the different more of it than is contained in the chapters of Deuthese points, sounds, etc., to Moses, and that he and O's and the Uwith Van, and lTwithout, Jwith Jod teronomy that expi'e@S certain commands, and the
his successors miraculously remembered them to and without, etc. Nothing less than the spirit of probability is that reference is had only to the ten
Ezra's time, when he, Ezra, invented and applied God could giv to them the sense of the obscure dif- commandments placed upon the two. tables of stone,
them because then the vision and the prophecy fioult parts."
and the cursings mentioned in Deut., chap. x:cvii, in
ended, and miracles ceased till Christ should come.
To get a glimps of the difficulty we will examin the last twelve verses. The Book of ~he La:w IS DenSo that readers may see the significance of this the subject called Keri lT Ketib, i. e., "genuin writ- teronomy, and the Copy of th:e Law Itself IS the,Ten
controversy, a. more especial illustration of the He- ing and reading." There are 848 places in scripture Commandments, with probably those ~~elve oursbrew must be given. To do this, I quote from per- under this head. Of these are seven kinds.
ings. Probably no book is ever less ontwally read
haps the most exhaustiv review of the question by a
1. Letters that are read in words, but not written, than the Bible. Were it any other book no person
le&rned man, who published it in the first magazine being mostly the letters A, h, u, J. Here the letter is would ever read it without declaring at o?c~ sever~l
ever printed in the EngHeh language, entitled "The pointed without writing it.
writers had a band in almost every bookm It. It IB
Students' Library," being extracts, arguments, and
2. Letters changed from one to another: 52 are a fact known to those who are post~d that the
reviews of the most valuable works printed in Eng- written with Jod (J) at the beginning, but read as division ot the Bible into books is as arbitrary as ~h.e
land or in foreign journals from A D. 65 up to this Vanj thus Jachedal is read Vachedal, etc.; 5o are division into verses and chapters. ~he Jews origitime (A D. 1692). I hav the original work before me, written contrary, viz., Vis read Jj 70 with J in the nally divided the Old Testament mto th!ee parts
published in 1892. The article is entitled "A Dis- middle are read as. V, and so at the end are "14 such. only: The Law, The Prophets, and The Hagwgraph~.
course on the Points, Accents, and Vowels of the Also many letters are changed irito others of like I hav said the Bible was a growth; better .to say It
Hebrew L1nguage-Their Antiquity." The skepti- shape or like sound. "Not" is read-for to·him often, is a growth, for changes, addi~ions, alteratiOn~, and
cal reader willeee its importance before he gets to and 11imilar confusions.
amendments are even yet bemg made; and lD all
the end of this. Says the writer: "This great and
3. Letterl!! are transposed-thus, letters written out probability, if it exists a thousand ye_ars longer, no
mighty subject is of no less consequence than the of place out of rule, are read in pl~9e in rule. Of one could recognize the th:en holy Btble as. the one
receiving or rejeotin~ the Bible itself. For with- these there are 62.
of to-day-new. translatiOn and all. 'T1s much
~·
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In M.emoriam.-D. M. Bennett.
Daad I He whom the Liberals of our city me.t to honor after
to be regretted that sects hav so misconstrued tbe
his return from a long and dangerous J'ourney, in apparently
From the Boston Inv~'ti_qator.
Bible tha~ thereby a prejudice agains~ the book has
· ·
1·
f B
h ld rugg•d health and spirits, a few sh Jrt months ago.
Th e L l'bera1·Is t s an d S prntua
risen in the minds of the more intelligent and libIst!l o
oston e a
Dead I The valiant defender of Liberalism, the brave and
eral olas~es. The work itself, asine from where it meeting last Sunday evening in Paine Hall, to do e~rnest seeker after truth,· the powerful enemy of J?riestcr~ft
ha13 been interfered with, h1 the most na~ve, honest honor to the name and memory of the late D. M. and superstition, the champion· who proved his devotion to lib·
.
affair in literature. Evidently many generations and Bennett. Mr. Seaver presided, and brief addresses erty by becoming a martyr in her sacred cans~. .
Dead I Can it be that, his trenchant pen IS lmd a~Ide forvarious religions hav had a hand in its creation. were made by the chairman and Dr. Swain,·Messrs.
That his keen logic and clear reasoning shall pierce the
There are the· codes· of that darkest, moat demoniac Babcock, Verity, and Mrs. Amelia. H. Colby and ever?
myths of theology no more? Shall the genial face a:nd gentle
religion (save Thugism) that human nature in its Mrs. Lucy· N. Colman. These addreases consisted of words never again make bright the associations of fnends and
·
.
most fe'lrful mood ever developed -a religion that a review of Mr. Bennett'!! eventful life and . useful compan inns?
Dead I It seems hard to realize that this can be. Whether
sacrificed to its horrible God human victim!! by mill- labor!! in the Liberal Oi'l.u~e. We hav not time to reiens (see Leviticus, last chapter, verses 28, 29; al!!o port. them, and can only l!lay while going to press the immortality in which Mr. Bennett strongly believed be a
the story of Jephtha.h'!! daughter; also 2 Slm., xxi, that they were interesting, candid, and just, and lit'!- fact or not; whether he will awaken from the sleAp of death.to
the joys and sorrows, the pleasures and labor~, of anot?er life
where seven men were sacrificed to God; also whole tened to with marked attention and with deserved or
no", yet his works liv afrer him, t:he monuments of ~Is W?~· ,
cities devoted). There altw are the expressions of a applause.
derful and almost miraculous industry still exist, ar:d b1s sp~nt
Lettflrs were sent from the Hon. Elizur Wright livs in them, breathing in every word and line au Immortality
creed as different as holy light from outer darkness
(read by his son, Walter C. Wright), and from of which any one might be proud, and which the ablest of the
(see J erem1ah vii, and elsewhere).
In truth, the work itself is an epitome of human Messn:a. James Parton and W. S. Bell. , Excellent earth might sacrifice their all to gain.
· ·
·f
· h d b M S · h h0
Yet he is g;me from our midst. The activ hands lie cold
history. And yet such is the stultifying influence of smgmg was urms e
Y rs. mit • W sang ap- and nerveless. The toiling feet that bore him around the
creeds,· the same educated gentlemen who would propriate hymns. The; following resolutions were globe will carry their earnest master in search of truth never
again. The tireless brain will throb no more with thoughts
smile derisivly at whomsoever declares Homer wrote read by the chairman and adopted :
Resolved, That in the ·death of D. M. B•mnett, the editor of that liv and burn.
Homer will grandly allege that Moses wrote the
Perfection is not vouchsafed to man. The best and wisast
Pentateuch~ Scholars who reject from the dialogs the New York TRUTH SEEKER. and author of a number of Vbpublications, we·lament the loss of one of the most able, hav fai.ings, and the positiv mind that bravely speaks the
of Plato certain ones, simply because they mention era!
devoted, industrious, and successful advocates of free thought,· truth as he ~ees It becomes the target for all the shafts that malfacts occurring later than Plato's day, overlook free Rp~ech, and a free pre~s.
ice and envy can hurl. We firmly believe th11.t no human beir:g
hundreds of li;ke references in various biblical books,
Resolved, That his earnest and persevering labors in this can lay his hand on his heart and testify that this man ever did
if they assert Moses, Joshua, Samuel, or David wrote field of reform, in connection with the great service that he him au intentional inju'ry.
rendered to the cause of universal mental liberty by maintainYet his weaknesses hav been magnified, his very virtues conthem.
·
the unlimited right of opinion and opposing every spades damned as vices, until life may well hav become a burden· alWhiston, who edited Josephusts works and was ing
of bigotry, superstition, intolerance, and persecution that con- most too great to be borne.
·
evidently a very pious Christian, often speaks con- fiicts with the exercise of that "inalienable right, will entitle hi•
Bllt for the credit of humanity let us trust that calumny will
temptuously of our copy of the Bible, and con- name and memory to be held in grateful rememrra.nce as long stop at the grave-that the tomb will be a shield to blunt the
trasts it with the one Josephus quotes from to the as freedom aud humanity need a champion, or mental slavery arrows of hare-that the whisper nf m~~.lice will be hushed in
the sighing winds that fan his lonely mound. And tenderly as
great advantage of the latter. To illustrate the ex- and injustice require an opponent and a reformer.
Resolved, That as in the life and historv or D. M. Bennett the drooping branches bend their protecting arms above his la~t
. treme difference between the two, read chapter
we recogoize a self. taught nian whose remarkable industry and resting-place will the great heart of the people spread its ten· xi, book ix, of "Antiquities of Jews," where Jo- studious habits enabled him to conquer the disadvantages of drils about his memory. And in the years to come, when t_ime
sephus quotes several verses from Nahum, ii, 8-13, his early years and rise. to eminence, usefulnAss, respect, and and science will hav confirmed his utterances and emph&slzed
and then read the same in our present copy. Jo- honor, we approv(l his manly example, and recommend it to his great services, the wayfarer will pause beside his tomb and
with uncovered head pronounce the verdict, "Here lies a hero."
the young to follow.
sephus's copy reads thus:
Resolved, That his persecution and long imprisonment for
Nineveh shall be a pool of water in motion; so ~hall all her maintaining the freedom of the press and the mails, and his
.A. BRAVE MAN PASSED ON.
people be troubled and tossed, and go away by flight, while firmness and independence in refllBing to make any comproFrom Pomeroy'• Democrat.
they say one to another, Stand, stand still; seize their cold and mise with his oppressors in order to evade the rigor of an unjust
silver, for no one shall wish them well; for they will rather law, fully prove that he had the rare moral couraga which alIn THE TRUTH SEEKER, of New York, dated Desave their lives than theirmoney.
ways maintains its convictions, and never under· any circum·
For a terrible contention shall possess· them, one with an- stances surrenders to the dictates of p0licy or fear or self- cember 9th, just at hand, we read that D. M. Bennett,
well and world-wide known editor of that paper,
other, and lamentation and losing of their members, and their interest.
faces shall be black with fear. And there will be the den of
Resolved, That in bidding farewell to D. M. Bennett, we will passed from this life into the next, at his home, 27
lions and mother of young lions.
not allow his memory to molder with his ashes, but wiil r"taiu Clinton place, New York, on the morning of W ednesGod says to thee, Nineveh, that they shall deface thee, and with pride and pleasure the recollection of his unswerving day, December 6th, in the 64th year of his age. He
the lion shall no more go out from thee to giv laws to the fidelity to our" common cause," and holt! up his good example had been in sufficient health to attend to the businees
w~d.
·
as a cheering incentiv to Liberals to persevere in their struggle of his office up to Friday, the ht inst. For some
Now take the same from our copy of the Bible, for liberty and equal rights.
Resolved, That we sincerely sympathize with the family and days previous he had been suffering from. malaria,
and see how it reads: .
·
relativs of our departed brother in their great affliction and iJ' .. but on the morning of the 1st inst. was obliged to
8. But Nineveh if of olillike a pool of water; yet shall they reparable loss, and though words at such a time are ungvaiiing, take to his bed. His disease, which so affected his
:flee away. Stand, stand, shall they cry; but none shall look yet we hope it may be some mitie-ation of their grief to know physical man as to release the mental, was gastric fever
back.
that in. his life he was hone~t and useful, and that his death is coupled with an ·affection of the heart. Probably
9. Take ye the spoil of the silver, take the spoil of.gold; for deeply regretted by the Liberals of the whole country.
no man in the world has dona more to encourage
there is no end of the store and glory out of all the pleasant
free thought, and thus to strengthen man in his effurniture.
RESLUTIONS Ob' THE ELGIN, ILL., LEAGUE.
10. She is empty, void, and waste; and the heart melteth
forts to individuality, than has D. J'YI. Bennett, who,
WHEREAs, By death's inevitable claim our lov~d and faithful in his passing away, leaves tens of thousands of
and knees smite together, and much pa,in is in all the loins, and
champion of Eherty, and martyr for truth, D. M. Bennett, hearts, not only in this but other eountries, to mourn
the fac<>s of them all gather blackness.
il. Where is the dwelling of the lions and the feeding-place editor, proprietor, and founder of that dauntless advocate of his departure from a field of great usefulness, and to
of the young lions, where the lion, even the old lion, walketh, human rights, THE TRUTH SEF.KER, has been taken from the
joys and vicissitudes of this life to the dreamless sleep of the sympathize with friends and relativs who are in
and the lion's whelp, and none made them afraid?
grief at this event. The paper of the 9th contains
12. The lion did tear in pieces enough for his whelps, and brave; and
WHEREAS, He was ever faithful, untiring, and zealous in one of his very interesting letters, describing his
· strangled for his lionesses, and filled his holes with prey and his
seeking to advance the principles of the National Liberal trip around the world, said letter being dated Denden with raven.
13. Behold I am against thee, saith the L:>rd of Hosts. . . . League, sacrificing health and suffering imprisonment in his ver, July 3, 1882, at the close of which he announces
And I will cut off thy prey from the earth" and the voice of thy endeavors to exercise the liberties guaranteed by the founde;:s
of this republic, and proclaimed as inalienable rights, therefore that his health ie not at present iiluch as to admit of
messenger ~hall no more be heard.
close appiica.tion to work, and that he draws his
be it
Truly, our version is by far the moat sublime and
Resolved, That the world has lost a most worthy citizen, hu- letter-w1·iting to a close for the present.
perfect as a literary composition. But when we find manity an unselfish friend, and hypocri•y a foeman, before the
such differences between our own and that of the sword of whose spirit it has baen driven from a thousand fields;
THE DEA.TH OF D. M. BENNETT,
ancient people whose record it is a part of, and are that to him more than any other man we are indebted fur the
Fr<mt the League Man.
rapid increase of Fre0thonght during the last ten years, and to
told it is the very word of God, to doubt which i11 him let gratitude ascribe the honor. Be it also
The sudden announcement of the death of the vendamnable, it leaves us in a strait that is nothing less
Resolved, That we tender to his bereaved family our heart· erable editor of THE TRUTH SEEIOl:R was a shock
than damnable.
C. I.
felt sympathy in the loss of a loyal protector and a loving hus- through all Liberai circles, an·d far beyond; .for he
band, whose name shall rise above the mortal wreck of human
Oregon, Mo.
inconsistency, and be held always sacred in the hearts of the. had many friends beyond them. He had been quite
ill for a week or two, but that his decease would be
members of the Elgin Liberal LeRgue. B~ it also
A.D. versus A.C.
Resolved, That a copy of these resol•1tion!f be sent to THE so sudden was expected by none. The immediate
It may next be asserted that Moses was the author TRUTH SEEKER for pubiication, and that these be placed on the cause of his death was gastric fever and its compliFRANK FELT, Sec.
of the Declaration, and that Jonah wrote the Letters records of eur society.
cations; the remote but real cause was a heart broken
of Junius. When men get a theory to cling to they
by the persecutions of the enemies of secular liberty
seem blind to everything that disproves it. The asRESOLUTIONS BY THE CHICAGO LEAGUE.
and the detractions and betrayals of its pretended
aertion that Paul was born long before Christ is m0st
At the meeting of the Chicago Liberal League, friend~. They hav done their work, but let them
remarkable. It is like asserting that Isaiah lived Sunday evening last, ~Ir. W. F. Peck alluded to the not rejoice. The lion is dead, but he has left a lot
before Moses. The assertion about Paul is based on death of D. J'YI. Bennett, and offered the following of whelps who will eontinue his work and fight in
a verse or two in .the New Testament.
resolutions, which were· unanimously adopted and the cause of mental, moral, and civil liberty until
Did such person as Paul ever exist? The only voted to be sent, together with a tribute of respect, victory appears, if it takes a century or more. "THE
evidence is in Acts and Epistles, which are a contin- also read by Mr. Peck, to THE TRUTH SEEKER and TRUTH SEEKER shall liv~" was the voice of every
uation of the gospel story after Christ's death. If Man for publication.
one of the large assembly that gathered around his
Paul was before Christ one would look for some
President James K. Magie made a few glowing prostrate form.
mention Of it in one of the four gospels. But in remarks on the life of the deceased, as also did
His funeral was one of the most remarkable events
fact the whole life and conducli of Paul, as given to Prof. P. Baumgras and Mr. E. A. Stevens.
....
of a Liberal character that bas ever occurred in this
us, is as an apostle of Christ, "born out of due
C. A. FRAENKEL,
city. The hall room at tl:ie German Masonic Temple,
time," as he says. He himself speaks of the death
Sec'y Chicago Liberal League.
on Fifteenth street, where the Liberal Club usually
and resurrection of Christ, who, by such resurrecWHEREAS, We learn, with feelings of deep regret, that D. meets, was crowdAd at an early hour. Beautiful
tion, "became' the first fruits'' (a little mistaken ·M. Bennett, editor 0f the New York TRUTH SEEKER, has latelv music and flowers were ther.:J to testify to the love
there, for L~z!l.l'us and the widow's son and some paid the last debt of nature; therefore, by the members o-f and esteem of thousands who never felt how large a
others arose before him). The history lihows that the Chicttgo Liberal League, be it
space this man filled in their lives and hearts until
Resolved, That in the death of this able and devoted man
· h p
P aul consorted .Wlt
eter and James, and a great Freethought has lost one of its most powerful advocates, hu- he was gone. Mr. Wakeman's funeral address of an
many others who must hav lived 65 D c , if ."Anti- manity one of its stanchest friends, and the cause of liberty hour was one that the occasion demanded. All
christ" be right. Moreover, there are Felix, Agrip- one of its most distinguished defenders.
phases of Liberal thought-Materialists,· Spiritualp'l, Drusilla & Co., with Claudius. So there are
Resolved, That we tender to Mrs. Bennett, his faithful and ists, and Positivists-united in expressions of the
Ga.mali 0 1 and in fact Paul himself to be disposed of, devotod wife. our most heartfelt sympathies in her afflictions, highest satisfaction in regard to it, and a r~gret that
together with whole chapters of Acts and Romans and ro hi~ immediatA friends and associate~ our cordi~! regret, it oannot he reported exactly as delivered. But THE
for this common bereavement of a. kind and genial companion.
and .Corinthians; and there is Paul's appeal to
TRUTH SEEKER has done its best, and it appears
TRIBUTE OF RESPECT TO D. M. BENNETT, BY W. F. PECK.
C rogar, ma d a l ong b afore there was ever a C 003 ar to
The intelligence of. the death of this earnest truth seeker there in the issue of the 16th inst., in the best form
appeal to, if this nest be anything more than a falls upon the Liberal heart with q, suddenness and power al- now poasibl.:J.
The address was concluded at the grave by a few
marers.
'
ANJ!{O Do.Mnu.
most benumblnif.

--------

a
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grand sentences that seemed to all to rightly close
and crown the hero's life. Mrs. Bennett hall expressed
herself as greatly pleased with these final words.
They will befoundinanothercolumn. ·
In the evening the Fourth Liberal. Laague, of
which he was president, held a L!.ldge of Sorrow at
THE TRUTH SEEKER office. The attendance was as
large as could be· aocommo d ate d · M.any touoh'mg
addresses were delivered, and a committee was appninted to prepare the appropriate resollltions and to
Bee th "'ot """ prope·r monument ..ond l'nscriptl' on should
be placed over his grave at his beautiful restingplace in Greenwood Cemetery, and perhaps for a
b Ul'ld'mg also to b e f ound ed f Or T HE T RUTH SEEKER.
. ·man muoh )llOre remams
·
t o b e sal'd '
Ab out t h IS
but not now. He died without fear or a thought.of
change in his views or opinions. His last thoughts
were on his work, his last words were how that fourth
volume of his voyage around the world could ever
be completed. Then he became unconscious, and .on
the 6th inst., at 11 A.M., he fell asleep like a child
with his head in t he arms of h .Is b e1oved w if. e. . It
was hard to tell the exact moment when h1s hfe
ceased.
.
The man is dead, but THE TRUTH SEEKER Will
still liv. Under his Will Mrs. Bennett, who was
and is thoroughly in sympathy with his views, becomes its proprietor. She, and his friends J'· B.
Wakeman and Daniel E. Ryan are the exeontt:Ixand
exeou~ors of his Will, which was drawn by his own
hand, and upon them, with ~is. able ~esista!1t, Mr.
Eugene Macdonald, he has enJomed the continuance
of his life work. 0111' readers will need no other assuranoe that it will be e:ffectivly done.
PrD>n the Orange City Z.ulex.

Mn. D. M. BENNETT, the distinguished editor of
the New York TRUTH SEEKER, died at his residence
on Sunday, the lOth inst. Mr. B!\nnett was one of
the most profound scholars in the United States, a
man of strong convictions, and earnest in the advocacy of what he deemed to be right. He was persecuted and imprisoned for upholding his principles,
but he passed through the fiery ordeal without
flinching, and won golden opinions from every man
and woman whose good will is worth the having.
From tl10 Wortldngto11 Advance.

WE regret his death. He was one of the victims,
along with L\\nt, Heywoo~, an~ others, of the devilish Comstock gang, orgamzed m New York to suppress free thought and a free press. 'y e had hoped
to see Bennett liv long enough to turn the tables on
the devilish Comstock, who entrapped him, and land
that infamous spy and bloodhound of the church in
the penitentiary. Bennett was undoubtedly a purer
man than the bulk of the clergy, and we hav never
been able to overcome our horror of the fact that it
is possible, in free America, for the church to do, in
another way, just what it always did in the dark
ages in Europe. It oa.n imprison men for expressing
free opinions, it can suppress the publication of free
thought, it can still clog and block the wheels of
progress. We never saw D. M. Bennett, and had no
more interest in him than in any fellow-mortal, yet
we hav lain awake many a night thinking over his
case and the infernal outrage done upon him. John
A. L<1nt we know personally, and a more upright
young man never went out of the oity of_'l'ole~o,yet
the infernal Comstock gang, through theu dev1l of a
bloodhound, sent Lant to the penitentiary for two
years for publishing a L1beral newspaper!
All this has been going on under our noses, and
the American people hav become so besotted with
crime, with bloodshed and murder, with high-handed
exercise of power by the government, with a system
of espionage secret service, with sending men to
prison on flimsy pretenses, that a hundred men can
be hanged or imprisoned and the people actually not
remember it the next day. Before the war, one such
case would hav filled the newspapers and startled
the country from end to end.
But we suppose it must run ita course. After that
the new liberty party must come into power, and we
hope that thereafter the days of bigotry, and persecution, and ohurohianity as distinguished from Chris.
tianity will be over forever, on this oontin.ent, at
least. Maythe god of nature and of humanity move
out at last and forever overthrow the cruel, bloody,
and demoniac god of priestoraft and ohurohcraft.
THE following beautiful song was sung at the Bennett Memorial Sarvice held in Paine Hall Sunday,
Dec. 24th, by Mrs. Olive K. Smith:
GONE BEFORE.
Gone where the shadows of life cannot come,
Where every stranger may find a sweet home;
Severed the chain that has bound him to earth,
Gone to the b.nd where the soul has new birth,
Where there are treasures of beauty untoldHome where our loved ones never grow old.
CHoRus:-Weep not to miss one from earth's dreary
shore,
Earth has an angel less, heaven one more.
Gone where the angels are chanting in praise,
Freed from the tumult of earth's weary ways;
Gone :from the darkness of life's bitter night
~nto the stillness of heaven'!$ sweet light.

Only a brief whil~ before we must go
From life's mixed chalice, its joys and its woe.
OHoitus:-Weep not, etc.
Gonewherethebattleisoverandwon,
And the true life of the spirit begun·
Gone where the anthems are full and complete,
Sung by the angels in heavenly slreet;
Gone towhere
the harvest
is gathered to God,
Soul
its maker
and dust
to its sod.

etc., and you are undoubtedly right in doing so; but
why "neighbor?" The Latin derivative never had
any u in their last syllables, and a-re n9t entitled to
any; but "nei~hbour" is n?t a Latin derivati"!,.
though by snelling it as "nmghbor" you make 1t
look like on~. It is the Angl.o-Saxon neahbu'l', or
nehebu1·, and the ?t bas a distinct philological value.
"And whv"endeavor?"
"Endeavour"h isF not ha
J,
•
V1tin denv~ttiv~ .1t comes. to us from t e reno
CHoRus:-Weep not to miss one from earth's dreary phrase, se mettre en devoir de .faire quelquechose;
'
shore,
'
and the word devoi1·-meaning "act of respect,_
Earth has an angel less, heaven one more,
· Ch
d
"d
"
· 1
Earth has an angel le5s, heaven one more: occurs m
auoer, an 'as
evour, was common y
used in the fast century. The elision of the u spoils
the look of the modern word "endeavour, l' and disTHE LATE D. M. BENNETT,
g·uises its etymology. You would be
Leaves hav their time to fall,
' I ~oting more
And flowers to fade
logically if you printed "endeavour. ' n conclusion,
At the north wind's breath;
I wish to express a humble opinion that any system
But all-all seasons are thine own,
of phonetics which leaves the words "three," "free,"
0 Death I
and "tree" their final letters, and dispenses with
D. M. Bennett, the seeker of truth, the finder of the unsounded ees in "live, and "give, is both inmuch truth, the lover o~ all truth when found, is consistent and misleading.
Yours faithfully,
W ILLI.AM L. CLowEs.
dead. Let not the bigots"' who but reo~ntl-y: tried to
murder him slowly by mock trial and 1mpr1sonment
[The strictures of Mr. Clowes are undoubtedly
-let them not rejoice unduly. Bennett has scat· just, in the main, from an etymological point of view;_
tered his counterparts all over the land. "His soul but the tendency of modern English orthography
goes marching on" for truth, as the soul of Brown seems to be more and more toward conformity with
for liberty. I firmly believe his constitution was pronunciation, hence the abbreviations adopted by
impaired by the incarceration, and that belief alone THE TRUTH SEEKER, and which hav been reoommade I!le wish him to go so long a journey, with the mended by the American Spelling Reform Assooiahope of recuperat.ion. To my mind, his mute form tion. If Mr. Clowes feels critically inclined on the
now appeals against his murderers, as ~id. the open subject of orthography at large, he will find suffiwounds on Coosar's body. But Coo3ar d1ed m uphold- cient scope for his pen without trenching on the
ing tyranny; Bennett and Brown in defense of limited number of reforms instituted by THE TRUTH
liberty.
.,
SEEKER, the Home Jou'l'nal, and a few other papers.
You bigots of to-day who ostracize and imprison The practice of printing "endeavor" with a u ought
the good and true; you assassins of character; you to hav gone out of style when "music" and "physic"
who practice slow murder for an opinion-your day dispensed with their final k. It is evident to all that
of dominion is passing away, and the degradation the silent letters of oul' language are destined to
intended for Bennett and the heroes of life will de- eventually disappear, a!f. their uselessness becomes
seend on you.
•
more and more apparent. A glance backward at
If, as some say, the spirits of the dead revisit this the Euglish literature of a few hundred years ago
earth, Bennett will learn that a well-spent life has will illustrate this growth. Take the following, for
not been in vain, and the regret of friends at his de- instance, from W abater's Dictionary, and credited to
parture is widespread, real, and lasting. Peace to the beginning of @.e 01·mulum:
his ashes. His epitaph should be: "D. M. Bennett,
.A.nnd whase wilenn shall this boc
the Truth Seeker."
F. J:EMARY.
e:fft other sithe writenn,
himm bidde icc thatt bet write rihht,
0 sceo l a, Ii..owa, ·D eo. 20' 1882 ·
swa summ thiss boe himm treehethth,
all thwerrt ut a:ffterr thatt itt iss
uppo thiss firrste bisne,
The Truth Seeker's Spelling.
withth a.lhwillc rime alls her iss sett,
'l'o THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
.withth all se fele wordess;
The system of spelling adopted in the pages of THE
annd tatt he loka wel thatt he
TRUTH SEEKER attracted my attention some time
an bocsta:ff write twiyyess,
ago,· but, as the matter did not then concern me, I
eyywhrer tbrer itt uppo thiss boc
iss writenn o thatt wi>'e:
refrained from writing to you upon the subject .. In
loke he well thatt bet write swa,
your issue of December 23d, however, you did me
forr be ne mayy nohht elless
the honor of publishing an arLicle of mine, entitled
onn Eunglissh writenn rihht te word,
"A New English Reformation;" and as, in spite of
thatt wite he wel to sotbe.
my protests, you printed that communication accordTramlation.-And wlioso shall wish this book again another
ing to your ordinary method, you will, I hav no time to-write, him bid I that he-it write right, so as this book
doubt, allow me a little space in your columns to re- him teacheth, all throughout after that [i.e., according asj it ~s
upon this first exemplar, with all such metre [rhyme] as here IS
monstrate with you upon the, to me, apparently in- set, with all so many words; and that he look well that he a
consistent system which you pursue.
letter write twice, everywhere where it upon this book is writ! notice that you spell the words "respective," ten on that wise; look he well that he-it write so,, for he may
''give," "passive," ''live," "doctrine," and "in fin- not el:;e in English write right the word, that Wit he well to
ite," without the finale, which common usage de- sooth [i.e., let him know that well for truth}.
mands. In the words "there," "are," "borne,"
Any one who learned to spell at the time the fore'' something,'' "agree," "free," "therefore," "col- going was written would probably bav more fault
lapse," "die," "rapine," "finite," "nerve," "three," to find with THE TRUTH SEEKER's spelling than Mr.
"deserve," "absolve," and "see," however, you re- Clowes does. In regard to the words "rapine" and
tain the letter which from a phonetic point of view I "collapse," the e should b.e dropped, according to our
is redundant. Does not this prove your system to rule, as Mr. Clowes suggests. Some other oases
be at least an inoon!listent one? But I would go which he mentions do not come under that rule,
further: Etymologically speaking, your system which is to omit silent e after a short vowel. Further
does harm. "Finite" and "infinite" are co-deriva.- reform in this direction will be undertaken so soon
tivs, and therefore they ought to be spelt upon one as the advanced Btate of things in general shall seem
and the same principle. I am aware that Dr. Noah to render it advisable.-En. T. S.J
We bater givs the last i in "finite " as long, and the
last i in "infinite" as short, but any difference in the
The Murder of Little Smith.
plan of spelling the two words dissociates them unFrum Truth.
necessarily, and is therefore, I venture to think, inTRUTH: Anyone who reads the account of the
advisable. O.a the other hand, I see that you use murder by John Smith of Los Angeles, Cal., of his
the form "borne" as well as "born." This is ut- son 1 "after the manner of Abraham's proposed killterly illogical on your part. If you are justified in ing of Isaac," will see an illustration of one of the
any cir~ums~aiwes in dispensing with the customary most beautiful effects of Christia~ity and. the .Bi?Ie.
finale, 1t is m the case of the word "borne;" for Mr. Smith had never read the Bible until w1thm a
both it and "born" are past participles of the same year, arid consequently had never murdered anybody;
verb-to bear-which is derived from the Anglo- on becoming a Christian, however, he" spent most
Saxon beran, meaning to bring forth as well as to of his time poring over its pages." He then began
carry. By the same token you ought to print "ther- to starve his family, because he thought God ordered
for" instead of "therefore," the Anglo-Saxon pro. it; and, finally recognizing in the "light of the gos- ·
genitors of the word being thcer and fo'l', and the pel" his neglect of due reverence to Jesus,, shown by
two ees being consequently not only redundant, but his never having sacrificed anyone to. h1m, he deetymologically misleading. The word "some," too, cided, after prayer, no lloubt, to ·kill hiS son. The
ought etymologically, to be apelt without the final e, murder took plaoe in this way: "He called. Ben out
for it is derived from the Asglo-Saxon sum, and the of the house and told him that he had to d1e for our
u sound of the English o is common enough in such savior. The little fellow knelt down. . . John
words as ''done," "London," etc. "Live," on the raised the knife, looked hard into the boy's face, ~nd
other hand, you, as I think, wrongly deprive of its then drove the knife into his breast." The foregomg
final letter. The word represents the old English account is in the words us.ed by the !ll?ther of the
lyve, libbe, or leve. As for "respective," "passive," boy, who must hav been a smoere Christian, because
"doctrine," and similar words, all I wish to say she approved of the transaction. _She adds, "I can
about them is, that if you elect to deprive them of' hear him all times in the night, askmg to ~e brought
their last letter, you cannot logically leave "col- in and laid on his bed, and beggi~g fo~ a. h~tle water
lapse," "rapine," "nerve," "deserve;" and "ab- before he died." To hav compiled w1th h1s r~quest
solve" their final eea.
for water would doubtless hav epraged the sav1or, so
Yon print "honor," "splendor," "rigor," "vigor/'. the water seems ~ bav been withheld.

THE TRU'11 H
As-long as any man. who believes in a god eares as
much about pleasing that god as he cares about do·
ing his' duty to his fellow-beings, just so long will
- these atrocious acts of devotion ooour. Atheism is
almost infinitly superior, as a moral force, to Christianity or almost any other religion. "By their
fruits ye shall know them." PHILIP G. PEABODY.
Ne~o York, Dec. 15, 1882.

Freethinkers' Association in WelJand.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Seventeen
persons here who hav become members of the New York Freethinkers' Association held their first meeting <in the evening of
the 8th inst, when the following address was delivered by one
of the members.
JoHN RAY.
Welland, Ont., Dec. 18, 1882.
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day. That old and ignorant theology has stood it
long, having had the support of church. and priests,
kings and parliament, all having had a selfish interest in its support and propagation~ Even now the
church is trying to get its. God in the Constitution
ofthe United States, and if they do not succeed it
will be because the spirit of Liberalism is-too strong
for the church thet·e. And now, my friends, we are
a small band exercising the right to think for ourselva. Let us show to the world that it does notrequh·e to belong to a Christian church to en~ble us to
be upright, honest, truthful, and good citizens, and
by making a good showing in these respects, instead
of being looked down upon as low, vulgar, God. denying Infidels, we shall be looked up to as reliable,
trustworthy citizens, and even the church folks will
hav to admit that we are pretty upright people, but
that we hav got an awful bad religion.
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the petition on the flimsy ground that Judge Benedict, who sat in the case, was a United States judge~
and he didn't wish to seem to disfavor such,a judge!
Thus it was that that" dreadful man," whom Cook
covered with loathsome words, was convicted-his
conviction a disgrAce to our jurisprudence. Cook,
who well knew all these faots, kept them from his
audience on Friday night. He also knew that Mr.
Bennett, who was l'eared in the Stl·ict school of the
Shakers, and till middle life had been a very devoted dupe of the Christian false theology, was held
in the highest esteem by all his acquaintances as an
upright, earnest, truthful man and public citizen, benevolent, gentle, sweet spirited in all the minor re~ations of life, indeed beloved by all, and there were
many in his employ, etc. In short, there are but
few men in the world of whom so much can be truthfully said in their favor and so little to their discredit as henorable and noble characters as there
was said of Mr. Bennett when living-and Jo Cook,
on Friday night, well knew all this. This is enough
to say for the pr€eent, we judge. Mr. Bennett died
three days before J o Cook lectured here. It is chari.
table to suppose that Cook did not know of his.
death, though the New York papers had heradled it
over the land. Had Cook known the fact we presume we would hav been treated to a pictu!e of
"Bennett in hell," and yet the contrast between the
latter's daily life and deeds and those of the slanderous Cook, from Mr. Bennett's boyhood to his death,
is not a picture which Cook would be apt to be willing to hav drawn by artist's hand-say that of Prof.
John Fiske.

MY FBIENDS: It is gratifying to me, and I hav no
doubt is to all of you, to meet here to-night for the
first time in the capacity of a Freethinkers' meeting.
We are the beginning, as far as I know, of a new
Jo Cook Rightly Measm·ed.
organization in this country, and if I am not much
From tl<e Wimt"l Press.
mistaken we shall be very much misrepresented by
We regret tb.at we last week intimated ·to our
those who do not clearly comprehend our aim and readers that we would this week hav something
object. It is not likely that we shall be credited more to say regarding Joseph Cook, his diain genuwith being investigators into the true sciences of the oua ways, etc., for our columns are crowded, and we
l!!. ws of nature ·and truth, but by the church people ought, we confess, to devote space to more important
we are more likely to be styled a few God-denying matter. Mr. Cook commands notice only as he is
Infi~e~s who. h~v for o~r objeo~ the ~bolition of the pressed forward by .the pulpits in .their defense; but
C~risti~n rehgwn, by mt~oduom~ V:Iews and doc- we find he is gettmg more notiCe than .we were
trms direct~y opposed to 1t, .and It IS safe to co:mt aware of. So general is the unfavorable comment
upon the priesthood of the'drfferent churches usmg of the press in the West as well as the East upon
au· their ingenuity to oppose and misrepresent us, this loud.mouthed incinnation of arrogance and
nor ~an we r,eally blame, t~em, for ~hey hav a heav:y schol!u-ly pretense, as to hav attracted the at~ention
self-mterest at st<J.ke, tneir profeaaton at present IS of the journals of Boston, Cook's place of residence.
looked upon (in general) as respectable and necessary They are evidently indignant that he is regarded in Money Received for Daniel 'l,uttle Since Nov.
to the welfare of the Christum religion; they hav other parts of the country aa a representiativ Boamany privileges that the merchant, the mechanic or tonian, and spurn the "soft impeachment." Per8, 2 8 2 •
farmer hav not, besides a good, fat living for doing haps the most compact and pungent thing which any
Frank J. Stanton, Smyrna, N.Y.,
1 00
very little, only keeping the people deluded in the of the Boston papers has had to say of Jo is this by
A. Spiritualist, Buffalo, N.Y.,
5 00
10 00
greatest of all delusions, a religion founded upon the Boston Post: "What we object to in the things
J. Lehmer, Washington, D. C., ·
2 0
EA..SRhhe~,G~ayl
N. YM.,e.,
62
. mystery, miracle, and inspiration, and of said about Joseph Cook is that they make Boston
c oo, tr,oBnne,
angor,
.
P rophecy,
which they know no more than I do-and not as responsible for him!" Thia cleverness of sarcasm
George G. Meikee, Rockland, Ontario,
2 00
much-for I know it is all founded upon a false could not well be excelled; it nearly tells the whole
V. J·. Borrette, White Rock, Nevada,
1 00
basis, and what makes them fear and dread the story of how Cook iil regarded where he is best
E. B. Foote, Sr., M.D., New York,
1 00
50
Freethought movement is, they are jealous tha_t we known. Boston cherishes beyond almost any other
E. W. Fitzner, Nord, Cal., ·
1 00
hav mora truth on our side of the question, and city in the world it.s really able men, ita. Emersons,
J.P.
Manduq1,
Boston,
·
·
H
N. S. Johnson, Sioux Falls, D. T.,
1 00
if we succeed in removing the wool of ignorance Phillipses, Lowells, Holmses, Walkers, Fields, ales,
Dl'. Fairchild, New Brunswick, N.J.,. .
. 1 00
from the eyes of some of their devotees their trade etc., to say nothing of Longfellows, Alcotts, and
Bertie Da.vis (age 11), Elm ll'alls, N.Y.,
.
25
and calling is in danger.
others whose great names are written in her soroll of
Ferd Smith, U.S Ironclad Lehigh, CityPoint,Va., 50
Ws are met here to-night as a brotherhood of men honor. If she could possibly find anything in the
Lizzie S. Co®k, Mound Creek, Kanas,
25
· ·
· ht t o .th'm k f or ourse1vs ms
· t ead of bl_atant.0 oo k• worth y h er regard sh e would no t be
W.
H. Burr,
Washington
City,
D. C.,
32 oo
00
cl l:Ummg
t h e l'Ig
George
1\Iaddox,
Hamilton,
Out.,
having it done by a superstitious and selfish priest. slow to proclaim it.
$32 12
We are here upon equal terms, recognizing no
But we must waste as little space-as poBsible upon
priest or supeili.or amongt:~t us, only as some may hav Jo and will confine ourselvs to a point or two. Last
I am more than grateful to generous Liberals
got more light upon the true science of life and of week we charged that Jo in his Friday-night lecture
who
hav responded to my appeal for Mr. Tuttle, and
nature's laws, and it is from such that we all hope to of the week before "abused the sweet confidence of
derive some profit.
his audience," in respects which we did not detail, hope each month will show an increase over the
For, as I apprehend, we hav all of us been I?rought but hinted at. As an instance of what we .call o!u- last. Hacker and Tuttle are both old, crippled, and
up and trained in the belief of Christian theology, rageous lying, beoaut:~e it involved the meanest kmd needy; hav no income or means only as it is sent in
aud having had this creed so forcibly impressed upon of calumny, but which nevertheless has an apparent by Liberals. Both hav sick wives, and need a good
.
.
our minds in our- babyhood and youth, it is no easy basis of truth, we cite the fact which the few who girl or woman to keep ho~se tor them.
Both hav spant a long hfe m work for L1berahsm.
matter ·to rid ourselv11 of it. We hav each one of us heard him will all remember that Cook referred to Both
published Liberal papers, and both hav claims
been endowed with a capacity for thinking and in- a wretched editor, whose name he did not proclaim,
vestigating for ourselvs, and if we would arrive at but whom he painted in loathsome colors, an~ at on every Liberal who can spare a few dollars, or
a few postage-stamps.
right conclusions we must use our own thinkers in whose trial by the courts for sending obscene liter- even
I shall not report again for two months, but hope
order to satisfy ourselvs whether the dootrins taught ature through the mails he was present, etc.
_
us in youth and up to the present time are founded
There was an editor, the late Mr. Bennett, of THE each one of you will remember and do.
It
takes
a
great
many
dollars
to
barely
liv
when
on fact. So far as we are acquainted with the laws TRUTH SEEKER, who was indicted, tried, declared
of nature we know of no instance where nature has guilty, and imprisoned under the technica~ charge ?f one has no income or even strength to out a stick of
We, too, will wear out by and by. But
departed from or violated her. own laws, and any sending such literature through· the ma~ls. So m wood.
us try and do the little good we can now, and
doctrin that is at vai:iance with these laws ought to one sense what Jo said was true; but m another let
we shall not hav to mourn wasted opportunibe received with suspicion. For my own part I sense, and the way he meant it, be_ knew that it was then
ties.
Er.MINA.
don't believe that the established laws of nature black as night with meanness, mahce, and false preSnowville, Va., Dec. 20, 282.
were ever suspended for the accommodation of any- tense, which no man knows how better or more de.
body; and if that' is so, then all the ·miraculous lightedly to utter than Jo Cook. Mr: Bennett was
events we read and are told of are simply not true. the editor of the most widely dissemmated journal
IT ia useless to any longer ask more thoughtful
And although there are many good and consoien- of Freeth ought in the country, doing a vast amount men to believe in a God who is the best, and at the
tious people who believe in and preach up this doc- of good in spreading the light of reason and ~xp.os same time ask them to believe in a theory of his
trin, it is not surprising, for they, like ourselvs, were ing the wretched tricks, craft! 1;\nd oloake~. vlllamy government that makes evil stronger than. good, .and
taught it in their infancy by their dear parents, of the churches and superstltiOu.s fanatimsm. It punishes forever the soula he has brought mto bemg.
whom they loved, and these parents had been tauglit was a point to be gained if posstble by the Young When we ask men to believe in .God we should show
the same by their dear parents, and so on for genera- Men's Christian Association to silence B~nnett's ~at· them the works worthy of a God. Evil may indeed,
tions.teries. He was therefore charged With sendmg and does appear in the process, or in the evolution of
And now these same believe1·s in what we consider through the mails a little pamphlet entitled" Cupid's morals toward the perfect; but that is a very di:ff~r
myths are much more to be pitied and sympathi~ed Yokes," which was said to be ." ob~oe!le ;",and a weak ent thing from evil appearing as perman~nt and mwith than to be blamed; though I would not be so jury, under the control of a Chnstian JUdge, con- eradicable in the la!!t result. And mankind are askcharitable toward some of them, who, I believe, are vioted him. So astonished was the bar of New .York ing for a new mea!ling in the aton.ement. T~ey ~an
infidel to their own honest convictions of the truth, at the result that a great lawyer present exclaimed, no longer believe m the old dootrm that Chr1~t died
and particularly some of the priests. But many of "When the innocent are convio~ed the ~udge and to reconcile God; for they naturally ask if God
these zealous Christian professors hav not had the' law are condemned P' And agam referr~ng t'? t~e needed such reconciliation, why, if Christ were
same opportunities for investigation or hav not dared case, "I am sorry for the honor of AmeriCan JUriS- divine did he not need to be reconciled ? Is Christ
to investigate like ourselvs.
.
prudence."
less ju'st than God? If God be the best, could Christ
There are but few of the Christian church people
Now what are the facts? Attorney-General :pay- be better or love the world more than God? And
. nsmg
. . up a~at!lst
.
who would dare to read such a work as Paine's ens carefully read the pham~hlet and declared It m the moral' judgment of the age .~~
"Age of Reason," or one of Ingersoll's lectures, or no wise obscene. Hosts of hterary men an~ wom':n the injustice that could be pi'opi~Iated by pums~r>:Jg
even THE Tau'l'a SE:Eu:a.
who had read this work were ready to ~esttf~ thetr the innocent instead of the gullty·; and It shrmks
In their present ignorant, priest-ridden, and dark- opinion that H was not obscene, but therr test1mony equally from the sham of imputing the sins of one
ened condition, it would seem to them that ignorance was unjustly, if not illegally, rule~ <?ut, on the sco~e to another, and then making a show or pretense of
was bliss where it would be folly to be wise, only that their opinions were not adilll:srnble because t e punishing.-H. W Thoma~ in the North American
they don't see how iJlnOrant they are, and as the old jury were the judges of the facts m the case. The Review.
saying is, "There is none so blind as those who will then acting president, Hayes, read the book and denot see." A~ the present time the light of science clared it not obacenee an? ;ret tho?gh over two hunM Alf
B t' t 0 1
and truth. is making falilter progress throughou.t the dred thousand people petitiOned bun to pardon Ben·
IN Poland, the Rev. r.
' ~ ap IS
erg.yman has so often and so greatly mcurred the dish (
h
world than at any former period, and it is my opin- nett, the miserable minion of the churc e~ ~ 0 w ~sd 1 '
f th civil authorities by the way he has
ion that it is only a question of time when the prin- wife, not him, a number of vengeful Cbnstums a P easure ~ h;s ereli ious services that he has been in
9iples of tru~h as revealed by ~ci~noe an~ ~ood oom- sent a petit~on protesting again~t the pardon) krpt ~o!ldu~te ,i~ 11 gHe is ettin nfled tQ it,
mon f:}e:n~e wtU JfflcQme 1it'e prmmpal rebgw:n of the ~hiJ m11>tter m abe71H1oe for p, wh!le ~nd tnen flemE:Jd Jail thirty t .. ~;J ' · g
g
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those present indulge too freely in it? Anyhow, no Be prepared to die this night, ye pack of unhalmatter .what caused the shortcomings, the fact was ·lowed pagans, and meet Jesus. Join us in our league
very aggravating to the lady of the house, especially against the de~il, and ·let us march on in :martial aron tho occasion of a weddin~. What could she do, ray." Echo alone has, ever since faithful to them,
The Basis of Christian Faith.
in such a critical moment? The guests would per- respo_nded to their appeal. Ont;~ good has this moveIf through the carelessness, ignorance, or self-in- haps ask for more wine, and what a disgrace it ment done to India. It has pulled down the little
terest of a certain person or persvns a house is built would be to let the deficiency be known to such a regard that the nativs had for Europeans, and sueupon a sandy instead of a solid fo~mdation, can it distinguished company ! Woman's mind in such ceeded in so short a time in bringing down to the
reasonably be expected to last long?
perplex~ng situations is more inventiv than man's. same level the rulers and the ruled. It has alike
The basis of Christian faith is founded on the sen- Necessity is the mother of invention; and besides, fooled Christianity well enough. We are not theretence: "For God so loved the world that he gave was not Marythe mother of Jesus? The conclusion fore hard upon the poor delud(:ld soldiers of the
his only begotten son, that whosoever believeth in is easily to be drawn; Of course Mary has faith in cross. If they had disturbed the peace of the connhim shall not perish, but hav everlasting life."
the divine power of her sen, and to him she addresses try by their noilily processions, they hav ·been interSappose a certain candidate for the presidency, herself for advice. Here was a chance for both to dieted by the government from making riot. Against
being cheated out of his rights to the presidential show to those who did not know it yet that she and this "rder of the presidency, magistrate, and of the
chair, spoke thua to the American nation:
her son were more than ordinary people. When a Bombay high court, Bahn Keshub Chunder Sen, the
"Oitiz,3ns, you hav wronged, deeply wronged me, great artist it'l invited to a dinner or a party, it is thirteenth apostle of Christ, and his followers apbut I love my couot.ry too well to bear it any malice. generally expected from him to favor the company pealed to the governor-general, who, however~ wisely
I am for2iving. Here is my ron, my only he got ton; with one of his masterpieces; firstly, to flatter the refused to interfere with local judioial government
make him snffer tho11e tortures which your ingenuity vanity of the artist; secondly, to please and enter- in oonBideration of public safety. The Christianized
may invent, and afterward crucify him, for only in tain the company; and thirdly-and let this not be Bahn Keshub Chunder Sen little dreams that Hindoothat way will my anger be pacified, and only his forgotten-to satisfy the pride and the ambition of ism is too perfect and true a philosophy to j1lstify
blood can wash off the wrongs you hav done me."
the host, but especially the hostess, for entertaining ll;is .borrowing any graceless plumes from ChrisWhat would the American nation-yes, the whole such famous persons as guests. Here was a cha.noe, t1amty.
M. R.
thinking, intellectual world-say of such a:a unnatural and Jesus did not fall short of his mother's expectsMadras, India.
father, and what would the nation think of thera· tions, for, as the holy Bible tells us, he ordered water
---------selvs for having nominated such a man as a candi- to be brought, and at his word and command it
Infidel Philosophy.
date? First, of course, they would politely decline changed into wine. Now this is what is called a
Christians never weary in calling Thomas Paine
the generous offer; but the matter would not rest coup de th!atrej Jesus -humble as mmal, even after
there, and the most probable and most natural thing the glory of performing such a difficult feat; his 11 drunkard, forgetting that in his day there were no
would be that his own family would object ·to such a mother prouder than before of such a great and use- teetotalers, even among the clergy, and that they
charitable action and place the donator as quickly as ful son, the guests dumbstruck, some more praGtical turned out as many drunkards according to their
possible in a lunatic asylum. And yet on such a ones delighted. But still it must hav been humiliat- numbers as any other class of people.
I here submit a portion of an account given by a
tyrannical, Oi1prioiou3, and bloodthirsty act of the su- ing for the lady of the house .to hav the fact of her
preme being, the supposed almighty God, the most lov- want be known, even if afterwards the supply sur- landlord for the entertainment of ministers. who met
at his house. The occasion was the ordination of a
ing and charitable father of all fathers, or at least sup- passed the demands.
posed to be so, if we think for a moment the existNow let us analyzs this 'feat at the rililk again of pastor of "The South Sooiety," in Hartford, in the
ence of a god, ii bailed the foundation of our beaud- being excluded from everlasting life; but the desire year 1784. The account is taken from the record of
the church, and is given upon the authority of Rev.
ful Christian faith for the holy Bible, that most sa- of inquiry is too tempting.
ored of books, though containing passages which
Was it the place of Jesus, the son of a God, to as- Lyman Beecher, D.D.
would make sailors, minerlil, and soldiers blush-that sist at such a feast, where wine was served, and 2 mugs tody,
5 segars,
1 pint wine,·
most sacred of books, which teaches us that only the which, as an undeniable matter of fact, created in- 3 bitters,
15 boles punch,
11 bottles wine,
blood and the sufferings of this innocent man could toxication, or did God or Jesus himself change for 5 mugs flip,
3 boles punch,
3 boles tody.
redeem the world, and that was God's will.
this solemn ocoaaion the law of nature in J esus,s beCreature comforts pretty well enjoyed, one would
Verily, verily, I tell thee there ia true religion in half, by making wine as harmless as water in order think, by a lot of ministers at one ordination.
not bslieviJ?-g such an act of cruelty committed by a to save Jesus the humiliation of getting intoxicated
Mr. Beecher further says of an ordination at Plyfather on h1s son.
and so discredit the father?
mouth: "When the ministers had done eating and
His son! Who and :vhat is God's son?
1 Had the Commandeur de Gazeneuve or "the Great drinking, and taken pipes and. tobacco, in less than
J~~ep~ and Ma~y e~Jo,yed .a poor bu~ haJ?PY do- · Hermann" performed the same feat it would hav fifteen minutes there was such a smoke you could
me~•l::l hf~, he bemg ma.ustnoua, and. sne !1rtuou~. 1 been to their credit; but was it not below the dig- not see, and the noise I cannot de.soribe. it was the
Th1s h~ppmess had ~o. be destroyed to sutt Gods nity of God's son to lower himself to such an extent maximum of hilarity." Now does anybody believe
mysterwus and oapr1010us purposes, to benefit a in order to prove his godly mission.
that Thomas Paine ever descended so far below the
wiokad world; for the Holy Ghost came, and the rest
P ..t.RVATULI.
dignity of a man as to participate in sucp rowdyisms
is known. Joseph acted as every other husband
as are here described b~ Dr. Beecher, and are known
The Salvation Army in India.
to hav been indulged 1n by these clerical Bacohawould hav acted; he intended to "sua for a divo1·ce,"
ana to e.x:pel his wife, and his first impulse was the
nalians?
most natural, but before "the papers were taken
Tired
sin,bearing
I 80 long ha.v been 1
B ut suppo11e h e was d run k every d ay, was h.18
Tiredof of
its burden 1
out" the Holy Ghost came in time; and let us giv
Tired of woe I hav felt and seen 1
drunk any worse than that of the mini 6 ters? It ill
credit where credit is due, for he acted like a square
Tired of the course I hav trodden 1
becomes the clergy to he wiping their polluted feet
and sensible gentleman, after the wrong was once
CHoRus-Come, Lord, and set me freeupon his spotless garments. Besides, if he did get
committed. Square, as it saved Mary's honor in.
Thou art the great burden bearer;
drunk, it does not dull the point of his reasoning.
Joseph,s eyes; sensible, as it saved him (the Holy
Jesus has died for me,
Suppose it should be ascertained that Euclid or Co~
Ghost) many an annoyance.
That I mi~tht be ~t crown wearer.
pernicus or Kepler got drunk, would that do away
But how did Joseph and Mary liv after this honor
-The Indian War C1·y, Nov. 1, 1882.
with the eternal principles which they enunciated?
had been bestowed upon them? Was their happy
And well might Jesus be a burden bearer! The Everything goes to show that it is the damaging
home broken up, and was it as Byron s~s ?-:- _
sin that our Indian salvation corps is tired of is their arguments against the Christian religion and not the
"Both did liv, but every morrow
missionary undertaking in a land where the rook of big drunks of 'I·homas Paine which has so long stuck
Woke them from a widowed bed."
heathen faith defies all the salvation tomfoolery. in the throats of the clergy.
Had Mr. Joaeph been an American citizen, and The burden they are tired of bearing is the honor of
The money spent on church edifices and paid to
had this affair happened in this country and in this Jesus, whose ver,y existence stands on the quick- the olergJ and otherwise expended to keep the Chrisage, I guess some enlightened and eminent lawyer sands of doubt, if not of forgery. The woes of tian juggernaut rolling, would make every poor
would hav advised the gentleman to sue the Holy which they justly complain are their recent ex:peri- family comfortable, and educate all the poor chilGhost & Co. for damages, for breaking up his once ences in the jail to which a heathen magistrate had dren in the country. The poor are neglected, the
hsppy home and for destroying his domestic happi- condemned them, and of which the high court of children grow up in ignorance, while seventy thouness, and the verdict of a just and impartie.l jury Bombay and the Christian viceroy, Lord Ripon, ap- sand ministers are petted and feasted, a:nd liv upon
proved. The course they hav trodden has been the the unpaid toil of those whom they enslave. The
would hav been in Mr. Joseph's favor.
Indeed God's ways and notions to save this one foolishly chalked out by General Booth. In- scriptures should be treated like a witness on the
"wicked world" are mysterious-too mysterious to deed, Jesus did set them free, just when it pleased stand. No credit should be given to them after the
be any longer accepted by an enlightened and mat- the court to release them. Jesus is the great burden first lie or contradiction is detected.
ter.of.faot people.
bearer; but the rebellious Salvationists being unThe goddess of liberty has been hunted down by
Further the sentence of this donatiom .says that welcome guests here, both to the British government the priesthoed the world over. Voltaire and Paine
"whosoever believeth in him shall not perish, but and its loyal subjects, they are a burden to India. And received her with open arms, and the Liberals alone
shall hav everlasting life." So to believe in both· Jesus died in order that his favarit Salvationists can be trusted to defend her. Priestoraft and kingfather and son secures us everlasting life.
Ishould wear the mock crown of a rioter.
craft hav gone hand in hand and dealt out their
I guess a good many will not accept it in this way, I The Indian salvation regiment consists of Major double curses to human kind. Priests hav kept the
taking in consideration with what blood-money it Tucker, Captain Bullard, Lieutenant Thompson, people in ignorance. Kings hav robbed them, and
was bought. Besides, it is hard for a good many to' Cadets Lane and Carroll, and Mrs. Tucker.
the spoils hav been mutually divided between the
accept it at that price, viz., of deliberately imprison- I Mr. Tucker was, before joining these fanatics, a two.
iug their brains.
:deputy commissioner in the northern provinces and
Woman is the.natural equal of man, and in some
But in order to make this difficult task a little eas- an influential officer in India, with good prospects respects his superior. Her flesh and bone and brain
ier, we see Jesus afterwards perform some miracles before him. Poor man! he thought it better to accept are of a finer texture, and her manners susceptible
to prove that he is worth believing in, al!d that we the title of major in the salvation ranks, and lost all of a finer polish. Ths Bible makes her the slave of
ar<3 not required to believe in one who does not show. honor and influence. Now both he and his wife, man, and she can never assume her natural position
! having fallen into the snares of Booth, drink of the in the human family until she learns to put her foot
his proper credentials.
L:;,t us analyze one of those miracles, for instance, bitter cup that the devil has served them.
upon her enslaver. God has called tens of thouthe one done at the wedding. Strictly spoken, ana-. They erected a tent in the fort of Bombay, and sands of lazy men to preach the gospel. They hav
lyzing is not allowed, and forfeits the claim to ever- are acting a farcA. Their theater is every night lived upon the Ullpaid labor of their slavish dupes.
lasting life, but we'll risk it. We see Jesus at a crowded by a motley group of sneering Hindoos, and died in debt to the world for their living; and
wedding, a fea~t where wine was served, as the holy Mohammedans, and Parsees. 'l'he Christians of this all experience proves that the laziest man always reBible tells us, and where, as a matter of fact, all who place consider it a shame to co-operate_. with the oeived the loudest call. A designing priesthood has
had drunk of it were more or less under its influence. actors, who hav made themselvs the laughing-stock chained the world down in ignorance. The chains
Did Jesus drink of it? In the middle of the feast of the public. They hav not hitherto made <;>ne are none the less galling because priests fast and
the lady of the house perceives that the wine, the '}Onvert. When challenged by the nativ's to discuss pray. Their fasts and prayers are like patches of
most essential article to keep the ball runmng, is upon religion, they politely decline, and refer them gold.leaf-laid on to hide d;;feots in the rotten rnagetting short. Now how d_id this happ<'n? Did to the r<averend missionaries. "Oar province is," terial.
they take in an insufficient supply for the occasion? say they, "1io fight against the deviL" The captain
Is it possible that a god. of wis!lom and mercy
Did more guests com~ than W~?re expected, or did ~nd the major waste their lungs in V&in~ and, cry: would le~ve a revelation upon which hangs the hap-
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piness of the whole human family to the chances of of information not open to us at all times, and not in get from the infallible head of the church, to whom they appeal
printing or writing? Search your b~st printed our waking hours. For never is the sleep so pro- against the action of their own bishop. The gr(,\at sympathy of
the holy father for the poor and afflicted is well illustrated by
Bibles and see how many words are blotted or oblit- found as to obliterate all sense of personality; some that
cold and heartle5S replj.of his chief of staff. That is
era ted,. materially changing the sense, or destroying sense or idea of ancient .!JOnsciousQ.ess revives, calling likely to be the last the creditors will ever hear from their
it altogether. Frequently a fold in the paper, under previous experience. We hardly are able to believe petition, praying justice be done them by the head of the
the press, will obliterate one or two lines; with all that our s~uls are no older than our bodies, and date church.
our improvements in printing many books are still our nativity from ·the family register .. Time and No one who knew the Purcells believes that a single cent of
the people's moriey ever stuck to their fingers, and it is a
very imperfect. The difficulty must hav been aug- space cannot chronicle the immortal mind; none. of gratuitous
insult to their memory for Bishop Elder ·and satelmented a hundredfold before the art of printing was us remember when we did not remember, nor when lites to proclaim them as personal defaulters when the world is
known. I 'read in one Bible "Thou shalt commit we were unborn. The poets often avail themselvs of cognizant of the fact that they spent every dollar of the deposits
adultery;" in another, "Thpu shalt not commit the theory of pre. existence. Virgil, in the sixth on what they called religion. The archbishop visited Rome on
adultery." Now, which is the· true word of God I book of his 1Eneid, teaches distinctly the transmi- several occasions, and it is well known that he never approached
"holy fr.ther" empty-handed. He considered it a part of
am at a loss to know. Judging from the practice of gration of souls. "These souls," says Anchisis, tbe
his religious duty to fee ihe infallible, and had tlie people's
the clergy, I should think the former. Kings David "destined for other bodies, drink in the waters of money
handy for the purpose. All that was not given the pope
and S.olomon evidently understood it in that light. If Lethe a long oblivion of things past." Robert was spent on churches, school-houses, and other religious instiGod would leave the everlastinghappinessormiseryof Southey remarks, "I hav a strong and lively faith in tutions in the diocese, and it comes with a very bad grace from
one single individual hanging upon a book which any- a continued existence, and that we shall reoove1· the the priests he fed, clothed, and educated with the depositors'
one could change or alter, and which has been changed conscioRsness of other stages through which we hav money to come in at this late hour with the plea that his finanpersonal banker.
and altered in hundreds of instances, he would be passed seems to me the most benevolent, wise, and cial agent .was simply aCREDITORS
OF ARCHBISHOP PURCELL.
too careless for a man, and too contemp.tible for a probableideaorconclusion." Plato,Socrates,Pythag- Oindnnat·i, Dec. 7, 1882.
god. The strong presumption is that God has never oras, Herodotus, all include pre-existence as well as
been engaged in the book business to any very great post-existence-a perpetual succession of temporary
'l'he Cause in Pennsylvania.
extent.
·
lives, each in distinct bodies, each terminating in
To
THE
EDITOR OF THE TBUTH SEEKER, ~ir:
We hear one man preaoh, and we know by his ig- what is termed death, and each followed by re.newed
Brother
J.
H. Burnham, of Saginaw, Mich., will
n<;>rance that he believes what he preaches. We hear. life .in another body.
Porphyry conceives that it is to expiate evils in a soon be with u8 to remain a couple of months. His
anothe1' preach, and judge from his intelligence that
he means to impose upon his hearers. The one ex- pre-existent state that we are now clothed with address will .be J. H. Burnham, care of S. F. De
cites our pity, the other our contempt.'
material bodies; and by fulfilling exactly the duties Jones, 99 Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
W. S. Bell, of Boston, lectured before our League
· All that is good, true, pure, and noble in religion imposed upon us, with resignation, we return to the
yesterday
on "Liberty and Morality." His lecture
no Llbaral would wiBh to destroy. All that is self- state of heroes, angels, and archangels. He also
ish, mean, wicked, and untrue no Christian should says, "The1·e is also a descending scale of diabolical is an excellent one, and Brother. Bell deserves well
of the Liberal public. I understand he is on his way
wish to preserve.
JOHN PECK.
life."
Lord Lytton observes, in his novel of" Lucretia:" to Kansas, where he will remain all winter. May
Yours truly,
success attend him.
Pre-existence: Evolution.
"Wh~t we call eternity may be but a series of
HARRY HoovER,
The immense hosts of spirits who hav separated transitions which men call death, abandoning home
Cor. Sec. L. L.
and left the physical body are always anxious to after home, ever to fairer scenes and loftier bights.
Pittsbu?'[Jh, Pa., Dec. 18.
continue their particular faiths and opinions among Age after age the spirit, that glorious· named lif.etheir successors on earth. . They spare no pains or force, may change its tent, fated not to rest in the
A Great Man has }"allen.
disguises to e:ffeot their purpose. We find no fully dull Elysium of the heathen, but carrying with it
trance lecturers wuo are not controled by such ever .its elements, activity, and desire. Why should
From an address oy SereM Edwa>·ds 1od,d, Sr.
spirits, very little, if any, advanced from when they the soul repose? J,abor is the purgatory of the errThe chamber where the good man meets his fate
ing, and none the less the heaven of the good."
Is privileged above the common walks .
were in the physiQal body.
Of virtuous life, quito on the verge of heaven.
The Greeks and Romans accepted thes~ spirits as
Walter Scott, in his diary, says (Feb. 17, 1828):
their gods; they delivered oracles to them and were "I cannot tell if it is worth marking down, that y~.>s
The old spelling-book of my young years taught
accepted by them. Roman Caiiholios accept them as terday I was strongly haunted by what I would call its readers one of the most useful and subli~e lessaints and saintesses. And those who think them- the sense of pre-existence, in a conformed idea that sons that finite beings can learn, namely: "To be
selvs philosophical may be deceived by personations, nothing which passed was said for the first time."
truly great one must be truly good." '£his elevating
as Socrates, B!lcou, Shakspere, Franklin, and the like,
Tennyson repeatedly refers to this mood, and in sentiment chimes most beautifully and harmoniously
with no evidence of the progresaiv, advancing intel- Wordsworth we find the following:
with every noble faculty of our nature. Good, nolect of those great souls. How often has Thomas
ble, and generous thoughts and corresponding acOur childhGod sits upon a throne
That hath more power than all the elements.
Paine been personated by some ranting medium, intions constitute the great and good man. Search
I guess not·wha.t this tells of beings past,
stead of his firm, candid, reasoning thought.
the record of the long life of our departed friend
Nor what it augurs of the life to come.
and co-laborer; read critically the voluminous writThe Romans believed that at the battles their solings which emanated from his facil and graphic
dim·s, and those of their opponents, still continued
Our birth is but a sleep, and a forgetting;
The soul that rises with us, our life-star,
)n the conflict after they were slain.
Mr. Moiiaon
pen; and point, if any one is able, to a single disfigHath had elsewhere its setting,
uring blotch in his character, from the days of
says, in his life of St. Barnard: "Miracles, ghostly
And cometh from afar.
apparitions, divine and demoniac interference with
thoughtless boyhood to hoary age. When beset by
sublunary affairs, were matters which a man in the
bloodthirsty persecutors who ought to hav extended
Not in entire forgetfulness,
A.nd not in utter nakedness,
twelfth century would less doubt of than his own
to him a friendly hand and words of cheer; when
But in hailing clouds of glory, do
driven relentlessly to the wall by those who were
existence."
We come; from our past home.
invested with authority in the court·room, to judge
Seneca compares the birth of man into this life
C. A. VoN CoRT.
him accoriling to the law, but who condemned
to his birth from the womb of nature into another
Washington, D. 0. _.._
him contrary to the law; when dragged to the
beginning, into another state that expects us.
penitentiary where he was doomed to penal servi"It will be just a.s natural for you," says a spirit,
"to become conscious when entering into the spirit
The Archbishop Purcell Defalcation~
tude, simply for cherishing an opinion! yes only an
world-you would experience just about the same
It will be remembered that a few years ago con- opinion different from the erroneous opinions of his
surprise that a ohild does when coming into this sidera.ble excitemen~ was caused by the diseovery mortal enemies, we see nothing in his looks, actions,
world or existence.
that Archbishop Purcell, of Cincinnati, was a de- or words but gentle patience, meekness, and lamb" A form which vanishes," says Gustave, "is the faulter; that as almoner he had received large sums, like submission. In reason's ear, he was an illustricreation of a new form, or of a l:!eing. What we amounting to millions, from the Cathohcs of Ohio, I';UB hero. He was a noble martyr in the glorious
oall death is a movement in advanoe, a progressiv and that he was utterly unable to repay them. His oause of science, reason, and ]'reethought. He was a
evolution in life."
oreditors, many of whom hav been reduced to pov- profound thinker. The immense manual drudgery
The past furnishes us proof of this assertion; for it erty by the mismanagement of the archbishop, hav incident to~ giving expression to his thoughts, through
is through the change of anterior forms that we ar- recently addressed a petition to his so.oalled holi- the medium of the pen and press, proved to be his
rive at our present state in life. Suppose that the ness, the pope at Rome, praying that something executioner. But the ingenuous record of his indusovule which is to be sometime a ~p.an had sensibility may be done .toward refunding their squandered trious and virtuous life will mold the characters of
and intelligence, would it not take premonitory earnings. 1'he following reply to this petition has unborn nations, ages upon ages to come, while his
symptoms of its ovulary organization-that is to say, just been received through Bisho:e Elder, of Ohio: mortal remains, and all there may be of us, will be
passing from inferior lifQ to superior? The fretus
CINCINNATI, Omo, Nov. 30,1882. sleeping in the dust. We do not always appreciate
has an organization and life distinct from the ovule PATRICK DwYER, EsQ., 1Jea1· Sir:. His eminence, Cardinal the immense value of the golden moments of life,
and the infant. Suppose the sensitiv and the intel- Simeoni, prefect of the congregation of the propaganda at until the fleeting hours are gone forever from us.
ligent, approaching the end of life, began to experi- Rome, has written to me to the following effect:
We never hav half realized what a true, faithful,
h
ff ·
f h'ldb' h
ld
·
·
"Some of the creditors of your diocese hav sent to the holy and generous friend we had in him whose sudden
t
ence e su ermgs o c 1 lrt ' wou ,not It, or lll- father and to me a printed petition, of which I send you a C?PY·
telligence, believe that the convulsiv embrace to As they request me to giv them ~n answer and address 1t to departure we mourn. If there is· a blessed clime
what is termed death is only the death-rattle of Mr. Patrick Dwyer, I beg you to mform them that I hav re- formed for ,the good and the truthful, where life is
agony, and its last adieu to existence? Is not the ceived the petition. As for the matter set forth in it, you are not a breath, may we not rest confidingly in the
first wailing of a new-born child its entrance into a much better acquainted than I am with the state of the busi- thought that the spirit of our departed friend, when
new and higher life? And so the end of one life is ness, and you will plElase answer them according to your pru- he drew the drapery of his dying couch about him,
dence and iliscretion."
the comm~ncement 0 f anoth er life more perfect.
Consequently; I take leave to say to you ~at,to the chief was greeted and welcomed to the free and perfect
It is beyond a doubt that at the endless series of matters contained in the petition I hav already g1ven an answer, occupancy of some glorious realm where sorrow and
evolutions we shall realize more and more the laws which was published in the Conune1·dal of Aug. 19th, and I mourning, siokness .and death, can never enter?
of human destiny, which are revealed to man by our respectfully refer you to it. If you hav not a cop! of it I c~n
0 deep, enchanting- prelude to repose !
inspirations and infinit desires.
furnish you with one. I hav the honor to remam, dear srr,
The dawn of bliss, the twilight of our woes !
Yet half I hear the parting spirit sigh :
Uniess man is eternal in his mental, imm•rtal in very respectfully, your obadient servant,
•
i- WIL,LI,~ HENRY ;BJL~ER, .
It is a dread and awful thing to die.
personality, infiuit i~ h1s desires, then there is no imCoad. to the ArchBishop of Cmcmnati.
Mysterious worldB, untraveled by the sun,
mortality, nor omnipotent goodness, nor iniinit love,
This is all the consolation the creditors get as the
Where time's far-wandering tide has never run;
nor eternal justice.
result. of their petition. The probable truth in the
From your unfathomed depths, your viewle~s spheres,
Among the Spiritualists who accept the pure, pla. matter is that Purcell gave the moneJ to the pope
A. warning comes, unheard by other ears.
tonic dootrin of pre·existe11ce we find a Bronson Al- and to the church, and the pope and the church i~
Soull'f the just, companion of the dead,
Where is thy home, and whither art thou fled?
colt, a veritable sage. He says "every creature as- tend to keep it. In the Cleveland Leader the credlsists in its own formation," souls being creativ and tors publish the following card:
craving form, and through the spirit existence desire creates substance, wherein all creaturs seek con- In view of the yetition sent t~ Rome,, that is .a very singular
AMERIC-".N te!l'cher: Who was the ~rst man? ~ead
junction in nature. There is not anything in nature ~t:ply. .The cred1~ors a~cuse ~1shop Elder Wl~h a do·noth- .scholar: Washmgton; he was first m war, first I n except desire which holds t.~ubstances t Jgether. as all mg policy, ami h!R ad~R·lsers Wltdh abn okpethn aHet.mt.Pt tto dh~fentdo Teacher: No, no; Adam was the first man. Head
.
'
them and the boss at ,orne sen s ac
e pe I 10n ° !ill
h 1
01 · f
' t lk'
ff ·
I 'pose
thmgs sway ~coul.t f~:roes, or spirit forcet:J, we gain; deal ~litli them at his pleasure and to an~wer the~:?" a~cording so oar; 1, l you re a mg o orelgners, s
pl'eteroa.ttu·~llns:pm~twn~ a!!.d hav aocee11 to Bonroeij · to his prudence a:o.d dl;cretion,'' That JS the sat1sfac~!on they he was ·
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perJence that the whole gtory is an impossibility;
ana we may, with Mr. Bennett, conclude that
"the remarkable statements of the resurrection
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
and ascension belong to the realm of :fiction and ab~
surdity,
intelligent_ people of the present day having
Editor.
E. M. MAcnoN.ALn,
. Publisher. but little bel_ief in the dead re-turning to life, or in
MARY w. BENNETT,
physical bodies ascending into and. living in the
21 Clinton Place, New York.
ethereal regions above."
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The Infamous Cook Again.

The largest and cheapest Radical Journal published in
We knew that from the moment Jo Cook left
Europe 01' America, containing seven hundred square inches India he never let an opportunity _pass to lie about
more reading matter than any othe1· journal of its kind.
and slander Mr. Bennett. We knew also that at

Boston on the 8th inst. he repeated his lie11, and we
All JJrafts, Oheaks, and Po.qtal.Orders,"should be made pay- supposed he bad not beard of Mr. Bennett's death.
able. to MARY W BENNETT.
But now he comes to New York, and in the church

of the" Divine Paternity" again tells the lies so often
DECEMBER
30,
1882.
exposed.
A man who talks of "obscenity" in a
SATURDAY,
church of the" divine paternity" must hav. a strange
sense of the proprieties.
The Resurrection.
W'Ords cannot measure the meanness of him who
The following inquiry from an esteemed friend is tears open the grave to attack an enemy. Slander
sent us for enlightenment:
· is the weapon of the coward, and lies his a.mmuni.
T•• D
tion, and Jo Cook is both a liar and coward when he
aISNE,a .u..u,
6• 282•
ec.a1few
MR. EDITOR: While in argument with
minister
days defames the memor.y of one whose shoes he was not
ago he said that no leading Infidel denied the resurrection of worthy to unloose. He tells what he knows to be
Christ. If there is one please name him. I could not answer false, and what can easily be proved to be false by
it satisfactorily.
Respectfully,
W. Hoaa.
the Indian public before whom Mr. Bennett lectMr. Hogg would hav been perfectly safe in lilaying ured. The trouble with him is that Mr. Bennett's
that every leading Infidel not only doubted the res- audiences numbered thouaandil, while but paltry hunurrection, but positivly denied it. The thing is 80 dreds were humbugged into hearing him. Well may
manifestly absurd and impossible that unless a per- he say that the greatelilt danger to Christianity in
son is prepared to believe all that the priests and min- India was "from the attacks of imported Infidels."
isters say regarding Christianity. he must dililbelieve Mr. Bennett's visit produced more good than Cook
this story. The evidence regarding it is contradic- and the missionaries can overcome in years by their
tory and of such a character as to be of no value. harmful labors. That is the secret of J o Cook's ranAs Amberley, in his" Analysis of Religious Belief,'' cor and spiteful animosity.
says, "Upon this momentous question every one of
"Ajaokass once kicked a lion. The lion was dead."
the Christian writers is at variance with every other."
And the writera of the gospels, who might be sup~ax the Churches.
posed to know something about it, disagree with
The American~Sentry, a Greenback paper, says:
each other as radically as clergymen of different
sects regarding their little tenets of belief.
"To tax productiv property yieldin~.r an uncertain income and
not to tax unproductiv property yielding a certain income, is
We know of no Freethinker who does not deny one phase of modern American statesmanship that is not in harthe resurrection, and many who would not so term mony with the best interests of !l'ee government."
thenis.elvs deny the bodily resurrection. Greg, in
Th'
·
Is statesmanship is the secret of the influence
his "Creed of Christendom," says: "It will be seen
that. we make no scrup1e in negativin~ a doctrin of kour .legislators upon the clergy. A priest can
held verbally by the church, viz.: the resurrection of rna e hlll_ people vote as he pleases, and a minister's
. .
is nearly as great over his con2regation.
the bodr," and. in a apint_1_1al
reaurrection Mr. Greg influe.nce
T
has as httle fatth. Voltaire-and the minister will h o wm votes the so-called ''statesmen" of our times
av exempted the churches from taxation and alhardly dispute that he was a leading Infidel-did lowed the clericals to draw subsidies from state and
not believe in it and ridiculed it without mercy.
After a long and thorough examination of the al- national treasuries. The way to stop such injustice
leged resurrection and ascension of Jesui, Thomas ish to refll8e to support the ministers and send men to
Paine wrote his opinion of t. he farce, which we will t e legislatures who cannot be scared by hell nor
bribed by heaven. We are glad to see the National
mini&ter. We L
q uot'3 for the benefit of :Mr. Hoag's
"'
League is circulating·petitions to force these
presume he will not deny that Paine
was a leading iberal
.
. Infidel. He says:
pnestly robbers from the State House at Albany.
L.e.t every Libera.l in. the state· send. to Man for apeI hav now gone1hrough the examination of the four books
d
d
ascribed to Matthew, Mark, Luke. a.nd John; and when it is titwn, an get It stgu.e by all m favor of equal
considered that the whole space of time from the crucifixion to rights.
what is C\illed the ascension is but a few days, apparently not
. mere than three or four, and that all the circumstances are
Truly Christian..
said
to
hav
happened
nearly
about
the
same
spot,
Jerusalem
Th
kf
1
·
d
it is, 1 oelieve, impo~sible to find, in any story upon record 8 ~
an u lD eed are we t h at we are not a Chrismany and such glaring absurdities, contradictions, and false- tian! The work which Christians do is so repugnant
hoods, as are in those books. They are more numerous and to every sense of decency that none but the lowest
striking than I had any expectation of finding, when I b<g~n and most depraved could find enjoyment in doing it.
this examination, and far more so than I had any idea of when To he a consistent Christian necessitates being a
Ineither
wrote Bible
the former
part of the to"Age
Reason."
then cowa.~d , a rIar, a b ypocrit,
· a d ef~mer of dead men, a
nor Testament
referofto,
nor couldI Ihad
prucure
any. My own situation, .even as to existence, was becoming despoiler of graves, an assassm of reputations, a
every day more precarious; and, as I was willing to leave some- slinking cur living on garbage picked from ash boxes
tbing behind me upon the subject, I was obliged to be quick and cesspools. This impression of what a true
arid concise. The quotations I then ~~de were from memory ChriBtian is we get from perusing the Christian Adonly, but they are correct; and the oplmollll I hav advanced in vocate, which has an editorial on the death of Mr.
that work are the effect of the most clear and long-established B
·
conviction that the Bible and the Testament are impositions ennett, m which it accuse~ h~m of being everything
upon the world; that the fall of man, the account of Jesus bad, and quotes as authonty the Inde.c and R.:P.
Christ being the son of God, and of his dying to appease the Journal.
·
wrath of God, and of salvation by that strange means are all
"Ye wish it w~re possible to proceed criminally
fabulous inventiollll, dishonorable to the wisdom and p~wer of agamst all the JOurnals who are slandering Mr.
thT~~~f~~Y~ impossible, at this distance of time, to ascertain Bennett since hi& death, but it would take an army
as a fact who were the writerS of those four books (and this of lawyers to fight this horde of liars, and it is imalone is sufficient to hold them in doubt, and where we doubt possible. It has been the fate of all the world's benwe do not believe), it is not difficult to ascertain n~ativly that efaotors to be persecuted in their lives and slandered
they were not written by the persons to whom they are as- in their deaths by the church and its hireling preachcri~h!· story of Jesus Christ appearing after he was dead is the ers, priel!ts, and editors. A list would :fill columns,story of an apparition, such as timid imaginations can always and include the world's grandest· minds. It is an
create in visivn, and credulity believe. Stories of this kind had honor to be slandered -by the church, rather than
been told of the asiassination of Julius Cresar, not mllJly years praised, since the men whom she hates are the ones
before, and they genera.lly hav their origin in violent deaths or n:..ost to be. loved, and the smile of her approbation
in the execution of innocent persons. In cases of this ktnd has been given only to those who deserve and receive
coil:! passion lends its aid, and benevolently stretches the story.
· f
h
f
It aoes on a little and a little further, till it becomes a most cer- execratiOn rom t e rest o the world.
tain truth. Once start a ghost, and credulity fills up the hisWhat shocks the Methodistical Advocate most is
tory of its life and assigns the cause of its appearance r One that Mr. Bennett should hav seen :fit to write an open
tells. it one way, another another way, till ~here are as many l~tter to ~ esus Christ, in which he_ asked the ques. stones about the ghost, and ~bo~t the propnetor of the ghost, twns -which naturally occur to an honest man on
as ther~ are abo~t Jesus Ch~lst m these ~our books.
reading the account of his life as given in the Bible.
··- . Christmas 1s !'- good t1me to drtve another nail in The~e _questi~ns, it is needless to. say, never occur to
the coffin of t~Is story, for on that day ~ro:n t~ou- Christian editors, who call this letter immoral.
_sands. of _pulp:ts was.told the tale of Clir!st s buth, Now, to us it seeril6 absurd for any man who pins his
and h1s b_trth IS nothmg to the world w1thout the faith to an illegitimate savior, to call any one imr-e~urrec~wn, and thousands of credulous dul?esl moral who merely disbelieves the story and seeks to
wlll beheve that ~ dead man really came to h~e remove the stigma of his savior's birth by giving him
and ascended bodll'f up to !teavel!, when t~ere Ifl an honest father. The Advocate will do well to
no proof of any kmd ~or It, wht.le there II! the j cease crying morality, when ita own faith is founded
ole~~;reat ani!. mo!l't undtsp"Qt~;~d evxdence and ex- . 0:11 8: traufflaction of the groa.ile~Jt imJllQ!lllity~ a~d its
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own ministers are the most ~mmoral men of our
times.

.Much for Little.
We hav on hand a goodly number of· Volumes I.
and· II. of THE TRuTH SEEKER,. published in 1874
and Us75, the same securely bound in good paper
covers. The first volume is a monthly, a.n9 the sec-·
ond a semi-monthly. Volume I. contains 160 pages,
an:d Volume II. 256 pages.
.
We are disposeo to send these out to friends who .
wish them at a trifle above the postage. We will
send Vol. I. for 25 cents, and Vol. II. for 50 cents.
They contain a large amount of reading matter, and
are worth nearly ten times the amount alilked. for
them. They abo are worth not a little to show
what THE TBUTH SEEKER was in the first and second
year of its existence. Let those who wish to secure
these volumes-not fail to make their wants known.

A Little Symposium on Ingersoll.
From the omaha Boo.

A number of local clergymen hav been interviewed as to the causes of Bob Ingersoll's popularity.
Th e reasons t h ey assign
.
can b e re d nee d to three-,curiosity, desire to listen to eloquence and wit, and'
a sinful'pess which seeks some escape from the consequences of guilt other than that offered by orthodoxy. _lt is a little singular that no one has auggested that a large measure of Col. Ingersoll's
popula:J;"ity might arise from the. fact that many of
the intelligent and thinking public are dissatisfied
with the character of the pulpit itself. Not with
the moral teachings of 1·eligion, but with the narrow
and . cramped and prejudiced interpretations of
ti·uth which are doled out to pew holders Sunday
after Sunday in our pulpits. When the teacher-is
intellectually below the average of his hearers,.
when the exposition of theory takes the place of
preaching whose object is to induce practice, when
stale, trite, and slovenly methods of exp1·essing
thought on the most important of subjects usurps a
clear, practical, and inspiriting teaching, the waning
· fl. ·
f 1 · l'
·
b
d d
lD uence o c er1oa tsm lS not to
e won ere at,
and the curiosity to listen to. so well an advertised
man alii Ingersoll ought to be no cause :Cor surprise •.
co1. I ngerso 11 h'tmse If attr1'b utes h'Is success m· att raet'mg au d'tences t o th e f act th a t ot·hers are t h'm k •
ing what he dares to assert. In a limited sense this
· so. Th e ten d ency of t b ought f or over a century
1s
h as b een toward the assertiOn
· of the idea that relig·
·
d
1 ·
d th
1' f
ton IS con net, not specu atwn, an
at no be 1e
which does not go out into, action has any efficacy
either in improving the morals of the holder or in
·
· of somety.
·
Of t h e t b oname 1'1oratmg
t h e con d'Itwn
sands who listen to the mingled sarcasm and wit,
· b 1ogw
· JOlne
· · d to b urnmg
·
com b'me d of ten w1t
elo"1'Iant
quence, wh'10h pours f rom t b e 1'1ps of t h e b nl
orator, a very small proportion accept his conclusions
· th ·
t' t
Th
1 h h ear t'l
t h'
lD
etr en tre Y·
ey may aug
Iy a
IS
denunciations of the bigotry, intolerance, and intellectual stagnation of the pulpit; they do not necessarily giv in their adhesion to the lecturer's aguments that the pulpit should be abolished or that
· an d goo d c1oth es oug h t to b e the chief
·
goo d 1·Ivmg
end of life. They may applaud his biting satire
directed against the incrustations with which dogma
has surrounded great moral truths, but they do not
deny those great tr.uths themselvs. And while with
Mr. 1ngerso 11 t h ey sh a k e t h mr
· si·d es m
· moe k'mg criti·
cism of what men hav said about the conduct of
life, which after all·is the one great aim of all religions, they utter no anathemas against those central
ideas which the best men in all ages hav agreed upon
as at once vital to. the preservation of the highest
f h
·
··
I ·
type o umamty and ciVIlization.
t IS something
more than fnere curiosity that draws together nightly
thousands of m~n to listen to Mr. Ingersoll. It
must be that he meets some want in bis hearers'
minds, or reflects, though in an exaggerated degree,
opinions which they thel1lselvs entertain. If the
pulpit is losing its grip on the masses it js because
of that inefficiency of those who occupy it, and the
intolerance of inen ·who seem determined to force
from the rank of the clergy evflry man who dares to
clothe his thoughts in a garb of originality or to array his interpretations of truth in the language of
independent thought. The fault does not entirdy
lie with the people that Col. Ingersoll attracts two
thousand persons e~ery n~ght that he cares t~ lecture, and vulgar curiOSity IS a shallow explanatiOn of
h
f th
h I :fid 1
t e success o
e arc . n e .
REV. w.

¥INISTER, I:N
REPLY.
To T:E!E E:t>ITOR or TIIE BEE: Your vigorous editorial in this
evening's issue, in regard to the teachings of the pulpit, con·
tains a mistake that 1 am much surprised to see you fall into.
You assert that the pulpit is given up to" exposition of theory,"
rather than the " preaching whose object it is to induce practice." Shallow minds are apt to fall into this error, but a mind
that could issue the editorial mentioned ought surely to hav escaped it. The writer, we must suppose, has formed his views
by reading accounts of the prEaching of one hundred years ago,
rather than by a personal attendance upon the services of the
day. Theological hair-splitting was the fashion in the times of
the Pu:r\ti'RS 1 but it h&s goDe out o:t du,t(} w\tb, th'lir -poiu.teq
h!llt!!,

J,

BUSHA, l'RESBYTERlA.N
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ThQ truth is, the minister who fails to preach with th~ praetical life of his congregation in view is grossly unfaithful to
Christianity. By our commission we are reqmred to preach
honesty, truthfulness, temperance, virtue. With this you
agree. But we go one step farther. We not only declare the
duty but we also supply th\1 motiv for performing it. We say,
:Be ye honest because there is a -personal God in the heavens who will punish dishonesty. :Be ye truthful beeau~e there
is
a future. because
judgmentnowhen
all hearts
be in
laid
-Be ye
temperate
drunkard
hathwillpart
thebare.
kingdom
of
God. In defending, therefore, the personal existence of God
and t_he reality of the judgment and the purity of God's kingdom, we are simply strengthening the__motiv. Whether we can
.
· · "d f
th
ti'
Th
· ·
prove these.th mgs 1s as1 e rom e ques on.
e question 1s,
Are
we
to be blamed because we not only advocate the duty
but also supply the motiv? And in the enforcement of the _latter are we not using the most effectual means of promoting the
the former?
It is a mere quibble to say that the preaching of the day is
·' t' Th ere 1s· no sentence so frequent
engagea upon speetua 1on~
upon the lips "of ministers as this, "You may believe all thil
doctrins of_ all creeds- and never be mnd; you must repose eonftdenee in Christ as a person and reveal that confidence by taking love for him as the motiv of every action." What is the
result? Whoever really follows out this direction becomes a
law-abiding citizen, an honest dealer, a virtuous and temperate
man. It is one thiug to giv a catalog of virtues, it is quite
another to inspire a man to practice them. This latter the Bible certainly does.

good citizens. And he says "be truthful" for the: writer only wants to know religious or scientific
same reason-that you would "catch it" if you were truth to state it, and only asks religious people to
I
·
G
h
·
d
bl" h h
not.
s that a creditable morality fo~ a -man of od, reason toget eras scientists o, to esta lS t e reto teach? Would it not be better to say be honest; ligion of truth, justice, and humanJty.
H.
and truthful because if yon are not you wrong your
fellows, and' no one has the right to injure another 1
Chinese Ol:thodoxy.
It is better to be temperate beeause the intemperate After several weeks' drouth, an- abundant rainfall has at
· h'1mself and a 11 oonnecte d Wlt· h n1m.
· If last refresheQ. the capital and its environs. All are happy and
man ·lDJUres
no drunkard has part in heaven, where are all the every one is asking everv one else to whom do we owe the
Bible worthies ?-and Jesus was but casting souls celestial_ blessing. Ae?<J:ding to what we learn from a wellinto hell when he turned water into wine for the. authenticated source lt lS no oth~r than our august lord and
· '
h' ·
· ·
.
1\tr' •
master who has brought us the ram .• In fact, yesterday mornconsumptiOn of 18 fellow .bacchanah.ans. JJ~llllB- ing he commanded one of his sedan-chairs and went to make
t
t bl
f
1
h
bl
d
era are o arne ·or supp ymg sue m1sera Y ma • his devotions at the temple of the god of rains and snow (Taequate motive as they do-motivs which move but N an-tien), in oder to get rain for his subjects. Hardly had
few, and which are founded on falsehood. As for our 11.ugust sovereign ~nelt down before the im11.ge of this g:od,
love of Christ being the straight way to heaven sup- ~hen the sky opened Its flood~gates ap.d sent down a fructifyh
Ch · · . . ·a ·
mg shower on the earth. Th1s fact JS one more proGf of the
_poae _t e:e were no
nst, no cruc1 xton, an no popularity of our_ emperor with the gods, and bow anxious they
re. surr.ectwn? . Suppose the whole scheme of salva- are to accomplish all his wishes.
d 1
d
h
1
twn lli a e USlOll an a snare; ~UPJ?OBe t e ~os~e s
The above, from the Pepin (China) Gazette, sounds
ar~ untruet an4 t~e records fabr10atwns of des1gnmg much like an orthodox editorial from the Observer
pnests and ecclestasts. The? where are you? And or Catholic Review. Suppose there had been a
we hav only supposed what ~8 amply prove~ by mod- Christian in Pepin who also prayed to his God at
ern research and scholarship Wouldn't 1t be bet
· ·
I d"
d' h'
d
·
.
•
.
.
- the same t1me the " august or
praye to ts, an
~er to hav based h.Ia hopes of tmmor~al.tty on the rain had come (or had not, as _the case be), which
good works here to h1s fellow-man, so that tf neaven god would hav got the credit?
is an unrealized dream he would liv in the hearts of
The editor of the Bee hits the nail on the head those that· came after him as one who loved his fel- .
Discussion.
when he attributes Ingersoll's popularity to the fac low-man?_ If the Bible inspires the practice of virthat the pew is getting dissatisfied with the pulpit- tues, why hav not the devotees of Christianity been
At Riverside, Iowa, on th6 9th, lOth, and 11th of
in other words, the ministers are standing still while more virtuous, more .humane, and less inclined to J;,muary there will be a debate between Col. M. E.
the laymen a1·e progressing. · It cannot be otherwise, imprison and torture men for their unbelief? Or is Billings, of Waverly, and Mr. Thos. Williams, of
when the clergy are bound to a paper idol, while the it considered a virtue to rack and burn heretics, to Riverside, on the following subjectg: 1st, "The
hearers are thrown in contact with the world of beat out the brains of babes, to rip open the bodies Bible is not God's Word." Affirmed by Col. M. E.
thought and mast receive more· or less impression of women with the sword, and to commit the thou· Billings, denied by Mr. Thos. Williams. 2d, "Jesus
therefrom~
They begin to see that the dogmas sand other nameless horrors of which Christians hav is an Historical-Character." Affirmed by Mr. Thos.
weekly hurled at them are false; that there has been been guilty? Let the minister ponder _on these Williams, denied by Col. M. E. Billings. The chair
no revelation, that the scheme of salvation is a things, and he will, if he is honest, be lellsready to will be taken by Dr. Wm. Ott. Meetings to commonstrous injustice in theory and has no foundation aJ!lcribe to the Jewish Bible _any saving qualities in mence at 7 P.M. and close at 9. Admission free.
in fact, and that all that the minister says of heaven the matter of virtue.
Everybody invited.
is mere guess-work.
~------~-----People are not dissatiafied with true morality, but
Book Notice~
Good Advice. J<'l'om the San .I?rancisco Argonaut.
they are with that morality which is only sustained THE BrBLE oF THE RELIGioN oF SciENCE. By H. s. BRowz1, M.D.
by the fear of hell, and which has for its foundation
A book of over 400 pages. Just published. Price $1.50.
Let Boston's Jo Cook go hang himself.
the grossest immorality. Flowers may grow from
Sold at this office.
a cesspool, but no one would think of mistaking the
This ilil one of the most remarkable produ,ctions of
THERE was so much interest aroused by Mr. Jamiecesspool for the flowers. Preachers prate of the this remarkable age. If persons wish to know the son's first course of lectures in Minier, Ill., that he
morality of the Bible, and thoughtles~ editors echo practical value of inspiration and the true religious was immediately eugaged to giv three lectures more.
them by attributing it to religion, which in their teachings of all the sciences, including the science of His seconrl courrJe in Braidwood, Ill., is to commence
minds is synonymoua with Christianity, when the Spiritualism, they will find it more plainly and ex- Dec. 27th. His engagement in Gardner, Ill., is Jan .
. fact i11, the Bible ii1 not a moral book, and Chris- plicitly taught in this book than in any other extant. 3d; 4th, 5th, 6th, and 8th. For lecturea, address him
tianity is not a moral system. Morality has grown
I. The basic principle taught in this book is that at Gardner, Ill., until Jan. lOth. Permanent address,
from ma.n's needs. The man who raises a crop of spirit niatter, force, and motion, and the laws of Lake City, Minn.
grain is apt to think he has a better right to it than growth, maturity, and decay are external substances
THE North Ame1ican Review for January opens
one who sits on the fence and watches him, and he ~r principle~, and that all of them make the law
would be very apt to regard it as -immoral in the god, who is omniscient and _omnipresent, and :fills all with a-symposium in which three of the most promwatcher to take it, and he would maintain his rights space, and never gets tired.·
inent advocates in this country of the "Revision of
without reference to the Bible. The Ten CommandOr extends through all extent,
Church Creeds," namely, Rev. Dr. Newman Smyth,
ments are the result of man's experience up to the
And operates unspent.
R'.lv. Henry Ward Beecher, and Rev. Dr. Lyman
time they were written, not the oouse of his action.
2. That the law god rules by the laws of order Abbott, set forth the grounds upon which such reThe Bible was manufactured in about the middle of and progress in exact time -and by the h~ws, growth, vision is deemed necessary. They admit that modrecorded history, and it is'a reflex of the morality of maturity, and decay. Every sun, every planet, every ern science and skepticism hav overthrown .the
its time and of the people who got it up. But it is satellite, and every insect, bird, beast, as well as old.fashioned Christianity, and claim that it must
no more fit for the people of to-day than the plows man, is subj~ct to these lawa. All hav a small and be modified to meet the religious demands of modern
or household goods of the Jews. Religion has no rude beginning, and grow to their greatest maturity times. But it doesn't seem to occur to them that
more to do with morality than_ Christ has with sci- and splendor, and then decay. Mankind had a. large constant revision and modification will in time enence. The Bee rightly says that it is more than beastly body at first and little mind, and in the laps tirely sweep away all that is vital in their system and
curiosity that draws thousands to hear Ingersoll. It of ages has slowly progressed until he has arrivod at leave nothing but some moral maxims common to all
is an appreciation of facts. Ingersoll givs eloquent his present civilized, enlightened, and intellectual systems, and certainly not original with Christianity.
expression to their views. They believe he is right, condition. And in this progress he has made and "Universal Education for Women," a question that
and go to hear him. If the ministers taught the worshiped many gods, from reptile to man, from just now is being warmly agitated both here and in
truths he does, they too might hav good· audiences. met.eors to the sun, from idols of wood to idols of England, is discussed by Prof. W. LeConte Stevens,
With the usual perversity of Presbyterians, the gold and diamonds, and from the spirits of devils to who, though he zealously advocates the measure,
minister makes some assertions which would un- those of man and their god, and, last of all, tbe great commands the attention and respect of its opponents
doubtedly be new to his synod. The Roman Cath- mass of religionists worship 8 wood god, and are as by the eminent fairness with which he states the adolio and Presbyterian churches are about the only ready to murder or n;taltreatall persons who call this verse arguments. Prof. Isaac L. Rice givs a" De:fiones that hav not modified their creeds, although the thinnes~ and most absurd god that man ever nition of Liberty," deduc~d from a profoundly philosome Calvinistic preachers hav been compelled by made, as the worshipers of any idols ever were. sophicalstudy of the phases of political evolution,
their people to throw a few drops of cold water on But never in any part of this progress hav they be- from the earliest Anglo-Saxon times to tb-e present
the fires of hell, and now and then rescue some come sufficiently enlightened to adopt the true law day. "American English," by Gilbert M. Tucker,
prominent man who may hav been supposed to hav god of nature and worship him according to the is a spirited defense of our cis-Atlantic fashion of
!!ODe there. What a man practices has but little in- principles established by the spiritual and material English speech against the aspersions of sundry
flaence on his future compared to his belief, accord- sciences.
~
British critics. The Rev. Dr. H. W. Thomas writes
-ing to that church. It is all theory, and that theory
3. The science of Spiritualism is the basis of the an arti_cle that can~ardlyf~~l to strike a s~~~a~hetic
is most barbarous. A man might practice all the religion of science, and persons who adopt this re-1 chord lD .many.a mm~: on The Re~ponstbthttes. of
virtues in the world, and yet the church can offc•r ligion soon learn that they must obey the laws of Progresstv Thmkers.
"Bigotry m the Medwal
him no certainty of getting to heaven-which is the order and harmony if they wish to get the best com- Profession," by Dr. David Hunt, is a protest from
great objectiv point of religion-unless he hold oer- munications from the purest ~pirits of heaven.
the pen of a respected member of the medical protain theories regarding the city of flowers and gold.
4. The worshipers of these man-made ~ods hav fession against the First Commandment of medical
In this the Rev. Mr. Harsha also differs from the always persecuted and abused the persons who sought ethics, which forbids association with any but regular
·Rev. Dr. Abbott, who says that church creeds "are to get a knowledge of the works and ways of the practitioners. Finally, C~arles T. Congdon, under
for the most part statements, not of religious facts, true god of nature, and they fought among them- the singularly apt title of "Adulteration of Intelli, but of religious theories; and our theological oon- selva for the mastery, the same as beasts de. Be- gence," exposes some of the grave evils to be appretroversies are almost entirely about, not the facts, cause all these religions were and are on the beast hended from the monopolization of telegraph lines,
but the theories." Mr. Harsha givs what he is re- plane, and not on the reasoning human plane, they press associations, and influential public journals.
quired to preach. But will simple honesty, or truth- all demanded sacrifices as the way to salvation, inT:ij:E·Springfield Republioan tells how a genth.;man
fulneas, or temperance, or virtue open wide the gates stead of knowledge and reason.
according to the Presbyterian oreed·? Let us see.
5. Now comes the scientific religion whi<$, says to took from his pocket after dinner a pair of solitaires
The confession says," We cannot, by our best works, all people," Settle your dispute by justice, as estab- and passed them to his wife. "Humph," she said,
merit pardon of sin or eternal life at the hand of lished by the highest reason of man, or they must be ''prize package, I suppose?" and passed them on to
God." What can "practice" avail against such a settled by the gage of battle the same as past re- her son. "Dollar store, eh ?" commented the
youth. Papa smiled and 8ilently replaced the card
dogma as that? And what.Jue the motivs this min- ligious people and beasts ha.v settled theirs.
ister says actuate him in living-if he does-a moral
All these subjects are treated in the most luoid in his pocket. A few days later mamma said.
life? . Is he honest because God will punish dishon- manner, and the true principles upon which 1·eligious "Where did you get those earrings yon showed u~ ?''
est:r? Does he tell his children that the only reason and political reforms should be conducted :ne shown "Well, a man submitted them to me at the store.
They were only $950, but you are such a poor judg<~
they must be honest is because he will be&t them if more plainly than was ever shown before.
they are not? It strikes us that the moment- they
All these subjects are trea1.ed in such a manne1· in of gems that I thought it w~sn't worth while to giv
bec~me too large to thrash they would h~rdly be. the hook as to convince any oandid reader that tho them to you,"
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Education.

Auburndale, Mass., has also a well-taught dress-mak- hav the inalienable right tq liberty and the pursuit
class which does credit to this institution. The of happiness; must wait. Why not i' Laws prohibit
It is in our country that we boast of our superior Women's Silk CU'lture Association established in catching fish at certain seasons of the year. Why
advantages of education. It is our pride to point Philadelphia is another organization tending even- not let self. sovereigns fish? The fish need not bite.
with satisfaction to our many thousand public tually to an industrial school for the young.
When a liquor saloon is opened the anti-probibiAll over the continent of Europe will be found tionist often say:_s, "~man is not obliged to go in and
schools, seminaries, colleges, etc., and conclude that
we hav reached the acme of perfection in regard to these schoQls that are founded for practical pur- drink." They act by their talk as it reads in James
our methods of instruction. We know that the pos<>s. Their tendency at a glance would show the i, 2, "My brethren, count it all joy when ye fall
school-house has extended to the very capiliaries of great benefits derived from them. They are mostly into tempt~tion." Woodcock are prohibited from
civiliz~tion, while in the great heart of our country sustained by their several municipalities, some na- being killed at certain seasons; we are prohibited
the colleges beat and throb with a life that is creat- tiona! and some private institutions.
from counterfeiting money, from burning our own
ing many a warrior to• battle successfully on the
If in our country the national government should house, so. as not to endanger another man's property;
great highway of human existence. This we ac- incorporate laws for the adoption of these schools of even proltibited from committin~ suicide, thus Ignorknowledge to be true; but, while this is the truth, industry in the statutes for boys as well as for girls, ing self.sovereignity at its foundation. E. C. Walker
may we not look around us, and discover, if possible, it would be a great step toward reform in our land. says: "I hav a civil right to sit up so late every
an improvement in this vast machinery that it may Tramps, be~gars, criminals, and drunkards would be night as to impair my health. Is it best for myrun more smoothly, thereby be less crime and less, and it would he1p to pave the way to a purer self and just to others that I should thus undermisery in the world?
and better civilization than we can ever experience mine my strength? I answer no, but who is to deWe stand aghast at the fearful inroads that sin without such advantages.
cids at what time I shall Eeek rest, myself, John
and disease are making on the vitals of our people as
There are many 11 pecies of reform that could be Smith, or a thousand John Smiths known as the
a nation. They not only permeate with their deadly mentioned that, if adopted, would greatly assist in state?" It is not the time a man may go to rest
miasm the abodes of the outcasts of society, but if the moral elevation of the coming generations. that is questioned, but his right to do with impunity
we pursue our investigations, everywhere we find Much disease and its consequent untold suffering what endangers my safety and life. Then I am
men and women dying by thousands, morally and might be avoided if physiology and hygiene were interested and the state must decide. He says, "The
physically, in the death valley of ignorance, corrup- properly taught in every school in our land. To use· of stimulants is as old as the race." So is supertion, and sin. There is too much suffering in not " know thyself" is a thing of the past, not to be stition. In India, in some conditions of life, the wife
knowing how to liv in this world, to stand still, thought of in this age of reason and cominoil sense. was burnt on a wood fire by the. side of her dead
" with a~ms folde~, and look complacently on the In the sixteenth century Francois de Saintonges husband. When the English obtained possession
strug~hng, seethmg mass of buma~ bemg~ not wished to establish a school for girls in France. of the country, they prohibited it. Who says it
knowmg the why or w~erefore ~f theu; suffermg. .She was hooted in the streets, and her father called was not right? Presume it was very dolorous ·to
I~ the firlit p~ace, ~h1~e w_e pr1de ours~lvs on our together four doctors of law for the purpose of exam- those prohibited. See the millions in India, only a
glo.nous republican mst1tutwns .of learnmg, hav '!e ining her case, to find out whether she was possessed few as to numbers were burnt. It is the one
arrived at the st~ndard by whwh we can boast m of a devil in harboring such wild scheines in her we object to; without the._first there would be no
reality in regard to their superior merits? Let us brain.
second. Prohibition saved them all in India, and it
turn the mental telescope to Europe; per~dventure,
We hear now faint hootings in the distance occa- will not kill more than it cures from liquor in this
we ma;: advance our ~nterests thereby,_ 1? the re- sionally when some avatar or reformer wishes to sub- country. See the thousands who fill a drunkard's
!lected hght of iler var1ou~ galaxr of bnlhant stars vert some time-honored custom, but nevertheless the grave in this land, who, as they passed through the
m th;.sh~pe of schools of mstructwn.
devil marches on doing his work well, for this kind fires of liquor, endured almost an et4ilrnity as comW mle In our. country the str~ss has b.een to~ much of employment has long been ascribed to his maj- pared to burning on a wood fire in India; yet their
on the m~ntal, m other countrl!ls the. mdustr1es ::'re esty, viz., all manner of reformation that tends to sufferings bear :p.o comparison to the unspeakable
taught w1th the text-boo~~' whwh emmently qualify the emancipation of mankind from error in any sense anguish of their own kith and kin who minister to
them to l;>ecome useful c!t1zen~.
.
. .
whatever. It is better to pay taxes for a higher their wants as they die daily, while tlte travesty
. France t?ok the le~d, m whiCh an orgilm~ed tram- order of teaching than to pay such a high tariff on of self-soverei~nty is used as a shield, serving, .it
Ing was g1ven to guls. Madam Lemo~mer com- crime. Better to buy largely charts portraying the . may be unintentionally, to protect the greatest crime
menced her school on a hu~ble plan, al?-d It now h~s different stages of a drunkard's diseased stomach than of the age. E. C. Walker says, "Mr. Cook, like all
focu branches from the mam ~>ne, teachmg r_early s1x to pay the expenses he incurs sometimes for the other apostles of the gospel of force, is determined
hundred to seve.n hundr~d pupils. T~ey receive a good crime he commits. Better for the child to see before to confound actual crimes, such as murder, arson,
~enera~ e~ucatwn, havi.ng cla~ses m wood-en~rav- he takes the fatal draught what effect such a course and rape, with intemperance." Prohibitionists do
Ing, pamtm.g on porcelai~ and Ivoryfans and bhnds; would hav on his system. His intelligence would not confound them, .they blend together, coming
a commercial cour~e fittii,l~ them. to be. clerks and direct him into a temperate life, while ignorance from that first glass,
Small habits well pursued betimes
beok-keepers, draw1?g ana mdustrxal design, nee:dle- would lead him blindfolded to sure ruin.
~ork and dress-rr.akmg, and the manufacture_ of J~W·
Other charts should be seen by th-e young investiMay reach the dignity of crimes.
e 1ry, etc. Fra?ce ~as not content to let Paris enJoy gator for knowledge, and when properly instructed
You cannot tell when they become criminals, any
't~e monopoly m th1s. respect an.d we find other tech- by a wise teacher that child has learned something of more than you can tell when a pig changes to be a
meal .Rchools at VItry-sur-Sem~, _:Nautes, Lyons, the human body that will .be as a sign::board to him hog. Warden Haynes says of the MassachusP.tts state
St. Et1m:ne, and another for prmtmg at Puteaux, or her during the remainder of life in avoiding mis- prison: ''Since I hav been connected with it we hav
near Pans.
,
.
.
.
.
takes that would naturally follow through ignorance had twenty-one here for killing their wives, two for
The ~omens Industrxal Umon at VIenna enJoys of the laws of the human system.
killing their fathers, and one for killing his mother.
the ~ord1a_l sympathy of the emper~r and. empress,
Many will think that a. knowledge of all the func- Of these twenty-four all but one were not only bathe Imperial household, and many Illmltr.wus men tiona of the human body and of the fearful conse. bitual drunkards, but actually drunk when they
and women.. It has elevel_;l schools, wh~ch teach quencesof the abuse of said body only belongs to the committed the crime. They were not bad men, ex:
the commercial course, drawmg, dress-makmg, lace- medical institution to instruct in such matters. How cept when under the influence of liquor." Warden
making, stenography, etc. . .
.
many brought forward the argument so very gravely Hs.ynes ought not to confound crimes with intem. In Prague there are tw.o mdustnal schools for that young ladies would lose all modesty if they re- peranoe in such a manner. In THE TRUTH SEEKER of
gula. These schools r!lceive wants fro~ the st~te. cited their lessons in the same class with the young Sept. 23d Walker says," 'Liberta' and J. A. Hallock
There are several g?od mdustnal schools m Mumcb, men students about the human form! What a libel cannot conceal their churchly parentage and educaCaln, Stuttgard, Blberacb, Hamburg, Hanover; and on the Ifurity of mankind in general! Those young tion. With the priests of the dying faith, whose
many ot?er towns. Those at Darm~tadt were ~nder women are intelligent, refined members of society, creed is the mother of prohibition, they imagin that
th~ spemal patronage of her royal. highne~s Prmcess capable of doing an immense amount of good to hu- abuse is argument. Being prohibitionists, it is next
~h?e· . Another good phase that 18 peculiar to these manity. It is ignorance that is, obscene, and it is in to impossible for them to treat fairly those who
I?tst1t~t10ns, they_ take .the trouble to. procure good constant conflict with all that is divine or holy in life, fight beneath the banner of individualism." Walker
s1~uatwn~ fo~ thexr pupils that hav passed a success- ever checking the car of progress in its attempt to is not a prohibitionist, and of course ought to state
ful exammatwn.
.
.
. move over the obstacles ignorance persistently throws things fairly, yet "the creed of the dying faith is
The success of the Lette V:er~m schools at Be~lm in i~ onward march. Givus an educated knowledge the mother of prohibition" seems a little lexiphanic,
has been the ~eans of estabhshmg many other SliD· of the brs.nches of the various industries that are not dolorous. We read that Noah was a just man
ilar institution.s' in other parts of.~~rman¥useful, a loftier idea of selfhood, a high!3r concep- and perfect in his generation and walked with GodIn Italy,, Milan has been pr.eemme!lt m these ef- tion of the laws that surround us and control us; the only one fit to save. Hudibras says of him:
forts. Tur.ln also has a good mdustr1al school for then we shall be citizens of a greater republic than
So Noah, when he anchored safe on
girls, which finds situations for its pupils all over we hav to-day
MaRTHA. J YoUNGLOVE
The mountain's top, his lofty haven,
Pie.dmont. Benighted Ro~e is i.n advance of the
Reno, Nev. ·
·
·
And all the passengers he bore
Umted States, for her one mdustr1al school teaches
Were on the new world set ashore,
· · · h · d
· 11'
h
He made it next his chief design
more var1et1es m t em ustria met an any one we
Keep Up the Refrain.
To plant and propagate a vine,
hlv in our country. Flower and glove making are
Which since has overwhelmed and drowned
also taught in a large government school in Naples,
In THE TRUTH SE:&KER of Dec. 9th appears an
Far greater numbers, on dry gr01md,
and a school of design has been opened in Florence. article," Ever the Same," by E. C. Walker, decrying
Of wretched mankind, one by one,
Belgium possesses excellent industrial schools, Prohibitionists with their "one dolorous chant, the
Than all the flood before had done.
also two or three professional schools for girls. never-ending monotonous refrain, the evils of internIt does not read that God reproved him, but that
There are housekeeping establishments founded by perance." He bases bis opposition on the ground be continued him in favor. Lot, the only righteous
Prince Chimay, which are peculiar to Belgium. that it is opposed to the self-sovereig&ty of man, man in Sodom, confounded intemperance with crime
There are now thirteen of these schools, which hav and that it kil'ls .more than it cures. That is a large -no reproof. David, the man after God's own
achieved great success.
word; nothing dolorous about it. Can a self-sover- heart, called Uriah to him before he was put in the
Industrial schools of a. very high order are also eign ever be amenable to law? Do the self-sovereigns front of the battle, and he did eat and drink before
found in Sweden. Denmark has a national school of ever advocate a law for any purpose? E. C. vV alker him, and he made him drunk-no reproof as to using
this kind. If we turn our attention to Athens we says," ::Wot.one man in five thousand becomes a con- liquor. Solomon said: "Giv strong drink unto him
there dis•over a school where labor is taught to per- firmed drunkard." Not one man in eight hundred that is ready to perish, and wine to those that be of
faction; then, pursuing our course, we shall be sure to thousand that rides on a railroad is killed, yet all heavy hearts." The first miracle claimed for Jesus
meet with another at Corfu. Russian Finland is legislation for preventing another recunence hinges was turning water into wine for those who had algraced with a like institution; then again we are on the one killed. All law is prohibitory, but it ready drank too much. See Paul's epistle to the
still more interested in the one founded at Kelsing- makes a difference in dolor as to what is prohibited. Corinthians about drinking the blood of Christ at
fores,for it is there we see boys also learning how to If a man does not believe in prohibition for any communion to intoxication. He writes to Timothy
wark (ucientifically) before they hav learned to form purpose, will not allow a right to prohibit men from that the bishops must not take too much wine, and
bad hal3its. In this school, besides teaching many qoiilg certain things, as a sanitary measure, I hav tells him to drink water no longer, but use a little
useful arts and industries, sculpture is included in nothing to say to that man. A steamer comes to wine for the stomach's sake. To some petitioners
the program of studies.
New York; small-pox breaks out and is epidemic; in England in favor of unfermented wine at comIn our owu country some efforts are being put the law prohibits her from going to the wharf; must munion, Bishop Lincoln said that" in their present
forth in this direction in one of our model seminaries. be held at quarantine. The self-sovereign has no state of mind they are not fit to receive the sacra.
Miss Parlop,'Q lessons in oookery, at 1~aseU Seminary,, diseBse, it may be has businese in Chicago; o~nnot ment ~t' all, as in their :PhaJisaic slillf-conceit they
in~
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s~t up their private opinions against the practice of
eighteen hundred years." The bishop has faith but
no prohibition. Rev. Wm. Noble, of London, ~ays,
" Fully one-half of the Methodist churches iri England al'e in the hands of rum-drinkers as preachers
and rum-sellers as Sunday--school superintendents."
Dr. Newman Hall says: "Thirty thousand churchmembers are slaughtered by rum in England every
year. Christians hav always sold and drank rum
since this country was settled." 'rhe Baptist General Banner said, "While we as a denomination
tolerate dram.drinking, we advise the brethren to
use it cautiously, and for God's sake let the sacred
holy ministers of God touch it lightly." No prohi~
bition in that-the ring haa the tone of a IJelf-sovereign. The creed of such a showina the "mother
of prohibition!" The Prohibitionist cannot make
dolorous statements as to the evils of intemperance
so wide of the truth as that about the "mother of
prohibition." Some church-members want to abate
the evil-the. large number do not. John B. Gough
says, "The churches hav no right to disciplin one
member f&r getting drunk, if they do not disciplin
a;o~h~r for drinking." T~at is good logic. Some
9hnstlans wouhl try to relieve the land of its greatest curse. Shall we ·refuse to work with th~m be:
~ause of their religious faith? If so, we are bigots
m the full sense of the word. Will we join with
~en of all creeds to putout the fire that burns our
neighbor's house? Then let us unite to quench the
fires of alcohol that consume all that makes home
pleasant. There is work for all.
Seize upon truth, where'er 'tis found,
Among our friends, among our fo1s;
On Christian or on heathen ground,
The flower's divine where'er it grows.
. 'CHA.RLES C. JOHNSON.
Milford, Mass., Dec. 13, 1882.

A Year's Missionary Work.
Ftom the Sun,

In 1874 the American Missionary Association, a
Congregational society, voted to tnnsfer all of its
foreign missions, except that of Western Africa,
" and concentrate its efforts' on the despised races of
men-the negro, the Indian, and the Chinaman."
It seems that during the last year 156 Chinamen
"hav cs?..sed from idolatry under the teachings of
the aslilociation." That ia unquestionably a very
sm~ll number of converts out of a race more numerous than any other in the world.
But of all people the Chinamen are perhaps the
slowest to change from their- old ways, either religious or social. They detest innovations; and while
the Japanese are adopting the European dress and
showing them!lelvs to be apt pupils of Western religious skepticism, the Chinese stick to their queues
_aud their flowing garments, and are satisfied with
their ancient religion. Even when converts to
Christianity are made among them, it is always very
doubtful whether they hav really experienced any
change of heart. They are known in China as "rice
converts; " that is, they assume the Christian livery
in order to get the rations served out to them by the
missionaries. At least, so Europeans resident in
China report.
Missionary work among the Chinese must also be
unusually difficult now, because we refuse to receive
them in the public like other immigrants, converted
or unconverted, and such harsh treatment cannot
lileem to them consistent with our Christian professions, with our docrtins of the brotherhood of man.
Nor hav we heard that the opponents of the Chinese on the Pacific coast were disposed to make any
exception in favor of those" who hav ceased from
idolatry." Probably the converts were so few that
they were hardly worth counting. But if we are
unable tO:.Bo far Christianize the Chinamen who arealready here as to make them tolerable neighbors,
there does not seem to be much hope of converting
them at home, where they are surrounded by heathen influences, instead of the Christian examples
and Christian atmosphere of the United States.
]'or the above reasons we are not surprised at the
small number of Chinese converts reported by the
American Missionary Association. If, therefore,
that body, husbanding its resources to spend them
where they will produce the most effect, should abandon. the stony field of China, it would at least be excusable. A total of only 156 converts for a whole
year's work is a very poor showing.
Nor do we find that the result of its year's labor
among the Indians has been much more encouraging.
It is true that the Indians are as a mere handful in
comparison with the Chinese, but they are at our
doors, and ·it is of the highest necessity that' they
should be converted from savagism. They menace
the peace of the vast regions at the far West, and,
instead of softening their fierce hearts, from time
immemorial we hav been exciting them to atrocities
by infamous breaches of faith, by robbing them, and
stimulating their vic~s. The American church
spends tremendous efforts in the conversion of
heathens in Asia and Africa, but where else are
there people so much in need of the civilizing influences of true Christianity as our own Indians, still
in the depths of Stlvageness? Preliminary to that

work, however, if success is to crown it, it will be
nece!sary to convert the government to Christian
methods of dealing with them.
So far, the American Missionary Association has
done. little among the Indian!l. The telegraphic
summary of its year's work reports three Indian
ag~nts, three Indian missionaries, two churches,
and onQ hundred and. six: Sunday-school scholars.
Rega:rding the African. mission, we are told only
that "the survey presents six: missionaries, ten nativ
teachers and "preachers, three churches, nine outstations, and four schools at the Mendi Mission, and
reports the explorations of the Rev. Dr. Ladd and
Snow, who went 2,500 miles up the Nile.'' Among
the colored people of our Southern states the work
seems to hav beea largely educational, where the
number of students is given as 8,608, a gain over
last year of 500. But the association at one time or
another has also estaQlished eighty-three churches
at the South. The negroes of the South generally,
however, are either Baptista or Methodists.
The association received nearly three hu:ndred
thousand dollars during the year, which seems to be
a great deal of money in comparison wit:h the resulta
accomplished. Perhaps we ought to add that this
Cleveland meeting was expected to giv theFraudulent
Hayes an opportunity to temporarily emerge from
his obscurity, he being announced as among the probable speakers.
Dreadful Effects of Bible Reading. .
From the st. Louts Glove-Democrat.
Josiah B. Smith, the _father who killed his boy becauae, as he said, he had a revelation from the Lord
to do so, is forty years old. He came to Vlestminster five years ago, and since then, with his wife
and family, has been picking up a meager subsistence by odd jobs. Finally the family settled down
to fiahing, establishing their home on.a desolate island off the coast, which could only be reached by a
boat. It was seldom visited e:x:ce-pt by hunters and
fishermen, who hired the boat wh10h the murdered
boy had charge of. The murder was committed on
the 4th inst., hut was not dis~overed until last Thursday, when a party of hunters who called out from
the shore for the boy were told by old man Smith
that the boy was dead, and that he had been inspired
by the Lord to kill his child. The hunting party
secured the services of a younger boy, and coolly
went on with their sport, only reporting the crime
to the authorities that night. A constable and doctor went out ne:x:t day to the scene ·of the crime.
They drove down to the beach and shouted to Smith,
and he rowed over to them. On making the object
of the visit known he gave himself up quietly. The
mother and children were then brought from the island, and the entire family taken to Westminster
Friday morning. Before the officers arrived the boy
had been buried about thirty feet from the bouse.
On arrival of the prisoner and family at Westminster, an inquest was ordered, and Justice Aldridge, accompanied by Dr. James McCoyand others,
Smith included, returned to the beach and rowed
across to the island. Smith pointed out where the
body was buried, the grave was opened, a rough box:,
which the father had made, was raised and the lid
lifted. The sight is described as most. sickening.
Decomposition had set in to such a degree as to ren-dar the moving of the body a difficult and disagreeable task. The unnatural parent looked on complacently, and spoke of the murder with no feeling.
Finally, in reply to a question as to how he struck
the blow, he stooped over the corpse, thrust 'his knife
into it, and drew it out of the cavity without a sign
of emotion. 'Fhe weapon was an eight-inch butcher.
knife. Mr. McCoy carefully examined the body,
but, aside from the fatal cut, fom::.d no sign of any
violence. One death-dealing blow was struck just
in the center of the chest, and with sufficient power
to cut the breast-bone and enter to the full length of
the blade, making a horrible gash, eight inches deep
and four inches long.
A few weeks ago Smith gave up fishing, and, being
asked why, replied that the Lord had commanded
it, and had promised to hereafter provide for him.
From that time on he bas made, and has commanded
his family to make, no effort to gain a livelihood.
The boy, however, put no faith in his father's belief,
and from time to time purchased tee, sugar, etc.,
with his own money. On the Wednesday before
the murder the boy purchased and took home some
sacks of flour, wLlich angered his father, and this
was found emptied upon the ground, together with
some other provisions, close to the spot where the
murder was committed. Except a few green apples,
nothing eatable was found in the house.
The crime was committed about three huadred
yards from the house. The boy was ta~en out behind a clump of bushes, both parents bem~ present.
They claim that he knew he was to be sacnfied, and
made no resistance whatever, but calmly knelt before them, ready to be offered up. Whilst in this
position, the father struck the fatal blow.
One of the:first questions asked, on the arrival of
the family at Westminster, was whether they would
make further sacrifices of their children, and both
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father and mother replied if the Lord called on them
to sacrifice all, it would hav to be.done. At the ex~
amination neither Smith nor his wife made any effort to conceal anything, but told the whole story in
its horrible details. Smith pleaded guilty as charged,
and was committ.ed for trial on the charge of murder.
He is now imprisoned ·in Los Angeles. From the
first the murderer has shown no feeling whatever,
and regards the crime no more than he would the
killing of a hog. He bas been quite a purchaser of
Canada lottery tickets, and said the Lord was going.
to send him money from Canada to pay for burying
the boy. The family are Mormons in good standing. They hav been considered eccentric, but not
cr11zy. The mother begins to feel great remone,
and to doubt the divinity of their inspiration.
THE WIJrE AND YOTHER's STORY.
A reporter of the Los Angelea Herald bas been
interviewing Mrs. Josiah Smith (now confined in the jail) regarding the recent murder of her son. Following is the interview:
Reporter: Mrs. Smith, you are here to answer the
charge of assisting in the murder of your son? IIav·
you any objections to stating to me what impelled
you to this act?
·
Mrs. Smith: I had nothi!lg to do with it, sir. If I
could hav prevented it I would. My husband told
me about an hour before he did it that the Lord demanded a sacrifice of us, and that our boy had to
die. I begged him to ipare my boy; I cried, and
besought him to consider well what he was about to
do, but all the answer he made me was that Jesus
Christ had died for us, and the Lord had told him
that our son had to die for his aake.
Reporter: What did your husband do after he had
refused to yield to your request?
·
Mrs S.: He called my boy out of the house and
told him that he had to die for our savior. The boy
asked him if the- Lord had commanded us to starve,
and Josiah told him "Yes." Then the little fellow
knelt down and I knelt down by his side, and his
father stood up. He raised the knife, looked hard
in the boy's face, and then drove the knife into hi&
breast. Oh! It was awful, once it was done!
.Reporter: What do you mean? Do you mean to
say that the slaying of one of your children did not
seem awful to you ?
Mr. S.: No! I felt bad a little, but when he told
me what he was going to do it did not seem to me
so terrible. It was only when I saw the boy fall
over and a great stream of blood come spurting fwm
his body that I felt how terrible it all was.
[Here the woman went on to narrate the circumstances of the death and burial in almost the same
words as her husband, which account was recently
published.]
Reporter: Had your husband ever been a religious
man? Had he ever lihown any symptoms of religions insanity?
.
Mr. S.: No, sir. He was not a religious man. He
believed in God, but did not follow any religion.
He took to reading the Bible a great deal a few weeks
before this a~l happe~ed, and used often _to read me
all they say m the B1ble about the sacrifices to the
Lord. I begged him not to read them so much, but
they seemed to hav a terrible fascination to him.
He would read ov~ and over again about the Lord
commanding Abraham to sacr.ifi~e his son Isaac, and
how he sent a ram to be the viCtim. He got to talking to his old father, who is now 78 years old, and
he said to him, "I am the Lord." His old father
arg~ed with him when he saw the way he was going,
but it was no use, and my husband would go on saying that he had God in him.
Reporter: How long hav you been married to this
man? Has he .been ~good husband to. you? .
Mrs. S.: Th1s commg December Will be s1:x:teen
years. I hav no complaint to make against him, for
he has been as good a husband to me as a woman
could want. He was always kind to all of us and
did all that he could to keep us from want. But just
befo1e he did it he said .we must all fast, and f1e
would not let us eat anythmg. The boy asked h1m
frequently if. God had orde!ed us all to starve, and
he always sa1d he had. If 1t had not been that my
~eadwas sort ?f dazed, and if the boy ~a~ not given
m at once, I m1ght hav prevented the k1lhng, though
he was mighty bent on it.
Reporter: How did your husband's talk of this on
this subject of sacrifice affect you? .
Mrs. S.: Well, I used to feel that 1f the Lord commanded me to starve or kill people I would not do it.
But whe~ he would ta~k to me and persuade_ me that
a good Wl~e should thmk as ~er husband. did, I got
so as to thmk that what he sa.~d must be r1ght.
Reporter: Do you never thmk of you1· murdered
child?
.
Mrs. S.: Oh, yes, su; I often do. I am always
~hinking of him, a~d I can ~ear him.atall ti:m~s askn;g to be br~:mght m and la1d on h~s bed, and be~
gmg fo! a little water .ltefore he d1ed. .I h~v h.Hl
face before me all the t1me, and I hear h1s voiCe m
my ears day and night.
_ _ _ _._._ _ __
THE TRU_TH SEEKER will be sent th~ee months to
new subscr1bers for 50. cents. !-et frtends of the
paper get up olv,bs of tl"!al subsonbN/!l,
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drop to sleep, knowing that they hav done their
duty to their fellow-man?
Hoping you will be able to continue THE TRUTH
eEEKER, which has becoiDe a household necessity to
PRESTON, CoL , Dec. 13, 282. so many, I remain
Truly yours,
.. MR. EDIToR: Tm:: TRUTH SEEKER of the 9th lnst. is
I.
AROHIBALD,
just at hand, deeply draped in mourning, bringing
the sad and mournful intelligence of the death of
EscANABA, MICH., Dac.l8; 1882.
Bro. Bennett. Through his death the Liberal world
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to express my grief. In the
loses its best, greatest, and most powerful coadjutor. death of Mr. Bennett the Liberals of America hav
Rest in peace.
JoHN S:HocK.
lost a grand and noble worker in the cause of Freethought. Thousands of his friends nevei· saw him,
DANBURY, OoN:N., Dec. 18, 282.
but feel his loss as keenly as if they had been lifeE. M. MACDONALD: Thank you !or the invitation .to long i)ersonal friends. May THE TRUTH BEEKER liv,
attend Mr. Bennett's funeral. l; should hav done so and its influence never cease to be exerted for good.
if I had been blessed with more money and less famI want to see it iiv until God and Ohrist, heaven and
ily. I will giv $1 for the monument and $2 for the hell, and every phase of superstition shall be releTruth Seeker Hall, founded by D. M. Bennett.
gated to the dead and buried past, and women are
With sincere sympathy for the bereaved, I am
free to express their honest thoughts without let or
Yours truly,
G. W. ScoTT,
hindrance. May it liv until tr&th, knowledge, and
intelligence shall be universally diffused over our
NEw HAVEN, OoNN., Dec. 17, 282.
OALVIN HowARD.
:1\fR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2, for which send land is the earnest wish of
roe Vol. IV. of "A Truth Seeker Around the World."
EARLVILLE, ILL., Dec. 15, 282.
The extra fifty cents is to pay postage on that and
MRs.
D.
M. BENNETT: I received THE TRUTH SEEKER
the other volumes, as far as it will go.
last night that brought the sad news of your husI cannot express my sorrow at the loss of our old
band's deat.h. Oan it be he is gone, when he is so
friend, but it is a consolation to think that he has much
needed to enlighten the world against superleft that behind him which will outliv theology and stition and priestcraft ? But be assured I eitend to
all its hosts of believers.
0. W. OoREY.
you my deepest sympathy in your great bereavement, well knowing it can nevefbe repaired; but I
LESLIE, MICH., Dec. 13, 282.
DEAR FRIENDil oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed find well realize we must soon follow, for my own age is
$1.50 for the fourth volume ot " A Truth Seeker 64. I hope Eugene or some. one will take the helm
of the old ship, and not let her falter ln the least.
Ar~tund the World."
I cannot express the sadness that comes over me I must close, for words are inadequate to express
when I think of the death of Mr. Bennett. I drove my deep sympathy for you, and regret at the loss
fifteen miles last summer to meet Mr. Bennett in the cause of Freethought has met with. Please exJackson, take him by tb,e hand, and say," Welcome, cuse tht;) liberty I hav taken to write you, for you
dear friend, to your home once more." Thousands will ever hav my best wishes.
Yours fraternally,
SARAH dLEVELAND HILTON.
will feel as we do, that his work was not completed,
but we must submit, for such is life.
ANCORA, N. J., Dec. 18, 1882.
SARAH A. HAYNES,
DEAR EuGBNE: I was very sick when your card of
invitation to the funeral of our late chief was reJAMESPORT, Mo., Dec. is, 282.
1\b. EDITOR: Inclosed please find money order for ceived. Even the paper was kept from my sight for
some time; Only once before hav I ever been so
$4, which please apply as below stated,
Dear Mrs. Bennett and Truth Seekers: Words can affected with· the news of one's death. I can scarcenever express the grief that the death of our be- ly write you now. Words are cheap; I truly lament
loved brother and hero, D. M. Bennett, caused. One and bewail. I shall only add a request to you to be
whose love has sparkled forth in words of cheering so good as to convey my inmost sympathy to poor
truths so often; one who had endeared himself. to Mrs. Bennett.
us by his usefulness. Many eyes hav been mOJstc . Mr. Benn·ett still livs in a truer sense for you and
ened by tears of sympathy for him; but, oh, that me thg,n ever. The truth seeker is dead-long liv
death has come, tears of sympathy would be a joy. THE TRUTH SEEKER! Let us keep his memory green.
We then had a hope and his kind words to cheer He has indeed attained the blest nirvana, and .we
shall soon be there, my boy; "after life's fitful
us, but now we must bid a long farewell.
well."
w. D. SHULER, fever, sleeping
Most sincerely,
1', 0, EDWARDS,
JACKSON, MICH., Dec. 13, 1882.
pATCH GROVE, Wis., D.ec. 12, 282.
MR. EDITOR: The word of Mr. Bennett's death has
reached us here. I received my mail at Marshall MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for renewal of
to-day, and came directly home by first train. My subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER.
family-wife, sons, and daughters-thought a great When writing the familiar address in the begindeal of Mr. Bennett. We hav all wept at the news ning of this letter t~e saddening thought came that
of his sudden death. Mr. Bennett, during his so- the noble old hero and defender of tree thtmght,
ourn in Jackson, was well received, and he had free speech, and free mails had gone to rest in the
manv warm friends here. His visits at our house are bosom of Mother Nature, to whom he ascribed the
. remembered with interest and pleasure. Liberalism honor and glory of all we see and know. Olose up
has lost one of its strongest ge{enders, and the the ranks, good friends; choose another leader and
American people hav lost a true arid an ~ntelligent go right on editing the paper. Judging from correspondence given, the influence of THE TRUTH SEEKER
friend. -Sincerely yours,
.
0. S. RowLEY.
must be very widespread. I like the paper under
Brother Macdonald's management, and hope he will
HuRoN, DAKOTA, Dec. 15, 1882.
MRS. D. M. BENNETT: It is with the deepest regret succeed to the chair and office of D. M. Bennett.
Yours truly,
HENRY F. YoUNG.
I hav just read of the passing away of the champion /
of our cause, D. M. Bennett; yet I can but feel that
Lo<:rusT BAYou, ARx., Dec. 15, 282.
he has but entered a state of greater usefulness-a
wider field of labor. Rest assured that, though un- DEAR EuGENE: Our beloved ·chief gone! I never
seen, he is with you still, and that he will still la- was so shocked at a death. Say to Mrs. :Bennett she
has the sympathy of my whole being. Old Death
bor for the enlightenment of mankind.
I wish to convey to you my warmest sympathy in had better sent his dart at me-! could hav beea so
your bereavement, and hope that THE TRUTH SEEKER much better spared.
will still continue its- mission to mankind. , Time I want to tell Brother E. 0. Walker I love him
alone can tell how well his place may be filled. for his article on prohibition. Dissipation has caused
many crimes, but to force the thing on us in· that
With kind regards, I am
way would be the greater evil of the two ; they
A. H. RISDON,
Very respectfully yours,
would want to force us into some other measure.
I hope you will continue the paper, and that its
OEDAR SPR~NGs, MicH., Dec. 11, 1882. circulation may be increased. I inclose post-office
MR. EDITOR: It's a sad heart that pens these few order for $2.50 for the year 283.
lines. The cause of truth has lost a most substanYour friend, ·
J. H. HASLAM.
tial friend. We mourn the loss of D. M. Bennett P. S.-I like Brother Peck's Infidel philosophy:
most sincerely. We feel that the great ship of prog- "An honest God will never damn an ·honest man on
ress has been severely wrecked by nature's most account of an honest belief.'' etc,
terrific storm. But we hope the builders will be
called in to repair her and make her ea.il proudly
SHERIDAN, MICH., Dec, 16, 1882.
on. In tha economy of nature what she loses at
one port she surely gains at another. We will sup- MR. EDIToR: It is with sorrow that we learn the
pose as Spiritualists, while we hav lost a brilliant sad news of the death, of Mr. Bennett, and believing
light here they hav had one added in the spirit that I oau show an appreciation of his work in no
better way, J; ha.v procured a. few subscribers for the
world. So mote it bel Yours,
A. S. @ROXTON,
indispensable TRU'tll BEEKEB, and hope to send a· few
more names with my renewal of the same. Our
ELGIN, ILL., Dec. 17, 282.
family is the only Liberal one for many miles in
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to add my heartfelt sym- 1 this section, and when we began investigating we
pathy for Mrs. Bennett in tlfis her great sorrow. I, had no little trouble to find if there existed such
hope she may receive from the Liberal public not' fearless, outspoken papers as THE TRUTH BEEKER,
only the sympathy of the heart; but also the pocket,\ We are Materialists, and there are others in this
to enable her and you to carry on the good work so. benighted locality who are coming to think on these
nobly begun by our beloved friend. I am proud to subjects. The fact is, I want to get all the Liberal
know that his last days were so honored.· Why i papers at this post-office possible, as our postmisshonl<l we mo\!rn der>,i'rted friends who !>o :peacefuily tees~ is quite religious, S.X!-d when. l ~ot 110 order the
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other day to send for This World, she said: "Of all
things I a
working and talking against Ohris-·
tianity I" She had the worst of the argument, and
waited until I was gone to finish her talking, Of a
truth this is Ohristianity,
I inclose $3.50, for which please send THE TRUTH
SEEKER as below,
Yours very respectfully,
E. A. GLEASON.

woman

·
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Dec, 17, 1882.
MRS. BENNETT: I w)sh you t:> know of my heartfelt sympathy for you in your great sorrow at the
loss of your dear husband._ I, myself a widow for
many years, know well how to feel for you. Ah I
the deep ache that came to my heart on last Tuesday when I received my TRUTH SEEKER all in mourning, and found on opening it that its great editor,
D. M._Bennett, was now numbered amon~ the dead!
0 dear lady, ·your loss has been great. The world
at large has sustained no greater loss since the
great Voltaire's death.
And now my love and sympathy go out to Macdonald and the workers in the office, and to all of
Mr. Bennett's friends in New York and over the
whole world. My tears and stricken heart ·are with
you, and l feel that you will giv comf~t and aid to
the widow of your lost friend.
ELIZABETH B. DILLON.
.
MILWAUKEE, Wis., Dec. 18, 282.
MY DEAR MRs. BENNETT: It is with a heart overflowing with sympathy that I write you: The late
expression of my feeling is due to the fact that until
now I h.av hardly felt equal to the task of recognizing so unmistakably to myself the sad fact that your
good, brave, and kind husband was gone frow among
us. I know too well the sorrow you are called upon
to bear, and that the sympathy and tenderness of
friends is all there is to sustain you in the trial. ·
This, I am glad to see, is most abundantly yours.
Let it soften the pangs of your solitude, and cheer
the future to remember how nobly and faithfully
yon hav stood by-him whom so many enemies vainly
sought to traduce.
We send to you from every part of this great
country our tenderest sympathy, and all his friends
will pledge themselvs an(lw to his beloved TRUTH
SEEJtE:a. It must be made a monument to his memory.
This will be some consolation as the days go by.
Wiih warm regards,
·
Mns. H. S. LAKE,
SALIDA, OoL., Dec. 12, 1882..
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find a post-office
order for ${, to be used as follows: $2.50 to renew
my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $1.50 for
the fourth volume of "A Truth Seeker Arc>und the
World." I hav received three volumes, and am so
well pleased with them that I must hav the fourth,
It ls with much sorrow that I read in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of the death of our dear brother, D. M. Bennett. It is but just to say that my pen cannot describe my feelings when I learned of the death of
that great and good man, who has- devoted so much
of his life to the ca.use of Freethought. But as death
is the last change that we are certain o.f in this
world, and as we know that we must all meet it
some time, we must console ourselvs with the thought
that death is only a freak of nature, and nature, as
I believe, is the beginning and end of all.
Hoping that the cause of Freethought will prosper
in the future as in the past, I remain
Yours truly,
OTIS WHITE.
FARLEY, !A., Dec. 13, E.M. 282.
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: THE TRUTH SEEKER came yesterday, and with it the sad news of the death of my
old friend, Mr. Bennett. I shall attempt no consolation, 'Tis vain in cases like this. But we can
cherish the happy reflection that he has gone to the
grave honored and respected by all lovers of the
race who had the good fortune to know hiy:i or his
works. Perhaps no man upon American soil to-day
can boast of as many true and tried friends as Mr.
Bennett has left behind him. His persecution claimed
our sympathy; his square and honorable dealing
secured our confidence, and .his untiring zeal and
labor in the cause we hold so dear has created a
love that will be transmitted from age to age as
long as man writes the history of man. The labors
of his life are now over, but his name and his works
are immortal, The unbiased verdict of the world
must be, "Well done, thou good and faithful servant." Yours with sympath'y,
H. GILMORE.
SHAKERS, N.Y., Dec. 17, 1882.
M¥ DEAR EuGENE: You hav an apparently good
reason to deem me negligent in responding to your
kind notice of the decease of our great and good
frien<:l, :p, M. Bennett. Few knew him in prosperity
and adversity as you and I did. I learned him· best,
and learned to love him most in the time "that
tried men's souls," his soul in particular, behind the
prison bars. It was· my good fortune to be able to
traverse the inner and favored circle of the penitentiary, and I was kindly permitted to solace th9 mind
of that great ma.n, and administer luxuries to his
corporeal necessities. Each visit I made him he
showed the stout heart, and only once while there
in company with his noble wife was there any appearance of a breaking down. He bore his tortures
like a hero, l never doubted t!),a,.t lle received tij~
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love for our fallen leader as in the consecration of of Thomae Paine. He said that Paine passed his
life's endeavors to mal~tain the cause for which he last moments in bitter anguish, recantation, and relived, labored, sacrificed, endured, and suffered. Ah, morse. To hear the name of one whom I honor
too true, " the prison-door broke his. heart!." His, above all others thus heartlessly reviled, and to see
indeed, was a· vicarious atonement. "His childlike, a thoughless, credulous congregation accepting the
tender, ·beautiful heart" was not formed for so rude slander as truth, sent the hot blood of. indignation
a blast. When I greeted him a~ the late Watkins through my veins; and I said, in an audible tone,
Convention I saw lt all upon that truthful, pallid "It's a lie I" Oh! how I longed for such complete
face, and when I said, "You are not well," the ever and undeniable evidence· from those who had atgenial smlle, accompanied by an earnest look, with tended the great Freethinker in his dying moments·
the response, '' I try to .be well," foretold the fate as would hav forever paralyzed that preacher's calum: ·
that is now upon us 1 He is gone I Vain are our nious tongue!
tears, bitter our regrets! May this irrevocable be- I e~trnestly urge, then, that those who witness~d
. reavement make our hearts more tender, our 'lives the peaceful demise of D. M. Bennett make the truth
MINNEA.PoLis, MINN., Dec, 13, 1882.
more beautiful. May fraternal ties be strengthened, of his calm resignation kn9wn to the world in such
E. M~ MACDONALD: With mute and heartfelt sorrow and our life labor be for the triumphant victory of plain language that • it will endure forever as a
and grief do I write you. Not that I can say much, right, truth, justice, freedom, a.nd humanity. " Light, weapon with which future generations may defend
the name of our most noble hero against the slanders·
for I laok the words to express my feelings. Yes, it more light."
GRACE L. PARKHURST.
of the church. Hopefully yours,
H. CLAY LusE,
is truly a shock to me, and must"be to all Mr. BenEL PASo, TEXAS, Dec. 13, 1882.
nett's friends and associates. I was fondling the delusion that I was to see him here this winter, but Mn. E. M. MACDONALD:·As a reade-r and subscriber
· t0
t
NoRTHFIELD, MINN., Dec. 10,282,
alas I such hope is dead now. Dead, like him we all to T HE T RUTH SEEKER I d esue
express my grea
MR. EDITOR: Three of the four volumes that conloved for Ws clear, manly, and outspoken words and surprise and deep regret at the sudden and unex- tain the pearls gathered by yourself while around
deeds, for his true patriotism and human rights. pected death of -D. M. Bennett, How sad that he the world were duly received, and I can assure you
Dead! yes, still it is hard to realize of the hero, should be thus strickin down in the midst of an
the martyr that lived and fought the forces of super- activ and remsrkalily useful life, when thousands that I feel doubly recompensed, and could not hav
made a better investment with the money. But a
stion and defied the imps of hell that persecuted were waiting and watching for his weekly words of library
is not complete with the missing volume of
him. Mr. Kingsley, the silver-haired, venerable, came wi&dom, deep thought, and'calm reason! His infiu- any work "Away down East." When complete,
to me yesterday and spoke a word, but his speech ence, though great and wide extended, was rapidly please send the missing volume away out northwest.
failed him, and he went his way to:> full for utter• on the increase, and his writings were eagerly sought The remuneration for the same and for THE TRUTH
ance. I hav no fears for the future of our departed by those who had and were emerging from the SEEKER for the year 283 please find inclosed.
friend, and thus we consign him back to the universe ranks of old theology. The foremost writer of our Not long since, Col. Ingersoll was in Minnesota,
from which we all were born, not with pity, fear, and day on anti.;theological subjects; a calm, dispassion- and among the cities that were favored with his elanguish, but with regrets that we feel when we hav ate logician, who weighed well his words and' spoke oquencewere St. Paul and Minneapolis. His lectures
irretrievably lest our dearest possessions. "But yes- not without due forethought, all that he said or were well attended at both places by a large, intelterday the word of Cresar m·ight hav stood against wrote was of the deepest interest to those who are ligent audience. As a natural result under all such
the world!"
called Freethinkers. In this age of thought and occasions the "Fort" of the Young Men's Christian
. I hope to know more from the next TRUTH SEEKER, mental activity, when inquiring minds are seeking Association trembled on its tottering basis, but the
and long may you and it liv to work out the prob- truth and knowledge, the loss of such a guide and young man of the Association are always on picket
lem friend Bennett left in your hands. "
instructor Is deeply felt. Never was his sphere of duty at such times with guns leveled to discharge
Respectfully yours,
·G. GuNNESON,
action more useful than when came the unexpected their Christian tracts along the stairway and into
summons to "pay the debt of nature." He was a the hall, and thereby, if possible, retard the march
IRVINGToN, N.J., Dec. 17, 282.
power in the Liberal movement, the absence of which of Freethought, and denounce Infidelity by false
F:rtiENDS MACDONALD, WAKEMAN, }dRS. BENNENT, AND will be keenly felt, and though the work he was en- representation. But the increase of the audience ·
OTHERS: I was shocked when I received the notice of gaged in will by others be pushed forward wltb night after night proved their design unsuccessful.
Mr. Bennett's ·death, on my way to meet an engage- earnestness and vigor, his pen, which is laid aside
Among the daily journals of the two cities, the St~
ment at ·Bloomfield on Friday evening, Dec. 8th. forever, will be greatly missed, and heartfelt regrets Paul Globe was the only one that gave a fair acMy wife was quite sick at the time, and required a.t his untimely death will be experienced by thou- count of the Colonel's lectures. But since his deevery spare moment, or· I should hav been at the sands. T.hough comparativly f~w of his subscribers_ parture the others hav opened their theological batfun_eral or answered yotir kind notice immediately. could claim a personal acquamtance or ever saw teries upon him in good earnest and fired off the
-D. M. Bennett was a grand man, and I think that him, he was endeared to all by his genial and guns Perhaps their intention was to frighten the
he was one of the greatest victors of modern times. friendly nature, his devotion to duty and principle, " so idlers of Christ" from leaving the gospel ranks
A true friend of liberty has fallen. But who ever and his bold and manly warfare on error and false- and joining the Infidel army. But the dreaded Intierected such monuments as he has for the past few hood, on superstition and mental tyranny. The del monitor was allowed to get far enough at sea
years? They will outshine the pyramids·of the past, name of D •. M. Benne_tt fa an honored or:e, an.d before any volleys were discharged, as a. retaliation
and will stand and work while his body at least is though..rellg10ua.,bigots -may-seek-to-defame 1t; as IS might prove disastrous. Tho editor of the Pioneer
at rest.- I am glad to hav been personally acquaint- customary with th~m after a person's death who Press was the first to toot his horn and discharge
ed with him, and hope to be able in some way to was opposed to their senseless creeds, their attempts his gun. It proved contagious, and many others
help continue the good work which he ·has helped will preve abortlv, and generations yet unborn will fell into rank and file ani assisted in the tooting
on so mightily.
speak in his praise. Hfs pen, like that of Paine, has and cannonading; calling upon all around to come
Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER, founded by D. M. made for him a monument, and such endure when and join them,
Bennett ! My wife and daughter had· been with me marble has crumbled to dust. Whether he sleeps a
But, Mr. Editor, the lessons of experience hav long
to see Mr. Bennett. We gave him a photograph -of dreamless sleep or has risen to a hi!fher and better ago taught Infidels not to expect justice or a fair
the trio, and he gave us. three varieties of his, one life, Is a query t~at will cause diversity of opinions representation from the alliance of Comstock, for it
in prison garb. We want Mrs. Bennett's now. We among his admirers, but as to hie life work there is not in the " calendar " of their master and leader
unite in sending sympathy to you all. At the League will be but one; it was well and nobly done. With to be either true, .lust, or fair, as has been repeatat 202 Market street I saw Messrs. Frankel and Cool, feelings ot profound sympathy for Mrs. Bennett and edly proven especially by the late outrage perpetrated
who were at the funeral of Mr. Bennett. They said his near kin, I am sincerely yours, C. SEVERANCE.
by that inf~mous villain against the editor of the
that it was a most beautiful service. I hav read the
·
Word. Oh, what a shocking affair, to drag any man
whole in THE TRUTH BEEKER, and so bas Mrs. Maror woman from business; home, and loved ones,
WYoMING,
PA.,
Dec,
17,
E.M.
282.
shall, and we like it very much.
MR. ErirroR: We are called upon to mourn the loss hurry them off to prison, and cast them into a felMrs. Knight of Boston lectured before the League
on's cell, for simply doing that which they l!av a.
this evening on " The Influence of Mind _upon Mind, of a great and noble man, The Infidel world wlll perfect right to do against the whole world.
the
loss
of
so
indefatigable
a
worker
in
deeply
feel
and also upon Matter." She spoke very nobly, and
i: see some hav denounced M.r. Heywood as having
to a fine audience. We hope to go to New York the cause of truth and liberty as D. M. Bennett, In "violated good taste" in selecting certain passages
soon, and will call and see you.
Very truly yours, him the tottering structure of Christianity found from "Leaves of Grass " and sending the same
one of its ablest and most influential antagonists.
for lib<rty and justice,
C. A. MARSHALL.
From the facts of science and the phenomena of through the mail. I wonder who are the infalllbles
nature he adduced what he thought to be sytficient who can. draw the dividing line as to good taste,
ELKLAND, PA., Dec. 17, 282.
evidence for belief in a future life, Whether he is What I m)ght consider in good taste might be very
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: Hav just re-read the finished, permitted to realize the immortality for which he obnoxious to any neighbor, and vice versc6. "To the
touching, and beautiful tribute of T • .B. Wakeman to hoped, or whether the closing of his eyes upon this pure in heart all things are pure," and there is
our fall~n hero, D. M. Bennett. Allow me to thank world was but the beginning of an everlasting sleep, nothing obscene but to the obscene heart, and nothhim for voicing so tenderly and truthfully the senti- we trust that the monument of untiring search for ing nasty but to the nasty heart.
Reading of the enforcement of the Sunday laws.
ments of all our hearts. Verily, the sacrifices and truth which he has left us ls destined to endure foror rather the long-ago "blue law," in various cities
duties done insured his immortality. While reading ever.
I vowed a new consecration to make the purposes
There is a fact connected with the death of this of this free land of ours, and of the arrests o! those
of his life a victory, and to the call for contributions great man which should be a source of consolation who hav committed no offense, I feel like exclaimwith which to erect a monument and.a Bennett Hall, to all Liberals-he sank in the arms of death as ing: "The .age of the Inquisition is returning I SuI pledge as a seal to that ·vow $1 for the monum_ent, calmly and peacefully as did ever the most ardent perstition and bigotry prevail I Look out for the
burning of heretics at the stake, if Comstock is aland $5 for the hall or temple, with the promis of Christian,
duplicating the same on the first anniversary of this It has ever been the disposition of the church to lowed to hold the reins of this government. Well
sad, sacred event.
,
enshroud the death-bed of all great Infidels with the might Herbert Spencer say the American people are
When the Round-the-World trip was proposed accursed pall. of obloquy and slander. While the losing their freedom.
And must the young, fair, and intelligent era o ..
friends responded, knowing if life served a q uadru- sparkling genius and profound intellect livs to hurt
ple compensation was to be gained. A grander prize its unapswerable arguments -into the face of super- man be sacrificed on the altar of superstition, by
is now awarded to make the purposes, the sacrifices, stition, the Ohristian world cowers and trembles with barbarous era of Comstock? Every lover of liberty
the labors of his life a victory ; to rear a hal! or tem- anxious fear behind the maasiv shield of silence; but must prepare for the coming struggle, for it is
ple to his name, a home for THE TRUTH SEEKER, when death has once hushed that thoughtful mind, surely coming, the battle between right and might,
thus proclaiming to the world the triumph of truth the cowardly church slinks from her hiding-pJace, between reason and superstition, between liberty and
Yours in the battle for freedom,
over superstition, science over theology, and right and with her vile and slanderous touch places the slavery.
MRs, 8. J. LENONT,
over error and wrong. Thus we can back up the deceptiv marks of anguish and remorse upon the
oath proposed by friend Wakeman, that "THE TRUTH calm and tranquil brow of the defenseless dead. Let P. 8.-Since the above was written this morning's
SEEKER shall liv !"
us be proud, then, of the heroic calmness with which mail brought the sad, sad intelligence of the death
Let us be mindful that by working early and late, this great Infidel of Infidels resigned to his inevita- of our beloved editor. The shock was painful. We
and living on the merest pittance, the founder ble fate; and let us herald it to the world in such mourn his loss. We shall miss from the pages of
was able to conduct it to so marked a success. Who unmistakable language that the slanderous tongue the dear old TRUTH BEEKER the able, eloquent pronow will perform this ai:duous toil, impelled only of the church shall never dare to defame the peace- duction of the heart and brain that hav forever
from love of the cause and fidelity to conviction? ful death-scene of D. M. Bennett.
ceased to beat t1nd think. Mrs. Bennett has my sin,Echo answers, "Who?" In no way can we so de- It has not been long since I heard a. preacher re- cere sympathy in her sad bereavement. Wordf8 canvoutly demonstrate our appr~oiation, devotion, and fer with triumphant sa.tlsfaotion to the dylni' hours not express my grief•
p.rst shock tendlng to his complete suapension of life
at the prisou to which he was consigned by the most
despicable of men, Anthony Comstock.
It is needless to say .that I, in common with so
many, was quite unprepared for the fatal announcement, but living or dying, the world had in D.' M.
Bennett a most sct·upulously honest, upright, and
high principled man, and in the peculiar line of his
work an unequaled agitator of the masses in his
searches after truth. Extend to his wife the sweetest of condolence, and with high regards for yourself and hopes for THE TRUTH·BEEKER, believe me,
A. LoMAs.
Yours truly,

o-.
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T.he Deluge.

WELTON.
And every living substance was destroyed wblch
was upon the face of the ground, and the creeping
things, and the fowl of the JJeaven (Gen. vii, 23).
Hav you heard how once the rain fen;
Fell for many a day and night,
Till it covered all the valleys,
All tlle little hills from sight?
How it drove out all the people
F,:om their homes upon the plain,
Drove them bi!.Ck unto the mountains,
While they wept and prayed in vain?
All the birds came to the mountains,
All the t>easts, from far and near,
Lions, tigers, fierce hyenas,
Buif.:lo, and timid deer;
For the waters, they had covered
All the plains and fields below,
Covered all. the green earth over,
Save the mountains capped with snow.
Here they watched for ray of sunshine,
All the people watched and prayed
That this world-destroying deluge
By the father might be stayed.
Still the never-ceasing torrent
Fell by night and fell by day,
And the angry fiood kept rising
Upward, npward on Its way.
Round t!lem laughed the wild hyena,
L1.ughed in mockery at their prayer,
Cries and shrieks of deadly combat
Rent again the midnight air.
Fell the fierce, destroying ea~~:le
On the dove's defenselesa brood,
And the tender little children
Freezing, starving, cried for food.
Higher up the people clambered.
Higher stlll the waters rose,
Till they reached the barren re!llOn,
R~ached the limit of the snows.
Here, despairing, they resisted,
Clun~ to life while yet they could;
And, around the throne in heaven,
Angels murmured," God is good."
Every day they died by thousands,
Every night by thousands more,
Till the mountains all wet'e covered,
And the work of death wae o'er.
All the beauty of creation,
All ot life and love were gone;
N.1ught but silent waste of waters
For the sun to look: upon.
And it was the loving father,
Who hia creaturea thue did doomD_)()med the innocent, the guil'y,
To the silence of the tomb,
Thns he satisfied his vengeanceNow and ever he's the same;
Ronnd the throne the angels shouted,
"Halleluj~h. praise his name!"
BY J. W.

A Freethought Psalm.
Front the London Fruthinker Ch.-istmas Number.

Brothers, your hand,,
The dark: clouds drift away!
L:J, in the night grown gray
Tb.e angel or the morning stands.
Brothers, your hands.
I, the singer, heard a singing circle•1 round the
circling world,
Like a haze about it'clinging ere in eland caught
np and furled,
Hymn lethargic, rising, falling, with a measured
pnlse and roll,
L:1nd with land nnlted calling to the silent Over·
SOn!!
,
Shout, ye lands, and be it rolled louder on from
sphere to sphere;
Lift your hands, 0 priests white stoled, to the be·
ing ye revere;
Gaze into the empyrean, bow ye humbly to your
God; Proud is he to hear your pean, though he formed
you from a sod I
Then I cried, and still they chanted: "Oh, he
heard I 'Twas but his way
To pnt oil' (or so ·they vaunted) answers to some
other day!
Wait a little, damned skeptic, wait a little; yon
shall see,
By a taste of hell proleptic, what the Great One
thinks of thee l"
Verily, I cried in answer, that were easy to be
borne,
Though it fooled the tropic Cancer or the fevered
Capricorn;
Knowledge that he had the power so. to bind or so
·
to loose
Would be worth it, thongh that hour I wonld curse
him for its nee.
Listen, priests, ye sons of profits; listen I thongh
you thus consign
To your base and vulgar Tophets those who know
not the divine,
Lo, amidst your organ-pealing, your tempestuous
song and psalm,
Comes a breath of music stealing, most divinely
still and C!lm.
L'lugh, fools! sneer, fools I curse, fools I never
doth it 'bate its sweeter chime,
-Deepening and swelling ever to an ecotasy sublime;
Thongh you deem your louder .singing its farreaching potence mars;
Still 'it speeds, its grand way winging farther out
amid the stars.
Pull your loudest Diapason, crash _forlh all the
myriad stops,
Sweep your pedal-thundering. base on I still your
earthquake it out-tops;
See, as its clear notes wax stronger, wheresoe'er
its fiood hath streamed;
Dead man rise, death's Rlaves no longer-the real
host of the redeemed.
-Backward reel the old phantasms that your wiz. v.rdries maintain,

MUCH FOR_ LIT. TLE.

To their dal'k and noisome chasms, never thence i ionable, he filled the position of captain. I
to.r!se a!lain:
.
4nd hence, in his ripened age, he was- 11\Ian for God and Joy for weeping, Truth for erown b th f
. •
t'tl
f "C
ror Love for strifen
Y
e ami 1Iar I e o
ap.
Flood on'fiood of splendor Ieapi~g all the balTiers Flint." White there naturally would
of life.
-M. W.
be some prejudice among the older and
more conservativ or superstitious classes
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In Memoriam.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Sir: One important consideration which
induced me to make my late tour into
the southwestern part of the state of
Michigan was to visit the late resid_ence
of Elisha Flint, at Edwardsburg, in
Cass county. Mr. Flint left this mundane sphere of life S'lmethlng over a
year ago, and while I was in Kalamazoo the last time I received an urgent
call from Mrs. Fiint to visit their home
once more~ and I went, with the· view
of obtaining points and data about
this good man's life history.
1\frs.
Flint has felt, as I felt, that something
more than a passing journal notice
ought to be published of such a truly
noble example of human life as was
maniff st in the advanced and reforma·
tory career of this very exemplary man.
To the philosophical and reformatory
mind, the Koran, the Shaster, the Jewish or the Christian records, are not
half so sacred as the beautiful and
hopeful memory of our dearest and
best relativ>~, or friends, who hav long
walked in the pathways of life with us,
and with whom we hav lived and fabored in every effort to benefit and
elevate the race. We read the record
of the lives of those who hav been our
intimate companions, and our helpers
in the arduous struggles of life, and
the lessons we derive from the sacred
memories of incidents and circumstances come up with the most refining
and elevating effect upon our own inmost lives.
Mr. Flint lived to about se.venty-five
years. He was born and·raised in one
of the central counties of New York
state, but removed to Edwardsburg,
Mich., about the year 1854. Mr. Fiint
was an early and an earnest abolitionist. He voted for "Birney." They hav
also been activ in temperance, land,
and labor reforms. And in the time of
the great war of the R9bellion they
were in the prime of a rich and ripen:
ing age, and they took an actlv interest
in every measure to ameliorate the condition of the poor soldiers, who were
falling by the tens of thousands upon
the fields of battle, or worse, suffering
all the horrors of prison-life in the
hostil hands of enemies. Under all
these_ trying circumstances, the Flinte
were alive and activ in their sympathies and their efforts in bebaU of that
which they believed to be humane,
patriotic, 11nd philanthropic.
We can only ascertain who are in favor of free speech by observation under the most sevt:>re and trying tests.
The Flints hav proved tbemselvs equal
to every emergency in those most vitally important principles of Americanism. Under the late American inquisi-tions, when Anthony Comstock raided
like a marauder upon the office of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and laid John A. L::mt,
E. H. Heywood, D. M. Bennett; and
many others under arrest, and when
the test ripened, and the R.-P. Jo1wnal
and some other papers virtually took
sides with the inquisitors, the Fllnts
dropped their subscription to the R.-P.
Journal and rallied at once under the
banner of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
And
again, when D. M. Bennett was in Ludlow-street Jail, and R. B. Hayes proved
recreant to his own convictions, and
turned a deaf ear and a cold and
heartless hand to the two hundred
thousand petitioners for Mr. Bennett's
release, the Flint's inquired of me if
Mr. Bennett's lithograph, in life-size,
could be obtained, as they wished to
take Mr. Hayes's picture down from
their parlor-walls, and place Mr. Bennett's in its place. And long before
Mr. Flint passed beyond the shining
river Mr. Bennett's picture was occupying the place so justly vacated for this
substitute. And to-day the full-sized
lithograph of D. M. Bennett hangs conspicuous on the walls of the Flint residence, as it does in many residences
on this continent, in testimony of a
fidelity to the cause of universal mental
freedom.
In the former years of Mr. Flint's
early life, when military drill was fash-
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-The Truth Seeker,

pecial ~riend and ravorit with the youths.
and children, among whom he always!
manifests~ the utmost ki~dness ~nd
ublished in u 17,1 and lS'rli
fraternalmterest. And notwrthstandmg
p
'
the advanced and rarlical position taken the sllme securely bound in good _paper covers.
by the Flints in all matters of reform
The first volume is a monthly, and the secthf'ir whole life his tor had been so
ond a semi-monthly. Vol. I. contains
160 pp, and Vol. II. 256 pp.
signally marked with au even-handed We are disposed to sand these out to friends
consistency that they .were accorded
who wish them at a trifle above the
one of the largest meetin;;:-houses of
· postage. We will send
the place for the funeral services, and
VOLUME I. FOR 25 CENTS,
Mrs. Pea.rsall, of Disco, Mich., was en-ANDgaged to speak upon the occasion. The
house was overcrowded with an audi- :voLUME II. FOR 50 ·CENTS.
ence, many of whom had probably never
THEY CONTAIN
heard so able an expo!lition or Liberala
large
amount
of reading matter, and are
ism upon a public rostrum before. I
had been complimented with' an invita- worth nearly ten times the amount asked for
tion of !ully.ten years' standing to be them. They alsC' are worth not a little to
present at Mr. Fli_pt's funeral (if I out- !~how what 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER was in the first
lived him), and to take some part in and second years of_ its existence. Let those
the funeral services, but by some over- who wish to secure' these volumes not fail to
sight or mishap in the mails I failed to make their wants known.
receive word in time, and I can now
Address this office.
only pay my respects to those old-time
and highly valued friends through these
imperfect and inadequate testimonials.
And a.lthough I hav written at considerable length, I trust you will giv place
to this memorial tribute as early as possible in the columns o! the Flinte' tavorit journal, THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Fraternally yours,
C. S. RowLEY.
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- Readers of TeE

TRUTH

S:&iK~R know the circumstances

under which tills work was written. The

l~st

words

penned by tile great author were for the foTJ.rth volume,

which was nearly completed at his death, and wblch will
now contain an account of hls world-lamented death and
burial. :Mr. Bennett was a very patient a'ld faithful
chronicler of the lu.bils and customs of t~t.e ditrerent peo.

pies of the many places he has visited, The every-day
life of all na Ions is Ia!~ before the reader by one who hRs
visited them ana beheld them with his own eyes. Particular attention Is paid to the progre•s of Freethought In
the varlouo countrle• be vldted, and the morality of oocalled pagan nations Is contrasted with the morality of
Christian countries, much to the detriment of the latter
The work is a

Freethinker's History of the World.
This work and "A TRUTH SE!l:KER IN EUROPE"
ehould be In every Llbe.,.l's library Besides Its Intrinsic
worth It Is a. memento of one of the greate•t Freethlokero
the world has kuown-of one who ranks with Volt<>lre
and Paine In the force and clearness of his writings.
Addre•s, THE TRUTH SEEKER,
21 Clinton Place; New York

"ANT I C H R IS T."
Proving concluslvly that
THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST
His blrth,llfe, triM, execution, etc.-Is a mytb.
Price, 12.00.
21 Clinton Place, New Yor}.

t;LISS'S

Electro·Magn~tic
·
. Plan chette,
A wonderful and mysterious tie Instrument that com•

blues electricity and animal magnetism In assisting Spirit
lutelllgeuce to communicate through It wltll mortals. It
has been In the market a .little over two years, and durlnR:

fr:i'eW~.Ws~~.o~:~nbde"e';{ c~~~~~g:~ fh'if~g~,; f>~!~~g:;t~~~~~~

been MOVED BY A POWER Independent of themselvs
while their hands hav been placed passlvly upon it.
THE ADV AN'fAGES CLAIMED OVER OTHER
PLANCUETTES.
First. A paste-board top In place of oiled, st<>lned, or
tarnl9hed wood.·
.
Second. Five miniature ba.tterlee upon the top of eacll
Planchette, upon which the fingers rest.
Third Each Planchette Is sepa•ately magnetized and
a<slgned a b~~r~~=v;~oli;gHJ~!iss Eacil.
sent post-paid, securely packed In a neat box to anf
part of the United States upon rer.elpt of nrlce. For sal•
at THB

TRUTR S:a:!IKJ:Jit o:fflr.~.

SPECIAL OFFER
TO

TRUTH SEEKERS.

HAML
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL STYLES
Now rea<ly, at Reduced P•rlces.
ONE TO TwENTY-oNE SToPs, $54, $66, $78, $84, $99, $105 to
$500 and upward. Before purchasin{J or hirinq ANY organ,

send for our latest ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,
PRICE LIST,
CIRCULARS wlth'usEFUL INFORMATION
Sent free. llfASON & HAMLIN OR·
G~N 00., BOIOTON, NEW YORK: or CHICAGO,

m'Id
l!OR PURCnAsEns.

THJ:ij T H.UT:& SEEKER,. DECEMBER 30.. 1882.
------.

D.' M. ·Bennett's Publication'S.

BOOJ{S SOLD BYD. M..B.ENN.ETT.
llO:!iCELLANEOlJS RADICAL WORKS.

Truth

See~er ~ibrary.

Exeter Hall. A theological romance. "One of the
:~~~ie;1~itt~~~~~te;:ce~ of the day." Price, paper, 6(1

The ~orld's Sages, Thinkers, and ke•
· :forn>.ers. The Blogr.. phles of three hundred of the
most distinguished teachers and J>hllosophers (wbo were
not Christians), from the time of Menu t<f the present.
].ly D. 111. Bennett. 1,075 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $3.00; KJ::aer
f4.00i morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
'l'be Cbamptons oC the Churcb ; Tlletr
Criines and P.crsecutions. Blogmphlcalsketche•
of prominent Christians far worse than Infidels. A com
panlon book·to "The World's Sa~c~1.'' etc. By D. M. Ben.
nett. Svo. 1,119 pages. Cloth, lj;S,w; leather, f4,00; rna
rocco, gilt edges, $4,50,
The !1ods and Religions o:fAneient and
Mottern 'll'ilnes. Vol. 1 glvs a fnll aceount of all the
gO!Is the nations of the eartn hav worshiped, Including
Jehovah, Satan, The lloly Ghost, Jesus Chi'lst, VIrgin
Mary, and the IJible. 835 pages, Bro. Vol. U describes frilly
all the reillf{ous systems of the world, Including Judaism,

The Hea.theus ot'the Heath. By Wm McDou
nellt author of u Exeter Hall." Price, $1~
·
Family CJ·eeds. By William McDonneJl, antllorot
• Exeter Hall." Price, cloth, '1.25; paper, 75 cents.
The Day of Rest. By 'Wm. McDonnell, author or
~·Exeter Hall;'' -'The Heathens of the Heath," etc.. Price
lOcents.
.
H~story of tile CouucU of Nice, A. D. o:lli.'
with a Life of Constantine the. Great, and a general exh~
oltion of the Christian religion In the days of the earl1
~ athers. By Dean Dudley. Price, $1.
.li!{erolues of F'reetnon~~;ht. containing Blo.
graphical Sketches or Freethougnt female writers. B.r
Mrs. Sara A. Un!lerwood. Price, 'f1.75.
The AJmcrypbal New 'restamcnt. Being at;
ftile crospelB, ep1st1es, and other pieces now extant attrtb.-

Bennett, written In prison. In cloth,
per volume. or
$5,00for the two volsumes; Jn leat,her, $7 00; in morocco
!!:lit o!lges, $8.00
Voltnire's P!!Uosophicnl Dictionarft• Con.
~~~\n~n~~~~fu~~ P~~~iti~;og~ri~ft. 1"a0 f.;'jl V!nt~g
~8~~~a$,i~(L~h~~~~;~~o~. g<flt~'Jg~~:~j-~3~ther, red burnished

Testament by Its compliers. Price, $1.25.
.&pJ!~es ot Gordl. A story book for boyoandg!J'Js..
By Mise Susan I. Wixon. Price, $1.25.
'.li'llte .Croptact o£: Nazareth; or. A Crttlcal ln.
qulry Into the ProEilctlcal, Intellectual, and Mora.! CharS~~.r 1\rfc~~uu. Chr st. By Evan Powell :Mcredltll, ~·. A.

1

~~~~~eg~~'rulr:tn~W:t~~~7tJ. t~f9 a;~~~. o~:¥rEP. 1.\~~. a~~dtt~~cfrrs~~~~~rg;~r~~~ ~tJf~~lhfe!f~~ f~~ We~
$S.M'
1

"a'i:J

Origin and jll:e,•elopment of Religtons
Idea .. nnd Benet's, as manifested In history and seenby reason. By Morris Emsteln. .Price, $1.
. The li:ot•an. A new English edition of the Koran ot
Mohammed, to which Is added the life of Mohammed, 01
the lllstot'Y of that doetrln which was begun and carried
·Analysis of Religious Belief. An Examlnatlod' on by 111m In Arabia. Price, ,2,
ott.he Cree us, Hites, ati<l Sacred Wl'ltlngs of the world.
'J'hc Bible iu Iudia-Hindoo Origin of llcorewano
By VIscount A mberley sun of thO ilttc Lord John Russell, (.;hrlstlan Revelation. Translated from "Le Bible dane
tw-Jce rremJer of EngJand. ComElctc from the London
I:nde." By Louis Jacolllot, Price, $2. .
~~~~'i,!;;,,':flt~~fg~s,;, t'~. In clot , $3.00; leather, $4.00 1
Tranec-Dynntnic Cure .By La Hoy Sunderland
··rice of Trance, ~1.50; Dynamic Cure, $1. ·
·
'l'be G1•eat Works ot' 'l'homas Paine. In·
An JEye•Opeuer. "Cltaoteur. P~r rlganlt." Le
clm!lng The Age of Reason, Examlu~tlon of Prophecies,
tlrun,l!oubts oilntldcls. By Zepa. Price, cloth 75 ccnta1
0
1
'
~ri'1'Jf'e~ ~~·t~ft~~ ~~an~~~·~k;t.:J~~rJ;?n~ ;h!'t~?!ei!"~~ Dapci:, 50 cents.
Deism, Common Sense, The Crisis, and The Rft:llts ol
, ·JEbl!e ot· Bibles; or, Twenty,sc,-en Divine neve
.Man; the whole preceded lJY the Life of Paine, and R. steel
~~;~J'c':::t;l'it\,J~::.~$~.'fV: Bvo. Clotll, $3.00 ; leather, $'.00! ~~~X~~;:~' c~~~~~ln~~~ t~~cl~~~~n~f btl~.l~~r~~~;~ PJ~~i~
encc,IJ,story, mQrals, relfgion. and general events. Also a
s:f,,li,~/~~gf.?:"~· ew~n !~~·~~a~r~~"t;·~\'h~;·a~ae•.;r;~g~ ~i~~~~~~g:lUgi?i~t~;~eB)~f~~~~sa~f e~~a~f~~~p~ga~~~~~~~~e:
express, one d'ou~r will be deducted ¥'rom the pries o1 trJns. By Kersey Graves. Price ::\2.00.
each.
'Vo••llfU's Sixt.eeu CruCifie•I saviors •
Nntu.-e'!l Re,•elntlons of Character; or ~r,'-'.'<•e.
Clll'wt.ianity Before Chr!st. Contrtlning new and start!
mg reveln.tions in religious hlstol'y, wllfch disclose the
~~~~~';,~~~,j~~~;;~r!:~~'t~r/.'h~e~!·m£e~~~he~c:n~ff~'i; orrcutal
origin-of all the doctrins, principles, precepts and
of the Christian New TeSt.'lment. and furnishing
}1~r;~· s~1g!~':st~s~.,~Y c~~~h':fS'.Mul~~t:Ct 'l1~&f.hm~~~g; ••nir:•<:lcs
key for unlocking many of its sacred mysteries, besides
g!lt edges, $4.50.
~n£~~~n;&~:v~~~toR
Paine's Works.
1 g~."J~teen oriental crucified gods.

lilnpeJ·natna·nt R('Hgion. An Inquiry Into the
·reality of divine revelatl~u. Dcclrlodly tne most thor•
ough and exhaustlv work on the claims of supernatural"
Ism ever written. By F. w. Newman, Emeritus Professor of tile London University 1.115 pages, Svo. In cloth,·
u.ooi leather. $5.00: morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

ot

Paine's Theolo;~;leal Works. Including 'l'lle
Afie of Reason, Exatninati,Jn of Prophecies, Letter to the

~o~a~l:.oifc!~~g,~~ ~rt~ tftf!r o~;r~~m~· ~~~te~ :~e~t~~~=

portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine's Great Worl<s (complete) In one voJ.
ume, as above. $3, f4, $·1.50.
Paine's Political 'Vot•ks, Including Commo!l
Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of Man. Clotll, $1.50.
TiH\ Age of iteasou. An Investigation of trne
an<! fabulous tlleology. Without a peer In the world.
Paper, 25 cents, or 5 tor $1. Cloth, 50 cents. .
The Age c:.fReason and An Examination
ot· the Pro})llecics. Paper, 40 cents;· cloth, 7~
cents.
Com~nou Sense. Paine's first work. 15cents.~
The Ct•isis. Containing numbers from I. to XVL
lnelusiv. Paper, 40 centsi cloth. 75 cents a
The Rights of Man. For tile oppressed of human.
it;" a Paper, 4Ucentsi cloth, 75ccnts.
D. H. Bell_ll~t!:::s_W~~~!!I·_
The Worlti''" Sages, Thinl~;ers, and Re•
~~~~~i,~1it ~d~gs~$f~:f 8vo. t;lotll, ?S.COi leather,·$4.00;

The <:~u~mpions of the ()burch; Tlleir
Crhnes nud Persecutions. Bvo. 1,119 pages.
Cloth, $:\.W; leatller, *·1.00; morocco, gilt crlges, $.4.50.

11lo~~:r~'?J!f!~.;~~? ~';,1~fu~~~. ~~:':~~tt ~.~
0

In C]Qth, $3.00 ne r volume, or $!i.OO for the two vorumes;

in leather, $7 ,(.)(); in morocco, gilt C(lges, $8.00.
Frolll Behind tile Bars. A series .of lett~re
written in pt•ison. Over 700 pa.ges. Price, $1.!'"t0.
·

An Infi<lcl Abronfl. A serlos or letters written
during a vlslt of ten weeks In Europe. 850 pages. Pl'lee.
$1.50.
Tile S<!initie Gotl~;~ anrl the JUbie. Treating
upon the gods of the ScmUic nations, including Allali.,..
Jehovah, Sat:m, the Holy Guost, Jesus Christ, the VIrgin
Mu.n·. and the Blhle. To the latter 230 page~ are devoted,
shoWing that book to be a very inferior production for s
first·ela.ss God. 333-largc page-s. Paper coYcrs, 60 centst
cloth,$!.
1
..f.i~t:,~to1 '!'x~;nfn~J'
~r!t';:t!,~?;· ':~~ti ~~g~1w·~~~;
the most damaging exhibit or Ch rlatlanlt:t
tllou~ht.

he

that has uppeureU. 500 large Pttges. Prtce, $1.50.

•rhirt.y Discussions, Bible Stories,Essays
n:a~<.l :K..~Cctures. 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents;
cloth, $l.
"

d:t.~"t~ o~1f,~?.tt!ft;{~fY~lfJSit;.. ~~~~~·:rl~~~:aet

nett and Hev. G. H.llumphrey. 550 pages. Price, $l.
Bennett-Teed Discnflsion. Between D. M.
Bennett 1\llfl Cyrus Romulus Teed. .Jesus the J.oru ·Go.d
Crcntor or Heaven nnd Earth. Pii.per, 30 cc.ntsi cloth, 50
cei't,S.
;;:nt~•·ro;l'n to rl c~ to .J e llo ~·a h. Rein:; 3,0\Jt ques·
~l~n~f~[.b)g~;!~Ie~~~~el1~:sd ~~~~~\ ~ygts~.I r~~~r~~~:. great vari#

'Vl~at I Do~•'t lleUev<.>, Witat l Do Believe,
Why 1nui \Vilel·efore. (Forthoomln!';.) 350 pp.
12mo. Paper, GO cents; cloth, $1.50.
Deacon Skidtnorc's !,ctte••s. First Deacon of
1

~~~~.R~~~~/:ftl~s~ f~~':A1}MJlJ~0,.1t~r~r~g~~~~1!k .ncj,~~~~s

50 cents; clotlt. 75 cents ..
Anthony Contstock : His Career of Cruelty and
Crime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 cenM.
Eigltt.h nnd Last I.ctter t'rom Lndlowr
Street .li a H. 10 cents.
:r.ett..,rs h·om Albany Penitentiary. 2~
cents. •
:t:inttet·, Motion, Life, and Mind. tO cents.
The Gods ().,''Stt}>erstitfon. 8 cents.
'l'be Ga·cat Jltcligions of the \Vorld. 10 cts.
<~ilen Letter to Santucl Col~•~te. tO cents.
Jesus Cib.t'.l.st. <conslucrerl as an ln1idcl. tO cents.
An lllfotu \Vitb t.be Devil. 10 cents. "'·
Sinful Saints aud Sinful Shepherds. 10
CiU.!tS.

lion est 4lnesl.ioi::!: ••ud Honest· Answers.
Scents.
An Open J,cttcr to J csus (Jiu·ist. 5 cents.

n.

I~.

Uuocllerwoot!'s \\'61'ks.
l!:ssnys null LectuJ:"cs. Emln·uclnr; Influence of
Chria.thmlty on CIYlllta.tion; Christtn.ntt.y auU Ma.teriallsm~
Wha~ Llbernllsm offal's Jn l'J:we of Cllr'l•tlnult.y; Selentlflc
1\Iu.t~rJallsm; 'Vom::t.n; Spirltmtllstn from n. Mlltcrialistic

~1:~r~~ft~~ ;~~ ~r~:::'c t'~\\n,\,~ go~~~~~~~~~~'W'~~:fj
0
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SPiritnalismC:rOJn~MateriallsttcSt

Point. 10 cents•
• ~~~~-

t~~e~.~lttical

SEND FOR

ule

The Crimes of Preachers

and ReUgiolllJ Rea

Woman:· Her Past' and Present I Her
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
· l'llateriaUsm and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming lllan Worsbip G~ 't
10 cents.

FrOJI,l May, 1876 to May, 1882.
TRANSLATED OUT· OF THE ORIGINAL NEWS.
PAPERS,

Crimes au<l Cruelties oC Christianity•. tO
cents.
Twelve Tl'ncts. Scientific and Theological. 20 ct&.
Bnr~ess•Undcrwood Debate. A four days'
debate ll'etween B. F. Underwood and Prof. 0. A. Burgess,
President of the Northwestern Christian University,
ln<llanr.pells, Ind. AeGurately reported. 188 pp. Paper
50 cents; cloth, 8U cents.
.
Underwood·lllnrples Debate. Afournlghta'
debate between B.~'. Unilerwood and Rev. John Marples.
Fully reported.· Paper, S5 cents; cloth, 60 cents.

And with previous Translations diligently compared and
revised.

By Col. M. E. BILLINGS.
SECOND EDITION.
Price Twenty-five Cents.
D. M. BENNETT, 2l Clinton Place, N.Y. city.

ltiisec!Inneous Works.
The ll.lart.yrdom ot· :Nian. Embracing the foUl'

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

g:~~;g~~:~i::~6.r;;~Ri~~·~~~~~~~ig~~t~~~~~%~wt,::~

Reade. New edition. 544 pages. Price reducedfrom$11

CHRISTIANITY

to~t.75.

The .C.ree<l of Christendom. Its foundation
contraste<l wltll Its superstructure. By W. Rathbone
Greg. One of the clearest nnd u.lJlest works ever wrtttena
Price $1.50.
Rev elutions o.f Antichrist. An exhaustlv work
1

0

TB:B

Bennett·:Mair Discussion.

r~~~ ?rft ~~~~~~\i ltt.J?lbte~?u;:~}~flfi.~tn :sJ~~~~~ ~~~·~6tneifi
1

BETWEEN

Mary, was stoned antl hanfted about a century before, and

1
~fea~~~~.<lb~iN ffVe~1 ~~a dff(Pab:J~~~ ri~:r<fbnr1s\Pa~t~~;t D. M. BENNETT and G. D. MAIR.

446 pages and full Index. Price, ~2.W.

The

.Yamieson•Ditzler

Debate.

(CONTAINING 969 PAGElS.)
The .runest Discussion yet Pn'bllshed,

A nine

~s':K~' 'k"e"i~~e 1~\~~: ~~Ja~r~~~nc~~~·t~:~~YJ:c~t rfl't:f:k
0

sivlng -the DoiPil&!!l and Claims et
Christianity a -tborongh Ex·
amlnation pro and con.
U.IJO.
Price,
D. M. BENNETT.
Address
21 Clinton Place. New York.

D.D. Paper, 00 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

'l'he Pro and Con or Supernatural Rc·
ligion. Both sides fairly and ably presented. By E. E.
Gull!!, cx,UnlverRallst clergyman. Paper, 80 centa; clotll,
50 cents.
The 'I' ruth Seeker Colle4.ltion oC Forms,
Hyrun,., and Uccitations. Containing forms for
orgnniz.fng societies, marriage, funeral services, naming of

TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS

~~~an~~~~~~~~ilf.Zc 111'!~~~~ ef~;aE~~·~~~tcmettl"noss~.fd~:'a'i':~
socral gatherings, etc. To which arc ad!led beantlful RecItations for vu rlous public occasions. 550 pp. Paper, ro

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

cents; cloth, 75 cents.
1

Tl•e JJ:eatheus ot' tltC Hcatla. A ftnelywrltten
Radical romance. By Wm. McDonnell, author of Exeter
~c~~c!~~i:ilap~rr~~s~e~ti; g~t~~~i·.:Fs~c. 500 pages. Priee

With sixteen IariJI'e pages, wm be sen
Cor THREE MONTHS, posta&'e paid,

FOB

Nathaniel 'i'nug·han. A Radical novel of marked

~~~~~to ¥fJ.rcderika· Macdonald. 4U4 pages. Price re·

A.dGlres•

Bib~e in the Balance. A tes:t-book for lnvestf,
The Darwlns. A domestic Radical story. By Mrs.
1utors. By Rev. J, G. Fish. Price, $1.50.
Elmlna Drake Blenker, author of John's Way, Studying
Old Tbeolmy Turned U~'iide Down, or ·the Bible, and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 00 cents;
cloth,
7:tcents.
·
~.~f.;bp~:e~:\loo.P• By Rev. T. B. aylor, A.M. Vloth,
.John's Way. A pleasing domestic Radical story.
By Mrs. E. D. Blenker. 15 cents.
ltlode••n Thinkers: What they Tllink and Why,
By V. B. DenslowiLL.D. With au lntrodnctlon !Jy llob.·
'l'lle Cler~ymau•s Victims. A Radical story
•irt 0. Ingersoll. 'rice, clotll, $1.50.
vi Vid1y portrnylng tile wrongs committed by the professed
Stl!>lll'Stition in All Ages. By John MesliJr: men of God. Dy bfrs. J . .E. llall. 25 cents.
A Homan Catholic priest. Pl'lco, cloth, $1.50; paper
0

u.oo.

Antiquit.y ol' Cht•istJianitJ'. By John AI·
llerger. 12mo, 61 liP· Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
uent.s.
. i~ssays on l?lind,_ llla tter~ Forces, 'l'beol·:
()~y, ct.<l. By Cllarles E. Townsend. Extt·a clotllo12mo,
104 pp. Price, $1.50.
S<.'qnel to .Essays, By same author. Pl'ice, 1'J
'.:ents.
•'i('rJi&)tUt•e St>ccnhthons. With an lntrodnc.
lieu on tl1e creation. stars, earth, prJmJt,Jv man, Judahm.
r~1~c~~~L~~l.lsoy ll._ ~~~~~~ ·EX~\-~:o~~-~.12mo, 419 !l9·
Fai!t.h ltnd Itenson; Heart. SoUl, an1l Handwork
Stcven8. Extl"ft cloth. 12mo,4,1l pp. I'rica.

.~'J.n~.n.Iscy_n.

'.i'iile lt.lodeJ·u 'Fbiukct•. By various authors
tJ.-:!.ng the most a<h"a.need sPeculations in philosophy, sci·
;g;~p. t}~i~~~~·r.Ot'id sociology. Second number. Svo,

ii'osU.ivist J•rhnca·. Being a series of familiar
convcrsntiL\118 on the Religion of Humanity. By c. G.
David. rri~e, 'i5 cents.
'i'ile Ethics of Positiivtsm. A crlttcal study.
13{;· ·Gilt como Bar7.ellottJ, Professor of Philosophy at the
·~21~~ Dante, Florence. Extra cloth, 12mo, 327 pp. Price,
·Ji'iht·ough l!tonte On. A memoir of ChriRtlan and
Ramsay Waters.

E~~.\~'~/~t\~1i,~~~~!,~~r;: fft~~~;~~~el

(Jia.-ist of l'nnl. By George Reber. Extra clutll,
l~n10, 400 pp. Prlce, $2.00.
(Jult.ivatiou of'.~rt, AndltsReiationtoRellglous
l'ul'ltanlsrn aa4 :\loney-Ge ttlng. By A. R. Cooper. 12mo.
~8 pp. Prieo, Ilexlble cloth, 35 cents; paper, 20 cents.
'.i.'ob.e His:ol'icttl Jesus of Nasareth. By M
SciJieslnger, l'I!.D., Rabbi of tlle Con~re~tlon Anshe
~!;{~!:l·ifclg~~~~':· Xew York. Extro. clot , 1 tno, 98 pag-es.
'rite Case ,\.gainst tne <Jitnt•clt. A summary
tlf l.ho arguments against Christianity. Price, 50 cents.
Pe•·sonal InnnortaUty a.ud Otbcr Pa·
r<>r~~~~· Pt~~o,J1~s~~u?.:panllelm. Extra clotll, 12mo, 98
Soul .t•robleins, With Papers on the Theological

AmeudmcnL awl the ~tate Personality Idea. By Joseph
E.l•eck. Pn.pcr, 12mo, 63 pages. Price, 25 cents.

CJoufesstous of !tn.luquirer. Wil.•y am! What
An: 11 ByJ.mtcs Jackson Jarvcs. Price, $1 25.
. Hoeinltsm :nul Utilitarianism. lly John
S~uart Mill. !'rice, $1.50.
~mnesfs of .l'nitb. -lly Anthony Froude. Price,
l\1.50.
.
Cbristinn and Deist. Prtce, $1.00.
..
l!locialism. Reply to Rev. Roswell c. Hltcllcock.
Btl\ Bnsiuess Man.
lllotleru Symposilun. Price, $1.25.
Trial of D. :u. Bennett. Price, clot11o 75 cents;
paper, 40 cents.
l!lont~ lUistnk•• ot'ltloscs. By Robert G.Inger.
so?:i. l'nce, $1.25.
'lH1e Gods nud Ot.bcr Lectures. By Robert
G lvgcrsoll. Price, clutll, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
'Chc Ghosts anti Other .r,cctnres. By Rob.
ert.f!.Ingersoll. l'rlec, cloth, $1.2>; paper, 50 cents.

0 ~~~~u~~cl~i·l~c~<;;Jp!:;~•$t~~~~e

Ghosts, etc., In

\Vhnt lllust \Vc Do tone Savei'V1 Prlce,2~
t:euts.
.
nn ... (Jhrist a Go1l 'l Conclusions drawn from
,qm:JLVliC wrlt1ng8. By F • .Menslngu... Price, $1.50.
Abst.1·aet of Colcnso ou the PentatcucJt.
A c-ompnlllensiv summary of Bisllop Colen so's argument.
p,~1ci~~~~ ~~~~s.tho J'ontateuch is not historically true.

5

Self-Contradictions of' the Bible. One llnn-

rlrcrl and forty-four propositions, without comment, em·

~~g:ral~f a:~~BJ~et.h1:,~)i~g,a~J~e~~~. striking eelf.contradicil,hc llhn.g,.·at! Gitn.; or. A DJecourse on Divino

M:ttters lH)tn·cc~ Rr·lshmt und Arjuun.. By J. Cockburn
Tholll}H:!Oll. rrice, %\1.75.
'i'ht> <Ciet·s:_y a Source oC Danger to the
Auun·!cn,~t .I~CJ>IIblie. Jly W. F. Janllcson. Price,

God Y Crhnes :tnd Cruelties of Cllrlstlanltl'; t.hc Anthorlt.J ~l.W.
of tll'c Bible; Frcethongllt Judged !Jy Its Fruits; Our Idea&
Yonlh'M J',iberal Guide for theh· Morn! culture
of God. SOO pp., pH per, 6tl ceutsi cloth, $1.
Iufluen<'<> of Cln!stinn:ity ltpon (;Jvllica• }in.u~cF~1l~~~s$i~ullghteument. By Prof. H. M. Kottlogc~
tton. 25 con ts.
4h·tluulox Hash wftll a Cltange of Diet.
By Warren Sumner Barfow. Pr;c,•,Jt cents,
'
Uhristia.ntt.:r 1uu! JllntcrinUsm. 15 cents.
'Vbad J,iboe•·aUsm OfTeJ"s in l"laefl oThe ''oiees. A poo.n In fonr parts. By Warren
('J,r~¥tfanltY. 10 o.•or.~ ..,
Sumner Barlow. One or the most trenchant yet sensible
satires on the notions, superstitions, dogm~s, and lnCOilo
t!Jteut PI'!IOttce~ Q! e~.cliJela!!Ucl.tll,lll:a:tanc. mco,fl•
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CENTS.

D. M:. BENNETT,
21 Cltnton Place, New York.

Liberty and Morality.
A capital full lecture on these Important •nbJects.

:BY W. S. BELL.

F~~~~ll«,?~,},~d~~t~ulfi~n~e!J3~'W\b'~~~'We~~~~~~~~ r~i

Martyrdom of Man. SO cents.
Tbe Adveutur·es o1· Elder Trii>tolemuli
'rub. Containing startling and Interesting dlselosnres
allout hell, its locality, magnitude, climate, employments.
etc. By the Rev. Geo. Rogers. 15 cents.
Gottlieb: I!is Life. A Romance of eartll, heaven.
and hell. Beautifully written, by 6. P. Putnam. 25 cent&.

Iron-Clad aJHl Manna Series.

Chronicles' ot' Sbnoil Chri!itianns. His
manifold and wondetful adventures In the Land of Cos·
mos. A n~w scripture (ev!tlenL!y Inspired) discovered by
I. N. Fidel. From tile English. Very l'lcil. 25 centa.
--Anfb'ex·Icy"s-I>H'e ot' ,Jesus. His character and
doctr!ns. From the Analysis of Religious Belief. By VI.,
count AmlJerley. Paper, 35 centsi cloth, 60 cents.

JROY CLAH> §ERIES.
Atonement. Charles Brnulaugh. 5 cents.
Secular Res;<>onsihility. 0. J. Holyoake. 5 cts.
En<ldllist ::<11 ;hilhm. Prof. ~1ax ~fuller. 10 cents.
Jteligion of Inlntnlanity. F. Harrison. 20 cts.
l;,;;z't';,tion of \Vitchcraft to Religion. LyalL
1
E5SitY Oil ltliraclcg. Duvlll Hume. 10 cents.
Lnn<l Question. Cllarles Dm!liaugh. 5 cents.
\VP>'e Ad:un unrl Eve On•• First J.>arcnts?
Charles Bradhtngh. 5 cents.
'Vhy Do ]!{en §tal'\'C? Charles Bra<ilaugh. 5 cts.
J.ogl.c of Lit'e, Deduced from the l'rlnclple of Free·
thougut. G. J. Hvlyoa!w. 10 cvnts.
A Plea for AU1e:l.gm. Charles Br:>rllangll. 10 cts.
J,ar;;·c or Sntnll l'aruilie"? A. llolyoake. 5
cents.
Sni>ei'stition Displayed, with a Letter of Wm.
l'ltt. Austin Holyoake. 5 cents.
Defense of Secular i•rincil>i<ls. Cilaa. Watts.
5 cents.
·
Is etc Uiblc Reliable 1 Charles Watts. 5 cents.
'i'llc Christian Deity. Charles Watts. 5 cents.
Bioral Value of t.lte Bible. Chas. Watts. 5 ets.
J.'rcethongllt and Biolleru J.>rogt•ess. c.
'Vatts. 5 cents.
Cbrlstlnnit.y: ltR Nature a:t<l Influence on Civilization. Charles Watts . .5 eeuts.
Thoughts on Atheism. A. Ilolyoake. 5centa.
Is 'l!'hea•e a Bioral GoYe:-uor of' tbc Uni·
,.e.·to;c •r A. Holyoa.kc. 5 cents.
PhU.osoJ>Ity ofScculnl·i,.In. c. Watts. 5cts.
]Ins JYiau a Sonl1 Charles Bradlaug-11, 5 cents.
Is 'l'!te•·e n God? Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
LabGr's Prayer. Charlcsllradlnugh. 5 cents.
J•ovcrty; Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H. 10 cent•.
~~~:;nee anti Bible Anttlgonistic. c. Watts.

aU:~ y:.~:rfe~lfo';!~tn/W.l~:'l3e'll~r'2~l~~n'i~:ty, teachings,
Resurrection of Jesus. Showing the .contradictions and doubts In which the subject Is Involved. By W.
8. Bell. Revised edition. 25 cents.
An Outline of the 't'reneb Revolntion:

~!~sl~ ~o':t~~:ai ~;·~~.~f1~~e':J:tT~g ~onf~~ ~lgu~ a'::~'i.:

1

0

tory, lly W. S. Bell. 25 cents.
Last 'Vill nnd 'I'estament of .Jean Jiles•
licr, a curate of a Rornlsh chnreh in Fra.nce, contain.
Ing tile best of Ills wrJt!ng;;. 25 cents.

A Few \Vords about the Devil, and Other

Essn.•r§. By Charles Bradlaugh. With a portrait of the
writer. 260 Jlp. $1.25.

''oltab·e in Exile. Translate!! from the French of
111. Gastineau b!J ills son Edmond Gastineau. Being
:fs1';;8~rs;:PtJ~~ 715 f:1e~fJ~ecf~;~; $'r~lter never before pull-

Six :I.eetnres on Ast.rononty. By Prot. R. A.
Proctor. 20 cents.

te~~~~t!:, t:[J1~t~J~ft[dcn~luo~~ItgY~iw f~1~~ri~~~ft

In theology. Tlle only edition In English. 25 cents.
Religion Not llistory •. Au able examination of
the Morals an <I Til co logy of the New Testament. By PI'Qf,
F. 'Y· Newman, of the London University. 25cents.
Sixt.e<On Sa,·iors or None. By Kersey Grnvea,
author of the World's Sixt.eeu Crucified Saviors; 'I'he
Bible of Blb:cs, and Blogmplly ot Satan. Paper, 75cts:
cloth, $1.
M ~)~t ~t~!~~~t~ ~·t.~~~ ~;"J;J~~~~!;l~f t~~t1in~'o1
pn!>Uslied. Paner, 5.0 dsi cloth, 75 cts .

8

£J~ki!!i

The Holy Bible Abri<!ged. Containing ths
chnice passages and lo\·cly murceaus particularly pleaaing
to Ct,mtttock. Hi\) pages. Pape·r, 00 cts; cloth, 50 cts.
Sajperst.Hion; The Religion of Believe or be
Damuc1l, an Open l~ctter to tile 8t .•John's School Boo.rd.
Dy U. Babcock. 25 cents.
\Vhy Don't God Uill tbc Devil? A Series
of t:s•ars dedicated to the St. Johns School Board, By
M. Babcock. 25 cents.
The Guo§t <>t' St •• iol!ns. By M. Babcock. 25
cents.
Pi•ocee:Un~:4 a.utl . 'l.<hircsses at the Wat•
klns COJ.:n'cil!io·a .. ·100 pages of excellent Speeches
aml Essays. Price reduced to $1.00.
'.rruth §cekc!.~ 'Jr1·act.s. llound In volumes of 525
pages ca.ch-Vols. I, II, Ill, IV, tmd V. Ett.ch volume eon·
taining 5:l5·pagcs~-tllirty tracts or more. A Library within
t.hemscl\•s of mo;.;t exccnent H.:1dical reading matter at a
~li;)f:~cect. areal~~·c~0~~.~~~l:c~ ~~~~~gih~1~J~c~i~~·acl:. the
The Anonyn>ow• Jllypothcsis of Crea•
tifH!. A Brief Heview uf the ::IO·CUlled Mosaic Account..
By James J. Furnjet!. Clot.ll, 5U cts.

of I~~~~~~~;.c~ ~t~:o~to~

1

:.!fei~:s·eu~~o~ t~~J~[~:Jty~

etc. Pl'icc, tn Clot!l, reduced to 50 cts.
'l'he Phih>SOi>h:;· of Spiritualism, and the
Philnsuphy and Treo.tmcnt of 11ediomania-. lly Frederic
R. 1htrviu, .1\l.D. Cluth,50 cents.
IEii<IH!S of the A·~·c. Consequences Involved In
1

0

1

~~gt~f,~rfl~Ol~n~ o 2h6~r~~rfi~ r': ~gdmt\i~gks;;;~y ~~v:~:;
U. Pedder. Price $1.

G~~1~~t~~ on!~~~.tlh~~~~~~~~~.S~n tl:,t, B~~M~ ;f~
~~\Wgft~l~l~t~~lJ~~eJes~r~c~~~ei~~!ci'J~~ ~bl~e~I!~Iual :~m

Ei~ht Scientific 'l'•·acts. 20ccnts.
•rhe 'rrutb Nceli.et•; In Dound Volumes. Volnme
I, $1 50; Vol. II. (16 mouths) III., and IV., $2.50 caell; VQJs,
V., v·l., arhl YII.. $;),50 cac}J. Entire set, by express, $Hi.

New En•·lnnd and the I•eo}>le up 'J'Ilcre
By George E. M~cdon:tlU. 10 cen~
Blakeman's l!OO Poetienlltuldles. 20 centl

A. HumorousLccture.

5

Cbristian Schetue of Redemption. Charles
Watts. 5 cents.
J.ogic of ])cat It; or, Wily Should the Atheist Fenr
to Die 1 G. J. Holyoake. 10 cents.
Povc.-t.y; Its E!!ccts on tllo I'olltlcal Condition of thO
People. Charles llradlaugh. 3 eeuts.
~
J!IANNA §EJUES.
New I,ifc of David. Charles Dra!llaugil. 5 cents.
~00 Questions \Vitltout '"uswers. 5 cents.

n!?;~t1I~cf!~~~:i!~~e)l,!'it~:::f:.:i~J~~;~~~:.ion•
Q,neries Snbtnittcd to the Bench of Bish•
op,. by " Weal<. but Zcnlou,. ()hristian. lD
cent:;.
Search Af'tcx• lien vcn atul Hell. A. Holyoal<e.
5 cents.
New I~ifC oJ· J onab. Chas. Bradln.ngh~ 5 cents.
,\. l··ew \Vords Ahont tiw Devil. Chas. Brad·
laugh. 5 cents.
N-e1v
Jacob. Cll:1rlca llr.tdl:mgll.
cenns.
Du.uicl tile Drcant~r. A. Holyoa}.~:c. lO cents.
Si>ecintcn of the Uible. Esther A. Holyoah:e
10 ccuts.
Acts ol' the Apostles; A Farce. A. Holyonke. H
cents.
J.udierous As}>ccts of Christianity. A. Hol·
yoa.kc. 10 cent~.
'i'wclvc AI>OstleM. Charles llmdlaugb.. 5ccuts.
~\\rho 'Vas J ~sus Chrhtt? Charles nradlaugil. ·...
cents.
~~i~at Ditl .J {:SU:'.'l 'I' each? ChJ.rles Hradbugll
5
u~ · •
•. \\.'
~ ·
' . IJ. •
J.~ ew L~fe o~ ,.,rn 1~ tal:l~ ,.,~:~·~· ~-~u.l~ugh~.. ,l, eta
:Ne.Jv :L1fc of :'11osc,;. Cllu .. c. Dr,,,l •• ug.t. o ceat5.
A Scc~ar .Prn."t·er, A. H~.Jifo,~:~e. Pt"':r .1\:.r..! HJ ~·CIJ
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DR. 'THAYER"S Christian Religion.
BY

IAONEliC GARMENTS.

THE traveler In England always notices a. .singuPAUSE, 0 friend. ere thou doest wrong. Remember that It is not only the deed Itself that will lar anomaly-the weather is always wet and- the IS THE ONLY. PHYSICIAN THAT NEV.]!R GUESSES.
IT ALWAYS FINDS THE niSEAS"' AT THE
be thy condemll!l.tion, but the long train of events peoplearealwii.ysdry.
START, RELIEVES. AND CURES IT.
that may grow out of it. We axe all living e:x:am... EvERY -man according to his lights." as the
The" V'ctorla" lethe only sl\rment In the· market that
ples to others. we must iead those we influencP butcher said when he rung
a bogus live~ on a Is PERMANENT 'IN FORCE. ·
either toward the good or the evil. We hav It In poor-paying customer.
The only comfortable prment to wear made.
Tbe strongest In force.
our power to go right or go wrong before we start,
The
"SAM," said an old colored man down at the clean. only one that can be washed and kept sweet and
but we can never retrace a step after It Ia once
The only one with Voltaic Plies and Armatures.
post-omce to another old codger, "what's the
taken.-Elmina D. Slenlcer.
The only one that will not rust.
meaning of versa versa? " "It means tother from
6
FoR my part, I long ago espoused the cause of which," answered Sam, with great dignity. " I
~g: ~II~t:gfe'f%!lrc :!r~~~~·ln th;cJllarket.
religions Uberty, not because that ca.nse was popu dunno," said the first one, "I think it means upside
lar, but because It was just; and I am not disposed down-" "No," retorted his friend, "l'se done
to abandon the principles to which I hav been truP mah It means hind side defoah." A third old felThere are several base nnd worthlel!ll Imitations of.Dr.
Thayer's Magnetic goods upQn the market. The only
through- my whole life in deference tO a passing low came by just then. and they appealed the-ques- ·appa.•ent
merit they have Is CheapneBS. Cheap goods In
clamor. The day ma:y come, and may come soon. ·fon to him. "I cannot despl9.1n pezactly," he thfs l1ne 1 as 1n every other, are dear at any pl'lce 1 and
when those who are now loudest In raising that ,ald. " so as to· meet wid .your co~predehenslon, cannot render as ellictent. service to tbe yatlent, because
clamor, may again be; as they hav formerlY. been. out wiser-wersa am a 'propriation from de Latin b~!If<?ffr~t~~~J_HEIR MAGNET C CURRENTS
suppliants tor justice. When that day comes I will and ·meanswnss and wuss and mo' of it. I mem.. .Magnets, whether Natural or Artjfi.clal, would soon Lose
try to prevent others from· oppressing them, ae bers stnmblin ober It at college.-· It am a hard their Power jf the.v were lift to 7hemBelves. 7hey must there.
I now try to prevent them from oppressing others. word to pronounce." ·He ambled along with his fore be Provuled with.Armatures." (See Ganot' s Ph>losophy.)
BE ON YOUR GUARD AGAINST FRAUDULI!:NT
In the mean time I shall contend· against their In- buck-saw, and the two who had referred to him
APPLI.ANCES I
tolerance with the same spirit with which I ma-.: looked after him with respect and admiration,
BUY ONLY OF REPUTABLE_ MANUFACTURERS!
hereafter ha. v to contend for their rights.- Macau- wondering that "one small head could carry all he
VICTORIA TRIUMPHANT:
lay's" Sp•ecll. on IJisltnters," (Jhap,z Bill. 184.4. [One
kliew."
of the noblest speeches of the many noble ones that
The
most wonderful cases on rec3rd. Send for Proofs,
SHE SAT ON IT.
:Macanlay has left behind him. lt Is E\teeped In the
Circulars, and Price List to
.
"'
Dr. Thayer, philosophy of Loche and penetrated-with the fire Miss Clara Fitzsimmons had traveled abroad,
455 Fulton Street, BroOklyn. !I'. "I"
of Milton's " Arfcapagltlca." The oecasion of the And when she returned, she resolved to afford
speech was temporary, and in Itself of limited Im- All her friends the great pleasure of hearing her
"VICTORIA" has twelve Improvements over any and
tell
.
c
all other Magnetic Gsnrnmts. Thjjrefore do DOt bny_any
portance; but the principles in"Volved In the dissuch ~~ ds till you have sent to Dr. Thayer.
·
cussion are for all times and seasons.- W. d J
How she flourished In London, and Paris as well.
9

CoJ •. ROBERT G. "INGERSOLL,
Ju.d_;-e .JEREMillH 5.-B'\o'AC~,
Prof'. GEORGE P. FISHER ..

in

IMPORTANT.

a.

To go on joined to our idols when we are sn1Hent. When she gave her reception the :house was wellfllled
'
ly awakened to suspect at least that they are idols
Is an Immoral conditiOn that is wide-spread and With sunfiower mashers, whose glances oft kllled
!n a manner resthetlc the maidens so fair,
replete with baneful consequences.- Watera.
With their llmgnlshing looks and too utterly air.
IN the long run, no doubt, It Is almost alway~
true that a man Is what he makes himself. But. While at supper, a dandy, whose headjwas quite
light,
'
nevertheless. there ts almost sure to be some period
or other· in his lite during which he will be criti- Drank a toast to the hostess;mld cheers of de·
light,
cised and treated more according to the Idea which
his friends havformed, as to his qualities and capa- And leaning towards her, he sald, with a smile,
"Of
course,as you've traveled, you've troll the
bilities, than according to his relil merits. And reGreen Isle~"
membering not only this, but also how e:x:tremely
liable our judgments are to err, let us bew!ll'e of ·'Oh yes,"·replied Clara," I was there for a day."
ascribing either good or bad rashly to any one: "Well then," said the fop," I'm delighted to say
and as far or may be possible, let us abstain from That when you were ·there, you kissed, I will
swear,
judging one another needlessly at all.-Spectator;
Aug. 20, 1881.
The Blarney Stone famous they hav over there.
-IT Is often asserted to believe Is the onlv safe ·• And as your lipg kissed it, suppo11e I kissed you;
way. If you wish to be safe, be honest. Nothing That stone I'll be kissing by proxy, 'tis true."
can be safer than that. No matter what his belief And advancing, he coa:x:ed h_erfor one little smack,
may be, no man, even in the hour of death_, cal! re- But she, quite embarrassed; kept waving him
back.
gret having been honest. It never can be necessary to throw away your reason to save your soul· " ExcUse me, Adolphus, pray loosen your hold;
A soul"!'lthont reason Is scarcely worth saving- You're not only fresh, sir, but terribly bold.
There Is no more degrading doctrin than that of- That stone, I assure you, I only Jpssed once,
mental non-reslstanc·e. The soul has a right to de- For I· eat Equarely on it; so there now, you
fend its ca!tle-the brain-and he who waves that
dunce I"
·
right becomes a serf. and slave.-Ingersoll. THE SONG OF SOLOMON.
No one can be a great thinker who does not rec
Young King Solomon,
ognize that as a thinker It is his first duty to follow
Like all mankind, with life before •em,
his intellect to whatever conclusions it may fead
was a right bold and jolly man,
__
Truth gains more even by the errors of one who.
And thought of wives he'd take a quorum ;
with due study and preparation, tbinks for himWJth
now
9:!1d
then
a
sort
of
spouse
·
self, than by the tJ:ue oplnlons of those who only
Who didn't stand on marriage vows,hold them because they do not suffer themselvs to
To su~ar-ooat them o'er.
thlnk.-Mi!L'p Libertv.
It was a conjugal idea,
TRUTH Is compared in scripture to a streaming
That might ha.v suited such as we are,
~ountain; If her waters flow not In a perpetual
With Jerusalem and all Judea
pron-ession, thev sipken Into a muddy pool of conTo foot the score,
formity and tradition. A man may be a searcher
Young King Solin the truth; and if he believes things only because
Fol de rollol;
his pastor says so, or the assembly so determine.
If ever any ache or Ill he had,
without knowing other reason, though his belief
He eoothedit with these balms of Gileadbe true, yet the very truth he holds becomes his
Young King Sol I
heresy.,-Nilton's Areopagitica.
He drank, and danced, and played the •cello,
wrote songs, and sang, like a gay fellow,
To solicit and persuade one another are priviFol de rollol,
leges which belong to us all; and the wiser or bet·
Fol de rollol,
ter man Is bound to advise the less wise and good;
Ft:ll de rollolbut he is not only not bound, ne Is not allowed
Yotm~?: King Soli
generally speaking, to coerce hlm.-Gladston' on
Church aiuJ. State.

Brave~Klng

FoRourselvs, we own that we do not understand
the common phrase, a good man but a bad king.
We can as easily conceive a good man- but an unnatural father, or a good man but a treacberous
friend. We cannot, in estimating the charll.cter of
an individual, leave out of our consideration his
conduct In the most Important of all human relations; and if in that relation we :find hfin to hav
been selfishly cruel and deceitful, we shall take the
liberty to can him a bad man, In spite of all his
temperance at table and all his regularity at

chnrch.-Nacaulav's EBsava.

·

THE kind of religion that this country would be
the better for having In Its governmental affairs Is
not that which takes the form of theological pro
fession or of omcial prayers and Bible-readingsbut that which has already crystallized into Integ~
rity and purity and nobility of character. We·
want men in the leglslativ halls and in the e:x:ecutlv omces who will be servants of their country
rather than of self; who will be Impervious to any
bribes addressed either to their avarice or their
ambition; who care more for truth and justice
than for any partisan advantage; who, besides be
ing inte:gectually competent, are of clean reputa.Hon In both public and private life.- W. J

Potter.

-

·

THE leaves of autumn are in number millions;
the girl goes Into the field, and picks the fairest tor
her ll.lbum; the rest drop upon the soil, Those
that the girl preserved do nothing. Those that- no
one observed, fate takes. care of; bare, lifeless
d!Bcolored, the torn and ragged things drop lightly
upon the soil; the cold, shrill winds of autumn
spread them about; the dripping, pattering rain
soaks them Into the ground; they will create In
spring a more glorious vegetation. Which leaf Is
it that made the soil f Every leaf. Whose lite has
made the world f Every lite.-0. B. Frothingham.

1'BE wind and the sun will make vinegar with·
out any shouting to assist them.-Georqe Etwt.

Solomon
Kept marrying till people wondered
To ~ee a wise and holy man
Run up a score of seven hundred;
But, though he took the sugar-coats
Right merrl.Iy as antidotes,
He got an overdose.
Just think of his domestln bothers 1
Seven bundred wives-three hundred others
Almost as bad-llnd all the!r mothersAt once broke loose 1
Brave King SolFol de rol lol;
He saw his load, and tried to back it;
But when he had to face the racketBrave King Sol 1
He danced no more, nor played the •cello,
But, like a Bashan bull would bellow,
Fol de rol lol,
Folderol Jol,
Fol de rollolBrave King Soli
Poor King Solomon,
ln youth so gay and level-headed,
Became a melancholy man,
Being too much concnbined and wedded:
Oh, pity him his thousand wives,
Ye generous married men, whose lives
Are miserable with one !
For surely he had come to hate •em
When hA declared them, seriatim, '
As vrtnitas vanitatum
• Beneath the sun,
Poor King SolFol de rol lol;
He sank at last upon the stony
And cheerless road of matrimonyPoor King Sol 1
_
With somewhat of his fate before us,
Let's solomonly repeat the chorus:
Fol de rollol,
Fol de rollol,
Fol de rollolPoor old Sol t

•
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KNOWLEDBE IS P0W£ R
READ.

Tbe, only Compiete and A_uthOil':lzed.
- Edition,_
· This very remarkable series of papers appeared at ID·
tervals In the North American Bem.W. al!d awakened the
profoundest Interest with the press and public. ·Their
appearance In pamphlet form Is In response to Innumerable reQueSts from all Parts of the country.

'

. Price,

.

,

•

· 30 cents.

Addrf!SS
D.M. BENNETT

.

WI·nes ! WI"ne" ' Wines!
-

·

·0 •

The· substitution of light wines for the ftery liquids
which It h•s been the custom of Americans hitherto~
Imbibe haiCtone more for the cause of true temperance
than the labors of the Gospel Temperance Union, the
published and unpublfshed speeches and artlcfes of Pro·
hlbltlonls•s, and the new Sunday law coinblned.

MR. GEORGE BISGHEL.
19 Green,vich Ave., New York,
Has on hand a large stock of California and Ohio wJnus
which he will guarantee to be pure, and which he will
sell at prices to which no one can object. He wishes au
reaaers of THE TRUTH. SEEKER 1\ Happy New Year, and
will exchange the compliments of the season wlah al
who may be pleased to call upon h_lm

- GEORGE BISCHEL,

19 Greenwich .A.ve.

The Great Discovery !

DR. PECK'S
EXCELSIOR

LIVER PILLS.
PURELY VEGETABLE.
Cure Malaria, Neuralgia, .Ja•n·
dice, R,._eumatism, Gout, Dys•
pepsia, and all . Bilious and
Liver Affections, etc., etc.
Descrlptlv otrcuta.,,
application.

~estlmontal8,

etc., mailed tree on

Price sin~le box, 2fi cents. Five boxes tor

u.oo.

'

45
lf you cannot get them of your druggist, addre1 1 C'le

proprietor, w. H.PECK,222 Washlngtonstreet,N. Y.

0

CONSUL_T!~

INGERSOLL'S SPtECH ON TAL·
MAGIAN THEOLOGY.
The ICONOCUS7, Saturday, Dec. 2S; 1882, will contain
the Great Speech of Co!.Ingersolt on" Talmaglan Theology," delivereit at Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 11, 1882. The
paper containing the speech can be procured at'li cents
a copy. Twenty-five copies and over at 3 cents a copy.

VINELAND, N.J.

A regulorly eoncn!ed ond leg'!tly qna!Uied

rnoatancceeful, as his prn.ctiee will prove.

physician, and. tilt

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS..
EASES.
Speri:natorrhea an<l Impotency,

IUl tbo result oC aelC-abnse in youth, aoxual excesses in maturer

te:::~g:n~~~:ti~~a~, W~r::c::t:ht~!~~~ ~;~~~~Dt~:
0
~~e, l!~fs~:~ ~e~~~!~1 !}ew:i~te~,bC~~~st~:C:lid!!~~~"0o,
Se::run.ll'ower, &c., rendering mur.inge improper or unhappy,
thoroughly nnd permwontly cured by nn

&r3

EXTERNAL APPLICATION,

Address

LAJ'tiASTER. & .JAlUIESON,
Indianapolis, lnd,
CORRESPONDEN4JE.
A Liberal young man, 27 years of age, wishes to corre;
spond with a lady or means ab' ut his own age. Address
5tf8
w. J. BURNS, 1S2S Eighth nve., Altoona, Pa,
THB

BOOK OF THE CHRO.NICLES

' OF

:t~~t ~e ~:a~:r:r'~e!:~~~~0~ ru:~:!!f:t~~ ~~~otvf~~l'f~

witbont a raifnreto curafn a single ease~ an~ some of them The Pilgrims in the 'Land of Yahweh.
were in a terribly abattered condition-bad Deen In the InMno

Jtagea

8

~!B::~~i!,t~:~tfe !i~n~gn~!~ln~~~~~Jco~~efosoll~h~~h!:df;

able to ta.Keeare of themselves.
8YPIIILIS ~oaitive\'1 cored and

entlre1t eradleatcd

R:r:r:t(:!
Ru~ur~~M1os~a~ci ~l~~~~~at:r~c=:~o~:!~,!J;
cored.
.
l

Middle-Aged and Old Men.
-~~etr:oat~~:i :!:C~ea;Fo~0:1 ~~!~:fd:;:~lt:h:cc~~p~l~~~b~

a.Ugbt amnrting or burning sensation, and a weakening of the
:h~~~:r; ~en;o~~i"a t:~lp"; :;~~~ ~-~~~c~~df~~~·t, ~; =~!~l~"!
ama.ll pnrtlclca oi a.lbnmcn will appear, or the color wtll be or a
thin or mllkisb hueb aguln cbnnglng to adark ant.l to~ld appear-

a

1

0

;.hC:;ewabr~bJ:lnl~!no::t!b~~;~~ ~hf!adfm~~~:o~;r:!~J!.~~e

D •. M, Bennett, Scribe,
ALSO

from·

THE EPIST:[..E OF BENNETT THE APOSTLE TO THE
TRUTH SEEKERS.
Frtim Ylilu:tne 11. of".A 7BU7H SBBKBB .ABOUND 7BII
WOBLD."
. D. M. BENNETT,

21 Clinton Place. New Yorlr.

:rth;

eause. Dr. Fctfows' External Remedy witl br&'Igubou~ a perfect Interrogatories to J ahovah.
cu~Co~~ l~ft~t!~;sf e~~:r ge::~~~~;~ts~gh:r~~at~:a~o'f::r;
and
oorrospondence strictly confidential.
:Being 3,000 questions propounded to his
PRIVATE COUNSELOR.

tr~~~~::~='to~~~aell,a~:!~~t;~:~~:,·:r;,~;g,~::S~
a~ toms,

bolrlble effects, nod core,

followed by 88strof{tte&tlmon~
1

tJjB..ail~B..~nP.Ji~r!::;:~e~
:.Cotb:!~f~i!:f~ ,itve~t~ dldctreaa
FELLOWS, VIneland, New Jul'f!ey, !'r
ouro ancllllale In what Plll'fl you oawlhla,

Jewish Godship upon a great
variety ef subjects.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
aper,I!O ce n ts; Cloth, 7~ cents.

·-

The Busts of

Notices trom the Press.
]From th.e Worcater (Nata.) Daily 7imes.]

we cordlallv Indorse Dr. R. P.Fellows as an able and

~ts~:~Eh!.sb~~~~e;r~~ ~~~~:,.e:d:0o~~~~~es~~gs;~~1~~~

relief In the old medication, but were cured by the sclen.
tll!c method originated by Dr. Fellows.
[From th.e_IJtar Spangled Banner, Bimdale, N.H.]
AND OrnBRs :-The Banner seldom Indorses

To lNvA.LJDS

~it~~~e~~~d~~~\f~~U~A~ ~~3-~a""lo\"~:-:'~&~~

and reputable _practitioner_, but 011e of the most Bll®41afu.
phptotaum~• lJII1~4 ~~~ •

P .A.INE and VOLTAIRE.
By the celebrated 1c_glptor

CLARK MILLS.
Price,

$1.50 each.
Addreaa

:n

D. M. BENNETT,
Ollntoa Plao, Now York.:;

